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Every  person  who  maliciously 
cuts,  defaces,  breaks  or  injures 

any  book,  map,  chart,  picture, 

engraving,  statue,  coin,  model, 

apparatus,  or  other  v^ork  of  lit- 
erature, art,  mechanics  or  ob- 

ject of  curiosity,  deposited  in 

any  public  library,  gallery, 

museum  or  collection  is  guilty 
of  a  misdemeanor. 

Penal  Code  of  California, 

1915,  Section  623. 
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1977 

/ INDEX  FOR  VOLUME  CXLVIII 

January  —  December  1976 

(The  references  are  to  month  and  page  respectively) 

chitects 

ibraham,  Ray-Jul  10  (mention) 
idler,  David— Feb  14  (mention) 
.mbasz,  Emiiio-Feb  8;  Jul  6,  10;  Aug  64-67;  Sep  86; 
Oct  14 

iFcop  Assoc's.— Aug  34,  36 
vrmstrong,  Leslie-Nov  16  (mention) 
.ulenti,  Gae-Feb  97-98 
.arnes,  Edward  Larrabee-Jul  82 
larragan,  Luis— Sep  86-87,  135 
iates,  Harry-Nov  140,  193 
ledenkapp,  John-Feb  8  (mention);  Jun  82-85;  Jul 
32-33,  139 

lell,  Byron-Apr  12 
looth,  Laurence-Feb  14  (mention) 
reuer.  Marcel— Aug  84  (chair) 
;rewer,  Charles— Oct  14  (mention) 
roudy,  Charles-Oct  14  (mention) 
rown,  Denise  Scott-May  8;  Aug  79,  107 
unshaft,  Gordon— Nov  72 
urgee,  John-May  94-95 
ameron,  Donald-Nov  102,  104 
ampagna,  Paul— May  99 
audill,  Rowlett,  Scott-Jul  82 
ohen,  Stuart-Feb  14  (mention) 
onklin,  William— Aug  79  (quote) 
ox,  Warren— May  116 
laniel,  Mann,  Johnson  &  Mendenhall— May  93 
'ay  &  Zimmerman— May  14 
)e  Vido,  Alfred-Aug  84-89,  156 
'iamond  &  Meyers-Feb  84-89,  207 
inkeloo,  John-Jul  83,  103;  Oct  6 
isenman,  Peter— Jul  10  (mention) 
llis,  William— Aug  107  (quote) 
LS  Design  Group— Aug  109 
dipek,  Robert-Mar  16 
ioyd,  Chadwick— Aug  8  (mention);  Sep  10 
ranzen,  Ulrich— Aug  79  (quote) 
arrison,  Truitt— Jul  82 
ifford,  Horace— Jun  62-63 

u-ard,  Alexander-Jul  82,  103 
luck,  Peter- Aug  79,  107  (quote) 
oldner,  Daniel  Louis— May  14 
oldsmith,  Myron-Jul  82 
kay,  Paul-Mar  96-99,  190-191;  Apr  118-121 
raves,  Michael— Nov  16  (mention) 
agmann,  John-Feb    107;  Jun    100-105,    126;   Sep 
80-85, 135 

ardy,  Holzman,  Pfeiffer  Assoc's.-Mar  10;  Jul  82 
ilartman,  George— Aug  79  (quote) 
kjduk,  John-Mar  90-91.  189;  Jul  10  (mention);  Aug 
79  (quote) 
■eyer,  Paul-Jan  58 
ilodgett,  Craig-Jul  10  (mention) 
lollein,  Hans-Mar  10 
luebner,  Louis  H.-Dec  130-133,  203 
[yde,  Bryden-Apr  102-105 
3el,  Manfred-Mar  88 

icobsen,  Hugh  Newell-Feb  109  (quote);  May  114- 
115,  116-117;  Aug  79  (quote);  Sep  70-71,  110-113; 
)ct  104-105 

ntzen,  Michael- Aug  6,  44-47,  156 
hnson,  Philip-May  94-95;  Sep  10 
ihn,  Louis-Feb  108-109 

■ck,  George  Fred-Feb  14  (mention) 
■nnon,  Paul-Jul  82 
lowles,  J.C.-Aug  77 
)olhaas,  Rem-Jul  10 
oeger,  Keith-Jan  59 
jechauer,  K.D.-Jan  63 
achado,  Rodolfo-May  92 
eier,  Richard-Jul  10  (mention);  Nov  168-171,  196 

itchell-Giurgola  Assoc's. -Jul  80-81;  Aug  76 
ooney,  Kempton-Aug  50-57 

Moore,   Charles-Jan   14;  May   125   (quote);  Jul  10 
(mention);  Sep  10 

Morgan,  WiUiam-Apr  122-125,  155;  Jun  12 
Morris,  Will-Apr  122-125,  155 
Mosher,  Robert-May  142 
Mount,  Charles-Jan  82-87,  89,  95,  98-99,  167;  Mar 
122  (quote);  May  153  (recipe) 

Myers,  Barton-Feb  84-89,  207 
Obata,  Gyo-Nov  80 
Pei,  I.M.  &  Partners-Jul  82;  Aug  76  (mention);  Nov  86 
PeUi,  Cesar -Jul  10  (mention),  82;  Aug  79  (quote) 
Piano,  Enzo-May  12 
Polshek,  James— .Aug  8  (mention),  107  (quote) 
Pomeroy,  Lee -Feb  112-113 
Portman,  John— Jun  8  (mention);  Aug  34  (mention) 
Potters,  Stephen-Mar  122  (quote) 
Ramati,  Raquel-Oct  10 
Ranalli,  George-.Mar  14;  Jul  10 
Rebori,  .4ndrevv'— Feb  14  (mention) 
Redfern,  Larry-Jul  66-73 
Roche,  Kevin-Jul  83,  103;  Oct  6 
Rogers,  Richard— May  12 
van  der  Rohe,  Mies-Feb  86-87;  May  100  (chairs) 
Rooke-Ley,  Peter-Jul  92-95 
Rosenfeld,  W  illiam  &  Serpil— Feb  8 
RTKL  of  Baltimore -Jul  36-37 
Rudolph,    Paul-Feb    70-77;    109    (quote);    Oct    14, 
116-123 

Saarinen,  Eero— Jul  82-83 
Saarijien,Eliel-Jul  82-83 
Saifuku,  Anthony -Jul  52-57,  141 
Sauer,  Louis— Aug  76 
Secon,  Edward— Oct  6 

Sharpe,  Carl— Jul  104 
Silvetti,  Jorge— May  92 

Skidmore,  Owings'&  Merrill-Jul  82,  103 Smith,  Peter  &  JuUet  Glyrm-May  12  (mention) 
Soleri,  Paolo— .Nov  152  (quote) 
Stern,   Robert-Feb   107,  109  (quote);  Jun  100-105, 
126;  Jul  10  (mention);  Sep  80-85,  135;  Oct  101 

(quote) 
Stevens,  Edmund— Jan  70-73,  104 

Thompson,  Hancock,  W'itte-Mar  14 
Thompson,  Ventulett  &  Stainback-Aug  34 
Tigerman,   Stanley-Feb   14  (mention),    108  (quote); 

.Mar  189  (quote);  Jul  10  (mention),  52-57, 141;  Sep  14 
Ventullett.  Tom— Jan  14;-.4ug  34 
Venturi  &  Rauch-Feb  106-107;  Jul  82 
Venturi,  Robert-Feb  109  (quote);  May  8,  14;  Jul  10 
(mention);  .Aug  79,  107 

Vichey.  Constantine— .May  117 
Wall,  Don-Oct  66,  68,  70 

Wang,  Ming— May  115 
Warner  &  Gray-Mar  96-99,  190-191;  Apr  118-121 
Warner,  Jack  Lionel-Mar  96-99,  190-191;  Apr  118- 

121;  Jun  86-87 
Weese,  Benjamin— Feb  14  (mention) 
Weese,  Harrv  -Jul  82 
Williams,  Tod-Mar  122  (quote) 
Wurster,  William— Apr  136 

.\uthors 

.4bercrombie,  Stanley-Jun  14;  Nov  168-171,  196 
Barry,  Naomi-Jun  66-67,  111,  122 
Bates,  Kenneth-Jan  22;  Feb  44,  46,  50;  Mar  54,  56; 
Jul  32-33,  139 

Bateson,  Gregory— Aug  40-41,  154 
Beard,  James  A. -Jan  94,  96;  Mar  66,  93;  Jun  10;  Jul 
95;  Nov  177,180 

Beck,  Simone-Mar  50,  52,  64,  66 

Bellini,  Beppe-Mar  128-129;  May  8;  Dec  144 
Benoit,  Jehane-Feb  119,  126-127 
Bibb,  Porter-Sep  8 
Bierman,  Steve— Dec  146,  148 

Birren,  Faber-Sep  22,  27 
Blanch,  Lesley-Jun  52,  54,  56,  93;  Nov  155 

Bliss,  Edwin-Aug  42-43,  108-109 
Bocuse,  Paul-.\ug  98-103 
Boger,  Louise  Ade-Jan  25-26;  Feb  26,  28;  Mar  18,  30; 
Apr  22,  24;  May  42,  44;  Jun  18,  20;  Jul  18,  20;  Aug 
14, 20; Sep  19-20;  Oct  20,  24;  Nov  24,  28;  Dec  18,  20 

Bolton,  Bruce -Jun  112,  116,  118;  Dec  144 
Borgese,  Elizabeth  Mann— Aug  10 
Brazelton,  Dr.  T.  Berry— Jun  36,  56 

Brooks,  Patricia— Dec  14 
Brown,  Kate-Feb  12;  Jun  10 
Buchwald,  Art-May  8;  Nov  156 
Cameron-Smith,  Marye— Dec  146 

Camp,  Edith-Feb  14 
Gary,  Mara-Apr  14,  54,  60,  63,  90-91 
Charton,  Barbara-Sep  117,  128,  130 
Child,  Julia-Jan  14;  Mar  52,  64,  66,  93-94;  Nov  149, 
177,  180 

Claiborne,  Craig-Mav  8;  Nov  184 
Colchie,  Elizabeth-Apr  133,  144,  146;  Oct  149, 156, 

161-162 
Cole,  Mary-Nov  107-110 
Cooke,  Alistair— Sep  14 
Corbitt,  Helen-Jan  61,  91,  100,  102;  Jul  91,  102-103 
Cutler,  B.J. -Aug  104 
Cutler,  Carol-Aug  60-61,  95,  105 
Da  Costa,  Morton-Apr  12 
Dannenbaum,  Julie -Jan  14,  May  126-127.  141,  154, 
156-157;  Nov  182 

Dash,  Robert-Aug  6;  Sep  16;  Mar  12;  May  14;  Jun  8 
David,  EUzabeth-Jul  96 
Davis,  Douglas-Sep  68-69,  114,  191 
Davitz,  Dr.  Joel  R.-Jun  60,  167 
Denner,  Jerome  H.— Dec  65-67,  156;  Apr  38,  43 
Doland,  Winthrop  W.-Jan  14 
Donovan,  Mary— Dec  146 

Ellis,  Jane-May  153-154 
Emmel,  Thomas  C— Jan  8 
Falter,  Mary  Elizabeth-Jan  40;  Oct  78,  80;  Dec  52,  58 
Famularo,  Joe-Feb  122-123 
Fanning,  James-Jan  168;  Mar  188;  Apr  202-203;  Mav 
214-215;  Jun  166;  Jul  138;  Aug  152-153;  Sep  19(); 
Oct  232;  Nov  284-285;  Dec  204-205 

Faul,  Roberta-Nov  10 
Finneson,  Dr.  Bernard  E.— Jun  99,  168-169 
Fleming,  Ian— Apr  50,  52 
Florman,  Samuel-Jul  49-50,  141 

Floyd,  Chadwick— Aug  8 
Flynn,  Elspeth-Apr  10;  Mav  10;  Aug  6;  Oct  10 
Foa,  Linda-Oct  136-139,  231 
Fobel  &  Boleach— Sep  16 

Franey,  Pierre— Nov  184 
Friedman- Weiss,  Jeffrey— Oct  14 
Galbraith,  John  Kenneth-Jan  67,  169 
Garrity,  Joan— May  8 
GilJ,  Brendan-Aug  79;  Sep  10 
Gordon,  Mrs.  Leonard  (Kaye)-Jan  61,  92-93,  99-100 
Greenburg,  Dan— Oct  131 
Gross,  Paul-Apr  108,  130,  151;  Aug  42-43,  94,  106; 
Sep  44,  62;  Oct  84,  86;  Nov  30,  35,  40,  42;  Dec 
115,208 

Guerard,  Michel-Feb  12;  Mar  95;  Sep  117-122,  132, 
192;  Nov  155 

Guest,  C.Z.-Mar  100-103 
Haders,  PhyUis-Jul  10 
Hall,  Edward  T.  &  MUdred-Nov  126,  174,  192 
Hardie,  Dee-Mar  14;  May  10;  Jun  14;  Jul  16;  Aug  10; 

Sep  30,  32,  35,  37,  39-40;  Oct  6,  10 
Hardie,  Louise -Sep  14 
Harris,  Lloyd— Jun  12 
Hathaway,  .Mrs.  E.  Phillips-Dec  14 
Healy,  Harriet-Nov  182,  184 
HeUer,  Pamela-Jul  10;  Oct  10;  Nov  10 



ellman,  Roberta  &  Marvin  Hoshino-Aug  8 
olt,  Herbert -Jun  12 

uxley,  Anthony-Dec  95-96,  136.  155-156 
uxtable.  Ada  Louise-Feb  8;  May  94-95,  213;  Aug  79 
lone,  Christopher- Aug  98-103 

lich,  Ivan-Sep  94,  191,  193 

•ibe,  Maybelle-Dec  137,  143,  150,  152,  154 
iherwood,  Christopher- Oct  131 

ickson,  Paula  Rice-Mar  10:  Apr  14,  18,  20,  68;  44, 
48;Jun99.  168-169;  Nov  111-116 

meway,  Ehot-Apr  110 
ahnson,  Deborah— Feb  10 

ahn.  Herman— Jan  12 

ramer.  Jack— Apr  8 
janz,  Diane- Apr  111 
rauss.  Rosalind    Aug  8,  79 

uskin,  Karla-Jul  25;  Nov  117;  Dec  82 

akein,  Alan- Aug  43,  107 
ane,  Marilyn-Mar  72-81,  191;  Jul  12 

anger.  Richard  W.-Apr  109;  Jun  38,  40,  46,  49;  Oct 
16;  Nov  10;  Dec  16 

awford,  Valentine-Oct  112,  146,  234-235 

each,  Bernard-Feb  8;  Apr  84-85 
eon,  Coralee-Jan  10;  Feb  67.  131,  134 
ewis,  Edna-Jul  89.  97-99,  102 

iversidge.  Anthony-Aug  12 
lallorca.  Jacqueline— Jul  96 

larquit.  Dr.  Sx-vil-Mar  72-81,  191 
lay.  Dr.  RoUo-Apr  88.  151 
lazonowicz.  Douglas-Apr  10 
lazzanti.  Deborah-Feb  120-121 

IcCov.  Elin    May  46,  48,  50-52;  Nov  64,  66,  68,  70 
IcGrail.  WiUiam  &  Joie-Jun  113,  124 
IcLean.  Mrs.  William  H.-Dec  14 
Ic.Niff.  Veronica    Apr  10,  34 

IcNulty.  Henry -Mar  126.  128-129;  Oct  147,  160-161 
lcV\liinney,  Madeline    Jan  66,  88 

Icadmore,  Clement— Jan  57 
litchcll,  Curtis— .Nov  16 

loore-Betty,  Maurice-Nov  177,  184 
lorchouse.  Dr.  Laurence  E.— Jan  81,  102;  Feb  16 
lorgan.  Elaine— Feb  24 
lorris.  WiU   Jan  .32-33;  Feb  42;  79,  116,  130-131; 

Mar  32;  Apr  56-59;  May  62,  66 
lorse,  .Margaret    Feb  69,  208-209;  Oct  10 
iewhouse,  Nancy -Jun  88-89,  169 
•ddo.  Sandra-Jan  34-36;  63;  Feb  46;  78-79;  Mar  44, 

46:  Sep  64,  135;  Nov  145,  190-192 

•Iney.  Richard-Jan  14,  56.  98;  Mar  93;  Apr  12 

•'Reilly,  Jane    Jul  76-79,  107 
trtiz.  Elizabeth-May  153-154 
addock.  Franklin— Jun  12 

enick,  Margen— Jun  36,  56 
esin,  Harry-Jun  12 
ospisil,  AUan-Sep  10;  Nov  14 
rincipe,  .Michael -Dec  12 
rogoff.  Dr.  Ira    Jun  98-99,  168 
affel.  Deanne  — Apr  56;  May  54;  Jun  50;  Jul  30;  Aug 
32:  Sep  52;  Oct  82;  Nov  94;  Dec  90 

:ayner,  William  P. -May  24,  26,  28,  30,  161;  150-152; 
Jul  89,  100-101 ;  Dec  68,  70,  74,  76;  146 

Richardson,  Nancy-Oct  54,  56,  60,  62,  231,  233;  Nov 
72,  74,  76,  80,  86,  92 

Riley,  Elizabeth- May  82 
Rippner,  Bill— Nov  6 
Roda,  Jamet  -Dec  10,  16 
Russell,  Beverly -Jan  66-67,  88,  169;  Feb  34,  128; 
106-109;  Mar  90-91;  104,  112,  191;  105,  189;  Jun 
98-99,  168;  Jul  80-83,  103;  Aug  68-71;  79,  107;  Oct 
6,  10,  14,  16.66,68,70 

RusseU,  John-Jul  84-85,  88,  103;  Dec  116-119,  156 

ass,  Lorna  J.  — Dec  146 

as.soon,  Vidal  &  Beverly-Feb  10 

chafer,  Marilyn-Sep  46 
chocn,  Elin-Oct  100-101,  231;  Dec  22,  24-25 

chwab.  Amy  A. -Apr  66-67;  May  70 
eebohm,  Caroline-Jan  16,  20;  81,  102;  Feb  16,  24; 
65;  69,  207,  209;  Mar  12;  34,  36;  Apr  26,  30,  32; 

84-85;  88,  151;  May  14;  32,  38;  76-78;  82;  Jun  30, 
.32;  60,  167;  Jul  26,  28;  74-75,  106;  Aug  22,  24;  26, 
29;  40-41,  154;  Sep  22,  27;  Oct  28,  30,  31;  130, 
131,  235;  Nov  48,  52;  126,  174,  192;  Dec  114- 
115,208 

herwood,  Dolly— Dec  16 
herwood,  Hugh— Sep  14 
niilh,  Ann -May  8 
mith,  Mary-Jun  92,  167;  Sep  54 
Imyth,  Janet-May  8 
Itagg,  Frederick  L.-Jan  59,  97 
Item,  Marina— Aug  97 

Summerskill,  John-Jun  92-93,  108 
Taylor,  Richard-Oct  38,  40,  46,  230 

Taylor,  Suzanne— May  154 
Tetlow,  Edwin-Jan  12 
Tobias,  Doris-Apr  138,  140,  142;  May  153;  Jun  120; 

Sep  126-128 
Tovey,  John-Mar  12, 124,  131 
Trescher,  Eloise  R.-Jan  80-81;  Mar  38,  40;  Apr  36, 

152;  Jun  24,  28;  Nov  58,  60,  62 

Trueman,  John— Mar  16 
Tyson  Drs.  Robert  &  Mary  Catherine-May  18,  20,  161; 
Sep  48,  50;  Oct  88,  90;  Dec  28,  47,  49 

Von  Eckardt,  Wolf-Aug  79 

Walker,  Elin-Dec  80 

Watson,  Lyall-Feb  24 
Westheimer,  Olie-Sep  16;  Oct  16 
Weston,  Mary^beth-Feb  52-54;  May  68,  70;  Jul  144 
WUder,  Barbara-Dec  137,  143,  150,  152,  154 

Williams,  Chuck-Nov  180 

Wilson,  Edward  0.— Feb  65 
WUson,  Jose-Feb  117,  124,  126;  Jun  10; 
Winkleman,  Michael-Aug  34,  36,  109 

Wise,  Herbert-Oct  14  ^ 
Wisner,  Penni-Sep  10;  Oct  16 

Wolfe.  Linda-May  90-91,  138,  160-161 
Worth,  Helen-May  154 

Wykert,  John-Sep  94,  191,  193 
Zevon,  Susan— Sep  16 

Decorators  &  Designers 

Accorsi,  William- May  12 

Agnelli,  Marella  (Mrs.  Gianni)-May  134 
Albrizzi,  Alessandro-Nov  140-143 
Ambler,  Marsha— Jan  79 
Andrei,  Jean— Sep  93 

Arzig,  Bruce— Aug  82,  155 
Baldwin,  Billy-Apr  cover,  4,  112-115;  Jul  10  (men- 

tion); Sep  105,  134;  Oct  234  (quote);  Nov  140- 
141,155 

Baughman,  Milo-Mar  75;  Sep  104,  105,  134;  Oct 
143,230 

Bell,  BiU-Nov  167,  172-173 

Berger,  Bob— Sep  96 

Bergin,  Mary  Clare— Jan  12 
Bertocini,  Luciano-Oct  142,  230 

Blass,  Bill-Oct  140 
Bleuer,  James— May  cover,  4,  217 
Boeri,  Cini-Mar  110,  190;  Oct  143,  230 

Bradley,  HaU-Jun  107;  Oct  142,  230 
Braff,  Burton- Dec  107 

Branzi,  Andrea— .\ug  12 

Braswell,  Joseph-Jan  14  (mention);  Mar  89 
Bricke,  Ronald— Apr  106 

Britt,  Tom-Sep  cover,  4,  98-101 
Brown,  Everett-Apr  129;  Sep  105,  134 
Buatta,  Mario-Mar  10  (mention),  89 
Burke  &  Dalke,  Charles  &  Michael-Oct  128-129,  147 

Campbell,  Alan-Oct  cover,  4,  132-133 

Campbell,  John— Nov  166 
Carlson,  Dena-Nov  166,  167 

Carr.  Dan-Jun  94-95 
Castelli,  Anna— Feb  113,  133 

Catroux,  Franpois— May  134-136;  Oct  14  (mention) 

China  Seas  Design  Assoc's.  — Aug  48-53 
Citterio,  Antonio— Jan  10 
Clarkson,  George— Oct  cover,  4,  132-135 

Cloughley,  Tony-Nov  140-143 
Cohen,  Elaine-Oct  142,  230 

Colaiii,  Luigi— Sep  105,  134 
Colby,  Don   Jun  106 

Cole,  Edward-May  102-103 

Connolly,  Sybil-Nov  146-147 
Conran,  Terence— Jul  12 

Copper,  Arnold-Nov  178-179 
Cossitt,  Edwin— Nov  146-147 

Crawford,  Jay -Jun  62-63 
Crozer,  Veva— Nov  167 

Curran,  John— Aug  62-63 
Currie,  Bob— Nov  166 

Daigre,  Jean-Francois— Feb  100-105 
Davis,  Dee— Nov  166 
Denning,  Robert-Mar  74-75,  80;  Jun  8;  Oct  231 

(quote) Dexter  Studio-Mar  76-77 

Diekman,  Norman— Mar  88 
Dommartin,  Max-Oct  126-127 

Donghia,  Angelo-Feb  110-111;  Mar  108-109;  Jun  96- 
97;  Aug  92-93;  Sep  14 

Draper,  Elizabeth-Sep  92-93 
Duke,  Diane-Mar  89 

D'Urso,  Joe-Oct  136-139 

Eckstein,  Stanley-Oct  143,  230 
Easton,  David-May  100 

Elliott,  Inger  McCabe-Aug  48-53 
Eriziotti,  Laura-Oct  143,  230 
Erte-Mar  10 

Evans,  Paul-Sep  105,  134;  Oct  143 

FerHta,  Nelson-Sep  102-103 

Fleming,  Thomas— Mar  89 

Forquet,  Federico— May  134-137 
Fourcade,  Vincent— Mar  80 
Fuchs,  Kurt-Mar  122  (quote) 

Garber,  Betty-Oct  127 
Garde,  Fanny-Mar  110,  190;  May  126,217 
Gartner,  Lou-Nov  151 
Geiman,  Clare— Jun  116 

Giglio,  Richard-Jun 97, 125;, \ug  92-93;  Nov  166.  K 
Gismondi,  Ernesto-Nov  150 

GKR,  Inc.,  NY-Aug  84-80 
Grant,  Gary— Sep  97 

Green,  Robert  L.— Jun  94-97 
Greene,  Barbara— Aug  84-89 
Grizotti,  Laura-Mar  110,  190 

Gurado,  Ramond  J. -Oct  142,  166 

Hadley,  Albert-Jan  14  (mention);  Oct  110,  234;  N 145  (mention) 

Halston-Nov  152 

Hampton,  Mark-Jan  14,  58;  Mar  88;  Apr  106;  M 
cover,  4;  Oct  14  (mention) 

Hare,  Richard  B.-May  125  (quote) 

Haussman,  Robert-Oct  142,  230 

Hodgins,  William-Jun  60-61;  Oct  234 
Holmquist,  Anders-Jun  10 
How,  Mary  Pearson— Nov  146 
Irvine,  Keith-Mar  89;  Nov  134-139 

Jacobson,  Robin— Nov  145  (mention) 

James,  Wayne— Nov  116 
Janean  Kitchen  Designs— Mar  22  (quote) 

Johnson,  Ann— Nov  167 
Jones,  David  — Dec  106 
Kasian,  Roe-Jun  107;  Sep  111,  112 

Kohn,  Ray-Dec  107 

Kjaerholm,  Paul-Feb  97-99 
Larsen,  Jack  Lenor-Apr  10  (mention);  Nov  14  (Tl 

Dyer's  Art),  132-133,  175,  188-189  (entertainin;, Dec  144  (recipe) 

Lauden,  Joel    Nov  146-147 
Lenci,  Fabio    Oct  142,  166 

Lipton,  Sondra— Jun  116 
London-Marquis,  Mimi-Dixic    Apr  8;  Jun  86-87;  0, 

14  (mention) 

Love,  Diane— Nov  166 

Maas,  Beau-Nov  166 
Mac  II-May  136-137 
Machado,  WUliam-Mar  88 
Maia,  Ronaldo-Nov  6,  166;  Dec  106 

Mallis,  Stephanie— Mar  34  (mention) 

Marshall,  Ned-Nov  166-167 
di  Martini,  Piero-Jan  10;  Oct  143,  230 

Massoni,  Luigi-Oct  142,  166 

Maurer,  John— Nov  166 
Maya,  Multifarious— Jun  10 
McCarty,  William  ( Billy  )-Oct  14  (mention) 

Missoni,  Rosita  &  Tai-Apr  126-127 
Mongiardino,  Renzo-Dec  120-127 
Moore,  Gene— Sep  97,  133 

Naess,  Filippa— Jan  62 
Nava,  Paolo— Jan  10 
Neas,  Richard  Lowell-Apr  14  (quote).  54,  86-87:  D. 96-97,  106 

Noguchi,  Isanm— Jun  8 
Odell,  Laura-Mar  122  (quote) 

Ohrbach,  Barbara— Nov  166 

O'Mara,  Jeamie  T.-Nov  146-147 
Ostrum,  Barbara— Nov  146 
Palmer,  Brian-Oct  142-143,  230 
Parish,    Mrs.    Henry,  II-Mar  89;  Oct  106-115    14 
162-163,  234-235 

Parker,  Chris— Nov  16 
Parmalee,  David-Oct  142,  230 

Parnis,  Mollie-Sep  105,  134 

Pasotto,  Paolo-Mar  75 
Patino.  Robert-Mar  88;  Jun  70-77 

Penny,  Robert-Jun  94-95 
Pensis,  Albert  Etienne-Nov  144-147 
Perchuk,  Florence-Mar  122  (quote) 

Peress,  Carol  -Jun  68-69 
Perkins,  Robert-Mar  cover,  4,  82-85;  Nov  cover 
146-147;  Dec  98 

Pinto,  Alberto-Sep  118-121 



,atts,  Candida-Aug  12 
obbcr,  Harvey-Oct  142,230 
idziwill,  Lee-Oct  141 
itia,  Armi-Feb  112-113 

lyncr,  (ihessy-Sep  14  (mention) 
^dfern,  (Jill    DeclO 

■  la  Kenta,  Oscar  &  Franpoisc-Nov  16 
tiodes,  Zandra-May  122-123,  158;  Nov  152  (quote) 
idge,  Kichard-Jan  56;  Mar  16 
icck,  John    Sep  110-113;  Dec  107 
izzo.  WUly-Oct  142,230 
abinson,  Mark- Nov  118,  163 
Rocca,  Michael-May  100 

'  joke-Ley/Qumn  Assoc's.    Jul  92-95 
jss,  Barbara-Mar  76-77,  80-81 
jfino,  Robert-Dec  98 
jsso,  Michael-Jun  12 
v'bar.  Valerian  S.-Feb  100-105 
lint  Gilles,  Gilles-Mar  119 
Jadino,  John-Jan    14   (mention);  Jul   66-73;  Aug 
cover,  4,  80-81;  Oct  101  (quote),  147,  150-153 
Santis,  Michael-Mar  120 

ipper,  Richard— Jan  10 
•hule,  Harr>-Nov  166,  167 
■hwartz,  Barbara-Mar  76-77,  80-81 
Iverman,  Phyllis— Sep  96 
nith,  Arthur-Jun  78-81;  Aug  8  (mention);  Sep  102- 
103;  Oct  14  (mention) 
)lomon,  Uavid— Nov  166 
)ttzass,  Ettore— Aug  12 
effy,  Jay-Jul  58-63;  Oct  102-103 
evens,  Shari— Jan  70-73 
evenson,  Todd— Jan  74-77 
vlor,  Michael-Feb  90-91;  Mar  86-87;  May  cover,  4, 

>'l7;Juncover,  4;  Aug90-91 lylor,  Tom-Oct  140 
laler,  Judy-Nov  146-147 
leriot,  Beau-Nov  114-115 
llberg,  Robert-Mar  110,  196 
llett,  Leslie— Apr  10  (mention);  May  cover,  4 
imchin,  Julian- Apr  98-99 
)rtora,  Anthony— Jun  62-63 
uex.  Van  Day-May  118-119,  158 
■:low,  Helena— Aug  50-51 
m  Allen,  Bob- Apr  129,  155 
mderbUt,  Gloria-May  125;  Jul  76-79;  Sep  97;  Nov 
i  50  (quote) 
gnelli,  Massimo— Jan  69 
llano,  Joe-Dec  10,  12 
i>ndrak,  Deanna  Mayor— Dec  16 
linwright,  Andrew— Jun  8 
liker,  Kenneth— Oct  14  (mention) 
ilker,  Kenneth  Brian-May  14;  Oct  14  (mention) 
irff,  Ann  &  Goran-May  126-127 
•bb,  Robert-Nov  166 
lite,  Stephen— Jun  cover,  4 
Ison,  Kenneth  R.— Jun  68-69 
mkler,  Bebe-Mar  78-79,  81;  Sep  74 
nslow,  Chuck-Nov  146-147 

jlf,  Linda  Trinkle-Sep  104,  134 
)lfe,  Vincente-Mar  88;  Jun  70-77;  Nov  149,  166 

j'ight,  Russel— Sep  14 
mg,  Jay-Sep  104 
nuso,  Marco— Nov  153 
jzzeri  of  Florence-Mar  111,  190 
imsteg,  Gustav-Feb  8;  May  134-137 

dscape  Architects 

e,  A.  E.-Mar  90  (mention) 
'llins,  Lester— Mar  10 
ederick,  William  H.,  Jr.— Aug  153 
lUer,  Isabelle  Greene- Apr  118-121 
•ss,  Nat-Jul  66-68 

irr,  Joe,  &  Assoc's. -Jul  52-57,  141 
ilkin,  Robert-Jul  66-68 

irvin,  Robert  E.,  &  Assoc's.— Mar  14 
lllon,  Bunny-Apr  88-89,  203 
ariece  &  Gary-Jan  70-73,  104 
ge,  Russell-Dec  120-127 
eler,  David  Eric-Jul  86-87 
one,  Edward  D.,  Jr.-Apr  203  (mention) 

»ers 

iams,  Mrs.  Arthur-Oct  144-145  (primrose  path) 
:neUi,Mr.  &  Mrs.  Gianni- Dec  120-127  (Turui  house) 
brizzi,  Alessandro-Nov  140-143  (apartment) 
Ian,  Mrs.  John  H.  (Penny)-Jan  8,  78-79  (indoor 

■rarden) 
loisi,  Athena  (Mrs.  Leon)-Jun  70,  76-77  (kitchen/ 
;;reenhouse) 

del  Amo,  Tito-Jul  58-63  (apartment) 
Antinori,  .Marchese  Piero-Mar  128  (vir.eyard) 
Autet,    Ludovic-Nov    16;    Dec    102  105,    137,   139 
(Brantes-Autet  Cuisine,  Inc.) 

Axelrod,  Mrs.  George-May  124  (quote) 
Bailey,  Lee-Feb  96,  99  (apartment) 
Baker,  James-Jan  63  (house-exterior) 
Barry,  Naomi-Jun  66-67  (Porto  Ercole  terrace) 
BatteUe.  Kenneth-Jan   10  (make-over  by  mail);  Apr 
88-89  (garden  shed),  96-101  (beach  cottage),  114 (salon) 

Beadle,  Ernst-Nov  167  (gift  wrap) 
Bedenkapp,  John-Jun  82-85  (house) 
Bendett,  Mr.  &  Mrs.  David-Oct  126-127  (electronic 
equipment) 

Benner,   Mr.    &   Mrs.    David   E.-Dec   128-129  (moss 
garden) 

Bell,  Mr.  &  Mrs.  Byron- Apr  12  (remodeled  barn) 
Birnbaum,  Mrs.  Leonard-May  154  (recipe) 
Blanc,  Noel-Oct  127  (electronic  equipment) 
Blanchard,  Marjorie-Dec  137.  142  (kitchen,  menu), 
148,  150  (recipes) 

Bloomingdale,  Mrs.  Alfred-May  124  (quote) 
Booth,   Mr.   &   Mrs.   Willis   Harold- Aug   72-73,  152 
(tuberous  begonias) 

Bowes,  Mr.  &  Mrs.  John-Apr  136  (beach  house),  147 
(recipes) 

de  Brantes,  Countess  Guy  (Marina)-Sep 93; Nov  16, 149; 
Dec  102-105,  137,  139  (Brantes-Autet  Cuisine,  Inc.) 

Brenner,   Marla-Sep   46   (Victorian  house  moved  & restored) 

Butts,  Mr.  &  Mrs.  Robert-Sep  70-71,  110-111  (York- haven  house) 

Cashin,  Bonnie— May  125  (quote) 
Castelharco  Albani,  Count  Briano-Mar  126  (loggia) 
de  Cicco,  Marie-Pierre-Mar  119  (kitchen) 
Clark,  Sheldon-May  117  (apartment) 
Copper,  Mr.  &  Mrs.  Arnold-Nov  175,  178-179,  190 
(vegetarian  buffet) 

Corsini,  Marchese-Mar  126, 128  (Montepaldi  vineyard) 
Cowles,  Fleur-May   120-121,   161  (London  drawing 
room,  china  tablesettings),  158  (recipes) 

Crawford,  Jay— Jun  62-63  (round  deck  over  water) 
Crispo,  Andrew-Oct  14  (art  gallery) 
Cupit.   Mr.   &  Mrs.   Bert— Feb  92-95  (antiques,  stone 
house) 

Curran,   Mr.    &   Mrs.  John— .Aug  62-63  (pied-a-terre/ 
office) 

Cutler,  Mr.  &  Mrs.  B.  J.  (Carol)-Aug  58-61,  95,  104- 
105  (house,  menu,  recipes,  wine  choices) 

Daigre,  Jean-Franpois— Feb  100-105  (Paris  house) 
Deutsch,  Mr.   &  Mrs.   Armand-Oct  102-103  (media- 
room) 

Dibble,  Earl  &  Eloise— Dec  98  (Christmas  tree) 
Dotch,  Mr.  &  Mrs.  Tom-Jan  14  (sundial) 
Duke,  Diane— Mar  89  (kitchen) 
Dumont,  Paul-Oct  124-125  (mediaroom) 
Eastman,  Mr.  &  Mrs.  Lee  V.— Jul  cover,  4  (veranda) 
Egerstrom,  Mr.  &  Mrs.  Folke-Sep  86-87,  135  (Mexico 
house ) 

EUiott,  Mr.  &  Mrs.  Osborn  (Inger  McCal)e)-Aug  48-53 
(apartment,  China  Seas) 

Ephron,  Nora— Feb  96.  98  (apartment) 
Famularo,  Joe— Feb  123  (kitchen) 
Ferguson,  Barry— Dec  98  (Cliristmas  tree) 
Forquet,    Federico— May    136    (Rome    dming   room, bedroom) 

Frankenheimer,  Mr.  &  Mrs.  John-Mar  92-95  (kitchen, 
patio,  tablesettings).  50,  52,  64,  66  (menu,  recipes) 

Frelinghuysen,  Mr.  &  Mrs.  H.  0.  H.-Mar  89  (library) 
Fuller,  Mrs.  Charles  F.-Feb  cover,  4,  80-83  (new  wing) 
Gittes,  Lenore-Mar  88  (living  room) 
Gray,  Mr.  &  Mrs.  Paul-Mar  96-99,  190-191  (house) 
Green,  Dr.  &  Mrs.  Bernard-May  14  (apartment) 
Green,   Robert  L.-Jun  94-97  (Tollgate  Farm  garden 
party),  123  (recipes) 

Guest,  Mr.  &Mrs.  Winston  F.C.-Mar  100-103  (glimpses 
of  house,  garden,  tablesettings,  flowers,  containers); 
Dec  107  (Christmas  decorations,  party  tables) 

Haders,  Mr.  &  Mrs.   Richard  (PhyUis)-Dec   108-111 
(remodeled  wash  house) 

Hammerstein,  Mr.  &  Mrs.  William- Apr  131,  134-135 
(kitchen),  147-150  (recipes);  May  153  (drink  recipes) 

Haupt,  Enid-Feb  134  (quote);  Nov  152  (quote) 
Heimann,  Richard-May  108-113  (remodeled  barn) 
Hillerman,  John-Oct  124  (mediaroom) 
Horst-Nov  152  (quote) 

Huebner,  Richard-Dec  130-133,  203  (L.l.  house,  in- door pool) 

Huxley,  Mr.  &  Mrs.  David  E.-Dec  98  (Christmas  tree), 
107  (Christmas  decorations,  party  tables) 

Ibel,  .Manfred-Mar  88  (sitting  room/study) 

Jantzen,  Mr.  &Mrs.  Michael- Aug  6,  44-47,  156  (screen 
house,  greenhouse,  solar  water  distiller) 

Jenkins,  Calvin- Dec  98  (Christmas  tree) 
Kaiserman,  Mr.  &  Mrs.  Bill-Sep  103  (living  room) 
Kander,  John— Mar  16  (composing  cabin) 
Kempner,Mr.  &  Mrs.  Thomas  (Nan) -Feb  90-91  (living room,  sitting  room) 

Kennedy,    Mr.    &    Mrs.    Eugene,    Jr.— Dec    cover,    4 
(Christmas  tree) 

Knowles,Mr.  &  Mrs.  J.  C.-Aug  77  (Society  Hill  house) 
Landey,  Martin  &  Toby— Dec  98  (Christmas  tree) 
Lang,  George-May  125  (quote) 
Lannen,  J.  Patrick— Sep  76-77  (interior  with  paintings) 
Larsen,    Jack    Lenor-Nov    132-133,    175,    188-189 
(glimpses  of  apartment  with  desktop  feast) 

Lasker,  Mrs.  Albert  D.— Nov  155  (quote) 
Lautman,  Mr.  &  Mrs.  Bob— Dec  98  (Christmas  tree) 
Lehman,  Mr.   &  Mrs.  Orin  (Wendy  Vanderbilt)-Nov 
134-139  (country  house) 

Leonard,  Alyce— Dec  98  (Christmas  tree) 

Liberman,  Mr.  &  Mrs.  .Alexander— Sep  72-73  (country- 
living  room),  108-109  (city  dining  room,  library) 

Link,  Peter-Feb  112-113  (studio) 
Marinovich,  Dr.  &  \\is.  Mato-Dec  107  (Christmas  table) 
Marshall,  Judith-May  14  (apartment) 
Martin,  Elaine  (Mrs.  Barry)— Jun  70,  74-75  (living  room) 
Mazzei,  Loretta-Jun  70-73  (bedroom) 
McDowell,  Mr.  &  Mrs.  WUliam  D.-Feb  66-67,  114-115 
(vegetable  garden) 

McFadden,  Mary— Sep  76-77  (quote,  costume),  88-91 
(apartment),  115,  124,  130-132,  192  (menu,  recipes) 

McGrail,  Mr.  &  Mrs.  WiUiam  (Joie)-May  153  (drink 
recipes);  Jun   113  (Sunday  lunch  in  gazebo),   124 
(recipes) 

Melahn,  Mr.  &  Mrs.  Thomas-Mar  120-121  (kitchen) 
Mooney,  Mr.  &  Mrs.  Kempton— .Aug  54-57  (house) 
Mount,  Charles-Jan  82-87,  89,  98-99  (Super  Kitchen, menu,  recipes) 

Natkin,  Mr.   &  Mrs.  Robert-Mar  83  (painting);  May 
96-103,   217  (house);  Sep  cover,  4  (painting);  Nov 
162-163  (making  gifts) 

de  Neufville,  Putchine— Oct  6  ("Pronto"  restaurant) 
Parish,  Mrs.  Henry,  II— Oct  112-115  (apartment,  house) 
Parasiliti,  Ada— Nov  162  (.Angola  de  la  Gastronomic, 

MUan) 

Perkuis,  Robert— Dec  98  (Christmas  tree) 
Potamkin,  Mr.  &  Mrs.  Robert-Aug  76  (Society  Hill 

house) 

Quinn,  Dr.  &  Mrs.  Robert  D.— Jun  68-69  (motor  home) 
Rankine,  V.V.-May  114-115  (house) 

Rayner,  Mr.  &  Mrs.  WUliam-Nov  128-131,  175,  188 
(kitchen) 

de  la  Renta,  Mr.  &  Mrs.  Oscar-May  93, 128-133  (house) 
Regine-Sep  8  (ashtray),  115,  118-122,  132,  192  (club, 
menu,  recipes);  Nov  155  (quote) 

Revson,  Lvn— Apr  106  (bedroom) 
Rhodes,  Zandra-May  92,  122-123  (apa.tment),  139, 158  (recipe) 

Roberts,  Mr.  &  Mrs.  Bayard-Jan  62  (garden) 
Rosenak,  Mr.  &  Mrs.  Charles-May  116-117  (house) 
Rudolph,  Paul-Oct  116-123  (apartment) 
Rusconi,    Mr.    &    Mrs.    Natale    (Connie)-.\pr   92-93 
(garden  &  quick-cooked  vegetables):  May  126-127, 
141,  156  ("Penne"  recipe) 

Saladino,  Mr.  &  Mrs.  John-Oct  147,  150-151  (country 
house,  menu,  recipes) 

Schuster,  Mr.  &  Mrs.  Howard  R.-Nov  cover,  4  (living 

room)  ■ Serristori,    Countess— Mar   128-129  (.MachiavcUi  vine- 
yard) 

Siciliano,  Alfred    Dec  98  (Christmas  tree) 

Simmons,  Richard-Oct  128-129,  147,  158  (.Anatomy 
Asylum/ Ruff  age  exercise  spa/restaurant) 

Smith,  Arthur-Jun  78-81  (weekend  house) 
Spalding,  Mrs.  Philip-May  124  (quote) 
Steinberg,   Mr.  &  Mrs.   Bcrt-Sep  106-107  (flowering 

bulbs) 

Stevens,  Mr.  &  Mrs.  Edmund— Jan  70-73,  104  (house) 
Stevenson,  Todd— Jan  74-77  (weekend  house) 
Stewart,  Mrs.  James-May  124  (quote) 
Sullivan,  Mr.  &  Mrs. -Jul  92-96  (kitchen) 
Sullivan,  Mr.  &  Mrs.  Walter-Apr  137  (dining  room), 150-151  (recipes) 

Taylor,  .Michael    Jun  cover,  4  (terrace) 
Tennant,  Cohn-Mar  14  (Mustique  Island) 
Totora,  .Anthony— Jun  62-63  (deck) 
Trani,  Patrick-Jan  74-77  (weekend  house) 
Tremaine,  Mr.  &  Mrs.  Warren  B.-,Apr  118-121  (house) 
Trigere,  Pauhne-May  125  (quote) 



ruex.  Van  Day-May  118-119  (apartment),  139,  158 
(recipes) 

an  Dycks,  Mr.  &  Mrs.  Stephcn-Aug  74-76  (Society 
Hill  house) 

itale,    Franc-Dec    112-113   (remodeled   bam),   148 
f  recipe) 

all.  Mr.  &  Mrs.  Don-Sep  78-79  (apartment) 
arburg,   Mrs.  Gerald- Dec  102-103.  137  (Christmas 
cookies) 

arner,  .Mr.  &  Mrs.  Jack-Jun  86-87  (house) 
atson,  Olive-.Mar  89  (dining  room) 
eller.  .Mr.  &  Mrs.  Frank  (Eleanor)- .\pr  14  (quote). 
91  (naive  painted  finishes),  102-105  (house) 
idder,  Mr.  &  Mrs.  Herman-Jul  86-87  (garden) 
ilbams.  Chuck -Nov  115-116  (Williams-Sonoma),  180 
[kitchen  buffet) 

ingate,  Mr.  &  .Mrs.  David-Jul  66-73  (house) 
ister,  .Mr.  &  .Mrs.  William  (Hannah)- .Apr  14  (quote), 
64,  94-95  (all-in-one -garden) 
yeth.  .\ndrew-Jun  10  (flag) 
arke.  .Mr.  &  Mrs.  Jones-.Mar  88  (bedroom) 

mmerman.  Dr.  &  .Mr.*;.  L.  Wilbur-.May  56,  58-59  (tips 
on  growing  fruits  and  berries),  104-107  (backyard 
fruit  farm) 

jmsteg,    Gustav-May    134-135  (Paris  dining  room, 
library) 

ionalities 

bdeU.  Douglas-Jun  78-79 

araham.  Daryl— .May  116 
iams.  John— Jul  65 

idison.  Gillis-.\pr  109 
Idy.  Wesley-Jun  96-97 
Iberson.  Dr.  J.  F.-Oct  16 

Ibright,  Dr.  Tenley  E.-Dec  115,  208 
Icosser,  Murray-.\ov  165 
nderson,  Bruce -Jan  14 

nderson.  John-Jan  74,  76 
ppel-Jul  66-67 

■gyll,  .Margaret,  Duchess  of-. 4 pr  10 

■noldi.  Charles  (Chuck )-Apr  118-119;  Aug  90-91 
jld.  Dr.  Peter-Sep  16 
>edon,  Richard-Sep  69 
iden,  James— Dec  14 

liley,  Harn,  -.Aug  10 
Jdocci.  Podesta-Jul  6 
Jestrino,  Phil-Nov  14 

mcroft,  Mrs.  Thomas— Apr  115 
mnard,  Walter  Darby- Nov  cover,  4 
irtlett.  Jennifer— Sep  86 
lumgardt.  Dr.  John-Aug  153 
lyer,  Herbert  — Nov  165 
;ker,  Gisela-Dec  12 

!llo.Joseph-.Mar  113-1 16,  1.30-131 
!rgen,  Polly    Apr  110 

ckford,  Elwood  D.    Sep  22,  27 

acker.  Stephen -.Apr  109 
oom.  .Miriam    .Nov  154 

uestone,  Harvey -Sep  95 
jcuse,  Paul- Feb  12 

)gart,  Richard-May  100,  102,  217 
»gdanovich,  Peter    .May  125 
)nd,  .Mrs.  Christopher    Jul  10 

jynton,  Stuart- Feb  34 
andston,  Howard    .May  76,  78 

asilier,  Andrei --.Nov  lf)5 
ook.s.  Dr.  Howard  D.    Feb  67,  131,  134 

others.  Dr.  Joyce-. Aug  8 
owti.  Dean-. Mar  8 
own,  Hilton-  Oct  6 
own.  RogerMay  117 
own,  Yolanda-Dec  22 
ush,  Daniel    .May  115 

irk.-.  Charles    Jul  48-49 
irlijii,  Joseph    Jul  56 
irns,  Arthur    Apr  110 
irstein,  John    .May  82 
irtori.  Dr.  (Jharlcs— Oct  16 

isch,  Jack-Mar  99 

iddy,  Peter-May  12 
line.  Charles  &  Lorna    Feb  34:  Oct  133.  164 

ilder,  Alexander-Mar  105,  189;  Sep  69;  Nov  6 
irson,  Johnny-.Sep  69 
istcUi,  Leo -Aug  79 
:mbalest,  Anne  M.-Nov  151 

lagall-Sep  69 
lamberlain,  John-Oct  136-138 

lang,  Dr.  Joseph-Apr  12 
lamiing,  Walter- Apr  12 
lapin,  Hoyt— Oct  6 
larron,  Shirley- Nov  156 

Chotan,  David-Jul  66-73 
Churchill,  Camilla— .Mar  16 

Cioppa,  Margaret  della-Dec  139.  148 

Coggeshall,  Calvert-Mar  88 
Collins,  James— .May  125 
Columbus,  Christopher— Oct  14 

Cooley,  Dr.  Denton  A. -Sep  95 

Copley.  Noma— .Aug  78 
Corbero,  Xavier-Aug  cover,  4,  80-81 
Coudert,  Fritz— Feb  34 

Covert,  Floyd-Apr  98-99 
Coyle,  .Mrs.  Janet-Apr  12 
Cross,  Ros— Jul  6 
Crouch,  Cazamer— Feb  78 

Cuppaidge.  Virginia-Sep  111 
David,  Saul-.May  10 
Davis,  Ron-Jur51,6l 
DeLone,  Richard-Oct  101 

Dickwisch,  R.  W.-Jan  79 

Dieringer.  Ernest  &  Beverh  -.May  100,  217 

Dillon,  Michael-May  100,' 103 Dinegar,  Richard— May  10 

Dolmck  (Judy  Natkin)-May  92,  97  ^ 
Dorso,  Richard  &  Betty-Nov  115 
Douglas.  .Mrs.  Kirk— Nov  174 
Dow,  HI,  Steding-Jul  64 
Downing— .Aug  61 

Drexler,  .Arthur— Feb  106 
Driscoll,  Sean-.Aug  99 

Eaton.  Dr.  Gertrude-May  46 
Eaton,  Dr.  Richard  G.-Apr  14 

Emerv,  .Mr.  &  Mrs.  William  &  Family-Jun  61,  64-65, 88-89.  169 

Ernst,  Max -Nov  165 

Erwitt,  EUiott-Jul  36-37 
Evans,  Charles— Oct  14 

Evans,  Walker— Sep  69 
Fangor— May  116 
Fasanella,  Ralph— Apr  10 

Feller,  Dr.  Ralph-Feb  78 
Fernandez,  Edmond-Jul  56 

Ferri,  Ronaldo— Feb  8 

Fidrych,  .Mark-Nov  150 
Field.  Douglas-May  108-109 
Finkler,  Earl— Jul  65 
Fiske.  Heidi-Apr  109 
Folon-Nov  164 

Fondaras,  Mrs.  Tassos— Nov  145 
Fontana,  Lucio— .May  117 
Ford.  Charlotte-Nov  16 

Ford,  President  Gerald-Sep  92-93 
Ford,  Mrs.  Gerald-Mar  10;  .May  124;  Sep  92-93 

Frampton,  Bill-Feb  86-87 
Frances,  Juana— .May  116 
Frankenthaler,  Helen-Apr  120-121 
Freiberg,  Tom-Nov  102,  104 
Friend,  Dr.  Dale  G.-.May  32,  38 
Furness,  Betty— .May  125 

Geiger,  Dr.  H.  Jack-Sep  95 
Gelb,  Dr.  Harold-Mar  16 

George,  Herbert— Aug  8 
Gershbein,  Abe- Apr  106-107,  153,  156 
Gherab,  Fawzi— Dec  103 

Gibbs,  David-Feb  99 
Gilliam.  Sam— May  115 

Giscard  d'Estaing,  .Mr.  &  .Mme.  Valery-Jul  40;  Sep  93 
Globus,  Dorothy— Aug  12 
Goldschmidt,  ,Alix-Dec  103 

Goldstein,  Dr.  Bernard— Feb  130 

Goodnough,  Robert— Sep  76-77 
Goodyear,  Frank— May  14 
Gorbaty,  Norman— Jul  65,  106 
Gould,  Robert  E.-May  124 
Gray,  Cleve-Feb  111;  Sep  108 
Gray,  David-Mar  98,  99 
Greenbank,  George— Jul  65,  105 

Greenwood,  Dr.  Marci— May  32,  38 

Grizzard,  George— Jul  48-51 
(irooms.  Red— Aug  6 
Gro.ss-Jul  72 
Gruber,  Carol-Sep  14 

Gubelmann,  Mrs.  Walter-Jan  8 
Gudefin,  Christian-Dec  102-103 
Hackman.  Gene— Mar  92,  95 

Hadji,  Etienne— Sep  90 
Hagan,  Mrs.  Tim— Jul  10 
Halberstam,  Dr.  Michael— Sep  95 
Hamada— Feb  8 

Hamilton,  Eleanor— Jul  22 
Hammond,  Natalie  Hays-Jan  12 
Haiison,  Hank  R.-JulM,  106 

Harman,  Mary  .Ann— Nov  141 
Harms,  E>r.  Thelma-Jul  104 
Harris,  Julie-Sep  14  | 
Harris,  Nancv-Jun  14  ; 

Harris,  Dr.  Robert  H.-Fcb  69,  207 
Heimlich,  Dr.  Henr)  J. -J an  16 
Held,  .Al-.Mar  cover,  4  t 

Herman,  Dr.  C.  Peter-.May  32,  38;  Oct  130-131,  23;| 
Herman,  Lloyd— .Aug  79 

Hersey,  Pat-Jul  10 

Higgins,  Donald- Feb  128 Hinman,  Charles-Jan  55-56;  .Apr  121  , 

Hitchcock.  Henry-Russell    Feb  108  ; 

Hockney,  David— Oct  54 
Hofmann,  Hans-Jul  58-59;  Nov  165 
Hokanson,  Hans-May  111 

Hollerith.  Mrs.  Charles-Jan  8 
Holm,  Celeste— Jun  96 
Holmes,  Naomi— .May  cover,  4,  217 

Horn.  Helmut— Oct  6 
Howar,  Barbara-.May  124 
Howard,  Hugh-Jul  64,  106 

Howard,  Loretta  Hines— Dec  99 
Howe,  Caroline— May  12 
Huffman.  Mrs.  Larr\-Jul  10 

Hunt,  Ellie-Dec  144 
Iman— Sep  76-77 
Isaacs.  Jeremy— Sep  14 

Isenberg,  Barbara— Sep  54 

Jacots,  Ben— Jul  6 
Jacocks,  Thyrza— Sep  8 
Jamison,  Rosemarv    Jul  10 

Jobst,  Kurt-Sep  88-89 
Johnson,  E.  Robert— Feb  10 
Johnson,  Mrs.  Lyndon— July  38-39 
Jones,  Mrs.  H.  Bradley-.May  124 

Joy.ner,  Barbara  &  Dean-Ocl  14 
Juan  Carlos  of  Spain.  King    Sep  93 

Kamman,  Madeleine— Apr  10 

Kara,  Dr.  .Anna— .Apr  26 

Katz,  Alex-Jul  84-85 

Kaye,  Danny-Feb  12 
Kean,  Dr.  Ben  H.-Aug  26,  29,  31,  109 

Keating,  Nancy— .Aug  50 
Keene,  Christopher-Jul  65,  104 

Kelly,  Ellsworth-Nov  165 
Kelly,  Ray -J  an  14 
Kent,  Sol- Apr  93,  155,  202 

King.  Tony— Nov  16 
Klah,  Hosteen-.Apr  44,  48 
Klein.  John    Feb  14 

Kkimb.  George  H.— Feb  69 
Knutson,  Peter-Apr  110 
Kohn.  Aaron    Jul  104 

Kounovsky,  Nicholas-.Nov  155 
Kuhn,  Loni— Nov  16 

Kupper,  Anne-Nov  102,  104 
de'Laittre,  Eleanor— Apr  121 
Laianne,  Francois-Xavier— Nov  102,  104 
Lancaster— Feb  111 

Landfield,  Ronnie— Sep  112 

Lang,  Gerald-Nov  146,  194 
Laubach.  Winifred  Taylor    Jan  22 

Layman,  Riis— Oct  14 
Lebenstein,  Jon-May  116 
Lecourt.  .Maurice-Aug  10 

Leger— Jul  67 
Leone,  Signor  &  Signora  Giovanni— Sep  92 
Leonid-Feb  82-83 

Leroy,  Warner-Jul  12 
Levinson.  Dr.  Daniel-.May  91,  138,  160 

deLeyer,  .Mr.  &  .Mrs.  Harry,  &  Family-Jun  64-65,  9( 
91,169 

Lichtenstein,  Roy-Jun  85,  102-103;  Ji* 70-71 
Liebowitz,  Marc-.Aug  8 

Liess,  Zenda-Jun  89 

LignelL  Anton-.May  82 
Lingwood,  David  D.-Nov  122 
Loitz,  Robert-Jul  105 
Longsworth,  Nellie— Jun  14 
Lorence,  Larry-.Apr  25,  30,  32 

Lorenz,  Lee-Feb  128  ]. 
Love,  .\Iatthew-Feb  12 
Lukin,  Sven— Oct  140 

Luria.  Gma-Aug  68-71 

Lynch,  Kenneth-May  214 

Magriel,  Paul  -Oct  14 
Makarova,  Natalia-Nov  152 

Makin,  Jim-Nov  132-133 
Mallin,  Adam-Dec  103 

Mangold   Tom-Sep  112 



,ir(a-Relli,  Conrad-Aug  87 
aishall,  Dr.  John  h.-Juri  30,  32,  88;  Dec  208 
iti.sse-Sep  70,  72,  75,  76  (quotes) 

,i//,anti,  Deborah-May  14,  142-146;  Dec  22,  24,  26; 
111 

a/zola.  Ali.son  &  Amy  -Dec  103 
tCabe,  Dr.  Robert    Jul  104 

cChesiicy,  Peter-May  10 
cConathy,  Dale -Nov  14 
cPartland,  Marian-May  8 
cQueen,  Steve— Oct  10 
ehrabian,  Albert-Mar  34,  36 
elhado,  Louise— Nov  145 

erfogen,  George— Feb  12 
ifune,  Toshiro-Oct  10 
ilinaire,  Catherine— Nov  14 

Uler,J.lrwin-Jul83,  103 

itrany,  Stanton— Nov  10 
ondrian-Mar90,  189 

ontgomery,  Charles— Jul  12 
core,  Henry— Jul  82 

iorath,  Inge— Nov  16 
otherwell,  Robert-Mar  81 
lueller,  Steven-Nov  146,  194 
urdolo,  Michael  A. -Nov  146 

urrill,  Gwen— Jul  51 

lyer,  Wanda- Nov  113 
ace,  Ed-Apr  102-105 
aegele,  Thomas— Oct  131 
agler.  Dr.  WiUibald-Dec  114-115,  208 
esbitt,  Lowel-May  117 
ewnian,  Paul— Oct  10 

-icholson,  V.  L.-Dec  114 

oel,  Georges— Sep  98-99 

loguchi,  Isamu— Sep  88-89 
oiand,  Kenneth-Mar  81 ;  Apr  121 ;  Oct  1 35 
ooner,  Thompson— Jul  104 
orthumberland,  Duke  of— Aug  8 
ovak,  Gyora— May  217 
€lbaum,  Mr.  &  Mrs.  Joe    Jun  14 

kamura.  Frank— Oct  131 

Idenburg,  Claes— Nov  164 
litski,  Jules-Mar  81,  98,  99;  Jun  86-87 
Ison,  Leonard-Feb  126 

;'Neil,  Isabel-Mar  14 
rentreich.  Dr.  Norman— Apr  18 
rsini,  Armando— Oct  14 

tt,  John  N.-Feb  78-79 
utier,  Louis— Feb  12 

iddock.  Dr.  Franklin— Jan  12 
aree,  Paul— Mar  16 

arker,  Ray-Mar  85,  132 

iarkes.  Dr.  James  C,  II-Apr  14,  20 
arks,  Lyman-Mar  105,  189 
avlos— Feb  103 

earlman.  Barbara— Aug  22,  24 

[cpper,  Beverly— Mar  cover,  4 
leska,  Lawrence— Apr  10 
letersen,  Harold    Jul  12 

hilip.  Prince— Jun  14 

hilUps,  Franklyn-Mar  98,  99 
iliillips,  Robert-Jun  52-57 
lowden,  David— Nov  165 

oUto-Jun  73 

otok,  Charlotte-Aug  78 
rice,  Leontyne— Dec  93 

'rice,  Travis— Jul  6 
yle,  Steve-Nov  10 

auschenberg,  Robert— Sep  69;  Nov  16 
.ay,  Genevieve-Jul  65 
aynaud,  Jean  Pierre-Mar  19 
xinhardt,  Ad -Oct  14 

ing,  Jan-Sep  8 
livera,  Manuel-May  116 
Uvers,  Larry-Jun  104-105 

-ockburne,  Dorothea— Sep  90 
-ohatyn,  FelL\-Apr  109 
loyer,  Christine- Apr  85 
lubin,  Warren— Oct  6 

iuscha,  Edward    Oct  54,  56,  60 
lusk,  Dr.  Howard-Feb  67 

aboya,  Mario-Dec  12 

andon,  Henry-Jul  10 
andy  0-Jan  10 
arfaty,  David -Jul  6 

;arnoff,  Dorothy-Oct  28,  30,  31 
avalas,  Telly-Nov  150 
chinz,  Marina-Nov  167 

chmidt,  R.  Alex  M.-Sep  95 
chub,  Stephanie-Mar  88 
^chuselka,  Elfi-Nov  156-157 

Scott,  Carol-Mar  81 

Scott,  John-Nov  16 
Scott,  Susan-Oct  133 

Scully,  Vincent-Feb  109 
Seidelman,  Arthur  Allan-May  12 
Seymour,  Debbie-Nov  147,  194 
Shields,  Alan- Sep  88 

Shoumapoff,  Elizabeth-Sep  92 

Siddall,  Jean-Jul  64 
Simmons,  Grant— Mar  14 

Simf)son,  Eileen-.Nov  126,  174 

Slutzky,  Robert-Jul  54-55 

Smiley,  Jane— .Nov  16 
Smith,  Martha-Oct  127 

Smith.  Tony-Jun  80 

Sophia  of  Spain,  Queen-Sep  92-93 
Spofford,  Mr.  &  Mrs.  John-Sep  16 
Stamos— May  115 

Staniford,  Carolyn— Nov  166 
Stella.  Frank-.Mar  77. 80-81: Jul  51,  63,  70-71;  Aug  91 
Sterne,  Hedda-Sep  98.  133 

Stevens,  Gigs- Apr  14,  63,  95 

Still,  Clyf  ford -Sep  76 
Stolwijk,  Dr.  Jan  A.  J. -Jul  26,  28 
Strax,  Dr.  Philip- Apr  12 
Strom,  A.  William-Sep  103 

Stroot.  Michel-.May  142-146 
Swain,  Robert-Mar  83 
Tannenbaum,  Dr.  Diane  G.— Feb  16 

Tarte,  Dr.  Jeffrey-Mar  16 

Taylor,  Donald  R.-May  12 

Taylor,  Lisa- Mar  10 
Thieriot,  .Angelica  Reynal— Aug  8 
Thomas,  Dr.  Lewis-Sep  9 

Thompson,  .\udrey— Oct  14 
Thompson,  Francis— Apr  8 

Thorington,  Luke-Feb  78 

Tiger,  Virginia— .Aug  68-71 
Tolson,  Edgar— May  116 

Tong.  Michael-Dec  144 

Topping.  Audrey-Mar  104.  112,  191 
Train,  Russell  E.-Feb  79.  116 

Tremper,  Steven— .A.pr  44 

Troisgros.  Pierre— Feb  ]  2 
Truman,  Jock— Oct  14 
Underwood.  Vivien— Jul  64,  106 

Valinski,  Dennis— Sep  16 

Vanderlip,  Mrs.  Kelvin  Cox-May  124,  154 
Van  Devanter,  .\nn— Sep  14 
Van  Hamel,  Martine— Oct  131 
Van  Winkle,  Lester-May  116 

Verge,  Roger— Feb  12 
Vreeland,  Diana-Sep  14;  Oct  234-235;  Nov  14 

Wagner,  PhiUp  M.-Feb  124,  126 
Waldman.  Diane— Oct  14 

Walz,  Barbra  &  Kevin— .\pr  10 
Ward,  Mrs.  Murray-May  124 
Wardlaw-Jul  54 

Warhol,  Andy-Jun  14,  82-83;  Jul  68-69 
Warnecke,  Mrs.  John  Carl— May  125 

Warner,  John— Aug  10 

Wayne,  John— Oct  10 
Weiss,  Dr.  Jay— Sep  56 

Wichern,  Dr.  Walter  A.,  Jr.-Dec  14 
Williams,  Becky-Jul  10 

Wilson,  Erica- Sep  14 
Winston,  .Anne— Dec  107 

Wittenstein,  Bruce— Oct  14 
Wolfe,  Linda  Trinkle-May  10 

Wong,  Jeanyee— Oct  16 
Woodman,  John  Michael— Feb  12 
WudL  Tom-Sep  90 

Wurtman,  Dr.  Richard-Feb  78 

Yaseen,  Roger— Feb  12 

Yogman,  Jack— Jun  10 
Youngerman,  Jack-Mar  88,  132 

Yung,  Robert-Jul  14 
Zabar,  Eli-Nov  166,  167 

Ziegler,  Arthur-Jul  65 
Zimmerman,  Bob— Apr  103 
Zohman,  Dr.  Lenore  R.-Dec  114 

Zox,Larry-Sep  99-101 

Architecture  &  Building 

Add-on  &  Make-over-Jun  78-81  (garage-studio),  82-85 

(builder'.s  house  opened  up,  stretched  out),  86-87 
(bungalow),  100-105  (add-on  get-away  pool  house) 

Air  Conditioning-Feb  79,  116  (Clean  Air  at  Home), 
130-131  (electronic  &  mechanical  air  cleaners);  Mar 
111  (humidifier);  Jun  107  (automatic  timer);  Sep  52 
(room  air  conditioner  timer);  Nov  94  (Fuel  Sentry) 

Arabian  Nights  -Architecture  in  America  Oct  38,  40, 

46, 230 
Architecture  Exhibition,  Form.  Space  and  Symbol  in 

Chicago— Feb  14 

Architecture  &   Urban  Studies,  In.-^titute  for-Sep  10 

Barns,  Remodeled-.\pr  12  (young  architect's  "giant 
playhouse");  May  10  (Hopkins  Forest  Farm  rebuilt), 
108-11-3  (A  Talent  For);  Aug  92-93  (2-story  carriage 
house);  Dec  1 12-113  (Countrv  Comforts) 

Bars-Feb  103  (red  vinyl);  Jul  70  (steel  &  acrylic) 

Bathroom  Equipment -Feb  42  (portable  whirlpool 
spa),  70-77  (Kohler  in  2  environments  of  the  future), 

206  (Jacuzzi  whirlpool,  Sherle  Wagner  "Domu.s" faucet  set,  Pollenex  3-in-l  showerhead,  .\lsons  hand- 
held adjustable  showerhead.  clear  acrylic  towel  bars. 

Teledyne  WaterPik  shower-massage,  Kohler  "Farm- 
ington"  basin  with  Paul  A.ssoc's.  "Edwardian"  fau- 

cets); Mar  32  (molded  marble  tub).  111  (.\m.  Stan- 

dard blue  oval  basin.  Fearless  Faucets  "(Colore" 
faucet  set);  Apr  128(Cray<)mi('  plastic  hooks  &  towel 
ring);  Aug  32  (Moen  hand  shower.  Jacuzzi  foot  bath. 
Arch.  Supplements  molded  plastic  hook  plaque);  Dec 

60,  64  (Moen  "Pulsation"  showerhead.  clear  acrylic 

shower  caddy),  90  ("Glide-.A-Matic"  tub/ shower enclosure) 

Bathrooms-Feb  70-77  (2  Exciting  &  Prophetic).  88 

(deep/long  &  conventional  tubs  side-by-side),  89 

(boys'),  104  (leather  paneled  skylighted  octagon  with 
tub  in  mirrored  niche);  Apr  100  (big  tile  tub  from  2 

showers);  May  62,  66  (New  Ideas),  132  (mirrored); 

Jun  105  ("changing  rooms");  Jul  61  (grotto  with 
fieldstone  tub,  waterfall  shower).  63  (witli  9'  scjuare 
marble  tub),  73  (travertine  with  fieldstone  wall) 

Battle  for  the  Future,  The-May  94-95,  213 
Beaux  Arts— Feb  8  (Grand  Rapids  Federal  Bldg.  up- 

dated as  Community  Arts  Center).  106-109  (MOMA 
Exhibit;  A  Shot  in  the  Arm  for  .Architecture) 

Color:  John  Hejduk's  Architectural  Search  for  Jov- Mar  90-91,  189 

Columbus,  America  Discovers:  Innovative  .Architecture 
-Jul  80-83,  103 

Created  World— Apr  96-101  (Kemieth's  Weekend  Gar- 
den Hou,se),  102-105  (New  "18th  c."  Maryland Fannhouse) 

Doors— Jan  32  (Andersen  sliding  glass  in  color):  Feb 
102  (gilded  18th  c.  French);  Oct  139  (hospital  swing- 

ing with  one-way  mirror  window) 

Fireplaces— Jan  cover,  4  (Monticello).  72  (4-sided 

corbeled  brick);  Feb  80  (Franklin  stove-),  92.  94-95 
(Jacobean  style  cut-outs,  ogee  arche.s),  95  (18th  c. 
with  cooking  crane),  100  (18th  c.  marble):  Mar  32 

("Aquappliances"),  96-98  (divided  chimney):  Apr  86 
(white  porcelain  stove),  103  (Georgian),  105  (18th  c. 

paneled),  116  (18th  c.  painted):  May  108-109,  111 
(huge  freestanding  concrete).  113,  114  (Franklin 

stoves);  Jul  59,  62  (open  with  "hearing  aid"  hood), 70  (stone);  Aug  57,  86,  90  (raised);  Sep  84  (niche 

yvith  dropped  ceiling,  skyliglited  coves),  98-99  (gla.ss 
fire  screen),  103  (marble),  110-111  (window  wall): 
Oct  107,  108,  HI  (Chippendale  mantel),  117 

(carpeted  platform,  surrounds  mirrored).  136,  139 
(patterned  aluminiun,  metal  comer  guards):  152 

(unusual  brick  with  enormous  bellows);  Nov  168-169 
(freestanding  with  Richard  Meier  bas  relief) 

Flooring-Jan  55  (painted  wood).  64  (How  to  Lay 

Vinyl,  Mannington  "Yorktowne  Slate"),  65  (G.AF 
"Victoria  Garden",  Congoleum  "Sunburst"  quilt 

patterned,  Armstrong  "Charlemagne"  like  wood  burl. 
Bruce  "Village  Plank",  Interpace  "Cobble  Tile".  Am. 
Olean  "Primitive".  Amlico  vinyl  brick.  Country 

Floors  "Astral",  65,  82-87  (Kentile  "Terresque"). 
70-73  (Mexican  terra-cotta  tile):  Feb  92-95  (  18th  e. 

plank).  95  (brick),  98  (bleached  wood).  103  (steel): 

Mar  84-85  (terra  cotta).  86-87  (oak).  98-99  (1" 
square  "Domino"  yvood  parquet).  120(.\gency  white 
ceramic  hexagon.s),  121  (French  terracotta  tile  with 

Spani.sh  inserts):  Apr  86-87  (stenciled),  98-101 
(painted  geometries),  118,  121  (Domino  parquet, 
waxed  brick),  134-135  (Structural  Stoneware);  May 

cover,  4  (Goodyear  "White  Slate"  vinyl),  54  (Inter- 
pace  "Serpentine"  tiles),  96-97,  100-103  (glazed 
American  quarry  tile  hexagons);  Jun  77  (Mexican 

tile),  80-81  (knotty  pine),  82-85  (6  coats  white  deck 
enamel),  87  (bleached  oak),  102-103  (brick  pavers); 
Jul  54-57  (Structural  Stoneware),  58-61  (mirror),  67, 
69-70  (Mexican  sun-dried  tile),  92-93  (random  oak): 

Aug  52  (polyurethaned  wood).  84.  86,  89  (Italian 
white  ceramic  tile),  90-91  (bleached  &  lacquered 

redwood),  92  ( terra  cotta  hexagons).  92-93  ( bleached 
oak);  Sep  84-85  (bluestone  tile).  111  (bleached  oak); 



3ct  109  (hemngbone.  taped  for  staining),  116-118. 

123  (carpet  planks  channi-led  with  rows  of  miniature 
lights),  136-137  (Pirelli  rubber),  141  (painted);  Nov 

136  (old  pegged).  146  (terra  cotta  tile) 

s-nerator.  Kohler  Emergency-Oct  82 
irduare  1  -b  206  (Kirscli  drawer  pulls,  knobs,  towel 

ring):  Ot  t  139  (lnr\co  metal  corner  guards,  floor-to 
ceiling  lolh  columns) 
ouse  Fixer-Jan  32-33;  Feb  42;  Mar  32;  Apr  56,  59; 

Vlav  54;  Jun  50;  Jul  30;  Aug  32;  Sep  52;  Oct  82; 
Nov  94:  Dec  90 

ou.se  Flans-Jan  72  (shed  roof,  bridge  connecting  2 

wings):  Feb  85  (glass  walled  V  surrounds  court);  .Mar 

96-97  (model).  99  (varied  .spaces  &  intricate  passage- 

ways): Apr  121  (courtyard  with  no  outside  win- 

dows). 122,  124  (computer  designed  2-unit  organic 

form):  Jul  57  (modular  witli  observatory).  66  (one- 

level,  center  hall):  Aug  47  (screen  house,  plans  avail- 

able), 89  (overlapping  triangles  "divide  &  conquer"): 
Sep  82-83  (l-floor  with  double  curved  walls);  Dec 
131  (weekend  with  indoor  pool) 

ouses-Jan  70-73,  104  (New,  Built  of  Recycled 
Materials):  Feb  84-89,  207  (indoor/outdoor  glass 

with  expo.sed  structural  &  mechanical  systems);  Mar 

96-99.  190-191  (SpacesforLiving,  Forms  that  Func- 
tion for  a  Family  of  6);  Apr  118-121  (Design  for 

Private  Living).  122-125.  155  (Computer  Architec- 
ture: House  in  the  Earth);  Jul  52-57.  141  (Computer 

Wizardrv  Adapted  for  Living).  66-73  (Well  Planned 
for  Today);  Aug  44-47,  156(Summer  Screen  House), 
84-89. 156  (Pool  House  Planned  for  Easy  Weekends); 

Sep  70-71,  110-113  (Vorkhaven  Development,  Ready- 
made  for  (^olor),  80-85,  135  (Color  Emphasizes 

Form.  Defines  Space,  Adds  Spirit),  86-87,  135 

(.Mexican  stucco-covered  brick  painted);  Nov  170- 
171  (Sculpture  in  the  Woods  Above  Lake  Michigan) 

isulation,  Alcoa's  "Alply"  Irethane  Sandwich-Jul  54 

its  Jan  57  (prefab  "Shelter-Kit"),  63  (Geocom 
House  Planner) 

ight-May  76,  78  (Electrifying  News  About  Your 
Bill).  78  (How  to  Light  a  Room  &  Save  Energy^ 

igliting&  Electrical  Equipment-Jan  32(lnlite  energy- 
saving  portable  lights),  82-87  (Progress  track  in 

I'nistrut  ceiling),  87  (NuTone  intercom);  Feb  72-73 
(Westinghouse  ceiling  light.s),  76-77  (Signalite  night 

lights,  Westinghouse  "Lumiline"  tubular  lamps);  Jun 
8  (prototype  shifting  steel  street  light);  Oct  14  (Paul 

Rudolph's  "Modulightor"  shop),  116-123  (unique, 
from  the  floor  &  in  "light  strings"  hung  from  suction 
cups) 

Living  Machine"  dining-sleeping-storage  structure- Mar  14 

laterials.  Building— Jan  32(Alcan  metal  roof  shingles), 
64-65  (New,  for  Makeovers  &  How  to  Use  Them),  65 

(Summitville  wall  tiles  look  hand-made),  70-73 
(tongue-and-groove  redwood  seconds,  old  barn 
beams),  82-87 (industrial  ceiling  grid,  DupontCorian); 

Feb  70-77  (copper  shc-athing,  Consoweld  "Dura 
Beauty"  plastic  laminate,  Wiremold  flexible  alumi- 

num ducts  &  lighting  outlet  strips),  76  ((Cadillac 

Plastic  bronze  Plexiglas),  84-89,  207  (industrial  in  a 

house  of  glass,  steel,  plastic,  aluminum).  86-89 
(Formica);  Apr  122-125  (Gunite),  134  (Country 

Floors  "(iarden  Flower"  Portuguese  tile);  Jul  52-57, 
141  (industrial),  66-73  (stone,  natural  wood,  tiles); 

92,  94  (Portuguese  tile);  Aug  cover,  4,  00-81 

("Checkerboard"  ceramic  tile);  Oct  116-123  (mirror, 
lights,  car{>eted  plywood  platforms,  Plexiglas  panels), 

139  (patterned  aluminum  sheeting);  Dec  130-131 
(Naturalite  acrylic  pla.stic)  See,  also.  Flooring, 
Paneling 

'aint  the  Trim,  Not  the  Pane-Apr  56,  59 
'ainter.  House  Portrait-Mar  16 

'aneling  Jan  32  (Bangkok  Industries  butcher  block), 

64  (How  to  Put  up  New,  Mariite  "Red  Barnside 
Plank"),  65  (Ga.  Pacific  ".Maplebrook",  Masonite 
"Pecky  (Jypre.s8") 

'ool  House,  Elaborate  Get-away-Jun  100-105,  126 
'orches&  Decks— Feb  cover,  4, 83  (latticed  Charleston- 
style  porch  topped  with  sun  deck);  Apr  103  (double 

hanging  with  Chippendah'  railing),  104  (sunporch/ 
greenhou.se/dining  room);  Jun  62-63  (round  weath- 

ered cypress  deck  cantilevered  over  water),  82-84 

(wooded  dowel  trellis-covered  deck),  101  (2-stor>' 
screened  porch) 

Remodeled  Houses— Jan  74-77(Modern  ideas  Recycled 

Tiny  Cottage);  F'eb  cover,  4,  83  (Old  House  Sees  the 
Light  with  addition  of  high-up  trellised  porch);  Apr 
102-105  (tenant  cottage  made  into  18th  c.  Maryland 
farmhouse);  May  96-103  (That  Keeps  on  Growing), 

114-115  (5  Case  Histories);  Jun  8  (Bauhaus  into 

Moorish  "palace"),  78-81  (Garage-studio),  82-85 

(BuUder's  House),  86-87  (Bungalow):  Aug  54-57 
(expanded  cottage).  62-63  (one-room  office/living/ 
bedroom);Oct  150-153  (18th  c.  forge);  Nov  134-139 

(Country,  for  a  Family  to  Grow  on);  Dec  108-111 
(wash  house) 

Remodeling  Ideas  for  Kitchen,  Bath,  Storage— May  62, 
66 

Safety— Jan  87  (Nutone  intruder/fire  alami  system); 

Jun  50  (ADT  Home  Security);  Jul  30  (Rohm'&  Haas 
Vandal  Panel  Kit);  Nov  153  ("Home  Sentry  "  Smoke 
Alann);  Dec  90  (Christmas  tree  fire  alarm) 

Sculptures  for  Living,  Richard  Meiser's— Nov  168-171 
Sewing  Room— Apr  105 
Simmons  Headquarters— Mar  14 
Skylights— Feb  73,  77  (Wasco  translucent  dome.s),  86- 
87  (plastic  with  linen  skyshades),  104  (double  witli 

lighting  in  between);  Jun  100-105,  126  (polished 
"pinstripe"  glass) 

Solar  Energy— Jan  14  {Solar  Age  magazine);  Aug  6 

(greenhouse),  46  (water  distiller),  156  (plans  avail- 
able) 

Staircases— Apr  103  (Georgian);  May  115,  117 (open); 
Jul  60-61,  63  (gilded  sculpture) 

Storage— Feb  42  (revolving  clothes  rack),  71-72,  75, 
76-77  (lazy-susan  bins),  86-87  (wall  with  sliding 
doors  for  bar,  music,  movie  &  camera  equipment 

china,  glass,  linen),  88-89  (block  with  2  banks  of 
cabinets  &  drawers,  large  closet);  Apr  1 05  ( present  & 

gift  wrapping  closet);  May  66  (Tricks),  117  (book); 
Jun  75  (music,  bar),  102  (stereo,  record,  movie,  bar); 

Jul  70  (wine),  72  (man's  clotliing);  Aug  64-67 
(Invisible,  with  free-standing  book  stacks,  etc.):  Oct 

116-123  (open  &  hidden  in  a  Spectacular  Apart- 
ment), 136-137  (Able  Steel  18-drawer  unit),  137 

(Lyon  Metal  Products  cabinet),  139  (Able  Steel  shelf 
&  drawer  units,  Dexion  free-standing  metal  panel 
with  movable  plastic  drawers) 

Swimming  Pools— Mar  10  (10'  square  concrete  water 
cistern),  99  (dark);  Apr  120-121  (7'  wide);  May  107, 
116;  Jun  87,  100-101;  Jul  55,  57  (indoor),  66,  68-69 
(indoor  designed  for  living);  Aug  85;  Sep  83;  Oct 
104-105  (indoor);  Dec  130-133,  203  (indoor) 

Tools— Jan  32  (stud  finder,  electric  stapler),  63  (tape- 

measure),  69  (hammer  holds  5  screwdrivers);  F'eb  42 
(Rangematic  distance  finder,  Turner  "One  Arm 
Screwdriver");  Nov  102,  104  (Wagner  electric  spray 
gun),  153  (Hoffritz  tool  kit,  Weller-Xcelite  electronic 
tool  kit,  T.  Anthony  tape  measure/spirit  level/ 

compass  &  "Pocket  Mechanic") Water  Filters  &  Distillers-Feb  208-209 

Weekend  Houses— Jan  74-77 (tiny  fisherman's  cottage); 
Mar  16  (1-room  "composing  cabin");  Apr  96-101 
(Kenneth's  beach  &  garden),  131,  136  (beach  near 
San  Francisco);  Aug  44-47,  156  (Jantzen  screen 
house),  84-89,  156  (Well-organized  Pool  House), 
90-91  (Consider  a  Condominium),  92-93  (Renovate 
a  Stable);  Dec  130-133,  203  (with  indoor  pool) 

Windows— Jan  58  (house  planned  around  standard),  73 

(bow);  Sep  80-81  (curved  glass  walls),  103  (Palladi- 
an),  112  (tinted  acrylic);  Oct  82  (How  to  Reglaze) 

Decorating 

.Mrican  Room,  Kennedy  Center— May  14 

Antiques,  How  to  Find  Affordable-Feb  92-95 
Apartments-Feb  96-99  (Identical  Furniture  in  2 

Different),  112-113  (studio);  May  14  (multileveled 
carpeted  environment).  117  (penthouse),  118-119 

(Truex);  Jul  58-63  (It's  an  Experience);  Aug  62-63 
(one-room).  64-67( movable  storage  units);  Sep  78-79 
(small,  conventional,  enlivened  with  paint);  Oct  116- 

123  (Paul  Rudolph's  Spectacular):  Nov  140-143 
(Rooms  That  Live  Bigger  Than  They  Are),  146-147 
(in  a  house) 

Art  Deco— Dec  12 

Bargello-Apr63,  95;  Oct  133  (pillow) 
Ba.sketry,  Backyard-Apr  60,  63,  90-91 

Baskets-Jan  55  (various),  69  (Chinese  "Apple"),  82- 
85  (many  &  various);  leh  97  (5  Columbian  cane): 

Mar  110  (blue  lacquered  hat);  May  cover,  4(ra  '.n 
temple  jar);  Jun  106  (Burpee  oak) 

Batik,  Ea.sy  Stcp-by-step— Jan  54,  56 
Bed  &  Bath  Linens— Jan  54,  56  ̂ Wam.sutta  Supercale), 
68  (Lamston  vinyl  shower  curtain,  Indian  cotton 

bedspreads),  69  (J.C  Penney  queen-sized  quilts);  Feb 

70-77  (Fieldcrest  "Royal  Velvet"  towels),  110-111 

(Angelo  Donghia  "Ultra  Stripe"  for  Stevens),  112- 
113  (Marimckko  witli  envelope  cases  &  "puff );  Mar 
85  (Springmaid  "Peignoir  Pastels"),  108-109  (Utica 

Fine  Arts  "Ultra  Plaid"  &  "Ultra  Stripe",  Countt 
York    comforters),    110   (Leron   monogrammed 

appliqued  sheet.s,   Martex  "Great  Iri.s"),   111  (Se; "Country    Check"    acrylic    blanket    &    comfort 

Nettlecreek    blue/white    bed.spread,    Porthault    ; 

cotton  "Daisy"  &  "Toursade");  Apr  126-1 27  (Misso, 

"Mixed    Emotions"    for    Fieldcrest),    128   (Kirsi 

"Blocks"    pillow    sham.    Cro.scill    "Jardin'     pilhj 

shams,  bedspread,  etc.),  129  Wamsutta  "Drop  
Clotl 

.spread,  etc.);  Jun  97  (Stevens  "Vera  Cruz");
  Jul 

(Gloria  Vanderbilt  "Seaside"  &  "Boardwalk");  
S 

96-97    (Martex     "Summer    Wheat",    "Streamer;- 
"Boardwalk",  "Seaside"  &  "Sleeper"),  104(Cann( 

"Oriental     Blossoms"),     105    (Wamsutta    "Molli« 

Fancy");  Oct  134  (Prate.si  .sheets,  shams,  eoverie 

136-137  (Northern  Feather  comforter,  horse  bla 

kets    moving  van  covers).   140  (Bill  Blass  "Clas^ Square"    &    "Classic    Plaid"):   Nov    102.    104  (I 
Sanders    Dacron-filled    comforter),     151    (Penivi, 

alpaca   blanket).    154  (Porthault  zebra  bath  .slu 
Pratesi  satin-stitched  batli  .sheets) 

Bedrooms-Feb  88  (good  storage  &  work  area),  92,  ' 

(Early   American),    104  (elaborate   guest),    1 1 1  (( 

lanese  House):  Mar  85,  88,  99,   107  (18th  e.);  A 

86-87  (crewel),  100  (guest),   101  (white),   103.  U 

(18th  c),  120(blue):May  1 13 (.skylighted),  132-1 

(paisley  &  taffeta),  137  (Abraham-Zumsteg  fabric 

Jun    71-73    (Dream,    with    oversize    furniture),   i 

(sloped  ceiling,  custom  sleigh  bed),  87  (  fresh  whiti 

Jul   72  (bleached    oak   grilles);  Aug  64-66  (stud 

library    with    movable    storage   units),    87  (built 

furniture);  Oct  120-121  (Ca.scades  of  Mirrored  Ligl 

Storage  Ever\'where),  134  (with  free-standing  cano] 

bed),  140  (Bill  Blass  Oriental  feeling);  Nov  1  38  (ro^ 

&    ribbons    chintz),    142-143    (man'.s),    147    (2   | 
"Mansion  in  May"  showhouse) 

Beds-Feb  88  (headboard  built  into  storage  wall).  1 

(faux  canopy  .suspended  from  ceiling,  curtains  brc 
on   floor);   Apr    101    (iron   canopy),    103  (18lli( 

hangings),   105  (fi.shnet  canopy);  Jun  87  (bamb< 

stalk  4-poster);  Oct  134(Drexel  "Woodbriar"  cat 
py),  140  (free-standing  serpentine  headboard  quilt 
sheet  covered);  Nov  138  (canopied),  142-143  (ci 
torn    wood   canopy),    147  (day,  in  niche,  curtai 
hung  from  ceiling  over  freestanding);  Dec  1 1 1  (qui 
covered  brass),  113  (twin,  with  small  canopies  ov 

portraits) 

Birdcage— Nov  146 
Celane.se  House— Feb  110-111 

Chair  to  Make  Without  Tools,  Plywood-Jan  57;  M 
191  (correction) 

Change  a  Room  With  Color, Seven  Ways  to-Sep  cov(i 

4,  98-101 Children-Jan  I  4  (Charles  Moore  castle);  Feb  89  (bo 
cut-out  double  decker  bed,  playroom,  bath);  Apr  3j 

156  (West  Virginia  Heritage  Trunk,  Pyramid  biogi 

phy,  Interalp,  People  who  Work  film.  Atelier  Vitre< 
dishes.  Child  Health  Encyclopedia);  May  12(Accoi 

toys),  82  ("Mr.  Goodbody",  Boston  Museum  // Were  a  Kid  Back  Then  exhibit,  Anton  Lignell  Roc 

ing  Horse  Kits,  Am.  Colonial  Paper  House  to  Cut  0 
&  Color),  Jun  36,  56  (Pediatrician  Plus,  Pet  T  Shir 
Jul  6  (bacon  &  egg  mg  &  quilt),  22,  25  (Camp  D 

covery,  Bellerophon  km.  Revolution  books  &  po 

ers.  Some  Swell  Pup  or  Are  You  Sure  You  Want 

Dog?,  Aspects  of  Adoption,  "This  is  the  letter 
promised  to  write"  stationery);  Sep  54,  56  (Displ 
Case  for  Miniatures,  Why  Am  I  So  Miserable  If  The 

Are  The  Best  Years  etc..  Keds  "Liberty"  sneake 
Oct  66,  68.  79  (Why  Children  Must  BuUd);  Nov  1 

(Craft  Books),  154-155  (Oeative  Playthings  mil 
kitchen);  Dec  80,  82  (Christmas  Presents,  Calenda: 
Books) 

Clocks-Jun  107  (Peter  Pepper  24-hour  electric);  N 

150-151  (white-on- white  electric  wall,  digital  "Tiiil 
on-the-ceiling"  alarm),  153  (transistor  pocket  alan 

Color— Mar  cover,  4,  82-89  (Pulls  a  Room  Togetht 
34,  36  (The  New  Prescription  for  Health),  106-H 

(Revolutionary,  from  America's  Past);  Sep  cover, 
98-101  (7  Ways  to  Change  a  Room  with),  67  (Ed 

68-69,  114,  191  (Shock:  The  excitement  of  Col 

You've  Never  Seen  Before),  70-85  (Letting  Go  Wil 
in  Plants,  Fabrics,  Art,  Paint,  Architecture),  86-1 

(Originals:  Jennifer  Bartlett,  Luis  Barragan),  88-! 
(World  of  Mary  McFadden),  102-103  (What  it  C 
'io  for  a  Room),  110-113  (A  House  Readv-made  fc 

Colors,  H&G  Feb  110-111  (Creamy  Apricot);  Mar  6 

62,  189  (Headquarters),  84-85  (Blue  Flower,  Poi 
peiian  Red,  Sun  Yellow),  85  (Oyster  W  hite).  88-J 
(in  12  rooms),  110-111  (Fresh  Country  Blue-),  i; 

J 



Sun  Yellow);  Sep  38  (Chips),  58,  60,  62  (Head- 
juarters),  84  (soothing  &  active),  98-99  (Oyster 
Vhite,  Mercury).  100  (Pink  Pink,  Lavender),  101 
Lacquer  Green,  Seafoam  (Jreen),  J  02  (1977  Palette 
-new  Sienna,  Heavenly  Blue,  Fresh  Caldi  of  Corals), 
104-105  (Color  it  Coral-Zest) 
mdominiutn  Decorated  by  Michael  Taylor— Aug 
90-91 
jrnforts  in  a  Made-over  Bam,  Country— Dec  112-113 
juntry  Furniture,  American— Feb  92-95 
•aft.  You  and  Your    Apr  84-95 
afts— Feb  8  (Hamada,  Potter  by  Bernard  Leach);  Apr 
}8,  43  (The  Latest  Books  on)  54  (Designing  your 
own  Oewel),  54,  60,  63  (Honeysuckle  Basket  Step 

by  Step),  63  (Planning  Frec-fonn  Bargello),  155,  202 
Making  up  Needlepoint  (ii-ometry);  Sep  8  (Grove 

House  artists'  coop(;rative);  Nov  14  (wax  nibbings), 
118,  163  (Pillowj^in-bloom) 

•ewel-Apr  54,  86-87  (Handstitched  Brilliance),  128 
kits  match  carpet  motif) 

!Corators'  (Designers')  Showcases— Jan  8;  Apr  87 
Neas  for  Kips  Bay);  May  12  (Pink  Palace,  Minnea- 

polis); Jun  68-69  ("Under  the  Lindens"  Monmoutli 
bounty  floating  gazebo);  Nov  145-147,  190-192 

Morristown  Hospital  "Mansion  in  May"  at  Giralda) 
•signer  Designs  Show  for  Cooper-Hewitt,  T/ie— Jun 
10 

ining  Rooms— Feb  95  (Early  Am.),  103  (at  ant  garde 
French);  Mar  85,  89,  98;  May  112  (Countrv),  131 

red  lacquer,  Chinese  porcelains),  134 ("straw-lined" 
Paris  with  Abraham-Zumsteg  floral),  136  (terra  cotta 
paisley,  Rome);  Jul  70  (granite-topped  extendible 
table);  Aug  57  (glass  table,  Cesca  chairs),  75  (tradi- 

tional); Oct  141  (library/sitting/diniug);  Nov  136 
'country) 
ream  Rooms  in  Typical  Suburban  Houses— Jun  70-76 
rexel  Heritage  House;  Charm  &  Comfort— Oct  98-99, 
132-135 

le-to-Eye  Decorating— Feb  90-91  (Rooms That  Last), 

'92-95  (Affordable  Antiques  Now),  96-99  (Identical 
iFumiture  in  His  &  Her  Apartments),  100-105  (2 
Decorators  Bring  Chanu  of  Country  to  Paris) 

librics-Jan  10  (Marignan  Versailles);  Feb  72-77 

j  Naugahyde)  110-111  (New  Designs  You  Can  Afford: 
planese  Fibers);  Mar  cover,  4,  82-83,  85  (Clarence 
House  in  many  shades  of  violet),  74-75  (Far  Eastern 
batik),  78  (Brunschwig  blue  custom  quilted).  79 

Quadrille  "Quincy",  "Senegal"  &  "Ric  Rac",  Marig- 
lan  floral  &  stylized  bouquet,  Cohama  "Kent", 
Schumacher  "Bertrix"),  84-85 (Brunschwig  "Gaspard 
'Stripe"),  86-87  (Clarence  House  "Yashima"  goldfish 
print),  108-109  (Hexter  watery  blue  "Fantastique"), 
'111  (Hexter  blue  Jacquard  rayon, Schumacher  "Rees 
Phoenix");  Apr  cover,  4,  112-115  (BiJly  Baldwin 
shell  patterned ),  98-99  (J  ulian  Tomchin  for  Kennetli ), 
129  (Hexter  green/white);  May  cover,  4  (Lee/Jofa 

\m.  China  Trade  Collection  "WUlow").  130-131 
blue/white  Barcelona  cloth,  batik),  132-133  (cotton 
;)aisley),  134-137  (Abraham-Zumsteg  Cottons  with 
nternational  Cachet);  Jun  cover,  4  (white  linen/cot- 
on  with  fringed  braid),  10  (Multifarious  Maya  en- 

rironments),  62-63  (Quadrille  "Seascape"  &  "Blow- 
ip"),  68  (Far  Eastern),  76-77  (Clarence  House 
pongeable  suede),  80-81  (black/white  striped  can- 
as),  97  (&  Vice  Versa),  106  (Old  World  Weavers 

Jardin  Flottant",  Schumacher  "Parish  Magnoha", 
Cohama  "Rose  Ribbon",  Brunschwig  "Palais  Royal"); 
Aug  cover,  4,  80-81  (Lehman-Connor  stripe),  48-53 
China  Seas),  84.  86  (Fortuny),  92-93  (&  Vice  Versa 

"Faces",  check,  &  taxi  yellow);  Sep  cover.  4.  100- 
LOl  (Brunschwig  plain  cottons),  74-75  (Brunschwig 

Chinese  Blossoms"  &  Cenci  small  geometric),  98 
hand-made  mudcloth),  104  (Connaissance  "Big 
Vlack",  P.  Kaufman  &  Key  West  canvas),  105 
Schumacher  "Weskit  Diamond"),  110-113  (many 
Marignan);  Oct  cover,  4.  98-99,  132-133  (Alan  Camp- 

)ell  "Albany"),  102-103  (Jay  Steffy),  106-108,  111 
Rose  Cumming  "Jaffrey  Room"),  133  (Etalage 
luilted  "Chamiel  H",  Quadrille  "Moroc"),  134 
Cohama  sheer  white-on-white  "Jardin",  S.  Harris 
canvas),  141  (Bloomcraft  "Tosca");  Nov  cover,  4 
Schumacher  "Peach  Orchard"),  132-133  (Larsen 
Pastorale  on  Broadside"  100"  wide  &  "Kansu" 

landwoven  silk),  141  (Albrizzi  "Palermo"),  142-143 
Albrizzi  "Torino"),  146  (WestPoint  Pepperell  can- 
as),  147  (Carleton  V.  multicolored  random  square 
:)rint,  SybU  ConnoUy);  Dec  120-127  (Abraham- 
Zumsteg  Agnelli  designs) 
oor  Coverings-Jan  68  (handmade  Indian  rug);  Feb 
72-77  (Ozite  "Colony  Point"),  91  (sisal),  110-111 
Trend  Celanese  nylon);  Mar  74,  80  (Stark  sisal),  77 

(gray  area  rug),  78-79,  81  (Stark  area),  82-83  (Nand 
Gopal  sisal),  85  (antique  Tibetan  dhurrie),  88  (Har- 

mony carpet,  Rosecore  stripe),  110  (Portuguese 
needlepoint,  Cado  acrylic  rug  or  hanging.  Fields 
"Pisces");  Apr  cover,  4,  112-113  (Nantucket  Looms handwoven  wool/linen),  128  (Wellco  Heirloom  Col- 

lection carpet  with  matching  crewel  kits.  World 
"Universe"  rug),  129  (Regal  random-toned  "Yoruba" 
6  World  "Scandia"  nylon  rugs);  May  128-131 
(dhurries),  135  (sisal);  Jun  77  (antique  Korean),  80- 
81  (Moroccan),  81  (sisal  over  plywood,  cement); 

.\ug  84,  86  (Iranian  Baluchi  kUim).'  92-93  (rag);  Sep 74-75  (geometric  print),  76  (Finnish  waU  hanging),  88 
(dhurrie,  Nigerian  rug),  90  (Nigerian  raffia  mat),  101 
(Tibetan  dhurrie).  104  (Karastan  orange /xed,  Stark 

Portuguese  needlepoint),  105  (Bigelow  'Aria"  sculp- 
ted carpet,  Couristan  Chinese-inspired),  112-113 

(World  red  carpet);  Oct  cover.  4,  132-133  (Harmony 
"Architecta"  Berber),  82  ("Carpet  Shock  Free"), 
102-103  (verdigris  carpet),  106-107.  Ill  (brown 
calfskin),  133  (handpainted  canvas  floorcloth),  136- 
137  (Colonnade  acryhc  carpet),  110  (athletic  felt); 
Nov  cover,  4  (Stark  dhurrie),  132-133  (Larsen  "Tahiti 
Tile"  coir  squares),  140-141  (Coury  kiJim,  striped  & 
starred  dhurrie),  146  (Larsen  straw.  Harmony  dhur- 

rie), 147  (Harmony  dhurrie.  Stark  carpet),  151 
(Ponderosa  pine  doormat);  Dec  124-127  (raffia  rugs) 

French  House  with  New  City  Sparkle,  Country-  Charm, 
18th  c.-Feb  100-105 

Furniture -Jan  10  ("La  Barca"  live-in  bed,  "Misura" 
wall  system  with  bed  in  drawer),  54-55  (Workbench 
table,  files,  chair,  Walters  wicker),  68-69  (.More  for 
Your  Money),  82-87  (Claud  Bunyard  ash  Windsor- 
type  chairs):  Feb  86-87  (Mies  chairs,  Swiss  leather 

sofa).  91  (Italian  wicker),  97-99  (Flair  "In  Group" 
armless  sofa  &  ottoman.  Herman  Miller  high  easy 

chair.  Intrex  "Coolskin"  drum  coffee  table).  110-111 
(Kroehler  come-apart  banquette.  Hibriten  slipper 
chairs,  Thayer-Coggin  Art  Deco  cube  &  inverted 
pyramid  table),  133  (Kartell  stacking  units);  Mar 
cover,  4  (Henredon  button-back  sofa  with  nailhead 

trim  &  "Artifacts"  cocktail  table),  75  (Take  a  Table: 
7  ver>  different),  76  (Choose  a  Sofa:  Habitat  IDS. 

6  others),  82-85  (Henredon  throughout  House  Pulled 

Together  witli  Color),  86-87  (O'Asian  wicker  Parsons 
table,  London-Marquis  tree-stump  table.  Michael 
Taylor  shghtly  Victorian  sofa,  bleached  oak  &  black 
granite  coffee  table  &  various  wicker),  88  (Robert 
Webb  tray  tables.  Baker  Parsons  sofa,  Limited  Edi- 

tions bamboo  annchair),  110-111  (Charlton  "Chair  & 
Vi",  DIA  wicker  love  seat.  Baker  Korean  design  arm- 

chair &  more  in  Country  Blues),  120  (white  Formica 
Parsons  table,  Plexiglas  chairs),  121  (PA  Dutch 

meeting-house  chairs):  Apr  cover  4,  112-115  (Billy 
Bladwin  for  LCS,  Paul  M.  Jones  black  lazquer  coffee 
table),  8  (London-Marquis  cedar  stump).  128-129 
(Ready  to  Buy  in  tlie  Stores  Right  Now);  May  cover, 
4  (Lord  &  Taylor  Hong  Kong  Imports,  upholstered 
chair  &  cedar  end-grain  table),  96-97,  100  (Mies 
leather  sofas  &  chairs,  David  Easton  Ultrasuede 
chairs,  Michael  la  Rocca  linen  table),  100  (Breuer 

chairs),  108-109,  111  (Wassily  &  strapped  leatlier 
chairs),  128-131  (Oscar  de  la  Renta  rattan);  Jun 
cover,  4  (Michael  Taylor  wicker,  oak  stiunp  tables), 
74-75  (Mies  bent  steel  armchairs),  76-77  (Wicker 
Works  armchairs  with  suede  cushions),  83-85  (Barce- 

lona chairs  &  table),  86  (London-Marquis  sofa,  Italian 
wicker  chair),  102-103  (Italian  modular  seating  & 
white  vinyl  chairs),  106-107  (Finds  for  Summer 
Pleasure),  107  (Roe  Kasian  tables  laminated  with 

Chinese  writing);  Aug  cover,  4,  80-81  ("Balluff '  K-D 
seating  system,  "Sol"  folding  chair,  checkerboard  tile 
cocktail  table),  80-83  (K-D  Instant  Furniture),  84 

("Cesca  "  chairs),  84,  86  (Italian  modular  seating), 
90-91  (Michael  Taylor  for  Wicker-Wicker-Wicker), 
92-93 (maple  dining  chairs  from  old  ocean  liner):  Sep 
cover,  4,  98-101  (GuUd  sectional  sofa  &  ottoman, 

Italian  deck  chair,  "1-2-3"  glass  table  on  acrylic  base, 
Karl  Springer  open  cube  table),  74-75  (brass/ glass 
coffee  tables),  76-77  (Swiss  sofas,  chairs),  88-89  (Carl 
de  Suvero  table),  104-105  (Carter  corduroy  pouf 
chair  &  other  Coral),  110-112  (Founders  in  a  House 
Ready-made  for  Color),  112  (Roe  Kasian  table),  113 
Brown  Jordan  outdoor);  Oct  cover,  4,  132-135 
(Drexel  Heritage  with  Traditional  Charm  &  New 
Comfort),  135  (Meadowcraft  aluminum  chairs), 

136-139  (Industrial),  141  (Philippine  rattan  ann- 
chairs),  142  (9  New  Chairs),  142-143  (6  New  Tables), 
143  (7  Sofas:  Parts  of  a  System);  Nov  cover,  4  (Guild 
sofa  witli  roller  arms.  Hong  Kong  rosewood  cocktail 
table,  Walters  Wicker  chairs),   102,   104  (Panzinger 

I-beam  console),  140-141  (Billy  Baldwin  chairs  with 
woven  straw  shells,  bleached  oak  &  smoked  glass 

tables,  Al  "La  Barca"  sectional),  142  (Al  "Bindo" 
3-position  sofa,  Billy  Baldwin  ottoman,  Albrizzi 
mirror  tables  &  glass  cocktail  table),  146-147  (in 
Decorators  Showhouse),  154  (Kenneth  Lynch  teak 
garden  seat.  Lane  Wells  Fargoi  footlocker),  154-155 
(Thonet  nesting  chairs,  Italian  folding  rattan  table), 
171  (Le  Corbusier  Cube  &  chrome  &  ponyskin  sling 
chairs);  Dec  60,  64  (Lucite  stool,  Carolina  Tables 

Queen  Anne  Style  silver  chest,  Decorian  "Old  Shoe" 
beanbag  chair.  Hickory'  Chair  fire  screen,  Hickon, 
Mfg.  Queen  Anne  side  chair.  Lane  cedar  chest). 
134-135  (Invisible:  Lucite,  Plexiglas.  Acrylite) 

Furniture  Arrangement  (Plans)-Jan  58  (1  Room  3 
Ways);  Feb  98.  99  (same  furniture  2  ways),  113 
(studio  apt);  Oct  1 10  (Sister  Parish  living  room) 

Furniture,  What  to  do  About  Damaged- J  an  8 
Galleries,  Home  Art-May  102,  1  16-117 
Garden  Rooms-Mar  84^85;  Nov  139;  Dec  124,  12f. 
127 

Glazed  Wall,  What  Goes  on  Under  a-Oct  163 

Graphics,  Make  Your  Own  Wall-Dec  14 
Hammocks-Oct  139  (handwoven  cotton  twill):  Nov 

147  ( Pa wley's  Island) 
Hardware,  How  to  Clean  Furniture-Dec  12 
Industrial  Revolution,  The-Oct  98-99,  136-139,  231 
Invisible  Presents:  Lucite,  Plexiglas,  Acr\lite— Dec 
134-135 

Italian  Country  House  Romantically  Decorated,  Re- 
stored-Dec  120-127 

K-D  Instant  Furniture— Aug  cover,  4,  80-83 

Lamps  &  Lighting  Fixtures— Jan  54  (Kovacs  "Crazy 
Legs"),  68  (inexpensive  clamp-on),  69  (plastic  60- 
watt  lamp);  Feb  74-77  (Tensor  surrounding  make-up 
&  shaving  mirrors),  91  (Japanese  fan),  97  (custom 

wall)'  113  (Luxo);  Mar  110  (Luxo  "Crowrdite  2" extension  lamp);  Apr  cover,  4,  113  (Boyd  bra.-^ 
standing),  128  (Crayonne  ABS  plastic),  129  (Archi- 

tectural Supplements  clamp-on  reflector,  Luxo  pres- 

sure-mount "Headlight",  Kovacs  "Umbrella"):  Ma\ 
54  (Robert  Long  cord-hung);  Jun  cover,  4  (ricepap(  r 
lanterns),  74-75  (Hansen  swing-arm),  104(Artemidr 
chandelier);  Aug  cover,  4,  80-81  (Tsao  pharmacy). 

91  (paper  lanterns);  Sep  cover,  4  ("Ambassador 
HiLo" swivel-head  standing),  104 (Luxo  translucent). 
110,  113  (Kovacs  standing);  Oct  137  (standing  Lux 

0-Lamp),  138  (Phoenix  docklight),  142  (Haiu^.n 

table  with  movable  arm,  Luxo  "Headlight",  Gallcri.i 
Mobih  dome  and  hood),  143  (Koch  &  Lowy  standing 

triangle),  152  (Chinese  basket  shades);  Nov  142-143 
(Hansen  swing-arm),  146  (Ncsle  lantern,  Keramos 
barleycane  standing),  150  (Museum  of  Modem  Art 

"Sintesi");  Dec  134-135  ("Invisible") 
Machine  for  Living-Oct  98-99,  136-139,  231 
Mediarooms-Oct  102-103,  124-127,  163 
Mirrors— Feb  74-77  (makeup  center),  76-77  (big  cir- 

cular surrounded  by  Tensor  lamps),  100-103  (walls 
with  chromed  acrylic  molding,  plastic  mirror  sus- 

pended ceiling),  100  (Regence  gilt):  Jun  74  (wall); 
Oct  113  (mirror  on  mirror  &  in  panels),  116-123 
(fireplace,  hearth,  curtains,  walls,  ceiling),  137 (West 
Coast  truck),  139  (Bell  Detection  convex);  Nov 
cover,  4  (whalebone  quill) 

Navajo  Arts  Museum-Apr  44.  48 

Needlepoint— .4pr  12  (Morton  Da  Costa's  Rook  of 
Needlepoint),  93,  155,  202  (geometric  freehand); 
Jul  10  (Missouri  Bicentennial  mg);  Nov  151  (Gartner 
butterfly  piUow  kits);  Dec  60,  64  (Nellie  Custis  Fire 
Screen) 

Offices,  Home-Nov  132,  142 

Orientale,  Decorating(de  la  Renta)-May  128-133 
Painted  Finishes,  Naive— Apr  91 
Parish,  Sister-Oct  106-111,  162-163  (Behind  the 
Scenes  with,  A  Room  is  Born),  112-113,  146.  234- 
235  (The  Unsinkable).  1 14-1  15  (Scrapbook) 

Pillows-Feb  97-99  (Indian  batik).  1 1 1  (How  to  Make 
Turkish  Corners),  I12-J13  (Marimekko  envelope 
cases);  Mar  79  (Pick  a  PiUow),  110  (LCS  handwoven 
blue  wool,  Marina  flowered,  .scented).  Ill  (LCS  red/ 

white/blue);  Apr  93  (freehand  geometric  needle- 
point), 100  (Swiss  printed  handkerchieves),  128 

(Nettlecreek"The  Greenhouse '); Jun  cover,  4 (white 
with  fringed  braid),  68  (sarong  &  Dutch  wax  fabric 

covered),  106  (handpainted  .<atin  cat).  107  (stuff-it- 
yourself  voile);  Nov  102,  104  (quilted  animal),  118, 

163  (Pillow.s-in-bloom),  151  (needlepoint  butter- 
flies), 154  (Nettlecreek  green  leaves,  Stiffler  holly) 

Posters-Apr  10  (Ralph  Fasanella  for  New  York):  Nov 

122  (How  to  Mount),  154  ("Botanical  Sunnowcr"). 
164-165  (&  Photographs  for  Presents) 

Ife 



t.  Breaking  Into:  Abraham  Zumsteg  Cottons  With 

ernationa]  (Cachet— May  134-137 
ts-Jan  58  (to  Make  From  Leftovers);  Feb  82-83 

k),  88-89  ("Double  Star  of  Jerusalem"),  92-93 
1.  Dutch  applique),  95  (log  cabin);  Mar  110 

Delectable  Mountains"  with  "Flying  Geese");  Dec 
(kit  for  miniature  canopy  bed  &  embroidered 

Ut),  108-111  (Christmas  with,  in  an  antique 
use) 

bings,  Wax-Nov  14 

ens.  Decorative— Feb  91  (Coromandel,  Japanese); 

ir  88  (antique  6-panel  Japanese);  Apr  12  (6' 
icils),  128  (Vaccaro-Smith  bamboo);  Oct  106-108 

pariese  lacquer); Nov  142-143 (4-panel  red  lacquer) 

ng  Studio  with  "Whatever  you  Want  it  to  be 
sk"-Jan  54-56 

ts.  Decorating  With-Feb  110-1 11  (Stevens  "Ultra- 

ipe"  on  bathroom  walls  &  ceiling,  bias  borders  on 
vels),  112-1 13  (Marimekko  decorates  whole  room), 

3  (Tips  for  working  with);  Sep  64,  135;  96-97  (Do 
tterncd  Soothe  Your  Psyche?) 

;overs  with  Velcro  tape,  zippers— Jan  62 
cil-Jan  57  (Stencil  Magic  patterns  &  instructions); 
3  16  (Fobel  &  Boleach  The  Stencil  Book) 

tv.  Sunlight  on— Mar  10 
ies.    Dens    &    Libraries    Feb    88-89    (section   of 
Iroom).    104  (tiny);  Mar  88  (sitting  room),  89 
jrar>  ),  98  (libran,  with  balcony  work  space);  Aug 

(lived-in  library );  Nov  137,  142  (libraries) 
ios-Jan  54-56:  Feb  112-113;  May  101,  114 

»rellas-Jun  62  (Italian  market),  77  (Japanese) 

lerbilt.  Gloria:   Ever>  tiling's  Coming  Up  Roses— 
76-79,  107 

coverings— Feb  103  (Japanese  handmade  silver 
per);  Mar  10  (straw-like  nylon,  reed  fencing),  85 

Vice  Versa  "Klee's  Check"),  111  (Thibaut  corn- 

wered  "Jennifer");  Apr  cover,  4,  112-115  (Billy 
Idwin's  shell-patterned),  107  (Wall-Tex  "Buttons 

Bows"),  128  (Lloyd  "Oui  Oui",  Seeman  "Berry 
kin'  "),  129  (Everett  Brown's  "Bern'  Fami");  May 
2-133  (paisley  cotton).  135  (matchstick  blind), 

6  (fabric),  Jun  80-81  (brown  wrapping  paper),  97 

Jasketweave"  vinyl),  106  (Jones  &  Erwin  "Ameri- 
1  Beauty");  Jul  78-79  (Gloria  Vanderbilt  "Garden 
d");  Sep  105  (China  Seas  "Bali",  Krupnick 
alico",  Billy  Baldwin  "Amoria");  Nov  132-133, 

3  ("Murlon  Wallcovering  System"),  147  (Cenci, 
nthUI,  Margowen,  Sybil  Connolly);  Dec  122-125 
jrdcred  fabrics) 

paper  Power— Apr  106  (3  imaginative  rooms), 
6-107,  153,  156  (How  to  Paper  Like  an  Expert) 
t  Goes  With  What?  4  Quizzes-Mar  72-81,  191 

low  Treatment— Jan  68  (J.C.  Penney  steel  Winds); 
b  86-87  (wool  Roman  shades),  91  (bamboo 

nds),  92-94  (Earlv  Am.  style  linen  witli  self  loops); 

ir  74,  80  (batik  shades),  77,  81  (Alcan  "Mark  11" 
iminum  blinds),  88  (red  bamboo  blinds),  106-107 

ith  c.  shutters),  108-109  (white  sheeting  with 
illopcd  valance  over  sheet-laminated  shades);  Apr 
\fe.T,  4,  112-113  (fabric-covered  Roman  shades 
itch  vinyl-covered  walls),  86-87  (crewel),  106 
illoon  shades);  May  cover,  4  (folding  shutters), 

2-133 (paisley  pulled  back  over  taffeta);Jun  74-75 
iviera  brushed  aluminum  vertical  blinds);  Jul  42, 

(Colonial  at  Mt.  Vernon);  Aug  cover,  4,  80-81 

>anna  Western  "Comfort  Shade"),  92-93  (balloon 
ides);  Oct  98-99,  136-137  (LouverDrape  vertical 
nds);  Nov  94 (Newell  adjustable  vinyl  shades);  Dec 
2,  124  (simple  shirred  curtains  match  wall  fabric), 

5  (white  cotton  voile  drawn  back  from  double- 
fled  valanc(^s) 

Mar  110-111  (Country  Blues);  Jun  106-107  (48 
nds  for  Summer  Plea.sure);  Sep  104-105  (Color  it 
)ral);  Oct  142-143  (27  New  Ideas  in  Furniture  & 
ghting) 

taining 

eriean  Food,  Great  Traditional-Feb  44,  46,  50 
becue  With  Zest-Oct  154 

Kberry  Summer— Sep  117,  128,  130 
ikfast,  Christmas-Dec  142,  148,  150 
fets-Mar  50,  52,  64,  66  (Make-ahead);  Nov  128- 

t3,   175,   177,   180,  182,  184,  188-189  (Kitchen) 

■e  Informal 
dies  -Jan  69  (Pottery  Barn);  Jun  T07  (citronella) 
anlissimo   (Chianti    Classico)-Mar    126,    128-129 
istmas  Food,  Old-fashioned-Dec  140-141, 153-154 

(k-Ahead    Recipes   for   No-Fuss   Entertaining— J  an 
[,  92-93,  99-100 

>kies-Oct  149,  156,  161-162  (American  Classics); 

ov  162  (One  a  Day  Till  Christmas);  Dec  102-103, 

139  (Children's  Christmas) 
Cooking    Classes-Jan    14    (Gritti    Palace);   Aug    10 
(Dieppe) 

Cooking  with  Gusto-Mar  50,  52,  64,  66,  92-95 
Desserts-Feb  122-123  (The  4-Egg  Sensation);  May  158 
(Company) 

Diiiing  Without  a  Dining  Room-May  118-119 
Drinks-May  153-154(Ready-to-go);Jun  120  (Summer 
Day);    Nov    180    (Reverse    Martini,    Rum    Brosia, 

Buddha's  Eye),  182  (Jersey  Lightning),  184  (Mar- 
garitas, Medicato,  Campari  Lillet,  Salty  Dog);  Dec 

142  (Artillery  Punch),   144,    146,  148  (Christmas Cheer) 

French  Cooking  in  London  with  Danny  Kaye— Feb  12 
Fund-Raising:   Sweet  Charity-Nov  96,  98,  101,  121 

(Recipes  from  Famous  Households),  144-145  (Auc- 
tions, Bazaars,  Parties),  145-147,  190-192  (Decora- 

tors' Showhouses) 

Gifts-Nov  158-161  (For  the  Table-What  Goes  With 
What);  Dec  144,  146,  149  (of  Food  to  Make  With 
Spirits) 

Golden  Door:  High  Vitality  Food  &  Fitness— May  142- 

149,  157-159 
Grand  Master  (Bocuse),  Cooking  With  a-Aug  98-100, 
102-103 

Herbs  for  a  Taste  of  Summer— Jun  113,  124 

High-spirited  Food-Apr  138,  140,  142 

Hors   d'oeuvres:    Savory   Summer  Pickups— Jun  112, 
116,118 

Informal,  Think  Buffet,  Think-Nov  126,  174,  192 

Japanese  Party  Food  Arranged  With  Flair— Sep  89-91, 

124,  130-132 
Leftovers  With  a  French  Touch— Jan  59,  97 

Lettuce— Some  Like  it  Hot— Aug  97 
Low  Calorie  Entertaining-Jan  60-61,  91,  100,  102 
Maine  Chance  Food  &  Fitness-Mar  115-117,  130-131 
Mediterranean,  Getaway  Food  From  the— Jun  66-67, 
111,122 

Men  Cook  for  Company— Jan  98-99 

Meringues:  The  4-Egg  Sensation-Feb  122-123 
Microwaves,  New  Ways  With-Feb  119,  1 26 

Movable  Feasts  at  Fleur  Cowles'-May  120-121,  161 
No-fuss  Food:  Menu  Secrets  for  Weekend  Entertaining 
-Apr  134-137,  147-152 

Oyster  Bar,  French  Celebrity  Chefs  at  Grand  Central— Feb  12 

Parties,  Great— May  124  (How  to  get  the  Best  Guests), 

124-125  (What  is  tlie  Best  You've  Ever  Been  to?), 
125  (The  New  Entertaining:  Quick  &  Casual) 

Party-Jun  94-97,  123  (Homemade  Garden);  Jul  91, 

102-103  (Summer,  With  a  Light  Touch);  Oct  150- 
154  (Easy  Weekend) 

Party  Food,  New-May  126-127  (Plates  to  Put  it  on. 
Menus),  141,  156-157  (recipes  &  ideas) 

Pates  Made  Easy,  Countrv-Dec  143,  150,  152,  154 

Pickling  &  Preserving  SouUiem  Style-Jul  97-99,  102 
Picnicking-Jun  52,  54,  56  (Exotic  Recipes),  93  (The 
WUder  Shores  of),  62-63  (lobster),  66-67,  111,  122 
(Mediterranean) 

Regine's,   New   York's  New  Smash-hit  Club— Sep  8, 
118-122,  132,  192 

Salad,  25'  California  at  Ruffage-Oct  128-129,  147, 
158 

Schnapps  from  Aquavit  to  Vodka— Oct  160-161 
Shortcut   Cooking   from   The  6Minute  Souffle— Aug 
58-61,  95,  105 

Silver  With  a  Past,  American-Jun  114-115 

Soybean,  The  Sensual-Apr  133,  144,  146 

Spice  &  Savor  from  an  English  Country'  Inn  (Miller 
Howe)-Mar  124,  131 

Table  Linens— Jan  69  (foam-backed  vinyl  &  Chinese 

straw  oval  placemats);  Mar  102  (blue/white  Port- 
hault),  108-109  (Leron  white  over  watery  blue 
fabric);  May  119  (white  linen),  126-127  (Vera 

"Peach"  tablecloth  &  "Tulips"  napkins),  127  (Leron 
napkin);  Jun  106  (drawstring  tablecloth-cum-cutting 
board  tote),  116  (Sondra  Lipton  mats,  napkins, 

accessories);  Nov  132-133  (Larsen  blue  plangi  cloth), 
156  (Leron  handmade  mats),  157  (cotton  damask 

napkin),  158-161  (napkins  by  Vera);  Dec  60,  64 

(18"  square  scalloped  napkins,  oval  place  mats),  132 
(Oxford  cloth  napkins) 

Tablesettings— Jan  60  (bufftt  with  Canton,  bamboo 
flatware),  77  (broccoli  &  green  grape  centerpiece); 

Feb  103  (red/ white/black),  105  (Paris  patio),  112- 

113(breakfast  with  "Lagenthal  Cambridge  "I  ittala" 
glassware,  "Mono  Clip"  flatware);  Mar  93  (terrace 
with  umbrella,  potted  marigolds),  94  (buffet),  102 

(Chelsea  green  cabbage  &  candlesticks),  108-109 

(Ring  &  Grondalil  "Snowflower"  plates),  118 (blue/ 

white  on  narrow  rolling  tables),  121  (countn' 
kitchen);  Apr  98-99  (weekend  lunch),  104  (porch)i 

135  (Le  Garbure  in  the  kitchen),  136  (alfresco),  13' 
(salad  lunch);  May  103  (breakfast),  119  (Tiffan;: 

bamboo  flatware.  Royal  Worcester  "Blind  Earl"' 
Wedgwood  "Drabware",  "Blue  Spode",  Royal  Worj 
cester  "Celestial"),  120-121  (Fleur  Cowles'  set  witll 
her"Jardindes  Fleurs"for  Denby),  122-123(Fantas> 
on  a  Carrousel  Table),  131  (blue/white  on  blue 
white  batik),  135  (continental,  silver  on  Abraham 

Zumsteg  fabric),  142-145  (Golden  Door  Oriental) 
Jun  62-63,  66-67  (picnics),  80  (black  &  white  witi 
straw  mats,  oranges);  Jul  cover,  4  (red/white/blue)! 

Aug  59,  60,  63  (buffets);  Sep  88-89,  91  (Japanese 

"garden  of  delights"),  92  (Blair  House  dining  room) 

Oct  135  (Ginori  "Portofino"  china  &  "Ego"  glasse 
on  Porthault  watery  blue  cloth),  141  (melons  oi 

green  cloth),  150-151  (buffet),  152  (Gazpacho);  No 
128-131  (Kitchen  Casual),  132-1 33 (Desk-Top  Fea.st : 

136-137  (blue  spatterware),  144-145  (Institute  o 

International  Education  Winter  Party),  178-17' 
(buffet);  Dec  132  (Paella  buffet),  142  (breakfast) 

Tableware— Jan   68   ("Bistroware"  &    other  stainles 
flatware,  Chinese  fish  bowls,  &  other  inexpensive) 

Mar  110-111  (Country  Blues);  May  18  (Baccarat  vi 
ordinaire  carafe),  126-127  (Party  Plates);  July  cover 

4  (Gienware  soup  bowls),  76-79  (Gloria  Vanderbil 

"Collage  for  Living");  Aug  78  (Am.  Apple  Pie  Co 

"Throw-aways  for  Keeps");  Sep  104  (Lauffer  "Im' 
patiens"  stoneware),   105  (Atelier  Vitreon  Creatnx 

Apricot,   Mottahedah    "Fitzhugh");   Nov    102,    10 

(Terrafirma  teapot),  126-127  (Tiffany's  12"  "Texas 
plate),    148-149  (Lenox    "Everything  (ilass"),    151 
(Dansk    "BLT"    set),    156  (Mottahedah    "Tobarc( 
Leaf"  pitcher,  Orrefors  crystal  champagne  bucket 
Tiffany  woven  sterling  basket  &  other  gifts),  158-161 

(15  examples  of  "What  Goes  With  What");  Dec  13: 

(Bailey-Huebner),  134-135  ("Invisible") 
Trays— Jan  68  (bamboo  serving),  69  (bright  patterne(, 

tin);  Mar  111  (white  flowered  blue  lacquer);  Dec  13'' 
(strie  Lucite) 

Turkey,  Two-stuffing-Dec  104-105,  139 

Turkish  Delights-May  150-152 

Vegetable  Wizardr\'-Apr  92-93 
Vegetarian  Thanksgiving- Nov  178-179,  190 
Waterford  Crystal  Film    Jun  12 

Whiskey,  American-Jul  100-101 

Wine  &  Food  Supplement-Jan  89-102;  Feb  117-128 
Mar  113-131;  Apr  131-151;  May  139-161;  Jun  52 

54,  56,  109-124;  Jul  89-103;  Aug  95-105;  Sep  115 
132,  192;  Oct  147-162;  Nov  175-190;  Dec  137-154 

Wine  With  Food:  Lnexpected  Combinations— Jan  94 
96 

Wine  Storage— Jan  167  (Nissen  modular  rack);  Jul  70 
(cellar  carefully  coded);  Dec  1 34-1 35  (acrylic  X) 

Wines-Feb    124,    126    (All    American,   Tour   of    111 

States);  Aug  61,  104  (Good,  Inexpensive);  Sep  126-' 
128  (Sparkling);  Nov  102,    104  (Italian  gift  box) 

113-114  (Verdier  Cellar),  149  (Julia  Child's  choice 
to  lay  down  &  for  now),  156-157  (Antinori  in  fish 
bottle) 

Gardening 

All-in-one  Garden-Apr  64,  94-95 

Aloe:  The  First-aid  Plant- Dec  16 

Andromeda,  Note  on  Mountain- Oct  232 

Arugula  by  Any  Otlier  Name-Apr  202 

Asparagus,  Note  on— Jul  138 
Begonia!  Viva  (Tuberous)— Aug  72-73,  152 

Birds- Apr  12  (Helping);  Nov  102,  104  (Duncrafl 
feeder);  Dec  100-101  (Christmas  Tree) 

Bonsai-Sep  190  (National  Arboretum);  Nov  149 

(juniper) Books  &  Booklets-Jan  8  (Butterflies),  14  (A  Choice 

of  Sundials),  168  {A  Gardener  Touched  with  Genius 
Luther  Burbank);  Feb  10  (Plant  Parties,  Pleasure  & 

Profit);  Mar  102  (C.Z.  Guest's  first  Garden),  181 

(Agri.  Info.  Bulletin  Your  Tree's  Trouble  May  be 
You!):  Apr  8  (Jack  Kramer's  Orchids,  Flowers  a) 

Romance  &  Mystery),  202  (Thalassa  Cruso's  Making 

Vegetables  Grow,  H.  Peter  Loewer's  Seeds  &  Cut 

tings),  203  (H&G's  26  Easy  Little  Gardens):  May  12 

(The  Findhorn  Garden),  214  (Kenneth  Lynch'« 
Garden  Ornament),  215  (Lorraine  Burgess'  The Garden  Maker's  Answer  Book),  Jul  138  (Milton 

Carleton  The  New  Vegetable  &  Fruit  Book,  Road- 

side Flowers  of  Texas,  Handbook  of  fi^ildflowet 
Cultivation):  Aug  153  (Wm.  H.  Frederick  100  Great 

Garden  Plants):  Sep  190  (RusseU  Mott  U  orld  Book 

of  House  Plants,  Herwig  &  Schubert  77ie  Treasury  oj 
House  Plants);  Oct  232  (The  Room  of  Delight):  Nov 

284  (Planning  the  Perfect  Garden  inspired  b\  Ralph 

KM 



he  Eye  of  Thomas  Jefferson);  Aug  34,  36,  109 
it>scapes);  Sep  46  (To  Save  a  House,  Move  it); 
:t  38,  40,  46,  230  (Arabian  Ni^ts  Architecture 

America);  Nov  64,  66,  68,  70  (Stargazer's  Gazeteer) 
cles— Jul  14  (Puch  Maxi);  Nov  10  (Austro-Daimler 
•  House-Sep  92-93 
ks— Jun  12  (Book  of  Garlic,  Free  to  be  Good  or 
d):  Aug  8  (The  Shape  of  Joy,  Festivals),  10  (The 
ima  of  the  Oceans),  12  (Biorhythm:  A  Personal 
ence);  Nov  6  (Bronx  Art  Deco  &  -W  Times 
nhattan  Coloring  Books),   10  (Unbuilt  America), 

(Jack  Lenor  Larsen  The  Dyer's  Art,  Diana  Vree- 
id  Hollywood  Costumes),  16  (The  Perfect  Exer- 
e-Jumping);  Dec  65-67,  156  (Presents  of  Mind) 
graphy— Oct  16 
las  Good  Neighbour  Policy -Mar  104,  112,  191 
Planning-Aug  34,  36,  109  (Cit^scapes),  74-77 

rotherlv  Love  Pavs  Off  in  Societv  Hill) 

stmas-^Nov  102,  104  (House'  Gifts),  107-110 esents  to  Shop  or  Send  for),  111-116  (Armchair 
opping  in  7  Unusual  Stores),  118,  163  (Pillows-in- 
)om).  125  (Giving  Gala.  Ed.).  148-157  (Gala 
;sents  of  Make,  to  Buy),  149,  150,  152,  155,  156 
leas  From  Some  People  vou  Know),  158-161 
ifts  for  the  Table).  162-163  (Presents  to  Make), 
4-165  (Poster  Presents),  166-167  (28  Ways  to 
ap  up  Christmas  plus  34  More  Ideas);  Dec  cover, 
;Hovv  to  sew  your  own  ornaments),  10  (How  to 
ike  a  sprayed  tree,  sachet  wTeath,  ribbon  tree),  16 
ow  to  make  boxes).  60,  64  (House  Gifts),  65-67, 
6  (Books— Presents  of  .Mind),  80  (Presents  for 

ildren),  82  (ChUdren's  books),  93  (Ed.),  94  (The 
ergreen).  95-96. 136. 155-156  (In  the  beginning  .  .  . 
;re  was  a  tree),  96-97  (Trees  of  Light),  98-99 
rees  of  Joy),  100-101  (And  One  for  the  Birds), 

2-103  (Children's  Cookie  Ornaments),  104-105 
stuffing  Turkey),  106-107  (Deck  the  HaUs),  108- 
1  (Christmas  witli  Quilts),  134-135  (Invisible 
isents),  140-141,  153  (Old-fashioned  Christmas 
od  at  Hammond-Harwood  House),  142,  148,  150 
amily  Breakfast),  143,  150,  152,  154  (Country 
tes),  144,  146.  148  (Christmas  Cheer— Toasting 
Tasting) 
is,  Spanish— May  12 
trol  Your  Weight,  Temper,  Life,  How  to— Oct 
0-131,  235 
tive  Encounter.  Interview  with  Bernard  Leach— 
.r  84-85 

tivity ,  How  to  Release  Your- .Apr  88,  151 
aerrotv  pe  Exhibit— .\ug  8 
-Jan80-81,102(Feedback);Feb  120-121  (Golden 
•or  1-dav  Liquid):  Mav  32.  38  (Weight,  Wishful 
inking  &  Willpower);  Oct  130-131,  235  (Self- 
icipline) 

s.  Special  Rations  for— Oct  16 

orials.  Monthly— Jan  47(1976  "...  and  the  pursuit 
hapf)iness ');  Feb  63  (Progress  &  Nature);  Mar  71 
ig  Changes  Coming— Decorating  Now);  Apr  83 
ruly  Personal.  Truly  Your  Own);  May  89  (So  let  it 
)wl);  Jun  59  (Making  the  Most  of  Summer);  Jul  35 
hat  is  the  Real  American  Know-how?);  Aug  39 
ow  to  Simplify  Your  Life);  Sep  67  (Color:  Letting 
);  Oct  97  (The  Great  New  Indoor  Life);  Nov  125 
iving  Gala);  Dec  93  (Creating  Christmas  Magic  at 
)me) 

rg>  Update— .Mar  44,  46 
ironment— Sep  8  (Farallones  Institute:  Ecos>'stem 
magement),  10  (Riverdesign— Dayton) 

ipe-Jun60, 167 (Breaking  Routine,  Why  It's  Good 
r  You),  62-63  (to  the  Sun),  64-65  (The  Sports), 
-67  (The  Travel),  68-69  (into  Nature) 
incial  Planning  Program,  Personal— Jan  62 
ucci  Shop— Aug  12 
ealogy :  Fort  Wayne  &  Chicago  Libraries— Apr  8 
F  Card-Sep  14 
[id  Rapids  Saves  1300  BuUdings,  Gumption  in— 
ir  105,  189 

wth.  The  Dynamics  of  Personal-.Mav  90-93,  138, 
0-161 

daches.  Getting  Rid  of— Mar  16 
orie  Houses— Jan  cover,  4,  48-53  (MonticeUo); 
ay  10  (Hampton  .Mansion,  Towson,  MD);  Oct  38, 
I  (Longwood  Plantation),  40,  46  (Olana);  Dec 
:0-141  (Hammond-Harwood,  Annapolis) 

ne  Front,  America's  New  Frontier— Oct  100-101, 
11 

nesteading:  .Miniature  Farms- Jun  14 
ise  Sitters,  Inc.— Jul  10 
ses:  8  Top  Riders-Jun  64-65,  90-91,  169 
el,  UN  Plaza-Oct  6 
ation:  What  Can  You  Do  About  It? -Jan  66-67, 
1.169 

Informality,  The  New-Nov  126-143 
Light.  Surprising  Discoveries  About  Why  You  Need 
More  Natural-Feb  78-79 

Living,  A  New  Section  of  News,  etc.— Jan  8,  10,  12,  14; 
Feb  8,  10,  12,  14;  Mar  10,  12,  14,  16;  Apr  8.  10,  12; 
Mav  8,  10,  12,  14;  Jun  8,  10,  12,  14;  Jul  6.  10.  12, 
14;  Aug  6,  8,  10,  12;  Sep  8.  10,  14,  16:  Oct  6.  10, 
14, 16:  Nov  6,  10,  14,  16;  Dec  10,  12,  14,  16 

Luggage— Jan  69  (.Marimekko  yellow  canvas);  Nov 
102,  104  (T.  Antliony  cowhide  sport  bag) 

Mind,  The  Organized-Aug  40-41,  154 
Monev-Apr  108,  130.  151  (Take  a  Tax  Break),  109- 
110  (Do  You  Keep  a  Budget?),  Ill  (How  to  Slice 
the  Money  Pie,  Check  out  Child  Care,  Food,  Pleasure); 
Aug  42-43,  94,  106  (A  Run  for  Your);  Sep  44,  62 
(Home  Improvement  Loans):  Oct  84,  86  (Saving  on 
Your  -Mortgage,  Corporate  Education,  Power  of 
Attorney,  Medical  Assistance  to  Travelers,  Foreign 
Student  Deductions);  Nov  30,  35,  40,  42  (The 
Finances  of  Divorce);  Dec  115,  208  (End  of  Year 
Tax  Strategies) 

Monticello:  America's  First  Modern  House— Jan  cover, 
4.  48-53  ^ 

Motor  Home,  GMC-Jun  68-69 
Mount  Vernon-Jul  40-47 
Movers  &  Do-ers-Jul  64-65,  104-106 
Museums— Mar  10  (Cooper  Hewitt  .Auction):  Apr  34 

(ChUdren's  Museum  of  Sunrise,  WV),  44,  48  (Navajo 
Ceremonial  Art):  May  10  (Hopkins  Forest  Farm, 
WUliamstown),  14  (Pa.  Academy  of  Fine  Arts),  82 

(Boston  Children's):  Oct  56,  60  (Norton  Simon, 
Pasadena),  60  (Huntington,  San  .Marino):  Nov  72 
(Hirshhorn);  Dec  116-119,   156  (Frick) 

Music  Can  Help  You,  How-Feb  34,  128 
Music  &  TV  Equipment— Feb  102  (quadraphonic 
music  system  in  computer-like  console),  75  (Da-Lite 

projection  screen);  Mar  110  (Hitachi  9"  blue  TV, 
Magnavox  portable  blue  TV),  111  (Lansing  book- 

shelf speakers.  Royal  Sound  plastic  cassette  storage 
rack,  Emerson  8-track  FM/A.M  radio);  Apr  129  (RCA 

"The  Raeburn"  Color  TV):  May  93  (RCA  "Selecta- 

Vision"  protot\pe);  Jun  107  (Motorola  "Pageboy  11" 
radio  receiver,  Panasonic  radio/T\  for  any  current); 
Jul  6  (Guide  to  Classical  Music  Stations);  Sep  8 

(CB  Bible):  Oct  124,  127  (4'x6'  Advent  VidcoBeam 
Projection  TV,  JVC  6300  vidocassette  recorder), 

125,  163  (The  Big  Screens),  126-127  (double  quad- 
raphonic sound  system  &  much  more),  127  (Sony 

Color  Video  projector  &  screen.  Sonar  CB,  TV 
Remote  Control  Unit,  heat  sensitive  beam),  137 
(Sony  Trinitron  TV);  Nov  102,  104  (contemporary 

spinet),  152  (GE  "Super  Seven"  radio,  "TranSSport- 
able"  CB);  Dec  60,  64  (Hitachi  radio) 

Nature,  Our  Hope  for  the  Future,  Getting  Back  to— Feb  65 

Nutrition  for  Your  Family's  Health-Feb  120-121 
(1-day  liquid  diet);  Mar  38,  40  (Potassium);  .Apr  36, 
152  (Water-the  essential  element):  Jun  24,  28 
(Nutrition  Labeling):  Nov  58  60,  62  (Say  Cheese!) 

Organized  .Are  You— Really?,  How— .Aug  43.  107 
People  Wall:  Super-photographic  .MuraL  Corning.  NY— 

Jul  36-37 Preservation  Action:  Landmarks— Jun  14 
Quiz:  What  Goes  With  What?-Mar  72-81.  191 
Restaurants— Apr  8  (London  Marquis,  Atlanta).  10 
(Modern  Gourmet.  Boston);  Sep  8,  118-122,  132, 

192  (Regine's),  14  ("Le  Square  du  Printemps"):  Oct 
6 (Pronto  Italian,  Ambassador  Grill).  14  (at  Bonwit's, 
Bloomingdale's,  Wallachs),  128-129,  147,  158  (Ruf- 
fage).  233  (Los  .Angeles):  Dec  12  (The  Grand  Cafe) 

Restorations— Feb  10  (Stabilizing  a  Ruin  in  Kingston 
NY):  Mar  106-107  (Joseph  Webb  House,  Wethersfield 

CT).  54,  56  (Versailles):  Apr  116-117  (Clinton's 
Headquarters  &  Holmes-Hendrickson  House,  Mon- 

mouth County  NJ) 

Shopping  Information— Jan  103-104:  Feb  132-133; 
Mar  131-132.  190:  Apr  154:  Mav  217:  Jun  125-126; 
Jul  140-141:  Aug  155-156:  Sep  133-135;  Oct  164- 
166.  230;  Nov  193-195;  Dec  203 

Society'  HilL  Philadelphia's— Aug  74-77 
Solar  Energy— Jul  6  (roof  collector);  Aug  6  (green- 

house), 46 (water distiller),  156  (How  to  order  plans); 

Oct  82  ("Sun  Shower"  10-qt.  hot  water  heater) 
Speech.  9  Ways  to  Improve  Your— Oct  28,  30.  31 

Stargazer's  Gazeteer— Nov  64.  66.  68.  70 
Store  Director>-Jan  42:  Nov  119-120.  195:  Dec  203 
Technology  &  the  Human  Adventure— Jul  49-50.  141 
Tennis  FamUy-Jun  61.  64-65.  88-89.  169 
Time:  How  to  Use  it.  Stretch  it.  Save  it— Aug  42-43. 
108-109 

Urban  Renewal— Jan  14  (.Atlanta's  new  downtown) 
under  glass):  Mar  105,  189  (Gumption  in  Grandl 

Rapids):  May  94-95,  213  (The  Battle  for  the  Future):!' Jun  14  (Preservation  .Action:  Landmarks);  Jul  64-65, 
104-106  (Movers  &  Do-ers),  80-83.  103  (America 
Discovers  Columbus):  .Aug  34,  36,  109  (Citv  scapes), 

74-77  (Philadelphia's  Society  Hill);  Sep  46'(.Moving Houses  In  San  Francisco);  Dec  16  (St.  Louis  Saves a  Square) 

Water-Feb  16,  24  (&  Your  Skin),  68-69,  207.  209 
(Important  New  Facts  About),  69,  208-209  (How  to Test  &  Improve) 

\\aterside  Plaza  with  Valinski  Sculptures— Sep  16 
Wildlife  Fund  Congress,  World— Nov  6 
Womantalk  by  Two  Working  Wifes— Aug  68-71 

Travel 
Bali-May  8 

Bikecentennial,  Seeing  America  on  Wheels— Jun  92,  167 
Camping  in  North  America,  Great-Jun  38,  40,  46,  49 
Canadian  Pacific  Adventure— Jan  12 
Caves  Tour,  Prehistoric— .Apr  10 
Chr\  santliemum  Society  Down  Under- Apr  203 
College,  Bargain  Vacation-.May  46,  48,  50-52 

Cyprus  .Monasteries— Jul  14 
Dieppe  Cooking  School— Aug  10 
Ecuador,  Deep-sea  Fishing  in— Jul  12 

Egypt,  7  Days  in-Sep  30.  32,  35,  37,  39-40 
Eleuthera:  Island  Hopping  by  Mailboat— Feb  12 
Englaiid-Mar  12  (Lake  District);  .Apr  10  (Duchess  ot 

Argyll's  London  house,  Ghosthunting  in  York) 
Food  Tours.  Italian  &  French— Apr  12 
Indian  Ocean  Adventure-Jun  92-93,  108 

Ireland's  Lake  District,  Fermagh— Oct  10 
Las  Vegas,  Going  Places,  Finding  Things  in— Apr  50-52 
Los  Angeles,  Going  Places,  Finding  Things  in-Oct  54 
56,60,62,231,233 

Morocco— Dec  14 

Mustique,  Magical— .Mar  14 Nevis- Jun  12 

Norway,  Ski— Nov  14 
Puerto  Rico's  Phosphorescent  Bay -Jan  12 
Romania.  Going  Places,  Finding  Things  in— Dec  68,  70 74,76 

South— Feb    52-54  (Gardens),   55-60  (Spring   Houst 
Tours,  Flower  Festivals,  Art  &  Antiques  Shows) 

Tent,  Travels  by— Feb  14 
Trolley  Trips-Feb  12 
Turkev,  Going  Places,  Finding  Things  in— .Mav  24.  26 

28,  30.  161 

Washington,  D.C.,  Going  Places,  Finding  Things  in- 
Nov  72,  74,  76,  78,  80,  86,  92 

WTiite  House  Gardens,  Touring  the- Apr  203 
Windward  Islands:   Aruba,  Bonaire,  Curasao— Sep  11 

sa 



alley's  Encyclopedia,  The  Good-Humored  Gardener, 
ant  Propagation );  Dec  14  (Garden  Club  of  America 
aide  to  Public  Gardens),  2M  (Violets  of  the  United 

Uites,  Orchids  You  Can  Grow) 

bs— Sep   106-107  (Forced   for  Winter  Flowering); 
»ec  204-205  (Note  on  Sprinfj  Flowering) 

endars:    Thalassa    Ouso's    3-year    Almanac,    N.Y. 
otanical  (Jarden-Dec  204 

away  Oardens— Feb  52-53 

talogs:  Burpee,  Wayside,  Park,  Shumway-  Jan    168 
:alpa.  Note  on -Sep  190 

lysanthernum  Society  Tour-Apr  203 

y  Garden,  Georgetown— Aug  58 

mpost  "Accelerator",  Rotocrop    Jan  59 
mberry.  Queen  of  the  Hog- Apr  202 

ttings.  Growing  Plants  From- Apr  66-67 

ylilies.  Note  on— Jun  166 
n  Disease,  Note  on  Dutch:  Urban  Elm- Aug  153 

langered  Plants,  Note  on-Jun  10 
lipment-Mar  110  (blue  plastic  watering  can);  Apr 
03    (Hudson    Cordless   Sprayer);  Jun    166   (Ames 

(tion  Hoe);  Aug  153  (Warren  Teflon-S  Hoe);  Nov 
02,   104  (hanging  plant  waterer),   149  (iron  quail 
lucet),  151  (Italian  terra  cottapot),  152  (vinyl  hose), 
53  (digital   raui  gauge,  Swiss  pruner),   155  (Toro 
icuum  blower);  Dec  205  (caring  for  tools) 

;rgreen— Symbol  of  Christmas,  The— Dec  94 
inland.  How  to  Save— Feb  14 

ice  Witli  Antique  Reproduction  Finials— Apr  94 

[s  Indoors,  Growing— Oct  16 

)»v/er  Arrangement,  Single  Blossom— Nov  6 
•t-wer  Tower,  Wire  Mesh-May  214 

|>wers  by  Microwave,  Drying-Feb  119,  127-128 
juiklinia,  Note  on-Jun  166 
Jit  Farm,  Backyard-May  104-107 

lits  &  Berries,  Tips  on  Growing-May  56,  58-59 

jrden  Art- Aug  6 (Mulch); Sep  16  (Weather  Hazards); 
)ct  16  (Figs  Indoors);  Nov  10  (Cape  Primrose);  Dec 

,6  (Aloe) 
irden  Mart-Jan  170-171;  Feb  210-211 

rdens,  Personal- Apr  64,  94-95  (The  William  Wisters' 
Jl-in-one);    Jun    94-97   (Robert    Green's   Weekend 

arty);  Jul  86-87  (The  Herman  Widders'  Star-span- 
led);  Oct   144-145  (Mrs.  Arthur  Adams'  Primrose 
ath);  Dec  126  (The  Gianni  AgnelU's  19th  c),  128- 

29  (Tlie  David  E.  Benners'  Moss) 
/(  hos-Feb  83  (wicker   tealiouse  from  Siam);  Jim 

a-(i9  (floating);  Sep  52  (Koppers  Prefab  "Carolina") 
.r>   Bush,  Tibouchina^Mai  108-109 
rnhouses-Jan    73    (Plexiglas    bent    to    laminated 
Dod   strips);    Apr   104  (sunporch  with  skyhghts); 

iin  76-77  (added  to  kitchen);  Jul  66,  69  (glass  artery 
villi  sliding  doors);  Aug  6,  156  (solar) 

aling  Power  of  Gardening,  The— Feb  67,  131,  134 
rbs-Feb    119,    127-128    (Drying   by    Microwave); 
un  113  (in  pots),  124  (recipes) 

iiuseplants-jaii    8,    78-79   (A   Living-room    Garden 
vitli  Switch-on  Sunlight);  Mar  100-103  (Decorating 

|Vith),  188  ("Precise");  May    10  (Consultant);  Sep 
i'2-73  (Geraniums,  Hydrangeas  &  Flowering  Maples 
n  room  remodeled   for  sun),  108-109  (Rules  of  a 

j^reen  Thumb  Indoors);  Dec  205  ("Little  Squirt" 
ilastic  hose,  Stires  Carpet  Care  Plant  Trays) 

Jersonia  (Twin-leaf),  Note  on— Aug  152 

wns-^Oct  232  ("Thatch-away");  Nov  285  (fall  care) 
ttuce  With  a  French  Accent— May  215 

j^hts,  Plant-Jun  8,  78-79 
.)ss  Garden-Dec  128-129 

dch— Aug  6  (How  to  Choose  a);  Nov  173  (plastic) 

-tes,  Gardener's-Jan  168;  Mar  188;  Apr  202-203; 
jday  214-215;  Jun  166;  Jul  138;  Aug  152-153;  Sep 
90;  Oct  232;  Nov  284-285;  Dec  204-205 
chids-Dec  116-119,  156  (N.Y.  Botaiucal  Garden  at 
he  Frick),  204  (Note  on  Growing  Cymbidiums) 

rties,  Plant-Feb  10 

anut  Patch  at  Home— May  215 

inters— Apr     56    (Architectural     Supplements'    on 
asters);  Jun  106  (seashell,  ceramic  doves);  Sep  104 
Linda  Wolf  custom);  Nov  140  (Dekorum  pine),  151 
square  terra  cotta),  284  (ceramic  elephant) 

t  Garden- Apr  96-97 

tting   Table,  Electrically  Warmed  &  Lighted— Nov 
;  72-173 

ts-Feb  72-73  (hanging  acrylic  hemispheres);  Mar  188 
Note  on  transparent) 

imrose-Oct    144-145   (Plotting   Your    Own    Path); 
^ov  10  (Cape) 

vet,  Flowering-Mar  12 
>ses.  All- America-Jan  168;  Nov  284 
eds  Indoors,  How  to  Start  a  Garden  From— May 
}8,  70 

ed,  Potting-Apr  88-89 

South  with  Take-home  Ideas,  Gardens  of  the-Feb 
52-54 

Sprouts  for  Flavor,  Mung  Bean  &  Other-May  214 
Steps-Jan  59  (railroad  tie);  Jun  82,  84  (railroad  tie); 

July  138  (Weyerhaeuser  "Landscape  Timbers") 
Strawberries,  Note  on  Wild— Jun  8 
Terraces  &  Patios-Feb  42  (concrete  tiles  from  plastic 
.  molds),  105  (upstairs  in  Paris);  Jun  cover,  4  (slate). 

50(PatioPatch-ups),85  (brick-paved,  shingle-walled); 
Aug  54-55  (red  trellis,  plants  hung  in  new  tin  pails) 

Tomato  Tower,  Park's— .April  96-97 
Topiary-Jul    6   (animals);  Dec  14  (Ladew  Gardens) 
Tours- Feb  55-60  (Flower  Festivals,  Art  &  Antiques 
Shows,  &  House);  Apr  203(Chrysant]i.  inum  Society) 

Tree,  In  the  Begimiing  .  .  .  There  was  a-Dec  95-96, 

136,  155-156 
Trees  &  Shrubs-Oct  232  (Note  on  Buying  in  Pots); 
Nov  285  (Black  Walnut);  Dec  205  (Note  on  Various 
Spruces) 

Vegetable  Gardens— Jan  62  (step-up  for  sit-down  tend- 
ing); Feb  66-67, 11 4-1 15  (From  $35  Worth  of  Seeds); 

Mar  102  (raised  beds);  Nov  172-173  (from  two  26" 
potting  trays) 

Washingtonia  Palm— Mar  188 
Waterfall  Pump,  Little  Giant  Dual-Purpose-Feb  70-75 
White  House  Gardens,  Touring  The— Apr  203 

Wildtlowers   Projects,   Save    tlie-Jul   38-39,   128  (in- 
formation  &    where    to   buy),   144  (H&G  Takes  a 

Trip  with  Lady  Bird  Johnson) 
Kitchens  &  Housekeeping 

Budget  Food-Jan  34-36  (,S35  a  Week),  63  (Invest- ments to  Help) 

Cabinets— Jan  82-87,  167  (Mutschler  flush  oak  witli 

".\lmondwood"  finish);  Mar  98  (St.  Charles),  119 
(Formica),  121  (custom  pine  witli  stained  glass 
inserts):  Oct  123  (white  plastic  lazy  susans) 

Carts— Jan  68  (Sears  plastic  serving),  86  (Mutschler 

serving  slides  into  cabinet);  Oct  99,  137  (Shure  "Tool 
Toter"),  138  (platform  truck  with  deck):  Nov  102, 
104  (J  &  D  Brauner  pantr>  table) 

Cleaning  Equipment— Jan  58  (soap  saver),  87  (Vacuflor 

built-in  cleaning  system),  69  (Murphy's   Oil  Soap) 
Convection  Cooking— Mar  44 

Cooking  Equipment-Jan  68-69  (inexpensive),  82-87 

(numerous  and  various);  Mar  93  ("Magnabar"  holder 
witli  Sabatier  knives),  110-111  (blue),  122-123  (New, 

A  Cook's  Best  Friend);Jul  98  (pickUng  &  preserving); 
Sep  14  (cherrv^  pitter),  104-105  (Coral);  Nov  102, 
104  (House  Gifts),  152-154, 156  (Presents  That  Work 
for  Their  Keep);  Dec  60,  64  (Working  Vinegar  Barrel 
&  other  House  Gifts) 

Hoods-Jan  84-85  (PM  Range  Hood  cylindrical  venting 

system);  Mar  121  (Wilton  Forge  hammered  sheet metal) 

Housekeeper,  Notes  of  a  Happy— Jan  40 
Kitchen  Equipment  (Major)— Jan  63  (chest  freezer), 
82-87  (in  H&G  Super  Kitchen);  Mar  44,  46  (new 

energ\ -saving),  122-123  (energy -saving  microwave 

oven,  food  dehydrator),  123  ("Design  Your  Own 
Model"  refrigerator/freezer,  range  with  2  ovens  & 
smootli  cooktop,  combination  range  witli  micro- 
wave/convention;il  oven  &  smootli  cooktop,  grill/ 

range  witli  conventional  or  convected  baking):  Apr 
134  (Garland  6-bumer,  2-oven  restaurant  range);  Jul 

92-95  (restaurant-style  cook  wall  &  restaurant  units) 

Kitchen,  Notes  on  the  New— May  62 

Kitchen  Planners,  Strategy  from  Some  of  tlie  Best- 
Mar  122 

Kitchens-Jan  82-87,  95,  167  (H&G's  1976  Super); 
Feb  95  (Early  American),  123  (country);  Mar  89 

(gabled,  with  blue  walls),  98  (open  witli  island  work 

center),  118  (small  witli  see-every tiling  storage,  built- 
in  &  rolling  furniture,  smoked  mirrors),  119  (tiny 

oddly  shaped),  120  (white  with  pinpoint  lights  on 

modular  chrome  panels,  mirrored  beams),  121  (coun- 

try witli  pine  paneled  dining  area,  book-back  meeting 
house  chairs);  Apr  131,  134-135  (hving/entertaining); 

May  102-103  (central  work  island,  dining  center), 

112  (open);  Jun  76-77  (remodeled  witli  greenhouse 

added),  80-81  (Arthur  Smith's  10'  "sculpture"),  104 (barrel  vaulted  ceiling  &  window  wall);  Jul  56 

(kitchen/breakfast  area),  69  (cooking  island,  barbecue 

grill),  92-95  (That  Has  Every  tiling);  Aug  46  (Jantzen 

traveling),  89  (glass-roofed),  92  (cooking  i.sland);  Sep 
112  (tinted  acrylic  window);  Oct  153  (Country, 
features  old  boards);  Nov  128-131  (arranged  for 

buffet  party);  Dec  142  (beamed,  blue) 

Kitchens  Solve  Storage,  Space,  Liglit  &  Dining  Prob- 
lems-Mar 118-121 

Laundries  &  Equipment-Jan  87  ("Stowaways"  stacked 
washer  &  dryer,  Iron-A-Way  built-in  ironing  center); 

Mar  111  (travel  iron),  I22-J23  (washer  with  new 
agitator),  123  (stacked  wasli.r  &  dryer);  Sep  104 
(red  laundry  center) 

Picnic  Gear-Jun  106  (cooler  &  drink  dispen.ser,  "Mr. 

Meat    Smoker",    gallon    glass    barrel,    Ihermos   & 
"Thermojars"),  107(6-camper  cookware  set,  port abi 
gas  barbecue,  1 1-quart  steamer);  Sep  104-105  (Cora!, beach  picnic) 

Storage,  Specialized-] an  84  (knives),  85  (tray.s,  pull- 
out  shelves  for  appliances,  etc.,  p;uitry),  167  (pantr\% 
hnen  cabinet  with  flatware  drawers);  Mar  3 18  (open 

wine  &  .soda  rack.s,  mirror-backed  shelves  for  cans) 

Super  Kitchen,  H&G's  1976-|;ui  82-87,  95,  167 
Trash  Cans,  Various  Meta!  Oct  139 

Miscellaneous 

.\inerican  Idea  Scries,  A  (ireat-Jan  78-79  (LivinL' 
Room  Garden);  Vvh  206  (lleiiutv/Batli  Bracers);  Apr 

128-129  (Ready  Decorating);  May  126-127  (Partv 
Foml  Plates)  Se«  Bicentennial 

/Vntiques  Q&A-Jan  25-26;  Vci,  --..  28:  Mar  IB.  30; 
Apr  22,  24;  May  42,  44;. jun  18,  20;  Jul  18,  20;  Aut; 

14,  20;  Sep  19-20;  Oct  20,  24:  Nov  24,  28;  Dec 
18,20 

Antiques,  Rotlischild  IBth  c.  French    Aug  10 

Art-Jul  84-85,  88,  103(There  to  Tell  us  Who  we  Are); 

Aug  79,  107  (Signs  of  Life:  Svmbols  of  the  Am. 

City  .show);  Dec  116-119,  156  (Orchids  at  tiie  Frick) 
Automobiles— Feb  8  (directory  of  diesel  fuel  stations); 
Apr  10  (Checker  taxi);  Jul  6  (taxi  prototyjics  at 

MOMA);  Oct  78,  80  (Car  Buyer's  Check  List);  Nov 
102,  104  (air  camper);  Dec  52,  58  (Buying  a  Second- 

hand Car,  AntiUieft  l.D.,  Space  Saver  Spare,  CB 

tips.  Garage  Door  Openers) 

Beaubourg,  Parisian  Arts  Palace— May  12 
Beauty  &  Health-Jan  10  (Kenneth  &  Sandy  0  Make- 

overs+»y  mail),  16,  20  (New  Life-saving  Technique 

for  Choking),  20  (New  in  tiie  Stores),  80-81  (Tlic 
Food  Diary  That  Talks  Back),  81,  102  (The  Weiglit 
Chart  That  Controls  Loss);  Feb  8  (Antifreeze  Tip 
for  Skiers),  10  (From  Hair  to  Eternity,  Eye  Surgery 

Breakthrough),  16,  24  (Water,  Your  Skin  &  Cosmic 
Forces),  24  (New  in  the  Stores);  Mar  16  (Getting  Rid 

of  Headaches),  34,  36  (Color,  The  New  Prescription 
for  Healtii),  36  (New  in  tlie  Stores);  Apr  12  (New 
Film  for  Breast  Cancer  Detection),  14,  18,  20,  68 

(Hands:  How  to  Keep  Yours  in  Top  Shape),  26,  30, 

32  (The  Glories  of  Uie  Batii  plus  Exercises  You  do 
witli  a  Towel),  32  (New  in  tlie  Stores):  .May  14 
(Color  Yourself  Healthy),  18,  20,  161  (Privacy),  32, 

38  (Weight,  Wishful  Thinking  &  Willpower),  216 

(New  in  tlie  Stores);  Jun  30,  32  (Guidelines  to  Pre- 
vent Sports  Injuries),  32,  169  (New  in  the  Stores), 

98-99,  168  (Dear  Diary),  99,  168-169  (Doing  Your 
Bad  Back  Good);  Jul  10  (RDS),  14  (Cat  Scan),  26, 

28  (How  to  Beat  the  Heat),  74-75,  106  (Live  Longer, 
Look  Younger),  106  (New  in  the  Stores);  Aug  12 

(Hand  gym  for  Arthritics,  New  Method  of  Measuring 

Depression,  Bioriiytlim  Mood  Machine),  22,  24  (Ex- 

ercises to  do  WTiile  You're  Doing  Something  Else), 
26,  29,  31,  109  (How  to  Stay  Healthy  VMiile  Travel- 

ing), 29,  31  (New  in  tlie  Stores);  Sep  16  (Protection 
for  Preemies,  Medicine  by  Computer),  22,  27  ((Col- 

ored Light),  27  (New  in  the  Stores),  48  (Facts  About 

Flu),  48,  50  (Sex  Therapy),  50  (How  to  Handle  a 
Fight),  94,  191  (Is  American  .Medicine  Killing  Us?), 

95,  193  (Doctors  Talk  Back);  Oct  16  (-Ten.";"  to Mask  Pain,  Medicine  Wliile-U-Wail),  28,  30,  31  (9 

Ways  to  Improve  Your  Voice),  31,  231  (New  in  the 

Stores),  88,  90  (Food  .Additives,  Loneliness,  Porno 
Movies);  Nov  16  (Mt.  Valley  bottled  water.  Jumping 

for  Health),  48,  52  (Medical  Checkups),  52,  54  (New 
in  the  Stores);  Dec  22,  24,  26  (Foot  Massage),  27 

(New  in  tlie  Stores),  28,47,49  (What  Self-indulgence 
can  do  for  you),  I  14-1 15,  208  (Start  Now  to  Keep 
in  Shape  This  Winter) 

lieauty  &  Health  Equipment  Jan  32  (Pollenex  sliower 
massage);  Feb  206  (Ciarly  makeup  center,  Norelco 

•sun  lamp.  Belvedere  pnifessional  hair  dry  er,  Devilbiss 
humidifier,  Teraillon  scale,  Braun  Style/dry  er,  Clairol 

"Hot  Shave  Capsule",  Schick  2-speed  blow  dryer. 
Counselor  "Butcher  block"  scale).  See,  also.  Rath 

room  Equipment;  Apr  128  (Estee  Lauder  "Youtli 
Dew"Candle);  (Dec  60,  64  (Braun  Eltron  600  .shaver. 

Remington  "Super  Brush") Bicentennial- A  Great  .American  idea  Jan  22  (The 

Connecticut  River  Quilt);  Feb  44,  46,  50  (Great 

Traditiouid  American  Food);  Mar  51,  56  (To  Ver- 
sailles Willi  Love):  Apr  44,  48  (A  Living  .Museuua  of 

Navajo  Arts);  .May  46,  48,  50,  52  (The  FainiK  Goes 
to  College);  Jun  10  (July  4  Regatta),  38,  40,  46,  49 

(Great  Camping  in  North  America);  Jid  32-33,  139 
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Henredon  goes  to  many  lengths  to  please  you. 
For  instance,  these  handsome  loveseats  . . .  they  are  custom-made  to  the  exact  length  you  specify. 

You  might  choose  a  pair  of  sofas,  or  a  loveseat  and  sofa  combination  that's  an  attractive  way  to  turn  a  corner. 
Flexibility  is  a  fact  at  Henredon.  So  is  comfort  ...  we  build  it  right  into  our  upholstered  furniture. 

And  give  you  your  choice  of  the  choicest  coverings.  The  same  high  standard  of  quality  and  craftsmanship  is  found 
in  all  Henredon  furniture  . . .  like  these  occasional  pieces  from  the  Artefacts  collection. 

For  brochures  illustrating  both  the  Artefacts  and  Upholstered  Furniture  collections, 

send  $2.00  to  Henredon,  Dept.G-176,Morganton,  North  Carolina  28655. 

ai  lu  (..idi  131  iidi  oi  lip  15  luui  lu 

Henredon 



462  THE  GREAT  TRAIN 

ROBBERY  ft^. 
MICHAEL  CRICHTON 

(Pub  price  $7.95) 

244  THE  NEW  YORK- 
TIMES  COOK  BOOK 
hv  CRAIG  CLAIBORNE 

IJIuslraied 

(Pub  price  $12.50) 

336  BIRTH  WITHOUT 
VIOLENCE  by 
FREDERICK  LEBOYER 

Photographs 
(Pub  price  $7.95) 

"of'    I  „i 

479  Pub 

price  $1750 

251  HOW  TO  CHOOSE 
ANO  USE  YOUR  DOCTOR 

by  MARVIN  s. 
BELSKY,  M.O.,  and 
LEONARD   GROSS 

(Pub  price  $795) 

140  THE  COMPLETE 
MEDICAL  GUIOE 

by  BENJAMIN   F. 
MILLER,  M.D. 
Illustrated 
(Pub  price  $12.50) 

427  BEYOND  THE 

BEDROOM  WALL  A>' 
LARRY   WOIWODE 

(Pub  price  $12.50) 

249  Pub 

price  $15 

232  CONVERSATIONS 

WITH  KENNEDY  foy 
BENJAMIN  C.   BRADLEE 

Photographs 
(Pub  price  $795) 

417  iHL'VAN  LIFE 
STYLING  Keeping 
Whole  in  the  20th 

Century  hv  john  c. 

mccamy',  M.D.,  and JAMES  PRESLEY 

(Pub  price  $8.95) 

252    Pub 

price  $10 

The  books  America  is  reading  are  in 
America's  bookstore 450  THE  MEDICALLY 

BASED  NO-NONSENSE 
BEAUTY  BOOK  by 
DEBORAH  CHASE 

(Pub  price  SIOl 

-  472   Pub 

price  $15 

595  MONEY  Whence 

It  Came.  Where  It  Went 
iv JOHN  KENNETH 
GALBRAITH 

(Pub  price  $10) 

447  THE  GREAT 

RAILWAY  BAZAAR  By 
Tram  Through  Asia  by 
PAUL  THEROUX 

(Pub  price  $10) 

494  CHANGE 

LOBSTERS-AND  DANCE 
by  LILLI   PALMER 
Photographs 
(Pub  price  S8.95) 

448  THE  RELAXATION 

RESPONSE  6,. 
HERBERT  BENSON,  M.D. 
Illustrated 

(Pub  price  $5.95) 

464  VALLEY  FORGE 
/>»•  MACKINLAY  KANTOR 

(Pub  price  $8.95) 

161  JOY  OF  COOKING 

by  IRMA  s. ROMBAUER  and 

MARION  R.  BECKER 
Illustrated 

1975  edition 

(Pub  price  $10) 

469  HOFFA  The  Real 

Sioryfc^' JAMES  R. HOEFA  05 /o/rfro 
OSCAR  FRALEY 

(Pub  price  $8.95) 

416  Pub 

price  $12.50 

109  CENTENNIAL  by 
JAMES  A.  MICHENER 

(Pub  price  $12.50) 

465  WITHOUT  FEATHERS 

by  WOODY  ALLEN 

(Pub  price  $795) 

571  THE  SCIENCE  FICTION 
ROLL  OF  HONOR  by 
FREDERIK  POHL,  Editor 

(Pub  price  $8.95) 

Prices  sho  wn  are  publishers '  U.  S. 
prices.  Outside  the  U.S.,  prices  are 

generally  somewhat  higher. 

BOOK-OF-THE-MONTH  CLUB^ 

570   Pub 

price  $12.95 

500  THE  EDEN  EXPRESS 
A  Personal  Account 

of  Schizophrenia 

by  MARK  VONNEGUT 
(Pub  price  $8.95) 

236  HUMAN 

SEXUALITY /,!■ JAMES   LI  SLII    M(  CARY 

(Pub  price  $14.50i 

?  BOOK^ 
t  OF  ̂ ^ 

I  HOUSE .;  PLANTS 

197  Pub 

price  $9.95 
173  THE  WAR  AGAINST 
THE  JEWS  1933  1946  iy 
LUCY  S.   DAWIDOWICZ 
Maps 

(Pub  price  $15) 

207  THE  HAMMOND 
WORLD  ATLAS 

Superior  Edition 
(Pub  price  $12) 

440  HARRYS  GAME  iv 
GERALD  SEYMOUR 

(Pub  price  $8.95) 

141    Pub 

price  S8.95 

467  Pub 

price  $8.95 

471   Pub 

price  $12.50 

of  the  books  shown  here      ̂ M 

THE  SUGGESTED  TRIAL:  You  siinply  agree 

to  buy  four  Club  choices  within  a  year  at  substantial 

savings  on  most  books  you  choose. 

JUST  glance  at  this  page  and  you'll  see  many  of  the 
best  books  by  many  of  the  world's  outstanding 

authors.  Exciting,  important  new  books  like  these  — 
read  and  discussed  by  intelligent  people  all  over  the 

country— are  regularly  offered  in  America's  Bookstore— 
the  Book-of-the-Month  Club.  And  for  shoppers  who 

appreciate  convenience  as  well  as  excellence,  there's 
no  better  place  to  find  both— and  save  money,  too. 
As  a  beginning  member,  you  may  choose  any  four  of 
the  books  included  here  for  only  $  1 .  If  you  continue 

past  the  trial  period,  you'll  go  on  saving  money  on  the 
Book-of-the-Month  Club's  unique  Book-Dividend® 
plan— a  sensible  way  to  build  a  superb  home  library 

and  save  70%  or  more  on  publishers'  list  prices. 

BAFf 

446    Pub 

price  $10.95 

246  AMERICA'S 

CROCHET  BOOK 

by  (GERTRUDE  TAYLOR Illustrated 

(Pub  price  $12  50) 

219  BREACH  OF  FAITH 
The  Fall  of  Richard  Niion 

by  THEODORE  H.   WHITE (Pub  price  $10.95) 

156  THE  FIRST 
CASUALTY  from  the  Crimea 

to  Vietnam  The  War 

Correspondent  as  Hero. 

Propagandist  and  Myth Maker  by 

PHILLII>  KNIGHTLEY Photographs 

(Pub  price  $12.95) 

217  JAWS  bv 
PETER  BENCHLEY 

(Pub  price  $6.95) 

BOOK-OF-THE-MONTH  CLUB,  INC. 
Camp  Hill,  Pennsylvania  17012 

6-A71-1 

Please  enroll  me  as  a  member  of  the  Book-of-the-Month  Club  and  send  me 
the  four  volumes  whose  numbers  I  have  indicated  in  boxes  at  right,  billing 
me  $1.00  for  all  four  volumes.  I  agree  to  purchase  at  least  four  additional 
Selections  or  Alternates  during  the  first  year  I  am  a  member,  paying  in  most 

cases  special  members'  prices.  My  membership  is  cancelable  any  time  after 
I  buy  these  four  books.  A  shipping  charge  is  added  to  all  shipments. MR. 

MRS. 
MISS 

INDICATE  BY  NUMBER  THE 
FOUR  BOOKS  YOU  WANT 

(Please  print  plainly) 

Address   Apt.. 

Citv& 
State   Zip   

FACTS  ABOUT   MEMBERSHIP 

•  You  will  receive  the  Boo)i-of-lhe-Monih  Club  Newi,  a  literary 
magazine  published  by  the  Club  fifteen  times  a  year.  The  News 
describes  the  coming  Selection  and  scores  of  Alternates,  and 
will  be  sent  to  you  approximately  every  three  and  a  half  weeks. 

•  If  you  wish  to  purchase  the  Selection,  do  nothing  and  it  will 
be  shipped  to  you  automatically. 

•  If  you  do  not  want  the  Selection-or  you  would  like  one  of 
the  Alternates  or  no  book  at  all— simply  indicate  your  decision 

on  the  reply  form  always  enclosed  with  the  Mews  and  mail  it 
so  we  receive  it  by  the  date  specified. 
•  If,  because  of  late  mail  delivery  of  the  News,  you  should 
receive  a  Selection  without  having  had  10  days  to  decide 
whethei  you  want  it,  that  Selection  may  be  returned  at  Club 
expense. 
•  All  books  distributed  by  the  Book-of-the-Month  Club  are 
identical  to  the  publishers'  editions  in  content,  format,  size  and 

quality. 
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New  Crown  Baroque  and  all  the  Gorham  Originals  shown  are  actual  size.     ©1975  Gorham GORRAM  0.-1.0-  V  textron    provpdenciI 
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>own  Baroque  is  the  most  majestic  and  elegant 
rling  you  can  own.  It  is  a  work  of  art  in  solid  silver 

t  only  Gorham  could  achieve— a  work  of  art  that 
I  only  grow  more  valuable  with  time.  Because  ster- 
l  is  valued  by  its  weight,  design,  craftsmanship, 
d  future  appreciation  to  succeeding  generations, 

3wn  Baroque  is  truly  a  superior  investment.  Un- 
ualed  in  all  these  respects,  it  will  never  grow  old . . . 

ly  more  precious. 
New  Crown  Baroque  is  the  stateliest  of  the  stately 
roques.  Hold  a  pieceand  you  will  experience  the  fee! 
its  luxurious  weight.  It  is  the  heaviest  American 

briing  flatware  you  can  buy,  beautifully  proportioned 
feel  comfortable  in  your  hand  and  look  exquisite  on 
ur  table. 

Crown  Baroque  is  another  striking  example  of  the 

sterling  ma-sterpieces  that  Gorham  has  been  creating 
Since  1831.  Masterpieces  that  have  endured  time 
and  change  to  become  classics,  even  more  popular 
today  than  when  first  introduced.  Each  one  is  more 
than  just  a  beautiful  Gorham  pattern.  Each  is  a  totai 
design.  A  true  work  of  art  in  sterling. . .with  perfect 
balance  between  ornamentation,  shape  and  function. 

The  world  famous  Gorham  Hallmark  ha^  repre- 

sented the  pride  of  the  silversmith's  art  for  over  or^ 
hundred  and  forty  years,  it  says  your  Gorham  St&,  i^  ̂i. 
is  the  ultimate  in  dignity  and  grace,  beauty  and  crafts 
manship.  It  tells  everyone  that  you  will  not  settle  for 
anything  less  than  the  best. 

Do  you  own  a  Gorham  Original? 

rown  Baroque ...  a  ncM'  Gorham  Original  destined  to  become  another  classic  in  timeless  desij^n. 

;hantilly 
(1895) 

Buttercup 

(1899) 
Melrose 
(1948) 

Crown  Baroque 

(1975) 

Fairfax 

(1910) 

Strasbourg 

(1897) La  Scald 
(1964) 

<1 

dilCu 
ORIGINALS 
INSTERUNG, 

CHINA,CRlKrAL 
AND  PEWTER 
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A  KITCHENAID 
COMPACTOR  CAN 
GET  YOU  OUT 
OF  THIS  MESS. 
It's  a  beautiful  answer  to  an 
ugly  problem. 

Just  deposit  your  trash.  The 
compactor  will  swallow  it  up, 
compacting  it  to  about  M  its 
original  volume.  It  gobbles  up 
cans,  cartons,  bottles  and  scrap. 
Quickly.  Easily.  Neatly. 

The  exclusive  KitchenAid 

Litter  Bin*  makes  it  easy  to 
handle  small  trash  without 

stooping.  And  the  big  trash 
drawer  handles  whole  waste- 
basket  loads  at  one  time. 

What's  more,  only  KitchenAid has  an  activated  charcoal  air 
filter  to  eliminate  odors.  And 

you  can  use  the  KitchenAid 
compactor  with  or  without 
trash  bags. 

Your  KitchenAid  dealer  will 

show  you  how  it  works.  His 
address  is  in  the  Yellow  Pages 

under  "Dishwashers."  Or  send 
us  the  coupon. 

KitchenAid' Built  better.  Not  cheaper. 
KitchenAid  Division,  Dept.  6CA-I 
Hobart  Corporation 
Troy.  Ohio  45374 
Tell  me  more  about  your 
KitchenAid  Compactor. 

Name   

Addrcss- 

City   

County- 

State — 

Zip   
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BEADLE 

ON  THE  cover:  In  1808  the  President  of 

the  United  States  computed  a  few 

measurennents,  drew  a  sketch,  and  sent 

everything  off  to  be  made  into  "drap- 
eries for  the  tops  of  four  windows,  of 

crimson  damask  silk,  lined  with  green 

and  a  yellow  fringe."  The  President  was 
a  designer  named  Thomas  Jefferson, 

described  by  a  friend,  the  Marquis  de 

Chastelux,  as  "the  first  American  who 
has  consulted  the  fine  arts  to  know  how 

he  should  shelter  himself  from  the 

weather."  For  his  own  suite  at  Monti- 

cello,  which  proudly  we  hail  to  celebrate 

the  opening  of  the  Bicentennial  year,  he 

designed  windows-to-the-floor,  a  sky- 

light, a  good  deal  of  the  furniture,  and 

a  see-through  bed  alcove.  A  closet  is 

hidden  in  the  depth  of  the  wall  above 

the  bed  and  reached  by  narrow  stairs. 

Mr.  Jefferson  wouldn't  give  floor  space 
anywhere  in  the  house  to  great  flights 

of  stairs,  "which  are  expensive  and  oc- 
cupy space  which  would  make  a  good 

room  In  every  story." 
Mr.  Jefferson  designed  outdoors  as 

well  and  was  so  involved  in  botany  and 

horticulture  that  he  even  had  a  plant, 

Jeffersonia,  named  for  him.  Here,  the 

Virginia  spiderwort  or  fradescanfia 

virginlana,  bred  from  its  native  wiidness 

for  its  clear  blue  flowers,  blooms  sea- 

sonally along  the  winding  path  Mr. 

Jefferson  designed  for  the  western  lawn 

of  Monticello,  where  all-of-a-kind  flow- 

erbeds bloom  in  succession.  Monticello 

is  open  daily.  Mar.  to  Oct.,  8  am  to  5  pm; 

Nov.  to  Feb.,  9  am  to  4:30  pm.  Nearest 

airport,  Charlottesville,  Va.,  direct  from 

New  York  and  Washington,  D.C.,  on 

Piedmont  Airlines.  For  more  ideas  from 

ihls  remarkably  contemporary  man, 

please  turn  to  page  48. 
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vest  in  the 

,  iy  lights  of 
,  rford. 

the  ancient  Irish 
( ,f  Waterford,  now 
centuries  past, 

struggle  with  all 
,  Ineath  to  capture 
1  re  of  the  sun. 
v/<iterford  is  still 

I  n  by  mouth,  the 
!  lead  crystal 
I  led  by  the  sheer 
i  )f  the  artist. 
very  single  facet 
t  by  hand,  with 

:  t.  just  the  way 
eum  pieces 
'  created  in  the 

,  mt  past. 
\  living  legend, 

,  erford  inspired 
1  verse  in  an 
;  ertisement  in 
'0. 
rhe  shop  is  now 

completely  stored 
v\th  choicest  glass 

from  Waterford— 
decanters.  Rummer. 
Drams  and  Masons 

kites.  Hob  Nobs,  Crofts 
and  Finger  Basons 

Proof  Bottles.  Goblets. 
Cans  and  Wines 

Punch  Juggs.  Liqueurs 
and  Gardevins 

Today  we  might 
i  another  couplet: 
Crystal  Lamps  and 

Chandeliers— 
Shining  Lights  that  have 

no  peers. 

iterford  announces 
ew  collection  of 

ips  &  chandeliers 
e  same  Waterford 
stal  that  illuminates 
h  places  as 
■stminster  Abbey 
i  Kennedy  Center 
An  investment  in 

1,  Waterford  lights 
'  your  life  as  you  live 
ih  it.  Yet  grows  more 
luable  with  the 

issing  years. 
Visit  the  Waterford 

allery  at  the 
iportant  store  in  your 
ea.  Or  write  for  free 

)oklet.  (If  you  also 
ant  to  see  the  new 

mps  &  chandeliers, 

jquest,  "The  Shining 

ights  of  Waterford.") A/aterford  Crystal, 
25  Fifth  Avenue, 
^ew  York  10010. 

Isn't  it  time  you 
^egan  to  invest  in 
.igned  works  of  art 
iy  Waterford? 

WATERFORDILLUMINATES. 



pick  up  a  FREE  House  &  Garden 
decorating  guide  at  your  nearest 

Gulistan  Super4 
participating  dealer 

J 

ALABAMA 

Stokes  Floor  Covering  Co.,  Inc.,  Dothan 

CONNECTICUT 

Arrow  Floor  Covering  Inc.,  Bridgeport 
Artistic  Floors,  Inc.,  Southbury 
Associated  Carpet,  Waterbury 
W  G.  Barton  &  Son,  New  Miltord 

Brunos  Floor  Covering  Co.,  New  Britain 
Carpet  Fair,  Danbur/ 
Conetta  Bros.  Floor  Covering,  Stamford 
G.  Fox  &  Co.,  Hartford 

William  E.  Halpin  &  Son,  Danbury 
Hamrah  Rug  Co.,  Mender) 
Kalamians.  New  London 

McBride  Wayside  Fum.,  Newmgton 
Pandolte  Floor  Cov.  Co..  Wethersfield 
Stately  Floors,  Br<%:cl 
Ziegler  Carpet  Sales  &  Serv.  Inc.,  Danbury 

DELAWARE 

Pala  Brothers  Furniture,  Elsmere 
Scotts  Furnrture,  Bridgeville 

FLORIDA 

Attians  Carpet  Galleries,  Largo 
B  4  0  Floor  Covering,  Lakeland 
Broward  Tile  &  Carpet  Co.,  Ft.  Lauderdale 
Brown  s  Interiors.  Naples 
Carmen  Interiors,  Inc.,  Ft.  Lauderdale 
Carpet  Brokers  Inc.,  Jacksonville 
Carpet  House.  Orlando 
Cohenours  Inc.,  Bradenton 

Direct  Carpets  Inc..  St  Petersburg 
Dixie  Lumber  &  Supply  lnc.,F(.  Lauderdale 
G.  Fried  Carpetland,  Sarasota 
Hessler  s  Inc.,  ff  Meyers 
Ideal  Floor  Service.  Venice 

James  Contract  Carpets  Inc.,  Tallahassee 
Jones  Floor  Covering  Inc.,  Pensacola 
Kennys  Interiors,  f/iramar 
Lingold  Carpet  &  Tile  Co.,  St  Augustine 

Maxwell  Home  Fumishi.".ns  Inc.,  S.C,  Statewide 
Miami  Rug.  Miami 
Moores  Wholesale,  Inc.,  Miami 
Natico  Inc.,  Tampa 
Nixon  Carpets,  Panama  City 
Panama  Mach.  &  Supply  Co.,  Panama  City 
Penninsula  Fl.  Covering  Inc.,  Tampa 
Regency  Carpets.  Tampa 
Carl  L.  Rosier  Tile  &  Carpet  Co.,  Palmetto 
Terri  s  Home  Cleaning  Svc.  \nc., Orlando 
Town  &  Country  Carpet  Corp.,  Orlando 
Two  Seasons  Carpet.  Sebnng 
United  Designs  inc.,  Englewood 

GEORGIA 
W.C.  Brown  Co..  Dublin 

Carpets  By  Ralph  Currie.  Atlanta 
Custom  Carpet.  Albany 
Davis  Hanson  Carpet  Dist..  Easfmao 
Maxwell  Home  Furnishings  Inc.,  S.C,  Augusta 
Ramsey  Furn.  Co.  Inc.,  Covington 
Town  and  Country  Carpet,  Inc,  £asf  Point 

ILLINOIS 
Andrews  Furn.  Co.,  Canton 

Belim  Floor  &  Int.,  Higfiland 
Beverly  Furniture  Co.,  Chicago 
The  Carpet  Dealer,  Inc.,  Richton  Park 
Carpel  Kingdom,  Ltd.,  Yorkville 
Doltons  Floor  Cov.,  Pontiac 

F  &  L  Floor  Covering,  Peru 
Allen  Fisher  Floor  Coverings,  Sf  Charles 
Bernard  Friedman  Co.,  Springfield 
Granville  Floor  &  Wail,  Granville 
Guarantee  General  Store,  Wheaton 
Lyie  Hicks  Floor  Covering,  Geneva 
Libertyville  CarpeL  Ubertyville 
Horace  Link  &  Co.,  Pans 
Lura  Carpet  Limited,  Skokie 
Maries  Carpet  Manor,  Danville 
Master  Carpet  Co.,  O  Fallon 
Pauls  Home  Center,  Hoffman  Estates 
The  Peoples  Store,  Warsaw 
Quincy  Rug  Works,  Ouincy 
Slaters  Home  Furnishings,  Genoa 
Steiner  Furniture  Co.,  Cissna  Park 
Stevens  Floor  Covering,  Urbana 
Streator  Floor  Covering,  Streator 
Van  Deveer  Floor  Covering,  Peoria 
Village  Carpet,  Lansing 
Zekes  Furniture  Marl,  Dwight 

INDIANA 
Aretz  Carpet  &  Drapery,  South  Bend 

Coppingers,  Carmel 
Glover  Furniture  Inc.,  Warsaw 
Leekers  Floor  Covering,  La  Porte 
Horace  Link  &  Co.,  Green  Castle 

Lipscomb  Enterprises,  Inc.,  Richmond 

Stevens  Floor  Coverings,  Evansville 
Stewarts  Furniture.  Frankfort 

Valparaiso  Furniture  Co.,  Valparaiso 

MAINE 

S.G.  Murray  &  Son.  Bangor 
Pine  Tree  Furniture.  Waterville 
Porteous  Mitchell  Braun.  PortlarKl 
State  Furniture  (Carpet  World),  Auguste 

MARYLAND 

Carpet  House  of  Laurel,  Laurel 
Carpet  Wholesalers.  Camp  Spring 
Carpets  by  Hartman,  Rockville 
Custom  Carp>et  Shop.  Wheaton 
George  s  Discount  Floors,  Bel  Air 
Misners  Ceramic  Tile  Shop,  Fredrick 
Park  Rug  Co.  \r>c. .Acelphi 
Quality  Carpet  Shop  Inc,  Bowie 
M.  Shaivitz  &  Sons,  Inc.,  Baltimore 

Supreme  Lighting  &  Home  Ctr.,  Laurel 

MASSACHUSETTS 
Aimes  Custom  Ceramics,  Taunton 
Carpetman,  Dudley 
Carpet  World.  Saugus 
The  EIco  Company,  Anieboro 
Feeney  Floor  Covering  Co.,  Springfield 
Gazzaniga.  Inc..  North  Adams 
Morans  Floorcraft  Inc.,  Brockton 
National  Floor  Cowermgs.  East  Hampton 
Nickerson  Furniture  &  Interiors,  Or/eans 
Raheim  Furniture  &  Carpet,  Gardner 

Tashjian  Rug  Co.,  Haverhill 
Whitney  Wayside  Furniture,  Dennis  Port 
World  of  Carpet,  Pittslield 

MICHIGAN 
Alexanian  Rug,  Lansing 

Caskey  Funeral  Home  &  Furn.,  Stockbridge 
Central  Tile  &  Terrazzo  Co.,  Kalamazoo 

Circle  Floor  Covering,  Sterling  Heights 
Curtis  Paint  &  Lino,  Royal  Oak 
Estes  Furniture,  Lansing 
Everett  Carpet  Co.,  Midland 
House  of  Carpet.  Warren 
InternationaJ  Floor  Coverings,  Southfield 
Lapeer  Carpet  Co..  Lapeer 
Main  Carpetland  of  Dearborn,  Oearborr? 

McOi'eens  Carpet.  Inc.,  Birmingham 
Mill  r-loor  Coverings.  Detroit 
Oisns  Carpet  &  Kitchen  Mart  KJngsford 
Ray  Interiors.  Farmington 
Skaff  Rug  &  Furniture,  Flint 
Skeeter  Nicholas,  Owosso 

University  Floor  Covering,  Grosse  Pointe 

MISSISSIPPI 
Homemakers  Paradise,  McComb  City 
KoestlerTile  Co.,  Greenville 
JimmieLyles  Carpets,  Inc..  Jackson 
Tinnin  Carpet  and  Interiors,  Mendian 

NEW  HAMPSHIRE 
Robards,  Manchester 

NEW  JERSEY 

Alessis  Carpet  &  Furniture,  Turnersville 
Baynton  Lino  Shop,  Red  Bank 
Carol  Carpet,  Bayonne 
Carpet  Builders  Services,  Inc.,  Camden 
Dorothe  Interiors,  Ja/nestiurg 
M.  Dubin  Floors.  Ar/anf/c  City 

Ewing  Carpet  Shop  inc.,  Trenton 
Faber  Brothers  Bdlm.,  Paterson 
Freehold  Furniture  Inc.,  Freetnid 
Friendly  Furniture  Co.  Inc.  Bayville 
Hartys  Floor  Covering,  N.  Plainfield 
Linden  Floor  &  Carpet,  Linden 
New  Jersey  Floor  Cov.  Co.,  Trenton 
Rug  Mart  Inc.,  Flemington 
Wax  Brothers,  Bndgetcn 

NEW  YORK 
Adams  Home  Furn  &  Appi.,  Dunkirk 
Albany  Custom  Floors,  Latham 
Aliens  Rug  Mart,  Inc..  Buffalo 
Art  Flock  &  Screen,  Inc.,  Brooklyn 
Babcock  Furniture.  Skaneateles 
The  Blue  Paint  Store,  Hudson 

Haig  Bogosian,  Massena 
The  Carl  Co.,  Schenectady 
Canton  Carpet  Warehouse,  Tonawanda 

Carpet  Bagger,  Elmira 
Carpet  Carousel,  Liverpool 
The  Carpel  Yard,  Endicott 
Co-Op  Buying  Service,  Roslyn.  L.I. 
Cortland  Carpet  Craft,  Cortland 

Cnppens  Carpet  Center,  Bath 

THE  DECORATIVE  DIFFERENCE 
a  collection  of  contemporary  decorating  rdeas 

higtilighting  easy-to-live-with  carpet  from  Gulistai 
created  In  cooperation  with  House  &  Garden 

Custom  Carpel  Center,  Orchard  Park 
Nelson  Ellis  WayskJe  Fum.,  Binghamton 
Evars  Corning  Carpet  &  Tl.,  Coming 
The  Floor  Store.  Oswego 
N.J.  Forness.  0/ean 
Gentile.  Inc..  Albany 

Gideon  Furniture  Co.,  Saratoga  Springs 
Goldin  Furniture  Co.,  GreenporT,  L/. 
Gullian  Rug  Co.,  Kenmore 

Henrietta  Carpet.  Rocr^ester 
Home  Beautiful  Furn.  Co.  Buffalo 
Ithaca  Paint  &  Decorator  s  Inc.,  Ithaca 
Johnson  s  Decorating  Center,  Herkimer 
Lenox  Furniture  Corp, /Vorf/7  Tonawanda 
Livingstons  Inc..  Gloversville 
McCurdy  &  Co..  Inc.  Rochester 
McElwee  &  Sons  inc.,  Canandaigua 
McNalls.  Inc..  Spencerport 
Frank  Melara  Furniture.  Evans  Mills 

Meyers  Home  Appliance.  Arcade 
Miranda  &  Fountaine  Floor  Covering,  Inc., 
^'ecnancviiie 

Mooradian  Rug  Co.,  Niagara  Falls 
Northway  Floors,  Inc..  Glens  Falls 
Onondaga  Discount  Carpet,  Syracuse 
Provenzano  Floor  Covering.  Kingston 

Rays  Wayside  Furniture  &  Floor,  Hamilton 
Rensselaer  Furniture  Co.,  Rensselaer 
Riveccas  DeLuxe  Fl.,  Utica 
Rochester  Rug  Mart,  Rochester 

Rug  &  Carpet  Outlet,  Troy 
Salina  Floors.  Syracuse 
Sattlers,  Inc.,  Buffalo 
Arthur  G.  SchuIz  Inc.,  Newark,  NY. 

Suburban  Floors  and  Fabric,  Wyantskill 
Swezey  &  Newins  Inc,  Patchogue 
Thomas-Webco.  Inc..  Jamesfown 

Thompson  Home  Furnishing,  A/bion 
Ticonderoga  Paint  &  Supply,  Ticonderoga 
Town  &  City  Lino  &  Carpet  Co.,  Syracuse 
Witter  Davis  Furniture  Co..  Spnngville 
Woods  Floor  Covering  Inc.,  Plattsburg 
Wortzman  Furniture,  Inc.,  Batavia 
Zeches,  Warsaw 

NORTH  CAROLINA 

Color  Carpet,  Winston-Salem 
Costners  Fum.,  inc.,  Shelby 
J&  J  Carpet.  Lexington 
Kan-Do  Carpet,  Wilson 

Maxwell  Home  Furnishings  Inc^  S.C,  StatewkJe 
Piedmont  [Jec.  Inc.,  Durham 

Powell  Int.  L  &  D  Inc.,  Fuquay-Vahna 

Shipley's.  Asheville 
Sutton-Council  Furniture,  Wilmington 

OHIO 

BiVDIstr.,  C/e/e/and 

Brown  Fl.  &  Wall  Co..  Uma 
Callahan  Carpet  House, /<er7f 

Carpet  Bazaar.  Clevelaryd 

Carpet  City  of  Ohio,  Wintersville 
Color  Center  Interior,  Marion 
Contractors  Carpet  Co.,  Cleveland 
Don  s  Carpet  Barr\.  Cleveland 
Darr  Design  Int..  Cashocton 
Elyria  Floor  Covering,  Elyria 
Evans  Furniture  Co..  Baltimore 

John  Evans  Appliance,  Westerville 
Firelands  Floor  Inc.,  Vermilion 
Haffey  of  Lyndhurst.  Cleveland 
Home  Center  West  North  Olmsted 
Albert  S.  Hosner,  Canton 

Kenny  &  Petes  Fl.  &  Wail  Cov.,  Dover 
Kilgore  CIng.  Store  Co.,  Cleveland 
Koellisch  Carpet,  Eastlake 
Lake  Ave.  Floor  Covering,  Elyria 

W.G.  McCready  &  Sons  inc.,  Mansfield 
W.  McCpt  Inc..  AAron 

Roberts  House  of  Carpet.  C'eveland 
Paul  E.  Rupps  Carpeting  &  Rug  Co.A/c/JbaW 
Rural  Furniture  &  Carpet  Inc.,  Oberlin 
Swallens  Wooster.  Cincinnati 

Thomas  Tile,  G'ard 
Fred  W.  Uhlman  &  Co..  Bowling  Green 

Warner  s  Floor  Covering  Inc.,  North  Ridgeville 

PENNSYLVANIA 
Abington  Carpets,  Abington 

Adams  Carpel  Center.  Philadelphia 
Axminster  Rug.  Pniiadelptna 

Benders  Floor  Covering  Co,  Willow  Grove 
Benlz  Fum.  Co.  of  Kane,  inc.,  Kane 
Blairsville  Floor  Cov..  Blairsville 

Cappy  s  Carpet  Center,  Forty  Fort 
Carpet  Discount  Mart,  Philadelphia 

Carpetowne.  £-e 
Ciampetti  Agency,  Philadelpfva 
Clark  Pennington,  PA)i/ade/p^/a 

Classic  Carpets,  Bethlehem 
Cross  Keys  Furn.  Co..  New  Oxlord 
Dante  Pandolfi  House  of  Carpets  Inc.,  Spnngl 

Direct  Carpels,  inc.  Mt.  Penn 
General  Interiors  Co..  Jeannette 
The  Golden  Rule.  t/cKeesport 
Hahn  Furniture  Co..  Pittsburgh 

Henrys  of  New  Centerville,  Rockwood 

Osker  Hul>er,  P'^'iaOelpfta 
J  &  K  Sales  Inc.,  Frazer 
Jack  E.  Kazanjian  Carpet  Broomall 

Roy  Lomas  Carpet  Workroom.  Harleysville 
Midway  Floor  Show.  Reno 
Monago  Floor  &  Wall  Cov.  Co.,  Bradford 
Glen  Peterson  Floor  &  Fum,  Meadville 
Prothro  &  Parco.  New  Castle 

Rusmur  Floors.  Bridgeville 

Sangrey  Furniture,  Ronks 
Stephen  DiRienzo,  Taylor 
Sam  D.  Stern  Co.  Inc..  Monessen 
The  Village  Work  Shop,  Lansdale 
Wallmans  Furniture  Co.,  Chicora 

RHODE  ISLAND 
LA.  Alice  Floor  Covering.  Westerly 

Allied  Floor  Covering  Co  Inc..  Tiverton 
Barts  Rug  Service  Inc..  North  Kingstown 

Magic  Carpel  Co.,  Bristol Morris  Schwartz  Furn.,  Pawtucket 

SOUTH  CAROLINA 
Alsbrook  Furniture  Co..  Sumter 

Engel  Bros.  Furn..  Onarleston 
Grady  Cox  Furniture  Co.,  Greer 
Dalton  Furniture  &  Carpet.  Pickens 

Floor  Covering  Specialities  Inc.,  Florence 

K  s  Carpetland  Ltd  .  Cen;ral 
Orangeburg  Wayside  Furn.  Shop,  inc,  Orangebt 
Maxwell  Home  Furnishings,  inc..  Statewide 

TENNESSEE 

American  Home  Furniture  Co..  Knoxville 

Buddy  Allen  Floor  Covering.  Nasfrville 

VERMONT 

Dunhams  Furniture.  Inc.,  Bennirigton 
Rutland  House  Ltd..  Rutland 

Vermont  Contract  Furnishings,  Rutland 

VIRGINIA 

Carpetland.  Inc..  Pc"~0''t* Custom  Carpet  Shop  of  Va..  Inc.,  Annadale 
Custom  Carpet  Shop  of  Va.,  Inc.,  Fairtax 
Custom  Carpet  Shop  of  Va..  irK.,  Vienna 
Decorative  Rugs  &  Carpels.  Alexandria 
Early  Carpel  Sales  &  Serv.  \nc.,  Amissville 
Ellis  Carpet  Co.  Inc..  A  etandna 

First  Valley  Inc..  "V  Springs 
House  of  Carpet.  C  'ro"  Forge Naomi  Totten  Furn,  Fa//s  Church 
Sh9MS  Carpets  Inc.,  Dale  City 

WEST  VIRGINIA 
Martins  Appliance  &  Carpet,  Morgantown 

V;!SC0NS:N 
Fashion  Floors.  Appleton 

H.K.J.  Carpels  inc.,  Rothschild 
Village  Carpet  Center,  Cedarburgh 

HOUSE  &  GARDI 
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Butter£Iy 
£artning 

itejH^  section  of  news  •  design 
books  •  travel  •  beauty  and  health  • 

m 
DAMAGED 

FURNITURE? 
A  new  sofa  is  delivered  dam- 

aged. You  call  the  store's 
service  department.  If  you're 
lucky,  someone  shows  up  in 
48  hours  to  make  a  report. 

But  then — silence.  Here's what  to  do.  J .  Go  to  see  the 

salesperson  who  dealt  with 
you.  Face  to  face  contact  has 
better  results  than  phone 

calls.  2.  Write  to  the  manu- 

facturer. Explain  what's 
wrong.  Give  details,  dat:'s. 

and  names  of  people  you've spoken  to  at  the  store.  3.  If 
you  still  have  no  .satisfaction, 
write  Furniture  Industry 
Consumer  Advisory  Panel, 
P.O.  Box  951  High  Point, 

N.C.  27261.  Executive  Di- 
rector, Margaret  Ward.  It 

can  bring  pressure  on  manu- 
facturers. Strictly  speaking, 

it's  the  store's  responsibility 
to  handle  damages.  Reduced 

staff  in  repair  shops  are  caus- 
ing holdups  today. 

energy  •  plai\ 
ideas  •  surpriA 

Alter  World  War  II.  Sir  Winston 

Churchill  planned  a  butterfly  gar- 
den where  butterflies  and  their 

food  plants  would  be  stocked  in 

quantities  to  make  it  self-perpet- 
uating. There  was  even  a  butter- 

fly house  for  growing  caterpillars. 
If  you  want  to  follow  up  this  but- 

terfly garden  idea  today,  there  is 
no  better  book  to  have  on  hand 

than  Butterflies  by  Thomas  C.  Em- 
mcl   (Knopf  $35).  From  317  ex- 

Dr.  Emmel  on  a  field  research 
expedition  in  Florida 

traordinary  dazzling  photographs, 

you  can  decide  which  beauties  ap- 
peal to  you  most,  learn  more  about 

their  behavior,  how  they  can  be 

propagated,  how  to  make  a  col- lection, and  how  they  may  be 
harmed  by  pesticides.  Dr.  Emmel, 
zoology  professor  at  the  University 
of  Florida,  is  an  international  ex- 

pert. In  pursuit  of  butterflies,  he 

has  climbed  slopes  of  19,000-foot 
peaks  in  the  Andes. 

Gardening  on  shelves 
Natural  colored  fluorescent  lights 

(full-color-spectrum-Verilux  Tru- 
Bloom)  enable  Mrs.  John  H.  Allan 

to  grow  bright-light  flowers  and 
propagate  shrub  cuttings  in  her 
apartment,  see  page  78.  vShe  has 
tube  lighting  fixed  behind  louvers 
and  valances  in  the  cabinet.  Shelf 

heights  vary,  so  she  can  move  pots 
around  from  shelf  to  shelf  as  plants 

grow.  "Light  in  the  tubes  tapers  at 
the  ends,"  she  says,  "so  I  put  Afri- 

can violets  where  intensity  is  less, 
episcias  and  sinningias  in  the  bright 

center  spots  they  prefer."  Auto- 
matic timers  turn  on  lights  at  6 

A.M.,  off  at  1 1  P.M.  "H-hours  of 
artificial  sun  call  for  plenty  of  wa- 

ter. I  use  the  touch-the-dirt  sys- 

tem." Watering  is  easy — pots  sit  on 
plastic  eggcrate  in  metal  trays.  She 

uses  plastic  pots  because  they  don't 

dry  out  as  fast  as  clay  under  lights. 
For  more  root  space,  instead  of 
shards,  she  lines  a  pot  with  a  piece 
of  newspaper  to  keep  the  earth 
from  watering  out  until  the  roots 
can  firm  up  and  hold  the  soil  in 
place.  She  starts  most  cuttings  in 

Penny  Allan  with  begonias,  in}  pat  lens 

moist  vermiculite.  then  mixes  it 

with  garden  soil  for  mature  plants, 
always  sterilizing  the  garden  soil  in 

the  oven.  She  prefers  3M  slow- 
release  pellets  that  last  3  to  4 

months  and  don"t  need  diluting, 

"great  for  lazy  people  like  me." and  other  flowering  plants 

Money-making 
showcases 
Decorators'  Showcases  are  becom 
ing  most  successful  and  attractivi 
ways  of  making  money  for  gooc 
causes  right  across  the  country 

In  Palm  Beach.  Mrs  Walter  Gubel- 
mann's  house  will  be  open  to  bene 
fit  the  Red  Cross  between  Januar\ 

12  and  21st.  Ten  decorators  art- 

taking  part.  "We  hope  to  raise 
$7000,"  she  says.  In  New  York. 
Mrs.  Charles  Hollerith  is  organiz 

ing  a  Showcase  at  973  Fifth 
Avenue,  in  an  old  Stanford  White 
house,  which  now  belongs  to  the 
Mormon   church.   Target   for  the 

973  Fifth  Avenue,  New  York  set 
for  a  Showcase  in  April 

Kips  Bay  Boys  Club  is  SI 00.000. 
The  house  will  be  op>en  between 
April  23  and  May  16.  The  Junior 

League  of  Boston  plans  its  Show- 
case for  April  25  to  May  15.  The 

Women's  Committee  of  the  Bir- 
mingham Symphony  plans  one. 

too,  in  Birmingham,  Ala.,  from 
April  25  to  May  16. 



INTRODUCING  THE  FIRST  BLANKET  THAT  COVERS 
EVERY  PROBLEM  YOUVE  EVER  HAD  WITH  A  BLANKET 

Martex"'  has  come  up 
with  the  perfect  blanket. 

It's  perfect  because  it 

has  everything  you've 
ever  wanted  in  a  blanket. 

That's  because  it's 

made  of.Super  Vellux.'" 
Millions  of  soft,  long- 

length  nylon  fibers  are 

electronically  positioned 

onto  layers  of  insulating 
foam. 

It's  this  revolutionary 
process  that  creates  the 
fabric  that  makes  the 

blanket  that  answers  every 

problem  you've  ever  had 
with  a  blanket. 

We  call  it  The  Answer 

Blanket.  And  here  are  the 

problems  it  covers. 

l.WASHABILITY 

The  Answer  Blanket 

washes  beautifully. 

It  can  be  machine- 

washed  at  any  tempera- 
ture or  cycle  setting.  And 

machine-dried  at  any 
temperature  or  time  setting. 

2.  PILLING 

We  washed  The 

Answer  Blanket  50  times. 

That's  much  more 
than  the  average  blanket 

goes  through  in  its 
lifetime. 

The  Answer  Blanket 

showed  no  evidence  of 

matting,  pilling,  shedding 
or  fading. 

3.SOFTNESS 

Touch  it.  The  Answer 

Blanket  has  a  soft,  luscious 

feeling.  Almost  like  velvet. 

Or  cashmere.  (It's  all 
those  soft  nylon  fibers.) 

But  it's  more  than  soft. 

It's  also  deliciously  warm. 

4. FIRE  RESISTANCE 

We  found  a  way  to 

make  Super  Vellux  flame 
resistant. 

After  testing  The  Answer 
Blanket  with  Nationwide 

Consumer  Testing  Institute, 

they  certified  that,  ''The Martex  Answer  Blanket, 

when  tested  against  other 

commercially  available 
blankets  according  to 

accepted  flammability  test 

procedures,  was  found  to 

be  the  most  flame  resistant.' 

5. BINDING 
There  is  no  binding  to 

fray  or  wear  out. 

We've  replaced  the 

conventional  sewn-on  hem 

with  a  stitched  self-hem  on 
all  four  sides. 

This  handsome  tailored 

border  adds  an  elegant  touch 
to  The  Answer  Blanket. 

And  it  will  stay  that  way, 

because  there's  nothing  to 
get  shabby. 

The  Answer  Blanket  is 

not  only  the  most  practical 

blanket  you  can  own 
(with  a  full  ten  year  warranty 

to  back  it  up),  it's  also 

the  most  beautiful. 

It  comes  in  a  variety  of 

colors  that  range  from  soft 
and  warm  to  dark  and  rich. 

It  can  transform  your  bed. 
So  if  you  have  any 

questions  about  what 
your  next  blanket  should 
be,  Martex  hasThe  Answer. 

THE  ANSWER  BLANKET'" OF  SUPER  VELLUX  BY  MARTEX 
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Live-in  bed 
The  latest  Milan  Furniture  Fair 

reflects  a  concern  for  value,  dur- 

ability, versatility,  ease,  and  com- 
fort. Perhaps  the  ultimate  in  furni- 

ture versatility  is  "La  Barca"  (The 
Boat)  designed  by  Piero  de  Mar- 

tini for  Cassina,  shown  here,  which 
incorporates  a  double  bed,  desk, 

tabletops,  counterspace,  and  seat- 

ing. It"s  almost  a  complete  bed-liv- 
ing room.  Its  wooden  platform, 

when  covered  with  cushions, 

makes  seating.  A  foam  mattress 
turns  it  into  a   bed.   Wings  that 

DURELL  GODFREY    Xi^^ 

flank  the  perimeter  raise  and  lower 

— up  for  dining  down  for  a  night 
table.  In  the  U.S.  at  Atelier  Inter- 

national, N.Y.  Another  ingenious 

design  is  the  "Misura"  wall  system 
with  a  bed  in  a  drawer.  Electrical- 

ly operated,  the  bed  slides  out  of  a 
bottom  drawer,  on  rollers.  Mat- 

tress is  an  inner  spring,  which  ac- 
cordions and  rests  on  wooden  slats 

that  roil  up  as  the  drawer  is  closed. 
Designed  by  Richard  Sapper  for 
Molteni,  at  Stendig  Showrooms, 

N.Y.  "Baia"  components  by  An- tonio Citterio  and  Paolo  Nava  for 
B  &  B  Italia  have  a  quilted  leather 
look.  At  Atelier  International. 

PUERTO  RICO  INFORMATION  SERvl 

Phosphorescent  Bay.  Puerto  Rico,  wliere  the  sea  liitht.s  //, 

Shooting  stars  at  sea 
If  you're  stopping  overnight  in 
Puerto  Rico  and  want  a  change 
from  the  resort  atmosphere  of  San 
Juan,  consider  a  drive  across  the 

interior  to  the  famous  Phosphores- 
cent Bay  on  the  southern  coast. 

Take  Route  1  to  Ponce  (stop  and 
visit  the  small,  charming  art 
museum  here,  and  drive  by  the 

old  red-and-black  striped  fire- 
house),  and  then  Routes  2,   116, 

Fabrics  from 
Versailles 
The  satins,  chintzes,  and  other 
marvelous  fabrics  that  decorate  the 

walls  and  windows  of  the  Napo- 
leon rooms  at  Versailles  in  France 

have  come  to  America.  They  are 

part  of  a  new  collection  called 
here  Marignan.  Some  of  these  and 
other  designs  have  been  chosen  for 
many  notable  places,  including  the 

Governor's  Mansion,  in  Texas,  the 
summer  palace  of  the  King  of 
Morocco,  and  embassies  across  the 
world.  They  are  super  luxurious, 

but  with  them  comes  a  very  com- 
plete range  of  cotton  fabrics,  from 

geometric  patterns  to  romantic 
prints;  some  sell  as  reasonably  as 
S9  a  yard.  They  are  woven  and 

and  324  to  Parguera.  a  tiny  town 

by  the  bay  (total  time:  three  hours). 
You  can  stay  for  the  night  at  Hotel 
de  la  Parguera.  and,  for  a  couple 
of  dollars. bookaseaton  the  launch 

that  leaves  just  after  sun-down  for 
the  pitch-black  bay  that  lights  up 
whenever  the  heavily  concentrated 

phosphorescent  algae  in  the  water 
are  disturbed.  You  can  see  shoot- 
ins-star  streaks  as  silent  fish  flash 

printed  in  France,  with  three 
weeks  delivery  to  New  York  by 
air.  Everything  can  be  seen  (by 
decorators  and  designers)  in  some 

of  the  lightest  and  brightest  show- 
rooms in  New  York,  designed  by 

John  Rieck.  with  creamy  apricot 

carpet   and   pale   birch   furniture. 

past  the  boat,  and  when  the  engin 

is  shut  down,  grownups  and  chi'T 
dren  alike  hang  fascinated  over  th 

gunwales,  splashing  in  the  watei 

making  pinwheels  and  sparkler- 
You  can  actually  hold  the  liqui 

light  in  your  hand.  Nobody  wan' 
to  leave,  so  the  boatsman  obliging 

ly  hauls  a  bucket  of  water  aboarc 
to  play  in  on  the  return  trip. 

ORAI  EF.  I  EO- 

Kcnnetli — and  Sand\  O 

Fabric-covered  walls  at  Versailles 

!S^'  ffS'-i' 

Make-overs 

by  mail For  S20  \ou  either  get  world- 
famous  hair  and  beauty  adviser 

Kenneth  to  do  a  40-page  Beaut' 
Make-over  Program  designee 
exclusively  for  you,  or  Sandy  O. 
former  cover  girl  and  professional 

cosmetician,  to  give  you  an  excit- 

ing new  personal  face-color  pat- 
tern. Both  experts  send  you  a  de- 

tailed questionnaire  about  skin 

type,  hair,  coloring,  and  features, 
so  they  know  how  to  advise  you. 
Sandy  O  asks  for  a  photograph, 
which  she  sends  back  with  an 

overlay  showing  new  make-up. 

Imagine  how  much  such  a  con- 
sultation would  cost  in  person — 

and  this  way  you  don't  have  to move  from  your  dressing  table! 
Write  to  Kenneth.  Box  7000. 
Madison  Heights,  Va.  24572,  or 
Sandv  Os  Faces,  123  Main  Street. 

Cold'Spring  Harbor,  N.Y.  11724. 
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Nice  11  Easy  liaircolor 
It  sells  the  most. 
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IMIW 
Do  you  speak 
out  enough? 
How  oltcn  do  sou  rcpla>  conversa- 

tion and  realize  you  didn't  say  what 
you  really  meant  to  say?  Dr.  Frank- 

lin Paddock,  internist  and  world 

explorer,  thinks  that  to  enjoy  good 
health  we  should  try  more  oltcn  to 
hring  those  inner  voices  out  loud. 

"We'd  he  much  more  tranquil  and 
relaxed  and  far  less  anxious.  These 

second-level  responses  involve  our 
real  self,  our  true  emotions.  These 
are  the  genuine  reactions,  which 
we  carefully  guard  from  outside 

viewing."  Why  do  they  stay  hid- 

dants  respond  instantly  to  the 

summons  from  your  bedside  buzz-| 
er.  There  are  accommodations  tc 
suit  all  tastes  and  purses.  Basit, 
fare  between  Montreal  and  Van- 

couver is  $121.  A  roomette  $130,1 

bedroom  $279.  The  train  popula- 
tion constantly  changes.  One  ofl 

the   big   surprises   is   the   number! 

hack  of  train 

Railroad  adventure 

/'/.  Faililock  .  .  .  always  speaks  out 

den?  "Because  we  use  language  as 
a  shield,"  he  says,  "to  protect  our 
egos  "  Maturity  helps  us  drop  this 
verbal  defense.  "As  we  grow  older 
we  don't  worry  so  much  how  vv'e 
appear  to  others.  Alcohol  and 
anger  can  also  release  inner 

thoughts  to  the  surface.  So  curi- 
ously can  contact  with  a  complete 

stranger.  You  relax  because  you 
may  never  see  him  or  her  again. 
Of  course,  outspokenness  has  lo 

be  edited.  There's  no  point  in  say- 
ing something  hurtful.  Concen- 
trate on  constructive  dialogue,  says 

Dr.  Paddock.  "You  can  gel  down 
to  more  direct  talking  if  you  stop 

worr\int;  about  the  elTect  on  van." 

Canadian  Pacific  Rail  has  one 
transcontinental  train  per  day 

leaving  in  each  direction  between 
Vancouver  and  Montreal.  It  takes 

71  hours  and  travels  through  en- 
trancing scenery — the  lakes  and 

virgin  woodlands  of  Toronto;  rich 
prairies:  oilfields  and  ranches;  the 
grand  Canadian  Rockies.  You  see 
it  all  from  your  compartment,  the 
lounge,  the  bar,  or  the  observation 
car  in  which  you  sit  as  if  in  an 
airborne  glider. 

Forget  your  prejudices  about 
train  beds  being  uncomfortable 
and  coaches  rocking  and  swaying. 
We  slept  as  soundly  as  at  home. 

Beds  were  cozy,  we  didn't  hear  any 
clicking  over  the  rails,  and  the  en- 

gineer considerately  took  the  train 
along  slowly  by  night.  The  elegant 
dining  car  holds  forty-eight  people 
at  a  time  and  has  quiet  cubicles  at 
each  end.  divided  from  the  main 
area  with  etchings  on  glass  of  such 
Canadian  birds  as  the  sandpiper, 
chickadee,  kingfisher,  and  magpie. 

A-plus  £or  a  school  decorator 
(  lii'.srooni  with  a  lu-w  look 

Marv  Clare  Ih'ri;in 

What  happens  when  you  give  stu- 
dents an  attractive  place  to  work, 

bright  colors,  comfortable  furni- 
ture, carpets  in  the  classrooms  and 

halls,  a  library  with  wing  chairs  to 
curl  up  in,  plants  and  trees,  soft 

spotlights  instead  of  overhead  fluo- 
rescent strips?  An  experiment  by 

Mary  Clare  Bergin.  at  Marymount 
Manhattan  College  in  New  York 

City  has  proved  it  works.  "Set  a 
certain  atmosphere,"  says  Miss 
Bergin,  "and  people  rise  to  it.  No 
12 

one  puts  her  feet  up  on  the  chairs." Specially  designed  carpet  ordered 

in  bulk  cost  $15  a  yard — "hardly 
more  than  indoor-outdoor  carpet- 

ing." White  walls  are  scrubbable 
vinyl  with  a  Tedlar  finish  "utterly 
practical.  Everybody  in  the  city 
needs  a  lift  today,  even  students.  I 
wanted  them  to  be  happy,  feel  good 

about  the  place."  They  do. 

Ihe  food  is  wholesome,  even  if  it 
does  not  have  the  distinction  and 
variety  of  the  prosperous  days  of 
old.  There  arc  usually  three  main 

dishes,  ham  steak  ($3.95),  ome- 
lette with  bacon  ($3.40).  and  fil- 

lets of  fish  ($3.75),  plus  specialties 
like  rib  steak  with  many  trimmings 
($8.50)  and  breaded  pork  chops 
($4.15).  The  dining  car  conductor 
and  his  staff  of  waiters  still  have 

that  old-established  eagerness  to 

serve,  and  the  sleeping  car  attcn- 

Sicdlur^  lino  the  Rockies 

of  Japanese  holidaymakers  aboard 
sometimes  making  the  dining  car 
look  like  the  refreshment  car  of  a 

Tokyo  express.  You  are  not  com- 
pelled to  make  the  whole  transcon- 

tinental trip  all  at  once.  You  are 
encouraged  to  break  your  journey 
for  24  hours  or  more  anywhere 
you  choose,  at  fascinating  places 
like  Thunder  Bay.  Winnipeg.  Cal- 

gary, or  perhaps  Medicine  Hat.  But 
the  finest  diversion  of  all  is  to  get 

ofl  at  Banff  or  any  of  the  other  de- 
lightful stopovers  high  in  the 

Rockies  and  enjoy  the  excursion, 
views,  and  splendid  local  foods. 

—  LDWIN  TETI.OW 

....G€€D  NEWS.- 
■mm< 

OUTLOOK  BRIGHT 
HERMAN  KAHN 
Director  of  the  Hudson  Insti- 

tute, which  studies  the  future. 
Her  man  Kcihn.  author  of  tnany 

hooks,  says  the  ecology  move- 
ment should  cuhninate  in  n 

clean  environment  in  ten  years. 
Food  shortages  will  be  met  by 

advanced  techniques,  conver- 
sion of  petroleum  wastes,  ex- 

tensive plant  growth  in  scien- 
tifically controlled  environ- 

ments. The  current  energy  crisis 
should  be  resolved  in  a  decade 
or  two  (with  small  changes  in 
lifestyles,  developments  in  solar, 
nuclear,  ocean  gradient  and 
geothermal  energy).  We  are 

not  going  to  run  out  of  min- 
erals. Iron,  aluminum,  magnes- 

iuni.  titanium  and  silicon  are 
virtually  inexhaustible;  copper, 
cobalt,  manganese,  and  nickel 

can  probably  be  supplied  from 
ocean  nodules.  His  upbeat,  opti- 

mistic point  of  view  was  deliv- 
ered at  the  Hammond  Museum, 

North  Salem,  N.Y..  where  di- 
rector Natalie  Hays  Hammond 

plans  an  ongoing  program  of 

lectures.  "People  are  turning  to 

museums  for  such  help." 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN,  JANUARY,  1976 
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That  Cigarette  Smoking  Is  Dangerous  to  Your  Health. 
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Atlanta^s  new  downtown 
all  under  glass 
One  way  of  revitalizing  downtown 
is  to  build  super  special  attractions 
there,  so  it  becomes  irresistible. 

This  has  happened  in  Atlanta.  Ga., 

with  the  opening  of  the  Omni  In- 
ternational complex.  In  one  in- 

credible structure,  all  under  one 

enormous  glass  roof,  there  are 
offices,  a  hotel,  nine  restaurants, 
six  movie  houses,  an  amusement 

park,  over  100  shops,  tree-lined 
walkways,  all  centered  around  an 

Olympic-sized  skating  rink.  Linked 

to  Atlanta's  new  sports  coliseum, 
and  the  towering  World  Congress 
Center,  this  urban  development 

will  help  generate  prosperity.  An 
important  textile  convention  is 

scheduled  for  .September  "76. 
which  will  draw  30,000  visitors 

from  all  over  the  world.  Says  the 

architect  Tom  Ventullet:  "When 
we  designed  Omni  International, 

we  were  creating  more  than  an  at- 
tractive new  buildine.  we  were  re- 

sponding to  social  change.  Build- 

ing for  people.  It"s  been  a  satisfy- 

ing experience." 

PEOPLE 
Richard  Olney,  Julie  Dan- 
nenbciiim.  Julia  Child,  and 
Anne  Willan  are  giving 

cooking  classes  at  the  Gritti 
Palace,  Venice  next  June 

and  July.  ***  *  Bruce  Ander- 
son. President  of  Total  En- 

vironmental Action  is  start- 
ing Solar  Age,  a  magazine  of 

the  sun.  The  first  solar  ener- 

gy publication  for  the  con- sumer. ****Mark  Hampton 

is  starting  his  own  decorat- 

ing firm  in  New  York.  **** Joseph  Braswell,  Albert 

Had  ley,  and  John  'Satadino 
are  among  decorators  taking 

part  in  A  Designer  Designs, 
an  exhibition  in  New  York 

in  April  to  benefit  the  Coo- 
per-Hewitt Museum  of  Dec- 

orative Arts  &  Design. 

Through  drawings  they  show 
how  rooms  are  put  together. 

Castle  building 
A  present  from  architect  Charles 
Moore  to  his  godson  Sebastian 
Hardy,  son  of  another  architect 

Hugh  Hardy,  just  had  to  be  arch- 
itectural— a  splendid  build-it-your- 

self  castle.  This  marvelous  toy, 

which  was  designed  by  Robert 
Yudell  with  Charles  Moore  and 

Christina  Beebe,  is  a  boy's  equiv- 
alent of  a  girl's  doll  house.  And 

the  designers  say  it  turns  out  to  he 
"as  much  of  a  grown-up  plaything 

as  a  childs."  In  .Masonite,  to  last  a 
lifetime,  it  can  be  set  up  in  min- 

utes. Box  serves  as  a  moat.  Gen- 
eral Eclectic.  3436  Yale  Station. 

New  Haven.  Conn. 

Omni  complex,  cluster  of  build- 
ings, with  skating  rink  inside 

Sun  timing 
When  watches  and  clocks  were  a 

novelty,  the  sundial  served  as  a 
checkpoint  for  accuracy.  Today 

with  electronic  digital  time  pieces, 
the  sundial  may  not  be  vital,  but  it 
still  has  its  place.  In  the  garden, 
as  an  ornamental  object,  says 

sculptor  Ray  Kelly,  'it  makes  us 

Ray  Kelly  . .  .  and  suiuiku  m  »:,",;// 1- 

aware  of  the  movement  of  the 

earth,  brings  us  back  to  the  reality 

of  our  environment."  His  metal 
sundial  was  made  for  Mr.  and 
Mrs.  Tom  Dotch.  art  collectors  in 

Amarillo,  Tex.  More  of  his  sun- 
dial sculptures  will  be  shown  in  an 

exhibition  in  Miami  in  February.  If 

14 

you  want  to  explore  sundials  fur- 
ther, mathematician  Winthrop  W. 

Doland  has  written  A  Choice  of 

Sundials  (Stephen  Greene  Press. 

SIO).  He  sees  the  sundial  as  "an 
island  of  calm"  something  to  inves- 

tigate if  you  feel  "nostalgia  for 

the  simple  life." 
HOUSE  &  GARDEN.  JANUARY    1076 
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The  only  range  that  cooks  juicy  steaks 
the  way  they  should  be  cooked: 

on  both  sides  at  once. 
Any  chef  worth  his  sauce  knows  the  best  way  to  cook  a  steak  is  on 

'oth  sides  at  once. 
For  a  very  simple  reason.  When  you  cook  (or  broil)  a  steak  on  just  one 

ide  at  a  time,  the  natural  juices  seep  out  the  other  side.  But  cooking  it 
n  both  sides  at  once  holds  them  in. 

So  naturally  the  steak  is  juicier.  And  more  flavorful. 

You'll  find  it  all  comes  true  on  the  No-Turn  Speed  Broil  range. 
)nly  from  White-Westinghouse. 

Not  only  do  you  get  steak  that  tastes  better.  You  get  steak  that 
ooks  faster.  (How  about  a  medium  steak  in  just  9  or  10  minutes?) 

In  fact,  everything  you  cook  on  this  broiler  will  cook  faster.  And 

aste  better.  Hamburgers,  chicken,  fish,  hors  d'oeuvres.  You  name  it. 
And  to  top  it  all  off,  the  whole  range  is  completely  self-cleaning 

0  you're  saved  even  more  time  and  trouble. 
The  No-Turn  Speed  Broil  range. 
For  a  lot  of  juicy  reasons,  it's  worth  looking  into. 

rhe  No-Turn  Speed  Broil  range.  Only  from  White-Westinghouse. 
One  of  the  White  Consohdated  Industries. 
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The  no-compromise 
vacation.Tne  only 

place  you  cut  corners is  on  the  cost. 
We'd  like  to  help  you  spend  less  money  for  your  vacation  this  year. 

Without  getting  less  vacation  for  your  money. 

So  we've  put  together  what's  probably  the  most  helpful  vacation 
planning  guide  in  America.  It's  full  of  facts  about  things  you  can  do 
here.  And  you'll  be  surprised  how  many  of  them  are  free. Even  the  Trip  Kit  is  free.  Just  send  us  the  coupon. 
And  find  out  how  far  your  vacation  dollar  can  take  you. 

r  i^         1 

Name Address 

City State 

Zip 

Free  South  CarolinaTrip  Kit 
Mai/  to  South  Carolina  Dit  ision  of  Tounsm,  Room  1 31  Box  78,  Columbia,  South  Carolina  29202 

l_ 
.J 

"Library"  cover  photo  fr^ the  Allen-Byrd  House.  Williamsburg.  Virginia. 

®ldcntih€S  trademarks  of  The  Colonial 
\Vilham<.burg  Foundation.  Reg-  U.  S.  Pat   Off. 

KITTINCER 

Yours!  Kittinger  Furniture  in  180  pages 

Send  for  "Library  of  IStli  Century  English  and 
American  Furniture  Designs".  Shows  VV'iltiams- 
btirg®  Furniture  Reproductions  including  new 
offering  of  prized  American  Federal  pieces. 
Kittinger  elegant  traditional  styling  from  periods 

spanning  our  nation's  birtii,  and  much  more. 
Send  $4.00  dollars  to  KittingerCompany,  1897C. 
Elmwood  Avenue,  Buffalo,  New  York  14207. 

Boston,  New  York,  Atlanta,  Buffalo,  Chicago,  Dallas,  Seattle,  San  Francisco,  Los  Angeles 
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GOOD  LOOKS  AND  GOOD  HEALTH 

By  Caroline  Seebohm 

A  new  life-saving 
technique 

you  should  know 
Dr.  Henry  J.  Heimlich  tells  you 

what  to  do  when  someone  chokes  on  food 

"Somethings  gone  down  the 

wrong  way."  Most  people  have 
said  that  at  one  time  or  other  dur- 

ing a  meal.  A  cough  and  a  splut- 
ter, and  usually  all  is  well.  But 

there  is  a  much  more  serious  kind 

of  choking  on  food — so  serious 
that  everybody  should  know  in- 

stantly how  to  deal  with  it.  If  you 
learn  today  how  to  do  the  Heimlich 
Maneuver,  you  may  save  a  life 
tomorrow. 

Here  are  the  instructions  for  the 
Heimlich  Maneuver,  which  has 

just  been  officially  endorsed  by  the 
AM  A  as  a  lifesaving  rescue  device 
— but  you  should  learn  it  through 
your  Board  of  Health  or  First  Aid 
Instruction  Class  and  practice  it 

only  under  approved  medical  su- 

pervision. Dr.  Henry  J.  Heimlich  founded 
and  heads  the  Esophagus  Center 

at  the  Jewish  Hospital  in  Cincin- 
nati— the  only  esophagus  center  in 

the  U.S.  It  was  his  specialization  in 

esophagus  surgery  that  led  him  to 
the  problem  of  food  choking. 
"Food  choking  had  always  seemed 

RESCUER  STANDING 
1.  Stand   behind   the   victim 

and  wrap  your  arms  around 
his  waist.  (If  he  is  sitting  down, 
get  behind  his  chair  to  do  this.) 
2.  Place  your  fist  with  the 

thumb  side  against  the  vic- 
tim's abdomen  slightly  above 

the  navel  and  below  the  rib 

cage.  Grasp  your  fist  with  your 
other  hand. 

3.  Press  vour  fist  into  the  vie- 

to  be  an  isolated  incident,"  Dr. 
Heimlich  explains.  "One  would 
read  about  it  in  the  papers.  Then 
about  two  years  ago,  the  National 

Safety  Council  came  out  with  fig- 
ures showing  that  some  4,000 

Americans  die  each  year  in  this 

way.  They  also  said  that  this  was 
the  sixth  largest  cause  of  accidental 
death  in  the  country. 

"This  startled  me,  and  made  me 

look  at  the  problem  more  seri- 
ously. I  now  believe  that  it  is  more 

common  even  than  those  figures 

suggest,  becau.se  many  of  the 
deaths  have  been  signed  out  as 

cardiac  deaths."  And  as  his  spe- 
cialty has  been  the  esophagus,  it 

seemed  right  for  Dr.  Heimlich  to 

try  to  work  out  a  form  of  treat- ment. 

"The  esophagus  is  the  tube  that 
carries  food  from  your  throat  to 
the  stomach.  Its  function  is  not 
related  to  breathing  or  talking. 
When  the  esophagus  is  blocked, 
patients  cannot  eat  food  and  must 
be  fed  through  a  tube,  but  they 

Continued  on  page  20 

tim's  abdomen  with  a  quick  upward  thrust.  Repeat  this  movement  several 
times  if  necessary. 

DURELL    GODFPEr 

RESCUER  KNEELING 
1.  With  the  victim  lying  on 

his  back,  face  him  and  kneel 
astride  his  hips. 
2.  With  one  of  your  hands  on 
top  of  the  other,  place  the  heel 
of  your  bottom  hand  on  the 
abdomen  sliglitly  above  the 
navel  and  below  the  rib  cage. 

3.  Press  into  the  victim's  ab- 
domen with  a  quick  upward 

thrust.  Repeat  several  times  if  necessary.  (This  position  is  often  better 
if  the  rescuer  is  a  smaller,  weaker,  or  lighter  person  than  the  victim,  and 
must  therefore  use  his  or  her  weight  rather  than  strength.) 

Note:  If  you  get  a  chicken,  turkey,  or  fish  bone  stuck  in  your  throat,  do 
not  use  this  maneuver.  Go  to  a  hospital  or  doctor  at  once. 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN 



Improve  on  ̂ ^otiire 
Witli  any  3  of  tlic  best  gardeumg  books  for  jSl  ̂ itli  membership. 

All  the  expert  advice  and  inspiration 
you  need  for  cultivating  a  green  thumb 
are  in  Garden  Guild  selections  at  sav- 

ings of  up  to  30%  off  publishers'  prices. You  also  get  the  chance  to  buy  specially 
selected  gardening  accessories.  Choose 
any  3  books  now  and  start  improving  on 
nature. 

How  The  Club  Plan  Works 

You'll  get  your  3  books  for  only  81, 
plus  shipping  and  handling,  when  ac- 

cepted as  a  member  If  unsatisfied, 
return  books  within  10  days  to  cancel 
your  membership. 

As  a  member  youll  receive  the  Garden 
Bulletin  about  ever\'  4  weeks  (14  times 
a  year),  describing  the  Club  Selection 
and  Alternates.  Most  selections  save 

you  up  to  30%  off  the  publishers'  edi- 
tions' prices.  Add  a  small  charge  for 

shipping  and  handling. 
If  you  want  the  Clul)  Selection,  do 

nothing— it  will  be  shipped  automat- 

ically. If  you'd  like  an  Alternate  or  no book,  indicate  this  on  the  order  fonn  and 
return  it  before  the  date  specified.  This 
allows  you  at  least  10  days  to  decide. 
Unwanted  Selections  may  be  returned 
at  our  expense. 

Once  you've  taken  four  books  during 
your  first  two  years  of  membership  you 
may  resign  or  continue  with  no  further 
obligation. 

The  American  Garden  (iuild  offers  its 

own  complete  hard-bound  editions,  some- 
times altered  in  size  to  fit  special  presses 

and  save  members  even  more. 

Free  \ew-Member  Bonus 

Handy  48-page  booklet  tells 
where  to  get  201  Free  Things 
For  Your  Garden.  Gives  names 
and  addresses  of  distributors 
and  institutions  making  these 
fantastic  offers.  Available  only 
through  the  American  Garden 
Guild. 

?01  WU-UABLE  FREE  TMNOS 

'  .  -I^X  :.A«QCMNO 

The  American  Garden  Guild    42-H38 
Dept.  I  IK  1 1(3,  Garden  City,  N.Y.  1 1530 

I  want  to  take  you  up  on  your  exceptional  offer. 
Please  accept  me  as  a  member  and  send  the  three 
books  numbered  in  the  boxes.  Bill  me  just  81  00 
plus  shipping  and  handling  I  need  take  only  four 
ixioks  in  the  ne.xt  two  years  at  regular  low  Club 
prices  to  complete  my  commitment,  and  1  may 
resign  any  time  thereafter  I  agree  to  the  Club  Plan 
as  described  in  this  advertisement. 

Mr 

Mrs. Miss 

(please  prim) 
Address 

City 

.Apt. 

Zip 

-Code . State    

I'ast  Garden  Guild  members  please  check  here     D 
Members  accepted  in  USA.  and  Canada  only  Canadian 
members  will  be  serviced  from  Toronto.  OfTer  slightly 
different  in  Canada. 
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When  Did  You 
Last  Think  About 
How  Oid  You  Look? 

Months  ago?  Maybe  even 
years?  You  wash  your  face  in  the 
morning,  put  on  your  makeup 
and  rush  off  to  do  the  dozens  of 

things  that  fill  your  day.  And 

probably  never  even  stop  to 
think  that  the  passing  years  are 
showing  on  your  face.  Perhaps 
more  than  they  ought  to. 

But  time  hasn't  stood  still. 
Look  at  your  children.  Not  ba- 

bies anymore,  are  they?  Look  at 

your  husband.  He's  no  longer 
the  fresh-faced  youth  of  your 
wedding  pictures.  Then  take  a 
close  look  at  yourself.  Do  you 
really  want  to  look  that  old  this 
soon? 

If  it  would  please  you  to  look 
as  young  as  you  can,  discover  a 
remarkable  beauty  fluid  whose 
secret  benefits  are  known  to  en- 

lightened women  in  many  parts 
of  the  world.  These  women  look 

their  very  youngest,  no  matter 
how  old  they  really  are.  This 

unique  fluid,  discovered  by 
beauty  researchers,  can  be  found 
in  drugstores  in  the  United 
States,  where  it  is  known  as  Oil 

of  Olay  beauty  lotion. 

Soothe  Oil  of  Olay  onto  your 
face  and  throat.  Watch  as  your 

skin  virtually  drinks  in  the  pre- 

cious fluid.  You'll  be  wonderfully 
surprised  how  quickly  and  com- 

pletely the  beauty  fluid  pene- 
trates to  work  on  dryness,  that 

unwelcome  dryness  that  accents 
the  little  lines  and  wrinkles  that 

too  easily  can  cause  you  to  look 
older  than  you  are.  A  profusion 
of  pure  moisture,  along  with 

tropical  oils  and  other  emol- 

lients, lets  yoiu'  skin  feel  notice- (ADVERTISEMEN7) 

ably  softer  and  smoother  within 

moments.  You'll  actually  see  the 
renewed  lustre  and  radiance  of 

your  skin ...  a  look  you  once  had 
and  probably  never  dared  hope 
for  again.  Oil  of  Olay  gives  your 

complexion  a  fresh  glow,  even 

without  make-up.  And  it  never, 
ever,  leaves  a  greasy  afterfeel. 

Working  with  nature  itself  in 
a  mysterious  way.  Oil  of  Olay 

helps  maintain  the  oil-moisture 
balance  of  your  skin,  necessary 

if  you're  to  look  as  young  as  pos- 
sible. The  precious  fluid  acts  re- 

markably like  your  skin's  own natural  moisture  in  easing  away 

tlie  dryness  that  can  make  you 
look  unnecessarily  old. 

Devoted  users  of  Oil  of  Olay 

wouldn't  let  a  day  go  by  without 
using  the  beauty  fluid  at  least 
twice.  Faithfully  every  single 

morning ...  as  a  superb  makeup 
base  that  lets  cosmetics  glide  on 
easily  and  remain  fresh  looking 
for  unexpected  hours ...  or  to  let 
skin  thrive  in  its  own  moist  cli- 

mate. Faithfully  every  single 

night,  knowing  that  Oil  of  Olay 
continues  its  beautiful  work 

through  hours  and  hours  of  si- 
lent sleep.  You  may  decide  to  use 

Oil  of  Olay  even  more  often,  any 

time  you  feel  dryness  needs  eas- 
ing and  the  moisture  content  of 

your  skin  should  be  increased. 

Now  that  you've  taken  a  mo- ment to  think  about  how  old 

you  look,  it  shouldn't  take  more than  a  second  to  think  about  Oil 

of  Olay.®  The  unique  beauty 
fluid  may  be  exactly  the  thing 

you  didn't  even  realize,  till  now, 
you  were  looking  for. 

The  pressure  of  air  will 
literally  blow  the  object  back 

ocit  through  the  mouth 

New  life-saving  technique    conf/nued  from  page  7  6 

can   breathe   and   speak  perfectly well. 

"Food  choking  comes  about  like 
this:  You  have  a  small  valve  in  the 

back  of  the  throat  called  the  epi- 
glottis, which  covers  the  windpipe 

— and  when  you  swallow,  this 
small  valve  closes  down.  If  the 

valve  doesn't  close  down,  then 
food  "goes  the  wrong  way"  into 
your  windpipe,  and  you  cough.  If, 
however,  a  piece  of  meat,  or  other 

object,  gets  caught  in  the  back  of 
the  throat  in  such  a  way  that  it 

WHAT   TO 
LOOK    FOR 

1.  The  victim  of 

food  choking  can- 
not breathe,  be- 

cause the  airway  is 
blocked. 
2.  He  turns  blue 
because  no  air  is 

getting  to  his lungs. 

3.  He  falls  uncon- 
scious. 

holds  the  epiglottis  down,  or  gets 
under  it  and  blocks  the  airway, 
then  it  cuts  off  all  exchange  of 

oxygen — and,  for  the  victim,  being 
totally  unable  to  breathe,  death 
occurs  in  four  minutes. 

"The  most  common  thing  that 
used  to  be  recommended  for  food 

choking  was  hitting  the  person  on 
the  back,  or  reaching  into  the 
mouth — but  these  methods  are 

only  occasionally  of  value,  as  the 
figures  show.  The  only  other  way 

is  to  use  the  air  in  the  lungs — if 
you  can  compress  the  lungs,  the 
pressure  of  air  that  develops  will 
literally  blow  the  object  back  out 
through  the  mouth,  working  like  a 
bellows.  The  process  has  to  be  easy 
to  do,  as  there  is  no  time  to  wait 

for  the  doctor  or  outside  help." 

HOW  TO   EAT   RIGHT 
1.  Do  not  eat  running  or  standing 
up.  (This  applies  particularly  to children.) 

2.  Cut  your  food  in  smaller  pieces 
and  eat  slowly.  This  should  be  par- 

ticularly watched  at  holiday  time, 
when  people  have  had  a  few  drinks 
and  tend  to  forget  to  cut  their  food 

as  small  as  they  should,  and  don't sense  it  in  the  back  of  the  throat. 

3.  Chew  very  carefully,  particu- 
larly if  you  wear  dentures. 

//  you  would  like  an  illustrated 
brochure  or  wallet-card  of  the 
Heimlich  Maneuver,  please  send 

$1  and  a  stamped,  self-addressed 
envelope  to  Edumed.  Inc.,  Box  52, 
Cincinnati,  Ohio  45201.  ■ 
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BEAUTY  AND  HEALTHJ 
PRODUCTS 

NEW  THIS  MONTH 
IN  THE  STORES 

New  Year's  resolutions  to   keef 
Get  trim,  stay  fit,  and  take  bettt 
care    of    mind    and    body.    Tf 
"body"    part    will    be    that    muci 
easier    with     all     the     help     th<| 

abounds  every  January — the  realll 
great  values  you  can  find  and  thj 
great   buys   ...   A   rich,   all-ovel 
Herbal  Body  Lotion  in  a  gencroi 
1 6-ounce  bottle  for  only  $6  is  greiij 
for  starters  from  Francis  Denne\ 

And    there's    a    delicious    Honel 
Butter    Hand    Cream    in    a    largl 

8-ounce  jar  that  smells  and  acts  a| 
soothing  as  it  sounds,  also  $6 

More    help    for    dry    skin    froH 
Ultima  II.  Fifty  percent  savings  o  ] 
Translucent  Wrinkle  Cream  in  1 

and  2-ounce  sizes.  It's  rich  whil 

very  light  and  it's  great  around  thj 
eyes  and  throat  where  winds  ca  j 
dry  out  these  relatively  natural  oil| 
free  skin  areas.  Works  in  about  1 

minutes,  too.  because  it's  a  concer 
trate.  One  ounce,  $7.50;  2  ouncen 

$12.50  ...  If  you're  heading  .Soutlj 

for  a  winter  holiday,  there's  a  nev product  from  the  Bain  de  Solei 
people    who    know    a   great    dea 
about  tanning.  New  Super  Filte| 
Suntan   Lotion   is   for  skin   that 

sun-sensitive,     fair,     and     rarell 

tans.  It's  a  non-oily  formula  thai 
contains  plenty  of  sunscreen  thi 
really  blocks  out  damaging,  burr 

ing  rays.  It's  $2.40  for  4  ouncel .  .  .  Winter  skins  benefit  from  batf 
oils,  and  one  in  a  new  fragrance  iJ 

a   special   treat.    Yves  Saint   Laul 
rent's  "Rive  Gauche"  Moisturizinj[ 
Bath  Oil  comes  in  a  4-ounce  plastii] 
bottle  for  $5.50. 

Eye-Makeup  Remover  Stick,  b\ 
Max  Factor,  doubles  as  a  lubricatl 

ing  treatment  in  the  delicate  arej 
around  the  eye  that  has  no  natura 
oil  source  of  its  own.  Only  $1.6:1 

.  .  .  There's  a  new  queen-sizeJ mascara  around  from  Mayhellini 

called  Ultra-Big  Ultra-Lash.  It's  I 
double  helping  of  lash-lengtheninJ 
mascara  in  three  shades.  Velvel 
Black,  Sable  Brown,  and  Midnighl 

Blue.  It's  swimproof,  smear  ami 
tearproof,  too.  Only  $1.50.  Branil 
new  is  a  whopping  28-ounce  plasti{ 

bottle  of  Johnson  &  Johnson'l 
Baby  Shampoo  for  about  $3.8' 
that  could  easily  supply  one  persoil 

with  a  year's  worth  of  clean  hairj 
(It  also  makes  a  terrific  shampoJ 
for  pets,  wriggly  little  puppiel 

especially,  because  it  won't  stini their  eyes  or  dry  out  their  delicatj new  fur.)  ■ 
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ULlftA  STRIPE  &  ULTRA  PLAID 
PATTERNS  FROM  THEf 

AMERpAN  DREAM  COLLECTJDN  BY 

E)onshia 



INALIENABLE 

TO  GET  YOUR 

MOTIOWEK 
MOUMG 
*K1T* 

TOTHB 

BELOW 

MAXjHoujer 
Dept   HG  •  PO  Box  107B 
Inilidnapolis,  Indiana  46206 

I  Ml  moving,  and  I  have  a  right  to  all 
the  help  I  can  get   So  send  me  your 
famous  free  Mayflower  Moving  Kit, 
complete  with  all  the  checklists, 
inventory  sheets,  change  of  address 
cards  and  good  advice  III  need 

NAMl_ 

AnnRF.ss 

CXW                     STATF 
71P 

APPROX   MOVING  tJATE 
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A  GREAT  AMERICAN  IDEA CELEBRATING  THE  1976  BICENTENi 

By  Kenneth  Bates 

The  Connecticut  River  quilt 
A  bedcover  that  puts  its  hometown  on  the  map  in  a 

singular  and  splendid  way 

A  Bicentennial  labor  of  love  that  turned  a  bedcover 

into  an  illustrated  guide  book,  the  Connecticut  River 
quilt  is  the  result  of  a  marathon  sewing  and  quilting 
bee  held  last  year  in  Lyme.  Conn.,  by  the  members  of 

the  town's  Craft  Guild.  Ten  ladies  (and  any  husband 
who  wanted  to  and  could  handle  a  needle)  put  this 

extraordinary  coverlet  together  as  a  commemoration 

of  major  landmarks  around  the  mouth  of  the  Con- 
necticut River. 

The  idea  was  Winifred  Taylor  Laubach's,  who 
also,  as  she  says,  "flogged  the  girls  on."  The  quilt 
itself  is  composed  of  twelve  appliqued  and  em- 

broidered squares — one  to  a  landmark.  Beginning 
with  identical  squares  of  blue  cotton  (blue,  so  all 
the  skies  would  match),  each  quilter  chose  her 

own  "scenery"  fabrics,  searching  for  patterns 
that  might  suggest  stone  walls,  trees,  flowers, 

a  spotted  cow — whatever  she  needed. 

Quilteci  vignettes  run  from  the 
county  fair  to  an  opera  house 

If  she  couldn't  find  it,  she  was  free  to  fanta- 
size. (There  is  a  tree  with  a  red  and  white 

checked  gingham  trunk  that  is  very  fetching.)  Any- 

thing that  couldn't  be  cut  out  and  appliqued  was  em- 
broidered, and  most  inventively,  in  the  kind  of  intri- 

cate stitching  seen  in  old  samplers.  The  scenes  them- 
selves run  quite  a  gamut:  two  handsome  farms,  the 

local  Hamburg  Fair,  the  Lyme  Congregational 
Church,  the  Essex  Boathouse,  the  Baldwin  Bridge,  the 
Lyme  Public  Library,  The  Saybrook  Light  (one  does 
not  say  lighthouse),  a  landscape,  a  marine  scene,  and. 
most  famous  of  all,  the  Goodspeed  Opera  House  and 
Gillette  Castle — the  fantastic  house  that  actor  Will- 

iam Gillette  built  after  his  triumphant  and  profitable 
tours  in  Sherlock  Holmes.  As  he  was  both  star  and 

author,  he  doubled  his  take  and  the  size  of  his  house. 

When  the  squares  were  finished,  a  visiting  mother- 
in-law  (and  champion  quilter)  put  them  together  with 
bands  and  a  border  of  tobacco  brown,  a  quilting  frame 
was  brought  down  from  an  attic,  the  quilt  was  backed 

and  filled,  and  the  Guild  ladies  (and  occasional  gentle- 
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The  quilt  in  al9  its  glory.  Each  scene,  worked  > 
possible  in  its  natural  colors,  is  as  true  to  t(  i 
original  as  its  portraitist-quilter  could  make  i  I 

men  callers)  fell  to.  Eventually,  the  beautiful  thr 
was  finished,  and  there  it  was,  an  orphan.  It  didiil 

really  belong  to  anyone — except,  in  a  way.  to  LynrJ 

So  it's  going  to  be  presented  to  either  the  local  Histoij 
cal  Society  or  the  town  library  to  be  displayed,  Mi 

Laubach  hopes,  on  an  equally  beautiful  old  bed.  SI 
also  hopes  that  the  quilt  will  inspire  other  towns  ai 

guilds  to  dust  olT  rheir  quilting  frames.  "A  landmai 
quilt  is  so  much  more  exciting  than  the  old  familia 
like  Star  of  Bethlehem  and  Wedding  Ring,  pretty  i 

they  are.  And  because  it's  really  a  civic  quilt,  it  cou 
even  be  a  communal  efl"ort,  with  the  quilt  kept  in  soni 
easily  accessible  place,  and  anyone  who  wanted 
could  stop  by  and  take  a  stitch  or  two  whenever  I 

or  she  had  the  time."  She  hastens  to  add,   "undi 

proper  supervision,  of  course." 
KEITH    TRUMBO 

Harding  Farm — stone  walls, 
picket  fences,  checkered 
tree   trunk,    fat   bossy   cow 

Goodspeed  Opera  house,  a 
beautiful  old  gingerbread 
theatre,   still   going   strong 

«!•* Gillette  Castle,  a  Gothic 
delight,  now  a  museum  full 
of     theatrical     memorabilia 
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When  the  "stain  squad'  challenged  Tru-Test 
E-Z  Kare  latex  flat  znamzl..,  they  got  wiped  out. 

\ 
Even  messiest  food  stains  wash  clean  from  the  enamel-hard 

E-Z  Kare  finish... without  "shining" or  need  of  re-painting. 
It  was  hardly  a  contest  for  Tru-Test  E-Z  Kare  latex  flat  enamel.  Because  stains,  grease  and 

grime  can't  readily  penetrate  the  E-Z  Kare  surface,  most  soil  washes  away.  Tough  stains  can 
be  scrubbed  off  with  no  damage  to  the  flat  latex  finish.  The  soft  look  and  easy  application  of 
latex  plus  the  rugged  durability  of  enamel  make  Tru-Test  E-Z  Kare  the  one  paint  perfect  for 
both  walls  and  woodwork,  one  finish  that  can  outlast  ordinary  latex  paint  in  every  room.  In 
white  or  custom  colors,  including  House  &  Garden  American  Watercolors. 

The  Wash  'n  Wear  Paint . . .  perfect  for  walls  and  woodwork  in  any  room. 

^3sy  to  Clean!  Super  Durable! 

E'ZKARE 

LATEX 

FLAT  ENAMEL 

1IU- 

Tru-Test  Paint  in  1976 
House  &  Garden  Colors 
. . .  once  again  House  &  Garden 
decorators'  choice  for  their 
1976  Super  Kitchen. 

NUARY.   1976 

Jhml/aSm HARDWARE  STORES 

Tru-Test  Paints  are  sold  exclusively  by  participating  True 
Value  Hardware  Stores  who  own  their  own  paint  factories. 

Look  under  "Paint-Tru-Test"  in  the  classified  Yellow  Pages. 
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THE 

GOLDEN  PRESS 

Department  BC-453 
175  Community  Drive 
Lake  Success  Park 
Great  Neck,  New  York  1 1025 

Avocado  Green Flame  Red 

Please  send  me  the  introductory  offer  as  slated  in  this  ad.  I 
understand  the  $5  00  Recipe  File  m  the  deccralor  color  I  have 
selected  above  is  mme  to  keep  without  obligation,  just  for 
examining  the  first  set  of  Betty  Crocker  Recipe  Cards. 

QMr 
DMrs 
D  Miss   

Address. 

City   

RECIPE  CARD  LIBRARY 
Saves  time... saves  money... saves  space... and 
puts  the  secrets  of  great  cooking  at  your  fingertips 

This  beautiful  Recipe  File,  valued  at  $5.00.  is  yours  FREE  with  your  first  set  of 

Betty  Crocker  Recipe  Cards.  It  comes  in  your  choice  of  four  stunning  decorator 
colors  and  will  keep  your  cards  clean,  tidy,  and  ready  for  instant  use  at  any  time. 

<iPMn  Kin  iinftifrY 

To  take  advantage  of  this  special  offer,  simply  indicate  your  choice  of  decorator 
color  on  the  coupon  and  mail  it  to  us. 

We  will  rush  your  first  set  ol  27  Recipe  Cards  -  SEASONAL  FAVORITES  -  and 
four  blank  cards  for  your  own  recipe  discoveries  .  .  .  PLUS  the  Recipe  File  and 

Divider  Cards,  for  14  days  FREE  examination.  You  may  return  the  cards  within  14 

days  and  owe  us  nothing.  Or  you  may  pay  only  $1.19  plus  a  small  charge  for  postage, 
handling  and  local  tax  for  the  set  of  Recipe  Cards.  Either  way.  the  Recipe  File,  a  $5.00  value, 

will. be  yours  as  a  GIFT,  without  obligation. 

In  the  following  two  months  you  will  receive  your  second  and  third  sets  of  recipe  cards  for  the  same  low 

priceof  just  $119  each  plus  postage,  handling,  and  local  tax.  If  you  are  completely  satisfied,  you  will 

thereafter  receive  three  sets  of  recipe  cards  a  month  tor  the  next  seven  months,  until  your  24-set  library 
is  complete  You  will  always  be  billed  at  the  same  low  priceof  $1.19  per  set  plus  postage,  handling, 
and  local  tax.  and  the  sets  are  in  every  case  sent  to  you  on  approval.  You  may  also  cancel  the  entire 

arrangement  at  any  time.  When  your  Betty  Crocker  Recipe  Card  Library  is  complete,  you  will  have 
more  than  1 ,000  recipes  at  your  fingertips  to  meet  every  home  and  entertainment  need. 

'I»r  limlltd  10  0/1*  p»r  household.  Available  In  Canada— priced  slightly  higher. 

Harvest  Gold Antique  Wliite 

.Apt. 

Start  Building  Your 
Collection  Now! 
From  all  the  thousands  of 

recipes  developed  and  tested 

by  the  Betty  Crocker  Kitchens 
over  the  years,  they  have 
chosen  the  most  popular 

YOUR  Favorites! 

There  are  more  than  1 .000 

recipes  in  all,  many  never 
before  in  print  They  are 
divided  into  24  categories 

some  of  which  are  for  parties- 
others  are  for  family  meals. 

There  are  money-saving  recipes 
galore  along  with  helpful  tips 
and  serving  ideas. 

.State. -Zip. 
Belly  Crocker  is  a  registered  trademark  of  General  Mills.  Inc. 

en  Press,  Dept.  BC-453,  175  Community  Drive,  Lal(e  Success  Pk.,  Great  Neck,  N.Y.  11025 



lESTIONSc^  ANSWERS 

y  Louise  Ade  Boger 

Antiques 

American  cathedral  caster 

ron}  the  picture  and  the  mark,  can  yuii  tell  me  sotnethinfi  about  this  an- 
qiie  piece  we  bought  some  time  ago?  No  one  seems  to  know  what  it  is 

r  by  whom  and  when  it  was  made.  A.K.F. — Frankfort,  Ky. 
'ou  have  a  cathedral  type  caster  in  which  the  bottles  are  enclosed.  The 
aster  bears  the  trademark  of  R.  Gleason  &  Sons  of  Dorchester,  Mass.. 

nd  was  patented  by  Edward  Gleason  (Pat.  No.  18,740)  on  December 

.  1857.  Called  a  "magic  caster,"  its  revolving  doors  open  to  show  six Dndiment  bottles. 

Pennsylvania  clock 

)iir  clock  has  the  name  "Christian 

'.by  Manheim"  on  it.  Can  you 
ientify  it  and  possibly  date  it? 

P.W. — Kingston.  Pa. 

'our  tall  case  clock  was  made  by 
'hristian  Eby.  who  was  working t  Manheim,  Pa.  1 799  to  1837.  His 
ivo  sons,  George  and  Christian, 
/ere  also  clockmakers.  working  at 
/lanheim  about  1  830  to  1 860.  The 

■by  family  enjoyed  a  fine  reputa- 
lon  as  clock  makers. 

Dressing  stand 

What  can  you  tell  me  about  the 
style  of  this  old  dressing  stand?  Do 
you  have  any  idea  when  it  was 
made?  M.C. — Troy.  Ohio 
Your  dressing  stand  of  marked 
rectangular  simplicity  combined 
with  large  scale  scrolls,  square  in 

section,  illustrates  a  style  of  Em- 
pire furniture  that  was  popular  in 

our  country  in  the  1830s. 

Cameo  glass  vase 

When  I  was  given  this  vase.  I  was 
told  it  was  made  by  the  man  who 

taught  Lalique.  I've  sketched  the 
mark  on  it  and  would  be  very  in- 

terested to  know  what  its  back- 

ground is.  J. M.S. — Salinas,  Cal. 
Your  cameo  glass  vase,  dating  about  1890,  was  made 
at  the  Burgun  and  Schverer  Glassworks,  founded  in  1711 
at  Meisenthal.  in  the  French  department  of  Moselle.  This 
factory  is  regarded  as  a  precursor  to  French  cameo  glass, 
because  many  young  glass  artists  learned  to  master 
difficult  glass  techniques  here.  (Continued  on  next  page) 

your  home 

this  drg?- 

Ji 

Recommended  Relative  Humidity 

Sahara  Desert  25^0 

Death  Valley  23% 

Heated  Home      137o    ̂ { 

every  heated  home 
needs  the  springlike  comfort 
of  proper  humidity 

Heating  a  home  (regardless  of  the  type  heating 
system)  often  reduces  Indoor  relative  humidity  to 
lower  than  recommended  levels.  This  can  be 

damaging  and  uncomfortable.  So — moisture  should 
be  added.   FOR  HEALTH — to  help  repel  respiratory 
ailments  aggravated  by  too  dry  air.   FOR 

COMFORT — to  feel  warmer  at  lower  temperatures. 
FOR  PROTECTION — of  furnishings  from  damaging 

dryness.  The  ideal  solution — an  Aprilaire  Humidifier. 
Accurate  control.   High  capacity.  And,  minimum 

maintenance  because  of  an  exclusive  3-way  method 
of  reducing  mineral  deposit  problems.  Put  more 
comfort  in  your  life,  with  a  humidifier  that  gives 

you  more — Aprilaire. 

for  springlike  comfort 

HUMIDIFIERS 
ASK  YOUR  QUALIFIED  HEATING  DEALER 

There's  a  model  for  use  with  any  type  heating  system 

FREE 

BOOKLET 

Explains 
humidity  — has  questions 
to  ask  your 
dealer  about 

any 

humidifier. 

(^ 

RESEARCH    PRODUCTS  C^^^^^p^^^tO^^ 
Dept.  739,   Madison,  Wisconsin  53701 

□  Send  me  the  Humidification  Facts  Booklet 

□  Send  name  of  nearest  dealer. 

Name 

Address 

City 

State 

Zip 

NUARY,   1976 

25 



SeiulliMrgii^ 
fiH'Mgas  and  help 

w|ien  renHideliiigor  ImiMii^ 
with  ceramic  tile* 

0 

Florida  Tile  Division,  Sikes  Corporation 
P.O.  Box  447,  Lakeland,  Florida  33802 

Show  me  how  your  latest  guide  "Beautiful  Ideas  in  Ceramic  Tile"  can  save  me 
time  and  money-  give  valuable  information  on  the  newest  domestic  and  inported 
tiles,  do-it-yourself  advice  and  where  local  help  is  available. 
I  have  enclosed  25  C  per  copy  for  mailing  and  handling. 
We  plan  to:     D  BUILD     D  REMODEL    D  SOON    D  LATER 

NAME   

ADDRESS. 

CITY   .ZIP. 

HC-l 

Getaway  to  Yesterday 
Next  weekend,  or  even  tomorrow,  visit  the  Inn  with  two  centuries 
of  tradition  Live  amidst  antiques:  Queen  Anne  highboys,  Cobridge 
china.  Colonial  pewter. 

Savor  boiled  lobster,  warm  apple  pie  with  Vermont  cheese,  potables 
from  our  weli-stucked  bar  Enioy  antique-shop  browsing, 
and  skiing  at  nearby  slopes  Sleep  in  a  room  with  TV -and  a 
view  of  the  Berkshires. 

You'll  love  this  oldtime  Inn  with  the  modern  amenities.  Featured  in 
"Country  Inns  and  Back  Roads."  |ust  off  Mass  Pike  on  Rte.  7. 
Write  or  phone. 

The  Red  Lion  Inn 
Since  1773.  Box  HGl,  Stockbridge 
Mass.  01262,  (413)  298-5545 

AnilC|lJGS  continued  from  preceding  page 

■:» 

Magician  bank 
We  have  had  this  magician  bank 
for  many  years,  but  know  nothing 
about  its  origin.  What  can  you  tell 
us  about  it?  K.B. — Cleveland,  Ohio 
The  Magician  Bank  was  patented 

on  January  1 6.  1 882  and  was  man- 
ufactured by  J  &  E  Stevens  of 

Cromwell,  Conn.  Children  have  al- 
ways loved  magic  and  they  found 

it  great  fun  to  press  a  lever  and 
watch  the  magician  lower  his  high 
hat  over  a  coin  that  is  placed  on  the 
table.  He  nods  his  head:  when  he 
raises  his  hat,  coin  is  gone. 

Connecticut  mark 

From  the  mark  that  I've  sketcheM 
can  you  tell  me  anything  about  ni 
.silver  pitcher  and  goblets?  Wh 
made  them?  And  where?  Whei 

C.T.G. — Hacienda  Heights.  Co 
Your  plated  silver  pitcher  and  got 
lets  were  made  sometime  aftt 

1898  by  the  Wilcox  Silver  Plai 

Company  of  Meriden,  Conn.  189 
was  the  year  it  became  one  of  th 
original  companies  to  form  the  In 
ternational  Silver  Company. 

English  teapot 
Can  you  identify  the  maker  of  my 
teapot  from  this  mark?  Is  it  old? 

D.B.B.- — New  Canaan,  Conn. 

The  mark  that  you  have  sent  is  the  British  registration 
mark  and  does  not  include  the  name  of  the  maker.  You 

must  have  the  manufacturer's  mark — a  separate  mark 
— for  that.  However,  your  English  teapot  appears  to  be 
of  fine  quality  porcelain,  perhaps  Chelsea  or  Rocking- 

ham. The  popular  sprig  pattern  on  your  teapot  has  extra 
significance  because  it  is  accompanied  by  the  registra- 

tion date  of  November  26,  1844,  so  you  know  when 

your  pattern  was  first  used. 

Pierced  sugar  basket 

We  know  from  the  mark  that  our 
silver  basket  was  made  in  Amster- 
\dam.  It  also  bears  the  English  im- 
\port  mark  of  1892.  Have  you  any 
\additional  information  about  these 

Isilver  pieces?  R.D.B. — Dallas.  Tex. 
Your  pierced  sugar  basket  with  glass  liner  was  made  about  1765.  In  the 
latter  part  of  the  18th  century,  pierced  sugar  baskets  were  similar  to  the 

pierced  cake  baskets  of  the  same  period,  when  the  technique  of  en- 
hancing the  beauty  of  wrought  silver  by  piercing  enjoyed  considerable 

popularity. 

American  Windsor  settee 

This  18th-century  Windsor  settee  is  part 
of  the  loan  exhibition  of  American  furni- 

ture from  the  Metropolitan  Museum  of 

Art  that  will  be  a  feature  of  the  Twenty- 
second  Annual  Winter  Antiques  Show  in 

New  York  City.  This  settee  is  an  ex- 
tremely rare  form,  with  a  sack-back  style 

with  comb  extension.  It  is  painted  black. 
The  Winter  Antiques  Show  will  take 
place  from  January  24  through  February 
1  at  the  Seventh  Regiment  Armory,  Sbc- 
ty-sever.th  Street  and  Park  Avenue. 

;OURTESY  METROPOLITAN  MUSEUM  OF  ART 

26 HOUSE  &  GARDEl 
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iant  new 

BRAND  NEW  ROSES!  Presenting  PROMISE,  the  1976  Rose  of  the  Year  ...  at  last,  a 

really  different  hue  of  pink  —  radiantly  clear,  pure,  without  a  hint  of  blue  or  yellow! 
See  the  exciting  1976  All-America  Rose  Selection  winners  —  including  AMERICA,  the 
first  AARS  climt)er  in  nearly  20  years,  and  SEASHELL,  our  new  hybrid  tea  in  luminous 
shades  of  peach  and  gold! 

You'll  see  the  beautiful  blooms  of  famous  FIRST  PRIZE  —  highest  rated  exhibition 
rose  in  the  nation  —  now  as  a  vigorous,  free-blooming  new  climber!  And  fantastic, 

blazing  red  TEMPO,  the  first  of  our  new  race  of  everbiooming  climbers.  Then  there's 
MERCI,  absolutely  the  finest  red  floribunda  in  years  .  .  .  and  PICNIC,  our  hardy  new 

floribunda  that  literally  covers  itself  with  large,  bright  coral-yellow  flowers! 

EVEN  MORE  —  fragrant  new  hybrid  CRABAPPLES  ...  wonderful,  easy  to  grow 
BERRIES,  GRAPES  .  .  .  many  kinds  of  EXOTIC  FLOWERS  .  .  .  high  quality  flowering 

and  shade  TREES  .  .  .  literally  hundreds  of  ideas  right  here  in  the  most  asked-for  gar- 

den catalog  in  the  world!  It's  yours  FREE.  Mail  your  postage-paid  card  today  —  or  use 
the  coupon  to  the  right. 

Jackson  &  Perkins  Co. 

World's  Largest  Rose  Growers  and  Nurserymen 
34A  Rose  Lane,  Medford,  Oregon  97501 

•^Good  Housekeeping ■i  P«0MISIS  <= 

All    J&P    Roses   hav 
ed   this  seal. 



TRIUMPHS  OF  TH 
Only  the  Jenn-Air  Grill-Rangi 

TheJenn-Air 

Standing  Rib  Roast! 
A  triumph  of  the  big  Jenn-Air  Power 

Oven,  it's  cooked  a  new  way 
to  carve  wine-red  and  fork- 
tender,  bursting  with  hot, 
pink,  luscious  juices 
percolating  inside 
a  caramel-brown 
meat  crust 

And  it's  only  one  of  a  whole 
triumphant  rangefull  of  foods 
Jenn-Air  cooks  in  a  stream  of 

power-driven  air.  Jenn-Air's 
five  Cooktop  convertible  units 
with  surface  ventilation  let  you 

grill,  spit  roast,  griddle,  shish- 
kebab,  and  deep-fry  all  on  top  of 
the  range.  On  the  rangetop  or  in 

the  oven.  Jenn-Air's  airstream 
cookery  cooks  cooler,  cleaner, 
better . . .  whisks  away  smoke 
and  odors  . . .  exhausts  direct  to 

outdoors  to  keep  your  kitchen 
cleaner,  sweeter. 

And  the  latest  advance  in 

Jenn-Air  airstream  cookery  is 
an  entirely  new  kind  of  oven. 

The  Jenn-Air  Power  Oven. 

It's  two  ovens  in  one! 
First,  it's  a  conventional  electric 
oven  and  broiler  that  lets  you 
cook  all  your  present  recipes 
without  change.  But  then,  just 
by  flicking  a  switch,  it  becomes 
an  entirely  new  kind  of  oven  that 
lets  you  cook  foods  the  way 
Continental  chefs  do  —  in  a 

stream  of  power-driven  air  that's whirled  about  the  oven  chamber 

up  to  20  times  a  minute! 
As  a  result,  the  Jenn-Air 

Power  Oven  cooks  cooler  and 
faster  (roasts,  turkeys,  hams 

cook  at  a  50°  cooler  temperature 
in  up  to  one-third  less  time)\  It 
cooks  evenly,  because  the  heat 

is  spread  evenly  throughout  the 
oven.  And  it  cooks  cleaner, 

because  there's  less  spattering  at 
lower  temperatures,  and  smoke 
and  steam  are  exhausted  directly 
to  the  outdoors. 

Two  oven  cleaning 
controls! 
Jenn-.Air"s  Power  Oven  cleans 
itself  continuously  during  use.  If 
deposits  accumulate  during 
heavy  use,  you  just  switch  over 

to  "accelerated  cleaning"  and 
the  job  is  done  in  half  the  time. 
But  best  of  all  are  the  results! 

Great  crusty  bread  loaves  rising, 
mammoth  turkeys  with  golden 
skins  rippling  in  the  heat,  juicy 
clove-studded  hams  running  with 

Jenn-Air 
homemade-fresh 

Apple  Fritters! 
They're  popover-light  with  a 
crunchy  crust,  the  way  apple 

fritters  used  to  be.  And  they'll become  a  family  tradition  at 
your  house  with  the  Cooktop 

Deep-fryer  that  "drops  in"  to replace  Jenn-Air  rangetop 
surface  units  in  seconds.  Jenn- 

Air's  unique  surface  ventilation 
pulls  away  smoke,  spatters,  oil 
odors,  as  batch  after  batch  of 
fresh,  golden  fritters  emerge 

piping  hot  from  the  fryer.  How 
long  has  it  been  since  you  sunk 
your  teeth  into  a  fritter  that 
burned  your  mouth  a  little? 

Apple  Fritters 
Flour.  1  cup. 

Salt.  V4  teaspoon 

Sugar. 
3  tablespoons 
Baking  Powder, 
1  teaspoon 

Eggs.  2 

Milk.  V'icup 

Butter,  melted, 
1  tablespoon 

Apples.  4-6 
Cinnamon.  1  teaspoon 

The  Jenn-Air 
Dark  Chocolate  Souffh 
It  reaches  its  peak  of  puffery 

wrapped  in  the  even  heat  and 
double-thick  insulation  of  the 
Jenn-.Air  Power  Oven.  And 

try  this  delightful  way  to  serve 
Punch  a  hole  in  the  center  and 

pour  in  a  cup  of  dark.  rich, 
sweet,  melted  chocolate.  Finis 
filling  the  souffle  and  make  a 
mound  on  top  with  gobs  of 

sweetened,  fresh-whipped  ere; 

honey  and  mustard  — vou'll  see it  all  happening  through  the 
black-glass  window  of  your 
Jenn-Air  Power  Oven. 

Mix  first  4  ingredients  in  boul. 
Beat  eggs  with  milk  and  butter, 
and  stir  into  dry  ingredients. 
Pare,  core  and  slice  apples  in 
V4-inch  to  V2-inch  thick 
slices.  Sprinkle  with 
cinnamon,  dip  in  batter 

and  deep  fry  in  375° oil  until  golden. 
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syou  enjoy  them  all 
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The  Jenn-Air  Shrimp-Kebab! 

Jenn-Air  SaUSagefest!   Jenn-Air  GHII-Range  that  lets .  r,  ,.  ,  ,  ■  ,,  you  grill  what  you  used  to  broil, urst,  Polish  kielbasi.  spicy  ,, .  .  .1 
,         111  It  happens  to  your  steaks, 1  sausage  and  good  old  u  j  u      u  .1 ,    .,  .,  chops,  and  hamburgers,  too! 

ican  hot  dogs  — they  "^  &      ' 
;rand  crackle  exuberantly 

Jenn-Air  Cooktop  Grill. 
rick  them  with  a  fork  to  let 
cess  fat  run  out.  What 
ns  to  the  fat?  It 

ito  the  grill  where  it 
intly  vaporized  into 

'.What  happens  to  the 
;?  Along  with  spatters 

iors  it's  whisked  away 
outdoors  by  Jenn-Air's 
■ful  rangetop  ventilation. 
happens  to  the  sausages? 
hey  get  smoked  whWe  the 
I  is  on  its  way  outdoors. 
)  and  meaty,  with  crisp 
ling  skins  charred  and 
1  by  the  grill,  and  a 

tful,  throat-catching, 
y-smoked  taste  — this  is 
lappens  to  sausage  on  the 

The  nutty  sweetness  of  zucchini. 
The  rich  meatiness  of  mushroom. 
And  the  sweet,  spurting  juiciness 
of  plump,  pink  shrimp. 
Slather  with  hot  chive  butter 

and  you've  got  the  Jenn-Air 
Shrimp-Kebab.  The  skewers 
rotate  slowly  on  the  Jenn-Air 
Cooktop  Shish-Kebabber.  The 

skewered  foods  are  bathed  in  a 
shimmer  of  radiant  heat. 

Rangetop  ventilation  exhausts 
smoke  and  odors,  draws  steam 

away  so  foods  cook  crisper,  with 
a  richer,  fuller  taste.  And  there 

are  dozens  of  kebab  recipes  — 
whole  meals-on-a-skewer  without 

pot  or  pan. 

The  Jenn-Air  Grill-Range  is  available 
with  ceramic-glass  or  conventional 
surface  heating  elements.  Heating 
elements  slip  out  in  seconds,  to  be 

replaced  by  any  of  the  five  Cooktop 

Convertible  accessories  — grill,  open- 

spit  rotisserie.  griddle,  shish- 

kebabber,  and  deep-fryer  — "drop-in" units  that  fit  right  into  the  range  to 

bring  you  all  the  triumphs  of  the 
American  table.  Also  note 

Jenn-Air's  digital  clock  and 
brushed  stainless  steel  top. 

For  the  Jenn-Air  dealer 
nearest  you,  see  the  Yellow 

Pages,  call  toll-free 800-428-1825.  or  write 

Jenn-Air  Corporation.  3035 
Shadeland  Ave..  Indianapolis. 

Indiana  46226. 

THE  JENN-AIR  GRILL-RANGE A  magnificent  cooking  instrument 



NuTone! 
The  security  system 

that  protects 
your  home, 

without  cramping 
your  lifestyle. 

This  ;s  ari  action  photo  of  " 
advanced  security  system  on  tne 

market  .  .  .  NuTone.  Where  is  it?  Every- 
where! All  around  the  perimeter  of  the 

house  on  duty  all  the  time.  Backed  up 

by  a  second  line  of  defense  against 

intruders  inside.  Early  warning  of 
smoke  and  fire.  Panic  buttons  for  the 

unpredictable.  Time  delay  exit/entry 

release  features,  automatic  phone  dial- 

ing and  much  more  ...  all  custom,-de- 
signed  to  fit  your  needs,  your  home 
and  your  lifestyle. 

Security  should  be  felt,  not  seen.  The 

all-new  NuTone  Security  Systems  never 

intrude  on  your  life.  They're  easy  to 
live  with  . . .  safely. 

We've  prepared  a  36  page  booklet  full 
of  facts  and  ideas  to  help  make  your 

home  a  lot  safer.  It  contains  many  in- 
formative tips  on  things  you  can  do 

yourself  to  make  your  family  more 
secure. 

It's  yours  free.  Plus,  we'll  send  along 

complete  information  about  NuTone's 
revolutionary,  new  Security  Systems. 
For  your  Free  Home  Security  Guide, 
simnly  mail  the  coupon  below. 

nmkrn  NuTone  Security 

Systems  ...  we  don't 
f  intrude  on  your  life 

.  and  we  help  make 

sure  nobody  e/se  does! 
Form  3091 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Please  send  me 
my  Free  Home 
Security  Guide 
I  understand 
I  am  under  no 
obligation  to 
purchase 
anything. 

Mail  to: 
NuTone  Division  Scovill 
Dept.  HG-1C-1.  P.  O.  Box  9050 
Cincinnati,  Ohio  45209 

Name. 

Address. 

City   

State. -Zip- 

Telephone. 

Nulbne  Housing  Products 

Scovill 

Printed  in  U.S.A. 

HOME  IMPROVEMENT  IDEAS 

By  Will  Morris 

For  the  house  fixer 
■  Sliding  glass  door 
in  color 

Prefinished  in  Terratone,  an  earth 
color,  this  new  sliding  glass  door  is 
factory  engineered  to  conserve  heat 
in  the  house.  The  preservative- 
treated  wood  frame  and  panels  are 
natural  insulators,  double  pane 

safety  insulating  glass,  weatherstrip- 
ping,  and  flashing  are  integral  parts 

of  the  door  package.  The  sill  in- 
corporates a  grooved  thermal  bar- 

rier to  deter  heat  loss  and  check 
condensation  indoors.  Included  is  an 

aluminum  screen,  framed  in  match- 
ing Terratone  finish.  Available  in 

left-  or  right-hand  opening,  double 
panel  units  6  or  8  feet  wide  or  triple 

panel  units  9  or  12  feet  wide.  Ander- 
sen Corp.,  Bayport,  Minn.  55003. 

H  Butcher  block 
wall  paneling 

In  teak  and  Brazilian  rosewood, 

widely  popular  butcher  block  is  now 
available  as  wall  paneling.  Standard 

size  4-by-8-foot  panels,  about  Va- 
inch  thick,  can  be  installed  vertically 
or  horizontally.  The  teak  hardwood 
has  a  standard  brick  pattern;  the 
rosewood,  a  miniature  or  a  standard 
brick  pattern.  Especially  resistant  to 

dry  rot  or  decay,  the  teak  has  a 
golden,  honey-brown  tone,  which 
needs  little  maintenance.  Both 

hardwood  panelings  are  prefin- 
ished with  a  protective  vinyl  coat- 

ing. Teak,  approximately  $40-$42 
per  panel;  rosewood,  $45.  Bang- 

kok Industries.  Inc..  1900  S.  20th 

St..  Philadelphia,  Pa.  19145. 

Metal  roof  shingle 

Aluminum  shingles  in  2-foot-loi 
strips,  with  a  polyvinyl  finish,  con 
in  white,  gold,   slate,   red,  cedii 
or  brown.  Formed  to  simulate  tt 
texture  and  grains  of  wood  shakei 

the  metal  strips  won't  chip,  war, 
rot,  blister.  The  aluminum  reflec 

the  sun's  rays  to  help  keep  a  hou' 
cooler  in  summer.  Installation 
the  strips  creates  dead  air  spac 
insulation  that  deters  heat  loss 

winter.  Approximate  price  .$2  p< 
square  foot  installed.  Alcan  Buil 
ing  Products  Div.,  Alcan  Alum 
num  Corp.,  P.  O.  Box  511,  Dep 
R,  Warren,  Ohio  44482. 

■  Energy  saver  lights 

Recently  introduced  are  portable 

light  fixtures  that  claim  to  pro- 
duce the  illumination  of  100-watt 

bulbs  with  frosted  white  60-watt 
bulbs.  The  result  is  a  considerable 

saving  in  energy  used  in  lighting. 

The  fixture  incorporates  an  alum- 
inum reflector  to  concentrate  light 

intensely  and  the  lamp  fixtures 
direct  light  specifically  where 
needed  rather  than  dilTusing  it. 
Wall  and  ceiling  fixtures  include 

one  to  clamp  on  shelf  or  head- 
board; single,  double,  or  triple 

fixtures  for  wall  mounting;  a 

three-light  ceiling  or  wall  unit. 
The  portable  lights  can  be  turned 

358  degrees  in  one  direction,  18 
in  another.  In  white,  chrome,  o 
brass  finishes.  The  clamp  fixtur 
is  $19.95  to  S24.95.  Inlite  Corp 
600  Bancroft  Way,  Berkeley,  Ca 
94710. 

■  Shower  massage 

Four  different  spray  heads  are  the 
feature  of  the  new  Pollenex  dial 
shower  head.  Turn  the  dial  for 

pulsating  water;  it  expands  and 
contracts  from  the  pulsator  spray 

for  a  massage-like  bath.  Or  dial  a 
fine  or  coarse  spray  shower,  or  the 
wide  pulsating  massage  from  the 
slit-mouth  nozzle.  The  head  (DM- 
100,  $24.95)  can  be  installed  on 

standard  shower  arms,  is  an  egg- 
shell color,  of  unbreakable  plastic 

with  chrome  bodies.  A  hand  model 

(DM-200,  $39.95)  fits  onto  show- 
er arm  for  overhead  use.  It  has  a 

59-inch-long  hose  for  hand  use. 
Associated  Mills,  Inc.,  209  S.  Jef- 

ferson, Chicago,  111.  60606. 

H  Hanger  helper 
To  locate  wood  framework  behind 

the  walls  of  a  room — the  studs  on 
which  it  is  safe  to  hang  heavy  pic- 

tures, mirrors,  shelves,  cabinets,  or 

other  heavy  objects — use  a  Magni- 
cator  Stud  Finder.  The  finder,  held 

in  hand  and  moved  along  base- 
board, reacts  to  metal  in  walls,  and 

dial  oscillates  to  indicate  presence 
of  nails.  Where  there  are  nails  there 
are  wood  studs,  the  vertical  wood 
posts  that  rise  from  floor  to  ceiling 
and  into  which  picture  or  other 
heavy-duty  hangers  can  be  safely 
driven.  The  Stud  Finder  by  Red 
Devil,  Inc.,  of  Union,  N.J.  is  $1.09 
at  hardware,  paint,  department 
stores,  building  supply  centers. 
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H  Electric  stapler 

A  stapler  or  tacker  that  staple 
quickly  and  securely  by  pushing 

button,  operates  electrically.  Usin 
1  10-volt  AC  current,  it  will  driv 

30,000  staples  for  20v:-worth  o 
electricity.  Weighing  about 

pounds,  it  is  easily  handled,  les 

tiring  than  hand-pushed  stapler*^ 
For  installing  fabric  on  walls,  up 
bolstering,  fastening  packages,  in 

stalling  carpeting,  it  works  with 

choice  of  five  sizes  of  staples — Va,  - 
5/ 16-,  %-,  '/2-,  9/16-inch,  ys-incl 
staples  tack  into  hard  wood,  9/  16 
inch  into  soft  materials.  Availabh 

at  Sears  stores,  made  by  Duo-Fas 
Corp.,  3702  River  Road,  Franklii 
Park,  111.60131. 
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Help  for 
4  e  home  owner 

ich  helpful  information  is 

;  iilable  today  from  authori- 
1 1\  c  sources  for  maintaining 
;  I  improving  your  home.  A 
c    booklet,    Do-lt-Yoitrselj 

f'siiin   yVallhoanI  Applica- 
<!  has  instructions,  with  dia- 
ims.    for   enclosing    rooms 

[li    gypsum    board    panels. 

(ini  planning  the  job,  esti- 
ting  materials  and  tools,  to 

,   lied     installation     proce- 
ils,  the  4-page  booklet  is  a 
jiiil     instructor.     Georgia- 

kcific  Corp..  900  S.W.   5th 

[ve.,  Portland,  Ore.  97204. 
A  Home  Guide  to  Fire 

Vifety  is  a  55-page  booklet 
hvering  all  home  hazard 
leas  from  basement  to  roof, 
ach  area  has  a  check  list  of 
nssible  hazards  and  how  to 

)pe  with  them.  Chapters  ex- 
laining  fire  extinguishers,  de- 
■ctors,  alarms,  and  their 
roper  selection.  There  are 
iggestions  for  safeguarding 
gainst  intruders,  instructions 

n  preplanning  for  fire  emer- 
encies.  By  a  firm  specializing 
1  fire  and  property  protection 
esearch,  the  book  is  $1.  Fac- 
)ry  Mutual  Systems,  Box 
550,  New  York,  N.Y.  10001. 
How  to  Button  Up  and 

ave  Energy  is  a  16-page 
ooklet  on  home  insulation.  It 

egins  with  a  chart  listing  in- 
Lilating  materials  and  eval- 
ating  their  characteristics 
nd  explains  types  of  insula- 
on  for  walls,  roofs,  floors, 
eilings.  covers  storm  windows 
nd  doors,  caulking,  weather- 
tripping,  draperies,  pipe  and 
uct  insulation.  Swingline,  Inc. 
n\\o  makes  nail  and  staple 
uns  for  installing  insulation), 
50,  Box  1484,  New  York, 
J.Y.  10010. 
For  basic  information  on 

roducts  and  services  in  the 
ome  field  and  how  and 

('here  to  get  it:  The  Consuni- 
rs  Buying  Guide  (How  to 

jet  Your  Money's  Worth), 
1.50,  a  Better  Business  Bu- 
eau  book,  has  205  pages  of 
dvice  on  buying  or  building 
house,  home  improvement, 
uying  appliances,  furniture, 
Dod,  clothing. 
Where  to  Find  Out.  750,  is 

directory  of  over  125  publi- 
ations  on  appliances,  furnish- 
igs,  equipment,  food,  by  the 
J.S.  Government  trade  asso- 

iations,  product  manufactur- 
rs.  Title,  source,  address,  and 

rice  (if  any)  of  each  pubhca- 
on  are  given  for  follow-up. 

'onsumer  Information  Ser- 
ices,  Brand  Names  Founda- 

on.  Dept.  C-6,  Box  678. 
4aple  Plain,  Minn.  55359. 

JANUARY,   1976 

Easiest  to  wash    Only  Fella 

makes  a  residential  wood  window 

that  opens  like  this  for  easier 
washing.  A  unique  hinging  system 
allows  the  sash  to  crank  out  a 

full  90°  to  the  center  of  the  frame. 
You  get  lots  of  elbow  room  to 

clean  outside  glass  —  even  reach 
the  farthest  corners  —  quickly 
and  easily  from  inside  your  home. 

'3  a  matter  of  fact,  every  ventilating 
.vindow  Fella  makes  —  casement, 

double-hung,  and  awning  —  is 
engineered  to  be  the  easiest  window 

you  ever  washed. 

Pella  Double  Glass 
Insulation 

Ordinary 

insulating  glas 

More  insulation  for  less  money    Only  Pella  makes  a  double  gla; 

window  with  a  full  13/16"  space  between  panes.  And  th 
greater  the  space,  the  better  the  insulation.  As  a  result,  a  Fel 

Double  Glass  window  outperforms  ordinary  welded  insulatir 

glass  and  costs  you  toss  per  windo\ 

Features  you  can't  get  in 
Pella  Rolscreen®  r._i    _  n.  j»    _ 

IS  hidden.  Easily  pulls  down. 

Latches  firmly. 

FROM 

any  other  wood  window,  made  anywhere,  at  any  price 

The  disappearing  screen 

Only  Fella  makes  the  Rolscreen® —  a  screen  that  works  like  a 

window  shade.  It  rolls  up  and  out 

of  sight  to  give  you  a  crystal  clear 
view  and  let  in  20%  more  light. 

Then,  when  you  need  it,  the 

screen  pulls  down  and  latches 
firmly  into  position.  An  interesting 

option  to  the  standard  inside 
screen  on  our  Clad  Casement. 

Aluminum  exterior  needs 

no  painting  Fella  is  the  only 

major  wood  window  manufacturer 
offering  aluminum  cladding  in 

attractive  colors  outside,  and  all- 
wood  construction  inside.  The  few  competitive  wood  windows  that  offer  clac 

ding,  wrap  the  exterior  finish  around  the  sash  so  it  shows  on  the  inside,  whic 
can  cause  decorating  problems.  But  with  Fella,  all  you  see  inside  is  rich,  wan 

wood.  Don't  settle  for  anything  less. 

Unprotected 
windows 

require  regular 
maintenance 

Optional  Pella  Adjusts  at  the  touch 
Slimshade®  opens  of  a  dial  to  control 
to  let  in  the  view.  heat  and  light. 

©1975  Rolscreen  Co. 

Instant  privacy  or  shade 

Only  Fella  makes  the 
Slimshade®.  It  fits  in  the 

13/16"  dust-free,  dead  air 
space  between  the  panes 
of  our  Fella  Double  Glass 

Insulation  System  and 

provides  privacy  at  the  touch 
of  a  dial.  But  even  more 

important,  the  Slimshade®, 
when  completely  closed, 
can  reduce  heat  loss  by  as 
much  as  62%  and  solar 

heat  gain  by  up  to  82%  when 
compared  with  a  single 

pane,  unshaded  window. 
A  real  energy  saving  option. 

FREE.  16-page  "Window  &  Door  Ideas"  book  for 
traditional  and  contemporary  homes.  Tells  you 
everything  you  need  to  knovi/  about  window  types 
and  how  each  works,  window  treatment  in  various 
architectural  styles,  and  important  considerations 

in  window  placement  and  selection.  After  you've read  this  book,  visit  your  Pella  Planning  Center  for 

further  assistance.  It's  in  the  Yellow  Pages,  under "windows". 

Please  send  me  a  copy  of  "Window  &  Door  Ideas". 
n  I  plan  to  build.     Q  I  plan  to  remodel.     D  I  would  like  an 

appointment  at  the  Pella  Planning  Center  nearest  me,  have  :  -i'.;> one  contact  me. 

TELEPHONE 

Mail  to:  Pella  Windows  &  Doors.  IDept.  C03A6,  100  Main  St.,  Pella.  Iowa 
50219.  Also  available  throughout  Canada.  Coupon  answered  within  24  hours 
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John  Adams' 

"OLD  HOUSE" 
in 

^imitcJ  GLJilion 

lour  qt'iu'ralions  of  prcsicliMits, 
sfiili'snuMi  cuul  histori.uis 

m.ult'  tlu'ir  honu'  in  this  historic 

m.msion.  "Old  \  louse"  is  the 

iK'wcst  .ul'-lition  to  Hitchcock's  Grciit 
Aiiu'ric  an  I  lomes  Collection, 

This  ( oninu'inorative  chair,  now 
av.\ilal)lf  at  $225,  is  one  o( 

a  series  whic  h  will  be  completed 

by  the  l')7()  Bicentenni.jl 
Celi'hr.ition.  F;<uh  chair  is 

stencilled  in  soft  colors  against 

an  anli(]ued  F^.iyberrv  Cireen  and 

(anil's  the  artist's  siyuiilure. 

'"  THE  HITCHCOCK CHAIR  COMPMY 
Un'filDii.  ( 'oiiiifi  tii  tit  OhOhCi 

Siiul  $t  loi  (I  4  o/or  <  <i((i/(><( 

<)/  lliv  I lililuoik  (.  olliction. 

John  Aitains'  "()/</  /  Unisc" aiiciilahh-  al 

Wooilw.itd  &  Lolliiop,  Witshingloi),  Ox. 

J.  H.  Bi(|c|.w,  r.i:,ii(l<'iui,  C.c)l. 

Edwiiid  Kiiiih,  Kcinstis  City,  Mu. 

B.  Alliiion  &  Co.,  Now  Yorl^,  N,Y. 

Marthdll  Field  &  Co.,  Chkocjo,  III. 

Jticobton't,  Michig:iii 

\'<in  MKU'  ii'titi-  TItf  lliti  t}ttuk  Clmir 

('<>((i;«i(U'  /<>!  fill'  sliiif  in-aitsi  \n>u 

<)//i7i(i<(   this  limttvd  t'lUtlon. 

By  Sandra  Oddo 

$35-a-week 
food  budget  year  round 

Ideas  for  you  from  a  family  that's  worked  it  out 
IManls  grow.  Crops  nuilurc  and 
meat  animals  gel  big  enough  to 

bring  to  market-  -on  a  yearly  ba- 
sis. I'ood,  then,  is  an  annual  cycle 

of  ripening  rather  than  a  weekly 

cycle  ol  shoiiping.  Ami  I  deal  with 
il  dial  way. 

My  system  is  somewhat  eccen- 

Iric,  not  to  everybody's  taste.  The 
rationale  is  economic  it  costs  a 

lot  less  that  way — bul  the  real  rea- 
.soii  has  turned  out  to  be  esllielic. 

We  eat  simply  aiul  exquisitely,  the 
best  ol  everything,  when  it  is  best. 
We  tlo  not  eat  anything  out  of 
season.  Tomatoes  in  July,  melons 

III  .September,  stored  squashes  in 
lamiaiy,  watercress  in  May.  each 
food  has  its  season  and  its  lime, 

giving  t)ur  year  shape  and  |ialteni 
aiul  change,  somelhiiig  to  aiilici 
jKile,  to  linish  with  regret. 

Yt)ii  begin  an  annual  approach 
lo  h)od  by  splitting  all  groceries 
into  three  categories  ami  haiulling 

each  se|)aralely.  I  he  categories  are 
lliese;  supermarket  items  (once 

every  three  weeks),  all  meal  (pui- 
chasetl  perhaps  twice  a  year),  all 
seasonal  ft>od  (bought  in  imlk  as 
il  l>eci>mes  available). 

A  lot  can  lu-  done  lo  save  al  the 

supermarket,  ami  it's  easiest  to 
start  there.  A  change  in  habit  ami 

altitude  is  all  Ihats  really  neies- 

saiv  You  approach  the  supermar- 
kil  I  he  way  a  guerrilla  lighler 

ap|>ioaches  a  jungle  encounter: 
Know  the  terrain,  hit  and  lun, 

never  lor  an  instant  lorget  ymi  are 

i>n  enemy  territory.  (The  general 

principles  are  on  page  U).  I  hey work.) 

liut  savings  in  llie  snpemi.iikct 

aie  I  Ik-  least  inipicssive  ones  pos- 
silile.  I  siHMul  about  $20  of  my 

weekly  inone\  there  ami  can't seem  to  do  belter  than  that.  It 

provides  perhaps  half  our  fooil. 

Meat  is  where  it's  possible  to 
save  most.  We  buy  it  in  bulk.  Hulk 

means  frequently,  half  a  cou  at  a 
time.  When  yi>u  buy  beef  by  tiie 

half,  you  also  |>ay  for  lhi>se  hulk 
ing  biMies  that  get  thrown  away 
when  the  meat  is  cut  up.  Hut  al 

bulk  prices,  you  can  allord  it. 
When  1  last  checked  a  couple  of 

nu>nths  ago,  U.SD.A  ri>p  Choice,  a 

grade  loo  goi>d  for  many  super- 
markets, was  high  $  1 .0^)  a  pouiul 

ti>r  hip  rouiuls  (fewer  bones,  pro- 
pi>rtii>natelv  more  steaks  than  a 
lialf  or  a  hiiukiuarler).  I  have  yet 

to  pay  moiv  than  ̂ >l)v.'  a  pound. 
And  half  a  cow,  for  about  $400, 

will  last  us  more  than  a  year.  It's 
eul  the  u.i\   uc  specif\ :  steaks  lor 

family  celebrations,  company- 
si/etl  roasts,  e.xira  thin  slices  lor 

quick  defrosting  ami  cooking,  the 
brisket  whole,  some  pot  roasts, 
lots  of  stew  meal,  and  everything 

else  ground  into  hamburger  (oh, 

yes,  and  save  the  suet  tor  Ihe  birtis 

and  for  deep-trying  fat- -and  a 

few  soup  bones,  please).  It's 
wrapped,  frozen,  and  delivered  to 
us.  We  make  our  own  corned  beef 

(its  quite  siin|ile:  that's  what  Ihe brisket  is  lor). 

If  the  price  is  right,  usually  in 

the  spring,  we  buy  veal.  In  the  fall 

we  may  buy  pork.  Once  a  year  we 

go  deep-sea  fishing.  We  used  lo 
buy  20  to  30  chickens  when  the 
price  was  lowest,  in  late  summer, 
but  now  we  raise  our  own,  (  ornjsh 

(  rosses  bred  lo  be  2  pounds  or 
heller  al  H  weeks,  S  pounds  for 

roasting  by  the  time  they  are  16 

weeks  old.  It's  work,  and  because 
of  feed  costs  they  cost  about  the 
same  as  store  chickens  bul  oh, 

Ihe  dillerence  in  taste.  Total  week- 
ly meal  costs:  perhaps  $10. 
In  order  lo  buy  meat  m  bulk, 

you  shoiilil  know  what  you're  do 
ing-  which  probably  means  that 

you  should  avoid  meat  prepack- 
aged for  the  freezer.  I  like  to  look 

al  my  half-ct)w  lirst,  and  turn  it 

down  if  it  doesn't  strike  me  right 
(check  the  niarbling,  the  muscle, 

Ihe  layer  of  outside  fat,  the  color). 

It's  wise  to  establish  friendly  rela- 

tions with  a  gooil  butcher,  who'll 
probably  he  delighted  lo  help  etlu 

cate  you.  Ami  Ihe  U..S.  Ciovern- 
ment  puts  out  helpful  booklets. 

T'rom  the  Agricultural  Marketing 

Service,  a  series  ol  louiteen  "llow- 
lo  Huy..."  booklets  includes  fruits, 
vegetables,  eggs,  poultry,  cheese, 

ilaiiv  priulucls,  more.  The  whi>le 

package  available  from  ihe  U.S. 
Ciovernment  Printing  Otlice  (stock 

mimiier  01  l(>  OOO'X))  tor  $4.45. 

Seasonal  food 
Working  wilh  season. il  proiluce  is 
Ihe  nu>sl  fun.  It  involves  inakii\g 

amuial  pilgrimages  to  pear  trees, 
talking  wilh  neighbors,  stopping 

by  farms  aiul  roadside  stands,  do- 
ing a  little  bargaimng.  iligging  in 

Ihe  garden  dirt,  and  staiuling  over 
a  hot  canning  stove.  Total  cost  lor 
seasonal  produce,  spread  over  52 

weeks,  is  $3-$4  a  week  but  I 
s|ieiul  most  of  it  in  the  suimner. 

IJecause  there  ;.v  work  involved, 

here's  a  little  pep  talk.  Do-it-your- 
self food  production  has  these  ad- 

vantages: It's  unusual.  No  other 
family  will  eat  e\actly  as  \ou  do. 

J-1 

You    will    liiid    lamily    special  , 

thai    nobody    else    can    duplit 
You'll  achieve  a  distinctive  cms 

You  will  eat  better.  Mass  | 

duced  food  cannot  begin  to  m;i 

ihe  quality  and  llavor  you  eaii 
on  your  own.  You  may  also,  il  \ 

choose,  eat  richer — steak  on 
stew-meat  budget. 

You  will  eat  healthier,  pa> 

more  attention  to  nutrition,  I 
anced  meals,  and  soon. 

You  will  be  able  to  enlerl 

nu)re  easily,  on  less  notice,  nn 
olleii.  Surprise  guests  will  pose 

problem  there's  lood  m  the  frci 
er — and  even  canned  peaches  ; 

special,  because  they're  hon made. 

If  you  are  a  pulterer,  it's  m( fun  than  knitting  a  sweater 

patching  a  quilt,  and  it  takes  1 

all-at-once  time.  If  you're  a  kih 

en-putterer — well,  you're  probai 
doing  a  lot  of  il  already. 

You'll  get  a  lot  of  eomplimen 

That  over,  here's  an  appro 
mate  calendar  of  my  food  year.  I 

highly  individual  because  il  d 
pends  on  my  time,  my  whims,  l 
resources  of  Ihe  neighborhood,  li 

weather,  aiul  the  lamily's  eatn 
habits,  il  starts  in  March,  wh' 
Ihe  sun  comes  back.  Until  then 

bask  in  front  of  Ihe  lire,  living  < 

the  fruits  ol  last  year's  labor. March:  Make  one  (and  on 

one)  fuitive  trip  lo  the  gard^ 
store  lor  seeds,  wearing  da 

glasses  (so  I  can't  see  the  lem|ilii 
displays  lor  things  I  shouldi 
grow).  Start  the  tomatoes  in  flat 
stxnelinu's  using  seeils  saved  fro 

last  year's  non  hybritls.  Start  tl reil  and  green  peppers. 

April:  Wt>rk  the  garden  whi 

you  can,  water  the  seedlings,  sin 
iner  with  impatience.  Order  da; 

old  chicks  for  meal. 

May:  Plant  things.  Ciather  w; 
tercress  and  have  lots  of  salai 

Make  elderllower  wiiu*.  Ciathi 

rhubarb  (can  st)me,  make  son' 
wine,  use  what's  left  of  last  year 
frozen  strawberries  to  disgui? 

rhubarb  jam,  thereby  avoiding  th 

children's  curled-lip  "rhubarb!') June:  Pick-it-\i)urself  strawbe 
ries  at  the  farm  across  the  rive 

taking  children  as  field  hands.  Cn 
enough  to  freeze  for  winter.  H, 

lettuce  salads.  Ik-gin  killing  an 

free/mg  chickens. 
Jul):  Pick  peas.  T.il  them  ever 

day  and  freeze  what's  left.  Mak 
pickles  (kosher  dills,  bread  an 
butter)  out  of  cucumbers.  Cialhi 

and    dry    herbs    just    before    thr 
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t  vcr.    Tat    i',rccn    tomatoes 

,1  with  cornmcal,  iirul  the 

I   red  ones.   Seiul   ehiklieii 

pick  hlacklx-Tiies,  and  lor- 
iheni  when  they  eat  more 

I  iliey  pick. 

AiiKiist:      Spaghetti      sauce 
K-     hiishel      ol      tomatoes 

,kcs  about  20  quarts)  from 

,il  farmer's  "seconds."  Can 

ii,iii>  juice  and  whole  toma- 

N  trom  our  extra  "firsts." 
k  what  beans  the  eliildren 

\c  left  on  the  vines  (they 

c  them  raw);  eat  or  freeze, 

ilcrberries      for      wine      (a 

ieasant  morning  hike  with  a 

Jiend).  A  bushel  of  peaches 

lir  canning  if  the  price  gets 
•w  enough  (.$S  last  year). 

I  From  the  garden:  zucchini 

ii)r   table,    freezer,    pickling, 

iiking;     peppers     raw     and 

f'uffed     and     frozen;     cauli- 
'ower  and  broccoli.  (If  1  had 

o    garden,     I'd    buy    some: 
hey're  least  expensive  iu>vv.) 
September:    liiiish   making 

paghetti  sauce,  100  quarts  of 
:.   Pick  corn   at   local    farm, 

trip,  freeze,   l.ast  summer  a 

>rigade  of  helpful    neighbor- 

lood  children  did  all  the  strip- 

ping  in    return    for   all    they 

ould  eat.  Imvc  children — ^(t 
;ars  of  corn!    Try  to  beat  the 
Mrds    and    raccoons    lo    the 

;rapes.  Finish  up  what's  in  the 
garden  (pickle  small  green  to- 

natoes,  wrap  big  ones   indi- 
/idually  in  newspaper  to  ripen 

It  their  leisure).  Visit  neigh- 

lor's     pear     tree — we     have 
.leaning  rights  in    return    for 

virions    homemade    things — 
lor  canning,  wine. 

Oelober:  l*ilgrimage  to  the 
:ider  mill:  15  gallons  to  can 

lor  apple  juice,  4  gallons  for 
vinegar,  5  gallons  for  hartl 

;ider,  2  to  boil  down  for  mo- 
la.sses,  3  to  drink  instantly. 

[Total  last  year  was  $1S.) 

Irips  to  the  pick-it-yourself 
iipple  orchard  and  pumpkin 

patch.  Buy  potatoes  (150 
pounds  for  $12  last  year; 

they'll  keep  till  May  or  June 
in  the  basement)  and  onions 

(50  pounds  lor  $5.  ditto 
Check  farm  stands  for  prices 
on  cabbage. 

November:  Do  Thanksgiv- 
ing and  Christmas  baking. 

December:  Rest. 

One  warning:  If  you  har- 
bor any  trace  of  a  Puritan 

conscience,  the  demands  set 

up  by  the  inexorable  turning 

of  the  year  can  drive  you  a 

little  crazy — "the  herbs  flow- 
ered before  I  got  to  them,  the 

pears  fell."  There's  only  one 
way  to  deal  with  that;  Be- 

come one  with  the  earth.  Na- 

ture is  profligate  and  the 
cycle  will  come  again  next 
year.  Let  it  go  gladly. 

Continued  on  next  paf>e 
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A  child  like  Josi  needs  your  love... 
Little  Josi  in  far  away  Brazil  really 
likes  the  idea  of  going  to  school. 
When  she  was  only  four  years  old  a 

letter  from  her  mother  to  Josi's 
sponsor  said: 

''She  spends  her  time  with  a  school 
bag  and  hooks  under  her  arms  and 
she  goes  around  saying  (hat  she  is 

going  to  school  ..." 
But  without  help,  Josi's  happy dreams  for  school  might  never 

come  true. 
You  see,  Josi  lives  in  a  crowded 

slum  called  a  "favela" — along  with 
many  people  who  came  from  rural 
areas  in  hope  of  finding  work  to 
support  their  families.  But  jobs  are 
scarce,  especially  for  the  unskilled. 

For  example,  Josi's  father  works 
hulling  fruit  and  vegetables  and  so 
he  earns  only  a  meager  income. 

Houses  in  Josi's  neighborhood 
are  made  with  mud  walls,  sticks  or 
palm  leaves  and  floors  of  dirt  or 
cement.  There  are  no  paved  streets. 

Josi's  home  has  no  windows  and 
the  water  they  use  muse  be  carried 
from  a  public  pump  some  distance 
away.  There  is  hardly  enough 
money  for  food  or  clothes  and  a 

"favcia"  child  might  never  have  the 
opportunity  to  go  to  school. 

But  Josi  has  a  chance.  She  is  one 
of  the  lucky  ones  who  has  a  CCF 
sponsor  and  so  she  is  enrolled  in  a 
Family  Helper  Project.  She  receives 
help  with  more  nutritious  food, 
clothing,  medical  care  and  when  she 
is  ready  for  school,  she  will  receive 
assistance  with  school  fees,  uni- 

forms, and  classroom  supplies. 
There  are  many  needy  children 

in  the  "favela"  where  Josi  lives — 
and  in  other  places,  too.  These 
youngsters  may  never  have  a  chance 
for  a  better  life,  unless  someone 
cares  enough  to  help. 

Through  the  Christian  Children's Fund,  you  can  sponsor  a  deserving 
child  for  only  S15  a  month.  Just 
fill  out  the  coupon  and  send  it  with 
your  first  monthly  check.  You  will 

receive  the  child's  name,  address 
and  photograph,  plus  a  description 
of  the  project. 

You  are  encouraged  to  write  to 
the  child  and  your  letters  and  cards 
will  be  answered.  (Children  unable 
to  write  are  assisted  by  family 
members  or  staff  workers.) 

Won't  you  help  a  needy  little 
child  through  this  warm,  person- 
to-person  way  of  sharing? 

Sponsors  urgently  needed  in  Bra- 
zil, India,  Guatemala,  Indonesia, 

Kenya  and  Thailand. 

We  will  be  glad  to  send  you  a  State- 
ment of  Income  and  Expense  upon 

request. 

Write  today: 
Dr.  Verent  J.  Mills 

CHRISTIAN  CHILDREN'S  FUND,  Inc. 
Box  26511,  Richmond,  Va.  23261 

I  want  to  sponsor  a  □  boy  n  g'rl  in 

(Country)   
□  Choose  any  child  who  needs  my 
help.  I  will  pay  $15  a  month.  I  en- 

close first   payment  of  S   

Please  send  me  child's  name,  mailing address  and  photograph. 

I  can't  sponsor  a  child  now  but  I  do want  to  give  S   
□  Please  send  me  more  information. 

Name   — 
Address   

City   

State   Zip   
Member  of  International  Union  for  Child 
Welfare,  Geneva.  Gifts  are  tax  deductible. 
Canadians;  Write  1407  Yonge,  Toronto  7. 
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Do-it-yourself  food  production 
has  t/tese  advantages  . . . 

it's  unusual  and  you'll  get 
a  lot  of  compliments 

Year  round  food  budget  conHnued  from  preceding  page 

eventually  eat  its  way  through  aj 

4-pound  jar  of  peanut  butter,  and! 

while  it  lasts  you  don't  have  toj 
keep  remembering  to  buy  more. 

An  interjection:  If  I  shopp>ed  in 

the  city,  I  think  I'd  turn  the  system 
inside  out:  I'd  shop  every  two  or 
three  days  on  my  way  home  from 
work,  buying  fewer  than  10  items, 
all  big  sizes,  each  time  so  I  could 
fit  through  the  express  line.  Then 

once  a  month  I'd  be  off — by  cab 

if  necessary — to  one  of  the  city's 
central  market  points  where  I'd buy  seasonal  and  ethnic  foods 
wholesale.  I  could  stand  an  adven- 

ture like  that  once  a  month.  Or 

why  not  a  food-buying  co-op? 
There  are  a  lot  of  them  around, 

and  it's  not  hard  to  start  your  own. 
In  any  case,  country  or  city, 

stockpile.  Buy  a  replacement  be- 

fore you  run  out.  That  way  you're not  forced  to  run  to  the  store  and 

pay  whatever  price  is  being 
charged  at  the  moment.  Buy  one- 
a-trip  of  your  key  staples,  whether 
you  need  them  or  not,  so  you  can 
ride  out  sudden  fluctuations  in 

availability  or  price.  (I  had  40 
pounds  in  the  house  when  sugar 
prices  went  crazy  a  couple  of  years 
ago.  so  I  could  keep  up  a  boycott 
for  quite  a  while.  Eventually,  of 

course,  it  caught  up  with  me — but 
I'd  lived  on  overweight  a  good  long 

time  by  then.)  In  order  to  do  in- 
formed stockpiling,  keep  an  eye  on 

the  news,  those  little  fillers  at  the 
bottoms  of  pages  that  tell  of 
droughts,  floods,  strikes,  and  grain 

sales.  At  the  moment  I'm  bit  by  bit 
filling  a  new  galvanized  garbage 

can  with  packages  of  pasta — my 
family  demands  a  truly  incredible 
amount  of  spaghetti.  Even  if  cost 

doesn't  go  up,  I'll  have  a  stockpile 
of  pasta  to  live  on  while  I  stockpile 
something  else  later. 

With  practice,  all  these  super- 
market stratagems  result  in  a  re- 

markably steady  food  bill.  My 

every-three-weeks'  total  for  a  fam- 
ily of  two,  four  on  weekends  and 

vacations,  has  been  S60  plus  or 
minus  S5  (about  $20  a  week)  for 
the  last  six  months — ever  since  it 

went  up  from  $50.  I  don't  total 
prices  while  I'm  shopping,  but  the 
result  may  be  affected  by  the  sick 

feeling  I  get  in  the  pit  of  my  stom- 
ach when  the  pile  in  the  cart 

reaches  a  certain  height — and  I 
head  for  the  checkout  counter. 

Buy  seasonally.  And  process  it 

yourself.  This  is  the  key  money- 
saver.  All  the  rest  is  guerrilla  tac- 

tics designed  to  maneuver  you  in- 
to the  best  position  to  assume 

control  of  your  food  processes.  ■ 

General  principles 
for  dealing  with  the 

supermarket 
Shop  no  more  than  twice  a  month. 
Cut  it  to  every  three  weeks,  if  you 

possibly  can.  This  method  puts  a 
serious  dent  in  impulse  buying  and 
forces  you  to  keep  up  to  date  on 
the  state-of-the-house  as  far  as  sup- 

plies go.  It  saves  time  and  hassle. 
Only  milk,  bread  (unless  you  bake 
your  own),  and  fresh  vegetables 
need  more  frequent  shopping — 
and  you  can  send  the  children  to 
buy  these,  or  you  can  pick  them  up 
fast  in  the  middle  of  other  errands. 

Shop  alone,  and  move  as  quick- 

ly as  you  can.  There's  an  exception to  this  rule:  From  age  7  or  8  on, 

one  child  at  a  time  may  occasion- 
ally be  taken  to  help,  and  to  re- 

ceive a  crash  consumer-training 
course.  (I  rather  enjoyed  the  pro- 

duce clerk's  dropped  jaw  the  day 
I  gave  the  12-year-old  a  lecture  on 
how  to  tell  naturally  ripened  to- 

matoes from  those  gassed  with 
ethylene  to  turn  them  red.)  If 

you're  lucky,  the  children  may 
come  to  see  going  shopping  as  a 

privilege. 
And  the  old  standard:  Eat  be- 

fore you  go  shopping. 

Alternate  supermarkets  if  pos- 
sible. Different  chains  have  differ- 

ent pricing  policies,  and  you  can 
take  advantage  of  the  differences 

by  buying  each  class  of  household 

need  at  the  place  where  it's  likely to  be  least  expensive.  Near  us 

(New  York's  Hudson  Valley),  for 
instance,  A&P  tends  to  be  better 
for  flour,  sugar,  dried  milk,  butter. 
ShopRite  coffee,  processed  foods, 
and  paper  goods  are  usually  lower. 
Pick  which  by  its  key  specials. 

Buy  only  those  things  which  are 
on  sale,  or  which  fall  within  a 
price  range  you  consider  good. 
This  means  you  have  to  have  a 
fairly  accurate  mental  schedule  of 
good  prices,  but  once  you  get  used 

to  doing  it,  that's  not  hard. Don't  make  a  list.  This  runs 
counter  to  every  shopping  guide 

I've  ever  seen.  But  you  ought  to 
have  a  rough  idea  of  what  your 
family  eats  and  how  much  you 
have  left.  If  you  see  one  of  your 
regulars  on  sale,  or  at  a  good  price, 
buy  it.  If  you  need  it  but  the  price 

is  ijad,  don't  buy  it.  It  won't  hurt 
to  go  without  most  things  for  a 
week  or  two. 

Buy  the  biggest  size — unless 
three  small  sizes  are  cheaper.  (This 

happens  fairly  frequently  with 

spaghetti  and  catsup:  I  don't  know why.)   Even   a   small   family   can 
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Jan  Salen. 
Wife,  mother,  and  Interior  Decorator. 

a 

Today,  many  women  are  breaking  loose 
om  their  kitchens  (at  least  part  of  their 
me)  and  earning  money  in  new  careers. 

'^  [m  Salen  is  one  of  them. 
1'         She  spends  part  of  her  day  looking  after 

2r  family— her  husband  and  two  children, 
nd  the  rest  of  her  day  is  spent  in  another 

orld,  enjoying  the  excitement  and  satis- 
[ictions  of  a  career  in  Interior  Decorating. 

"It's  a  shame  more  women  don't  take 

up  as  an  enjoyable  way  to  make  money," 
an  says. 

Jan's  boss  at  Trumbull  Furniture  Show- 
cms  agrees. 

"She's  made  Trumbull's  a  showplace. 
n  fact,  the  salesmen  that  stop  here  say  it's  the 
landsomest  furniture  store  in  Ohio.  Jan  can 

ake  credit  for  that." 

"For  me.  Interior  Decorating  was  just 

vhat  the  doctor  ordered,"  Jan  says.  "Staying 
lome  was  beginning  to  bore  me.  Now  every 
Jay  is  different.  One  day  I  decorate  showrooms 

n  the  store,  and  the  next  I'm  at  a  client's 
iiome  helping  her  decide  on  a  color  scheme  and 
urniture.  I  just  love  it. 

"I  owe  a  lot  to  the  training  I  received 
from  ICS.  It  gave  me  confidence  in  my 
decorating  ability,  and  a  working  knowledge 
lof  all  the  basics— from  how  to  coordinate 

jcolors  to  how  to  measure  for  draperies." 
I         The  showroom  where  Jan  works  is  only 
minutes  from  where  she  lives.  But  many 
interior  decorators  work  right  out  of  their  own 

home.  They  use  it  as  both  office  and  show- 
room. And  furnish  it  at  a  special  decorator 

discount.  ( If  you  do  work  at  home,  your 
accountant  can  show  you  how  legitimately  to 
deduct  from  your  taxable  income  all  expenses 
necessary  to  running  a  business,  including 
your  home  office.) 

Of  course,  you  need  the  proper  training. 

And  although  we  can't  promise  you'll  be  as 
successful  as  Jan  Salen,  we  can  give  you  the 
same  well-rounded  training  she  received- 
right  in  your  own  home— through  the  ICS 
School  of  Interior  Design. 

The  entire  program  is  based  on  the 
experience  of  John  Gerald,  founder  of  one 

of  America's  top-flight  decorating  firms. 
^ou  get  and  work  with  top-notch  profes- 

sional equipment.  Templates,  sketching  mate- 

rials, architect's  scale,  folding  rules, T-square, 
triangle,  fabric  swatches,  color  charts,  etc. 
(1  he  basis  for  a  business  workshop  later  on.) 

ICS  makes  learning  easier 
%u  also  receive  a  three  dimensional 

viewer  and  130  slides  that  put  you  "inside" 
rooms;  and  a  cassette  tape  player  with  tapes- 
modern  audio-visual  learning  aids  that  bring 
your  lessons  dramatically  to  life. 

Each  lesson  takes  you  one  step  closer  to 

your  goal— the  confidence  and  knowledge 
you  need  to  be  an  interior  decorator.  Soon 

you'll  be  analyzing  a  room's  layout,  exposure, 
and  traffic  patterns  like  a  "pro." 

\bur  home  as  showplace 

Your  friends  will  probably  notice  the 

difference  in  your  own  home.  You'll  know  it 
from  their  comments. They  may  even  begin 
to  ask  you  for  advice. 

JANUARY,   1976 

Of  course,  no  school  can  guarantee  you'll 
make  money.  But  ICS  can  give  you  first-rate 
training,  not  only  in  the  principles  of  deco- 

rating, but  in  sound  business  practices  as  well. 

Y)u"ll  even  learn  what  to  say  to  clients  who 
want  to  bring  friends  on  shopping  trips 

(never)— or  those  who  want  to  talk  budgets 
with  their  husbands  (always). 

\bu'll  be  asked  to  complete  assignments, 
and  return  them  to  ICS,  where  our  instructors 
will  review  your  work.  Suggest  new  ideas  or 
alternate  solutions. Then  return  your  corrected 
assignments  to  you  with  their  comments. 

Extra  help  as  near  as  the  phone 

Although  you  work  at  home,  you're  never 
alone.  You  can  call  ICS  Dial-a-Question® 
toll-free,  from  anywhere  in  the  continental 
United  States,  to  ask  any  questions  about 

your  studies. 
Interior  Decorating  may  be  an  ideal  part- 

time  career  that  may  grow  into  a  full-time 

job  when  you're  ready.  And  ICS  is  the  ideal 
way  to  study— at  home. 

Mail  card  for  free  information 

To  find  out  whether  you'd  enjoy  being 
an  interior  decorator,  simply  mail  the  attached 

card  today.  We'll  send  you  by  return  mail  a free  career  booklet  and  a  demonstration  lesson. 

There  is  no  obligation  whatsoever. 
©  1975  Intext,  Inc. 

□  Please  mail  me  your  free  career  booklet  plus  a 
free  demonstration  lesson  in  interior  decorating. 

□  I  do  not  wish  to  become  an  interior  decorator, 

but  please  send  a  free  career  booklet  and  demon- 
stration lesson  for  the  field  I  have  checked  below: 

□  Accounting 

□  Business  Mgt. 

□  Drafting 
□  Engineering 

□  Electronics  Technician 

□  Income  Tax n  Motel/Restaurant  Mgt. 

□  Airline/Travel 
N.ime 

Age 

Address 

City 

State 

Zip 

Telephone 

LA8()''M 

Earn  a  degree  without  Moing  to  college 

The  ICS  Center  for  Degree  Studies  is  authorized 

by  the  Pennsylvania  Department  of  Education  to 
offer  career  programs  at  home  leading  to  Associate 
in  Specialized  Business  and  Associate  in  Specialized 

Technology  degrees.  For  more  information  at  no  cost 
or  obligation  to  you,  check  your  choice  below. 

□  Accounting  □  Engineering 
□  Business  Management  Technology 

International  Correspondence  Schools 
Scranton,  Pa.  18515 

Canadian  residents  use  Stranton,  Pa.  address  for  service  from  ICS  Cana- 
dian,Ltd. In  Hawaii:  931  UniversityAvc.,  Honolulu,  Hawaii  96811. 
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A  SINGLE  SOURCE 
FOR  OVERHEAD  GARAGE  DOORS 
DIRECTLY  FROM  THE  FACTORY  ! 

Write  for  our  FREE  catalog  on 

Overhead  Garage  Doors,  Electric 

Operators,  and  Radio  Controls; 

featuring  a  section  on  how  to 

reframe  an  existing  opening  to 

accommodate  an  overhead  garage 

door. 

Catalog  illustrates  our  model  line 

o^  ""    Redwood  Panel  Doors 
Panel  Doors 

Flush  Doors 

Fiberglass  Doors 

Pre-finished  Doors 

Easy  contact  through  our  toll  free  numbers: 

Nationwide:    800-631-5656  [_ 
New  Jersey  Residents:   800-872-4980 

RESIDENTIAL 
OVERHEAD 
DOORS 

ei 
STANDARD 

-   1  - 

BANNER 

I^dgs  ID)®®3PS 
HGMl  NEW  ROAD 
MONMOUTH  JUNCTION,  NEW  JERSEY  08852 

Please  send  me  your  free  catalog 

NAME   

ADDRESS- 

CITY. 

STATE- -ZIP- 

FROM  GARBAGE  TO  GARDEN 
BECAUSE  ENOUGH 
PEOPLE  CARED. 

2000  species  of  plants  grow  at  South  Coast  Bo;anic  Garden 
in  Pales  Verdes  Peninsula,  California.  OverS  million  tons  of 

trash  and  garbage  lie  just  beneath  the  surface. 

A  dump  transformed  into  a  paradise.  Impossible? 

Not  when  enough  people  in  a  community  get  together  and  work. 
You  can  help  by  becoming  a  community  volunteer  in  your  area. 

We'd  like  to  send  you  the  name  of  the  Keep  America  Beautiful 
group  nearest  you.  Write: 
Keep  America  Beautiful,  Inc. 

99  Park  Avenue.  New  York.  NewYork10016 

riTs  I  ̂̂ ^P  '^me'''ca  Beautiful,  Inc. 

v^"
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NOTES  OF  A  HAPPY  HOUSEKEEPER 

By  Mary  Elizabeth  Falter 

Time  and 
work  savers 

Cleaning  plastic  tumblers,  using  portable 
timers,  smoothing  chopping  blocks,  and  other 

hints  to  make  housekeeping  easier 

No  doubt  about  it — plastic  tum- 
blers are  the  answer  for  a  big.  busy 

family  that's  apt  tp  go  through 
regular  glasses  at  an  alarming  rate. 
The  first  ones  I  bought  were  very 

handsome — simple,  cylindrical.  1 0- 
ounce  tumblers  with  heavy  bases. 

The  only  problem  was  they 

emerged  spotty  and  dingy  when- 
ever I  put  them  in  the  dishwasher. 

Now  we've  found  some  very  good 
substitutes  called  Pebble  Stack 

Tumblers.  They.  too.  hold  about 
10  ounces,  are  slightly  tapered,  and 
have  a  frosted,  pebbled  surface, 

which  precludes  spots  and  is.  more- 
over, quite  handsome.  They  come 

in  clear,  amber,  or  avocado — we 
chose  clear.  Now  that  we  have  a 

good  supply  of  these  unbreakable 

tumblers  we  shouldn't  have  to 
worr>'  about  replacements  for  a 

long  time.  What's  more  we  found, 
too.  that  our  old  plastic  glasses 
look  marvelous  again  if  we  take  a 
few  extra  minutes  to  wash  them  by 
hand  in  ammonia  water,  rinse  in 

hot  clear  water,  and  dry  them  with 

paper  towels. 

Besides  the  automatic  timers  I  use 

in  my  kitchen.  I  have  a  little,  round 

Terraillon-Cronex  that's  a  timer 
small  and  flat  enough  to  carr>  in  a 

pocket.  I  use  it  for  all  sorts  of 
things  as  I  work  around  the  house, 
such  as  to  remind  me  to  take  the 

clothes  out  of  the  dr>'er  or  turn 
down  the  temperature  of  my  oven. 

Now  that  I'm  attempting  to  cor- 
rect a  back  problem  with  exercise, 

I  use  it  to  help  me  count.  I  must 
do  three  different  exercises,  each 

done  exactly  twenty  times  and  held 

to  the  count  of  ten.  I  found  it  diffi- 
cult to  count  in  two  directions  at 

once,  so  Tom  timed  how  long  it 

took  to  do  each  set  of  twenr\'  and 
I  set  the  timer  for  each  set  as  I 

count  the  holding  time.  And,  as 

our  family  is  scattered  all  over  the 
U.S.  and  our  telephone  bills  keep 

going  up.  I  use  the  timer  to  cut  our 
conversations  short. 

As  we  have  Formica  counters  in 

the  kitchen,  we  try  to  protect  them 
by  using  cutting  and  chopping 
boards.  We  have  a  bie  one  about  24 

by  14  inches  and  two  smaller  ones 
— all  made  of  fairly  hard  wood. 

Periodically,  cutting  boards  need 

to  be  resurfaced  as  even  a  tine- 
grained  wood  will  get  scruffy  after 

constant  use.  To  resurface  cuttin" 
boards  v^hen  the>  roughen  up  ue 

sand  them  very  thoroughly  with 

three  grades  of  sandpaper,  begin- 
ning with  about  a  :r80  sheet  and 

finishing  up  with  a  really  fine  one. 
We  use  a  block  and  work  with  the 

grain  until  ever)  thing  is  nice  and 
smooth.  If  any  stains  remain  (from 

rust,  fruit,  or  other  sources),  we 

apply  a  strong  bleaching  solution 
and  let  it  stand  for  an  hour  or 
more.  Then  the  boards  are 

scrubbed  with  soap  and  water  and 
allowed  to  dry  overnight.  The  final 

step  is  a  light  oiling  with  a  small 
amount  of  salad  oil. 

At  last,  a  painless  way  to  sew  on 
buttons.  The  3.M  Company  has 
marketed  instant  Button  Fasteners 

that  work  beautifully  and  are  de- 

signed for  single-hole,  double-hole, 
and  buttons  that  require  a  shank, 
as  on  a  coat  or  jacket.  All  you  do 

is  take  the  proper  fastener,  insert 
the  stiff  little  tip  (which  is  one  end 
of  a  fine  scored  wire  with  a  fastener 
tab  on  the  other  end)  through  the 

fabric  and  through  the  button,  then 

back  through  the  fabric  and  into 
the  fastener,  drawing  it  snugly. 

Then  trim  off  the  remaining  wire 
with  scissors  or  razor  blade.  The 

scoring  on  the  wire  makes  it  lock 

firmly  into  the  tab.  For  shank  but- 
tons, you  use  a  little  ring  that 

comes  in  the  set  and  slip  it  between 

the  cloth  and  the  button.  The  fas- 
teners are  black  but  fine  enough 

to  be  unobtrusive  on  almost  any 

button.  Perfect  for  when  you  are on  a  trip. 

I  discovered  a  cute  little  finger  pro- 

tector called  Finu>-r  Maid — a  new- 

gadget  from  Rowoco.  li'..  "  "^ircle of  rubber  with  five  little  half-im- 
gers  to  slip  your  hand  into  as  you 
work  with  a  scouring  pad.  Some- 

how, when  you  have  just  this  much 
protection,  you  can  work  quickly 

and  easily  and  protect  your  mani- 
cure at  the  same  time. 
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SEE  HOW  MUCH  MONEY 
\  PHIICOCOLD  GUARD  REFRIGERATOR 

CAN  SAVE  YOU  ON  ELECTRICITY 

For  example,  over  the  average  life  of  a  refrigerator  (15  years)  you  can  save  up  to.. 

$1343.16 

$  915.12 

811.80 

797.04 

782.28 

782.28 

767.52 

752.76 

693.72 

693.72 

664.20 

649.44 

649.44 

634.68 

619.92 

619.92 

605.16 

590.40 

n  New  York,  N.Y. 

n  Boston,  Mass. 

n  Pasadena,  Calif, 

n  Newark,  N.J. 

n  Atlantic  City,  N.J. 

n  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

n  York,  Pa. 

n  New  Haven,  Conn, 

n  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 

n  Richmond,  Va. 

n  Baltimore,  Md. 

n  Chicago,  III. 

n  Cleveland,  Ohio 

n  Washington,  D.C 

n  Detroit,  Mich. 

n  Phoenix,  Ariz. 

n  Kansas  City,  Mo. 

n  Akron,  Ohio 

(In  high  or 

@$.091perKWH  $ 

@  $.062  per  KWH  $ 

@  $.055  per  KWH  $ 

@  $.054  per  KWH  $ 

@  $.053  per  KWH  $ 

@  $.053  per  KWH  $ 

@  $.052  per  KWH  $ 

@  $.051  per  KWH  $ 

@  $.047  per  KWH  $ 

@  $.047  per  KWH  $ 

@  $.045  per  KWH  $ 

@  $.044  per  KWH  $ 

@  $.044  per  KWH  $ 

@  $.043  per  KWH  $ 

@  $.042  per  KWH  $ 

@  $.042  per  KWH  $ 

@  $.041  per  KWH  $ 

@  $.040  per  KWH  $ 

low  humidity  areas,  actual 

560.88  in  Jackson,  Miss. 

560.88  in  Los  Angeles,  Calif. 

546.1 2  in  Albany,  N.Y 

546.12  in  Miami,  Fla. 

531.36  in  Denver,  Colo. 

531.36  in  Fargo,  N.D. 

516.60inSt.  Louis,  Mo. 

516.60  in  Greenville,  S.C 

516.60  in  Little  Rock,  Ark. 

501.84  in  Allentown,  Pa. 

501.84  in  Milwaukee,  Wis. 

501.84  in  Scranton,  Pa. 

487.08  in  Atlanta,  Ga. 

487.08  in  San  Francisco,  Calif. 

472.32  in  Dallas,  Texas 

457.56  in  Bismarck,  N.D. 

442.80  in  Fresno,  Calif. 

428.04  in  Baton  Rouge,  La. 

savings  may  be  more  or  less.) 

@  $.038 

@  $.038 

@  $.037 

@  $.037 

@  $.036 

@  $.036 

@  $.035 

@  $.035 

@  $.035 

@  $.034 

@  $.034 

@  $.034 
@  $.033 

@  $.033 

@  $.032 

@  $.031 

@  $.030 

@  $.029 

per  KWH 

per  KWH 

per  KWH 

per  KWH 

per  KWH 

per  KWH 

per  KWH 

per  KWH 

per  KWH 

per  KWH 

per  KWH 

per  KWH 

per  KWH 

per  KWH 

per  KWH 

per  KWH 

per  KWH 

per  KWH 

It  sounds  too  good  to  be  true,  but  it  is  true.  Every 

PhilcoCold  Guard  Refrigerator  uses  less  electricity 

than  comparable  nnodels  from  any  manufacturer 

listed  in  the  Sept.  1975  AHAM  Director/, with  their 

electric  anti-condensation  heaters  on  at  least  50% 

of  the  time.  So  you'll  save 
money.That's  because  only 
Phiico  refrigerators  were 

actually  re-engineered  to 
give  you  all  three  of  these 

condensation  system. 

Actual  savings  may  van/  depending  upon 

climatic  conditions,  individual  usage  and  electric 

rate  changes.  Savings  shown  are  based  on  esti- 
mated residential  electncity  rates  and  consumption. 

For  a  free  booklet  that  will  let  you  figure  out  just  how 

much  you  can  save  in  your  area  write:  Aeronutronic 

Ford  Corporation,  MS  84,  Blue  Bell,  Pa.  19422 

Savings,  based  on  rates  in  effect  from  May  through  August  1975,  represent 

mOOrtant  eneraV  SaV-/''\i^""'*'*^''™^0*?>^    maximum  economies  available  on  current  performance  of  Cold 

ing  features:  double   U Good  Housekeeping PROMISES 

cavity  Uni-Wall  Liner  ̂ ^ro.,,,m^s^ 
with  no  seams  or  joints 

(patented  process),  precision 

placement  of  insulation,  com- 

pletely non-electric  anti- 

^    Guard  Model  RD19F8  Code  1 20  compared  with  the  energy 

consumption  of  comparable  size  and  type  models  of  three  leading 
isl 

AV  brands  as  listed  in  the  Sept.  1975  Directory 
of  Certified  Refrigerators  and  Freezers 

published  by  the  Association  of  Home  Appliance 

Manufacturers  (AHAM).  Comparisons  show  tha' 
Model  RD19F8  uses  31  %  to  45%  less  electricity 

—  comparisons  for  competitive  models  with  anti- 
condensation  heaters  are  based  on  average 
maximum/minimum  energy  consumption. 

'
^
^
 

o:!V^' 

THE  REFRIGERATOR  THAT  HELPS  PAY  FOR  ITSELF 
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store  directory 
Addresses  of  stores  mentroned  on  pages  68  and  69  and  elsewhere  throughout  the  issue 

ABRAHAM     &     STRAUS,     420     Fultoil     St., 
Brooklyn,  N.Y.  11201 

AMERICA      HURRAH      ANTIQUES,      316      E. 
70th  St.,  New  York,  N.Y.  10021 

AZUMA,    41.5    Fifth    Ave.,    New    York. 
N.Y.  10016 

B.  ALTMAN  &  CO..  361  Fifth  Ave.,  New 
York, N.Y.  10016 

BAZAAR   i)E   LA    CI  isiNE,    1003    Second 
Ave.,  New  York,  N.Y.  10022 

bloomingdale's,     Lexington    Ave.     at 
59th  St.,  New  York,  N.Y.  10022 

BON  MARCHE,  74  Fifth  Ave.,  New  York, 
N.Y.  10014 

BUFFUMs',     Pine     &     Broadwav,     Long 
Beach,  Cal.  90802 

CHINESE  NATIVE  PRODUCTS,  22  Cath- 
erine St.,  New  York,  N.Y.  10038 

COST  PLUS  IMPORTS,  2552  Taylor  St., 
San  Francisco,  Cal.  94133  Purchases 
must  be  made  on  store  premises;  no 
mail-orders  accepted 

COUNTRY  FLOORS,  300  E.  61st  St.,  New 
York,  N.Y.  10021 

DEBORAH  SHAPIRO,  pottery  maker,  318 
W.  100th  St.,  Apt.  5C.  New  York,  N.Y. 
10025 

DESIGN  RESEARCH  INTERNATIONAL,  53   E. 

57th  St.,  New  York.  N.Y.  10022 

DURO-LITE     LAMPS,      17-10     Willow      St.. 
Fairlawn,  N.J.  07410 

FURNITURE  IN  THE  RAW.  1038  Third 

Ave.,  New  York.  N.Y.  10021 

CALERIE    DENISE    RENE,    6    W.    57th    St., 
New  York,  N.Y.  10019 

GEORG  JENSEN,  601  Madison  Ave.,  New 
York,  N.Y.  10022 

GEORGE  KOVACS  LIGHTING,  831  Madison 

Ave.,  New  York,  N.Y.  10021 

HAMMACHER    SCHLEMMER,    145    E.    57th 

St.,  New  York,  N.Y.  10022 

HARRIET    AMANDA    CHAPMAN,    225    Fiftll 

Ave.,  New  York.  N.Y.  10010 

HOFFRITZ   FOR   CUTLERY^  20  Cooper   Sq., 
New  York,  N.Y.  10003 

INDOOR       LI(;HT       garden       SOCIEIV       OF 

AMERICA,  c/o  New  York  HorticuMural 
Society.  128  W.  58tli  St..  New  York. 
N.Y.  10019 

Howto 
g^t  an  even  tan. 

VTithRit'Dve. 
Whether  you're  using  Rit  Tan  or  Rit  Tangerine,  you  want  a 
beautiful,  even  color  every  time  you  dye.  Since  dyes  often 

accentuate  stains  in  fabrics,  it's  important  to  take  the  time 
to  get  spots  out.  The  sensational  results  are  really  worth  it! 
These  RIT  TIPS  will  help  you  get  the  great  color  you  want: 

Do*s 
1 .  Wash  item  thoroughly. 
2.  Remove  spots  by  soaking 
overnight  in  powdered  oxygen 
bleach,  a  heavy-duty  liquid 
detergent  or  grease  remover. 
3.  Use  Rit®  Color  Remover  for 
stubborn  stains. 

Donts 
1.  Don't  expect  dyeing  to 
cover  stains.  (Only  dark 
dyes  can  hide  most  stains.) 

2.  Don't  dye  fabric  that  has been  scorched  with  a  hot 
iron.  Scorch  marks  always 
show. 

If  you  have  a  question  about  dyeing,  just  write  us  a 

note  at  Rit,  Dept.  T,  1437  West  Morris  St.,         ̂ •^^'- 
indianapolis,  Indiana  48206.  We'll  have  an 
answer  off  to  you  in  48  hours. 

Rit.\bu're  going  to  love  the  results! Best  RxKis,  a  Division  of  CPC  Imecriatjonai  Ire. 

INDUSTRIAL  PLASTIC  CO.,  309  Canal  St.,1 

New  York,  N.Y.  10013 

.JOHN  RossELLi,  255  E.  72nd  St.,  Newl 

York,  N.Y.  10021 

JORDAN  MARSH,  450  Washington  St.,1 
Boston,  Mass.  02107 

KAM    MAN    FOOD    PRODUCTS,    200    Canal  j 

St.,  New  York,  N.Y.  10013 

LA  TiENDA,  251  E.  52nd  St.,  New  York,  I 
N.Y.  10022 

LE  GRENiER,  1,588  Third  Ave.,  New 

York,  N.Y.  10028 

LITTLE  ELEGANCE,  Wayne,  N.J.  07470 

L.L.  BEAN,  590  Main  St.,  Freeport,  Me. 
04032 

NEiMAN-MARCUs,  Main  &  Ervay  Sts., 

Dallas,  Tex.  75201 

NUTS  &  HOLTS  DISCOUNT  HARDWARE,  299 

Canal  St.,  New  York,  N.Y.  10013 

PARA-WEDGE  LOUVER  CORP.,  dislrihutors 
Duxi)ury  Lighting,  P.O.  IJox  232, 
Great  Neck,  N.Y.  11020 

Robinson's,  600  W.  7th  St.,  Los  An- 

geles, Cal.  90017 
royal  COPENHAGEN,  575  Madison  Ave., 

New  York,  N.Y.  10022 

SEARS  CATALOGUE,  Sears  Roebuck  & 

Co.,  Philadelphia,  Pa.  19132 

SUSAN  .lOHNSON,  Baskelweaver,  P.O. 
Box  49,  Marshfi.ld,  Vt.  05658  Phone 
(802)  426-3.589 

TAYLOR  &  NC,  666  Howard  St.,  San 
Francisco,  Cal.  94105 

THE  CHEESE  PANTRY,  1270  Madison 

Ave.,  New  York,  N.Y.  10028 

THE  CHINA  CLOSET,  6807  Wisconsin 

Ave.,  Bethesda,  Md.  20014 

THE  CULTURAL  REVOLUTION,  2102  Un- 
ion St.,  San  Francisco,  Cal.  94123 

THE  POTTERY  BARN,  231  Tenth  Ave., 

New  York,  N.Y.  10011 

THE  WORKBENCH,  470  Park  Ave.  South, 

New  York,  N.Y.  10016 

TIFFANY  &  CO.,  727  Fifth  Ave.,  New 

York,  N.Y.  10022 
TUNNEL       MACHINERY       EXCHANGE,      3.53 

Canal  St.,  New  York,  N.Y.  10013 

VERiLUX,  35  Maston  St.,  Greenwich, 

Conn.  06830 

w  c  LEMMON,  755  Madison  Ave.,  New 

York,  N.Y.  10021 

WICKER   WICKER   WICKER,   P.O.   BoX 

5451,  San  Francisco,  Cal.  94101 

WILLIAMS-SONOMA.  576  Sutter  St.,  San 

Francisco.  Cal.  94102 

Manuscripts 

House  6-  Garden  assumes  no 
rc^iipnsibility  for 

unsolicitea  ni^'^uscripts, 
pliotograpfis,  drawiii^ 

house  plans,  or 

uncommissioned  material. 

Material  submitted  must  he 

accompanied  by  return 

postage  or  a  self-addressed stamped  envelope. 
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^maii^ 
DIANTHUS  BOUTIQUE.  HYBRID 

One  of  hundreds  of  exciting  varieties  offered 
by  Park,  Boutique  is  the  first  annual  Dianthus 
that  blooms  throughout  the  summer. 

^e^tcaciGs 
TOMATO  EASY  PEEL,  HYBRID 

This  new  Park  Exclusive  has  exceptional  skin, 
which  slips  right  off  without  scalding,  leaving 
a  firm,  juicy,  delicious  tomato. 

9a/ic(€^itng  iAid^ 
MAGIC  COLD  FRAME 
Park  offers  many  gardening  aids  like  this  first 
self-ventilating  cold  frame,  which  opens  at 
72°  and  closes  at  68°  with  no  power  needed. 

r^a/iA'^  /Cme^e/^y  o^  ueaela^Ce^  1l>^(9<9^ 
You  can  almost  smell  the  fresh  flowers  and  taste  the 

luscious  vegetables  in  Park's  1976  Flower  and  Vegetable 
Book.  It  contains  over  3,000  of  the  newest,  best  flowers 
and  vegetables  ever — plus  the  old  favorites  and  rarities. 
All  124  pages  are  illustrated  in  natural,  true-to-life  color. 
Park  insures  your  gardening  success  by  including  help- 

ful growing  information  and  a  complete  selection  of 
seeds,  gardening  supplies,  bulbs  and  house  plants. 

Park's  catalog  offers  many  varieties  not  available  else- 
where, along  with  hybrid  seed  of  great  value  because  of 

its  disease  resistance  and  its  remarkable  ability  to  grow 
larger  and  more  abundant  flowers  and  fruit,  with 
brighter,  clearer  colors. 

Apartment  dwellers  and  others  with  limited  space  can 
benefit  from  patio,  window  and  porch  boxes  as  well  as 
hanging  baskets.  Flowers  and  vegetables  grown  side  by 
side  have  beauty  as  well  as  utility.  There  seems  to  be  no 
end  to  the  possibilities  for  creating  interesting  and 
unusual  displays. 

Start  your  garden  now.  Enjoy  the  beauty  of  a  colorful 
bed  of  Marigolds  or  the  delicious  taste  of  Tomatoes  right 

from  the  garden.  Mail  for  your  FREE  copy  of  Park's 
1976  Flower  and  Vegetable  Book,  which  will  assure  you 
the  most  profitable  and  enjoyable  year  ever  in  gardening. 

IMPATIENS  TANGEGLOW 

Large  2  inch  bright  tangerine  colored  flowers  literally  glow  on  neat, 
compact  18  inch  plants  that  maintain  rich  profuse  bloom  all  sum- 

mer long. 

yjf  <^!^^  c/.(p^^€y  cya^^^i^^ 

This  Big, 

Beautiful 

Book 

is  Yours  - 

5W/ 
GEO.  w.  PARK  SEED  co.,  inc. 

79   COKESBURY    RD.,  GREENWOOD,  S.   C.   29647 

Rush  my  copy  of  Park's  Flower  and  Vegetable  Book. 

Name  (Please  Print) 

STREET  OR  RR BOX  NO. 

POST  OFFICE 

STATE ZIP                           1 
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Let  the  vigor  and  vitality  of  growing  greenery  and  flower- 
ing plants  make  your  rooms  come  alive  with  instant 

natural  color  Try  plants  in  clusters,  or  hanging  alone. 

Combine  them  to  create  dramatic  corners  and  spectacu- 
lar window  walls.  Use  plants  freely  and  with  imagination. 

They're  portable  home  accessories  whose  colors,  textures 
and  shapes  bring  the  freshness  of  the  outdoors  in,  to 

make  every  room  have  a  garden  feeling. 

Your  nearby  Teleflorist  has  a  beautiful  selection  of  healthy 

plants,  and  the  containers,  plant  food  and  other  acces- 

sories you'll  want  to  go  with  them.  In  fact,  he  has 
everything  you  need  to  keep  your  plants  happily  thriving 
for  you,  including  correct  care  instructions.  Call  or  visit 

him  soon.  Besides  lush  plants,  you'll  find  a  wonderful 
array  of  fresh  flowers,  and  meet  a  fine  floral  artist  with 

specialized  training  and  lots  of  know-how  when  it  comes 
to  the  ways  of  plants  and  flowers. 

The  Teleflorists  listed  on  the  following  pages  are  also 

House  &  Garden  Local  Color  Centers,  and  can  provide 

new  ideas  on  decorating  with  flowers  and  plants.  Tele- 

florists  are  full-service  professionals  who  can  assist  you 
with  a  single  blossom  ...  a  small  bouquet  ...  or  the  great 

arrangement.  You  can  rely  on  them  to  send  floral  gifts 

almost  anywhere,  work  with  you  on  party  or  home 

decorations,  or  simply  help  with  friendly  advice. 

Pick  up  your  free  copy  of  "Color  Alive" 
Your  House  &  Garden  Local  Color 

Center  Teleflorist  has  a  copy  of  this  ex- 
citing, informative  booklet  waiting  for 

you.  It's  full  of  helpful  ideas  and  inter- 
esting new  ways  plants  and  flowers  can 

help  your  home  come  alive  instantly . . . 
when  you  color  it  real! 

teleflorist 
nowais  BY  wine 

Yuur  lull  Seruice 

Personal -Touch  Florist 

Teleflora  Incorporated 

2400  Compton  Boulevard 

Redondo  Beach,  CA  90278 
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Stop  by  your  nearest  House  &  Garden  Local  Color  Center  Teleflorist  soon.  Pick 

up  your  free  copy  of  "Color  Alive"  and  discover  for  yourself  all  the  wonderful 
ways  "Plants  and  Flowers  do  it! ..."  You're  always  welcome  to  browse  in  any  of 
these  shops,  where  you'll  find  new,  exciting  ways  to  use  colorful  fresh  flowers 
and  plants  to  help  color  it  real! 

ELAWARE 
EAFORD 

ayside  Florist 
laford-Laurel  Highway  (19973) 
lone;  629-4551 

.LINOIS 
HARLESTON 

3ble  Flower  Shop 
13  Jefferson  Street  (61920) 

lone;  345-7007 

IHICAGO 

oral  Designs.  Inc. 
355  North  Clark  Street  (60614) 

hone;  528-9800 

•ANVILLE 

owers  &  Gifts  by  Molly  Culbert 
92  West  Main  Street 

loopeston)  (60942) 

hone:  283-5578 

;ast  moline 

ignlght  Florist 
67  42nd  Avenue  (61244) 

hone:  755-4839 

1INSDALE 

lowers  by  WIngren  Garden  Center 
loute  83  &  75th  Street  (60521) 

'hone:  325-3644 

HOOPESTON 

■lowers  &  Gilts  by  Molly  Culbert 

'02  West  Mam  Street  (60942) 
'hone:  283-5578 

MIDLOTHIAN 

lower  Mill  Florist 

5316  W.  147th  St  (60445) 

Phone:371-8710 

MOLINE 

-"lowerland 
i160  23rd  Avenue  (61265) 

Phone,  764-6830 

The  House  of  J  B, 

401  45th  Street  (61265) 

Phone:  762-4603 

OAK  LAWN 

3raeger-Kasper  Florist 
93rd  Street  &  55lh  Court  (60453) 

^hone  636-9890 

OAK  PARK 

Jack's  Carousel  of  Flowers 
too  S,  Marion  (60302) 

'169  N,  Marion  (60301) 
Phone:  386-4585 

Palmer  Flowers.  Inc. 

too  North  Oak  Park  Avenue  (60301) 
Phone.  383-0326 

OTTAWA 

Blylhe  Flowers 
1231  North  Lasalle  Street  (61350) 
Phone:  434-0897 

PEORIA 

The  Flower  Box 

4606  a  North  Prospect  (61614) 
Phone:  688-3497 

RANTOUL 

The  Village  Floral  Shoppe 
530  East  Champaign  Avenue  (61866) 
Phone:  893-8300 

ROCKFORD 

Five  Point  Floral 

2410  South  Alpine  Road  (61108) 
Phone:  398-6260 

SCHAUMBURG 

Wiseway  Green  Florist  &  Gifts 

1728-34  West  Wise  Road  (60.172) 
Phone:893-1170 

SPRINGFIELD 

Jewel's  Floral  Decor 
Fairhills  Shopping  Center  (62704) 
Phone:  787-5777 

INDIANA 
GOSHEN 

Raceview  Florists 

1701  Elkhart  Road  (46526) 

Phone  533-2260 

HAMMOND 

Hammond  Floral.  Inc. 

7048  Hohman  Ave.  (46324) 

Phone:931-3490 

INDIANAPOLIS 

Shadeland  Flower  Shop.  Inc 
4525  North  Shadeland  Avenue  (46226) 

Phone:545-2311 

NEW  CASTLE 

Weiland's  Flowers 
407  South  Mam  (47362) 

Phone:  529-6303 

KENTUCKY 
LEXINGTON 

Flowers  by  Carol-Lynn  Originals 
645  East  Main  Street  (40508) 

Phone:  253-0545 

LOUISVILLE 

Rockholds  Flower  &  Gift  Shoppe.  Inc. 

708  Lyndon  Lane (40222) 

Phone.  426-3678 

MARYLAND 
ANNAPOLIS 

Colonial  Florist 

2140  Forest  Drive  (21401) 
Phone:  268-7V00 

Flowers  by  James 
50  State  Circle  (21401) 

Phone  268-3341 

BALTIMORE 

The  Flower  Cart.  Inc. 

5230  Harford  Road  (21214) 

Phone:  426-3545 

Jerry  Geary  Flowers.  Inc. 
5353  Park  Heights  Avenue  (21215) 
Phone:  466-3838 

BELTSVILLE 

Amour  Florists 

11510  Baltimore  Boulevard  (20705) 

Phone  937-4456 

CHESTERTOWN 

Eagle  Hill  Florists  &  Gifts 
P  0  Box  274 (21620) 

Phone:  778-2230 

HYATTSVILLE 

Midway  Florists.  Inc. 
Prince  Georges  Plaza 
3500  East  West  Highway  (20782) 
Phone:  559-7171 

SEVERNAPARK 

Becker  s  Flowers 

503  Ritchie  Highway  (21146) 

Phone:  647-6501 

SILVER  SPRING 

Flowerland 

8233  Fenton  Street  (20910) 

Phone:  588-0090 

TAKOMA  PARK 

Takoma  Park  Florist 

6921  Laurel  Avenue  (20012) 

Phone:  270-1848 

WHEATON 

Mason's  Flowers  &  Gifts 
2420  Blueridge  Avenue  (20902) 

Phone  949-4444 

MICHIGAN 

CLIO 

Elizabeth's  Flowers 
5045  West  Dodge  Road  (48420) 
Phone:  686-0976 

DETROIT 

Mc  Clure's  Flowers  &  Gifts 
21424  Grand  River  (48219) 

Phone:  535-0566 

Studio  Flowers 
13516  Second  Avenue  (48203) 

Phone:  868-8442 

FLINT 

Arcade  Florist,  Inc. 
2734  Clio  Road  (48504) 

Phone:  767-4222 

GRAND  RAPIDS 

Eastern  Floral  &  Gift  Shop 
2836  Broadmoor.  Southeast  (49508) 

Phone:  949-2200 

GRAYLING 

Flowers  by  Josie 
302  IVIaple  Street  (49738) 

Phone:  348-4006 

GROSSE  POINTE 

Flowers  by  Kimberly 
20311  Mack  Avenue  (48236) 

Phone:  TU  6-0300 

LANSING 

Bancroft  Flowers  &  Gifts 

1417  East  Michigan  Avenue  (48912) 

Phone:  371-4122 

LIVONIA 

O'Connor's  Gardens 

37287  Six  Mile  Road  (48152) 

Phone:  261-6390 

PLYMOUTH 

Heide's  Flowers  &  Gifts.  Inc 
995  West  Ann  Arbor  Trail  (48170) 

Phone:  453-5140 

ROYAL  OAK 

The  Flower  Barrel 
1725  West  14  Mile  Road  (48073) 

Phone,  576-0208 

ST.  CLAIR  SHORES 

Rainbow  Flower  Shop 
24944  Harper  (48080) 

Phone  773-2170 

STANDISH 

Kitzman's  Flowers 
126  Cedar  Street  (48658) 

Phone:  846-6261 

TROY 
Mr.  Florist.  Ltd. 

3736  Rochester  Road  (48084) 

Phone: 689-6850 
UTICA 

Bannow  Flowers 

45169  Cass  Avenue  (48087) 

Phone:  731-5256 

WARREN 

SwansonThe  Florist,  Inc. 
11564  Thirteen  Mile  Road  at  Hoover 

Phone:  751-0060 

WYANDOTTE 

Modern  Flower  Shoppe 

2735  Fort  Street  (48192) 

Phone:  AV  5-2266 

YPSILANTI 

Hon's  Flowers  &  Gifts 
533  West  Cross  Street  (48197) 

Phone:  482-2124 

OHIO 
BEACHWOOD 

Gall's  Florist  &  Garden  Center 
21301  Chagrin  Boulevard  (44122) 

Phone:921-1100 

BEDFORD 
Bedford  Floral  Shoppe 

691  Broadway  (44146) 

Phone;  232-1855 

BOARDMAN 

Alexander's  Flowers  East,  Inc. 
775  Southern  Park  Mall  (44512) 

Phone:  758-8691 

BOWLING  GREEN 

Myles  Florist 434  East  Wooster  (43402) 

Phone:  353-2802 

CANTON 

Anderson's  Flower  &  Gift  Shop 
413  12th  Street.  Northwest  (44703) 

Phone:  452-4077 

Barbato  Flower  Shoppe  &  Fruit  Basket 
2638  Fulton  Road,  Northwest  (44718) 

Phone;  455-0149  &  454-5057 

CHAGRIN  FALLS 

Daisy  Hill  Greenhouses.  Inc. 
Hackney  Road  (44022) 

Phone:  247-4422 

CINCINNATI 

Clay  Pot  Flowers 
8800  Beechmont  Avenue  (45230) 

Phone:  752-7060 
Town  Square  Florist 

Montgomery  Square  Shopping  Center  (45242) 
Phone;  984-2200 

CLEVELAND 

Alexanders  Flowers,  Inc. 
25780  Miles  Road  (44146) 

Phone;  292-4500 

Brunswick  &  Son  Florist 

9650  Carnegie  Avenue  (44106) 

Phone:  421-4800 

Mc  Gilly  The  Florist 
17525  Lorain  Avenue  (44111) 

Phone:  252-7777 

Segelin's  Florist 10495  Carnegie  Avenue  (44106) 

Phone  791-8900 

COLUMBUS 

Arlington  Flowers  &  Gifts 
2066  Arlington  Avenue  (43221) 

Phone:  488-1843 

Stephen's  Flowers 690  Harrisburg  Pike  at  Central  Point 

Phone:  224-8141 
DAYTON 

Aloha  Flowers 

4618  North  Dixie  Drive  (45414) 

Phone  274-1687 

David-Curtis  Co  .  Inc, 

743  Watervliet  Avenue  (45420) 

Phone  253-3139 

EAST  PALESTINE 

Wolz  Florist  &  Gilts 
State  Route  14(44413) 

Phone:  457-2109 

ELYRIA 
Resar  the  Florist 

9942  East  River  Road  (44035) 

Phone:  323-5426 
GREENVILLE 

Helen's  Flowers  &  Gifts 
849  Martin  St,  (45321) 

Phone:  548-3008 

HUDSON 

Hudson  Florist  &  Gift  Shoppe 

65  South  Mam  Street  (44236) 

Phone:  653-8123 

KENT 
Kent  Floral  Co 

1109S,  Water  St.  (44240) 

Phone:  673-9844 

NEWARK 

Welsh  Hills  Garden  &  Floral  Center 
Granville  Road,  Route  5  (43055) 

Phone;  344-9419 

PARMA  HEIGHTS 

Pearl  Florist 
6583  Pearl  Road  (44130) 

Phone  884-8188 

SHAKER  HEIGHTS 

Duncan's  Flowers 
Shaker  Square  (44106) 

Phone;  721-5900 

SOUTH  EUCLID 

Flowers  by  Robert,  Inc. 
14483  Cedar  Road  (44121) 

Phone:291-2800 

SYLVANIA 

Churchill's  Flowers  &  Gifts 
5700  Monroe  Street  (43560) 

Phone;  882-0051  Ext,  46 

TOLEDO 

Ken's  Flower  Shop,  Inc, 

5119  Dorr  Street  (43615) 

Phone:  536-4634 

PENNSYLVANIA 
ASPINWALL 

Chapel  Flowers  and  Gifts 
345Freeporl  Road  (15215) 

Phone:  781-8111 

GLENOLDEN 
Bill  Carroll  Florist 
=  1  South  Chester  Pike  (19036) 

Phone:  LE  2-8219 

GREENSBURG 

Floanne's  Flowers 436Hacke  Lane  (15601) 

Phone:834-1260 HAVERTOWN 

Van  Horn's  House  of  Flowers 
29  West  Eagle  Road  (19083) 

Phone:  449-0991 

JEANNETTE 

Francese  Florist 
509  Clay  Avenue (15644) 

Phone:  523-5898 

JOHNSTOWN 

The  Flower  Barn  at  Grandview  Florists Millcreek  Road  (15905) 

Phone:  536-7888 
McKEESPORT 

James  Ryan  Fine  Flowers 3010Walnut  Street  (15132) 

Phone: 672-9697 

NATRONA  HEIGHTS 

Joseph's  House  of  Flowers 1300  Alabama  Avenue  (15065) 

Phone:224-1666 

PHILADELPHIA 

Cullman  Flowers 
Passyunk  Ave  at  Woodstock  St.  (19145) 

Phone:  HO  7-1600 
Pennock  Bros.  Inc. 
322  West  Chelten  Avenue  (19144) 

Phone:  GE  8-1336 
Powelton  Village  Flower  Shop 

3819  Lancaster  Avenue  (19104) 

Phone;  BA  2-4523 
Torresdale  Flower  Shop 
7124  Torresdale  Avenue  (19135) 

Phone;  338-5990 

PITTSBURGH 

Brentwood-Whitehall  Florist 
4848  Clairton  Boulevard  (15236) 

Phone  881-4500 

SHARPSBURG 

Augie's  Flower  &  Gift  Shop 800  Mam  Street  (15215) 

Phone;  781-3592 

VIRGINIA ARLINGTON 

Buckingham  Florist,  Inc, 
301  North  Glebe  Road  (22203) 
Phone:  525-6222 

FAIRFAX 

Fair  City  Florist,  Inc. 
In  the  Fair  City  Mall  (22030) 

Phone:  (703)  323-9200 
MARION 

Dons  Rowland  Florist 

320  North  Mam  Street  (24354) 

Phone:  783-7213 
NORFOLK 

Colonial  Florist 
1518  Johnston  Road  (23518) 

Phone:857-6041 
PULASKI 

Snyder's  Flowers  &  Gifts 
Pulaski  Mall,  Route  99  (24301) 

Phone;  980-1121 
SPRINGFIELD 

Michael's  Flowers 
6407  Backhck  Road  (22150) 

Phone;  451-3021 
VIRGINIA  BEACH 

Flowers-Wayne  Jones 
329Laskin  Road  (234511 

Phone: 428-2901 

WASHINGTON  D.C. 
Dove  Flowers 

2300  Wisconsin  Avenue  N.W,  (200071 
Phone;  333-3366 
Lee's  Flower  and  Card  Shop 
1026  You  SI.  NW  (20001) 

3855  Pennsylvania  Ave  .  S  E.  (20020) 

Phone;  265-4965  &  281-0100 

Thomas  and  Slye  Florist 
2015  Florida  Avenue  N  W  (20009; 

Phone  387-4677 

WEST  VIRGINIA 
LOGAN 
Orchid  Flower  Shop.  Inc. 
Route  10-Huntington  Road  (25601) 

Phone  752-8244/752-8245 
PARKERSBURG 

Dudleys  Florist 
2419-Dudley  Avenue  (26101) 

Phone:485-1631 

VIENNA 
Vienna  Florist 
2807  Grand  Central  Avenue  (26105) 

Phone  295-4501 
WISCONSIN 

APPLETON 

Memorial  Drive  Florist  &  Ghses,  Inc. 
2320  S  Memorial  Drive  (54911) 

Phone:  731-3136 

GREEN  BAY 

Schioeder  s  Flowers 
1530  South  Webster  Ave.  (54301) 

Phone:  437-7664 

NEENAH 

Village  Green  Florist 
130  W  Wisconsin  Avenue  (54956) 

Phone  725-8265 

SUN  PRAIRIE 
Sentry  Floral  Shop 
1052  West  Mam  Street  (53590) 

Phone:  837-2422 

JANUARY,    1976 
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Mniiinniiiiiiiinmnni 

She  couldn't  vote.  She  couldfi'< smoke.  But  in  the  Engelbrecht  household,  especially  in  winter,  Mr.  Engelbrec 
always  put  his  wife  first. 

Warning:  The  Surgeon  General  Has  Determined 

That  Cigarette  Smoking  is  Dangerous  to  Your  Health. 

MDu'vecome 
a  Ions  way  babyi 

VIRGINIA 
SUMS 

VC  ith  rich  \  irginia  flavor  women  like. 

VIRGINIA 

SUMS 

Regular:  17  mgl'tar;' 1.0  mg.nicoiine-Menihol: 
1 7  mg'.'  lari '  1 .1  mg.  nicotine  av.  per  cigarene,  FTC  Report  Apr 
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House  <&  Garden 
'  Janiiar};  1976 

1976 
^^... and  the 

pursuit of  happiness 
Once  upon  a  time,  it  was 

 every 
man  for  himself.  The  strug- 

gle to  survive,  to  make  a  life, 
to  raise  a  family,  was  all  that  could 
be  encompassed. 

Today,  things  are  different.  Mate- 
rial success  and  rapidly  accelerciting 

technology  have  spoiled  us,  made  us 

lazy,  made  us  care  less.  It's  not  the pursuit  of  happiness,  but  happiness 

as  instant  gratification  that  has  be- 
come the  expectation. 

As  this  Bicentennial  year  begins,  per- 
haps it  is  time  to  rediscover  our  abil- 

itv  to  work— both  for  ourselves,  and 

for  others.  "It  is  only  well  with  me 

when  I  have  a  chisel  in  my  hand,"*  said Michelangelo.  Carvingoutalife,  with 
all  its  creative  challenges,  is  surely 
the  straightest  path  to  happiness  we 
can  find  today. 
It  is  involvement  that  brings  joy  to 
living.  It  is  the  quality  of  caring  that 
enriches  it. 47 



Thoiiias  Jefferson's  Monticello Americas  first  modern  house 
Full  of  light,  free-flowing  space,  and  as 
much  attention  to  comfort  as  to  beauty, 

Monticello  might  be  described  as  a  mod- 
ern house  that  happened  to  be  built  in  the 

18th  century.  Its  owner,  Thomas  Jeffer- 
son, designed  the  house  himself,  using 

all  the  architectural  knowledge  at  his 
disposal:  books,  personal  observation,  and 

his  own  typically  American — and  very 
20th-century — talent  for  taking  the  best 
ideas  from  every  source  and  adding  his 
own  innovations  to  create  something 
beautiful,  comfortable,  and  very  personal. 
He  instinctively  knew  the  effect  of  light 

on  the  shape  and  atmosphere  of  a  room — 
another  highly  modern  concept.  Many  of 
the  rooms  are  divided  only  by  sliding  or 

folding  doors,  with  arching  glass  panels 
48 

Monticello  photographed  for  Ho 

above.  Windows,  in  some  cases  cut  down 
to  the  floor,  are  placed  to  allow  clear  views 
straight  through  the  house.  And  Mr. 
Jefferson  was  among  the  first  in  America 
to  use  skylights. 

The  house  is  an  amalgam  of  two  de- 
signs, an  earlier  one  (begun  in  1769 

when  he  was  a  twenty-six-year-old  law- 
yer) inspired  by  architectural  books  but 

with  details  that  are  strictly  Jeffersonian, 
and  a  1793  remodeling  decided  on  after 
Mr.  Jefferson  returned  as  Minister  to 
France.  He  was  as  much  involved  with 
the  grounds  as  with  the  house  itself, 
borrowing  ideas  from  Europe,  inventing 
others  of  his  own — including  crop  rotation 
and  experimenting  with  plants  from  all 
over  the  world. 

use  &  Garden  by  Ernst  Beadle 



The  main  entrance  hall,  above,  with  its  triple- / 

hung  windows-to-the-floor,  also  served  as  a  "mu-* 
seum  '  for  Mr.  Jefferson's  diverse  interests.  The 
clock  above  the  door  is  his  own  design;  it  has  faces 
inside  and  outside  the  house,  and  counterweights 
that  are  thought  to  be  Revolutionary  War  cannon- 
balls.  Near  the  corner,  wall  plaques  marked  with 
the  days  of  the  week  form  an  automatic  calendar 
as  weights  travel  slowly  past.  A  small  crisis 
accurred  when  it  was  discovered  that  there  was 
no  room  for  Friday  and  Saturday.  Mr.  Jefferson, 
undaunted,  cut  a  hole  in  the  floor:  The  uppermost 

4 Tram  an  enthusiast  ou 
I  the  siihject  of  the  arts 
I  ...to  improve  the  taste 
of  my  countrymen... 
to  reconcile  to  them  the 

respect  of  the  workl  ami 

procure  them  its  praise.? 

ball  passes  thrcu-li  at  Friday  noon,  and  they  all 
spend  Saturday  in  the  basement.  The  moose  and 
elk  antlers  were  presents  from  Meriwether  Lewis 
and  WilUam  Clark  after  then-President  Jefferson 
sent  them  to  scout  the  Louisiana  Territory  he 
purchased  from  Napoleon  in  1802.  Also  in  the 
room:  mastodon  bones  and  other  evidence  of  their 

owner's  interest  in  natural  history;  busts  of  phi- losophers and  statesmen:  paintings  and  sculpture 
that  were  part  of  one  of  the  finest  art  collections 
in  America.  Opposite  the  door,  a  balcony-bridge 
joins  the  east  and  west  wings  of  the  second  floor. 

49 



The  octagonal  "Sky  Room"  is  typical  of  Mr.  Jeffer- 
son's talent  for  adapting  ideas  to  suit  himself:  he borrowed  the  parapet  design  from  the  Roman 

temple  Nerva  Trajanus,  and,  computing  mathe- 
matically correct  proportions,  used  it  to  striking 

effect  as  baseboard  moldings.  The  oculus  of  the 
dome,  now  boarded  for  strength,  was  a  thick  circu- 

lar skyhght  41/2  feet  across.  Mr.  Jefferson  under- 
stood the  interrelationships  of  light  and  space  and 

used  skylights  to  enlarge,  visually,  upstairs  bed- 
rooms, hallways,  and  narrow  stairwells,  and,  down- 50 

I 4  4T  am  not  afraid  of  new 
inventions. . .  .AMiere 
a  new  invention  is 

supported  by  well- 
known  principles,  and 
promises  to  be  useful,  it 
ought  to  be  tried.?  5 

stairs,  the  dining  room  and  his  own  bedroom. 
Mr.  Jefferson  knew  how  to  make  his  house  work 

for  the  way  he  wanted  to  live.  He  preferred  to  dine 
without  the  company  of  servants,  so  designed  the 
serving  door,  opposite  page,  top  left,  a  sort  of  three- 
layer  lazy-Susan  to  be  filled  from  the  hallway  and 
swiveled  into  the  dining  room.  From  there  servants 
would  place  the  meals  on  tiered  tables  at  each 

diner's  elbow — and  then  quietly  retire.  In  each  side 
of  the  fireplace,  center  left,  a  narrow  dumbwaiter 

brought  wine  up  from  the  cellar  below.  The  "book 



boxes,"  top  right,  simplified  moving  for  their  owner, 
who  insisted  that  "books  constitute  capital.  A 
library  book  lasts  as  long  as  a  house,  for  hundreds 

of  years."  Made  in  three  successively  deeper  tiers, 
they  could  be  separated,  lids  nailed  on,  and  carted 
off  intact.  The  cherry  and  beechwood  parquet  he 
designed  is  thought  to  be  the  first  of  its  kind  in 
America.  Also  in  the  parlor,  two  other  Jefferson 

inventions*  double  doors  that  open  together  when 
only  one  is  pushed  (an  under-floor  chain-and- 
pulley  device  operated  them) ,  and  a  folding  music 

stand  that  opened  to  hold  music  for  five  players: 
one  of  whom  was  likely  to  be  a  violinist  named 
Thomas  Jefferson.  House  plan,  bottom  left,  shows 

how  Jefferson's  own  rooms — bedroom,  cabinet, 
bookroom,  greenhouse — are  linked  in  a  continuous 
flow  of  space.  East-front  entrance,  bottom  right, 

was  also  a  primary  weather  station  for  Mr.  Jeffer- 
son, who  took  weather  readings  and  compared  them 

with  those  in  other  climates.  The  wind  vane  is  con- 
nected to  a  compass  on  the  portico  ceiling,  so  that 

wind  direction  can  be  read  without  going  outdoors. 

Jefferson's  study  for  parquet  floor,  courtesy  of  The  Massachusetts  Historical  Society 
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Mr.  Jefferson's  bed  alcove  is  open  to  both  his  bed- 
room and  the  adjoining  "cabinet"  or  study,  for  a 

greater  sense  of  space  and  light.  On  cold  nights,  a 
simple  paper  screen  was  stood  around  one  side  to 
keep  drafts  from  blowing  through  (bedroom  tem- 

peratures werfe  recorded  as  low  as  37  degrees). 
More  light  for  the  18-foot  room  with  its  floor-length 
windows  comes  from  a  skylight  recessed  in  sloping 
wells  another  8  feet  higher  than  the  ceiling.  Beyond 
the  doorway  at  the  head  of  the  bed,  narrow  stairs 
wind  up  to  an  overhead  wardrobe,  ventilated  by 
oval  "windows"  overlooking  the  bedroom.  The  red leatiier  swivel  chair  and  Windsor  bench  were  mis- 
52 

i  i  TT  never  go  to  bed  with- 
out an  hour,  or  half I 

hour's  previous  read- 
ing of  something  moral, 

whereon  to  ruminate  in 

the  intervals  of  sleep.?  7 

matched  by  their  owner  in  his  later  years,  so  that 
he  could  write  in  a  semi-reclining  position.  The 
table,  with  its  lazy-Susan  top,  is  one  of  Mr.  Jeffer- 

son's designs.  The  bedroom,  cabinet,  bookroom, 
and  greenhouse  form  Mr.  Jefferson's  private  suite 
(see  floor  plan  on  preceding  page) — and  was  the 
only  spot  where  he  could  count  on  his  solitude.  He 
was  a  generous  host,  and  houseguests — usually  with 
all  their  children — stayed  for  weeks  at  a  time  (he 
later  built  his  octagonal  house  at  Poplar  Forest 
as  a  retreat  from  the  hubbub  at  Monticello). 
Mr.  Jefferson,  who  always  referred  to  himself  as 
a  farmer,  kept  minute  records  of  every  seed  sown 
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o  occupation  is  so  delight- 
ful to  me  as  the  culture  of 

the  earth,  and  no  culture 

coniparahle  to  that  of  the  *?ar- 
den... though  an  old  man.  J  am 

hut  a  young  gardener.  ̂   ? 

or  sprouted,  comitigs  and  goings  of  seasonal  birds 
and  flowers,  and  the  appearance  at  his  table  of 

vegetables  from  his  terraced  garden.  "Botany  I rank  with  the  most  valuable  sciences,  whether  we 
consider  its  subjects  as  furnishing  the  principle 

subsistence  of  life  to  man  and  beast,  delicious-vari- 
eties for  our  table,  the  adornments  of  our  flower 

borders,  shade  and  i)erfume  of  our  groves,  materials 
for  our  buildings  or  medicaments  for  our  bodies. 

.  .  .  My  essay  in  architecture  has  been  so  much  sub- 
ordinated to  convenience  .  .  .  that  it  is  liable  to 

some  just  criticisms.  But  what  nature  has  done 

for    us    is    sublime    and    beautiful    and    unique." 
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The  Bicentennial  year. 
A  year  to  pause  and  consider. 
To  find  the  meaning  of  your  personal  world. 
To  decide:  Is  this  what  I  really  want? 
To  rediscover  the  resources  in  yourself. 
To  make  a  lot  out  of  a  little  — 
and  to  have  a  lot  of  fun  doing  it. 

DO  IT  YOURSELF 

WORK  IT  OUT 

OSEITOP 

DOWITHOOT 

The  great  American  preoccupation  in  1776 

was  quite  naturally  with  building— a  new 
country,  a  new  government,  new  institutions, 

and  scores  of  new  edifices,  a  whole  new  cap- 

ital city,  in  fact.  Our  own  times,  at  the  Bi- 
centennial in  1976,  are  preoccupied  witli 

saving.  Some  of  the  things  we  thought  were 

admirable  in  the  building— uninhibited  ex- 
pansion, more  and  more  material  goods,  the 

ultimate. taming  of  the  wilderness- are  turn- 
ing out  to  have  disturbing  side  effects,  as- 

pects that  we  never  imagined  or  intended. 

W'e  have,  at  present,  a  few  moments  of  his- 
tory in  which  to  sort  through  our  past  and 

our  present,  to  decide  what  we  want  to  keep 
and  what  we  want  to  change,  before  the 
future  is  irrevocably  upon  us.  Many  of  us 

are  in  the  middle  of  a  bit  of  personal  re- 
evaluation  as  well,  deciding  questions  of 

worth— "what  is  this  worth  to  me"— and 
struggling  to  keep  things  we  value  above 

the  rising  tide  of  inflation.  We're  thinking  of 
saving,  of  getting  more  for  our  monev. 

Americans  are  still  a  people  of  many 

projects  and  many  interests,  still  full  of  old 
American  xartues  like  thrift,  and  ingenuity, 

and  independence,  and  perseverance,  and 
humor,  adept  at  turning  new  ideas  into  new 

ways  of  living— and  old  scraps  into  new  com- 
forts—with a  smile.  There's  even  an  old 

maxim  that  aptly  describes  the  process:  "Use 
it  up/Wear  it  out/Make  it  do/Do  without." 
With  a  bit  of  a  twist,  it  suits  1976  just  fine. 

Put  your  own  stamp  on  your  own  room  with  your  own  batiks.  You  can  make  your 
own,  using  melted  wax,  Rit  dyes,  a  bucket,  and  a  brush,  in  a  new  and  simple  way, 
that  makes  the  simplest  artistic  skills  come  alive,  that  gives  a  whole  new  look  of 
color  and  pattern  to  your  room.  The  idea  is  to  paint  your  design  with  wax  on 
fabric  of  any  100  percent  natural  fiber  (cotton  sheeting  by  Wamsutta  was  used 
here) ,  and  dip  it  in  a  bucket  of  dye.  Step-by-step  instructions  and  pattern  ideas 
are  on  the  next  page.  Here,  right,  is  a  doughnut  design  of  random  circles,  child- 

like and  bright.  Opposite  page:  A  great  studio  for  doing  your  batiking  and  your 
other  crafts:  a  table  to  work  on,  a  sewing  corner,  a  place  to  sit  and  plan,  plenty  of 
shelves  for  supplies,  books,  magazines — all  inspirations  for  your  own  patterns 
with  everything  you  need  at  hand.  Table,  files,  chair.  The  Workbench.  Wicker 

furniture,  Walter's  Wicker.  Singer  sewing  machine.  Turn  the  page  for  a  plan. 
TEO  HAtOIN 
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Your  own  skills  are  your 
best  capital.  Invest 

\  them  in  new  ways.  Build 
something,  make  somethin 

change  something— and 
become  more  yourself. 

JSAN   WOOD 

DESIGN     IT    YOURSELF  ^  disaster  area  for  a  kitchen?  Don't  tear  it  out.  Re-do  and  add  flourishes.  Interior  designer  Richard 
WITH     PAPER       PAINT  <>"<^^  lacquered  some  old  cabinets  a  shiny  new  navy,  added  new  white  porcelain  pulls  and  white  F 

•''■  '  "     r^'jfl^" '     rMin  I  ,  counters,  painted  walls  white,  put  navy  and  white  paisley  paper  on  ceiling,  no-wax  navy  and  white  s AND     CLOTH  on  floor.  Try  your  hand,  using  a  designer's  habit:  notebook  for  dimensions  goes  with  you. 

You  need:  light-colored  batiking  wax  or  plain  white  ' 
a  stiff-bristled  brush,  a  double  boiler,  a  big  piece  < 

ard,  charcoal  stick,  two  buckets,  Rit  licjuid  or  p( 

dye.  Melt  the  candles  in  the  top  of  the  double  boilei 

they're  melting  (it  will  take  about  30  minutes),  p'l 
fabric  on  cardboard  on  the  worktable.  Draw  youi 
with  the  charcoal  stick.  Xow  dip  your  brusli  in  wa^ 

on— quickly  because  it  hardens  seconds  after  touching  i 
To  prevent  sticking,  lift  fabric  off  cardboard  after  e\ 

brushstrokes.  If  wax  won't  penetrate,  tuni  it  over,  w. 
side.  After  waxing,  put  fabric  in  a  bucket  of  lukewai 
water  to  set.  Pour  dye  into  another  bucket  of  lukewar 
(not  hot  water,  or  the  wax  will  melt).  Drop  fabric  i 
bath;  stir  thoroughly,  leave  it  at  least  15  minutes,  loi 

deep  color.  Hang  to  dry,  send  to  cleaners  to  remove 
do  it  yourself  by  ironing  it  between  sheets  of  absorl 
per  with  a  hot  iron.  Then  it  can  be  washed  in  coolj 

Easy  step-by-step  batiking 
is  a  quick  process 

even  if  you  can't  draw 

Place  for  everything, everything 

in  place 

A  plan  of  the  workroom, 

above,  shows  how  the  14-foot- 
square  space  was  organized, 
with  its  wall  of  shelving  and 
its  files,  its  work  area  near 

the  window,  with  a  sitting 

area  opposite.  Lots  of  projects 
can  go  on  here  at  once  or  lots 

of  people  can  share  one  proj- 
^  ect.  Silkscreens  bv  Charles 
%  Hinman,    Denise    Rene    Gal- 

Delicious  new 

way  to  stuff  a 
chicken  from 
Richard  OIney 

"Stuffing  a  chicken  under  the  skin  has  a  mul- 
titude of  virtues,"  says  Richard  Olney,  author 

of  Simple  French  Food  (Atheneum).  It  is  easy 

to  prepare,  tempting,  stuffing  protects  breasts 
from  direct  heat  and  also  bastes  them.  Stiiffing 

ingredients  are  fimited  only  by  the  pantry  con- 
tents. Start  with  fresh  white  cheese  mashed  with 

soft  butter,  beat  in  egg  and  seasoning,  chopped 
fresh  herbs,  a  handful  of  Parmesan  and  a  small 

handful  of  bread-crumbs;  or  substitute  mush- 

rooms for  herbs;  or  stew  garfic  and  eggplant  un- 
til puree  tender  and  mash  with  mushrooms,  or 

bread-crumbs  or  crumbs  soaked  in  heavy  cream 

instead  nf  cheese.  Rpcipp.  pag^r  9S. 



\i  it  yourself  from 
that  comes  pre-cut 
ncludes  the  tools,  too 

The  glow  of  wind-rubbed 
cheeks,  the  tingle  of  well 
used  muscles,  the  sense 
of  virtue  as  you  spin 

along  to  market  under 

your  own  power — and 
not  only  is  bicycling  fun, 
it's  actually  good  for  you. 

Seashells  make 
stencils  to  paint 
on  a  cube 

A  tulip,  a  cone,  and  a  scal- 
lop shell,  in  stencils  across 

a  cube  that  can  be  a  table,         i  l 

or  just  fun.  You  need:  pa-         '     ' 
per  for  the  stencils,  a  pounc- 

ing  bi-ush,    a   pie   tin,    and         j    \ 

acrylic  paint.  Trace  and  cut         i    I 
the  stencil,  then  hold  firmly 

in  place.  Dab  brush  in  paint 

squeezed      into      pie      tin. 
Pounce  color  on  from  edges 
toward    center    of    stencil. 

Patterns    and    full    instruc- 
tions from  Stencil  Magic,  8 

West   Nineteenth  St.,   New 
York.  N.Y.  10011.  for  $1.50. 

Glue  it  together 
and  have  a  chair 
Make  a  list  of  dimensions,  buy  some  good 

ply^vood— and  ask  your  lumber  dealer  to 
cut  it  for  you.  He  will,  maybe  charging  a 
httle  extra.  Take  the  pieces  home  and  glue 
them  carefully  together,  using  a  white 

glue  like  Elmer's.  It's  incredibly  strong 
when  it  sets.  Hold  them  with  masking  tape 

while  the  glue  dries— half  an  hour  between 
steps;  overnight  before  you  put  on  paint. 

Apply  the  finish— and  there's  a  chair.  Or 
three,  out  of  one  4-by-8-foot  sheet  of  ply- 

wood. Make  other  furniture.  Sculptor  Cle- 

ment Meadmore's  step-by-step  book,  Hotc 
to  Make  Furniture  Without  Tools  (Pan- 

theon, $4.95)  will  tell  you  how. 



IVIake  the  most    J^'^^"  things  at  once:  Even  efficiency  experts  say  that's 

of  every  minute  ^^^  ̂ ^'^y  *"  ̂ ^^  ̂ P  y^^^'  ti"^^  best.  So  you  lunch  on 
oysters  at  the  fish  market  while  your  order  is  prepared. 
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Leftovers  make 

a  quilt Scraps  too  pretty  to  throw  awav,  too  sii 
to  use?  Xhiyhe  a  quilt?  Buv  a  .solid  ( 
for  contrast,  make  a  cardboard  patlc! 
trace  it  on  wrong  side  of  fabric  with  h, 

point  pen,  then  cut  ̂ 4  inch  outside  the  h 
which  you'll  use  as  a  sewing  guide.  Pdi. 
by  hand  or  machine.  Sheets  are  good  ha  , 

ing;  use  batting  for  filler.  Stack  the  tl 
layers,  secure  with  big  basting  stiU  i  i 

Ihindquilting     is     most     impres.sive- 
done  bv  machine  it's  as  warm. 

^When  you  want  something, 
'look  around  you  first. 
You  might  already 
have  it  in  an 

easily  uncovered  disguise. 

Use  stock  sizes  to  cut  the  cost 
of  an  enormous  window  wall 

Same  wails,  same  furniture — 

JSm  "^  but  a  new  room. 
§t  .M^  new  look  that  needs  no 

^^^«|  new  money  at  all. ^  Three  different  looks,  all  accomplished  with 
the  same  furniture  and  accessories,  by  designer 

Mark  Hampton.  One  ( 1 )  is  open  and  airy,  with 

sofas  grouped  along  one  wall.  Light  chairs  can 
be  pulled  up  or  make  separate  groups.  Another 
(2),  balances  them  on  opposite  walls.  The 
third  (3)  is  two  groups,  both  centered  on  the 
fireplace.  Choose  your  furniture  carefullv  to 

begin  with,  make  it  simple,  and  it's  easy. 

FALZARANO 

One  w  ay  to  get  a  grand  view  is  to  do 
what  architect  Paul  Hever  did;  use 

standard  windows  (these  from  Ander- 

sen) and  plan  a  house  around  them, 
in  midtiples,  in  mass,  stacking  them 

up  as  high  as  15  feet  in  the  front.  The 
massed  panels  of  fixed  glass,  three 
ranks  of  five  across  in  front,  are  based 

on  flexivent  units  that  open  at  bot- 
tom. In  rest  of  house,  casement  units 

combine  with  more-fixed  glass.  Cur- 
tains aren't  needed— and  everything 

not  clear  trlass  is  clean-looking  stucco. 

TERRIFIC 
SOAP  SAVER 

It's  an  old,  old  idea:  the  bits  of 
soap  too  small  to  use,  put  in  a  tin 
wire  box  to  swish  through  wash 
water.  This  is  a  Dutch  revival, 
from  Harriet  Amanda  Chapman. 

TETSU   0>l 
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^aste  not,  want  not 
-a  tidy  composter 

lat's  quick,  too 
hat  is  green,  3-feet  tall,  English, 
is  a  domed  cap,  and  makes  food 
r    plants    by    recycling    leftover 
lads,  faded  flowers,  fallen  leaves 

;ven  in  a  city— without  wrinkling 

neighbor's  nose?  An  Accelerator 
n.  Pop  organic  waste  into  the  top, 
lait  6  weeks  or  so,  raise  an  air- 
nted    sliding    PVC    panel,    and 
oop  out  fresh  clean  humus  for  pot 
ants   or   garden.    Prices    start   at 

59.80.   Write   Rotocrop    (U.S.A.) 
Ic,  58  Buttonwood  Street,  New 

!ope,  Pa.  18938. 

Surprising  thrifty  recipes 
from  tlie  Paris  kitchen  of 

gentleman  cook  and  author 
Frederick  A.  Stagg 

A  sensible  cook  should  throw  away  onlv 
the  uneatable.  With  reasonable  refrisera- 

tion,  cooked  fish  can  last  perfectly  well 
for  2  days  in  a  receptacle  with  a  lid;  cooked 

meats,  4  days.  Cooked  vegetables  out- 
last raw  ones,  and  so  do  cooked  fruits. 

(Bread  lasts  a  week  if  tightly  wrapped; 

if  it  seems  a  little  "off,"  wet  it  lightlv  under 

the  cold  water  tap  and  heat  in  350°  oven 
for  5  minutes;  it  will  revive. ) 

Beef  cooked  in  any  way  makes  excellent 

patties  when  ground  up  and  well  mixed 
with  1  whole  beaten  egg  for  each  patty  the 
size  of  the  hollow  of  your  hand.  It  should 
be  rather  highly  seasoned  with  onion,  salt 

and  pepper,  and  fried  in  butter.  Of  course, 
a  little  sauce  will  help. 

Roast  Beef  or  Beefsteak  especially  when 

underdone,  can  be  sliced  thin,  put  into  boil- 
ing brown  sauce,  served  on  thinly  sliced, 

buttered  bread.        (Continued  on  page  97) 

4  THE  WAY  FROM  ONE 
\RDEN  SPOT  TO  ANOTHER 
.ANTS  MAKE  A  STOPOVER  ' 
imroses  in  pots,  what  a  pretty  thing 
see  on  the  lunch  table.   And  why 

Duldn't  they  go  on,  improving  your 
rden  after  all  the  guests  are  gone? 
not  primroses,   perhaps   violets   or 
iquils  or  even  bright  portulacas. 

«IP'! 
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MAKE  STEPS   1 
FROM 
LONG-LIVED 
RAILROAD  TIE! 

Long  after  the  old 
Great  Eastern  was 

abandoned,  there 

they  were.  So  archi- tect Keith  Kroeger 
used  them  for  steps, 

and  filled  in  with 

smooth  river  peb- 
bles, standing  ties 

on  end  for  retaining 
walls  along  a  path 

that  led  up  from  a 
river  to  the  house. 

Some  springs?  Fur- niture legs?  Surely 

you  need  something 
ke  that  around  the 

house.  Extra  plugs? 

Nuts  and  bolts?  A 

set  of  stainless  flat- ware marked  way 

down?  it  will  come 

n  handy  sometime. 
Most  big  cities  have 

parts  of  town  where 
wholesale  odds  and 
ends  and  surplus 

goods  are  sold  from 
tattered  cartons  for 
next  to  nothing.  A 

trip  there  is  an  ad- 
venture, fun — and 

surprisingly  useful. 
SUSAN  WOOD 
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DO  WITH 
Less  can  really  be  more . . . 
are  the  lights  out? 
Thermostat  down? 
Food  less  rich,  more  fun? 

Eliminate  fuss — when  you  shop, 

plan  to  cook  extra  and  freeze  it 
for  quick  and  easy  entertaining 

"I  cook  when  I  feel  like  it,"  says  Kaye  Gordon. 

"It  may  be  10  o'clock  at  night,  or  it  may  be  all 

through  a  rainy  weekend  in  the  city  or  at  the 

beach.   But  then  I  may  not  cook  again  for  a 

month-and  my  freezer  will  still  be  full  of  goodies 

for  any  unexpected  guests."  For  Mrs.  Gordon, 

cooking  ahead  and  eliminating  last  minute  fuss  is 

the  secret  of  easy  entertaining.  "I  never  make  just 

one  meat  loaf.  Always  five  or  more,"  she  says. 

Extras  are  cooked  for  a  few  minutes,  then  care- 

fully cooled  and  wrapped  and  stashed  in   the 

freezer,  to  finish  cooking  later.  Cakes  are  made  by 

the   half-dozen   and  formed   into   a  variety   of 

shapes,  baked  and  frozen. 

Decorating,  the  fun  part  of  a  party,  is  done  at 

the  last  minute  before  serving.  Her  repertoire 

contains  several  desserts-from  simple  apricot 

pudding,  to  a  Spanish  cream  with  butterscotch 

sauce-that  can  be  put  together  in  minutes. 

When  a  cooking  marathon  is  on,  Mrs.  Gordon 

cooks  in  quantity  ("If  you  really  feel  like  cooking, 

then  the  food  always  tastes  better,"  she  says). 

Besides  the  meat  loaves  and  the  desserts,  there 

are  loaves  and  loaves  of  homemade  bread,  10- 

quart  pots  of  soup  (half  is  taken  to  the  country), 

and  two  or  three  times  a  year  a  huge  potful  of 

t)asic  veal  stock  for  use  in  all  her  sauces.  "W
hen 

tomatoes  are  in  season,"  she  says,  "I  cook  a  whole 

)asketful,  freeze  them  in  individual  containers, 

and  add  the  seasonings  and  flavoring  later
." 

"I  work  because  I  love  to,"  says  Mrs.  Gordon, 

who  with  her  husband  Leonard  nms  Concept 

VII,  a  New  York  fashion  firm,  "and  I  cook  f
or  the 

same  reason.  I  find  it  fun  to  cook  for  people  1  like, 

and  people  who  love  to  eat."  Recipes  page  
92. 
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Wonderful  light  party  food  from  
"^len  Cor- 

bitt,  far  left.  Crabmeat  Chantilly,  a  d
elicate, 

fluffy  combination  of  crabmeat  and  w
hipped 

egg  whites;  a  salad  of  asparagus  ar
ranged  in 

wafer-thin  slices  of  avocado  and  topped  w 
 th 

a  lemon  juice  and  oil  dressing,   l
aced  with 

capers  and  crisp  diced  bacon.  Th
e  thinnest 

slices  of  rye  toast   (sliced  while  ve
ry  cold 

and  toasted  in  the  oven),  and  cold  
poached 

peaches  crowned  with  threads  
of  caramel- 

ized sugar.  Living/dining  room  designed 
 by 

decorator   William    Hodgins,    Boston.  
  Near 

left,  Kaye  Gordon  loads  her  shoppin
g  cart 

with  enough  produce  to  make  meal
s  for  sev- 

eral pSrtifs  in  one  great  cooking  sessi
on. 

MINIMIZE 
CALORIES  AND 
DISCOVER 
THAT  FOOD 

NEEDN'T  BE RICH  TO  BE 
FESTIVE 
More  and  more  people  are 
finding  that  the  most 
delicious  party  food  is mini-caloried,  light, 

delicate,  and  melt-in-the- mouth.  Helen  Corbitt,  a 

great  cook  and  author  of 
Helen  Corbitt  Cooks  for 

Company,  trims  the calories  for  guests  of 
the  Greenhouse  Spa,  where 
she  is  food  consultant, 
because  they  want  to  do 

without  them.  She  trims 
them  for  her  own  parties 
as  well — because  she 
likes  it  that  way.  One  of 

her  party  buffets, 

opposite;  menus  and recipes  are  on  page  91. 

She  has  favorite  tricks: 

Skip  heavy  elaborate sauces  in  favor  of  using 

the  reduced  juices  from 
cooked  meat,  use  a  grating 
of  Parmesan,  a  light 

hand  with  herbs,  a  little 

soy  sauce,  a  splash  of 

wine  or  mustard.  "It's all  that  good  food  really 
needs."  Sugar  can  be 

replaced  with  a  sugar 
substitute.  Salt  can  give 

way  to  finely  ground 

vegetables  for  extra flavor.  Breads,  made  from 

natural  grains  and  less 
refined  flour,  need  not 

be  eliminated.  Just  slice 

them  very  thinly.  Zucchini 
can  replace  the  potato, 
fruit  can  be  added 
to  all  kinds  of  dishes, 

not  merely  desserts.  A 

plus  for  doing  without 

with  party  food — it  takes 
less  time,  service  can 

be  simplified  to  plate- and-fork-only  parties. 
It  all  adds  up  to  less 

complicated  kitchen  time. "The  present  high  cost 
of  food  has  given  us  a 

greater  respect  for  food 
that  is  really  better 

for  us,"  says  Miss  Corbitt. 

Il 
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Establish  an  instant  balance  be- 
tween your  pocketbook  and  your 

shopping  cart.  The  Automatic 
Quick  Adder  ($1.29,  Wooico,  at 

Woolworth's)  helps  you  count 
up  your  purchases,  take  the  sur- 

prise out  of  checkout  counters. 

Step-up 
vegetable  beds  for 
sit-down  tending 
A  steep  slope  and  a  hip  operation 
inspired  the  Bayard  Roberts  of 
Pennsylvania  to  terrace  a  garden. 
Long  beds  are  framed  by  railroad 
ties,  with  a  double  layer  on  each  low 
side  to  form  retaining  wall  and 

bench.  Level  grass  strips  are  exactly 

2-feet  wide  to  fit  power  mower. 
MARINA   SCHINZ 

Stop!  Think!  Plan! 
You  can  save  work  later 

by  doing  a  little  extra  now. 

There's  a  new  no-kidding 
computer  system 

to  help  plan  your  money 

>A^It's  called  the  Personal  Financial  Planning  Programl 
^L  mail  an  application  with  $36  for  six  lessons  on  financial 
^^  Each  includes  a  short  quiz  and  answer  card  to  return. 

read  by  a  computer  that  tells  which  answers  were  right  or 

—and  why.  Finally,  you  fill  a  data  card  with  information 

ing  your  financial  situation  (dont  worry,  the  computer's  A 
lowed  to  tell),  and  it  produces  a  personal  letter,  chosen  fronif 
sands  of  possible  paragraphs,  modified  to  fit  your  case,  thatj 

specific  recommendations  for  your  money's  future.  This 
run  I)y  Responsive  Communications  offered  by:  First  Natiol 
Boston,  of  Dallas,  of  Denver;   Continental  Ilfinois  of  Chf 
Fidelity  of  Philadelphia;  National  City  of  Cleveland;  MaJ 

turer's  National  of  Detroit;  Manufacturer's  Hanover  of  NewJ 

White  upholstery  is  pure 
luxury.  A  little  forethought 
makes  it  practical 

A  bedroom  all  in  white— and  it's  easy  to  care  foi 
upholstery  is  really  slipcovers  in  100  percent  (  t( 
sheeting.  And  with  a  washing  machine  they  fi  i 
natural  alliance  against  dirt.  Interior  designer  F;)| 

Naess  enlisted  Velcro 

lions  of  tiny  hooks  oii 
strip,  which  when  pr 
o  millions  of  tiny  loo 

another,  cling  for  dea 

^^^^  It     makes     (juick     uii] 

Viil^       ■^'wKHf  covering   possible,    a ^  even  makes  rich  nxw  5 

able  batik  prints  pra  c 
for  trim.  Just  detach 
from  the  curtain,  /e/f  > 

Zippers  do  what  zippers  *  n 
opening  up  a  curved  love  s  t 
Velcro  on  bottom  pulls  all  « 
wrinkles  out,  keeps  cover  t  t 



i'lie  idea  is  simple:  its  easier  for 
.omeone  who's  not  an  architect  to 
'isualize  a  house  if  he  can  see  it 
itacked  up  in  front  of  him.  So  here 

ue  the  pieces,  in  /s-inch  scale  and 
jnits  corresponding  to  spaces  of  8, 
L2,  or  16  feet.  Take  them,  and  plan 
/our  house.  Then  figure  the  cost  as 
jcocom  does,  at  $26  per  square  foot 
)f  finished  space.  Modular  building, 
;ays  K.  D.  Luechauer,  architect, 

vhose  firm  designed  the  kit,  doesn't lave  to  mean  little  cubes.  Above:  A 

louse  built  for  James  Baker  in  Massa- 
chusetts, using  the  shapes 

n  the  kit,  available  for 

ii25  from  Geocom,  101 
Commonwealth  Ave., 
Concord,  Mass.  01742. 

MEASURE  IT! 
THEN  YOUXL  KNOW 
IT  WILL  FIT 
Go-anywhere  tapemeasure 
with  blue  leather-like  sides 
measures — and  holds  it — in 
inches  on  one  side  and  in  cen- 

timeters on  the  other.  About 

$7.50  at  Hoffritz. 

OFF  TO  THE  MARKET 
In  farmers'  markets,  ethnic  neighborhoods,  and  roadside 
stands  produce  is  often  unusual  and  the  selection  wide.  Prices 

are  (sometimes)  low.  A  new  food  adventure.  It's  worth  a  trip. 

Investments  that 

help  you  reduce 
your  food  budget 

By  Sandra  Oddo 

Buying  seasonally  is  probably  the  best 
way  to  save  money  on  your  food  budget 

(see  page  34).  A  few  investments  will 
increase  the  savings. 

A  freezer.  This  is  absolutely  essential.  1 

think  I'd  sell  the  dining-room  table  and 
use  a  tablecloth  on  the  freezer  if  1  had 

no  other  place  to  put  it.  Mine's  23  cubic 
feet,  kept  in  the  basement  where  it  s 
cooler  and  therefore  marginally  less  ex- 

pensive to  mn.  I  bought  it  second-hand. 
And  it  paid  for  itself  in  less  than  six 
months.  From  September  till  February 
we  also  rent  5  cubic  feet  at  a  commercial 

locker  ($1.58  a  month)  to  take  care  of 
the  seasonal  oveiflow. 

Storage  space.  This  needn't  be  much. 
We  put  up  6-inch-deep  shelves  along 
one  side  of  a  6-foot  hall  just  off  the 
kitchen.  Canning  jars  fit  two-deep  on 

the  shelves  so  it's  easy  for  me  to  see 
what  1  have  at  a  glance.  Emptv  jars  are 

stored  on  the  top  shelf  where  it  tends 
to  be  warmer  (therefore  less  good  for 
canned  food).  Big  pots,  used  only  three 

or  four  times  a  year,  are  stored  in  the 
basement. 

Canning  supplies.  I  have  a  little  4-quart 
waterbadi  canner  (picked  up  in  a  junk 

shop)  and  four-jar  pressure  canner  that 
doubles  as  a  pressure  cooker  (Sears,  $25 

or  SO;  serious  pressure  canners  cost  about 

$50)  for  spot  canning;  a  9-quart  monster 
for  massive  efforts.  The  jars  seem  to  be 
fairly  available  these  days  (though  lids 

need  thinking  ahead:  I  bought  mine  in 
February  last  year  and  was  lucky  to  get them  then ) . 

A  garden  and  a  wood  range.  These  are 

optional  but  they  make  a  lot  of  differ- 

ence. It's  quite  possible  to  spend  nearlv 
as  much  money  on  home-processed  food 

as  on  store-processed— which  makes  ver\- 
little  economic  sense.   If  you  raise  the 

food  yourself  you  can't  help  but  come 
out  ahead.  It's  also  possible  to  spend  a 
horrendous  amount  on  gas  or  electric 

energy  in  cooking  and  canning.  I  avoid 
this  with  the  help  of  my  pet,  an 

enamel  and  cast-iron  wood 

range.    It    took    us    nearl\- 
three  months  to  acliie\(' 

speaking     terms     but     1 
couldn't  get  along  with- 

out it  now. 

w/ 

Eleven-cubic-foot  freezer  chest 
with  removable  baskets  to  keep 

food  organized.  By  Amana. 



New 
Imaterials 

for 

make- 
overs 
and 

how  to MAKEITOIM 

Measure  the  original  floor 

length  and  width  adding  3 

inches  each  end.  Transfer 

measurements  to  sheet 

flooring  with  a  chalk  line,  1. 

Rough  cut  along  chalked 

marks   with    a   sharp    knife, 

2,  and  lay  out  in  the  room. 

3.  Trim  along  the  walls  so 

it  fits  snugly.  Fold  back 

half  the  piece  of  flooring  and 

apply  Mannington's  V-10 water  resistant  adhesive  if 

you're  laying  over  cement. 
Otherwise  use  V-12  water 
soluble  adhesive,  4.  Sweep 

top  to  eliminate  air  pockets. 

Fold  back  remaining  half 

and  repeat.  5.  The  tools 

you  will  need:  carpenter's 
square,  chalk  line,  mat  knife, 

trowel,  and  adhesive.  This 

vinyl  flooring  is  "Yorktowne 

Slate"  by  Mannington  Mills. 
For  shopping  information, 

please    turn    to    page    103. 
JAMES  MATHEWS 

HOW  TO 
put  up  new  wall  paneling 
start  from  a  corner  and  work  right,  al- 

ways leading  with  the  grooved  edge.  As 

there  may  be  color  and  texture  varia- 

tions in  the  planking,  play  with  the  ar- 

rangement of  the  panels  until  you  find 

one  that's  pleasing.  Apply  Dap  Panel 
Adhesive  to  the  back  of  each  panel  as 

you  work.  Place  three  metal  clips  at 

edge  16  to  18  inches  apart  and  nail,  1. 

Next  panel  hooked  and  nailed.  2  and  3. 

4.  The  tools  you  need:  hammer,  clips, 

2-inch  nails,  level,  and  caulking  gun. 

The  clips  provide  proper  spacing  and 

stability  while  the  adhesive  dries.  Should 

you  have  to  saw  or  drill  through  a  panel 

do  it  surface  side  up  for  a  sure,  clean 

cut.  Never  nail  through  the  plank  itself. 

Wall  paneling  is  "Red  Barnside  Plank" 
by  Marlite,  which  has  a  protective 

coating  to  seal  out  dirt  and  moisture. 

SUSAN    WOOD 
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Sheet    vinyl    flooring    needs    no    wax 

Urethane  surface  resists  stains,  6  feet 

wide.  Victoria  Garden  by  GAF. 

U 

^''
 

Plywood    panel    has   a    many-planked 

lookSimulated  wood-grain  finish.  Maple- 

brook  4  by  8  panels  by  Georgia-Pacific. 

Shee:  vinyl  in  American  quilt  design; 

"Sunburst"  patterned  flooring,  no-wai 
finish.  Colonial  Charm  by  Congoleum 

Sheet  flooring  like  wood  burl  3-inch 

tiles  Vinyl  pattern  in  6-  and  12-foot 

widths.  Charlemagne  by  Armstrong. 

/'
 

Wall     paneling    like    natural    cypress 

In   white,  brown,   golden,  gray.   Pecky 

Cypress  Design  by  Masonite. 

Natural    oak    fi... ...j,    i.i    iv...    c.^i^ 

Smooth  or  brushed-wire  finish.  Village 

Plank  with  pegs.  Bruce  Flooring. 

Ceramic  tiles  look  centuries  old  Four- 

inch  ceramic  tiles  with  a  naturally  worn 

look.  Cobble  Tile  by  Interpace. 
TETSU    OKUHARA 

Glazed  tiles  take  a  rich  new  color 

Hexagons,  squares,  and  curves  with 

nubbly  surface.  By  American  Clean. 

Textured  ceramic  tiles  look  handmade 

Stain  resistant  tile  in  shades  like  butter- 
milk, caramel.  Summitville.  , 

Vinyl  tile  bricks  complete  with  grouting 

Make    beautiful    patterns    with    9-inch 

square  or  3-by-9-inch  tiles.  Amtico. 

Geometric-patterned,  glazed  Italian 

tiles  Eight-inch  squares  also  in  a  white- 

on-white.  Astral  from  Country  Floors. 

Vinyl  tiles  like  naturally  textured  clay 

Three  colors   in   four  shades  each  ot 

earth  tones.  Terresque.  Kentile. 



WHAT  CAN  YOU  DO  ADOUT  IT? 
Some  good  and 
perhaps  surprising 
advice  from 

two  money  experts 

Madeline 
McWhinney 
A//.S.V  Madeline  McWhitmeij  is  a  remdikahh  force 

in  imnking.  She  has  just  been  appointed  the  first 

President  of  the  First  Wornen's  Bank,  established 
in  Ncto  York  Citif.  She  lield  a  job  at  tlie  Federal 

Reserve  Bank  of  New  York,  as  a  financial  anah/st 

specializing  in  the  short-term  money  market.  She 
toas  its  first  woman  officer  and  worked  for  the 

bank  thirty  years.  A  member  of  the  Reserve's 
Long  Range  Planning  Committee,  she  helped  de- 

velop netv  operating  procedures  to  meet  world 

banking  changes.  She  combines  this  career  tcitli 

a  life  as  the  ivife  of  Dr.  John  Dale,  a  management 

consultant.  They  have  one  son,  Thomas,  eleven. 

■  "Out  oi  adversity  you  get  new  things, (licre's  a  truth  in  that,"  declares  Madeline 
McWhinuev-  She  holds  several  awards 

lor  licr  outstanding  success  in  the  financial  world, 

hut  easily  admits  she  can't  make  current  domestic 
problems  vanish  with  any  magical  good  manage- 

ment. "We've  experienced  skyrocketing  property 
taxes  in  New  Jersey  where  we  have  a  country 

house.  They've  just  about  tripled,"  she  says.  "It 
makes  you  readjust  your  sights.  We  are  currently 

still  in  the  process  of  deciding  what  to  do,  it's  a 
wrenching  kind  of  a  thing.  But  when  you  are 

under  this  kind  of  pressure  it  forces  you  to  use 

your  imagination— and  that's  all  to  the  good.  You 
get  into  gardening  and  growing  your  own  food. 

Instead  of  buving  T\'  dinners,  you  begin  to  ex- 
periment and  find  out  that  slews  are  pretty  tasty. 

\ 

By  Beverly  Rus 
My  husband  and  J  cook  as  relaxation.  \\  . 

all  our  own   vegetables.   We've   lettuces 
greenhouse  all  winter.   I'm  .shocked  vvlu  (w 

into  the  supermarket  and  find  out  they're  I'^H 

a  head.  1  do  shop  carefully:  I've  even  lau    I* 
son  to  undersand  unit  pricing.  The  fact  ll 

walks   more   becau.se   public    transportali 

gone  up,  eats  less  because  of  liigli  lood 
shows  us  there  are  two  sides  to  every  coin, 

are  compensations,  you  just  have  to  adj 

thinking  about  them.  In  this  country  we've 
building  huge  and   magnificent  schools  U 

can't  afford  those  kinds  of  schools  any  mor'' 
when  it  comes  down  to  it,  they're  probably  i 
best  kind  anyway.  Less  expensive,  more  fi 

construction  would  work  just  as  well.  Ch] 

don't  need  elaborate  surroundings.  They're 
off  with  !)asic  things  and  using  imagination 

velop  their  minds."  Miss  McWhiimey  gets 
to  some  basics  below: 

How  can  we  cope 

with  increasing  prices? 

"One  of  the  most  important  things  for  us 
which  few  of  us  ever  do  is  to  sit  down  and 

take  an  inventory  of  financial  resources,  wh 

have  and  what  our  goals  and  priorities  ai 

then  .see  what  we  can  do  financially  about 

When  you  get  into  a  period  of  inflation 
costs    and   prices    continuing   to   ri.se   and 

buving  power  never  seems  to  quite  catc 

you  begin   to  get   a   terriljjy   frustrated   f< 
Adjustments  are  rough,  but  the  sooner  yoi 

ize  you  have  to  make  them,   and  tmce  \' 
made   them  mentally,  you   begin   to  live 

easily."  (Continued  on  pa<_ 
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Four  very  positive  steps  you  can  take 
Write  down  a  financial  plan.  List  your  resources,  note  goals  and  aims.  Work  out 
how  you  can  achieve  them. 

Use  your  imagination  to  make  the  money  you  have  get  you  the  life  you  want.  Think 
positively.  There  will  be  changes  in  your  life  but  the  quicker  you  adjust  to  them 
mentally,  the  easier  life  will  be. 

Save  even  tf  you  feel  you  are  not  getting  a  proper  return  on  your  money.  It's  the 
person  with  money  who  makes  money.  Liquid  funds  help  you  take  advantage  of 
sales  and  otf^rtimely  investments. 

Don't  be  afraid  of  credit.  Our  world  exists  on  credit,  it's  important  to  learn  what  it 
is  and  how  to  handle  it,  and  to  establish  a  credit  rating.  We're  moving  away  from 
cash.  Sit  down  and  figure  out  all  your  fixed  outgoings,  then  work  out  how  much 
you  can  afford  in  loan  repayments. 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN,  JANUARY. 



hn  Kenneth 
albraith 
n  Kenneth  Galbraith,  for  many  tjcars  the 

Warburg  Professor  of  Economics  at 

d,  in  a  past  president  of  the  American 
lie  Association,  a  former  Ambassador  to 

He  is  author  of  many  notable  books,  in- 
The  Affluent  Society,  The  New  Industrial 

and  Economics  and  the  Public  Purpose. 

a  chse  adviser  to  President  Kennedy.  In 

War  II  he  worked  principally  in  price 

He  has  been  at  the  center  of  economic 

y  in  thus  country  for  about  forty  years. n 
("Nothing  lasts  forever  .  .  .  and  that  is  true 

of    inflation,"    John    Kenneth    Galbraith 
writes  in  his  new  book  Money,  Whence 

,   Where   It   Went    (Houghton    Mifflin, 

!  Ill  then  he  goes  on  to  ask:  "What  has 
(1  to  money?  Everyone  expects  it  to  de- 
111  value.  Of  late,  to  have  a  fixed  income 

tliought  liable  to  impoverishment  ...  1 

I    to   be   one   of   the   relatively   fortunate 

hose  income  goes  up  along  with  infla- 

lu-  added  recently  in  an  interview  on  the 
I  porch  of  his  house  in  Cambridge,   Mass. 

irices  of  my  books  and  the  revenues  from 

lend  to  go  up  with  other  prices.  I  keep 

igcrs  crossed  they  will  keep  on  doing  that, 

iionally,  I  wouldn't  like  to  confess  to  being 

it,  but  I'm  not  poor  and  generally  speaking 

'q  of  some  basic  income  have  choices.  They 
)pe  with  inflation.  They  have  forms  of  con- 

tion,  which  they  can  eliminate.  I  haven't 
lated  anything  yet,  but  I  could  if  I  had  to. 

Life  and  I  have  always  confined  ourselves 

e  .small  car,  not  for  reasons  particularly  of 

»my  but  because  we  could  never  agree  as 

10  should  take  the  damn  thing  to  the  garage 

■rvicing.  So  if  we  had  two,  it  would  have 
just  that  much  worse.  We  fell  in  love  with 

ont  right  after  World  War  II,  when  land 

louses  were  available  for  almost  nothing, 
old  farmhouse  has  absorbed  a  lot  of  our 

js  income  just  keeping  it  together,  but  I'm 
)ing  to  waste  any  sympathy  either  on  myself 

/body  else  who  has  a  .-.econd  home.  If  it's  just 

;pensive,  there's  one  marvelous  solution  and 
s  to  sell  it  to  somebody  else." 

len  Dr.  Galbraith's  book  The  Affluent  So- 
came  out  in  1958,  it  was  labeled  "disturb- 
nit  it  became  a  best-sefler.  Time  has  served 

iiforce  his  views  about  economic  survival 

levitable  change.  Then  he  stressed  the  major 
)f  society  should  be  to  establish  the  notion 

oay  is  relatively  unimportant  as  compared 
job  satisfaction.  This  has  happened.  Plenty 
ople  find  this  idea  reasonably  acceptable 
.  What  else  must  we  adapt  to?  Here  Dr. 
aith  outlines  further  causes  and  effects  of 
on. 

Vhy  do  prices  keep  going  up? 

JS  keep  going  up  because  we  liaven't  been 
;  any  really  comprehensive  remedy  for  in- 

1.  The  government  has  really  been  unwilling 
ne  to  grips  with  one  of  the  central  problems 

iveryone  recognizes,  namely  that  prices  pull 
ages.  As  prices  rise,  the  trade  unions  seek 

::'oup  by  getting  higher  wage  settlements 
hat  shoves  up  prices  some  more.  And  diis 

^^ 
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wage-price  spiral  continues  without  any  effective 

acdon  by  the  government.  With  a  kind  of  leader- 
ship attitude  that  wishes  to  turn  back  to  the 

world  of  the  18th  or  19th  century,  one  doesn't 
come  to  grips  with  the  problems.  The  only 

remedy  the  government  has  used  in  recent  times 
has  been  to  restrict  lending,  as  we  say,  tighten 

up  on  the  money  supply.  And  this  has  a  very 

distorting  effect  on  the  economy.  It's  particularly 
damaging  for  housing  and  the  construction  in- 

dustry and  it  only  stops  inflation  by  creating 

much  more  unemployment  than  we  can  stand. 

Do  you  think 
the  situation  will  improve? 

"I  regard  inflation  as  a  more  or  less  inevitable 
feature  of  any  society  in  which  we  have  strong 

unions  and  strong  corporations  and  as  they're 

hkely  to  last  for  some  time  I  think  that  we're 

going  to  have  the  problem  of  inflation  until  we're 
really  braced  to  do  something  about  it  in  a  serious 

way,  through  control  of  wages  and  prices.  The 
unfairness  of  inflation  is  that  while  some  incomes 

go  up  and  indeed  may  even  be  the  cause  of  the 

price  increases,  other  people's  incomes  do  not  and 
it  tends  to  be  the  weaker  members  of  the  commu- 

nity, people  who  are  old,  living  on  pensions  or 

Living  on  fixed  salaries  who  suffer  most." 

How  a  change 
in  attitude  can  help 

Don't  live  in  the  past  but  don't  try  to  Mye  in 
the  future  either.  Economic  forecasting,  is 

highly  imperfect.  It  is  based  on  what  pol-. 
icy-makers  hope  to  have  happen  or  need 
to  have  happen.  The  only  real  way  to  make 
sound  economic  decisions  Is  to  consider 
current  reality. 

Adiust  to  the  idea  that  vou  can  livehao- 
ilv  with  less.  The  fact  that  so  much  eco- 

nomic effort  IS  spent  on  stimulating  demand 
is  an  indicator  that  we  can  do  without.  A 

better  life  today  is  associated  with  more 
leisure  rather  than  more  things. 

Balance    personal    satisfaction    aaainst 

monetary  gam.  Work  (and  life)  should  be 

enjoyable.  There  are  definite  compensa- 
tions in  deriving  satisfaction  from  an  oc- 

cupation or  a  way  of  life  that  can  be  set 
against  conventional  wealth  and  affluence. 

Economic  reform  in  the  final  analysis  rests 
with  the  individual.  It  is  up  to  you  to  make 
your  voice  heard,  to  be  skeptical  of  what 
institutions,  including  the  government,  say 

you  should  have  or  want.  Make  your  feel- 
ings evident  by  what  you  buy,  how  you 

vote,  or  taking  any  other  kind  of  action  to 
have  money  spent  the  way  you  want  it. 

What  measures  would  you 

put  into  operation? 

"When  the  system  is  running  at  less  than  capa- 
city with  unemployment  and  idle  plant,  you  ar- 

range an  expansion  of  the  economy  mainly  by  the 

use  of  the  government  budget  to  suj^port  certain 

areas  of  the  economy— public  services,  for  ex- 

ample. When  people  go  back  to  work  and  fac- 
tories are  busy,  you  reverse  this  procedure  and 

dampen  down  demand  by  applying  methods  of 

indirect  or  direct  taxation  so  that  you  don't 
have  the  combination  of  (Continued  on  page  169) 
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Twenty  pieces  for  $20,  stainless  steel  and  acrylic  flatware,  Sears  catalogue.  Earthenware  spice  jars,  29C,  79C;,  99C  each,  The  Cult 

Revolution.  Stainless  steel  flatware,  from  left,  "Bistroware,"  79(1;  apiece;  stylized,  89C;  black-handled,  44C.  All  at  Cost  Plus  Impc 

i 
You  get  what  you  pay  for, 

it's  said,  but  we  say— It's 

it'sthe  many  ways  a  thing  Clamp-on  lamp,  $1.85  from  Nuts  and  Bolts  Discount  Hardware.  "Zip-Zap"  knife  sharpener  by  Alfred  Zanger,  $2.50,  Bloomingdal  hH 
can  work  for  the  money. 

And  portability.  Durabil- 
ity. Easy  care.  You  can 

find  fresh  looks  and  hard-    . 
IYlfljl^^lll!^HI[tl>KivtV/«IKS 

low  prices.  Here  to  in- 
spire you  are  fifty-two 

finds    at    unbeatable 

prices,  and  with  natural  Handpalnted  "fish"  bowls;  $1.75  and  $1  each  at  Chinese  Native  Products.  Ten  pairs  of  rosewood  chopsticks  for  $1.49  at  The  CuJ   « 
good  looks  in  the  barigain.  Revolution.  Clay  teapot,  $3,  Chinese  Native  Products.  Bamboo  serving  trays,  $1.49  and  $2.50  each,  The  Cultural  Revoluj  i^ 

% 

"Revere"  bowl  by  Indiana  Glass,  9%  inches  wide,  $4.50,  Altman's.  Rope  trivet,  6  for  $4.50;  stainless  steel  and  brush  "inside  aj  ̂ 
out"  baster,  $4.50,  both  from  Williams-Sonoma.  Vinyl  shower  curtain  in  4  colors,  $4.99.  Matching  curtains  available.  LamstonI  f 

Sleek  steel  blinds  in  17  colors,  $9  to  $99,  JC  Penney  catalogue.  Glass  jars,  from  left.  $5.99,  $3.79,  $15.99,  $3.69,  $6.99,  $1.1  \ 

each.  Cost  Plus  Imports.  Indian  cotton  bedspreads,  $12,  $15,  $20  each,  by  size,  Azuma.  11.5-quart  "Big  Stu"  pot,  $5.49,  Woolworth'   > 

Chair^S39.  Furniture  jnThe  Raw.  Steel  12-by-36-inch  shelves,  $2.48  each;  posts  $2.48  each,  Tunnel  Machinery  Exchange.  "Sn 
Plastic  serving  cart,$28.99.  Sears  catalogue.  Handmade  Indian  rug,  42  by  73  inches,  $34.88,  Cost  PL 



ht  patterned  tinware:  tray,  $2.10;  bowl,  $1.65.  Canisters,  tins  available.  The  Cheese  Pantry.  Chinese  straw  oval  place  mat,  $1.39, 

lima.  Porcelain  soap  dish,  $2.50,  JC  Penney  catalogue.  2-quart  ovenproof  measuring  pitcher-bowl,  $1.95,  Design  Research. 

^m 

K 

timer  holds  5  screwdrivers.  By  GAM.  $2.98,  W.G.  Lemmon.  Stacking  "Maxmugs"  of  dishwasher-safe  plastic.  By  Massimo  Vignelli  for  Heller.  6  in  6  colors,  $10, 
bmingdale's.  Chinese  "apple"  baskets,  $3  and  $5  each,  Bloomingdale's.  Cane  hanger,  $3  at  Wicker-Wicker-Wicker,  %-liter  wine  carafe,  70C,  The  Pottery  Barn. 

Left:  Murphy  Oil  Soap,  bio- 

degradable, phosphate- 
free,  cleans  all  from  floors 
to  clothes!  5-pound  can, 

$4.75,  The  Pottery  Barn. 
Covered  measuring  pitcher 

of  dishwasher-safe  mela- 
mine.  By  Copco.  $5,  Buf- 
fums'.  Plastic  storage 

boxes  by  Lerner.  73(J  to 

$3.99  at  Lamston's.  Plastic 
60-watt  lamp  by  C.N.  Bur- 

man.  $5.77,  Woolworth's. Store  list,  page  42 

1,  $5.95;  baking  sheet, 
BO,  The  Pottery  Barn. 

/ iip-top  storage  chest,  ready-to-finish  in  knotty  pine,  is 
10  by  15  by  15  inches.  $23.95  from  Montgomery  Ward  cat- 
ilogue.  Crystal  jigger  has  three  IVa-ounce  measurements  so  Folding  chairs,  from  left,  Mexican,  raw  wood,  $5.99  at  Cost  Plus  Imports;  white 
ou  can  mix  two  or  three  drinks  at  a  time,  $10  at  Tiffany,   plastic,  by  Cosco,  $12.50  at  W.G.  Lemmon;  wood  and  cane,  $18.99,  Bon  March6. 

K 

CHUCK  ASHLEY 

>ge  bench  of  unfinished  pine,  43  inches  long,  $39.95,  Montgomery  VVard  catalogue.  Marimekko  canvas  bags,  $24,  $23,  $42,  Design  Research.  Fold-flat  chair. 





s,  redwood  seconds 

ED 
lALS  BUILC 
/HOUSE 

Old  barn  beams  
and  rough- 

sawn   redwood,   brick  and  , 

quarry    tile,    clear    glass,                 , 
and   primitive   pattern   in   basket,                 i 

rug,  wall  hanging — a  house  of  tex-                 i 
ture    and    time-tested    materials 

where  new  and  old  are  easy  to- 

gether. "We  wanted  warmth,"  says 
architect    Edmund    Stevens,    who  ' 
designed  it  for  his  family.  He  built  j 
old  beams  into  the  barn  shapes  of  ^ 

the  new  house,  shapes  that  fitted 

well   into  the   landscape.   He  be- 
lieves in  recycling,  in  work  done 

himself,    and    in    designing    the 

space  for  the  life  to  fill  it — which 

means,  he  says  with  a  grin,  "that 
it's  the  best  house  there  is  for  the 
money."  "The  furniture  we  already 

had  was  right  for  it,"  says  Shari 
Stevens.   Her  early  American  ta- 

bles, Indian  and  African  baskets, 

kilim  rugs,  and  batik  pillows  were 

what  they  wanted.  "1  collect,"  she 
admits.   "Anything  earthy  or  eth- 

nic." She  also  refinishes,  stripping 

chairs  or  tables  to  warm,   worn 

wood  so  they  all  can  coexist,  even 
with    burled   walnut   and   chrome 

Italian    end    tables    and    modern 

white    cotton    sofas.    The    earthy 

materials  of  the  house  also  make 

it  easy  to  care  for.  The  tile  floors 

are    simply    vacuumed,    and    left 
unwaxed  to  weather  as  they  will. 

The  house  is  built  against  the 
edge  of  the  lower  of  two  fields, 

protected  from  the  road.  The  up- 
per field  serves  as  an  entrance 

court.  The  garage  is  there — and 
from  there  the  strong  line  of  the 
bridge,  left,  leads  to  the  second 
floor  of  the  house.  Framed  in  old 
barn  beams,  it  is  simple,  unrailed, 

open  to  the  air.  The  exterior  is 
sided  with  tongue-and-groove  red- 

wood seconds,  rough-sawn,  less 
matched  in  tone  than  first-grade 
wood  and  so,  says  Mr.  Stevens, 

more  interesting  visually.  It's  laid to  follow  the  line  of  the  roof  on 

the  living  room  wing;  Mr.  Stevens 
made  a  sunburst  of  it  for  the  win- 
dowless  north  wall  of  the  bedroom 

wing,  inset.  ("I  didn't  want  to  see a  dull  wood  wall  from  the  living 

room,"  says  Mrs.  Stevens.)  The 
Stevens  and  their  son,  Nicholas, 
who  is  eight,  helped  to  apply  the 

clear  preservative  to  the  outside. 

^ 



4-SIDED  FIREPLACE 
I    ̂   A  PLEXIGLAS  GREENHOUSE 

FOR  A  WINTER  GARDEN 

*eii 

We- 

^.cycled  motenols  build  a  new  house 

-^f^  4-?^^»*.  riBwv  S 

TOM   YEE 

Studio- 
Garage 
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Roof 
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Roof 
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Pantry 
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utyitiel  ̂  

Bedroom 

B^edroom' 

FIRST  FLOOR 

i  plan  IS  dramatically  simple:  a  bridge  that  runs  straight 3ugh  the  house,  shed  roofs  that  lean  into  it,  and  two 
gs,  one  for  living,  the  other  sleeping.  From  the  bridge 
I  can  look  down  to  the  dining  room,  right,  with  its  eye- 
zling  old  Navaho  rug,  or  living  room— where  a  balcony 
ig  the  windows  intersects  the  bridge,  keeping  the  long 
from  being  overpowering.  "I  love  the  space,"  says  Mrs. 
vens,  "the  way  you  can  wander  through  it  and  live  in  ali 
t  at  once."  All  mechanical  systems  follow  line  of  bridge, onstruction  moneysaver.  A  greenhouse  fills  space  be- 
enwings  on  one  side  of  house;  the  patio  tucks  into  other. 

Xt^ 

The  south-facing  living  room  windows 
are  double-glazed;  the  tile  floor  gets 
toasty  in  the  sun.  To  take  the  chill 
off  winter  nights  there  is  a  four-sided 
fireplace  between  dining  and  living 
rooms,  designed  of  corbeled  bricks 
by  Mr.  Stevens,  its  placement  decid- 

ed by  Mrs.  Stevens.  "I  considered  her 
my  client,"  he  says.  Away  from  drafty 
doors,  it  draws  and  heats  nicely.  Up- 

stairs, the  sloping  roof  left  room  to 

turn  the  hall — also  the  entrance — 
into  a  library.  Shiny  urethane-finished 
floor  contrasts  with  the  tile  down- 

stairs. The  plant  is  a  Spathiphyllum. 



Greenery  is  everywhere  inside.  Mrs. 

Stevens  collects  plants  as  well — 
and  the  peak  of  the  living  room  is 

20  feet  high,  says  Mr.  Stevens,  part- 
ly because  they  needed  space  for 

trees  to  grow  and  plants  to  hang 
unhindered.  She  favors  reasonably 

hardy  varieties  and  flowering  things 
that  contribute  new  tones  to  the 

strong  colors  they  both  love — ■ 

"bright  upstairs  with  the  shiny  wood 

floors,  muted  colors  with  the  tile," 
he  says.  Bow  windows,  above,  make 

sunny    show-off    places    for   them. 

The  greenhouse,  above,  is  made  of 

Plexiglas  bent  around  strips  of  lam- 
inated wood.  A  long  glass  panel  behind 

the  kitchen  sink  lets  the  cook  overlook 
it.  Sometimes,  herbs  in  pots  on  the 
counter  share  the  sun.  Sliding  glass 
doors  connect  the  greenhouse  with  the 
hall  under  the  bridge.  This  was  the 

first  year  for  the  greenhouse,  so  it's 
mostly  tomatoes  that  run  riot  there.  The 
harvest  continued  long  after  frost  cut 
down  those  outside.  And  a  small  brown 

rabbit — nobody  knows  how  he  got 
there — decided  to  make  it  his  home. 
For  materials  and  equipment  used  in 
this   house,    olease   turn    to    oaae    104. 
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New  windows,  white  point  and  trellis 

MODERN  IDEAS 
RECYCLE 
A  TINY  COTTAGE 

'^ 

The  front  of  the  house,  above.  Behind 
it,  close  enough  to  smell  the  salt,  the 
ocean.  Indoors,  a  look  as  close  to  the 
outdoors  as  Mr.  Stevenson  could 

make  it.  In  the  living  room,  left,  his 
first  step  was  to  paint  the  ceiling  sky 
blue,  spray  it  with  fat  white  clouds, 
then  cover  it  with  trelliswork.  One 
could  be  in  a  summerhouse  with  a 
lattice  roof.  Off  to  the  left  of  the  tiny, 

lattice-walled  dining  room  are  the 
bath  and  storage;  to  the  right,  the 
kitchen,  above  top.  tVlore  lattice  here, 
and  a  skylight  with  a  wood  frame  that, 
bordered  with  hooks,  makes  a  splen- 

did hanging  rack  for  pots  and  pans. 

Hardly  bigger  than  a  minute,  th
is  lit- tle house  is  one  of  forty-three  that, 

in  1860,  were  floated  on  barges 

across  a  New  England  bay  to  their  pres- 
ent seaside  sites.  As  far  as  anyone  knows, 

they  were  fishermen's  houses,  and  a  few  of 
them  still  are.  The  rest  have  become  sum- 

mer and  weekend  second  houses  for  paint- 
ers and  plain  lovers  of  salt  water.  When  it 

came  off  its  barge,  this  one  was  only  half  as 

big  as  it  is  now,  and  spread  to  its  present 

perimeter  with  the  addition  at  some  point 

of  a  wing  that  probably  accommodated  a 

growing  family  and  drying  space  for  nets. 

Today  the  house  is  owned  by  decorator  Todd 

Stevenson  and  Patrick  Trani,  winter-time  art 

teacher,  summertime  painter.  "I  can  now 

teach  house  painting,"  he  says.  "It  took 
seven  years  to  take  the  house  apart  and  put 

it  together  again.  It  was  so  ridden  with  dry 
rot  that  by  the  time  the  remodeling  and 

shoring  up  and  rescue  work  was  finished, 

we  had  practically  a  new  house."  The  origi- 
nal front  half  is  now  an  apartment  ior^tm- 

mer  rentals,  the  rear  half  is  what  you  see 

here — an  illustrated  guide  book  to  what  can 
be  done  with  minimal  space,  imagination, 

and  a  remodeler's  ace  in  the  hole,  sheer  grit. 
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"Ail-white  rooms  make  great  sense 
when  they  aren't  subjected  to  city 
grime  and  dust,"  says  Mr.  Stevenson, 
"and  because  the  air  out  here  is  as 
clear  as  a  bell,  the  living  room  [above] 

is  white  for  two  reasons:  It's  a  small 
room,  only  11  by  18  feet,  and  needed 
the  look  of  space,  which  white  can  give 
you,  and  because  loading  it  with  color 
might  have  shut  it  up  like  a  telescope. 

This  isn't  pure  white,  but  a  soft  one, 
like  butcher's  string.  Even  the  floor  is 
painted  white,  although  most  of  it  is 
covered  with  squares  of  sea  grass. 

"The  walls  are  finished  in  rough- 
coat  plaster,  which  dries  so  slowly  that 

it  was  possible  to  give  it  a  striated  tex- 
ture by  raking  it  with  a  kind  of  curry 

comb — a  board  with  strong  nails  driven 
through  it — and  when  the  walls  were 

dry  they  were  spray-painted  white. 

"The  room  also  needed  light  and  air, 
so  French  doors  were  cut  into  the 

garden-side  wall  and  a  little  balcony 
built  outside  them.  Nice  place  for 
potted  plants.  Then,  to  gain  more 
space,  another  wall  was  broken 
through  to  make  an  alcove  out  of  a 

side  porch,  which  was  enclosed  to  be- 
come a  recess  for  a  French  daybed. 

It's  slipcovered  in  white  sheeting,  and 
the  curtains  are  shirred  dotted  swiss, 
which  is  also  shirred  right  up  and 
across  the  sloping  ceiling.  White  linen 
hangings  can  be  pulled  across  the 
arch,  and  the  whole  thing  looks  like  a 
little  stage.  Anyhow,  it  takes  care  of 

one  sleeper,  and  the  other  has  the  big 
sofa  bed  in  the  living  room. 

"There  are  two  new  octagonal  win- 
dows, well  up  on  their  walls.  When 

houses  are  set  as  closely  together  as 

these  are,  high  windows  are  like  good 
fences.  They  make  good  neighbors.  As 

space  is  scarce,  there  isn't  much  fur- 
niture, and  none  of  it  is  notable  except 

two  Biedermeier  shellback  chairs.  But 

because  everything  is  white,  there  is  a 
visual  flow  that  makes  the  furniture 

look  better  than  it  really  is. 

"All  the  difficult  construction  work 
was  done  by  one  of  the  local  carpen- 

ters. When  we  were  looking  for  space 

for  a  deck,  he  said  'Why  not  sit 
on  the  roof?',  and  sheared  off  part 
of  a  gable  and  built  a  railed-in  deck 
reached  by  an  outdoor  spiral  staircase. 

It's  a  great  place  with  a  view  of  the 
ocean,  and  we  eat  up  there,  and  lie 

in  the  sun,  and  bless  the  carpenter." 

ft 

Outside  looking  in.  New  French  doors, 

above,  trap  sunlight  and  th°  briny 
ocean  air.  Tiny  balcony  is  simply  an 
ornamental  barricade,  although  it  is 
deep  enough  to  hold  potted  geraniums 
and  the  forefeet  of  Dolph,  the  house 
poodle.  Indoors,  at  the  far  side  of  the 
room,  a  new  armoire,  its  original  finish 
too  somber  for  the  white  room.  Re- 

painted by  trompe  I'oeil  specialist  John 
Anderson,  it  is  now  in  context.  In  it, 

and  really  old,  a  collection  of  porce- 
lain; up  top,  shells  and  coral.  Right: 

Inside,  looking  out  to  the  garden  and 
a  marble  lamb,  once  a  church  orna- 

ment. "The  church  was  being  razed,  so 

I  bought  the  lamb  and  pastured  him." 

'i. 
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Tiny  terraca.  above,  lies  outside  the 
kitchen  door  and  is  bordered  with  priv- 

et hedges  manicured  like  topiary 
pieces.  The  garden,  planted  in  beds 
wherever  there  is  room  (mostly  along 
one  side  of  the  house),  is  composed 

entirely  of  white  flowers — everything 
from  roses  to  hollyhocks,  marguerites 
to  phlox.  Just  a  step  from  the  kitchen 
door,  the  staircase  to  the  roof  deck, 
abo\^e  top,  and,  on  a  fine  day,  lunch. 
Today,  avocados  stuffed  with  tuna 

salad.  "As  you  see,  the  ocean  and  the 
beach  are  very  close,  and  the  neigh- 

bors are  even  closer.  But  that's  how 
the  community  was  planned,  and  you 

The  plan,  left:  The  house  is  entered 
through  a  side  door  into  the  dining 
room,  which  is  flanked  on  one  side 

by  the  kitchen,  on  another  by  the  bath 

and  a  hall  with  two  closets — one  for 
linen,  one  for  clothing.  When  the 

old  porch  off  the  living  room  was 

converted  to  a  bed-alcove, 
enough  space  was  left  on  each 
side  of  it  to  box  in  for  two 
more  closets,  both  for  clothing. 

Entrance 
}     / 

Kitchen 

D 
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Cool  energy-thrifty 
I  fluorescent  tubes 

I  that  give  the  right  light 
for  plants  to  flower 

I  Water-resistant 
shelves  that  slide  out 

for  air  circulation  ^^^^i^ 
and  easy  care   ^        3-^ 
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A  living-room  garden  w 
h-on  sunlight 

i«SS^:- 

"If  you  compare  your  plants  under  fluorescents  with 
those  on  a  window  sill  in  winter,  you  find  the  plants 
under  lights  are  growing,  while  the  others  are  just 

resting,"  says  Mrs.  John  H.  Allan,  a  House  &  Garden 
editor  who  designed  this  9-by-8-foot  light  garden. 

"Lights  overcome  a  lack  of  sunshine  in  an  apartment 
and  on  short  or  hazy  or 

rainy  days.  Even  mari- 
golds and  impatiens  will 

bloom  in  winter,  and 
plants  that  used  to  droop 
in  our  south  window 

in  summer — begonias, 

ferns,  African  violets — 
grow  well  under  cool 
fluorescents.  Another 

plus  is  that  cuttings  will 

start  in  any  season."  The shelves  are  54-inches 
long  with  heights  ranging 
from  10  to  28  inches. 

Above  each  48-by-18- 
inch  plant  tray  are  four 
48-inch,  40-watt  tubes. 
Her  choice  was  the  new 
Verilux  Tru-Bloom.  on  a 

17-hour  timer.  "Fluores- 
cents are  brighter  but  use 

less  energy  than  incan- 
descents,"  Mrs.  Allan 

points  out,  "though  we  do 
use  floods  for  foliage 

plants  like  the  ficus  tree. 

The  inner  walls'  water- 
proof white  Formica  is 

a  good  reflector.  That  was  at  the  suggestion  of  a 
friend,  interior  designer  Marsha  Ambler.  My  cabinet 
maker.  R.  W.  Dickwisch,  suggested  putting  the 

shelves  on  Grant  pulleys  for  air  and  easy  tending.  Be- 
cause plants  dry  out  fast  under  lights  and  are  in  ac- 

tive growth,  they  need  constant  watering  and  feeding 
— but  I  love  being  able  to  garden  every  day.  Most  of 
our  plants  began  as  cuttings,  and  now  we  have  plants 

to  share."  For  more,  see  page  8;  shopping,  page  103. 

Great  ideas:  Para-Wedge 
louvers  banish  glare  of 
fluorescent  tubes,  fop. 

Sliding  shelves  have  built- 
in  galvanized  waterproof 
trays  with  plastic  eggcrate 

to  keep  pots  above  water. 

Penny  Allan  uses  one  to  two  shelves  for  propagating, 
starts  cuttings  of  house  plants,  even  shrubs  and 
seedlings  for  her  weekend  country  garden.  She  also 

grows  for  annual  fair  at  son  David's  kindergarten.  To 
propagate  an  African  violet  she  snips  off  a  leaf  with 
small  sharp  scissors  and  shortens  the  stub,  top,  then 
dips  it  in  water  and  Rootone  F  (with  fungicide),  plants 
It  (in  a  pencil  hole)  in  vermiculite,  mists  twice  daily. 



The  food  diary  that 
talks  back m 

Eloise  R.  Trescher,  R.D.,  suggests  that  if  you  record  what, 

when,  where,  and  how  much  you  eat  and  drink,  you'll 
find  out  just  what's  causing  any  weight  problems  you  may  havcl 

that  influence  his  weight  (or  disease)   of  which  he  wal 

unaware.  For  example  you  should  note— 

The  times  of  eating. 
Record  the  time  and  frequency  of  meals  and  snacks  an/ 
the  length  of  time  spent  in  the  process.  Does  the  recorc 
reveal  that  meal  times  are  given  priority  in  planning  tht 

day's  schedule  or  is  food  eaten  on  the  run,  sandwichei 
between  activities?  The  latter  method  can  result  in  rapii 

eating,  ingesting  larger  quantities  of  food  than  needei 
and  enjoying  them  less,  as  well  as  eating  nutritionally  in 
adequate  snacks.  Keep  in  mind  that  breakfast  is  the  mos 
important  meal  in  the  day.  Allow  time  for  it. 

ROBERT    LAUTMAK 

editor's  note:  Eloise  R.  Trescher,  RD,  is  a  nutritionist 
as  much  concerned  with  enjoying  food  as  eating  the  right 
kinds  and  quantities.  A  trim  grandmother  of  six  who 

weighs  just  what  she  weighed  twenty-five  years  ago,  Mrs. 
Trescher  has  developed  methods  to  help  you  take— and 

keep— control  of  your  weight,  too.  Educated  at  the  Uni- 
versity of  Delaware  and  Johns  Hopkins  Hospital,  she 

taught  at  the  Johns  Hopkins  University  Medical  School 
(and  founded  its  Nutrition  Clinic)  until  1949,  when  she 
left  to  go  into  private  practice.  She  collaborated  with  two 
associates  on  the  first  manual  of  Applied  Nutrition  for 

the  Johns  Hopkins  Hospital,  and  her  column,  "Notes  on 
Nutrition  for  Your  Family's  Health,"  has  appeared  in 
House  &  Garden  since  September,  1973. 

ore  than  50  years  ago  Frances  Stern,  founder 
and  director  of  the  first  Food  Clinic  in  the 

U.S.,  at  the  Beth  Israel  Hospital  in  Boston, 

initiated  the  use  of  a  daily  food  diary.  Forty- 
five  years  ago  the  food  diary  was  adapted  for  use  in  my 

nutrition  clinic  at  the  Johns  Hopkins  Hospital  in  Balti- 
more and  is  still  in  use.  Today  many  clinicians,  dietitians, 

nutritionists,  pyschologists,  pyschiatrists,  and  other  inves- 
tigators are  using  many  variations  of  such  records.  Their 

effectiveness  is  undisputed.  Such  a  record  reveals  im- 

portant information  about  the  patient  and  helps  the  pa- 
tient learn  about  himself.  The  patient  records  the  times 

of  eating,  the  place,  the  circumstances  and  mood,  the 
manner  of  eating,  and  the  kinds  and  amounts  of  food 
and  drinks.  Through  this  he  becomes  conscious  of  factors 

THIS  CHART  WILL  SUGGEST  WAYS  OF  REDUCING  CALORIES 

WITHOUT  REALLY  MISSING  THEM 

You  have been  using 
Calories       Use  instead Calori Calories  sav 

1  cup— 8  oz.  whole  milk    160 
1  cup— 8  oz. 
skimmed  milk  or 

buttermilk 

90 

7C 

Cheese,  1  oz.  Blue, 

Cheddar,  Swiss 
105       Cottage  cheese,  1  oz.  30 

creamed 

Cottage  cheese,  1  oz.  25 
uncreamed 

80 

Hamburger,  reg.  3  oz.       245 
Steak  sirloin  6  oz.  660 

lean  and  fat 

Hamburger,  very  lean 
Sirloin,  lean  only  6  oz. 

185 

345 
6C 

315 

Pork  chop  thick  31/2  oz.     260 
with  bone,  lean  and  fat 

Pork  chop  31/2  oz.  bone      130 

and  fat  discarded 

leaving  1.7  oz.  lean 
130 

Beef  or  chicken  pot  pie     560       Broiled  chicken,  6  oz.       230 

330 Frankfurter  1,  2  oz. 170 Tuna  (in  oil)  2  oz. 

Tuna  (in  water)  2  oz. 

110 
75 

60 
95 

Sardines  in  oil  3  oz. 175       Crab,  canned,  3  oz. 85 

90 

Lamb  chop  thick  4.8  oz.   400       Lamb  chop,  thick 
with  bone,  broiled  without  bone  and  fat 
lean  and  fat  lean  only  2.6  oz. 

140 

260 
Fats— all  kinds,  butter, 

margarine,  cooking  and 
salad  oils,  1  level 
tablespoon 

125 1  level  T  whipped 

margarine 

2  level  T  sour  cream 
1  level  T  jam,  jelly, or  honey 

70 
50 

60 

55 

75 

65 

Waffle  l-2y2  oz. 

210 

1  cup  cooked  oatmeal 

130 

80 

Bagel  1  2oz. 
165 

1  slice  pumpernickel 
60 105 

1  Danish  pastry  w 
fruit  or  nuts 

thout 
275 1  small  plain  doughnut 125 

150 

Hard  roll  1%  oz. 

155       4  saltines 

50 

105 

■80 



\  Where  do  you  eat? 
liijitanding  at  the  refrigerator  or  the  kitchen  counter? 

9r the  club,  in  the  car,  at  the  corner  drugstore,  a  ham- 

)Uiir  spot?  Maybe  it's  at  your  desk,  in  a  restaurant,  on 
hefrrace,  in  your  garden,  in  the  dining  room  or  some 

>th'  lovely  and  appealing  room  in  your  house.  The 
fn  iphere  really  matters.  Meals  should  be  relaxed.  They 
re  ̂fresher  times  for  the  hours  ahead.  Approach  those 

with  equanimity. 

Under  what  circumstances 
do  you  eat? 

ou  eat  when  you  are  really  hungry,  or  when  you  are 
ted  by  the  sight  or  smell  of  food.  Do  you  watch  TV 
ad  while  eating?  Do  you  eat  when  you  are  tired, 

/,  frustrated,  nervous,  anxious,  or  bored?  Do  you 
rd  yourself  with  food  when  you  have  leisure  time, 

happy  and  relaxed?  Whatever  your  answer,  find  a 
ying  substitute  for  that  trip  to  the  refrigerator.  Do 
thing  creative,  acquire  a  hobby,  take  a  walk,  go  for  a 

i,  engage  in  a  sport.  Just  don't  eat  unnecessarily.  Re- 
iber  the  old  cliche— "Two  seconds  in  your  mouth, 

hours  in  your  stomach  and  a  life  time  on  your  hips!" 

How  do  you  eat? 
;/ou  eat  rapidly  from  habit  or  to  get  that  second  help- 
Stop  it.  Learn  to  eat  slowly. 

l/ou  chew  thoroughly  or  do  you  wash  food  down  with 

verage?  Liquids  with  meals  are  fine— provided  they 
hot  used  to  expedite  the  swallowing  process. 

you  take  large  bites  and  gulp  them  down?  If  so  try  eat- 
in  front  of  a  mirror  and  see  what  big  bites  do  to  your 

.  If  you  are  even  a  little  vain  you  will  take  smaller 
i. 

you  "chain"  eat?  Take  a  bite  of  food  and  lay  down 
r  fork  or  spoon  between  each  bite.  Eating  slowly  pro- 
;s  the  pleasure  of  eating. 
I  you  eat  surreptitiously?  Remember  calories  do  count, 
1  when  eaten  secretly. 

"you  choose  the  largest  plate  or  glass?  Use  smaller 
s,  they  hold  less, 
you  eat  outsized  portions?  Choose  average  ones. 

With  whom  do  you  eat? 
you  eat  alone,  with  a  friend,  a  member  of  the  family 
iich  one)?  Is  the  meal  time  pleasant  or  a  necessary 
re?  Make  it  pleasant. 

What  do  you  eat? 
you  include  adequate  amounts  of  the  four  Basic  Food 
3ups  in  your  diet  every  day?  These  are: 
AWk  and  milk  products:  cheese,  yoghurt,  ice  cream, 
/egetables,  fruits,  and  juices. 

lieat,  fish,  poultry,  eggs,  cheese,  dried  beans,  peas, 
;ntils,  nuts. 

breads  and  cereals,  whole  grain  or  enriched, 

veil-kept  food  diary  will  reveal  all  of  these  pertinent 
Qts.  Others  important  to  include  are:  5/^^p— record 
ir  time  of  retiring  and  arising,  the  number  of  hours 

f  need,  and  the  quality  of  your  sleep.  Are  you  rested  in 
morning?  Adequate  rest  is  essential  to  our  well  being. 

vel  movements— are  they  satisfactory  or  unsatisfac- 
/7  If  the  latter  consult  your  physician. 
ter  intake  should  be  recorded,  as  well  as  exercise,  the 
al  and  the  unusual. 

;  chief  reason  for  unsuccessful  weight  control  pro- 
ms is  that  persons  want  to  see  those  pounds  vanish 

idly.  Be  content  with  losing  them  as  gradually  as  they 

•e  gained,  and  you  are  likely  to  accomplish  your  goal, 
all  overindulge  from  time  to  time,  but  when  you  do 

moderate.  The  French  author  Camus  put  it  this  way, 

nd  indulgence  in  moderation."  Weight  control  is  self 
trol.  Habits  are  not  easily  changed.  Too  much  to  eat 

I  too  little  exercise  are  habits  hard  to  break.  Only  per- 
nent  change  in  your  eating  habits  and  exercise  pattern 
bring  permanent  results. 

THE  WEIGHT 
CHART  THAT 
CONTROLS  LOSS 

BY  CAROLINE  SEEBOHM 
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To  lose  weighty  you  must  actually  gain  weight 

if  you  get  ahead  of  your  schedule— 
an  interview  with  Dr.  Laurence  E.  Morehouse 

editor's  note:  Dr.  Laurence  E.  More- 
house, who  came  up  with  one  of  the 

best  solutions  ever  to  exercise,  (see 
House  &  Garden,  August  1975,  and  his 
book.  Total  Fitness  in  30  Minutes  a 
Week  [Simon  and  Schuster])  has  also 
proposed  what  might  be  one  of  the 
most  successful  ways  to  lose  and  con- 

trol weight  since  diets  were  invented. 
His  technique,  also  described  in  his 
best-selling  book,  involves  a  simple 
chart  you  must  keep  every  day.  It  has 
worked  so  well  that  it  has  been  adopted 
as  an  anti-obesity  program  in  Los 
Angeles  city  schools. 

"One  pound  of  fat  is  3,500  calories," 

says  Dr.  iVIorehouse.  "This  means  losing 
one  pound  of  fat  is  going  to  take  some 

doing.  There  are,  of  course,  fast-reducing 
diets,  but  these  merely  take  off  water, 
and  if  you  lose  too  much  water  you  get 

unhealthy  and  then  have  to  get  the  water 

back  to  get  your  health  back.  So  let's 
face  it,  it's  the  fat  you  want  to  go— and  it 
will  have  to  go  slowly.  One  pound  a  week, 
which  is  52  pounds  a  year,  is  a  sensible 

goal. 

"The  next  question  is— 'How  much  do 

you  want  to  lose?'  It  is  essential  to  estab- 
lish this  goal,   before  you  start.   If  you 

>i 

weigh  150  pounds,  and  think  how  won- 
derful it  was  when  you  weighed  118 

pounds  twenty  years  ago,  that  is  not  a 
reasonable  goal.  Pick  a  weight  maybe 

halfway  between  that— say  135  pounds— 
and  see  how  you  feel  when  you  achieve 

that.  Or  go  down  to  130  pounds  and  for 
the  rest  of  your  life  never  go  more  than 

130-135  pounds;  that  is  a  reasonable 

goal,  and  you'll  look  and  feel  a  lot  better. 

That  is  twenty  pounds  in  20  weeks." Having  established  these  goals,  yoc 

now  start  using  Dr.  Morehouse's  clever 
technique  for  losing  the  weight  you  want 

to  lose.  "Make  a  chart  from  where  you 
are  now  to  where  you  want  to  be,  and  as 

you  lose  a  pound  each  week,  you  mark 
it  on  your  chart.  Take  a  sheet  of  graph 

paper,  and  down  the  left-hand  side  write 
your  starting  weight  and  on  down— using 

two  squares  to  each  pound,  as  the  illus- 
tration shows.  Along  the  bottom,  write 

the  date  you  start  and  every  date  after 
that,  one  on  each  square  until  you  reach 
seven  days,  at  which  you  put  a  dot,  to 
mark  the  end  of  a  week.  Then,  with  a 

ruler,  join  the  dots  together  in  a  straight 

line.  This,  now,  is  your  weight-control 
chart. 

"Each  morning  before  breakfast,  get 
on  the  scale  and  mark  the  weight  on 

your  chart.  The  goat  is  to  be  on  the  line. 
If  you  are  over  the  line,  it  means  you 

must  be  cautious  that  day— don't  eat 
things  you  don't  need,  and  don't  take 
second  helpings.  If  you're  way  over  the 
line,  you  must  cut  down  on  portions. 

"Each  day,  if  you  are  over  the  line,  say 

no  to  the  donut— then  you'll  probably  be 
under  the  line  the  next  day.  So  that 

means  you've  got  to  get  back  up  again  to 

be  on  the  line!  In  other  words,  you  mus* 
gain  some  weight  back— go  ahead  ai.d 
have  that  piece  of  cheesecake— so  you 
can  keep  accurately  right  on  the  line. 

This  is  a  wonderful  method  for  weight- 
losers  to  remain  motivated.  Filling  in 

your  chart  in  this  way,  within  a  week  you 

will  learn  how  to  control  your  diet— you 
know  the  exact  (Continued  on  page  102) 
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fesigned  by  an  architect-cook 
rganization  —  that's  the 
key  to  House  &  Garden^s 

  1976  Super  Kitchen,  de- 
signed by  Charles  Mount,  an 

architect  and  experienced,  well- 
organized  cook.  There  are  two 

sections,  one  for  food  prepara- 
tion and  cooking,  the  other  an 

easy-to-add-on  dining/planning 
area.  Either  or  both  sections  are 

full  of  ideas  for  remodeling  or 

building  your  own  kitchen.  The 
work  area  is  organized  round  a 
multipurpose  central  island,  as 

large  as  space  permits.  Counter- 
space  is  carefully  arranged  for 

working  cooks:  next  to  the  micro- 
wave oven,  each  side  of  the  sink, 

on  the  central  island.  Equipment 
is  strategically  placed  near  the 
oven  and  in  the  island.  One  wall 

is  entirely  storage  — pantry  and 
china.  You  can  stand  at  the 
island  and  reach  oven,  storage, 
sink,  and  refrigerator  almost 

without   moving.    Under-cabinet 

lighting  on  work  surfaces. 
Charles  Mount  used  Mutschler 
kitchen  cabinets  and  Corning 

cooking  equipment  for  his  design. 

Plan  of  the  work/dining  areas, 

below,  showing  3-foot-wide 
aisles  around  island  for  easy 
movement,  corridor  separating 
the  two  sections,  varied  ceiling 
heights.  Overall  view  of  kitctien, 
left,  from  dining  area,  with 
plants  hanging  from  ceiling, 

decorative  niche,  giving  a  coun- 
try feeling.  Ctiarles  Mount  at 

work,  below,  with  eggs,  herbs. 



IJI  Super  efficient  cooking  center  continued 
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lid  The  work  area  is  ordered 

—food  preparation  space 

1^      on  one  side, serving  on  the  of fier^ 
cooliing  in  the  middle  ff 

IjVhite  paint  gives  clean 
nestoa  busy  space 

[he  central  island  is  multi- 
purpose, r/g/7^  On  one  side  is 

borning's  3  +  1  range  (3 
nermostatically  controlled 
leating  areas,  1  conventional 
me),  with  custom  ceramic 

looking  surface  and  oven  be- 
eath,  above.  On  the  other 
ide  is  a  small  Elkay  sink,  and 

Jutone  food  center,  operat- 
ig  8  appliances.  Island  and 

ountertops  are  heat-  and 
tain-resistant  DuPontCorian. 

•fficient  cabinets  where  you 
/ant  them — Mutschler's  oak 
abinets  with  stained  al- 

jpondwood-finish  contrast 
.'vith  rough  cut  pine  walls, 
painted  white  by  Tru-Test. 
Opposite  page,  top:  The  is- 
and  contains  Nutone  appli- 
inces,  bakeware,  and  chop- 

ping blocks  on  adjustable 
shelves.  More  cabinets  with 

adjustable  shelves  for  Cook- 
nates  cookware  that  comes 

/vith  Corning  range,  opposite 
lage,  center^  and  on  the  far 
(Vall,  pantry  and  china.  Also 
streamlined  equipment — un- 
per-counter  dishwasher  by 
|<itchenAid,  and  Elkay  sink 
ivith  Instant  Hot-water  Dis- 
benser  by  KitchenAid  and 

water  filter  by  Teledyne  Wa- 
ter Pik.  Opposite  pago,  bot- 
tom: Aeronuironic  Refrigera- 

[or  by  Ford.  Tray  storage 
above  the  Litton  Minute- 

piaster  microwave  oven 
storage  below. 

Attractive  celling  in  the  din- 
ing area — grid  frame  by  Uni- 

Btrut,  with  plants  hanging 
from  it.  Track  lighting  in 

this  ceiling,  and  all  fluores- 
cent fixtures  under  cabinets, 

opposite    page,   center,    by 
Progress  Lighting.  Tablecloth 
by  Allume.  Below:  lowered 
ceiling  over  corridor  covered 
in  Mylar,  with  recessed  lights; 
custom  polished  aluminum 
^ent  hood  over  island,  by  PM 
Range  Hoods.  Note  the 

cook's  homemade  knife  rack 
— a  block  of  oak  bolted  to  the 
side  of  the  island.  The  floor 

plan,  right,  shows  16-by-10- 
foot  work  area  and  16-by-12 
foot  dining  space  with  a 
corridor    in    between    them. 
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Super  efficient  cooking  center  continued 

dd  There^s  good  circulation 
in  tfie  kitchen  and 
from  kitclien  to  eating  area 
so  a  meal  becomes 
a  unified  experience  ff 

How  to  make 
a  kitchen  work  for 

one  person  or  ten 

From  the  work  area,  above, 
you  have  control  over  the 

whole  room — when  to  serve, 
what  people  need — you  can 
talk  to  guests  while  you  work. 
Practical  dining  area,  right 
and  below — pulled  out  from 
the  counter  is  Mutschler's 
serving  cart,  with  side  leaves 

that  pull  out  and  storage  be- 
low. Built  into  this  cart  is 

Coming's  Counter  Saver 
Plus,  which  works  as  a  food 

warmer.  And  conveniently 
close  to  the  table  is  wine 

storage,  a  built-in  toaster  by 
Modern  Maid,  and  linen  stor- 

age under  the  counter.  Prac- 
tical, yes,  but  warm  and  cozy 

too,  with  the  vinyl  tile  floor 
(several  shades  of  terra  cot- 
ta)  by  Kentile,  and  the  wall  to 

the  left  of  the  window,  below 
left,  also  painted  a  warm  terra 
cotta.  A  Turkish  rug  from  Ger- 

ald Norman  is  used  as  a  wall- 
hanging.  The  dining  table  has 
a  butcherblock  top,  with 

Claud  Bunyard's  natural  ash 
Windsor  chairs  around  it. 

The  table  set  for  a  party,  be- 
with  Charles 

Mount's  delicious  salmon 
mousse  ready  on  the  table. 
On  the  counter  behind,   his 
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TOM   YEE 

dd  Contrasts  of  greenery^ 
aluminum^  terra  cotta 
and  almondwood 
make  the  room 
lively  and  appealing  ff 

All  the  cook's  needs  are  fulfilled  in  this  1976 
Super  Kitchen — for  instance,  under  the  win- 
dow,  left,  is  an  office,  with  file  storage,  tele- 

phone, and  cookbooks  all  close  at  hand. 
On  the  wall  behind,  also  within  easy  reach, 
are  the  radio  intercom  and  intruder/fire 

alarm  systems,  both  by  Nutone.  Above: 
Charles  Mount  takes  an  open  peach  pie  out 
of  the  Litton  Minutemaster  microwave  oven, 
which  has  an  automatic  food  temperature 
control. 

Storage  that  guests  never  see — the  clean- 
ing department,  for  instance,  below  left:  a 

closet  conceals  brooms  and  brushes,  and 
beneath  the  24-hour  clock  is  the  Vacuflo 

built-in  cleaning  system  by  H-P  Products — 
its  hidden  power  unit  provides  cleaning 
ease  throughout  the  house. 
If  you  want  to  add  on  entertaining  space, 

this  16-by-12-foot  dining  area,  with  its  slant- 

ing ceiling,  makes  an  easy  addition  to  exist- 
ing space — as  the  whole  concept  is  based 

on  a  modular  system.  The  laundry  area,  for 

instance,  below  right,  is  a  self-contained 
unit  within  the  dining  area  section.  To  the 

left  is  the  built-in  ironing  center  by  Iron-A- 
Way,  with  adjustable  46-inch  board.  Next  to 
it,  StowAways — 10-pound,  heavy-duty,  fully 
automatic  stacking  washer  and  dryer  by 

Norge — easy  to  pull  out  on  casters.  Above 
them  both,  shelves  for  more  storage  and 
baskets  for  laundry. 

Parties  of  the  future,  according  to  this  most 

imaginative  of  cook-architects,  will  be  run 

by  a  computer  hook-up.  "You  will  feed  into 
it  how  many  people  are  coming  to  dinner, 

and  the  menu  you  wish  to  serve,"  explains 
Mr.  Mount.  "The  computer  will  then  tell  you 
how  many  pounds  of  meat  to  buy,  how 
much  butter,  and  so  forth.  It  will  also  tell 

you  when  to  buy  all  the  raw  materials — the 
whole  timetable  will  be  laid  out  for  you  ac- 

cording to  the  size  of  your  party."  Mr. 
Mount  envisages  his  plan  as  a  subscriber 

service.  Isn't  it  an  idea  to  conjure  with? 
For  shopping   information,   see   page   103. 

i 



Save  even  though  you  may  not  think  you  are  getting  a  proper  return 

for  your  money.  The  person  who  has  liquid  funds  can  meet  emergencies 

Madeline  McWhinney   cont/nued  from  page  66 

What's  the  point  of 
saving  when  the  cost 
of  living  is 
rising  faster 
than  interest  rates? 

"It's  true  you're  not  gaining,  but 
you  ought  to  save  even  though  you 
may  not  think  you  are  getting  a 
proper  return  on  your  money.  The 
person  who  has  Hquid  funds  can 
meet  emergencies,  the  person  who 
is  always  living  up  to  the  margin 

can't.  It's  the  person  with  money 
who  makes  money.  To  fail  to  save 

is    self-defeating,    puts    you    in    a 
worse    position    and    makes    you 
more  vulnerable.  You  must  have 

cash  you  can  get  to  in  an  emergen- 
cy. We  also  need  to  encourage  sav- 

ings very  badly  because  we  need 
capital  world  wide  ...  to  develop 
solar  energv,  nuclear  plants. 
Must  we  come 
to  terms  with 

a  slower'  rate 
of  progress? 

"  The  rate  of  growth  in  this  coun- 
try certainly  isn't  going  to  be  as  it 

was.  We  can't  assume  that  we're 
going  to  all  move  that  much  up  the 
scale  and  all  have  that  much  better 

an  economic  life  than  our  parents 

or  grandparents  did.  But  some- 
times when  you  look  back,  it  often 

seems  that  they  were  better  off 
than  we  are.  in  terms  of  quality  of 

life.  I  think  we've  bottomed  out  of 
this  recession  but  I  don't  think  the 
recovery  is  going  to  be  anywhere 
near  as  rapid  as  it  has  been  in  the 
past  because  of  the  new  situation 
in  housing  and  automobiles,  two 
things  that  generally  took  us  out 
of  recessions  in  the  past.  Mortgage 

money  is  available,  but  it's  ex- 
pensive and  it's  going  to  continue 

to  stay  expensive.  The  day  of  the 
4'/2  percent  mortgage  is  not  going 
to  reappear  in  our  life-time.  This 
is  a  structural  change,  which  takes 

time  for  people  to  realize  they've 

got  to  adjust  to." How  can  we 
Beam  better 
techniques  for 
managing  money? 

"Some  people  are  interested  in 
arts,  some  are  interested  in  money, 
but  I  think  that  the  basics  of  money 
management  can  be  handled  by 
anybody.  Some  people  may  need 
a  little  help  and  a  direction  from 
someone  who  is  a  professional 
and  can  help  them  set  up  some 

plans.  Many  banks  have  offered 
this  sort  of  personal  service  for 

years  and  they  don't  make  a  noise 
about  it.  At  the  Women's  Bank 
we  certainly  do  it.  but  we  want  to 

go  beyond  that  and  offer  educa- 
tion to  women,  special  help  to 

women  alone,  divorcees,  women  in 
business.  Many  want  a  place  they 

can  get  honest  answers  and  ad- 
vice. Everything  has  been  stacked 

against  them  in  the  past.  The  idea 

that  women  shouldn't  dabble  in 
money  is  an  attitude  that  has  to  be 
broken  down  today.  Our  world 

exists  on  credit.  We've  moved 

away  from  a  cash  world.  It's  im- 
portant that  women  learn  what 

credit  is.  how  to  handle  it,  get 

over  the  feeling  that  loans  aren't 
a  bad  thing.  Everyone  needs  to 
establish  credit  rating.  How  much 
can  you  afford  to  be  in  debt?  This 

depends  on  your  individual  life- 
style. A  good  idea  is  to  sit  down 

and  list  your  net  income  and  fixed 
outgoings  and  then  work  out  how 
much  you  can  afford  to  pay  in 

loan  repayments." How  do  you  see 
life  changing? 

"More  women  will  enter  the  job 

1 
market  as  a  result  of  inflation 

try  to  keep  up  the  family  incom 
With  this  development,  and  alor 
with  higher  mortgage  rates,  I  se 
a  revitalization  of  the  city.  Worl 

ing  mothers  must  be  near  the 
children,  not  a  commuter  ric 

away,  in  case  of  emergencie 
Taxes  and  running  costs  involve 
in  maintaining  a  house  and  Ian 
are  escalating  so  that  city  livii: 
becomes  an  attractive  alternativ 

In  any  case,  a  halt  in  suburba 
expansion  seems  inevitable.  Ho 
can  we  afford  the  cost  of  contini 

ing  to  build  roads  and  extend  util 
ties  for  new,  ever-more-distai 
communities?  Our  local  goveri 
ments  seem  to  be  heading  towar 

the  bankruptcy  courts.  Hence  oi 
transportation  systems  are  like! 
to  continue  to  deteriorate.  An 
with  the  rising  price  of  gasolin 
commuting  into  the  city  by  car  ge 

more  costly.  The  return  to  city  li 

ing  is  already  happening — look  ; 
museum  attendances  recenti 

That's  another  aspect  that  show 
us  life  isn't  going  to  be  depressini 
We  ought  to  think  of  futui 
changes  as  offering  new  opportun 
ties  and  possibilities.  ■ 
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Warning:  The  Surgeon  General  Has  Determined 

That  Cigarette  Smoking  Is  Dangerous  to  Your  Health. 
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Q_ ^4r  $35-a-week 
food  budget  year 
round 

y  X  Low-calorie 
entertaining 
by  Helen  Corbitt 

"There's  no  time  to  get  them  up  to 
room    temperature,    but    we    could 

ower  the  thermostat."         ©  punch 

Cook-ahead 
recipes  for 
no-fuss  entertainini 

h! 

98 Men  cook for  company 

Charles  Mount, 
Richard  OIney 

97 Surprising, 
thrifty  recipes  from Frederick  L  Stagg 

89 



\M )LATE 
COCONUT 

le  taste  you Ve  known 
and  loved. 

JeiVe  Choclair  by  itself  and  it's  a 
►py,  tasty,  chocolate  coconut  drink. 
Ak  one  part  Choclair  with  two  parts 

^ka  and  it's  a  Wooden  Shoe.  Just  as 
isty— butwow. 

'  Incidentally,  Choclair  is  the  first  of 
Arrow's  deluxe  premium  flavors.  You 
can't  miss  it  at  your  local  liquor  store— '■'  "^  "r  distinctive  white  bottle. 

lairby^An/iou) 

V  '
 

54  Proof  Liqueur. 
*s  House  of  Good  Taste. 
brow  Liquors  Company,  Aiien  Pari..  Michigan 
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.3w-calorie  entertainin; 
/  'elicious  menus  and  recipes  that  are  both  easy  to  make  and  easy  on  the  calories, 
7,  med  especially  for  l^ouse  S  Garden  by  Helen  Corbitt 

Corbitt  has  a  wonderful 
;uch  with  food,  see  story 

K)icture  on  page  61  for  how 
K  goes  about  serving  light 
ir  fare  herself.  For  more  low- 
ri  ie  food,  see  Helen  Corbitt 
)  s  for  Looks  (Houghton 

$5.95). 
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Crabmeat  Chantilly* 

old  fresh  asparagus  and 
,  :ado  with  capers  and  crisp, 
liced  bacon,  lemon  juice 

and  oil  dressing 

Rye  Melba  toast 

Id  poached  whole  peaches 
with  burnt  sugar  threads 

W-CALORIECRAB- 
;AT  CHANTILLY 
edients 

yiespoon  whipped 
argarine 
blespoon  shaliots,  minced 
pounds  crabmeat,  fresh 
r  canned,  or  any  cool<ed 
iafood 

up  dry  white  wine 
g  whites 
aspoons  cornstarch 
blespoon  Dijon  mustard 
aspoon  salt 
drops  Tabasco  sauce 
up  Parmesan  cheese, 
rated 

hod 

i  large  saucepan  melt  mar- 
ne,  add  shallots  and  saute 
1  minute.  Add  the  crabmeat 
stir  with   a  fork.   Add  the 

3  and  simmer  until  the  wine 

evaporated.  Pour  crabmeat 

a  lightly  greased  IVa -quart 
serole. 

;  bowl  beat  egg  whites  until 
peaks  form.  Add  the  corn- 

ch.   Continue    beating    until 
whites  are  stiff.  Stir  in  mus- 
I,  salt,  and  Tabasco.  Cover 
crabmeat  mixture  with  the 

white  mixture  and  sprinkle 
1  Parmesan  cheese. 

;e  in  a  350°  oven  until  hot 
lightly  brown  on  top  (about 

20  minutes).  Serves  8.  101  calo- 
ries per  serving. 

Note:  A  light  cream  sauce  may 
be  substituted  for  the  wine  and 

shallots,  without  increasing  the 
calorie  count.  And  you  can  also 

make  a  richer  mixture  by  sub- 
stituting 1  cup  mayonnaise  for 

the  cornstarch. 

MENU 

Demitasse  of  cold  squash  soup  * 
with  raw  asparagus  spear  to  stir 

Boiled  brisket  of  beef  with 
natural  juices 

Steamed  fresh  cabbage  chunks 
sprinkled  with  finely  chopped 

pine  nuts 

Celery  salad  with  mustard 
dressing 

Compote  of  fresh  steamed 
pears,  apples,  and  plums  in  red 

wine  and  cinnamon 

COLD  SQUASH  SOUP 
Ingredients 

1 V2  cups  onions,  finely 
chopped 

2  tablespoons  whipped 

margarine 
1  quart  summer  squash,  sliced 
2  cups  chicken  broth 
pinch  of  sugar  substitute 

(optional) 
2  cups  skim  milk 
salt 
white  pepper 

parsley  or  chives,  chopped 

Method 

In  a  saucepan  add  onions  to 
margarine  and  saute  over  low 
heat  until  soft  and  yellow. 

Add  the  squash  and  broth.  Cook 
until  the  squash  is  tender.  Add 
the  optional  sugar  substitute. 
Let  the  squash  cool,  then  puree 
in  a  blender. 

When  cold,  add  milk  and  salt 
and  pepper.  Refrigerate.  Serve 
with  asparagus  spears  to  stir 
with.  Serves  6.  12  calories  per 
demitasse  serving. 

SPINACH  AND 
GREEN  PEA  SOUFFLE 
Ingredients 

1  tablespoon  whipped  margarine 
1  tablespoon  shallots  or  onion, 

finely  chopped 

3  tablespoons  flour 

1  cup  skim  milk 

4  egg  yolks,  beaten 
1  cup  fresh  spinach  leaves. 

washed,  dried,  finely  chopped 
1  cup  fresh  or  frozen  peas, 

cooked,  drained,  mashed 

5  egg  whites,  stiffly  beaten 
Va  teaspoon  salt 
white  pepper 

Spinach  and  green  pea  souffle*         Method In  a  large  saucepan  melt  the 
margarine,  add  shallots,  and 
cook  1   minute  over  high  heat. 

Add  flour  and  cook  until  foamy. 
Add  milk  and  cook,  stirring,  until 
thick.  Cool  slightly. 

Beat  in  egg  yolks  and  add  spin- 
ach and  peas.  Fold  in  the  egg 

whites,  salt,  and  pepper. 

Pour  into  a  lightly  oiled  2-quart 

souffle  dish,  and  bake  at  375° 
for  about  40  minutes.  70  calories 

a  serving.  Serves  10. 

MENU 

Cottage  or  farmer's  cheese 

souffle  * 
Sauteed  sherried  mushrooms 

Pineapple  shell  filled  with 

apricot  sherbet*,  surrounded with  fresh  pineapple  fingers 
and  fresh  mint 

COTTAGE  CHEESE 
SOUFFLE 
Ingredients 

4  eggs,  separated 
pinch  of  salt 
1  teaspoon  flour 
Va  teaspoon  dry  mustard 
pinch  of  cayenne 
1  cup  sour  cream 
6  ounces  dry  cottage  cheese, 

softened  at  room  temperature 

or  6  ounces  cream  or  farmer's 

cheese  (if  cream  cheese, 
calorie  count  goes  up 
to  210  per  serving) 

Method 

In  a  large  bowl  beat  egg  yolks 
until  thick  and  creamy.  Add 

salt,  flour,  mustard,  and  cay- enne. 

In  another  bowl  combine  sour 
cream  and  cheese,  blend  until 
smooth.  Add  to  egg  yolks,  beat 
until  smooth. 

In  a  bowl  beat  egg  whites  until 
stiff  but  not  dry  and  fold  into 

yolk  mixture.  Put  mixture  in  an 
ungreased  IV2  quart  souffle 
dish. 

Place  in  a  pan  of  hot  water  and 

bake  in  a  preheated  300°  oven for  1  hour.  Serves  6.  95  calories 

per  serving. 

APRICOT  SHERBET 

Ingredients 

4  cups  apricot  nectar,  hot 
1  cup  water-packed  apricots, 

chopped  finely 
1  3-ounce  package  lemon 

gelatin 

juice  of  1  lemon 
artificial  sweetener,  if  necessary 
ice 
rock  salt 

Method 

In  a  bowl  mix  nectar,  apricots, 

gelatin,  and  lemon  juice  to- 
gether and  freeze  in  an  ice 

cream  freezer  with  6  parts  of 
ice  to  1  part  rock  salt. 

Or  freeze  in  a  deep  freeze  and 

whip  when  partially  frozen  in  an 
electric  mixer  and  return  to 
freezer.  Makes  IV2  quarts.  45 
calories  per  V2  cup  serving. 

MENU 

Sates  of  lobster  and  breast  of 

chicken  *  with  a  light 

sweet-and-sour  sauce* 

Artichoke  souffle  ring*  filled 
with  julienne  carrots  with 

vodka  and  grated  orange  peel* 

Fresh  lime  milk  sherbet  in 
f'esh  coconut  shells 

Continued  on  page  100 
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-ahead  recioes 
for  no-fuss 
entertainin 

Mrs.  Leonard  Gordon's  secret  for  easy  enter- 
taining is  to  cook  ahead  and  to  cook  only  when 

she's  in  the  mood;  see  how  she  goes  about  it 
on  page  61.  Here  are  her  ideas  and  recipes 
for  great  dinners  or  lunches  that  save  time  and 

energy  and  that  frantic,  last-minute  rush. 

APRICOT  PUDDING 
Ingredients 

%  cup  sugar 
4  large  or  5  medium  eggs 

1  quart  milk 
1  tablespoon  vanilla 

10-15  dried  apricots,  cut  in 
small  pieces 

4  slices  stale  white  bread, 
buttered 

cinnamon  and  sugar 

Method 

Beat  sugar  and  eggs  together  in 
a  large  bowl.  Add  milk,  vanilla, 
and  apricots;  mix  well.  Transfer 

to  a  greased  IVa  quart  souffle 
dish.  Add  bread  and  push  it 
down  a  few  times  until  soaked 

through.  Sprinkle  top  with  cin- 
namon and  sugar. 

Bake  in  a  preheated  350°  oven 
for  about  40  minutes  or  until 

tester  comes  out  clean.  It  may 

look  loose.  It  should  be  of  cus- 
tard consistency.  Serves  6. 

More  recipes,  page  99 

From  top  left:  Kaye  Gordon's  strat- 
egy for  shopping  is  to  pile  up  her 

shopping  cart  with  enough  staples 
to  allow  her  to  multiply  every  dish 
she  makes;  extras  go  right  into  the 
freezer.  In-season  vegetables  come 
mostly  from  her  kitchen  garden 
where  she  grows  everything  from 
carrots  to  zucchini.  Flowers  are 

grown  profusely,  too;  here  mari- 
golds and  zinnias  just  picked  from 

a  cutting  bed.  Apricot  pudding  that 

takes,  "all  of  10  minutes  to  make." 
Mrs.  Gordon's  version  of  bread  and 
butter  pudding  was  invented  one 
weekend  when  she  ran  out  of  rais- 

ins, snipped  up  apricots  instead.  A 
sliced  peach  adds  zip  to  a  cool 

glass  of  rose  wine.  "Most  people 
love  an  omelette  for  lunch,"  says 
Mrs.  Gordon  who  tucks  anything 
that  happens  to  be  in  the  refrigera- 

tor into  her  kitchen  omelette,  from 
briefly  sauteed  vegetables,  to  sala- 

mi chopped  very  fine.  Black  and 
white,  the  color  theme  for  the  Leon- 

ard Gordon's  whole  house,  is  car- 
ried through  on  the  table  with  zip- 

py prints  for  mats  and  lap  naps. 
Right:  From  the  left — meat  loaf 

arranged  in  a  circle  brilliant  with  a 
garnishing  of  chopped  vegetables, 
cherry  tomatoes;  striped  bass 
topped  with  parsley,  dill,  shallots, 
and  mushrooms,  and  a  garnishing 
of  basil;  chocolate  coconut  cake 
rained  with  shredded  coconut. 

LEOMBRUNO   BODI-LA' 
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Wine  with  fooc resh  and  unexpected  combination 

James  Beard  a  great  adventurer  with  wine  and  food, 

describes  iiis  favorite  combinations,  updates  many  of  tiie  old  ruies 

"Use  individuality  and  informal- 

ity in  pairing  wine  with  food" 
says  James  Beard  who  de- 

scribes his  favorite  combina- 
tions and  suggests  a  host  of  new 

wines  to  serve  with  favorite 
dishes  from  a  handsome  new 

wine  book.  The  Joys  of  Wine 
(Abrams)  by  Clifton  Fadiman 
and  Sam  Aaron. 

One  of  the  great  pleasures  in 
planning  a  meal  is  choosing 
wines  and  foods  that  balance 
each  other.  You  can  start  with 
a  beautiful  menu  and  then  select 

the  proper  wines  to  accompany 
it,  giving  the  food  star  billing,  or 
you  can  design  the  meal  around 
one  or  two  choice  bottles. 
We  are  more  adventurous 

about  our  eating  and  drinking 
than  we  used  to  be.  and  this 

attitude  is  shared  by  increasing 
numbers  of  young  people.  Rules 

about  wine  are  really  pretty  sim- 
ple if  they  are  applied  with  com- 

mon sense.  The  basic  maxim 
goes:  a  white  wine  before  a  red 
wine,  a  light  wine  before  a  full 
wine,  a  dry  wine  before  a  sweet 
wine,  and  a  young  wine  before 
an  old  wine.  Well.  I  think  any 
person  with  a  sense  of  balance 

in  eating  and  drinking  would  nat- 

urally arrive  at  these  ideas.  If  it's 
true  that  you  try  to  build  your 
menu  to  a  climax,  course  by 

course,  why  wouldn't  you 
choose  the  wines  in  an  ascend- 

ing order  to  set  it  off?  It's  logical. Just  as  some  foods  and  wines 

make  perfect  marriages — good 
raw  oysters  and  fine  dry  Chablis 
or  Muscadet  are  made  for  each 

other — some,  such  as  a  spicy 
goulash  and  a  flowery  Moselle, 
are  considered  incompatible. 
Try  a  fine  Alsatian  wine  with 

pork,  and  as  for  ham.  cham- 
pagne complements  it  in  a  mag- 

nificent fashion. 

Some  people  don't  drink  wine 
with  asparagus  or  artichokes, 
and  others  feel  that  carrots  ruin 

the  taste  of  wine.  I've  never 
found  much  basis  for  this,  or  at 

least  I've  combined  wine  with  all 
three  vegetables  many  a  time 
and  discerned  no  significant 
loss  of  flavor. 

In  some  instances  the  antag- 
onism between  wine  and  food  is 

indisputable — which  is  true  in 
the  case  of  salads  heavy  with 
vinegar.  So  if  you  are  having 
wine  with  salad  try  making  the 

dressing  with  a  little  cognac,  or 
with  a  bit  of  the  wine  you  are 
drinking,  instead  of  vinegar.  No 
one  can  deny  that  the  taste  of 
good  olive  oil,  fresh  herbs,  and 
a  little  chopped  shallot  or  garlic 
will  enhance  a  salad  without 
benefit  of  vinegar. 

Some  people  think  that  sal- 
mon and  wine  are  not  comple- 

mentary, but  this  depends  on  the 
preparation.  The  great  Andre 
Simon  once  said,  that  drinking 
beer  was  often  preferable  to 

drinking  wine  with  salmon,  par- 
ticularly if  the  fish  was  oily  and 

served  in  a  rich  way.  I  have 
found  that  fine  sturdy  whites  are 
extremely  pleasant  with  many 
salmon  dishes. 

Fish  or  meats  which  are  sim- 
ply grilled  go  better  with  light 

wines  that  are  slightly  dry. 
whereas  heavily  sauced  dishes 
will  be  far  more  attractive  to  the 

palate  if  they're  served  with  big- 
ger, fatter  wines.  Generally,  the 

sturdier  the  dish  the  sturdier  the 
wine  that  accompanies  it. 

Cheese  has  always  been  con- 
sidered the  perfect  companion 

for  fine  red  wines,  and  it's  cus- 
tomary to  save  some  of  the  best 

wine  to  serve  with  cheese  as  a 

separate  course.  But  there  are 
certain  cheeses — goat  cheeses, 
for  example — that  go  well  with 
white  wine,  and  in  summer  many 
light  cheeses  can  be  served  with 

a  chilled  white  wine  very  suc- 
cessfully. 

If  you  are  having  a  regional 
dish,  you  will  often  find  that  it 
is  best  eaten  with  a  wine  of  the 

region  represented.  A  chou- 
croute  garnie  from  Alsace  is  de- 

licious with  a  Gewurztraminer 
or  a  Riesling.  In  some  cases, 
though,  you  may  want  to  drink 
the  same  wine  as  was  used  in 
the  dish.  This  is  true  of  a  coq  au 
vin.  traditionally  made  with  a 
Chambertin,  and  it  is  true  of 
dishes  such  as  boeuf  a  la  bour- 

guignonne. 
One  way  to  broaden  your 

knov/ledge  of  wines  is  to  serve 
two  different  ones  with  a  main 

course  instead  of  serving  two 
bottles  of  the  same  wine.  With  a 
leg  of  lamb,  for  example,  your 
first  bottle  might  be  a  Medoc 

and  your  second  a  more  full- 
bodied  Pomerol  or  Saint-^mii- 
ion.  or  even  the  same  chateau 
wine  but  a  different  vintage.  Wild 

duck  could  be  accompanied 
first  by  a  Pommard.  let  us  say, 

and  then  by  a  Nuits-Saint- 
Georges.  You  might  even  go  so 
far  as  trying  a  white  wine  and 
then  a  red  wine  with  a  roast 
chicken  or  roast  of  veal,  to  see 

which  you  like  better. 
There  may  be  situations  when 

good  beer  or  spirits  are  in  order 
rather  than  wine.  When  eating 

caviar,  you'll  discover  that 
chilled  vodka  is  going  to  give 

you  much  more  pleasure  than 

any  wine.  You  may  also  like  vod- 
ka with  smoked  salmon. 

The  wine  you  use  in  cook- 
ing does  not  have  to  be  a  great 

wine.  After  all.  it  is  used  for 
flavor  and  not  for  anything  else. 
Besides  the  reds  and  whites, 
fortified  wines,  notably  Madeira, 
are  widely  used  in  cooking.  For 
most  dishes  one  should  choose 
a  Madeira  on  the  dry  side.  This 
wine  from  the  tiny  island  in  the 
Atlantic  has  long  been  a  classic 
ingredient  in  cookery  because 
of  its  extraordinarily  wonderful 
flavor.  It  is  used  to  make  one  of 

the  great  brown  sauces.  In  ad- 
dition to  soups  and  main  dishes, 

it  is  often  used  in  vegetable 
dishes,  and  from  time  to  time  in 
desserts.  Port,  which  ranges 
from  dry  to  sweet,  is  commonly 
used  in  cookery,  too.  and  here 
again  one  must  be  careful  not  to 

choose  one  that  is  overpower- 
ingly  sweet  for  such  delicate 
dishes  as  those  made  with  veal 
or  chicken.  The  third  wine  in  this 

group  is  sherry,  used  in  every- 

thing from  soups,  through 
meat,  and  sauces,  to  dess 
Once  more,  the  sweet 
varies.  One  uses  dry  sherry 

soups  and  meats  and  work 
to  the  rich,  nutty  sherries 
desserts  and  sauces,  prim 
dessert  sauces.  One  of  the  r 
delicious  simple  desserts  in 
world  is  a  sherry  jelly 

whipped  cream. 
Another  useful  wine  to  f 

around  is  vermouth,  which 

serve    with    great    success 

recipes  that  call  for  white 
It  is  a  blessing  for  the  cook 

needs  only  a  touch  of  wine 
doesn't  want  to  open  a  w 
bottle.  In  a  martini-drinking  t 

ily  it's  wiser  to  use  up  the 
mouth  quickly  anyway,  sine 
deteriorates  once  the  botti 

opened. A   frequent  fault  of  ama 

cooks  is  that  they  believe  ' add  zest  to  a  dish  if  they 
more  wine  than  is  called  fc 

the  recipe.  Not  at  all.  The 

ance  of  flavor  has  been  care' worked  out  in  the  recipe, 

too  much  wine  can  ruin  it. 
When  using  wine  in  cook 

add  it  to  the  dish  at  a  point 
allows  time  for  it  to  heat  to  b 

ing.    permitting   the   alcohol 
cook    away.    Otherwise    it 
leave  a  rather  unpleasant  fla 

The  following  chart  indie 
some  of  the  traditional  pairii 
of  wine  and  food.  In  most  ca 

alternatives  are  offered  ' 
should  lead  you  toward  crea 

experiments  of  your  own. 

FOOD SUGGESTED  WINE 
OR  SPIRITS 

Mors  d  osuvres  such 
as  crudites,  olives, 
almonds, daviled  eggs, 

smoked  salmon 

Dry  aperitifs  such  as  Fmc 
Amontillado  sherry.  Sercial 
Rainwater  Madeira.  L 

Blonde.  Montilla,  Manzanilla. I 
Meat  pates  and 
foie  gras 

THE    JOYS    OF    WINE        BY    CLIFTON     FAOIMAN    ANO    SAM    AARON.    COFYR^GHT © BY  HAHRY  N.  ABKAMS,  INC    NEW  YORK  I9  7S. 

Sometimes  in  France  foie  gre  ■' accompanied  by  Sauternes  . 
chilled     (which     reduces       u 

sweetness).  Interesting  alter    i 
tives  are  cooled   Beaujolais 

light   red   Bordeaux.   Zinfar, 
and  Gamay,  all  of  which  adr 
ably  suit  a  meat  pate.  If  a  f 
bodied  dry  white  is  to  be  ser. 
with    the    following    course 
would  also  be  satisfactory  he 

Continued  on  pag- 
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CvAPANIES  THAT  COOPERATED 

J'LANNINC,  BUILDING  AND  EQUIPPING 

HE  1976  HOUSE  &  GARDEN  SUPER  KITC. . 
R  NUTRONICS  FORD  CORPORATION 

~  J  Guard  Refrigerator/ Freezer 

HING  GLASS  WORKS 

I!  trie  range,  Food  warmer 

)  ER  AND  COMPANY 

Test  Interior  Latex 

UPONT  DE  NEMOURS  &  CO. 

',  Ian  countertops 
(  /  MANUFACTURING  COMPANY 

i  s,  faucets 

MRODUCTS,  INC. 

I  t-in  cleaning  system 

:-A-WAY,   INC. 

I  t-in  ironing  center 

'ILE.   INC. 

'  /!  tile 
HENAID  DIVISION 

I  rt  Manufacturing  Co. 

hwasher,  disposer,  hot  water  dispenser 

)N  INDUSTRIES 

crowave  oven 

MODERN  MAID,  INC. 

Built-in  bread  and  food  toaster 

MUTSCHLER  KITCHENS 

Cabinets 

NORGE  DIVISION 

Fedders  Corporation 

Washer  and  dryer 

NUTONE  DIVISION 

Scoville  Manufacturing  Co. 

Radio  Intercom  system,  Intruder/ Fire  alarm, 

Food  preparation  center 

PM   RANGE  HOODS  CORPORATION 

Custom  hood 

PROGRESS  LIGHTING  DIVISION  OF  LCA 
Lighting 

TELEDYNE  WATER  PIK 

Water  filter 

UNISTRUT  EASTERN  SERVICE  COMPANY 

Ceiling  grid  frame 

For  more  ideas  on  how  you  can  incorporate  new  con- 
cepts into  your  own  rennodeling  or  rebuilding  plans, 

we  Invite  you  to  see  the  advertisements  of  the  follow- 

ing companies  participating  in  this  issue. 

Aeronutronics  Ford  Corporation 

Corning  Glass  Works 
Cotter  and  Company 

Iron-A-Way,  Inc. 

Nutone  Division 
Scoville  Manufacturing  Co. 

H-P  Products,  Inc. 

Hobart  Manufacturing  Co. 

For  further  details  about  other  products 

featured  in  Super  Kitchen,  check  the  Shop- 

ping Information  pages. 

You'll  spend  more  when  you  buy  it. 
But  you'll  work  less  and  cook  better  afterwards. 

As  you'd  expect,  the  CORNING     3-t- 1  range  costs  more  to 
buy  than  a  conventional  range,  and  most  other  smooth-top  ranges. 

But  over  the  12  or  more  years  that  you'll  be  cooking  on  it,  you'll  find 
that  its  higher  purchase  cost  was  a  small  price  to  pay  to  change  your 
life  in  the  kitchen. 

Only  the  Corning  3+1  range  has  temperature  controls 
that  can  eliminate  burning  and  scorching. 

Three  cooking  areas  are  regulated  by  thermostats  that  actually 
read  the  temperature  of  the  bottom  of  the  pan  and  do  the  pot  watching 
for  you.  A  simmer  stays  a  simmer  automatically.  You  can  even  melt 
butter  or  chocolate  or  thicken  a  sauce  »  ithoiit  a  double  boiler. 

\ery  simply,  with  a  CORNING  3-fl  range,  you'll  cook  better 
and  work  less.  No  other  range  can  make  that  promise. 

No  other  smooth-top  gives  you  this  choice  of  cookware. 
Use  your  own  flat-bottom  pans  on  the  three  thermostatically- 

controlled  elements.  Or  use  the  Cookmates "  cookware  that  comes  with 
the  range.  They  go  from  freezer  to  range  to  table,  saving  you  more  work. 

The  fourth,  or  "Multipan','^^'  element  lets  you  use  any  pot  or 
pan  in  your  kitchen,  flat-bottomed  or  not.  And  the  self-cleaning  oven 
IS  one  of  the  largest  made. 

In  fact,  there  is  a  brochure  full  of  reasons  why  the  CORNING 

3  +  1  range  is  worth  more.  For  a  free  copy,  see  your  dealer. 
Hcs  listed  in  the  Yellow  Pages  under  Ranges.  Or  for  the  brochure 

and  a  36-page  James  Beard  recipe  booklet,  send  50c  to 
Corning  Major  Appliances,  Dept.  0-3,  Coming,  New  York  14830. 

CORNING  3+1  RANGE 
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Why  not  serve  two  different  wines  with  the  main  course 

instead  of  serving  two  bottles  of  the  same  \/^ine 

Wine  with   food    continued  from  page  94 

FOOD SUGGESTED  WINES 
OR  SPIRITS 

Consomme Dry  sherry  or  Madeira. 

Fish  soups, 
chowders 

A  light  crisp  white,  such  as 
Soave,  Alsatian  or  California 

Riesling,  Muscadet,  Manzanilla, 
or  Montilla. 

Cream  soups Same  as  for  the  preceding, 

though  a  heavier  white  wine 
from  the  Loire  is  preferable. 

Cold  meats  and 

other  light  fare 
for  a  summer 

picnic  or  buffet 

Light  dry  wine  such  as  Moselle, 

vin  rose,  slightly  chilled  Beau- 
jolais,  Valpolicella,  or  Spanish 
Rioja. 

Eggs,  cheese,  or 
stuffed  omelet 

Light  red  such  as  Zinfandel  or  a 
regional  Medoc;  perhaps  a  Tavel 
or  a  Grenache  Rose. 

Cheese  dishes Crisp  dry  white  such  as  Alsatian 
Riesling  or  Swiss  Neuchatel. 

Pasta With  seafood  sauce — Soave  or 
Verdicchio;  with  meat  sauce — 
Chianti  Riserva. 

It  helps  make  your  time  your  own. 
VACUFLO"  Built-in  Cleaning  is  easy.  Fast.  Cleaner  than  portables.  Be- 

cause there's  no  bag.  No  filters.  No  awkward  machine  to  pull  around. 
Just  insert  the  lightweight  hose  into  conveniently  located  inlet  valves 

and  you're  ready  to  go.  The  power  unit  is  hidden  away,  where  you  can't 
hear  it.  Where  you  can't  see  it.  Easy  to  install  in  new  or  existing  homes. 

VACUFLO'?  The  cleaning  time-saver  for  todays  woman.  Because 
you've  got  more  important  things  to  do. 

HP VACUIIDL® 
H-P  Products,  Inc.,  Louisville,  Ohio  44641 

Please  send  me  more  information. 

R-61 

Name- 

TMIS  GUARANTEE  APPLIES  ONLY 

TO  VACUFLO"COMPONENTS IN  SINGLE  FAMILY  HOUSING  ,  . . 
NOT  INSTALLATION 

Address- 

City   
-State- 

-Zip. 

Shellfish 

Fish,  poached 

or  grilled 

Fish  in  heavy 

sauce  or  seafood 

ragout 

Chicken  or  turkey 

Heavier  stews, 

cooked  with  wine 

Heavier  game  such  as 
venison,  wild  duck, 

goose,  or  hare. 

Salad 

Cheese 

Desserts,  fruits, 

pastries 

Walnuts,  Stilton 
or  Cheddar  cheese 

Chablis,  white  Graves,  M  , 

det,  California  or  New  o 
Riesling.  , 

Same  as  Shellfish;  also  P 

Fuisse.  Rheingau,  Moselle 

Any  full  white  Burgundy  si 

Meursault;  a  full-flavored  f 
gau  such  as  Rudesheimer 
fornia  Pinot  Chardonnay. 

A  full-bodied  white  (as  f' 

preceding),  or  a  light  rer 
deaux,  Beaujolais,  Bardoh 
Cabernet  Sauvignon. 

Ham  and  pork Neither      really      comple 

great    wine.     Fruity    whi 
sparkling    wines    are    pie 
(champagne  with  ham). 

Veal,  sweetbreads, 
brains,  tripe,  etc. 

Full-bodied     white     Burg  3 

light   red    Bordeaux,   Cali  ri 
Cabernet  Sauvignon,  Cotf  A 
Rhone,     Beaujolais    (Mol  \: 
Vent). 

Lamb The  classic  choice  is  chai 

bottled  Bordeaux  (or  Calii 

Cabernet  Sauvignon).          . 

Beef,  light  game 
such  as  quail 

or  pheasant 

Fuller-bodied      red      Bort 

(such    as    Saint-£milion).   i 
fornia    Pinot    Noir,    Cote 
Beaune   red,   Chianti    Cla^ 
hearty  Rhone.                      ■ 

Light  stews 
(veal,  lamb,  or chicken) 

Medium    light    wines    sue  i 
Beaujolais,  Zinfandel,  Cote* 
Rhone,  Barbera,  Volnay.     W 

Chateauneuf-du-Pape,  Hj 

tage,  Cote  de  Nuits,  Burgr 
Barolo,  California  Pinot  No] 

Full-bodied  red — one  of  th(  i 

ger  Burgundies  or  Rhone  we 

None,  unless  lemon  or  cogr 
substituted  for  vinegar. 

It 

The   finest    Bordeaux,    Bui' 
dies.  Rhones,  vintage  Calif 
Cabernet,  Pinot  Noir.  AIsc 

old  ports.  All  wines  are  flat  e 

by  cheese — the  bigger  the  i 
the  better  the  mating. 

Chateau  d'Yquem  and  Gel 
Trockenbeerenauslese,  becj 
of  their  sweet,  flowery  quail 

represent  perfection,  but  tryl 
the  richest,  sweetest  exan| 

you  can  find  from  Sauternes 
Loire,  the  Rhine,  and  Mos 

Tokay,     Madeira,     champs 

Port,  Madeira  (Malmsey  or  I 



.Surprising  thrifty  recipes 
/  iftovers  with  a  French  touch 

.  om  the  Pans  kitchen  of  Fredericl<  L  Stagg 
F  derick  Stagg  is  a  gentleman 

k  who  lives  in  Paris.  He  has 
n  advantage  of  this  special 

piition  to  adapt  all  he  loves  in 
F  nch  cuisine  for  the  American 
c  )k,  the  American  kitchen.  In 
^  new  book.  A  Paris  Cook 
tok.  he  describes  in  detail  his 
V  ys  of  simplifying  the  classics 
fj  embellishing  the  dishes  he 
(  ticularly  loves  that  are  at 
c  36  wonderfully  instructive  and 
i  entive  (see  page  59).  Here  we 
(  e  his  quick  ideas  for  giving 

I  ;over  meat,  fish,  and  vege- 
t)les  an  exciting  new  taste  the 
r  xtday. 

ilOAST  BEEF  OR 

jiEEFSTEAK 
«)t  beef  into   small   dice  with 

^  Id  boiled  potatoes.  Dust  beef 
id  potatoes  with  a  little  flour 
d    heat    with     butter.     Then 

_Disten  with  half-wine-half-wa- 
r — just    enough    to    make    a 
eamy  sauce  that  you  can  dark- 
I  with  a  little  tomato  paste  and 

few  drops  of  vegetable  cara- 
3l  (Kitchen  Bouquet  or  Gravy- 
aster).  Season  to  taste. 

r  you  may  put  it  through  the 
)arse  plate  of  a  grinder  with 
ts  of  cooked  bacon  or  ham. 

ix  with  cooked  tomatoes.  Cov- 
with  bechamel  sauce  (the 

Tiple  variety:  1  spoonful  butter, 
sited  and  blended  with  1 

)Oonful  flour,  stirred  together 
medium  heat  to  make  a 

'-own  binding,  moistened  grad- 
ally  with  milk,  hot  or  cold,  and 

3asoned  with  onion  salt,  pep- 
9r,  and  thyme).  Give  it  all  a 
ie  dusting  of  grated  cheese, 
nd  on  it  place  pats  of  butter, 
ake  in  350^  oven  15  minutes. 

jOILEDOR 
oTEWED  BEEF 
ither  can  be  ground  fine,  sea- 
oned  highly,  and  used  for  stuff- 
ig  peppers  or  tomatoes  (top 

"lem  with  a  simple  bechamel 
auce,  as  described  above,  and 
)rown  in  the  oven). 

3r,  If  left  over  with  carrots  and 

)nions,  it  can  be  simply  warmed 
)ver  and  served  on  bread  lightly 
noistened  with  sherry  and  then 
ried  in  butter. 

MUTTON  OR  LAMB 
A  cook  with  imagination — how 
can  a  cook  lack  it? — can  make 
a  variety  of  rice  dishes  on  a  base 
of  cooked  mutton  or  lamb.  For 
instance: 

Soak  a  handful  of  raisins  in 
warm  water  for  30  minutes. 

Meanwhile,  chop  the  meat 
roughly  and  put  it  in  a  cocotte 
with  some  butter  and  a  chopped 
onion  or  shallot.  Set  on  high 
heat  and,  as  soon  as  the  butter 

sizzles,  dust  the  meat  with  all- 
purpose  flour.  Stir  and  let  the 
flour  brown  lightly.  Moisten  with 
a  little  broth  or  water,  stir,  then 
remove  from  the  heat  and  cover. 
Drain  the  raisins  and  add  them 

to  the  meat.  Add  a  pinch  of  gar- 
lic powder  and  another  of  rose- 

mary powder.  Bring  to  a  boil, 
stir  and  serve  on  warmed-over 
boiled  rice. 

Note:  Mutton  and  lamb  do  not 

marry  well  with  wine. 

CHICKEN  AND 
TURKEY 
Chicken  and  turkey  make  the 
best  hash.  They  can  also  be 
mixed  with  ground  veal,  if  the 
latter  is  whitish.  Season  with 

onion  salt,  white  pepper,  and  a 
pinch  of  nutmeg,  and  moisten 

generously  with  a  thick  becham- 
el sauce  or  Mornay  sauce.  Lay 

on  a  bed  of  leftover  green  beans, 
peas,  spinach,  or  almost  any 

vegetable,  in  a  well-buttered 
ovenproof  dish.  Cover  with  more 
of  the  same  sauce,  sprinkle  with 
a  little  grated  cheese,  and  dot 
with  butter.  Bake  for  15  minutes 

in  a  350^  oven.  Brown  surface 
under  grill. 

Pancakes  (crepes)  are  excellent 
rolled  around  preparations  such 
as  in  the  hash  recipe  above  or 
vol-au-vent  below  and  finished 
with  a  spoonful  of  bechamel 
sauce. 

Vol-au-vents  and  their  junior  re- 
lations, bouchees,  can  be 

bought  ready  made.  Both  are 
delicious  when  filled  with 

chopped  chicken  or  turkey — 
mixed  with  veal,  if  you  wish — 
and  a  bechamel  sauce,  enriched 
with  cream  and  a  teaspoon  of 

cognac.  Scotch  whisky,  or  good 
corn  whiskey  (bourbon).  If  you 
have  mushrooms  handy,  they 

will,  after  being  sauteed  in  but- 
ter, add  greatly  to  the  prepara- tion. 

PORK 
Cooked  pork  is  especially  good 
for  stuffing  cabbage.  Put  2 
spoonfuls  seedless  raisins  in 
warm  water  and  let  soak  for  30 
minutes.  Meanwhile,  boil  a  head 

of  cabbage  whole,  uncovered, 
in  salted  water  for  15  minutes. 

It  should  be  pared  at  the  stem 

and  cut  deeply  to  facilitate  cook- 
ing. Boil  2  ounces  of  smoked 

bacon  for  2  minutes.  Put  it 

through  the  grinder,  together 
with  Vz  pound  cooked  pork  or 
beef  or  with  4  ounces  of  each. 
Add  to  this  mixture  the  seedless 

raisins  and  also  a  few  table- 
spoons brown  sauce. 

Open  the  leaves  of  the  boiled 

cabbage  very  delicately  and  in- 
troduce some  of  the  mixture  into 

each  layer.  Reform  the  cabbage, 

and  tie  it  together  with  several 
turns  of  string,  crisscross  and 
over  and  under.  Pour  a  little 
melted  butter  on  top  and  set  in  a 

350°  oven  to  warm  for  15  min- 
utes. Serve  with  boiled  rice. 

FISH 
Leftover  fish  fillets  or  similar 

presentable  portions  of  fish  can 
be  heated  in  very  hot  bechamel 

sauce  or  mousseline  or  mous- 
seline-moutarde  with  excellent 
results;  the  addition  of  capers  to 
the  sauce  is  welcome.  To  make 

a  mousseline-moutarde  sauce: 
To  IV2  cups  hollandaise,  add  3 
or  4  spoonfuls  of  thick  cream 
and  mix  thoroughly.  The  result 
is  mousseline.  Then  add  Dijon 

prepared  mustard  to  taste  and 

you  have  mousseline-moutarde. 
Cooked  fish  reduced  to  a  puree 
makes  excellent  molded  dishes 
when  mixed  and  warmed  with  a 
little  thick  bechamel  and  then 

allowed  to  cool.  Top  with  a  dec- 
oration of  mayonnaise.  (If 

cooked,  shelled,  cleaned 
shrimps  are  available,  stick 
them  all  around  on  the  unmold- 
ed  fish  like  a  crown.) 

Firm-fleshed  fish  like  cod  can  be 

sliced  and  heated  on  an  oven- 
proof dish  and  then  covered 

with  a  mousseline-moutarde 
sauce  heated  to  the  boiling  point 
and  enriched  at  the  last  minute 
with  freshly  opened  oysters  and 
their  water. 

A  fish  souffle  can  be  made  with 
the  puree  of  cooked  fish,  plus 

some  of  the  fish  chopped  up,  in- 

corporated with  a  thick  becham- 
el souffle  base  into  which,  if 

available,  you  have  stirred  a 
little  of  the  cold  fish-cooking 

liquor. 
Strong-flavored  fish  such  as 
mackerel  can  be  marinated  in 
vinegar  with  sliced  onions  and  a 
little  garlic  and  dill  for  2  or  3 
hours  and  served  as  an  hors 
d'oeuvre. 

Or  strong-flavored  fish  such  as 
mackerel  can  be  pureed  and 
mixed  thoroughly  with  mashed 

potatoes  (one  third  the  amount 
of  fish)  and  beaten  egg  yolks, 

shaped  into  croquettes,  rolled  in 

beaten  egg  yolks  and  then  in 
bread  crumbs,  and  either  fried 
in  hot  oil  or  simply  sauteed  in 
clarified  butter. 

Leftover  fish  mashed  into  a  fine 

puree  can  be  combined  with 
diced  shellfish  (may  also  be  left 
over),  a  little  tomato  puree,  and 
a  bechamel  laced  with  sherry 

or  Madeira — and  perhaps  a  little 

cognac — and  seasoned  with 
paprika  or  powdered  Spanish 
sweet  red  peppers.  This,  thinned 
down  a  bit,  will  make  a  good 

bisque,  topped  with  a  dollop  of 
thick  cream. 

VEGETABLES 
Most  vegetables  reduced  to  a 
puree  and  stirred  in  a  pan  over 
high  heat  (without  burning)  to 
eliminate  the  water  will  make,  if 

properly  seasoned  with  herbs 
and  onion  juice,  good  material 
for  a  souffle. 

Shirred  eggs  can  be  greatly  im- 
proved with  pureed  vegetables, 

preferably  highly  seasoned.  If 
the  leftover  vegetable  is  not  the 
kind  that  can  best  be  pureed,  it 
can  be  reheated  and  served  with 
a  meat;  or  it  can  be  added  to  a 

simple  soup,  such  as  a  veloute. 
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Super  Kitchen  in 
this  issue 

if    1^ ^ 'V. 

/\  ̂  r 

IRQ\'7\Jv\M' The  built-in  ironing  facility  that  does  away 
with  preparation  and  storage  problems  Every 
thing  you  need  is  at  your  fingertips  and  just 

folds  out  of  the  way  when  you're  done.  Your 
own  iron  fits  (or  GE  steam  iron  available. 
$33.00  extra).  Set  timer  and  iron  shuts  off  if 

you  forget  Built-in  spot  work  light  is 
standard  A  variety  of  door  treatments  to 
complement  any  decor.  Illustrated:  Cat. 

«A-46.  S167.58  (sleeve  board  optional,  Si5 
extra).  Ideal  for  homes,  apartments,  motels, 
dormitories  Catalog  and  installation 
instructions  available  from 

IRON«A«WAY,  INC. 
220  W.  Jackson,  Morton,  IL  61550 

(309)  267-7232 

MOVI^? 
Please  notify  HOUSE  &  GARDEN 
and  the  Post  Office  wtien  you 
move  and  be  sure  to  fill  out  the 

form  below. 

for  FASTEST  service  on  address  change, 

missing  copies,  etc.,  attach  old  mailing  label 
in  first  space  below.  Otherwise  please  print 

clearly  your  address  as  we  now  have  it 

OLD  ADDRESS NE WAD ORES! 

(Attach  old  label  here 
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Men  cook  for  company 
I  Richard  OIney  invents  a  new  technique  for  stuffing  chici(en 
I  Charles  IVIount plans  a  coldlunch  with  a  delicious  hot  dessert 

SPLIT,  STUFFED, 
BAKED  CHICKEN 
From  Richard  OIney 

Ingredients  for  marinade 

1  teaspoon  mixed  dried  herbs, 
crumbled  (thyme,  oregano, savory) 

3  tablespoons  olive  oil 
1  split  chicken,  skin  loosened 

Ingredients  for  stuffing 

4  ounces  ricotta  or  other  fresh 
white  cheese 

2  tablespoons  butter,  softened 
salt 

pepper nutmeg  (optional) 1  egg 

V2  pound  spinach,  parboiled, 
squeezed  dry.  and  chopped 

1  ounce  (about  '2  cup)  Parme- 
san, freshly  grated 

Method  for  loosening  skin  of 
chicken 

Split  the  chicken  the  entire 
I  length  of  the  back,  beginning  at 
the  tail,  using  heavy  poultry 
shears,  and  cutting  it.  as  nearly 
as  possible,  through  the  center 
of  the  backbone.  Open  it  out  on 
a  chopping  boar(j.  skin  side  up, 
and  with  the  flat  side  of  a  mallet 
or  cleaver  flatten  it  out  with  a 
firm  whack. 

The  skin  is  attached  to  the  flesh 

by  tendons  at  the  summit  of  the 
breastbone,  at  the  extremities  of 
the  drumsticks,  and.  to  each 

side,  the  length  of  the  spinal  col- 
umn. Work  around  these,  loos- 

ening the  skin  of  the  chicken 
where  it  is  attached  by  fragile 
membranes. 

Work,  first  with  fingertips  and. 
as  the  skin  is  progressively 
loosened,  with  your  entire  hand, 
reaching  in  through  the  throat 
cavity  and  separating  the  skin, 
first  from  one  breast,  then  from 

the  thigh,  and.  finally  from  the 
drumstick.  Cut  off  the  wing  tips 
at  the  second  joint,  leaving 
shoulder  section  attached — or 
fold  them  under. 

Method  for  marinade 

Sprinkle  the    chicken   on    both 
sides  (but  not  beneath  the  skin) 

with  herbs,  pat  and  rub  gener- 
ously with  olive  oil.  and  leave  to 

marinate  for  1-2  hours. 

f^ethod  for  stuffihg 

Mash  together  the  white  cheese, 
the  butter,  the  seasoning,  and 

the  egg.  then  briskly  stir  in  the 
spinach  until  well  mixed  but  still 
mottled  in  appearance.  Add  the 

Parmesan  progressively,  stir- 
ring and  mashing  after  each  ad- 

dition, until  a  firm  paste  is 
formed. 

Method  for  stuffing  chicken 

Stuff  the  chicken,  taking  a  hand- 
ful of  stuffing  at  a  time  and  forc- 

ing it  into  place,  pushing  with 
the  fingers  of  one  hand  beneath 

the  skin  while  molding  and  forc- 
ing with  the  other  from  the  out- 

side. Coat  drumsticks  and 
thighs  well  before  worrying 
about  the  breasts. 

When  the  stuffing  is  in  place. 
fold  the  neck-skin  flap  over  the 

throat  opening  and  tuck  it  be- 
neath the  bird.  With  a  small 

sharply  pointed  knife,  pierce  the 
web  of  skin  and  thin  flesh  be- 

tween the  inside  of  the  thigh 
and  the  tip  of  the  breast,  making 

a  slit  just  large  enough  to  re- 
ceive the  drumstick  tip.  Force 

the  drumstick  gently  up  and 

push  its  tip  through  the  slit  to 
the  underside. 

Place  the  bird  in  its  roasting  pan 

(a  large  skillet  or  a  round,  shal- 
low earthenware  baking  dish  is 

ideal)  and  mold  the  surface  with 
your  hands  to  force  the  skin  and 
stuffing  into  a  plump  version  of 
the  natural  form. 

Salt  and  pepper  the  chicken  and 
sprinkle  with  more  oil.  Roast  at 
450=  for  10  minutes,  then  turn 

oven  down  to  375'.  Baste  regu- 
larly. Bake  for  50-60  minutes  de- 

pending on  size  of  chicken.  If  it 
seems  to  be  coloring  too  rapid- 

ly, turn  the  oven  down  further, 
placing  a  sheet  of  aluminum  foil 
loosely  over  the  bird. 

Transfer  to  a  round,  heated 

serving  platter:  don't  attempt  to 
serve  the  juices — they  are  too 
fat.  The  dish  needs  no  sauce 

(chill  scrapings  and  juices,  dis- 
card fat.  and  use  for  flavoring  a 

dish  of  leftovers). 

LUNCH  MENU 
From  Charles  Mount 

Cold  Cantaloupe  Soup' 
Cold  Salmon  Mousse 

Tomatoes  with  Pesto 

Smoked  Chicken 

Onion  Quiche 

Open  Peach  Pie' 

COLD  CANTALOUPE 

SOUP 
Ingredients 
1  large  (or  2  small)  ripe 

cantaloupes,  quartered, 

peeled,  seeded 
juice  of  1  lime 
V2  cup  granulated  sugar 
1  cup  heavy  cream 
'2  small  whole  nutmeg,  finely 

grated  or  V4  teaspoon 

powdered 
rind  of  1  lime,  finely  grated 

garnish:  lime  twist,  mint  leaves 

Method 

Cut  cantaloupe  into  small  piece 

and  place  in  a  Cuisinarts  Foo 
Processor  or  blender  and  pou 
in  the  lime  juice.  Va  cup  sugai 
and  blend  at  highest  speed  ur 

til  completely  smooth.  In  a  largi 
bowl  beat  cream,  remainini 
sugar,  and  the  nutmeg  unt 
thick  and  heavy.  Gently  fold  ii 
the  cantaloupe  mixture  and  ad( 
the  grated  lime  rind.  Mix  com 

pletely  but  do  not  over  mix  o 
the  cream  will  separate  from  th< 
cantaloupe. 

Pour  into  clear  glass  bowl  anc 
chill  several  hours.  Serve  ir 

glass  bowls  and  garnish  with 
lime  and  mint.  Serves  6. 

Note:  This  soup  can  be  frozer 
as  a  cantaloupe  sherbet. 

OPEN  PEACH  PIE 

Ingredients 
sweet  butter 
6  tablespoons  brown  sugar 
3  cups  fresh  peaches,  sliced 
1'2  cup  lemon  juice 

1  cup  heavy  cream 

3  eggs,  beaten 
V4  cup  all-purpose  flour 
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i 
4  blespoons  white  sugar 

:h  of  salt 

of  '/2  lemon,  grated 
aspoon  vanilla 

y.  easpoon  nutmeg 

khod 

B  ter  a  large  porcelain  12-inch 

q  che  dish  well.  Sprinkle  with 
3  tablespoons  brown  sugar. 
T  ;s  the  peaches  with  the  lemon 

|t  ;e.  In  a  separate  bowl,  blend 
c  am,  eggs,  flour,  sugar,  salt, 
r  j,  vanilla,  and  nutmeg. 

t  ange    peaches    in    a    single 
K  in  baking  dish,  pour  batter 

:  ;r  peaches  and  sprinkle  with 
r  laining  brown  sugar.  Bake  in 

oven  45-50  minutes.  ■ 

jok-ahead  recipes 
:  ifinued  from  page  92 

AKEDANDBROILED 
TRIPED  BASS 
uedients 

ballots,  ctiopped 
pound  mushrooms,  sliced 
omato,  peeled  and  chopped 
optional) 
ht  oil  or  butter  or  a  combina- 

tion of  both 

5-pound  striped  bass,  split, 
boned,  with  head  on  (optional) 
cup  lemon  juice 
cup  white  wine 
sh  dill,  chopped 
ish  Italian  parsley,  chopped 
?ge  Sal 
^pper 
itter 

ethod 

iute  shallots,  Va  pound  mush- 
loms,  and  tomato  in  oil  in  a 
javy  saucepan  until  tender. 

ace  fish  on  a  greased  pan  or 

/en-proof  fish  dish  and  season 
taste  with  lemon  juice,  white 

ine,  lots  of  dill  and  parsley, 
3ge  Sal  and  a  light  grinding  of 
spper.  Dot  fish  with  butter  and 
Dur  shallot  mixture  over. 

ake  in  a  350°  oven  for  15  min- 
es only  and  broil  for  5  minutes 

ore.  Do  not  overbake.  Garnish 

ith  the  remaining  mushrooms, 
srves  6. 

5ANANA  CAKE 
gredients 

'/z  cups  flour 
teaspoon  baking  soda 
teaspoon  baking  powder 

'/2  cups  sugar 
large  eggs 
'.  cup  butter,  softened 
bananas,  very  ripe,  mashed 

\NUARY,   1976 

4  heaping  tablespoons  soui 
cream 

1  tablespoon  vanilla 
confectioners  sugar  j 

Method 

Sift  the  flour,  baking  sod 
baking  powder  into  a  large 

Add    sugar,    eggs,    butte; 
nanas,  sour  cream,  vanilla 

Pour  into  a  greased  and  fl 
9-by-5-by-3-inch  loaf  pan 

tube  pan,  or  2  8-  or  9-incf- tins.  Bake  50  minutes  in  . 

heated  350°  oven  or  until 
comes  out  clean.  Cool. 

Serve  plain  sprinkled  with-^ 
fectioners  sugar  or  split 
in  2  and  spread  with  whj 
cream  and  sliced  banana 

TheKiifi 
EneigyS; 

Good  news  every  tinil  ̂ 
Good  news  every  time  you  pL.   ,  ̂ ^„„ 

electric  biU.       ̂        ̂     ̂  ' '    ""''^ 

Enjoy  KitchenAid  efficiency,  KitchenAid 
performance,  and  even  greater 
KitchenAid  economy. 

Our  Energy  Saver  feature  actually 
saves  about  half  the  electricity  normally  r 
used  in  a  full  cycle. 

Activate  the  button,  and  the 

KitchenAid  drying  system  gently  dries 

your  dishes  with  fan-circulated  air. 
Without  heating.  They  come  out 
clean,  sanitary,  and,  in  most 
instances,  without  a  single  drop 
of  water  left  on  them. 

Of  course,  our  Energy  Saver 
Dishwasher  still  offers  the 

dependability  and  reliability 

you've  come  to  expect  from 
KitchenAid. 

So  save  effort,  save  energy, 
save  money. 

See  the  KitchenAid  Energy 

Saver  Dishwasher  at  your 

KitchenAid  dealer  (he's 
in  the  Yellow  Pages). 

Or  write  KitchenAid, 

Hobart  Corporation 

Department  6DA-1, 
Troy,  Ohio  45374. 

KitchenAid.  Built  better.  Not  cheaper. 
Dishwashers  •  Trash  Compactors  •  Disposers  •  Hot-water  Dispetisers 
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cooJcf ng^  the  freezer 
ted  company 

ce 
^,tershire  sauce 

■ck 

onions,  chopped 
Dts,  chopped 
stalks  celery,  chopped 
"omatoes  for  garnishing 

neat  in  a  large  bowl  and 
in     eggs,     onions,     and 
:rumb  mixture  thorough- 
son  mixture  to  taste  with 
salt,    onion    salt,    garlic 

prika,  Vege  Sal,  and  pep- X  in  well.  In  roasting  pans 

.nto  5  low,  wide  loaf  or  ring 

pes. 

Method  tor  sauce 

Cover  meat  loaves  with  chili 
sauce  and  bacon  strips.  Add 
crumbled  bouillon  cubes,  water, 

soy  sauce,  Worcestershire 
sauce,  and  veal  stock  to  pan. 
Scatter  chopped  vegetables 
around  loaves  and  stir  carefully. 

Bake  in  a  350°  oven  for  about 
30  minutes  for  medium  done- 
ness.  Makes  5  large  loaves. 

If  intending  to  freeze,  bake  in  a 

350"  oven  for  5-8  minutes  only. 
Cool,  seal  in  individual  foil  pans 

or  plastic  bags.  Freeze.  Bake 

again  in  a  350°  oven  20-25  min- 
utes directly  from  freezer. 

CRUDITES  DIP 

Ingredients 

1  cup  mayonnaise 
1  cup  sour  cream 
1  large  or  2  small  cloves  garlic, 

crushed 

1  teaspoon  sea  salt 
V2  teaspoon  black  pepper 
V2  cup  fresh  parsley,  chopped 

1  tablespoon  prepared  mustard 
(Dijon) 

Method 

In  a  bowl  mix  all  the  ingredients 

together  well.  Refrigerate  in 
sealed  container.  Will  keep  2 
weeks.  Makes  about  2  cups. 

MUSTARD  SAUCE 
DIP  FOR  CRUDITES 

Ingredients 

V2  cup  dry  mustard 
V2  cup  water 
4  tablespoons  heavy  cream 

1  cup  soy  sauce 

2  tablespoons  sesame  seeds, 
crushed 

2  teaspoons  lemon  zest,  grated 

Method 

Work  mustard  and  water  togeth 

er    into   a   paste.    Wisk    in    th' 

cream,  soy  sauce,   seeds,  an^ 
zest.    Refrigerate.   Will    keep 
weeks.  Makes  about  1 V2  cups. 

Lowcalorieentertainin: 
cont/'nued  from  page  9 1 
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SATES  OF  LOBSTER 
AND  BREAST  OF 
CHICKEN 

Ingredients 
2  8-10  ounce  lobster  tails, 

deshelled  and  cut  into  1-inch 

pieces 

2  8-ounce  chicken  breasts, 

boned,  skinned,  and  cut  into 1-inch  pieces 

1  cup  sherry 

V2  cup  butter,  melted 
salt 
white  pepper 

Method 

Thread  lobster  and  chicken  a 

ternately  onto  6  buttered  or  oile> 
skewers.  (I  use  bamboo  an 
throw  away  after.)  Place  in 
shallow  pan,  pour  wine  over  an 

refrigerate  until  ready  to  cooi' Drain,  season  with  salt  and  pef. 

per. 

Bake  at  350'  for  10  minute' 
then  under  the  broiler  for  aboi 
5  minutes.  Baste  with  the  win 
and  butter. 

Correct  seasonings;  serve  elthe 
on  the  skewer  or  slip  off  but  re 

tain  shape.  Serves  8.  170  caloi 
ies  per  serving. 

SWEET-AND-SOUR 
SAUCE 
Ingredients 

1  cup  pineapple  juice 
V4  cup  vinegar 
1  teaspoon  arrowroot 

Method 
i 

Mix  juice,  vinegar,  and  arro\M 
root  together  and  stir  unt 
smooth  and  thick.  Heat  unt 
smooth  and  clear.  Makes  V 
cups.  7  calories  per  tablespoor 

Continued  on  page  10' 
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cird  case,  
designed  exj

: 

Se  McCa//'s  G^eaj  24  f'//-co'or  Sep- 

arator  Cards  h>9^'^%s,  ̂^.tfor      ̂ ^ 
are  yo"rs 'fff/ffrst  set  in  the 
examm.ng  the  f^rs        ̂ gf„TAGE). 

coflection  (QU^^ "'   

McOiirs 

Re<^  Can!  Orftection 
THE  MODERN  CONVENIENCE 
FOR  THE  MODERN  KITCHEN 

FOR  TODAY'S  BUSY 
HOMEMAKER 
Recipe  cards  take  all  the 
guesswork  out  of  cooking. 

Each  4"  X  5"  card  contains  a 
stunning,  full-color  photograph 
of  the  dish,  just  as  it  wil] 
appear  on  your  table. 

FOR  EASE  AND 
ECONOMY 
The  convenient  size 
cards  makes  them  ideal  for 

taking  to  market.  No  more 
overbuying  or  overspending. With 
recipe  cards  in  hand,  shopping 
becomes  easier  than  ever. 

DURABLE  AND 

STAIN-RESISTANT 
No  more  gravy  stains  or  torn 

out  pages.  Every  card  is  plastic- 
coated  and  stain-resistant  and 
can  be  wiped  clean  with  a  damp 
cloth.  The  dependability  of  recipe 
cards  insures  foolproof  meals 
and  years  of  reliable  service. 

•  600  Individual,  Plastic-coated  Cards 
•  Every  Card  in  Full-Color 
•  Tested  by  Experts      Easy  to  Read 
•  Easy  to  Use       24  Exciting  Sets  in  All 

Published  By  Random  House,  Inc.  201  E.  50th  St.,  N.Y.,  NY.  10022 

14-DAY  FREE  TRIAL  OFFER 
SEND  NO  MONEY 

We  would  like  to  send  you  the  first  set  of  24  cards  (OUR  RICH 
HERITAGE),  along  with  the  gift  Bicentennial  Recipe  Card  Case  and  free 
Separator  Cards.  If  you  decide  to  keep  OUR  RICH  HERITAGE,  you  will 
be  billed  just  $1,  plus  a  small  charge  for  postage  and  handling.  You 

will  then  be  enrolled  as  a  subscriber  to  McCall's  Great  American  Recipe 
Card  Collection.  As  a  subscriber  you  will  have  the  opportunity  to  receive 
the  second  set  (OUR  FAMOUS  RESTAURANTS)  and  the  third  set 

(SUNDAYS  AT  HOME),  each  about  a  month  apart  -  always  on  14-day 
approval.  Then,  if  you  wish,  you  may  continue  to  receive  the  remainder 
of  the  sets  at  the  rate  of  3  sets  a  month  for  7  months.  You  will  never 

pay  more  than  the  same  low  price  of  $1  per  set,  plus  postage,  handling, 

and  local  tax,  if  any.  You  will  always  be  informed  of  shipments  in  ad- 
vance, and  may  cancel  the  arrangement  at  any  time  without  obligation. 

You  will  never  be  billed  in  advance,  but  will  pay  only  for  the  sets  you 
receive  and  wish  to  keep. 

If  you  do  not  wish  to  keep  OUR  RICH  HERITAGE,  simply  return  the  cards 
to  us  within  14  days  and  owe  nothing.  The  recipe  card  case  and  the 
Separator  Cards  are  yours  to  keep  as  our  gift. 

START  BUILDING  YOUR  COLLECTION  TODAY! 

McCALL'S RECIPE  CARD  COLLECTION 
P.O.  Box  1776,  Indianapolis,  Ind.  46291 

Please  send  me  the  introductory  recipe  card  offer  as 
this  ad.  I  understand  that  upon  acceptance  the  exclusive 
Recipe  Card  Case  and  the  Separator  Cards  are  mine 
gift,  and  that  I  am  under  no  obligation  to  purchase  any 

^ 
9HG16 

described  in 
Bicentennial 
to  keep  as  a 

recipe  cards. 

Name. 

Address. 

City- 
.  State - 

Only  one  offer  per  household.  Valid  in  continental  U.S.A. 
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VISIT  THE  HOMES  OF  THE  VICTORIANS... 
WITH  THE  VICTORIANS  AS  YOUR  GUIDES. 

Historian  William  Scale's  "THE  TASTEFUL 
INTERLUDE:  American  Interiors,  1860-1917"  takes 
you  beyond  etched-glass  doorways  into  Victorian 
parlors  through  photographs  of  the  period.  Take  this 
remarkable  house  tour  for  $20.00  at  your  bookstore. 
Or  order  from  the  coupon  below. 

"A  must  for  those  in  the  design  and  architecture 
professions."  ,       a       ? ^  — Los  Angeles 

Herald-Examiner 

Wendelighting  for  your  art  and  trophies 

Wendelighting's  bright,  even  illumination  richly  enhances  the  color  and  form 
of  art  and  trophies.  Its  light  rays  are  confined  to  the  exactcontourof  objects  such 

as  the  painting  and  elephant  tusks  shown.  And,  Wendelighting's  precision  optical 
projectors  are  neatly  concealed  in  the  ceiling  where  lighting  equipment  should 

be.  Learn  more  about  this  exciting  lighting  system  by  requesting  our  28-page, 
full  color  brochure.  Send  $1.50  to:  Wendelighting,  Dept.HG,9068  Culver  Blvd., 
CulverCityCA.  90230. 

Wendelighting/ Division  o(  Eric  Jackson  &  Son,  lnc./9068  Culver  Blvd.,  Culver  Cily,  CA.  (213)  559-4JI0 
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Low-calorie  entertaining 
continued  from  page  ]  00 

ARTICHOKE 
SOUFFLE  RING 

Ingredients 
2  tablespoons  whipped 

margarine 
2  tablespoons  flour 

V2  cup  skim  milk 
1  teaspoon  onion,  grated 
salt,  white  pepper 

4  egg  yolks,  beaten 
2  cups  canned  artichoke 

bottoms,  mashed  (broccoli 
may  be  used) 

5  egg  whites,  beaten  stiff 

Method 

In  a  large  saucepan  melt  mar- 
garine, add  flour,  cook  until  bub- 

bly. Stirring  with  a  whisk,  add 
milk,  and  cook  until  thick. 

Add  onion  and  season  with  salt 

and  pepper.  Add  egg  yolks  and 
artichokes.  Let  mixture  get  cold. 
Fold  in  egg  whites. 

Pour  into  a  lightly  greased  ring 
mold.  Set  in  pan  of  hot  water. 
Bake  at  350°  for  45  minutes.  Let 
stand  10  minutes,  unmold. 

Fill  center  with  julienne  carrots 
or  snipped  green  beans.  Serves 
8.  90  calories  per  serving. 

JULIENNE  CARROTS 

Ingredients 
6  medium,  fresh  carrots, 

washed,  scraped,  and  cut  in 
julienne  strips 

Va  cup  vodka 
grated  zest  of  1  orange 
salt,  white  pepper 

Method 

In  a  casserole  sprinkled  with 

Pam  or  vegetable  oil,  add  car- 
rots and  vodka  and  cover. 

Bake  in  a  350°  oven  for  25  min- 
utes. Season  with  orange  zest, 

salt  and  white  pepper.  Serves 
6-8.  50  calories  per  serving.  ■ 

CORRECTION 
In  the  article  on  Newport,  R.L,  on 

page  50  of  the  October  issue,  a  build- 
ing known  as  The  Clock  Tower  was 

mistakenly  identified  as  Trinity 
Church.  We  regret  the  error.  In  the 
September  issue,  the  names  of  the 
architects  of  the  room  on  page  109 
were  omitted.  They  were  Alan  and 
Barbara  Chimacoflf  of  ChimacofI/ 
Peterson.  The  interior  design  was  by 

architect  Douglas  Kahn  and  design- 
er Stephanie  Mallis  of  Kahn  &  Mallis 

Associates.  Our  apologies.  On  page 
47  of  the  August  issue,  in  an  article 
on  sleep,  the  reference  to  heart  beat 

should  have  read,  "you  can  raise 

your  heart  beat  to  120-140."  ■ 

Weight  chart 
continued  from  page  80 f 
effect  of  things  you  take  into  yo  v 
body — and  control  is  the  name  \i 

the  game.  ',] "Now  of  course  we  know  th|4 
your  scales  weigh  a  lot  of  othj 
things  besides  fat.  But  we  are  goii 
to  assume  that  all  these  things  i 
not  change  your  weight,  althou| 
we  know  they  do.  On  dry  days,  f 
instance,  you  tend  to  be  under  t; 
line,  and  on  wet  days,  as  your  boi 
has  absorbed  more  moisture,  y( 
tend  to  be  above  the  line.  Yo 
weight  is  affected  by  the  amou 
of  food  you  are  retaining,  tl 

changes  in  your  water  retentio 
and  so  forth.  But  make  your  ma 
on  the  chart  anyway,  continuing 

aim  for  the  line.  It's  the  fat  you  a 
after,  not  the  pounds. 

"Once  you  have  reached  yo 
goal,  continue  your  morning  weig 
ing  and  chart-marking  for  anoth 
week — after  that,  twice-week 
weight  checks  before  breakfast  w 
be  enough  for  you  to  see  that  yo 
food  intake  is  still  under  control. 

MORE  MOREHOUSE  TIP 
1.  "Start  your  chart  on  Moi 

day.  And  before  you  .start,  eat 

you  want— the  last  binge.  This  hel' 
the  success  of  the  program,  becau 

your  first  couple  of  weeks  are  rei 
ly   behavior   modification,   and 
you   start   off   really   starved   ai 

hungry,  then  it's  not  humanly  p( 
sible  to  keep  it  up;  it's  too  toug 
But  if  you  are  well  fed,  even  a  litt 

stuffed,  to  start  with,   it's  not hard  to  cut  back  a  little  each  da 

2.  "Have  stand-up  meetings  < 

coffee  parties.  The  calories  con 
off  best  if  you  become  a  little  mo. 
active,  as  well  as  eating  less.  Tl 

two  go  together.  Increase  your  at 

tivity  every  day — walk  more,  \ 
busier,  visit  in  person  rather  th;i 
making  a  telephone  call.  And  here 
a  new  idea — have  stand-up  mee 

ings.  I'm  introducing  this  where' work:  all  the  chairs  are  put  awa 

and  people  stand  up  and  mo\ 
around  as  they  discuss  their  bus 
ness.  Try  it  at  home.  It  burns  cak 

ries  you  don't  normally  burn  si 
ting  down. 
3.  "Never  avoid  anything.  E<| 
some  of  everything  to  be  sure  yoi 

get  a  balanced  diet.  Do  not  cut  ou 
cut  down. 

4.  "Measure  your  fat.  The  rt 
ward  of  losing  fat  is  most  obvioi 

in  the  change  in  your  clothes- 
everything  suddenly  seems  a  littl 
loose!  But  a  foolproof  way  of  mej 

suring  if  you  have  a  fat  problem  1 
to  pick  up  a  fold  of  skin  and  pine 
it.  No  fold  of  skin  should  be  thicl  1 
er  than  1  inch.  Take  a  book  abot 
an  inch  thick  and  see  how  tha 

feels,  then  compare  that  thicknes 
with  the  skm  folds  around  youi 

waist,  your  thighs  or — best  plac 
of  all — the  back  of  your  elbow 
That  will  tell  you  what  you  war 

toknowl"  ■ HOUSE  &  SARD: 



Shopping  Information 
All  prices  are  approximate.  *  Consult  your  interior  designer  or  department 

store  decorating  department.  The  cost  of  postage  is  indicated  by  (   ) . 

'   YOURSELF 
.l-.iS: 

|,  iio**'  li(ni.s«'ln)l«l  dyes:  in  pow- 
i.|iii(l.  All  i)\   HIT.  At  varictv 

-ii|»  rmai  k(■t^  imtn  where, 
lie"  colloii  sheets :   used  for 
liite    sheets   aNailal)U^    in    all 
i/.es.  I5y  Wanisutta. 

.1    trims:    riek-rack.    |)oK ester 
ipciv.  All  l)v  Tahin. 

.   -otii:    79" 'x   ,■^1'-"    X   26V-j" 
iiiiial   peel  wicker,  natural  fin- 
.ITee    table:    28"    scpiare.    18" 
iiiiral   peel   wicker,  natural  col- 
uin  aiui  ••aiie  chair:  23"  x  25" 

hi^ii.    tortoise    finish    frame: 

al  eoffee   table:   32"    x   16" 
(    laccjuered  finish.  All  from 

..  icker.* 
I.  \er    You    Want    It    To    Be 

:  .')7"  X  2.S"  \  adjustable  lieiglit. 
.  ililc.  drawiriji  table,  natural  pine 

iireen      linoleum      top.      Sl.SO: 

.  •"  ehair:   18"  x  20"  x  28"  high. 
-cat.  adjustable  height.  $8.5:  file 

,   1,:  27"  X  18"  X  15"  high.  2  or  3 
-  a\ailable.  green  enamel  finish 
aUo  \elIow.  wiiite.  brown.  $U0; 

;     shelf      unit :      designed      by 
I  Halt,    lacquered    green    finish. 

iirr  pieces  in  grou])  include  can- 
X  and  canvas  tiling  units.  From 

rrvice  Group.  All  at  The  Work- 

ly  Legs"  lamp:  adju?taide  24" 
■,  5"  diani.  reflector  shade,  pol- 

'  chrome    base.    $25.    At    George 

ra    ir sewing    machine:    by 

reens:  from  a  portfolio  of  8  by 
ts  Hinman.  $175  each  unframed 
erie  Denise  Rene. 

lets:  top  shelf  and  large  square 
rd  basket  in  corner  from  La 
a;  pale  handled  baskets  on  third 
ourth  shelves.  l)ottom  shelf  from 
cnier;  second  shelf,  from  America 

li  Antitfues.  NYC;  basket  con- 
g  fabric  bolts  from  John  Rosselli; 
I  shelf  of  wicker  table,  handmade 

isan  Johnson  of  seagrasses,  wool 
crmont  grasses  to  order. 
38: 

p  Saver":  10"  long,  $4  plus  post- o    order    from    Harriet    Amanda 
man. 
63: 

pFreeze"  food  freezer:  32\i" 
,"  X  'My\"  high.  11  eu.  ft.  interior, 
able  basket,  adjustable  tempera- 
ontrol.  self-ejecting  locking  key. 
enamel  finish  only.  .$299.95.  By 

a. 

MATERIALS 

s  64-65: 

ktowne  Slate"  sheet  vinyl 
ing:  b'  and  12'  widths,  in  four combinations  of  earth  browns, 

greens,  and  whites,  low  mainte- 
■  finish  needs  no  waxing.  Under 
sq.  yd.  By  Mannington  Mills. 

Barnside  Plank'"  wall  panel- 
s' high.  16"  wide.  ̂ 4"  thick,  tex- 

hardboard    planks    in    gray    or 
1.  plastic  finish  seals  out  dirt  and 
■.   $1.05    a    sq.    ft.    or    $11.20    per 
.  By  iMarlite  Paneling. 

toria      Garden"      sheet      vinyl 
ing:  36"  sq.  pattern.  6'  width,  in 
reen.   blue/green,   brown/yellow 
,    whites/beiges,    stain    resistant, 
no  waxing.  $12.98  a  sq.  yd.  From 

itation  Collection  by  GAF. 

jlebrook"  wall  paneling:  4'  x  8' 
>od  panels  in  a  s]3ecial  finish  for 
care    maintenance.    $8    a    panel, 
try  Grooving  Collection  by  Geor- 
acific. 

ttnial  Charm"  sheet  vinyl  floor- 

ing: 9"  pattern,  6'  width,  no-wax  fin- 
ish, in  (ireen  Mint  sting  green 'olde 

gold,  light  chrome  yellow/Orange  Peel/ 
sting  green,  ivory/chino/camel.  Real 
Rcd/and)er/ green.  Ultramarine  Blue, 
.Sweet  Chocolate/ camel.  $12.95  a  m\. 

\d.  From  the  Heritage  of  America  Col- 
lection b\  ( longoleum. 

"Charlemagne"  sheet  vinyl  floor- 

ing: 18"  pattern,  in  6'  and  12'  widths, 
in  walnut,  cherry,  honey  maple,  white, 
gold,  stain  resistant,  easy  to  care  for 
with  occasional  waxing.  $7  a  s(j.  yd. 
From  the  Castilian  line  liy  Armstrong. 

"Pecky  Cypress  Design"  wall  pan- 
eling: 4'  X  8'  panels,  white,  brown, 

golden,  gray,  easy  to  clean,  durable  fin- 
ish. $11 -$13  a  ])anel.  P>y  Masonite. 

"Village  I'lank"  oak  flooring:  in  3". 

5",  and  7"  widths,  random  lengths,  "s" 
thick,  in  a  wire-brushed  finish  for  an 

anticjue  look  or  a  smooth  textured  sur- 
face, may  be  laid  in  mastic  over  con- 
crete or  nailed  to  existing  wood  floors. 

By  Bruce  Flooring. 

"■Cobble  Tile"  ceramic  tiles:  4"  ><|. 
glazed  ceramic  in  brown,  sununer  tan. 
flashed  walnut,  glacier.  Hashed  glacier, 
flashed  summer  tan.  for  walls  or  floors. 
Franciscan  tiles  by  Interpace. 

"Primitive"  ceramic  tiles:  4"  scj..  8" 
s(i..  8"  hexagon.  4"  x  8",  two  curved 
shapes  in  12  glazed  and  1  matte  color. 

'  i>"  thick,  for  floors,  walls,  interior  and 
exterior,  and  countertops.  By  American 
Olean. 

"Lonibardic  II"  glazed  ceramic 

tiles:  4"  sq.,  (>"  scj.,  8"  sq.,  6"  hexagon. 
8"  hexagon.  6"  x  9"  elongated  hexagon, 
and  4"  x  8".  in  buttermilk,  caramel,  hot 
fudge,  and  old  gold,  for  walls  and  light- 

ly trafficked  areas.  By  Sunimitville 
Tiles,  a  member  of  the  Tile  Council  of 
America. 

"New  Brick"  vinyl  tile:  in  9" 

squares,  may  be  cut  into  individual  3"  x 
9"  "bricks"  for  pattern  variations,  seal- 

ing after  installation  helps  maintain 

easy-care  finish.  S5  a  s(|.  ft.  per  9"  sq. 
tile;  3"  x  9"  tiles  slightly  higher.  By Amtico. 

".Astral"  ceramic  tiles:  8"  sq..  for 
floors  and  walls,  imported  from  Italy. 
$4.40  a  sq.  ft.  At  Countn  Floors. 

"Terresque"  vinyl  tiles :  9"  sq.  heavy 
gauge  vinyl,  in  adobe,  terra  cotta.  or 
desert  red.  nonporous  surface.  SI. 75  sq. 
ft.  By  Kentile. 
LIVING-ROOM  G.\RDE> 

Pages  78-79: 
Plastic  eggcrate:  raises  plants  abo\e 
water  level.  From  Industrial  Plastic 
Supply. 

Para-Wedge  louvers :  eliminate  glare 
from  fluorescent  tube  lighting.  By  Para- 
Wedge  Louver  Corp. 

"TruBloom"  fluorescent  lights:  by 
Verilux. 
Booklets:  How  to  Grow  Beau  til  11/ 

Flowers.  I  egetables,  and  Plants  In- 
doors .  .  .  with  Lights!  Write  to  Duro- 

Lite  Lamps.  See  stores,  page  42.  $1 : 
write  Indoor  Light  Garden  Society  of 
America.  See  stores  page  42. 
COOKING  CENTER 

Pages  82-87: 
Equipment  and  Uuilding  MateriaI^ 

"Terresque"  solid  vinyl  tile:  9"  sq.. 
fire-resistant,  desert  red  and  terra  cotta 

used,  cartons  packed  with  an  assort- 
ment of  shades  in  each  color.  $75  per 

carton  for  a  36  sq.  ft.  area.  By  Kentile 
Floors. 

Industrial  ceiling  grid  frame:  12" 
high,  painted  white  semi-gloss.  By  Uni- 
strut  Eastern  Service  Company.  Track 
lighting  incorporated  into  Unistrut 

ceiling:  Maxi  track.  8'  2-circuit  starter 
track.  4  niaxi-lights  per  track.  $54.75; 

Mini-track,  8'   l-ciiTuit   track,  4  mini- 

lights  per  track,  S47.85;  step  baflle  re- 
flector-trim lights.  21  used.  $20.25  each  ; 

double  fluorescent  fixtures  for  under- 
counter  lighting.  $26.30  each.  All  from 
Progress  Lighting. 

Paint:  Tru-Test  Interior  Latex  paint 
b\  True  Value  Hardware  Stores. 

Cabinets:  flush  oak  with  "Almond- 
wood"  finish,  basic  units  fitted  with 
flush  oak  drawer  fronts  and  doors  on 

heavy  cut-in  hinges,  wall  cabinets 
13"/s"  deep,  bases.  24ys"  deep;  fully 
adjustable  shelves  in  both  base  and 
wall  units  for  special-purpose  shelves, 
packs,  trays,  baskets,  optional  left  or 
right  hand  hinges.  Bv  Mulschler. 

"Coming's  3  +  1  Range":  30"  self- 
cleaning  drop-in  range  with  Pyroceram 
glass  ceramic  surface;  3  thermostatic- 

ally controlled  surface  heating  areas.  1 
conventionally  heated  surface  area, 

safety  "Hot  Lights."  pyrolytic  self- 
cleaning  oven,  black  glass  door:  "Cook- 
mates"  cookware  included  with  range. 
$749.  By  Corning. 

"Counter  Saver  Plus":  buiit-into 

pull-out  serving  cart.  17"  x  21"  x  iVit;" thick,  infinite  heat  control  for  main 

heating  area.  "Hot  Spot''  area  with on  ofT  control  for  warm  beverages, 
white  Pyroceram  finish  resists  burns, 
scratches;  available  as  a  portable  unit 
where  not  built-in.  899.95  by  Corning. 
"Corian"  countertops:  non-porous, 
scratch  and  stain  resistant,  cameo  white 
shown.  By  DuPont. 

"Superba  Energv  Saver"  built-in 
dishwasher:  24"  x  24is"  x34':.."  high. 
7  push-button  cycles,  adjustable  9  posi- 

tion upper  rack,  automatic  rinse  agent 
dispenser,  available  with  trim  kit:  front 
panel  of  flush  oak  same  as  Mutschler 

cabinets.  $404.95.  KitchenAid  by  Ho- 
bart. 

Hot-water  dispenser:  60-cup-per- 

hour  capacity.  190°  water  on  tap.  reser- voir tank  mounted  l)elow  sink,  chrome 

dispenser  top.  all  thermostatically  con- 
trolled. $89.95.  KitchenAid  by  Hobart. 

"Superba"  food  waste  disposer: 
batch  feed  model,  stainless  >teel.  cast- 
iron  drain  chamber.  $149.95.  Kitchen- 

Aid by  Hobart. 
"Minutemaster"  microwave  oven: 

24'';{2"  X  16%"  X  15"  high  exterior;  1.2 
cu.  ft.  interior,  60-minute  digital  con- 

trol. Vari-Temp  food  temperature  con- 
trol probe,  optional  Micro-Browner. 

$499.  B>  Litt(m  Industries. 
Radio  Intercom  System:  6  inside 
speakers.  2  door  speakers.  FM  AM 
radio.  2  input  jacks  permit  addition  of 

record  changer  and  tape  player.  16T's" 
X  1''4"  X  9"  high,  golden  elm  finish. 

1%"  projection  from  wall.  $402  plus  in- 
stallation. NuTone  by  Scoville. 

Residential  Intruder/Fire  Alarm: 

solid-state,  supervised  fire  detection  cir- 
cuitry automatically  reports  malfunc- 

tion. Accessories:  infrared  intruder  de- 

tectors, window-  foil,  wireless  radio  con- 
trols for  intruder  detection  circuit,  out- 
side electronic  sirens,  automatic  tele- 

phone to  police  or  fire  department  with 
3  prerecorded  numbers.  $420  plus  in- 

stallation for  a  6-room.  ranch-style 
home  with  basement,  garage,  attic.  2V-j 
baths.  NuTone  by  Scoville. 
Food  Center:  One  motor  recessed  be- 

neath the  kitchen  countertop  operates 

up  to  8  appliances;  snap-on  counter- 
plate.  5'-_>"  X  11"  X  6%"  undercounter 
depth;  cordless  appliances  include 
blender,  mixer,  knife  sharpener,  citrus 
juicer,  ice  crusher,  power  post  for 
slicer/ shredder,  can  opener,  and  meat 
grinder.  .$322.20.  NuTone  by  Scoville. 
Built-in  bread  and  food  toaster: 

16'-_."  X  5-*i(i"  X  9"s"  high  cut-out.  foui- 
slice  toaster  with  disconnect  switch. 

(Continued  on  next  page 

Awomaife 
laxatiw be  as  I, 

as  she  i^. 

:!    ' 

And  that's  why  so  many  women  use 
Corrcctol,  the  womans  gentle  laxa- 

tive. Correctors  special  formula  com- 
bines a  mild  laxative  with  a  softening 

agent.  Its  gentle  overnight  action 
helps  you  feel  like  yourself  again. 
Correctol  is  gentle  enough  for  use 

even  after  cliildbirth  and  during  men- 
struation. 

i     The  Woman 

;  Gentle  La 

/J^ 

xative       <^-\ 

J'O' dependable 
"«>'«  natural  .eiief 

(orrectol \j  The  womans 

gentle  laxative. 
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Shopping  infOfmatiOll     conUnued  from  preceding  page 

slide-out  tray  for  cleaning,  each  2-6iice 
section  has  separate  loasting  controls. 
Chrome  finish.  S90.  By  M'  .kin  Maid. 

"Cold  Guard"  refri,  .rator:  3<J"  x 

30 '''32"  X  65"'s"  his'f  no-frost  refrig- 
erator and  freezer,  meat  pan.  3  gia?^ 

cantilever  shelvci;  storage  door  has  2 
shtilves,  3  half -shelves,  removable  egg 

shelf;  adjustable  freezer  control,  op- 
tional automatic  ice  maker.  Door  fronts 

lacquered  to  match  Mutschlcr  cabi- 

nct~.  .S5.')').  By  Aciunutronic  lord. 

Double-conipartinent  sink:  33"  x 
22"  X  7'-'  deep,  .stainless  steel. 
S142.I0;  "Tiara"  single  lever  fau- 
fft:  removable  Perniacorc  cartridge. 

S77.10;  plunger-type  soap  dispen- 
ser: concealed  V2  pint  plastic  contain- 

er hlls  from  the  top,  chrome  plated  top, 

S26.55;  hospitality  sink:  15"  sq.  x  6" 
deep,  stainless  steel,  high  gooseneck 
fau(  et.  SI 09.80.  All  by  Elkay. 

Water  filter:  chrome-plated  ABS  plas- 
tic filter  screvNs  onto  faucet  to  replace 

aerator  on  nozzle,  removes  ihlorine. 

sediment,  odors,  tastes,  inhibits  bac- 
teria growth  .S29.95;  cartridge,  S2.95. 

By  Teiedyne  Water  Pik. 
Cylindrical  venting  system:  over 
cooktop  runs  full  length  of  kitchen,  pol- 

ished aluminum,  custom  design.  By  PM 
Kange  Hoods. 

Built-in  ironing  center:  14'^"  x 
.59' j"  X  4',s"-deep  wall  opening,  adjust- 

able 46"  board  of  heavy  gauge  venti- 
lated steel :  swivel  base  reflector  spot- 

light aids  vision,  optional  sleeve  board 
and  iron.  $167.  By  Iron-A-Way. 

"StowAways":  stacking  washer  and 

dr>L-r,  10  lbs.  load.  21"  wide.  Sb^j" 
higli;  automatic  rinse  dispenser,  lint 

filter  system,  turbo- wash  agitator,  auto- 
matic bleach  dispenser,  permanent 

press  and  double  knit  cycles,  unit  on 
casters.  $319.95  washer;  S189.95  drver. 
Both  by  Norge. 

•Vacuflo"  built-in  cleaning  system: 
hidden  power  unit  in  basement  provides 
vacuum  cleaning  throughout  the  house, 
Lexan  wall  outlets,  no  bags,  filters,  or 
recirculation   of  dust,  hose   lengths  in 

24'  and  28',  all-purpose  cleaning  tools 
included.  S450.  By  HP  Products. 
COOKING  CENTER 
Accessories 

Pages  82-87: 
Ahoic  cahinels 

Indian  corn  basket  and  wood  grain 
measure:  from  the  private  collection 
of  Lillian  Hermel. 

Sardine  grill:   832.50.  Imported  from 
France  at  Bazaar  de  la  Cuisine. 

Two  2-gallon   bread  crocks:   $29.50 
each.  By  Uenbv  Ltd.  At  Jordan  Marsh. 
On  coitntertoij 
Footed  ceramic  bowl:  $40.  To  order 
from  Deborah  Shapiro. 

Kitchen  beam  scale:  831.  By  Terrail- 

lon.  At  Bloomingdale's. On  cooktop 

5-quart  steam  cooker:  stainless  steel. 
$78.  By  Cuisinarts.  .\t  Neiman-Marcus. 
In  nail  niche 

|{oxv\ood    salt,    pepper,    and    mus- 
tar<l:  $5.90.  At  Williaiii.---.S()noina. 
2nd    shelf:    four   wood    mortar   and 

pestle:    English,   $13.75:    Italian.   84: 
Portuguese,  $4;  French.  816.75.  To  or- 

der from  Harriet  .'\manda  Chapman. 
Volumetric  flask:  86:   1 -liter  carafe, 
with  cork  stopper.  $8.  Both  by  Corning. 
3rd     shelf:      Handthrov^n     ceramic 
bowl:    840.    To    order    from    Deborah 

.Shapiro.    4th    shelf:    Twig    and    bow- 
basket:  Lillian  Hermel  collection. 
On  tabic 

Stoneware  bowl:  $32.  By  Boda  Nova. 
At  Ceorg  Jensen. 
Page  84: 
Above  cooktop  and  knives 

Aluminum  fish  poacher:  20"  long 
with  cover.  $67:  aluminum  stock 

pot:  with  roasting  pan  cover.  $92.  Both 
imported  from  France.  At  Bazaar  de  la 
Cuisine. 
On  cooktop  counter 

Maple  cutting  board:  12"  x  16"  wide. 
$12.  By  Quality  Maple  Block.  At  The 
China  Closet. 
Stoneware    butter    cooler:    3Vi    oz.. 
S1.20.  At  Bazaar  de  la  Cuisine. 
Wooden  cooking  utensils:  $1  to  88 
each.  To  order  from  Harriet  Amanda 

Chapman. 

5-quart  casserole:  part  of  the  '"Cook- 
mates'  cookware  service  with  "3  +  1  ' Corning  cooktop. 

Italian  mortar  and  pestle:  $4.  Har- 
riet Amanda  Chapman. 

"Gourmet  Chef's"  knives:   from  88 
to   $26   each.    By   J.   A.    Henckels.    At 

Macy's. 
Tablesetting 

Tablecloth  covering:  '"Batik"  cotton 
fabric.  40"  wide.  34"  repeat.  $30  a  yd. 

By  Allunie  Handprints.* 
Teakwood  plates:  $6.50  each.  At  Tav- 

lor  &  IS'g. "Luna"    glass    dinner    plates:    810 
each.  By  Arabia.  At  Georg  Jensen. 

Pottery    fish   casseroles:    $7.50.    Im- 
ported from  Japan  by  Schmid  Brothers. 

At  Little  Elegance. 
"Paulownia"  wood-handled  flat- 

ware: 810  per  5-piece  setting.  At  Tay- 

lor &  j\'g. "Danish  Hunter"  white  wine 

glasses:  $13  each:  ''Gourmet'  salt 
mill  828;  ""Gourmet'"  salad  bowl.  888. 
By  Holmegaard.  At  Royal  Copenhagen. 
Napkins:  rayon/polyester  blend.  $1.80 
each.  By  Vera. 
Counter  behind  table 

6-pint  crockerv  casserole:  817.50. 
By  Denby  Ltd. 
Berry    basket    and    watering    can: 
Lillian  Hermel  collection. 

Page  85 : 
Open  storage 
Above  counter-sink  area 
Left     to     right:     Individual     coffee 
carafes:     $10.50    each.     Bv     Chemex. 

"Creative    Glass"    40-ounce    glass- 
erole:     $9.    By    Corning.    2nd    shelf: 

"Luna"   dinnerware:    dinner   plates. 
$10    each;    salad    plates,    $10;    cereal 
bowls,  $7.  By  Arabia.  At  Georg  Jensen. 

2nd  cabinet,  1st  shelf:  "Palette"  low 
bowl,    $16;     "Palette"    marmelade 
jar,    $12;    "Gourmet"    salad    bowl. 888.  Bv  Arabia.  Stoneware  desserts: 

89.50  each.  By  Boda  Nova. 

2nd  shelf:    "Danish   Hunter"   claret 

glasses:  815  each:  "Danish  Hunter" white    wine    glasses,    $13    each.    Bv 

Holmegaard.      3rd      shelf:      "Danish 
Hunter"    beer    goblets:    815    eath: 
'"Inn'"    glasses,    815;    ""Regiment"'    ice 
bucket,  $55.  By  Holmegaard. 
Counter  beside  sink 

Maple   pepper   grinder:    819.95.    By 

Lauffer.  At  Altman's. 
Brown  crockery  sousepot :  85.50.  Bv 
Denby.  Jordan  >Iaish. On  cooktop 

12-cup  coffee  pot:  848.  By  Melior.  At 
Bazaar  de  la  Cuisine:  cappacino  cups 

and  saucers:  $3.95.  cups;  $2.95,  sau- 
cers. By  Denby. 

Storage  above  refrigerator 
Crockery     casseroles:      $17.50     and 
$16.95:    1-pint  bain  marie  jars.  82.95 
each:    '■>-pint    casseroles   wnth   covers. 
$2.95  each.  B>  Denby. 
French  canning  jars,  atmospheric  jars, 
storage  jars  from  Wheaton  Products. 
Tray  storage 

"Rosti"    serving    trays:    round.    $7: 
rectangular.  85.  By  Copco. 
Ice    bucket:     $19.50.    From    Schmid 
Brothers. 
Under  microwave  oven 
1st    shelf:     Aluminum    roasting    pan. 

$32.30.   Bazaar  de   la   Cuisine:    ""Opa" stainless  casserole.  $50.  By  Arabia. 
2nd  shelf:  Aluminum  bassin  a  ragout: 
842.  Bazaar  de  la  Cuisine;   aluminum 
bain  marie.  $13.  Bazaar  de  la  Cuisine. 

3rd  shelf:  yoghurt  maker.  $11.95;   ice 
cream  maker.  $24.95.  Both  by  Salton. 
Both  at  Abraham  &  Straus. 
Beloiv  center  island 

Lett  cabinet 
Attachments:     to     Food     Center    by 
NuTone. 

Center  cabinet 

1st  shelf:  3  brown  mixing  bowls: 
.$6.50.  88.50,  and  810.95:  by  Denby: 
3  red  "Rosti"  mixing  bowls:  $5.50. 
86.50,  $7.50.  By  Copco;  crockery  jello 
molds.  $7.50  each. 
2nd  shelf:  Roasting  dish:  $10.95.  By 

Copco. 
3rd   shelf:    Teflon   lined   aluminum 

bakeware:    8-pieces,    about    $33.    By 
Mirro  Aluminum. 

Pantry  and  china  storage 
Left  to  right 
Isl  shelf:  Dinner  and  salad  plates: 
$11  and  $9  each.  Ry  Wilton  Armetale. 
2nd    shelf:    crockerv    cereal    bowls: 

$1.95  each.  By  Denby'.  Jordan  Marsh. 4th  shelf:  "Gourmet"  oil  and  vine- 
gar cruets:  $22  each.  By  Holmegaard. 

5th    shelf:    "Perfex"    pepper    mill: 
$15.    To    order    from    Harriet    Amanda 

Chapman.  Fish  casseroles :  $7.50  each. 
6th  slieif:  Demitasse  cups  an<l  sau- 

cers;   $6  each.   By   Sigma   Marketing. 
7th     shelf:     5-quart     soup     tureen: 
$32.25.     At     Williams-Sonoma.      Two 
sousepots,  $5.50  each.  By  Denby. China 

1st    shelf:    Brown    trimmed    bowls: 
$3.95  each.  By  Denby. 

3rd  shelf:  Wooden  salad  plates:  S6 
each.     Order    from     Harriet     Amanda 

Chapman. 
4th  shelf:  "Danish  Hunter"  sherbet 
glasses:  $15  each.  Bv  Holmegaard. 
5tli  shdf:  "Luna"  dessert  bowls:  $4 
each.  Bv  Arabia. 

6th  shelf:  "Luna"  salad  bowls:  $14. 

By  Arabia. 
7th  shelf:  "Luna"  bread  and  butter 
plates:  $3  each.  Bv  Arabia. 
8th  shelf:  "Tivoli"  glass  jug:  .833.  By 
Holmegaard:    red    glass   jug,   $25.    By 
Arabia 

9th  shelf:  White  china  pitcher:  From 

a  3-picce  set,  $17.  Schmid  Brothers: 
two  white  china  chocolate  pots,  811.95 

each:  ', j-pint  bar  pitcher,  $3.50.  Both 
by  Denby. On  I  oohtop 

"Opa"'  stainless  waterkettle:  $50.  By 
Arabia. 
Storage  beloiv  cooktop 

Pyrex    double    boiler   and    percola- 

tor:   812.95    and    87.95;    ""(iookmates" cookware  5-piece  set.  All  bv  Corning. 

Page  86: 
Photo  of  Mr.  Mount 

Copper  mixing  bowl:  14"  diam.  866. 
Al  Bazaar  de  la  Cuisine;  Pyrex  souf- 

flees.  by  Coming:  ""Luna'"  bowl.  87.  By .ALrabia;  china  pitcher,  from  Schmid 

Brothers:  chopping  board.  14"  x  20" wide.  816.50.  By  Qualitv  Maple  Block. 
Detail  of  serving  cart 

Ash  Windsor-type  chairs:  with  arms. 
8143:  without  arms.  $117.  By  Claud 

Bunyard.* 

"Pillivuyt"  8-cup  coffee  pot :  on 
serving  cart.  825.  At  Bazaar  de  la  Cui- 
sine. Tablesetting 

Dinner  plates:  811  each.  By  Wilton- 
Armetale;  stoneware  Hatware,  $36  per 

place  setting,  by  Boda  Nova;  napkins, 
82.50  each.  Harriet  Amanda  Chapman  ; 
butter  dishes  used  here  as  salt  dishes, 
810  each.  By  Holmegaard. 
Counter  behind  table 

Footed  compote  bowl:  $56.  Bv  Lauf- fer. 

Detail  of  desk 

Battery  digital  desk  clock:  850.  By 

Copal:  pencil  cup.  $11.95.  both  at  Ham- 
macher  Schlemmer ;  planters.  $25  each. 
To  order  from  Deborah  Shapiro. 

Page  87: 
Cleaning  closet 

"Manager"  clock:  liVj"  diam.,  $35. 

By  Seth  Thomas. 
Laundry  area 
"Gentrv"    bath    towels:     in    mocha. 

shrimp,  and  brown  velvet.  By  Burh 

ton.  At  Robinson's.  Laundrv  ba- 
from  Lillian  Hermel  collection. 

Building  Fact 
Materials  and  equipment  ir 

the  house  on  page  70 
AKCHITECT:  Edmund  Steven^ 
contractor:  Subcontracted  by  owij 

architect,  Edmund  Stevens 
INTERIOR  desig.ner:  Shari  Stevens 
LANDSCAPE     ARCHITECTS:     Moriece 

Gary 

size  ok  house:  2,700  square  feet 
SIZE  OF  LOT:  6  acres 

STRUCTURE 

Foundation :   I'oured  concrete  foui 
ation  walls  and  footings. 

Framing:   .Standard  wood  frame  (c 
struction    for   walls,    floors,   and   roi 

EXTERIOR  OF  HOUSE 

Exterior  walls:  Rough-sawn  redwt 
siding,  second  grade,  applied  vertica 
and  diagonally. 

Exterior   finish:   Cuprinol   stain  a 
wood    preservative   by    Darworth,  li 
Roofs:  Timberline  asphalt  shingles GAF  Corp. 

Insulation:  In  roof.  2-inch  rigid  inu 
polv  urethane;   in  walls,  batts  of  fil 

glass  by  Upjolm  Co. 
Windows:     F"ixed    glass    panels 
aluminum    frame    sliding    glass   du/| 

and    windows    by    General    Alumin 
Pro(lu(t>.  inc. 

Skylights:  Velux- America,  Inc. 
Greenhouse:      Plexiglas     lights 

Rohm    &    Haas   with    laminated    w^ framing. 

Frontdoor:  Wood,  custom  made. 

IN TEKIOK  OF  HOUSE 

Interior     framing:      Exposed     v\ 
framework  with  rough-sawn  fir  limb> 
recycled   barn  -  timl)ers   and   roof   tr 
in  living  room. 

Walls:     In     major    rooms,    walllii 
with    smooth    white    plaster   hni>li. 
bathrooms,    vertical    cedar   board-: 

powder  room,  Mexican  ceramic  til' 
Eton. 
Ceilings:  10-incii  cedar  board-  appl. 
horizontally;    wallboard    with    spkh 
white  plaster  finish. 

Floors:  On  ground  floor.  12-l)v-]2-iii 
Mexican    terra-cotta    tile.    On     upi 

floor,  6-inch   fir  boards  with   uretlui 
finish.   In   bathrooms,   ceramic    tile 

Interpace    Corp.    and   Countr>    Floi 
Inc. 

Interior  paints  and  stains:  PPG  I 
dustries.  Inc. 
Lighting  fixtures:  Recessed  cylind 

cal  ceiling  fixtures  from  Harrv'  Gitli 
Fireplace:  Brick,  custom  design  opi 
ing  on  four  sides.  Damper  by  Don! 
Bros..  Co. 
Hardware:    Chrome    finish.    Nation 
Lock  Hardware. 
Cabinets:     Custom    made,    faced 

white  Formica. 
Countertops:      In     kitchen,     natui 

wood:    in    bathrooms,  ceramic   til<- 
Interpace  Corp.;  in  powder  room,  M' 
ican  ceramic  tile  by  Elon. 

Plumbing  fixtures:  American-.Sl.i 
ard.  Inc. 
MECHANICAL  EQUIP.MENT 

AND  .4PPLIANCES 

Appliances:  White  porcelain  sink 
burner  gas  cooktop  and  built-in  ■ 

by  Chambers  Corp.:  KitchenAid  >: 
washer  by  Hobart  Corp.;  refriger,. 
freezer,  laundrv  washer  and  dryer 
General  Electric. 
Water  heater:  40-gallon  tank  by  .\X^ Smith  Corp. 

Heating  and  cooling  system:  Ga: 
fired  forced  warm-air  heating.  Fumact 
blower  fans,  and  air  conditioner  b 
Westinghouse  Electric  Corp.  Control 

by  Honeywell.  ■ 
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THE  FEMAIL  CLU 

i-: 

iiiaii.'' 

From  San  Francisco's  fashion  world: 
a  club  for  women  who  never  join  clubs. 

We're  the  people  who  started  the  Generation  Gap 
—  one  of  the  most  exciting  women's  fashion 
boutiques  on  the  West  Coast. 
Only  one  problem.  You  had  to  come  to  San 
Francisco  to  shop  at  our  store. 
Which  got  us  to  thinking.  Why  not  send 
out  catalogs  that  would  let  you  order  the 
same  fashions  we  were  selling  in  our 

store  by  mail!  And  since  you'd  be  ordering 
by  mail,  we  could  pass  on  to  you  the 

money  we'd  save  on  rent,  salaries,  lights,  etc' 
Nice,  eh?  A  club  that  saves  you  up  to  20% 
and  more  on  all  the  best  clothes,  cosmetics, 

jewelry  and  gift  items. 
Not  the  dregs,  mind  you  — but  the  xery 
best  things  available  to  us  in  San 

Francisco  (you'll  be  choosing  from 
over  150  of  America's  and  Europe's 
best  high  fashion  suppliers). 

Woman  does  not  live  by  clothes 
alone. 

Even  at  20%  off,  there's  bound  to  be 
a  limit  to  your  clothing  budget. 

And  a  girl's  gotta  swing  a  little.  So 
we've  arrairiged  for  card-carrying Femail  Club  members  to  receive 

special  rates  on  vacation  trave 
packages  to  places  all  over  the 
world.  Plus  our  San  Francisco 

visitor's  program,  including 
personal  invitations  and  special 
shopping  discounts  for  our 
members  who  are  visiting  here. 

So  if  you're  ever  wondering  what  to 
do  once  you've  got  all  those  great  new 
threads  on  your  back  —  this  one 
feature  of  The  Femail  Club  will 

make  the  whole  thing  worthwhile. 

The  old  Free  Gift  ploy. 

We'll  not  mince  words.  It 

costs  $5.00  for  a  year's  mem- 
bership in  our  Club.  BUT         ̂ -V^:^^ 

HANG  ON  — even  that  we  can      ̂ =^-- 
make  palatable. 
If  you  join  the  Femail  Club  now, 
you  will  be  offered  a  choice 
of  free  gifts,  from  name  brand 
cosmetics  to  designer  jewelry,  eac 
with  a  retail  value  of  more  than  S 

Plus  $5.00  in  free  'oBs! 

With  your  membership  we're  also  going  to  give 
you  $5.00  in  gift  certificates.  So  you  can  choose 

items  from  any  of  your  catalogs  (and  you'll  find  a 
lot  to  lust  after),  and  you'll  get  a  total  of  $5.00 

off  their  already  lavishl;  discounted 
prices.  Notice  hou  the  paragraphs 

are  getting  shorter?  We  must  be 
near  tlic  end. 

It  cost  us  a  bundle  to  run  this  ad.  So. . . 

We  think  the  Femail  Club  is  the  best 

money-saving,  fashion-buying,  fun- 

having  idea  anyone's  ever  come  up 
with.  And  there's  a  few  things  about 
our  Club  that  we  haven't  even  men- 

tioned (like  our  Buyer's  Bonus  Plan wherein  the  more  you  buy,  the 
more  discounts  you  earn;  and 

our  Super  Specials- 
savings  up  to  50%  in 

each  catalog).  But  we 
can't  afford  to 

hound  you.  You 
either  join  now 

(and  enjoy  later) 

or  you  turn  the 

page.  Later  on, 
when  you  meet  a 

slithery  Femail 

winging  off  to 
')     the  Med,  wear- 

ing a  devastating 
dress  she  paid 

heaven  knows  how 
absurdly  little for. .  .well, 

don't  say  we 

didn't  tell  vou. 

This  has  been  a  very  one  sided  conversation,  but  you 

win.  Here's  a  S5.00  check  (or  money  order)  for  my  mem- 
bership. If  I'm  being  taken,  I'll  track  you  to  the  ends  of 

the  Earth* II  I'd  like  a  membership  or  tuo  for  my  friends  Unclosed are  their  names  and  addresses  and  the  additional  fi\e 
dollarses. 

STATE- 

The  Femail  Club 

23  Grant  Ave. 

San  Francisco 

CA  94108 

HG-16; 

'Wcrecon,  Inc. 

^You're  not,  so  just  sit  still  and  wait  for  our  package  to  arrive. 
JANUARY.    1976 
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ORIENTAL  and  NAVAJO 

RUGS 
Add    that    special    touch    of 

beauty  to  your  home  with 
a  new  Peerless  Imported 

Rug      These    lovely 
Oriental  and  Navajo 

reproductions  are 
perfect  with  any 
decor,  for  floor 

or        wall. 

Our  collection  of  fine  rugs' also  includes  Scandinavian 
Ryas,  Caucasian  designs  •  - 
and  Colonial  Hooked  and 
Braided  rugs. 

PEERLESS 
IMPORTED 
RUGS 
ESTABLISHFD  1938 

Ordir  nirod  b\   Mail 

Your  Sans/"o(  lion  Cuaranteed 
for  o^.er    i~  vcars 

Dept.  HG-16       •       3028  N.  LINCOLN  AVE.       •       CHICAGO,  IL  606S7       •       (312)472-4848 

VISIT  OUR  SHOWROOM-OPEN  7  DAYS  A  WEEK 

The  Spirit  of  76! 
Proud  bicentennial  motif,  designed  by  Lillian 
Vernon  and  American  made,  of  course!  Hand 
enameled  red,  wtiite  and  blue  cloisonne  on 

Gold-finished  metal.  Great  gift  for  thimble  col- 
lectors— comes  in  a  crystal-clear  gift  box. 

4450  Thimble— $1.98  each,  3  for  $4.98 
Add  35t  postage  &  handling 
N.Y.  residents  add  faxes 

UlilAN  WAOH 
Dept.  G13,  510  S.  Fulton  Ave. 

Mt.  Vernon,  N.Y.  10550 

THE  GREAT 
TURNCOAT 
Two  handsome 
coats  in  one. 

Velvety,  water- 
repellent 
Crompton 
pin-whale 
Corduroy 
reverses 
to  a 

Poplin    ■ 
rain- coat. 
Roomy 

ragland 
sleeve 

&  pockets 
Gold,  Brov^'n,;! 
or  Royal 
Blue  w/ 

Natural.      ;~:^ — :-=J 
Sizes  8-18. 

$32.00 
Sizes  36-44 

$35.00 
Add  $1  post,  each 

$10  deposit  for  COD         Saflsf.  Guaranteed 

VICKI  WAYNE -H1R 
610  So.  Country  Club  Tucson,  AZ  85716 

'SPIRIT  of  76:  E?; 

This  lovely  "'^^ 
tableclotli  is  truly 

AMERICANA  made  of  80% 

cotton  20%  dacron  polyes- 

ter. 52x70"  $15.00;  70" 
round  $18.00;  64x84"  (also 

oval)  $17.00;  64x102"  (also 

oval)  $25.00;  64x120"  $32.00. 
It  will  make  lovely  Gifts  or  for  yourself  to  possess 
and  enjoy.  Add  $1.25  for  insured  mail.  Satisfaction 
Guaranteed. 

Permanent  Press.  Drip  Dry.  No  Ironing.  Lovely 
catalog  showing  tablecloths,  cui^ains  and  bedspread 
ensembles  95(! 

r]/{f,/(/eaa^f/p^^  hg-597 
Farmington  Ave.,  Hartford,  Conn.  06105 

THE  TIMELESS  QUALITY 

of  a  FINE  PHOTOGRAPH  . . . 

Made  personally  important. 

Own  a  distinguished  reproduction  of  your 
memorable  color  slide.  Mounted  print  in  full 

color  on  a  13^2  x  19'2"  panel  and  set  in  a 
three  dimensional  shadow  box  with  gold 
rimmed  solid  wood  frame,  it  mal(es  a  provoca- 

tive piece.  A  remarkable  gift.  Overall  size  16 

X  21 Vj". C^n  CiCi     eacfi  plus  $2  post.  &  findl. 4>.JV«wV     Allow  two  weeks  delivery. 

Money  back  guarantee.  Mail  your  slide(s)  to 

SLIDE-ART,    Dept.  HG-16 
233  Robblns  Lane.  Syosset,  N.Y.  11791 
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SHOPPING 
AROUND 

WITH  AUDREY  NICHOLS 

ORDER  MERCHANDISE  BY  WRITING  DIRECTLY 

TO  SHOPS.  ENCLOSE  CHECK  OR  MONEY  ORDER. 

ADD  SALES  TAX  WHERE  APPLICABLE. 

ANY  UNUSED  ITEM  (NOT  PERSONALIZED)  MAY  BE 
RETURNED  BY  INSURED  MAIL  FOR  REFUND. 

ALLOW  FOUR  WEEKS  FOR  DELIVERY 

QUILT  SHOW  OFF 
Spread  quilt,  afghan  or  comforter 
neatly  for  an  attractive  display 

yet  out  of  the  way  on  Marthia 
Ann's  quilt  rack,  copy  of  an 
antique  from  an  1850  north 
country  homestead.  Pine  and 
hardwood  with  antique  pine  finish. 

30"  h.  by  231/2"  w.  by  15y2"d. 
Easy  to  assemble.  $29.95  plus 
$2.50  post.  Yield  House,  Dept. 
G61S,  North  Conway,  NH  03960. 

ANTIQUE  COPY 
English  corner  chair, 
circa  1870.  Fine  back 
splats;  turned  posts, 

legs  and  stretchers. 
Cabinet  hardwood  and 

veneers,  mahogany  color 

finish.  15"  w.  by  15"  d. 
by  29"  h.  Beige-ground 
needlepoint  slip-seat 
cover,  removable.  $110 
exp.  coll.  Catalogue 

#21,  $1.  Ephraim  Marsh, 
Dept.  373,  Box  266, 
Concord,  NC  28025. 

HAVE  A  HAPPY 
For  miles  of  smiles. 
Diamond-like  eyes  in 

golden  face.  Wear  as 

pendant  on  double-link 
goldtone  23"  chain;  as 
pin  with  safety  clasp. 
#5002  Gift  box.  $3.95; 

two  $6.95;  three  $9.95. 
Ppd.  Crown  Galleries, 

Dept.  5126-38,  2207 E.  Oakland  Ave., 

Bloomington,  IL  61701. 

MAHOGANY  GROUP 

British  classic  in  dark 
hand-rubbed  walnut  finish. 
Hand-cast  brass  in  Butler 

and  Cigarette  tables.  1. 
Box  23"  h.,  12"  by  9"  top; 

2,  Pembroke  19"  h.,  17" 
by  17";  3.  Cigarette  20" h.,  14"  by  10";  4.  Butler 
14"  h.,  17"  by  13";  5. 

English  tea  20"  h.,  18" by  12".  Each  $25;  set 
$115;anythree$70.  Add 
$2.50  post,  each  table. The  Bombay  Company, 

HGl,  Box  52322,  New 

Orleans,  LA  70152. 

HOUSE  &  GARDE' 



ROM  ITALY 
AMA  espresso-cappuccino 
maker  is  electric,  makes  two 
to  four  cups  espresso  coffee: 
while  steam  jet  lets  you  make 
up  to  six  cappuccinos  at  a 

time.  Stainless  steel.  IOV2" 
h.  $135  plus  $3  post.  Four 

handled  glass  cappuccino- 
Irish  coffee  mugs  $1 1 .95 
plus  $1.85  post.  Recipe  and 
b.  coffee  with  order.  Free 

catalogue.  Barclays  Coffee, 
Tea  &  Spice  Co..  Ltd.,  HGl, 
9020  Tampa  Ave., 
Northridge,CA  91324. 

<^ 

EYELET  ENSEMBLE 
All-over  embroidered  eyelet  on  no-iron 
Avril  and  polyester.  Spread,  twin,  $35,  double 
$40;  canopy,  twin,  $27,  double,  $29;  curtains, 

88"  w.  45",  54",  63"  I.  $20;  72",  81",  90"  I. 
$25;  vanity  skirt,  $29;  pillow  sham,  $9  plus 
$1.50  post  per  order.  White  or  natural.  Free 
catalogue.  Colonial  Maid  Curtains,  HGl,  Lawn 
Terrace,  Mamaroneck  Village,  NY  10543. 

UP  IN  THE  AIR 
An  airborne  space  saver  that  suspends 
anything  up  to  25  lbs.  from  flowerpot 
to  fish  bowl,  kitchen  utensils  to  art 

objects.  "Hang-it"  consists  of  a  trans- 
parent nylon  cord,  Plexiglas  plate  and 

clear  ring.  36"  and  48"  long,  $1.65  ea.; 
three,  $3.45;  six,  $5.55;  twelve,  $9.85.  Ppd. 
House  of  Hints,  HGl,  106  Montague  St., 
Brooklyn,  NY  11201. 

QuJiIt   Pinr  Fu 

'-^'leld'-House 

irr  for  ovfi  30  Yf»n 

AMERICA'S HANDBOOK  OF 

EARLY  ANEMCAN 
DESIGN 

Hutches,  Tables,  Chests  &  Chairs- 
Beautiful  Country  Rne  Originals 
for  every  room  in  your  \no*k» 

'  Creative  Furniture  Kits 
You'll  Take  Pride  In 

•  Space  &  Prt±)iens  Solvers 
that  help  you  organize 

•  Fabulous  Oeccrator 
Tricks  of  The  Trade 

•  Lanps,  Shehres,  Oi>ir>ets, 
China,  CSix&,  Much  More! 

IT'S  FRF 
Mail  The  Coupon  Tor 

Your  Free  Yield  Houst  ̂ 

Send  the  coupon  today  '-. you  can  shop  the  ne . 

1975-76  Yield  House  Cata- 

log—it's 56  colorful  idea- 

packed  pages— over  1000  ex- 
citing choices  for  your  home 

today!  You'N  soe  famous 
YH  Original  Furnitjre.  Plus 

equally  famous  YH  Furniture 
Kits.  Plus  an  exclusive  collec- 

tion of  all  those  decorating 

helps,  accents,  accessories 

you've  always  been  looking 
for.  Plus  much  much  more! 

Yield  House— the  way  Ameri- 

ca shops  at  home—  for  over 
30  years. 

1.- 

JUST  aiP  AND  SEND 

Send  me  my  FREE  Yield  House 
Catalog  today! 

Name   

Address   .   

City   State   Zip. 

^ield^ouse® 
Dept.G61A-Box  1000 North  Conway,  N.H.  03860 

DISTINCTIVE  CUSTOM  LIGHTING 

.■\  fine  selection  of  over  50  classic  designs 
for  indoor  and  outdoor  lighting  that  will 

lend  warmth  and  charm  to  both  the  con- 
temporary a/id  traditional  decorating 

scenes.  Every  light  is  of  the  highest  quality, 
individually  cut,  assembled  and  fitted 

in  brass,  copper  or  pewter.  Your 
selection  will  be  owned  with  pride 

by  future  generations.  Send  $1.0U 
for  48  page  catalog. 

HERITAGE "l^^HJERNS 
Dept.HG-16,  Sea  Meadows  Lane 

Yarmouth,  Maine  04096 

SLEEP  WARM 
BED  WARMER 

Here's  the  scientific  way  to  keep  warm — 
with  the  heat  under  instead  of  over  you — 
on  this  FOUR-SEASONS  connfort  unit! 
Quality-made  of  long-wearing  Cannon 
sheeting  and  polyester-filled. 
New  soothing,  satisfying  relief  from  sleep- 

lessness, arthritis  and  circulation  prob- 

lems, it  lies  flat  under  bottom  sheet.  It's washable,  4-position  ac/dc  sleep-switch, 
and  comes  with  a  five-year  guarantee. 
39x76  twin  $28;  or  54x76  full  bed  size  S30; 
54x76  full  size,  dual  control  $36:  60x80 
queen  size  with  dual  $42;  78x84  king  size 
with  dual  $44 — all  postpaid.  Enclose 
check  or  M.  O.  only — Mich,  residents  add 
4%  sales  tax. 

THE   LINEN   CLOSET 
1324  Welch  Blvd.        Flint.  Michigan  48504 

PRESS  ON  ADDRESS  LABELS 

Stick  to  any  smooth  surface.  No  moist- 
ening. Use  ttiem  on  letters,  sports 

equipment,  cameras,  tapes,  etc.  Any 
message  to  4  lines,  26  spaces  each. 
Printed  in  black  ink  on  your  choice  ot 
White,  Gold,  Silver,  ...  or  Blue,  Pink. 

Yellow  pastel  labels.  \'^a"  t  V^' .  in handy  plastic  sleeve  dispenser.  225  for 
S3;  450  [alike]  S5;  or  1000  lalikel 
for  S10.  All  postpaid.  Specify  color  de- 

sired. 80-page  Useful  Gifi  Catalog, 

25(;.  From  BRUCE  BOUND.  21-P  BO- 
LINO  BLOC,  BOULDER.  COLORADO 
80302.  Since  1956.  thanks  to  you! 
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§ 
F/r^  tt'fl'jV  /o  select ORIENTAL  RUGS 

is  to  examine  them 

in  your  own  home 

Rare  antique,  inexpen- 

sive antique,  semi-an- 
tique, and  new  rugs  in 

antique  designs.  Each 
moderately  priced. 

SEND    FOR    DESCRIPTI\'E   LISTS    .ind    COLORED    PICTURES 
Code      Scloci     rups     you     wijh     sent     on     APPRO\AL.     IV  E     PAY 

CHARGES.    XO   DEPOSIT   OR    EXPEA'SE   to    you    in    ordering 
.ipprov.il.    No   obligation    to    buy. 

Include    voiir    Zip 
ALL    SHIPPIXG 

our    rugs    sliippcd    on 

.Vntique  ru(>s  $150.00  to  $9500 
Sm.Til  to  Giant  Sizes. 

2.000  Oriental  rugs  from 
Iiidi.i  in  pastel  (Kirman)  colors 

100%  wool  nap.  .^0  sizes 
9  X  12  tt.S395  to  $825. 

Many  giant  and   unusual  sizes 

Fnr  sale  by  America's  foremost tiHthorxty  and  expert  on  Oriental 
Rugs,  and  largest  exclusive  dealer 
in  natural,  untreated  rugs. 

For   ?0  years   we   have   been   eliminating   tlie   element 
of    gamble    in    buying    Oriental    Rugs    for    thousands 
of  customers 

Amerii 

"Oriental   Rugs  —  A    Complete    Ciuidc" 
by  Charles  \V.  Jacohsen      $20. .M) 
First  and  only  Oriental  Rug  encyclope- 

dia ever  published.  4S0  pages  with  2S(> 
plates,  38  in  full  color. 

§    CHAS.W.JACOBSENJnc. 
401   S.  SALINA  ST.,   DEFT.  G 
S"i  RACUSE,  N.Y.  1.^201 
.^15-471-6522 

\^.^.<i>^~<£>'.'.<P''-^(^'.<^'.<S>^-i^?^ui?'-'-(i^^ 

1000  RETURN  ADDRESS  LABELS 

$-|og 
CRISP  WHITE  PAPER 

FREE  HANDY  BOX 

Quick,  handy  way  to 
put  your  name,  address 
and  zip  code  on  letters, 

records,  books,  etc.  Any 
name,  address  and  zip  code 

up  to  4  lines  beautifully  primed  in  black 

inkoncrispwhiteuummcdiabels.  P,"  long. 
S717    1000  Labels   $1 

250  Self-Stick 

RETURN  ADDRESS 
LABELS 

•  Self-stick  -  just  peel  off 
and  put  In  place 

Self-stick  labels  with  your  name  and  ad- 
dress are  the  smart,  easy  way  to  person- 
alize letters,  envelopes,  books,  etc.  Any 

name  and  address  up  to  4  lines  beauti- 
fully printed  in  rich  black  type  on  the 

finest  self-stick  white  label  paper  avail- 
,ible.  I'lo"  long. 
P2G07  250  Self-Stick  Labels   SI 

W^^ltPr  DmUp        ̂ 021  Otake  Building VVdIlUr   UrdKU    Colo.  Springs,  CO  BOMO 

MOSQUE  FERNERIES 
White  or  Walnut fspecfyjrattan  floor  stands 

from  our  own  meticulous  Hong  Kong  '.vorKshops, 
FERN  STAND;  2S»-2"  High;  /Vj"  Rd.  Shelf.  $14.95 

Lfl  PLANTER:  23"  High;  9V2"  Rd.  Boftom, 
8"  Rd.  ,x  1V2-'  Deep  Cache.  $16.96 

HI  PLANTER:  28"  High;  12"  Rd.  Bottom. 
lO"  Rj.  X  SVr"  Deep  Cache.  $18.95 

Ip.'.cr  .!■!  ',  shdf  on  al!   Remo.able  Caches. 
add  $1  25  postage  per  planter. 

Send  check,  BA,  MC  DC  or  AMX  charge. 

Outside  California,  call  toll  free  (800)  227-4555 

catalog  SI.;  free  with  order 

'^iD 
550  Powell 

Dept.  HG  16 
San  Francisco 
CA  94108 

SEE  MIRACLE  OF  BIRTH 
$^    QQ       POST    PAID   

 WITH 
|«.«IO      SIX    OUAIL    EGGS 

U      (.«;.5.2.>\s;itlH.ut  Egfis) 

^  uu  gel  tlio  new  clear  plastic 
dome  CniCK-HATCHEK  ^vith 

C)  Ouail  Egjis  la\ailal)l('  Near- 
round  I  and  Egg  Hatchers  (iuidc 

Book.  Complete — notliing  else  to 
l)uy.  Send  check  or  Moncj  Order 
today.  Send  25c  for  catalogue  of 
larger  models  for  home,  classroom 

and  display.  .Also  quail  breeding 
equipment  and  how  to  produce 
and  sell  quail  year-round. 

G.Q.F.  MFG.  CO..  DEPT.  CG 
BOX  8152.  LISSNER  AVE., 
SA"'.\NNAH.  GA.  31402 
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WE  PRINT 

ANYTHING 

CUSTOM   PRINTED   SHIRTS 

The  latest  craze — you  tnink  or  me 

slogan  a."d  well  print  ii!  Any  slogan 

•for  your  team  .  .  .  candidate  .  .  .  ciuo 

.  .  .  your  Tavorite  hobby  ...  or  v-nar- 

ever.  Up  to  30  lerters  printed  on  These 

qualify  corton  sweatshirts  or  T  sh'r-s. 
Machine  v/ashable.  paint  will  not  rur  or 

fade.  Colors — powder  blue,  or  nav, 

blue.  Size  S,  M,  L,  XL.  Specify  size 

a-d  color.  Add  $2.00  extra  for  prirt'na 
cr   both  sides.  Prompt  Shioment. 

Sweatshirt      $6.95        T-shirt     S4.95 

IVrite  for  FREE  catalog  of  gifts 

Holiday   Uitis » 
Depf.  301-B,  Wheat   Ridge.   Colorado  80033 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

4ifef* 

,-  . 

\'
- 

Y*>
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WORKING  TELEPHONE 

Pay  station  models  were  in  use. 

Taken  off  line,  they're  rebuilt  as 
regular  phones.  Money  goes  from 
coin  slots  on  to  savings  box, 

helps  pay  for  extra  calls.  Fin- 
ished black  or  green.  $125  plus 

$20  post.  Catalogue  50c.  Grand 
Com  Inc.,  HGl,  324  Fifth  Ave 
New  York,  NY  10001. 

FAUCET  FIXER 

Annoying  drip,  drip,  drip  of  a 
faucet  is  stopped  easily  with  a 
neoprene  ball  that  just  drops  into 
the  fixture  after  removing  old 
washer.  Sealer  stays  put  against 

grease,  oil.  $1.29  plus  20c  post. 
Anthony  Enterprises,  HGl,  556 
Mission  St.,  San  Francisco,  CA 

94105. 

HIGH   STYLE 

hiandsome  rope-trimmed  wedge 
heel  and  crepe  rubber  sole  add 
zest  to  classic  kidskin  espa- 
drille  with  moccasin-stitched 
toe.  51/2-10,  N  and  M.  Green, 
navy,  brown.  $28  plus  $1.50 

post.  Free  catalogue.  The  Tal- 
bots,  Dept.  SX,  Hingham,  MA 
02043. 

TIME  SAVERS 

Piacemats  are   always   flat 
and ■'•ady  when  you  keep  them  in  a 

press.  Strong  board  folder  in  pas 

tel  floral,  ribbon  tie,  20"  x  14"  / 2".  Holds  24.  For  mats,  $6.95 
plus  75c  post.;  for  napkins,  $3.95 
plus  50c  post.;  both  $11.95. 
Ppd.  Elizabeth  McCaffrey,  HGl 
Northport,  NY  11768. 

STAIR-GLIDE 

Stair-Glide  is  perfect  for  all  who 
can't  or  shouldn't  climb  stairs.  It 

is  easily  installed  without  marr- 
ing walls  and  special  wiring  is  not 

required.  Special  rental-purchase 

program  available.  Write  for  in- 
formation to  American  Stair- 

Glide,  Dept.  EHG16,  4001  E.  138 
St..  Grandview,  MO  64030. 

SAUCEPAN  STEAMER 

French   cooks   make   vegetables 

taste  good  and  stay  nutritious  by 

keeping  them  above  boiling  wa- 
ter in  a  steamer  like  this.  Stain 

less  steel,  5^2"  dia.  at  bottom; 

expandable  top  opens  to  91/2" $3.98  plus  50c  post.  Anthony  En 
terprises,  HGl,  556  Mission  St. 
San  Francisco.  CA  94105. 

HAPPY  BIRTHDAYS 

Smokeless  candle  is  12"  h.  and 
has  years  marked  off  so  it  can 

be  traditionally  lit  at  each  birth- 
day, up  to  21.  Decorated  in  West 

Germany;  comes  with  brass 
stand.  $6.98;  two,  $12.98  plus 
50c  post.  Lillian  Vernon,  GlE 
510  So.  Fulton  Ave.,  Mt.  Vernon. 
NY  10550. 

HOUSE  &  GAR 1 



EHEL PE[ 
IPLEI 

lik< ^ND,  I  BELIEVE  I  CAN  HELP  YOU  JOO 
\lv  name  is  Paul  Michael.  Almost 

iiv  day  my  mailbox  is  filled  with 
Iters  from  men  and  women  just  like 

u  I've  helped  them  lose  weight  with 
V  personal  "Paul  Michael  Weight- 
,ss  Plan." 
I  sent  these  people  my  plan  —  a 
laranteed  way  to  lose  weight  so  fast 
leir  friends  thought  they  looked  like 
new  person. 

Before  I  go  on,  I'd  like  to  tell  you 
lat  I'm  not  a  doctor  or  a  scientist  or 
nything  like  that. 
I'm  a  businessman.  A  short  time 

go,  I  was  a  FAT  businessman.  Not 
nymore. 
I  still  don't  look  like  a  movie  star, 

ut  finally  after  years  of  being  over- 

eight,  I  am  now  SLIM.  It's onderful. 

I  had  tried  everything  I  could  find  to 
■se  weight  but  nothing  worked  for 
le.  Then,  I  figured  out  my  own  Plan. 
It  worked.  I  lost  over  90  pounds. 

ust  look  at  my  "before"  and  "after" 
napshots. 
And,  perhaps  most  important  of  all, 

mce  last  December  over  100,000  men 

nd  women  have  used  my  "Paul 
lichael  Weight-Loss  Plan."  Here  are 
ast  a  few  of  the  happy  letters  I  have 
eceived. 

"I  LOST  21 

POUNDS" 

•  "I  feel  I  can  call  you  Paul  as  I 
onsider  you  my  friend.  I  received 
.our  weight-loss  plan  .  .  .  started  on  it 
he  next  day.  Now  for  the  good  news  — 

have  lost  21  pounds  in  21  days.  .  .  ." 
—  Betty  Reynolds.  Ft.  Myers,  Florida. 

•  "In  five  days  I  lost  seven  pounds! i  can  even  see  the  difference  in  the 

nirror  and  my  husband  noticed  my 

lothes  are  getting  looser.  .  .  ." 
—  Patricia  Le  Blanc,    Washington, 
'^ennsxlvania. 

"NEVER  HUNGRY" 

•  "I  have  lost  11  pounds  now  m  just 
0  days  and  never  a  hungi-y  moment. 

Better  yet,  no  desire  for  sweets  and 

feel  satisfied  at  all  times. . . "  —  Mrs. 
Roger  Carey,  Dallas,  Pennsylvania. 

•  "I  lost  10  pounds  in  seven  days.  I 

do  not  go  hungry.  In  fact,  I  don't  want near  as  much  food  as  before.  So  far 

your  plan  is  working  nicely.  .  .  ." —  R.  D.  Linard,  Scio,  Ohio. 

•  'The  first  week  I  lost  seven 
pounds,  and  I  have  continued  to  lose 
at  a  rapid  pace.  ...  I  have  no  bad  ef- 

fects from  the  rapid  weight  loss;  in 

fact,  I've  had  a  few  fringe  benefits.  My skin  is  clearer  than  ever,  and  for  the 

first  time  in  my  life  I  have  finger- 

nails. ..."  —  Patricia  Kayton,  Mil- 
ivaukie,  Oregon. 

"I  LOST  16 

POUNDS' 

I'M  SO  HAPPY " 

« 

•  "I  have  been  so  busy  losing 
weight  that  I  neglected  to  write.  I 
have  lost  16  pounds  in  three  weeks.  I 
am  so  excited  about  this  diet.  I  have 
tried  lots  of  diets,  and  none  worked  as 

well  as  the  Paul  Michael  Diet." — Mrs. 
Thelma  Hard':  Kimberling  City, 
Missouri. 

•  "I  started  on  your  diet  on  June 27.  and  in  one  week.  .  .  .  had  lost  11 

pounds  .  .  .  I've  bought  almost  $100 
worth  of  books  and  magazines,  and 

none  of  them  worked  this  well.  It's  the 
gi-eatest  thing  that's  ever  happened  to 
me.  It  has  put  me  on  the  right  road  to 

success."  —  Mrs.  Oliva  W.  Perreault, 
Biddeford ,  Maine. 

•  "Thank  you  for  coming  up  with 
the  ideal  dream  ,  .  .  Thanks  to  your 

plan  I  have  lost  six  and  one-half 

pounds  ih  less  than  two  weeks.  ..."  — • Gertie  M.  Stewart,  Dayton,  Ohio. 

•  "I  congi-atulate  you  on  your  fine 
diet  plan.  I  think  it  is  just  wonderful. 

It's  everything  you  said.  .  .  .  My  boy- 
friend got  worried  because  of  the 

quick  weight  loss.  He  thought  I  wasn't eating.  ...  I  have  lost  11  pounds  and 

feel  good."  —  Eileen  Diffendale,  Rock- awax  Point.  New  York. 

•  Tm  so  happy  with  the  Paul 

Michael  Weight  Loss  Plan.'  I  lost  13 
pounds  in  10  days."  —  Mrs.  Ben  C. Fisher,  Eugene,  Oregon. 

•  "I  have  lost  six  pounds  now.  Your 
diet  plan  sure  did  surprise  me  as  to 

the  results.  Thanks  so  much."  — Mrs. 
Connie  Blackwell,  Lewiston,  Idaho. 

•  "I  am  writing  to  tell  you  that  I 
lost  five  pounds  the  first  week  I  was  on 
your  diet.  It  is  by  far  the  best  diet  I 
have  ever  tried.  With  this  diet,  you 

don't  have  to  go  hungry.  I  am  so 

thankful  you  came  up  with  the  idea." —  Mrs.  Bern  ice  Gooden.  Bowling 
Green.  Kentuckx. 

■ "I  LOST  19 

POUNDS" •  "I've  tried  a  lot  of  diet  books,  but 
yours  is  the  only  one  that  ever  did  any 
good.  When  I  got  it  about  a  month  ago, 
I  weighed  149  pounds  and  now  I 

■weigh  130  pounds  . . ."  — E.  I.  Dickie, 
Comanche,  Texas. 

•  "After  I  was  on  the  'Paul 

Michael  Weight-Loss  Plan'  just  nine 
days,  I  lost  13  pounds.  Most  of  all  I 
want  to  thank  you  for  giving  me  the 
confidence  to  believe  it  can  be  done. 

That's  more  than  half  the  battle  to 
me."  —  Debbie  Helmich.  Vicksburg, Mississippi. 

"LIKE  MAGIC 

•  "I  feel  guilty  over  having  paid 

only  ten  dollars  for  your  'Paul 
Michael  W'eight-Loss  Plan.'  It  is  worth 
many  times  the  price. .  .  .  Like  magic  I 
lost  10  pounds  in  about  11  days.  I 
spend  two  weeks  out  of  every  month 
traveling;  and  while  on  the  road,  I  try 
to  maintain  the  adjustments,  and  I 
lost  another  10  pounds.  You  have  a 

convert.  I  have  now  reached  a  steady 

weight  loss."  —  William  P.  Pe'Vey,  San 
Antonio,  Texas. 

•  "After  just  two  days  on  your 
weight-loss  plan,  I  have  lost  my  appe- 

tite. .  .  .  which  really  surprised  me  to 

say  the  least.  I  thought  I'd  lose weight,  but  not  my  appetite.  So,  I  am 
twice  as  pleased.  Also,  I  have  lost  a 
pound  each  day.  I  thank  the  Lord  I  got 

hold  of  this  diet."  ̂   Dixie  Weaver, 
Mesquite.  Texas. 

YOUR  WEIGHT 
LOSS 

GUARANTEED  — 
OR  YOUR 

MONEY  BACK! 

I  feel  certain  that  it  makes  no  dif- 

ference if  you  are  a  man  or  a  woman  — 
whether  you  are  young  or  old  — 
whether  you  are  just  a  few  pounds 
overweight  or  100  pounds  overweight 

—  my  "Paul  Michael  Weight-Loss 
Plan"  MUST  work  for  you  —  or  it 
won't  cost  you  a  single  penny. 

There  is  only  one  way  to  see  if  I'm 
right  —  that's  to  order  your  personal 

copy  of  my  Plan  now  —  by  mail.  It's not  available  at  any  book  store  or 
newsstand  —  at  any  price. 

And,  perhaps  most  important  of  all, 
you  can  order  it  without  a  worry  in  the 
world  because  you  are  protected  by  an 
ironclad  guarantee:  LOSE  WEIGHT 
or  YOUR  MONEY  BACK!  Fair?  You 

bet. 
So,  to  order  your  copy  of  my  "Paul 

Michael  Weight-Loss  Plan,"  just  fill 
out  the  coupon  below  and  mail  it  with 

your  $10  payment  to:  Paul  Michael, 

2525  East  21st  Street,  'Rilsa,  Okla- 
homa 741 14.  As  a  bonus,  I'll  make 

arrangements  for  you  to  receive  a  free 

three-month  subscription  to  "Weight 
Loss"  newsletter.  No  obligation. 

Let  me  repeat.  It  makes  no  differ- 
ence how  many  times  you  have  tried 

to  take  off  those  extra  pounds  (and 

keep  them  off)  —  your  time  for  losing 
has  finally  come. 

Order  today.  Maybe  YOUR  letter  of 
successful  weight  loss,  after  you  use 

my  plan,  will  be  in  my  next  ad. 

J.  fosr  ouB^  9o  PouiuDs. 

,  Ol^J  THIS  P/)ce  t-osB  lueicttr. 

JUARY,   1976 

I  7  V  I'^Dutj  DS 

Make  check  payable  and  mail  to: 
Paul  Michael,  2525  E.  21st  St.,  TUIsa,  OK  74114 

Yes!  I  want  to  lose  weight  once  and  for  ail.  Please  rush  me  my  guaran- 
teed copy  of  your  Weight-Loss  Plan.  Here  is  my  $10  Also,  send  me  a 

free  3-month  subscription  to  "Weight-Loss."  I  understand  I  run  no  risk 
since  I  am  covered  bv  your  ironclad  guarantee:  I  Ml'ST  LOSE WEIGHT  OR  I  GET  .MY  MONEY  BACK  Thank  you  for  thischance  to 
share  your  weight-loss  method! 

Mr. Print    Mrs. 

Name  Miss  . 

Address   

City    

You  May  Charge  My: 

!1^  Master  Charge 
C  Bank.\mericard 

Acct  #      

State  _ 

Zip 

Please  send  the  material  air- 
mail. I  am  enclosing  an  extra 

$2.00  to  cover  the  cost. 

Inter  Bank  #   
(Master  Ch«rKe  only  abo 

Card  Expiration  Date 

Signature   

■  e  your  namei 
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personuUzed 
garment  bitgs! 
•  elegant  monogram, 

custom  embroidered! 

•  fine  nylon  is  strong 
yet  feather-light, 
water-repellent! 

•  well  made  in  U.S., 
3  sizes,  3  colors! 

Clothes  go  wrinkle-free  and 
dust-free  to  plane,  train  or 
car  —  right  on  their  own  hang- 

ers! Superbly  made  with  long 
zip,  v/ide  gusset,  secure  tie- 
and-tab  top.  Holds  6  dresses 
or  3  suits,  great  at  home  for 
prized  gowns  or  formal  wear. 
Luxury   gift!    Give    bag   color: 

NAVY  (reo  monogram) 
RED  (black  monogram) 
BLACK  (gold  monogram) 

9141—40"  for  suits  .  .  .$13.98 
9142 — 50"   for  coats 

or  dresses     $14.98 

9143—60"  for  formals.  .$17.98 
Please  PRINT  inillals. 

A//ow   extra  lime 

ior  delivery. 

Add  7St  posf.  &  hdlg. 
NY    residents  add  faxes 

ULiJAN  NETION Dept.  G18,  510  S.  Fulton  Ave.,  Mt.  Vernon,  N.Y.  10550 

^r  IDEA    %  ̂ H 

YOUR  VERY  OWN  SHIRTS 
CUSTOM   PRINTED 

Sport  a  T-Shirt  or  Sweatshirt  with  any 
name,  club,  slogan,  team,  whatever,  boldly 
printed  in  color.  Choose  up  to  30  letters  on 
front  or  12  dov/n  a  sleeve  as  shown.  Shirt 
colors:  White,  black,  navy,  or  red.  Initial 

letters  the  same  colors.  Mix  'n  match  a 
shirt  color  with  an  initial  color.  No  running 
or  fading,  machine  washable.  Sizes;  S  M 
L  XL — great  for  everyone  you  know. 

T-Shirt,  short  sleeves  $4.50;  Sweatshirt, 
long  sleeves  $6.50.  S2.00  extra  for  printing 
on  both  sides;  500  per  extra  letter. 

Jo-Dan   Sales,  Ltd. 
7011  Calamo  Street 

Springfield,  Virginia  22150 

f      th  r  s  y>no 

FREE  COLOR  BROCHURE 
BUILD  OUR  MOST  POPULAR  CLOCK 

DELIGHTFUL   STITCHERY 
Two  irresistiljle  samplers.  Each  comes  in  kit- 
forni  cnmiilete  with  oyster  Belgian  linen  stamped 

for  cross-stitch,  floss  in  bright  colors.  8'.."  x  16' V  ood  frame  in  maple  or  mahogany  finish,  and 

instructions.  Also  available.  ■Grandchildren 

Are  God's  Reward  For  Growing  Old  ". 
Grandmother  Sampler    Kit    (shown)  S4.2.1 
Grandfather    Sampler    Kit    (shown)  S4.25 
Grandchildren    Sampler    Kit  $4.25 

PLUS  60c  POSTAGE  &.   HANDLING 

/•  ■,    Hi  s       I','  ;■    ';';      ̂ -     '■  <    T     r      -.         I   \..    I  (III    < 

VICTORIA   GIFTS 
12-H   Water  St..   Bryn   Mawr,    Po.   190T0 

LESS 
THAN 

s 199 

Dept 

including  West 
German  Movement 
with  Westminster 
Chimes 

•  Solid  %"  Native 
American  black 
walnut  case  kits, 

parts  pre-cut. 
•  ?re-Cut  miters 

available. 

•  Genuine  West 
German  Movements 

•  Completely  finished 
clocks. 

•  100%  Satisfaction 
guaranteed,  or 
full  refund. 

BankAmericard  and 
MasterCharge  accepted 

Send  Today  For  Our 
Free  Color  Brochure. 

VIKING  CLOCK  CO.,  INC. 

M-43.The  Viking  Building 
Foley.  Alabama  36535 

[BLOW] 
YOURSEirUP 
IN  B&W  OR  r 
COLOR  ^ 

Full  color  posters  from  any 

color  photo  or  slide.  A 

great  gift,  or  gag.  or  room decoration. 

11/2x2  Ft. -$7.50 
1«1'2fl.-$4.5r.2«3Ft.-14.50 

B&W  POSTERS  from  any 

b&w  or  color  photo.  Polar- 
oid, cartoon  or  magazine 

photo.  For  slides  and  neg- 
atives, add  Sl-00  per 

poster.  Better  originals 
produce  better  posters. 

I'2l2  tt.-$2.50,3«4FI.-$7,50| 

PHOTO  JIGSAW  PUZZLE 
Send  any  photo.  If  neg.  or  slide,  SI  extra.  In 

bSi.v,  8x10-53.99.  Ilxl4-S4.99.  12x18-55.99 
Incclcr,  8xlO-$6.99.   11x14-57.99.   12x18-58.99. 

2x3  FT. 

RUSH  SERVICE!  Posters  only  Irom  photos  shipped  via  isi 
■jdSS  "-a    Ailhn  .;8  hours  B&W  52  00  ColdSSOOada  ce' 

Your  original  returned  undamaged.  Add  5O0  for 

postage  and  handling  for  EACH  item  ordered. 
N.y.  residents  add  sales  tax.  Send  check,  cash 
or  M.O.  (No  C.O.D.)  tO: 

PHOTO  POSTER  Dept.  hg-i6,  210  E.23St.,  m.y.  looio 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

$& 

no 

ELEGANT  COPY 
Two-way  table,  a  James  River 

plantation  butler  tray  table  re- 
production, serves  well  whether 

leaves  are  up  or  down.  In  amber 

finish,  oval  table  is  leVz"  h., 
30%"  w.,  39%"  I.  with  leaves 

flat.  $185.50  ppd.  Collector's Corner,  HGl.  912  Delaware  Ave., 
McComb.  MS  39648. 

CONTOUR  COMFORT 

Relax-N-Sleep  pillow  can  help 
avert  headache,  tension,  neck 
discomfort.  Use  it  at  small  of 
back  when  reading,  viewing  TV, 
driving.  Urethane  foam  curve, 

washable  pink  satin  cover.  IAV2" by  10"  by  31/2"  high.  $6.98  ppd. 
Better  Sleep  Inc..  HGl,  New 
Providence,    NJ   07974. 

FAMILY  JEWELS 

Beautiful  birthstone  rings  are 
crafted  in  14k  yellow  gold,  3  to 

7  stones.  For  grandparents,  par- 
ents and  children.  (Top)  four 

stones  $56;  (center)  three 
stones  $35;  (bottom)  three 
stones  $49  plus  $1  post.  Free 
catalogue.  The  Strongite  Co.. 
HGl.  2  W.  47th  St.,  NY  10036. 

TIME  THIEF 

Is  your  pool  robbing  you  of  time' 
Meyco  safety  pool  cover  takes 
two  minutes  to  put  on  or  remove 
Keeps  out  dirt,  leaves;  children 

and  pets  are  safe  when  you're away.  Discourages  algae.  Custom 
made,  any  size.  Write  to  Meyco 
HGl,  225  Park  Ave.,  Hicksville. 
NY  11801. 

BATHROOM  LIBRARY 

Solid  pine  rack  organizes  read 
ing  matter  in  two  smaller  racks 
and  holds  two  rolls  of  tissue  as 

well.  11%"  w.,  18"  h.,  41/2"  d.: 
antique  pine  finish.  Dedicated 
bathroom  readers  find  it  invalu 

able.  $10.95  plus  $2  post.  Yield 

House,  Inc.,  G61R.  North  Con- 
way, NH  03860. 

PUKAUP 

Everybody  loves  the  puka  neck- 
lace, an  ornament  from  Hawaii 

worn  by  both  men  and  women 

(specify  15"  or  18"  length). 
Made  of  pretty  shaded  shells. 
Women's  size,  $3;  men's,  $3.50 
Add  50c  post.  Romar  Sales. 
Deot.  RS-6U,  380  Madison  Ave., 
New  York,  NY  10017. 

MAKE  A  COOKBOOK 

The  empty-page-cookbook  is  an 
excellent  idea.  Paste,  tape  or 

write  in  recipes  from  friends,  rel- 
atives, magazines,  newspapers. 

240  pages,  15  index  tabs,  6"  oy 
9y2"  5-ring  binder,  washable  cov- 

er. $9.95  plus  $1.50  post.  J 
Rommel  Associates,  H(31,  Box 

1461,  Pomona,  CA  91769. 

HOUSE  &  GARDti 



6-PIECE  HOSTESS 

SERVING  SET! 

FIDDLEBACK  FLATWARE  OF  1776 

-Reproduced  As  Authentic  Replicas 
In  Satin-Finish  Stainless!  48'Piece  Service 

\   For  8  Plus  FREE  6-Piece  Hostess  Serving  Set 
NOT $39.95!  NOT $29.95!  ONLY $17.76 

four  home  can  reflect  the  gracious  living  of  Early  American  Colonial  elegance 

vhen  you  grace  your  table  with  this  incredibly  beautiful  service.  To  celebrate 

he  200th  Anniversary  of  our  country,  we  are  offering  the  famous  Americana 

"iddleback  Flatware  in  magnificent,  satin-finish  stainless  steel  at  just  a  fraction 
)f  what  you  would  expect  to  pay  for  such  a  luxurious  matched  set.  Imagine! 

\%  piece  service  for  8  plus  a  FREE  GIFT  of  6  Fiddleback  Serving  Pieces— 54 
Jieces  in  all  and  all  for  the  incredibly  low  price  of  ONLY  $17.76! 

LIMITED  SUPPLY  AVAILABLE  AT  THIS  $17.76  SALE  PRICE 

3on't  be  disappointed!  Take  advantage  of  this  amazing  low  price  while  our  sup- 
Mies  last.  Order  now  and  we'll  send  you  the  complete  service  for  8  including 
I  Knives;  8  Dinner  Forks;  8  Salad  Forks;  8  Soup  Spoons;  16  Teaspoons  PLUS 

I  SPECIAL  FREE  GIFT  of  a  matching  6-Piece  Hostess  Serving  Set  that  includes 

i  Pastry  Cutter-Server,  Gravy  or  Punch  Ladle,  Serving  Spoon,  Serving  Fork, 

iugar  Spoon  and  a  Butter  Knife— 54  pieces  in  all!  The  entire  set  is  yours  for  just 
U7.76  on  full  money  back  guarantee  if  you  are  not  absolutely  delighted.  At  this 

special  low  price,  you'll  want  to  order  one  set  for  yourself  and  another  as  a  special 

»ift  for  a  cherished  friend.  But  don't  delay.  SuppUes  are  truly  Umited.  Mail  coupon 
:oday  to  avoid  disappointment. 

CROWN-CASTLE  Ltd.,  Dept.  FB-31 
51  Bank  Street,  Stamford,  Conn.  06901 

Please  send  me  the  48-Piece  Stainless  Steel  Americana 

Fiddleback  Flatware  Set  plus  the  FREE  6-Piece  Fiddleback 
Hostess  Serving  Set  for  just  $17.76  on  full  Money  Back 
Guarantee  if  I  am  not  absolutely  delighted.  Please  add 
$2.00  for  postage  and  handling. 
D  Enclosed  is  $   

Charge  my  D  BankAmericard 

  D  Master  Charge D  American  Express 

Card  No.- 

Expiration  Date. 

Signature   

Name   
Address- 

City   

(Please  Print  Clearly) 

State. 

D  SAVE  MORE!  Order  two  sets  including  n.^  <        ;  jstess 
Serving  Sets  for  only  $34.95  plus  $2.00  post,  h  handling. 

I   Conn.  Residents  add  7%  Sales  Tax   1 
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Grow  Your  Own 

£Qafof£ifa 
Amazing!  Mystical! 
The  Leaf  of  Life  is  so  amazing  the  Yogis  of  India 

believe  (hat  these  mystical  leaves  possess  the 
Secret  of  Life. 

Wherever  a  leaf  falls,  a  new  plant  starls  to  grow 
.    .  on  air.  water,  or  soil. 

Yes.  the  Leaf  of  Life  can  start  to  grow  on  air 
alone  New  plants  grow  from  the  edges  of  each 
leaf. 

After  it  starts,  put  the  leaf  in  a  pot.  The  bigger 

the  pot.  the  bigger  the  plant  will  grow  —  from 
one  to  SIX  feet  tall.  >  ou  can  have  the  size  you 
want  and  il  grows  m  sun  or  shade. 

It  blossoms  with  fragrant  pink  &  lime  bell-hke 
(lowers  that  look  like  jeweled,  oriental  lanterns. 

The  Leaf  of  Life  makes  a  thoughtful  gift. 

symbolic  of  wishing  your  friends  a  long  lite  and 
happiness. 
It  comes  with  complete  instructions  and  is  easy 

to  grow. 

Three  Leaves  of  Life  for  $1.00      Nine  for  $2.50 
Please  add  25c  for  handling  and  postage. 

IVPBERTA'S     oept    HA   3 
p.  0.  Box  3000.  Shelbyville.  Ind.  46176 

Box  2221.  Walkerville.  P.  O..  Windsor.  Ont.  Canada 

ENAMELLED  SPOONS 

start  or  add  to  your  collection,  with  this  mag- 
nificent group  of  enamelled  spoons,  made  by 

Czechoslovakian  artisans.  Silvery  plated  Fruit 
and  Bird  spoons  have  enamel  bowls  and  han- 

dles; silvery  Flower  spoon  and  golden  Old  Mas- 
ters have  enamelled  bowl,  solid  filigree  design 

handles.  All  enamel  is  hand  painted,  authen- 

tically colored.  Spoons  are  5'A"  long;  superbly 
crafted.  Specify  Fruit,  Flower,  Bird,  Old  Masters. 
$3.50  each;   all  4  for  only  $12.50.  Postpaid. 

rtKKY   rlUUot,  Briarcliff  Manor,  N.V.  10510 

Smoke  Magnet' dears  a  roomful 
of  smoke. 

MODERN 
STANDARD 
COLOR  PHONE 

For  your  extra  phone,  the  modern 
standard  is  a  late  model  equipped 
with  a  standard  cord  and  plug 

ready  for  instant  use.  Phones  re- 
built. Choose  white, 

ivory,  green,  red, 

yellow,  beige. 

pink,  blue.  (Shpg    Charge  $2.00) 

SEND  500  FOR  CATALOG 

Grand  Com  Inc 

Dept.  HG-1 324  5th  Avenue,  N.Y.,  NY.  10001 

Only 

$2395 

Just  push  button.  Cigarette  and  cigar 

smoke  start  to  vanish -automatically! 
All  that  remains  is  a  beautiful  fragrance. 

Patented  Smoke  Magnef'has  2000 
spray  charges  for  months  of  use.  Also 
absorbs  annoying  odors  from  bathroom, 
or  any  room.  Great  for  home,  office, 
smoky  card  games.  Great  gift  Money 
back  guarantee.  Send  $5.00  ( ♦  50?  post 
age  and  handling)  to  AIR  SUPERB,  P.O. 
BOX  A,  GRACIE  STATION,  N.Y.,  N.Y.  10028. 
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MADE    IN  M\<  wardrobe 
AMERICA 

MI-TIE  HANGER 
Made  of  solid  walnut  with  beautiful  hand 
rubbed  finish,  complemented  with  brass 
hook  and  cross  bar.  Plastic  removable 
riders  for  individual  hanging  are  de- 

signed for  wide  ties.  6",  25  tie  size  $6.95  • 
10",  45  tie  size  $9.10  •  16",  75  tie  size 
$11.10  pd.  (Less  capacity  with  heavy 
ties)  Send  check,  or  charge  to  Master- 
Charge    or   BankAmericard.    Send   No.    & 

,g.  exp.  date. 
^-      t-  Qualify  Giffi  Catalog  .  .  .  2Sc 

SLEEPY  HOLLOW  GIFTS 
6651   Arlington  Blvd.  G1-6 
Falls  Church,  Va.  22042 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

I 

16M 4 

_?^>^^fc^ 

HER  BRIEFCASE 

Shoulder  sling  briefcase 
combinations:  navy/ gold,  dar 

green/ taupe,  rust/ beige  "dea suede."  Three  initial  monograr 

in  Old  English  letters.  16"  by  11 
by  3V2"  carries  her  everywhen 
$35  plus  $1.50  post.  Bags 
Totes,  Dept.  HG-601E,  1993 
Campaign  Dr.,  Carson,  CA 90746 

LET  IT  SHINE 

Precious  family  silver  piec 
marred  by  a  missing  part  here 
a  dent  there  can  be  restored  t 
Simmons,  fine  silver  platers,  n 
pairers  of  silver,  gold,  pewte 
brass  and  copper.  Free  cat^ 

logue.  Simmons  Silver  Platin 
Co.,  Inc.,  HGl,  409  Whiteha 
St.,  S.W.,  Atlanta,  GA  30303. 

OFF,  OFF  AND  AWAY 

Green  plastic  sleeve  distribute! 
rain  water  away  from  down  spoul 
across  lawn,  shrubbery.  SleevJ 
stays  rolled  until  it  rains  then 
unrolls,  water  flows  and  spread 

through  sprinkler  holes.  9'  L| 
$1.49  plus  20c  post.  Anthon; 

Enterprises,  HGl,  556  Missior 
St.,  San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

A  GIFT  OF  TIME 

Beautiful  antique-finish  pewte 
clock  not  only  tells  time  but  is  ; 
distinctive  wall  decoration.  Mad' 
in  Germany  with  fascinating  de 

tails,  it's  battery-operated  so  yoi 

can  hang  it  anywhere.  9"  dia 
$59  plus  $1.50  post.  Hilde 
garde's,  HGl,  597  Farmingtor 
Ave.,  Hartford,  or  06105. 

LONG  STORY 

Coloring  mural  of  Mother  Goos 
rhymes  and  illustrations  give 
hours  of  enchanting  fun  to  all 

Ten  feet  long  and  12"  high  or 
heavy  paper.  Unique  decoratior, 
for  child's  room,  family  room 
$2.95;  two  $5.  Add  35c  post 
each.  Chelsea  Arts,  Box  948-HE 
Long  Beach,  CA  90801. 

CRYSTALTHIMBLES 

Exquisitely  hand-cut  crysta 
thimbles  are  bound  to  be  tht 

delight  of  a  stitchery  enthusiast 
Wild  Goose  in  Flight,  $9.98 

Windjammer,  $8.98;  both 
$18.50.  Ppd.  Catalogue,  50c 
The  Sewing  Corner,  HG16E,  150 

11  14th  Ave.,  Whitestone,  N'- 11357. 

WHAT'S  IN   STORE? 

Take  a  look  into  the  future  wi' 
fortune-telling  cards  that  frieno' will  find  fun,  too.  Each  card  h 

a   different   picture   or  sign   * 
answering    questions    on    lo- 
happiness,   finance.   $2.98   pL- 
25c   post.   Anthony   Enterprises, 

HGl,  556  Mission  St.,  San  Fran 
Cisco,  CA  94105. 

HOUSE  &  e 



^They  had  to  pa^  me  to  show  a  photo 
of  myself  14  days  ago...  Not  now!" 

September  4 

i     Before 
Weight  118  lbs. 

Waist  32%" 
(Photos  guaianleod 

iinrctoiicliecl) 

N, 

September  18 
After 
14Eteys 

Weight  108  lbs 

Waist  25V4" (Photos  siinrniitnnct 
iinrotoiichnd) 

"I  saw 

and  felt slimming 

results  in 
the  first 

3  days." 

"I  lost  10  pounds  of  unwanted  weight  and  7^8  indies 
off  n^  waistline  in  14  days...It!s  a  new  world  T 

Pamela  Bonyas  tells  us...  Case  =R-050 

"l  felt  I  was  wearing  a  "lire"  around  my 
waistline  until  I  used  the  "5"  Minute 
Body  Shaper  Plan... to  lose  pounds  and 
inches... without  stringent  diets  or  com- 

plicated exercises." 
Hero  arc.  Ihn  (i  rensons  ivhy  you,  like  Pnmcia,  can 
start  toolviny  v'-ars  triinincr ...  in  14  clays  . .  .  i(  you 

start  iishtg  our  ',')'  Minute  liocly  Sluipcr  Plan  rishi 
aivay  I 

1.  It  concentrates  its  slliniiiin^  aclioii  on  your 

fatty  areas;  waist,  hips,  upper  thighs  —  Ihal  give 
you  an  aging  look.  Bficausc  Jl  works  most  o[  your 

nuisclcs  gracodilly  — not  body  part  by  body  part  — 
tlu!  P[aii  sliiiiiilnles  (aslnr  shniiiiiiig  action,  to 

help  you  slnrt  fashioning  a  more  youthful-looking 
figure  in  14  days. 

2.  Simple  10  use.  No  disrobing.  Attach  it  lo  any 
door  knob,  stretch  out  comtorlnbly  on  the  floor. 

Do  one  '.')'  Minute  continuous,  rhythmic, enjoyable 
exorcise  twice  daily,  whenever  you  have  the  time, 
even  while  watching  TV. 

3.  Designed  to  slim  fatly  problem  areas.  Choose 

from  4  different  '.'>'  Minute  exercises,  each  created 
to  help  trim  down  the  problem  laity  deposit  areas 

of  your  ligure  in  14  di'iys. 
4.  No  rigid  dieting.  We  suggi^sl  you  lemporaTily 

eat  2(1" II  less  until  you  reach  your  normal  weight, 
without  giving  up  any  of  the  foods  you  love  —  eat 

Ice  Creaiu,  Cakes,  I'asia,  \vlinlever!  (It's  all  in 
the  guide.) 

.5.  Safer  and  saves  time.  No  more  running  to  gyms 
for  complicated,  (exhausting  workouts  that  can 

strain  you.  This  simple  '5'  Minute  Plan,  that  yon 
do  at  home,  feaves  you  refreshed. 

6.  Weighs  only  Hi  ounces.  Fits  any  wallet-size 
cas(;.  Stores  anywh(;re.  Travels  with  you  so  you 
never  have  to  miss  a  trimming  session.  Reinember, 

it's  the  daily  sessions  that  lirm,  shape,  and 
fashion  you  a  more  youthful-looking  figure. 

It's  Fun,  WiUi  Results...  ■.5"   Minutes  And  Out. 
THE  SrCRKT  WHY  IT  BEATS    EASTING  ALONE, 

MAKING  YOUR  FIGURE    LOOK  YEARS  YOUNGER. 

Unlike  our  Plan,  laslmg  programs  usually  burn  ofl 
more  active;  tissue  (musclesi  during  weigh!  loss, 
which  can  cause  your  skin  to  wrinkle,  muscles  to 

sag,  and  create  dragging  fatigue.  Our  Plan  in- 
creases active  tissue  growth  —  through  the  use  of 

Patented   ©  Joe  Weider,  1975     Another  Fine  Product  of 

the  '.')'  Minute  exerciser  —  while  concentrating 
greater  fat  loss  (by  exercise  and  temporary  2tl 
percent  food  reductioni,  making  you  look  years 

younger  as  you  slim.  Within  the  first  '.'>'  minutes 
you  use  the  exerciser,  you  start  burning  off  fat, 
speeding  up  your  metabolism  to  help  burn  up 
stored  calories,  releasing  excess  water.  Helps  curb 

your  appetite  without  sup|)ressants.  Increases 

energy  and  well-being.  It's  so  simple  and  enjoy- 
able a  Plan  to  follow,  we  guarantei!  you  can  stay 

with  it,  remaining  slim  without  regaining  those 
inches  and  pounds,  ft  can  put  an  end  to  your 

"gain-and-loss-cycles." 

Use  Our  "5"  Minute  Body  Shaper 
Plan  And  We  Guarantee  These  Results: 

"Do  one  "5"  Minute  Exercise 
twice  daily,  eat  anything  you 

like  (JUST  20%  LESS),  you'll 
lose  pounds  and  inches,  im- 

prove vitality,  fitness  within  14 
days  —  or  your  S7.98  will  be 
refunded/' EXPERTS  AND  CUSTOMERS  AGREE: 

It's  the  no-nonsense  ivay  to  shape  up  fast! 
Scientific  reports  and  many  of  our  (iUU, ()()()  cus- 

tomers inform  us  that  sauna  wraps,  inflated  belts. 

weighted  belts,  and  other 'of  lortless  exercisers' are 
of  little  or  no  value  in  firming,  shaping,  and 

muscularizing  your  body.  "YOU  MUST  V^fORK  OFF 
THE  INCHES,"  experts  say.  We  believe;,  and  results 
prove,  ours  is  the  simplest,  saf(;st,  most  enjoyable 
Plan  to  do  it. 

Hero's  a  sam|)ling  of  what  the  customers  who 
have  shaped  up  on  our  Plan  tell  us  ha()|)eiu;d  to 

them:  "I  lost  25  pounds,  5^4  inches  off  my  waist 
in  14  days,  "  G.  C.  "Lost  32  pounds,  (i^ii  inches  off 

my  waist  in  24  days,  "  Ml'.  "I  lost  7  pounds  and 
y^ i  inch(;s  off  my  waislliiK;  in  9  days,  "  I.S 
START  SHAPING  UP  NOW! 

It  is  Am(;rica's  most  successful  body  trimmer  and 
shap(;r.  Over  (iOO.OOO  customers  have  purchased 
our  ',")'  Minute  Plan  to  slim  down  fast.  Results  ar(; 
proved  and  soiue  notarized.  Our  guarantee  to  you 

is  in  writing.  Experts  agree  our  Plan  works — and 
works  fast.  Now,  can  you  think  of  any  reason  for 

not  ordering  your  '3'  Minute  tiody  Shap(;r  Plan  and 

start  slimming  down  today'? 

Satisfection  Guaranteed!!! 
Use  our  improved  '5'  Minute Body  Shaper  Plan  for  14 

days!  Set;  what  it  can  do  lor 

you!  If  it  is  not  what  w(; 
say  it  is,  simply  return  it 
to  us,  in  good  condition,  lor 

your  S7.98  reluiid.' 

Weighs  10  ounces 

g^ffi^)   

JoeWeider!  ^ept 
LG/MW Tl^  I 

Builder  ol  Beautiful  Bodies  since  1936 
21100  ERWIN  ST.,  WOODLAND  HILLS,  CA  91364 

I  have  a  lot  of  pounds  and  incties  to  lose  You  promise  that 
I  will  feel  glorious  and  begin  to  look  slimmer  in  just 3  days. 

n  I  am  enclosing  $7.98  plus  $1.00  for  shipping 
and  handling.  (Calif,  residents  add  6%  sates  tax  ) 

n  Check,  n  Money  order.  Please  allow  3  to  4  weeks  for 

delivery.  Rush  '5'  Minute  Body  Shaper  and  Illustrated 
Guide  -  in  plain  package  to    , 

Name, , . 

Address. 

City,,.. 

State 

Age. Zip. 

Welder  Health  and  Fitness 
IN  CANADA    5  Minute  Body  Shaper,  2875  Bates  Road,  Montreal.  Quebec 

^NUARY,    1976 113 
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DRY  CLOTHES—  RAIN  OR  SHINE 
"Drip-Dri  Bar"  hooks  over  shower  rod  and  locks  in  place.  Attaches  in 

seconds.  No  screws,  no  adhesive.  Can't  mar  wall.  Adjustable  from 
25"  to  31"  to  fit  standard  bathtub.  Holds  full-length  garments.  Water 
drips  into  the  tub,  not  on  the  floor. 

DRIP  DRY  BAR....  $4.98 
Plus  85(1;  Postage  &  Handling 

No  COD'S  or  Billing 
California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises  s56m 
Dept.  HG-16 

ission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

61"  Tl  XE»0  LOVK  SEAT 
(available  in  72",  88"  sofas) 

ISeauly.    cleKancB    ami    comfort    make    this    f^T 

liivf    M'at    a    joy    to    own.     .Scat    ami    back    ' 
cushions  zippereii   and  reversible:   arm  pil- 

lows   ami    arm    protectors    included.    Avail- 
^ible    in    various    grades    and    types   of   fine 
fabrics — siripes,     solids,     prints:    cut,     an- 
i<iue.    (rushed   and   plain   velvets:   etc.    Yoii 

specify   ivpe   and   colors   desired. 
$399    as   shown    in    Greeff    fabric:   $239.    in 

your   fabric — send    12   yds.    54" 
No  (_'.<). D.  Express  charges  collect. 

Satisfaction  guaranteed. 

P  O.   Box  2324.  HG761,   H.ckory.  NC.  28G01 

Send  $2  for  Furniture  Catalogue  and  request 
form  for  free,  hand-selected  decorator  fabrics. 
(New  Showroom  1-40  and  Exit  (33  Rock  Barn 
Rd..  Conover.  N.C.). 

adjustable 
Hi<Low 

T.V.   POLE 
STAND 

For    the    bedroom,    living 
room,     kitchen,     family 

room,   porch   .   .   . 
no     matter    where 

you're  viewing  this 
smart    new    T.V. 
Pole    Stand    holds 

your    portable    at 
the     level     and 

place  best  suited  for  com- 
fort .  .  .  without  taking  up 

valuable  floor  or  tabletop 
space.  Takes  any  width,  up 
to  14"  front  to  back,  up  to 
17"   top   to    bottom.    Easy 
to  install  and  move,  brass 
tone  finish  pole  has  spring 

tension  rod  at  top  to  ad- 
just to  your  ceiling  height, 

can  be  set  up  in  Hi  or  Low 
position.     Hi     position    is 

great  for  reclining  watch- 
ers. Made  in  USA. 

I'roftipt  Shijiment 

$12.95 
^w  plus  1.00  post. 

Extension  for  High  Ceiling,  add  S2.00 

'//r!fe  for  FREE  catalog  of  gifts. 

Holiday  Gifts  oept  soi-a 
WHEAT  RIDGE.  COLORADO  80033 
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SHOPPING  AROUND 

air 

PLANT  PALS 

Designed  to  hold  plants,  seven 
unique  styles  molded  in  white 
metal:  bird,  fish,  butterfly,  coat 
hanger,  hoop  (hanging  styles); 
cat  and  owl  (stand-up  only). 
About  30"  1.  for  indoors  or  out; 
each  $12.50  plus  $2.50  post.  A 
Little  Bit  of  Everything,  HGl 

Box  7207,  Dallas,  TX  75209. 

'WAY  BACK  WHEN 

Mini  replica  of  1900  edition  of  a 

Sears  Roebuck  catalogue — when 
prices  were  lowest  since  1800! 
Fascinating  what  pennies  could 

buy.  388  pages,  4000  illustra- 
tions. 51/4"  X  7".  $2.95  plus  30c 

post.  Anthony  Enterprises,  HGl, 
556  Mission  St.,  San  Francisco, 
CA  94105. 

TAXPAYER'S  LAMENT 

"The  Lord  giveth,  the  govern- 

ment taketh  away"  is  a  solid 
pine  plaque  to  lift  tax  blues.  An- 

tique-looking plaque  in  "aged" 
colors.  IOV2"  X  71/4"  X  3/4".  With 
hanging  chain,  $3.98;  three, 
$10.98.  Add  60c  post.  Lillian 
Vernon,  GlE,  510  So.  Fulton 
Ave.,  Mt.  Vernon,  NY  10550. 

PLANTS'  FRIEND 
A  rose  mist  sprayer  is  made  of 
white  porcelain,  hand  painted 
with  floral  decoration.  A  push  of 

the  plunger  produces  a  fine  mist 
of  droplets  to  help  house  plants 
thrive  and  flowers  last.  $4.98 

plus  $1.10  post.  Carol  Ann  Gifts, 
HG-2085L,  Box  21026,  Phila- 

delphia, PA  19154. 

KNIT  VALET 

Handy  little  comb  strokes  out 
mats,  pills  and  balls  from  napped 
fabrics  in  seconds.  Use  it  on 
sweaters,  shawls,  any  knit.  May 

be  used  on  fabrics  of  man-made 
fibers. $1.98  plus  20c  post.  Order 
D-Fuzz-lt  from  Anthony  Enter- 

prises, HGl,  556  Mission  St., 
San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

HAVE  AN  AFFAIR 

with  leather  and  stone.  Unique  combina- 
tion of  handtooled  black  leather  and  black 

porcelain  stones  displaying  your  gold  zo- 

diac sign.  IV2"  medallion  suspended  from 
18"  black  leather  thong. 

Pendant    $6.95 

Matching  Bracelet  $9.95 

INTRODUCTORY  OFFER  — 
Complete  Set  $14.95 
Include  birthtiate  lor  correct  zodiac  sign. 

Send  check  or  money  order.  Sorry  no 

C.O.D.'s.  Add  $.75  tor  postage  and  han- 
dling. N.J.  residents  please  add  5%  sales 

tax. 

ORIGINALLY     YOURS 
65     Louis    Avenue. Middlesex.     N.J.    08846 

r 
Carry  TEN  TIMES 
a  Wheelbarrow  Load 

with  INCREDIBLE  EASE! 
These  BIG,  strong  carts  are  perfectly  balance 

on  two  tiuge  wheels  —  roll  easily  over  lawn 
and  gardens  —  carry  up  to  400  lbs.  of  loa 
—  huge  volume  capacity  means  you  mak 

fewer  trips  — -  you'll  save  time  and  steps 

If  you  are  still  struggling  with  a  wheelbarrci 
or  inadequate  cart  (with  tiny  wheels;  send  fc 

FREE  Cart  Catalog.  Build-it-yourself  kits,  too 

GARDEN  WAY  RESEARCH,  Oept.  64471 

Charlotte 

Vermont 
05445 

4-« 

HOUSE  &  GARDEh 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

, HOPPER'S  FRIEND 
'ake  along  one  of  the  handiest 
jags  ever.  It's  reminiscent  of  the 
jnce  popular  French  string  bags 
5ut  sturdier.  Weightless  handful 

n  purse  or  pocket  but  holds  par- 
;els  aplenty.  $1  plus  20c  post. 
Anthony  Enterprises,  HGl,  556 
Vlission  St.,  San  Francisco,  CA 
M105. 

NATURE'S  TIME 
Colorful  vegetables  adorn  plant- 

er's clock,  with  facts  about  grow- 
ng  24  kinds.  Zodiac  signs,  moon 
.ohases  appear  as  time  goes  by. 

n  walnut-finish  wood  case;  15y2" 
n..  101/4"  w.,  4"  d.  $59.95  plus 
$4  post.  Catalogue  $1.  Magnolia 
Hall,  HGl,  726  Andover,  Atlanta, 
GA  30327. 

IZARDLY  WICKER 

Holds  books,  beauty  aids  on  two 
wood  shelves.  Natural,  $12.95. 

Painted  white  or  black,  H&G  par- 
rot green,  pineapple  yellow,  bit- 

tersweet, space  blue,  azalea,  add 

$3.  18"  by  15"  by  7".  Add  $2 

post.  Catalogue  25c.  Fran's  Bas- 
ket House,  HGl,  Route  10,  Suc- 

casunna,  NJ  07876. 

COMMUTER'S  CADDY 

Whiz  through  those  "exact 
change  only"  lanes — you'll  al- 

ways have  coins  ready  with  this 
self-stick  car  caddy.  Nickels, 
dimes  and  quarters  find  their 
nooks.  And  so  do  specs!  $1.98 

plus  25c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HGl,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

ART  COLLECTION 

Catalogue  illustrates  more  than 
200  art  prints  of  masterpieces 

by  the  great  artists  in  four  popu- 
lar sizes,  includes  decorating 

hints  and  artists'  biographies; 
looks  more  like  an  art  book!  $1 
ppd.  Lambert  Studios,  Inc., 
HG33,  910  No.  La  Cienega  Blvd., 
Los  Angeles,  CA  90069. 

I^H^i^^ «SM^r4.-,->       .  -^MfSiSi 

■ 

THh  M-\C\lHCL\r 
WORLD  Of   AKT 

LAMBER  r 

■ 

HE  ORIGINAL  PORTRAIT  KIT 
the  iirij!iniii"r~  rrf  oil-iiciriraii  nuirihiT  kits. 
enablcil  tliuii>atKl.>  of  people  to  paint  (nial- 

porlraits  of  loved  ones.  Now  we  otter  tiii.s 

■  <iualit.v  reproduction  of  a  treasured  photo 
lur  home,  hoat  or  pet.  From  your  photo  or 
slide  ever.v  brush  stroke  area  is  outlined 

ntniil)ered  on  a  fine  mounted  16"x20"  canvas, 
iity  four  cups  of  individually  mixed  oil 

ts  are  provided   along  with   artist's  palette 
brushes.  Our  exclusive  system  gives  the 
t  reproduction  at  the  lowest  possible  price, 
liple  subject  kits  available  at  slightly  in- 
•ed  price.  Please  indicate  colors  when  not 
n  in  photo.   All   photos  returned  unharmed. 

END  ONLY   $14.95   "'llLfJ.r 
ORLD    ARTS       Wllmlngton.  CA  90748 

Classic 
Florentine Lamp 

Molti  Colored 
Leaded  Glass 
Effect  With 

Imported  Italian 
Marble  Base 
Large  size  (29'  2"  H. X  6'4  ■  W.)  will  make 
this  magnificent  lamp 
a  focal  point,  giving 
decorative  importance 
to  any  room.  Heavy 
Rogers  gold  plated 
castingscombined  with 
stained  glass  and  mar- 

ble base  echo  good 
taste  and  elegance  in 
this  lamp  of  distinc- 

tion. Available  only 
through  „  .-  .£ 

Luigi    Crys-     »49-" 
No  COD'S  Please 

ra    R,  s.  Add  6f  y   Tar 
SHIPPING 

CHARGES  COLLECT 
Si;i,l   ;:,(  t„r  r,il.il,.(, 

LUIGI  CRYSTAL 
Dept.  GI-6  7332 
Frankford  Avenue 
Phila.,  Pa.   I9I3G 

THE  OST-COMFORT  WITH   OPEN   SHIRT 
Shapes  to  neck.  So  comfortable  you  forget  it  is  there.  Adjustable  to  size.  No  more 
bother.  Stays  in  place.  Luxurious  fine  denier  Polyester  plain  shades  to  match  every 
outfit.  Traditional  staple  fancies  in  luxurious  Estron.  The  OST  .  .  .  open  collar  tie  for 
leisure  wear. 

A — Paisleys — Navy-Brown- Wine-Green 

3 — Polka  Dots — Navy-Brown- Wine-Green 

C — Tear  Drops — Navy-Brown- Wine-Green 
D — Hounds  Tooth — Navy-Brown- Wine-Green-BII<. 
E — Piain  Shades — Navy-Brown- Wine-Green-Beige-Rust-Tan- White-Bik. 

Money  back  guarantee  Check  or  money  order 

+ 
50c  Hdlg. Each 

C^artier  \^ 
Dept.  A,  P.O.  Box  73,  Champlain,  N.Y.  12919 

raV^atCS     in  Canada:  6666  St.  Urbain  St.,  Montreal,  H2S  3H1 

NUARY,    1976 

HAND  SEWING  MACHINE 
This  handy  sewing  machine  hems  dresses,  bastes,  bar-tacks,  zig- 

zags, blinds  stitches,  sews  on  buttons  and  zippers.  Great  for 
quick  repairs  or  while  traveling.  Complete  with  needle  threader 
and  a  booklet  of  sewing  hints. 

HAND  SEWING   MACHINE 
$6.98  Plus  75c  Postage  &  Handling  Each 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises 
Dep».  Kfe-U 

556  Mission,   San  Franci.sco,  Col!*.  94105 
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STEAM  IRON  COVER 
At  last  you  can  iron  all  hard-surfaced  fabrics  without  causing  shine. 
Simply  slip  one  of  these  teflon  covers  over  your  steam  iron.  Puts 

new  beauty  in  serges,  gabardine,  dull-surfaced  silks,  woolens  and 

knits.  You'll  be  amazed. 

STEAM   IRON   COVER  $1.29  Plus  25C:  Postage  &  Handling 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

A  lit  ho  ny  Enterprises Dept.  HG-U 556  Mission,  Son  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

SWEATER  DRYER 
Sweater  Dryer  holds  your  sweater  suspended  for  fast  drying  as  air 

flows  in.  under  and  around  it.  Wonderful  for  home  or  dormitory. 

Made  of  nylon  mesh  with  metal  legs  for  mounting  on  bathtub,  table 

or  floor.  Collapsible  for  handv  storage  or  travel.  24"x24". 
SWEATER   DRYER 

$4.98  Plus  750  Postage  &  Handling  Each 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises  556  m 
Dept.  HG-16 

ission,   San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

HISTORIC  STITCHERY 

Cross-stitch  samplers  of  Ian 
marks  stamped  on  oyster  lint 
10"  by  10"  come  with  floss.  Ind 
pendence  Hall,  Betsy  Ross  hous 
Monticello,  old  and  new  flag 
$2.25  ea.  Mahogany  or  map 
frame,  $1.50.  Add  60c  pos 
each.  Victoria  Gifts,  12H  Wat 

St.,  Bryn  Mawr,  PA  19010. 

TIMELY  THEME 

Sprightly  way  to   add   spirit 
any   thimble   collection.    Now 
Bicentennial   motif  captures 
heroic   American   triumvirate 
traditional    colors    in    enamele' 
overlay  on  sterling  silver.  $14.9: 

ppd.  Catalogue  50c.  The  Sewir 
Corner,     HGl,    Whitestone, 
11357. 

GOOD  ADVICE 
Perch  a  colorful  worry  bird  ol 
desk  or  shelf.  Beak  holds  carl 

reading:  Don't  be  sad/ Don't  bl 
blue/ 'Cause  I'm  the  bird/Who'l 

worry  for  you.  He'll  make  morl 
smiles  and  fewer  frowns.  3"  tl 
$2.98  plus  40c  post.  AnthonI 
Enterprises,  HGl,  556  Missiol 
St.,  San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

FROM   THE  JUNGLE 

Wildlife   is  captured   in   seren 
moods  by  artist  Ed  Jonas.  Fror 
scratch    board    sketches,    thre, 

lithographs:    Elephant,    Lion   c 

Leopard,    each     in    black    ani 

white  in  an   11"   by   14"   lithe! 
graph,  $4;  set  of  3,  $10.  Ppc 
Catalogue    25c.    The    Tattere 

Boot,   HGl,   Lament,   FL  3233' 

UP  TO  SCRATCH 

Soothe  that  hard-to-reach  itch 
spot  with  a  back  scratcher  that 

battery-operated!  Chrome-platei 

metal  reach-extender  is  15"  I 
operates  on  two  "C"  cell  batterie 
(not  included).  $4.98  plus  40^ 
post.  Anthony  Enterprises,  HGl. 
556  Mission  St.,  San  Francisco 
CA  94105. 
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PEANUTS 
1976 

BICENTENNIAL 

PLATE 

$13.00 

DISNEY 
1976 

BICENTENNIAL 

PLATE 

$13.00 
SNOOPY  and  MICKEY  MOUSE  ronimemorai- 
inj;  the  Bicentennial  witli  all  their  u.sual  charm 
—  the  latest  collector  hits  from  the  .Schmid 

Urothers  Limited  Editions.  FREE  first  year's Collector  Club  membership  (Keg.  $.i.O0)  with 

purchase.  Receive  our  ividelj-  acclaimed  News- 
letters and  increase  your  success  and  enjoyment in  collecting. 

V 

> 

Albatrnsa  Anttqurs 
73  W.  State  St.,  HI 

Oxford,  N.Y.  13830 

Phone  (607)  843-9191 
Bank  Ameri  card — Mastercharge 

THE  PEWTER  LOC 

Our  stainless  steel  flatware  authenticii; 
duced  from  an  antique  English  design, 
pistol  handle  knives.  3  fined  forks  .  .  . 
mell'jw  pewter  look.  Dishwasher  safe, 
for  eight  includes:  8  dinner  forks.  8 
knives.  8  salad  forks,  8  soup  spoons, 
spoons  and  2   serving   pieces. 
Service  for  8   
Service  for  12   _   

  $ 
  $ 

Prices  include  potlage  i  handling 

WJe 
Dept.  HG16 

eSy    Hartsdale.N.Y. 

HOUSE  &  GAi 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

PLANT  SHOW-OFF 
Gracefully  designed  stand  with 
black  wrought  iron  finish  can 
blend  with  any  decor,  serve  in 

living  room,  on  patio  or  porch. 

Adjusts  to  fit  pots  8"  to  14". 
Lovely  alone,  twice  as  nice  in 

pairs.  $4.98  plus  $1  post.  Holi- 

day Gifts,  Inc.,  Dept.  301-H, 
Wheat  Ridge,  CO  80033. 

SAFE  KEEPING 

This  might  be  the  perfect  way 
to  save  for  that  proverbial  rainy 

day.  It's  a  knitted  sock  with  a 
change  purse  clasp  attached  to 
the  top.  The  sock  is  long  enough 
to  hold  a  trove  of  cash.  $1.98 

plus  25c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HGl,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

BOX  CHAINS 

Alluring  way  to  capture  a  new 

fashion  look.  They're  artfully 
crafted,  are  decidedly  for  the  un- 
square.  In  sterling  silver  or  heavy 

12k  gold-filled.  In  three  lengths. 

15"  long  $15;  18"  long  $18;  24" 

long  $24.  Ppd.  Colby's,  HG16,  49 
Mt.  Rainier  Dr.,  San  Rafael,  CA 
94903. 

WINDOW  ELEGANCE 

Butterfly-shirred  ruffles,  two 

rows  of  lace  edging  on  no-iron 
polyester  and  avril.  Attached 

valance.  100"  w.  to  pr.  White  or 

eggshell.  45",  54",  63"  I. 

$18.50;  72",  81",  90"  $23.  Add 
$1.75  post.  Free  brochure.  Old 
Colony  Curtains,  G61NE,  Box 
759,  Westfield,  NJ  07090. 

GRACEFUL  PIN 

Initials  fashioned  in  flowing  En- 
glish script  form  a  stunning 

monogram  pin  in  goldtone  metal 

with  a  2y2"  high  center  initial. 
Underline  the  initial  of  last  name. 

$6  plus  75c  post.  Catalogue  25c. 

Sleepy  Hollow  Gifts,  HGl,  6651 
Arlington  Blvd.,  Falls  Church,  VA 
22042. 

CARPETS  RUINED 
BY  PET  STAINS? 

O  LONGER!  Two  chemical  miracles 

ERMANENTLY  REMOVE  pe+  s+ains 

R  odors  from  carpets  safely  .  .  .  for 

ennies  compared  to  carpet  re- 

lacement.  ORDER:  (m.  URINE- 

'UT  .  .  .  removes  even  years  old  oxi- 

Ized  pet  stains  ONLY  $6.45).  OR: 

>r  odors  only,  (#2.  KILODR,  also 

)NLY  $6.45)  Add  $1.50  for  handling. 

ATISFACTION  OR  MONEY  BACK. 

HIPPED  BY  UNITED  PARCEL. 

CLEANCRAFT.    Dept.    K 

17  Church  St.  Peru.  III.  61354 

ANUARY,    1976 

BUILD     .   ̂ . 
THESE 

BEAUTIFUL  CLOCKS 
Now  at  big  savings!  Send  just  $1 
for  plans  &  instructions  to  build 
choice  ot:  (A)  Grandfatlier  (B) 

School  (C)  Steeple  (D)  Grand- 
mother plus  information-packed 

catalog  of  movements,  dials, 
parts  &  kits  to  build  these  & 
15  other  fine  clocks.  All  4  plans 

$3.50. 
Catalog  alone — 250. 

MASON  &  SULLIVAN  CO. 
Dept.  HG,  Osterville,  Mass.  02655 

THAT'S 

ALL- JUST 

-ETC/' 
The  message  is 

very  vague, 

but  the  look  is 

most  definite — and  the  effect 

really  tickles our  fancy! 
Natural  wood, 

carved  and  richly 
stained  to 

enhance  the 

grain — stunning 
accent  to  a 

wall  grouping, 

exciting  decor 
on  its  own. 

About  llV2x5i'2" 8303  Sign  $3.98 

Add  600  postage  &  handling,  N.Y.  residents  add  taxes 

ULilAN  WAOH Dept.  G17,  510  S.  Fulton  Ave.,  Mt.  Vernon,  N.Y.  10550 

®  Johnny  Appleseed's 
Snowflake 
Jacket 
Remarkably 

lightweight, 

wind-and- cold  proof. 
Quilted 
material  (two 

layers  of 
Nylon  with  5 
oz.  Dacron 

Fiberfill between) 

is  machine 
washable. 

Colors: 

Oyster, 

Red  Pep- per, Navy, 
Green  and 
Wine.  Sizes 

S(10-12), 
M(14-16), L(18), 

XL(20-22). 

$32.00  ppd. 
Free  Catalog 

Box  701,  50  Dodge  St.,  Beverly,  Ma.  01915 Johnny  Appleseed's 

Handy  Palm  Snipper 

FOLDING  SCISSORS 

Folds  down  to  palm  size  2%"  when 
closed.  Compact  scissors  comes  in 

handy  in  hundreds  of  ways  .  .  .  snip 

articles,  threads,  recipes,  eyebrows, 

cloth,  etc.  Rich  gold-plated  metal 

handles,  with  own  attractive  carry- 

ing case.  Goes  everyv/here  you  do. 

Put  one  in  your  hand  .  .  .  You'll  nev- 
er be  without  it. 

Send  check  or  m.o. 

Saiiif action  Guar. 

$1.49! 
+  35C   pp.   hdlq. 

CflDLYN'S OP.  Hc. 2077  N.Y.  Awe.,  Huntington  Sta.,  NY  11746 

ISA.MISOO  SHADK.S — Add an  i-xntic  tropical  look  to 
any  decor  with  inatcli  stick 
roll  up  blinds.  Handmade  in 

Taiwan  willi  cord  lockinj;  de- 

42" 

48" 

60" 

72" 

VH- 

Plus  $1.00  postage  per  shade 

72"  S4.50 

S.SO 
6.50 8.00 

9.50 
11. 50 

13. SO 

72" 

72" 

72" 72" 

WALL  RACK 

Useful  hand- crafted solid 

rattan  wall  or- 

nament pro- vides six  strong 
rattan  hooks  for 

towels,  cloth- 

ing, etc..  16" 

W  X  17"  H. 
$7.95  plus  $1.50 

postage. 

VISIT  OUR  I 

WAREHOUSE' 

SHOWROOM 

SEND25<; 

FOR  NEW 
5H  PAGE 

CATALOG 

v^ 

GUEST  TOWEL  HOLDER 
The  peilttt  hu^tess  sets  out  plenty  of  fingertip 
towels  and  this  is  such  a  pretty  way  to  do  it, 

handmade  of  natural  rattan.  8"  x  6"  x  6", $5.95  plus  $1.00  postage. •WALL  LAMP 

s\i>.i.<Miilf(l  li"io  a 
rallaii  licackct 
«  ilh  lacy  natural w  i  ,■  k  c  1-  11 

slia.U'.  ;'  ft-  'at- 
tan  chain  and  ful 
Iv  c-li-cltilied. I'aintcil    in   "liite, 

vellow.     irroen 
Man!;e 
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ORGANIZER 

The    -       "CARRYALL  for 
Needlepoint  &  Embroidery 
Made  of  beautiful  softly  padded  fabrics,  ttiis 

lap  palette  finlds  everything  including  20"  x 
20"  canvas.  Folds  flat  with  positive  slip-lock 
handle- marvelous  for  travelling.  Patchwork, 
Stripes,  Florals,  Plaids,  Bandanas,  Ginghams. 
Please  indicate  second  choice.  Accessories 
not  included. 

$14.00  postpaid  USA 
WV  residents  add  3%  tax 

P.O.Box  1553 Parkersburg,  WV26101 

C xxxxxx  xx: r^ ^  n  1 4^ 
some  pretty  pots  and  plants  on 
a  make-believe  bookshelf . . . 

r%<f^ 

it  contains:  design  stamped  on 
100%  cotton  fabric,  embroidery 
thread,  needle,  instructions.  Finished 

size:  9"  x  12".  $3.95,  plus  50<  for  shipping. 
FREE  COLOR  CATALOG  featuring  150 
other  kits  included,  or  send  for  catalog 
only.  Send  name,  address,  payment  to: 
Columbia  Stitchery  Collection,  PO  Box  84, 

Dept.  KKJ/KI^X-OA,  1400  No.  Fruitridge 
Avenue,  Terra  Haute,  Indiana  47808. 

STRINGlVRT 

Send  for  our  free  catalog  illustrating  a 

full  line  of  uniquely  designed  kits,  pat- 
terns, and  accessories.  Over  30  interest- 

ing and  exciting  designs  to  choose  from. 

String  Art  makes  great  projects  for  peo- 
ple of  ALL  ages.  Please  enclose  25c 

(refundable  on  first  order)  to  cover  han- 
dling and  first  class  postage.  Name  and 

Address  to: 

Kelly's  String  Art  Division 
P.O.  Box  36195,  Dept.  HG1 
Cincinnati,  Ohio  45236 
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NO  PLACE  LIKE  HOME 

This  lovable  mouse  will  steal  your  heart  away!  It  is  set 
against  a  white  background  and  accented  with  a  bright 
orange  mushroom.  Adorable!  Kit  includes  stamped 
100%  cotton  fabric,  wool  and  acrylic  yarn  and 
enbroidery  thread,  needle,  zipper,  yarn  lor  cording,  and 
complete  instructions.  S5.95  plus  50c  postage. 

(IL  residents  add  5%  tax) 

®  TOWER  CRAFTS 

Dept.  HG-1 
P.O.  Box  575,  Champaign,  IL     61820 

Color  Catalog  25c 
Free  with  Order ^  ael 

UNIQUE  GIFT 

Be  original  —  give  "LOVEABLES"  Custom 
full  color,  watercolor  art  from  an  original 

animal  alphabet.  Ideal  for  new  babies, 

weddings,  birthdays,  house  warmings, 

anniversaries  —  you  name  it!  9"x12" 
matted  in  yellow,  blue,  pink,  green,  orange 
or  red.  Up  to  8  letters  only  $4.95  each 
matted.  Additional  letters  50(t  each  and 

size  increases  to  14"x18"  matted.  You  can 

also  add  your  own  slogan  or  special  mes- 

sage. 14"  X  18"  complete  alphabet  avail- 
able at  $10.95  matted.  Specify  capitals  or 

small  letters.  Postage  and  handling  $1.25 

up  to  3  pieces  to  the  same  address.  Orders 
shipped  within  72  hours  of  receipt.  Send 
check  or  money  order  to: 

LAURA'S  LOVEABLES© 
Dept.  HG176.  P.O.  7831 

Las  Vegas,  Nevada  89101 

GROUCHO  in  Needlepoint 
Here's  a  nostalgic  needlepoint  carica- 

ture of  the  "Grand  Master  of  Comedy  " to  be  worked  entirely  in  black  and  white. 
Kit  includes  stamped  design  on  #13  mesh 
mono  canvas.  Persian  wool  yarn,  needle 
and  instructions.  Finished  size  is  7  x  8". 
Also  available  are  Charlie  Chaplin  and 

Marilyn  Monroe  (both  8  x  8"). 

Send  25C  for  4  issues  of  colorful  32  page 
Needlework  catalog  with  over  400  items. 

Dept.   HG-016.  Shoppers'  World,   Box  709 
Framingham,   Mass.   01701 

SHOPPING 
AROUND 
FOR  NEEDLECRAFTS 
AND  HANDICRAFTS 

SELECT  SEATING 
Beautiful  mat  in  sumptuous  col- 

ors is  great  on  a  rocker,  or  on  the 
wall  as  a  tapestry.  To  cross  stitch 

and  work  with  Rya  knots,  16V'2" by  59",  in  blue,  purple,  yellow, 
green,  orange.  With  pure  Persian 
yarns,  #1467,  kit  $48.50  plus 
$1.50  post.  Catalogue,  $2.  Skon, 
HGl,  55  Lambert  Lane,  New 
Rochelle,  NY  10804. 

SCULPTURED  STITCHERY 
Pillows  with  rich  damask  look.  Top:  Greek 
Revival,  Federal;  bottom:  Colonial,  Queen  Anne. 

Approx.  10"  sq.,  unbleached  natural  hue.  Needlepoinl 
kit  includes  Paternayan  Persian  wool,  12-gauge  mono 
French  canvas.  $16.95;  two  $29.95;  four,  $52.50  Ppd 

Ella  Projansky's  Needleworks,  Inc.,  HGl,  Box  423, 
White  Plains,  NY  10602. 

PROUD  LAND 

A  beautiful  ornament  to  honor  the  Bicentennial. 

With  red,  white  and  blue  beads  you  make  the 

design:  drum  on  one  side,  1776  shield  on  the 
other  of  3"  white  satin  ball  framed  in  gold- 
colored  beading.  Kit  includes  ball,  beads,  pins, 

ribbon.  $3.75  ppd.  Award  winning  catalogue 

over  250  original  designs,  $1.95.  The  Cracker 
Box,  HGJ,  Pt.  Pleasant,  PA  18950. 



MACRAME  PAGODA 

Greenery  gets  great  interest  in  a 
macrame  cable  cord  pot  hanger, 

pagoda-shaped  for  dramatic  good 
looks.  Kit  for  delicate  knotting  includes 
white  cord,  brass  hanging  ring,  rubber 

bands,  metal  rings,  T-pins,  white  wicker 
basket  for  plant,  instructions.  58"  L. 
$19.95  ppd.  Tumbleweed.  HGIE.  P.O. 
Box  80358,  Los  Angeles,  CA  90080. 

BIG  ATTRACTION 

Baby  elephant  and  mother  make  an 
adorable  twosome  for  pillows  or  toys. 
In  Americana  calico  polyester;  kit 
includes  pattern,  fabric,  yarn,  braid  for 
tails  and  eyelashes,  easy  instructions 

(filling  not  included).  Baby  7"  h.,  8" 
mother  12y2"  h.,  15"  I.  $7.95  plus  60c 
post.  Helene  Enterprises,  HGl,  125 
Woodgate  Rd.,  Middletown,  NJ  07748. 

SIAMESE  STARE 

Striking  needlepoint  design  captures 
that  penetrating  gaze  of  the  Siamese 
cat  In  browns,  beige,  white  and  black 

kit  to  create  9"  square  design 
includes  mono  canvas,  Persian  wool 
yarns,  needle,  instructions.  $6.95 

plus  60c  post.  Three-catalogue  series. 

25c.  The  World  of  Stitch  'n  Knit,  Inc., 
HG-16,  Box  709,  Framingham,  MA 
01701. 

PLUMP  PATTERNS 

Skier's  Cross  pillow  pattern  is  worked 
with  three  harmonizing  fabrics  on 
top  and  back,  all  in  gingham  and 

calico.  Kit  to  create  fun-to-make  17" 
square  quilted  pillow  includes  the 
three  fabrics,  lining,  polyester  filling, 
instructions.  $7.95  ppd.  Quilts  & 
Other  Comforts,  Box  394-HGl, 
Wheat  Ridge,  CO  80033. 

VNUARY,   1976 

CONTEMPORARY  DRAWINGS* 
READY  TO  EMBROIDER 

^  Kit  for  14" 

square  pillow includes: 

Hand  screened 

drawings  for  A. 
Face  B.  Nude, 

precut  exquisite 
batik  fabric  for 
french  style 

pillow  back,  pre- 
cut polyester 

lining  for  new, 

puffy  embroidery, 

yarn,  needle  and 
easy  to  follow 

illustrated  in- structions. 

ONLY 

$4.95 
add  .50 

postage 

specify  style 
and  color °  adapted  from 

Botticelli  and 

Modigllani 
B.  Nude 

Brown  or  navy 

by 

'Phoc1?( 

135  Soundview  Drive 

Lake  Success,  N.Y.  11020 

KNIT  THIS  ORIGINAL 

TRIPLE  CABLE  SWEATER 

IN  FAMOUS  BERNAT  BERELLA  "4" 100°o  ORLON  ®  ACRYLIC  YARN 

AVAILABLE  IN 

•  NAVY 

•  NATURAL 

•  SCARLET 

,     •  PALE  GOLD '-^•^  SIZES 

32-40 

Sweater  Kit 

lit' 

"add  $1.50  postage 

and  handling 

NY.  residents 

odd  fox 

^  {foi)mh(isXiftJf: 
FAYETTEVILLE,  N.Y.  13066 

ONE  OF  AMERICA'S  GREAT  YARN  SHOPS 

Iris  'n  Daisy  Pillow  Kit 
by  Needle  Masters 

Original  octagonal  14"  pillow  of  12  mono  mesh, 
worked  in  7  stitches.  Iris  Daisy  color  combina- 

tions: Orange  Pink,  Deep  Violet/Blue,  or 
Mauve/Rust  (specify).  Ivory  background  with 
lush  green  leaves  and  stems  on  your  choice  of 
yellow  or  turquoise  trellis.  Kit  includes  hand 
painted     canvas,     Paternanyan     Persian    yarn, 
instructions,    flJOO   QC 

and  needle. 

ppd. 

N.Y.  residents  add  sales  tax 

Dept.  HGI6 Park  Lane  Plaza.  162  E.  86th  St. 
New  York.  N.Y.   10028 

The 
Macrame 
Studio 
macrame  cords,  twines,  rope, 
&  accessories 

colorful  &  unique  beads 

weaving  yarns,  looms, 
&  accessories 

send  $1.00  for  catalog  3 

3001   Indianola  Avenue 
Columbus,  Ohio  43202 

BEAUTIFUL      WILDFLOWERS      bloom      in 

cross-stitch.  Complete  sampler  kit  includes 

stamped  natural  Belgian  linen,  vibrant  col- 
ored   wool,    and    clear    instructions. 

No.  2  Violet    Kit    (shown)  $1.75 
No.  3  Wild    Strawberry    Kit       $1.75 
No.  4  Thistle   Kit      $1.75 
No.  5  Wild    Rose    Kit         $1.75 
No.  6  Forget-me-not   Kit  $1.75 
No.  7  Dandelion     Kit  $1.75 

No.  664  Frame.   7"  x  8".   mahog.   fin.  $1.75 
No.  665  Frame  7"  x  8".   maple  fin.  $1.75 

PLUS  eoc    POSTAGE  &  HANDLING 

Pa.  lies.  Add  r,'-.    Sail  s  Tai.  Si>rri,  ,\  o  (  ();;-.« 

VICTORIA  GIFTS 
12-H  Water   St..   Bryn   Mawr.    Pa.    19010 

A  THRILLING 
CAREER  AWAITS  YOU 
YOU  LEARN  lo  make 
and  rcslorc  (.lolls  of  all 
kinds  — old  and  new. 
Wonderful  hobby, 

satisfying  part  time business.  Turn  your 

love  of  dolls  into  re- 

warding pastime.  De- 
sign and  create  doll 

clothes,  repair  mechan- 
ical dolls,  authenticate 

old  dolls.  Easy  to  read  lessons  and  free 
ccinsultaiion  to  insure  your  satisfaction. 

DON'T  DELAY -Start  today  for  your  excit- 
ing future.  Send  for  I-RHH  Ii()OKI.!;i. No  salesman,  no  obligation. 

Norm  &  Marge  Morris 

LIFETIME    CAREER    SCHOOLS    Uepl.  D-764 
2251    Barry    Avenue,    Los    Angeles.    Calif.    90064 

PLEASE  SEND  FREE  BOOKLET 

Name  —^   . 

Address- 

Cify   

-State  -- 

-__2tp. 

PLEASE  TURN   PAGE  FOR  MORE  SHOPPING 

AROUND  FOR  NEEDLECRAFT  AND  HANDICRAFT' 
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150  Stitcheryand  Craft 
Kit  sdeas 

/g,^  Just  off  the  press.  Full- 
m  / W/^/i/f^  color  catalog  of  exciting 
r^  »"r>'C/C>'  kits  for:  Stitchery  •  Cro- 

cheting •  Knitting  •  Crewel  •  Rug  Making 
•  Decoupage  •  String  Art  •  Candlemaking 
•  Woodcrafting  •  Much  more. 

NICE  THINGS  is  full  of  creative  fun  .  .  . 

all  kinds  of  make-it-yourself  projects  .  .  . 
seasonal  kits  for  the  holidays  .  .  .  gifts  and 

accessories,  too.  It's  yours  FREE  from: 
Nice  Things.  Dept.  CA-006,  Box  201.  1425 
Grand  Avenue,  Des  Moines,  Iowa  50304. 

(OIlWODaY 
and  RYfi  KITS 

Both  catalogs  for  the  price 
of  one.  Exquisite  Swedish 
Embroidery  designs:  Award 
Winning  Rya  Rug  designs: 
Send  $1_for  both  catalogs. 

RUG  CRAFT 
53  Lambert  Lane 
NewRochelle,  N.Y. 

10804  Dept,  HG  1 

oei  lU  vP  I    lUI    L 

skon 
FRAME  KITS — Cover  fabulous  Fun  Frame  Kits  with 
fabric,  ribbon,  needlepoint  or  shells.  Frames  made 
of  molded  wood  (no  foam  or  padding).  A  cinch  to 
assemble;  no  sewing!  Complete  with  glass,  all 
frame  pieces  &  illustrated  instructions  for  covering 

with  your  fabric  or  choose  from  our  color-coordi- 
nated decorator  fabric  kits  .  .  .  green,  yellow,  or 

blue  with  white.  For  needlepoint — a  Bargello  Graph 

— charted  stitches  in  flame  pattern  (5x7"  only — 
750). 

Frame  Kit  only— 8x10",  $12.;  5x7",  $10.;  4x4",  $8. 

Fabric  Kit  (specify  color) — 8x10",  $5.;  5x7",  $4.; 4x4",  $3. 

Finished  Frames  (your  fabric  or  ours)  8x10",  $33.; 
5x7",  $27.;  4x4",  $18. 

Add    SI.    Postane:    N.    C      residents   30o    tax.    No  COO. 

p.   O.    Box  6122   (HGl).   Charlotte,    N.   C.  28207 

OUILTEB'S; 

'""^^^ 

^S^^xkji    -llli-ir 

f^*# 
V^.-'r 

n^ 

...^ .   ,.,,..  ,.^   ,, 

FREE 
Quilt 
Patterns 
in  every  issue 

of  Quitter's Newsletter 

If  you  like  quilts,  this  monthly  magazine  will  de- 

light you.  Devoted  entirely  to  quilt  making  and  pat- 
tern collecting.  Profusely  illustrated  with  new  and 

old  quilts — designer's  originals,  show  winners,  mu- 
seum quilts.  Full  of  interesting,  helpful  features 

for  both  beginners  and  experienced  quilters. 

You'll  also  receive  catalog  showing  hundreds  of 
patterns,  plastic  quilting  stencils,  precut  pattern 

templates,  quilt  kits  and  quilt-as-you-go  patterns. 

SPECIAL  OFFER 

6  Months  $3.00  ppd. 

QUILTS  &  OTHER  COMFORTS, 

Dept.  HG6,  Box  394,  Wheatridge,  Colo.  80033 

Please  send  Quilters  Newsletter.  Payment  enclosed 

forHG  months  &  catalog  $3. OOP]  Sample  issue  75^ 

Name   

Address. 

City   -State- 
-2ip- 

iiiaeraiiie 
nail  liaii;uLlii:i 

0)  -i 

Q-         (D 

P     >^    C 

o  "E  ° 
O   O  to 

X30 

£-*^ 

o   '^ 

Q.Q 

LADY  OF  LEISURE 
NEEDLEPOINT 

14"  diameter  on  14  mono  canvas 
No  flours  of  background  with  this  fun  piece.  Six- 

teen bright,  dynamite  colors.  Her  gown  of  tour- 
quoise,  lavender  comfort,  bright  canary  and  black 
in  the  background  to  set  off  lots  of  red,  blue, 
green,  pink  and  white,  A  bright  piece  for  any 

room.    Hand-painted   canvas  and    Paterna  yarn. 

$45  ppd. 
Catalogue,  50(1: 

HG-1 4678  St,  Roch  Avenue 

New  Orleans.  La.  70122 

a"^'
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SHOPPING 
AROUND 
FOR  NEEDLECRAFTS 
AND  HANDICRAFTS 
LOVEABLE  STITCHERY 
Spell  out  the  message  with  amusing  animal  alphabet.  Lively  colored 

,  cotton  thread,  natural  background  material  and  transfer  letters 

that  can  be  applied  to  other  materials  as  well.  9"  by  12",  up  to  eight 
letters,  instructions.  $7.95.  Each  additional  letter,  50c.  Complete 
alphabet  14"  by  18"  (specify  capitals  or  small  letters),  $16.95  plus 
$1,50  post.  Order  from 
Laura's  Loveables©, 

Dept,  HGE  176,  Box  7381, 

Las  Vegas,  NV  89101, 

SONG  BIRDS  QUILT 

Make  an  heirloom  quilt  the  easy  way  with  the  Jiffy  Cross  Stitch  kit. 
Stamped  on  fine  quality  cotton  white  percale  with  sufficient 
batting.  Instructions  for  embroidery,  padding  and  quilting  included. 

Double  kit,  90"  by  103",  $14,95;  floss  for  double  quilt,  $14.95; 
king  size  kit,  108"  by  103",  $16.95  and 
floss  for  king  size  quilt,  $16.95  plus 

$1  post.  Classic  Corner,  12  H 

WaterSt.,  Bryn  Mawr,  PA  -X^"'' 

19010.  
•■- 

i^ 

~1 

'%r9^ 

I 
\^;> 

CREATIVE  ART 

Everything  you  need  for  the  art  of 
macrame.  Materials,  equipment, 

accessories,  including  beads  in  full 
color,  starter  kit  with  Evelyn  Stiles 
Stewart's  book,  "The  Right  Way  to 
Macrame",  also  weaving  equipment 
and  list  of  craft  guides.  New  31-page 
catalogue,  $1.  Macrame  Studio,  HGl, 
3001  Indianola  Ave.,  Columbus, 
OH  43202. 

HOUSE  &  GARDE 



PICTURE  SHOW 
Frame  your  favorites  in  fabric,  ribbon, 

needlepoint  or  shells.  Molded  wood  frame  kit,  glass,  instructions  for 

covering,  8"  by  10".  $12;  5"  by  7",  $10;  4"  by  4",  $8.  Color- 
coordinated  fabric  kit,  green,  yellow  or  blue  with  white  (specify) 

8"  by  10",  $5;  5"  by  7",  $4;  4"  by  4",  $3.  Frames  finished  as  shown 

or  your  fabric,  8"  by  10",  $33;  5"  by  7",  $27;  4"  by  4",  $18.  plus  $1 
post.  Fun  Frames,  KGl,  Box  6122,  Charlotte,  NC  28207. 

AT  YOUR  SERVICE 
Supplies  for  the  designer  of 

jewelry  and  macrame 
include  semi-precious 
gemstones,  sterling  silver, 
wood,  porcelain  and  glass 
beads,  macrame  cords, 
silver  wire  findings,  jewelry 

tools  plus  listing  of  how-to- 
bookson  metal  crafts, 

stitchery,  weaving.  Free 

catalogue,  Northeast  Bead 
Trading  Co.,  HGl,  12  Depot 
St.,  Kennebunk,  ME  04043. 

^  beads,  macrame  Gopds.  sili/er  r> 
\-/\Fc.  fiRdiFiqs,  jcv/olers  tools 

TASSELED  ACCENT 
The  Irish  Fisherman  pillow 
is  a  real  charmer.  Twelve 

different  stitches  make  a 

distinctive  design  on  ecru, 

ice  green,  ice  blue  or  ice 

yellow.  14"  by  14".  Kit includes  detailed 

instructions,  needle, 

Paternayan  yarn.  $22.50 

plus  $1  post.  Magic  Needle, 
HGl,  44  Green  Bay  Rd., 
Winnetka,  IL  60093. 

HAPPY  GARDENER 
An  easy  cross  stitch  creates 
this  perky  little  miss  for  a 

decorative  pillow.  Kit 
includes  stamped  design  on 
100%  cotton,  pure  cotton 
embroidery  thread,  zipper, 
needle  and  instructions. 

Green  with  red,  gold  accents 

on  white.  12"  by  12".  $6 
plus  50c  post.  Color 
catalogue,  25c.  Tower 
Crafts,  HGl,  Box  575. 

Champaign,  IL  61820. 

JANUARY.    1976 

NEEDLEPOINT 
A  REAL  HEIRLOOM  PIECE 
Our  own  exquisite  HERB  CHART  design 

hand-painted  on  #14  mono  canvas,  com- 
plete with  colorful  Paternayan  Persian 

yarns.  Easy  instructions  and  suggestions 
for  border  stitches.  Finished  size  10  x 

I4V2".  Also  available  our  companion 

WILD   FLOWER  CHART 

$30        SI. 50  Postage  each 
If  ordering   both  designs,   send   $56  and   postage 
will    be    prepaid.     III.    residents    please    include 

5%  tax. 

HOOKERS'   NOOK,   LTD. 
Back  Yard  of  Lincolnshire 

P.O.  Box  503 
Prairie  View.   III.  60069 

Leaflet    of    other    handpainted    designs    sent    on 

request. 

NORTHEAST  BEAD  TRADING  COMPANY, 

WW  1  Bf 

VISIT  OUR  SALES  ROOM WRITE  FOR  FREE  CATALOG 

12  Depot  Street   Eennebuak,  Naiae  04043 

MAGIC  NEEDLE  brings  you  this 

Stitch-Whiz  Dog.  This  lovable  dog, 

16"  X  12",  will  make  you  a  whiz  at 

pattern  stitches.  Stitch-Whiz  Dog 
is  beautifully  hand-painted  on 
fourteen  count  mono-canvas  and 
can  be  finished  as  a  shaped  pillow. 

Completely  kitted  with  a  needle, 

Paternayan  persian  yarn,  and  com- 
plete instructions.  Price  is  $28.50 

each  kit,  plus  SI  postage  and  han- 
dling. (III.  residents  please  add  5% 

tax).  Send  for  catalog  #2,  plus 
new  brochures,  S2.50. 

MAGIC  NEEDLE 
44  Green   Bay   Rd.,   Winnetka,    Illinois  60093 

nobody'^ 

perfect"/ 

Comfort  thyself  with  a  soothe-saying 
MIRROR  FRAMED  IN  NEEDLEPOINT... 

Here's  a  cheerful  blue  message  on  pale- 
with-envy  green,  with  a  white  daisy  and  a 
sunny  marigold  cord.  Kit  includes  t.;ped 
:r10-mono  French  canvas.  Paterna  Persian 

yarn,  needles  and  illustrated  instructions 

...  all  for  only  $15.95  postpaid.  (For  mount- 

ing board  and  materials,  6"  square  mirror 
and  easy-to-follow  illustrated  instructions, 
please  add  $6.50.) 

■  I  •  1      1  _ji  I  •  P.O.  box  423 — ^''■SD';.  I^GJ ella  projansky  s  needleworks,  inc.  white  pia:ns-rew  ,ork-io602 

"JACK 

FROST" 

Rem  e  m  b  e  •   ' when  you   ■ 
could     I 

•;.:     b  u  i  I  d  a    ! fnownan ',  n  d   f<  e  ( 
'■.'  0  u  i  d  i 

3   T  A  Y   1 

white?  I 
This   one  j 

cceS;  spa.-kiing  ; 

_  .    .        -^     with    crystal 
'         -     ■'     snowballs     a  t  i 

t  h   0     bottom,  i 

Winter      magic  ! 
on    a    3"    red    . 

emerald  or    royai   blue  satin   ball. 

(Specify). KIT— $4.10  ppd. 

Our  AWARD  WINNING 
CATALOG  contains  over  250 

original  designs,  $1.95 
;      THE  CRACKER  BOX 

-^  Dept.  HG3 ""^  Pt.  Pleasant.  PA  18950 

"HOLLY  HOBBIE"  STITCHERY 
Shows  charming  scenes  of  country  children  in 
crewel  embroidery.  Each  kit  includes  design 
stamped  on  linen,  crewel  yarns,  cotton  floss, 
needle,     wood     frame,     and     instructions.     Size 

5     X  7". 

Puppy  Lowe    $4.95 
R.  F.  D      $4.95 

Strolling           $4.95 
Picnic        $4.95 

PLUS  60<;  POSTAGE  &  HANDLING 
/•",  His.   .I'/'.'  '.■•,     S'!les  Tn.r 

WHAT'S   NEW  SHOP 
12-H  Water  St..  Bryn  Mawr.  Pa.  19010 
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BRICKS  LOOK  NEW  AGAIN 
Bothered  by  dull,  dirty  bricks  around  your  fireplace,  patio  and 

barbecue?  Brie  Nu  removes  every  kind  of  stain  —  soot,  carbon, 
smoke,  even  lime  and  alkali.  Bricks  look  spanking  new  in  no  time 

flat.  1  pint. 

BRIC    NU  .  .  .  .    S2.98  Plus  75c  Postage  &  Handling  Each 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

/litltuOtiy    ll)lt6TpVtS6S     556  Mission.   San  Francisco.  Calif.  94105 

ERASE  CALLOUSES  FAST 
Have  pretty  feet,  knees  and  elbows  with  this  Electric  Vibrating  Cal- 

lous Eraser.  Gently  and  effortlessly  smooth  away  roughness  without 
affecting  the  normal  skin.  Absolutely  safe.  For  foot  comfort  and 
relief.  Prevents  hosiery  snags  and  runs.  For  Men  and  Women. 

ELECTRIC  CALLOUS  ERASER      $6.98  Plus  75c  Postage  &  Handling 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises  sssmhs, 
Depi.  HG-16 

on.  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

CURRIER  &  IVES  PLATES 

Lithographs  on  porcelain  in  Cop- 
enhagen blue.  Hanging  loop. 

(Shown)  Homestead  in  Winter-, 
also  Farmer's  House,  Old  Home- 

stead, Home  in  Wilderness.  SVe". 
$3  plus  50c  post.;  set  of  four 
$9.98  plus  $1  post.  American 
Consumer,  UH-30,  Caroline  Rd., 
Philadelphia,  PA  19176. 

BIRD  SONG 

A  musical  perch  for  small  pets 

adjusts  to  bird's  weight  which 
triggers  Swiss-movement  music 
box  for  a  pretty  melody,  shuts 

itself  off.  In  IV2"  by  SVa"  by  3%" 
sturdy  plastic  house.  $7.98  plus 
50c  post.  Anthony  Enterprises, 
HGl,  556  Mission  St.,  San 
Francisco,  CA  94105. 

ON  THE  BEAM 

Watch  that  announces  "I  Love 
Gymnastics"  on  its  face  features 
a  drawing  of  Cathy  Rigby  in  her 
balance  pose.  In  red,  white  and 
blue  with  striped  wrist  band, 
baked  enamel  dial.  $22  ppd. 
Southern  California  Aero  Team, 
Inc.,  HGl,  Box  14388,  Long 

Beach,  CA  90814. 

EXPANDING  TABLES 

Butcher  block  circles  become 

ovals  on  single  oak  wood  ped- 

estal. 36"  circle  (becomes  54" 
I.,  one  18"  leaf,  included),  $295; 
42"  (to  66"  I.,  two  12"),  $395; 
48"  (72"  I.,  two  12"),  $430. 

Add  $20  post.  J  &  D  Brauner. 
Inc.,  HGl,  1331  S.  Michigan 
Ave.,  Chicago,  IL  60605. 

BOOK   LAMP 

Just  plug  in  5'  cord  and  attach 
clothespin-type  clip  to  shelf, 
desk,  even  book  cover.  Sturdy 

spring,  on-off  switch.  Neutral 
tone  high-impact  plastic.  5  oz. 
15/25-watt  bulb  (not  included). 
$3.98  plus  65c  post.  Anthony 
Enterprises,  HGl,  556  Mission 
St.,  San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

Dean  Foster 
FRUIT  CATALOG 

Write  for  free  copy  of  fruit  &  gar- 
den catalog  from  leading  grower of  , 

Over  160  Fruit  Varieties! 

widest  selection  of  virus-free 
strawberries,  b'ueberries.  raspber- 

ries, grapes  gooseberries,  cur- rants,  dwarf  &  standard  fruit  trees, 

asparagus,  rhubarb,  other  plants  & 
flowers.  Unusual  varieties  such  as 

climbing  strawberries  boysenber- 
ries.  dewberries,  thornfree  strains, 
etc  Special  quantity  rates  Send today! 

Our  139th  Year 

DEAN  FOSTER  NURSERIES 

Box  HG-1,  Hartford,  Mich.  49057 

|~  Send  free  1976  catalog. 
Name      

PRINT Address 

City 

State 

Zip 

122 

DANISH  STYLE 
FILL    SIZE    LOLNGK    ClIAIH 
Kuropean  imported  solid  hardwootj  frame,  wal 
nut  finish,  with  authentic  gracious  curved  Dan 
ish  arm.  2Si  a"  wide.  2*)"  hieh.  Thick  4"  \H>\y 
urethane  foam  seat  cushion.  22"  x  22";  3"  thifl back    cushion     1 7"    x    22".    At    one    price,    >    ■ 
choice   of   expandable   supported   vinyl,    or   \  < 
tweed    fabric.     Colors — Olive,     Tanc^rine.     B 

Blue   or   Tan.    Or   furnish    two   yards.    .'i4"    ̂ ' 
your  fabric.  Cushions  zippered,  fully  welted  ■> 
i-eversible. 

Send  50c  for  sample  swatches  and  j 
co>np/cre  Danish  living  rooin  catalog.  I 

Shipped  unassembled,  easily  setup  in  10  minutes.  I 
ONLY  I 

So  C.O.D.'s  ^^  A    OC 
Shipping  charges  collect.  ^  jH.  7  0 

'^end  check  or  money  order.  ^ 

(;kn\I)\  impohis 
Dept.   IJ.  P.O.  Boi  204,  Teaneck,  N.J.  076« 

'.  Remletits  add  5^/c  taJ 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

)UILTERKIT 

luilting  bees  are  abuzz  about  a 
fietal  templates  kit  that  helps 
reate  quilts  or  pillows  without 
l-ames.  Includes  three  tem- 
ilates  for  cutting,  pressing  plus 
istructions  for  Cathedral  Win- 
low  and  Petal  designs.  Kit,  $4 
ipd.  Quilt  Easy,  HGl,  P.O.  Box 
121,  Stone  Mountain,  GA  30083. 

\RCTIC  ARTISTRY 

^olar  bear  of  frosted  crystal 
standing  majestically  on  block 
of  sparkling  clear  crystal  ice. 
Signed  by  its  Swedish  designer, 
Tyko.  An  unusual  creation  for 

:rystal  collectors.  4"  wide  by 
"  high.  $12.98;  two  $25. 

ppd.  Ferry  House,  HGl,  Briar- 
cliff  Manor,  NY  10510. 

TWISTY  KEY  RING 

Gold-finished  aircraft  cable  key 

ring  holds  25  keys  and  can  with- 
stand a  pull  of  150  pounds.  No 

links  to  loosen,  no  chain  to  break. 

Its  intriguing  twist-lock  opens 
easily,  stays  closed  otherwise. 
$1.69  plus  20c  post.  Anthony 

'Enterprises,  HGl,  556  Mission 
St.,  San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

FAMILY  PROTECTION 

About  time  to  think  about  mak- 
ing a  will  to  protect  the  family. 

"Wills — How  to  Make  and  How  to 

Break  Them"  is  written  by  an  at- 
torney. Personal  history  and  as- 

set sheet  and  four  will  forms  incl. 

$2.98  plus  20c  post.  Anthony 
Enterprises,  HGl,  556  Mission 
St.,  San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

STOOP  STOPPER 

PiPeer  shoulder  brace;  light- 
weight, puts  posture  on  the 

straight  and  narrow.  Three-ply 
ventilated  material;  padded  invis- 

ible arm  bands.  Men  measure 
around  chest;  women  below  bust. 
$6.95  plus  75c  post.  Piper  Brace, 

Dept.  HG-105SH, 811  Wyandotte, 
Kansas  City,  MO  64105. 
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u  must  remember  this! 
ceiling  fan  is  suddenly  the   "In" 
to   cool    a    room    naturally.    The 

'fair  lever,  on  52"  fans  only,  ad- 
■  angle  of  all  4  blades  to  direct 
flow  down  for  regular  use  or  up 
indirect   flow.   All   fans   have   two 

ds  and  a  five-year  guarantee. 
52"fanwithAdaptair,  $279 

52"  fan  without  Adaptair,  $239 
36"  fan,  $159 

Light  Adapter  Kit,  $16 

.    Memphis  sorry,    no    c.o.d.'s 
free  brochure 

The  Ceiling  Fan  Gallery 
Dept.  HG 

n  Neck  Lane,  Peconic, New  York  11958 

Crepe  Sole 

And  Heel 

Quilt-stitched  loafer  with  a  sassy  bow.  In 

leather-look  polyurethane  with  comfort  fea- 

tures galore.  Crepe  rubber  sole,  heel.  Hid- 

den elastic  gore  for  easy-on  and  -off. 
Half  Sizes  5  to  10,  also  11.  Widths  B  to  EEE 

M203588B — Tan  M203620B — Black 

Pr.  $8.99  plus  $1.25  for  postage  and  handling 

SATISFACTION  GUARANTEED  OR  MONEY  BACK 

IAN*  LOBEIL.  Dept.  M'3037Hinover.  Penna    17331 

JUARY,   1976 

COUNTRY-STYLE  CURTAINS 
IN  NO-IRON  MUSLIN,  NATURAL  OR  WHITE 3"  RUFFLES 

(Style  CC3) 

Reproduced  from  Prov- incetown.  Cape  Cod. 

Extra-full  3"  Riiffies. 
Extra  wide  80"  to  the 

pair. 

TIERS 
24".  30",  36".  .  7.00  pf. 

WITH  TIEBACKS 

45",  54",  63" long   9.00  pr. 

72",  81",  90" long   11.50  pr. 
EXTRA 
TIEBACKS.  .  1.00  pr. 

EXTRA  VALANCE 11"  x72'\      3.00  ea. 

JUMBO  1"  BALL  FRINGE  ̂  

(Style  B7)  " 

EXTRA-WIDE  90"  to 
the  pair.  Hang  them 
straight  or  tied  back 
with  or  without 
valance. 

TIERS 

24",  30",  36". 40"  long   6.50  pr. 

STRAIGHT  OR  TIEBACK 

45",  54",  63"  long,  ,  9.00  pr. 

72",  81".  90"  long.  11.00  pr. 

TIEBACKS   1.00  pr. 

VALANCE  ll"x72".3.00ea. 

The  charm  of  country-style  curtains  no  longer  need  the  drudgery  of  ironing. 
Practical,  long-wearing,  crisp  and  beautiful.  Machine  wash  and  dry,  50% 
Polyester— 50%  cotton  muslin  (preshrunk  maximum  shrinkage  1%)  of 

unsurpassed  quality  that  we  back  with  "satisfaction  unconditionally 
guaranteed."  Specify  style  and  color,  natural  or  white.  Add  $1.50  post.  & 
hdlg.  Please  enclose  check  or  m.o.  Sorry  no  C.O.D.'s.  N.  Y.  Res.  add  sales  tax. 

ColonialcTVIaid  Curtains  i 
Dept. 216,  Lawn  Terrace,  Mamaroneck  Village,  NY  10543 

Since  194', 

RIB  HIM  ROYALLY 
A  plaque  for  a  desk  of  distinction  where  reigns  your  man  of  dis- 

tinction. Polished  brass  plate  mounted  on  solid  walnut.  A  great 
birthday  gag  gift  for  big  wheels. 

#182  HUMBLE  DESK  PLAQUE      $2.98  Plus  6O0  Postage  &  Handling 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises 
Dept.  HG-16 

556  Mission,  San  Francisd 

^"105 
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CLIP  HAIR  FROM  NOSE  SAFELY 
Why  risk  infection?  Unsigiitly  hair  can  be  trimmed  easily  and  safely 

with  the  "Klipette."  Merely  insert  in  nostril  ar.d  twist  knob.  Hair  is 
snipped  painlessly  and  neatly.  Made  of  fine  surgical  steel.  Use  it  to 

remove  hair  from  ears,  too. 

KLIPETTE           $2.98  Plus  450  Postage  &  Handling  Each 

California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  IVIoney  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises Dept.  HG-16 556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

Mortar  and  Pestle  Set 
Three  of  them  in  gleaming  white 
porcelain!  Treasured  by  gourmets 
tor  many  chores — charming  decor 
on  counter  or  shelf,  too!  Great  tor 
crushing  garlic,  herbs  or  spices 
and  tor  blending  seasoned  butter 
and  pastes.  Set  of  three  bowls 
1%"  to  4%"  diam.,  each  with  its 
own  pestle.  Lovely  gift! 
5497    Mortar-Pestle   Set  $5.98 

Add  80C  post.  &  hdlg. 
N.Y.  res.  add  taxes 

UliJAN  NE."rlON Dept.  G14,  510  S.  Fulton  Ave. 
Mt.  Vernon,  N.Y.  10550 

i         ' 

NEW  SALT  &  PEPPER 
GRINDERS 

Free  Sea  Salt  &  Peppercorns 
Handsome  grinders  to  enhance  any  table 
setting.  Beautiful  yet  sturdy — guaran- 

teed 25  years.  Come  filled  with  sea  salt 
or  peppercorns.  Salt  or  pepper  grinder, 
$8  ea.,  ppd.  Extra  peppercorns,  $1.25, 
sea  salt,  $1.25.  Extra  salt  &  pepper  free 
with  purchase  of  both  grinders  @  $16 
set,  ppd.  Calif,  residents  add  6%  tax.  No 

COD's.  B.A.  or  M.C.  cards.  Order  now 

^^0"^    Byron  &  Schiller 
Box  7228,  Carmel,  Ca.  93921 

HOLY  NIGHT 

Fifth  in  series  of  needlework 

kits  for  dated  ornaments,  3V2" 
dia.  Hand-painted  white  tape- 
bound  canvas,  Persian  yarn  and 
needle.  $5.50  plus  25c  post. 
Also  available:  1975  candle  and 
1974  churcti,  $5.50;  1973  angel, 

$7.50;  1972  dove,  $8.50.  Downs, 
1401-Z,  Evanston,  IL  60204. 

TABBY  TRIVET 

White  tile  features  the  shorthair 

tabby,  a  real  tiger  when  it  comes 
to  protecting  table  surfaces.  Cork 

backed  and  6"  by  6",  it  can  be 
hung  on  the  wall  as  a  decorative 

note.  $2.98  plus  40c  post.  An- 
thony Enterprises,  HGl,  556 

Mission  Street,  San  Francisco, 

CA  94105. 

CLASSIC  LINES 

"Mandy"  is  a  princess  of  a  shoe 
with  regal  good  looks  in  glove 
soft  leather.  Cushioned  insoles, 
%"  heel,  sizes  4-12,  N,  M,  W 
Choose  black,  camel  or  gold. 
$12.95.  For  sizes  over  10,  add 

$1.  Add  90c  post.  Sofwear 

Shoes,  HGl,  1711  Main,  Hous- 
ton, TX  77002. 

ANT  FARM 

Watch  them  dig  tunnels,  build 
roads,  move  mountains,  erect 

bridges.  Clear  plastic  wall  is  like 

living  screen.  With  stock  certifi- 
cate for  supply  of  ants  and  sand; 

watchers  guide.  6"  by  8V2". $5.98  plus  75c  post.  Anthony 
Enterprises,  HGl,  556  Mission 
St.,   San   Francisco,   CA  94105. 

THE  COOK  IS  OUT 

The  unliberated  housewife  may 

get  herself  invited  out  for  dinner 
if  this  sign  mounted  on  a  wooden 

plaque  is  posted  prominently  in 

the  kitchen.  31/2"  by  41/2".  $1.75 
each;  two,  $3.95  ppd.  Add  50c 
post  for  one.  The  Writewell  Co., 
HGl,  883  Transit  BIdg.,  Boston, 
MA  02115. 

BLEUMETTE  "Demi-Bra" 
Beautiful  Uplift.  No  straps,  bones  or  wires. 

Nude  color. iiuuc  I.UIU1.  jADD  50c    Mail  &  Mdlg.  ■ 
A,  B  and  C  cups.  |  BLEUETTE,   INC. 

Pkg.  of  2         g-r   no  h°S   Pi""  Ave.,   Dept.   16e| 
pair-only    $5.98  I^Z.  j:;±.:i:_l-_i°^'L 
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The  luxury  of 
DOWN! 

IT'S   HERE! 
NEW  General  Catalog  of  Dolls, 

Toys,  Books,  Games,  Dollhouses 
and  Miniature  furniture.  Fun  for 

Everybody.  Send  $1.00  to: 

THE  ENCHANTED  DOLL  HOUSE 
Dept.  HG016G 

Manchester  Center,  Vermont  05255 

Genuine  European  Down  Comforte 
Year-round  sleeping  comfort  as  mil 

lions  of  tiny  filaments  interlock  weigl 

lessly  to  keep  out  cold  —  hold  in  bo( 
warmth.  Exciting  new  ensemble  ide 
combines  washable,  decorator-stylec 

non-slip  coverings  with  matching  bdtt 
sheet  and  pillow  cases.  No  more  be< 

making  —  one  fluff  and  it's  done.  Sei 
$1  for  catalog  (credited  to  purchase] 
Kits,  too  —  save  money,  easy  instruc 

tions.  Satisfaction  guaranteed.     I 

>0OiEWIDGD€DDING""" 
518  1st  N.,Box  9697,  Seattle  WA  98109  Dept. 

HOUSE  &  GARDEI 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

OAKEN  BEAUTY 

You'll  appreciate  the  sturdy  quali- 
ty of  perfectly  seasoned  solid  oak. 

Flat  grain  sanded,  ready  to  finish. 
This  popular  dining  table  comes 

in  two  sizes:  42"  $140;  48" 
$150.  Natural  oak  finish,  $10 
extra.  Exp.  coll.  Write  to  Marion 

Travis,  HGl,  Box  292,  States- 
ville,  NC  28677. 

CREWEL  WORLD 

Brighten  upholstery  and  drap- 
eries with  crewel  fabric.  Multi- 
color wool  flowers  on  hand- 

loomed  50"  w.  cotton  fabric  is 
$14  per  yard  ppd.  Ready-made 
tablecloths,  bedspreads  avail- 

able. Catalogue,  50c.  Gurian's 
Fabrics,  Dept.  G,  276  Fifth  Ave., 
New  York,  NY  10001. 

HAPPY  RETURNS 

For  throwing  practice  and  fun, 

try  a  boomerang!  Replica  of  fa- 
mous hunting  weapon  used  by 

Australian  Aborigines  soars  hun- 
dreds of  feet,  then  circles  back. 

Scientific  air-foil  design.  $2.98 
plus  45c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 

prises, HGl,  556  Mission  St., 
San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

ETERNAL  LINK 

Bride  and  groom's  coats  of  arms, 
linked  by  helmet  and  mantle, 

hand-engraved  on  a  wedding 
band  of  14k  gold.  10mm  wide. 
Send  drawings  for  both  names 

or  request  coat-of-arms  research. 
$155  ppd.  Free  color  catalogue. 
Heraidica  Imports,  HGl,  21  W. 
46th  St.,  New  York,  NY  10036. 

WINDOW  WONDER 

Chemically-treated  glass  clean- 
ing cloth  makes  windows  shine — - 

a  "dry-cleaning"  way!  Washable 
cloth  works  its  zip-clean  wonders 
on  car  windshields,  mirrors,  too. 
$1.49  plus  15c  post.  Order  from 
Anthony  Enterprises,  HGl,  556 
Mission  St.,  San  Francisco,  CA 
94105. 

Ti^ 

I 
J  U?^^"t"s Our  comfortable  espadrilles, 

imported  from  France,  have 

sturdy  canvas  uppers  and 

rope-trimmed  crepe  rubber 
soles.  Navy,  red,  white, 

green,  yellow,  sand  or  sky  blue.  Whole 
pi7es  5-10,  N  and  M  widths.  $15.00. 

..,m 

Terrific  ticking  stripes  make 

our  nifty  back-wrap  skirt  from 
Meadowbank.  Of  polyester/cotton 

duck.  It's  slightly  gathered  all 
around  from  the  inverted  center 

pleat,  ties  in  front  and  has 
two  vast  pockets.  Navy/white. 

S.M.L.XL  for  sizes  6-18.  $24.00. 

Tote  our  ticking-striped 
rnonogrammed  bag  with 

double  strap,  inner  pocket 

and  snap  closure.  Navy/ 
white  with  red  monogram 

(underline  last  initial). 
9i"x  10".  $26.00. 

For  mail  orders,  add  $  1  50  for  postage. 

Send  for  our  new  free  color  catalog. 

THE  TALBOTS.  DEPT.  RP.  HINGHAM,  MASS.  02043    •  Acton,  Duxbury.  Lenox.  Mass.:  Avon,  Hamden,  Conn. 

MAY  THE 

HIPPOPOTAMUS 

OF  HAPPINESS 
Consume  the  Algae  of  Indifference  from  your 
Swimming  Pool  of  Love!  Tfiis  lovely  wish  enfiances 
one  of  our  12  fiappy  Beastly  Cards,  illustrated  witfi 
wonderfully  detailed  ancient  steel  engravings  of 

birds  &  beasties,  faitfifully  reproduced  from  a  200- 

year  old  forgotten  tome,  "The  Scripture  History  of 
Animals."  Rich  yellows,  orange  &  green  on  fine 
antique  ivory  stoci(,  with  a  whole  zooful  of  friendly 

creatures  on  accompanying  envelopes.  You'll  use 
these  for  birthdays,  get  wells,  friendship,  framing, 

collaging,  etc.  $3.75  dozen  (-1-  20?  shipping),  3 
doz.  $10.  (-1-  500  shipping),  exclusively  from 

W<(eIcHeOMES2 NEWS 

Rt.  HG23,  W.  Yellowstone,  Montana  59758 
P.S.  A  copy  oj  our  52-pcgc  WrelcluJ  A/t'ss  GiJI  Catalog  is 
free,  if  you  ask,  wiili  your  order;  21  cents  under  more 
adverse  circumstances. 

JANUARY,   1976 

NEW  SLEEP  COMFORT 
Raise  the  full  width  of  your  mattress  for  more 
fiealthful,  restful  sleep.  Just  place  NU-SLANT 
under  your  mattress  at  either  head  or  foot  of 

bed.  7-adjustable  positions  allow  you  to  pre- 
determine the  height  from  5  to  14".  Better 

than  extra  pillows.  Folds  invisibly  flat  when 
bed  is  made.  Customer  approved  for  15 
years.  Plywood  construction.  Head  Elevation 
comforts  diaphragm  hernia,  hypertension, 
acid  regurgitation;  bronchial,  breathing  and 
heart  ailments.  Leg  Elevation  eases  varicose, 
circulatory  and  swelling  leg  discomforts. 
Twin  Bed  Size  $22.98.  Double  Bed  Size 
$24.98.  We  pay  postage,  ship  in  6  hours 
NJ   residents  add  5%  tax.  Send  check  to: 

Jefe  ̂ ^iifr  itvc. 
BOX  GK 

New  Providence.  New  Jersey  07974 

MONEY  BACK  GUARANTEE  =^ 

ADDRESS  L.fiBELS  with  NICE  DESIGNS 

Any  Initial,  American  Flag,  Pine,  Gull,  Palm,  Roati- 
runner,  Saguaro,  Rose.  ;aIso  available  are  Texas 

Flag,  Maple  Tree,  Treble  Clef,  or  Palette].  Up  to 

20  letters  per  line,  4  lines.  Printed  in  black  on 

white  or  gold  gummed  labels  V/iWi"-  500  on 
white  or  250  on  gold  for  S2.50  ppd.  Or  on  OELUXE 

SIZE.  1^4"  long,  S3. 50  with  design  or  S2.50  with- 
out, ppd.  Specify  Initial  or  Design  desired.  Via  air, 

add  39c  per  order.  Useful  Gifts  Catalog,  25(!.  Bruce 

Bolind,  2t-L  Bolind  BIdg.,  Boulder,  Colo.  80302. 
Since  1956,  Thanks  To  You! 

PURSE  KEY  REEL 
The  most  practical  Key  Holder  yet  devised.  Reel-ly  handy  holder 
works  with  ease.  Eliminates  hunting  and  fumbling  for  your  keys. 
Reel  clips  inside  purse.  Keys  pull  out  easily  to  be  used  and  then 
automatically  rewind  back  into  case.  Wonderful  way  to  stop  losing 

your  keys. 
#710  PURSE  KEY  REEL      $2.98  Plus  450  Postage  &  HandSing  Each 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  8%  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Rack 

A  ntho ny  Enterprises Dri.st.  KG-) A 556  Mission,  S«h  Franrh  ;r,  Calif.  94105 
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Jady  be  good  to  your  feet 
Eojoy  buying  choice-quality  snoes  by 
mail  from  our  world-famous  catalog 
showing  huge  variety  of  smart 

styles  for  every  occasion  — 

and  our  vast  si:e  range        /''  f insures  perfect  fit—         ,/    / 
or  your  rrioney 
refunded! 

45  Winter  Street  (Dept.  GR)  Boston,  Moss.  02108 

CHAIR  CANING  KITS 
Now  anyone  can  restore  liis  favorite 

antique  and  heirloom  chairs  easily  and 
inexpensively  with  a  Newell  Caning 

Kit;  tools,  natural  cane,  and  easy-to- 
^  follow  instructions,  all  postpaid  for 

only    $4.00;     extra    cane    $2.00    per 

'    chairlot.     (Illinois    residents    add    5'~/t '    sales  tax) 
Available  only  from 

THE  NEWELL  WORKSHOP 
Depi,  Si  123  Dra.ver 

Hinsdale,  Illinois  60521 
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WINDOW  SAFETY  LOCK 
Burglar-proof  your  windows  while  they  are  still  open  for 
ventilation.  Window  Safety  Lock  thwarts  prowlers,  makes 

you  feel  wonderfully  safe  at  home  or  away.  Locks  open-or- 
closed  windows  in  position.  Keeps  children  safe,  intruders 
out. 

WINDOW  SAFETY  LOCK  .  .  .  $1.98  +  250  MAILING  EACH 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthony  Enter^prises 
Dept.  HG-16 

556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Ccli-f.  94105 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

fr  di^^'
'^ 
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GOLDEN   FILIGREE 

SWITCHPLATES 
Add  a  touch  of  charm  to  youf  home  at  little 

cost  with  our  golden  switchplates.  Brass- 
plated,  antique  non-tarnish  finish,  screws  in- 

cluded. Also  availableinwrought-iron  black. 

SINGLE— 3"   X  4I2"     $1.50  each 3  for  $3.95 

DOUBLE— 4' 2"    X   4"2"      $1.95  each 
TWIN    OUTLET— 3"   X   4'/2"     $1.50  each 
TRIPLE— 6'4"    X   *V2"     $3.25  each 
COMBINATION— 4i'2"   X   4'/2"      $1.95  each 
QUADRUPLE— 8"    x   4'/2"  $3.95  each 

PLUS  60«  POSTAGE  &  HANDLING 

/''/.  Il<i.  A-'.'l  ':'f   >':i(s  T  -r    S'.rry  \',  lOD'e. 

THE   ADDED   TOUCH 
12-H   Water   St..   Bryn   Mawr,   Pa.    19010 

GROW  A  COFFEE  TREE 

Enjoy  shiny  green  foliage  and 
fragrant  winite  blooms  that  are 
often  followed  by  red  berries: 
coffee  beans.  Thrives  with  no 

sun.  Kit:  pre-planted  growing 
block,  planter,  directions.  $1; 
three  $2.50.  Add  25c  post.  Edd, 
the  Florist,  HGl,  823  North 

Court,  Ottumwa,  lA  52501. 

TO  THE  RESCUE 

Brilliantly  simple  gadget  averts 
many  a  catastrophe:  it  keeps  an 
extra  car  or  house  key  on  the 
fender,  bumper  or  a  metal  pipe. 
Metal  key  case  has  sliding  cover 
and  heavy  magnet.  $1  plus  15c 
post.  Anthony  Enterprises,  HGl, 
556  Mission  St.,  San  Francisco, 

CA  94105. 

HOW-TO  HANDBOOK 

Twenty-eight  popular  crafts  such 
as  enameling,  china  painting, 

jewelry,  and  doll  making  in  a  fas- 
cinating book.  Hundreds  of  pic- 

tures, instructions,  background 
material.  288  pages.  $5.95  plus 
40c  post.  Anthony  Enterprises, 

HGl,  556  Mission  St.,  San  Fran- 
cisco, CA  94105. 

LUGGAGE  TAGS 

Fit  airline  specifications  for 
identification.  Heavy  plastic. 

Clear,  black,  tortoise,  amber.  24k 
goldtone  name  and  address. 

Cowhide  straps.  Women:  iy2" 
by  3"  two  $5;  men:  VA"  by  3V2" two  $7.  80c  post.  Sleepy  Hollow 
Gifts,  HGl,  6651  Arlington  Blvd., 
Falls  Church,  VA  22042. 

CIRCLE  OF  GEESE 

A  graceful  creature  captured  in  a 
graceful  form.  Twelve  geese  run 
in  harmony  around  a  cache  pot  of 
white  porcelain.  Use  this  charmer 
to  arrange  fresh  flowers,  or  for 

potted  plants.  5"  h.  x  6"  w. $12.95  plus  $1.45  post.  The 
Patio,  HGl,  550  Powell,  San 
Francisco,  CA  94108. 

THE 

GARDENER'S  PRIDE 
Easily  installed  Landscape 
Border  Edging  provides  lasting 
separation  of  lawns  and  flower 
beds.  Does  not  rust,  rot  or 
break  down.  Anchor  Tabs  add 

stability  in  soil.  Brownish  col- 
ored plastic  blends  with  tree 

bark.  30'  x  45/8 "  $9.97;  2-$19.00 

ppd.     HG, 
HORTISCAPE,   INC. 

7866  Second  St. 

Dexter,  Ml  48130 

HOUSE  &  GARDEq 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

KLAGETOH  RUG 

The  Southwest  Indians  pass  rug 

patterns  from  mother  to  daugh- 
ter and  this  is  a  famous  design. 

In  reds,  white  and  black  on  a 

brown  ground,  32"  by  65".  $110 
ppd.  Catalogue  in  color  $1. 
Southwestern  Crafts,  Inc.,  HGl, 
8433  James  NE,  Albuquerqg^, 
NM  87110. 

DANISH  IMPORTS 

Sleek  see-through  canisters  of 

acrylic  that  resist  minus-40°  to 
212°,  go  in  freezer  or  dish- 

washer. Stackable,  non-toxic, 
odor-free.  Yellow  or  red  lids.  6, 
3,  1%  cups  in  set  of  three  $8.98 

plus  50c  post.  The  Country  Gour- 
met, GlE,  512  So.  Fulton  Ave., 

Mt.  Vernon,  NY  10550. 

BLOW-UP 
An  inflatable  hanger  is  a  help 

for  drip-dry  laundering.  Blow  it 
up  to  plumpness  so  it  holds  gar- 

ment loosely  with  air  space  in- 
side. Floral  print  vinyl  with 

swivel  top.  Fold  flat  to  store.  $1 

plus  20c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HGl,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

COFFEE  ON  THE  GO 

Great  idea  for  car  commuters 
and  salespersons  on  the  road. 
New  kind  of  coffee  mug  has  a 
spillproof  cover  with  opening  for 
sipping.  Fits  neatly  into  an  outer 
cup  that  adheres  to  dashboard. 

Plastic.  33/4"  h.  $3.25;  two,  $6. 
Ppd.  Bruce  Bolind,  HGl,  Boul- 

der, CO  80302. 

MARKED  CARDS 

Deck  of  tricksters  has  tapered 
edges  for  such  touch  selection. 
A  variation  in  back  design  lets 
you  distinguish  any  card  held  by 
opponents.  Instructions  plus  21 

tricks.  $2.98  plus  20c  post.  Or- 
der #161.  Anthony  Enterprises, 

HGl,  556  Mission  St..  San  Fran- 
cisco, CA  94105. 

? 

GET  RID  OF  UNWANTED  HAIR 
Amazing  Lemos  Permagon  destroys  hair  roots  instantly — one  by  one — 
without  pain.  No  wire  connections.  Uses  tiny  batteries  (included).  Same 
electrolysis  system  experts  use  to  remove  hair  permanently  from  face, 
arms,  legs  and  body. 

LEMOS  PERMAGON  .  $12.98  Plus  $1.00  Postage  &  Handling 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

AjitboJiy  Enterprises Dept.  HG-16 
556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

klen-tile 

CLEANS  YOUR  SHOWER  TILE 
KLEN-TILE  SHOWER  TILE  CLEANER  />  ff)  lAfF  DA  VI 
WILL  CLEAN  AND  CONTROL  SOAP  11  K  Vv  t  I  A  I  ' 

SCUM,  BODY  OILS.  STAINS,  MILDEW,  ̂ ^"^  ■■■»  ■■"■■• HARD  WATER  DEPOSITS  AND  WHITEN  GROUTING.  A  FULL  YEAR'S  SUP- 
PLY FOR  TWO  BATHS.  MAIL  CHECK  OR  MONEY  ORDER  FOR  $4.95. 

PLEASE  ADD  SI.OO  FOR  TAX  AND  POSTAGE.  0-11-26 

FOR    MAXIMUM 

PLANT    GROWTH! 
«  natures  best  soil  improvers  &  conditioners 

WITH  RED  WITHOUT  RED 
WORMS  WORMS 

DOMESTICATED  RED  EARTHWORMS 

own  especially  for  house  plants  and  gardens, 
ley  aerate  the  soil  to  form  channels  for  root 
pansion  and  water  intake.  They  deposit  vital 
ements  of  plant  food  that  are  readily  avail 
lie  to  plant  roots.  They  also  make  excellent 
od  for  tropical  fish. 

ind  $1.00  for  interesting  facts  on:  "The  Red 
irthworm  In  Your  Plants  &  Gardens" 

Order  Earthworms 

)x  of  150  only  $4.62— Box  of  300  only  $6.63 
eludes  shipping  and   instructions   plus   infor 
ation  above. 

:nd  check  or  money  order  to: 

Sierra  Meadows  Ranch 
0.  Box  1614,  Dept.  HGl,  Sparks,  NV  89431 
e  accept   Bank  Amertcard   &  Master  Charge  Send 
cct.     No.  — Exp.    Date— Signature    for    all    charges 

...makes  it  easy  to  be  your 
own  Interior  Decorator! 
AVOID  COSTLY  DECORATING  MISTAKES.  Create 

miniature  settings  for  every  room  in  your 
house  before  spending  a  cent  for  a  piece  of 

furniture,  a  yard  of  fabric,  a  roll  of  wall- 
paper, or  a  bucket  of  paint.  Think  how  much 

you  can  save  if  you  really  plan  before  you 

buy.  Over  150  different  furniture  combina- 
tions for  every  room.  Sofas,  chairs,  sec- 

tionals, tables,  chests,  beds,  piano,  fireplace, 
etc.  Decorate  furniture  pieces,  walls,  with 
actual  fabric  and  paint  samples.  Includes: 
3-D  miniature  furniture  of  solid  styrene. 
Graph  Board,  Walls,  Windows,  Doors,  all  to 

exact  V2"  scale.  Design  and  instruction  book 
included.  Created  by  Adele  E.  Behar,  ASID- 
Guaranteed.  Only  $8.98  (we  pay  postage). 

Plan-lt-Kit,  Inc.    Dept.  HGI,  box  429,  Westport,Conn. 
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OWN  NAME  FOOTBALL  JERSEY 
Just  like  the  pros  ...  a  football  iersey  of 
professional  quality  with  large  numerals  on 
front  and  back.  Personalized  with  first  or 
last  name  on  back  as  shown.  Numbers  also 
on  sleeves.  Washable  and  colorfast.  Choose 
red  or  blue  color  with  white  lettering. 
(Sorry,  no  choice  of  numbers).  Comes  in 
boys  sizes  S  (6-8),  M  (10-12),  L  (14-16),  XL 
(18-20),  or  mens  sizes,  S(36),  M(38-40),  L 
(42-44). 

Boy's  Sizes    S7.50  plus  80e  postage 
Men's  Sizes    $8.50  plus  80c  postage 
.■<pi'i-ity  hoys  or  mens  size,  color  dc>ireil.  an-l 
rUI.VT  naiiie.    State  Jnil  Color  Choice. 

DECOR  AND  GIFTS  GALORE  Dept.  301 
140  Monument  Ave.,  Barrlngton,  III.  60010 

LACE  RUFFLE  FRAME 
Curtain  with  a  fresh  country  look  in  no-iron  100% 
Dacron  Polyester  Batiste  that  blends  with  old  or  new 

decor.  80"  wide  per  pr.  30"  L.  $6.50,  36"  $7.  Tie 

backs  $1  pr.,  45"  $9,  54"  $10,  63"  $11.  72"  $12. Tie  backs  incl.  Valance  $3.50.  Also  TAILORED 

TIERS  with  lace  across  bottom  only,  82"  wide  per 

pair.  30"  $5.75,  36"  $6,  45"  $7,  54"  $7.75,  63" 
$8.50,  72"  $9.50.  Tie  backs  $1  pr.  Valance  $3.50, 
Swag  valance,  82"  wide,  40"  drop  $7.  Specify 
white  or  eggshell.  Add  $1.50  post.  &  handl.,  Md. res.  add  4%  tax. 

"OLD  MANOR  HOUSE  CURTAIN  BOOKLET" 
with  actual  fabric  samples  50c 

Satisfaction   Guarantt^.^ 

MATHER'S 

31     E.     Main    St..    GI-6.    Westminster.    Md.    21157 
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SWIM 
SNEAKS 

ALL  RUBBER  BATHING  &  SHOWER  SHOES 

Whatever  your  plans,  you'll  want  high  quality 
Italian  imported  rubber  bathing  shoes... with 
thick  treaded  bottoms  and  built-in  inner  soles. 

Sure-footed  protection  on  shoreline  rocks, 
pool  or  boat  decks,  and  shower  floors. 
Eliminate  sore  feet  on  sharp  rocks,  shells,  or 
hot  sand.  Styled  for  comfort  and  good  looks. 

Flexible,  light-weight,  easy  on  and  off.  Great 
in  and  out  of  water. 

Complete  range  of  men's,  women's  and 
children's  sizes.  Available  in  white,  yellow, blue  and  red  in  most  sizes.  State  alternate 

color.  (fi/1en's,  blue  &  white  only.)  Specify 
whether  for  man  or  woman.  If  for  child,  give 
age.  State  shoe  size  and  width.  $6.98  per  pair. 
Add  75t  per  pair  postage  8k  handling.  Add 

add'l  35t  for  fast  freight  delivery.  (201) 967-0373. 

Dept.  RB49 

240  Kinderkamack  Rd, 
Oradell,  N.J.  07649 

NEW  YORK   •    LONDON    •    PARIS   •    MILAN 

PORTRAIT 
IN  OILS 

Magnificently 

painted  on  canvas 
from  old  or  new 

photos,  by  'outstond- ing  European  and 
American  portrait 

painters.  A  superb 

living  likeness  in  full 
color  is  executed  in 

rich  oils. 

Truly  a  aniqae  and  lasting  gift 
Our  portraits  in  oil  ore  TRUE  WORKS  OF  ART. 
painted  on  pure  linen  canvas  from  your  photo- 
grapfi  and  NOT  painted  on  top  of  on  enlarge- 

ment of  your  photo,  as  is  the  method  of  other 
commercial  portrait  services.  No  longer  need 
you  envy  those  fortunate  enough  to  own  a 
family  oil  portrait.  Have  you  a  photo  of  some 
loved  one  whose  memory  you  wish  to  perpetu- 

ate? Compare  our  works  of  art  with  others  sell- 
ing  up   to  $3000.  Living    Likeness   Guaranteed. 

^   UNBELIEVABLE  WORKS  OF  ART 
•  AT  UNBELIEVABLE  LOW  PRICES 

FROM  599  50  TO  $9950° 
Beautifully  Illustrated  Catalog 

"How  To  Order  An  Oil  Portrait' 25c 
Van  Dyke  Oil  Portraits,  Ltd. 

DEPT.  G,  153  EAST  57  ST..  N.Y.,  N.Y.  10022 

"Largest  in  the  Held  of  oil  portraiture" 
MASTER  CHARGE  OR  BANKAMERICARO  ACCEPTED 

MAKE  YOUR  RINGS  FIT  RIGHT! 

Are  your  rings  too  loose  once  they're over  your  knuckles?  Do  they  slide 
around  your  fingers  uncomfortably 
and  unattractively?  RIGS  (Ring-ln- 
sert-Guard-Sizer)  will  hold  your  rings 
in  place  simply  and  effectively.  RIGS 

(Pat.  Pdg.)  are  vinyl  liner-guards 
which  slip  inside  the  ring  once  it's  in 
place  and  stop  slipping.  Works  for  any 

size,  women's  or  men's.  RIGS  even 
hold  boys'  rings  in  place  on  girls'  fin- gers. Guaranteed.  $3.00  ppd. 

RIGS    1401  -H  S.  Collyer,  Longmont,  Colo.  80501 

SEW  ANY  HEAVY  MATERIAL 
The  handiest  tool  for  sewing  leather  and  canvas.  Save  money.  Do 

your  own  repairs  on  awnings,  seats,  upholstery,  shoes,  sails,  auto 

tops,  hand  bags,  etc.  Sews  lock  stitch.  Includes  bobbin  of  waxed 

thread,  2  needles. 

SEWING  AWL          $4.98PIus  500  Postage  &  Handling 
EXTRA  THREAD,  30  Yards  ...  890 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthony    Enterprises     556  Mission.  SanVrandilo.  Canf.  94105 
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ON  STAGE 
Treasured  figurines  are  sensa- 

tionally spotlighted  on  a  gallery 

display  rack.  "The  Art  Gallery" piece,  in  light  buckwheat  honey 

or  dark  cherry,  is  32"  I.,  5V2" 
d.  Royal  Doulton  figurines  not  in- 

cluded. $76.30  ppd.  Carl  Fors- 
lund,  HGl,  122  E.  Fulton  St., 
Grand  Rapids,   Ml  49502. 

FOR  FESTIVE  COOKIES 
Make  real  Scandinavian  rosettes. 

Nine  3"  aluminum  molds,  seven 
IV4"  molds  fitted  to  heatproof 
handles,  then  dipped  from  batter 

to  fryer.  Kit  with  recipes,  instruc- 
tions $9.95  plus  85c  post.  Cata- 
logue 25c.  Suburbia,  Inc.  Dept. 

397,  366  Wacouta,  St.  Paul,  MN 

55101. 

LOUD  AND  CLEAR 

Tiny  pocket-sized  timer  sounds 

a  buzzer  to  remind  you  it's  time to  put  more  coins  in  the  meter, 
meet  a  friend,  whatever.  Swiss 
made;  the  dial  adjusts  from  two 
to  sixty  minutes.  $8.98  plus  50c 
post.  Anthony  Enterprises,  HGl, 
556  Mission  St.,  San  Francisco, 

CA  94105. 

PET'S  OASIS 

Thirsty  pets  love  the  automatic 

waterer,  which  comes  with  30" hose  ready  to  screw  into  faucet 

indoors  or  outdoors.  9"  by  7"  by 
3"  basin.  $6.95  ppd.  For  under- 
sink  attachment  kit,  add  $4.98. 
Write  to  G.Q.F.  Mfg.  Co.,  HGl, 

Box  8152,  Savannah,  GA  31402. 

POSTER  SOAP 

Famed  Toulouse  Lautrec  posters 

are  imprinted  on  British  soap — 
and  they  stay  on  to  the  last 
sliver.  Three  bars,  each  2%  oz., 

$3.98;  gold-finish  metal  tray, 
$1.49;  soap  with  tray,  $4.98. 
Add  50c  post.  Lillian  Vernon, 
GlE,  510  So.  Fulton  Ave.,  Mt. 
Vernon,  NY  10550. 

HAND-EMBROIDERED  CREWEL  FABRIC  BY  THE 

YARD  FOR  IMMEDIATE  DELIVERY 

That  fabulous  fabric  from  India  you've  al- 
ways yearned  for,  sensationally  priced,  di- 
rect from  the  Importer!  Multi-color  wool 

flowers  hand-embroidered  on  natural  hand- 
woven  cotton  for  draperies,  upholstery,  slip- 
covers! 

50"  wide  $14.00  yard  ppd. 

Ready-Made  Bedspreads 

Twin  $70      Full  $80. 

Queen  $90   King  $100. 
Tablecloths 

70"  Round  $50  90"  Round  $60. 
All  prices  postpaid.  Money  back  guarantee. 

SEND  50c  IN  COIN  FOR  SWATCH 
AND  COLOR  CATALOG. 

GURIAN'S 
276    Fifth    Ave..    Dept.    GIG.    N.Y..    N.Y.    10001 

For 

Bosom Beauty 

Try  the  one  tested, 
trusted  body  creme 
that  contains  a  full 
40,000*  units  of 

ESTROGENIC  HORMONES^ 
If  y:;,  ;e  le.e.  as  s:  -i-  •  iti.'.i 
eiperts  do.  tuat  your  boajr  is  tf>e 

true  key  to  feminine  a'lure-then 

the  one  name  you  shou'd  remem-- ter  from  no*  on  is  lA  VIVE  .  .  .  Decause  La  Virt  6 

C'eme  has  Helped  thcusards  tor  more  than  ten  ye 

Tl-is  superior  formula  features  20.000  units  ol  rj' 

est'ons  and  estrogenic  hormones  per  lar  plus  tit' 
beneficial  oi  s  especially  designed  to  moistun/e 

lubricate  ...  yet  will  not  alter  structure.  No  won 

so  many  grateful  women  have  eipressed  their  thi 

In  ent.*iusiastic  letters  of  praise  to  our  beauty  ad"'-' 

Stop  envying  others'  Instead  try  the  60-day  supo  ■ 
la  Vive  Hormone  Creole  without  riskmi  a  p«nny 

luarantetd  -  you  must  be  absolutely  Ihniied  w" 
suits  or  simply  return  the  ja'  for  money  back  «  " 

questiois'  BC-.day  supp  y.'mjiied  m  plain  wrappe-  •. 

$2.98. 'Special  Double  supply  only  JSeostt- 

F«£t!  Act  now  and  receive  with  you'  of*'  »•  "^ 

sive  beauty  booklet  that  revtHs  the  co»«t*d  fi*"- 
secrets  ol  facial  and  body  allure  k«o«fl  to  tf>«  •©'> 
loveliest  women'  This  valuable  guide  Is  yours  fre 

AMERICAN  IMAGE  INDUSTRIES.  INC.D^i:'.  L- 

276  Park  Avenue  South,  New  York,  N.Y.  100' 

HOUSE  &  SARD' 



PLANT  ADVISER 

Green  Genie  is  a  battery  operated 
instrument  that  tells  if  plant  is 
overwatered,  underwatered  or 

just  right.  Insert  probes  into  soil 
and  listen.  Instructions,  watering 
chart,  battery  included.  $10.95 
ppd.  Petite  Lagniappe,  HGl, 
1026  Hibernia  Bidg.,  New  Or- 

leans, LA  70112. 

HELP'S  AT  HAND 
Changing  handbags  is  hazard- 

ous, especially  if  you  tote  a  bu- 
reau drawer's  worth  of  gear.  If 

you  insist,  be  wise  with  a  purse 
organizer — seven  pockets.  In 

multi-toned  fabrics.  7"  by  SVz" . 
$1.98  plus  25c  post.  Anthony  En- 

terprises, HGl,  556  Mission  St., 
San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

WALKABOUT  WEDGIE 

Wedge  your  way  into  comfort- 
able feet  with  "Diana."  Soft  baby 

calf:  black,  filly  brown,  white, 
malt  chocolate,  bone  malt,  navy, 

light  blue  strips.  Wedgie  is  IVa". 
AAAA  to  EE,  21/2-10  $26.95;  10-.- 
12  $27.95.  Add  $1  post.  Free 
catalogue.  Solby  Bayes,  HGl,  45 
Winter  St.,   Boston,   MA  02108. 

AWARD  AT  WILL 

Framed  Award  of  Merit  on  parch- 

ment paper  13"  by  10".  Space 
for  hand  lettering  name,  event, 
date  and  organization.  Black  and 
red  printing;  blackwooden  frame. 
$3.49  plus  50c  post.  Order  #107 
Anthony  Enterprises,  HGl,  556 
Mission  St.,  San  Francisco,  CA 
94105. 

BICENTENNIAL  SALUTE 

Self-stick  labels  for  correspon- 
dence and  all  your  gift  packages 

bear  the  1776  and  1976  Ameri- 
can flags  in  red,  white  and  blue 

plus  the  Liberty  Bell  in  gold 

between  the  two.  IV's"  by  2".  Roll 
of  100  labels,  $1.25  ppd.  Miles 
Kimball,  100  Bond  St.,  Oshkosh, 
Wl  54901. 

SHOPPING  AROUND 
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COUNTRY  CURTAINS 
Ball  Fringe  on  Cotton  Muslin  or 

Permanent  Press  —  Natural  or  White 

SEND  FOR  FREE  CATALOG 

COTTON     PERMANENT 
TIERS  MUSLIN  PRESS 

20",    25"          5.50  pr.       6.00  pr. 
30",  36",  40"     6.00  pr.       6.50  pr. 

TIEBACKS 

45",  54",  63"   .  .  .    8.00  pr.       8.50  pr. 
72",  81",  90"   ...lO.OOpr.      10.50  pr. 

VALANCE 

10"   X   80"         2.50  ea.       2.75  ea. 

All   pairs  are  90"  wide. For  years  Country  Curtains  have  gaily 
graced  the  bright,  clean  windows  of 
charming  colonial  homes.  Country  Cur- 

tains add  warmth  to  every  room  .  .  . 
Country  Curtains  retain  their  fresh  crisp- 
ness  and  are  a  credit  to  your  thriftiness 
.  .  .  Country  Curtains  are  a  lifetime  friend 
and  supply  their  own  sunshine  .  .  .  New 
England  at  its  very  best. 
Please  specify  cotton  muslin  or  permanent 
press,  in  off-white  or  white.  Please  enclose 
check  or  money  order.  Sorry,  no  COD's. Postage  and  handling;  for  orders  under 
$10  add  SI.  over  SIO  add  Sl.75.  Mass.  res. 
add  3%  sales  ta.x.  Satisfaction  guaranteed. 

COUNTRY  CURTAINS 
At  The  Red  Lis.n  Lvs 

Dept.  14,  Stockbridge,  Massarhusetl-.  02162 

Little  Red  Heart  Box 
Bavarian  porcelain  with  shiny,  bright  red 

finish,  white  interior,  a  year  'round  re- membrance for  all  Valentines.  Adorable 
as  is,  or  make  it  a  precious  gift  with  a 
token  of  love  inside  ...  a  jewel,  or  maybe 

a  greenback.  2"  long,  %"  deep.  From  W. Germany.  8452      $2.00;  3  for  $5.85 

plus  25$:  post.  &  hdlg. 

Send  SOi  for  your  64  page  catalog 
of  unusual  items 

DEPT.  1401-B EVANSTON,  ILL.  60204 

Like  to  shop  for  island 

thongs  in  the  Caribbean, 

muu  muus  in  Hawaii,  julep 

cups  in  Kentucky?  It's  fun 

and  it's  easy  to  find  the 
unusual  when  you  order 

by  moil  from  our  Special 

Shopping  Around  sections. 

If  you're  interested  in  pro- 
moting your  shop  in  Shop- 

ping Around,  write  House 

&  Garden,  Dept.  SA,  350 

Madison  Ave.,  New  York, 
NY  10017. 

Learn 

INTERIOR 
DECORATION 
Develop  Your  Talent 

NEW  HOME  STUDY  METHOD.  ..Learn    in 
spare  time.  Excellent  starting  point  for  career.  Practical 
basic  training.  Approved  supervised  method.  Low 
tuition.  Easy  payments. 

A  LEADING  HOME  STUDY  SCHOOL 
Course  includes:  Furnishings,  Period  Styles,  Color,  Tex- 

tiles, Pictures,  Antiques,  Lighting  and  scores  of  other 
subjects.  No  wasted  time.  No  textbooks  — all  material 
in  loose-leaf  form,  illustrated  with  diagrams,  sketches 

and  photographs.  Tested,  step-by-step  "learn-by- 
doing"  method  .  .  .  qualified  instructors.  Diploma. Interior  Decoration  Kit  furnished. 

FREE  BOOKLET.'  Send  for  valuable  24-page  illus- 
trated booklet,  "Wonderful,  modern  and  exciting  way to  learn  interior  Decoration  and  De- 

sign." No  obligation.  No  salesman will  call. 

CHICAGO~SCHOOr  OF INTERIOR  DECORATION 
Division  of  Career  Institute 
Sherman  Turnpike,  Dept.  752-38 
Danbury,  Conn.  05816 

Please  send  me  FREE  and  postpaid  without  obligation, 

your  booklet,  "Wonderful,  modern  and  exciting  way 
to  learn   Interior  Decoration  and  Design,"  and  full 
particulars. 
Name   
Address   

City   State   Zip   
Accredifed  Member  Nofionof  Home  %tvdy  Council 

ANUARY,   1976 

RELIEF  FROM  BENT  TOES 
Unique  orthopedic  pads  provide  soft  yet  effective  toe  support 
which  help  to  strengthen  and  alleviate  pain  from  crooked  toes. 

Even  toe  tip  corns  disappear.  Elastic  yarn  slips  over  toe.  Wash- 
able. Specify  shoe  size. 

ORTHOPEDIC  PADS   .  .  .  $4.98  Pair,  Plus  400  Postage  &  Handling 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthony  Enter^prises Dept.  HG-16 
556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 
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Arcadia 
W  •  IMPROVED 

Ibatheb 
STRETCH 
Stretches  Leather 

Prevents  &  Destroys 
Foot  Odors 

RELIEF  FROM  TIGHT  SHOES 
Liquid  Leather  Stretch  provides  instant  relief  from  tight  shoes. 
Wori<s  like  a  miracle  to  stretch  leather  permanently,  loosen  shoes  to 

conform  to  your  feet  while  you  walk.  Effective  on  all  leather  includ- 
ing suede. 

SHOE  STRETCH        $1.98pIus  40(J  Postage  &  Handling 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  IVIoney  Bacit 

Anthony    Enterpl^iSeS     556  Mission.  San''F;a"c^ilo.  Calif. 

94105 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

EYEGLASS  NOSE  PADS 
Here's  the  answer  to  eyeglasses  that  keep  sliding  down  your  nose. 
Soft  foam  rubber  pads  with  adhesive  backing  that  stick  to  eyeglass 
frame.  They  also  relieve  pressure  spots  and  ease  weight  of  heavy 
lenses.  Set  of  24  Nose  Pads. 

EYEGLASS    NOSE    PADS    $1.98Plus  250  Postage  &  Handling 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises Dept.  HG-16 556  Mission,  Son  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

SEA  WHIMSY 4» 

30 

Realistic  Mushrooms,  actually  born 
of  the  sea:  Mushroom  Coral  from 
the  South  Pacific  form  natural 
caps,  on  wood  stems  and  base.  An 
errant  ladybug  or  two  add  a  splash 
of  color  to  an  out-of-the-ordinary 
gift  item  or  a  collectible  for  your 
own  enjoyment.  Approximately 
31/2"  high. 

M-2  Mushrooms 

9^-9o  pijjs  95j  shipping  and  handling. 

No  CO  D.'s  please 

Complete  Satisfaction  Guaranteed 

THE  RUFFLED  CLAM 
P.O.  Box  2148      Stuart,  Fla.  33494 

Fla.    residents  add  40o  sales  tax 

TAKETHEWHEEL 

Unique  table  makes  for  clear 
sailing  ahead  in  decorating.  All 
teak,  with  glass  top,  wooden 
anchor  crosspiece  underneath 
151/2"  h,,  28"  dia.  $139.95  exp. 
charges  coll.  Catalogue,  50c.  Pat 

Baird  Ship's  Wheel,  Inc.,  Dept. 
HGE6,  Nottingham  Sq.  Rd.,  Ep- 

ping,  NH  03042. 

SPLATTER  CATCHER 

Cooks  love  the  efficient  work  of  a 

pure  aluminum  splatter  shield 
that  protects  against  flying  frying 

spots,  mixing  bowl  batter.  Three 

hinged  panels.  9"  h.,  fold  flat  for 
storage.  $2.98  plus  45c  post. 
Anthony  Enterprises,  HGl,  556 
Mission  St.,  San  Francisco,  CA 

94105. 

SANDAL  DAZZLER 

Multicolor  "gems."  Cushioned  in- 
soles, adjustable  backs.  White, 

black,  gold,  silver;  pink,  blue,  yel- 

low, green  pastels  (specify  alter- 
nate colors).  N  5y2-12;  M  4-12; 

W  5-12.  (No  half  sizes  over  10.) 

$11.99  plus  75c  post.  Morgan's Cove,  HGl,  28  W.  Prospect, 
East  Brunswick,  NJ  08816. 

CENTURY  LIGHT 

Ingenious  night  light  is  said  to 
last  36500  nights — that  is,  a 
hundred  years!  Stays  cool,  plugs 
into  wall  socket  to  light  dim 

areas  softly.  Continuous  opera- 
tion costs  just  2c  a  week.  $1.98 

plus  25c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HGl,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

ANIMAL  TRICKS 

Wicker  hampers  perform  disap- 

pearing acts  with  family  mis- 
cellany: they're  a  roomy  30"  h with  dog,  horse  or  elephant  head 

design  on  top.  Children  love 
them;  great  conversation  pieces! 
Each  $19.95  plus  $2.95  post. 

The  Wicker  Tree,  HGl,  124  Col- 
lege PI.,  Norfolk,  VA  23510. 

BICENTEIMIMIA 
THIMBLES 

Top  to  bettor": American  Eagle  ir 
hand  cast  pewter #3160.$5.95ppd 

Betsy  Ross.  Enam 
overlay  on  Sterlini Silver.  #3403. 
$15.95  ppd. 

Liberty  Bell. 

Magnificent  rfeplic. in  Sterling  Silver. 
#3407.  $14.50  pp 

Molly  Pitcher. 

Minted  in  hall- 
marked Sterling 

Silver.  #3406. 

S27.50  ppd. 

N.Y.  Res.  add  sales  lax! 
Thimble  Collectors  & Homesewing  Catalog  50c 

'S  The  Sewing  Corner 
Dept.  HG-16,  Whitestone.  NY.  11357 

HOUSE  &  GARr 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

AT  YOUR  SERVICE 

Individual  coffee  and  tea  pot  in 
stainless  steel  hold  10  ozs.  each. 
The  beauty  of  stainless  is  that  it 
stays  shiny  and  fresh  over  the 

years.  Designed  for  dripless  pour- 
ing. Coffee,  $4.98;  tea,  $6.98. 

Ppd.  Colonial  Gardens  Kitchens, 
HGE-176,  270  W.  Merrick  Rd., 
Valley  Stream,  NY  11582. 

PERFECT  PARTNER 

Canvas  shoulder  bag  for  casual 
clothes.  Zippered  closure  and 

inner  zipper  envelope.  12"  by 
SVz".  Monogram  (underline  last 
initial)  in  contrasting  leather. 
Green/ navy  or  sand/ brown.  $17 
plus  $1.50  post.  Catalogue  free. 
The  Talbots,  Dept.  SV,  Hingham, 
MA  02043. 

WALL  WIZARDRY 

Stunning  wall  murals  are  easy 
even  for  non-artists  with  place- 
trace-paint  by  numbers.  Up  to 

three  color  schemes,  up  to  12' 
wide,  74  designs;  kits  include 
paints,  patterns,  $2.95  to 
$49.95.  Catalogue,  25c.  Magic 
Murals,  HG601E,  Box  8500, 
Fountain  Valley,  CA  92708. 

WEIGH  AWAY 

Hand  postal  scale  checks  postage 
for  your  lengthy  letters  wherever 
they  go.  Shows  ounces  (up  to  4) 
on  one  side,  grams  on  other.  A 
must  for  compulsive  writers,  a 
nice  travel  gift.  $1.98  plus  20c 
post.  Anthony  Enterprises,  HGl, 
556  Mission  St.,  San  Francisco, 
CA  94105. 

KJM 

^'^^ 

BUNION  CORRECTOR 
Works  while  you  rest  or  sleep.  Lever  action  urges  the  bent  big  toe  towards 
normal  position,  counteracting  the  strain  which  causes  discomfort  and 

deformity.  Pressure-tension  adjustable  for  complete  comfort.  Specify 
shoe  size,  left  or  rigtit. 

BUNION  CORRECTOR 
$9.98  EACH,  Plus  75c  Postage  &  Handling 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  IVIoney  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises Dept.  HG-16 556  Mission,  Son  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

RESCUE  CARPETS  FROM 

For  all PETS 
ACCIDENTS 

This  is  the  complete  set  of  scientific  sprays 

— guaranteed  effective  &  safe — that  removes 
stains  &  odors  forever.  Carpet  Rescue  Kit 
saves  carpets  from  pet  accidents  &  stubborn 
stains.  Each  kit  contains  two  8  oz.  non-aero- 

sol sprays:  Spray  "A"  permanently  removes 
stains,  and  Spray  "B"  destroys  all  odors 
from  carpeting,  upholstery,  kennel  areas, 
litter  boxes.  Must  work  safely  &  completely 

or  your  money  back.  (Kits  exclusively  of 
Spray  "A"  or  "B"  avail)  Send  ck.  or  M.O. 
I  Kit  S6.50  +SI.00  post.  Save  $2:  Order 
Two   Kits  S12.99   (we   pay   post.) 

American  Century 
135  So.  La  Brea.  Dept.  1016 

Box  36232.  Los  Angeles,  Calif.  90036 

Folding  Extension  Mirror 
This  bathroom  mirror  comes  to  you — easy  make- 

up, easy  shaving  I  7"  tHO-faced  mirror  flips  from 
plain  to  magnifying,  extends  20"  and  swivels 
for  best  angle  and  light.  Gives  back-of-head 
view  to  style  and  trim  hair,  folds  to  wall  when 
not  in  use.  I'olished  chrome-iilated  metal. 
#7088 — Extension    Mirror      $12.98 

A'lil  :,Jc  III, St.  A  liiiliL.  .V.V.  res.  add  taxis 

UmAN  NtTION 
Dept.  GI2.  510  S.  Fulton  Ave. 

Mt.  Vernon.  N.Y.  10550 

JANUARY,    1976 

Lifelong  ID 

tag  for  pets 
Don't  worry  about  your  dog  or 
cat  getting  lost.  This  stainless 
steel  lifetime  identification  tag 

displays  all  the  necessary  in- 
formation for  his  safe  return — 

pet's  name,  your  name,  ad- 
dress and  phone  number,  all 

engraved  free.  Hook  for  easy 
attachment  to  collar.  Specify 

dog  or  cat.  $1.00  Ppd. 
Write  for  FREE  catalog  of  gifts 

HOLIDAY  GIFTS 
Dept.  301D,  Wheat  Ridge,  Colorado  80033 

Play 

TENNIS! 

COLORFUL 

PARTY  APRONS 
Heavy  cotton  cloth  with  adjust- 

able web  straps.  Washable.  For 
men  or  women. 
Titles: 

  I'd  Rather  Play  Tennis 
  Over  Forty  and  Feeling 

Foxy 

  Fat  Is  Beauty  Full 
_  You  Bet  I  Work  Here 

  Fat  People  Are  More  Fun! 
  I've  Got  More  Than  Just 

A  Pretty  Face 
  Bless  This  Mess 

_l  May  Be  An  Oldie  But I'm  A  Goodie! 

  Who  Invited  All  These 

Tacky  People? 
  To  Hell  With  Housework 
  Eat  At  Your  Own  Risk 

__  Bitch  Bitch  Bitch 

  Just  Don't  Forget  Who's Boss 

  A  Man's  Got  To  Believe  In 

Something:  I  Believe  I'll Have  Another  Drink 

  Sexy  Senior  Citizen 
  Coffee  Tea  Or  Me? 
  Don't  Expect  Miracles 
  For  This  I  Spent4Years In  College? 

_  To  Hell  With  The  Boss 

  Eat,  Drink  And  Be  Quiet! 
  When  You're  As  Great  As  I 

Am,  It's  Hard  To  Be 
Humble 

PARTY  APRONS 

$4,98Each  Plus  40c  Mailing  Each 

Calif,  residents  add  6°'o  sales  tax. Satisfaction  guaranteed. 

Anthony  Enterprises    Dept.  HG-u 556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 
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genuine  marcashes 
on  a  sterling  ring! 
Glittery  ■gems"  of  tne  glittery  20's, 
new  again  now!  Hand-cut,  faceted 
to  a  silvery-ebony  gleam — 
ablaze  on  a  gorgeous  rose  motif! 
Solid  Sterling  Silver  ring,  superbly 
American-crafted.  Sizes  5,6,7,8. 
3189  Marcasite  Ring.     $12.98 
3188     Matching  Bracelet  (not  shown). 
Same  rose  on  a  sterling  band.     $18.98 

3190  Both— superb  gift!  1  Set  $29.98 

IMPROVED SHOPPING  AROUND 

HAND  EMBOSSER 
For  Personalized  Stationery 

UlilAN Add  35c  postage   &  handling 
NY.  rezidents  add  faxes 

Dept.  G15 
510  S.  Fulton  Ave.,  Mt.  Vernon,  N.Y.  10550 

Emboss  your  o^n  personal  stationery  (or  a  life- 
time by  just  pressing  a  handle.  Makes  expensive 

looking  raised  letter  impressions  of  any  3  line 
name  &  address  on  PAPER  &  ENVELOPES  (re- 

versible). Requires  no  inks,  accessories,  service  or 
maintenance.  Ideal  for  adults,  teenagers,  home  or  of- 

fice, clubs,  etc.  Print  clearly  3  line> 
desired.  No  more  than  24  characters  per 
line.    For   I   to  3   lines   

For  4  lines  add  $1.00.  ,.,  f'" 
EXTRA  PLATE  ALONE(noframe)S8.00ppd.     ^"5?"" 

NEW  DELUXE  DESK  MODEL 
S11.9S    J-   75e  postage 

Send  2Sc  lor  catalog  •  Pa.  res.  add  6Cc  sales  tax 

rUolAmAIIU    uU»    Lafayette  Hill,  Pa.  19444 

$9.95 

GREENHOUSES 
From  $88.95. 

Grow  super  vegetables  and  flowers — 
we  show  you  how!  All  bolted  fiberglass 
and  redwood  construction  with  custom 
features  that  every  gardener  wants. 
Write  today  for  FREE  brochure  with 
Budget  Plans  and  all  accessories. 

McGregor  greenhouses 

Box    36-iD,      Santa    Cruz,    California 
95063.    (408)  476-5390. 

C7H 
REPAIR  EYEGLASSES 
This  handy  optical  repair  kit  is  an  invaluable  tool  in  an  emergency 

whenever  glasses  come  apart,  at  home,  at  the  office,  or  when  travel- 
ing. Kit  includes  an  optical  screwdriver  and  an  assortment  of  frame 

screws. 

GLASSES  REPAIR  KIT . . .  $1.98  Plus  SOi;:  Postage  &  Handling 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises Dept.  HG-16 
556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

rr 
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NEEDLEWORKERS'  PET Needieworkers  everywhere  are 

loud  in  praise  of  the  stork  scis- 
sors made  in  Solingen,  West  Ger- 

many. The  handles  are  gold- 
plated  and  the  blades  are  abso- 

lutely tops  for  the  most  exacting 

handwork.  4"  size,  $8.25;  6V2", 

$14.95  ppd.  The  Importer,  HGl' Box  758,  Malvern,  PA  19355. 

FROM  THE  NECK  UP 

Apply  makeup  any  time,  any 

where.  Handy  5"  mirror  hangs 
lightly  from  your  neck  as  well  as 
on  a  wall.  Regular  on  one  side, 

magnifying  on  the  other.  Sturdy 
steel  frame  stands  on  dresser  too. 

$2.98  plus  45c  post.  Anthony 
Enterprises,  HGl,  556  Mission 
St.,  San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

WESTERN  WEAR 

Kraus's  jodhpur  pant  boot  in  gen- 
uine glove  leather;  adjustable 

buckle,  non-skid  sole,  IVi"  heel. 
Black,  white,  bone,  luggage  tan, 

brown,  navy;  full,  half  sizes  5-10, 
A,  B,  C.  $20  plus  $1  post.  Old 
Pueblo  Traders,  600  S.  Country 
Club  Rd.,  HIK,  Tucson,  AZ  85716. 

STRETCH  SAUNA  SUIT 

Zip  into  a  uniquely  designed 
sauna  exercise  suit  and  go  about 
chores  or  relaxing  and  excess 

body  moisture  is  shed.  For  men 
and  women.  One  size  fits  all. 

$9.98  plus  $1  post.  Anthony  En- 
terprises, HGll,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

DESSERT  BOUQUETS 

For  fancy  flower-shaped  desserts, 
just  fill  molds  with  ice  cream  or 
gelatines  and  freeze.  Ice  cream 
slips  out  easily.  White  polyethy- 

lene shapes,  about  5"  dia.  at 
base,  create  six  different  flowers. 
Set  of  six,  $3.50  plus  90c  post. 
Artisan  Galleries,  HGl,  2100  N. 
Haskell  Ave.,  Dallas,  TX  75204. 
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Our  terrific  T-shirt 
dress  of  cotton 

jersey  is  a faintly  flared 

pullover  and 

can  tie  wor- 
belted  or  no; 

as  you  prefer. Red,  navy,  grass 
or  black.  XS, 

S,  M,L,XLfor 

sizes6-14. 
$18.00 including  big 

white  block 

initials,  if  you  wish 

(please  underline last  initial). 

Natural  hemp  belt. 

Sizes  M  (24-26), 

L  (28-30).  $5.00. 
For  mail  orders,  add 
$1.50  for  postage. 

Send  for  our  new  free  color  catalog. 
THE  TALBOTS,  DEPT.RU.HINGHAM,  MASS.  02043 

Acton,  Duxbury,  Lenox.  Mass  ;  Avon.  Hamden.  Coon. 

Yes,    you    can    have FULL      COLOR      POSTE 
blown  up  from  your  cole 

photo  or  slide  at  a  frac tion  of  the  price.  A 

|-j   color  posters  printe 
^  on  Kodak  paper.  Grea 

gift  idea!_ 

into  a  FULL  COLOR  POSTE 
at  Unbelievable  low  Cost 

LOW  COST  FULL  COLOR  POSTE 
20"x24"     only     S7.50 
14"x17"     only     S4.50 

  24"x36"     only  S12.50 BLACK  &  WHITE  BLOWUPS  TOC 

2  ft.  X  3  «.        $3.50      Laminated  Pos- 

V2  ft.  x2«.    $2.50      "■°°*"*'-    , 

3  ft.  X  4  ft.        S7.S0      '^*'°"'
  ««*u™ed. 

For  every  color  poster  ordered,  add  S2-00  and 
getablack  &  white  same  s<ze.  Black  ar^  White 
Duphcates  SOOq  off.  Add  50c  each  item,  han- 

dling. For  prompt  delivery  put  name  &  addr«M 
on  back  of  photo-  Send  check,  cash  or  M.O- 
N.Y.  res  dents  add  appropriate  safes  tax.  If 
you  send  slide  or  negative  add  SI  OO  for  eacll 
size.    Shipped    U.P.S.    51. 50    oer    item. 

Dept.  HG-16,  Congers,  N.Y.  10920 

HOUSE  &  GARDEr 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

TWO-WAY  SPLIT 

Reversible  planters  turn  upside 
down  to  become  display  ped- 

estals! Split  bamboo,  beautiful 

either  way,  10"  dia.  Water-tight 
containers  are  in  6"  h.,  $17; 
13",  $22;  21",  $27;  33",  $35. 
Ppd.  Philip  Engel,  Inc.,  HGl, 
910  Railroad  Ave.,  Woodmere, 
NY  11598. 

WARM-EASE  AID 

Therma  pad  designed  to  relieve 
aching  joints  by  sealing  body 
heat  in  and  concentrating  it 
where  needed.  For  knee,  elbow, 
ankle  to  counteract  stiffness  and 

strain.  Foam-filled  jersey,  wash- 
able. $2.29  plus  35c  post.  Hol- 
iday Gifts,  Inc.,  Dept.  301-G, 

Wheat  Ridge,  CO  80033. 

NO  EVIDENCE 

Rust  disappears  without  a  trace 
from  colorfast  fabrics,  porcelain 
sinks  and  toilet  bowls  with  a  re- 

mover that  needs  no  rubbing  or 
scrubbing  Terrific  on  tarnish, 

too.  $1.98  plus  20c  post.  An- 
thony Enterprises,  HGl,  556 

Mission  St.,  San  Francisco,  CA 
94105. 

LIMITED  EDITION 

The  1776  Bi-Centennial  lamp, 
only  1,500  numbered,  signed  in 
24k  gold  by  Richard  Gunter.  Fine 

high-fired  ceramic  with  brilliant 
eagle  and  flag  on  off-white  crack- 

le and  brown  glaze.  Fabric  on 

vinyl  shade.  34"  h.  $65  ppd. 
Kron-Gunter  Associates,  HGl, 
Box  725,  Bangs,  TX  76823. 

WEATHER  WISE 

When  fair  weather  is  in  store  the 
children  come  out,  for  rain  or 

snow  it's  the  old  witch.  The  chalet 
they  live  in  is  of  marble-look  plas- 

tic. Thermometer,  too.  5%"  by 
41/2"  by  11/2".  $1.98  plus  25c 
post.  Order  #142.  Anthony  Enter- 

prises, HGl,  556  Mission  St., 
San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

FREE  BOOK 

"The  Coming  of 
Elijah  and  Jesus 

and  the  Kingdom 

of  God" 
A  Startling,  Soon-to-Be-Fulfilled 

Prophecy— The  Greatest  News 
of  the  Era 

'---Cut  Out  and  Mail  Today----! 

*/legiddo  Church,  Dept.  HG 
81  Thurston  Rd.,  Rochester,  N.  Y.  14619 

'lease  send  Free  Book 

■lame 

Jk  Vio-  ̂bp. 

Address   

(Please  Print) 

:ity      

tate    Tin 

J                              
                  "" 
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SCINTILLA!'?^  For  22  years,  we've  made  our 
satin  sheets  of  softest  acetate  satin,  225x78 
thread  count.  Ours  are  MACHINE  WASHABLE. 
Hot  Pink,  Tangerine,  Gold,  Red,  Black,  Bronze, 
Blue,  Silver,  Pale  Pink,  White,  Mint  or  Orchid. 
You  deserve  the  best— satin  sheets  made  by  pros! 

SHEET  SETS  (2  Straight  sheets,  2  cases) 
Double  Set       $23.98  Queen  Set        $27.95 
Tv»in  Set  22.98  King  Set  32.50 
Round  84"  Set    48.50  Round  96"  Set    54.95 

3-letter  monogram  on  2  cases— $2.50 
For  fitted  bottom  sheet,  add  $2.00  to  double  or 
twin  price;  $2.50  to  queen;  $3.00  to  king  price. 
Round  bottom  sheets  are  fitted.  Send  check  or 

m.o.  50%  deposit  on  C.O.D.'s. 

SCINTILLA  ^  INC  *802  N.  Broadway  G  1 
i\.m  I  iLLH,    irn..  Chicago.  III.  60640 

free  40-page  catalog  with  every  order! 

THE  CLOCK  OF  LIFE  CERAMIC  TILE 
White  Ceramic  Tile  used  as  a  wall  plaque  or  trivet.  Cork 

base  with  hanger,  6"  x  6". 
CLOCK  OF  LIFE  TILE 

$3.98 
Plus  600  Postage  &  Handling  Each 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises Dept.  HG-16 556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

Tliis  liglitly  scaled  and  deliglitfully  propor- 
tioned tub  chiair  is  perfect  for  game  chair 

or  as  an  occasional  chair  anywhere  in  your 
home.  Superbly  constructed  hardwood 
frame  has  coil  spring  base,  is  finished  in 

fruitwood  and  can  be  upholstered  in  a  vari- 

ety of  fine  fabrics.  H.  29''2".  W.  24iy'.  Seat 
D.  18";  $48.50  each  as  shown  in  vinyl  or  4 
for  $185.00.  In  your  fabric,  $47.00  each— 
send  3  yds.  54".  Table  not  included.  No 
c.o.d.;  exp.  chgs.  coll.:  satisfaction  guaran- 

teed. Send  $1.  for  brochure  of  beautifully 
styled  sofas  and  chairs  and  request  form  for 
free,  personally-selected  decorator  fabrics. 
Chair  no.  300-36. 

^e*Ut^6u^    (^CCeCtcatt    P.O.  box  2S8l,  Dept.  761,  Hickory,  N.C.  28601 

^*You*ll  Lore  flrm/lfongV  neui 

Ro/e  cind  Fruil  Tree  CC1I0I09!** SAYS  GLORIA  GREER, 

FAVORITE  PALM  SPRINGS   ,- 
TV  COMMENTATOR  \ 

Out  of  200  Armstrong-grown  roses 
this  year,  43  are  National  Champions. 

They'll  all  bloom  during  the  desert 

winter  rose  season.  Simply  beautiful!  ' 

Featuring  Armstrong's  Bicentennial 
Champion  Yankee  Doodle,  breath- 

taking new  coral  and  butter-gold 
hybrid  tea.  All  the  latest  prize 

hybrid  teas,  grandif  loras, 

floribundas  in  full  color.         

HARD-TO-FIND 
FRUIT  TREES 

It's  Armstrong's  87th 
year.  Now  with  over  90 
special  fruit  and  nut  trees 
including  new  custard 
nectarines,  macadamia 
and  rare  ornamentals. 

JImjMA^/MIA     Department  
123,    Box  473 

Ontario,  California  91761 

Please  send  your  free  1976  Master  Color  Catalog. 

"World's  leading  developers  of  new  rose  and  fruit  tree  varities." 
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HOW  FAR  DID  YOU  WALK  TODAY? 
This  precision-made  Pedometer  measures  every  step  you  take! 
Just  set  it  for  your  stride,  hang  it  from  your  belt.  Registers  up  to 

100  miles.  Perfect  for  housewives,  sportsmen,  hikers,  scouts, 

convalescents,  etc.  Fully  guaranteed. 

PEDOMETER   $9.98  Plus  $1.00  Postage  &  Handling 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

A         //  /v"        /-/'*-  ^  -  Dcpt.  HG-16 

/I  f/l/JOf/y     I  ̂lIlCVpy/SL'S      556  Mission,  San  Francisco.  Calif.  94105 

BRA  EXTENDER 
Enlarges  the  too-small  bra  or  makes  an  in-between  size  fit  properly. 
No  sewing  required.  Hooks  to  both  ends  of  the  bra.  Specify  2,  3  or 
4  hooks. 

2  OR  3  HOOK  BRA  EXTENDER  $1.00  Plus  250  Postage  &  Handling 

4  HOOK  BRA  EXTENDER  $1.29  Plus  25C  Postage  &  Handling 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

A  tit  ho  )i  y  E  f/fe ;  'prises 
Dapt.  HG-16 536  Mission,  Son  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

SHOPPING  AROUND 
INTRIGUING  IMPORT 

Authenic  harem  Dahara  shirt  in 
silky  white  cotton,  embroidered 

by  hand  front  and  back.  Plung- 
ing 3-button  neckline.  For  men 

or  women  to  enjoy  on  the  town 
or  relaxing  at  home.  S,  M,  L. 

$8.98  plus  50c  post.  American 
Consumer,  DS-140,  Caroline 
Rd.,  Philadelphia,  PA  19176. 

SKIN  SMOOTHER 

Scented  cosmetic  pumice  stone 
does  wonders  for  skin  that  has 

become  dry  and  calloused.  Use 
it  after  bath  or  shower  to  rub 
smoothness  into  elbows,  knees, 

heels,  toes,  wherever  needed. 
$2.98  plus  40c  post.  Anthony 
Enterprises,  HGl,  556  Mission 
St.,   San   Francisco,   CA   94105. 

STRIPED  SEATING 

Strong  steel  folding  stool  has 
rugged  canvas  seat,  sturdily 
stitched,  in  bright  assorted 

stripes.  133/4"  X  91/2";  14"  h. 
Folds  to  just  9y2"  X  10'/2"  to  fit suitcase.  $6.98;  two,  $12.98. 

Add  50c  post.  Lillian  Vernon, 
GlE,  510  So.  Fulton  Ave.,  Mt. 
Vernon,  NY  10550. 

ECONOMIC  IDEA 

These  days  a  penny  saved  is,  in- 
deed a  penny  earned.  Tube 

squeezers  are  a  prime  example. 
Turn  key  as  tube  contents  are 
used  and  no  mess  no  waste.  Re- 

usable, too!  Set  of  eight,  $1.98 

plus  20c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HGl,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

CLEARLY  ELEGANT 

Classic  paperweights,  at  least  40 
years  old,  have  prime  quality 
magnification.  Available  fluted, 
golden  rims,  with  floral  designs; 
Sizes:  S,  $13.50;  M,  $19.50;  L, 

$27.50.  Personalized,  $15-35. 
Send  for  catalogue,  $1.  Guthrie 
Imports,  HGl,  Esmont,  VA 22937. 
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Atnertcan 
Bicentennial 
stamp  Collection  -10( 
Fjmous  AmcticMiis  .ind  Rovokition.iry 

War  events  on  stomps  of  the  U.  S.,  Gren- 

ada, Nicaragua,  many  reproduced  from 

great  paintings  in  full  color!  Paul  Revere, 

Lafayette,  Patrick  Henry,  Spirit  of  '76, 
Boston  Massacre,  and  more  -  only  ̂ 0<i. 

Also,  exciting  foreign  stamps  on  approval 
to  examine  free.  Buy  any  or  none, 

return  balance,  cancel  service  anytime. 

Free  40-page  catalog  of  stamp  bargains! 

Send  ̂ 0d  today!  H.  E.  Harris,  Dept. 
NA-89,     Boston,  Mass.  0211  7 

SPECIAL-BY-MAIL  OFFER* 

Coffee  Filters 
This  Style  Fits 

MELITTA,   BRAUN.  EVA. 

SCHICK.  ROCKLINE 
101    («1)  2-CUP  SIZE 
400  Filters   $6.50 

1000  Filters   S15.50 
102   (2)  4  CUP  SIZE     1x4  or  1x6  (     A 

200  Filters      S4. 00      6  TO  8  CUP  SIZE 
400  Filters.     S7. 00       200  Filters      S5. 2 

1000  Filters.  S16. 50       400  Filters      S9. 5 

1000  Filters  .S22. 2 

Ttiis  Style  Fits 

CHEMEX.  DAVID  DOUGLAS. 
TRICOLETTE,  PYREX, 

CORNING.  FILTERATOR. 
THERMOSERV.  AST07.  Etc 

ONE  CUP  SIZE        4  TO  8  CUP  SIZE 
200  Filters      S3. 00        200  Filters      S4  2 
400  Filters     .S5. 00        400  Filters      S8. 2 

1000  Filters   S1 1.50      1000  Filters   $17. 7 

Filters  to  Fit  MR.  COFFEE.  Cor/ 

Bunn,  Sunbeam,  West  Bend, 
ProctorSllei,  Sears,  Regal,  Etc. 
1000  Filters,  Reg.  $25  only  $9.91 

Filters    for    NOREICO.    Etc.,    400    for    S2  2 

Satisfaction  or  Money  Refunded 
WRITE  FOR  FREE  CATALOG. 

Kindly  Send  Check  or  Money  Order  Tc 

REGAL  FILTER  CO..  Depf.  F-974,  Box  202^7 

10663  Galaile,  Ferndale,  Mich.  48220 

HOUSE  &  GARC 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

N  THE  WING 

.raceful  and  stately  reproduc- 
on  of  a  Winthrop  wing  chair  is 

comfortable  as  it  looks.  45" 
32"  w.,  31"  d.  with  fruitwood 

inish,  in  fabric  shown  or  your 
.hoice.  $209.95  exp.  charges 
oil.  Catalogue,  50c.  Bryan 

<obeson,  HG-148,  Rte.  10,  Box 
'93,  Hickory,  NC  28601. 

O  HAVE  AND  TO  FOLD 

ce  saving  table  made  in  Eu- 
f..  Solid  beechwood  with  oiled 

:iut   veneer.    Closed,    9"    by 
■;  one  side  up,  37"  by  30"; 
/opened,  65"  by  30",  it  seats 
t.  30"  h.  $59.95.  Exp.  coll. 

.embled.     Danish    catalogue, 
^5c.  Genada  Imports,  HGl,  Box 
,204,  Teaneck,  NJ  07666. 

IINVISIBLE  HOLDUP 

iquid  Garter  holds  hosiery  up 
ithout  bumpy  garters  and  they 

Stay  up  as  well.  It  dries  in  a  jiffy 
and  without  fuss  or  muss.  Works 

for  men's  socks,  too.  End  creases 
around    ankles,    knee    bagging. 

$3.98  plus  25c  post.  Anthony  En- 
terprises, HGl,  556  Mission  St., 

ijSan  Francisco,  CA  94105. ') 

ilSKIN  TONER  KIT 

Home  plan  is  designed  to  help 

reduce  flabby  spots  and  to  revit- 
alize skin.  Mitt  used  to  massage 

and  buff;  gel  concentrate  to  lub- 
ricate massaging;  skin  moisturiz- 

ing creme;  guidebook.  $9.98  plus 
Jl  post.  Parisian  Slimmers  Sys- 

tem, Dept.  LG/Y,  Box  7338,  Van 
Nuys,  CA  91409. 

I 
'NICE  ICE 
Something  different  for  icing  your 
drinks.  Set  of  two  round  ice  circle 

trays,  just  like  those  a  bartender 

uses.  Flow-through  cubes  freeze 
fast.  Made  of  sturdy  plastic,  each 
tray  makes  12  circles.  $1.98  plus 
30c  post.  Anthony  Enterprises, 
HGl,  556  Mission  St.,  San  Fran- 

cisco, CA  94105. 

T 

>i 

»iv  to  Housebreak 
>ur  Pet 

InOMat^^ 

lu  it  easy 

more  stained  carpets.  When 

g  scents  chemicallyodorJzed 

it,  instinct  says,    "Here's 

!  spot."  No  fuss  or  bother, 
its  are  disposable;  both  pole  and 

'  square  holder  are  washable 
nneltested.  Satisfaction 

money  back. 

der  &  2  mo.  supply  of  mats  .  .  .  .4.98 
der  &  6cno.  supply  of  mats  .  .  .  .6.98 

ichable  12"  pole  for  male  ...  add  75« 
Enclose  90e  postage 

A  G  RESEABCH 
X  12274-69,  Dallas,  Texas  75225 

UARY.    1976 

DOUBLE  DECKER  WINDOW  SHELVES 
Hook Securely 

on  Window 
Without 

Installation 

Create  a 
Dazzling 

Window 

Garden 

Display  a 

Collection 

Now  your  pretty  house  plants  can  get  all  the  light  they  crave,  while  you  and  your 
neighbors  enjoy  the  ever  changing  display.  Also,  great  show-off  shelves  for  a  glass  or 

china  collection.  Baked  white  enamel,  gracefully  scrolled  brackets  support  two  4"x22" 

shelves.  Fits  all  double  hung  windows.  Order  several  for  "round  the  house"  beauty, 
and  for  gifts.  S5.98  plus  SI. 00  postage;  2  for  S10  98  plus  SI. 50  postage 

THE  FERRY  HOUSE, Dept.  HG-176,  Briarcliff  Manor,  N.Y.  10510 

UP  TO  200 

ZOYSIA  GRASS 
PLUGS  FREE! 

By  Mike  Senkiw It's  true  the  things 

people  are  saying 
about  Amazoy  Meyer 
Z-52  Zoysia  Grass 

(Reg.  T.  M.). 
It  grows  so  thick  and luiurious  that  walking  on 

it  is  unforgettable  .  .  . 
like  walking  on  a  thick, 
pile    carpet. 

Your  Zoysia  lawn  drives 
out    crabgrass    and     weeds 
all   summer   long.    It   stays 
green     and     beautiful     in 

blistering  heat,   when  other  grass  burns  out.    It  cuts 
mowing   by  ',3   .   .   .    it's   perfect,   for  summer  homes 
and    "problem"   areas. 

There's  no  need  to  rip  out  your  old  grass.  Plug 
in  Amazoy  Zoysia  Grass  and  let  it  spread  into 
beautiful  turf  that  never  needs  replacement.  It  will 
neither  heat  kill  nor  winter  kill  .  .  .  merely  goes 
off  its  green  color  after  heavy  frosts  and  regains 
fresh  new  beauty  every  spring  —  a  true  perennial! 
Every  plug  full  guaranteed  to  grow  in  any  soil  in 

your  area.  *  2FN  '76 To  end  lawn  prohUmx,  sni'I  Inr  Free  interentinn 
farts  and  loir  prircH  of  Amnzoii  inrl.  fre-neanon 
ftontiii  (iff)  r.   \o  ohliij'ilioti.  M'ltl  voniton  to 

~~6¥pT.  3T37'zOYsiA~FARMis  j 
(Our  21st  Year)  General  Offices  &  Store        i 
6414  Reisterstown  Rd.,  Balto.,  Md.  21215     ■ 

/  ','"  Mdrblc-loit  lolile 

in  solid  inahoooni/ 

$34.95 

Name     

Address       

City  &  State    Zip.. 

LEARN  FLOWER  ARRANGING  at  home. 

Make  professiortal  corsages,  arrange- 
ments, wedding  designs.  Unusual  spare, 

full  time  money  making  opportunities,  or 

hobby.  Free  information  on  exciting  home- 
study  course.  No  salesman  will  call. 

  ^l!L£?i!^^_J££fZ 
Norm  &  Marge  Morris 

LIFETIME  CAREER   SCHOOLS    Dept.B-373 
22S1  Barry  Ave.,  Los  Angeles,  Calif.  90064 

Please  send  me  at  no  obligation  your  FREE 

Booklet  "Opportunities  in  Floristry" 

Name. 

Address. 

City   -State. 
-2ip- 

Tread  Lightly,  Tread  Softly 
MARSHMALLOW  WEDGIES 

Foot  relief — at  last!  These  wedges  are  so  soft, 

pliant,  and  comfortable,  they're  called  f^larsh 
mallows.  Treat  your  feet  to  a  pair.  Foam  cush- 

ion insoles,  crepe  outer  soles,  they  come  in 
white,  sand,  teak  brown,  navy,  red,  green  and 

yellow.  Sizes  narrow  5'/>-12.  Medium  4-12. Wide  5  12. 

*  I  1  -^^    as  shown     "1  £,-^^   strap 
Add  900  for  postage.  No  charge  for 
larger  sizes.  No  half  sizes  over  10. 

Andy 

Morgan, Prop. 

M orqan 
C//^  ,'    28  West  Prospect, 

lyHVi^     E.  Brunswick, 

HG16 

N.J.  08816 

Romantic  V/ictorian 
all  solid  Mahogany,  hand-carved  furniture! 
New  way  to  save  on  finest  quality  furniture. 
Shipped  F.O.B.  direct  from  factory  to  your  home 

(at  cut  prices).  All  tables  have  marble  tops  from 
Italy.  Ldrge  choice  of  sofas,  chairs,  love  seats, 

tables,  lamps,  rockers,  dining  room,  clocks,  bed- 
room. Supertj  workmanship  at  modest  prices. 

America's  largest  selection  is  in  our  catalog. 
And,  costly  fabric  cuttings  are  sent  free! 

BankAniericard  &  Mastercharge.  Call   (404)  2.ir>-4747 
Magnolia  Hall.  726  Andover/Atlanta,  Ga,  30327 

I  To  get  big  catalog  G-16,  and  costly  fabric  cut- 
I  tings,  send  just  $1.  We  will  refund  with 
I    certificate    good    for   $2    on    your   first    purchase. 

I    Name   _ 
Address   

I ..Zip.. 

Ours* 

Because  now, 
more  than  ever, 

value  tells. 
'Ttiere  are  none  fmer 

Slop  by  or  send  $2  for  our  new  20  page 

source  txDOk  The  Isabel  Solrylion 

JOAO  ISABEL,  INC.Mx 
120  East  32nd  Street 
New  York,  N.Y.  10016 

(212)  MU9-3307 
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SPRING  POST  BOOKENDS 
Spring  post  bookends  keep  book  shelves  neat  and  orderly. 
Gold  anodized  aluminum  encases  a  steel  tension  spring.  Poles 

fit  shelves  from  Wz"  to  ISVz"  in  height.  Great  for  big  art  vol- 
umes. Set  of  2. 

POST  BOOKENDS  SET   $2.98  +  40p  Mailing  Each  Set 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6=0  Sales  Tax 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises Dept.  HG-16 556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

% 

m 

-O 

% 

MEN  AND  WOMEN'S  MONEY  HOLDERS Bosom  Money  Cache  snaps  onto  the  bra  or  slip  straps.  Holds  folding 

money  or  other  valuables.  Plastic  lined  with  a  fold-over  flap.  Wash- 

able. Also  Men  or  Women's  Adjustable  Money  Belt  with  zippered 
compartments. 

BOSOM  MONEY  HOLDER  S2.98  Plus  40c  Post.  &  Hndlg. 

MEN  OR  WOMEN'S  MONEY  BELT  $5.98  Plus  50c  Post.  &  Hndlg. 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6°.o  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthony  Enter  pi  ises Dept.  HG-16 556  Mission,   San   Francisco,   Calif.  94105 E 
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ESKIMO  CUDDLERS 

Distinctive  life-like  dolls  of  rab- 
bit and  sheepskin  hand-made 

with  genuine  Canadian  fur  for 
unusual  appeal.  Unique  gifts, 

souvenirs.  15"  tall  doll  S28;  6" 
dolls,  each  $6;  all  three  $37. 

Ppd.  Mirabel  Exports,  HGl,  Mail- 
box 2019,  Plattsburg,  NY  12901. 

CONVERTIBLE  CAP 

One  way,  it's  a  fluffy  wig  with 
camel  trim  head  band;  reversed, 

it's  a  full  cap  with  a  few  curls 
peeking  out.  One  size  fits  all; 
choose  wig  in  dark  brown, 
blonde,  auburn.  Just  shake  to 
style.  $18.95  plus  50c  post. 

Holiday  Gifts,  301-H,  Wheat 
Ridge,  CO  80033. 

OPTIC  OPERA  AIDS 

Folding  opera  glasses.  Slip  into 
handbag  or  pocket.  Sports  fans, 
theater  buffs,  ballet  bugs  love 
them.  Makes  balcony  seats  seem 
like  first-row  center!  Chrome 
plated.  2.5  by  25  m/m.  $4.98 

plus  50c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises. HGl,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

MEALS  ON  TIME 

When  pet  steps  onto  platform  of 
automatic  animal  feeder,  lid 

opens  to  food  bowls,  closes  air- 
tight when  pet  steps  off.  Plastic 

11%"  by  18".  Carpeted.  Oper- 
ates on  "D"  battery  (not  incl.). 

S29.95  plus  $2  post.  Barefoot 

Enterprises,  HGOl,  5626  Sand- 
hill Rd.,  Las  Vegas,  NV  89120. 

PATRIOTIC  LOOK 

You  can  transform  your  mailtxjx 
from  plain  to  colorful  in  minutes. 

Durable,  weatherproof  self-stick 
cover  in  red,  white,  blue.  Ameri- 

can eagle  side  has  space  for 
name.  Fits  all  boxes.  $2.95;  two 

S5;  five  $10.  Ppd.  American 

Mailbox,  HG2,  Box  250,  Croton- 
on-Hudson,  NY   10520. 

ZIP! 
Stubborn,  hard-to-reach  zippers 

get  their  come-uppance  with  a 
gold-plated  chain  pull  to  be  at- 

tached before  the  garment  is  on. 
18"  I.  To  unzip,  attach  at  top  be- 

fore starting.  SI. 98  plus  20c 
post.  Anthony  Enterprises,  HGl, 
556  Mission  St.,  San  Francisco, 
CA  94105. 

PAPER  PRETENDERS 

English  Devon  lace  inserts  at 
each  corner  of  napkins  that  are 
actually  white  paper  with  a 
linen-like  finish.  Elegant  for  en- 

tertaining. Set  of  60  in  13^2"  sq. 
size  S4.25;  90  in  cocktail  size 
S4.25;  any  two  $8.  Add  50c  post. 

Ferry  House,  Dept.  GNl.  Briar- 
cliff  Manor,  NY  10510. 

HOUSE  &  gar: 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

HANG  A  LANTERN 

Catalogue  of  lanterns  and  indoor 

lighting  is  48  pages  filled  with 
superb  reproductions  crafted 
with  care  and  skill.  Shown  is  the 

"Hamilton  Sconce"  available  in 
copper  or  brass  electrified  or 

kerosene.  Catalogue,  $1.  Heri- 

tage Lanterns,  HGl,  Sea  Mead- 
ows Lane,  Yarmouth,  ME  04096. 

ENERGY  SAVER 

Tapered  tines  of  Weeder  Rooter 

tool  will  grip  the  roots  of  stub- 
born weeds  and  creeping  grass 

as  a  claw  hammer  pulls  nails. 
Uniquely  constructed  handle 

won't  loosen.  $6.95  ppd.  Farm 
Products  Engineering  Co.,  Dept. 
HGG-6,  5701  W.  Adams  Blvd., 
Los  Angeles,  CA  90016. 

HERE'S  "JUDY" 
Sandal  with  wafer-thin  cushion 

Diatform  1%"  heel.  Blue  to  royal 
ombre,  bone  to  brown,  multi-pas- 

tels, all  black,  white,  navy  or 
brown  kid  leather.  AAAA  to  EE, 

2'/2  to  10,  $28.95.  10^/2  to  12, 
$29.95.  Add  $1  post.  Free  cata- 

logue. Solby  Bayes,  HGl,  45 
Winter  St.,  Boston,  MA  02108. 

MONEY  MINDER 

Dollars  collect  under  a  handsome 

dollar  sign  magnetized  money 
clip  that  keeps  it  all  together. 

Gold-finish  dollar  sign  is  on  2y2" 
metal  clip  to  hold  paper  bills 

poshly.  $1.98  plus  20c  post.  An- 
thony Enterprises,  HGl,  556 

Mission  St.,  San  Francisco,  CA 
94105. 

NO  MORE  SNACKING! 

Ready  to  work  in  needlepoint  and 
hang  wherever  the  urge  to  nibble 

is  tempting.  71/2"  by  9"  design 
on  canvas.  Persian  wools,  needle, 
backing,  magnets,  instructions. 

$5.95  plus  50c  post.  8"  by  10" 
oak  frame,  $2.25.  Classic  Corner, 
12H  Water  St.,  Bryn  Mawr,  PA 
19010. 

-•^j»^L*fi^ 

^ 

>pirit  of  76  Tote  Bag 
ahead  of  the  crowd  by  proudly 

owing  your  patriotism,  with  this 

mited  edition"  Bicentennial 
te  Bag.  Big  16"  x  15"  bag  in  red, 
lite,  and  blue,  is  useful  when 

opping,  traveling,  or  just  visit- 
g  friends.  $4.95  each  plus  950 
stage  and   handling  from  .  .  . 

CAROL  ANN  GIFTS 
P.O.  Box  21026 

Philadelphia,  PA  19154 

2-WEEK 

FREE  TRIAL 

Help  your  child 

pass  in The  New  Math 
New  Math  teaches  meaning,  teaches 
why  2x7=  14 — but  modern  math 
teachers  still  insist  on  children  memo- 

rizing the  multiplication  tables  to  keep 

up  with  their  new  methods.  It's  easy 
with  these  Musical  Multiplication  Rec- 

ords. All  the  tables  from  2's  through 
12's  have  their  own  catchy  tunes  and 
record  quiz  games.  Children  love  them. 
Used  in  thousands  of  schools.  Parents 
and  teachers  report  wonderful  results. 
FREE  2-week  trial.  Write  today. 

Bremner-Davis,  Dept.  X-99-FA 
1512  Jarvis,  Chicago,  IL  60626 

NUARY,   1976 

REMOVE  HAIR 
FOREVER 

Perma  Tweez  is  a  simple  electrolysis  instrument  that  PERMANENTLY 

removes  ugly  hair  from  all  areas  of  the  face — such  as  the  chin,  upper 
lip,  eyebrows.  Embarrassing  body  hair  can  now  be  removed  forever 
in  the  privacy  of  your  boudoir.  Arms  and  legs  can  be  forever  free 
of  the  inconvenience  of  constant  hair  removal.  An  exclusive  U.S. 

patented  safety  feature  allows  you  to  do  this  without  puncturing 
the  skin! 

AN  EXPERT'S  APPROVAL 
Perma  Tweez  has  been  clinically  tested  by  a  university  professor  of 
dermatology  and  proven  to  be  safe  and  effective.  One  of  his  patients 
had  previously  been  tweezing  hairs  from  her  chin  every  day  for  15 
years.  After  treating  herself  with  Perma  Tweez,  she  has  eliminated 
this  time  consuming  chore  for  the  rest  of  her  life!  Over  15  thousand 
instruments  in  use  by  doctors — over  500,000  in  use  by  people  like 

yourself. Easy  instructions  make  you  expert  in  a  few  minutes.  Save  hundreds 
of  dollars  on  salon  electrolysis  by  doing  it  yourself. 

14   DAY  MONEY  BACK  GUAR. 

$16.95    Send  check  or  Money  Order 

^^^^W»?^5^ 
GENERAL  MEDICAL  CO.,  Dept.  HG-126 
5701  West  Adams  Blvd. 

Los  Angeles,  California  90016 

□  I  enclose  $4.00  deposit  and  will  pay  balance  COD 
plus  extra  COD  postage. 

□  I  enclose  $16.95  in  full  payment. 
n  BankAmericard  Q  Master  Charge 

.-(•  Good  Housekeeping  'j^ 
PROMISES 

r  OR  REFUND  \L2^ .^^5 

No._ 
Exp.  date- 

Name- 

Address. 

City/State   .   Zip_ 
Mfr.  of  Professional  and  Home  Electrolysis  Equipment 

  I 
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COUNTRY  CURTAINS 
Ruffled    Cotton   Muslin   or   Permanent   Press 

jNatural   or   \^Tiite 

TIERS 

30",    36",    40" 

COTTON 

MUSLIN 
PERMANENT PRESS 

5.50  pr.         7.00  pr. 

TIEBACKS 

45".  54",  63"     7.50  pr.     1 0.00  pr. 
72",  81 ",  90"     9.00  pr.     1  2.00  or. 

VALANCE 

10"  X  80"       2.50  ea.       3.25  ea. 

78"  wide  per  pair  with  2"  ruffle. 
For  years  Counuy  Curtains  have  gaily  graced 
the  bright,  clean  windows  of  charming  colo- 

nial homes.  Country  Curtains  add  warmth  to 
every  room  .  .  .  Country  Curtains  retain  their 
fresh  crispness  and  are  a  credit  to  your  thrifti- 
ness  .  .  .  Country  Curtains  are  a  lifetime 
friend  and  supply  their  own  sunshine  .  .  .  New 
England  at  its  very  best. 
Please  specify  cotton  muslin  or  permanent 
press,  in  off-tthite  or  white.  Please  enclose 

check  or  money  order.  Sorry,  no  COD's.  Post- age and  handling;  for  orders  under  SIO  add  SI . 

over  SIO  add  S1.75.  Mass.  res.  add  3'~c  sales lax.  Satisfaction  guaranteed. 

>^  COUNTRY  CURTAINS  ,i^ 
Send  For  Free  Cofo/og .\r  Th£  R£D  Lion  Lnn  ^ 

Dept.   11.  Storkbridse.  Mass.  02162 
% 

35"  1  HIPFE.XDALE  LOVE  SEAT 
(84"  Chippendale  sofa  available) 

1  harming  and  comfortable  this  ISth  century 
designed  love  seat  is  one  of  our  most  popular. 
Available  in  various  grades  and  ijtws  of  fine 
fabrics — stripes,  solids,  prints:  cut.  antique, 
crushed  and  plain  velvets :  etc  I'oii  specify  type 
and  colors  desired. 

5399  as  shown  in  greeff  fabric;  $275  in  your 

fabric — send  10  yds.  54" 
No    C.O.D.    Express    charges    collect;    satisfaction tl 

'  Send  S2  for  Furniture 
::'-alo9ue  and  request  form  for 

free,  hand-selected  decorator  fabrics.  (New  Showroom 
1-40  and    Exit   133   Roek  Barn   Rd..   Conover.    N-C). 

mii 
2324     HG761 S    C      2S601 

/ 

PEARLY  WHITE  TEETH 
Enamel  cosmetic  applies  radiant  white  lustre  to  dull,  stained 

teeth.  Use  it  on  gold  teeth,  too.  It's  easy  to  use  as  nail  polish and  as  safe.  Tasteless  and  harmless  on  natural  teeth  or 
dentures. 

TEETH   WHITENER   $2.98   Plus  35C  Postage  &  Handling 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  Ca'ifornia  Residents  add  6°o  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

A)ithot2y  Enterprises Dept.  HG-U 556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

M 
^ 

ATINYWORLD 

Book  on  dollhouses  and  minia- 

tures, "This  Side  of  Yesterday," 
makes  exciting  reading  for  collec- 

tors, one  hundred  and  sixty  illus- 
trated pages,  20  in  color,  $10 

ppd.  Catalogue  of  dollhouses  and 
miniatures  $1.50.  The  Enchant- 

ed Doll  House.  Dept.  HG016E, 
Manchester  Center,  VT  05255. 

SUPER  CLUTCH 

Not  only  does  smart  clutch  have 
a  wrist  handle,  it  has  three  com- 

partments to  keep  everything 

tidy.  Waterproof  vinyl,  bVz"  by 
8V2"  by  2".  White  and  red,  sand 

and  red,  yellow  and  red  or  blue 
and  white.  $10  plus  60c  post. 
Mr.  Tennis,  HGl,  Box  6906, 
Grosse  Pointe,  Ml  48236. 

MUM'S  THE  WORD 

Playful  youngsters — chatty  teen- 
agers— are  discouraged  from  un- 

supervised use  of  the  phone  when 
it's  under  lock  and  key.  Tele- 

phone lock  is  metal  for  sturdy 
protection.  Two  keys.  $1  98  plus 
20c  post.  Anthony  Enterprises, 

HGl,  556  Mission  St.,  San  Fran- 
cisco. CA  94105. 

WHAT  A  FIGURE 

Amazing  electronic  calculator 

not  only  adds,  subtracts,  multi- 
plies, divides  and  gives  answers 

up  to  12  digits — it  fits  right  into 
a  pocket.  Lightweight,  complete 
with  batteries;  ideal  for  shopping! 

$19.95  plus  $2.  post.  Crown  Cas- 
tle, PC-518,  51  Bank  St..  Stam- 

ford, CT  06901. 

SURE  FOOTING 

Indian-style  Minnetonka  mocca- 
sins in  brown  glove  suede; 

cushioned  inner  soles.  Men, 
6-13  full  sizes,  $10.98:  women, 
4-10,  half,  full,  $9.98;  children, 

7-3,  full,  $8.50;  infant.  1-6,  full, 

$5.50.  Add  $1  post.  Free  cata- 
logue. Postamatic,  HG176.  La- 
fayette Hill.  PA  19444. 

FAMILY  AFFAIR 

Clever  clear-plastic  cabinet  keeps 
all  toothbrushes  free  from  dust 

and  mix-ups.  Holds  5  in  sef>- 
arate  compartments,  each  with 
its  own  door,  ever  ready  and 
sanitary.  $1.69  plus  25c  post. 
Anthony  Enterprises,  HGl,  556 
Mission  St.,  San  Francisco,  CA 
94105. 

TRIPLE  TREAT 

Big  36V2"  high  corner  shelf  has 
three  roomy  tiers  for  books, 

plants,  ornamental  boxes,  favor- 
ite photos.  In  hand  woven  wicker 

with  the  glow  of  natural  rattan; 
ideal  for  foyer  corner.  $11.95 
plus  $4.40  post.  Catalogue,  25c. 

Wicker  Etcetera.  HGl.  192  Lex- 
ington Ave.,  N.Y..  NY  10016. 

HOUSE  &  GARl  i 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

iWEET  SCROLLS 

-'rom  Mexico,  a  marvelous 
A/rought  iron  bai<er's  rack  to  hold 
plants,  books,  favorite  treasures. 

Black  rack  is  eiVa"  h.,  36"  w., 
12"  d.  $89.95  exp.  charges  coll. 
Other  models,  from  $39.95. 
New  44  page  catalogue,  $1. 
Mexico  House,  Dept.  87-1,  Del 
Mar,  CA  92014. 

NEW  DUET 

Listen  to  your  favorite  program 
in  privacy  while  you  shower  or 
shave.  Compact  AM  transistor 
radio;  complete  with  a  standard 

9  volt  battery.  eVa"  by  9".  Tis- 
sue holder  included.  $12.98  plus 

51  post  each.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HGl,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

SCENES  OF  MADRID 

Original  ink  sketches  of  local 
spots  in  and  around  Madrid  with 
washed  on  or  brushed  in  color. 

Each  is  different,  about  9"  w., 
26"  tall  and  ready  to  be  framed 
and  hung  to  enjoy  over  the  years. 
$5.95  for  set  of  three  plus  25c 
post.  World  Art,  HGl,  606  E. 
State  St.,  Westport,  CT  06880. 

AT  EASE 

Relax  in  style!  Your  shopping 

weary  feet  deserve  this  hand- 
carved  mahogany  gout  rest, 

igVa"  by  16"w.  by  liy2"h.  Large 
choice  of  fabrics  and  finishes. 

$74.95  exp.  chgs.  coll.  Cata- 
logue, $1.  Martha  M.  House, 

HGl,  1022  So.  Decatur,  Mont- 
gomery, AL  36104. 

CURTAIN  CLAMPS 

Shower  curtains  won't  blow  out 
of  the  tub  when  plastic  magnetic 
holders  are  snapped  on  to  the 

curtain.  Permanently  magne- 

tized; won't  rust  or  mar.  Elimi- 
nate wet  floors.  Set  of  three, 

$1.98  plus  20c  post.  Anthony 
Enterprises,  HGl,  556  Mission 
St.,  San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

iVuthorized  By  Congress" 
ifficial  commemorative  Bicentennial  coinage 

■ized  by  Congress  is  artistically  displayed  in 

id  Moor's  limited  (10,000)  first  edition  pa- 
ight.  The  set  of  (4)  colorful  patriot  stamps 

enting  the  Continental  Army,  Navy,  Marines 

le  American  Militia  are  posted  as  guards  sur 

mg  the  Bicentennial  Dollar,  half,  and  quar- 
verhead,  a  polished  brass  nameplate  has  been 

omely  engraved  complete  with  individual  ser- 

mber.  Permanently  embedded  in  crystal  cleat 

:,  5'/2"x4'/4"xy4",  the  coins,  stamps,  and 
Mate  are  protected  in  their  brilliant  uncircu 

condition.  This  exquisite  paperweight  whether 

t  as  an  investment,  souvenir,  or  gift  will 
as  an  American  time  capsule  of  1975.  Price: 

5-h$2.00  for  postage  and  handling. 

MIDLAND   MOOR  "^p*  "<5-'6 
Box  4086,  Kirtland.  Ohio  44094 
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ALMATEX 
Uni-Filter 
Purifies  your 
water 

Removes: 
added 
chemicals, 
Chlorine, 

Impurities, 

Grit,  Odors 

andotherun- 
desirables. 

To  put  moun- 
tain fresh- 

ness, purity,  good  taste  into  your 
drinking  water  for: 

*  COFFEE     *TEAS 
*  SOUPS  *  ICE  CUBES,  etc. 
Completely  change  after  approx.  4 
months.  Fits  any  Faucet. 
(attaches  in  seconds)     $4.99 

(free  mailing) 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed 

ALMATEX  INTERNATIONAL  COMPANY 
3569B  Bristol  Pike 

Cornwells  Heights,  Pa.  19020 

VIKING Ships 

Figurehead 
Bring  the  salt  air 
of  the  sea  into 

your  home  vi/ith 

this  Viking  Ship's Figurehead  like  the 
ones  which  adorned 
the  bows  of  ships 

for  centuries.  Our 

traditional  Viking  in 
horned  Nordic  helmet, 

silver  coat  of  mail  and  red  beard 

is    faithfully    reproduced    from    the 
original.    Resting   on   a  gold   base,    he 

projects    15"    from    the    wall    and    is 
20"    high.    Shatterproof,    weather- 
resistant,    handcast    in    durable,    rigid 

latex    composition.    Unique    for   wall 

or   table    top.    S29.95    plus   $2.00 

postage  and  handling. 
S«na  50<lo,  our  ROMANCE  Of  THE  SEA"  c<la(og 
showing  ship  models  paintings  fgrmtuf*,  l»mps 
Clothing,   ind   gifts  for   hom«,   office,    or  on   board 

f*T  BAIRD 

SHIPS  WHEEL iNcr 
Dept.  HG-i6.  Nottingham  Square  Rd. 

Epping.  New  Hampshire  03042 

Good  things 
to  come. 

The  Tal  wishbone  is  a  good  luck  charm  to  carry 
with  you  always.  Its  graceful  beauty  reflects  the 
grace  of  the  wearer  and  the  promise  of  a  wish 
to  come  true. 

Wishbone  Pendant,  Sterling  Silver  matched  with 

our  24"  Sterling  Silver  Rope  Cham  $15.00 
14K  Gold  Wishbone  Pendant  ,  S70.00 

14K  Gold  24"  Rope  Chain   $45,00 
Gift  boxed.  Satisfaction  guaranteed.  For  Ameri- 

can Express,  BankAmericard:  complete  number, 

expiration  date,  signature.  N.Y.  State  add  appli- 
cable tax,  N.Y.C   add  8%. 

Write  lor  FREE  Brochure 

Dept    HG-27 
C«E«TIOIIS   tIB     7S  E   B  SI .  H.Y  ,  «  Y 

Free  brochure  and  orders:  P.O.  Box  1028,  Dept.  HG-21 
FDR  station,  NY,,  N.Y.  10022  (2)2)  358-5239 

RENTAL-PURCHASE  Program  Available 

Your  STAIR-GLIDE  installs  easily  anti  in  less 
Ihan  2  hours  No  marring  walls  or  stairway 

No  special  wiring  required  Shipped  directly 

from  factory  within  4  days  STAir-GLIDE  " 
the  nation's  largest  selling  stairway  elevator! 
UL  LISTED 

USED  BY  THOUSANDS  CARDIAC  PATIENTS, 
ARTHRITICS,  SENIOR  CITIZENS,  PHYSICALLY 
RESTRICTED,    POST    OPERATIVES 

WRITE  FOR  FREE  BROCHURE  AND  NAME 
OF  DEALER  NEAREST  YOU. 

AMERICAN  STAIR-GLIDE"  CORP. 
4001  East  138THST,Depl.HG-16 

Grandview,  Missouri  64030 

Burpee's New  1976 
Garden Catalog 
-FREE 

Burpee's  great 100"'  Anniversary  Catalog  is 

ready  for  you  now 
The  new  1976  Burpee  Garden  Cat- 

alog is  yours  free.  It  is  a  184-page 
comprehensive  planting  and  grow- 

ing guide,  with  over  1400  vegetables, 
flowers,  fruits,  shrubs,  trees  and 
garden  aids.  Plus  many  helpful 

hints  from  Burpee's  horticulture  ex- perts on  how  to  have  a  better,  more 
productive  garden. 

Since  1876  Burpee  has  been 
developing  new  vegetable  varieties 
that  are  easier  to  grow  and  produce 
more  bountiful  yields  in  less  space, 
as  well  as  newer  and  better  flowers. 

As  a  result  Burpee  is  America's leading  breeder  of  vegetables  and 
flowers  for  the  home  gardener. 
Many  new  varieties  and  famous 
favorites  are  available  only  from 
Burpee.  Send  for  your  free  copy  of 
Burpee's  Catalog  today. 

W.  ATLEE  BURPEE  CO.,  5996   Burpee  BIdg., 
Warminster,  PA  18974,  or  Clinton,  lA  52732, 
or    Riverside,    CA    92502    (Please    mail    to 
nearest  address.) 

□  Send  me  the  1976  Burpee  Catalog  FREE. 

GROW  TOMATOES  UP  TO  2  LBS.  EACH 

8URP€€'S  BIG  80Y 
GIANT  HYBRID TOMATO 

SEEDS 

25^ 

Delicious,    thick-meated, 
smooth,  round  red  fruits. 
Heavy  yield  —  plants  get 
more  fruits even    In    bad 

weather.  Send 

25(   for   15 eeds. 

SAVE  MORE  -  GROW  MORE  PLANTS 

2  Packets-For  more  BURPEE'S  BIG  BOYtm 
GIANT  HYBRID  TOMATO  plants  and  Burpee  «• 
Big    Early    Hybrids    for    earlier    fruits. $■ 

30  Seeds  of  Each-$1.40va!ue  postpaid  for  ̂  
D  Send  15  Seeds  Big  Boy  Tomato  for  250 

n  Send  Big  Boy  and  Big  Early  Hybrids, 
30  Seeds  of  eacn,  $1.40  value  for     $1 

ENCLOSED  IS: 
(CIRCLE  ONE) 

NAME  (  PLtASE   PRINT) 

250   $1 

39 



END  SHIRT  COLLAR 

''SQUEEZE'' 
End  shirt  collar  "squeeze"  with  Collar-Extender  Button.  Expands 
collar  up  to  V2  size  larger  for  that  "just  right"  feeling.  Invisible  be- hind tie.  Can  be  transferred  from  shirt  to  shirt  in  seconds.  Set  of  2. 

Set  of  2  Collar  Extenders  $1.29   Plus  30<;  Postage  &  Handling 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Antbojiy  Enterprises Dept.  HG-16 556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

TV 

SOCK  SORTERS 
Ends  forever  the  tiring  task  of  seeking  and  sorting  socks.  Sock  sort- 

ers keeps  socks  in  matched  pairs  during  machine  washing  and  dry- 
ing processing.  Sorts  24  pairs  of  socks.  Easy  to  use  and  a  great 

time  saver. 

SET  OF  24  SOCK  SORTERS         $1.98Plus  400  Postage  &  Handling 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

A  ntho ny  Enterprises Dept.  HG-16 556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

WHAT'S  YOUR  SIGN? 

Hand-carved  onyx  pendant  with 

18k  gold-plated  figurines  for  in- 
dividual zodiac  signs.  On  26" chain.  All  astrology  buffs  can 

identify  signs,  others  will  be  ask- 
ing about  yours.  Give  birth  date 

or  zodiac  sign.  $7.95  ppd.  Gem- 
Masters,  HG13,  741  Main  St., 
Stamford,  CT  06904. 

LEISURE  HOUR  KAFTAN 

Full  flowing  100%  cotton  monks- 
cloth  kaftan  with  contrasting 

front  panel,  stand-up  collar, 
frogs  at  neck  and  dropped 
shoulder.  In  orange  or  turquoise 
with  natural.  S,  M,  L,  XL,  $24.95 

plus  $1  post.  Ah  Men,  HGl,  8900 
Santa  Monica  Blvd.,  Hollywood, 
CA  90069. 

LONG  BALL  AWARD 
Prize  for  the  golf  widow  to  give 
her  he  man  or  as  an  award  for 

The  Fearless  Foursome.  On  nat- 

ural wood  frame,  bVz"  by  7". 
Reads,  "For  the  golfer  who  hits  a 
long  ball"  with  space  for  name. 
$3.49  plus  55c  post.  Anthony  En- 

terprises, HGl,  556  Mission  St., 
San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

CALICO  CHARMERS 

Red,  gold,  green,  blue,  brown  or 
black  ground  on  no-iron  cotton 
blend.  70"  w.  a  pair,  2V2"  ruffle; 
30"  I.,  $6.50:  36",  $7;  45",  $8; 
54",  $9;  63",  $10;  72",  $11. 
Valance,  $3;  tiebacks,  $1;  post. 

$1.50.  Brochure  50c.  Mather's, HGl,  31  Main  St.,  Westminster, 

MD21157. 

RAINBOW  GLASS 

Hand-cut  raised  designs  for  8" 
plates  in  hand-numbered  limited 
edition.  Each  has  eagle  and  13 
stars.  Three  center  themes:  The 

American  Eagle,  Spirit  of  '76.  or The  Minuteman.  Each  is  gift 
boxed.  $9.98  plus  $1.50  post. 
Stratford  House,  HGl,  Box  591, 
Stratford,  CT  06497. 

LIKE  A  HELPING  HAND. 

Many  people -senior  citizens,  arthniics 
and  those  suffering  fronn  Multiple  Sclerosis 

Muscular  Dystrophy  or  Parkinson's  disease  - need  help  getting  in  and  out  of  a  chair  The 
EASY-LIFT  power  cushion  reclmer  gently 

lifts  you  forward  as  well  as  up  to  a  semi- 
standing  position  The  lifting  angle  adiusfs 
to  fit  your  needs,  controls  are  easy  ic 
reach,  and  it  runs  on  household  current 
EASY-LIFT-like  a  helDing  hand 

WRITE  FOR  FREE  BROCHURE 

AND  NAME  OF  DEALER  NEAREST  YOU 

>]MERIC>4N  SI/IIR-GLIDE  CORP. 

4001  East  138th  Street.  Dept.  HGE-16 
Grandview,  Missouri  64030 

HOUSEJ 
OIRDEN 
COLOIK 

Order  this  year's  36 House  &  Garden  Color  Chips  no 
— each  set  accompanied  by 

Merchandise  Directory — 
(Who  make  What  in  Which  Cole 

36  large  3"  x  6"  Color  Chips 
and  Directory  S7.00 

36  Miniature  1 "  x  2"  Color  Chip: and  Directory  S3.00 

Checks  or  money  orders  to: 

House  &  Garden.  Dept.  cc  '76 
P.  O.  Box  1910 
Grand  Central  Station 
New  York.  N.Y.  10017 

HOUSE  &  GARD 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

WHAT  A  DOLL 

She's  something  special  if  you 
dress  her  yourself.  Victorian  doll 
kit  has  smooth  china  head  and 

arms,  button  shoes;  and  the  pat- 
tern for  her  charming  dress,  bon- 
net and  bloomers.  Creative  and 

personal  gift.  $5.95  plus  $1  post. 
Yield  House,  G61W,  North  Con- 

way, NH  03860. 

SEE-EASY  THERMOMETER 

Winter's  in  the  air.  See  through 
thermometer  sticks  outside  a 

window  and  lets  you  size  up  the 
season.  Even  youngsters  can 

read  exact  degrees.  31/2"  by  2V2". 
$1.98  plus  25c  postage.  Send  to 
Anthony  Enterprises,  HGl,  556 
Mission  St.,  San  Francisco,  CA 
94105. 

GET  IT  TOGETHER 

For  the  jigsaw  puzzle  fan!  Any 
photo,  color  or  black  and  white, 

can  be  made  into  an  8"  by  10" 
die-cut  jigsaw  photopuzzle; 
photo  is  returned  unharmed. 
Black  and  white,  $2.95;  colored, 

$3.95.  Ppd.  Cadlyn's,  HGl, 
2077  New  York  Ave.,  Huntington 
Sta.,  NY  11746. 

ROCKWELL'S  BELL 
Design  by  Norman  Rockwell, 
seen  first  on  a  Saturday  Evening 
Post  cover  in  1926,  shows  a 
tavern  signpainter  on  a  Gorham 
china  bell.  9"  h.  with  carved 
wood  handle,  gold  trim,  bell  is 
in  a  limited  edition.  $19.50  ppd. 

Train's,  HGl,  201  W.  1st,  Dixon, 
IL  61021. 

CHANDELIER  CLEANER 
lust  spray  it  on  and  allow  to  dry.  No  wiping  necessary.  Your  crystal 
:handeliers  will  sparkle  in  a  blaze  of  glory.  Protects  and  preserves 
all  surfaces  with  an  invisible  coating  of  miracle  silicone.  7  oz. 
;pray  can. 

:HANDELIER  CLEANER   $3.98   +    650  Mailing  Each 
California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

A  fitho  ny  En  terprises Dept.  HG-16 556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

SALE!  BRASS 
MIST  SPRAYER 

$1.98 

Was 

$2.98 Yes,  ours  is  the  solid 

brass  original,  cut-priced 
for  our  big  25th 

anniversary  celebration! 

The  professional  way  to  pam- 
per prized  house  plants  and 

cut  flowers — bathes  them  in 

the  gentlest  film  of  water. 

They'll  look  better,  grow  bet- 
ter, last  longer.  Great  also  for 

touch-up  pressing  and  ironing 

— dampens  evenly  without  too- 

wet  or  too-dry  areas.  We've priced  them  at  special  savings 
so  you  can  buy  two  and  keep 

one  always  handy  at  the  iron- 
ing board.  Handsome  in  solid 

brass — lacquered.  6"  high. 
:;:;^6414 — Mist  Sprayer       $1.98 

Please  add  50t  post.  &  hdlg. 

N.Y.  residents  add  taxes 

]cQllys  Qarden Dept.  G19,  510  S.  Fulton  Ave. 
Mt.  Vernon,  N.Y.  10550 

p  SEND  $2.00  FOR  « 
100  PAGE  CATALOG  OF 
"TIMELESS  FURNITURE 

MADE  ONLY  BY  FORSLUND'S" ;  S?  00  refundabte  on  first  purchase  J 

The  Mary  Lou  Comstock 
yarn  stand  shown  below  is  just 

a  sample  of  the  many  reproductions  of 

"Timeless  Furniture    made  by  Forslunds. 
Yarn  stand  —  $34  95  prepaid. 

Caj"!  Fonslxixid. 
>  Jihrr   jnd    I  htr.    S..ni 

122  E    FULTC'S     :,"i',:  t-itcv    '.•iC"    49602 'DEPT    HG 

fROHl  FACTORY  TO  YOU- 
COLONIAL 

LADDIRBACK 

Native  Hardwood 

Height  42" 
Seat  17l/2"x14" 
Weight  10  lbs. 

Matching  Arm  Chair 
add    $3.00   to    prices 
below. 

Fiber   Rush  Seat.  All 

Woven     By     Hand — 
Old      Fashioned? 

^Si 
S  u  [ 
You  Bet. 

Economical? 

Sanded — Ready  to  finish — $14.95 
Walnut — Maple — Pine 

Wood  finish— $17.95 

Minimum  Order,  2  Pieces 

Send  check  or  money  order.  No  C .O.D. 

Express  Collecf~50(  for  Cafalogue 

MARION  TRAVIS 
p.  O.  Box  292,  HGl,  Sfatesville,  N.C.  28677 

STERLING  SILVERWARE 
MATCHING  SERVICE 

HUNDREDS  OF  PATTERNS  AVAILABLE 

40-75%  off  suggested  retail  prices 
Active,  inactive  or  obsolete  patterns. 
Complete  heirloom  sets,  replace  lost 
or  damaged  pieces.  Tell  us  the  pat- 

tern and  manufacturer,  or  send  draw- 
ing, photo  or  tracing.  Our  silver  spe- 

cialists can  identify  and  match  hun- 

dreds of  patterns.  40-75%  off  mfr's. 
suggested  price  on  most  pieces,  pat- terns in  our  huge  stock.  We  also  buy 
and  trade  sterling  silverware.  Send 
your  pattern  name  or  picture  today! 
Walter  Drake  Silver  Exchange 
5021  Drake  BIdg.,  Colorado  Springs,  CO  80940 

SATISFACTION  GUARANTEED 



MAKE  A  LOG 
Change  old  newspapers  to  logs  for  the  fire  in  seconds!  Just  roll 

up  newspapers  using  LOG  ROLLER.  Roll  papers  into  a  tight 

bundle,  tie  them  with  special  binders  and  pop  them  into  the 
fire.  Logs  will  burn  nearly  2  hours. 

LOG  ROLLER  KIT  with  112  Binders  $3.98  +  550  Mailing  Each 
100  Extra  Binders    $1.49  +  200  Mailing  Each  100 

No  CODs  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises Dept.  HG-16 556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

EAR  PORT 

To  keep  your  favorite  pairs  of  drops 
and  studs  together  and  untangled. 

Lovely  brass  case  is  l^A"  x  21/2"  x  V2" 
and  has  7  velvety  compartments  in  two 

sizes.  Small  tongs  to  pick  up  your  ear- 
rings. Engraved  with  3  initials  (Please 

print).  $4.95  ppd.  80  p.  useful  gift  cata- 
log, 250.  BRUCE  BOUND,  21-E,  Boulder, 

Colo.  80302 

NEEDLEPOINT  TREE  ORNAMENTS  are  easy  to 

make  for  Christmas.  Each  kit  includes  can- 
vas, Paterna  Persian  wool,  needle,  design 

chart,   and   instructions.   Size  S'A"  to  5"  tali. 
Soldier  Kit     $2.25 

Lollypop  Kit         $2.25 
Candy  Cane  Kit    $2.25 
Gingerbread  Man  Kit   $2.25 
Drum  Kit    $2.25 

Raggedy  Ann  Kit       $2.25 
Raggedy  Andy  Kit           $2.25 
Gingerbread  House  Kit     $2.25 
Any  six  kits  $11.95 

PLUS  AOc  POSTAGE  &  HANDLING 

Pa.Res  Add  6°'o  Sales  Tax.  Sorry  No  COD's 
VICTORIA  GIFTS 

12-H  Water  St.,  Bryn  Mawr,  Pa.  19010 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

I 

7^ 
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ART  OF  THE  INDIAN 

A  comprehensive  reference  book 
details  the  crafting  of  unique 

jewelry  indigenous  to  America. 
Mines,  artisans,  techniques  and 
jewelry  in  text  and  authentic 

color  photos.  11%"  by  8%".  62 
pp.  $7.95  plus  50c  post.  Trost 
&  Wright,  HGl,  450  So.  Galena 

St.,  Aspen,  CO  81611. 

SPACE-AGE  SET 

See-through  telephone  means 

you  can  see  the  works  inside! 
Chrome  trimmed,  ready  to  in- 

stall for  stunning  good  looks  and 

utility.  6V2"  X  8^2".  $165  plus  $2 
post.  Send  50c  for  catalogue  of 
other  phone  styles.  Grand  Com, 
Inc.,  HGl,  324  Fifth  Ave.,  New 
York,  NY  10001. 

TUB  SAFETY 

Safety  rail  for  bathtubs  is  the 
ideal  way  to  assist  in  getting  in  or 
out.  Not  just  for  the  handicapped 
or  senior  citizens,  it  keeps  spry 

kids  from  slipping.  Chrome 

plated  steel  8"  by  11".  $13.98 
plus  $1  post.  Anthony  Enter- 

prises, HGl,  556  Mission  St., 
San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

WRAP  SESSION 

White  braid  trims  a  polyester 
and  cotton  wrap  skirt.  Sizes 

6-18;  XS,  S,  M,  L;  specify  skirt 
in  blue,  lime  or  yellow.  $32  plus 

$1.50  post.  For  monogram  (un- 
derline last  initial)  on  pocket, 

add  $3.  Free  catalogue.  The  Tal- 
bots,  Dept.  SW,  Hingham,  MA 
02043. 

FUN  PRESENT 

Surprise  someone  you  know  with 
an  instant-genius  certificate. 
Pseudo-elegant  black  and  gold  on 

pretend  parchment  with  the  re- 
cipient's name.  8V2"  by  11",  an 

ideal  size  to  show  off  with  fram- 
ing or  matting.  $2,15  ppd. 

Wretched  Mess,  HGl,  West 
Yellowstone,  MT  59758. 

QUICK  TRIM Handy  hair-trimmer  does  the  job 
professionally  in  minutes.  Made 
in  Sweden,  fine  quality,  adjust- 

ment for  regular  trim,  medium, 

scalp-close.  Trims  as  it  combs. 
Mom  can  do  the  job  or  Dad.  $2.98 

plus  25c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HGl,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

EUREKA 

A  bulb-eliminator  makes  3-way 
bulbs  obsolete.  Screw  new  sock- 

et in  lamp  using  Edison  base  bulb 
up  to  200  watts.  Example:  A  60 

watt  bulb  becomes  a  20-40-60  3- 
way.  $3.98  plus  50c  post.  3-year 
guarantee!  Marter  Lighting,  HGl, 
1362  Flatbush  Ave.,  Brooklyn. 

NY  11210. 

HOUSE  &  GARD' 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

PIN-UP 
The  lowly  clothespin  has  been 

given  a  new  look:  it's  in  sterling 
silver  on  an  18"  sterling  chain 
— and  it  works!  Clothespin  pen- 

dant to  spruce  up  any  outfit  is 

P/s"  I.  With  chain,  $36  ppd.  A  de- 
lightfully different  gift.  Tal  Crea- 

tions, Ltd.,  HGl,  P.O.  Box  1028, 
FDR  Sta.,  New  York,  NY  10022. 

REFILL  SIGNAL 

Drink  light  clips  over  the  rim; 
when  glass  is  ready  to  be  refilled, 
slide  light  down  the  glass  and 
light  goes  on  and  off  signalling 
distress.  Comes  with  a  battery. 

A  real  laugh-getter.  $1.49  plus 
20c  post.  Anthony  Enterprises, 

HGl,  556  Mission  St.,  San  Fran- 
cisco, CA  94105. 

CONTEMPORARY  LOOK 

Handcrafted  Lucite  shelf  shows 

off  treasures  in  handsome  fash- 
ion and  can  stand  alone  to  be 

viewed  from  all  sides.  V2"  thick. 
Complete  with  three  supports 

and  screws.  171/2"  by  171/2"  by 
21/4".  $14.98  plus  $1  post.  Lillian 
Vernon,  GlE,  510  S.  Fulton  Ave., 
Mt.  Vernon,  NY  10550. 

OPEN  FOR  BUSINESS 

Indispensable  Gilhoolie  opener 
works  all  around  the  house  to 

cope  with  tight  caps:  opens  and 

reseals  tough  jobs  like  nail  pol- 
ish caps,  jars,  bottles,  pry-off 

tops.  Satin-finished  steel.  $3.98 
plus  80c  post.  T  &  M  Sales,  HGl, 
312  S.  Thayer,  Ann  Arbor,  Ml 
48104. 

SLEUTH'S  SCOPE 
Amateur  detectives  have  a  fine 
time  with  the  pen  size  telescope 
with  eight  power  magnification; 

it  adjusts  quickly  for  long-range 
viewing  and  converts  to  30  pow- 

er microscope.  $2.98  plus  20c 
post.  Anthony  Enterprises,  HGl, 
556  Mission  St.,  San  Francisco, 
CA  94105. 

■..^.' 

\       / 

SAUNA 
SLIM 
SUIT 

POXJTsIDS  &  INCHES 
MELTED  AWAY 

RETAINS  BODY  HEAT 

EXCESS  BODY  MOISTURE 

SAFELY  RELEASED  .       . 

Works  like  d  steam  bath. 

Trims  and  tones  muscles 

while  doing  yardwork, 

exercise,  housework,  etc. 

Durable,  lightweight, 

rubberized  material. 

For  men  and  women. 

One  size  fits  all  .  .  , 

Satisfaction  guaranteed 

or  your  money  back 

iHk^^ 
Plus  50c  Post, 

sorry  no  cod's 

S^S  enterprise 
Dept.   HG7,  9531  Zion  Circle 

Huntington  Beach,  California  92646 

OLD  TIME  HONEY  DISH  IN 
DELIGHTFUL  SQUARE  SHAPE 

Our  charming  glass  honey  dish,  with  its  ex- 
quisite panel  thistle  pattern,  was  originally 

designed  over  100  years  ago  in  an  unusual 
square  shape  to  hold  the  honey  comb.  too.  An 
exact  copy  of  the  original,  it  carries  the  famous 

"Bee"  mark  used  by  the  original  maker.  Use 
it  for  honey,  as  a  candy,  nut  or  trinket  dish — 

or  cherish  it  as  a  prized  collector's  item.  5 'A" 
high,  S","  square. 

$15.50 

Plus  $1.85  postage 
SEND  FOR  FREE 
GIFT  CATALOG 

F 
2100  B-l    No.    Haskell     •      Dallas.   Texas  75204 

ANUARY,   1976 

DEFROST  FAST  AND  EASY 
Defrost  refrigerators  and  freezers  without  fuss  or  muss  with  our 

Infra-Red  Electric  Defroster.  Just  plug  it  in.  No  need  to  remove 
food  from  refrigerator.  Defrosting  is  so  quick,  foods  will  not  thaw. 

Gold  anodized  lightweight  metal  for  controlled  heat.  UL  listed. 

ELECTRIC  DEFROSTER  $998  +  $100  Mailing  Each 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Aiitbony  Enterprises Dept.  HG-16 
556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

MAGIC  MENDING 
New  silicone  formula  Liquid  Glass  chemical  sensation  for  per- 

manent mending  or  repair  of  glass,  china,  crockery,  ceramics 
and  porcelain.  Dries  clear  and  creates  a  washable,  waterproof, 
heat-or-cold  proof  iron  bond. 

LIQUID  GLASS  . . .  $2.98  Plus  300  Postage  &  Handling  Each 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises Deot.  HG-16 556  Mission,  Son  Francises,  Calif.  94105 
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100%  PURE 
COPPER  BRACELETS 
Women's  Bracelets 

71/4"    $2.98 
73/4"   $3.29 
8"  $3.49 
8V2"  $3.69 

Men's  Bracelets 

8V4"  $3.98 
9"         $4.49 
91/2"     ..V   $4.69 
10"  $4.98 

Add  GOO  Postage  &  Handling  Each 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

A  ntho ny  Enterprises  554  m Dept.  HG-16 ission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

'^% 

J 
— ---^ 

GOLF  TEASE 
Bright  plastic  Golf  Tees  are  a  perfect  way  to  insure  the  return  of  an 

opponent's  slice  or  hook — or  even  to  miss  the  ball  entirely.  He'll 
keep  his  eye  on  the  tee  when  he  tees-up  on  these.  Torsos  are  a 
great  bobby  prize  for  a  tournament.  A  set  of  12  plastic  tees  in 

bright  colors. 

GOLF  TEES  . . .  $2.98  Plus  300  Postage  &  Handling  Each  Set 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

A  ntho  ny  Enterprises Depf.  HG-16 556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 
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SHOPPING  AROUND 

CANDLE  POWER 

Popular  candlestick  style  lamp  is 

ready  to  finish  (instructions  in- 
cluded). 21"  h.,  3-way  switch, 

8'  cord.  Shade  in  white  or  beige 
shantung,  oyster  or  natural  bur- 

lap. $15  plus  $2  post.  Free  bro- 
chure. Baxwood  Grafters,  Dept. 

PHG-61,  Box  7012,  Lexington, 
KY  40502. 

MINIATURE  TOOL  KIT 

Kit  with  five  handy  tools.  Besides 
a  wrench,  a  mallet,  screwdriver, 
awl  and  Phillips  screwdriver 
share  a  master  handle.  Keep  a 
set  upstairs  and  save  running  to 
hubby's  workshop.  $1.98  plus 
20c  post.  Anthony  Enterprises, 

HGl,  556  Mission  St.,  San  Fran- 
cisco, CA  94105. 

CASE  IN  POINT 

Grandfather  and  grandmother 
clocks  can  be  built  at  home! 

Catalogue  of  unfinished  and  fin- 
ished assembled  cases,  move- 
ments, dials  and  parts  for  these. 

16  other  clock  reproductions, 

50c  ppd.  Mason  &  Sullivan, 

Dept  HGIE,  Osterville,  MA 
02655. 

COMFORT  AS  YOU  SLEEP 

To  restful,  healthful  repose  when 

you  use  a  foam  wedge  instead  of 

mounds  of  pillow.  27"  I.  with 
washable  white  cover.  4"  h.  for 

two  pillow  users,  $15;  7^/2"  h.  for 
three  pillowers,  $17;  10"  h.,  $20, 
121/2",  $23.  Ppd.  Better  Sleep, 
Inc.,  HGl,  New  Providence,  NJ 

07974. 

PHOTO  FAIR 

Favorite  photographs  for  friends 
to  include  with  Xmas  greeting  or 

job  applications.  For  color,  send 
color  negative,  photo  or  slide.  20 
for  $1.98;  32  for  $2.98.  Black 
and  white,  send  any  photo  or 
negative.  36  for  $1;  76  for  $2 
Add  30c  post.  Philips  Foto  Co. 
H6W5,  Elmsford,  NY  10523. 

INSTANT  CLOSET 

Any  door  becomes  extra  storage 

space  with  over-the-door  clothes 
hanger  with  room  for  12  hangers. 
Heavy-duty  chromed  steel,  fits 
any  door;  still  lets  it  open  and 

close.  $2.98  plus  65c  post.  An- 
thony Enterprises,  HGl,  556 

Mission  St.,  San  Francisco,  CA 
94105. 

LOVELY  TRIO 
Pendants  crafted  in  14k  yellow 

gold  on  fine  chains  15"  long. 
Heart  %",  arrow  IVs",  star  %", 

(approx.),  each  $14.90.  Match- ing rings  in  arrow  or  star,  $17.90. 
Plus  $1  post.  Free  catalogue 

of  rings  and  things  for  men,  wom- en. The  Strongite  Co.,  HGl,  2 
W.  47th  St.,  N.Y.,  NY  10036. 

HOUSE  &  GARDE 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

DON'T  FORGET 
Bold  brass  initials  on  a  clear 

Lucite  memo  box  with  750  rain- 
bow sheets  in  assorted  colors. 

Rear  section  for  pens,  etcetera, 

Print  initials.  AVi"  by  4%"  by 
4%".  $7.98  plus  50c  post.  750 
refill  package  $2.98.  Lillian  Ver- 

non, GlE,  510  So.  Fulton  Ave., 
Mt.  Vernon.  NY  10550. 

HANGING  GARDENS 

Give  a  lift  to  greenery;  pretty 
hanging  baskets,  hand  crafted  in 
wrought  white  wire,  are  perfect 
for  showing  off  potted  plants  of 
all  shapes  and  sizes.  Sturdy  and 
rustproof;  selection  of  sizes, 
prices  shown  in  free  price  list 
from  Tonia,  Inc.,  HGl,  Box 
2555,  Menio  Park,  CA  94025. 

BIG   PICTURE 

Keep  an  eye  on  things  the  easy 
way — a  magnifying  glass  with 
clip  to  attach  to  pocket  is  always 

handy  for  seeing  tiny  print,  dia- 

grams. 1%"  dia.  magnifier  has 
4"  black  handle.  $1  plus  20c 
post.  #159.  Anthony  Enterprises, 
HGl,  556  Mission  St.,  San 
Francisco,  CA  94105. 

FRINGE  BENEFITS 

Permanent  press  polyester  and 
cotton  curtains  in  natural  color, 

old-fashioned  fringe  in  green, 
gold,  brown  or  red  (specify). 

Each  pair  90"  w.  30"  I.,  36", 
40",  $8.50;  45",  54",  63",  $12; 
72",  81",  90",  $14.50.  Add 
$1.75  post.  Country  Curtains, 
HGl,  Stockbridge,  MA  01262. 

1111/ 

WARNING 
PROTECTED   BY 

riECTRONIC 
ALARM  SYSTEM 

ALARM  SYSTEM  DECALS 
Enlist  in  the  war  on  crime  with  these  self-adhesive  vinyl  stickers. 

Crooks  don't  wait  to  see  If  there's  an  alarm  behind  these  decals.  4 

bright-yellow  green  stickers  for  Inside  and  outside  of  glass. 

SET  OF  4  ALARM   DECALS  $1.98  Plus  200  Postage  &  Handling 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises  ss^m Dept.  HG-16 ission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

FROM  FOUR   WORLD-FAMOUS  MUSEUMS  .  .  . 

A  MILLIONAIRE'S  COLLECTION  OF 
PRICELESS  ANCIENT  DYNASTY  PANELS 
Decorator Quality 

Lithographs  in 
Breathtaking 

Color- 

Publishers  List 
Price  $20.00 

YOURS 

FORs 
ONLY 
COMPI 
OF  4! 30-  X  11*.- 

Yuan Yao 

Museum  Fur  KunsI 
uid  Go*efb5-Hamburg 

Oirds 

29-  xS^i- 

Wang  Yuan 

John  Hai Aft  rnsfitute-Indianapoh 

Now  enjoy  your  own  private  art  gallery  without  paying  high  art 

gallery  prices!  Yoii  II  appreciate  instantly  why  these  centuries-old 
Chinese  masters  hang  in  those  famous  museums  the  moment  you 
see  these  gorgeous  lithographs.  Only  then  can  you  appreciate  the 
skill  with  which  the  painter  captured  the  beauty  of  nature  around 

him  —  the  springlike  green  of  the  foliage,  the  awesome  mountains 
towering  above,  the  crystal  water  and  virgin  snow,  the  pastel 
blending  of  color  and  beauty  of  form  which  marks  the  best  in 
oriental  art.  And  only  then  can  you  appreciate  the  skill  of  the 

lithographer  who  lovingly  reproduced  the  delicate  shading  and  in- 
tricate detail  in  every  tiny  leaf,  feather  and  petal  with  such accuracy! 

And  only  when  you  place  them  on  your  own  walls  can  you  fully 
appreciate  the  beauty  you  can  bring  to  your  home  for  such  a  tiny 

price!  Each  panel  is  approximately  2V2  feet  long  —  displayed  to- 
gether they  can  form  an  eyecatching  mural  covering  about  10  square 

feet! 

Limited  Edition  —  so  order  now! 

This  is  one  of  the  most  outstanding  art  print  values  we've  ever been  privileged  to  offer,  and  we  expect  our  supply  to  go  fast,  so 
regretfully  we  must  limit  orders  to  2  sets  per  customer.  To  avoid 
disappointment,  mail  coupon  now  ©  1975  ACI 

  MAIL  NO-RISK  COUPON   

American  Consumer,  Dept    DY-lP Caroline  Road.  Philadelphia.  PA  19176 
Please  send  me  the  set  of  4  museum 

quality  Ancient  Dynasty  Panels  litho- 
graphed in  lull  color. 

!  "   One  set  of  4  S3  DO  plus  25«  post- 
age and  handling 

r      Two  sets  S5  50  plus  504  postage (save  50C) 

(Sorry  —  only  2  sets  to  a  customer 
Money   refunded   (except  postage   and 

handling)  if  you're  not  delighted') Amount  Enclosed  S          

Check    or    money    order 

please, 
Name 

Address  Apt, 

COOs. 

City  State  Zip 
(Add  Sales  Tax  Where  Applicable) 

THE  AMERICANA  COLLECTION  OF  STEER  HORN  RACKS 

These  racks  were  designed  as  Gun  Racks,  but  are  equally  well  suited  for  hats,  coats, 
towels  or  anything  else  you  would  like  to  hang  on  genuine  steer  horns. 

18"  Diameter  with  4  horns  $26.75 
24"  Diameter  with  4  horns  $29.75 
30"  Diameter  with  4  horns  $33.95 

Single  YOKE  RACKS 

26"  long 

Maple  w/2  horns           S17.25 
Maple  w/4  horns        S20.25 
Walnut  w/2  horns    $17.25 
Walnut  W//4  horns    $20.25 

WAGON  WHEEL  RACKS 

Salem  Maple 

THE  MULLER  CO. 
Dept.  HGl.  Dogwood  Hollow,  Miller  Place,  N.Y.  11764 

CUTTING 

'  BOARD 

JANUARY,    1976 

SLICE.  CHOP.  CARVE   ON   IT. 
Can't  see  it?  Well,  it's  there  .  .  .  taking  those 
cho;!s  and  slices  and  cuts  while  saving  your  table 
or  counter  top.  Acts  as  a  protective  surface,  yet 
crystal-clear  Lucite  lets  pretty  Formica  or  table 
cloth  color*,  and  patterns  show  through.  Unbreak- 

able, heat  resistant  .  .  .  and  so  unobtrusive, 
need  to  hide  it  when  not  in  use. 

8'  X  II     52.50:  12    X  16'  $3.95. 
(4  "  round  S5.98.  All  orders  postpaid. 

Prnniut  Delivery.  IVtoney  back  guarantee. 
New!  !)(i  p.ige  Gift    Gourmet  Catalog  25^ 

COLONIAL  GARDEN  KITCHENS 
Dfpt.   HG-I.  270  W.   IVIerrick  Rd. 

Valley  Stream.  N.Y.  11582 

Our  SEA  SHELL  COLLECTION  of 
fine  porcelain  plates  is  appealing 
to  look  at  for  anyone!  Deep  brown 
shells  on  white  background. 
Shown  here:  Salad  or  dessert 

plates,  71/2"  diam.,  set  of  4,  $16.00 
+  $2.25  postage.  Matching  grace- 

ful mugs,  set  of  4,  $16.00  +  $2.25 

postage. 
Also  available:  Dinner  plates.  I0',2"  diam..  set 
of  4.  $24.95  -t-  $2.50  postage.  Canape  plates. 
6' 2"    diam..    set   of    4.    S8.95     ■     SI. 50    postage. 

Oept.  HGl Northport,  New  York  11768 
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TUB  TAPE 
Self-adhesive  white  vinyl  tape  seals  the  cracks  and  openings  around  the 

bathtub,  sink  or  basin.  Just  press  tape  onto  surface  and  it's  ready  to  work. 
Also  Sink  'N  Wall  and  Tub  'N  Floor  Tape. 

Tub  Tape,  %"  X  11  ft.  $2.98  +  50<?  Mailing  Each. 
Sink 'N  Wall  Tape,  2"  X  6  ft         $2.98  +  50<;  Mailing  Each. 
Tub  'N  Floor  Tape,  IV2"  x  51/2  ft.  $2.98  +  50<;  Mailing  Each. 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

A  ntho ny  Enterprises Dept.  HG-16 556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

KK'^f-S,* 

PAGE  SIZE  MAGNIFIER 
Page  Magnifier  is  handy  for  looking  up  telephone  or  map  directory 

listings,  stock  market  reports,  etc.  The  whole  page  is  magnified 

at  one  time.  Wafer  thin  and  measures  7"  x  10". 

PAGE  MAGNIFIER   $3.98  Plus  400  Postage  &  Handling 

Ho  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises Dept.  HG-16 556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

4.A 

FRENCH  MAILBOX 

Copy,  reproduced  in  cast  alumi- 
num. Hand-finished  in  white, 

black,  verdigris,  goldspun  white, 
pewter.  Latched  door,  hinged 

knob;  figures  in  bas  relief.  14" 
w.,  23"  h.,  A".  Mail  container, 
12"  X  8".  $45,  plus  $2.40  post. 
The  Patio,  Dept.  HGl,  550 

Powell,  San  Francisco,  CA  94108 

THE  CONTINENTAL 

Tray  purse  opens  and  closes  in 
palm  of  your  hand.  Select  and 
count  change  easily.  Two  com- 

partments: one  can  hold  bills  or 
tickets  and  the  other  coins.  Tan 

pigskin.  3"  by  3".  $1.98  plus  25c 
post.  Order  #700.  Anthony  Enter- 

prises, HGl,  555  Mission  St., 
San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

COFFEE  CLEANER 

Krystal  Klear  Koffee  Filter  is  so 
reusable,  it  outlasts  more  than 
3,000  disposable  paper  filters. 

Two  styles.  Fits  any  coffee  mak- 
er (specify  brand  you  have). 

Made  of  long-lasting  woven 
fibers.  $4.95  ppd.  Gene  T.  Popel 
Co.,  HGl,  Box  3298,  San  Diego, 
CA  92103. 

SEW  YOUR  OWN 

A  Parsenn  down-filled  parka  is 
perfect  for  winter  activities. 
Complete  kit  has  pre-cut  parts, 
goose  down,  zippers  and  thread. 
Forest  green,  red,  gold,  navy, 

medium  blue.  $29.95  plus  $1.40 

post.  Free  catalogue.  Frostline 

Kits,  Dept.  HG-E16,  452  Bur- 
bank,  Broomfield,  CO  80020. 

WATT'S  NEW 
For  alert  consumers  who  want  to 

keep  track  of  continuous  costs, 

an  ingenious  instrument  that  re- 
cords the  cost  of  electricity  con- 

sumed. Watt  Watcher  is  adjust- 
able for  different  rates,  measures 

to  10  amps.  $39.95  plus  $1.50 
post.  Terra  Electronics,  HGl,  Ivy, 
VA  22945. 

MARK  THE  SPOTS 

Travelers  who  use  maps  love  a 
mileage  meter.  Just  roll  it  along 

a  map  to  translate  inches  to  mile- 
age— regular  miles,  kilometers 

or  nautical.  On  reverse,  a  com- 
pass with  luminous  indicator. 

$3.98  plus  25c  post.  Anthony  En- 
terprises, HGl,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

SUPER  STAMP 

Have  a  favorite  portrait  or  snap- 
shot made  into  a  photo  stamp  all 

perforated  and  gummed  to  dec- 
orate letters,  autograph  albums, 

special  gifts.  Stamps  are  black 

and  white.  Send  original  and  " will  be  returned.  50  for  $2.95 

100,  $3.95  ppd.  Photo  Poster, 
X847,  210E.  23St.,  NY  10010. 

HOUSE  &  GARD?'- 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

HANGING  PLANTER 

Beautiful  redwood,  triple  strand, 

brass-plated  chain.  Planter  5" 
dia.,  $5.95;  6y2",  $6.50;  8". 
$7.50;  14",  $8.90,  set  of  four. 
$26  Ppd.  Plants  not  included. 
(Send  self-addressed  envelope 
for  brochure).  Sebring  Hand- 

crafted Ind.,  HGl,  Box  1658, 
Sebring,  FL  33870. 

IT'SACINCH 
You  can  turn  any  simple  dress 
into  a  simply  smashing  outfit  with 
a  golden  butterfly  belt.  Gleaming 
metal  links  backed  by  sturdy 

elastic  fit  waists  25"  to  42".  1%" 

wide.  Butterfly  clasp  31/4"  x  3". 
$4.98  plus  75c  post.  Ferry 
House,  Gl,  Briarcliff  Manor, 
NY  10510. 

STETHOSCOPE 

Young  and  old  alike  learn  the 
mysteries  of  the  heart  with  an  au- 

thentic stethoscope.  Just  like 

doctors  and  nurses  use.  It's  fitted 
with  rubber  hose,  chrome  plate 
fittings,  plastic  ear  caps.  $5.98 

plus  30c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HGl,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco.  CA  94105. 

NOSTALGIC  LINE-UP 

Have  fun  sending  sepia-printed 
postcards  with  old-time  photos 
and  smile-making  old-time  song 
lyrics.  All  different,  but  all  have 

a  straight-from-the-attic  look  of 

yesteryear.  5%"  by  31/2".  Set  of 
40,  $1.98  plus  40c  post.  Lillian 
Vernon,  GlE,  510  So.  Fulton 
Ave.,  Mt.  Vernon,  NY  10550. 

ICE  BREAKER 

Here's  a  time-saving,  easy-to- 
work  gadget  you'll  find  indispens- 

able. One  or  two  light  taps  and 
ice  for  mists,  juleps,  shrimp  or 
seafood  cocktails  is  crushed  in  a 

trice.  Great  gift  idea.  $1.98  plus 
25c  post.  Anthony  Enterprises, 

HGl,  556  Mission  St.,  San  Fran- 
cisco, CA  94105. 

KITTI-POTTI 
This  litter  pan  confines  odors, 
hides  wastes  and  stops  litter 
spills.  Top  removes.  Molded  plas- 

tic. 16"  w.,  22"  I.,  18"  h. 
$18.95;  20"  I.  by  14"  w.  by  17" 
h.  $16.95  Ppd.  Blue,  beige,  yel- 

low, avocado  or  white.  Haugen 
Products.  HGl,  709  W.  Huron, 
Box  1986,  Ann  Arbor,  Ml  48105. 

PICK  PORCELAIN 

Real-looking  roses,  thorns  and 

all,  are  13"  tall.  Put  one  in  a  bud 
vase  or  arrange  a  dramatic  doz- 

en. Colorful  crimson,  yellow, 
wine.  One  $1  or;  six  $4.95.  Ex- 

tras 79c  each.  Add  25c  post, 
singles;  75c  for  six.  American 

Consumer,  Dept.  RP-45,  Caro- 
line Rd.,  Philadelphia,  PA  19176. 
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YOU  ARE  A  PART 
OF  HISTORY 

[^  Sljc  ;Vetn  gork  SimciS. '^^- 
SU*Tl  tATlfns  CmtTU   J»^«i»  KW«£I  /i/75  £».'■;«.'  STiJt  K'ttawc. 
Of  imira  »<r)o*j  o  n :.  i£?,a  arnw  n  aph  at  rm  Tin  rwca. 
THimnsvisuDttirutC   i:pui)  ssin  riDctUAXxxo) 

-^t^,a^t  ""  ̂ -^"^^  Willie,  
 —  — 

Make  the  important  dates  in  your  life 
memorable  with  a  Front  Page  Copy  of 
the  New  York  Times.  Name  the  exact 

date— Anytime  from  1851  up  to  the 
present.  Great  for  birthdays,  anniver- 

saries, school  projects,  collectors  items. 
$3.95  ppd. 

THRIFT  GIFT  CENTER 

Dept.   HG-I I  East  42nd  Street.  Room  703 
New  York,  New  York  10017 

TAKES  THE 

"'^^        GieSSVW3«K  OUT  Of 

Save  Money!  Take  the  guesswork 
out  of  altering  recipes! 

Ever  come  across  a  recipe  for  12  servings 
you  d  like  to  convert  down  to  4  or  maybe  up 
to  24  servings?  Now  you  can  with  this  easy, 
accurate  recipe  converter  Easy  to  read 
windows  show  converted  measurements 

No  matter  what  the  original  recipe  calls  for 
you  can  change  it  to  the  desired  number  of 

servings  9*2   x3W'  S3.98 each- Postage Paid. -Send  to: 

§addlebi6ok 

Sales 
:    13462  Cordova  Dr. 

I    Dept.  HG Largo,  Florida  33540 

2-Way 

PET 
DOOR 

hA    siller    th,:ii 
7    aniid    hitiiji  li 

/Htiiel    fl'jfjr. "•  imt    is  euin- 

,    I't/i/    protixtft/. li'-       c.-innijt       IjL 

trui'peil  or  chuki  <l or    hijc     his    tuil sheartil  off. 

FlexPort 
Why  be  a  doorman  for  your  pet?  FlexPort 
ends  scratched  doors  and  whining.  Keeps 

out  flies,  wind,  rain.  Gives 
you  and  pet  complete 

freedom.  Soft  plastic  tri- 
angles close  gently  and 

tightly.  Easily  installed. 
Send    for   free    folder. 

TUREN,  INC.,  DEPT.  HGl 
2  Cottage  Ave.. 

Danvers,  Mass.  01923 

PLAKf 
POI 

i^^      4  Beautiful  11x14 S^        pen  ar^d  ink  prints  ■ : on  heavfy  ivory  stc=ck Plant  lovers  delight  Enjoy 

these  magnificent  plant  prints 

reproduced  on  felv  finish"  ivory cover  stock  in  rich  deep  brown  ink. 
Perfect  frameable  size  1 1  x  1 4. 

The  ideal  answer  to  the 

perfect  gift!  1  set  (4  prints,  1  of 
each  as  31. own)  $5. 00 

RPd.  3 sets  (12  prints,  3of 
each  as  shown)  special 

$10.00  R  Pd.  Shipped  in  fiat 
box.  Send  cash,  check,  or 

Money  Order  to: 
Salem  Print  Co. 

Dept.  HG  1 PO  80x11522 
Winston-Salem,  N.C.  27106 
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'-^■riinriii^' 
&  2  STORY  HOMES  —  Mansards   Gambrels   Tudors   Salt  Boxes   Georgians   Farmhouse 

ons   Also  Contemporaries   3.  4    5,  6  bedrooms,  libraries,  family  roDms 

CHOOSE   YOUR   HOME  DESIGN 
BY   EXACT   CATEGORY! 

—  Richard  B.  Pollman,  Designer 2 
25 
Blueprints 
Available 

At  Low  Cost 

B 
185   ONE-STORY    HOMES  -   Over   2000 

Sq  Ft.        Contemporary,        Trddition.il. 

Ranches,    L-shapes,  Atriums,    Mud  rooms. 
Family   rooms.   Separate  dmmg  rooms 

180     MULTILEVEL     HOMES     -    Split 
Levels,     Hillsides,    Bi-Levels,    Traditionals. 

^temporaries,  ■   Exposed     lower     levels 
;    .conies,    terraces.     All    sizes 

B 
250  ONE-STORY  HOMES  -  Under  2000 

Sq,  Ft  All  Styles,  shapes,  budgets. 

Family  rooms,  extra  baths.  Brick  veneer, 

Irame    Flat  and  sloping  roofs. 

B 223  VACATION  HOMES  -  A  Frames, 
Chalets,  Hexagons.  Angular  Cottages, 

"Cluster"  designs.  From  500  to  3000 
Sq.    Ft.     176    pages,    80    in    full    color. 

SAVE)3J0 
Get  Cnniriete 
Collection  -  over 
1000  Deslens 
2700  Illustrations 
scraps 

only  $7.95 
In  Canada,  Mail  to: 
Home  Planners,  Inc. 

772  KinE  St.  W. 
Kitchener,  Ont. 
N2G 1E8 

lome    planners,  inc. Dppt,  BK     16310  GRAND  RIVER  AVE. 
DETROIT,  MICHIGAN  48227 

TcH ECK  CATEGORIES  DESIRED  Q  (3)   250  OneStory   Homes  S2.25 

111    230   v.-   8i   2-Storv   Homes  32.25      0(41    180  Multi-Level   Homes  S2.25 

(21   185  One-Story   Homes  $2.25  D  (51   223  Vacation   Home  Plans  $2.25 
DSEND   ALL   5  CATEGORIES  at   S7.96  HGM61MN 

NAME  (please  print)   

ADDRESS. 

CITY   .STATE. 

I     HOME  PLANNERS,  INC. 
Dept.  BK     16310  Grand  River  Ave 

I     Detroit,  Michigan  48227 

Total  Amount  Enclosed 

Mich    residents  please  add  4%  sales  tax. 

GYM  BAR 
A  home  exerciser  for  the  whole  family.  Ideal  for  reducing,  im- 

proving figure.  Gym  Bar  fits  across  doorway  at  any  desired 

height.  Expands  for  snug,  secure  fit.  Fits  door  widths  24"  to  32". 
With  illustrated  instruction  folder.  Instant  home  gymnasium. 

GYM  BAR   $11.98   +   $1.75  Mailing  Each 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises Dept.  HG-16 556  Mission,  San  Froncisco,  Calif.  94105 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

CHIC 
CHAMOIS 

Wear  together  or 
as  separates. 

Chamois  three- some create(d  by 

Flavours  Unlim- ited of  Aspen, 
100%  domestic 

^  sheepskin  cham- I  ois.  6  to  14.  The 
4-panel  western 
style  skirt,  $68; 

snap  front  vest, 

$49;  yoked  shirt, 
$104.  $200  Ppd. 

i  Safari  Aspen, 

Ltd.,  HGl,  416 

S.  Hunter  St.,  As- 
L^  pen,  CO  81611. 

ii 

^'  :>^. 

!48 

TWO  BY  PICASSO 

Don  Quixote,  black  on  white;  Les 
Petite  ̂ leurs  black/ yellow/ blue/ 

green/orange.  91/2"  by  12", 
$1.98  plus  95c  post.  On  artist 
bars,  $3.95  plus  $1.95  post; 
framed,  $9.95  plus  $1.95  post. 
Catalogue  $1.  Lambert  Studios, 
Inc.,  HG34,  910  N.  La  Cienega 
Blvd.,   Los  Angeles,  CA  90069. 

SPACE  MAKER 
Smart  door  rack  adds  five  bars 

for  all  towel  sizes,  fits  any  stand- 
ard flush  door.  Installed  easily 

without  tools.  It's  33V'2"  high  by 
17"  wide  and  extends  3"  from 
door.  Contemporary  nickel  or 
Koch  brass  plate.  $14.95  ppd.  St. 
Nicholas  Boutiques,  HGl,  Santa 

Claus,  IN  47579. 

SWIVEL  STOOLS 

Revolving  base,  seat  19"  h.  by 
18"  dia.  Beauty  Spot  (as  shown) 
in  cotton  velvet,  $75.10;  or  send 

11/2  yds.  54"  fabric,  $62.50.  Pow- 

der Puff,  $66;  or  1  yd.  54"  fab- ric, $57.50.  Exp.  coll.  Swatches, 
catalogue  $2  (specify  colors, 
types).  Hunt  Galleries,  HG761, 
Box  2324,  Hickory,  NC  28601. 

MAGIC  TOUCH 

One  stroke  of  "Almond  Stick" and  superficial  scratches  disap 
pear  from  pianos,  furniture, 
woodwork.  For  mahogany,  wal- 

nut, oak  and  other  finishes.  Used 

by  professionals.  $1.98  plus  25c 
post  each.  Anthony  Enterprises, 

HGl,  556  Mission  St.,  San  Fran- 
cisco, CA  94105. 

PUEBLO  BOOTS 

Genuine  suede  leather,  silver 
concha  button  trim,  soft  leather 
soles,  cushioned  insoles.  Faded 
blue  "denim"  or  rust  color.  Full, 
half  sizes,  medium  width.  For 
men,  9-12,  $13;  women,  5-10, 
$12.  Add  $1  post.  Southwestern 
Gifts,  600  So.  Country  Club  Rd., 
HIT,  Tucson,  AZ  85716. 

HOCUS-POCUS 

Easy-to-follow  tips  on  how  to  be- 
come an  expert  on  sleight  of 

hand  card  tricks.  Fascinating 

hobby  for  you,  fun  for  your  fam- 
ily and  friends.  84  card  tricks, 

to  while  away  time.  $1.49  plus 

20c  post.  Anthony  Enterprises. 

HGl,  556  Mission  St.,  San  Fran- 
cisco, CA  94105. 

HOUSE  &  GARDEt 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

DUTCH  TREAT 

Handsome  shelf  clock  from  Hol- 
land is  an  authentic  reproduc- 

tion of  an  18th  century  model. 

In  solid  walnut,  eight-day  brass 
movement,  brass  ornaments 
casted;  strikes  on  the  half  hour. 

12"  h.,  71/4"  w.,  53/4"  d.  $179 
ppd.  Edga  Imports,  HGl,  Box 
4426.  Ft.  Lauderdale,  FL  33304. 

NO  MORE  CURLS 

Now  you  can  have  crunchy  bacon 
— minus  the  curls.  Bacon  press 

keeps  bacon  flat  while  conduct- 
ing heat  for  evenly-cooked  crispy 

meat.  Fits  any  round  pan  9"  or 
larger.  For  draining  grease,  too. 
$1.29  plus  30c  post.  Anthony 
Enterprises,  HGl,  556  Mission 
St.,  San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

WRIST  TWIST 

Spiral  within  spiral  goes  into 
ages-old  enchantment  of  three 

bracelets.  It's  a  traditional  Navajo 
design,  made  of  heavy  sterling 
silver  in  choice  of  three  thick- 

nesses: Vs"  $9.50;  1/4"  $17.50; 

5/16"  $24.50.  Ppd.  Colby's, 
HG76,  49  Mt.  Rainier  Dr.,  San 
Rafael,  CA  94903. 

SOCK  SORTING  BEGONE! 

Now  we  just  slip  socks  into  this 
firm  holder,  then  into  washer  and 

dryer  and  back  in  drawer.  Red, 

green,  blue  and  yellow — a  dif- 
ferent color  for  each  member  of 

the  family.  32  (eight  of  each  col- 
or), $5  ppd.  C.  A.  Gordon,  HG3. 

17  Church  St.,  Peterson,  NJ 
07505. 

7  f'^r^^ 
^ 
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WIPE  AWAY  6URNT-0N  GREASE 
New  miracle  cleaner  for  aluminum,  chrome,  stainless  steel,  cast 

iron,  porcelain  enamel,  solid  copper  and  brass.  Removes  car- 

bonized grease  and  encrusted  build-up  fast  from  trypans,  waffle 
irons,  skillets,  burner  wells  and  rings,  barbecue  grills,  etc.  Will 

not  darken  or  pit  utensils.  7  oz.  can. 

CARBON  CLEANER  $3.98    +    600  Mailing  Each 
California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises Dept.  HG-16 556  Mission,   San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

JANUARY,    1976 
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CREATIVE  GLASS   BY  CORNING   1    Set  $16.< 
They     go     safely     from     your 
refrigerator  to  oven 

Great      for      soups,       souffles, 
vegetables,   anything! 

Sparkling-clear  and  so  elegant for    serving 

See  what  Corning  has  done  for  glass — these 
go  from  refrigerator  to  pre  heated  oven,  ideal 
for  baking  and  serving!  American-crafted  to 
the  superb  standards  of  Corning  Glass.  Iqt., 

1'/,  qt.  and  2  qt.  are  SV*".  6i'v",  71/4"  diame- ter. Set  of  3. 

#8051— Creative  Glass  1  Set  $16.98 

Please  add  SI .00  post.  &  hdlg.,  N.Y.  residents  add  applicable  taxes 

<^CThe  Country  Gourmet  KIVn" 

.  Fulton  Ave. 
10550 

Mickey 

Mouse 

$13.00  ppd Ml      Res.   Add   SO'o 

tax) 

Dept.    HG  201   W.    Ist 
Dixon.   III.  61021 

Use  Master-Charge 
BankAmericard 

LIMITED  EDITION 
BICENTENNIAL 

Very  Popular Order  Early 

Here  is  the  ideal  plate  for  your 
collection — as  a  gift!  Delightful 
ly  colorful — most  appealing.  Get 
It  while  you  can!  Order  SNOOPY 
BICENTENNIAL  too!  Also  $13.00! 

Call  Toll  FREE: 

(Outside  Illinois)  800/435-7746: 
III.  Res.  815/284-6626 

FREE:  COLLECTOR'S  PORTFOLIO 

The        ̂  brand  new, 
old-fashioned 
ceiling  fan. 

m^    $49.95 
We  look  $100  off  the  price. 

The  wonderful  old  ceiling  fan  has  returned   With 

a  host  of  new  ideas  to  make  it  perfect  for  today's home  or  business    To  begin  with,  we  ue  produced 

highly-efficient  beautifully-designed  version  of  the  n-adi- 
tional  ceiling  (an  for  at  least  $100  less  than  compa- 

rable models    It  provides  the  same  benehts  of 
increased  efficiency  of 

your  healing  in  win- ter, or  your  cooling  in 
summer   And  it  gives 

the   same  improved  air 

circulation  for  your  treasured 
house  plants 

We    lightened   the    load.    And 
added  decorator  colors. 

Antique  ceiling  fans,  if  and  when  you  can  find  them, 
are  beautiful  And  very  heavy  The  Georgetown  Ceiling 

Fan  is  beautiful  And  very  light  You  won't  have  to worry  about  mounting  it  on  heavy  suppon  beams  Our 

lightu'eight,  durable  resin  materials  weigh  far  less 
than  metal  The  molded  blades  have  a  beautiful 

and  rich  wood-grain  finish  Our  decorator  models  offer 
contemporary  colors  in  the  housing  and  the  blades 

Distance  from  ceiling  to  bottom  of  fan  18"  Shorter  and 
longer  lengths  are  available  on  custom  basis. 

We  made  the  fan  larger  and  the  speed  gentler. 
The  blades  arc  a  full  44  inches  in  diameter   And 

lo  give    a    more     pleasing,     restful    feeling,    we 
reduced  the    motor  speed     just  enough  to  gently 
and  efficiently  move  the  air,  yet  not  be  a  distraction 

We  can  even  add  a  light  globe. 
For  only  $  14  95  more,  you  can  have  your 

Georgetown    Fan  with  a 
distinctive  6-inch  globe,  to 
add  even   more  function 
and  beauty 

We   built   in  complete  money- 
back  satisfaction. 

The  Georgtown  Ceiling  Fan  is 

completely  guaranteed   If  not  satisfied 
with  quality  or  performance    return  for full  refund,  within  14  days 

Order  today. 

The  Georgetown  Fan  comes  p>ost-paid.  complete 
and  ready  to  install  The  lour  blades  easily  attach 

with  screws  provided  Then  you're  ready  to  in- stall the  fan  as  easily  as  any  light  fixture  Yours  to  enjoy 
for  years  of  beauty,  greater  economy  of  heating  ?nd 

cooling,  and  improved  circulation  for  youi  house 

plants  Specify  Walnut  or  Oak  hnt-ih  lor  woodgrain 
blades.  Or  solid  colors:  Yellow  or  White  Send  ̂   heck  or 
money  order  lor  $4995  (or  each  fan.  $64  90  with 

light.  Or  charge  lo  your  Master  Charge  or  Bank 
Americard  (Include  account  number  and  expiration 
date  )  Allow  4  weeks  (or  delivery 

Georgetown  Fan  Company .  GeneralDelivery—HG.  Georgetown.  Colorado  80444,  Phone  303-892-6080 
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Patent  applied  for 

At  LAST,  the  FIRST  in  a 

SUPER  SAFE-BATH  CHAIR 
(for  tub  or  shower) 

MOONLANDER I 
IT'S  ...  tip  proof— slip  proof 

IT'S  . . .  rust  proof— water  proof 
IT'S  . . .  durable— light  weight 

IT'S  . . .  adjustable— 18-24"  tub  inside 
IT'S  ...  for  the  INFIRM  or  HEALTHY 

IT'S  . .  .for the  young  or  old 
IT  HAS  a  clear  anodized  aluminum  frame 

IT  HAS  back  and  arm  rests 

IT  HAS  a  pastel  colored  marlite  seat 

ALSO  available,  BATH  SHOWER — attaches  to  chair,  adjusts  up  and  down, 

to  and  from.  Water  'on  and  off"  control  in  shower  head,  head  removable 

for  hand  use — includes  all  fittings.  Hook  it  up  yourself — fits  regular  shower 
system.  (Special  fittings  available  at  extra  cost  where  no  shower  head 
exists.). 

CHAIR   ONLY          $69.50 

BATH   SHOWER   ONLY(opfional)      34.50 

Shipping  charges  collect.  Shipping  weight  11  pounds. 
Send  M.O..  check. 

(Fla.  residents  add  4''o  sales  tax) 

HANLEY  SPECIALTIES  INC. 
Box  265, 

Marathon,  Fl.  33050 
(allow  3  weeks  for  delivery) 

Make  Rosettes! 
(Festive  Scandinavian  Cooldes) 

Patterned  irons,  fitted  to  handles, 
are  dipped  from  batter  to  fryer  to 
make  a  crispy,  thin  delicacy  which 
is  sprinkled  with  powdered  sugar. 
Easy  to  do,  lots  of  fun,  delightful 

to  eat.  Complete:  9  Ig.  3"  alumi- 
num molds,  7  small  molds,  2  heat- 

proof handles,  recipes  and  in- 
structions. Complete  set,  only 

$9.95  +  85C;  post. 
NEW   80    PG.    GIFT   CATALOG 

Suburbia,  inc. 
Mail  Shopping  Service 

366  Wacouta,  Dept.  398,  St.  Paul,  Minn.  55101 

CUDDLY,  SOFT  SUEDE  BOOTS 

"DORRIE"  —  Luxurious,  fleece-lined 
boots  by  Daniel  Green.  Supple  suede 

with  bouncy  crepe  soles.  Suede  cov- 
ered 1  inch  wedge  heels.  In  Dark 

Brown,  Tan  or  Denim  Blue.  $14.95. 

Sizes:  Narrow,  5V2  through  11,  Me- 
dium, 4  through  11.  No  wide  widths. 

No  half  sizes  over  10.  $1.00  extra  per 

pair  for  sizes  over  10.  Add  900  post- 
age for  each  pair  ordered.  Refund  if 

not  delighted.  Free  catalog.  Write  to: 
SOFWEAR  SHOES,  Dept.  DR, 
1711  Main,  Houston,  Texas  77002. 

■^  Mm 
'''■^m 

Charming  stained  glass  decorative  piece 

will  brighten  a  mantel,  delight  a  win- 
dow, adorn  a  table.  A  gift  that  says 

something  forever.  Freestanding  in  vi- 

brant colors.  Each  panel  is  5"  by  7". 

ton 
mm 

(^7  nn    add  95(i  pstg.  &  hdlg. 
9r  .UU    Md.  res.  add  4% 

Full  color  stained  glass  catalog  $1. 

I5III  New  Hampshire  Ave..  GI6 

Colcsville.  Maryland  20904 

^  The 

;  Amazing 

STRONGITES    ^ 
BY-THE-YARD! l/rap  yi 

'>^ynthetic   diamond-like  stones 

^  and  gold.  Sparkle  plenty  with  the  ' latest  fashion  rage.  Twist  and 
twirl  these  dazzlers  around  your 

ii'Ki    neck,  daytime,  nitetime.  any- 

U^^jime.   14K  yellow  gold  chains^ 
ItC^ith  lOpt.  Slrongites.  ^ 

|i<^16"  Chain.  3  Slrongites  -  S39 , 
i'    18"  Chain.4  Strongites -S46 
'i'  FREE  catalog  of  rings,  and  earrings 

I    THEST>^ONGITECO.,| 
^'  '*^  Dept.  G.  2  West  47th  St.>^ 

"New  York.  N.Y.  10036    / 

(212)  582-4168 

SHOPPING 
AROUND 
MORE  FOR 
YOUR  MONEY 

GREAT  BEAUTY 

"Chrysanthemum"  sterling 
silver  pattern  by  Tiffany. 

A  1939  World's  Fair  winner. 
Massive  in  weight^the  seven 
piece  set  includes  tea  and 
coffee  pot,  sugar,  creamer, 
hot  water  kettle  and  stand, 
waste  bowl.  One  of  many 

fabulous  finds  at  Jean's Silversmiths,  Inc.,  15  West 
45th  St.,  New  York,  NY  10036r. 

A  SPECIAL  LOCK 

It  operates  like  no  other  lock. 
Has  cleverly  concealed 
second  keyhole.  If  you  know 
the  secret,  it  opens  with  ease. 

Highly  polished  handcast 
brass  with  %"  chromed  steel 

shackle.3V2"by2"by%". $12  plus  75c  post.  Napoleon 
Gallery,  HGl,  535  St.  Louis 
St.,  New  Orleans,  LA  70130. 

SPEEDY  STARTER 

A  new  thermostatically-controlled  electric  greenhouse  to  hasten 

growth  of  seeds  and  plants.  18"  by  30"  by  3"  molded  tray,  17"  h.  vinyl 
cover  with  ventilation  and  watering  flap.  Peat  moss  blocks,  plant  food, 

"Plant  and  Grow"  book  included.  $29.95,  non-electric  $19.95,  Ppd. 
Stim-U-Plant,  Inc.,  HGl,  2077  Parkwood  Ave.,  Columbus,  OH  43219. 

FRANNY  FROG 

Amusing  accessory  kit  for  the 
indoor  gardener  to  have  at  hand 
— and  display  along  with  her 
plants.  Earthenware  frog  with 

glazed  posy  design  holds  6"  clear 
glass  mist  sprayer,  5"  shears, 
rake,  spade  and  trowel,  6^4"  to 8V4"  1.  $5.98;  two  for  $10.98  plus 

50c  post  per  order.  Lilly's Garden,  GIE,  510  S.  Fulton  Ave., 
Mt.  Vernon,  NY  10550. 



BRILLIANCE 
Lighting  with  old  world  charm.  An 
exquisite  accent  for  table,  sideboard 
or  mantel.  Radiant  handcut  prisms  sparkle 

from  branches  of  the  five-light  candelabra. 
Heavy  gold-plated  ornamental  castings 
mounted  on  imported  marble  base.  30" 
h.by  11"  w.  $79.95  exp.  coll.  Catalogue 
25c.  Luigi  Crystal,  HGl,  7332  Frankford 
Ave.,  Philadelphia,  PA  19136. 

INDIAN  ARTISTRY 
Rug  in  ivory  and  earthtones  is 
replica  of  Navajo  tribal  symbol 

design.  3'  by  5',  $34.95;  4'  by  6', 
$49.95;  6'  by  9'.  $89.95;  9'  by  12', 
$169.95  Ppd.  Full  color  catalogue 
featuring  Indian,  Oriental, 
Colonial  hooked  and  braided  rugs, 
$1.  Peerless  Imported  Rugs, 
GE-16,  3028  N.Lincoln  Ave., 
Chicago,  IL  60657. 

BRASS  PLATE  STAND 
Reproduction  of  an  English 

antique.  Hand-wrought  in  gleaming 
solid  brass.  Will  hold  your 
decorative  glass  or  china  plates, 
or  brass  trays  (shown  right).  Plate 

stand  29"  h.  $40.  Set  of  three  11" 
brass  trays.  $26  Ppd.  Antique 
Brass  Ltd.,  HGl,  Box  4694, 
Whittier,  CA  90607. 

:MCTI0N  RING 
he  unique  "mood"  stone  everyone's  talking 
bout.  A  jewel  discovery  that  reveals  your 
mermost  feelings  as  it  changes  colors  according 
0  your  mood.  Exotic  stone  mounted  in 

landsome  heavy  weight  setting,  gold  ^ 
ir  silver  finish.  Sizes  5,  6,  7,  8.  For  men  :|pt 

'nd  women.  $5.50  ppd.  Send  25c  for  "  " 
ewelry  catalogue.  Bonnie  Sue  Gifts,  Dept. 
^GE-75,  Box  253,  Oceanside,  NY  11572. 
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Radiant  by  Whiting 

Imperial 
Chrysanthemum 

>      by  Gorhai 

Kinc  Edward 
byWhitlnc 

PLEASE  TELL  ME 

Do  you  know  where  I  can  buy  discontinued  silver  patterns'^ I  recently  inherited  some  silver  and  wonder  if  I  might  add  to 
the  set.  I  do  not  know  the  name  of  my  pattern. 
Jean's  Silversmith's  Inc.  carries  hundreds  of  old  and  discontinued  Sterling 
Patterns.   Just  send   a  snap  shot,   tissue  rubbing,   or  photocopy,   with  a 

description  of  any  identifying  marks.  Jean's  can  identify  any  pattern  from 
any  of  the  above. 

Jean's  has  the  largest  stock  of  old  and  new  flatware 

IF  IT'S  SILVER  YOU  WANT 
''^  SILVERSMITHS  INC. 

JEANS 

Jean's  Also  Buys 
Silver,  Jewelry, 

and  Estates. 

16  W  45th  St.,  N.Y.  36  N.Y.  -  OX  7-0367 

BRAIDED 
STAIR  TREADS 

End  thread-bare  carpet  in  your  heav- 
iest traffic  areas  with  our  durable, 

tightly  braided  9x27"  nylon  stair 
treads.  Take  all  sorts  of  abuse — 
and  come  up  always  handsome. 
Choose  shades  of  rich  green  or 
chestnut  brown.  $3.50.  each  (Add 

$1  post).  Set  of  13:  $29.95.  ($2.55 

post). 
WRITE  FOR 
YOUR  NEW 
FREE  CATALOG! 

^leld^-Iouse Dept.  G61B  Box  1000 
N.  Conway,  N.H.  03860 

SUPER  SCOOPER 
Amazing  dipper  scoops  ice 

cream  like  magic;  Self-defrost- 
ing liquid  hermetically  sealed 

in  handle,  lets  you  cut  through 
coldest  ice  cream  with  ease. 

Gives  you  uniform  attractive 
scoops.  Lifetime  action,  never 

loses  it's  power.  Sanitary,  rust- 
proof. Now  available  in  two 

models. 

Deluxe  American  made  $5.95 

Import  model  $1.95 
plus  .35  postage  each 

lloliilav    (iiSts 

Dept.  301-C Wheat  Ridge,  Colorado  80033 

NEW! 
Thermostatically 
controlled 

Electric  Growth 
Chamber  and 
Seed  Starter... 

Perfect  for  House  Plants! 

Heating  element  maintains  75    temp 

for  fast  germination.  Clear  vmyl  cove' 
fitted  with  end  ventilation  watering 

flaps  High  quality  peat  moss  grow 

blocks  (2"  X  2"  X  2").  5"  piastic  labels 
Packaged  Stim-U-Plant  all  Purpose 

food  Booklet.  "How  to  Plant  &  Grow  ' 
Order  =062.  for  S29.95.  Non-electnc 
=  064-   $19.95.  =063  refill  kit  and 

72  grow  blocks  -  S4.99.  All  postage 

prepaid. 

STIM-D-PLANT 
a  giouiing 

Dusiness 

2077  P^rk*.  >o6  A»e 

Columbus  Ohio  432'9 

(614]  267  1296 
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CORDLESS 
TELEPHONE 

A   GREAT   GIFT    IDEA 

Operates  as  any  extension  phone  except  it's  cordless.  You  can 
take  it  anywhere,  indoors  or  out.  Pool,  yard,  basement,  attic 

— anywhere  within  300  feet  of  your  home.  Receive  calls  or 
dial  out. 

EASY   TO    INSTALL 
Your    Portaphone    operates    in    conjunction    with    all    regulorK    installed    telephone 

equipment  vou  alreodv  hove.   Instal'otion  tokes  30  seconds 

REAL  COST  IS  S2.00  PER  MONTH  AND  IT  PAYS  FOR  ITSELF 

If  you  divide  the  purchase  price  by  the  estimated  15-year  useful  life  of  the  Porta- 
phone, the  cost  is  only  S24.00  per  year,  or  only  S2.00  per  month.  It  pays  for  itself 

by  replacing  an  existing   extension   phone  and  eliminoting  another  extension. 

}00°o    SOLID-STATE    RELIABILITY 
Portaphone  is  monufactured  with  100°o  space-age  solid-state  circuitry.  No  moving 
parts  to  wear  out.  No  tubes  to  reploce  Designed  to  be  service-free  it  is  guaranteed 
for  1  year. 

SATISFACTION    GUARANTEED   OR    MONEY    BACK 

2-WEEK    FREE   TRIAL 

EAST  AND  MIDWEST  ORDERS 

SHIPPED   BY  AIR 
Send  check  or  money  order  to: 

JLR  Company 
16200  Ventura  Blvd.  213    986-4271 

Encino,  CA  913.46 

Please  send  me   PORTAPHONES   ?  S395  each. 

California  residents  add  S^o  sales  tax.  Postage,  handling  and  insuronce  S5  50  each 

Name   

Address   

City   .State. 

-Zip 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

/ 

3-?"  high  ̂ \ork  ta:;.e 
36"x24".  3124.00 
48"  X  24",  S140.00 
60"  X  30",  S175.00 
choose  30"  dining 

heignt  :ac!e  at 
same  prices. 

Locking  Shepherd 
Casters, 

S25.00  additional 

Two-inch  ttiicK  maple  butcher  block  top, 
durable  bench-construction  frame.  Sent 
express  collect.  In  Illinois,  add  applic- 

able taxes.  Send  check  or  money  order, 

noC.O.D.'s  please. 
Custom  sizes   and  styles  always  ...  for 
a    complete   24    page    catalog   of   exciting 
butc^'e'-  block  •L-ni'u'-e    ?end  50c  to- 

butcher  block  &  more 
The  Schoenheil  Company 

Dept.  HG-176A.  16CC  S.  Clinton.  C!"  cago  60616 

Janco  greenhouses  are 

for  every  gardener 

Janco    all-a.-  "-"■     ----' any  site  arc    e.e.    :-;:e 
Window    Garden    to    t'-e    C-ess:;-: 
there   is  a  Janco   to   suit  yoi-r   s:-: 
fications.  All   pa-:s   -■--'■    z  .=  5;    : 

cut  for  easy   as; :  "  ~ the    Belair.     toc- 
b-t   s;a-da'd    S'2==    i=.r    .. .  -       ;^e. 
V. 'ite    ■■;'    >0-r    FREE    catalog    today! 

janco  Greenhouses 
Box  348.  10788  Tucker  St. 

Beitsville.  Md.  20705 
301-937-3300 

Jgljf 

''^^ 

^     / 

CAVALRY  SABER 

The  "Old  Wristbreaker"  saber 
used  by  both  armies  during  the 
Civil  War  is  handsomely  repro- 

duced complete  with  black  leath- 

er scabbard.  Steel  saber  is  39" 
long.  $19.50  ppd.  Color  cata- 

logue $2.  The  Muller  Co.,  HGl. 
Dogwood  Hollow,  Miller  Place 
NY  11764. 

REAL  CUT-UP 
If  you  love  snipping  recipes,  cou- 
rcis   2ds  ?r!d  Shopping  Around, 

er speeds  the  job. 
.  er  than  scissors. 

now  Tor  your  school  chil- 
„  ̂       cl.29  plus  20c  post,  from 
Anthony  Enterprises,  HGl,  556 
Mission  St.,  San   Francisco.  CA 

94105. 

PACHYDERM  PLANTER 
Exotic  handwoven  elephant  in 

natural  rattan's.  7"  h.,  15"  L 4V2"  d.  with  metal  liner.  Sized 

right  for  ail-season  plant  service. 
$9.95  plus  $1.50  post.  Painted 
white,  green,  yellow,  pink,  black 

add  $2.  Catalogue  25c.  Fran's Basket  House,  HGl.  Rte.  10. 
Succasunna.  NJ  07876. 

PORTRAIT  IN  OIL 

A  true  work  of  art  painted  on  lirv 
en  canvas  from  your  old  or  new 

photograph.  Choose  from  twelve 
portrait  painters.  Canvas  sizes 

range  from  12"  by  16"  to  30"  by 40".  Prices  from  $99.50  to 

S995.  Catalogue.  25c.  Van  Dyke 
Oil  Portraits,  Ltd.,  HGl.  153  E. 
57th  St..  New  York.  NY  10022. 

HAVE  A  LOOK 

Handy  magnifying  mirror  offers 
a  good  look  wherever  you  need 
it.  A  large  all-njbt)er  suction  cup 
holds  mirror  firmly  to  any  smooth 

and  clean  surface.  3V^"  dia Convenient  for  traveling.  52.98 

plus  60c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises. HGl.  556  Mission  St.. 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

KITCHEN  V^ORKER 

Suction-based  food  grinder  at 
taches  to  any  surface;  shortened 
handle  allows  full  circle.  With 

food  pusher,  extra  attachments 

for  sausage  casing,  pastry  flut- 
ing. 7V2"  h.  in  avocado.  $9.98 

plus  SI  post.  The  Country  Gour- 
met. GlE,  512  S.  Fulton  Ave.. 

Mt.  Vernon.  NY  10550. 

JULIET  AND  BABY 

Signed  original  lithograph  in  fuli 
color  by  Edna  H\be\  who  is  repre- 

sented in  museums,  galleries, 

private  collections.  11"  by  14" on  fine  paper.  Write  for  informa- 
tion on  others.  $115  ppd.  Chris- 

tophersen's  Coilectables.  HGl 
334  W.  Fillmore.  Eau  Claire,  W 
54701. 

HOUSE  &  G^- 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

LUSTROUS  NAME 

Stunning  script  name  pin  agleam 

in  12  kt  gold-filled  jeweler's  wire 
is  a  perfect  choice  for  a  coat, 
scarf,  sweater  or  dress.  Pin  is 
complete  with  safety  catch.  Try 
it  on  a  fabric  clutch  or  handbag, 
too.  $3.99  ppd.  Walter  Drake, 

Dept.  HG51,  Drake  BIdg.,  Colo- 
rado Springs,  CO  80940. 

JIFFY  PARKER 

Parallel  parking  dial  can  end  the 
guesswork  and  help  avoid  bent 
fenders,  frayed  nerves.  Fits  any 
type  of  car,  makes  it  easy  to  park 
perfectly  on  the  first  try,  every 
time.  $2.98  plus  25c  post.  An- 

thony Enterprises,  HGl,  556 
Mission  St.,  San  Francisco,  CA 
94105. 

PROUD  EMBLEM 

First  Stars  &  Stripes  to  lead 
American  armed  forces  on  land: 

at  Bennington  August  16,  1777 

by  Vermont  Militia.  5'  by  3'.  Cot- 
ton bunting,  brass  grommets, 

canvas  heading.  $12.95  plus  75c 
post.  Catalogue  50c.  Pat  Baird 

Ship's  Wheel,  HGJ6,  Nottingham 
Sq.Rd.,  Epping,  NH  03042. 

NO  MORE  SUDS 

Foam  sponge  shower  goggles 
with  clear  plastic  lenses  permit 
shower  takers  to  watch  while  eyes 
are  protected  from  both  water 

and  soap.  Self-adjusting  elastic 
strap,  one  size  fits  all.  $1.29  plus 
20c  post.  Anthony  Enterprises, 

HGl,  556  Mission  St.,  San  Fran- 
cisco. CA  94105. 

DESIGNING  WAYS 

Create  bouquets,  corsages,  and 
bridal  designs  as  an  enjoyable 
hobby,  career  or  home  business. 
Use  live  or  artificial  flowers. 

Learn  details  in  "Flower  Talk" 
magazine.  Three-month  sub- 

scription free.  Floral  Arts  Center, 
Dept.  6DNED,  1628  E.  McDowell 
Rd.,  Phoenix,  AZ  85006. 

ANY  ANNIVERSARY 

Unique  anniversary  gift  cites  re- 

cipient for  "meritorious  service." 
For  charm  bracelet,  neck  or 

watch  chain;  1"  dia.  Specify 
years  to  be  engraved.  Sterling  sil- 

ver, $10;  Gold  $40.  Ppd.  Add 
$1.75  for  engraving  two  first 
names,  date  on  back.  Bruce  Bo- 
lind,   HGl,   Boulder,  CO  80302. 

PROVINCIAL  PILLOW 

Cross  stitch  design  for  16"  pil- 
low. Kit  includes  design  on  oyster 

Belgian  linen,  wools,  linen  for  pil- 
low back,  cording.  Two  tone  red, 

blue,  green,  gold,  brown,  black/ 
gray  or  rose  wools.  $5.95  ea.; 

16"  form,  $2.50.  Add  50c  post. 
Victoria  Gifts,  12H  Water  St., 
Bryn  Mawr,  PA  19010. 
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WATER  THIRSTY  PLANTS  WHILE  ON  A  TRIP 
Planning  a  trip  but  worried  about  your  thirsty  plants?  Amazing 

wicks  feed  just  right  amount  of  water  up  to  8  weeks.  Can  be  used 

all  year  around  with  all  plants.  Will  not  rot  or  mildew. 

SET  OF  4  PLANT  NURSEMAIDS...  $2.98  +  450  Mailing  Each  Set. 

SET  OF  2  EXTRA  LONG  PLANT  NURSEMAIDS 

FOR  LARGE  PLANTS   $2.98  +  450  Mailing  Each  Set. 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  Or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises Dept.  HG-16 
556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

CLEANS  SILVER  FAST 
Magic  Silver  Leaf  goes  in  the  dishpan,  or  sink,  and  safely  cleans 

silver  as  you  wash  dishes.  No  rubbing,  no  boiling.  Keeps  silver 

shining  bright  and  tarnish-free.  Safe  for  finest  silverplate  and 

sterling.  Odorless  and  non-toxic.  Lasts  a  lifetime,  never  wears  out. 

SILVER  LEAF  ....  $3.98  +  400  Mailing  Each 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  Calitornia  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises Depf.  HG-16 556  Mission,  San  Frcncisco,  r^Hf    94105 
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I  KNOW  YOU  BELIEVE  YOU 

UNDERSTAND  WHAT  YOU  THINK 

iSAID,  BUT  I  AM  NOT  SURE  YOU 

REALIZE  THAT  WHAT  YOU  HEARD 

IS  NOT  WHAT  I  MEANT.  ® 

COMMUNICATION  GAP! 
How's  that  again?  A  wall  plaque  which  will  rivet  every  eye.  Makes 
a  perfect  gift  and  is  guaranteed  to  improve  the  communication 

gap.  Black  letters  on  golden  plate,  solid  walnut,  with  hook  for 

hanging.  4"  x  5". 
^185  COMMUNICATIONS  GAP  PLAQUE 

$2.98  Plus  800  Postage  &  Handling  Each 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises  55*  Mission.  ̂ ::\ZV.. 

-16 

SCO,  Calif.   94105 

DENTURE  REPAIR  KIT 
Be  prepared  for  an  emergency.  Fix  breaks,  cracks  or  loose  teeth  in 

dentures.  Avoid  embarrassment  when  traveling.  Kit  includes  ma- 
terial similar  to  that  used  by  dentists.  Instructions  included. 

DENTURE  REPAIR  KIT   $2.98  Plus  50(J  Postage  &  Handling 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises Dept.  HG-16 556  Mission,  Son  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

SHOPPING  AROUND 
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LEAF  OF  LIFE 

No  wonder  the  Yogis  of  India  be- 
lieve these  leaves  hold  the  secret 

of  life!  Wherever  a  leaf  falls,  a 
new  plant  starts  to  grow.  Pot  size 
from  one  to  six  feet.  Blossoms 

with  fragrant  pink  and  lime  flow- 
ers. Three,  $1;  nine,  $2.50.  Add 

25c  post.  Roberta's,  HGl,  Box 
630,  Shelbyville,  IN  46175. 

STEP  SOFTLY 

Women's  good-looking  moccasins 
are  deftly  fashioned  of  tanned 

glove  leather,  hand-beaded  and 
hand-laced.  Sand,  brown,  white 

or  natural  color.  4-10  (state  ex- 
act shoe  size).  Soft  sole,  cush- 

ioned insole,  $9;  hard  sole, 
$10.25.  Add  50c  post.  Downs, 
1401-Y,  Evanston,  IL  60204. 

TWIRL  A  SHOE 

Compact  three  level  polished 
steel  carrousel  holds  36  shoes 

(18  pair)  and  twirls  to  make  se- 
lection easy.  24"  h.,  15"  dia;  it 

rolls  on  casters.  Space-saver  in  a 
closet,  keeps  shoes  aired.  $9.98 

plus  $1.50  post.  Crown-Castle, 
Dept.  SC505,  51  Bank  St.,  Stam- 

ford, CT  06901. 

ENLIGHTENING  PEN 

By  daylight,  a  nifty  ballpoint — but  whisk  it  into  darkness  and  it 

shines!  Chrome-plated  satin  fin- 
ish pen  comes  with  penlite  bat- 
tery and  refill.  Great  for  jotting 

middle-of-the-night  brainstorms. 
$5.98  plus  40c  post.  Anthony 
Enterprises,  HGl,  556  Mission 
St.,  San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

GARDEN  PLOT 

White  plant  table  with  four  5" 
square  dark  green  pots.  High- 
impact  styrene  polymer,  special 
drip  tray  keeps  moisture  from 
floor.  Weather-resistant.  No  tools, 

easy  assembly.  16"  top,  19"  h. $13.98  plus  $1.79  post.  House 
of  Minnel,  516E,  Deerpath  Rd., 
Batavia,  IL  60510. 

FEMALE-DRI 
Stops  wet  garments  and  bedding. 
Keep-Dri  lining  holds  reusable 
snap-in  pads.  Moisture  passes 
from  body,  kept  out  by  lining. 
Narrow  elastic  belt  (waist  size), 

holder,  two  pads.  Plain  envelope. 
$7.95  plus  75c  post.  Piper  Brace, 
HG-16FD,  811  Wyandotte,  Kan- 

sas City,  MO  64105. 

SHUT  EYE 

Sleep  is  king  night  or  daythat  you 

don  the  mask:  shuts  out  any  flick- 
er of  light  that  could  disturb  the 

psyche,  the  body's  rest.  Fabric 
and  elastic  band's  so  constructed 
that  it  fits  any  cranium.  $2.98 

plus  20c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HGl,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

HOUSE  &  GAR 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

ANOTHER  LIFETIME 

iReplicas  of  "Moai"  stone  gods, 
'ithe  70-ton  carvings  towering  on 
iiEaster  Island  15  centuries  ago. 

Original  volcanic  textures  in  5-lb. 
■Istatues,  11"  h.  For  garden  ac- 
>icents,  bookends.  $8.25;  two 
■$15.50.  Add  $1  post.  each. 
iAmerican  Century,  HGl,  Box 
36232,  Los  Angeles,  CA  90036. 

QUICK  STITCHES 

E-Z  Stitcher  makes  hand-sewing 
a  breeze.  It  holds  a  full  spool  of 
thread  and  uses  a  regular  sewing 
machine  needle,  making  a  loop 
stitch  similar  to  knitting.  Use  for 
hems,  basting,  applique.  $1.29 

plus  20c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HGl,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

SMART  CAMOUFLAGE 

Fashionable  kerchief-case  with 
matching  tie  holds  eyeglasses 
snugly  and  softly  pocketed.  Of 
imported  polyester  peau  de  sole 

in  navy,  brown,  wine,  rust,  co- 
pen,  green,  black,  white,  camel, 
beige.  Set  $8.95  plus  75c  post. 
Cartier  Cravates,  HGl,  Box  73, 

IChamplain,  NY   12919. 

FRENCH  CRADLE 

Ivory  telephone  with  a  French  ac- 
cent fitted  with  brass  and  built 

to  plug  in  for  instant  use.  An  Old 

World  beauty  for  the  most  ele- 
gant decor  in  any  room  of  the 

country  villa  or  town  apartment. 
$69.95  plus  $2  post.  Catalogue, 
50c.  Grand  Com  Inc.,  HGl,  324 
Fifth  Ave.,  New  York,  NY  10001. 

HONEYCOMB  SPREAD 

Cream,  green,  yellow,  rose,  wal- 
nut, red,  indigo,  delft  or  It.  blue, 

avocado  on  white.  Single  or  dou- 
ble with  fringe,  $90.  Fishnet 

canopy  in  white  or  cream  in  four 

designs.  Tester,  871/2"  by  561/2", 
$106.50.  Ppd.  Literature,  25c. 
Virginia  Goodwin,  HGl,  Dilworth 
Sta.,  Charlotte,  NC  28203. 

KEEP  IT  CLEAN 

Keep  your  Venetian  blinds  free  of 
dirt  with  this  efficient  little  tool. 

Double-duty  design  does  two 
slats  at  a  time  on  both  sides.  Dip 
in  suds  and  foam  pads  do  the 
cleaning  with  one  wipe.  $1.98 
plus  35c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 

prises, HGl,  556  Mission  St., 
San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

ON   AND  ON 

Perpetual  motion  machine  with 
small  ball  on  a  string  wrapping 
and  unwrapping  around  pivot 
arm,  in  a  seemingly  endless  pro- 

gress, is  a  real  fascinator.  Oil 
finished  wood  and  string.  $7.95 

plus  50c  post.  This  'n  That,  Dept. 
EHG,  Box  3121,  Fort  Smith,  AR 
72901. 
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An  EARLY  AMERICAN  KITCHEN  can  be 

yours  too ...  the   "COUNTRY  CHARM"    ivay! 
...with  "COUNTRY  CHARM" 
Early  American  Appliances! 

AUTOMATIC  ELECTRIC  RANGE  .  .  . 
authentic  CAST  IRON  reproduction  from 

original  patterns.  Combined  with  the  Early 
American  charm  of  this  handsome  antique 

is  the  convenience  of  fully  automatic  oven 

and  burner  controls,  and  an  easy-care  por- 
celain top.  Coffee  mill  uniquely  houses 

clock,  oven  timer  and  minute  minder.  Fits 
modern  range  space.  Prices  start  at  $555.00, 
plus  freight  charges. 

CAST  IRON  WALL  OVEN  .  .  .  (inset) 
Front  is  CAST  IRON  with  handsome  scroll 

design.  The  18"  oven  is  fully  insulated  and 
porcelain  lined.  Hearth  door  conceals  all 
controls,  clock  and  timer.  Available  in  right 
or  left  hand  door  models.  Prices  begin  at 

$325.00,  plus  freight  charges. 

Quality  Backed  by  35  Years  of 
Skilled  Craftsmanship. 

Send  25c  for  your  "Country  Charm"  Ap.iliance   Folder  and   Gift  Catalog. 
Made  and  Sold  Only  by 

5KE     THE  HOUSE  OF  WEBSTER 

^A 
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TbRU: ■Old  Fashioned  Gifts" 
BOX  HG16  ROGERS,  ARK. 

1976 

Royal  Bayreuth  Easter  Egg $15.00  ppd. 

A  charming  and  slightly  nostalgic  design  in 
subtle  pastel  colors.  Only  10,000  available. 

1975  Royal  Bayreuth  Easter  Egg 
$13.50  ppd. 

Add  this  lovely  Easter  delight  to  your  collec- 

tion. Send  for  Platter  chatter  with  price  list. 
MasterCharge  and  BankAmericard  accepted 
with    complete    number    and    expiration    date. 

Edd,  the  florist,  inc. 
Hickory  House,  Collectors  Division  HG 

823  North  Court,  Ottumwa,  Iowa  52501 
Phone— 1-800-247-1075 
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PATRIARCH 

-KeveA  d^i^cUzd.     Savu,  oi  uioA.  and  pam-on 
martk  tivii  vcnejuibii     eZephant  ca  peAccived 
by  czZiblaind  BuJik  Sawti.     A     hand    iDoXiA 

cotoM.d  ipixuh.  oi  g/ieeit    and  "bug  cotoi" o/te  addzd  to  the.  iavannah. 

-an  zxczttirvt  companAxin  to  Piincz  Le.o- 
n"x.20" .black  and  uihitz,  p>Unted  on  papeA 

v(,  qaaLUy   $7.50  ppd 
tde  PaVUaiich  and 

T  II  r  PrUnce  Uo  $14.00 

T^T•(EREo    BOOT 
box.  HG 

Lajnoiit,   Ft.    32536 

T^fi 

^^e::^ 

Classic  Wrap.  Our  button-front  wrap  skirt  of 

polyester /cotton  poplin  is  made  with  wide  back 

panels  and  handy  patch  pockets.  Khaki,  sky  blue  or 

daffodil.  XS,  S,  M,  L  for  sizes  6-20.  $24.00.  Same 

sizes  in  brushed  polyester/cotton  denim.  Navy. 
$22.00.  Add  $1  50  for  postage 
.-   -» 

n  Please  send  me  your  new  free  color  catalog. 

Name     

Address. 
City   

.State. 
-Zip. 

THE  TALBOTS,  DEPT  RR  HINGHAM,  MASS.  02043 

Acton,  Duxbury.  Lenox,  Mass.,  Avon,  Hamden,  Conn 

J&D 'IIP  Brauner 
BuTCHER  BLOCK 

FOLDING  BUTCHER  BLOCK  CHAIR 

Sturdy,  comfortable.  Folds  flat  for  storage. 
Natural  only.  4  for  $60.  Not  stiown:  same 
ctiair  witti  cane  seat.  4  for  $76.  Shpd.  UPS 

postpaid,  add  $5.50,  No  COD'S.  New  York, New  Jersey  and  Illinois  residents  add  tax. 

52  pg.  catalog  of  Butctier  Block  tables,  $1. 

J  &  D  BRAUNER/THE  BUTCHER  BLOCK 
New  York:  298  Bowery,  N.Y..  N.Y.  10012 

Chicago:  1331  So.  Mich.  Ave..  Chicago,  III.  60605 
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CORDLESS  MASSAGER 

Battery-operated  massager  brings  satisfying  relaxation.  Deep  gentle 
penetrating  vibrations  soothe  neck,  shoulder  muscles,  arms,  legs  and 

tired  feet.  Operates  on  standard  batteries  (not  included).  4  sizes. 

IVlini  Massager.  41/2 "       $3.98  + 

Regular  IVIassager.  7"       $4.98  + 

Deluxe  Massager.  10"      $7.98  + 

Super  Massager,  12"    $9.98  + 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

30(t  Mailing  Each 
45e  Mailing  Each 

50C  Mailing  Each 

55(5  Mailing  Each 

Anthony  Enterprises Oept.  HG-16 556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

GR-R-IND— 
SH-SH-SHAKE— 

OPEN- 
SNATCH  ! 

THE  BANDIT  BOX 
Place  a  coin  in  the  holder,  immediately  you  hear  a  grinding  of  gears 
.  .  .  the  box  starts  shaking  .  .  .  slowly  lid  rises,  a  pale  green  hand 

reaches  out,  grabs  coin,  disappears  and  "Bang,"  lid  slams  shut. 
Amazing  how  much  money  you'll  collect.  Operates  on  2  penlight 
batteries  (not  included) 

BANDIT  BOX  $6.98  Plus  750  Postage  &  Handling  Each 

No  COD's  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anhtony  Enterprises Dept.  HG-16 556  Mission,   San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

SHOPPING  AROUND 
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ANCIENT  SYMBOL 

Massive  deeply  carved  sun  head 
is  cast  in  man-made  materials. 
So  rugged  it  can  be  mounted  on 
wall  or  exterior  brick  surface. 

23"  dia.  by  4"  d.  Finished  in  an- 
tique orange  and  gold,  $38.50 

ppd.  Spanish  Villa,  Dept.  HGl, 
2145  Zercher  Rd.,  San  Antonio 
TX  78209. 

TIMELY  LAMP 

Authentic  bronze-tone  replica  of 
Liberty  Bell  has  sculptured  dates 

on  base  of  molded  impact-re- 
sistant material.  Shade  fabric  of 

colorful  print  laminated  to  poly- 
styrene. 36"  h.  $39.50  plus 

$2.50  post.  Ronen  Products 

Inc.,  HGl,  902  Industrial  Park- 
way, Elkhart,  IN  46514. 

IT'S   COOL 

Miniature  ice  cubes  are  ideal  for 

speedy  chilling  of  drinks,  salads 
and  sea  foods.  A  simple  twist  of 
the  plastic  tray  and  90  little 
cubes  of  crushed-ice  size  pop 
right  out.  $1.29  plus  20c  post. 
Anthony  Enterprises,  HGl,  556 
Mission  St.,  San  Francisco,  CA 

94105. 

PLAY  IT  AGAIN 

Useful  round  table  is  for  games, 

tea,  snacks.  With  24"  dia.  top, 

height  adjusts  from  23"  to  25". Folds  to  store;  crafted  m  kiln 
dried  knotty  pine.  Finished  in 
antique  pine,  $29.95;  kit,  ready 
to  finish,  $19.95.  Add  $3  post. 
Yield  House,  G61F,  N.  Conway, 
NH  03860. 

SECRET  SPREAD  REST 

What  a  great  idea!  A  caddy  that 
hides  beneath  mattress  of  beds 
with  low  (or  no)  footboards.  Slip 
it  out  at  bedtime  for  a  bedspread 

rack  to  simplify  morning  make- 
up. King,  queen,  double  beds 

need  two.  $7.83  ea.;  two  $14.83. 

Add  90c  post.  Garrett's,  HGl, Box  12274,  Dallas,  TX  75225. 

FACE  FACTS 

Slim  vacuum  pump  is  scientifi- 

cally designed  to  remove  black- 
heads in  sanitary  fashion  with  no 

squeezing  or  pinching.  Pump 

works  by  "lifting"  blackheads 

safely.  $1.98  plus  25c  post.  An- 
thony Enterprises,  HGl,  556 

Mission  St.,  San  Francisco,  CA 
94105. 

TO  WEAR  FOR  LUCK 

Classically  elegant  pendant  is 

artfully  fashioned  from  a  rea^ 
horseshoe  nail  and  then  cast  in 

gleaming  sterling  silver.  IV2" 
long,  on  an  18"  sterling  link chain.  A  perfect  gift  for  any 
horse  lover.  $21  ppd.  Mark 
Murray,  Dept.  E,  297  Ardsley  Rd.. 
Longmeadow,  MA  01106. 

HOUSE  &  gar: 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

BATHROOM  PLANTER 

Fits  top  of  toilet  tank,  waters 

your  plants  by  capillary  action 
from  tank.  Plants  absorb  odors 

and  give  off  freshening  oxygen. 

High-impact  plastic  in  glossy 
white.  With  watering  wicks,  soil 
and  instructions.  $9.99  plus  $1 

post.  Holiday  Gifts,  Inc.,  Dept. 

301-E,  Wheat  Ridge,  CO  80033. 

BIG.  BEAUTIFUL  BENCH 

The  perfect  pull-up  for  extra  seat- 
ing in  many  grades  of  upholstery 

fabrics.  Hunt  calls  it  The  Tiffany. 

44"!.;  14"w.;  seat,  17y2"h.;arm, 

20"h.  Lengths  34".  44",  54" 
available.  $71  exp.  chgs.  coll. 

Catalogue  and  samples,  $2.  Hunt 
Galleries,  Inc.,  HG761,  P.O.  Box 

2324,  Hickory,  NC  28601. 

WHATS  A  SPURTLE? 

Do-everything  utensil  invented  by 

Graham  Kerr,  "Galloping  Gour- 
met." Five  varieties;  curved  or 

flat  to  scrape  pans  or  bowls  and  a 

hollow  for  spill-free  draining.  Sol- 

id wood  2"  by  11"  rack.  Set, 
$4.98  plus  50c  post.  The  Country 
Gourmet,  GIE,  512  So.  Fulton 
Ave.,  Mt.  Vernon,  NY  10550. 

REST-A-PHONE 

No  handed  talking!  Phone  rest 

adjusts  for  either  left  or  right 
shoulder  keeping  hands  free. 
Padded  with  nonmarking  rubber. 

Fits  all  hand  sets.  Black,  beige, 

white,  gray,  green.  $2.98  plus 
25c  post.  Anthony  Enterprises, 

HGl,  556  Mission  St.,  San  Fran- 
cisco, CA  94105. 

ENJOY  REAL  EYE  COMFORT 
Now  you  can  enjoy  comfortable  vision  in  strong  sunlight  while 
playing  tennis,  sailing,  golfing,  motoring,  or  reading  on  the 
beach.  Adjustable  dark  green  plastic  shield  slips  on  your 
glassesina  jiffy.  Wear  the  Sport  Visor  on  regular  or  sun  glasses. 

SPORT  VISOR  . . .  $2.98  Plus  45c  Postage  &  Handling 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sates  Tax 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

A  nthofiy  E nterprises Dept.  HG-U 
556  Mission,   Son  Francisco.  Calif.  94105 
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Why  not 

Display  Your  Good  Ta.ste  — 

^^4iisorU^'^ 
ORDER  YOUR  BETSY  ROSS  AND  THE 
FLAG  PLATE   FROM  ME  TODAY. 

HAPPINESS  IS  GUARANTEED 
Send  S20.00  plus 

S2.50  for  Shipping  and  Handling 

'Z.:cx.  G1  3  ,'  Box  499.  Hudson,  O.  44236 
Ohio  Residents  add  4;c  tax  ! 

Enclose  check  or  money  order 

Master  Charge,  BankAmericard 

(Expiration  date  Required* 
(MC  — include  inter  ii-. 

For  catalog-type  inserts  c- o'ease  sf-d  50^ 

BETSY  ROSS  AND  THE  FLAG 

This  beautiful  handcrafted  metai  plati,' 
commemorating  stirring  moments 
from  the  Great  American  Revolution 
will  enhance  your  wall  arid  will  be  a 
treasure  in  your  family  for  hundreds 
of  years. 

Betsy  Ross,  companion  and  child  with 
doll,  arc  shown  m  her  home  display- 

ing the  flag  to  General  George  Wash 
ington.  Colonel  Ross  (Uncle)  and 
Robert  Morris.  They  are  pointing  out 
the  13  stars,  each  with  five  points  on 
the  blue  background  surrounded  liy 
our  red  and  white  stripes. 

Each  highly  polishc-d  lOii"  plate  has been  inserted  With  a  f  jll  color  ceramic 

plaque  decorated  wi:h  a  painting  or- 
iginally done  by  the  famous  revolu- 
tionary   artist,  John   V\'arri   Ounsmore. 

Individually  cast  and  hand  finished, 
the  back  of  each  plate  has  tieen  struck 
with  replicas  of  the  touchmarks  of  old 
world  craftsmen.  Dura  cast  is  a  blend 
of  8  metals,  skillfully  combined  for  a 
maximum    of    beauty    and   duraliility. 

I,  personally,  chose  this  plate  to  send 
you  because  of  the  soft  and  lovely 
coloring,  it  is  easily  hung-  a  holder  is 
molded  into  the  plate  on  the  revet  se 
side,  and  also  it  is  the  only  plaio  for 
your  Bicentennial  Collection  I  had 
seen  that  featured  a  woman  ! 

It  is  a  certainity  that  each  home  and 
office  in  the  U.S.  will  proudly  display 
at     least     one     momento     from     our heritage. 

Lime  Crust,  Crud  and  Clog 

of  HOME  HUMIDIFIERS 
Goes  and  STAYS  GONE 

Automatically! 

1000 NAME    AND 

ADDRESS    LABELS 

SI -00 

Your  name,  address  and  zip  code 
on  white  or  gold  gummed  paper 

labels  to  use  on  envelopes,  par- 

cels, checks,  stationery,  books— 
anything  you  want  to  mark  as 
your  own!  Have  up  to  four  lines 
of  clear  printing  in  sharp  black  on 
'2x1"8  labels.  They  come  m  pad 
form  m  a  handy  plastic  box.  Ppd 
PR20T-6-White.  Boxof  1000.  S7 
ftF272-6-Gold.  Boxof  500  %2 

Write  For  New  Free  Gift  Catalog! 

Miles  Kimball 
435  Bond  St.,  Oshkosh,  Wis.  54901 

Users  say:  "INCREDIBLE!" Now  home  owners  can  have  the  same  crust-free, 
trouhle-free  humidifier  performance  that  big,  blue- 
chip  manufacturers  have  enioyed  tor  years.  The 
patented  HAKO  WATER  CONDITIONER  attaches 
in  minutes  and  presto,  lime  deposits  start  to 

melt  away  "-new  deposits  never  form!  Mini- mal maintenance  keeps  it  that  way  tor  years! 

NO-RISK  1  Year  Money  Back  Guarantee 

Imagine'  No  more  repair  or  replacement  costs. 
No  more  down  time.  No  more  inefficient  perform- 

ance The  HAKO  Water  Conditioner  has  no  mov- 
ing parts,  uses  no  chemicals,  no  electricity.  The 

unit  works  magnetically,  automatically'  Write  tor 
FREE  DETAILS,  1  year  money  back  guarantee. 

Say  "goodbye'"  and  good  riddance! "  to  humidi- fier crust,  crud.  clog  AND  COST  forever 

CIRCUS  &  CO.  Dept.   30 PO  Box  521,  Morton  Grove.  III.  60053 

STUDY 
INTERIOR 

DECORATION 
•  4  Month  Practical  Training  Course 

•  3  Year  Course  in  Interior  Design 

•  B.F.A.  Degree  Co-Program 
•6  Week  Summer  Session 

Classes  start  Sept..  Feb.  and  July 

Approved  by  Bd.  of  Regents  of  the  Univ. 
of  the  State  of  N.Y.  Send  for  Catalog  Rll 

HOME  STUDY  COURSE  STARTS  NOW. Catalog  Cll 

NEW  YORK  SCHOOL  OF 

INTERIOR  DESIGN 
155  East  56th  St.,  N.Y.  10022 

\^ 

lose  fat 
forever! 
LOSE   10   TO   100   POUNDS  I.N 

TUt  t  .\STEST  TIMR  POSSIBLE' 
WE  GUARANTEE 
that  you  will  lose  fat  —  fast  and 
permanently  —  if  you  follow  our 
methods'  No  machines,  no  gadgets 
—  just  the  best  weicht-loss  tech- 

niques  ever  offered; 

♦  TRIM  YOLR  HIPS.  W.AIST,  LEGS 

♦  RE.ALLY  SH.\PE  IP' ♦  GET  SLPER  RESl  LTS  -  F.^iST 

FREE  BOOK! 

■  AMAZING  DIETS 
I  DEPT.  12 

I  27313  PLYMOUTH  ROAD 

I  DETROIT,  MICHIGAN  48239 
I 
I  Please  RUSH  meyour  FREE  BOOK! 
I 
■  NAME   

I  ADDRESS   
I 
I  CITY   

STATE . 

ZIP. 
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SHOPPING  AROUND 

HAIR  SPRAY  MASK 
Glamorous  mask  stops  breathing  in  of  hair  spray,  keeps  it  out  of 

the  eyes,  and  leaves  your  make-up  untouched.  Clear  plastic  lets 

you  see  what  you're  doing.  Triangle  shaps  forms  a  cone  over 
your  face. 

HAIR  SPRAY  MASK  ....  $2.98  +  55c  Mailing  Each 
California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

AnthoJI)     Enterprises     SS*  Mission,  SarFronc^;It.  CCff.  94105 

GLOWING  BOUQUET 
Little  lights  shine  softly  at  ends 

of  roses  on  16"  green  stems  as 
night  lamp  or  for  TV.  Standard 
llOvolt  cord.  (Vase  not  includ- 

ed.) $4.98  plus  85c  post.;  two 

$9.50  plus  $1  post.  Free  cata- 
logue. Mr.  D's  Inc.,  Dept.  RHG, 

6128  Broadway,  Box  8167,  Mer- 
rillville,  IN  46410. 

EYESIGHT  SAVER 

Do  you  find  the  eyes  of  needles 
growing  smaller?  Needle  threader 
consists  of  a  plastic  funnel  into 
which  the  needle  is  dropped, 

spindle  to  transfer  thread  to  nee- 
dle, blade  to  cut  thread.  $1.59 

plus  20c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HGl,  556  N/lission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

NEVER  TO  RETURN 

For  the  female  who  has  unwanted 
hair  on  her  face,  arms  and  legs, 

we  propose  Perma  Tweez.  Bat- 
tery operated  device  removes  the 

stuff  professionally  and  perma- 
nently, does  not  puncture  skin. 

$16.95  ppd.  General  Medical 
Co..  HGE-51,  5701  W.  Adams 
Blvd.,  Los  Angeles,  CA  90016. 

FIGURE  SHARER 

Attach  to  doorknob,  exercise 

twice  daily  for  5  minutes.  Slim- 
ming action  concentrates  on 

hips,  waist  and  thighs.  For  men 
and  women.  $7.98  plus  $1  post. 

Weighs  only  10  ounces.  Joe  Wel- 
der, Dept.  LG/Y,  21200  Erwin 

St.,  Woodland  Hills,  CA  91364. 

GLAMOUR  SLEEP  BRA 
For  undreamed  comfort,  designed  in  100%  nylon  stretch  lace  for 
curve  caressing  control  and  feminine  flattery.  Snap  front  closure 
for  dressing  ease.  2  sizes  fit  all.  Specify  A-B  Cup  or  C-D  Cup. 
White  only. 

SLEEP  BRA   $4.98  Plus  600  Postage  &  Handling 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Resiaents  aad  6=o   Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises  sssww, 
Dept.  HG-16 

on,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

COUNT  COINS  FAST! 
Sort,  count,  wrap  pennies,  nickels,  dimes,  quarters  in  se 
onds.  Simply  slide  coins  into  4  channels.  Shows  the  tota 

as  you  go.  No  more  fumbling  with  the  wrapper.  Real  tim- 
saver  for  merchants,  cashiers,  clubs,  collectors,  etc. 

$2.98  Plus  600  Postage  &  Handling  Eac 

California  Residents  add  6'.o  Sales  T: 

COIN  TRAY 

".0  COD'S  or  Bating 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Ajithoiiy  Enterprises Dept.  HG-16 
556  Mission,    Son   Francisco,  Colif.   94105 
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CREATIVELY  YOURS 

There's  a  variety  of  stimulating 
ideas  featuring  maple  hardwoods 
as  country-style  dining  tables, 
work  tables,  mobile  carts,  shelv- 

ing, benches,  counter  tops — all 
shown  in  a  44-page  catalogue 
50c.  From  Butcher  Block  &  More, 
HGl,  1600  So.  Clinton,  Chicago, 
IL  60616. 

CAPITAL  IDEA 

Contemporary  T-shirt  tells  all — 
well,  almost.  Initials  in  white 
(underline  last  initial)  on  red, 
sky  blue,  green,  natural,  yellow, 
navy  or  white  cotton  short- 
sleeved  shirt.  S,  M,  L.  $12  plus 
$1.50  post.  Free  catalogue.  The 
Talbots,  Dept.  SU,  Hingham,  MA 
02043. 

BLANKET  CONTROL 

Electric  blanket  control  guard 
of  metal  clips  to  bed  where  most 
convenient  to  reach  when  reclin- 

ing. Clips  bend  easily  by  hand  to 
adjust  to  bed  rail.  Excess  cord 
can  be  wound  around  holder. 

$1.98  plus  35c  post.  Anthony  En- 
terprises, HGl,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

SUN'S  STAND-IN 
Plant  Light  encourages  growth, 
aids  root  cuttings,  boosts  seed 
germination.  75  watt  120v  bulb, 
standard  screw-in  socket  to  fit 
lamps  you  have.  Instructions  incl. 
$1.99;  extra  bulbs,  $1.79.  Add 

50c  post.  Free  catalogue.  Saddle- 
brook  Sales,  HGl,  13462  Cor- 

dova Dr.,  Largo.  FL  33540. 

SILVER  PLATING  SALE 

For  a  limited  time  only  silver 

plating  at  sale  prices.  100%  guar- 
anteed; dents  are  removed  at  no 

extra  charge.  It  is  a  perfect  time 

to  have  heirlooms  fixed  and  quad- 
ruple silver  plated.  Free  price 

list.  The  Senti-Metal  Co.,  Silver- 
plating  Div.,  HGl,  1919  Mem- 

ory Lane,  Columbus,  OH  43209. 

TRAVEL  THIMBLE 

Unique  sewing  kit  for  travelers 
includes  three  thread  spools, 
needle,  pins,  safety  pin  and 
thimble  inside  a  scrolled  gold- 
finish  metal  thimble  from  Aus- 

tria. 11/2"  h.  with  silken  tassel. 
$9.98  plus  35c  post.  Lillian 
Vernon,  GlE,  510  So.  Fulton 
Ave.,  Mt.  Vernon,  NY  10550. 

CUSTOM  NEEDLEPOINT 

Send  any  clear  photo  or  slide. 
Colors  are  marked  on  10-mesh 
canvas  for  your  yarn.  House, 
landscape,  boat,  car  or  loved 

one's  portrait  (returned).  12"  by 
16".  $15  plus  50c  post.  Ask 
about  other  sizes  and  double- 
mesh.  World  Arts.  HGl.  Box 
577,  Wilmington,  CA  90748. 

JSH 

1 ̂
J t 

pumu&n 

As  a  part  of  my  diet,  I'm 
golfing  every  day  - 
My  doctor  toid  mc  to  live  oti 

GREENS  as  much  as  possible. 

SLEEPS  AND  EATS  GOLF? 
Framed  and  ready  to  hang,  a  tasteful  joke  for  the  serious  golfer. 

If  he  doesn't  put  it  up.  his  "widow"  wilL  6V2"  by  5V^"  with  green 
backing  and  replica  golf  balL  The  gag  gift  for  every  golfer. 

GOLFER'S  DIET  PLAQUE  rr132 
$3.49  Plus  500  Postage  &  Handling  Each 

(First  Class  Postage,  SI .00) 

California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  IVioney  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises Dept.  HG-16 
556  Mission,  Son  Francisco,  Calif    94105 

POWER  PLUG  TV  ANTENNA 

A 

ELIMINATES  RABBIT  EARS 
Secret  Power  Antenna  attaches  to  rear  of  TV  set  and  plugs  into 
any  AC /DC  outlet  to  bring  in  marvelously  crisp,  clear  pictures  and 
eliminate  all  manner  of  ghosts  and  electronic  gremlms.  Unseen 

antenna  eliminates  need  for  ugly  roof  equipmen":  or  old-fashioned 
rabbit  ears.  Uses  no  current.  For  AM/^M,  UHF  VHF,  Black  &  White 
or  Color  sets. 

POWER  PLUG  TV  ANTENNA 
$7.98  Plus  $1.00  Postage  &  Handling  Each 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  your  money  back. 

Anthony  Enterprises  sstm. Depf.  HG-16 

San  Froncisco,  Calif.  94105 
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PORTABLE  FAN 
Beat  the  heat!  You  can  be  cucumber  cool  anywhere,  anytime. 

Just  flick  on  the  portable  mini  fan  for  the  freshest  breeze  this 

side  of  the  shore.  Battery  operated  (battery  not  included). 

Lightweight  plastic  with  stand  for  desk  or  table  use. 

FAN  .  .  $2.98  Plus  400  Postage  &  Handling  Each 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises Dept.  HG-16 556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

».CV'>^''<^S 

LINGERIE  CUPS 
Gold-finished  metal  lingerie  clips  keep  bra  and  slip  straps 
firmly  together  and  in  place.  No  more  embarrassing  moments 

with  slipping  straps.  You're  safe  forever.  Set  of  2. 
SET  OF  2  LINGERIE  CLIPS       $1.98  Plus  30(J  Postage  &  Handling 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  Calitornia  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises  556  Mission.  sarFrJ 
Dept.  HG-16 ncisco,  Calif.  94105 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

105£ 

U/flCHT no 

^ 

LIFELIKE  DRAWING 

Send  photo  or  snapshot  to  this 

skilled  artist  and  receive  a  16" 
by  20"  illustration.  Ready  to 
frame,  rendered  in  black  gra- 

phite on  quality  white  paper. 

One  subject,  $19.50;  two  sub- 
jects in  one  picture  $29.50.  Ppd. 

Similis,  Dept.  C,  2562  San  An- 
selmo,  San  Diego,  CA  92109. 

HANDY  HANG-DRYER 
For  travel  or  home  use,  a  sturdy 

dryer  to  hold  all  your  washables 
is  a  great  help.  Hooks  onto  any 
showerhead,  notched  shaft  holds 
11  hangers.  Steel  construction, 
rustproof  vinyl  finish.  $3.25;  two 

$5.75.  Add  25c  post.  American 
Century,  HGl,  P.O.  Box  36232, 
Los  Angeles,  CA  90036. 

RAPID  SERVICE 

Kodacolor  film  cartridges  110 
and  126  developed,  enlarged  and 

printed  on  silk-finish  paper.  Ko- 
dak materials  used  exclusively. 

Film  processed  same  day.  Twelve 
jumbo  prints,  $1.29;  twenty 
prints,  $2.29  plus  25c  post  per 
roll.  American  Studios,  Dept. 

HO-1,  La  Crosse,  Wl  54601. 

DIETERS  AHOY 

Gag  place  setting  guaranteed  to 
nelp  in  weight  loss.  Bottomless 
spoon,  cut  off  knife  and  fork  will 
keep  dieters  from  over-eating  and 
give  them  and  other  guests  a 
good  laugh.  $1.98  plus  25c  post. 
Anthony  Enterprises,  HGl,  556 
Mission  St.,  San  Francisco,  CA 

94105. 

CAT  AND  MOUSE 

Now  he  sees  it,  now  he  doesn't— that  intelligent  cat  you  know 

will  love  playing  "mouse  in  the 
hole."  The  mouse  is  an  elusive 
ball  that  will  entertain  him  for 

hours.  Blue  plastic;  6"  dia.,  3" h.  $3.95  ppd.  Catalogue,  25c. 
Suburbia,  Inc.,  Dept.  399,  366 

Wacouta,  St.  Paul,  MN  55101. 

CARPET  TAPE 
Double-faced  adhesive  vinyl  tape 
for  rugs  and  carpets  at  the  pool, 

patios  and  porches.  11/2"  wide, 
it  is  easy  to  apply;  re-usable.  Pre- 

vents si<ids  or  falls.  Waterproof 

to  withstand  splashing.  12'  roll 
$1.98  plus  25c  post.  Anthony  En- 

terprises, HGl,  556  Mission  St., 
San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

STOWAWAY 

Nothing  like  preparing  now  for 
next  Christmas.  Ornament  chest 
holds  92  ornaments  of  three 
sizes;  space  for  eight  sets  lights, 

tinsel,  other  tree-trimming  para- 

phernalia. 27"  X  17"  x  12".  As- sembles easily.  $8.50;  two  for 
$16.  Ppd.  Write  to  Bruce  Bolind, 
HGl,  Boulder,  CO  80302. 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

LOVE  LIGHT 

Romantic  heart-shaped  candle 
holders  in  bright  red  wood  give 
off  loving  signals  at  an  intimate 
dinner.  Hand  crafted  in  Sweden, 

each  is  2"  h,  gift  boxed.  Set  of 
two,  $2.98;  three  sets,  $8.50. 
Add  40c  post.  Lillian  Vernon, 
GlE,  510  So.  Fulton  Ave.,  Mt. 
Vernon,  NY  10550. 

FINGERTIP  TOUCH 

Push  button  phone  can  be  used 
on  any  dial  system;  an  inner 
memory  remembers  the  last 
number  dialed.  Fitted  with  stan- 

dard cord  and  plug,  it  is  ready  io 
plug  in.  $119.95  plus  $2  post. 
Catalogue,  50c.  Grand  Com  Inc., 
HGl,  324  Fifth  Ave.,  New  York, 
NY.  10001. 

EASE  FOR  EYES 

Rectangular  magnifier  relieves 
strain  of  trying  to  read  fine  print 
or  examine  details  of  an  object. 

Use  in  home,  office,  hobby  corn- 
er. Unbreakable  plastic  frame, 

2"  X  4"  lens.  $7.98  plus  60c 
post.  each.  Anthony  Enterprises, 
HGl,  556  Mission  St.,  San  Fran- 

cisco, CA  94105. 

BEAUTY  PROGRAM 

Kit  for  home  use  consists  of 
bustline  improvement  guidebook 

for  exercises,  diet,  posture;  hy- 
drotherapy massage  cup  for  a 

few  minutes  daily  use;  and  three 
special-moisturizing  cremes. 
$19.95  ppd.  Beauty-Breast  of 
Paris,  Dept.  LG  /  Y,  Box  8072,  Van 
Nuys.CA  91409. 

BED  WEDGE  FOAM  INCLINER 
An  ideal  solution  to  those  people  who  can't  sleep  naturally  without 
the  aid  of  two  or  more  pillows.  No  mattress  to  lift;  arches  well  down 

your  lower  back  and  is  lightweight.  A  must  for  all  those  insisting 

on  completely  relaxing  rest.  Equal  in  elevation  to  three  down  pil- 

lows. Can  be  used  just  as  effectively  to  elevate  legs.  27"  long,  27" 
wide,  tapered  from  71/2"  high.  With  washable  cotton  cover. 

BED    WEDGE   $14.98    +    $1.50    Mailing    Each. 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  IVIoney  Back 

A  n tho  jiy  E  n te rp rises Dept.  HG-16 556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

HANGING 
PLANT 

HOI 

LAMP 

■  Holds  two  hanging  pots  on  sturdy  12"  arms  that  swing  to  ad)ust  for  extra  wide 
plants.  With  Grunmar  lamp,  plants  stay  green — even  in  the  darkest  corner  of  your 
home  or  office!  Lamp  swivels  to  adjust  for  perfect  lighting  exposure,  includes  UL 

approved  12  fool  cord  and  on/off  switch — complete  with  75  watt  Grow  Light  Bulb. 
Sturdy  bracket  comes  with  hardware  and  afaches  to  any  wall  in  )ust  seconds. 

Choose  from  Black  or  White  baked  enamel  finish — $24.95  or  bright  Chrome — $27.00. 
Include  Si. 50  for  Shipping  and  Handling  N.Y.  State  residents  add  lax.  Satisfaction 
Guaranteed  or  your  money  back.  Master  Charge  or  COD.  orde's  welcome.  Specify 
Model  =40250. 

HOME  PLANT  DISPLAYERS,  INC.  Dept.  C101 
51  E.  42  Street,  New  York.  NY.  10017        661-2237 

HAND  ENGRAVED  FAMILY  CREST 
RINGS 

Ring  =11  16xl4mm  top 
solid  14k  gold  $195.00 
sterling  silver  $75.00 

^^ 

%;^ 

-i~- 

C- 

^ 

^'- 

f 

Ring  =18  20xl8mm  top 
solid  14k  gold  $260.00 

sterling  silver  $80.00 

WE   WORK  IN  THREE   BASIC   WAYS 
1  —  If  you  do  have  a  coat  of  arms  you  send  us  a  photostat  or  picture  of  it  and  that  is  what  we  engrave. 
2 — If  you  do  not  have  a  coat  of  arms  just  send  us  your  name  and  we  shall  look  it  up  at  no  extra 

cost  to  see  if  there  Is  a  coat  of  arms  for  it. 

3 — If  you  wish  you   may  design  your  own  coat  of  arms.   When  you   send  for  our  catalogue  ask  for 

our  free  booklet  "Some  basic  ways  to  design  your  own  coat  of  arms" 
PRE-INSPECTION   PURCHASE   PLAN 

In  order  to  make  sure  you  like  our  work  before  you  invest  in  a  gold  ring  you  may  order  the  pendant 

shown  above  in  sterling  silver  hand-engraved  with  your  coat  of  arms  for  only  $49.00.  When  you  order 
the  ring  you  will  be  given  credit  for  $49.00  AND  MAY  KEEP  THE  PENDANT  FREE. 

SEND  FOR  OUR  FREE  COLOR  CATALOGUE  .  .  .  This  is  the  most  beautiful  jewelry,  and 
certainly  the  most  personal  jewelry  there  is.  Hand  engraved  by  master  European  craftsmen. 

HERALDICA  IMPORTS,  INC.  ̂ ep.  gi 21  West  46tti  St.,  New  York.  r!.Y.  10036 

ANUARY,    1976 

HALL  TREE 

This  Hall  Tree  is 
reminiscent  of 

our  Grandpar- ent's home.  It 
was  so  useful 
then  that  it  has 

made  a  come- back for  those 
who  enjoy  using 
the  best  of  the 

past. 

The  back  has  a 
mirrorwith  pegs 

for  hats  and 
coats.  The  lid 
lifts  for  storage. 

A  touch  of  nos- 
talgia adds 

warmth  to  a 
modern      home. 
Made  of  solid  Pine.  Finish:  light  or  dark Pine. 

Price  $144.95 
H75    W28     D  16 

Shipping  charges  Collect-   No  C-O-D. 
Send   Sl-OO  for  new  catalogue 

Bryan  Kobeson 
Dept    HGl  29,  Rt  10.  Box  793,  H  ickory .  N  .0    28e01 

MONACO  TABLES 

If'lII'^ilMlHii 

^^^^^^  op
  With 

sculptured  iron  leaves^^^^^^^Hpear  glass tops.    Use   them   as  j^H^BH^tetephoM 
tallies,  patio  servers,  armeKsIr  compa 
The   sturdy  hand  wrought  frames  coi 

white,  black  or  avocado  (sped^)    "' SMAIL:  10  X  10"  top;  18"  H. (add  $2.00  posta^/ haadii 

URGE:  14  x  1
'^  "" 

center  ring  can  holdf 

^=^f*-^ 

send  check.  BA,  I'vi Outside  California,  call 

.^(^^    catalog  $! 

toll  free  (800)227-4555 
free  with  order 

"Hsni 

550  Powell 
Dept.  HG  176 
San  Francisco 
CA  94108 
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SNORE  NO  MORE 
Scientifically  designed  anti-snore  mask  insures  sound,  sile.^t  sleep. 
Washable  nylon  mask  fits  over  chin,  keeps  jaws  closed,  prevents 

snoring  by  encouraging  proper  breathing.  Adjustable  to  fit  men  or 
women. 

ANTI-SNORE  MASK  . . .  $4.98  Plus  50c  Postage  &  Handling 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises Dept.  HG-16 556  Mission,   San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

li^lu^ 

LAMP-PLANT  STAND 

Three-branch  plant  holder  at- 
taches to  tubular  stand  up  to 

Vh"  dia.  Metal  arms  swing  to 
provide  space  for  wider  plants. 
Three  6"  drip-proof  trays.  Black 
or  white  enamel  finish  or  chrome. 

$6.99  ppd.  Home  Plant  Display- 
ers.  Inc.,  Dept.  C-201,  51  E 
42nd.  St..  NY.  NY  10017. 

POETIC  LOOK 

You  may  be  expected  to  recite 
in  such  a  talented  blouse.  Of  de- 
liciously  smooth  polyester  knit 
that  drapes  softly.  Light  blue, 

moss  green,  black,  lilac.  Junior 
9-17;  misses  10-18  $11.  14V2- 
22V2;  women's  34-42  $12.  Add 
$1  post.  Lana  Lobell,  Dept. 
M2161,  Hanover,  PA  17331. 

SEE-WORTHY 

Plastic  container  with  applica- 
tor top  holds  eyeglass  cleaner 

that  keeps  specs  sparkling  all 
day.  Just  dab  on  and  wipe  with 
tissue;  it  prevents  fogging,  too. 
Gives  hundreds  of  cleanings. 

$1  plus  15c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HGl,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

JUMBO  POSTERS 

Have  a  2'  by  3'  poster  made 
from  any  black  and  white,  color 
or  Polaroid  photograph.  The 

giants  are  great  on  dorm  walls, 
as  party  decorations  or  special 
Christmas  gifts  to  treasure  all 
year.  $3.50  each  plus  50c  post. 
Wallet  Photo  Co.,  Dept.  250,  Box 

388,  Clifton,  NJ  07015. 

^^^^ 

^
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CLOSCTS  OR 

STORAGE  AREAS 

ON  OR  UNDER 

STAIRWAY 

CLOSET  LIGHT 
A  practical  solution  for  adding  that  extra  lighting  for  out-of- 
the-way  places  in  your  home  without  having  to  pay  for  costly 
wiring.  Ideal  for  closets,  on  or  under  stairways  or  storage  areas. 

Attaches  easily  to  wall  or  ceiling.  Operates  on  standard  batter- 
ies (not  included). 

CLOSET  LIGHT      $4.98  Plus  750  Postage  &  Handling 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises  554  m Dept.  HG-16 ission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

ENJOY  SOUND  SLEEP  AGAIN 
Ear  Drum  Silencers  lock  out  disturbing  noise  that  robs  you  of 

refreshing  sleep  .  .  .  even  snoring!  Soft,  pliable,  with  an  easy-to- 

grasp  safety  flange.  Slip  them  in  every  night  and  you'll  sleep like  a  kitten. 

EAR  DRUM  SILENCERS  .  .  .  $2.98  Plus  20c  Postage  &  Handling 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises Dept.  HG-16 
S56  Mission.   San  Francisco,  Calif.  9410S 

HOUSE  &  GARl' 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

ITALIAN  STYLE 

Tired  of  breaking  spaghetti  when 
you  serve  it?  A  stainless  steel 
server  will  help  you  do  the  job 

with  great  flair.  Measures  12"  I. 
with  non-slip  wood  handles. 
$1.99  ea.  plus  80c  post.  Write  to 
Carol  Ann  Gifts,  Dept.  HG3375R, 
Box  21026,  Philadelphia,  PA 
19154. 

NAME  DESIGN  TIE 

Your  name  makes  a  beautiful  em- 
broidered motif.  Turned  sideways 

it  shows  wearer's  name  with  its 
mirror  image.  State  color — cran- 

berry, blue,  green  or  brown — 
and  name.  $6.50  ea.  plus  $1 

post.  Any  two,  $12.95  ppd.  The 
Writewell  Co.,  882  Transit  BIdg., 
Boston,  MA  021 15. 

GLASS  TO  GROW  IN 

Pearl  mist  greenhouse  with  red- 
wood frame;  acrylic,  glass  con- 

tent fiber  glass.  Pre-cut;  fabricat- 
ed Dutch  door.  Shown  8'  by 

12',  $314.95  Exp.  Coll.  Others 
from  $98.95.  Free  catalogue. 
Peter  Rei  mu  I  ler/Greenhouse- 

man''^',  980-17th  Ave.,  Dept. 
11-AP,  Santa  Cruz,  CA  95063. 

INSTANT  CHANGE 

Fumble-free  coin  purse  to  let 
you  see  at  a  glance  what  your 
holdings  are.  Pennies,  nickels^ 
dimes  and  quarters  go  into  the 

slots.  Slide-in  pocket.  Black  vinyl 
zippered  case.  $1.98  plus  20c 

post.  Order  #531.  Anthony  En- 
terprises, HGl,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

$^- 

NO  MORE  WET  HAIR 
Keep  hair  dry  while  bathing  or  swimming.  Absorbent  Dry  Band 
protects  against  moisture.  Keeps  hair-do  safe,  dry.  Easy  to  use 
—practical  for  all  ages.  Simply  wrap  poly-foam  band  around  head  to 
cover  hairline.  Wear  under  shower  or  bathing  caps.  Adjustable. 

DRY  BAND  $3.98  Plus  450  Postage  &  Handling 

Wo  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  IVIoney  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises Dept.  HG-16 556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

At  Last!  Th«  First  and  Only  Can't  Miss  Wliy  to  Water  All  Overhead  Plants 

NEW,  EASY  WAY  TO  WATER 
FERTILIZE  HANGING  PLANTS 
—  WHERE  THEY  HANG! 

No  Need  to  Remove  Plants 

No  Drip!  No  Leak!  No  Mess! 
Stop  lugging  hanging  ptantsi  New,  leH- woter  Ing  SUPER  SQUIRT  wolers. 
fertilizes    oil    honglng    overhead    plonlers    where    'hey    hongi    No    need 

.^e  plonts.    No   dangerous   choir  climbing,   no  drip,   no   leak. 

Just   f,M    bottle  and   squeeze   io   woier,    ferf.Iize     tight-  ^W 
ible   bottle   with   extra-long    hooked  <^ 

Positively    the    only    occ 

no   mess 
weight,    unbreoVoble, 

spout      Eosy    ceili 

fie 

eochi can  t-miss    way    to   water    overhead — even    smoMesf    po 
Helps  turn   your  home  into  o  flowering   show   ploce,   in 
the   dead  of   winter     Fovoriie  of   florists,    horticultur- 

ists,    now    avoilable    for    the    frrst    time    to    home 
gordeners.   Perfect   for  ivy,   spider  plonts,   won- 

dering   jew,    ferns,    begonios,    philodendron,  ^ 

whol  hove  you'  SUPER  SQUIRT  holds  32                Q^ 
or   cor-                      y- 

guaranteed    or                    <,X' 

V-
 

oz.  liquid.  2  fl.  tal 
rode.  Solisfactior 
money  back.  Mail  coupon 

MAIL 

COUPON 
Sa^ildC'ion  Goo'or. 

WORID  GARDEN 

606  E    Sfo'e  Sireei Weilpotl.   Conn     0633C 

Woricj  Gorden  Products  DepI    iHG 

606  East  Stole  St.,  Westport,  CT  06880 

1    wont    to    water    my   overheod    p'anti    the   '.ofe.    e 
with   SUPER   SOUIRT.    Please  rush   32  ai_     lightwelc 
wotering    squeeze    bottle    with    e«tfc   lonn    spout    ti 
fertilize  all   overhead   plants   ot  only    S2  "JS   eoch 
pp.    &    hondling.    Sotlsfoclion    guoronleed    or    mon 

wo'er, 

lus  70C 

f  bocti 

I 

ncio 

n    SAVE!   2  for  only   S5.75  plus  90C   posloge  & 
Eitro  SUPER  SOUIRT  malces  unique  house  gi NAME 

ADDRESS    

CITY  STATE  Zl 
.J 

Genuine 
Ahulonel 
Nature's  heavenly  shell,  inlaid 
in  solid  brass — gorgeous 
l'/4"  cuff  is  bracelet  news  and 
ours  alone!  Hand  carved  brass 

is  heirloom  quality — the  abalone 
a  rainbov*  of  iridescent  hues. 

Superb  Mexican  hand  craft. 
3268  Abalone  Bracelet  $14.98 

.\<lil  -illC  ;.l,.^/.    ,1    llillil. 
A'.  V.    t'  S.    Illl't    tlLVtS 

liuiAN  HVAQH 
Dipt.  GM,  5111  S.   Fulton  Ave. 

Mt.   Vernon.   N.Y.   10550 

JANUARY,    1976 

MUSCLE  TONER 
A  wonderful  exercising  aid  made  of  firm  resilient  rubber  with 
space  for  each  finger,  designed  to  strengthen  hand  and  arm 

muscles.  Also  recommended  by  doctors  for  relief  from  arth- 
ritic pain,  aches  and  stiffness. 

HAND  EXERCISER  $2.98  Each  +  300  Mailing  Each 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises Depf.  HG-16 
556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 
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REPLACE  WORN  SILVER 
Silver  Plus  deposits  new.  pure  silver  on  copper,  brass,  or  bronze 

where  the  original  plating  has  worn  away — and  polishes  at  the 
same  time.  Silver  Plus  is  ideal  for  polishing  Sterling.  It  does  not 
deposit  new  silver  on  Sterling,  but  helps  maintain  its  beauty  and 
lustre.  4  oz.  bottle. 

-702  SILVER  PLUS      $4.98  Plus  550  Postage  &  Handling  Each 

No  COD'S  or  Billing 
California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises Dept.  HG-16 556  Mission,   San   Francisco,  Calif.   94105 

SHRINK  STOMACH 
Waist  Watchers  will  feel  muscle  tighten  and  see  stomach  shrink  from 
first  day  you  use  the  Waist  Wheel.  A  few  rolls  back  and  forth  from  knee 

position  equals  100  sit-ups. 

Single  Waist  Wheel         $7.98     +        80cJ  Mailing  Each 
Dual  Waist  Wheel  $9.98     +     $1.00  Mailing  Each 

No  COD  s  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 
Satisfacfion  Guaranteed  or  your  money  bock. 

Dept.  HG-16 556  Mission,   San  Francisco,  Calif.   94105 Anthony  Enterprises 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

'*^  40-:,. 
lea-fttterbags 

FAMILY  CREST  RING 

Send  coat-of-arms  or  name  for 
research.  Hand  engraved.  Ster- 

ling silver  $75.  In  14k  gold  $195. 
Engraved  on  precious  stones, 
14k  gold  setting.  Choose  syn- 

thetic ruby  or  sapphire,  agate,  to- 

paz, lapis  lazuli,  $285.  Ppd.  Free 
catalogue.  Heraldica  Imports, 
HGl,  21  W.  46th  St.,  NY  10036. 

SPACE  SAVER 

Pants  pole  with  eight  non-slip 
arms  rotates  full  circle,  gives 

easy  selection.  Adjusts  to  fit 
closet.  Chromate.  Installs  in  jiffy. 

For  men's,  ladies'  pants.  Floor 

to  rod  $11.98;  Floor  to  8'4" ceiling  $12.98.  Add  $1.50  post. 
Holiday  Gifts,  Inc.,  Dept.  301-F, 
Wheat  Ridge,  CO  80033. 

LEGENDARY  JADE 

Hand  carved  oriental  jade  ele- 
phant hanging  from  jade  tusks  on 

a  16"  gold  plated  chain  is  sure  to 
bring  health,  prosperity  and  hap- 

piness to  the  wearer.  Stunning 
jewelry  for  a  winter  costume.  $10 
ppd.  The  Allan  Collection,  HGl, 
Box  181,  Old  Chelsea  Sta.,  New 
York,  NY  10011. 

TWO  VIEWS 

Pocket  magnifier  has  two  lenses 

for  close-up  work — four-power  or 
eight-power  magnification!  Ideal 
for  seeing  small  type,  splinters, 

stamps.  Lenses  fold  into  protec- 
tive case.  $3.98  plus  20c  post. 

Anthony  Enterprises,  HGl,  556 
Mission  St.,  San  Francisco,  CA 

94105. 

TEA  BREWING  KIT 

Enjoy  superb  flavor  with  a  new 
Danish  method  of  tea  brewing. 
Plastic  holder  fits  most  teapots, 

and  disposable  filters  assure  best 
brewing  efficiency,  avoid  messy 

clean-ups.  Holder  and  40  filters 
$3.50  ppd.  Regal  Filter  Co., 
HGl,  Box  20247,  Ferndale,  Ml 
48220. 

Ijamboo 

WOVEN  NATURAL 

PALM  LEAF  FAN 

Ar  i.-usa2:*all 
cJecoration  App«  size 

12  X 13  -SI  00 each 
set  of  4 -S2  95  Add 
25C  ea-  or  50c  per  set 

postage- 

Add  75C  ea 

NATURAL 

BAMBOO  SERVING 

AND  UP  TRAT 

::  ;-    -'^  ::s!3ge 

DECORATOR  CHAMBERED  NAUTILUS 

SHELL  Appi  6   dBrT;eler-S3  95  ea 
Add  75t  ea  pos'jge 

Seiid25E  lor  C3tal0£0l  various  »indo«  M,      ̂ , 
s^iades  baskets  sMIs,  bamboo  &  rattan  items.     xfllJ^S' baskets^ 

PO  BOX  19982 

ATLANTA,  GA  30?  13 

TEACH 
ANY  DOG 
IN  MINUTES 

MA5TI=|: 

Complete  system,  book  and  deirice  All  you  need  to  raise  and  tra 

puppies,  dojs  of  all  a(es  Never  tails' 
COIOECTS •  HOUSESOILING    •DIGGING •  JUMPING 

•  CHEWING 

•  BARKING •  BITING 

Lasting,  titr 

TUCNES 
•  COME  —  3t  all  limes! 

GUN  SHY  •  SIT  •  GO 
BREAKING  POINT    •HEEL        •  SELF  CONTRO 

OVER  RANGING       •  STAY        •  GUARD 

BUSTING  BIROS      •  DROP       •  FETCH 

HUNTS  ror  YOU  —  NOT  off  for  n-r»«l 
.n  ycur  3t)sence 

ON  TV  witli:  Art  linkletler.  iohnny  Carson.  Dick  Cnett 

Douglas.  Merv  Griffin.  "The  Pet  Set."  "friends  of  Man."  ARTICU! TIME  magazine  and  other  worldwide  publications 

A  scientific  engineering  n-iar.el  This  simple  little  dog-sour^-mate 
IS  used  from  ttie  palm  of  Itie  tiand  Gives  amazing  control  at  a  dr 

tance  Works  like  magic."  No  leash  needed.  Tunes  dogs  in 

Makes  dogs  seem  to  read  your  mind  "  Novices  beconie  eipert" 
Teaches  direct  to  the  dog's  mind  via  a  neinr  subliminal  sound  learr 
ing  stimulus.  Safe,  faster,  kinder,  more  effective  Renders  a 

slower  pain-training  obsolete.  Same  instrument  and  system  futili; 
ing  the  Or  Miller  patents)  dispensed  by  veterinarians  lor  do 
behavior  Now  hundreds  of  thousands  of  satisfied  users,  breeder; 
trainers.  USA  and  foreign  lands 

FREE 

■  DOGESE    psychological  wall  dispi; 

ONLY 

^9' 

1 95     -«'"NTEEO 

'ahfornia  add  6%  uies  tat 

DOG-MASTER  SYSTEM  On. 

EnvirohTental  Research  Labs.  (Dept.  HG1-5) n(,k,..„  Byrt     5Mi..  313    Santa  Vomica    Cai'' 
90401 

164 HOUSE  &  GARDEN 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

GREENERY  SHOWCASE 

A  portable  plant  stand  goes  from 
window  to  window  for  maximum 
sun.  Six  adjustable  swivel 
shelves  to  display  your  prized 
favorites.  Solid  pine  and  hard- 

wood. 39"  h.  In  antique  pine 
$27.95;  unfinished  $17.76.  Add 
$2.30  post.  Yield  House,  G61T, 
North  Conway,  NH  03860. 

TWO-TONED  THIMBLE 

Brass  thimble  is  silver  plated 
outside,  gold  washed  inside  for 
pretty  contrast.  Bright  red 
enamel  ladybug  outside  adds 
extra  interest.  Imported  from 
Portugal.  $2.98  plus  35c  post. 
Lillian  Vernon,  GlE,  510  So. 
Fulton  Ave.,  Mt.  Vernon,  NY 
10550. 

BATTERY  AIR  CAR 

Look.  Ma,  no  visible  means  of 

support  for  an  11"  car — no 
wheels  or  wings — seems  to  ride 
on  air.  Plastic  bubble  passenger 
compartment:  stops  and  starts 
by  push  button.  (Batteries  not 
incl.)  $5.98  plus  90c  post.  World 

Gift,  HGl,  606  E.  State  St.,  West- 
port,  CT  06880. 

SLEEPWARM 

Scientific  bed  warmer  gives  heat 
under  instead  of  over.  Comfort, 

polyester-filled.  Ac/dc  switch. 

39"  by  76"  twin,  $28;  54"  by 
76"  full  size,  $30;  dual  control, 
$36;  60"  by  80",  dual,  $42;  78" 
by  84",  dual,  $44  Ppd.  The  Linen 
Closet,  HGl,  1324  Welch  Blvd.. 
Flint,  Ml  48504. 

AUTOMATIC  WATER   PUMP 

Your  home  water  pressure  operates  this  handy  little  worker. 

Simple  syphon  principle  automatically  pumps  up  to  300  gal- 

lons an  hour  from  flooded  basements,  washing  machines, 
boats,  pools,  etc.  Needs  no  motor,  cannot  break  down. 

WATER  PUMP  $4.98  Plus  450  Postage  &  Handling  Each 

California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  IVloney  Back 

A  ntho ny  Euterp rises Dept.  HG-16 556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

ANUARY.    1976 
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UNIQUE 

IK^  BOUTIQUE 

Created  with  a  designer's  flair  for 

beauty,  this  stylish,  practical  "Bath 
Caddy"  enhances  every  home  de- 

cor. Imported  porcelain  cup  and 

soap  dish  decorated  in  gold,  set  in 

a  gold-tone  base  that  holds  six 
toothbrushes.  Tulip  petals  adjust  to 

hold  lipstick  and  eyeliner.  Artistic, 
unusual  .  .  .  and  beautiful.  From 

Laurel  Creations,  of  course.  Size: 
12"  wide  X  10"  high. 

Send  for  our 

FREE  BRO- 
CHURE of  un- usual bath 

houtique  items. 

Send      check      or 
money     order     for 

$29.95 plus    $2.00    post- 
age to  : 

LAUREL   CREATIONS 
P.O.  Box  6  Adelphia,  N.J.  07710 

(  .to-ihni  iifidfl  less  imsl'ifie) 

i:<2^- 

The  Exam 

Secret* 

THE  EXAM   SECRET 
Gives  you  astounding  new  study 
techniques.  Pass  every  test  you 
take.  Exam  nerves?  Away  with 
them.  Novel,  but  tested  methods 
clearly  explained.  Hit  your  target 
every  time.  Every  page  contains 
new  ideas  for  gainful  study.  Shows 

you  short  cuts  to  learning.  Aston- 
ishing results!  128  pages. 

No.  18-9  Exam  Secret  $2.00  +  .500 
P&H.  Gift  Catalog  .50<; 

MOUSE    OF    MINNEL 
Oeerpath  Rd.    Dept;  516    Batavia,  IL  60510 

Ideal,  Full  Size,  Home  Gardener 

REDWOOD 

GREENHOUSES 
at  America's  Lowest  Prices! 

(jFow  morel 
.S;ive  morel 

MODELS  FROM 

Write  for  my  FREE  color  catalog. 

"The  OHKIINAL  manufacturer 

i.(  low-cost  QUALITY  greenhouses" 

"-fu^  fS£^mu£^&t^    'he  Grecnhou.senianfi- 
isil  irih  .Xs.-  .  n.-|.l    1  1 -A, Santa  Cruz.  Calif.  mOG-2 

SERENE  SIMPLICITY 

and  FLOWING  GRACE 

is  the  motif  of  these 
six  &  one  half  inch  tall 

JAPANESE  SADO 
DANCERS 

Add  tc  the  peaceful 

bisaotv  of  your  favor- ite roorr;  with  this  trio 

jv  grcicefui  figures. •^inisned  in  pure  white 

l-st!Oi-s  lacq^jer  the "Sado     or  ca.Tiage 

d;.■^c.3rs  will  be  much 
adrriirad  ar.d  ar,  object 

of  your  ptice. 

Hand  cast  and  finished 
in  U.S. A    this  unusual 

se     is  offered  at  just 
$15  95   pivjs  $2.00 

post.   Satisfaction  is assured. 

Special  attention  to 
your  gift  shipping 
instructions. 

BROCHURE  50e, 

refund  1st  order. 

(Sculptor's  Guild 1417  Sycamore  St.,  Studio  Two 

Cincinnati,  Ohio  45210 

SPIRIT  OF  76 
DECANTER LIMITED 

EDITION 

Collector's  delight!  Handcut  raised  designs 
on  golden  rainbow  glass  celebrate  our  200 

years.  Decanter's  portrait  side  features 
famous  Spirit  of  "76.  On  reverse  —  the 

Symbols  of  Liberty .  7  7/8"  high  —  a  hand- some display  piece  or  treasured  memento 
for  lovers  of  fine  glass.  Each  Decanter  is 
hand  numbered  &  gift  boxed.  $9.95  ea. 

plus  $1.80  post. 

Stratford  House,  HG-IA 
P.  O.  Box  591.  Stratford,  CT.  06497 

Ct.  Res.  add  tax 

NO  BETTER  GIFT  AT 
ANY  PRiCE 

ADDRESS  LABFLS  of  De  Luxe  Quality' 
Large  and  clear.  Print  (riof  typewriter) 
type.  Neatly  centered  lines.  Rich  blue  ink. 
Snow-white  gummed  paper.  Any  wording 
you  want  up  to  five  35-character  lines. 
Sparkling  gift  box.  4-week  delivery.  300 
for  $2.00.  Any  3  orders,  only  $5.00.  Sent 
postfree  ~  with  satisfaction  euarantced! 

SEND  NO  MONEY  NOW:  Pay  for  labels 
alter  they  arrive  and  prove  satisfactory. 

THE  WRITEWELLCO. 

881  Transit  BIdg.— Boston,  Mass.  02115 
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Tennis  and  T-Shirts 
.  .  .  two  of  the  hottest 

items  in  Bi-Centennial 
America  became  one,  in  the 

"overhead  SMASH."50% 

cotton,  50%  polyester.  Soft, 
machine  washable.  White 

with  red  piping.  Design  is  in 

black.  Kids  sizes:  10-12.  14-16. 

Adults;  Sm..  Med.,  Lg.,  X-Lg.  $4.50  ea. 
2  for  $8.50.  3  for  512.  Add  20C  for  postage 

&  handling.  Please  send  check  or  money 
order  to:  Mr.  Tennis,  P.O.  Box  6906, 

Grosse  Pointe.  Ml  48236. 

lt(P*^ 

■*^^7^ 

COMPANY  CALLS  . . . 

...  for  something  special.  This 

unusual  guest  towel  holder  ex- 
tends a  warm  and  appealing 

greeting.  As  decorative  as  it  is 
practical,  it  complements  any 
bathroom  decor.  Gold  tone  finish 

with  weave-design  handle  ...  a 
welcome  sight  for  your  more 

than  welcome  guests.  Size:  ZVz" 
wide  X  8"  high. 
Send  for  our 
FREE  BRO- 

CHURE of  un- 
usual bath 

boutique  items. 

Send money check 
order 

$24.95 
plus     S2.00     post- 

age to  : 

LAUREL  CREATIONS 

^      P.O.     Box    6  Adelphia,     N.J.    07710     ̂ i 

fi  I  .tOiliit/  r'tun'l  less  iiiistiiuf)  J^ 

A  great  gift  for 
Father, Son,  and 
friends . . . 

DOG  TIES 
Give  them  their  own 
breed  on  a  necktie 

Over  60  breeds 
available. Perfect 

reproductions, 
authentically 
woven  in 

Switzerland. 
Exclusively 
owrs.  $2250 

n  Please  send  my  breed 

My  breed  is   

n  Navy         D  Brown         Q  Green         D  Burgundy 
Add  SI  50  for  delivery 

N.Y.  State  add  applicable  lax 

hc  original  dog 
Tie  COMPANY  AT 

"C 

Ztomb  •^2torrato 
l.y.U)  Xartlieni  Hlnl  .  U.iii/m.vn. /.  \  Y    ll(i.;ii 

7  Willi. SIri'.el  (  SkiU  l.iilli  )  Xeir  yiirk,.\.)  .  lUOU.'j 
Siiiti   1.^117  '  .illi  l-Ki::i-Hl.S.S 

MAJOR  CREDIT  CARDS  ACCEPTED 

hn, 

Brinq  Sunshine  Indoors With 
PLANT-GROW  UGHTI 

Postage  Paid 
Texas  Residents 

add  5%  tax 

The  energy  from  Plant-Grow  Lights  stimu- 
lates vigorous  growth  and  flowering  of  your 

indoor  plants.  Ideal  light  supplement  in  areas 
where  normal  light  is  too  low  to  sustain  plant 
life. 

Portable,  decorative  and  functional.  Equip- 
ped v^h  75  watt  Plant  Life  Bulb,  aluminum 

base,  swivel  clamp,  cord,  on-off  switch  &  1  1 0 
voft  plug  Black  or  white  finish.  Money  back 

guarantee. 
Send  check  or  money  order  to: 

Arvan,  Ltd, 
3626  N.  Hall.  Suite  816 

Dallas.  TX  75219 

Allow  four  to  six  weeks  delivery. 

BEST    BT    MAIL 
For  Rates:   Write  Box   S,   Sarasota,   Fl.  33578 

SHOP  by  mail.  Distinctive  Gifts  Catalog  2Sc. 
Euro    Products,    1120-H    Stewart    Ct.,    Sunny- vale,  Ca.  940e«   

HERBOLOGY  Course.  Send  $2.  first  lesson, 
refundable.  710  12th,  Sacramento,  Ca.  95814 

SATISFACTION  guaranteed  I  Women's  Lady 
Sunbeam  Electric  Shaver,  $9.50.  Men's  17 
iev^el  quick'set  calendar  wristwatch  by  Wal- 
tham,  in  yellow  or  white,  $31.50.  The  Sum- 
merhouse.   Box   231,    Depf.    H.  Chattahoochee, Fla.  32324   

FREE  Seed  Catalog  Northern  Vegetable  Va- 
rieties.  Thomas  Seeds,  #205,  Winthrop,  Me.  04364 

50  SEASHELLS  $1.25  ppd.  Fabulous  collection 
of  jewels  from  the  sea  including  miniature 
cones,  Florida  augers,  buttons,  trivia,  doves, 
marginellas,  pointed  Venus,  coquinas,  etc. 
Hand  picked.  Dolphin  House,  1501  Dolphin, 
Sarasota,  Fla.  33577   

  OF   INTEREST  TO  WOMEN   
GREEK  Cookbookl  Authentic.  300  recipes.  240 
pages.    Guaranteed!    $4.50    ppd.    Aladdin,    177 
Wildwood   St.,    Wilmington,  Ma.  01887   
WOMEN:  Get  your  own  national  credit  cards, 

regardless  of  marital  status.  Send  for  free  bro- 
chure.  CCFW,  Inc.,  Bx.  2481,  Honolulu,  Hi.  96802 

IF  YOU  sew:  eliminate  pinning.  Magnets  hold 
pattern  to  fabric.  $2.58.  Set  of  16  ppd.  Market- 
place.   Box   550,   Rock   Hill,  S.C.  29730   
WHOLESALE  handicraft  materials  catalog 
$1.00.    Artcrafts,    910    St.    Vincent-HG,    Santa 
Barbara,  Ca.  93101   

EMBROIDERY  THREAD.  Wonderpack  $1.25 

ppd.  20  skeins  6-strand,  12  yd.  ea.  Heming- 
way Fortisan  Filoment.  Asstd.  gorgeous  glow- 

ing colors.  Over  $3.  value.  So  strong  you  can't 
break  a  single  strand  by  hand.  Dolphin  House, 
1501    Dolphin   St.,    Sarasota,    Fla.    33577   
SEWING  THREAD  SPECIALl  2e  spool.  100 
large  spools  cotton  &  polyester  thread  $2.  ppd. 
90  colors  plus  black  &  white  All  the  colors  of 
the  rainbow  &  shades  in-t>etween.  Thousands 
of  yards  of  famous  American,  Coates  &  Clark, 
etc.  thread  for  machine  or  hand  sewing.  Like 
having  a  thread  store  at  home!  Money  back 
guarantee.  OK  Supply,  Box  460,  Sarasota, Fla.  33578.   

MONEYMAKING  OPPORTUNITIES 

$300    WEEKLY    immediately    possible   stuffing 
envelopes.  Free  supplies.  Send  stamped  enve- 

lope.   United,    38381/2    Van    Dyke,    San    Diego, Ca.  92105   

BUSINESSES  for  sale  by  owners.  Free  bro- 
chures.    Interstate    Business    Marketing,    PO 

Box   1888,   Pueblo,  Co.  81002   

$500  WEEKLY  possible  stuffing  envelopes. 
Free  supplies!  Immediate  earnings!  Details 
25;:,    stamped    envelope.    Profits,    Box    725HG, 
Belen,  N.M.  87002   

$250/1000  STUFFING  envelopes.  Free  sup- 
plies! Send  stamped  addressed  envelope.  F/L 

Enterprises,  Box  247D,  Thomson,  III.  61285 

IMMEDIATE  earnings  stuffing  envelopes.  $300 
thousand  possible.  Free  supplies,  stamped  en- 
velope.  ISCO,  3835  42nd,  San  Diego,  Ca.  92105 

CLASSIFIEDS  PAYI  Free  rate  folio  of  clas- 
sified &  display  advertising  in  over  300  maga- 
zines, newspapers  &  tabloids.  National  Mail 

Order   Classified,    Box    5,   Sarasota,    Fla.    33578 

  PERSONAL-MISCELLANEOUS   
WARTS.  Vergo  Cream  is  painless,  safe,  easy. 
Hospital  tested.  Recommended  by  doctors.  Use 

on  all  parts  of  body.   Unconditionally  guaran- 
teed.   Buy  Vergo  at  all   better  pharmacies. 

DATES   Galorel    Meet   singles-anywhere.   Call 
Dateline,   toll-free  (800)    451-3245.   
FANTASTIC  Government  Lottery.  Win  valu- 

able oil  lease.  Details,  application,  $1.00.  Al- 
bert  Leasing-WM,  Bx.  45,  Brooklyn,  N.Y.  11218 

EARN  College  Degrees  at  home.  Many  sub- 
jects.  Florida  State  Christian  University,  P.O. 

Box   14576,   Ft.   Lauderdale,  Fla.  33302   

ARE  "TONGUES-Speaking"  and  Faith  Heal- 
ing of  God?  Free  booklets.  Bible  Missionaries, 

Chester  Springs,  Pa.  19425 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

0 

celebrate  the  Bicentennial 

jT  GEORGE  WASHINGTON til     1776  VALLEY   FORGE     | 

SOUTH  EAST.  PENN 

60076 

^^sskiy^ 
^^ 

tmriiwim. 

WAIST  TRIMMER 

Waist  slimming  rubberized  fab- 
ric belt  can  be  worn  at  work  or 

play  to  melt  away  pounds  and 
inches.  Lightweight  and  comfort- 

able for  men  and  women.  Spec- 
ify waist  measurement.  $8.95 

plus  50c  post.  S  &  S  Enterprises, 
HGl,  9631  Zion  Circle,  Hunting 
ton  Beach,  CA  92646. 

MIGHTY  MAGNIFIER  | 

Here's  one  magnifier  you  never 

lose.  Hang  it  'round  your  neck 
and  free  your  hands  to  skim  the 
Yellow  Pages,  crochet,  manicure, 

needlepoint,  whatever.  4V2"  dia.  j 

$5.98  plus  60c  post.  #156.  An-  ' thony  Enterprises,  HGl,  556 
Mission  St.,  San  Francisco,  CA 
94105. 

CAR   BUFF  SOUVENIR 

Prints  of  antique  cars  hand- 
crafted in  color  on  parchment. 

Rolls  Royce  "silver  ghost"  1913, 
Mercedes  Sport-Phaeton  1910, 

Rover  Trophy  Winner  1907,  Mer- 

cer Racer  1909.  25V2"  x  9". 
$1.98  plus  35c  post.  World  Gift 
Shop,  HG  #1,  606  E.  State  St., 
Westport,  CT  06880. 

PENPAL  PATRIOTISM 

Show  your  Bicentennial  colors 
with  return  address  labels  that 
feature  the  birthday  flag.  In 
black  on  white,  specify  name, 

address  and  zip  (up  to  4  lines). 
1%"  w.  Thousand  labels,  $1  ppd. 
Stationery  Specialists,  Ltd., 

HGl,  5  W.  Orchard  PL,  Mt.  Pros- 
pect, IL  60656. 

KEEP  THE  CHANGE 

Tie  clip  for  the  new  wide  styles 

makes  great  "cents"- — it's  made of  real  and  rare  coins.  Mercury 

dime,  Indian  Head  penny.  Stand- 
ing Liberty  quarter  and  Indian 

Head  nickel.  An  excellent  gift! 
$9.50  ppd.  Decor  Galore,  140 
Monument  Ave.,  Dept.  176,  Bar- 
rington,  !L  60010. 

EARLY  AMERICAN 

Authentic  copies  of  pistol-grip 
pattern  used  in  Colonial  days. 

Elegant  flatware  in  luxurious  sat- 
in-finish stainless  steel.  Hollow- 

handle  knives,  3-tined  forks.  The 
50-piece  service  for  8,  $22.95 

plus  $2  post.  Crown-Castle,  Dept. 
PGS-520,  51  Bank  St.,  Stamford, 

CT  06901. 

SPACE  RACE 
Crushed  clothes  and  tangled 

hangers  are  a  thing  of  the  past: 
brass-plated  steel  hanger  spaces 

snap  onto  closet  rod  to  hold 
hangers  separately.  Set  of  10  to 
hold  30  hangers,  $2.98  plus  60c 
post.  Anthony  Enterprises,  HGl, 
556  Mission  St.,  San  Francisco, 

CA  94105. 
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More  ideas  for 

a  super  efficient 
cooking  center 

In  this  super  efficient  cooking, 

eating  and  planning  center,  sev- 
special  features  make  particularly 

d  sense   for  working   cooks.   Mut- 

r's  pantry  storage,   for   instance, 
,  li.  The  doors  open,  to  reveal  adjust- 
ee  wooden  shelves.  In  the  center  is 
g)ther  unit  of  shelving  that  pulls  out 

t  reveal  yet  more  shelves  behind  it. 

/ove  this  swing-out  section  is  a  very 
v:le  shelf  for  cornflakes  or  other  large 

i  ms — in      all,      forty-six      adjustable 
jalves  in  this  one  tidy  cabinet. 

YATER  WONDERS 

1  ̂i 

travelog 
ARIZONA 

LITCHFIELD  PARK 

the  warmth  of  Arizona  in 
the  Total  Concept  Resort 

near  Phoenix.  54  holes  of 

i/j-^       superlative  golf.  Complete 

'■'A^  tennis  centre,   riding,  swim- 
• ''^V  ming,  superb  cuisine, 

dinner  dancing,  nightly  enter 

tainment,  matchless  accommo- 
dations. Golf  &  Tennis  Package 

Plans  available.  Write  for  literature. 

Reade  Whitwell,  V.P 

GEORGIA 
SEA   ISLAND 

^  the  Elkay  sink  are  two  time-  and  health-saving  water  ideas.  On  the 

tis  KitchenAid's  Instant  Hot-water  Dispenser — 190-degree  water 
I  tap,  controlled  by  a  thermostat.  On  the  right,  Teledyne  Water  Pik's 
ater  Filter — removes  chlorine,  sediment,  odors,  cleans  your  water. 

Assemble  it  yourself — beech- 
wood  modular  wine  rack  that 

stacks  either  vertically  or 
horizontally,  by  Nissen.  An 
easy-to-reach  way  to  store 
wine,  and  attractive,  too. 

STORAGE  PLUS 
Another  organization  idea  that  a 

busy  cook  could  use — Mutschler's 
linen  storage,  under  the  counter 
in  the  dining  area,  easy  to  reach 
from  the  table.  Linen,  selection  of 
table  mats  below,  flatware  neatly 
laid  out  in  drawers  above. 

Yoif  11  ergoy  every  course 
at  The  Qoister. 

Eighteen  perfect  Teniko  courts, 

36  spectacular  holes  of  golf,  un- 
spoiled five-mile  beach,  gracious 

amenities  and  superb  full-course 
dining.  All  are  included  at  $123 
per  person  double  for  4  days,  3 
nights,  plus  gratuities  (March  15 

to  June  1.. slightly  higher  ).\\'rite  or call  The  Cloister  Hotel,  Sea  Island. 
Ga.  31561  (912-638-3611).  Out- 
state  call  toil-tree  800-841-3223. 

TEXAS 

EL  PASO 

One  par 

offers  Iw^ 

■  That  one  part  is  El  Paso.  'oU; withi  mountains,  loads  of  sun,  fun 
[l'C\^ 

I 
I 
I 

I  things  to  do.  And  just  over  the 

I  bridge  is  another  cour'n/,  Juarez, '  Mexico,  with  all  its  charm,  its 
I  beauty,  its  fantastic  shops.  Barely  | 

I  to  the  north  is  New  Mexico  with  ■ 

J  skiing  in  the  winter,  horse  racing,  ■ I  caverns,  and  wooded  mountains.  | 

I  El  Paso  is  the  one  part  of  Texas  ■ 
J  you  should  see.  Write  us  today  and? 
I  we'll  send  you  one  part  of  Texas  I 

I  and  two  Mexicos.  El  Paso  Conven-| _  tion  and  Visitors  Bureau,  Ten  Civic  Z 
I  Center  Plaza,  Dept.  L,  El  Paso,  I 
I  Texas  79944.  | 

  I   I 
  I 

I 

NAME_ 

CITY. STATE. 

-ZIP_ 

el  paso^^i'juaiez at  the  corner  of  U.S.  and  Mexico. 

HAS  TRAVELOG  HELPED 

YOU  IN  DECIDING 

WHERE  TO  SPEND  YOUR 

VACATION?  IF  SO. 

WHEN  WRITING  TO 

THESE  HOTELS  AND  RE- 

SORTS FOR  LITERATURE 

OR  WHEN  MAKING 

YOUR  ARRANGEMENTS, 

PLEASE  MENTION 

HOUSE& GARDEN 

MAGAZINE. 

HELP  TO 

SPEED  THE  MAIL... 
USE  ZIP  CODES 

NUARY,    1976 
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JALOG 
GARDENER'S  NOTES 

Dwart  fruit  trees, 

award-winning 
roses,  shrutis. 
vines,  shade 

trees,  vegetable 
seeds  —  400 
varieties. 

STARK  BROS  All- 
New  Free  Catalog 
Shows  How  You  Can 
Have  an  Orchard  In 

Your  Backyard  with 
STARK  DWARF 
TREES  that  Bear 
Full  Size  Fruit. 

MAKE  EXTRA  MONEY! 
r.'  f-  n  '  Women' 
Check  coupon  for 
FREE  Sales  Kit 

Make  money  tak- 
ing orders  in  your 

spare  time  or  full time 

See  how  to  grow  full-size  sunny-gold  or  crim- 
son -  red  Stark  Delicious  Apples,  Peaches, 

Cherries,  Pears,  even  In  a  tiny  yard.  Harvest 
bushels  of  fruit  for  table,  canning,  freezing  or  to 
sell  at  profit.  Over  400  varieties  of  Exclusive 
Leader  and  U.S.  Patented  Fruit,  Shade  and 

Nut  Trees,  Vegetable  Seeds,  Roses,  Shrubs 

and  Vines  from  Stark  Bro's- -pictured  in  glorious 
color.  Mail  coupon  TODAY! 
STARK  BROS  NURSERIES 

Box  A26316,  Louisiana,  Mo.  63353    

rSTARK^BROS  NURSERIES  "^ BoxA26316.  Louisiana,  Missouri  63353  I 

D  Rush  New  Color  Catalog  .      FREE!  ' 
Mr.  I 
Mrs.  I Miss   

Address 

City   

State- 
.Zip. 

L 
DCHECK  HERE  for  Free Moneymaking  I 
Outfit.  I 

There's  only 
one  thing  worse 
than  finding  out 
you  have  cancer. 

Not  finding  out. 

Many  cancers  can  be  cured 
ifdiscovered  early  enough.  Get 

a  regular  health  checkup. 
Start  now. 

\\^  want  to  wipe  out  cancer 

in  your  lifetime. 

Give  to  the 

American  Cancer  Society  5  ? 

LILIES 
W^^  I  HUNDREDS  OF  WORLD 
I  ^1^       FAMOUS  GARDEN 

^  .    V,  ̂H             VARIETIES. 

^H|  1       '^Hsend    10c  for  68   Page 
^^B  ̂ ^^^^1  Catalog. ^B^HMk^H^^^^HI  Box    145-8 

I         REX   BULB   FARMS        Nrwber.j. 
  Oreoon  97132 

rnrrsTRAWBERRY  book 

r HCE  &  Planting  Guide 
Lists  over  30  virus-lree  varieties.  Also  lists 
blueberries,  raspberries,  grapes,  asparagus 
and  azaleas 

BRITTINGHAM/a^m^I Dept  K-9  Salisbury.  MD  21801 

City.  Slate.  Zip  - 

By  James  Fannini 

Catalogue  browsing 
the  gardener's  happy  and  productive  winter  pastii 

Top  four  roses  for  1976,  a  hundred  years  for  Burpee,  changeover  at 

Wayside  Gardens,  reappraisal  of  the  plant  wizard,  and  old-time  seed  hoi 

America  is  the  new  All-America  climb- 
ing rose  for  the  Bicentennial  year 

^^Judgingfor  the  1976 j^l- America  Rose 

Selections  lias  Jyrouglil  out 

(I  hitinjx-r  crop  of  netr 
varieties.  Cliinhiiig  roses 

have  been  rare  among  the 
AARS  laureates,  hut 

America,  at  the  lop  of  this 

ijcdr's  list,  ainphj  makes 

up  for  the  (h'ficienct/. 
Created  1)1/  William 

\\'arri)u'r  of  Jnckscni  and 

Perkins.  America  (.s,  in 

effect.  (I  elind)ing  tea  rose. 
The  flowers  are  salmon 

pink,  in  a  few-flowered, 
long-stemmed  cluster  just 

right  for  cutting.  Blooniing 
season  is  as  long  as  that 

of  most  tea  ro.ses;  the  plai>l 

is  comj)letehj  icinter  huA 
This  i/ear  the  renowned] 

I  rish  firm  of  McGredij— 
now  transplanted  to  Neil 

Ze(dand—h(is  produced 
another  winner,  (lathed 

-an  apricot-colored 

florihunda  n  ith  a  good 

fragrance.  And  the i'.ennan  rose  hi/hridizer, 

1  deincr  Kordes,  has  mad 

the  AARS  list  with  two 

new  varieties—the  peach 

pink,  elassicalli/  shaped 

hi/hrid  tea,  Sea.shell,  and 
'I  large-flowcrcd, 

apricot-orange  hi/hrid  <t'. Yankee  Doodle.  All  four 
are  available  for  spring 

7  976'  planting. 

68 

HBurpee  Centennial 

It  is  singularly  appropriate  that 
the  W.  Atlee  Burpee  Seed  Co. 

should  be  celebrating  its  centen- 
nial in  this  Bicentennial  year  of 

the  US.A.  Three  generations  ol' 
American  gardeners  have  cut 

their  teeth  on  the  Burpee  cata- 

logue and  have  reached  horti- 
cultural maturity  with  plant> 

grown  from  Burpee  seeds.  The 

name  Fordhook — from  Ford- 

hook  Farms,  Burpee's  trial 
grounds  near  Doylestown,  Pa. — 
as  part  of  the  name  of  a  garden 

vegetable  or  flower,  has  come  ;0 

signify  the  topmost  level  of  qual- 
ity. The  Burpee  family  itself  has 

set  what  must  be  a  world  record, 

as  David  Burpee,  still  active  in 

the  company  at  83,  is  a  son  o'i 
founder  VV.  Atlee  Burpee,  with 

younger  Burpees  in  the  firm. 

And  then  there's  the  white 
marigold.  Plant  geneticists  said  it 

was  impossible,  but  a  plain  dirt, 

amateur  gardener  did  it.  Mrs. 

Alice  Vonk.  of  Sully,  Iowa,  col- 
lected the  $10,000  prize  that 

Burpee  has  been  offering  since 
1954,  and  the  gardening  public 

will  be  able  to  grow  white  mari- 
golds in  1976.  A  seed  mixture  of 

next-to-white  marigolds,  of  late- 
flowering  varieties,  at  50c  for 

a  packet  of  20  seeds,  may  be 

ordered  from  any  of  the  three 

Burpee  offices — Warminster,  Pa. 
18074-  riintnn    Iowa  52732:  and 

Riverside,  Cal.  92502.  As  always, 

the  Burpee  catalogue  is  free, 

from  any  of  these  offices. 

HWayside  to  Park 
There's  a  new  feather  in  the  cap 

of  the  George  W.  Park  Seed 

Co.  Revered  Wayside  Gardens, 

forced  by  economic  pressure  to 

liquidate,  has  placed  its  good 

name  in  Park's  capable  hands. 
The  same  top-quality  seeds, 

bulbs,  and  plants  that  we  are 

accustomed  to  finding  at  Way- 
side Gardens  will  be  grown  and 

shipped  by  Park,  and  that  gar- 
dener's bible,  the  Wayside  cata- 

logue, will  continue  to  be  pub- 
lished. The  catalogue  is  priced 

at  $1,  can  be  ordered  from  either 

the  old  Wayside  Gardens  address 
in  Mentor,  Ohio,  or  from  the 

Park  Seed  Co.  home  office.  Park's 
regular  catalogue  continues  to  be 
free  for  the  asking,  from  the 

George  W.  Park  Seed  Co.,  Inc., 
Greenville,  S.C.  29647. 

■The  Plant  Wizard 

In  the  early  1900s.  Luther  Bur- 
bank  was  universally  known  as 

"The  Plant  Wizard."  Tourists 

and  scientists  flocked  to  his  Cali- 

fornia home,  and  the  name  Bur- 
bank  on  a  plant  or  seed  packet 

was  taken  as  a  promise  of  spec- 
tacular results.    Later,   as   might 

have  been  expected,  the  penc 

lum  of  public  opinion  swung 

the  opposite  direction  and  Bi 
bank  was  denounced  as  a  fra 

and  a  charlatan.  In  recent  yea 

the  real  truth  about  the  man  a 

his  work  has  been  hard  to  find, 

we  owe  a  debt  of  gratitude 

Peter  Dreyer  for  his  biograpl 

A    Gardener   Touched  with  C 

niiis  (Coward,  McCann  &  Ge 

began,  SIO).  He  tells  the  wh( 

story  of  Burbank's  life  and  h 
tracked  down  reports  and  anal 

ses  of  his  work  by  people  of  mai 

shades  of  opinion.  The  result  is 
resounding  vindication  of  a  gc 

dener,  more  artist  than  scienti: 
most  of  whose  troubles  were  tl 
result  of  overblown  publicity. 

Hold  name AMONG 

SEED  HOUSES 

It's  always  kept  a  low 
profile,  but  the  Shumway 
Seedsman  has  been  pleas- 

ing home  gardeners  since 

1870.  Its  Victorian-look- ing catalogue  lists  many 
old-favorite  flowers  and 

vegetables,  but  it  also 
includes  many  brand-new 
ones  that  will  carry  the 
Shumway  name  into  the 
forseeable  future.  Still 

free,  the  Shumway  cata- 
logue may  be  had  from 

R.  H.  Shumway  Seeds- 
man, 628  Cedar  St., 

Rockford,  III.  61101. 



Kenneth  Galbraith  cont/nued  from  page  67 

A^-nment  spending  and  private 

rjing  exceeding   the   capacity 
le  labor  force.  You  combine 

•|lf  with  a  measure  of  direct  re- 

Jit   on    the    wage-price    spiral
 

i|hat    doesn't    take    off.    Some rol  of   bank   lending    is   also 

-eiired.  Then  you  need  to  look 
,h  d  to  foresee  shortages  so  that 

Jon't    catch    you    unawares 
pset  things.  And  you  should 
a  reserve  of  food  from  one 

0  the  next  so  that  you  can 
1  certain  balancing  effect  in 

ood  supplies.  When  we  talk 
managing  money,  all  these 

comprise  economic  policy." 
^lat  changes  do  you 
1  ticipate? 

or  fifteen  years  ago  in  one 

of  my  periodic  excursions  into 
fiction  I  once  had  an  idea  for  a 

short  story  about  changing  fash- 
ions. About  what  would  happen 

if  there  developed  a  cult  of  shab- 
biness,  when  people  would  not 
seek  to  be  elegant,  but  the  fashion 
would  be  how  old  your  clothes 
were.  It  seemed  so  fantastic  that 

I  dropped  it.  And  by  the  time  I 
began  thinking  about  it  again,  I 
was  overtaken  by  the  era  of  faded 

patched  jeans.  In  my  book  The 
Affluent  Society  I  argued  against 

measuring  all  progress  by  the  in- 
crease in  the  production  of  goods. 

It's  true  that  people  are  already 
adjusting  to  different  ways  of  liv- 

ing. So  I  remain  optimistic  about 

the  future."  ■ 

HOUSE  &GARDB\I 
GREAT  AMERICAN 
IDEACENTCRS 

iever\'  issue  \ou'll  sec  a  special  selection  of  things  for  the  house tt  House  &  Garden  has  chosen  as  a  salute  to  the  Bicentennial 

ebration,  things  \ou  can  bu\'  at  The  House  &  Garden  Great 
lerican  Idea  Centers  in  the  following  stores  across  America.  For 

■  eighth  in  the  series,  A  Living-room  Garden,  turn  to  page  78. 

'  Alabama 
^minffham      Pizitz 

Alaska 

chorao;e     Nerland's 
irbanks    Nerland's 

Arizona 

oenix   Goldwater's 
California 

s  Angeles  Bullock's 
ti  Francisco   Liberty  House 

Colorado 

nver   May-D&F 
Conuei'tieut 

rtford       G.  Fox 

District  of  Columbia 

ishington     Woodward  &  Lothrop 
Florida 

ami    Burdine's 
mpa   Maas  Bros. 

Geor;<ia 
lanta    Rich's 

Hawaii 

lui    Nerland's 
Illinois 

icago    Carson  Pirie  Scott 
Indiana 

lianapolis    L.S.  Avers 
Kentucky 

uis villa    Stewart  Dry  Goods 
Louisiana 

w  Orleans    D.  H.  Holmes 

Maryland 

Itimore      Hutzler's 
Massachusetts 

ston    Jordan  Marsh 

Michigan 
troit   J.  L.  Hudson 

Minnesota 

inneapolis    Dayton's 
Missouri 

msas  City    Edward  Keith 
Louis    Stix,  Baer  &  Fuller 

^'ebraska 

Omaha   J.  L.  Brandeis 
New  Jersey 

Newark    Hahne  &  Co. 
3few  Mexico 

Albuquerque      American  Furniture 
Aew  York 

Brooklvn    Abraham  &  Straus 
Buffalo      

  Adam,  Meldrum  &  Anderson 
New  York    B.  Altman  &  Co. 

Rochester     Sibley,  Lindsay  &  Curr 
Xorth  Carolina 

Charlotte    Ivey's 
Ohio 

Akron   O'Neil's 
Cincinnati      Shillito's 

Cleveland    Higbee's Columbus   Lazarus 

Dayton      Rika's 
Toledo      Lasalle's 

Oklahoma 

Tulsa   Froug's 
Oregon 

Portland  Heier  &  Frank 

Pennsylvania 

Ardmore         O'Neil  &  Bishop 
Philadelphia    
  Strawbridge  &  Clothier 

Pittsburgh     Kauf mann's JSouth  Carolina 

Greenville     Ivey's Tennessee 

Knoxville    Miller's 
Texas 

Dallas    Sanger  Harris 

Houston   Joske's  of  Houston 
Utah 

Sah  Lake  City  Z.C.M.I. 
Virginia 

Richmond    Thalhimer's 
li%'ashington 

Seattle   The  Bon  Marche 

Spokane    The  Crescent 

SEE  AMERICA'S  LARGEST  COLLECTION  OF 
WILLOW  AND  RATTAN  FURNITURE 

DIRECTLY  IMPORTED  TO  PASS  THE  SAVINGS  ON  TO  YOU. 
Aijilabk-  Painted  in  How^e  and  Garden  Colors 

Compare  Our  Ouality  and  Price  Before  \  ou  Buy  tisu^'.  nctc! 
Visit  Our  New  Warehouse  Showroom  or  send  25^  for  new  56-page  Catalog. 

_  (Open  Daily  10  a.m.  to  6  p.m.,  Thursday  'til  9  p.m.) 

Route  10,  Succasunna,  N.j.  07876      Telephone:  (201)  584-2230 

(Only  45  minutes  from  New  York.  Take  Route  80,  Exit  at  "Mt.  Arlington") 
WE  SHIP  EVERYWHERE 

See  our  ads  in  House  Beautiful,  House  &  Garden  and  all  other  leading 

national  magazines-decorators  and  architects  are  welcome 

le  one  part  of 

your  holiday  dinners  you  won't find  at  your  supermarket. 
Only  Hagerty  Silversmiths'  Polish  has  a  tarnish  preventative  that  holds 

the  shine  all  the  way  from  Thanksgiving  to  Easter.  Only  Hagerty  is 
nonabrasive  and  gentle  as  hand  lotion.  Only  Hagerty  is  recommended 
by  silversmiths  the  world  over.  And  only  Hagerty  is  found  where  fine 

silver  is  sold  ...  at  your  favorite  jewelry  or  department  store. 

Hagerty  Silversmiths'  Polish . . .  the  one  you  won't  find 
at  your  supermarket. 

W.  J.  Hagerty  &  Sons,  Ltd..  Inc.,  South  Bend,  Ind.  46624 



l^eCEii  6^5. 
NURSERY  CATALOG 

FREE 
BUY  DIRECT 

FROM  GROWER 

AND  SAVE! 

You'll  find  fruit  and  nut  trees, 
shade  and  ornamental  trees,  beautiful 

evergreens  and  shrubs  to  enhance  your  home.  jjIus  many  fruits 
and  berries  to  enjoy  fresh  from  your  own  garden.  Kelly  plants  arc 
the  finest  you  can  buy.  backed     _.,^^^^^^^^__ 
by  the  famous  Kelly  guarantee. 
Many  money-saving  specials  on 
smaller  plants  plus  many  do- 
it-yourself  landscaping  ideas. 
Send  today  for  your  FREE  copy. 

KELLY  BROS. 
801  Maple  Street,  Dansville,  NY  14437 

I 
KELLY  BROS. 

801  Maple  St.,  Dansville,  NY  14437 

~    Rjsh  My  FREE  Kelly  Catalog  to 
PLEASE    PRINT 

Name  - 

Address 

(Sorry.  No  Catalogs  to  Anz 
Wash     Calif  I 

Ore 

ZIP 

r'& 1976  FERRIS 
NURSERY  BOOK 

;i"-  '-    ■■        :-•  -T.:  1976  CATALOG  and 
A    PLANTING  GUIDE.   0..-  fines!  m  iC7  ,ears 
--\il  co'ci'u'  .aiuepacked  pages  of  outstand- 

.  ing  Brcentennial  Specials  including  Ferris' 
Northern  Grswn  Evergreens.  Roses,  Shrubs. 

Hedges.  Shade  Trees.  Fruit  Trees.  Berry  Plants.  Peren 
nial!  and  Bults.    Write  for  your  FREE  book  NOW! 

5        Imported  Belgian    $400 
TUBEROUS  BEGONIAS    I 

ilaridsofTit  L^^ijuie  Cafneiiia-Fiurtc^-ed  L.Wjfr;^  ci 
perfect  form,  superb  coionng.  Select,  blooming- 
size  bulbs  VW-V-2".  Wonderful  outdoor  sum- 

mer flowers  that  delight  in  shade.  Selected  color 
assortment,  unlabeled.  Offer  limited,  cider  nw. 

EARL  FERRIS  NURSERY 
545  Bridge  St,  Hampton.  Iowa  50441 

Learn  LANDSCAPING 
TRAIN  AT  HOME  fni  exiiling  hobby  i>r  carcir.  .Start 
your  own  >|);iri-  or  full  time-  Contractinf;  bu..iini's.<.  work 
in  Garden/Nursery  field,  or  landscapi-  your 
own  prr)ptTty  —  we  .-ihow  you  how.  FREE 
BOOKLET  describes  opportunities. 

LIFETIME  CAREER  SCHOOLS 

Dept   A -912 
2251  Barry  Ave. 

Los  Angeles.  CA  90064     *?-2 

NEW 

FULL 

COLOR 
Just  25t  (to  cover  postage  and  handling  costs) 

brings  you  America's  most  complete  water  gar- 
den catalog.  Exquisite  Tropical  or  Hardy  Water 

Lilies,  rare  and  unusual  Ornamental  Fish. 
Write  to  the  office  nearest  you 

Box  398,  Dept.H-1,  Saddle  River,  N  J.  07458 
Box  7845,  Dept.H-1,  Independence.  Ohio  4-;  131 

IMTILLIAM  THICKER,  INC 

fi^~ 
^OwlOOO        *>        FREE 
Nursery  Items    f^   1976  Garien  Calatog 

^LwPrices!       W    BiaitJfiiyHlisinled 
ail!         ) 

Seeds,  Seedlngs    Crafts,  Petted   Plants.  Terrari     / 
urns.  Greenhouses    Vines.  Hedges.  Trees.  Shrubs. 
Arboretums    Hormones.  Fertilizers.  Organic  Plant 
Food.    Pesticides.    Weed    Killers     Tools, 
men;.    Planters.    Books,    etc     Over    1  000 

MELLINGERSINC. 
2338  Range  Rd.  North  Lima.  Ohio  44452 

)ur  50th  Year!  Save  By  Mail! 

nic  Plant     ) Equip     / 

D    Items'   f. 

"*  T^ 

Raise  Them  From  Seed,  Enjoy 

Their  Fragrance  and  Exquisite 

Colors  All  Summer  Long! 

BIG  PACKET 
OF  SEED  only 
Generous  mixture 

o(  all  3  colors 

You  can  have  lovely,  fragrant 
carnations  in  your  garden  this 
summer  .  .  .  like  those  in  the 

greenhouse  .  .  .  and  they'll 
bloom  for  you  right  up  until 
frost.    These   are   the   famous 

Chabaud's  Double  Giants  with 
double  blooms  deeply  fringed 
and   measuring   2   inches   or  more   across. 

And    you'll    get    them    in    three    distinct 
colors    .    .    .    delicate   pink,   bright   yellow 
and  bold  red.  All  three  colors  have  the 

exquisite  clove-scented  per- 
fume. They  grow  from  I'-o  to 

2  feet  tall,  ideal  for  cutting. 
Also  excellent  for  beds,  bor- 

ders, rock  gardens  or  pots. 
All  this  is  yours  for  just  a 
dime — to  win  you  as  another 

good  friend  for  Henry  Field's. 
Sorry,  one  offer  per  customer. 

HENRY  FIELD  Seed  &  Nursery  Co. 

1108  Oak  St.,  Shenandoah,  Iowa  51502 

•  y      Yes.  please  send  me  the  packet  of  C 
-♦■    tion  seed  My  dime  is  enclosed  Also 

your  new  catalog,  free. 

arna 

send 

mmmatmn   Since  1892   

If  you  love  to  garden 
START  NOW  WITH 

solo-gro 
SEED 

STARTER 
CUBES 

newest  organic  growing  medium 
Vou  car  now  have  tetter  plants  —  quicker. 
easie'  and  earlier  — with  no  thinning  and 
no  transplanting.  Famous  English  starter 
cubes  contain  all  nutrients  necessary  for 
germination  and  seedling  growth.  Cubes 

only  Vi"  square  — gives  you  more  plants 
per  flat  —  or  you  can  sow  direct  in  garden. 
Better  results  with  less  labor!  Ideal  for  start- 

ing vegetables  or  flowers. 

and  SO  JSdoz. inexpensive!  1  ~P^' Add  50c  for  packing  &  handling  CpCC 

Seed  and  Nursery  Ca'.-sioi  rnLL 

R.    H.    SHUMWAY   SEEDSfVlAN 

Dept.   516  Rockford,  III.  eilOiy 

Select  From  Over 
100  Roses. 

Send  For 
48-Page  Star  Rose  Catalog 
Select   from   over    100 
roses  -  all  guaranteed 
to  bloom  m  your  gar- den -  described  and 

lavishly  illustrated  - 
most  in  full  color  -  in our  48-page   1976 
Star   Rose   Spring 

Catalog.  Includes  new 
All-America  Award  Winners 
Send  for  your  free  copy  today 
STAR  ROSES,  Box  240 

West  Grove,  Pa.  19390 

Send  me  your  free  Spring  Rose  Catalog. 

Inter-State  Nurserie* 

delivers     "^-^;-'-^-. 
9wV'dA  Ruffled  ?-! 

Glads25' 
l''.vfl,,,p|  &  t.ii.ir.iiit.  ,  . 

Double  yourmone\  back  if 
not  completely  .Natisfied 
New  &  superior  varieties 
...if  bought  by  name  they 
would  cost  7.5^  .  Colors 
r.inge  from  white  to  pink, 

purple,  yellow,  lavender, rose,  orange.  This  year 
\se  added  Red  Beauty  — 
one  of  the  brightest  glads 

known.  Big  bulbs,  1  to  VU 
inches  across.  Will  bloom 
tills  summer. 

Free  Spring  Catalog 
bA  cukniul  papes  packed  u  ith  va/oe^ 

ILS.J:R--^;A,J.'1IJ.-H 
I  6ie  E  S--ee'  -a~t..'g.  iG/.a  5'64 
I  C  FREE  Spring  Catalog  Z  7  Glads  2 
'  NAME   .   

ADDRESS. 

_STATE. _ZIP_ 

170 
^v    Glads  will  be  shipped  at  proper  planting  time 

HOUSE  &  GARDt 



we've  ordered,  once  the  selections  have  been  made  and 
the  order  form  filled  out.  Then,  too,  nurserymen  and  seed 
houses  like  to  surprise  their  customers  with  little  extra 

items  tucked  into  the  packages  they  ship.  Most  Christ- 
mas-y  of  all,  of  course,  is  the  excitement  of  examining 
the  merchandise  itself.  Plump,  heavy  bulbs,  bulging  seed 

packets  and  neatly  wrapped  plants  all  seem  anxious  to 
burst  into  growth.  Modern  methods  of  propagating 

plants  guarantee  vigorous  roots  on  cuttings,  and  modern 

methods  of  packing  guarantee  that  they'll  be  delivered 
||  in  topnotch  shape  for  planting.  Of  course,  a  great  many 
of  the  things  you  can  order  by  mail  are  also  available  at 

local  nurseries  and  garden  shops,  but  the  rarer  things — 
always  in  short  supply — simply  cannot  be  set  out  where 

they'll  be  pinched,  prodded  and  generally  mishandled 
by  any  casual  shopper.  So  the  lists  and  catalogues  of 
mail  order  firms  are  the  ones  a  really  knowledgeable 
gardener  consults  when  looking  for  something  out  of  the 
ordinary.  Delays  in  delivery  are  not  unheard  of,  to  be 

sure,  but  they're  rare,  and  packages  are  practically  al- 
ways carefully  handled,  whether  by  the  U.  S.  Postal 

Service  or  by  private  carriers.  Keep  it  in  mind,  though, 
that  a  lot  of  other  people  probably  want  the  same  things 

you  want,  so  order  early,  while  there's  enough  of  every- 
thing to  go  around. 

YOURS  FREE! 

OLDS'  colorful  84-page 

seed  catalog  —  includes     ^ 
tips  for  better  gardens.        ̂  

BICENTENNIAL  OFFER 

One  packet  each  of  red, 
white  and  blue  mixtures  of 

asters  and  stocks.  Finest 

seeds.  A  700  value  for    ̂ T'K~£S^ 
25tf!  One  per  customer.    

-'"'"■''' 
Stamps  accepted. 

OLDS  SEED  COMPANY 
Box  1069  •  Dept.  Q,  Madison,  Wl  53701 

Take  Stock  in  America 

Buy  and  Save 

U.  S.  Savings  Bonds 

FREES,  SHRUBS  & 
3IR0UND   COVERS 

FREE 
CATALOG 
complete  listing  of  Evergreen  and 

ardwood  Seedlings  and  Transplants, 
andscape  Ornamentals,  Rooted  Cuttings, 
round  Covers,  Container-Grown  Plants, 
lus  money-saving  Special  Offers.  Whole- 
ale  prices  for  quantity  purchases  of 
eedlings  and  transplants. 

BUY  DIRECT 
Prom  GROWER 

lease  send  FREE  CATALOG to: 

)DRFSS 

TY 

ATF 7IP 

MUSSER 
Box  9A     Indiana,  Pa.  15701 

;  PERENNIALS 

There  is  a  NEW  way  to  buy  perennials. 

Now,  you  can  grow  Full  Size  Peren- 
nials in  One  Season. ..Just  as  pro- 

fessional nurserymen  do! 

"Bluestone"  Perennials  are  shipped  in 

groups  of  SIX  plants,  each  pot  1-5/8" 
square  by  2-1/4"  deep.  Grown  under 
controlled  conditions,  these  Healthy, 

Well-Rooted,  pot  plants  are  shipped 
for  Spring  planting. 

More  than  170  Perennials  are  des- 

cribed in  the  "Bluestone"  catalog, 
listing  varieties  and  professional  in- 

formation     on      care     and     growing. 

You  will  be  amazed  at  the  selection, 
low  prices,  and  results.  Write  for 

Free  Catalog  and  order  information 
NOW! 
Name   
Address   

City   State   Zip   

BLUESTONE 
3100 

Jackson  Street, 

Mentor,  Ohio 
44060 

TOP  QUALITY 

A  TLOW  GROWER'S  PRICES 
1400  Vegetables,  flowers  and  garden  accessories.  Widest  selection 
of  tomatoes  (95)  and  other  vegetables  available.  All  your  old  fav- 

orites plus  many  exotic  exclusives  from  Asia,  Europe  and  South 
America.  Complete  instructions  for  each  variety  for  both  begin- 

ners and  pros.  Send  today  for  your  FREE  copy.  It's  the 
"Grower's  Bible." 

STOKES 

1156  STOKES  BLDG. 
BUFFALO,  NY  14240 

j  STOKES  SEEDS, 
In   Rush  My  FREE  Stokes  Catalog  To PLEASE    PRINT 

I 
I 
I 

1156  Stokes  BIdg. 

Buffalo,  NY  14240 

Name  , 

Address 

.ZIP. 

HELPS  SAVE  SICKLY 

HOUSE  PLANTS  ̂  
Liquid  Chelated  Iron  in  THERAPY 
stimulates  new  green  growth  fast. 
Sickly  plants  often  suffer  from  iron  deficiency. 

Stern's  THERAPY  helps  revive  plants  to  new 
vigorous  growth.  Pale  yellowing  leaves  turn 
luxuriant  green  —  FAST.  Flowers  never  more 
beautiful.  Healthy  plants  need  Therapy,  too. 

NEW  from  MIRACLE-GROf 
"Corrective  nutrition"- acts  like  a  tonic. 

You've  got  to  use  it  to  believe  it. 

MiRACLE-GRoTHERAPY  "for  HOUSE  PLANTS 

At  All  Stores - 
Complete  Kit  including 
FREE  Measurer    SI  69 

Henry  Field's 
NEW!  BIG!  COLORFUL! liEMlEM 

Now132  Pages!  Loaded  with  Bargains  and  Ideas! 
Send  for  your  tree  copy  of  this 

complete  spring  catalog  now— 132 
pages  of  helpful  information  and 
money-saving  bargains  in  seeds  and 
nursery  stock-  Contains  hundreds  of 
actual,  full-color  pictures. 

Here  are  the  world's  finest  and 
newest  varieties  of  flowers,  vege- 

tables, trees,  shrubs,  roses,  fruits, 

vines  and  hedging;  all  the  latest  gar- 
dening aids.  Also  old  favorites  and 

many  new  and  hard-to-get  items  you 
can't  find  elsewhere.  All  backed  by 

Henry  Field's  famous  guarantee. 

Page  after  page  of  "how-to"  tips answer  questions  like  "what  shall  I 

plant  ...  and  where?"  Ideas  for  land- scaping and  garden  plans;  charts  to 
show  tree  and  shrub  shapes  and  sizes 
at  maturity;  plant  hardiness  zone  nup 
to  help  you  order  plants  that  grow 
best  in  your  area.  All  this  will  help 
save  you  time  and  money. 

Get  this  remarkable  garden  book- 
catalog  and  enjoy  the  convenience 
and  economy  of  shopping  right  at 
home.  Mail  coupon  below  today  and 

we'll  rush  you  your  free  copy  at  once. 

/ 
  TfUR  OUT  ANO  MAIl  HOW!   , 

HE!\IRY  FIELD  Seed  &  Nursery  Crf 
1104  Oak  St.,  SHENANDOAH,  IOWA  51602 

n  ̂" 

I — I  Catalog  for  Spring 

'
^
 

please  rush  me  your  big,  new  full-color  | free  and  postpaid! 

Vi* 

NAME. 

ADDRESS   

1 1  P.O   

|!   Since  J 89 2   
-STATE- 

(ZIPl 
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UNION-NATIONAL 
tme   bedroom,    dmmg   room    and   occasional    furniture 

OTLEY   ARMOIRE 

From  our  Otiey  group  of  bedroom  furniture. 
At  leading  stores  everywhere. 

Send  $1.50  to  Department  G  lor  Brochure.  "Furniture  tor  Gracious  Living" 

UNION-NATIONAL,     INC. 
JAMESTOWN,      NEW     YORK      14701 

Good  Housekeeping  • 

Q nce^uppn  ]  I  ti^;,^,;^ a  1  homastpn 
I  dreamed  I  was  dancing  at  the 
royal  ball  and  midnight  never  came. 

Sheets  and  pillow  cases  to  dream 
on.  And  remember.  From  a  litde 

town  in  Georgia  called  Thomaston.  Strattord  Strip. 

UAl 
tu 

Because  House  &  Garden  wishes  to  fill  your  booklet  requests  promptl 
arrangements  have  been  made  for  you  to  order  directly  from  us.  Fi 

in  the  coupon  below,  circling!:  the  number  of  each  booklet  desired 

remittance  is  required  other  than   the  50c  charge  for  postage  an 

handling  that  must  accompany  each  coupon,  if  n  ill  he  indicated  nex 

to  the  booklet  number.  Enclose  your  remittance  in  the  form  of  c 

check,  or  money  order  only.  Please  do  not  send  .stamps.   House 

Garden    icill   see   thai   your    requests   arc    filled   as    rapidly   as   possibl 

aim 

Building  and 
Remodeling 

jp^]"'^  Thomaston  Mills 

1.  A  DISHWASHER  THAT  SOAKS 

POTS  AND  PANS  ALTOMATI- 

(lALLY;  a  food  wastt-  disposer,  that's 
fast  and  quiet.  A  hot  water  dispenser 

as  convenient  as  a  "'Ijiiilt-in  teakettle," 
and  a  trash  eoniiiactor.  Ml  detailed  in 

literatino  from  Kil(  henAid,  Hohart 
( lorjioralion. 

2.  (;ET  all  the  facts  from  this 

colorful  flyer  on  Thermador  Theiina- 
glas  Smootli  Cooktops.  Mod(ds  in(  hide 

a  harbecue  grill  that  trades  places  with 

a  Teflon-coated  griddle  to  give  \ou  a 

hundle  of  cooking  convenien<"es.  (Com- 
plete descriptions  and  specifications. 

3.  "CLEANER  AHt."  Background  in- 
formation on  in-the-home  air  pollution 

control  is  provided  in  this  new  booklet 

"Cleaner  Air'"  from  Research  Products 

Corporation.  It  describes  the  capabil- 
ities of  air  filters  and  air  cleaners  and 

presents  efficiency  data  on  the  removal 
of  house  dust,  tobacco  smoke,  jjollcn, 

and  spores  by  a  new  type  of  air  cleaner 
that  uses  no  electricity. 

4.  BLILT-IN  VACUUM  CLEAN- 

ING. Illustrated  folder  explains  plug-in 
convenience  of  VACUKLO  System. 

Dust  and  dirt  are  picked  up.  whisked 

through  tubing  to  power  unit  located 

in  either  basement  or  garage.  Easy  in- 
stallation in  new  or  existing  homes. 

H-P  Products. 

5.  FIREPLACE  FURNISHING 

GLIDE.  Offers  suggestions  on  how  to 

decorate  your  fireplace  with  distinction 
with  firesets.  andirons,  spark  guards, 

screens,  baskets,  etc.  Helpful  hints  on 
what  is  available,  how  to  select  it  and 

where  to  buy  it.  The  Adams  Co. 

6.  "IN  THE  BANK  ...  OR  UP  THE 

CHLMNEY?"  is  an  informative  book- 
Kl  irom  Technology  &  Economics,  Inc. 

It"ll  show  you  how  to  save  energy  by 

fixing  up  your  home.  Some  of  the  ways 
will  cost  you  some  money  to  install, 
but  a  lot  of  them  are  absolutely  free. 

They  all  save  you  fuel  and  money,  and 

help  keep  you  comfortable.  §1.70 

Decorating 

7.  RECLINE   IN  COMFORT   in   a 

Burris  chair  .  .  .  styled  to  fit  your  tastes 

and  upholstered  with  the  newest  fabrics 

in  the  design  industrx.  All  fuiniturJ 

engineered  tn  dfTcr  cusidin  rcjaxatioj 

for  every  tyi)e  of  bod\  cont<iur.  Bro 
ehures  illustrate  Trio  lounger.  .Space 

Saver  recliner,  Donuini  sofas  ami 

chairs. 

8.  GOOD  TASTE  NEVER  GOES- 
OUT  OF  STYLE  and  Henredon  up 

bolstered  furniture  gives  you  the  gocK 

taste,  ([ualitx.  and  beautv  >((U  are  look 

ing  for  in  fine  furniture.  .Sixty-eight 

page  Ixiokli  t  illustrates  sofas,  iovi 
seats,  and  chairs  in  variety  of  styles.  $1 

9.  "GETT1N(;  BEAUTY  AND  VAL 

I  i:  FOR  ^OIR  DECORATINC' 
DOLLARS"  is  a  (  olorfulh  illustrated 

%-page  booklet  cranmied  full  of  deco- 
rating ideas,  shopping  tips,  and  infor 

mat  ion  on  the  care  and  use  of  fim 

furniture  and  decorating  accessories. 

Ethan  Alien  liu.  .iOc 

10.  DECORATE  FROM  THE 

FLOOR  LP  .  .  .  with  Bruce  hardwood 

doors.  (Choose  from  the  three  high-fash- 

ion, random-width  plank  floorings 

classic  Cathedral.  Old  English,  or  Pro- 
vincial and  create  a  look  of  elegance 

throughout  your  home.  50c 

11.  THE  SURE  WAY  to  add  cdor  to 

a  liomc  is  with  flowers.  Teleflora's  12- 
page  booklet.  "CColor  Alive!  Instant 
Decorating  With  Flowers."  has  ideas 
for  every  room.  (Compiled  with  the  co- 

operation of  Hous<-  &  Garden.  .50c 

12.  ".  .  .  GUIDE  TO  CARPETING 
FOR  THE  SERIOUS  SHOPPER. 

Cheerfully  illustrated  and  written — 
this  brochure  from  the  Monsanto  Tex- 

tiles Company  gives  you  some  helpful 

tips  on  buying  a  carpet;  everything 

from  evaluating  \our  lifestyle  to  actu- 

ally putting  the  carpet  down.  Mr)nsanto 
has  prei)ared  this  bnoklet  to  help  >ou 

make  your  carpet  buying  decision. 

1.3.  DINING  ROOM  AND  BED- 

ROOM furniture  is  presented  in  two 

beaulifull>  illustrated  catalogues  from 

American  Drew,  Inc.  "Tanglewood"' collection  demonstrates  the  finesse  in 

woodcraft,  constructed  of  oak  solids 

and  veneers.  The  "Kinsmen'  collection 
is  constructed  of  solid  pine,  hardwoods, 

and  pine  veneers.  Both  catalogues  $1. 

Eating  and 
Entertaining 

14,  ENJOY  OLIVES  IN  MANY 

DIFFERENT  WAYS  .  .  .  Lindsav  In 

72 HOUSE  &  GARDEN ENI 



lionalV  spi-cial  'A'j-pajic  pa|)erl)ack 
||151  easv-lc>-])rci)arc  intfinatiunal 

^S  for  world-famous  dishes  made 

Lindsay  Ripe  Olives.  You'll  learn 
like  Veal  Veronica  from  France, 

|sh  Crepes.  Mexican  Hal  Salad, 

Rice  Pilaf.  and  many  other  tan- 

tig  taste  treats.  25c 

1^  "COOKING    'DUTCH'    WITH 
"   ORIC"   contains   over   550   time- 

I'cnnsylvaiiia  Dutch  recipes,  rep- 
ii;:  hundreds  of  years  of  cooking 

lice.  Some  of  the  recipes  origi- 

lom  the  time  of  earliest  immigra- 

Mi  the  "New  Land."  Most   of  the 
'  ~  utilize  readily  available  ingredi- 

-uch  as  eggs,  meat,  and  vegeta- 

,     (Caloric  Sales  Corporation.  .'13.50 

AND  HETTER  VEGETABLES"  is 
a  full-color,  l()-page  pamphlet  prepared 

by  the  editors  of  "Lawn  Care"  and 
iirought  to  you  from  0.  M.  Scott  &  Sons. 

All  you  need  to  know — from  planning 

your  garden  to  soil  preparation,  fertiliz- 
ing, planting,  moisture,  pests,  weeds, 

and  disease  control,  harvesting  and  suc- 
cession planting. 

19.  THE  "EAGLET"  SOARS  HIGH 

above  other  models  of  hobby  green- 

houses in  quality  and  value.  All  its 

features  and  specifications  are  in  the 

National  Greenhouse  Company's  cata- 
logue. 

Potpourri 

Gardening 

I     1976    SPRING     ALL-COLOR 
F  )WER       AND       VEGETABLE 

SOK.  Contains  more  than  3,000 

lies  of  different  flowers,  many  rare 

I  unusual,  including  the  old  and 

1  Among  these  new  introductions 

I  Diantluis  Boutifjue,  Petunia  Sum- 
1  Sun,  and  Pansy  Color  Festival. 

i;;c  W.  Park  Seed  Co..  Inc. 

EXOTIC     WATER     LILIES. 

(v  32-page,  full-color  catalogue  from 

erica's  oldest  and  largest  water  gar- 
.  specialists.  It  describes  and  illus- 
Ites  everytliing  from  exotic  water 

ps,  ornamental  plants  and  oxygenat- 
1  sorts  to  goldfish,  tropicals,  scav- 
lers  as  well  as  Fiberglas  pools  and 

irculating  pumps.  William  Tricker, 
.  25c 

.   "HOW   TO    GROW    BIGGER 

20.  ANSWERS  TO  WOOD  CARE 

QUESTIONS.  The  advice  of  experts 

compiled  to  give  you  all  the  facts  on 
wood  care.  This  informative  booklet 

provides  the  hows  and  whys  for  the 

care  of  all  fine  wood  from  antiques  to 

paneling.  Scott's  Liquid  Gold.   10c 

21.  CALL  IT  TELEVISION  OR  TV 

— Hitachi  Corporation's  20-page,  full- 
color  catalogue  shows  a  wide  variety 

of  100  percent  solid  state  black  and 

white  and  color  sets  for  every  room 

in  your  house.  Engineering  features 
are  outlined  and  individual  models  are 

illustrated.  Factual  descriptions  and 

specifications  accompany  each  style 
number. 

22.  WELCOME    TO    HERSHEY! 

Over  150-color  photographs  illustrate 
and  describe  the  Hershey  Community 

in  Pennsylvania.  This  book  tells  the 

history  of  this  exclusive  community 

since  1903,  when  Mr.  Hershey  built  the 

chocolate  factor)'.  Resort  and  cultural 
spots  featured,  too.  $2.25 

Order  coupon  for  booklets   

January,  1976 

Circle  the  number  of  each  booklet  you  want,  and  en- 
close check,  money  order,  or  currency  in  amount  in- 

dicated for  those  requiring  payment.  Add  50c  for 
postage  and  handling.  No  stainps.  Allow  up  to  four 
weeks  for  delivery. 

MAIL  TO:  HOUSE  &  GARDEN.  Dept.  I 
Box  3579,  Grand  Central  Station 
New  York.  N.Y.,  10017 

1 

I  enclose 

$   

2        3 

16      17-^' 

4 

IP"' 
18 5     6^^-^

" 

12  13'^ 

19  20>"^
 

7 

14"^ 
21      22*'-'-'

 

$- 

.50c  for  postage  and  handling  of  my  request 
for  booklets 

.for  booklets  circled  requiring  payment 

.is  my  total  remittance 
Offer  expires  3/15/76 

Name 

Address 

City   

MR. 

MRS. 

MISS (PLEASE  PRINT) 

-State. .Zip  #. 

We've  prepared  a  handsome 
color  brochure  to  introduce 

you  to  Lorraine  IV.  ^       "    '^otMebane 38  pages  of  room  scenes  and  ideas  illustrating  a  classic  col- 
lection of  dining,  bedroom  and  occasional  furniture.  For  your 

copy  send  50^  to  Dept.  HG-01  White  Furniture  Co.,  Mebane, 
N.C.  27302.  The  South's  oldest  maker  of  fine  furniture. 

Cat.No.Vl37 

Wake  up  a  wall.  Any  wall. 
This  classic  shaped  miiTor  with  its  solid  brass  ring  is 
one  of  many  ways  to  wake  up  your  study  or  den. 

For  more  suggestions  send  us  your  name  and  a  dollar. 

We'll  send  you  our  full  ct:)lc:)r  catalog  and  the  name 
of  your  nearest  Carolina  Mirror  dealer. 

Carolina  Mirror  Corporation 
North  Wilkesboro,  North  Carolina  28659 

UARY,    1976 
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For  the  first  time  ever... a  remarkably  QUICK,  absolutely  FOOL- PRO) 
way  to  lose  all  the  weight  you  want  —  PERMANENTLY. 

LoseWeiglitWliileM  Steed 
ENTERTAINERS,  ATHLETES, 

TEENAGERS,  EVEN  FAMOUS 

WEIGHT- LOSS  PROGRAM 

FLUNK-OUTS  HAVE  LOST 

10,  20,  50  -  UP  TO  99 
POUNDS  OF  UGLY  FAT! 

Sandra  Glass  lost  99  pounds!  I  had  let  myself  go  to  pot,  weight- 
wise,  and  now  I  have  been  able  to  bring  my  weight  down  to  the 
right  level  and  bring  up  my  spirits  and  my  life.  I  previously  weighed 

241  pounds  and  now  I  weigh  a  gorgeous  142." 

Oomenick  Griesi,  teenag> 

lost  52  pounds!  "I  weigh 
211  pounds  and  am  now  do 
to  159.  Being  a  teenager,  y 

have  no  idea  how  much  ho 

pier  I  am  now." 

Not  a  diet  —  a  weight-loss  revolution.  Here  is  a  proven 
alternative  to  every  diet  method  ever  used.  The  mirac- 

ulous Slim-Through-Sleep  Plan  that  has  been  clinically 
tested  on  over  2,000  overweight  people. 

Eat  all  the  foods  you  ate  before.  For  the  first  time,  here 

is  a  weight-loss  method  that  works  even  it  you  don't 
cooperate.  No  formulas  to  follow,  no  special  foods  to 
prepare,  nothing  to  count  or  weigh.  Best  of  all,  the 
Slim-Through-Sleep  method  eliminates  the  single 
greatest  cause  for  weight-loss  failure  —  Will  Power. 

That's  right,  the  hardest  part  of  any  diet  is  the  fight  to 
avoid  food,  and  STS  makes  painful  will  power  a  thing 
of  the  past. 

Almost  immediately  you  will  begin  losing  weight  more 
easily  than  ever  before  in  your  life  .  .  .  effortless  weight 
loss  that  your  friends,  even  your  own  family,  will  notice 
right  away! 

Yes,  even  if  every  other  method  you've  tried  has  failed, 
you  can  now  lose  every  pound  you  want  to  — 

and  never  gain  It  back! 

STS  has  worked  near  miracles  with  thousands  of 

people.  (Just  look  at  some  of  the  pictures  and  com- 
ments on  this  page.)  With  the  Slim-Through-Sleep  Plan 

you  won't  feel  the  least  bit  deprived.  It  won't  be  a matter  of  pushing  yourself  away  from  the  dinner  table 
...  or  doing  strenuous  exercises  ...  or  substituting 
foods. 

5  MINUTES  A  DAY  FOR  5  DAYS  AND  POUNDS  START 
TO  DISAPPEAR.  For  )ust  live  minutes  before  you  go 

to  sleep,  follow  the  STS  Plan  .  .  .  that's  all.  While  you 
are  sleeping,  it's  actually  working. 
STS  will  actually  leave  you  feeling  more  relaxed,  free 
of  tension  and  free  of  those  unhealthy  EXTRA  pounds 

you've  been  carrying  around  for  so  long. 
Before  you  know  it,  your  spirits  will  soar  to  new 

heights.  You'll  have  the  self-confidence  that  comes 
from  being  pleased  with  your  appearance.  You  will 
look  and  feel  the  way  you  deserve  to,  perhaps  the  way 
you  thought  was  Impossible  before. 

No  "starvation,"  no  substitutes. 
Eat  every  food  you  eat  now. 

Everything  that  has  been  unpleasant  about  losing 

weight  before  no  longer  exists.  If  you  love  mashed 

potatoes  smothered  in  gravy  .  .  .  rich  cheesecake 

.  whipped  cream  on  your  desserts,  you'll  still  be 
able  to  enjoy  these  and  every  delicious  food  you  have 

always  loved.  Never  again  will  you  have  to  contend 

with  pills  that  leave  you  jittery;  exercises  that  leave 

you  exhausted  and  achy;  food  cravings  that  have  you 
climbing  the  walls.  Spend  just  5  minutes  with  the  STS 
Plan  the  first  evening  you  get  it  and  we  promise  you 
results  in  weight  loss  that  will  startle  you.  Without 
suffering  a  moment  of  anxiety  you  will  shed  pound 

after  pound  quickly  and  effortlessly  —  and  you'll  never regain  that  weight  again. 

STS  Method  sweeping  Europe, 
now  available  (or  the  first  time  in  this  country. 

Within  the  past  year,  the  STS  IVIethod  has  become  an 
enormous   success   in    France,   Switzerland,    Germany 
74 

and  other  European  countries.  Thousands  and  thou- 
sands of  overweight  people  have  discovered  that  this 

is  the  only  method  that  provides  any  meaningful  per- 
manent weight-loss.  In  development  in  this  country  for 

years,  only  now  has  this  wonder-working  method  be- 
come available  in  such  an  easy-to-use  plan  ...  a 

fool-proof  plan  that  could  be  considered  the  most  im- 
portant weight-loss  discovery  in  over  50  years! 

We  have  been  involved  in  researching  weight-loss 
concepts  for  the  past  three  years.  Our  customers  have 
taught  us  that  what  is  required  is  an  effective,  quick 
and  safe  weight-loss  plan.  We  have  spent  the  last  year 
in  negotiation  to  secure  the  STS  Program  exclusively 

for  our  mail  order  public.  We  feel  the  results  —  the 
fantastic  STS  Program  —  have  been  worth  the  effort. 

Here's  what  users  of  the  STS  Method  have  to  say: 
Lee  G.,  25  lbs.  in  1  V2  months:  It  is  such  an  easy  and 

non-frustrating  way  to  lose  weight.  This  is  the  best 

method  I  have  found  in  15  years  of  dieting." 

Father  P.,  30  lbs.  in  2  months:  "I  recommend  this  pro- 
gram enthusiastically  to  anyone  who  seriously  wants  to 

lose  weight." Terry  W.,  22  lbs.  in  2  months:     I  tried  just  about  every 
diet  or  pill    and   nothing   ever   helped   like   this.    I    can 

face  myself  in  a  mirror  again." 
Sarah  P.,  33  lbs.  in  3  months:  "I  feel  in  a  wonderful 

frame  of  mind,  plenty  of  pep  and  energy  and  ambition." 
Barbara    B.,    22    lbs.:     'Thanks    so    much    for   the    new 
'skinny'    me.    No    more    diet    pill    blues    or    starvation 
cranks.  You've  helped  me  become  a  happy,  slim  female 

again." 

Pat  T.,  30  lbs.  in  3  months:  "3  months  ago  I   started 
and,  not  to  sound  like  an  ad,  I  really  am  a  new  person. 

Very  happy!" 
Harry  C,  51   lbs.  in  2V2  months:  "There  are  no  nasty 
after  effects.  I've  been  on  about  five  or  six  diets,  all 
of  which  involved  medication,  and- 1  aways  lost  weight. 

But  I  didn't  like  the  feeling.  The  drugs  would  make  me 
grouchy  after  the  pills  wore  off.  .  .  .  Besides.  I  always 

went  up  again  after  I  stopped  using  the  pills.  " 

Why  the  STS  Plan  is  better 

than  any  so-called  diet  you've  ever  tried: 
•  Diet  pills  make  you  tense  and  nervous  —  STS  leaves 

you  relaxed  and  energetic 

•  Diet  Plans  require  change  in  eating  habits  —  with 
STS  you  eat  all  the  foods  you  ate  before 

•  Almost  every  weight-loss  method  requires  will  power 
—  STS  eliminates  that  painful  barrier 

•  Other  plans  require  a  different  regimen  for  active, 

non-active,  young  and  old  —  STS  works  remarkable 
results  for  everyone,  including  teenagers  and 
children 

•  Other  methods  require  a  change  in  dining  out  and 

party  habits  —  STS  doesn't  change  the  food  you  eat 
regardless  of  the  occasion 

•  Other  methods  have  a  yo-yo  effect,  weight  comes 

off,  and  goes  right  back  on  —  with  STS  weight  stays 
off  permanently 

Money-Back  Guarantee 

We  promise  that  if  you  truly  want  to  lose  every  exc 

pound  you  have  been  living  with  —  even  if  it's  b'l 
years  since  you  last  dieted  —  this  will  be  the  easM 
most   permanent   weight-loss    method   you    have   el 
tried.   If  you,  for  any   reason,   fail   to  lose  the  weij 
you  want  within  30  days  (and  you  are  the  sole  ju 
of   how   much   you   want   to   lose),    simply    return   y 
STS  Plan  and  your  money  will  be  promptly  refunoj 
(except  postage  and  handfing). 

The  only  thing  now  between  you  and  weight-loss  sJ 
cess  is  the  effort  it  takes  to  mail  the  coupon  belc 

Do  it  today  and  you  won't  be  sorry.  We  guarantee! 
Meet    the    creator    of    ttte    S 
Method.   Frank   Rocco,   R.  H 

a    world-renowned    registe' 
therapist,    and    his   clinical   s 
cess  with  people  who  had  ne 
before  been  able  to  lose  we 

has  been  phenomenal. 

Mr.  Rocco's  contention  is;   ■'' 
person  can  lose  weight  with 
plan   as  long  as  they  have 

sincere   desire    to   lose.   Thai, 

the  only  prerequisite.  They  ' lose  as  much  as  they  want,  U 
pounds  to  a  hundred  pounds,  and  there  is  no  medication 

volved."  He  has  proven  this  in  case  alter  case,  where  he  h 
given  new  hope  and  new  happiness  to  people  who  had  tri 
dozens  of  other  weight-loss  methods  without  lasting  succei 

Frank  Rocco  is  recognized  as  a  major  authority  in  his  lie 
and  has  been   the  subject  ol  many  newspaper  articles  ai television  shows.  •    1975  sTS     A  Division  ol  A 

MAIL  NO-RISK  COUPON  TODAY   

STS  Plan, Dept.  STS-70 416A  Fox  Pavilion,  Jenkintown,  PA  19046 

  (STS)  copy(ies)  ol  this  guar- 

Please  send  me    

anteed  weight-loss  program  lor  which  I  enclose  S5  each. 

Please  add  45«  per  order  to  partially  cover  postage  and 

handling.  II  alter  receiving  my  order  I'm  not  delighted, 
I  may  return  it  within  30  days  and  you  will  relund  the 
lull  purchase  price  (except  postage  and   handling). 

Total    amount   enclosed   S     (add    sales 
tax  where  applicable). 

Check  or  money  order,  no  CODs   please. 

Name 

Address  Apt. 

City 

State 

Zip 

Canadian  customers  please  send  orders  to: 

T.  P.  Products,  Dept.  STS,  Box  1600.  Station  A 
Rexdale,  Ontario     M9W5V2 

(Ontario  residents  add  sales  tax) 
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COMB  ALONG 
. . .  and  see  your  lashes 
look  so  naturally  lovely 

everyone  will  believe 
they're  born-beautiful. 
Maybelline  combines 

waterproof,  smudge- 
proof  lashcolor  with  the 

neat,  unique  Tri-Comb. 
Result:  look  natural 

lashes  . . .  easy  as  1-2-3! 

2  Visibly  lengthens 
•  and  thickens. 

1 

LOOK HATVML New!  Look  Natural 

Comb"On  Mascara 
3  Comb-separates  for 

•  that  natural  look. 

Fine  make-up  f  sensibly  priced 
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NuTbne ! 
The  security  system  that  protects  your  home 

without  cramping  your  lifestyle. 
This  is  an  action  photo  of  the  most  advanced 

security  system  on  the  market  .  .  .  NuTone. 
Where  is  it?  Everywhere!  All  around  the 
perimeter  of  the  house  on  duty  all  the  time. 
Backed  up  by  a  second  line  of  defense  against 
intruders  inside.  Early  warning  of  smoke  and 
fire.  Panic  buttons  for  the  unpredictable.  Time 
delay  exit/ entry  release  features,  automatic 

phone  dialing  and  much  more  ...  all  custom- 
designed  to  fit  your  needs,  your  home 
and  your  lifestyle. 

Security  should  be  felt,  not  seen.  The  all-new 
NuTone  Security  Systems  give  your  family 
peace  of  mind  because  they  are  reliable.  Yet, 

they  never  intrude  on  your  life.  They're  easy  to 
live  with  .  .  .  safely.  And  a  sensible  alternative  to 
worry  is  more  important  than  ever  these  days. 

We've  prepared  a  36  page  booklet  full  of 
facts  and  ideas  to  help  make  your  home  a  lot 
safer.  It  contains  many  informative  tips  on 
things  you  can  do  yourself  to  make  your  family 
more  secure. 

It's  yours  free.  Plus,  we'll  send  along  complj 
information  about  NuTone's  revolutionary,  ne 
Security  Systems.  For  your  Free  Home  Securij] 
Guide,  simply  mail  the  coupon  below. 

NuTone  Security 

Systems  ...  we  don't intrude  on  your  life 
. . .  and  we  help 
make  sure  nobody 

else  does! 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

Home  Security  Guide 
,\  ( iitisimiers  Gukie  frcm  .Ntilbne 

l<  i  I  li-Il)  MakeVbur  hkine  Safer 

Please  send  me  my  FREE  HOME 
SECURITY  GUIDE.  I  understand  I  am 
under  no  obligation  to  purchase  anything 

Name. 

Address, 

City 

State. 

_Zip_ 

Telephone. 

Nulbne  Housing  Products 

Scouill 

Mail  to: 
NuTone  Division  Scovill 

Dept.  HG-2.  P.O.  Box  9050 
Cincinnati,  Ohio  45209 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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CREATE  SPACE 

As  anyone  who  has  built  a  new  home  knows, 
increased  construction  costs  often  mean  de- 

creased size.  So  one  of  the  most  frequent  prob- 

lems facing  today's  do-it-yourself  decorator  is small  rooms. 

The  simplest  solution  to  this  common  deco- 
rating problem  is  the  mirror.  Yet  the  solution  is 

always  unique.  Because  what  is  reflected  is  the 
individual  environment  of  the  room.  So  your 
result  will  be  personalized  and  professional. 

This  small  room  makes  the  most  of  its  space 
through  a  combination  of  clean  contemporary 

furnishings  and  strategically  placed  mirrors. 
The  mirror  above  the  wall  unit  gives  the  illusion 
of  another  window  as  well  as  adding  reflected 
light,  depth  and  dimension  to  the  setting.  This 
gives  an  airy,  spacious  feeling  to  the  conversa- tion area. 

This  is  just  one  of  the  many  effective  tips  you 
can  find  in  our  12-page  color  brochure.  Write 
Libbey- Owens-Ford  Company,  811  Madison 
Avenue,  Toledo,  Ohio  43695  for  your  free  copy 

of  "Decorating  with  Mirrors." 

UOF 
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KitchenAid 
Disposers 

Can  Get  You 
Out  Of  This 

Jam. 
Only  the  KitchenAid  stainless 
steel  disposer  unjams  itself  at  the 
touch  of  a  button.  The  unique 
Wham  Jam  Breaker  button. 

Press  it  and  whami  Stubborn 

jams  disappear! 

But  you  won't  have  to  use 
this  unique  feature  very  often. 
Because  the  KitchenAid  disposer 
is  very  hard  to  jam  in  the  first 
place.  It  has  the  most  powerful 
motor  in  any  home  disposer. 
And  it  chews  up  things  many 

other  disposers  can't  handle. 
For  extra  assurance,  the 

KitchenAid  disposer  is  warranted 
for  five  years.  If  it  should  fail 
during  the  first  year,  it  will  be 
repaired  without  charge.  During 
the  next  four  years, 

you'd  be  charged 
for  labor  only. 

See  your 
KitchenAid  dis- 

poser dealer. 
He's  in  the 
Yellow  Pages 

under  "Dish- 
washers." Or 

send  the 

coupon. 

KitchenAid 
Built  better.  Not  cheaper. 

KitchenAid.  Dept.  6GA-2 
Hobart  Corporation 
Troy,  Ohio  45374 

Tell  me  about  Wham  Jam. 

Name   

Address. 

City   

County. 

State   

Zip      a 

HOUSE 
&  GARDEN 
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ON  THE  cover:  a  second-story  porch  de- 

signed in  the  style  of  an  old  Charleston 

veranda  is  part  of  a  new  wing  attached 

to  a  Greek  Revival  house  In  Connecti- 

cut. The  wing  was  added  for  the  sole 

purpose  of  giving  the  hundred-year-old 
house  the  kind  of  light  and  air  It  had 

never  known.  For  its  owner,  Mrs.  Charles 

Fuller,  the  porch  is  an  outdoor  living 

room,  which  she  furnished  with  great 

charm  "and  for  the  proverbial  song. 

There's  nothing  new  except  the  paint 
and  the  cushions,  which  I  made  myself 

out  of  just  about  anything  that  had 

enough  pattern  and  color.  "  For  another 
view  of  the  porch,  and  some  of  the 

house  itself,  please  turn  to  page  80. 
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[ivest  in 

igned  works 
.f  Irish  art     ̂  
»y  Watcrford 

In  the  ancient  Irish 

ity  of  Waterford, 
ow.  as  in  centuries 
ast,  artists  of  the  first 
lagnitude  still  blow 
Vaterford  crystal  by 
nouth.  struggling  with 
11  their  breath  to 

hape  the  fiery  lead  to 
heir  will. 

I     After  that,  every 
'■.ingle  facet  is  cut  by 
land,  transforming 

'ach  piece  of 
A/aterford  crystal 

!Jnto  a  signed  original. 
One  day  it  may 

he  a  lost  art. 
That  is  why  there 

nay  never  be  a  more 
bropitious  time  for  you 
o  invest  in  Waterford. 

and 
authentic 

English 
bone  china 

by  Aynsley. 

It's  the  English member  of  the 

Waterford  family,  and 

jan  objet  d'art  in  its 
own  right.  Witness  the- 
Capistrano.  shown 
here,  a  fitting  triumph 

to  celebrate  Aynsley' s 
200th  year.  Small 
wonder  that  when  the 

Queen  of  England 
wanted  bone  china  for 

her  wedding  table,  she 
chose  Aynsley. 

Visit  the  Watcrford 

&  Aynsley  Galleries 
at  the  important  store 
in  your  area.  Or  write 
for  free  full-color 
booklets.  Waterford. 
225  Fifth  Avenue. 
New  York  10010. 

Isn't  it  time  you 
started  investing 
in  signed  works  of 
art  by  Waterford  and 
Aynsley? 



UN  COUNTRY  BATH  CAl 
■Mm 

;£S'GNED  3Y  MACHADO,  D'EC/AN.  Q-ASRY  7  .i --NO:EANTiLECO. 

Whether  your  bath  is  16  x  20,  5  x  7  or  anything  in 
between  youll  get  wall-to-wall  sunshine  when  you  do 
that  room  over  with  American-Standard.  Here  our  new 
color,  Americana  Brown,  blends  brilliantly  with  our  Designer 
Line  shower  in  Bone.  Makes  ourTangerine  soaking  tub  even 

more  colorful. Your  bathroom  needn't  be  dull.  Make  it  shine! 

Once  you  decide  to  get  the  dull  out,  call  an  American- 

Standard  contractor.  You'll  find  him  in  the  Yellow  Pages 
You'll  also  find  quality  and  beauty  tJtnUJnto  every  Ame^ : 
Standard  product  he  sells.  So  you  can  bSpractical  or  pc 

spend  $200  or  $20,000.  No  matter  how  much  sunshine 

you  buy,  you'll  brighten  your  bath  for  years  to  come. 



YOUR  SUN  COUN BATH 

%f-;K^ 

Put  a  sun  spot  down  the  hall.  Ask  for  the  Cadet  toilet  in  Bayberry, 

that  uses  a  third  less  water.  Fit  an  Integral  Bayberry-colored 
shower  into  unused  space.  Spice  it  all  up  with  a  Rondalyn  lavatory  in 

Americana  Brown.  And  top  it  off  with  jewel-like  Aquarian  faucets. 

Gold  adds  sparkle  l-  „  .:..    Put  a  New  Salem  slip- 
resistant  tub  alongside  a  glittering  pedestal  lavatory,  the 

Ellisse.Then  enhance  both  conversation  pieces  with  gleam- 
ing American-Standard  faucets.  Absolutely  dazzling! 

Yes,  I  want  a  new  bathroom.  Please  send  me  your  complete 

Bathroom  Planning  Kit,  including  the  192-page  Homemaker's  Guide. I  enclose  $2  00. 

Light  up  a  place,  light  up  a  face.  Use  Bone  for  a  theme. 
The  Spectra  70  tub  has  extra  bathing  comfort.The  Avalon 

lavatory  and  Heritage  faucet  make  clean-up  easy.  And  the  kids 

won't  forget  to  flush  the  Concord.  A  push  of  a  button  does  it. 

Name 

HG276 Address 

City 

state 

ct  liames'are  trademarks  or  American-Standard,  Inff, 

Mail  to:  American-Standard,  P.O.  Box  2019 
New  Brunswick,  New  Jersey  08903 

rsi  AMERICAN LSJ  STANDARD 

2,p 
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Grand  Rapids 
grand  gesture 
This  is  a  remarkable  idea  for  sav- 

ing and  reusing  an  old  city  build- 
ing that  might  otherwise  be  torn 

down.   Architect   Emilio   Ambasz 

architectural  stroke,  says  Mr.  Am- 

basz "provides  a  simple  and  eco- 

nomical yet  strong  solution"  and 
it  quickly  identifies  the  building  as 
a  place  for  art.  More  about  Beaax- 

-Arts  buildings  in  "A  Shot  in  the 
Arm  for  Architecture"  page  106. 

♦  Above:  Federal 
Building  updated 

♦  Left:  New  foyer 

under  stairway- 

plans,  for  the  1 908  Beau.x  Arts  Fed- 
eral Building  in  downtown  Grand 

Rapids,  a  translucent  fiberglass 

stairway  to  update  a  familiar  land- 
mark and  make  it  more  usable  to- 

day. The  stairway,  with  w  ater  cas- 
cades down  each  side,  covers  the 

open  court  of  the  original  U-plan, 
and  turns  the  back  of  the  building 
into  the  front.  (The  w  aterfall  links 

the  town's  connection  with  river 
and  rapids  and  also  serves  the  air 
conditioning  system.)  Pedestrians 
climb  the  stairs  and  enter  the  build- 

ing on  the  second  floor,  where  the 
fiberglass  addition  becomes  a  lofty, 

g'and  foyer.  The  building,  once  a 
court  house,  then  a  post  office,  is 
now  destined  to  be  an  exciting 
Community  Arts  Center.  This  bold 

Put  feeling 
in  handwork 
"One  product  of  the  agony  of  the 
sixties  in  the  West  seems  to  be  a 

new  intense  grassroots  interest  and 

activity  in  handwork."  says  author 
Bernard  Leach,  in  his  new  biogra- 

phy of  Hamada,  the  Japanese  pot- 
ter-philosopher who  is  known 

worldwide  and  has  taught  at  Black 
Mountain  College  in  America.  For 
would-be  potters,  or  anyone  else 
hesitant  about  his  own  creative 

work,  this  book  has  many  encour- 
aging words.  Good  things  are 

made  with  the  hands,  says  Hama- 
da, by  following  three  natural 

forces,  "health,  naturalness,  and 
beauty."  And  beauty,  he  adds  is 
not  in  the  head  or  the  heart  but  a 

deep  down  gut  feeling,  which  can- 
not be  verbalized.  Good  taste  is  a 

formula  anybody  can  acquire,  but 
feeling  is  all  that  really  matters  in 
the  end.  Small  details  of  a  piece  of 

PECPLE 
Husband  and  wife  architects. 
William  and  Serpil  Rosenfeld. 
have  just  published  a  useful 
directory  of  diesel  fuel  sta- 

tions for  people  who  drive 
Peugeot  and  Mercedes  diesel- 
engine  cars.  They  list  over 
5.000  stations  coast  to  coast. 
*  *  *  *John  Bedenkapp  is  in- 

stalling "The  Eye  of  Thomas 

Jefferson."  the  largest  exhibi- 
tion put  on  by  the  National 

Gallery  in  Washington,  which 

opens  in  June.  ****Gustav 
Zumsteg.  creative  force  be- 

hind Abraham  Silks,  the  cou- 
ture fashion  fabric  firm,  is 

introducing  his  first  collection 
of  decorating  fabrics  in  the 

U.S.  this  March.  *  *  *  "-Ronaldo 
Ferri.  the  sculptor  who  works 
in  neon,  has  designed  a  whole 
room  with  neon  murals — for 
the  discotheque  at  the  Cricket 
Club,  the  new  resort-residence 
in  Miami.  ****Ada  Louise 
Huxtable's  latest  book  Have 
You  Kicked  a  Building  Late- 
Iv?  Comes  out  in  Mav. 

handwork  are  not  as  important  as 

a  total  "feeling"  which  makes  a 
"'natural  impact."  Hamada:  Potter 
(Kodansha   International.   S50)   is 

Antifreeze  tip 
£or  skiers 
Most  skin  moisturizers  are  a  bK 

of  oil  and  w  ater  and  generally  v 
effective  for  their  purpose,  wh 
is  to  retain  water  inside  the  sk 
But  skiers  should  note  that  us 
one  in  a  cold  climate  is  not  sue 

good  idea.  The  water  content  \ 
freeze  and  do  your  face  more  ha 
than  good.  Instead,  use  an  un 
luted  oil — baby  oil,  olive  oil. 
flower  oil,  almond  oil — which  \ not  ice  up. 

available  to  members  of  the  Am 
ican  Crafts  Council  at  S42.50. 

♦  Hamada  .  .  .  throwing  a  pot  in 
his  studio.  Mashiko.  Japan 



During  Queen 

'\nne's  reign,  cabinet- 
makers reflected  English 

aste  in  their  selection  of 
fine  woods.   For  those  who 

appreciate  this  18th  Centur\ 
fashion,  reproductions  are 
available    through   Baker 
Furniture  retailers. 

You  are  invited 
to  send  two  dollars  to  Baker 
Furniture,  401  Merchandise 

Mart, Chicago,  Illinois  60654 
for  our  Queen  Anne  catalogue. 

FEBRUARY,   1976 



From  hair 
to  eternity 
'"One  can  have  longevity  without 
senility,"  declares  Vidal  Sassoon. 
Moving  from  hair  to  the  whole 

being,  Vidal  and  his  wife,  Beverh', 
have  just  published  a  book  called 
A  Year  of  Beauty  and  Health  (Si- 

mon and  Schuster),  which  gives 
you  a  program  and  check  list  of 
skin  and  hair  care,  exercises,  and 
nutritional  recipes  for  every  month 

of  the  year.  "Putting  the  right  fuel 
in  your  body  and  exercising  en- 

sures a  healthy  life,"  Vidal  be- 
lieves. "If  you  can  keep  a  flat 

stomach  with  tight  muscles  you 
are  half  way  home  to  a  good  long 
life.  I  always  carry  a  track  suit 
when  I  travel  and  keep  a  bowl  of 
fresh  fruit  in  my  room.  You  must 
utilize  your  natural  juices.  Give 
one  hour  a  day  to  something  that 

excites  you — whether  it's  exercise, 
reading,  going  to  a  museum,  walk- 

ing, or  just  thinking.  You  owe  that 
time  to  yourself,  to  make  yourself 

more  interesting."  Vidal's  own  rec- 

Stabilizing 
a  ruin 
The  Friends  of  Historic  Kingston, 
N.  Y.,  are  setting  an  important  new 
trend  in  preservation.  They  are 
adopting  an  idea  well  known  in 

Europe — stabilizing  a  ruin!  The 
building  they  are  saving  dates  back 
to  1676,  is  easily  one  of  the  oldest 

ipe  for  energy?  "Yoghurt,  raw 
wheat  germ,  and  honey — then  I 
can  work  right  through  the  day — 

and  forever!" 

♦  Tlie  Sassoons- writing  team 

-a  new 

cant,  but  it  could  be  further  re- 
stored to  a  proper  house  at  a  later 

date.  The  gardens  are  being  land- 
scaped, shrubbed  and  planted  with 

red,  white,  and  blue  bulbs  by  the 
Ulster  Garden  Club.  The  cost  of 

preservation,  $8000,  has  been 

found    from    private   funds.    "We 

in  the  town  and  was  a  simple  stone 
house  for  the  man  who  operated  a 
mill  (long  since  demolished)  for 
the  early  Colonial  community.  The 
Friends  paid  $1200  for  the  badly 
deteriorated  building,  which  was 
about  to  be  replaced  by  a  fire  sta- 

tion. Ihe  ruin  will  still  be  roofless 

when  stabilized,  the  windows  va- 

♦  Frog  Alley  ruin,  Kingston, 
N.  Y.,  saved  as  a  ruin 

didnt  want  to  go  to  too  much 

expense,"  says  the  chairman  of  the 
ruin  committee,  Mr.  E.  Robert 

Johnson,  "it's  been  tough  enough 
to  raise  this  amount  of  money, 

though  people  have  reacted  warm- 

ly to  this  idea." 

:e€€D  NEWS:-! 
EYE  SURGERY  BREAKTHROUGH 

CHRiS    REINHAR3T 

It  is  always  welcome  news  to  hear 

that  weapons  research  (which  ab- 

sorbs so  much  of  the  taxpayers' 
money)  has  some  direct  effect  on 
public  health.  Some  of  the  latest 

operating  microscopes,  which  en- 
able opthalmologists  to  obtain  far 

superior  surgical  results  for  catar- 
acts, corneal  transplants,  and  glau- 

conui,  have  been  developed  from 

spy-in-the-sky,  telephoto  lens  ma- 
chinery. A  new  piece  of  equipment 

at  St.  Luke's  Hospital.  New  York, 
has  two  incredibly  powerful  micro- 

scopes, one  for  the  surgeon,  one 
for  his  assistant.  A  miniature  color 
television  attachment  relays  the 
operative  procedure  to  student 
spectators.  The  doctors  are  seated 
when  working  with  the  machine 
and  use  an  amazingly  fine  needle 
and  a  .suture  1/16  the  diameter  of 
a  human  hair.  Thev  have  to  train 

for  well  over  a  year  to  use  it.  On 
very  experienced  surgeon  at  tli 

hospital  .mys,  "The  difference  witi. 
this  equipment  is  immeasurable. 
Before  I  was  just  a  good  surgeon, 

but  now  I  do  procedures  I  couldn't 
do  before.  My  results  are  im- 

proved. The  microscope  allows  mc 
to  do  more  exact  and  delicate  op- 

tical surgery."  Such  is  the  desperate 

financial  situation  in  New  York's 
hospitals,  that  this  eye  surgeon 
who  is  immensely  dedicated  to  his 
work,  has  just  paid  $10,000  for  hi 
own  microscope  out  of  his  own 
pocket.  He  mentions  funds  are 

urgently  needed  for  a  new  opthal- 

mic  surgery  room  at  St.  Luke's Every  little  donation  means  bettei 
sight  for  .somebody. 

♦  Powerful  operating  microscope 

for  eye  surgery  with  Circon  color 
microvideo  camera  attached  re- 

lays operation  to  students. 

Plant  parties 
Last  winter,  when  there  were  6 
inches  of  snow  on  the  ground. 
Deborah  Johnson,  right,  a  school 

teacher,  wife  and  mother  in  Naper- 
ville,  111.,  asked  a  few  friends  over 
to  discuss  indoor  gardening.  She 

ended  up  by  selling  her  own  green- 
ery. People  got  to  hear  about  her. 

and  pretty  soon  she  was  going  out 
with  a  van  full  of  thirty  to  forty 

plants  to  give  informal  evening 

talks  in  other  people's  houses  on 
plant  care.  One  year  later,  Mrs. 
Johnson  has  six  part  time  helpers 

and  the  plant  party  idea  has  blos- 
somed so  fast  that  she  has  written 

a  little  book  about  it  Plant  Parties. 
Pleasure  and  Profit.  She  anticipates 
being  the  headquarters  for  many 
national  plant  party  organizations. 
At  such  parties,  the  greenery  is  sold 

competitive  with  or  somewhat  be- 

low retail  price,  "though  we  don't intend  to  put  the  local  flower  shops 

or  nursery  out  of  business  by  se- 

verely undercutting  them."  It  has 
opened  up  a  whole  new  career  for 
her.  "I'm  now  into  indoor  garden- 

ing and   plantscaping,"   she   says. 



Earning:  The  Surgeon  General  Has  Determined 

hat  Cigarette  Smoking  Is  Dangerous  to  Your  Health. 

Introducin 
Virginia tennis^  g 
Aunt  Mar 

stroU-in-the sweater. 

It's  here  at  last!  The  Virginia  Slims  Tennis 
Sweater  or  Whatever  You  Want  To  Call  It 
Sweater.  It  goes  anywhere  with  anything. 

It's  made  of  1CX)%  acrylic  and  is  completely 
machine  washable.  "You've  Come  A  Long 
Way,  Baby"  is  embroidered  across  the  front 
Call  it  what  you  may,  but  wear  it  where 

you  will.  Send  for  your  Virginia 
Slims  Sweater  and  find  out  why    , 

people  are  calling  it  the  "Gee,  What A  Nice  Sweater  For  Only  $9.00 
And  Two  Pack  Bottoms  From 

Virginia  Slims  Regular  or 

i      Menthol  Sweater!' 

VIRGINIA 
SLIMS 

Mail  to:  Virginia  Slims  Sweater  Offer 
P.O.  Box  25298 
Cincinnati,  Ohio  45225 

Please  send  me  my  Virginia  Slims  Sweater  in  the  following  size(s). 

Small 
30-32 

Medium 
34-36 

Large 

38^0 

Extra  Large 

40-42 

Quantity: 

For  each  sweater,  I  enclose  $9.00  and  2  pack  bottoms  from  Virginia 
Slims  (regular  or  menthol). 

Total  enclosed  $. 

Send  check  or  money  order  only.  Payable  to: 
Virginia  Slims  Sweater  Offer. 

Name   

Address. 

State. 

j:iv. 
Offer  void  to  persons  under  21  years  of  age.  Offef  good  in  U  ?  only,  except 
ivhere  prohibited,  licensed  or  taxed.  Please  mail  <*!>  soon  as  poi-sible  and  post- 

marked no  later  than  July  1,  1976.  Offer  ,<<."  -  •  '"  rupply  lasts.  Allow  6  to  8 
U)ee/cs  for  delivery.  HG 

17  ma'. 'tar!'  1  .Qmn  njfntinp  av;  nprrinarptto  PTP  Ronr,rtJJnwJJ7C_ 
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Island  hopping 
by  mailboat 
Are  you  still  likely  to  have  some 
free  time  this  winter?  And  do  you 
have  an  adventurous  spirit?  If  so, 

you  couldn't  do  better  than  fly  or 
sail  to  Nassau  and  from  there  go 

island-hopping  on  the  mailboats 
that  ply  between  some  of  the  700 
islands  that  make  up  Bahamaland. 
Besides  yourself,  these  mailboats 

will  carry  provisions,  building  ma- 
terials, and  even  the  odd  animal,  to 

the  outer  isles.  Nassau  is  the  cen- 
ter and  the  starting  point  for  all 

this.    Just    wander    down    to    the 

♦  Gitilden  Car,  Eleuthera 

wharf  under  the  new  bridge  con- 
necting Paradise  Island  with  the 

mainland  and  inquire  from  the 
captains  of  the  boats  tied  up  there 
when  they  arc  going  on  their  next 
trip  and  simply  arrange  to  join 
them.  Payments  seem  to  vary 

slightly  according  to  the  captain's 
whim — but  it  will  never  spoil  an 
economical  budget.  As  an  example, 

the  trip  from  Nassau  to  Governor's 
Harbor  on  Eleuthera  takes  about 

six  hours  of  cruising  through  the 
island-dotted  sea.  Sometimes  a 
boat  stays  overnight.  These  islands 
are  complete  small  paradises  with 
uncrowdcd  silver  beaches,  under- 

water coral  fields  full  of  tropical 

fish,  semi-tropical  vegetation,  bril- 
liant flowers,  and  the  best  pine- 

apples in  the  world.  From  main- 
land U.S.A.,  there  are  through 

flights  to  Nassau  from  New  York, 

Washington,  Miami,  Fort  Lauder- 
dale, and  West  Palm  Beach.  There 

arc  also  direct  flights  from  Miami 
to  manA_of  the  outer  islands  hv 

♦  Outdoor  baking  oven,  Eleuthera 

Trolley  trips 
In  a  transatlantic  anniversary  ges- 

ture, Blackpool,  the  north  of  Eng- 
land holiday  resort  that  operated 

the  country's  first  electric  street 
car  system  in  1885  is  sending  over 
one  of  its  vintage  1934  cars  to 
Philadelphia,  center  of  the  Bicen- 

tennial, this  spring.  It  will  join  five 
vintage  American  street  cars  being 
restored  to  make\i  special  tourist 

trolley  line.  The  cars  will  take  visi- 
tors on  a  special  loop  past  Inde- 

pendence Hall  and  other  notable 
sites.  John  Michael  Woodman,  a 

trolley  car  enthusiast  who  is  ar- 
ranging this  project,  hopes  it  will 

focus  attention  on  street  car  sys- 
tems "which  cut  down  noise,  pol- 

lution,   and   energ\    consumption 

i 

♦  Boeing  1  crtol's  new  trolley 
and  are  the  quickest  way  of  gettii 

about  towns."  Street  cars,  in  fa( 
are  on  the  increase.  Boeing  Vert 

recently  produced  a  new  light  r; 
vehicle  (the  first  since  1952)  to 

place  old  cars  in  San  Francis( 
and  Boston.  Dayton,  Ohio,  is  pla 

ning  a  system;  Rochester  and  Bi 
falo  are  considerinu  installing  on 

French  cooking  establishment 
r IN  LONDON 

WITH  DANNY  KAYE 
Over  in  London,  Danny  Kayc 

joined  Paul  Bocuse,  Michel  Gue- 
rard.  Pierre  Troisgros,  and  Roger 

V'erge  in  the  kitchen  at  Winfield 
House,  residence  of  the  American 
Ambassador  in  Regents  Park.  The 

special  dinner  they  cooked — soup 
de  trulTes,  escalope  de  saumon. 

canard  Claude  Jolly,  gateau  Mont- 
morency— was  a  replica  of  the  one 

which  won  Paul  Bocuse  the  Legion 
DHonneur  in  France.  This  time  it 
was  served  to  thirty  special  guests 

after  a  charity  concert  at  which 

Danny  Kaye  conducted  the  Lon- 

don Symphony  Orchestra.  "All  the action  was  beforehand  in  the  kitch- 

en, with  Danny  Kaye  and  the  chef^." 
reports  London  contributing  edi- 

tor, Bettina  McNulty.  Danny  Kayc 

had  previously  cooked  the  chefs 
a  Chinese  meal  in  Hollywood. 

♦  Oyster  Bar  ♦  Louis  Outier  ♦  Paul  Bocuse  ♦  Matthew  Luve,  Oyster  Bar's  Lj<.u ^en,  Roger  Yase^r. 

IN  NEW  YORK  AT 
AN  OYSTER  FEAST 
A  marvelous  tasting  of  nine  difi'er- 
ent  kinds  of  oysters  was  offered  to 

a  group  of  visiting  French  celeb- 

rity chefs  at  Grand  Central's  newly 
spruced  Oyster  Bar.  This  little 
burst  of  chauvinism  on  the  part  of 

the    restaurant's    Jerome    Brody, 

eluding  Paul  Bocuse  of  Auberge 
Paul  Bocuse,  Jean  Troisgros  of 
Hotel  des  Freres  in  Roanne  and 

Fran^oise  Bise  of  I'Auberge  du Pere  Bis  in  Tailloire)  a  taste  of 

America's  best  seafood.  Paul  Bo- 
cuse's  favorite  oyster:  the  Long 
Island  Blue  Point.  Others  were 

Kent  Island,  Box  from  Connecti- 
cut,   Wellfleet    and    Cotuit    from 

Edward  Island,  Apalachicola  from 
Florida,   Belon   from   Maine   and 
Chincoteague  from  Virginia.  Wha 
do  you  drink  with  oysters?  Th 
time  says   Food  &  Wine   Editor 
Jane  Ellis  it  was  a  Mondavi  Fun^ 
Blanc.  The  all-fish  menu:  sautec 

tongues  and  cheeks  of  codfish,  ba 
scallops  and  mussels  in  vinaigrette 
Maryland  crab  cake.  Philadelphi. 



taring  without  hiding. .  .the  transparent  solution 

NEW  YORK 

200  MADISON  AVENUE  725-5513 

PARAMUS.  N.J. 

685  ROUTE  17  652-2040 

ROSLYN  HEIGHTS,  N.Y. 

300  SOUTH  SERVICE  ROAD  621-1224 

SCARSDALE,  NY. 

678  WHITE  PLAINS  ROAD  472-4525 

BOSTON 

133  LEWIS  WHARF  723-2866 

CHICAGO 

908  LINDEN  AVENUE,  WINNETKA  446-4700 

FORT  LAUDERDALE 

1421  E   OAKLAND  PARK  BLVD.  561-5600 

MIAMI 

20  MIRACLE  MILE.  CORAL  GABLES  443-6491 

WASHINGTON-BALTIMORE 

COLUMBIA  MALL.  COLUMBIA.  MD    730-5940 

WESTPORT,  CONN. 

1620  EAST  POST  ROAD  255-041 1 

MONTREAL 

1265  BD    BERRl  842-8811 

OTTOWA 

724  BANK  STREET  233-3408 

QUEBEC 

16  RUE  COURCELETTE  681-4101 

TORONTO 

900  YONGE  STREET  967-6222 
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THIS  IS  "TRANSPACE"  The  wall  system  that  creates  the  optical 
illusion  of  taking  no  space  at  all.  Smoked  transparent  Altuglas  shelves 

and  cases  to  protect  your  treasures,  without  hiding  them  from  view. 

Sleek  anodized  aluminum  uprights  adjust  from  ceiling  to  floor.  An 

infinitely  flexible  system.  Use  against  a  wall  or  as  a  room-divider.  You 

can  see  it  glistening  right  now.  in  any  Roche-Bobois  store. 

ROCHE-BOBOIS  Europe's  finest  store  is  now  in  America.  Daring 
environments  for  pleasure  and  beauty,  from  all  over  the  continent. 

Come  experience  the  Roche-Bobois  mystique,  it's  sheer  enlight- 
enment. Unique,  high-spirited  and  free  in  every  way.  It  could  change 

your  whole  approach  to  the  way  you  live. 

ROCHE-BOBOIS 
THE  CATALOGUE  132  Color  Pages  of  bright,  new  decorating  and 

design  ideas.  Available  in  every  Roche-Bobois  store,  or  Send  $3.  to 

Department  G-26,  200  Madison  Avenue,  New  York,  N.Y.  10016. 

PARIS    LONDON    BRUSSELS    GENEVA    VIENNA    BARCELONA    CANADA    U.S.A. 
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Travels  by 
tent 
The  recent  enthusiasm  for  camp- 

ing seems  universal,  stemming 
from  desire  for  travel,  interest  in 

ecolog>'.  and  the  back-to-the-land 
movement.  My  credentials  as  a 

camper  are  a  five  and  a  half 

^^»        ♦ 
 Above: 

^        Breakfast  on 
the  wood  fire 

>*/'   y       ♦  Left:  Sleep- 

J    ing  bag  rolls  up 

week  trip  last  summer,  starting  in 
Washington.  D.C..  and  back  home 
to  Rhode  Island  with  my  daughter. 
We  covered  1 1 .600  miles  in  a  1 975 

Buick  Apollo,  avoided  all  Inter- 
state and  superhighways  and  all  big 

cities.  \\'e  found  the  U.S.  breath- 
takingly  beautiful,  clean,  enor- 

mous, and  empty.  Our  farthest 
northern  stop  was  Glacier  National 
Park:  farthest  west.  Santa  Barbara 
and  farthest  south  was  the  bayou 

country  of  Louisiana.  W'e  were  in 
thirty-two  states,  the  Rockies,  the 
desert,  Indian  reservations.  We 
saw  elk.  pronghorn.  bison,  bear, 
moose  and  heard  coyotes  singing 
under  a  full  moon  in  Texas.  We 

had  very  informative  booklets 

from  the  AAA  on  campsites".  Of them  all.  we  preferred  the  National 
Forests  because  they  were  wilder 
and  simpler.  But  you  cannot 

imagine  the  ecstasy  of  a  hot  show- 
er in  some  of  the  more  elaborate 

parks.  It  is  easy  to  camp,  though 
constant  work  of  a  pleasurable 

l>pe.  if  you  camp  with  good  equip- 
iment.  functional,  not  necessarily 
expensive.  Life  is  much  simpler  if 
everything  is  stored  and  replaced 

in  nylon  stuff  bags  with  the  con- 
tents marked  on  the  outside  so 

nothing  gets  lost  or  in  a  muddle. 
If  you  are  camping  on  one-night 
stands,  do  not  bother  to  bring 
backgammon,  needlepoint,  or  any 
other  toys.  By  the  time  you  have 

set  up  your  tent,  admired  the  view, 
gathered  wood,  lit  the  fire  and  the 
little  stove,  and  cooked  dinner, 
while  enjoying  a  drink,  you  will  be 
pleasantly  tired.  Before  dark,  if 
possible.  >ou  are  wise  to  pack  up 
all  remaining  food,  wash  the  dishes 

and  stow  ever>'thing  in  the  car. 
locked,  because  of  possible  ma- 

rauding   animals.    After    sleeping 

Chicago 
architecture 
new  view 
.As  a  Bicentennial  celebration.  Chi- 

cago is  producing  "Form,  Space 
and  Symbol  in  Chicago  Architec- 

ture." Ever>  thing  about  the  exhi- 
bition promises  to  be  exciting.  Chi- 

cago is  rich  in  glass  buildings  by 
Mies  van  der  Rohe  (there  are 

around  forty-five)  but  what  is  not 
generally  known  is  that  the  city 
has  some  stunning  examples  of 
other  modern  architecture.  Now 
this  rich  treasure  will  come  into 

the  open  with  sixty  works  by  thir- 
ty-five architects,  including  David 

Adler,  George  Fred  Keck,  and 

Andrew  Rebori.  Says  Stanley  Ti- 
german  who  with  Stuart  Cohen  is 

organizing  the  show:  "Art  histori- 
ans canonized  Mies  and  passed 

over  others.  Our  show  is  soins  to 

exhibition  previews  in  New  York 

at  Cooper  Union.  Februar\'  27, 
goes  to  the  Carpenter  Center  at 
Har\ard,  before  opening  in  Chi- 

cago May  20.  To  put  it  together. 

♦  "House     of     Tomorrow,"     1934. 
metal  and  glass  by  George  Fred  Keck 

associates   Benjamin   Weese.    and 
Laurence  Booth  have  a  grant  from 
fViii   Tllinnis    Arft;  f^nnnril 

marN'elously,  we  always  left  ver 
early  in  the  morning  after  sharir 
an  orange  and  thermos  of  blac 

coffee  made  the  night  before.  WJ 
stopped  in  small  towns  for  break) 
fast,  always  at  a  cafe  where  we  sav 
the  locals,  not  tourists.  We 

nicked  by  the  roadside — \oghurt 
granola.  and  fruit.  .At  night  w« 
cooked  dinners  from  food  bough 
at  local  supermarkets.  Camper 
have  a  fine  sense  of  camaraderii 

and  great  resp>ect  for  each  other 
privacy.  There  is  the  recognitior 
that  all  are  involved  in  a  mar\elou> 
adventure.  Americans  on  thi 
move.  We  are.  in  fact,  the  com 

pany  of  the  free.        — edithcam 

AFRAID  OF 

FARMLAND 

DISAPPEARING? 

When  farmland  in  your  lo- 
cality is  under  threat  from  de- 

velopers, what  can  you  do  to 
save  it  being  lost  to  suburbia? 
Write  John  Klein,  above.  Suf- 

folk County  Executive,  Haup- 
pauge.  X.Y..  who  has  just  suc- 

ceeded in  creating  a  new  law. 
Briefly  it  works  this  way. 
Farmers  can  apply  to  the  local 
legislature  for  a  sum  of  money 

equal  to  the  difference  be- 
tween the  value  of  their  prop- 

erty as  agricultural  land  and  its 
value  for  residential  purposes. 
In  exchange  for  this  money. 
the  farmer  must  agree  to  let 
the  land  remain  agricultural  in 

perpetuity.  Suffolk  County  is 

floating  a  $60  million,  thirty- 

year  bond  to  pay  farmers' claims.  "The  idea  Mould  work 

anywhere."  says  Mr.  Klein. 
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Nice'n  Easy  haircolor 
It  sells  the  most. 

•TM  ©  1972-75  CLAIROU  INC. 
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The  Potion  of  Love. 
And  how  it  began  in  Saronno  450  years  ago. 

intriguing  fiavor  and  enjoy  its 
rare  and  provocative  bouquet 
This  is  the  magic  of  Amareno 
di  Saronno. The  original 
.•\maretto.  Brought  here  from 
Saronno.  the  ullage  of  love. 

Only  the  Cognac  region  of 
r  rsrce  can  produce  the  finest 
Cognac  brandy.  And  only  the 
\.ine\.-ards  of  Bordeaux  can 

e^"er  produce  a  Tae  Bordea'wLX 
■vsine. 

So  also,  the  finest 
.Amareno  liqueur  comes  only 
from  Saronno— where  it  all 
began  450  years  ago. 

e  kno^v  that  she 

'vi.-as  wung.  Blonde. 
Beautiful.  And  that 

she  v^.'as  widcw.^.'ed. 

Amaretto  d:  Saronno 

Wk've  left  a  rose  alongside  our 
name  as  a  reminder  of  ho^v  it 

all  began. 

But  did  she  create  the  original 
Amareno  di  Saronno  as  a 

thank  j^ou  for  her  portrait?  Or  wa 
it  a  gift  to  express  affection  for 
Bernardino  Luini.  the  now 

famous  artist  whose  painting 
immortalized  her  in  1525? 

Historv."  has  lost  most  of  the 
answers— even  her  name— 

leaving  us  nothing  but  Luini's stunning  fresco  in  the  Sanctuary 
of  Santa  Maria  delle  Grazie  in 
Saronno.  Itaiv.  And...  her 

romantic  liqueur. We  s:...  .iKe  to 
think  Amaretto  di  Saronno  is  a 

liqueur  that  inspired  a  great  lo^'e. 

It's  something  to  wonder 
about  tonight  as  yo'd  discover  i3 

Discover  the  many  other 

wa\.s  to  use  Italy's  rare  liqueur of  love.  Write  for  our  free  drink 
recipe  booklet  and  food  recipe 

booklet  "Gourmet  Secrets" Address:  Foreign  Vintages.  Inc.. 
98  Cutter  Mai  Road.  Great  Neck 

N>A- York  11021.  Deo:.  '>:'3. 

Amaretto  di  Saronno.  XP 
The  Original  Amaretto.  From  the  Village  of  Love. 

Nedi.K.YS  1=:5. 

GOOD  LOOKS  AND  GOOD  HEALTH 

Water,  your  skin 
and  cosmic  forces 
With  tips  for  helping  dry  skin 

"rem  expert  Dr.  Diane  G.  Tanenbaum 

By  Caroline  Seebohnn 

Almost  65  percent  of  >our  bod> 

weight  is  water.  This  water  acts,  -s 
i  iubrlcan:  for  iimbs.  joints,  and 

blood  supply — ]\ist  as  the  lubricant 
in  a  car  engine  keeps  it  running 
smoothly.  In  short,  according  to 
Dr.  Laurence  E.  Morehouse.  Pro- 

fessor of  Exercise  Physioiog>'. 
UCLA  and  author  of  Total  Fitness 

:n  30  Minutes  a  Week,  "water  is 
:he  most  important  thing  you  take 

into  your  body.  Fat  doesn't  con- rain  much  water.  Water  comes  out 
of  muscle  and  blood.  This  is  why 
diets  that  take  oti  water  are  so 
harmful,  and  why.  if  you  go  on  a 
total  fast,  it  is  not  lack  of  food  you 

die  of.  but  dehydration."' Keeping  this  vital  water  in  your 
body  is  the  function  of  the  skin. 
Without  the  water  barrier  provid- 

ed by  skin,  you  would  dr%  up. 
However,  social  customs  being 

what  they  are.  >  ou  are  going  to  be 
much  more  interested  in  how  to 

?veep  your  skin  moist  (and  there- fore beautiful)  than  your  body.  So 
here  is  Dr.  Diane  G.  Tanenbaum. 

\ssociate  Professor  of  Dermatol- 

og>-.  New  York  University,  and 
Attending  Physician,  Leno.x  HJl 
Hospital,  to  e.xplain  some  rather 
surprising  facts  about  water  ot. 
>kin. 

"Water  is  what  keeps  the  skin 

.  oung-looking  and  smooth."  she says.    It  acts,  as  in  all  of  our  bod\ . 
-N  .i  !u':-r:;ant.  .As  we  get  older,  we 
o>e  .".0  s.jre  in  both  our  bodies 
.ind  in  our  skin,  which  makes  the 

^kin  dr\"er.  (Aging  skin  means  that 
he  sulitance  of  the  skin  itself  de- 
".eriorates,  however — it  has  noih- 
ng  to  do  with  the  water  loss.) 

To  keep  your  skin  supple, 

therefore,  you  need  to  add  mois- 
:..-e.    But   here   is  the   surprising 
-  -g:  Water  applied  externally  to 

.  ..  skin  tends  to  dry  it.  This  is 
because  when  externally  applied 
water  meets  the  moisture  in  the 
skin,  the  elements  contained  in 
both  tend  to  equalize,  creating  a 
balance — a  natural  process  known 
as  osmosis.  .\nd  when  these  ele- 

ments are  sucked  out  of  your  skin, 

water  comes  w iih  them,  thus  dry- 
ing the  skin.  Hard  water,  being 

more  full  of  chemicals  and  min- 
erals, is  the  worst  offender.  Dis- 

tilled water  should  cause  the  least 
drying. 

■  In  order  to  prevent  this  prob- 
lem, when  you  apply  w  ater  to  your 

skin,  you  iould  apply  oiL  too.  to 

pvvtpone  evajxjration  and  keep  the 
water  in.  Most  moisturizers  on  the 
market,  which  are  oil  and  water 
emulsions,  do  exactly  this.  It  is 
also  possible  to  moisturize  the  skin 
e3ectively  by  putting  water  on  it 
and  then  immediately  applying 

petroleum  jelly,  which  acts  like  a 
sealant  for  the  water. 

"Oily-skinned  people  often  have 
bener  lubricated  skin  for  the  same 

reason — the  oU  keeps  the  water  in. 
This  does  not  mean,  of  course,  thai 

an  oily-skinned  person  does  not 
ever  have  dr>  skin.  In  fact.  dr>  skin 
is  sometimes  the  result  of  oily  skim 
dandruff,  for  instance.  Oily  skin 

[or  scalp]  does  not  flake  in  the 
normal  way.  but  in  large  clumps. 

You  may  notice  this  in  certain 

parts  of  your  face  at  certain  limes." 

Dr.  Tanenbaum  makes 
the  following 

recommendations  for 

Skin 
care 
■  Use  water  softeners  or  an 
emulsifying  bath  oil  (one 

that  is  dispersible.  rather 
than  one  that  stays  in 
the  water  in  large  drops) 

when  you  bathe. 
■  Choose  nonalkaline  soaps. 

As  your  skin  is  slightly 
acidic  an  alkaline  soap  will 

upset  the  balance  and  reduce 
the  protective  agents  that 
work  best  when  the  skin  is  at 

its  correct  acidic  level. 

■  Do  not  bathe  too  much 
(twice  a  week  is  enough)  if 

you  have  very  dry  skin, 
because  of  the  osmosis  effect 

of  water  on  skin. 
Avoid  hard  water. 

■  If  you  use  rubber  gloves 
when  washing  dishes  or 

clothes,  use  gloves  with  cotton 

linings  that  absorb  moisture. 

16 

There  are  three  main  enemies  c: 
a  moist  skin:  prolonged  expc 

to  sunhght  (which  is  directly  cc 

lated  to  wrinkling),  too  much  ex- 

posure to  harsh  soaps  and  deter- 
gents, and  exposure  to  over-heated 

rooms. 
Drinking  lots  of  water,  accord- 

ing to  Dr.  Tanenbaum.  does 

help  dr>-  skin.  "It  goes  straight 
the  kidneys — that  is  wh>   people 

Continued  on  page  2^ 
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Ieritage,the  furniture  that  makes  the  room,  is  available  at  these  and  other  fine  stores: 

This  IS  what  Harriet  Kelley  is  faced  with  every  day 



The  Potion  of  Love 
GOOD  LOOKS  AND  GOOD  HEALTH 

Water,  your  skin 

.  ;>i'.'.u:3gte£.'-^js:-aw-'^ 
Harriet  Kelley  is  an^RgKor  designer  with  a  large 
furniture  store.  She  tells  us: 

"Thetruth  is,  all  rooms  start  out  more  or  less  the  same. 
It's  what  you  put  into  them  that  makes  the  difference. And  when  1  decorate  a  room  with  furniture  that  says 
'Heritage,' 1  know  there'll  be  something  special  about  it. 
Heritage""  has  a  look— and  a  feeling—  that's  only  possible 
when  a  lot  of  the  craftsmanship  is  done  by  hand. 

A  t  Heritage,  they  take  pride  in  their  work.  And  it  shows!' 



1  eritage, the  furniture  that  makes  the  room,  is  available  at  these  and  other  fine  stores: 

Living  Room 

'My  clients— let's  call  them  lohn  and  Mary—  wanted  to  achieve  a  mood  of  quiet 
elegance  in  the  living  room.  We  worked  with  soft  shades  of  green... so  relaxing  and 
easy  to  live  with.  And,  to  keep  the  monochromatic  color  scheme  from  being 
bland,  we  introduced  different  patterns:  a  floral  sofa  with  striped  chairs. 
That  part  v;as  easy  since  Heritage  offers  a  choice  of  hundreds  of  fabrics— many 
of  them  designed  to  coordinate  with  one  another." 

"So  many  people  automatically  think  of  light  'xalls 
and  dark  upholstery.  But.  for  a  really  dramatic  eftect 

try  the  reverse.  You  can  see  what  a  woiidrrhJ 

background  those  deep  brown  wc'b  :ic  for 
Heritage 's  Antique  Ivory  leat'.^r  sofas." 



The  Potion  of  Love. 
GOOD  LOOKS  AND  GOOD  HEALTH 

Water,  your  skin 

Drexel  Heritage  Furnishings 
Champion  International  Corporation 

©1976  Champion  Interna tior 

Heritage^® 
The  furniture  that  makes  the  room. 

For  your  nearest  dealer,  call  free  80C-243-6000  (In  Conn..  1-800-882-6500). 

For  booklets  and  a  room-planning  kit,  send  Si  to  Drexel  Heritage  Furnishings,  Champion  International.  Dept.  HG-2-76,  Drexel,  N.C.  28619. 



Ieritage,the  furniture  that  makes  the  room,  is  available  at  these  and  other  fine  stores: 

li 
j\SKA 

jrland's  Home  Furnishings 
3  W.  Fifth  Avenue 

irbanks 

jrland's  Home  Furnishings 
5  Third  Avenue 

RIZONA 

lesa 

irrows 
H  West  Main 

hoenix 

arrovi's 
$01  East  Camelback  Road 

adiow's 
111  E.Thomas  Road 

rescott 

22WestGurlcy 

ucson 

arrows 
800  East  Broadway 

:alifornia 

lakersfield 
Vm.  H.  Da  vies  Interiors 
i815  F  Street 

Bellflower 

Thompson's 
16411  Bellflower  Blvd. 

Berkeley 

->tone-Pierce  Co. 
2300  Shattuck  Avenue 

Orexel  Heritage  Distinctive 
Home  Furn. 

il9900  Stevens  Creek  Blvd. 

Dovmey 
Homecraft  Fine  Furniture  & 
Interiors 
7825  East  Florence  Avenue 

Fresno 

Berg  Furniture  Co. 
3845  N.  Blackstone 

FuUerton 

Thompson's 
223  W.  Commonwealth  Ave. 

Lacuna  Beach 

Ted  von  Hemert,  Inc. 
345  North  Coast  Highway 

Lon^  Beach 
Davis  Furniture 

1975  Long  Beach  Blvd. 

Lloyd's  of  Long  Beach 4141  Atlantic  Avenue 

Los  Angeles 
San  Fernando  Furniture 
Galleries 
2666  West  Olympic  Blvd. 

Monterey 

Rudolph's 
801  Lighthouse  Ave. 

Newport  Beach 

Ted  von  Hemert,  Inc. 
1727  Westcliff  Drive 

Oakland 

Berman's 
650  Grand  Avenue 

Pasadena 

J.  H.  Biggar  Furniture. 
680  East  Colorado  Blvd. 

Pomona 

J.  H.  Biggar  Furniture 
160  E.Holt  Ave. 

Redlands 

McEwcn's  Furniture  Galleries 
200  West  Redlands  Blvd. 

Sacramento 

Scofields 
K  at  14th  St. 

San  Diego 
Burnett  Furn.  Co. 
711  University  Ave. 

Edwards  Interiors 

501  Mission  Valley  Center West 

V.  J.  Lloyd  House  of  Fine 
Furniture 
4275  El  Cajon  Blvd. 

San  Rafael 
Casa  Marin 
1654  Second  Street 

Santa  Ana 

J.  H.  Biggar  Furniture 

IIION.  MainSt.' 
Chandler's  Fine  Furniture 
1514  North  Main  Street 

Santa  Rosa 
Pedcrsen  Furniture  Co. 
5th  at  D  Sts. 

Torrence 

Ted  von  Hemert,  Inc. 
23649  Hawthorne  Blvd. 

Ventura 

Bush's  Furniture 
826  East  Main  Street 

Whittier 

Fowler-Lehmer  Furniture 
14812  East  Whittier  Blvd. 

CONNECTICUT 

Hartford 
The  Nassau  Furniture  Co. 
3053  Main  Street 

Milford 

Interiors  by  Alexander's 1770  Boston  Post  Road 

New  London 

Home  Beautiful  of  New 
London  Inc. 
81  Pequot Avenue 

Southbury 

Classic  House 
Main  Street 

Southport 
Frecdmans  of  Southport 
2600  Post  Road 

Stamford 

J.  H.  Harvey,  Inc. 
2701  Summer  Street 

Terry\'ille 
Terryville  Furniture  Store 
U.S.  Route  6 

DELAWARE 

Wilmmgton 

H.  Feinbcrg's 705  Market  Street  Mall 

WASHINGTON,  D.C. 

Wm.  E.  Miller  Co. 

Pennsylvania  Ave.  at  8th  St.  S.E 

HAWAII 

Honolulu 
C.  S.  Wo  &  Sons,  Ltd. 
1504  Kapiolani  Blvd. 

Kahului,  Maui 

Nerland's  Home  Furnishings 
52SouthLonoSt. 

IDAHO 
Boise 

Hendren's 822  Jefferson 

MARYLAND 

Rockvillc 

Kimels 
1428  Rockville  Pike 
Silver  Spring 

Kimels 
10715  ColesvilleRd. 

MASSACHUSETTS 

Burluigton 
Cabot  House 

66  Burlington  Mall  Road 

Danvers 
Leone's  Drexel  Heritage 
Route  128 

Fall  River 
Mason  Furniture  Co; 

410  Plymouth  Avenue 

Hyannis Myers  Furniture 
427  Main  Street 

Methuen 

Leone's  Drexel  Heritage 
Route  28 

NEVADA 

Las  Vegas 

Bertha's 
896  East  Sahara 

NEW  HAMPSHIRE 

Portsmouth 

Margeson's  Inc. 64  Vaughn  Mall 

NEW  JERSEY 

Asbury  Park 
Steinbach 
531  Cookman  Ave. 

Bncktowrt 

Dee  Rose  Furniture 
300  Brick  Boulevard 

Manalpan 

Steinbach 
Manalpan  Mall 

Mlarlboro 
Laurel  Interiors 

Route  9 

Middle  town 
The  Mart  Furniture  Galleries 

Route  35 

Morristown 

Greenbaum  Brothers 
Mt.  Kemble  Ave.  (Rtc.  202) 

New  Brunswick 
Schwartz  Furniture  Co. 
74  Caroll  Place 

Orange 

Dee  Rose  Furniture 
564  Forest  Street 

Pater  son 

Bograd  Bros.  Inc. 288  Main  Street 

Greenbaum  Brothers 
101  Washington  St. 

Plainfield 
Thomas  Furniture 
226  Park  Avenue 

PleasantviUe 
Steinbach 
Shore  Mall 

Pompton  Plains 
Andrew  Coremin  Furniture 
620  Route  23 

Succasunna 
Suburban  Furniture 
10  Route  10 

Trenton 

Olden  House 
1734  North  Olden  Avenue 

Park  Lane  Furniture 
Alt.  Route  I 

Union 
The  Mart  Furniture  Galleries 

Route  22 

NEW  MEXICO 

Albuquerque 

Homestead  House 
1900  Wyoming  Boulevard 

NEW  YORK Albany 

Hauf's 

175  Central  Avenue 

Bmghamton 
Ellis  Bros.,  Inc. 
159-161  Washington  Street 

DeWitt 

D.  A.  Daniels  Inc. 

Bridge  Street 

Farmingdale 

Interiors  by  Atlantic 
75  Route  110 

Hartsdale 

Caiati  Furniture 
130  South  Central  Avenue 

Huntington 

Lyons  Furniture  Co. 
337  Main  Street 

Jamaica 
Simons'  Furniture 
Queens  Blvd.  &  Hillside  Ave. 

Jamestown Wcllman  Brothers,  Inc. 
130  South  Main  Street 

Poughkeepsic 

Fleishman's  Fine  Furniture 
405  VassarRd.,atRoute9 

Rochester 

Bayles  Furniture 
1880  East  Avenue 
Schenectady 

Robinson  Furniture 

248  State  Street 

Syosset Caldwell's  Interiors  Inc. 
592  Jericho  Turnpike 

Utica 
Leeds  Distinctive  Furniture  Inc. 
245  Genesee  Street 

White  Plains 

J.  H.  Harvey  Inc. 
53  Tarrytown  Road 

Williamsville 

Country  Manor  Galleries 
7770  Transit  Road 
OREGON 

Portland 
Director  Furniture  Co. 
804  S.W.  Third  Ave. 

Tualatin 
Showplace  Drexel  Heritage 
7447  S.W.Nyberg  Road 

PENNSYLVANL\ 

Allentowii 

Schoen's 

612  Hamilton  Mall 
Philadelphia 

Conlen's 

610  S.  2nd  St.  (in  Queens  Vill.) 

Springfield Drexel  Hill  Furniture  Co. 
134  Baltimore  Pike 

RHODE  ISLAND 

East  Providence 
Liberty  Furniture  Company 

375  Newport  Avenue 

VERMONT 
Burlington 

Tovm  &  Country  Furniture 
1515  Shelburne  Road 
VIRGINL^ 
Fairfax 

Kimels 
10390  Lee  Highway 

Staunton 
Herndon  House  Inc. 
707  Richmond  Road 

WASHINGTON 
Bremerton 

Arnold's 

3506  Kitsap  Way 

Marian's  Interiors 
811  Pacific  Avenue 

Lynnwood Ken  Schocnfcld  Furniture 
19909  40th  West 

Olympia 

Goldberg  Furniture  Co. 403  Capitol  Way 

Seattle 
Masins  Fine  Furniture 
220  Second  Street  South 

Tacoma 

Saxton's  Incorporated 
6030  South  Ticoma  Way 

Wena tehee 

Dorc  Interiors 
1 19  North  Wcnatchee  Ave. 

WEST  VIRG1NL\ 
Blue  field 

McQuail's,  Inc. 821BlueficldAvc. 

Morgantowii 
Royal  Furniture  Company 
146-1.52  High  Street 

III 
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When  you  apply  water  to  your  skin,  you  should  apply  oil,  too, 
to  postpone  evaporation  and  keep  the  water  in 

Water,  your  skin,  and  cosmic  forces  continued uom page le 

with  kidney  infections  are  asked  to 
drink  a  lot  of  water:  It  works  as  a 
cleanser.  Water  has  also  been 

known  among  water  addicts  [those 
who  drink  gallons  of  water  a  day] 

to  produce  a  "high" — in  other 
words,  it  goes  to  the  braini" 

According  to  biologist  Lyail 
Watson,  our  brains  are  already  80 
percent  water,  which  he  thinks 
links  us  more  closely  to  cosmic 
forces  (the  rhythm  of  the  moon, 
sun.  and  earth)  than  we  realize. 

"Every  drop  of  water  in  the  ocean 
responds  to  this  force."  he  says  in 
his  book  Supernature.  "and  ever>' 
living  marine  animal  and  plant  is 

made  aware  of  the  rhythm."  So 
why  not  us?  Furthermore,  accord- 

ing to  Elaine  Morgan  in  The  De- 
scent of  Woman,  the  human  race 

was  in  fact  once  an  aquatic  species 
(hence,  so  some  people  say.  the 
salt  in  our  sweat). 

So  you  see.  the  problem  of  a 
well-moisturized  skin  is  a  mere 
drop  in  the  ocean  beside  all  the 

other  wonderful  mysteries  sur- 
rounding the  human  body  and  the 

elixir  of  life — water. 
(For  more  on  water,  please  turn 

to  page  68) 

BEAUTY  AND  HEALTH 
PRODUCTS 

NEW   THIS    MONTH 
IN    THE    STORES 

After  you  see  the  fabulous  private 

spas  on  pages  70  through  77 

you'll  want  to  try  some  of  these 
new  bath  soothers  to  make  your 

own  bath  a  relaxing,  renewing  ex- 

perience .  .  .  Eight  natural  miner- 
als, salts,  and  oils  turn  the  water  a 

lovely,  fresh  blue  and  leave  the 

skin  feeling  smoothed  and  re- 
freshed. Vaseline  Intensive  Care 

Mineral  Bath  Beads  from  Chese- 

brough-Pond's  is  the  newest  in 
its  line  of  skin  soothers.  A  large 

16-ounce  package  is  SI. 69.  a  lux- 
ury at  any  price  ...  If  you  prefer 

to  shower  there's  a  clear  blue  bath 
gel  from  Yves  Saint  Laurent  in  his 

"Rive  Gauche"  conteniporarj  fra- 
grance. Use  a  bath  mitt  and  spread 

a  little  over  it  to  cleanse  face  and 

body  and  encourage  circulation. 

It's  in  a  shower-safe  4-ounce  plas- 

tic tube  for  S5.50.  At  .A.ltman's: 
Carson    Pirie    Scott:    I.    Maanin: 

Rich's  .  .  .  Good  time-sense— pick 
out  makeups  at  the  same  time  you 

have  your  hair  done.  The  Redken 

people,  long  famous  for  their 

shampoo  and  conditioning  formu- 
las that  keep  the  acid  mantle  of  the 

hair  at  its  best,  have  applied  the 

principle  to  keeping  skin  fresh  and 
smooth  with  oil  of  egg.  egg  pro- 

tein, and  emoHients.  pH  plus  Con- 
ditioning Creme  Blusher  and  pH 

plus  Conditioning  Pressed  Powder 
are  two  new  additions  to  the  Red- 
ken  makeups  that  help  skin  retain 

its  ever-important  moisture.  The 
powders  are  slightly  pearlized  and 
the  blushers  are  the  colors  of  ripe 
fruit — three  of  each  to  choose 

from.  They're  available  at  beauty 
salons  across  the  country  where 

you  can  count  on  professional  ad- 
vice to  help  you  look  your  best  .  .  . 

Dry  skin  always  needs  help  and 

here's  some  from  Cliarlie.  More 
Moisture  Concentrate  is  a  new  gel 
cream  for  those  with  sensitive,  dry 

skin  who  need  day  and  night  mois- 

turizing. It's  very  light,  but  gives 
special  protection  on  super-cold  or 

uind\.    skin-chapping   day>- 

ounce.  $6.  Available  late  Ju' 
from  Revlon  .  .  .  How  abouij 

cleaning"  for  oily  skin?  Sec 
Stimulus  collection  has  threl 

additions,    one    of    which 
with   a  minimum   of  waterl 
Cleaner  with  natural  oat 
is  a  fine-milled  pink  powderj 

slightly  moistened  and  worke 

the    skin    before    it's    rinsed 
Cleans  thoroughly.  4  ounce! 

follow  up  with  Stimulus  Me 
Balancing  Gel,  airy-light  and) 

pleteh    oil-free,  it  helps  ke^ 
and  water  levels  equal  loni 
ounces.    S8.50.   Stimulus   NJ 
Clay    Mask   cleanses,    tirmsj 
dries  quickly  so  that  a  fresl 
is  only  minutes  away.   2  oil 
S6.50   -\  new  manicurir 
called  Cuticle  Crayons  by 
Barr  could  be  a  great  hel] 

4-inch-long  crayons  in  a  rici 

ganic  formula  of  lanolin,  alot 

gel.  glycerine,  vitamins,  andl 
cial  waxes.  They  come  ncsteil 

small  tray  for  S2.49  at  drug"! 
cverwvhcrc. 

^ 

f*^ 

There's  a  little  Eve .  in  every  woman. 

^    \ 

Warning:  The  Surgeon  General  Has  Oetermmea    ̂ ^a^' 

That  Cigarette  Smoking  Is  Dangerous  lo  Yc'jr  Hea'*'"     ̂ Bs 

Try  todays  Eve. Flowers  on  the  outside 
Flavor  on  the  inside. 

1^ 
o 
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MIRROR  MIRROR. 

ONTHEWfVLL.    ON  THE  DESK. 

ON  THE  DOOR.  ON  WHATEVER. 
At  last,  a  mirror  that  doesn't  have  to  sit  on  a  vanity. 
How  often  do  you  sit  to  put  on  make-up?  How  long 

■■       .  does  it  take  to  comb  your  hair  ? 
What  you  need  is  a  mirror 

that  goes  where  you  go.  Mirror 
Mirror  can  go  in  the  bathroom 

I  because  it  won't  fog  up.  Or  in  a 
I  closet.  Because  even  in  the  dark- 
1  est  spot,  you  can  still  see  the  light. 

And  the  light's  just  a  simple  40  watt  bulb  hidden 
behind  the  mirror.  It's  glare  free.  And  it's  a  snap  to 
replace.  Just  snap  out  the  mirror. 

Use  the  magnified  side  to  inspect  your  blemishes. 
Or  tweeze  your  eyebrows.  Use  the  regular  side  for 
a  fast  flip  of  your  bangs.  Or  a  quick  flick  of  lipstick. 

Mirror  Mirror  comes  in  two-toned  yellow  and 
white.  At  a  light  fantastic  price. 

Mirror  Mirror.  On  whatever. 

MIRROR  MIRROR.  BYCLAIROL 
,  One  of  the  beautiful  machines. 



Start  a  tradition 
in  your  home. 
Living  With  Tradition  by  White.  22  pages,  many  in  color.  Hand- 

crafted occasional  pieces  by  the  South's  oldest  maker  of  fine 
furniture.  To  see  the  entire  collection  send  50C  to  Dept.  HG-2A, 
White  Furniture  Company,  Mebane,  N.C.  27302. 

For  color  brochures  and  the  name  of  the  store  near  you  write  Woodard,  317  Elm  St ,  Owosso.  Mich  48867 
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QUESTIONS  &  ANSWERS 

Antiques 
By  Louise  Ade  Bog^ 

I 

Oriental  vase 

/   bought   this   vase   in   Nagoya, 

Japan  and  was  told  it's  about  300 
years  old.  designed  to  hold  pea- 

cock feathers.  Is  it  really  that  old? 
B.P. — Columbus.  Miss. 

Your  pyriform  vase  bears  the  six-character  mark  of 
the  Wan  Li   Dynasty,    1573-1619.  The  shape  and 

decoration  are  consistent  with  the  mark.  However.*^' to  be  absolutely  sure  that -it  is  not  an  apocryphal- 
mark,  we  suggest  you  have  the  vase  examined  by  an 
expert  to  determine  its  authenticity. 

English  milk 

jug,  sugar  bowl H'hat  can  you  tell  n 
about  the  material  u.sl 

in  i}ty  milk  jug  and  co 
ered  sugar  bowl?  It  h 
the  appearance  of  silve 

J.M.. — Ft.  Lauderdale.  Fl 

The  form  of  your  English  luster  cream  or  milk  jug  and  covered  sug; 
bowl  with  melon  reeding  has  been  borrowed  from  contemporary  silve 
dating  about  1(S2()-1825.  Late  in  the  18th  century,  new  processes  wei 
introduced  in  English  industrial  pottery  to  make  pottery  in  imitation  ( 
copper  and  silver.  This  metallic  film  was  rather  thick  and  showed  tf 
natural  color  of  the  metal.  Platinum  salts  were  reduced  to  produce 
silver  surface. 

German  porcelain  mark 

/  have  a  "coach  and  four"  porce- 
lain piece  with  the  mark  that  1 

have  sketched  for  you  on  it.  Does 
this  mark  mean  that  my  piece  is 

really  Dresden?  If  so,  what  is 
"M  V"?  D.C.J. — Omaha.  Neb. 

The  word  "Dresden"  on  your  mark 

indicates  that  your  "coach  and 
tour"  was  modeled  in  the  Dresden 
manner.  Your  mark,  which  bears 

the  distinguishing  initials  "M  V" belongs  to  Muller  &  Company, 

which  started  a  "luxury"'  porcelain 
factory  in  1907.  It  was  located  at 
Volkstedt-Rudolstadt,  Thuringia, 

Germany. 

High  chair-carriage 
We've  had  this  child's  chair  for 

long  time  and  have  no  idea  win 
you    call    this   type   of   furniture 
Have  you  any  information  aboi 
it?  G.C.W.—St.  Paul.  Mint 
The    1902   Sears.    Roebuck   cat. 

logue.  in  referring  to  a  child's  ch 
such  as  yours,  calls  it  a  Combi' tion  High  Chair  and  Carriage.  1 

catalogue    further    states:    "Ea- changed    from    a   stationary   h 
chair,  which  will  not  roll,  to  a  l> 
go-cart,  making  a  very  useful  pic^ 
of  furniture  .  .  .  has  a  golden  < 

finish  . .  .  our  reduced  price  $2.-; Continued  on  page  : 
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This 
make-up 

is  one  of 
the  costliest 

in  the  world. 

Why  is  it  worth 
$22.50  an  ounce? 

For  a  certain  kind  of  woman, 

Incandescent  Make -Up 

isn't  a  luxury.  It's  a  beautiful 
necessity.  An  investment  that 

makes  a  lovely,  immediate  difference. 

A  change  the  world  can  see. 

Incandescent  covers  perfectly  Blends 

edgelessly  Hides  little  lines,  instead 

of  settling  into  them.  But  the  great 

difference  is  the  finish.  The  incandescent  glow. 

Like  light  from  within.  A  look  that  outdoes  dewy. 

The  look  of  satin-smooth,  truly  beautiful  skin. 

It's  a  small  price  to  pay  for  something  priceless. 

w  Incandescent  Make-Up 

BRUARY,   1976 



AntlC|UGS   continued  from  page  26 

American  secretary 

Wc  know  our  American  secretary  dates  back  to  at  least  1855.  but  we 

can't  find  where  it  was  made.  What  identifies  it?  W.B.R. — Springfield.  III. Country  Victorian  desks  such  as  yours,  circa  1860-1870.  all  look  alike 
no  matter  in  what  part  of  our  country  they  were  made,  as  they  were 
copied  from  pattern  books.  About  the  only  difference  was  in  the  ar- 

rangement of  the  pigeonholes. 

,.  ̂(e/u 

Viennese  figure 
Although  I  bought  this  china  figure 

in  an  antiques  shop.  I  suspect  it's 
fairlv  conternporarv.  Can  you  iden- 
tify  it? 

L.M. — Port  Washington.  N.Y. 
Your  porcelain  figure,  made  by  the 
Augarten  Porcelain  Manufactory 
started  in  Vienna  in  1922,  exem- 

plifies the  skiil  of  this  factory  in 

combining  older  traditions  of  rich- 
ness with  its  own  version  of  ele- 

gance in  the  modern  style. 

New  York  clock 

Our  clock  has  an  Ansonia  name- 

plate  on  it.  Can  you  date  and  iden- 
tify it?  R.M.B.— Springfield.  III. 

Your  wall  clock  is  shown  in  the 

1886/87  catalogue  of  the  Ansonia 
Clock  Company  of  Brooklyn.  N.Y. 

as  the  "Generar"  model.  It  was  un- 
doubtedly offered  for  several  years 

before  and  after  1886.  In  ash  or 

black  walnut,  it  was  68  inches  high 
with  an  18-inch  dial.  The  1886 
price  list  shows  it  sold  for  $47. 

Fruit  knife  ferrule 

Wh  It  can  you  tell  nie  about  the  silver  band  that  is  on  my  old  pearl- 
handled  fruit  knives?  W.H. — Ouincy.  III. 
The  silver  band  or  ring  is  a  ferrule.  It  strengthens  and  covers  the  un- 

attractive joining  and  prevents  the  handle  from  wearing  or  splitting. 
The  ferrule  was  usually  the  only  sterling  silver  part  on  pearl-handled 
flatware,  widely  popular  here  about  1880-1910.  It  appears  that  cutlery 
firms  such  as  Landers,  Frary  and  Clark,  who  operated  the  Aetna  works 
at  New  Britain,  Conn.,  bought  handles  and  ferrules  and  assembled  them. 

Special  offer  to 
House  &  Garden 

readers — 

Copies  of  Louise  Ade  Boger's  book, 
House  &  Garden's  Antiques:  Ques- 

tions &  An.swers — over  900  items 

from  past  columns  arranged  by  cate- 
gory for  easy  reference.  Only  $9.95 

per  copy,  plus  450  for  postage  and 
handling.  Write  to  Conde  Nast 
Books,  P.O.  Box  3308,  Grand  Cen- 

tral Station,  New  York,  N.Y.  10017. 

i 
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Enter  the  Pennsylvania  Housd 
Sweepstakes  at  these  stores! 
Alaska 

Anchorage  ..  Wolf's  Home  Furnishings 
Arizona 

Phoenix     Haaf's  Fine  Furniture 
Phoenix  ..  Ed  Wirth's  Country  Village 

California 

Corona         Keller's    Home    Furn. 
Daly  City     Westlake  Maple  Shop 

Hawaiian  Gardens  ....  Lee's  American Traditional  Gallery 

Long   Beach      Carl's   American Traditional  Furniture 

San  Diego   V.  J.  Lloyd 
San  Jose     Judd  Furniture 
San  Rafael     Colony  House 

of  Casa  Marin 

Santa  Barbara  ....  Garrett's  Furniture 
Santa  Monica    Aaron-Scott 

Toluca  Lake,  Burbank      Elliott's Fine  Furniture 

Colorado 

Denver     Ivanhoe  Furniture 

Littleton     Riely  Furniture  Co. 

Ross  Furniture 

Idaho 

Meridian    

Illinois 

Aurora  ..  St.  Clair's  Home  Furnishings 
Charleston     Carter's  Furniture 

Chicago  Heights  ....  Joe  Pressendo's Interiors 

Danville     Carter's  Furniture 
Decatur     Carter's  Furniture 

Elgin     Ackemann's Gurnee     Lealh  Furniture 

Morton  Grove  ..  Gantner's  Suburban 
House 

Palatine  ....  Fradell  Classic  Americana 

Peoria      Lippmann's  Furniture &  Interiors 
Rockford     Leath  Furniture 

(North  Towne  &  East) 
Sandwich       Brown   Barn 

Urbana     Carter's  Furniture 
Wheaton    The  Toms-Price  Co. 
Iowa 

Amana   Amana  Furniture  Shop 
Davenport  ....  Knilans  Colonial  House 
Muscatine  ...Marie  Lindsay  Interiors 

Kansas 

Salina     Galerie  House; 
Shawnee  Mission  ....  Furn.  ShowcasI 
Louisiana 

Baton  Rouge   Concord  Housi 
Minnesota 

Owatonna     Hudrlik  Furnitur' 

Wayzata     American  Home  Fun 

Missouri — Sweepstakes  void 

Cape  Girardeau   Rust  &  Martii 
Columbia     Rust  &  Marti 
Rolla     Bacon   Furnitur 
St.  Louis     Craig  Furnitur 
St.  Louis     Dau  Furnituri 

Montana 

Billings     Sigman  Furnitur 
Helena     Herrmann   Furnitur 
Missoula   Lucys,  Inc 

New  Mexico 
Albuquerque American  Furnitur 

North  Dakota 

Fargo     Elise's  Furnitur 

Oklahoma 

Tulsa    Rich's  of  Tuls 
Oregon 

Hillsboro     Ray's  Furnitur Portland     Frank  Kales  Furnitur 

South  Dakota 

Aberdeen     Malchow 
Watertown     Davey  Furnitur 

Texas 

Houston    Waddells  (both  store; 

San  Antonio     Leonard's  Coloni 

Shopp 

Tyler     Pope  &  Turnt 
Washington 

Bellevue   Cooper's  Furnitur 
Lynnwood     Cooper's  Furnitur 
Seattle     Ryan's  Colonial  Hous 

Spokane    Marvel's  Furnitur 

Wyoming 

Laramie     Holliday's  Home  Fun 

PENNSYLVANIA  HOUSE  SWEEPSTAKES  OFFICIAL  RULES- 
NO  PURCHASE  REQUIRED 

1.  On  an  official  entry  blank  or  plain  piece  of  3"  x  5"  paper,  hand-print  your  name  and 
address  and  the  name  of  your  participating  Pennsylvania  House  dealer.  Deposit  yotlt 

entry  at  your  participating  Pennsylvania  House  dealer  by  Feb.  28,  1976. 
2.  Winners  will  be  determined  in  random  drawings  from  among  all  entries  received 
under  the  supervision  of  an  independent  judging  organization.  Decisions  of  the  judges 
are  final.  Limit  one  prize  per  family. 
3.  This  Sweepstakes  is  open  to  residents  of  the  United  States  and  is  void  in  the  States 
of  Missouri  and  Wisconsin  and  wherever  prohibited  by  law.  Voided  States  are  noted 

above  by  star(*).  Residents  of  Ohio  may  mail  their  entries  to  their  participating  Penn-i 
sylvania  House  dealer  to  be  received  no  later  than  February  28,  1976.  Void  at  retail 
stores  in  Maryland  except  the  counties  of  Anne  Arundel,  Calvert,  Caroline,  Carroll. 

Charles,  Dorchester.  Frederick.  Kent.  Queen  Anne.  St.  Mary's,  Wicomico  and  Wor< 
cester.  Residents  of  voided  counties  in  Maryland  only  may  mail  their  entry  to 

Pennsylvania  House  "Bicentennial"  Sweepstakes.  P.O.  Box  5012.  Blair.  Nebraska  68009 
Employees  and  their  families  of  Pennsylvania  House  and  their  respective  subsidi- 

aries, distributors,  dealers,  advertising  and  production  agencies  are  not  eligible 
All  Federal,  State  and  Local  regulations  apply. 

4.  No  substitution  for  any  prize  permitted.  Taxes  on  any  prize  are  the  responsibilitj 

of  the  prize  winner.  For  a  list  of  major  prize  winners,  send  a  self-addressed, 

stamped   envelope    to:    Pennsylvania   House   Winner's    List.    Lewisburg,    Pa.    17837. 

  OFFICIAL  ENTRY  BLANK   

THE  PENNSYLVANIA  HOUSE  "BICENTENNIAL  SWEEPSTAKES' 

HG26 

To  enter,  deposit  completed  entry  blank  at  a  participating  Pennsylvania  House 
dealer  on  or  before  February  28.  1976. 
NAME. 

(Please  PRINT  Clearly] 

ADDRESS. 

CITY. 

PENNSYLVANIA  HOUSE  DEALERS  NAME. 

.STATE. 

ZIP. 
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kiN  THIS  $18,456 
;rand  prize  lmng  room 

ENTER  THE  PENNSYLVANIA  HOUSE  BICENTENNIAL  SWEEPSTAKES. 
WIN  THIS  PENNSYLVANIA  HOUSE  ROOM,  ACCESSORIZED  WITH 
FAMOUS  NAMES -SCHUMACHER,  ROYAL  WORCESTER,  STUARX 
PANDE  CAMERON  OF  NEW  YORK,  STIFFEL,  HERSCHEDE. 
AND  SAVE  20%  DURING  OUR  BICENTENNIAL  CELEBRATION  SALE!  Save  on  select 

I'ennsyivania  House  designs  —  dining  rooms,  bedrooms,  upholstery,  accents! 

AND  GET  THE  BICENTENNIAL  COLLECTOR'S  BOOK  (a  S7.50  value)  FOR  JUST  $2.00. . . 
288  pages  of  exciting  decorating  ideas  shown  in  full  color! 

SWEEPSTAKES  GRAND  PRIZE  WINNER  RECEIVES  the  magnificent  living  room  above  with: 

Pennsylvania  House  furniture  group,  value:  $5341;  Schumacher's  custom-made  draperies  and 
screen-printed  wallpaper,  value  (including  installation):  up  to  $3500;  Royal  Worcester's  English 
bone  china  (twelve  5-pc.  place  settings),  value:  $3048;  five  Royal  Worcester  hand-painted  bird 
models,  value:  $251;  Stuart  crystal  stemware  (twelve  3-pc.  place  settings),  value:  $576;  Genuine 

Bana®  India  hand-made  carpet,  12'xl5'  by  Pande  Cameron  of  New  York,  value:  S2345;  two 
British  Regency  table  lamps  and  one  country  hurricane  lamp  by  Stiffel,  value;  $695;  Herschede 

86"  Grandfather  clock,  value:  $2700.  Grand  Total:  $18,456! 

WIN  131  OTHER  VALUABLE  PRIZES: 

A.  Four  2nd  Prizes  —  Herschede  72"  Grandmother  clock.  Value  each  prize:  $520 
B.  Four  3rd  Prizes  -  Dildar^  India  hand-made  carpet,  7'6"x9'6" 

by  Pande  Cameron  of  New  York.  Value  each  prize:  $475 

C.  Four  4th  Prizes  —  Stuart  crystal  stemware,  eight  3-pc.  place  settings.  Value  each  prize:  $384 
D.  Four  5th  Prizes  — Royal  Worcester  porcelain  dinnerware,  eight  5-pc.  place  settings.  Value  each 

prize:  $239.60 

E.  Fifteen  6th  Prizes  —  Stiffel  table  lamp,  38%"  high.  Value  each  prize:  $147 
F.  One  hundred  7th  Prizes  —  Stuart  crystal  sugar  and  creamer  set.  Value  each  prize:  $34.80 

Enter  this  Sweepstakes  today  at  one  of  the  stores  listed  on  the  opposite  page. 

Pennsylvania  House 
YESTERDAY 
TODAY  and 

-h/  TOMORROW 



There  is  away  to  read  todays  best 
s 
SYLVIA 
IH)Rliirs 

HC;   SVLMA 
;h)riirs 
>I()MA 

NEDLEPOINT 

WORKBOOK It's  called  The 
Ifcm 

ll<m  ii.l4inib. 

Imi.>>  h.  K«rn>»  h- 
Aadl  'whKilknvrVHirlJic 

7047  S14.95 
(2  vols,  count  as  1  choice) 

2600  SIO.OO 3004  S8.95 8466  SIO.OO 7112  S7.95 8060  S8.95        7633  S6.95 

6874  $7.95 8375  S8.95 

7591  $17.95 
8565  S7.95 

7658  $10.0( 

7799  S8.95 
7344  38.95 

8532  S8.95 
7906  $7.95 

FREE 
when  you 

join 
6 

The 
Literary 
Guild tote  bag 

■ 

Any  4  fori 
when  you  join  The  Guild. 
Here's  how  The  Literarj  Guild  works: 

You  get  top  best  sellers  at  up  to  40%  off  prices  of  publishers' editions.  After  your  membership  is  accepted  and  you  tzei  your 

4  books  for  only  SI .  plus  shipping  and  handling,  you"!!  begin 
receiving  the  Literary  Guild  Magazine.  About  every  four  weetcs 

(14  times  a  year)  you'll  get  your  free  copy  offering  dozens  of 
exciting  best  sellers,  all  at  up  to  40",.  off. 

You  enjoy  even  greater  savings  on  Bonus  Books  — up  to  80%  off 
publishers'  edition  prices.  With  every  Selection  or  Alternate  you 
buy  — staning  with  the  first  — you"!!  receive  Bonus  Coupons  which can  be  used  to  acquire  valuable  books  from  our  bonus  catalog 
at  tremendous  savings. 
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fellers  without  breaking  yourbudget. 

iterary  Guild. 
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SAUSBURY 

—SAVE -JJEE 
  DIET 
ReubW 

NOTE:  First  number  listed  beside  each  book  is  the 

order  number.  All  prices  quoted  are  for  publishers'  editions. 

You  never  have  to  buy  a  minimum  number  of  books  a  year.  You 

only  have  to  buy  four  more  books  during;  your  membership.  If  you 
want  the  main  selection  featured  in  the  magazine,  do  nothing  and 

It  will  be  sent  to  you  automatically.  If  you  want  an  alternate,  or  no 
books  at  all.  tell  us  so  on  the  order  form  always  provided  and 

return  it  to  us  before  the  date  specified.  This  date  is  designed  to 

allow  you  at  least  10  days  for  making  your  decision.  There  is  a 

shippi'nu  and  handling  charge  on  all  books  shipped. 
Cancellations  and  returns.  If,  after  receiving  your  introductory 

4  books,  you  wish  to  cancel,  simply  return  them  in  10  days  and  owe 

nothinu.  If  you  remain  a  member,  cancel  any  time  after  buying 

just  four  more  books.  Should  you  receive  an  unwanted  selection 

because  you  did  not  get  the  order  form  in  time  to  respond  within 
10  days,  you  may  return  it  at  our  expense. 

You  receive  exclusive  Guild  editions.  The  Guild  offers  its  own 

complete,  hardbound  editions,  sometimes  altered  in  size  to  fit 

special  presses  and  save  members  even  more. 

'FEBRUARY,   1976 

r n 

The  Literary  Guild 
Dept.  JR  138,  Garden  City,  N.Y.  11330 

Please  accept  my  application  for  membership  in  The  Literary  Guild  and 
send  me  the  4  books  or  sets  whose  numbers  I  have  printed  in  the  boxes  at 

right.  Bill  me  only  SI  plus  shipping  and  handling.  Also,  send  my  free  canvas 

carry-all,  which  is  mine  to  keep,  even  if  1  don't  remain  a  member. 
1  auree  to  the  membership  plan  as  described  in  this  ad  and  understand 

that  fneed  only  buy  4  more  books,  at  regular  low  club  prices,  whenever  I 
want  them. 

Mr..  Mrs. 
Miss   .Address. 

-Apt. (Please  Print) 

Citv- .State. 

  .Zip. 

L 
Members  accepted  in  U.S.A.  and  Canada  only.  Canadian  members 
will  be  serviced  from  Toronto.  Offer  slightly  different  in  Canuda. 

')8-G252 
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LOOKING  AND  LISTENING 

An  18th  Century  Classic. 
A  careful  reproduction  of  a  fine  Sheraton  style  breakfront, 

this  secretary  from  Henredon's  18th  Century  Portfolio 
merges  superb  craftsmanship  and  function  in  a  design 

for  dining  or  living  room.  Rich  with  inlays  of 

satinwood  and  ebony,  the  handsome  piece  features 

a  compact  secretary  compartment  with  drawers,  pigeon  holes 

and  a  convenient  writing  surface— as  well  as  storage 
and  display  areas  for  silver,  china  or  your  special  collection. 

See  every  distinctive  style  in  this  dining, 

bedroom  and  occasional  selection  by  sending 

$1.00  for  brochure  to  Henredon,  Dept.  G-276, 
Morganton,  N.C.  28655. 

Henredon 

How  music 
can  help  you 
Personal  stories  from  five  spare-time  music 
mal<ers  and  tlieir  families,  who  play  for  pleasure 
and  individual  satisfaction  By  Beverly  Russe 

You  love  music:  you  learned  all 

the  right  piano  pieces  as  a  child, 

practiced  your  scales  and  arpeg- 

gios. But  now  ̂ you'd  like  to  sit 
down  and  amuse  your  family  or 

friends  with  anything  they  want  to 

hear,  your  fingers  simply  won't find  the  right  notes. 

Don't  be  discouraged.  You  can 
break  through  this  barrier.  Fritz 
Coudert,  an  international  lawyer, 

who  has  been  a  spare  time  music 
maker  at  the  piano  since  he  was 
in  grade  school,  liberated  himself 
from  classical  music  with  the  help 

of  a  good  teacher.  "There  is  noth- 
ing like  it,"  he  says.  "When  I  get 

going  I  play  jazz  improvizations 
that  come  right  from  the  uncon- 

scious mind,  through  the  muscles 

to  the  keyboard.  Its  very  exhila- 
rating, jazz  musicians  call  this 

stringing  out,  it's  the  ultimate 

goal." 

Mr.  Coudert  advises  the  way  to 

get  hold  of  a  new  approach  to 

music  is  simply  to  do  it.  Don't  be 
scared.  "Be  confident,  make  mis- 

takes, it  doesn't  matter,"  he  insists, 
"the  main  object  is  to  have  fun." 
Because  he  prefers  playing  piano 

trio — "I  like  to  be  out  front.  I'm 

not  a  background  personality" — his  wife  Dale  recently  got  herself 

a  set  of  drums  so  she's  not  left  out. 
She  also  plays  piano,  they  have 
two  grands  in  their  living  room, 
and  sometimes  they  try  duets,  back 

to  back.  "I  started  learning  1  Vi 

years  ago,"  she  says,  "and  it 
opened  up  a  whole  new  world  for 
me.  I  think  anyone  can  learn,  most 

people  are  musical  and  have  a 

sense  of  rhythm  and  time." 
Music  brings  an  upbeat  liveli- 

ness to  the  household.  Mr.  Coudert 

often  plays  for  ten  minutes  before 
he  leaves  for  the  office.  Any  one  of 
their  four  daughters  may  dance. 
The  children  are  also  studying 

piano,  guitar,  cello,  recorder,  and 

flute.  "But  they're  not  little  Mo- 
zarts,"  Mr.  Coudert  insists.  "The 
object  of  it  all  is  simply  to  have  a 
family  combo  and  play  to  friends, 

let  go  and  be  creative." 
Of  course,  it  isn't  always  neces- 

sary to  play  an  instrument  to  get 

your  full  quota  of  musical  creativ- 

ity.  Some  people's   talent  lies   in 
34 

singing.  The  Boynton  family, 

example,  let  go  with  their  voic 
Stuart  Boynton  turned  to  singi 
when  he  gave  up  piano  playing 
his  twenties.  Now  he  belongs  tc 

choral  group  and  sings  baroq 
and  renaissance  oratorios  aftei 

day's  work  in  a  book  publishr company. 

"Singing  is  a  wonderful  way 

capture  children's  enthusiasm  I 
music,"  he  remarks,  "and  to  m;i 
them  realize  that  participating 

making  sound  is  more  inspirih 
and  rewarding  than  sitting  an 

listening  all  the  time."  Robei 
Boynton,  twelve,  and  Susan  Boyi 

ton,  nine,  play  clarinet  and  recorc 
er  respectively,  orchestral  instri 
ments  their  father  feels  will  b 
more  useful  to  them  in  future  tha 

solo  instruments.  They  began  ther 
musical  education  by  singin 

rounds  in  the  family  car.  "Wher 
ever  we'd  go  off  on  a  long  trip 
we'd  start  a  song,"  Mr.  Boynto 

explains.  "The  children  would  gc 
very  excited  by  the  sense  of  bein 
in  a  group  and  hearing  harmonic 
The  cooperation  needed  for  grou 

singing  stimulates  a  musical  intei 

est.  And  it's  a  helpful  way  of  get 
ting  children  around  the  carl; 

years  with  instruments  when  thei 

technique  isn't  good  enough  fo 
them  to  tackle  anything  very  ir 

teresting  or  grown  up." The  Caine  family  sing,  too.  Bu 

as  Charles  Caine  is  a  designer  fo 

the  Metropolitan  Opera,  Nev 
York,  their  vocal  activities  centcj 

around  operas.  He  and  his  wifi 
Lorna  have  two  daughters,  Eliza 

beth,  five,  and  Clare,  two.  Mr 

Caine  plays  scores  on  the  pianc 
and  encourages  them  to  sing 
■'Clare  has  a  very  good  ear  anc 

can  repeat  melodies  and  tunes  or 
pitch  and  in  the  right  key.  Wher 
she  listens  to  music  on  the  radic 

it's  obvious  she  relates  emotional 

feelings  to  music.  It's  a  shame  11 
you  have  a  gift  for  music,  not  tc 
develop  it.  All  the  world  is  full  oJ 
music.  How  much  more  you  can 

enjoy  a  concert  or  opera,  if  you 
know  something  about  it.  Playing 

at  home  is  for  fun,  education,  en- 
lightenment. It  satisfies  something 

inside."  (Continued  on  page  128, 
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Enjoy  smoking  longer 
without  smoking  more. 

Saratoga  120's. 
Rich,  full-flavored 
cigarettes  tailored 
longer  and  slimmer 

than  100's.  You  get 
extra  smoking  time, 
extra  smoking 
pleasure,  without 
smoking  more 
cigarettes.  Cost  no 

more  than  lOO's. 
Regular  or  menthol, 

crush-proof  box. 

Saratoga  120's 
©  Philip  Morris  Inc.  i9?6 

Regular:  17  mg!'tarri.O  mg. nicotine— Menthol: 
1 5  mg'.'tar;'  1 .0  mg.  nicotine  av.  per  cigarette,  FTC  Report  Nov!75 

Warning:  The  Surgeon  General  Has  Determined 

That  Cigarette  Smoking  Is  Dangerous  to  Your  Health. 

iBRUARY,   1976 35 
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Everybody  we  talked  to  at  the  Del  Coronado 
said  they  loved  The  Shower  Massage: 

Except  Katie  HarleyL  ̂ .^ 

And  Katie,  who's  4,  only  giggled.  Which  is  a  perfectly 
normal  reaction  to  the  Good  Clean  Fun  of  your  first  Shower 
Massage  (a  66-year-old  retired  auditor  had  the  same  reaction). 

Isn't  it  about  time  you  got  in  on  it? 
:  Good  Clean  Fun  is  available  at  drug,  discount  and 

department  stores.  In  two  good  clean  models.  Don't  settle  for 
substitutes.  Giet  the  best.  Get  the  Shower  Massage  by  Water  Pik® 

Test  conducted  May  1975,  at  the  Del  Gsronado  Hotel,  Coronado,  California.  Participants  had 
not  triedShoiwer  Massage  before  and  were  not  instructed  in  their  reactions. 

'Teledyne  Wfeter  Pik.  1730  E.  Prospect  St..  Fort  Collins.  Colorado  80521.  — 

THESHOUJERmnSSAGE 
m^M.    bi;  Water  Pik® 

Good  clean  fun.  For  everybody 

36 
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"It's  a  shame  more  women  don't  take  up 
Interior  Decorating." 

Why  should  any  woman  today  allow 
elf  to  get  trapped  under  a  pile  of 
ng  household  chores  or  in  some  dull, 
erpaid  job? 
Carin  Baugh,  of  Kennewick,  Wash., 
ped  that  trap  by  becoming  an  interior 
Drator.  And  she  loves  it. 

She  doesn't  have  to  hassle  with 

muting;  she's  only  five  minutes  from 
department  store  where  she  works. 
She  sets  her  own  hours;  so  she 
always  manage  to  be  on  hand  if  her 

s  are  in  a  school  play  or  some  other 

nt  a  mother  wouldn't  want  to  miss. 
And  she  seldom  gets  bored  because 

h  day  is  diflFerent.  One  day  she's 
corating  a  basically  fine  but  run- 

vn  old  "mansion,"  on  another  she's 
ping  a  local  business  plan  their 
offices,  etc. 
When  Carin  talks  about  her  work 

asks,  "Isn't  it  a  shame  more  women 
't  take  up  interior  decorating  as 
reer.?" 
For  some  women,  it  could  be  an  ideal 

>.  Many  interior  decorators  even  work 
ht  out  of  their  own  home.  They  use  it 

as  both  office  and  showroom.  And  furnish 

it  at  a  special  decorator  discount.  ( If 
you  do  work  at  home,  your  accountant 
can  show  you  how  legitimately  to  deduct 
from  your  taxable  income  all  expenses 
necessary  to  running  a  business,  including 
your  home  oflRce. ) 

But  you  need  training.  Of  course,  we 

can't  promise  you'll  be  as  successful  as 
Carin.  But  we  can  give  you  the  same 
well-rounded  training  she  h:id— right  in 
your  ozvn  home— throng  the  ICS 
School  of  Interior  Design. 

The  entire  program  is  based  on  the 
professional  experience  of  John  Gerald, 

founder  of  one  of  America's  top-flight 
decorating  firms. 

You  get  and  work  with  top  profes- 

sional equipment.  Templates,  architect's 
scale,  folding  rules,  T-square,  triangle, 
fabric  swatches  and  color  charts,  etc. 
(The  basis  for  a  business  workshop 
later  on.) 

Ways  to  make  learning  easier 

\bu  also  receive:  a  viewer  and  130 

slides  that  put  you  "inside"  rooms; 

and  a  cassette  tape  player  with  tapes- 
modern  audio-visual  learning  aids  that 
bring  your  lessons  dramatically  to  life. 

\bur  home  as  a  showplace 

Y)ur  friends  will  probably  notice  the 

difference  in  your  own  home.  Ybu'll know  it  from  their  comments.  They  may 
even  begin  to  ask  you  for  advice. 

Of  course,  no  school  can  guarantee 

you'll  make  money.  But  ICS  can  give 
you  first-rate  training,  not  only  in  the 
principles  of  decorating,  but  in  sound 

business  practices  as  well.  You'll  even 
learn  what  to  say  to  clients  who  want  to 
bring  friends  on  shopping  trips  (never) 
—or  those  who  want  to  talk  budgets 
with  their  husbands  (always). 

Yju  will  be  asked  to  complete 
assignments,  and  return  them  to  ICS. 
Our  instructors  will  review  your  work 
carefully  and  suggest  new  ideas  or 
alternate  solutions. 

Although  you  work  at  home,  you're 
never  alone.  You  can  call  ICS— Dial- 

a-Question "  toll-free  from  anywhere  in 
the  Continental  United  States  and 

Canada,  to  ask  any  questions  you  may 
have  about  your  studies. 

Send  coupon  for  free  information 

To  find  out  whether  you'd  enjoy 
being  an  interior  decorator,  simply  mail 
the  coupon  or  the  attached  card  for  a 
free  career  booklet  on  interior  decorating. 

We'll  also  include  a  demonstration 
lesson.  There  is  no  obligation  whatsoever. 
©  1975,  Intext,  Inc.  q 

arin  Baugh  of  Kennewick,  Wash.,  is  raising  tzvo  children  and  yet  manages  to  have 
I  interesting,  well-paid  job. 

□  Please  mail  me  your  free  career  booklet  plus  a 
free  demonstration  lesson  in  Interior  Decorating. 

□  I  do  not  wish  to  become  an  interior  decorator, 

but  please  send  a  free  career  booklet  and  demon- 
stration lesson  for  the  field  I  have  checked  below: 

□  Accounting  □  Electronics  Technician 
□  Business  Mgt.  □  Income  Tax 
□  Drafting  □  Motel/Restaurant  Mgt. 
□  Engineering  □  Airline/Travel 

Name 
Age 

Address 

City 

State 

Zip 

Telephone 
LA909N 

Earn  a  degree  without  going  to  college 
The  ICS  Center  for  Degree  Studies  is  authorized 
by  the  Pennsylvania  Department  of  Education  to 
offer  career  programs  at  home  leading  to  Associate 
in  Specialized  Business  and  Associate  in  Specialized 
Technology  degrees.  For  more  information  at  no  cost 
or  obligation  to  you,  check  your  choice  below. 

□  Accounting  □  Engineering 
□  Business  Management  Technology 

ICS 
International  Correspondence  Schools 

Scranton,  Pa.  18515 

BRUARY,    1976 

Canadian  residents  use  Scranion.  Pa.  address  for  strv  ice  from  ICS  Cana- 
dian, Ltd.  in  Hawaii:  931  University  Ave.,  Honolulu,  Hawaii  96814. 
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You  could  write  a  book  about  this  unusual  store! 
We  have.  But  more  about  that  later.  Right  now 
the  big  news  is  our  STORE-WIDE  MIDWINTER 
SALE,  with  healthy  price  cuts  all  through 
our  incredible  treasure-trove  of  famous  brand 
furniture.  Visit  us  and  enjoy  sale  savings  on 
all  our  fabulous  Henredon  collections  as  well  as 
on  such  distinguished  names  as  JohnWiddicomb, 

Baker, Tomlin.son,  Drexel,  Heritage, 

Davis,  White  and  many  more.  Or  send  $7.50 

to  Dept.  H2  for  Bograd's  intriguing  Book  of 
Home  Fashions.  More  than  300  pages,  mostly 
in  color,  of  beautiful  room  settings  and 
sound  decorating  counsel. 

We're  conveniently  located  tor  friends  from  near  and  far  just a  few  blocks  from  the  downtown  Paterson  exit  of  Interstate  80. 
Bograds  is  easily  accessible,  loo.  from  the  New  York  Thruway, 
Garden  Slate  Parkway  and  New  Jersey  Turnpike.  Please  phone 
collect  for  driving  instructions:  (201)  278-4242. 
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288  MAIN  STREET,  PATERSON,  NEW  JERSEY  (201)  278-4242 
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hroacnia  whole-house  air  conditionir  '' 
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A^wYTole  houseful  of  cool,  clean,  refrtshing  air,  that's  what  York 

gnes  you  in  a  quiet,  dependable,  compact  "package"  that  can  bt 
supplied  to  any  home.  I 

York  "springtime"  machines  include  high  efficiency,  energy-saving 

models  to  save  electricity.  And  money.  Inside  your  home,  York's 
exclusive  space-saving  flatTop  cooling  coil  fits  on  top  of  your  fur- 

nace and  offers  features  no  one  else  can  match! 

A  free  home  survey  is  as  near  as  your  York  dealer.  Many  even  offer 
special  incentives  or  savings  for  buying  early.  Call  l|im  now  or 
write:  York  Division  of  Borg-Warner  Corp.,  P.O.  Box:^S9Z,  York, 

iiiPPa,  17405  for  free  color  brochures.  ^^^ 

'^'^'^rwpy,  you'll  find  out  how  easy  it  is  to  put  some  "sprjq||tiine^\ 
tr  ;llfe.  And  keep  it  there  summer  after  summer  after  summer.  j| fi 

le  who  won't  settle  for  s 

'€.* 
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Nulone! 
The  security  system 

that  protects 
your  home, 

without  cramping 
your  lifestyle. 

For  the  house  fixer 

HUM 
''■■■'  ;  '  olo  o(  iho  rno',1 

advancfeid  socufity  system  on  Iho 

market  ,  ,  .  NuTone.  Whore  is  it?  Every- 
where! All  around  the  perimeter  of  the 

house  on  duty  all  the  time,  Bacl<ed  up 
by  a  second  line  of  defense  against 
intruders  inside.  Early  warning  of 
smoke  and  fire.  Panic  buttons  for  the 

unpredictable.  Time  delay  exit/entry 
release  features,  automatic  phone  dial- 

ing and  much  more  ,  ,  .  all  custom-de- 

signed to  fit  your  needs,  your  home 
and  your  lifestyle. 

Securiiy  should  be  felt,  nol  seen.  The 

all -new  Nulone  Security  Systems  never 

intrude  (;n  your  life  They're;  oasy  to 
live  with  .  .  ,  safely. 

We've  prepared  a  36  page  bookie!  lull 
ol  facts  and  ideas  to  help  make  yr^ur 
home  a  lot  safer.  II  contains  many  m 
formative  tips  on  Ihingy  you  can  do 

yoursf.'lf  In  make  your  lamlly  more 
secuf 

M'b  yours  free.  Plus,  we'll  ;,end  along 
Gompl(;l()  inloririalion  about  NuTone's 
rovolulion;ify,  now  Security  r,y,lr,'ftr, 
Tor  your  Free  Home  Security  Guide, 
;,iinf)ly  ni.iil  llu'  <  Miipon  Iciow 

'SSSSSSSSSi  NuTonc  Security 

I WpPlt^J^yll  Systems  .  .    wo  don't LlLi.  -,  rr-  -  „„ar  ufl  intrude  on  your  life 
.  .  .  and  wo  fiolp  make 

sure  nobody  else  does! 

my  rrnn  Moif"' 
'int:iif||y  riuifl' 
I  undi'i'.l.iiul 
I  .irii  iiriflnr  iin 

ohllciiillon  [<) 

pi/tchn'jo 
■•iriylhinci, 

Mall  to: 

Nil  I  OIK"  Olvlr.lon  Scovlll 

l).)|)l    HO-IC-2.  P.  O    Box  9050 
CInclnnnll,  Ohio  45209 

II.IIIH.   

A-l<lr-.','i^ 

I   ily 

.l.lli' 
JJIK 

N'lf'[.lu.nc 

Nulone  Honsmg  Products 

SOOHIII 

Wm  Portable 
whirlpool  spa 

A  freestanding  bath  (or  thciapciilic 

use  (or  regular  bathing)  has  an 

a^^itator  to  set  the  water  in  turbu- 

lent whirlpool  motion.  In  two  sizes. 

H  leel  square  and  4-by-f)-leel,  it  is 

made  ol  14-gauge,  copper-bearing, 
galvanized  metal  wall  panels  with 

an  S-ineh-wide  coping  around  the 

lop  and  a  heavy  vinyl  liner  inside. 
Portable,  the  bath  can  be  disman 

tied,  because  of  its  panel  conslrue- 
tiori  and  used  indoors  or  outdoors. 

(Il  could  also  lie  set  in  the  ground.) 

C  omplete  with  filler,  heater,  skim- 

mer, and  high  volume  agitator,  the 

larger  size  is  $2,225;  the  smaller 

unit,  $1,525.  Venture  Associates. 

I'.O.  Uox  l"^!!.  l';ilerson.  N.I. 

07509 

I'rlnlprl  In  11  S.A. 

i? 

iwi 

H  Long  distance 
measure 

i  1)1  measuring  outdoor  spaces, 

huge  rt)oms.  or  other  areas  a 

handy  distance  finder.  You  sight 

Ihioiigh  a  view  finder,  as  you 

would  :i  camera,  adjust  the  lell- 
IkiiuI  dial  until  the  two  images 

merge  in  the  viewlinder,  then  read 
the  distance  on  the  scale.  It  can  be 

used  to  determine  horizontal  or 
vertical  distances  for  landscaping, 
fencing,  driveways,  surveys,  and 
measures  between  100  and  400 

feet.  Weighing  only  22  ounces,  the 
unit  also  provides  a  power  scope. 

a  Iclescope-like  tool  for  magnify- 

ing distant  objects,  f  he  Rangemat- 

ic  4f)0  unit  has  a  two-year  warran- 

ty, retails  foh  $49.95  from  Rang- 
ing, Inc.,  90  Lincoln  Road  North. 

Last  Rochester,  N.Y.  14445 

■  Revolving 
clothes  rack 

I'less  an  on  oil  wall  switch  and  a 

heavy-duty  motor  turns  the  circu- 

lar steel  clothing  hanger  automat- 
ically. I  he  notched  rack  holds 

clothing  hangers  at  equal  intervals 

and  is  supported  by  a  steel  shaft 
and  steel  box  attached  to  ceiling 

joists  with  H  bolts.  It  fits  into  a 

4-by-4-|{)ii|  (or  larger)  closet  with 

a  2-foot  (or  wiiler)  door;  access 
doors  could  open  from  adjoining 

rooms,  ;ilso.  Shelves  are  available 

for  linen  or  storage  other  than 

clothing;  a  second  rack  can  be 

added    for    two-level    clothing    ar- 

By  Will  M 
rangement.  .Model  lOOI.  witf 
trie  motor,  ?j)l65.  Model  lO: 

manual  operation,  $140.  Al 

terprises,  Box  729,  Petoskey, 

49970 

H  Foolproof screwdriver 

You  dont  have  to  drill  hole 

to  put  screws  in  wood,  met 

plastic  with  a  new  .screwdriv 

grips  the  screw  head  so  firr 
sets  the  screw  in  place  so  it 
fall.  A  liibnhir  collar  slides 

over  the  end  ol  the  blade  to  hi 

When    the   collar   is   tighten^ 

fixes  the  screw  securely.    I  he 
collar  will  slide  back  and  the  s 

driver  blade  is  used   in   the 

way   to   drive   in   the   screw. 

"One  Arm  .Screwdriver,"  a 
three   screwdrivers   9%    and 

inches   long   for  6-12  screw 

and  61/2  inches  long  for  4-6  si 

is    $10.95    postpaid    from   '\ Distributing  Co..  1723  Steven 

Indianapolis,  Ind.  46227 

Concrete  tiles  from  plastic  molds 

I  )o  il-yourselvers  can  pave  Iheir 
own  garden  terraces,  walks,  pool 

decks,     greenhouse     floors     with 

ready-made  molds.  A  variety  of 

plastic  shapes — four  are  shown^ — 
provide  forms  for  paving  of  vari- 

ous  patterns.    You    (ill   the   n 
with  concrete  of  fine  and  ci 

aggregate  with  the  bottom  ̂ i 
layer  of  colored  eement-and 
mix  for  colored  tiles,  (oat  tht 

piece  llexible  molds  with  moti 

first,  pour  the  concrete  into  tl 
lei  il  harden,  turn  over  the  n 
when  ihe  concrete  is  rigidly  I 

let  them  cure  in  a  sU)ckpile 

you  have  enough  for  your  p.i 

project,  then  lay  them  on  a 
bed  o\  s;md  in  interlocking  pati| 

and  caulk    joints.  I  2  molds.  $  I 

postp;iid   Irom   lormlile   Prodi 

2  Hughes  Ave.,  Rye,  NY.   I( 



Lg's  extra  length  gives  me  an  extra  smooth  taste 
that's  real.  Real  taste  —and  real  pleasure — 

,:;.-?Js; 

Warning:  The  Surgeon  General  Has  Determined 

Thai  Cigarette  Smoking  Is  Dangerous  to  Your  Health 

MHBg^-sr; ^iP^TfS 
WihytF^p^ 
'i^.?!^u.Ar  ̂ ;>& 

^f?^»S [tffici^if^ <^""i  *r^  ̂ ►■-a:^  »J5r  ±.'UEF 

"2  mg.  nicotine  av.  per 

Ctqarelte.  FTC  Report  SEPT, 75. 



INALIENABLE 

TO  GET  YOUR 

MOVING 
*KIT* 

3B-S'  SI01SFI3NF0  TTOXJHR 

TO  THE 

BELOW 

MdiXjfloiuer 
Dcpt  HG  •  P  O  Box  107B 
Indianapolis,  Indiana  46206 

I  m  moving,  and  I  have  a  right  to  all 
the  help  I  can  get   So  send  me  your 
famous  free  Mayflower  Moving  Kit, 
complete  with  all  the  checklists, 
inventory  sheets,  change  of  address 

cards  and  good  advice  I'll  need 
NAME_ 

ADDRESS^ 

CITY   _S  I  ATE  _ ^ZIP. 

APPROX   .MOVING  DA  IE, 

m 
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A  GREAT  AMERICAN  IDEA CELEBRATING  THE  1976  BICENTENf 

Id! 

Great  traditional  American  foo^ 
Marvelous  ways  for  the  gourmet  cook 

to  celebrate  the  Bicentennial  in  the  kitchen  By  Kenneth  B;e 

■  In  our  Bicentennial  excite- 
ment over  American  architec- 

ture, arts  and  crafts,  restoration, 

and  furniture,  we  are  apt  to  for- 
get that  the  creative  urge  was  also 

felt  in  the  kitchen.  Our  forebears 

ate  in  a  style  rather  different  from 

ours  today,  but  they  dined  exceed- 
ingly well  on  dishes  that  show  a 

remarkable  degree  of  invention — 
particularly  when  we  remember 
that  for  a  long  time  the  fireplace 
was  the  stove,  and  that  recipes 
were  either  memorized  or  written 

by  hand.  If  memory  failed,  or  that 

scrap  of  paper  disappeared,  the 
cook  created. 

It  was  not  until  1742  that  the 
first  American  cookbook  made  its 

appearance.  Printed  in  Williams- 
burg, Va.,  called  The  Compleat 

Housewife,  or  Accomplished  Gen- 

tlewoman's Companion,  it  was 
compiled  and  edited  by  Mr.  Wil- 

liam Parks,  who  based  his  book  on 

English  recipes.  He  had  to.  There 
were  no  others  in  the  Colonies  in 

print.  He  did,  however,  eliminate 
all  dishes  involving  ingredients 

that  could  not  be  found  in  Vir- 

ginia, replacing  them  with  recipes 
he  gleaned  from  local  cooks  who 
kept  their  handwritten  secrets 
tucked  into  the  family  Bible  or  any 

other  safe  repository.  The  result  is 

pure  Virginiana.  It  abounds  in  but- 
ter, eggs,  and  cream,  game  and 

poultry,  beef,  veal,  sweetbreads, 
and  rich  custards  known  as  flum- 

meries. If  the  book's  readers  suf- 
fered from  cholesterol,  they 

weren't  aware  of  it.  Diet  meant  to 
feed,  not  abstain. 

A  variation  on  the  cookbook  is 

still  published  by  Colonial  Wil- 
liamsburg. It  is  called  the  Wil- 

liamsburg Art  of  Cookery,  or  (still 
with  us,  although  the  compleat 
housewife  has  disappeared)  The 

Accomplished  Gentlewoman's 
Companion.  It  is  a  very  good  cook- 

book, if  a  bit  difficult  to  read — the 

s's  are  printed  like  f's — and  all 
tested  recipes  are  marked  with  an 
asterisk.  The  untested  ones  you 

proceed  with  at  your  own  risk.  Mr. 

Parks  was  interested  in  only  "use- 
ful and  practicable"  recipes,  al- 

though he  could  not  resist  (as  the 

current  editors  could  not)  includ- 

ing a  few  fantasies  merely  to  "di- 
vert and  amuse  the  reader."  They 

are  wonderful  curiosity  pieces: 

Solomon's  Temple  in  Flummery — 
three  custards,  one  pink,  one 

white,  one  ecru,  layered  in  an  elab- 
orate mold  (it  must  have  looked 

like  some  kind  of  temple)  and 

brought  to  table  crowned  with 
flowers;  An  Egg  as  big  as  Twenty 

— a  replica  of  a  giant  hard-boiled 
egg  flavored  so  exotically  it  must 

have  tasted  like  perfume,  and  used 

in  "grand  sallads,"  and  a  Lisbon 
Cake,  more  edifice  than  cake,  that 

was  built  of  pufl"  pastry,  jams,  jel- 
lies, icing,  sugar,  and  varicolored 

glazes.  For  obvious  reasons,  these 
delights  have  not  been  tested. 

In  the  19th  century,  food  took 
on  a  new  lusted  and,  if  possible, 

more  of  it  was  consumed.  The  in- 
fluence of  French  haute  cuisine 

spread  to  England  and  then  to  this 
country,  but  unlike  the  French, 
who  were,  and  are,  content  with 

two  good  meals  a  day,  English  and 
American  Victorians  and  Edward- 
ians  were  apt  to  demand  no  less 
than  five.  A  famous  recipe  for  beef 

stock  begins  with  "take  one  ox." 
There  were  plenty  of  oxen  and 

everything  else.  Because  the  raw 
materials  for  feasting  were  so 

plentiful  and  so  cheap,  one  feasted. 
Ft  took  a  long  time  for  the  picture 

to  change,  but  it  did.  The  cook- 
books that  came  after  The  Accom- 

plished Gentlewoman's  Compan- 
ion followed  in  that  tome's  foot- 

steps (they  were  rich  cookbooks), 
and  it  took  us  years  and  years  to 

realize  that  what  was  good  (may- 
by)  for  our  forefathers  was  not 

good  for  us. Today,  to  diet  no  longer  means 
to  feed,  but  to  be  sensible  about 

food — not  only  to  lose  weight,  but 

to  keep  the  heart  happy.  Amazing- 

ly, the  American  passion  for  sal- 
ads and  fresh  vegetables  has  even 

put  a  bee  in  certain  French  bon- 
nets, and  we  now  have  La  Cuisine 

Minceur,  a  kind  of  cooking  that 
practically  eliminates  eggs,  butter, 

cream — and  possibly,  cholesterol. 
Just  the  same,  one  cannot  live  on 

gluten  bread  alone,  and  there  are 
times  when  dipping  into  an  old 
cookbook  can  be  a  real  gustatory 

treat. 

For  example:  Here  are  a  few 

recipes  skimmed  from  the  rich 

cauldron  of  18th-  and  19th-cen- 

tury cookery.  Some  have  been  up- 
dated, some  have  not.  And  if  you 

are  brave  enough,  it  may  amuse 

you  to  try  as  an  aperitif  a  drink 
from  The  Bay  Village  Historical 
Cookbook.  Couched  in  the  style  of 

its  day.  the  recipe  bears  the  sim- 
ple, innocent  name  of 

■  Tonic 
One  good-sized  pineapple,  1 

pound  granulated  sugar,  1  quart 

good  whiskey,  pare  and  slice  the 

pineapple,  put  in  2-quart  fruit  jar. 
sprinkling  the  sugar  through  it. 
Pour  on  the  whiskey,  cover  slowly 

and  let  stand  4  days.  Take  a  small 
wine  glass  each  morning. 

From  the  same  cookbook,  an 

updated  version  of  a  luscious  dish 
called: 

(;?; 

ILLUSTRATION   BY  MARTIN   SILVERMAN    FROM   "rECIPES  FROM  AMERICA  S   RESTORED  VILLAGES 

Delicious  nostalgia:  Mary 

Todd  Lincoln's  White 
Almond  Cake;  Old-Fashioned 

Apple  Butter;  Grandma 
dagger's  Beef  Stew, 
and  Hoosier  Biscuits. 

■  Crabmeat  Supreme 
/  pound  fresh  crabmeat 
2  tablespoons  butter V2  cup  sherry 

2  tablespoons  flour 
'/2  teaspoon  salt 
dash  of  pepper 

2  cups  light  cream 
2  packages  frozen  asparagus 

1  cup  whipped  cream 
4  tablespoons  Parmesan  cheese 
Saute  the  crabmeat  lightly  in  \ 

ter.  Add  sherry  and  simmer  u 

reduced  by  half.  Add  flour,  seal- 
ing, cream  and  cook  until  th 

ened.  Cook  and  drain  the  asp; 

gus.  Place  in  well-buttered  ca' role,  pour  the  crabmeat  over, 

spread  the  whipped  cream  over 
entire  top.  Sprinkle  with  the  grs 

cheese  and  place  in  a  400'^  o to  brown  very  slightly.  Watch 

Serves  4-6. Not    from    this    cookbook 
from  the  same  locale  (Ohio),  an 
vcntive  delicacy  called: 

■  Very  Good  and 
Very  Old  Coffee  Cake 

(It  is  extraordinarily  good,  but" 
though  flavored  with  coffee,  m 
coffee  cake  in  the  traditional  seii 

Highly  spiced,  densely  fruited  i 
is    a    dessert    cake.    Steamed, 
makes  a  remarkable  pudding.) 
2  cups  brown  sugar 

I  cup  each  butter,  molasses, and  strong  coffee 
4  eggs 

1  teaspoon  soda 
4  cups  flour 

2  teaspoons  cloves 
2  teaspoons  cinnamon 
I  teaspoon  nutmeg 

I  pound  each  raisins 
and  currants 

Continued  on  pag( 
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Quality. 
The  endangered 

species. 
ice,  when  a  man  produced  a  product  it  was  the  best 

could  possibly  make.  He  stood  behind  it  with  pride, 

lived  a  simple  idea;  Do  it  right  or  don't  do  it  at  all. 
)w  that  idea  may  be  threatened. Today  that  pnde 

workmanship,  in  the  quality  of  things,  is  in  danger 

slowly  slipping  away. 

)wever,  there  are  still  companies,  many  of  them,  that 

3  working  harder  today  than  ever  before  to  preserve 

lality  in  everything  they  do.  We  feel  that  Whirlpool 

)rporation  is  such  a  company. 

'duality  Controllers 
ho  nag,  nag,  nag. 

jjr  customer  assurance  staff 
spects  our  products  from  early 

3sign  stages  all  the  way  to  actual 

-home  use.  Demanding,  exhaustive  tests.  Anyone 

Whirlpool  can  tell  you,  it's  not  easy  working  for  perfec- 
)nists.  But  it  makes  darn  good  sense  to  buy  from  them. 

A  warranty  dedicated  to  you. 
Some  warranties  look  like 

they're  written  only  for  lawyers. 
Not  ours.  Every  Whirlpool  letter 

warranty  is  easy  to  read,  easy 

)  understand  and  just  as  easy  to  use. 

Service  you  can 
count  on. 

That's  why  we  have 

Whirlpool  Tech-Care 
service.  A  franchised 

service  network  which  means  all 

the  help  you  need  is  usually  no  more  than  minutes  away. 

Cool  line  for  hot  tempers. 

That's  why  in  1 967  we  initiated  our 
Cool  Line  service.  Toll-free  help 

that's  available  to  you  anytime. 
Just  call  and  find  out. The  number  is 

800-253-1301.  In  Michigan,  800-632-2243 

A  checkup  on  us.     if  youve  ever  contacted 
Whirlpool  for  warranty  work 

and  Tech-Care  service,  or  via 

the  Cool  Line,  don't  be  sur- 
prised if  you  get  a  call  back. 

Right,  we  check  up  on  our- 

selves With  random  calls.  Just  to  make  sure  you're 

satisfied  with  the  job  we're  doing. 
Yes  quality  may  be  endangered  in  many  places.  But  at 

Whirlpool  we  simply  won't  let  it  die.  It's  just  too  important. 

Whirlpool Home  M.  Appliances 

We  believe  quality  can  be  beautiful. 



NOW... 
do-it-yourself 

with  Pomona's 

DUTILE 
GENUINE  CERAMIC  TILE  IN  12"  X  12"  FLEXIBLE  SHEETS  WITH 

PRE-FILLED  STAIN  RESISTANT  RUBBER  SILICONE  JOINTS 

it's  easy  as  1-2-3! First,  measure  and  layout  area  to  be  tiled.  Second,  press  the 

tile  sheets  into  mastic  like  laying  floor  tile.  Third,  apply  stain- 
resistant  sealant  only  around  the  joints  between  the  tile  sheets 

, .  .  clean  up  and  presto  . .  .  your  tile  job  is  complete! 

installs  over  any  surface! 
Modernize  with  MOD-U-TILE  .  .  .  goes  over  any  surface  .  .  . 
including  existing  tile!  No  trim  shapes  required  .  .  .  each  tile 
is  self-trimmed  on  all  four  sides.  Nine  Tile  go  in  at  one  time 

as  one  self-aligning  unit.  -. 

WRITE  TODAY  FOR  FREE  LITERATURE 

AND  YOUR  NEAREST  MOD-U-TILE  DEALER  TO: 

Quality  Products 

from  the 
Creative  Kilns  of 

A  Division  of  National  Gypsum  Company 

P.O.    BOX   2249,    DEPT.    MOD,    POMONA,    CALIF.   91766 

merican — — Olean 

One  cannot  live  on  gluten  bread  alone. 
There  are  times  when  dipping  into 

an  old  cookbook  can  be  a  gustatory  treat 

I  radltiOnal    food  continued  from  page  44 

chopped  dates,  mils,  and 
citron  in  whatever 

profusion  you  fancy 
Mix  well  and  bake  slowly  in  loaf 
pans  (4,  if  smallish)  in  a  moderate 
oven  for  45  to  60  minutes.  Like  all 

fruit  cakes,  it  profits  from  expo- 
sure to  rum  or  brandy. 

Now  back  to  the^  Williamsburg 
Art  of  Cookery,  to  find  out 

■  How  to  Cook 
an  Old  Virginia  Ham 
There  are  many  ways.  This  one, 
devised  by  some  accomplished 
gentlewoman,  imparts  an  unusual 
piquancy.  It  requires  a  ham  from  3 

to  5  years  old  (they  don't  rush things  in  Virginia)  weighing  from 
12  to  18  pounds.  Trim  it  and  scrub 
the  daylights  out  of  it.  Soak  it 
overnight,  then  change  the  water, 
add  1  cup  of  cider  vinegar,  1  cup 
of  brown  sugar,  and  boil  very 
slowly  for  5  to  6  hours,  or  until 
the  end  bone  is  loose.  Keep  the 
ham  in  the  water  until  it  is  cold, 
then  skin  it.  Slash  the  fat  into  criss- 

crossed gashes  1  inch  apart  and 
stuff  them  with  a  mixture  of  bread- 

crumbs, chow  chow  pickle,  a  little 
ham  broth,  and  butter.  Pat  smooth 

and  cover  with  a  layer  of  sliced  cu- 
cumber pickles.  Bake  to  what  is 

called  a  "nice"  brown. 

■  Oyster  Stuffing  for 
Turkey 

I  Williamsburg) 

A  simple  and  very  satisfactory  way 

to  complement  the  richness  of  tur- 
key with  the  delicate  flavor  of  oys- 

ters. To  a  pint  of  cracker  crumbs 
add  a  pint  of  oysters.  Moisten  the 
mixture  with  sweet  cream,  then 
add  butter,  salt,  and  pepper  to 
taste.  The  flavor  of  the  stuffing 
seems  to  improve  if  it  is  made 
ahead  of  time — even  the  night  be- 

fore. Keep  it  cool. 

■  Soft  Egg  Bread iH'illianislutrf^) 

Very  delicate,  much  more  custard- 
like than  spoon  bread.  Mix  1  cup 

corn  meal  with  1  quart  buttermilk. 
Add  3  beaten  eggs  (4  are  better) 
and  Vi  teaspoon  salt.  Bake  in  a 
slow  oven  in  a  well-buttered  pud- 

ding or  souffle  dish  until  a  silver 
knife  thrust  into  it  comes  out 

clean. 

■  Caramel  Pie 
<H'llliiu)ishiii-'^) 

if  this  combination  of  flavors 

seems  incongruous,  it  is  not.  The 
right  word  is  inspired.  Beat  5  eggs 
until  they  are  creamy,  gradually 
beat  in  2  cups  of  brown  sugar,  then 
add  1  cup  of  melted  butter  and  1 
cup  of  damson  plum  preserves. 
Mix  well,  pour  into  a  pie  plate 

lined  with  good  pastry,  and  bake 
%  of  an  hour  in  a  moderate  oven. 

From  Sandra  Oddo"s  Home 
Made,  a  compendium  of  19th- 
century  recipes,  a  tasty  and  hand- 

some dish  called: 

■  Fondue  of  Stilton 
Cheese 

As  the  1 9th-century  use  of  French 

cookery  terms  was  somewhat  er- 
ratic, Mrs.  Oddo  notes  that  this 

isn't  a  fondue  at  all,  but  a  kind  of 
hardy  souffle.  Made  in  individual 
dishes  (she  uses  reproductions  of 
old  squarish  ironstone  sugarbowls) 
it  is  an  unusual  first  course  for 
which  she  sometimes  substitutes 
blue  cheese  for  Stilton.  To  quote 

the  recipe,  old-style:  "Put  six ounces  of  butter  1 1  Vi  sticks]  and 
half  a  pound  of  flour  [2  cups]  in  a 

stew  pan,  rub  well  together  with  a 
wooden  spoon,  then  add  a  quart 
of  warm  milk,  stir  over  the  fire  for 

a  quarter  of  an  hour,  then  add  the 
yolks  of  eight  eggs,  three  quarters 
of  a  pound  of  grated  Parmesan, 
and  half  a  pound  of  Stilton  (or 
blue)  cheese  in  small  dice,  season 
rather  high  with  pepper,  salt,  and 
cayenne,  add  the  whites  of  the  eggs 

whipped  very  stiff,  which  stir  in 

lightly. "  At  this  point,  Mrs.  Oddo 
disregards  the  recipe's  call  for 
muffin-sized  "paper  cases"  and  fills 
her  sugarbowls  three  quarters  full 
and  bakes  the  souffles  in  a  moder- 

ate oven  for  about  twenty  minutes. 
Individual  souffle  dishes  are  fine 
— ten  to  twelve. 

From  A  Cooking  Legacy,  a  new 

collection  of  old  recipes,  an  imag- 
inative variation  on  a  seafood 

salad  called: 

■  Neptune's  Cold  Lunch 4  green  onions  vvilli  tops, 

chopped  fine 
3  green  apples,  peeled and  chopped 

Va  cup  vegetable  oil 
2  to  3  teaspoons  curry  powder 

2  teaspoons  celery  seeds 
2  teaspoons  dry  mustard 
Vj  cup  sour  cream 
1  '/2  cups  mayonnaise 

juice  of  1  lemon Va  cup  chopped  parsley 

2  cups  cooked  rice 
■V4  pound  lobster,  King  crab,  or 

lump  crab  meat 
1  pound  cooked  cleaned 

shrimps 

salt  and  white  pepper 

Saute  green  onions  and  apples  in 

oil  until  just  soft;  do  not  brown. 
Add  curry  powder,  celery  seeds, 
and  mustard:  cool.  Stir  in  sour 

cream,  mayonnaise,  lemon  juice 

and  half  the  parsley.  Gently  com- 
bine cooked  rice,  seafood,  and 

Continued  on  page  50 
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He  sacrificed  his  sanity 
and  his  Ufe  to  see  and  to  paint 

^t^^    as  no  one  ever  had  before 

The  World  of  Van  Gogh 
is  yours  to  enjoy  for  10  days  free  as  a  guest  of  the 

Death  haunts  Van  Gogh's 
last  Sflf-portrait. Time-Life  Library  of  Art Actual  book  size;  9"  x  12".  lUustr.itod 

sUpcase,  hard  covers,  188  pages. 
160  ilUistrations,  72  in  full  color. 

■ 
^^^^^9t^^^^^^?^i 

I 
pi:,:. 1 |1 M 

f 
^' ■  S 

Van  Gogh  sought  peace  in 
painting  this  church 
at  Auvers. 

Many  other  artists,  such  as 
Gauguin,  are  represented. 

HE  TRIED  to  express  his  feeling  for man  and  nature  by  becoming  a 

minister,  but  his  fervor  alarmed  his  su- 
periors. He  fell  in  love  with  two  women 

of  his  own  class  and  they  fled  from  him 

as  from  a  dangerous  lunatic.  The  fa- 

mous incident  in  which  he  cut  off^  part of  his  ear  and  gave  it  to  a  prostitute  was 

only  one  more  attempt  to  give  some- 
thing of  himself  to  anyone  who  would 

accept  it. 
This  torrent  of  emotion  —  for  which 

society  had  no  use  —  turned  Vincent 
Van  Gogh  into  one  of  the  greatest  paint- 

ers of  all  time.  Never  has  a  man  poured 
so  much  pure  responsiveness  into  his 
art.  You  can  see  in  it  everything  from 
salvation  to  suicide.  Sacrificing  his  life 

and  sanity  to  his  work,  he  burned  him- 
self up  in  a  blaze  of  perception,  a  con- 

trolled riot  of  color  that  washed  over 
modern  art  like  a  tidal  wave  of  lyricism. 

Love,  for  Van  Gogh,  was  a  means  of 

seeing ...  of  fusing  himself  with  his  sub- 
jects. Even  the  lavish  way  he  squeezed 

a  tube  of  paint  directly  onto  his  canvas 
s>mbolized  a  generosity  that  knew  no 
limits.  To  the  humblest  subject— an  old 
pair  of  boots,  an  empty  chair— he 
brought  the  special  light  of  his  own 
fervor.  As  one  critic  put  it,  Van  Gogh 
had  the  courage  to  look  the  sun  squarely 
in  the  face  and  steal  its  radiance. 

Beside  almost  1,700  works  of  art,  Van 

Gogh  also  bequeathed  to  the  world— in 
661  letters  to  his  brother— one  of  the 
most  moving  autobiographies  ever  writ- 

ten. It  shows  this  dauntless  man  trying 
to  learn  Greek  in  order  to  be  allowed  to 
preach  to  Dutch  coal  miners.  You  find 
him,  his  hatband  stuck  full  of  candles, 
painting  the  stars  at  midnight.  You 
trace  letter  by  letter,  canvas  by  canvas. 

the  collapse  of  his  sanity  and  his  subse- 

quent suicide. The  World  of  Van  Gogh  is  your  intro- 
duction to  the  Time-Life  Library  of 

Art  ...  a  magnificently  illustrated 
series  that  shows  you— and  helps  you 

appreciate— the  most  important  achieve- 
ments in  700  years  of  Western  painting 

and  sculpture.  Focusing  on  a  major 

artist  such  as  Michelangelo,  Rem- 
brandt or  Picasso,  each  volume  is  a 

splendid  exhibition,  a  thoroughly  reli- 
able reference  work,  and  a  most  enjoy- 

able way  of  increasing  your  family's awareness  and  understanding  of  art. 

160  illustrations,  72  in  full  color 

Written  by  Robert  Wallace,  The  World 

of  Van  Gogh  is  9"  x  12",  188  pages, with  160  illustrations,  many  of  them 
full-  or  double-pages.  To  put  Van  Gogh 
into  perspective,  the  book  also  offers 

profusely  illustrated  chapters  on  Gau- 
guin and  Toulouse-Lautrec,  as  well  as 

examples  of  Cezarme,  Degas,  Renoir, 
Monet  and  odiers. 

For  all  its  luxurious  features,  the 
book  costs  only  $6.95  plus  shipping  and 

handling.  Witli  it,  you  receive  a  spe- 
cially written  3,500-word  essay  on  art 

history  . . .  plus  a  larpe,  full-color  chron- 
ology chart  listing  368  major  Western 

artists. 
Examine  The  World  of  Van  Gogh 

for  10  days  free.  It  it  doesn't  make  you want  to  own  it,  send  it  back.  If  you 

keep  it,  you  pay  just  $6.95  .  .  .  and  we 
will  then  send  you  otlier  volumes  in  die 
Library  of  Art  at  the  rate  of  one 

approximately  every  other  mondi,  on 
the  same  free  examination.  There  is  no 

obligation,  so  why  not  fill  out  and  mail 
the  order  form  now. 

In  The  Harvest,  Van  Gogh  captures  both  the  lushness  and 
the  deep  tranquihty  of  the  southern  French  countryside.  IT  I  KA  CI 

DQl 
BOOKS 

Time-Life  Library  of  Art 
the  best  of  7  centuries  of  Western  painting  and  sculpture 

Amoii"  the  volumes 

TIME-LIFE  BOOKS  BHBYU3 
TIME  &  LIFE  BUILDING 
CHICAGO,  ILLINOIS  606U 

Yes,  I  would  like  to  examine  The  World  of  Van  Gogh. 

Please  send  it  to  me  for  the  10  days'  free  examination 
and  enter  my  subscription  to  the  Time-Lifu  Library  of 
Art.  Also  send  me  a  specially  written  Introductory  Essay 
by  Dr.  H.  W.  Janson  and  a  chronology  chart  of  the  major 
Western  artists  of  the  past  700  years.  If  I  decide  to  keep 
this  book  and  the  other  materials,  I  will  pay  $6.95  plus 
shipping  and  handling.  I  then  will  receive  future  volumes 
in  the  Library  of  Art,  shipped  a  volume  at  a  time,  ap- 

proximately every  other  month.  Each  is  $6.95  plus  ship- 
ping and  handling  and  comes  on  a  10-day  free-examina- 
tion basis.  There  is  no  minimum  number  of  books  that  I 

must  buy,  and  I  may  cancel  my  subscription  at  any  time 
simply  by  notifying  you. 

if  I  do  not  choose  to  keep  The  World  of  Van  Gogh, 
I  will  return  the  book  within  10  days,  my  subscription 
for  future  volumes  will  be  canceled,  and  I  will  not  be 
under  any  further  obligation. 

1 

Name (please  print) 

Address 

Apt. 

City 

State 

Zip 

J 



Y)urs  Free: 
"The  real  inside  story" "The  Real  Inside  Story"  is  a  booklet 
that  tells  you  what  you  need  to 
know  to  select  the  best  mattress  and 

boxspring  combination  among  the 

many  kinds  available  today.  It's 
called  the  Inside  Story  because  that's 
where  Better  Value  in  a  mattress 

begins— with  innersprings,  made  of 
strong  steel  wire  for  lasting  comfort. 

Another  reason  you  get  Better  Value  with  innersprings  is 
that  they  last  longer.  An  independent  testing  laboratory 
found  that  an  innerspring  mattress  and  steel  wire  boxspring 
lasted  68  %  longer  than  other  materials  tested. 

Send  for  your  free  copy  of  "The  Real  Inside  Story"  today. 

Please  send  me  a  free  copy  of  the  12-page  booklet 

"The  Real  Inside  Story." 
Name- 

Address - 

City   -State- 
-Zip. 

Mail  To: 

Committee  of  Rod  and  Drawn  Wire  Producers 
American  Iron  and  Steel  Institute 
1000  16th  Street,  N.W. 
Washington,  D.C.  20036 

Traditional  food continued  from  page  46 

dressing,  adjusting  salt  and  pep- 
per to  taste.  Place  in  a  serving  dish 

and  sprinkle  rest  of  parsley  on  top. 

Refrigerate  for  several  hours  to  al- 
low flavors  to  meld.  Serves  6-8. 

Finally,  from  Recipes  from 

America's  Restored  Villages,  a 
pound  cake  dreamed  up  long  ago 
in  North  Carolina.  It  has  the  firm, 
moist  texture  of  a  plain  pound 
cake,  but  a  rich  caramel  flavor 
enhanced  with  pecans  or  walnuts. 
■  Brown  Sugar 
Pound  Cake 
3  cups  sifted  all-purpose  flour 
'/2  teaspoon  baking  powder 
'4  teaspoon  salt 

■Va  cup  butter,  at  room 

temperature 

V4  cup  vegetable  shortening' I  pound  light  brown  sugar 
I  cup  sugar 
5  large  eggs 

I  cup  milk 
I  '/2  teaspoons  vanilla 

J  cup  chopped  pecans  or  walnuts 
Sift  together  the  flour,  baking  pow- 

der, and  salt  and  set  aside.  Cream 

the  butter  and  vegetable  shorten- 
ing until  very  light,  add  brown  sug- 
ar gradually,  creaming  all  the 

while  until  fluffy,  then  add  the 
plain  sugar  the  same  way  and 
cream  until  very  light.  Beat  in  the 
eggs,  one  at  a  time.  Add  the  sifted 

dry    ingredients    alternately    wi 
the   milk,    beginning   and   endii 
with  the  dry  ingredients  and  be; 
ing  each  addition  only  enough 
blend.    Stir    in   vanilla    and    nu 
Pour    into    a    well    greased    cM 
floured  10-inch  tube  pan  and  ba 
in  a  moderately  slow  oven  (325] 
for  1  %  to  2  hours  or  until  cake  1 

gins  to  pull  from  sides  of  pan  atl 
the  top  springs  back  slowly  whd 
pressed  with  a  finger.  Cool  cal 
upright  in  its  pan  on  a  wire  raJ 
10  minutes,  then  invert  and  tuj 
out  on  the  wire  rack.  Let  cool 
room  temperature  before  cuttinl 
If  these  recipes  intrigue  you,  yc 

may  want  the  books   they  car 
from.  The  Bay  Village  Hist  oriel 
Cookbook  is  out  of  print,  but  mol 
bookshops  carry  the  others,  or  w 
order  them.  Here  are  publisher 

prices,  authors: The  Williamsburg  Art  of  Cookei 

(Colonial    Williamsburg    in    W: 
liamsburg,  Va.,   $3.50)  by  Hek 
Bullock. 
Home  Made  (Atheneum,  $13.9. 

by  Sandra  Oddo. A  Cooking  Legacy  (Walker.  $1 

by  Virginia  T.  Elverson  and  Ma 
Ann  McLanahan. 

Recipes  from  America's  Restart Villages  ( Doubleday,  $7.95) 
Jean  Anderson.  ■ 

why  wait  all  your  life  to  do  "-^ 
the  one  thing  you  always  wai^cL. 
Just  imagine  yourself  in  a  greenhouse,  working  with  plants 

whenever  you  please.  Imagine  too,  that  it's  a  .^ 

Lord  &  Burnham  greenhouse,  the  best  there  is  . . .   ''/v     1 

and  there's  no  limit  to  what  you  can  grow.  j^'^^^^fc^C^  '  .■ Our  free  catalog  will   help  you   imagine.    /** 
It  will  help  you  learn  more  about  us,  about  our  ^^ 
greenhouses,  and  about  greenhouse  gardening.^    , > 

You'll  discover  we're  the  oldest  and  /i '  • 

largest  manufacturer  of  greenhouses  -i-il^.,» 

in  the  world.  And,  we're  the  only      ̂  
greenhouse  manufacturer  with 
nationwide  service.  We  have  a 

man  near  you,  who  will  help  you 

selectthe  site,  the  greenhouse,  VV-J'-'ii 

and  accessories  best  for  you.  'm'aC'V*:.---   ■' 
He  cares.  So  why  wait  any  longer?  -  t^i^      f^.■! 

Send  for  our  free  catalog  today.  -^ 

rr^ 
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LORD  &  BURNHAM  the  greenhouse  people 
Division  Burnham  Corporation  IRVINGTON  N.Y.  10533 
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^    Precise 

PLANr  , 
^    FOODii;^ 

,Nnfip«nHfyn 

Precise 

3in ■■comnwY ®  Precise  is  a  registered  trademark  of  3M  Company. 

PRECISE  Plant  Ibod. 

You  use  it  once  every 
four  months. 

\bur  plants  use  it 
every  day. 

Easier  to  use.  Simply  spoonfeed  "Precise"  right  from  the  bottle 
and  work  gently  into  the  topsoil.  That's  it!  You've  fed  your  plants 
for  4  months  ...  no  more  "every  10  to  14  days"  feeding.  No  more 
mixing  and  messing  with  often-odorous  liquids  or  powders.  No 
more  gallon  containers  or  guesswork  measuring.  One  bottle  of 

"Precise"  replaces  large,  hard-to-store  bags.  There's  no  plant  food 
easier  to  use  than  "Precise." 

A  better  way  to  feed  your  plants.  Contact 
with  normal  soil  moisture  activates  the  timed 

release  beads.  A  sure,  steady  stream  of  primary 

nutrition  (12-6-6)  is  delivered  to  your  plant  roots 
every  day.  This  controlled  method  of  feeding 

virtually  eliminates  the  danger  of  over- feeding 
and  fertilizer  burn.  Your  plants  respond  with  well- 
developed  roots,  strong  stems,  and  lush  foliage. 

Buy  "Precise"  at  garden  stores,  florists, 
hardware  stores,  supermarkets . . .  wherever 
you  buy  plant  food. 

Timed  Release  Plant  Food 



South  Carolina 
offers  you  the  vacation 

with  all  the  extras. 
At  no  extra  cost. 

We  d  like  CO  help  you  spend  less  money  tor  your  vacation  this 
year.  By  getting  more  \acation  for  your  money. 

So  we've  put  together  the  South  Carolina  Trip  Kit.  It's  full  of facts  about  all  the  things  South  Carolina  has  to  offer.  Like  beaches, 
mountains,  hunting,  fishing,  camping,  golf,  tennis,  lakes,  boating, 
gardens  and  histoncal  cities.  And  you  11  be  surprised  how  many  of 
our  attractions  are  free. 

Even  the  South  Carolina  Trip  Kit  is  free.  Just  send  us  the  coupon 
and  find  out  how  vou  can  have  all  the  South  Carolina  extras.  At 
no  extra  cost. 

Name 

Cit\-_ 

.Address 

.State   

-Zip 

Free  South  Carolina  Ir ip  Kit 
Miil  :o  Sc-.iih  Cardma  Division  c/  Toinism  Room  132,  Box  TS.  Cdicmbil.  South  Ciroirna  29202 

If  we  ever  closed 
The  Broadwater  Beach, 

theyU  have  to 
roll  up  the  Gulf  coast. 

45  holes  of  the  best  golf  euround,  guest  rooms  and  suites  in  a  sub-tropical 
garden  setting,  a  private  marina,  championship  tennis,  swimming  pools,  beach, 

great  restaurants  and  lounges.  All  in  all.  the  South's  top  family  resort.  That's 
The  Broadwater  Beach.  Find  out  more  by  sending  for  our  new  color  brochure. 

^""^^ BIlOADliATEIl  ] 
B£J^CfJ^  BILOXl.  MISSISSIPPI  39533  | HOTEL  ■   GOLF  CLUB  ■   MARINA  ■  ONTHEGULf  | 

Sounds  good.  Send  me  your  literature  and  rate  information.  | 

Name   ! 

Address. 

Citv   .State. 
.Zip_ 

GOING  PLACES.  FINDING  THINGS 

Gardens  in  the 
South  with 
take-home  ideas 
Wonderful  places  to  visit  and  stay 

with  ideas  you  can  bring  home 

for  your  own  indoor  or  outdoor  garden 

By  Marybeth  Weston 

^M  On  breezy  hrghlands  and  lake ^^  shores  and  in  the  shadowy 
ravines  of  Pine  Mountain,  the 

"tailbone"  of  the  Appalachians  80 
miles  south  of  Atlanta.  Ga..  plants 
native  to  the  North  and  plants  par- 

tial to  the  South  all  feel  at  home 

— and  so  do  people.  Visitors  who 
may  have  come  to  Callaway  Gar- 

dens for  golf,  tennis,  or  water- 
skiing  lessons,  or  just  a  restful  stay 
in  a  woodland  cottage  or  at  the 
Inn.  become  converts  to  the  scenic 

beauty  and  even  to  gardening — 
often  taking  home  ideas  for  their 
own  herb  or  wildflower  or  house- 

plant  growing.  Passionate  garden- 
ers, bored  by  the  magenta  same- 
ness of  suburban  azaleas,  delight 

in  the  600  varieties  that  kindle  cool 

woods.  As  early  as  March  you  can 
catch  a  native  azalea  breaking 
dormancy,  and  even  in  July  and 
.■\ugust  you  will  see  the  blazing 
Rhododendron  prunifolium,  na- 

tive to  this  area  alone.  For  vege- 

table gardeners,  there  is  a  fan- 
shaped  71 2 -acre  garden  with  a 
lower  terrace  for  herbs,  upper  ter- 

races for  vegetables,  berries,  twen- 
ty varieties  of  grapes,  and  on  the 

wall  at  the  top.  espaliered  fruit 
trees.  Houseplant  growers  enjoy 

the  year-round  Conservator)  and 
Greenhouses,  plus  fall  and  winter 
workshops.  The  475  varieties  of 

holly — red,  black,  yellow,  and 
white  berried — are  beautiful  all 
year;  in  spring,  trails  are  drifted 
with  daffodils  and  crested  iris. 

A  GREEN-THUMB 
ONE-DAY  HOLIDAY 

If  you  should  have  just  one  day  (a 

pir\")  for  a  side  trip  from  Atlanta, 
what  to  do  and  see?  Though  you 

can  fly  there,  most  people  drive 
south  on  1-85,  pick  up  U.S.  27 
South,  and  head  straight  for  the 
main  gate  and  Information  Center. 
If  you  get  an  early  start  go  a  bit 

beyond  to  the  Country'  Store  for  a 
big  countr>'  breakfast  of  Georgia- cured  ham  or  bacon,  perfect  eggs 

and  speckled-heart  grits,  home- 
made breads  to  eat  with  a  local 

holly  honey  (Gallberr>)  or  the 
Gardens'  Muscadine  grape  pre- 

serves. As  you  drink  your  coffee, 
drink  in  the  mountain  view  from 
the  back  porch.  In  the  store  >ou 

can  buy  good  foods  and  handsome 
gifts,  or  pick  up  a  catalogue. 
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At  the  Information  Center, 
8-minute  film  will  give  you  an 
troduction  to  the  Gardens  and  t^ 

Cason  J.  Callaway  who  set  out  "t^ 
make   the   prettiest   garden   sine 

Adam  was  a  boy."   .A.   sign  tha 
catches  much  of  what  the  Calla 

ways  had  in  mind  in  creating  tl 

public,   nonprofit  garden  is  "Re move   nothing   from   the   garden! 
e.xcept  nourishment  for  the  soul 
consolation  for  the  heart,  insj 

tion  for  the  mind."  The  garden  o| 
reforested   hills   and   valleys  wa 

built  partly  on  cut-over  stump  h 
and  worn  out  red  clay  farmh 

and  opened  in  1952. 
Bus   tours   of   the   2500   aci 

leave  from  the  Inn  and  are  led  b^ 

a  naturalist.  Or  you  can  drive  tbJ 
well-marked  scenic  route  yoursdf 
First  on   your  left,   Mockingbirc 
Lake.  Ten  of  the  man-made  chair 
of  thirteen   lakes  are   named  fo. 

birds,  and  some  140  species  makf 
their  home  here  or  visit  yearly 
Just  beyond  Mockingbird  you  car 

see  a  part  of  the  175-acre  Moun 
tain  Creek   Lake  from  the  lonj 

veranda  of  the  Gardens"  Restau rant.  You  can  also  have  lunch  01 

dinner  here  if  you  didn't  pick  \x\ 
a  "Feed  Bag"  at  the  Store  or  brinj 
a    picnic.    Between    Mockingbirc 

and  W'hippoorwill   are   Overkxrf 
Pavilion  (big  enough  for  severa 
family   reunions),    and   a   natura 
shoreline  amphitheatre  of  azalea 
bloom.  Throughout  the  Gardens 
native  trees,  shrubs,  and  wildflow 

ers,  carefully  rescued  and  propa^ 
gated,  are  mirrored  in  water,  ofte 

rippled    by   flotillas   of   mallards 
coots,  and  Canada  geese.  Beyonc 
Bobolink,    Laurel    Springs   Driv« 

goes  up  tall  Pine  Mountain  where 
you  see  how  the  hardwoods  arc 

joining  pines  that  marched  earliei 
into  long-abandoned  com  and  cot- 

ton fields.  You  can  also  see  ho^ 
the  woods  are  thinned  around  dog 
woods  so  that  sun  can  come  in.  am 

flowers  come  out — a  lesson  for  any 
gardener  with   wooded   property 
Circle  the  end  of  Mountain  Creek 
Lake,   where  fishermen   in   qui^ 

electrically  powered   boats  catcfa 

9-pound  bass.  The  lakes  are  ferti- 
lized   (25-5-5)   to   grow   algae  to 

feed  minnows  that  feed  bigger  fish 
that  make  fishermen  happy,  and 
this  sort  of  management  also  keepa 
lakes  weed-free  and  clear. 

HOUSE  &  GARDI 



|e;ir  the  old  Covered  Bridge  is 
>iiiple\    of    greenhouses    that 
d  with  a  potting  shed  where 

(  .  Galle,  the  Garden's  horti- 
II  1st  and  a  recent   past   presi- 
oi  the  American  Horticulture 

\,  began  propagating  many 
1^   native  plants  in    1953.   In 
tilled  display  gardens  outside 
cenhoiise,  including  an  All- 
ca  Trial  Garden  tor  annuals, 
.;n  with  a  Chinese  proverb: 
begins  the  day  you  start  a 

1.'  One-day  workshops  and 
.Hisiums,    a    whole    series    on 

cpiants.  take  place  at  the  Inn 
in   these   greenhouses   where 

IMS  come  from  far  and  wide 
the  seasonal  display. 
»n   Falls  Creek   Lake,  a  small 
stone  chapel  has  extraordinary 
>>-vaulted-roof  stained  glass 

f  uuvv     walls,    representing    the 
!  >ons.  A  small  sign  outside  has  a 
indcr  from  I  Corinthians  3:7, 

ic  planter  and  the  waterer  are 

-  hing  compared  with  Him  who 
s  life  to  the  seed."  Near  a  re- 
j^\    1811    Pioneer   Log  Cabin 

her  on,  its  looking-glass  long 
decorated    with    flowers    cut 

11  seed  catalogues,  are  many  of 
flower  trails,  each  with  infor- 

ti\c  take-home  pamphlets.  Cal- 
ay  also  olTers  nature  study  pro- 

ms:  some   6000   children   and 

ilts  took  part  last  year. 

.ZEBOS  AND  A  FAN-SHAPED 
VEGETABLE  GARDEN 

w  area  is  the  roimd  Gazebo 

den  with  vine-covered  summer 

ises  you'd  love  to  copy  for  your 
n.  Mr.  Cason's  Vegetable  Gar- 
,  fan-patterned  and  ingeniously 

'^nted,  is  a  demonstration  and 
l-America  Trial  Garden  full  of 
me  garden  ideas.  It  is  also  the 

*;king  place  for  fresh  vegetables, 
irbs,  and  fruit  for  the  Gardens' 
Staurants.  Nearby  Robin  Lake, 

b  50-acre  swimming  hole  with 
i\d  beach,  paddleboats,  canoes, 
d  bikes,  is  the  center  of  the  sum- 
br  season.  At  that  time,  the  175 
lodland  cabins  are  limited  to 
milies  bringing  children,  or 
andchildren,  who  keep  busy 

ch  day  till  3  in  a  camp-like  pro- 
am.  Their  instructors  are  Florida 

ate  University  Circus  students 
10  also  give  performances  from 

id-June  through  late  August  in 
striped  Big  Top. 
On  the  quiet  drive  back  to  the 

te,  one  of  the  Gardens"  four  golf 
lurses  meanders  on  your  right, 
id  a  half-mile,  25-foot-high  bor- 
;r  of  Burford  hollies  is  on  your 
ft.  Outside  the  stone  gate  is  the 

i5-room  Holiday  Inn,  with  pop- 
ar  buffets,  two  heated  swimming 
)ols,  stables,  nature  movies.  If 

)u  can't  linger,  you'll  want  to leck  on  what  the  Recreation  and 

ducation  departments  may  be 
anning  next  and  give  yourself  a 
nger  stay  another  time.  Address: 
allaway  Gardens,  Pine  Moun- 
in,  Ga.  31822.  Telephone:  404- 
33-2281. 

OTHER  SOUTHERN  GARDENS 
OPEN  TO  THE  PUBLIC 

ALABAALV 

Theodore,  south  of  Mobile.  Bell- 
ingiatli  Gardens.  Moss-hung  oaks 
and  a  bird  sanctuary  frame  per- 

petual bloom.  Daily. 
Birmingham.  Binninghain  Boiani 
cal  ami  Japanese  Gardens.  67  acres 
of  landscaped  and  natural  beaut\ 
Arboretum  plus  conservator)   for 
rare  flora.  Floral  clock.  Adjacent 

Japanese    Gardens     feature     tea- 
house, Zen  garden.  Daily. 

ARKANSAS 

El  Dorado.  South  Arkansas  Ar- 
boretum. 17-acre  garden  designed 

to  show  evolution  of  native  plants 
from  algae  to  trees.  Daily. 
Little  Rock.  Arkansas  Territorial 
Restoration.  Features  Medicinal 
Herb  Garden  amid  13  restored 
buildings.  Dailx. 

FLORIDA 

Tampa.  Busch  Gardens.  Zoo.  sk\ 
ride.      .Anheuser-Busch      brewer\ 
amid   100,000  tropical  plants  and 
flowers.  Daily. 
Winter  Haven.  Cypress  Gardens. 
Water  ski  shows.  New  Gardens  of 
the  World  has  10  separate  theme 

areas  including  America  Rose  Gar- 
den. English  courtyard,  and  fern 

forest.  Daily. 
Coral  Gables.  Fairchild  Tropical 
Gardens.  85  acre  garden  with 
5,000  varieties  of  tropical  plants, 

large  palm  display,  indoor  exhibits 
in  Rare  Plant  House.  Tram  tours 
and  a  museum.  Daily. 

St.  Petersburg.  Florida's  Sunken 
Gardens.  Tropical  flowers  and 

plants  from  around  the  world. 
Walk-through  aviaries.  Daily. 
Sebring.  Highlands  Hammock 
State  Park.  Jungle  of  hardwoods, 
palms,  orchids,  and  air  plants. 
Trails  and  nature  park  with  a  mu- 

seum. Daily. 
Sarasota  Jungle  Gardens.  Wild 

jungle,  formal  gardens,  lakes,  la- 
goons, birds.  Daily. 

GEORGIA 

Pine  Mountain.  Callaway  Gardens. 
Daily. 

Athens.  Founders  Memorial  Gar- 
den. IVi  acre  series  of  gardens, 

forming  a  living  memorial  to  the 
first  Garden  Club  of  America,  in- 

cludes boxwood  and  perennial  gar- 
dens, arboretum.  Daily. 

Savannah.  City  of  Public  Squares. 
An  urban  patchwork  of  houses  and 
one  acre  park  bordered  by  the 

Trustee's  Garden,  America's  first 
experimental  agricultural  garden, 
containing  herbs  from  1 730s.  Herb 
Shop.  Daily. 

LOUISIANA 

Many.  Hodges  Gardens.  Blend  o! 
wilderness  and  cultivated  gardens 
on  difterent  levels,  225  acre  lake. 

Inn,  golf  course.  Feb.-Dec.  24. 
New  Orleans.  Longue  Vue  Gar- 

dens. One  of  the  few  outstanding 
city  estates  in  the  U.S.  Series  of 
intimate  gardens  ranging  from 

formal  Spanish  to  native  wood- 
land scenes.  Closed  Mondays  and 

on  national  holidays. 
Continued  on  next  page 

PLAY  GOLF  ALL  OVER  NORTH  CAROLINA. 

TRAVEL  ONLY  7000  YARDS. 
At  Carolina  Trace. 

We're  in  the  Pinehurst-Southern  Pines  area.  And  our  7000-yard  Robert 
Trent  Jones  golf  course  is  a  challenging  variety  of  steep  slopes  and  long, 
rolling  fairways.  Both  strategically  interrupted  by  sand,  streams  and  a 
300-acre  lake. 

You  can  have  Carolina  Trace  for  three  days  and  two  nights  for  S79.50 

per  person. 
Lodging,  breakfast,  dinner,  unlimited  greens  fees  and  golf  cartG(18hoies 

a  day)  are  all  included. 
At  Carolina  Trace  you  can 

also  play  tennis.  Fish.  Swim, 
and  sail. 

And  still  travel  only  7000 

yards. 
For  more  information, 

please  send  us  the  coupon. 
Or  call  us  collect  at 

919/499-5103. 

CAROLINA  TRACE  h  " Box  2250,  Sanford,  North  Caroiina  27330 

I'll  be  vacationing  down  south  soon,  so  please  send 
me  more  information  about  Carohna  Trace. 

Name   

Address- 

City   -State. 
-Zip- 

Telephone. 

DISCOVER  f  A  DREADNOUGHT! 

A  great  World  War  II  battleship,  the  USS  North  Carolina,  is  open  every  day 

for  you  to  discover  items  of  interest!  During  summer  nights,  a  spectacular  out- 
door drama  depicts  the  fighting  history  of  this  famous  battleship. 

For  Brochure:  USS  North  Carolina  Battleship  Memorial,  Dept.  H-G, 
Box  417.  WUmington,  N.  C.  28401 

COLUMBUS  PILGRIMAGE 

Columbus.  MissKsippi 

Tour  oi  Homes  and  Gardens 

March  26.  -  April  4th 
Historic  Columbus.  Inc..  Box  1016 

Columbus.    Miss.    39701 

Steamboats 
to  Nostalgia. 

Cruise  heartland  America  aboard  the 

legendary  overnight  steamboat  Delta 
Queen.  Or  the  luxurious  new 

Mississippi  Queen.  Discover  the  ever 

changing  vistas  of  the  mighty  Mis- 
sissippi or  the  beautiful  Ohio.  Haunt 

historic  old  river  ports  around  every 
bend.  Like  New  Orleans.  Natchez. 
Vicksburg.  Hannibal.  Memphis. 

Savor  Old  South  delicacies.  Plunkin' 
banjos.  Live  dixieland  jazz.  And  all 

the  grace  you'd  expect  of  a  Queen. 
For  details,  see  your  travel  agent  or 
write  The  Delta  Queen.  Dept.  HG  02, 
322  East  Fourth  Street,  Cincinnati, 
Ohio  45202. 

We    

BELTA  QUEEN 
STEAMBOAT    Co. 

TWEETSIE  RAILROAD 
and 

QrondfQther  mountain 
jUst  30  minutes  apart  in  lovely 
Northwestern  North  Carolina 

Tweetsie  Railroad  features  ride 

on  authentic,  full-size  steam 
locomotive  tram,  Old  Western  Town, 
Tweetsie  Palace  musical  shows,  and 
new  Mice  Mine  in  the  Sky. 

Grandfather  Mountain  features  the 
famous  Mile-High  Swlngmg  Bridge 

which  offers  scenic  vistas  for  100 

miles,  bears  in  Environmental 
Habitat,  and  daily  hang  gliding 

exhibitions. 

For  information  about  advance 

purchase  of  combination  discount 
tickets,  write   G.O.T.  Promotions, 

Box  395.  Linville.  NC   28646 

MYRTLE  BEACH 
SOUTH  CAROLINA 

REDUCED  SPRING  RATES 
150  Oceantront  Rooms  &  Efficiencies 

IDEALTEMPERATURES 

Average  Spring  Daytime  71" GOLF  ON  23  COURSES 
Write  for  Color  Brochure 

CALL  TOLL  FREE 

1-800-845-9659 
[a][g[l^DT] 
II]Qi][n][ig 

PO  Box  2035.  Dept  A 

Myrtle  Beach,  S  C.  29577 

EBRUARY,   1976 
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^afJsLmi-'^\\t\t  else? Lush  semi-tropical  paradise  with  18 
superb  tennis  courts,  2  spectacular 
golf  courses.  Enchanting  dining  and 
amenities  with  golf/tennis  holiday. 
SI 23  person  double  plus  serxice,  4 
days  3  nights  to  Mar.  14;  S205  6  days 
5  nights.  The  Cloister  Hotel, 

Sea  Island,  Ga.  31561  (912- 
638-3611).  Out  of  state 
call  toll  free  800-841-3223.  n^c\«si<rr 

ulflmati© 
For  this  time  in  your  life  .  .  . 
ponder,  contemplate,  anticipate. 

Surround  yourselves  with  the  joie 
de  vivre  and  the  charmed  life  of 
New  Orleans  and  her  French  Quarter 

Become  ONE  amidst  the  greenery, 
crystal  water  fountains  and  the 
elegance  of  an  hotel  where  a  couple 
does  not  merely  sleep  .  .  .  they  live 

(504)  581-7300  Cable;  LOUISIX 
Member,  Distinguished  Hotels 

of  the  World 

Take  A  Golf  Holiday  In 

The  Sea  Side  Golf  Capital 

'Other 

US  AMa 
•     .-..■•■    :  ,  seen 

Louisiana  until  you  see  the 

other   Louisiana' 

Historic  Shreve  Square 

Entertainment  Complex  • 
Louisiana  Downs  •  American 

Rose  Society  Gardens  • 
Norton  Art  Gallery  • 

Barnwell  Art  &  Garden 

Center  •  Active  Night  Life  • 
Holiday-ln-Dixie  Festival  • 

Louisiana  State  Fair 

•  Hayride  U.S.A. 

Write  for  free  descnptive 

literature  Sfireveport-Bossier 
Convention  &  Tourist  Commission, 

PO  Box  1761-HG, 
Shreveport.  Louisiana  71166 

.SHREVEPORT-BOSSIER, 
USA 

23  great  golf  courses  to 
play  —  20  choice  golf  orien- 

ted motels  to  choose  from 
at  the  most  economical  rates 

—  Myrtle  Beach  is  noted 
for  its  super  golf  weather. 
There  is  more  to  do  and 
see  along  the  Grand  Strand 
than  you  can  imagine! 

CALL  TOLL  FREE 

800-845-0661 
Or  send  coupon  below  for 

for  a  free  color  brochure  with 

20  Golf  Package  Plans. 

Golf  Holiday  /  Box  1323HG 

Myrtle  Beach  /  S.C.  /  29577 

Name 

Address 

City 

State 
Z'O 

26th  Chainpioiir>liii) 
Golf  Course  Opens 

at  Myrtle  Beach 
MYRTLE  BEACH— South  Caro- 

lina"? (rrand  Strand  now  offers  26 
(  hallenging  rhanipionjliip  golf 
( oiirses.  ̂   arationcr.s  to  this  beau- 

tiful -^eajhore  resort  find  tlic  area 

lo  he  the  golf  center  of  the  uorld. 
For  non-golfing  \vi\es  and  eliil-. 
dren.  the  Grand  .*>trand  offers 
ideal  swinnuing.  fishing,  hoating 

and  many  other  activities,  (loin- 
plete  information  can  beohtained 

hy  writing:  Chamher  of  (]oni- 

m'erce.  Dept.oS,  P.O.  Box  211.i. .Myrtle  Beach.  South  (iarolina 
29577. 

Wilderness  and  cultivated  gardens, 

wildflowers  and  formal  beds — 

you  can  see  them  all  in  the  South 

oOUtnGrn    §3rQ6nS   continued  from  preceding  page 

St.  Francisville.  Rosedown  PUinta- 
lion  and  Gardens.  Restored  ante- 
belltini  home  and  grounds.  Moss 
laden  oak.  rare  shrubs  and  trees, 
exotic  flowers.  Natural  Camellia 

Arboretum  and  more.  Daily  ex- 
cept Dec.  24  and  25. 

MISSISSIPPI 

Biiuxi.  Jefferson  Davis  Shrine 
and  Memorial  Garden.'!.  Beauvoir 
House  on  50  acres  of  landscaped 

grounds  lush  with  hibiscus,  palm, 
bamboo,  and  bird  of  paradise. 

Daily  except  Christinas. 
Natchez.  Rosalie.  A  Greek  Revival 

fllantation  abundant  with  camel- 
lias, narcissi.  Cherokee  rose,  oaks 

and  cedars.  Daih . 
NORTH  CAROLINA 

Wilmington.  Orton  Plantation. 

Fine  example  of  Greek  Revival 

architecture  amid  camellias,  Ku- 
rume  and  Indian  azaleas.  200  acres 

of  former  rice  fields  now  refuge 
lor  wild  duck.  Daily. 
Roanoke  Island.  The  Elizabethan 

Garden.  Fragrant  herbs,  Italian 
stone  fountains.  Great  Lawn  and 

native  yaupon  suggest  the  Eliza- 
bethan world  of  early  Colonists. 

/)(/// V. 

Asheville.  Biltniore  House  and 

Garden.  250-room  chateau  with 

3."^  acres  of  formal  gardens  featur- 
ing boxwood,  azaleas.  English  ivy. 

and  wisteria.  The  4-acre  Walled 

Garden  includes  5,000  roses.  All- 
season  greenhouses.  Closed.  Jan. 
New  Bern.  Tryon  Palace.  Served 
as  Colonial  and  first  state  capito!. 

1 8th-century  English  gardens  fa- 
mous for  tulip  displays.  Closed 

Mondays,  unless  part  of  national 
holiday  weekend. 

SOUTH  CAROLINA 

Murrells  Inlet,  Brookgreen.  Wild- 
life preserve  devoted  to  Southern 

flora  and  fauna  is  setting  for  sculp- 
ture by  former  owner.  Anna  Hyatt 

Huntington,  and  other  American 

sculpture  of  19th  and  20th  centu- 
ries. Bird  and  nature  walks.  Daily 

except  Christmas. 
.\iken.  Hopeland  Gardens.  Estate 

donated  by  Mrs.  C.  Oliver  Iselin. 
World-wide  varieties  of  trees, 

shrubs,  and  flowers  amid  winding 

paths  and  reflecting  pools.  Con- 
certs in  summer.  Daily. 

Greenwood.  George  W.  Park  Seed 

Company  Gardens.  Test  gardens, 

outstanding  in  mid-summer  when 

many  flowers  are  in  bloom.  Mon- 
day— Friday. 

Rock  HiH.  Glencairn  Gardens. 

Formal  gardens,  terraced  lawns, 
landscaped  beds,  fountains.  Daily. 
Charleston.  Magnolia  Gardens. 

.Moss-draped  oaks  and  gnarled  cy- 

press complement  thousands  of 
azaleas,    flowering   bulbs,    shrubs, 

and  trailing  yellow  jasmine.  D 

.    .    .    Middleton    Place    Gar, 
and   Plantation    Stahleyards. 

signed    in     1740.    butterfly    I 
masses  of  azaleas,   900  year 
Middleton    oak.     At    the    St; 

yard,  craftsmen  demonstrate  1 
and  19th-century  plantation  s 

alongside    domestic    animals 
barnyard  fowl.  Daily.  .  .  .  Cyi 
Gardens.   Water  garden  of  bli 

lagoons,    gnarled    cypress    grc 
and  azalea.  Tour  by  water  or  pJ 

Feb.  15— May  1. 
TENNESSEE 

Nashville.  The  Hermitage.  He 

of  President  Andrew  Jackson, 
dens  are  outstanding  examplel 

early  American  landscape  art.  cj 

tain  many  varieties  of  plants 

eluding  magnolias  and  hick 
trees.  Daily  except  Christmas. 
Tennessee  Botanical  Gardens  i 
Fine  Arts  Center  at  Cheekwo 

Georgian  mansion  and  grour 

boxwood  garden.  Formal  andw 
flower  gardens,  horticultural 

hibits.  greenhouse,  fountains, 
nature  trails.  Daily  except  M 

day.  Thanksgiving,  Dec.  25.  Jan 
Memphis.  Memphis  Botanic  G 
den.  \\  .C.  Paul  Arboretum  ha 

tree  of  every  commercial  spec 
known.  Goldsmith  Civic  Gari 
Center.  Holmes  Orchid  House  ci 

tain  year-round  indoor  exhib 
Wildflower  and  landscajjed 
dens.  Daily. 

Chattanooga.  Rock  City  Gardei 

10  acres  of  mountaintop  trails  w 

natural  rock  formations,  wat' 
falls,  native  plants.  Dailv. 

VIRGINIA 

Norfolk.  Norfolk  Gardens-hy-tf 
Sea.   Series  of  gardens   includi 

Fragrance   Garden   for  the  bli 
and  Colonial  Gardens  where 

leas  are  at  peak  in  April.  Boa 
trains  and  paths.  Daily. 
Lorton.  Gunston  Hall  Plantatic 

Built  by  George  Masor^.  author 
Virginia    Declaration    of    Righ 

18th-century  house  and  boxwo< 
gardens.   Nature  trails.  Daily 

cept  Christmas. 
Williamsburg.  Small  18th-centu 
gardens      and      restored      villa^ 

Governor's  Palace  and   Gardet 
Plant  varieties  are  those  known 

the  Colonists   in  the    1700s. 

Lodge,  resort  activities.  Daily. 
Mount  Vernon.  Estate  of  Gear, 

Washington.  Kitchen  and  Flow 

Garden  combines  vegetables,  fruii 
flowers  and  herbs  in  geometric  d 

sign.  Superb  espaliers.  Daily. 
Charlottesville.  Monticello.  Thor 

as    Jefferson's   classic    house    ar 
landscape  garden  with  many  tr© 

he  planted  himself.  (See  House 
Garden,  January  1976).  Daily. 

In 
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:>pring— a  great  time 
10  go  South 
/  )use  tours,  flower  festivals,  art  and  antiques 

'.  ows — plus  local  celebrations  where 
can  savor  tfie  real  flavor  of  tfie  South 

ic  IS  a  sampling  of  the  spring 

nts  you'll  find  in  each  Southern 
ic — just  to  whet  your  appetite. 
i  a  lull  rundown  and  descriptive 
>chures,  contact  local  Chambers 
(  ommerce  or  write  state  travel 

Mrlnients    (you'll   find  the   ad- 
s  at  the  end  of  each  state  list- 
)  If  you  prefer  only  one  source, 

Southern     Travel     Directors 

iMicil  will  send  you  information 
Mit  any  place  in  the  South.  Write 
Council   at   Suite    1614,    235 

,  achtrec  St.,  Atlanta.  Ga.  .30303. 
(A    word    of    caution;    Dates, 

lerc  given,  may  be  tentative,  and 
many  cases  exact  dates  were  not 
t  set  as  we  went  to  press.  Be  sure 
check,  before  making  your  final 
ins.) 

I  ALABAMA 

'nniston.  Arts  and  Crafts  Fcsti- 
I.  House  tours,  art  exhibits,  mu- 

.  antique  cars.  Mid-April. 
uburn.  Tour  of  Houses  and  Gar- 

jns.  Late  April. 
jyou  La  Batre.  A  labanui  Seafood 
stival.  Arts,  crafts,  seafood 

asting  bee,"  fish  fry,  fiea  market 
id  auction.  Mid-June. 

irmingham.  "Camellias  Magnifi- 

■nt."  Floral  display.  Early  Feb. 
[  .  Festival  of  Arts.  Music,  the- 

re, lectures,  crafts,  international 

lir.  Mid  to  late  April.  .  .  .  Rose 
iow.  Early  May. 
amp  Grandview,  Millbrook.  Art, 

raft,  and  Hobby  Fair.  Exhibits 
id  demonstrations.  Late  April. 
layton.  Historical  Tour.  Visits  to 

)uses,  churches,  and  West-Mize 
istorical  Museum.  Mid  to  late 

pril. 

ecatur.    Pilgrimage    of    Homes, 

'id- April. 
ufaula.  Eufaula  Pilgrimage. 

ours  of  ante-bellum  houses, 
lurches,  other  buildings.  An- 
.jucs  show  and  sale.  Early  April. 
airhope.  Arts  and  Crafts  Week. 
rtists,  wood  carvers,  weavers, 
.)tters,  smiths.  Also  flea  markets, 

itique  cars,  folk  dancing.  Mid  to 
tc  March.  .  .  .  Outdoor  Art  Show 
id  Sale.  Late  March. 

ort  Deposit.  Calico  Fort  Arts  and 

rafts  Fair.  Mid- April. 
ort  Payne.  Pilgrimage  of  Historic 

^aces.  Mid-May. 
owndesboro.  Pilgrimage  and  A  n- 
ines  Show.  Late  March. 

lobile.  Azalea  Trail  Festival.  A 

j-mile  floral  extravaganza.  Feb. 
5-Mar.  31.  .  .  .  Historic  Homes 
ours.  Townhouses,  Victorian 

)ttages.  ante-bellum,  turn-of-the- 
mtury  houses.  Mid-March.  .  .  . 

iBRUARY,    1976 

Antiques  Show  and  Sale.  Late 
March. 

Montgomery.  Art  Guild  E.xhihi- 
tion.  Paintings,  sculpture,  ceram- 

ics. Early  Feb.  to  early  Mar.  .  .  . 
House  and  Garden  Tour.  Early 

A  pril. 
Oakleigh.  Candlelight  Tour.  Walk- 

ing tour  of  Garden  District.  Late 
March. 

Opelika.     Azalea    and    Dogwood 

J  rail.  Marked  route  through  resi- 
dential area.  Mar.  I-3L  .  .  .  Arts 

Festival.   Crafts,   flowers,   pottery, 

antiques.  Mid- A  pril. 
Rock    Bridge    Canyon.     Hodges. 
Monnluin  Laurel  Festi\(il.  May. 

Sylacaiiga.      Chalaka     Arts     and 

Crafts  Show  and  Sale.  Mid-June. 
Tuscaloosa.    Canwllia    Show    and 

Art  Exhibit.  Early  Feb.  .  .  .  West 
Alabama    Canwllia    Show.     Late 

Feb.    .    .    .    Heritage    Celebration. 

House  tours,  antiques  show,  flow- 
er show.  Early  through  mid-April. 

For  complete  information  and 
brochures,  write:  Alabama  Travel 

Dept.,  State  Capitol.  Montgom- 
ery, Ala.  36130. 

ARKANSAS 

Beedeville.     Wild    Game    Dinner 

and  Turkey  Calling  Contest.  Late 
March. 

Eureka    Springs.    Antiques    Show 

and  Sale.  May  7-9.  .  .  .  Arts  and 
Crafts  Festival.  Late  May. 
Fort  Smith.  Bicentennial  Art  Ex- 

hibition and  Concert.  Apr.  1 . 

Hindsville.  "Back  in  the  Hills"  An- 
tiques Show  and  Sale.  Mid-May. 

Little     Rock.     Bicentennial     Year 

Ouapaw   Quarter   Tour.   Apr.   24- 
May  2.  .  .  .  Arkansas  State  Festi- 

val of  the  Arts.  Late  April  to  mid- May. 

Marshall.     Strawberry     Festival. 
Third  week  in  .May. 
Mountain    View.    Arkansas    Folk 
Festival.  Demonstrations  of  cabin 

crafts  such  as  quilt  making,  bas- 
ketry. Folk  music.  Mid- A  pril. 

New   Edinburg.   Bicentennial   Re- 
enactment    of    Battle    of    Marks 

Mills.  Apr.  24-25. 
Newport.     Suggin     Folklife     Art 
Show.  Mid- A  pril. 
Rison.  Bicentennial  Pioneer  Craft 

Festival.  Mar.  J 9-2 1.  .  .  .  Tour  of 
Houses.  May  1 . 

Siloam  Springs.  Bicentennial  Mu- 
sic and  Art  Festival.  Apr.  19. 

Stuttgart.  Grand  Prairie  Antiques 

Show  and  Sale.  Apr.  2-4. 

Further     information:     Arkansas 
Continued  on  next  page 

Superdome,  Mardi  Gras,  the  French  Quarter,  the  Monteleone  Hotel-  - 
unique  in  an  age  of  chain  operated  properties— the  famous  Mor\teleone 
Hotel  is  still  family  owned  and  operated.  Three  proud  generation^  of 
family  devotion  to  excellence  have  made  the  Monteleone  the  Tartest 
Hotel /Convention  facility  in  the  "Quarter":  600  rooms,  16  me^tihf; 
rooms,  rooftop  pool,  putting  green  and  live  entertainment  nightly. 

jn<5^ew0r/eans...  in  tfieTrench  Quarter-  tfieres  oqlyone^:^ 

LcPaviClm 
NauOr(tans}hotstTmd&im 

;        Welcome    to    the    prestige 

..^  hotel  only  steps  away  from 

i^*t.        the   world    famous    Super- 
\l^  dome    and     the     romantic French   Quarter.    European 

elegance  combined  with  old '1        world  charm. 

i     EF5WILLON Baronne  at  Poydras 

New  Orleans,  La.  70140 
For  reservations 

Tel.  1-800-535-9095 

I   *7viv  '  T — I         II  liiM:(>iiil)iii;ilic)ii  of 

J— Y>'-  loiiiiliiiiis.  Ilmvcrs  iiiul 

"js(  r         /Ucll  uorlli  ii  \isil  in  niiu  sciisoji. 

I 

Loogye  Viae  Qardemis 

^6 

ll.iiillidii  KiMil   \ni\  Orli'.iii-.,  I^iviu;'!  |'i«l|    l«a  I!i7 

Plantotioii  and  Gardens 
St.  Francisvillc,  La. 

GRANDEUR  ON   THE  MISSISSIPPI 

Rosedown,  a  restored  plantation  empire  on 
the  Great  River  Road  (U.  S.  61),  is  a  superb 
monument  to  lifestyle  of  19th  century.  Many 

original  furnishings.  Ancient  camellias  and 
azaleas.  Rewarding  aesthetic  experience. 

OPEN  DAILY  aTd'c^J^snie A    Holiday    Inn    to    scrvp    you.    The    gardens   of    Rose-       , down     are     part     of     Audobon     Pilgrimayc     Mar.     14.    V ^w   IS  &  16.  _/ 
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...the  ideal  way  to  buy 
your  presents  from 

The  Metropolitan  Museum 

tvery  three  months  — four  times  a  year— the  Museum  will 

announce  by  mail  remarkable  new  replicas— exact  copies  of 

Museum  originals:  sculpture^  decorative  objects,  tableware, 
and  ornaments. 

/il/  The  variety  will  be  extraordinary:  ancient  jewelry  in 

gold  and  silver;  Oriental  and  European  porcelain;  early 

American  glass  in  crystal  and  rare  colors;  bronze  from  Egypt, 

Greece,  China,  and  the  medieval  world;  silver,  pewter,  brass, 

and  pottery  from  Colonial  America. 

/%S/  These  copies,  often  produced  by  the  same  techniques 

used  for  the  originals,  are  made  by  artist-craftsmen  working 

under  the  Museum's  direct  supervision.  The  care  taken  in 
production  frequently  limits  the  quantity,  and  the  majority 

of  replicas  can  be  bought  only  by  mail  or  at  the  Museum. 

(Above:  Hippopotamus,  brilliant  blue  faience  decorated  with 

lotus  flowers.  Length  8",  $19.75  pl'JS  $1.25  shipping.) 

■^•1'  To  receive  all  of  the  advance  announcements  to  be  is- 

sued during  the  next  year,  send  the  coupon  below  with  one 

dollar  to  cover  mailing. 

/9^  You  will  receive  immediately  the  first  of  these,  the  48-page 
Spring  Catalogue.  A  brilliant  array  of  new  presents  includes  our 
first  dinnerware  pattern  with  designs  from  a  Meissen  plate;  a 
brass  American  Eagle  box  and  pewter  jigger  measure;  original 
handmade  crystal  paperweights;  a  covered  casserole,  baking 
dish,  and  souffle  dish;  a  sturdy  apron  with  seven  pockets;  golden 

rams'  heads,  archers,  a  panther,  owl,  and  horse  and  rider  from 
the  Scythian  treasure  hoard;  a  parrot,  gazelle,  and  sow  in  bronze 
and  sterling  silver;  pure  silk  scarves;  a  medieval  cookbook  with 

a  special  box  of  herbs;  a  crystal  pitcher  with  a  baroque  daisy  pat- 
tern; and  note  cards  with  butterflies,  the  Chinese  symbol  for  joy. 

THE  METROPOLITAN  MUSEUM  OF  ART 

255  Gracie  Station,  New  York  10028  icb6 

Please  send  me  all  advance  announcements  and  catalogues  of 
replicas  to  be  issued  by  the  Museum  during  the  next  12  months. 
One  dollar  to  cover  mailing  costs  is  enclosed. 

NAME. 

ADDRESS. 

In  Spring,  you  can  tour  ante-bellum 
houses  and  gardens,  browse 
at  crafts  and  antiques  shows 

bpring   in   the    South     continued  from  preceding  page 

Dept.  of  Parks  and  Tourism.  149 
State  Capitol.  Little  Rock,  Ark. 
72201. 

FLORIDA 

Casselberry.  Bicentennial  Festival. 

Old-fashioned  fair.  May  I . 

Dade  City.  Arts  and  Crafts  Festi- 
val. And  flower  show,  barbecues, 

antique  cars,  hoedown.  Apr.  2-4. 
Davie.  Orange  Festival.  Mar.  6. 
DeLand.    Outdoor    Art    Festival. 

Mar.  J  3-14. 
Delray  Beach.  Del  ray  A  [fair.  Arts, 

crafts,  flowers.  Apr.  23-24. 
Indialantic.     Seaside     Art    Show. 

Apr.  23-25. 
Key  Largo.  Bicentennial  Pioneer 

Day.  Feb.   15. 
Lake  Worth.  Spring  Bicentennial 
Celebration.    Arts,    crafts,   thieves 

market,  barbecues.  Mar.  11-13. 
Lehigh  .\cres.  Springtime  Festival. 
.Strawberry  festival,  hobby  bazaar, 

fiddler's  contest,  marathon  rocking 
chair  competition.  Mar.  7-13. 
Miami.  Coconut  Grove  Art  Festi- 

val. Arts  and  crafts.  Feb.  13-15. 
.Miami  Beach.  International  Fower 

Show.  Max  20-24. 
.Mount    Dora.    Art   Festival.    Feb. 
7-8. 

New  Port  Richey.  Cluisco  Fiesta. 
Art  show,  flea  market,  dog  show, 

canoe  races.  Mar.  6-14. 
Niceville.  American  Arts  Festiv(d. 

Craft  demonstrations,  old-fash- 

ioned fiddler's  convention,  square 

dancing.  Apr.  9-10. 
Palatka.  Azalea  Festival.  Mar.  5-7. 
Palm  Beach.  Whitehall  Open 

House.  Tour  of  railroad  magnate 

Henry  Morrison  Flaglers  man- 
sion. Feb.  I . 

Panama  City.  Spring  Festival  of 

Arts.  May  1-2. 
Pensacola.  Quayside  Outdoor  Art 
Show.    Includes    a    Tom    Saw\er 

fence  paint  for  children.  May  <S-9. 
Pompano  Beach.  Arts  and  Crafts 

Festival.  Mar.  6-7. 
River    Ranch    Resort.    Love    Bug 

Festival.    Arts,    crafts,    bluegrass 

music,  folk  dancing — even  a  mus- 
ket muzzle  loader  tournament  for 

a  Bicentennial  touch.  May  3-9. 
St.    Augustine.    Arts    and    Crafts 

Festival.  Apr.  9-11. 
.St.  Petersburg.  Bicentennial  Folk 
Fan-.  Feb.  20-22. 

Sanford.  Pioneer  Days.  Demon- 

strations of  pioneer  skills  includ- 
ing quilting,  butter  churning, 

blacksmithing.  Mar.  15. 
Sebring,  .\von  Park,  and  Lake 

Placid.  Highlands  County  Bicen- 
tennial Celebration  Week.  Mar. 

14-20. 

Tallahassee.  Springtime   Tallahas- 

see. Tours  of  houses  and  planta- 
tions, fine  arts  festival.  Mar.  21- 

Apr.3. Tampa.  Gasparilla  Pirate  Invasion 

and  Parade.  Feb.  9.  .  .  .  GaspariU\ 

Sidewalk  Art  Festival.  Mar.  6-7. 
West  Palm  Beach.  Spring  A rt  Fe: 
tival.  Mar.  20. 

White    Springs.    Florida    Crafts 

Show.. Mar.  t -3 1 . 
Winter     Ha>cn.     Florida     Weci 

May  1-9.   (House  tour  and  lam 
marks  trail.  May  4;  arts  and  craft| 

exposition.  May  5-9.) 
Zellwood.    Sweet    Corn    Festival 

All  the  corn  you  can  eat.  gdrllc^ 

bluegrass  music.  May  2/-30. 

Further  information:  Direct  Mail 

Section,  Fla.  Dept.  of  Commercel 
Div.  of  Tourism.  107  W.  GaineJ 
St..  Tallahassee.  Fla.  32304. 

GEORGLV 
Athens.  1  our  of  Homes.  Historid 

(  I  790-1X90)  houses.  Late  A prilk 
Atlanta.  Tour  of  Homes.  Midi 

April.  .  .  .  Dogwood  Festival.  DogJ 
wood,  azaleas,  and  a  full  week  o| 

festivities.  Mid-April.  .  .  .  Art\ 
Festival.  Mid-May. 

.Augusta.  Camellia  Show.  Mid\ 
Feb.  .  .  .  Rose  Show.  Late  April. 
Clarkesville.  .Mountain  Laurel 

Festival.  Country  music,  barbe-1 
cues,  parade.  Mid  to  late  May. 

Columbus.  Tour  of  Homes.  Mid-\ 

April. 
Macon.  Fine  Arts  Festival.  MidA 

Feb.  .  .  .  Annual  Middle  GeorgiuX 
Honw  and  Garden  Show.  Early\ 

A  pril. Perry.  Antiques  Show.  Early  Feb. 
Savannah,  .Sea  Island.  St.  Simoi 

I.sland.   lour  of  Homes  and  Gar-\ 
dens.  Late  March. 

Statesboro.    Anticjues    Show    and* 
Sale.  Iiarly  March. 
Smyrna.    Jonquil   Festival.    Larly\ 

April. 
Thomasville.  Plantation  Tours.] 

Feb.  and  March. 

Vinings.  Village  Antiques  Fair.\ 
Larly  May. 

Further  information:  Tourist  Div., I 

Georgia   Bureau  of  Industry   and 
Trade.  P.O.   Bo.v  38097,  Atlanta,! 

Ga.  30334. 
KENTUCKY 

Benton.  Tater  Day.  Early  Apr. 

Berea.  Mountain  Folk  Festival. 

Early  April.  .  .  .  Artists  and  Crafts-  \ 
men's  Fair.  Mid-May. 

Louisville.  Kentucky  Derby  Festi- 
val. Apr.  23-May  2.  .  .  .  Bluegrass 

Music  Festival.  Late  May-Early 

June. 
Pineville.  Mountain  Laurel  Festi- 

val. Late  May. 

Further  information:  Travel  Div., 

Dept.  of  Public  Information,  Capi- 
tol Anne.x.  Frankfort.  Kv.  40601. 

LOUISIANA 
Baton    Rouge.    Louisiana    Spring 

Continued  on  page  58 
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!5^/oofFonTowle  Sterling COMPARE... THESE  ARE  FEBRUARY  1974  PRICES  GOOD  FOR  A  LI^aTED  TIME  ONLY!  ^^ t^ 

GROUP  I GROUP  II GROUP  111 

Reg.        25%  Ott 
Price  Price 

GROUP  II 

Reg.  25%  Oft' Price  Pnce 

OROL'P  111 
Reg.  25%  Off 
Price  Price 

Pc.  Set 
Eight 
Pc.  Set 
Four 

.>fKKin 

te  Fork 

^e  Knitc 
.iJ  Fork 
^e  Spoiin 
cader 

J  Bev.  Spoon 
ce  R)rk,  Large 
ce  Knife,  Large 

.00    $660.00        $1004.00    $753. X        $1128.00    $846.00 

440.00 
20.00 
32.00 
30.00 
28.00 
28.00 
20.00 
25.00 

41.00 
^6.00 

330.00 
15.00 
24.00 
22.50 
21.00 
21.00 
15.00 
18.75 
30.75 
27.00 

502.00 
23.50 
36.00 

34.00 
32.00 
32.00 
23.50 
29.00 

46.50 
40.00 

376. 5C 
17.62 
27.00 

25,50 

24.0C 
24.00 
17.62 21.75 
34.87 
30-00 

564.00 
27.00 

40.00 38.00 
36.00 
36.00 
27.00 
33.00 
52.00 

44.00 

423.00 
20.25 
30.00 

28.50 

27.00 
27.00 
20.25 
24.75 
39.00 

33.00 

RVING  PIECES 
M GROUP  I GROUP  II GROUP  III 

Reg. 25%  Off Reg. 25%  Off 
Reg. 

25%  Off 
Price Price Pnce Pnce Pnce Price 

itter  Serving 
life  (H.H.) $  25.0Q $  18.75 $  27.50 $  20.63 $  30.00 $  22.50 
)ld  Meat  or 

iffet  Fork 58.50 43.87 64.00 
48.00 

69.50 52.13 

avY  Ladle 58. 50 43.87 64.00 48.00 
69.50 52.13 

e  or  Cake 

rving  Knife 30.00 22.50 35.00 26.25 
40.00 

30.00 

gar  Spoon 29.50 22.13 32.00 24.00 36.00 27.00 

blespoon 53.50 40.13 60.00 45.00 66.50 
49.88 

blespoon,   Pierced        53.50 40.13 
60.00 

45.00 66.50 49.88 
jstess  Set $278.50 $208.88 $307.50 $230.63 $338.00 $253.52 
jstess  set  includes  all  of  the  pieces shown  above with  an 

asreiisk  (*)  ' Tial  listing  only  aKive.  Qimplete  sale 
price  list 

available 
upon  request 

Outstanding  opportunit>  to  start  or  complete  your  sterling  at  great  savings.  No  sales  tax  on 

out  of  state  orders.  We  pay  all  shipping  costs.  Free  chest  with  $250  order.  To\yle  is  the 

ultimate  from  every  single  standpoint,  unmistakably  the  finest. 

Thirty-two  piece  service  for  eight  includes  8-each  place  knife,  place  fork,  salad  fork  and 
teaspoon. 

Order  direct  during  this  special  offer  event  and  while  silver  is  still  at  1974  prices. 

Carter's  is  one  of  America's  largest  and  most  respected  silver  dealers. 

24  MONTHS  TO  PAY 
Without  finance  charges. 

You  can  buy  your  Towle  Sterling  on  our  Silver  Club  Plan.  Nothing  down.  24-equal  monthly 

payments  ($5  tnin.).  The  deferred  payment  is  the  same  as  the  cash  price.  The  cost  of  credit  is 

included  in  the  price  quoted  for  the  goods  and  services. 

Ga/z6c^  DIRECT  MARKETING 
Attn:  Ms.  Rita  Cooper 

410  East  Capitol  Street  Jackson,  Miss.  39201  Phone  601/354-3549 

Please  ship  me  the  tollowiny  TOWLE  STERLING  using  the  payment  plan  inJianed 
Pattern  Name   
No.  of  Pes. 

e  to  rising  cost  of  siU'er  bullion,  all  pnces  are  subject  to  change. 

FREE 
SILVER  CHEST! 
•  With  purchase  of  $250  or  more 

•  Tarnish  proof 

•  Holds  76-piece  ser\'ice 
MEMBER:  NATIONnL  BRIDAL  SERVICE 

%z6e^   DIRECT ^^ c.a/c,/.r/  /9/^      MARKETING 
0  East  Capitol  Street      Jackson,  Miss.  39201      Phone  601/354-3549 

Name  of  Piece Unit  Price Total  Price 

_of   

a)f   
-of   

-of  Hostess  Set 

Xa  % 
-(a  $ 

-(a  $ 

Ca  $ 

-each  $ -each  $ 

-each  $ 

-each  $ 

Name   
Address 

Cit>'   

-State 

_2ip- 

n  Check  enclosed  for  the  full  amount,  Miss,  residents  add  5%  tax,  or  chcxtse  one  of  the  following 
methods  of  payment. 

n  Charge  my  account  number     .   

D  Master  Charge  No.    
n  BankAmericard  No.     

D  American  Express  No.      

D 1  wish  to  pay  on  the  Silver  Club  Plan 

(Fill  in  h)llow'ing  information  tinly  if  you  are  using  Silver  Club  Plan) 
Credit  References    

Offer  gcxxi  through  March  20,  1976. 

We  pay  shipping  costs  {No  sales  tax,  except  to  Miss,  residents.) 
Satisfaction  guaranteed  or  your  money  returned 
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Crafted  by  the  hands  of  Harden. 

Queen  Anne  chair.  Choice  of  luxun'  fabrics  over  hardwood  frame  with 
hand-rubbed  cherry  legs.  For  our  l60-page  catalog  and  the  name  of  store 
near  you.  send  S3. 00  to  Harden  Furniture,  McConnellsville.  N.Y.  1?-(01. 

.>^/^?^: YV/ 
.\Us,r 

Spectacular  wallcoverings  &  related  fabrics  for  the 
MOST  BEAUTIFUL  ROOMS  IN  YOUR  HOME. 

KAPAUi  is  but  one  of  1 1  exciting  designs 

m  64  delightful  colorways  in  this  remarkable 

~ew  coilection.  Ask  your  interior  designer  or 
see  it  in  the  Design  Departments  of  fme  stores. 

-•  ?'  00  for  sansples  pius  faeautihi!  fall  caisr  SEQUEL  S.-s-:^h;ire  'a. 
iDOC~KK  CHEVY  CHASE  DRIVE-   lOS  AHSELES  S!033 

continued  from  page  56 

Fair.  Mid-April. 

Bogalusa.  Do'^wood  Festival. 
March. 

Breaux  Bridge.  Crawfish  Festival. 

Muv  1-2. 
Franklin.  St.  Mary  Parish  Tour  of 

Hoiins.  Early  March. 

Jackson.  Assembly  Antiques  Show 
and  Sale.  Late  .March. 

Lafayette.     .Azalea     Trail.     .Mid- 
March. 

Mansfield.  DeSoto  Parish  Tour  of 

Homes.  Mid-.April. 
New  Orleans.  He^tage  &  Horizon: 

A  At'u  Orleans  Festival.  .Mid- 

Feb.-March. .  .  .  MardiGras  (cele- 
brations also  in  Lafayette.  New 

Roads.  Hoiima.  Thibodaux.  La- 
Place  I.  .Mar.  2.  .  .  .  Spring  Fiesta. 

Tours  of  houses  and  gardens. 
Early  April.  .  .  .  Jazz  &  Heritage 
Festival.  Late  April. 

New  Roads.  .Antiques  Show  and 

Sale.  Mid- April. 
West  Feliciana  Parish.  Audubon 

Pilgrimage.  Mar.  12-14. 

Further  information:  Louisiana 

Tourist  Commission.  P.O.  Box 

44291.  Baton  Rouge.  La.  70804. 
MISSISSIPPI 

Carrollton.   Pilgrimage.   Mar.   27- 

2S. Columbus.  Pilgrimage.  Twenty 

historic  houses.  .Mar.  26-Apr.  4. 

Gulf  Coast.  Pilgrimage.  Mar.  20- 

2S. 
Hattiesburg.  Pilgrimage.  Mar.  12- 14. 

Holly    Springs.    Pilgrimage.    Apr. 

2  ■'-  "'■'. 

Jackson.  Pilgrimage.  Mar.  14-Apr. 

Natchez.      Natchez      Pilgrimage. 

Two  tours  daily  of  five  ante-bellum 
houses  each  (thirty  houses  \isited 

in  all).  .\far.  6-Apr.  4. 
Oxford.  Pilgrimage.  Apr.  3-4. 
Port  Gibson.  Pilgrimage.  Apr.  2-4. 
Tupelo,   .\aichez    Trace   Festival. 
Lore  .A pril. 

\  icksburg.   Pilgrimage.  Mar.   29- 

Apr.  16. Wood^ille.   Pilgrimage.   Mar.   12- 
14. 

*      *      *      * 

Further  information:  Travel  and 

Tourism  Dept.,  Miss.  Agricultural 
and  Industrial  Board.  P.O.  Box 
S49.Jackson.  Miss.  39205. 

NORTH  CAROLINA 
Charlotte.  Festival  of  Music.  Apr. 
!-8. 

Elizabeth    City.    Spring    Festival. 

April. Fayetteville.    "Marching    Out    to 
Moore's  Creek" — reenactment  of 

historic  event  in  honor  of  Bicen- 
:ennial.  Feb.  26. 
>MImington.       .Azalea       Festival. 

April. 
Further  information:  Travel  North 
Carolina.  P.O.  Box  27687, 

Raleish.N.C.  2-611. SOLTH  C-AROLLNA 
Charleston.    Festival    of   Houses. 
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0\er  85  private  houses  and  gar 

dens  open  to  visitors  coverin 
more  than  2  centuries  of  our  conn 

try"s  architectural  dexelopnieni 
Nine  dilTerent  tours.  4  Nlondu 

evening  galas.  .\tar.  1 8- Apr.  17. . 
Walking  Tour  of  Snuill  Garden^ 

Mar.  21-28. 
Clcnison.  House  Tour.  Apr.  25. 

Columbia.      19th-century     Liviti 

Historical  E.\ position.   Mid- Apr. 
.  .  .  Statewide  Flower  Show.  Apt 20-21. 

Sumter.  Iris  Festival.  May  23-29. 
if  a  *  * 

Further  intorniation:  S.C.  Dept 
of  Piirks.  Recreation  &  Tourism 

Suite  1  13.  Edgar  A.  Brown  BIdg. 
1205  Pendleton  St..  Columbia 

S.C.  29201. 
TENNESSEE 

Cosb\.  Ramp  Festival.  Apr.  27 
Cross^ille.  Phlo.x  Festival.  Apr 
20-26. 

Cumberland  Gap.  Folk  Festival 

Apr.  26-27. Elizabethton  and  Roan  Mt.  Roan 
H'ildtlowcr  lour.  May. 

Gatlinburg.  Wild  flower  Pilgrim' 

age.  .Apr.  24-26. Grand  Junction.  Plantation  Tour 

A  pril. Jackson.  .Arts  &  Craft  Festival 

A  pril. Knoxville.  Dogwood  Arts  Festival 

Apr.  1 1-20.  .  .  .  Craftsman's  Fair. 

April. .Memphis.  St.  George's  Kitchen. 
Country  Store,  &.  Home  Tour 

Apr.  26-27.  .  .  .  Cotton  Carnival 

May  3-10. Nash\ille.  .Antiques  E.xposition. 

Feb.  2.>'.  .  .  .  Ti  nncwee  Crafts  Fair. 

May  2-4. 
Paris.  Worla  s  Largest  Fish  Fry 

Apr.  2 1 -26. Sneedville.  Craft  Fair.  April. ■-.-  ;:  *  » 

Further  information:  Tenn.  Tour 

ist  De\eIopment  Div..  Dept. 
HG75.  1028  Andrew  Jackson 

Bids..  Nash\ille.  Tenn.  37219. 
VIRGINIA 

Throughout  the  state.  Historic 
Garden  H  eek.  Houses  and  gardens 

open  to  the  public.  Apr.  2^-29. 
Charlottesville.  Dog^vood  Festival. 

Apr.  15-25. Norfolk.  International  Azalea  Fes- 

tival.  Apr.  /S-25. 
Monterey.  Highland  County 

.Maple  Sugar  Festival.  Mar.  20-21: 

.Mar.  27-28. 
Warsaw.  Daffodil  Show.  Apr.  10- 
11. 

Williamsburg.  .Annual  Antiques 
Forum  (2nd  session;  first  is  Jan. 

25-30).  Feb.  1-6.  ..  .  Colonial 

Weekends.  Feb.  13-15;  Feb.  20- 
22.  .  .  .  Annual  Garden  Sympo- 

sium. Mar.  21-26. 
Winchester.     Shenandoah     Apple 

Blossom  Festival.  Apr.  31-  May  2. *      *      u      ̂  

Further  information:  Virginia 
State  Travel  Service.  6  N.  Sixth 
St..  Richmond.  Va.  23219. 

HOUSE  &  GARDEr 



5end  for  your 
:omplimentary  copy 
)£  Architectural  Digest 
Discover  the  world's  most  creative  magazine  on  decorating, 
collecting,  fine  arts,  antiques,  gardens  and  interior  design. 

If  you're  tired  of  articles  on  "How  To"  and  know 
you  can't  change  the  look  of  a  room  with  a  packet 

of  dye.  Architectural  Digest  is  the  magazine 
true  to  your  heart.  With  Architectural 

Digest  you'll  uncover  the  uncommon 
in  decorating  and  interior  design. 

You'll  discover  it's  America's  most  beau- 
tiful and  informative  bi-monthly.  A 

unique  magazine  to  help  you  make  your 

home  more  compelling,  more  comfort- 
able, more  convenient ...  a  creative 

expression  of  warmth  for  the 
pleasure  of  family  and  friends. 

You'll  find  every  article  on  the 
upbeat  level  of  that  small  group  of 

people  with  extraordinary  taste. 

You'll  discover  what's  "in"  before  it  arrives.  You'll 
follow  the  coming  trends  that  change  the  world  of 
interior  design,  color,  shapes,  textures. 

You'll  understand  the  antiques  scene — what's  best 
for  investment.  The  art  scene — what's  new  and 
valuable.  The  "Collectables"  scene — what  is  and 
isn't  worth  collecting. 

International  in  scope,  you'll  treasure  Architectural 

Digest  as  you  would  an  art  book.  You'll  refer  to  us 
as  you  would  a  reference  book.  You'll  read  and  re- 

read us  for  ideas  and  inspiration.  You'll  keep  us  out 
because  we  speak  of  your  values  on  beauty  and  how 
you  feel  about  your  home  and  the  people  around  you. 

Send  for  your  complimentary  copy  (a  $2.95  value) 

today.  Discover  how  your  home  can  be  the  most 
creative,  most  rewarding  of  all  art  forms. 

Beautiful  homes  in  previous  issues  featured 
interior  designs  the  public  seldom  sees 

■  The  Virginia  home  of  Senator  and 
Mrs.  Edward  M.  Kennedy  ■  The  New  York 

apartment  of  Pablo,  Elizabeth  Arden's 
famous  make-up  man  ■  Coco  Chanel's 

Paris  apartment  ■  Dinah  Shore's house  in  Beverly  Hills 

Over  100  pages  of  ideas  for  creative  living, 

superbly  photographed  in  magnificent  color. 

ARCHITECTURAL  DIGEST 

America's  Magazine  for  Beautiful  Living  ^^^ P.O.  Box  2418  / 
Boulder,  Colorado  80302  ^^  YES' 

^^  Please  send 

^^  without  cost, 

^^^  obligation  or  commit- ^^^  ment,  my  complimentary 
copy  of  Architectural  Digest. 

If  I  find  it  is  everything  you  say  it 

is,  bill  me  for  a  year's  subscription  (5 
additional  issues  for  a  total  of  6  in  all)  at  just 

$16.95.  If  I  don't  wish  to  subscribe,  I  will  write 
"Cancel"  across  your  bill,  return  it  and  that  will  end 

the  matter.  In  either  case,  the  complimentary  copy  (a  $2.95 

6020 

-^S 

State- 

Zip. 

Architectural  Digest  Magazine  ■  P.O.  Box  2418  ■  Boulder,  Colorado  80302 
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Booklets  to  help  you  decide  where  to  go^ 
where  to  stay  in  the  South 
To  help  you  plan  a  memorable 
visit  to  the  Southern  states.  House 

&  Garden  will  send  you,  free  of 
charge,  any  of  these  booklets.  Just 
fill  out  the  coupon  below. 

ALABAMA 

A  packet  of  pamphlets  (1)  includes 
Alabama  Has  It  All.  which  de- 

scribes its  numerous  and  varied 

attractions:  Battleship  USS  Ala- 
bama, a  World  War  II  ship,  now 

in  Mobile,  and  open  to  the  public 

— fascinating  to  children;  Inter- 
state Interludes.  28  short,  ofF-the- 

beaten-path  vacations;  Spend  a 

Day  in  Outer  Space,  the  place — 
Alabama  Space  and  Rocket  Cen- 
ter. 

For  a  relaxing  vacation  the 
Grand  Hotel  (2)  in  Point  Clear 

offers  four-season  hospitality, 
beaches,  golfing,  other  sports. 

ARKANSAS 

From  Arkansas,  a  whole  bevy  of 
attractive  booklets  and  maps  (3) 

some  describing  the  general  splen- 
dors of  the  state,  one,  the  Ozark 

Mountain  region;  another.  Little 

Rock:  others,  the  facilities  at  va- 
rious lake  areas;  Arkansas  Presents 

2  New  Attractions  (Blanchard 

Springs  Caverns.  Ozark  Folk  Cen- 

ter); a  Camper's  Guide;  a  Tour 
Guide;  even  a  bike  tour  map. 

FLORIDA 

1  here  is  more  to  this  sun-blessed 
state  than  Miami,  and  Florida 

Visitor  Inforniation  (4)  ticks  ofT 

the  enjoyment  to  be  found  in  the 
12  geographic  vacation  areas.  .  .  . 

Included  is  the  state's  Bicentennial 
brochure  Pathways  to  the  Past 

with  information  about  Bicenten- 

nial Trail  sites  and  special  activities 

in  Florida's  communities,  and 
maps,  hotel  directories. 

The  Dark  Continent  (5)  de- 
scribes the  350-acrc  Biisch  Gar- 

dens at  Tampa,  where  many  Afri- 
can animals  are  displayed  in  land- 

scaping resembling  their  natural 
habitats. 

Everyone  with  children — and 
everyone  without- — should  visit 

Disney  World  (6)  in  Orlando — it's 
everyone's  fantasies  come  true. 

GEORGIA 

Geori^ia  Days  (7)  and  six  other 

enticing  booklets  describe  the  plea- 
sures and  scenic  beauties  to  be 

found  here  .  .  .  Six  Flaf^s  See  and 

Do  Book  gives  the  scoop  on  the 
rides  and  outstanding  attractions 
at  this  amusement  area  on  the 

outskirts  of  Atlanta.  Georf>ia,  So 
Much,  So  Near  has  25  mapped 

mini-tours  near  large  cities. 

Georgia's  Stone  Mountain  (8) 
is  where  nature  buffs  can  revel  and 

sports  enthusiasts  play  to  their 

hearts'  content.  Folders  also  tell 

of  its  skylift,  inn,  camping  facili- 
ties, railway  tour,  places  of  historic 

interest.  .  .  .  The  Cloister  (9),  on 

Sea  Island,  is  one  of  our  finest 

beach  resorts — see  why!  .  .  .  On  St 

Simon's  Island.  Sea  Paints  (10)  is 
a  delightful  golf  and  racquet  club. 
...  A  splendid  hotel  to  stay  at  on 

St.  Simon's  is  the  King  and  Prince 
Beach  Hotel  (11).  At  the  beach 

front,  it  offers  every  facility  for  a 
luxurious  vacation.  .  .  .  Callaway 
Gardens  (12)  offers  floral  displays 

at  all  times  and  many  other  attrac- 
tions. For  more,  see  page  52. 

KENTUCKY 

The  Bluegrass  State's  booklet  Call 
of  Kentucky  (13)  presents,  in  color, 

the  many  scenic  and  historic  attrac- 
tions of  the  state — the  beauty  of 

its  mountains  and  lakes,  the  Blue- 
grass  country,  Louisville  and  the 
Derby,  the  state  and  national  parks. 

LOUISIANA 

Three  booklets — Historic  Louisi- 
ana. Louisiana  All  Outdoors.  Wel- 

come to  Louisiana's  State  Parks 
(14) — present  the  case  convinc- 

ingly for  visiting  this  lovely  state. 

Most  people  start  their  Louisi- 

ana trip  in  New  Orleans.  You'll Love  New  Orleans  (15)  makes  it 

crystal  clear  why.  .  .  .  When  de- 
ciding where  to  stay,  you  might 

consider  the  Monteleone  Hotel 

( 16)  at  the  gateway  to  the  French 

Quarter.  In  addition  to  its  fine  res- 
taurants and  other  amenities,  it 

offers  four  all-inclusive  vacation 

packages.  .  .  .  The  St.  Louis  Hotel 
( 1  7)  in  the  Quarter  offers  typically 

French  furnishings,  authentic 

French  courtyard,  and  a  prize-win- 
ning restaurant.  ...  To  be  in  the 

heart  of  the  city  but  not  necessarily 
in  the  Quarter,  Le  Pavilion  (18), 

according  to  its  brochure,  has  "the 
Baroque  elegance  of  18th-century 
France  combined  with  a  rare  at- 

mosphere of  good  living."  ...  10 
minutes  from  New  Orleans — 8 
acres  of  landscaped  loveliness, 
Longue  Vue  Gardens  (19). 

The  Shreveport-Bossier  area 
(20)  describes  the  many  places  to 
visit  and  recreational  facilities 
available  thereabout.  .  .  .  And  in 

Baton  Rouge,  be  sure  to  visit  Rose- 
down  Plantation  and  Gardens 

(21).  Rosedown.  a  great  ante-bel- 
lum mansion,  has  been  restored, 

decorated  with  period  furnishings. 
MISSISSIPPI 

Your  Guide  to  Travel  (22)  offers 

almost  100  pages  of  reasons  why 

you  should  visit  this  state.  Addi- 
tional booklets  in  the  packet:  His- 

toric Vicksburg,  Great  River  Road. 
South  Mississippi  &  the  Gulf 

Coast,  details  of  the  Natchez  Pil- 
grimage of  houses  (March  and 

April).  Pilgrimage  Events  through- 
out the  state.  You  may  have  a 

booklet  about  the  Colunibus  Pil- 

grimage (23),  March  26-April  4. 

If  you're  into  seashore  life, 

you'll  want  to  see  the  Gulf  Coast 

and  Your  Place  in  the  Sun  (24) 

will  whet  your  appetite.  ...  In 
Biloxi,  consider  staying  at  The 

Broadwater  Beach  (25) — golf,  sail- 
ing, fishing,  two  pools,  a  marina. 
NORTH  CAROLINA 

.S('<'  North  Carolina  (26)  exhorts 

one  booklet  that  suggests  a  number 
of  short  tours  you  can  take  to  do 
it.  Golf  State,  U.S.A.  lists  all  the 

great  courses  in  this  famous  golf 
area  where  you  can  play  like  a 
S.icad  or  a  neophyte. 

On  Grandfather  Mountain,  the 

Grandfather  Golf  and  Country 
Club  (27)  offers  facilities- for  an 

enjoyable  vacation  or  informal 
restful  living  to  its  members  in  its 
clubhouse  or  private  homes  and 
condominiums.  .  .  .  Tourists  can 

read  about  the  beauties  of  Grand- 
father Mountain  and  enjoy  the  fun 

of  taking  a  ride  on  the  nearby 
Tweetsie  Railroad  (28).  The  folder 

offers  special  discount  tickets. 
The  USS  North  Carolina  (29) 

a  World  War  II  battleship,  is  now 
a  memorial  in  Wilmington. 

Carolina  Trace  (30)  comprises 
over  1000  acres  dedicated  to  the 

good  life.  You  can  have  a  condo- 
minium or  private  house — use  it 

for  weekends  or  long  vacations — 
and  enjoy  the  superb  golf  courses, 
sports  facilities,  a  village  center 

for  shopping  and  professional  serv- 
ices. Or  you  can  have  a  comfort- 
able room  for  short  stays. 
SOI  TH  CAROLINA 

Ihis  state  offers  a  I  rip  Kit  (31) 

in  which  you'll  find  numerous 
pamphlets  describing  the  places  of 
historic  and  scenic  interest,  the 

special  activities  planned  for  1976. 

In  addition,  you  get  a  lovely,  color- 
ful book.  South  Carolina.  A  Lot 

of  It  Looks  Like  a  Foreign  Court- 
try,  dedicated  to  the  premise  that 

there's  a  counterpart  in  this  state's 
attractions  to  pretty  much  what- 

ever \ou  can  see  or  do  abroad. 

On  Hilton  Head  Island,  the 
Pines  Plantation  (32)  offers  4  i 

of  beach,  golf  courses,  acconi 
dations  in  the  Oceanfront  In 

privately  owned  villas  and  ho 

golf  and  tennis  vacations. 
Myrtle  Beach  and  South  ( 

Una's  Grand  Strand  (33)  is  a  p  , 
et  of  3  booklets  about  a  favc 

playground:  an  accommodat 
guide,  a  listing  of  golf  clubs  wl 
you  can  tee  up.  a  family  ca 

ground  guide.  .  .  .  The  Oc 
Dunes  (34)  at  Myrtle  Beach  i; 
ocean-front  motor  inn  that  of 

excellent  appointments,  a  spec 
all-expenses-included  golf  p; 

age.  .  .  .  Golfers  who  want  to 
the  courses  in  the  Myrtle  Be 

area  can  choose  from  several  p; 

age  vacations  offered  by  hotels 
mv)tor  inns  in  Golf  Holiday  ( 

TENNESSEE 

From  Tennessee,  several  hand! 
of  booklets  (36)  among  whichj 

ones  on  Memphis.  Knoxvillc,  (I 

linburg.  Nashville  and  "Oprylarj 
the  mountain  and  lake  regions,] 

possibilities  for  fishing,  camp, 
visiting  historic  sights,  and 

plain  having  fun. 
VIRGINIA 

A  popular  state  with  visitors 
cause  of   its   many   historic  la 

marks,    restorations,    stretches' 
beach,  recreational  facilities,  \ 

ginia  offers  booklets  (37)  to  h 
you  decide  what  to  do:  Camp 
in    Virginia.  Civil   War  Battleji 

Parks.  Golf  in  Virginia  and  m. 

more — even  one  offering  movie 
borrow  or  rent  before  you  go 

help  you   plan)  or  after   (to 
again  what  you  enjoyed). 

Finally,  if  you're  consider, 
touring  the  South  leisurely  ii 

trailer,  you  will  want  to  see 
many  models  in  the  Holiday  Ri 

bier  catalogue  (38).  Each  has 
the  facilities  you  will  require  . 

many  comforts  you  enjoy  at  hoi 

ORDER  COUPON  FOR  BOOKLETS 
Circle  the  number  of  each  booklet  you  want.  Add  50c 

for  postage  and  handling.  Do  not  send  stamps.  Allow 

up  to  four  weeks  for  delivery. 

MAIL  TO:  HOUSE  &  GARDEN.  Dept.  2A 
Box  3579,  Grand  Central  Station,  New  York,  N 
10017 

Y. 
OFFER    EXPIRES    4/1  5/7  6 
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All  the 
fuss  about 
smoking 

got  me thinking  Fd  either 
quit  or  smoke  True. TRUf 

I  smoke 
True. 

King  Regular:  11  mg.  "tar",  0.6  mg.  nicotine,  100's  Menthol:  13  mg.  "tar". 
0.8  mg.  nicotine,  av.  per  cigarette,  FTC  Report  April  75. 

Warning:  The  Surgeon  General  Has  Determined 

That  Cigarette  Smoking  Is  Dangerous  to  Your  Health. 
The  low  tar,  low  nicotine  cigarette.  Think  about  it. 
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MtChippen M  smile  with  approval 
Because  in  this  elegant  corner  chair  we  have 

copied  the  original  American  Queen  Anne 

design  so  uncompromisingly.  After  all, 

reproducing    the    work    of    the    Eighteenth 

Century  masters  has  been  our  business  for 

more    than    60    years.  ^ 

This   piece   is   from   our  ' 
famo.us    James    River     H  I  C  I\0 
Ccllieiction.    its   frame   is  ^ 
carved  flofti^sol id  mahogany,  subtly 

marked  to  cbieraemorate  our  nation's 

{jOCJoricalX 

^MuJaAau, 

Bicentennial.  The  fabric  also  is  a  special 

bicentennial  pattern  designed  exclusively  for 

Hickory   Chair.   Our   complete   gallery   of 

Eighteenth    Century    furniture    includes 

upholstered  living  room  chairs  and  sofas  in 

iq.  your  choice  of  gorgeous 
'  fabrics    and    elegantx 

mail      ou      ycai9.  (^SI23>--.-_i^^iS!c--»»nisJx  ywur  (.iiuit.c  ui  {juij^cutis 

iece   is   from   our  ^  ''         '  fabrics    and    elegant 

IS    lames    River     HICKORV      CH/\IR         leathers;  and  a  most  im- 

ion.    Its   frame   is  ^-'     ̂ ),v!V,Q^.  Qp  V»      V/      pressive  line  of  dining, 
eI  flofti^solid  mahogany,  subtly         j  ^       bedroom  and  occasional  furniture  in  rich 
d  to  cbiememorate  our  nation's         i^d.nC         solid    mahogany   and    mahogany   veneers. 

For  catalog  of  over  150  reproductions,  including  The  James  River  Collection,  send  $3  to  Hickory 
Chair,  Box  HC9,  Hickory,  NC  28601.  For  dealer,  phone  free:  800-243-6000  (In  Conn.,  1-800^2-6500). 
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Nature 
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e  have  moved  very  fast  and  very  far 
from  our  origins.  In  some  ways,  this 

progress  has  been  admirable.  Medical 

and  scientific  discoveries  have  brought  com- 
fort to  many.  But  technology  has  also 

brought  new  problems— largely  because  it 
has  separated  us  more  and  more  from  na- 

ture. The  feel  of  the  soil  the  taste  of  fresh 

water,  the  radiance  of  natural  light,  the  smell 

of  clean  air— these  are  nature's  essential, 
therapeutic  gifts,  yet  how  often  these  days 
do  we  really  experience  them? 

The  human  race  evolved  with  a  deep  under- 
standing of  nature— to  survive.  Now,  cen- 

turies later,  we  must  draw  again  on  that 

simple,  physical  contact— to  maintain  our 
sanity.  The  memory  is  there,  deep  within  us. 

"In  wildness,"  said  Thoreau,  "is  the  preserva- 
tion of  the  world." 

From  nature, 

we  can  find  new  strength 
and  enjoyment  in  our  lives. 
With  nature  rests 

our  spiritual  survival. 
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letting  back  to  nature- our  hope  for  the  future 
A  PROVOCATIVE 
INTERVIEW 

ITH  SOCIOBIOLOGIST 
EDWARD  O  WILSON 

editor's  note:  Comparing,'  man  to  the 
animals  is  not  new.  Desmond  Morris, 
Konrad  Lorenz,  and  Robert  Ardrey,  for 
instance,  have  jascinatini;ly  and  often 

amusin^'ly  shown  how  our  behavior  re- 
flects the  territorial  and  sexual  behavior 

of  monkeys  and  other  animals.  What  is 
new  and  very  excitin^i  is  that  more  and 
more  human  traits  can  be  traced  down 

to  animals— even  altruism,  one  of  the 
hii^hest  ideals  to  which  man  can  aspire, 

and  one  that  people  have  always  re- 
j^arded  as  a  uniquely  human  character- 

istic. When  a  dolphin  is  harpooned,  for 
instance,  or  seriously  injured  in  some 
other  way,  the  remainder  of  the  school 
will  sometimes  crowd  around  the  stricken 

animal  and  lift  it  to  the  surface,  where 

it  is  able  to  continue  breathing.  The  dis- 
covery of  this  and  other  examples  of 

animal  altruism  are  described  in  an  ex- 
traordinary new  book,  Sociobiology,  by 

Edward  O.  Wilson,  Professor  of  Zoology 
and  Curator  of  Entomology  at  the  Mu- 

seum of  Comparative  Zoology,  Harvard 
University.  Sociobiology  consists  of  a 
new  synthesis  of  biology,  psychology, 
and  anthropology.  In  an  exclusive  inter- 

view with  Caroline  Seebohm,  Professor 

Wilson,  who  has  spent  a  lifetime  study- 
ing living  creatures,  shares  his  insights 

into  man's  search  for  himself  and  our 
prospects,  in  an  increasingly  technolog- 

ical world,  for  a  future  with  nature. 

"There  is  no  question  in  my  mind 
that  the  human  mind  can  survive 

in  a  relatively  sterile  environment,  per- 
haps in  a  city  of  steel  or  in  some  large 

space  satellite  where  the  minimal  forms 
of  existence  can  be  maintained.  Children 

can  adapt  to  that  kind  of  life,  they  can 
survive  and  reproduce  in  the  same  way 
that  laboratory  rats  and  caged  tigers  can. 

"But  human  nature  is  something  more. 
Our  species  evolved  in  open,  uncrowded 
environments  surrounded  by  living  crea- 

tures. Our  ancestors  were  hunters  and 

gatherers  who  were  intimately  related 
to  a  diversity  of  other  organisms,  as  part 
of  their  survival  method.  They  had  to 
have  a  deep  knowledge  of  the  environ- 

ment and  feeling  for  it.  Even  today,  there 
are  Amerindian  tribes  in  South  America 
who  can  recognize  over  a  thousand  kinds 
of  plants,  on  which  they  depend  for 
existence. 

"Thus  we  retain  in  our  heredity,  I  be- 
lieve, the  capacity  to  find  deep  emotional 

pleasure   in   natural   environments   and 

other  living  creatures.  Given  any  op- 
portunity at  all,  children  quickly  de- 

velop this  affiliation.  They  are  strongly 

prone  to  develop  a  love  for  pets,  a  fas- 
cination for  wildlife  (look  at  the  popu- 

larity of  zoos),  wildlife  movies,  and  so 
forth,  and  they  have  a  quick,  positive 
response  to  the  outdoors.  And  this  is 

translated,  given  the  chance  for  full  emo- 
tional and  mental  growth,  into  a  lifetime 

attachment  to  zoos,  gardens,  parks,  and 
wilderness  areas,  in  a  manner  that  can 

only  be  described  as  an  enrichment  of  the 
human  spirit.  1  say  human  spirit  with 
special  intent,  because  I  am  suggesting 
that  the  capacity  to  develop  this  way  was 
ingrained  in  human  nature  by  millenia  of 
evolution. 

"At  the  same  time,  no  other  species 
has  moved  so  far  and  so  fast  from  its 

origins.  That  is  the  human  dilemma.  We 
have  traveled  a  very  great  distance  from 
the  economic  and  social  systems  in  which 
we  evolved— and  yet  manv  of  our  basic 
emotions  are  still  rooted  in  Pleistocene 

history,  including  our  strong  tendency 

to  affiliate  with  nature.  Our  ancestors' 
first  energies  were  devoted  to  the  natural 
environment,  although  they  could  not 

view  it  as  a  Garden  of  Eden— they  were 
constantly  struggling  against  it,  trying  to 
extract  a  living  from  it.  They  did  not 
disturb  the  environment  greatly,  because 
they  did  not  have  the  capacity.  In  other 
words,  the  environment  was  their  equal 
and  they  were  in  balance  with  it. 

"With  the  rise  of  technology  and  ad- 
vanced economic  and  social  systems,  the 

species  was  able  to  overcome  the  en- 
vironment, to  exploit  it,  and  to  extract 

more  and  more  from  it;  but  in  carrying 

this  'progress'  to  its  logical  end,  we  are 
approaching  a  new  equilibrium  in  which 
most  of  the  natural  environment  is  gone 
or  disappearing.  And  so  blindly,  for  the 
sake  of  short-term  biological  success,  we 
have  cut  off  part  of  our  normal  spiritual 

development.  As  a  species,  we  have  al- 
ready lost  a  great  deal  of  our  heritage, 

and  we  are  living  dangerously. 

"If  our  pursuit  of  knowledge  continues 
to  accelerate,  and  I  hope  it  will,  most  of 

the  mystery  will  go  out  of  human  na- 
ture. By  studying  hundreds  of  other 

social  species  in  minute  detail,  from  ants 
to  chimpanzees,  biologists  have  been  able 
to  develop  new  laws  about  how  social 
behavior  evolves  and  what  its  adaptive 
significance  is  (that  is,  how  particular 
social  patterns  provide  superior  survival 

and  reproduction  for  the  creatures  who 
practice  them).  Turning  our  attention  to 
the  natural  world  and  studying  it  in  a 

scientific  way  has  brought  back  bene- 
fits in  the  understanding  of  social  be- 

havior of  our  own  species,  so  that  some 

of  our  most  basic  human  responses— in- 
cluding altruism,  aggressiveness,  terri- 

toriality and  xenophobia— can  be  ex- 
plained as  the  outcome  of  the  same  proc- 

esses that  have  produced  social  behavior 
in  other  animals. 

"What  this  new  knowledge  means  is 

that  possibly  by  the  end  of  the  21st  cen- 
tury, we  will  see  ourselves  more  clearly 

than  we  ever  dreamed  possible,  and  that 
there  may  be  a  certain  disillusionment 
about  our  spiritual  wellsprings.  If  our 
descendants  were  at  the  same  time  to  be- 

come even  more 

preoccupied with  human  ex-  Wc  caii  find  dccD 
istcncc  to  the  eX" 
elusion  of  other  eiiiotional  pleasure  wi 
living  creatures. 

they  might  en-  iiatural  environmeiits 

.gfn^  and  other 
^""^  living  creatures 
n  m-    O   

i 
counter     the  ̂ ^  J  nfhpr 

greatest   imagin-  <^Ai^  WLiiv^i 
able    misfortu 
of  the  huma 
tellect:    the   loss 

of  the  capacity  to  experience  wonder. 

"That  is  why  nature  and  the  environ- 
ment are  so  vital.  Even  if  we  fully  un- 

derstood human  nature,  and  pressed  on 

to  direct  our  own  evolution— a  not  in- 
conceivable prospect,  centuries  from  now 

—it  would  be  the  diversity  of  life  that 

presents  an  endless  frontier  of  study,  con- 
templation, and  enjoyment.  There  may 

be  as  many  as  ten  million  species  of 
plants,  animals,  and  microorganisms  alive 
on  the  earth.  The  exploration  of  living 
creatures  could  provide  an  endless  source 
of  wonder,  bringing  into  play  the  same 
instincts  that  motivate  the  bird  watcher, 

the  butterfly  collector,  and  the  back- 

yard gardener. "If  we  can  gain  a  sense  of  emotional 
reward  from  contemplating  our  environ- 

ment and  living  closer  to  it,  perhaps  our 
descendants  might  evolve  further  in  that 
direction  and  discover  deeper  emotional 
rewards.  Providing  an  environment  in 
which  we  can  develop  fully  our  capacity 

for  spiritual  enrichment  is  the  most  im- 
portant duty  we  can  perform  for  future 

generations— an  enrichment  strongly  cen- 
tered upon  our  affiliation  with  natural, 

diverse  living  environments."  IS 

Studies  of  earth  and  water  by  Irving  Penn 
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The  healing 

power of  gardening 
For  years,  doctors,  thera- 

pists, researchers,  and 
jardeners  more  than  anyone. 
have  been  aware  of  the  curative 

effects  of  tending  a  garden,  dig- 
ging in  soil,  mai<.ing  things  grow. 

Dr.  Howard  Rusk.  Director  of 

•he  Institute  of  Rehabilitation 
Medicine  in  New  York,  and  a 

gardener  himself,  knows  that 
working  with  the  earth  to  help 
:reate  a  living  thing  is  physically 

.ind  psychologically  beneficial. 
"Through  all  experience, 

through  all  the  ages  of  man- 

kind, people  have  felt  the  satis- faction and  healing  power  of 
working  in  the  garden.  People 

respond  to  plants,  and  plants 
respond  to  people.  What  the 
connection  is  remains  a  mys- 

tery." 

"Gardening  is  preventive 
medicine— the  kind  you  can 

prescribe  for  yourself,"  says Howard  D.  Brooks,  who  has  just 
retired  after  thirteen  years  as 
Horticultural  Therapist  at  the 

Institute.  "Working  in  the  gar- 
den unwinds  you,  reduces  ten- 

sions, relaxes  you  even  though 

it's  rigorous  activity.  It  loosens 
your  muscles,  soothes  you  emo- 

tionally and  psychologically. 
"Gardening  is  not  static. 

There  is  always  something  hap- 

pening: a  new  shoot  or  leaf 
forming,  a  flower  opening,  a 

cutting  to  be  rooted.  Other  kinds 
of  projects  remain  as  you  left 
them  until  you  return.  But  gar- 

dens go  on  growing  without 

you.  They  have  lives  of  their 
own. 

"Besides  all  that,  there  is 
something  about  the  act  of 
working  in  harmony  with  the 

By  Coralee  Leon 
earth  that  refreshes  you  deeply. 

Gardening  is  a  link  between  you 

and  the  vast  forces  of  nature." 
People  usually  begin  to  gar- 

den for  a  specific  purpose:  to 

grow  their  own  food  or  flowers, 
or  to  produce  the  best  roses  or 

the  biggest  tomatoes.  "But  often these  results  become  secondary 

to  the  real  reward— the  work  it- 

self," says  Mr.  Brooks.  'There 
is  pleasure  in  being  out  in  the 

open  air,  a  sense  of  well-being 

Gardening  is 

preventive medicine  you  can 

prescribe  for 

yourself 
in  the  feel  of  the  breeze,  the 

fragrance  of  the  soil.  You  are 

part  of  your  world.  It's  a  thrill- 

ing thing." 

"Gardening  is  good  for  every- 
one. For  the  elderly,  who  are 

no  longer  consulted  on  society's matters,  gardening  offers  a  way 
to  keep  contributing.  For  the 

lonely,  gardening  brings  solace. 

Lonely  people  often  have  dif- ficulty communicating  with 
other  people,  but  can  relate  to 
a  plant.  A  plant  responds,  but 
not  verbally.  It  never  threatens 
or  criticizes. 

"For  the  impatient,  cultivat- 

ing the  soil  helps  cultivate  pa- 

tience," says  Mr.  Brooks.  "Some 
people  (Continued  on  page  131) 

William  D.  MacDowell,  whose  family  and  garden  appear  here  and  on 

page  114,  finds  the  greatest  joy  in  gardening  together  'not  because of  the  produce  harvested,  but  the  lessons  gardening  teaches. 
I  have  come  to  believe  that  happiness  is  directly  related  to  self 
productivity.  I  want  my  children  to  feel  the  pride  of  making  things  grow 
in  thp  parth  and  to  rp;»n  thoir  m 
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f\  growing  thirst  for 
pure  water 

IMPORTANT  NEW 
FACTS  ABOUT  THE 
WATER  YOU  DRINK By  Caroline  Seebohm 

Water  covers  about 

three-quarters  of  the 

earth's  surface,  and  if  the  earth's 
surface  were  smooth,  it  would 
be  covered  with  water  to  a  depth 

of  \-,6  miles.  More  than  97  per- 
cent of  all  water  is  salt  water- 

in  the  oceans,  while  only  about 
2.8  percent  is  fresh.  More  than 
75  percent  of  all  fresh  water  is 
frozen  in  the  form  of  polar  ice 
caps  and  glaciers.  It  is  estimated 
that  melting  the  Antarctic  ice 
caps  alone  would  feed  all  the 

world's  rivers  for  800  years. 
In  other  words,  there  is  a  lot 

of  water  around.  And  it  is  the 

only  natural  resource  that  is  re- 
usable and  that  retains  its  origi- 

nal form  through  the  centuries. 

'it  is  quite  possible,"  suggests 
George  H.  Klumb,  Vice  Presi- 

dent and  Director  of  Environ- 

mental Affairs,  Culligan  Inter- 

national, ""that  wc  are  still  using' 
the  same  water  that  was  used  in 

Athens  and  Rome  by  the  earli- 
est inhabitants.  But  there  are 

more  people  today,  more  indus- 
tries, and  more  human  activities 

demanding  water,  and  that  is 
what  has  caused  the  problem, 
not  the  depletion  of  the  volume 

of  water." The  total  water  used  in  the 

United  States  is  345  billion  gal- 
lons, daily.  Industry  uses  the 

most  water  (54  percent):  irriga- 
tion is  a  close  second  (38  per- 

cent); with  public  supplies  (7 
percent);  and  rural  ( 1  percent). 
According  to  a  1974  Gallup 
Survey,  the  average  amount  of 
water  consumed  by  adults  per 
day  is  3.3  glasses.  However,  a 
relatively  high  proportion  of  the 
population  (14  percent)  drinks 
more  than  6  glasses  in  an  aver- 

age day,  and  7  percent  drink 
none  or  almost  none.  (Doctors 
recommend  you  drink  8  glasses 
a  day.)  Enough  of  statistics. 
What  concerns  you,  the  water 
drinker,  are  these  two  questions. 

Are  we  going  to 
run  out  of  water? 
The  answer  to  this  is  prob- 

ably, no.  As  the  statistics  show, 
there  is  a  lot  of  water  on  the 

earth.  The  problem  is  not  that 

it  is  suddenh'  going  to  vanish- 
poof— but  that  the  existing  water 
is  not  being  recycled  efiiiciently. 
For  instance,  it  has  been  sug- 

gested that  in  Cincinnati.  15 
percent  of  the  water  has  been 
used  by  someone  else  upstream, 
and  that  the  water  in  the  Missis- 

sippi River  is  used  six  times  by 
the  time  it  reaches  New  Orleans. 
In  the  words  of  Dr.  Robert  H. 

Harris,  Director  of  Water  Re- 
source Programs  for  the  Envi- 

ronmental Defense  Fund,  "In  a 

sense,  untouched  water,  'God- 
given  water,'  is  virtually  non- 

existent in  many  parts  of  the 

country."  Dr.  Harris  is  con- 
cerned that  water  is  being 

wasted  as  well.  "In  Los  Angeles, 
for  example,  they  have  built 
enormous  canals  from  North- 

ern California  and  the  Colorado 

River  to  bring  water  to  6  mil- 
lion people,  and  this  water  is 

used  and  then  thrown  into  the 
ocean.  If  this  water  could  be 

recycled,  you  would  be  provid- 
ing the  equivalent  of  12  million 

people  with  water.'' If  efficient  water  treatment 

can  keep  water  recycled  efTec- 
tively,  and  if  a  new  way  of  deal- 

ing with  the  resource,  rather 
than  wasting  it,  can  be  found, 
then  our  water  will  not  run  out. 
Dr.  Harris  also  suggests  that 
new  plumbing  standards  can 
save  a  considerable  amount  of 
water;  and  Mr.  Klumb  believes 

that  very  soon  new  ways  of  dis- 
posing waste  will  be  found  that 

use  less  water  in  the  home,  and 

thus  help  conserve  the  nation's 
water.   

Is  our  water  safe 
to  drink? 

All  water,  once  it  has  been 

exposed  to  the  environment,  be- 
comes to  some  extent  impure. 

Absolutely  pure  water  would 
have  to  be  kept  in  closed  con- 

tainers, without  contact  with 

air.  "Highly  purified  water  is 
used  for  a  variety  of  purposes." 
explains  Mr.  Klumb.  "In  lab- 

oratories, for  preparing  phar- 
maceuticals, for  instance.  It  is 

also  used  in  highly  specialized 
medical  situations,  such  as  in 

kidney  dialysis  machines— where 
the  water  is  purified  by  a  new 

process  of  reverse  osmosis.  It  is 
also  used  for  more  mundane 

purposes,  such  as  car  washing, 
in  steam  irons,  and  for  the 

Olympic  Ice  Skating  competi- 
tion, because  skating  on  pure 

ice  is  faster." Impure  water  only  becomes 
of  concern  when  it  afTects  the 

health  of  living  things.  The  dis- 
tinction is  very  important.  Water 

may  be  called  "contaminated" when  it  simply  contains  impuri- 
ties. The  constituents  may  bo 

perfectly  safe,  such  as  fluoride, 
which  has  resulted  in  a  tremen- 

dous decrease  in  dental  decay; 

and  other  elements,  such  as  se- 
lenium and  chromium  are  now 

thought  to  play  a  significant 
role  in  human  nutrition  in  trace 
amounts.  It  is  the  control  or 

removal  of  health-endangering 
contaminants,  such  as  cadmium 
and  lead,  and  bacteria  or  viruses 
that  cause  diseases  like  typhoid 

or  hepatitis  that  make  water 
treatment  so  important. 

According  to  the  findings  of 
a  U.S.  Public  Health  Service 

survey  of  969  public  water  sup- 
ply systems  around  the  country, 

published  in  1970: 
"86  percent  of  the  approxi- 

mately 18  million  people,  and 
59  percent  of  the  supply  sys- 

tems covered  were,  on  an  aver- 
age basis,  receiving  good  \Vater. 

"41  percent  of  the  systems 
were  delivering  waters  of  infe- 

rior quality  to  2.5  million  peo- 
ple, 360,000  of  whom  were  re- 

ceiving water  of  potentially  dan- 
gerous quality.  This  was  par- 

ticularly true  of  community  sys- 
tems serving  less  than  100,000 

people. "36  percent  of  the  2,600  tap 
water  samples  exceeded.  Public 
Health  Service  Drinking  Water 
Standards  limits,  from  one  or 

more  bacteriological  or  chemi- 
cal constituents. 

"11  percent  of  the  samples 
from  surface  water  supplies  had 

organic  chemical  concentra- 
tions greater  than  the  accep- 
table (Continued  on  page  207) 

HOW  TO 
TEST  AND 
IMPROVE 
TOURWVT 
AT  HOME 
By  Margaret  Morse| 

■  It's  impossible  to  make 
water  absolutely  pure  at 

any  price.  But,  thankfully,  we 
don't  need  it.  What  we  want  is 
healthful  water  that  tastes  good. 

If  you  have  doubts  about  yo/</- 
water,  you  can  take  a  sample  to 
your  state  or  county  public 

health  or  water  hygiene  depart- 
ment to  test  for  coliform  bacteria 

(usually  free  or  at  a  small 
charge).  If  you  have  a  well  or 
other  private  water  source,  this 
test  should  be  done  every  six  to 
twelve  months.  The  health  de- 

partment might  also  be  able  to 
test  for  harmful  chemicals.  If 

not,  ask  the  department  to  rec- 
ommend a  good  private  water- I 

Water  retains  its 

original  form 
through  centuries-f 
It's  possible  we  an still  using  the 
same  water 
used  in  early 
Athens  and  Rome 

analysis  laboratory.  Some  lab- 
oratories to  ask  about  are  in 

your  Yellow  Pages  under  "Wa- 
ter Pollution  Control." Chemical  analysis  tests  can 

be  expensive,  so  before  you  have 
them  done  you  should  do  some 
research  on  what  potentially 
harmful  chemicals  might  be  in 

your  tap  water.  Get  a  copy  of 
the  most  recent  chemical  analy- 

sis of  your  local  water  facility's water.  Ask  the  nearest  U.S. 

Geological  Survey  ollice  if  it  has 
analyses  of  water  supplies  near 
you.  Find  out  from  the  U.S. 
Environmental  Protection 

{Continued  on  page  20S) 
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From  its  swirling 
source,  water 
inspires  architect 
Paul  Rudolph 
to  design 

two  exciting  and 

prophetic  baths 
Her  bath  is  like  a  landscape,  with  hills, 

valleys  and  earth-floor  textures  defining 
each  functional  area.  His  bath  is  a  place 

for  exercise  and  relaxing  in  a  campfire 

atmosphere.  Distinguished  architect, 
teacher,  innovator,  Paul  Rudolph, 
known  for  his  Art  and  Architecture 

Building  at  Yale,  Endo  Laboratories  at 

Garden  City,  and  Southeastern  Massa- 
chusetts University  campus,  has  envi- 

sioned two  bath  environments  of  th 

future.  Both  celebrate  the  feel,  touch, 

and  sound  of  nature's  cleansing,  spark- 
ling free  gift,  water.  Both  are  created 

with  Kohler  bathroom  fixtures  that  are 

available  to  anyone  across  the  country. 

As  water  circulates  down  from  the  mountain,  so  it 

flows  from  a  forest-like  ceiling  below,  through  canals 

in  soft  carpeted  walls  and  floor  in  an  ever-rushing 
stream.  Mirrors  in  the  make-up  center  create  reflec- 

tions, like  water.  The  tub  itself,  left,  is  a  big,  oval 

shape,  like  a  fresh-water  pool  surrounded  by  nature. 



Prophetic  baths 
continued 

i  \  1   

A  woman's bathroom 

designed  for cleansing, 

health  and 
contemplation 
"One  needs  to  be  transported  from  time  to 
time."  says  architect  Paul  Rudolph.  "And  as you  spend  perhaps  as  much  as  10  percent  of 
your  time  in  the  bathroom,  the  most  private 
of  all  rooms  in  the  house,  what  better  room 
to  be  transported  in?"  Mr.  Rudolph  dreamed of  the  bath  here  as  a  natural  world  of  minia- 

ture  hills    and   valleys,   with   water   flowing 
down  through  canals  in  all  directions.  "Water 
is  cleansing  and   therapeutic,"  he  explains, 
"and  the  sound  of  it  is  soothing,  too.  Here  it circulates  and  recirculates  in  a  constant  re- 

cycling stream.  This  would  be  as  marvelous 
a  place  to  contemplate  in  as  a  Japanese  gar- 

den, full  of  symbols  and  meanings.  To  carry 
this  idea  further,  the  light  comes  from  over- 

head, through  skylights  with  plants  growing 
around  them — so  you  look  up  into  trees.  The 
materials  are  important — soft  earthy  carpet- 

ing, covers  everything  including  the  walls; 
the  copper  ceiling   lightens   the   room   and 
makes  an  interesting  contrast  with  the  absorb- 

ent carpet;  and  textured  floors  have  natural 
rocks,  soft  mopheads  and  sponges,  good  for 
touching  in  bare  feet.  Near  the  tub  is  a  pro- 

jection screen,  clearly  seen  from  several  com- 
fortable places,  including  the  chaise.  It  adds 

to  the  sense  of  privacy  and  meditation — and 
the  bath  is  really  an  ideal  place  for  looking 
at  family  pictures.  3-foot-high  partitions  de- 

fine and  enclose  alcoves  for  the  toilet  and 
bidet,  so  that  you  can  see  out  (no  claustro- 

phobia) and  yet  be  private.  The  mirrors  on 
the  rear  wall  are  like  light  reflecting  on  water. 
Note  very  practical  round  swiveling  lazy  Su- 

san storage  bins  at  the  left  of  the  room.  In 
short."  the  architect  sums  up,  "every  aspect  of 
this  bath  is  for  health  and  contemplation." 

Floor  plan,  below,  showing  bath  landscape  and 
functional  areas.  Domed  ceiling,  right,  lined  in 
thin  copper  sheeting  by  Copper  Development 
Association.  Plexiglas  skylights  by  Wasco,  sur- 

rounded by  plants,  growing  in  clear  pots  by  In- 
dustrial Plastic  Supply.  Waterfall  canals,  left, 

made  of  W  iremold's  aluminum  flexible  air  condi- 
tioning and  heating  ducts,  sliced  in  half  and  built 

into  indoor/outdoor  carpet  by  Ozite,  of  Herculon 
IV  fiber.  Big  flberglass  tub  with  two  sets  of  faucets 
to  fill  up  quickly,  by  Kohler.  Towels  by  Fieldcrest. 
Chaise  at  right  covered  in  Naugahyde.  Ceiling 
lights  by  Westinghouse.  Lighting  outlet  strip  by 
Wiremold,    Shopping    information,    page    132. 
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Prophetic  baths  continued 

Mirrors  that 

sparkle 
like  water 
to  work  and 

reflect  with 
"Mirrors  are  an  essential  part  of  this  bath- 

landscape,"  says  Paul  Rudolph.  "They 
take  you  into  yourself— they  are  reflective. 

But  the  make-up  center  in  this  bath  is  also 

very  practical.  Lighting  for  make-up 
tables  is  often  very  poor.  Here  the  lighting 

comes  from  all  directions,  and  so  do  the 

mirrors — you  can  see  every  angle  of  your 

face.  The  lights  turn  off  individually,  and 

each  mirror  flips  over  to  a  magnifying 

side,  so  you  can  see  yourself  in  light  and 

in  shadow,  from  all  angles,  even  from 

underneath.  Behind  the  make-up  mirror 

are  small  mirrors  glued  to  the  carpeted 

wall,  providing  a  multiplicity  of  worlds 

for  you  to  enter.  There  are  two  basins 

close  by.  To  reach  the  chaise,  you  walk  up 

a  ramp — better  for  bare  feet  than  flat  sur- 
faces— and  after  bath  or  exercise,  for  rest 

and  meditation,  you  can  lie  there  listenini; 

to  music  or  perhaps  just  to  the  soft  rushini; 

sound  of  the  water  as  it  circulates  in  the 

canals  around  you." 

;  1.  All  mirrors  by  the  National  Association  of 
■  Mirror    Manufacturers.    Lights    surrounding 

•  central  mirror  by  Tensor.  Underwear  set  at 
?  Henri  Bendel.  2.  Makeup  mirror  designed  by 

^  Paul  Rudolph;  console  beneath  with  terraced 
'shelves  for   more   storage;   stool   pivots  for 
better  reach.  Under  right  mirror,  shampoo 

center  by  Kohler,  sloped  like  a  baby's  bath 
with  shower  attachment  for  washing  hair— or 
baby!  3.  Alcoves  for  Kohler  toilet  and  bidet, 

private  but  open  to  nature.  On  the  floor,  a 

tiny  lawn  of  mopheads.  To  right  of  bath,  pro- 
jection screen  by  Da-Lite.  4.  Small  basin  (by 

makeup   mirror)    by   Kohler.   5.   From   the 
world  of  mirrors  to  the  mirror  of  the  sun 

itself — sparkling  on  the  source  of  health,  wa- 
ter. For  shopping  information,  see  page  132. 
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Prophetic  baths  continued 

Because  exercise  is  an  integral 
part  of  man's  life,  Paul  Rudolph 
designed  the  man's  bath  to  be  ac- 

tive   rather    than    contemplative. 
"In  a  way,  the  whole  room  is  a 
trapeze,  with  a  skylight  in  the  cen- 

ter. Under  it,  about  7  feet  above 
the  floor,  is  a  circular  element  sup- 

ported by  four  spokes — the   tra- 
peze. Leap  up  on  this  and  your 

head  is  in  the  dome  of  the  skylight, 
where  you  can  look  out  onto  an- 

other world  of  nature — "An   in- 
ducement to  exercise!"  Below:  An- 

other natural  element — a  circular 
pit  in  the  floor,  lit  with  a  mass  of 
small  lights  under  mirrored  Plexi- 
glas.  Symbolic  of  hot  coals — and 
as  warm  to  the  feet — it  resembles  a 
campfire  where  one   can  sit  and 
rest,  either  alone  or  with  others. 

"People  don't  really  change  that 
much  through  the  centuries,"  Mr. 
Rudolph  believes.  "We  think  we 
are  different,  but  in  our  deep  selves 
it's  not  true.  As  an  architect,  I'm 
constantly  harking  back  to  prime- 

val man   and   what  he  did.   The 
forms  change,  but  the  instincts  do 
not."  The  pit  is  also  the  exercise 
center — a  Plexiglas  disc  is  dropped 
down  and  covers  the  circle,  and  a 

mat  fits  on  top.  "People  often  sep- 
arate the  functions  of  the  bath  in- 

to little  rooms,"  says  the  architect. 
"Combining  them  is  more  econom- 

ical and  gives  a  greater  sense  of 

space — and  that's  the  most  luxuri- 
ous  thing  of   all."   The   room   is 

sheathed   in   copper,   giving   light 
and  warmth.  The  use  of  industrial 

copper  sheeting,  like  the  heating 
ducts  for  canals  in  her  bath,  are 
exciting   ways   of  using   ordinary 
materials  in  a  new  design  role. 

1.  His  wash-and-shave  center  with 
big  mirror  by  the  National  Associa- 

tion of  Mirror  Manufacturers,  sur- 
rounded by  ten  efficient-for-shaving 

lights  by  Tensor.  Basin  by  Kohler.  2. 
Standard  shower  and  eight  nozzle 
heads  by  Kohler,  each  with  a  differ- 

ent spraj  adjustment  for  massage, 
fixed  in  custom  door  of  bronze 
Plexiglas  by  Cadillac  Plastic.  3.  Ex- 

ercise mat  in  Uniroyal's  Naugahyde 
fitted  over  central  pit  under  trapeze. 
From  a  real  campfire,  4,  to  a  s>  mbol- 
ic  one.  5.  a  mass  of  standard  night 
lights  by  Signalite  covered  with  a 
sheet  of  Plexiglas,  to  give  warmth  to 
bare  feet  as  well  as  a  fire-like  glow. 
His  terry  bathrobe  by  Porthault  Lin- 

ens. 6.  Above  the  trapeze  a  Plexiglas 
disc  by  Cadillac  Plastic  that  lowers 
over  pit  for  safety  when  you  exercise. 
Beneath  the  Kohler  bath,  a  ledge  con- 

taining lazy-Susan  storage  bins  and 
lighting  by  Westinghouse.  Beneath 
steps  lighting  by  Wiremold.  7.  Cop- 

per by  Copper  Development  Assoc. 
For  shopping  information,  page  132. 
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SURPRISING 
DISCOVERIES  ABOUT 
WHY  YOU  NEED  MORt 
NATURAL  LI(;HT 

By  Sandra  Oddo Sunlight's  a  practical  thing.  Green 
leaves  turn  it  into  vegetables  by 

photosynthesis,  and  animals  turn  the 

vegetables  into  meat.  Geological  pro- 
cesses, given  enough  millenia,  will  turn 

the  green  leaves  into  coal  and  petroleum. 
By  heating  one  side  of  the  world  while 
the  other  is  in  cool  darkness,  sunlight 
drives  the  winds.  It  picks  up  water  from 
the  sea  and  wafts  it  over  the  land  to  fall 
as  rain. 

It's  a  mysterious  thing  as  well.  Ducks 
receive  certain  wavelengths  through  the 
sides  of  their  heads  that  tell  them  when 

to  lay  eggs.  Pumpkins  depend  upon  it  to 
determine  the  sex  of  their  flowers.  Apples 
need  the  whole  spectrum  to  ripen.  It  can 

cure  jaundice  in  human  babies,  and  pre- 
vent rickets— and  nobody  yet  is  sure  ex- 
actly how  sunlight  does  it. 

It  is  a  source  of  joy.  It  lights  up  the 

sky.  It  creates  the  play  of  light  and  shad- 
ow that  has  dazzled  painters  for  centu- 

ries. It  feels  good  to 

winter-pale    bodies 

Next  to  food,  l,^elchV;ha.'°i"if 
light  controls  more  "-'y  "i""''  over.do ■i  ^       £■  '  it).  Shining,  it  brings 

body  lUnCtlOnS  smiles  to  grouchy faces.  Effaced  by 

clouds,  it  can  send 
spirits  plunging. 

What  is  it?  Elec- 

tromagnetism,  one  of  the  universe's 
prime  forces.  Light  can  travel  at  186,000 
miles  a  second.  Sometimes  it  acts  like  a 

wave,  and  sometimes  it  is  a  particle 
(what  scientists  call  a  quantum) .  The  part 

visible  to  humans,  ranging  from  near- 
ultraviolet  on  the  shortwave  end  to  near- 
infrared  on  the  longwave  end,  is  less 
than  I  percent  of  the  total  spectrum.  But 

it's  the  part  that  matters  to  us.  And  the 
more  of  it  we  get,  the  happier  and  the 
healthier  we  are,  in  ways  that  scientists 
are  still  exploring. 

Yet,  since  electricity  was  first  put  to 

than  anything  else 

use  for  light  a  hundred  years  ago,  we've 
almost  declared  ourselves  independent  of 
this  natural  element  in  our  environment. 

There  we  are,  inside  our  houses,  behind 
glass  windows  that  block  90  percent  of 
the  ultraviolet  end  of  the  spectrum,  bend- 

ing to  our  work  or  leisure  by  the  light  of 
incandescent  or  fluorescent  bulbs,  eyes 

occasionally  distracted  by  the  x-ray- 
driven  dance  of  light  on  the  television 
screen.  Or  there  we  are  in  our  offices, 
fluorescent  glow  saturating  everything, 

and  not  a  window  in  sight,  our  eyes  per- 
haps looking  through  eyeglasses  that  also 

stop  ultraviolet.  Is  it  good  for  us? 

It's  difficult  to  prove  that  it's  actually 
bad.  "We  have  lived  under  fluorescent 

lighting  since  1939,"  says  Cazamer 
Crouch,  research  director  of  the  Illu- 

minating Engineering  Research  Institute, 

"and  we  have  not  seen  medical  eff'ects 
from  this  living  that  can  be  shown  to 

have  been  harmful."  Just  the  same,  he 
walks  to  work  to  enjoy  daylight— and  in 
the  last  few  years  medical  scientists  have 

begun  to  wonder.  There's  evidence,  ac- 
cording to  Dr.  Ralph  Feller  of  the  United 

States  Veterans'  Administration,  that 
exposure  to  the  whole  visible  and  near- 
visible  spectrum,  balanced  as  it  is  in  natu- 

ral daylight,  affects  the  rate  at  which  our 
bodies  absorb  calcium,  and  therefore  the 
way  in  which  bones  stay  healthy.  At  MIT, 

Dr.  Richard  Wurtman,  professor  of  endo- 
crinology, has  found  that  sexual  maturity 

and  growth  rates  are  linked  to  light.  "It 
controls  more  of  your  body  functions 
than  anything  else  you  put  into  it  except 

food,"  says  Dr.  Wurtman. 
Some  researchers  think  the  pigment 

epithelial  cells  in  the  retina  of  the  eye 
which  seem  to  have  no  vision  function, 
but  which  do  react  to  certain  wavelengths 

of  light,  may  send  messages  to  the  pitui- 
tary and  pineal  glands  buried  deep  in  the 

brain.  Some  Russian  research  has  seemed 
to  indicate  that  ultraviolet  radiation 

improves  attention,  concentration,  and 

brain  performance.  Most  non-scientists 
have  noticed  that  the  amount  and  color 

of  light  can  affect  mood.  Like  some 

plants,  we  may  grow  in  any  light— but  we 
do  it  better  in  sunlight. 

How  can  we  get  more  of  it  in  our 

everyday  lives?  It's  a  question  to  which 
John  N.  Ott,  director  of  the  Environ- 

mental Health  and  Light  Research  Insti- 

tute (part  of  Buffalo's  Roswell  Park  can- cer research  center),  has  given  a  lot  of 

thought— and  action.  Mr.  Ott  is  a  time- 
lapse  photographer— sequences  in  Walt 

Disney's   Secrets  of  Life   and   Na/Ml 
Half -Acre   are   his.   Work   with   ligj 
plants,  and  cameras  led  him  into  fl 
time  concern  with  light.  His  book,  He\ 

&  Light  (Devin-Adair,  $7.50;  soon  tc| 
issued  as  a  Pocketbook  paperback) 

tails  the  beginnings  of  his  involvemcl 

he'd  noticed  that  he  couldn't  get  scl 
flowers  to  bloom  in  his  glass  grccnhol 

—but  that  they  would  in  his  plastic  i| 
where  ultraviolet  rays  could  get  throuj 
■Some  reacted  badly  to  certain  kinds] 
light  bulbs.  Others  just  quit  when  tlj 
normal  "sleep"  cycle  was  interrupted  [ 
the  flash  of  photographic   lights  evi 
half  hour  or  so  as  the  camera  recort) 

their  growth  frame  by  frame.  Then 
broke  his  glasses  and  the  arthritis  in 

joints  cleared  up— he  believes  because! 
the  beneficial  effects  of  ultraviolet  ra) 
entering  through  his  eyes  on  his  wh 
body  chemistry. 
Since  then,  Mr.  Ott  has  spent  a  lot  ol] 
his  time  with  mice  and  rabbits,  invests 

ing  the  whys  of  light.  There's  a  relati new  name  for  this  specialty:    phot' 

ology,  the  interaction  of  light  and  ! 
Mr.  Ott  is  now  convinced  that  light  dt 
vation— mal-illumination,  similar  in  si 
effects  to  malnutrition— can  contribute 
forms  of  ill  health  ranging  from  tui 

growth  to  hyperactivity.  To  bring  \. 
light  back  into  natural  balance,  he  1 
this  not-very-surprising  advice: 
•  Get  out  into  the  sunlight.  Even 
wintertime,  bundle  up  and  go  for  a  wa 

feasting  your  eyes  on  the  light  th 
evolved  to  see.  And  in  summertime,  d(i 
wear  sunglasses.  "Eyes  are  really  qu 
adaptable,"  he  says.  "Obviously,  yi 
don't  stare  directly  at  the  sun— but  let 

light  get  to  you."  Dermatologists,  ; 
believes,  may  be  overly  cautious  in  war 

ing  people  against  ultraviolet  rays.  Ove 
exposure  may  cause  skin  cancer— b 
overexposure  to  any  wavelength  (inclu 

ing  the  limited  number  of  x-rays  th 
come  from  the  shielded  tubes  of  a  tel 

vision  set)  can  be  harmful,  accordii 
to  Luke  Thorington,  a  leading  enginei 
and  researcher  who  holds  patents  in  tl 

lighting  field,  "as  anybody  knows  wl 
has  suffered  from  sunburn.  One  can  ci 

drowning  or  compressed  air  illness  as  e: 
amples  of  too  much  water  or  too  muc 
air.  But  you  cannot  dispute  that  ai 
water,  and  light  are  necessary  to  sustai 

life  as  we  know  it." •  If  you  can't  get  to  the  sunlight  ; 
much  as  you  would  like,  help  it  come  i 
you.    Ultraviolet-transmitting   plastic 
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^ow  to  have  a  healthy  house 

available  for  eyeglasses.  Mr.  Ott  has 
ced  the  glass  in  the  sliding  doors 
most-frequented  rooms  of  his  house 
ultraviolet  transmitting  plastic. 

ing  the  sun— or  something  close  to 
side.  Replace  regular  incandescent 
with  daylight  incandescent,  includ- 
ore  of  the  blue  end  of  the  spectrum. 

pf  the  esthetic  arguments  against  full- 
irum  light  has  been  that  it  is  slightly 

h— like   an    overcast    day.    Gloomy 
depressing,    perhaps.    But    minks, 

riously  irritable,  lost  a  lot  of  their 
;ssiveness  when  their  daylight  was 
ed  through  blue  plastic,  according 
Ir.  Ott.   And   radio  announcers   at 

in  WILZ  in  St.  Petersburg,  where 
pink    fluorescent    tubes    were    in- 

^d  to  cheer  the  place  up,  nearly  bit 

'""l  others'   heads  off  until  the  tubes 
'     removed.    "Seeing    red"    may    be 
'  ;  than  an  expression. 
,  vestigate    full-spectrum  fluorescent 

J.  Fluorescent  light,   in  general,  in- 
' '  ';s  more  of  the  spectrum  than  incan- 
pnt   light— and   uses   less   energy   as 

.       Several    full-spectrum    tubes    are 
able.Duro-Test  makes  Vitalite.Gen- 

^  Electric's  Chroma  55  tube  includes 
^  ything  but  the  ultraviolet.  Mr.  Ott 

ests  that  you  add  a  small  black-light 
,  as  some  hospitals  and  plant  nurser- 

'J  do— and    that    you    replace    it    fre- 
''itly,   because   the   black-light   phos- 

,   which    transmits    the    ultraviolet, 
ks  down  fairly  rapidly.  Brand  new 

e  Solar  Lighting  Corporation's  full- 
Itrum   fixture,   with   space   for   full- 

'""  trum  tubes  and  for  the  black-light 
^"  /ell.  Each  includes  a  converter  that 
1"  iges  alternating  current  to  direct  cur- 
■^'   for  the  lamp,  eliminating  the  flu- 
'   cent  flicker  that  may  be  responsible 
^'fieadache  and  eyestrain,  and  also  the |« 
■escent  hum.  With  any  full-spectrum 

■''  ,  do  not  use  a  glass  cover  for  the  fix- 
f-it  removes  the  ultraviolet  you  have 
mtroduced. 

ermatologists  now  treat  some  skin 
lases  like  psoriasis,  and  some  viruses 

*  herpes  simplex,  with  a  combination 
colors  (usually  dyes)  and  light. 

'Ire's  some  evidence  that  dental  cav- 
can  be  prevented  with  sunlight.  Six 

^  or  medical  centers,  says  Mr.  Ott,  have 
"^  firmed  that  exposure  to  sunlight  may 
I  beneficial  eff'ects  on  tumor  develop- After  millions  of  years  of  basking 
ts  warmth,  it  may  be  that  man  is 
nning  to  appreciate  just  how  good 
sun  really  is.  ■ 

THE  BEST  MYS 
TO  GET  CLEAN  AIR 
AT  HOME 

Intangible  but  pervasive, 
the  air  around  us  plays  a 

most  decisive  role  in  the  ambi- 
ence we  live  in.  That  word  am- 

bience somehow  conjures  up 
visions  of  a  crystalline  setting, 
the  aura  of  a  sylvan  glade.  But 
this  is  not  the  atmosphere  that 
generally  surrounds  us  today. 

In  city  and  country,  alas,  out- 
doors or  indoors,  the  air  we 

dwell  in  is  assaulted  by  a  host  of 
pollutants.  Historically,  man 
has  always  had  to  combat  some 
contamination  of  the  natural  air 

and  nature  itself  has  self-cleans- 

ing attributes.  But  today  our  in- 
dustrial society  is  producing 

such  great  quantities  of  what 

has  been  called  "acute  insults 

to  our  environment"  that  they 
are  a  major  threat  to  it  and  to 
our  health  and  well  being.  We 

seem  intent  on  infecting  the  ele- 
ment essential  to  life  on  earth. 

Will  we  tackle  the  causes  of 
contamination  before  the  costs 

of  curing  it  skyrocket? 

What  is  air? 
(From  the  American  Lung 

Association's  Pollution  Primer) 
The  air  is  a  mixture  of  a  num- 

ber of  gases— 78  percent  nitro- 
gen, 21  percent  oxygen,  some 

carbon  dioxide  (0.03  percent), 
less  than  1  percent  argon.  The 

earth's  atmosphere  is  several 
miles  high  whh  95  percent  of 
the  total  air  mass  a  12-mile- 
thick  layer  around  the  earth. 

The  lower  part  of  the  12-mile 
layer  is  called  the  troposphere. 
This  limited  area,  like  the  skin 

around  an  apple,  is  our  atmos- 
phere where  we  dump  thous- 

ands of  tons  of  filth  every  day 
and  where  it  stays  until  natural 
forces  remove,  dilute,  or  dis- 

perse it. 

Where  does  air  pollution 
come  from? 

There  are  five  major  sources  of 

air  pollution  country-wide  ac- 
cording to  the  U.S.  Environ- 

mental Protection  Agency.  (1) 
Motor  vehicles;  (2)  fuel  com- 

bustion from  power  plants,  fur- 
naces, incinerators,  factories; 

(3)  industrial  processes;  (4)  solid 

waste  disposal;  (5)  miscellane- 
ous factors.  The  emission  of 

pollutants  from  the  combustion 
of  fuel  in  motors  and  buildings 
is  by  far  the  greatest  offender 
everywhere.  Since  the  great 
growth  of  our  cities,  the  sources 
of  air  pollution  are  largely  in 
urban  areas  but  industry  has 
been  decentralizing  to  outlying 

localities  in  recent  years  and  the 
threat  to  the  atmosphere  has 
spread  to  suburb  and  country. 
Coupled  with  this  trend  has 
been  the  vast  sprawl  of  highway 
construction  and  the  consequent 
increase  in  emission  from  cars, 
trucks,  and  buses. 

What  are 
the  pollutants? 
Pollutants  in  the  air  are  many 

and  varied  but  the  major  vil- 
lains, the  Scientists  Committee 

for  Public  Information  tells  us, 

are:  carbon  monoxide,  the  ma- 

jor pollutant,  an  invisible,  odor- 
less gas  from  gasoline  powered 

cars,  trucks,  buses;  sulfur  diox- 
ide, invisible  gas  from  sulfur 

combustion;  particulates,  soot 

particles  from  incineration,  in- 
dustrial processes,  fuels  with 

high  ash  content,  lead  carbon 
emissions  from  motors;  nitro- 

gen dioxide,  brown  gas  that 
converts  to  nitrates  from  high 
temperature  combustion  in 
power  plants,  buildings,  and 
cars;  sulfates  and  sulfuric  acid, 
from  fuels  containing  sulfur 
and  ash;  hydrocarbons,  from 

petroleum  products,  invisible 

gas  from  gasoline  and  diesel  en- 
gines; photochemical  oxidants 

(smog),  invisible  gas  produced 
by  interaction  of  nitrogen  ox- 

ides and  hydrocarbons;  asbes- 
tos, lead  and  other  metals  from 

gasoline,  industrial  processes, 
and  combustion.  These  pollu- 

tants can  affect  our  health  and 

play  a  part  in  acute  and  chronic 
respiratory  diseases,  in  emphy- 

sema and  lung  cancer,  in  heart 
disease  affected  by  respiratory 
ailments. 

By  Will  Morris 

What  is  being  done  about 

air  pollution? 
Happily,  the  threat  to  our  lungs, 
to  the  air  we  breathe  and  live  in, 
is  being  combated  vigorously 
on  a  national  scale.  In  1970, 
amendments  to  the  Federal 

Government's  Clean  Air  Act 
were  passed  to  widen  and 
strengthen  its  powers  of  air  pol- 

lution control.  The  Environmen- 
tal Protection  Agency  was 

founded  in  that  same  year  with 
jurisdiction  for  overall  national 
environment  problems  and  in 
1971  it  established  Air  Quality 

Standards  for  the  six  most  com- 
mon air  pollutants.  The  Clean 

Air  Act  Amendments  required 

each  state  to  adopt  an  imple- 
mentation plan  to  meet  these  air 

quality  standards  and  to  submit 
that  plan  to  EPA  for  review 
and  approval.  EPA  is  charged 
with  approving  or  returning  the 
state  plan  for  revision. 

The  air 
inside  your  house 

might  be 
more  polluted  than 
the  air  outside 

The  1970  Clean  Air  Act  set 

a  May  31,  1975,  date  for  con- 
forming to  these  primary  air 

quality  standards.  With  the  myr- 
iad problems  of  planning  fifty 

individual  state  compliance  pro- 

grams in  a  few  years,  the  spiral- 
ing  increase  in  costs  of  energy 
and  inflation  between  1971  and 

1975,  the  economic  recession, 
legal  complications  in  the  courts, 
the  deadlines  could  not  be  met 

in  a  number  of  the  nation's  247 
Air  Quality  Control  Regions. 
There  was,  however,  consider- 

able accomplishment  to  report 
at  that  time.  EPA  Administrator 

Russell  E.  Train  was  able  to  tes- 
tify to  the  following:  (1)  For 

sulfur  (Continued  on  page  116) 
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An  old  house 
sees  the  ligfc 
Most  hundred-year-old  houses,  devoid  c 
tral  heating,  had  to  be  designed  to  kef 
outdoors  out.  This  one,  in  Stonington,  ' 
was  no  exception  until  it  was  given  nev. 
new  air.  by  opening  it  to  the  sun  and  exte 
it  into  its  garden  with  a  high-up  trellised  /» 
— the  idea  of  its  owner,  Mrs.  Charles  F.  Fll 

More  air  and  light  with  added  height.  A  bedroorri  i 
the  living  room  had  its  floor  removed  to  create 
story  section,   below  and   right,   bright  with  lighf 
doubled  windows,  and  made  to  look  even  highe 

eye,  at  least,  with  a  cool  blue  ceiling — a  painte 
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An  old  house  sees  the  light  continued 

Three-level  living, indoors  and  out 
"One  reason  for  the 

upstairs  porch  was  to 

get  as  close  as  possi- 
ble to  the  only  tree 

on  the  property,  a 

huge  magnolia 
wanted  to  sit  in  it, 
not  under  it.  The 

porch  is  cradled  in 
glossy  green  foliage 

Inspired  by  the  floating,  filigreed  verandas  of  old  Charleston,  the  new  upstairs 
porch,  above,  and  its  magnolia  tree  companion.  Far  left:  Mrs.  Fuller.  Left:  Look- 

ing every  day  of  its  age,  her  hundred-year-old  house  before  its  renaissance.  Left, 
top:  The  house  today,  young  again.  In  a  charming  way,  it  has  kicked  up  its  heels 

An  indefatigable  
remodel- er,  Mrs.  Fuller  has  lived 

in  nine  old  Stonington 

houses,  each  of  which  she  took 

apart  a.nd  put  together  again. 

This  is  number  ten.  "I  waited 
for  it  for  twenty  years,  watch- 

ing it  like  a  cat  with  her  eye  on 
a  mouse  hole.  Finally  I  got  it, 

and  it  was  a  sorry  sight.  Hard- 

ly a  vestige  of  plumbing  or  wir- 
ing, and  the  epitome  of  neglect. 

But  it  responded  to  care  and 

feeding,  and  it's  now  a  delight- ful house.  It  has  a  certain 

Greek  Revival  quality,  which  I 

didn't  interfere  with,  but  be- 
cause I'm  fond  of  old  Charles- 

ton houses,  I  added  the  little 
latticed  entrance  porch,  and 

then  the  second-story  veranda 
with  a  carport  underneath  and 

a  sundeck  on  top.  All  very  use- 
ful, but  sentimental,  too.  The 

old  house  had  no  rapport  at  all 
with  its  beautiful  magnolia,  and 

Living-dining  room,  left,  looks 
utterly  unlike  a  room  in  an  old 
house.  Its  ceiling-raising  not  only 
gave  it  a  sweep  unknown  to  simple 
18th-century  houses,  but  turned 
the  upstairs  hall  landing  into  a  bal- 

cony. All  the  color  comes  from 
paintings — the  huge  one  is  a 
Leonid — and  a  patchwork  hanging 

made  by  Mrs.  Fuller's  grandmother 
"out  of  her  old  silk  dresses.  Lovely 
reason  for  buying  nice  new  ones." 

I  was  determined  to  make  the 

tree  part  of  the  house.  By  de- 
signing the  veranda  in  an  angle 

around  it.  the  tree  suddenly 
had  identity.  It  became  a 
friend.  From  the  porch  rail,  I 
can  reach  out  and  stroke  its 
leaves  and  touch  its  flowers, 

and  that's  my  self-indulgent contribution  to  ecology. 

"The  porch  itself  is  quite 
simple,  with  latticework  and  a 

balustrade  as  its  only  orna- 
ments. The  furniture  is  motley. 

But  it's  extremely  comfortable, 
airy,  and  a  wonderful  place  for 
lunch.  The  house  has  three 
kitchens,  one  on  each  floor.  An 
extravagant  idiosyncrasy,  but 

I  don't  like  to  carry  food  up  and 
down  stairs.  So  I  dine  on  the 

ground  floor,  lunch  on  the  ve- 
randa, breakfast  on  the  sun 

deck.  The  best  of  three  worlds, 

all  gastronomic. 
"In  July  and  August,  the 

street  floor  becomes  the  Ston- 

ington Art  Gallery,  which  I've run  forever.  I  board  out  the  fur- 
niture, hang  paintings  on  the 

pegboard  walls  and  pegboard 
screens,  and  display  sculpture 
in  the  carport.  None  of  this 

would  have  been  possible  with- 
out getting  all  the  sunlight  into 

the  house  that's  gettable.  You 
can't  see  paintings  in  the  dark, 
even  though  the  Prado  thinks 

you  can.  But  even  if  I  didn't  run a  gallery,  I  would  have  done 
the  same  kind  of  opening  up.  I 

can't  see  myself  in  the  dark, 

either,  and  I  can't  breathe  in 
fusty  rooms.  Reviving  the 

old  house  has  revived  me  too." EMERICK   BRONSON 

The  sun  deck,  above,  top,  . 

roof  of  the  new  porch.  Dog  is  one 
of  a  team  of  Norwich  terriers. 

Above:  In  the  garden,  a  wicker  tea- house from  Siam,  a  handwoven 
whimsy  that  is  actually  used  for  tea. 
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The  best  of  nature  at  home 

Indoor-outdoorl 
living  in  a 
house  of  glass 
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The  house  can  be  described simplistically — two  glass  boxes 

supported  by  posts,  or  provocative- 
ly— a  trailblazing  experiment  that 

may  be  a  prediction  of  things  to 

come.  (For  more  about  the  24-hour 
benefits  of  light  and  air  embodied 

in  this  house,  see  page  78.)  Built  on 

the  fringe  of  a  park  in  Toronto,  it 

is  the  home  of  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Law- 
rence Wolf,  who  live  in  it  with  their 

two  young  sons.  Its  designer.  Bar- 
ton Myers  of  Diamond  &  Myers,  is 

an  architect  noted  for  his  public 

and  commercial  buildings — which 
is  exactly  why  the  Wolfs  chose 
him.  His  work  is  exploratory.  He 

also  gave  his  clients  just  what  they 

wanted,  and  they  wanted  a  lot.  For 
example:  Maximum  advantage  was 

to  be  taken  of  the  beautifully  wood- 
ed site,  and  as  feasibly  as  possible, 

the  interior  was  to  be  an  extension 

of  the  outdoors.  Living  spaces 

were  to  be  large  and  open,  yet  flex- 

ible enough  to  accommodate  dif- 
ferent uses,  moods,  and  times  of 

day. 

Obviously,  the  Wolfs  really  want- 
ed an  experimental  house.  They 

own  an  advertising  agency  special- 
izing in  launching  new  products, 

and  they  do  not  believe  that  there 
is  nothing  new  under  the  sun.  So 
here  is  their  house,  a  strong  yet 

airy  structure  built  of  industrial  ma- 
terials— steel,  glass,  aluminum, 

plastic — used  so  elegantly  that  the 
deliberately  exposed  skeleton  and 

circulatory  system  fill  a  surprisingly 
glamorous  role  one  would  not  think 

they  could  play — that  of  true  deco- rative elements. 
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.Study  „-fc
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Upper 

Court     //^-^      /vT""/ 

^Dining_j_,Ljvmg^Lowerl 

Built  around  a  courtyard  in  a  glass- 
walled  U  (see  drawing,  above),  tlie 
house  consists  of  two  sun-drenched 
blocks  linlied  by  a  staircase  hall.  Top 
floor  of  one  block  (carport  and  utility 
room  are  on  lower  level)  is  for  the 

boys,  Jay,  three,  and  David,  five.  In  it 
are  a  playroom,  left,  their  respective 
bedrooms,  and  a  bath.  Across  the 
court  is  the  parental  wing:  living-dining 
room  and  kitchen  below:  study,  bed- 

room, and  bath  above.  As  a  conse- 
quence, the  boys  can  whoop  it  up 

while  their  parents  work  in  peace  in 
the  study.  Yet,  because  of  the  glass 
walls,  a  fond  (or  admonishing)  eye  is 
easily  kept  on  the  young,  busy  at  play. 
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Indoor-outdoor  living 

Stock  industrial 
materials 

j  and  construction 
\  open  up  space 
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"This  is  a  house  to 

cure  claustrophobia 
No  cramp,  no  sense 

being  hemmed  in.  it 
also  a  house  in  whic 
to  relive  the  pleasure 

^  of  one's  youth.  In '^1  summer,  it  is  very  ee 
to  pretend  that  we 

3  in  a  tree  house." HOUSE  &  GARDEN,  FEBRUARY.  1976 



The  "view"  facade — the  back 
of  the  house.  Because  it  com- 

mands a  sweeping  view  of  the 
public  par/(  that  surrounds  the 
house,  it  is  almost  totally  of 
glass,  although  steel  panels  at 
each  corner  open,  like  windows, 
when  the  Wolfs  want  a  bit  of 
fresh  air  cooled  by  nature  and 
not  a  machine.  Staircase  from 
deck  leads  to  open  area  under 
the  house  where  the  boys  keep 
outdoor  toys,  dig  in  a  sandbox. 
2.  Storage  wall  between  kitchen 
and  living  room.  An  intricate 
piece  of  cabinetry,  it  holds  the 
bar,  music  system  and  speakers, 
china,  glass,  linen.  Movie  projec- 

tor and  camera  equipment  move 

out  in  a  drawer-tray,  and  sliding 
doors  can  shut  off  the  entire  unit 

— or  open  it  up  and  close  off  the 
kitchen. 
3.  The  family  assembled  for 
home  movies.  A  plain  white  wall 
makes  an  excellent  screen. 
4.  Dining  end  of  living  room.  Mies 
van  der  Rohe  chairs,  marble- 
topped,  chrome-legged  table  de- 

signed by  the  Wolfs  and  an- 
chored to  the  floor.  This  section 

of  the  room  is  two  stories  high, 
rising  to  sixteen  plastic  skylights, 
which  let  the  sun  in,  or  keep  it 
out,  by  drawing  linen  sky  shades 
that  pull  on  wire  tracks.  Below: 
The  window  wall  can  be  cloaked 
(Toronto  is  very  hot  in  summer) 

with  Roman  shades  of  natural 
wool.  Wall-to-wall  carpeting  is 

also  natural  wool.  "The  glass  ex- 
panses had  to  be  warmed  up. 

Hence  all  the  wool,  and  the  scar- 
let construction  by  Bill  Framp- 

ton."  Here  we  see  how  the  struc- 
tural and  mechanical  systems — 

beams,  joists,  steel  ceilings; 
heating  and  cooling  ducts  (the 

round  pipes);  pipe-enclosed  wir- 
ing— were  made  decorative 

through  meticulous  installation 
and  a  mask  of  paint. 
5.  Storage  wall  (inside,  mirror 
and  marble),  half  shut  off. 
6.  Sitting  area,  its  bulwark  a 
great-in-size,  great-in-form,  leath- 

er sofa  of  Swiss  design. 

JOHN    FULKER 

6"-* 
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"We  didn't  want  fixed, 

single-purpose  rooms 
in  the  conventional 
sense.  The  living  spaces 

are  very  open,  yet — by 
pulling  accordion  doors 
and  movable  panels 
installed  in  the  right 

spots — we  can  have 
almost  instant  privacy 
whenever  we  want  it  or 

need  it.  It's  not  just  adult 
privacy.  The  children 

have  it,  too." 

'■•^l 

1.  In  parents'  bath,  side-by-side 
tubs — one  very  deep  for  long, 
slow  soaking,  Japanese  style; 
the  other  a  conventional  type  for 
a  quick  dip  and  a  bit  of  scrub- 

bing. Two  washbasins  in  twin 
cabinets  flank  the  tubs,  and  the 
whole  square  unit  is  faced  in 
white  Carrara  marble.  Shower 

and  toilet  are  in  a  separate  tiled 
compartment. 
2.  Close  to  the  tub  unit  is  a  stor- 

age block  with  two  banks  of  cab- 
inets and  drawers,  one  his,  one 

hers,  at  each  end.  Sandwiched 
between  them  is  a  closet  big 

enough  for  the  Wolfs'  combined 
wardrobes.  All  the  cabinetry  is 
faced  in  white  Formica. 

3.  The  Wolfs  at  work  in  their 

study,  actually  a  section  of  their 
bedroom,  but  closed  off,  when 
they  want  it  to  be  (which  is  now) 
by  accordion  doors. 

4.  Doors  pulled  back,  the  sky- 
lighted bedroom  in  its  entirety — 

quite  a  sweep  of  space.  Bed's headboard  is  built  into  a  storage 

wall  for  books,  magazines,  ref- 
erence material.  The  bed  itself  is 

covered  with  a  1910  Kentucky 

quilt  called  Double  Star  of  Jeru- 
salem. "You  wouldn't  think  it 

would  work  in  a  contemporary 

house,"  says  /Was.  Wolf,  "but 
look!  It's  as  fresh  as  a  flower." 
5.  Growing  up.  Each  son  has  a 
bedroom  of  his  own  with  a  red 

double-decker  bed  with  circular 
cutouts  on  each  side,  a  ladder  to 

climb  to  top  bunk.  Accordion 
doors  pull  to  close  off  bedrooms 
from  playroom. 
6.  Fun  and  games.  Long  table  has 
adjustable  legs  so  it  can  grow  up 
with  the  boys.  Pulled  out  from  a 

pocket  in  wall  separating  bed- 
rooms is  a  sliding  panel — black- 

board on  one  side,  pin-up  board 
on  the  other. 

7.  Boys'  bath — a  free-standing, 
self-contained  tiled  compartment 
roofed  by  a  plastic  bubble  under 
two  skylights.  On  outer  wall,  a 

boy-height  cabinet  for  wash- 
basin and  drinking  fountain.  For 

building  facts,  turn  to  page  207. 



New  ways  to  solve  your  decorating  problems 

Eye  to  eye  on  decorating* four  success  stories 
When  you  work  with  a  designer  to  make 
a  room  personal  or  function  just  the  way 
you  want  it  to  or  look  better  and  better 
as  the  years  go  by,  you  and  your  designer 
have  to  see  eye  to  eye.  On  the  following 

pages,  a  portfolio  of  houses  and  apart- 
ments designed  by  joint  efforts:  one  by 

a  decorating  team;  one  by  a  husband- 
wife  antiques  collector  and  restorer; 
two  by  a  designer  for  himself  and  a  friend 
who  hates  to  decorate;  and  here,  two 
rooms  designed  twenty  years  apart  by 
the  same  decorator  for  the  same  client. 

From  their  achievements  you  can  learn 
how  to  apply  their  ideas  to  make  your 
house  or  apartment  uniquely  your  own. 

How  to  be  sure 
you  get  rooms  that  las 

Nan  Kempner,  client 

"If  you  agree  that  what  you  do 
has  to  last,  you  can  set 

about  it  in  the  right  way." 
"The  reason  Michael  and  I  have 
worked  together  so  well  for  twenty 

years  is  because  we  see  eye-to-eye 

on  decorat- 

ing. Michael's 
ideas  spark 

myown — and that,  I  think, 

is  the  hall- 
mark of  a 

good  design- 
er. If,  for  in- 

stance you  can  go  into  a  shop  twen- 
ty times  and  look  at  the  same 

things,  and  then  go  in  with  your  de- 
signer and  see  everything  different- 

ly, then  you're  both  doing  some- 
thing right.  A  good  designer  is  so 

inspired  that  he  can  look  at  a  blank 
wall  and  give  you  a  great  idea.  He 
can  put  something  in  a  room  and 

you  may  think  it's  wrong  and 
move  it  a  hundred  times  and  final- 

ly it  goes  right  back  to  where  it  was 
in  the  first  place.  The  secret  of  a 

good  interior  designer  is  that  he 
does  not  throw  his  personality  into 

your  house — but  he  interprets  his 
designs  for  your  needs  and  your 
color  sense  and  your  feelings  and 

the  way  you  want  to  live.  I  don't think  people  should  go  out  and 

hire'  a  designer.  You  should  talk 
to  a  number  of  people  who  have 
been  recommended,  to  find  one 

with  whom  you  jell.  There  has  to 

be  a  rapport.  You  should  be  able 
to  feel  free  to  discuss  problems 

openly — even  argue,  without  un- 
dermining the  partnership.  That 

kind  of  frankness  between  the 

client  and  designer  is  what  makes 

you  grow.  He  should  also  have  re- 
spect for  your  own  things — for 

instance,  as  Michael  did  for  the 
furniture  I  bought  when  Tommy 

"The  secret  of  a  good  interior 
designer  is  that  he  interprets 

his  designs  for  your  needs." and  I  were  first  married  and  lived 
in  London.  And  finally,  he  should 

know  when  to  stop.  When  chairs 
are  moved  around  so  much  that 

your  family  doesn't  know  where  to 
sit,  that's  when  to  draw  the  line." 90 

Michael  Taylor,  designer 

'T  knew  Nan  when  she  lived  i' 

Francisco;    we    were    old    fi 
there.  Now  I  always  stop  by  at 

how   things   are  with  her  in 
York — it's  a  continual  exchan 

ideas.   That's  what   makes  a 

client— someone     who's     ver; 
"People  are  fundamentally 
after  something  they  can 

afford,  something  functional, 

that  solves  a  need." volved  in  her  world  and  her  env: 

ment,  and  if  her  tastes  change 
really  in  the  sense  of  exploring 

things.  When  you  describe  nc 

signs  or  ideas  that  you've  di^  ' ered,  a  good  client  responds  at  o;i 

and  so  the  relationship  grows  •( 
the  years — for  both  partners.  1 
learning  experience.    Life  char: 

and  so  do  we.  For  instance,  '^ new  room  was  simply  a  room  n 
wanted  to  be  comfortable  and    s 

in,  so  there  was  no  thought  ol  t 

modeling  to  any  extent.  We  ignca 
all  the  formal  architecture  and    n 

ply  had  fun  with  it.  Anyone  cai  i 

that.  And  I  think  that  idea  is    ' 
much  the  mood  of  today,   ti 

now  and  enjoy  architecture  but  c 
become  weighted  down  by  it 

should  accept  what  it  is.   an 

try  to  make  it  something  it  isi 

a  good  designer/client  relatii^ 
you  decide  what  you  can  affor 
if  you  agree  that  what  you  c: 
to  last,  you  can  set  about  it  i 

right  way.  Both  of  Nan's  room^ designed  to  last — as  long  as  t 
years.   Decorating  has  chang.. 

much.  Today  people  are  fundan 
tally  after  something  they  can 

ford,     something    functional, 
solves  a  need.   If  you  plan 

wisely,  and  do  not  follow  a  fa^ 
will  find  that  your  rooms  b^v 

more  beautiful  with  age." HOUSE  &  GARDEN.  FEBRUARY,  }rA 
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The  living  room  of  the  Kempners' 
apartment — the  same  now  as  it 
was  twenty  years  ago.  The  original 

creamy-beige  corduroy  fabric  on 

the  sofas,  cleaned  an  infinite  num- 
ber of  times,  has  merely  become 

enriched  in  color  over  the  years, 

so  the  walls  have  been  reglazed 
to  match.  The  black,  gold,  and 

silver  Coromandel  screen  was  a 

later  addition,  but  blends  wonder- 
fully. The  floor  is  dark  stained 

wood.  The  pillows  are  earthy- 
brown  colors. 

The  furniture  arrangement  has  not 

changed.  Because  Mrs.  Kempner 
likes  to  entertain,  the  two  sofas 
have  ottomans  big  enough  to  seat 

people  on  both  sides,  very  flexible. 
The  room  was  very  avant  garde 

twenty  years  ago.  "Nobody,"  says 
Mrs.  Kempner,  "had  thought  of 
anything  except  those  formal  Louis 

Quinze  chairs — you'd  be  stuck 
with  one  person  all  evening.  Mi- 

chael's seating  design  was  revolu- 
tionary, and  everyone  was  amazed, 

but  I  believe  this  room  has  had  an 

influence  on   design  ever  since.  " 

The  new  sitting  room,  just  com- 

pleted for  the  Kempners  by  Mi- 

chael Taylor.  "It  was  their  daugh- 
ter's bedroom,"  explains  Mr.  Tay- 

lor, "all  blue  and  white.  Now  it's 
a  room  where  Nan  and  her  hus- 

band can  sit  and  watch  TV,  play 

cards,  or  have  coffee — a  room  to 

relax  in."  The  new  room  lives  hap- 
pily in  the  same  apartment  as  the 

one  above — yet  they  are  twenty 

years  apart.  The  reason  is  a  har- 
mony of  feeling  shared  by  the  two 

rooms:  an  Oriental  touch  in  the 

screens,  natural  textures  and  col- 
ors, and  a  look  of  great  comfort. 

No  architectural  changes  were 

made,  but  the  scale  is  very  new — 
enormous  sofa,  chairs,  and  tables. 

"We  simply  painted  the  walls 
white,  stained  the  floor  and  cov- 

ered it  in  sisal,  and  used  inexpen- 

sive blinds  for  the  windows."  The 
sofa  and  pillows  are  covered  in 

light  brown  leather — something 
else  that  will  grow  more  beautiful with  age. 

The  wonderful  Japanese  screens 

are  a  rusty-red  color,  with  big 
white  flowers.  The  coffee  table  is 

fossilized  stone — functional,  solid, 

and  easy  to  clean.  The  fan  lights 

are  bamboo,  with  lacquered  parch- 
ment, and  the  chairs  are  Italian 

wicker,  like  the  card  table. 
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Eve  to  eve  on  decorating 

iflFordable  antiques  now 

O) Id  things, le  use  of  other  hands, 
I;  marks  of  other  hves. 

ey've  obsessed  Bert 
pit  since  before  he  can 

nember.  At  fourteen,  he  was  in  training  to  become  a  cab- 
;tmaker.  It  was  inevitable,  he  says,  that  he  spend  his  hfe 

h  antiques — by  preference  the  country  masterpieces  of 
;  United  States,  the  work  of  unknown  craftsmen  whose 

tinct  for  grace  combined  with  practicahty  resuhed  in  rock- 
and  bedsteads,  tables  and  cabinets  that  are  still  cherished. 

ou  know  where  to  look,  Mr.  Cupit  says,  these  are  still 

liable,  sometimes  in  near-mint  condition,  sometimes  in 
d  of  a  little  love  and  a  little  work.  He  gives  them  both  in  the 

Pennsylvania  farmhouse  he  and  his  family  have  restored. 

ntry  auctions  are 

vorite  place  to  start 

can  always  begin  to  collect 
ntry  pieces  in  country  antiques 
ps,  but  before  long  the  urge  for 

enture  is  roused.  To  find  a  "find,"' 
see  something  valuable  where 

ers  saw  nothing — and  to  acquire 
nexpensively — becomes  part  of 

joy  of  collecting.  It's  getting 
der  to  do,  says  Mr.  Cupit,  as 
re  people  have  come  to  recognize 

ility  in  early  Americana.  His  fa- 
ite  places  to  look  are  country 
tions,  farm  and  estate  sales.  He 
cks  them  down  in  small-town 

•vspapers,  he  tries  to  get  a  look  at 
pieces,  either  the  day  before  the 
if  they  are  being  shown,  or  very 

ly  on  the  day  of  the  sale.  He 
ngs  his  truck  to  carry  things 

ay.  He  used  to  set  a  limit  for  him- 

f  when  bidding,  but  now,  "I  know 

at  something's  worth,"  he  says, 
Dw  much  work  it  will  need  and 

^at  it  will  sell  for — if  I  want  to  sell 

perience  is  still  the 

St  guide 

■ars  of  interest  and  study  have 
'en  Mr.  Cupit  an  almost-intuitive 
;1  for  age.  But  his  knowledge  is 
mpounded  of  thousands  of  bits  of 
ormation  that  could  help  anyone, 
r  instance,  circular  saws  were  not 

^d  to  make  boards  before  1850 — 
if  the  bottoms  of  drawers  show 
telltale  curved  traces  of  circular 

ipliqued  Pennsylvania  Dutch  quilt 

bed  in  "girls'  room."  Mantel  is 
ntemporary  with  house  (1780s).  No- 
dy  knows  why  the  fireplace  is 

lailer.  Inset  above:  Room  "before." 
OLE 

sawing,  they're  fairly  recent.  Ma- 
chine-made nails  were  available 

after  1800 — so  if  the  nails  show  the 
four  bangs  with  which  a  blacksmith 
finished  them  and  the  splayed  edges, 

the  rose  head,  the  piece  is  likely  to 
be  old.  Pine  and  tulip  woods  were 
the  earliest  used  until  about  1820. 

Look  for  signs  of  wear,  says  Mr. 
Cupit,  like  those  on  rungs  of  the 

lady's  rocker  on  opposite  page.  It 
probably  belonged  to  a  child,  as  it 
shows  worn  places  for  both  feet.  The 
finish  is  paint  added  perhaps  forty 

years  after  rocker  was  made,  a  case- 
in-based green  (probably  butter- 

milk) that  stained  the  wood  and  left 

a  chalky  surface.  Cane  scat  is  origi- 
nal. Together  with  center  onion- 

turnings,  clues  date  chair  between 
1725  and  1735. 

Mr.  Cupit  buys  furniture  only  "in 
the  rough,"  nothing  that  anybody 
else  has  restored — and  the  more 
early  the  painting,  the  better.  Paint 
protected  wood  so,  even  if  the  paint 
is  in  hopeless  condition,  the  wood 

may  be  all  right;  and  it's  a  guaran- 
tee of  age.  What  he  does  to  restore 

depends  on  the  quality  and  condi- 
tion of  the  piece.  Sometimes  he 

strips  and  refinishes — like  the  desk, 
above  right,  lost  under  twelve  coats 
of  paint.  Sometimes,  like  the  rocker. 
above  far  right,  with  its  original 

ocher  paint,  it's  just  a  matter  of  a 
little  gentle  soap  and  water  (tested 

first,  to  make  sure  the  paint  won't 
wash  away).  The  18th-century  can- 
dlebox  in  window,  opposite  page, 
fastened  with  rosehead  nails,  had  to 

be  stripped.  The  paint  was  only 

seventy-five  years  old. 

'Two  collectors  tell  where  to  look  for  and 
how  to  use  American  country  furniture" 

Two-piece  pine  desk,  1850  to  1880, 
stripped,  stains  removed  with  oxalic  acid, 

varnished.  Painted  bride's  boxes  on  top. 

Pennsylvania  lady's  arm  rocker,  very  nar- 
row, probably  1860-1870,  original  sten- 

ciling, freehand  flowers  painted  on  top. 

Primitive  Windsor  chairs,  about  1790, 
with  very  early  pine  bench  table.  Seat,  21 
inches  wide,  is  single  board,  mortised. 

Country  Sheraton  walnut  bureau  with  the 
original  brass  pulls,  handdovetailed, 
1810.    Mahogany   shaving    mirror,    1860. 

Decorated  blanket  chest,  original  paint 
with  unicorns  and  tulips.  Pennsylvania 
Dutch,  around  1780  and  unusually  fine. 

Cherry  ladderback  chair,  about  1840, 
with  original  herringbone-patterned  rush 
seat,  onion  finials.  Handmade  iron  tools. 

93 



Affordable  antiques  now,  continued 

"In  a  restored  house  you  can 
j  make  the  past  your  own" 

saddleseat    duckbill    Windsor    chair.        Original     mantel — Jacobean-style     cut- 
tc  1700s,  handcarved  and  unique,  one        outs,  ogee  arches  with  unknown  wood- 

favorite  pieces,  "part  of  the  house."       carver's  additions.  On  it.  early  slipware. 

law  cutters  and  pie  boards,  all  Pennsyl- 

"ania,  all  very  early,  are  Mr.  Cupit's  spe- 
al  love.  Not  intrinsically  valuable,  they 

show  evidence  of  the  care  with  which 

they  were  made  and  painted.  He  collects, 
cleans,  displays,  and  cherishes  them. 

T^ 

he  farm- house had  stood  abandoned 

in  the  middle  of  a  field  for 

forty  years.  The  Cupits  had 
spent  more  than  thirteen 

years  looking  for  it:  18th  cen- 
tury, unrestored,  in  surpris- 

ingly good  condition,  waiting.  In  a  forty-day  blitz  effort  they 
installed  plumbing  and  wiring,  replaced  rotted  wood,, 
repointed  and  repaired  the  24-inch-thick  stone  walls.  Son 

Charles  reroofed.  Then  they  moved  in.  "We  camped,  really," 
says  Mary  Louise  Cupit.  Bit  by  bit,  her  patient  efforts  re- 

stored interior  to  its  original  look,  woodwork  stripped,  horse- 
hair plaster  repaired,  handmade  curtains  in  the  windows. 

adderback  chair,  handcarved,  with 
irned  rung,  about  1740.  Patch  on  back, 
;/idence  of  early  break,  enhances  value. 
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Chippendale  country  table  with  thumb 
rail  below  drawer,  1735  to  1775.  Brass 

candlestick,   early   child's  toy  duck. 

Elbow  grease  and 
a  scraper 

The  worst  damage  was  to  the  chest- 
nut beams,  say  the  Cupits.  They  had 

been  repeatedly  painted,  and  the 
summer  beam,  walnut  for  good 
luck,  in  the  kitchen  had  turned  a 

dirty  gray  in  the  smoke.  Mrs.  Cupit 
stripped  them,  working  only  with 

a  Red  Devil  paint  scraper,  a  screw- 
driver for  the  crevices,  and  a  lot 

of  determination.  (In  the  process, 

she  found  a  receipt  dated  1845. 

Deeds  for  "Payne's  Folly."  built  on 

land  granted  by  William  Penn's 
grandson,  go  back  to  1766.)  The 
kitchen  woodwork  full  of  hand- 

plane  marks  still  had  the  old  red 

pigment  under  a  blackish  paint,  says 

Mrs.  Cupit.  "Once  that  was  gone,  all 
I  had  to  do  was  steelwool  it  down, 

and  put  varnish  on  it."  The  living 
room  woodwork  had  coats  of  tough 

lead-based  paint  that  had  to  be 
chipped  off.  The  mantel,  lower  right, 
opposite,  showed  evidence  of  old 

buttermilk  blue  paint,  but  she  wasn't able  to  save  it.  A  blue  that  matched 

that  remaining  on  the  front  door  re- 
placed it.  The  grayish  blue  on  the 

stairway  woodwork  was  not  orig- 
inal, but  was  very  old.  The  Cupits 

decided  to  keep  it,  so  all  Mrs. 

Cupit  did  was  wash  it,  and  put  seal- 
er on  to  give  it  a  glow. 

Varnish  and 

beeswax  polish 
The  woodwork  was  finished  the 

same  way  the  Cupits  refinish  old 
pine  furniture:  a  sealer  and  simple 

varnish.  The  furniture  can  be  spray- 

coated  in  a  dustlcss  room,  but  wood- 
work must  be  carefully  varnished  by 

hand.  To  keep  both  woodwork  and 
old  furniture,  Mrs.  Cupit  prefers  a 

polish  with  some  beeswax  in  it, 
though  she  will  use  lemon  oil  if  that 
is  not  available. 

Flax,  for  authentic 
farmhouse  feeling 

The  original  jarmhouse  was  the  cen- 
ter of  a  self-contained  plantation. 

Grainficlds  and  garden,  hayfields 

and  animals  gave  the  owners  almost 
all  their  needs — even  woven  cloth. 
Pennsylvania  is  too  far  north  for 

cotton,  but  flax  for  linen  was  usual- 
ly one  of  the  first  crops  planted.  So 

when  Mrs.  Cupit  made  the  curtains 
in  the  old  style,  she  naturally  used 
linen.  The  Cupits  feel  very  strongly 

that  any  house  old  enough  to  have  a 
history  deserves  care  and  furnishing 

in  terms  of  that  history.  "It  brings 
out  the  best  in  people,  too,"  says 
Mrs.  Cupit.  So  most  of  their  furni- 

ture is  from  Pennsylvania,  from 
counties  as  close  to  their  own  as 

they  can  manage.  Pieces  come  and 

go,  until  they  find  the  one  that  is 
"right" — like  the  little  Windsor 
chair,  above  left,  or  the  blanket 

chest  that  belonged  to  Mr.  Cupit's 
father,  or  the  7-foot-long  kitchen 
bench  table.  These  are  part  of  the 

family.  Enjoyment  of  that  kind  of 
tradition  transcends  generations. 
Son  Charles  Cupit.  who  will  marry 
in  the  spring,  is  busy  refinishing 
furniture  for  his  own  new  old  house. 



The  "boys'  room" — one  of  three  bedrooms  (enough 
for  Colonial  families  even  though  one  who  lived  here 
had  twelve  children).  Ceiling  and  wooden  wall  have 

original  paint.  Leaking  roof  buckled  floorboards  bad- 
ly, but  they  straightened  themselves,  responded  to 

scraping.  On  bed,  a  Victorian  log  cabin  quilt. 

Before,  right,  the  Cupits'  first  fire  in  the  kitchen  fire- 
place. After,  below.  Original  floorboards  had  rotted 

away  leaving  dirt  floor  full  of  gopher  holes.  They 

were  replaced  by  brick  that's  weathering  to  fit.  Fire- 
place, with  crane,  is  still  occasionally  used  for  cook- 

ing. The  fireplaces  alone  can  keep  whole  house  snuc 

ws 

room 

(kitchen  is  downstairs)  with  walnut  Sheraton  table, 
about  1790.  In  foreground,  pumpkin  pie  rests  on 
handhammered  steel  Chippendale  tray,  stripped  of 
more  recent  paint.  Plate  is  Pennsylvania  graffito. 

Dutch  cabinet  In  living  room  was  built  in  before  origi- 

nal plaster  was  applied.  Fireplace  has  faceted  goose- 
neck andirons.  On  mantel,  brass  candlesticks  hold 

Cupits'  beeswax  candles,  made  in  old  molds.  On 
settle,  a  handwoven  coverlet.  House  is  oriented  so 

all  windows  get  sunlight,  shifting  as  day  advances. 



Eye  to  eye  on  decorating:  Two  working  people,  using  elements  anyone  can  buy, 

How  to  make  identical  furniture 
succeed  in  two 
dififerent  apartmentsf 

f         ̂ N  WOOD  ■ 

V^ouldn't  you  just  buy  two  of  everything?"  she 

Nora  Ephron  is  a  journalist  whose 
latest    book    is    Crazy   Salad   and 

whose  magazine  articles  and  col- 
umns   keep    her    busy    until    odd 

hours  of  the  night,  sometimes  just 

after  she's  returned  from  odd  cor- 
ners of  the  globe.  She  is  also  a 

woman  who  likes  her  surroundings 

to  be  comfortable  and  pleasant — 
and  a  woman  who  hates  to  deco- 

rate. "I  can't  decorate,"  she  says. 
"Some  people  may  not  understand 

'the  amount  of  work  that  goes  into 
'  pulling  a  place  together — but  I  do, 
'and  I've  never  been  able  to  do  it." 
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Lee  Bailey  is  a  designer  who  has  taught 
at  Tulane  University  and  at  Parsons, 
who  (with  partner  Richard  Huebner) 
owns  some  shops  that  are  full  of  the 

household  designs — furniture,  fabrics, 
things — that  please  him.  He  feels  so 
strongly  about  interior  design  that, 
when  he  decorates  now,  he  does  it  only 

for  himself:  two  houses,  three  apart- 

ments in  the  last  few  years.  "It's  all 
personal  preference,"  he  says.  "Mine." 

asked  him.  Nora  Ephron  and  Lee  Bailey,  old  friends,  were  at  a 

party.  She  was  moving.  She  had  just  discovered  that  he  was  mov- 

ing, too — "and  every  place  he  has  ever  lived,  I  have  wanted  t( 
move  into,"  she  says.  She  had  a  budget;  he  had  taste  she  admired 
It  seemed  an  interesting  problem  to  him;  it  seemed  an  answer  t( 

her.  And  so  he  did  buy  two  of  everything.  Each  piece  of  furniture 

in  his  new  apartment  has  its  twin  in  hers.  The  result,  however, 

(next  page)  is  not  two  identical  apartments,  but  two  distinctly  in- 
dividual places  to  live  that  share  a  common  design  idea,  and  a 

common-sense  approach  to  decorating. 

Classic  shapes  in 
furniture  will 

always  be  right 

The  design  approach  is  built  around  a 

few  key  choices:  classic  materials,  clas- 
sic shapes  in  furniture;  neutral  colors; 

lots  of  light;  close  attention  to  function. 

"A  classic  is  something  that  will  con- 

tinue to  please  you,"'  says  Mr.  Bailey. 
'"As  fashions  come  and  go.  it  remains. 
It  often  is  the  best  solution  for  a  design 

problem.  For  instance  the  Saarinen 

pedestal  table,  in  my  view,  is  the  de- 
finitive pedestal  table.  You  might  just 

as  well  not  bother  to  try  to  design  an- 

other. He's  done  it.  Up  until  the  time  it 

was  done,  you  couldn't  have  made  that 
shape,  the  pedestal  that  thin.  But  he 

took  a  contemporary  material  and  de- 

signed a  table  to  fit.  So  that's  a  classic. 
So  is  the  painter's  canvas  that  covers 
the  sofas.  it"s  simple  and  hardworking. 
If  you  stick  with  simple  things,  then 

you  can't  lose — for  instance  cubes, 
ottomans,  armless  sofas,  and  quilting. 

Choosing  the  classic,  however,  doesn't mean  shutting  out  the  fanciful.  The 
helmet  light  in  the  middle  of  the  oppo- 

site page  proves  that.  "You  need  a  kind 
of  lyric  form  with  cubes,"  he  says. 

A  little  color  is 
better  than  a  lot 

"These  apartments  don't  have  much 
color — mostly  neutrals,"  says  Mr. 
Bailey.  "That's  a  personal  preference. 
Often  if  you  get  too  much  color,  you 

can't  see  it — just  as  when  there's  too 
much  noise,  you  block  it  out.  If  you 
surround  yourself  with  neutrals  and 
then  put  bits  of  color  in.  you  really  see 

it."  The  color  here  is  something  called 

Russet  in  a  simple  drum-shaped  coffee 
table,  and  it  is  picked  up  by  the  warm 
salmons  and  browns  in  the  batik-cov- 

ered floor  pillows. 

Light,  all  you  can  get. 
Make  walls  and  ceilings 
multiply  it 

The  rooms  of  the  two  apartments  are 
similar  only  in  that  they  each  have  a 

fireplace  and  a  lot  of  windows.  "No 
curtains,"  says  Mr.  Bailey.  "No  window 

treatments,  just  openness."  Simple 
louvered  shutters  keep  out  the  world  at 
night.  Cities  are  sometimes  stingy  with 
light,  so  the  walls  are  white  to  gather 

it  in.  Ephron's  apartment  had  an  ex- 

posed brick  wall.  T  don't  like  brick 
walls,"  she  says.  "They  dictate  all  sorts 
of  color  choices.  They  make  you  go 
to  wood  whether  you  want  to  or  not. 
So  .  .  ."  "What  we  did  was  take  panels 
of  plywood  and  pad  them,  then  stretch 
shiny  vinyl  over  them  to  cover  the 

wall,"  Mr.  Bailey  continues.  "It's  hard and  soft  at  the  same  time,  and  you  get 

a  tremendous  amount  of  light  reflect- 

ing on  it." 

Design  the  room  to  work, 
then  let  it  alone 

"The  idea  of  moving  things  around  is, 

in  theory,  probably  a  good  one."  says 
Mr.  Bailey.  "But  once  something  finds 

its  place,  it  tends  to  stay  there."  So does  he — which  is  why  he  wants  his 
office  in  his  living  room,  his  storage  in 
stacked  baskets,  his  room  plans  clear 

cut  and  functional.  "If  it's  right  to  be- 
gin with,  all  you  have  to  do  is  change 

the  plants  occasionally,  and  it  will  keep 

feeding  you  spiritually." 
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! ^ate  personal  spaces  for  their  own  individual  needs 

V 

I  per  ottoman,  no  longer  made  double-sized,  comes 
.0  sections,  each  32  inches  square.  Pillows  are 
el  polyester  fiber.  From  Flair.  About  $250  each. 

Pileo  floor  lamp  designed  by  Gae  Aulenti.  The  hood 
adjusts  to  cast  light  in  many  directions.  Made  in  white 
plastic  by  Artemide/USA  for  Castelli  Furniture.  S236. 

Cube  and  wail  lamp  are  custom  designed.  "Mechanicc 
lights,  especially  attached  to  walls  are  good,"  says  Mi 
Bailey.    "And    I    love   cubes.   The    more,   the   better. 

)ws  covered  with  batik  imported  from  India,  from 
ey-Huebner.    Floor   sizes   or   sofa   size   available, 

,  jighteen  wonderful  patterns  and  colors.  $24  to  $36. 

Armless  sofa,  from  the  "In"  group  of  Flair.  Base  is  solid 
hardwood,  comes  in  twelve  finishes.  Custom-quited, 
the  sofa  is  84^/2   inches  long.  About  S700.  The  fabric. 

a  classic  painter's  linen,  is  washable  Ulster  Canvai 
86  inches  wide,  imported  from  Ireland.  Other  width; 
other  colors  are  available.  Ulster  Weaving.  $9.50  a  yar( 

:-^^^^ 

j^e-^ 

ne  baskets,  covered  and  with  handles,  imported  from  High  easy  chair,  designed  by  Paul  Kjaerholm.  Satin  Drum  coffee  table  covered  with  high  gloss  cigarett 
lombia  Set  of  five  ranges  in  size  from  13  by  16  chrome-plated  steel  base,  leather  sling  seat  with  down-  and  scratch-proof  finish  called  Coolskin.  It  come 

;hes  to  24  by  35.  Primitive  Artisans,  $120  for  the  set.      filled,  sausage-shaped  headrest.  Herman  Miller.  $1,145.      in  diameters  from  12  to  36  inches.  Intrex.  About  ?"' 

To  find  out  how  the  elements  here  serve  two 

different  purposes  in  two  workable  spaces,  turn  the  page 



furniture,  two  different  apartments,  continued 

H^tf^ 

A  soft  room  where  the  sun  always  seems  to  shine 

NEIL   LONDON 
I  1 

"I  think  I  made  three  decisions  in  the  entire  apartment,"  says  Nora 
Ephron.  "First,  to  leave  the  floor  bare — so  then  he  decided  to  bleach 
it.  Now,  with  the  vinyl  wall,  it  looks  as  if  the  sun  is  shining  all  day 
and  all  night.  Then,  I  picked  the  colors  of  the  pillows.  And  I  asked  if 

he  could  possibly  work  in  my  glass  coffee  table.  Which  he  did." 
The  room  is  multipurpose,  arranged  in  informal  areas  for  reading,  note 
taking,  visiting.  Writing  takes  place  in  the  strictly  work  area  in  the 
bedroom.  Using  ottomans  and  floor  pillows,  seven  can  sit  for  dinner. 

The  leather  chair  is  a  favorite  in  both  rooms.  It  shattered  Miss  Ephron's 
budget,  but  "it  was  worth  it  for  something  I  think  is  a  work  of  art." 
The  floor  lamp,  a  test  of  compatible  tastes,  also  pleases  both. 
Textures,  fuzzy  lap  rugs  and  floor  rugs,  wicker  baskets,  lacquered 

boxes,  complete  the  room.  Banana,  the  cat,  fits  in.  "There  are  lots  of 
ways  I  could  live,"  says  Miss  Ephron.  "But  I  feel  this  apartment  is  me." 



'A  no-nonsense  place,  office  and  living  room  in  one Lee  Bailey  likes  to  work  where  he  lives.  In  his  former  apartment,  a 

duplex,  he  found  he  never  visited  the  downstairs  living  room — "so  here 
I  decided  to  put  it  all  in  one.  Makes  much  more  sense."  The  office  end 
of  the  room  has  pedestal  cubes  for  typewriter  and  telephone,  unob- 

trusive storage  units  around  the  right-hand  window,  few  distractions. 
Lots  of  plants,  light  from  five  windows,  a  huge  composition  in  neutral 
colors  by  David  Gibbs.  An  industrial  carpet  (the  same  thing  is  in  Miss 

Ephron's  workroom).  All  together  they  make  a  room  with  an  air  of  quiet 
authority — and  comfort.  "I  guess  you  probably  express  yourself  un- 

consciously, so  the  room  comes  to  resemble  you,"  he  says. 
Sofas  are  armless  to  give  easy  access  to  anything  on  the  end  tables — 

and  end  tables,  for  Mr.  Bailey,  are  always  cubes.  "The  things  that  I 
use,"  he  says,  "are  things  I've  been  using  for  twenty  years.  Design 
is  all  really  personal  preference,  but  your  point  of  view  does  evolve." 

/ jnr^ 



Eye  to  eve  on  decorating. 

Two  designers  share 
ttieir  views  on 
decorating  and  sfiow 

the  charm 

of  the  country  to 

A  house 
with  city 
rnmistakably  city  born  and  bred,  an  18th-century  Paris  house  with  a 

[smashing  all  mirror  living  room  keeps  a  quiet  secret:  a  patch  of  the  coun- 
try in  its  inside  pocket.  Valerian  S.  Rybar  and  Jean-Francois  Daigre,  who 

Irecently  formed  the  Paris  firm  of  Rybar  &  Daigre,  designed  Mr.  Daigre's 
house  to  suit  his  style  of  living.  Here,  they  talk  about  how  it  all  evolved. 

RYBAR:  Our  first  rule  of  decorating  ap- 
plies to  our  own  houses  as  well  as  any 

one  else's:  make  the  ambiance  reflect 
the  way  you  live  (Mr.   Rybar's  New 
York   apartment   appeared    in    House 
&  Garden  in  October,   1972).  People 
often  make  the  mistake  of  concentrat- 

ing primarily  on  the  way 
things  look.  But  looks  mean 

nothing  unless  the  underly- 
ing design — the  attitude  of 

the  room — supports  what's 
going  on  within  it. 
D  Arc  RE:  I  do  a  great  deal 
of    entertaining,     for     in- 

  _^___  stance.  All  kinds  of  parties. 
Jean-Francois  Daigre  Sometimes  film  screenings, 

sometimes  entertainments  with  musical 
groups  of  singers.  And,  of  course,  small 
dinners  and  cocktail  parties.  So  the  en- 

tire first  floor  of  the  house  is  turned  over 

to  entertaining.  Everything  centers  on 
the  big  mirrored  living  room,  which 
always  seems  eager  for  a  party. 
RYBAR:  The  interesting  thing  was  that 
the  living  room  seemed  to  take  shape 

100  all  by  itself.  We  began  by  saying 

'Wouldn't  it  be  marvelous  to  put  in  a 
few  mirrors  for  sparkle?'  and  gradual- 

ly  added  more 
and  more  until 

finally;  'Why 
not  the  whole 

thing?'  You 
can  never  an- 

ticipate the  full 
eff'ect  a  mirror 

is  going  to  cre- 

  ^___  ate.     It     never Valerian  S.  Rybar  ~~'  lets  you  down. 
DAIGRE:  It's  strange,  but  even  though 
the  entire  room  is  lined  with  mirror, 

you  never  seem  to  be  aware  of  your 

own  reflection.  And  I've  never  seen 

anyone  primping.  There's  just  this wonderful  shimmer. 

RYBAR:  You  can't  walk  into  this  room 
without  feeling  rather  glamorous.  But 
more  than  that,  you  feel  instantly 
comfortable.  The  room  is  a  sensuous, 
mysterious  background  for  people. 

RIGHT:  The  all-mirror  living  room  is  de- 
signed for  entertaining.  In  front  of  the 

fireplace,  an  ottoman-for-eight  covered 
with  gray  satin  handpainted  to  resemble 
onyx,  rests  on  a  gray  wolf  rug.  The  sofa 
is  gray  suede.  Above:  The  18th-century 
facade,  with  its  courtyard  entrance. 

_HPMPY   n  APl^F 
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City  sparkle continued 

To  warm  up  a 
mirrored  room,  add  gilt; 
if  s  like  turning  on 
a  golden  light 

DAIGRE:  So  often  an  all-mirror  room  has 

a  chilly  atmosphere,  and  one  would  think 
this  one  would,  especially  as  the  only  color 

is  a  no-color  assortment  of  grays.  But  re- 
markably, even  when  there  are  no  people 

in  the  room,  it  really  is  very  warm  and 
friendly. 

RYBAR:  The  secret  is  gold.  A  few  touches 
of  gilt  give  a  mirrored  room  a  warm  glow. 

In  this  room  you  see  it  in  the  English  dol- 
phin commode  tables,  the  Regence  gilt  mir- 
ror above  the  mantel,  and  the  moldings 

on  the  doors.  It's  like  turning  on  a  golden 
light. 
DAIGRE:  Because  the  entire  first  floor  is  de- 

voted to  entertaining,  the  second  floor  is 
devoted  to  private  living.  Everyone  needs 
a  place  to  be  alone,  to  think,  to  read,  to 
write,  to  keep  his  own  company.  Upstairs 
are  my  own  bedroom,  bath,  sitting  room, 
and  the  guest  bedroom  and  bath.  And  every 

room  faces  a  central  patio,  completely  pri- 
vate, that  we  turned  into  a  little  walled 

garden. 
RYBAR:  What  we  really  did  was  give  the 
second  floor  the  feeling  of  the  country. 
DAIGRE:  The  house  really  does  have  a  quiet 

country  feeling  that's  very  rare  in  a  city  as 
large  as  Paris.  Part  of  the  reason  is  that  the 
house  faces  not  on  the  street,  but  on  a 

small  cobblestone  courtyard  that  separates 
me  from  my  nearest  neighbor,  a  venerable 
old  hotel  particulier  built  in  the  days  of 
Louis  XV. 

RYBAR:  The  house  was  remodeled  once  in 

the  19th  century,  and  then  we  remodeled 
it  again  about  three  years  ago.  That  was 
when  we  walled  in  all  the  upstairs  windows 
that  faced  the  city.  Now  all  the  upstairs 
rooms  have  only  a  country  view:  the  little 
private  patio.  And  the  rooms  are  always  full 
of  flowers. 

DAIGRE:  I  like  what  flowers  do  for  a  room. 

They  give  it  life  and,  especially  in  the  city, 

make  you  feel  as  if  you've  brought  a  bit 
of  nature  inside.  And  they're  wonderful 
decoration  that  anyone  can  afford.  Of 
course  I  consider  myself  lucky  to  live  in  a 

city  like  Paris  where  flowers  are  very  plenti- 
ful and  not  very  expensive.  I  often  go  down 

to  the  flower  market  early  in  the  morning 
and  come  back  with  both  arms  full.  Or  when 

I  want  potted  plants,  I  take  a  trip  to  the 
greenhouses.  And  I  love  to  arrange  flowers. 
102 HENRY  CLARKE 
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Opposite  page,  top:  In  the  no-color 
mirrored  living  room,  mirror-paneled 
walls  join  at  curved  corners  rather 

than  right  angles.  "It  eliminates  the usual  mirror  trickery  of  having  the 
entire  room  reflect  cubistically  into 

infinity,"  says  Mr.  Rybar.  "The  sus- 
pended ceiling  is  lightweight  plastic 

mirror.  Everyone  thinks  the  cornice 

molding  is  Venetian  glass,  but  it's really  chromed  acrylic,  made  by  a 

process  we  developed."  Across  from 
the  fireplace,  a  long  U-shaped  ban- 

quette of  gray  onyx-painted  satin 
seems  to  float  on  a  polished  chrome 
base  and  is  attended  by  a  trio  of  tables 
lacquered  to  look  like  gray  granite. 

The  large  gray-and-gilt  doors  are 
protected  by  the  French  historical 
preservation  bureau.  Opposite  page, 

bottom:  Open  an  invisible  mirrored 
panel  beside  the  fireplace  and  you 

find  the  most  technologically  ad- 
vanced quadraphonic  music  system, 

housed  in  a  console  designed  like  a 

computer  control  panel.  The  system's 
records,  tapes,  and  radio  can  be  com- 

manded from  any  room  in  the  house 

by  telephones  linked  to  a  central  com- 
puter. And  why  did  Mr.  Daigre  feel  he 

had  to  have  such  a  complicated  sys- 

tem? "Sheer  laziness,"  he  says.  "If  I 
turn  the  music  on  in  the  living  room, 
I  want  to  be  able  to  turn  it  off  at  my 

bedside.  Of  course  there  are  disad- 

vantages to  everything.  I've  actually 
had  music  wars  with  my  guests."  Left: The  bar,  hidden  behind  a  mirrored 
panel  to  the  right  of  the  fireplace,  is 

the  music  console's  fraternal  twin. 
Both  are  lined  with  flame-red  vinyl, 
with  base-cabinet  doors  of  vinyl- 

striped  steel.  "A  bar  should  be  easily 
accessible,"  says  Mr.  Daigre,  "but 
you  shouldn't  have  to  look  at  a  lot  of 
bottles  and  glasses  all  the  time."  Left: 

Music  system  and  bar 
are  hidden 

behind  mirrored  panels- out  of  the  way,  yet 

at  your  fingertips. 

The  octagonal  dining  room  changes 
character  for  every  sort  of  party, 

which  is  just  what  its  designers  in- 
tended. Walls  are  covered  with  hand- 

made silver  paper  from  Japan;  Mr. 
Rybar  and  Mr.  Daigre  designed  the 
embroidered  rug;  the  floor  is  steel. 
"That  ebony  cabinet  is  a  very  rare 

early  17th-century  German  one,  en- 

crusted with  ivory  and  mcther-of- 

pearl  and  gilt,"  says  Mr.  Rybar.  "And 
those  Italian  chairs,''  Mr.  Daic'e  adds, 
"are  very  comfortable — helievp  it  or 
not."  Above:  The  out 
its  cloth,  set  fot  ?  lack 

lacquer  table,  an  iftth-century  silver- 
mounted  pottery  tureen  filled  with 

pate.  Above  it,  a  paper-sculpture  pan- 
el by  Pavlos.  Opposite  page,  top  left: 

The  entrance  hall,  paved  with  "typi- 
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Cit\  sparkle  continued 

Right:  "The  guestroom  is  like  a  tent," 
says  Mr.  Rybar,  "with  a  few  comforts 
added."  Caramel-colored  curtains 
lined  with  leather  draw  back  across 

mirrored  doors  that  lead  to  storage 

areas  and  the  adjoining  bath.  The  ceil- 
ing is  made  of  stretched  panels  of 

leather-bound  linen,  laced  through  gilt 

grommets  to  a  brown  metal  substruc- 
ture. The  armchair  and  cartouche  of 

armor  once  belonged  to  Somerset 

Maugham.  "Guestrooms  should  pro- 
vide every  amenity  the  guest  would 

normally  enjoy  at  home,"  says  Mr. 
Daigre.  Above:  Stone-paved  upper- 
landing,  with  ficus  benjamina  trees  in 

For  comfort  and 
light  control,  guest  bath 
has  lots  of  mirror, 

a  double-decker  skylight; 
bedroom  can 
go  totally  dark 

baskets  and  a  clock  from  the  Casino 

Militaire,  a  building  by  the  French 
architect  Ledou.  Right:  The  guest 
bath  has  two  skylights,  one  a  bubble 
in  the  dropped  ceiling,  another  in  the 

roof  above.  At  night,  bulbs  above  the 

bubble  substitute  for  sun.  "A  bath  at- 
mosphere should  be  serene  and  re- 

laxing," says  Mr.  Daigre,  "with  beauti- 
ful fixtures,  music,  fresh  fragrance." 

The  big  tub  is  set  into  a  travertine  and 

mirror  niche  with  a  luminous  ceiling. 
Beside  it  stand  pots  of  gardenias  for 

fragrance.  Leather-paneled  doors 
open  to  the  dressing  room  and  stor- 

age. Above:  A  slip  of  space  was  trans- 

formed into  a  private  library-sitting 
room  with  a  single  blue,  brown,  and 
white  fabric  for  the  sofa,  curtains,  and 

walls.  Opposite  page:  All  the  second- 
floor  rooms  open  onto  upstairs  patio, 

"where  the  previous  owners  hung 

their  laundry  to  dry."  Now  it  is  Mr. 
Daigre's  favorite  fair-weather  break- 

fasting place.  "All  the  walls  were 
lined  with  trellises  and  planted  with 
sweet  climbers  and  four  enormous 
white  camellia  trees  covered  with 

bloom  three  months  a  year.  It  really 
is  like  a  little  private  patch  of  country 
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'S  Beaux-Arts  Show 
im  of  Modem  Art 

IN  THE  ARM 

ARCHITECTURE 
This  exhibition  of  19th-century  building 
designs  reminds  us  how  symbol  and  allu- 

sion, ornament  and  fantasy  can  make  a 
communication  between  man  and  man- 

made.  It's  stirring  up  exciting  new  think- 
ing that  is  going  to  enrich  our  cities, 

change  the  surroundings  in  which  we  live. 

Beaux-Arts  School 
of  Architecture  in  Paris?  A  little  over 

forty  years  ago,  the  Museum  intro- 
duced the  International  Style  to  the 

U.S.  in  a  great  exhibition,  which  threw 
out  all  the  Beaux  Arts  ideas  and  es- 

tablished the  modern  movement  in 

architecture.  Since  then,  modernists 

have  given  the  world  some  glittering 
monuments.  The  CBS  building  and 
the  Seagram  building  in  New  York 

will  surely  be  preserved  as  20th-cent- 
ury structures  as  carefully  as  some 

lyth-century  monuments  are  being 
saved  today.  Are  the  tables  to  be 

turned?  The  Museum's  Director  of 
Architecture  &  Design,  Arthur  Drex- 
ler,  who  put  this  new  show  together, 

soundly  rejects  any  thought  of  return- 
ing to  the  building  of  a  century  ago, 

Grand  Central  or  anything  like  that. 

There  is  no  going  back.  "We  can't  re- 
turn to  the  grand  old  days,"  agrees 

architect  Hugh  Jacobsen,  ""but  we 
don't  know  where  we're  going  unless 
we  know  where  we've  been.  It's  not 
news  that  there  is  a  reaction  against 

the  International  Style.  We've  known 
about  that  for  some  time.  Architec- 

ture is  never  bankrupt,  it's  an  ongo- 
ing, exciting,  moving  thing." 

The  International  Style,  a  dominant 
influence  in  the  modern  movement, 

introduced  a  bare  bones  kind  of  build- 
;.^n,     TT-Ki/^h   ,^^■,'.r-1■K^f^^^      i^r-l-lim,^H      IC    -lT->- 
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Opposite  page:  Gharl 
Inary  project  for  the| 

1861,  with  ornamenti^ 
arts.    Above:    Nantucket 

Venturi  &  Rauch,  1972,  shingles  symboli 

a  linl<  with  the  fisl^rman's  shack.  Contra-  * dictory  window  arranoement  adds  richness.  _ 
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propriate  for  our  time.  It  represented  the  ma- 
chine age,  technology,  modernity.  Here  was  a 

style  to  "wipe  out  the  old  and  put  everything 
right.'"  No  more  higgledy-piggledy  cities  with 
cramped,  jostling  streets,  little  dark  alleys,  im- 

practical four-story  buildings.  Big,  light-filled 
offices  offered  a  better  place  to  work.  Apart- 

ment buildings,  with  modern  conveniences  for 

all,  provided  a  better  place  to  live.  One  result 
of  this  pared  down  minimal   building,  which 

C'lf/OJON    fBESiS EZRA  STOllElt 

Above:  In  1797,  Louis-Ambroise  Dubut 

designed  a  project  for  public  grana- 
ries, which  won  him  a  first  prize  in 

the  Beaux-Arts  annual  competition.  A 
monumental,  utilitarian  building,  it 

employed  arched  openings  for  climate 

protection.  In  1964,  Louis  Kahn  de- 
veloped the  idea  of  arched  openings 

as  climate  protection  in  his  govern- 
ment buildings  In  Bangladesh.  Apart- 

ments for  ministers,  top  right,  and  the 

larger  cylindrical  structures  for  din- 
ing and  community  activities,  top  left, 

are  in  red  brick  masonry.  All  have 

outer  walls  pierced  with  arched  open- 
ings to  let  in  breezes  and  keep  out 

sun  and  to  some  degree  the  monsoon. 
Behind  these  outer  walls  are  open 

courts.  Within  the  courts,  the  build- 

ings proper.  Far  left:  Stair  hall  in 

Charles  Garnier's  Paris  Opera  House, 
1875,  rich  in  marble,  a  great  space 
with  an  elaborate  vaulted  ceiling. 

Near  left:  Louis  Kahn's  Kimbell  Art 
Museum,  Fort  Worth,  1972,  marble 

floored  with  a  vaulted  ceiling  in  con- 
crete, which  lets  in  reflected  daylight. 

relies   basically   on    the    intrinsic    elegance 
materials  for  ornament  and  a  skeletal  franu 

work  clothed  in  glass,  is  that  it  has  trappL 

some  architects  in  a  box.  "The  Internatioi 

Style,"    says    historian    Henry-Russell    Hitct 
cock,  who  with  architect  Philip  Johnson  an 

Alfred   Barr  planned  the   revolutionary    193. 

Museum  of  Modern  Art  show,  "became  a  tigh 

braid  of  restraint  and  discipline."'  The  prescr 
Beaux-Arts  show,  he  believes,  is  just  emphasi/ 

ing  a  loosening  up  about  ideas  of  modern  dc 
sign,  which  a  lot  of  modern  architects  rccognizi 

has  been  going  on  for  some  time.  "The  Inter 

national   Style  got  so  terribly  serious,"'  add 
Stanley  Tigerman,  an  architect  noted  for  hi 

unorthodox   contemporary   building.    "It   lo^ 
wit."  Wit  was  always  implicit  in  the  Beaux 
Arts   work— for   example   the   sculpted   watc: 

flowing  from  the  galleon-shaped  windows  of  tht. 
New  York  Yacht  Club. 

The  Beaux-Arts  architects  also  believed  n 

absolutely  essential  to  make  a  facade  "read' for  what  it  was.  Decorations  and  ornaments 

spelled  out  the  function  of  a  library  or  an 

opera  house.  A  passerby  could  readily  under- 
stand what  the  building  meant  in  human  terms 

It  has  been  left  to  modernists  outside  the  con- 
trolled mold  of  the  Style  to  carry  on  signaling 

and  establishing  relationships  between  people 

and  buildings.  Some,  like  Le  Corbusier  and 
.Alvar  Aalto,  never  did  narrow  down  their 

thoughts  or  get  trapped  in  a  box.  They  alv> 
never  ceased  to  derive  great  contemporary  e.\- , 



A  visionary 
architecture 
to  make  us 
dream 
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pressions  of  vitality  out  ot  a  heritage  of  histori- 
cal design,  which  dates  back  far  beyond  the 

Beaux-Arts.  This  attitude  of  pluralism,  of 
working  with  many  ideas,  is  influencing  mod- 

ern architecture  at  the  moment. 

Louis  Kahn,  who  died  in  1974  and  was  Yale 
Professor  of  Architecture  between  1952  and 

1957,  was  a  great  modernist  of  many  ideas, 
who  never  really  earned  the  full  measure  of 

praise  for  his  work  during  his  life  that  many 
people  feel  he  deserved.  He  was  a  student  of 

the  Beaux-Arts-trained  architect  Paul  Cret, 
who  built  the  Rodin  Museum  in  Philadelphia. 

Kahn's  buildings  are  complex,  extraordinary 
structures,  which  go  far  beyond  the  Interna- 

tional Style.  In  the  dormitory  at  Bryn  Mawr  he 

struggled  to  create  "rooms'"  in  an  institutional 
environment.  In  the  Exeter  Library,  the  book- 

cases are  the  walls.  The  Kimbell  Museum,  Fort 
Worth,  has  an  intricately  designed  roof  to 

bring  soft,  reflected  daylight  into  the  galleries. 

Kahn's  protege,  Robert  Vcnturi,  an  architect 
in  Philadelphia  today,  author  with  his  archi- 

tect wife  Denise  Scott-Brown  and  St&ven  Izen- 
our  of  a  book  called  Learning  from  Las  Vegas, 

has  proceeded  with  anti-International  Style 
architecture,  which  has  not  met  with  instant 

recognition.  He  has  persisted  with  signage, 

telling  what  the  building  is  about,  in  very  ex- 
plicit ways.  A  television  aerial,  for  example, 

may  be  part  of  the  design.  "Modern  architec- 
ture," he  says,  "has  become  a  dry  expression, 

empty,  boring,  and  in  the  end  irresponsible.  It 

has  impo\ dished  itscll  in  its  rejection  of  ap- 

plique ornament.  By  building  factory-like 
buildings,  architects  have  substituted  a  cubist 

industrial  symbolism  for  romantic  historical 

eclecticism."  As  we  are  what  we  build,  he  says, 
the  signs  and  symbols  of  our  age,  even  those 

from  the  honky-tonk  strip  development,  and 
Main  Street,  can  be  drawn  into  architectural 

expression.  "Precisely  because  he  does  use 
social  phenomena,  going  always  straight  to  the 

heart  of  the  matter,"  adds  Yale  art  historian 
Vincent  Scully,  "Venturi  has  not  met  with  ready 
acceptance.  His  buildings  have  been  both  too 

new  and  unassuming."  At  all  events,  Venturi 
speaks  for  all  pluralists  by  saying:  "There  must 

be  complexity  and  contradiction  in  design." 
Complexity  and  contradiction  result,  as  it 

happens,  in  what  is  called  in  Beaux-Arts  lan- 
guage, architecture  parlanle.  That  is  architec- 

ture that  says  something  to  the  occupant  inside 
and  the  observer  outside,  building  that  tries 

to  set  up  a  rapport  between  man  and  man- 

made.  "It  is  this  conversation  between  people 
and  buildings  and  buildings  to  one  another  that 
creates  some  of  the  greatest  streets  in  the 

world,"  notes  Vincent  Scully.  The  elegant  glass 
skyscrapers  in  our  cities  today  do  not  talk  to 
us  in  a  very  friendly  manner.  We  can  admire 
a  single  building  of  quality  in  isolation,  and 

appreciate  the  sheer  excitement  it  conveys. 

"But  when  it  is  repeated  in  a  scries  of  towers 

along  one  street,"  admits  Paul  Rudolph,  Yale's 
Chairman  of  Architecture  from  1958  to  1965, 

"this  does  not  make  for  a  landscape  as  inter- 

esting as  one  with  a  complexity  of  facades."  This 
applies  particularly  when  the  skyscrapers  are 
cost-conscious,  watered-down  versions  of  Style 
that  in  themselves  tend  to  lack  style. 

Out  of  all  this  thought,  one  thing  is  certain: 
there  will  be  more  variety  in  our  surroundings. 

The  liberation  of  modern  design  is  already  pro- 

ducing some  fascinating  buildings.  In  both  pub- 
lic and  private  situations  we  see  more  color 

and  decorations  on  facades.  White  is  modern  is 

no  longer  necessarily  the  rule.  The  glass  pack- 

age isn't  the  only  form.  The  sympathetic  siting 
of  buildings,  together  with  landscaping  of  out- 

door space,  is  a  major  concern  now  (as  la 

marchc,  or  the  approach,  was  to  the  Beaux- 
Arts  designers).  In  the  hands  of  the  pluralist 
architects,  the  organization  of  interior  spaces 
follows  the  sculptural  flowing  lines  associated 
with  Le  Corbusier  and  Aalto,  more  than  the 

geometric  plans  of  Mies  van  der  Rohe.  "The 
open  plan  'box'  actually  makes  for  a  rigid 

arrangement  of  furniture  in  a  room."  points 
out  Robert  Stern,  Professor  of  Architecture  at 

Columbia  University.  "The  niche,  the  alcove. 
the  room  within  a  room,  the  wail  that  curves, 

the  ceiling  that  changes  height,  allow  for  more 

freedom,  more  comfort  and  warmth." 
Each  in  his  own  way  is  going  to  find  indi- 

vidual solutions  to  human  needs  within  the 

framework  of  modern  archi;ecJturc.In  the  last 

analysis,  says  Hugh  Jacobscn:  "There  are  no 
rules.  There  is  onl)  the  thing  that  works."  ■ 



t's  the  best  decorating  news  this  year:  well-de- 
igned furniture,  ready-made  curtains,  and  fab- 

ics  to  buy  by  the  yard  and  put  together  yourself, 
he  result:  sensational  rooms  at  sane  prices. 

Vlarvelous 
iew  designs  you 
an  afford 

Angelo  Donghia 

good    design
    shouldn't 

be  a  function  of  price," 
says   Angelo   Donghia, 

jvho  has  designed  an  entire 

ine  of  upholstery  and  cur- 

tain fabrics — sheets,  too — 
or  J.  P.  Stevens.  He  also  de- 

signed these  rooms,  which 

i^re  at  Celanese  House.  "To 
ne,  the  American  Dream  is 

)eing  able   to   have   better 

hings  today  than  yesterday. 

l\nd  I  don't  think  you  should 

be  extravagant  to  get  them.'' 
There  are  two  lines  of  fab- 

'ics  in  tones  of  terra  cotta 
and  blue.  One  is  in  drapery 

weight  and   available 

in  stores  across 

the  country.  The  other  is  de- 
signed for  upholstery.  All 

are  made  of  Celanese  fibers. 

"Today's  look  is  a  relaxed 
look,  so  all  the  fabrics  have 

a  certain  informality  that  en- 

courages comfort.  The  furni- 
ture is  just  as  relaxed — with 

big  pillows  everywhere  and 

not  a  hard  edge  in  sight." 
In  the  living  room,  right, 

"the  banquettes  are  made  of 
individual  seating  sections 

that  come  apart;  the  islam- 
ic-looking slipper  chairs  are 

light  and  movable.  The 
whole  room  is  subject  to 

change." Below:  The  fabrics  that  work 

the  magic:  the  blues — "Ver- 
sailles" (Lanese  and  cotton); 

"Leopard"  (Fortrel  and  cot- 
ton); "Ultra-Stripe"  sheet  (For- 

trel and  cotton);  terra  cottas — 
"Paisley"  (Fortrel  and  cotton); 
"Versailles"  again;  "Chevron" 
(Fortrel  and  cotton). 

x/V 
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The  living  room,  left,  is  a  comfortable 
collage  of  soft  terra  cottas  arranged 
between  a  ceiling  and  floor  of  House  & 

Garden  Creamy  Apricot.  "A  room  is  like 
a  six-sided  box,"  says  Mr.  Donghia. 
"The  apricot  ceiling  gives  it  a  lid."  The 
Celanese  nylon  rug  is  made  of  carpet- 
ng  by  Trend — and  you  can  make  one 
yourself:  "Get  a  rectangle  of  carpeting, 
have  the  man  cut  borders,  and  join 

them  with  heavy-duty  carpet  tape." 
Painting  by  Cleve  Gray  from  Betty  Par- 

sons Gallery.  Banquettes  by  Kroehler; 

Hibriten  chairs;  Thayer-Coggin  tables. 

Pillows  and  door  curtains  of  "Bakuba 
Natural,"  Fortrel  and  cotton. 

In  the  bedroom,  above,  walls  are  cov- 
ered with  "Leopard,"  a  watery-batiky 

looking  print  seamed  together  and 
stapled  directly  to  the  walls  (edges  are 
covered  with  welting).  The  same  fabric 

is  quilted  on  the  bed.  On  chair,  blue- 
and-white  version  of  living  room  chairs. 
From  a  faux  canopy  suspended  from 

ceiling,  muslin-jacquard  bed  curtains 
break  on  the  floor:  "a  luxurious  look 

anyone  can  afford."  Painting  fay  Lan- 
caster from  Betty  Parsons  Gallery. 

Details 
that  count 

Give  chairs  a  shirred  hem 

Add  about  2V2-inches  at  each 
end  of  upholstery  cloth.  Lay 
cloth  over  chair  seat  and  work 
from  front.  Gather  material 

into  pleats  and  tack  reason- 
ably securely  with  carpet 

tacks.  Spiral  or  gently  twist 
fabric  as  it  is  drawn  over  chair 

seat  and  down  both  sides.  At- 
tach welting  and  smooth  cloth 

into  seat  groove.  Chair  seat 
now  has  a  one-piece,  cushiony 
throw-like  cover. 

How  to  malie  Turkish  corners 

For  18-inch-square  pillows 

cut  two  23-inch-square  pieces 

of  fabric.  With  right  sides  to- 

gether, draw  a  diagonal  pen- 
cil line  beginning  3y2-inches 

from  each  corner.  Baste  di- 

agonal, pull  string  and  shirr. 

Top:  The  bathroom  was  an  ( 
nary  space  made  extraordii 
with  sheets:  "It's  total  decora 
with  fabric,"  says  Mr.  Donj 
whose  sheets,  also  availabh 
brown  and  white,  have  a 
suedy  look  and  feel.  To  n 
your  own  towels  match,  sew 
bias  borders  of  sheet  fabric 

over,  with  luck,  from  the  wall; 

Above:  A  tiny  breakfast  room 
fied    and     made     intimate 
"Paisley,"  shirred  or,  rods  or 
four  walls.  The  best  rods:  nai 

metal  shafts  with  screw-or 
end-pieces,  cut  lo  ordsr  s 
hardwar  or  shoppini 
formati.  .    see   page 

]]] 



r^bricsH quick  and  easy  color 

sheets  that  decorate 
Die  room  in  a  snap 

Armi  Ratia 

marimekko    is    at    it 
again.     The     light- 

hearted  company  that  gave 
us  innocent  (and  revolution- 

ary) little  dresses  in  big  exu- 
berant   prints    now    has    a 

brand-new  line  of  sheets — 
but   with   a    few   surprises: 

newly  designed  pillowcases 
whose  open  ends  fold  like 

envelopes    (more    present- 
able in  the  living  room  than 

flapping  fabric)  and  some- 

thing called  a  "puff,"  a  big 
down-or-polyester-f  il  led  com- 

forter covered  with  an  en- 
velope   of   sheeting    fabric, 

it  could  do  away  with  top- 
sheets  and  blankets  forever. 
All  available  at  Design  Re- 

search International. 

Armi  Ratia,  above,  origi- 
nated the  whole  Marimekko 

movement  because  she  felt 

that  "Finland  needed  bright- 
ness." The  rest  of  the  world 

thought  it  could  use  a  bit  of 
brightening  up  too,  and 
so  the  merriment  of 

I  a  r  i  me  k  ko 

caught  on  everywhere.  The 
new  line  of  sheets  and  puffs 

is  to  be  had  in  three  pat- 
terns: a  swirlyfloral,  a  stripe, 

and  an  all-over  pattern  of 
tiny  flowers.  The  colors  are 

news,  too:  acorn  brown,  peb- 

ble greige,  sky  blue,  a  bright 
red-orange  called  poppy, 
and  sun. 

Used  together,  they  can 
create  an  all-day,   all-night 
ambiance     that's     simple, 
cheerful,  and  always  fresh. 
Case  in  point  is  the  tall,  airy 
one-room  studio  of  compos- 

er Peter  Link,  who  opted  to 
move  from  a  cluttery  duplex 

to  a  more  simplified  apart- 
ment where  he  could  live, 

work,  and  entertain  all  un- 

der one  skylit  ceiling.  Arch- 
itect Lee  Pomeroy  built  in  a 

the  closets  and  storage  cup- 
boards that  keep  everything 

Mr.  Link  owns,  including  his 
extensive  sound  equipment 
system,  out  of  sight. 

There  are  three  main 
pieces  of  furniture:  the  com- 

poser's Yamama  piano;  a 
harvest-like  table  for  work- 

ing, writing,  and  dining;  and 
a  big  bed-on-a-platform  to 
sleep  in  at  night  and,  with  a 
clever  twirl  of  the  puff,  to 
use  as  twin  sofas  by  day. 
(For  shopping  information, 

please  turn 
to  page 132.) 

Marimekko  sheet  swatches;  from 
left:  "Kukka"  (which  means  little 
flowers),  in  poppy;  "Lato"  (barn  sid- 

ing) in  pebble;  "Onni"  (happy),  the large  floral,  also  in  pebble.  All  in  no- 



Double  the  life  of 

double-duty  fabrics 

New  or  freshly  cleaned  sheets 
and  fabrics  get  a  generous 

helping  of  protection  from 

dirt,  grease,  and  moisture 
with  a  spray  application  of 
Scotcligard  fabric  protector. 

It's  especially  good  for  fabrics 
used  as  wall  treatments.  A 

damp  cloth  wrapped  around  a 
long-handled  sponge-mop 
cleans  large  expanses.  Always 
test  a  small  area  first  for  color 
fastness — otherwise  spray  in 

large  arcs  in  a  well-ventilated 
room.  It's  available  at  notions 

counters.  By  3M.  *Watch  for 
"collections"  of  sheets  that 

let  you  work  in  several  differ- 
ent patterns  within  essentially 

the  same  color  scheme.  Take 

three  different  patterns,  cut 

diagonal  strips,  sew  together 

for  a  new  and  unusual  cover- 
ing for  slipcovers,  pillows, 

paneled  curtains,  whatever. 

Use  up  every  scrap 

Small  pieces  of  cloth  even  6 
inches  square  make  lovely 

inings  for  open  baskets  or 

woven  boxes.  Or  make  nap- 
kins with  one  foot-square  pat- 
tern on  one  side,  another  pat- 

tern  or   solid   on   the   other. 

NEIL   LONDON 

J        '..:--•  0        Kitchen 

By  day,  the  bed  is  a  bright  poppy-covered 
lounge  with  the  down-filled  puff  rolled  up  to 
form  a  bolster  for  poppy  pillows.  Other  pil- 

lows tossed  on  the  floor  stand  in  for  chairs. 
At  bedtime,  a  fitted  floral  sheet  in  pebble  is 
slipped  right  over  the  daytime  cover,  and  the 
puff  is  unfurled  to  become  top-sheet  and 
blanket.  The  puff-cover  buttons  on  securely 
with  an  envelope  flap,  and  is  removable  for 

washing.  For  those  who  prefer  the  tradition- 
al   arrangement,   top   sheets   are    available. 
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Family  fun  and  70  good  things  to 
^i>S.i>  'HSi 

'^t     '  . 

How  one  family  gardens  ''for  the  fresh  taste,  beaut 
and  satisfaction  of  it  family  fun  and  exercise,  perhap 

even  the  homesteading  spirit"-  and  each  year  puts  i 
morethan  1000  jars  and  frozen  packsfor  sharing. 

•»■» '  J 

Bill  MacDowell  tills, 
seeds, mows  grass. 
Cuttings  serve  as 

T^garden  mulch. 

^^r: 

\^ 
m] 

■*^    v^ 

^^  Jane  helps  harvest,! 

^^ tends  flowers.  He 
^^^aidsin  kitchen  "but 
si-^-^she  has  the  skills." 

Doug,  fourteen,  an 
!all-around  outdoor 
man,  works  19th- 
jCentury  cider  press. 

Three  years  ago  this 

family  plowed  a  field 

"tufted  with  grass 

and  hard  as  con- 

crete." To  improve 
the  tilth,  each  spring 

they  add  compost, 
in  summer  a  thick 

mulch — "the  secret 

of  easier  gardening" 
— and  in  winter,  ma- 

nure from  a  neigh- 

bor's barn.  Everyone 

gardens.  The  chil- 
dren get  occasional 

wages. 

1^'
 

\ 

Anne,  nineteen, 
helps  on  college 
[vacations.  Here, 
pressed  apples  go 
to  compost  heap. 

Ned, seven, "spotsthe 
firsts"  and  cares  for 
cat  and  dog  that 
'chase  off  varmints. 

In  spring  when  bees  are  busy 
among  apple  blossoms,  the 
William  D.  MacDowells  are 

sowing  peas  and  lettuce,  check- 
ing their  perennial  asparagus, 

raspberries,  rhubarb,  and  straw- 
berries, and  taking  the  last  of 

the  plump  leeks  from  last  year's planting.  As  the  soil  warms, 

they  continue  to  seed — as  late 
as  August  15  for  a  garden  that 
repeats  the  cool-weather  spring 
crops,  see  plan  opposite  pa^e. 

Just  when  baskets,  jars,  and 

jugs  are  needed  again  for  the 
first  harvest,  the  MacDowells 
^use  up  the  last  of  the  previous 

year's  abundance,  not  only 
food  stored  in  the  pantry  and 
freezer,  but  winter  squash  in 
the  cool  basement,  chili  peppers 

dry  in  the  garage.  They  could 
live  almost  entirely  olT  the  land. 

Jane  is  famous  among  their 
friends  for  mint  jelly  she  makes 
even  in  winter.  She  chops  and 
freezes  the  mint  she  grows  with 
other  herbs  near  the  house  and 

makes  jelly  when  she  has  time. 
In  summer  she  keeps  up  with 
their  cornucopia  of  a  garden 

with  the  help  of  a  hand-cranked 
snap-bean  frencher,  an  apple 

peeler  and  corer,  a  cherry  pit- 
ter,  an  electric  Dazey  Seal-a- 
meal  II  that  seals  plastic  bags 
for  freezing  and  boiling.  Some 

of  her  specialties  are  mixed- 
berry  jellies,  bread-and-butter 
pickles,  chili  sauce,  peach  top- 

pings, frozen  applesauce,  vege- 
table juices — tomato  and  mixed 

juices  the  family  calls  "V5  to 
V9,"  often  containing  carrots, 
onions,  parsley.  Little  is  wasted. 
Leeks,  for  instance,  are  braised 
as  a  vegetable,  marinated  as  a 
salad,  or  made  into  soup;  even 

the  green  tops  are  minced  and 
frozen  like  chives  to  serve  with 
sour  cream  on  baked  potatoes. 

Near  the  garden  was  a  neg- 
lected old  orchard  they  revived 

by  hard  pruning.  They  also  re- 
planted fifteen  trees  and  planted 

an  orchard  of  dwarf  trees.  "We 
hate  the  thought  of  spraying," 
Bill  says,  "but  can't  seem  to  get 
good  apples  or  any  cherries  un- 

less we  do.  I'd  like  to  know  a 
better  way.  In  the  organic  veg- 

etable garden,  for  instance,  if  a 
borer  attacks  a  zucchini  plant, 
I  just  take  a  paring  knife  and 
make  a  slit,  going  with,  not 
against,  the  vascular  system,  lift 
out,  and  squish.  Then  I  cover 

the  stem  with  dirt,  and  it  heals." 
The  big  garden  is  a  patch- 

Vegetables  edged  by  flowers  (see  them  in  color  on  page  6' 
on  plan),  in  six  manageable-sized  plots  on  land  100-by-125 

by  broad  grass  paths  and  framed 
by  half-buried  telephone  poles, 
mitered  at  the  corners  with  a 

chain-saw.  "Neatly,"  says  Jane, 

"because  Bill's  a  perfectionist." 
Borders  of  First  Lady  and  Nug- 

get marigolds,  "which  we  plant for  their  ornamental  value 

though  we  know  a  toxin  in  their 

roots  kills  nematodes,"  are  in 
bright  bloom  from  late  June  to 
frost.  In  this  northern  garden, 

near  Fordhook  Farms,  Doyles- 
town,  Penn.,  a  hundred  heads 
of  lettuce  thrive  under  a  plastic 
row  cover  well  into  December. 
Bill  MacDowell  is  president  of 
the  W.  Atlee  Burpee  Company, 

but  he  studies  the  catalogue  in 
winter  just  like  everybody  else 
and  buys  seeds  his  family  likes 
best.  He  is  also  chairman  of  the 

Philadelphia  Flower  and  Oar- 
den  Show  March  7-14.  More 

see  page  66. 

PICK-OF-THE-CROP 

FAMILY   FAVORITES 

BEANS:  Burpee's  Brittle 

Goldcrop  Wax,  Burpee's Tenderpod,  Roma,  Fordh 

BEETS:  Burpee's  Golden- Green  Leaf,  Burpee's  Rec Ball,  Detroit  Dark  Red. 
CORN:  Golden  Cross  Bar 

Early  Sunglow,  lllini  Xtra- Sweet,  Silver  Queen,  Cou 
Gentleman,  Rainbow. 
CUCUMBERS:  Burpee  H; 
Burpee's  M&M,  Burpless 
LETTUCE:  Burpee  Bibb,  i 
Ice,  Black-Seeded  Simps 
Oak  Leaf,  Romaine. 
PEAS:  Burpeeana  Early. 

PEPPERS:  Burpee's  Test; brid,  Sweet  Banana,  Long 

Cayenne. SQUASH:  Early  Golden  S 
mer  Crookneck,  Burpee 
en  and  Burpee  Hybrid  Zl 
chini,  Early  Prolific  Straij 
neck,  Patti  Pan,  Blue 
Hubbard,  Acorn  Table  Kir 
Butternut. 

TOMATOES:  Burpee's  Pix Big  Early  Hybrid,  VF,  Big 

Big  Girl,  Jubilee. 

Bees     from     six     mova 
frame    hives    pollinate 
den  and  orchard,  provide 
pounds     of    honey    ye 

even   wax  for  candles. 
MacDowell      learned 

keeping  from  his  father, 

taught   his  children.  "E 
are  essential  to  nature.' 

Gleaming  preserves,  pickles,  jams, 
juice,  and  sauces  from  garden  and 

kitchen,  plus  fruit  from  their  or- chard—the MacDowells  give  away 
more  than  thev  use  for  themselves. 



at  from  $35  worth  of  seeds 
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Asparagus 

Sunflowers 

Corn 

Squash 
Corn Okrd Beans 

Leeks 
Omons 
Cauliflower 

Brussels 

Sprouts Cabbage 

Leeks 
MarigoJds 
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Mangolds 
Romaine Lettuce 

Corn 
Corn Tomatoes 
Kohlrabi Turnips 

Beets 

Lettuce 
Zinnias Parsley 

Marigot<fs 
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Squash 
Cantaloupe 

Squash 
Cucumbers 

Eggplant Peppers 
Tomatoes 

m  cages 

Marigolds 
Peas 
Be^ns 
Cauliflower 
Broccoli Beets 

Chard 
Carrots 

Beets 

Strawberries 

Raspberries Rhubarb 

^.^^^^^1 
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"This  garden 

is  blessed," the  MacDow- 

ellssay.  "We 

don't  spray 

for  bugs.  We have  rabbits, 

even  deer.  But 

there  is  al- 
ways plenty 

for  all." I J 

''ii% 
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Nationwide  the  percentage  of  carbon  monoxide  emission  from  motors 
exceeding  the  EPA  standard  has  dropped  by  50  percent 

Clean   air  at  home  continued  from  page  79 

dioxide  there  has  been  an  average 
25  percefft  decrease  in  atmospheric 

levels  since  1970,  largely  in  metro- 
politan areas.  (2)  184  Air  Quality 

Control  Regions  reported  levels 
better  than  prescribed  standards. 
(3)  About  15,600  or  78  percent  of 
the  major  stationary  sources  of  air 

corruption — power  plants,  facto- 
ries— met  emission  limits  or  abate- 

ment schedules.  (4)  There  has  been 

a  decrease  of  1 5  percent  in  the  dis- 
persement  of  particulate  matter — 
dust,  soot,  smoke — as  well.  (5)  Na- 

tionwide the  percentage  of  carbon 
monoxide  emission  from  motors 

exceeding  the  EPA  standard  has 
dropped  by  50  percent. 

Less  satisfying  are  proposed  new 
amendments  to  the  Clean  Air  Act 

with  which  Congress  will  deal  be- 
fore 1976.  Several  of  them  prom- 

ise improvements  in  the  law  and 
others  would  weaken  it  seriously  in 

the  opinion  of  antipollution  orga- 
nizations. One  recommends  a  five- 

year  freeze  on  meeting  the  statu- 
tory standards  for  automobile  emis- 

sions. A  second  outlines  a  policy 
to  guard  against  deterioration  in 
the  clean  air  quality  of  areas  such 
as  National  Parks  and  Wilderness 

regions  but  to  permit  changed 
standards  in  two  other  classifica- 

tions of  land.  A  third  industry  pro- 
posal would  permit  power  plants, 

smelters,  and  factories  to  employ 

"intermittent"  controls — to  close 
plants  for  periods  when  heavy  pol- 

lution occurs  because  of  bad 
weather  but  have  the  authority  to 

erect  very  tall  smoke  stacks  to  dis- 
perse pollutants  to  other  distant  lo- 

cations on  average  days.  These 
steps  would  be  in  lieu  of  installing 
antipollution  equipment.  Several 
of  these  proposed  amendments  do 
not  seem  to  appreciate  the  fact  that 
controlling  air  pollution  can  cost 

less  than  the  damage  it  creates — 
damage  threatening  man,  animal 
life,  and  the  natural  environment. 

The  growing  demand  for 
clean  air 
It  is  encouraging  to  learn  how 
much  widespread  popular  support 
the  antipollution  movement  has 
gained.  Today  when  the  need  for 

economy  in  government,  and  en- 
ergy conservation  by  everyone,  are 

sometimes  used  as  reasons  to  elim- 
inate   or    postpone    air    cleaning 

measures,  endorsement  of  clean  air 

activities  is  mushrooming.  In  a  re- 
cent speech,  Mr.  Train  quoted  the 

following  excerpts  from  an  Opin- 

ion Research  survey  of  people's  at- 
titudes on  the  subject:  "Nine  out 

of  ten  persons  believe  that  if  we 

don't  start  cleaning  up  the  environ- 
ment now,  it  will  cost  us  more 

money  in  the  long  run."  "Given  a choice,  six  people  in  ten  believe  it 
is  more  important  to  pay  costs  in- 

volved in  protecting  the  environ- 
ment than  to  keep  prices  and  taxes 

down  and  run  the  risk  of  more 

pollution."  "Nine  out  of  ten  say 
we  are  paying  now  for  corruption 
of  the  air  we  have  caused  over 

many  years."  And  a  64  percent  ma- 
jority believe  it  likely  that  the 

United  States  will  run  out  of  clean 
air  within  fifty  years. 

In  addition  to  the  EPA,  which 
directs  all  environmental  activities 

of  the  government  at  the  federal 
level  (and  has  ten  regional  offices, 
four  research  laboratories)  there 
are  numerous  state  and  private 
agencies  aggressively  pursuing  the 
goal  of  clean  air.  One  of  them,  the 
Clean  Air  Campaign,  Inc.  in  New 
York  City  began  a  grass  roots  drive 

organized  by  neighbors  in  the  " 
side  of  the  city.  On  their  own  t 
tracked  down  air  pollution  fi 
oil  burner  and  incinerator  ch 

neys  and  instigated  over  100  t 
mal  complaints  to  the  New  Y( 
City  EPA  office.  The  results  w 
proof  of  what  can  be  done  by  in 
viduals    working    together.    Tl 

persuaded  the  superintendents 
the  ofiending  buildings  to  takt 
course  on  proper  operation  of  be 
ers  and  incinerators  and  the  le 

of  soot  pollution  declined  36 
cent  in  the  area.  This  compares 
a  decline  of  only  18  percent  in 
New  York.  The  New  York  C 
EPA  office  could  report,  howev 
that  in  1975  nearly  70  percent 

all  major  installations  emitting  1 
tons  of  pollution  a  year  are  now 
compliance  or  scheduled  to  co 

ply  with  EPA  standards. 

Air  pollution  indoors 
Air  jwllution  is  not  a  word  we 
likely  to  associate  with  the  inter 

of  our  houses.  We've  inclined  to 
sociate  such  contamination  sol 
with  the  outdoor  surrounding 
Just  as  the  exterior  can  be  assaili 

Continued  on  pa^e  1 

There  is  nothing  fragile  about  the  beauty  of  Sears  Chrome  and  Glass. 

The  chrome-plated  tubing  is  made  from  heavy-gauge  steel.  The  glass  is  safety- 
tempered  for  extra  strength. 

Only  at  what's  more,  most  pieces  in  Sears  Chrome  and  Glass  Collection  cost  less 
  1      than  $75.  All  are  a  cinch  to  assemble  with  the  tiny  wrench  that  comes  included. 

^-^^^.^^g^  Sears  Chrome  and  Glass.  Take  it  home  today.  Have  it  up  tonight.  Fmd  it  at  most 
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ewways, 
with  microwaves 

lower-drying,  prune-pitting,  and  other  surprising  new  things  that  a  nnicro  wave  oven  will  do 

SEDITOR'S  NOTE:  Jehane  Be- 
\noit,  who  teaches,  lectures,  and 
writes  about  microwave  cook- 
ling,  has  cooked  up  some  great 
Inew  recipes  and  other  surprises 
I/or  the  microwave  oven.  Here 
tare  some  of  the  ideas  from  her 

Inew  book,  Madame  Benoit's 
JMicrowave  Cook  Book  (Mc- 
\Graw-Hill). 

Softening     butter.     Place 
[stick  of  cold  butter  on  serving 
plate.  Heat  5  seconds.  Let  stand 
15  seconds.  If  necessary,  repeat 
until  butter  has  reached  the  soft- 
jness  required. 

Pancakes  and  waffles.  Al- 
though best  cooked  convention- 

ally, they  are  ideal  to  keep  in  the 

refrigerator  or  freezer,  and  re- 
heated in  the  nnicrowave  oven. 

Place  on  a  serving  plate  one  at 
a  time,  or  stack  several,  then 
heat,  uncovered,  until  center  of 
bottom  pancake  is  hot.  Waffles 

reheat  more  quickly  than  pan- 
cakes. If  taken  from  refrigerator: 

2  pancakes  will  take  35  sec- 
onds 

2  waffles  will  take  25  seconds 
If  taken  from  freezer: 

2  pancakes  will  take  45  sec- 
onds 

2  waffles  will  take  35  seconds 

■  Heating  corn  syrup,  maple 

syrup,  or  liquid  honey.  Re- 
move metal  cap  from  bottle, 

heat,  uncovered,  30  to  45  sec- 
onds for  a  13-ounce  bottle  or 

until  bubbles  appear.  A  pitcher 
can  also  be  used. 

■  To  soften  or  pit  prunes. 
Place  prunes  in  a  glass  bowl  or 
jar,  barely  cover  with  leftover  tea 
or  coffee  or  part  water,  part 
orange  juice.  If  you  wish,  add  1 
star  anise  or  1  stick  cinnamon 
or  2  cloves  or  the  grated  rind  of 
an  orange  or  lemon.  Heat,  un- 

covered, 8  minutes.  Let  stand  10 
minutes.  Warm  pitted  prunes  to 
serve  over  your  hot  cereal.  The 
prunes  will  keep  4  to  5  weeks  in 
the  refrigerator,  covered  in  their 
liquid. 
■  To  rehydrate  apricots.  To 

make  jam  or  cake  filling,  we  of- 
ten have  to  soak  these  for  a  few 

hours.  With  the  microwave  oven, 
simply  put  the  needed  quantity 
of  apricots  in  a  bowl  with  just 
enough  water  or  other  liquid  of 
your  choice  to  barely  cover 
them.  Heat  6  minutes  let  stand  3 

to  5  minutes.  Try  these  for 
speed:  A  golden  mousse.  Soften 
the  apricots  with  orange  juice. 
Pour  into  a  blender.  Blend  to  a 

puree.  Beat  2  egg  whites,  and 
fold  them  into  puree.  Make  a 
tasty  cake  filling  by  softening 
the  apricots  with  cream.  Blend 
with  a  small  spoonful  of  butter. 
Cool  and  use.  Make  a  creamy 
cake  topping  by  proceeding  as 

for  the  Cake  Filling  and  refrig- 
erate overnight,  or  place  1  hour 

in  freezer.  Fold  in  whipped 
cream  to  taste. 

■  To  soften  raisins.  Pour  a 
little  water  over  raisins.  Heat 
uncovered  3  minutes.  Let  stand 
2  minutes. 

■  To  make  Madeira  raisins 
to  serve  with  curry.  Proceed  as 
above,  pouring  V4  cup  of  dry  or 
sweet  Madeira  instead  of  water 

over  1  cup  Muscatel  raisins. 
Heat  3  minutes,  let  stand  2  min- 

utes. Serve  hot  or  cold  but  do 
not  drain. 

■  Caramel  topping.  Unwrap 
20  to  25  caramels,  or  chocolate 
caramels,  place  in  bowl  with  3 

tablespoons  cream  or  3  table- 
spoons water  or  3  tablespoons 

rum.  Heat,  uncovered,  3  minutes 
or  until  melted,  stirring  twice. 
Serve  hot  or  cold. 

■  Melting  chocolate.  Melt 
the  1 -ounce  squares  of  unsweet- 

ened or  semi-sweet  chocolate 
in  their  waxed  paper  wrappers, 
seam  side  up,  on  a  plate  IV2  to 
2  minutes.  Scrape  chocolate 
from  the  paper  using  a  rubber 

spatula. 

■  Frosting  on  the  cake.  Sim- 
ply refrigerate  the  excess  frost- 
ing, covered,  until  needed.  Then 

soften,  uncovered,  to  spreading 

consistency,  for  15  to  20  sec- 
onds per  cup. 

■  Toasted  almonds.  To  toast 
1  cup  of  blanched  whole,  sliv- 

ered, or  halved  almonds  or 
other  types  of  nuts,  spread  them 
on  a  paper  plate  or  a  glass  pie 
plate.  Heat  2  to  3  minutes,  stir- 

ring every  minute  so  they  will 

brown  evenly.  Let  stand  2  min- 
utes as  they  continue  browning. 

Stir  again.  Keep  a  cup  or  two  in 
a  covered  glass  jar,  handy  to 
sprinkle  on  fish,  vegetables,  or 
desserts. 

■  Crunchy  topping.  Delicious 
topping  that  will  keep  for  7  to  8 
weeks  in  a  covered  plastic  box. 

Use  on  puddings,  ice  cream, 
cakes,  pies,  or  cereal  or  just 
munch  away.  Melt  1  cup  mar- 

garine in  an  8-by-8-inch  baking 
dish.  Stir  in  thoroughly,  ^V2 
cups  brown  sugar,  2  cups  quick 
oatmeal.  1  cup  coconut,  1  cup 
whole  grape  nuts,  V2  to  1  cup 
chopped  walnuts,  V2  teaspoon 
cinnamon  and  V2  teaspoon 
ground  cardamom  (optional). 
When  well  mixed,  cook  covered, 
5  minutes,  stirring  every  minute. 
Cool  and  store  the  topping  in 
the  refrigerator. 

■  To  clarify  honey  turned 
to  sugar.  Remove  metal  cap 
from  jar,  heat  1  minute.  Check 
after  30  seconds  as  time  will 

vary  depending  on  quantity  of 
honey.  Remove  from  oven  as 
soon  as  liquefied. 

To  dry 

herbs  ami 

flowers For  all  fresh  herbs  such  as 

tarragon,  basil,  marjoram,  sav- 
ory, sage,  thyme,  or  mint,  sepa- 
rate the  leaves  from  the  stem. 

Spread  the  leaves  on  a  sheet  of 
plastic  wrap  set  on  a  sheet  of 
cardboard.  Cover  the  leaves 
with  another  sheet  of  paper  and 
place  in  oven.  Heat  20  seconds. 
Test  by  just  touching  the  leaves 
to  see  if  they  are  dried.  They 
may  take  another  10  seconds, 
beware  of  overdoing  heating. 
Let  stand  10  minutes.  By  now 
they  should  be  ready  to  put  in 
a  jar.  If  not  yet  dried  to  your 
taste,  heat  another  few  seconds 
in  oven.         Continued  on  page  127 

■  Leftover    tea     or    coffee. 
Don't  throw  away  any  leftover 
tea  or  coffee.  Pour  extra  in  a 

glass  jar  and  cover  and  refriger- 
ate. You  can  pour  hot  tea  or  cof- 
fee into  one-day-old  tea  or  cof- 

fee. To  reheat,  place  needed 
quantity  in  a  mug  until  it  reaches 
175°  on  a  thermometer. 

■  Barbecuing     chicken.      If 
there  are  several  chickens  to 

do,  partially  precook  them  in  the 
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microwave  oven  in  the  morning 

then  finish  the  cooking  on  char- 
coal— the  advantage  is  not  only 

saving  time,  but  also  not  getting 
the  outside  too  brown  before  the 

inside  is  done.  A  fryer  or  broiler 
cut  in  halves  can  be  microwave 
oven  cooked,  uncovered,  10  to 
12  minutes.  Dip  in  a  mixture  of 
melted  butter,  lemon  rind  and 

juice  as  they  are  taken  out  of  the 
oven.  Leave  them  in  the  refrig- 

erator until  ready  to  use.  The 
chickens  will  take  from  10  to  20 
minutes  to  broil  on  charcoal,  to 

a  golden  color. 

■  Leftover  catsup:  Turn  into  a 
sauce.  Remove  metal  cap  from 
bottle,  add  a  spoonful  or  two  of 
leftover  red  wine,  cream,  orange 

juice,  or  Madeira,  and  a  square 
of  butter.  Heat  3  to  4  minutes  in 
oven.  Cover  bottle,  shake  well 
until  catsup  no  longer  sticks  to 
bottom  of  bottle.  Pour  into  hot 
sauceboat  or  add  to  a  brown 

sauce  or  spaghetti  sauce  or 
spaghetti  sauce  or  serve  over rice. 

■  Leftover     cooked      meat. 
Meats  such  as  beef,  ham,  corned 
beef,  or  veal  can  easily  be 
heated  in  sandwiches.  Just  pile 
several  thin  slices  of  meat  in  a 
buttered  bun  and  cook  on  paper 

napkin  until  filling  is  hot:  1  sand- 
wich takes  approximately  30 

seconds,  2  take  45  seconds.  Be 

very  careful  not  to  overcook.  If 
preferred,  you  can  toast  the  bun 
before  filling  it  with  meat  to  give 

it  a  slightly  better  flavor  and texture. 

■  Garlic  butter.  Melt  1  cup 
butter  or  margarine  with  3  cloves 

garlic,  peeled  and  split  in  two. 
Let  stand  18  minutes,  remove 
garlic.  Pour  butter  in  glass  jar. 
Cover,  refrigerate.  It  will  keep 
for  months. 

■  White  sauce.  White  sauce  is 
so  easy  to  reheat  in  the  micro- 

wave oven  that  a  supply  in  re- 
serve in  the  refrigerator  is  most 

handy.  It  will  keep  4  to  5  weeks. 

Reheating  will  take  from  30  sec- 
onds to  2  minutes,  depending  on 

quantity.  Stir  often.  The  sauce  is 
ready  to  use  when  it  begins  to 
bubble. 

■  Warming  baby  botties.  Fill 
a  bottle  or  plastic  nurser  with 

milk.  Invert  nipple  and  screvv' 

cap  on  loosely.  Heat,  45  sec- 
Con  ̂ mued  on  page  126 119 



Your  family  s  healtl 

The  Golden  Door  spa's  revitalizing, 
new,  one-day,  liquid  diet  is  a  breeze 
to  make  and  delicious  to  taste.  It  con 

sists  of  six  glasses  of  freshly 
liquefied  fruits,  vegetables, 
and  nuts  to  be  sipped  at 
regular  intervals  throughou 
the  day — total  calories:  579, 

\\ 
What  a  difference  a  day  makes  when  you  go  on  The  Golden  Door 

spa's  new  24-hoiir  liquid  diet.  Follow  it  on  Monday  and  lose  that 
pound  or  two  put  on  after  a  festive  weekend;  try  it  any  day  to  launch 

a  new  low-calorie  regime.  Deborah  Mazzanti,  who  devised  the  diet 

for  her  guests  at  The  Golden  Door  in  Escondido,  Cal.,  says,  "It  clears 
the  system  and  gives  you  an  immediate  psychological  lift  and  an 

awareness  of  feeling  change  in  your  body."  Guests  often  use  it  to  kick 

off  a  diet  week,  and  repeat  it  when  they're  in  the  midweek  doldrums. 
You  can  prepare  the  diet  at  home.  All  you  need  are  fresh  fruits,  vege- 

tables, and  nuts  and  a  blender  to  whirl  them  up  in.  You  start  with  a 

breakfast  glass  of  freshly  squeezed  grapefruit  juice,  and  sip  a  differ- 
ent drink  every  IVi  hours  to  keep  blood  sugar  up  and  to  give  an 

energy  boost.  So  you  don't  feel  "chew  hungry,"  serve  the  drinks  with 
a  little  pot  of  sunflower  seeds  and  3  or  4  pine  nuts,  to  be  nibbled  slow- 

ly one  by  one.  Drinks  can  be  whipped  up  in  a  jiffy  and  should  be 

served  in  6-ounce  glasses  and  sipped  with  a  demitasse  spoon.  The  two 
almond  milks,  which  supply  alkaline  protein  and  amino  acids,  can  be 

made  at  the  same  time  and  the  second  serving  stored  in  the  refrigera- 
tor. We  advise  you  to  ask  your  doctor  before  you  embark  on  this  or 

any  reducing  diet  plan. 

BARRY    MCKINLEl 

a.m. 

grapefruit  juice 
4  ounces  freshly  squeezed  juice, 
unsweetened  mixed 
with  2  ounces  water 

Calories 

48 

10 :30  a.m. 
almond  milk 
12  whole  almonds  (or  V2  ounce),  blanched; 

Va  medium-sized,  ripe  banana;  ̂ A  cup  water; 
4  ice  cubes;  dash  vanilla  and  nutmeg. 

Combine  all  ingredients  and  liquefy  in 
blender.  Serve  6  ounces  ice  cold, 

over  ice.  Makes  2  servings. 

Calories ' y  III 

62 

p.m. gazpacho 1  medium  tomato,  peeled  and  diced; 

Va  large  cucumber,  peeled  and  chopped; 

Va  large  green  pepper,  seeded;  1  slice  onion; 

2  sprigs  parsley.  Combine  all  ingredients 
and  liquefy  in  blender.  Makes  6  ounces or  more.  ^  ̂ \ 

Calories  ̂ y 

:30p.m. 
p.m. :30p.m. 

pineapple-cucumber  juice 
3  ounces  cucumber,  peeled;  1  ounce  fresh 

pineapple;  2  sprigs  parsley;  2  ounces 
apple  juice.  Combine  all  ingredients  and 

liquefy  in  blender. 
Makes  6  ounces. 

Calories , 

almond  milk 
See  above  recipe.  The  yield  is  sufficient 
for  both  servings  of  almond  milk 

(o  aiiu 

52 

Calories 

*  V3  ounce  raw  sunflower  seeds 
mixed  with  3  or  4  raw  pine  nuts  is 
served  with  each  of  4  drinks 

Calories 

62 

59 

carrot-apple  juice 
2  ounces  apple  juice;  2  ounces  carrot  juice; 

V3  apple,  peeled.  Combine  all 
ingredients  and  liquefy  in  blender. 
Makes  6  ounces. 

Calories 

Calorie  total for  the  day 

20 

rot  juice; 
,69 

57-9 
OAVIO   MASSEV 
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Just  four  eggs,  plus  cream,  sugar,  and  flavorings  make  a  whole  list  of  lov 
dessert  tarts  for  eight  to  ten  people.  Joe  Famularo,  below,  a  great  natul 

cook  (he's  working  on  his  first  cookbook),  invented  them.  He  varies  t| 
flavoring  of  the  cream  filling.  His  favorite  is  flavored  with  Mirabelle  liquet 
other  great  ones  include  orange,  raspberry,  chocolate,  rum  raisin,  ai 
almond.  The  meringue  crust  can  be  made  early  on  the  morning  of 

party.  The  cream  filling  must  be  refrigerated  in  the 
shell  at  least  3  hours.  The  finished  tart  will  keep  in 
the  refrigerator  for  3  or  4  days  uncovered,  but  the 

meringue  might  become  a  little  tacky.  The  whole 
pie  can  be  frozen,  but  is  best  eaten  theday  it  is  made. 

How  to  make  meringue  shell  % 

MERINGUE  SHELL 

Ingredients 

4  egg  whites 
pincti  cream  of  tartar 

pinch  salt 
Va  teaspoon  vanilla 
%  cup  sugar 

vegetable  oil 

Beat  the  egg  whites  in  a  bowl 

until  frothy.  Add  cream  of  tar- 
tar, beat  again.  Add  salt  and 

vanilla  and  beat  at  medium- 
high  speed  while  adding  sugar 
V2  teaspoon  at  a  time  until  the 
whites  form  shiny  firm  peaks, 

about  5  minutes  in  heavy-duty mixer. 

Oil  bottom,  sides,  and  rim  of 
a  10-inch  glass  pie  plate. 
Mound  meringue  in  the  pie 

plate  and,  with  a  rubber  spat- 
ula, sweep  it  to  outer  edge  to 

a  thickness  about  IV2  inches 

above  the  rim.  Bake  at  200'  for 
at  least  2  hours  on  middle  shelf 
of  oven.  Cool  on  wire  rack. 

3* 

Cream  filling  and  variations 

MIRABELLE  CREAM 

Ingredients 

4  egg  yolks 
V2  cup  sugar 
1  tablespoon  strained 
lemon  juice 
3  tablespoons  Mirabelle 

liqueur 
1  cup  heavy  cream, 
whipped 

toasted,  sliced  almonds 

for  garnish 

Combine  egg  yolks,  sugar  in 
top  of  double  boiler,  blending 
with  a  small  wire  whisk.  Cook 
and  whisk  about  10  minutes 
over  moderate  heat  until  yolks 
thicken  to  a  smooth,  thick 

mayonnaise-like    consistency. 

Insufficiently  thickened  filling 
will  not  solidify.  Eggs  must  be 
cooked  very  slowly  or  they  will 
begin  to  scramble.  If  you  think 
the  eggs  are  cooking  too 

quickly,  lower  heat  or  lift  the 

top  pan. Remove  from  heat,  add 

lemon  juice,  stir  in  Mirabelle. 
Mix  well,  cool.  Beat  cream  to 

peak  stage,  fold  in  egg  mixture 
until  uniform  in  color.  Pour  into 

meringue  shell  and  refrigerate 
at  least  3  hours.  Garnish  with 
slivered  toasted  almonds. 

Creme  de  Menthe  Cream.  Sub- 
stitute 3  tablespoons  creme  de 

menthe  for  the  Mirabelle.  Add 
1  drop  of  green  food  coloring 
after  the  lemon  juice.  Add  a 

sprig  of  fresh  mint  to  the  cen- ter of  the  pie  before  serving. 

■k 



\ssert  sensation 
Raspberry  Cream,  Substitute 
3  tablespoons  framboise 
liqueur  for  the  Mirabelle  and 
add  a  drop  of  red  food  coloring 
after  the  lemon  juice  for  a  pink 
blush.  Trim  with  raspberries. 

Orange  Cream.  Substitute  3 
tablespoons  Grand  Marnier  or 
Cointreau  for  the  Mirabelle. 

Add  2  drops  each  of  red  and 
yellow  food  coloring  for  a  pale 

orange  tint.  Garnish  with  or- 

ange slices. Almond  Cream.  Substitute  1 

tablespoon  of  almond  extract 
for  the  Mirabelle.  Garnish  with 
toasted  almond  slivers. 
Chocolate  Cream.  Substitute  3 

tablespoons  of  creme  de  ca- cao for  the  Mirabelle.  Add  3 
ounces  melted  semisweet 
chocolate  after  the  lemon  juice 

and  liqueur.  Garnish  with  choc- 
olate curls. 

Rum  Raisin  Cream.  Soak  ¥2 

cup  raisins  in  4  tablespoons 

rum  for  1  hour.  Strain  the  rais- 

ins, sprinkle  over  bottom  of 
meringue  shell  before  adding 

the  filling.  Substitute  3  table- 
spoons light  or  dark  rum  for 

the  Mirabelle. 
Black  Currant  Cream  with 
Cassis.  Soak  3/4  cup  of  dried 
black  currants  in  4  tablespoons 

cassis  for  several  hours.  Sub- 
stitute 3  tablespoons  cassis 

for  the  Mirabelle.  When  ready 

to  serve,  strain  the  black  cur- rants and  sprinkle  them  on  top 

Meringue  tarts,  \eiX,  filled  with 
Mirabelle,  raspberry,  and  orange 

cream.  Below:  Joe  Famularo's handsome  country  kitchen,  an 

organized  clutter  of  old  and  new 
cooking  utensils,  preserves,  and 

produce  from  productive  garden. 

^^:01^^ 
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A  wine-tasting  tour  of  vineyards  in  11  states  By  jose  wiiscj 

It  would  be  only  fitting  If  in  this 
Bicentennial  year  the  wines  of 
America  could  finally  claim  their 

very  own  appellations  of  origin, 
the  mark  of  distinction  and 

quality  that  are  accorded  the 

wines  of  France.  There's  no 
doubt  that  this  is  going  to  come 

about.  All  that  remains  to  be  de- 
cided is  whether  the  states  or 

the  Treasury  Department's  regu- 
latory troika,  the  Bureau  of  Al- 
cohol, Tobacco  and  Firearms, 

will  define  the  boundaries  that 
determine  whether  a  California 

wine  qualifies  for  the  designa- 
tion Napa  Valley  or  Monterey,  a 

New  York  State  wine  for  Finger 

Lakes.  This  has  always  been  re- 

garded as  one  of  the  wine-buy- 

er's guides  and  safeguards,  a 
guarantee  that  the  grapes  were 
grown  in  the  specified  area,  not 
brought  in  from  other  places. 

Today,  more  and  more  pre- 
mium wines  are  being  labeled 

by  their  makers  with  a  regional 

designation,  thanks  to  an  abun- 
dance of  the  best  wine  grapes  in 

each  growing  region.  You  can 
now  buy  a  Zinfandel.  say.  from 
Mendocino,  from  Napa,  from 
Sonoma,  from  Monterey  and 
from  the  San  Joaquin  Valley  and 

taste  the  differences  soil,  cli- 
mate, temperature,  and  growing 

conditions  have  wrought  on  the 

grape,  those  natural  distinctions 
that  are  a  part  of  the  eternal 
fascination  of  wine.  As  Joseph 

Concannon  of  Concannon  Vine- 
yards once  remarked  to  me. 

comparing  a  Livermore  Valley 
Cabernet  Sauvignon  to  one  from 

Napa  or  Santa  Clara  is  like  com- 
paring apples  and  oranges. 

Each  has  its  own  flavor  and 

character.  They  differ,  just  as 

the  wines  of  Bordeaux  differ — a 
Graves  from  a  St.  Emilion.  for 
instance. 

An  appellation  of  origin  is  go- 
ing to  be  even  more  important 

in  the  future,  with  small  wineries 

mushrooming  ail  over  the  coun- 
try (at  last  count,  there  were 

wineries  scattered  over  twenty- 
two  states,  from  New  Hampshire 

to  Oregon).  Just  as  we  drink  and 
differentiate  among  the  wines  of 
Provence,  the  Loire,  Alsace  and 
the  Cotes  du  Rhone,  soon  we 

may  be  drinking  and  discussing 
the  characteristics  of  the  wines 

of  Maryland,  Michigan.  Missouri, 

Pennsylvania,  Oregon,  and 
Washington.  In  a  country  as  vast 
as  the  United  States,  where 

every  state  can  create  its  own 

local  laws,  there  will  undoubted- 
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ly  have  to  be  some  form  of  gov- 
ernment control  and  supervision 

to   straighten    out   the    tangled 
mass  of  laws  that  can  help  or 
break  a  fledgling  winery.  This, 

according  to  Philip  Wagner  of 
Boordy  Vineyard  in  Maryland,  is 
desperately  needed.  Many  tiny 
wineries   survive   only   because 

they  can  sell  their  wines  direct 
to    the    consumer,    without   the 
middlemen  to  push  the  costs  up 

to  a  prohibitive  level.   In  Ohio. 
Indiana.  Oregon,  Pennsylvania. 

Michigan,  New  York.  California, 
and  certain  other  states  this  is 

permissible,  but  in  Maryland,  to 

take  one  example,  wine  can't  be 
sold  to  the  consumer  or  the  re- 

tailer,  only  to  a  wholesaler.   I. 
for  one,   have  always  found   it 
ridiculous  that  American  wines 

can't  be  shipped  across  a  state 
line  by  you  or  me.  so  if  one  finds 
a  wine  one  likes  that  is  not  in 

general  distribution,  it  is  impos- 
sible to  order  a  case  and  have  it 

sent.  This  makes  it  easier  to  buy 

imported  wines  than  American, 

a  pretty  sad  state  of  affairs  these 
days  when  our  own  winemakers 
need  all  the  help  they  can  get. 

What  a  pity  the  right  to  free  ac- 

cess to  wine  wasn't  written  into 
the  Constitution.   It  might  have 
been  had  the  founding  fathers 

given  thought  to  it,  for  they  were 
all  for  starting  a  native  industry. 

Although    we    often    tend    to 

think  of  winemaking  as  a  com- 
paratively   recent   development 

in  America,  it  has  been  going  on 

for   over   300   years,   since   the 
French  Huguenots,  in  the  1560s, 
made  themselves  a  few  barrels 

from     the     wild     Scuppernong 

grape    of    Florida,    the    native 
grape  that   Raleigh  also  found 
on  Roanoke  Island — nor  has  the 

taste  for  the  foxy,  musky  Scup- 
pernong faltered  in  the  South, 

it's  still  being  drunk  there.  There 
were  many  early  attempts  to  in- 

troduce Europeon  vinifera  vines 
to  America.  Lord  Delaware,  Lord 

Baltimore.   William    Penn.   Gov- 
ernor   John    Winthrop,    George 

Washington,    and   Thomas  Jef- 
ferson imported  French.  Span- 

ish, and  German  vines,  with  dis- 
heartening  results.   The   fragile 

vinifera  could   not  survive.   Icy 
winters,  and  the  ravages  of  plant 

diseases  and  insects  soon  fin- 

ished them  off.  Benjamin  Frank- 
lin, ever  a  booster  of  the  native 

product,  was  more  realistic.  In 

Poor    Richard's    Almanach    he 

recommended    "a    method    for 
making    wine    of    the    grapes 

which  grow  wild  in  our  woods  so 
that  we  may  furnish  ourselves 
with  a  wholesome  sprightly 

Claret  which  will  keep  for  sev- 
eral years  and  is  not  inferior  to 

that  which  passeth  for  French 

Claret.  "  He  may  have  been  over- 
optimistic  but  he  was  thinking 
along  the  right  lines,  for  what 

eventually  saved  wine-making  in 
this  country  was  the  sturdiness 
and  resistance  of  the  American 
rootstock. 

Fortunately  for  us  all,  Cali- 

fornia proved  kinder  to  the  vini- 
fera, and  the  Spanish  Francis- 

cans, who  planted  grapes 

around  their  early  missions  to 

ensure  a  modest  supply  of  sac- 
ramental wine,  were  the  ones  to 

discover  it.  By  the  beginning  of 
the  20th  century,  winegrowing 
was  well  established  in  the  state 
and  had  it  not  been  for  the 

stranglehold  of  Prohibition,  that 
drove   vintners  to   despair   and 

bankruptcy  (and  to  the  produc-^ 

tion  of  inferior  wines  for  "legiti-l 
mate"  purposes),  our  wines 
might,  long  before  this.  hav€ 
built  an  international  reputatior 
and  market. 

Not    even    Prohibition,    how-j 
ever,    could    keep   wine    lovers 

down — and  dry.  Through  a  loop- 
hole  in   the   Volstead   Act.   anyl 

head  of  a  household  could  make! 

200  gallons  of  "nonintoxicatingl 
cider  and  fruit  juices  exclusivelyl 

for  home  use."  and  all  it  takesi 
to   start   fermentation   is   yeast. | 

Grape  juice  and  grape  concen- 
trate were  peddled  to  the  thirsty! 

masses  along  with  a  yeast  pill] 

and  the  warning  not  to  use  it  orl 
innocent  juice  would  turn  into| 

wicked,  illegal  wine. 
One    amateur    winemaker   ofl 

the   thirties   whose   hobby   was 

eventually  to  be  responsible  for] 

changing   the   course   of  wine- Continued  on  page  126\ 

U  'uics  to  find (iirossAuwrha 

Some  other  small  country 
wineries  in  states  other  than  the 

Big  Two,  California  and  New 
York,  that  you  might  consider 
visiting,  or  whose  wines  you 

might  seek  out  in  their  home 
states  are: 

Arkansas:  Post  Winery  and 
Wiederkehr  Wine  Cellars,  both 
in  Altus. 

Illinois:  Thompson  Winery, 

Monee.  Treaty  Line  Wine  Cel- lars. Liberty. 

Indiana:  Golden  Rain  Tree  Win- 
ery.   Wadesville.    Villa    Medeo 

Vineyard.  Madison. 

Maryland:     Boordy    Vineyard. 
Montbray  Wine  Cellars. 

Missouri:  Mount  Pleasant  Vine- 
yards, Augusta.  Stone  Hill  Wine 

Company.  Hermann. 
New  Jersey:  Tomasello  Winery, 
Hammonton.    Chalet    Debonne 

Vineyards.       Madison.       Moyer 

Vineyards.  Manchester. 

Ohio:  Hafle  Vineyards.  Spring- 

Arkansas 
Illinois 
Indiana 

Maryland 
Missouri New  Jersey 

Ohio 

Oregon 
Pennsylvania 

Virginia Washington 

field.  Valley  Vineyard  Farm, Morrow. 

Oregon:  Bjelland  Vineyards  and 
Hillcrest  Vineyards,  both  in 

Roseburg.  Charles  Coury  Vine- 

yards. Forest  Grove.  Erath  Vine- 
yards. The  Eyrie  Vineyards,  both 

in  Dundee.  (I've  had  rave  reports 
from  friends  about  the  wines  of 

Oregon,  a  state,  like  Washing- 
ton, climatically  suited  to  vini- fera grapes.) 

Pennsylvania:  Bucks  Country 
Vineyards.  New  Hope.  Harbrook 

Vineyard.  Titusville.  Mazza  Vine- 
yards. Penn  Shore  Vineyard, 

Presque  isle  Wine  Cellars,  all  in 
North  East. 

Virginia:  Farfelu  Vineyard,  Rap- 
pahannock County. 

Washington:  Associated  Vint- ners. Inc..  Sunnyside.  (The  St. 
Michelle  Vintners.  Grandview, 

and  Boordy  Vineyards,  Prosser. 

are  large  wineries  with  national 
distribution.)   
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,Each  St.  Charles  kitchen  is  unique  .  .  . 
the  expression  of  an  individual  personality 
and  lifestyle.  Each  St.  Charles  kitchen  is  a 

masterwork  of  planning  and  design— blended 
fronn  the  widest  choice  of  materials,  furniture 
woods,  textured  metals,  designer  colors. 

If  it's  time  to  bring  your  dream  kitchen 
to  life,  your  St.  Charles  dealer/designer  can 
help  you.  Browse  in  his  showroom.  Use  his 
expert  counsel  in  design,  planning,  color 
styling,  installation. 

After  all,  your  St.  Charles  kitchen  must  be 

a  masterpiece— and  it  must  be  you. 

FREE!  Full  color,  44-page  Kitchen  Ideas  book  just 
for  coming  in.  Or  mail  coupon  with  $2.00. 

ST.  CHARLES  KITCHENS  of  New  York  City 

964  Third  Ave.,  New  York,  N.Y.  10022 

Name   

Address. 

City   

State_ 

.Telephone. 

-County   

_Zip   _ 

6T2211 

Visit  the  showroom  nearest  you.  NEW  YORK— St.  Charles  of  New  York  City,  964  Third  Ave.,  (212)  838-2812.  MANHASSET,  N.Y.— Ndh  Shore  Custom  Kitchens,  Inc., 

.,'1536  Northern  Blvd.,  (516)  MA7-4366.  WESTCHESTER/FAIRFIELD  COUNTIES— St.  Charles  Kitchens  by  Girard,  Inc.,  Scotts  Corners,  Pound  Ridge,  N.Y.,  (914)  P04- 
■'   5728.  HAWTHORNE.  N.  J. —Van  Beuzekom  Inc.,  301  Lafayette  Ave..  (201)427-7111.  SUMMIT,  N.  J.— St.  Charles  Designer  Kitchens,  Inc. ,66  River  Road,  (201)273-8900. 
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® 

QUENCH 

A  necessity 
in  times  of 

pure  water 
shortage  or 
contamination 

Quench  can  make 

crystal  clear 
absolutely  safe 
distilled  water  from 

any  source, 
even  salt  water. 

Manual  models  for 

boating  or  camping. 

Electric  models  for 
home  or  office. 

Call  today  .  .  .  it's 
easier  and  less 

expensive  than 

you'd  think: 
Call  or  write: 
Terrequa  Products,  Inc. 

1528  S.  Centre  St, 
San  Pedro,  Calif.  90731 

(213)547-9166 

Miller  Associates 
2605  NW  75th  Ave 
Miami,  Fla.  33122 
(305)592-6440  i 

An  appellation  of  origin  is  going  to  be  important  in  the  future, 
with  small  wineries  mushrooming  all  over  the  country 

All-American  wines  continued uom page  124 
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making  in  the  Eastern  states 
was  Philip  M.  Wagner,  at  that 
time  the  editor  of  the  Baltimore 

Evening  Sun.  Disliking  the  taste 
of  the  Eastern  labrusca  grapes 

but  unable,  when  Prohibition 
ended,  to  make  the  vinifera 

grow,  he  imported  and  experi- 
mented with  French  hybrid 

grapes,  a  cross  of  the  classic 
European  vinifera  varieties  with 
the  hardier  American  species. 

Soon  he  was  deep  in  the  busi- 
ness of  making  wine  from  the 

hybrids,  propagating  the  grape 

vines  and  selling  them  to  enthu- 
siasts in  other  states.  Finally  he 

and  his  wife,  Jocelyn.  estab- 
lished a  bonded  winery  in  Mary- 

land, from  which  the  wines  are 

distributed  locally  and  the  vines 
sold,  with  generous  amounts  of 
advice  and  encouragement,  to 
winemakers  across  the  country. 

Boordy  Vinpyard.  t*"P  very 
personal  domain  of  Philip  and 
Jocelyn  Wagner,  a  dedicated, 

spirited,  delightful  couple  whom 
age  never  seems  to  touch  is  in 

many  ways  the  quintessence  of 
the  American  country  winery. 

The  acreage  is  tiny,  the  pro- 
duction limited,  the  wood-and- 

stucco  winery  just  a  stroll  from 

the  Wagners'  comfortable  Colo- 
nial farmhouse,  half  hidden  in  a 

maze  of  quiet  residential  roads 
in  a  Baltimore  suburb. 

To  sit  there  on  the  lawn  on  a 

peaceful,  golden  summer  after- 
noon, sipping  and  discussing 

the  most  recent  vintage  of  red, 

white,  and  rose — for  the  Wag- 
ners make  their  wines  coulant, 

as  the  French  say,  to  be  drunk 

young — is  to  experience  wine- 
making  on  its  most  personal 
level.  The  Maryland  Boordy 

wines,  blended  from  French  hy- 
brids, are  deliciously  fresh  and 

fruity,  with  some  of  the  charac- 
ter of  the  Loire  wines  or,  in  the 

case  of  the  red,  a  Beaujolais 
Nouveau.  Unless  you  live  in  the 

Baltimore-Washington  area  you 
are  not  liKely,  because  of  the 
state  laws,  to  be  able  to  find 

the  Wagners'  own  vin  du  pays. 
The  Boordy  Vineyards  label  on 

the  hybrid   blends  and  vinifera 

and  hybrid  varietals  you  may 
see  in  the  stores  represents  the 

infinitely  larger,  widely  distrib- 
uted production  of  the  allied 

wineries  established  in  Penn 

Yan.  New  York,  and  Prosser,  in 

Washington's  Yakima  Valley,  for 

which  the  Wagners'  knowledge 
and  expertise  was  backed  by 

the  Seneca  Foods  Corporation. 
Two  of  these  wines,  a  1972 

Landot  Noir  and  a  1973  Seyval 

Blanc,  recently  v\/on  prizes  in  the 
Fourth  International  Wine  Com- 

petition held  in  Czechoslovakia, 
the  first  wines  made  from 

French  hybrid  grapes,  says  Phil- 

ip Wagner  proudly,  to  be  hon- 
ored in  a  contest  open  to  prod- 

ucts from  the  world's  principal 
wine-growing  regions.  He  be- 

lieves that,  in  the  future,  mod- 
estly sized  regional  wineries, 

taking  advantage  of  the  many 

varied  climatic  conditions  exist- 
ing in  this  country,  will  play  an 

increasingly  important  role  in 
the  American  wine  industry. 

One  country  winery  that  has 
already  made  the  news  pages, 
when  President  Ford  served  the 

wines  at  White  House  state  din- 

ners, is  Tabor  Hill  Vineyard  out- 
side Buchanan,  Mich.  Buchanan 

is  in  Berrien  County,  the  heart 

of  the  great  fruit-growing  belt 
that  lies  just  north  of  the  Ohio 

boundary,  and  is  but  a  few  miles 
from  the  southern  tip  of  Lake 

Michigan.  As  with  other  wine- 

growing regions,  it  is  the  prox- 
imity to  the  water  that  tempers 

both  winter  cold  and  summer 

heat,  essential  factors  for  grow- 
ing vinifera. 

Tabor  Hill  is  the  all-absorbing 

passion  of  34-year-old  Leonard 
Olson,  a  former  Big  Ten  foot- 

ball player  and  steel  salesman, 
who  has  moved  his  family  from 

Chicago  and  is  staking  every- 

thing on  this  dream  of  produc- 
ing fine  wines  in  Michigan.  On 

20  acres  of  vineyards,  with  an- 
other 150  acres  under  contract 

to  local  growers,  he  is  raising 

French  hybrids  and  viniferas 
with  notable  success.  The  wines 
I  tasted  last  summer  at  Tabor 

Hill,  which  range  in  price  from 

$3  to  a  top  of  $8.50,   includes 
vintage-dated   Chardonnay,  Jo 
hannisberg  Riesling,  Baco  Noir 
Seyval  Blanc  and  Vidal  Blanc  U 

hybrid  of  the  French  Ugni  Blanr 
or  Italian  Trebbiano,  which  wa 
served  at  a  state  dinner  for  thf 
Chancellor    of    Austria,    Tabo 

Hill's  first  commercial  wine,  o 
the   1971   vintage)  and  the  ge 

neric  blends  of  vinifera  and  hy 

brid  grapes,  Cuvee  Rouge,  Cu 
vee  Blanc,  and  Cuvee  Rose.  Al 
the  wines  were  extremely  wel 

made,    with    the    Riesling    anc 
Chardonnay  more  than  holding 
their  own  in  a  blind  tasting  with 

California    and    European    ver- 
sions of  the  varietals. 

This  is  all  the  more  laudable 

when  you  consider  that  Len 

Olson  had  no  previous  back- 

ground or  experience  in  wine- 
making.  He  has  made  up  for  it. 

by  study,  work,  and  determina- 
tion and  by  seeking  the  help  and 

advice  of  the  experts  at  the  great 
German  viticultural  school  in 

Geisenheim,  Dr.  Konstantin 
Frank  in  Hammondsport,  N.Y.,  a 

pioneer  in  Eastern  vinifera  grow- 
ing, and  Philip  Wagner.  Tabor 

Hill  is  a  family  business,  a  busi- 
ness run  by  young,  enthusiastic 

people.  Len's  brother,  Paul,  is 
assistant  vineyard  manager,  and 
all  his  associates  and  their  wives 

work  together  to  tend  the  vines, 

crush  the  grapes,  and  show  visi- 
tors around  the  brand-new  win- 
ery. Tabor  Hill,  a  short  drive 

from  the  South  Bend  airport,  an 
hour  from  Chicago  and  easily 

accessible  from  other  major 

Midwestern  cities,  has  a  con- 

stant flow  of  visitors  and  most  of  * 
the  sales  are  made  at  the  winery, 

although  limited  quantities  of 

the  wines  are  currently  distrib- 
uted in  fifteen  states,  with  na- 

tionwide distribution  planned  as 

production  increases.  Should 

you  happen  to  be  in  the  area,  it's well  worth  stopping  at  Tabor 
Hill,  sampling  the  wines,  ana 
talking  to  the  Olsons,  and  should 

you  choose  to  buy,  I  can  recom- 
mend the  Riesling,  two  bottles 

of  which  are  in  my  cellar  right 

now.  It's  a  delightful  wine.  ■ 

New  ways  with  microwaves  continued fmm page  119 

onds  for  a  4-ounce  bottle,  1  min- 
ute 20  seconds  for  an  8-ounce 

bottle.  Turn  nipple  to  outside, 
tighten  cap,  shake  vigorously. 
Test  temperature  on  wrist. 

■  Warming  baby  foods. 
Strained  or  junior  foods  can  be 

heated  in  their  jars,  but  first  al- 
ways remember  to  remove  cap. 

(Never  heat  a  sealed  or  capped 

jar.)  Heat  individually  from  30  to 

45  seconds.  Three  jars  heated 

together,  placed  in  a  circle,  will 
take  1  to  1 V2  minutes. 

I  To  melt  butter  or  other  fat. 
Place  required  butter  or  other 
fat  in  a  glass  dish  or  measuring 

cup.  Heat,  uncovered  from  30 

seconds  to  2  minutes,  depend- 
ing on  quantity  and  temperature 

of  fat. 

■  Reheating     leftovers.     All 

leftovers,  whether  meats,  fish, 

vegetables,  desserts,  taste  un- 
believably fresh  when  heated  in 

the  microwave  oven  because 

there  is  no  drying  out  or  re- 
heated flavor.  Keep  leftovers  in 

dishes  that  can  be  placed  in  the 

microwave  oven  from  refriger- 
ator or  freezer.  Simply  place  in 

oven,  top  with  a  sheet  of  waxed 

paper  and  heat  in  minutes. 

HOUSE  &  GARDff 



illy  precook  chickens  in 
licrowave  oven  in  the  morning,  then  finish 

^coking  on  charcoal  in  the  evening 

^  I  make  gelatin  desserts. 
1  cup  water  into  a  1-quart 
heat  2  to  3  minutes.  Re- 
from  oven,  add  flavored 

n  and  stir  until  dissolved. 

proceed  with  recipe  of 
choice,  or  heat  water  re- 

el by  recipe,  add  unflavored 
n,  heat  30  seconds  and 
■ed  with  recipe. 

get    more    juice    from 
les,  lemons,  or  limes.  Place 
one  at  a  time  for  30  see- 

in  microwave  oven  before 
3zing. 

I  peel  peaches  or  toma- 
Heat  fruit  15  to  20  seconds 
crowave  depending  on  its 
let  stand  10  minutes  and 

iSl 

I  plump  dried  fruits  for 
S.  When  a  recipe  calls  for 
land  nuts  to  be  soaked  12 

'  hours  with  a  quantity  of 
or  brandy,  use  same  quan- 
)f  fruits,  nuts,  and  rum  or 
fy.  Mix  in  a  large  bowl.  Heat 
lutes,  covered  with  waxed 

tOWAVE  COOKBOOKS 
\l[  MANUFACTURERS 

range     Microwave      Oven 
Book,  $2.95;   The  Micro- 
Oven     Cooking     Guide. 

>;     The     New     Microwave 
Cooking    Guide,     $9.95: 

Amana    Guide    to    Great 

ing  With  a  Microwave  Oven 
5  at  paperback  bookstores). 
Wailable  from  Amana  Re- 
ration,    Inc.,   Amana,    Iowa 
3. 

owave  Oven  Cookbook, 
).  Available  from  Admiral 

oration,  1701  East  Wood- 
Road,  Schaumsberg,  III. 

2. 

c  and  Care  Guide  for  Your 
Frigidaire       Microwave 

1,  $5.  Each  model  has  its 
cookbook  and  it  is  avail- 
from  Frigidaire  Service  De- 
nent    Customer    Relations, 
daire  Corporation,  Dayton, 
54442. 

itertop  Microwave  Oven 
<book,  $9.95.  Available  from 
sral  Electric  Co.,  Consum- 
Institute,  Building  4,  Room 
Louisville,  Ky  40225. 

over  Combination  Micro- 
3  Range  Cooking,  $12.95: 
Fashioned  Goodness  with 
able  Power  Microwave 

'king,  $9.95;  An  Exciting  New 
'd  of  Microwave  Cooking, 
5.  Available  from  Litton, 
>  Xenium  Lane  North,  Min- 
)olis,  Minn.  55441. 

Magic  of  Microwave  Cook- 

EBRUARY    1976 

book,  $7.95.  Available  from 
Magic  Chef,  Cleveland,  Tenn. 
37311. 

Modern  Maid  Microwave  Cook- 
ing, $8.  Available  from  Modern 

Maid  Service  Department,  Box 
111,  Chattanooga,  Tenn.  37401 . 

Old  Tyme  Cook  Book,  $1 ;  Micro- 
wave Cookery,  $5.95.  Available 

from  Roper  Sales,  Advertising 
Department,  1905  West  Court, 
Kankakee,  111.60901. 

Microwave  Cooking  Guide,  $5: 
Recipes  with  International  and 

Country  Flavor  Created  for  Tap- 
pan's  Microwave  Oven  by  Felipe 
Rojas-Lombardi,  $.25.  Available 
from  Tappan.  Tappan  Advertis- 

ing Department,  Tappan  Park, 
Mansfield.  Ohio  44901. 

Tappan  Creative  Cookbook  for 
Microwave  Ovens  and  Ranges 

by  Sylvia  Schur,  $8.95.  Holt, 
Rinehart  &  Winston. 

Richard  Deacon's  Microwave 
Oven  Cookbook  by  Thermador, 
$6.95.  Available  from  H.  P. 
Books,  P.O.  Box  5367,  Tucson, 
Ariz.  85703.  ■ 

To  dry  herbs  and  flowers 
continued  from  page  119 

To  dry  the  stems,  spread  out 
in  an  ordinary  paper  bag,  but  do 
not  close  the  bag.  Proceed  to 
dry  as  for  the  leaves.  A  good 
handful  of  stems  usually  takes 
25  to  30  seconds  to  dry.  Cool, 
then  blend  them  for  Vz  to  1  min- 

ute. They  will  turn  into  a  coarse 
powder.  Label  and  keep  to  flavor 
soups,  stews,  or  any  sauce  that 
is  strained  before  serving. 

Herbs  all  have  different  tex- 
tures, thicknesses,  and  humidi- 

ty, which  explains  why  no  ab- 
solutely exact  time  fits  them  all. 

After  drying  a  few,  you  will  un- 
derstand the  easy  process. 

To  dry  flowers:  Flowers  dried 
in  the  microwave  oven  retain 

their  natural  colors  and  shapes. 
Like  herbs  they  are  done  very 

quickly  and  it  takes  a  little  prac- 
tice. Some  flowers  dried  in  silica 

gel  in  the  usual  manner  tend  to 

discolor  during  the  time-con- 
suming process.  Because  the 

microwave  does  the  work  of  de- 

hydrating and  drying  in  30  sec- 
onds to  1  minute  (in  silica  gel) 

they  are  still  fresh  looking  and 
retain  their  freshness  for  a  long 
time.  When  you  have  learned  to 
do  it  well,  you  will  find  that  they 
look  almost  like  fresh-cut  flow- 
ers. 

The  easiest  flowers  to  dry  are: 
Continued  on  next  page 

makes  a  great  Girrilil. 
\< 

^^2 

1^ 

WEST  INDIA  SWEETENED 

LMEJUICE 
RECONSTITUTED 
30%  SUGAR  ADDED 

DISTRIBUTED  BY  SCHWEPPES  U.SA  LTD. 

PRODUCED  FROM  IMPORTED  CONCENTRATE 

UNDER  LICENSE  FROM 

^ST  ALBANS  ENGLAND  &  THE  WEST  tfN>^J 
ESTO  1865 

practically  evei^PPIIHHHI^mnHIHil  does.  So  if 
you  want  your  gimlet  to  taste  as  gdcki  as  your  bartender's, 
always  use  Ros^s. 

Here^  how  he  does  it:  Stir  together  one  part  of  Rose's 
Lime  Juice  and  4  to  5  parts  gin,  vodka  or  wWte  Puerto  ̂ ^ 

Rican  Rum.  Serve  ice  cold,  straight  up  or  on  the  roj  '    "* Rose%  Lime  Juice.  For  great  gimlets.  ^ 
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Proud  of  your  copper? 

Keep  it  shining  with'Evinklel 
Twinkle  copper  cleaner  gives  you  a  shine  and  brightness 

that  lasts  a  long  time. 
There  is  a  reason.  Twinkle  is  the  only  copper 

cleaner  containing  chronite.  It's  an  ingredient  that  holds 
back  tarnishing. 

So  if  you  want  your  copper  to  keep  its  shine,  getTwinkle. 

^Copyright  1975  The  Drackett  Products  Co. 

YOUR  TROPICAL  FISH  WILL  Lt 
IF  YOU  FEED  THEM  TETRAMIN 

Controlled  laboratory  tests  have  proven  conclusively 
that  tropical  fish  live  longer  and  stay  healthier  when 
fed  TetraMin  Staple  Food.  High  in  protein,  never 
clouds  water.  Fish  love  it.  Buy  it  at  your  pet  store  or 
pet  department. 

Tetra 
WHO  ELSE. 

FREE.  36  page  color  booklet.  "Beginners  Aquarium  Digest". 
Write:  Tetra  Sales  (U.S.A.),    Department  Z,  Hay  ward,  C  A  94545 

To  dry   herbs  and  flowers    continued  from  preceding 

page roses,  daffodils,  carnations,  wild 

flowers,  pansies,  lilies,  geran- iums. 

Half-opened  flowers  dry  very 
nicely  because  the  petals  are  so 
firmly  rooted  they  do  not  fall  or 
become  deformed.  Avoid  flow- 

ers that  have  thick  centers  or 

those  with  petals  growing  to- 
ward the  center  such  as  dahlias 

or  chrysanthemums.  Leaves  of 
all  types  are  beautiful. 

To  make  a  small  arrangement 
of  mixed  flowers,  first  arrange 
in  a  vase,  then  dry  them  in  the 
oven.  When  ready,  rearrange  as 

before.  Use  a  12-by-8-inch  glass 
baking  dish  and  half  fill  it  with 
silica  gel.  Set  some  flowers  on 
it,  making  sure  that  all  petals 
and  leaves  are  well  placed. 
Then  sprinkle  silica  gel  on  top, 
slowly  and  gently,  making  sure 
that  every  area  is  covered,  as 
the  slightest  exposure  of  the 
petals  to  the  air  will  spoil  the 
effect  of  the  flower.  It  is  easy  to 

fill  the  spaces  between  the  pet- 
als that  are  curled  inward  or  are 

close  together  if  you  use 
skewer.  When  they  are  all  cov 
ered,  place  dish  in  the  oven 
together  with  a  1-cup  measure 
of  water  placed  at  back  of  oven 
Heat  30  seconds,  remove  disi 
from  oven,  check  a  little  cornet 
to  test  texture  of  flower.  De 

pending  on  size  and  type  c 
flower  used,  the  time  will  var^ 
from  30  seconds  to  1  minute 
However,  it  is  well  to  remembei 
that  flowers  will  continue  to  dr^ 

for  10  to  15  minutes  after  com- 
pletion of  heating  time. 

It  is  easy  to  remove  a  little  o 
the  silica  gel  and  check  the  dry 
ness  and  simply  recover  the 
flower  and  put  back  in  the  over 
for  a  few  more  seconds. 

After  the  flowers  are  drie( 
and  cool,  tilt  the  dish  over  < 

sheet  of  paper  to  remove  the 
silica  gel  that  tops  the  flowers 
then  remove  them  with  care 

Any  silica  gel  sticking  to  the 
flowers  can  be  removed  gently 
with  a  small  paintbrush  or 
small  metal  pick.  ■ 

How   music  can    help  you    continued  from  page  34 

"When  I  don't  play,  I  really  do 

miss  it  a  great  deal,"  admits  Lee 
Lorenz,  cartoonist  and  art  editor 
of  the  New  Yorker  magazine  who 

blows  his  trumpet  two  or  three 
times  a  week  in  different  jazz 
bands  in  New  York  and  Westport, 

Conn.  "There  is  an  important  so- 
cial aspect.  The  cameraderie,  es- 

tablished by  doing  something  to- 

gether in  a  group,  sharing  an  ex- 
perience in  music,  has  a  good  deal 

of  value.  This  is  what  makes  it 

hard  for  me  to  give  it  up,  although 
it  takes  a  lot  of  energy  to  play  at 

night  after  doing  my  job.  Playing 

part  time  can  be  frustrating,  but 
the  potential  for  satisfaction  is 
great.  When  you  play  well  you 

know  it,  and  there's  no  feeling 

quite  like  that." 
Do  musical  people  come  from 

musical  families?  Lee  Lorenz,  like 

the  other  music  makers,  Fritz  Cou- 
dert,  Charles  Caine,  and  Stuart 

Boynton,  admits  a  musical  moth- 
er. And  the  same  with  Donald  Big- 

gins, a  painter  and  creative  super- 
visor in  an  advertising  agency.  The 

Higgins  family  Phoebe,  seventeen, 

piano  and  "dying  to  play  the  harp- 
sichord," Bo,  fifteen,  oboe  and 

piano,  and  Lizzie,  thirteen,  piano, 
all  have  their  lessons  on  Tuesday 

evenings  with  Jean  Thorp,  a  gentle 
but  firm  teacher  who  encourages 

them  to  practice  pieces  for  per- 

formance because  "there  is  a  dif- 
ference between  playing  for  me 

and  getting  up  before  a  few 

friends."  Mr.  Higgins  views  all  the 
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activity  and  involvement  as 

refuge.  "Music  plunges  you  into  a 
new  world,  it  erases  the  work 
board  for  me  at  the  end  of  the 

day." 

He  and  Jean  Thorp  listen  to 

each  other  play  Prokofiev,  Scri- 
abin,  and  Rachmaninoff  at  the 

piano.  "Music  can  be  a  hell  of  a  lot 
of  work  if  you're  never  able  to  get 

a  piece  the  way  you  want  it,"  re- 
flects Mr.  Higgins.  "When  my  chil- 
dren complain  about  it,  though,  I 

remind  them  that  I  had  a  brother 

who  was  sorry  he  didn't  study.  I've always  been  determined  that  my 
children  should  play,  not  from  a 
career  standpoint,  but  just  to 
know  how  to  play.  I  think  you 

should  have  as  few  things  in  life 

you  regret  as  possible." Whatever  kind  of  music  you 

want  to  play,  you  can  be  helped 

by  listening  to  yourself  on  tape. 
It's  rather  like  learning  a  language, 

the  playback  can  give  you  confi- 
dence about  personal  perform- 

ance. 

Spare-time  musicians  often  find 
once  they  get  started  they  discover 
all  sorts  of  new  experiences.  Last 

year,  fund  raisers  at  the  Couderts' country  club,  for  instance,  asked 

Fritz  Coudert  to  play  for  an  eve- 

ning's dancing.  "They  wanted 

something  different.  I  didn't  know if  I  could  provide  a  change,  but  1 
was  amazed  when  the  dinner  was 
sold  out  and  200  came  on  later  to 
dance.  The  club  made  SI 000  and 

I  made  a  record  out  of  it."  ■ 
HOUSE  &  garden! 



Cats  whoVe  tried  it  are  allJMes^  smiles, 

;ffiles.  -    ■   'I  ̂ ; They  can  tell  weVe  put  mcffe  wow  into 

he  taste  of  Purinai"  Cat  Chow®cat  food.  Now, 
t  tastes  so  good,  it*s  CHOW-CHOW- 

'  flHLOW—meal  after  meal  aftermeal. 

■  *  Which  is  why  weVe  made  five  different 
2a.t  Chow  Main  Meal  flavors.  So  your  cat  gets 
/ariety  along  with  aU  the  good  nutrition  he 
leeds. 

If  your  cat's  been  eating  canned  food,  try 
)ur  lO'day  Feeding  Plan.  On  the  first  day, 
nix  some  Cat  Chow  with  his  ordinary  food. 
Gradually  increase  the  Cat 
!)how  until  the  10th  day.  Then 
ust  feed  himCHOW-CHOW^ 

:H0W.  He'll  probably  smile. 
You'll  have  some' 

hing  to  smile  about, 
GO.  Cat  Chow  can  cost 
^s  than  half  as  much 

IS  small  canned  spe^ 

:ialty  cat  food  (that's  up 
:o  $50  less  per  year). 

^ 

4fS^     ---^-ar 

•> 

,'^" 

Punna 

For  your  pel  s  health 

see  youf  veieri'iar  lan  regularly 

Chow 
main  cish  cat  fcxxl 



Last  year  Americans  spent 
over  $80  billion  trying  to  stay 
alive  and  well.  In  spite  of  this, 
over  the  last  20  years  the 
longevity  of  the  American 
male  has  dropped  from  11th 
place  to  40th  place  in  world 
health  standings.  Why? 

ALIVE   &   WELL 
Written  by  Doctors 

COULD  ONE  REASON  BE 

OUR  DRINKING  WATER? 

A(jua 
Clean 

HOME  WATER  DISTILLER 

The 
COMPACT 

One! 
A  new,  portable,  compact,  stainless 
steel  home  water  distiller.  This  new 
unit  fits  conveniently  under  kitchen 
cabinet  or  in  camper  or  trailer.  This 
is  a  unit  you  can  use  at  home,  and 
take  along  on  trips  and  vacations. 
Now  you  can  enjoy  pure  distilled  wa- 

ter wherever  you  are. 

DISTILLATION  '"L^.^S  WATER 

fnjwh  OnfiArumllA  djnfl  Impunitm'. 5  sizes  to  choose  from 

I    P.O.  Box  83226  3725  Touzalin 
I    Lincoln,    NE    68501    Dept.    HG276 

I  Send  me  free  and  without  obligation  litera- 
I  ture  on  producing  my  own  pure,  distilled  wa- 
I  ler  for  only  pennies  a  day  and  my  FREE  copy 

I  o(  ttie  $1.50  booklet  "All  Life  Depends  on 
I  Water". 

The  electronic  air  cleaner,  operating  as  part  of  an  air-conditioning 
system  will  snare  dust,  dirt,  pollen,  smoke,  bacteria 

Cle3n  3irathome   continued  from  page  ne 
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by  rain,  snow,  and  wind-bearing 
pollutants,  the  inside  of  the  house 
may  be  subject  to  polluted  air  from 
household  activities  and  move- 

ment, deteriorating  materials,  and 
obsolete  equipment.  In  fact,  the 
indoor  pollution  may  exceed  EPA 
acceptable  standards  for  outdoor 
air.  A  Study  of  Indoor  Air  Quality, 
prepared  for  the  EPA  by  The 
Research  Corp.  of  New  England, 
reported  on  indoor  air  pollutants 
(nitrogen  dioxide,  nitric  oxide,  and 
carbon  monoxide)  in  four  houses. 
Using  a  measurement  system  in 
living  rooms,  kitchens,  bedrooms 
and  outdoors  for  two  weeks  during 

spring  and  fall,  they  found  the  in- 
door climate  below  outdoor  stan- 

dards. Another  study,  on  Indoor- 
Outdoor  Carbon  Monoxide  Pollu- 

tion by  General  Electric  for  EPA, 
dealt  with  the  urban  scene.  Exten- 

sive testing  was  carried  out  at  a 

high-rise  apartment  house  and 
in  another  building  on  one  of 

New  York  City's  canyon  streets. 
Not  surprisingly,  excessive  carbon 
monoxide  contamination  was  pres- 

ent in  both  buildings — generated 
by  motor  traffic  emissions  in  the 
streets. 

What  can  be  done  inside 
the  house? 

Dr.  Bernard  Goldstein,  Assistant 

Professor  of  Environmental  Medi- 
cine and  Medicine  at  New  York 

University  and  Consultant  to  the 
National  Academy  of  Science,  says 

that  the  presence  of  harmful  pol- 
lutants in  the  house  depends  on  its 

character,  condition,  and  inhabi- 
tants. Carbon  monoxide  can  per- 
meate the  rooms  of  heavy  smokers 

as  auto  emissions  do  the  outside 
air.  There  can  be  more  nitrogen 
oxide  present  indoors  from  heating 
and  cooking  appliances  than  there 
is  outdoors.  Harmful  asbestos  fi- 

bers can  be  stirred  into  the  air 
from  worn  resilient  flooring  and 
from  loose  insulating  materials  in 
attic  or  basement.  But  a  generous 
use  of  rugs,  carpeting,  wall  and 

window  hangings  and  fabric  up- 
holstery is  a  protection  against 

sulfur  dioxide;  they  become  a 
shield  for  the  house  occupants.  A 
collection  of  growing  plants  will 
absorb  the  carbon  dioxide  that  is 

life  giving  to  them.  A  built  in  vac- 
uum system,  which  really  removes 

dirt  and  dust  from  rooms,  and  not 

merely  redistributes  it,  is  a  most 
helpful  aid. 

Air  conditioning  and  the 
electronic  air  cleaner 

A  more  effective  means  of  solving 

the  clean  air  problem  in  the  house 

is,   of  course,   the   installation  of 

house-wide,  year-round  air  condi- 
tioning. A  still  more  specific  solu- 

tion is  the  inclusion  as  well  of  an 
electronic  air  cleaner,  a  less  famil 
iar  but  increasingly  vital  unit  for 
clean  air  indoors,  which  can  be  in- 

stalled in  existing  air  conditioning 
systems.  Warming  and  cooling  the 
air,  humidifying  or  dehumidifying 

it  as  the  seasons  demand,  circulat- 
ing and  cleaning  it.  are  the  func- 

tions of  air  conditioning  systems. 

Properly  designed  and  installed, 
they  generally  do  an  excellent  job 
in  controlling  indoor  climate.  They 
will  cope  with  humid,  muggy  air 

in  summer,  dry.  stuffy  air  in  win- 
ter, eliminate  drafty  air,  reduce 

house  cleaning  work  and  the  costs 
of  cleaning  bills  for  furnishings 
and  repainting.  They  remove  dust 
and  dirt  through  the  customary 
filters  installed  in  the  air  circulat- 

ing ducts.  But  the  electronic  air 
cleaner  unit  does  more  than  that  in 

combating  indoor  air  pollution. 
Operating  as  part  of  an  overall  air 
conditioning  system  it  will  elimi- 

nate 70  to  95  percent  of  particulate 
contaminants;  dust,  dirt,  pollen, 
smoke,  bacteria  can  be  snared 
down  to  the  smallest  particles. 

There  are  two  major  types  of 
air  cleaners;  the  mechanical  and 
the  electronic.  Most  mechanical 
cleaners  are  nonelectrical  and  arc 
filters  installed  in  the  heating  or 

air  conditioning  system — some  are 
dust  stop  filters,  others  have  a 
higher  efficiency  rating  because  of 
manifold  surfaces,  which  trap  large 

particles  although  not  the  smallest 
ones.  There  are  also  static  charged 
and  electrically  charged  filters  of 

greater  efiectiveness  among  me- 
chanical cleaner  models.  The  elec- 

tronic air  cleaner  is  an  electrostatic 

precipitator  and  is  connected  to  the 
ductwork  of  the  heating-cooling 
system  of  the  house.  Household  air 

passes  through  this  air-condition 

ing  system's  return  air  ducts  and reaches  the  cleaner  where  it  first 

passes  through  a  pre-filter,  which 
removes  larger  dirt  particles.  Then 
it  travels  to  the  ionizer  and  con- 

taminant particles  present  in  the  air 
receive  an  electrical  charge  from 

ionizing  wires.  The  contaminants 
then  adhere  to  cell  plates  and  the 
cleansed  air  passes  on  through  the 

system.  Air  circulation  should  be 
continuous  so  the  air  is  constantly 
cleaned. 

Some  electronic  cleaners  arc 
made  with  cell  plates,  which  you 
remove  to  wash  away  the  collected 

pollutants  in  the  dishwasher.  Others 
have  a  water  and  detergent  supply 

incorporated  in  the  cleaner  and  the 

cell  plate  will  wash  itself  auto- 
matically. "Various  models  are 

available  and  for  best  results  it  is 

important  to  install  the  size  that  is 

correct  for  the  size  and  plan  i 
your  house  and  the  layout  of  y. 
air  conditioning  system.  Units 
apartment  installation  and  porty  : 
cleaners,  which  you  plug  into  i 
electric  outlet,  are  on  the  marke 
well.  Air  purifier  units,  which  j 
marily  kill  odors  and  bacteria,  n 
possibly  emit  ozone,  which  is  a  p 
lutant  itself. 
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How  to  improve  your 
own  environment 

In  an  existing  house: 
•  Plant  screening  trees  to  countt 

act  fumes  from  motor  cars 
summer     and     act     as     win 
breaks  for  the  house  in  wint( 

•  Incorporate  ventilating  devic 
to  take  timely  advantage 

fresh  air  periods — attic  fans 

pull  air  through  the  house  ' night,  fans  and  gable  louvers 
ventilate  stagnant  or  humid  a 

•  Place  fences,  leafy  hedgt 

shrubbery  to  intercept  undcs; 
able  air  currents;  use  vines  < 
house  walls  and  on  overhe. 
trellises  to  combat  carbon  dio 
ide  emissions. 

•  Create  a  barrier  to  polluted  a 
with  thorough  insulation  of  U 
house- — 6  inches  in  the  roof, 

inches  in  the  walls,  insulatii 

glass  or  storm  sash  in  the  wi: 
dows.  Seal  all  cracks  and  crai 
nics  with  caulking,  weatherstri] 

ping,  and  Hashing. 
In  planning  a  new  house  or  r 
modeling  an  older  one: 
•  Choose  land  or  a  lot  to  gain  be 

outdoor  exposures  for  the  hou: 
— minimum  exposure  to  th 

street,  maximum  to  the  sun 
winter  when  heat  gain  can  ci 

operation  of  your  house  heatin 
unit. 

•  Orient  the  house  away  from  an 

industrial,  smoky,  or  built-u 
areas  of  the  community.  Locat 
windows,  doors,  outdoor  livin 
areas  on  protected  sides. 

•  Plan  placement  of  house  an 
outdoor  living  areas  to  take  at 

vantage  of  prevailing  winds  thi 
can  move  stagnant  or  pollute 

air  away  from  the  house. 

Electronic  air  cleaners  are 
manufactured  by 

these  national  companies: 

Honeywell 
Residential  Division. 
2701  4th  Ave..  South, 

Minneapolis,  Minn.  55408 
Carrier  Corp. 

Allied  Products  Division. 
P.O.  Box  6027. 
5301  National  Drive. 
Knoxville.Tenn.  37914 
DNPCo. 
Division  of  Carrier  Corp.. 
La  Puente.Cal.  91749 
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ant  Air  Conditioning  Co., 
0  W.Morris  St., 
■anapolis,  Ind.  46231 

-^   bcipitron" 
1,1    ̂tinghouse  Electric  Corp., 
■Conditioning  Division, 

5  Interstate  Drive,  Nortli, 

tman,  Oi^la.  7306
9 

ctro-Air  Division, 
iieral  Electric  Co. 
1  Sylvan  Ave.. 
.lewoodClitfs,  N.J.  07632 

jn,  Inc., 
(.  Box  760, 
Neill  Road, 
(ford.N.C.  27330 

lerican  Air  Filter  Co..  Inc. 
).  Box  1  1 00, 
5  Central  Ave., 
jisville,  Ky.  40201 tJI: 

Wi  search  Products  Corp. 
del    !5  E.  Washington  Ave., 

dison.  Wis.  53701 
fiiii 

ner paling  power 
gardening 

ttiMttinued  from  page  67 

!E 

not  naturally  conversant 
h  the  elements,  but  I  think 
hey  expose  themselves  with 
open  mind,  they  too  can 
3erience  the  benefits.  Green 
ambs  are  not  necessary.  My 
>ther,   for  instance,   was   a 
;at  one  for  planting  onions 
side  down — which  delayed 
;ir  arrival  at  the  surface  by 
eral  days.  But  she  loved  to 
rden  just  the  same. 

"If  you   don't   like   to   get 
ty,  you  don't  have  to.  You 
n  garden  small,  under  lights 
the  living  room,  or  in  pots 

the    kitchen    windowsill. 
Jtdoors,  there  are  tools  and 

,  bves  that  keep  your  hands 
t  of  the  dirt.  For  many,  of 
brse,  getting  grubby  is  half 

p  fun.  It's  the  same  principle 
making  mud-pies — and  for 
ults,  gardening  is  one  of  the 

»v  legitimate  mud-pies  left." 
The  idea  of   gardening   as 
erapy  is  not  new.  In  the  1  8th 

fntury,  a  Scottish  doctor  dis- 
vered  the  "cure"  for  insan- 
':  farm  work.  In  18th-  and 

Hh-century      Europe      and 
merica,  shut-in  patients  were 
insplanted  to  the  garden — 
ith  dramatic  results.  Today 
ere  are  horticultural  thera- 
sts   in   hospitals   across   the 
'untry,    and    undergraduate 
>llege     programs     to     train 

em.  "Gardening  as  therapy much  more  than  a  means  of 

rengthening    patient's    mus- 
es and  improving  their  co- 

Irdination,"  says  Mr.  Brooks. 
Dependent  patients  who  lit- 
ally  cannot  care  for  them- 
:lves  take  pride  in  the  fact 
lat  a  plant  needs  them.  Car- 

Contimied  on  page  1 34 
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Easiest  to  wash    Only  Peiia 

makes  a  residential  wood  window 

that  opens  like  this  for  easier 
washing.  A  unique  hinging  system 
allows  the  sash  to  crank  out  a 

full  90°  to  the  center  of  tfie  frame. 
You  get  lots  of  elbow  room  to 

clean  outside  glass  —  even  reach 
the  farthest  corners  —  quickly 
and  easily  from  inside  your  home. 
As  a  matter  of  fact,  every  ventilating 

window  Pella  makes  —  casement, 

double-hung,  and  awning  —  is 
engineered  to  be  the  easiest  window 

you  ever  washed. 

Pella  Double    , 
Insulation 

"3  glass 

More  insulation  for  less  money    Only  Pella  makes  a  double  glas 

window  with  a  full  13/16"  space  between  panes.  And  th 
greater  the  space,  the  better  the  insulation.  As  a  result,  a  Pell 

Double  Glass  window  outperforms  ordinary  welded  insulatin 

glass  and  costs  you  less  per  windovi 

Features  you  can't  get  in 
Pella  Rolscreer 

IS  hidden. Easily  pulls  down. 
Latches  firmly. 

FROM 

any  other  wood  window,  made  anywhere,  at  any  price 

The  disappearing  screen 

Only  Pella  makes  the  Rolscreen® —  a  screen  that  works  like  a 

window  shade.  It  rolls  up  and  out 

of  sight  to  give  you  a  crystal  clear 
view  and  let  in  20%  more  light. 

Then,  when  you  need  it,  the 

screen  pulls  down  and  latches 
firmly  into  position.  An  interesting 

option  to  the  standard  inside 
screen  on  our  Clad  Casement. 

Aluminum  exterior  needs 

no  painting  Pella  is  the  only 

major  wood  window  manufacturer 
offering  aluminum  cladding  in 

attractive  colors  outside,  and  all- 
wood  construction  inside.  The  few  competitive  wood  windows  that  offer  clac 

ding,  wrap  the  exterior  finish  around  the  sash  so  it  shows  on  the  inside,  whic 
can  cause  decorating  problems.  But  with  Pella,  all  you  see  inside  is  rich,  war 

wood.  Don't  settle  for  anything  less. 

Unprolecled windows 

require  regular maintenance. 

Optional  Pella  Adjusts  at  the  touch 
Slimshade®  opens  of  a  dial  to  control 

©1975  Rolscreen  Co, 

Instant  privacy  or  shade 
Only  Pella  makes  the 
Slimshade®.  It  fits  in  the 

13/16"  dust-free,  dead  air 
space  between  the  panes 
of  our  Pella  Double  Glass 

Insulation  System  and 

provides  privacy  at  the  touch 
of  a  dial.  But  even  more 

important,  the  Slimshade®, 
when  completely  closed, 
can  reduce  heat  loss  by  as 
much  as  62%  and  solar 

heat  gain  by  up  to  82%  when 
compared  with  a  single 

pane,  unshaded  window. 
A  real  energy  saving  option. 

FREE.  16-page  "Window  &  Door  Ideas"  book  for 
traditional  and  contemporary  homes.  Tells  you 
everything  you  need  to  know  about  window  types 
and  how  each  works,  window  treatment  in  various 
architectural  styles,  and  important  considerations 

in  window  placement  and  selection.  After  you've read  this  book,  visit  your  Pella  Planning  Center  for 

further  assistance.  It's  in  the  Yellow  Pages,  under 
"windows". 

Please  send  me  a  copy  of  "Window  &  Door  Ideas". 
D  I  plan  to  build.     Q  I  plan  to  remodel.     D   I  would  like  an 
appointment  at  the  Pella  Planning  Center  nearest  me,  have  some- 

one contact  me. ^ 

TELEPHONE 

Mail  to:  Pella  Windows  &  Doors,  Dept.  C03B6.  100  Main  St.,  Pella,  Iowa 

50219.  Also  available  throughout  Canada.  Coupon  answered  within  24  hours 
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Decorate 
with 

confidence 
&»3ff^J 

^sSsg 

\M\^  drapery, 

slipcov/er  (5>- uphoblen/ -fabrltefirom 
Calico  Corners! 

You're  proud  of_yourhome.,. 
\/ou  apprBciate  (^Uty  materials. 

Nquij^ou're  reia4y"tD  decorate 

wHiA  our  outsteindiVjg  selecti'on 
of  desi^gner-fabrb  seconds. 

NAany  of  these  ar^  -found 
at  interior  design  studios --but 
the^/'re  half  the  price  at  Cdiiico 
baause  they'^  seleoted  seconds. 

Choose  from  hundreds  of- 

bolts  'ms\DCk.-  w  luaitin^! OAStrvn  labor  recoYwrer\ded. 

CAUGOOORNERS 
Atlanta,  e^. 
AiAvorA  o)n\o 

'Be^lev/ie',  \AJash. 
Baa 'Raton,  1%. 
Cindnnati^ohio 
Coral  6(ables,fla. 
Denver;  Coio. 
Dou)nersQm;6,i/l. 
+fano\/er,  n.j: 
+|c>ustDn,7Bxas 
ttumble^,  Texas 

A/Vt7.  Kisa),M.Y. 
Oflardo,  Pla. 
"Pa^dem,  Calif 
Ponfiao,  Mich. 
Vof-Hard,  cx^. 
-Rediuood  City,  Calif 
Sarasota,  Fla. 

Scottsd^b,  Ar'a. St:  flair  Shores,  Mi<:h. 
St.  Louis.  /Uo. 
stTBffbrrl-iuayr^.Ta. 
u/ilton,  Cbr^n. 

l^ins-tivi- Salem.  M.o. 
ziov^si/illC',  rnd. 

TmI^,  oiiz/^.  1o  ppen  in  'Rbrm/y <e> 
& o 

> 

© 

© 

s? 

G> 

Shopping 
Information 
All  prices  approximate.  *  Consult  your  interior  designer  or 
store  decorating  department.  Postage  indicated  by  (    ) . 

EXCITING  BATHS 

Pages  70-75: 

"The  Bath,"  abuiv,  in  i)ui(liment 

colored  fiberglass,  5'6"  x  7'  long;  "Ko- 
man  Bath""  polislicd  chromium  hath 
spout;  ■■Aitcrna"  polished  chromium 
faucets;  polished  chroniiuiii  drain. 

"Lady  Vanity*'  waish  basin:  28"  x 
19"  in  parchment  colored  vitreous 
c4iina;  "Alterna"  chromium  faucet  and 

sjjrav. 
"Kondellc"  wash  basin:  21"  x  19"  in 
parchment  colored  vitreous  china; ■■Alterna""  chromium  faucet. 

"Rochelie"  toilet:  parchment  col- 
ored vitreous  china;  bidet:  in  parch- 

ment colored  vitreous  china;  "Alterna"' chromium-])lated  hidet  faucet. 
All  fixtures  by  Kohler. 

(Copper  flashing:  1  oz.  weight,  40" 
width  by  Cop-R-Tex  on  ceilings  and 
high  wall  area;  Guilford  vinyl  adhesive 

used  to  secure  flashing;  %"  diameter 
copper  tubing  used  for  ceiling  bents  for 

suspended  plants;  Mi"  copper  tubing 
for  towel  rings;  1"  diameter  heavy 

gauge  copper  piping  for  chaise  sup- 
ports, projection  .screen.  From  Copper 

Development  .Association,  Inc. 
Countertops:  Dura-Beauty  plastic 
laminate  in  oxford  gray  by  Consoweld. 

Dual-purpose  pumps:  circulate  wa- 
ter through  canalb.  By  Little  Giant 

Corp. 

Mirrors:  supplied  by  the  National  As- 
soc, of  Mirror  Mfgrs.,   1225   19th   St. 

.\W,  Washington,  D.C.  20036 

Translucent    domes:    19"    rise,    54" 
interior  diameter.  By  Wasco  Products. 

Two-way   projection  screen :   36"   x 
48"  high.  By  Da-Lite  Screen. 
Acrylic        hemispheres         holding 

plants:    %"   thick,   10"   diameter.   By Industrial  Plastic  Supply. 

Acrylic  stools:  18"  high,  14"  diameter, 
white  cushioned  tops  covered  for  pho- 

tography.  S125   each.   At   Hammacher 
Schlemmer. 

Naugahyde  covering  over  stools 

and  chaise:  persimmon  color.  54" 
wide,  mildew  and  oil  resistant,  anti- 

static slip  resistant.  From  the  "Spirit of  '76"  collection  by  Uniroyal. 

"Colony  Point"  indoor/outdoor 

carpeting:  6'  and  12'  widths.  Hercu- 
lon  IV  polypropylene  olefin  fiber,  in 
island  sand.  $7.95  a  sq.  yd.  By  Ozite. 
Reflector  bulbs  on  walls:  half 

frosted/silvered,  40  watts  each,  5%" 

long.  $4.80  each;  "Reflector  Flood" lamp,  illuminate  skylight.  300  watts, 
6V2".  $3.50  each.  By  Westinghouse. 
"Princette"  lamp:  illuminates  make- 

up mirror,  off-white  acrylic  base,  3%" 
diam.,  13%"  high.  $15.  By  Tensor.  At 

Alexander's. Accessories  on  counter  by  makeup 
mirror:  Round  acrylic  tray.  $19.50; 

acrylic  powder  jar,  $39.95;  acrylic  cot- 
ton ball  jar,  $25.50;  acrylic  Q-tips  jar, 

$21.95;  under  makeup  counter,  acrylic 
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Coets   box,   $24.95;    counter   by   wasH 
basin,  tumbler  with  toothbrushes,  $10 
behind     bathtui),    rectangular    acryliJ 

tray,   $15.95.   At   Hammacher   Schleml 

mer. Basket  holding  sponges  near  balF 
tub:    $20  with   cover;    .smaller   jjask 
near   it,   $15;    basket   containing   fern| 
$25  with  cover.  All  at  Henri  l{endel. 
(_]hrome    clock:    on    top    of    storage 

$59.50.    By    Howard   Miller   Clock.   At 

A  It  man's. 

Makeup  box:  mirror  lined  cover;  cot 
ton  jar.  Available  in  gray,  yellow 

brown,  green,  white.  Imported  from 

Italy  by  Jakson. (Cosmetics  from  Germaine  Monteil. 

Perfume  Ity  Halston. 

Stereo  cassette  deck:  15"  x  10"  x  4" high.  Dolby  noise  reduction  system, 
tape  selector  for  standard  or  chrome 

tajx',  microphone,  memory  re-wind, 
iniilt-in  headphone  amplifier.  $399.  By 
Sonab  Electronics. 
Electronic  focus/remote  control 

slide  cube  projector:  9"  scj.  x  8" 
high,  3-position  power  switch,  auto- 

matic focus,  Scan/Search  Convenience 
for  pushbutton  sorting  and  editing. 
$219.95.  15.11  &  Howell. 

AC/Battery  FM/AM/VIIF-Public 
Service  Itaiid-Iligh  and  Low/IIHF! 

portable  radio:  S'/k/'  high,  120-min ute  automatic  timer,  shoulder  strap, 

batteries,  earphone  included.  $169.95. 

By  Panasonic.  At  Portnov's. "Royal  Velvet"  bath  towels:  90% 
cotton.  10%  polyester,  in  champagne. 

By  Fieidcrest. Lace  and  nylon  underwear:  bra,  $8; 

panties,  $6.  By  D.D.  Duds  at  Henri Bendel. 

Terry  bathrobe:   100%.  cotton.  SI 80. 
At  Porthauit. 
Orange  underwear:  bra,  $5;  panties., 

$2.50.   Imported   from   Italy   for  Henri 
Bendel. 

The  "Skin  Machine"  facial  brush: 

batterv    powered,    8Vj"    x    3"    x    3%". $15.99.  By  Clairol.  At  JC  Penney. 

A  man's  bath 

Pages  76-77: 
Bathroom  fixtures:  "Caribbean" 
bath  in  espresso  color,  36"  wide; 

chromium  grip  rails;  "Roman  Bath" 
chromium  bath  spout;  "Alterna" chromium  bath  faucet. 
"Man's  Lav"  wash  basin:  espresso 

color,  28"  x  19"  wide;  "Alterna" 
chromium  Man's  Lav  faucet  and  spray. 
"Rochelie"  toilet:  espresso. 

"Trinidad"  fiberglass  shower  cove: 

in  parchment  color.  36"  x  34"  x  75" high;  "Alterna"  chromium  faucets; 
"Suburban"  chrome-plated  shower- 
heads.  All  by  Kohler. 

Copper  flashing:  1  oz.  weight,  40" wide  by  Cop-R-Tex.  on  walls  applied 

with  Guilford  vinyl  adhesive;  2"  diam- 
eter copper  tubing  over  flat  bar  steel 

for  trapeze.  Supplied  by  Copper  Devel- 
opment Association,  Inc. 

Translucent  dome:  22"  dome  rise, 
67"  interior  dia.  By  Wasco  Products. 

Acrylic  stools:  18"  high.  14"  diam~, 
white  cushioned  tops  cosered  for  pho- 

tography. $125  each;  pillar  dial  scale: 
35"  high,  in  white  or  black,  up  to  300 
lb.  capacity.  $100.  By  Healthometer. 
.At  Hammacher  -Schlemmer. 

IVaugahyde  covering  stools :  mocha 

covering.  54"  wide,  stain  and  oil  resist- 
ant, anti-static  slip  finish.  From  the 

"Spirit  of  '76"  collection  by  Uniroyal. 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN! 



Irrored  Plexiglas  floor:  pit,  liion/.e 
xigla^  shower  door,  bronze  colored 

[ntertop  of  Rohm  &  Haas  Plexiglas 
iplied  by  Cadillac  Plastic  and  Cheni- 

lonv      Point"      indoor/outdoor 

'peting:  6'  and  12'  widths.  Here u ion 
polypropylene  olefin  fiber,  island 
d  color.  $7.95  a  sq.  yd.  B\  Ozite. 

rrors:  supplied  by  National  Asso- 
tion  of  .Mirror  Manufai  turers. 

umiliiie''  tubular  lainp!<:  under- 
ith  counter  and  steps,  hO  watts. 

Yi"  long,  1"  diam.,  $4.50  each.  By 
stinghouse. 
sel  racenav:  $30.37  per  100  feet; 

/ering,  $17.23  per  100  feet;  "Lunii- 
receptades,  couplings,  fittings, 

igmolds,  grounded  receptacle,  and 

anguard  Du«t'"  all  by  Wiremold. 

^1. 

►wl   Eye"    light:    1' 
diar 

[h,  in  center  of  recessed  pit.  490.  By 
nalite. 

'rinoette"  lamp:  above  wash  basin. 

By  Tensor.  At  Alexander's. 
lastic    laminate    countertopis:    b\ 
•nsoweld. 

[Ock:    $156.    By    Relide    Clock.    At 
percronibie  &  Fitch. 
!'ooming    and    bath    produrts    by 
venchy  for  Meft. 

flojal  Velvet"   bath   towels:    90% 
tton,   10%   polyester,   in   cognac.   By 
eldcrest. 

ed/black     acrylic     tray:     $10     at 

liley/Huebner;  two  nesting  flat  rec- 
agular   baskets,   $30;    geometric    de- 
^n  covered  baskets,  $20  and  $25.  At 
nri  Bendel. 

an's  bathrobe:   100%  cotton  terry. 
80.  At  Porthault. 

)EINTICAL  FURNITURE 

ge97: 

ine  baskets:  range  of  sizes  from  35" 
24"  X  14"  to  13"  X  16",  imported  from 
ilumbia.  $120  a  set  of  5.  From  Primi- 
e  Artisan. 

High   Easychair":    14V1>"    x   35"    x 
%"    X    26V->",    chrome-plated    steel 

lise,  leather  seat  and  headrest;  leather 
ailable  in  tan,  sienna,  black,  orange. 
signed  by  Paul  Kjaerholm.  $1145.  At 
ennan  Miller. 

Coolskin    Drum"    table:    cigarette d   alcohol   resistant    finish   available 

many  colors.  $250.  At  Intrex.* 
Kcessories  on  drum 
crylic  box :  in  5  sizes,  size  shown, 
12.  By  Crayonne.  At  Bailey/ Huebner 
Henri  Bendel. 

•Uoman:   32"  sq.  x  16Vi>"   high.   B\ lair. 

Ulster  Canvas":  86".  From  Ireland, 
rom  The  Ulster  Weaving  Company.* 
Pileo"  lamp:  54%"  high,  17^^4" 
iam.,  adjustable  hood,  designed  by 
ae  Aulenti.  $236.  By  Artemide  for 
astelli  Furniture.* 
^atik  covered  pillows:  floor  size. 
36;  sofa  size,  $24.  .\t  Bailey/ Huebner. 

.rmless  sofa:  84'-"  x  32"  x  29"  high, 
ardwood  base  available  in  12  finishes, 
ortrel  filled  pillows.  $700.  From  the 

In"  group  by  Flair.  Quilted  for  pho- 
•graphy. 

Hollvridge"     carpet:     12'     widths, 
9%.  Zefran  ZK3,  1%  Zefstat.  By  Guli- 
tan  Carpets  div.  of  J.  P.  Stevens. 
ABRICS 

IVING  ROOM 

•ages  110-111: 
'Chevron"  Fortrel  and  cotton  fab- 
ic:  available  in  terra-cotta.  blue, 
Town. 

)ining  Area 

Paisley"  Fortrel  and  cotton   fab- 
ic:     covering    walls,     in     terra-eotta, 
.reen/brown. 
iedroom 

'Leopard"  Fortrel  and  cotton  fab- 
ric: covering  walls  and  bed,  in  terra- 

■<)tta,  and  blue. 

'Natural  Jacquard"  Fortrel  and 
otton  fabric:  in  natural  onl>,  ran- 

>py,  hangings.  '^Bakuba  Natural" 
Fortrel  and  cotton  fabric:   for   pil- 

-EBRUARY,    1976 

Arthritis  sufferers: 
are  you 
cheating 

yourselves? 

Four  out  of  five 
arthritis  victims  get  less 

medication 
with  every  tablet. 

You  probably  have  arthritis  or  you 

wouldn't  be  readingthis.  And  if  youdo, 
you  want  all  the  pain  reliever  you  can 

get.  But  if  you  are  not  using  Anacin". 
the  chances  are  four  out  of  five  you 
can  get  more  help  with  every  tablet 
than  you  are  getting  now.  Anacin  gives 
you  twenty-three  percent  more  pain 
reliever/anti-inflammatory  medica- 

tion than  Bayer,  twenty-three  percent 
more  than  Bufferin,  twenty-three  per- 

cent more  than  ordinary  aspirin  tablets. 

Anacin  goes  to  work  quickly  to  re- 
lieve minor  arthritis  pain  and  then  its 

stiffness  for  hours.  Soon  you  feel  like 

yourself  again;  you  enjoy  more  free- 
dom of  movement  without  pain.  Yet 

millions  take  Anacin  without  stomach 

upset. Don't  cheat  yourself.  Get  more  pain 
reliever/anti-inflammatory  medica- tion with  Anacin. 

lows,  portieres.  All  fabrics  45"  wide and  available  in  made  to  measure 

draperies  and  by-the-yard.  Designed  by 
Angelo  Donghia  in  Celanese  fibers  for 
J. P.  Stevens. 

Upholstered  side  chair:  25"  x  29"  x 
32 V^"  high.  $239;  rattan  side  chair: 
21V-j"  sq.  X  37V-j"  high,  loose  seat  cush- 

ion. $149;  upholstered  ottoman: 

25"  X  24"  X  16 '/L."  high.  $129.  By 
Hibriten. 

Art  Deco  cube  tables:  22"  x  18"  x 
17"  high,  chrome  and  matte  black  re- 

cessed alternating  bands;  inverted 

pyramid  console  table:  60"  x  20"  x 
28"  high,  woNcn  bamboo  over  wood; 

upholstered  ottoman:  24"  x  22"  x 
17V-.>"  high,  attached  cushion.  All  by 
Thayer  Coggin.  At  B.  .hitman. 
"Pillow  Talk"  sectional  sofa:  cor- 

ner, 35"  sq.  X  28"  high.  $350:  armless, 
30"  X  35"  X  28"  high.  $300.  By  Kroehler 
Manufacturing. 

Upholstered  armchairs:  36"  x  20"  x 
28"  high.  By  Interior  Crafts.* 
"Golden  Fleece"  carpet:  12'  widths, 
Celanese  nylon  saxony  plush  with  jute 

backing,  available  in  18  colors.  $15.98 
a  sq.  vd.  Bv  Trend  Mills. 

"Uhra  Plaid"  and  "Ultra  Stripe" 
cotton  and  polyester  sheets:  de- 

signed by  Angelo  Donghia  for  Utiea 

Fine  Arts  by  J. P.  Stevens.  At  Bloom- 

ingdale's. 
Bedroom  and  dressing  room  car- 

pet: "Forte"  of  Fortrel  PCP  by  Gal- 

axy. 

Afghan :  handcrocheted  and  available 
at  The  Elder  Craftsman. 
NEW  SHEETS 

Pages  112-113: 
"Lato,"  "Kukka,"  and  "Onni"  cot- 

ton   and    polyester   sheets :    in    red, 

gray-beige,  brown,  blue,  yellow. 
"Puff":    available   in   down   or   wash- 

able fiberfil.  to  substitute  for  top  sheet. 
"Borderline"   tailored  dust   ruffle: 

available  in  "Kukka"  and  "Lato"  pat- 
terns, may  be  special  ordered.  Designed 

by    Marimekko.   At    Design    Research. 

Also   at   Altman's   March-April. 
^'Langenthal     Cambridge"     china: in  white  only. 

Goblet:    $1.95    each;    Old    Fashioned 

glasses,  $5  each;   pitcher,  S16.  By   lit- 
tala;  plastic  handled  stainless  flatware, 
S12..5()  per  4-piece  setting. 

Red    acrylic    tray:    .$21.95.    By    Cra- 

yonne. 

Salt:  $5.50;  pepper.  $6..50.  B>  Puegcot. 
Red  acrylic  ash  trays:  $2.50  each. 
Bv   Decern bre. 
White  lamp:  $.59.  By  Luxor. 
Acrylic  watering  can:  $8.95.  All 
from  Design  Research  International. 
"Multi  Box"  stacking  units:  15"  sq. 
X  20"  high  each,  in  white,  red,  black, 
yellow,  cordovan;  as  shown  $48..50; 
with  casters,  $50.  Designed  by  .'\nna 
Castelli  from  the  Kartell  Collection. 

.At  Beylerian.'' 

Mattress  and  foundation :  by  Seah . 
Scotchgard  Fabric  Protector:  12 

ozs.,  $2.29;  16  ozs.,  $3.59.  By  The  S'S.i Co.  At  supermarkets,  hardware  stores. 
home  improvement  centers. 
FOUR-EGG  DESSERTS 

Pages  122-123: 

Table  covering:  "Villa  d'Este"  col- ton  fabric,  59"  wide,  SVu"  repeat.  By Cenci. 
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ive  30tD50% 
•• •of  ucxjr  home  hooting 

co/t 

ujithomozingneuu 
RflPCO-FORmin/ulotion 

the   product  you've   been   reading   about   in   the   N.Y. 
Times,  House  and  Garden,  and  Popular  Science. 

*  MORE  COMFORT  PER  DOLLAR.  By  giving  a  higher  insulat- 
ing value  per  inch. 

•#■  DRAFT  FREE.  Flov\/s  into  every  crack,  completely  shutting  out the  wind. 

"♦"  EASILY  INSTALLED.  Perfect  for  existing  homes  and  new houses. 

*  CUTS  NOISE.  Is  a  highly  effective  sound  barrier. 
^  FIRE    RESISTANT.    Non-combustible    in    accordance    with 

N.Y.C.  building  codes. 

■4(- LIFE-TIME    GUARANTEE.     Permanent,    non-settling    shield 
against  cold  &  wind. 

Wrap  your  home  in  a  cocoon  of  warmth 
by  contacting 

ALCOFOAM  INSULATION  CO. 

Gentlemen: 

Yes,  I'd  like  to  learn  more  about  the  possibilities  and  cost  of  insulating  my  home 
with  Rapco-Foam. 

Name   

Address 

Telephone State 

Best  time  to  reach  me  on  the  phone 

alcofoam  insulation  co. 
P.O.  Box  209,  Atlantic  Highlands,  N.J. 

(201)  291-3979 

Healing  power  of  garden 
ing  for  a  living  thing  is  a  real 
gesture  of  love.  Gardening  has 
even  been  used  in  prisoner  reform. 
In  Illinois  a  few  years  back,  a 

warden  reported  that  only  horti- 
cultural therapy  was  able  to  reach 

some  of  the  toughest  psychological 

criminals." 
Enid  Haupt,  flower  lover  and 

flower  grower,  who  donated  the 

therapeutic  greenhouse  to  the  In- 
stitute of  Rehabilitation  Medicine 

in  New  York,  says;  "Gardening 
is  therapy  for  all  of  us — not  only 
physically  and  emotionally,  but  for 
the  spirit  as  well.  When  you  gar- 

den, you  feel  the  real  pow^r  of 

nature,  and  your  link  with  some- 

thing permanent  and  real." Even  in  the  city,  gardening  has 
worked  its  wonders.  For  many,  a 
city  is  a  forbidding,  threatening 

place,  full  of  unfriendly  stone- 

scapes  and  hostile  people.  "A  small 

ing  continued  from  page  131 

garden    helps    create    a    sense   ol 

nature,"  says  Mr.  Brooks.  "Ther| 
is  security  in  observing  and  work 
ing  with  the  natural  cycles  of  some 

thing  on-going  and  perpetual  in  ad 
otherwise    plastic,    concrete,    anJ 

temporal    world."    As    proof,    an 
annual   flower  contest   supervised 
by  the  New  York  Housing  Author! 
ity  resulted  in  a  surprising  reducl 
tion    in    vandalism    of    trees    ancf 
shrubs  planted  by  the  city.  CharleJ 
Q.  Lewis,  Horticulturist  at  Mortorl 
Arboretum    in    Illinois,    also    disl 
covered  the  value  of  gardening  irj 

depressed   city    areas:    Gardening 
has  led  city  dwellers  to  a   fulleil 

appreciation  of  their  own  potentia 
in  life,  and  a  means  of  communil 
eating  deeper  values  to  people  inl 
a  hostile  environment.  In  the  ecol  j 

ogy  of  the  human  spirit,  the  micro- climate of  a  flowerbox  can  contain! 

tremendous  healing  force."  | 

HOUSE  ScG^RDEN 
GREAT  AMERICAN 

IDEACB^JTtRS 
You  can  bin  nian\  ot  tlic  bath  and  bcaut\  bracers  sliown  on  page 
206  at  any  of  the  House  &  Garden  Great  American  Idea  Ccnters| 
listed  below: 

.\lalisiiiiii 
Birniiiiiiham    Pizitz 

.\lji.ska 

Anchorage      Nerland's 
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Colorado 
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Hartford    G.  Fox 
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Hawaii 
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Indiana 

Indianapolis    L.S.  Ayers 
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■>«»  nisi  ana 

New  Orleans  U.  H.  Holmes 

Maryland 
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Detroit  ,1.  L.  ll;;<l-i;n 
Minnesota 

Minneapolis  Da;,  ton's >li.«isoiiri 

Kansas  City  ̂         Edward  Keith 
St.  Louis    

>'4'braMka 

Omaha       .1.  L.  BrandeisJ 
!Vew  Jersey 

Newark     Ilahne  &  Co. 

I¥ei%'  >l«'xi4*o 
Albuquerque      American  Furniture^ 

New  York 

Brooklyn    Abraham  &  Straus! 
BufTalo      

Adam,  Meldrum  &  Anderson  | 
New  York  B.  Altman  &  Co. 

Rochester     Sibley,  Lindsay  &  Curr  | 
.\<»rlli  Car«»lina 

CliarloUe    Ivey's] 
Ohio 

Akron         O'Neil's 
Cincinnati      Shillito's 

Cleveland        Hij^bee"- Columbus   Lazarus 

Dayton      Hike's Toledo    Lasalle's 4>kiaii«»nia 

Tulsa           Froug's 
<>r«'^<»n 

Portland      Heier  &  Frank 

Pennsylvania 
Ardmore  ONeil  &  Bishop 

Philadelphia    

Straw  bridge  &  Clothier 

Pittsl)urjzh  Kaufmann's >»outh  Carolina 

(ireenville     Ivey's Tennessee 

Knoxville    Miller's Texas 

Dallas    Sanger  Harris 

Houston   Joske's  of  Houston 
If  ah 

Salt  Lake  City  Z.C.M.L 

\'ir^inia 

Richmond  
Thalhimer's Washiii  ;ft<»n 

Seattle   The  Bon  Marche 
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«;«!( 
lealth  Watcher' USA  Announces  Its  Sensational  Plan  for, 

WEIGHT  loss 
^BY  THE  HOUR 
leiiii 

8  AM...  126  POUNDS! 
■8  PM. . .  124  POUNDS! 

^8  AM... TOMORROW 
122  POUNDS! 

I  [There's  no  more  healthful  way  to  lose  so  much  weight  so  fast!" 1  Dr.  Louis  F.Castaldo.M.D. 

»!  [here's  no  more  thoroughly  tested,  more  thoroughly  proven  way  to  lose 
'  he  pounds  and  Inches  you  want  to  lose! 

J  [here's  no  easier  way  to  lose — no  calories  to  count,  no  carbohydrates  to  watch, ko  special  recipes  to  prepare,  no  expensive  special  foods  to  buy! 
et,  incredibly,  on  this  fantastic  new  Health  Watcher  Weight-Loss-Plan 

our  hunger  —  often  the  problem  with  those  500-1,000  calorie  starva- 

on  diets  —  actually  disappears!  You  feel  great  —  and  in  an  incredibly 

!w  days  —  you  start  to  lool(  great! 

nnagine  losing  a  full  pound  in  the  first  6  hoursi  2  pounds  between 

lorning  and  night!  Up  to  5  pounds  in  as  little  as  24  hours!  If  that 
gunds  unbelievable,  get  the  entire  program  now  and  read  what  an 

minent  doctor  says  about  it.  Read  what  people  who  have  tried  it  say 

appened  to  them!  Read  the  scientific  and  medical  reasons  why  it  may 

'"  bry  well  be  the  fastest,  most  effective,  safest  way  to  lose  weight  that 
as  ever  been  discovered. 

niit'i  the  secret?  It's  as  simple  as  1-2-3!  You  talte  a  single  high- 
owered  diet  supplement  tablet  containing  natural  bran,  for  bulk,  plus 

atural  vitamins  for  health.  2)  You  take  it  with  your  choice  of  any  of  a 

umber  of  healthful,  nutritious  natural  fruit  juices!  3)  You  don't  tease 
our  body  with  low-calorie  starvation  diets  that  only  stimulate  your 
ppetite  and  leave  you  constantly  hungry.  Instead  you  shut  down  your 

ood  intake  and  slow  down  your  whole  digestive  process  for  a  brief 

eriod  —  the  duration  is  up  to  you!  Anytime  you  want  to  stop  you  can. 

he  Complete  Health  Watcher  Weight  Loss  Plan  tells  you  exactly  how  — 

irecisely  when.  When  you  follow  it,  the  weight  loss  results  are  so  fast, 

0  fantastic  you'll  be  amazed! 
lew  much  can  I  lose?  The  real  beauty  of  the  Weight  Loss  by  the  Hour 

'Ian  is  that  the  more  ovirwti|ht  you  ire,  the  fatter  the  unwanted 

Would  you  guess  that 
Marie  Glantz,  Presi- 

de nt  of  Health 
Watcher  USA  and  au- 

thor of  this  plan,  and 
a  nationally  known  nu- 

tritionist and  lecturer 
on  health  and  weight 
loss,  is  a  grandmother 
4  times  over.  Or  win- 

ner of  numerous  golf 
championships?  And 
has  more  energy  and 
pep  than  many  people 
half  her  age?  She  fol- 

lows her  own  advice 

—  keeps  her  figure 
trim  and  slim,  just  as 
your  can  bel 

pounds  melt  away.  The  most  amazing  part  is  that  you  lose  the  most 

weight  in  the  first  few  days  —  from  2  to  5  pounds  in  the  first  24  hours 

—  up  to  10  pounds  in  just  one  weekend.  So  if  you're  just  5  or  10 
pounds  heavier  than  your  ideal,  you  can  probably  achieve  in  100  hours 

or  less  what  might  take  you  2  to  3  weeks  or  more  on  conventional  "low 
calorie"  or  "low  carbohydrate"  diets  that  may  leave  you  hungry,  ner- 

vous and  constantly  famished!  So  on  the  Health  Watcher  Plan,  you  can 

lose  as  much  as  you  need  to  —  fast!  It's  up  to  you! 
Suppose  I  want  to  lose  a  great  deal,  say  20  pounds?  You  could  do  it  in 

as  little  as  7  days,  depending  on  how  overweight  you  are  when  you 

start.  Vou  could  easily  lose  more  —  a  240  pounder  might  lose  10  to 
15%  of  his  body  weight!  The  average  person  can  achieve  his  ideal 

weight  in  only  10  to  14  days! 

Will  the  Weight-Losi-by-the-Hour  Plan  interfere  with  my  tociil  life,  or 

tennis,  or  golf?  It  needn't  make  the  slightest  difference.  You  could  go 
on  it  for  5  week  days,  stop  on  the  weekend,  and  resume  the  following 

week  if  you  want  —  and  keep  the  weight  loss  you've  already  achieved. 
The  plan  tells  you  exactly  how!  Or  you  can  do  it  only  on  weekends  if 

that  suits  you  better.  There's  no  need  to  give  up  any  activity  you  enjoy 
—  golf,  tennis,  swimming  —  whatever  you  normally  like,  you  can  do. 

Will  it  affect  my  tex  life?  You  bet  it  will  —  for  the  better!  As  you 
begin  to  shed  all  that  extra  weight,  your  energy  level  starts  to  increase. 

Not  to  mention  the  fact  that  you'll  feel  more  desirable,  and  look  it  too! 
Is  the  Weight-Lott-By-The-Hour  Plan  medically  approved?  Before  begin- 

ning any  weight  loss  program,  says  Dr.  Louis  F.  Castaldo,  M.D.,  you 

should  consult  your  physician.  But  he  continues  "I  do  not  hititate  to 

recommend  Health  Watcher's  Weight-Lost-By-The-Hour  Plan  at  the 
safest,  healthiest  way  to  lose  pounds  In  the  shortest  period  of  time. 

Especially  this  is  true  for  those  frustrated  people  who  have  had  little 

or  no  success  with  other  methods  of  dieting.  This  amazing  regimen, 

properly  followed,  may  well  be  the  beginning  of  a  whole  new  life  style!" 
Send  now  for  the  plan,  complete  with  everything  you  need  on  this  no- 

risk  guarantee.  When  you  return  the  coupon,  you've  taken  the  first  step 

toward  being  the  trim,  slim,  attractive  person  you've  always  wanted  to 
be!  You  will  receive  the  complete  plan,  including  precise  instructions 

as  to  how  to  start,  what  you  can  expect  to  happen,  how  you'll  feel,  when 

to  stop,  and  how  to  maintain  the  Ideal  weight  you've  achieved.  You'll 
receive  a  30-day  supply  of  Health  Watcher  Weight-Loss-By-The-Hour 
Tablets  containing  only  healthful,  natural  ingredients  and  no  dangerous 

drugs  —  these  are  to  give  you  the  vitamins  and  bulk  in  your  system 

that  you  need  while  you're  losing  weight  on  the  plan.  And  you'll  receive 
instructions  for  a  healthful  exercise  and  weight  maintenance  program 

you  can  use  at  your  discretion  to  maintain  weight  and  stay  healthy  and 
alert  for  the  rest  of  your  life! 

After  you've  received  all  this,  you  may  follow  and  use  this  Plan  for  14 

days  without  obligation.  If  then  you're  not  pleased,  tickled,  proud  and 
delighted  in  every  way,  if  you  wish,  you  may  return  just  the  unused 

Health  Watcher  tablets  and  get  a  full  refund  of  the  purchase  price.  You 

may  keep  all  the  rest  of  the  material  in  any  case,  as  a  gift! 

But  don't  delay  —  mail  the  coupon  at  once!  The  sooner  you  start  to 

follow  and  benefit  from  this  antazing  program,  the  sooner  you'll  have 

the  trimmer,  slimmer  figure  you've  always  wanted.  Mall  your  order todayl 

Dr.  Castaldo  has  been 

a  practicing  physician 
for  over  30  years.  A 

graduate  of  the  Uni- versity of  Maryland,  he 
received  his  medical 

degree  at  Tufts  Uni- versity, then  interned 
and  vjas  a  resident  at 

Stamford  and  Bridgeport  Hospitals  in 
Connecticut  and  Beilevue  Hospital. 

MAIL  NO-RISK  COUPON  TODAY 

<e)  1976  AGI 

AMERICAN  CONSUMER,  Dept.  HWL-35 
Caroline  Road,  Philadelphia,  PA  19176 

Please  rush  me   (HWL)  complete  Health  Watcher  Weight- 
Loss-By-the-Hour  Pl3n(s)  including  all  instructions  plus  a  30-day 
supply  of  Health  Watcher  Diet  Supplement  Tablets  at  only  $4.98 

each  plus  50^  postage  and  handling. 

I  may  try  the  plan  for  14  days  and  if  I'm  not  delighted  I  may  return 
the  partially  used  bottle  of  tablets  for  full  refund  of  the  purchase 

price,  and  keep  the  rest  of  the  material  as  a  gift  without  obligation. 

Total  amount  enclosed  $   (add  sales  tax  where  applicable). 

Check  or  money  order,  no  CODs  please. 

CHARGE  IT:  (check  one)  Exp.  Date   

Q  BankAmericard     n  American  Express 

n  Master  Charge 
BANK  NUMBER nnnn 

Credit 

Card  # 

Name 

Address 

Apt. 

City  State  Zip 

Canadian  customers  please  send  orce.r-;  t;.' 
T.P.  Preduett,  Dept.  HWL,  Box  130C,  ti»\\i,i  k 

Rtidtit,  OnUrlo  fcl9WSV2 

(Ontario  residents  add  sa'es  lax) 

rEBRUARY,    1976 35 



LONDON 
PARIS MILAN 

"Every  painting  a  masterpiece" 
Our  portraits  in  oil  ̂ re  TRUE  WORKS  OF 
ART,  painted  on  fine  quality  canvas  from  your 
photograph  and  NOT  painted  on  top  of  an 
enlargement  of  your  photo,  as  is  the  method 
of  other  commercial  portrait  services. 

12  portrait  painters  to  choose  from 

Beautifully  Illustrated  Catalog     'JC^ 
"How  To  Order  An  Oil  Portrait"  ^3C 

MASTER  CHARGE  OR  BANKAMERfCARD  ACCEPTED 

POIVTRAITS 
IN  OIL 

•  Magnificently  painted  on  canvas  from 
old  or  new  photos  by  outstanding  acad- 

emy trained  artists.  A  superb  living  like- 
ness in  full  color  is  executed  in  rich  oils. 

•  No  longer  need  you  envy  those  fortu- 
nate enough  to  own  a  family  portrait . . . 

you  can  see  immortalized  for  all  time, 
the  loved  and  never  aging  personality  of 
your  wife,  husband,  children,  parents. 

•  Van  Dyke  Oil  Portraits  from  photo- 
graphs are  indistinguishable  from  those 

done  from  life.  It  is  of  special  advantage 
to  those  who  are  not  available  for  per- 

sonal sittings.  "Living  Likeness  Guaran- 

teed." 

Unbelievable  Works  of  Art 
at  Unbelievable  Low  Prices 

FROM*9950to*995»" Truly  a  unique  and  lasting  gift. 

C  iimpare  our  works  of  art 
•     with  others  selling  up  to  $3,000. 

J3cm  pvkt  m  f  ortratts,  ̂ th.    uTu.^::of2!''7s.V 

DEPI.  G,  153  EAST  57  ST. 

2)  759-2450 

"LARGEST  IN  THE  FIELD  OF  OIL  PORTRAITURE' 

SILVER  LINING 

8" Goblet  $12,00each,  22.00pair 
5V2  Goblet  $8.00each,15.00pair 

4V2  Stein  $12.00each,  22.00pair 

postage  paid 

J.  J.  SMITH  •PO.  Box  407 

Peter  Stuyvesant  Station 

NewYork,  New  York  10009 

Lifelong  ID 
tag  for  pets 

Don't  worry  about  your  dog  or 
cat  getting  lost.  This  stainless 
steel  lifetime  identification  tag 

displays  all  the  necessary  in- 
formation for  his  safe  return — 

pet's  name,  your  name,  ad- 
dress and  phone  number,  all 

engraved  free.  Hook  for  easy 
attachment  to  collar.  Specify 
dog  or  cat.  $1.00  Ppd. 

Write  for  FREE  catalog  ol  gifts 

HOLIDAY  GIFTS 
Dept.  302-C,  Wheat  Ridge,  Colorado  80033 

DANISH  STYLE 
FOLDING   ROPE   CHAIR 

Kiuopean  impurted  .solid  hardwood,  walnut  lin- 
ish.  foMiiiK  chair.  Heavy  woven  rope  seat  and 
back.  Full  size  chair,  for  u.se  as  dining  room 
chair,  as  bridRo  chair,  or  for  extra  scatinji  in  any 

1.    Kolds    away    for    easy    stora^re.    :_\:.i"    hi>i:h. 
17  1::"  seat 

I  •>"  seat  height. 

$24.95  each       6  for  $129.95 

Miu.    order   tu-o.    Shj,(/.        Send     25c     for    complete 
rhgs.     co/.     .\o    (OD's.        Danish   furniture   catalog 

GENADA  IMPORTS 
Dept.  2J,  P.O.   Box  204,  Teaneck,   NJ  07666 

\.J.   rvsiUcjilf.  add  .5'  ,    s<i/c.s  tux 

Cok>nial  Lantern  S45 

l.S  in 
lall 

Countn,  French  Ljnicrn  S72 

Handcrafted  from  solid  brass  or  copper 

Rare  Antique 
Lamp  Reproductions 

We  build  ihese  lamps  entirely  by  hand  in  ihe  old- 
fashioned  way.  The  designs  are  auiheniic  copies 
of  lamps  Ihal  liyhied  streets  and  houses  2()0  years 

a«o  (except,  of  course,  they  are  electrified).  Avail- 
able as  wall  fixtures  (shown  abovel.  post  lanterns 

and  hanuinu  lanterns  ( no  extra  charge  I.  Our  little 

factory  can't  make  to<i  many  of  these.  Order  early. 
Send  Sl.llOfor  beauliful  full-color  lighling  catalog. 
We'll  refund  with  $2  off  on  first  order. 

The  Lamp  CraftersiDepi.uo-H) Box  501,  Liiwrenceville,  Ga.  30245 

SHOPPINd 
AROUND 

WITH  AUDREY  NICHOLS 

ORDER  MERCHANDISE  BY  WRITING  DIRECTLY 

TO  SHOPS.  ENCLOSE  CHECK  OR  MONEY  ORDER. 

ADD  SALES  TAX  WHERE  APPLICABLE. 

ANY  UNUSED  ITEM  (NOT  PERSONALIZED)  MAY  BE 
RETURNED  BY  INSURED  MAIL  FOR  REFUND. 

ALLOW  FOUR  WEEKS  FOR  DELIVERY 

136 
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BRASS  TABLE 

Design  beauty,  su- 

perb craftsman- ship. Hantdsome 
solicj  brass  swing-leg  table.  Base, 
pivoting  at  center,  can  adjust  to 
various  surface  shapes.  Heavy 

brass  posts,  2"  dia.,  cross  bars. 
1"  dia.  Any  height  from  16". 

As  shown  28"  by  28"  by  20"h. with  V2"  beveled  plate  glass  top. 
$250  exp.  coll.  Custom  designing 

a  specialty.  Write  or  call  Joao 
Isabel,  Inc.,  HG2,  120  E.  32nd  St., 
NewYork,  NY  10016. 

GARDEN  IN  GLASS 

Fill  any  gallon-size  container  with 
packet  of  six  woodland  plants  and 
watch  a  botanical  wonder  emerge 
in  two  to  three  weeks.  No  care 

needed.  Easy  instructions.  (Glass 
container  not  included).  Packet, 

$2;  two  for  $3.75;  three  for  $5 
Ppd.  House  of  Wesley,  Dept. 
5414-38,  2200  East  Oakland  Ave., 
Bloomington,  IL  51701 

COVER  NEWS 
The  total  look  of 

upholstery.  "Designers' 
Choice,"  bench  is  18" 

by  18"  by  221/2"  I. Available  various 

grades,  types  of  fabrics. 
$70  as  shown;  $55  in 
your  fabric  (3V2  yds. 
54").  Send  $2  for 

catalogue  and  form 
for  requesting  fabric 

samples.  Hunt 
Galleries,  Inc.,  HG762, 
Box  2324,  Hickory,  NC 

28601. 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN 



MAILBOX  ART 
Receive  your  mail  in  style. 
Decorative  box  with  bas  relief 
figures  is  an  exact  copy  of  a  French 
one.  Made  of  cast  aluminum, 
hand-finished  in  white,  black, 
verdigris,  goldspun  white,  pewter. 

Latched  door,  hinged  knob.  14"  w. 
by  32"h.  by  4"d.  Mail  container, 
12"  by  8",  $45  plus  $2.40  post. 
The  Patio,  HG2,  550  Powell  St., 
San  Francisco,  CA  94108. 

GERANIUM  RUG  KIT 
Constant  bloom,  constant 
delight  in  the  flowers  you 
capture  in  needlepoint  for  an 
accent  rug.  Lively  reds  and 
pinks  with  light  and  dark  green 

leaves.  Choose  pale  gray-blue 
or  creamy  white  background 

yarns.  3'  by  2'  on  #10  mono 
canvas.  $87  plus  $1  post. 
Catalogue,  50c.  The  Persian 
Cat,  Inc.,  HG2,4678St.  Roch 
Ave.,  New  Orleans,  LA  70122. 

GENTLE  CHARMER 
For  the  prettiest  feminine  look. 

Slimming  scoop-neck  dress  with  a 
band  of  exquisite  hand-embroidered 
Italian  braid  circling  the  waist, 
falling  gracefully  down  the  long 
skirt.  Silky  smooth  100%  Polyester 
knit.  Machine  wash  and  dry.  Long 
back  zip.  Peach/  ivory  or  black 
with  cream  top.  Sizes  10-16.  $60 
plus  $1  post.  Old  Pueblo  Traders. 

610  S.  Country  Club  Rd., 
H2G,  Tucson,  AZ  85716. 

MPRESSIVE  PENDANT 

Great  idea  for  a  personal  gift.  The 
handsome  solid  sterling  silver 
sphere  worn  as  a  pendant  actually 
presses  into  service  as  a  wax  seal. 

Deep  hand-engraved  on  bottom 
surface  with  reverse  script  initial 

(specify).  Complete  with  24" 
sterling  silver  chain.  $22  ppd. 
Mark  Murray,  HG2,  297  Ardsley 
Rd.,  Longmeadow,  MA  01106. 

AN  ̂ >g^/^^  FIND 
For  Home  and  Office 

Hickory-Dickory 
Table  and  Chairs 

$  59  95 

In  Laurel  Mountain,  West  Virginia,  we  located  this  different  and  di.stinctive  children's  furniture 
you  will  be  proud  they  can  enjoy.  The  soft  colors  —  brown,  yellow,  while,  touched  with  black 
are  hand-screened  and  finished  in  non-toxic  lacquers  which  produces  a  glowing  finish.  The  center 
of  the  table  lifts  up  revealing  a  vinyl  pocket  ()usl  wipe  out )  for  whatever  -  crayons,  cookies,  waste 
paper?  Table  size  .?0"'  x  .?5""  x  I7!i""  H..  chairs  1  I'/i"  x  26'/2"'  H.  Old  time  consideration  of  con- 

struction results  in  a  super-sturdy  table  and  two  chairs  (made  of  Baraboard)  to  be  enjoyed  and 
handed  down  for  years  to  come.  Extra  chairs  are  available.  Arrives  with  very  easy  to  follow  in- 

structions for  assembling.  Order  No.  L  HO/SI.  Weight  47  lbs.  (two  unmarked  cartons).  Add 
S5.00  U.P.S.  delivery.   West  of  the  Mississippi  add  S  10.00  U.P.S.  delivery. 

F-iK-lose  check  or  nionev  order.  Master  (  harge 
or  Bank  Americard  t  (ixpiratiun  dale  required) 

MC-include  iiiter-l>aiik  iiuinl>er 

HAPPINESS  GUARANTEED 

Ohio  Residents  Add  4"G  Tax  ! Brochure  $  .50 

^>^ 

'^>^^^ 

cU^    Dept.  G42.  Box  499,  Hudson,  Ohio  44  236 

ANIMAL  FARE 
A  collection  of  wild  creatures — lion,  giraffe, 

tiger,  zebra — to  decorate  your  buffet.  Deep 

brown  and  white  ceramic  plates  are  8'/;" 
diameter.  Matching  mugs  have  bamboo  de- 

sign handles,  S'/j"  high. 

Set  of  4  plates,         $9.95  a  set 

Set  of  4  mugs,        .  $9.95  z  set 
Please  add   $1.55  postage  for  each  set  ordered. 

Sii^idk  7rhLC^4im- 
Dept.  HG-2 

Northport,  New  York  11768 

Ideal,  Full  Size,  Home  Gardener 

REDWOOD 

GREENHOUSES 
at  America'.s  Lowest  Prices! 
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4  to  16  inch  exotic  plants  from 

FLORIDA'S    LARGEST 
ALOE    PLANTATION 

Guaranteed 

to  grow! 

Tropical,  Medical,  Mystical 

ALOE  VERA 
Treasured  for  centuries  as  an  exotic  plant 
with  fantastic  medical  benefits.  Each  leaf 
an  amazing  first  aid  for  burns,  cuts  .  .  . 
ideal  as  a  shampoo,  skin  moistener,  beau- 
tifier.  Put  in  pot  and  thrill  as  rosette  grows 
indoors  up  to  2  ft.  tail.  Thrives  outdoors 
once  weather  permits.  FREE  instructions 
plus  uses.  Allow  4  weeks  for  delivery. 

4  to  8  inch  ALOE  plant  only  $1.98* 
8'/2  to  12  inch  ALOE  plant  only  $3.98' 
12'/2  to  16  inch  ALOE  plant  only  $4.98' 
*Add  500  postage/handling  each  plant 

No    shipments    to    Arizon.T.     California,    Texas. 

GROMANTIC  GARDENS  of  FLORIDA 
Dept.   H2.   Box  6234.   Ponipano  Beach,   FL  33060 

Grow  more! 
Save  more! $ 

MODELS  FROM 
98 9; 

Write  for  my  FREE  color  catalog. 

"The  OIUGINAL  manufacturer 

of  low-cosf  (QUALITY  greenhouses" 

*^fUe^  i^ei^nU&e/t—,  THo  CreenhoustmanvR) 

!I8()  17th  Ave.,  Dept  11 -B, Santa  Cruz,  Calif.  9.'')062 

CountrT 

cflowef  ̂ " 

Adds  nostalgia  to  any  room  in  your 
home.  Also  a  thoughtful  gift. 
All  you  need  to  easily  create  any  three 
of  these  country  style  flowers:  Tulip, 

Iris,  Poppy.  Daisy.  Kits  include:  or- 
ange, lime  and  yellow  gingham  (e<ssily 

washed)  fabric;  wire;  florist  tav'^;  sasy 

sewing  instructions.  Flowers  are  4' 
across,  12"  tall. 
$7.45  plus  50"^  postage  and  handtjng. 
N.J.  residents  add  40<^  sales  tax. 
Please  send  check  or  money  order: 
Helenc  Enterpri«.«f,  125  Woodgate 
Rd..  MiddletowP.  N.J.  07748.  Craft 
Dept.  (Allow;  3-0  weeks  for  delivery.) 



WATER  THIRSTY  PLANTS  WHILE  ON  A  TRIP 
Planning  a  trip  but  worried  about  your  thirsty  plants?  Amazing 

wicks  feed  just  right  amount  of  water  up  to  8  weeks.  Can  be  used 

all  year  around  with  all  plants.  Will  not  rot  or  mildew. 

SET  OF  4  PLANT  NURSEMAIDS...  $2.98   +   450  Mailing  Each  Set. 
SET  OF  2  EXTRA  LONG  PLANT  NURSEMAIDS 

FOR  LARGE  PLANTS   $2.98   +   45<  Mailing  Each  Set. 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  Or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthony  Enterprise'. Dept.  HG-26 S56  Mission.  Son  Francisco,  Calif.  941  OS 

Authentic  HOMESPUN  Tablecloth  Fabric 
(Woven  by  Po.  Oufcfi  Weavers)  Perfect  for  tablecloths,  placemats 

y^   and   Napkins,    HOMESPUN   Is   woven  from    100%  selected  cotton.    It's 
color   fast,   machine   washable,   reversible,   never  needs   ironing.    Ideal 
(or   drapes,    bedspreads,    too!    (Allow   for   minimal    shrinkage.) 

ORIGINAL 
PATTERN 

CUSrOM-AIADE  CtOTHS: 

52"  X  52"     S8.95    •    42"  x  90"      $13.95 

52"  X  72"     10.95    •    62"  x  103" 

42"  X  42"     10.95    •    42"  x  120" 

72"  round  with  white  fringe 

Placemats  (12  x  18")     Each 

Napkins  (18"  square),.  Each 
COLORS:  White  w   Gold,  Olive,  Red, 
PRICES  POSTPAID!    Sotisfoclion  assured!     Pa 

•  COtOR  BROCHURE  AVAIIABIV 

BY  THE  YARD 

•52"  wide  (per  yard)  $  3.80 
"42"  wide  (per  yard)  4.40 
72"  wide  (per  yard)  5.00 
72"  cut  round  11.00 
WHITE  FRINGE  to 

trim  72"  round.  7  yds.  2.75 "  Sides  fringed. 

Blue,  Send.  Oronge.  Brown  Basy esidenis  odd  6%         finishing 

instructions  included! 

15.95 

17.95 
17.95 

1.50 

1.00 

PJf.IiS:?.■.?.'.•l9."iA•?.*,^iI?.".5.5I'.?f.•.v•l.'i\^i/^.y.^.l.^^..J.??.1? HOMESPUN  WEAVERS 

LEGENDARY 

SAND   DOLLAR  JEWELRY 

The  exquisite  gift  to  some- 

one special.  Mother  Nature's 
unique  creation  and  a  Christian 

legend  for  centuries.  Plated 
with  24  kt.  Gold.  All  structural 

details  are  preserved.  Pendant 

comes  with  matching  24" 
chain.  Earrings  available 
pierced  or  screwback.  Earrings 
only  $6.95.  Pendant  only  $6.95. 
(Postpaid.)  Ca.  Res.  add  6% 
tax.  Money  back  guarantee. 
HOUSE  OF  CUPID.  Dept.  HG1, 
348  Pearlwood  St..  Chula  Vista, 
Ca.  92011. 

UNIQUE  GIFT 

Be  original  —  give  "LOVEABLES"  Custom 
full  color,  v^atercolor  art  from  an  original 
animal  alphabet.  Ideal  for  new  babies, 

weddings,  birthdays,  house  warmings, 

anniversaries  —  you  name  It'  9"x12" 
matted  in  yellow,  blue,  pink,  green,  orange 
or  red  Up  to  8  letters  only  S4.95  each 
matted  Additional  letters  50t  each  and 

size  increases  to  14"x18"  matted.  You  can 
also  add  your  own  slogan  or  special  mes- 

sage. 14"  X  18"  complete  alphabet  avail- 
able at  $1095  matted  Specify  capitals  or 

small  letters.  Postage  and  handling  $1.25 

up  to  3  pieces  to  the  same  address  Orders 
shipped  within  72  hours  of  receipt.  Send 
check  or  money  order  to: 

LAURA'S  LOVEABLES© 
Dept.  HG  276,  P.O.  7831 

Las  Vegas.  Nevada  89101 
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SHOPPING  AROUND 

HELPFUL  GUIDE 

"Buying  Your  House"  spells  out 
what  to  look  for  and  look  out 

for  when  buying  a  house.  In  254 

pages  with  47  drawings,  it  ex- 
plains which  shortcomings  are 

serious  and  which  ones  salvag- 
able.  $8.95  plus  50c  post.  Emer- 

son Books,  Inc.,  HG2.  Reynolds 
Lone,  Buchanan,  NY  10511. 

SANDAL  DAZZLER 

Multicolor  "gems."  Cushioned  in- 
soles, adjustable  backs.  White, 

black,  gold,  silver;  pink,  blue,  yel- 

low, green  pastels  (specify  alter- 
nate colors).  N  5V2-12;  M  4-12; 

W  5-12.  (No  half  sizes  over  10.) 

$11.99  plus  90c  post.  Morgan's Cove,  HG2,  28  W.  Prospect, 
East  Brunswick,  NJ  08816. 

FAMILY  AFFAIR 

Clever  clear-plastic  cabinet  keeps 
all  toothbrushes  free  from  dust 

and  mix-ups.  Holds  5  in  sep- 
arate compartments,  each  with 

its  own  door,  ever  ready  and 
sanitary.  $1.69  plus  25c  post. 
Anthony  Enterprises,  HG2,  556 
Mission  St.,  San  Francisco,  CA 
94105. 

STERLING  PAIR 

Adapted  from  "Prelude"  pattern of  International  Silver.  Both 

bracelet  and  ring  adjust  to  fit. 
Gift  boxed.  Bracelet  $18.95  (if 

engraved,  add  40c  per  letter); 
spoon  ring  $11.95;  set  $29.95. 
Ppd.  American  Archives,  Dept. 
MV-21,  122  Charles  St.,  Box 
1776.  Meriden,CT  06450. 

DO  IT  YOURSELF 

Redwood  and  sturdy  fiberglass 
models.  Each  prefabricated  one 

factory-assembled,  then  taken 
apart  for  shipping  ppd.  Marked 
for  easy  bolting.  Full  frame,  auto 
matic  ventilation.  Free  catalogue. 
Redfern  Greenhouses,  57  Mt. 
Hermon  Rd.,  Scotts  Valley,  CA 
HG2,  95066. 

POCKET  PHOTOGRAPHS 

Any  size  black  and  white  or  color 

photograph  is  turned  into  a  wallet 
size  borderless  photo  fine  for 
friends,  applications  to  schools 

or  jobs.  2y2"  by  31/2".  17,  88c;  34, 
$1.71;  51,  $2.59.  Full  color:  17, 
$2.22;  34,  $4.37;  51,  $6.59.  Add 
35c  post.  Wallet  Photo,  Dept. 
614E,  Clifton,  NJ  07015. 

WEATHER  WISE 

When  fair  weather  is  in  store  the 
children  come  out,  for  rain  or 

snow  it's  the  old  witch.  The  chalet 

they  live  in  is  of  marble-look  plas- 
tic. Thermometer,  too.  5%"  by 41/2"  by  l'/2".  $2.98  plus  25c 

post.  Order  *  142.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG2,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN 



LAURA  OUINN 

"I  lost  8*/*  pounds.  ZVi  waist 
inches,  and  1  hip  inch  in  14  days.  My  posture 

was  greatly  improved." 

JILL  BREKKEN 
"I  tost  3V2  pounds.  1  waist 

inch,  and  V2  hip  inch  in  14  days. 

My  back  problems  Improved." 

Scientific  lests  Prove  \bu  Can 

SUM  DOWN  SAFEIY 
Without  Drugs  or  Amphetamines 

Read  How  These  6  Women 
Lost  Over  45  Pounds  In  14  Days! 

In  carefully  supervised  research,  these  six  women 

were  tested  against  two  similar  groups  —  one  using 
amphetamines,  the  other  appetite-suppressant  drugs. 
All  were  placed  on  the  same  exact  diet  —  850  to 
1,000  calories  per  day. 

At  the  conclusion  of  the  research  test,  this  group  — 

which  used  the  Welder  "5"  Minute  Body  Shaper  Plan 
—had  lost  more  total  weight  and  inches  in  significant 
measurements  than  either  of  the  other  two  groups. 

Equally  important,  this  group  not  only  reported  they 

"felt  slimmer,  firmer,  and  healthier,"  but  reported  less 
tension  and  stress,  together  with  more  energy  and  a 

sense  of  well-being.  Their  posture  was  also  improved. 

These  Tests  Proved  What 

1500,000 Joe  Weider  Customers  Abeady  Knew... 

The  Weider  "5"  IVIinute  Body  Shaper  Plan  is  so  de- 
lightfully easy  and  effective!  Five  minutes,  twice-a- 

day,  doing  one  simple,  rhythmic  exercise. ..and  eating 

everything  you  like  (but  20%  less).  It's  all  in  the 
Guide.  No  calorie-counting,  no  starvation  pangs,  no 

"forbidden"  foods.  You  may  not  lose  as  much  weight 
as  quickly  as  these  six  women,  but  you  must  be  de- 

lighted with  the  results.  Best  of  all,  you'll  never  gain 
it  back,  so  long  as  you  follow  our  Plan!  It  slims  your 
waistline,  hips,  and  legs   firms  up  your  arms  and 

bustline... makes  you  feel  slimmer  and  younger-look- 
ing in  just  14  days  —  or  your  money  back' 

PROVE  IT  TO  YOURSELF  AT  NO  RISK ! 

We  Absolutely  Guanrntee  Satisfaction ,  or  Money  Back! 

Do  one  simple  "5"  Minute  Exercise,  twice  daily, 
EAT  ANYTHING  YOU  WANT  (JUST  20%  LESS), 

and  we  guarantee  you  will  lose  pounds  &  inches, 

feel  better,  more  energetic  within  14  days— or 
return  our  Plan  for  a  full  refund  of  $7.98. 

SHELLY  NEGRI 

"I  lost  8V4  pounds.  2V2  waist  inches, 
IV4  hip  inches  in  14  days  -  and  my 

husband  found  me  more  sensual." 

SHOSHANA  MALER 
I  lost  more  inches  off  my  abdomen  in  14  days 
than  I  did  while  on  dangerous  diet  pills. 

I  also  feel  frrmer  all  over'  ' 

LOREE  PEET 

"I  lost  2  waist  inches.  2  hip  inches,  and 
9'/4  pounds  in  14  days.  I  no  longer  need 

afternoon  naps.  I  feel  wonderful!" 

LIIMDA  Hir^JTO'^ "I  lost  2  inches  off  my  waist  and 
9%  pounds  in  14  days.  Plus,  I  have  more 

energy  and  feel  more  fit 

A  few  of  over  1,500,000  customers  who  purchased  the  "5"  Minute  Body  Shaper  Plcin. 

Results  vary.  Here  cure  some  of  the  more  outstanding  successful  users! 
WARNING:  Don't  be  fooled 
by  imitators.  There  is 
only  one  copyrighted  and 

patented  Joe  Weider  "5" Minute  Body  Shaper  Plan. 

It's  scientifically  tested. 
There  is  no  other  slimming 

body-fiiming  plan  like  i 

JOE  WEIDER  DeptLG/Nw 
B:.  'J,  !  ■  ■  t-   ,    ■  ■  ,'  Bodies  Since  1936 

21100  ERWIN  STREET,  WOODLAND  HILLS,  CALIFORNIA  91 

OK.  Joe  prove  it  to  me!  Ill  believe  my  own  eyes  when  I  see  my 

and  pounds  disappear  Rush  mc  your  "5"  Minute  Body  Shaper  Plan 
I'm  enclosing  □  Ctieck  H  Money  Order  for  $7.98  (plus 
postage  and  handling).  If  your  plan  is  as  good  as  you  say  it  is 
Otherwise,  III  return  it  within  14  days,  and  you  will  send  back 
(California  residents  add  6%  sales  tax    Allow  3  to  4  weeks  for  de 

364 
own  inches 

$1 

I'll  keep  it. 

my    S7.98. 

ivery.) 

.Age. 

Ttie  Body  Shaper 
Weighs  10  ounces. 

Patented  ©  Joe  Weider,  1975  Another  fine  product  by  Weider  Health  and  Fitness 

Available  at  Better  Beauty  Salons. 

state   Zip. 

  .......J 
IN  CANADA:     5     Minute  Body  Shaper.  2875  Bates  Rd  .  Montreal.  Quebec 

FEBRUARY,   1976 
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I  77?^ u;nj//>.v.w  ORIENTAL  RUGS 
I*  to  examine  them 

in  your  own  home 

Rare  antique,  inexpen- 

sive antique,  semi-an- 
tique, and  new  rugs  in 

antique  designs.  Each 
moderately  priced. 

SEND  FOR  DESCRIPTIVE  LISTS  and  COLORED  PICTURES.  Include  yonr  Zip 
Code.  Select  rugs  you  wish  sent  on  APPROVAL.  IV  E  PAY  ALL  SHIPPING 
CHARGES.  NO  DEPOSIT  OR  EXPENSE  to  you  in  ordering  our  rugs  shipped  on 
approval.    No    obligation    to    buy. 

■
^
 

Antique  rugs  $150.00  to  $9500 
Small  to  Giant  Sizes. 

2,000  Oriental  rugs  from 
India  in  pastel  (Kirman)  colors 

100%  wool  nap.  50  sizes 
y  X  12  ft.  $.595  to  $SJ5. 

Many  giant  and  unusual   sizes 

For  talf  by  America's  foremost 
authorily  and  expert  on  Oriental 
Rttcs,  and  largest  exclusive  dealer 
in   natural,  untreated  rugs. 

For  50  years  wc  have  been  eliminating  the  element 
of  gamble  in  buying  Orient.il  Rugs  for  thous.inds 
of  customers   all   over   Americ.i. 

"Oriental  Rugs  —  A   Complete  Guide" 
hy  Charles  VV.  Jacobsen      S20  50 
First  and  only  Oriental  Rug  encyclope- 

dia ever  published.  480  pages  with  250 
plates,  38  in  full  color. 

„  ,  401  S.  SALINA  ST.,  DEPT.  G 

CHAS.W.  JACOBSEN,  Inc.  irs^,)?:'^^  ̂ ^  '''-'' 

r. 

'> 

Carry  TEN  TIMES 
a  Wheelbarrow  Load 

with  INCREDIBLE  EASE! 
These  BIG,  strong  carts  are  perfectly  balanced 

on  two  huge  wheels  —  roll  easily  over  lawns 
and  gardens  —  carry  up  to  400  lbs.  of  load 
— •  huge  volume  capacity  means  you  make 

fewer  trips  —  you'll  save  time  and  steps 
If  you  are  still  struggling  with  a  wheelbarrow 
or  inadequate  cart  (with  tiny  wheels)  send  for 

FREE  Cart  Catalog    Build-it-yourself  kits,  too, 

GARDEN  WAY  RESEARCH.  Dept.  64404  ̂ ^ 

Charlotte,  %% 

Vermont  *»' 
05445 

MODERN 
STANDARD 
COLOR  PHONE 

$0095 

For  your  extra  phone,  the  modern 

standard  is  a  late  model  equipped 

with  a  standard  cord  and  plug 

ready  for  instant  use.  Phones  re- 
built. Choose  white 

ivory,  green,  red, 

yellow,  beige.  Wniy pink,  blue.  (Shpg    Charge  S2  00) 
SEUD  50C  FOR  CATALOG 

Grand  Com  Inc 

Dept.  HG-2 324  5th  Avenue,  N.Y.,  N.Y.  10001 
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SHOPPING  AROUND 

OWN  NAME  FOOTBALL  JERSEY 
Just  like  the  pros  ...  a  football  iersey  of 
professional  quality  with  large  numerals  on 
front  and  back.  Personalized  with  first  or 
last  name  on  back  as  shown.  Numbers  also 
on  sleeves.  Washable  and  colorfast.  Choose 

red  or  blue  color  with  white  lettering. 
(Sorry,  no  choice  of  numbers).  Comes  in 

boys  siies  S  (4-8),  M  (10-12),  L  (14-U),  XL 
(18-20).  or  mens  sizes,  S(34).  M(38-40),  L 
(42-44),  XL  (46). 

Boy's  Siies    S7.50  plus  80(  postage 
Men''t  Sizes    $8.50  plus  80<  postage 
.siKvili    Iiu,\  ̂     ur    inrti>    .^i/.t^    color    de>irc(t.    ami 
I'KIX'i'   ii:ini ."■l:ii('   'JncI  Ciiliir  Clioire. 

DECOR  AND  GIFTS  GALORE  Dept  321 
140  Monument  Ave.,  Barrington,  III.  40010 

Bedspi^ad  cafid,>  sa«e,*«  effort 

Easier  bed-making  without  nightly 
tugging  heavy  spread.   Just  pull 
hidden  caddy  from  between  mattress 
and  spring.    Legs  drop  into  position. 
Lay  spread  onto  caddy,  accordion 
fashion  .  .  .  ready  for  quick,  easy, 
morning  make-up.    Brown  metal 
caddy  glides  back  out  of  sight  by 
day.    Ideal  for  Hollywood  beds  or 
low  footboards.    For  double,  king  or 
queen-sized  beds,  get  two. 
Satisfaction  or  money  back. 

$7.83  or  2  for  $14.83.  Add  900  post. 

GARRETT'S 
VBox  12274-68  Dallas,  Texas  75225 
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OCTAGONAL  FLOWERS 

Iris  and  daisy  design  painted  on 
12  mesh  canvas  to  needlepoint 

in  seven  stitches  for  14"  octag- onal pillow.  Paternayan  yarn. 
Flowers:  orange/ pink;  violet/ 
blue;  mauve/  rust.  Yellow  or  aqua 
trellis.  Ivory  ground.  $28.95  ppd. 
The  Flexible  Needle,  HG2,  162  E. 
86th  St.,  NY,  NY  10028. 

ROPE  TRICK 

Cool  canvas  uppers  for  "Tally" 
with  rope-covered  2"  wedge  and 
rope  lacings  that  tie  for  good  fit. 

Crepe  soles  and  cushioned  in- 
soles. Beige,  green  or  yellow. 

Sizes  N  6-12;  M  4V2-12.  $12.95; 
over  10  $1  extra.  Add  90c  post. 
Sofwear  Shoes,  HG2,  1711  Main, 
Houston,  TX  77002. 

TWO  BY  TWO 

Socks  stay  together  through  the 
washing  and  drying  process  with 
unique  plastic  rings  that  keep 
them  paired.  An  easy  solution  to 
that  dull  hand  sorting.  Enough 
sorters  for  24  pairs,  $1.98  plus 

20c  post.  Anthony  Enterprises, 
HG2,  555  Mission  St.,  San 
Francisco,  CA  94105. 

RIGHT  ON  TIME 

An  American  Bicentennial  watch 

has  17-jewel  Swiss  movement  in 
gleaming  goldtone  case.  White 
vinyl  strap.  Red,  white,  blue  face; 

13  stars  circling  hands.  Shock- 

resistant.  Approx.  1%"  by  1". 
$19.76  plus  $2  post.  Bicenten- 

nial Watch  Co.,  RS-7F,  380  Madi- 
son Ave.,  New  York,  NY  10017 

FAMILY  CREST  RING 

Send  coat-of-arms  or  name  for 

research.  Hand  engraved.  Ster- 
ling silver  $75.  In  14k  gold  $195. 

Engraved  on  precious  stones, 

14k  gold  setting.  Choose  syn- 
thetic ruby  or  sapphire,  agate,  to- 

paz, lapis  lazuli,  $285.  Ppd.  Free 
catalogue.  Heraldica  Imports, 
HG2,  21  W.  46th  St.,  NY  10036. 

PROTECTIVE  DEVICE 

Safety  lock  works  on  closed  or 
open  windows  to  keep  intruders 
out,  and  children  safe  while 
maintaining  usual  ventilation. 
Affords  a  feeling  of  security 

whenever  you're  away.  $1.98 

plus  20c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG2,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

WHAT'S  IN  STORE? 

Take  a  look  into  the  future  with 
fortune-telling  cards  that  friends 
will  find  fun,  too.  Each  card  has 
a  different  picture  or  sign  for 
answering  questions  on  love, 
happiness,  finance.  $2.98  plus 
25c  post.  Anthony  Enterprises, 

HG2,  556  Mission  St.,  San  Fran- 
cisco, CA  94105. 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN 
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FOR  TOTS  AND  TEENS 

Bib  overall  skirts,  Sanforized  cot- 
ton in  brushed  blue  denim  or 

hickory  stripe  with  rustproof  but- 
tons and  hardware.  Child's  (4,  6, 

8,  10,  12)  stripe  $8.95,  denim 
$10.49;  jr.  (3,  5,  7,  9,  11,  13) 
stripe  $11.95,  denim  $13.59. 
Ppd.  Miles  Kimball,  100  Bond  St., 
Qshkosh,  Wl  54901. 

ROCK  WITH  CREWEL 

Rocker  pads  are  printed  with  tra- 
ditional crewel  designs  of  18th 

century  in  12  soft  colors.  Scotch- 
guarded  cotton  with  side  zippers 

and  plump  foam  filling.  llVz"  by 
I6V2"  seat  2"  thick;  back,  YlVz" 
by  20".  $16.95  a  set  plus  $1.55 
post.  Yield  House,  Dept.  G62R, 
N.Conway,  NH  03860. 

CUT  CRYSTAL 

Hand-cut  crystal  hurricane  lamps 

with  4"  crystal  spears  suspend 
from  scalloped  bobeches.  Chim- 

neys are  hand-etched.  Gold  trim. 
16"  h.,  5"  dia.  Completely  elec- 

trified. $44.95  pair.  Exp.  coll. 
Catalogue,  25c.  Luigi  Crystal, 
HG2,  7332  Frankford  Ave.,  Phil- 

adelphia, PA  19136. 

INSTANT  CHANGE 

Fumble-free  coin  purse  to  let 
you  see  at  a  glance  what  your 
holdings  are.  Pennies,  nickels, 
dimes  and  quarters  go  into  the 
slots.  Slide-in  pocket.  Black  vinyl 
zippered  case.  $1.98  plus  20c 

post.  Order  #531.  Anthony  En- 
terprises, HG2,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

GOOD  WRITING 

Have  your  pencils  personalized 
with  full  name  in  gold.  Quality 
No.  2  leads  and  rubber  erasers. 
Handy  for  office  or  home,  ideal 
for  school  and  for  businesses.  Set 

of  12  (print  full  name,  one  name 
per  set)  $1.49  plus  35c  post. 

Holiday  Gifts,  Dept.  302-F,  Wheat 
Ridge,  CO  80033. 

COLLECTORS  COOK  BOOK,  (exclusive 
dition)  Over  900  German  and  Dutch 
ecipes,  collected  and  handed  down  thru 
he  years  by  the  Mennonites.  Contains 
99  pages  in  a  hard  bound  edition.  In- 
ludes  Breads,  Cakes,  Jams,  Meats,  and 

'egetables.  If  you  like  Home  cooking 
on't  miss  this  one.  Show  it  to  your 
riends  &  church  groups.  Your  money 
lack  if  not  delighted.  Due  to  demand 
pllow  3  wks.  delivery.  $8.50,  add  50C,  for 
tiostageS  handling.  Fla.  Res.  add  4%  S.T. 

SRB  Harms  Rd.  HG-2 

Atmore,  Ala.  36502 

ALL  PURPOSE  GLASS  BOWL  IS 

ANTIQUE  LOVER'S  DELIGHT! 
Our  lovely  glass  bowl,  with  its  exquisite 
panel  thistle  pattern,  was  originally  de- 

signed over  100  years  ago.  An  exact  copy 
of  the  original,  our  bowl  is  so  authentic 

it  corrles  the  famous  "Bee"  mark  used 

by  the  original  maker.  You'll  use  it  for 
salads,  desserts,  vegetables  or  for  a  spec- 

ial flower  arrangement.  Certoinly  it  is  a 

prized  find  for  your  collector's  shelf.  4" 
high,    8"    top    diameter. 

SEND  FOR  FREE 
GIFT  CATALOG 

S7.95 
Plus  $1.35  postage 

2I00-B-2 No.    Haskell  .  Dallas.  Texas  75204 

NO  BETTER  GIFT  AT 
ANY  PRICE 

ADDRESS  LABELS  of  De  Luxe  Quality! 
Large  and  clear.  Print  (not  typewriter) 
type.  Neatly  centered  lines.  Rich  blue  ink- 
Snow-white  gummed  paper.  Any  wording 
you  want  up  to  five  35-character  Unes. 
Sparkling  gift  box.  4-week  delivery.  300 
for  $2.00.  Any  3  orders,  only  $5.00.  Sent 
postfree  —  with  satisfaction  guaranteed! 

SEND  NO  MONEY  NOW!  Pay  for  labels 
after  fhey  arrive  and  prove  satisfactory. 

THE  WRITEWELL  CO. 

884  Transit  BIdg.— Boston,  Mass.  02115 

TEACH      6>f;DOG 
ANY  DOG      ̂ MASTI=I> 

IN  MINUTES  n^^3-"* 
Complete  system,  dook  and  device.  HII  you  need  to  raise  and  train 

puppies,  dogs  of  all  ages  Never  tails! 
COnRECIS                                                   tE«CHES 

•  HOUSESOILING    •DIGGING                •  COME  —  at  all  times' 
•  JUMPING              •GUN  SHY                 •SIT           •GO 
•  CHEWING             •BREAKING  POINT    •HEEL        •  SELF  CONTROL 
•  BARKING              •OVER  RANGING       'STAY        •GUARD 
•  BITING                 •BUSTING  BIRDS      •DROP       •FETCH 

(lasting,  ewer  in  youi  absence       (HUNTS  for  YOU  — 
NOT  off  for  riimself) 

ON  TV  Willi:  Art  Lmkletter.  Johnny  Carson.  Dick  Cavett.  Mike 

Douglas,  Merv  erillin.  "The  Pet  Set."  "Friends  ot  Man  "  ARTICLES: 
TIME  magazine  and  other  worldwide  publications. 

A  scientific  engineering  marvel-  This  simple  little  dog-sound  maker 
IS  used  Ifom  the  palm  ol  the  hand.  Gives  amazing  control  at  a  dis- 

tance "Woiks  like  magic  '  No  leash  needed,  "Tunes  dogs  in," 

Makes  dogs  seem  to  read  your  mind,"  Novices  become  e»perts. 
Teaches  direct  to  the  dog's  mind  via  a  new  subliminal  sound  learn- 

ing stimulus  Sate,  faster,  kinder,  more  effective  Renders  all 

slower  pain-training  obsolete  Same  instrument  and  system  (utiliz- 
ing the  Dr  Miller  patents)  dispensed  by  veterinarians  for  dog 

behavior  Now  hundreds  of  thousands  of  satisfied  users,  breeders, 

trainers,  USA  and  foreign  lands 

FREE 
DOGESE,  ■  psychological  wall  display 

ONLY $19' 195''"'"'*''^^^'' 
'California  atjd  6^0  sales  ta< 

DOG-MASTER  SYSTEM  Div. 

Environmental  Research  Labs.  (Dept,  HG2-76) 
710  Wilshire  Blvd.,  Suite  318,  Santa  Monica,  Calif.  90401 
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KIT— 
$4.25 

ppd. 

Our   Award   Winning    Catalog 

contains  over  250  original  de- 

signs, $1.95 

1     THE  CRACKER   BOX 

.^fc-  Dept.  HG4 
■'yff*  Pt.  Pleasant,  PA  18950 

MAGAZINE  FILES 

O  AFE  storage  for  valuable  back-issues!  Keep 
your  favorite  magazines  like  new/;  protected  f  rom 

dust,  wear,  disorder;  neatly  filed  for  fast  reference. 
Custom  made  for  any  standard  publication  you  name. 

Titles  are  embossed  in  23  K  gold.  Covered  with  ricb 

library-colored  Leathertex  to  resemble  finely  bound 

books.  Each  hold  a  year's  supply  of  monthlies.  Also medical  &  legal  journals.  $5.95  ea,  ppd 

SPOON    RACK 

DISPLAY  your  Collection  of  Spoons!  A  deftly 
designed  two  curved  shelf  rack  is  pretty  enough 

to  hang  alone.  Spaced  to  hold  18  of  your  precious 

spoons  from  demitasse  to  table  size.  Made  of  yester 

years  mellow  Pine  &  hand-rubbed  to  a  satin  smooth 

colonial  fruitwood  finish.  14  x  13"  wide  $8.95  pp. 
New  2A"  wide  rack  holds  36  spoons.       $13.95  pp. 

CASSETTE  CASE 

ANSWERS  Cassette  storing  problem!  Custom 
made  of  heavy  book  binders  board,  bound  in  a 

Kid-Grain  Leatherette  with  Gold  embossed  design. 

Individual  storage  slots  hold  60  Cassettes  slightly 

tilted  back  to  prevent  handling  spillage.  l3'/2x5','i 
I2%"  wide.  Small  unit  holds  30  Cassettes.  I3V2X 

5V2X6V2".  Ideal  solution  for  keeping  a  collection 
neat  <&•  orderly.  Choose:  Black,  blue,  brown,  green. 

30-unit,  $14.95  ppd.     60-unit,  $19.95  ppd. 

8-TKACK  CARTRIDGE  CASE 

C  OLVES  Cartridge  storing  problem!  Cuslom- 
*^  made  of  heavy  book  binders  board,  bound  in  6 

Kid-Grain  Leatherette  with  Gold  embosrf^c^  desi^r. 

Individual  storage  slots  hold  Cartridges  -n  o-toir.* 

cartons  slightly  tilted  back  to  p'?vr^ni  c.-^iiacie  i-.i;'.' 

For  keeping  your  collection  neat  ''.'-  O'-t'cK'  ̂ rtoc^- 

Black,  blue,  brown,  green.  , j  ■>.;■  v    J'-/  '  h'ol. 
12-urit,  $10.95  ppd.       3i3-ijni:,  51o.'35  ppd. 

ART  GUILD 

enterprises 

O.  Box  23201  AL Minneapolis, 

Minnesota  55423 
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ORGANIZE 
YOUR  MAGAZINES! 

Organize  all  your  magazines  in  our  practical  Magazine  Racks,  unique  designs  in  solid 

pine  from  our  New  Hampshire  Workshop.  At  home,  in  your  office  or  reception  room, 

you'll  store  magazines  neatly,  flat,  wrinkle-free  and  always  easy  to  pick  out  one-byone. 

FULLY-FINISHED  ALL  POSTPAID'  MONEY-SAVING  KITS 
In  the  Famous  Yield  House 

Rich  Antique  Satin  Pine 

Tree         30"H  1 2"W  13"D       S32.50 

Rack       28"H  24"W3%"D       $27.95 
Table       23-H  16"W  21  "D        ?;32.95 
SEND  FOR  YOUR  FREE  CATALOG  TODAY! 

50  colorful  idea-packed  pages  of 
Exclusive  YH  Furniture  &  Furniture  Kits, 

Co-ordinating  Accessories  &  Fine  Gifts 

Easy   1-hour  assembly.  Pre-cut,  pre- 
sanded.    Ready    to    stain    or    paint. 
Tree  Kit 

Rack  Kit 

Tabic  Kit 

$21.'^^ 

$21.95 

$22.50 

^ieldTiouse 
Quality  Pine  Furniture  By  Mail  for  over  30  years 

Dept.  G62A,  Box  1000,  North  Conway,  N.H.  03860 

€IIll?ROID€RieS 

GULLS  BEFORE  THE  MAST.  Tvvo 

sparkling  white  seagulls  with  gold 

and  cocoa  accents.  Easy  to  embroider 

square  rigger  on  huge  27  x  37"  oatmeal 
linen  sky.  ̂4350. $52. 95+  $1.50  post. 
Send  SI  for  color  embroidery  catalog 

of  exquisite  Swedish  designs. 

I       ■■  EMBROIDERIES 

#  |#^^^ft  55  Lambert  Lane 
Xlfl       jll  NewRochelle,  N.Y. 
^I\^^ll  10804  Dept.  GE2 

RYfl  KIT5 

NEW  RYA  COLLECTION.  One  simple 

stitch  makes  these  pre-started  wool 
rya  wallhanging,  rugs  or  cushions.  Kits 

imported  from  Sweden  feature  lustrous 

rug  wools,  easy  to  follov/ color  charts  and 
English  instructions.  Send  $1  for  new 

color  catalog  of  award  winning  designs. 
RUG  CRAFT 
53  Lambert  Lane 

NewRochelle.  N.Y. 

10804  Dept.  HG2 Iskon 

Tv^ 

Ia..tl^^i-s 

J 

Our  Classic  wraparound  skirt  of  good  polyes- 
ter/ cotton  denim  is  made  with  two  big  patch 

pockets  wide  back  panels  and  button-front 
waistband. Navy.  XS.S.M.L  for  sizes  6-20.  $24.00 

Colorful  companion  is  our  short-sleeved  pnnt 
pullover  of  soft  polyester  cotton  lersey  with 

snappy  collared  V  neck.  White  on  navy,  water- 
melon. Delft  blue  or  grass.  Sizes  S.M,L.  $16.00 

Our  up-to-date  espadrilles  of  soft  kidskin  have 

moccasin-stitched  toes,  rope-trimmed  2"  wedge 
heels  and  crepe  soles.  Navy,  green  or  luggage. 

Sizes  5' 2-10,    ,»,    N  and  M  widths.  $28.00 

For  mail  orders,  add  $1 ,75  for  postage. 

Charge  to  Amencan  Express, 
BankAmericard  or  Master  Charge. 

Send  for  our  new  free  color  catalog. 

THE  TALBOTS.  DEPT.  TT.  HINGHAM.  MASS  02043 
Acion.  DuxDury.  Lenox.  Mass  ;  Avon.  Hamden.  Conn. 
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SLEEK  WALL  PHONE 

It's  complete  with  dial,  ready  to 
use.  Comes  in  green,  beige,  blue, 

harvest  gold,  white  and  black, 
(Indicate  second  color  choice.) 
$18.88;  add  $5  for  cord,  plug 
and  bell  it  desired.  Plus  $2  post. 
Free  catalogue.  The  Great  Phone 
Co.,  HG2,  5404  Northfield  Rd., 
Cleveland,  OH  44137. 

SAUCEPAN  STEAMER 
French  cooks  make  vegetables 
taste  good  and  stay  nutritious  by 

keeping  them  above  boiling  wa- 
ter in  a  steamer  like  this.  Stain- 

less steel,  5V2"  dia.  at  bottom; 

expandable  top  opens  to  9V2". 
$3.98  plus  50c  post.  Anthony  En- 

terprises, HG2,  556  Mission  St., 
San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

NAME  YOUR  BREED 

A  unique  rubber  stamp  features 
favorite  animal  breed  and  three- 

line  name-and-address.  PA"  by 
2".  120  dog  breeds,  20  horse 
breeds,  20  cat  breeds.  Specify, 
print  name,  address.  $5.50  ppd. 
Bruce  Bolind,  HG2,  Bolind  BIdg., 
Boulder,  CO  80302. 

EAGLE  PILLOW  KIT 

Pre-cut  polyester/ cotton  fabric 
for  front,  for  French  overlap  de- 

sign, back.  Dye-cut  applique 
pieces  treated  to  iron  on  before 

embroidering.  Navy  floss,  nee- 
dle, instructions.  The  20"  sq. 

pillow  slip,  $7.95  plus  75c  post. 
Phoebe,  HG2,  135  Soundview 
Dr.,  Lake  Success,  NY  11020. 

LEAF  OF  LIFE 

No  wonder  the  Yogis  of  India  be- 
lieve these  leaves  hold  the  secret 

of  life!  Wherever  a  leaf  falls,  a 

new  plant  starts  to  grow.  Pot  size 
cne  to  six  feet.  Blossoms  with 

fragrant  pink  and  lime  flowers. 
Three,  $1;  nine,  $2.50.  Add  25c 

post.  Roberta's,  HA-30,  Box  630, 
Shelbyville,  IN  46176. 

ANT  FARM 
Watch  them  dig  tunnels,  bu.:ci 
roads,  move  mountains,  erect 

bridges.  Clear  plastic  wall  is  like 

living  screen.  With  stock  certifi- 
cate for  supply  of  ants  and  sand; 

watchers  guide.  6"  by  8V2". 
$5.98  plus  75c  post.  Anthony 
Enterprises,  HG2,  556  Mission 
St,,   San   Francisco,  CA  94105. 

RECYCLING  ALERT 

What  a  splendid  idea — a  soap 
mold  that  uses  all  those  ends  of 

soap  that  accumulate  in  bath- rooms and  kitchen!  One  can  add 
colors  or  scent  (instructions 
incl.).  Soap  mold,  $2.39  each 

plus  30c  post.  Stratford  House, 
HG2,  Box  591,  Stratford,  CT 

06497. 

HOUSE-&  GARDEN 
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RACQUETS  AWAY 

Solid  pine  hanger  holds  up  to 
four  tennis  or  squash  racquets 
on  the  wall  and  at  the  ready  for 
the  next  game.  Stained  in  rich 

brown,  31/2"  h.,  7"  w.,  %"  deep. 
Easy  to  install,  screws  and  in- 

structions incl.  $3  ppd.  Maher's, 
Dept.  G2,  Box  606,  Northbrook, 
IL  60062. 

MEXICAN  ART 

Adventure  in  thimbles  that  are 
beauties  for  collections,  and 
functional  as  well.  Unusual  in 

design,  they're  hand-crafted  by 
knowing  artisans  of  the  world  of 
silver.  In  sterling  $5.95;  with 
turquoise  beads  $7.95.  Ppd. 

Colby's,  HG2,  49  Mt.  Ranier  Dr., 
San  Rafael,  CA  94903. 

LIMITED  EDITION 

1776  Bi-Centennial  lamp,  only 
1,500  numbered,  signed  in  24k 

gold  by  Richard  Gunter.  High- 
fired  ceramic  with  brilliant  eagle 

and  flag  on  off-white  crackle  and 
brown  glaze.  Fabric  on  vinyl 

shade.  34"  h.  U.L.  wired.  $65 
ppd.  Kron-Gunter  Associates. 
HG2,  Box  725,  Bangs,  TX  76823. 

SLEUTH'S 'SCOPE 
Amateur  detectives  have  a  fine 

time  with  the  pen  size  telescope 
with  gight  power  magnification; 

it  adjusts  quickly  for  long-range 
viewing,  and  converts  to  30  pow- 

er microscope.  $2.98  plus  20c 
post.  Anthony  Enterprises,  HG2, 
556  Mission  St.,  San  Francisco, 
CA  94105. 

CONTEMPORARY  STAIRS 

Mylen  Industries  has  developed 
the  steel  stringer  stair  kit  that 

satisfies  the  design  and  engi- 
neering requirements  of  archi- 

tects and  designers  in  search  of 
good  modern.  Free  catalogue 
with  information.  Mylen  Indus- 

tries, HG2,  650  Washington  St., 
Peekskill,  NY  10566. 

EASY  HOUSE-BREAKING 

Specially  scented  training  mat 
attracts  pet  and  makes  house- 
oreaking  easy.  Mat  eliminates 

need  for  newspapers.  18"  plastic 
holder  plus  two  months  mat  sup- 

ply. $4.98;  six  months,  $6.98; 
pole,  75c  plus  90c  post.  G&G 
Research,  HG2,  Box  12274, 
Dallas,  TX  75225. 

PARTY   FUN 

Laughs  start  when  you  sit  down 

with  a  funny-faced  puppet.  He 
scowls,  smiles  and  pouts  with  a 
simple  manipulation  of  thumb 

and  finger.  With  ventriloquist  in- 
structions. Nice  party  favor. 

$1.29  plus  15c  post.  Anthony 
Enterprises,  HG2,  556  Mission 
St..  San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 
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SHEERS  &  SEMI-SHEERS FABRIC   CORNICES 

During  our 
between-season  lull 
3  kinds  of  discount 

savings 

for  people  of 
different  speeds 

DISCOUNT 
IF  YOU   ORDER 
BEFORE  MAR.  31 

DISCOUNT 
IF  YOU   ORDER 

BEFORE  APR.  15 

DISCOUNT 
IF  YOU   ORDER 
BEFORE  APR.  30 

BEDSPREADS 

'^'^'%'^. 

Normally,  buying  direct  from 

Ronnie,  you'd  save  up  to  10% 
on  Bedspreads  and  Draperies. 

Right  now  —  is  our  between- 
season  lull  and  our  workrooms 
are  at  their  slowest  pace.  By 

acting  now  you  can  save  an 

additional  33 '/j  %.  Procrastinate 
a  fortnight — when  we  start  to 

get  busy  —  and  you  earn  only 

20%.  Stall  for  a  whole  month 
and  you  pick  up  a  mere  15% 
savings.  Be  quick,  be  alert.  Get 

that  coupon  in  the  mail  now! 

WALLCOVERINGS 

Send  for  FREE  Catalog. Order  before  Mar.31-save  a  full  33V3% 
Ronnie  Drapery  Corp.,  Dept.  4K-21, 145  Broad  Ave.,  Fairview,  N.J. 07022 

RONNIE  DRAPERY  CORP.,    Dept.4K-21,  145  broad  ave.,  fairview,  n.j.  07022 Please  rush  me,  absolutely  FREE,  ^^^^^ 
the  Ronnie  Bedspread-Drapery       MARCH  31 
Catalog  that  offers  me  additional  OOl/  07 

discounts  of  33V3%,  20%&15%  OO  /3  /O 

during  your  between-season  lull.  Discount 

until APRIL  15 

20% 

Discount 

until APRIL  30 

w 
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^-    1951    "ii ■Z     SILVER    tl/ 
v».-    JUBILEE    w. 

Our  anniversary  year  . . . 

the  name  you've  known 
and  trusted  for  25  years 
of  quality  and  service! 

lililAN 
yx3m 

it's  Eranny 
the  frog! 

She's  here  to  bring 
good  health  to  your  plants! 

And  isn't  she  pretty, 
in  natural  earthenware  with 

glazed  posy  designs! 
She  holds  five  essentials: 

6"  clear  glass  mist 
sprayer  to  keep  them 

florist-fresh,  5"  shears 
with  easy-grip  handles, 

three  mini-tools — a  rake 
for  aerating  soil,  trowel 
and  spade  for  planting 

and  repotting.  Tools 

are  6V4-8V4"  long,  with 
sturdy  metal  heads  on  wood 

handles.  Franny  is  7"  long, 
with  multicolor  designs. 

8860    Franny  the  Frog    $5.98 
2  for  $10.98 

BETTER  FOR  BUTTER,  locks 
in  flavor!  And  stunning 
enough  for  your  most  elegant 
table  service!  Cylinder  top 
slides  on  a  grooved  base, 
closes  tightly  for  storage. 
All  clear,  heavy  lucite, 

American-made  by  Robert 
Mainly.  Holds  V4  lb.  butter 
or  margarine — your  supply 

always  visible.  5%"  long. 8747    Butter  Server    $5.98 

gourmet treats! 
MORTAR  AND  PESTLE  SET— 
three  of  them  in  gleaming 
white  porcelain!  Decorative 

and  so  useful,  too — 
perfect  for  crushing  garlic 
or  herbs,  for  blending 
gourmet  butters  or  pastes. 

Set  of  3  bowls  from  13/4" 
to  43/4"  diameter — 
each  with  its  own  pestle. 
5497     Mortar-Pestle  Set    $5.98 

limoges! 
Our  own  French 
porcelain  thimbles 
by  Teissonnierel 
Gold  Snowflakes 

on  the  most  prized 
collector  colors. 
8952  Gold  on 
Cobalt  Blue     $5.98 
8953  Gold  on  Cranberry     $5.98 
Personalized.  24K  Gold  name, 
multihue  posies  on  white. 
2225    Thimble.  PRINT  name.    $5.98 

extension  mirror 
it  reaches  out  to  you!  Easy  on  the  back,  ̂  

great  for  makeup  and  shaving,  great  \ 

for  hair  styling — gives  a  back  view  with 

both  hands  free!  7"  mirror  flips  from 

plain  to  magnifying,  extends  20", 
swivels  for  best  angle  and  lig' 

folds  flat  to  the  wall  when  not  in  i.; 

Fine  polished  chrome-plated  meta  , 
7088    Extension  Mirror    $12.98 

UUIAN  NE?ION Dept.  G21 
510  S.  Fulton  Ave. 
Mt.  Vernon,  N.Y.  10550 

Add  75c  postage  &  handling.  New  York  residents  add  applicable  taxes. 
PRINT  name,  address,  zip;  send  check  or  money  order.  Satisfaction  guaranteed. 

ANNIVERSARY 
SALUTE: 
HAPPY  25TH, 
LILLIAN  VERNON! 

SHOWER  POWER 

New  tortoise-look  or  clear 

lucite!  Caddy  has  hooks 
for  shower  cap  and  brush, 

soap  tray,  washcloth  ring, 

secure  deep  bottle  shelf. 

American-made,  6xl9'/2". #4687  tortoise-look,  $12.98; 
#7625  clear,  $8.98;  add 

75c  post.  Lillian  Vernon, 
G2  I,  510  So.  Fulton  Ave., 
Mt.  Vernon,  NY  10550. 

CLINGY  GRINDER 

Unique  suction  base  is 
immovable — push  lever 
for  a  vise-like  grip 

on  any  smooth  surface. 
Italian  marvel,  precision 
crafted  of  thick,  tough 

polypropylene — smooth, 
easy  to  clean,  non-rusting. 
With  coarse  and  fine  metal  discs  for  any  grinding  or  grating, 

food  pusher  to  save  fingers,  two  extra  attachments — one  fills 
sausage  or  pasta  tubes,  one  makes  fluted  pastry  or  cookie  strips. 

7'/2"  high,  avocado  green.  #8619,  $9.98;  add  95c  post. 
The  Country  Gourmet,  G2I,5I2  So.  Fulton,  Mt.  Vernon,  NY  10550. 
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CLASSIFIED  DOCUMENTS 

Personalized  case  keeps  important  papers  organized,  safe,  handy 
when  needed.  Superb  ring  binder  has  precision  lock  and  key, 

clear  heavy  acetate  envelopes,  extra  pockets  Inside  both  covers. 

West  German  craftsmanship,  finest  French  suede-rich  cover, 
initial-engraved  plate  of  solid  nickel.  For  certificates,  policies, 

diplomas,  wills,  everything  important.  #  1450  case  with  5  clear 
envelopes,  $16.98;  #  1452  case  with  10  envelopes,  $19.98;  add  $1.00 

post.  Lillian  Vernon.  G2 1 .  5 1 0  So.  Fulton,  Mt.  Vernon,  NY  1 0550.  •       I 

HOUSE  &  GARC 



PURE  PEWTER 

Italian  pewter  mini- 
pitchers,  each  with  the 
famed  Delfi  mark.  #8997 

tall  3"  pitcher,  $3.98; 

#8995  2'/2"  urn  with  spout, 

$3.98;  #8996  \%"  low 
pitcher  $2.98;  #8998  all 
three  $9.98;  add  50c  post. 
Lillian  Vernon,  G2  I , 

510  So.  Fulton  Ave., 

Mt.  Vernon,  NY  10550. 

MILLEFIORE  BLOSSOMS 

Genuine  Murano  glass — brilliant  bursts 
of  color  melted  into  jet-black  beads. 

24"  necklace  by  Italian  designer 
Giuseppe  Perini,  hand-polished,  hand- 
knotted  with  Gold-finished  spacers, 

screw-type  safety  clasp.  #8993,  $8.98 
plus  45c  post.  Lillian  Vernon,  G2  I, 
510  So.  Fulton,  Mt.  Vernon,  NY  10550. 

-i.^. 

<i      1951    -ii 

V,''     SILVER    tl/ 

vV    JUBILEE    \l, -•*:;;:&« 

It's  our  silver  anniversary! 

25  years,  and  we're  still THE  place  to  shop  by  mail, 

the  collection  that's  unique! 

umAN 

SASSY  SAYINC 

Ceramic  8-oz.  mugs  for 

morning  smiles.  Speckle- 
glazed,  assorted  brown 
and  blue.  3  different, 

#8898,  $3.50;  6  different, 

#8899,  $5.98;  add  75c 

post.  Country  Gourmet, 
G2 1,  512  So.  Fulton  Ave.. 
Mt.  Vernon,  NY  10550. 

SOLID  STERLING   RING 

Jet-black  marquise  stone, 
fiery  simulated  diamond. 
Sizes  5-8.  #3198,  $7.98, 

45c  post.  Lillian  Vernon, 
G2  I,  510  So.  Fulton  Ave.. 
Mt.  Vernon,  NY  10550. 

SPONGE  MITTS  make  baths 
more  fun,  create  puppet 

shows,  sparkle  as  decor — 
too  cute  for  just  kids! 
Polyfoan  from  West  Germany, 

superbly  made  to  keep 

their  shapes  and  t^ieir 

multihue  trims.  Abt.  7Va-S". 8984  Yellow  Mouse.     $2.98 
8983     Red  Ladybug.     $2.98 
8985  Blue  Indian.     $2.98 
8986  All  3!  1  Set  $7.98 

personalized 
garment  bags 
Embroidered  initials  on  fine 

nylon— strong  yet  feather- 
light,  water-repellent,  too! 

Clothes  go  wrmkle-free  and  dust-free  to 
train,  plane  or  car — on  their  own  hangers. 

Superbly  crafted — long  zip,  wide  gusset, 
secure  tab-and-tie  top.  Holds  6  dresses 

or  3  suits,  great  also  for  storage  at  home. 
Superbly  American-made  in  3  colors,  3  sizes. 

Specify  bag  color:  NAVY  (with  red  monogram), 
RED  (with  black),  or  BLACK  (with  gold). 

9141     40"  for  suits  or  jackets.     $13.98 
9142     50"  for  coats  or  dresses.     $14.98 

9143     60"  for  formal  lengths.     $17.98 

PRINT  initials,  allow  extra  time. 

ttiexicana! 
A  marriage  of  metals,  a  new  look 
for  him  or  her!  Solid  Sterling, 

copper,  silver  and  brass — each  lending  its  natural  hue, 

all  spun  together  in  satin-y 
stripes.  Superbly  crafted  in 
Mexico,  nice  weight  and  heft. 
Ring  Sizes  6,7,8,9. 
3259.    Four-metal  Ring    $4.98 

3260  Four-metal  Bracelet    $9.98 

3261  Both— save!  1  Set  $13.98 

ONE  FOR  FUN! 

For  his  wall,  to  say 

he's  the  greatest! 
Or  for  your  own, 

in  a  healthy  show 
of  self-esteem! 

Clever  new  carving, 

smart  burnt-grain  look 
on  natural  kiln-dried 

wood.  About  14x4%". 
#8913,  $3.98  plus  75c 
post.  Lillian  Vernon,  G2  I , 
510  So.  Fulton,  Mt.  Vernon,  NY 10550. 

©Lillian  Vernon  1979 

Adverfisemenf 

front-page 
sho^ver  curtain 

Yes,  an  authentic  front  page  with 

only  good  news — and  it  wasn't  easy to  find!  The  New  York  Times  of 

Dec.  6,  1933 — you  can  read  it  all: 
prohibition  repealed  (and  Maryland 

legislators  giving  notice  to 
their  State  House  bootlegger!) — 
the  Lindberghs  flying  from  Africa 
to  Brazil — income  tax  just  4%, 

and  the  newspaper  price  just  2c! 

Super  decor,  screen-printed  by  hand 
in  black  and  white,  American-made 
by  Saturday  Knight  Ltd.,  which  has 
exclusive  rights.  Heavy  gauge  vinyl, 

really  heavy,  a  full  6x6  ft.,  well 
made  with  triple-reinforced  eyelets. 

8874    Shower  Curtain    $14.98 
2  for  $26.98 

^' -  J  %  ̂tx  j|otk  amth 
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lllilAN  NETION Dept.  621 

510  S.  Fi Mt.  Vernc: 

Add  75c  postage  &  handling.  New  York  residents  add  applicable  taxes 
PRINT  name,  address,  zip;  send  check  or  money  order.  Satisfaction  gusrpi 
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$6.90 

->^   play-full 
^    TERRY 

ROMPETTE 

in 
S-t-r-e-t-c-h 

Nylon/ Cotton 

For  lounging,  sunning,  exercising.  Soft 
stetch  Nylon  and  absorbent  Cotton  Terry, 
comfortable  and  perfect  fitting,  with  elas- 
ticized  top  and  legs,  built-in  French  bra; 
rope-tie  belt.  In  Oronge/Pose/White 
stripes.  Sizes  S,M,L.     So//s.  Guar. 

Send  for  our  free  full  fasltion  catalogue. 

.    IMMEDIATE  DELIVERY  .      ̂ ^.90 

(Sorry  no  COD's)  plus  SI  postage 

VICKI  WAYNE-H2J 
610   S.   Country  Club,   Tucson,   AZ  85716 

PROVINCIAL 

SWITCHPLATES 
Svitch  to  beauty  in  your  home  *rth  little  cost 
with  our  golden  brass-plated  switchplates.  Non- 
tarnish  antique  finish,  screws  included.  Also  in 
antique  white. 

SINGLE— 3"  X  5"     SI. 50  each 
3  FOR  $3.95 

DOUBLE— 4'o"    X    "5        SI   95  each 
TWIN   OUTLET— 3"  x  5"    SI. 50  each 
TRIPLE— G"   X   5"        S3. 25  each 
COMBINATION— 5"   x   5"  SI. 95  each 
DOOR    KNOB  w'spindle  &  rosette     S3. 25  each 

PLUS  60<!  POSTAGE  &  HANDLING 

/■r,.     /,'.,«      t'l'l  C;    S,:l,s-I\:r    Sn  r ..  ii   \  „  CO  I  r  s 

WHAT'S  NEW  SHOP 
12-H  Water  St.,  Bryn  Mawr.  Pa.  19010 

HANG-EMS  TURN  YOUR 
FLOWER  POTS  INTO  LOVELY 

WALL  DECORATIONS! 

Order  Your  Adjustable  Enameled 

Steel  HANG-EMS  Today.  .  .SEND  TO 

GRANDMA  SARAH  S  oep  A 
P.O.  Bx  3186     Santa  Monica  CA  90403 

^Nail  Hole 

for  Haiinuui 

\ 
Acl|usl<ihlD 
Clip  slides 

\ov
er 

 insitl
e 

of  poi 

Bottom 
Tabs  grip 

I'P  of  pot 

3  for  $2.00  Postpaid 
jARAMTEt 

TALL  ADJUSTS     SHORT 
WINDOWS  '^-rO -►WINDOWS 

WASH  WINDOWS  SAFELY 
This  amazing  Window  Washer  washes  tall  or  short  windows  inside,  out.side 
and  between  double  sash  windows  from  inside  the  house.  No  need  to  pull 

the  top  window  down  because  the  Window  Washer  tits  in  between  'he 
upper  and  lower  parts  of  the  window.  Extends  to  3  feet. 

#712  WINDOW  WASHER 

No  COD'S  or  Billing 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

$4.98  Plus  85C  Postage  &  Handling  Each 

California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 

Anthony  Enterprises Dept.  HG-26 S56  Mission,  Son  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

SHOPPING  AROUND 
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LOTS  OF  LUCK 
Four-leaf  clover  is  heavy  gold- 
plated  metal.  You  can  hang  it 
over  a  door,  or  use  it  on  desk  as 

paperweight.  Back  has  verse 
about  the  four  leaves:  hope,  faith, 
love — and  luck.  Hanger  hook. 
4".  $7.95  plus  50c  post.  64-page 
catalogue  50c.  Downs,  1402, 
Evanston,  IL  60204. 

MINIATURE  TOOL  KIT 

Kit  with  five  handy  tools.  Besides 
a  wrench,  a  mallet,  screwdriver, 
awl  and  Phillips  screwdriver 
share  a  master  handle.  Keep  a 
set  upstairs  and  save  running  to 
hubby's  workshop.  $1.98  plus 
20c  post.  Anthony  Enterprises, 

HG2,  556  Mission  St.,  San  Fran- 
cisco, CA  94105. 

LP  REFRESHMENT 

File  your  LP's  in  leather-like  li- 
brary storage  case  that  holds  20 

records.  23k  gold  tooling  trim  on 
brown  or  blue.  With  convenient 
center  divider  to  aid  in  separating 

by  style,  composer  or  artist. 
$7.95  each  ppd.  Art  Guild,  HG2, 
Box  23201,  Minneapolis,  MN 
55423. 

PORTRAIT  IN  OIL 

A  true  work  of  art  painted  on  lin- 
en canvas  from  your  old  or  new 

photograph.  Choose  from  twelve 
portrait  painters.  Canvas  sizes 

range  from  12"  by  16"  to  30"  by 40".  Prices  from  $99.50  to 
$995.  Catalogue,  25c.  Van  Dyke 
Oil  Portraits,  Ltd.,  HG2,  153  E. 
57th  St.,  New  York,  NY  10022. 

PERFECT  FOR  POKER 
A  comfortable  chair  is  a  must 

for  any  game.  2972"  h.,  241/2"  w., 18"  seat  d.  Fruitwood  finish. 
$48.50  as  shown  in  vinyl;  $47  in 

your  3  yds.  54"  fabric;  four, 
$185.  Exp.  coll.  (#300-36)  Bro- chure and  fabric  form,  $1. 

Pennsbury  Collection,  HG2,  Box 
2581,  Hickory,  NC  28601. 

CEILING  FAN 
Natural  air  cooling.  Adaptair  ad- 

justs angle  of  blades  (^on  52" only).  2  speeds.  5  yr.  guarantee. 
52"  fan  with  adaptair  lever  $299: 

without,  $259.  36"  fan  $179. 
Light  Adapter  kit  $20.  F.O.B. 
Memphis.  Free  brochure.  The 
Ceiling  Fan  Gallery,  HG2,  Indian 
Neck  Lane,  Peconic,  NY  11958. 

BOOK   LAMP 

Just  plug  in  5'  cord  and  attach 
clothespin-type  clip  to  shelf, 
desk,  even  book  cover.  Sturdy 

spring,  on-off  switch.  Neutral 
tone  high-impact  plastic.  5  oz. 
15/25-watt  bulb  (not  included). 

$3.98  plus  65c  post.  Anthony 
Enterprises,  HG2,  556  Mission 
St.,  San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN 



BRAZILIAN  MOCCASIN 

Men's  moccasin  with  hand-sewn 
vamp  has  non-slip  grip  sole  that 
makes  it  great  for  boating  and 
driving.  In  ordering  send  regular 
size  and  width.  Hand  stained 
brown  or  natural  savage  leather. 

$19.75  plus  $1.25  post.  Vilce  En- 
terprises, HG2,  3000  Hempstead 

T'pke,  Levittown,  NY  11756. 

BATH  VALET 

For  luxury  at  bath  time,  a  combi- 
nation back  scrubber  and  bod . 

massager  that  creates  billows  ot 

soap  bubbles  for  a  sud  ■  ruo- 
down.  Latex  band  is  36"  I., 
4%"  w.  (#532)  $2.98  plus  40c 
post.  Anthony  Enterprises,  HG2, 
556  Mission  St.,  San  Francisco, 
CA  94105. 

GOLDEN  COIN  WATCHES 

To  honor  our  bicentennial,  a  fine 

17  jewel  Swiss  movement  wa'xh 
for  a  man  or  woman.  Man's  with 
either  liberty  head  or  American 

eagle  face;  lady's  with  liberty 
head  only.  Black  suede  strap. 
$24.95  ppd.  Horizon  Industries, 
HG6,  5117  11th  Ave.,  Brooklyn, 
NY  11219. 

HAPPY  RETURNS 

For  throwing  practice  and  fun, 

try  a  boomerang!  Replica  of  fa- 
mous hunting  weapon  used  by 

Australian  Aborigines  soars  hun- 
dreds of  feet,  then  circles  back. 

Scientific  air-foil  design.  $2.98 
plus  45c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 

prises, HG2,  556  Mission  St., 
San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

MEMORY-LANEALBUM 
Holds  612  matchbook  covers  on 

42  pages:  32  pre-cut  for  usual 
11/2"  size;  10  for  2",  3".  Slots, 
no  glue.  Maroon  vinyl,  initials 

(print)  gold-stamped.  10"  by 
12".  $6.98;  refill  (42pp.  IVa") 
$3.98.  Add  50c  post.  Lillian  Ver- 

non, G2E,  510  So.  Fulton  Ave., 
Mt.  Vernon,  NY  10550. 

BUILD  THIS  LOVELY 
HORSE  BARN 

24  ft.  wide  x  36  ft.  long  x  18  ft.  high. 
Featuring  3  9  ft.  x  12  ft.  stalls. 
Dutch  doors  to  each  stall.  17V2  ft. 

x  81/2  ft.  tack  room,  5  ft.  x  9  ft.  grain 
room,  12  ft.  x  25  ft.  with  a  9  ft.  slid- 

ing door  to  accommodate  pick  up 
truck,  tractors,  etc.  4  ft.  rear  slid- 

ing loft  door.  Concrete  floors  and 
stamped  clay  for  stall  area.  Send 
$8.00  for  step  by  step  plans  and 
material  list.  Also  24  ft.  x  36  ft.  x 
18  ft.  All  purpose  barn  minus  horse 
barn  features  $6.00. 

HAMMOND  BARNS 

Dept.  HG-50  Box  584, 
Newcastle,  I nd.  47362 

SHOPPING  AROUND 
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TRUNK  SUPPLIES 
free  catalog  of  over  200  parts 

leather  handles  *13 

Black  or  Russett 

HI  $2.75  pair  (8") 
H-2  $3.00  pair  (10") 

Handle  loops 

400  each 

(long  lock) 
_   (short   lock) 

A-4  (square  lock) 

59c  each 
Hinges 
Stay  #1 

.650  each Stay  #2 

$1.99      (small) 
$2  50      -500  each 

$1.99 Trunk  (1")  or  %"  Nails  or  Tacks  50  for 
Shipping  and  Handling  orders  under 

  $6.00_add_$l_00_over_$6J30_ad£  $j^.50 
TRUNK   REPAIR   BOOK 

D-^CORftTE,  R"PAIR  and  RZSTORE ANTIQUE  TRUNKS  ,^  ̂   , 

w.th  24  illustrated  pages  ''"^ 
of  instructions!  Enjoy  this 
profitable  ANTIQUE  and 
DECORATING  craze  from 

America's  foremost 

"TRUNK  REPAIR  BOOK" 
and  parts  supplier.  ONLY  $2.35  postpaid 

N'W  BOOK!  PRICE  ad  IDENTIFICATION 
GUIDE  to  ANTIQUE  TRUNKS  .  .  .  over  80  ac 

tual  photographs  .  .  .  $3.35  postpaid.  Or  or- 
der   both    books,    $5.50    INCLUDING    postage. 

Free     cntalvQ     nicludctl     irirh     iiUnrr     hooks     .      .     . 

ANTIQUE  TRUNK  CO. 
3706  W.    169th.    St.,    Cleveland,    Ohio  44111 

r* 
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REMOVE  HAIR 
FOREVE 

Perma  Tweez  is  a  simple  electrolysis  instrument  that  PERMANENTLY 
removes  ugly  hair  from  all  areas  of  the  face — such  as  the  chin,  upper 
lip.  eyebrows.  Embarrassing  body  hair  can  now  be  removed  forever 
in  the  privacy  of  your  boudoir.  Arms  and  legs  can  be  forever  free 
of  the  inconvenience  of  constant  hair  removal.  An  exclusive  U.S. 

patented  safety  feature  allows  you  to  do  this  without  puncturing 
the  skin! 

AN   EXPERT'S  APPROVAL 
Perma  Tweez  has  been  clinically  tested  by  a  university  professor  of 
dermato!ogy  and  proven  to  be  safe  and  effective.  One  of  his  patients 
had  previously  been  tweezing  hairs  from  her  chin  every  day  for  15 
years.  After  treating  herself  with  Perma  Tweez.  she  has  eliminated 
this  time  consuming  chore  for  the  rest  of  her  life!  Over  15  thousand 

instruments  in  use  by  doctors — over  500,000  in  use  by  people  like 

yourself. Easy  instructions  make  you  expert  in  a  few  minutes.  Save  hundreds 
of  dollars  on  salon  electrolysis  by  doing  it  yourself. 

14   DAY  MONEY  BACK  GUAR. 

$  I  6.95    Serul  ch'jck  or  Money  Order ^mmc^ 

GENERAL  MEDICAL  CO.,  Dept.  HG-127 
5701  West  Adams  Blvd. 
Los  Angeles,  California  90016 

lJ   I  enclose  $4.00  deposit  and  will  pay  balance  COD 
plus  extra  GOD  postage. 

□  I  enc'ose  $13.95  in  full  payment. 
□  BankAmericard  Q  Master  Charge 

Good  Housekeeping^ 

PROMISES "^  PROMISES  <<^/ 

"%f«r  OR  REFUND  \f^^' 

No. 
Exp.  date- 

Name- 

Address. 

City/State_ 
Mtr.  of  Professional  and  Home  Electrolysis 

  I 
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NO  MORE  WET  HAIR 
Keep  hair  dry  while  bathing  or  swimming.  Absorbent  Dry  Band 
protects  against  moisture.  Keeps  hair-do  safe,  dry.  Easy  to  use 
— practical  for  all  ages.  Simply  wrap  poly-foam  band  around  head  to 
cover  hairline.  Wear  under  shower  or  bathing  caps.  Adjustable. 

DRY  BAND  $3.38  Plus  450  Postage  &  Handling 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises Dept.  KG-26 556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

S> A 

CHANDELIER  CLEANER 
Just  spray  it  on  and  allow  to  dry.  No  wiping  necessary.  Your  crystal 
chandeliers  will  sparkle  in  a  blaze  of  glory.  Protects  and  preserves 
all  surfaces  with  an  invisible  coating  of  miracle  silicone.  7  cz. 
spray  can. 

CHANDELIER  CLEANER  $3.98    +    650  Mailing  Each 

California  Residents  add  6%  Sa'es  Tax 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises Dept.  HG-26 556  Mission,   San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 
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HANDSOME  HARDWOOD 
Handmade  chopping  block  of  end 
grain  red  alder  found  only  in  the 

Pacific  Northwest.  I2V2"  by  8V2" 
by  IVs",  ideal  for  chopping,  for 
cutting  or  slicing  meats,  vege- 

tables, cheese,  anything  you 

choose.  $8.49  plus  $1.45  post. 
Wretched  Mess,  Dept.  HG2,  West 
Yellowstone,  MT  59758^ 

MUM'S  THE  WORD 

Playful  youngsters — chatty  teen- 
agers— are  discouraged  from  un- 

supervised use  of  the  phone  when 
it's  under  lock  and  key.  Tele- 

phone lock  is  metal  for  sturdy 
protection.  Two  keys.  $1  98  plus 
20c  post.  Anthony  Enterprises, 

HG2,  556  Mission  St.,  San  Fran- 
cisco, CA  94105. 

WEEKEND  WONDER 

Roomy  shoulder  bag  copes  with 
all  your  needs.  Opens  while  on 
shoulder,  easy  to  get  at  keys  and 

money  from  front.  Complete  dou- 

ble zipper  at  handle.  20"  w.  by 
24"  overall.  Waterproof  beige 
canvas  with  silky  finish.  $9.95 
ppd.  Elizabeth  McCaffrey,  HG2, 
Northport,  NY  11768. 

SOUPS  ON 

Serve  it  up  in  decorative  mugs  of 

heavy  stoneware  to  keep  it  pip- 
ing hot  whether  you  sip  or  spoon 

it.  Embossed  with:  "Soup  and 
Crackers."  Stackable.  3Va"  h.  by 
4V4"  dia.  Four  in  set  (one  each 

grey,  green,  beige,  brown)  $8.98 
plus  $1  post.  Ferry  House,  HG2, 
Briarcliff  Manor,  NY  10510. 

TO  THE  RESCUE 
Brilliantly  simple  gadget  averts 
many  a  catastrophe:  it  keeps  an 
extra  car  or  house  key  on  the 
fender,  bumper  or  a  metal  pipe. 
Metal  key  case  has  sliding  cover 
and  heavy  magnet.  $1  plus  15c 
post.  Anthony  Enterprises,  HG2, 
556  Mission  St.,  San  Francisco, 

CA  94105. 

PERMANENT  PRESS 

Woven  y4-inch  gingham  checks  in 

cotton/ polyester.  74"  w.  pair,  2" ruffles.  Red,  brown,  blue,  yellow 

or  pink  with  white.  25",  30",  36" 
$7.50;  45",  54",  63",  72"  $10; 
10"  by  74"  valance  $3.  Add 

$1.75  post,  per  order.  Free  cat- 
alogue. Country  Curtains,  HG2, 

Stockbridge,  MA  01262. 

LOVELY  TRIO 
Pendants  crafted  in  14k  yellow 

gold  on  fine  chains  15"  long. 
Heart  3/4",  arrow  IVs".  star  %". 

(approx.),  each  $14.90.  Match- ing rings  in  arrow  or  star,  $17.90. 
Plus  $1  post.  Free  catalogue 

of  rings  and  things  for  men,  wom- 
en. The  Strongite  Co.,  HG2,  2 

W.  47th  St.,  NY.,  NY  10036. 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN 



50  PIECE  SET...  PISTOL-HANDLED 
FLATWARE  OF  \H6...Repwducedas 

authentic  replicas  in  satin  finish  stainless 
NOT  $44.95!  NOT  $34.95!  ONLY  $22.95! 
our  home  can  reflect  the  candleHght  appeal  and  gracious  atmosphere 
f  Early  American  Colonial  elegance  when  you  grace  your  table  with 
jiis  incredibly  beautiful  service.  Through  a  special  purchase,  we  can 
ffer  you  the  famous  Pistol-Handled  Flatware  with  all  its  stunning 
olonial  simplicity  in  magnificent,  satin  finish  stainless  steel  at  just  a 
action  of  what  you  would  pay  for  luxurious  Sterling  Silver.  Each 

nd  every  piece  is  a  masterpiece  of  authenticity— an  exquisite  replica 
f  the  famous  Paul  Revere  settings  that  highlighted  many  a  candlelit 

'olonial  dinner.  The  knives  are  the  genuine  hollow  pistol  grip  handles; 
le  forks  are  the  graceful  3-tined  design.  And  the  entire  50-Piece  Set 
.  made  of  modern  stainless  steel,  to  give  you  years  of  carefree  ---'•=-- 

LIMITED  SUPPLY  AVAILABLE  AT 

THIS  VERY  SPECIAL  LOW,  LOW  PRICE 

)on't  be  disappointed!  Take  advantage  of  this  amazing  Ic 
/hile  our  supplies  last.  Order  now  and  we'll  send  you  the  c 
ervice  for  8  including  8  Pistol  Grip  Hollow  Handle  Knives;  ̂  
orks;  8  Salad  Forks;  8  Soup  Spoons;  16  Teaspoons  PLUS 
^lAL  FREE  GIFT  of  a  matching  Butter  Knife  and  Sugar 
'0  pieces  in  all.  The  entire  set  is  yours  for  just  $22.95  on  ful 
5ack  guarantee  if  you  are  not  absolutely  delighted.  But  don 
)uc  to  the  rising  cost  of  quality  stainless  steel,  the  price  of  thi 
>e  increased  in  the  very  near  future.  Take  advantage  of  our  t 
irice  while  current  supplies  last.  Mail  coupon  today! 

<UARY,    1976 

Complete  Luxury  Service  For  8 
50  PIECE  SET  ONLY  $7795 

While  Supplies  Last       M^M^   1 

CROWN-CASTLE  Ltd.,  Dept.  PGX-376 
51  Bank  Street,  Stamford,  Conn.  06901 

Please  send  me  the  Stainless  Steel  Pistol  Grip  Flatware  1  have 

checked  below  on  full  Money  Back  Guarantee  if  I  am  not  abso- 
lutely delighted. 
fPlease  add  $2.00  postage  and  handling  with  each  order.) 

(50-Piece  Set)  $22.95 
2       (74-Piece  Set)  33.95 
6       {100-Piece  Set)  44.95 

]  BankAmericard ]  American  Express 
n  Master  Charge 

Exp. 

-Date. 

ase  Print  Clearly) 

.Zip. 

idents  Add  7%  Sales  Tax  -. 

SI 



CLEANS  SILVER  FAST 
Magic  Silver  Leaf  goes  in  the  dishpan,  or  sink,  and  safely  cleans 

silver  as  you  wash  dishes.  No  rubbing,  no  boiling.  Keeps  silver 

shining  bright  and  tarnish-free.  Safe  for  finest  silverplate  and 

sterling.  Odorless  and  non-toxic.  Lasts  a  lifetime,  never  wears  out. 

SILVER  LEAF $3.98  +  400  Mailing  Each 
No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises Dept.  HG-26 556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

A  BIT  OF  l^HIMSEY! 
Winnie  The  Pooh  is  floatin<i  from  a  red  hal- 

loon!!  Suspended  from  10"  thread.  Winnie 
is  3^/4",  handpainted,  and  comes  from 
Sweden.  A  fun  <:ift  for  any  occasion. 

85.50  ppd- 
HARRIET  AMANDA  CHAPMAN,  INC. 

225  5th  Avenue 
New  York,  N.Y.  10010 ^ 

iJrHllMij.liLin:!-.'^:;!'".!-. 
;i.;»M^Mil.-i  lij! 

DELIGHTFUL  STITCHERY 
Two  irresistible  samplers.  Each  conies  in  kit- 
form  complete  with  oyster  Belgian  linen  stamped 

for  cross-stitch,  floss  in  bright  colors,  8 '2"  x  16" 
wood  frame  in  maple  or  mahogany  finish,  and 

instructions.  Also  available,  "Grandchildren 
Are    God's    Reward    For    Growing    Old". 
Grandmother  Sampler   Kit    (shown)     $4,25 
Grandfather    Sampler    Kit    (shown)      $4.25 
Grandchildren    Sampler    Kit      $4.25 

PLUS60C  POSTAGE  &  HANDLING 

Pa.  lies.  Adii  <;r;.  .s,,;cs  T'}X.  Sony  \o  COD's 

VICTORIA   GIFTS 
12-H  Water  St..   Bryn   Mawr.   Pa.   19010 
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ORIENTAL  STYLE 

Trapunto  (design  in  upholstered 

back.  29"  w.,  27"  d.,  30"  h.  Fin- ished in  walnut,  mahogany,  teak, 
fruitwood  or  add  $10  for  black  or 
colored  lacquer.  $145.95  in  your 
fabric;  $181.95  in  ours,  exp.  coll. 
Catalogue.  $1,  Bryan  Robeson, 
Dept.  HG150,  Rte.  10,  Box  780, 
Hickory,  NC  28601. 

EMBROIDERY  NEWS 

Full-color  catalogue  with  every- 
thing in  the  finest  Swedish  de- 
signs, from  pictures  and  panels, 

wall  hangings,  cloths  and  cush- 
ions. Florals,  figures,  delicate 

and  spectacular  colors.  Exclusive 
"long  stitch"  designs  included. 
$1.  Skon,  GE2,  55  Lambert  La., 
New  Rochelle,  NY  10804. 

SHOPPER'S  FRIEND 
Take  along  one  of  the  handiest 

bags  ever.  It's  reminiscent  of  the 
once  popular  French  string  bags 
but  sturdier.  Weightless  handful 

in  purse  or  pocket  but  holds  par- 
cels aplenty.  $1  plus  20c  post. 

Anthony  Enterprises,  HG2,  556 
Mission  St.,  San  Francisco,  CA 
94105. 

BIRTHDAY  SPECIAL 

Extra!  Extra!  Read  all  about  it — 
in  a  special  edition  (front  page 

only)  of  the  New  York  Herald 
Tribune.  See  what  the  rest  of  the 
world  was  doing  on  the  day  you 

were  born.  Specify  any  date  from 
1  / 1  / 1900  to  4/ 1/66.  $2.99  ppd. 

Holiday  Gifts,  Dept.  302-D, 
Wheat  Ridge,  CO  80033. 

GOLDEN  MONOGRAM 
English  script  monogram  pin 

with  2"  last  name  initial,  V/z" 
first  and  middle  is  absolutely 
smashing  with  ensembles  or  on 
fabric  handbag.  Underline  last 
initial  in  order,  24  k  gold  plated 

finish,  $6  plus  50c  post.  Decor 
Galore,  HG2,  140  Monument 
Ave.,  Barrington,  IL  60010, 

GOOD  ADVICE 
Perch  a  colorful  worry  bird  on 
desk  or  shelf.  Beak  holds  card 

reading:  Don't  be  sad/ Don't  be 
blue/ 'Cause  I'm  the  bird/ Who'll 

worry  for  you.  He'll  make  more 
smiles  an(j  fewer  frowns.  3"  h. 
$2.98  plus  40c  post,  Anthony 
Enterprises,  HG2,  556  Mission 
St,,  San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

ZODIAC  SERIES 
Distinctive  thimbles  of  white 

porcelain  with  each  of  the  12 
signs  depicted  in  color.  Lovely 

gift  for  collectors.  1".  State 
zodiac  sign  or  birth  date  for  each 
thimble  ordered,  $2,25;  three 

$5,50;  six  $10;  12  $19,  Ppd, 
Ferry  House,  Dept,  G2,  Briarcliff 
Manor,  NY  10510. 

HOUSE  &  gar; 



I'ery. 

EGYPTIAN  SYMBOL 

Striking  lithograph  from  the 
XVIII  Dynasty  of  Tutankhamen  is 
printed  in  tones  of  royal  and  sky 
blue,  coral,  gold  on  high  quality 

matte  paper.  38"  by  15".  Ready 
to  frame  as  a  decorative  note. 
$19.95  ppd.  Mail  Order  Art, 
HG2,  Box  14558,  Hartford,  CT 
06114. 

BLOW-UP 

An  inflatable  hanger  is  a  help 

for  drip-dry  laundering.  Blow  it 
up  to  plumpness  so  it  holds  gar- 

ment loosely  with  air  space  in- 
side. Floral  print  vinyl  with 

swivel  top.  Fold  flat  to  store.  $1 

plus  20c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG2,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

COWHIDE  CYCLE  BOOTS 

Genuine  rugged  100%  cowhide 
boots  for  guys  or  gals  with 
stacked  leather  heels,  rubber 
caps.  They  quickly  conform  to 
foot  and  leg.  Send  size  and  width. 
Brown  or  natural  antique.  $39.95 

plus  $1.75  post.  Vilce  Enter- 
prises, HG2,  3000  Hempstead 

T'pke,  Levittown,  NY  11756. 

BLACK  BEAUTY 

An  elegantly  elongated  genuine 
onyx  oval  adds  a  real  jewel  to 
your  collection.  Delicately  set  in 
sterling  silver  ring.  Sizes  4  to  9 
are  available.  $8.95  ppd.  Write 
for  color  catalogue  and  ring  size 

card  50c.  Lions,  Dept.  HG-26, 
665  Middle  Neck  Rd.,  Great 
Neck,  NY  11023. 

NICE  ICE 

Something  different  for  icing  your 
drinks.  Set  of  two  round  ice  circle 

trays,  just  like  those  a  bartender 

uses.  Flow-through  cubes  freeze 
fast.  Made  of  sturdy  plastic,  each 
tray  makes  12  circles.  $1.98  plus 
30c  post.  Anthony  Enterprises, 
HG2,  556  Mission  St.,  San  Fran- 

cisco, CA  94105. 

SHOPPING  AROUND 
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Relax. 

Save  Your 
Back! 

ellow  gardeners  you  know  that  cul- 
vating  and  weeding  are  important, 
ut  ouch,  that  backache!  The  answer: 

ellowbird,  the  easy-handling,  safe, 
jgged,  power  cultivator.  Powered 
lades  and  wheels.  Loosens  soil  with- 

ut  throwing  dirt,  as  well  as  pulls 

I'eeds.  Tiller  (extra)  is  interchangeable 

trough  simple,  one-pin  hook-up. 
ells  for  under  $300.  From  factory 
nly.  Brochure  free. 

PRECISION  VALLEY  MFG.  CO. 
Box  1031,  Springfield,  Vt.   05156. 

CORDOMATIC 
CLOTHESLINE 
REEL 

$7.99 
ppd.  Pa.  residents 
add  sales  tax. 

Automatic  New  Convenience  for 

Every  Home.  Retracts  automatic- 
ally when  not  in  use.  White,  Wash- 
able Plastic  Clothesline.  Easily  re- 

moved for  use  indoors  &  out.  Beau- 

tifully styled  in  all  weather  resi- 
dent durable  vinyl  steel  casing. 

Fully  Guaranteed. 
Send  check  or  money  order  to: 

ALMATEX  INTERNATIONAL  CO. 
Mail  Order  Division 

3569  B  Bristol  Pike 

Cornwells  Heights,  Pa.  19020 

^RUARY,    1976 

COUNTRY-STYLE  CURTAINS 
NO-IRON  MUSLIN  IN  NATURAL  OR  WHITE 

SUPERIOR  QUALITY-VALUE  PRICED! 

>i 

3   RUFFLES 

(Style  CC3) 

ReproduccK incetown. 

Extra-full 

Extra-wid 

pair. 

i  from 

Cape 

■.y  R 

e  80" 

Prov- 

Cod. 

uffles. 
10  the 

TIERS 

24  .30  ,36  long   . 

7.00  pr. 

WITH  TIEBACKS 

45  .  54.53' 

long 

9.00  pr 

72  ,  81  .  90 

long 

11.50  pr 

EXTRA 
TIEBACKS 

I.OOpr 

EXTRA  VALANCE 
11    x72       3.00ea 

2"  BRUSH  FRINGE     . 

(Style  K9)    ̂  
EXTRA-WIDE  90"  to 
the  pair.  Hang  them 
straight  or  tied  back 
with  or  without 
valance. 

TIERS 

24".  30".  36", 40"  long  6.50  pr. 

STRAIGHT  OR  TIEBACK 

45".  54".  63"  long.  .  9.00  pr. 

72".  81".  90"  long.  11.00  pr. 

TIEBACKS   I.OOpr. 

VALANCE  11"  X  72".  3.00  ea. 

The  charm  of  country -style  curtains  no  longer  need  the  drudgery  of  ironing. 
Practical,  long-wearing,  crisp  and  beautiful.  Machine  wash  and  dry,  50% 
Polyester— 50%  cotton  muslin  (preshrunk  maximum  shrinkage  1%)  of 

unsurpassed  quality  that  we  back  with  "satisfaction  unconditionally 
guaranteed."  Specify  style  and  color,  natural  or  white.  Add  $1.50  post.  & 
hdlg.  Please  enclose  check  or  m.o.  Sorry  no  C.O.D.'s.  N.  Y.  Res.  add  sales  tax. 

ColonialcTVIaidCurtains)^  ^     ,^^^ —  '  /\  I'h  \\  bince  1947 

Dept   226,  Lawn  Terrace,  Mamaroneck  Village,  NY  10543      "-=^^4.3' 

THE  CLOCK  OF  LIFE  CERAMIC  TILE 
White  Ceramic  Tile  used  as  a  wall  plaque  or  trivet.  Cork 

base  with  hanger,  6"  x  6". 
CLOCK  OF  LIFE  TILE 

$3.98 
Plus  600  Postage  &  Handling  Each 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthofiy  Enterprises 
Dept.  HG-26 

556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calff.  94105 
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FlexPort 
Why  be  a  doorman  for  your  pet?  FlexPort 
ends  scratched  doors  and  whining.  Keeps 

out  flies,  wind,  rain.  Gives 

you  and  pet  complete 

freedom.  Soft  plastic  tri- 
angles close  gently  and 

tightly.  Easily  installed. 
Send   for  free   folder. 

TUREN,  INC.,  DEPT.  HG2    '^        "^^ 
 '"' 2  Cottage  Ave.. 

Daiivers.  Mass.  01923 
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Own  your  own  Great  Movies 
AT  1/2  PRICE 

from  Blackhawk  Films! 
Super  8  Silent  or  Super  8  Sound 

HOURS  OF  FAMILY 
ENTERTAINMENT 
right  in  your  own  home  with  these 

all-time-great  films,  featuring  the 
top  stars  from  the  heyday  of 
Hollywood! 

SPECIAL  1/2  PRICE  INTRODUCTORY  OFFER! 
To  help  acquaint  you  with  the  wonderful  movies  available  from  Blackhawk  Films,  we're  offer- 

ing your  choice  of  3  memorable  motion  pictures  ...  all  at  half  price!  "Slapstick"  (scored  with 
music  and  sound  effects)  is  a  collection  of  the  fastest,  funniest  slapstick  scenes  from  the 
films  of  Mack  Sennett  and  others  featuring  Mabel  Normand.  Fatty  Arbuckle.  Edgar  Kennedy, 

the  Keystone  Kops  and  more!  "You're  Darn  Tootin'  "  (scored  with  music  and  sound  effects) 
features  Laurel  and  Hardy  as  musicians  who  are  fired  from  the  band,  try  playing  on  the  street 

and  start  one  of  the  biggest,  funniest  street  brawls  on  film!  "Hook  and  Ladder"  (all  talking  all 
laughing!)  has  the  Little  Rascals  playing  firemen  in  a  converted  barn — only  to  end  up  fighting 

a  real  fire  in  a  warehouse  filled  with  dynamite!  Plus  a  great  "gag"  ending! 
BankAmericard  and  Master     ORDER  TODAY— SPECIAL  HALF-PRICE  OFFER  ENDS  MARCH  31,  1976. 

Ctiarge  Card  orders— use  our 
24  tiours  WATS  Line!  Call 

fSOO)  553-1153  Toll  Free' 

FREE  BONUS 
Order  now!  Get  your  FREE 

Blackhawk  Bulletin— world's 
greatest  source  of  Super  8  and 
16mni.  silent  and  sound  home 
entertainment  films  and  35mm. 

2"  X  2"  color  slide  sets  PLUS 
special  offers,  money-saving 
sales! 

LIMIT:  One  ot  each 
title  per  customer 

195lEastin-Phelan  BIdg. 
Davenport,  Iowa  52808 

World's  Greatest  selection  of  things  to  stiov;!  Established  1927. 
Please  send  the  film(s)  checked  below  on  your  special  introductory  offer. 
(Be  sure  to  check  Super  8  silent  or  Super  8  sound.) 

n  "Slapstick"  rl500   Super  8  Silent  (700  n.)iS%r%6  $13.49 
"Slapstick"  :S1198   Super  8  Sound  (24  minutes)  $J4:^»-  $17.49 
"You're  Darn  Tootin'  "  #1465   Super  8  Silent  (400  ft.)4i«r9»  $9.49 
"You're  Darn  Tootin'  "  =1465.  .  .Super  8  Sound  (21  min.)4*ST98-  $16.49 
"Hook  and  Ladder"  =2272   Super  8  Silent  (305  ft.).^!*:^*  $9.49 
"Hook  and  Ladder"  rl458   Super  8  Sound  (19  min.ji^ar^  $16.49 

D 
n 
D 
D 
D 
I  enclose  □  check  G  money  order  for  $_ 

Charge  to  my:  □  BankAmericard  Acct.  No.. 

n  Master  Charge  Acct.  No.. 

  ;  or, 

.Exp.  Date_ 

.Exp.  Date_ 

If  Master  Charge,  include  Code  No. 

NAME. 

ADDRESS. 

CITY   .STATE. -ZIP. 

Orders  must  be  postmarked  before  midnight,  March  31,  1976 
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COMPACT  COMFORT 

Good-looking  sturdy  seating  in 
butcher  block  chairs  that  fold 
flat  to  store  in  a  small  space. 
Wood  seat,  natural  only  $15.90; 
cane  seat,  in  natural  or  walnut 
finish.  $19.90.  Exp.  coll.  New 
catalogue  $1.  J  &  D  Brauner, 
Inc.,  HG2,  1331  So.  Michigan 
Ave.,  Chicago,  IL  60605. 

SEE-EASY  THERMOMETER 

Winter's  in  tne  air.  See  through 
thermometer  sticks  outside  a 
window  and  lets  you  size  up  the 
season.  Even  youngsters  can 

read  exact  degrees.  3y2"  by  2V2". 
$2.98  plus  25c  postage.  Send  to 
Anthony  Enterprises,  HG2,  556 
Mission  St.,  San  Francisco,  CA 

94105. 

BATH  LUXURY 

Head  and  shoulders  are  buoyant- 
ly supported  while  in  the  tub  by 

a  luxurious  bath  pillow.  Held  in 

place  by  suction  cups,  wet-proof 
pillow  (to  keep  hair  dry)  has  gold 
fleur-de-lis  pattern  on  white  or 

pink.  16"  X  20".  $4.98  ppd.  Bet- 
ter Sleep,  Inc.,  HG2,  New  Provi- 

dence, NJ  07974. 

FLYTES  FORECAST 

Zigzag  rubber  soled  Flytes.  Grain 
calf  with  smooth  calf:  black; 

bone/ malt;  navy/ light  blue;  teak 

/brown;  black/ otter;  beige/ ot- 
ter; white.  21/2  to  12,  widths  AAAA 

to  EE.  21/2  to  10,  $25.95;  IOV2  to 
12,  $26.95.  Add  $1  post.  Free 
catalogue.  Solby  Bayes,  HG2, 
45  Winter  St.,  Boston,  MA  02108. 

SHOPPER  BUYS 
Inflation  has  made  us  aware  of 
how  much  our  dollars  should  buy, 

here's  a  guide  tellingwhere  tobuy 

quality  fashions,  fabrics,  house- 
wares. S.O.S.  is  a  directory  of  out- 

let and  sample  stores  in  USA  and 
Canada.  $6.95  plus  $1  post. 

S.O.S.  Directory,  Dept.  RS-7Z,  380 
Madison  Ave.,  N.Y.,  NY  10017. 

KNIT  VALET 

Handy  little  comb  strokes  out 
nats,  pills  and  balls  from  napped 
fabrics  in  seconds.  Use  it  on 
sweaters,  shawls,  any  knit.  May 

be  used  on  fabrics  of  man-made 
fibers.  $1.98  plus  20c  post.  Order 

D-Fuzz-It  from  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG2,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

ORIENTAL  RUGS 

Treasured  old  patterns,  authen- 
tic reproductions.  Dramatically 

decorative;  through-to-the-back construction.  Red,  ivory,  navy, 

moss  green  ground.  3'  by  5', 
$14.95;  4'  by  6',  $24.95;  6'  by 
9',  $49.95;  9'  by  12',  $89.95. 
Ppd.  International  Rug  Co.,  HG2, 
360  Amsterdam  Ave.,  NY  10024. 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN 
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KING  ARTHUR  DESIGN 

A  classically  regal  tankard  of 
clear  glass  personalized  with 
first  or  last  name  or  initials 

etched  in  frosty  white  finish,  in- 
itialed by  master  etcher.  Four- 

teen ozs.  $7.95;  two  $14.95;  four 
$24.95  ppd.  Ivy,  Dept.  X858, 
210  E.  23rd  St.,  New  York,  NY 
10010. 

BICENTENNIAL  TUNES 

Adorable  doll  classics  take  patri- 
otic stances  on  6"  h.  music 

boxes.  The  flag-maker  plays 

"Grand  Old  Flag;"  the  drummer 
marches  to  "Yankee  Doodle 
Dandy."  They're  in  red,  white  and 
blue  ceramic.  Each  $13.95  ppd. 
Phyllis,  Dept.  HG2,  507  Fifth 
Ave.,  New  York,  NY  10017. 

SKIN  SMOOTHER 

Scented  cosmetic  pumice  stone 
does  wonders  for  skin  that  has 

become  dry  and  calloused.  Use 
it  after  bath  or  shower  to  rub 
smoothness  into  elbows,  knees, 
heels,  toes,  wherever  needed. 
$2.98  plus  40c  post.  Anthony 
Enterprises,  HG2,  556  Mission 
St.,   San   Francisco,   CA   94105. 

GARDENER'S  DELIGHT 
Prize  roses  to  macadamias,  all 
in  1976  master  color  catalogue. 

All-American  champion  hybrids. 
European  winners.  Teas,  grandi- 
floras,  florabundas.  200  roses. 
Trees,  new  nectarines,  quinces, 

pomegranates,  jujubes.  Free  cat- 
alogue. Armstrong,  Dept.  125, 

Box  473,  Ontario,  CA  91761. 

ICE  BREAKER 

Here's  a  time-saving,  easy-to- 
work  gadget  you'll  find  indispens- 

able. One  or  two  light  taps  and 
ice  for  mists,  juleps,  shrimp  or 
seafood  cocktails  is  crushed  in  a 

trice.  Great  gift  idea.  $1.98  plus 
25c  post.  Anthony  Enterprises, 
HG2,  556  Mission  St.,  San  Fran- 

cisco, CA  94105. 

MONARCH  MONOGRAM 

Contoured  satin-finish  toilet  seat. 
Teksil  plastic,  white,  black,  an- 

tique gold,  cadmium  red,  pale 
blue,  yellow  or  pink.  Initial  in 
gold,  black,  white,  dark  brown  or 

blue.  $30;  walnut-grain  finish, 
oval  style  only,  $35  Ppd.  Tecnik 
Corp.  HG2,  22947  Rasch  Dr., 
Mt.  Clemens,  Ml  48043. 

FAMILY  PROTECTION 

About  time  to  think  about  mak- 
ing a  will  to  protect  the  family. 

"Wills — How  to  Make  and  How  to 
Break  Them"  is  written  by  an  at- 

torney. Personal  history  and  as- 
set sheet  and  four  will  forms  incl. 

$2.98  plus  20c  post.  Anthony 
Enterprises,  HG2,  556  Mission 
St.,  San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

EBRUARY,    1976 

Now,  Without  Even  Getting  Your  Hands  Dirty... 

STOP  LEAKS 
OF  ALL  KINDS 

INSTANTLY!  PERMANENTLY! 
Unconditionally  Guaranteed — use 
SPRAY  'N  SEAL  liquid  metal  for 
quick  as  a  flash  repairs. 

•  Seal    Flashing    and    ct>plng    •    Walls    •    Doors 
•  Plumbing  •  Air  Conditioner  Ducts  •  Cracks  in 
Cement  Wall  and  Floors  •  Ceiling  around  conduit 
•  Seals  seams  in  roof   •    Underground  drainpipes 

•  Repairs  cracks  in  inground  pools  •  Seal  around 
chimney  base  •  Seal  Skylight  base  •  Roof  Vents, 

gutters,     downspouts     •     Pre-fab    aluminum     roofs 
•  Truck  roof  and  side  panels  •  Fasten  wire  in  place 

on  jeep  bodies  •   Patch  big  holes  in  truck  bodies 
•  Help  reduce  noise  pollution  •  Plumbing,  elec- 

trical •  hundreds  of  other  uses. 

Now!  Spray  instant  metal  from  a  can,  instantly, 
permanently.  You  can  insulate  windows  and  doors, 
repair  flasliings  and  coping,  seal  seams,  cracks, 
gutters  and  downspouts  plus  hundreds  of  other 

sealing  jobs  in  mintues.  SPRAY  'N  SEAL  is  used  by 
professional  home  improvement  experts.  Now 
available  to  the  public  for  the  first  time.  Use  SPRAY 

'N  SEAL  directly  from  can  to  spray  away  just  about 
any  leak  you  can  name.  It  adheres  permanently  to 

virtually  all  surfaces,  can't  crack,  harden  or  be- 
come brittle.  It's  self-sealing,  expansion-proof! 

Weather  resistant.  It  does  not  oxidize.  SPRAY  'N 
SEAL  molds  to  irregular  surfaces  immediately.  No 
mixing.  No  dirt.  No  mess.  No  tools.  Seals  tightly  at 

temperatures  of  -140°F  to  +160°F.  The  longer  it 
stays  the  more  secure  the  seal.  Store  indefinitely  so 

you  can  be  ready  for  any  emergency. 

WHAT  SPRAY  'N SEAL  USERS  SAY 
"Saved  hundreds  of  dollars   re- 

pairing gutters  around  my  house 

without    even    removing    them." E.B.,  Westport,  Ct. 

"Great  Stuff!  Sealed  and  weath- 
erproofed  skyligh.    Nothing  else 

had    worked    before."     Building 
Contractor,  Bellingham,  Wash. 

"Sealed    several    of    our    trailer 

trucks    without    drilling."    Trudg- 
ing Company,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 

"Sealed  tin  roofs.  Only  thing  that 
ever    worked."     Garden     Supply 
Dealer.  Boston,  Ma. 
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Seals  truck  body  holes 

Reduce  noise  pollution Seals  cracks 

Try  SPRAY  'N  SEAL  90  days  at  our  risk.  If  not 
completely  satisfied,  return  for  prompt  refund. 

WORLD  COMPANY,  Dept.  2  HG 

606  W.  Stale  Street,  Westport,  CT  06880 

Please  rush  me       15  oz.  spray  cans  of  SPRAY  'N  SEAL  at 
S3. 99  each  plus  SOc  shipping  and  handling. 

SAVE!  Order  2  cans  for  only  $7.50  plus  $1.25  shipping  and  handling. 

SAVE  MORE!  3  cans  for  only  $9.99  plus  $1.90  shipping  and  handling. 
Enclosed  is:  Check  for  $   Money  Order  for  $   

Sorry,  No  C.O.O.'s  (Connecticut  residents  add  7%  sales  tax) 

NAME   

ADDRESS- 

CITY   -STATE- 
-ZIP- 

REPLACE  WORN  SILVER 
Silver  Plus  deposits  new,  pure  silver  on  copper,  brass,  or  bronze 

where  the  original  plating  has  worn  away — and  polishes  at  the 
same  time.  Silver  Plus  is  ideal  for  polishing  Sterling.  It  does  not 
deposit  new  silver  on  Sterling,  but  helps  maintain  its  beauty  and 
lustre.  4  oz.  bottle. 

#702  SILVER  PLUS  .    $4.98  Plus  550  Postage  &  Handliri.;- 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Saieo  '.  ":.k 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises 
Dept.  HG-26 

556  Mission,   San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 
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MEN  AND  WOMEN'S  MONEY  HOLDERS Bosom  Money  Cache  snaps  onto  the  bra  or  slip  straps.  Holds  folding 

money  or  other  valuables.  Plastic  lined  with  a  fold-over  flap.  Wash- 

able. Also  Men  or  Women's  Adjustable  Money  Belt  with  zippered 
compartments. 

BOSOM  MONEY  HOLDER  $2.98  Plus  400  Post.  &  Hndlg. 

MEN  OR  WOMEN'S  MONEY  BELT  $5.98  Plus  500  Post.  &  Hndlg. 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises Dept.  HG-26 556  Mission,   San   Francisco,  Calif.   94105 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

CHAIR-LOC  CO 

FIX    LOOSE   CHAIRS 

Chair-Loc  "Swells"  Joints  Tight 
Sure-acting  liijuid  synthetic  i)cneliateb 
wood  fibres,  makes  iheni  S-W-E-L-L. 
Fixes  loose  chairs,  locks  rungs,  legs  for- 

ever tight.  Also  use  Chair-Loc  for  dowels, 
tool  and  broom  handles,  mortised  joints. 
Plastic  stiueeze  bottle  with  ap|)licator 
nozzle  makes  it  ([uick,  clean,  easy.  Over 
2  million  sold.  Satisfaction  guaranteed. 
.3  oz.  bottle  S1.50  ppd.  Send  cash,  check 
or  M.O.  N.J.  residents  add  8(   tax. 

Dept.  HGI76  Lakehurst,  N.J.  08733 

SAFETY  IS  NO  ACCIDENT 
AND  NOW  AT  LAST  A 

SUPER  SAFE-BATH  CHAIR 
(for  tub  or  stiower) 

The  "MOONLANDER  I" 
IT'S  ...  tip  proof — slip  proof 

IT'S  . . .  rust  proof— water  proof 
IT'S  . . .  durable — light  weight 

IT'S  . . .  adjustable— 18-24"  tub  inside 
IT'S  ...  for  the  INFIRM  or  HEALTHY 

IT'S  ...  for  the  young  or  old 
IT  HAS  a  clear  anodized  aluminum  frame 
IT  HAS  back  and  arm  rests 

IT  HAS  a  pastel  colored  marlite  seat 
Patent  api)i 

ALSO  available,  BATH  SHOWER — attacfies  to  chair,  adjusts  up  and  down, 
to  and  from.  Water  "on  and  off"  control  in  stiower  head,  head  removable 
for  hand  use — includes  all  fittings.  Hook  it  up  yourself — fits  regular  shower 
system.  (Special  fittings  available  at  extra  cost  where  no  shower  head 
exists.). 

CHAIR   ONLY         $69.50 

BATH   SHOWER  ONLY(optionai)      34.50 

Shipping  charges  collect.  Shipping  weight  12  pounds. 
Send  M.O.  or  check. 

(Fla.  residents  add  4°o  sales  tax) 

HANLEY  SPECIALTIES  INC. 
Box  265, 

Marathon,  Fl.  33050 
(allow  3  weeks  for  delivery! 
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NON-SHOOTING  PAIR 

Display  a  replica  of  Kentucky 
Rifle  #1725,  over  53"  long,  all 

wood  and  metal.  Safe,  can't  be 
fired.  #785  powder  fiorn  is  6", 
of  genuine  steer  horn.  Rifle  $19; 
powder  horn  $8;  both  $25.  Ppd. 
Color  catalogue  $2.  The  Muller 
Co.,  HG2,  Dogwood  Hollow,  Miller 
Place,  NY  11764. 

TRUTH  IN  HUMOR 

Attractively  lettered  plaques  of 
Ponderosa  spruce  attempt  to 
state  the  way  things  are,  but  not 

too  seriously.  Both  have  a  long- 
lasting  finish  and  metal  hanging 

hook.  111/2"  by  4V2"  by  %". 
Each  $2.50.  Add  65c  post.  Posta- 
matic,  HG276,  Lafayette  Hill,  PA 
19444. 

LOOFAH  SPONGES 

Natural  vegetable  product  that  is 
designed  to  remove  dry  scaly 
skin  cells  and  work  on  unwanted 

cellulite  bulges.  The  12"  long 
sponge  is  easy  to  handle,  can 
help  smooth  and  tone  the  skin. 
Two  $4.95  ppd.  Jeffrey  Leigh 
Ltd.,  HG2,  41  Roundabend  Rd., 

Tarrytown,  NY  10591. 

MAGIC  TOUCH 

One  stroke  of  "Almond  Stick" 
and  superficial  scratches  disap- 

pear from  pianos,  furniture, 
woodwork.  For  mahogany,  wal- 

nut, oak  and  other  finishes.  Used 

by  professionals.  $1.98  plus  25c 
post  each.  Anthony  Enterprises, 

HG2,  556  Mission  St.,  San  Fran- 
cisco, CA  94105. 

LAMBSKIN  LUXURY 

Gather  around  the  hearth  on  a 

winter's  night  with  a  fleecy  lamb- 
skin rug  to  enhance  the  coziness. 

Approximately  nine  sq.  feet  with 
2"  pile.  Unique  wall  hanging  or 
warm  sofa  throw.  White,  creme 
or  honey.  $24.95  ppd.  La  Den, 
HG26,  115  W.  73rd  St.,  New 
York,   NY   10023. 

BATISTE  CURTAINS 

Lace  ruffles  give  a  fresh  country 
look.  Dacron  polyester  washes 

like  a  dream.  80"  wide  pr.  30"  I., 
$6.50;  36",  $7.  Tiebacks,  $1; 
45",    $9;    54",    $10;    63",    $11; 
72",  $12.  Tiebacks  included. 

Add  $1.50  post.  Brochure,  sam- 
ples, 50c.  Mathers,  HG2,  31  E. 

Main  St.,  Westminster,  MD 

21157. 

UP  TO  SCRATCH 

Soothe  that  hard-to-reach  itchy 

spot  with  a  back  scratcher  that's 
battery-operated!  Chrome-plated 
metal  reach-extender  is  15"  I.; 

operates  on  two  "C"  cell  batteries (not  included).  $4.98  plus  40c 
post.  Anthony  Enterprises,  HG2, 
556  Mission  St.,  San  Francisco, 

CA  94105. 
HOUSE  &  GARDE! 
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PRING  TREAT 

\sparagus  print  on  flared  wrap 
kirt  of  polyester  and  cotton, 
dged  and  tied  in  braid.  White 
vith  green,  reverses  to  green. 
Jy  Meadowbank.  S,  M,  L  and  XL 
;for  sizes  6  to  18).  $28  plus 
pi. 75  post.  Color  catalogue  free. 
The  Talbots,  Dept.  TQ,  Hingham, 
VIA  02043. 

jSPEED  SEWING 
Pexter  fiand  machine  can  baste, 
:ack,  zigzag,  sew  on  buttons  and 

zippers.  Blind-stitches  hem 
vou're  wearing.  Does  draperies 
and  curtains  while  they're  hang- 

ing. With  needle  threader,  book- 
let. $6.98  plus  60c  post.  Anthony 

Enterprises,  HG2,  556  Mission 
St.,  San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

PET  CARE  AND  FEEDING 

Pet  book  provides  questions  and 
answers  on  diseases,  infections 
and  symptoms  of  animals  as  well 
as  their  care  and  feeding  and 
treatment.  It  discusses  puppies 
{and  kittens  as  well  as  animal 
Ipregnancy.  $4.95  ppd.  Prano, 
HG2,  322  Sharrotts  Rd.,  Stat- 
en  Island,  NY  10309. 

TO  HAVE  AND  TO  FOLD 

Space  saving  table  made  in  Eu- 
rope. Solid  beechwood  with  oiled 

walnut  veneer.  Closed,  9"  by 
30";  one  side  up,  37"  by  30"; 
fully  opened,  65"  by  30",  it  seats 
eight.  30"  h.  $59.95.  Exp.  coll. 
Assembled.  Danish  catalogue, 
25c.  Genada  Imports,  HG2,  Box 
204,  Teaneck,  NJ  07666. 

WEIGH  AWAY 

Hand  postal  scale  checks  postage 
for  your  lengthy  letters  wherever 
they  go.  Shows  ounces  (up  to  4) 

^^on  one  side,  grams  on  other.  A 
must  for  compulsive  writers,  a 
nice  travel  gift.  $1.98  plus  20c 
post.  Anthony  Enterprises,  HG2, 
556  Mission  St.,  San  Francisco, 
CA  94105. 

(ITTI-POTTI 
OUR  CAT  WILL  LOVE  IT, 
.ND  SO  WILL  YOU! 

lis  easy  to  use,  non-breakable 
olded  plastic  litter  enclosure 

ops  litter  spills,  confines  odors, 

des  wastes,  and  comes  in  blue, 

own,  beige,  avocado,  yellow, 

id  white.  7"  dia.  hole  for  easy 
■try. 

2"Lx16"Wx18"H-$18.95  ppd. 
or  cats  weighing  1  2  lbs.  or  over 

0"Lx14"Wx17"H-$16.95  ppd. 
jr  cats  weighing  less  than  12  lbs 

Maugen  Products,  Inc.  Dept.  HG,  709  W. 
luron.  Box  1986,  Ann  Arbor,  Mi  48106 

WINTER  SPECIAL 

Baby's  First  Shoes 
Bronze-Plated  in  Solid  Metal Only 

$0.99 

a  pair 

I  PARENTS 

Limited  time  only  !  I!ab.vs  preciou.s  sliocs 
gorgeou.sl.v  plated  in  SOLID  JIETAL  for  only 

$3.99  pair.  Don't  confuse  thi.s  offer  of  genuine 
lifetime  BRO.XZE-PLATIXG  with  painted 

imitation.s.  .SATISFACTION  (U'ARAXTEED. 
Al.so  Portrait  Stands  (shown  above),  a.shtrays, 

boolxends.  TV  lami)s  at  great  savings.  Thrill- 
ingly  beautiful.  The  perfect  Gift  for  Dad  or 
Grandparents.  SEND  NO  .AIONEY  !  Ru.sh 

name,  address,  for  full  detail.s,  money-saving 
certificate,  handy  mailing  sack.  Write  now  I 

AMERICAN  BRONZING  CO. 
Box  6504-B5  Bexley,  Ohio  43209 

EBRUARY,   1976 
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QUILL'S  made  for  comfort  with  a  soft  knit 
lining  and  low  walking  heel.  Yet,  it's  stylishly 

different  with  an  extended  edge  sole  and 
slightly  narrowed  toe.  Try  it  in  black 

crepe  patent,  bone  crepe  patent, 
navy  crepe  patent,  or 

white  crepe  patent. 

You  get  the  best  fit  from  QUILL 
and  all  your  favorite 

Naturalizer  styles,  because 

we  have  your  size  .  .  .  even 
if  it's  hard  to  find. 

^25, 

Plus  $1.00  Postage. 
Sizes  over  10.  $1 .00  extra 

lltmois  residents. 

add  5%  sales  fax 

To  order  QUILL,  or  a  copy  of  our  free  catalog,  write: 

NATURALIZER.  Shoes 
DEPARTMENT   11   .  21   S.   LAGRANGE  ROAO/LAGRANGE.   IL  60525  .   PHONE:  312/352-0186 

~   BankAmericard  ~   Master  Charge 
Account  Number   

Expiration  Date   

Z   Check  Enclosed  (sorry,  no  C.0.0.) 

ARE  YOU  A  RECIPE  CLIPPER? 
Do  you  love  to  clip  recipes  from 

newspapers  or  magazines — and  then 
have  no  place  to  put  them?  We 
have  the  answer!  Our  pretty  Recipe 

Book  has  clinging,  transparent  cover 
sheets.  Just  cut  or  tear  out  recipes, 
and  slip  them  under  the  maglc-grip 
sheets.  No  glue  or  tape  needed! 

Pages  measure  5'/4"x8"  and  have  20 sides  to  store  recipes  for  quick, 
c'ean,  easy  reference.  $3.50  each; 
2  for  $6.50.  Please  add  85f  postage. 

FERRY  HOUSE  Dept.  hg-276 
Briarcliff  Manor,  N.Y.  10510 

•  ̂  

^'
 

DRY  CLOTHES—  RAIN  OR  SHINE 
"Drip-Dri  Bar"  hooks  over  shower  rod  and  locks  in  place.  Attaches  in 

seconds.  No  screws,  no  adhesive.  Can't  mar  wall.  Adjustable  from 
25"  to  31"  to  fit  standard  bathtub.  Holds  full-length  garments.  Water 
drips  into  the  tub,  not  on  the  floor. 

DRIP  DRY  BAR....  $4.98 
Plus  850  Postage  &  Handling 

No  COD'S  or  Billing California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

^UtbOtiy    tLtlt€VpriS€S      $56  Mission,  son  Francisco.  Calif.  94105 
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COUNTRY  CURTAINS 
Ball  Fringe  on  Cotton  Muslin  or 

Permanent  Press  —  Natural  or  White 

TIERS COTTON 
MUSLIN 

PERMANENT 
PRESS 

20",    25"       .    5.50  pr. 
6.00  pr. 

30",  36",  40"  .... .  6.00  pr. 6.50  pr. 

TIEBACKS 

45",  54".  63"   . . 
8.00  pr. 8.50  pr. 

72",  81".  90"  .. 
10.00  pr. 10.50  pr. 

VALANCE 

1 0"   X   80"      2.50  ea. 2.75  ea. 

All   pairs  are  90" 

wide. 

SEND  FOR  FREE  CATALOG 

For  years  Country  Curtains  have  gaily 
graced  the  bright,  clean  windows  of 
charming  colonial  homes.  Country  Cur- 

tains add  warmth  to  every  room  .  .  . 
Country  Curtains  retain  their  fresh  crisp- 
ness  and  are  a  credit  to  your  thriftiness 
.  .  .  Country  Curtains  are  a  lifetime  friend 
and  supply  their  own  sunshine  .  .  .  New 
England  at  its  very  best. 
Please  specify  cotton  muslin  or  permanent 
press,  in  off-white  or  white.  Please  enclose 
check  or  money  order.  Sorry,  no  COD's. Postane  and  handling;  for  orders  under 
$10  add  $1.  over  $10  add  SI.75.  Ma.w.  res. 
add  5%  sales  tax.  Satisfaction  guaranteed. 

COUNTRY  CURTAINS 
ArTkuREDLioNLNN 

Dept.  2t,  Stockbridjie,  Massaclnisell^  021ti 

imagineyourself  ina 
Chalet  byNor-Wes 
The  finest  recreational  and  resi- 

dential homes  of  superior  western  red 
cedar  -  the  aristocratic  wood. 

15  luxury  chalet  designs  custonnized 
to  your  needs  from  600  to  2500  sq.  ft. 
In  size,  shipped  complete  and  ready  to 
assemble  with  exact  instructions. 

•  post  and  beam  cathedral  ceilings. 
•  fully  insulated  against  heat  or  cold. 
•  components  pre-cut  for  easy  assembly. 
•  maintenance  free. 
Send  for  more  information . . . 

28-page  color  catalog,  floor  plans, 
prices,  2  cut-out  models  for  table-top 
assembly,  color  photos  of  furnished 
interiors.  $3.50.  (Catalog  only  $1.50.) 
Phone  or  write: 
915  W.  1st  St.,  North  Vancouver,  B.C. 

Canada,  V7P  1A4.  Dept.  214 
Telephone  (604)  988-5221 

CEDAR  CHALETS  LTD,^^^ 
m  THE  HEART  Of  THE  WESTERN  RIO  CEDAR  COUNTRY 

ONLY  BURKE  CHAIRS 

HELP  YOU  ALL 

THE  WAY  UP. 

Burke's  unique  elevating  cushion 
helps  thousands  of  people  of  all  ages 
rise  to  their  feet  and  seat  themselves 

safely  and  gently.  Only  the  Burke  chair 
raises  you  all  the  way  up  to  a  standing 
position.  Only  Burke  offers  free  home 
trial.  Many  styles  and  colors.  Write 
today  for  further  information. 

BK^SKE 
P.O.  Box  1064,  Dept.  HG-2 

Mission,  Kansas  66202  •  (913)  722-5658 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

At  last  —  Sterling  Silver  crafted  with  the 
same  fine  workmanship  as  18KT  Gold 

Italian  Jewelry  — 
Exquisitely  designed  to  enhance  the  real 

woman  —  perfect  with  your  turquoise  — 

perfect  without. 

Maxi-Leaf  (18'  chain)  $65.00 
Mini-Leaf  (15"  chain)  25.00 
Gift  Boxed  —  Satisfaction  Guaranteed 
For  Master  Charge,  complete  nunfiber,  expiration  date, 
Signature.  Georgia;  add  4%  sales  tax. 

4  CAROX  LESLIE Post  Office  Box  76651 

Atlanta,  Georgia  30328 
Dept.  HG 

Protect  your  silver  with 

Tarnish-Proof  Pacific  Silvercloth Drawer  Pads  by     (JQJJJJ^^ 

Holds  over 

125  pieces,  (large  size  shown) 

Pads  convert  your  drawer  space  info  a  silver 
chest. 

Prevents  farnisli  and  scratching;  silver  is  al- 
ways ready  to  use. 

SIZE:    ll'/z"  wide  x  lAVz"  deep  x  ...... 

2Vz"  high.   Holds  over   100  pieces.  ""•'  = 

SIZE:     17"    wide    x     12"    deep    x  ....^ 

21/2"  high.   Holds  ower  125  pieces.  *'*•'» 
ADD  SI. 00  FOR  PACKING  &  POSTAGE 

FOR  EACH   UNIT  ORDERED. 

6ARRINGT0N  SPECIALTIES 
P.O.    Box    154-G,    Barrington,    R.    I.    02806 
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THE  FRENCH  WAY 

Cool  ancd  smart,  espadrilles  im- 
portecj  from  Jacques  Cohen. 
Colorful  canvas  uppers,  crepe 
soles,  rope  trim.  Sand,  navy,  yel- 

low, green,  sky  blue,  white  or  red. 
Whole  sizes  5-10  in  N  and  M 
widths.  $15  plus  $1.75  post. 
Catalogue  free.  The  Talbots, 
Dept.  TR,  Hingham,  MA  02043. 

HIGH  AND  DRY 

To  the  rescue  for  travelers, 

apartment  dwellers:  a  space- 
saving  dryer  that  uses  clips  and 
bright  protective  plastic  tubing  to 

dry  lingerie,  drip-dry  items.  Non- 
rusting;  folds  to  12"  I.  (#720) 
$2.98  plus  50c  post.  Anthony 
Enterprises,  HG2,  566  Mission 
St.,  San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

COLLAR  HIM 

Sterling  silver  collar  stays.  He'll 
savor  knowing  he's  well  dressed 

wn  to  these  elegant  details. 

j"  I.,  to  engrave  with  three  ini- 
:ts     (specify).     Pair    sterling, 

.3.50.  3"  long  $9.  Add  50c  post. 
Sleepy  Hollow  Gifts,  HG2,  6651 
Arlington  Blvd.,  Falls  Church,  VA 

22042. 

PAMPERED  PET 

Polyprophylene  kitty  dish  holds 
12  ozs.  of  favorite  combo.  Even 

Morris  approves  of  a  dish  with 
his  name.  Specify  red  or  blue  and 
name  (up  to  10  letters).  $2.98 
plus  $1  post.  32  oz.  puppy  dish, 
$3.98;  72  oz.  king,  $4.98.  Add  $1 

post.  Paws  'n  Shop,  HG2,  Birch- wood  Circle,  Bedford,  NH  03102 

CREATE  A  CLOSET 

Excess  hangers  hang  neatly  and 

prettily  on  a  plastic  holder  with 
folding  arm  to  hang  on  door  with 

adhesive  back  or  screws.  "Hang- 
er Holder"  has  ample  room  for 

seven  hangers.  (#540)  $1.98 

plus  25c  post.  Anthony  Enter 
prises,  HG2,  556  Mission  St  . 
San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

LONG  ON  CHIC 

From  the  sunny  Isle  of  Majorca 
comes  a  rope  of  matched  pearls 

60  inches  long.  It's  a  fashion  ac- 
cessory that  lends  a  look  of  sim- 

ple elegance  to  practically  any- 
thing you  choose  to  wear  it  with. 

$12  ppd.  American  Image  Indus- 
tries, HG2,  276  Park  Ave.  So., 

New  York,  NY  10010. 

HOCUS-POCUS 

Easy-to-follow  tips  on  how  to  be- 

come an  expert  on  sleight  of  ' hand  card  tricks.  Fascinating 

hobby  for  you,  fun  for  your  fam 
ily  and  friends.  84  card  tricks, 
to  while  away  time.  $1.49  plus 

20c  post.  Anthony  Enterprises. 

HG2,  556  Mission  St.,  San  Fran- 
cisco, CA  94105. 

HOUSE  &  GARDE' 



URRIER   &   IVES   PLATES 

Lithographs  on  porcelain  in  Cop- 
enhagen    blue.     Hanging     loop. 

(Shown)    Homestead   in   Winter; 

ISO  Farmer's  House,  Old  Home- 

itead,  Home  in  Wilderness.  SVs". 
3  plus  50c   post.;   set  of  four 
9.98   plus   $1    post.   American 
onsumer,  UH-50,  Caroline  Rd., 

Philadelphia,  PA  19176. 

[eternal  link 

iBride  and  groom's  coats  of  arms, iiinked  by  helmet  and  mantle, 
Bhand-engraved  on  a  wedding 
Bband  of  14k  gold.  10mm  wide. 

jSend  drawings  for  both  names 
lor  request  coat-of-arms  research. 
|$155  ppd.  Free  color  catalogue. 
Heraldica  Imports,  HG2,  21  W. 
Iketh  St.,  New  York,  NY  10035. 

MONEY  MINDER 

Dollars  collect  under  a  handsome 
dollar  sign  magnetized  money 
clip  that  keeps  it  all  together. 

Gold-finish  dollar  sign  is  on  2y2" 
metal  clip  to  hold  paper  bills 

poshly.  $1.98  plus  20c  post.  An- 
(thony  Enterprises,  HG2,  556 
Mission  St.,  San  Francisco,  CA 
94105. 

MAHOGANY  VICTORIAN 

Hand-carved  reproduction  of  an 
1850  loveseat  is  adorned  with 

roses  and  leaves.  55"  w.,  30"  d., 
42"  h.  in  a  variety  of  fabrics. 
$469.95  with  express  collect. 
Catalogue  of  Victorian  furniture 
with  appropriate  fabric  samples, 
$1.  Magnolia  Hall,  HG2,  726 
Andover,  Atlanta,  GA  30327. 

LUCITE  GEOMETRICS 

Sparkling  shapes  personalized 
with  initials  or  name.  Choose  a 

triangular  pendant  2"  by  21/4" 
with  two  or  three  letters;  or  a  dia- 

mond shape  1%"  by  1%"  with 
two  to  five  letters.  On  silver-  or 

gold-tone  chain.  $5.95  plus  35c 
post.  Pehls,  HG2,  Brooklandvilie, 
MD  21022. 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

STAINED  GLASS 
MINIATURE 

meaningful  sentiment  reproduced  on 

^e-standing  stained  glass  screen.  Each 
nel  5"  X  1"  is  surrounded  by  violet 
id  emerald  greenery  under  azure 
ches.  This  charming  decorative  piece 
II  brighten  a  mantel,  delight  a  window, 
Jorn  a  table. 

$7.00 add  95^  pstg.  &  hdlg. 
Md.  res.  add  4°o 

Send  $1.00  for  stained  glass  catalog 

k/A^  c/7 n.ccf>'r^ny 
151 1 1  New  Hampshire  Ave..  G26 

Colesville.  Maryland  20904 

^zu/e^r^ 

INTERIOR 
DECORATION 

For  a  Satisfying  Hobby  or  Rewarding  Career 
Famou.s  HOME  STUDY  course.  Individual  pri)- 
Erani  prepared  and  supervised  bv  prominent  N.Y. 
decorators  on  faculty  of  lone  e>:tabli.slied  reputa- 

ble school  with  .successful  cradnates  all  over  the 
world.  Lessons  cover  Textiles;  Furnishinqs:  Room 
Arrangement:  Color  Harmony;  Period  and  Mod- 

ern Furniture;  Antiques;  Rugs  and  Floor  Cover- 
ings; Wall  Treatments;  Wall  Papers;  Draperies; 

Lighting;  Pottery;  Porcelain;  Glass;  Accessories. 
Metails  on  how  to  set  up  your  own  business  or 
start  a  career.  Illustiated  lessons,  complete  with 
•samples  of  fabrics,  colors,  etc. 
Certificate  awarded. 

NEW  YORK  SCHOOL 
OF  INTERIOR  DESIGN 
155  East  56th  St.,  New  York  10022 

New  York  School  of  Interior  Design 
155  East  56th  St..  New  York  10022 
riease  send  me  (no  obligation)   Catalog 

1 
C21 

name   

address   

city   state.. 
.zip.. 

EBRUARY     1976 

PLANT  STAND 
.  .  .  EXTRA  STRONG 

Holds  12  Plants  in  Just  A  2  Foot  Space 

DNUY 

$24.95 

Decorator     plant     furniture 
shows    off    all    your   plants 

.  .  .  lets  you  keep  more  and 

more  in  your  home  —  witn- 
out  taking    up   floor   space 
or  cluttering   window  sills. 
Ideal    for    small    rooms    or 

apartments,     unit     can     be  ^' used  indoors  or  out.  Special  clamps  slide  up  or  down 
52"  pole  to  any  desired  level.  Includes  12  ROTATING 
drip-proof  trays,  with  12  sturdy  metal  arms  that  swing 
apart  as  your  plants  grow  wider! 

a^K 

REQUIRES  NO  SUPPORTING  POLE  —  Grunmar 
Plant  Stand  —1003  is  floor  standing  .  .  .  supports itself!!  No  more  holes  to  drill  and  it  assembles 

easily  in  just  minutes.  Order  yours  today  — 

choose  from  Black  or  White  baked  enamel  >" 

finish  —  only  $24.95.  or  bright  shiny  ■■ chrome  $29.95.  Add  S3  00  for  shipping  and  handling 
New  York  State  residents  add  tax    Master  Charge  and 
COD    orders  welcome    UNCONDITIONALLY 
GUARANTEED. 

HOME  PLANT  DISPLAYERS,  INC. 

Dept.  C102 51  E.  42  Street.  New  York.  N  Y    10017 
Tel.:  212-661-2237 

WE  PRINT 

ANYTHING 

CUSTOM   PRINTED   SHIRTS 

The  latest  craze — you  think  of  the 
slogan  and  we  II  print  it!  Any  slogan 

for  your  team  .  .  .  candidate  .  .  .  club 

.  .  .  your  favorite  hobby  ...  or  what- 
ever. Up  to  30  letters  printed  on  these 

quality  cotton  sweatshirts  or  T  shirts. 
Machine  washable,  paint  will  not  run  or 

fade.  Colors — powder  blue,  or  navy 

blue.  Size  S,  M,  L,  XL.  Specify  size 

a"d  color.  Add  $2.00  extra  for  printing 
01  both  sides.  Prompt  Shipment. 

Sweatshirt     S4.95       T-shirt    $4.95 
Wriie  for  FREE  catalog  of  gifts. 

lloliclaT    fiifts 
Dept.  302-B,   Wheat   Ridge,   Colorado  80033 

IMPORTED  HANDCUT 

Crystal  Elegance 
The  soft  diffused  light  from  these  lovely  crystal 

lamps  bring  out  the  rare  beauty  of  the  hand  cut 

prisms  and  hand  cut  crystal  bases.  What  can  sur- 
pass the  elegance  of  total  crystal  as  in  this  design. 

I61/2"  high,  9"  dia.  Completely  electrified.  $39.95 

Pair.  Ship.  ehgs.  collect.  Sorry  no  COD's  please 

Pa.  res.  add  6%  tax  •  Send  2.'>i*  for  catalog 

LUIGI    CRYSTAL 
7332    Frankford    Ave..     HG2-6.     Phila..     Pa.     19136 

WASHABLE  KNIT  COAT 

New    Premium 

yarn,  100% 
Orion  Acryl- ic gives 

you  firmness 

and  resili- 
ency plus 

easy  care.  % 
length  of 

weightless 

warmth,  dis- 

tinctively 

patterned. 
Washable. 

White, 

Red  or 
Beige. Sizes S,M,L, 

$23 

\    '    iV         Plus 

\   ^|\     $1.00 

postage $10  dep. 

for  COD's 

Satis. 

Guar. 
Send  for  our  free 
fashion  catalogue 

OLD  PUEBLO  TRADERS— H2K 
600  S.  Country  Club,  Tucson,  AZ  85716 

^BUTTERFLY-s 

BATIK  prints' 
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"If  1  would  try,  and  if  I  could  fly.  I  would 

want  to  be  a  butterfly".  Four  beautiful 
9  X  12"  masterpieces  of  butterflies,  wings 

unfurled,  in  full  color,  savoring  ttie  nectar 

of  gorgeous  flowers.  Printed  on  finely 

grained  art  paper.  Ideal  for  a  ctiild's  room, kitchen,  den,  a  favorite  tiallway.  Mount  as 

they  are,  frame  or  decoupage.  Each  is  dif- 
ferent. Great  "little"  gift  for  ail  occasions. 

Set  Of  4  Only  $1  -   ,350  pp. 

Send  check  or  nic  ■     '  •     ' 

CflDLYir 2077  N.Y.  Ave.,  Huntington  Sta.,  N.Y.  11746 
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DENIM  DASH 
The  "in"  watch  for  casual  wear.  Sporty 
blue-denim  look  on  face,  case,  vinyl 
strap.  Durable  stainless  steel  back. 

Swiss  made,  17-jewel  movement  with 
1  year  guarantee. 

$22.50 
Add  $2.50  air  postage 

BOUTIQUE 

f4^ce4<L 
P.O.  Box  3235,  St.  Thomas,  V.I.  00801 

From  Mainland  China 
Fine  white  cotton  pillowcases,  en- 

riched with  delicate  hand  embroidery 

and  cross-stitch  needlework.  Varied 

embroidery  designs.  Size  22"  X  36". 
Orders  filled  from  available  patterns. 

$4.50  a  pair,  postpaid. 

6oolchand*s Drake's  Passage,  Mam  Street 
St.Thomas,  V.I.  00801 

LUXURIOUS  BEACHFRONT  RESIDENCE 

Over  ten  acres,  500'  sand  beach.  Three  bed- 
rooms, two  baths,  plus  separate  guest  house, 

servants'  quarters,  cabana  on  the  beach.  Zoning 
permits  hotel  or  condominiums.  Offered  at 
$250,000,  liberal  terms  available.  Call  or  write 
for  details. 

^Jj^9A. .-\V'---'  f^EAL  ESTATE 

54    King    Street,    Christiansted  809-773-0595 
St.  Croix.   U.S. V.I.  00820 

For  a  Perfect  Vacation  in  the  Sun 

Spectacular  Scenery . . . 

Picturesque  18th  Century  Charm 
The  Best  Bargains  in  the  Entire  Caribbean 

THE 

UNITED  STATES 

VIRGIN 

ISLANDS 
Spots  to  Shop 

St.  Thomas  and  St.  Croix 

Exciting  Freeport  Buys 

Exciting  World-Wide  Selections 

Boolchand's . . .  Boutique  Riviera  . . .  Continental . . . 
Copenhagen  ...  La  Caravel le . . .  Place  Vendome 

160 

SHOPHNG 
AROUND 
VIRGIN  ISLANDS! 
FABULOUS  FREE  PORT  SHOPPING  COMES  TO  "iOU. 
BEAUTIFUL  BUYS  FROM   BEAUTIFUL  SHOPS. 

ORDER   BY  MAIL  FOR  IMMEDIATE  DELIVERY. 

DUTY,   IF  ANY,  PAYABLE  ON  RECEIPT. 

NEW  WAY  TO  LIVE 

St.  Croix,  rightly  tagged  "American  Paradise",  with  its  tropic-isle 
beauty,  year-round  sunny  skies,  superb  tennis,  golf,  sailing,  fishing 
and  swimming  promises  you  a  relaxed  way  of  living.  And  prices  for 

property  may  never  be  better.  For  example,  three-bedroom  furnished 
condominium  at  Questa  Verde,  Mediterranean  complex,  $45,000,  liberal 
financing  available.  Send  $1  for  detailed  information  on  vacation 
and  retirement  homes,  condos,  homesites,  all  price  ranges.  Pivar 
Real  Estate,  54  King  St.,  Christiansted,  St.  Croix,  VI  00820. 

i 
INFINITY  CHAIN 

Fine  necklace  of  Italian  origin  in  14kt.  gold  to  wear  with  everything, 

everywhere.  Delicate  filigree  design  interspersing  narrow  chain. 

Available  in  two  lengths:  15",  $33;  18",  $37  Ppd.  Place 
Vendome,  HG2,  Box  2458,  St.  Thomas,  VI  00801. 

FOOT  FANCY 

For  poolside,  patio  or  party  time  attire, 
these  sandals  make  a  striking  accent 
with  rainbow  colored  beads  giving  a 

bracelet  effect  on  fine  leather.  Hand- 
crafted by  native  artisans.  Sizes  6  to  10 

$7.95  plus  $1.50  air  post.  La  Caravelle, 
HG2,  Box  3858,  St.  Thomas,  VI  00801 



GOLD  A^ENAGERIE 

Dramatic  earrings  inspired 
by  the  animal  kingdom. 
Elepiiant  or  horse  head 
designs  shown,  also  lion 
or  ram  in  satin-finish  on 
14kt.  polished  gold  loops. 

Pierced  model.  IVa"  dia., 
$96  pr.,  iy8",$67pr., 
%",$52  pr.  Also  in  silver, 
large  $24,  medium  $20 
and  small  $12.  Add  $2.50 
air  post.  Boutique  Riviera, 
HG2,  Box  3235,  St. 
Thomas,  VI  00801. 

TABLE  ELEGANCE 

JExquisite  hand-embroidery  featuring  intricate  openwork.  Multi-color 
design  on  white  or  ecru,  scalloped  edging.  Easy  care  polyester/ cotton. 

Specify  oblong  or  oval.  With  twelve  17"  napkins,  72"  by  90",  $59.50, 
72"  by  108",  $69.50,  72"  by  126",  $79.50.  72"  bv  144",  $89.50 
(sizes approx.).  Boolchand's,  Ltd.,  31  Mam  St..  St,  Thnr-.js.  VI  00801. 

/    f 
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SUNBEATER  SHIRT 

A  great  pullover  you'll  want 
in  every  color  for  sports  or 
just  loafing  around.  Made 
for  Continental  in  finely 
knit  52%  cotton,  48% 

polyester.  Snort  sleeve  style 
with  three-button  placket. 
Men's  sizes,  S,  M,  L,  XL  in 
white,  navy,  lime,  sky  blue, 
yellow  (state  second 
choice).  $10  including  air 

post.  New  1976  gift  cata- 
logue sent  free  on  request. 

Continental,  Inc.,  HG2,  Box 
842,  St.  Thomas,  VI  00801. 

The  celebrated 

KANGAROO  SHIRT 
Siam 

(light  beige) 

$7.95 

or 
Denim 

$9.95 

Children's 

(Siam  only) 

$5.95 
plus  $1.50 

postage 

Sizes:    S M 

L-  XL 

LiCKIWEUE 
P.O.  BOX  3858  -  HG  276 

ST.THOMAS,  U.S.  V.L  00801 

■^i^D 

MOTHER'S   DAY   PLATE 

For  1976  the  latest  in  BIng  & 

Grondahl's  series  of  commem- 
orative plates  with  theme  of 

maternal  care.  Classic  blue 

porcelain  from  Denmark.  Also 

available,  Mother's  Day  plates 
back  to  1970  and  the  Christ- 

mas plates  for  1971  and  1972. 
Write  for  information. 

Copenhctgren..  Ltd.. p.  O.  Box  40 
Christiansted,  St.  Croix,  VI  00820 

ORBIT  WATCH 

Today  timing  -  Panorama  orbit 
watch  has  17-Jewel  Navarre 
Swiss  movement  and  one  year 

guarantee.  Trick  here  is  the 
sparkling,  twinkling  effect 

around  the  face.  Looks  as  if  it's 
set  with  precious  stones.  Sec- 

ond hand  is  a  floating  red  orbit. 
The  band?  Any  color  you 
choose.  The  price?  Just  $13.95 

air  postpaid. 

PLACE  VENDOME 
P.O.  Box  2458 

St.  Thomas,  Virgin  Islands  00801 

The  fabled  folklore  of  the 
Caribbean  says  these  stunning 
sterling  bangles  will  ward  off  evil 
spirits.  The  admiring  comments 
you  will  get  will  convince  you  of 

their  "good  luck" charm. $3Q.  the 
pair  mcluding  air  mail  postage  and 
insurance.  Free  for  the  asking,  the 
1976  Continental  Catalog  of 
treasured  collectibles. 

\y  p.  O.  Box  842 

St.  Thomas,  U.  S.  Virgin  Islands 
00801 

HOUSE&G4RDEN 
COLORS 

Order  this  year's  36  House  &  Garden  Color  Chips 
now — each  set  accompanied  by  Merchandise  Directory- 
(Who  makes  What  in  Which  Color). 

36  large  3"  x  6"  Color  Chips  and  Directory 
$7.00  complete 

36  Miniature  1"  x  2"  Color  Chips  and  Directory 
$3.00  complete 

Checks  or  money  orders  to: 

House  &  Garden,  Dept.  cc  '76 
P.  0.  Box  1910— Grand  Central  Station 
New  York,  N.Y.  10017 

i' 



SALE 

Before 

on 
Silver 

Replating 

25  YEAR 
GUARANTEE d-J" 

After 

Limited  time  only... from  America's 
largest  Silverplaters 
Have  your  worn  antiques,  heirlooms  or  any 
items  QUADRUPLE  SILVERPLATED  at 
sale  price.  Gold,  copper,  brass,  pewter 
refinished  too.  Missing  parts  replaced. 
All  work  100%  guaranteed. 

Seixti- Metal  Co. 

DENT 
REMOVAL 
OFFER! 

Silverplating  Division,  Dept.  HG2 1919  Memory  Lane,  Columbus,  Ohio  43209 

WRITE  FOR  FREE  PRICE  LIST  TODAY! 

ADDRESS  LABELS  with  NICE  DESIGNS 

Any  Initial,  American  Flag,  Pine,  Gull,  Palm,  Roaa- 

runner,  Sagiiaro,  Rose.  [Also  available  are  Texas 

Flag,  Maple  Tree,  Treble  Clef,  or  Palette;.  Up  to 

20  letters  per  line,  4  lines.  Printed  in  black  on 

white  or  gold  gummed  labels  1'2'(!2".  500  on 
white  or  250  on  gold  for  S2.50  ppd.  Or  on  DELUXE 

SIZE.  134"  long,  33.50  with  design  or  S2.50  with- 
out, ppd.  Specify  Initial  or  Design  desired.  Via  1st. 

add  Z6i  per  order.  Useful  Gifts  Catalog,  2b(.  Bruce 

Bolind,  22-L  Bolind  BIdg..  Boulder.  Colo.  80302. 
Since  1956.  Thanks  To  You! 

BLEUMETTE  "Demi-Bra" 
Beautiful  UplHt.  No  straps,  bones  or  wires. 

Nude  color.  \       add  SOr   mail  &  HOIg 
A,  B  and  C  cups. I  BLEUETTE,  INC. 
Pkg.   of  2  g-r    nt%         I  SOS    Fifth   Ave.    Dept.   266 

pair^nly     $5.98      L:!lJL°mij:_i^'ll 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

senc  cnecKTni  o  ot 

maslerchatge.  bank 

americardi'  +  50'*  ' 
post  n  I  res  add 
5%  sales  lax 

order  2  or  more  pT^ce: 
subtract  $1  00  per  eac 

piece Value  Marketing  Co 
P.O.  box  1366, 

drawer  IS,  PI. 
Pleasant  Beach,  N.J 
08742 

if  not  fully 

satisfied  re- turn within 
7  days  for refund 
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SOURDOUGH  SET 

Every  western  cook  knows  that 
good  sourdough  begins  with  a 
starter.  Packet  of  starter  mix 
comes  with  recipes,  directions 
for  baking  sourdough  bread, 

cakes,  pancakes.  $1.98  plus  25c 
post.  Anthony  Enterprises,  HG2, 
556  Mission  St.,  San  Francisco, 
CA  94105. 

HELP  IN  SIGHT 

Popular  half-frame  magnifying 
glasses  are  designed  for  seeing 
fine  print  clearly,  instantly.  Just 
look  over  top  for  normal  vision. 

Impact-resistant  lenses  preci- 
sion-ground, polished.  Give  age, 

sex.  $6.97  plus  55c  post.  Pre- 
cision Optical  Co.,  161-C,  Ro- 

chelle,  IL  61068. 

WALKABOUT  STROLLER 

"Debra,"  has  VA"  wedge  heel, 

zigzag  rubber  sole.  Widths  AAAA- 
EE,  2V2  to  12.  Smooth  trim  grain 
calf.  Beige  with  otter,  bone  with 
malt;  navy  with  light  blue;  white; 
black.  2y2-10,  $26.95;  10^2-12, 

$27.95.  Add  $1  post.  Free  cata- 
logue. Solby  Bayes,  HG2,  45 

Winter  St.,  Boston,  MA  02108. 

TO  THE  POINT 

Knife  sharpener  is  criss-cross 
style  to  sharpen  blades  with 
spring  action.  From  Holland,  its 

steel  edges  even  sharpen  ser- 
rated blades,  scissors;  rustproof. 

Great  aid  in  kitchen,  workshop. 

$1.98  plus  25c  post.  Anthony  En- 
terprises, HG2,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

OPEN  SHELF  STORAGE 

Store  china  conveniently  and  in 
full  view  with  vinyl  cushioned 

metal  caddy  9"  high  and  IP/a" across.  Caddy  holds  40  pieces 

saving  cupboard  space,  and  it 
prevents  chipping  and  breakage. 
$3.98  plus  75c  post.  Holiday 
Gifts,  Inc.,  302-E,  Wheat  Ridge. 
CO  80033. 

TIMELY  LAMP 

Authentic  bronze-tone  replica  of 
Liberty  Bell  has  sculptured  dates 

on  base  of  molded  impact-re- 
sistant material.  Shade  fabric  of 

colorful  print  laminated  to  poly- 
styrene. 36"  h.  $39.50  plus 

$2.50  post.  Ronen  Products 

Inc.,  HG2,  902  Industrial  Park- 
way, Elkhart,  IN  46514. 

PUSH  BUTTON  FRESH 

Smoke  Magnet  contains  more 
than  2000  charges  of  spray  to 

absorb  annoying  odors  from  to- 
bacco, kitchen  and  bathroom.  It 

leaves  a  light  fragrance.  Palm 
size  container  can  be  left  on  shelf 
or  table.  $5  plus  50c  post.  Air 

Superb,  HG2,  Box  A,  Gracie  Sta- tion, New  York,  NY  10028. 

HOUSE  &  GARDEf 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

JIGGER  PITCHER 

Made  for  measuring  and  just  3" 
high.  Marked  for  1-oz.  and  2-oz. 
levels,  it  has  the  classic  thick 
solid  crystal  base.  Crafted  in 
Europe  for  spill-free  pouring. 
Ideal  gift  for  the  host,  $2.98,  3 
for  $7.98  plus  50c  post.  Country 
Gourmet,  G2E,  512  So.  Fulton 
Ave.,  Mt.  Vernon,  NY  10550. 

TWISTY  KEY  RING 

Gold-finished  aircraft  cable  key 

ring  holds  25  keys  and  can  with- 
stand a  pull  of  150  pounds.  No 

links  to  loosen,  no  chain  to  break. 

Its  intriguing  twist-lock  opens 
easily,  stays  closed  otherwise. 
$1.69  plus  20c  post.  Anthony 
Enterprises,  HG2,  556  Mission 
St.   San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

FIVE-INCH  RUFFLES 
Natural  or  white  no-iron  muslin- 

like polyester/ cotton.  Attached 

valance.  86"  w.  pair.  45",  54", 
63"  $13;  72",  81",  90"  $15.  Ex- 

tra valance,  11"  by  72"  $3.50; 
54"  insert  $2.50.Add$1.50post. 
Free  catalogue.  Colonial  Maid 
Curtains,  HG2,  Lawn  Terrace, 
Mamaroneck  Village,  NY  10543. 

HANDY  HANG-DRYER 
For  travel  or  home  use,  a  sturdy 
dryer  to  hold  all  your  washables 
is  a  great  help.  Hooks  onto  any 
showerhead,  notched  shaft  holds 
11  hangers.  Steel  construction, 
rustproof  vinyl  finish.  $3.25;  two 
$5.75.  Add  25c  post.  American 
Century,  HG2,  P.O.  Box  36232, 
Los  Angeles,  CA  90036. 

HOLD  IT! 

Keep  rings  in  place  on  finger  with 
Ring-lnsert-Guard-Sizer.  Vinyl 

liner  slides  inside  ring  after  it's 
on.  Works  for  any  size  ring,  any 

finger,  woman's  or  man's.  Holds 
boys'  rings  in  place  on  girls'  fin- 

gers, $3  ppd.  Rigs,  So,  Collyer, 
1401-J,  Longmont,  CO  80501. 

t^^^m. 

FREE  BOOK 
"The  Coming  of 
Elijah  and  Jesus 

and  the  Kingdom 

of  God" 
A  Startling,  Soon-to-Be-Fulfilled 

Prophecy— The  Greatest  News 
of  the  Era 

'p---"Cut  Out  and  Mail  Today----! 
Megiddo  Church,  Dept.  HG 
481  Thurston  Rd..  Rochester,  N.  Y.  14619 

Please  send  Free  Book 

Name 

(Please  Print) 

Address 

City      

State    

Zip 

The  first  intellectual  toy  made  for  the  think- 

ing cat.  Safe,  durable  "mouse  m  the  hole" 
game  will  provide  hours  of  entertamment 
for  kitty  and  anyone  who  is  watching.  Even 

the  most  sophisticated  feline  can't  resist  it. 
Measures  8"  in  diam.  x  iVz"  high.  The 
"mouse"  is  an  elusive  ball.  Send  $3.95  post- 

paid today. 

New  88  pg.  color  gift  catalog— 25<; 

Suburbia,  inc. 
Mail  Shopping  Service 

366  Wacouta,  Dept.  302,  St.  Paul,  Minn.  55101 

FEBRUARY,    1976 

IHE 

TR«fBAR 

The  Bombay  tray  bar.  A  tasteful 
reminder  of  19th  century  British  elegance. 

Hand  crafted  of  mahogany  with  a  hand' 
rubbed  dark  walnut  finish.  An  expression 
of  classic  simplicity.  A  remarkable  offer  at 

$29.95  ($5  shipping).  Dimensions:  36" 
high,  32"wide.  Tray  16"x 
32".  Collapsible.  It's  lovely. 

The  Table.  The  beauty 

and  fine  craftsmanship  of 

this  mahogany  table  is  time' 
less.  From  us,  just  $19.00 
(add  $3  for  shipping) . 

Dimensions:  18"  high  x  16"  x  12". 

TheBombay  Company 
Dept.  HG,  P.O.  Box  52  322 

4727  Magazine  St..  New  Orleans,  Lt  70152 

Please  send  me: 

D  The  Bombay  Tray  bar  .$29.95  plu.s  $5  for  shipping 
n  The  Table  $19.00  plus  $?>  for  shippmj; 
Check  or  Money  Order  enclosed  for  $   
Name   

Address   .   

City     State   .   Zii' 
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JUdy  be  good  to  your  feet 
Enjoy  buying  choice-quality  shoes  by  mail  from  our 

world-famous  catalog  showing  the  enormous  variety 

of  smart  styles  you'll  find  for  every  occasion. 
And  our  vast  range  of  sizes  insures  you  of 

perfect  fit  —  or  your  money  refunded! 

Shown  ate 
GLENDA  and  GLEN 

Sizes  2Vi  to  12,  for  widths  AAAA  to  EE 

Glenda:   black,    navy,    beige,    white    kid:    multi-color 
pastel    kid    (melon  aqua  yellow  lilac)  :   blue  to   royal 
ombre  kid:  beige  ombre  kid    (2  shades-beige):  deep 
multi-kid    (navy,    maroon,    green):    sizes    2' 2    to    10 
$28.95  10'  2  to  12  $29.95. 
GLEN:  Multi-color  genuine  cobra   (red   blue  yellow; 

green) 
Sizes  2V2   to   10  S28.95.    10'/2   +0   12  S29.95 

Please  add  51.00  first  pair.  25C 
each  additional  pair  fnr  pnstage 

SOLBY  BAYES 
45  Winter  Street  (Dept.  GR)  Boston.  Mass.  02108 

PERSONALIZED  GINGHAM 

Personalized  gingham  design  stationery, 
name  printed  in  large  modern  lettering  on 
each  sheet  (5'/j  x  VVi),  50  matching 
envelopes,  $6.95  ppd.  Specify  blue  or  pink. 

50  extra  sheets  (not  printed)  $1 .00  add'l 
Shipped  within  2  weeks.  New  York 
residents  add  sales  tax 

Many  styles  available.  Color  catalog  and 

samples  just  25(' — credited  to  first  order. 

the Letter  Sox 
Dept.HG-26         P.O.  Box  371 
  Woodbury.  N.Y.  11797   

END  SHIRT  COLLAR 

''SQUEEZE'' 
Entj  shirt  collar  "squeeze"  with  Collar-Extender  Button.  Expands 
collar  up  to  V2  size  larger  for  that  "just  right"  feeling.  Invisible  be- hind tie.  Can  be  transferred  from  shirt  to  shirt  in  seconds.  Set  of  2. 

Set  of  2  Collar  Extenders  $1.29  Plus  SOC;  Postage  &  Handling 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Aiithony  Enterprises Dept.  HG-26 556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

SHOPPING  AROUND 
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MULTIPLICATION  RECORD 

Catchy  jingles  and  musical  rhym- 
ing make  learning  the  tables  2 

through  12  into  an  exciting  ex- 
perience for  pre-school  and 

school  age  youngsters.  Five  rec- 
ords and  11  quiz  cards,  $12.95 

ppd.  Bremner-Davis,  Dept.  X-99- FB,  1512  Jarvis,  Chicago,  IL 

60626. 

GOOD  OLD  DAYS 

Old  time  corn  popper  in  welded 
blue  steel  has  seamless  bottom, 

rotary  agitator  to  permit  maxi- 
mum popping.  Holds  three 

quarts  ready  for  melted  butter. 
Use  on  any  type  of  heat.  $7.98 
each.  Two,  $15  plus  $1.25.  K. 
Miller  Specialties,  HG2,  Box 
4621,  Whittier.CA  90601. 

HOLE  IN  ONE 

Egg  piercer  prevents  pressure 
build-up  in  boiling  eggs — they 
won't  burst  and  puff  out.  Handy 
plastic  device  plunges  needle 
easily  into  egg.  Especially  helpful 
at  egg  decorating  time.  $1  plus 
20c  post.  Anthony  Enterprises, 

HG2,  556  Mission  St.,  San  Fran- 
cisco, CA  94105. 

NEVER  TO  RETURN 

For  the  female  who  has  unwanted 
hair  on  her  face,  arms  and  legs, 

we  propose  Perma  Tweez.  Bat- 
tery operated  device  removes  the 

stuff  professionally  and  perma- 
nently, does  not  puncture  skin. 

$16.95  ppd.  General  Medical 
Co.,  HGE-52,  5701  W.  Adams 
Blvd.,  Los  Angeles,  CA  90016. 

SCRIPT  IDENTITY 

Oval  nameplate  of  brass  is  en- 
graved in  graceful  script  with 

any  name  up  to  eight  letters. 

Convex  surface  is  3"  by  6";  add 
35c  each  for  extra  letters.  A 
handsome  touch  for  door  or  desk. 

$17.50  ppd.  Christmas  Tree  Is- land Assoc,  HG2,  Box  194. 
Boothbay,  ME  04537. 

OFF,  OFF  AND  AWAY 

Green  plastic  sleeve  distributes 
rain  water  away  from  down  spout 
across  lawn,  shrubbery.  Sleeve 

stays  rolled  until  it  rains  then 
unrolls,  water  flows  and  spreads 

through  sprinkler  holes.  9'  L. $1.49  plus  20c  post.  Anthony 
Enterprises,  HG2,  556  Mission 
St.,  San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

TINY  TREASURE 

Lovely  ring  box  of  fluted  lead 
crystal  with  brilliant  sparkle. 
Charming  leaf  design  is  deeply 

cut  into  base  and  cover.  2"  in 
diameter,  IVi"  high.  A  pleasure 
for  your  own  rings,  as  a  pretty 

giftlet.  $1.98  plus  45c  post. 

Ferry  House,  Dept.  GRB,  Briar- 
cliff  Manor,  NY  10510. 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

AMAZING  AIR  PLANT 

Imported  Hawaiian  plant  grows 
on  air,  needs  little  care.  In  win- 

ter, pink  blossoms  appear.  Folk- 
lore says  plant  brings  good 

health,  long  life.  Cutting  guaran- 
teed or  free  replacement.  Three, 

$2.75;  1,  $1.25  add  25c  post,  all 
orders.  Hawaii  House,  HG2,  Box 
125,  Ardsley,  NY  10502. 

MARKED  CARDS 

Deck  of  tricksters  has  tapered 
edges  for  such  touch  selection. 
A  variation  in  back  design  lets 
you  distinguish  any  card  held  by 
opponents.  Instructions  plus  21 

tricks.  $2.98  plus  20c  post.  Or- 
der #161.  Anthony  Enterprises, 

HG2,  556  Mission  St.,  San  Fran- 
cisco, CA  94105. 

VERY  PERSONAL 

Pick  out  a  favorite  photograph 

and  have  it  reproduced  on  10^2" 
by  111/2"  pillow.  Keeps  memories 
alive,  makes  a  treasured  gift  for 
loved  ones.  Send  any  size  photo 
(no  negatives  or  slides).  4  weeks 
delivery.  $9.95  plus  $1  post. 
Choice  Sales.  HG2,  Box  120, 
Bronx,  NY  10470. 

SCREEN  TEST 

Aluminum  mesh  "splatter  catch- 
er" catches  flying  grease  and  oil 

before  they  go  from  the  frying  pan 
to  fire!  Dandy  for  deep  frying. 
Use  as  a  strainer  or  steamer. 

Dishwasher  safe;  (#704)  12"  dia. 
$2.98  plus  60c  post.  Anthony 
Enterprises,  HG2,  556  Mission 
St.,  San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

PIECE  BY  PIECE 

Personal  jigsaw  puzzle  is  a  blown- 
up  photo  in  black  and  white  from 

your  color  or  black/ white  origi- 
nal. 8"  by  10",  $3.99;  11"  x  14", 

$4.99;  12"  X  18",  $5.99.  Full 
color,  8"  by  10",  $6.99;  nega- 

tive, slide,  $1  extra.  Ppd.  Photo 
returned.  Photo  Poster,  Dept. 
X836,  210  E.  23  St.,  NY  10010. 

0H«0
 

•  Paint-by-the-numbers  wall  murals  — 
fool-proof  way  of  helping  you  become 
a  mural  artist,  with  professional  results. 
•  Anyone  can  paint  our  designs  -  from 
mini-murals  to  larger  murals  up  to  12  feet 
wide,  in  2  to  9  decorator  colors. 

•  Subjects  shown  in  our  catalog  include: 
Tropical,  Oriental,  African,  Spanish  and 
Western  scenes,  panoramas,  race  cars,  animals, 
zodiac  signs  and  many  more. 
•  Murals  can  be  painted  in  a  few  hours  on 
any  wall  surface. 

•  Mural  kits  complete  with  pattern,  brushes, 
paints  and  easy  instructions,  4.95  to  49.95. 
•  Add  gracious  beauty  to  any  room. 

All  Kits  Sold  on  a  Money-Back  Guarantee. 

For  32-page  full-color  catalog  with  decorator 
guide,  color  chart,  easy  instructions,  mail  35f : 

double  (P  Marketing 
Dept.  HG-602,  P.O.  Box  8500 
Fountain  Valley,  Calif,  92708 

A  YEAR'S  INCOME 
IN  6  WEEKS! 

BLACKJACK 

PLAYERS 

'Use  my  unbeatable, 
cof*'"^"'"     quickly-learned  system 

to  EARN  OVER  $50.00  AN  HOUR  in 

any  casino.  Play  relaxed.  No  cards  or 

charts  to  memorize,  -  and  IT  WORKS! 

•30DAY  FREE  HOME  TRIAL* 
You  must  be  satisfied  100%.  No 

obligation.  Get  a  deck  of  cards  and 

try  it.  You'll  be  amazed. 
Free  Details  Via  Airmail 

"MFuRANrrDTpne"      ' 324  So.  First  Street       Alhambra,  Ca  91802 

Name 
Please  Print 

Address 

^Ci
ty 

State 

Zip 
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adaptat 
&  2-STORY  HOMES  -   Mansards.  Gamb^els   Tudors   Salt  Boxes   uet  ' 

ons    ;.  iio  ConTempcar  les    3,  4,  5,  6  uecirooms,  libraries,  family  rooms 

CHOOSE   YOUR   HOME   DESIGN 
BY   EXACT   CATEGORY! 

—  Richard  B.  Pollman,  Designer 

'2 

2S 
Blueprints 
Available 
At  Low  Cost 

2EJS5i.      ace: B 
185    ONE-STORY    HOMES  -   Over   2000 

Sq  Ft,        Contemporarv.       Traditional. 

Ranches,    L-shapes.  Atriums,    Mud   rooms. 

Familv    rooms.   Separate  dmmg   rooms 

□ 
180  MULTI-LEVEL  HOMES  -  Spin 

Levels,  Hillsides,  Bi-Levels,  Traditionals. 

Contemporaries,  "  Exposed  lower  levels. 
Balconies,    terraces.     All    sizes. 

B 
250  ONE-STORY  HOMES  -  Under  2000 
Sq,  Ft.  All  Styles,  shapes,  budgets 

Family  rooms,  extra  baths.  Brick  veneer, 
frame.  Flat  and  sloping  roofs 

B 223     VACATION     HOMES  A  F-,jmes, 
Chalets,  Hexagons,  Angular  Cottages, 

"Cluster"  designs.  From  500  to  3000 

Sq.     Ft.     176    pages,    80    in    full    color. 

SAVE  $3.30 
Get  Complete 

Collectioii  -  i«er lOOODescK 

2700  lllistratxMS 912  Pitts 

-*,-$7.95 
h  CiHtfi,  Mail  tK 

HtM  Pbiitrs,  Ik. 

772  Kief  SL  N. 
Kitcliener,  Ont 

N2G1E8 

lome    planners,  Inc. Diipt,  BK     16310  GRAND  RIVER  AVE. 
DETROIT,  MICHIGAN  48227 

fcH ECK  CATEGORIES  DESIRED  :  (31   250  One-Story   Homes  S2.25 

^  . ".  I    230   1   .   S.   2  Storv   Homes  S2.25      Z)  (41    180  Multi-Level   Homes  S2.25 
■^  (21    185  One-Story   Homes  S2.25  ^  <5)   223  Vacation   Home  Plans  S2.26 .n  SEND  ALL  5  CATEGORIES  at   S7.95  HGIV162MN 

NAVE  (please  print)   

ADDRESS   

CITY. HOME  PLANNERS,  INC. 

Dept.  BK     16310  Grand  Rver  Ave, 
I     Detroit,  Michigan  48227 

-STATE. 

Total  Amount  Enclosed 

Mich    residents  please  add  i°o  sales  tax. 

SWEATER  DRYER 
Sweater  Dryer  holds  your  sweater  suspended  for  fast  drying  as  air 
flows  in,  under  and  around  it.  Wonderful  for  honne  or  dormitory. 

Made  of  nylon  mesh  with  metal  legs  for  mounting  on  bathtub,  table 

or  floor.  Collapsible  for  handv  storage  or  travel.  24"x24". 
SWEATER  DRYER 

$4.98  Plus  750  Postage  &  Handling  Each 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises 
Dept.  HG-24. 

556  Mission,  Son  Franciscc 
05 J 165 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

MAKE  A  LOG 
Change  old  newspapers  to  logs  for  the  fire  in  seconds!  Just  roll 
up  newspapers  using  LOG  ROLLER.  Roll  papers  into  a  tight 
bundle,  tie  them  with  special  binders  and  pop  them  into  the 
fire.  Logs  will  burn  nearly  2  hours. 

LOG  ROLLER  KIT  with  112  Binders  $3.98  +  550  Mailing  Each 
100  Extra  Binders  $1.49  +  200  Mailing  Each  100 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Ta-^ 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Bacl< 

Aiithojiy  Enterprises Dept.  HG-26 556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

SPECIAL  GFT-ACQi  AlMtD  OFFER' 
SEND  $2.00  FOR  A 

14"  PATCHWORK  PILLOW  KIT 
(Reg    $3  50  value) 

Make  a  14"  sq.  Colonial  Patchwork 
Pi  I  low  from  pre-cut  squares  of  fabric. 
F/?£E  COLORCAT.&$1.00Gift  Cert, 
included  with  each  order.  SEND  $2.00 
for  offer-or-25<t  for  Cat.  of  Patchwork 
Quilts.  Pi  1  lows, & 50 Sewing  Craft  Kits. 

Saddle  Valley  Stitchery,  Dept.  hg 
P  O    Box  144    •  Saddle  River,  l\l  J   •  07458 

^ir' Janco  greenhouses  are 

for  every  gardener 
Janco  all-aluminum  greenhouses  fit 
any  site  and  every  budget.  From  the 
Window  Garden  to  the  Chesapeake, 

there  is  a  Janco  to  suit  your  speci- 
fications. All  parts  pre-fit,  glass  pre- 

cut  for  easy  assembly.  Now,  there's 
the  Belair,  too — same  fine  quality 
but  standard  sizes  save  you  money. 
Write  for  your  FREE  catalog  today! 
Dept.  Y2 

Janco  Greenhouses 
Box  348.  10788  Tucker  St. 

Beltsville,  Md.  20705 
301-937-3300 

llllllll BRASS 

Ours* 

Because  now. 
more  than  ever. 

value  tells. 
'There  are  none  liner 

Stop  by  or  send  $2  for  our  new  20  page 
source  book  The  IsatjelSelectKsri 

JOAO  ISABEL,  INC.  Mx 
120  East  32nd  Street 
New  York,  N.Y.  10016 

(212)  MU9-3307 
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RUGGED  TIKE  WAGON 

Rounded,  great  for  toddlers 
and  up  to  age  four.  Plastic,  it 
weighs  just  seven  pounds  and  is 
made  with  steel  axles  and  wide- 
set  wheels.  Can't  rust,  scratch, 
bend.  14"  by  20"  by  9"  in  a 
choice  of  robin's  egg  blue  or  red. 
$9.95  ppd.  Anne  Tracy,  HG2, 
Box  499,  Hudson,  OH  44236. 

COOKBOOK  CENTER 

Rugged  pine  cookbook  and  recipe 
rack  comes  ready  to  assemble, 

paint,  stain.  Finished  in  antique 
satin.  Cookbook  shelf,  file  drawer 
for  recipes,  drawer  for  odds  and 

ends.  13"  w.,  QW  d.,  17"  h.  Kit, 
$14.95;  finished,  $19.95  ppd. 
Yield  House,  Dept.  G62X,  North 
Conway,  NH  03860. 

ENLIGHTENING  PEN 

By  daylight,  a  nifty  ballpoint — but  whisk  it  into  darkness  and  it 

shines!  Chrome-plated  satin  fin- 
ish pen  comes  with  penlite  bat- 
tery and  refill.  Great  for  jotting 

middle-of-the-night  brainstorms. 
$5.98  plus  40c  post.  Anthony 
Enterprises,  HG2,  556  Mission 
St.,  San  Francisco.  CA  94105. 

GARDENS  UNLIMITED 

Burpee's  1976  catalogue  of  184 
pages  is  planting  and  growing 

guide.  Over  1400  flowers,  veg- 
etables, fruits,  trees,  sfirubs, 

garden  aids.  Expert  hints  and 
ideas.  Illustrations  in  full  color. 
Free.  W.  Atlee  Burpee  Company, 

HG2,  9316  Burpee  BIdg.,  War- 
minster, PA  18974. 

CASTAWAYS 
The  characteristic  atmosphere  of 

a  locale  captured  in  black-and- 
white  sketches  by  artist  Burk 
Sauls.  Lithographs  of  original 
drawings.  Bayou  Boat  and  River 

Boat,  11"  by  14",  on  art  stock. 
Ea.  $3;  both  $5.  Add  50c  post. 
Catalogue  25c.  The  Tattered 
Boot.  HG2,  Lament,  FL  32336. 

MARRIAGE  SENTIMENT 

Delightful  cross  stitch  sampler  to 
work  with  embroidery  floss  on 
natural  Belgian  linen.  Finished 
I3V2"  by  15".  Kit  includes:  print- 

ed design,  floss,  instructions, 
$3.75  plus  50c  post.  Pine  frame, 
$6.25  plus  50c.  The  World  of 
Stitch  'n  Knit,  HG26,  Box  709, 
Framingham,  MA  01701. 

INSTANT  CLOSET 

Any  door  becomes  extra  storage 

space  with  over-the-door  clothes 
hanger  with  room  for  12  hangers. 
Heavy-duty  chromed  steel,  fits 
any  door;  still  lets  it  open  and 

close.  $2.98  plus  65c  post.  An- 
thony Enterprises,  HG2,  556 

Mission  St.,  San  Francisco,  CA 
94105. 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

SEMI-SHEER  BATISTE 

Dainty  2"  lace  trim,  polyester 

permanent-press  "Jennie".  80" 
w.  White  or  ivory.  24",  30",  36" 
$8;  tier  ties  $1.50.  Tieback  style 

45",  54"  $12;  63",  72"  $14. 
11"  by  72"  valance  $3.75.  Add 
$1.75  post.  Catalogue  free.  Old 
Colony  Curtains,  G62JE,  Box  759, 
Westfield,  NJ  07090. 

SUM  FRIEND 

Pocket-sized  calculator  adds, 
subtracts  and  multiplies;  keeps 

a  constant  total.  Ideal  for  figur- 
ing income  tax,  bank  statements, 

grocery  lists.  Complete  with 
stylus,  instructions.  $1.98  plus 
35c  post.  Anthony  Enterprises, 

HG2,  556  Mission  St.,  San  Fran- 
cisco, CA  94105. 

RECORD  BROWSER 
House  the  records  in  the  flip  box 
so  that  you  may  browse  through 

to  view  every  album  cover.  Rub- 
ber liner  protects  records  from 

slip  hazard.  Reinforced  fiber- 
board,  suede  base.  Holds  75 

LP'S;  13%"  by  15"  by  61/2". 
$9.95  ppd.  Art  Guild,  HG2,  Box 
23201,  Minneapolis,  MN  55423. 

COMMUTER'S  CADDY 
Whiz  through  those  "exact 
change  only"  lanes — you'll  al- 

ways have  coins  ready  with  this 

self-stick  car  caddy.  Nickels, 
dimes  and  quarters  find  their 
nooks.  And  so  do  specs!  $1.98 

plus  25c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG2,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

GOLDEN  STRANDS 

Five  golden-glow  chains  make 
one  stunning  necklace  to  wear 
with  everything  from  sports  to 
evening  costumes.  The  look  is 

so  "now"  and  so  right  with  big 
sweaters,  prints,  linens.  14" 
long.  $9.95  plus  50c  post.  Mar- 

ion's Gift  Shop,  HG2,  108  Canoe 
Brook  Rd.,  Trumbull,  CT  06611. 

-ffm- 

Iv. 

THE  FERRY  HOUSE, 

If  tweezing  your  brows  and 

applying  eye  makeup 
makes  you  frantic . . . 

Fret  no  more!!! 
A  noted  eye  doctor  was  approached  by  a 
woman  who  complained  that  without  her 

glasses  she  can't  see  what  she  is  doing, 
and  with  her  glasses  she  can't  do  what  she 
is  seeing.  Knowing  that  no  available  magni- 

fying mirror  can  give  a  strong  image  without 
distortion,  the  doctor  hand-ground  prescrip- 

tion lenses  and  silvered  them  to  provide  a 
distortion-free  focusing  mirror.  Our  optically 

perfect  "Magic  Focus"  standing  mirror  has 
a  flexible,  brass,  "goose-neck"  arm  for 
hands-free  grooming.  White  frame  and  base 
blend  with  every  decor.  To  tuck  in  your 

purse  for  quick  touch-ups,  order  our  lovely 

white  &  gold  compact  (not  shown).  It's  dou- 
ble faced,  with  plain  and  Magic  Focus  mir- 

rors. With  either  model,  you'll  see  clearly 
and  sharply  WITHOUT  YOUR  GLASSES  re- 

gardless of  your  prescription  or  need  for 
bifocals.  A  necessity  for  contact  lens  wear- 

ers. Cost  of  4"  diameter  standing  Mirror  is 
S14.95  plus  SI. 50  postage.  Compact  is  S5.00; 

2  for  S9.50.  Add  500  postage.  You'll  be amazed  with  the  results.  Satisfaction 

guaranteed. 

Dept.  G-276,  Briarcliff  Manor,  N.Y.  10510 

A, 

klentile  I 

CLEANS  YOUR  SHOWER  TILE 
KLEN-TILE  SHOWER  TILE  CLEANER  ^f\  lAfF  R  A  A/ I 
WILL  CLEAN  AND  CONTROL  SOAP  11  K  VV  t  K llT  ■ 

SCUM,  BODY  OILS,  STAINS,  MILDEW,        ̂ ^l*         WWfc       Ifl-tl* HARD  WATER  DEPOSITS  AND  WHITEN  GROUTING.  A  FULL  YEAR'S  SUP- 
PLY FOR  TWO  BATHS.  MAIL  CHECK  OR  MONEY  ORDER  FOR  $4.95. 

PLEASE  ADD  SI.OO  FOR  TAX  AND  POSTAGE.  q  II  24 

Standard  Laboratories 
.P.O.  Box  11214 

ICharlotte.  N.  C.  28209 

I 

JAddr 

|c.ty. 

-State   Zip   I 

ZOYSIA  GRASS 
IS  WORTH  ITS 

WEIGHT  IN  GOLD 
By  Mike  Senkiw 

Real  experiences  of  real 
people  often  say  more  than 

experts'  opinions.  As  Mrs. 
Myra  Thomas  (N.J.)  wrote 
me: 

"I've  had  old  reliable  Zoysia 
in  the  front  area  for  years  and 
through  heat,  drought,  etc..  it 
is  beautiful  and  carefree. 

"My  neighbors  struggle  the 
tortures  of  the  damned,  dissipating  endless  time, 
effort  and  money,  while  I  keep  repeating  Zoysia. 
Zoysia,  Zoysia.  This  is  an  absolutely  unsolicited 

•commercial'  .  .  .  because  I  know  from  experience 
that  your  Zoysia  plugs  are  worth  their  weight  in 
gold — at   the    current   rate,    that    is!" 
See  how  Zoysia  lawns  crowd  out  crabgrass  and 

weeds  all  summer  .  .  .  stay  green  and  beautiful  in 
blistering  heat  ...  cut  mowing  -3.  No  need  to  rip 
up  old  grass.  Plug  in  my  Zoysia:  let  it  spread  into 
turf  that  never  needs  replacement.  Won't  heat  or 
winter  kill,  just  goes  off  its  green  color  after  heavy 
frosts;  regains  fresh  new  beauty  each  Spring — true 
perennial;  I  guarantee  every  plug  to  grow  no  matter 
how    poor  your   soil.    (C)ZFN.    '7tj. 

To   end    lawn    problems,    send    for   free    interest-  I 
ing  facts  and   low   prices  of   Meyer  Z-52  Zoysia,  I 
with   up   to  200   plugs    FREE.  ' 

Zoysia  Farms   oept.  322  I 
Our  21st   Year.    General   offices  and    store.  I 

6414    Reisterstown    Road,    Baltimore,    Md.   21215  j 

Name     ! 

Address 
City  & 
State     

Zip 

Capes  from  Guatemala 
High  fashion,  versatile,  colorful.  Hand-loomed, 
hand-dyed,  for  that  dramatic  Latin  look.  Spe- 

cify: BLACK:  in  plain  or  w  silver  background. 

WHITE:  in  plain,  or  w  silver  or  gold.  PURPLE: 
in  plain,  or  w  silver  or  gold.  RED,  GREEN  OR 
BEIGE:  in  plain,  or  w  gold.  All  have  accent 

colors.  $29.95  ppd.  No  COD's.  Californians  add 
6%. 

s.^    IMPORTS 
901  Via  Verde,  Monterey,  CA.  93940 

FEBRUARY.   1976 

Kgi  Irishman  is  never  drunk 
as  long  as  he  can  hold  on  to 
one  blade  of  c^rass  and  not  fall 
off  the  face  of  the  eartk. 

IRISH  TIPPLER  CERAMIC  TILE 
White  Ceramic  Tile  used  as  a  wall  plaque  or  trivet.  Cork 

base  with  hanger.  6"  x  6". 
=  193  IRISH  TIPPLER  TILE 

$3.98  Plus  600  Postage  &  Handling  Each. 

No  COD'S  or  Billing                         California  Residerf"  -^^-^  '■"%  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Mone^    

A 11  thony  En ter prises 
Depr.  HG-26 

556  Mission,  San  Ficncisco,  Calif.  94105 
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SPRING  POST  BOOKENDS 
Spring  post  bookends  keep  book  shelves  neat  and  orderly. 
Gold  anodized  aluminum  encases  a  steel  tension  spring.  Poles 

fit  shelves  from  91/2"  to  13V2"  in  height.  Great  for  big  art  vol- 
umes. Set  of  2. 

POST  BOOKENDS  SET      $2.98  +  400  Mailing  Each  Set 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises Dept.  HG-26 556  Mission,  San  Francisco.  Calif.  94105 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

1 

GLAMOUR  SLEEP  BRA 
For  undreamed  comfort,  designed  in  100%  nylon  stretch  lace  for 
curve  caressing  control  and  feminine  flattery.  Snap  front  closure 

for  dressing  ease.  2  sizes  fit  all.  Specify  A-B  Cup  or  C-D  Cup. 
White  only. 

SLEEP  BRA   $4.98  Pius  600  Postage  &  Handling 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises Dept.  HG-26 556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

^-ii 

168 

SMART  CARRIER 

Superb  hand-tooling  by  master 
leather  craftsmen  distinguishes 
Shoukara  shoulder  bag  from 
Morocco.  Soft  brown  leather. 
101/2"  X  12".  Certain  to  become 
a  great  favorite.  $16.50  ppd. 

Shopping  International,  Inc., 

822  Shopping  Intl.  BIdg.,  Nor- 
wich, VT  05055. 

SLEEK  WALKING  BOOT 

Shiny  polyurethane  stretch  boot 
with  1%"  heel;  SVa"  high;  uppers. 
Tricot  foam  lining,  inside  zipper, 

composition  sole.  Black  only  in 

5  to  SVa,  full,  half  sizes;  9-10,  full 
sizes.  Widths:  B/C  med.,  D/E, 

w.,  EE/EEE  extra  w.  $11.99  plus 
$1.25  post.  Lana  Lobell,  Dept., 
M-3052,  Hanover,  PA  17331. 

LUNCH  FOR  LEAVES 

Fertilize  plants  without  guess- 

work: the:  "Magic  Green  Fingers" 
plant  food  is  in  a  stick  that  ex- 

udes nutrients  each  time  plant 
is  watered.  70  sticks,  for  indoors 

or  out,  $1.98  plus  30c  post.  An- 
thony Enterprises,  HG2,  556  Mis- 
sion St.,  San  Francisco,  CA 

94105. 

STAIR-GLIDE 

Stair-Glide  is  perfect  for  ail  who 
can't  or  shouldn't  climb  stairs.  It 

is  easily  installed  without  marr- 
ing walls  and  special  wiring  is  not 

required.  Special  rental-purchase 

program  available.  Write  for  in- 
formation to  American  Stair- 

Glide.  Dept.  EHG2,  4001  E.  138 
St.,  Grandview,  MO  64030. 

FOR  FESTIVE  COOKIES 

Make  real  Scandinavian  rosettes. 

Nine  3"  aluminum  molds,  seven 
Wa"  molds  fitted  to  heatproof 
handles,  then  dipped  from  batter 

to  fryer.  Kit  with  recipes,  instruc- 
tions $9.95  plus  85c  post.  Cata- 
logue 25c.  Suburbia,  Inc.  Dept. 

303,  366  Wacouta,  St.  Paul,  MN 

55101. 

LONG  BALL  AWARD 
Prize  for  the  golf  widow  to  give 
her  he  man  or  as  an  award  for 

The  Fearless  Foursome.  On  nat- 

ural wood  frame,  bVz"  by  7". 
Reads,  "For  the  golfer  who  hits  a 
long  ball"  with  space  for  name. 
$3.98  plus  55c  post.  Anthony  En- 

terprises, HG2,  556  Mission  St., 
San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

BIG  IDENTITY 

Key  tag  is  5"  long  plastic  plate 
on  which  name  is  printed  in  gold- 

en raised  letters,  so  big  that  it 

can't  disappear.  Send  name 
'maximum  nine  letters)  printed 
with  order.  $2.98  plus  50c  post. 

Crown  Castle.  Ltd.,  Dept.  KR-509, 
51  Bank  St.,  Stamford,  CT 

06901. 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

BLOCK-ON-BLOCK 
Butcher  block  in  a  circular  table 

30"  dining  height.  With  laminat- 
ed maple  hardwood  top,  base  of 

laminated  oak.  36"  dia.  $156.50; 
42"  dia.  $200;  48"  dia.  $234.50; 
54"  dia.  $335;  60"  dia.  $375. 
Exp.  coll.  Catalogue  50c.  Butcher 
Block  &  More,  HG2,  1600  So. 
Clinton,  Chicago,  IL  60616. 

FAST  CLIP 

Eyeglasses  stay  protected  and 
handy  in  sturdy  case  with  clip  to 
attach  to  pocket,  belt  or  auto 
visor.  Leather  case  also  has 

space  for  pen  and  pencil;  all  at 
hand  for  easy  reaching.  $2.98 

plus  35c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG2,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

LOVE  BIRDS 

Capture  the  heart  of 

'4:».^v§^-t, 

a  thimble 
charmer, 

series,   is 
collector.  Valentine 
second  in  an  annual 

gilded  with  pink  enamel  ground 
hand-painted,  so  each  varies. 
$4.25;  two  $8.  Ppd.  Catalogue  of 

thimbles  50c.  The  Sewing  Cor- 
ner, Dept.  H&G,  150-11  14th 

Ave.,  Whitestone,  NY  11357. 

DOWN  COMFORTER 

Blanket-weight  high  loft  goose 
down-filled  comforter,  cover 
stitched  in  squares  with  trim  bor- 

der. Ticking,  blend  of  nylon,  cot 
ton/ polyester  Snow  blue,  sunrise 
yellow.Twin,  $125;  full,  $145.50; 

queen/king,  $166  ppd.  Cata- 
logue, $1.  Worldwide  Bedding, 

HG2,  Seattle,  WA  98109. 

SEWS  LOCK  STITCH 

Tool  does  great  things:  sews 
leather  and  canvas.  Do  your  own 

repairs  on  shoes,  handbags,  awn- 
ings, seats,  upholstery.  Pack  in- 

cludes bobbin  of  wax  thread, 
two  needles.  $4.98  plus  40c  post. 
Anthony  Enterprises,  HG2,  556 
Mission  St.,  San  Francisco,  CA 
94105. 

PERSONALIZED 

PET 
DISH 

sturdy,  non 

spill,  molded 

plastic  dish 

for  the  4  leg- 

ged people  in 
your  family. 

Paws  W  Shop 
Name    printed    in    large    white    letters    (Limit 
10)    on   a    red   or    blue    dish    (Please    Specify) 

KITTY  12  oz— $2.98 

PUPPY  32  oz-$3.98 

KING  SIZE  72  oz-$4.98 

dd  1.00  postage 
&  handling 

— orders  shipped 
within  24  hours 

Paws  'A'  Shop 
HG-2 

Birchwood  Circle 
Bedford.  N.H.  03102 ATS  NAM 

FEBRUARY,    1976 

Deiigtitful 
decorative, 

practical 
FROM MEXICO Chic\en  Bas\et 

Holds  everything  beautifully  . 

from  fruits  to  flowers  to  vegetables 

A  lovely  decorator  accent  for  your  home,  m  distinctive 

antique  finish.  Holds  eggs,  floral  arrangements,  prac- 
tically anything!  Stand  it  or  hang  it  by  only 

swing-up  handle.    12"  long,  8"  high.  $  CQB 
30-Day  Money-Back  Guarantee!                  3  postpaid 

""  DIScFviRY"H0UsiriNC~"DeptTHG2 25  Sylvan  Rd.  South,  Westport,  Conn.  06880 

Please  rush Chicken    Basket(s)  at 

just  $5.95  each,*  shipping  and  handling  included. 
If  not  completely  satisfied,  I  will  return  Basket(s) 
within  30  days  for  full  and  prompt  refund!  Also 
send  FREE  Discovery  House  Catalog  of  unique 
items  from  around  the  world. 

Check  or  M.O.  for  $_ 

Print  Name   

enclosed. 

Address. 

City   .  State. 

-Zip. 

•Conn,  residents  add  1%  sales  lax. 

.  .  .  almost  invisible!!  .  .  .  almost  invisible!! 

"HANG-IT"  .nly$l  25 D 
*  Add  400  postage  &  handling 

SfofSD 
Add  450  postage  &  handling 

6forSn 
*  Add55(£  postage  &  handling 

12for9n 
*  Add  850  postage  &  handling 

3  DIFFERENT  LENGTHS  TO  CHOOSE   FROM  AT  NO  EXTRA  CdST 
24"  36"  48" 

Short   Medium   Long   
House  of  Hints  ,  Oept.  302 

106  Montague  Street 

Brooklyn,    N.Y.    11201      N.Y.  iesidenlsaddia«cs 
Name   

The  original  HANG-IT  for  hanging 

plants,  terrariums,  antique  bottles,  art 

objects  or  anything  that  weighs  up  to 

25  lbs.  These  space  savers  consist  of 

a  transparent  plexiglas  platform,  clear 

ring  and  nylon  line  .  .  .  hooks  are  in- 
cluded! Comes  completely  assembled 

ready  for  hanging.  And  they're  cheaper 
by  the  dozen.  Decorate  your  windows, 

patio  or  terrace.  Makes  a  great  gift 

for  family  and  friends. 

•  ••••••••  •QUALITY   MADE   IN   U.S.A.*  ••••••••* 

Address- 

City   

State   

.Zip. 

CHAIR  CANING  KITS 
4  Now  anyone  can  restore  his  favorite 

antique  and  heirloom  chairs  easily  and 

inexpensively  with  a  Newell  Caning 

Kit;  tools,  natural  cane,  and  easy-to- 
follow  instructions,  all  postpaid  for 

only  $4.00;  extra  cane  $2.00  per 

chairlot.  (Illinois  residents  add  3'/c sales  tax) 

Available  only   from 

THE  NEWELL  WORKSHOP 
Dcpl.  S-4  128  Drawer 

Hinsdale,  Illinois  60521 

BLANKET  CONTROL  HOLDER 
No  need  to  search  for  the  control  to  change  temperature.  Electric 
Blanket  Control  Guard  holds  the  control  handy  and  securely.  Clips 

to  the  bed  where  most  convenient  to  reach  when  reclining.  Clips 

adjust  to  fit  all  bed  rails. 

Blanket  Control  Guard  . . .  $2.98  Plus  450  Postage  &  Handlinjr 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents        '  ̂       Saie^:  '■  :ix 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Mopf:'. 

Anthony  Enter^prises 556  Mission,  San  francisco.  Calif.  94105 
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When  vou  celebrate  the  Bicentennial,  give  a  thought  to  the 

women  who  helped  make  this  country  great — Betsy  Ross.  Dolly 
Madison,  Martha  Washington.  Custom  Doll  Kits,  exclusively 

ours:  l7Vi"H,  bisque-arms  &  legs,  delicately  hand-glazed  heads. Patterns  for  mob  caps, 

pantaloons,  dresses. 
Each  $5.95  (add  $1.00 

postage).  Or  all  3  for 
$15.95  (add  $1.80 

postage). 

T 

5  ̂̂ »  <«^  §^»  <^  §*««^  §^>««^  §^»<^  §^><^  §^»««^  §^'«^  5 

Send  For  Your 

Free  Catalog ^ield^ouse 

Heirloom 

DoU 

Kits 

Dcpt  G62B.  Box  1000 
North  Conwav.N  H  03860 

^l^' 

^>. 

COLLECTOR'S THIMBLES 

Top  to  bottom: 

Glass  —  with 
handcut  daisy 

design.  #3108. 
$7.50  ppd. 

Bisque  —  with 
Zodiac.  Specify 

your  Sign  I  #3118x 
$4.25  ppd. 

Marble  —  hand 
polished  to 
lustrous  glow. 
#3059.  $2.95  ppd. 

Oriental  Silk  — 
with  crochet 
flower.  #3117. 
$1.35  ppd. 

N.Y.  Res.  add  Sales  Tax! 

Send  50c  for  our  'giant'  THIMBLE 
and  HOMESEWING  Catalog. 

^  The  Sewing  Cornet^ 
Dept.  HG26.  Whitestone,  N.Y.  11357 

COMMEMORATIVE  PLATES 
Handout  raised  designs  celebrate  our  Bicenten- 

nial on  8"  limited  edition  plates.  Elegant  rain- 
bow glass  features  striking  center  designs  bor- 

dered by  13  stars  and  classic  Eagle.  Offered  are 

a  collector's  ctioice  of  8  designs: 
Spirit  of  76  Symbols  of  Liberty 
Ttie  Amer.  Eagle  Independence  Hall 
Ride  of  Paul  Revere  Crossing  tfie  Del. 
Drum,  Flag,  ft^usket,  Ttie  Minuteman 
Hat  &  Powderhorn 

$9.98  each  +  $1.50  post.  &  ins. 
Two  for  $18.98  +  $2.75  post.  &  ins. 

All  8  for  $72.00  +  $8.00  shpng.  &  ins. 

STRATFORD  HOUSE,  HG-2A 
P.  O.  Box  591 ,  Stratford,  CT  06497 

CT.  Res.  Add  Sales  Tax 
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QUITE  A  QUILT 
Cheerful^  charming,  cuddly! 
Childhood  favorite  animals  of  bright  blue, 
green,  pinks  and  yellows,  puff  out  in  machine 
washable  and  dryable  quilt.  All  quilting  hand 

guided.  36"  x  42",  fits  crib  or  small  child's 
bed.  Durable,  top  quality  materials  and stitching. 

Only     $35.00     p^^ta",^e^ 
Grandma's  Quilting   Company, 

Dept.  G-26 4226  Herkimer  Place,  New  York,   N.Y.    10470 

CONNECTICUT  CURTAINS 

"FAIRFIELD" 

Jf  i 

LENGTH  PRICE 24"  $6.00 

30"  6.50 

36"  7.00 
45"  8.00 
54"  9.00 
63"  10.00 

Tie-Backs 
Included 

Valance, 

70"x12- 
$3.25 Muslin  curtains 

white  or  natural  with  extra-plush 

matching  2"  brush  fringe,  76"  wide, 
Personal  checks  or  m  o.  BankAmericard  or  Mastercharge 

Add  $1.75  post  Shdlg.    Conn,  res,  add  7%  tax.  no  CODs 

Send  for  free  catalog 

satisfaction  guaranteed 

Gateway  Center.    HG276,     Wilton.  Conn.  06697         ̂  

SHOPPING 
AROUND 
FOR  GREAT 
AMERICAN 
TRADITIONS 
STARS  'N  STRIPES 
Make  13-star  Old  Glory  for  Bicenten- 

nial with  glass  beads,  red,  white,  blue, 
on  white  satin  ball.  Complete  ornament 
with  gold  color  edging,  tiny  liberty 

bell.  "We  The  People"  kit,  3"  size, 
$3.98;  6"  size,  $11.30.  Ppd.  Award- 
winning  catalogue,  over  250  original 
designs,  $1.95.  Ttie  Cracker  Box,  HGF, 
Pt.  Pleasant,  PA  18950. 

BRAIDED  RUG 

Colonial  design  reminiscent  of  early 
American  homes.  Imported  nylon  in  gold, 

green,  rust,  red,  brown,  blue.  3x5, 
$19.95;  4x6,  $29.95;  6x9,  $54.95;  9x12, 
$109.95;  12  ft.  runner,  $29.95  Ppd.  Color 
catalogue  including  Oriental,  Navajo  rugs, 
$1.  Peerless  Imported  Rugs, 

GE-26,  3028  No.  Lincoln  Ave., 
Chicago,  IL  60657. 

t 

X^. 

ett 

COUNTRY  COUSINS 
All-American  favorites.  Jaunty  jumper 
of  soft,  washed  cotton  denim,  gently 

fitted  and  back-zippered.  Shoulder 
buckles,  roomy  patch  pockets.  Denim 
blue,  sizes  6  to  16,  $34.  Plaid  partner, 

long-sleeved  polyester  cotton  shirt 
(matching  scarf  not  shown)  red/  navy/ 
white.  Sizes  6  to  16.  $24  plus  $1.75 
post.  Free  color  catalogue.  The  Talbots, 
Dept.  TN,  Hingham,  MA  02043. 

HISTORY  THI/^BLES 
Heirlooms  for  collectors.  All  in  the  spirit 

of  '76.  Hand-enameled  red,  white  and 
b!ue  cloisonne  on  gold-finished  metal. 
Statue  of  Liberty,  American  Eagle  and 
Church  in  Bell,  $1.98  ea.  All  three 
thimbles,  $4.98  plus  45c  post.  Lillian 
Vernon,  G2E,  510  S.  Fulton  Ave.,  Mt. 
Vernon,  NY  10550. 



LASTING  CANDLELIGHT 
Permanent  glass  wick  in  glass  candle 
works  by  capillary  action.  Flame 
adjustable.  Red,  blue,  green,  yellow  or 

clear  lamp  oil.  Pine  wood  base.  6"  dia. 
chimney  ball,  13"  h.,  4"  base,  $7.95, 
pr.  $14.90;  3"  dia.,  12"  h.  31/2"  base, 
$6.95,  pr.  $12.90.  Lamp  oil,  8  oz.  btie., 

$1.  Add$l  post  per  order.  Vitro  Dy- 
namic, Inc.,  HG2,  1 14  Beach  St., 

Rockaway,  NJ  07866. 

COLONIAL  CHARACTER 
Your  dream  house  with  gambrel  roof,  dormer  windows.  One  of  230 

designs  in  plan  book  of  iy2  and  two-story  houses  with  blueprints 
available.  Other  books  include  185  one-story  designs  over  2,000  sq.  ft. 
250  under  2,000  sq.  ft.;  180  multi-level,  223  vacation  houses.  $2.25 
•a.  All  five,  $7.95  Ppd.  Home  Planners,  HGE62,  16310  Grand  River, 
Detroit,  Ml  48227. 

[GREAT  SYMBOL 

Collector's  Bicentennial  plate 
in  old-fashioned  ironstone. 
The  raised  leaves  and 
Liberty  Bell  in  gold  leaf 

on  royal  blue  back- 
ground. Memorable 

inscription  proclaims 
American  freedom 

from  tyranny.  Ful 

IOV2"  dia.  Display  on 
hutch,  wall  or  shelf. 
$14.95  plus  $1.55  post. 
Yield  House,  G62Z,  North 
Conway,  NH  03860. 

LIBERTY  CHAIR 

Full  color  scene  of  Bur- 
gesses entering  Henrico 

Parish  Church  for  Patrick 

Henry's  "liberty  or  death" 
speech  decorates  mu- 

seum-quality Early 
American  style  chair  by 
famed  Nichols  &  Stone. 
Second  in  series  of  four 

commemorating  Bicen- 
tennial. Black  or  white 

finish,  gold  banding,  sten- 
ciling. 33"  h.  $77  ppd. 

Handbook  and  catalogue 
50c.  Sturbridge  Yankee 

Workshop,  HG2,  574  Brim- 
field  Turnpike,  Sturbridge, 
MA  01566. 

COUNTRY  CURTAINS 
RufBed   Cotton   Muslin   or   Permanent   Press 

Natural    or   White 

TIERS 

30",    36",   40" 

COTTON 
MUSLIN PERMANENT 

PRESS 

5.50  pr.         7.00  pr. 

TIEBACKS 

45",  54",  63"      7.5Q  pr.      10.00  pr. 
72",  81",  90"      9.00  pr.     12.00  pr. 

VALANCE 

10"  X  80"           2.50  ea.       3.25  ea. 

78"  wide  per  pair  with  2"  ruffle. 

For  years  Country  CiirUuns  have  yaily  graced 

the  bright,  clean  windows  of  charmini:  colo- 
nial homes.  Country  Curtains  add  warmth  to 

every  room  .  .  .  Country  Curtains  retain  their 
fresh  crispness  and  are  a  credit  to  your  thrifli- 

ness  .  .  .  Country  Curtains  arc'  a  lifetime friend  and  supply  their  own  sunshine  .  .  .  New 
England  at  its  very  best. 
Please  specify  cotton  muslin  or  permanent 
press,  in  off-white  or  white.  Please  enclose 
check  or  money  order.  Sorry,  no  COD's.  Post- 

age and  handlini^;  for  orders  under  SIO  add  S7. 
over  SIO  add  SV.75.  .Ma.vv.  res.  add  S'ih  .sales 
ta.x.  Satisfaction  guaranteed. 

COUNTRY  CURTAINS  ,Sa-^^ 
Send  For  Free  Catalog 

DepI 
AtThkRedLisnInn  ^ 

21.  Storkhridfip.  Ma«s,  I12U.2 

t?* 

Receive    your    FREE    Preview    Issue    of 

Antique  itlontljlp 
.  .  .  and  subscribe  if  pleased. 

We'll  mail  you  a  free  issue  at 
your  request  and  reserve  a  one 

year.  12  issue,  $11.00  sub- 
scription. When  your  statement 

arrives  you  can  either  send  pay- 
ment or  tell  us  to  cancel  with  no 

further  obligation.  ANTIQUE 

MONTHLY,  The  Nation's 
Fine  Antiques  Newspaper  is 
filled  with  news  on  shows, 

tours,  collections,  auctions  and 
much  more. 

Write  today  to: 

ANTIQUE  MONTHLY, 

Department  74,  Drawer  2, 
Tuscaloosa,  Alabama   35401. 

FROM  fACTORY  TO  YOU— 

THE  VIKING  CHAIR 

Height  —  31" 
Seat  18" X 15" Height  of  Seat  - 

171/2" 

Native 
Hardwood 

Curved  Backrest 
Fibre  Rush  Seat —  Woven  by 

Hand 

Sanded  Ready-to-Finish  $16.95 

Black,  Maple,  Walnut,  Pine    $19.95 

Matching  Arm  Chair— Add  $3.00  to 
above.  Minimum  order  two  pieces. 

Send  Check  or  Money  Order  For  Chairs 

Express  Collect Catalog  500 

MARION  TRAVIS 
P.O.  Box  292,  Statesville,  NO.  28677 

N«intiirkel  Pocket b«M)k 

A  beautifully  executed  reproduction  of 
the  famous  original  handwoven  bag 

made  by  Nantucl<et  Whalemen  for  their 
wives  and  sweathearts.  Hand  carved 

ivory  sperm  w/hale  on  top  plaque  and  all 

ivory  fittings.  7Va"  high  by  SVz"  long  by 
6V2"  wide.  A  truly  unique  accessory 

you'll  be  proud  to  carry.  $44.95  ppd 

Send  50c  for  our  -ROMANCE  OF  THE  SEA  ' 
catalog  showing  ship  models,  paintings,  furni- 

ture, lamps,  clothing,  and  gifts  for  home, 
office,  or  on  board. 

P^T  HMKD 

SHIP'S  WHEEL 
Dept.  HG26,  Nottingham  Square  Rd. 

Epplng.  New  Hampshire  03042 

\  SIGN  FOR  THE 
BICENTENNIAL 
Personalized 

Have  your  own 

name  i  n  - scribed  above 

a  beautiful 
hand-screened 

eagle,  in  8  col- ors, over  antiqued  ivory  back- 
ground. We  add  the  year  of  your 

marriage  or  when  you  estab- 
lished your  home.  Solid  pine. 

Display  inside  or  outside. 

Size  91/2"  X  18"  $15.95  ppd. 
Allow  three  weeks' tor  delivery. 

Mass.  residents  add  3%  sales  tax. 

This  sign  is  an  exclusive  oi 

The  STAGE 
440    Great    Rd.,    H2,    Acton,    Mass.    01720 

One  ot  New  England's  most  intriguing 
gilt  shops.   Next   to  historic   Concord. 

PLEASE  TURN   PAGE  FOR  MORE  SHOPPING 71 
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BUILD   THESE    BEAUTIFUL 

ANTIQUE  CLOCK 
REPRODUCTIONS 

NOW  AT  BIG  SAVINGS!  Send  just  $1 
for  plans  &  instructions  to  build  choice 
of  (A)  Grandfather  —  (B)  or  (C)  Grand- 

mother plus  information-packed  catalog 
of  movements,  dials,  parts  &  kits  to  build 
these  and  16  other  fine  clocks.  All  3 

plans  —  $2.50. 

SEND  500 

FOR  24  PG. 

CATALOG 

AND  NEW 

COLOR 

BROCHURE 

UNFINISHED  &  FINISHED 

ASSEMBLED  CASES 
are  now  available  for  these  su- 

perb clocks  with  a  wide  choice  of 
woods,  movements,  and  dials.  Full 
details  included  in  catalog. 

MASON  &  SULLIVAN 
Dept.XHG.Osterville,  Ma  02655 

Bicentennial  Trivets  Hand  Cast  by  Old-Time  Sand  Molding! 

Beautiful  as  wall  and  table  accents — and  so  practical!  Four  Bicentennial  designs  cast  in  solid 
diui  mu^  by  A-nerican  craftsnnen.  Each  trivet,  approx.  f/s"  x  b'/$" ,  has  brushed  aluminum  face. 
Background  colors:  black,  red  OR  blue.  Satisfaction  assured!  Order  by  number  and  color. 
S4.9a  each      plus  65*  postage. 

Napkin  Holder:  Same  4  designs  colors  Order  C^-IJ  -Jf.  I°o%V(Mu'or  m'afch. )  CIO  TA by  number,  color.  $6.95  ea.  plus  75?  post.  4>  I  #  .  #  O  p|i,s  $2  post.    «J»  I   '  •  '  W 

J  .    ̂      _•    ■'V'J^      """     '''"^-   ̂ ''''   ̂ °°   ""*■'   f'^E   FOLDER!    Bicentennial    items,   gifts! i»«k  ii  li^f    .DEPT.   HG.  516  SCHOOLHOUSE  LANE.   WILLOW  GROVE.  PA.   19090 

Remodeling?  "COUNTRY  CHARM"  Appliances 
WILL  GIVE  YOUR  Early  American  Kitchen 

Convenience  and  Authenticity 
AUTOMATIC 
ELECTRIC    RANGE   ... 
.  .  .  authentic  CAST  IRON 
reproduction  from  original 
patterns.  Combined  with 
the  Early  American  charm 
of  this  handsome  antique 
is  the  convenience  of  fully 
automatic  oven  and  burner 
controls,  and  an  easy-care 
porcelain  top.  Coffee  mill 
uniquely  houses  clock,  oven 
timer  and  minute  minder. 
Fits  modern  range  space. 
Prices  start  at  $555.00,  plus 
freight   charges. 

CAST  IRON  WALL  OVEN 
.  .  .  Front  is  CAST  IRON  with 
handsome  scroll  design.  The 

18"  oven  is  fully  insulated 
and  porcelain  lined.  Hearth 
door  conceals  all  controls, 
clock  and  timer.  Available 
in  right  or  left  hand  door 
models.  Prices  begin  at 
$325.00,  plus  freight  charges. 

Made  and  Sold  Only  b 

THE  HOUSE  OF  WEBSTER 

'mf^i^^'^  "Old  Fashioned  Gifts" 
*^' '^         BOX  HG  26  ROGERS,  ARK.  72756 

Quality  Backed  by  35  Years 
of  Skilled   Craftsmanship. 

Send  25C  for  your 
"COUNTRY    CHARM" 
Appliance    Folder and    Gift   Catoloe. 

72 

SHOPPING 
AROUND 
FOR  GREAT 
AMERICAN 
TRADITIONS 

I  CAST  IRON  BANK 
I   This  is  the  year  for  you  to  bank  in 
:   Independence  Hall,  the  replica  of 

I  original  still  bank  cast  in  1875  for 
!  the  Centennial.  It  holds  more  than 

:  $500  worth  of  silver.  Tow/er  re- 
moves to  retrieve  coins.  IOV2"  h. 

by  91/2"  w.,  by  8"  d.  $30  plus 
$1.50  post.  Delaware  Valley 

:  Stamp  Co.,  HG2,  R.D.2,  Gap, 
PA  17527. 

HEIRLOOM  LOOK 

Charming  patchwork  coverlet  made  with  four-inch  squares  of  old- 
fashioned  cotton  prints  in  muted  colors  sewn  together,  lined  in  muslin. 

V\/ashable.  Crib  size,  40"  by  56",  $50;  twin,  68"  by  96",  $70;  double, 
76"  by  96",  $85;  queen,  88"  by  104",  $100;  king,  96"  by  104",  $120. 
Add  $1.75  post.  Country  Curtains,  HG21,  Stockbridge,  MA  01262 

9f 

i  CRIBBAGE  TABLE 
No  more  hunting  for  the 

■  cribbage  board  when  you 
!  want  to  indulge  in  that 

great  American  pastime. 
Attractive  folding  table 
turns  into  a  unique  wall 

hanging  when  not  in  use. 
Cork  inserts  for  beverage 

glasses,  hand-rubbed  wood 

finish.  12"  by  24"  by  18" h.  $24.95  plus  $2. 10  post. 
Gift  catalogue,  50c.  House 

!  of  Minnel,  Dept.  526E, 
Deerpath  Rd..  Batavia, '  IL  60510. 

FIRST  EDITION 

Paperweight  for  '76.  Offi- cial Bicentennial  dollar, 
half  and  quarter  guarded 

by  patriot  stamps.  Brilliant 
uncirculated  mint  condi- 

tion. Embedded  in  clear 

plastic,  51/2"  by  41/4"  by %".  Limited  numbered 
edition.  $17.95  plus  $2 

post.  Midland  Moor,  HG2, 
Box  4085,  Kirtland,  OH 
44094. 

litr 



I SHOPPING  AROUND 
SCHIFFLI  EYELET 

Embroidered  4"  borders,  white, 

no-iron  polyester/ cotton.  78"  w. 
pr.  24",  30",  36"  $10;  45",  54", 
63"  $15;  72",  81",  90"  $20; 
eyelet  tiebacks  $2.50  pr.;  11" 
by  72"  valance  $5;  Add  $1.50 
post.  Free  catalogue.  Colonial 
Maid  Curtains,  HG2,  Lawn  Ter- 

race, Mamaroneck  Village,  NY 
10543. 

SUPER  CLUTCH 

Not  only  does  smart  clutch  have 

a  wrist  handle,  it  has  three  com- 
partments to  keep  everything 

tidy.  Waterproof  vinyl,  SVz"  by 
8V2"  by  2".  White  and  red,  sand 
and  red,  yellow  and  red  or  blue 
and  white.  $10  plus  60c  post. 
Mr.  Tennis,  HG2,  Box  6906, 
Grosse  Points,  Ml  48236. 

FAUCET  FIXER 

Annoying  drip,  drip,  drip  of  a 
faucet  is  stopped  easily  with  a 
neoprene  ball  that  just  drops  into 
the  fixture  after  removing  old 
washer.  Sealer  stays  put  against 
grease,  oil.  Set  of  12  $1.29  plus 
20c  post.  Anthony  Enterprises, 

HG2,  556  Mission  St.,  San  Fran- 
cisco, CA  94105. 

STATELY  OAK 

"Francois"  chair  looks  like  it 
came  from  a  French  country 
manor.  Nu-cane  seat  is  in  sanded 
oak  wood  frame  for  handsome 

good  looks.  Chair  is  35"  h.;  seat 
is  171/2"  X  14".  A  splendid  side 
chair!  $14.95  exp.  charges  coll. 
Marion  Travis,  HG2,  Box  292, 
Statesville,  NC  28677, 

HELPING  HAND 

Golfers  will  get  a  laugh  out  of  the 

hand  mashie — it's  a  short  club 
with  a  model  of  a  real  hand  on 

the  end  to  "help"  with  those  diffi- 
cult putts.  Sure  to  save  tempers 

on  the  green!  $3.98  plus  60c 
post.  Anthony  Enterprises,  HG2. 
556  Mission  St.,  San  Francisco. 
CA  94105. 

GLASS  TO  GROW  IN 

Pearl  mist  greenhouse  with  red- 
wood frame;  acrylic,  glass  con- 

tent fiber  glass.  Pre-cut;  fabricat- 

ed Dutch  door.  Shown  8'  by 
12',  $334.95  Exp.  Coll.  Others 
from  $98.95.  Free  catalogue. 
Peter  Reimuller/Greenhouse- 

man"',  980-17th  Ave.,  Dept. 
11-BP,  Santa  Cruz,  CA  95062. 

FIX-iTKIT 

Oh,  those  miserable  moments 

when  eyeglass  frames  part  com- 
pany! To  cope,  a  clever  kit  that 

helps  get  it  all  together:  profes- 
sional optical  screwdriver  and  an 

assortment  of  tiny  frame  screws. 
$1.98  plus  15c  post.  Anthony  En- 

terprises, HG2,  556  Mission  St., 
San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 
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The  wonderfully  soulful  look,  so  characteristic 

of  the  Basset  hound,  is  striking  in  this  needle- 
point, ready  for  you  to  stitch.  Basset  is  worked 

in  shades  of  brown,  rust,  beige,  white  and 

black.  The  background  is  a  light  blue.  Kit  in- 

cludes full  color  9  X  9"  design  on  12  x  12" 
white  mono  canvas  with  13  mesh-per-inch, 
Persian  yarns,  needle  and  instructions. 

47  OR     P'us  60c   P  &  H.  (Mass. 
91  •^•3     res.   add  50o  sales  fax.) 

Send  25c  for  4  issues  of  colorful  32  page 
Needlework  catalog  with  over  400  items. 

JJu^ottdof 

Muen  n  nnLt- Dept.    HG-026.   Shoppers*  World.    P.O.    Box   709, 
Framingham.   Mass-   01701 

f  SEND  $2.00  FOR  ̂  
100  PAGE  CATALOG  OF 
"TIMELESS  FURNITURE 

MADE  ONLY  BY  FORSLUND'S" IS2  00  retunaable  on  hrsi  purchase  , 

The  unusual  bedspread  rack 
shown  below  is  just  a  sample 
of  the  many  reproductions  of 

Timeless   Furniture"    made    by    Forslunds. 
Bedspread  RacK — $74.95  ppd. 

Carl  Forsl\j.nd. 
(Father  and  Three  Sons) 

122  e    fULTON.  GRAND  BAPIOS    Ml  49502  •  DEPI    HG 

mmOW-WHISHBR 
This  WINDOW 

AND 
WINDSHIELD 
CLEANER 

Is  Terrific! 

Highest 
Quality! 

$5.75ea. 
+  ew  post. 

USED  BY  PROS  ̂ ^^Iswls 
Used     by    service      \  Vl\  (pod  1 

stations      all     over       ̂ ™» 
America.    The    pro- 

fessional   washer    for 

home      windows     and     "? car  windshields.  Nylon 

reinforced      sponge      for 

grime,     bugs.     8"     rubber 

blade  swipes  clean  &  dry  —  "^^ fast!   Mop  handle  socket  for 
tall     jobs.     Satis.     Guarantee 

American  Century 
135  So.  La  Bred,  Dept     1026 

Box  36232,  Los  Angeles.  Ca\ii   90036 

Wrap  yourself  in  our  denimy  polyes- 
ter/cotton skirt  from  The  Sporting  Tailors. 

Sashed  and  edged  in  white  braid,  it  sports 

your  monogrann  on  the  pocket  if  you  wish. 
Skipper  blue  /  white,  yellow  /  white  or 

grass/white.  S,M,L  for  sizes  6-18.  $32.00. 
Monogram  (please  underline  last  initial) 
$3.00.  Add  $  1 .75  for  postage. 

Send  for  our  rtew  free  color  catalog. 
THE  TALBOTS.  DEPT.  TV,  HiNGHAM.  MASS,  02043 

Acto'^.  DuxDury.  Lenox,  Mass  ,  Avon,  Hamden,  Conn. 

"SWEETHEARTS"  PLATE 

$30.00  ppd. 
A  lovely,  previously  unpublished  1927 
Norman  Rockwell  watercolor  on  1976 

Sango  porcelain.  First  edition  of  "Liv- 
ing American  Artists"  series,  serially numbered  in  a  limited  edition  of  10,000. 

101/2"  diameter,  filigreed  border  of  pure 
24  karat  gold. 
Send  for  Platter  Chatter  with  price  list. 
MasterCharge  and  BankAmcricard  accepted 
with    complete    number    and    expiration    date 

Edd,  the  florist,  inc. 
Hickory  House,  Collectors  Division  HG 
823  North  Court,  Ottumwa,  Iowa  52501 

Phone— 1-800-247-1075 

I  i"  Marble-tup  tnbte ill  soliil  miiUiignity 

$34.95 

Romantic  V/ictorian 
all   solid    Mahogany,    hand-carved   furniture! 
New  way  to  save  on  finest  quality  furniture. 
Shipped  F.O.B.  direct  from  factory  to  your  home 

(at  cut  prices).  All  tables  have  marble  topsfron 
Italy.  Large  choice  of  sofas,  chairs,  love  seats, 

tables,  lamps,  rockers,  dining  room,  clocks,  bed- 
room. Superb  workmanship  at  modest  prices. 

America's  largest  selection  is  in  our  catalog. 
And,  costly  fabric  cuttings  are  sen^  free! 

B.mkAmericard  &  Masterohargo.  C.nll   (-Hl^"!  2,"f;-J7J7 
Magnolia  Hall.  726  Andover  Atlanta.  Ga.  30327 
J   _  —  — .  —  _   —  —  _«_.  —  — . 

To  get  big  catalog    G-2G.  and  costly  fabric  cut.    . 
tings,     send     just     $1,     We     will     refund     with 
certificate    good    for    $2    on   your   first    purchase 
Name   

Address.. 
.Zip.. 

Magno !]a  HalLJ 26  And£er_A_tl_aiita^a_J032_7^ 
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HAND  ENGRAVED  FAMILY  CREST 
RINGS 

Ring  #11  16xl4mm  top 
solid  14k  gold  $195.00 
sterling  silwer  $75.00 

14k  Gold  Pendant  $150.00 
sterling  silver  $65.00 

Ring  -18  20xl8mni  top 
solid  14k  gold  $260.00 
sterling  silver  $80.00 

WE  WORK  IN  THREE   BASIC   WAYS 
1 — If  you  do  have  a  coat  of  arms  you  send  us  a  photostat  or  picture  of  it  and  that  is  what  we  engrave. 

2 — If  you  do  not  have  a  coat  of  arms  just  send  us  your  name  and  we  shall  look  it  up  at  no  extra 
cost  to  see  if  there  is  a  coat  of  arms  for  it. 

3 — If  you  wish  you  may  design  your  own  coat  of  arms.  When  you  send  for  our  catalogue  ask  for 

our  free  booklet  "Some  basic  ways  to  design  your  own  coat  of  arms" 

SEND  fOfi  OUfl  fHEE  COLOR  CATALOGUE  .  .  .  This  is  the  most  beautiful  jewelry,  and 
certainly  the  most  personal  jewelry  there  is.  Hand  engraved  by  master  European  craftsmen. 

HERALDICA  IMPORTS,  INC.  oep.  g.2 
21  West  46tti  St.,  New  York,  N.Y.  10036 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

Patent   Pend  ing 

MAXI-RACK  $159.95    mcludes  del  vey) 

HOLDS  1   FULL  RICK  OF  FIREWOOD 

Add  a  practical  decorative  note  to  your  patio 
or  lawn.  A  perfect  organized  way  to  keep 
your  firewood.  This  weather  proof  galvinized 
steel  rack  is  an  attractive  addition  to  your 
fireplace  accessories.  Easily  assembles  in 
minutes. 

Fence  Specialist  Co. 
P.O.  Box  1031  Rogers,  AR  72756 

Arkansas  residents  add  4%  sales  tax 

,-;€«5"^ 
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MAGIC  MENDING 
New  silicone  formula  Liquid  Glass  chemical  sensation  for  per- 

manent mending  or  repair  of  glass,  china,  crockery,  ceramics 
and  porcelain.  Dries  clear  and  creates  a  washable,  waterproof, 
heat-or-cold  proof  iron  bond. 

LIQUID  GLASS  . . .  $2.98  Plus  300  Postage  &  Handling  Each 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises Dept.  HG-26 
556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 
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RATTAN  HIDEAWAY 
Accent  the  decorative  scheme  of 

any  room  with  a  handwoven  rat- 

tan tissue  box  holder  10"  by  6" 
by  4".  It  holds  the  standard  rec- 

tangular box  of  200  cleansing 
tissues.  $3.95  plus  $1  post.  Add 
$1  for  white.  Catalogue  25c. 
Fran's  Basket  House,  HG2,  Rte. 
10,  Succasunna,  NJ  07876. 

OPEN  SESAME 

Go  everywhere  in  airy  "Tracy". 
Handsome  strap  sandal  with  2V2" stained  wood  wedge  heels,  soft 
leather  uppers,  bouncy  crepe 
soles.  White,  bone  or  dark  tan.  4 
to  12  in  N,  M  and  W.  $14.95; 
over  10  $1  extra.  Add  90c  post. 
Sofwear  Shoes,  HG2,  1711  Main, 
Houston,  TX  77002. 

TIME  THIEF 

Is  your  pool  robbing  you  of  time? 
Meyco  safety  pool  cover  takes 
two  minutes  to  put  on  or  remove. 
Keeps  out  dirt,  leaves;  children 

and  pets  are  safe  when  you're away.  Discourages  algae.  Custom 
made,  any  size.  Write  to  Meyco, 
HG2,  225  Park  Ave.,  Hicksville, 
NY  11801. 

IT'S  COOL 

Miniature  ice  cubes  are  ideal  for 

speedy  chilling  of  drinks,  salads 
and  sea  foods.  A  simple  twist  of 
the  plastic  tray  and  90  little 
cubes  of  crushed-ice  size  pop 
right  out.  $1.29  plus  20c  post. 
Anthony  Enterprises,  HG2,  555 
Mission  St.,  San  Francisco,  CA 
94105. 

WAIST  TRIMMER 

Waist  slimming  rubberized  fab- 
ric belt  can  be  worn  at  work  or 

play  to  melt  away  pounds  and 

inches.  Lightweight  and  comfort- 
able for  men  and  women.  Spec- 

ify waist  measurement.  $8.95 
plus  50c  post.  S  &  S  Enterprises, 

HG2,  9631  Zion  Circle,  Hunting- 
ton Beach,  CA  92646. 

STRAP  CLIPS 
Gold-finished  metal  lingerie  clips 
keep  bra  and  slip  straps  secure 
in  handsome  fashion.  A  smart 

way  to  be  sure  that  straps  won't tumble  down  when  wearing  a  low 
cut  gown.  Set  of  two,  $1.98  plus 
20c  post.  Anthony  Enterprises, 

HG2,  556  Mission  St.,  San  Fran- 
cisco, CA  94105. 

POSTER  SOAP 
Famed  Toulouse  Lautrec  posters 

are  imprinted  on  British  soap— 
and  they  stay  on  to  the  last 
sliver.  Three  bars,  each  2%  oz., 

$3.98;  gold-finish  metal  tray, 
$1.49;  soap  with  tray,  $4.98. 
Add  50c  post.  Lillian  Vernon. 
G2E,  510  So.  Fulton  Ave.,  Mt. 
Vernon,  NY  10550. 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN 



OLD  PINE  COATRACK 

Get  set  for  blustery  days  with 
an  antique  pine  rack  with  four 
black  iron  hooks  to  hold  coats, 

hats,  mufflers,  mittens  or  um- 
brella. 21"  w.,  7"  h.  and  deco- 

rated with  gold  and  green  ro- 
settes. $11.75  ppd.  Yield  House, 

Dept.  G62T,  North  Conway,  NH 
03860. 

BACKGAMMON  BONUS 

Personalized  Lucite  doubling 

cubes.  Monogram  or  name  en- 
graved on  side,  painted  numbers. 

Cubes  2-64  or  128-4096.  2" 
cubes,  $16.95  ea.,  both,  $30; 

21/2"  cube,  $19.95  ea.,  both  $35; 
3"  octagon,  $19.50.  Ppd.  Dor- 

chester Gift  Shop.  HG2,  507 
Fifth  Ave..  N.Y.,  NY  10017. 

BOOK  BACKING 

For  studying  or  for  following  rec- 
ipes without  messy  cookbook 

pages,  a  metal  book  rest  that  ad- 
justs to  any  angle,  holds  any 

size  book.  Folds  flat  to  carry  or 

store.  $2.98  plus  60c  post.  An- 
thony Enterprises,  HG2,  556 

Mission  St.,  San  Francisco,  CA 
94105 

PERSONAL  ALERT 

Siren  in  neat  leatherette  case 
comes  with  shoulder  strap  and 

belt  attachment.  4"  x  4"  sq.,  it 
operates  on  a  standard  battery. 
Siren  sounds  loud  to  scare  off 

muggers,  summon  aid.  $19.95 

plus  $2  post.  Giftique  Enter- 
prises, HG2,  Box  2272,  Rockville, 

MD  20852. 

CLASSICAL  ELEGANCE 

Designs  of  Vintage  Silkscreen 
Needlepoint.  Kits:  imported  #14 
mono  canvas,  Paternayan  yarns. 

Tulips  in  yellows  and  greens,  12" 
sq.  Mums  in  coral,  yellows  and 

greens,  12"  by  13".  Each  $25 
ppd.  Free  color  catalogue.  The 
Establishment,  HG9,  3708  Crav;- 
ford,  Austin,  TX  78731. 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

IMPORTED   FROM    INDIA 
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0 
rOP:  Copper  bracelet  with  brass  elephant  heads 
on  each  end.  Bend  to  fit  Sll — $5.00 
2nd:  Be  in  style  with  this  beautiful  handmade 

bone  necklace  with  gold  chain.    SI2 — $5.50 
3rd:  Elegant  hand  carved  from  bone,  three  ele 
phants  on  gold  chain,  perfect  for  evening  wear. 
SI3— $6.00 
BOTTOM:   Hand  carved  bone  medallion  of  the 
great  elephant  of  India  with  wooden  bead  chain 

SI4— $5.50 

Complete  set  S15— $20.00 
Necklaces  are    17"    long.    Mention   catalog    num- ber when   ordering.    All    items   postpaid. 

Calif,   residents  add  G° o  tax 

SINCLAIR   IMPORTS 
P.O.    Box    22276 
Send    SI. SO    pp. 
gifts. 

San    Diego.    Calif.    92122 
catalog    of    more    imported 

Butcher 

34"  tiigti  work  table 
36"  X  24",  $124.00 
48"  X  24",  $140.00 
60"  x30",  $175.00 

or  choose  30"  dining 
tieight  table  at 
same  prices. 

Locking  Stieptierd 
Casters, 

$25.00  additional 

Two-inch  thick  maple  butcher  block  top, 
durable  bench-construction  frame.  Sent 

express  collect.  In  Illinois,  add  applic- 
able taxes.  Send  check  or  money  order, 

no  C.O.D.'s  please. 
Custom  sizes  and  styles  always  ...  for 
a  complete  24  page  catalog  of  exciting 
butcher  block  furniture,  send  SOC  to: 

butcher  block  s  more 
The  Schoenheit  Company 

Dept.  HG-276A,  1600  S.  Clinton,  Ctiicago  60616 

How  to  get  rich 
START  YOUR  OWN  BUSINESS  RIGHT  FROM  YOUR 

HOME— AND  MAKE  A  FORTUNE  IN  MAIL  ORDER! 

Mail  Order  Beginners 

Get  Cash  by  Mail! 
Have  you  ever  thought  of  operating  a  little 

mail  order  business  of  your  own?  Some- 
thing you  could  start  on  a  shoestring  right 

from  home  in  your  spare  time.  It's  a fabulous   business! 

Bob  Carter  of  Newark,  N.J.  ran  his  first 
small  mail  order  ad  in  House  Beautiful 

magazine — offering  an  auto  clothes  rack. 
Business  Week  reported  that  his  ad  brought 

in  $5,000  in  orders.  By  the  end  of  his  first 

year  in  Mail  Order,  he  had  grossed  over 

$100,000! 

Another  beginner — a  lawyer  from  the 

midwest,  sold  a  mail  order  item  to  fisher- 
men. Specialty  Salesman  magazine  reveals. 

"he  made  $70,000  the  first  three  months!" 
There  is  no  other  business  where  you 

can  make  a  fortune  so  fast.  Come  up  with 
a  "hot"  new  item  ...  and   WHAM! 

It  strikes  like  a  bolt  of  lightning! 

Millions  of  people  read  your  ad  and 

suddenly,  you  are  swamped  with  cash 
orders  from  all  over  the  country  . . .  MORE 

MONEY  in  60  days  than  you  could  earn 
in   a  lifetime! 

Like  the  Vermont  dealer  who  ran  one  ad 

in  Sports  Afield  magazine.  His  ad  pulled 

22.000  orders— over  A  HALF  MILLION 
DOLLARS   IN   CASH! 

Yes,  Mail  Order  is  the  fastest-growing, 

most  profitable  business  in  America!  And 
now  with  the  population  explosion  ...  the 

huge  teenage  market  .  .  .  and  more  people 

moving  to  the  suburbs — we  are  on  the  verge 
of  the  BIGGEST  BOOM  in  Mail  Order history! 

Free 

If  you  are  sincerely  interested  in  starting 
a  lucrative  business  of  your  own  ACT 
NOW!  We  can  help  you  get  rich  in  Mail 

Order  just  as  we've  helped  others.  Mail 

the  coupon  or  send  a  postcard.  We'll  send 
you  a  free  book,  catalog,  ads  and  complete 
facts  about  our  offer.  No  salesman  will 

call.  No  obligation.  You  don't  need  previ- 
ous experience  but  you  must  be  over  21. 

Write  to: 

Mail  Order  Associates,  Inc.,  Dept.  162 

Monlvale,  New  Jersey  07645 

Mail  Order  Associates.    Inc..   Dept.    162 Montvale,  New  Jersey  07645 

Pleose   rush   full   detoils   immediately. 

Nome- 

Address- City   

Stote_ 

.Zip- 

EBRUARY,    1976 

MECHANICAL 

BOOKMARK 
Is  ingenious  and  will  delight  all 

book  lovers.  A  hidden  spring  mech- 

anism keeps  the  reader's  place automatically  by  controlling  the 
right  hand  page  to  give  reading 
comfort  not  possible  before.  The 
perfect  gift!  $3.00  each.  Two  for 
$5.75  add  60c  postage. 

Quality  Gift  Catalog  25C 

SLEEPY  HOLLOW  GIFTS 6651  Arlington  Blvd.  G2-6 Falls  Church,  Va.  22042 

IMPROVED 
Model . . . 

HAND  EMBOSSER 
For  Personalized  Stationery 
Eniljobs  your  u»n  piiii.ii.il  statiunery  for  a  litc- 
tiiiiu  uy  just  pressing  a  handle.  Makes  expensive 
looking  raised  letter  impressiuiis  of  any  3  line 
name  &  address  on  PAPER  &  ENVELOPES  (re- 
versihle).  Requires  no  inks,  accessories,  service  or 
maintenance,  ideal  for  adults,  teenagers,  home  or  of- 
flce.  clubs,  etc.  Print  clearly  3  lines 
desired.  No  more  than  21  characters  per 
line.    For    I    to  3   lines       
For  4  lines  add  SI. 00. 
EXTRA  PLATE  ALON  EIno  frame)  SS.OOpnd 

NEW  DELUXE  DESK  MODEL 
511.95    J^   75e  postage 

^riid  I'.jc  ̂ OT  cr.ralog  •   /'a.  rts.  add  (ic-f   sales  tax $9.95 

Plus esc  each 
postacje 

POSTAMATIC  CO. Dept.   HG27G 
Lafayette  Hill,  Pa. 

Portable  cfiic:  a  generous  12"  x 14"  toteable  desk  with,  lacquered 
or  painted  beech  writing  surface 
and  handsome  rattan  storage  body. 

Brass  latch  front,. pen  well,  rattan 
handle:  convenience  and  good  looks 
to  travel  with  you,  balance 
comfortably  wherever  you  alight- 

chair,  bed,  table, in  natural  rattan, 

$15. 

painted  crisp,  white. 

$19.95 add  $1.50  postagi/ 
handling.  Send 
check,  BA.MC,  DC 
or  AMX  charge. 

Outside  California 
Call  Toll  Free 

(800)  227-4555 

A         ii.ilog  SI  ■  free  with  order 

— ^-■^— ^      550  Powell  St. 

Dept.  HG-25 
San  Francisco 94108 

*        ..Mlog  SI,'  free  will 
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GYM  BAR 
A  home  exerciser  for  the  whole  family.  Ideal  for  reducing,  im- 

proving figure.  Gym  Bar  fits  across  doorway  at  any  desired 

height.  Expands  for  snug,  secure  fit.  Fits  door  widths  24"  to  32". 
With  illustrated  instruction  folder.  Instant  home  gymnasium. 

GYM  BAR   $11.98   +   $1.75  Mailing  Each 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Aiitbouy  Enterprises Dept.  HG-26 556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

PURSE  KEY  REEL 
The  most  practical  Key  Holder  yet  devised.  Reel-!y  handy  holder 
works  with  ease.  Eliminates  hunting  and  fumbling  for  your  keys. 
Reel  clips  inside  purse.  Keys  pull  out  easily  to  be  used  and  then 
automatically  rewind  back  into  case.  Wonderful  way  to  stop  losing 
your  keys. 

#710  PURSE  KEY  REEL       $2.98  Plus  450  Postage  &  Handling  Each 

Nn  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  IVIoney  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises Dept.  HG-26 556  Mission,  Son  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 
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BATIK   KIT 

Make-your-own-handbag.  Precut 
fabrics  for  bag  and  lining,  poly- 

ester for  outline  quilting,  two 

10"  dowels,  four  wood  balls, 

instructions.  14"  by  15".  $8.95 
plus  75c  post.  Matching  scarf 
ready  to  hem  $1.95.  Phoebe, 
Dept.  HG125,  135  Soundview 
Dr.,  Lake  Success,  NY  11020. 

CENTURY  LIGHT 

Ingenious  night  light  is  said  to 
last  36500  nights — that  is,  a 
hundred  years!  Stays  cool,  plugs 
into  wall  socket  to  light  dim 

areas  softly.  Continuous  opera- 
tion costs  just  2c  a  week.  $1.98 

plus  25c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG2,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

BREEZY 

Step  along  happily  in  softest 
leather-like  uppers  on  crepe 

soles,  cushioned  insoles,  2"  rope- 
covered  wedges.  By  Daniel 
Green.  White,  beige  or  peach. 
Sizes  5-11,  N  and  M.  $13.95; 
size  11  $1  extra.  Add  90c  post. 
Sofwear  Shoes,  HG2,  1711  Main, 
Houston,  TX  77002. 

DARLING  THIMBLE 

Bicentennial  collector's  item: 
Betsy  Ross  design  by  Moppets", 
exquisite  in  five  hand-enameled 
cloisonne  hues  on  gold-finished 
metal.  American-crafted  by  Lil- 

lian Vernon.  $2.98;  three  $7.50. 
Add  45c  post.  Lillian  Vernon, 
G2E,  510  So.  Fulton  Ave.,  Mt. 
Vernon,   NY   10550. 

PUT  IT  THERE 

Puffy  foam  tape  is  for  self-stick 
service  to  prevent  chairs  from 

marking  walls,  clothes  from  slip- 
ping off  hangers,  pictures  and 

lamps  from  tilting.  Dozens  of 
uses!  108"  I.,  1/2"  w.  (#703) 
$1.29  plus  20c  post.  Anthony 
Enterprises,  HG2,  556  Mission 
St..  San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

WALL  SPACE 

Handmade  rattan  unit  with  two 

wood  shelves  above  a  two-door 
cabinet.  Metal  hanging  hooks. 

9"  by  20"  by  18".  Suitable  for 
Dedroom,  bath  or  nursery,  for 
kitchen  or  bar.  $29.95  plus  $3 

post.  Catalogue  is  25c.  Fran's Basket  House,  HG2,  Route  10, 
Succasunna,  NY  07876. 

CLEAN  SWEEP 

Compact-sized  pet  brush  has 
120  plastic  bristles  that  emerge 

to  work,  retract  for  easy  clean- 
ing. Just  twist  to  use,  for  either 

long  or  short  coats  on  either  cats 
or  dogs.  $1.98  plus  25c  post. 
Anthony  Enterprises,  HG2,  556 
Mission  St.,  San  Francisco,  CA 
94105. 

HOUSE  &  GARD 



MINI  STOOL 
Attached-cushion  seat,  native 

hardwood  frame  18"  x  18"  x  18". 
Upholstered  in  print,  as  shown 

$59;  your  fabric  (2  yds.,  54") 
$49.  Casters  add  $10.  Exp.  coll. 
Furniture  catalogue  with  a  re- 

quest form  for  fabric  swatches 
$2.  Hunt  Galleries,  HG762,  Box 
2324,  Hickory,  NC  28601. 

KASHMIR  CREWEL 

Spreads  and  tablecloth  are  hand- 
worked in  crewel  embroidery  on 

natural  hand  loomed  cotton.  Im- 
ported from  Kashmir.  Twin,  $70; 

full,  $80;  queen,  $90;  king, $100. 

70"  dia.  cloth,  $50;  90",  $60. 
Ppd.  By  yard,  50"  w,  $14.  Cata- 

logue, swatch  50c.  Gurian's  HG2, 
276  5th  Ave.,  NY  10001. 

DIG  THEY  MUST 

Handy  home  garden  tools  are  for 
window  boxes,  other  indoor  and 

pint-sized  plantings.  Shovel,  rake 
and  trowel  are  61/2"  to  8"  1.  with 
strongmat-chrome  metal  blades. 
A  clever  hostess  gift.  $1.98  plus 
25c  post.  Anthony  Enterprises, 

HG2,  556  Mission  St.,  San  Fran- 
cisco, CA  94105. 

BATH  CADDY 

Imported  cup  and  soap  dish  of 
porcelain  decorated  with  gold, 
in  goldtone  base  that  holds  5 
toothbrushes.  Adjustable  tulip 

petals  for  lipstick,  eyeliner.  12" 
w.  by  10"  h.  $29.95  plus  $2  post. 
Bath-items  brochure  is  free. 
Laurel  Creations,  HG2.  Box  6, 
Adelphia,  NJ  07710. 

PICK  PORCELAIN 

Real-looking  roses,  thorns  and 

all,  are  13"  tall.  Put  one  in  a  bud 
vase  or  arrange  a  dramatic  doz- 

en. Colorful  crimson,  yellow, 
wine.  One  $1  or;  six  $4.95.  Ex- 

tras 79c  each.  Add  25c  post, 
singles;  75c  for  six.  American 

Consumer,  Dept.  RP-45,  Caro- 
line Rd.,  Philadelphia,  PA  19176. 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

PLASTIC 
VINDOW  WELL  COVER 
io  it  Yourself  &  Save  up  to  $10. 
5  MIN.  TO  ASSEMBLE  &  INSTALL 
its  semicircular  basement  window  wells 

3  40  "  W.,  15"  H.,  17  "  proj.— Helps  keep 
ut  rain,  leaves  end  snow. 

ets  light  in,  keeps  rodents  out.  Can  be 
djusted  for  ventilation.  Designed  to  be 
istolled  on  wood,  aluminum  or  asbestos 

iding,  stone,  brick  or  cement.  All  hard- 
are  supplied. 

SHIPPED  SAME  WEEK 
SATISFACTION  GUARANTEED 

Order  2  for  $13.00  or  3  for  $19.00 

lease  add   $1    each   shipping   &  handling 

>VILLIAMSON519GarwoodDr.HG276 

Jox  503,  Cherry  Hill,  N.  J.  08003 

A  THRILLING 
CAREER  AWAITS  YOU 
YOU  LEARN  t.-  make 
and  restore  dolls  of  all 
kinds  — old  and  new. 
Wonderful  hobby, 

satisfying  part  time 
business.  Turn  your 
love  of  dolls  into  re- 

warding pa.stime.  De- 
sign and  create  doll 

clothes,  repair  mechan- 
ical tlolls,  authenticate 

old  dolls.  Easy  to  read  lessons  and  ticc 
consultation  to  insure  yoiw  satisfaction. 

DON'T  DELAY -Start  todav  for  your  excit- 
ing future.  Send  for  FREE  BOOKLET. 

N'o  saksman,  no  obliiiation. 

Norm  &  Marge  Morris 

LIFETIME    CAREER    SCHOOLS    Dept.  D-870 
2251    Barry    Avenue,    Los    Angeles,    Calif.    90064 

PLEASE  SEND  FREE  BOOKLET 

Name   ,   

AddresS- 

City   -State. -2ip_ 

-EBRUARY,    1976 

POWER  PLUG  TV  ANTENNA 

ELIMINATES  RABBIT  EARS 
Secret  Power  Antenna  attaches  to  rear  of  TV  set  and  plugs  into 
any  AC/ DC  outlet  to  bring  in  marvelously  crisp,  clear  pictures  and 
eliminate  all  manner  of  ghosts  and  electronic  gremlins.  Unseen 

antenna  eliminates  need  for  ugly  roof  equipment  or  old-fashioned 
rabbit  ears.  Uses  no  current.  For  AM/FM,  UHF/VHF,  Black  &  White 
or  Color  sets. 

POWER  PLUG  TV  ANTENNA 
$7.98  Plus  $1.00  Postage  &  Handling  Each 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  your  money  back. 

/LlltuOliy     lll/tCVpr/SCS      556  Mission.  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

Teethshirts  for  Teens  Guaranteed  to  keep 

any  young  "metal  mouth"  smiling!  Snowy  white, 100%  cotton  T-shirt  is  screened  with  a  sunshiny 

yellow  face  boasting  a  tin  smile  and  the  words. 
"Braces  Are  Beautiful."  Matching  poster  is  a 

huge  20x28 ",  screened  in  yellow  and  black  on  a 
blue  background.  Postpaid.  Shirt.  $5.98; 

3759.6— Size  32-34  ....  3760-6— Size  34-36, 
3761-6— Size  36-38    ...    3762-6— Poster,   $3.25 

Write  For  New  Free  Giff  Catalog! 

Miles  Kimball 
43  Bond  Street,  Oshkosh,  Wisconsin  54901 

ROIL  yp 
■|OI1IOIS[  SMAICHSIIC 

WINDOW  SHADLS 

4.95  1' 

5.95  3o- 

6.95  )« 

8.95  4: 

9  95  's 
11.95  »c. 
13.95  " INCIUOES  MOOKS   *0»  HANGING 

Ml    SHADtS  ABE     6'   LONG  6uT   CAN    BE   C 

>0C    Jl    Pf»  Shade    eo»   POSI-Gf  »■.:    | 

Straw  vULentine 

baskets^ t'RtA  CODf    404   4.15- 76&?^^pr 

.WI    I9V82    AIiANIA  G»  )0)I8     KNK   C.ROS  ACCtPKO 

the  flattering,  flowing  LIMUU 
with 

"Inner  Magic" 

shaping 

Silky  polished 

cotton  with 
sweeping  back 

and  figure  mold- 

ed front  mid- riff. Authentic 

Hawaiian  flo- rals, in  Blue, 
Gold,  Green, 

Red  or  Pink. Sizes  P,  S,  M, 

L,  XL.  Scr.a tional  wheni'vcr 

you    wear    It! 

$2700 

S.irxr   .t: 

.nbovo— 

floor  lonqlh 

*      'ft  ̂   iw*"*^  )or  roryy 

VICKI  WAYNE -H2H 
610   S.   Country  Club,   Tucson,   AZ  8S716 

Send   for  our  frc-t-  fashion  cataloguo 
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PLANT  PRINT 
PORTFOLIO 

tmtmmmm 

i>>f       4  Beautiful  11x14       \X*^i 
S*:y         pen  and  ink  prints         ̂ :*& 

on  heavy  ivory  stock 
Plant  lovers  delight.  Enjoy         j  | 

these  magnificent  plant  prints       ! 

reproduced  on  felt  finish"  ivory     j cover  stock  in  rich  deep  brown  ink. 
Perfect  frameable  size  11  X 1 4. 

The  ideal  answer  to  the 
perfect  gift!  1  set  (4  prints.  1  of 

each  as  shown)  S5. 00 
P  Pd.  3  sets  (12  prints.  3  of 
each  as  shown)  special 

SlO.OOPPd.  Shipped  in  flat 
box.  Send  cash,  check,  or 

Money  Order  to: 
Salem  Print  Co. 

Dept.  HG2 
P.O.  Box  11 522 

Winston-Salem.  N.C.  27106 

CALADIUV 

GERA.\iu'/ 

%: 
BOSTON  FERN 

PORTRAIT  PENDANT 
An  artists  head  to  reck  co'trait  of  your 
favorite  person  delicately  hand  engraved 

on  a  sterling  silver  or  gold  filled  ̂ 4  inch 

pendant  (18  inch  chain).  A  precious  piece 

of  jewelry  you  will  never  tire  of.  Send  clear 

photo  (returned).  S29.95  plus  S2  postage 

and  handling.  Additional  portrait  on  re- 

verse side  S20  extra.  N.J.  res.  add  5°o  tax. 

Pets  same  price.  Specify  sterling  or  gold filled. 

NEEDLEPOINT  PORTRAITS  LTD. 
studio  E3.  20  Nassau  Street 

Princeton.   N.J.  0S540 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

The 

Overhead  Smash 'T'  Shirt 

Kids...     10-12  &  14-16: 
Adults  .  .  .  Small.  Medium. 

Large  &  X-large.  $4.50. 
2  for  $8.50,  3  for  $12.00 

(plus  20<f.  for  handling). 
Mail  check  to: 

MR.  TE.NMS 
24  Penobscot  Building  Concourse  C 

Detroit.  Michigan  48226 

A  great  gift  for 
Father, Son,  and 

Friends . . . 

DOG  TIES 
Give  them  their  ou 
breed  on  a  necktie. 

Over  60  breeds 
available.  Perfect 

reproductions, 
authentically 
looven  in 

Switzerland. 
Exclusively 
""'■^$12  50 

G  Please  send  my  breed 
My  breed  is   

n  Navy         □  Brown 

ni  Green 
Add  SI  50  lor  delivery 

NY.  State  Sid  B::'--st'e  •■ 

□  Burgundy 

-^- Ztouib  •-25arrato 
J.5.:ii  Sonhern  BUI  .  1/.:m»i.«' f.  .V.V.  llu.'.n 

7  nall.'^trffti  .Smf.  J.50fi  <.VeK- 1  orl-..\  .>  .  lijiKii 
Suit-  1.JII7  I  Jlfi  )->';S-si.;.; 

MAJOR  CREDIT  CARDS  ACCEPTED 
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MOLTO-ITALIANO 

Stunning  import  adds  a  graceful 
swirl  to  your  finger.  Sterling  silver 

rings,  hand-sculptured,  hand- 
polished  and  sparked  with  cloi- 

sonne enamel  in  green  or  blue. 
Adjustable.  $7.98:  both  $14.98. 
Add  45c  post.  Lillian  Vernon, 
G2E.  510  So.  Fulton  Ave..  Mt. 
Vernon.  NY  10550. 

SHOP  FOR  SPRING 

Here's  another  great  catalogue 
from  famous  Carroll  Reed.  With 

items  on  facing  pages  coordi- 

nated, it's  easy  and  such  a  plea- sure to  assemble  a  new  season 
wardrobe  for  every  member  of 

the  family.  Thirty-two  full  color 
pages.  Free  from  Carroll  Reed, 
HG2.  North  Conway,  NH  03860. 

OPTiC  OPERA  AIDS 

Folding  opera  glasses.  Slip  into 
handbag  or  pocket.  Sports  fans, 
theater  buffs,  ballet  bugs  love 
them.  Makes  balcony  seats  seem 
like  first-row  center!  Chrome 

plated.  2.5  by  25  m'm.  $4.98 
plus  50c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 

prises, HG2.  556  Mission  St., 
San  Francisco.  CA  94105. 

LUXURY  TOUCH 

Cushioned  toilet  seat  for  good 
looks  and  comfort.  Soft  padding 

electronically  laminated,  heat- 
sealed.  Five  colors  and  designs: 
butcher  block,  cerulean  blue, 

canary  yellow,  sable  brown  and 
pink  pink.  $19.95  ppd.  Jo-Dan 

Sales.  Ltd.,  HG2,  7011  Caa-r^, St..  Springfield,  VA  22150. 

PANTS  DEMI-BOOT 
Of  stretchy  polyurethane  lined 
with  Treco  foam.  Has  cushioned 

insoles.  rubt>er-like  sole,  2  3/ 16" 
non-skid  heel.  8%"  high.  Bone, 
brown,  black,  red.  white,  navy. 
Va  sizes  5-8y2;  9.  10.  $15  plus  $1 
post.  Old  Pueblo  Traders,  610 
So.  Country  Club  Rd..  Dept.  H2E, 
Tucson.  AZ  85716. 

STRETCH  SAUNA  SUIT 

Zip  into  a  uniquely  designed 
sauna  exercise  suit  and  go  about 
chores  or  relaxing  and  excess 

body  moisture  is  shed.  For  men 
and  women.  One  size  fits  all. 

$9.98  plus  $1  posi.  Anthony  En- 
terprises. HG2.  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco.  CA  94105. 

COLLECTOR  S  CASE 

Opulent  cigarette  case  is  a  work 
of  art.  part  of  a  limited  edition, 
numbered.  Handcrafted  in  pure 
sterling  silver,  designed  to  be  a 

treasured  heirloom.  7V4"  by  4" by  IW.  S250  plus  $3.50  post. 
Free  brochure.  The  Silversmith, 

HG2.  10305  Crestmoor  Dr.,  Sil- 
ver Spring,  MD  20901. 

HOUSE  &  GAP 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

FLOWERY  BODICED  ROBE 

Besprinkled  with  delicate  blos- 
soms and  trimmed  with  frosty 

white  ruffles,  a  cozy  warm  robe 
of  brushed  Arnel  and  nylon 
velours.  Red,  navy  or  lavender  in 
sizes  10  to  18.  $14.95  ppd. 
Aimatex  International  Co.,  HG2, 
3569  Bristol  Pike,  Cornwells 
Heights,  PA  19020. 

GOLF  GAG 

So  your  friend  the  golfer  says  a 
hole-in-one  is  impossible?  Then 
give  one  as  a  gift!  Framed  cotton 
sock  with  toe  poking  out  reads, 

"The  only  hole-in-one  I  ever  had." 
A  golfer's  pride!  (#533)  $3.98 
plus  60c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 

prises, HG2,  556  Mission  St.,  San 
Francisco,  CA  94105. 

SILVER  PROTECTION 

Tarnish-proof  Pacific  Cloth  draw- 

er pads  made  by  Gorham.  Pre- 
vent tarnish  and  scratching! 

llVa"  by  141/2"  by  21/2"  holds 

100  pieces,  $10.75;  17"  by  12" 
by  2y2"  holds  125  pieces, 
$12.75.  Add  $1  post.  each.  Bar- 
rington  Specialties,  HG2,  Box 
154-G,  Barrington,  Rl  02806. 

CURTAIN  CLAMPS 

Shower  curtains  won't  blow  out 
of  the  tub  when  plastic  magnetic 
holders  are  snapped  on  to  the 

curtain.  Permanently  magne- 

tized; won't  rust  or  mar.  Elimi- 
nate wet  floors.  Set  of  three. 

$1.98  plus  20c  post.  Anthony 
Enterprises,  HG2,  556  Mission 
St.,  San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

HAPPILY  APPLE-Y 

Applesauce  and  apple  trifle  per- 
fectly served  in  clear  crystal  ap- 

ple-shap3d  dishes.  Use  them  for 
hotorcold  soups,  salads,  cereals, 

desserts.  Each  dish  6V2"  in  diam- 
eter. $6.95  plus  75c  post,  for  set 

of  eight.  Colonial  Garden  Kitch- 
ens, HGE  2,  Valley  Stream,  NY 

11582. 

your  poor  reader 
lew  the  sounds  of 

otters  — he'd  know 

r 

how  to  READ! 
it's  why  poor  readers  catch  up  so :kly  with  The  Sound  Way  to 
:y  Reading.  Records  and  charts 
1  your  child  in  the  sounds  of  the 
ers  in  the  alphabet — the  123 
nics  sounds  that  make  up  85% 
le  words  in  our  language.  Sounds 
never  taught  by  the  look-and- 
method  used  today.  Parents  and 
;hers  report  children  gain  up  to  a 

year's  grade  in  oral  reading  in weeks  with  this  phonics  course. 
r  it  FREE  for  2  weeks!  Write 
ay! 
Bremner-Davis,  Dept.  P-99-FB 
1512  Jarvis,  Chicago,  I L  60626 

HARDWARE  i GENERAL  STORE 

^ 

Box  A239,  Lynchburg  Tenn  37352 

>^>asfc.»^' 

Tennessee  Shot  Glasses 
These  sturdy  Jack  Daniels  shot  glasses  deliver 
the  right  amount  of  pour  (l/?  ounces,  to  be 

exact)  every  time    They're  good  for  bar  deco- 
ration, too    Because  each  one  carries  an  old- 

time  Jack  Daniel  Distillery  design  in  black  and 
gold  script,  and  the  whole  set  is  packed  in  a 
nicelittlegiftbox  Set  of  4, S4. 00  Postage  included 

Send  check,  money  order,  American  Express. 

BankAmericard  or  Master  Charge, 

including  all  numbers  and  signature. 

{Tennessee  residents  add  5% tax  1 

For  a  tree  catalog  of  Tennessee  items. 

k write  address  above J 

uxL-n 

VICTORIAN 
WALL  SHELF 
Holdi  books 
knick-  knacks 

beauty  aids 

on  two  stur- 

dy wood shelves. 

Handwoven 
of  natural 

rattan.  15"  x 

7'  X  18 

high.  $12.93 
plus  $2.00 
postage Painted  add 

S3. 00. 

HANGING  PLANTERS 
Half  round  willow  baskets  with  metal  liners 
for  lovely  wall  accents  and  easy  planting.  Set 
of    three    from    10       x    7"    X    6>  2'    to    8"    x    6"    x 51/2"   -, 

I    SEND  2Sc    FOR  CATALOG  I 

Visit  Our  Warehouse  Showroom 

Frati'. 

d5<l6A<U   yfcrUAd 
Route    10.    Dept.    HG2.    Succasunna.    N.J.    07876 

Direct  from  Hawaii 
HAWAIIAN  PLUMERIA  PLANT 

"Love  Flower" 

Guaranteed  to  Grow! 

FREE 

Hawaiian 
Tl  PLANT 

per  order 

one  for  $1.75 
plus  500  post. 

two  for  $2.50 
plus  90c  post. 

One  of  the  most  colorful  and  beautifully 

scented  flowers  in  the  islands  is  the  "Love 
Flower."  The  Plumeria's  sweet-scented  bios 
soms  is  one  of  the  favorites  with  lei  makers. 

From  our  beaches  to  the  valleys  Plumerias 

grow  profusely,  Requiras  hardly  any  care  and 

will  be  6"  to  7"  tall.  Choice  of  Colors:  Yellow; 
Pink;  &  Red 

HAPAKI  OF  HAWAII 
P.O.   Box   1535.    Dept.   H  G2.    Hilo.    Hawaii   96729 

FREE  CATALOG 
Now  with  the  new  UUa  Catalog,  shop 
at  home  and  order  exclusive  spring 

and  summer  fashions  directly  from 

the  designer  —  at  designer-direct 
prices.  From  dynamic  separates  to 

exquisitely  tailored  suits — find  them 
all  in  our  distinctive  collection  of 

contemporary  sportswear.  Discover 
Ulla — send  for  your  catalog  today! 

ULLA,  Dept.  HG5,  886  Madison  Ave. 
New  York,  N.Y.  10021 NAME. 

ADDRESS. 
CITY   

STATE. 

ZIP. 

SHELLS 

FOSSILS MINERALS 
NEW  COLOR  PORTFOL 
Illustrated  Catalog  $1.06 

DOVER  SCIEN^ 
Box  6011 T    Long  Island  Oty,  N.Y.  11106 
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TUB  TAPE 
Self-adhesive  white  vinyl  tape  seals  the  cracks  and  openings  around  the 

bathtub,  sink  or  basin.  Just  press  tape  onto  surface  and  it's  ready  to  work. 
Also  Sink  'N  Wall  and  Tub  'N  Floor  Tape. 

Tub  Tape,  %"  x  11  ft.     $2.98  +  50<J  Mailing  Each. 
Sink  'N  Wall  Tape,  2"  x  6  ft.       $2.98  +  5Q(^  Mailing  Each. 
Tub  'N  Floor  Tape,  IV2"  x  51/2  ft.  $2.98  +  50C;  Mailing  Each. 

No  COD's  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Autho}2y  Ejiterprises Dept.  HG-26 556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

SHOPPING  AROUND 
h^^'H     , '>-,..■*-,..„    *^,,\ '»-,. 
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imKium 

SHRINK  STOMACH 
Waist  Watchers  will  feel  muscle  tighten  and  see  stomach  shrink  from 
first  day  you  use  the  Waist  Wheel.  A  few  rolls  back  and  forth  from  knee 

position  equals  100  sit-ups. 

Single   Waist   Wheel          $7.98     +        80<i  Mailing  Each 

Dual  Waist  Wheel  $9.98     +     $1.00  Mailing  Each 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  your  money  back. 

Dept.  HG-26 556  Mission,   San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 Anthony  Enterprises 
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JIGSAW  GEOGRAPHY 

Multi-colored  map  with  pieces 
cut  on  state  lines.  Shows  main 
products,  industries;  capitals 

listed  on  box  lid.  IbW  by  9%". 
Made  in  England  of  4-ply  wood  on 

W  plywood  tray-base.  Gift 
boxed.  $9.98  plus  $1  post.  Lillian 
Vernon,  G2E,  510  So.  Fulton 
Ave.,  Mt.  Vernon,  NY  10550. 

HANDS  ACROSS  TIME 

First  exclusive  limited  edition 

Christmas  lithograph  in  full  col- 
or, from  an  original  oil  painting 

by  J.  P.  Zent.  Warm  flesh  tones 
on  soft  blues,  violets  and  magen- 

ta. Each,  20"x24",  signed,  num- 
bered. $35  ppd.  Specify  Christ- 

mas print.  Collectors  Print,  HG-2, 
Box  73,  Lightfoot,  VA  23090. 

HOW-TO  HANDBOOK 

Twenty-eight  popular  crafts  such 
as  enameling,  china  painting, 

jewelry,  and  doll  making  in  a  fas- 
cinating book.  Hundreds  of  pic- 

tures, instructions,  background 
material.  288  pages.  $5.95  plus 
40c  post.  Anthony  Enterprises, 

HG2,  556  Mission  St.,  San  Fran- 
cisco, CA  94105. 

PRETTY  STRAPPING 

You'll  enjoy  Heather's  smooth 
leather  uppers,  thick  cushiony  in- 

soles, smart  one-inch  heels.  A 
little  dressy,  with  lots  of  comfort. 

In  white,  beige  or  black.  4-12; 

N,  M,  W.  $12.95;  over  10  $1  ex- 
tra. Add  90c  post.  Sofwear  Shoes, 

HG2,  1711  Main,  Houston,  TX 
77002. 

HUFFY  BIRTHDAY 

No  matter  how  hard  the  birthday 

person  huffs  and  puffs,  the  trick 
candles  keep  relighting!  A  great 

gag  for  "blowhards".  The  secret: 
just  pinch  the  wick  to  extinguish 
flame.  Set  of  12,  $1.98  plus  30c 

post.  Anthony  Enterprises,  HG2. 
556  Mission  St.,  San  Francisco, 
CA  94105. 

SWEDISH  CHARM 

Imported  picture  to  embroider  in 
basic  stitches  on  electric  blue 
linen  ground.  Yarns:  gold, 

orange,  white  and  browns.  Kit 
has  full  instructions,  mounting 

board.  13%"  square.  #0372. 
$19.75  plus  $1  post.  Catalogue 
$1.  Skon,  GE2,  55  Lambert  La., 
New  Rochelle,  NY  10804. 

TWO  FROM  ONE 

Bakers  in  a  hurry  love  the  egg 

separator,  which  lets  whites  drop 
into  cup  while  yolk  stays  on  top. 

Clever  plastic  device  does  three 

eggs  at  once!  No  more  fumbling 
with  slippery  eggs.  $1  plus  20c 
post.  Anthony  Enterprises,  HG2, 
556  Mission  St.,  San  Francisco, 
CA  94105. 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

FRENCH  CRADLE 

Ivory  telephone  with  a  French  ac- 
cent fitted  with  brass  arid  built 

to  plug  in  for  instant  use.  An  Old 

World  beauty  for  the  most  ele- 
gant decor  in  any  room  of  the 

country  villa  or  town  apartment. 

$69.95  plus  $2  post.  Catalogue, 
50c.  Grand  Com  Inc.,  HG2,  324 

Fifth  Ave..  New  York,  NY  1000]. 

STETHOSCOPE 

Young  and  old  alike  learn  the 

mysteries  of  the  heart  with  an  au- 
thentic stethoscope.  Just  like 

doctors  and  nurses  use.  It's  fitted 
with  rubber  hose,  chrome  plate 

fittings,  plastic  ear  caps.  $5.98 

plus  30c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG2,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

WINNING  TEAM 

Inspirational  8"  by  6"  wood_n 

plaque  reads,  ''Lord,  help  me  o 
reme.mber  that  no'hing  is  going 
to  happen  to  me  today  that  you 

and  I  together  can't  handle." 
Italian  scroll  border.  Laminated. 

$1.98  plus  35c  post.  Cadlyn's. 
Depi.  HGL-2,  2077  New  York 
Ave.,  Huntington  Sta.,  NY  11745. 

PATCHWORK  KITS 

Solid  color  and  print  patches  in 

coiortast  and  shrinkage  con- 

trolled fabrics  are  precut  in  7" 
size.  74"  by  94"  quilt  kit, 

$19.95;  14"  pillow  kit,  $3.95; 
for  larger  quilts  order  50  extra 

pa'ches  at  $7.95.  Ppd.  J. P.  En- 
terprises, HG2,  22  H.  Lexington 

St.,  Waltham,  MA  02154. 

NO  MORE  SUDS 

Foam  sponge  shower  goggles 
with  clear  plastic  lenses  permit 

shower  takers  to  watch  while  eyes 
are  protected  from  both  water 

and  soap.  Self-adjusting  elastic 
strap,  one  size  fits  ail.  $1.29  plus 
20c  post.  Anthony  Enterprises, 

HG2,  556  Mission  St..  San  Fran- 
cisco, CA  94105. 

ennsylvania  Dutch 
taste  treat 

WEAR'S 
tamous  wood  smoked 

LEBANON 
BOLOGNA 

An  authentic 

Pennsylvania  Dutch 

ready-to-eat 
all  beef  sausage. 

zed  by  gourmets  around  the  world!  Sensa- 

nal  as  an  hors  d'oeuvre.  TV  snack,  brunch 
luncheon  treat!  One  of  the  most  unique 
d  flavorful  foods  you  have  ever  tasted  .  .  . 

d  Its  high  nutritional  value  makes  it  won- 
rful  for  the  entire  family!  Made  of  govern- 
nt  inspected  beef  blended  with  tangy 

ces  and  precisely  cured  in  old-fashioned 
lokehouses! 

nd  for  yours  today!  Money-back  guarantee! 

3  Vj  lb.  smoked  roll  $8.95  ppd. 

.  COD.  Send  check,  money  order  or  use 
ur  BankAmericard  or  Master  Charge — 
elude  all  numbers  shown  on  card  and 
ur  signature. 

JlWrn'^  P.O.  BOX
  525- Bl IfamitAid  LEBANON,  PA.  17042 

No  more  burnt 
fingers,  with 
these  ingenious 

Walnut  Toast  Tongs 
with  Magnet 

only  $1«95  ea. 
The  greatest  invention  since  sliced  bread' 
Crafted  of  solid  Walnut  with  built-in 

magnet  for  hangingon  toaster  or  any  other 
metal  surface.  Spares  your  fingers,  ends 

dangerous  poking  in  toaster  with  a  fork. 
Great  for  muffins,  too.  A  delightful  and 

inexpensive  gift  idea  at  this  get- 

acquamted  price.  30-Day  Money-Back 

Guarantee' Order  Toast  Tongs  No.  120  today.  Get 
FREE  Discovery  House  Catalog,  too.  Send 
check  or  M.O.  (Conn,  residents  add  14(r 
sales  tax)  to 

DISCOVERY  HOUSE,  INC.  Dept.  TG  2 
25  Sylvan  Rd.  South,  Westport,  Conn.  06880 

Grow  Your  Own 

jCeaf  ofJSifQ 
Amazing!  Mystical! 
The  Leaf  of  Life  is  so  amazing  the  Yogis  of  India 
believe  that  these  mystical  leaves  possess  the 
Secret  of  Life 

Wherever  a  leaf  falls,  a  new  plant  starts  to  grow 
...  on  air.  water,  or  soil. 

Yes.  the  Leaf  of  Life  can  start  to  grow  on  air 

alone   New  plants  grow  from  the  edges  of  each 
leaf 

After  il  starts,  put  the  leaf  m  a  pot.  The  bigger 

the  pot.  the  bigger  the  plant  will  grow  —  from 
one  to  SIX  feet  tall   You  can  have  the  size  you 
want  and  il  grows  m  sun  or  shade 

It  blossoms  with  fragrant  pink  &  lime  bell-like 
flowers  that  look  like  jeweled,  oriental  lanterns. 

The  Leaf  of  Life  makes  a  thoughtful  gift. 

symbolic  of  wishing  your  friends  a  long  life  and 

happiness 
il  comes  with  complete  instructions  and  is  easy 

to  grow- 
Three  Leaves  ol  Life  for  $■)  ,00       Nine  for  S2  50 
Please  add  2Sc  for  handling  and  postage. 

I\PBERTA'S     Dept    HA.4 P.  O.  Box  3000.  Shelbyville. 

Box  2221.  Walkerville.  P    0.. 

Ind.  46176 

Windsor.  Ont.  Canada 

WiCKER  WONCERLAfiD 

R.4TTAN 

HEADBOARDS Gr.-icefuHy 

arched,  hand- 
woven  of  nat- itral  rattan  in 
a  contemporary 

cane  pattern. "-OR   CAT.^LOG 

\1S!T  OUR 
WAREHOUSE 
SHOWROCiVl 

jm.iiiwi-i^y.ij-^ 

Sing.     39"x53'  $34.95 Dbl:      54'x53  ■  S42.95 Queen  :bU  xd3  553.95  „ 

'      King:  78' x53  '  S69.95  i! 
Exp.  Chgb.  Call. 

\ 

I:  r 

NiOHT 
TAB.E 

Hand-^oven 

of    nat;:ral rattan  peel 

over  wooden 

frame  wi'h 

drawer  for 

persona!  use. 

I7"xl8'x25" 

hiah.  $54.95 
pl^-«  S4.00 

postage. 

Frail' 

dS&dAe^  vfoiiAf. 
1C>.    Dept.    HG2.    Succas N   J.    0787G 

yes 

? 
The  Classic  Carroll  Reed  Catalog, 
contagious  with  the  latest  Spring  & 
Summer  casual  fashions,  is  ready 

write! 
And  well  send  our  colorful  collec- 

tion to  you  with  our  compliments. 

now! 

Glass  Display 

DOMES 

•fSI^ 

Or^DER  NO.  117DS 

Dia.    Ht-  Retail 
3x6-  S11.00 
3'j    X  6  12.00 
4x7  13  00 
4^8    X    8  14.50 
5  X   7  16.50 
5x8              IV. 00 
5x9-  19.00 

5'j    X   11  •  13.50 
6x8  19.50 

6  X    10  '  24.00 
6   X    12  -         30.00 
6  X    14  ■    32.00 7x8'  28.00 

7  X    11          30.00 
8x8'           32.00 
8  X    10         36.00 
8   X    12         45.00 
8x15         55.00 

8    X   18  ■       75.00 
10   X    12  ■         55.00 
10   X    15"       65.00 
10   X    IS"       90.00 
10   X    20         110.00 
12  X    16  •      110.00 
13  X   27  ■        .  .    .  170.00 

tect  all  your  valu- able treasures.  For 

clocks,  figurines,  ob- 

jets  d'art,  collec- tor's dolls,  heir- 
looms. Choice  of 

h/;£hogany,  Walnut  or 
Black  finish  wood 

base.  State  color 

and      M'       ""     :^ost. 

"Protecto"  Watch 

Domes  with  remov- 
able hook,  wa  Inut 

base. 

4398-3x41/4"  $4.25 6220-4x6-         $9.25 
Send  SOc  for  your  64-page  DOWNS  catalog  . 
a  wonderland  for  the  discerning  colL'Ctor 

^okms 
DEPT.   1402  A EVANSTON,   ILL.  60204 

<ffrroU  Reed 
DEPT.  620.  NORTH  CONWAY.  N  H    038 

TEL.  603/356-5763 

Send  me  your  free  Spring/Summer Catalog. 

Name   - — 

Address   City_ 

State. 

Zip. 

OTHER  SHOPS    CAMPTON S'MSBURY  A  weSTPORT   CT 



FREE  Quilt: 
OUiLTER'S MWSLETr& 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

in  every  issue  of  Quilters  Newsletter 
If  you  like  quilts,  this  monthly  magazine  will  de- 

light you.  It  is  devoted  entirely  to  quiltmaking 
and  pattern  collecting.  Profusely  illustrated  with 
new  and  old  quilts.  Covers  modern  techniques 
such  as  machine  quilting  and  quilt-as-you-go  as 
well  as  handquilting.  Full  of  interesting  helpful 
features  for  both  beginners  and  experienced 
quilters. 

You'll  also  receive  a  catalog  showing 
hundreds  of  patterns,  plastic  quilting 
stencils,  pre-cut  pattern  templates,  quilt- 
as-you-go-patterns,  quilt  kits,  fabrics  and 
supplies. 

SPECIAL 
Introductory  Offer 

6  MONTHS  $300 

FREE  "How  to 
Quilt-As-You-Go" 
Complete  an  entirequiit 
one  block  at  a  time 
WITH  NO  FRAME,  its 

quick  &  easy.  We'll  in- 
clude complete  instruc- 
tions free  with  each 

$3.00  subscription  re- 
ceived from  this  ad. 

QUILTS  &  OTHER  COMFORTS 

I    Dept.   HG5,   Box  394,  Wheatridge,   Colo.  80033 

I  Please  send  Quilter's  Newsletter.  Payment  enclosed  for: 
I  n  6  months  &  cat.  $3.00  D  Sample  issue  &  cat.  75<; 

I  (Quilt-As-You-Go  instructions  sent  free  with  6  months' 
I  subscriptions) 

NAME   

ADDRESS- 

L  CjTY.   gl^]l- -Z  IP- 

FLOWER 
CENTER 

;r2 

'FLOWER  CENTER"  creates 
a  garden  in  your  home! 

You'll  love  displaying  your 
plants  on  this  decorator  fin- 

ished, sturdy  metal  FLOWER 
CENTER.  Holds  plants  on  drip- 
proof  trays,  also  hangs  baskets 
from  rotating  hooks  to  position 
plants  for  best  sunlight  ex- 

posure. Compact,  requires  but 
2  feet  of  floor  space. 

ALL  MODELS  BLACK  OR  WHITE 

FLOWER   CENTER   JR.   —   48"   HI 
4  flower  pot  trays  CJI  Q  QR 
4  rotating  hooks      >p  I  j.  jQ 

FLOWER    CENTER    :n    —   37"    Hi 
6  flower  pot  trays  CO/  QK 
4    rotating    hooks       ̂ ^H.jQ 

FLOWER   CENTER   #2   —   66"   Hi 4  flower  pot  trays  40Q  QR 
8  rotating  hooks      vp^y.yO 

Add  $2  50  mailing  &  handling. 
Specify  color  &  model  desired. 

C.  A.  GORDON  ASSOC. 
18  CHURCH  ST.,  DEPT.  HG-322 

PATERSON,  N.J.  07505 

Build  Your  Own  P^e-Cut 

HEIRLOOM 
GRANDFATHER 

CLOCK 

Ckjmpare  Feature  by  Feature 

•  Solid  %"  kiln  dried  wood 

•  All  parls  precision  pre-cut, 
mitred  and  dowelled 

•  Lumber  sanded  on  all  sides 

•  Fully  Assembled/precision- 
made  West  German 
movements 

•  All  hardware  included - 
even  screws 

WUte  now  for  FREE  Color 

Catalogue  of  complete  line  of 
Grandfattier  and  other  clocks. 

HENTSCHEL  CLOCK  COMPANY 

Dept.  608- F 16  Atlantic  Avenue 
So  Dennis.  Mass  02660 

'►*^**^ 
^a,  ?MM^ 
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ORIENTAL  DESIGNS 
From  England,  versatile  metal 
boxes  lithographed  in  red,  gold 
and  silver  on  satiny  black  ground. 

Hinged  lids.  Canisters  or  hold- 

alls. Set  of  three,  3%"  by  SVz" 
(1/2  Ib./l  lb./ 3  lb.  sizes)  $6.98 
plus  70c  post.  Country  Gourmet, 
G2E,  512  So.  Fulton  Ave.,  Mt. 
Vernon,  NY  10550. 

FOR  UPS  AND  DOWNS 

These  braided  stair  treads  are 

durable,  w/oven  nylon  traditional- 
ly styled  for  a  hand  made  look  in 

avocado  green  or  chestnut 

brown.  They'll  blend  with  most 
decors.  Each  9"  by  27",  $4.50 
each;  set  of  13,  $32.50.  Ppd. 
Yield  House,  Dept.  B62S,  No. 

Conway,  NH  03860. 

LOUD  AND  CLEAR 

Tiny  pocket-sized  timer  sounds 

a  buzzer  to  remind  you  it's  time to  put  more  coins  in  the  meter, 
meet  a  friend,  whatever.  Swiss 

made;  the  dial  adjusts  from  two 
to  sixty  minutes.  $8.98  plus  50c 
post.  Anthony  Enterprises,  HG2, 
556  Mission  St.,  San  Francisco, 
CA  94105. 

CAFTAN  COVER-UP 
Permanent  press  pleated  topper. 

Washable,  no-iron  acrylic.  Adjust- 
able neck.  Predominate  colors, 

green,  pink,  blue,  purple.  Also 
polyester  textured  crepe,  solid 
peacock  blue,  hot  pink,  black, 
white.  $22  plus  $1  post.  Old 
Pueblo  Traders,  600  S.  Country 
Club  Rd.,  H2A,  Tucson,  AZ  85716. 

ROSY  FUTURE 

Pretty  radish  roses  for  decorat- 
ing salads,  loaves,  buffet  plat- 
ters are  easy  to  make  with  a 

unique  one-step  radish  press. 
Trim  radish,  push  onto  press  and 
there's  the  rose!  $1  plus  20c 
post.  Anthony  Enterprises,  HG2, 
556  Mission  St.,  San  Francisco, 
CA  94105. 

OUT  OF  OUR  PAST 

Golden  oldies  and  those  who  are 

prone  to  do  their  own  thing  love 
a  tune  on  the  kazoo.  This  beauty 

is  gold-toned  and  gift-boxed. 

Amusing  guide  to  increase  reper- 
toire. $5,  2  for  $9.75  plus  85c 

post.  each.  Sleepy  Hollow  Gifts, 
HG2,  6651  Arlington  Blvd.,  Falls 
Church,  VA  22042. 

HISS  FILTER 

Static  and  interference  from  air- 
planes, neon  signs,  appliances 

and  other  sources  are  screened 

out  by  a  powerhouse  filter  that 
plugs  into  TV  or  radio  for  clear 
reception.  $2.98  plus  30c  post. 
Anthony  Enterprises,  HG2,  556 
Mission  St.,  San  Francisco,  CA 
94105. 

HOUSE  &  gar: 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

NATURAL  SEAGRASS 

Baskets  made  by  generations  of 
Chinese  weavers.  Nested  ovals, 

all  with  covers,  from  71/2"  by 
51/2"  by  3V2"  to  4V2"  by  S'A"  by 
2^2".  Also  hexagon  shape.  Set  of 
five  $9.95;  three  sets  $24.95. 
Ppd.  Catalogue  of  other  items, 
25c.  Baskets,  etc.,  HG2,  Box 
19982,  Atlanta,  GA  30325. 

NO  EVIDENCE 

Rust  disappears  without  a  trace 
from  colorfast  fabrics,  porcelain 
sinks  and  toilet  bowls  with  a  re- 

mover that  needs  no  rubbing  or 
scrubbing  Terrific  on  tarnish, 

too.  $1.98  plus  20c  post.  An- 
thony Enterprises,  HG2,  556 

Mission  St.,  San  Francisco,  CA 
94105. 

READ  ALL  ABOUT  IT! 

Facsimile  of  New  York  Times 

front  pages  from  1851  to  the 

present  are  available.  Great  birth- 
day or  wedding  anniversary  gift 

to  learn  what  happened  in  the 
world  the  day  you  were  born  or 
married.  $3.95  each  ppd.  Thrift 
Gift  Center,  HG2,  1  E.  42nd  St.. 
New  York,  NY  10017. 

NO-SHINE  DISCOVERY 

Simple  Teflon  cover  for  steam 
irons  is  the  solution  for  ironing 

serge,  gabardine,  dull-surfaced 
silks,  woolens  and  knits.  Permits 
a  smooth  shaping  or  blocking  job 
without  shiny  areas.  $1.29  each 

plus  15c  postage.  Anthony  En- 
terprises, HG2,  556  Mission  St.. 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

TERRIFIC  TWO-IN-ONE 

T-shirt  and  brief  combo  is  great 
for  sports  and  leisure  wear. 
100%  nylon  machine  washable 
knit  in  medium  or  large.  Blue 
with  white  trim  or  white  or  red 
with  blue  trim.  $5.95  each  plus 
60c  post.  Giftique  Enterprises, 
HG2,  Box  2272,  Rockville,  MD 
20852. 

6*--  ̂   ■ 

The  luxury  of 
DOWM 

Genuine  European  Down  Comforter 

Year-round  sleeping  comfort  as  mil- 
lions of  tinV  filaments  interlock  weight- 

lessly  to  keep  out  cold  —  hold  in  body 
warmth.   Exciting  new  ensemble  idea 

combines  washable,  decorator-styled, 
non-slip  coverings  with  matching  bottom 
sheet  and  pillow  cases.  No  more  bed- 

making  —  one  fluff  and  it's  done.  Send 
$1  for  catalog  (credited  to  purchase). 

Kits,  too  —  save  money,  easy  instruc- 
tions. Satisfaction  guaranteed. 

m5wiwid€  dgdding  shop 
518  1st  N..B0X  9697,  Seattle  WA  98109  Dept.QI 

FEBRUARY,    1976 

The  Fabulous  New  Stone  That 
Changes  Colors 
with  Your  Moods 

Not  SAO  
.00 

NotS9.00 
      Our 

Not  Even 

$495  Price 

Only 

$095! 3 

•
^
 

■  There's  a  new  Ring  of  Truth  that  can  do 
fantastic  things  for  you — to  put  you  In  touch 
with  your  true  feelings  and  emotions. 

You've  probably  read  about  it — how  it  is 
becoming  the  biggest  style  news  in  years. 

But  most  of  Its  popularity  is  due  to  the  un- 
canny knack  it  seems  to  have  of  reading 

the  emotional  changes  of  Its  wearer. 
We  all  have  endless  variations  of  feelings 

and  moods  that  we  can't  quite  pin  dov;n. 
That's  when  this  new  stone  becomes  more 
than  a  beautiful  ring.  It  can  also  be  a  help- 

ful key  to  your  true  inner  emotional  life.  It 
changes  color  to  show  your  real  feelings, 
in  shades  that  indicate  every  range  from 
tension  to  intense  passionate  response. 

It  sounds  too  strange  to  be  true — that  a 
jewelry  stone  can  change  color  with  your 
change  of  mood.  But  just  wear  it  and  watch. 

You'll  find  it  endlessly  fascinating! 
Now  you  can  wear  a  stunning  piece  of 

jewelry  that  is  uniquely  yours  as  it  changes 
to  reflect  your  feelings  at  any  given 
moment. 

NEW  LOW  PRICE! 

We  have  this  fabulous  new  synthetic  gem 

made  of  imported  European  crystal  Micro- 

encapsulated— it  is  not  affected  by  water. 

WHAT  THE  COLOR  CHANGES  SHOW 

BLACK:  Te^se  .-"  b.'ej  C'eocto;.'ied, 
o.ci-,*0'«ea  BROWN:  An.,ely,  under 
strain.  YELLOW:  Unsellled,  ihougms 
scallered  GREEN:  Aciively  involved, 
*ilh  no  great  stress  BLUE-GREEN:  Re 
taxed  BRIGHT  BLUE:  Relaxed,  with 
pleasant  emotions  (lovwing.  VIOLET- 
PURPLE:     The     ■  Ultimate        totally     tn 

sun  or  fluorescent  light.  And  we  have 
brought  the  price  down  to  a  low,  low  S3  95 
,  .  ,  a  price  so  low  that  you  simply  can  t  let 

yourself  miss  it. 

Send  for  your  ring  now.  You'll  love  its 
beauty,  its  lovely  setting — and  the  fascina- 

tion of  watching  it! 
Available  in  Goldtone  or  Silver  finish 

(please  specify).  Adjustable  to  your  size. 
We  guarantee  your  complete  pleasure 

and  satisfaction.  If  you're  not  thrilled  and 
fascinated,  you  may  return  it  in  10  days  for 

prompt  complete  refund.  Mail  handy  cou- 

pon below. MAIL  THIS  HANDY  COUPON 

CONTEMPO,  Dept.  HGAu 
1701  Highway  35,  Neptune,  N.J.  07753 
Please  rush  me  the  RING(S)  K966e  as 

indicated  below,  at  your  \ovj  price  c'  only 
S3.95  each  plus  75e  each  to  help  pa.' 
postage  and  handling 

  (qty)  Goldtone    (qty)  Silver 

I  enclose  payment  of  S    
(N.J.  residents,  add  5%  sales  tax) 

NAME     

STREET. 

CITY      

STATE 

ZIP. 

MUSCLE  TONER 
A  wonderful  exercising  aid  made  of  firm  resilient  rubber  with 
space  for  each  finger,  designed  to  strengthen  hand  and  arm 

muscles.  Also  recommended  by  doctors  for  relief  from  arth- 
ritic pain,  aches  and  stiffness. 

HAND  EXERCISER  $2.98  Each  +  300  Mailing  Each 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  B-ick 

Anthony  Enterprises 556  Mission,  Scr,  '^lancisco,  Calif.  94105 
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L  and  NAVAJO Add     that    special    touch    of 
beauty  to  your  home  with 

a  new  Peerless  Imported 
Rug.    These    lovely 

Oriental  and  Navajo 
reproductions  are 
perfect  with  any 
decor,  for  floor wall. 

Our  collection  of  fine  rugs 
also  includes  Scandinavian 
Ryas,  Caucasian  designs  -  - 
and  Colonial  Hooked  and 
Braided  rugs. 

PEERLESS 
IMPORTED 
RUGS 
ESTABLISHED  1938 

Ordir  Direct  bv  .Mall 

Your  Satisfaction  Guaranteed 
for  o\er  .'J7  years 

Dept.  HG-26       • 3028  N.  LINCOLN  AVE. 
VISIT  OUR  SHOWROOM 

CHICAGO,  IL  60657       • 
-OPEN  7  DAYS  A  WEEK (312)  472-4848 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

Ivury-like  handcrafted  o\al  duIne^ 
AttraHivo  crackle  tinisli — .\lu.st  he  seen  to  be  appreciatcil. 

Approximalf  tv/.v  lyh"  x  .'i's" 

$7.50 Rabies,   fricnd.s.   Iiridcs.   pets  and  .vcliool  pictures  make  lovel.v  niiniu 
lures,  (lift  iilea  for  birthdays,  anniversaries  and  hnlida.vs. 

MAIL  TODAY  FOR  THIS  UMQUE  SERVICE 
Siini  lilack  ;ind  wliilc  nr  cnliir  Miap.-lmt.  im  IVlaroiils,  plea-e.    Ueiricjii 
\'vx  we  Hill  lie  iisin;;  .vour  snapsliot:  Therefore,   photographs  cauunl   lie 

returned.   Add   $1.00  for  easel.   Money  back  if  not   pleased.   Add   ':\(- rach  for  postage  and  handling.  Calif,  residents  include  C^  sales  lax. 
\.\.\\   :;  i.     I  \v,ik>  f.'t  diliiery.    riea.-e  send  check  or  money  order  I. 

S^t^t^n,  ̂ <«4eT 
P.O.  Box   1022   Dept.  2T6 
Loiiipoe.  Californin  9.3  136 

AT  HOME  LACE- 
DECKED  KAFTAN 

Bell-shaped  kaf- 
tan in  polyester 

and  cotton  Krin- kle  Kloth  with 

Cluny  lace  on 
bodice,  back  and 
sleeve.  Natural 
color  in  small, 
medium,  large 
sizes.  $39.95 

ppd.  Send  for 
brochure  of  un- 

usual and  per- sonalized gifts, 

free.  Sea  Cap- tain's Chest, 

HG2,  211  Jeffer- 
son St.,  San  Fran- cisco, CA  94133. 

SLEEPS  AND  EATS  GOLF? 
Framed  and  ready  to  hang,  a  tasteful  joke  for  the  serious  golfer. 

If  he  doesn't  put  it  up.  his  "widow"  will.  6V2"  by  5V4"  with  green 
backing  and  replica  golf  ball.  The  gag  gift  for  every  golfer. 

GOLFER'S  DIET  PLAQUE -132 
$3.98  Plus  500  Postage  &  Handling  Each 

(First  Class  Postage,  $1.00) 

California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises Depf.  HG-26 556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 
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LIGHT  AND  AIRY 

Magazine  rack  of  natural  rattan 
can  hold  your  periodicals  and 

newspapers  wherever  you  hap- 

pen to  want  them.  It's  10"  h.  by 10"  w.  by  15"  I.  $8.95;  painted 
white  $2  extra.  Add  $1.50  post. 

Catalogue  25c.  Fran's  Basket House,  Dept.  HG2,  Route  10, 
Succasunna,  NJ  07876. 

SPACE  RACE 

Crushed  clothes  and  tangled 
hangers  are  a  thing  of  the  past; 
brass-plated  steel  hanger  spaces 
snap  onto  closet  rod  to  hold 
hangers  separately.  Set  of  10  to 
hold  30  hangers,  $2.98  plus  60c 
post.  Anthony  Enterprises,  HG2, 
556  Mission  St.,  San  Francisco, 
CA  94105. 

WARM  WELCOME 

Greet  guests  with  "My  House  is 
Your  House"  neatly  lettered  in 
Spanish.  Cocoa  fiber  mat  with 
contrast  green  has  thick  brush 

pile  and  non-skid  backing.  26" by  151/2".  Made  in  India.  $7.98 
plus  $1  post.  Lillian  Vernon,  G2E, 
510  So.  Fulton  Ave.,  Mt.  Vernon, 
NY  10550. 

GOLDEN  IDENTITY 

Address  labels  and  initial  enve- 

lope seals  in  gold  with  black  let- 
tering and  script  initials.  Use  for 

correspondence,  checks,  books. 
250  IVa"  by  1/2"  labels  20  letters 

per  4  lines;  125  seals,  1"  by  1", $3.50  ppd.  Bruce  Bolind,  HG2, 
Bolind  BIdg..  Boulder.  CO  80302. 

HAVE  A  LOOK 

Handy  magnifying  mirror  offers 
a  good  look  wherever  you  need 
it.  A  large  all-rubber  suction  cup 
holds  mirror  firmly  to  any  smooth 

and  clean  surface.  3%"  dia. Convenient  for  traveling.  $2.98 

plus  60c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG2,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco.  CA  94105. 

PEN  AND  INK  PRINTS 

Quartet  of  favorite  plants  that  re- 
quires no  weeding  or  watering  is 

done  in  brown  ink  on  heavy  ivory 

stock  ready  for  framing.  African 
violet,  caladium,  fern,  geranium. 
11"  by  14"  each.  Set,  $5  ppd. 

Three  sets,  $10.  Salem  Print  Co.. 
HG2,  Box  1 1522,  Winston-Salem, 
NC  27106. 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN 



WINNING  COMBO 

Armed  plant  hanger  and  lighting 
fixture  in  matte  black  or  white 

or  polished  chrome.  12"  hanging 
arms  swivel  and  swing.  12'  wire 
extension,  on-line  switch,  plug. 
B  or  W,  $24.95;  chrome,  $27; 

add  $1.50  post.  Home  Plant  Dis- 
players.  Inc.,  Dept.  C202,  51  E. 
42nd  St.,  New  York,  NY  10017. 

REST-A-PHONE 

No  handed  talking!  Phone  rest 
adjusts  for  either  left  or  right 
shoulder  keeping  hands  free. 
Padded  with  nonmarking  rubber. 
Fits  all  hand  sets.  Black,  beige, 

white,  gray,  green.  $2.98  plus 
25c  post.  Anthony  Enterprises, 

HG2,  556  Mission  St.,  San  Fran- 
cisco, CA  94105. 

OLD  TIME  FRESHNESS 

Salt  and  pepper  shakers  are  re- 
production Mason  jars  with  wire 

bails  securing  lids  and  rings  to 

lock  in  freshness.  3%"  high. 
$1.98  a  set,  two  sets,  $3.49  plus 

25c  post  a  set.  American  Con- 
sumer, Dept.  MJ23,  Caroline  and 

Charter  Rds.,  Philadelphia,  PA 
19176. 

ROUND  AND  ROUND 

Perfect  round  melon  balls  are 

created  by  melon  bailer  that 
makes  pretty  fruit  salads,  it 
works  just  as  beautifully  with 
potatoes,  butter,  cream  cheese. 
Dishwasher  safe.  $1  plus  20c 
post.  Anthony  Enterprises,  HG2, 
556  Mission  St.,  San  Francisco, 
CA  94105. 

HISTORICAL  MOMENT 

One  of  Norman  Rockwell's  famed 
Saturday  Evening  Post  covers  re- 

produced on  a  8y2"  china  plate 
by  Gorham.  Depicts  in  vibrant 

colors  the  signing  of  the  Declara- 
tion of  Independence  by  Benja- 

min Franklin.  $19.50  ppd. 

Trein's,  HG2,  201  W.  1st  St., 
Dixon,  IL  61021. 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

r 

ALL  THE  LUCK  YOU  CAN  HANDLE 

IN  24-KARAT  GOLD  PLATE 
Our  four-leaf  clover  is  a  24-karat  gold 
plated  replica  of  the  Florentine  original. 
You  can  hang  it  over  the  door  for  luck,  or 
use  it  as  a  paper  weight.  On  the  back  is 

the  inscription,  "One  Leaf  Is  For  Hope, 
and  One  Is  For  Faith,  and  One  Is  For 
Love,  You  Know,  And  God  Put  Another  in 

For  Luck."  Get  one  for  you  and  several for  gifts. 
*  Clover  is  a  full  4V2  inches  in  diameter  * 

*  Comes  in  attractive  gift  box  * 
*  A  favorite  for  Saint  Patrick's  Day  * 

***  Do  Something  Beautiful  *** 

0NLY$7.98ppd. 
Satisfaction  or  Your  Money  Back 

Troy  li)iil4>r|»ri!>iO!>« 
Dept.  CH,  1876  South  Broad  Street 

Trenton,  New  Jersey  C8610 

FEBRUARY,   1976 

Build    Your   Own 
Grandfather  Clock 

starting  under 

$200 

(Including  West 
German  Movement) 
•  Do-lt-Yourself 

Case  Kits,  parts 

pre-cut •  Solid  3/4  "  Black Walnut,  Ctierry, 
Matiogany,  Oak 

•  Movements  and 
dials 

•  Finistied  Clocks 
•  Direct  Factory 

prices 
Write  for  free  color  catalog 

EMPEROR 
CLOCK  COMPANY 

Dept,  410,  Fairhope,  Ala.  36532 
WORLDS    LARGEST  MANUFACTURER 

OF    GRANDFATHFR    CIOCKS 

QaEssam 

@ 

LEO  VIRGO 

July  23-  Aucjust  23- 
August  22       September  22 

   ORDER   FORM    

•  Please  add  50c  per  pendant  for  postage  ■  Send  orders  to: 

•  sorry,  no  C  0  D  s  Please  send  check        5°^^""  °^^"^''5-  ''''  "
^'"'  "^P'-  «  "  "•"'^""''  T««  "002 or  money  order  with  your  order. 

Refunds  made  promptly  If  not  delighted. 

LIBRA 

September  23- 
October  22 

QfweaP esmns 
1711   MAIN  ̂  HOUSTON,  TEXAS  77002 

Address 

City                                                   State                   Zip 

QUANTITY 

ZODIAC    SIGN 
PRICE 

Texas  residents  add  5%  sales  tax 

50f  per  pendant,  postage 

$ 
S 

TOTAL * 

DEFROST  FAST  AND  EASY 
Defrost  refrigerators  and  freezers  without  fuss  or  muss  with  our 

!nfra-Red  Electric  Defroster.  Just  plug  it  in.  No  need  to  remove 

food  from  refrigef-ator.  Defrosting  is  so  quick,  foods  will  not  thaw. 
Gold  anodized  lightweight  metal  for  controlled  heat.  UL  listed. 

ELECTRIC  DEFROSTER  $998  +   $100  Mailing  Each 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sa'es  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

A  J  it  ho  ny  Enterprises 
Depf.  HG-26 

556  Mission.  San  Froncisco,  Calif.  94105 
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A^t 

Hi  Tlio 

\^mr  Towels 

Fou-  or  bath  se:^ 
and  c».ij  ..oiii  ̂ iu;ns  on  a  floor  n^oci  ;u..ci 

tree.  Either  model,  the  Classic  (left)  or  the 
Bamboo  (right)  will  add  zest  and  sparkle  to 
your  bathroom. 

STT-50  (B)  or  (N) ....  49"Hxl3"Sa   $23.75 
STT-44  (B)  or  (N)  ....  50"Hxl8i2"Sq   $24.75 

Specify:  (B)  KOCH  brass  plate  /  (N)  Contem- 
porary nickel  plate. 
Shipped  prepaid  upon  receipt  of  check 

SANTA    CLAUS.    INDIANA     47579    ̂  

SHOPPING  AROUND 

IT'S   HERE! 
Our  General  Catalog  of  Dolls. 
Toys,  Books,  Games,  Dollhouses 
and  Miniature  furniture.  Fun  for 
Everybody.  Send  $1 .00  to; 

THE  ENCHANTED  DOLL  HOUSE 
Dept.  HG026G 

Manchester  Center,  Vermont  05255 

GREENHOUSES 
From  $88.95. 

Grow  super  vegetables  and  flowers — 
we  show  you  how!  All  bolted  fiberglass 
and  redwood  construction  with  custom 
features  that  every  gardener  wants. 
Write  today  for  FREE  brochure  with 
Budget  Plans  and  all  accessories. 

McGregor  greenhouses 
Box    36-D2,     Santa    Cruz,    California 
95063.    (408)  476-5390. 

COUNT  COINS  FAST! 
Sort,  count,  wrap  pennies,  nickels,  dimes,  quarters  in  sec- 

onds. Simply  slide  coins  into  4  channels.  Shows  the  totals 

as  you  go.  No  more  fumbling  with  the  wrapper.  Real  time- 
saver  for  merchants,  cashiers,  clubs,  collectors,  etc. 

COIN  TRAY  $2.98  Plus  600  Postage  &  Handling  Each 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises Dept.  HG-26 556  Mission,   San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 
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GRIND  THE  BEST 
Old  fashioned  pine  coffee  mill, 
with  embossed  black  iron  handle 

and  top,  grinds  superior  coffee 
with  an  adjustable  grind  to  insure 
fresh  flavor,  $16.50  plus  $1.50 

post.  8"  h.,  6"  sq.  Catalogue, 
50c.  Sturbridge  Yankee  Work- 

shop, HG2,  575  Brimfield  Turn- 
pike, Sturbridge,  MA  01566. 

DRY  LOOK 

Stick-on  towel  holders  attach  to 
tile  or  any  smooth  surface  for  a 
decorator  look.  Towels  poke 
through  split  surfaces  to  drape 
prettily  in  the  bath;  to  remove 
towel,  just  pull.  One  pair,  $1.29 

plus  20c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG2,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco.  CA  94105. 

WORKING  TELEPHONE 

Pay  station  models  were  in  use. 

Taken  off  line,  they're  rebuilt  as 
regular  phones.  Money  goes  from 
coin  slots  on  to  savings  box, 

helps  pay  for  extra  calls.  Fin- ished black  or  green.  $125  plus 

$20  post.  Catalogue  50c.  Grand 
Com  Inc.,  HG2,  324  Fifth  Ave.. 
New  York,  NY  10001. 

SHUT  EYE 

Sleep  is  king  night  or  daythat  you 

don  the  mask:  shuts  out  any  flicK- 
er  of  light  that  could  disturb  the 

psyche,  the  body's  rest.  Fabric 
and  elastic  band's  so  constructed 
that  it  fits  any  cranium.  $2.98 

plus  20c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG2,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

OUR  PRESIDENTS 

New  U.S.  coin  spoons  for  col- 
lectors. Silverplated.  Die  sunk, 

bas  relief,  replicas  of  obverse 
side  of  Lincoln  Ic,  Jefferson  5c, 
Roosevelt  10c.  Washington  25c, 

JFK  50c,  Eisenhower  $1.  4%"  i. 
$3.95  ea.;  6  in  set  $16.95.  Ppd. 

Art  Guild,  HG2,  Sox  23201,  Min- 
neapolis, MN  55423. 

ECONOMIC  IDEA 

These  days  a  penny  saved  is,  in- 
deed a  penny  earned.  Tube 

squeezers  are  a  prime  example. 
Turn  key  as  tube  contents  are 
used  and  no  mess  no  waste.  Re- 

usable, too!  Set  of  eight,  $1.98 

plus  20c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG2,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

BIG  SEWFALL 

Let  your  imagination  have  its 
free-wheeling  way  with  a  great 
assortment  of  gleaming  acetate 
satin  in  strips,  squares  and 
other  pieces.  Approximately  five 
pounds  (fifteen  yards)  to  work 
with.  $6.50  ppd.  Scintilla,  Dept. 
G.  4802  No.  Broadway,  Chicago, 

IL  60640. 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

CHIMING  SCHOOL  CLOCK 

Great  grandparents  knew  this 
from  their  schoolrooms  where  its 

happy  face  made  worl<  easier. 
Hand-rubbed  walnut  tone  wood 
cabinet,  key  wind,  brass  tone 
pendulum.  Chimes  hour,  V2  hr. 

24"  X  153/4"  X  5";  7  lbs.  $69  plus 

$5  post.  JFF  Internat'l,  HG2,  12 
DaleRd.,  Monsey,  NY  10952. 

*    TICKING  TOTE 

Smart  carryall  with  bright  red 
stitching  and  monogram  on 
navy/ white/ red.  Lined  with 
bandanna  print.  Inner  pockets, 
double  straps  and  snap  closure. 

Underline  last  initial.  9y2"  by 
10".  $26  plus  $1.75  post.  Free 
catalogue.  The  Talbots,  Dept. 
TP,  Hingham,  MA  02043. 

UP  TO  PAR 

Gag  golf  putter  encourages  golfer 
to  get  on  his  knees  not  only  to 

putt — but  to  pray!  "Kneel  'n 
Pray"  putter,  7"  I.,  is  good  for 
long  or  short  practice  putts. 
(#706)  Golfers  love  it!  $3.98  plus 
60c  post.  Anthony  Enterprises, 

HG2,  556  Mission  St.,  San  Fran- 
cisco, CA  94105. 

PICTURESQUE  COVER-UP 

Heavy-weight  clear  styrene 
switch  plate  cover  is  used  over 

any  on/off  light  switch  with  fa- 
vorite snapshots  or  photo.  Plate 

protects  wall  from  finger  marks. 
$1.99  each;  two,  $3.79;  four, 
$6.49  plus  50c  post,  per  order. 
The  Unicorn  Gallery,  G26,  15111 
N.H.  Ave.,  Colesville,  MD  20904. 

ST-R-ETCH  TO  FIT 

Apply  liquid  leather  stretch  to 

tight-fitting  shoes  and  it  makes 
even  suede  and  patent  conform 
to  the  foot  as  you  walk.  Simple 

to  apply  and  relief  is  almost  in- 
stantaneous. $1.98  plus  25c 

postage.  Order  from  Anthony  En- 
terprises, HG2,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco.  CA  94105. 
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i^  The 
Amazing 

STRONGITES    \ 
BY-THE-YARD!     ^ 

/^Wrap  yourself  in  fashion  witt) 
r-ssynihetic  diamond-like  stones 

L ̂   and  gold.  Sparkle  plenty  witti  ttie 
latest  fashion  rage.  Twist  and 

I    twirl  these  daulers  around  your 

.  jwithlOpt.  Strongites. 

^"^16"  Chain.  3  Strongites  -  S39 /■.; 
i'  18"  Chain.  4  Strongites -S46  j 
\'free  catalog  of  rings,  and  earrings  'j 

L  THE  STRONGITE  C0.,|  i 
'*^  Dept  G.  2  West  47th  St."  ̂' " 

New  York.  N.Y.  10036 

(212)  582-4168 

r^ 

•^ 

CREWEL  BEDSPREAD 
Fabulous  CREWEL  from  exotic  India.  Mulfi  color 

designs,  hand-embroidered  in  wool  on  hand 

loomed  cotton.  A  treasured,  quality  look — like 
no  other  fabric! 

TWIN  $70    FULL  $80    QUEEN  $90    KING  $100 

CREWEL  TABLECLOTHS 

70"  ROUND  $50  90"  ROUND  $50 

CREWEL  FABRIC  BY  THE  YD..  50"  wide,  $14 
yd.  ppd.  Marvelous  for  drapes,  upholstery,  etc  ! 

DIRECT-FROM-IMPORTER  LOW  PRICES!  Imme 
diate  delivery. 

SEND  50«  FOR  COLOR  CATALOG  &  SWATCH 

GURIAN'S    Dept.  HG26 
276  Fifth  Awe.,  N.  Y.,  N.  Y.  10001 

U.S.  Patent 
No.  3733614 

THE  OSTr-OPEN  collar  TIE 
Shapes  to  neck.  So  comfortable  you  forget  it  is  there.  Adjustable  to  size.  No  more 

bother.  Stays  in  place.  Luxurious  fine  denier  Polyester  plain  shades  to  r  atch  every 
outfit.  Traditional  staple  fancies  in  luxurious  Estron. 
leisure  wear. 

the  OST?  .  .  .  open  collar  tie  for 

A — Paisleys — Navy-Brown-Wine-Green 

B — Polka  Dots — Navy-Brown- Wine-Green 

C — Tear  Drops — Navy-Brown-Wine-Green 

D — Hounds  Tooth — Navy-Brown- Wine-Green-Blk. 

E — Plain  Shades — Navy-Brown- Wine-Green-Beige-Rust-Tan-White-Blk. 

Check  or  money  order 

+ 
50c  Hdlg. 

Each 

Money  back  guarantee 

Cartier  i^ravates 
DEPT. 

A2 

P.  O.  Box  73,  Champlain,  NY.   12919 
in  Canada  6666  St.  Urbain  St .  Montreal.  H2S  3HI 

GET  «5  OFF! 
JUST  SEND  FOR  ALDENS  NEW  624-PG.  SPRING/SUMMER  CATALOG 

AND  WE'LL  INCLUDE  A  $5  MERCHANDISE  DISCOUNT  CERTIFICATE 

Clip  coupon,  and  see 
what's  new  in  fashion  for  Spring. 

Great  new  money-saving  ideas 
in  furnishings,  appliances, 

outdoor  needs  too.  To  get  you 

started  shopping  you'll  also  get 
a  $5  Merchandise  Discount 
Certificate  (good  with  your  first 
order  of  $20  or  more). 
Enclose  $1  to  cover  postage 

and  handling  costs. 

FEBRUARY,    1976 

^       OeCCX
JNT  CERTI

FICAl  "^ 

ACT  NOW!  Quantities 
are  limited.  Offer 

good  for  new  customers 

only.  Offer  ends 
March  75,  1976. 

fILDEnS 
^  5998 

Aldens, 
 
Box  6167,  Chicago,

  
III.  60680 

I've  enclosed
  

$1  to  cover  postage 
 
and  handling

  
costs 

Name 

Address 

City 

State 

Zip 

187 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

PLEASE  TELL  ME 
Do  you  know  where  I  can  buy  discontinued  silver  patterns? 
I  recently  inherited  some  silver  and  wonder  if  I  might  add  to 
the  set.  I  do  not  know  the  name  of  my  pattern. 
Jean's  Silversmith's  Inc.  carries  hundreds  of  old  and  discontinued  Sterling 
Patterns.   Just   send   a  snap   shot,   tissue   rubbing,   or   photocop\.   with   a 

description  of  any  identifying  marks.  Jean's  can  identify  any  pattern  from 
any  of  the  above. 

Jean's  has  the  larsest  stock  of  old  and  new  flatware 

IF  IT'S  SILVER  YOU  WANT 

JEAN'S 

Jean's  .\lso  Buys 
Silver.  Jewelry. 
and  Estates. 

SILVERSMITHS  INC. 
16  W  45th  St.,  N.Y.  36  N.Y.  -  OX  7-0367 

^ 

4  r 

rA^\ 

1 

4 
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ALPINE  MINIATURES 

Bring  the  good  old  days  back  with  this 
adorable  miniature  pitcher  and  bowl  set. 

just  like  the  ones  grandmom  used  to 
have.  Cute  Alpine  children  decorate  this 

lovely  snow  white  porcelain  set.  Pitcher 

is  31/2"  h:  bowl  43/4"  diameter,  both 
trimmed  in  silver  .  .  .  $2.99  a  set  plus 

ySC  post. 

CAROL   ANN   GIFTS 
Dept.  HG3656B 

P.O.  Box  21026.  Phlla..  PA  19154 

/ 

/ 

/< 

NO  PLACE  LIKE  HOME 

This  lovable  mouse  will  steal  your  heart  away!  It  is  set 

against  a  while  background  and  accented  wilh  a  bright 

orange  mushroom.  Adorable*  Kii  includes  stamped 
I00°o  cotton  fabric  wool  and  acrylic  yarn  and 
enbroidery  thread,  needle,  zipper,  yam  tor  cording,  and 

complete  mstructions   S8.00  plus  50c  postage 

iiL  residents  add  "."o  (a«l 

®  TOWER  CRAFTS 
Dept.  HG-1 P.O.  Box  575,  Champaign.  IL     61820 

Color  Catalog  25c 
Free  with  Order 

Spring  Fashions  and  Gifts 
Our  new  spring  catalog  overflows  with 
richly  hand  embroidered  fashions 
from  India  and  Pakistan.  Other  unique 

gifts  include  special  Easter  decora- 
tions, sparkling  crystal,  jewelry,  leath- 

er, brass  and  wooden  ware  we've 
imported  direct  from  over  30  coun- 

tries. Send  250  for  this  48  page  full 
color  catalog. 

shopi3in|r international 
823  shopping  international  bidg 
norwich.  vernxant  05055 

05^ 

CJ' 

1^    
 o««- 

We  accept  Bank  Amencard  Master  Charge  &  Amen 

STUNNING  TURQUOISE 

A.  Sterling  Silver  Spoon  Ring  set 
w/genuine  turquoise. 
(Adjustable)  S13.25 

B.  Genuine  turquoise  set  m  gleaming 

Sterling  Silver.  (Sizes  4-9)  813,25 
SATISFACTION  GUARANTEED 

Send  S1.00  for  our  unique  catalog  of 
jewelry,  clothes  &  gifts,  &  apply  to  your 
1st  order. ^^'i!g^ 

I Oepl.  HG-2 P.O.  Box  14348 

Opportunity,  WA  W214 

r 

1^ 
\^ 

TABBY  TRIVET 

White  tile  features  the  shorthair 
tabby,  a  real  tiger  when  it  comes 
to  protecting  table  surfaces.  Cork 

backed  and  6"  by  6",  it  can  be 
hung  on  the  wall  as  a  decorative 

note.  $2.98  plus  40c  post.  An- 
thony Enterprises,  HG2,  556 

Mission  Street,  San  Francisco, 
CA  94105. 

RUSTIC  DECOR 
Nine  realistic  farm-fresh  eggs  of 
Doly-plastic  rest  on  crisp  wood 
shavings  in  a  country  box  of 

stained  wood.  SV?"  by  6"  by  6". Crafted  in  Italy.  Brown  and  white 

eggs,  and  gingham  checks.  $6.50 
plus  50c  post.  The  Country  Gour- 

met, G2E,  512  So.  Fulton  Ave., 
Mt.  Vernon.  NY  10550. 

SAFETY  FIRST 

Keeps  those  dangling  electrical 
ords  off  the  floor  and  out  of  the 

way  with  cord  shortener  that 
holds  up  to  three  feet  of  cord. 
Just  wind  excess  cord  around 
shortener.  Only  $1.49  for  set  of 

six  plus  20c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG2,  556  Mission  St.. 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

MINI   BATHROOM 

Complete    set,    white    porcelain 
with    brass   faucets   and    pipes. 

The  footed  bathtub  is  5"  long 
The  water-closet  toilet  is  5"  high, 
has  a  movable  seat  and  a  pull 
chain.     Washbowl     2W     high. 
^9829.  Play  gift.  $7.95  plus  25c 
post.  Downs  &  Co.,  Dept.  1403Y 
Evanston,  IL  60204. 

DIETERS  AHOY 

Gag  place  setting  guaranteed  to 
help  in  weight  loss.  Bottomless 
spoon,  cut  off  knife  and  fork  will 
keep  dieters  from  over-eating  and 
give  them  and  other  guests  a 

good  laugh.  $1.98  plus  25c  post. 
Anthony  Enterprises,  HG2,  556 
Mission  St.,  San  Francisco,  CA 
94105. 

lOLTQUETS  OF  LIGHT 
Hand-cut  crystal  showered  with 
orisms  gives  a  soft  diffused  light 

on  dining  room  buffet  or  a  man- 
tel. Light  bulb  almost  concealed 

by  crystal  flower-like  drops. 
I6V2"  h.,  9"  dia.  Pair,  $39.95. 
Catalogue  25c.  Exp.  coll.  Luigi 
Crystal,  HG2,  7332  Frankford 
Ave..  Philadelphia.  PA  19136. 

WHOLE  TEETH 

Emergency  repair  kit  for  plastic 
dentures  replaces  loosened  teeth 
in  upper  and  lower  plates,  fixes 
cracks.  Easy  to  use.  Keep  a  kit  on 
hand  at  all  times.  Indispensable 
tor  travelers!  $2.98  plus  25c 
post.  Anthony  Enterprises.  HG2. 
556  Mission  St.,  San  Francisco, 
CA  94105. 

HOUSE  &  GARC- 
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SHOPPING  AROUND 

HANDY  MAGNIFIER 

Adjustable  band  fits  over  neck 
and  leaves  your  hands  free  for 

close-up  work.  Fine  4"  optical 
lens  in  a  clear  lucite  frame. 

Great  for  needle-working  and 
hobbies.  $6.50  plus  85c  post. 
Catalogue,  25c.  Sleepy  Hollow 
Gifts,  HG2,  6651  Arlington 
Blvd.,  Falls  Church,  VA  22042. 

QUICK  STITCHES 

E-Z  Stitcher  makes  hand-sewing 
a  breeze.  It  holds  a  full  spool  of 
thread  and  uses  a  regular  sewing 
machine  needle,  making  a  loop 
stitch  similar  to  knitting.  Use  for 
hems,  basting,  applique.  $1.29 

plus  20c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG2,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

TIMELY  KITTEN 

Fun  design,  "Hang  in  There 
Baby"  wristwatch,  1-jewel  Swiss 
movement,  sweep  second  hand. 
Goldtone  case,  stainless  steel 

back;  anti-magnetic.  Men's  band 
black  leather;  women's  mod 
leather.  $22.80  plus  75c  post. 
The  Wretched  Mess  News,  HG2, 
West  Yellowstone,  MT  59758. 

AGE  OF  STEAM 

Quartet  of  early  steam  locomo- 
tives by  American  artist,  Logan, 

are  reproduced  on  heavy  parch- 

ment paper  26"  wide,  9"  h.  So 
great  to  hang  and  frame  as  a 
dramatic  grouping  in  the  home  or 
office.  50c  each.  World  Art 

Group,  Dept.  HG2,  Westport, 
CT  06880. 

JIFFY  PARKER 

Parallel  parking  dial  can  end  the 
guesswork  and  help  avoid  bent 
fenders,  frayed  nerves.  Fits  any 
type  of  car,  makes  it  easy  to  park 
perfectly  on  the  first  try,  every 
time.  $2.98  plus  25c  post.  An- 

thony Enterprises,  HG2,  556 
Mission  St.,  San  Francisco,  CA 
94105. 

FOR    MAXIMUM 
PLANT    GROWTH! 

Use  natures  best  soil  improvers  &  conditioners 

.'ting  .  .  .  Stretch  Mark 
iblems  .  .  .  ashamed  to 
ar  a  swim  suit  .  .  .  use 
racle  SOOTH-AWAY.  Rich 
iollient  Lotion  Loaded 
th  an  amazing  Vitamin  E 
Tipound.  This  cosmetic 
plication  does  the  job 

beautifully  —  and  yet 
N  not  alter  the  sl<in 

^ucture!  Morning  and 
ening  caress  your  thighs, 
iist.  hips,  stomach,  but- 
:ks.  breasts  with  SOOTH- 
VAY  .  .  .  Fantastic'  Cen- 

sus 4  Ounce  supply  only 
i.OO.  SPECIAL!  2  for 

1.00.  Shipped  in  Plain 

■apper.  Sorry,  No  COD's 
)NEY  BACK  guarantee: 

lerican  Image  Ind.,  Inc. 
6  Park  Ave.  SO.DePt.  A269Y 

New  York,  N.Y.  10010 

■»f 

m^i^    ONIY  ■ 
LOU  IP  TO  I  POMPS  OVUMMHTI 

earn  the  secret  of  T.v.'s  fantastic  No-Pill, 
^0  Exercise,  ONE-DAY  reducing  formula!  Eat 
our  fill!  Go  to  sleep!  Wake  up!  -  and  you 
ave  lost  upto  5  Pounds.  Amazing?  Sure! 

But  guaranteed  to  work  or  YOUR  MONEY 
BACK!  Send  only  $1.00  (Sorry,  No  C.O.O.'s) 
flERICAN  IMAGE  INDUSTRIES,  INC.Dept.  S269Y 
76  Park  Avenue  South,  New  York,  N.Y.  10010  „ 

FEBRUARY,    i976 

WITH  RED  WITHOUT  RED 
WORMS  WORMS 

DOMESTICATED  RED  EARTHWORMS 

Grown  especially  for  house  plants  and  gardens. 
They  aerate  the  soil  to  form  channels  for  root 
expansion  and  water  intake.  They  deposit  vital 

elements  of  plant  food  that  are  readily  avail- 
able to  plant  roots.  They  also  make  excellent 

food  for  tropical  fish. 

Send  $1.00  for  interesting  facts  on:  "The  Red 
Earthworm  In  Your  Plants  &  Gardens" 

Order  Earthworms 
Box  of  150  only  $4.62— Box  of  300  only  $6.63 
Includes  shipping  and  instructions  plus  infor- 

mation above. 

Send  check  or  money  order  to: 

Sierra  Meadows  Ranch 
P.O.  Box  1614,  Dept.  HG2,  Sparks,  NV  89431 
We  accept  Bank  Americard  &  Master  Charge  Send 
Acct.    No.— Exp.    Date— Signature    for   all    charges 

Hide  away  your  treasures  in  this  lovely 

Sea  Shell  Chest 
From  the  Philippines 

ONLY 

STATE  SALES  TAX  CHART  Fmd  your  S'ale  4  add  tne  Sales  Ta«  in  1 

on  |r>«  coupon  NE  2^i%;  OH  4'-t\,.  UT  4*«S.  NYC  8%.  CA,  PA  6'^ 
7%  AR  CO  GA,  lA  KS.  LA.  MO,  OK  3%,  A2,  FL,  IL.  (N.  MO.  Ml, 
SO    Wl    VA4S,AL    KY.   MA,  ME.  NJ    fli,  TN,  TX  S^,   

Exquisite  Treasure  Chest,  encrusted  with  hun- 
drecis  of  Mother  Natures  most  beautiful 

shells  from  the  blue  Pacific.  A  roomy 
3Vz"  X  5",  It's  large  enough  to 

hide  away  your  treasures  .  .  . 
or  you  can  display  it  as  a 

cigarette  box  or  trinket  box. 
Its  natural  charm  blends  with 

any  decor ...  a  "natural" hostess  gift.  Why  not  order 

several? Sea  Shell  Box  from  the 
Philippines  (22731)  @  $4,95 

plus  85fJ  for  postage  and 
handling. 

Examine  and  Enjoy  Your  Shell 

Box  for  15  Days  FREE,  And  If 
You  Are  Not  Completely  Satisfied 

Return  For  A  Full  Refund. 

Send  check  or  money  order  for 
cost  of  merchandise,  postage  and 

handling  and  sales  tax  (See  Tax  Chart). 

SPENCER  GIFTS  Jewelry  Collection, 
D-10  Spencer  Bidg., 

Atlantic  City,  N.J.  08411 

©  Spencer  Gifts  1976 

YOURSELF  UP. 
IN  B&W  OR  f) 
COLOR  _ 

Full  color  posters  from  any 
color  photo  or  slide,  A 

great  gift,  or  gag,  or  room 
decoration 

1 1/2x2  Ft.-$7.50 

lil'j  Ff,-$4.50.  2i3Ft.-14.50 

2x3  FT 

B&W  POSTERS  from   any 

b&w  or  color  photo.  Polar- 
oid, cartoon  or  magazine 

photo.  For  slides  and  neg- atives, add  $1.00  per 

poster.  Better  originals 
produce  better  posters. 

1  Vji2  Ft. -$2.50,  3i4  Ft. -$7.50  | 

PHOTO  JIGSAW  PUZZLE 
Se.'id  a-y  photo.  If  neg,  or  slide,  S'  extra.  In 
bi,v,  8x10-53.99.  Ilxl4-S4.99.  l2xl8-$5.99 
In  cole,  8XI0-S5.99.   Ilxl4-S7.99.   l2xl8-$8.99. 

A  New 
Cookbook 
For  The 

Handicapped 

HUSH  SERVICE'  Posters  only  Irofi-  piolos  shipped  via  1sl 
class  r^a'i  vkifiin  48  ■'Ou'S  B&WS2  00  Color  S5  00  add  pe' 

Your  original  returned  undamaged.  Add  50(  for 
postage  and  handling  for  EACH  item  ordered. 
N.Y.  residents  add  sales  tax.  Send  check,  cash 
or  M,0,  (No  C.O.D.)  tO: 

PHOTO  POSTER  Dent.  HG-26,210E.23St.,N.Y.10010 

<0  1^\ 
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adjustable 
Hi-Low 

T.V.   POLE 

STAND 
For    the    bedroom,    living 
room,     kitchen,     family 

room,    porch    .   .    . 
\     no    matter    where 

I     you're  viewing  this 

}     sr^art     new    T.V. 
Pole    Stand    holds 

your    portable    at 
the     level     and 

place  best  suited  for  com- fort .  .  .  without  taking  up 

valuable  floor  or  tabletop 
space.  Takes  any  width,  up 
to  14"  front  to  back,  up  to 
17"   top    to    bottom.    Easy 
to  install  and  move,  brass 
tone  finish  pole  has  spring 

tension  rod  at  top  to  ad- 
just to  your  ceiling  height, 

can  be  ret  up  in  Hi  or  Low 
position.     Hi     position     is 

great  for  reclining  watch- ers. Made  in  USA. 

Prompt  Shipment 

I  $12.95 1      X<#  plus   1.00  nost. 

Extension  tor  IliKh  ColliiiK.  ,i<ltl  S2.00 

Write  for  FREE  catalog  of  gifts. 

li     \ 

IP 

llolid2ivf.;ifts Dept.  302-A 
WHEAT  RibciE,  COLO  HA  DO  80033 

Handi- 

capped herself, Lorraine  GIfford 

•hares  more  than  300  quick 

and  easy  redpes  that  can  l>e 
prepared  from  the  confines  of  a 
wheelchair!  "If  You  Can't  Stand 

to  Cook,"  also  Includes  In- 
spirational thoughts  and 

poetryl  Order  yours  today. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I lb 

At  your  local  bookstore  or  mail  coupon 

Please  send  me   copies  of 
IF    YOU    CANT    STAND    TO 
COOK    NO.    10657    at    $6.50 

($5.95  plus  45C;  for  postage  and 
handling). 

Enclosed  is  my  check  or  money 
order  for  $    Sorry  we 
cannot  bill. 

Name 

Address 

City 

State 

Zip 

ZONdERVaN 
PUBLlShlNQ 

-'>  -ORAT  lOrg  ̂ m 
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fe  Magnet 
h  a  roomful 
ofsmoke. 

Just  push  button.  Cigarette  and  cigar 

smoke  start  to  vanish -automatically' 
All  that  remains  is  a  beautiful  fragrance. 
Patented  Smoke  Magnet  has  2000 
spray  charges  for  months  of  use  Also 
absorts  annoying  odors  from  bathroom 

or  any  room.  Great  for  home,  office 

smoky  card  games.  Great  gift  Money 

back  guarantee.  Send  S5.00  ( -  50c  post 
age  and  handlmgj  to  AIR  SUPERB.  PO 
BOX  A.  GRACIE  STATION,  N.Y..  N.Y.  10028 

'  ineo  s^ie  14  x27  > 

Creative 
Custom 
Canvases 
Choose  from  a 
~-  --•  --of 

•ed 

"it  desigos 

r.  c  .o.'.e^,  of 
colors  Vou  I!  f.rxi 

Ffom  Onentol  arid 

religious  to  modera 

Please  send  me: 

Z  Free  custom  canvas  catalog 
OnciLtde  75c  to  cover  postage and  tiarxJlr»g) 

Z  Pictured  canvas  $23  95 

~  Canvasana  va-"  k -$35.95 

Maie  componioa  "One  can  t  t>e  too 
handsome  nor  too  sexy'  canvoses  and 
kits  available  at  the  so'^e  orices 
^ease  specify  your  color  prefererice 
(PosToge  paid,  rrxail  check  or  money  order 
and  name  and  address  to 

CofoiGotves  Ra  33134  •  (305)  445-0367 

STOP   STOOPIXG -Amazing. 

new  Pi  Peer'  Shoulder  Brace  (.patented  • 
corrects  posture  instantly,  comfortably. 

Provides  even,  distributed  support  for  sag- 

ging shoulders.  No  fitting.  Made  of  ven- 

tilated-for-comfort  3-ply  material.  Arm 

bands  softly  padded.  Light^%eight,  cool. 

Can't  be  detected  under  light  clothing. 
Give  measurement  around  chest.  For  men. 

\M>men.  $6.95  +  75c  postage.  Piper  Brace. 

Dept.  HG-26SH.  811  Wyandotte.  Kansa- 
Litv.  Mo.  64105. 

b 
til. 

renthp 

acctytf  he  tltittj^ 
^  cannni  c\iamt, 

kitow  the  iif ftf crtce. 

SCERENITY  PRAYER  CERAMIC  TILE 
White  Ceramic  Tile  used  as  a  wall  plaque  or  trivet.  Cork  base 

with  hanger.  6"  x  6". 
=  191    SERENITY   PRAYER  TILE 

S3. 98  Plus  60c  Postage  &  Handling  Each 

No  COD  s  or  Billing  CaHfornia  Residents  add  6°o  Sales  Tax 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Aiithojiy  E}2tey prises Dept.  HG-26 556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

r 
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NAME  PLATE 

identify  that  bike,  trike  or  wagon 
with  a  small  fry  license  plate. 

Heavy  steel  in  baked  enamel  co- 
lors. Specify  name  or  nickname 

up  to  eight  letters  7"  by  2%". Great  gift  idea.  $1  ea.  plus  50c 
post.  Best  Values.  HG30.  160 
Amherst  St..  East  Orange.  NJ 

07019. 

TWIRL  A  SHOE 

Compact  three  level  polished 
steel  carrousel  holds  36  shoes 

(18  pair)  and  twirls  to  make  se- 

lection easy.  24"  h..  15"  dia:  it 
rolls  on  casters.  Space-saver  in  a 
closet,  keeps  shoes  aired.  $9.98 

plus  $1.50  post.  Crown-Castle. 
Dept.  SC-507,  51  Bank  St..  Stam- ford. CT  06901. 

FACE  FACTS 

Slim  vacuum  pump  is  scientifi- 

cally designed  to  remove  black- 
heads in  sanitary  fashion  with  no 

squeezing  or  pinching.  Pump 

works  by  "lifting"  blackheads 
safely.  $1.98  plus  25c  post.  An- 

thony Enterprises.  HG2,  556 
Mission  St..  San  Francisco.  CA 
94105. 

LA  MANCHA  MAN 

Don  Quixote.  Sancho  Panza: 
black  and  white  in  lithograph 
20"  X  26",  $5.95  plus  post; 

on  stretcher  bars,  $9.95;  mount- 
ed, framed  in  ebony  and  silver, 

S24.95  plus  $1.95  post.  Cata- 
logue. 50c.  Lamtiert  Studios. 

HG35.  910  No.  La  Cienega  Blvd.. 
Los  Angeles.  CA  90069. 

SPACE-AGE  SET 

See-through  telephone  means 
you  can  see  the  works  inside! 
Chrome  trimmed,  ready  to  in- 

stall for  stunning  good  looks  and 

utility.  6-2"  X  8-2".  S165  plus  $2 
post.  Send  50c  for  catalogue  of 
other  phone  styles.  Grand  Com. 
inc.,  HG2.  324  Fifth  Ave..  New 
York.  NY  10001. 

PAINLESS  TRIMMING 

Groomette  is  a  neat  little  instru- 
ment of  fine  surgical  steel  to  trim 

hairs  in  nostrils  and  ears.  Insert 
in  nostril  or  ear,  twist  knob,  hair 
is  snipped  off  without  damage  to 
sensitive  tissues.  S2.98  plus  30c 
post.  Anthony  Enterprises.  HG2. 
556  Mission  St..  San  Francisco, 
CA  94105. 

THIMBLE  LOVELIES 

Fine  white  porcelain  decorated 
*vith  pretty  bird  designs,  sure  to 

please  a  collector.  Choice  of 
robin,  cardinal,  bluebird.  Also 

(not  shown):  rose,  aster,  butter- 
cup. $1.98:  any  three  $5:  all  six 

$9.50.  Add  50c  post.  Ferry 

House.  Dept.  G612  Briarciiff Manor,  NY  10510. 
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PERFECT  MATES 

Marriage  of  metals  and  colors: 
solid     sterling,     copper,     silver, 
brass  spun  into  satiny  stripes  by 
I  Mexican  craftsmen.  For  him  or 
I  her.  Band  ring  sizes  6,  7,  8,  9. 
i$4.98;     bracelet     $9.98;     both 
;  $13.98.    Add    35c    post.    Lillian 
[ Vernon,    G2E,    510    So.    Fulton 
I  Ave.,  Mt.  Vernon,  NY  10550. 

CRACKER  STACKER 

Perfect  party  helper  is  a  silver- 
plate  server  for  crackers  and 
cookies  in  a  lattice-work  pattern. 
Tarnish-resistant  server  has  flow- 
er-and-leaves  design  at  ends.  A 

generous  81/2"  1.  Each  $5.98; 
two,  $10.98.  Add  95c  post.  The 

Ferry  House,  Inc.,  HG103,  Briar- 
cliff  Manor,  NY  10510. 

KEYS  IN  STITCHES 

Lollipop  flowers,  daisies  or  golf, 
tennis,  bowling,  sailing,  skiing 

designs  on  2"  by  31/2"  key  tags. 
Stitch  initials  on  the  back.  In- 

cludes canvas,  Paterna  Persian 
wool,  design  chart,  needle,  chain. 
$2.25  each,  six,  $1 1.95.  Add  50c 
post.  Classic  Corner,  12H  Water 
St.,  Bryn  Mawr,  PA  19010. 

WALLET  PHOTOS 

Twenty-four  new  borderless  color 
prints  made  from  a  Polaroid  color 

print,  photo  (up  to  5"  by  7"), 
negative  or  slide.  Wallet  size,  silk 
textured  color  plus  free  photo  in 
plastic,  $2.  Black  and  white,  36 
for  $1.  Add  45c  post.  Roxanne 
Studios,  HG2,  Box  1012,  Long 
Island  City,  NY  11101. 

GOLFER'S  TRAP 
The  golfer  on  your  gift  list  will 

think  you've  found  a  solution  to 
sand  traps,  but — gag  gift  is  a 
sand  mousetrap!  Trick  ball  in- 

cluded in  trap  also  does  other 
startling  stunts.  (#721)  $2.98 

plus  40c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG2,  556  Mission  St., 

■     San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

iTMl^ 
These  professionally  drawn  Pen  &  Ink  pet 

Donraits  make  the  perfect  gift  tor  any  an- 

imal lover  A  truly  unique  idea  for  any 
Tccasionii 

"'Our  16"  X  20"  portrait  comes  fiandsomely 
T-atted  in  white,  ready  to  frame' 

imply  send  us  a  detailed,  close-up  photo 

-I  your  pet   (preferably   from   chest    up) 
Torn  which  the  portrait  will  be  drawn 

Photo  returned  with  portrait  One  pet 

$60  00.  each  additional  pet  $40  00.  in 
same  portrait 

Send  check  or  money  order  to: 

Francisco  Visuals 

Box  103.  160  7th  Street 

Buffalo,  N.Y.  14201 

^^-^"•ife 

SEE  MIRACLE  OF  BIRTH 
C/*    OQ       POST    PAID    WITH 
^>l%.«IO      SIX    QUAIL    EGGS 

V      ($5.25  Without  Eggs) 

You  s,el  the  new  clear  plastic 

dome  "  CHICK-HATCHER  with 
6  Quail  Eggs  (available  year- 
round)  and  Egg  Hatchers  Guide 

Book.  Complete — nothing  else  to 
buy.  Send  cheek  or  iMoney  Order 
today.  Send  25c  for  catalogue  of 
larger  models  for  home,  classroom 
and  display.  Also  quail  breeding 
c(|uipment  and  how  to  produce 
and  sell  quail  year-round. 

G.Q.F.  MFG.  CO.,  DEPT.  CG 
BOX  8152,  LISSNER  AVE., 
SAVANNAH,  GA.  31402 

"EERUARY,    1976 

MAKES  KING-SIZE  BED 
Bridge  the  gap  between  your  twin  beds  .  .  .  results — one  king-size 

bed  without  the  expense.  It's  easy  .  .  .  just  fit  a  Twin  Bed  Converter 
between  two  twin-size  beds.  Installed  in  seconds.  Stores  easily 
when  not  being  used.  Soft  foam,  6  feet  long,  14  inches  wide. 

TWIN  BED  CONVERTER  . .  $7.98  Plus  $1.00  Postage  &  Handling  Each. 

No  COD  s  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises Dept.  HG-26 
556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

CHARMING  WIDE-RUFFLED 
"NO-IRON"  MUSLIN  CURTAINS! 

Enjoy    old-fashioned    charm    PLUS    todays     45"  long       .    $11.00 
easy  care  .  .  .  with  these  W-l-D-E  ruffled 
Perma-Press  priscilla  tieback  curtains. 

Styled  like  those  which  adorned  windows  in 

the  Colonies,  they're  made  of  modern 
KODELr  polyester  and  combed-cotton  mus- 

lin ..  .  in  natural  (eggshell)  or  white.  Fully 

86  '  wide  to  the  pair,  with  extra-wide,  extra- 
full  6"  ruffles  and  attached  ruffled  valance. 

EASY.  EASY  CARE'.  Fabric  is  specially 
treated  so  curtains  IRON  THEMSELVES 

in  the  dryer!  BONUS  FEATURE!  They're 
pre-shrunk.  Maximum  shrinkage  only  l"o- 

Avoid  delay.  Order  style  'SALEM" Specify  Natural  or  White. 

OLD  COLONY  CURTAINS,  Westfieid.  n.j.  0709o Miiinii  hiick  auiuunti  c.  scml  chrck  iir  muney  imlcr.  I)<  lively 

ill  A'../.,  mill  sattf  ̂ /,/•.  FUEE  illiistrntid  linirhiirc  npiiilabte. 

54"  long  12.00 

63"  long  13.00 
72"  long  .    14.00 

81"  long  15.25 
84"  long  15.75 

90"  long  16.75 

ADD  $1.75  FOR 

PSTG.  &  HNDLG! 

Extra  widths  (to  272 
Write  for  prices. 

G626,  Box  759, 

"Authorized  By  Congress" 
The  official  commemorative  Bicentennial  coinage 

authorized  by  Congress  is  artistically  displayed  in 

Midland  Moor's  limited  (10,000)  first  edition  pa 
perweight.  The  set  of  (4)  colorful  patriot  stamps 
representing  the  Continental  Army,  Navy,  Marines 

and  the  American  Militia  are  posted  as  guards  sur- 

rounding the  Bicentennial  Dollar,  half,  and  quar- 
ter. Overhead,  a  polished  brass  nameplafe  has  been 

handsomely  engraved  complete  with  Individual  ser 

iai  number.  Permanently  embedded  in  crystal  cleai 

plastic,  5',A"x4'/4  "x%",  fhe  coins,  stamps,  and 
nameplate  are  protected  In  their  brilliant  uncircu 

lated  condition.  This  exquisite  paperweight  whether 

bought  as  an  investment,  souvenir,  or  gift  will 
serve  as  an  American  time  capsule  of  1976.  Price: 

$17.95-t  $2.00  for  postage  and  handling. 

MIDLAND   MOOR  oept.  hg.26. 
Box  4086.   Kirtland,  Ohio  44094 

DART  POKER 
An  exciting  way  for  aidults  to  play 
Poker.  IncludecJ  are  5  quality  darts 

for  playing  5-card  Draw;  Blackjack; 
Stud  or  any  poker  game.  Here  you 
throw  darts  for  the  winning  hand 
instead  of  being  dealt  cards.  Full 
instructions  included.  The  new 

stand-up  game  that  promises  tn  be 
lots  of  fun.  15"xl9"  board. 
No.  21-21  Dart  Poker 

+  $1.59  P&H.  III.  Res.  add  5% 

Gift  Catalog  .50? 

HOUSE  OF  MINNEL 
Deerpath  Road  Dept.  ̂ 26  Batavia,  IL  60510 
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SNORE  NO  MORE 
Scientifically  designed  anti-snore  mask  insures  sound,  silent  sleep. 
Washable  nylon  mask  fits  over  chin,  keeps  jaws  closed,  prevents 

snoring  by  encouraging  proper  breathing.  Adjustable  to  fit  men  or 
women. 

ANTI-SNORE  MASK  . . .  $4.98  Plus  50^^  Postage  &  Handling 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Aiithojiy  Enterprises Oept.  HG-26 556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

L.\ZV    LIVIX 
.*<it  down,  [)iit  your  ffet  up  and  t-xpericiK-i- 
"lazy  liiitiK"  for  a  spell.  Available  in  vari- 

ous grades  and  types  of  line  fabrics :  stripes. 
•olids.  prints:  cut.  antique,  crushed  ami 
plain  velvets :  etc.  You  specify  (yi>e  and 
lolors  desired- 

Chair  $199.50,  Ottoman  $57.50  if  uphol- 
stered in  naugahyde  as  shown. 

.-^liippinK  charge.-  extra. 
No    ( O.D.     Satisfaction    guaranteed.    .Send 
si.    fur   Furniture    Catalogue    and   liiQuest 
Form     for     trer,     hand-selected     decorator '  ilrica. 

Rd 
1-40  and   Exit  133 

.  Conover.   N.  C. 

<S5^/  ̂ //rm 
2324.   HG7e2.    H.ckory.    N  C.  28601 

ugpti 

Genuine  Leather  Smooth  or  Sueded  Cosmo- 
pedic  arch  assures  comfort  thru  long  hours 
on  your  feet.  Stitched  collar  prevents 

chafing  at  ankle.  Cushioned  insole;  neo- 

prene  plantation  crepe  sole.  Women's  Half Sizes  5  to  10;  also  11.  Widths  B,C,D,E,EE, 
EEE   $9.99  pair  plus  $1.25  postage 
M203562B-Tan  M203687B-Black 
M223B93B-White  M223784B-6rown  sueded 
leather 

LANA    LOBELL, 
Penna.  17331 

Dept.    M-3051,    Hanover, 

Recreate  in  needlepoint  an  origi- 
nal design  based  on  Pennsylvania 

Dutch  Motifs.  Hand-stenciled  dove 
(shown)  or  traditional  heartandlily 

kit.  15"  needlepoint  or  quickpoint 
canvas.  Bright  colors  on  white 

ground.  $24.95  ppd.  Monogram  kits 

have  classic  capital  for  needle- 
point in  muted  tones  on  cream  or 

bold  lower  case  in  vivid  colors  for 

quickpoint.  Specify  style-color. 
$19.95  ppd. 

THE  STUDIO 
429V2   Pulaski  St.,   Lincoln,   Illinois  62656 

III.  Res.  add  5°o  tax. 
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GOLFER'S  COUNTER 

You  don't  need  two  hands  to  carl 
your  game  with  an  automatic  go 
scorer.  Counts  strokes  and  shov. 

your  total.  Gold-tone  metal  ca? 
is  tarnish-proof,  has  a  sturc 
leather  strap.  A  great  gift  for  ar 
golfer.  $3.98  +  50c  post.  He 

day  Gifts,  Dept.  310-R,  Whe 
Ridge.  CO  80033. 

WATER  WATCHER 

Plant-watering  indicator  tells  exl 
actly  when  to  water  by  coloi 
changes,  no  more  guesswork  o| 

soggy  plants.  Plastic  markers  4[ 
long.  Set  of  six  indicators,  $1.99| 

12,  $3.79.  Add  20c  post.  Write  t(| 
S  &  S  Enterprises,  HG-8,  953:1 
Zion  Circle,  Huntington  Beach] 
CA  92646. 

STAND-UP  SCRUBBER 

Take  the  wear  and  tear  off  hands! 
and    knees — bathtub    scrubber! 
has  24"  1.  chrome-plated  handlej 
for  easier  reaching.  Helpful  tea 
tures;     Dupont     sponge     head 

hanging  hook.  ( *705)  $2.98  plus 
45c   post.   Anthony   Enterprises, 

HG2,  556  Mission  St.,  San  Fran- 
cisco, CA  94105. 

STEP  FORWARD 

Wedgie  lovely-as-leather  with 
cushioned  lining  and  insole. 

Camel,  brown,  dark  green,  bur- 
gundy. Narrow,  5V2  thru  12; 

medium,  4  thru  12;  wide,  5  thru 
12;  no  half  sizes  over  10.  $12.99 

plus  90c  post.  Morgan's  Cove, 
HG2,  28  W.  Prospect,  E.  Bruns- 

wick, NJ  08816. 

ELEGANT  ITALIC 
Ideal  starter  set  for  practicing 
italic  handwriting.  Contains  a 

Platignum  Silverline  barrel,  5 
interchangeable  Platignum  nibs 
from  extra-fine  to  B2  lettering, 

an  instruction  manual.  Right-  or 
left-  handed.  $5.50  ppd.  Pentalic 

Corporation,  HG2,  132  W.  22nd 
St.,  New  York,  NY  10011. 

FALLING  STARS 

Eight  gold  and  silver-plated  stars 
fall    separately    into    a    cluster. 
Simulated  diamond  sparkles  on 

single-star   pendant.   On   simple 

sterling  silver  15"  chain.  Single 
$6.98;   eight   $5.98;    both   $10. 
Add  50c  post.  Mariposa  Unltd 

Dept.  RS-6Y,  380  Madison  Ave 
New  York,  NY  10017. 

TOOTH  POLISH 

Cover-up  tooth  enamel  cosmetic 
is  as  easy  to  use  as  nail  polish. 
Tasteless  and  safe  for  natural 

teeth,  gives  gleaming  white 
lustre.  Can  be  used  on  gold 

teeth,  too.  Va  oz.  bottle.  $2.98 

plus  25c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG2,  556  Mission  St 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 
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HANDCRAFTED 

Sterling  circles,  one  is  set  with 

white  diamond-like  spinel  or  your 
birthstone  spinel  (specify). 
$9.95;  the  other  is  band  etched 

with  leaves  and  flowers.  Sizes  4- 
9Vz,  $7.95;  in  14k  gold,  $37.95. 

Ppd.  Catalogue  $1.  Western  Gen- 
eral Store,  Box  14348,  Opportu- 
nity, WA  99214. 

ARMCHAIR  SHOPPING 

All  the  charm  of  colonial  days  is 

in  chair  with  Williamsburg  styl- 

ing. It's  just  one  of  a  handsome 
selection  in  home  furnishings 
catalogue.  $5;  refundable  from 

first  purchase.  National  Furni- 
ture &  Fabric  Sales,  Inc.,  HG2, 

Box  1144.  Thomasville,  NC 
27360. 

EASE  FOR  EYES 

Rectangular  magnifier  relieves 
strain  of  trying  to  read  fine  print 

or  examine  details  of  an  object. 

Use  in  home,  office,  hobby  corn- 
er. Unbreakable  plastic  frame, 

2"  X  4"  lens.  $7.98  plus  60c 
post.  each.  Anthony  Enterprises, 

HG2,  556  Mission  St.,  San  Fran- 
cisco, CA  94105. 

WRITE  ON 

Your  moving  finger  writes  with 

Omar's  Finger  Pen.  Fits  firmly 
without  pinching,  saves  picking 
up  and  putting  down  time.  Red, 

blue  or  green.  A  boon  for  book- 
keepers, editors.  $1;  three  $2; 

12  (assorted)  $7.  Ppd.  Cord 
Chemical  Co.,  HG2.  348  W. 

Rayen,  Youngstown,  OH  44502. 

BOTH  SIDES  NOW 

Power-grip  double-sided  tape 
works  on  any  clean  surface — 
tile,  wood,  concrete,  plaster — 
with  amazing  holding  power, 
even  for  mounting  cabinets  and 

mirrors!  (=^183)  75"  roll,  $1.98 
plus  25c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 

prises, HG2,  556  Mission  St..  San 
Francisco,  CA  94105. 

100%  PURE 
COPPER  BRACELETS 
Women's  Bracelets 
71/4"  $2.98 

73/4"  $3.29 
8"  $3.49 

8V2"  $3.69 

Men's  Bracelets 

8V4"  $3.98 
9"      $4.49 

91/2"  $4.69 
10"  $4.98 

Add  60(1;  Postage  &  Handling  Each 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthouy  Enterprises Dept.  HG-26 
556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

EAR  PORT 
To  keep  your  favorite  pairs  of  drops 
and  studs  together  and  untangled. 

Lovely  brass  case  is  2%"  x  2V2"  x  V2" and  has  7  velvety  compartments  in  two 

sizes.  Small  tongs  to  pick  up  your  ear- 
rings. Engraved  with  3  initials  (Please 

print).  $4.95  ppd.  80  p.  useful  gift  cata- 
log. 25g.  BRUCE  BOUND,  22-E,  Boulder. 

Colo.  80302 

SEA  WH8MSY 

Vho  knc.i  o  oecret  of  the  sea? 

his  pretty  owl,  that's  who!  Secret 
_s,  he  was  really  fashioned  from 
)eautiful  natural-color  sea  shells 
ind  coral.  One  of  a  series  of  our 

'ery  own  originals,  this  is  a  de- 
ightful  gift  or  an  enchanting  col- 

ectible.App.7V2"  high. 
M-3  Owl 

S»  IH.^iJ  shipping  and  handling. 

No  C.O.D.'s  please 
Complete  Satisfaction  Guaranteed 

THE   RUFFLED  CLAM 
^0.  Box  2148 

Fla.   reside 
Stuart,  Fla.  33494 

add  40<,   sales  tax 

^ 

i    FOR 
MORNING 
EASE 

beautiful  and  practical  bathroom 
beauty.  Imported  porcelain  cup  decorated 
in  gold,  rests  on  a  gold  tone  pedestal  base 
that  also  holds  your  toothbrushes  .  .  . 
from  LAUREL  CREATIONS,  naturally.  Size: 
8"  high  x4y2"  wide.  Item  =104. 

Send  check  or  money  order 
for  S14.95  plus  SI. 00  postage  to: 

LAUREL  CREATIONS 
P.O.  B0X6,  ADELPHIA.  N.J.  07710 

%^  FREE  BROCHLf^E  ;'  .-.t_al  bath  '6 
CL,i,que  Items  a. a  '3:  e  ..rcn  reqjes*.        C@ 

(30-day  re'und  less  postage)     (s^jVT 

:-JARY,    1976 

Over  1000  Active^ 
Inactive  and  Obsolete 

Sterling  Patterns 
For  Immediate  Delivery 

We  will  also  give  a  liberal  allow- 

ance on  incomplete  sets  of  old 

sterling  silverware,  diamonds  and 

jewelry  against  the  purchase  of 

any  new,  current  pattern  of  silver. 

We  specialize  in  buying  for  cash 

your  diamonds,  silver,  jewelry 

JULIUS  GOODMAN  &  SON 
I  13  MADISON  AVE.,  P.O.  BOX  3195 

MEMPHIS,  TN  38103 

Fresh  as  a  Daisy 
Frame  ruffle  curtain  of  easy  care  50%  Polyester. 

50%  Avril  Rayon.  Choose  predominantly  red.  tur 

quoise  or  gold  daisy  flowered  print  on  white.  70" 
wide  per  pr.,  tie  backs  incl.-  30' L  J7,  3S'  $7.50. 
45"  $8.50.  54"  $9.50,  63"  $10.50.  Valance  $3  50. 

Twin  Spread  $28.  Full  $30.  Tier  Curtains  w:th  6" 
bottom  ruffle;  30"  $6,  36'  $6.50.  Sf'i'  Swag 
$6.50.  Add  $1.50  post.  &  handlinj. 

IM     r,^     nilfl   J'  ,    ;rr   *    Vr  D  .-   •u'if>.v.- 

"OLD  MANOR  HOUSE  CURTAIN  BOOKLET" 
with  actua'  fabric  -amples,  25f 

IVIATHER'S 

31     E.     Main    St..    G2-6.     Westminster.     Md.    21157 
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I  KNOW  YOU  BELIEVE  YOU 

UNDERSTAND  WHAT  YOU  THINK 

I  SAID,  BUT  I  AM  NOT  SURE  YOU 

REALIZE  THAT  WHAT  YOU  HEARD 

IS  NOT  WHAT  I  MEANT.  ® 

COMMUNICATION  GAP! 
How's  that  again?  A  wall  plaque  which  will  rivet  every  eye.  Makes 
a  perfect  gift  and  is  guaranteed  to  improve  the  communication 
gap.  Black  letters  on  golden  plate,  solid  walnut,  with  hook  for 

hanging.  4"  x  5". 
#185  COMMUNICATIONS  GAP  PLAQUE 

$2.98  Plus  600  Postage  &  Handling  Each 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  IVIoney  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises Depf.  HG-26 556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

Mickey 
Mouse 

$13.00  PPd 
(III.   Res.   Add  S°/o 

tax) 

Dept.   HG  201   W.   (st 
Dixon.  III.  61021 

I'sc  Master-Charge 
BankAmericard 

LIMITED  EDITION 
BICENTENNIAL 

Very  Popular Order  Early 

Here  is  the  Ideal  plate  for  your 
collection — as  a  gift!  Delightful 
ly  colorful — most  appealing.  Get 
it  while  you  can!  Order  SNOOPY 
BICENTENNIAL  too!  Also  $13.00! 

Call  Toll  FREE: 

(Outside  Illinois)  800/435-7746: 
III.  Res.  815/284-6626 

FREE:  COLLECTOR'S  PORTFOLIO 

t^iJ 

Learn 
INTERIOR 
DECORATION 
Develop  Your  Talent 

NEW  HOME  STUDY  METHOD  ...Learn  in 

spare  time.  Excellent  starting  point  (or  career.  Practical 
basic  training.  Approved  supervised  method.  Low 
tuition.  Easy  payments. 

A  LEADING  HOME  STUDY  SCHOOL 
Course  includes:  Furnishings,  Period  Styles,  Color,  Tex 
tiles,  Pictures,  Antiques,  Lighting  and  scores  of  othei 
subjects.  No  wasted  time.  No  textbooks  — all  materia 

in  loose-leaf  form,  illustrated  with  diagrams,  sketches 

and  photographs.  Tested,  step-by-step  "learn-by- 

doing"  method  .  .  .  qualified  instructors.  Diploma Interior  Decoration  Kit  furnished. 

FREE  BOOKLET.'  Send  for  valuable  24-page  illus 

trated  booklet,  "Wonderful,  modern  and  exciting  way 
to  learn  Interior  Decoration  and  De- 

sign." No  obligation.  No  salesman 
will  call. 

CHicAGcTsCHOOr  OF 
INTERIOR  DECORATION 
Oivision  of  Career  Institute 

Sherman  Turnpike,  Dept.  752-39 
Danbury,  Conn.  06816 

Please  send  me  FREE  and  postpaid  without  obligation, 

your  booklet,  "Wonderful,  modern  and  exciting  way 
to  learn  Interior  Decoration  and  Design,"  and  full 
particulars, 

Name__   
Addre$s_   

City_ .State- 
-Zlp_ 

Accredited  Member  National  Home  Study  Council 
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V.  I.  R  NAME  CLOCK 
Gold  toned  letters  spell  out  any  name  you 

request  to  form  the  numbers  of  this  stunning 

clock.  Matching  hands  accent  the  walnut  grained 
vinyl  covered  hardboard  face.  Operates  a  year  on 

"C"  battery.  12  x  12  x  I'/o".  Print  name.  If  more 
than  12  letters  write  for  suggestions.  Allow  3  weeks delivery. 

$32.50,  add  $1.95  post.  Or  charge  to  Master- 
charge  or  BankAmericard.   Send  no.   &  exp.   date. 

Quality  Gifts  Catalog  .  .     2Sc 

SLEEPY  HOLLOW  GIFTS 
6651   Arlington  Blvd.  G2-6 
Falls  Church.  Va.  22042 

i 

A  LA  FRANCAISE 

Decorator's  delight.  A  graceful 
black  iron  baker's  rack  in  true 
traditional  antique  style.  With 

three  shelves,  it's  perfect  for 

plants,  objets  d'art.  Stand  63V2" 
h.  by  241/2"  w.  by  13"  d.  Has 
brass  finials.  $65  exp.  coll.  From 
Jenifer  House,  HG125,  Great 
Barrington,  MA  01230. 

GINGHAM  CHECKS 
Vinyl  shower  curtain  in  red,  gold, 

blue,  green,  pink,  orchid,  black. 
6'  by  6';  tieback  window  curtains, 
54"  I.  by  68"  w;  or  cafe  curtains 
with  valance.  $9.50  a  set  plus  $1 

post.  Curtain  alone  $4.95  plus 
85c  post.  Brochure,  swatches, 

50c.  Mather's  HG2,  31  E.  Main 
St.,  Westminster,  MD  21157. 

FOLDING  CANE 

Specially  formed  black  alumi- 
num sections  open  automatically 

by  action  of  heavy-duty  elastic 
cable.  Can  support  hundreds  of 

pounds  yet  weighs  less  than  10 
ounces.  33"  or  36"  long.  In  a 
plastic  carrying  case.  $14.79 
ppd.  Miles  Kimball,  100  Bond 
St.,  Oshkosh.WI  54901. 

EYESIGHT  SAVER 

Do  you  find  the  eyes  of  needles 
growing  smaller?  Needle  threader 
consists  of  a  plastic  funnel  into 
which  the  needle  is  dropped, 

spindle  to  transfer  thread  to  nee- 
dle, blade  to  cut  thread.  $1.59 

plus  20c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG2,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

GOOD  FORTUNE 
Rattan  table  with  a  legendary 

elephant  form  to  use  as  end  or 
cocktail  table.  Removable  tray 

for  serving.  25"  I.  by  17"  w.  by 
24"  h.  $34.95  plus  $3  post. 
Painted  white,  green  or  yellow, 

add  $5.  Catalogue  25c.  Fran's Basket  House,  HG2,  Route  10, 
Succasunna,  NJ  07876. 

LIQUID  SILVER 
From  S.W.  Indian  tradition,  neck- 

laces of  sterling  silver;  24"  I. 
Some  have  turquoise.  Five  strand, 
$36;  with  turquoise,  $54;  three 
strand,  $23;  with  gems,  $34;  ten 
strand,  $87,  with  gems,  $98.  ppd. 
Matching  pierced  earrings,  $14. 

Colby's,  HG125,  49  Mt.  Rainier 
Dr.,  San  Rafael,  CA  94903. 

FOOT  PAMPERER 

Treatment  for  tender,  bent  toes 
is  a  self  orthopedic  pad  that  rests 
underneath,  held  securely  with 
elastic  over  toe.  Alleviates  pain, 
toe  tip  corns.  Washable.  Specify 
shoe  size.  Pair,  $4.98  plus  20c 
post.  Anthony  Enterprises,  HG2. 
556  Mission  St.,  San  Francisco, 
CA  94105. 

HOUSE  &  GARDE^ 



HISTORIC  HANGER 

From  the  gaslight  days,  a  Vic- 
torian style  cast  iron  coat  rack 

handy  for  trench  coats,  umbrel- 
las, scarves,  hats.  Five  large 

swing  arms  each  has  three  hooks. 

71/2"  from  wall;  14"  w.  $3.98 
plus  75c  post.  Holiday  Gifts,  Inc., 
Dept.  2-N,  Wheat  Ridge,  CO 
80033. 

TRIPLE  TALENT 

Three-in-one  cube  for  holding 
tissues  also  shows  off  your  favor- 

ite photos  along  with  a  perpetual 
lifetime  calendar.  A  striking  desk 

accessory,  6"  square.  Great  for 
home  or  office,  for  gifting.  $2.99 
plus  75c  post.  Carol  Ann  Gifts, 
Dept.  HG2296B,  Box  21026, 
Philadelphia,  PA  19154. 

WINDOW  WONDER 

Chemically-treated  glass  clean- 
ing cloth  makes  windows  shine — 

a  "dry-cleaning"  way!  Washable 
cloth  works  its  zip-clean  wonders 
on  car  windshields,  mirrors,  too. 

$1.49  plus  15c  post.  Order  from 
Anthony  Enterprises,  HG2,  556 
Mission  St.,  San  Francisco,  CA 
94105. 

PORTRAIT  IN  OIL 

True  work  of  art  painted  on  linen 
canvas  from  your  photograph. 
Choose  from  12  portrait  painters. 

Canvas  sizes  from  12"  by  16"  to 
30"  by  40".  Prices  from  $99.50 
to  $995.  Catalogue,  "How  to  Or- 

der an  Oil  Portrait,"  25c.  Van 
Dyke  Oil  Portraits,  HG6,  153  E. 
57th  St.,  NY  10022. 

NO  MORE  SNACKING! 

Ready  to  work  in  needlepoint  and 
hang  wherever  the  urge  to  nibble 

is  tempting.  IVt."  by  9"  design 
on  canvas.  Persian  wools,  needle, 
backing,  magnets,  instructions. 

$5.95  plus  50c  post.  8"  by  10" 
oak  frame,  $2.25.  Classic  Corner, 
12H  Water  St.,  Bryn  Mawr,  PA 
19010. 

SHOPPING  AROUND 
-

^

^

 

Like  to  shop  for  island 

thongs  in  the  Caribbean, 

muu  muus  in  Hawaii,  julep 

cups  in  Kentucky?  It's  fun 

and  it's  easy  to  find  the 
unusual  when  you  order 

by  mail  from  our  Special 

Shopping  Around  sections. 

If  you're  interested  in  pro- 
moting your  shop  in  Shop- 

ping Around,  write  House 

&  Garden,  Dept.  SA,  350 

Madison  Ave.,  New  York, 
NY  10017. 

STRINGmRT 

Send  for  our  free  catalog  illustrating  a 

full  line  of  uniquely  designed  kits,  pat- 
terns, and  accessories.  Over  30  interest- 

ing and  exciting  designs  to  choose  from. 
String  Art  makes  great  projects  for  peo- 

ple of  ALL  ages.  Please  enclose  25c 
(refundable  on  first  order)  to  cover  han- 

dling and  first  class  postage.  Name  and 
Address  to: 

Kelly's  String  Art  Division 
P.O.  Box  36195,  Dept.  HG2 
Cincinnati,  Ohio  45236 

J&D-'^^-Brauner 
BSITCHER  BLOCK 

CLASSIC  CHAIR.  Cane  seat  and  back  set 
in  natural,  black  or  walnut-finished  wood. 
Polished  chrome  frame. 

ARM   CHAIR  $85  Value     NOW  $65 
SIDE  CHAIR  $75  Value     NOW  $55 

Pkg.  Chg:  $2  a  chair.  Exp.  Chgs.  Col.   No 

COD'S.  N.Y.,  N.J.,  III.  Residents  add  sales  tax. 
52  pg.  catalog  of  Tables  and  Chairs,  $1. 
J  &  D  BRAUNER/THE  BUTCHER  BLOCK 
New  York:  298  Bowery,  N.Y.,  N.Y.  10012 

Chicago:  1331  So.  Mich.  Ave.,  Chi.,  Ill  60605 

your  - 
valuable 
diamonds; 

wear  the  ^'^■ Kenya^Gemu^detected. 

Don't  risk  loss  or  lli*srtor  your 

valuable  diamonds.  Wear  the  ' incredibly  beautiful  Kenyd.Gem 
and  no  one,  except  your  jeweler, 
will  know  the  difference.  Priced 
from  $45  a  carat  and  always  set  in 
14k  solid  gold,  it  rivals  tb«i[inest 
blue-white  diamond  .  .  .  wit1 
scintillating  brilliance  that 

never  fades.  .  'i-; 
Seeing  is  believing,  so  send  for 

our  free  full  color  booklet,  today. 

KENYA  Division, 

Day  &  Frick,  Inc. 1760  N.  Howard  Street 
Philadelphia,  PA  19122 

Dept.  HG-26 

t^ 

FORTY    W1>K.S 

O.    Box    2324.    HG762,    Hickory,    N.    C.    2860 
Sit  down,  lie  back,  relax  for  forty  winks. 

If  Iliis  lounge  louhi  talk,  that's  the  com- mand you  would  hear.  Smartly  tailored: 
deep  channeled  back;  reversible  seat 

cushion.  I'phoLstered  in  various  grades 
and  types  of  fine  fabrics — stripes,  solids, 
prints:  cut.  antique,  crushed  and  plain 

velvets :  etc.  )'i;«  specify  type  and  colors desired. 
$305.  as  shown  in  wool  and  cotton  crewel 
$150.    in    your    fabric — send    10   yds.    54 

t  Shipping  charfe'es  extra  ) 

Satisfaction  guaranteed.  Xo.  C'.O.D.  .S'en</ ^i.  Inr  Furniture  Cataltigue  and  liequext 
Form    for    fret,    hatni-selertift     ttecorator 

fabrics. New  Showroom  1-40  and  Exit  133  Rock  Barn  Rd. 

L.  60" 

Conover,  N,  C. 

EBRUARY,   1976 

HAIR  SPRAY  MASK 
Glamorous  mask  stops  breathing  in  of  hair  spray,  keeps  It  out  of 

the  eyes,  and  leaves  your  make-up  untouched.  Clear  plastic  lets 

you  see  what  you're  doing.  Triangle  shaps  forms  a  cone  over 

your  face. 
HAIR  SPRAY  MASK   $2.98  +  550  Mailing  Each 

California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  !ax 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises 
Depf.  KG-2fc 

556  Mission,  Son  Frnneisco,  Colif.  94105 
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GOLF  TEASE 
Bright  plastic  Golf  Tees  are  a  perfect  way  to  insure  the  return  of  an 

opponents  slice  or  hook — or  even  to  miss  the  bail  entirely.  He'll 
keep  his  eye  on  the  tee  when  he  tees-up  on  these.  Torsos  are  a 
great  booby  prize  for  a  tournament.  A  set  of  12  plastic  tees  in 

b'-ight  colors. 

GOLF  TEES  . . .  S2.98  Plus  30c  Postage  &  Handling  Each  Set 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  Ca   'c--  =  ■=es'csrfs  sdo  6-0  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises Dept.  H&-26 556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Colrf.  94105 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

-^^ 

\ 

Be  a  BIG  Name-Dropper! PERSONALIZED 

SUPER-SIZE 
KEYRING 

Clever,  classy  Name-Oropper  Key  Ring  fea- 
tures your  name  in  raised  golden  letters  on 

5"  slock  of  crystal-clear  lucite.  (Or  any 
name,  phone  number  or  inscription  up  to  8 
cha.'acters  incl.  spaces.)  Vi'onderfully  prac- 

tical .  .  .  key  lag  is  so  big,  youll  never 
again  misplace  your  keys,  never  have  to 
fumble  around  to  find  them.  Order  yours  now 

—  and  get  "extras"  for  gifts. 
Na-e-3ropper    Key    Ring    (D-14241)     @ 
^  ist  postage  and  handling,  (spe- 

;-  inscription.) 

Examine  for  15   c;-s    -  =  EE      '    -:■ 

pletely  satisfied,  re:---  ':■  ■_     ■?'_-: Send  check  or  r-.cr.e,  z-ze:  :or  co 
mercharise,  postage  and  handling. 
sales  tax  (see  chart). :   of 

and 

,^^^  D-C3Spen ^.   ^  Atlantic  City.  I 

09  Spencer  BIdg.. 
ic  City.  N.J.  08411 

iScercer  G'frs,  1975 

Yes.    you    can    have    a 
FULL      COLOR      POSTER 
blown  up  from  your  color 

photo  or  slide  at  a  frac- 
__^  tion  of  the  price.  All 

|4J   color  posters  printed 
'  Zr  on  Kodak  paper.  G'eat 

-^^  'dea' 

into 

at a  FULL  COLOR  POSTERS 
Unbelievable  low  Cost! 

LOW  COST  FULL  COLOR  POSTERS 

20'  i24"   only     S7.50 
14'il7"  only     54.50 
24'  i36"  only  S12.50 

BLACK  &  WHITE  BLOWUPS  TOO! 

2  ft.  X  3  ft. 
1    ft.  X  T2   ft. 
r  2  ft.  X  2  ft. 
3  ft.  X  4  ft. 

S3. 50 
S2.00 
S2.5Q 

S7.50 

Laminated  Posters 
up  tt.  2  ft.  X  3  ft. 
S3.00  addf  L 

Pbete  Returned. 

:■   e-«-ry  Color  poster  ortjered.   add  S2-O0  and 
=  £C>  &  white   M— e  s'ze     Black  and  White 
rijL-i  S0=»   o*f-    Add   SOc    each   item,   han- 

c     '        -  c  -  prompt  de'  ive-y  put  rian>e  &  addre-ss 
o«i  -  ..     r'    phcrto-    &eod    check,    cash    or    M.O. 
N.Y.  ^'  tfr^ts  add  a3C'T>Dr:ate  sales  tax.  If 
yoj  se-r-r  -  -re  -y  -eoatve.  sad  SI  DO  for  each 
siie.    S»>-c-:    '.    P  S     SI. SO    per    .tem. 

Dept  HG-26,  Cc-:e-s.  N.Y.  1092: 

.th  seif- 

na^y.  red.  azure,  t^ 
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'  cci'.a55.SefxJ  tor  our  new  free  cofor  catatog. 

COOKS  CROSS-STITCH 

Apron  reads,  "Better  to  have 
cooked  and  burned  than  neve 

to  have  cooked  at  all."  Sampler kit  includes  design  stamped  on 
20"  X  44"  white  fabric,  red 

green  floss,  needle,  instructions 
$8  plus  SOc  post.  Catalogue,  25c 
Tower  Crafts,  HG2.  Box  575 

Champaign.  IL  61820. 

ELEVATING  RECLINER 

Powered  recliner  with  elevatir^ 
seat  operates  by  push  buttons. 

Adjusts  to  angle  most  comfort- 
able for  you;  another  switch 

raises  you  to  your  feet.  Padded 
foot  rest  raises  automatically  as 
chair  reclines.  Free  brochure. 
Burke  Inc..  HG2.  Box  1064. 
Mission,  KS  56202. 

THE  CONTINENTAL 

Tray  purse  opens  and  closes  in 
palm  of  your  hand.  Select  and 

count  change  easily.  Two  com- 
partments: one  can  hold  bills  or 

tickets  and  the  other  coins.  Tan 

pigskin.  3"  by  3".  $1.98  plus  25c 
post.  Order  *700.  Anthony  Enter- 

prises. HG2.  556  Mission  St., 
San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

SPORTY  TOWELS 

If  the  game  is  golf  or  txjwiing, 
the  colorful  terry  towels  are  a 

happy  choice.  Order  smiler  or 
w^eeper  for  each  sport  (specify). 

Bowling.  11"  by  16":  golf.  15" 
by  24".  Bowling,  $2.79  each; 

golf,  $4.19  each.  Ppd.  Miles  Kim- ball, 100  Bond  St..  Oshkosh,  Wl 
54901. 

SPORTS  IN  THE  SUN 

Adjustable    green    plastic    visor 
permits  sports  enthusiasts  who 
must  wear  glasses  to  see  every- 

thing   clearly    no    matter    how 

bright  the  sun.  Visor  eliminates 
glare  and  is  easy  on  the  e.e? 

$2.98   plus   25c   post.   Ant- 
Enterprises,    HG2,    585    Mi- 

st., San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

^__  -^TOD  THINGS 

_;.e;  r'arT\\c  planter  in  open 
DiDie  design  on  pedestal.  One 

side  is  inscribed  with  "Lord's Prayer,"  other  has  hand-painted fiowers.  Fill  teck  with  plant  or 

ficvers.  Overall  4%"  by  SVz". 
S4.99  plus  65c  post.  Greenland 
Studios,  9908  Greenland  Bldg., 
Miami,  FL  33059. 

C  OMMEMORATI VES 

Two  collectibles  to  commemo- 
rate the  Bicentennial.  Order  now  I 

for  the  pleasure  of  generations 
to  come.  The  Royal  Copenhagen 

porcelain  Plate  No.  2  in  cobalt- 
blue  .  .  .  S35 
The     Dessert     Server    by     1881 

Rogers.    Created    in    siU-erpkte 
...  a  magnificent  eagle  is  sur- 

rounded  by    13   stars  .  .  .  5.95 

plus  Si  postage. The  Jones  Store  Co.  1201    Main. 
Kansas    City.    Mo.   64105 

HOUSE  &  GARDE 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

FOXY  LADYS  BOX  BAG 

Hand  painted  wooden  plaque  of 
traditional  hunting  motifs  is 
mounted  on  hand-finished  bass- 

wood  fashion  box,  8"  by  5"  by 
SVa".  Vinyl  lining,  brass  hard- 

ware, oval  mirror,  key  holder. 
Free  brochure  of  originals.  $65 
ppd.  MRB  Originals,  HG2,  R.D.  i. 
KennettSq.,  PA  19348. 

A/M  ON  THE  ARM 
Real  solid  state  transistor  radio 

straps  around  a  wrist — he  shall 
have  music  wherever  he  goes! 
Weighs  just  six  ounces,  yet  pulls 
in  all  AM  stations  clearly.  Great 
for  active  sportsmen.  $14.95 
plus  50c  post.  Crown  Castle, 

Dept.  WR-518.  51  Bank  St., 
Stamford,   CT  06901. 

WALL  WIZARDRY 

Stunning  wall  murals  are  easy 
even  for  non-artists  with  place- 
trace-paint  by  numbers.  Up  to 

three  color  schemes,  up  to  12' 
wide,  74  designs;  kits  include 
paints.  patterns,  $2.95  to 
$49.95.  Catalogue,  25c.  Magic 
Murals,  HG601E.  Box  8500, 
Fountain  Valley,  CA  92708. 

KEEPING  TRACK 

Money  management  kit  shows 
how  to  use  a  record-keeping  sys- 

tem for  saving  and  spending. 
Well  illustrated,  with  step-by-step 

instructions,  a  year's  supply  of 
materials  and  filing  system.  $25 
ppd.  Vanguard  Distributing  Co., 
Dept.  124.  5555  El  Parque,  Las 
Vegas.  NV  89102. 

REAL  CUT-UP 

If  you  love  snipping  recipes,  cou- 
pons, ads  and  Shopping  Around, 

clipit  paper  cutter  speeds  the  job. 
Neater  and  safer  than  scissors. 

Order  now  for  your  school  chil- 
dren. $1.29  plus  20c  DOSt.  from 

Anthony  Enterprises,  HG2,  556 
Mission  St..  San  Francisco,  CA 
94105. 

GET  RID  OF  UNWANTED  HAIR 
Amazing  Lemos  Permagon  destroys  hair  roots  instantly — one  by  one — 
without  pain.  No  wire  connections.  Uses  tiny  batteries  (included).  Same 
electrolysis  system  experts  use  to  remove  hair  permanently  from  face, 
arms,  legs  and  body 

LEMOS  PERMAGON  .  S12.98  Plus  $1.00  Postage  &  Handling 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

A}itho}iy  Efiterpr/ses 
Dept.  HG-26 

556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

THE  MOST  ELEGANT 
in  >ilkscreen  needlepoint  is  from 

\inla<:e  silkscreen.  This  design, 
'•n  imported   ̂ 14  mono  canvas 
and  Avith  Paternayan  yarns,  is  in 

I  olors    of    rust.    gold,    and    soft 

-reens.  Only  825^.00  ppd. Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or 

money  back. 

Free  color  catalogue 
on  request  from 

THE  ESTABLISHMENT 

Dept.  HGl;«iB  Crawford 
Austin.  Texa-  78731 

LIVE  PET  SEAHORSES  $2.98 
All  orders  receive  a  free  Kit  with  seashells  & 
coral  for  fishbowl  decoration,  sea-water  mb;  (never 
needs  to  be  changed),  food,  and  simple  instruc- 

tions for  raising  these  fascinating  pets  in  a  jar  or 
fishbowl.  See  father  seahorse  give  oirth  to  live  cute 
ponies.  Relaxing  &  educational  hobby  for  the 
entire  family.  Order  one  mated  pair  for  $2.98  or 

SPECIAL  o"ffeR:  Two  mated  pairs  (4)  for  only S3. 98,  including  a  pregnant  male  (who  will 
give  birth  up  to  30  ponies).  ORDER  now  and  get 
amazing  sea-snail  and  live  plant. 
LIVE    DELIVERY    GUARANTEED. 

AQUALAND  PETS,   Dept.  HF6, 
P.  0.   Bo.x  55-7365.  Miami,  Florida  33155 

Sent Air  Mail PPD. 

...makes  it  easy  to  be  your 
own  Interior  Decorator! 
AVOID  COSTLY  DECORATING  MISTAKES.  Create 

miniature  settings  for  every  room  in  your 
house  before  spending  a  cent  for  a  piece  of 

furniture,  a  yard  of  fabric,  a  roll  of  wall- 
paper, or  a  bucket  of  paint.  Think  how  much 

you  can  save  if  you  really  plan  before  you 

buy.  Over  150  different  furniture  combina- 
tions for  every  room.  Sofas,  chairs,  sec- 

tionals, tables,  chests,  beds,  piano,  fireplace, 
etc.  Decorate  furniture  pieces,  walls,  with 
actual  fabric  and  paint  samples.  Includes: 
3-D  miniature  furniture  of  solid  styrene. 

Graph  Board.  Walls,  Windows,  Doors,  all  to 

exact  \2"  scale.  Design  and  instruction  book 
included.  Created  by  Adele  E.  Behar,  ASID 
Guaranteed.  Only  $8.98  (we  pay  postage). 

Planlt-Kit,  Inc.  Dept   HG2,  Box  429,  Westpon.Conn. 

FEBRUARY,   1976 

YOUR  VERY  OWN  SHIRTS 

CUSTOM   PRINTED 
Sport  a  T-Shirt  or  Sweatshirt  with  any 

name,  club,  slogan,  team,  whatever,  boldly 
printed  in  color.  Choose  up  to  30  letters  on 
front  or  12  dov/n  a  sleeve  as  shown.  Shirt 

colors:  White,  black,  navy,  or  red.  Initial 

letters  the  same  colors.  Mix  'n  match  a 
shirt  color  with  an  initial  color.  No  running 

or  fading,  machine  washable.  Sizes:  S  M 

L  XL — great  for  everyone  you  know. 

T-Shlrt.  short  sleeves  S4.50;  Sweatshirt, 

long  sleeves  $6.50.  S2.00  extra  for  printing 

on  both  sides;  50c  per  extra  letter. 

Jo-Dan    Sales,   Ltd. 
7011  Calamo  Street 

Springfield.  Virginia  22150 

CELEBRATION  SET 

for  AMERICA'S  200th BIRTHDAY 
.\n  olfKanl  ami  histnrical  «a.v  to  celehraio  'J'lO 
.vi>ars  of  AiniTiian  frfeilimi.  The  lK-aiuirull.\ 
■.(•alioped  glass  serving  platter  lu<  a  rai«>'il 
Lilierty  Bell  design  in  the  cenier.  Iionlercil  »ii)i 
the  names  of  ilie  .5i>  sinners  of  ilie  Detlaralimi 
of  Independenee.  The  gleaininc  10  o/.  i;uli!ii« 
are  embossed  with  a  matrhins  Liherl.v  15eil  .!• - 
sign.  This  authentic  repriuluctlun  of  an'. i.i^i.' 
glassware  makes  a  «urlhy  aiMiIioL  i"  >  "i .\merieana  colleotioii. 

PlaHer  13"x9>/2"        S7  98  plus   $1    pp. 
Goblets  (set  of  2)    $7.98  plus  $1  pp 

Prompt  delivery.  Money  back  gusrantec. 

New  96  page  Gi't    (•:.':■,>■:  .-..i.iiog  :5c 

ME 
^. 

Dept.    HC.-2      ̂   . 

.^ 
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BEWITCHING  "COCKTAIL  BRA" MAGIC  SUSPENSION  UPLIFT  -PERFECTLY  BARE  BACK 
"SOFT  AS  SILK- 

No  ".traps,  bones  or  wires.  Unbelievable — until  you  try  it. 

Colors:    Nude,  J~      Add  SOc   Mail.  &  Mdlg.       *] 
White  or  Black  Silk.l       BLEUETTE,  INC.      I 
Specify  ^_    __        I  505    Fifth    Ave   .     DCDt      C266| 

Bra  Size      $9.95      j   :?^Il'1.1I^°2i!_  J 

No  more  pains  in  the  necl(. 

Hardwood  Wine  Racks 
Be  kind  to  your  wine,  by  storing  it  in 
handsome,  solid  birch  racks  by  Nissen  of 
Denmark.  Portable,  versatile,  they  blend 

happily  into  any  background.  12  bottle 

unit  shown.  $20  ppd.  Extra  modules  hold- 

ing 6,  $11.  No  COD'S.  Californians  add 6%  tax.  BA  &  MC  ok.  Order  now  from 

Byron  &  Schiller 
Box  7228,  Carmel.  CA  93921 

Tk  Vw-  ̂kop. 

Hero's  special,  healthful  sleep  comfort  you 
can't  get  with  your  old  pillows.  New  Relax-A- 
Pedic  Pillow  has  preshaped  cradle,  side  wings 

and  "neck  roH"  scientifically  designed  to  sup- 
port your  neck  in  spinal  alignment  no  matter 

what  position  you  sleep  in.  Especially  soothing 

for  arthritics.  Filled  with  top-quality  shredded 
urethane  foam  through  a  zipper  so  you  can 

vary  height  and  fullness  to  your  own  best  pos- 

ture. Size:  26"x11".  Only  $10.95.  Pink  acetate 
satin  zipper  cover  for  luxurious  smoothness, 

helps  preserve  hair  do — $2.98  extra.  We  pay 
postage  and  ship  in  6  hours. 

Send  check  or  money  order  to: 

Jffe  Sleifr  f»€t. BOX  GR 

New  Providence.  New  Jersey  07974 

'  MONEY  BACK  GUARANTEE^ 

SCINTILLA!'?'  For  22  years,  we've  made  our satin  sheets  of  softest  acetate  satin,  225x78 
thread  count.  Ours  are  MACHINE  WASHABLE. 
Hot  Pink,  Tangerine,  Gold,  Red,  Black,  Bronze, 
Blue,  Silver,  Pale  Pink,  White,  Mint  or  Orchid. 
You  deserve  the  best— satin  sheets  made  by  pros! 

SHEET  SETS  (2  straight  sheeU,  2  cases) 

Double  Se't       $23.98  Queen  Set        $27.95 Twin  Set  22.98  King  Set  32.50 

Round  84"  Set    48.50  Round  96"  Set    54.95 
3-Ietter  monogram  on  2  cases— $2.50 

For  fitted  bottom  sheet,  add  $2.00  to  double  or 
twin  price;  $2.50  to  queen;  $3.00  to  king  price. 
Round  bottom  sheets  are  fitted.  Send  check  or 

m.o.  50%  deposit  on  C.O.D.'s. 

SCINTILLA      INC  ̂ ^02  N.  Broadway   G-2 

»\.in  I  IH.M,     tny..  Chicago.  III.  60640 

Free  40-page  catalog  with  every  order! 

SHOPPING  AROUND 
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AN  ELEGANT  VICTORIAN 
Rattan  frame  surrounded  by 
curlicues,  buds  and  a  blossom. 
24"  w.  by  30"  I.  Natural  $13.95; 
painted  white,  pineapple  yellow, 
space  blue,  bittersweet,  parrot 
green,  azalea  or  black  add  $3. 
Add  $2  post.  Catalogue  25c. 
Fran's  Basket  House,  HG2,  Route 
10,  Succasunna,  NJ  07876. 

REEL-Y  HANDY 

This  very  practical  key  holder 
does  away  with  fumbling  and 

groping.  Reel  clips  inside  purse: 
unreels  keys,  automatically  re- winds into  case.  Clip  to  your  bag, 

pocket  or  belt.  $2.98  plus  20c 

post.  Order  from  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG2,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

EYELET  RUFFLES 
Ensemble  in  white  or  eggshell 

polyester/ cotton.  "Marion",  as shown,  twin  size  spread,  quilted 

top,  $55;  canopy,  $28;  shams, 

$11  ea.,  curtains  100"  w.  63"1., 
$24.50;  tier,  68"w.  36"l.  $8.  Add 
$1.75  post.  ea.  Free  catalogue. 
Rovens  Connecticut  Curtains, 
HG2,  Wilton,  CT  06987. 

ZIP! 
Stubborn,  hard-to-reach  zippers 

get  their  come-uppance  with  a 
gold-plated  chain  pull  to  be  at- 

tached before  the  garment  is  on. 
18"  I.  To  unzip,  attach  at  top  be- 

fore starting.  $1.98  plus  20c 
post.  Anthony  Enterprises,  HG2, 
556  Mission  St.,  San  Francisco, 
CA  94105. 

COLONIAL  EVENTS 

Four  prints  in  red,  white  and 
blue  on  cream  art  stock.  Flag  of 
13  Colonies,  Drum  and  Bugle 

Corps,  Liberty  Bell,  and  Declara- tion of  Independence.  Ready  to 

frame,  decoupage  or  mount.  9" 
by  12".  Set  $1  plus  35c  post. 
Cadlyn's,  HG2,  2077  N.Y.  Ave., 
Huntington    Sta..    NY    11746. 

IN   A  JAM? 

Solve  gift  troubles  with  unique 

jellies:  prickly  pear  cactus,  wild 
orange  marmalade,  pomegra- 

nate, date  butter  or  date  con- 
serve (specify  choices).  All  in 

10-oz.  jars.  Crate  of  4,  $14.95; 

6,  $19.95.  Ppd.  Old  General 
Store.  HG2,  201  S.  Kinney  Rd., 
Old  Tucson,  AZ  85705. 

SEE-WORTHY 

Plastic  container  with  applica- 
tor top  holds  eyeglass  cleaner 

that  keeps  specs  sparkling  all 
day.  Just  dab  on  and  wipe  with 
tissue;  it  prevents  fogging,  too. 
Gives  hundreds  of  cleanings. 

$1  plus  15c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG2,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

DREAM  ENSEMBLE 

Natural  or  white  65%  polyester 

-35%  cotton.  Dust  ruffle:  14". 
18"  or  22";  twin,  double  $13; 
queen  $15;  king  $18.  Canopy: 
twin,  double  $17.  Twin,  double 
coverlet  $27.50;  queen,  king 
$40.  Add  $1.50  post.  Colonial 

Maid  Curtains,  HG2,  Lawn  Ter- 
race, Mamaroneck,  NY  10543. 

PERSONAL  MASSEUR 

Lightweight  hardwood  roller  acts 
like  seperate  fingers  to  knead 
and  firm  muscles  and  flab  on 

hips,  thighs,  buttocks  and  stom- 
ach. 18"  I.,  15  rollers.  Stimu- 
lates circulation,  rolls  away 

inches.  $5.95  plus  50c  post. 

Contempo,  HG2,  1701  High- 
way 35,  Neptune,  NJ  07753. 

NEW   DUET 

Listen  to  your  favorite  program 
in  privacy  while  you  shower  or 
shave.  Compact  AM  transistor 
radio;  complete  with  a  standard 

9  volt  battery.  61/2"  by  9".  Tis- 
sue holder  included.  $12.98  plus 

$1  post  each.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG2,  556  Mission  St.. 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

BARTENDER  IDENTITY 

The  house  bartender  caricatured 

from  a  photo  you  send  to  Bruce 
Bolind  with  hair  and  eye  color 

and  your  favorite  mixologist's 
name  for  a  12"  by  16"  plaque 
and  6"  by  8"  caricature.  Print 
name;  picture  returned  with  the 
plaque.  $15  ppd.  Bruce  Bolind, 
HG2,  Boulder,  CO  80302. 

BAMBOO  ARTISTRY 

Beautifully  designed  bird  cage 
has  three  stories,  reminiscent  of 

Eastern  temples.  Practical  slide- 
out  tray  makes  cleaning  easy. 

Natural  color.  24"  high  by  15" 
by  15".  $14.95  plus  $2  post. 

Catalogue  is  25c.  Fran's  Basket 
House,  HG2,  Route  10,  Succa- 
sunna,  NJ  07876. 

^^M-fk 

Ue$$$  10  WAYS  with  flowers 
Turn  love  of  flowers  to  profits.  Garden 

flowers  or  artificials  cost  pennies  bring 

Jollars.  Corsages,  bridal  bouquets,  wed- 
Jing  or  table  decorations.  As  a  hobby  or 

start  a  home  business  or  flower  shop. 

REE  color  brochure  shows  you  how  to 

learn  professional  flower  arranging  and 

flower  shop  operation.  Also  FREE,  3 

months  subscription  to  'TLOWER  TALK" 
the  magazine  for  home  flower  arrangers. 
Write  today,  no  salesman  will  call. 

FLORAL  ARTS  CENTER,  (a  home  study 
school)  Dept.  6DNB,  1628  East  McDowell 
Rd.,  Phoenix,  Arizona  85006. 

CAT  DOOR  STOP 

After  about  nine  lives 

the  idea  of  a  door  stop 

s  still  going  strong. 

A  long  way  back 
in  our  heritage 

door  stops  were 
near  to  being  an 

art  form.  They 

came  in  all  varieties,  all  shapes  and 

sizes.  We've  picked  the  cat  as  our 
effort  to  bring  back  the  door  stop. 

It's  made  of  black  cast  iron  from  a 

rare  design  and  measures  10%"  h.,  8" 

I.,  and  23/4"  d. 

$12.95  ppd. 
West  of  the  Miss,  please  add  756. 

Penna.  res.  please  add  6%. 

Early  American  Catalogue  S0( 

^obert^riice V*    26  WEST  MAIN  STREET  Oepl.  26 
SHIREMANSTOWN,  PA  17011 

DISTINCTIVF  CL'STONf  LIGHTING 

A  fine  sclcclion  of  over  50  classic  designs 
for  indoor  and  outdoor  lighting  that  will 
lend  warmth  and  charm  to  both  the  con- 

temporary ajid  traditional  decorating 
scenes.  Every  ht^ht  is  of  the  highest  quality, 

individually  cut.  assembled  and  filled 
in  brass,  copper  or  pewter.  Your 

selection  will  be  owned  with  pride 

by  future  generations.  Send  $1.00 
for  48  page  catalog. 

"HERITAGE 

^^riTERNS 
Dcpl.HG-26,Sca  Meadows  Lane 

Varmouth.  Maine  04096 

THE 

GARDENER'S  PRIDE 
Easily  instalied  Landscape 
Border  Edging  provides  lasting 
separation  of  lawns  and  flower 
beds.  Does  not  rust,  rot  or 
break  down.  Anchor  Tabs  add 

stability  in  soil.  Brownish  col- 
ored plastic  blends  with  tree 

bark.  30'  x  4%"  $9.97;  2 -$19.00 

ppd.     HG, HORTISCAPE,   INC. 
7866  Second  St. 
Dexter,  Ml  48130 

Charming 

Needlepoint 
Vulture 

makes  a  bold  scarlet  protest  on 

innocent-pink  stitchery  back- 

ground (approx.  14"  x  10"). Taped  -12-mono  French  can- 
vas. Paternayan  Persian  yarn, 

needles,  illustrated  instructions and  only 

$18. SO  postpaid 

But  ;^»<»«».  Doctor, 
i  eat  like  a  bird  i 

ella  projansky's  needleworks,  inc.  p.o.  box  423-dept.  HG2-white  plains,  n.y.  10602 

-EBRUARY,    1976 

PAGE  SIZE  MAGNIFIER 
Page  Magnifier  is  handy  for  looking  up  telephone  or  map  directory 
listings,  stock  market  reports,  etc.  The  whole  page  is  magnified 

at  one  time.  Wafer  thin  and  measures  7"  x  10". 

PAGE  MAGNIFIER   $3.98  Plus  400  Postage  &  Harsu     .. 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises 
Dept.  HG-26 

556  Mission,  San  F*'ancisco,  Calif.  94105 
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SHOPPING  AROUND 

EARLY  AMERICAN  SCENES  come  to  life  in 

easy  to  do  cross-stifch  samplers.  Each  kit  in- 
cludes stamped  natural  Belgian  linen,  bright 

colored  floss,  and  simple  instructions.  Framed 

si/e   10"  X   10". 
Red  Barn  Kit  (shown)       $2.25 
Little  Red  Schoolhouse  Kit       $2.25 
Covered  Bridge  Kit                $2.25 
Old  Mill  Kit        $2.25 
Lighthouse  Kit            $2.25 

Spirit  of  '76  Kit       $2.25 
Minute  Man  Kit           $2.25 

Wood  frame,  10"  x  10",  mahog.  finish     $1.50 
Wood  frame,  10"  x  10",  maple  finish       $1.50 PLUS  60C  POSTAGE  &   HANDLING 

/•.,     /.'..~      ii!'}  C;    S  :Ux  1  ,T.  S.ni,  \<,  fOD's. 

THE  ADDED  TOUCH 
12-H  Woter  St..  Bryn  Mawr.  Pa.   19010 

Newspaper  "Log  Roller" 
Save  those  newspapers:  roll  your  own  "logs." Here  Is  a  bonus  energy  source  to  combat  the 
tuel  shortage.  Newspaper  logs  burn  just  like 

wood,  thanks  to  the  built-in  flu  at  the  core  of 
each  log.  And  remember,  wood  logs  cost  nearly 
S100.00  per  cord:  newspaper  logs  are  tree! 
Complete  instructions  included.  Very  easy  to 

use.  The  all-metal  roller  bin  measures  19"  wide 
by  6"  tall.  Color  choice:  BLACK  or  HARVEST 

$1 3.95  ppd 
RADCO  SUPPLY  CO. 

Dept.   HG-2,   Box   362,    Maiden,    Mass.   02148 

AI  TIIEXTM      KKPItOnrC  TIO>.S 

EMBROIDERY  TABLE  (RIGHT).  You  will  find  many  uses 

for  this  charming  small  table.  Made  of  solid  mahogany, 

bordered  with  imported  English  Yew  wood.  H22  W13  D  18. 
PRICE:  $74.95 

END  TABLE  (left).  Solid  mahogany  with  nappa  burl  veneer 

,  top  and  bordered  with  English  Yew  wood,  small  casters  and 

one  drawer  make  this  a  collector's  item.  H  23  W  12  D  22. 
PRICE:  $99.95 

Shipping  charges  collect.    No  CO.D. 

Send  SI. 00 
for  new 
catalogue 

Dept     HG-131 

jSrj^an  Kobeson 
N.C     2  8601 

t^OWOn  CAU«S  5€*W«^ 

^*M»i»l  clewiiK  •«**" 

1^   •'■■«« 

BRICKS  LOOK  NEW  AGAIN 
Bothered  by  dull,  dirty  bricks  around  your  fireplace,  patio  and 

barbecue?  Brie  Nu  removes  every  kind  of  stain  —  soot,  carbon, 
smoke,  even  lime  and  alkali.  Bricks  look  spanking  new  in  no  time 

flat.  1  pint. 

BRIG    NU   $2.98  Plus  75c  Postage  &  Handling  Each 

No  COD'S  or  Billing   California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

JxJlthOliy    llHt€TpVtS6S     556  Mission.   San  Francisco.  Calif.  94105 
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BEAUTY  BAR 

Clear  acrylic  cosmetics  center 
has  shelves  for  lipsticks  and  jars, 

a  compartmented  section,  for  tall 
items  like  bottles,  that  slides  out 

for  easy  access.  Place  on  a  dress- 
ing table  or  in  standard  medicine 

cabinet.  91/2"  by  3".  $6.98  ppd. 
Crown-Castle  Ltd.,  CP-515,  51 
Bank  St.,  Stamford,  CT  06901. 

CARPET  TAPE 

Double-faced  adhesive  vinyl  tape 
for  rugs  and  carpets  at  the  pool, 

patios  and  porches.  \V2"  wide, 
it  is  easy  to  apply;  re-usable.  Pre- 

vents skids  or  falls.  Waterproof 

to  withstand  splashing.  12'  roll 
$1.98  plus  25c  post.  Anthony  En- 

terprises, HG2,  556  Mission  St., 
San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

HEATED  PET  PAD 

Keep  your  dog  warm  during  cold- 
est weather.  Thermostatically- 

operated  pad.  The  cover  has  dou- 
ble thickness.  Power  cord  plug 

has  extra  tough  coating  so  your 

pet  can't  chew  through  it.  17"  by 
27".  Brown.  $12.98  plus  75c 
post.  Holiday  Gifts,  Inc.,  Dept. 
311-K,  Wheat  Ridge,  CO  80033. 

WILD  LIFE  STAMPS 

Panorama  of  45  colorful  animal 

stamps,  20  different  countries. 
All  genuine  postage  stamps. 
/ours  for  10c  to  introduce  ap- 

proval. Other  stamps  to  examine 
free,  plus  40-page  catalogue,  buy 

any  or  none,  return  balance,  can- 
cel anytime.  10c  ppd.  H.  E.  Har- 
ris, W-39,  Boston,  MA  02117. 

FANCY  FOOTWORK 

Petal-pretty  flats  of  fine  kidskin 
have  everlasting  flowers  on  the 
toes,  %"  heels.  Black,  navy,  red, 
blue,  hot  pink,  yellow,  emerald, 
white.  Sizes  5V2-IO  in  N  and  M 
widths.  $23  plus  $1.75  post. 
Free  catalogue.  The  Talbots, 
Dept.  XA,  Hingham,  MA  02043. 

STAR  BRIGHT 
Shining  necklace  to  light  your 
every  fashion.  Lovely  14k  gold 

star,  approx.  %",  is  attached  to a  matching  fine  14k  gold  chain, 

16"  long.  Boxed,  ready  for  extra- 
special  gifting  at  Christmas. 

$17.50  ppd.  Wickford  Gift  Gal- 
leries, Dept.  245,  290  Westmin- 

ster St.,  Providence,  Rl  02903. 

NON-SKID  PROTECTION 

Foam  rubber  pads  adhere  lo 

glass  frames.  Savvy  solution  to 
glasses  that  slide  down  on  the 
nose.  Pads  also  relieve  pressure 
of  frames  on  sensitive  skin. 
$1.98  for  24  pads  plus  15c  post. 
Anthony  Enterprises,  HG2,  556 
Mission  St.,  San  Francisco,  CA 
94105. 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN 



SHOPPING  AROUND 
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PERSONAL  ACCOUNT 

Handsome  initialled  money  clip 

of  sterling  silver  grips  bills  se- 
curely, keeps  currency  safe  and 

handy.  Handcrafted,  sure  to 

please  the  discriminating.  1%" 
square  with  any  initial  IVa"  high. 
$12.50;  two  $24.  Ppd.  Ferry 

House,  Dept.  HG-102,  Briarcliff 
Manor,  NY  10510. 

NET  EFFECT 

Sweaters  dry  in  a  breeze  on  a 

fabulous  frame  that  lets  air  cir- 

culate through  fine  net.  24"  x 
24";  reinforced  corners  fit  over 

metal  frame  that's  hinged  to  fold 
flat.  Ideal  for  stockings.  $4.98 

plus  60c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG2,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

BOSS  TWEED 

Mechanical  bank,  canny  cast 

iron  copy  of  an  antique.  Cross  his 

palm  with  a  coin  and  he  pockets 

it  in  seconds!  When  he's  conned 
you  out  of  your  coin,  you  get  a 

nod  of  his  head.  4"  by  5". 
#16238  $9.99  plus  $1.25  post. 

Greenland  Studios,  9910  Green- 
land BIdg.,  Miami,  FL  33059. 

KEEP  IT  CLEAN 

Keep  your  Venetian  blinds  free  of 
dirt  with  this  efficient  little  tool. 

Double-duty  design  does  two 
slats  at  a  time  on  both  sides.  Dip 
in  suds  and  foam  pads  do  the 

cleaning  with  one  wipe.  $1.98 

plus  35c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG2,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

POST  CARD  ALBUM 

Holds  200  U.S.  &  Foreign  cards 

in  curved  corner  slots.  (No  past- 
ing required.)  Spaces  for  titles  & 

notes  under  each  card.  Luxurious 

leather-like  binder,  padded  cov- 
ers. $8.95  plus  $1  post;  two  for 

$17.50  ppd.  The  Writewell  Co., 
885  Transit  BIdg.,  Boston,  Mass. 
02115. 

STICK-M-UP 
lexjglass  shower  shelf  holds 

averything  you  need  at  your  finger- 
ips.  Easy  to  install  due  to  4  deep 
suction  rubber  cups.  No  Screws! 
No  glue!  Just  press  each  cup  and  it 
will  stick  to  any  nonporous  surface. 

Smooth  tiles  4"x4"  also  metal,  por- 
celain and  most  glass  and  plastics. 

A  spacious  4"x13"x2".  Price 
$11.95  plus  $1.00  post,  and  hdlg. 
Fla.  residents  add  4%  tax.  No 
C.O.D. 

VENETIAN   HOUSE  hg2 
1221   N.  VENETIAN  WAY 

MIAMI,  FLA.  33139 

Quickly  and  Easily  at  Home 

Learn  to  make  Pro- 
fessional corsages, 

ai'rangements, 

wedding  and  re- 
membrance de- 

signs, and  specialty^ arrangements  for  all 
occasions.  Study  and  earn  your 
certificate  at  home.  Unusual  spare 
or  full  time  money  making  oppor- 

tunities or  hobby.  Send  for  FREE 

BOOKLET  .  .  .  "Opportunities  in 
Floristry".  No  obligation  —  no salesman,  mail  coupon  today 
r 
Norm  &  Marge  Morris' 
LIFETIME  CAREER  SCHOOLS,  Dept.  B-563 
2251  Barry  Ave.,  Los  Angeles,  Ca.  90064 
Please  send  FREE  booklet  on   home 
study  course  in  Flower  Arranging. 

Name   

Address   

|_City_
__ 

~I 

State. 

Zip 

FEBRUARY,    )976 

yf^r^^ 

^'^- 

WIPE  AWAY  BURNT-ON  GREASE 
New  miracle  cleaner  for  aluminum,  chrome,  stainless  steel,  cast 

iron,  porcelain  enamel,  solid  copper  and  brass.  Removes  car- 

bonized grease  and  encrusted  build-up  fast  from  trypans,  waffle 
irons,  skillets,  burner  wells  and  rings,  barbecue  grills,  etc.  Will 

not  darken  or  pit  utensils.  7  oz.  can. 

CARBON  CLEANER  $3.98    +    600  Mailing  Each 

California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises Dept.  HG-26 
556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

THE  AMERICANA  COLLECTION  OF  STEER  HORN  RACKS 
These  racks  were  designed  as  Gun  Racks,  but  are  equally  well  suited  for  hats, 
coats,  towels  or  anything  else  you  would  like  to  hang  on  genuine  steer  horns. 

EAGLE  RACKS  SHIELD  RACKS         WALNUT  &  HORN  RACKS 

I  o 
ZVz"  X  6"  wood  with  7"  walnut  base 

genuine  horn.  6"  steer  horns 
S9.75  pr.                                            $15.75  pr.  $15.50  pr. 

THE  MULLER  CO. 
Dept.  HG2  Dogwood  Hollow,  Miller  Place,  N.Y.  11764 

Sorry  no  Canadian  orders 

5"  brass  plated  eagle 

6"  horns 

'yMi§t^MI 

fMp-^^d Th^     PATRIARCH     -  o(,ii'-n  c/ioMetigcd 
-mvzA  de.ie.cU.ed.     Sca/ii  oi  uioa  and  pais-ion 
moAk  tlu^i  veneAabit     elephant  ai  peAceXved 

fay  ceZebKoXed  6uAfe  Soots.     A     hand    nxUeA 

coioned  ipta^h  oi  gteen    and  "bug  cotoi" one  added  io  the  iavannah. 

-an  excetteiit  compaiUon  to  P/Unce  Leo- 
IVxiO" , black  and  itihUe,  plinted  on  papfi 

oi  qaaZUy   $7-50  ppd 
the  Patxaiich  ai\d 

Til  r  PrUnce  Leo  $14.00 caXatogi   25< 

BOor 

"SAVE 

YOUR 

HEART" 

RENTAL-PURCHASE  Program  Available 

Your  STAIR-GLIDE  installs  easily  and  in  less 
than  2  hours  No  marring  walls  or  stairway 

No  special  wiring  required  Shipped  direclly 
from  factory  within  4  days  STAIRGLIDE 

the  nation's  largest  selling  stairway  elevaloi- ULUSTED 

USED  BY  THOUSANDS:  CARDIAC  PATIENi^S, ARTHRITICS,  SENIOR  CITIZENS.  PHYSiCA.  LV 
RESTRICTED.    POST    OPERATIVES 

WRITE  FOR  FREE  BROCHURf  ^f•'"  '^r'""^ 
OF  DEALER  NEAREST  YOU. 

AMERICAWSTAJR-GL:: 
4001  East  138THSr  ,Oept 

Grandvipw,  Wissouri  64030 

nil  /io         I 

30  M 
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THE  PEWTER  LOOK 

J 
ductd  from  an  antique  English  dtsiyn.  Classic 
pi<stol  handle  knives.  3  tined  forks  .  .  .  and  a 
melttw  3ewter  look.  Dishwasher  safe.  Service 
far  "iight  includes:  8  dinner  forks,  8  dinner 
knives.  8  salad  firks.  8  snup  sponns.  16  tea- 

spoons and  2   serving   pieces. 

Service  for  8   $38.95 
Service  for  12   $57.50 

I'riccs  include  postai/e  <£  liiiiullinu 

IJUaiedy 
Dept.  HG26 
Hartsdale,N.Y.10503 

SAUNA 
SLIM 
SUIT 

POUNDS  &  INCHES 
MELTED  AWAY 

^ RETAINS  BODY  HEAT 

EXCESS  BODY  MOISTURE 

SAFELY  RELEASED.    .    . 

Works  like  d  stfdm  Ijjth. 

Trims  and  tones  muscles 

whtle  domq  yardwork, 

t'xprcise,  housework,  etc. 

Durable,  lightweight, 

rubberized  material. 

For  men  and  women. 

One  Size  fits  jH 

Sdtisfaction  quaraniceri 

..<   you.  mnn.-v  Km  V 

Ss^S  enterprise 
Dept.  HG8,  9531  Zion  Circle 

Huntington  Beach,  California  92646 

Plus  50c  Post, 

sorry  no  cod's 

irise  I 

92646  ̂ K 

DOWN  COMFORTS 
^^-.^■y-M,  RE-COVERED 

.  in    exquisite    down-proof    satins,    taffetas. 
IVoo/  comforts  recovered,  too.  And  OLD 

FEATHERBEDS  converted  into  cloud-soft,  feather- 

fluff,  heirloom  comforts  by  ALDEN  secret  proc- 

l     ess.  ABSOLUTE  SATISFACTION  GUARANTEED. 
Mail    Order  Only.   No   salesman   will   call! 

ALDEN  COMFORT  MILLS-HG«Box  6070 •Dallas,  Texas 

Write  rwvrr  samples  of  coverings,  testimonials,  and 

for . .  ̂̂ ^^  descriptive  folder  today.  No  obligation. 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

CLIP  HAIR  FROM  NOSE  SAFELY 
Why  risk  infection?  Unsightly  hair  can  be  trimmed  easily  and  safely 

with  the  "Klipette."  Merely  insert  in  nostril  and  twist  knob.  Hair  is 
snipped  painlessly  and  neatly.  Made  of  fine  surgical  steel.  Use  it  to 

remove  hair  from  ears,  too. 

KLIPETTE   $2.98  Plus  450  Postage  &  Handling  Each 

California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises Dept.  HG-26 556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 
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HISTORIC  PLATES 

Burnished  pewter  collectors 
plates.  Early  American  scenes  in 

bas  relief.  For  serving,  for  bi-cen- 
tennial  display.  7"  dia.,  $7.75 
ea.,  two,  $14.95;  set  of  twelve, 
$77.50  plus  $1  post.  Write  for 
brochure.  Jay's  Gifts,  HG2, 
12530  N.W.  Skyline,  Kansas 

City,  MO  64164. 

SWEDISH  TREASURE 

The  Ericofon  phone  from  Sweden 
chirps  instead  of  ringing.  Dial 
in  the  base  plus  plug  and  cable. 
White,  beige,  ivory,  green,  red, 

pink,  black.  Free  catalogue. 
$39.95  plus  $1.50  post.  The 
Great  Phone  Co.,  HG2,  5404 
Northfield  Rd.,  Cleveland,  OH 

44137. 

SH-H-H  PEACE 

Silence  is  golden,  but  these 

days  we  get  precious  little  of  it. 
Soft,  pliable  silencers  slip  into 
the  ears,  have  an  easy-to-grasp 
flange.  Slip  them  in  every  night 
for  refreshing  sleep.  $2.98  a  pair 

plus  20c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG2,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

OLD  YET  NEW 
Blue  enamel  metal  spatterware 

might  have  come  from  Grand- 
ma's kitchen.  Crafted  in  Mexico. 

Holes  for  hanging.  7"  fry  pan 

$3.75;  6"  tsp..  71/2"  tbsp.,  two 
8^2"  tbsps.,  set,  $1.75;  coffee 
pot  (4  cups)  $4.75.  Add  25c 
post.  each.  Downs  &  Co.,  1403X, 
Evanston,  IL  60204. 

COLLAR  OPEN  SESAME 

It's  almost  magical  what  the  col- 
lar-extender can  do  to  ease  any 

tight  collars  on  his  good  shirts. 
Tiny  hook-on  gadget  gives  extra 
half-size  comfort  for  a  just  right 
feeling!  $1.29  for  set  of  two,  add 
15c  post.  Anthony  Enterprises, 

HG2,  556  Mission  St.,  San  Fran- 
cisco, CA  94105. 

ANTIQUE  COPIES 
Charming  mini  vases  in  a  panel 
thistle  design  over  100  years  old. 

Each  carries  famous  "bee"  mark. Fluted,  scalloped,  flare  tops. 
2V2"  h.  for  candles,  short  stems, 
tooth  picks.  Pair  $4.95  plus  90c 
post.  Artisan  Galleries,  HG2, 
2100  No.  Haskell  Ave.,  Dallas, 
TX  75204. 

LOUD  AND  CLEAR 
Gold-colored  metal  desk  plaque 

proclaims  in  black  lettering:  It's 
hard  to  be  humble  when  you're 
as  great  as  I  am.  No  false  mod- 

esty or  is  it  ego-assuaging?  4"  x 4"  solid  walnut  stand.  $2:98 

plus  25c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG2,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

FINGERTIP  TOUCH 

Push  button  phone  can  be  used 
on  any  dial  system;  an  inner 
memory  remembers  the  last 
number  dialed.  Fitted  with  stan- 

dard cord  and  plug,  it  is  ready  io 
plug  in.  $119.95  plus  $2  post. 
Catalogue,  50c.  Grand  Com  Inc., 
HG2,  324  Fifth  Ave.,  New  York, 
N.Y.  10001. 

TWO  VIEWS 

Pocket  magnifier  has  two  lenses 

for  close-up  work — four-power  or 
eight-power  magnification!  Ideal 
for  seeing  small  type,  splinters, 

stamps.  Lenses  fold  into  protec- 
tive case.  $3.98  plus  20c  post. 

Anthony  Enterprises,  HG2,  556 
Mission  St.,  San  Francisco,  CA 
94105. 

GARDEN  PLOT 

White  plant  table  with  four  5" 
square  dark  green  pots.  High- 
impact  styrene  polymer,  special 
drip  tray  keeps  moisture  from 
floor.  Weather-resistant.  No  tools, 

easy  assembly.  16"  top,  19"  h. 
$13.98  plus  $1.79  post.  House 
of  Minnel,  516E,  Deerpath  Rd.. 
Batavia,  IL  60510. 

HISTORIC  STITCHERY 

Cross-stitch  sampler  of  famous 
Independence  Hall.  Stamped  on 

oyster  linen  10"  by  10".  Comes 
complete  with  floss  in  colonial 
colors.  Instructions  included. 

$2.25.  Mahogany  or  maple 
frame,  $1.50.  Add  60c  post  ea. 
Victoria  Gifts,  12H  Water  St., 
Bryn  Mawr,  PA  19010. 

FOOT  FORMULA 

Start  off  on  the  right  foot:  use  an 
ingenious  roll-on  liquid  to  rid 
feet  of  pesky  corns  and  callouses 
for  fast  foot  relief.  Formula 
smooths  them  away.  Unbreak- 

able roll-top  bottle.  $1.98  plus 
25c  post.  Anthony  Enterprises, 
HG2,  556  Mission  St.,  San  Fran- 

cisco, CA  94105. 
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REAL  CORKWOOD  PLANTERS 
Beautify  your  home  at  an  exceptionally  rea- 

sonable price  by  slipping  your  standard  sized 
nursery  pots  into  these  decorative,  natural 
corkwood  containers.  Save  time  and  money 
while  avoiding  messy  and  costly  replanting. 
Matching  set  of  3  handmade  planters  accom- 

modates most  plant  sizes.  Only  $15.95  post- 
age paid,  less  than  many  single  planters.  Why 

pay  more?  Satisfaction  guaranteed. 
Send  check  or  money  order  to: 

K  C  ENTERPRISES 
P.O.  Box  5823,  Columbia,  S.C.  29025 

SHOWER  CADDY 
Decorative  caddy  hangs  right  over  shower 
head  and  eliminates  all  that  clutter  around 

the  tub.  Holds  all  those  shampoo  bottles, 
soap  and  all  the  necessary  things  for  the 
shower.  Washable  cushioned-coated  steel 
frame  will  never  rust.  Avail,  in  white,  black, 

gold  and  green  (SVa"  x  3W  x  17")  .  .  .  $3.49 
ea^plus  750  post. 

CAROL  ANN   GIFTS 
Dept.  HG5296B 

P.O.  Box  21026,  Phila.,  PA  19154 

-And;  tj^pj  pucfe 

What  genius  elf  designed  this     ̂  

GUGKQE)  ELQEK  ̂  &  BAROMETER 
with  its  little  weather  people 

and  elf-small  price? 
He  must  be  a  very  talented  elf  to  have  designed  it 

so  beautifully.  You've  never  seen  anything  like  it 
before  except  in  European  museums  or  in  private 
collections.  It  tells  trie  time  plus  the  temperature 

plus  the  barometric  reading  with  old-fashioned  German 
precision.    (Now   you    can   dress   right  for  the   weather 
without  waiting  for  the  weather  report.) 

The  works  are  made  just  as  they  were  centuries  ago 
and  give  time  with  astonishing  exactness  Each  quarter 
hour  the  little  bird  rocks  on  its  perch  and  cuckoos.  The 

10"  high  chalet  is  natural  wood,  hand-painted  in  six 
rich,  handsome  colors.  The  little  people  come  out  and 

go  in  as  the  weather  changes.  There's  a  real,  tick-;ock pendulum,  soothing  as  a  rocking  chair,  just  as  in  very 
expensive  clocks.  A  comfort  to  own.  A  joy  to  give.  At 
only  $14.98.  better  two  you  should  buy! 

_,     .ft,  4n.Aht,  ni/).«;f,'   owkj  hovjity iiy  mMj  \iXMjl 

MAIL  NO-RISK  COUPON 

AMERICAN  CONSUMER,  Dept.  CUll 
Caroline  Road,  Philadelphia,  PA  19176 

CHARGE  IT:  (check  one)  Exp.  Date^ 

qioji; 
9iC 

lyi 
□  BankAmericard 
□  Master  Charge 

BANK  NUMBER 
Credit 

Card  a   

Please  send  me   (CU)  Cuckoo 
Clock  Barometer(s)  at  only  $14  98 
each.  I  understand  that  if  I  am 

not  delghted,  I  may  return  my  or- 
der for  a  full  refund  of  the  pur- 

chase price  (except  postage  and 

handling)  Add  SI  per  Clock-Ba- rometer to  partially  cover  postage 
and  handling. 

Total  amount  enclosed  $   

(add  sales  tax  where  applicable) 

Check  or  money  order,  no  CODs 

please. Canadian  customers  please  send  orders  to: 
T.  P.  Products.  Box  1600,  Dept.  CU,  Station  A,  Rexdale.  Ontario 

(Ontario  residents  add  sales  tax) 

□  American  Express 

nnnn 

Name_ 
Address- 

.Apt.. 
City_ 

-State- 

_Zip   

M9W5V2 

Here's  his  I  Deal THE  RUGGED,  PERSONALIZED 

CUFF  BRACELET 
JUST  FOR  HIM! 

Our  handsome,  he-man  ID  bracelet  spells 

it  like  it  is  .  ,   .  with  his  own  intials  (or  3- 

'  letter  name)  custom-engraved  on  a  command- 
ng    "astroflight"    band,    in    gleaming   goldtone. 

..h  ten  oval  cutouts.  This  is  stunning  today  styl- 

with  rugged  masculine  appeal  —  and  personal- 
ir  him  alone. 

     dtone    ID    Bracelet   (P07153)    @    $6.00   plus  500 

postage  and  handling.  Specify  2  or  3  initials  (or  3-letler  name). 
Examine  for  15  days  FREE.  If  not  completely  satisfied,  return  for  full  refund.  Send  check  or 

money  order  for  cost  of  merchandise,  postage  and  handling,  and  sales  tax  (see  chart). 

STATE  SALES  TAX  CHART  F.rd  >0uf  Sla!e  A  30d  ine 

Saes  T3«  in  the  scace  on  the  coupon  NE2'j°o  OH  UT 4':».  .  NYC  a».  CA  PA  6'.,  CT  NY  7*.  AR,  CO,  GA 

lA  KS  LA  MO  OK  3*.  AZ,  FL,  H.  IN,  MD  Ml,  MN,  NO, 
SC    Wl    VA    **i    AL    KY    MA    ME    NJ    Rl    TN    Tx  5'. 

SPENCER 
GIFTS 

Q^H
e 

D-07  Spencer  BIdg., 

■  J  Atlantic  City,  N.J.  08411 

Spencer  Gifts  1976 

FEBRUARY,    1976 

Tread  Lightly,  Tread  Softly 
MARSHMALLOW  WEDGIES 

Foot  relief — at  last!  These  wedges  are  so  soft, 

pliant,  and  comfortable,  they're  called  Marsh- 
mallows.  Treat  your  feet  to  a  pair.  Foam  cush- 

ion insoles,  crepe  outer  soles,  they  come  in 
white,  sand,  teak  brown,  navy,  red,  green  and 

yellow.  Sizes  narrow  5*2  12.  Medium  4  12. Wide  5  12. 

»-|-|.33    as  shown     *  |  ̂•»!»   strap 
Add  90e  for  postage.  No  charge  for 
larger  sizes.  No  half  sizes  over  10. 

Andy 

Morgan, 
Prop. M 

0 
orqan  s,,  „ ,  „„. 

■  1  y-m^  V       D«P*-  HG26 
Y    ̂   '    28  West  Prospect, 

^ove 

Brunswick, 

N.J.  08816 

BE  SURE  WITH  "EVER-SAFE" 
Go     Anywhere,     Sit     Any     Place, 

SAFE    from    "Uck    of    Control!" 
•EVER-SAFE"    is    Cool.    Undetectable,   Com- 

fortable   i    Effective     Weighs    only     7    oz. 

Novel     "fluid     barriers"     with     heat-welded 

seams      enclosing       absorbent       launderab!" 
liners   in   soft  vinyl,   prevent  escape  of  arv 

moisture.    Clothes,   bedding   stay  dry.   Use   2 

sets   of    liners   for    full   nights  sieep  wirncjf 

change.  Moneyback  guarantee.  S  zes  for  ail 
ages  —  men,  women  &  children. 

ORDER  BY  WAIST  SiZE! 
Complete  with  liner  %7  9;  pc^ 

Extra  lirer,  S3. 95  ocd. 

50  Disposable  l!ne-s  ii.lS  ppd. 
RALCO   MFG.   CO.    Dept.  427 

1534  E.  Edingc^r,  Sontc  Ana,  Colif.  92705 
(Sold  by  mall  since  1965 J 
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CORDLESS  MASSAGER 

Battery-operated  massager  brings  satisfying  relaxation.  Deep  gentle 
penetrating  vibrations  soothe  neck,  shoulder  muscles,  arms,  legs  and 
tired  feet.  Operates  on  standard  batteries  (not  included).  4  sizes. 

Mini  Massager.  41/2"      $3.98  +  30C  Mailing  Each 

Regular  Massager,  7"       $4.98  +  450  Mailing  Each 
Deluxe  Massager,  10"      $7.98  +  50C  Mailing  Each 

Super  Massager,  12"      $9.98  +  55C  Mailing  Each 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

/lIlTUOIiy    tLllTCTpi  tS€S      556  Mission.  San  Francisco.  Calif.  94105 

CLOSETS  OR 
STORAGE  AREAS 

ON  OR  UNDER 

STAIRWAY 

CLOSET  LIGHT 
A  practical  solution  for  adding  that  extra  lighting  for  out-of- 
the-way  places  in  your  home  without  having  to  pay  for  costly 
wiring.  Ideal  for  closets,  on  or  under  stairways  or  storage  areas. 

Attaches  easily  to  wall  or  ceiling.  Operates  on  standard  batter- 
ies (not  included). 

CLOSET  LIGHT   $4.98  Plus  750  Postage  &  Handling 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises Dept.  HG-26 556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

oooo 
oooo 

ooooe 
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MAGNETIC  SET 
Take  this  great  international 

game  anywhere.  The  handcraft- 
ed wooden  backgammon  board 

folds  compactly,  stores  accesso- 

ries safely  inside.  Board  is  71/2" 
by  8".  Perfect  gift  for  the  travel- 

er. Complete  instructions.  $6.50 
ppd.  Shaw  Sales,  Dept.  102,  7 
Conant  Drive,  Stow,  MA  01775. 

E-X-T-E-N-S  I  O-N 

Bra  extender  enlarges  the  too 

small  bra  or  makesan in-between 
size  fit  properly.  No  sewing.  Hook 

to  both  ends  of  bra,  it's  easier  to 
work  or  play  with  a  good-fitting 
bra.  Specify  two  or  three  hooks. 
$1  ea.  plus  15c  post.  Anthony 
Enterprises,  HG2,  585  Market 
St.,  San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

WHAT  A  FIGURE 

Amazing  electronic  calculator 

not  only  adds,  subtracts,  multi- 
plies, divides  and  gives  answers 

up  to  12  digits — it  fits  right  into 
a  pocket.  Lightweight,  complete 
with  batteries;  ideal  for  shopping! 

$19.95  plus  $2.  post.  Crown  Cas- 
tle, PC-520,  51  Bank  St.,  Stam- 

ford, CT  06901. 

PLEASANT  DREAMS 

Don't  worry  about  your  hairdo: 
pre-shaped  sleep  cap  of  cool, 

lightweight  non-crushable  mesh 
keeps  it  beauty-shop  fresh  all 
night  long.  Washable.  One  size 
adjusts  to  fit  any  head,  every 

hair  style.  $3  plus  35c  post.  Holi- 
day Gifts,  Dept.  311-T,  Wheat 

Ridge,  CO  80033. 

STRAW  VOTE 
A  wicker  basket,  neediepointed 

monogram.  Kit  includes  IOV'2"  x 6"  X  5y2"  basket,  wool,  instruc- 
tions, canvas,  monogram  chart, 

velvet  ribbon  in  rose,  blue,  red, 

black,  green  or  gold.  Open  bas- 
ket, $4.95;  lidded  $6.95.  Add 

50c  post.  Victoria  Gifts,  12H 
Water  St.,  Bryn  Mawr,  PA  19010. 
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INDOOR  WATER  HOSE  51 2  95 Brand  NEW  50  foot  long,  1  4  ounce  light 

unshatterable  vinyl  hose  attaches  to 

most  any  kitchen  or  bathroom  faucet 
and  lets  you  travel  a  100  foot  area 

through  an  entire  house  watering  hang- 
ing or  floor  plants  without  lifting  heavy 

buckets.  Pat.  Pend.  Drip-proof  on/ofF 

finger  control,  pressure-protected  valve 
and  special  root  feeding  nozzle.  Our 

"LITTLE  SQUIRT"  is  guaranteed  5  years. 
Just  $12.95  postpaid  (in  Calif,  add  78< 
tax). 

CASAPLANTA,    Dept.   40 
16129  Runnymede  St..  Van  Nuys.  CA  91406 

ONE-OF-A-KIND  CUSTOM-MADE 
LARGE  HEIRLOOM  QUALITY 

PHOTO/CHINA®  CUP 
A  line  quality  stackable  cup  displaying  one  ol  you- 
cherished  photos  Reproduced  photographically  D> 

our  exclusive  U.S.  patented  process,  the  hand-pro- 
cessed image  is  permanent  and  will  not  fade  or  dis- 

color even  it  used  daily  (Detergent,  heat  and  freeze 

proof)  Ideal  gift  for  parents,  grandparents,  grad- 
uates, pet  lovers,  home  or  boat  owners  A  greai 

business  gift' EACH  CUP  WITH  PHOTO  59.95 
Add  7%  State  tax  (if  N  Y, )  plus  95c  for  shipping  cost 

Add  S2  95  if  you  wish  Bicentennial    Liberty  Bell    or 

Happy  Birthday  '  Send  B  W  Negative  And  It  Will  Be 
Returned  Unharmed  (Color  Negative  or  Any  Photo- 

graph Add  SI  00)  Send  check  or  M  0  to 

CHORLAN  CORPORATION 
P.O.  BOX  45.  MILLER  PLACE.  NY.  11764 

HOUSE  &  GARDE^ 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

COUNTRY  STYLE 

Butcher-block  tables  for  small 

families  or  lots  of  company.  48" 

by  30"  $159:  60"  by  30" 
$177.25;  60"  by  36"  $193.50; 
72"  by  36"  $213.  Exp.  coll. 
Also  available  in  custom  sizes. 

Catalogue,  50c.  Butcher  Block 
&  More,  HG2,  1600  So.  Clinton, 
Chicago,  IL  60616. 

CHILD'STRAVEL  CHAIR 
Perfect  solution  for  transporting 
disabled  child.  Seated  child  in 
chair  slides  into  car.  seat  belt 
holds  them  secure.  Retractable 
wheels,  adjustable  foot  rest,  foot 
brake.  Optional:  head  support, 
restraint  belt,  scoliosis  pads. 
Ortho-Kinetics,  Inc.,  HG2,  1225 
Pearl  St.,  Waukesha,  Wl  53186. 

ANTIQUE  WORLD 

Beautiful  maps  of  the  world,  Eu- 
rope, the  Americas  and  Africa 

are  on  heavy  vellum  art  paper, 

16"  by  24".  Ready  to  frame  and 
hang  in  pairs  or  as  a  stunning 
quartet.  75c  each;  set  of  four, 
$3  plus  25c  post.  World  Art, 
HG2,  606  E.  State  St.,  Westport, 
CT  06880. 

PROTECTION! 

Non-allergenic  foam  fleece  mask 
slips  over  mouth  and  nose  to 
protect  from  sick  room  germs, 
paint,  cleaning  fluids  or  garden 

sprays.  One  size  fits  all.  Wash- 
able and  reusable.  $1.98  each 

plus  15c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG2,  556  Mission  St.. 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

PLACE  KEEPER 

Clever  lifetime  bookmark  keeps 
track  of  your  page  and  points  to 

exact  line.  Custom-engraved  ini- 

tial (print).  2"  long.  Tarnish-re- 
sistant. In  golden  brass  $1,  six 

$5;  sterling  silver  $4.98.  six  $25. 
Add  45c  post.  Lillian  Vernon, 
G2E,  510  So.  Fulton  Ave.,  Mt. 
Vernon,  NY  10550. 

[EST    BT    MAIL 
>:    WriU   National,    Box  5.   S»ra«o>»,    Fl.   Mi7i 

*AME' — Anyone  can  n^ake!  Kits  include  all  ma- 
Is  and  instructions.  Watchband  -  S6.50;  ctioker  - 

necklace  -  J5.00,  earrings  -  WOO,  three  brace- 
J$4.50.  Supplies  Catalog  «8  Samples  -  SI  00,  de- Ible  first  order.  Artisan  House.  SO  Main,  Nortti. 
N.Y.  11766   
IIDINAVIAN    Pewter  Jewelry  Catalog  25c.   Vik- 
epot.    Box    11664.   Chicago,   tO«ll   

ILESALE  Handicraft  Materials  Catalog  50c.  Art- 
Ts,  910St.  Vincent-HG.  Santa  Barbara.  Ca.  93101 

J5SIFIEDS  pay!  Send  for  free  folios  listing  over 
Dublications  in  which  Best  By  Mail  columns 
ar.   National,   Box  5,   Sarasota,   Fla.   33578 

LOTTERIES  &  SWEEPSTAKES 

TASTIC   Government  Lottery.   Win   valuable  oil 

■.    Details,    application,    si. 00     Albert    Leasing- Box   45,    Brooklyn,    N.Y.   11218 

MONEYMAKING  OPPORTUNITIES 

WEEKLY  immediately  possible  stuffing  enve- 
;.  Free  supplies.  Send  stamped  envelope. 
?d.    3838"2    Van    Dyke.   San    Diego.    Ca.   92105 
PERY  and  Decorating  Franchise  Business, 
ling  national  company.  Start  part  time.  Decor- 
I    Den,    Box   68165-3,    Indianapolis,    Ind.   46268 
N    $500    weekly    stuffing    envelopes!    Immediate 
Tie.    Free  supplies!    Details  25c,   stamped   enve- 

Profits,    Box    725-HG1,    Belen,    N  M.    87002 

FF  envelopes.  100  unlimited  earning  opportuni- 
Information:  Rush  stamped  addressed  enve- 
Services,    271RTW1,    Owego,    New    York    13827 

'1000     STUFFING     envelopes.     Free     supplies! 
stamped     addressed     envelope.     F,'L     Enter- 

's.  Box   247D,   Thomson,    III.   61285 
>0  HUNDRED.  Stuffing  envelopes.  Rush  stamped 
essed    envelope.    Free    Enterprises.    Box    63HG, 
■g,  Tx.  75060   
SSOO/THOUSANO.  stuffing  envelopes,  complete 
'ance.  Rush  stamped  addressed  envelope.  Mail. 

^ ' erprises,  Bx  7S38-HG1,  Ft.  Lauderdale,  Fla.  33304 
THE  homework  you  want.   Details  15c.   Dugan 

;^prises,    PO   Box   36,  Osprey.   Fla.    33559   
•EDIATE  earnings  stuffing  envelopes.  S300 
sand  possible.   Free  supplies    stamped  envelope. 
J.  3835  42nd.  San  Diego.  Ca.  92105   
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MAGNrFY  YOUR   BEAUTY 

with   these   Magnifying 

Cosmetic   Glasses 

Apply  eye  make-up  like  a  professional 
model  with  these  quality  magnifying  specs. 

Each  lens  flips  up  to  allow  you  to  work 
easily,  and  the  glasses  are  ciesigned  so 

that  you  can  also  get  behind  them.  They 

come  in  a  plastic  case  with  a  tiny  screw- 
driver for  making  adjustments.  One  size 

fits  all. 

„   .  ,    -     „  s;^  Q";    pi'is  ooc 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  ■fg.'j     postage 

FREE  BROCHURE  ON  REQUEST 

HERMAN  OPTICAL  °T.7, 
164  Clymer  St.  Brooklyn.   N.Y.   11211 

NOTHING  IS  IMPOSSIBLE 
A  California  school  teacher  took  this  non-faked 
picture  of  her  clever  kitty.  It  worked  wonders  as  a 

potty-training  inspiration  for  her  toddlers!  Now  it's 
a  big  happy  poster  &  funny  bone  tickler  for  young 
&  old.  2x3  feet  black  &  white.  S2  (  +  25c  postage) 

anywhere  in  the  U.S  A 

Wl(E|cllEDME«" 
N     1     W  .-- 

Rt.  HG-24,  W.  Yellowstone,  Montana  59758. 

"IS  SHANNON 
AIRPORT  THE 
BEST  PLACE 
TO  BUY  BY 

MAIL  ORDER?" "They're  fastest  and  most 

reliable  ..." Stan  Delaplane  in  San 
Francisco  Chronicle 

The  68  page 

Fully  illustrated  in  colour 
catalogue 

of  Europe's  choicest  bargain offers 

IRISH  Crystal,  Fisherknils, 
Linen  and  Mohair 

ENGLISH  Bone  China,  Dolls, 

Duffle  Coats,  Golf  Balls 

Cashmere  and  Viyella 
Shirts 

Perfumes 

Wood  Sculptulites 
Watches  and  unique 

Swiss  Army  Knives 

Icelandic  garments  and 
Pewter 

Porcelain 

GERMAN  Beersteins 

!!»,:^^     Send  $  1  for 
TSEM^T  •    airmail  to  U.S. 

or  to  Canada 

Write  today  to 

Shannon 
Mail  Order T.B.13. 

Shannon Airport. 

-|    Ireland. 

Name   

Address. 

City   

SCOTS 

FRENCH 

ITALIAN 

SWISS 

NORSE 

DUTCH 

State. 

-Zip 

T  B  13 

MUSIC 

BOXES 

Make  every  occasion  a  mem- 
orable one!  Select  the  gift  to 

delight  all— from  mothers  and 
sweethearts  to  the  man  who 
has  everything. 

Our  color  catalog  features  a 

vast   selection  of  chests,  fig- 

urines, clocks^  children's  and 
collector's  items— at  all  prices 
and  musical,  of  course. 
To     obtain     your    copy     of 

catalog— send  $1.00  (credited 
to  your  first  order)  to: 
THE  MUSIC  ROOM  dept.  B 
3701  HEMPSTEAD  TPKE. 

LEVITTOWN   N.Y.  11756 

ORIGINAL  OIL  PAINTINGS 
Ciptured  in  hmd  cjmtd  (okl  leif  Irimej  tint 

mssure  10  il2"  Irimed  Whj  settle  lot 

reproductions'  No»  >ou  c*n  own  «n  onjmjl  oil  tor 

only  $7  95  Of*'  todiy.  »nd  send  for  our  btochure 

on  yout  own  profitjtXe  "HOMt  ART  DEALERSHIP" only  tl  00  money  b»ck  juir»ntee  Specify  subiect 

(flw»l,  landscape,  boats,  still  life,  sea  scape,  street 
scene)  and  quantity SHANE  GALLERIES,  INC.  $  ̂  95 

540  S.  Federal  Highway         f     #    ■«
' ** 

Pompano  Beach,  Fla.  33062        ' 

Add    950    postage    &    handling.    TWO    for 

$15.50  plus  $1.45  postage  &  handling. 

lose  fat 
forever! 
LOSE  10  TO  100  POU.NDS  l.N 

THE  FASTEST  TIME  POSSIBLE' 

WE  GUARANTEE 
that  you  will  lose  fat  —  fast  and 
permanently  —  if  you  follow  our methods!  No  machines,  no  gadgets 

—  just  the  best  weight-loss  tech- 
niques ever  offered! 

♦  TRIM  YOUR  HIPS.  WAIST.  LEGS 

♦  REALLY  SHAPE  LP! 
♦  GET  SUPER  RESULTS  -  FAST 

FREE  BOOK! 

■  AMAZING  DIETS 
I  DEPT.  12 

I  27313  PLYMOUTH  ROAD 

I  DETROIT,  MICHIGAN   48239 
I 
I  Please  RUSH  me  your  FREE 
I ■  NAME   
I 
I  ADDRESS   
I 
■  CITY   

STATE. 

ZIP. 
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BATH/BEAUTY 
BRACERS 

A  whirlpool  tub,  showers  that 
massage  you,  and  other  conveniences 
to  make  you  feel  good  all  over 
DAVID   MASSEY 

ACRYLIC  backsplashes  for  the  tub  are  MAKEUP  CENTER  with  swing-out 

used  here  with  a  two-jet  whirlpool  bath  fold-down  mirror,  vinyl  cushioned  i 

by  Jacuzzi.  Design  by  Paul  Associates,    per  seat.   "Ciarly"  from  Hastings 

SLEEK  AND  MODERN  faucet  set  in  SUN/HEALTH  LAMP  with  programed 

chrome-  or  gold-plated  brass.  $325  and  timer  for  all  skin  types  and  exposures. 

$375.  "Domus"  through  Sherle  Wagner.    "Mr.  Sun"  by  Norelco.  $53.95. 

PROFESSIONAL  hairdryer  with  cabinet 
31  inches  tall  to  mount  on  chair  or  wall. 

$250.  Belvedere.  From  salon  suppliers. 

HUMIDIFIER  that  runs  for  hours  on  5 

2-gallon  filling;  vapor  deflector.  "Hi 
Kleen.  '  $29.50.  By  Devilbiss. 

4-IN-1    showerhead    for    coarse,    fine,    BATH  SCALE  that  weighs  you  in  both     STYLER/DRYER    with    four    heat    and     HAND-HELD   adjustable   shower   h 
pulsator,    or   water-fall    massage.    $30.    kilos  and  pounds  comes  in  lots  of  bright     airflow  combinations   for  all   hair  tex-     that    pulsates    or    massages    with 

Fits  half-inch  shower  arms.  By  Pollenex.    colors.  Cushioned  vinyl.  $23.  Terraillon.     tures,  slip-on  concentrator.  $35.  Braun.     mounts  for  tub,  shower.  $33.  Alsr 

HOT  LATHER  t  fits    TOWEL  BARS  of  clear  acrylic  in  23-inch     DRAWER  PULLS.  KNOBS  in  chrome  or     ALTERNATE    speed    shower    massa 

top  of  standara  uidnvib  ui  bunve  cream,    double   or  9-inch   single    lengths.    $55     antique  brass.  Pulls,  $3  a  pair;  knobs,     for  fast,  slow,  or  a  combination  ■  Gc 
$15.  "Hot  Shave  Capsule."  Clairol.  and  $45  each.  Hammacher  Schlemmer.     $3  a  pair;  ring,  $7.  By  Kirsch.  Shower"  by  Teledyne  WaterPik.  S6( 

TWO-SPEED  blow  dryer  with  three  heat    BUTCHERBLOCK  bath  scale  that  looks     SCULPTURED  ACRYLIC  in  a  sweep  of  a      Farmmgton     basin  by  Kohler;  crystc 

settings,  detachable  concentrator  noz-    like  the  real  thing,  but  it's  vinyl.  In  two    countertop.    a    one-piece    construction      Edwardian  '  faucet  set  and  counterto Cr-hi^i^  finichoc    C14    r.r.iingpir>r  Rath  nrnHiirtg      .with    f^nar.e^    tn    recess    a    wa.sh    hasin      design  bv  Paul  Associatps    In  ?5  rnlnr! 
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'ater  you   drink  continued  from  page  69 

200  parts  per  billion. 

"56  percent  ot  the  supply  sys- 
tems were  physically  deficient  in 

protecting  groundwater  sources, 

disinfecting,  clarifying,  and/or  in- 

i  adequate  system  pressure." A  These  statistics  are  not  pleasant. 
^Nor  is  the  fact  that  more  recent 

studies  done  by  the  Environmental 

Protection  Agency  and  Environ- 
mental Defense  Fund  have  found 

organic  chemicals  (including  car- 
cinogens) in  the  drinking  water  of 

cities  such  as  New  Orleans,  Evans- 
ville,  Cincinnati,  Philadelphia,  Mi- 

ami, and  Lawrence.  Mass.,  in  large 

enough  quantity  to  be  of  concern. 
(Cities  with  large  industrial  centers 

are  naturally  more  prone  to  infe- 
rior water  than  others.  Tucson, 

Ariz.,  for  instance,  has  much  bet- 
ter quality  water  than  Cincinnati.) 
The  drinking  water  problem,  it 

seems,  is  another  consequence  of 
technology.  There  is  no  longer  a 
threat  in  terms  of  waterborne  dis- 

eases (such  as  hepatitis  or  typhoid); 

in  the  period  1961-70,  there  was 

"^jl  only  one  death  a  year  from  water- 
v\l  borne  diseases,  and  fourteen  out- 

breaks of  such  diseases.  (Figures 
from  the  EPA,  Journal  of  the 

American  Water  Works  Associa- 
tion, 1 973.)  The  new  problem  is  ex- 

plained by  James  H.  McDermott, 
former  Director  of  the  Bureau  of 

Water  Hygiene,  in  his  report  of  the 
U.S.  Public  Health  Service  Survey: 

"Chemical  contaminants  in  our 
environment  have  been  on  the  in- 

crease for  about  25  years. .  . .  There 
are  about  12,000  different  toxic 
chemical  compounds  in  industrial 
use  today,  and  more  than  500  new 

If  chemicals  are  developed  each  year. 
"Wastes  from  these  chemicals — 

synthetics,  adhesives,  surface  coat- 
ings, solvents,  and  pesticides — al- 
ready are  entering  our  ground  and 

surface  waters,  and  this  trend  will 
increase.  For  the  most  part,  we 

don't  know  what  these  chemicals 
will  do  to  our  health — including 
possible  genetic  effects.  We  have 
difficulty  in  sampling  and  analyz- 

ing them.  All  too  frequently,  these 
new  compounds  are  introduced  in 
an  effort  to  solve  one  problem,  with 
little  investigation  or  concern  for 
the  possible  creation  of  entirely 

new  problems  elsewhere  in  the  eco- 

system." Mr.  McDermott  con- 
cludes, "We  can  no  longer  afford  to 

'wait  and  see  what  happens.'  We 
must  begin  to  investigate  before  we 
introduce  new  compounds  into  the 

environment." 
Dr.  Harris,  of  the  Environmen- 

tal Defense  Fund,  supports  this 

view.  "So  many  benefits  would  ac- 
crue if  we  improved  the  quality  of 

our  drinking  water,  benefits  infi- 
nitely greater  than  the  cost  of  do- 

ing it,  that  it  surely  justifies  the 
effort.  It  would  cost  15  or  20  cents 

a  person  to  clean  up  New  Orleans's 

~l 

water.  Even  if  we  are  not  sure  of 
the  effects  of  all  these  chemicals, 

isn't  it  worth  it  to  eliminate  the 
possibility  of  future  disease  or 

death  from  drinking  bad  water?" 

What  is  being  done? 
1.  The  Federal  Water  Pollution 
Control  Act  Amendments  of  1972 

established  a  comprehensive  pro- 
gram for  restoring  the  physical, 

chemical,  and  biological  integrity 

of  our  nation's  water,  including  a 
program  regulating  the  discharge 
of  toxic  pollutants  into  drinking 
water  supplies. 
2.  The  Safe  Drinking  Water  Act  of 
1974  provided  the  Environmental 
Protection  Agency  with  regulatory 
authority  to  protect  the  public 

against  contaminated  drinking  wa- 
ter. The  implementation  of  this  is 

largely  a  state  function,  and  it  is 

up  to  the  EPA  to  get  states  to  com- 

ply, the  only  'carrot'  being  grants 
to  help  run  the  programs.  Con- 

necticut, for  instance,  is  now  going 

through  a  standards-setting  proce- 
dure, which  is  more  stringent  even 

than  EPA  standards. 

3.  Research  is  being  done  by  the 
EPA  and  other  environmental 

groups  to  find  out  more,  particu- 
larly about  carcinogens  in  water 

and  the  connection  of  cardiovas- 
cular disease  to  soft  w  ater.  (Studies 

in  England  found  that  there  was 
some  connection;  other  studies 

have  not  confirmed  this.)  More  re- 
search is  clearly  called  for. 

What  can  you  do? 
1.  Use  only  cold  tap  water  for 
cooking,  drinking,  making  ice.  The 
hotter  the  water,  the  more  min- 

erals it  picks  up  from  the  pipes. 
After  water  has  stood  in  the  pipes 
for  any  length  of  time,  let  it 
run  until  the  drop  in  temperature 

tells  you  you're  getting  fresher,  cir- 
culating water  from  the  municipal 

pipes. 2.  To  minimize  the  taste  of  chlorine 

in  your  water,  pour  the  water  back 
and  forth  between  two  containers 

to  aerate  it.  then  store  it  in  the  re- 
frigerator. Tastebuds  are  apt  to  be 

less  sensitive  to  refrigerated  water. 
A  slice  of  lemon  can  also  mask  the 
smell  of  chlorine. 

3.  Buy  things  that  pollute  less,  such 

as  biodegradable  soaps  and  deter- 

gents, as  "everything  that  man  in- 
jects into  his  environment  can 

ultimately  find  its  way  into  the 

earth's  water,"  according  to  the 
former  U.S.  Assistant  Surgeon 
General  Dr.  Charles  C.  Johnson. 

4.  Investigate  the  idea  of  installing 
a  purifier  or  filter  in  your  water 
system  (see  page  68). 
5.  Save  water.  Look  into  plumbing 
fixtures  or  accessories  that  use  less 
water. 

Continued  on  page  209 

Building  Facts 
Materials  and  equipment  in 
the  house  on  pages  84-89 

AKCHiTKCT:  Barton  Myers  ot  A.  J.  Dia- 
mond &  Barton  Myers 

INTERIOR   DESIGNERS   and    CONTRACTORS: 

Lawrence  and  Mary  Wolf 
SIZE  OF  house:  2,750  square  feet 
sizi:  of  lot:  38  by  166  feet 

STRUCTURE 
Foundation:      House     raised     above 

ground;    supported    by    steel    pilings, 
cross-beams,  and  joists. 
Framing:    Steel    column,    beam    and 

open   web  joist  construction   by   Hop- 
kins Steel  Co. 

EXTERIOR  OF  HOUSE 

Exterior    walls:    On    cast    and    west 

walls,  aluminum  siding  by  Alcan  Build- 
ing Products  Di\.  of  Alcan  Aluminum 

Corp.  On  north  and  south  walls,  steel- 
faced     panels.     Separate     mechanical 
room  structure  faced  in  2-inch-square 
white  ceramic  tile. 
Exterior  finish:  Aluminum  siding 

and  steel  panels,  anodized  gray,  pre- 
finished.  Steel  framework,  window 
frames  and  sash,  painted  gray. 

Roofs:  Built  up  roofing:  layers  of  bi- 
tuminous coated  material  topped  with 

gravel. 
Insulation:     In    floors    and    ceilings, 

rigid  board  Styrofoam  by  Amspec,  Inc. 
Windows:     Steel    frame,    fixed    glass 

panels  and  steel  frame  casement  sash 
by  Connie  Steel  Products. 
Class:  Glauerbel  Ltd. 

Skylights:    Plastic,   by   Architectural 
Plastics  Ltd. 

Doors:  Steel  frame,  glass  panel  doors 

by  Connie  Steel  Products,  and  wood 
front  door. 

INTERIOR  OF  HOUSE 

Interior  walls:  In  major  rooms.  dr>- 
wall  gypsum  board  on  steel  studs  in 

master  bath,  shower,  and  children"^ bathroom,  2-inch-square  gray  ceramic 
tile. 

Ceilings:  All  rooms,  steel  channel 
deck  paneling. 

Floors:  In  major  rooms,  wall-to-wall 
wool  carpet  by  Alakart;  in  kitchen  and 

children's  playroom,  wood  strip  blocks 
by  Barwood  Flooring  Ltd.;  in  chil- 

dren's bathroom,  2-inch-square  gray  ce- ramic tile. 

Lighting  fixtures:  Lighting  Systems, 
RAB  Electric  Mfg.  Co. 

Hardware:    Stainless    steel    and    pol- 
ished chrome  bv  Summerhill  Hardware 

Ltd. 

Cabinets  and  countertops:  Custom- 
made  cabinets  faced  in  white  plastic 
laminate  by  Formica  Corp.  Countertops 

in  living  room  and  master  bath-dressing 
room,  white  Carrara  marble;  in  kitch- 

en, study,  and  master  bedroom,  white 
plastic  laminate  by  Formica  Corp. ;  in 

children's  bathroom,  2-inch  gray  ce- ramic tile. 

Plumbing  fixtures:  In  kitchen,  dou- 
ble white  porcelain  sink:  in  bathrooms, 

toilets  by  Crane  Co. ;  in  bathrooms, 
lavatories  by  American-Standard; 
plumbing  fittings  by  Delta  Faucet  Co. 
MECHANICAL  EQUIPMENT 
AND  APPLIANCES 

Appliances:  Wall  ovens  (self-clean- 
ing) by  Westinghouse  Electric  Co.; 

four-burner  cooktop  by  Hardwick  Stove 
Co.:  food  waste  disposer  by  In-Sink 
Erator  Mfg.  Co.;  refrigerator  by 
Amana  Refrigeration.  Inc.;  exhaust 
ventilating  fans  by  Air  King  Corp.: 
appliance  center  by  Ronson  Corp.: 
under-counter  dishwasher  and  laundry 
washer  and  dry  er  by  The  Maytag  Co. 
Heating  and  cooling  system  :  Forced 
warm-air  heating  and  cooling  steel 
ductwork  around  perimeter  of  floors 
and  ceilings:  electric  cable  radiant 
heating  in  floors.  Gas-fired  furnace,  air 
conditioner,  condenser  by  The  Trane 
Co.,  air  filter  and  controls  bv  Honey- well. 

travelog 

BARBADOS 
ST.  JAMES  BEACH 

Stay  at  1;  enjoy  3  select  resorts  on  St.  Jaine.- 
Beach.  Colony  Club.  Discovery  Bay.  Tamarin<l 

Cove.  Kxclianf;e  dining.  Air  cone!.  David  B.  Mitcli- 
ell  &  Co.,   Inc.,   Rei>s. ;   or  your  travel  anient. 

VIRGIN  ISLANDS 
ST.  CROIX 

Hotel  St.  Croix  l.y  tlie  sea—on  ilu  C;irilil)ean.  200 
rooms — 2  restaurants — 2  pools — AireurMi.  Fi>r  infor- 

mation write,  call  (free)  800-22:t-98()8  or  see  your 
Travel  Agent. 

HAS  TRAVELOG  HELPED  YOU 

IN  DECIDING  WHERE  TO 

SPEND  YOUR  VACATION?  IF 

SO,  WHEN  WRITING  TO 

THESE  RESORTS  FOR  LITERA- 

TURE OR  WHEN  MAKING 

YOUR  ARRANGEMENTS, 

PLEASE  MENTION  HOUSE  & 

GARDEN  MAGAZINE. 

BUTiTisrrr. 
This  handsome  shoe  is  one  of  the 

famous  ELEVATORS",  specially  de- 
signed to  make  a  man  look  about 

TWO  INCHES  TALLER!  The  man  who 
wears  them  knows  their  amazing 
secret  .  .  .  everyone  else  only  knows 
how  much  better  he  looks.  Sold  by 
mail  and  Guaranteed  by  the  ONLY 
maker  of  these  remarkable  shoes. 

Send  for  FREE  Catalog,  showing  the 

wide  style  selection  of  ELEVATORS*. 

RICHLEE  Shoe  Company 

396  Lake  St.,  Brockton,  Mass.  02403 I 

}  Send  me  FREE  catalog  of  ELEVATORS^ •  shoes,  without  obligation  now  or  ever 

I  Name   — _   
I 
I  Address  .   

I 

i  City. 

L   .State^ 

-Zip. 
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"Evo  more 
ways  to  be 

a  hero 
in  your 

own  home! 

Dress  up  a 
bathroom 
It's  easy  with  DAP 
Kwik-Seal    Tub  & 
Tile  Caulk.  Makes  a 

neat,  white,  water- 
tight seal  around 

tile,  tubs,  sinks, 
showers.  Grouts 
tile.  Caulks  window 
and  door  frames. 

Stays  flexible. 
Takes  paint. 

f 

DAP 
B 

CAULK 

Keep  your 
house  snug 
Seal-up  cracks  and 
joints  inside  and  outside 
your  home  with  DAP 
Latex  Caulk.  Keeps  heat 
in  — cold  out.  Guns 
easily,  sets  fast  for 
painting  in  2  hours. 

Won't  stain,  bleed  or 
show  through  latex  or 
any  other  paint. 

BMP 
The  name  people  know 
best  in  home  fix-up 
DAP  Inc..  General  Offrces:  Dayton,  Ohio  45401 
Subsidiary  of  Plough.  Inc. 

A  filter  right  at  the  kitchen  sink  will  improve  the  taste 
of  your  water  and  remove  certain  chemicals 

H  0 w  to  test  and  imp  rove  y o  u  r  wate  r  continued  from  page  69 

•Agency  what  chemicals  are  being 
discharged  into  local  lakes  and 

rivers  (you'll  find  E.P.A.  offices  in 
.Atlanta.  Boston.  Chicago,  Dallas, 
Denver.  Kansas  City,  New  York 
City.  Philadelphia.  San  Francisco, 
Seattle,  and  Washington.  D.C.). 

The  E.P.A.  and  The  National 

.Academy  of  Sciences  are  in  the 
process  of  drawing  up  regulations 
for  the  ma.\imum  concentration  of 
various  heavy  metals,  inorganic 
and  organic  chemicals  in  drinking 
w  ater.  to  be  submitted  to  Congress 
around  the  end  of  1976.  In  the 
meantime,  a  water  engineer  with 

the  health  department  or  E.P.A. 
can  evaluate  a  chemical  analysis 

for  you.  If  he  finds  your  water  is 
below  health  standards,  have  the 

health  department  push  for  im- 
provements at  the  municipal  le\el. 

Jacqueline  Manny  Warren,  writ- 
ing in  the  June  21.  1975.  issue  of 

Emironiuental  Action,  says.  "'Esti- 
mates made  by  E.P.A.  and  others 

indicate  that  the  cost  would  not  be 

unduly  burdensome.  For  example. 
carbon  filtration  can  be  installed 

for  approximately  50c  per  month 

for  a  famil\  of  four."* What  can  you  do  at  home? 

To  improve  the  taste  oi  your  water 
and  remove  some  suspended  solids 
and  certain  chemicals  you  may 

want  to  have  a  filter  installed  on 

vour  main  water  line,  under  the 

sink,  or  at  the  faucet.  The  most 

common  filters  are  activated  car- 

bon (activated  charcoal)  and  cellu- 
lose (usually  coarser  than  carbon). 

Sometimes  these  fillers  are  supple- 

mented by  a  reverse  osmosis  mem- 
brane that  can  remove  dissolved  as 

well  as  suspended  impurities.  If 

vou  don't  mind  the  tastelessness  of 
distilled  water,  \ou  may  be  inter- 

ested m  a  w  ater  distiller.  ( In  fact, 

you  can  improve  the  taste  by  pour- 
ing it  back  and  forth  from  one 

container  to  another,  allowing  it  to 

stand  for  a  few  hours,  or  adding  a 

pinch  of  salt  to  each  quart.) 
Be  aware  that  you  cannot  rely 

on  any  filter  or  distiller  to  remo\e 

all  harmful  organisms  or  chemi- 

cals. And  if  you  don't  maintain 
your  filter  or  distiller  properly,  it 
could  make  the  water  dirtier  after 

treatment  than  before.  Water  can 

taste  delicious  and  still  have  harm- 

ful contaminants,  so  don't  let  a home  water  appliance  give  you  a 
false  sense  of  security. 

Keep  an  eye  on  the  build-up  of 
contaminants  in  the  filter  and  w  atch 

for  any  substantial  slowing  of  the 
water-flow  from  your  faucet  or  un- 

pleasant tastes  and  odors  in  your 
filtered  water — warnings  that  the 
filter  cartridge  needs  to  be  changed. 

For  an  undersink  carbon  filter  car- 

tridge,   most    manufacturers    rec- 

ommend the  average-sized  family 
uith  average-quality  water  change 
the  cartridge  about  every  three 
months  (more  often  if  your  water 
is  very  dirty  or  your  family  uses 
more  filtered  water  than  average). 

Some  filters  contain silverto help 
inhibit  the  bacterial  growth  in  the 
filter.  Their  manufacturers  must 

file  laboratory  reports  w  ith  the  En- 
xironmcntal  Protection  Agency. 
Interim  E.P.A.  regulations  specify 

that  drinking  w  ater  must  not  -have 
more  than  50  parts  per  billion  sil- 

ver, but  this  limit  could  change. 
Mr.  Frank  Bell.  Special  Assistant 
in  the  Office  of  Water  Supply  of 

the  E.P.A..  says,  "Present  research 
shows  water  containing  up  to  50 

parts  per  billion  silver  can  be  safe- 
ly drunk  for  a  lifetime  without  the 

user  incurring  silverto.xicity, called 

argyria.  As  only  a  few  of  the 
silver-containing  devices  are  reg- 

istered now.  before  buying  a  de- 
vice with  siher.  check  with  the 

manufacturer  to  be  sure  his  device 

has  been  registered  with  the  E.P.A." More  research  is  needed.  Without 

a  bacterial  inhibilant.  there's  a chance  bacteria  could  get  caught 

m  a  home  carbon  filter  and  multi- 
ply to  a  dangerous  level,  maybe 

even  overnight.  Most  municipal 
filters  (without  silver)  avoid  this 
bacterial  problem  by  disinfecting 
the  water  before  and  after  filtering 

and  by  ""backw  ash"  cleaning  of  the 
filter  with  municipally  treated  wa- ter. 

Here  are  some  of  the  home  wa- 
ter appliances  available,  most  of 

them  from  local  dealers  listed  in 

the  Yellow  Pages  under  ""Water 

Purification  Equipment"'  and  ""Wa- ter Treatment  Equipment.  Service, 

and  Supplies. "  An  asterisk  means the  manufacturer  also  sells  direct. 

For  manufacturers'  addresses, 
see  opposite  page.  These  devices 
should  be  used  only  with  munici- 

pally treated  water. 
Main  >vater  line  filters  and 

large  distillers 
Most  main-line  filters  remove  spe- 

cific minerals  that  could  damage  or 

discolor  plumbing  fixtures.  Dis- 
tillers, on  the  other  hand,  can  help 

improve  your  drinking  water. 
".\qua-Pure"  dirt  and  rust  filter. 
"".Aqua-Pure"  chlorine  feeder.  By 
AMFCuno. 
"Bruner"  activated  carbon  and  cel- 

lulose filters  for  main  or  undersink 

water  line.  ""Bruner'"  sediment  fil- 
ter, acid  water  neutralizing  filter, 

rust  and  iron  filter,  "clear  water" iron  and  hydrogen  sulfide  filter. 

By  Calgon. .Acid  or  alkaline  w  ater  neutraliz- 

ing, sediment,  and  special-water- 
problem  filters.  By  Culligan. 
"Waferhefler"  cleanable  cellulose 
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rust  and  sediment  filters.  bJ 
Harmsco  Sales. 
Solar-powered  rooftop  distil  lers(ii 
southern  U.S.  said  to  make  at 
average  of  2  gallons  a  day  year 
round)  that  can  include  dolomiu 

in  reservoir  for  "mineral  water' 
taste.  By  the  Sunwater  Company.' ••Quench"  water-cooler-type  di& 

tillers  whose  reservoirs  have  ultra 
violet  lamps  to  help  keep  watei 
sterile.  By Terraqua  Incorporated. 
"VVaterfine"  well-water  filters:  iroi 

and  sulphur  filter,  taste  and  odo 
filter,  acid  neutralizing  filter,  sedi 

ment  filter.  "Waterfine  "  automatit 
chlorine  proportioner.  B\  the  Wa 
ter  Refining  Company. 

Combination   activated    carbor 
with   silver   and   cleanable   Lexar 

plastic  filter  is  being  tested,  shoulc 
be  available  in  March.   By  Watt 
Safe  Products. 
note;  Two  guidebooks  for  buil 
ing  outdoor  stills  are  each  SI. 2 

postpaid,    from    The    Brace    Ri  ' 
search  Institute,  MacDonald  Ci 

lege.  McGill  University,  Montre^   ; 

P.O..  Canada.  '  I Under-sink  Installation 

".\qua-Pure"      actuated     carboi   i 
cellulose  filter.  By  AMF  Cuno. 
"Aqua-Cleer"  three-way  combin 
tion  sediment  filter  reverse  osm 
sis    membrane  activated    carbt 
filter.  Activated  carbon  and  cell 
lose  filters  available.  All  b>   Cu    i 

ligan. "Bruner"  activated  carbon  and  ct 
lulose  filters.  By  Calgon. 

"Quick-Change"  activated  carbt filter.  By  Elkay. 

**Ogden"  filter  uses  activated  Cu 
bon    with    silver    and    proprieta 

mechanisms.    Manufacturer    sa 
filtered  water  is  well  within  inter; 
E.P.A.    limit    for   silver.    Small 

countertop  unit  available.  B\   O^ 

den  Filter  Company. ' 
"Mark  II  Water  Naturalizer"  a^' vated  carbon  filter  uith  siher  pi 

an  agent  that  manufacturer  sa 
removes  virtually  all  the  silver  b 
fore  the  water  gets  to  the  fauci. 
By  Pollution  Control  Products. 
Countertop  Installation 
including     faucel-di\erter     filtc 
"Mega-Pure"    home   electric    di 

tiller.   Can   be   wall-mounted.    P 
Coming.    From   scientific   supf 
houses  such  as  Scientific  Produ^ 

"Aqua  Clean"  electric  distiller.  K 
Flying  "".A""  Enterprises.  i 

"Invento  Tap  ̂ ^ater  Filter"  of  acti I 
vated  carbon.  B>  In\ento  Product! 

Corporation.    From    Hammacb^ 
Schlemmer. 
"Ogden"  countertop  filter — small 
er  version  oi  its  undersink  filter 

By  Ogden  Filter  Company. 
"Quench"  electric  distillers  plu 

non-electric  "multi-heat"  distiller 
for  use  over  gas  or  electric  rang-; 

HOUSE  &  garden!; 



or  bed  of  hot  coals  (tor  camping, 

emergencies).  By  Terragua  Incor- 

porated.' 
"Clean  Water  Maker"  activated 
carbon  filter  with  silver.  Manufac- 

turer says  filtered  water  has  a  maxi- 
mum ot  10  parts  per  billion  silver. 

Under-sink  installation  kit  extra. 
By  Water  Sale  Products.  Available 
in  March. 

On-faucet  or  Traveling 
"Instapure"  activated  carbon  filter 

j  with  silver.  Mantacturer  says  fil- 
tered water  has  a  maximum  silver 

concentration  below  E.P.A.  interim 

limit.  Two  models — one  that  at- 
taches to  faucet;  other  to  your 

hand-held  sprayer  and  that  has  two 
buttons  to  deliver  filtered  water  for 
drinking  or  unfiltered  water  for 
washing.  By  Teledyne  Water  Pik. 

"Clean  Water  Traveler"  activated 
carbon  with  silver  filter  comes  in 

collapsible  flask.  Manufacturer 
says  filtered  water  has  a  maximum 
of  10  parts  per  billion  silver.  By 
Water  Safe  Products.  Available  in 
March. 

Addresses  of 

f  selected  water  appliance 
manufacturers 

AMF  Cuno 

,  400  Research  Parkway 
Meriden,  Conn.  06450 

Bruner  Division 

Calgon  Corporation 
4767  N.  32nd  St. 
Milwaukee,  Wise.  53209 

Corning  Glass  Works 
Scientific   Glassware   Department 
Medfield,  Mass.  02052 

Culligan  USA 
Northbrook,  III.  60062 

Elkay  Manufacturing  Company 
2700  S.  17th  Ave. 
Broadview,  111.  60153 

Flying  "A"  Enterprises 
424  Valley  Rd. 
Michigan  Center,  Mich.  49254 

Harmsco  Sales  Corporation 
P.O.Box  14054 

North  Palm  Beach,  Fla.  33408 

Invento  Products  CorporatioQ 
3925  Skillman  Ave. 
New  York  N.Y.  11104 

Ogden  Filter  Company  Inc. 
4222  Santa  Monica  Blvd. 

Los  Angeles,  Cal.  90029 

Pollution  Control  Products 
(Part  of  the  Electrolux  division  of 
Consolidated  Foods) 
1040  Bayview  Dr. 
Fort  Lauderdale,  Fla.  33304 

Sunwater  Company 
1112  Pioneer  Way 
El  Cajon,  Cal.  92020 
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reled>nc  Water  Pik 
1 730  E.  Prospect  St. 
Fort  Collins,  Colo.  80521 

Terraqua  Incorporated 
1 528  S.  Centre  St. 

San  Pedro,  Cal.  90731 

Water  Refining  Company.  Inc. 
500  N.  Verity  Parkway 
Middletown,  Ohio  45042 

Water  Safe  Products 
8337  Nieman  Rd. 
Lenexa,  Kans.  66214 

Addresses  of  retailers  mentioned 

on  page  69 
For  Corning  distiller: 
Scientific  Products 

( Division  of  American  Hospital Supply) 

100  Raritan  Center  Parkway 
Edison,  N.J.  08817 

For  Invento  filter: 
Hammacher  Schlemmer 
147  E.  57th  St. 

New  York,  N.Y.  10022 

For  Handbook  on  Watcr-Savinii 
and  Wastewater  Reduction  (home 

or  apartment  version),  send  25 <;  to 
Public  Information  Office.  Wash- 

ington Suburban  Sanitary  Com- 
mission, 4017  Hamilton  St.,  Hy- 

attsville,  Md.  20781.  Manual  of 
Individual  Water  Suppiv  Systems 

(stock  #5501-00626)  'is  S2.20 from  Superintendent  of  Docu- 
ments. U.S.  Government  Printing 

Office.  Washington.  D.C.  20402.  ■ 

Facts  about 
water 
continued  from  page  207 

The  ice  cube  test 

Your  ice  cubes  can  tell  you  how 
hard  your  water  is.  When  ice 
freezes,  it  pushes  the  minerals  into 
the  center  of  the  cube,  so  if  you 
have  very  hard  water  your  ice  will 
be  quite  white  in  the  center  where 
all  the  minerals  have  congregated. 
If  your  water  is  softened,  the  ice 
will  be  slightly  cloudy  all  the  way 

through.  If  you  make  ice  with  re- 
verse osmosis  purified  water,  such 

as  commercial  ice,  it  will  be  crystal 
clear. 

How  to  get  a  good  cup 
of  tea 

Tea  is  more  than  just  leaves.  Tea 
is  pH  sensitive,  which  means  it 
mixes  and  tastes  better  if  the  water 
added  to  it  is  alkaline.  Alkaline 
water  also  darkens  the  color  of 

tea.  making  a  richer-looking  cup. 
(Adding  acid  such  as  lemon 

lightens  it.)  You'll  find  alkaline 
water  in  the  Midwest — and  in 
England,  of  course!  Naturally  soft 
water  is  low  in  minerals  and  too 

acid  to  make  good  tea.  In  a  soft 
water  area,  try  adding  a  pinch  of 
baking  soda  to  your  tea  and  see  it 
turn  darker — and  taste  better.  ■ 

Mountain    retreat:    Architect;    AncJrew  Doland,    Cambridge,   Mass.;    Cabot's   Stains   throughout. 

Cabof  s  Stains 
For  shingles,  siding,  clapboards,  paneling,  and  decking 

Here  is  wood  at  its  wonderful  best.  Cabot's  Stains,  so  easy  to  apply,  accent 
the  wood  grain,  protect  and  beautify  in  a  choice  of  87  unique  colors.  Stains, 

unlike  paints,  enhance  the  natural  beauty  of  wood,  will  not  crack,  peel,  or 

blister,  ore  applicable  to  all  wood  surfaces:  textured,  smooth,  rough-sawn. 

Cabof's  Sfains,  the  Original  Sfai'ns  and 
Standard  for  the  Nation  since  1877. 

f 

Samuel  Cabot  Inc. 
One  Union  St.,  Dept.  216,    Boston,  Mossachusetts  02108 

^    Please  send  color  card  on  Cabot's  Stains. 
~    Enclose  25<  for  Cabot   handbook  on   wood  stoins. 

Series  H  Bonds 

A  steady  income  when  you  retire. 
sa^is 

SEiiirstl  © 

sBssaxxss 

Take  stock  in  America. 
With  higher  paying  US  Savings  Bonds. 

Problem  itching 
is  no  |oke. 

You  know  there's  nothing  funny  about  problem 

itching.  We  know  too.  That's  why  we  developed 

BiCOZENE.  (Say  it  "By-Co-Zeen") 
This  greaseless  creme  formula  soothes  and  cools. 

Helps  stop  that  awful  itch  on  contact.  That's  real  relief! 
You  see,  BiCOZENE  gives  you  more  itch-relief  medication 
than  that  creme  vou  see  on  TV.  More  itch-relief  medication 

-  yet  BiCOZENE  is  safe  to  use  anywhere  your  skin  itches. 
Anywhere!  (Except  your  eyes  and  mouth,  of  course.) 

Ask  your  druggist.  Or  look  for  BiCOZENE  right  next 

to  your  old  anti-itch  creme. 
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Top  Quality  At  Grower's  Prices 1400  Vegetables,  flowers  and  accessories. 

Complete  growing  instructions  for  both  be- 
ginner and  professional  grower.  Many 

exclusives  from  Asia,  Europe  and  South 

America  plus  all  your  old  favorites 

Send  Today  For  Your  Free  Copy 

STOKES  SEEDS 

Spring  can be  early 

in'76 
man 

® 

ALUMINUM  GREENHOUSE 

Ov&r  90  models  starting  at 
$288  •  Precision 

prefabrication  for  fast 
assembly  •  Full  accessories 
line  •  Prompt  shipment  for 
fall  installation 
Write  lor  catalog  price  list  HG26 

Qrtentipuses,  Irip. 
14615  Lorain  Avenue 

Cleveland    Ohio  441 1 1 

FULL 
COLOR 

Just  250  (to  cover  postage  and  handling  costs) 

brings  you  America's  most  complete  water  gar- 
den catalog.  Exquisite  Tropical  or  Hardy  Water 

Lilies,  rare  and  unusual  Ornamental  Fish. 

Write  to  the  office  nearest  you 

Box  398,  Dept.  H2.    Saddle  River,  N  J.  07458 
Box  7845,  Dept.  H2,  Independence,  Ohio  44131 

TREES&SHRUBS 

EVERGREEN  TREES 
3  year,  select  trees;  8"-14".  25 
5   each;    Scotch    Pine,    Nor-  FOR  ONLY 
way  Spruce,  Austrian   Pine,  ̂ ^^f^m 
Colorado      Blue      Spruce,  ̂ 099 

White  Pine.  ■* 

CANADIAN  HEMLOCK 
These  are  heavy,  well- 

rooted,  3-yr.  seed- 
lings. Ideal  screen  in 

sun  or  shade.  Trim  to 
desired  height. 

15  For  $7.95 

25  For  $]2-95 

50  For    $22-95 

COLORADO  BLUE  SPRUCE 30 

FOR  ONLY 

$995 

Select  3-yr.  8"-14",  bound- 
ary markers,  windbreaks, 

individual  specimens. 
Densely  pyramidal.  Bluish- 
green  to  shining  blue.  Pre- 

fer sun. 

6  RHODODENDRON  & 
strong  l-yr.  trans-  C  A7AI   FAQ 
plants    4"    to    8"  *'  r*^«Lfc««J 12  PLANTS 

FOR  ONLY 

$10-95 

tall.  Mass  of  roots,  large 
leaves.  Rhododendron  from 

red  flowering  stock.  Aza- 
leas, hardy,  mixed  colors. 

NEW  GROUND  COVER 
25  CROWNS-covers  100  sq.ft.      $8.95 
50  CROWNS-covers  200  sq.ft.       $12.95 

1 00  CROWNS-covers  400  sq.  ft.      $22.50 

CROWNVETCH  -  perennial.  Heavy  2  yr. 
crowns.  Flowers  June  til  frost.  Beauti- 

ful, hardy,  no  mowing.  Grows  12"-18" 
any  climate,  sun  or  partial  shade. 
Chokes  weeds,  resists  droughts. 

Postpaid.  No  C.O.D.  Pa.  destinations  add  6%  tax. 

D  Send  me  the  items  circled  above 

D  Send  me  FREE  Catalog 

Name   ^   

Address   

City   

State    

Area  Code 

  Zip. 

Phone  No._ 

MUSSER 
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Box  9B 
INDIANA 

PA.    15701 

Take  Stock  in  America 

Buy  and  Save 

U.  S.  Savings  Bonds 

NEW! 
CATALOG 

Dwarf  fruit  trees, 
award-winning 
roses,  stirubs. 
vines,  shade 

trees,  vegetable 

seeds  —  400 
varieties. 

STARK  BROS  All- 
New  Free  Catalog 
Stiows  How  You  Can 
Have  an  Orchard  In 
Your  Backyard  with 
STARK  DWARF 
TREES  thai  Bear 
Full-size  Fruit. 

MAKE  EXTRA  MONEY! 

Men'  Women' Check  coupon  for 
FREE  Sales  Kit 

Make  money  tak- 
ing orders  in  your 

spare  time  or  full time 

See  how  to  grow  full-size  sunny-gold  or  crim- 
son -  red  Stark  Delicious  Apples.  Peaches. 

Cherries.  Pears,  even  in  a  tiny  yard.  Harvest 

bushels  of  fruit  for  table,  canning,  freezing  or  to 

sell  at  profit.  Over  400  varieties  of  Exclusive 
Leader  and  U.S.  Patented  Fruit,  Shade  and 

Nut  Trees,  Vegetable  Seeds.  Roses.  Shrubs 

and  Vines  from  Stark  Bro's- -pictured  in  glonous 
color.  Mail  coupon  TODAY! 
STARK  BROS  NURSERIES 

Box  A26326,  Louisiana,  Mo.  63353 

rSTARK  'BROS  NURSERIES 
Box  A26326,  Louisiana.  Missouri  63353 
D  Rush  New  Color  Catalog  . . .  FREE! 

Ivlr. 
Mrs. 

Miss   — 

n 

Address . 

City   

State- 

.Zip. 

DCHECK  HERE  for  FreeMoneymaking 
I      Outfit.  j 

r^-».  -jV.  If/  .-'^  .■     ■■■    Mil  I      ̂ --      -^1 

THE 
GARDEN 
MART 

+ 
You  don't  have  to  live  in  the  sticks  to  appreciate  the 
merits  of  ordering  plants  by  mail.  Knowledgeable  gar- 

deners, wherever  they  live,  get  their  choicest  plants 

Select  From  Over 
100  Roses. 

Send  For 

48-Page  Star  Rose  Catalog 
Select   from   over    100 

roses  -  all  guaranteed 

to  bloom  in  your  gar- den -  described  and 

lafvishly  illustrated  - 
most  in  full  color  -  in our  48page   1976 

Star   Rose   Spring 

Catalog.  Includes  new 
All-America  Award  Winners. 

Send  for  your  free  copy  today! 

STAR  ROSES.  Box  241 
West  Grove,  Pa.  19390 

Send  me  your  free  Spring  Rose  Catalog. 

Learn  LANDSCAPINC 
TRAIN  AT  HOME  for  i-xi  itinj;  hol.by  or  cart-i-r.  .'^i 
your  own  ^p.-iri-  or  full  timf  Contractinj;  busincs.'i.  v. 
in  Gardi-n/.N'urscry  field,  or  land.sca|x-  your 
own  proixTly  —  we  .show  you  how.  FREE 
BOOKLET  di'scribfs  op|x>rtuni(|ps. 
LIFETIME  CAREER  SCHOOLS 

Dtpt   A -33 
2251  Barry  Ave 
Los  Angeles,  CA  90064 

tverbloominp.  sub-zero  h;irdy  tiny  ' roses  bloom  continuously  spring, 

summerand  fall.  Alsoranbe grown 

successfully  indoors  to  add  color 
to  your  home  or  apartment  during 
drab  winter  months.  Buy  Direct 
from  theGrowerand  Save! 
Trees,  fruit,  flowers,  shrubs, 
evergreens,  vegetable  seeds. 
All  guaranteed  Our  12Tlh  year. 

SPRING  HILL  NURSERIES 

722  Elm  SI  .  Tipp  Cily.  Ohio  45366 

Send  fo 

FREE 
CATALO( 

Walerlllies 
GOLDFISH,  AQUATIC  PLANTS,  PUMPS,  FILTERS,  FOUNTAINS,  FIBERGLASS 
C-ARDEN  POOLS,  KOI.  Send  $1.00  (deduct  on  first  order)  today  for  your  new 

copy  of  colorful  48  page  catalog.  Since  1917. 

THREE  SPRINGS  FISHERIES 
126  Hougar  Road,  Lllypons.  Md.  21717.  Phone  301-874-5133 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN 



from  mail-order  firms.  This  is  because  the  nurseries  and 

seed  houses  that  sell  by  mail  can  handle  a  greater  variety 

than  they  could  stock  for  over-the-counter  selhng.  Their 
facilities  can  be  dispersed,  with  orders  sent  to  the  main 

office  being  filled  by  branch  oflices  or  contract  growers. 

If  you  order  a  batch  of  plants  from,  say,  Philadelphia, 

the  shipment  may  very  well  come  from  Florida.  This 

means  that  the  plants  were  grown  under  ideal  conditions 
and  will  spend  a  minimum  of  time  between  the  nursery 
and  your  own  garden  or  greenhouse.  Also,  a  mail  order 
nursery  can  have  exclusive  sales  rights  to  a  particularly 
desirable  or  rare  plant  variety,  one  grown  only  for  its 
own  customers  by  a  nursery  specializing  in  it.  When  it 

comes  to  seeds,  the  newest  and  choicest  things  are  in- 

evitably in  short  supply.  Since  there  simply  isn't  enough 
seed  to  set  out  on  counters  in  garden  shops  all  over  the 
country,  the  mail  order  houses  dole  out  their  seed 
packets  on  a  first  come,  first  served  basis.  So,  wherever 
you  live  and  garden,  mail  ordering  makes  sense.  Just 
having  packages  of  seeds  or  plants  delivered  to  your 
door  has  its  own  particular  satisfaction.  It  goes  without 
saying,  of  course,  that  whether  your  order  is  brought  by 
the  U.  S.  Postal  Service  or  United  Parcel  Delivery,  it  will 

arrive  promptly  and  in  topnotch  condition. 

ME  EVERGREEN  CATALOG 
'acked  with  useful  details 
^n  selecting  and  growing 

the  right  evergreens 
for  your  needs. 

Comparison  chart  lists 
^  1 8  varieties  of  evergreens  y^v 

as  tough  and  beautiful  J    \ 

as  a  Maine  winter."     4^      "t 
FREE!         %^^ jend  name  and  address  to 

ept.HG26,  Fryeburg,  ME  04037 

yOwl.000        i>         FREE 
^Nursery  Hems    *^   1976  Garden  Catalog I  Low  Prices! Beautituily  Illustrated 

Ertilizers,  Organic  Plant 

Killers     Tools.    Equip- 

!tc     Over   1,000    Items' 

MELLINGER'SINC. Range  Rd,  North 
I  44452 

1976  FERRIS 
NURSERY  BOOK 

,c^^        Ready  hOW        our  new  1976  CATALOG 

n OK       I 
AlOG  and     I 
07  years.    J 

_,-     PLANTING  GUIDE.   Our  finest  m  107  years. 
48  colorful,  vdlue-p,)Lked  pages  of  outstand- 

'  ing  Bicentennial  Specials  including  Ferris' 
Northern-Grown  Evergreens.  Roses.  Shrubs, 

Hedges,  Shade  Trees,  fruit  Trees,  Berry  Plants,  Peren- 
iials  and  Bulbs.   Write  for  your  FREE  book  NOW! 

4  O    Large  Flowering  $400  \j 

XO    GLADIOLI        I  "■"         ̂  
Feins   Fine  Minlure  from  famous-name  varieties.  ■■     . 

'.'th  gloiious  colors  m  soft  pastels,  warm  rose.  J>.*» 
brilliant  red  and  orange,  plus  deep  velvety  purple  »...  »  - 

3nd  gold  Select  blooming-si?e  bulbs,  r-lU".  A  •»-  -, 
hoice  bargain  in  price  and  beauty— don't  miss  it. 

EARL  FERRIS  NURSERY 
546  Bridge  St.,  Hampton,  Iowa  50441 

B^ LILIES 

IP  ■'"■  ''^-G 

HUNDREDS  OF  WORLD 
FAMOUS  GARDEN 

b  i^ VARIETIES. 

Send    10c  for  68   Page 

7^    ̂ ^^ 

Catalog. 

Box   145-B REX  BULB  FARMS Newberg,  Oregon  97132 

I" 76  STRAWBERRY 
CATALOG 

.ind  illuslr.ilcs 
Ircc  and  fulU  i 
talalop  todayl 

hi(i,  delicious  slraw- 
1  backs  ard.  Descrities 
Naricties  —  all  virus- 
aniecd.  Send  for  your 

Also:  Blueberries,  Raspberries, 
Blackberries,  Grapes,  Fruit,  Nul, 

^  Shade  Trees,  Evergreens 
^A'^^Ba^  and  Ornamentals. 

\bROS.,INC.  Dept.  52,  Salisbury, Md. 21801  ', 

Nome         I 

Address         I 

City      I 

State   Zip       I 

^EBRUARY,    1976 

Giant 
Ruffled 

Inter-State  Nurseries 

delivers     "'^'"'""^'  '°*^^  ̂
'^''° Seven 

Glads2S 
Postp.uil  &  t.u.ir.mtffd 

Double  your  money  back  if 
not  completely  satisfied 

New  &  superior  varieties 
...if  bought  by  name  they 

would  cost  TSi*.  Colors    '        -^^ range  from  white  to  pink, 

purple,  yellow,  lavender, 
rose,  orange.  This  \ear 
we  added  Red  Beauty—     « 
one  of  the  brightest  glads 
known.  Big  bulbs,  1  to  VU 
inches  across.  Will  bloom 
this  summer. 

Free  Spring  Catalog     "  % 84  colorful  pages  packed  with  values 

INTER-STATE  NURSERIES 

^ 

I            626  E.  Street,  Hamburg,  Iowa  51640 

I  D  FREE  Spring  Catalog   D  7  Glads  25(' 
•   NAME   

ADDRESS - 

»  CITY   STATE   ZIP   » 

^4^   Glads  will  be  shipped  at  proper  planting  time    j^A 

mmmk 
The  BLACKEST  Glad  You  Ever  Saw 

"Ataturk"  is  as  black  as  a 

flower  can  be — not  dull  but  a 

warm,  glowing  black! — velvety 
with  maroon  overtones.  Vigor- 

ous, robust  plant  with  spikes  2 
to  3  feet  tall,  bearing  16  to  18 
buds.  Opens  6  to  8  flowers  at 
a  time,  each  3  to  4  inches  wide. 

"Ataturk"  is  so  very  differ- 

ent that  your  friends  will  ask 
you  about  it  right  away. 

To  win  you  as  a  new  friend, 

we  send  you  big  bulbs  ( 1  Vi"  to 
IVp"  across)  at  this  special  low 
price.  Our  supply  is  limited  so 
we  can't  repeat  offer  this  year. 
Sorry,  we  must  limit  orders  to 
$1  per  person.  Get  yours  now! 

Henry  Field  Special        T' 

-TEAR  OUT  AND  MAILNOWI   

2 Big,  Sure-to-Bloom Size  Bulbs  for  only 

£m  ̂ 3  PPD. 
Regularly  55C  each 

...savf.  85C/ 

HENRY  FIELD  Seed  &  Nursery  Co. 

1115  Oak  St..  Shenandoah.  Iowa  51E02 
I  enclose   for   

bulbs  ol  'Ataturk."  the  BUCK  glaii.  each  bulb 
f.j  measure  I'Vto  I'Y' across  Senil  postpaid 
at  proper  planting  lime  tor  my  area  Send  big 
FREE  Spring  Catalog  NOW. 

I  CITY 

I   SINCE  1892. 

I ■ 

Kelly  Bros. 
Garden  Guide  &  Nursery  Catalog 

400  Color Photos 

Hundreds  of 
Garden  Ideas 

Money-Saving 
Prices 

Free  Gifts 

This  newest  edition  of  Kelly  Bros,  catalog 
contains  more  than  400  color  photos  in 
natural  garden  settings  so  you  can  see 
how  the  trees,  plants  and  flowers  you  like 

will  look  on  your  property.  You'll  find  page 
after  page  of  helpful  landscaping  ideas. 

Money-Saving  Specials 
When  you  order  from  Kelly's,  you  get  high 
quality,  fast-growing  plants  at  directto- 
you  prices.  Money  saving  specials  through- 

out the  catalog  will  add  beauty  to  your 
home  surroundings  and  increase  the  value 
of  your  property.   Mail  coupon  today. 

KELLY  BROS.  NURSERIES,  INC. 
802  Maple  St.,  Dansville,  N.Y.  14437 

KELLY  BROS.,  802  Maple  St.,  Dansville,  NY.  14437 

!  Send  free,  postpaid,  big  Kelly  Spring  Garden 
I  Guide  &  Nursery  Catalog  with  special  offers. 

I        (If  west  of  Mississippi  R  ,  I  enclose  50c) 

Name   

St   or 
R  D     
P  0    & 

State   

No  catalogs  to  Wash 

NEW  ALL-COLOR 
FLOWER  BOOK 

Ore 
...ZIP.. 

Cahf 
Ari/.ona 

Park  has  all  those  hard-to-find 
kinds,  many  of  them  Park  Exclu- sives.  Choose  from  more  than  3,000 
varieties — the  new,  old  favorites,  as 
well  as  flower  rarities. 

124  lar^e,  full-color  pages  illu.strale  and 
describe  nian.\-  out.standing  Seeds,  Bulbs 
and  House  Plants.  'Vegetables  and  Grow- ing Aids.  too.  Its  packed  with  proven 
how-to-do-it  gardening  information  to 
assure  success.  Contains  Culture  Direc- 

tions, Pronouncing  Index.  Germination 
Table.  Millions  depend  on  it  for  its 
wealth  of  information  and  best  seeds  ob- 
tainable. 

GEO.  w.  PARK  SEED  co ,  inc. 

1  ISCoKesburyRd,  Greenwood,  S.C.  29647 

Please   send    Park's   big    FREE    Flower   Book 

NAME   (Please   Print) 

STREET   OR   R.   R. BOX  NO. 

CITY 

STATE ZIP 

HELPS  SAVE  SICKLY 
HOUSE  PLANTS^, , 

STERNS  ^        "^-  -* Liquid  Chelated  Iron  in  THERAPY 
stimulates  new  green  growth  fast. 
Sickly  plants  often  suffer  from  iron  deficiency. 

Stern's  THERAPY  helps  revive  plants  to  new 
vigorous  growth.  Pale  yellowing  leaves  turn 
luxuriant  green  —  FAST.  Flowers  never  more 
beautiful.  Healthy  plants  need  Therapy,  too. 

NEW  from  MIRACLE-GROf 

"Corrective  nutrition"- acts  like  a  tonic. 

You've  got  to  use  it  to  believe  it. 

MiRACLE-GRoTHERAPY  for  HOUSE  PLANTS 

211 

At  AMStO'vS Complete  Kit  inci-jing 
FREE  Measurer    $1.69 



0]F^ioor=^:c 
JOHNSON  CIPt',  TENNESSEE  37601 

For  a  portfolio  of  tables  and  cabinets,  send  one  dollar  to  Dept,  HG-02, 

Gordon's,  Inc.,  Johnson  City,  Tennessee  37601 . 

f^!^^'
'^' 

.^^te^ 

we, 

io1^%?^» 
io\::.,d^^'':-:^uo 

50>^^  c^ctv^  ̂ ,de  V^^s  \^^  oo^ 

Best  in  Booklets 
Marvelous  ideas  to  help  you  plan  ami  shop  are  in  the  booklets  belowA 

and  they're  yours  for  the  asking.  You  can  order  them  directly  from\ 
House  &  Garden — send  for  the  ones  you  want  today.  Just  fill  out  andl 
return  the  order  coupon,  circling  the  number  of  each  booklet  desired,]^ 
enclose  50c  for  postage  and  handling,  plus  any  additional  charge  as 
indicated  next  to  the  booklet  number,  and  well  see  to  it  that  your 
booklet  requests  are  filled  as  quickly  as  possible.  Please  do  not  send 

stamps;  coins,  check,  or  money  order  may  be  used. 

Building   and 
Remodeling 

\-^e 

1.  GET  ALL  THE  FACTS  from  this 

colorful  flyiM-  on  Thermador  Therina- 
glas  Smooth  Cooktops.  Models  include 

a  barbeque  grill  that  trades  places  with 

a  Teflon-coated  griddle  to  give  you  a 

bundle  of  cooking  conveniences.  Com- 
plete descriptions  and  specifications. 

2.  -WHAT  VOL  SHOULD  KNOW 
ABOLT  ROOFING  AND  SIDING 

BEFORE  YOU  BUILD  OR  RE- 

MODEL"— 32-page,  full-color  bro- 
chure describes  roofing,  vinyl  siding, 

shutters,  gutters,  downspouts,  soffit  and 
fascia  board  systems  designed  to  make 

your  home's  exterior  maintenance-free. 
14  color  illustrations  of  how  7  archi- 

tectural styles  can  be  updated.  Bird  & 
Son. 50c 

3.  BETTER  DRINKING   WATER 

than  you  might  buy  in  bottles  is  pos- 
sible with  the  Culligan  Aqua-Cleer 

Reverse  Osmosis  Water  Purifier  Sys- 
tem. Informative  brochure  describes, 

illustrates  the  system  and  how  it  im- 
proves the  flavor  of  everything  mixed 

and  made  with  water.  And  it  actually 

removes  impurities. 

Decorating 

4.  DO  IT  WITH  MIRRORS!  They 

can  expand  space,  magnify  beauty,  re- 

flect natural  light,  give  depth  and  di- 
mension to  a  dark  area,  add  decorative 

accents,  spotlight  handsome  furniture 

or  art  objects.  Brochure  shows  several 

decorating  ideas  with  mirrors  to  en- 

hance any  room's  atmosphere.  Libbey- Owens  Ford  Co. 

3.  COMFORT  AND  BEAUTY 

COMBINE  in  reclining  chairs  and 

sofas  by  La-Z-Boy.  Choose  from  the 

many  styles  available  in  beautiful  dec- 
orator colors,  fabrics,  or  vinyls,  in  re- 

clining chair  and  new  Sofette,  the  re- 
clining sofa. 

6.  CUSTOM-CRAFTED  CARPETS 

AND  RUGS.  Color  folder  presents 

custom  carpets  in  a  variety  of  textures 

and  custom-matched  colors.  Hand- 

knotted  fringe,  if  desired,  and  a  choice 

of  any  size  or  shape  without  waste. 
Philadelphia  Carpet  Company. 

7.  'THE  VIEW  FROM  THE  TUB 

AND  HOW  TO  CHANGE  IT'  is  a 

new  -tep-by-step  instruction  booklet 

on  how  to  decorate  your  bathroom  with 

sheets,  towels,  and  color!  Plus,  how  to 

make  an  exercise  mat,  sink  skirt,  show- 

er curtain,  and  other  bathroom  acces- 
sories. Martex.  $1 

8.  "THE  COMFORTABLE 

WORLD  OF  E-Z  LOUNGER'  is  a 
color  brochure  from  Pontiac  Furniture 

Industries  Inc.  Brochure  illustrates 

their  contemporary  lounger  with  mod- 

ern simplified  styling  and  their  tradi- 
tional lounger  with  classic  styling  for 

formal  and  informal  living.  Both  have 

multi-positions  for  your  resting  com- 

fort. 

9.  HANDPRINTED  MURALS.  Bro- 

chure  shows  you  many  of  the  loveh 

handprinted  wall  murals  designed  b\ 

the  distinguished  artist  Fred  R.  Kazen 

wadel.  These  murals  give  an  illusion 

of  spaciousness,  filling  rooms  with  the 
loveliness  of  near  and  distant  views, 

Richard  E.  Thibaut,  Inc.  1.5c 

10.  "HLSTORIC  TEXTILES  RE 

PRODUCED     FOR    TODAY"— in 
formative  guide  for  anyone  involved  in 

a  restoration  project.  Brunschwig  & 

Fils,  Inc.'s  17-page  Ijooklet  illustrates 
a  cross-section  of  the  work  this  deco- 

rative fabric  house  has  done  in  historic 
restoration.  SI 

11.  "WALLCOVERING— IT  ALL 

STARTED  HERE."  Delightful  book- 
let i*  intended  to  enhance  your  plea- 

sure in  selecting  wallcoverings  for  your 

house  while  attempting  to  clear  up  a 

number  of  common  misconception- 
about  wallcoverings.  Thomas  Strahan 

Company,  ,50c 

12.  "WHAT  YOU  SHOULD  KNO\(i 

ABOUT  CARPET"  is  an  informaiiNe 

208-page  paperback  book  brought  to 
you  from  E.  T.  Barwick  Mills.  In  this 

book  you'll  learn  how  to  judge  quality, 
wearability,  and  value  ...  so  the  carpel 

you  choose  will  satisfy  you  from  th< 

minute  you  get  it  home,  through  all 

the  years  you  use  it.  SI 

13.  HANDMADE  CARILLO  TILE 

IN  MEXICO  for  commercial  and  resi- 
dential use  is  shown  in  this  beautifully 

illustrated,  16-page,  4-color  catalogue. 

These  handmade  tiles  allow  the  design- 

er to  specify  a  functional  mat(-rial  with 
an  extravagant  custom  look.  A  widi 

variety  of  glazed  and  unglazed  tiles  are 

shown — size,  color,  thickness,  and 

weight  given  on  many.  Elon  Tile.  81 

01  9 
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Order  coupon  for  booklets   
February,  1976 

Circle  the  numl)er  of  each  booklet  you  w  ant.  and  en- 
close check,  money  order,  or  currency  in  amount  in- 

dicated for  those  requiring  payment.  Add  50c  for 
postage  and  handling.  No  stamps.  Allow  up  to  four 
weeks  for  delivery. 

MAIL  TO :  HOUSE  &  GARDEN.  Dept.  2 
Box  3579.  Grand  Central  Station 
New  York.  N.Y..  10017 
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14.  CONTEMPORARY  INFOR- 
MALITY. Circa  76  Collection  of  fine 

furniture  celebrates  the  present  with 

the  best  of  the  past.  Designed  specifi- 

cally with  today's  informality  in  mind. 
this  collection  hearkens  back  to  our 

heritage  for  its  distinctive  look.  More 

than  anything  else,  this  furniture  gains 

its  character  from  a  unique  blending  of 

natural  materials  and  handcraftsman- 

ship.  Henredon  Furniture  Industries, 

Inc.  SI 

(PLEASE  PRINT) 

.btate. -Zip  #- 

Potpourri 

Gardening 

15.  1976  SPRING  ALL-COLOR 
FLOWER  AND  VEGETABLE 

BOOK.  Contains  more  than  3,000  va- 
rieties of  different  flowers,  many  rare 

and  unusual,  including  the  old  and 

new.  Among  these  new  introductions 

are  Dianthus  Boutique,  Petunia  Sum- 

mer Sun,  and  Pansy  Color  Festival. 

George  W.  Park  Seed  Co..  Inc. 

16.  THE  "EAGLET"  SOARS  HIGH 

above  other  models  of  hobby  green- 

houses in  both  quality  and  in  value. 

Features  and  specifications  show  why 

in  National  Greenhouse  Company's 
catalogue. 

17.  ONE  THOUSAND  HORTICUL- 

TURE ITEMS  are  listed  in  Mellin- 

gers  94-page  complete  catalogue. 

Where-to-find-it  guide  gives  page  num- 

bers for  all  items  available.  Every- 

thing's in  it — from  standard  nursery 
items  to  seaweed  products, 

18.  "HOW  TO  GROW  BEAUTI- 

FUL  FLOWERS"  is  a  lovely  16-page 
brochure  from  O.M.  Scott  &  Sons.  By 

applying  similar  principles  as  those 

used  to  simplify  lawn  care,  Scotts  has 

developed  an  equally  uncomplicated 

approach  to  all  other  forms  of  greenery 

that  beautify  a  home — shrubs,  trees, 
flowers. 

FEBRUARY,   1976 

19.  PORCELAIN  ENCHANT- 

MENTS are  shown  in  this  elegant  bro- 

chure from  Cybis.  Sculpture  collections 

represented  are  "Animal  Kingdom. " 

"Caprice,"  "Children  of  the  World.'* 
"Porcelain  Gardens,"  and  "Portraits 

in  Porcelain."  A  price  list  of  Cybis  de- 
signs and  publications  included.  50c 

20.  SOME  HELPFUL  DOS  AND 

DON'TS  ABOUT  MOVING  are  dis 
cussed  in  the  Aero  Mayflower  Van 

Lines  Moving  Kit,  from  how  much  it 

will  cost  to  what  to  do  about  storage. 

There  is  also  a  handy  checklist  to  or- 

ganize your  move  out  and  in. 

21.  HELPFUL  HINTS  ON  HOW 

TO  BUY  A  MATTRESS  are  discussed 

in  a  delightful  consumer  guide  from 

Therapedic.  "The  Bed  Game"  includes 

dos  and  don'ts  for  you  and  your  back, 
important  facts  on  mattress  construc- 

tion, plus  5  tips  on  how  >  ou  can  test  a 
mattress  before  buying. 

22.  WORLDLY  THIMBLES.   Get 

ting  Started  With  Your  Own  Thimble 

Collection  ,  ,  .  booklet  explains  how  to 

begin  an  exciting  new  hobby.  A  thim- 

ble collection  adds  a  stunning  deco- 

rator's touch  to  even  the  smallest  apart- 
ment! Gives  a  brief  history  of  thimbles. 

The  Sewing  Corner,  Inc.  50c 

23.  "VITAMIN  E  RIGHT  OR 
LEFT?  Brochure  describes  differences 

between  natural  and  synthetic  Vitamin 

E  formulations  and  lists  several  points 

from  The  National  Academy  of  Sci- 

ences in  1974  publication.  Recommend- 

ed Dietary  Alloivances,  regarding  the 

need  for  Vitamin  E.  Eastman  Chemical 

Products,  Inc. 

We've  prepared  a  handsome  ^ 
color  brocJiure  to  introduce 

you  to  Lorraine  IV.  ^       "    '^ofMebane 38  pages  of  room  scenes  and  ideas  illustrating  a  classic  col- 
lection of  dining,  bedroom  and  occasional  furniture.  For  your 

copy  send  50<f  to  Dept.HG-2B.White  Furniture  Co.,  Mebane, 
N.C.  27302.  The  South's  oldest  maker  of  fine  furniture. 

The  Style  and  Spirit  of  '76 

\ir 

I.  II 

*■«'
 

ih^'-' 

mmm^mmm Bm 
Follow  the  flag  this  Bicentennial  year  to  this  renowned  Freedoi    "    '^ Furniture.  Here  is  American  Traditional  at  its  historic  best,- 

with  hand-worn  edges,  subtly  distressed,  glowing  with  dtm 
warmth.  See  the  broad  scope  Bennington  collection  f< 

bedroom,  family  and  living  room -masterpieces  of  endurijSIf 

quality.  Send  for  color  brochure  and  name  of  nearest  store.  "■> 

Send  25(Z  for  Color  Brochure  •  Dept.  E-6  •  Vermont  Furnitur Winoosid,  Vt. 
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Add  sparkling  beauty  to  your  home  with  these 
EXQUISITE  NEW  "MINITERRARIUMS'' 

ONLY  S4.95  each.  New  MINI-TERRARIUMS 
come  complete  with  genuine  miniature  variety  plant 
already  growing  in  Special  Soil  in  a  Pot  with  Saucer 
and  encased  in  a  Crystal  Clear  Greenhouse.  Nothing 
else  to  buy! 

These  delightful  new  Mini-Terrariums  are  the  perfect 
answer  to  carefree  enjoyment  of  exotic  miniature  plants 
from  around  the  world.  The  special  plastic  greenhouses  are 
designed  to  keep  the  plants  moist  and  lush  and  solve  the 
age-old  problem  of  indoor  plants  withering  from  excessive 
dryness. 

Genuine  Miniature  Plants  (not  "Baby"  plants  that  grow too  large) 
The  specially  selected  plants  contained  in  these  Mini- 

Terrariums  are  true  miniatures  that  are  ideally  suited  for 
these  tiny  greenhouses.  They  thrive  perfectly  in  the  moist 
atmosphere  and  can  be  permanently  kept  in  their  attractive 
greenhouses.  (You  can  transplant  them  into  larger  ter- 
rariums.) 

Developed  by  one  of  America's  oldest  and  largest  nurseries 
John's  Inc.  Nurseries  in  Apopka.  Florida  is  famous  for 

the  quality  of  their  plants.  Each  and  every  plant  that  is 
shipped  to  you  is  guaranteed  to  be  the  finest  quality  pos- 

sible (and  not  cheap  culls.)  Each  plant  that  you  order  is 
guaranteed  to  arrive  in  perfect  condition  and  guaranteed  to 
continue  to  grow  into  a  beautiful,  healthy,  mature  plant. 
(You  will  be  absolutely  impressed  by  the  special  packaging 

developed  by  John's  Inc.  Nurseries  to  insure  that  your 
plants  arrive  in  healthy  condition!  And,  you'll  be  even  more 
impressed  by  the  size,  quality  and  beauty  of  each  plant  you 
receive!) 

Mail  coupon  today  to  be  among  the  first  to  enjoy 
the  beauty  of  these  new  Mini-Terrariums 

The  cost  of  each  Mini-Terrarium  is  only  $4.95 
and  comes  complete  with  miniature  plant,  pot, 
soil,  saucer  and  greenhouse.  All  you  do  is  add  a 
little  water  and  love.  Nothing  else  to  buy.  Mail 
coupon  today  to  be  among  the  first  to  enjoy  these 
beautiful  jewels  of  the  plant  world. 

1.  Buddhist  Pine  (Orient) 
Originally  from  Japan  and  China.  This 
tiny  evergreen  shrub  (Podocarpus)  is  a 
lovely  container  plant.  Versatile  and 
beautiful,  it  is  a  favorite  of  the  oriental 
Bonsai  Art.  Exquisitely  shaped  with  dark 

green  leaves. 
2.  Jacob's  Ladder  (Pacific  Islands) 
An  attractive  tropical  plant  (Pellionia) 
with  beautiful,  variegated  red  and  green 
oval  leaves.  Grows  naturally  on  the  jungle 
floor  with  indirect  sunlight.  Perfect  for 
the  warm,  moist  air  of  its  new  Mini- 
Terrarium  home. 
3.  Needlepoint  Ivy  (Roman  Empire) 
Ivy  has  been  cultivated  since  the  Roman 
Empire.  Throughout  the  ages,  ivy  has  be- 

come known  as  the  "good  luck"  plant. 
This  miniature  variety  (Hedera)  is  an  ex- 

quisite version  of  the  popular  English  ivy. 
4.  Victoria  Fern  (Mediterranean) 
Giant  ferns  belong  to  the  age  of  dino- 

saurs. This  miniature  relative  (Pteris 
Fern)  is  a  native  of  the  Mediterranean  re- 

gion. Its  delicately  shaped  leaves  look  like 
tiny  ruffled  feathers.  It  thrives  best  in 
moist  soil.  An  ideal  terrarium  plant. 
5.  Green  Feather  Moss  (Mexico) 
Named  for  its  feathery,  moss-like  foliage. 
Even  in  the  wilds  of  Mexico,  it  seldom 
grows  more  than  12  inches  tall.  It  prefers 
shade  and  moisture  and  thrives  beau- 

tifully in  a  Mini-Terrarium.  A  lovely,  mini- 
ature plant  for  your  home.  (Club  Moss) 

6.  Mexican  Star  (Mexico) 
Discovered  in  the  mountain  forests  of 
Mexico.  Rarely  found  on  the  market,  it 
has  all  the  qualities  that  make  it  the  per- 

fect house  plant;  a  pretty  star  shape,  an 
ability  to  take  cool  and  warm  tempera- 

tures. Requires  little  water.  An  exotic 
addition  to  any  collection.  (Hectia) 

Actual  Size 

DOUBLE  GUARA.NTEE 

1 .  Money  Back  Guarantee.  If  for  any  rea- 
son you  are  not  absolutely  delighted, 

your  money  will  be  promptly  refunded. 
2.  Free  Replacement.  A  prompt,  FREE 

replacement  will  be  made  if  your  plant 
does  not  arrive  in  perfect  condition . . . 
or  does  not  grow  properly. 
Your  choice  of  Free  Replacement 

or  Money  Back  Refund . . . 
Simply  Write  To 

CROWN-CASTLE,  LTD..  Nursery  Div. 
51  Bank  Street,  Stamford,  Conn.  06901 

CROWN  CASTLE,  LTD.,  Dept.  MT-  101 
51  Bank  Street,  Stamford,  Conn.  06901 

Please  send  me  the  MINI-TERRARIUMS  I  have  check- 
ed below  for  only  S4.95  each  on  Money  Back  Guarantee 

(or  Free  Replacement)  if  I  am  not  satisfied.  (Please  Add 
35c  Postage  &  Handling  For  Each  Plant) 

Quantity  Plant 
1.  Buddhist  Pine 

2.  Jacob's  Ladder 

3.  Needlepoint  Ivy 

Quantity  Plant 

  .  4.  Victoria  Fern 

.5.  Green  Feather 
Moss 

.6.  Mexican  Star 

Enclosed  is$. 

Zip. 

JJ 214 

n  SAVE  up  to  S2.00I  We  pay  all  postage  and  handling 
on  orders  for  three  or  more  Mini-Terrariums. 

^B  ̂ B  Conn.  Residents  Add  7(^o  Sales  Tax  ̂ B  ̂ m 
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A  tradition  begins  with  18th  Century  Portfolio. 

:ti 



A  distinguished  collection  of  fine  design  and  meticulous  craftsmanship  that 

reflects  the  Golden  Age  of  English  cabinetmaking.  This  significant  period  when  furniture  artistry 

reached  a  pinnacle  of  perfection  began  a  tradition  of  quality,  taste  and  enduring  beauty. 

Henredon,  with  pride,  continues  this  tradition  in  the  18th  Century  Portfolio  living,  dining  and  bedroom  collection— each  piece 
an  excellent  example  of  its  kind,  faithfully  reproduced  or  carefully  adapted  to  fulfill  the  requirements  of  twentieth  century  lifestyles. 

Henredon  attention  to  detail  is  also  apparent  in  the  handsome  upholstered  furnishings,  covered  in  fabrics  chosen  from 
the  choicest  selection.  Look  for  Henredon  in  fine  stores.  Send  $2.00  for 

18th  Century  Portfolio  and  Upholstered  Furniture  brochures  to 

Henredon,  Dept.  G-376,  Morganton,  N.C.  28655. 

)[  111  If^S,    („»JVCICU    III    lc1l^lH_S    >^IHV3t„ll    I  I  Wl  I 

Henredon 
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e  year  to  make  a  Mark  for  yourse 
'tjorne  pSlBliPSBr^Slg^  designers  in 

id^  vvarl4  h^J^TOondinated  the  colors  and  put 
[heir  nacne?  on  speciaL limited  editions  of  the 

f|f?>76  Continental  Mark  IV. 
;  T^  Cartier  Edition  Mark  TV  is  a  creamy 

grey — the  color  of  fresh  water  pearls  —  with  a 
matching  lart^u  roof.  The  interior:  pearl  grey 

ij  velour  or  leather-and-\inyl. 

"^4%  The  Pucci  Edition  Mark  IV  is  a  vintage 
Jurgundy  with  a  landau  roof  in  gleaming  silver 

vinyl.  Inside,  velverv'  burgundy  velour  with  a 

loose  pillow-back  look. 
The  Givenchy  Edition  Mark  IV  is  the  lush 

turquoise  of  the  Mediterranean  with  velour  up- 
holsteiA-  to  match  and  a  white  landau  roof- 

The  Bill  Blass  Edition  Mark  IV  is  as  blue 

as  a  Bill  Blass  blarer.  with  a  cream-colored 

landau  roof.  Nav>-  velour  upholstery.  Or  choose 

blueaod  cream  leather-and-vinyl. 

^jlljrihLDesigiier  ISjirion  wears  the  designer's goUGs^^ivHure  on  its  opera  windows  and  on 
an  engravecf  instrument  panel  plate... which 

^,
^ 

"*%: 

^encliyj^ition  Mark! 

.?2^^^-= 

The  X*U«^i^Edifioii  Niatk  I V 

^BSj^-^^Jo:^'. 
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For  1976,  at  slight  extra  cost,  Cartier,  Pucci, 

,[enchy,  Bill  Blass  will  help  you  make  a 

k  for  yourself.  Talk  to  your  dealer  about 

ing  or  leasing  a  Designer  Edition  Mark  IV. 

DNTINENTAL  MARK  IV 
ICOLN-MERCURY  DIVISION 
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5  reasons 
your  next 

dish^vasher 
should  be  a 
KitchenAid. 

A  Soak 

Cycle  to 
ean  crusty 

and  pans. 
.^I^^J^pots 

2Fan-circLilated,  hot-air 
•  drying 

that's  safe  for 
fine  china 

and  good 
plastics.  Plus 
an  Energy  Saver. 

^•A  patented  9-position  upper 
rack  that  lets  you  load  big  or 

odd-shaped  items  many  other 
dishwashers  can't  handle. 

4TriDura"',  a  3-coat  premium 
•  porcelain-on-steel  interior 

that  detergents  can't  fade  and 
knives  and  forks  can't  scratch. 

5. A  heavy 

duty  '/2 hp  motor  that 
will  stand  up 

under  hard  daily 

use.  So  tough,  it's  warranted 
tt)r  5  years.  If  the  motor  should 
fail  during  the  first  year,  it  will 
be  repaired  or  replaced  without 
charge;  during  the  next  four 

years  you'd  pay  only  for  labor. 
For  more  reasons,  ask  any 

KitchenAid  owner.  Or  your 
KitchenAid  dealer,  listed  in  the 
Yellow  Pages.  Or  write 
KitchenAid,  Dept.  6DA-3, 
Hobart  Corporation,  Troy, 
Ohio  45374. 

KitchenAid 
Built  better.  Not  cheaper. 

HOUSE 
&  GARDEN 
(INCORPORATING     LIVING     FOR  YOUNG  HOMEMAKERS) Vol.  148  No.  3 

HORST 

ON  THE  cover:  The  problem  of  what  goes 

with  what  in  this  living  room  is  solved, 

for  the  most  part,  by  using  a  one-color 

color  scheme  in  a  fresh  and  imaginative 

way.  As  you  see,  the  room  is  filled  with 

eight  different  shades  of  a  single  color — 

in  this  case,  violet — a  wonderful  way  to 

get  variety  without  clash,  a  wonderful 

way  to  create  a  pleasant  ambiance  for 

almost  any  kind  of  furniture.  Here,  the 

pieces  are  of  various  periods,  with  most 

of  the  designs  inspired  by  the  work  of 

traditional  English  cabinetmakers.  In- 

terior design  by  Robert  Perkins.  The  fur- 

niture, by  Henredon,  is  available  at 

W  &  J  Sloane,  New  York  and  branches. 

All  fabrics  from  Clarence  House.  Sculp- 

ture by  Beverly  Pepper  and  drawings  by 

Al  Held  from  Andre  Emmerich  Gallery. 

Chinese  porcelain  from  H.J.  Kratier; 

Mexican  mask  from  Kronen  Gallery;  blue 

plate  from  John  Rosselli;  sisal  rug  from 

Rosecore;  crystal  ashtrays  from  Tiffany. 

For  more  about  the  room  and  the  house 

it  is  in,  please  turn  to  page  82. 

MARCH,    1976 

DECORATING,    ARCHITECTURE, 
BUILDING 

32     Home  improvement  ideas  for  the  house  fixer 

By  Will  Morris 
72      What  goes  with  what?  Test  your  tast« 

against  the  experts 
82      Color — how  It  pulls  a  room  together 

96      How  to  plan  spaces  for  living — 
what  go3S  wiih  what 

100      Flowering  pleasures — how  to  decorate 
with  plants 

106      Revolutionary  color  from  America's  past 
106      Country  blues — a  fresh  view 
110      Decorating  finds  with  the  lest 

of  fresh  country  blues 

1 1  8      Four  kitchens  that  solve  four  different  problems 
122      Strategy  from  kitchen  planners 

1  23      A  cook's  best  friend — new  equipment 
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Questions  &  answers:  Antiques 

By  Louise  Ade  Boger 

Energy  update.  By  Sandra  Oddo 
A  great  American  Idea:  To  Versailles 

with  love.  By  Kenneth  Bates 

Big  changes  coming  (Ediforlal) 
Color-architectural  search  for  joy 

By  Beverly  Russell 
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Invest  in  a  living 
legend. 

Each  piece  of 
Waterford  crystal  is 
a  signed  work  of  art, 
made  by  hand  with 
heart,  as  it  was  200 

years  ago. 
Waterford  is  still 

blown  by  mouth,  the 
fierv,'  lead  crystal 
shaped  by  the  sheer 
will  of  the  artist. 

Every  single  facet 
is  cut  by  hand,  just 
the  way  museum 
pieces  were  created 
in  the  distant  past. 

Even  then, 

Waterford  inspired 
odes  on  the  people 
who  wrote 
advertisements. 
Like  this  one,  whicfi 
appeared  in  1790. 

The  shop  is  now 
completeli^  stored 

with  choicest  glass 
from  Waterford  — 

Decanters.  Rummers. 
Drams  and  Masons. 

Flutes.  Hob  Nobs.  Crofts 
and  Finger  Basons 

Proof  Bottles.  Goblets. 
Cans  and  Wines 

Punch  Juggs.  Liquers 
and  Gardevins. 

Today,  we  might 
add  this  couplet: 

Crysta/  Lamps  and 
Chandeliers- 

Shining  Lights  that 
have  no  peers. 

An  investment  in 

art,  Waterford  crystal 
lights  up  your  life  as 
you  live  with  it.  Yet 
grows  more  valuable 
with  the  passing  years. 

Visit  the  Waterford 
Gallery  at  the 
important  store  in 
your  area.  Or  write 
for  free  color  booklet. 
Waterford  Crystal, 
225  Fifth  Avenue, 
New  York  10010. 

There  may  never 
be  a  more  propitious 
time  to  invest  in 
signed  works  of  art 
by  Waterford. 
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Tamiami  by  Brown  Jordan.  A  shrewd  investment  in  carefree  comfort  Evervfhin,,  ,!,„  ,  t 
confirms  its  honest  value.  The  graceful  curves  of  hand-welded  tuhuh^ZinZTtV^^  IT""'  . 
ness.The  individually-laced  strands  of  resilient  vinyl  Such  carefttl  cons  rTL  hand-buffed  smooth- 

over  the  years,  you^l  find  the  lastin.  heattty  of  fineUst^lt'dXrar.::  r^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 
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Photography  and  Set  Lionel  Freedman  . .  Costume  from  the  film  wardrobe  of   The  Man  Who  Would  Be  King!' 

THE  COURISTAN  EXPERIENCE  introduces  Kafinmar... 

creating  room-excitement  with  Old  World  mystique  set  to  the  beat  of  today's  modern. 

A  majestic  new  rug  collection,  in  celebration  of  a  half-century  of  serving 
American  homes  with  oriental  design  rugs  of  impressive  and  enduring  beauty.  Timeless,  yet  new  as  right  now! 

See  how  their  breathtaking  colors  and  exotic  patterns  heighten  the  fresh  uncluttered  feeling 

of  today's  modern  idiom.  Ask  to  see  this  entire  collection.  ,^r— >^ 

All  are  deeply  piled  of  1  00°/o  worsted  wool.  All  are  anchored  clear  ^^      ̂        y'<^/  "f* 
through  to  the  back.  All  are  finished  with  hand-tied  and  knotted  fringe.    ■ 

IDiillliiDloWguliiBeKloo  ̂ "^ 

OURISTAN IhtWitiHijslonlolinftKeirandtaolUi'    

KNOWN  FOR  QUALITY  RUGS  AND  OROAOlOOM  SINCE  1926 

The  Kafinmar  Collection,  exquisite  regal  rugs . .  .in  shimmering  jewel  tones,  inspired  by    '"U  \nO\\  llllU  llUUlu  DO  lyliy    starring  Sean  Connery.  Michael  Came  and  Christopher  Plummer 
k  Allied  JilKls  Wmte  Mures  Wuclion    (n  kki  Ms  BeIh'^ 

Feature;  Kafinmar  Tabnz  Hunting  Scene  design  8'3"  x  11  '8;'  $459.  Receive  the  Kafinmar  Collection  brochure.  Send  $1 .00  to;  Counstan  HG-3,  91 9  Third  Avenue,  IMew  York,  New  York  10022 
Priced  sightly  higher  in  the  West. 
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taker  Furniture Far  East  Collection 

'aker  Far  East  furniture  is 
ased  on  documented  designs 
)und  in  China,  Korea  and 

ipan.  Beautifully  simple, 
lese  models  have  endured 
^r  centuries.  These  selections 
Ter  a  versatile  choice  of  great 

idividuality  and  distinc- 
on  for  living  room,  bedroom 
id  dining  room.  The  same 

:'inciples  of  scale,  proportion, 
^■ass  hardware  and  wood  se- 

ction found  in  the  originals— 

npi 

and  the  highest 

quality  of  cabi- 
network and  fin- 

ish that  enhances 

all  Baker  furni- 
ture—  establishes 

the  value  of  these 

Far  East  repro- 
ductions. 

You  are  invited  to  send 

$2.00  to  Baker  Furniture,  401 

Merchandise  Mart,  Chicago, 
ill.  60654  for  the  catalogue. 

f^/iMs 

Distinguished  manufacturer  and  distributor 

through  your  interior  designer  or  furniture  retailer  with 
showrooms  in  Atlanta,  Chicago,  Cleveland,  Dallas, 
(irand  Rapids,   High  Point,  1  louston,  Los  Angeles, 

Miami,  New  York,  Philadelphia,  San  Francisco. 

^RCH,   1976 
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Sunlight 
on  straw 

stronger  taiaini.  a  good  2  inches 

thick  costs  S97.50  per  3-by-6-foot 
piece.  At  Miva.  368  Third  Avenue, 

New  York.  ' 
Straw  rugs  remain  one  of  the 

best  decorating  bargains  around. 
Choose  from  coir,  sisal,  maize, 
rush,  seagrass.  or  hemp. 

Straw  adds  another  dimension 

to  a  room  when  it's  applied  to  walls 
— at  LCS  in  New  York  there  is  a 
wonderful  nylon  wallcovering  that 
resembles  real  straw  matting, 
available  in  rolls  41  inches  wide 

though  it  is  necessary  to  have  a  de- 
signer or  decorator  get  it  for  you. 

Another  wall  treatment  is  reed 

fencing.  It  comes  in  6-by-15-foot- 
wide  "pieces'"  for  about  S25  from 
Dazian.  40  East  Twenty-ninth 
Street.  New  York.  N.Y.  10016. 

PAULA  RICE  JACKSON 

Erte  has  designed  evervthing  from 
scent  bottles  to  theatrical  cos- 

tumes, tables  to  light  fixtures. 

Whatever  he  does  is  revolutionar>' 
and  exciting.  So  how  does  he  de- 

sign his  own  surroundings?  Writing 
in  his  new  autobiography  Things  I 
Remember  (Quadrangle,  SI 3.50) 

he  says:  "The  walls  and  ceiling  of 
my  present  studio  are  entirely  cov- 

ered with  straw,  which  gives  a  neu- 
tral yet  warm  effect.  Straw  is  won- 

derfully receptive  to  sunlight.  I 
love  straw  as  a  decorative  material. 

In  this  neutral  atmosphere  I  like 
to  have  a  few  touches  of  red  here 

and  there — a  vase  of  flowers  or  a 
few  candles,  as  I  find  red  a  stimu- 

lating color." If  you  want  to  decorate  with 
straw  .  .  .  traditional  Japanese  la- 
tami  makes  a  wonderful,  soft  sur- 

face over  which  to  walk  (shoeless, 
of  course),  is  easily  cleaned,  and 
it  comes  in  two  thicknesses.  A  thin 

one  3-by-6  feet  runs  only  S6.  The 

Starfish  costume 
J  designed  1946 
xSSaM*— ̂ ..      ̂   Table  with 

built-in  storage  1926 

In  the  swim 
With  a  bit  of  imagination,  you  can 

turn  an  ordinary  10-foot-square 
concrete  water  cistern  into  a  very 
attractive  above-ground  swimming 

pool.  And  the  cost  may  be  as  lit- 
tle as  S2000.  Landscape  architect 

Lester  Collins  thought  of  this  idea 
and  has  one  in  the  garden  of  his 
own  house  in  Key  West,  Fla.  The 
pool  is  enclosed  in  a  wooden 
framework  with   louvered   panels 

(to  let  in  the  breezes  and  cool  the 

water)  and  has  pl\-wood  lids  on 
pulleys.  These  cover  it  up  and  keep 
the  pool  clean  when  not  in  use.  and 
also  give  privacy  when  pulled  up, 
for  swimming.  The  pool,  5  feet 

deep,  is  filled  from  the  main  water 

supply.  .As  the  Collins's  are  not using  the  house  year  round,  there 
is  no  complicated  filtering  system. 

They  simply  empty  the  water  on  to 

the  garden  after  a  \acation.  "Sensi- 
ble way  to  water  the  plants." 

♦  Right:  Pool with  lids  shut; 

open,  below. 
Great  for  kids. 

r^ R-mR^ 
Curtain  up  on  a 
new  museum 
The  long-awaited  opening  of  the 
Cooper-Hewitt  Museum  of  Design 
in  the  former  Carnegie  Mansion. 
Fifth  Avenue.  New  York  is  now 
scheduled    for    earlv    Mav.    The 

assembled  by  noted  international 
architect  Hans  Hollein.  On  May 
19.  about  700  people  will  gather 

in  the  museum's  gardens  for  the 
annual  supper  dance  and  auction 
preview.  Mrs.  Gerald  Ford  is  the 
Honorarv  Patron  of  this  auction 

on  May  25;  interior  designer 
Mario  Buatta.  the  chairman  of  the 

♦  The  Cooper-He''-,  n:  .^lu^euni 
project  has  been  in  progress  six 
years.  Over  2  million  dollars  have 
been  raised  to  convert  the  building 

and  remodeling  is  nearing  comple- 

tion by  Hardy.  Holzmann  &  Pfeif- 
fer.  The  museum  ojDens  with  an 
important    exhibition    on    design. 

ana  L>:retiur  Lina  1  u_ 

I  Acquisition  Committee.  This 

year's  objects  include  two  Erte 

drawings,  two  Louis  XV'  chairs,  a '    19th-century      French      taf)estry. 

!  "Last  year  we  raised  over 

SI 00,000."  says  the  Museums  Di- rector, Lisa  Taylor. 



GorhamOri^: 

The  craftsmanship  of  the  Gorham  Original  you  buy  is 
one  of  the  many  distinct  qualities  that  will  safeguard 
your  investment  over  the  years.  It  means  your  Gorham 
Sterling  will  be  as  precious  to  you  years  from  now  as  it 
is  today. 
The  investment  in  your  Gorham  Sterling  endures  partly 

because  silver  is  a  rare  metal  that's  becoming  scarcer 
and  because  each  Gorham  Original  is  more  than  just  a 
beautiful  pattern.  Each  design  is  a  true  work  of  art 
in  Sterling. 

afford  not  to. 
Look  closely  at  a  Gorham  Original.  Look  at  every  sur- 

face, every  curve,  every  scroll  or  flower.  Each  is  ma^ 
nificently  sculptured,  deeply  and  crisply  carved,  toecho 
the  delicate  or  bold  motif... on  the  front  and  back. 
This  is  beauty,  detail  and  craftsmanship  at  its  finest. 

The  world  famous  Gorham  Hallmark  has  repi'esented 
the  pride  of  the  silverrmiths'  art  since  1831.  It  says 
your  Sterling  is  the  ultimate  in  beauty  and  craftsman- 

ship that  endures  time  and  change.  Craftsmanship 
that  is  unmistakably  Gorham. 

Chantilly         gorham  ■"■"»■<>■  <"  textronl  PROVIDENCE.  R.  I.         Strasbourg 

o 
Medici Fairfax King  Edward 

ORIGINALS 
INSTERIJNG, 

CHIN.\.CRYSTAL 
AND  PEWTER 

RCH.   1976 11 



Walking  through  the  lakes 

♦  Lake  landscape  in  England . . .  and  lakeside  host  John  Tovey 

Inspiration  for  some  of  Words- 

worth's finest  poems  (remember 
the  "host  of  golden  daffodils'"?)  is 
England's  romantic,  exhilarating 
Lake  District,  an  area  of  lakes  and 
hills  nestling  close  to  the  Scottish 

border.  It's  a  paradise  for  walkers 
— you'll  find  all  sizes  of  hikes  over 
some  of  the  most  beautiful  coun- 

txy  in  Europe — and  some  of  the 
best  food,  too.  A  perfect  stopping 

place  is  Miller  Howe,  a  hotel  over- 
looking Lake  Windermere,  where 

owner  and  chef  John  Tovey  is  a 

most  entertaining  host.  Distin- 
guished English  food  writer  Mar- 

garet Costa  has  called  him  "the 
best  pastry  cook  in  England."  He won  the  British  Wine  &  Food  So- 

ciety's award  for  the  Outstanding 
Meal  of  the  Year  in  1975.  His  tour 

de  force  is  creating  a  five-course 
dinner  every  weekend  for  guests 
(two  sittings,  ninety  people  in  all). 
A  sample  menu:  cheese  and  chive 
tart;  chilled  Persian  cucumber 

soup;  smoked  mackerel  with 
gooseberry   puree;   fillet   of   pork 

♦  y  ui  c\  '.•>  iiuui  Miller  Hum  c 

with  coriander  and  saffron  rice; 

grapefruit  and  Pernod  mousse.  At 
the  end  of  this  you  are  pleasantly 
satisfied  without  feeling  stuffed. 

The  secret?  "'Serve  small  portions," 
says  Mr.  Tovey  who  gives  recipes 

page  124.  "A  good  five-course 
meal  is  really  like  one  glori- 

fied hors  d'oeuvre  from  beginning 
to  end.  It's  like  a  play — every  act 

something  to  look  forward  to."  He also  believes  in  contrasts  in 

courses,  "cold  followed  by  hot, 
sweet  followed  by  sharp,  one  with 
a  sauce,  followed  by  one  without. 
Remember  color,  too — eye  appeal 

is  very  important."  All  Mr.  Tov- 
ey's  herbs  and  greens  are  grown  lo- 

cally: spring  nettles  for  soup,  sor- 
rel, watercress,  and  about  four 

times  a  year,  wild  chanterelles 
served  for  breakfast.  Char  from 
the  lake  is  also  a  great  delicacy. 

"But  the  great  specialty  of  the 

Lake  District  is  Lakeland  lamb," 
says  Mr.  Tovey.  He  serves  delec- 

table dinners  and  breakfasts — then 
only  a  packed  lunch  for  you  to 
take  to  the  hills — for  everyone 
walks  all  day  in  the  Lake  District! 
Other  hotels  worth  a  visit  are  Shar- 
row  Bay  and  Leeming  House,  both 

on  Ullswater.  perhaps  the  most  pic- 
turesque of  all  the  Lakes.  To  get 

to  Windermere,  the  heart  of  the 

Lakes,  take  a  train  from  London's Euston  station — a  journey  of  just 
over  4  hours.  Or  fly  to  Manchester 
and  then  take  the  train.  Driving, 
it's  260  miles  from  London,  much 
of  the  trip  along  the  direct  Ml motorway. 

CAROLINE  SEEBOHM 

Trash  prizes 
During  the  13-day  New  York 
garbage  strike,  some  people  made 
heroic  efforts  to  litter  neatly.  Tif- 

fany, left,  piled  up  tidy  bundles. 

Their  trash  is  shredded  to  be  sure 

no  valuables  are  left  inside.  "Nor- 
mally we  keep  it  inside,  but  we 

had  to  put  it  out  because  of  fire 
risk.  We  certainly  tried  not  to  spoil 
the  atmosphere  of  57th  and  Fifth 

Avenue."   Baccarat's  trash,   right. 

.CS-  .A    3REENE 

was  in  handsome  cartons,  suitably 

elegant  for  makers  of  some  of  the 

finest  crystal.  Equally  distin- 
guished names  did  not  respond 

with  the  same  social  consciousness. 
Some  of  the  worst  were  restaurants 

who  carelessly  "let  it  all  hang  out." 

GARDEN 
AKT 

FLOWERING  
"°""°" 

PRIVET 
Privet  isn't  prim  anymore.  Or 
needn't  be.  That  much-branched 
humble  hedger  of  a  hundred  uses 
— there  is  even  one  (Ligustrum 
Califomicum)  that  can  take  direct 

spray  from  sea  water — is  the 
commonest  fence  neighbors  nuill 
over,  and  during  the  early  history 
of  Long  Island,  its  dark,  shining 
ebullience  made  neat  geometries 
around  pastures  and  planted  fields. 

They  called  it  "prim."  I  love  its 
flowers — whitish-citron  miniature 
triangles  long  after  lilacs,  exuding  a 
fragrance  that  quickens  the  blood. 
Wasn't  it  Kipling:  "Odors  are  the 
things  that  make  the  heartstrings 
crack?"  But  I  am  not  talking  of 
hedges,  or  of  the  conventional 
forms  of  clipping  them,  but  of  u 
new  way  I  found  to  handle  privet 
when  I  needed  more  vista.  I  now 

prune  from  the  base  up,  unimpor- 
tant side  branches,  first  in  winter, 

to  get  its  architecture  and  then  in 
miasummer  or  autumn  as  high  as 
I  can  reach,  letting  the  tops  swing 

free.  And  1  use  it  either  as  a  speci- 
men treeling  or  in  spurs  off  my 

main  hedging  in  a  ventilated  net- 
work of  branches,  where  the  light 

slips  through,  much  like  a  grove  of 
hardy  bamboo.  In  come  breezes 
and  birds  and  extraordinary  shift- 

ing views  of  the  garden.  Privets  are 
branchers;  the  major  ones  start  at 
the  base.  Keep  on  the  next  largest 
lateral  ones,  strip  the  rest  and  there 
you  have  it.  Occasional  runnings 
down  the  trunks  with  gloved  hands 

will  remove  promiscuous  side- 
shoots.  Mulch  beneath  with  hay. 
Fifteen  feet  above  you.  in  June 

and  July,  blooms  will  be  out,  mix- 
ing with  the  roses  in  a  strange  new 

scent.  ROBERT  DASH 



The  Silver  Martini. 

For  people  who  want  a  silver  lining 
without  the  cloud. 

Smirnoff  Silver 
Ninety  point  four  proof.  Smirnoff  leaves  you  breathless* 
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Magical 
Mustique 

Space  making 
living  machine 

♦  Cotton  House,  the  only  hotel .  .  .  island  owner  Colin  Tennant 

Visiting  the  small  island  of  Mus- 
tique is  like  spending  your  holiday 

on  your  own  Colonial  plantation. 

You're  a  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Mitty  for  a 
glorious  vacation.  A  private  island 
in  the  Northern  Grenadines,  an 

eight-minute  flight  from  St.  Vin- 

cent, you'll  find  life  on  Mustique 
lovingly  laced  with  English  grace. 
The  Honorable  Colin  Tennant 

bought  the  island  in  1958  and  with 

famous  stage  designer  Oliver  Mes- 
sel  turned  a  lost  island  into  a  lux- 

urious resort.  Many  travelers  first 

find  Mustique  by  boat.  Or  if  you're 
Princess  Margaret  you  received 
land  on  Mustique  as  a  wedding 
present.  Once  seen,  Mustique  is 
often  revisited  by  air  from  Barba- 

dos to  St.  Vincent  to  Mustique. 
Cotton  House,  the  only  inn,  is 

the  island  centerpiece.  Restored  by 
Oliver  Messel,  it  is  built  around  a 
handsome  commons  room,  60  by 
40  feet,  formerly  part  of  a  sugar 
plantation  and  later  a  cotton  barn. 
On  the  veranda  you  sit,  sip,  chat, 
have  dinner  by  candlelight.  The 
^rniture,  native  made,  is  1 8th-cen- 
tury  country,  and  antique  trunks 
are  placed  in  comers  or  by  sofas, 
as  if  everyone  had  just  come  from 
England  by  sea.  Guests  have  a 
choice  of  staying  in  West  Indian 
Colonial  houses,  or  cottages.  Total 
capacity:  28.  The  guest  list  is  a 
melange  of  Europeans,  including 
English,  plus  Americans.  Temper- 

ature throughout  the  year  is  75  to 

85  degrees.  With  coral  reefs  as  pro- 
tection, you  can  swim,  snorkel,  or 

scuba  dive  in  either  the  Atlantic  or 
the  Caribbean,  a  safe  12-mile 
coastline.  Or  if  you  prefer  a  pool, 
you  can  laze  around  one  that  looks 
like  a  perfectly  preserved  ruin  with 
the  authenticity  of  centuries. 
Lunch  is  served  here,  or  you  can 
picnic  on  Wedgwood  china  at  any 
of  the  nine  beaches.  Tennis  is  in  a 

coconut  grove,  sailing  in  Britannia 
Bay,  and  exploring  by  horseback 
can  carry  you  over  1400  acres  of 
green  valleys  and  white  sandy 
beaches.  A  more  bizarre  sport  is 

visiting  the  wreck  of  the  French 
cruise  ship  SS  Antilles,  which  went 
aground  a  half  mile  off  Mustique 
in  1971,  with  all  aboard  saved. 
Trips  can  be  arranged  with  local 
fishermen.  The  only  evening  enter- 

tainment is  the  weekly  "jump-up." 
a  barbecue  accompanied  by  a  steel 
band  that  plays  while  wading  in  the 

surf.  It  could  be  Maugham,  but  it's 
really  more  Waugh.  And  it  is  all 
very  civilized  with  a  lovely  splash 
and  dash  of  island  spice. 

DEE  H.\RD1E 

♦  Rooms  within 

a  room,  one- 
piece  structure combines  dining 
and  sleeping 

spaces 

In  these  days  of  restricted  apart- 
ment space,  built-ias  are  a  way  of 

making  a  room  seem  larger  than  it 

really  is.  This  "living  machine"  de- signed by  architect  George  Ranalli 
is  a  two-level  structure,  which 
combines  a  double  bed,  dining 

space,  bookshelves,  and  other  stor- 
age in  a  very  handsome  design.  It 

is  5  feet  wide,  1 2  feet  long,  and  1 1 
feet  high.  Mr.  Ranalli  designed  it 

for  his  own  apartment  in  a  reno- 
vated furniture  warehouse,  which 

has  a  minimum  living  area  of  450 

♦  Sinimons  new  headquarters  .  .  .  private  decks  for  offices 

Nature  in  the 
board  room 
An  important  corporate  move  has 
been  made  by  Simmons,  known 
for  mattresses  and  furniture. 

Scooping  up  their  executives  from 
New  York  and  other  urban  cen- 

ters, they  set  them  down  in  an  ad- 
venturous, thoughtful,  corporate 

headquarters  in  the  middle  of  a 
70-acre  forest  in  Atlanta,  Ga. 
Working  here,  explains  Chairman 

Grant  Simmons,  "takes  away  the 

hassle  of  commuting  and  gives 
everyone  a  better  place  to  be.  We 

welcome  nature  and  are  part  of  it." The  building,  75  feet  off  the  ground 
on  concrete  piers,  seems  to  float 
over  an  almost  untouched  land- 

scape. Each  executive  has  a  private 
deck.  Mr.  Simmons  wanted  the 

building  to  have  minimum  ecolog- 
ical impact,  so  architects  Thomp- 
son, Hancock.  Witte  working  with 

landscape  planners  Robert  E.  Mar- 
vin &  Associates  did  almost  no  bull- 

dozing. Each  tree  was  mapped,  as 

few  as  possible  removed. 
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square    feet.    Made   of   plywooJ 
painted  white,  the  stairway  up  t| 
the  "bedroom"  has  brown  carpc 
ing.  The  dining  section  seats  s| 
and  has  a  red  neon  light  abovel 
"We've  got  to  think  of  new  way! 

of   using  space   that's   available,! he  says. 

Blitx  course 
Decorating    furniture    is    one    o 

those  satisfying  creative  crafts  tha 
leave  you  with   a  tangible  toker 
of  the  effort.   Acknowledged  ex 

pert  on  the  subject  is  Isabel  O'Neil whose  famous  studio  workshop  ir 
New  York  draws  students  from  al. 
over  the  world.  This  summer  shi 
offers  an  accelerated  course  on  the 
basics   of  furniture   painting,   an 

tiquing  and  gilding  between  June 
21    and  July  2.  Those  who  join 
work  five  days  a  week,  all  day 

long,  and  by  the  end  know  as  much 
about  their  craft  as  a  student  who 

has  studied  once  a  week  for  twen- 
ty-one   weeks.    Its    not    only    a 

♦  Refinishing  in  the  studio 

chance  to  work  intensively,  but 

also  an  opportunity  to  make  last- 

ing friends.  Says  Isabel  O'Neill: "Students  tell  me  it's  like  going  on 
a  cruise.  You  get  acclimated  to 

your  companions,  there's  a  great rapport  between  people  sharing  a 

mutual  interest."  The  course  costs 
S500,  is  open  to  twelve  students. 



It's  easy  to  make 
home  look  like  yoi 

a  decorator  bee 

Sears 
makes 
House 
CaUs! 

Q.  "What's  a  Sears  House  Call?"  I 
A.  "Just  call  Sears  Custom  Drapery  Shop 
tor  an  easy,  in-home  appointment  with one  of  Sears  Decorator  Consultants. 
Right  at  home,  she  can  help  you  make 
\  our  own  ideas  even  better.  And  she 

gi\es  you  free  estimates." 
Q.  "What  are  the  other  advantages  of 
Sears  Custom-Made  Draperies? 

A.  1.  "Incredible  Selection" 
0\  er  2500  custom  colors,  textures  and 

patterns.  Hundreds  of  treatments. 

2.  "Lush  Fullness" 
^bu  get  lots  more  fabric  and  deeper, 
richer  folds  in  Sears  Custom  Draperies. 

3.  "Sears  Quality  Craftsmanship" 
Patterns  match  as  seams.  Weighted, 
blindstitched  hems.  Perfect  style  and  fit. 
Professional  installation.  The  kind  of 

quality  I  expect  from  Sears. 

4.  "At  A  Cost  You  Can  Afford" 
Vou  can  get  man\  of  the  same  quality 

fabrics  you've  seen  elsewhere  — at  Sears 
low  prices,  with  Sears  credit  plans. 

Q.  "How  long  does  it  take?" A.  "Several  weeks.  But  Sears  C^ustom 

Shop  will  promise  you  a  date  and  keep  it." 

Q.  "How  do  I  make  an  appointment?" 
A.  "Drop  by  or  call  the  drapery  depart- 

ment of  \oin-  local  Sears,  Roebuck  and  Co. 

store.7  hey'll  set  up  an  appouument  with one  of  Sears  1400  Decorator  Consultants 

for  \()in^ own  free  House  Call!" 

A.  "Metropolitan"  Antique  Satin  60%  rayon/40%  acetate 
(#70640).  Custom  reupholster\-  fabrics  also  available. 
B.  'Darlingloii"  (#t)ir>;<4)  Custom 
quilled  lieaspi  eads  also  available. C.  "Adobe"  (#70988) 

D.  "Essex"  Velvet  .^^^^BP^  i 
100%  cotton  (#70916) 

Only  at 

-«% 

X 



Low-cost 
weekend  living 
When  composer  John  Kander 
(Cabaret,  Chicago)  gets  down  to 
work,  he  retreats  to  a  one-room 
cabin  in  the  woods  on  his  55-acre 
estate  in  Ulster  County,  N.Y. 

What's  interesting  is  that  the  cabin, 

designed  by  Robert  Filipek,  is  also 
used  as  a  guest  house  (it  has  a  mini 
bathroom)  and  is  a  brilliant  ex- 

ample of  low-cost  living  to  be 
copied  by  anyone  with  a  second- 
house  project.  It  is  14  by  20  fe^t 
with  a  shed  roof  rising  to  14  feet. 

The  exterior  is  vertical  pine  board- 
ing. Exposed  beams  inside  (recy- 

LiAM   TETLOW 

♦  Away  in  the  woods,  John  Kander  s  composing  cabin 

♦  Cabin  designer  Robert  Filipek 

cled  from  an  old  log  cabin  on  the 
land)  give  it  a  rustic  feeling,  yet  it 
remains  a  strong,  contemporary 

design.  The  two  6-foot-square, 
sliding  window  doors  practically 

make  a  whole  glass  wall — "some- times the  view  is  a  little  too  dis- 

tracting," says  Mr.  Kander.  Rob- 
ert Filipek  set  the  building  off  the 

ground  a  little  so  that  animals 

aren't  tempted  to  make  hideaways 
underneath.  "With  the  addition  of 

a  kitchen  unit."  he  says,  "it  would 
make  a  perfect  weekend  house  and 

can  be  put  up  for  under  S8000." Heating  is  a  neat  propane  hot  air 
furnace  unit  fixed  on  the  wall. 

•eCCD  NEWS: 
GETTING  RID  OF 
HEADACHES 
It's  an  astonishing  fact,  but  Ameri- 

cans spend  about  500  million  dol- 

lars a  year  buying  headache  "rem- 
edies" that  just  mask  the  pain  and 

never  deal  with  the  root  of  the 

problem.  Medical  authorities  to- 
day relate  90  percent  of  headaches 

to  worry,  depression,  anxiety,  and 
other  stress  ailments  that  cause 

muscular  tension  and  spasm.  Be- 
cause the  focus  of  this  muscular 

tension  is  the  jaw  (think  how  we 
grind  and  clench  our  teeth  in  stress, 
this  is  referred  to  as  bruxism),  your 
headache  may  actually  be  caused 
by  jaw  imbalance  resulting  from 
knotted-up  muscles.  Data  by  two 

New  York  dentists.  Dr.  Harold 

Gelb  and  Dr.  Jeffrey  Tarte  pub- 
lished recently  in  the  Journal  of  the 

American  Dental  Association, 

confirm  a  definite  link  between 
head  pains  and  dental  orthopedic 

defects — a  breakthrough  in  head- 

ache research.  "The  lower  jaw  is 
suspended  from  the  upper  jaw  in  a 
sling  of  muscle  and  ligaments.  If 
one  muscle  is  knotted  up  and  the 
lower  jaw  is  not  working  in  proper 
relationship  to  the  upper  jaw  it 
signals  to  the  nervous  system  that 

something  is  wrong,  and  the  nerv- 
ous system  sends  off  a  signal  of 

pain,"  explains  Dr.  Tarte.  The 
medical  term  for  this  disorder  is 

temporomandibular  joint  syn- 
drome, the  joint  in  question  gov- 

erns the  relationship  between  the 

lower  jaw  and  the  skull.  There  are 

orthopedic  dentists  who  can  recog- 
nize "t-m  joint  syndrome"  by  sim- 

ply looking  at  someone's  face  (it will  be  lopsided)  or  doing  a  quick 
test  by  putting  the  little  fingers  in 
both  ears  (you  can  feel  irregulari- 

ties such  as  clicking  when  the  jaw- 
moves).  To  correct  it,  a  simple,  re- 

movable plastic  device  is  worn  in 
the  lower  jaw  for  about  six  months 
"to  reorient  the  mouth,  bone,  mus- 

cles and  jaw  relationship."  Drs. Gelb  and  Tarte  recommend  this 

work  be  done  along  with  biofeed- 

back relaxation  training.  "You need  a  means  to  control  muscular 

spasm."  If  you  feel  your  headache 
may  be  jaw-related,  try  the  simple 
finger  in  the  ear  test  yourself.  Then 
speak  to  your  dentist. 

1.  With  little  fingers  in  ears,  close  mouth  ...  2,  then  open.  3.  Fingers  can  be  in  ears  or  4,  just  outside. 

PECPLE 
Christopher  Idone  and  Sean 
Driscoll  of  Glorious  Food  hope 

to  sell  sorbets  (mango,  bana- 

na, pineapple)  from  their  new 
kitchen  at  172  East  Seventy- 
fifth  Street,  New  York  City. ****John  Trueman's  intrigu- 

ing new  book  The  Story  of 
Scent  (Douhleday,  $7.95)  is 

the  first  to  have  eighteen  fra- 
grance .^watches  printed  in  it. 

You  smell  a  different  perfume 
essence  at  the  beginning  of 

each  chapter.  ****Interior 
designer  Dick  Ridge  has  de- 

signed a  new  collection  of 
"sportsman's"  rugs  for  Phoe- nix.**** Paul  Paree  has  a 

show  of  photographs  running 
now  through  March  27  in  the 
Science  Wing  Hall  Gallery  at 
the  California  Museum  of 

Science  and  Industry.  Los  An- 
geles, Cal.;  eighteen  pictures 

of  the  same  2nd-century  B.C. 

face,  below. 

House  portrait 

painter 

♦  Watercolor  by  Camilla  Churchill 

If  you  want  to  enrich  your  family 

history,  then  you  may  want  to  have 
a  portrait  painted  of  your  house. 
Camilla  Churchill,  an  artist  in 

South  Pomfret,  Vt.,  does  marvel- 
ous watercolors  of  houses  and  is 

ready  to  travel  the  country  to  do 
them.  It  takes  her  about  a  week  to 

paint  a  portrait  and  she  works  in 
all  seasons.  "Each  has  lovely  things 
about  it,"  she  says.  "Most  people 
don't  think  of  November  as  being 
particularly  beautiful,  but  you  can 
see  the  structure  of  hills  then,  that 

you  can't  in  summer,  when  the 
trees  are  out.  Snow  is  lovely,  too. 

so  simple  and  chaste."  Mrs. Churchill's  work  has  been  shown 
in  many  galleries.  An  upcoming 
exhibition  is  planned  this  summer 

by  Ellison  Lieberman,  at  Galler>' 

II.  Woodstock,  \'t. 
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The  most 

10- wax  cushioned 
oors  in  your  color. 
Like  32  in  Beige. 

The  pattern  of  this  beige  is 
based  on  an  early  New  England 

design.  This  is  one  of  the  patterns  in 

our  Prestige  collection,  based  on  authen- 
ticated design  influences  that  are  part  of 

the  heritage  of  America. 

These  inspired  patternsfeaturetl^e con- 
venience of  all  our  no-wax,  Shinyl  .^uimI® 

floors,  and  the  comfort  of  cushionii. 

no-wax,  Shinyl  Vinyl  ffoo^llays  fresher 
looking  longer,  usuaHy  with  xu5t  sponge 

mopping.  In  time,  a  reiductiorvj^gloss  will 
occur  in  areas  of  heavier  use.  ̂ ^|com- 
mend  Congoleum  Vinyl  Dressin^^tp  pro- 

vide a  higher  shine,  if  preferred. ^w- 

See  this  great  new  Golleeti^on/and 
choose  your  floor  in  your  color.  Find  us 

in  the  Yellow  Pages  under  "Flooring*'. Pattern  #45025  shown. 



Start  a  tradition 
in  your  home* 
Living  With  Tradition  by  White.  22  pages,  many  in  color.  Hand- 

crafted occasional  pieces  by  the  South's  oldest  maker  of  fine 
furniture.  To  see  the  entire  collection  send  50C  to  Dept.  HG-3A, 
White  Furniture  Company,  Mebane,  N.C.  27302. 

A 

bACCARAT 

CERaUnE  chJNA       ̂   e  crystal  o  Kings     chmSTof  U  silvER 
Limoges  Pans 

From  France,  at  fjne  stores  everywhere,    and  at  Baccarat.  55  E.  57  St..  NYC.  10022 

Write  Dept  HG31  tor  illustrated  brochures  leatunng  stemware,  ctiina  or  gifts.  50c  each,  silver,  IOC 

QUESTIONS  &  ANSWERS 

Antiques 
By  Louise  Ade  Boge 

EUROPEAN  "PENDULUM"  WATCH 
Can  you  tell  us  anything  about  this 

watch — its  origin,  age?  It  seems  to 

have  a  penduhini — perhaps  this  is 
a  clue.  A.B.C. — Lincoln.  Neb. 
We  believe  your  pocket  watch  was 

made  by  the  Roskoflf  Watch  Com- 

pany of  Switzerland  about  1880- 
1910.  However,  some  watches  of 

this  kind  were  also  made  in  Aus- 
tria. The  watch  has  an  added  fea- 
ture that  gives  the  impression  it 

has  a  double  pendulum  that  oscil- 
ates  like  the  pendulum  on  a  pen- 

dulum clock. 

FRENCH  BEER  MUG  SET 

Our  beer  mug  set  has  the  identify- 
ing initials  J. P.  over  an  L  on  each 

piece.  Can  you  determine  from  this 
where  and  when  it  was  made? 

B.E.J. —Chicago.  III. 

Your  set  for  serving  beer  was  made 
after    1890    and    perhaps    before 

1914  at  a  porcelain  factory  started 

by  Jean  Pouyat  at  Limoges,  France 

in  1842.  Its  wares  were  chiefly  in- 
tended for  the  export  market. 

Pouyat,  a  French  family  of  pwttery 

proprietors,  has  been  active  in  and 
around  Limoges  since  about  1 760. 

AMERICAN  TABLE  LAMP 

My  cut  glass  lamp  has  the  name  of 
"Hawkes"  on  both  the  globe  and 
stand.  Is  this  enough  for  you  to 

identify  it  for  us? 
F.H.H.— Syracuse.  N.Y. 

Your  brilliant-cut  glass  table  lamp, 
with  mushroom  shade,  dating 

about  the  turn  of  the  20th  cen- 
tury, was  made  by  the  T.  G. 

Hawkes  Co.  of  Corning,  N.Y., 

which  was  responsible  for  intro- 
ducing some  of  the  finest  patterns, 

including  the  Russian  pattern,  of 

the  brilliant-cut  glass  period. 

ANGLO-JAPANESE 
STYLE  CUPBOARD 

Can  you  tell  me  anything  of  the 

background  of  my  hanging  shelf? 
It  looks  somewhat  Oriental. 

W.T. — Birmingham,  Ala. 

Your  hanging  cupboard  is  in  the 

Anglo-Japanese  style,  which  came 
into  fashion  in  the  1870s  and 
1880s  following  the  opening  up  of 

Japan  and  exhibitions  in  the  West- 
ern world  of  Japanese  crafts.  The 

best  of  the  furniture  is  simple, 

light,  and  graceful  with  slender 
supports.    {Continued  on  page  30) 
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fl  It  begins  with  at  blacksmith. 
Instead  of  a  cookie-cutter  kind  of 
oduction  line,  each  piece  of  Woodard 

rniture  begins  with  an  anvil,  sonne 

awn,  and  an  honest-to- 
)odness  blacksmith. 

..  Woodard  furniture  is 

laped,  joined  and  fin- 
hed  by  hand,  right  down 

)  the  careful  hand-wiping 
f  the  final  antiquing. 

here  is  no  nnass  produc- 

on.  Employees  are  arti- 
3ns  and  craftsmen. 

And  Woodard  endures  to  add  to  its 
t 

The  worth 
of  Woodard 

worth.  Each  piece  of  furniture,  for 

example,  receives  a  layer  of  molten  zinc 
to  inhibit  rust  and  to  protect 

the  finish.  This  is  an  expensive 

way  to  protect  furniture, 
but  it  is  also  the  best 

way.  And  when  you  add 
the  14  separate  finishing 

steps,  you  begin  to  see 
why  Woodard  furniture 
can  be  passed  down 
from  generation  to  generation. 

The  eyes  have  it. 
The  beauty  of  Woodard  is 

evident  with  another  quick  glance  at  the 

photograph   below.  For 

three  generations  Wood- 
ard has  been  a  style 

leader,  both  in- 
doors and  out. 

And  this  lead- 
ership is  not 

confined  to 

wrought  iron  alone.  Few  manufacturers 
offer  such  a  wide  range  of  fabrics  and 

coverings.  Woodard  also 
knows  that  not  everyone 

likes  white.  That's  why  you 
can  choose  from  a 

rainbow  of  25  beautiful 

finishing  colors. 

In  this  clickety-click, 

mass-produced,  com- 
puterized world  we  live  in, 

isn  t  it  nice  to  know  there's  still  a 
Woodard  around? 

For  color  brochures  and  the  name  of 

the  store  near  you  that  carries  Woodard 
indoor  and  outdoor  furniture,  write 

to  Woodard,  317  Elm  Street,  Owosso, 

Michigan  48867. Wood  arc. 

w 
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CW  AMERIC 
STYLE 

GIVE  AN  UNFORGETTABLE 
ANNIVERSARY  DINNER  WITH 

CANDLELIGHT,  FLOWERS  AND  LENOX 

When  it's  a  very  important  evening,  your  table  can  reflect 
it  rn  so  many  wayg  with  the  warm  gleam  of  Lenox  China 

and  the  sparkle  of  Lenox  lead  Crystal. 

FREDERICK  &  NELSON 
DIVISION  OF  MARSHALL    FIELD  &  CO. 

SEATTLE,  WASHINGTON    98111 

Brilliant  idea  for  a  graduation  party: 
The  Oxford  buffet. 

Invite  the  Class  of  76.  With  a  buffet-style  dinner,  you'll  be  sure  to 
enjoy  the  party  as  much  gs  everyone  else.  And  uith  elegant 
Oxford  Bone  China,  the  table  is  sure  to  take  the  honors. 

^ a 

'     \-^f    'i-^i ^d-      1.  '♦J f*     '^^   JiSf     ̂ ^        "Str" 

VISIT  THE  CHINA  AND  CRYSTAL  DEPARTMENTS 
OF  THESE  STORES  THIS  SPRING.  MANY  OF 
THEM  WILL  BE  FEATURING  TABLE  SETTING 

IDEAS  FROM  HOUSE  AND  GARDENS. 

Make  a  birthday  party 
more  fun  with  fondue. 

Swiss  fondue  is  now  favorite  party  fare  all  over  America.  It  s  fun 

to  eat  and  festive  to  serve,  with  cheerful  Temper-ware  by  Lenox,*  the 
super-strength,  super-ceramic  dinnerware  with  a  full  two-year  warranty 

macys 
CAUFORNIA 

AUTUMN  BY  LENOX. 
FOR  BEAUTIFUL  WEDDING  RECEPTIONS 

ALL  YEAR  LONG. 

And  for  dining  happily  ever  after  America's  brides  love 
this  Lenox  pattern  for  its  exquisitely-detailed  hand  applied 
decoration,  for  its  creamy  ivory  color  and  for  its  translucency. 

llljl/^^^^^        OF    STOCKTON 
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NTERTAINS- A/ITJ AAyiW.l£t 

AT  HOME 
FOR  WEDDINGS,  PARTIES,  INFORMAL  DINNER

S 

AND  GALA  GET-TOGETHERS  ALL  OVER  THIS  L
AND 
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CW  AMERICA 
ly^TVI  F  \A/ITU EBRATES- [=MnY 

GIVI 

CAND 
When 
itm 

-M 

LENOX 
AMERICA 

ATCHES 

Only  an  American  company  long  famous  for  making  the  best 

of  fine  china,  hand-blown  lead  crystal,  and  casual 
dinnerware,  creates  designs  that  fit  the  varied  life  styles 

of  America.  The  formal  buffet  setting  on  the  cover, 

for  example,  would  be  as  right  in  Boston  as  in  Chicago  or 

Savannah.  Wherever  you  live  in  this  broad  land,  you 

can  evoke  the  ambiance  you  want  at  your  table  — with  Len  | 
Because  it  is  equally  at  home  on  every  occasion  and 

in  any  company,  you  can  create  a  vast  variety  of  excitinc ' 
changes  with  one  pattern  of  china  and  one  of  crystal. 

On  the  cover:  Lenox  China,  Fair  Ladi^  pattern.  Swans.  Lenox  Crystal:  Allure  pattern.  Flatware  by  Reed  &  Barton.  Chafing  dish  by  Taunton  Si/uersmit/i^ 
Salad  bowl  by  Imperial  Glass.  Lenox  candles  and  candlesticks.  Tablecloth  and  napkin.  D.  PorthaulL 

AT  HOME  IN  THE  SOUTH 

Legendary  Southern  hospitality,  a  pervasive  and  timeless  elegance  are  implicit 

in  the  setting,  below,  designed  for  a  rather  special  afternoon  tea.  Golden  rims 

circle  delicately  patterned  china  and  hand-blown  crystal  wine  glasses;  just-opened 
pink  roses  bloom  lavishly  in  wicker  baskets,  singly  on  damask  napkins.  Guests  are 

offered  a  tempting  choice:  light  Chablis  and  sandwiches  or  coffee  and  sweet  cake. 

Oxford  Bone  China:  Fontaine  pattern.  Lenox  Crystal:  Laurent  pattern. 
Flatware  by  Towle.  Coffee  service  and  cake  stand  by  Taunton  Silversmiths. 



HOW  AM 
NTERTAINS-- 

AT  HOME  IN  NEW  ENGLAND 

Re-create  the  timeless  appeal  of  a  traditional 
New  England  dinner  wherever  you  live.  The 

gleaming  table,  above,  sparkling  crystal  and  china 

with  a  raised  enamel  design  reflect  the 

glow  of  silver  hurricane  candlesticks.  Antique 

pewter  shoes  overflow  with  nuts,  apples,  carnations 

that  stay  fresh  for  hours  in  a  waterless  centerpiece. 

For  true  authenticity,  turn  the  pewter  forks 
tines  down  in  the  colonial  manner  Add  another  touch 

of  yesteryear  with  Victorian  pewter  napkin  rings. 

Lenox  China:  Autumn  pattern.  Carlyle  pepper  shakers.  Lenox  Crx^stal:  Antique  pattern. 
Silverplated  lamps  bi^  Taunton  Silversmiths.  Lenox  Candles.  Pewter  flatware  by  Reed  &  Barton. 

AT  HOME  IN 
THE  WHITE  HOUSE 

Lenox  china  contributes  its  distinction 

to  the  most  historic  table  settings 
in  this  country.  The  plate,  left, 

belongs  to  one  of  three  official  state 

services  made  by  Lenox  and  in  use  in 

the  White  House  today  Dominated  by  the 
Great  Seal  of  the  United  States, 

handsomely  bordered  in  rich  green  and 

etched  24K  gold,  this  pattern  is  worthy 

of  its  place  at  our  nation's  First  Table. 
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AT  HOME  IN  THE  WEST 

Among  the  many  appealing  qualities  that  give  zest  to  the  West  are  easy 

informality  and  rugged  simplicity  Both  have  influenced  America's  life  style;  both 
inspire  the  setting  above.  Bold  pottery  and  Indian  baskets  complement 

Lenox  Temper- Ware,  incredibly  strong  ceramic  dishes  in  which  you  can  bake,  freeze, 
heat  and  serve.  Here,  a  blithe  pattern  is  teamed  with  textured  blue  glasses 

and  stainless  steel  flatware  on  a  gay  patchwork  quilt  turned  tablecloth. 

Tablesetting:  Temper-Ware  b\;  Ler)ox.'     Dewdrops  pattern.  Lenox  Cr\^stal:  Hand-blown  Impromptu  pattern.  Stainless  flatware  by  International. 
Native  American  baskets  and  sculptures  from  American  Indian  Arts  Center  Candlelites  by  Lenox. 
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HOW  AMERICA  ENTERTANS- 
\  A  /ITU  nu  A  DK  /I  \  A  /ITU  J_I=K  ITV V  I 

A  TRIBUTE  TO 
style, 

Americans  are  famous  for  their  generosity.  They  love 

to  give  freely  to  their  families  and  friends,  to 

mark  all  celebrations  — christenings,  birthdays, 

weddings,  anniversaries,  Mother's  and  Father's  Days, 
graduations— with  delightful  presents.  Those  we 

most  enjoy  giving  and  receiving,  however,  are  designed 

to  enhance  the  pleasures  of  living  and  entertaining 

at  home.  Style,  quality,  suitability— all  are 
attributes  donors  look  for  and  recipients  appreciate 

best.  You  will  find  them  all  in  Lenox  china, 

Lenox  crystal  and  a  galaxy  of  handsome  accessories.  Here  — a 
sampling  of  presents  for  every  occasion,  every  home. 

Top  left:  Dinnerware  designed 

just  for  kids  is  gay.  shaped  to  their 
needs,  and  turns  all  meals  into 
adventures.  Mothers  know  that  the 

"Gentle  Friends'"  set  is  made  from 

a  super  ceramic  that  can  take  any- 
thing a  child  can  dish  out  — so 

strong  it's  guaranteed  for  2  years 
normal  use  against  breaking, 

chipping  and  cracking. 

Center  left:  An  ideal  present, 

particularly  now  — the  Lenox 
Patriots  Bowl,  adorned  with  por- 

traits of  five  great  American  pa- 
triots and  trimmed  in  24K  gold. 

Tradition  at  its  finest,  destined  for 
an  heirloom  future. 

Bottom  left:  Wine  with  meals 

or  in  place  of  cocktails  is  fast  be- 
coming an  American  custom,  just 

as  is  the  serving  of  brandy  after 
dinner  Beautifully  proportioned 

Chateau  crystal  by  Lenox  is  per- 
fect for  our  new-found  tastes,  as 

is  the  very  adaptable  decanter 

Top  right:  Handsome,  under- 
stated and  always  useful,  on-the- 

rocks  glasses  of  hand-blown  Lenox 
crystal,  in  double  and  single  sizes. 
The  antique  shape  is  adapted 

from  the  old-time  jelly  glass. 

Bottom  right:  Highball  and 

double-on-the  rocks  glasses  of 
hand-blown  lead  crystal  by  Lenox 

proudly  display  'Turkey  Eagle" 
seals  that  include  our  country's birth  date  in  bold  relief. 
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AN  AMERICAN  LOVE  STORY 

he  Wfedding  At  Home 

f 

'// 

Bril 

A TREASURE 

TROVE  OF  WEDDING  GIFTS 

A  wedding  reception  at  home  is  more  than  an  important 
event.  It  offers  a  unique  opportunity  to  plan  a 

truly  warm,  highly  personal  and  memorable  occasion. 
At  home,  wedding  gifts  can  be  shown  to  their  best 

advantage.  Display  them  to  emphasize  the  beauty  of 

each.  Group  presents  of  the  same  type  together: 
decorative  accessories,  cooking  equipment,  linens, 

whatever.  An  assembly  of  lovely  bridal  gifts, 

left,  destined  to  make  dining  and  entertaining  a 
constant  joy.  The  surest  way  for  any  bride  you 

know  to  be  this  fortunate  is  for  her  to  enroll  her  name 

and  list  her  favorite  selections  at  a  store's  Wedding 

Gift  Registry.  There's  no  obligation  and  with  guesswork 
eliminated,  donors  can  be  certain  that  their  presents  will 

delight  the  bride  and  they'll  avoid  duplications. 

Lenox  China:  Morning  Blossoms  paUem.  Cottage  sugar  and  cream  set 

Lenox  Crystal:  Hand-blown  Antique  pattern.  Sauce  boat  and  barometer  by 
Taunton  Sihersmiths.  Candleholders  and  ice  bucket  Imperial  Glass. 

Invite ; 
enj( 

THE  BRIDE'S  MOTHER 
ENTERTAINS 

Of  course  she  is  hostess  at  her 

daughter's  wedding,  and 
very  much  at  ease  because  she  has 

planned  so  many  parties  before. 

As  the  wedding  presents  pour  in,  she 
decides  to  give  her  own  table  a  fresh 

look  such  as  the  one,  righi.  She 

visits  her  favorite  store  to  loo'  at  new 
trends  and  shop  for  herself. 

Lenox  China:  Castle  Garden  pattern. 
Carlton  Candlesticks, 

Heritage  Bowl.  Filigree  napkin  rir\gs 
Expression  Crystal  by  Lenox  Flatwan  by  Kirk. 

All  set  with  mother-of-pearl  look,  shell 
place  mats  and  accessories. 
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HOW  AMERICA  ENTERTAINS- 
\A /ITU  pu  ADK  /I  \ A /ITUJXK irV 

BREAKFAST  IN  BED 

His  "I  love  you"  to  her 

Given  the  right  instincts  and  means  to  express  them,  a 

man  can  accomplish  wonders.  It  may  be  the  one 

and  only  time  he  treats  her  to  breakfast  in  bed.  but 

when  it  looks  like  this,  it  will  never  be  forgotten. 

Oxford  Bone  China  Tenderly  pattern.  Carlyle  salt  and 
pepper  shakers  fay  Lenox.  Lenox  Crystal:  Tempo  pattern. 

Flatware  by  Reed  &  Barton. 

THE  FIRST  DINNER  PARTY 

Whether  the  guests  are  the  maid  of  honor  and  best  man, 

the  bride's  parents,  the  young  couple  across  the 
hall  — that  first  dinner  party  is  very  special.  The 
bride  shows  off  her  gleaming  new  silver,  uses 

her  bold  china  and  delicate  crystal,  splurges  on  food, 

wine,  flowers  —  and  dares  to  set  her  table  with  flair. 

Lenox  China:  Interlude  pattern.  Lenox  Crystal: 
Evening  Star  pattern.  Wine  decanter  by  Imperial  Glass. 

Candleholders  and  salt  and  pepper  set  by  Taunton  Silversmiths 
with  Lenox  column  candles.  Flatware  by  International. 

Style, 

Drs. 

t  bakes, 
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TEMPER-WARE  AT  HOME  EVERYWHERE 
MOVE  IT  DIRECTLY  FROM  FREEZER  TO  OVEN  TO  TABLE 

USE  IT  CONFIDENTLY  INDOORS  OR  OUT 

GLORY  IN  ITS  BRIGHTNESS  AND  STRENGTH 

You  can  enjoy  your  own  meals  and  parties  to  the  hilt 

with  this  super  ceramic  dinnerware  by  Lenox  doing 

your  work  for  you!  Dishes  can  be  prepared  ahead, 

frozen  until  needed,  warmed  up  and  put  on  the  table. 

Temper-Ware  is  warranteed  not  to  break,  chip,  crack  and 
craze  for  2  years  of  normal  use.  The  patterns 

are  bold  and  carefree.  This  one,  Summer  Harvest, 

is  rich  with  a  crop  of  bright  fruit  and  berries;  hand- 
blown  lead  crystal  Lenox  Tempo  glasses  wait  to  be 
filled  with  Sangria  from  this  Imperial  Glass  pitcher; 

red  napkins  also  double  as  place  mats  under  circles 

of  straw.  All  combine  to  lift  spirits  sky-high. 

Created  for  Lenox  in  cooperation  with  House  &  Garden  and  Bride's 

20 
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HOW  AMERICA 
WITH  CHARM,  WITH TANS- 
BlueTree  by  Lenox  makes  a 

Southern-style  garden  party  more  romantic. 

It's  an  ever-blooming  garden  in  cool  greens  and  blues,  with  soft 
pink  and  yellow.  No  wonder  this  favorite  Lenox  pattern  has  been 

charming  hostesses  and  their  guests  for  more  than  fifty  years. 

THEBOIM 

Fireflower Tfemper-ware  brightens  up 
aWestern-style  barbecue. 

Mix  up  your  special  secret  sauce.  Get  a  good  fire 
going.  And  set  a  knockout  of  a  table  with  a  blaze  of  poppied 

plates.  Informal  Temper-ware  by  Lenox"  sets  the  mood  for 
a  good  time. 

0^tl\9xkzsC»     Cfdl^ 

Organize  a  clambake,  New  England-style, 
with  versatileTemper-ware. 

It's  pretty  enough  for  indoors,  rugged  enough  for  outdoors. 
Temper-ware  by  Lenox"  is  the  super-ceramic  dinnerware  that  bakes, 

broils,  freezes  and  serves.  Beautifully. 

OA^PWEI^LIS 
Oakland  •  Walnut  Creek  •  Hayward 

El  Cerrito  •  Fremont 

Sunday  brunch-a  great  American  idea, 
North,  South,  East  and  West. 

The  feeling  is  relaxed.  The  pace  is  leisurely.  The  menu 

simple,  yet  special.  The  china  and  crystal  Lenox.  That's  why 
Sunday  brunch  is  a  favorite  way  to  get  together— all  over  this  land. 

VISIT  THE  CHINA  AND  CRYSTAL  DEPARTMENTS 
OF  THESE  STORES  THIS  SPRING.  MANY  OF 
THEM  WILL  BE  FEATURING  TABLE  SETTING 

IDEAS  FROM  HOUSE  AND  GARDENS. 
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>  Cat.  No.  1009 

Wake  up  a  walL  Any  wall, 
One  suggestion  for  your  dining  room  is  this 

provincially  shaped  mirror.  It's  finished  in old  gold  with  red  rub  and  dark  dusty  antiquing. 

If  you'd  like  more  suggestions  send  us  your 
name  and  a  dollar.  We'll  send  you  our  full  color 

catalog  and  the  name  of  your  nearest 
Carolina  Mirror  dealer. 

Carolina  Mirror  Corporation 
North  Wilkesboro,  North  Carolina  28659 

Spark  your  talents  as  a 
Hostess  and  Homemaker... 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN'S  PARTY 
MENU  COOKBOOK 
—brings  you  448  pages 

of  ways  to  entertain  with  style. 
126  menus  for  breakfasts, 

luncheons,  dinners,  suppers, 

buffets,  holiday  parties, 

outdoor  parties 

and  big  parties  with  small 
price  tags.  Basic  recipes  and 
low-calorie  dishes.  More 

;  than  593  superb 

recipes  in  all.  Enter- 
taining ideas.  Organizing 

I  ■         and  preparation  tips. 

*  $9.95 

CONDE  NASI  BOOKS 
P.O.  BOX  3308,  Grand  Central  Station,  New  York,  N.Y.  10017 

D  YES!  Send  me  HOUSE  &  GARDEN'S  PARTY  MENU  COOKBOOK 
for  $9.95  (plus  35  cents  for  postage  &  handling). 

D  Check  for  $   enclosed. 

n  Bill  my  American  Express  Acct.  #   

n  Bill  my  BankAmericard  Acct.  #   — 

D  Expiration  Date   

NAME     

ADDRESS- 

CITY   -STATE- -ZIP- 

SIGNATURE. 

Antiques 
continued  from  page  18 

EUROPEAN  CUP 

AND  COVER 

iVe  would  like  to  know 
when  and  where  our  cup 

was  made  and  whether 
the  elaborate  decoration 

is  usual  H.H.C. 
— Charleston,  W.  Va. 

Your  cup  was  probably  made  in  Europe,  possibly  in  the  latter  part  of  the 
19th  century,  when  certain  early  styles  and  forms  enjoyed  a  lively  revival. 
The  standing  cup  and  cover,  generally  with  an  elaborate  finial  (such  as 

youTs)  was  originally  a  distinctive  and  costly  typ>e  of  European  Renais- 
sance wrought  silver.  It  reflected  the  affluence  of  the  owner  and  was 

sometimes  as  much  as  about  22  inches  tall. 

KING  OF  NAPLES 

My  figurine  is  supposed  to  repre- 
sent Murat.  When  was  it  made  and 

who  was  Murat? 

D.E.W.—New  York,  N.Y. 

Your  equestrian  figure,  inscribed 

Murat,  is  a  lively  and  vigorous  rep- 
resentation of  Joachim  Murat, 

1767-1815,  King  of  Naples,  whose 
most  enduring  title  to  fame  is  that 
of  the  most  dashing  cavalry  leader 

of  the  age.  It  was  probably  mod- 
eled about  1820  in  France. 

AMERICAN  HIGH-BACK  CHAIR 

My  chair  has  an  unusually  high 
hack.  When  and  how  did  this  style 
come  into  being? 

R.C. — Chickasha,  Okla. 

Around  1900,  an  enterprising 
American  furniture  manufacturer 
decided  the  time  had  arrived  when 

the  character  of  the  usual  spindlcd- 
back  rocking  chair  should  be 

changed  in  the  direction  of  Charles 

Rennie  Mackintosh  and  his  Glas- 
gow School,  the  English  equivalent 

of  the  continental  Art  Nouveau. 

Mackintosh  is  especially  remem- 
bered for  his  chairs  with  extremely 

tail  backs,  often  more  than  6  feet 

high.  Hence  the  new  look  in  your 
chair  back. 

A.MERICAN  SILVER  MARK 

From  these  marks,  can  you  identi- 
fy the  maker  of  my  silver,  footed 

tray?  G.W.F.  Jr.— West  Point,  Ga. 
Your  plated  silver,  footed  tray  was 

made  by  E.  G.  Webster  &  Son,  ac- 
tive at  Brooklyn,  N.Y.  from  1886 

to  1928  when  it  was  bought  by  In- 
ternational Silver  and  moved  to 

Meriden,  Conn.  It  made 

sterling  silver  and  plated 
silver  wares. The  EPNS 

(electroplated  on 
nickel  silver)  means 

your  piece  is  plated silver. 

FRENCH 

SCULPTURE 
How  old  is  our 

French  bronze  fig- 
ure? It  is  one  of  a 

pair;  the  other  one 
has  a  broken  hand.  Can  it  be  repaired  without  a  great 

deal  of  difficulty?  L.M. — Scottsdale,  Ariz. 
Your  French  School  sculpture,  dating  about  the  1880s,  is 

probably  made  of  pot  metal  with  a  surface  plating  of 

bronze.  Pot  metal  is  an  extremely  fragile  medium  and 

when  broken  almost  impossible  to  repair.  More  success 

can  be  obtained  with  epoxies  than  with  traditional  weld- 

I  ing  or  soldering  methods. 
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"First  came  the  idea  of  sand  casting-- 

,;  with  abetter^, 
fejbiend  of  ten  ̂ L 

it^'^df  ■stainless/Ifs^gD'%legantiy':^iafe  mat 

,.,es  with  any  deebn.      y  '  ' Down  through:  the  .years,  we  extended 

ale"^  metai.  A  ̂ '^^HS^^^  idea  into  a  complete  and  coordinated  iine 
^jyicin-i  KJi  icii  vtui^c^orn  ihetals  With  the  Id^^^^^^^bf  Armetale  .naetal  gittwarerdinner/vaii^^^iire 

..^feel  of  fine  pewter  But  with  advantages  pewter       cookware  and  decorative  acce.ssorie;^^5?^1«; 
^■^     never  had.  It  won't  break,  chip  or  crack.  You  can  ,       ;  /.'  Today,  there's  a  whole  wardrobeofbeau- 
'-^^cook  with  it.  Eat  and  drink  from  it.  And  decorg^g^^^^d  functional  Armetale  metal  products  for 

.>..-^  with  it;"  -v^  .^'s::c^'4^K^^s^^^^^^^  ^^^"^^^^^om  in  your  house.  Look  for  them  at  fine 
Ar]|^<^^^^^^^^afflHpie  warmth  of       stores  ever^'where.  And  get  some  good  ideas 

-     pewter;Tfe  richrieSsbl^i^^^B!  ail  the  prac-  ̂   -  oiyour.6wn,  Writeforthe.store  nearestyou. 

j*^ 

LTON RUivreraLE 

CQLUMBl.^.  PENNS^'LVANIA  17M2 
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NuTone! 
The  security  system 

that  protects 
your  home, 

Without  cramping 
your  Ufestyle. 

This  IS  an  action  photo  of  the  most 

advanced  security  system  on  the 

market .  .  .  NuTone.  Where  is  it?  Every- 
where! All  around  the  perimeter  of  the 

house  on  duty  all  the  time.  Backed  up 

by  a  second  line  of  defense  against 

intruders  inside.  Early  warning  of 
smoke  and  fire.  Panic  buttons  for  the 

unpredictable.  Time  delay  exit/entry 

release  features,  automatic  phone  dial- 

ing and  much  more  ...  all  custom-de- 
signed to  fit  your  needs,  your  home 

and  your  lifestyle. 

Security  should  be  felt,  not  seen.  The 

all-new  NuTone  Security  Systems  never 

intrude  on  your  life.  They're  easy  to 
live  with  .  .  .  safely. 

We've  prepared  a  36  page  booklet  full 
of  facts  and  ideas  to  help  make  your 

home  a  lot  safer.  It  contains  many  in- 
formative tips  on  things  you  can  do 

yourself  to  make  your  family  more 
secure. 

It's  yours  free.  Plus,  we'll  send  along 
complete  mformation  about  NuTone's 
revolutionary,  new  Security  Systems. 

For  your  Free  Home  Security  Guide, 
simply  mail  the  coupon  below. 

>j]  NuTone  Security 

Systems  ...  we  don't 
intrude  on  your  life 
.  .  .  and  we  fielp  make 

sure  nobody  else  does! 

Form  3093 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Please  send  me 

my  Free  Home 
Security  Guide 
I  understand 
I  am  under  no 

obligation  to 
purchase 
anything. 

Mail  to: 

NuTone  Division  Scovill 

Dept.  HG-1C-3,  P.  0.  Box  9050 
Cincinnati,  Ohio  45209 

Name. 

Address. 

City. 

State. .Zip. 

Telephone. 

Nlflbne  Housing  Products 

Scovill 

HOME  IMPROVEMENT  IDEAS 

For  the  house  fixer 

I  Molded  marble  tub 
A  lu.Kurious  new  double  tub,  64'/i 
inches  long,  45  inches  wide,  is 
molded  of  polyester  and  marble  in 
a  choice  of  fourteen  colors — stria- 
tions  of  smoke  white  to  mocha  to 

spring  green.  The  double  tub,  be- 
low, consists  of  the  tub  and  a  one 

piece  marble  panel  or  deck  around 
it.  Matching  panels  of  marble  are 
on  adjoining  walls.  Minimum  deck 
size  is  55  inches  wide  by  78  inches 
long;  the  maximum,  a  spacious  60 

by  90  inches.  The  tub  has  con- 
toured arm  rests,  a  ribbed  bottom 

for  safety.  A  smaller  unit,  with  tub 
and  deck  molded  in  one  piece,  may 
be  had  32  inches  wide  and  from 

60  to  66  inches  long.  The  tub  units 
are  available  in  these  standard  sizes 

or  custom  installations  can  be  de- 
signed. Prices  range  from  $480  (the 

smaller  tub)  to  $1,250  (large 

double  tub)  from  dealer  represen- 
tatives nationally.  Molded  Marble 

Products  Div.,  Lippert  Corp..  Box 

219,  West  142,  North  8999  Foun- 
tain Blvd.,  Menomonee  Falls,  Wis. 

53051. 

■  Automatic  telephone 
answerer 

"Record  a  Call"  will  deliver  any 
message  you  leave  for  telephone 
callers  in  your  absence,  will  record 
incoming  calls  on  tape  and  play 
them  back.  The  remote  80  unit 

(shown)  connected  to  your  tele- 
phone also  allows  you  to  call  it 

from  anywhere  outside  and  receive 
any  messages  recorded.  The  unit 
incorporates  an  AT&T  approved 
mechanism  (APCM),  which  lets 

you  plug  it  into  any  telephone  jack 
with  no  monthly  service  charges. 
It  has  two  cassettes  for  outgoing 
and  incoming  messages;  flipping  a 
"Fix"  switch  lets  120  30-second 

calls  be  taped;  a  "Vox"  switch  per- 
mits incoming  messages  of  any 

length.  A  microphone  attachment 
lets  you  use  the  tapes  for  dictating 
letters  as  well  as  messages.  Remote 

sages  from  recorder  over  phone. 

Reset  message  tape  to  receive  ad- 
ditional calls  and  retain  all  previ- 

ous ones.  $299.95.  Hammacher 

Schlemmer.  147  East  Fifty-seventh 
St.,  New  York,  N.Y.  10022. 

I  Old-house-products directory 

Printed  in  U.S.A. 

control  of  the  recorder  works  with 
a  separate  Remote  Key.  Battery 
operated,  it  can  be  taken  anywhere. 
You  dial  your  home  telephone, 

beep  key  (in  your  individual  fre- 
quency sound)  and  receive  all  mes- 

A  1976  Buyers  Guide,  with  1,082 
listings  of  products  and  services  of 
298  companies  dealing  in  equip- 

ment for  restoring  and  decorating 
old  houses  is  an  invaluable  aid  in 

r  locating  sources  for  authentic 
'"'  architectural  details,  wall  and  win- 

dow materials  and  treatments, 

hardware,  lighting,  other  fixtures 

and  products  for  pre-1914  houses. 
In  205  categories,  the  Old-House 
Journal  Buyers' Guide\sS5.50irom 
The  Old-House  Journal,  1 99  Berke- 

ley PI.,  Brooklyn,  N.Y.  11217. 

ByWillMorr 

■  Fireplace  heat machine 

Wood  or  coal  burning  fireplace 

(gas  and  electric  units  as  well)  car 
help  heat  a  house  instead  of  draw 
ing  warmed  air  out  of  rooms  an( 
wasting  it  up  the  chimney.  Thi 
"Free  Heat  Machine,"  resemblinj 
a  double-walled,  open  metal  fire 
box,  conceals  a  low-wattage  blow 
er  fan  on  cither  side.  Room  air  i- 
drawn  in  and  warmed  in  the  tube 

of  a  heat  exchanger  at  the  base  o 
the  firebox.  The  tubes  arc  heatec 

by  the  fire;  warm  air  is  dischargee 
into  the  room  from  the  top  grille 
The  unit  has  an  integral  wooc 
grate  and  spark  screen;  an  ash  par 
is  available.  Three  models,  24  b\ 

1 8,  24  by  20,  and  26  by  20  inches 
approximate  retail  price,  $289 
Aquappliances,  Inc.,  135  Sunshini 
Lane,  San  Marco,  Cal.  92069. 

■  Traditional door  locks 

Authentic  reproductions  of  1 8th- 
century  brass  rim  locks  are  avail 
able  in  many  variations.  In  four  ba- 

sic sizes,  to  fit  different  door  raih 
and  lock  functions,  they  are  called 
rim  locks  because  they  are  fastened 
to  door  rims  and  not  mortised  in. 
Shown  is  a  lock  for  the  inside  face 

of  an  entrance  door;  of  solid  brass. 
1 1  inches  long,  5%  inches  high,  1 
inch  deep,  it  includes  the  cylinder 
and  cylinder  cover  plate  for  the 
outside  face  of  the  door  and  its 

key,  which  opens  or  locks  a  dead 
bolt.  It  also  includes  a  slide  bolt 

and  the  traditional  long  "bit"  key. 
which  opens  or  locks  door  from 
inside.  New  security  features  are 

available  with  these  Colonial  lock- 
sets.  This  lock,  with  knob  and  rini 

pull,  about  $150.  Baldwin  Hard- ware Mfg.  Corp.,  841  Wyomissing 

Blvd.,  Reading,  Pa.  19603. 

-*Y*rf-*|^^ ■■"'-   f  -J  mm^4 
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1 7  mg.  "tarn  .1  mg.  nicotine.  a 
av.  per  cigarette -hard  pack,  by  FTC  Method; 

1 8  mg.  "tar!'  1 .1  mg.  nicotine.  'WKi 
av.  per  cigarette- soft  pack,  RC  Report.  Nov.  75 

Warning:  The  Surgeon  General  Has  Deie 

That  Cigarette  Smoking  Is  Dangerous  to  Your  Health 
Regular  and  Menthol in  soft  and  hard  pack 



Does  Your  Skin 
Blurt  Out  Your  Age? 

What  a  pity  if  it  does.  And  usu- 
ally, how  unnecessary.  You  make  an 

effort  to  look  your  very  best.  You're 
careful  of  your  diet.  You  bicycle  or 

play  tennis  or  do  sit-ups  to  keep  your 

figure  trim.  And  you've  found  the 
clothes  and  makeup  that  give  you 
your  own  special  look.  Yet  with  all 

this  care,  you  simply  can't  look  as  at- 
tractive and  young  as  possible  if  you 

overlook  vital  attention  to  your  skin. 

If  your  complexion  says  unflatter- 

ing  things  about  your  age,  it's  time 
you  joined  the  cult  of  enlightened, 

:|:  younger-looking 
women  from  about 
the  world  who 

have  experienced 
the  very  visible 

\'  benefits  of  an  un- 
usual beauty  fluid. 

This  fluid,  known 
in  the  United 
States  as  Oil  of 

Olay  beauty  lotion,  helps  women  look 
their  youngest,  no  matter  what  their 

age. 
Beauty  connoisseurs  discovered  the 

skin-smoothing  liquid.  Your  skin 
drinks  in  Oil  of  Olay  almost  before 
your  very  eyes.  Its  abundance  of  pure 
moisture,  along  with  tropical  oils  and 
other  emollients,  eases  away  dryness 

.  .  .  that  unpleasant  dryness  that  ac- 
cents those  little  lines  and  wrinkles 

that  can  make  you  look  older.  Oil  of 

Olay  penetrates  your  skin's  all-too- 
noticeable  surface  deeply  and  aston- 

ishingly quickly,  leaving  no  greasy 
afterfeel.  Your  skin  grows  softer  and 
smoother  within  moments  after  you 

soothe  on  Oil  of  Olay.  You'll  hon- 
estly see  a  renewed  lustre  and  radi- 
ance, a  look  out  of  the  past  that  you 

probably  thought  was  gone  forever. 

Oil  of  Olay  works  as  a  partner 

with  nature  in  a  marvelously  mys- 

terious way  to  help  maintain  the  oil- 
moisture  balance  of  your  skin, 

necessary  if  you're  to  look  your  very 
youngest.  The  beauty  fluid  acts  sur- 

prisingly like  your  skin's  own  natural 
moisture  in  easing  away  aging  dry- 

ness. Even  more,  it  helps  keep  natu- 
ral moisture  in  your  skin  where  it  can 

continue  to  help  maintain  a  more 

youthful  looking  complexion. 

If  you  are  like  other  women  de- 

voted to  Oil  of  Olay,  you  won't  let  a 
day  pass  without  applying  the  trea- 

sured fluid  at  least  twice  a  day.  Gen- 
tle on  before  going  to  bed,  so  the 

beauty  fluid  may  work  through  long 
hours  of  sleep.  Then  again  in  the 

morning,  as  a  quick-penetrating,  non- 
greasy  makeup  base  to  let  cosmetics 
stay  fresh  for  hours.  Or,  if  you  like  to 

go  bare-faced.  Oil  of  Olay  gives  a 
dewy,  radiant  glow  to  your  skin,  even 
without  makeup.  Twice  a  day  may 

be  enough  Oil  of  Olay  for  some.  But 

you  may  decide  to  apply  it  even  more 
often,  any  time  of  night  or  day  when 

you  feel  dryness  should  again  be 
eased  away  and  the  moisuire  content 
of  your  skin  increased  importantly. 

Discover  for  yourself  the  beautiful 

benefits  of  Oil  of  Olay.  (You'll  find  it 
at  your  drugstore. )  From  now  on,  let 

your  skin  say  only  good  things  about 
your  age. 

Beauty  Secret 
Include  Oil  of  Olay  in  your  total 

beauty  routine.  Oil  of  Olay®  soothed 
on  your  face  and  neck  can  perform 

its  good  works  when  you're  doing 
your  exercises,  giving  yourself  a 

manicure  or  just  relaxing  and  un- 
winding in  a  warm  tub. 

(Advertisement) 
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GOOD  LOOKS  AND  GOOD  HEALTH 

COLOR 
the  new  prescription 
for  liealth 

Surprising  ideas  from  psychologists, 
color  experts,  and  an  exercise  therapist. 

By  Caroline  Seebohnn 

H  A  University  of  Chicago  foot- 
ball coach  reportedly  had  two 

dressing  rooms  lor  his  players: 

One  was  painted  red  for  pep  talks: 
the  other,  blue  for  rest  periods. 

H  Barbara  Brown,  biofeedback 

expert,  discovered  that  certain  col- 
ors provoked  moods  and  feeling 

states  as  recorded  on  the  electro- 
encephalogram. 

m  House  &  Gardens  color  pro- 
gram director,  who  works  all  day 

with  color,  finds  that  her  instinc- 

tively preferred  colors  to  live  with 
at  home  are  neutral  beiges  and 
browns. 

I  An  e.xperiment  with  minks  in 
Cary,  Illinois,  showed  that  when 
minks  were  exposed  to  light 
through  a  deep  pink  glass  they 
became  increasingly  aggressive 

and  in  many  instances  actually 
vicious;  whereas  exposure  to  deep 

blue  made  them  friendly  and  doc- 

ile (as  reported  in  House  &  Gar- 
den, September  1975). 

In  short,  color  goes  to  your 
head.  It  can  stimulate, 
excite,  depress,  annoy, 

soothe — generally  affect  your 
state  of  mind  and 

hence,  your  health. 

Awareness  of  the  etlcct  o\  color 

on  people  is  a  growing  trend  in 
health  care.  Mary  Perigoe,  teacher 

of  exercise  therapy,  exercise  ad- 
viser to  the  BBC,  and  former  exer- 

cise consultant  at  Elizabeth  .Arden 
in  London,  says  she  finds  people 

almost  cry  out  for  certain  colors 

according  to  their  moods.  "For  in- stance, when  Im  treating  people 
who  are  unfit  and  overweight  by 

means  of  exercise  therapy  and  nu- 
trition, and  we  exercise  in  a  room 

that  has  the  colors  they  like  and 
therefore  must  need,  they  seem  to 

respond  and  want  to  get  them- 
selves fit  and  in  shape  quicker.  I 

also  suggest  that  they  wear  leo- 
tards of  a  color  they  enjoy,  rather 

than  automatically  going  for 

black." 

Hospitals,  too,  are  becoming 

more  conscious  of  color  as  a  thera- 
peutic agent.  Designer  Stephanie 

Mallis  has  designed  a  hospital 

where  color  is  not  only  used  to 

cheer  up  wards,  but  also  to  distract 

patients  from  machinery  in  ther- 
apy rooms.  Mrs.  Esme  Brooks  has 

a  hospital  art  program,  where  she 

invites  patients  to  choose  a  repro- 
duction of  a  picture  to  hang  in 

their  rooms.  She  says  that  the 
bright  colors  in  paintings  make 

patients  feel  more  alert  and  alive. 
Psychologists  are  building  up 

an  impressive  pile  of  evidence  to 

support  these  theories.  Albert 
Mehrabian,  an  environmental  psy- 

chologist at  UCLA,  believes  that 
your  mental  state  is  responsive  to 
a  range  of  colors,  which  he  has 
divided  into  pleasure  and  arousal 
sequences.  Blue,  green,  purple, 

red,  and  yellow  are  the  pleasure 

sequence,  going  from  the  most 
pleasant  to  the  least  pleasant.  Red. 

orange,  yellow,  violet,  blue  and 

green  are  Mr.  Mehrabian's  arousal 
sequence,  with  red  being  the  most 

highly  arousing. 
"When  you  combine  colors  with 

high  pleasure  and  high  arousal 

content,  such  as  blue  and  red," 
explains  Mr.  Mehrabian,  "you  will 
get  excitement  and  great  stimula- 

tion from  the  experience.  If  you 

combine  a  high  arousal  color  with 
a  low  pleasure  color,  such  as  red 

and  yellow,  then  you  may  exj)eri- 
ence  anxiety.  If  you  combine  a 
low  arousal  color  with  a  high 

pleasure  color,  such  as  blue  and 
green,  then  you  are  likely  to  feel 

contentm.ent." 
Mr.  Mehrabian  believes  that 

people  should  live  in  environments 

designed  to  avoid  anxiety-provok- 
ing colors.  "If  you  always  feel 

slightly  uneasy  or  uncomfortable 

in  a  particular  room,  then  it's  quite 
probable  that  its  colors  are  dis- 

turbing you,"  he  says.  "You  might 
also  try  choosing  colors  for  a  room 

acco  jing  to  its  function — stimu- Continued  on  page  36 
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\%%%M%l?Ji.% m        The  Sealy  Post 
Invest  in  something  your  back  can  f  e 

good  about  every  morning. 

-      %mce  you 
your  back  will  never  want  to  sleep  on  an3rthing  else.  That's 
because  Posturepedic  is  designed  in  cocqieration  with 
leading  orthopedic  surgeons  !<»:  firmness  and  comfort^ 
last.  /Gid  Posturepedic  promise  cio  nsoming  backachl 
from  sleeping  on  a  too-soft  mattress. 

Under  comforting  layers  of  surface  cushioning, 
are  patented,  scientifically  spaced  coils  for  lasting  support. 
The  torsion  bar  foundation  provides  extra  finxmess. 
All  work  together  to  give  you  the  support  you  need  and 
the  comfort  you  want.        ,^c 

This  means  you  can  <^^^Sealy  Posturepedic 

mornings  for  years  tojamnfe  That's  lasting  vsdue,  i      " 
investing  in.  "^^^ 

SEAIX  POSTUREPEDIC 
The  unique  back  support  system. 

SPECIAL  OFFER:  The  Sealy  Posturepedic  Classic.  $99.95*  ea.  pc,  twin  size;  $119.95  ̂   ea.  pc,  full  size;  $299, 
size,  2-piece  set;  $439.95*  king  size,  3-piece  set.  Illustrated  is  Sealy  Posturepedic  Royale,  $129.95*  ea.  pc, 
*Suggested  retail  prices;  may  vary  in  Canada. 

95  ■  tiueen 

twin  size. 
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Fedtt 
witn  tarpet? 

jepiceitwithoak. 
The  result  is  a  luxurious 

lifetime  floor.  With  the  unrais- 
takaDie  reality  of  r^f  wood 
M^^saakeam  nm^  that 
makesBfuce  as«^  to  care 
for  ascarp^i<«f^tile.  warm, 
dch^tfiwoods  malce  all  your  - bthpoeeoratlng  colors  sprincr 
toJtfelven  youi^airea  rugs^ 
ioofcDetter,w»^yiDU  break 

^e  monotony  with  genuine 
§ruce  Hardwood  Roors. 

See  your  floor  covering 
store,  lumber  dealer,  or  con- 

sult a  floor  layer  for  do-it- yourself  or  installed  prices. 
^Choose  from  a  variety  of 
plank  and  parquet  patterns  in 
oak  and  teak.  Send  50C  today 
for  our  color  booklet. 

Bruce  Hardwood  Floors 
I 
I.. 

Products  of  E.  L  Bruce  Co., inc, P 0  Box  16902, Memphis, Tennessee 58116 
A  C3  Company 
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''You  might  try  choosing  colors  for 
a  room  according  to  its  function — 

stimulating  if  it's  to  be  a  work 

room,  soothing  for  relaxing  room" 

Color  for   health    continued  from  page  34 

lating,  if  it's  to  be  a  wortc  room, 

soothing  for  relaxing  room."  Color 
psychologist  Deborah  T.  Sharpe 
mentions  that  an  acquaintance  of 
hers  planned  a  college  library  in 
both  blue  and  red,  on  the  basis  that 

many  students  need  the  serenity  of 
blue  while  studying,  but  many 
others  need  the  stimulation  of  red 

to  stay  awake! 
The  medical  profession  has  not 

yet  reached  the  point  of  prescrib- 
ing colors  instead  of  pills.  It  would 

be  a  sophisticated  doctor  who  rec- 

ommended you  "take"  blue  for 
anxiety,  or  yellow  for  depression. 
But  who  knows,  it  might  happen 

one  day.  Meanwhile,  we  can  all 
become  more  aware  of  how  color 

does  aflfect  us  in  our  everyday  life 

— and  take  advantage  of  its  thera- 

peutic benefits. 

BEAUTY  AND  HEALTH 
PRODUCTS 

NEW    THIS    MONTH 
IN    THE    STORES 

Most  women  think  of  reaching 

for  a  lipstick  rather  than  a  treat- 

ment when  they're  in  the  mood 
for  something  New  ...  so  when 
an  entire  system  of  skin  cleansing 

and  treatment  products  that  also 
combines  a  really  new  approach 

to  makeup  is  introduced — it's  an 
occasion.  Benefique  from  Shiseido 

is  a  new  collection  of  nine  treat- 
ments and  six  makeups  that  help 

both  young  and  older  women  keep 

their  skin  healthy,  clean,  and  lum- 
inous. For  younger  skin  that  ac- 

cent is  on  Protective  care;  for 

older  women.  Preventive  care. 

Benefique  products  offer  visible 
results  from  the  combined  actions 

of  makeups  that  act  like  treat- 

ments. One  to  try  is  "Massaging 
Cream"  that  has  instructions  in 
the  gentle  art  of  face  massage.  And 

its  scent  is  as  refreshing  as  the  mas- 
sage is  restorative.  3.5  ounces,  $15. 

.  .  .  The  fragrance  of  fresh  fruits  is 
combined  with  skin-saving  glyc- 

erine in  a  new  set  of  soaps  from 
Jheri  Redding  called  Sunshine 
Garden.  Right  now  Strawberry  and 

Lemon  are  available.  Piquant  Tan- 

gerine, Herbal,  and  soothing  Rose- 
water  join  the  group  later  this 

spring.  Each  facial-sized  soap  is 
$1.75  at  salons  where  Jheri  Red- 

ding products  are  sold  .  .  .  New 

tools  to  make  eyes  subtle:  a  flat, 

slightly  elliptical  eye  crayon  with 
a  new  chiseled  tip  glides  smoothly 
over  the  eyelid  while  the  neat  tip 

lets  you  flick  the  eye  corners. 
Indian  Eyes,  Part  II  are  crayons 
in  six  shades  for  $3.50  each.  They 

require  a  special  sharpener  too,  $3. 
A  companion  tool  called  Indian 
Eyes  Kajal  Pencil  is  a  deep  brown, 
natural  substance  inside  a  pencil 
that  lines  the  insides  of  eyelids. 
The  cfTect  is  smoky  and  makes 
whites  look  their  whitest.  $4.  All 

by  Madeleine  Mono  at  Henri  Ben- 

del,  Bloomingdale's,  and  Macy's. 
...  A  bright  fragrance  in  a  new 

strength  from  Estee  Lauder  is 

Estce  daytime — a  lighter,  spar- 
kling version  of  her  personal  scent 

"Estee"  introduced  a  few  years 

ago.  2  ounces,  $10  or  splurge  and 

get  4  ounces  for  $  1 5.  .  .  .  also  from 

Estee  Lauder  for  spring,  a  new  col- 
lection of  makeups:  Tender  Matte 

Makeup  otTers  a  whole  new  formu- 

la for  the  matte  look  that's  pol- 
ished, poised,  and  very  fresh.  .Six 

shades  of  emollient-in-a-tube  that's light  and  covers  to  perfection  yet 

won't  look  dry.  The  colors  are  clas- 
sic beige  to  slightly  blushed.  They 

look  wonderfully  natural  with  a 
slight  stroke  of  blusher  or  liquid 

rouge  under  instead  of  over  the 
makeup.  Tender  Matte  Makeup  in 
a  1.25  ounce  tube,  $7.50.  Two 

brand  new  helpers  from  the  "Ul- 
tima 11"  Skim  Milk  group  ...  a 

double-action  cleanser  that's  like 
a  masque  and  facial  scrub  in  one. 

It's  Deep  Pore  Scrub  Mask  with 
almond  scrub  grains  that  slough 

away  the  dull  surface  layer  of  the 

skin.  Skin  that's  normal  to  oily  gets 
help  from  A  Balanced  Soap  that 
washes  away  makeup  and  dirt  but 

won't  strip  away  important  surface 
oils.  Moisturizers  are  encapsulated 

into  it  to  help  replace  the  oils 

usually  lost  during  soap  and  water 
washing.  Deep  Pore  Scrub  Mask, 
3  ounces,  $5;  A  Balanced  Soap,  4 

ounces,  $4.50 — both  by  Revlon  at 

Bloomingdale's.  Wherever  there 
are  dry  patches — elbows,  heels, 
temples — new  Skin  Resurfacing 
Stick  helps  eliminate  flakes, 

soothes  with  long-lasting  oils.  A 
solid  sloughing  stick,  it  works  with 
water  to  keep  skin  glowing.  $10  by 
Alexander  de  Markoff.  At  Bonwit Teller.  ■ 
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Read  any  great 
vacations  lately? 

v^ 

If  you  hcuen't,  you  haven't  seen  Air  Canada's 
eye-popping  new  summer  travel  book. 

It's  page  after  page  of  the  most  sensuous 
colors  ever  to  lure  you  away  from  home. 

The  soft  petunia  pinks  along  Montreal's 
Place  Jacques  Cartier.  The  sky-blue  blues  tower- 

ing over  the  Canadian  Rockies.  The  weathered 
hues  of  Atlantic  Canada,  where  Vikings  once 
roamed.  The  blood-red  uniforms  of  the  Chang- 

ing of  the  Guard.  The  hushed  greens  of  virgin 
forests.  The  romantic  glow  of  candlelight  in 
one  of  Toronto's  4000  restaurants. 

It's  also  page  after  page  of  every  imaginable way  to  take  it  all  in.  Escorted  tours  that  let 
you  peek  into  every  little  nook  and  cranny.  Un- 

escorted tours  that  will  satisfy  your  lust  for 
wandering.  By  car.  By  motorhome.  By  ship.  By 
plane.  By  the  seat  of  your  pants. 

There's  even  a  two-week  railway  odyssey that  would  have  Ulysses  eating  his  heart  out. 

One  thing  Air  Canada's vacations  won't  eat  is 
a  hole  in  your  wallet. 
Because  our  country 
is  near,  your  dollars 

go  far. 

And  because  Air 
Canada  flies  more 
often  to  more  places 
in  Canada  than  any 

other  airline,  we'll  be 
ready  to  go  whenever 

you  are. So,  don't  leave home  without  leafing 

through  our  spectacu- 
lar free  vacation  book.  And  don't  leave  home 

without  the  American  Express  Card  either. 
Use  it  to  charge  your  f. 
Air  Canada  tickets 
and  tours,  plus  great 
meals  and  great  buys 
in  restaurants  and 
in  shops  all  across 
Canada. 

Name   

Street   

City   
State   

.Zip. 

My  travel  agent  is. 

AIR  CANADA® 
P.O.  Box  P,  Staten  Island,  New  York  10305 

UG:i-7 

a 
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Full  of  interesting  examples  0/ 

remodeling  projects  — from  the 
simple  installation  of  a  bay  win- 

dow to  the  addition  of  an  entire 

second  story.  Tells  how  impor- 
tant it  is  to  your  checkbook  to 

pick  the  right  wmdows.  How 
you  can  cut  rising  heating,  air 
conditioning,  and  maintenance 

costs.  How  you  can  wash  win- 
dows from  the  inside,  easily; 

eliminate  screen  and  storm 
window  bother.  Shows  types  of 

windows  available,  in  conven- 
tional wood,  or  wood  with  an 

aluminum  exterior  that  needs 

no  painting.  And  different  win- 
dow and  door  treatments  in 

various  architectural  styles. 
Send  today! 

YES  I'd  like  a  free  copy  of  the 
6-page  "Pella  Windows  in 

Remodeling  and  Additions" booklet. 

Name. 

Address. 

City   

State. 

.ZIP. 

Telephone^ 

Mail  to: 
Pella      Windows      &      Doors,      Dept. 
C03C6,  100  Main  St.,  Pella,  lA  50219 

Also  available  throughout  Canada 

This  coupon  answered  within  24 hours. 

Give  to: 

PROJECT  ^^pt  A 
Washington,  D.  C. 
20007 IWIPg 

9 
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REASON  TO  HOPE 
For  medical  personnel  to  go  into  developing  areas  of  the 

world  for  only  the  purpose  of  treatment  would  be  like 

walking  through  quicksand.  There  are  too  many  to  treat,  too 

many  sick.  So  HOPE  goes  with  a  mission,  a  purpose:  that  of 

teaching  and  training.  Put  a  little  HOPE  in  their  health. 

NOTES  ON  NUTRITION 

For  your  family's  health 

The  power 
of  potassium 
An  indispensable  mineral  and  the  foods 
you  find  it  in  By  Eloise  R.  Trescher,  RD I 

38 

Who  would  ever  expect  potassium 

to  turn  up  on  a  clambake?  Well,  if 

you're  a  real  clambake  aficionado, 
you  layer  seaweed,  a  source  of 
potassium,  in  your  cooking  pit  on 
the  beach.  And  the  Chinese  eat 

their  seaweed  fried.  Potassiujn  is 

one  of  the  many  mineral  elements 
essential  to  life  and  responsible  for 
the  normal  functioning  of  certain 

body  processes.  The  chemical  sym- 
bol for  fXJtassium  is  K.  Potassium 

is  concerned  with  vital  biological 
reactions  such  as  the  release  and 

transfer  of  energy  and  in  protein 

and  glycogen  synthesis.  It  plays  a 
part  in  transmitting  nerve  impulses 
and  with  magnesium  it  acts  as  a 
muscle  relaxant.  Potassium  is  also 

important  in  maintaining  osmotic 

pressure    and    acid-base    balance. 
The  human  body  is  made  up  of 

living  cells.  Potassium  contributes 
an  important  role  in  controlling 

the  body's  intra-cellular  fluid  while 
sodium  plays  a  major  role  in  con- 

trolling the  extra-cellular  fluid.  The 
kidneys  tend  to  excrete  potassium 
along  with  sodium  and  water. 

Therefore,  if  one  is  on  a  low-salt 

diet,  the  doctor  may  wish  to  in- 
crease potassium,  especially  if  one 

has  taken  diuretics  for  a  long  time. 

It  is  generally  agreed  that  potas- 

sium supplementation  is  best  ac- 
complished by  diet,  although  in  ex- 

treme deficiency  medication  may 
be  indicated. 

Potassium  deficiency  can  result 

from  loss  caused  by  recurrent  vom- 

iting, by  persistent  diarrhea,  dia- 
betic acidosis,  the  use  of  some  diur- 
etic and  other  drugs,  purgatives, 

and  by  protein-calorie  malnutri- tion. 

Some  of  the  clinical  signs  of 

potassium  deficiency  are  extreme 

muscular  weakness,  anorexia,|_ 

lethargy,  distention  of  the  intes- 
tine, myocardial  degenerative 

changes,  and  edema  of  the  lungs. 
The  reader  should  beware  of  self- 
diagnosis  as  all  of  these  symptoms 

singly  and/or  collectively  are 

symptoms  of  many  other  disorders. 
Potassium  deficiency  usually  is 

associated  with  other  deficiencies 

of  water,  calcium,  chloride,  pro- 

tein, etc.  Potassium  intake  and  out- 
put balance  well  in  the  healthy 

adult  who  ingests  a  nutritionally 

adequate  diet.  A  deficiency  in 
health  rarely  occurs  as  potassium 

is  widely  distributed  in  foods.  The 
Food  &  Nutrition  Board  of  the 

National  Research  Council,  1974 

suggests  that  the  healthy  adult 
needs  about  2.5  grams  of  potas- 

sium each  day.  "As  with  sodium, 
efficient  homeostatic  mechanisms 

allow  for  a  wide  range  of  intake." In  the  treatment  of  some  types 

of  heart  disease  by  certain  medi- 
cations, potassium  levels  in  the 

body  may  be  altered.  Other  con- 
ditions that  may  need  sodium  re- 

strictions and  potassium  supple- 

mentation are  hypertension,  tox- 

emias of  pregnancy,  edema,  cer- 
tain diseases  of  the  kidneys  and 

liver,  and  premenstrual  tension. 
Persons  taking  adrenal  cortical 

steriods  may  need  potassium  sup- 

plementation. The  amounts  of  potassium  and 
sodium  in  foods  vary.  Fish,  meats, 

poultry,  vegetables  (including  po- 
tatoes), fruits,  and  fruit  juices  are 

all  good  sources  of  potassium. 
However,  as  you  will  see  from  the 
table  below,  which  shows  both 

sodium  and  potassium  contents  of 
foods,  few  rules  can  be  made  that 

are  foolproof. 

Sodium  and  Potassium  in  100  grams 
or  3  1/3  ounces  of  selected  foods 

Food 
mg.  mg. 

sodium     potassium 

.Apples,  raw 

.\pple  juice 

.\pplesauce 
Apricots,  raw 
.Apricots,  canned,  water-packed 
Apricots,  canned,  juice-packed 
Apricots,  canned,  syrup-packed 
Apricot  nectar 
Asparagus,  fresh  cooked,  boiled,  drained 
Asparagus,  canned,  regular  pack 

110 
101 
70 

281 
246 
362 
235 trace 151 
183 

236 166 

Continued  on  page  40 
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Washing  clothes  today  is  an  art.  The  fabrics  vary  so 
much.  Knits.  Double  knits.  Permanent  press.  Cottons. 
To  wash  everything  and  to  do  it  right,  you  need  a 
special  kind  of  laundry  system.  And  Whirlpool  has  it. 

Our  washers  and  dryers  have  been  designed 
with  special  fabric  settings.  Their  job  is  to  take  care 
of  clothes  as  well  as  get  them  clean. 

Many  of  our  laundry  pairs  have  a  thorough  cool- 
down  care  cycle  for  permanent  press  no-iron  fabrics. 

Other  settings  handle  washable  knits  and  double 
knits  gently. . .  yet  clean  them  thoroughly. 

And  for  instructions  and  product  information, 

refer  to  the  Bac-Pac  Laundry  Infor-    ;  -^ 
mation  Center. . . built  right  into  every      ,r :  -: 
washer  and  dryer  console. 

A  laundry  system  that's  tough 
and  gentle,  too.  It's  available  now.  See 
it  at  your  Whirlpool  dealer. 

Bac-Pac  Laundry  Information  Center 

AVhirlpool Home  A  Appliances 

We  believe  quality  can  be  beautiful. 

^pwm«*^«— 



Virginia.  Capture  the  spirit  of 
whatever  you  love.Monticello. 
Appomattox.  Mount  Vernon. 
Quiet  strolls  along  miles  of 

golden  beaches.  The  under- 
ground splendor  of  Shenandoah 

Valley  caverns.  The  Blue  Ridge 
Parkway  and  Skyline  Drive. 
Journey  back  in  time  to 
Williamsburg .  Jamestown .  York- 
town.  Follow  pioneer  trails 
through  Cumberland  Gap. 
Virginia  is 
more  vacation... 
more  America 
to  the  mile. 

Virginia  is 
for  lovers.^ 

I  
 For  free  color  vacation  planning  kit, 

visit,  write  or  call 

VIRGINIA  STATE  TRAVEL  SERVICE: 

Dept.  2312.  11  Rockefeller  Plaza, 
New  York  10020,  phone  (212)  245-3080: 

Dept.  2312,  6  North  Sixth  St., 

j    Richmond  232 1 9,  phone  (804)  786-4484; 
Dept.  2312,  906  17th  St.,  N.W., 

Washington  20006,  phone  (202)  293-5350. 

Name 

Address 

City 

State/Zip 

^l^^^^^lH^H^^^^^i^^^iB 
Potassium  is  soluble  in  water, 
so  foods  should  be  cooked 
in  as  little  water  as  possible 
r  013  SS 1  U  m   continued  from  page  38 

r       -1                                                                                                              ""S- 

mg. 

Food                                                                              sodium 
potassium 

Asparagus,  low  sodium  pack 4 
140 

Asparagus,  frozen 1 
230 

A\  ocado,  raw 
4 604 Bananas 
1 370 

Lima  beans,  fresh,  cooked,  boiled,  drained I 
422 

Lima  beans,  frozen,  cooked,  boiled,  drained 
101 426 

Snap  beans,  fresh,  cooked,  boiled,  drained 4 
151 

Snap  beans,  canned,  regular  pack 236 

95 

Snap  beans,  low  sodium  pack 2 

95 

Beets,  fresh,  cooked,  boiled,  drained 

43 

208 
Beets,  canned,  regular  pack 236 167 Blackberries,  fresh 

J 
170 

Blueberries,  fresh 
J 

81 

Brazil  nuts 
I 

715 

Broccoli,  fresh,  cooked,  boiled,  drained 10 
267 

Broccoli,  frozen,  cooked,  chopped. 
boiled,  drained 

15 

212 
Broccoli  spears,  frozen,  cooked,  boiled,  drained 

12 
220 

Cabbage 

20 
233 

Cabbage,  cooked,  boiled,  drained 14 
155 

Celerj,  raw 126 341 
Cherries,  fresh,  raw 2 

191 

Coffee,  instant  liquid  beverage I 36 
Cranberry  juice 

1 10 
Cucumbers,  raw 6 

160 

Eggs  (chicken)  fresh,  uncooked 122 129 
Halibut,  cooked,  broiled                                        ^ 134 525 
Lettuce 

9 264 
Lime  juice I 104 
Limeade,  frozen,  diluted  with  4V3  parts  water trace 13 

Milk,  cow's,  whole 50 144 

Milk,  goat's 
34 

180 
Milk,  human 16 

51 

Milk,  reindeer 
157 

159 
Oranges,  raw,  peeled,  or  juiced 1 200 

Papayas,  raw 3 234 

Peaches,  raw- 
1 

202 

Peanuts,  roasted  without  salt 5 701 
Peanut  butters 605 

650 

Potatoes,  white,  baked  in  skin,  no  added  salt 4 

503 

Pumpkin,  canned  without  salt 2 240 

Raisins,  uncooked                                                   >. 

27 

763 
Sauerkraut,  canned 747 140 
Prunes,  dried,  uncooked 11 

940 

Prunes,  cooked,  fruit  and  liquid 4 
329 Prunes,  dried,  uncooked,  softened 8 

694 Prunes,  dried,  softened,  cooked  with  sugar 4 327 

Prune  juice,  canned  or  bottled 2 235 

Grape  juice,  canned  or  bottled 2 116 

Grape  juice,  frozen  concentrate  diluted 
with  3  parts  water  by  volume I 

34 
Guavas,  fresh,  raw 4 289 

Grapefruit,  raw I 135 

Grapefruit  juice                                                      / I 162 

Cantaloupe  and  other  varieties                             ' 

12 

251 
Watermelon 1 100 

The   above   values   are   compiled vegetables.  When  thei 
e  is  excess 

from  Agriculture  Handbook  No.  8 liquid  save  it  for  the  pc 
)t-au-feu.  In 

on    Composition   of   Foods,    raw. 
this  way,  not  only  po tassium  but 

processed,  prepared,  U.S.  Dept.  of other  water  soluble  ni jtrients  will 
Agriculture    1963.    For    a    copy, be   salvaged,    too,    an( J   the   food 

send  $2.85  to  the  Supt.  of  Docu- 
value of  your  soups  er ihanced. 

ments,  U.S.  Government  Printing For  persons  who  ar e  on  a  low 
Office.  Washington,  D.C.   20402. sodium  diet  and  need 

extra  potas- 
It  is  important  to  remember  that sium,    an    excellent Dooklet    on 

potassium  is  soluble  in  water  so Potassium  may  be  ob tained  free 

foods  should  be  cooked  in  as  little 
on  request  from  the  ' 

^'ashington 

water  as  possible.  Steaming  is  an Heart  Association.  20( 
37  I  Street. 

excellent  method  of  preparing  most N.W.,  Wash 
ington.  D. 

C.  20006. 
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ith  our  compliments  to  the  chef! 

Be  our  guest  for  the  first  issue. 
To  really  appreciate  Bon 

Appetit  you  have  to  read  it  yourself. 

So  we'd  like  to  send  you  a  copy,  with 
our  compliments. 

Over  half  a  million  readers  rely 
on  Bon  Appetit  for  fresh  ideas  and 
expert  advice  on  delicious  food,  fine 
wines  and  gracious  entertaining. 

Recent  issues  featured  Galantine 

of  Capon.  Fruited  Chicken  Acapulco. 

Lobster  Tetrazzini.  Apricot-Lamb 
Kebabs.  And  Baklava  Pastry. 

Exotic,  yes.  Hard  to  make?  No. 
You  can  make  every  one  of  them 

Bon  Appetit  will  show 

•"Take  superb  dishes  from 

all  over  the  world.  With  easy-to-follow, 
time-saving  recipes,  using  ingredients 
you  can  buy  in  neighborhood  stores. 

You'll  find  Bon  Appetit  a 
treasure  of  creative  cooking  — every- 

thing from  picnic  lunches  to  elegant 
dinner  parties.  New  foods  and 

beverages  to  delight  your  family  and 

guests.  New  ways  to  win  compliments 
from  everyone  who  sits  at  your  table. 

Bon  Appetit  can  add  so  much  to 
your  life.  Yet  it  costs  so  little.  You  can 
get  a  full  year  (12  issues  including 
your  complimentary  copy)  for  only 

$7.95.  So  hurry  — mail  the  coupon today. 

r 

Warning:  The  Surgeon  GeneiiVhere  your  next  meal  should  be  coming  from. 
That  Cigarette  Smoking  Is  DangeroL 

Bon  Appetit 
P.O.  Bi)x  2427,  Boulder,  Colorado  80302 

Please  send  me  without  cost,  oblij^ation  or 
commitment,  my  complimentary  copy  of 
Bon  Appetit.  If  I  find  it  is  everything  you  say 

it  is,  bill  me  for  a  year's  subscription  (11 additional  issues  for  a  total  of  12  in  all)  at 

just  $7.95.  If  I  don't  wish  to  subscribe,  I  will 
write  "Cancel  "  across  your  bill,  return  it  and 
that  will  end  the  matter.  In  either  case,  the 

complimentary  issue  is  mine  to  keep. 

Name. 

(please  print) 

Address. 

City. 

State_ ■  Zip. 

6118 43 



By  Sandra  Oddo 

Energy  Update 
Ideas,  discoveries,  research  that  can  keep  the  power  coming, 

plus  energy-saving  appliances  that  could  reduce  fuel  bills  today 

IT'S  STILL  WITH  US 

The  energy  crisis  hasn't  gone 
away,  it's  just  lying  low  for 
awhile.  The  lines  at  gas  stations 
have  vanished,  but  the  United 
States  Geological  Survey  recently 
made  drastic  reductions  in  its  esti- 

mates of  the  gas  and  oil  still  un- 
derground, and  nobody— from  the 

National  Science  Foundation  to 

the  Federal  Energy  Administra- 
tion to  Mobil  (which  is  busy  in- 

vestigating solar  electric  cells  at 

its  Tyco  Laboratory)— believes 
we  have  more  than  twenty-five- 

to-fifty-years'-worth  left.  There's 
enough  uranium  for  the  present 
generation  of  reactors,  for  about 

the  same  length  of  time.  We've 
got  coal  enough  for  500  years, 
but  much  of  it  is  in  physically  or 
environmentally  difficult  forms. 

^^Save  it,  stretch  it, 
supplement  it, 
find  ways  to  use 

new  forms/' 

All  of  which  means  that  it's  a 
very  exciting  time  for  people  in- 

terested in  energy.  The  chal- 
lenge is  clear  and  pressing,  and 

a  lot  of  people  are  responding. 
Save  it,  stretch  it,  supplement  it, 
find  ways  to  use  new  forms,  jigger 
the  old  ones  so  they  work  better: 
people  are  working  in  each  ot 
these  areas,  and  some  of  the  re- 

sults are  promising. 

FIRST,  YOU  SAVE  IT 
A  year  or  so  ago  President  Ford 
asked  appliance  manufacturers  to 
reduce  the  energy  consumption 
of  all  appliances  by  20  percent 
by  1980.  Since  then,  the  govern- 

ment and  several  states  have  con- 
sidered legislation  to  turn  his 

request  into  law.  But  many  manu- 

facturers haven't  waited.  They've 
found  that  energy  efficiency  is  a 
strong  selling  point,  and  when 

they  can  save  some,  they're  not 
hesitating  to  mention  it.  "So  far," 
says  Margo  Wells,  consumer  ser- 

vices coordinator  for  Southern 

California  Edison,  "'they're 
mostly  things  that  could  have 

been  done  any  time,  partly  im- 
provements in  insulation,  partly 

in  motor  design.  But  until  now, 
they  cost  too  much.  They  still 
cost  more,  but  people  are  willing 

to  pay  for  them." 
Life-cycle     costing— the     idea 

that  a  refrigerator,  say,  costs 
what  you  pay  to  buy  it  plus  what 
it  costs  you  to  run  during  its  life- 

time—is an  idea  whose  time  has 
come.  If  we  consider  prices  this 
way,  as  more  and  more  people 
do,  it  means  we  can  afford  to  pay 
more  in  the  first  place  for  those 
features  that  will  save  us  in  the 

long  run.  Among  these  features: 
H  Convection  cooking.  Hot  air 

flows  continuously  over  and 
around  the  food,  cutting  the 

cooking  time  for  a  12-pound  tur- 
key, for  instance,  from  five  hours 

at  325°  to  three  hours  at  300°, 
according  to  a  Tappan  spokes- 

man, and  eliminating  preheating. 
Jenn-Air  also  has  a  convection- 
cooking  model. 

""We  can  afford  to  pay 
more  in  the  first  place 
for  features  that 

save  in  the  long  run." 

■  No  pilot  light— that  accounts 
for  up  to  30  percent  of  the 

energy  used  in  a  gas  range.  Con- 

sumer response  to  Caloric's  in- 
troduction of  a  pilotless  ignition 

in  eight  ranges  last  year  was  so 

strong  that  they've  introduced 
eight  more.  Continued  on  page  46 

1  THE  SUN  IN 

A  COFFEE  CUP 
Two  hundred  and  three  so- 

lar collector  panels,  mounted 
on  the  roof  of  General  Elec- 
tric's  Valley  Forge  Space 
Center,  will  provide  75  per- 

cent of  the  heat  and  hot  wa- 
ter for  the  center's  cafeteria- 

kitchen  complex.  Says  GE,  it 
should  save  up  to  12,000  gal- 

lons of  fuel  oil  during  an 
average  winter. 

2  NUCLEAR  POWER 

There  are  now  58  nuclear  power 

plants  at  work  generating  elec- 
tricity. Sixty-nine  more  are  under 

construction.  Ninety  have  been 
ordered,  and  eleven  have  filed 
letters  of  intent— a  total  of  228 
reactor  commitments.  Between 
now  and  1 980,  reactors  will  come 
into  operation  at  a  rate  of  one  a 
month,  according  to  the  Atomic 
Industrial  Forum.  Right  now, 
nuclear  energy  supplies  about  8 
percent  of  our  national  needs. 

One  of  the  newest  ideas  in  nu- 
clear plant  location  is  to  build 

them  like  giant  ships,  float  them 
to  the  off-shore  positions  where 

they're  wanted,  then  surround 
them  with  a  huge  breakwater  (it 

will  take  approximately  4,400,- 
000  tons  of  material  to  build). 

They'll  rise  and  fall  with  the  tides. 

usmg  ocean  water  for  cooling. 

The  "shipyard"  for  plant  con- 
struction is  already  being  built  in 

Florida.  One  of  the  first  floating 
reactors  will  probably  be  installed 
off  the  coast  of  New  Jersey,  12 
miles  northeast  of  Atlantic  City. IT'S  A  GOOD 

WIND  THAT... 
. . .  moves  you  to  get  out  your 
portable  windmill  and  put  it 
up.  Available  from  the  Ed- 

mund Scientific  Co.  (380 
Edscorp  BIdg.,  Barrington, 
N.J.  08007),  it  will  deliver 
12  volts  of  direct  current  in 
a  12-mile-an-hour  wind- 
enough  wind  to  stir  up  tree 

leaves  and  make  you  say,  "ah, 
what  a  nice  breeze."  At  25 
mph,  it  turns  in  500  watts. 
And  when  there's  no  wind  at 
all... just  fold  it  up  into  a 
5V2-foot-long  package  weigh- 

ing 48  pounds,  and  put  it 
away.  It  can  be  assembled  in 
ten  minutes,  says  Edmund, 
and    it   costs   $695. 

If  you  need  more  power 

than  that,  there's  still  good 
news  in  the  wind.  NASA's Lewis  Research  Center  has 

an  experimental  wind  gen- 
erator at  Plum  Brook  Station, 

Ohio,  that  can  manage  100 
kilowatts.  Its  two  blades, 
each  more  than  30  feet  long, 
make  it  look  like  the  engine 
from  a  vanished  monster  pro- 

peller plane,  mounted  on  a 
100-foot  tower.  Even  more 
powerful  ones  are  being 
planned  for  use  especially  in 
the  very  windy  states  of  the 
northern  Middle  West. 

But  perhaps  you've  al- ready got  a  windmill,  and 
wind  — and  sometimes  more 
power  than  you  need.  Give  it 
to  your  local  utility,  and 
when   you   need    it,   they   can 

Sunlight:  how  much  of  what's  pos- sible shines  on  you? 

give  it  back.  There's  a  gad- 
get   called     a     Gemini     Syn- chronous Inverter  System,  a 

solid    state    device    that    can    - convert    the    direct    curreif  a  low 

fnt'".urr".'l!V'Lt  itln^ed  I'^f ra  potas- 
ing  current  at  stan'^  '^ voltages,  and  a-Aent  booklet  on traffic    for    tH^nay  be  obtained  free 

trial* e^uir''-'^^  from  the  Washington 
windmiM  Association,  2007  I  Street, 

2J.**T.W.,  Washington,  D.C.  20006. *'  HOUSE  &  GARDEN 
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I  want  ia,  dgarette  witK lo\v  tar  and  nicotine. 

^i^^^ want  taste.  Thafs  vs4iy  I  smoke  ̂ ^^nstopr^[igIi  ̂  

/  /i  get  a  ̂glaer  dgarette,  but  I  still  get  real  ts^te.  An 
real  pleasure.  Only  one  dgarette  gives  me  all  that : 

^\^nston  Lights.  w      . 

H/mam^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^     '0: 

Warning.-  The  Surgeon  General  Has  Determined 
That  Cigarette  Smoking  Is  Dangerous  to  Your  Health. 
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CHINESE  JUNK.  A  spectacular  wall  sculpture  with  antiqued  red  ht 

and  brass  finished  sails.  33  "  x  30'.  Approximately  $95. 

For  free  color  brochure,  write  Artisan  House,  Dept.  G-6,  Los  Angeles,  Calif.  90026 

Getaway  to  Yesterday 
Next  weekend,  or  even  tomorrow,  visit  the  Inn  with  two  centuries 
of  tradition.  Live  amidst  antiques;  Queen  Anne  highboys,  Cobridge 
china,  Colonial  pewter. 

Savor  boiled  lobster,  warm  apple  pie  with  Vermont  cheese,  potables 

from  our  well-stocked  bar  Enioy  antique-shop  browsing, 
and  skiing  at  nearby  slopes  Sleep  in  a  room  withTV-anda 
view  of  the  Berkshires. 

You'll  love  this  oldtime  Inn  with  the  modern  amenities.  Featured  in 
"Country  Inns  and  Back  Roads."  Just  off  Mass  Pike  on  Rte.  7. 
Write  or  phone. 

The  Red  Lion  Inn 
Since  177.5.  Box  Y2,  Stockbridge 
Mass.  01262,  (413)  298-5545 

In  any  sensible  scheme  to  save  energy, 
conservation  obviously  comes  first 

Energy    update   continued  from  page  44 

_  Better  insulation  for  self- 
*  cleaning  ovens.  This  is  neces- 

sary partly  because  of  the  high- 
heat  cleaning  cycle,  but  it  has  a 

surprise  result  that  almost  bal- 
ances the  extra  energ\  used:  Less 

gas  is  used  for  ordinary  baking. 
_  More  and  better  insulation 

^  in  refrigerators.  .Amana  puts 
3  inches  in  walls  of  some  models. 
_  Switches  to  turn  off  door 

^  heaters.  Many  refrigerators 
have  small  heaters  to  prevent 
condensation  that  forms  around 
the  door  in  humid  conditions. 

Sears  new  Coldspot  has  a  Power 
Miser  switch  to  allow  you  to  turn 
them  off  in  dry  weather.  So  do 
new  ,Amana  refrigerators.  Philco 
Cold  Guard  and  .Admiral  do  it 

with  an  "energy  saver"  loop  that 
cycles  warm  gas  through  door. 
_  A  competitive  energy-saving 
^  policy.  The  .Association  of 
Home  Appliance  Manufacturers 

publishes  twice-yearly  directories 
for  refrigerators  and  freezers,  list- 

ing the  kilowatt  hours  per  month 
each  uses.  Single  copies  are  50c, 

from  -AH. AM, "20  N.  Wacker  Dr., 
Chicago,  III.  60606. 
_  Air-drying  for  dishwashers. 
™  .Anything  that  turns  electric- 

ity to  temperature  takes  a  lot  of 

energy — up  to  50  percent  of  that 
your  dishwasher  uses.  So  manu- 

facturers like  Kitchen.Aid.  Calor- 
ic, and  .Admiral  now  have  no-heat 

air-drying  cycles. 

The  key  to  all  energy  conser- 
\ation  in  home  appliances  is,  of 
course,  to  use  them  right.  Some 
rules-of-thumb  should  be  second 

nature  by  now:  Open  refrigera- 
tors as  seldom  as  you  can,  and 

don't  leave  them  open.  Keep  your 

freezer  reasonably  full.  If  you're 
using  the  oven,  cook  the  whole 
meal  there.  Use  the  dishwasher 

only  when  it's  full.  It's  your 
children's  energy  you're  saving. 

SUNNY  AND  FAIR 
"Toward  Tomorrow  in  Bicen- 

tennial .America:  choices  for  our 

third  century."  That's  the  name 
for  the  joint  New  England  Solar 
Energy  .Association,  University  of 
Massachusetts  Fair  to  be  held 
in  June,  in  -Amherst.  Mass.  It 
starts  with  a  two-day  conference, 
June 24-25,  during  which  NESE.A 
will  explore  ways  to  free  New 
England  of  its  heavy  dependence 

on  imported  energy.  On  June  26- 
27.  the  weekend  before  Fourth 

of  July,  the  Fair  will  take  over 
the  whole  campus — 10.000  to 

15,000  people  are  expected.  "It's like  a  country  fair."  says  orga- 
nizer Francis  Koster.  "with 

booths,  displays,  musicians,  jug- 
glers, electric  cars  driving  around 

.  .  .  and  food."  Exhibitors  will 

present  their  positions  on  the 
social  and  technological  chal- 

lenges of  environment,  resources, 
atomic  energy,  communication, 
food,  transportation,  and  shelter. 

Lectures  and  workshops  are  a\  ail- 
able.  For  information,  write 
Toward  Tomorrow,  Room  200. 

Hills  North.  University  of  Massa- 
chusetts. Amherst.  Mass.  01002. 

SETTING  STANDARDS 
The  American  Society  of  Heat- 

ing, Refrigerating,  and  Air-con- 
ditioning Engineers.  ASHR.AE. 

affects  you  more  than  you  might 
think.  They  set  industry  and 

manufacturing  standards  for — 
What  else? — heating,  refrigerat- 

ing, and  air-conditioning  equip- 
ment, and  now,  for  houses.  In  any 

sensible  scheme  to  save  energy, 

energy  conservation  obviously 
comes  first.  So  ASHR.AE  set 
about  finding  ways  to  improve 

what  it  calls  the  "thermal  per- 
formance" of  houses,  which  even- 

tually turned  into  ASHRAE 
Standard  90-75.  Energy  Conser- 

vation in  New  Building  Design. 

Following  the  new  ASHRAE 
standard  could  cut  the  heating 

needs  of  a  building  from  1  1  per- 
cent (for  a  single-family  house) 

to  60  percent  (for  an  olTice  build- 
ing). It  also  could  give  you  a  bet- 

ter building  for  the  same  price, 

or  even  cut  building  costs,  ac- 
cording to  ASHRAE  director  of 

standards  Nicholas  A.  La  Court. 
The  Standard  will  affect  building 

codes  around  the  country,  pos- 
sibly zoning  and  mortgage  prac- 

tices. 

DEMONSTRATING 
THE  SUN 
Last  spring  the  Energy  Research 

and  Development  Administra- 
tion announced  its  plans  for 

carrv'ing  out  the  newly  passed 

Solar  Heating  and  Cooling  Dem- 
onstration Act.  This  spring, 

ERDA  is  doing  it,  S24.1  mil- 
lions'-worth  in  1976,  following  a 
matrix  developed  by  Arthur  D. 
Little.  Inc.,  that,  says  an  ERDA 

spokesman,  "will  show  us  where and  what  and  how  many  to  build 
to  find  out  what  we  want  to 

know." 

The  solar-heated  houses — per- 

haps as  many  as  2.000  of  them — will  be  built  and  tested,  then 

opened  to  the  public  as  models. 

Finally,  they'll  be  lived  in,  and 
ERD.A  will  follow  each  home- 

owner's experience  for  five  years. 
Meanwhile,  in  another  part  of 

the  government,  the  Department 

of  Housing  and  Urban  Develop- 
ment has  given  SI  million  to  55 

companies  to  build  143  solar- 
heated  housing  units  in  27  states. 
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Ck^mpare  GAFSTAR'Brite-Bond'" to  Armstror^  Solariarr  floorir^  and  your  feet 
wiUteUyou  there  s  no  a)mparisoa 

Neither  floor  needs  waxing  to  keep  its  bright  shine.  But  hold  a  piece  of 
each  .and  experience  the  difference:  Only  GAFSTAR  Brite-Bond  Citation 

GAFSTAR* 

Bnte-Bond'" 
Citation 

V.ciona  Gafdens  pattern  available 
IK  4  hioh  lashion  coio»a!ions 

Annarong 
Desi^er 

SoUhan* 

■  Solarian  is  a  trademark  of  Armstrong  Cork  Co 

has  foam  backing.  So  only  beautiful  GAFSTAR  is  soft.  v 
Sponge  mopping  with  mild  detergent  plus  thorough  rinsing,  vyilf 

normally  keep  it  clean.  In  time,  heavy  traffic  areas  may  show  reduced 
surface  gloss.  If  desired,  gloss  can  be  restored  by  occasional 
application  of  GAF  Brite-Bond  floor  finish. 

Call  TOLL  FREE  ANYTIME,  at  (800)  243-6100  (in  Conn.  1-800-882-: 
6500)  for  the  name  of  a  nearby  participating  GAF  dealer.  Or,  for  fortljer 
information  incfuding  full  maintenance  details,  write  GAF  Floor  Products, 
Dept  ag^  Box  1121,  Radio  City  Station,  N.Y.,N.Y.  10019. 

GAF 

^. 
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^ 
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Picture  a  siiiall,lovely  easy  garden 
as  personal  as  your  fingerprint. 
This  summer  it  can  be  a  reality. 

THIS  IS  THE  BOOK 
THAT  SHOWS  YOU  HOW 

For  the  first  time  in  book  form,  and  just  in  time  for  the  '76  gardening 
season!  HOUSE  &  GARDEN'S  26  Easy  Little  Gardens  is  a  gem  of  a 
collection  of  some  of  the  very  best  small  garden  designs  in  America— 
and  in  the  world  today. 

Culled  from  the  pages  of  HOUSE  &  GARDEN  over  the  past  seven 

years.  Easy  Little  Gardens  is  a  delightful,  down-to-earth  visit  with 
26  ingenious  gardeners  who  all  have  limited  space,  limited  time— 
and  unlimited  imagination. 

Even  never-before  gardeners  can  wander  through  these  glorious 
color  pages,  and  emerge  full  of  inspiration  and  ideas  for 

their  own  "easy  little  gardens." 
What  To  Do  And  How  To  Do  It. 

Each  of  the  26  full-color  gardens  featured  in  Section  I 
of  Easy  Little  Gardens  is  keyed  to  a  detailed,  black-and- 

white,  "how-to"  plan  in  Section  U.  There  you'll  find: 
•  Easy-to-follow  diagrams  of  garden  layout; 
•  How  to  choose,  place  and  space  the  right  easy-care  plants 
•  Where  the  walls,  fences,  borders,  seats  go— and  why; 
•  How  to  escape  with  minimal  weeding; 
•  Lists  of  botanical  plant  names,  and  more. 

Easy  Little  Gardens  is  an  easy-to-use  reference  book  that 
leaves  nothing  to  chance! 

How  Easy  Is  "Easy?" 
Very!  Every  garden  in  this  book  was  chosen  for  its  manage- 

ability; each  is  small  enough  to  be  tended  by  one  person 

or  a  couple— often  on  weekends  or  in  spare  hours.  Many 
flourish  in  less-than-ideal  circumstances— no  lawn,  little  sun, 
winds,  city  fumes. 

Nothing  Is  Impossible. 

The  ingenuity  of  some  of  the  gardens  (and  gardeners)  in  Easy  Little 
Gardens  is  amazing.  Sunflowers  and  organic  salad  greens  by  a 
swimming  pool  .  .  .  mountain  rock  plants  on  a  Manhattan  breeze- 
way  .  .  .  Japanese  serenity  next  to  a  pulsing  California  highway 

...  a  bumper  crop  of  vegetables  from  indoor-outdoor  carpeting. 

Gardens  For  All  Reasons,  In  All  Places. 

You'll  discover  gardens  for  herbs,  for  vegetables,  for 
flowers,  for  fragrance.  For  looking  at,  sitting  in,  eating 
from.  Portable  gardens.  Cutting  gardens.  All-season 
gardens.  Almost-vvild  gardens.  In  cities,  suburbs  or  deep 
country,  from  the  New  England  coastline  to  a  city 

rooftop— there's  a  garden  for  you— simply,  easily 
and  surely. 

rough 

Order  Now  .  .  .  Have  Your  Own 

Easy  Little  Garden  This  SUMMER. 

If  you're  planning  a  garden,  improving  a  garden  or, 
for  the  moment,  "just  dreaming,"  Easy  Little  Gardens 
is  an  invaluable  book  to  own— glorious  to  give.  And 
gardening  time  is  just  about  here,  so  get  growing! 
Send  for  your  copy  today. 

Features  116  Individual  Color  Photographs— 
77  Color  Pages. 

FREE  WITH 
THIS  ORDER: 

New  booklet, 
"Herbs  You  Can 

Grow  and  Cook 

With,"  sent  FREE 

if  you  order  now. 

20  pages  of  how- 
to  information  on 

growing  herbs 
indoors  and  out, 

plus  cooking 
recipes. 

CONDE  NAST  BOOKS 
P.O.  Box  3308,  Grand  Central  Station 
New  York,  New  York     10017 

D  YES,  send  me  "HOUSE  &  GARDEN'S  26  EASY 
LITTLE  GARDENS"  for  only  $15.95  (plus  55(i 
for  postage  and  handling).   I  enclose  H  check  or  n 
money  order  for  $16.50.  If  for  any  reason  I  am  not 
delighted,  I  may  return  the  book  within  10  days  and 
my  money  will  be  refunded  at  once. 

Also  please  rush  my  FREE  copy  of  "Herbs  You  Can 
Grow  and  Cook  With"  which  is  mine  to  keep  in  any case. 

Name   

Address: 
City:   

.State: 
-Zip:. 

Enclosed  is  my: 
Please  charge  my: 

Card  Number:   

Signature :   

n  Check    n  Money  Order  for  $   

D  American  Express    u  Bank  Americard 

  Expires:   
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JNCLyVATERSTIKS 
tell  you  when  to  water  your  plants. 

DON'T  DROWN  YOUR 
PLANTS  WITH  KINDNESS 
More  plants  die  from  over  watering  than  from  under 

jring.  By  telling  you  when  to  water,  WATERSTIKS 
u  avoid  both  problems.  Discover  this  simple; 

^ol  proof"  new  method  of  plant  care. 
^ATERSTIKS  TAKE  THE 

GUESS-WORK  OUT  OF  PLANT  CARE. 

HERE'S  HOW  THEY  WORK. 

Do  not  water  when 
center  is  pink. 

Water  when 
center  turns  blue. 

i  LASTS  80  DAYS  OR  MORE! 
t  WORKS  ON  ALL  PLANTS! 
i  ENCASED  IN  PLASTIC! 

FREE  OFFER 
Receive  an  amazing  WATERSTIK  plus  VALUABLE 
DISCOUNT  COUPONS  worth  $5.00,  FREE.  Send  only 
500  to  cover  postage  and  handling. 

INTRODUCTORY  PURCHASE  OFFER 
Now  at  special  prices! 

SEND  FOR:    8  pack  of  WATERSTIKS  only  $2.00 
OR:  16  pack  of  WATERSTIKS  only  $3.50 

Use  them  on  all  of  your  plants. 

FOR  A  FRIEND       EE 
WATER  STIK  OFFER 
701  BETA  DRIVE 

MAYFIELD,  OHIO  44143 
PLEASE  DO  NOT  TAPE  MONEY  TO  COUPON 

Please  send  me 
  FREE  WATERSTIK  SAMPLES 

I  have  enclosed  50tf  per  sample  order  to  cover  postage  and  handling  $   
     8  PACK(S)  OF  WATERSTIKS  AT  S2.00  PER  PACK 

Include  50tf  per  pack  for  postage  and  handling  $   
  16  PACK(S)  OF  WATERSTIKS  AT  $3.50  PER  PACK 

Include  SQt  per  pack  for  postage  and  handling  $   

.Name- 

Address- 

City   

Total  enclosed  $_ 

-State- 
MONEY  BACK  GUARANTEE 

-Zip- 

FOR  YOU       EE 
WATER  STIK  OFFER 
701  BETA  DRIVE 

MAYFIELD,  OHIO  44143 
PLEASE  DO  NOT  TAPE  MONEY  TO  COUPON 

Please  send  me 

  FREE  W.A.TERSTIK  SAMPLES 

I  have  enclosed  50^  per  sample  order  to  cover  postage  and  handling  $   
     8  PACK(S)  OF  WATERSTIKS  AT  $2.00  PER  PACK 

Include  50^  per  pack  for  postage  and  handling  $   
  16  PACK(S)  OF  WATERSTIKS  AT  $3.50  PER  PACK 

Include  500  per  pack  for  postage  and  handling  $   

Total  enclosed  $_ 

Name- 

Add  ress- 
City- 

-State- 

MONEY  BACK  GUARANTEE 

-Zip- 

._J       l_. 

  J 
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Who  can 

save  you  over  18%* in  the  cost  of 
air  conditioning 

with  a 
high  efficiency 
central  cooling 

system? 

fifffCI 
can. 

Amana's2>^  ton  high 
efficiency  central  air 

conditioning  system 

offers  just  what  you  are 

looking  for— energy 
saving,  proven  reliability 

and  fast,  foolproof 
installation. 

Its  high  efficiency 

compressor  is  designed  for  reduced  resistance  and 

friction  to  increase  operating  efficiency.  It's  all  in  a 
compact  cabinet  no  biggerthan  a  standard  Amana  unit! 

And  it  has  the  same  quality  features  that  have  made  Amana 

cooling  units  famous  for  reliability. 

Call  your  Amana  home  comfort  dealer  or  write  Amana 

Refrigeration,  Inc.,  Dept,  C-138,  Amana,  Iowa  52203 for 
more  information  on  Amana  Energy  Savers. 

*Compared  to  a  conventional  design  (assuming  the  same  electrical  rate  for  both 
units  with  matching  "A"  coils  operating  at  95°F  outdoor  temperature.) 

Look  to  Atnana  today 
for  the  energy  saving  ideas 
of  tomorrow. 

anm 
COOLING*  HEATING 

AMAMA  REFRIGERATION,  INC.,  AMANA,  IOWA  52203  •  SUBSIDIARY  OF  RAYTHEON  COMPANY 

Cooking  with  gusto 

Make-ahead  buffet 
Film  director  Jotin  Frani<entieimer  begins  witti 

recipes  from  tliree  great  cool<s,  adds  ideas 

of  liis  own,  and  creates  a  buffet  of  cooi<-afiead 
foods,  so  fie  can  come  to  the  party,  too. 

MENU 

Deviled  eggs  and  crudites 
Chiclfen  and  liam  pat§ 

Boeuf  Mode  en  Gelee 
Salade  Gourmande  l\/lalibu 

Biscuits  and  Cheese 

Frozen  orange  souffle 
Watermelon  basket 

Coffee,  mints,  florentines 

It's  the  details  that  make  the  party 

great,  and  Mr.  and  Mrs.  John  Frank- 
enheimer  pay  as  much  attention  to 
serving  and  setting  as  to  the  food 

itself.  "We  like  to  use  huge  platter- 
sized  plates  and  mix  the  patterns 
and  shapes.  We  serve  the  wine  in 

big  crystal  glasses — it's  a  tactile 
thing.  And  we  plan  the  menu  and 
preparation  from  start  to  finish,  so 

there  are  no  last-minute  surprises." 
You'll  find  more  about  their  enter- 

taining ideas  and  techniques  on 

page  92.  The  recipes,  with  some  of 

Mr.  Frankenheimer's  ideas,  begin 
right  here. 

"Along  with  the  deviled 

eggs,  I  like  to  serve  a 
platter  of  fresh  crudites: 
raw  sliced  carrots, 

little  artichokes,  branches 

of  celery,  cauliflower, 

radishes,  and  scallions" 

TERRINEOF 
CHICKEN  AND  HAM 
From  Simca's  Cuisine  by  Simone 
Beck  (Knopf).  Make  at  least  2 
days  before  serving. 

Ingredients 

1  4V2  -5-pound  roasting 

chicken,  with  its  giblets 
10  ounces  lean  bacon 
10  ounces  ham 
4  extra  chicken  livers 

2  tablespoons  butter 
V2  teaspoon  dried  thyme salt 

black  pepper,  freshly  ground 

V2  cup  cognac  or  Madeira 
wine 1  large  egg 

50 

nutmeg,  freshly  grated 

V4  teaspoon  ground  coriander 
2  tablespoons  mixed  tarragon, 

thyme,  oregano,  V2  bay  leaf, 

pulverized V2  pound  Virginia  ham  or 
prosciutto,  cut  into  3  thick slices 

1  cup  flour,  to  seal  the  terrine 

Method 

With  a  sharp  knife,  very  care-j 
fully    remove    the    skin    of    thel 
chicken  in  1   piece  and  set  the 
skin     aside.     Next,     bone     the! 
chicken. 

Cut  half  of  the  breast  meat  into  I 

strips  and  set  it  aside.  Put  all  of  I 
the    rest   of  the   chicken   meatj 

through  the  finest  blade  of  the, 

meat   grinder,   with   the   bacon, 
ham,  and  the  chicken  gizzard. 
Combine  in  a  mixing  bowl  and 
set  aside. 

Clean  the  chicken  livers  and  cut 

each  into  4  pieces.  Heat  the 
butter  in  a  frying  pan,  add  the 

livers,  and  saute  them  for  2  or 

3  minutes;  then  sprinkle  with 
some  thyme,  salt,  and  pepper 

pour  in  half  of  the  cognac  or 
Madeira,  and  set  aflame. 

When  the  flame  goes  out,  re- 
move the  livers  with  a  slotted  , 

spoon  and  set  them  aside.  Add 
their  cooking  juices  to  the 

ground  chicken  meat  along  with 
the  egg  and  the  remaining 

cognac  or  Madeira.  Mix  thor- 
oughly, and  season  highly  with 

nutmeg,  coriander,  the  aromati 
herbs,  salt,  and  pepper. 

Cut  the  ham  or  prosciutto  into 

strips  slightly  thinner  than  th-: 
strips  of  chicken  breast. 

Line  a  2V2 -quart  terrine  with  the 
chicken  skin.  (If  there  are  too 

many  holes  in  the  chicken  skin. 
line  the  terrine  first  with  cheese- 

cloth.) Spread  Va  of  the  chicken 
mixture  over  the  chicken  skin, 

moistening  your  hand  to  make  't 
spread  evenly.  Cover  with  layers 
of  ham  or  prosciutto,  strips  of 

chicken  breast,  and  chicken 
livers,  and  repeat  with  a  second 

layer  of  the  chicken  mixture  and 
then  a  second  layer  of  ham  or 

prosciutto,  chicken  breast,  and 
chicken  livers.  Cover  with  the 

remaining  chicken  mixture,  and 
if  some  ham  or  prosciutto  strips 

Continued  on  page  52   j 
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Build  Out  Problems, 
Build  In  Nulbne  Solutions 

!L  former  editor  nf  Good  Housekeeping 
Itid  Family  Circle  Magazines 

Imaginel  Just  one  hidden  under-the-counter 
power  unit  operates  the  eight  appliances  women 
depend  on  most.  And  all  with  cordless  finesse. 

It's  a  blender,  mixer,  meat  grinder,  ice  crusher, 
can  opener,  shredder-slicer,  fruit  juicer  and 

knife  sharpener.  It's  also  the  most  helpful  kitchen 
product  since  the  kitchen  sink.  Just  set  the 
appliance  on  the  flush  streamlined  plate,  lock 
into  place,  turn  the  dial  to  desired  speed  and 

presto!  You're  a  kitchen  wizard! 

MO  more  lifting  or  lugging.  With 
sluTone  Central  Cleaning  System 
ou  get  power  enough  to  rid 
ourself  of  even  deeply  imbedded 
lirt,  yet  it  cleans  with  a  whisper, 
lot  a  roar.  Big  2  hp.  motor  is 

■leverly  located  away  from  the 
iction  in  basement  or  utility 

oom.  All  you  lift  is  a  light- 
weight hose  and  wand.  Plug  i 

landy  wall  inlet  and         ̂ ^^ 

Jirt  goes  out  of  ,^' 
vour  life  ... 

auto- 
matically./ 

y^^^^X^et^^^ 
Raises  your  garage  door.  Turns  on  the  light. 
Closes  the  garage  door.  Locks  the  garage  door. 
Turns  off  the  light.  One  push  of  the  button  does 

it  all  .  .  .  automatically!  You'll  wonder  why  you 

ever  put  up  with  all  that  heavy  lifting.  You'll 
feel  secure  knowing  you  don't  have  to  get 
out  of  your  car  in  the  dark  or  rain. 

For  the  name  of  your  nearby  NuTone  dealer, 
DIAL  FREE:  800-543-8687  in  the  continental 

U.S.,  except  in  Ohio,  call  800-582-2030. r 

^^^. 

^y^/. 

NuTone  decorator  bath 
cabinets.  Practical,  yes; 

Plain,  never!  Classically 

simple  or  traditional 

masterpieces  with  or- nately molded  frames, 
they  accent  your  decor, 
while  hiding  ample 

storage  space  behind. 
And  NuTone's  famous 
Hall  Mack  decorator 
bath  accessories  add 
convenience  and  beauty. 

And  build  out  the  annoyance  of  having  to  run 
all  over  the  house  to  call  the  family  to  dinner. 
With  a  NuTone  Radio-Intercom  you  can  also 

monitor  baby's  nap,  answer  the  door  without 
opening  it  to  a  stranger,  call  the  playroom  to 

referee  the  kids'  fights  and  even  listen  to  music 
while  you  do  it.  The  Master  Station  in  your 
kitchen  puts  you  in  touch  with  the  whole  house 
and  even  outside  it.  NuTone  has  several  models 
of  Radio-Intercoms  to  choose  from.  One  is 
perfect  for  your  needs. 

Let  me  help  you  plan  creatively.  Take  advantage  of  this  special  offer.  Send  only  $1 .00  for  the 
NuTone  Idea  Book.  156  pages  crammed  full  of  exciting,  new  products  that  will  both  beautify 

your  home  and  make  it  more  efficient  and  convenient.  Included  is  a  special  16-page  home 
planning  guide  I  wrote  to  help  you  with  every  detail  of  planning  a  new  home  or  remodeling. 

Act  now,  and  get  as  a  bonus,  a  FREE  36-page  Home  Security  Guide.  Full  of  facts  and  ideas. 
Things  you  can  do  yourself  to  improve  your  home  by  protecting  it. 

Nlilbne  Housing  Products 

Seovill 

Security  Guide 

Dept.  HG-3.  P.O.  Box  9050,  Cincinnati,  Ohio  45209 

Enclosed  is  $  1 .00.  Send  me  the  NuTone  Idea  Book 
and  the  Free  Home  Security  Guide. 

Name   

Addiess. 

City   

Statc- 

-Zip. 

Teiephonc- 
Form  3104.  Printed  in  U.S. A 
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A  Henr. 

Ready  to 
Assemble 
and  Finish 

18th  Century 
Furniture 

One  of  24  Bartiey  classics,  in  hand  crafted 
solid  mahogany,  oak  or  cherry.  Totally 
authentic  in  design  and  beautifully 
constructed.  Each  kit  is  easily  assembled 
and  finished  in  your  own  home  without 
tools.  All  pieces  also  offered  completely 
assembled  and  hand  finished.  A  S5.00 
coupKjn  included  with  catalogue. 

Please  send  me  your  illustrated 
catalogue  of  18th  century  antique 
furniture  reproductions  available 
in  kit  form  or  hand  finished.  I  am 

j3[  j  enclosing  SI. 00  to  cover  postage 
and  handling. 

n 

.\ame_ 

Address. 

City  State  Zip_ 

^  The Bartjey  Collection,  ly.  i 
7-17  Oakv.ood  Ave.,  Dept.HGl  Lake  Forest,  II  60045 

"MOTHERS  SERIES" 
1976  edition  of  the  popular 

annual  collector's  plate  by W.  Goebel  Porzellanfabrik. 
sole  manufacturer  of 

the  world  iamous  "M.  I.  Hummel" figurines  and  plates, 

Rodental,  West  Germany. 
Distributed  by 

EBELING   &   REUSS  CO. 

West  Valley  Road,  Devon,  PA  19333 
-.alasle  at  fine  stores  everywhere. 

For  a  new  decorative  luxury  in  your  home  . . .  use 
Van  Luit  WALLCOVERINGS  with  RELATED  FABRICS 

There  are  many  inspired  designs  in  delightful  colorways 
in  both  the  INITIAL  and  the  new  SEQUEL  collection  . . .  see 
them  for  ideas  that  sparkle  with  decorative  individuality. 

Send  50c  for  samoles  of  Malvacae  ...  or  SI  for  samples  plus  new,  fuM-color 
SEQUEL  brochure  to  4000-EE  CHEVY  CHASE  DR.,  LOS  ANGELES  90039 

AT  INTERIOR  DESIGNERS  AND  THE  DESIGN  DEPARTMENTS  OF  FINE  STORES 

Make-ahead    buffet  com/naed  from  page  so 

are  left,  press  them  into  the  top. 

Cover  all  tightly  with  the  chicken 
skin. 

Make  a  thick  paste  of  the  flour 
and  14  cup  cold  water,  adding 
more  water  if  necessary.  Put  the 
lid  on  the  terrine  and  press  the 
paste  around  the  lid  to  seal  it thoroughly. 

Put  the  terrine  in  a  shallow  pan. 

pour  11'2  inches  of  water  into 
the  pan.  and  bring  the  water  to 
the  boil  on  top  of  the  stove.  Then 
set  the  pan  into  the  preheated 

350=  oven  to  cook  the  pate  for 1  ̂2-2  hours. 

"With  this  pate,  I  always 

have  a  tray  of  cheese  and 

breads — most  likely  a  good 

Brie  with  water  biscuits — 

and  the  best  pickles  I  can  find 

— served  right  from  the  jar" 

Remove  the  flour  paste.  Test  the 

terrine  by  pricking:  it  will  be 
done  when  the  juice  runs  clear 
like  bouillon.  If  the  juices  are 

still  rose-colored,  reseal  the  ter- 
rine and  return  it  to  the  oven. 

Remove  the  lid,  and  place  a 

smaller  lid.  or  a  plate  or  small 
board,  on  top  of  the  pate  with 

a  weight  on  top  of  that.  Let  the 
terrine  stand  with  its  weight  for 
48  hours,  refrigerating  it  after 
12  hours. 

To  serve  in  the  French  manner, 

cut  slices  inside  the  terrine,  re- 
moving the  first  piece  to  make  it 

easier  to  extract  the  remaining 

pieces  neatly:  these  should  then 
be  sliced  and  piled  on  top  of 

the  uncut  pate.  Serves  10-12. 
COPYRIGHT  ©  19  72  BY  SIMONE  BECK  AND 

PATRICIA     SIMON.     USED     BY      PERMISSION      OF 

ALFRED  A.  KNOPF,    INC. 

COLD  BRAISED  BEEF 
IN  ASPIC 
From  Mastering  the  Art  of 
French  Cooking,  Volume  I  by 

Simone  Beck.  Louisette  Ber- 
tholle.  Julia  Child  (Knopf) 

The  braised  beef  needs  24  hours 

of  marination.  5  hours  for  brown- 

ing and  braising,  and  4-6  hours 
for  chilling  in  jelly.  Once  made, 

it  may  be  covered  and  kept 
under  refrigeration  for  2  to  3 

days.  A  light  red  wine  and 
French  bread  would  go  very  well 
with  it. 

Ingredients 

Ingredients  for  the  marination 

cind  braising  of  a  5-pound 
piece  of  boneless  beef, 
including  the  braised  carrots 
and  onions  (recipes 
following) 

2  tablespoons  (envelopes) 

gelatin 

3  cups  cold  brown  stock  or 
canned  consomme 

salt 

pepper 

V4  cup  port  or  brandy 
a  chilled  saucer 
an  oval  serving  platter 

1  small  saucepan  set  in  a 
bowl  of  cracked  ice 

Method 

Marinate  and  braise  the  bee 

and  braise  the  carrots  and  or 

ions  according  to  the  recipe 

that  follow,  but  omit  the  fin 
sauce-thickening  step.  Remov 
the  meat  to  a  carving  board. 

Degrease  the  braising  liqui 

thoroughly,  then  boil  it  dow 
until  it  has  reduced  to  3y2- 
cups.  Soften  the  gelatin  in  W 
cold  stock  or  consomme,  poL 

it  into  the  braising  liquid  and  st 

over  low  heat  until  the  gelati 
has  dissolved  completely.  Co 

rect  seasoning  carefully.  Pol 

in  the  port  or  brandy  and  strair 
The  liquid  has  now  become 

jelly;  test  a  bit  of  it  in  a  chille 
saucer  as  described  below. 

"There  are  two  suggestions 

I  follow  without  fail:  I  have 

the  beef  larded  (or  even  do 

it  myself)  for  tenderness, 
and  I  find  marinating 

obligatory.  I  marinate  my 

beef  four  days" 

Cut  the  beef  into  serving  piece 

and  chill.  Chill  the  braised  or 
ions  and  carrots. 

Pour  Ve  inch  of  the  jelly  into  th 

serving  platter  and  chill  until  se 
Then  arrange  the  chilled  mes 
and  vegetables  on  the  layer  c 

jelly. Pour  2  cups  of  jelly  into  th 

saucepan  and  stir  over  cracke^ 
ice  until  the  jelly  is  syrupy,  an^ 
on  the  point  of  setting.  Spoon 

layer  over  the  meat  and  vegc 
tables.  Chill  for  10  minutes.  Re 

peat  with  2  or  3  more  layers  c 

almost-set  jelly,  chilling  th< 
meat  between  each.  Chill  th< 

remaining  jelly,  chop  into  Ve 
inch  pieces,  and  arrange 

around  the  platter.  Serves  10-12 

NOTE:  To  test  jelly:  Always  tes 

a  jelly  before  using  it:  the  fev Continued  on  page  6 
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CASINO 
ROYALE. 
It  takes  the 
gamble  out  of 
no-wax  flooring. 

You  need  a  "sure  thing"  like 
Casino  Royale,  a  sparkling  new 

beauty  in  the  Lustrecon^"  family 
that  won't  need  waxing  or  redressing. 
What's  more,  Casino  Royale  is  the 

most  stain-resistant  no-wax  flooring 
available  at  a  moderate  price. 

An  exclusive  Mannington  no-wax 
JT88®  wear  layer  handles  most  house- 

hold problems  like  mustard,  iodine, 
alcohol  and  shoe  polish  with  ease. 

In  fact,  regular  damp  mopping, 

plus  occasional  cleaning  and  power 
buffing,  restore  the  original  lustre. 

In  a  choice  of  5  exciting  colors, 
and  both  6  and  12  foot  widths  for 

seamless  installation  in  most  rooms, 
Casino  Royale  is  beautiful,  practical 
and  affordable. 

Write  for  free  mini  sample  and  color 
brochure  showing  other  designs,  plus 

names  of  nearby  dealers. 

Buy  a  Mannington  Aristocon "- , 
Lustrccon,  or  Vinyl- 1  "  floor 
from  a  participatin-  . 
during  March  or  Aiini  ̂ iwd 
earn  a  free  gift ...  or  just 

register  to  win  a  mink  coat 

(no  purchase  necessary  — V  oid  where  prohibited). 

|f^  Mannington  Mills,  Inc.,  Dcpt.  61, llr    Salem,  N.J.  08079.  Over  60  years  of 
fine  flooring.  Others  by  Welico  Carpet  Corp., 
Calhoun,  Ga.,  a  wholly  owned  subsidiary.  ^^^ 

^^   SUCCESS  ISV^BEAUTIFUL 

^''**^^*^*'* 



INALIENABLE 

TO  GET  YOUR 

MOlflNC 
*KIT* 

BTT  SIOI^irOFO  TTOTJIR. 

A  GREAT  AMERICAN  IDEA CELEBRATING  THE  1976  BICENTENNIAL 

TO  THE 

BELOW 

MdxjHoiuer 
Dept   HG  •  P  O   Box  107B 
Indianapolis,  Indiana  46206 

I  m  moving,  and  I  have  a  right  to  all 
the  help  I  can  get   So  send  me  your 
famous  free  Mayflower  Moving  Kit, 
complete  with  all  the  checklists, 
inventory  sheets,  change  of  address 

cards  and  good  advice  I'll  need 
NAME. 

ADDRESS. 

riTV _STA1 E_ -ZIP_ 

APPROX    MOVING  DATE. 

■!.-_  j»         ̂ ses^fff,     3,. 

To  Versailles  with  love 
From  Louis  XVI  at  Versailles  came  Lafayette  and  money  to  hel 

us  with  our  independence.  Now  we're  returning  the  complimeni 
By  Kenneth  Batej 

Were  it  not  for  France,  we  just 

might  not  be  enjoying  a  Bicenten- 
nial Celebration.  Had  Louis  XVI 

not  sent  troops  and  a  great  deal  of 
money  to  the  Colonies  when  we 
had  neither  enough  troops  nor 
enough  money  to  win  anything 
other  than  an  A  for  effort,  we 

might  still  be  a  colony — or  have 
been  given  back  to  the  Indians. 
But  we  did  gain  our  independence, 
and  we  are  having  a  birthday,  and 
because  there  is  nothing  quite  so 
pleasantly  self-indulgent  as  giving 

someone  else  a  present  on  one's 
own  birthday,  we  might  think 
about  helping  with  the  restoration 
of  one  of  the  most  magnificent  pal- 

aces in  the  world,  the  Chateau  of 

Versailles.  No  other  building  sym- 
bolizes so  well  the  close  ties  be- 
tween France  and  the  United 

States.  It  was  from  there  that  the 

sixteenth  Louis  sent  us  help,  mone- 
tary and  military;  it  was  there  that 

Benjamin  Franklin  was  received  as 
our  first  ambassador  to  France; 
there  that  the  Order  of  Cincinnati 
was  founded  for  officers  who 

fought  with  General  Washington. 
In  World  War  II,  General  Eisen- 

hower made  his  headquarters 
there,  and  for  as  long  as  Amer- 

icans have  been  tourists,  going  to 
France  without  visiting  Versailles 
has  been  like  going  to  Egypt  and 
not  climbing  the  Great  Pyramid. 

The  palace  was  begun  in  1631 
by  Louis  XIII,  who  thought  it 
would  be  amusing  to  have  a  small 
chateau  near  the  little  town  of  Ver- 

sailles. His  son,  Louis  XIV,  was 
so  charmed  with  it  that,  in  1661, 

he  engaged  architect  Le  Vau, 
painter  Le  Brun,  and  landscape 

gardener  Le  Notre  to  use  the  coun- 
try house  as  a  nucleus  for  an  edi- 
fice that  eventually  reached  such 

grandeur  that  it  astonished,  capti- 
vated, and  turned  green  with  envy 

every  crowned  head  in  Europe. 
New  royal  residences  sprang  up 

like  great  golden  crocuses.  But 

they  never  equaled  Louis  XIV's fabulous  phantasmagoria.  It  was. 
and  is,  unique. 

When  the  Sun  King  finally  went 

to  some  splendid  heaven  of  his 

own  ("Did  you  think  I  was  immor- 
tal?" he  said  to  his  weeping  cour- 

tiers), work  on  the  vast  pile  was 
considered  more  or  less  finished, 

although  alterations  and  additions 
were  royal  diversions  all  during  the 
reigns  of  Louis  XV  and  Louis 
XVI.  The  Little  Trianon  was  built 

for  Marie  Antoinette,  along  with 

Grand  Trianon,  above,  where  the 
Sun  King  shared  apartments  with 

Mme.  de  Pompadour — now  a  guest- 
house for  visiting   heads  of   state. 
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a  small  theatre  where  the  Queen 
was  always  the  leading  lady,  and 

Le  Hameau  de  la  Reine,  a  tiny  vil- 
lage where  La  Reine  played  milk- 
maid whenever  she  tired  of  pomp 

and  circumstance.  And  it  was 

pomp,  indeed.  Decoration  of  the 
palace  never  stopped.  The  rooms 
were  constantly  worked  on  by 
carvers,  cabinetmakers,  restorers, 

gilders,  embroiderers,  lace  makers 
and  tapestry  workers.  Portraits 

were  painted,  new  furniture  com- 
missioned, jewels  chosen  (the  fa- 

mous, infamous  Queen's  Necklace, 
tor  example),  furbelows  added  and 
extravagance  indulged  to  the  hilt. 

Then,  on  the  terrible  night  of  Oc- 
tober 6th,  1789,  the  royal  family 

fled  the  palace — the  Queen  in  her 
bare  feet — never  to  see  it  again, 
and  Versailles  began  its  slow  sad 

journey  downhill.  During  the  Rev- olution, its  entire  contents  were 
either  sold  or  stolen,  and  it  was  not 
until  1837.  when  Louis  Philippe 
revived  the  building  by  dedicating 
it  as  a  Museum  of  the  History  of 
France,  did  things  pick  up.  But  not 

forever.  In  1  <S70.  during  the  Fran- 
co-Prussian War,  GermaYi  soldiers 

quartered  in  the  beautiful  rooms 
tore  boiseries  from  the  walls  and 

burned  them  to  keep  warm.  A  cold 
soldier  knows  no  conscience. 

But  the  French  Government 
does,  and  in  time,  with  American 

help,  established  the  Versailles 
Foundation  for  the  purpose  of  re- 

storing to  the  building  as  much  of 
Continued  on  page  56 
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One  way  to  insulate. 

The  way  to  insulate  with  a  view. 
Snug-fitting  Andersen-  Windows  have 
always  let  you  make  the  most  of  a 
beautiful  view. 

(And  that's  more  livable  than  no 
windows  at  all !) 
What  you  may  not  know  is  that 

Andersen  Windows  are  also  designed  to 
save  on  heating  bills. 

(And  that's  better  than  the  old  leaky, 
drafty  kind.) 

Because  Andersen  Windows  are  made 

of  wood,  one  of  nature's  best  insulators. 

And  they're  built  two  times  tighter 
than  recognized  air-infiltration  stand- 

ards. To  help  seal  out  drafts  and  dust. 
With  optional  double-pane  insulating 

glass,  they  also  offer  a  major  part  of  the 
fuel-saving  benefits  of  single-pane  glass 
with  storm  windows.  And  only  half  the 
glass  cleaning  chores. 

So  make  the  most  of  your  view,  with 
Andersen  Windows  and  Gliding  Doors. 

See  your  lumber  dealer.  He's  in  the 
Yellow  Pages  under  "Windows." 

Andersen  Corp.,  Box  12,  Bayport, Minn.  55003. 

Please  send  me  your  free  booklet,  "How  to  Get 
Good  Windows."       _ 
^  I  plan  to  build.     _  I  plan  to  remodel. 

Name 

Address 

City 

Zip 

The  beautiful  way  to  save  fuel. 

Anderseri\X^ndowalls -AN0ERS6N  corporation'    "    BATPORr,  MINNESOTA  55003 

003-030 



Spark  your  talents  as  a 
Hostess  and  Homemaker... 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN'S 
DRINK  GUIDE 

—a  "must'  tor  today's  host  and 
hostess.  How  much  liquor  to 

buy  tor  a  party.  What  equipment 
the  host  or  barman  will  need. 

Garnishes  and  mixes  \.o  remember. 

More  than  850  drink  recipes 

—the  regulars,  plus  fun  drinks 
like  the  Negroni,  None  but 

the  Brave,  the  Bachelors  Bait, 
Damn  the  Weather,  Fallen 

Angel,  Poliyanna,  and  Aunt 

Agatha.  Buying  and  ser^'ing 
wine,  explained  with- 

out phoney  pretense. 

288  pages,  illustrated. 

Some  rooms,  thanks  to  carefully  preserved 
inventories  and  documentation, 
are  almost  exactly  as  they  once  were 

VGrS3lMGS  continued  from  page  54 

$8.95 

CONDE  NASI  BOOKS 
P.O.  BOX  3308,  Grand  Central  Station,  Se.s  York,  N.Y.  10017 

Z  YES!  Send  me  HOUSE  &  GARDEN  S  DRINK  GUIDE 
for  S8.95  (plus  35  cents  for  postage  &  handling). 

Z;  Check  for  S   enclosed. 

D  Bill  my  American  Express  Acct. 

D  Bill  my  BankAmericard  Acct.  =. 

D  Expiration  Date   

NAME   

ADDRESS. 

CITY   J^TATE- .ZIP- 

SIGNATURE. 

€Asru/inb3E 
A  sophisticated  blend  of  contemporary  and  ori- 

ental design.  Deep-cushioned  comfort  plus  the 
enduring  style  of  fine  quality  rattan.  At  fine 
stores  everywhere. 

its  original  glory  as  p>ossible.  For 
over  twenty  years,  the  restoration 
has  been  under  the  direction  of  the 
Chief  Curator  of  the  Museum.  Mr. 

Gerald  \'an  Der  Kemp,  a  tireless 
and  brilliant  worker  in  the  field  of 

tracking  down  lost  treasures.  With 
the  help  of  the  French  Society  of 

Friends  of  X'ersailles  and  the  gen- 
erosity of  many,  many  .Americans, 

the  old  chateau  is  again  in  bloom 

— although  not  yet  full-blown. 
Some  of  the  rooms  are  still  un- 

touched: some,  thanks  to  carefully 

preserved  inventories  and  docu- 
mentation, are  almost  exactly  as 

they  once  were.  The  most  recently 

completed  is  Marie  .Antoinette's bedroom.  This  lady,  although  full 

of  caprice  and  outrageously  ex- 
travagant, was  a  bom  decorator. 

Her  bedroom  runs  a  scale  between 

the  e.xquisite  and  the  dazzle  of  .Mi 
Baba's  cave.  She  knew  that  the 
only  way  to  have  what  she  wanted 
was,  as  we  say  today,  to  do  it  her- 

self, and  she  did.  She  had  the  flair 
to  combine  understatement  with 

the  most  luxurious  of  ornamenta- 
tion, and  somehow  she  made  this 

ver>'  difficult  strategy  work.  It  is  a 
superb  room.  Its  restoration  cost  a 
fortune,  and  it  is  worth  it.  Looking 
at  it.  one  is  grateful  to  have  the 
blessing  of  sight. 

But.  glamour  aside,  there  are  a 

lot  of  things  to  be  done  around  the 
great  house  that  are  pure  nitty 
gritty.  Roofs  to  be  retiled.  statues 
to  be  scrubbed,  balconies  to  be  re- 
gilded,  drains  to  be  repaired.  And 
workmanship  (as  anyone  knows 

who  has  had  his  roof  patched  late- 
ly) is  costly.  If  you  have  the  means, 

and  wish  to  restore  an  entire  room. 
\'ersailles  will  be  very  happy,  and 
your  name  on  a  plaque  will  apf)ear 
on  one  of  the  rooms  walls.  Con- 

tributors of  S25.000  or  more  will 
ha\e  their  names  inscribed  on  a 

marble  plaque  in  the  main  en- 
trance of  the  chateau.  Donors  in 

excess  of  SI. 000  will  be  noted  in 
the  Gold  Book  of  Patrons,  which 
is  on  permanent  display.  But  you 
do  not  have  to  be  a  Croesus  to  help 
Versailles.  Curator  Van  Der  Kemp 
receives  endless  donations  from 

French  jxople  who  can  afford  no 
more  than  10.  15.  20  francs.  Each 

of  them  is  thanked,  by  letter,  grate- 

fully. .Americans  who  give  the  dol- 
lar version  of  10  francs  are 

thanked  in  exactly  the  same  way. 
That  bit  of  money  may  wash  a 

statue's  face. 
Gifts  are  tax  deductible.  Checks 

should  he  made  payable  to  the  Ver- 
sailles Foundation  and  mailed  to 

Mr.  Carl  Forsythe.  Treasurer,  375 
Park  Avenue.  New  York  City, 

10017. 

BEFORE 

Only  the  bookshelves  remained 

in  King  Louis'  library  before  res- toration. Books  with  his  crest  were 

donated    by    the    National    Library. 
AFTER 

Now  the  library  is  furnished  with 

Louis'  own  roll-top  desk  and  clock, 
a  chest  that  belonged  to  his  brother, 

and  chairs  covered  with  handpaint- 
ed  document  silk.  Needed:  more 
silk  for  curtains  and  a  screen. 

•The  Most  - 
4900  Charier 

=  ■^6  in  Rattan  Furniture" 
Cincinnati.  Ohio  45227 
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B>  teatured  in  MiitKxvil  Hotiies       _ 

ipACEMAKEF^l 
the  house  Ihat  grows  u  with  you 

TRIUMPHS  OF 
iTHE  AMERICAN  TABLE 
I  /Inltf  tho  JonrimA  ir  (Zyi11mJ?^nd£>  lofc  \fnii  ortinxf  thorn  ̂ 11 

Only  the  Jenn-Air  Grill-Range  lets  you  enjoy  them  all 

f?>»]^ 
The  Jenn-Air  Shrimp-Kebab! 
It  gives  you  all  the  sweet  spurting  juiciness 
of  plump,  pink  shrimp,  slathered  with  hot 
chive  butter.  The  skewers  rotate  slowly  on 
the  Jenn-Air  Cooktop  Shish-Kebabber.  The 
skewered  foods  are  bathed  in  a  shimmer  of 

radiant  heat.  Rangetop  ventilation 
exhausts  smoke  and  odors,  draws 

steam  away  so  foods  cook 
crisper,  with  a  richer,  fuller 
taste.  And  there  are  dozens  of 
kebab  recipes! 

The  Jenn-Air 

Standing  Rib  Roast! 
A  triumph  of  the  big  Jenn-Air 
Power  Oven,  it's  cooked  a  new 
way  to  carve  wine-red  and 
fork-tender,  bursting  with  hot. 
pink,  luscious  juices  percolating 
inside  a  caramel-brown  meat 
crust. 

And  it's  only  one  of  a  whole 
triumphant  range  full  of  foods 
Jenn-Air  cooks  in  a  stream  of 

power-driven  air.  Jenn-Air's 
five  Cooktop  Convertible  units 
let  you  grill,  spit  roast,  griddle, 
shish-kebab.  and  deep-fry.  On 
the  rangetop  or  in  the  oven. 

Jenn-Air's  airstream  cookery cooks  cooler,  cleaner,  better. . . 
whisks  away  smoke  and  odors  . . . 
exhausts  direct  to  outdoors 
to  keep  your  kitchen  cleaner, 
sweeter. 

The  Jenn-Air  Power  Oven. 

It's  two  ovens  in  one! 
First,  it's  a  conventional  electric 
oven  and  broiler  that  lets  you 
cook  all  your  present  recipes 

u  iinoui  cnangc.  But  then. just  b> 
flicking  a  switch,  it  becomes  an 
entirely  new  kind  of  oven  that 
lets  you  cook  foods  in  a  stream 
of  power-driven  air. 

As  a  result,  the  Jenn-Air 
Power  Oven  cooks  cooler  and 
faster  (roasts,  turkeys,  hams 

cook  at  a  50°  cooler  temperature 
in  up  to  one-third  less  time)!  It 
cooks  evenly,  because  the  heat 
is  spread  e\  enl\  throughout  the 

o\  en.  it  cooks  cleaner,  because 

there's  less  spattering,  and 
smoke  and  steam  are  exhausted 
direct  to  the  outdoors.  And  it 
has  two  oven  cleaning  controls. 
It  cleans  itself  continuously 
during  use.  If  deposits 
accumulate  during  heavy  use, 

you  just  sw  itch  over  to 
'"accelerated  cleaning"  imd  the 
job  is  done  in  half  the  time. 

The  Jenn-Air  Sausagefest! 
Bratwurst.  Polish  kielbasi.  spicy 
Italian  sausage  and  good  old 
American  hot  dogs  — they 
splutter  and  crackle 
exuberantly  on  the  Jenn-Air 
Cooktop  Grill.  Smoke,  spatters 
and  odors  are  whisked  away  to 

the  outdoors  by  Jenn-Air's 

THE  JENN-AIR  GRILL-RANGE 
I A  magnificent  cooking  instrument 

MARCH,   1976 

powerful  rangetop  ventilation, 
and  the  sausages  get  smoked 
while  the  smoke  is  on  its  way 
outdoors.  Plump  and  meaty,  with 
crisp  glistening  skins  barred  by 
the  grill,  and  a  delightful, 
freshly-smoked  taste  — this  is 
what  happens  to  sausages  on 
the  Jenn-Air  Grill-Range  that 
lets  you  grill  what  you  used  to 
broil.  It  happens  to  your  steaks, 
chops,  and  hamburgers,  too! 

The  Jenn-Air  Grill-Ranfie 

is  available  with  ceramic-glass 
or  conventional  surface  heating 
elements.  Heating  elements  slip 
out  in  seconds,  to  be  replaced  by 

any  of  the  5  Cooktop  Convertible 
units.  Also  note  the  digital  clock 
and  brushed  stainless  steel  top. 

For  the  Jenn-Air  dealer 
nearest  vou.  see  the  Yellow  Pages, 
call  toll  free  800-428- 1825. 
or  write  Jenn-Air  Corporation, 
3035  Shadeland  Ave., 
Indianapolis,  Indiana  46226. 
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Spring  Air*  presents 3  elegant  new 
Golden  Anniversary  mattresses 

to  celebrate  our  50th  Year! 
They're  all  Spring  Air  quality  through  and  through.  With 

long- lasting  spring  construction,  multiple  layers  of  fine 
upholstery,  and  beautifully  quilted  contemporary  coverings. 

See  them  all  at  your  Spring  Air  dealer.  Soon. 

r 

^ ^Vr^.V-.^. 

.--T^- 

4-  i<~:t:^^yrTi 

GOLDEN  ANNIVERSARY  •  FIRM 
TMn  Size  $79.95  ea.  PC. 
Full  Size  $99.95  ea.  pc. 
Queen  Size  $259.95  set 
King  Size  $349.95  set 

GOLDEN  ANNIVERSARY  Custom  •  EXTRA  FIRM 
Turin  Size  $89.95  ea.pc. 
Full  Size  $1 09.95  ea.  pc. 
Queen  Size  $279.95  set 
King  Size  $389.95  set 

GOLDEN  ANNIVERSARY  Supreme  •  LUXURY  FIRM 
   _  Twin  Size  $99.95  ea.pc. 

Full  Size  $1 1 9.95  ea.  pc. 

y     Queen  Size  $299.95  set /       King  Size  $429.95  set 

And  see  the  ultimate  in 
luxurious  comfort  and  support, 

the  unique  BACK  SUPPORTER* mattresses  by  Spring  Air 

All  prices  are 
suggested  retail. 

m 
Exclusive  maker  of  the 

BACK  SUPPORTER®  mattress 
Spring  Air  Company  •  666  Lake  Shore  Drive  •  Ctiicago,  III.  60611 
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hy  should  you  buy  carpeting  w^ith 
^'Scotchgara 'Carpet  Protector? 

UNTREATED 

Then,  vacuumed. 

See  for  yourself. 
"Scotchgard''  Protector  keeps  carpet  cleaner. 

All  photographs  unretouched. 

"Scotchgard"  Brand  Carpet  Protector  makes  a  difference  you 
can  see.  It  helps  keep  dirt,  grit  and  grime  from  getting  locked 
into  the  pile.  And  because  the  soil  is  loosely  held,  carpet  stays 
cleaner  two  to  three  times  longer  than  untreated  carpet.  So  you 

won't  have  the  bother  and  expense  of  cleaning  as  soon  or  as  of- 
ten. Ask  for  "Scotchgard"  Protector  when  you  buy  carpeting. 

Protected  by 

Soil  resistant 
Easy  cleaning 
Protection  lasts 

&';< 

Scotchgard 

3^ 

It  keeps  the  look  you  paid  for. 



A  woman's laxative  should 
be  as  gentle 
as  she  is. 

And  that  s  why  so  many  women  use 

Corrcctol,  the  woman s  gentle  laxa- 
tive. Correctors  special  formula  com- 

bines a  mild  laxative  with  a  softening 
agent.  Its  i^entle  overnight  action 
helps  you  feel  like  yourself  again. 
Correctol  is  gende  enough  for  use 
even  after  childbirth  and  during  men 
struation, 

(orrectol 
\i  The  woman's 
^^  gentle  laxative. 

/>•-  *        .  "^ •  Good  Housekeeping 
^  '  MOMISiS 

A  PRODUCT  OP  PLOUGH.   INC. 

House  &  Garden 

Colors 
Official  headquarters 

You  will  find  here  a  selection  of  furniture,  carpets,  decorative  accessories 
in  our  1976  Colors,  and  many  products  or  similar  choices  in  House 
&  Garden  Fresh  Country  Blues,  the  Great  American  Idea,  on  page  1 10. 

Alabama 
Bessemer     Pizitz 

Birmingham      Pizitz 

Brookwood    Rich's 
Eastwood      Pizitz 
Five  Points  West    Pizitz 

Gadsden     Pizitz 
Huntsville    Pizitz 

Montgomery    Pizitz 
Roebuck    Pizitz 

Alaska 

Anchorage      Nerland's 
Fairbanks    Nerland's Arizona 
Phoenix      Goldwaters 

Metro  Center    Goldwaters 
Prescott    Goldwaters 

Scottsdale      Goldwaters 

Arkansas 

Ft.  Smith    Froug's 
California 

Costa  Mesa    Bullock's 
Concord    Liberty  House 

Del  Amo    Bullock's 
Dublin    Liberty  House 

Fresno      Turpin's 
Hayward     Liberty  House 

La  Habra    Bullock's 

Lakewood      Bullock's 

Los  Angeles   Bullock's Mt.  View   Liberty  House 

Northridge      Bullock's 
Oakland    Liberty  House 

Pacific  Grove   Holman's 

Pasadena      Bullock's 
Sacramento    Liberty  House 

San  Anselmo    Wasser's 

San  Fernando    Bullock's 
San  Francisco    Liberty  House 

San  Jose   Liberty  House 

Santa  Ana    Bullock's 
Westwood      Bullock's 

Colorado 
Aurora    May  D  &  F 
Colorado  Springs    May  D  &  F 
Denver   May  D  &  F 

Bear  Valley    May  D  &  F 
North  Valley    May  D&F 

Southglenn      May  D&F 
University  Hills    May  D  &  F 
Westland    May  D&F 

Ft.  Collings    May  D&F 

Connecticut 
Enfield     G.  Fox  &  Co. 
Hartford    G.  Fox  &  Co. 
Meriden     G.  Fox  &  Co. 

Milford    Wayside  of  Milford 

Naugatuck  Valley  Mall  G.  Fox  &  Co. 
Waterbury      G.  Fox  &  Co. 
West   Hartford     G.  Fox  &  Co. 

Delaware 
Wilmington    Strawbridge  &  Clothier 

District  of  Columbia 
Washington  ...Woodward  &  Lothrop 

Florida 

Altamonte  Springs    Burdine's Clearwater   Maas  Brothers 

Dadeland      Burdine's 
Ft.  Meyers   Maas  Brothers 
Gainsville      Maas  Brothers 

Hollywood    Burdine's Lakeland    Maas  Brothers 

Miami    Burdine's 

Miami  Beach      Burdine's North  Palm  Beach. .The  Pioneer  Co. 

Orlando      Burdine's 

Pompano      Burdine's 
St.  Petersburg   Maas  Brothers 
Sarasota     Maas  Brothers 

Tampa   Maas  Brothers 

Tyrone      Maas  Brothers 
West  Palm  Beach. ...The  Pioneer  Co. 

Georgia 

Atlanta    Rich's 

Lenox   Rich's 
Belvedere   Rich's 

Cobb  Center   Rich's 
Decatur    Rich's 

North  DeKalb   Rich's 

South  DeKalb   Rich's 
Greenbriar    Rich's 

Perimeter   Rich's 

Smyrna      Rich's 
Hawaii 

Maui    Nerland's 
Idaho 

Boise    The  Bon  Marche 

Idaho  Falls   The  Bon  Marche 

Lewiston   The  Bon  Marche 

Illinois 
Chicago    Carson  Pirie  Scott 
Evergreen  Park  ....Carson  Pirie  Scott 
Hillside    Carson  Pirie  Scott 
Lakehurst   Carson  Pirie  Scott 

Lombard    Carson  Pirie  Scott 

Matteson    Carson  Pirie  Scott 

Mt.  Prospect    Carson  Pirie  Scott 
Randhurst    Carson  Pirie  Scott 

West  Dundee    Hearth  &  Home 
Wilmette    Carson  Pirie  Scott 

Edens  Plaza  ....Carson  Pirie  Scott 
Yorktown     Carson  Pirie  Scott 
Yorkville    Carson  Pirie  Scott 

Indiana 
Ft.    Wayne      L.  S.  Ayres 
Greenwood      L.  S.  Ayres 
Hammond    Carson  Pirie  Scott 

Indianapolis      L.  S.  Ayres 

Lafayette       L.  S.  Ayres 
Martinsville    Cure  &  Son 

Iowa 

Cedar  Rapids    The  Killian  Co. 
Iowa  City    The  Killian  Co. 
Spirit  Lake    Carpenter  Interiors 

Kansas 
Topeka     C.  A.  Karlan  Furniture 

\buVe  got  a 

pocketful  of miracles. 
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Kentucky 
Lexington  ....Stewart  Dry  Goods 

Fayette  Mall   
  Stewart  Dry  Goods 
Louisville  ....Stewart  Dry  Goods 

Oxmore  Center   

  Stewart  Dry  Goods 
Louisiana 

New  Orleans   D.  H.  Holmes 
Canal  Street  ....D.  H.  Holmes 
Lakeside   D.  H.  Holmes 
Oakwood    D.  H.  Holmes 

Maine 
Portland    Jordan  March 

Maryland 
Annapolis   
  Woodward  &  Lothrop 

Baltimore    Hutzler's 
Chevy  Chase    
  Woodward  &  Lothrop 

Eastpoint     Hutzler's 
Iverson  Mall    

  Woodward  &  Lothrop 

Prince  George's    
  Woodward  &  Lothrop 

Southdale    Hutzler's 
Towson    Hutzler's 
Westview     Hutzler's 
Wheaton  Plaza    

  Woodward  &  Lothrop 
Massachusetts 

Boston      Jordan  Marsh 
Braintree   Jordan  Marsh 

Burlington    Jordan  Marsh 
Framington    Jordan  Marsh 

Lynn    Saxony  House 
Maiden     Jordan  Marsh 

Peabody      Jordan  Marsh 
Worcester    Jordan  Marsh 

Michigan 
Dearborn     Hudson's 

Detroit    Hudson's 
Flint   Hudson's 

Grand  Rapids   Hudson's 
Harper  Woods    Hudson's 
Lansing   Bretz  Shop 
Livonia    Newton  Furniture 

Pontiac      Hudson's 
Southfield      Hudson's 
Sterling  Heights   
   Newton  Furniture 

Taylor      Hudson's 

Troy    Hudson's 
Westland    Hudson's 

Minnesota 

M  i  nnea  po  I  is      Dayton's 
Brookdale    Dayton's 
Southdale    Dayton's 

Rochester    Dayton's 
Rosedale    Dayton's 
St.  Paul   Dayton's 

Mississippi 
Biloxi    

   Merchiston-Hall  Galleries 
Missouri 

Jamestown   

   Stix,  Baer  &  Fuller 

Kansas  City     
  Stix,  Baer  &  Fuller 
St.  Louis   Stix,  Baer  &  Fuller 

Crestwood     

  Stix,  Baer  &  Fuller 
Riveroad  Stix,  Baer  &  Fuller 
Westroads     

   Stix,  Baer  &  Fuller 
Nebraska 

Columbus    J.  L.  Brandeis 
Grand  Island   Miller  &  Paine 

Continued  on  next  page 
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the  pantyhose 
with  all-day  massage. 

Slip  them  on,  and youll  feel 
their  massage  right  away.  Its  wild! 

Now,  flex  your  leg  and  feel  Sheer 

Energy's  springy  yam  massage  even  more. 
And  theres  something  even  wildei'!  The 

nwre  you  move,  the  more 
they  massage. 

everfit  so  tired, 
walking  seemed like  dimbing? 

Then  give  them  a  little  help.  Give  them Sheer  Energy, 

■^ 

k 

So  you  feel 
stimulated  and 

refreshed all  day  long. 
Your  legs  do 

a  lot  for  you.  Do  something  for  them. 

Give  'em  Sheer  Energy.  ^ 
[They're  at  the  Leggs  Boutique.)  /^ 
Giveyourlegs 

an  all-day  massage. 

ENETUnt 

^,„--*^ 

® 

Nowavaibtie  in  Canada 
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Free! 
How  to  prepare 
for  a  househunting 
expedition. 

First  of  all,  never  go  hunting 
alone.  Plan  to  take  our  free  house- 

hunter's  kit  along  with  you. 
Start  on  the  right  foot. 

The  information  it  contains  can 

help  take  some  of  the  hassle  out 

of  huying  a  home.  And  just  may- 
be some  of  the  financial  problems, 

too.  The  kit's  good  for  first-time 
buyers,  because  there's  so  much  to 
learn.  And  for  old  hands,  because 

there's  so  much  to  forget. 
The  kit  answers  some  of  your 

questions.  But  more  important,  it 

poses  many  more  you'll  want  to 
ask  the  experts  you're  working 
with,  not  to  mention  the  current 
owner. 

Track  down  the  right  answers. 

These  questions  aren't  limited 

to  the  home  itself,  either.  They 
cover  the  surrounding  community, 
its  tax  levels  and  cost  of  living.  Its 

jobs,  schools,  shopping,  recreation, 
transportation,  things  like  that. 
Questions  about  financing,  too. 
Types  of  loans,  down  payments 
and  mortgage  rates.  Closing  costs. 
Title  protection.  Much  more. 

With  some  answers  in  hand, 

you  can  be  more  confident  you 
are  choosing  the  right  home. 

Send  today  for  your  free  kit. 
Be  sure  to  ask  your  Realtor 

about  us.  We've  been  working  with 
professionals  like  him  for  years. 
With  your  Realtor  behind  you  and 

our  househunter's  guide  in  hand, 
your  "dream"  house  could  be  right 
around  the  corner.  c  1976  otic 

UOlOr  h63dC]U3rtGrS  continued  from  preceding  page 
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Free  househunter's  kit. 
Please  send  me  "Helpful  hints  for  househunters."  I  understand  there  is 
no  charge,  and  I  am  under  no  obligation. 

Name   

Street  Address- 

City   _ZIP- 

Approximate  Month  We  Might  Buy_ 

Chicago  Title  Insurance  Company 
Department  PR 

^       111  West  Washington  Street,  Chicago,  Illinois  60602 

L_. 
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Lincoln    Miller  &  Paine 

Gateway    Miller  &  Paine 
Omaha    J.  L.   Brandeis 

Ames  Plaza    J.  L.  Brandeis 

Bakers  Square    J.  L.  Brandeis 
Crossroads    J.  L.  Brandeis 
North  Store    J.  L.  Brandeis 

Southrcads    J.  L.  Brandeis 

Westgate   J.  L.  Brandeis 
Westroads      J.  L.  Brandeis 

New  Hampshire 
Bedford    v.. Jordan  Marsh 

New  Jersey 

Cherry  Hill  ..Strawbridge  &  Clothier 
Echelon    Strawbridge  &  Clothier 

Manalapan      Steinbach's Paramus    B.   Altman  &  Co. 

Pleasantville      Steinbach's 
Ridgewood   B.   Altman  &  Co. 
Short  Hills   B.   Altman  &  Co. 

Trenton      Convery's 
Woodbridge   Abraham  &  Straus 

New  York 
Babylon   Abraham  &  Straus 
Brooklyn    Abraham  &  Straus 
Buffalo      

  Adam,  Meldrum  &  Anderson 
Cheektowaga    

  Adam,  Meldrum  &  Anderson 
Clarence     

  Adam,  Meldrum  &  Anderson 

Eastland      Sibley's 
Eggertsville    
  Adam,  Meldrum  &  Anderson 
Elmhurst   Abraham  &  Straus 

Garden  City   Abraham  &  Straus 
Hempstead    Abraham  &  Straus 
Huntington    Abraham  &  Straus 
Jamestown    Wellman  Bros. 
Lake  Grove    Abraham  &  Straus 
Manhasset    Abraham  &  Straus 
New  York   B.  Altman  &  Co. 

Rochester      Sibley's 
Saratoga    The  Carl  Co. 
Schenectady    The  Carl  Co. 

Shoporama    The  Carl  Co. 
Scotia   The  Carl  Co. 

Willowbrook    The  Carl  Co. 

Syosset    Caldwell's  Interiors 

Syracuse    Sibley's Tonawanda     

  Adam,  Meldrum  &  Anderson 

Victor      Sibley's West  Seneca    

  Adam,  Meldrum  &  Anderson 
White  Plains    B.  Altman  &  Co. 

North  Carolina 

Asheville      Ivey's 
Charlotte      Ivey's 

Chapel  Hill    Ivey's 
Durham    Thalhimer's 

Greensboro    Thalhimer's 

Raleigh     Thalhimer's 
Wilmington     Furniture  City 

Winston-Salem      Thalhimer's 
Ohio 

Akron      O'Neil's 
Beldon    Higbee's Chillicothe    Ebenhack  &  Son 

Cleveland    Higbee's 

Ford  City    Higbee's 
Great  Lakes  Mall    Higbee's 

Midway   Mall      Higbee's 
Parmatown      Higbee's 

Severance      Higbee's 

Westgate     Higbee's 

Columbus     Lazarusl 
Eastland      Lazarusl 
Northland     Lazarusl 
Westland    Lazarusl 

Lima     Lazarusl 
Mansfield      Lazarusl 
Salem      Stroussl 

Springfield     Lasalle'sl 
Toledo      Lasalle': 

Westgate      Lasalle's I 
Woodville    Lasalle's 

Upper  Arlington   Lazarus 
Warren      Strouss 

Youngstown    Strouss 
Austintown  Plaza    Strouss 

Eastwood  Mall    Stroussl 

Liberty  Plaza    Strouss 
Southern  Park  Mall    Strouss 

Oklahoma 
Norman    Mister  Robert 

Sand  Springs    Froug's 
Tulsa     Froug's 

Briar  Village     Froug's 
Brook  Plaza    Froug's 

Crystal  City    Froug's 

Eastgate      Froug's 

May  Meadow    Froug's' 
Northland      Froug's 

Southland      Froug's Oregon 

Eugene    Meier  &  Frank 
Portland    Meier  &  Frank 

Lloyd's  Center   Meier  &  Frank 
Washington  Sq   Meier  &  Frank 

Salem    Meier  &  Frank 

Pennsylvania 
Allentown    Schoen  Furniture 

Ardmore    Strawbridge  &  Clothier 
Jenkintown  ..Strawbridge  &  Clothier 

Monroeville       Kaufmann's 
Montgomeryville    Jonns 

Mount  Lebanon    Kaufmann's 
Neshaminy  ..Strawbridge  &  Clothier 
Paoli      Jonns 
Philadelphia      

  Strawbridge  &  Clothier 

Pittsburgh       Kaufmann's 
North  Hills    Kaufmann's 
Rochester    Kaufmann's Plymouth  Meeting   

  Strawbridge  &  Clothier 

Springfield  ..Strawbridge  &  Clothier 
St.  David's    B.  Altman  &  Co. 

Rhode  Island 
Warwick    Jordan  Marsh 

South  Carolina 

Belton    Maynard's  of  Belton 
Greenville    Tate  Furniture 

Florence      Water's   Furniture 
South  Dakota 

Aberdeen      Herberger's Texas 
Arlington    Sanger  Harris 

Six  Flags  Mall   Sanger  Harris 
Dallas   Sanger  Harris 

Oak  Cliff   Sanger  Harris 

Plymouth   Park  ....Sanger  Harris 
Preston  Center   Sanger  Harris 
Town  East    Sanger  Harris 

Valley  View    Sanger  Harris 

Houston    Joske's  of  Houston 
Beaumont  ....Joske's  of  Houston 
Gulf  Gate    Joske's  of  Houston 
North  Line  ...Joske's  of  Houston 

Post  Oak   Joske's  of  Houston 
Continued  on  page  189 
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as  the  tile.  Becau^^^^^tet  is  no  < 
comes  in  sheets— ^^^p>uted  togtv*^. 
Olean  with  a  special,  flexible  silicone  rubber  grot 
that  wipes  sparkling  clean  with  just  a  damp  cloth. 

Imagine— tiles  and  between  the  tiles— no  more 
scrubbing!  Even  mildew  has  trouble  finding  a  place 

to  grow  because  Redi-Set  grout  is  smooth  and 

waterproof.  Since  it's  flexible,  it  won't  crack  or 
crumble,  even  around  the  tub.  And  Redi-Set  sheets, 
in  many  styles  and  colors,  go  up  fast  with  minimum 

cleanup— ideal  for  remodeling  jobs.  , 

Visit  your  nearest  American  Olean  Color  Center 

or  ask  your  tile  contractor,  today.  And  for  a 
colorful  brochure  with  more  facts  about  Redi-Set 

and  the  latest  tile  decorating  ideas,  send  just  25<f , 
your  name  and  address  to:  American  Olean  Tile 
Company,  2109  Cannon  Ave.,  Lansdale,  Pa.  19446. 

etcer 

-4--— -—Olean 
A  Owision  of  NofiOfiafGyworn  Compony 



Youllbe  robbed 
if  we^tose  another 
old  bank. 
Your  interest  is  needed  to  save 
banks  and  other  landmarks  in 

America  that  are  threatened  by 

apathy  and  neglect.  The 
National  Trust  for  Historic 

Preservation  helps  find  viable 
alternatives  to  the  reckless 

destruction  of  our  historic  build- 
ings. Your  membership  in  it  will 

help  convert  them  into  libraries, 
shops  and  apartments  that  can 
be  used  and  enjoyed  again. 

History  loaned  this  bank  to 

you  and  your  children.  Let's keep  it,  and  other  landmarks 
marking  the  places  in  our  past. 
The  National  Trust  is  a  private 
organization  funded  by  your 
contributions.  Join  it,  and  save 
part  of  America  for  later. 
Send  your  $15  membership  contributicin  to 

The  National  llriist 
for  Historic  Preservation 
Decatur  Htiuse 

Rm  102.  74C-74S  jnckson  Place,  N.W. 
WnshintiUMi,  DC.  ZOOO^ 

Make-ahead    buffet  continued  from  page  52 

minutes  you  spend  can  save 
you  from  disaster.  Pour  Vz  inch 
of  jelly  into  a  chilled  saucer  and 

refrigerate  it  for  about  10  min- 
utes until  it  has  set.  Then  break 

it  up  with  a  fork  and  let  it  sit  at 

room  temperature  for  10  min- 
utes. For  jellied  soups  it  should 

hold  its  shape  softly.  For  aspics 
its  broken  lumps  should  stand 
alone,  but  not  be  rubbery.  A  jelly 
that  is  to  line  a  mold  should  be 

stiffer,  so  it  can  support  the  in- 
gredients it  is  to  enclose.  If  the 

jelly  is  too  hard,  add  unjellied 
stock  and  test  again.  If  the  jelly 
is  too  soft,  add  more  gelatin  and 
test  again. 

BEEF  BRAISED 
IN  RED  WINE 
Braised  beef  is  a  wonderful  party 
dish;  it  is  not  only  delicious  to 
smell,  look  at,  and  eat,  but  you 
have  no  worries  about  overdone 

meat,  and  you  can  cook  it  ahead 

of  time  if  you  need  to.  The  fol- 
lowing recipe  calls  for  a  6-24- 

hour  marination  of  the  beef  in 

red  wine  and  aromatic  vege- 
tables before  cooking.  If  you 

prefer  to  omit  this  step,  pour  the 
marinade  ingredients  into  the 
casserole  after  browning  the 
meat. 

Ingredients  for  red  wine 
marinade 

An  enameled,  Pyrex,  or  porce- 
lain bowl  just  large  enougt)  to 

hold  all  tfie  ingredients  listed 
1  cup  carrots,  ttiinly  sliced 
1  cup  onions,  thinly  sliced 
1  cup  celery  stalks,  thinly 

sliced 

2  halved  cloves  unpeeled  garlic 
1  tablespoon  thyme 
2  bay  leaves 
V4  cup  minced  parsley 
2  whole  cloves  or  4  allspice 

berries 

1  5-pound  piece  of  braising 
beef  (rump  pot  roast,  sirloin 
tip  or  knuckle,  chuck  pot 
roast,  top  round,  bottom 
round,  eye  of  round)  trimmed 
and  tied  for  cooking 

1  tablespoon  salt 
V4  teaspoon  pepper 

5  cups  young  red  wine  with 
body — Burgundy,  Cotes  du 
Rhone,  Macon,  or  ChiantI 

Vs  cup  brandy 

V2  cup  olive  oil 
Ingredients  for  browning  and 

braising  the  beef 

A  fireproof  casserole  or  heavy 
roaster  just  large  enough  to 
hold  the  meat  and  braising 

ingredients 

4-6  tablespoons  rendered  pork 
fat  or  cooking  oil 

1  or  all  these  to  give  body 

to  the  sauce:  1 — 2  cracked 

veal  knuckles,  1-2  split  calf's 
feet,  4-8  ounces  fresh  pork 
rind,  bacon  rind,  or  ham 
rind  simmered  10  minutes 
in  a  quart  of  water,  rinsed, 
and  drained 

4-6  cups  beef  stock,  or  canned 
beef  bouillon 

2  pounds  quartered  carrots 
braised  in  butter  (recipe below) 

24-36  small  white  onions,  . 
brown-braised  in  stock 

(recipe  below) 
1  tablespoon  arrowroot  or 

cornstarch  mixed  wtih  2 
tablespoons  Madeira  or  port, 
if  needed 

parsley  sprigs 

Method  for  marinating 

Place  half  the  vegetables,  herbs, 

and  spices  in  the  bottom  of  the 
bowl.  Rub  the  meat  with  salt  and 

pepper  and  place  it  over  the 
vegetables.  Spread  the  rest  of 
the  vegetables  and  herbs  over 
the  meat.  Pour  on  the  wine, 

brandy,  and  olive  oil.  Cover  and 
marinate  for  at  least  6  hours 

(12-24  hours  if  the  meat  is  re- 
frigerated). Turn  and  baste  the 

meat  every  hour  or  so. 

"I  always  use  a  lot  more 

seasoning  than  called  for — 
but  you  must  determine  the 
exact  amount  by  taste. 

Thyme  is  a  powerful  herb; 

I  prefer  the  French  kind, 

but  we  grow  the  English  too" 

1/2  hour  before  cooking,  drain 
the  meat  on  a  rack.  Reserve 
marinade.  Just  before  browning, 

dry  it  thoroughly  with  paper 
towels.  It  will  not  brown  if  it  is damp. 

Method  for  browning  and 

braising  the  beef 

Add  the  fat  to  the  casserole  and 

place  over  moderately  high  heat. 

When  fat  is  on  the  point  of  smok- 
ing, brown  the  meat  on  all  sides. 

This  takes  about  15  minutes. 
Pour  out  the  browning  fat. 

Pour  in  the  wine  marinade  and 
boil  it  down  rapidly  until  it  has 
reduced  by  half.  Then  add  the 

veal  knuckles,  calf's  feet,  and 
rind,  and  pour  in  enough  stock 
or  bouillon  to  come  %  of  the 

way  up  the  beef.  Bring  to  a  sim- 

a 
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mer  on  top  of  the  stove,  sk 

cover  tightly,  and  set  in  lo\ 

third  of  preheated  350°  ov 
Regulate  heat  so  liquid  reme 
at  a  gentle  simmer  for  3! 
hours,  and  turn  the  meat  sev( 
times  during  its  braising.  1 
beef  is  done  when  a  she 

pronged  fork  will  pierce  it  eas 

While  the  beef  is  being  brais 
cook  the  carrots  and  onions. ; 
them  aside  until  needed. 

When  the  meat  is  tender,  remc 
it  to  a  hot  serving  platter.  [ 
card  trussing  strings.  Trim 
any  loose  fat,  and  keep  the  mi 
warm  while  finishing  the  sai 
(5-10  minutes). 

Skim  the  fat  off  the  brais 

juices,  and  strain  them  throu 
a  sieve  into  a  saucepan,  pre 

ing  the  liquid  out  of  the  vec 
tables.  Simmer  for  a  minute 

2,  skimming,  then  boil  rapi 
until  liquid  is  reduced  to  abf 
31/2  cups  and  is  full  of  flav 
Taste  carefully  for  seasoni 
Sauce  should  be  lightly  thic 
ened.  If  too  thin,  beat  in  t 
starch  and  wine  mixture 
simmer  for  3  minutes.  Then  a 
the  cooked  carrots  and  oni 
and  simmer  for  2  minutes 
blend  flavors. 

Remove  vegetables  with  a  si 
ted  spoon  and  arrange  th€ 
around  the  meat.  Decorate  wi 

parsley.  Pour  a  bit  of  sauce  ov 
the  meat  and  send  the  rest 
the  table  in  a  warmed  sauo 

boat.  (Or  carve  the  meat  a 
arrange  on  the  platter  with  t 
vegetables  and  parsley, 

spoon  some  of  the  sauce  ov the  meat.) 

NOTE:   For  a  wait  of  up  to 
hour,    return   meat,   vegetable 
and  sauce  to  casserole,  cov 

loosely,    and    set    over    bare 
simmering  water. 

For  a  longer  wait,  slice  the  me 
and  arrange  it  on  a  firepro 
platter.  Place  the  vegetable 
around  the  meat.  Baste  with  th 
sauce. 

Half  an  hour  before  servin 

cover  and  reheat  in  a  350"  ove Leftover  braised  beef  will  be  ju 

as  good  the  next  day,  heated  l the  same  way. 

CARROTS  BRAISED 
IN  BUTTER 

Ingredients 

1  heavy-bottomed,  2-quart   . 
enameled  saucepan 

Continued  on  page  t 
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Introducing 
LouverDrape 
the  un/fabric 

design  wilh  iigiit 
b  fit  your  mood 

Feeling  romantic?  Adjust  your  LouverDrapes  to  let  the  soft  cool 
light  filter  in,  or  close  them  tight  for  restful  privacy.  Feeling 
free?  Traverse  them  like  regular  drapery  and  let  the  sun  shine  in. 

Because  they're  smooth  and  vertical,  LouverDrapes  stay  clean  and 
don't  collect  dust  like  horizontal  blinds.  LouverDrapes  keep  you 
cool  because  they  reject  75%  of  the  heat  that  enters  the  windows. 

Ask  tor  LouvuiUtjpCo  whufever  you  shop  for  windt;iv  coveii,",j;i,  jr 
write^to  us  for  the  address  of  the  LouverDrape  store  nearest  you. VVI  ILC^  lU    Ui  lU 

/  Lou\ 
uver Drape 

/lARCH,   1976 

LouverDrape,  Inc..  1100  Colorado  Ave ,  Santa  Monica,  Ca  90401 
Dept.  B 
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Make-ahead    buffet  continued  fmm  page  64 

IV2  pounds  carrots,  peeled, 
and  sliced  or  quartered 
(about  5V2  cups) 

1  tablespoon  granulated  sugar 
(to  develop  their  flavor) 

IV2  cups  water 
1  Vz  tablespoons  butter 
V2  teaspoon  salt 
pinch  of  pepper 

Method 

In  the  saucepan,  bring  the  car- 
rots to  the  boil  with  the  sugar, 

water,  butter,  and  salt.  Cover 

and  boil  slowly  for  30-40  minutes 
or  until  the  carrots  are  tender 

and  the  liquid  has  evaporated. 
Correct  seasoning.  Serves  6. 

If  they  are  not  to  be  served  at 
once,  set  aside  uncovered  and 
reheat  when  needed. 

BROWN-BRAISED 
ONIONS 

Ingredients 

18-24  peeled  white  onions  about 
1  inch  in  diameter 

IV2  tablespoons  butter 
IV2  tablespoons  oil 

a  9-10-inch  enameled  skillet 
V2  cup  brown  stock,  canned 

beef  bouillon,  dry  white 
wine,  red  wine,  or  water 

salt  to  taste 

pepper  to  taste 
a  medium  herb  bouquet:  4 

parsley  sprigs,  V2  bay 
leaf,  and  Va  teaspoon 
thyme  tied  in  cheesecloth 

Method 

When  the  butter  and  oil  are 

bubbling  in  the  skillet,  add  the 
onions  and  saute  over  moderate 
heat  for  about  10  minutes,  rolling 
the  onions  about  so  they  will 
brown  as  evenly  as  possible.  Be 
careful  not  to  break  their  skins. 

You  cannot  expect  to  brown 
them  uniformly. 

Pour  in  the  liquid,  season  to 
taste,  and  add  the  herb  bouquet. 
Cover  and  simmer  slowly  for 
40-50  minutes  until  the  onions 
are  perfectly  tender  but  retain 
their  shape,  and  the  liquid  has 

evaporated.  Remove  herb  bou- 

quet. Serve  them  as  they  are  or  use 
for  Boeuf  a  la  mode. 
COPYRIGHT  ©196  1    BY  ALFRED  A.  KNOPF.   INC. 

USED  BY  PERMISSION. 

COLD  ORANGE 
SOUFFLE 
from  James  Beard's  Menus  for 
Entertaining  (Delacorte) 

Ingredients 

1  cup  cold  water 
2  envelopes  unf favored  gelatin 

8  eggs,  separated 
V2  teaspoon  salt 
2  6-ounce  cans  frozen  orange 

concentrate,  defrosted 
1  cup  sugar 

1  cup  heavy  cream,  whipped 
for  garnish:  orange  sections 

Method 

Place  water  in  the  top  of  a 
double  boiler  and  sprinkle  the 
gelatin  over  the  surface  to 
soften.  Beat  the  egg  yolks  lightly 
and  add  them  with  the  salt  to 

the  gelatin.  Mix  well. 

Place  over  boiling  water  and 
cook,  stirring  constantly,  until 
the  gelatin  dissolves  and  the 
mixture  thickens  a  bit,  about  4 
minutes. 

Remove  from  the  double  boiler 

and  stir  in  the  orange  concen- 
trate.   Chill    until    the    mixture 

drops  from  a  spoon  into  < mounds. 

Beat  the  egg  whites  until  « 
but  not  dry.  Gradually  beat  in 
sugar  and  continue  beating  u 

the  egg  whites  are  stiff.  Fold 
whites  into  the  orange  mixt 
and  then  fold  in  the  whipp 
cream. 

Arrange  a  collar  of  doub 

waxed  paper  around  a  21/2 -qu 
souffle  dish.  The  collar  she, 
come  2  inches  above  the  top 
the  dish.  Fasten  with  tape.  P( 
the  mixture  into  the  dish  a 
chill  until  firm.  Remove  the  col 

and  decorate  with  orange  S( 

tions,  if  you  like,  before  servii 
COPYRIGHT  ©  1965  BY  JAMES  BEARD. 

PRINTED  WITH  THE  PERMISSION  OF  DELAC' 
PRESS. 

"Another  attractive 

garnish  for  the  souffle 
is  slices  of  orange  topped 
with  colored  marzipan 
beads  and  a  few  strips 
of  candied  orange  peel, 

with  a  sprinkling  of 

sugared  leaves  and  violets' 

^•H%« 

why  wait  all  your  life  to  do  ̂ ^^ 
the  one  thing  you  always  wanie<|L 
Just  imagine  yourself  in  a  greenhouse,  working  with  plants 

whenever  you  please.  Imagine  too,  that  it's  a  .v 
Lord  &  Burnham  greenhouse,  the  best  there  is  .  .  . 

and  there's  no  limit  to  what  you  can  grow. 

Our  free  catalog  will   help  you   imagine,    i'^'*^- 

It  will  help  you  learn  more  about  us,  about  our  ^ 
greenhouses,  and  about  greenhouse  gardenij 

You'll  discover  we're  the  oldest  and  >f  • 

largest  manufacturer  of  greenhouses         ,^J 

[Qj^he  world.  And,  we're  the  only       I 
greenhouse  manufacturer  with 
nationwide  service.  We  have  a 

man  near  you,  who  will  help  you 

select  the  site,  the  greenhouse,  1, 

and  accessories  best  for  you.  /' 

He  cares.  So  why  wait  any  longer?       .  i," 

Send  for  our  free  catalog  today.  - 

if^ 
LORD  &  BURNHAM  the  grempuse  people 
Division  Burnham  Corporation  IRVINGTONN.Y.  10533 

Dept.  6 
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True  Temper  wants  you  to  have  a  happy  Spring! 

The^Eager  Beaver  Sale** is  a  lot  to  be  happy  about! 
True  Temper  wants  to  show  you  how  economical  home 
gardening  can  be.  We  thought  the  best  way  to  do  that  is  to 
start  with  the  right  tools:  True  Temper  tools.  True  Temper 

tools  are  economical  for  you  two  ways.  First,  they're  built 
by  master  craftsmen  to  last  through  many  seasons  of  garden- 

ing. So  you  save  money  in  the  long  run.  And  second,  the 

"Eager  Beaver  Sale"  means  you  can  save  money  in  the  short run,  too. 

Don't  miss  out.  Your  participating  hardware  or  gardening 
store  has  a  complete  selection  of  the  True  Temper  tools 
included  in  the  Eager  Beaver  Sale.  Be  sure  to  see  the 

Eager  Beaver  Specials,  March  1  —  April  10,  1976,  while  the 
savings  last  .  .  . 

Then  go  out  and  plant  something  nice.  With  True  Temper. 

r 
SPECIAL  OFFER!  Send  $1.00  and  sales  receipt  for  pur 

chase  of  any  True  Temper  tool  and  receive  our  helpful 

"Gardening  with  True  Temper"  brochure  and  4  packets  of 
assorted  vegetable  seeds . . .  a  $3.50  value  for  only  $1.00. 

Send  $1.00  (check  or  money  order  please-  along  with  your 
sales  receipt  to:  Special  Offer,  True  Temper 
Corporation,  1623  Euclid  Avenue, 
Cleveland,  Ohio  44115. 
Name   

Address- 
City. 

S  ta  te   

Offer  expires  Dec  31    1976 



Color  It  Natural . . . 
VV%^ rs  Do  It! 

From  the  earth,  flowers  and  plants,  in  an  inspiring  palette 

of  living  color  for  instant  interior  decorating.  Bring  an  in- 
timate sense  of  natural  harmony  into  any  home  decor  with 

fresh  cut  flowers  in  colorful  profusion  and  house  plants 
bursting  into  seasonal  bloom,  chosen  to  express  your 
tastes  and  preferences.  Lush  growing  greenery  keeps  the 
country  feeling  close,  the  essence  of  the  forest  ever  near. 

Flowers  and  plants  make  living  more  joyous  everyday, 
add  special  drama  to  entertaining,  and  are  gifts  without 
peer  for  everyone,  anytime.  Your  nearby  Teleflorist  has 

them  all.  He's  a  full-service  professional  who  can  help, 
whether  you  want  a  single  blossom  ...  a  small  bouquet 

...  or  the  great  arrangement.  He  can  send  a  floral  remem- 
brance anywhere  in  the  world,  assist  in  planning  party  or 

home  decorations,  or  simply  provide  friendly  advice. 

The  Teleflorists  listed  on  the  following  pages  are  also 
House  &  Garden  Local  Color  Centers.  Call  or  visit  the 

shop  nearest  you  soon.  You'll  find  spring-fresh  flowers, 
healthy  vigorous  plants,  and  meet  a  flne  floral  artist  with 
specialized  training  and  working  knowledge  about  the 
wonderful  ways  of  flowers  and  plants.  Knowledge  and 
expertise  he  is  glad  to  share  with  you,  to  help  you 
achieve  the  fullest  enjoyment  from  the  experience  of 
living  with  natural  color. 

Pick  up  your  free  copy  of  "Color  Alive' 
Your  House  &  Garden  Local  Color 

Center  Teleflorist  has  a  copy  of  this 
exciting,  informative,  helpful  booklet 
waiting  for  you.  Its  full  of  imaginative 
ideas  and  interesting  new  ways  plants 
and  fiowers  can  help  your  home  come 
alive,  instantly,  the  natural  way! 

teleflorist 
FLOWERS  BY  WIHC 

Your  Full-Service 
Personal-Touch  Florist 

Teleflora  Incorporated 

2400  Compton  Boulevard 
Redondo  Beach,  CA  90278 

Flowers  Do  It'  is  a  service  mark 
of  Teleflora  Incorporated 
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teleflorist 
fLOWEHS  BY  Wine 

Stop  by  your  nearest  House  &  Garden  Local  Color  Center  Teleflorist  soon.  Pick 

up  your  free  copy  of  ''Color  Alive"  and  discover  for  yourself  all  the  wonderful 
ways  "Plants  and  Flowers  do  it! ..."  You're  always  welcome  to  browse  in  any  of 
these  shops,  where  you'll  find  new,  exciting  ways  to  use  colorful  fresh  flowers and  plants  to  help  color  it  reall 

ALASKA 
FAIRBANKS 

House  of  Flowers 

544  Third  Avenue  (99701) 

Phone;  452-1781 

PALMER 

Mantanuska  Valley  Flower  Shop 
728  South  Alaska  Street  (99645) 

Phone:  745-3913 

ARIZONA 
GLENDALE 

Glendale  Floral  &  Gift  Shop 

5743  West  Glendale  Avenue  (85301) 

Phone:  931-2416  &  937-7543 

PHOENIX 

Fordyce  Flowers  &  Gifts 

15215  North  Cave  Creek  Road  (85032) 

Phone:  992-4710 

Phoenix  Flower  Shop 
5012  East  Thomas  Road  (85018) 

Phone:959-1200 

TUCSON 

Harlow's  Flowers  &  Gifts 
5620  East  Pima  (85712) 

Phone:  298-3303 

CALIFORNIA 
ANAHEIM 

Carmen's  Flower  Shop 
1215  W.  Lincoln  Ave.  (92805) 

Phone:  535-4997 

ANTIOCH 

Diablo  View  Florist 

1925  D  Street  (94509) 

Phone:  757-4636 

BERKELEY 

Berkeley  Artists  &  Florist 
1770  Solano  Avenue  (94707) 

Phone:  524-6333 

Lee's  Florist  &  Nursery 
1420  University  Avenue  (94702) 

Phone:  843-0502 

BURBANK 

Donna's  Florist 
151  South  Glenoaks  Boulevard  (91502) 
Phone:  848-6655 

CARLSBAD 

Carlsbad  Florist  &  Gifts 

1207-D  Elm  (92008) 
Phone:434-1073 

ENCINO 

Adam's  Apple 
18013  Ventura  Boulevard  (91316) 
Phone:  996-1212 

FULLERTON 

Hasson's  Flower  Shop 
701  W.  Commonwealth  Ave.  (92632) 

Phone:  526-8389 

GLENDALE 

Walters  Flowers.  Inc. 
412  North  Glendale  Avenue  (91206) 

Phone:  246-1706  &  245-8831 

HUNTINGTON  BEACH 

Harbour  Floral 

15752  Springdale  Avenue  (92649) 

Phone:  892-1641 

LAFAYETTE 

Floral  Arts  Florist 

3584  Mt.  Diablo  Boulevard  (94549) 

Phone:  284-5765 

Orchard  Florist  &  Nursery 

4010  Mount  Diablo  Boulevard  (94549) 

Phone:  284-4474 

LONG  BEACH 

Atlantic  &  Fifth  Florists 

455  Atlantic  Avenue  (90812) 

Phone:  432-0222 

LOS  ANGELES 

A  Blooming  Business 
464  North  Doheny  Drive  (90048) 

Phone:  276-6956 

OAKLAND 

Postag's  Florist 
5619  College  Avenue  (94618) 

Phone:  653-3430 

The  Redwood  &  Acorn  Florist 

2024  Mac  Arthur  Boulevard  (94602) 

Phone:  530-3230 

PASADENA 

Romas  Flowers 

150  South  Los  Robles  (91101) 

Phone:577-1183 

PALM  SPRINGS 

Kayos  Flower  Fashions 
705  South  Palm  Canyon  (92262) 

Phone:  325-1584 

SAN  CARLOS 

Flower  Center 

1148  El  Cammo  (94070) 

Phone;  593-3196 

SANTA  CRUZ 

Stewart's  Florist 
1430  Sequel  Avenue  (95062) 

Phone:  423-0640 

SOUTH  LAKE  TAHOE 

South  Lake  Tahoe  Florist  &  Nursery 
Winnemucca  At  Barton  (95731) 

Phone;  541-4748 

STUDIO  CITY 

Garifi  Florist  &  Antiques 

12660  Ventura  Boulevard  (91604) 

Phone:980-1144 

VAN  NUYS 

Carousel  Flowers 
7070  Sepulveda  Boulevard  (91405) 

Phone:  786-8160 

WALNUT  CREEK 

Walnut  Creek  Florist 
1668  Locust  Street  (94596) 

Phone;  934-2396 

WESTCOVINA 

Flowers  by  Robert  Taylor 
2616  East  Garvey  (91791) 

Phone;  331-5358 

IDAHO 
IDAHO  FALLS 

Aladdin's  Flowers 
415  Park  Avenue  (83401) 

Phone;  523-6404 

POCATELLO 

Dellart  Floral  Shop 

3rd  and  Center  (83201) 

Phone:  232-1460 

REXBURG 

Waynette's  Floral 50  College  Ave.  (83440) 

Phone:  356-4407 

NEW  MEXICO 
LAS  CRUCES 

Flowerland 

1450  East  Missouri  Avenue  (88001) 

Phone:  523-6191 

OREGON 
BEAVERTON 

Flowers  by  Maxine 
12010  SW  Allen  Avenue  (97005) 

Phone:  644-2724 

EUGENE 
Flowers  Unlimited 
82  West  Broadway  (97401) 

Phone:  344-6244 
Reed  and  Cross.  Inc. 
160  Oakway  Road  (97401) 

Phone:  484-1244 

FLORENCE 

Wilson's  Florist 
498  Oregon  Coast  Highway  (97439) 

Phone;  997-8226 

GRESHAM 

Flowers  by  Malcoms 
221  East  Powell  Boulevard  (97030) 

Phone:  665-9101 

MILWAUKIE 

Dave  Strauss'  Flowers  &  Gifts 
805  Main  Street  (97222) 

Phone:  659-0550 

PORTLAND 

Doving's  Flower  Shop 
702  Southwest  Morrison  (97205) 

Phone:  227-2441 
Flowers  Tommy  Luke 

625  Southwest  Morrison  (97205) 

Phone;  228-3131 

SALEM 

Margaret's  Florist 1667  Center  St.,  Northeast  (97301) 

Phone:  363-2190 

WASHINGTON 
BREMERTON 
Paul's  Flowers 

6th  &  Pacific  Avenue  (98310) 

Phone;  377-4422 
PUYALLUP 

Maloney's  Floral  Shop 
703  Meridian  North  (98371) 

Phone;  845-8858 

RICHLAND 
Arlene'-s  Flower  Shop 

1177  Lee  Boulevard  (99352) 

Phone:  946-7676 

SEATTLE 
Ballard  Blossom  Shop 

2001-Northwest  Market  Street  (98107) 

Phone;  782-4213 
Gehl  Flowers  &  Gifts 

223  Southwest  152nd  Street  (98166) 

Phone:  242-3205 
Neilsen  Florists  &  Gifts 

4458  California  Avenue  S.W.  (98116) 

Phone:  932-2880 

SPOKANE 

Riverpark  Flowers  &  Gifts 
East  8605  Trent  Avenue  (99206) 

Phone:  926-2475 

Sunset  Florist  &  Ghses. 
1606  South  Assembly  (99204) 

Phone;  747-2101 

WENATCHEE 

Crawford's  Flowers 
24  N.  Wenatchee  Avenue  (98801) 

Phone;  663-4660 

MARCH,   1976 
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>i!^,n£    --Si  ■ 

>bu*vecx>me 
a  long  way  baby 

In  1907.  Claire  Pickering  found  charades  a  perfect  way  to  siiiukt'   ,* 

and  not  get  caught.  Her  favorite  was  "On  Top  of  Old  Smokey"  ̂  

VIRGINIA  SUMS 
Slinimer  than  the  fat  cigarettes  men  swoke. 

VIRGINIA 
SLIMS 

17mg!'tar;'1.0mg.nicotineav.per  cigarette, FTC  Report  Nov.'75 

Warning:  The  Surgeon  General  Has  Determined 

That  Cigarette  Smoking  Is  Dangerous  to  Your  Health. 

'•% 
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lECORATING  NOW BIG 
CHANIiES 

YOU  CAN  FEEL  IT 
Lots  of  the  old  ways  and  the  old 

looks  just  aren't  right  anymore. 
You  need  to  lighten  up,  refresh, 
take  a  new  stand.  An  exciting 

prospect— but  a  little  bit  scary, 
too.  We  rush  for  the  formulas: 

Furniture  A  plus  fabric  B  plus 
color  C  equal  perfection,  right? 
Wrong!  And  thank  goodness. 
Sure,  there  are  good  ways  and 
bad  ways  to  put  a  room  together. 
But  the  main  ingredient  is  you. 
To  make  it  easier,  try  to  think 
of  decorating  as  a  game.  Call  it 

What  Goes  With  What?  Here^s 
what  you  need  to  play: 

Self-awareness:  Recognize  and 
acknowledge  your  feelings, 
learn  your  own  needs. 
Self-confidence:  Learn  to  ac- 

cept new  ideas,  evaluate  them, 
and,  just  as  important,  realize 
that  your  own  ideas  are  as  good 

as  anyone  else's. We  can  help  with  examples  and 
advice  from  some  of  the  best 

designers  in  the  business.  But 
to  win  big,  you  have  to  take 

a  chance.  It's  very  much  like 
sailing,  music,  business,  life 
itself:  Without  challenges, 
would  the  rewards  be  as  sweet? 
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ome  rooms  always  look 

ght  and  others  don't?  We  all  know 
le  best-looking  arrangements  are 

,.not   haphazardly   strung   together. 
[But  how  do  we  learn  to  make  the 
right  choices  and  associations?  Is 

'special  training  needed?  Is  there  a 

WHAT 
GOESIMIH 

basic,  intuitive  sense  of  taste?  Or  is 
it  really  a  matter  of  confidence?  The 
same  confidence  that  makes  other 
aspects  of  your  hfe  work  success- 

fully. Try  this  quiz  by  phychologist 
Dr.  SyvilMarquit  and  Marilyn  Lane- 
see  if  you  know  what  goes  with  what. 

•«' 

-r^(^ 

WHAT? TEST  YOUR  1M 
AGMNSr  THE  EXPBIIS 

The 
challenge  of 

an  empty 
room 
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You're  going  to  get  down  to 

achieving  your  life's  goals. a.  You  sit  down  and  make  a  list 

of  priorities  and  chores 

b.  Read  Alan  Lakein's  book How  to  Get  Control  of  your 

Life  and  Time 
c.  Sit  down  and  make  a  list  of  high values 

You're  planning  to  serve  spinach 
pie  as  first  course.  Afterward: 
a.  Roast  rack  of  lamb,  oranges 
orientale 
b.  Baked  chicken,  raspberry 

sherbet 
c.  ShishJcebab.  yoghurt  and  honey 
In  a  room  with  a  big  modem 

painting  you'll  put: a.  French  furniture 
b.  Glass  and  steel  furniture 
c.  American  traditional  furniture 

To  get  yourself  into  a  good  mood 
to  make  an  important  decision, 

V  ou  take: 
a.  A  half  hour  of  science 
b.  A  half  hour  walk 
c.  A  half  hour  in  a  warm  tub 
With  an  Oriental  rug, 
\ou'll  put: 

a.  All  white  furniture  with  puflFy 
upholstery 
b.  American  1 8th-century  antiques 
c.  Modern  reproductions  of 
Chinese  furniture 

f 



A  psychological 
test  to  sharpen 

your  awareness 
of  what 

goes  with what 

6 

n 

9 

You're  giving  a  dinner  party. 
The  table  will  have  a  white 
damask  cloth.  You  arrange: 
a.  An  uneven  number  of  people 
b.  Place  mats  that  go  with  your 
best  blue  and  white  china 

n  c.  Tumblers  for  the  wine 

7  You  feel  in  need  of  a  quick 
pepper-upper.  You  make: n  a.  A  roast  beef  sandwich, 
followed  by  an  orange 

□  b.  A  blender  drink  from  any  raw 
fruit  available 

□  c.  A  bowl  of  Granola  sprinkled 
with  wheat  germ 

8  The  marvelous  quilt  your  grand- mother made  has  been  handed  on 

to  you.  You'll  put  it  on  a: 
□  a.  White  lacquered  platform  bed 

□  b.  A  four-poster  bed 
n  c.  A  simple  brass  bed 

You've  planned  a  dinner  witJi 
fillet  of  sole  as  the  main  course. 
You'll  serve: 

□  a.  Montrachet,  a  white  burgundy 

□  b.  Scharzhofberger  Moselle from  Germany 

n  c.  E>om  Perignon,  champagne 

W  House  &  Garden's  Color  Blue 
Flower  combines  well  with: 

□  a.  Qirome  Yellow  34:14  Oyster White 

□  b.  Orange  Peel  and  Creanty 

Apricot □  c.  Sweet  Chocolate  and  Biscuit 
iJ  Twenty  important  guests  are 

1 1  coming  for  driqks.  You  will 
serve: 

□  a.  Salsa  verde  an3  crudites 
□  b.  Tiny  biscuits  filled  wjih  ham. 

Brie  cheese  and  bread 

□  c.  Crab  puffs  and  pates. 
in  You  have  a  small  rare  antique 

\L  bowl  that  you  bought  for  its 

beauty.  You  might  also  use  it  to 
hold: 

□  e.  Peanuts □  b.  Sauce  for  the  turkey 

□  c.  Paper  clips  on  your  desk 
jn  The  only  way  to  lose  inches 

lu  and  pounds  is  to: 
□  a.  Go  off  to  a  health  spa 
n  b.  Exercise  at  home  daily  and 

eat  less  at  every  meal 
□  c.  Get  an  exercycle,  waist  roller, 

some  leg  weights — and  use  them 

WYou  have  a  marvelous 
begonia.  You  put  it  in 

□  a.  The  bathroom 
□  b.  Your  living  room 
□  c.  The  garden  room 
jr  You  want  to  make  a  room 
10  look  warm  and  cozy.  You 

include: 

n  a.  Lots  of  bibelots 
□  b.  Country  printed  fabrics 

and  pillows 

□  c.  Books 
IQ  If  the  world  is  going  to  find 
ID  energy  from  natural 

resources,  this  means: 
□  a.  Harnessing  ocean  tides 
□  b.  Using  the  sun  and  wind 
□  c.  Converting  garbage 

Equipping  a  kitchen  for  gour- 
met cooking,  you'll  be  sure  to include: 

a.  An  accurate  scale  and  good 
knives 

b.  Cuisinarts  Food  Processor 

□  c.  Pyrex  measuring  cups  and wooden  tongs 

For  answers,  see  page  1 9 1 
;hristian  reinhardt 
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Test  your  taste 

Come  play  the  game!  What 
decorating,  after  all,  but  a  big, 
room-sized     puzzle:     Fit     the 
pieces  together  for  comfort  and 
good  looks,  and  you  win. 

The  name  of  the  game  is 
What  Goes  with  What?  And 
there  are  two  ways  to  play.  Safe 
(a  sofa  and  two  matching 
chairs)  and  exciting  (extra 

thought,  a  bit  of  risk).  We're  for the  excitement,  but  realize  that, 
as  in  tennis,  chess,  or  the  stock 
market,  a  little  skill  reduces  the 
risk  and  adds  to  the  enjoyment. 

Here's  the  playing  field.  A 
series  of  three  rooms  with — we 

bet  you  noticed  right  off — 
something  missing.  To  play, 
study  the  rooms,  analyze  their 
layouts,  shapes  of  furniture, 
colors,  the  total  look.  Then 
shop  through  the  assortment  of 
elements  across  the  page  and 
pick  the  one  you  like  best.  When 

you're  through  with  the  game, 
you  get  the  answers,  rightside 
up,  straightforward,  given  by 

the  rooms'  designers  them- 
selves, with  all  their  reasons 

why — and  why  not. 
No  fair  looking  at  the  an- 

swers before  you  play.  On  the 

other  hand,  it  wouldn't  be  fair 
to  make  you  play  without  some 

basic  decorating  dos  and  don'ts. 
Give  me  a  hint.  Today's  look 

is  comfortable  to  the  point  of 
voluptuousness.  Easy.  Modern 
— but  not  at  all  sparse.  Very 
personal,  simple  enough  to  be 
lasting,  yet  never  a  bore. 

It's  a  look  that  doesn't  work 
if  you  consider  looks  alone.  Do 
make  looks  a  function  of  com- 

fort. Remember  that  comfort 

is  a  function  of  the  life  you 
lead.  Comfort  for  one  person 
might  be  a  total  impractical- 
ity  for  someone  else.  For  Jean 
Harlow,  for  instance,  a  room 
full  of  white  satin,  fur,  and 

ostrich  plumes  might  work  just 
fine.  (Continued  on  next  page) 

WHAT  AV^'^  GOES  WITH 
an  African-ethnic  look  of  natu- 

rals and  hand-prints  .  .  .  two  ba- 
tik-covered sofas  angled  across 

the  corners  of  the   room   .   .   . 
brown  leather  swivel  chairs  and 
ottoman  . . .  batik  windowshades 

.  .  .  sisal  carpeting  .  .  .  and  a 
giant-patterned   cotton   used   to 
stunning  effect  on  all  the 
walls.  The  owner  is  a 

young  bachelor-bank- 
er who  needed  a  table 

to   write    letters    and 

display  some  favorite 
objects.   Designer 
Robert     Denning     of 
Robert      Denning      & 
Vincent   Fourcade 
gives  the  answers  a 
few    pages    on    (but 
don't  look  yet). 

6.  Queen-Anne-legged 
dining  table  42 
inches  square,  of 
oak  that  looks  like 
driftwood.  Stanley. 

KEITH   TRUMBC 

7.  Black-and-glass  console  table- 
desk  designed  by  Milo  Baughman 
inspired  by  Rennie  Mackintosh. 
Thayer  Coggin.  For  shopping 
information,  see  page  131 Answers,  page  80. 
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Beige  cotton sofa  sections, 

with  or  without 

arms,  on  natural 

plywood  bases. Tradewind 
Designs. 

Continued 

Loose- 
cushioned 

Parsons-style 
sofa,  31  inches 

high,  in  natural 
Haitian  cotton- 
Flair. 

1^'
 

ir; J 

3. 
Roll-arm  sofa 

with  lots  of  cush- 

ions, in  beige-and- 
white  chain-woven 
fabric.  Drexel Heritage 

Furnishings. 

4.  Sectional  sofa  with 

squooshy  pillows,  high  backs, 
and  bolsters.  Natural  canvas. 
Habitat  IDS. 

^^mf 
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Armless  off-white 
velvet  sofa  with 

fat  padded  seat  and 
back.  Selig. 

Backless  settee 

in  off-white  cotton 

with  navy  and  white 

throw-pillows. 
Selig. 

hopping  information, 

3ge131. 

I  iiswers,  page  80 

Double-facing 
armless  sofa 
with  low  back, 

rounded  seat 

cushion.  Pale 

gray  hand- loomed  wool. 
Fine  Arts 
Furniture. 

But  maybe  you  ought  to  try 
something  else.  This  is  not  to 
say  that  dreams  should  not  be 
indulged.  A  little  fantasy,  some 

pure  caprice,  a  touch  of  the  un- 
expected— any  of  these  can  give 

a  room  a  lift.  Do  remember  that 

it's  the  unpredictable  that  de- 

lights. 
But  don't  lose  sight  of  the 

real-life  situation.  Specifically, 

what  do  you  want  out  of  a 
room?  How  will  you  work,  live, 

play,  and  entertain  there?  Put 
into  a  room  what  you  want  to 

get  out  of  it. 
The  key  to  comfort  is  uphol- 

stered furniture.  Do  have  plen- 

ty. Upholstered  sofas  and 
chairs  are  the  foundation  and 

roots  of  a  room.  Don't  skimp: 
get  the  best,  fullest,  squooshiest 
you  can  afford.  Do  look  for  the 
details  that  add  to  visual  com- 

fort: rounded  cushions  with 

gathered  corners,  loose  cush- 
ions and  voluptuous  padding, 

the  curving  line,  even  on  hard 
surfaces.  The  less  severe  the 

line,  the  softer  the  look.  But 

don't  go  overboard.  A  glisten  of 
glass  and  steel  can,  by  contrast, 

make  surrounding  down-filled 
furniture  even  more  in- 
viting. 

("omfort  means  flexi- 

bility. Look  into  light- 
weight but  comfortable 

slipper  chairs  that  can 
move  around  at  will.  Do 
let  a  swivel  chair  turn 

your  head;  have  sofa- and  chair-backs  low 

enough  for  side-saddle conversations;  consider 

armlessness  for  non-di- rectional seating. 
For  flexible  function  within 

the  room,  don't  let  all  the  furni- 
ture timidly  hug  the  walls.  Lib- 

erate it  by  getting  it  out  into  the 
center  so  traffic  can  flow  around 

the  periphery,  leaving  conver- 
sations uninterrupted.  Liberat- 

ing the  furniture  also  liberates 
the  walls — the  better  to  see  the 

pictures,  enjoy  the  view,  or  line 
the  room  w  ith  books. 

Be  bright  about  light.  You've 
got  to  have  it.  but  keep  it  sub- 

tle, and  as  natural  as  possible. 
Do  try  using  mirrored  screens, 
mirrored  window  reveals,  mir- 

rors on  walls — all  good  day- 
light doublers.  To  supplement 

the  sky,  have  reading  and  work- 
ing light  where  you  need  it. 

Continued    ^  on  the  next  page 
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JAMES    MATHEWS 

WHATaV^  GOES  with... 

a  clean,  light,  soft  look  .  .  .  lots 
of  big  modern  paintings  .  .  .  gray 
suede  chairs  .  .  .  gfay  striped 

rugs  on  a  natural  wood  floor  .  .  . 
lots  of  textures,  baskets,  steel, 

and  glass  .  .  .  gallery-white  walls. 
The  owner  is  a  collector  of  con- 

temporary art  who  wanted  the 
room  designed  for  pictures  as 

well  as  people:  designers  Bar- 
bara Schwartz  and  Barbara  Ross 

of  Dexter  Studio  made  it  com- 
fortable for  both.  Youll  find  their 

sofa  selection  soon — don't  peek! 



WHICH  SOifl  GOES  HERE? 
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WHICH  PUIIWS  DO  THE  MOST? 



Test  your  taste 
Continued 
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track 

lights lamps 

things. 

But  keep  the  fixture  simple, 
functional,  inconspicuous.  For 
the  rest  of  the  room,  do  soften 
the  light.  For  some  rooms,  some 
tastes,  this  means  overhead 

lights;  for  others,  can 
under  trees.  Wall-hung 
free  tables  for  other 

If  you  prefer  table 
lamps,  be  sure  you  buy  a  classic 

design.  Stylish  lamps  are  guar- 
anteed to  go  out  of  style. 

To  pull  it  all  together,  step 

back  and  look  at  the  whole  pic- 
ture. Chances  are  your  rooms 

are  very  much  like  our  game: 
you  have  some  furniture  to 
work  with,  or  the  colors  in 

mind — but  you're  wondering 
what  will  go  with  them.  Do 
think  of  dressing  a  room  in 
terms  of  dressing  yourself.  One 
stroll  through  a  department 
store  will  prove  that  there  are 
scores  of  beautiful  dresses, 
blouses,  sweaters,  pants,  coats, 
and  shoes — and  furniture  and 
fabrics  and  accessories.  But  just 
because  something  looks  great 

is  no  reason  to  buy  it:  It's  got  to 
be  great  on  you,  and  with  what 

you've  already  got.  You  can't 
buy  a  lot  of  terrific  looking  but 
unrelated  furniture  and  expect 
to  pull  the  room  together  with 
accessories.  It  will  be  disjointed. 
Do  remember  that,  in  dressing 
and  in  decorating,  the  link  is  a 

single  thought — and  it's  got  to 
be  planned  from  the  start. 

Look  for  specifics.  Some  col- 
ors recede,  others  approach: 

some  are  enriched  by  texture  or 
the  addition  of  other  colors  (see 

what  colors  go  with  what  start- 
ing on  page  82).  Hard,  sharp 

lines  are  sparer,  leaner  than 
soft,  round  ones.  Solids  like 
wood,  metal,  fabric  take  up 
visual  space;  clear  glass,  acrylic, 
and  mirror  do  not.  In  general, 
patterns  used  together  tend  to 
make  a  space  warmer,  more 
intimate;  less  pattern  gives  an 
airier,  cooler  look.  Do  bear  in 
mind  that  one  good  look  does 
not  cancel  out  the  others.  More 

than  one  combination  might 

work.  But  usually,  there's  one 
that  works  best — for  you.  ■ 

;^#
 

WHAT  A  \'%''         GO  WITH 
a  cool,  serene  atmosphere  .  .  . 

all    sky    blue,    diamond-quilted 
upholstery  . . .  over-scaled  sofas, 
chairs,  settee  . . .  lots  of  big  leafy 

plants  .  .  .  shimmers  of  steel  and 

glass  . . .  bold-patterned  rugs 
sand-colored  floor 
owners   wanted 

would  give  them 

signer  Bebe  Winkler 
them  a  sense  of  space, 
a   versatile  furnitui 

plan,    and    great 
comfort.   To   see 

the    pillows    she 
likes     best 

please  turn  the 

page  now! 

Sky  blue  cotton  chintz with  a  small  regular 

pattern  like  flecks  of 
snow.  Quadrille. 

■  Peach  and  white 
textured  rickrack 

stripes  of  woven 

rayon  and  cotton. 
Quadrille. 

S.Garden  flowers  printed 
in  tones  of  lavender  and 

green  on  French  cotton 
sateen.  Marignan. 

6.  Pinata-colored  stripes 
of  cotton  and  rayon 

moire,  made  in  Belgium 
F.  Schumacher. 

7.  White-on-blue  textured  cotton 

weave,  reversible  to  blue- 
on-white.  Quadrille. 

8. Stylized  garden  in  a 

bouquet  of  colors 

printed  in  France  on 
cotton  sailcloth.  Marignan. 

Shopping,  page  131. 
Answers,  page  80 



DESIGNERS'  CHOICES  AND  WHY 
ntU  •!  W  FUKIM 

Mr.  Denning:  "My  client  want- 
ed a  young,  modem  desk — so  I 

got  the  simplest,  least  expensive 
one.  The  way  I  see  it.  a  room 
is  built  on  priorities.  The  sofas 
and  chairs  are  very  best  you  can 

buy.  The  table  is  a  sen'ice.  Al- 
most any  of  the  choices  could 

have  been  used — except  4. 
which  is  too  low;  3  is  strictly  for 

dining:  6  brings  in  another  de- 
sign element;  7  is  young  and 

modem  but  perhaps  too  strong 
for  the  room.  2  would  play  up 
the  .African  look:  5  I  love — it 

has  naturals  plus  geometry,  ver- 
Natility,  and  to  tell  the  truth  I 

wish  I'd  found  this  one  instead. 
'"Which  makes  an  interesting 

point:  In  decorating,  as  in  good 
dancing,  there  are  no  mistakes: 
you  simply  move  into  another 

step,  and  it's  as  if  you  planned 
it  that  way  all  along. 

"The  interesting  thing  about 
this  room  is  that  nearly  ever\- 

body  has  one.  It's  one  of  those 
low-ceilinged  L-shaped  rooms 
with  shoe-box-shaped  window s. 

The  reason  you  didn't  recognize it  is  that  the  sofas  are  placed 
across  the  comers — one  in  the 
"L"  where  the  dining  table  and 
chandelier  would  normally  be 
— and  the  walls  are  covered 
with  that  giant  pattern,  used 
vertically  and  horizontally.  M> 
idea  about  walls  is  that  if  you 

paint  them,  you've  lost  out. 
Especially  in  a  city  room  like 
this,  where  windows  are  for 

light,  not  view.  You  have  to 

create  a  view  of  your  own." 

Right  above:  Simple 

wall-hung  lamps  ("not 

track  lights")  give 
soft  light,  softened 
even  more  by  fringed 

shades.  The  window- 
shades  are  laminated 

batik;  cocktail  tables 
are  brass  vitrine 
stands  from  Paris. 

Right:  Nothing  inter- 
rupts the  punch  ot 

wall-fabric  that  cov- 
ers even  moldings, 

doors  to  bedroom. 

Ms.  Schwartz:  "We  couldn't find  what  we  wanted,  so  we  de- 
signed it  ourselves:  a  narrow 

:w  o-sided  sofa  with  a  back  low 

enough  to  put  your  arm  on  and 
talk  comfortably  with  someone 
on  the  other  side.  1,  2,  and  5  are 

handsome,  but  you'd  have  to use  two  back  to  back,  which 
would  add  bulk  and  distance. 
We  wanted  a  unified  room.  3  is 

a  totally  different  design  state- 
ment; 4  the  wrong  shai>e;  and 

6  is  chic  and  stunning,  great  for 

parties,  but  for  relaxed  conver- 

sation we  prefer  a  back-rest." Ms.  Ross:  "Our  client  wanted 
a  room  where  >ou  can  see  the 

pictures  from  an>-w  here  you  sit. All  the  furniture  is  low  and 

away  from  the  walls;  there's  no real  color  in  the  room — the  pic- 
tures and  people  give  it  color. 

Our  philosophy  is  that  rooms 
should  be  beautiful  empty,  but 
how^  they  function  for  people  is 

the  real  test.  Rooms  shouldn't be  emotionally  demanding. 

They  should  be  comforting." 



In  a  room  of  neutrals,  textures 

provide  richness:  suede  chairs, 

wool  sofas,  linen-covered  tables. 

Antique  kilim-carpet  pillows  add 
color  and  texture,  ̂ bove:  Win- 

dow reveals  mirrored  for  twice 

the  light;  more  shine  from  Mark 

II  Alcan  aluminum  blinds.  Paint- 
ing by  Frank  Stella.  Below: 

Lights  move  on  ceiling   tracks. 

Paintings  by  Ju'es  Olitski,  Ken- 
r.elh  Noland,  end  in  the  foyer, 
Robert  H/loihsrwsll. 

Mrs.  Winkler:  "All  the  room's 
sea  and  sand  colors  are  so  se- 

rene that  the  sharp  geometries 
of  the  black  and  white  pillows 
are  like  dramatic  punctuation 

marks — yet  they're  friendly 
with  the  larger  geometry  of  the 
black  and  off-white  Middle- 
Eastern  rugs.  I  think  the  pink 
pillow  2  and  6  would  be  lovely 
if  you  also  added  somewhere  a 

salmon  amaryllis  in  a  terra-cot- 
ta  pot.  In  fact  the  owners  often 
do  use  mauvy  touches — they 

give  the  room  a  soft,  water- 
colory  look.  The  blues  1,  5,  7 
are  fine  but  perhaps  a  bit  timid 
in  a  room  of  so  much  blue,  un- 

less you  mixed  the  small  and 
large  scales.  Of  the  florals,  8 
would  add  a  slightly  stylized 
1930s  touch;  3  is  charming,  and 
might  be  a  nice  change  for 
summer — 1  might  even  cover 
the  terrace  furniture  to  match. 

"What  the  owners  were  after 
was  an  easy,  young,  serene  look. 

The  apartment  isn't  large,  but 
all  that  voluptuous,  luxuriously 

scaled  furniture  gives  it  a  larger- 

than-life  quality  that's  wonder- 
fully comfortable.  I  think  over- scaled  furniture  and  accessories, 

far  from  making  a  room  look 
smaller,  actually  expand  visual 
space.  The  trees  add  a  breath  of 
nature,  but  also  serve  to  define 
the  two  conversation  groups, 
make  them  seem  more  intimate 
and  separate,  even  though  they 
are  unified  by  the  use  of  that 
one  satiny-looking  blue  cotton, 
which  we  had  quilted  in  big 

diamonds,  on  all  the  uphols- 
tered furniture.  A  single  fabric 

and  large  expanses  of  furniture 

give  the  room  an  easy,  unclut- 

tered atmosphere,  yet  there's 
enough  variety  so  the  eye  al- 

ways has  its  fill. 
"I  think  lighting  makes  the 

di.lercnce  between  day  and 
night.  Natural  daylight  through 
terrace  doors  is  controlled  by 
unobtrusive  Levolor  blinds,  and, 

as  unobtrusive,  track-lights 
overhead  wash  walls  with  soft, 

seemingly  sourceless  light." 

The  room  is  divided  into  \\k'C  c;s- 
tinct  yet  unified  converG:..io:i 

groupings,  one  with  a  long  so  a 
the  other  vjWh  a  circle  of  sli,:;pGr 

chairs,  both  pivoting  on  a  V3r:  atiit 
S2ttee  rigiit  smack  in  the  c^nlcr 

Glass  tajlts  seem  to  float  \a  » 'jC 
midst  of  each,  adding  to  the  ssr 

of  airiness  i.i  a  room  that  is  i-cai] 
very  full.  FtT-irrored  screens  that  cSi 
vide  living  rooiT)  from  dining  arc 
artd  flank  the  door  to  the  erta 

hall  at  right,  a!;o  create  a'-o\. 
light  source:  Thsy  reflect  a  id  b- 

ance  dayli::«ii  from  the  vjlndovr. 
and  terrace  dzors.  Every  £u  la-; 

in  the  room  is  practically  rrtaiiite 
nance  free:  Ths  floor  was  sa  dcs 

and  stained  ("pickled"  in  (loo 
talk)  the  color  of  pale  sand,  thas 

coated  with  poiyurethane.  VJa". 
are  covered  v.ith  sand-co'orei textured  linen  To  left  of  terrac 

doors,  a  painiing  by  Carol  Scot 
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Analyze  a  successful  room  and 

you'll  see  that  the  colors  divide 
naturally  Into  dominant,  accent, 

and  accessory.  You're  always 
aware  of  one  color  or  color 
family    more    than   any    other. 

Color  plan 

color  plan 

A  dominant  B  accent  C  accessory 

For    instance,    in    this    room, 
shades  of  violet  and  lavender 

represent  about  60  percent  of 
the    color;    white,    the    accent, 
about  35  percent;  and  oxblood, 

the  accessory  color,  about  5  per- 
cent. As  youll  see  on  the  fol- 

lowing  pages,    the    color    plan 
analysis,  above,  has  enormous 
flexibility.  You  can  have  several 
accent  colors,  or  dominant  and 
accessory    colors    can     match 
(white  room,   blue  upholstery, 

white  accessories).  Or,  as  deco- 
rator Robert  Perkins  did,  you 

can  use  several  shades  of  the 
same    color    to    pull    together 
furniture  from  several  periods. 
"Color  is  the  best  bonding  agent 

1  know,  particularly  one  color 
or  its  mutations.  In  this  house 
I  chose  shades  of  violet,  which 
I  love  in  a  room  with  southern 

exposure.  Most  of  the  furniture 
is  English  in  derivation.  Right, 

top  to  bottom:  Big  tufted  ches- terfield. Jacobean  bench;  a  sofa 
table  with  a  parquet  top;  cotton 
and  satin  cushions  for  texture; 
a  Jacobean  sofa  table;  a  sofa 

with   loose   cushions — comfort 

helps   to    make   things    go   to- 
gether; a  Chippendale  bench;  a 

glass  and  metal  end  table  for 
shine;  a  wing  chair,  a  Regence 

armchair,    and    a   sink-in   club 
chair.     Comfort     again.     Last, 

antique    Chinese    porcelains — oxblood  for  a  bit  of  punch  to 

cut  the  sweetness  of  the  violet. 

To   the   right   of   the   fireplace 
are    three    studies    by    Robert 

Swain  from  the  Susan  Caldwell 

Gallery.  Over  the  sofa,  a  Rob- ert   Natkin    from    the    Andre 

Emmerich    Gallery.    Complete 

shopping  inf  oonation,  page  131. 
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PREPLANNED  GO-TOGETHER- 
NESS made  living  room,  \eU,  a 

pleasure  to  assemble.  In  co!or 
plan,  dominant  color  is  violet. 
in  pale  to  dark;  accent,  ivory 

white;  accessory,  oxblood.  Fab- 
rics from  Clarence  House.  Fur 

niture  by  Henredon  at  W  &  J 
Sloane,  New  York  and  branches. 





Because  of  its  
wonderful windows,"  says  Mr.  Per- 

kins, "the  house  is  ex- 
traordinarily sunny,  a  gift  from 

the  architect  that  made  it  pos- 
sible to  use  lavender  or  violet  in 

one  way  or  another  in  almost 

every  room.  The  colors  won't work  in  dark  rooms,  they  turn 

gray.  With  sun,  they  have  the 
velvet  glow  of  the  flowers  they 
were  named  for.  At  the  same 

time,  no  one  wants  an  all-purple 
house,  not  even  I.  So  the  garden 

room,  dining  room,  and  master 
bedroom  are  put  together  with 

three  kinds  of  decorator's  coun- 

terpoint. The  garden  room  was 
the  old  solarium — terra-cotta 
tile  floor,  three  banks  of  win- 

dows that  in  summer  are  re- 

placed by  screens.  The  furni- 
ture is  a  mixture  of  wicker  and 

simple,  comfortable  uphol- 
stered pieces  that  go  together 

for  one  reason:  the  same  striped 
cotton  duck  covers  everything. 
And  here,  to  avoid  solid  violet, 

I  played  a  trick.  The  fabric  has 

a  violet  cast,  but  it's  actually  a combination  of  blue  and  red 

stripes.  When  you  mix  paintbox 
red  and  blue,  you  get  purple, 

and  that's  what  happened  here. 
Because  the  garden  room  and 
dining  room  open  off  the  living 
room,  their  walls  are  white,  too. 

Any  other  color  would  have 
stopped  the  sense  of  flow. 

In  the  dining  room,  there  are 

no  curtains.  There's  an  apple 

orchard  outside,  and  you  can't hang  better  curtains  than  that. 
The  solid  violet  appears  again 
on  two  lounge  chairs,  then 
stops.  Enough. 

We  don't  see  it  again  until  we 
get  to  the  bedroom,  a  delicately 
colored  room  with  a  wallpaper 

like  a  pointillist  painting — a 
shimmer  of  brush  marks  in  vio- 

let, ivory,  peach."  For  shop- 
ping information,  see  page  131. 

THREE  VARIATIONS  ON  ONE 

THEME:  In  the  block-and-circle 
color  notations  for  these  rooms, 
the  House  &  Garden  palette  is 
used  in  various  intensities.  In  the 

garden  room,  the  dominant  color 
is  Blue  Flower;  the  accent, 
Pompeiian  Red;  the  accessory, 
Sun  Yellow.  In  the  dining  room: 
Oyster  White,  lilac,  and  cherry. 
In  the  bedroom:  beige,  lilac,  and 

Peach  Blush.  The  garden  room's 
striped  fabric  is  from  Brunsch- 
wig  &  Fils.  In  the  dining  room, 
club  chairs  are  covered  in  a  toile 
from  Clarence  House,  dining 

chairs  and  wing  chair  in  a  Bel- 
gian linen  and  cotton  from  Stro- 

heim  &  Romann.  In  the  bedroom, 

vinyl  wallpaper  and  fabrics  from 
&   Vice   Versa.    Rug    is   antique. 

HOW  COLOR  PULLS  A  ROOM  TOGETHER 

Lavenders 
organize everything 

"^W 
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The  problem  w
as  a  living room  for  a  young  couple 

who  have  two  babies.  They 
do  not  have  much  time  to  spend 

on  upkeep,  and  they  must  keep 
within  an  ironclad  budget. 

The  answer:  "Simplicity,"  says 

designer  Michael  Taylor,  "prac- ticality, and  stylish  but  uncostly 

furniture.  It's  quite  a  range 
[left,  top  to  bottom]:  a  very 
comfortable  sofa  with  graceful 

lines,  slightly  Victorian,  cov- 
ered in  a  tough,  soil-resistant 

fabric;  a  cedar  trunk  table;  an 
ancient  African  stool;  an  Early 

American  pine  side  table;  pil- 
lows with  a  fat  white  fringe;  a 

hamper  basket  for  logs;  a  split 
rattan,  hourglass  table  from 
India;  two  pieces  of  blue  and 

white  Chinese  porcelain — a  big 
ginger  jar,  just  to  look  at,  and  a 

planter  for  ferns;  a  rock  forma- 
tion from  Brazil  that  looks  like 

sculpture — a  natural  fantasy, 
and  beautiful;  a  low  table  of 

Color  plan 

bleached  oak  with  a  black 

granite  top,  a  little  Rock  of  Gi- 
braltar; one  of  the  wicker  chairs 

and  a  Parsons  table  wound  with 
wicker — reed  makes  wonderful 

upholstery;  a  club  chair  cov- 
ered in  linen  patterned  in  fan- 

tail  goldfish.  Except  for  the  fab- 
rics and  porcelain,  none  of  these 

   things    have    more 
than     a     tinge     of 

color.  They're  nat- urals,  all   of   them 
V,        .  have    been   chosen 

Jm.       f®^     their    texture 

and  line." 

^ -,;/). 
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A  GOOD  EXAMPLE  OF  SPANISH 
COLONIAL  DESIGN,  the  room, 

right,  is  architecturally  interest- 
ing enough  to  need  very  little 

in  the  way  of  dressing  up.  But 
it  did  have  to  accommodate 

enough  furniture  for  entertain- 

ing,     games     and      occasional 

HOW  COLOR  PULLS  A  ROOM  TOGETHER 

Blue 
accentuates  the 
natural 

dining.  So,  to  prevent  the  jumble 

of  a  decorator's  log  jam,  the 
polished  oak  floor  is  bare,  the 
arched  windows  are  uncurtained 

(except  for  ficus  trees),  and  the 
furniture  is  unponderous.  There 
is  only  one  intense  color,  cobalt 
blue,  and  even  it  is  softened  with 
white  and  just  enough  of  it  used 
to  give  the  room  bite.  Very  little 
pattern  except  for  the  porcelain 
and  the  wonderful  white  goldfish 
swimming  about  in  their  blue 
linen  ponds.  Thus,  quite  a  lot  of 
furniture  but  no  sense  of  crowd- 
edness.  In  the  color  notation,  the 
dominant  color  is  cobalt;  accent, 

bamboo;  and  the  accessory  col- 
or, fresh  greenery  green. 

FRED    LYON 





HOW  COLOR 
PULLS  A  ROOM  TOGETHER 

Color  it 
twelve 
ways 

1.  STRONG  COLOR,  boldly 
used  in  a  big  room  with  enough 
sunlight  to  justify  Hot  Fudge 
(dominant  color)  walls,  highly 

glazed.  Just  as  strong  are  the  ac- 
cent colors — Pompeiian  Red 

and  Orange  Peel.  Accessory  col- 
or is  Vanilla.  Designer,  Mark 

Hampton.  Painting  by  Calvert 
Coggeshall  at  Betty  Parsons 
Gallery.  Harmony  carpet. 

2.  BRIGHT  COLOR,  young, 
cheerful,  lighthearted,  splashy. 
Owner  asked  for  lots  of  blue, 

and  got  it  with  dominant  color, 
Ultramarine,  and  Blue  Sky 

walls;  accent  color  is  Sun  Yel- 
low; the  accessory,  Tangerine. 

Owner,  Lenore  Gittes;  design- 
ers. Robert  Patino  and  Vincent 

Wolf.  Carpet  by  Rosecore. 
3.  PURE  PRIMARY  COLORS, 

right  out  of  the  tube,  bring 
enormous  zip  and  ginger  to  a 
summer  house  living  room.  The 
dominant.  Real  Red;  accent. 
Ultramarine;  accessory.  Green 
Mint.  Instead  of  curtains,  the 
windows  are  hung  with  red 
blinds  and  valances  that  line  the 
white  wall  like  a  row  of  modern 

paintings. 
4.  RICH  DEEP  COLOR  made 

even  richer,  more  dramatic,  by 
being  set  off  with  white.  The 

bedroom's  somewhat  eccentric 
ceiling  is  made  a  point  of  by  be- 

ing painted  up  rather  than  out. 
Lacquer  Green  is  dominant; 
Oyster  White,  the  accent;  Ming 
Green,  the  accessory.  Owners, 
Mr.  and  Mrs.  Jones  Yorke;  de- 

signer, Mark  Hampton. 
5.  COLOR  TO  ECHO  THE  OUT- 

DOORS brings  nature  right 
through  the  windows  of  a  sit- 

ting room-study.  A  view  of  a 
hillside  with  constantly  chang- 

ing wildflowers  and  grasses  in- 

spired the  room's  greens  and 
naturals.  For  as  much  bright- 

ness as  possible,  the  dominant 
is  Oyster  White;  the  accent, 
Ming  Green;  accessories  Sweet 
Chocolate  and  Biscuit.  Owner- 
designer,  architect  Manfred 
Ibel.  Sofa  by  Baker;  sofa  cov- 

ering from  Etalage. 
6.  COLOR  FOR  SERENITY  is 

stretched  like  velvet  in  a  room 
full  of  warmth  and  quietude. 
Dominant,  Tender  Taupe;  the 

accent.  Oyster  White;  the  ac- 
cessory, Pompeiian  Red.  Paint- 

ing by  Stephanie  Schub  from  the 
Susan  Caldwell  Gallery.  Design- 

ers. William  Machado  and  as- 
sociate, Norman  Diekman. 



7.  SUN  DRENCHED  COLORS 

ripen  in  a  room  for  an  ex-Cali- 
fornian  New  Yorker  who  want- 

ed to  live  in  perpetual  sunshine. 
None  of  the  furniture  is  new, 
but  their  brilliant  coverings  are. 

Walls  are  painted  dominant  col- 
or, Chrome  Yellow,  to  turn  the 

room  into  a  golden  box.  Accent, 
Orange  Peel;  accessory.  Sweet 
Lime.  Sofa  fabric  by  Woodson, 
chair  fabric  from  Boris  Kroll. 

Designers,  Keith  Irvine  and 
Thomas  Fleming. 

8.  GARDEN-IN-A-FOREST 
COLORS  bloom  like  flowers  in  a 

room  with  lacquered  walls  as 

deeply  green  and  gleaming  as 
pine  needles.  Dominant,  Lac- 

quer Green;  the  accents,  Pom- 
peiian  Red,  Sweet  Lime,  and 
Pineapple;  the  accessory.  Blue 
Sky.  Designer.  Mario  Buatta. 

9.  ONE  HEAVENLY  COLOR 

walls  a  gabled  kitchen  with  a 

summer  sky  brought  to  earth — 
wonderful  idea  for  a  lofty,  sky- 

lighted room  with  enough  sun- 
light to  keep  the  color  vibrant. 

As  an  accent,  a  deeper  tone  of 
the  color  lines  the  recess  under 
the  cabinets.  Dominant,  Blue 

Sky;  the  accent.  Ultramarine; 
the  accessory,  Sweet  Lime. 
Owner-designer,  Diane  Duke. 

10.  EARTH  AND  GEM  COLORS 

bring  both  warmth  and  punch 
to  a  narrow  dining  room  made 
to  seem  twice  its  width  with 
mirror.  Two  walls  are  deep 

brown,  two  are  white — a  calcu- 
lated balance.  Banquette  is 

covered  in  a  fabric  printed  with 
white  leaves  on  brown  to  add 

the  interest  of  pattern  with  no 
digression  in  color.  The  gem 
color  is  turquoise,  brilliant  on 
the  dining  chairs.  Dominant, 
Hot  Fudge;  accent,  turquoise; 

accessory.  Oyster  White.  Owner, 
Olive  Watson;  designer,  Joseph 
Brasswell. 

11.  SUMMER  COLORS  for  a 

summery  sitting  room  made  as 
fresh  as  a  breeze  with  walls  the 

color  of  the  garden's  first  let- tuce. A  deep-blue-sea  rug  oifcrs 
the  cooling  pleasure  of  walking 

on  water;  blue  and  white  fab- 
rics flower  the  room  with  a  bou- 

quet of  patterns.  Dominant.  Let- 
tuce Green;  accent.  Ultrama- 
rine; accessory.  Oyster  White. 

12.  WATER  AND  WOOD  COL- 
ORS, spiced  with  flashes  of  red, 

surround  a  wall  of  books  in  a 

library  designed  to  lighten  the 

silence  of  a  for-reading-only  re- 
treat. Dominant  Crystal  Blue; 

accent,  Pompeiian  Red;  acces- 
sory. Sweet  Chocolate.  Owners, 

Mr.  and  Mrs.  H.O.H.  Freling- 
huysen.  Designer,  Mrs.  Henry 
Parish  IL 



Architects  today  divide  roughly  into  two 
parties.  On  one  side  there  are  those  who 

are  reinvestigating  the  glorious  decora- 

tion of  the"  past  and  updating  it  for  the 
present.  On  the  other  side  are  the  abstract 

modernists  who  reject  recall  and  "folk 
art"  reminiscence  altogether,  and  among 
them,  John  Hejduk,  Dean  of  Architec- 

ture at  Cooper  Union,  is  a  strong  and  in- 
fluential figure.  History  will  decide  which 

group  wins  in  the  end,  meanwhile,  Mr. 

Hejduk's  work  is  collecting  increased  re- 
spect and  recognition  throughout  the 

world.  A  sketch  book  of  65  projects  done 
between  1949  and  1975  is  soon  to  be 

published  in  Italy.  What's  remarkable 
about  this  literary  event,  perhaps,  is  that 
only  one  of  these  projects  has  actually 
lieen  built:  the  remodeled  Cooper  Union 
building  in  New  York,  in  which  Mr. 
Hejduk  studied  as  a  young  man  and  now 
teaches  as  a  professor.  Nevertheless,  the 
drawings  and  the  Hejduk  vocabulary  of 
color  and  form  convey  ideas  about  mod- 

ern building  that  many  people  believe 
are  some  of  the  freshest  architectural 

thoughts  around. 
Unlike  most  architects  who  derive 

their  inspiration  through  architecture, 

Mr.    Hejduk's    springboard    is    art    and 

ARCHITECTURAL 
SEARCH 
FOR  JOY 

Looking 
ahead  with 

trailblazing 
architect 

John  Hejdul( 

By  Beverly  Russell 
TOM  YEE 

literature.  Gide  and  Proust,  he  says,  have 
taught  him  principles  that  he  has  tried 
to  transform  into  architecture.  So,  too, 
have  the  painters,  Mondrian,  Leger, 
Juan  Gris,  Picasso,  Braque,  all  the  cub- 

ists, and  his  friend  Robert  Slutzky,  a 
fellow  faculty  member  at  Cooper  Union. 
"I  am  able  to  mine  more  stuff  out  of 

these  artists,  than  from  architecture,"  he 
says,  "perhaps  because  I  am  more  famil- 

iar with  architecture,  and  1  don't  know 
these  other  areas  so  well." 

Hejduk's  exploration  into  Mondrian, 
as  a  catalytic  agent,  resulted  in  three  proj- 

ects known  as  the  Diamond  Houses.  In 

these,  he  transforms  Mondrian's  geo- 
metry, the  internal  right-angle  within  the 

diamond  (see  "Foxtrot, ""Victory  Boogie- 
Woogie")  into  building  plans.  And  like 
Mondrian,  he  describes  the  geometrical 
exercise  in  primary  colors,  blue,  yellow, 

L IQtt     i^ 

Above:  Model  of  Hejduk's  second  "wall" 
house,  designed  for  landscape  architect 
A.E.  Bye,  in  Ridgefield,  Conn.  Thin  slab  of 
wall  divides  three  tiers  of  rooms  at  right 
from  functional  spaces— bathrooms, 
storage,  and  the  study  at  left. 
Colors:  muted  pastels. 
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and  red.  This  extraordinary  effort  to  ex- 
press prime  elements  in  three  dimen- 
sional structure  really  established  color 

in  his  work.  "I  could  never  do  a  white 

house  again,"  he  explains.  "It's  like  an 
empty  canvas.  You  paint  a  white  canvas 

by  organic  necessity." 

Hejduk's  more  recent  experiments 
with  color  have  caused  him  to  be  praised 

for  his  humanistic  approach  to  building— 
though  he  dislikes  this  and  any  other 
"label."  Once  he  decided  to  design  in 
color,  he  had  to  rationalize  its  use 
with  human  meaning.  So  he  began  a 

series  of  "wall"  houses  using  a  palette 
from  nature,  to  describe  the  nature 

of  the  rooms.  The  "wall"  house  consists 
of  a  single,  thin  slab  of  wall  (see  model, 
below  left)  around  which  rooms  are  orga- 

nized. The  rooms,  most  often  conceived 

as  free-form  shapes  in  counterpoint  to 
the  angularity  of  the  wall,  hang  from, 
or  extend  out  of,  the  wall,  which  becomes 

a  sort  of  giant  background  or  "canvas." All  rooms  have  colored  exteriors,  each 

one  relating  symbolically  to  the  room's 
function.  Thus,  looking  at  the  house 
from  the  outside  the  blue  room  denotes 

water  and  bathrooms;  the  yellow  room 
sun,  energy  and  the  kitchen;  the  green 
room  represents  grass,  nourishment  and 
dining;  the  red  clement  indicates  warmth, 
chimney  and  fireplace;  black  is  for  night 
and  the  bedrooms;  brown  for  earth  and 

the  living  room;  gray  indicates  the 

library  "because  when  you  read  you're 
in  the  twilight  between  reality  and  non- 

reality,  imagination." As  the  series  of  "wall"  houses  pro- 
gressed (a  wall  is  always  fundamental  in 

the  scheme),  the  colors  became  more 
muted  and  subtle,  toned  down  pastels  of 

the  primaries.  The  second  "wall"  house, 
shown  here,  is  gentle,  impressionistic.  "If 
you  ask  me  what  painting  influences  me 

most  today,"  he  admits,  "I  am  terribly 
impressed  by  Turner,  Degas,  and  Ver- 
meer.  I've  established  my  ideas  about 
color  and  form  and  I'm  experimenting 

with  a  quality  of  light." 
Ecological  references  aside,  the  "wall" houses  also  involve  philosophical  and 

sociological  comments  about  time  and 
privacy,  which  add  to  their  richness.  The 
wall  is  used  symbolically  to  divide  the 

house.  The  "transportation"  system,  stair- 
way, elevator,  that  carries  you  into  the 

house  from  the  collective  condition  of 

the  city  and  the  public  place  of  the  street, 
is  on  one  side.  The  living  quarters,  the  pri- 

vate rooms  where  you  live  in  your  own 
individual  way,  are  on  the  other  side. 
From  your  personal  niche,  you  look  into 
nature,  your  own  backyard,  or  toward 
whatever  the  view.  The  wall  represents  a 
time  element,  too.  By  going  through  it, 

you  eject  the  past  and  proceed  into  the 

future.  "That's  why  it's  so  thin,"  explains 

^V  hope  there  will  always 

be  new  paintings  ahead 
of  me  to  look  at  for 

coloration.  I  could  never 

do  a  white  house  again, 

it's  like  an  empty  canvas 

II 

Hejduk.  (Wall  in  the  fourth  house  is 

about  1  foot  wide.)  "As  human  beings 
we  are  always  either  looking  back  in  time 

or  forward  into  the  future.  You  see,"  he 
adds,  "how  interested  I  am  in  transform- 

ing ideas  and  situations,  things  that  are 

elemental  and  prime."  As  if  this  were 
not  enough  to  give  the  wall  ample  mean- 

ing and  significance,  it  has  its  practical 
and  crucial  place  in  the  building  scheme. 
Very  often,  it  contains  the  life  support  of 
the  building,    {Continued  on  page  189) 

Mondrian's  paintings,  inftt 

the  one  shown  below,  "B 
way  Boogie-woogie,"  frc Museum  of  Modern  Art,  I 
were  the  inspiration  behi 
series  of  Diamond  House 
designed  by  John  Hejdui 
Living-room  floor  in  a  foi 
house,  a  brilliant  geomel 
arrangement  of  rooms,  s colored  in  primary  red,  y 

and  blue.  Mr.  Hejduk  bel. 
bouncing  off  Ideas  from  i 
Students  at  Cooper  Unioj 
told:  "Do  a  building  in  th< 

intention  of  Juan  Gris."  ' problem  provokes  strong 

reactions,  pro  and  con," Mr.  Hejduk.  "But  those  w do  become 
interested  find  it 
launches  them  into 

the  world  of  re- creation and 

finally  creation." 
:..fc.D 
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MUSEUM  OF  MODERN  ART 

ar 

STANLEY  SELIGSON 

Arched  foyer  leading  to  the 
Grand  Hall  of  the  Cooper  I « 

Foundation  Building,  New  ̂   1 Hejduk  transformed 
dark,  dingy  areas  into 
exciting  light  filled  spaces. 



From  Three  Projects.  John  Heiduk.  Published   1969  by  The  Cooper  Union  School  of  Art  ond  Architecture  in  cooperation  with  the  Architectural  Leogue  of  New  York  and 
The  Graham  Foundation  for  Advanced  Studies  in  the  Fine  Arts. 
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Cooking  with  gusk 
The  dynamic  director  of  classic 
flicks  like  The  Birdman  of  Alcatraz 
and  The  French  Connection  II  uses 

movie-making  talents  to  produce 
some  great  French  concoctions,  too. 

"Cooking,  like  film-making, 
is  highly  visual  and  highly 

creative,"  says  John  Frank- enheimer  who  does  both 

with  gusto.  "Timing,  cast- 
ing, and  organization  are 

very  important.  And  just  as 
in  film  directing,  you  can 

never  master  cooking  com- 
pletely: There  is  always 

something  to  experiment 
with,  something  to  learn. 

But  there's  a  dilTerence.  My 
profession  is  tense  and  de- 

manding. In  the  kitchen,  I 

turn  business  off  and  relax." 
Until  1971  he  and  Evan, 

his  wife  of  fifteen  years, 
drove  racing  cars  as  a  hobby. 
Until  they  came  down  to 
breakfast  and  read  in  the 

morning  paper:  World 
champion  racing  driver  dies 
at  age  28  and,  right  beside 
it.  Famous  gourmet  and  wine 
connoisseur  dies  at  age  93. 

"The  message  was  clear, 
I  sold  my  Ferrari  and  went 

straight  to  the  Cordon  Bleu." 
In  his  skylit  kitchen,  right,  the  cook  with 
his  just-browned  boeuf.  Below:  A  lion  and 
bougainvillea  guard  patio  door.  Left: 
Gene  Hackman,  Thie  French  Connection  II. 
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Frankenheimer  spent 
lonths  in  Paris  learn- 
art  of  cooking,  then 

(cook's  tour  of  Europe, 
ig  and   cooking  with 

f  Europe's  great  chefs, 
d  the  most  important 
I    learned    was    that 

g  should   be   a   plea- 
ot  a  lot  of  hard  work 

orry,    but    something 

illy  enjoy." make    cooking    and 

planning    a    pleasure, 

vice  is  to  really  pre- 

"Know   exactly   what 
going  to  serve,   and 
everything     through 

m     advance.     Know 

vegetables    will     be 

)le,  how  long  the  mar- 
ivill  take.  Have  all  the 
ients   on    hand.    Cast 

lenu  with  care,  having 

that  complement  one 

ir.  It's  a  matter  of  com- 

iense:  you  don't  want sauces    in    the    same 

nor  a  filling  main  dish 
filling  dessert.  Work 

.  Get  into  the  mood, 

a  production  of  it." ever      possible,      Mr. 
enheimer  likes  to  do  a 

the    actual    cooking 

of  time.  "I  hate  to  be 
e    kitchen    when    my 

are    in    the    living 

e  any  fine  cook,  Mr. 
enheimer  invents 

of  his  own  recipes,  but 
kes    to    borrow    from 
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Before  lunch: 
Korbel's  natural  champagne 

with  cassis 

With  lunch: 

White  wine:  Mondavi's Fume  Blanc 
Red  wine:  Julienas  from 

Paul  Bocuse 

",•* 
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Herbs  grow  in  big  terra-cotta 
pots — sometimes  three  or  four 
together — on  the  seaward  ter- 

race.  "IVIy   favorite   is   chervil." 
other  great  chefs  as  well. 
For  the  Sunday  luncheon 
here,  he  based  the  main 
course  on  a  recif)e  for 
Boeuf  Mode  en  Gelee  from 

Julia  Child's  Mastering  the 
Art  of  French  Cooking,  Vol- 

ume I,  took  one  dessert  from 
James  Beard,  and  learned 

the  salad  from  Michel  Guer- 
ard. 

"But  I  never  adhere  strict- 

ly to  any  recipe,"  he  says. 
I  always  use  a  great  many 
more  herbs,  for  instance. 
And  my  marinades  are  a 

good  deal  longer — some- 
times as  long  as  four  days. 

Because  I  think  these  things 

make  the  food  taste  better." 

«d^iL 
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In  the  walled  garden,  the  lunch  table  is  covered  with  yellow  and  white  cotton  and  centered  with  pots 

of  marigolds  from  the  garden.  All  the  centerpieces  grow  in  the  potted  garden:  daisies,  Iceland  pop- 
pies, spring  bulbs,  plus  the  permanent  greenery  of  eucalyptus,  bougainvillea,  cape  honeysuckle, 

and  more  than  a  dozen  potted  herbs — several  varieties  of  some,  for  experimenting.  "We  also  have 

hanging  rosemary,"  says  Mrs.  Frankenheimer.  "It  loves  the  sea,  and  the  hummingbirds  love  it." 
in  its  paper  collar,  frozen  orange  souffle  based  on  a  rec- 
>f  James  Beard's,  trimmed  with  candied  fruit  and  flowers 

What  I  can't live  without 
"A  few  good  pots — /  travel  with  four; 
the  best  knives  I  can  find; 

some  wooden  implements;  and  a  few 

good  cookbooks.  I  am  never  with- 

out three  of  Julia  Child's  books. 

James  Beard's  American  Cooking, 
Robert  OIney's  Simple  French  Food, 
and  The  Joy  of  Cooking — the  best 

basic  cookbook  ever  written." 
TED  HARDIN 

9? 
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Deviled  eggs  and  crudites 
Terrine  of  chicken  and  tiam 

Boeuf  Mode  en  Gelee 
Salads  Gourmande  Malibu 

Biscuits  and  Cheese 

Frozen  orange  souffle 
Watermelon  basket 

Coffee,  mints,  florentines 

The  buffet  table,  above,  starring  the  finished  Boeuf  Mode  en  Gelee  on  long  yellow 
platters,  trimmed  with  carrots  and  onions.  With  it,  a  plate  of  Brie  and  water  biscuits, 
a  crock  of  pate,  pickles  unpretentiously  in  their  jar,  some  red  and  yellow  tomatoes, 
and  a  molded  green-bean  salad  called  Salade  Gourmande  Malibu.  Below:  An  old 
French  armoire  conveniently  stacked  with  serving  pieces  at  eye  level,  plates  below. 
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ell  guests  to 
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and 

94 

guests,  from  left:  Marguerite  Liftman,  John  Frankenheimer,  Joan 

Liftman,  Evan  Frankenheimer,  Irwin  Shaw,  Andrew  Wald.  "I  always 
wear  Malibu  informal,"  says  Mrs.  Frankenheimer.  "We  entertain 
everyone  dresses  amusingly.  I  love  to  wear  long  cotton  dresses." 
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king  with  gusto,  recipes  from  all 
;  and  generous  personal  flourishes 
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Mr.  Frankenheim- 
iooking  it  up  in  the 
1,  his  wife  Evan 

maitre  d',  somme- 
nd  chief  chopper, 
ly  time  John  and 

■  cook  together  is 
we  have  Indian 

-and  then  we  can 
a  whole  day  in  the 
n  preparing  the 
But  Mr.  Franken- 
loves  to  cook 

habove  all.  "French 
ig  teaches  you  the 
and  makes  it  easy 

m  any  other  kind 
n  Oriental.  But  at 
me  time,  it 
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1  cooking  has      ol  ̂̂          f  thC  ̂ ^^  ̂  led  a  love  of 

rench  imple- 
too:  He  has 

ted  seventy-five 
-T  pots  and  twen- 
:nch  knives  "And 
them  all — every 
But   this   doesn't 
you   need   all   the 

equipment  to  cook 
food.  I  travel  with  a 
of  four  pots,   and 
of  the  best  food  Fve 
tasted  was  cooked  in 

ce  over  an  open  fire."' Vhen  John   does   all 

3oking — usually  with 
from  Andrew  Wald, 
producer  who  is  also 

SALADE 
GOURMANDE 
MALIBU 
Dressing 

Mix  together: 

3  parts  lemon  juice 
1  part  sherry  vinegar 

6  parts  olive  or 
safflower  oil  (I  use 
safflower) 

2  parts  fresh  chervil  (or 
1  part  crushed  dry 
chervil) 

1  part  fresh  chopped 

parsley 
Salad 

Soak  in  dressing: 

3  pounds  crisp-cooked 
string  beans 

16  barely  cooked 

asparagus  tips 

2  small  truffles 
several  artichoke 

bottoms 

To  form  salad,  mound 
4  handfuls  of  shredded 

chicory.  Mound  the 
soaked  string  beans 
over  the  top.  Stud  salad 
with  artichoke  bottoms; 

place  asparagus  tips 
and  sliced  truffles  on 
top.  Mold  everything 

with  your  hands.  Gar- nish with  thin  slices  of 

a  foie  gras  or  good  pate 

if  you  like.  Before  serv- 

ing, top  with  6  table- 
spoons of  dressing 

and  1  tablespoon  fresh 

chopped  tarragon  or 

parsley.  I  learned  the 
basics  of  this  salad 

from    Michel    Guerard. 

a  marvelous 
cook — we  like  to  limit 

the  guests  to  six  or  eight," 
says  Mrs.  Frankenheimer. 
"But,"  her  husband  adds, 
"we  always  try  to  mix 
movie-people  with  friends 
not  in  films.  You  don't 
want  to  have  your  lunch 
turn  into  an  extension  of 

production    meeting." 

iit*^
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The  living  room,  above,  is  filled  with  books:  "All  kinds,"  says  Mr. 
Frankenheimer,  "but  there  are  a  good  many  cookbooks  up  there."  The 
door  leads  to  the  bar.  Director  Frankenheimer's  film  credits  include 
Manchurian  Candidate,  Grand  Prix,  and  The  Iceman  Cometh.  He  is  now 
filming  Black  Sunday  to  be  released  by  Paramount  next  Christmas. 

The  terrace  garden,  below,  functions  as  part  of  the 
house,  reached  by  glass  doors  from  the  living  room, 
and  overlooked  by  a  plant-hung  bedroom  balcony. 
Right:  Another  scene  from  The  French  Connection  II. 

e  watermelon  basket,  above,  filled  with  balled  canta- 
ipe,  honeydew,  and  watermelon  with  blueberries  and 

nt.  To  carve  the  basket,  "figure  out  how  you  want  it 
look,  plunge  in  with  your  knife.  The  trick  is  bravery." 

5E&  GARDEN,  MARCH.  1976 





Paul  Gray  fits  a  house  to  his  family 

F
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amily  lite  is  a  mixture  of  inter- 
action and  privacy,  says  archi- 

tect Paul  Gray.  The  place  where 
it    happens,    the    house,    can    be 
made  to  work  with  it.  So  Mr.  Gray 

designed  one  to  fit  the  family  he 
had,  and  the  kind  of  family  life 

he  wanted,  a  place  that  allows  a 

lot  to  go  on  among  its  members — 
yet  leaves  each  a  space  of  his  own. 

"The  model  was  a  marvelous  tool," 
he  says.  "With  a  drawing,  you  can 

deceive  yourself  about  scale  or  per- 
spective. When  you  build  a  model, 

you  can  see  it."  He  used  a  peri- 
scope, placed  to  put  his  eye  level 

where  it  would  be  when  the  house 
was  built,  to  check  the  plan.  Each 

kind  of  family  activity  has  its  own 

wing,  and  as  you  move  into  the 
house  through  the   public  spaces 
toward    the    personal    ones,    the 

rooms  get  smaller  and  more  pri- 
vate. They're  laced  together  with 

halls   and  galleries  where   people 

can  pass,  or  stop  and  chat,  each 
intersection  offering  a  vista  and  a 
choice.  Enter  the  front  door,  next 

to  a  sky-lit  alcove.  Turn  left,  and 
there's  the  library — not,  says  Mr. 

Gray,  the  living  room — ready  for 
formal  life  together.  Straight  ahead 
is    informal    family    life,    dining 

room,  kitchen  and  family  room  in 

a  row.  To  the  right  is  the  bedroom 
wing,  cubicles  for  three  lively  boys 

toward  the   front,  then  the  girl's room,  and  in  the  quiet  back  of  the 
house,  the  master  bedroom.  Or  you 

can  stand  where  you  are  and  ad- 
mire  paintings   along   the   gallery 

walls.     The     outside     comes     in 

through  almost  any  floor-to-ceiling 
window.  The  family  has  changed 

since  they  moved  in.  Mr.  Gray  be- 
lieves. Their  former  house  was  tall 

and  dark,  a  nice  house — but  every- 

body blossomed  in  the  new  one. 

In  model,  1,  library  has  sloping  roof 

I  that  helps  control  indoor  light  in 

the  real  house.  Dining  room,  2,  is 

a  gathering  place.  Kitchen,  3,  mid- 
way to  family  room,  4,  becomes  a 

kind  of  news  center.  Master  bed- 

room, 5,  at  dead  end  of  two  corri- 
dors, ensures  privacy.  Each  child 

has  own  bedroom,  6.  Model  helped 

workout  relationships  among  rooms. 

OAVIO   MASSEY 



Library  has  balcony  that  is  half-private  work  space  for  Mr.  Gray. 
A  line  of  water-rounded  rock  outlines  and  underscores  the  house 

Long  wall  of  kitcfien  and  dining  room  opens  onto  a  patio,  another  place  to 
Kitchen  is  organized  workspace  for  good  cook,  with  room  for  children  to  w. 



3r  bedroom  overlooks  pool.  At  end  of  halls,  corner  room  has  pnv. 

"rock  pool"  alongside  the  swimming  pool  makes  a  connection  with  nature. 
ily  room,  seen  from  kitchen,  slopes  up  to  large  high  window,  western  light. 

Dark  pool  is  planned  to  eaten  reflections.  Children's  wing  at  far  left. 

How  to  plan  spaces  jar  living  (continued) 

FORMS  THAT  FUNCTION 
FOR  A  FAMILY  OF  SIX 
To  promote  harmony  in  the  house- 

hold, Mr.  Gray  has  used  only  a  few 

simple  materials  throughout.  The  ex- 
terior is  all  resawn  redwood,  the  in- 
terior all  white  plaster.  One  kind  of 

paving  material  is  used  outside,  and 
only  two  kinds  of  trees,  ginkos  and 
corals,  will  ever  cast  shadows  on  the 

walls.  The  furniture  is  big  and  com- 
fortable. The  lighting  is  all  on  tracks 

because  from  time  to  time  the  furni- 
ture changes,  like  seasons  that  come 

and  go  inside  the  house.  Floors  are 
1  -inch-square  natural  wood  parquet — 
the  small  pieces,  says  Mr.  Gray,  make 
an  over-all  pattern  that  is  pleasing  to 
the  eye  and  lets  you  use  rugs  or  not, 

as  you  please.  It  is  coated  with  ure- 
thane,  takes  a  tremendous  amount  of 
wear  without  showing  it.  The  house 

cooperates  with  nature  both  esthetic- 
ally  and  physically.  The  tall  division 
in  the  fireplace  chimney  frames  a 
group  of  graceful  eucalyptus  trees;  the 
library  ceiling  slants  down  toward  the 

south  to  keep  the  California  sun  out- 
side while  north  windows  take  advan- 

tage of  the  light,  and  to  provide  a 
place  for  solar  collectors  to  heat  the 
house  eventually  (roof  is 

metal  in  expectation — 
and  also  to  provide  fire 

protection  in  dry  Califor- 
nia hills).  Eight  round 

skylights  soften  indoor 
light,  relieve  angular  ge- 

ometry of  house.  Even 
rocks  have  a  practical 
function:  they  make  easy 

edges  for  lawnmower.  Art 

important  to  Grays:  en- 
trance, Franklyn  Phillips; 

dining  room  painting, 

Olitsky,  sculpture,  David 
Gray;  bedroom  painting, 
Jack  Busch. 

What's  needed  for  a  good  family  house? 
Clarity,  an  understandable  function  for 
each  room,  and  a  lot  of  flexibility,  too. 

A  little  mystery — although  the  house  is 

open,  you  can't  see  through  it,  and 
rooms  are  not  always  quite  where  you 

might  expect  them.  Mother  can  call 
from  the  family  room  and  receive  an 

answer  from  the  bedrooms — but  the 

youngest  child,  who  is  four,  can  still 
enjoy  a  game  among  passageways. 

Practicality.  The  walls  of  halls  and  gal- 

lery are  covered  in  a  low  pile  that  ab- 
sorbs sound  and  improves  the  house 

acoustics,  and  that  also  hides  nail 
marks,  so  paintings  can  be  hung  and 

changed  as  you  like.  A  dark  pool  to 
catch  the  house  reflection  also  catches 

the  sun's  heat  to  warm  the  water. 
And  interest  in  the  way  things  look.  Mr. 

Gray  believes  there  ought  to  be  a  tran- 
sitional state  between  vertical  and  hori- 

zontal in  houses.  Here  it's  a  line  of 
rocks  around  the  outside  walls,  their 
texture  and  color  designed  to  separate 
the  house  from  land.  Inside,  indented 

line  along  floor  underscores  wall. 
And  room  for  being  alone.  A  rock  pool 

to  brood  by,  a  corner  for  everybody. 

Plan  shows  varied  spaces  and  intricate  passageways. 

Building  facts,  page  190. 

NEIL   LONDON 



What  goes  with  what 

Decorating  with 
lants 

.  Z.  GUEST, 

left,    wearing 

a  crisp  cotton 
smock  she  has 

designed  "with pockets      large 

enough  for  clip- 

pers,  twine,   la- bels,  indelible  marker,   pencil, 

pad,  the  gardener's  usual  para- 
phernalia," likes  "happy  flow- 

ers"   and   grows   them   in   her 
greenhouse    and    garden.    She 
enjoys    fixing    them     for    her 
house.   "I    adore   flowers — one 
rose  in  a  tiny  bottle,  a  lily  in 

a  wine  jug  (if  you're  frugal  you 
save  the  good  ones),  a  bunch 

of  hollyhocks  or  a  single  sun- 
flower in  a  tall  vase.  I  also  like 

marigolds,  even  the  way  they 
smell,   and  like  them  in  glass 
vases  in  baskets.  My  children 

say  I'm  basket-crazy,  and  I  do 
love  them  and  natural-looking 
containers    of    all    sorts.    You 

should  fix  flowers  the  way  you 
like  to,  and  if  other  people 

don't  like  it  then  that's  too 
bad."  That  gusty  sort  of  can- 

dor, and  gutsy  charm,  arc  why 
Mrs.  Winston  F.C.  Guest, 
whether  in  garden  boots  or 

riding  boots  or  dancing  slip- 

pers, afid  lately  in  author's  and 
designer's  shoes,  docs  not  go 
unnoticed.  She  has  just  written 
a  book  called  First  Garden, 
with  an  introduction  by  her 

friend  Truman  Capote,  illus- 
trated by  friend  Cecil  Beaton — 

"I  just  went  to  see  him  at  his 
beautiful  place  in  Wiltshire  and 

asked  him  if  he'd  do  it."  Her 

book  is  a  primer,  "the  ABC's  of gardening  for  true  beginners 
who,  I  hope,  will  end  up  liking 
plants  as  much  as  I  do.  One  has 

to  start  off  simply.  It's  like  riding 
a  horse.  First  you  walk,  then 
trot,  then  canter,  then  jump  low 
hurdles,  then  high  ones.  I  fully 

expect  people  to  read  something 
more  sophisticated  once  they 
get  interested.  But  you  know, 
for  some  people,  just  putting 
their  hands  in  the  earth  is  scary. 
I  want  them  to  find  that  the 
earth  is  warm  and  soft  and 

friendly."  Mrs.  Guest  has  a  pas- sion for  the  outdoors  reflected 

not  only  in  sports  and  the  horse 
and  dog  paintings  she  and  her 
husband  collect,  but  in  her 

choice  of  terra-cotta  hares,  por- 
celain frogs,  wooden  ducks,  as 

containers  for  the  plants  she 
grows.  To  beginning  gardeners 

and  collectors  she  says,  "Gar- dening teaches  you  patience 
and  discipline  if  nothing  else. 

Start  off  simply,  even  with  con- 

tainers, and  don't  try  to  fix flowers  with  a  set  plan.  Let  it 
come  naturally,  as  a  surprise 

for  you  and  for  your  friends." 

A  sampling  of  h 

Mrs.  Winston  F.' Guest  fixes  her  i 

and  cut  flowers. 

Right:  "One  of  a 
of  terra-cotta  bij 
we  found  in  Italy 

they  are  hares, 

really,  with  their 
ears — and  I  love 

with  potted  glox 

or  with  geraniun 

or  Paphiopedilu 
or  other  small 

orcfiids.  I  can't  s them  with  roses 
lilies."  Right  top 

Terra-cotta  hare 

a  marble  consol< 
the  hall  flank  mu 
colored  baskets 

holding  white  ca 
orchids,  and  in  tl 

center,  a  clivia.  1 

painting  is  of  Mr Guest's  father  as 
child  along  with 

sister  and  brothe 
Lord  Winbourne 
Left  center:  In  nc 

wicker  baskets  f 
Mexico  on  a  blac 

green  wicker  tab 

gloxinias  and  a 
pink  hydrangea 
Lett  below:  A  lea 

frog  of  zinnias  on 

marbelized  side- 
board. Two  white K'ang  Hsi  frogs  h 

green  Envy  zinni The  golden  frog, 

also  K'ang  Hsi,  "i rare  because  it  h 
only  three  legs,  a 

sign  of  good  luck Mrs.  Guest  uses 

frogs  also  "for 
marigolds,  anem 

Japanese  iris,  bu 
never  for  orchids 
roses."  In  box,  a 

closer  look  at  the 

gloxinias  and 
hydrangea,  from 
Guests'  greenhoi 

PRACTICAL  IDEAS  FOR  INDOOR  FLOWER  KEEPING 

"Plants  need 

I  use  non- 

"In  summer  put 

you?"
 

cool  house.  We 
more  water  in absorbent ice  cubes  in  the 

"Put  your  plants 

keep  ours  at warm  weather, rubber  saucers 

pots.  They'll 

where  you  need about  64 
just  as  you  do, under  pots,  even melt  gradually them.  It's  only 

degrees." 

but  don't  over- 
when 1  put  them and  avoid when  plants  are 

"To  keep  roses 

do.  Plants in  baskets.  For 

spills." 

growing  that 

or  any  cut 
are  not  fish. vases  1  use  glass 

"I'm  surprised 

they  need 
flowers  looking 

Water  them  if coasters.  Each when  people  put 
perfect  light. 

fresh,  cut  them 
the  earth  feels 

frog  cachepot a  plant  on  a 
But  do  watch early  in  the 

dry  or  if  they 
has  felt  under- 

warm radiator out  for  afternoon 
morning,  plunge 

look  limpy." 
neath  so or  in  a  draft. sun,  which  can them  up  to  their "Don't  let  water 

dampness  can- 
You wouldn't 

burn." 

necks  in  luke- marks ruin  your not  come want  to  sit 

"Plants  last  a 

warm  water  for 

tables  or  floor. 

through." 

there,  would 
long  time  in  a 

3  hours  or  so." 
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What  flowers 
what  containers 
in  what  part 
of  the  room 

Decorating  with  plants  c,.,„i,u,cd 

ir 

Far  left:  A  rare 
Phalaenopsis  from 
Florida  breeder. 
"Orchids  are  just  111 

race  horses  with  th 

pedigrees,  but  they 
surprisingly  easy  tc 

grow."  Middle:  Nea 
a  Chelsea  green 

cabbage,  a  Chinese 

frog  with  a  bunch  o 
zinnias.  Left:  White 

cattleya  orchids  in 

pot  in  a  basket. Left  below:  Dining 

table  with  Chelsea 

cabbage  and  cand 

sticks,  blue  K'ang Hsi  frog,  blue  and 
white  Porthault  line 

for  summer. 

\  z3^>V, 

%4.     ̂  

C.Z.Guest's  feelings  for  plants 
are  so  keen  that  she  "can't  bear 
to  see  plants  wired."  She  also 
never  throws  away  bulbs  forced 
in  the  greenhouse  for  winter 
bloom,  preferring  instead  to 
plant  them  in  the  ground  to 
bloom  another  year.  She  also 
does  not  like  to  use  chicken 
wire  or  needle  holders,  likes 

the  old-fashioned  glass  holders 
called  frogs  that  cannot  cut  in- 

to the  stems.  She  never  mixes 
roses  with  other  flowers,  except 
tuberoses,  or  any  flower  with 

the  foliage  of  others.  She  oc- 
casionally makes  summery 

mixed  bouquets  but  generally 
groups  separate  vases  or  plants, 
each  in  its  own  space  much  as 
they  grow  in  a  garden.  The  only 
llowers  she  does  not  love  arc 

"depressing  gladiolas  and  dull 
mauve  roses.  Flowers  should 

cheer  you  up."  For  indoor  gar- 
deners, she  recommends  ama- 

ryllis,  clivia,  geraniums,  impa- 
tiens,  also  camellias,  hibiscus, 
and  citrus  trees  in  tubs.  Flower- 

ing spring  branches — forsythia. 
quince,  dogwood — are  other 
favorites,  if  a  room  is  large.  For 
bedrooms  and  baths  she  likes 

small  pots  of  crocuses,  hya- 
cinths, lilies  of  the  valley,  or  a 

few  roses  or  violets.  She  finds 

that  her  12-year-old  daughter 
likes  paperwhites  and  other 
potted  bulbs,  where  the  growth 
is  quickly  seen,  and  she  feels 

strongly  that  "children  should, 
and  can,  understand  the  cycle 
ind  renewal  of  life  through 

ardening.  Don't  you  wish 
every  school  had  a  course  in 

nature,  trees,  birds,  animals?" 
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PRACTICAL  IDEA  FOR  A  COUNTRY 
GARDEN-OR  A  ROOFTOP 

Raised  beds  for  the  Guests' kitchen  garden  are  an  old 

Williamsburg  idea  "and wonderfully  practical.  Soil 

is  easily  turned  and  replen- 
ished and  warms  up  earlier 

for  spring  planting.  Simply 
nail  redwood  boards  to 

short  stakes  to  form  a  bot- 

tomless   box.    Add    soil." 

Above:  In  a  white marble  hallway, 

wooden  ducks,  one 

rigfit  freighted  with 
zinnias,  float  on 

pedestals  near 
elephant  tusks  that frame  a 

bronze  h/ling  goose. 

The  duck  cachepot* 
belonged  to  Mrs. 
Guest's  mother. 
What  seems  to  be  a 
inverted  vase  is  a 

hollow  lined  with 

copper.  Rigtit: Baskets  from  India 
and  Africa,  a 

lacquered  pagoda, 

a  coffee  table 

grouping  of  gloxinic 
lavender  and  brcnzt 
orchids. 

Left  below:  C.Z. 

Guest  wears  a  smoc 
with  matching  scarf 

and  gloves 

in  "C.Z.  green."  It 
comes  in  other 

gardeny  colors  and 
prints.  She  designee 
them  and  a  jump  su 

for  David  Crystal.  H' 
book.  First  Garden 

(Putnam's,  $8.95)  is 

on  paper  the  shade new  shoots  in  sprin 
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AU  TOGETHER  NOW! 
CITIZENS 
TAKE  CHARGE 

China's 
good  neighbor  policy 
handles  laundry, 
day  care,  divorce 

An  interview  with  China  hand  Audrey  Topping 

editor's  note:  Audrey  Top- 
ping,   distinguished    writer, 

photographer,  and  television 
jilin-nuiker,  author  of  Dawn 
Wakes  in  the  East  (Harper  & 

Row,  $17.50)  and  two  chil- 
dren's   books,    has    traveled 

extensively    in    China,    the 
country  of  her  childhood, 
through    her    photographs, 
books,  and  lectures  she  has 
opened  up  a  world  shut  of] 
from   the    West.   She   is  the 
wife    of   Seymour    Topping, 
Assistant    Managing   Editor 
of  the  New  York  Times  and 

iiother  of  five  daughters.   In   this  special  inter- 
icw  with  Beverly  Russell,  she  spotlights  the  in- 
I  use  interest  by  the  Chinese  in  cooperation  and 

,.  sharing  and  suggests  that  this  interest  might  be 
thoth  transportable  and  valuable  to  us  in  America. 

"It's  possible  that  some  of  the  same  kinds  of 
cooperation  you  find  in  China  might  grow 

here  of  their  own  accord,  though  it's  hard  to  do  it 
under  the  system  we  have.  Ours  is  a  competitive 
system  not  a  cooperative  system.  But  just  for  a 

start— and  I'm  not  saying  this  as  a  solution  to  our 
urban  problems— if  the  city  was  divided  into 
smaller  units,  like  neighborhood  committees,  and 
all  the  people  in  an  individual  neighborhood,  say 
it  was  four  or  six  blocks,  were  responsible  for  their 
own  area  and  had  a  feeling  of  responsibility, 

cooperated  in  keeping  the  streets  clean  and  get- 
ting the  garbage  collected  and  cared  about  their 

neighbors,  it  might  help  develop  an  attitude  that 
leads  to  more  cooperation. 

The  spirit  of  coopera- 
tion in  China  is  much 

easier  for  them  to 

practice  because  it 
flows  from  the  old  family  system,  the  clan,  the 
strong  sense  of  caring  for  immediate  relatives.  To 
some  extent  the  tradition  of  family  rule  is  breaking 

up— it  had  to,  it  was  a  tyranny— and  is  being  re- 
placed by  neighborhood  committees,  which  might 

include  three  or  four  families  together.  This  is  the 
smallest  unit  of  cooperation.  Then  they  have  street 
committees  and  various  municipalities  that  make 

up  the  city.  They're  all  run  by  people  elected  by 
the  neighborhood  committees.  Most  of  them  are 

women  in  the  city,  I've  noticed,  because  women 
have  more  time  and  have  a  keen  interest  in  know- 

ing what's  going  on.  They're  concerned  with  small 
grass-roots  problems,  with  keeping  streets  clean, 

and  they're  concerned  that  everybody's  happy,  so 
they  look  into  marriage  and  domestic  problems. 
They  meet  twice  a  month  or  something  like  that. 

Cooperation  works 
from  the  family  up 

I  hey  talk  about  how  they  can  improve  the  neigh 
borhood.  This  is  considered  very  essential  to  them, I 

not  something  for  someone  who  hasn't  got  anythingi 
to  do.  They  plant  trees,  flowers  that  they  can  use, I 
sunflowers,  perhaps,  for  seeds,  lotus  because  they] 
can  eat  the  lotus  roots.  Or  vegetables  even,  like 

red  peppers  and  tomatoes.  Anything  that  looks! 
attractive  but  is  useful  at  the  same  time.  And  of 

course,  they  all  help  take  care  oi  the  parks.  You 
never  see  waste  paper  or  anything  lying  around.  If 
you  do  drop  something  someone  will  come  up  to 

you,  give  you  a  dirty  look  and  hand  it  back. 

I  suppose  talking  is  basic  in  Chinese  life,  they' 
don't  have  television,  so  in  the  evenings  they  tend 
to  sit  around  in  a  group  and  talk.  There  is  a  lot  of 
talking  about  how  they  can  improve  themselves 

and  the  group,  life  in  general  for  everybody,  be- 
cause they  believe  they  are  in  the  process  of  chang- 

ing their  society.  At  this  point  in  their  history 

they're  motivated,  so  they  don't  consider  they're 
just  sitting  around  and  doing  this  because  they've got  nothing  better  to  do.  They  consider  this  one  of 
the  most  vital  aspects  of  their  lives,  that  each  one 
of  them  can  have  a  say,  each  one  of  them  can  help. 

The  Chinese  have  always  been  for  a  balance  in 
nature    and    in    the    (Continued    on    page    112) 

a 

Cooperation  starts  early. 
Children  are 
always  given  the 

opportunity  to.  help" 
Left:  Pedicar  pool 

organized  by  Peking 
housewives  takes 

young  children to  school. 
Above  top:  Women  in 

Nanking  work  in  a 
neighborhood  sewing 

group.  Make  the 

paper  patterns  for clothes,  cut  out  the 

printed  fabrics. Below:  Another 
women's  group. 

Together  they  make 
clothes  for  their 
families.  Any  extra 

garments  are sold  to  bring  funds 
to  the  group. 

AUDREY  TOPPING 
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Gumption 
in  Grand  Rapids 
saves  1,300 
buildings 

By  Beverly  Russell 

I  ■•v.f- The  spirit  of  Grand  Rapids, 
Mich.,  is  a  force  to  be  reck- 

oned with.  The  city's  amazing 
restoration  project,  saving  one  of 

the  larf^est  areas  of  historic' houses 
in  the  country— /iOO  buildings,  39 
blocks,  356  acres  —  sprang  into 
shape  one  day  when  a  handful  of 
six  active  neighbors  got  together 
i)ver  a  cup  of  coffee  and  formed 
the  Heritage  Hill  Association. They 

were  shocked  into  action  by  an  ur- 
ban renewal  proposal  to  bulldoze 

some  of  the  unique  old  houses  on 
Heritage  Hill  to  make  way  for  the 
expansion  of  Grand  Rapids  Junior 
College  and  plans  for  a  new  Skill 
Center  High  School.  Some  of  the 
houses,  typical  of  buildings  in  so 

many  old  districts  today,  were  ne- 
glected; the  city  corporation  be- 

lieved the  area  was  deteriorating 
into  an  urban  problem.  People  were 

leaving  the  old-fashioned  mansions 
for  more  convenient  suburban 
houses.  Landlords,  disinclined  to 
renovate  buildings  properly,  were 
renting  out  substandard  living 
space  that  attracted  poor  tenants. 
Demolition  seemed  to  some  people 

a  good  way  to  wipe  out  the  crisis 

and  promote  "progress." As  it  happens,  the  Heritage  Hill 
Association  lost  the  battle  of  the 

proposed  new  Skill  Center.  But  it 
won  the  war  against  urban  re- 

newal and  effected  a  workable 

compromise.  Nine  years  later, 
Heritage  Hill  is  now  firmly  estab- 

lished as  a  showcase  of  fifty-nine 
styles  of  architecture,  recognized 
by  the  National  Trust  for  Historic 
Preservation  and  designated  an  im- 

portant landmark  on  the  National 
Register  of  Historic  Places.  It  is  al- 

so protected  by  a  local  historic  Pres- 
ervation Commission  ordinance. 

What  makes  this  group  of  houses 
particularly  notable  is  the  quality 

of  workmanship,  design,  and  carv- 
ing of  many  interiors.  Grand 

Rapids,  a  prosperous  center  of  the 
furniture  industry  even  today,  was 
booming  in  the  1880s,  when  most 
of  these  mansions  were  built.  Bus- 

iness tycoons  having  hired  master 
craftsmen  from  all  over  Europe  to 
work  in  their  factories,  invited 
them  to  enhance  their  homes.  The 

competitive  element  of  the  situa- 
tion encouraged  extraordinary  de- 

tails. Many  of  the  mansions  rise 

three  stories  to  big  balconied  ball- 
rooms under  the  roof.  Ornate  stair- 

ways connect  the  floors,  intricate 
cornices  adorn  the  ceilings.  There 
are  baronial  paneled  dining  rooms, 

stained-glass-w indowed  foyers. The 
richness  of  the  decoration  and  the 

variety  of  styles  make  the  Heritage 

Hill's  claim  of  being  a  unique  ur- 
ban historic  district  in  the  country 

truly  justifiable.  It  is  here  that 
Frank  Lloyd  Wright  built  two  pri- 

vate homes  in  the  early  1900s— 
another  aspect  of  the  competitive 

mood  of  the  locality.  In  fact,  law- 
yer David  Amberg  who  commis- 

sioned one  of  the  Wright  houses, 
felt  so  uncomfortable  in  his  avant- 
garde  surroundings  that  he  lived 
there  only  as  long  as  it  took  him  to 
have  another  more  conventional 
one  built. 

Restoration  of  this  whole  neigh- 
borhood has  been  done  entirely 

with  private  funds.  The  Heritage 
Hill  Foundation,  organized  in 
1971,  has  never  received  a  penny 

of  city,  state,  or  federal  money  for 
daily  operation.  It  keeps  afloat  by 
pulling  just  about  every  trick  it  can 
think  of  to  generate  interest  and 

dollars:  subscriptions  to  the  Heri- 
tage Hill  Association  and  the  Heri- 
tage Hill  Foundation,  books,  cal- 

endars, an  annual  house  tour.  "We 
live  from  hand  to  mouth,  literally," 
says  the  Executive  Director,  Linda De  Jong. 

Several  outstanding  ideas  have 

helped  its  success  and  led  neigh- 
borhood residents  and  city  people 

generally  to  realize  the  true  value 
of  their  architectural  legacy.  A  re- 

pair and  renovation  program  iathe 

Grand  Rapids  public  school  sys- 
tem for  high  school  students  builds 

enthusiasm  on  one  level.  The  stu- 
dents donate  labor,  the  Founda- 

tion pays  for  materials.  In  the 

process,  young  people  learn  prac- 
tical skills  like  furnace  repair, 

electrical  rewiring  and  get  a  lesson 
in  respect  for  old  buildings  at  the 
same  time.  "We  want  them  to  be 

sensitive  to  old  houses,"  says  Mrs. 
Charles  Roelofs,  President  of  the 
Foundation  who  has  been  active  in 

the  preservation  groups  from  the 
very  beginning.  Home  owners  are 
offered  free  expert  advice  on  how 

to  divide  space  into  rentable  apart- 
ments; or  how  to  paint  their  houses 

in  a  way  that  will  highlight  the 
architectural  details.  Banks  are  be- 

ing encouraged  to  make  loans  to 
young  couples  anxious  to  work  on 
do-it-yourself  rehabilitation.  A  di- 

lapidated house  may  be  offered  on 
the  market  for  $12,000  but  such  a 

low  price  may  still  be  unaffordable 

if  financing  isn't  available.  FHA 
guaranteed  mortgages  have  been 
revised,  so  that  the  initial  appraisal 
includes  the  cost  of  the  extensive 
renovation.  At  the  moment  there 

is  a  plan  to  establish  a  special  tax 
as.sessment  for  Heritage  Hill  resi- 

dents and  invest  the  money  in 
streetscaping,  putting  up  replicas 
of  Victorian  street  lights  with  tear 

drop  lamps,  street  signs  of  fluted 

wrought  iron.  "Enthusiasm  is  run- 
ning very  high  for  this,"  reports 

Above  left  top:  Alexander  Calder's 
rooftop  painting,  and  his  large  stabile 
"La  Grande  Vitesse"  in  downtown 
Grand  Rapids.  Right:  Minister  and 
former  mayor  Lyman  Parks,  a  force 
in  restoration.  Above:  Revitalized 
Victorian    house    on    Heritage    Hill. 

Mrs.  De  Jong  who  has  just  receivecj 

a  $5000  federal  grant  matched  bv 
$6000  from  the  city  to  help  imple 
ment  this  scheme. 

Grand  Rapids  former  mayoi 
Lyman  Parks,  a  minister  and  ;j 
man  of  dignity,  integrity  and  drive[ 
reflects  the  attitude  of  most  of  th 

Heritage  Hill  residents.  He  ha 
lived  there  himself  with  his  wif 

and  family  of  seven  children  sinci 

1968.  He  bought  the  "convention 
al"  house  that  the  lawyer  Amberj 

(Continued  on  page  189 

'The 

people's  
time, 

effort,  talent— and  their 

own  money- restored 

39  blocks" 
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Celebrating  the  Bicentennial 

^Revolutionary 
'  color  from 
America's  past Historic  Webb  House, 

now  a  museum- 
Washington 

J    and  Rochambeau 
I     planned  the  battle  of 

Yorktown  here 

I  he  Joseph  Webb  house,  built  in  1752,  above, 
and  long  a  sedate  New  England  white,  had 
originally  been  red — as  it  is  once  again. 

The  parlor  woodwork  was,  and  is,  a  strong 
pastel  green.  Furnishings  are  of  the  period'! 
True  colors  of  needlepoint  on  chairs  in  room 
where  Washington  and  Rochambeau  sat  to 
confer,  below,  here  reproduced,  were  dis- 

covered on  underside  of  faded  originals. 

s tirring  times,  strong  men,  an  era  of revolution  that  changed  the  poHti- 
cal  shape  of  the  world— the  century  now 
200  years  past  was  full  of  color.  It 
makes  sense.  Active  people  needed  the 
support  of  active  color,  the  vibrant  blues, 
the  lusty  salmons,  the  definite  greens 
and  yellows.  Yet  until  recently  we  have 
tended  to  think  of  Revolutionary  days 
in  terms  of  the  muted  creams  and  pinks 
those  colors  became  with  age.  When  the 

National  Society  of  The  Colonial  Dames 
of  America  in  the  State  of  Connecticut 
decided  to  restore  the  house  in  Wethers- , 
field  where  George  Washington  met  with 
the  Count  de  Rochambeau  in  1781  to 

plan  the  campaign  that  led  to  victory  at 
Yorktown,  they  did  some  research  and 
a  lot  of  careful  patient  scraping  through 
accumulated  layers  of  paint,  to  find 
these  glowing  original  tones,  and  to 
bring  them  back  to  contemporary  life. 



irly  crewel  work  and  tapestries,  top,  part  of 

e  Society's  collection,  are  still  lively  as  flowers. 

ashington's  bedroom,  above,  still  has  imported 
icked  wallpaper  that  was  put  there  by  Mrs. 

ebb  in  1781,  to  honor  his  visit.  The  bedspread       '^   j^. 
handworked  rose  calamanco,  a  finely  beaten   **1r5tf{k 
ilished  wool.  •liFl'. 

)chambeau's  blue  bedroom,  right,  not  as  well  ..JZ/**'  \ 
cumented  as  Washington's,  but  has  typical  ̂ Tl  *"  '^• 
rniture,  wallpaper  in  startling  period  colors.   '' 

lilt-in  china  cupboard,  far  right,  shows  daring 
e  of  combined  colors.  Dishes  are  Chinese 
^port  porcelain.  House  is  open  Tuesda\ 
rough  Saturday. 
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Unbeatable  blues  for  everything  on  the  table, 
and  a  sitting  room-bedroom  where  sheets  i 
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COUNTRY 
BLUES 
A  FRESH 
VIEW 
Blue  crisped  with  wliite — can  yc 
think  of  a  more  exhilarating  cole 
team?  To  set  a  mood  you  can  set 
table  with  it,  fill  a  room  with  it,  eve 

plant  it — as  we've  done  here.  Blue 
with  bright  white  work  together  to  ad 
freshness  and  life  to  almost  every  se 

ting.  For  decorating  discoveries  yc 

can  find  in  House  &  Garden's  Fres 
Country  Blues,  please  turn  the  pag( 

The  dazzling  blue  Glory  Bush  from 

southern  Brazil  is  also  called  Tibou- 
china.  This  one  grew  from  only  10 

inches  two  years  ago  to  a  glorious  5 

feet  tall  today.  It'll  go  higher  too — up  to 
25  feet  in  tree-like  shrubs  that  thrive 
both  in  and  out  of  doors.  It  needs  water 

every  day  during  summer  and  during 
winter  should  be  watered  only  when 

the  soil  is  quite  dry.  Tibouchina  can  be 

grown  from  both  seeds  or  cuttings.  Or- 
der from  J.  Barry  Ferguson  Flowers. 

A  tablescape  of  sky  blues  and  white  for 
a  late  supper.  The  table  and  walls  are 

covered  with  an  abstract  flamestitch- 
like  patterned  cotton  fabric  by  Hexter; 

delicate  "Snowflower"  porcelain  in 
muted  blues  with  white  by  Bing  & 

Grondahl;  "Old  French"  sterling  silver 

flatware  by  Gorham;  Victorian  silver- 
plate  goblets  from  James  II  Galleries; 

crystal  "Anemones"  flowers  and  ash- 
trays, vase,  urn,  and  kniferests  all  by 

Lalique;  "Dovetail"  stemware  from  Car- 
ole Stupell;  Sheffield-plate  gallery  tray 

at  S.  Wyler;  Belgian  linen  and  polyester 

white  place  mats  at  Leron;  the  host- 
ess's silk  caftan  was  designed  by  Mary 

MacFadden. 

Sheets  do  it  all — in  two  patterns  of  blue 

and  one  pure  white — in  a  bedroom/ 

sitting  room  designed  by  Angelo  Don- 

ghia,  opposite  page  far  left.  "Ultra Plaid"  and  "Ultra  Stripe"  cotton  and 

polyester  sheets  and  comforters  cov- 
er walls,  sofa,  chairs,  the  bed.  Sheets 

were  laminated  to  the  window  shades. 
To  maintain  the  clean,  flower  fresh  look 

almost  everything  in  the  room  is  slip- 
covered for  easy  machine  washing.  Fat 

armless  chairs  are  covered  with  "Ultra 
Plaid"  comforters,  one  and  a  half  com- 

forters per  chair.  Curtains  are 

sheets  bordered  in  bias-cut 

Stripe."  "Everything  is  loose  and  easy," 
says  Mr.  Donghia,  "like  blue  and  white, 

it  makes  you  want  to  relax."  Sheets  de- 
signed by  Angelo  Donghia  for  Utica  Fine 

Arts.  Shopping  information,  page  131. 
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-■jpwer  with  a  hint  of  violet; 
Mropical  turquoise;  bright 

gMr  Crystal  Blue.  They're  all 
ifi- stores  across  the  country. 
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Shiny  doubledecker  checker  set  in  Ultramarine  plastic,  by  Pitkin  County  Toy.  Handmade  Portuguese  needii  i 

point  wool  rug.  "Aviary"  on  a  Blue  Sky  ground  by  Stark  Carpet.  Quilted  love  seat  in  Crystal  Blue.  Beyleriai  4 
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Delectable  Mountains   with    Flying  Geese   bordered  1880  quilt  in  Ultramarine  from  Phyllis  Haders.  Iran- 
parent  Crystal  Blue  watering  can  by  Scan-Plast  at  Seabon.  Ultramarine  porcelain  rabbit  bank  at  Tiffan 

White  lacquered  rattan  chair  and  ottoman  with  Blue  Flower  and  Ultramarine  chintz  cushions,  by  Bradston  Rattan.  360-degree  swivel-base  9-Inch 
in  a  Blue  Sky  case  by  Hitachi.  Acrylic  rug  or  hanging  in  True  and  Crystal  Blues,  by  Cado.  Handmade  ceramic  bowl  from  Greek  Island  Shop 

True  Blue  and  Blue  Flower  "Pisces"  wool  rug  by  Edward  Fields.  Soft  Blue  Sky  sheets  with  Ultramarine  monogram  and  borders  from  Leronj 
Faience  setting  in  True  Blue— "Tranquebar"  by  Royal  Copenhagen.  Wedges,  squares,  ottomans— canvas-covered  seating.  "Regatta"  by  Overman,  Int 

Solid-state  portable  TV  in  a  lively  Blue  Flower  case  by  Magnavox.  Tureen,  vase,  and  dinner  plate  from  the  "Seagull"  pattern  by  Bmg  &  Grondahl 
Chintz  in  Blue  Flower  and  Ultramarine  covers  "Chair  and  Vi"  by  Charlton.  Handwoven  20-inch  square  Reef  Blue  wool  pillow  from  LCS 

Pure  cotton  sheet  and  pillowcase  in  Blue  Sky  and  white  checks  and  appliqued  flowers  by  L^ron.  Ultramarine  baked  enamel  finish  on  "Crown- 
lite  2"  extension  lamp  by  Luxe  Lamp.  True  Blue  "Baronial"  china,  gold  leaf  banded  by  Gorham.  Hat  basket  lacquered  Blue  Sky  at  Dolly  Kay  Design. 
Below:  Deep  Ultramarine  and  gold  "Sherbrooke"  china  by  Royal  Doulton.  New  "Great  Iris"  cotton  and  polyester  sheets  by  Martex.  Nesting  mix- 

ing bowls  in  2-,  3-,  and  5-quart  sizes  and  Blue  Flower.  By  Hall  China  for  Denby.  Reef  Blue  and  Ultramarine  scented  piltow  by  Manna  at  Bendels. 



)int  round,  covered  casserole  in  Blue  Flower  by  Hall  for  Denby.  True  Blue,  cotton  cushions  on  a  natural  wicker  love  seat  by  Design  Insti- 
America.  Oval  wash  basin  in  Ultrannarine  by  American  Standard.  Ovenware  in  off-white  and  Ultramarine.  "Cornflower"  pattern  by  Carbone. 

imarine  flowers  on  a  blue-gray  ground  for  "Festival"  stoneware  by  Royal  Doulton.  Enamel  faucet  set  in  Ultramarine.  "Colore"  from  Fearless ;ets.  Roundbacked  love  seat  with  Ultramarine  and  white  cushions  by  Selig.  Rayon  fabric  with  woven  tBXture  in  True  Blue  and  Ultramarine.  Hexter. 

ton  and  rayon  bedspread  in  True,  Crystal,  and  Ultramarine  Blues  by  Nettle  Creek.  Sunbeam  traveling  iron  in  a  Blue  Sky  case.  All  cotton 

sets  and  pillowcases  in  "Daisy"  and  "Toursade"  by  Porthault.  For  mousse,  an  aspic  or  just  to  hang,  a  porcelain  mold  from  Hut)ert  des  Forges. 

okshelf  speakers  have  True  Blue  grille  covers.  By  Lansing.  Brass-handled  porcelain  teapot  from  Bergdorf  Goodman.  Vinyl  wallcoiv«ring  In  Blue  Flower,  "Jennifer"  by  Th 
ut.  Handpainted  vases,  3  to  12  Inches  high.  Robert  Webb.  9-inch  "Bicentennial"  porcelain  plate  by  Bing  &  Grondahl.  Plastic  cass«tte  storage  racks  by  Royal  Soun( 

e  gallon  yields  8  hours  of  vapor  from  a  Blue  Sky-cased  humidifier  by  Oster.  Korean  design  for  an  armchair  lacquered  Crj 
Bergdorf  Goodman.  8-track  player,  FM/ AM  radio  by  Emerson  in  True  Blue.  Batik  cotton  fabric  from  Schumacher  in  Blue  Flo 



When  you're  entertaining,  a  neighbor  will  generally  come  in  to  help  you.  No  one  would 

consider  payment  for  it,  that's  cooperation.  The  same  thing  goes  for  baby-sitting 

China's  good    neighbor   policy  continued  from  page  104 
universe  and  now  they  realize  if 

there  is  a  group  involved  in  run- 
ning a  government,  factory,  or  in- 

stitution, it's  important  these  peo- 
ple not  lose  touch  with  the  ma- 

jority. So  you  will  find  city  intel- 
lectuals, doctors,  and  other  peo- 

ple out  in  the  fields  living  in  an 
agricultural  commune  for  a  week 
or  two  every  six  months.  They  vol- 

unteer to  do  this  because  of  a  sense 

of  responsibility.  One  doctor  told 
me  it  enables  him  to  treat  his  pa- 

tients as  people  and  not  like  pa- 
tients in  a  cold  way.  He  could  see 

their  problems,  because  he's  worked 
with  his  hands  along  side  them. 

Blocks  of  tickets  to  operas  and  con- 
certs are  distributed  to  farmers  to 

bring  them  into  the  city  so  they  get 
cultural  exposure.  And  this  kind  of 
attention  and  awareness  of  balance 

is  something  they're  intent  on  es- 
tablishing in  China. 

When  people  don't  have 
much  they  seem 
more  w  illing  to  share 

I  think  one  thmg  we  have  to 
realize  is  that  when  you  have  a  very 
high  standard  of  living,  in  many 
ways  you  lose  touch.  Maybe  you 
get  too  interested  in  having  your 
own   material   possessions  around 

you.  When  you  don't  have  much, 
you're  much  more  willing  to  share 
it  with  everybody.  In  the  old  days, 
in  the  time  of  the  Early  American 
settlers,  when  somebody  needed  a 

quilt,  they'd  all  come  together  and 
they'd  make  a  quilt,  or  they'd  paint 
a  house,  they'd  have  a  sewing  bee. 
I  think  people  are  happiest  when 
they  feel  they  are  a  part  of  a  group. 

Of  course  living  in  a  more  coopera- 
tive way,  sharing,  means  that  you 

have  to  give  up  some  of  your  pri- 
vacy. Everybody  knows  what 

you're  doing  to  some  extent.  If  a 
student  in  China  wants  to  get  into 

a  university,  for  instance,  it's  dis- 
cussed by  everybody  in  the  neigh- 

borhood, whether  or  not  he  has  the 
ability,  and  not  only  this  but  what 

he's  going  to  do  in  life.  Everything 
is  made  into  much  more  of  a  family 
affair.  Now  in  this  country,  these 
questions  are  considered  by  the 
immediate  family  and  no  further. 
Again,  I  believe  Early  Americans 
lived  less  privately  in  this  sense, 

but  this  got  lost  in  the  post-indus- 
trialization. The  ideal  is  to  have 

the  high  standard  of  living  indus- 
trialization has  given  us,  plus  the 

cooperative  spirit  among  people. 

There  aren't  any  lonely  people  in 
China — nobodv  feels  left  out.  And 

that's  part  of  the  reason  why  there 
is  little  juvenile  delinquency  there. 

Chores  are  transformed 

mto  social  events 

Without  the  appliances  we  have 
as  part  of  our  standard  of  living, 
Chinese  women  need  cooperation 
to  make  life  easier.  Without  wash- 

ing machines,  doing  the  laundry 
becomes  a  cooperative  event,  a 
social  event  instead  of  a  solitary 
activity.  You  seldom  see  a  woman 

washing  clothes  alone  in  the  coun- 

try. She's  usually  sitting  in  a  circle 
around  a  stream,  having  a  good 
time  and  enjoying  herself.  In  the 
city,  the  neighborhood  committees 
organize  the  laundry,  so  that  no 
one  has  to  do  her  own  washing  all 

the  time.  But  again  it's  also  a  group 

activity,  and  as  long  as  they're  go- ing to  have  to  do  it  anyway,  they 
may  as  well  have  a  gossip  session. 

The  same  sort  of  arrangement 
exists  for  food  shopping.  Three  or 
four  women  will  buy  food  for  a 

group  of  families — the  responsibil- 
ity for  doing  this  rotates  within  the 

group.  They  will  shop,  bring  home 
the  food  and  sit  around  in  a  group 

and  prepare,  say  vegetables,  chop- 
ping them  up.  Later  other  women 

come  with  their  baskets  and  buv 

the  chopped  up  things.  They  have 

no  refrigerators,  I  don't  know  how they  manage  in  the  kitchen  frankly: 
they  have  ice  boxes  in  summer  and 
you  sec  ice  wagons  going  througli 
the  streets  delivering  ice.  Food  is 
bought  fresh  every  day.  Of  course 

there  is  more  preparation  in  Chi- 
nese food  than  cooking.  When  you 

entertain,  a  neighbor  will  generally 
come  in  to  help  you.  No  one  would 

consider  payment  for  it,  that's  co- operation. And  the  same  thing  goes 
for  baby  sitting.  Your  neighbor 
always  helps  out.  In  a  big  modern 
apartment  building  you  will  find  a 
room  where  there  are  sewing  ma- 

chines and  embroidery  is  done. 
Women  will  come  in  and  make 

clothes  and  things  for  themselves 

and  for  the  neighborhood  commit- 
tee, to  sell  and  make  a  little  profit. 

Of  course,  they  don't  have  cars, so  you  will  find  walking  pools  or 
bicycle  pools  for  children  to  get  to 
school.  You  see  a  whole  line  of 

kids  with  a  couple  of  women  walk- 
ing along,  or  carts  on  the  back  of 

a  bicycle  with  little  toddlers  in 
them.  (There  are  day-care  centers 
for  pre-schoolers.  Babies  are  taken 
to  work  with  their  mothers.) 

A  child  would  never  go  off  to 
Continued  on  paf>e  191 

Before  you  buy  a  smooth-top  range, 
find  out  what's  under  the  smooth  top. 

If  you  look  under  the  ceramic  cooktop  of  most  smooth-top  ranges,  you'll 
find  heating  coils  that  operate  like  the  ones  on  ordinary  electric  ranges. 

But  the  CORNING  "3  +  1  Range  gives  you  something  better. 
The  most  precise  temperature  control  ever  put  under  a  smooth  top. 

Or  for  that  matter,  any  range. 

Every  CORNING*  3+1  Range  has  three  specially  designed  heating  ele- 

ments. (They're  the  "3"  in  3  +  1.)  These 
elements  distribute  heat  evenly.  So  there  are 

no  "hot  spots." 
What's  more,  they're  equipped  with 

thermostats  that  actually  read  the  tempera- 
-    ture  of  the  bottom  of  the  pan.  So  you  get 

exactly  the  temperature  you  want.  A  simmer  can't  rise  above  a  simmer. 
And  you  can  do  what  you  want,  instead  of  being  a  "pot  watcher. 

No  other  smooth-top  gives  you  this  cooking  flexibility. 

Sometimes  all  you  want  to  do  is  boil  water  for  spaghetti.  Or  make  a 

pot  roast  in  your  pressure  cooker. 

So  we've  given  the  Corning  range  a  "Multipan"'^'  element.  (This  is  the 
"1"  in  3  +  1.)  It  gets  hotter  than  our  other  elements. 

A  little  further  down  under  the  smooth-top  is  another  great  reason  to 

buy  a  Corning  range.  Our  oven.  It's  one  of  the  largest  self-cleaning  ovens 
made.  One  of  the  best  cooking.  And  one  of  the  easiest  to  operate. 

In  fact,  there  is  a  brochure  full  of  reasons  why  the  CORNING '  3  +  1  is 
the  best  smooth-top  range  you  can  buy.  For  a  free  copy,  see  your  dealer. 

For  the  one  nearest  you,  call  this  toll-free  number  anytime:800-243-6100. 

(In  Conn.,  1-800-882-6500.) 

CORNING  3+1  RANGE 
Others  May  Look  Like  It. 

Nothing  Else  Cooks  Like  It. 

112 
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One  small  room  under  the  eaves  of  a  city  house  had  to  serve  as  combination 

kitchen,  dining  room,  and  wine  "celler."  The  owner  turned  smallness  into  an 
asset  by  making  see-everything  storage  the  star,  opening  up  the  room  with  smoked 
mirrors  and  small-scaled  furniture— built-in,  stacking,  or  on  wheels. 



if  ferent  problems 

To  make  a  tiny,  oddly  shaped  space  a  super-efficient  kitchen,  a  daring  solution 

is  to  drop  in  one  made-to-nneasure  V-shaped  cabinet  so  you  can  stand  in  place 

and  swivel  from  the  range  on  one  side  and  the  dishwasher,  center,  to  the  sink  on 

the  right,  and,  thrifty  as  a  boat  designer,  put  storage  over  and  under  everything. 

Everything  is  white  and  light.  And 

storage,  tucked  into  every  con- 
ceivable place.  The  owner  is  a 

man  wino  loves  to  entertain,  per- 

haps eight  or  ten  guests  for  din-l 
ner,  whom  he  lets  "pick  up  what! 
they  want  to  eat   right  off  the, 

wall."       Provisions — Campbell's 
soup  cans  and  all — gleam  like 

Pop   Art   from   shallow,    mirror- 
backed    shelves.    Two    specially 
built  cabinets  house  bottles,  one 

for  wine,  the  other  for  soda  and 
tonic  and  mineral  water.  On  the 

side  wall,  a  knife   rack  framed; 
like  a  picture.  To  save  space,  thai 

owner  designed   stainless   steel! 
tables  on  casters,   paired  them; 

up   with    a   built-in    bench    and 
Scandinavian  stacking  stools  up- 

holstered in  David  Hicks  fabric. 

Not  seen  but  to  left  of  the  small 

bottle   cabinet   is   a   filing  cabi- 

net. And,  marveling  at  it  all,  low- 
er left,  is  a  ceramic  by  Picasso. 

Refrigerator- 

freezer 

Oven 

D.W. 

Eating 

I  Cooktopi_2_Sink^ 
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NEIL  LONDON 

Storage  |     | 

Walls  enameled  a  shiny  House  & 
Garden  Sun  Yellow  fill  the  kitchen 

with  sun.  Marie-Pierre  de  Cicco 

and  interior  designer  Gilles  Saint 
Gilles  worked  together,  choosing 

every  accessory  with  a  keen  eye 

for  shape  and  color.  "The  colors, 
give  me  fantastic  energy,"  says 
Mrs.  de   Cicco,   "And   I   love  to 
cook."    Formica    cabinets — per- 

fectly designed  so  each  drawer 
shuts  to  become  a  barely  visible  | 

rectangle  on  the  cabinet's  side — were    custom    made    by    the 
Brussels  firm  Top  Mouton.  Under 

range,   a    drawer   for   pots   and 

pans.    Storage    for    china    and 
glassware  is  over  sink.  Near  the 
dining  area,  a  warming  drawer 
(under  refrigerator)  and  carving 

board  (by  range).  Chinese  bam- 
boo chairs,  stool,  and  a  ladder 

"to    nowhere — just    for    decora- 
tion"— bring  the  sleek 

brilliance      of     the 
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When  your  kitchen  is  right  off  the  dining  area,  huw  do  you  make  it  warm  and 

personal  but  keep  it  practical?  One  answer:  Remake  it  all  in  wood  and  handmade  J-
 

tile.  This  kitchen  bridges  a  two-story  living  and  dining  room  and  a  small,  walk-  \ 

in  greenhouse,  and  suits  the  country  antiques  and  woodland  views  perfectly.  ̂ 

— p- 
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s •  ■  ̂       iromkl from  kitchen  planners 
\  kitchen  should  be  designed  for  the  cook. 

Vo  formulas,  please:  Kitchen-making  is  a 
personal  thing.  But  good  ideas  are  always 

welcome,  so  here's  a  pageful— for  the  kitchen 
vou  now  own  or  the  one  you're  dreaming 
)f — from  some  of  the  best  designers  we  know. 

Laura  Odell  Kitchen  Designs, 
New  York:  When  you  plan  a 

kitchen,  think  of  making  some- 
thing, like  vegetable  soup:  The 

vegetables  go  from  refrigerator 
to  counter,  then  to  the  sink  for 
rinsing,  then  to  another  counter 
for  chopping  on  the  way  to  the 
pot  on  the  stove.  The  arrange- 

ment takes  shape — and  it  makes 
sense.  When  the  soup  is  done, 
where  do  you  put  the  hot  pot? 

Perhaps  on  a  12-inch  wide 
stainless  steel  counter-insert 
right  next  to  the  stove.  If  you 

put  the  sink  under  a  full-sized 
cabinet,  you  can  take  the  dishes 
from  dishwasher  to  cabinet 

without  taking  a  step.  If  you're 
a  serious  cook,  have  incandes- 

cent lighting — the  only  kind 
that  lets  you  see  the  true  color 

of  a  rare  roast  beef  or  a  perfect- 
ly done  broccoli.  .Sometimes  the 

best  storage  solutions  are  the 
unusual  ones:  Pot  lids  and  bak- 

ing pans  stack  vertically  in  rec- 
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ord-album  files  inside  cabinets. 

For  cooking  oil  bottles  and  pep- 
per mills  that  tend  to  leave  rings 

and  droppings,  I  use  little  plas- 
tic trays  ($1  at  Design  Re- 

search) you  can  take  out  and 
clean  without  disassembling  the 
whole  shelf. 

As 
Pi 
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^^ Kurt  Fuchs,  Contemporary 

Systems,  Needham,  Mass.:  Vis- 
ualize the  dishwasher  with  the 

door  open  when  you  plan.  Will 

an  open  dishwasher  door  block 
traffic  or  pin  you  against  the 
sink?  In  the  food  preparation 
areas,  inches  count.  For  the 

command  post  of  the  kitchen — 
between  sink  and  cooktop — you 
need  at  least  30  inches  of  work- 

space. On  the  other  side  of  the 
stove,  allow  at  least  8  inches  be- 

tween cooktop  and  wall,  so  pot- 

handles  don't  stick  into  the 
room  or  over  another  burner. 

For  storage,  we  often  use  stack- 

able  plastic  pigeonholes,  some 

open,  some  with  pull-out  shelves 
for  cookbooks,  some  with  lock- 

able  flap-doors  for  medicines — 
or  hiding  birthday  presents. 

Tod  Williams  and  Stephen 
Potters,  New  York:  Floor  space 
is  for  two  things:  cleaning  and 
traveling,  none  of  which  ought 

to  be  done  very  much  in  a  kitch- 
en. Keep  the  work  areas  within 

a  few  steps  of  each  other,  and 
the  aisles  small.  Try  to  get  some 
natural  light  into  the  kitchen: 
Windows  between  countertops 
and  upper  cabinets,  perhaps. 

Hang  your  herbs  under  the  fluo- 
rescents:  they  thrive  there.  For 

hot-plates  and  small  cutting  sur- 
faces, we  use  8-inch-square  ce- 
ramic tiles  with  felt  glued  to  the 

bottom.  And  glass  canning  jars 

make  great  canisters  for  pasta 
and  other  attractive  foods.  For 

potholders,  buy  some  looms 
and  loops  at  the  five  and  ten  and 
put  the  kids  to  work:  It  was  a 
great  idea  when  we  were  kids, 
and  it's  a  great  idea  today. 

Janean  Kitchen  Designs,  San 
Francisco:  Try  to  have  one 
really  comfortable  working 
area  at  least  4  feet  (even  8  feet 

for  an  island)  facing  either  nat- 
ural daylight  or  people — or 

both.  Two  simple  storage  im- 
provers for  any  kitchen:  Add 

half-shelves  between  cabinet 
shelves  for  small  packaged 
foods.  And  to  help  uncluttcr 

deep  drawers,  install  shallow 

sliding  trays  a  third  the  drawer's length  for  cookie  cutters  and 
other  miscellany. 

Charles  Mount,  New  York:  If 

you  don't  have  a  center  work 
island,  you  can  build  one  your- 

self: a  4-by-4  foot  (or  4  by  6  if 
you  have  the  space)  slab  of 
butcher  block  on  a  36-inch-high 

structure  of  plumber's  alumi- 
num pipes  and  elbows.  Put  the 

whole  thing  on  wheels  if  you 
like.  And  underneath,  have  a 

pair  of  rolling  two-drawer  file 
cabinets  for  storage  and  extra 
roll-out  work  surfaces. 

Florence  Perchuk,  SVP  Kitch- 
en and  Bath  Designs,  New 

York:  The  best  kitchens  are  per- 
sonal kitchens.  Ihis  can  mean 

anything  from  building  the  cen- 

ter island  extra  high  if  you're 
extra  tall  to  displaying  your  col- 

lection of  ceramic  pumpkins  on 
top  of  the  cabinets.  You  can  still 
have  the  most  efficient  design — 
but  why  have  a  slick  modern 
kitchen  if  you  love  terra  cotta 
and  baskets?  I  like  to  have 

things  handy:  I  put  slots  for 
knives  and  cleavers  right  into 

the  chopping  block — plus  a 
round  lidded  hole  with  a  can- 

ister underneath  to  scrape  the 

scraps  into.  For  open  storage.  I 
like  old  cookie  tins,  or  baskets 

with  big  jars  inside.  One  of  my 
clients  found  an  antique  post- 
office  mailbox  with  lots  of  little 

compartments  w  ith  keys.  We  re- 
cessed it  into  a  wall,  and  now  it 

holds  spices  instead  of  mail. 
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cookware,  1,  copper  bonded  to 

stainless  steel.  Revere.  2  En- 

ergy-saving microwave  oven,  3 
cycles:  fast,  slow,  defrost.  Frigi- 
daire.  3  Easy  food  dehydrator. 

Food  preserved  in  1  step!  Ham- 
macher  Schlemmer.  4  Newly  de- 

signed agitator  in  large  capacity 
washer  moves  clothes  down  to 

cleaning  actionof  paddles.  Sears. 

5  "Hot  Dogger,"  cooks  1-5  Amer- 
ican favorites  in  60  seconds. 

Presto.  6  Flexible  refrigerator/ 

freezer.  "Design  Your  Own  Mod- 
el" with  choices  of  accessories. 

Admiral.  7  Laundry  go  togethers. 
Small  capacity  stacking  pair. 

Washer  can  be  built-in.  General 
Electric.  8  Microwave  oven,  plus: 

top  oven  combines  microwave 
and  conventional  cooking  for 

separate  or  combined  use.  Ther- 
mador.  9  Energy  miser  refrigera- 

tor/freezer. Super  thick  insula- 
tion and  power  saving  heater 

control.  Whirlpool.  10  All-natural 
peanut  butter.  Add  nothing  but 

nuts.  Salton.  11  See-through 

bakeware.  1-  or  2-quart  casse- 
roles with  au  gratin  covers.  Heller 

Designs.  12  Double-decker 
range;  2  self-cleaning  ovens  and 
a  smooth  cooktop.  Caloric.  13 

The  All-purpose  Vita  Mix.  Hot  or 

cold,  beats,  grinds,  chops.  Ham- 
macher  Schlemmer.  14  Combi- 

nation range.  Microwave  speed, 
conventional  heat  together,  plus 

smooth  cooktop.  Litton  Indus- 
tries. 15  Automatic  juicer  with  1 

piece  reamer/ strainer  cup.  Do- 
minion by  Hamilton  Beach.  16 

Handcrafted  beechwood  butter 

tub.  8-inch  diameter.  Harriet 

Amanda  Chapman.  17  All  in  1 

grill-range.  Conventional  or  con- 
vected  heat  baking,  cartridge  ac- 

cessories. Jenn-Air.  18  "Thermo- 
radiant"  double  boiler,  I-2 
quarts,  aluminum  sandwiched 
with  stainless  alloy.  Cuisinarts. 

19  8-pound  dough  mixer  does  the 

kneading.  Mirro.  For  shopping  in- 
formation   turn    to    page    131. 

TETSU    OKUHARA 
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From  an  English  country  inn 

w\ce  ana  savor 
Recipes  from  a  master  chef  in  England's  Lake  Country 
Some  of  the  best  in  British  food 
can  be  tasted  at  the  Miller  Howe 
Hotel  on  Lake  Windermere  in 
England.  See  the  story  on  page 

12.  Here  is  a  typical  mouth-wa- 
tering menu  and  some  of  John 

Tovey's  well-loved  recipes. 

VEGETABLE  AND 
APRICOT  SOUP 
Ingredients 

8  ounces  onions 
4  ounces  butter 

V2  cup  dry  white  wine 
24  ounces  mixed  root 

vegetables,  diced  (carrot, 
turnip,  celery,  or  parsnip) 

8  ounces  dried  apricots,  soaked 
overnight  in  water  to  cover, 
and  drained 

1  pint  chicken  or  beef  stock 

salt  and  pepper 

V2  cup  cream 
chopped  parsley 
poached  fresh  apricots 

Method 

Gently  saute  onions  in  butter 

until  golden.  Add  wine  and  veg- 
etables along  with  apricots. 

Cover  this  with  a  damp  piece  of 

heavy  wax  paper  and  leave  sim- 
mering for  1  hour,  stirring  occa- 

sionally. 

Add  stock  and  pass  through  a 
sieve  or  use  a  blender.  Reheat 

and  check  seasoning.  Serve  with 
chopped  parsley  and  fresh 
cream  and  garnish  with  poached 
fresh  apricots  if  available. 
Serves  10. 

Proud  of  your  copper? 

Keep  it  shining  with'Evinkkf. 
Twinkle  copper  cleaner  gives  you  a  shine  and  brightness 

that  lasts  a  long  time. 
There  is  a  reason.  Twinkle  is  the  only  copper 

cleaner  containing  chronite.  Its  an  ingredient  that  holds 
back  tarnishing. 

So  if  you  want  your  copper  to  keep  its  shine,  getTwinkle. 

^Copyright  1975  The  Drackett  Products  Co. 

^,-       DINNER     "■ 
MENU  PROM 
MILLER  HOWE 

HOTEL 

Cheese  and  chive  tart  with 
homemade  piccalilli 

Vegetable  and  apricot  soup* Smoked  mackerel  with 

gooseberry  puree  and 
wholemeal  bread 

124 

Lamb  cutlets  with  orange  and 

mint  in  puff  pastry* Fillet  of  pork  with  coriander 
and  saffron  rice 

Snow  peas 

French  beans 
Buttered  zucchini  with 

toasted  almonds 
New  season  carrots 

Baked  cabbage  with  garlic 
and  juniper 

Mashed  turnip 

Minted  Jersey  potatoes 

Grapefruit  ana  pernod  mousse* Strawberry  meringue  nest 

My  Nan's  tipsy  trifle 
Orange  ginger  and  mandarin ice-box  pudding 

Poached  peach  with 
caramel  sauce 

Black  currant  farmhouse  pie 
with  cream 

Stilton  cheese  with  soda  bread 
and  homemade  biscuits 

^-_,  Coffee 

LAMB  CUTLETS 
WITH  ORANGE  AND 
MINT  IN  PUFF 
PASTRY 

Ingredients 
6  lamb  cutlets,  trimmed  of 

excess  fat 
flour  seasoned  with  V2  teaspoon 

each  salt  and  pepper 

2  ounces  each  butter  and  oil, 
mixed 

1  orange,  peeled  and  sliced 
3  tablespoons  mint,  freshly 

chopped  in  sugar 
puff  pastry 

Coat  cutlets  with  seasoned 

and  saute  quickly  in  butter 
oil.  Drain  on  paper  towels. 

Place  orange  slice  and  a 
mint  on  top  of  cutlets  and  v 
each  in  puff  pastry  leaving  t "handle"  exposed. 

Bake  at  450°  for  about  25  1 utes. 

ROUGH  PUFF 
PASTRY 

Ingredients 
1  pound  hard  (high  gluten)  fh 

sifted  with  a  pinch  of  salt 

V2  pound  margarine  cut  ini 
small  pieces 

V2  pound  lard  or  shortening, 
cut  into  small  pieces 

10  ounces  ice  water,  less  1 

tablespoon,  mixed  with  1 
tablespoon  fresh  lemon  jui 

Method 

Sift  flour  and  salt  into  a  bowl 

add  the  pieces  of  fat.  Just  f 
them    around    to    get    them 

coated    with    flour,    but    6<- "work"  the  pastry  yet  or  attei 
to  mix  them  in. 

Make  a  well  in  the  center,  p 

the  liquid  in,  then  take  a  paU 
knife  and  make  cuts  across  i 

across,  turning  the  bowl  aroi 
as  you  go  so  that  you  gei 
bring  it  all  together.  W 
quickly,  and  as  soon  as  you  hi 
a  reasonable  lump  of  mixtt 
turn  it  out  onto  a  floured  bo. 

— along  with  all  the  loose  fl' 
that's  left  as  well. 

Using  your  hands,  lightly 

gently  shape  the  mixture  inti 
brick  shape  and  then  take 
large  long  rolling  pin  (hola 
it  right  at  the  ends)  make  3  qu 

depressions  widthwise  to  ti 
the  air  at  each  end  and  in 
middle. 

Still  keeping  your  hands  at  ■ edges  of  the  pin  (the  pressi 
should  not  be  directly  over  1 

pastry)  roll  the  brick  shape  ii 

an  oblong  roughly  13  incl" 
long  and  8  inches  wide. Continued  on  page  1 



It's  agreed  you  would  have  to  be  loco 
not  to  love  Arrow  Creme  de  Cacao, 

sipped  by  young  debs 
and  aging  celebs, 

it  was  favored  by  Pepe  Le  Moco. 

BRANDY  ALEXANDER 

1  part  Arrow  Creme  de  Cacao 
1  part  brandy,  1  part  cream 

Shake  all  ingre- 
dients together 

with  cracked  ice. 

Strain  into  cock- 
tail glass. 

n 
-^^      ':i*\ 

av 

cAwiOU),  HEUBLEIN'S  HOUSE  OF  GOOD  TASTE. *For  free  drink  and  food  recipe  booklet  write:  Arrow  Cordials,  P.O.  Box  1316,  Hartford,  Conn.  06101. 
Arrow®  Creme  de  Cacao,  54  Proof.  -1975  Arrow  Liquors  Co.,  Allen  Park,  Michigan. 
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Chiantissimo 
A  robust  wine  from  a  romantic  countryside  for  soups,  sausages,  game  and  past 

People  usually  think  of  Chianti  as 
"that  red  wine  that  comes  in  an 

I  electric-light-bulb-shaped  bottle, 

uith  straw  around  it."  Well,  lovely 
a-,  that  kind  is.  I  have  to  tell  you  a 

I  secret  about  Chianti.  It  leads  a 
I  double  life.  It  is  schizophrenic. 

There  is  Chianti  and  Chianti. 

Twenty-seven  million  gallons  of 
the  first  kind  have  come  in  the  pic- 

turesque basket  bottle  since  the 

year  1  200.  It  is  one  of  the  world's 
most  potable  and  "poted"  wines. 
But  the  second  type,  carefully  and 
lovingly  made  in  more  exclusr^e 

quantities,  comes  in  tall  straight- 
sided  Bordeaux-style  bottles,  better 
for  storing  and  aging  gourmet 

wines.  That  type  is  Chianti  Clas- 
sico  and  it  will  stand  comparison 
with  top  wines  anywhere. 

In  both  its  manifestations,  Chi- 
anti is  a  fine  drink.  It  is  grown  in 

the  hills  of  Tuscany,  among 

some  of  Italy's  finest  scenery,  some of  its  handsomest  architecture  and 
some  of  its  most  aristocratic 

names.  The  Chianti  Classico  re- 
gion is  quite  small,  full  of  castles. 

titled  families  and  vineyards,  start- 
ing about  10  miles  South  of  Flor- 

ence and  ending  some  four  miles 
North  and  East  of  Siena.  Classico 
is  strictly  supervised  as  to  quality 
and  origin  by  a  consortium  of  the 
producers  themselves.  They  grant 

qualifying  wines  the  right  to  dis- 
play a  Black  Cockerel  (Gallo 

Nero)  on  their  labels. 

In  Tuscany  the 
Chianti  Classico  region 

begins  10  miles  south  of 
Florence  and  ends  4  miles 
northeast  of  Siena. 

That  symbol  belonged  in  the 
14th  century  to  the  Chianti 
League,  formed  to  defend  the 
Florentine  Republic.  The  tiny  re- 

publics of  Siena  and  Florence  were 
always  warring  over  boundaries. 

Finally  t"hey  decided  to  settle  their 
disputes  by  a  sort  of  race.  A  Flor- 

entine knight  was  to  ride  South 
while  a  Sienese  knight  rode  North. 
Where  they  met  was  to  be  the  limit 

of  each  one's  territorv'.  The  start 
was  set  for  first  cockcrow.  The  wily 
Florentines  used,  as  their  alarm 

clock,  a  black  cockerel  they  knew 
was  an  early  riser.  Their  knight 
dashed  off  well  in  advance  of  his 
rival,  and  met  him  at  Fonterutoli, 

two  thirds  of  the  way  from  Flor- 
ence to  Siena,  thus  giving  Florence 

twice  as  much  Chianti  territory  as 

their  opponents.  And  the  Floren- 
tines have  practically  bathed  in 

^wine  ever  since. 

"In  the  old  days  they  used  to  test 
Chianti  by  shipping  it  around  the 

world  in  barrels.  If  it  wasn't  vine- 
gar when  it  got  back,  it  was  con- 

sidered good."  says  Count  Briano 
Castelbarco  Albani.  whose  proper- 

ty produces  one  of  the  finest  of  the 

Classicos — Castello  de  L'zzano — 
(soon  to  be  imported  into  the  Unit- 

ed States)  "ours  never  made  it.  It 

all  got  drunk  up  en  route!"  A  sam- 
ple batch  of  Uzzano  is  now  under- 

going a  modern  version  of  this  test, 
more  psychological  perhaps  than 

scientific,  with  an  American  cou- 
ple. Mike  and  Becky  Greenwald. 

who.  the  last  I  heard,  were  on  their 

way  around  the  world  in  their  sloop 
"Barcarole."  On  the  deck  Becky 

grows  their  fresh  vitamin  C  sup- 
plies in  the  form  of  alfalfa  and 

bean  sprouts.  In  the  hold  Count 
Castelbarco  contributed  other  sus- 

tenance in  the  form  of  a  supply  of 
Lzzano  ballast  that  is  sure  to  get 

lighter  as  the  trip  gets  longer.  My 

bet  is  it  won't  last  beyond  the  Horn. 
The  Count,  despite  the  constant 

historic  bickering  of  the  Floren- 
tines is  one  of  the  kindliest  and 

least  warlike  people  I've  ever  met. 
He  has  been  a  lumberjack  in  Nova 
Scotia,  and  a  cowboy  in  Mexico. 
"Wine  must  be  both  wellborn  and 

wellbred."  he  says.  His  Uzzano  is 
..ertainly  both.  He  specializes  in 
wines  that  age  and  mature  in  wood 
for  several  years,  and  keep  on 

■■growing"  after  bottling  as  the 
great  French  wines  do,  to  become 
naturally  distinguished,  aged  nec- 

tar. "Nature  equals  mature."  says 
he,  with  his  extraordinar>'  turn  of 
phrase  as  he  shows  you  around  his 
beautiful  "■fattoria"  (which,  sur- 

prisingly, means  not  a  factory,  but 

a  farm  in  Italian). 
There  are  more  conti  and 

tesse,    marchesi    and    marchi 

principi  and  principesse  per  sq 
foot  in  Tuscany  than  in  any  o 

Count  Briano  Castelbarco  Albani 
above,  who  makes  Castello  di 
Uzzano  Chianti  Classico.  Below: 

The  loggia  of  his  castle. 

part  of  the  world  (I've  made  .. 
vey).  So  it  is  no  surprise  to  i 
about  1  2  miles  West  of  Uzzano 

Montepaldi,   Count   Castelbarc 
colleague,   the   Marchese   Cors 
concentrating  on  young  Chiaii 

especially  made  to  drink  fresh  a 
fruity.  Although  Montepaldi  h 
Classico.  for  some  of  his  vintc 
the  Marchese  still  uses  the  wici 

wrapped  bottles  that  are  fast  I 
coming  collectors  items.  These  b 
ties  nowadays  often  cost  as  mu 
as  the  wine  in  them  because  of  t 
hand  labor  involved  in  making  t 
baskets.  Alas,  in  some  cases,  1 
more  ordinar\  Chiantis.  the  wick 
is  being  replaced  by  plastic. 

The  Corsini  family  was  seco 

only  to  the  Medicis  in  medie\ 
Italy.  On  the  Corsini  estate  are  st 
members  who  are  descendants 
families  that  have  worked  for  i 
with  the  Corsinis  for  over  4 

years.  The  Marchese's  family  h had  the  same  home  since  the  15 

century  and  numbers  two  Pop 

among  its  ancestors.  Whether  it Continued  on  page  I 



SEE  HOW  MUCH  MONEY 
PHIUOCOLO  GUARD  REFRIGERATOR 
CAN  SAVE  YOU  ON  ELECTRICITY 

^" 

For  example,  over  the  average  life  of  a  re rigerator  (1 5  years)  you  can  save  up  to... 

$1313.64 n  New  York,  NY. @  $.089  per  KWH 
$ 590.40 n  Rochester,  N.Y. 

@  $.040  per  KWH 
$ 797.04 n  Philadelphia,  Pa. @  $.054  per  KWH $ 590.40 n  Youngstown,  Ohio @  $.040  per  KWH 

$ 767.52 n  Hartford,  Conn. @  $.052  per  KWH $ 575.64 n  Buffalo,  NY 
@  $.039  per  KWH 

$ 767.52 n  Springfield,  Mass. @  $.052  per  KWH 
$ 575.64 n  Greenville,  N.C 

@  $.039  per  KWH 

$ 738.00 n  New  Haven,  Conn. @  $.050  per  KWH $ 575.64 n  Huntington,W.V. @  $.039  per  KWH 

$ 723.24 n  Richmond, Vb. @  $.049  per  KWH $ 575.64 n  Orlando,  Florida 
@  $.039  per  KWH 

$ 708.48 n  Norfolk,  Va. @  $.048  per  KWH 
$ 560.88 n  Houston, Texas 

@  $.038  per  KWH 
$ 664.20 n  Baltimore,  Md. @  $.046  per  KWH 

$ 560.88 n  Los  Angeles,  Calif. @  $.038  per  KWH 
$ 649.44 n  Tampa,  Florida @  $.044  per  KWH 

$ 546.12 n  Bismarck,  N.D. @  $.037  per  KWH 
$ 649.44 n  Toledo,  Ohio @  $.044  per  KWH $ 546.12 n  Little  Rock,  Ark. 

@  $.037  per  KWH 
$ 634.68 n  Detroit,  Mich. @  $.043  per  KWH $ 531.36 n  St.  Louis,  Mo. 

@  $.036  per  KWH 
$ 634.68 n  Kansas  City,  Mo. @  $.043  per  KWH $ 516.60 n  Salt  Lake  City,  Utah @  $.035  per  KWH 

^ 634.68 n  Washington,  D.C. @  $.043  per  KWH $ 501.84 n  Cincinnati,  Ohio 
@  $.034  per  KWH 

$ 619.92 n  Waterloo,  Iowa @  S.042  per  KWH $ 501.84 n  Raleigh,  N.C. @  $.034  per  KWH 
$ 605.16 n  Jacksonville,  Fla. @  $.041  per  KWH 

$ 487.08 n  Atlanta,  Ga. 
@  $.033  per  KWH 

$ 605.16 n  Sioux  Falls,  S.D. @  $.041  per  KWH $ 472.32 n  South  Bend,  Ind. 
@  $.032  per  KWH 

$ 590.40 n  Evansville,  Ind. @  $.040  per  KWH $ 
442.80 n  Mobile,  Ala. 

@  $.030  per  KWH 
$ 590.40 n  Portland,  Maine @  $.040  per  KWH $ 428.04 n  Sheridan,  Wyo. 

@  $.029  per  KWH 

(In  high  or  low  humidity  areas,  actua savings  mc 3y  be  more  or  less.) 

-— ^-*- 

It  sounds  too  good  to  be  true,  but  it  is  true.  Every  condensation  system. 
Phiico  Cold  Guard  Refrigerator  uses  less  electricity        Actual  savings  may  vary  depending  upon 
than  comparable  models  from  any  manufacturer  climatic  conditions,  individual  usage  and  electric 

listed  in  the  Sept.  1975  AH  AM  Director/,  with  their  rate  changes.  Savings  shown  are  based  on  esti- 
electric  anti-condensation  heaters  on  at  least  50%  mated  residential  electricity  costs  and  consumption. 
f of  the  time.  So  you'll  save 

money.  That's  because  only 
Phiico  refrigerators  were 

actually  re-engineered  to 
give  you  all  three  of  these 

important  energy  sav- 

For  a  free  booklet  that  will  let  you  figure  out  just  how 
much  you  can  save  in  your  area  write:  Aeronutronic 
Ford  Corporation,  MS  84,  Blue  Bell,  Pa.  19422 

Savings,  based  on  costs  m  effect  during  October  1975,  represent 

^  •^vo  \N4RR»NTy  TO  coJJ>v.    maximum  economies  available  on  current  performance  of  Cold 
"^^  ^  '*'<V\  f^iinrrl  KAr^ol  Pr^TOFft  r/-v^o   1  Of)  r/^mrviroH  ^A„t^,  tkoonorr,>, 

inn  fpntiirpc;- rIniihU      A^/»     ̂ u^u       .    ''lA  Guard  Model  RDT9F8  Code  120  compered  with  t
fie  energy II  ly  iCUlUlCb.  UUUUIC      [  .^  Good  Housekeeping  ̂ •j  consumptionofcomporable  size  and  type  models  of  three  leading 

cavity  Uni-Wall  Liner     ̂ .,.,,  '"°""''         .^brands as  hstedm  the Sept.  1975  Directory ..,    ''  ...    ̂ --~^0R  mm^i^^^of  Certified  Refrigerotors  end  Freezers 
published  by  the  Association  of  Home  Appliance 
Manufacturers  (AHAM).  Comparisons  show  that 

Model  RD19F8  uses  31%  to  45%  less  electricity 

—  comparisons  for  competitive  models  with  anti- 
condensation  heaters  are  based  on  average 
maximum/minimum  energy  consumption. 

with  no  seams  or  pints 

(patented  process),  precision 

placement  of  insulation,  com- 

pletely non-electric  anti- 

\?V>^^
o 

THE  REFRIGERATOR  THAT  HELPS  PAY  FOR  ITSELF 



Regular  chianti  should  be  drunk  within  a  year  of  its  vintage 
and  Classico  should  be  at  least  two  years  old 

ChiantiSSimO    continued  Uom  page  126 

significant  or  not  I  don't  know,  but a  little  church  on  his  estate  was 
once  a  monastery  naughtily  linked 

by  a  still  extant  tunnel  to  the  near- 
by convent.  La  Torre. 
Not  far  away  another  Classico 

bears  the  famous  name  of  Machia- 
velli.  made  in  the  same  vineyard 
that  was  founded  by  Niccolo 
Machiavelli  back  in  the  days  when 

he  was  writing  The  Prince.  His  de- 
scendant. Countess  Serristori  uses 

the  original  house  for  a  summer 
home.  Inside  its  front  door  are  two 
reminders  of  World  War  II.  One  is 

a  poster  in  German  saying  the 
building  is  off  limits  to  all  German 
ranks.  The  other  is  in  English, 

signed  by  Mark  Clark,  telling  GI's 
the  same  thing.  (Countess  Serris- 

tori. by  the  way,  also  makes  an  or- 
dinary Chianti  in  her  own  name.) 

While  the  Castelbarcos  and  the 

Corsinis  were  battling,  and  Mach- 
iavelli was  telling  them  how  to 

get  away  with  doing  each  other  in. 
another  local  boy  was  making 

good  by  sailing  to  America.  Nat- 
urally he  had  a  vineyard,  too.  He 

was  a  ship's  commander,  Giovanni de  Pier  Andrea  de  Bernardo  da 
Verrazano,  and  has  left  his  name 

The  Marchese  Corsini  above,  who 
makes  Montepaldi  Chianti  Classico 
conducts  an  alfresco  wine  tasting. 

to  a  famous  New  York  bridge.  As 
the  labels  on  his  Classico  wine  un- 

equivocally announce,  not  only 
was  he  the  discopritore  of  North 
America,  he  was  born  in  the  Cas- 
tello  of  Verrazano  in  1485  where 

his  lovely  wine  will  doubtless  still 

be  produced  in  1985.  George  Or- 
well notwithstanding,  and  pleasing 

palates  500  years  later. 

Just  to  prove  the  point  about  ti- 
tles, still  more  excellent  Classico 

is  made  by  another  neighbor  of 

Count  Castelbarco's.  the  Marchese 
Piero  Antinori.  and  bears  his 
name.  According  to  him.  ordinary 
Chianti  should  be  drunk  within  a 

year  of  its  vintage,  and  Classico 
should  be  at  least  two  years  old. 
After  two  years,  the  Classico  rules 
allow  the  wine  to  say  it  is  vecchio 
(old)  on  its  label,  after  three  years 
it  can  be  a  riserva.  But,  of  course, 
some  Classico  is  much  older  than 
these  minimums  and  brings  fairly 

fancy  prices. 
Genuine  Chianti  is  produced  by 

a  unique  method  from  four  varie- 
ties of  grapes.  The  proportions 

used  in  blending  give  the  different 
brands  their  distinctive  flavors. 
After  the  first  fermentation,  which 
takes  about  two  weeks,  Chianti 

producers  add  a  small  amount  of 

wine,  known  as  a  "governo,"  that was  made  earlier  from  two  of  the 

grape  types.  This  is  used  to  stimu- late a  second  fermentation.  This 
traditional  way  of  making  Chianti 

is  totally  natural  and  adds  gre; 

to  the  wine's  quality.  Like  all 
the  best  Italian  wines.  Chi; 

tends  to  have  "dregs,"  so  to  \ 
vent  these  getting  into  your  gl. 
Chiantis  should  be  decanted  if  \ 

are  a  perfectionist. 
The  best  of  the  ordinary  Chi 

tis  use  a  label  similar  to  that  of 
Gallo  Nero  to  indicate  that  th 
are  of  a  controlled  quality.  Th 
Putto.  a  baby  in  swaddling  cloth 
copied   from   the   famous   typi( 
Florentine  design  by  della  Robb 
Putto  wines  are  usually  young  a 

best  drunk   with  chicken  or  vi 

and    pastas    like    spaghetti,    thi 
Italian  soups,  and  sausages.  Ci 
anti  Classico  Gallo  Nero,  being 
richer  wine,  while  excellent  wi 
those  dishes  too,   goes  best  wi 
roasts  or  game  and  a  host  of  Itali 
specialities  like  Cotechino.  a  spi 

sausage  sauteed  in  oil  with  ton 
toes  and  lentils  traditionally  eat 

at  New  Year's.  Or  a  good  Tusc. 

dish  called  "Tortino  di  Cipollc" onion  omelette  as  made  by  Bep 

Bellini,  the  Florentine  antiquan 
and  gourmet,  for  example. 

For  this,  the  "dose"  as  the  Ita 
ians  call  it,  for  six  people  includ' 
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Chiantis  to  buy  across  America 

VNTI 

no  Chianti 
rted  by 
hieffeliti 

S3.29^ 

|<oli  Chianti 

'  el  Street  H'ine 
\erchants S2.99^^ 

io  Pucci 
nti  1973 

$2.99^ 
asperity  Wines 
i  Chianti 
ine  Imports  of 
merica,  Ltd. $2.39- 

10  Chianti 

52.99  ̂^ 
unson  Shaw 

io  Chianti  (Fiaschi) 
unson  Shaw 

$3.79=^=^
 

ottini  Chianti 
ischi) 
he  House  of  Ban  ft $3.64** 

nori  Chianti 
ischi) 
(litis  Wile  Sons S3.75** 

istori  Chianti 
ischi) 
eartree  Imports S3.60** 

PRICE 

lANTI  CLASSICOS 
D  RISERVAS 

pole  Chianti 
ssico  Risen  a 

2.  '64.  "69.  70 
'obrand 
fino  Riserva  Diicale 

tage  Chianti 
ninimum  6  years  age 
chieffelin 

fine  Riserva  Ducale. 

Id  Label  \'intage 
anti — minimum 
^ars  age 
chieffelin 

lio  Chianti  Ciassico 
howne  Vintners 

ilio  Chianti  Classico 
erva 
howne  Vintners 

azzo  al  Bosco 
anti  Classico  1972 

Frederick  Wildinan 
{.  Sons 

)pelli  Chianti 
ssico  1973 

arious  importers 

)pelli  Chianti 
ssico  Riserva 
i7,  1970 
arious  importers 
ilio  Pucci 
anti  Classico  1970 

Prosperity  Wines 
idolfini  Chianti 
ssico  1973 
Monarch  Wine 
mporters 

$4.98^ 

S4.95 

$8.35 

S3. 15 

$4.55  = 

S3.49^ 

S2.87 

S3. 75 

$4.49  = 

$2.98  = 

CHIANTI PRICE 

Carpineto  Chianti  S3. 49' 
Classico  1970.  1971 

Rolar  Imports 

Carpineto  Chianti  S3. 99 
Classico  1973  (Fiaschi) 

Rolar  Imports 

Montepaldi  Chianti  S2.49 
Classico  1973 

Bonsai  Seggerman 

Castellodi  Gabbiano  $3* 
Chianti  Classico  1973 

Made  and  imported 

by  A  rnaldo 
LaCagnina 

Castello  di  Gabbiano  S5.09 
Chianti  Classico 
Riserva  1970 

Made  and  imported 

by  A  rnaldo 
LaCagnina 

Verrazzano  Chianti  $3.99' 
Classico 

Dreyfus.  Ashby 

Cema  Classico  Riserva        S2.98' 
Chianti 

Monsieur  Henri 
Wines 

Florio  Chianti  Classico         $3.99* 
Munson  Shaw 

Soderi  Chianti  S2.75* 
Classico  1973 

Tile  House  of  Banfi 

Straccali  Chianti  S3. 75 
Classico 
Riserva  1970 

The  House  of  Banff 

Villa  Banfi  Chianti  S3* 
Classico  Riserva 

The  House  of  Banff 

Suali  Chianti  Classico  S3. 39 
The  House  of  Banff 

\illa  Antinori  $4.49 
Chianti  Classico 

Julius  Wile  Sons 

Antinori  Santa  Cristina        S3.S5 
Chianti  Classico 

Julius  Wile  Sons 

Villa  Antinori  Chianti  S6.S5 
Classico  Riserva  1967 

Julius  Wile  Sons 

Melini  Chianti  Classico        $3  69  = 
(Fiaschi)  1971.  1972 

Crosse  &  Blackwell 
Vintage  Sellers 

Melini  Chianti  Classico        S4  7^ 
Riserva  1968 

Crosse  &  Blackwell 
Vintage  Sellers 

Machiavelli  Chianti  S>  99 
Classico  1971.  1973 

Peart  ree  Imports 

Chianti  Classico  $2.59 
CasaSola  1973 

Bacchus  Selections 

Chianti  Classico  Casa  $3.99°^ 
SolaRiser\'a  1971 

Bacchus  Selections 

S  A  =  ?  =  CXi'.'ATE     3ASE0  ON   AVERAjSE  NEW   Y 

OUNCE  EOTTLE.  "32-OUNCE  3CTTLE 

OR<    CITY    RETA.L    PR 

4  pounds  of  onions,  8  eggs,  2  ta- 
blespoons olive  oil  and  2  cups  Chi- 

anti. Slice  the  onions  into  a  sauce- 

pan, add  oil.  f  p.'  until  transparently 
golden.  Pour  in  the  wine.  Cover, 

and  reduce  the  heat  as  far  as  pos- 
sible. Simmer  slowly  for  about  7 

hours  (keep  an  eye  on  the  liquid, 
and  add  water  if  it  gets  too  dn.).  By 
then  the  onions  should  be  a  sort  of 

tasty  mush,  which  you  spread  in 
the  bottom  of  a  preheated,  oven- 

proof, buttered  dish.  Beat  the  eggs, 

pour  onto  this  mush.  Put  in  a  mo  J- 
erate  oven  for  7  to  8  minutes.  The 

eggs  w ill  be  cooked  but  soft.  Ser\e 
with  Classico. 

Dunking  is  frowned  upon.  I 
know,  in  Emily  Post  circles.  But 
one  of  the  most  delicious  tastes 
that  exists  is  Biscottini  di  Prato.  a 

ver>'  hard,  almond  filled  cookie 
that  you  dunk  in  Chianti  (but  not 
in  Classicol).  .\sk  your  local  Italian 
baker  to  make  you  some.  Or  sift  3 
cups  flour  and  1  teaspoon  baking 

powder  together.  Add  1  '2  cups 
sugar,  a  pinch  of  salt.  2  eggs  and 
'  2  pound  shelled  broken  almonds. 
Mix  this  dough  well  and  form  into 
two  long  loaves  about  1  inch  high. 
4  inches  wide.  Brush  the  top  with 
another  egg,  beaten.  Bake  in  a 
slow  oven  20  minutes.  Cut  loaves 

diagonally  into  inch  wide  slices. 
Biscottini  keep  for  weeks  and  get 

so  hard  you  have  to  dunk  or  break 
your  teeth.  The  dunked  version  is 
a  pleasure,  believe  me. 

Every  year,  in  Greve,  the  heart 

of  the  Classico  countr>'.  there  is  a 
wine  fair  in  September,  with  a 
huge  tasting  of  Chiantis,  that  is 
well  worth  making  a  side  trip  to 
see.  The  atmosphere  is  as  life  must 
have  been  in  the  Middle  Ages. 
A  beehive-like  activity  every- 

where. Huge  hods,  barrels,  grape 
crushers,  and  wine  presses  on  sale. 
Booths  hawk  plastic  junk,  but 
there  are  enough  iron  pots,  bed 
warmers  called  preti  (priests),  cop- 

per cauldrons,  pottery  casseroles, 
and  enormous  mouse  traps  that 

look  like  miniature  railway  round- 
houses on  sale  to  give  you  that 

medieval  feeling.  Other  booths 
display  whole  roasted  pigs  and  will 
slice  off  a  piece  for  you.  sausages, 

steaming  pasta.  Old  men  and 
women  sit  around  the  wine  booths, 
at  tables  with  white  cloths,  and 

they  chatter  happily  about  the 

■good  old  days."  In  this  less  "la-di- 
da"  atmosphere,  Chianti  is  some- 

times referred  to  as  "acqua  dell "Amo."  and  that  is  the  w  ay  it  goes down.  ■ 

Swing-a-way  is  not  only  the  "BEST" can  opener  you  can  buy, 

but  one  you  can  afford  as  well. 
Back  to  basics. 

n  today  s  economy,  people  are  looking 
more  and  more  for  products  that  do  the  job 

—  really  perform.  They  demand  quality  and 
value.  Our  answer  is  the  Svving-A-Way  Portable. 

Supcrbuy. 

3.-.  ng-A-Way  is  the  practical,  back-to- 
basics  can  opener  that  makes  sense 
for  today.  Its  still  reasonably  priced. 

Just  S2.98  retail.  It's  durable. 
Guaranteed  5-years— built  to  last  twice 
as  long.  And  it  saves  energy  (and 

repair  bills^  because  it's  non-electric. 
Dairn  smairt. 

If  you  re  willing  to  use  just  a  little  of 
your  own  energy,  we  guarantee 
that  Swing-A-Way  will  outperform 
and  outlast  any  electric  around. 
At  one-fifth  the  cost  and  five-times 

the  guarantee.  Think  about  it.  It's 

Ponat  •  "  $2.98  retail 

Extra  quadity. 
This  easy-to-use,  always 

dependable,  gear-driven  Swing- 
A-Way  Portable  is  the  ̂ 1  selling, 
quality  manual  can  opener.  The 
quality  is  so  outstanding  NASA 
selected  it  to  be  the  first  can 

opener  in  space  aboard  Skyiab. 

s-YEAR  wBiTTEN  GUARANTEE  •  Good  Housekeepirtg  •               -  -_      ̂   nOLSli  .^ 
OVER  1O-MIU.ION  IN  USE 

A>
V'
' 

your  money. 

sujinGijiJAvi Vfe'rc  in  a  lot 

of  good  hea\ds. SWING-A-V.'AY  MANUFACTURING  CO.,  ST.  LOUIS.  MISSOURI  63116 
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During  the  day,  two  refreshing  snack  breaks  lift  the  spirit:  in  the  morning, 
hot  Potassium  Broth:  in  the  afternoon,  freshly  squeezed  grapefruit  juice 

Maine  Chance  cor         :  -agens 

or  junket  ( skimmed  milk  with 
rennet)  lopped  with  a  spot  of 
apricot,  papaya,  or  apple  puree. 
On  Saturday  night,  the  close  of 
a  week,  a  graduation  present 

comes,  if  you  wish — a  piece  of 
one  of  Chef  Joseph  Bellos  frag- 

ile cakes,  served  to  gainers  each 
day.  After  dinner,  guests  drink 
Sanka.  Gainers,  and  there  are  usu- 

ally one  or  two  guests  who  wish 

to  put  on  weight,  are  offered  de- 
lectable desserts,  snacks  of  sa-J- 

wiches.  and  milk  shake?  dv.r  -^ 
the    day.    extras    such  •  „  j 

:-  :'  potatoes  with  tn^.:  unaer, 
>ized  portions. 

Ingredients 

V4  cup  butter,  melted 
Vd  cup  arrowroot 
1  cup  milk,  heated 
1  cup  Cheddar  cheese,  grate  a 

4  eggs,  separated 
V4  teaspoon  cream  of  tartar 
V4  teaspoon  salt 
dash  of  cayenne  or  paprika 'Method 

In  a  saucepan  mix  butter  with 
arrowroot.  Cook  over  low  heat 
5  minutes.  Add  hot  milk  to  the 

pan.  stirring  quickly  with  a 
whisk  until  smooth.  Remove 

from  heat,  stir  in  cheese.  When 
smooth  like  fondue,  add  egg 

yolks  one  at  a  time,  stirring  un- 
til smooth  after  each  addition. 

Beat  egg  whites  with  the  cream 
of  tartar  in  a  large  bowl  with  the 
salt  until  stiff.  Gently  fold 
cheese  mixture  into  egg  whites 

until  well  mixed.  Add  cayenne. 

Grease  6  souffle  dishes  3  inches 

in  diameter  lightly  with  butter 

and  fill  ̂ 4  full.  Bake  ̂ -2  hour  at 
350=  on  lower  shelf  of  oven.  Do 

when  nothing  else  is  good  enougli 

of  Ag^rami 
,  wHhout  time  limit  ̂ [>^  andjfour 

yflOCK  OF  AGES  CORPORATIpN,  Bwf*.  Vt 

A  NORTBCOCJMVaiAMY 

not  open  door  until  time  is  I 
Serve  immediately.  Makes  6j 

dividual  souffles.  240  calof 

per  serving. 

L^  SAlAC .   _  ̂   l_  .  n  1_> 

Ingredients 

'  2  cup  carrot,  cut  in  very  thin 

strips 

1 2  cup  turnip,  cut  in  very  thin 

strips 

V2  cup  green  beans,  cut  in  ve thin  strips 

•2  cup  baby  peas 

^2  cup  cauliflower,  broken 
into  tiny  flowerets 

'  4  cup  Maine  Chance  dressin lettuce 

truffle 

pimiento beet 

Method 

Cook  first  5  vegetables  in  s 

arate  saucepans  in  very  I 
.vater  until  just  tender.  At)Ot 
minute.  Cool  and  drain.  T 

vegetables  with  dressing. 

Place  vegetables  on  lettuce  I 
Garnish  with  diced  truffle, 

miento  and  strips  of  beet.  Ser 
-   --  calories  per  serving. 

"'1    '    -     ̂ —  "I'^iPP 

3ALAD  DRESSING 

Ingredients 
'  2  cup  Wesson  oil 

'  2  cup  salad  oil 
'  2  cup  tarragon  vinegar 

1  teaspoon  Vege  Sal 

1  teaspoon  MSG 

1  teaspoon  dry  mustard 
"*  teaspoon  horseradish 

3  egg  yolks 1  bunch  watercress,  chopped 
1  bunch  parsley,  chopped 
6  shallots,  chopped 

'Method 

Put  all  ingredients  in  the  bleno 
:o  make  a  smooth,  creai 

caressing.  Add  1  large  tab 

spoon  ice  water  to  dressing 
t  is  too  thick.  Store  in  sere 

top  jar  in  refrigerator.  8^3 oefore  serving.  Makes  3  q_ 

9  calories  per  ̂ 4  tablesp-.^ 
serving.  I 

Fx/nSr  dERRYSHERBj 

Ingredients 

4  cups  raspberries,  frozen  c 
fresh 

low-calorie  yoghurt  for  garni sr. 

'Method 

Mash,  press  whole  fruit  ar 

juice  through  strainer  wii 
wooden    mallet.    Place    in    m 



.  n  freezer,  freeze.  Serve 

t  touch  of  low-fat  yoghurt  on 

f  Serves  6.  65  calories  per 
•I  ng. 

ji HURT  DRESSING 

( --dients 

ow  calorie  cottage 
leese 

1 1  low  calorie  yoghurt 

lespoons  honey 

^spoons  tresh  lemon  juice 
spoon  pineapple  juice 

jtional) 

lod 

f  rl  ingredients  In  blender  un- 
I  ?mooth.    Makes    about    2V2 

s     11    calories    per    table- 
.  )n. 

ACHED  EGG 
ORENTINE 
edients 

ish  eggs,  lightly  poached 
ounds  spinach,  cooked, 

'■ained,  chopped 
m  slices  toast,  cut  in 

iangles 
pped  truffle  for  garnish 
iptional) 

^edients  for  sauce 

iblespoons  sweet  butter 

tablespoons  all-purpose 
our 

cups  milk 

'easpoon  salt 
•  h  nutmeg 

ihod 

ange  egg  on  top  of  spinach 
each  of  4  ramekins  or  plates, 
ce  toast  around.  Top  with 

ite  sauce  and  garnish  with 
ffles. 

thod  for  sauce 

it  butter  in  a  saucepan,  add 
jr  and  cook  1  minute  stirring 

istantly.  Lower  heat,  add  milk 

and  stir  vigorously  until  it  boils. 

Cook  and  stir  for  about  5  min- 
utes or  until  smooth  and  thick. 

Add  salt  and  nutmeg.  If  too 

thick,  add  milk  and  pour  over 

eggs.  Serves  4.  330  calories  per 
serving. 

POTASSIUM  BROTH 

Ingredients 

1  bunch  carrots,  unpeeled 

6  parsnips,  unpeeled 
2  large  onions 
1  bunch  parsley 
3  leeks 

1  whole  stalk  celery 

10  quarts  water 
4  beef  bouillon  cubes,  crumbled 

3  egg  whites,  beaten 
1 V2  tablespoons  Vege  Sal 

Method 

Wash  vegetables  well.  In  large 

pot  bring  them  to  a  boil  in  the 
water,  simmer  3  hours.  Add 
bouillon  cubes,  stir.  Strain. 

Add  beaten  egg  whites  to 
strained  broth.  Bring  to  a  boil 

again  to  clarify.  Add  Vege-Sal. 
Strain  through  a  cheesecloth  or 
kitchen  cloth.  Serve  hot  with 

lemon  slices.  Keeps  1  week  in 
the  refrigerator.  Do  not  freeze. 
Makes  5  quarts.  19  calories  per 
4-ounce  serving. 

Spice  and  savor 
continued  from  page  124 

Fold  V3  over  to  the  center,  then 
the  other  third  over  that.  Use 

your  rolling  pin  once  again  to 
press  the  edges  firmly  to  seal 
them  and  again  trap  the  air.  Give 
it  a  quick  Va  turn  and  repeat 
this  procedure  3  more  times  (4 
rolls  in  all). 

Wrap  in  foil  and  chill  well  before 
using.  Before  attempting  to  roll 

the  pastry,  however,  for  final  use 

do  make  sure  you  allow  it  to 
come  back  to  room  temperature. 

Makes  enough  pastry  to  cover 
about  24  cutlets. 

GRAPEFRUIT  AND 
PERNOD  MOUSSE 

Ingredients 3  eggs 

2  egg  yolks 
3  ounces  sugar 

V2  pint  heavy  cream 
1  6-ounce  can  frozen 

grapefruit  juice  concentrate, 
melted 

V2  ounce  (or  2  packets) 

unflavored  gelatin  mixed  with 
3  tablespoons  water  and  2 

tablespoons  Pernod 

whipped  cream 

grapefruit  sections 
mint  leaves 

Method 

Put  eggs  and  egg  yolks  in  large 
bowl  of  electric  beater  and  while 

beating  at  top  speed,  slowly  add 

sugar.  Beat  until  very  thick  and 
lemon-colored  and  until  eggs 
form  a  ribbon.  Lightly  beat 

cream  in  a  bowl;  gently  fold  in 

grapefruit  juice. 

Put  gelatin  into  a  small  sauce- 
pan and  spread  over  the  bottom 

and  add  the  liquid.  Leave  to  one 
side  to  set. 

When  you  need  the  gelatin  to 
add  to  the  main  mixture,  gently 

heat  the  pan  over  a  very,  very 
low  heat  and,  when  loose  and 

liquid-like,  pass  through  a 
warmed  sieve. 

Fold  the  cream  into  the  egg  mix- 
ture as  well  as  the  gelatin.  Mix 

well,  but  very  gently. 

Pour  into  12  ramekins  each  4 

inches  across.  Garnish  with 

whipped  cream  and  slices  of 
fresh  grapefruit,  mint  leaves. 
Serves  12.  ■ 

Shopping  Information 
All  prices  are  approximate.  ^Consult  your  interior  designer  or  department 

store  decorating  department.  The  cost  of  postage  is  indicated  by  (     ) . 

VER 

:ktail  table:  42"  sq.  x  15%"  high, 
e  ash  burl  veneer.  From  the  "Arte- 

ls" collection  by  Henredon.  At &  J  Sloane. 

Bversed  Palimpsest"  sculpture: 
X  13"  X  39'^"  high,  stainless  steel, 
4,  by  Beverly  Pepper. 

r.l7"  and  "67.19"  drawings: 

y>"  X  35V8",  India  ink  on  paper, 
~,  by  Al  Held.  Both  works  at  Andre 
merich  Galler>. 

•stal    ashtravs:    large,    $100;    me- 
m,  $70.  At  Tiffany. 
le    ceramic    plate;    silver    edged 
shell,  $150;  red  Ijowl.  All  from  John 
iselli. 

lAT  GOES  WITH  WHAT? 
ges  74-75: 

brics  covering  furniture:  by  Far 

Eastern  Fabrics.* 
Sisal   carpeting:    by   Stark    Carpet.* 
1.  Glass  topped  table:  polished  alu- 

minum saw  horse  bases,  glass  cut  to 
size.  Aluminum  bases,  $225  a  pr.  At 
The  Door  Store. 

2.  Console  table/desk:  55"  x  22"  x 
29"  high,  walnut  inlay  on  maple,  de- 

signed by  Paolo  Pasotto.  $400.  By  John 
Stuart. 

3.  Dining  table:  66 1/2"  x  35"  x  29'/!'" 
high,  chrome  base,  weathered  elm  look 
Formica  top,  1  leaf.  $102.  By  Daystrom 
Furniture. 

4.  T-shaped  cocktail  table:  ,54"  x  27" 
X  15"  high,  in  red,  white,  black,  brown, 
yellow,  designed  by  .Milo  Baughman. 

By  Thaver  Coggin.  At  Bloomingdale's. 
5.  Table/desk:  62"  x  32"  x  31'/j" 
high,  2  drop  leaves,  2  drawers,  brass 

hardware,  14"  leaves,  pine  solids  and 

veneers.  $495.  The  Continental  Pine 
collection  by  Century  Furniture.  At 
W  &  J  Sloane. 

6.  Dining  table:  42"  sq.  x  29"  high, 
two  16"  leaves,  oak  with  driftwood 

finish.  $299.  From  the  "Weyshire  oak"" collection  by  Stanley  Furniture. 

7.  Console/desk:  75i-"  x  28 VV"  x  29" 
high,  glass  top,  black  laccjucred  (Inish 
base,  designed  by  Milo  Baughman.  By 
Thaver  Coggin. 

Pages  76-77: 
Sectional  sofa:  34"  sq.  x  24"  high, 
armless  and  corner  units  shown,  up- 

holstered in  beige  natural  Haitian  (-ot- 
ton,  armless,  $250;  corner,  $320;  otto- 

man, $230.  Bv  Tradewind  Designs. 

Upholstered  sofa:  87"  x  321/2"  x  31" high,  chrome  nailhead  trim,  4  loose 
back  and  side  cushions,  upholstered  in 

Continued  on  next  page 

Arthritis? 
RHEUMATISM? 

BACKACHE? 

BURSITIS? 

The  World's Most  Appreciated 
Home  Spa 

een  on 

jdemit 
WH I  RLPOOL°  ̂ ^mi^TH 

The  Gift  of  Health 

FREE  DEMONSTRATION 

(212)421-4727 
JACUZZI  WHIRLPOOL 

BATH 
1039  Third  Ave. 

NewYork,N.Y.  10021 
at  6 1  st  Street 

Jacuzzi) WHIRLPOOL  -^T  BATH 

JACUZZI   WHIRLPOOL   BATH 
1039  Third  Ave.  (61st  St.) 

New  York,  N.Y.  10021 
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bnOppirig   inf0rrn3ti0n    continued  fmm  preceding  page 

;'.a:.!ial  Haitian  cotton.  S800.  By  Flair. 
.\i  \%  &  J  .Sloano. 

Four-Hcater  sofa:  100"  x  36"  x  31" 
liigli.  nailht-ad  trim,  4  hack  cushions. 
1  ~fat  cushion,  upholstered  in  hcige 
and  white  chain  design  fabric.  By 
Drexe!  Heritage  Furnishings. 

Sectional  sofa:  88"  x  34"  x  35"  high, 
two  3-seat  sections  with  rolled  arm- 

rests, natural  cotton  canvas  upholstery. 

By  Habitat  IDS.* 
Armlfss  sofa:  72"  x  36"  x  29"  high, 
attached  seat  and  l)a(  k  cushions,  from 

the  "Ri'unda"'  group  by  Selig  Manu- 
factiii  ing.  .?860.  At  W  &  J  Sloane. 

Day  bed-chaise-sofa:  90"  x  32"  x  35" 
high.  4  throw  pillows  upholstered  in 
two  different  navy  and  wliite  fabrics, 

sofa  upholstery  t)ff-white  natural  Hai- 
tian cotton.  $500.  By  Selig.  At  W  &  J 

Sloane. 

Double  armless  sofa :  78"  x  65"  x 
27"  high,  two  sofas  placed  back-to-back 
and  bolted  to  make  a  single  piece,  pale 
gray  wool  upholstery  fabric,  designed 
by  Barbara  Schwartz  and  Barbara  Ross 
for  Dexter  Studio.  $4113.  Sofa  by  Fine 

Arts  Furniture.* 
"Mark    11"    aluminum    blinds:    1" 
wide  slats,  available  in   30  stock  and 

custom  colors  in  any  size.  3'  x  5'  long, 
.$40.  By  Alcan  Aluminum. 
Page  78: 

Area  rugs:  from  Stark  Carpet.* 
Fabric  over  chairs,  settee,  sofa:  by 

Brunschwig  &  Fils.* 
Boxes     and    portfolio:     from    Karl 

Springer.* 
Page  79: 

1.  "Senegal"  cotton  chintz:  54" 
wide.  3"  repeat.  By  Quadrille.* 
2.  "Ric  Rac"  rayon  and  cotton  fab- 

ric: 54"  wide,  1"  repeat.  By  Quad- 

rille.* 
3.  Cotton  sateen  print  fabric:  51" 
wide,  21"  repeat,  imported  from 
France.  By  Marignan.* 
4.  Pillow:  similar  pillows  available  at 

Pillow  Finer>-. 
5.  "Kent"  cotton  sateen  fabric:  54" 
wide,  I3V2"  repeat,  treated  with 
Scolchgard.  By  Cohania. 

6.  "Bertrix"  cotton  and  rayon  fab- 
ric: 50"  wide,  moire  stripe,  imported 

from   I5elgium.  By  Schumacher.* 
7.  "Quincy"  cotton  fabric:  54"  wide. 
2"  repeat.  By  Quadrille.* 
8.  Cotton  sailcloth:  51"  wide,  25" 
repeat,  imported  from  France.  By  Ma- 

rignan.* 
Pages  82-83 :  from  top  left 

Sofa :  92"  x  38"  x  29"  high,  bun  feet, 
nailhead  trim,  buttoned  seat  and  back. 

Bench:     22  V."     sq.     x     181/4"     high, 
stretcher  base,  nailhead  trim. 

Sofa  table:  62"  x  16"  x  27"  high,  par- 
tpaet  lop,  stretcher  base,  solid  ash  with 
white  oak  veneer,  from  Folio  Twelve. 

Sofa  table:  .54"  x  16"  x  28"  high,  2 
pull-out  shelves  with  heat  and  alcohol 
resistant       black       laminate      surface, 

stretcher  i)ase,  solid  ash  with  ash   ve- 
neer, from  Four  Centuries. 

Sofa:    90"    x    36'/^"    x    .34' -j"    high, 
double  pillow  back. 

Bench:  24"  x  16"  x  17%"  high,  ma- 
hogany      (^hipi)endale       reproduction, 

from  18lh  Century  Portfolio. 

End  table:   21"   x  27"  x  20V/'  high, 
cast  aluminum  base,  smoked  glass  top. 

Wing  <-hair:   .32V1."  x  301/,."  x  45'/--" 
high,  stretcher  base,  nailhead  trim. 

Fr<'nch  bergere:   28"  x  27"  x  37'/j" 
high,  exposed  wood  frame. 

Club  chair:  30"  x  ;54"  x  23"  high.  All 
j)ieces  by  Henredon  Furniture.  At  W  & 
J  Sloane. 
Upholstery  fabrics  in  living  room 
"Toile  Athena"  cotton  fabric:  over 

club  chair  foreground   lower  left,  55" wide. 

"Toile  Mille  Quinze"  Fibranne 
fabric:  over  armchair  center,  55" 
wide. 

"Colibri"  rayon  and  cotton  fabric: 
50"  wide,  over  tufted  sofa,  and  covered 
benches  right  center  and  left  of  sofas. 
"Mascara"  Fibranne  and  cotton 

fabric:  over  wing  chair  left  of  fire- 

place. 55"  wide. 
"Serge"  cotton  fabric:  over  sofa  un- 

der painting,  55"  wide. 
"Taffeta"  rayon  fabric :  for  curtains, 51"  wide. 

"Satin  Chine"  cotton  and  silk  fab- 

ric :  covering  pillows,  50"  wide. 
All  fabrics  by  Clarence  House.* 
"Intimate  Lighting  Andres  Green" 
acrylic  on  canvas:  6'  x  11',  1975,  by Robert  Natkin.  At  Andre  Emmerich 
Gallery. 

Three  studies  for  three  paintings: 

28"    sq.    each.    By    Robert    Swain.    At 
Susan  Caldwell  Gallery. 

Antique   "sang   de   boeuf"   ceram- 
ics: from  a  large  collectitm;  bowl  con- 

taining oranges  from  H.J.  Kratzer. 
Cachepots:  on  mantel  and  containing 
iiupatiens  from  Kratzer. 

Antique  Mexican  mask:  8"  x  13V-j" 
high,    with    stand.    $1800.    At    Kronen (jallery. 

Antique  column :  46"  high.  $750 ;  an- 

tique box  with  jade  inlay.  5"  x  3'i>", 
$90;  small  yellow  bowl,  $45;  shell  with 

sterling  edging,  12'L>"  x  8"  wide,  $270; 
antique  bronze  Japanese  deer,  llV-j"  x 
29"  X  341/2"  high,  $9000  the  pr.  At  John Rosselli. 

Nand  Gopal  sisal  rug:  9'  x  12'.  im- 
ported from  India.  From  Rosecore  Car- 

pet.* 

Pages  84-85:  Garden  Room 

Sectional  sofa:  84"  x  34i/j"  x  31" 
high,  armless  units,  buttoned  seat  and 
back  cushions,  on  casters;  available  in 
single  armless  units,  corners,  ottomans. 
Wicker  chair  and  ottoman :  chair, 

29'.."  X  30"  X  33"  high,  ottoman.  21"  x 
19"  X  I4I/2"  high,  buttoned  seat  and 
back  cushion. 

Armoire:  50"  x  20"  x  80"  high,  solid 
ash  with  white  oak  veneer,  brass  hard- 

ware, center  doors,  6  removable  parti- 
tions. 3  drawers.  From  Folio  Twelve. 

Cocktail  table:  421/4"  sq.  x  I6I/4" 
high,  parquet  top,  stretcher  base,  from 
Folio  Twelve. 

Chairs:  22"  x  22ii."  x  29"  high,  but- 
toned seat  cushions. 

End  table:  22"  x  27"  x  25"  high,  par- 
quet top,  solid  ash  with  white  oak  ve- 
neer. All  furniture  by  Henredon. 

"Gaspard  Stripe"  cotton  canvas: 
over  furniture.  50"  wide,  treated  with 
a  water  repellent.  Bv  Brunschwig  & 

Fils.* 

Antique  horse  sled:  37"  x  11"  x  22" 
high.  $1800.  At  Kronen  Gallery-. 
Antique  dowel  box :  on  coffee  table, 
$225;  antifjue  blue  ceramic  plates,  $45 

each;  clay  cachepot  containing  cycla- 
men. From  John  Rosselli. 

Dining  room 

Flip-top  dining  table:  72"  x  20"  x 
30"  high  closed;  72"  x  40"  x  29%" 
high  opened,  3  drawers,  solid  ash  with 
ash  veneer. 

Wing   chair:    32 Vi"    x   341/2"    x   48" 
high,  cabriole  legs  with  carved  knee. 

Side  chairs:  19'54"  x  17"  x  35"  high, 
solid  ash  exposed  wood,  nailhead  trim. 

Club  chair:  30"  x  34"  x  23"  high. 

Flip-top  tea  table:  28"  x  14"  x  26" 
closed;  28"  x  251/4"  high  opened,  brass 
hardware,  walnut   veneer  and   mahog- 

any. By  Henredon.  At  W  &  J  Sloane. 

"Toile     Mille     Quinze"     Fibranne 
fabric:  55"  wide,  over  club  chairs  left. 

By  Clarence  House.* Belgian   linen    and    cotton    fabric: 
over   armless   chairs,    and    wing    chair 

.54"  wide.  By  Stroheim  &  Romann.* 
Untitled  acrylic  and  oil  painting: 

50"  X  46",  by  Ray  Parker.  At  Susan 
Caldwell  Gallery. 

"Brown  Contessa"  porcelain:  $85 
per  5-piece   setting;    all-purpose  wine 

glasses.  $7.50  each;  crystal  decanter, 

$47.50;  '-English  King"'  sterling  flat- ware, dinner  fork,  $39;  knife,  $43; 
salad  fork,  $30.50;  dessert  spoon,  $33. At  Tiffany. 

Antique  bronze  candlesticks:  17%" high.  From  H.J.  Kratzer. 
Cotton  napkins:  from  Pratesi. 
Art   Deco  wood   box:    on   tea   table, 

$295;   log  baskets  from  John  Rosselli. 
Antique  brass  folding  fire  screen: 
anti(jue  brass  fire   tools.   From  Edwin 
Jackson. 
Bedroom 

Queen  Anne  ladies'  desk:  42"  x  25" 
X  30"  high,  brass  hardware,  solid  ash 
witli  English  oak  veneer,  from  18th 
Century  Portfolio. 

Armchair:  31"  x  31iV'  x  29'-"  high, Init toned  back. 

Bamboo  detailed  armchair:   21"   x 
23"  \  33"  high,  cane  seat. 

Ratchet  arm  love  seat:  65"  x  34"  x 
35"    high,    4    throw    pillows,    nailhead 
trim. 

Bench:  48"  x  16"  x  17%"  high,  ma- 
hogany, upholstered  scat,  from  18th 

Century   Portfolio. 

End  table:  22"  x  27"  x  25"  high,  par- 
(|uet  top,  stretcher  base,  ash  with  white 
oak  veneer,  from  Folio  Twelve. 
All  furniture  by  Henredon. 

Bed  hangings:  "IMercurv''  cotton  fal)- 
ric,  59"  wide,  "'s"  repeat. 
"Jupiter"  cotton   fabric:    over  sofa 

and  tub  chair,  55'/-;"  wide,  2'/->"  repeat, 
imported  from  Switzerland. 

"Josephine"     cotton     fabric:     over 

armchair  cushions,  48"  wide. 
"Klee's    Check"    vinyl    wallcover- 

ing:   27"   wide,   30"   repeat.   All   from 

&  Vice  Versa.* "Colibri"  rayon  and  cotton  fabric: 

covering   bench    in    front   of   sofa,   50" 
wide.  From  Clarence  House.* 

Tibetan   durrie   rug:    14'7"   x   11 '9". 
From  Stark  Carpet.* 

Antique  Chinese  watercolors:  25i4" 
X  20"  high.  From  H.J.  Kratzer. 
Antique    brass    folding    firescreen: 
52"  X  29"  higii;  antitpu-  steel  andirons, 

22';;"  high;  anti([ue  fire  tools.  At  Ed- 
win Jackson. 

Twig  log  basket  with  handles:  16" 
high;  plate.  8"  diam.  $6.  Both  from 
John  Rosselli. 

"Peignoir      Pastels"      cotton      and 
polyester  sheets:  by  Springmaid.  At 

^lacv's. 
Page  88 : 
First  row  top  left 

Carpet:  from  Harmony  Carpet.* Batik  cotton  fabric:  over  side  chairs, 

from  China  Seas.* Painting:    by    Calvert   Coggeshall    at 
Betty  Parsons  Gallery. 
Plants :   from  Sprain  Brook  Nursery ; 

arranged  by  Interiors  That  Grow. 
Top  right 

Carpet:  from  Rosecore  Carpet.* 
Tray  tables:  from  Robert  Webb. 
Drawing  over  sofa:  by  Jack  Young- 
erman  from  Betty  Parsons  Gallery. 

Other  furniture  designed  by  Bob  Pa- 
tino  Assoc. 
Middle  row  right 

Painting  over  bed:  by  Mrs.  Jones 
Yorke. 
Bottom  row  left 

Sofa:  941/2"  X  361/2"  X  2711."  high. 
Parsons  legs,  loose  seat  and  back  cush- 

ions. By  Baker  Furniture.  At  W  &  J 
Sloane. 

"Channel    Club"     quilted     fabric: 

over  sofa.  By  Etalage.* 
Bamboo  armchair:  27"  x  24"  x  32* 
high,  imported   from   China.   $420.  At 
Limited  Editions. 

Antique  crackle  garden  seat:  16" high,  $150;  brass  and  chrome  reading 
lamp:  designed  by  Cedric  Hartman, 

$395.  Both  at  LCS.* 
Handthrown  pottery  bowl:  12" diam.,  $35;   handthrown  pottery   vase. 

8"  high,  $20.  Both  at  Diane  Love. 
Antique  crackle  ashtray :    $45 ;    an-l 
tiipie    footed    Japanese    tray,    $21.    Atj 
John  Rosselli. 

6-panel  antique  Japanese   screen: 
25"   x  71"   liigli   per   panel,  .$5800.  At 

Charles  R.  Gracie  &  Sons.* 
Chinese    cube    table:    44"    x   28" 
18'/2"  high,  linen  with  lacquer  finis 
$1650;     Indonesian    basket,    bookcas 
3rd  shelf,  $120;  straw  covered  basket,! 
bookcase  2nd  shelf,  one  from  a  set  of  61 
baskets.    $320    the    set.    All    at    Karl 

Springer.* 

Bottom  row  right 

Painting:    5'   scpiare,  acrylic  on   can- 
vas,   by    Stephanie    Schub.    At    Susan (iaidwell  Gallery. 

Page  89: First  row  right 

Flowers:   from  Renny's  Flower  Shop. 
Middle  row  left 

Tureen  and  fish  plates:   from  John 
Ross<"lli. 
Middle  row  right 

Fabric      cov«'ring      banquette:      by 

Woodson  Wallpapers.* Fabric    covering    chairs:     bv    Boris 

Kroll.* 

Paper  sculpture :  by  Nancy  Miller  at 
Environment  Gallery. 

itolloni  row  h-ft 
Fabric     covering     sofa:     by     Schu- 

macher.* 

Page  93: 
Knives:  left  to  right,  10"  roast  beef 
knife,  .$9.95;  12"  slicing  knife,  $11.95; 

10"  cook's  knife,  $11.95;  8"  cook's 
knife,  $9.95;  6"  boning  knife,  narrow 

blade,  $6.95;  5"  cook's  knife.  .$6.95;  4" 
cook's  knife,  $5.95;  ''Magnabar"  hard- wood magnetic  knife  and  tool  holder, 

18"  long,  $7.45.  All  by  Sabalier,  At  Ba- 
zaar  de  la  Cuisine. 

FRESH  COUNTRY  BLUES  ZEST 

Pages  108-109: To  order  Tibouchina:  write  J.  Barry 
Fergus<jn  Flowers.  Burtis  Lane,  Syosset, 
N.Y.  11791 

"Fantastique"  cotton  fabric:  cov- 

ering table  and  walls,  .54"  wide,  28y2" 

repeat.  By  S.M.  Hexter.* 
Table  selling 

".Snowflower"     porcelain     dinner- 
ware:  $58  per  5-piece  setting.  By  Bing 
&  (irondahl  Copenhagen  Porcelain. 
Victorian    silverplate    goblets:    $65 

each;  cut-glass  rinsing  bowls,  $35  each. 
From  James  II  Galleries. 
"Old    French"    sterling     flatware: 

$172  per  5-piece  setting.  By  Gorham. 
"Sylvie"  crystal  vase:  9"  high,  $172; 
"Anemone  "  crystal  Howers,  414"  diam., 

$.35  each;  crystal  knife  rest,  V/->"  wide, 
815.75;  crystal  swan  ashtray,  $37;  crys- 

tal urn.  847.  /\ll  by  Lalique. 
"Dovetail"    stemware:     8%"    high, 

815.50  each.  At  Carole  Stupell. 
Antique       Sheffield-plate       gallery 

tray:  21"  x  15'i.".  -$.595.  At  S.  Wyler. 
Belgian  linen  and  polyester  lunch- 

eon service:  4  mats,  4  napkins,  $29.50. 

At  Leron. 
Dress:  designed  by  Mary  MacFadden. 
At  Henri  Bendel. 

Living  room 
"Ultra  Plaid"  and   "Ultra   Stripe" 
cotton    and    polyester    sheets:    de- 

signed  by   Angelo   Donghia   for   Utica 
Fine  Arts  by  J. P.  Stevens. 
Flowers:  from  The  Fernery. 

(Comforters:   by  Countess  York  Ltd., 
twin.  S.SO:  queen.  $40. 
How  To  laminate  window  shades: 
write    \^  indcjw    .Shade    Manufacturers 

Assoc,  Dept.  H&G.  230  Park  Ave..  New 
York.  N.Y.  10017 
DECORATING  FINDS 

Page  110: Doubledecker  checkers  set:  $4. 
Write  Pitkin  County  Toy.  Box  12940, 

St.  Louis,  Mo.  63141 Continued  on  page  190 
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Twenty-  four  lovely  Art  Nouveau 
masterworks  (1911-1927) 

$48  worth  for  only  $5.95 
^  M        Here  at  last!  The  long-awaited 

\/XIU€ 
POSTER 
BOOK 

Introduction  by 
Diana  Vreeland 

Actual  Size:  11  1/4"  x  15  1/4" 

•  Large  size,  full  color  VOGUE  covers  from 

early  years. 
•  Individually  printed  on  blank-backed  sheets 

of  heavy  coated  stock  as  if  for  display  at  New  York's 
Metropolitan  Museum. 

•  Separately  displayed  (with  or  without  matting 
and  framing)  these  portraits  are  the  perfect  solution 
to  a  thousand  difficult  decorating  problems. 

•  And  in  book  form  these  ethereal  beauties  with 
their  endless  long  legs  and  their  lives  of  endless  joy 
comprise  a  perfect  addition  to  any  art  library. 

Art  Nouveau  (1900—1930)  achieved  many  of 
its  most  stunning  effects  on  the  covers  of  VOGUE. 
And  now  the  finest  of  these  are  available 

detachably  bound  in  book  form.  Once  you've 
seen  this  imaginative  collection  you'll  never be  satisfied  till  it  is  yours. 

Now  you  can  examine  these  art  works— in 
your  home— and  — on  approval. 

If  they  do  not  enchant  you,  as  they  have 
enchanted  all  the  world,  simply  return  the 
VOGUE  POSTER  BOOK  within  10  days  for  a 
refund.  (For  comparable  posters,  purchased 

individually,  you'd  pay  at  least  $48!) 
Supplies  are  limited.  Return  coupon  TODAY! 

SPECIAL  HARD  COVER  DE  LUXE  EDITION 
ALSO  AVAILABLE.  LIMITED  QUANTITIES. 

Ideal  for  giving  ...  or  home  display.  Clothbound, 
all  title  lettering  in  24  karat  gold.  First  edition 
imited  to  10,000  copies.  An  excellent  investment 
at  $15.00. 

CONDE  NAST  BOOKS
  HG-36 

P.O  Box  3308.  Grand  Centra!  Station 
New  York.  New  York  10017 
□  YES,  send  me  VOGUE  POSTER  BOOK  for 
only  $5.95  (plus  45c  for  postage  and  handling). 
I  enclose  D  check  or  D  money  order  for  $6.40. 
if  for  any  reason  I  am  not  delighted.  I  may  return 
the  book  within  10  days  and  my  money  will  be 
refunded  at  once. 

D  SPECIAL  LIMITED  EDITION.  Yes,  I'd  rather 
have  the  special  hard-cover  limited  edition.  I 
enclose  $15.00  (plus  75c  for  postage  and 
handling).  Please  rush  it  to  me  with  the  same 
money-back  guarantee. 
Name: 

Address: 
City: 

State: 

Zip: 

Enclosed  is  my: 
□  Check  D  Money  Order  for  $   
Please  charge  my: 

D  American  Express  D  Bank  Amcricard 

Card  Number:    Expires:   
(date) 

Signature:. 

N..^
' 
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Elegant,  graceful,  luxurious,  comfortable,  superbly  constructed 

these  are  just  a  few  of  the  descriptive        ̂   ,  ■     ̂ ■-'- 
words  our  customers  use  when  talking 
about  our  furniture. 

,„    u-  ,    „  u  u         PRI^XE We  think  all  these  can  be       i»iiii¥n» 

said  of  one  of  several  new      "MM-A.Mr
 

furniture   items   found   in   our  latest  cata- 

logue. We're  really  proud  of  our  new  cata- 
logue and  of  the  variety  of  superbly  con- 

structed chairs,  love  seats,  sofas,  .^ 

stools,  etc.,  we  have  for  you  to    ̂ i^V"\ 
choose  from.  We  believe  you're    tf^I  i 
sure  to  find  in  it  that  "special" 
piece  you've  been  looking  for. 
Prince  Phillip,  $164.00   each  as 
shown.    5119.00    each    in    yoar 

fabric — send     6I/2     yards.    54" 
iSIUDDing  charges  are  extra) 

Xo  C.O.D.  Satisfaction  Kuarantood. 
Send  $2.00  for  Furniture  Catalogue 
and  Request  form  for  FREE,  hand- 
selected  decorator  fabrics  (choose 

from  stripes,  solids,  prints;  cut,  an- 
tique, crushed  and  plain  velvets;  etc.) 

'  When  in  our  area, 
I  be  sure  to  visit  our 
[new  11,000  sq.ft. 

Sliowroom  filled 
with  fine  furniture  and  accessories. HG7e3,      Hickory, 

"LOVABLE  DOLL"  LAMP 
Here's    the    perfect    lamp    for    all    doll    lovers. 
Not   only    is   the    parasol    shade   adjustable,    but 

this   26"    lamp    comes    in    colors    to    match   your decor.   Each  adorable  doll  has  taffeta  pantaloons, 
crinoline    petticoat  and   is  available   in  the   fol- 

lowing old-fashioned  gowns: 
GINGHAM  CHECKS  (with  white  lace): 

Pink,  Lime.  Blue,  Red,   Yellow 
ALL  LACE:  Pink,  Blue.  Yellow,  While 

(Bridal),  Black  (Senorita) 
--.,,-,  »»—  M_  f  iil'l  $.i  for  iiamlHng ;  in 

ONLY  S3t.t5  ''""/■  '"''/  f^'2-iO  tax) ^  Bank  Curds  O.K. 

LAMP  LAND,  Dept.  2 
321  Puente  Hills  Mall,  City  of  Industry,  CA  91748 

ciiKly  $ 
The  Shuffle  Desk 

Piop  rhe  pillow  desk  on  your 

lop  ond  you're  ready  for  business 
onywhere  your  lop  is.  Duroble 

plosnc-coored  rop  oppr.  I2"x16" wirh  orroched  pillow  bose  in 

bl.  denim,  choc,  br.,  Kelly  grn. 

solids  or  yel.  6  grn.  pnnr 

or  mulri-ploid.  by  Unik  Products. 

IDEAL  FOR  MOTHERS  DAY, 
GRADUATES,  AND  YOURSELF 

plus  $1  hondling 

Send  ck.,  mo.,  or  DAC,  MC,  AmEx, 

Diners  #  &  exp.  dare  or  coll 

(214-357-9986)  ANDY'S  SHOWROOM 
2629  W.  Norrhwesr  Hwy.  #160, 

DqIIos,  TX  75220 

You'll  love  this  Bright  Butterfly!  Its  vibrant 
shades  of  green,  yellow  and  orange  are  ac- 

cented with  a  pink  and  green  border  and  set 
against  a  yellow  background.  Kit  includes 
canvas  printed  in  full  color,  100%  wool 
yarn,  needle  and  complete  instructions  to 
complete  this  10"  x  10"  picture—  Sg.OO. 
Walnut  finished  frame  also  avail- 

able —  $7.50.  Postage  50c. 

( I  L  residents  add  5%  tax) 

®  TOWER  CRAFTS 
P.O.  Box  575,  Champaign,  I L  61820 

Color  Catalog  25c 
Free  with  Order 

SHOPPING 
AROUND 

WITH  AUDREY  NICHOLS 

ORDER  MERCHANDISE  BY  WRITING  DIRECTLY 

TO  SHOPS.  ENCLOSE  CHECK  OR  MONEY  ORDER. 

ADD  SALES  TAX  WHERE  APPLICABLE. 

ANY  UNUSED  ITEM  (NOT  PERSONALIZED)  MAY  BE 
RETURNED  BY  INSURED  MAIL  FOR  REFUND. 

ALLOW  FOUR  WEEKS  FOR  DELIVERY 

AIRY  GARDEN 

Unusual  stand  holds  plants  two 

ways — standing  or  hanging.  And  it's 
a  space-saving  24"  sq.,  66"  h.  Four 
drip-proof  trays  and  eight  rotating 
hanging  hooks  included;  assembly 
instructions.  Baked  enamel  finish 

on  sturdy  aluminum  frame.  Black  or 
white,  (Pots  not  included.)  Order 
flower  center  #2,  $29.95  plus 

$2.50  post.  C.  A.  Gordon,  HG3,  18 
Church  St.,  Paterson,  NJ  07505. 

PRETTY  PULLS 

Lovely  porcelain  drawer  knobs 
perk  up  cabinets,  chests,  or 
hi-fi  built-ins;  window  shut- 

ters; even  kitchen  cupboards, 
canister  tops.  White  with 

colorful  wild  flower  decora- 

tion, no  two  just  alike.  iy2" 
round,  %"  projection.  Screws 
included.  Set  of  four  $3.95  plus 
90c  post.  Artisan  Galleries,  HG3, 
2100  No.  Haskell  Ave.,  Dallas,  IX 
75204. 
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RELAXING 

Brighten  breakfast 
time  with  bed  tray 

of  lightweight 
handwoven  wicker, 
easy  to  carry. 

Complete  with 
compartments  for 
newspaper  and  a 

beverage  glass.  23" by  13"  by  10"  high. 
$16.95  plus  $3  post. 
Catalogue  25c. 
Fran's  Basket 

House,  HG3,  Route 
10,  Succasunna, 
NJ  07876. 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN 



MANTEL  CLASSIC 
Chiming  clock  comes  in  a  kit 
witli  pre-cut  and  sanded  pieces 
for  %"  solid  black  walnut  case, 

(17%"h.  by  13y2"w.  by  6'/2"d.) 
a  Westminster  chiming  move- 

ment, all  hardware  and  either  a 
Moving  Moon  (shown)  $124.50 
or  a  Tempus  Fugit  dial. 
$114.50.  Ppd.  Free  color 
brochure.  Emperor  Clock  Co., 
HG3,Fairhope,AL  36532. 

LIVING  HISTORY 
Become  a  member  of 
the  Early  American 
Society  and  receive  a 
bi-monthly  magazine, 
Early  American  Life. 
Cooking,  building, 
furniture  restoring, 

decorating  and  crafts 
keyed  to  Early 
America.  Annual 
membership  $8.  Early 
American  Society, 

HG3,  3300  Walnut 
St.,  Boulder,  CO 
80302. 

ENGLISH  STYLE 
Organize  your  correspondence  with  a 
distinctive  country  desk  of  medium  brown  oak.  it  has 
three  pigeonholes,  an  inside  shelf,  one  large  drawer. 

Perfect  size  for  small  wall  space.  39"  h.  by  36"  w.  by 
18"  d.  (closed),  28"  (open).  $199. 50exp.  coll. 
Catalogue  $1.  Bryan  Robeson,  HG-152,  Route  10, 
Box  793,  Hickory,  NW  28601. 

BLUE  SPRUCE 

Northern  grown  Colo- 
rado spruce,  a  land- 

scaping favorite.  Great 
for  windbreaks  and 

corner  groups.  Well 

rooted,  branched  seed- 

lings (4  years  old,  10" 
to  18").  Planting  guide 
included  with  every 
shipment.  Three  $1; 

eight  $2;  20  for  $4. 
Ppd.  House  of  Wesley, 
Nursery  Division,  Dept. 
5177-38,  Bloomington, 
IL61701. 

solid  pe^vter! 
Bicentennial  Buckle!  Replica  of  a  famous 

stamp  commemorating  the  Colonial  vic- 
tory at  Bennington,  Vermont.  Buckle  is  a 

solid  cast  pewter,  deeply  engraved,  deep- 
ened even  more  with  matte-black  contrast. 

Have  buckle  only  or  with  IVi"  wide cowhide  belt. 

4448     His  Belt.  (Tan— 34-40")    $7.98 
4447     Her   Belt.   (Tan— 22-32")      $S.98 
8331      Buckle   Only      $4.98 

Add  50(  post.  &  hdlg.  N.Y.  res.  add  faxes 

Dept.  G32, 

LililAN  ̂ ETlONlVlt.  Vernon,  N.Y.  10550 

Charming  stained  glass  decorative  piece 

will  brighten  a  mantel,  delight  a  win- 
dow, adorn  a  table.  A  gift  that  says 

something  forever.  Freestanding  in  vi- 

brant colors.  Each  panel  is  5"  by  7". 

C^y  f\n    add  9SC  pstg.  &  hdlg. 91  .W    Md.  res.  add  4»„ 

Full  color  stained  glass  catalog  $1. 

151 1 1  New  Hampshire  Ave..  G36 
Colesville.  Maryland  20904 

Now,  an  attractive  way  to  CAMOU- 
FLAGE your  valuable  jewelry.  This 

beautiful  Apothecary  Jar  sits  safely 

among  your  cosmetics  and  creams. 
Its  special  compartment  serves  as  a 

hiding  place  for  your  precious 

things.  If  you  were  a  thief . . .  would 

you  steal  an  innocuous  looking 

apothecary  jar  filed  with  cotton 
balls?  Of  course  not!!!  Only  $8.50. 

Also  available  ...  "Eve's  Leaves" 
and  "The  Sexy  Feather."  Quality 
crafted  Sterling  Silver  necklaces 

with  imported  chains.  Gift  Boxed. 

1.  Maxi-Leaf       $65.00 
2.  Feather  $45.00 

3.  Mini-Leaf        $25.00 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed. 

For  Master  Charge  and  BankAmericard, 

complete  number,  expiration  date,  Signature. 

Georgia  add  4%  sales  tax. 

4CAKO\  LESLIE Post  Office  Box  76651 

13: 
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The  way  to  select ORIENTAL  RUGS 
is  to  examine  them 

in  your  own  home 

Rare  antique,  inexpen- 

sive antique,  semi-an- 
tique, and  new  rugs  in 

antique  designs.  Each 
moderately  priced. 

?E\D  FOR  DESCRIPTIVE  LISTS  .md  COLORED  PICTURES.  Include  your  Zip 
Code.  Select  nics  you  wish  sent  on  APPROVAL.  IV  E  PAY  ALL  SHIPPING 
CHARGES.  NO  DEPOSIT  OR  EXPENSE  to  you  in  ordering  our  rugs  shipped  on 
approval.   No   obligation   to   buy. 

Antique  rugs  $150.00  to  $9500 
Snuill  to  Giant  Sizes. 

2.000  Oiient.il  rugs  from 
India  in  pa.«tcl  (Kirman)  colors 

100%  wool  nap,  50  sizes 
9  X  12  ft.  $395  to  $825. 

Many  giant  and  unusual   sizes 

For  sale  by  America's  foremost 
authority  and  expert  on  Oriental 
RuRS.  and  largest  exclusive  dealer 
in  natural,  untreated  rugs. 

For  50  years  we  have  been  eliminating  the  element 
of  gamble  in  buying  Oriental  Rugs  for  thousands 
of  customers   all   over  America. 

"Oriental   Rugs  —  A   Complete   Guide" 
by  Charles  W.  Jacobsen      $20.50 
First  and  only  Oriental  Rug  encyclope- 

dia ever  published.  480  pages  with  250 
plates,  38  in  full  color. 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 
§ 

§ 
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CHAS.W.  JACOBSEN, Inc.  f^s'^IP-^sl 

A  YEAR'S  INCOME 
IN  6  WEEKS! 

BUCKJACK 
PUYERS 

^Use  my  unbeatable, 
"^of*"^""'     quickly-learned  system 

to  EARN  OVER  $50.00  AN  HOUR  in 

any  casino.  Play  relaxed.  No  cards  or 
charts  to  memorize,  -  and  IT  WORKS! 

•30DAY  FREE  HOME  TRIAL* 
You  must  be  satisfied  100%.  No 

obligation.  Get  a  deck  of  cards  and 

try  it.  You'll  be  amazed. 
Free  Details  Via  Airmail 

"  "MFLlRANrrDTptle"        ' 324  So.  First  Street       Alhambra,  Ca  91802 

401   S.  SALINA  ST.,  DEPT.  G 
N.Y.   13201 

Name Please  Print 

Address 

l^i
ty 

State 

Zip 

^he  Work- Saver. 
The  Heart-Saver. 
This  scientifically  designed 

Wheelbarrow-Cart  lets  you 
guide  300  pound  loads  with 
JUST  ONE  HAND! 

1% 

'\} 

Balances  heaviest,  bulkiest  loads  with 

incredible  ease!  Can't  tip  of  spill!  Essen- 
tial for  every  gardener  and  homeowner, 

gets  more  done  in  less  time  with  much 
less  effort.  Build-it-yourself  kit,  too. 
Write  now  to: 

GARDEN  WAY  RESEARCH 

V^Dept.   60873.  Charlotte.  Vt.  05445 
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SHOPPING  AROUND 

ERICOFON  $44.95 
Compare  at  $59.95 

Unique  Swedish  design  phone  doesn't  ring,  it chirps!  Dial  in  base.  Pick  up  to  answer,  set  down 
to  hang  up.  White,  red,  beige,  aqua  mist,  coffee, 
pink.  (Indicate  second  color  choice.)  Ready  to 
plug  in.  Satisfaction  guaranteed. 

Order  By  Mail  Today 

Send  check  or  money  order    Sorry,  no  C.O.D.'s. We  accept  Master  Charge 
Send  card  number  and  expiration.  Add  $1.50 
shipping,' handling  charge  per  phone.  (Add  $2.50 
west  of  Mississippi.)  Ohio  residents,  add  $2.47 
lax.  Send  $1  for  4color  catalog  and  receive  $1 
credit  toward  first  purchase. 

^^#^  THE  GREAT  PHONE  CO. 

I    JLJ  Oept    HG-36 1     M^^  5404  Northfield  Road ^l^"  Cleveland,  Ohio  44137 

You  may  consult  your  phone  company. 

PLANT  STAND 
EXTRA  STRONG  — 

Holds  12  Plants  — inJusta 

2Foot  Space 

GrunMar  Floor-to- 
CeilinK  Plant  Stand 
is  a  new  concept  in 

plant  arrangements 
for  home  and  office 
decor.  It  provides 
space  for  12  large 

plants.  Special 
clamps  slide  up  or 

down  the  pole  to  any 
desired  level  and 

accommodates  eight 
9"  and  four  12"  arms 

with  6  "  white  drip 
proof  trays.  All  arms 
are  interchangeable 

and  swing  to  provide 

many  plant  arrange- 
ment possibilities  ; 

near  windows,  walls, 
and  as  room  dividers. 
Easily  assembled  and 
installed  in  minutes  ! 

Adjustable  to  8  -'J'  high. White  or  black  ;  $24.95 
Chrome  ;   $29.95 

For  handling  and  shipping 
add  %.i.  plus  tax. 

Home  Plant  Displayers.  Inc. 
Dept.  C103 

51  Kast  42  Stre<-t,  New  York,  N.Y.  10017 

T 

FINGER  PRETTY-UPS 
Sterling  silver  bands  lavishly 
enameled  with  perky  flowers  in 
bright  colors  and  contrasting 
backgrounds.  Choose  from  three 
shapely  beauties:  heart,  round  or 

pear.  Rings  adjust  to  every  fin- 
ger. Each  $5;  three  $12.98.  Ppd. 

Ferry  House,  Dept.  HGR-3,  Briar- 
cliff  Manor,  NY  10510. 

TRIMLY  SMART 

Wear  a  fashion  baglet  lightly  on 

your  shoulder  or  tie  strap  around 
your  waist,  any  way  you  choose. 
Leather  and  suede  are  combined 

in  multi-colors.  Snap  front  clos- 
ing. 8"  w.  by  6"  d.  overall.  $6.98 

plus  50c  post.  Romar  Sales, 
RS-8J,  380  Madison  Ave.,  New 
York,  NY  10017. 

PROUD  EMBLEM 

First  Stars  &  Stripes  to  lead 
American  armed  forces  on  land: 

at  Bennington  August  16,  1777 

by  Vermont  Militia.  5'  by  3'.  Cot- ton bunting,  brass  grommets, 
canvas  heading.  $12.95  plus  75c 

post.  Catalogue  50c.  Pat  Baird 
Ship's  Wheel,  HGJ3,  Nottingham 
Sq.  Rd.,  Epping,  NH  03042. 

SUTTON  DESK  LAMP 

Replica  of  1810  candlestick  in 
sanded  hardwood.  Shade  comes 

in  white  or  beige  shantung;  natu- 

ral or  oyster  burlap.  20"  tall.  3- 
way  switch.  8'  cord.  $14  plus  $2 

post.  ($2.75  W.  of  Rockies).  Col- 
or catalogue  is  free.  Write  to  Bax- 

wood  Crafters,  Dept.  PHG-63, 
Box  7012,  Lexington,  KY  40502. 

EYESIGHT  SAVER 

Do  you  find  the  eyes  of  needles 
growing  smaller?  Needle  threader 
consists  of  a  plastic  funnel  into 
which  the  needle  is  dropped, 

spindle  to  transfer  thread  to  nee- 
dle, blade  to  cut  thread.  $1.59 

plus  20c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG3,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

COUNTRY  FABRIC 

Real  homespun  fabric,  the  kind 
woven  by  Pennsylvania  Dutch 

weavers,  makes  beautiful  table- 
cloths, never  needs  ironing.  Sev- 

eral patterns,  shades,  sizes;  also 
available  by  the  yard.  Descriptive 
brochure  free  from  Homespun 

Weavers,  PHG-3,  Ridge  and  Key- 
stone St.,  Emmaus,  PA  18049. 

PUSH  BUTTON  FRESH 

Smoke  Magnet  contains  more 
than  2000  charges  of  spray  to 

absorb  annoying  odors  from  to- 
bacco, kitchen  and  bathroom.  It 

leaves  a  light  fragrance.  Palm 
size  container  can  be  left  on  shelf 
or  table.  $5  plus  50c  post.  Air 

Superb,  HG3,  Box  A,  Gracie  Sta- 
tion, New  York,  NY  10028. 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN 



5  MINUTES— TWICE  DAILY  FOR  14  DAYS, 

THAT'S  ALL  THE  TIME  WE  ASK .. . 
and  we  guarantee  you  will  start  looking 

years  slimmer — and  that's  only  your 
beautiful  beginning! 

INGENIOUSLY  SIMPLE 

No  complicated  exercises.  No  rigid  diets. 
Without  disrobing,  do  one  simple,  pleasant, 

rhythmic  "5"  minute  exercise  twice  daily, 
lying  comfortably  on  your  back,  whenever 

you  have  the  time  during  the  day  or 

evening  (even  while  watching  TV).  Because 
it  activates  your  major  muscle  groups  at  one 

time,  it  instantly  starts  its  concentrated 

slimming,  firming,  and  shaping  action  on 

your  total  figure. 
AMAZINGLY  EFFECTIVE 

The  Figure  Shaper  action  concentrates 

mainly  on  your  waistline,  hipline,  and  upper 

thighs . . .  the  areas  that  emphasize  an  aged 

body  look  when  you're  overweight.  It  even 
helps  firm  up  your  bustline.  By 

speeding  up  your  metabolism,  it  helps  burn 
up  stored  calories,  releasing  excess  water, 

curbing  your  appetite  without  suppressants. 

You'll  increase  your  energy  factor,  vigor, 

and  well  being... and  we  guarantee  you'll 
see  results  in  3  days . . .  start  looking  years 
slimmer  in  14  days! 

SAY  GOODBYE  TO  RIGID  DIETING  — 
EAT  ANYTHING  YOU  WANT 

(JUST  20%  LESS) 

With  the  Figure  Shaper  Plan,  there's  no 
need  to  give  up  any  of  the  foods  you  love 

How  does 

a  girl  begin  to 
look  like  this? 

or  subject  yourself  to  rigid  dieting.  Just  cut 

down  about  20%  of  your  food  intake 

(without  giving  up  any  of  the  "goodies"  you 
love)  until  you  reach  your  normal  weight. 

After  that,  the  "5"  Minute  Figure  Shaper 
exercise  done  twice  daily  will  help  keep  you 

firm,  slim,  and  shapely. .  .and  it  can  put  an 

end  to  your  "weight-loss-gain"  cycles 
without  any  further  reductions  in  food 

intake  —  no  dieting! 

IT'S  COMPLETELY  TESTED 

It's  Medically  Tested,  Fitness  Fxpert 
tested... and  they  all  agree: 

It's  the  safest,  simplest  figure  shaping  plan 
you  can  use  to  slim  down  and  shape  up 

your  figure  quickly.  It  follows  the  physical 
and  physiological  laws  accepted  by  the 
medical  and  fitness  professions  in  slimming, 

shaping,  and  helping  to  revitalize  your 

The  Figure  Shaper 

Weighs  10  ounces. 

Fits  any  wallet 

size  pocket  or 

purse. 

TM intniitc    V 

figure.  That's  why  we  can  make  this  broad 
no-nonsense  guarantee . . . 

OUR  UNDENIABLE  GUARANTEE 

"You  can  stop  dreaming  NOW. ..with  our 
'5'  Minute  Figure  Shaper  Plan!  Use  it  for 

14  days,  and  if  you  don't  start  to  lose  inches 
and  pounds,  improve  your  vitality,  fitness, 

posture,  work  off  body  tensions,  feel  and 
look  slimmer...  to  your  satisfaction  ...  return 

the  Figure  Shaper  Plan  for  your 

$7.98  relund.  No  c|uestions  asked!" 
SLIMMING  RESULTS  THAT  STAY 

After  reaching  your  normal  weight,  one  "5" minute  exercise  twice  daily,  at  your 

convenience . .  .without  any  further 
reduction  of  food  or  dieting,  will  help  keep 

you  slim  and  shapely.  It  can  also  help 

break  your  "weight-loss-gain"  cycles 
for  good. 
STOP  DREAMING  AND  DO  IT  NOW! 

Use  America's  most  successful  figure 
slimming  and  shaping  plan.  Over  600,000 

customers  have  chosen  our  "5"  Minute 
Figure  Shaper  Plan  to  slim  down  fast. 
Results  are  proved.  Some  have  lost  as  much 

as  15  pounds  and  5  waistline  inches in  14  days! 

Of  course,  results  vary,  but  we  guarantee 

you  will  get  the  results  you  want  if  you 
follow  our  instructions,  or  your  $7.98  will  be 

refunded.  Shouldn't  you  "wake-up"  now 
and  start  to  make  your  dreams  of  a  beautiful 

figure  come  true? 

Give  us  2  hours  and  20 

minutes  to  lose  5-12  pounds, 
and  2-4  waistline  inches... 

and  that's  just  the beginning! 

Yes,  I  Want  To  Stop  Dreaming. 

I  want  to  see  real  resull<;.  You  promise 

that  I  will  begin  to  see  my  ligure  shap- 

ing dreams  come  true  in  14  clays.  Re- 

member, I'm  trying  your  scicntilically 

tested  and  proved  "5"  Minute  Figure 

Shaper  Plan  at  no  risk,  it  I'm  not  com- 
pletely satisfied  with  the  pounds  and 

inches  I've  lost  in  2  weeks,  I  will  re- 
turn the  exerciser  and  booklet  in  good 

condition  for  my  $7.98  refund  ....  no 

questions  asked! 

Joseph ^nfeider    creator  of  Beautiful  Bodies  since  1936 
"5"Minute  Figure  Shaper  Plan  oept.  lg/ow 
21100  ERWIN  STREET, 
WOODLAND  HILLS,  CA.91364 

Name   Age. 

I  am  enclosing  $7.98  (plus  S1.00  for  ship- 

ping and  handling)  for  your  "5"  Minute 
Figure  Shaper  and  illustrated  guide.  Cali- 

lornia  residents  add  6"..  sales  tax.  Enclosed 

IS    n  Check    G  Money  Order  (no  C.O.D. 
accepted)  for  total  of  S   

Please  allow  3  to  4  weeks  delivery. 

Address. 

C:ily. 

Slate 

.Zip. 

©  Joe  Weider  1975 Another  Fine  Product  By  Weider  Health  and  Fitness 
"5' 

IN  CANADA:  $9.96  plus  $1  00  for  postage  and  handling. 
Minute  Body  Shaper,  2875  Bates  Rd.,  Montreal.  P.Q.  H3S  1B7 

MARCH,    1976 
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COUNTRY  CURTAINS 
Ball  Fringe  on  Cotton  Muslin-or 

Permanent  Press  —  Natural  or  White 

TIERS 

20",  25"     

30",  36",  40"  . . 

COTTON 
MUSLIN 

.    6.00  pr. 

.   6.50  pr. 

PERMANENT 

PR'^SS 6.50  pr. 

7.00  pr. 

TIEBACKS 

45",  54",  63"  . . 
72",  81",  90"  .. 

.   8.50  pr. 
10.50  pr. 

9.00  pr. 

11.00  pr. 

VALANCE 

10"  X  80"    

All  pairs  are  90' 

2.75  ea. 

'  wide. 

3.00  ea. 

SEND  FOR  FREE  CATALOG 

For  years  Country  Curtains  have  gaily 
graced  the  bright,  clean  windows  of 
charming  colonial  homes.  Country  Cur- 

tains add  warmth  to  every  room  .  .  . 
Country  Curtains  retain  their  fresh  crisp- 
ness  and  are  a  credit  to  your  thriftiness 
.  .  .  Country  Curtains  are  a  lifetime  friend 
and  supply  their  own  sunshine  .  .  .  New 
England  at  its  very  best. 
Please  specify  cotton  muslin  or  permanent 
press,  in  off-white  or  white.  Please  enclose 
check  or  money  order.  Sorry,  no  COD's. Postage  and  handling;  for  orders  under 
$10  add  $1,  over  $10  add  $1.75.  Mass.  res. 
add  5%  sales  tax.  Satisjaction  guaranteed. 

COUNTRY  CURTAINS 
ArTkEREoLisN  Inn 

Dept.  34,  Slockbridpe,  Massachusetts  021621=, 

SPIRIT  of  '76 
Fisher 

Bicentennial  Paperweight 

$10.00  ppd. 
Numbered  and  signed,  limited  to  10,000 
etched  from  the  back,  made  of  high 

quality  crystal  5"  x  2%".  Oval  shaped. 

Matching  Bell  —  $20.00  ppd. 
Send  for  Platter  chatter  with  price  list.  Master- 

charge  &  Bank  Amerlcard  accepted  with  com- 
plete number  and  expiration  date. 

Edd,  the  florist,  inc. 
Hickory  House,  Collectors  Division  HG 

823  N.  Court.  Otfumwa,  la,  52501. 
Ph.  1-800-247-1075 

L^4% 

Yes,    you    can    have    a 
FULL      COLOR      POSTER 
blown  up  from  your  color 

photo  or  slide  at  a  frac- 
tion of  the  price.  All 

|-j   color  posters  printed 
J^  on  Kodak  paper.  Great 

gift  idea! 

EARLY  AMERICAN  SCENES  come  to  life  In 

easy  to-do  cross  stitch  samplers.  Each  kit  in- 
cludes stamped  natural  Belgian  linen,  bright 

colored  floss,  and  simple  Instructions.  Framed 

size  10"  X  10". Red  Barn  Kit  (shown)     $2.25 

Litt'e  Red  Schoolhouse  Kit     $2.25 
Covered  Bridge  Kit   $2.25 
Old  Mill  Kit          $2.25 
Lighthouse  Kit        $2.25 

Spirit  of '76  Kit      $2.25 
Minute  Man  Kit       $2.25 

Wood  frame,  10"  x  10",  mahog.  finish     $1.50 
Wood  frame,  10"  x  10",  maple  finish      $1.50 

PLUS  60(t  POSTAGE  &  HANDLING 

/'.I    Rr.^i.   Add  f!'~>   Siiirs  Tar.  Sonij  \n  I  Oil's. 

THE  ADDED  TOUCH 
12-H  Water  St..  Bryn  Mawr.  Pa.   19010 

soapHviolF 

into  a  FULL  COLOR  POSTER' 
at  Unbelievable  low  Cost! 

LOW  COST  FULL  COLOR  POSTERS] 

20' 

x24"  ...    only $7.50 

14' 

'x17"  ...    only $4.50 

24' 

'x36"  ..    only  $12.50                | 

BLACK  &  WHITE  BLOWUPS  TOO! 

2  ft.  X  3  ft.  $3.50  Laminated  Posters 

1  ft.  X  1  V2  ft.  $2.00  "P  '»  2  ft    X  3  ft. 

T/2  ft.  X  2  ft.  $2.50  
S^OOaddtL 

3  ft.  X  4  ft.  $7.50  P""'" 
 Rf""-ned. 

For  every  color  poster  ordered,  add  S2-00  and 
geta  black  &  white  same  size.  Black  and  White 
Dupricates  E09o  off.  Add  50C  each  item,  han- 

dling. For  prompt  delivery  put  name  &  address 
on  back  of  photo.  Send  check,  cash  or  M.O. 
N.Y.  residents  add  appropriate  sales  tax.  If 
you  send  slide  or  negative,  add  SI  00  for  each 
size.    Shipped    U.P.S.    $1.50    per    item. 

1^5: ^c/m  SSaA naeU 
Dept.  HG-36,  Congers,  N.Y.  10920 

ENDS  WASTE-SAVES  $ 
Still  throwing  away  small  soap  sli- 

vers?   Don't!    Now   you   can    nnake 
fresh  usable  bars  of  soap  from  sli- 

vers and  broken  pieces.  You  actu- 
ally re-cycle  slivers   into  new   full 

size    bars!    With    the    Soap    Mold 

there's  no  waste.  You  can  even  add 
colors  and  scent.   Complete  easy 

instructions  included.  Don't  delay. 
Order  now  and  begin  saving! 

$2.39  ea.  -i-  20^  post. 
2  for  $4.69  -t-  30^  post. 

STRATFORD  HOUSE,  HG-3 
p.  O.  Box  591 ,  Stratford,  CT.  06497 

CT.  Res.  Add  Tax  —  Catalog  25? 
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SHOPPING  AROUND 

FREEDOM 

LAMP 

The  distinctive 

styling  of  Early 
American  for  a 
hurricane  lamp. 

Very  decorative 
walnut-finished 
wood  enhanced 
scalloped  edges 

and  highlighted 

by  golden  chains. It's  2  feet  tall 

(approximately). 
$14.95  plus  $1 
Dost.  Crown  Cas 
le,  Ltd.,  Dept. 
HL-512,  51  Bank 
3t.,  Stamford,  CT 

06901. 

ROLLING 

RAKE 

Shag  rugs  resist 

cleaning  by  vac- uuming—  they 

need  to  be  raked 
first.  Steel  and 

nylon  rake  on wheels  makes 
pile  stand  up, 

brings  up  debris. 
Two  sizes  of  teeth 
to  suit  pile. 

$11.95  plus  $1 

post.  Ernie  Kauf- man Co.  Imports, 

HG3,  368  W. 

Olive  #1,  Sunny- 
vale, CA  94086. 

STAIR-GLIDE 

Stair-Glide  is  perfect  for  all  who 
can't  or  shouldn't  climb  stairs.  It 

is  easily  installed  without  marr- 
ing walls  and  special  wiring  is  not 

required.  Special  rental-purchase 

program  available.  Write  for  in- 
formation to  American  Stair- 

Glide,  Dept.  EHG3,  4001  E.  138 
St.,  Grandview,  MO  64030. 

GRACEFUL  PERIOD 
Chinese  Chippendale  arm  chair 
blends  perfectly  with  any  room 
decor.  Cane  seat.  Solid  beech 
frame  ready  for  finish  of  your 
choice.  $149;  side  chair  $134. 
Exp.  coll.  Furniture  catalogue  $1. 
Door  Store  of  Washington,  DC, 

HG3,  3140  M  St.  N.W.,  Wash- 
ington, DC  20007. 

WAIST  TRIMMER 

Waist  slimming  rubberized  fab- 
ric belt  can  be  worn  at  work  or 

play  to  melt  away  pounds  and 

inches.  Lightweight  and  comfort- 
able for  men  and  women.  Spec- 

ify waist  measurement.  $8.95 
plus  50c  post.  S  &  S  Enterprises, 

HG3,  9531  Zion  Circle,  Hunting- 
ton Beach,  CA  92646. 

ZODIAC  RELIEFS 

John  and  Paula  Napier  have  de- 
signed and  hand-cast  a  series  of 

bas  relief  Zodiac  signs  in  natural 

stone.  Each  is  7"  sq.  ready  to 
mount.  Specify  sign  and  birth 
dates  in  order.  $7.95  each  plus 
$1.80  post.;  all  12,  $90  plus  $10. 
The  Patio,  HG3,  550  Powell  St., 
San  Francisco,  CA  94108. 

FOOT  PAMPERER 
Treatment  for  tender,  bent  toes 
is  a  self  orthopedic  pad  that  rests 
underneath,  held  securely  with 
elastic  over  toe.  Alleviates  pain, 
toe  tip  corns.  Washable.  Specify 
shoe  size.  Pair,  $4.98  plus  20c 
post.  Anthony  Enterprises,  HG3, 
556  Mission  St.,  San  Francisco, 

CA  94105. 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN 



Own  A  Rembrandt  For  Only  ̂ 7*9S or  a  Picasso  or  a  Monet   ILAMBERT  STUDIOS]  magnificently 

reproduces  the  world's  most  beautiful  paj^ntings  in  authentic  colors 
with  a  big  18"x  24  '  image  directly  onlTEXTURED  AjRTIST  CANVASl. 
With  3  ways  to'order— they're  offered  to  you  at  unbelievably  low  prices. 

I    REMBRANDT 
1  1  in  the  Classic 
(  s.  gold   ochres, 

95     Stretched 

.   GOLDEN     HELMET. 
Gallery  Frame-  Rich 
tan,  red  and  black. 
11.«5    Framed  24.95 

(1)  THE  CANVAS  PRINT  from 
Lambert  is  a  quality  reproduction 
with  true  color,  exact  detail  and 
perfect  registration,  selected  for  you 
from  the  great  museums  and  private 
collections.  Our  exclusive  method 
of  printing  directly  on  the  canvas 
surface  re-creates  the  look  and  feel 
of  the  original  masterpieces.  An 

18"  X  24"  image  on  20"  x  26"  tex- 
tured artist  canvas  shipped  by  U.P.S. 

Air  in  our  sturdy  fine  art  tube.  A  $15 
value  for  only      7.95 

(2)  DECORATOR  STRETCHED. 
Lambert  Studios  has  adapted  the 

centuries  old  artist's  technique  of 
supporting  and  protecting  their 
paintings  by  stretching.  We  individ- 

ually hand  stretch  and  mount  each 
canvas  on  the  finest  mitered 
stretcher  bars.  The  stretched  can- 

vas print,  18"  x  24"  overall,  looks 
even  more  like  an  original  oil  and 
is  ready  to  hang  or  frame.  Shipped 
to  you  by  U.P.S.  Air.  A  fantastic 
value  for  only      1 1.95 

(3)  CUSTOM  FRAMED.  The  ele- 
gant Classic  Gallery  Frame  vi/as 

especially  created  to  enhance  our 
canvas  prints.  Constructed  of  solid 
wood,  hand-finished  in  black  lac- 

quer and  trrmmed  with  a  silver 
chrome  insert,  it  compliments  any 
decor.  We  custom  fit  the  Classic 
Gallery  Frame  to  the  canvas  print 
of  your  choice.  The  finest  art  avail- 

able in  a  complete  package  at  a 
modest  price  shipped  by  air  and  it 
is  ready  to  hang  for  only. .  .    24.95 

312. PICASSO. LES   PETITE 
FLEURS. Picasso's  immortalbou. 
quel  in  shades  ot  red.  blue,  yel- 

low, green  and  orange.  Flat  7.95 

Stretched  11.95      Framed  24.95 

>USStAU  VIRGIN  FOREST  In  tool        264   MONCT. SUNFLOWERS.      209.PICASSO   MOTHER  AND       29a.H0LST. SCHOONER  Pa  nleo     r,    ,,ai       889   MONET  WO  MAN  IN  A  GARDEN  The       261. PICASSO. DON  QUIXOTE.        237. UNICORN  IN  CAPTIVITY.       422. OITA. RECLINING    TIGER. Tans,    vel 
jn,ile  shades  oiKreen,  Ian,  black,       l'>.varm  shades  of  retj.  green.       CHILD.  Asludylor  Matefn.te        'SIic    wmd  swept    shades  of   sea    t.  ue.      f'encri   countr,s.de   .n    shades  o'   green         An  inspiration  in  ebony  black        Flemish  tapestry  in  green,  ye!         lows,  white  and  golden  brawns  on  a  warm 

orange  &  blue  Only  7.gS      yellow  and  blue  Only  7.95       Subtle  sepu   Only  7.95      Sretn.  cloudy  while  and  beige    Onl)  7.95     yellow,  orange,  red  i  blue  Only  7.95       on  pure  while  Only  7.95      low  and  white  Only  7.95       ochre  background  Only  7  95 

IILLET.THE   GLEANERS 

CREDIT  CARD 
ORDERS 

BY  PHONE! 

I  2I3-6S9-0588  and 
will  ship  your  order  the 
le  day  by  UPS. 
ry,  no  collect  calls  or 

).D.'s.  Please  have  your 
Iter  Chorge,  BonlcAmeri- 
d,  or  American  Express 
iber  and  expiration  dote 
dy.  Phone  order  hours: 

T.-Sol.  9;30-5:30,   P.ST. 

2S7  RENOIR  GIRL    WITH    WA       87S. WOOD. AMERICAN    GOTH.     768. VAN  GOGH. BOATS  AT  SAINT 
TERING  CAN.In   solt     summer      IC. In   cnsp  dear   blue,   red     gofd      M ARIE. Winds wepi  Sunlit  shades  ol  qold 
greens,  blue,  yellow   Only  7.95     mown  and  lan   Only  7.95    blue  green  and  brown              Only  7.95 

745. PICASSO. DOVE   OF   SPRING. Univer 
sal  symbol  of  peace  in  crisp  shades  ol red.  blue,  yellow  and  gre«n         Only  7.95 

783. VAN  GOGH. AVENUE  OF 
POPLARS. An  important  draw .'.g  in  sepia  tones    Only  7.95 8S2M1CHELANGEL0.PER. SIAN  BOY. In  subtle  grey  tones 

on  pale  gray  Only  7.95 
44S. MONET. WATER  LIL: 
violei.  deep  green,  whit, 
oclire  in  restlul  hues  ol  blu 

IMF  .MACMFIChM 
UORLD  OF  .^RT 

FREE WITH 
ORDER 

or  send  »1 .00  for  the  Mag- 
nificent World  of  Art  cat- 
alogue Illustrating  In  full 

color  over  200  different 

art  masterpieces  authen- 
tically reproduced  on  tex- 

tured artist  canvas.  Com- 

j^_  plete  with  Informative  bl- LAMBERT  ographles  of  artists  and 
helpful  decorating  hints. 

DEPT.QSB 

910  N.  La  Cienega  Blvd.,  Los  Angeles,  CA  90069 
PLEASE  FILL  IN  PRINT  NO.  AND  TITLE     AND  CIRCLE  CORRECT  PRICE 

OR  CHARGE  MY;     L    AMEREXPRS 

PRINT.. TITLt FLAT 
STRtTCHED FRAMED 7.95 

11.95 24.95 7.95 
11.95    24.95 7.95 
11.95   24.95 

7.95 
11.95   24.95 

POSTAGE  AND  HANDLING:  95^  PER  ORDER  PLUS  $1.00  PER  ITEM 
FOR  STRETCHED  PRINTS  AND  $1.50  PER  ITEM  FOR  FRAMED  PRINTS. 

Totjl 

Items- 
ACCOUNT 
NO   

O  MASTER  CHARGE  BANK  #   

Total                     Total                         Total  applicable 
.Price   Handling   sales  u«   

EXPIRATION 

  Pr>Te   SIGNATURE. 

NAME    

ADDRESS. 

CITY   
STATE, 

-ZIP. 



.^\\  iLOTap.  It  makes 
last  foods  realK  fast. 
Like  having  a  tea  kettle  on  your  sink. 
Provides  190  steaming  H2OT  water  at  the 
twist  of  a  tap.  No  waiting.  Heats  water 
for  instant  coffee,  soup,  or  all  the  other 
fast  foods  you  use  everyday.  Energy 
saving,  too.  Uses  one-third  less  energy 
than  range  top  heating.  Only  heats 
the  water  you  actually  use.  Write  for 
free  HjO  TAP  brochure 

and  "instant"  recipe 
booklet  today. I  SMVK  ERATOR 

I  In-Sink-Erator  Division 
I  Emerson  Electric  Co  .  Dept.  HG-3 
I  4700— 21st  Street,  Racine.  Wisconsin  53406 

Name. 

Cily. -Z'P- 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

.i,     >. 

JOINT  THERMA  PAD 

Relieve  those  aching  joints.  Warm-Ease 
pad  seals  in  body  heat  and  concentrates 
it  where  you  need  it  most.  Relieves 
aches,  pains,  strains,  stiffness.  Soft 
foam-filled  jersey  covered  pad.  Sanitary, 
washable.  Fits  snugly  around  knee,  el- 

bow, ankle  for  quick  soothing  comfort. 
Ideal  relief  for  arthritis  sufferers. 

$2.29 
plus  .35  postage 

Dept. 

Write  for  FREE  catalog  ol  gil's 
HOLIDAY  GIFTS 

3030,    Wheat    Ridge,    Colorado    80033 

BURGLAR   PROOF   LOCK 
FOR  SLIDING   DOORS 

New  rectangular  shape  for  a  larger  mirror 
area!  The  bathroom  mirror  that  comes  to  you — 
8x6"  two-faced  mirror  flips  from  plain  to 
magnifying,  extends  30",  swivels  for  best 
angle  and  light.  Gives  back-of-head  view  to 
style  and  trim  hair,  fo'ds  flat  to  wall  when 
not  in  use.  Polished  chrome-plated  metal. 
8672     Extension   Mirror      $14.98 

Add  75c  potf.  &  hdlg.  N.Y.  ret.  add  taxes 

cM:  The  Country  Gourmet 
'  ̂   Dept.  G33.  512  S.  Fulton  Ave. 

Mt.  Vernon,  N.Y.  10550 

Provide  complefe  security  against  in- 

truders. Revolutionary  new  "Safety 
Bar"  fts  all  doors  and  is  adjustable 

up  to  50"  long.  "Safety  Bar"  installs 
easily  without  tools  or  screws  (instruc- 

tions included)  and  is  self  storing. 

Sturdily  made  of  aluminum  with  ano- 

diied  satin  finish.  You'll  want  one  for 
each  sliding  glass  door  In  your  home. 

$6.95  plus  $1.00  postage 

2  for  SI  2.95  plus  $1 .50  postage 

FERRY  HOUSE Dept.  G-376 Briarcliff  Manor.  N.Y.  10510 
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OVERHEAD  SMASH 
Big-hit  T-shirt  in  fine  50-50  poly- 

ester/cotton. Red  piping,  black 

design  on  white.  Machine  wash- 

able. Children's  sizes  10-12,  14- 
16;  adults'  S,  M,  L,  XL.  $4.50; 
two  $8.50;  three  $12.  Add  20c 
post.  each.  Mr.  Tennis,  HG3,  24 
Penobscot  BIdg.  Concourse  B, 
Detroit,  Ml  48226. 

MAGIC  TOUCH 

One  stroke  of  "Almond  Stick" 
and  superficial  scratches  disap- 

pear from  pianos,  furniture, 
woodwork.  For  mahogany,  wal- 

nut, oak  and  other  finishes.  Used 

by  professionals.  $1.98  plus  25c 
post  each.  Anthony  Enterprises, 

HG3,  556  Mission  St.,  San  Fran- 
cisco, CA  94105. 

GET  IT  TOGETHER 

For  the  jigsaw  puzzle  fan!  Any 
photo,  color  or  black  and  white, 

can  be  made  into  an  8"  by  10" die-cut  jigsaw  photopuzzle; 
photo  is  returned  unharmed. 
Black  and  white,  $2.95;  colored, 

$3.95.  Ppd.  Cadlyn's,  HG3, 2077  New  York  Ave.,  Huntington 
Sta.,  NY  11746. 

LIMITED  EDITION 

Hand-cut  raised  designs  on  four 

plates  of  iridescent  glass.  8". 
Paul  Revere's  Ride,  Crossing  the 
Delaware,  Independence  Hall  and 

Spirit  of  '76.  Stars,  eagle  on  rim. 
Hand  numbered,  gift  boxed.  Each 

$9.98  plus  $1.50  post.  Stratford 
House,  HG-3A,  Box  591,  Strat- 

ford, CT  06497. 

TASTE  TREAT 
Lebanon  Bologna  is  an  authentic 
Pennsylvania  Dutch  delicacy,  a 
ready-to-eat  all-beef  sausage 

cured  in  old-fashioned  smoke- 
houses. Enjoy  it  for  party  hors 

d'oeuvres,  special  lunches  and 
snacks.  3V2-pound  roll.  $8.95 

ppd.  Weaver's,  HG3,  Box  525- A3,  Lebanon,  PA  17042. 

MINIATURE  TOOL  KIT 

Kit  with  five  handy  tools.  Besides 
a  wrench,  a  mallet,  screwdriver, 
awl  and  Phillips  screwdriver 
share  a  master  handle.  Keep  a 

set  upstairs  and  save  running  to 
hubby's  workshop.  $1.98  plus 
20c  post.  Anthony  Enterprises, 

HG3,  556  Mission  St.,  San  Fran- 
cisco, CA  94105. 

MAGNETIC  HOLDER 

Suspends  soap  bar  so  it  dries 
fast  and  cleanly,  no  slipping.  Just 

glue  it  to  wall  and  press  coin-size 
striker  in  soap,  and  it  then  floats. 
Choose  bright  white,  flame  red, 

ebony.  2%"  high.  Sample  $2; 
three  $4.75;  six  $9.  Ppd.  I  &  J 
Gordon,  HG36,  Box  148,  Long 

Beach,  NY  11561. 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN 



plant  Now.,. Step  Back... and  Watch  Out! 

Amazing  Super-Growing  Species 
Soars  into  A  Magnificent  Tree 
iNiusTomnaR! 
And  if  you  think  tiiat's  startling  —  just  wait  'til  you  see 
the  spectacular  show  when  it  starts  to  flower  —  Actually 
smothers  itself  in  such  lavish  masses  of  bouquets,  its 
branches  appear  to  bend  from  the  sheer  mass  and  weight  of 
the  magnificent  blooms. 

MZm '. .     Ji^ 

That's  the  kind  of  wondrous  results  reported  by  the  U.S. 
Gov't.  Plant  Research  Stations  .  .  .  Botanical  Gardens  .  .  . 
and  University  Plant  Scientists  on  vi^hat  is  undoubtedly 
the  most  fantastic  flowering  shade  tree  ever  introduced 

in  America  —  the  incredibly  beautiful  Paulownia  .  .  . 
the  only  flowering  shade  tree  in  all  of  nature  that  can 
do  all  of  this  and  more. 

READ  WHAT  THE  EXPERTS  SAY  ABOUT  THE 
INCREDIBLE  PAULOWNIA  ...  THE  FASTEST  GROWING 

FLOWERING  SHADE  TREE  EVER  DISCOVERED! 

HEIGHT:  Gov't  Plant  Scientists  and  Botanical  Experts 
report  18  to  22  feet  of  growth  the  very  first  year  on 

specimen  trees.  That's  more  growth  IN  JUST  ONE 
SINGLE  SEASON  than  even  a  fully  matured  15-year-old 
llowering  dogwood,  or  prize  star  magnolia. 

SPREAD:  University  Researchers  report  beautiful  orna- 
mental spread  of  nearly  40  feet  at  maturity  .  .  .  packed 

with  thousands  of  magnificent  flowers.  Think  of  it.  It 
not  only  surges  skyward  in  the  most  spectacular  burst 

of  beauty  you've  ever  seen  .  .  .  but,  also  arches  out  in 
a  magazine-cover  display  of  color-drenched  branches. 

Ease:  Leading  editors  report:  .  .  .  grows  In  almost  any 

soil  ...  and  below-zero  root-hardy,  too.  Yes,  because 

nature  has  endowed  this  landscape-artist's  "dream- 
tree"  with  super-growing  strength  .  .  .  because  it  is 
virtually  resistant  to  most  every  common  disease  .  .  . 
requires  practically  no  care  at  all.  You  simply  plant  it 

and  forget  it  .  .  .  it's  as  simple  as  that. 
A  TOWER  OF  BEAUTY  IN  JUST  ONE  SINGLE  YEAR! 

Yes,  who  says  you  have  to  spend  a  small  fortune  for  a 

flowering  shade  tree?  — and  then  spend  half  a  lifetime 
waiting  for  it  to  grow?  It  used  to  be  that  way  — BUT 
NOT  ANY  LONGER.  Not  since  we  have  finally  tracked 
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How's    this lor    a    natural 

mm M^.^*. 

of 

your 

archwav in    front 

driveway  — win    towers    of flowering    beauty 

in 

less 

time  than  yo u  ever  dreamed jossible. 

VITAL  STATISTICS  FROM  LEADING  EXPERTS 

MATURE  GROWTH  SIZE  —  45  to  60  feet 

MATURE  GROWTH  SPREAD  —  35  to  50  feet 

ZONE    OF    HARDINESS  —  completely    root-hardy    from 
deepest   south    to   as    far   north    as    Montreal,    Canada, 

Flowers   beautifully   even    after    10    below   zero    winter 
freeze. 

ONE  YEAR  GROWTH  RATE  —  Experts  report  growth 
range  of  up  to  22  feet  the  first  year  after  planting 

specimen  trees  under  optimum  conditions,  up  to  15 
to  18  feet  under  poorer  conditions  when  prurted  for 

foliage  growth  only. 

FLOWERS  —  When  tree  is  at  blooming  size,  in  just  a 

lew  short  years,  you'll  enjoy  thick  panicles  of  fragrant 
lavender  blooms.  Highly  recommended  by  landscape 
artists  as  specimen  planting  for  front  lawn. 

SOIL  REQUIREMENTS  —  Natural  strength  and  vigor 
allow  It  to  soar  full  forth  in  even  poor  soil.  You  can 

plant  it  anywhere. 

CARE  —  No  special  care  whatsoever.  No  spraying  No 
dusting.  No  special  feeding  Naturally  resistant  to 
most  every  disease,  pest  or  insect. 

TAKES  BUT  10  MINUTES  TO  PLANT  —  REWARDS  YOU 
WITH  A  LIFETIME  OF  BEAUTY  STARTING  THIS 
VERY  YEAR! 

down  the  one  single  tree  in 
all  of  nature  that  hoists  it- 

self high,  so  fast  you  can 

literally  measure  the  dif- 
ference in  both  height  and 

spread  from  week 
to  week  ...  or 

take  a  yard- 
stick and  meas- 

ure the  incred- 
ible difference      . 

in  feet  from 
month  to 

monthi 

GROWS  IN  ANY 

SOIL  — RE- QUIRES NO 
SPECIAL  CARE 

—  SOARS  IN- 

TO A  MASTER- PIECE OF  LUSH, 
GREEN  BEAUTY  IN 
JUST  A  MAHER  OF  MONTHS! 

Best  of  all,  unlike  most  trees  that  demand  constant 

pampering  ...  the  only  thing  you  can  do  when  you  plant 

Paulownia  is  water  it  and  enjoy  it.  That's  why  leading 
botanical  gardens  .  .  .  landscape  artists  .  .  .  garden  edi- 

tors .  .  .  recommend  it  again  and  again  for  home-owners 
who  want  a  stunning  display  of  both  beauty  and  shade 
.  .  and  with  practically  no  more  work  than  a  couple  of 
sprinkles  a  season. 

Picture  your  patio  bathed  in  the  cool,  fragrant  beauty 

of  this  show-stopping  miracle- tree  from  early  spring 
to  the  first  snows  of  winter. 

Never  Has  There  Been  A  Faster-Growing,  Flowering  Shade 
Tree  Introduced  To  America  —  Royal  Paulownia 

Yes,  plant  this  season  —  see  it  soar  forth  in  a  tower  of  beauty  in  just  one 

year!  It's  the  most  spectacular  splurge  of  both  growth  and  beauty  of  any 
shade  tree  ever  brought  to  this  country.  And  it's  so  easy  to  grow  even  a child  can  do  it! 

^^^:;>'^^ 

ONLY  A  LIMITED  SUPPLY  YET  AVAILABLE  FOR 

RELEASE  TO  THE  PUBLIC  —  FULL  SUPPLY  WON'T  BE 
READY  UNTIL  1977  ...  SO  ACT  NOW! 

Now,  the  price  of  this  super-growing  shade  tree  is  not  $20  or 
S30  but  a  mere  $3  95  .  .  .  yes,  only  $3  95  for  this  magnifi- 

cent shade  tree  that  rewards  you  with  such  a  glorious  display 
of  growth  IN  JUST  ONE  SINGLE  YEAR!  However,  supply  is 

limited.  All  orders  filled  on  a  First-Come  First-shipped  basis. 
And  since  now  is  the  time  to  plant,  you  must  act  now! 

1 

SATISFACTION  GUARANTEED  OR  MONEY  BACK 
And  remember:  Satisfaction  is  guaranteed  You  must  be 
thrilled  In  every  way  with  this  wondrous  flowering  shade  tree 
or  RETURN  IT  AT  ANY  TIME  within  90  days  for  a  full  refund 
of  your  purchnse  price.  Use  the  No-Risk  Coupon  below 

fl 

©  1976  American  Consumer,  Inc. 

MAIL  NO-RISK  COUPON  TODAY   

Here's  a  luxury  sight  you  don't  have  to  wait  half  a 
lifetime  growing  —  a  matched  pair  of  flowering  show- 

pieces, so  strong  and  sturdy  you  can  actually  sling 
a  hammock  between  them. 

294 

WEST-BOND  NURSERY  SALES  CO.,  Dept.  T- 
Caroline  Road,  Philadelphia,  PA  19176 

Please  rush  me  the  Flowering  Shade  Tree(s)  indicated  below: 

D     1  for  only  $3  95  plus  35«  postage  &  handling. 
D    2  for  only  $6  95  (SAVE  $1.00)  plus  50*  postage  &  handling 
D    4  for  only  $10  (SAVE  $4.00)  plus  75«:  postage  &  handling 
D  10  for  only  $20  (SAVE  $7.00)  plus  $1.50  postage  &  handling 

If  after  receiving  my  order  I'm  not  delighted,  I  may  return  it  within  90  days 
and  you  will  refund  the  full  purchase  price  (except  postage  and  handling). 
Total   amount   enclosed  $     (add   sales   tax  where   applicable) 
Check  or  money  order,  no  CODs  please 
On  orders  over  $6,  you  may  CHARGE  IT! 

(Check  one)  Exp,  Date   

□  BankAmericard 
n  American  Express 

n  Master  Charge BANK  NUK4BER DDDD 
Credit 
Card  = 

Name 

Address 

Apt.  #  . 
City_ 

Slate 

-Zip. 

Div.  of  American  Consumer,  Inc. 

MARCH,    1976 
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REPAIR  EYEGLASSES 
This  handy  optical  repair  kit  is  an  invaluable  tool  in  an  emergency 

whenever  glasses  come  apart,  at  home,  at  the  office,  or  when  travel- 
ing. Kit  includes  an  optical  -screwdriver  and  an  assortment  of  frame 

screws. 

GLASSES  REPAIR  KIT...  $1.98  Plus  300  Postage  &  Handling 

No  COD  s  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises Dept.  HG-36 556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

%  i- 

CHAIR  CANING  KITS 
Now  anyone  can  restore  his  favorite 
antique  and  heirloom  chairs  easily  and 
inexpensively  with  a  Newell  Caning 

Kit;  tools,  natural  cane,  and  easy-to- 
follow  instructions,  all  postpaid  for 

only  $4.00;  extra  cane  $2.00  per 

chairlot.  (Illinois  residents  add  5''( sales  tax) 
Available  onlv  from 

THE  NEWELL  WORKSHOP 
Dept.  S-4  123  Dra.ver 

Hinsdale,  Illinois  60521 

t 
eijchanted  doll  Ijpuse 

NEW  1975  EDITION 

Catalog  of  Dollhouses,  Minia- 
tures and  Accessories.  48 

pages,  16  in  color,  of  Exciting 
Items.  Send  $1.50  to: 

THE  ENCHANTED  DOLL  HOUSE 
Dept.  HG036G 

Manchester  Center,  Vermont  05255 

TAPESTRIES 
FROM   BELGIUM   &    FRANCE 

IN  ALL  SIZES  and  COLORS 

i:210A— Oriental— 20"  x  20":  S8.50 
Add  7Sc  for  postage  &   insurance 

SATISFACTION  GUARANTEED 

OR   YOUR  MONEY  BACK! 

Tapestries  have  been  admired  in  Europe 

for  centuries.  At  these  low  prices,  you'll want  several.  Authentic  replicas,  machine 

woven  of  100%  cotton — will  not  fade.  Sizes 
&  scenes  to  fit  any  decor. 

>Send  SKOO  for  color  brochure.  < 

LOVELIA   ENTERPRISES.    Inc. 
Box  1845HG,  Grand  Central  Station 

New  York.  N.  Y.  10017 

■i42 

SOFT  LANDING 

The  lovable  favorite  arrives  on  a 

colorful  pillow  to  delight  children 
and  teens.  Mickey  Mouse  is 

screen-printed  in  lively  colors  on 
yellovi^  cotton  background  with 

brown  cord  edging.  14"  by  10". 
$5.98  plus  50c  post.  Holiday 
Gifts,  Dept.  303-E,  Wheat  Ridge, 
CO  80033. 

EXQUISITE  TRIO 
Sterling  silver  thimbles  with  an- 

tiqued bands.  Left:  engraved  pe- 
tite floral  spray;  center:  a  scal- 

loped wreath  in  bas-relief;  right: 
engraved  snowflakes  and  a  jew- 

eled stone  on  top.  Each  $8.98; 
any  two  $17;  all  three  $24.  Ppd. 

Ferry  House,  Dept.  G3,  Briarcliff 
Manor,  NY  10510. 

PERSONALIZED 

Lithographs  of  boy  and  girl  with 
names  you  specify.  Polished 
chrome  frame,  plexiglas  cover; 
specify  mat  in  red.  yellow,  pink 

or  blue.  11"  x  14";  15  designs 
available.  Each  $9.75  plus  75c 
post.  Groton  Productions,  Inc., 
HG3,  Box  187,  Forest  Hills,  NY 
11375. 

SKIN  TONER  KIT 

Home  plan  is  designed  to  help 

reduce  flabby  spots  and  to  revit- 
alize skin.  Mitt  to  massage  and 

buff;  gel  concentrate  to  lubricate 
massaging;  skin  moisturizing 
creme;  exercise,  diet  guidebook. 

$9.98  plus  $1  post.  Parisian 
summers  System.  Dept.  LG/P, 
Box  7338.  Van  Nuys.  CA  91409. 

SHOP  FOR  SPRING 

Here's  another  great  catalogue 
from  famous  Carroll  Reed.  With 

items  on  facing  pages  coordi- 
nated, it's  easy  and  such  a  plea- 

sure to  assemble  a  new  season 
wardrobe  for  every  member  of 

the  family.  Thirty-two  full  color 
pages.  Free  from  Carroll  Reed. 
HG3.  North  Conway.  NH  03860. 

SHUT  EYE 

Sleep  is  king  night  or  day  that  you 

don  the  mask:  shuts  out  any  flick- 
er of  light  that  could  disturb  the 

psyche,  the  body's  rest.  Fabric 
and  elastic  band's  so  constructed 
that  it  fits  any  cranium.  $2.98 

plus  20c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG3,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco.  CA  94105. 

CLEAR  SUPPORT 

Pretty  Lucite  coasters  are  per- 
sonalized with  three  carved  ini- 

tials (specify,  using  print  let- 
ters). Center  round  is  3"  dia.; 

whole  coaster  is  3%"  dia.  Set  of 
8  with  2%"  h.  holder,  $12.98 

plus  50c  post.  Lillian  Vernon, 
G3E.  510  So.  Fulton  Ave.,  Mt. 
Vernon,  NY  10550. 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

CONVERSATION  PIECE 

Charming  antique  cradle  phone 
adds  an  unusual  decorator  note 
to  any  room.  Black  phone  rests 
on  rare  Danish  brass  base,  and 
comes  complete  with  buzzer  and 

plug-in  cord  ready  for  instant 
use.  $49.95  plus  $2  post.  Grand 
Com,  Inc.,  HG3,  324  Fifth  Ave., 
New  York,  NY  10001. 

FEDERAL  FLORAL 

Blue  and  rosy  red,  or  gold  and 
rust,  on  a  natural  background. 

Easy-care  polyester/ cotton.  80" 
wide  pair  with  2"  ruffles.  45", 
54",  63"  $12.50;  72",  81",  90" 
$14.50.  Add  $1.75  post.  Other 
matching  items.  Free  catalogue 
with  swatches.  Country  Curtains, 
HG31,  Stockbridge,  MA  01262. 

ST-R-ETCH  TO  FIT 

Apply  liquid  leather  stretch  to 

tight-fitting  shoes  and  it  makes 
even  suede  and  patent  conform 
to  the  foot  as  you  walk.  Simple 

to  apply  and  relief  is  almost  in- 
stantaneous. $1.98  plus  25c 

postage.  Order  from  Anthony  En^ 
terprises,  HG3,  556  Mission  St., 
San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

BIG  PREVIEW 

Catalogue  for  1976  spring  and 
summer.  Over  250  fashion 

pages;  over  150  pages  of  home 
furnishings;  and  over  200  for 
stereos,  cameras,  jewelry,  tires, 
power  tools,  appliances  and 

more.  624  pages  in  all.  Free.  Al- 

den's,  HG3,  Box  5362,  Chicago, IL  60680. 

PIECE  BY  PIECE 

Personal  jigsaw  puzzle  is  a  blown- 
up  photo  from  color  or  B/ W  orig- 

inal. 8"  x  10",  $3.99;  11"  X  14", 
$4.99;  12"  X  18",  $5.99.  Full 
color,  8"  X  10",  $6.99;  ll"xl4", 
$7.99,  12"  X  18",  $8.99;  nega- 

tive slide,  $1  extra.  Ppd.  Photo 
returned.  Photo  Poster,  Dept. 
X867,  210  E.  23  St.,  NY  10010. 

HERE'S  "JUDY" 
Sandal  with  wafer-thin  cushion 

platform  1%"  heel.  Blue  to  royal 
ombre,  bone  to  brown,  multi-pas- 

tels, all  black,  white,  navy  or 
brown  kid  leather.  AAAA  to  EE, 

21/2  to  10,  $28.95.  101/2  to  12, 
$29.95.  Add  $1  post.  Free  cata- 

logue. Solby  Bayes,  HG3,  45 
Winter  St.,  Boston,  MA  02108. 

NICE  ICE 

Something  different  for  icing  your 
drinks.  Set  of  two  round  ice  circle 
trays,  just  like  those  a  bartender 

uses.  Flow-through  cubes  freeze 
fast.  Made  of  sturdy  plastic,  each 
tray  makes  12  circles.  $1.98  plus 
30c  post.  Anthony  Enterprises, 

HG3,  556  Mission  St.,  San  Fran- 
cisco, CA  94105. 
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REMOVE  HAIR 
FOREVER 

Perma  Tweez  is  a  simple  electrolysis  instrument  that  PERMANENTLY 

removes  ugly  hair  from  all  areas  of  the  face — such  as  the  chin,  upper 
lip,  eyebrows.  Embarrassing  body  hair  can  now  be  removed  forever 
in  the  privacy  of  your  boudoir.  Arms  and  legs  can  be  forever  free 
of  the  inconvenience  of  constant  hair  removal.  An  exclusive  U.S. 

patented  safety  feature  allows  you  to  do  this  without  puncturing 
the  skin! 

AN  EXPERT'S  APPROVAL 
Perma  Tweez  has  been  clinically  tested  by  a  university  professor  of 
dermatology  and  proven  to  be  safe  and  effective.  One  of  his  patients 
had  previously  been  tweezing  hairs  from  her  chin  every  day  for  15 
years.  After  treating  herself  with  Perma  Tweez,  she  has  eliminated 
this  time  consuming  chore  for  the  rest  of  her  life!  Over  15  thousand 

instruments  in  use  by  doctors — over  500,000  in  use  by  people  like 

yourself. Easy  instructions  make  you  expert  in  a  few  minutes.  Save  hundreds 
of  dollars  on  salon  electrolysis  by  doing  it  yourself. 

14   DAY  MONEY  BACK  GUAR. 

$10.95    Send  check  or  Money  Order 

C%, 

'% 

GENERAL  MEDICAL  CO.,  Dept.  KG-128 
5701  West  Adams  Blvd. 

Los  Angeles,  California  90016 

□  I  enclose  $4.00  deposit  and  will  pay  balance  COD 
plus  extra  COD  postage. 

□  I  enclose  $16.95  in  full  payment. 
n  BankAmericard  D   Master  Charge 

Good  Housekeeping 

PROMISES 

^  PROMISES      '      ̂ '' "^^^I'f'Vr  OR  REFUND  \V0^^ 

No. Exp.  date- 
Name- 

Address- 

City/State_    Zip 
Mfr.  of  Professional  and  Home  Electrolysis  Equipment 

i 
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SERENITY  PRAYER  CERAMIC  TILE 
White  Ceramic  Tile  used  as  a  wall  plaque  or  trivet.  Cork  base 

with  hanger.  6"  x  6". 
;?191   SERENITY  PRAYER  TILE 

$3.98  Plus  600  Postage  &  Handling  Each 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises Dept.  HG-36 556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  9410S 

^.
3.
.,
. 

ADDRESS  LABELS  with  NICE  DESIGNS 

Any  Initial,  American  Flag,  Pine,  Gull,  Palm.  Road- 

runner,  Saguaro,  Rose.  'Also  available  are  Texas 
Flag,  Maple  Tree,  Treble  Clef,  or  Palette'.  Up  to 
20  letters  per  line,  4  lines.  Printed  in  black  on 

white  or  gold  gummed  labels  Vii^,i".  500  on 
white  or  250  on  gold  (or  S2.50  ppd.  Or  on  DELUXE 

SIZE,  1^4"  long,  S3.50  with  design  or  S2.50  with- 
out, ppd.  Specify  Initial  or  Oesign  desired.  Via  1st. 

add  36(i  per  order.  Useful  Gifts  Catalog.  25C.  Bruce 

Bolind.  23-L  Bolind  BIdg.,  Boulder,  Colo.  80302. 
Since  1956.  Thanks  To  You! 

great 

conrrihnlion 

to  any  man's 

wardrobe 

THE  ORIGINAL  PORTRAIT  KIT 
\\i-.  liif  oriKirialiir>  ul  lul-iiuiirait  niimijer  kils. 
liiiM'  fiiablctl  tliuusaiuls  <if  pi'oplf  lo  paini  qual- 

ity purl^a^l^  of  lovuU  ones.  Now  we  offer  this 
.same  <|iialit.v  reproduelioii  of  a  treasured  plioto 
of  .vour  home,  hoat  or  i)el.  From  your  photo  or 
eolor  slide  every  brush  stroke  area  is  outlined 

and  nmnbered  on  a  fine  mounted  1G".\20"  canvas. 
Twenty  four  cups  of  individually  mixed  oil 

paints  are  provided  alons  wlili  artist's  palette anil  brushes.  Our  exclusive  system  gives  the 
finest  reproduction  at  the  lowest  possible  price. 
.Miiliiiile  subject  kits  available  at  slightly  in- 
ireased  price.  I'lease  indicate  colors  when  not 
slio\Mi   in  photo.    All   jiliotos  returned   unharnietl. 

SEND  ONLY   $14.95   "'•/.Lfa',?'' 
WORLD    ARTS       Wilmington.  CA  90748 

MI-TIE  HANGER 
Made  of  solid  walnut  with  beautiful  hand 
rubbed  finish,  complemented  with  brass 
hook  and  cross  bar.  Plastic  removable 

riders  for  individual  hanging  are  de- 
signed for  wide  ties.  6",  25  tie  size  $7.95  • 

10",  45  tie  size  $10.10  •  16",  75  tie  size 
$12.10  pd.  (Less  capacity  with  heavy 
ties)  Send  check,  or  charge  to  Master- 
Charge   or   BankAmericard.    Send   No.    & 

uf.  exp.  date. 

^'      «.  Quality  Giffi  Catalog  ...  25c 
^.1  SLEEPY  HOLLOW  GIFTS 

6651  Arlington  Blvd.  G3-6 
Falls  Church,  Va.  22042 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

COLLECTOR'S  CHOICE 
Chinese  reproductions  from  Ming 

Dynasty,  1368-1544.  Red  lac- 
quer vases,  cup,  brass  lined,  flo- 

ral, pictorial  designs.  Handcraft- 
ed rosewood  stands.  6^4"  h.  to 

10"  h.  Ea.  $35.  Add  $1.95  post. 
Art  Treasures  World  Wide,  HG36, 

Suite  #2005,  123-33  83rd.  Ave., 
Kew  Gardens,  NY  11415. 

THREE  AT  A  TIME 

Graceful  hanging  bracket  holds 
three  flower  pots.  Steel  rods  are 
strong,  hold  heavy  plants  as  well. 
Arm  locks  in  position  on  one  wall- 

mount  bracket.  12"  h.  by  11"  w. in  black  or  white.  $1.98  plus  50c 

post.  Cadlyn's,  HGT3,  2077  New York  Ave.,  Huntington  Sta.,  NY 11746. 

EASTER  GREETINGS 
First  in  a  series,  a  solid  wood 

Easter  cart  in  two-tone  natural 
shades.  Chick  leads  the  parade 

with  Grand  Marshall  bunny  hold- 

ing solid  brass  banner.  3%"  I. 
$2.98;  three,  $7.98.  Add  45c 
post.  Lillian  Vernon,  G3E,  510 
So.  Fulton  Ave.,  Mt.  Vernon,  NY 
10550. 

ALL   IN   ONE 

Swiss  army-type  knife  with  11 
drop-forged  blades  and  14  uses. 
Scissors,  screwdriver,  bottle/can 

opener,  fish  scaler/ hook  remov- 
er, corkscrew,  wood  saw,  and 

more.  Compact  ZV2"  closed. 
$5.98  plus  75c  post.  American 
Consumer,  SAK-25,  Caroline  Rd., 
Philadelphia,  PA  19176. 

PET'S  OASIS 

Thirsty  pets  love  the  automatic 

waterer,  which  comes  with  dur- 
able 30"  hose  ready  to  screw  into 

faucet  indoors  or  outdoors.  9" 
by  7"  by  3"  basin.  $6.98  ppd. 
Order  now  for  the  summer  days 
ahead.  Write  to  G.Q.F.  Mfg.  Co., 
HG3,  Box  8152,  Savannah,  GA 
31402. 

ACTIVE  GALS  CHOICE 

Leather  wedge  tie-on  has  flexible 

crepe  sole,  padded  insole,  is  un- lined.  Oatmeal,  navy,  rad,  black. 

AAAA  6-11,  AAA  51/2-11,  AA  and 
A  5-11,  B  4-11,  C  5-11,  D  5-10, 

$20  plus  $1  post.  Sizes  over  10 
add  $1.  Free  catalogue.  Natural- 
izer  Shoes,  HG3,  21  S.  La  Grange 

Rd.,  La  Grange,  IL  60525. 

HOCUS-POCUS 
Easy-to-follow  tips  on  how  to  be- 

come an  expert  on  sleight  of 
hand  card  tricks.  Fascinating 

hobby  for  you,  fun  for  your  fam- 
ily and  friends.  84  card  tricks, 

to  while  away  time.  $1.49  plus 
20c  post.  Anthony  Enterprises, 

HG3,  556  Mission  St.,  San  Fran- 
cisco, CA  94105. 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

COOK'S  COMMERCIAL 
A  little  back-patting  won't  hurt 
a  hard-working  cook.  Pretty  see- 
through  plaque  in  jewel-like  col- 

ors, black  metal  frame  reads, 

"Superior  Foods  and  Beverages 
Served  in  This  Kitchen  With 

Love."  6"  by  10".  $5.98  ppd. 
House  of  Cupid,  HG3,  348  Pearl- 
wood  St.,  Chula  Vista,  CA  92011. 

NO  EVIDENCE 

Rust  disappears  without  a  trace 
from  colorfast  fabrics,  porcelain 
sinks  and  toilet  bowls  with  a  re- 

mover that  needs  no  rubbing  or 
scrubbing.  Terrific  on  tarnish, 

too.  $1.98  plus  20c  post.  An- 
thony Enterprises,  HG3,  556 

Mission  St.,  San  Francisco,  CA 
94105. 

ANTIQUE  REPLICAS 

Pierced  "rose  and  leaf"  detail  on 
hand-carved  solid  mahogany. 
Choice  of  fabrics  (or  customer 

needlepoint  used).  25"  w.  by 
29"  d.  Man's  40"  h.;  lady's  37" 
h.  Each  $239.95  exp.  coll.  $1  for 

catalogue  and  swatches.  Mag- 
nolia Hall,  HG3,  726  Andover,  At- 

lanta, GA  30327. 

ENGLISH  GREENHOUSE 

Well  proportioned  high-quality 
construction  designed  for  home 

gardeners.  Lifetime  rust-free 
aluminum  frame,  free-standing 
or  lean-to  models,  with  double 
thickness  glass.  Under  $600. 
Write  for  details,  prices.  W.  Atlee 
Burpee  Co.,  9326  Burpee  BIdg., 
Warminster,  PA  18974. 

HARLEQUINS 
Design  stamped  on  canvas;  work 

in  long-stitch.  Soya  wool  in  blues, 
turquoise,  yellow  magenta, 

greens,  orange.  Blue  fabric-cov- 

ered mounting  frame  16%"  by 
19%",  $12.95.  Kit  #5100 
$35.95  plus  $1.50  post.  Cata- 

logue $1.  Skon,  HG3,  55  Lambert 
Lane,  New  Rochelle,  NY  10804. 

HANDSOME  HOLD 
Embroidered  strap  fits  cameras, 
binoculars,  recorders.  Adjusts  to 

48";  extra-wide  for  comfort.  Sim- 
ple to  attach.  Hardware  is  in- 

cluded. Specify  main  color:  red, 
blue,  orange,  brown,  and  multi- 

color. $5.95;  two  $10.50.  Ppd. 
Garlin  Enterprises,  HG3,  Box 
281,  Fairfield,  CT  06430. 

GOLDEN  MONOGRAM 
English  script  monogram  pin 

with  2"  last  name  initial,  IVa" 
first  and  middle  is  absolutely 
smashing  with  ensembles  or  on 
fabric  handbag.  Underline  last 
initial  in  order.  24  k  gold  plated 
finish,  $6  plus  50c  post.  Decor 
Galore,  HG3,  140  Monument 
Ave.,  Barrington,  IL  60010. 
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COUNTRY-STYLE  CURTAINS 

NO-IRON  MUSLIN  IN  NATURAL  OR  WHITE 

SUPERIOR  QUALITY- VALUE  PRICED! 

^    3    RUFFLES 

■^    (Style  CC6) 

Reproduced  from  Prov- incetown.  Cape  Cod. 

Extra-full  3'  RufTles. Extra-wide  80  to  the 

pair. 

TIERS 

24  ,  30.  35    long  .   7.00  pr. 

WITH  TIEBACKS 

45  .  54\  63-  long  ..9.00  pr. 

72  ,  81  ,  90'  long    11.50  pr. 
EXTRA  TIEBACKS   ...   1.00  pr. 

EXTRA  VALANCE 

11    X  72     3.00  ea 

GIANT  BALL  FRINGE  ̂  

(Style  B6)  W 

EXTRA-WIDE  90  to 

the  pair.  Hang  them 
straight  or  tied  back 
with  or  without  va- lance. 

TIERS 

24  .  30  .  36  . 

40'  long         6.50  pr. 

STRAIGHT  OR  TIEBACK 

45  ,  54  .  63  long  9.00  pr. 

72  .  81  ,  90   long    11.00  pr. 

TIEBACKS   I.OOpr. 

VALANCE  11  x72  .  .  3.00  ea. 

The  charm  of  country-style  curtains  no  longer  need  the  drudgery  of  ironing. 

Practical,  long-wearing,  cri.sp  and  beautiful.  Machine  wash  and  dry,  50'? 

Polyester— 50rt  cotton  muslin  (preshrunk  maximum  shrinkage  V'^c)  of 
unsurpassed  quahty  that  we  back  with  "satisfaction  unconditionally 
guaranteed."  Specify  .style  and  color,  natural  or  white.  Add  $1.50  post.  & 
hdlg.  Please  enclu.'ie  check  or  mo.  Sorry  no  C.O.D.'s.  N.Y.  Res.  add  sales  tax. 

Colonial cTVI AID  Curtains  'mk  stnce  m? Dept  32,  Lawn  Terrace.  Mamaroneck  Village,  NY  10M3         -^^^i^*- 

WALL  SCULPTURES 

by 

maxlevtne 
Hand  crafted from  steel  & 
brass.  Truly 

a  collector's 
item. FREE  BROCHURE 

B.  Levine;Dept.HG3S 

19-18  Saddle  River  Rd. 

Fair  Lawn,  N.J.  07410 

TEACH 
ANY  DOG 
IN  MINUTES 

TUCHCS 

•  COME  — atalllimesi 
•  GUNSHr  .SIT  'W 
•  BREAKING  POINT    •HEEL        •  SELF  CONTROL 

•  OVER  RANGING       •  STAY        •  GUARD 
•  BUSTING  BIRDS      •DROP       •FETCH 

your  absence)      (HUNTS  for  YOU  —  NOT  ol(  for  hrmself) 

Complete  system,  book  and  device.  All  you  need  to  raise  and  train 

puppies,  dots  of  all  ages.  Never  fails! 
CORRECTS 

•  HOUSESOILING    •DIGGING •  JUMPING 

•  CHEWING 
•  BARKING 
•  BITING 

(Lasting,  even 

ON  TV  with:  Art  Linkletter.  Johnny  Carson.  Dick  Cavett.  Mike 

Douglas,  Merv  Gnllin,  The  Pet  Set,"  'Friends  of  Man  ■  ARTICLES: TIME  magajrne  and  other  worldwide  publications 

A  scienlilic  engineering  marvel  Itiis  simple  lillle  dog  sound  maker 
IS  used  from  the  palm  of  the  hand  Gives  amazing  control  at  a  dis 

lance  "Works  like  magic  "  No  leash  needed  "Tunes  dogs  in." 
Makes  dogs  seem  to  read  your  mind  "  Novces  become  experts 
Teaches  direct  to  the  dog's  mind  via  a  new  subliminal  sound  learn 
ing  stimulus  Sale,  taster,  kinder,  more  effective  Renders  all 
slower  pain  training  obsolete  Same  instrument  and  system  (ufiliz 
ing  the  Or  Miller  patents)  dispensed  by  veterinarians  for  dog 
behavior  Now  hundreds  of  thousands  of  satisfied  users,  breeders, 
trainers,  USA  and  foreign  lands 

FREE    n  "DOGESE,"  psychological  wall  display 

ONLY 

$2995 

GUARANIEEO 

(Caltfornia  add  6%  sales  tax.) 

DOG-MASTER  SYSTEM  Div. 

Environmental  Research  Labs,  (Dept,  HG3-76) 
710  Wilshire  Blvd,,  Suite  318,  Santa  Monica,  Calif,  90401 

THE  DIAMOND  OF  YOUR  DREAMS 

at  a  price  he  can  afford 

Buy  Diamond  Jewelry  cJirect  from 

one  of  America's  well  known  dia- 
mond cutters.  Pay  only  actual  mar- 

ket price.  We  refund  all  monies 
unless  your  own  appraisal  shows 
value  V4  to  V2  higher. 

Over  5,000  styles  $100  to  SIOO.OC' 

Send  for  FREE  92-PAGE  CATAi.QG. 

EMPIRE  DIAMOND  CORP.,  Dept.  12 

Empire  State  BIdg.,  Now  York,  N.  Y.  1?r;0] 
NAME   

ADDRESS   -,     

  ZIP   145 



>/J      -A- mUR  WINDOW  SHELVES 
Hook 

Securely 

on  Window 
Without 

Installation 

Create  a Dazzling 

Window 
Garden 

Display  a 
Collection 

Now  your  pretty  house  plants  can  get  all  ttie  light  they  crave,  while  you  and  your 
neighbors  enjoy  the  ever  changing  display.  Also,  great  show-off  shelves  for  a  glass  or 

china  collection.  Baked  white  enamel,  gracefully  scrolled  brackets  support  two  4"x22" 
shelves.  Fits  all  double  hung  windows.  Order  several  for  "round  the  house"  beauty, 
and  for  gifts.  S5.98  plus  SI. 00  postage;  2  for  S10.98  plus  $1.50  postage. 

THE     FERRY     HOUSE^      Oept.  HG-376,  BriarcMft  Manor,  N.Y.  10510 

_^^^^^ 
Crock-Pot®    Cooking,   the  cookbook 

you've    been    waiting    for'    Contains    the 
most     complete     collection     of     mouth- 

watering   recipes    youll    find    anywhere. 
Over  300.  created  especially  for  the  orig- 

inal Crock-Pot  slow  cooker  and  each  re- 
viewed by  the  editors  of  the  Good  House- 

keeping Institute    Hardcover.  216  pages 
7547-6  — Crock-Pot  Cooking.  Ppd  .  S6.95 

Wnte  for  New  Free  Gift  Catalog' 

1 MUes  KimbaU 
267  Bond  St..  Oshkosh.  Wis.  54907 

Bill              — 
1 

MAKE  A  LOG 
Change  old  newspapers  to  logs  for  the  fire  in  seconds!  Just  roll 
up  newspapers  using  LOG  ROLLER.  Roil  papers  into  a  tight 
bundle,  tie  them  with  special  binders  and  pop  them  into  the 
fire.  Logs  will  burn  nearly  2  hours. 

LOG  ROLLER  KIT  with  112  Binders  $3.98  +  550  Mailing  Each 
100  Extra  Binders   $1.49  +  200  Mailing  Each  100 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises Dept.  HG-36 556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

^^, 
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craft  cfi^ 

PERSONAL  TOUCH 
A  distinctive  monogram  cut  out 
of  solid  walnut  makes  a  focal 

point  for  home  or  office  wall.  It's 

a  large  18"  by  11",  by  ̂ A" thick,  and  finished  to  a  satiny 
luster.  Print  initials,  last  is  in 

separate  relief.  $29.98  plus 
$1.50  post.  A/C  Division,  HG3, 
Box  454,  Summit,  NJ  07901. 

STUFFED  ANIMAL  KITS 

Gingham  dog  and  calico  cat  now 
come  in  kit  form  to  machine-sew 
or  hand-stitch.  Dog  is  24"  long 
and  cat  is  18".  Kit  includes  cloth 
prints,  felt,  embroidery  floss  and 
instructions.  Stuffing  not  incl. 
$6.95  each  plus  75c  post.  Saddle 
Valley  Stitchery,  HG3,  Box  144, 
Saddle  River,  NJ  07458. 

FAMILY  CREST  RING 

Send  coat-of-arms  or  name  for 

research.  Hand  engraved.  Ster- 
ling silver  $75.  In  14k  gold  $195. 

Engraved  on  precious  stones, 

14k  gold  setting.  Choose  syn- 
thetic ruby  or  sapphire,  agate,  to- 

paz, lapis  lazuli,  $285.  Ppd.  Free 
catalogue.  Heraldica  Imports, 
HG3,  21  W.  46th  St.,  NY  10036. 

LEAF  OF  LIFE 

No  wonder  the  Yogis  of  India  be- 
lieve these  leaves  hold  the  secret 

of  life!  Wherever  a  leaf  falls,  a 
new  plant  starts  to  grow.  Pot  size 
one  to  six  feet.  Blossoms  with 

fragrant  pink  and  lime  flowers. 
Three,  $1;  nine,  $2.50.  Add  25c 

post.  Roberta's,  HA-30,  Box  630, 
Shelbyville,  IN  46176. 

ELEGANT  QUAFFING 
Distinctive  brass  goblets  and 

steins  with  silver  linings  are  de- 
signed to  impress  as  special  gifts 

or  as  conversation  pieces  at  your 

own  partjes.  8"  goblet  $12,  pair 
$22;  51/2"  goblet  $8,  pair  $15; 
41/2"  stein  $12,  pair  $22.  Ppd. 
J.  J.  Smith,  HG3,  Box  407,  New 
York,  NY  10009. 

HOW-TO  HANDBOOK 

Twenty-eight  popular  crafts  such 
as  enameling,  china  painting, 

jewelry,  and  doll  making  in  a  fas- 
cinating book.  Hundreds  of  pic- 

tures, instructions,  background 
material.  288  pages.  $5.95  plus 
40c  post.  Anthony  Enterprises, 

HG3,  556  Mission  St.,  San  Fran- 
cisco, CA  94105. 

EXTRA  ARM 

It's  easy  to  scrub  those  hard-to- 
reach  spots  with  a  stimulating 
sisal  and  terry  scratcher  that 

gives  a  great  massage.  24"  I. with  hand  grips;  imported  from 
Italy.  $4.98;  two,  $8.98.  Add  50c 
post.  Lillian  Vernon,  G3E,  510 
So.  Fulton  Ave.,  Mt.  Vernon,  NV 
10550. 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

SENTIMENTAL  STRIPE 

Ever-popular  navy  and  white  tick- 
ing stripes  enhance  a  back-wrap 

skirt  in  polyester  and  cotton. 
Slightly  gathered  from  center 
pleat;  patch  pockets  up  front. 
S,  M,  L,  XL  covers  sizes  6-18.  $24 
plus  $1.75  post.  Free  catalogue. 
The  Talbots,  Dept.  VY,  Hingham, 
MA  02043. 

SITTING  PRETTY 

The  famous  butterfly  chair  cov- 

ers in  "Tuff  Stuff"  canvas  or  ny- 
lon. Canvas,  18  oz.:  black,  white, 

lemon,  tangerine,  marigold,  roy- 
al, olive,  blue,  green;  $15.95. 

Nylon:  yellow,  orange,  white, 
royal,  green;  $16.95.  Add  $1.50 
post.  The  Patio,  HG3,  550  Powell, 
San  Francisco,  CA  94108. 

NO-SHINE  DISCOVERY 

Simple  Teflon  cover  for  steam 
irons  is  the  solution  for  ironing 

serge,  gabardine,  dull-surfaced 
silks,  woolens  and  knits.  Permits 

a  smooth  shaping  or  blocking  job 
without  shiny  areas.  $1.29  each 

plus  15c  postage.  Anthony  En- 
terprises, HG3,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

HARDY,  HANDSOME 

Ideal  for  dining,  kitchen,  study  or 
living  room.  Twin  oak  pedestal 
with  maple  butcher  block  top. 

60"  by  30",  $201.25;  60"  by 
36",  $217.50;  72"  by  36", $237. 
Exp.  Coll.  Catalogue,  50c.  Write 
to  Butcher  Block  &  More,  HG3, 
1600  So.  Clinton,  Chicago,  IL 
60616. 

POPULAR  CLASSIC 

Blue  willow  ceramic  brewmaster, 

always  a  treasure,  now  electri- 
fied. Heats  water  in  21/2  minutes. 

U.L.  approved  cord.  Six  cup  pot, 
$4.95;  matching  cream  &  sugar, 
8-oz.  $2.50.  Covered  butter  dish 

holds  1/4  lb.,  $1.95.  Add  60c  post. 
ea.  The  Added  Touch,  12H  Water 
St.,  Bryn  Mawr.  PA  19010. 

THE  ORGANIC  WAY 

New  tool  for  the  garden  grinds 
an  instant  mulch  from  prunings, 
leaves,  brush,  roots.  Composter 
makes  a  bagful  of  rich  humus, 
organic  plant  food  and  natural 
fertilizer  in  minutes.  $39.95  ppd. 
Free  catalogue.  Casaplanta, 
Dept.  64,  16129  Runnymede, 
Van  Nuys,CA  91406. 

BIRTHDAY  BADGE 

Pretty  Bicentennial  medallion 
features  the  Great  Seal  of  the 
U.S.,  simulated  diamond  border, 

filigree  edging,  24"  matching 
chain.  2"  dia.;  gold  or  silver  fin- 

ish (specify).  $7.95  plus  75c 
post.  Loretta  McKay,  Dept. 
HG-3,  149-12  82  St.,  Howard 
Beach,  NY  11414. 
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Unique  •  Practical  •  Economical 
THE MATCHLESS  MATCH 

The  simple  elegance  of  hand  cut 

lead  crystal  makes  this  lighter  a 

true  collector's  item.  Runs  on  bat- 
teries (no  flints  to  wear  out)  and 

holds  lots  of  fuel.  Just  lift  the 

match  and  there's  the  perfect  light 
for  a  cigar,  cigarette  or  a  pipe. 

Heavy  enough  to  serve  as  a  paper- 
weight. A  very,  very  pretty  gift  for 

a  matchless  friend. 

$30.00  +  $2.50  P&H. 

PHOTO  SPHERE 

We  think  crystal  clear  lucite  makes 

an  excellent  setting  for  your  pre- 
cious photos  ...  has  the  look  of 

luxury.  Just  slip  photos  (up  to  3V2" 
X  5")  into  the  protective  transpar- 

ent windows  suspended  on  the 
sturdy  lucite  base  ...  no  gluing 

or  mounting  ...  and  they're  ready 
to  admire  at  all  times.  50  trans- 

parent sleeves  for  100  photos.  Re- 

fill packages  of  25  sleeves.  Vs" 
lucite  covers  top — and  bottom  with 
Vi"  thick  61/4"  X  61/4"  lucite  base. 

No.  23-19  Photo  Sphere  $20.00 

+  $1.99  P&H. 
No.  23-20  Re-fills  1251  $2.00 

III.  Res.  add  5%  Tax.  Gift  Catalog  500.  Charge  cards  accepted. 

HOUSE  OF  MINNEL 
530  LARK  ST.,  DEPT.  536,  GENEVA  IL  60134 

^<uc%  'Picture  <^^  <^  ̂ cauti^cd 

Ivory-like  handcrafted  oval  jjoincs 
AttracUvu  crackle  Unish — .\lu.si  lie  .-.cen  lo  he  apprecialed. 

Ai)pru.\iniate  size  2'/4"  x  3V4" 

$7.50 Babies,  friends,  brides,  pets  and  school  pictures  make  lovely  minia- 
tures. Gift  idea  for  birthdays,  anniversaries  and  holidays. 

MAIL  TODAY  FOR  THIS  UNIQUE  SERVICE 
.Send  black  and  white  or  color  snapshot,  no  I'olaroids.  please.  Uenierii- 
her  ue  uill  he  usintc  your  snap.-^hotl  Therefore,  photo^raplis  cannot  be 

returned.  Add  $1.00  for  easel.  Money  back  if  not  pleased.  Add  ""x" 
each  for  postage  and  handling,  ("alif.  residents  include  69<;  sales  laN. 
.\llo«   'i  to  \  weeks  for  delivery.    I'lease  send  check  or  money  order  to 

S<i^^tc^  ̂ ct^i 
P.O.  Box    1022   D.-pt.  376 
Lonipoo.  California  9.31.36 

LUCITE  BUFFET  STACKERS  ....  clearly  stunning! 
•  Keep   buffet   service   ciufter-frce 
•  Give    added    serving    space    and 

let  flatware  show  through 
•  Exclusive America 

rheers  for  stackers  in  heftv  crvslal  clear  l.iicite 

V.m\\  hold-  IJ.  ■l'^i\.\\.\^."  \wAh.  Knife  st.nk.r  '■ 
slioun)  with  IJ  slots,  7'4s4x:;'i"  hisb. 

^ 

^  \\\\\^^  v.r_».,  A^^\^^  ir7345 — Set  of  2  Fork-Spoon  Stockers  1  sot  S3. 98 
"-illian    Vernon    design       -7983— Knife   Stacker           Each  S3. 98 

n-cratted  and  ours  alone!      -7,84— All   3   Stackers— sovc!    1    Set  S6.98 

Please  add  SOi  post.  &  hdlg.  N.Y.  residents  add  applicable  faxes 

fe  The  Country  Gourmet  ITwe 
Dept.  G36,  512  S.  Fulton  Ave 

rnon.  N.Y.  10550 
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PAGE  SIZE  MAGNIFIER 
Page  Magnifier  is  handy  for  looking  up  telephone  or  map  directory 

listings,  stock  market  reports,  etc.  The  whole  page  is  magnified 

at  one  time.  Wafer  thin  and  measures  7"  x  10". 

PAGE  MAGNIFIER   $3.98  Plus  400  Postage  &  Handling 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Authouy  Enterprises Dept.  HG-36 556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

^3$ 

NO  MORE  WET  HAIR 
Keep  hair  dry  while  bathing  or  swimming.  Absorbent  Dry  Band 
protects  against  moisture.  Keeps  hair-do  safe,  dry.  Easy  to  use 
— practical  for  all  ages.  Simply  wrap  poly-foam  band  around  head  to 
cover  hairline.  Wear  under  shower  or  bathing  caps.  Adjustable. 

DRY  BAND  $3.98  Plus  450  Postage  &  Handling 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises Dept.  HG-36 556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 
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COLONIAL  COMFORT 

Handcrafted  of  select  hard- 
woods, the  1776  Bicentennial 

rocker  to  treasure.  Antique  green 

finish  with  multi-color  linen  fab- 
ric, shown,  $129.95  exp.  coll. 

Free  brochure  (send  stamped 
envelope).  Martha  M.  House, 

HG3,  1022  S.  Decatur  St.,  Mont- 
gomery, AL  36104. 

CLEVER  CRISS  CROSS 
"Lora"  has  soft  leather  uppers 

and  flexible  crepe  soles  with  2V2" stained  wood  heels.  Choose  it  in 
dark  tan,  bone  or  white.  Sizes 
4-12,  in  Narrow,  Medium  and 
Wide.  $14.95;  sizes  over  10  are 
$1  extra.  Add  90c  post.  Sofwear 

Shoes,  HG3,  1711  Main,  Hous- 
ton, TX  77002. 

BEST  OF  BREED 

Schnauzer  design  looks  so  real 
he  almost  barks.  Kit  to  needle- 

point has  color  design  on  13- 
mesh  mono  canvas,  Persian 

yarn,  needle,  instructions.  9"  by 
9"  in  black,  gray,  white  on  gold. 
$7.95  plus  60c  post.  The  World 
of  Stitch  'n  Knit,  HG36,  Box 
709,  Framingham,  MA  01701. 

DINING  SEAT 

Safety  chair  clamps  securely  to 
table  or  counter  and  is  firmly 

held  by  baby's  own  weight.  Frame of  chrome  steel,  sturdy  plastic 

seat  and  back.  Baby  can't  climb out.  To  4  years.  $9.98  plus  $1.79 

post.  Gift  catalogue  50c.  House 
of  Minnel,  Dept.  536T,  530  Lark 

St..  Geneva.  IL  60134. 

PROTEIN  GLORIFIER 
Protein  lotion  is  absorbed  into 

the  scalp  to  strengthen  and  to 
lengthen  the  hair  as  well  as  to 
thicken  it  and  heal  split  ends  that 

develop  from  bleaching  and  dry- 
ing. Two  months  supply,  $3.98 

plus  25c  post.  Growing  Glory, 
HG3,  50  Bond  St.,  Westbury,  NY 
11590. 

CENTURY  LIGHT 

Ingenious  night  light  is  said  to 
last  36500  nights — that  is,  a 
hundred  years!  Stays  cool,  plugs 
into  wall  socket  to  light  dim 

areas  softly.  Continuous  opera- 
tion costs  just  2c  a  week.  $1.98 

plus  25c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG3,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

TIMELESS  THOUGHTS 

The  Lord's  Prayer  on  a  plaque 

exemplifies  the  directive  to  "Go 

ye  into  all  the  world" — all  who see  it  will  stop  to  contemplate. 

Laminated;  7"  by  9".  $3.25  plus 
60c  post.;  two,  $6.50  ppd.  Home 
Environment  Products,  HG3,  507 
Fifth  Ave.,  Rm.  307E,  New  York, 
NY  10017. 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN 



TIME  FOR  GOOD  HUMOR 

Giant  popsicle  clock  runs  on  a 
single  flashlight  battery.  Choose 

orange  or  chocolate,  15"  h.,  5^2" 
w.  to  hang  or  sit  on  shelf  or  table 
and  bring  cheer  as  time  passes. 
One  year  guarantee.  Fun  for 
students  or  family.  $22.50  ppd. 
Wretched  Mess,  HG3,  W.  Yellow- 

stone, MT  59758. 

MEXICO  MAGIC 

Gorgeous  cuff  bracelet  hand- 
crafted in  Mexico  is  genuine  aba- 

lone,  "nature's  heavenly  shell," 
inlaid  in  hand-carved  solid  brass. 
Wide  IV4"  cuff  shows  off  the  iri- 

descent hues.  $14.98  plus  45c 
post.  Lillian  Vernon,  G3E,  510 
So.  Fulton  Ave.,  Mt.  Vernon,  NY 
10550. 

SAFETY  WHISTLE 

Purse-sized  4"  long,  gold  finish 
whistle  emits  a  piercing  shriek 

to  frighten  any  would-be  assail- 
ant. Aerosol  operates  the  whis- 
tle; just  press  down  and  out 

comes  the  scary  shriek.  $2.98 

plus  30c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG3,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

GOURMET  SET 

Handsome  and  practical  knives, 
molybdenum  vanadium  steel 
with  rosewood  handles.  Carver 

141/4",  cleaver  12%",  cook's 
knife  10%",  parer  8".  Guaran- 

teed. Set  of  four  $9.98;  two  sets 
$18.96.  Add  $1  post.  American 

Consumer,  Dept.  VM205.  Caro- 
line Rd.,  Philadelphia,  PA  19176. 

TIME  THIEF 

Is  your  pool  robbing  you  of  time? 
Meyco  safety  pool  cover  takes 
two  minutes  to  put  on  or  remove. 
Keeps  out  dirt,  leaves;  children 

and  pets  are  safe  when  you're 
away.  Discourages  algae.  Custom 
made,  any  size.  Write  to  Meyco, 
HG3,  225  Park  Ave.,  Hicksville, 
NY  11801. 

STORMY  WEATHER 

Foul  weather  doesn't  bother  the 

dog  that  wears  the  fisherman's 
style  sou'wester  in  clear  vinyl 
with  yellow  trim.  Measure  from 

collar  to  tail  in  inches.  10"  to 
16",  $4.98;  18"  and  20",  $5.98. 
Add  50c  post.  Catalogue  25c. 

DuSay's,  Dept.  P-72,  Box  24407, 
New  Orleans,  LA  70184. 

GRACIOUS  HOLDER 

Gold-tone  metal  basket  decked 
with  full  blown  roses  holds  guest 
towels  at  the  ready  in  powder 

room  or  bath.  71/2"  wide  and  8" 
high,  a  decorative  accessory  to 
add  a  charming  grace  note. 
$24.95  plus  $2  post.  Laurel 
Creations,  HG3,  Box  6,  Adelphia, 
NJ  07710. 
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SHOPPING  AROUND 
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M 

/^■i^y 

Sew  &  Save  up  to  50% 
on  camping  gear 

(SEW-IT-YOURSELF  KITS) 

Family  camping  can  be  affordable 

when  you  sew-your-own  camping 

equipment.  Packs,  sleep- 
ing bags,  tents,  parkas 

and  more.   All  parts  are 

pre-cut.  ready  for  assem 

bling.    Everything  is  in- 
cluded, even  the  thread. 

Your  satisfaction  is  guaran- 
teed with  a  Frostline  Kit.  Send 

for  a  Free  color  catalog  today! 

Dept.  HG036 
452  Burbank 

Broomfield 
Colorado 

80020 

who  says 

the  shortest 
distance  between 

two  points 
has  to  be 

a  straight  line? 

■•^ 

*?j>... INSTALL  YOUR  OWN     I 

SPIRAL  STAIRS! 

It's  fun  to  put 

together  in  less 
than  2  hours! 
•  COMPLETE  INSTRUCTIONS 

INCLUDED 

•  NO  SPECIAL  TOOLS  OR 
SKILLS  NEEDED 

STOCK  KITS 
AVAILABLE 

FROM  $29500 

SEND  FOR  BROCHURE 

DESIGN  SERVICES  AVAILABLE 

INDUSTRIES 

650  Q  WASHINGTON  STREET PEEKSKILL.  NY   10566 

21 2-LU  5-6767 914-739-8486 

SK     Large:   29'   high   x    i; 
t\    14'.   $31.95   plus  $5,0( el   Medium  :  27     high  x 

|3xl2",     $23.95  plus  S4.0 

MAILBOX    HAMPER— Perfect    for    laundry    or toys.    Handwoven   of  natural  and    burned   rattan. 
lined  with  burlap.    Hinged   lid 
and      handles     at     each     end. 

Large :   29 ■   high   x    I7wide   x .00  postage 
15     wide 

hi  X  12  .    S23.95  plus  S4. 00  postage 

14  Small:  25"  high  x   13"  wide  x 

\% 

SEA  GRASS  HANGING 
PLANTER    S2.95  ea.. 

.   .  2  for  S4.95    plus  Si. OO  post. 

S  \        It's  perfect  for  your  potted 
plants,     indoor    or    out. 
Handwoven    in    Taiwan. 8"  dia.   14"  woven  chain. 

5.95   plus  S3. 00  postage 

notes,    rec- 

RATTAN  WALL  ALL 
Attractive  and  practical 

keeps    mail. 
ipes.     etc.. 

^   atyourfin- 

f^^  g  e  r  t  i  p  s . 
Handwoven 
7      X     18   . 

$5.95    plus $1.00  postage 

^^^i£i^ 

WICKER  WALL  LAMP 
Handwoven  completely  wired 

with  on  off  switch.  10"  dia.  x  8" h.  Painted  in  white,  yellow, 
green,  blue,  orange,  pink  or 
black  add  $2.00.  Use  up  to  100 wait  bulb. 

'>.-^^rr»-'C»\ 
VISIT 

^■:> ..           ̂ : 
OUR             ,   

.SI  295   , 

WARE-                 ■■ 

HOUSE 
plus  Sl.OO    U 

postage       /■' 
SHOW- 

ROOM 

  w 

SEND 

25c  FOR 

NEW  J. 
PAGf 

CA"rA- 

LOG 

%ei6i<d  % 
ROUTE  10.  DEPT.  HG3,  SUCCASUN^A.  M   J    07S76 
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6R-R-IND— 
SH-SH-SHAKE— 

OPEN- 
SNATCH  ! 

THE  BANDIT  BOX 
Place  a  coin  in  the  holder,  immediately  you  hear  a  grinding  of  gears 
.  .  .  the  box  starts  shaking  .  .  .  slowly  lid  rises,  a  pale  green  hand 

reaches  out,  grabs  coin,  disappears  and  "Bang,"  lid  slams  shut. 

Amazing  how  much  money  you'll  collect.  Operates  on  2  penlight 
batteries  (not  included) 

BANDIT  BOX   $6.98  Plus  750  Postage  &  Handling  Each 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

A  ntho ny  Enterprises Depf.  HG-36 556  Mission,   San   Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

Ui 

/^<f 

%,^P^  ̂ ^ 

« 

A^ 

CLEANS  SILVER  FAST 
Magic  Silver  Leaf  goes  in  the  dishpan,  or  sink,  and  safely  cleans 

silver  as  you  wash  dishes.  No  rubbing,  no  boiling.  Keeps  silver 

shining  bright  and  tarnish-free.  Safe  for  finest  silverplate  and 

sterling.  Odorless  and  non-toxic.  Lasts  a  lifetime,  never  wears  out. 

SILVER  LEAF  ....  $3.98  +  400  MalMng  Each 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises Dept.  HG-36 
556  Mission,   San   Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

50 

STOP  SPILLS 
Start  watering  those  hanging 

plants  neatly  by  resting  them  in 
6"  dia.  holders  that  catch  drips, 
"invisible"  32"  nylon  cording 

supports  tray  and  plant.  Three 
Grunmar  trays,  cord,  $3.99  plus 
75c  post.  Home  Plant  Displayers, 

Inc.,  Dept.  C-203,  51  E.  42  St., 
New  York,  NY  10017. 

CHEERY  AND  CUDDLY 

Childhood  animal  favorites  on  a 

puffy  quilt  made  for  crib  or  small 
child's  bed.  Hand-guided  stitch- 

ing on  top  quality  durable  fabric, 
machine-washable  and  dryable. 

36"  by  42".  $35  ppd.  Grandma's Quilting  Company,  Dept.  G36, 
4226  Herkimer  PL,  New  York, 
NY  10470. 

TOWEL  TREE 

Decorative  towel  rack  in  unusual 

modern  styling  is  a  handsome 
wall  piece  on  its  own!  Hand 

crafted  solid  natural  rattan,  17" 
X  16",  has  six  rattan  hooks  for 
towels,  clothing.  $7.95  ppd.  Cata- 

logue, 25c.  Fran's  Basket  House, 
HG3,  Rte.  10,  Succasunna,  NJ 
07876. 

FURRY  FOOTING 

Lush  deep-piled  Flokati-style  rug 
is  machine  washable!  Choose  it 

in  white  or  black.  4'  by  5', 
$29.95;  5'  by  9',  $69.95;  9'  by 
12',  $139.95;  running  foot,  5'w., 
$7.50.  Ppd.  Catalogue,  $1.  Peer- 

less Imported  Rugs,  Dept.  GE-3, 
3028  N.  Lincoln  Ave.,  Chicago, 
IL  60657. 

SLEEP  IN  BEAUTY 

Preserves  hairstyle,  prevents  im- 

pressed facial  wrinkles.  "C" shape  supports  jaw  and  temple 
without  pressing  against  cheek. 
Prevents  round  shoulders,  dou- 

ble chins.  Two  pink  zipper  cov- 
ers, 17"  by  9",  $7.98  ppd.  Bet- 

ter Sleep  Inc.,  HG3,  New  Provi- 
dence, NJ  07974. 

SECRET  SPREAD  REST 
What  a  great  idea!  A  caddy  that 
hides  beneath  mattress  of  beds 
with  low  (or  no)  footboards.  Slip 
it  out  at  bedtime  for  a  bedspread 

rack  to  simplify  morning  make- 
up. King,  queen,  double  beds 

need  two.  $7.83  ea.;  two  $14.83. 

Add  90c  post.  Garrett's,  HG3, 
Box  12274,  Dallas,  TX  75225. 

BICENTENNIAL  PLATES 

Significant  Early  American 
scenes  in  bas  relief  on  burnished 

pewter-finished  plates  7"  dia. Declaration  of  Independence, 

shown.  Betsy  Ross,  Spirit  of  '76 and  others  available.  $7.75  ea.; 

two,  $14.95  plus  $1  post.  Jay's Gifts,  HG3,  12630  N.W.  Skyview, 
Kansas  City,  MO  64164. 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

SILVER  PLATING  SALE 

For  a  limited  time  only  silver 

plating  at  sale  prices.  100%  guar- 
anteed; dents  are  removed  at  no 

extra  charge.  It  is  a  perfect  time 

to  have  heirlooms  fixed  and  quad- 
ruple silver  plated.  Free  price 

list.  The  Senti-Metal  Co.,  Silver- 
plating  Div.,  HG-36,  1919  Mem- 

ory Lane,  Columbus,  OH  43209. 

CLEARLY  FOR  MEMOS 

Heavy  crystal  clear  Lucite  cube 

holds  800  memo  slips  for  jot- 

tings. 3y2"  square  to  keep  on 
telephone  table,  desk,  in  kitchen. 
Two  or  three  initials.  $7.95  each 
plus  $1  post.,  two,  $15.95  ppd. 
800  refills,  $2.25  ppd.  Writewell 
Co.,  887  Transit  BIdg.,  Boston, 
MA  02115. 

IT'S  COOL 
Miniature  ice  cubes  are  ideal  for 

speedy  chilling  of  drinks,  salads 
and  sea  foods.  A  simple  twist  of 
the  plastic  tray  and  90  little 

cubes  of  crushed-ice  size  pop 
right  out.  $1.29  plus  20c  post. 
Anthony  Enterprises,  HG3,  556 
Mission  St.,  San  Francisco,  CA 
94105. 

STOOP  STOPPER 

PiPeer  shoulder  brace;  light- 
weight, puts  posture  on  the 

straight  and  narrow.  Three-ply 
ventilated  material;  padded  invis- 

ible arm  bands.  Men  measure 
around  chest;  women  below  bust. 
$6.95  plus  75c  post.  Piper  Brace, 

Dept.  HG-46SH,  811  Wyandotte, 
Kansas  City,  MO  64105. 

ANTIQUE  CAR  PLANTER 

Classic  coupe  profile  on  brick 
road,  with  tree  limbs,  for  an  un- 

usual design  on  all  4  sides.  41/2'' 
sq.  by  4"  h.  In  Koch  brass  plate 
with  black  liner  (SAA-4B)  or  nick- 

el plate  with  black  liner  (SAA- 
4N).  Each  $7.95;  two  $15.  Ppd. 
St.  Nicholas  Boutiques,  HG3, 
Santa  Claus.  IN  47579. 

FRESH  AS  MOUNTAIN  AIR 

Unifilter  purifies  tap  water,  re- 
moving chlorine  taste,  grit,  odors 

and  other  impurities.  Add  to  wa- 
ter for  drinking,  coffee,  tea, 

soups  and  ice  cubes.  Gives 
spring  water  freshness.  $4.99 
each;  two,  $9.50  ppd.  Almatex 

int'l.  Co.,  HG3,  3569  Bristol  Pike, 
Cornwells  H'ts,  PA  19020. 

UNIQUE  HOBBY 
Discover  the  creative  world  of 

string  art,  and  enjoy  friends' 
praises  of  your  wall  hangings. 
Over  35  unusual  kits,  patterns 
and  accessories  illustrated  in 

free  catalogue.  (25c  post,  is  re- 

funded with  first  order.)  Kelly's 
String  Art  Division,  HG3,  Box 
36195,  Cincinnati,  OH  45236. 
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GLASS,  GLORIOUS  GLASS! 
Our  charming  bowls  with ■ 

setting-hen  lids nsK                                  I 
have  a  history — we're tempted  to  call mm^^                                            1 
them  "hens  across  the iHWtiM^^                                              ■ sea!"  The  European 

'^Mfi:^.¥^:  ..                '-  .'-^.                  ■ 
design  came  here  in  the ^^^^IBv^^nKLjf^^^^^^^^^^fiV^^^^^r^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^l 

1800's,  became  an 
American  classic  in ^^^HBETM^^^   '   ̂ ^ftl^^^^^^^l hand-pressed  glass. 

cherished  by  collectors ^^^H7       '^A     ̂        -  ̂ -^sSf^wHw^^^^^^^m 

today.  Now  they've 
^^^^Kk                        ^~^r%tl''^         ̂ '  T^^^^^H 

crossed  the  sea  again— 
^^^^H^Jr^.                      pp^Oj^I  .      >  .  ̂ ]^^^^H we  found  these  in  Italy, 

as  lavishly  detailed 
as  the  originals, '      ■    — ■^^'~ -:-:  ;  '                     ■ hand-finished,  gift 

•^^>^^--"                    1 boxed.  Delightful  as 

decor  or  servers — large 
...  ̂ ^t     ̂ ^^^^■'                  1 bowl  is  8"  long,  71/4"  high 

p^>0%  ■,                              1 —small  ones  2%x2i/2". 4610  Large  Bow!  $14.98 
*'&i    ̂ ''^-^i^^     ̂'          '    ^'^"                                                              1 4611  Se»  of  2 
'^^^'itmm'i'ff^'^             Sfi^..'   .^yiilKjy-— *^                                                                      ̂ 1 

Small  Bow's  $5.98 

^"^i^"'  k 

P"-^-    »£|.                                      ■ 
4612  The  flock— all  3 

L    '^''-'j3m                         1 as  shown.  1  Set  $18.50 1 
Add  $1.00  post.  &  hdlg. 1 wfTW                   1 N.Y.  res.  odd  faiei ^,-.v  ■                        ■ 

•             • 

UmAN  MtrlON   °t^rr.v":r' THE  PEWTER  LOOK 

Our  stainless  steel  flatw.ire  authentically  repro- 
duced from  an  antique  English  design.  Classic 

pistol  handle  knives.  3  fined  forks  .  .  .  and  a 
melliw  jewter  look.  Dishwasher  safe.  Service 
for  eight  includes:  8  dinner  forks,  8  dinner 
knives.  8  salad  forks,  8  soup  spoons,  16  tea- 

spoons and  2   serving   pieces. 

Service  for  8   $38.95 
Service  for  12   $57.50 

Prices  include  postage  &  liandling 

i/Uaiedy Dept.  HG36 
Hartsdale,  N.Y.  10503 

TEDDY" 

On      each      side 

of  this   3"   satin 

ball  sits  a  wide- 
eyed  teddybear 

we  ail  re- 
member. 
Tinygold 

pine- 

cones 
and    red 

^  j*'^    berriesfinish 

-^SL        the    bottom. 

KIT — $3.65  ppd. 
Pa.  residents  add  6%  tax. 

Our  Award  Winning  Catalog 

contains  over  250  original  de- 

signs, $1.95. 

THE  CRACKER   BOX 

Dept.  HG5 Pt.  Pleasant.  PA  18950 

WE  PRINT 

ANYTHING 

CUSTOM   PRINTED  SHIRTS 

I  lie  latest  craze — you  think  of  tlie 
slogan  and  we  II  print  it!  Any  slogan 
for  your  team  .  .  .  candidate  .  .  .  club 

.  .  .  your  favorite  hobby  ...  or  what- 
ever. Up  to  30  letters  printed  on  these 

quality  cotton  sweatshirts  or  T  shirts. 
Machine  washable,  paint  will  not  run  or 

fade.  Colors — powder  blue,  or  navy 
blue.  Size  S,  M,  L,  XL.  Specify  size 

and  color.  Add  $2.00  extra  for  printing 
on  both  sides.  Prompt  Shioment. 
Sweatshirt      $6.95        T-shrrt     $4.95 

Write  for  FREE  catalog  of  gifts. 

lltiliflaT   lilift.s » 
Dept.  303-B,  Wheat  Ridge.   Colorado  80033 

LUCITE 
SHOWER 
CADDY 

Everything's 

right  at  your 

fingertips — no 

more  "blind  man's 

buff"  groping 

for  the  shampoo! 
It's  all  there- 
hooks  for  shower 
cap  and  brush, 
tray  for  soap, 

ring  for  washcloth, 

secure  deep  shelf 

for  bottles! American-made  by 

Robert  Mainly. 
6x191/2"  long. 

7625     Shower 
Caddy     $8.98 

Add  75c  oost.  &  hdtg.  N.Y.  re^.  add  laxei 

liiiiAN  \f5km 
Dept.  G35 

510  S.  Fulton  Ave.,  Mt.  Vernon,  N.Y.  10550 
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SHOPPING  AROUND 

WATER  THIRSn  PLANTS  WHILE  ON  A  TRIP 
Planning  a  trip  but  worried  about  your  thirsty  plants?  Amazing 

wicks  feed  just  right  amount  of  water  up  to  8  weeks.  Can  be  used 
all  year  around  with  all  clants.  V/:i!  rot  rot  or  mildev.. 

SET0F4  PLANT  NURSEMAIDS  .,.S2. 98   -   45c  Mailing  Each  Set. 
SET0F2  EXTRA  LONG  PLANT  NURSEMAIDS 

FOR  LARGE  PLANTS   S2.98  +  45c  Mailing  Each  Set. 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6°o  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  Or  Your  Money  Back 

Ajitbou]  Enterprises  ss6  >A;ssion.  slTL'lfi 

36 

isco,  Calif.  94105 

just  ''etc." 
T'e  -essage    s  .  =  :. 
look  is  definite!   Si- carved  and  stainec    _: 

the   grain — stunning    acarit    iz 
a    wall    grouping,    exciting    or 

its    own!    llV^x6^"    high. 
8303     Etc.  Sign    $3.98 

Add  60i  posf.  &  hdig 
N.V    res.  add  taxes 

ULiiANNEUON 
Dept.   G37.   510  S.   Fulton   Ave. 

Mt.  Vernon.  N.Y.  10550 

STRAW  TOTE— -e  status  hand- 
vioven  bag  from  China  to  fill  as  you 
will.  Carry  swim  suit,  lotion  and 
beach  towel.  Tote  it  to  the  office. 

Or  use  it  for  shopping.  Its  a  whop- 

ping 17"  in  diameter  and  mighty 
handsome.  Order  —4136  at 

S6.95    f -s  5Cc  pcs-.3ge 

Dept.   HG-CBM         Northport.   Ne*  York  117S8 

KRAUS 

( iriginals 
"like  \>  earing 

slove?  on 

\our  feet" 

THE  CAVALIER  PANT  BOOT 
Manason"6  y  craTtea  in  geruine  oiove 
Leather.  Smooth,  no-seam  vamp;  ad- 
'js+able  bucltled  sfrao.  Resilien-f-  ribbed 
see      an d       we ;a  ancec 

1'
 

Teei 
Brown,   White,    Black,   Navy,    Lug- 

gage Tan,  Red  or  Bone;  A  sc  Black 
or      Brown      S.sce      Learher.      Siies 

6-10'2     Narrow     (AAA.AA);     5-10'/2 
Vedlj-n   (ABC!  widths. 

S19.00  Add  SI  postage 

OLD  PUEBLO  Yra'dERS-H3B SOO  So.  Country  Club,  Tucson,  Az.  85716 

MOTHER  S  LOVE 

Annual  plate  for  Mother's  Day  by 
Bing  and  Grondahl  is  in  tradition- 

al blue  and  white.  This  year's  de- 
sign is  of  a  mother  swan  swim- 
ming contentedly  along  with  her 

offsprings.  Fine  porcelain,  6" 
dia.  Collector's  plate  limited  edi- 

tion. S22.50  ppd.  Trein's,  HG3, 201  W.  1st..  Dixon,  IL  61021. 

.'.  .RL  A  SHOE 

Compact  three  level  polished 
stee'  carrousel  holds  36  shoes 
u8  oair)  and  twirls  to  make  se- 

lection easy.  24"  h..  15"  dia:  it 
rolls  on  casters.  Space-saver  in  a 
closet,  keeps  shoes  aired.  $9.98 

plus  31.50  post.  Crown-Castle. 
Dept.  SC-508.  51  Bank  St.,  Stam- ford, CT  06901. 

GARDEN  ASSET 

Bright-eyed  smiling  frog  likes  to 

be  a  planter,  a  holder  for  minia- 
ture tools,  a  nice  knick-knack,  or 

a  happy  little  gift.  White  ceramic 

with  green  polka  dots.  5V2"  high 
55  plus  50c  post.  Catalogue  50c 
free  with  order.  Book  Club  Asso- 

ciates.   HG3,    Garden   City.    NY 11530. 

CAVALRY  SABER 

The  "Old  Wristbreaker"  saber 
used  by  both  armies  during  the 
Civil  War  is  handsomely  repro- 

duced complete  with  black  leath- 

er scabbard.  Steel  saber  is  39" 
long.  $19.50  ppd.  Color  cata- 

logue $2.  The  Muller  Co.,  HG3 
Dogwood  Hollow,  Miller  Place. NY  11764. 

CZ'.'^ACT  COMFORT 

G::c-ooking  sturdy  seating  in 
butcher  block  chairs  that  fold 
-  5-  -0  store  in  a  small  space. 

•  . : : :  seat,  natural  only  $15.90: 
cane  seat,  in  natural  or  walnut 
finish.  519.90.  Exp.  coll.  New 

catalogue  Si.  J  &  D  Brauner. 
'C.  HG3,  1331  So.  Michigan 
Ave..  Chicago,  IL  60605. 

:-^"       NIG  CHICKEN 

:!ecorative     basket 
;  y   anything   you 

i^c-         s=,    c:    fruit,   vegetables, 
flowers.  It  sits,  or  hangs  by  the 

swing-  e.  Hand-made  in 

Meric:  e  12"  long  by  8" 
$5.35  ppd.  Discovery 

-  :-r  Inc.,  Dept.  FG3.  25  Syl- 
van no.  So.,  Westport,  CT  06880. 

~  VALET 

-.;  ̂ y  little  comb  strokes  out 
nats.  pills  and  balls  from  napped 
fabrics  in  seconds.  Use  it  on 
s-.veaiers,  shawls,  any  knit.  May 

De  used  en  fabrics  of  man-made f  bers.Sl.98  
plus  20c  post.  Order 

D-Fuzz-lt  from  Antncny  Enter- 
prises, HG3,  556  Mission  St., San  Francisco,  

CA  94105. 

HOUSE  &  GARDE" 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

TABLETOP  TOUR 

Independence  Hall  kit:  die-cut 
art  board  full-color  pieces  (in 
scale  1"  to  12').  Learn  land- 

mark's layout.  21"  I.  by  16"  h. 
For  12  years,  up.  Instructions. 

$3.99  plus  50c  post.  Other  Bi- 
centennial kits  available.  G  &  B 

Inc.,  HG3,  516  Schoolhouse  La., 
Willow  Grove,  PA  19090. 

HANDY  HANG-DRYER 
For  travel  or  home  use,  a  sturdy 
dryer  to  hold  all  your  washables 
is  a  great  help.  Hooks  onto  any 
showerhead,  notched  shaft  holds 
11  hangers.  Steel  construction, 
rustproof  vinyl  finish.  $3.25;  two 
$5.75.  Add  50c  post.  American 
Century,  HG3,  P.O.  Box  36232, 
Los  Angeles,  CA  90036. 

BE  A  MURAL  ARTIST 

Wall  murals  you  can  paint  your- 
self, by-the-number,  shown  in 

catalogue.  Choose  from  74  de- 
signs up  to  12'  wide.  Guaranteed 

fool-proof.  Kits  include  patterns, 
brushes,  paints,  $4.95to  $49.95. 
Catalogue  25c.  Magic  Murals, 
Dept.  HG-603E,  Box  8500, 
Fountain  Valley,  CA  92708. 

LONG-LASTING  WAX 
Handmade  furniture  wax  from 

ingredients  imported  from  Brazil 

produces  an  extremely  long  last- 
ing hard  finish  to  treasured  wood 

pieces.  Wax  eliminates  the  need 
for  repeated  waxings.  Eight  oz. 
can.  $3.50  plus  25c  post.  Walter 
DeLipsey,  HG3,  2615  Routh  St., 
Dallas,  TX  75201. 

TO  HAVE  AND  TO  FOLD 

Space  saving  table  made  in  Eu- 
rope. Solid  beechwood  with  oiled 

walnut  veneer.  Closed,  9"  by 
30";  one  side  up,  37"  by  30"; 
fully  opened,  65"  by  30",  it  seats 
eight.  30"  h.  $59.95.  Exp.  coll. 
Assembled.  Danish  catalogue, 
25c.  Genada  Imports,  HG3,  Box 
204,  Teaneck,  NJ  07666. 

NATURAL 

A  cane  kit  that  includes  sheets  of 

cane  and  complete  instructions 
for  repairing  grooved  chair  seats, 
room  dividers,  what  have  you. 
Square  cane  sheets  in  three 

sizes:  12".  $6.75;  18",  $10.25; 
24".  $14.75.  Ppd.  Catalogue, 
25c.  T.I.E.,  HG3,  Box  1121,  San 
Mateo,  CA  94403. 

FIGURE  SHAPER 
Attach  to  doorknob,  exercise 

twice  daily  for  5  minutes.  Slim- 
ming action  concentrates  on 

hips,  waist  and  thighs.  For  men 
and  women.  $7.98  plus  $1  post. 
Weighs  only  10  ounces.  Joe  Wel- 

der, Dept.  LG/P,  21100  Erwin 
St.,  Woodland  Hills,  CA  91364. 
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D      i'  ST 

The  OST. . .  OPEN  COLLAR  TIE 
Shapes  to  neck.  Adjusts  to  size.  Stays  in  place.  No  more  bother.  So 
comfortable  you  forget  it  is  there.  Plain  shades  in  fine  denier  polyester 
to  match  every  outfit.  Traditional  fancy  designs  in  Estron  ?. 

A — Paisleys —  Navy — Brown — Wine — Green 

B — Polka  Dots —       Navy — Brown — Wine — Green 

C — Tear  Drops —       Navy — Brown — Wine — Green 

D — Hounds  Tooth —  Navy — Brown — Wine — Green — BIk. 

E — Plain  Shades —   Navy — Brown — Wine — Green — Beige 

Copen — Yellow — White — Rust — BIk. 
Money  back  guarantee  Check  or  money  order 

$5-95 

30c  Hdlg. 
Each 

OST  Cravates DEPT.  A.3      P.  O.  Box  73.  Champlain,  N.Y.  12919 

in  Canada:  6666  St.  UroainSt..  Montreal.  H2S3H1 

^^M             Mrs.    Ralph   M.    Harris           ̂ ^^^^H 

^H           7213    Oak  Circ'e    Drive          ̂ ^^^H 
^H         Buena,   California   93703        ̂ ^^^1 

^^^^^^    ̂     A    Moe\ler           ̂ ^^H 

^^H              Mrs.    Dcnna   Cooper              ̂ ^^^^| 

^H            8322    Pc'm    Drive   W.            ̂ ^^H 

PRESS  ON  ADDRESS  LABELS 

Stick  to  any  smooth  surface.  No  moist- 
ening.  Use  them  on   letters,  sports 

equipment,  cameras,  tapes,  etc.  Any 
message  to  4  lines.  26  spaces  each. 
Printed  in  black  ink  on  your  choice  of 
White.  Gold.  Silver  ...  or  Blue,  Pink. 

Yellow  pastel  labels.  124"  x  '  2".  In handy  plastic  sleeve  dispenser.  225  for 
S3:  450  [alike!  S5:  or  1000  lalikel 

tor  S10.  All  postpaid.  Specify  color  de- 
sired.  80-page  Useful   Gift  Catalog. 

25c.  From  BRUCE  BOLIND.  23-P  BO- 
UND    BLDG..     BOULDER.    COLORADO 

80302.  Since  1956.  thanks  to  you! 

adjustable Hi-Low 

T.V.   POLE 
STAND 

For   the    bedroom,    living 
room,     kitchen,     family 

room,    porch    .   .    . 
no     matter    where 

you're  viewing  this 
smart    new    T.V. 
Pole    Stand    holds 

your    portable    at the     level     and 

place  best  suited  for  com- fort .  .  .  without  taking  up 
valuable  floor  or  tabletop 

space.  Takes  any  width,  up 
to  14"  front  to  back,  up  to 
17"   top   to    bottom.    Easy 
to  Install  and  move,  brass 
tone  finish  pole  has  spring 

tension  rod  at  top  to  ad- 
just to  your  ceiling  height, 

can  be  set  up  in  Hi  or  Low 
position.     Hi     position     is 

great  for  reclining  watch- ers. Made  in  USA. 

Vrompt  Shipment 

$1^.95 A«#  plus  1.00  post. 

Extension  for  Higli  Ceiling,  add  S2.00 

V/riie  for  FREE  catalog  of  gifts. 

Holiday  Gifts  oept  303  a 
WHEAT  RIDGE    COLOKAOO  80033 

IP' 

;  r  MnrUlttuft  t>ihle 'II    .sniiil   ni'thuifmitj 

$34.95 

Romantic  Victorian 
all    solid    Mahogany,    hand-carved   furniture! 
New  way  to  save  on  finest  quality  furniture. 
Shipped  F.O.B.  direct  from  factory  to  your  home 

(at  cut  prices).  All  tables  have  marble  topsfrom 
Italy.  Large  choice  of  sofas,  chairs,  love  seats. 

tables,  lamps,  rockers,  dining  room,  clocks,  bed- 
room. Superb  workmanship  at  modest  prices. 

America's  largest  selection  is  in  our  catalog. 
And,  costly  fabric  cuttings  are  sent  free! 

B.inkAmoricard  &   M,TSterch.Trop.  Call   (4041   2^i'-4;47 
Magnolia  Hall.  726  Andover  Atlanta,  Ga.  30327 

I  To  get  big  catalog  G-36.  and  costly  fabric  cut  ■ 
I  tings,  send  just  $1.  We  will  refund  with  I 
I    certificate    good    for   $2    on    your    first    purchase,    i 

Name   
Address.. 

..Zip... 

Magnolia  HalL_726  And_over_Ajlanla_£a_J032_7_ 
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„  1   .    c.  2  STORY  HOMES       Mjns.ims.  Gambrels.  Tudors,  Salt  Boxes,  Georgians.  Farmhouse 
.iDijtions.  Ais.i  ContemDor.ir.es.  3.  4    5,  6  bedrooms,  libraries,  family  rooms. 

CHOOSE   YOUR   HOME   DESIGN 
BY   EXACT   CATEGORY! 

—  Richard  B.  Pollman,  Designer 

"2 

25 
Blueprints 
Available 

At  Low  Cost 

V    J 

185   ONE  STORY    HOMES  -  Over   2000 

Su  F:.        Contemporarv.       Traditional. 

'Ranches.    L-shapes.  Atriums,    ̂ *ud   rooms. 
Familv   rooms.   Separate  diriinq   rooms. 

□ 
180  MULTI-LEVEL  HOMES  -  Spit 

Levels,  Hillsides,  Bi-Levels,  Tradiiionals, 

Coritemporaries.  *  Exposed     lower    levels, 
Bjlconies.     terraces      All    sizes 

E3 
250  OIME-STORY  HOMES  -  Under  2000 
Sq.  Ft.  All  Styles,  shapes,  budgets. 

Family  rooms,  extra  baths.  Brick  veneer, 
frame.  Flat  and  sloping  roofs. 

B 223  VACATION  HOMES  -  A  F-jmes, 
Chalets,  Hexagons,  Angular  Cottages, 

"Cluster"  designs.  From  500  to  3000 
Sq.    Ft.    176    pages,    80    in    full    color. 

SAVE)3J0 
GetCo^lete 
CillectiM  -  ««er 
lOOODesieiB 
2700  lllustratioiis 

912  Pates 

«.^-$7.95 
h  Canada.  Mail  tie 
Hanie  Pbiners,  Inc. 

772  Kill  SLW. 
KltcfecMr.  OnL 
N2etE8 

lorn e    planners,  Inc. Dept.  BK     16310  GRAND  RIVER  AVE. 
DETROIT.  MICHIGAN  48227 

TcHECK  CATEGORIES  DESIRED 

111    230   Vi  &   2-StorY   Homes  S2.25 

I   —  (21   185  One-Story   Homes  S2.25 SE\D 

13)   250  One-Story   Homes  S2.25 
(4)   180  Multi-Level   Homes  32.25 

15)  223  Vacation  Home  Plans  S2.25 

LL   5  CATEGORIES  at   S7.95  HGM53MN 

NAf.'E  (please  prmt)- 

ADDRESS   

HOME  PLANNERS.  INC. 
Dect.  BK     16310  Grand  River  Ave. 

Detroit.  Michigan  48227 

Total  Amount  Enclosed 

Mich,  residents  please  add  4°o  sales  tai. 

THE  AMERICANA  COLLECTION  OF  STEER  HORN  RACKS 
These  racks  were  designed  as  Gun  Racks,  but  are  equally  well  suited  for  hats,  coats, 
towels  or  anything  else  you  would  like  to  hang  on  genuine  steer  horns. 

18"  Diameter  with  4  horns  $26.75 
24"  Diameter  with  4  horns  $29.75 
30"  Diameter  with  4  horns  $33.95 

Single  YOKE  RACKS 
26"  long 

__,   ^  .  Maple  w/2  horns      S17.25 

^M  W^  M  ^^m^^       ■    J  ;^      Maple  v//4  horns   $20.25 

^'W  I     miKi  ^^"^^  Walnut  w/2  horns      S17.25 Walnut  w/4  horns   S20.25 

WAGON  WHEEL  RACKS  THE    MULLER    CO. 
Salem  Maple  Dept.  HG3.  Dogwood  Hollow.  Miller  Place.  N.Y.  11764 

The 

SAFE 2-Way 

PET 

DOOR 
Much  safer  than 
ny  solid  hintjcd 
!ij".    panel    d'jui . 

''  'ur  pet  is  cum- 
tielu   pTuttcted. 

ii'  C'lunot  be 
I  ipped  or  rhoLed 

"•     /iciv;    his    tail 
t^Utartd  off. 

FlexPort 
Why  be  a  doorman  for  your  pet?  FlexPort 

ends  scratched  doors  and  whining.  Keeps 

out  flies,  wind,  rain.  Gives 

you  and  pet  complete 

freedom.  Soft  plastic  tri- 

angles close  gently  and 

tightly.  Easily  Installed. 

Send   for  free  folder. 

TUREN,  INC.,  DEPT.  HG3 
2  Cottage  Ave., 

Danvers,  Mass,  01923 

54 

BELT  VALET 
The  indispensable  hang-up  for  belts. 
It  holds  up  to  24  in  easy-to-see.  easy- 
to-get  order  on  closet  rod  or  door. 
Four  strong  brass  hooks  on  hand- 

some walnut  stained  wood.  8  x  51/2  x 

%",  $6.95  plus  &0(;  postage.  Two 
for  $13.50  plus  %(;  postage. 

Qualify  Gift  Catalog,  25t 

SLEEPY  HOLLOW  GIFTS 

6631  Arlington  Blvd.,  G3-6 
Falls  Church.  Va.  22042 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

r 

PLAY  IT  AGAIN 
Useful  round  table  is  for  games, 

tea,  snacks.  With  24"  dia.  top, 

height  adjusts  from  23"  to  25". Folds  to  store;  crafted  in  kiln 
dried  knotty  pine.  Finished  in 
antique  pine,  $29.95;  kit,  ready 
to  finish,  $19.95,  Add  $3  post. 
Yield  House,  G63X,  N,  Conway, 
NH  03860. 

BOY  PLEASER 

Personalized  bat  of  full-grain 
Adirondack  wood,  Little-League 

approved.  It's  professionally 
turned,  has  a  lacquer  finish.  First 
and  last  name  branded  in — just 

like  Big  League  stars.  29".  $8.98 
plus  $1  post.  A.  C.  Gifts,  HG3, 
2642  Central  Park  Ave.,  Yonkers, 
NY  10710. 

BABY  SHOE  BRONZING 

What  a  natural  for  your  desk — 
baby's  first  shoes  bronze  plated 
in  solid  metal  and  mounted  on  an 

8"  by  10"  portrait  stand  with  oak 
design  base.  $6.99;  unmounted 
shoes,  $3.99.  Ppd.  Details  and 

postpaid  mailer,  money-saving 
certificate.  American  Bronzing, 

Box  6504-C5,  Bexley,  OH  43209. 

TWO  INCH  IRISH  CLUNY 

Lace  border  on  no-iron  muslin- 
like polyester/ cotton.  Natural  or 

white,  80"  w,  to  pair.  24",  30", 

36"  long  $12;  45",  54",  63" 
$14;  72",  81",  90"  $17;  11"  by 
72"  valance  $4.50;  tiebacks  pr. 
$2.  Post.  $1.50.  Colonial  Maid 

Curtains,  HG3,  Lawn  Terr.,  Ma- 
maroneck,  NY  10543. 

HAVE  A  LOOK 

Handy  magnifying  mirror  offers 
a  good  look  wherever  you  need 
it.  A  large  all-rubber  suction  cup 
holds  mirror  firmly  to  any  smooth 

and  clean  surface.  3^2"  dia. 
Convenient  for  traveling.  $2,98 

plus  60c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG3,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

PLAY  CUBES 

Rugged  plastic  can't  bend,  rust or  scratch.  Protects  children.  For 

a  40"  tower  or  ranch  house,  for 
sitting  or  stuffing.  Five  in  nest: 

4/6/8/10/12".  Yellow,  blue, 
pink,  green,  red  or  assorted. 
$19.95  plus  $2.50  post.  Cata- 

logue 50c.  Anne  Tracy,  G212, 
Box  499,  Hudson,  OH  44236. 

NATURAL  BEAUTIES 

Matched  puka  shells  have  been 
surf-polished  for  decades,  then 
made  into  chokers  with  barrel 

clasp.  Women's  15"  has  about 
180  shells,  men's  17"  has  over 
200.  Women's  $14.95;  men's 
$15.95.  Add  $1  post.  American 
Consumer,  PUK-20,  Caroline 
Rd.,  Philadelphia,  PA  19176. 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN 



SWIVEL  TO  BEAUTY 

Dressing  table  stool  revolves  on 
a  swivel  base  to  enable  the  sitter 
to  see  her  hairdo  trom  ail  around. 

19"  h.,  18"  dia.  Upholstered  in 
our  cotton  velvet,  $75;  in  your 

11/2  yds.  54"  fabric,  $62.  Exp. 
coll.  Catalogue,  $2,  Hunt  Galler- 

ies, HG763,  Box  2324,  Hickory, 
NC  28601. 

SPEED  SEWING 
Dexter  hand  machine  can  baste, 
tack,  zigzag,  sew  on  buttons  and 
zippers.  Blind-stitches  hem 

you're  wearing.  Does  draperies 
and  curtains  while  they're  hang- 

ing. With  needle  threader,  book- 
let. $6.98  plus  60c  post.  Anthony 

Enterprises,  HG3,  556  Mission 
St.,  San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

KITTI-POTTI 

This  litter  pan  confines  odors, 
hides  wastes  and  stops  litter 
spills.  The  top  removes.  Molded 

plastic.  16"  wide,  22"  long,  18" 
high.  $18.95.  Colors:  blue,  beige, 
yellow,  avocado  or  white.  Write 
to  Haugen  Products,  HG3,  709 
W.  Huron,  Box  1986,  Ann  Arbor, 
Ml  48106. 

SWEDISH  CHARM 

Imported  kit  for  embroidery  in 
basic  stitches.  Stamped  design 
on  electric  blue  linen.  Linen 

yarns,  colorful  in  shades  of  ma- 
genta, white,  rose,  green,  yellow. 

11%"  by  13%".  #9150.  $18.95 
plus  $1  post. Catalogue  $l.Skon, 

HG3,  55  Lambert  Lane,  New  Ro- 
chelle,  NY  10804. 

SUPERB  SCARAB 

Ancient  harbinger  of  good  luck, 
the  scarab,  makes  an  opulent 

solid  sterling  ring.  From  Penn- 

sylvania's Millbrook  Workshop; 
sizes  5,  6,  7,  8.  $14.98.  Pendant 

on  18"  chain,  $12.98;  both, 
$26.50.  Add  45c  post.  Lillian 
Vernon,  G3E,  510  So.  Fulton 
Ave.,  Mt.  Vernon,  NY  10550. 

BRAIDED  BEAUTY 

Sandal  with  a  new  twist,  braided 
kidskin  all  around,  imported 

from  Spain  by  Caressa.  2V2"  cork 
wedge  heel,  crepe  sole,  terry 
cloth  lining.  Green,  lupsaee, 

white,  navy.  5y2-10;  N  and  M. 
$25  plus  $1.75  post.  Free  cata- 

logue. The  Talbots,  Dept.  VW, 
Hingham,  MA  02043. 

BAMBOO  ARTISTRY 

Beautifully  designed  bird  cage 
has  three  stories,  reminiscent  of 

Eastern  temples.  Practical  slide- 
out  tray  makes  cleaning  easy. 

Natural  color.  15"  x  14"  x  18", 
$10.95;  15"  X  15"  x  24",  $14.95 
ppd.  Catalogue  is  25c.  Fran's 
Basket  House,  HG3,  Route  10, 
Succasunna,  NJ  07876. 

MARCH,   1976 

SHOPPING  AROUND 
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ORIENTAL  and  NAVAJO 

RUGS 
Add    that    special    touch    of 

beauty  to  your  home  with 
a  new  Peerless  Imported 

Rug.    These    lovely 
Oriental  and  Navajo 

reproductions  are 
perfect  with  any 
decor,  for  floor or       wall. 

Our  coUection  of  fine  rugs 
also  includes  Scandinavian 

Ryas.  Caucasian  designs  -  - and  Colonial  Hooked  and Braided  rugs. 

PEERLESS 
IMPORTED 
RUGS ESTABLISHED   1938 
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VISIT  OUR  SHOWROOM-OPEN  7  DAYS  A  WEEK 

Order  Direct  by  Mail 

Your  Satisfaction  Guaranteed 
for  over  37  years 
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BLEUMETTE  "Demi-Bra" Beaufiful  Uplift.  No  straps,  bones  or  wires. 

Nude  color.  ^     add  soc  maii  &  Hdig.     ■ 
A,  Band  C  cups.  |  BLEUETTE,   INC. 

pair^-only     ̂ d.SO      i_.^__   1_____.^U 

1040  CHAIR 

The  1040  Chair  is  an  example  of  the  fine  quali- 
ty Pennsbury  furniture  available  by  mall,  satis- 

faction guaranteed,  at  factory-to-you  prices.  Its 
superbly  constructed  hardwood  frame  can  be  up- 

holstered in  a  variety  of  fine  fabrics.  Polydacron 
filled  cushions  are  zippered  and  reversible. 

H.  32";  W.  32 'A". $167  each  as  shown;  $91  in  your  fabric — send 

S'/z  yds.  54' 

.Vo  C.O.f).  Express  charges  collect.  Send  $1  for 
hrochiire  of  beautifully  styletl  sofas  and  chairs 

and  a  rrquesi  form  fur  free,  pcrsonallu-scli'cted fhrorator  fahrics. 

P.O    Box    2581.    Dept.    763.    Hickory.    N   C     28601 

IMPROVED 
Model . . . 

HAND  EMBOSSER 
For  Personalized  Stationery 
EmbubS  yuur  uvtn  pcrsuiial  stationery  for  a  lile- 
lime  by  iust  pressing  a  handle.  Makes  expensive 
looking  raised  letter  impressions  of  any  3  line 
name  &  address  on  PAPEH  J^  ENVELOPLS  (r-.-- 
versible).  Requires  no  inks,  accessories,  service  -ir 
maintenance.  Ideal  for  adults,  teen.igtrs.  (iMni?  c  t(- 
flce.  clubs,  etc.  Print  clearly  3  lirrs 
desired.  No  more  than  21  rtiarncters  per 
line.    For   I    to  3   lines      
For  4  lines  add  $1.00. 
EXTRA  PLATE  ALON  Elio  frame)  SS.OOppd. 

NEW  DELUXE  DESK  MOPEl 
SlI   3S     •     75c  rost.igc 

Send  2oc  tor  catalog  e   tc,  tl'S.  jdd  C^\ 

59.95 

*  XCH 

POSTAMATIG  CO. 
Dept.   HG37(i 
Lafayette  Hill.  Pa.  19444 
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Amazing!  Mystical! 
The  Lea'  ii  Lile  is  so  a.-riaii.ig  the  Yogis  of  India 
rjelieve  thai  these  mystical  leaves  possess  the 
Secret  o(  Lite. 

Wherever  a  leaf  falls,  a  new  plant  starts  to  grow 
...  on  air.  water,  or  soil. 

Yes.  the  Leaf  of  Life  can  start  to  grow  on  air 
alone.  New  plants  grow  from  the  edges  of  each 
leal 

After  it  starts,  put  the  leaf  in  a  pot.  The  bigger 

Ihe  pot.  the  bigger  the  plant  will  grow  —  from 
one  to  Six  feet  tall.  You  can  have  ihe  size  you 

want  <ind  it  grows  in  sun  or  shade. 

It  blossoms  with  fragrant  pmk  S  lime  bell-lil(e 
flowers  Ihat  look  like  jeweled,  oriental  lanterns. 

The  Leaf  of  Life  makes  a  thoughtful  gift. 

symbolic  of  wishing  your  friends  a  long  life  and 

happiness 
It  comes  with  complete  instructions  and  is  easy 

to  grow. 

Three  Leaves  of  Life  for  $■) .  00       Nine  lor  S2.50 
Please  add  25c  for  handhr^g  and  postage. 

I\OBERTA'.S     Dept    HA  5 
p.  O    Box  3000.  Shelbyville,  Ind.  46176 

Box  2221.  Walkerville,  P.  0.,  Windsor,  Ont.  Canada 

•^  "SAVE 

YOUR 

HEART" 

RENTAL-PURCHASE  Progratn  Available 

Your  STAIR-GLIDE  '  mslalls  easily  and  in  less 
than  2  hours  No  marring  walls  or  stairway 

No  special  wiring  required  Shipped  directly 

from  factory  within  4  days,  STaIK-GLIDE  ' , 
Ihe  nation's  largest  selling  stairway  elevator! UL  LISTED 

USED  BY  THOUSANDS:  CARDIAC  PATIENTS, 
ARTHRITICS.  SENIOR  CITIZENS,  PHYSICALLY 
RESTRICTED,    POST    OPERATIVES 

WRITE  FOR  FREE  BROCHURE  AND  NAME 
OF  DEALER  NEAREST  YOU. 

AMERICAN  STAIR-GLIDE   CORP. 

4001  East  138THST,Dept  HG.36 
Grandview,  Missouri  64030 

?  A  ^ 
p  SEND  $2.00  FOR  « 

100  PAGE  CATALOG  OF 

"TIMELESS  FURNITURE 

MADE  ONLY  BY  FORSLUND'S" 
( S2  00  retundable  on  first  purchase  ' 

The  tvlary  Lou  Comstock 
yarn  stand  shown  below  is  lust 

a  sample  of  the  many  reproductions  of 

"Timeless  Furniture    made  by  Forslunds 
Yarn  stand  —  $34  95  prepaid 

Carl  Forslvixxci 

Tu^ 

I J  l^cylr^ 
Monogrammed 
T  Shirt 

Our  cotton  polyester 
T  shirt  imported  by 
Herman  Geisi  is  piped 
in  white  at  U  neck 
and  cuffs  of  the 
short  sleeves 
with  monogram 
to  match  Red, 
bluebell,  navy, 

orange,  lemon, 
emerald,  hot 

pink  or  black. 
Sizes  S.M.L 

Si 3  00- Mono- 
gram £3,00 

(please  un- derline last  ini- 
tial) Add  $1  75 

postage. 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

Send  for  our  new  free  color  catalog. 

The  Taibots  Depi  VT.  Hmgham,  Mass  02043 

Aclon,  Duxbury  Lenox  Mass    Avon  Hamdei'.  Conn 

tOOO  RETURN  ADDRESS  LABELS 

$^00 

CRISP  WHITE  PAPER 
FREE  HANDY  BOX 

}uick.  handy  way  to 
jt  your  name,  address 

and  zip  code  on  letters, 
records,  books,  etc.  Any 

name,  address  and  zip  code 
up  to  4  lines  beautifully  printed  in  black 

inkon  crisp  whitegummed  labels.  Pt"  long. 
S717    1000  Labels   $1 

Add  20C  per  set  fat  postage  &  handling. 
250  Self-Stick 

RETURN  ADDRESS 
LABELS 

•  Self-stick  -just  peel  off 

and  put  in  place  \         ̂ -^y-.'^^fa^ 

$-|Q0 
Self-stick  labels  with  your  name  and  ad- 

dress are  the  smart,  easy  way  to  person- 
alize letters,  books,  etc.  Any  name  and 

address  up  to  4  lines  beautifully  printed 
in  black  type  on  the  finest  white  self- 

stick  paper.  I'lo"  long. P5032  250  Sell-Stick  Labels   $1 
Add  20C  pel  set  foi  postage  &  handling. 

\Akllfpr  Piri^Lo  3023  Drake  Building 
VVdIlt;!    UfdKe  Colo.  Springs,  CO  80940 

BAMBOO  TRAY 

Bound  to  delight  both  hostess 
and  guest.  Natural  bamboo 
makes  ideal  serving  and  lap  tray, 

light  weight,  easy  to  balance. 
13"w  by  19"l.  $3.95  ea.  plus 
75c  post;  set  of  four,  $12.95 

plus  $1.50  post.  Baskets  Etc. 
HG3,  Box  19982,  Atlanta,  GA 

30325. 

A  LA  FRANCAISE 

Decorator's  delight.  A  graceful 
black  iron  baker's  rack  in  true 
traditional  antique  style.  With 

three  shelves,  it's  perfect  for 

plants,  objets  d'art.  Stand  GSVz" 
h.  by  241/2"  w.  by  13"  d.  Has 
brass  finials.  $65  exp.  coll.  From 
Jenifer  House,  HG125,  Great 
Barrington,  MA  01230. 

FACE  FACTS 

Slim  vacuum  pump  is  scientifi- 
cally designed  to  remove  black- 

heads in  sanitary  fashion  with  no 
squeezing  or  pinching.  Pump 

works  by  "lifting"  blackheads 
safely.  $1.98  plus  25c  post.  An- 

thony Enterprises,  HG3,  556 
Mission  St.,  San  Francisco,  CA 
94105. 

NON-SHOOTING  PAIR 

Display  a  replica  of  Kentucky 

Rifle  #1725,  over  53"  long,  all 

wood  and  metal.  Safe,  can't  be 
fired.  #785  powder  horn  is  6", 
of  genuine  steer  horn.  Rifle  $19; 
powder  horn  $8;  both  $25.  Ppd. 
Color  catalogue  $2.  The  Muller 
Co.,  HG3,  Dogwood  Hollow,  Miller 
Place,  NY  11764. 

LP  REFRESHMENT 

File  your  LP's  in  leather-like  li- 
brary storage  case  that  holds  20 

records.  23k  gold  tooling  trim  on 
brown  or  blue.  With  convenient 
center  divider  to  aid  in  separating 

by  style,  composer  or  artist. 
$7.95  each  ppd.  Art  Guild,  HG3, 
Box  23201,  Minneapolis,  MN 

55423. 

FOR  FESTIVE  COOKIES 

Make  real  Scandinavian  rosettes. 

Nine  3"  aluminum  molds,  seven 
IVa"  molds  fitted  to  heatproof 
handles,  then  dipped  from  batter 

to  fryer.  Kit  with  recipes,  instruc- 
tions $9.95  plus  85c  post.  Cata- 
logue 25c.  Suburbia,  Inc.  Dept. 

397,  309  Wacouta,  St.  Paul,  MN 

55101. 

LOVELY  TRIO 
Pendants  crafted  in  14k  yellow 

gold  on  fine  chains  15"  long. 
Heart  %",  arrow  IVs",  star  %", 

(approx.),  each  $14.90.  Match- ing rings  in  arrow  or  star,  $17.90. 
Plus  $1  post.  Free  catalogue 

of  rings  and  things  for  men.  wom- en. The  Strongite  Co.,  HG3.  2 
W.  47th  St.,  N.Y.,  NY  10036. 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

FINGERTIP  TOUCH 

Push  button  phone  can  be  used 
on  any  dial  system;  an  inner 
memory  remembers  the  last 
number  dialed.  Fitted  with  stan- 

dard cord  and  plug,  it  is  ready  lo 
plug  in.  $119.95  plus  $2  post. 
Catalogue,  50c.  Grand  Com  Inc., 
HG3,  324  Fifth  Ave.,  New  York, 
N.Y.  10001. 

PLANT  ADVISER 

Green  Genie  is  a  battery  operated 
instrument  that  tells  if  plant  is 
overwatered,  underwatered  or 
just  right.  Insert  probes  into  soil 
and  listen.  Instructions,  watering 
chart,  battery  included.  $10.95 
ppd.  Petite  Lagniappe,  HG3, 

1026  Hibernia  BIdg.,  New  Or- 
leans, LA  70112. 

WHO'S  ZOO? 
Water  color  animal  alphabet 
spells  names  (specify)  in  bright 

colors.  9"  X  12",  matted,  up  to 
eight  letters,  $4.95:  more  letters, 

each  50c.  Entire  alphabet,  capi- 
tals or  small  letters  matted,  14" 

X  18",  $10.95.  Add  $1  post. 
Laura's  Loveables,  Dept.  6,  Box 
7381,  Las  Vegas,  NV  89101. 

DREAM  HOUSES 

Detailed  plan  books  of  home  de- 
signs. Complete  collection, 

$7.95;  separate  books  for  11/2 
and  2  story  homes,  vacation 

homes,  multi-levels,  one-story 
above  2000  sq.  ft.  or  below,  each 
$2.25.  Ppd.  Home  Planners,  Inc., 

HGE64,  16310  Grand  River,  De- 
troit, Ml  48227. 

TWISTY  KEY  RING 

Gold-finished  aircraft  cable  key 
ring  holds  25  keys  and  can  with- 

stand a  pull  of  150  pounds.  No 
links  to  loosen,  no  chain  to  break, 

its  intriguing  twist-lock  opens 
easily,  stays  closed  otherwise. 
$1.69  plus  20c  post.  Anthony 
Enterprises,  HG3,  556  Mission 
St.  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

-
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njoy  new  comfort  with  your  back,  shoulders 

nd  head  gently  raised  and  cushioned  on  this 

ght,  buoyant  Foam  Slant.  Provides  an  even, 

radual  slope  for  more  restful,  healthful  sleep, 

etter  than  extra  pillows.  Head  elevation  com- 

)rts  diaphram  hernia,  hypertension,  acid 

3gurgitation,  breathing,  bronchial  and  heart 

ilments.  Leg  elevation  eases  varicose,  circu- 

itory  and  swelling  leg  discomforts.  27"  long, 

/ashable  zipper  cover.  Order  4"  high  for  2- 

illow  users  $15.00;  7V2"  high  for  3-pillow 

sers  $17.00;  10"  at  $20.00;  or  121/2"  high  at 
23.00.  We  pay  postage  and  ship  within  6 
ours. 

Send  check  or  money  order  to: 

Jefe  5tt«fr  Inc.      BOX  GT 
New  Providence,  New  Jersey  07974 

:^  MONEY  BACK  GUARANTEE^ 

MARCH,    1976 

DOUBLE-HANDLE  SPOON  HOLDER 
Our  elegant  spoon  holder,  in  pressed 
glass,  is  an  exact  copy  of  those  produced 

over  100  years  ago,  with  the  same  exquis- 
ite panel  thistle  design.  In  the  old  days  it 

held  spoons,  today  it  acts  as  an  uncom- 
monly handsome  celery  holder  or  unusual 

flower  vase.  Certainly,  it's  a  prized  col- 
lector's find  and  an  antique  lover's  delight! 5V2"  tall. 

SEND  FOR  FREE 
GIFT  CATALOG 

S9.95 

plus  $1.35  postage 

ir^ 

2100    B-3    No.    Haskell    •    Dallas.    Texas   75204 

"Help  me  to  remember  that 
nothing  is  going  to  happen 

to  me  today  that  you  and  I 

together  can't  handle".  In- spirational, and  lovely 

words  on  a  8"  x  6"  wooden 

plaque.  Full  color  Italian 
scroll  border,  enhances 

the  quiet  serene  message. 

Laminated  for  permanence,  ready  to  hang  on  a 

favorite  wall  at  home  or  office.  Ideal  hostess  gift. 

,    $i.98 only        I  each  plus  .35  postage Send  Check  or  M.O.  Satisfaction  Guar. 

GflDLYl<r5  Dept.  HG3  2077  N.Y.  Ave.  Huntington  Sta.  NY  11746 

Ideal  for 
Christmas  Gift 

Giving . . . 

CONNECTICUT  CURTAINS "FAIRFIELD" 

MOTHER'S  DAY  THIMBLE 
A  gift  of   love  stie'll   cherish  forever,   designed 
by  Lillian  Vernon  and  ours  alone!  Exquisite  rose 

in      hand-enameled      red,      white     and      green 

cloisonne — thimble    in    solid    brass,    Gold-fin 
ished  for  richest  gleam.   American  made 

4449  Thimble— $1.98  each,  3  for  $4.98 

Add  4St  postage  &  handling 
NY.  residents  odd  taxes 

LJliiAN  ME^rlOK Dept.  G31,  510  S.  Fulton  Ave. 
Mt.  Vernon,  N.Y.  10550 

'On 

t^^k^kWT^;^^ 
LENGTH y   ',.    \      ',    ,;  '■*,.  ■  .    .;  K^     LENGT 

few-wf^flfr™        30" <   WJIiW (■  il 

PRICE 

$6.00 

6.50 7.00 

8.00 9.00 

10.00 

Tie-Backs 

Included 

Valance, 

70"x12" 

$3.25 

'  '  I  \'    Ml,    .    , 

Muslin  curtains 

white  or  natural  with  extra-plush 

matching  2"  brush  fringe,  76"  wide. 
Personal  checks  or  mo.  BankAmencaid  ot  Maslercharge 

Add  $1  75 post  &  hdlg.    Conn.  res.  add  7%  tax,  no  CODs 

Send  for  free  catalog 

satisfaction  guaranteed 

Gateway  Center.    HG-376,    Wilton.  Conn  06697 

t 
^.^?D 

:'^ 

KITTY  KAT  in  Needlepoint 
Adorable  needlepoint  of  an  appealing, 

precious  kitten.  VVorked  in  browns.  blaci<, 

white  and  gold  against  a  caramel  back- 

ground. Kit  includes  full  color  10"  sq. 
design  on  12"  sq.  #12  single  mesh  canvas, 
3-ply  Persian  wool,  needle  and  instruc- 

tions, c   Hallmark  Cards.  Inc. 

<t7    Krt  plus  60c   postage  (Mass.   res. ^r.«JU  add   50o   tax)  Sorry  no  CO. Ds 

Send  25c  lor  4  issues  of  colorful  32  page 
Needlework  catalog  with  over  400  items. 

mZCcfi  n  mvCc- Cept.   HG-036,   Shoppers'   World.    Botk   709 
Framingham.   Mass.  01701 

A  RARE  FIND 

"SHERRY"  —  Here  they  are,  those 
hard  to  find,  superbly  comfortable, 
go-everywhere  little  softies  that  you 
love  to  wear  day  through  night, 
season  to  season.  Made  of  supple 

leather  with  foam-cushioned  insoles 
and  low  heels.  In  Black,  Red,  Navy, 
Camel  or  White.  $12.95.  Sizes:  4 
through  12.  Narrow,  Medium  or  Wide 
widths.  No  half  sizes  over  10.  $1.00 
extra  per  pair  for  sizes  over  10.  Add 
900  postage  for  each  pair  ordered. 
Refund  if  not  delighted.  Free  catalog. 
SOFWEAR  SHOES,  Dept.  Sh, 
1711  Main,  Houston,  Texas  77002. 
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Skirc  "^vs  Issud 

":^  ■  French  ripen  on  our 
.■.   .  ■  irorn  .VeaclowbanK. 

O; .       ._  ,._:er  cotton,  it's  edged r.;  c  lea  p.  green  braid  and  reverses 
to  sc i.Q  l:rne  green.  Wnite'  multi. 
S,M,L..XL  for  sizes  6-18,  $28.00. 

Our  delightful  back-wrap  skirt 
from  The  Sporting  Tailors  with 
bright  appiiqued  flower  pot  pocket 
is  of  denimy  polyester  cotton  and 
ties  with  white  braid.  Green  multi. 

S.M.L  for  sizes  6-18.  $32.00. 

Checks,  denims  and  oandanna 

patches  print  our  flared  (/.wraparound 
from  f^r  Hank,  Of  cotton  acetate, 
ifsedged  and  tied  in  navy  braid  and 
reverses  to  the  gay  bandanna  print. 
Red  navy.  P.S.M.Lfor sizes 6-16. 
S34  00. 

For  mail  orders, 

add  S 1 ,75  for  postage. 

Send  for  our  new  free  color  catalog. 
Tne  Taibo;s,  Depi,  VS,  Hmgham,  Mass  02043 
Acton.  Duxbur/.  Lenox,  Mass  ,  Avon,  Hamden.  Conn. 

TALL  GIRL&  HARD  TO  FIND 

AAAAA    to    AAAA  6  to  13 
AAA  to  C  91/2    to  14 

D  to  EE  5  to  12 

SYLVIA  ll...2'4   wedge 

with  thin  crepe  sole. 

Leather:  Bone.  Gray.  Tan.  Black. 

S-N-M  (10  to  12) 

W-XW(7to12) 

S25.95 

III  Res.  add  S'^o  sales  lax 
Add  SI  75  lor  delivery 

^^j  AddSI  75  lor 

17  N.  State    •    Ctiicago,  III.  60602 
Write  for  FREE  CATALOG  JN 

BankAmerfcafd/Master  C^arge/Amencan   Enpress 

DRAMATIC 
CAFTAN 
Slides  over  your 
head  .  .  .  falls 
free  to  tfie  floor 
in  a  full  flow  of 
tropical  blooms! 
Exciting  new  look 
in  cool  acetate 

jersey,  wastiable. 
M233676— Caftan 
Multicolor  print 

S(10-12),  M(14  16) 
L(18-20)    $8.99 
Larger  Size 
XL(40-44) 
$9.99 
Add  $1.00 
postage  & 
tiandling. 
Satisfaction 

guaranteed         I   ' 

or  money  :' back. 

ALL  IVIAJOR  CREDIT 
CARDS  ACCEPTED 

||/;j|tl 

■k- 

m- LanalLobell 
Dept.  M-2200.  Hanover,  Pa.  17331 

WENDY  DALE 

COBBLER 
APRON 

2  for  $7.00 

Bright  and  cheer- 

'V  ,yi  ful  kitchentodin- ''i*v  ing  room  look. 
■V*  /Snapfront;gener- 

^/yous  sizing;  bright 

^jand  cheerful  AS- '■\  SORTED  PRINTS. 

■y*\  Machine  wash- 
^Tf\  able.  Need  mini- 

kV\  nnal  care.  S-M-L V\  two  for  S7.00 
Sizes  42-44-46 

two  for  S7.50.  Plus 

$1.00  postage.  Free  brochure  with 
order  or  (send  self-addressed 
stamped  envelope).  Please  specify size. 

WENDY  DALE 
P.O.  BOX  91— HGE 

NEWTON  CENTRE,  MASS.  02159 

THE  GREAT 
TURNCOAT 
Two  handsome 
coats  in  one. 

Velvety,  water- 
repellent 
Crompton 

pin-whale Corduroy 

reverses 
to  a 

Poplin 

rain- 

coat. 
Roomy 

ragland sleeves 

&  pocke Gold, Brown, 
or  Royal 
Bluew/ 

Natural. 

Sizes  8-18. 

$33.00^ Sizes  36-44 

$37.00 Add  $1  post,  each 

flO  deposit  for  COD        Safhf.  Guaronfeed 

VICKI  WAYNE -H3T 
610  So.  Country  Club  Tucson,  AZ  85716 

SHOPPING 
AROUND 
IN  STYLE 
FOR  SPRING 
BOLD  STRIPES 
Look  terrific  in  a  dramatic  rainbow-striped 
polished  cotton  caftan  with  obi-sash, 
mandarin  collar,  three-quarter  sleeves, 
knotted  buttons,  two  concealed  pockets. 
Orange /yellow/ blue /green /white.  One 
size  fits  all.  $48  plus  $1.75  post.  Free 
color  catalogue.  The 
Talbots,  Dept.  VV, 

Hingham,  MA  02043. 

SMART  SLEUTHING 

The  classic  "Sherlock  Holmes"  rain  or 
shine  cape  with  button-on  detachable 
hood  optional.  Water  repellant  gabardin 
in  midi  length  with  tailored  collar  and 

plackets.  Khaki,  navy,  black.  S  (5-9 
M  (10-13),  L  (14-18).  $60,  hood,  $10 

ppd.  Postique,  Dept.  HG-36,  215  W. 
89th  St.,  New  York,  NY  10024. 

THE  TUNIC  LOOK 
Chic  new  approach  to  pants  dressing. 
Exquisitely  soft  and  flattering  crinkled 
pure  cotton  gauze  in  a  long  tunic  over 
full  cut  drawstring  pants.  Both  sizes 
XS,  S,  M,  L.  Tunic  in  red  or  black,  $34; 
the  pants  in  white  or  black,  $20  plus 
$1.50  post.  Free  catalogue  of  exclusive 
spring  fashions.  Ulla,  Dept.  HGE-3, 
886  Madison  Ave.,  New  York,  NY  10021 
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HAYELKALI 

In  Navajo  "Hayelkali"  means  sunrise, 
inspiration  for  the  squash  blossom 
necklace.  Turquoise  gemstones  in 
sterling  silver  mounting.  $147 
plus  $3  post.  Free  membership  in 
Indian  Art  Collectors  Club  and  color 

catalogue  of  Indian  handcrafts  with 
purchase.  Old  West  Traders,  HG12, 
Indian  Arts  Pavilion,  1503  Central 
N.W.,  Albuquerque,  NM  87104. 

STERLING  SPLENDOR 
Strikingly  simple,  strikingly  graceful. 
A  neck  ring  in  sterling  silver  to  wear 
solo  or  pair  with  an  elegant  puffed 
sterling  silver  heart  pendant.  Finely 
crafted  European  import.  The  neck 

ring,  5"  dia.,  $40;  heart,  11/2"  dia., 
$45;  both  for  $75  ppd.  Jeffrey  Leigh 
Ltd.,  HG3,  41  Roundabend  Rd., 
Tarrytown,  NY  10591. 

THE  SLEEPWALKER 

The  new  short  nightshirt  that's  long 
on  comfort.  Lightweight  100%  cotton 
with  turn  back  cuffs,  side  slits.  Comes 
in  three  gingham  combinations: 
white  with  red,  brown  or  blue.  Sizes 

M,L,XL.  $15.95  plus  $1  post.  Send 
for  color  catalogue.  Ah-Men,  HG3, 
8900  Santa  Monica  Blvd.,  Los 
Angeles,  CA  90069. 

VICTORIAN  VOILE 
Reminiscent  of  a  romantic  era. 

Lovely  print  in  polyester  and  cotton 

with  lacy-patterned  border. 
Bodice  and  skirt,  back-slit  for 
dancing,  are  finished  with 

skin-soft  lining.  Machine- 
washable,  dryable.  Red,  navy 
or  brown  with  white.  Sizes  8 

to  18  and  14%  to  251/2.  $28. 
With  long  sleeves,  $31  plus 

$1  post.  Vicki  Wayne,  600  S 
Country  Club  Rd.,  H3V, 
Tucson,  AZ  85716. 
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CANVAS  TOTE  BAG 

SNAP  ON 

SNAP  OFF 

HANDLE 

Snap 

bag  off and  on  to 

dry  clean or  to 
change 

colors 

Walnut 
Handle 

Sold Separately 

Comes  in  a  wardrobe  of  colors:  Natural, 
Red,  Navy,  Chocolate,  Black.  Tote  size 

141/2"  X  15". 
Prices  for  canvases:  1  for  S15.00;  2  for 
S28.00;  3  for  $35.00;  4  for  $45.00.  Set  of 
5 — $55  00.   Price  of  handle  $5.00  each 

POSTIQUE,   Dept.  HG-36, 216  W.  89th  St.,  New  York,  NY  10024 

Sect.  ̂ <ifttalK4,  (^Ae4t 
Dept.  HG    211  Jefferson  St. 

San  Francisco. 

Calif.  94133 

Something 

special ...        x    , 

A  beautiful  new  turn  to  the  caf- 
tan in  sinuously  soft  crepe.  In 

polyester,  permanently  pleated,  by 
Greencastle  of  California.  One  size 

fits  all,  in  white,  black,  blue,  yel- 

low, or  pink.  39.95  postpaid. 

Calif,  residents  add  6V2%  sales  tax. 

Write  Sea  Captains  Chest  for  brochure 
of  unusual  and  personalized  gifts 

Knit  This  Original 

SHORT  -  SLEEVED  TURTLENECK 

BERNAT  BERELLA  SPORTSPUN  TWEED 

60%  ORLON  ®  ACRYLIC,  40%  NYLON 

TWEEDS  OF 

GREEN/ORANGE/ 

GOLD BLACK/WHITE/ 
CAMEL 

NAVY/BLACK/ 
MAROON 

GRAY/RUST/ 

WHITE 

SIZES  34-40 

10'/ 

'add  SI. 50  postage 

ond  handling 

N  Y   residents 

odd  lox 

NoC.O.D.'s 

FAYETTEVILLE,  N.Y.  13066 

ONE  OF  AMERICA'S  GREAT  YARN  SHOPS 

It's  <arroU  Rc^d  /< or. 

\: 

the  soda!  butterfly.  Whether 

entertaining  in  the  kitchen  or 
cavorting  at  the  beach  house,  you 
will  want  this  charming  import 

from  Pakistan.  Bittersweet,  blue 

and  yellow  on  a  white  back- 
ground bordered  by  an  authentic 

print.  Made  of  washable  cotton 
with  seam  pockets,  the  caftan 
may  be  worn  with  the  zipper 
back  or  front  and  comes  with  a 
versatile  obi  sash.  $36.00  in 

sizes  P,  S,  M,  L  for  6-16.  Please 
add  $2.00  for  postage  and 

handling.  Your  name  and  address 
on  a  postal  is  all  the  invitation 
we  need  to  send  you  our  new 

Spring/Summer  Catalog. 
We're  40  Years  Young! 

<arraU  Reed 
DEPT.  622,  NORTH  CONWAY,  N  H.  0386' 

TEL:  603/356-5763 OTMET  SHOPS    CAMPION 
VE&'rCRT,  CT 
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The  Spirit  of  76! 
Proud  bicentennial   motif,   designed  by  Lillian 

Vernon  and  American  made,   of  course!   Hand- 
enameled    red,    white    and    blue    cloisonne   on 

Gold  finished  metal.  Great  gift  for  thimble  col- 
lectors— comes  in  a  crystal  clear  gift  box. 

4450  Thimble— $1.98  each,  3  for  $4.98 

Ada  tS<t  poitage  6  handling 
N.Y.  residents  add  faxes 

LILIAN  WMH 
Dept.  G39,  510  S.  Fulton  Ave. 

Mt.  Vernon,  N.Y.  10550 

Build  Your  Own  Phe-Cut 

HEIRLOOM 
GRANDFATHER 

CLOCK 

Compare  Feature  by  Feature 

•  Solid  %"  kiln  dried  wood 

•  Al!  parts  precision  pre-cut, 
mitred  and  dowelled 

•  Lumber  sanded  on  all  sides 

•  Fully  Assembled/precision- 
made  West  German 
movements 

•  All  hardware  included- 
even  screws 

Write  now  for  FREE  Color 
Catalogue  of  complete  line  of 
Grandfather  and  other  clocks. 

HENTSCHEL  CLOCK  COMPANY 

Dept.  608- M 
16  Atlantic  Avenue 
So  Dennis,  Mass  02660 
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■Imzing  Discovery. ..    ■ ' " 3  flEMOVES  YEARS 
r  FROM  YOUR  HANDS 

Instantly! 

X^ 

A, 

s. CARESS  Anti-Wrinkle 
Cream  was  specially 

-reated  to  counteract  ttiose  """v. 
obvious  signs  of  acute  dry- 

ness that  are  often  detected  \ 

even  on  young  womens  hands.  ** 
Remarkably  different  from  anything  ~ you  have  tried  in  the  past.  CARESS 
is  a  truly  marvelous  reconditioning 
cream  .  .  .  highly  emollient,  rich  with  vital 

natural  oils  that  actually  remove  wrinkles" with  continual  use.  Yet  it  never  feels  oily  .  .  . 
is  ideally  translucent,  superbly  light. .  .  instantly 
absorbs  into  your  thirsty  skin  and  disappears. 

Don't  neglect  your  hands  so  that  they  give  your 
age  away!  2  months  supply  .  .  .  only  $4.96 
Double  supply  (4  months)  Special  only  $7.98 

Money  Back  if  10  Days  use  doesn't  show  results. 

No  C  0  0  's AMERICAN  IMAGE  INDUSTRIES,  INC.  Dept.  Z269-Z 
276  Park  Avenue  South,  New  York,  N.Y.  10010 

Ar;r.^J/ im ONLY 

»l 

LOSE  UPTO  S  POUNDS  OVERNIGHT' 

Learn  the  secret  of  TV's  fantastic  NoPill,  No-Eiercise, 
Or^E-DAY  reducing  formula!  Eat  your  fill!  Go  to  sleapl 
Wake  up!— and  you  have  lost  up  to  5  Pounds  Amaz- 
ini'  Sure!  But  guaranteed  to  work  or  YOUR  MOf^EY 

BACK!  Send  only  $1  00  (Sorry,  flo  C  CD's) 
American  Image  Industries,  inc.,  Dept.  A-269-Z 
276  Park  Avenue  South,  New  York,  N.Y.  10010 

NEEDLEPOINT  PORTRAIT  KITS 
No  experience  necessary.  Includes  artists  head 

to  shoulder  rendering  of  your  subject,  canvas, 

wool,  needle  and  instructions.  10"xl4"  $24.95, 
14"xl8"  $34.95,  18"x22"  $39.95.  Each  addi- 

tional subject  on  same  canvas  add  $15.  Send 

clear  color  or  B  W  photo  (returned)  with  color 

info.  Also  available  in  10"xl4"  crewel  embroi- 
dery kit  at  $14.95.  Each  additional  subject  add 

$10.  Pets  $2  additional.  Please  add  $2  for 

insured  postage  and  handling.  N.J.  res.  add 

5%  tax. 

NEEDLEPOINT  PORTRAITS  LTD. 
studio  A2,  20  Nassau  Street 

Princeton,  N.J.  08540 

PLAYFUL  HAND  CROCHETED 

KITTY-CATS 
For  ALL  Ages 

These  adorable  imported  Kitties 

are  2V2"  high  and  come  in  assort- 
ed set  of  6  for  only  $6.98  plus  50c 

shipping.  Calif.  Residents  add  6% 
Sales  Tax. 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed 

or  Your   fi^oney  Back 

Send  for  our  FREE  brochure  of  other 

UNIQUE    International    Gift    Items. 

LIVINGSTONE  EVANS 
Box  64276E,  Los  Angeles,  Calif,  90064 

^■
 

^-
 

READY  RECIPES 

Wooden  rooster  clip  is  one  of 

four  bright  clip-on  creatures 
hand-made  by  homebound  blind 
craftsmen.  The  others  are  duck, 

whale  and  mouse.  All  make  per- 
fect holders  for  memos  or  a  rec- 
ipe. $5.95  ppd.  The  Unicorn 

Gallery,  G36,  15111  N.H.  Ave., 
Colesville,  MD  20904. 

BUSINESS  AIDE 

Compact,  easily  portable  desk  set 
sharpens  pencils  and  zips  open 

mail,  at  home  or  office.  Only  6" 
I.  by  5%"  w.  by  4"  h.  Will  hold 
two  pencils.  Operates  on  batter- 

ies (not  included).  Ivory.  $12.95 

ppd.  G  &  F  Distributors,  Dept. 
36,  1882  Elaine  Way,  Upland, 
CA  91786. 

HIGH   SIGN 
Instant  recognition  among  pals 

happens  when  you're  wearing  an emblem  of  a  favorite  beer  atop 

jeans.  Embossed  Coors  sign  on 
bold  brass-plated  belt  buckle 
that  snaps  easily  in  place  of  old 

one.  $5.98  plus  35c  post.  Holi- 
day Gifts,  Dept.  303-F,  Wheat 

Ridge,  CO  80033. 

SAFETY  FIRST 

Keeps  those  dangling  electrical 
cords  off  the  floor  and  out  of  the 

way  with  cord  shortener  that 
holds  up  to  three  feet  of  cord. 
Just  wind  excess  cord  around 

shortener.  Only  $1.49  for  set  of 

six  plus  20c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG3,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

ROYAL  GARDEN 

Lavish  tapestry  depicts  an  ele- 
gant Louis  XV-era  garden  scene. 

Woven  in  Europe,  tapestry  is  in 

gentle  pastels.  20"  sq.,  $8.50; 
26"  by  35",  $22.95;  40"  by  55", 
$99.95.  Ppd.  Catalogue,  $1. 
Peerless  Imported  Rugs,  Dept. 

GTE-36,  3028  N.  Lincoln  Ave., 
Chicago,  IL  60657. 

PROTECTIVE  DEVICE 

Safety  lock  works  on  closed  or 
open  windows  to  keep  intruders 
out,  and  children  safe  while 
maintaining  usual  ventilation. 
Affords  a  feeling  of  security 

whenever  you're  away.  $1.98 

plus  20c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG3,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

HISTORIC  AND  HOMEY 

Delicious  German  and  Dutch 

recipes  collected  by  the  Mennon- 
ites  over  the  years  are  in  a  hard- 

bound 399-page  collectors'  cook- book. More  than  900  treasured 

recipes  for  good  home-style  eat- 
ing. $8.50  plus  50c  post.  Lowell 

Harms,  HG3,  SRB  Harms  Rd., 
Atmore,  AL  36502. 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

HOOK-ON  SHELVES 

Wonderful  way  to  give  indoor 
plants  the  sunlight  they  thrive  on 
— white  shelves  on  hook-on 
wrought  iron  brackets.  Each 

shelf  4"  by  22";  use  in  any 
double-hung  window,  no  screws. 
$3.98  ppd.  Colonial  Garden 
Kitchens,  HGE3,  270  W.  Merrick 
Rd.,  Valley  Stream,   NY   11582. 

SAUCEPAN  STEAMER 

French  cooks  make  vegetables 
taste  good  and  stay  nutritious  by 

keeping  them  above  boiling  wa- 
ter in  a  steamer  like  this.  Stain- 

less steel,  5y2"  dia.  at  bottom; 
expandable  top  opens  to  9V2". 
$3.98  plus  50c  post.  Anthony  En- 

terprises, HG3,  556  Mission  St., 
San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

A  SHOE-IN 

Leather  Wedgie  with  walking 

comfort  and  open-toed  cool.  The 
Edna  in  camel,  bone,  black, 

white,  navy  and  brown,  low  1" 
wedgie  heel.  4to  10, $18.95. 101/2 
to  12,  $19.95.  For  widths  AAAA 
to  EE.  Add  $1  post.,  25c  each 

add'l.  pair.  Solby  Bayes,  HG3,  45 
Winter  St.,  Boston,  MA  02 108. 

HANDY  MAGNIFIER 

Adjustable  band  fits  over  neck 
and  leaves  your  hands  free  for 

close-up  work.  Fine  4"  optical 
lens  in  a  clear  lucite  frame. 

Great  for  needle-working  and 
hobbies.  $6.50  plus  95c  post. 
Catalogue,  25c.  Sleepy  Hollow 
Gifts,  HG3,  6651  Arlington 
Blvd.,  Fails  Church,  VA  22042. 

STRAIGHT  AND  PROUD 

Posture  maker  corrects  posture 

as  it  holds  body  straight,  shoul- 
ders back.  Webbing,  one  size  fits 

men  and  women.  After  wearing 
for  a  time,  body  assumes  proper 
posture.  $3.98  plus  50c  post. 

American  Consumer,  Dept.  PM- 
135,  Caroline  Rd.,  Philadelphia, 
PA  19176. 

NOTED  LABEL 

Here's  a  real  conversation  piece. 
Authentic  Budweiser  design  on 
heavy-duty  vinyl  shower  curtain 
72"  sq.  Great  for  the  bachelor 
apartment.  A  splendid  array  of 
color.  $12.98  plus  $1.79  post. 
Write  for  gift  catalogue,  50c. 
House  of  Minnel,  Dept.  536C, 
530  Lark  St.,  Geneva,  IL  60134. 

REAL  CORKWOOD  PLANTERS 
Beautify  your  home  at  an  exceptionally  rea- 

sonable price  by  slipping  your  standard  sized 
nursery  pots  into  these  decorative,  natural 
corkwood  containers.  Save  time  and  money 
while  avoiding  messy  and  costly  replanting. 

Matching  set  of  3  handmade  planters  accom- 
modates most  plant  sizes.  Only  $15.95  post- 

age paid,  less  than  many  single  planters. 
Why  pay  more?  Satisfaction  guaranteed. 
Sencf  check  or  money  order  to: 

K  C  ENTERPRISES 
P.O.  Box  5823,  Columbia,  S.C.  29205 

COUNTRY  CURTAINS 
Ruffled   Cotton   Muslin   or   Permanent   Press 

Natural    or   White 
TIERS 

30",  36",  40" TIEBACKS 

45",  54",  63" 

72",  81",  90" VALANCE 

10"   X   80"      . 

COTTON 

MUSLIN 

PERMANENT PRESS 

6.00  pr.       7.00 

pr. 

8.50  pr.      10.50  pr. 
.n.OOpr.      12.50  pr. 

3.00 3.50 

78"  wide  per  pair  with  2"  ruffle. 
For  years  Country  Curtains  have  gaily  graced 

the  bright,  clean  windows  of  charming  colo- 
nial homes.  Country  Curtains  add  warrnlli  to 

every  room  .  .  .  Country  Curtains  retain  their 
fresh  crispness  and  are  a  credit  to  your  thrifli- 
ness  .  .  .  Country  Curtains  arc  a  lifetime 
friend  and  supply  their  own  sunshine  .  .  .  New 
England  at  its  very  best. 
Please  specify  cotton  Diiislin  or  permanent 
press,  in  off-»hile  or  white.  Please  enclose 
(iu'i  k  or  money  order.  Sorry,  no  COD's.  Post- 

age and  liandlinii:  jor  orders  under  SIO  add  SI . 
over  SIO  add  Sl.75.  Mass.  res.  add  5%  sales 
tax.  Satisfaction  guaranteed. 

Send  For  Free  Catalog 

■^  COUNTRY  CURTAINS 
At  Ihe  Ris)  LiBN  Inn 

Dept.  .il.  ̂ Kpi-kliridge.  Mass 

opRoiDaiesi 
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WISE  OWLS  GIVE  A  HOOT 

Sill. 
iNc^'v  iypc  ui  Uci^uic 

broidery  from  Sweden.  Make  a  family 

of  brigfit  eyed,  bronze  and  rust  owls 
under  a  deep  blue  sky  with  yellow, 

orange  moon.  They're  yours  for  $33.95 
-f  $1 .50  post,  and  a  few  hours  of  easy 

to  do  stitches.  Order  -4474.  18x14" 
(20  X  16"  matching  fabric  covered 
frame  $12.95).  Send  SI  for  new  color 

embroidery  catalog  of  Swedish  designs. 

I        I  ■  EMBROIDERIES 
#  l#^^^^    55  Lambert  Lane Xlfl       ill    NewRochelle.  NY. 

^|\^^^||      10804  Dept.  GE3 

RYfl  KIT5 

NEW  RYA  COLLECTION.  One  simple 

stitch  makes  these  pre-started  wool 

rya  wallhanging,  rugs  or  cushions.  Kits 
imported  from  Sweden  feature  lustrous 

rug  wools,  easy  to  follow  color  charts  and 
English  instructions.  Send  $1  for  new 
color  catalog  of  award  winning  designs. 

RUG  CRAFT 

53  Lambert  Lane 

New  Rochelle,  NY 

10804  Dept.    HG3 mn 

here  s  how 
Turn  flowers  into  profits. 
Garden  flowers  or  artificials 
can  generate  dollars  for  you! 
Learn  the  creative  art  of 
corsages,  bridal  bouquets, 
table  arrangements,  or  sprays. 

As  a  hobby,  career,  home- 
business,  part  or  full  time  . . . 
or  start  your  own  shop. 
Certificate  upon  completion! 

free! 
This  color  bro- 

^chure  shows  you how  to  learn 
"professional  flower 

arranging  and  shop  operation. 

Free  3  months  subscrip- 
tion to  FLOWER  TALK 

publication  for  home 
flower  arrangers. 

Write today! 

Floral  Arts  Center;^ 

(A  Home  Study  Sch Dept.iaa 

1628  E.  McDowel]J 

Phoenix,  Ariz.  85iOP 
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PLEASE  TELL  ME 
Do  you  know  where  I  can  buy  discontinued  silver  patterns? 
I  recently  inherited  some  silver  and  wonder  if  I  might  add  to 
the  set.  I  do  not  know  the  name  of  my  pattern. 
Jean's  Silversmith's  Inc.  carries  hundreds  of  old  and  discontinued  Sterling 
Patterns.   Just  send  a  snap  shot,   tissue   rubbing,  or   photocopy,   with   a 

description  of  any  identifying  marks.  Jean's  can  identify  any  pattern  from 
any  of  the  above. 

Jean's  has  the  largest  stock  of  old  and  new  flatware 

IT'S  SILVER  YOU  WANT 

'-^  SILVERSMITHS  INC. 
16W45thSt.,  N.Y.  36N.Y 

JEAH'S 

Jean's  Also  Buys 
Silver,  Jewelry, 
and  Estates. 

OX  7-0367 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

HANGING  PLANT  BASKETS 
Create  a  hanging  garden  in  your  home  with 
these  exciting  handwoven  rattan  plant  baskets. 
The  oversize  wicker  chains  are  perfect  for 
climbing  vines.  Give  all  your  indoor  plants  a 
place  by  the  window.  Dress  up  your  terrace  too. 
The  natural  wicker  color  always  makes  plants 
look  their  best.  THREE  FOR  $9.95 

Please  add  $1.00  postage  and  handling. 
N.Y.  residents  add  8%  sales  tax. 
Send  2St  for  Complete  Catalog 

WcKER  Etcetera 
„  Dept.  HG7,  P.O.  Box  508 

175037-8"  8141 -6>/2"  75036-/      R^l.^rray  Hill  Sta.,  New  York,  N.Y.  10016 

m 

^linii    ̂  

As  a  part  of  my  diet,  I'm 
golfing  every  day  -  -  - 
My  doctor  told  me  to  live  on 

GREENS  as  much  as  possible. 

SLEEPS  AND  EATS  GOLF? 
Framed  and  ready  to  hang,  a  tasteful  joke  for  the  serious  golfer. 

If  he  doesn't  put  it  up,  his  "widow"  will.  6V2"  by  5V4"  with  green 
backing  and  replica  golf  ball.  The  gag  gift  for  every  golfer. 

GOLFER'S  DIET  PLAQUE  -r132 
$3.98  Plus  500  Postage  &  Handling  Each 

(First  Class  Postage,  $1.00) 

California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises Dept.  HG-36 556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 
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COPPER  CHARMS 
Encircle  your  wrist  with  open, 

airy  swirls.  Bangle  bracelets  of 
woven  solid  copper  dress  up 

your  favorite  outfits,  look  so  pret- 
ty any  time.  Lacquered  to  prevent 

tarnish.  Choose  %"  or  1/2" width.  $2.98;  two  $5.50.  Ppd. 

Ferry  House,  Dept.  G3,  Briar- 
cliff  Manor.  NY  10510. 

SANDAL  DAZZLER 

Multicolor  "gems."  Cushioned  in- 
soles, adjustable  backs.  White, 

black,  gold,  silver;  pink,  blue,  yel- 
low, green  pastels  (specify  alter- 
nate colors).  N  5y2-12;  M  4-12; 

W  5-12.  (No  half  sizes  over  10.) 

$11.99  plus  90c  post.  Morgan's Cove,  HG3,  28  W.  Prospect, 
East  Brunswick.  NJ  08816. 

HANG-UP  BRACKET 

Wise  old  owl  of  open  grillwork 
sits  like  a  sentry  over  plant  hang- 

ing on  swing-out  arm.  At  a  touch, 
he  swivels  to  face  sun.  Solid 
black  cast  iron,  for  use  indoors  or 

outside.  51/4"  by  2".  $1  plus  50c 

post.  Cadlyn's,  HG3,  2077  New 
York  Ave.,  Huntington  Sta.,  NY 11746. 

SUPER  AUTO  MIRROR 

Superview  mirror  eliminates 
"blind  spots,"  covers  all  left, 
right  and  rear  views  safely. 
Hagus  mirror,  from  W.  Germany, 

made  with  fantastic  German  pre- 

cision, snaps  onto  rear  view  mir- 
ror. $9.95  plus  95c  post. 

Amerimpex,  Dept.  H,  40  E.  34th 
St.,  New  York,  NY  10016. 

ELEGANCE  FOR  MILADY 

Gold  tone  caddy  for  milady's dressing  table  or  bath  is  just  as 
decorative  as  it  can  be.  Cup  and 
soap  dish  are  trimmed  in  gold, 
too.  Petals  adjust  to  hold  lipstick, 

eyeliner.  12"  w.,  10"  h.  $29.95 
plus  $2  post.  Free  brochure. 
Laurel  Creations,  HG3,  Box  6, 

Adelphia,  NJ  07710. 

OPTIC  OPERA  AIDS 

Folding  opera  glasses.  Slip  into 
handbag  or  pocket.  Sports  fans, 
theater  buffs,  ballet  bugs  love 
them.  Makes  balcony  seats  seem 
like  first-row  center!  Chrome 
plated.  2.5  by  25  m/m.  $4.98 

plus  50c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG3,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

IN  THE  CLEAR 

Magazines  stand  straight  and 
handy  in  Lucite  rack  that  holds 

all  sizes.  111/2"  w.,  IOVa"  h.,  3" d.  To  stand  or  hang  on  a  wall 

(screws  included);  looks  beauti- 
ful anywhere!  Puts  an  end  to 

clutter.  $11.98  plus  75c  post. 

Lillian  Vernon,  G3E,  510  So.  Ful- 
ton Ave.,  Mt.  Vernon,  NY  10550. 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

VENETO  FLAIR 

Dainty  apple  blossoms  on  blue 
ground  for  the  1976  terracotta 
Easter  egg.  Familiar  crackled 
effect  with  gold  bead  accents. 
Handcrafted  in  Italy.  Numbered 
7,500.  Boxed.  $17.50;  1975  egg 
$20;  both  $35.  Ppd.  Edd.  the 
Florist,  Inc.,  HG3,  823  North 
Court,  Ottumwa,  lA  52501. 

REAL  CUT-UP 

If  you  love  snipping  recipes,  cou- 
pons, ads  and  Shopping  Around, 

clipit  paper  cutter  speeds  the  job. 
Neater  and  safer  than  scissors. 

Order  now  for  your  school  chil- 
dren. $1.29  plus  20c  post,  from 

Anthony  Enterprises,  HG3,  556 
Mission  St.,  San  Francisco,  CA 
94105. 

SILVER  PROTECTION 

Tarnish-proof  Pacific  Cloth  draw- 
er pads  made  by  Gorham.  Pre- 

vent tarnish  and  scratching! 

111/2"  by  IAV2"  by  21/2"  holds 
100  pieces,  $10.75;  17"  by  12" 
by  21/2"  holds  125  pieces, 
$12.75.  Add  $1.25  post.  each. 
Barrington  Specialties,  HG3,  Box 

154-G,  Barrington,  Rl  02806. 

WINDOW  DRESSING 

Easy-care  curtains  outlined  by 
giant  ball  fringe.  Permanent- 
press  polyester-and-cotton  in  nat- 

ural or  white.  90"  w.  pair.  45", 
54",  63"  I.  $12;  72",  81",  90"  I. 
$14;  valance  10"  by  80"  $4.75. 
Add  $1.75  post.  Catalogue  free. 
Country  Curtains,  Dept.  HG3, 
Stockbridge,  MA  01262. 

BEAUTY  PROGRAM 

Kit  for  home  use  consists  of 
bustline  improvement  guidebook 

for  exercises,  diet,  posture;  hy- 
drotherapy massage  cup  for  a 

few  minutes  daily  use;  and  three 

special-moisturizing  cremes. 
$19.98  ppd.  Beauti-Breast  of 
Paris,  Dept.  LG/P.  Box  8072, 
Van  Nuys,  CA  91409. 

WHAT  LL  IT   BE? 

Colorful  ornamental  jiggers  to 
provide  happy  talk  at  your  own 
private  bar.  Friends  will  love  the 
maroon  stoneware  pieces.  A  nice 
gift  idea,  too.  Eight  in  set,  one- 
and  two-shot  sizes,  $4.95  plus 
95c  post.  Carol  Ann  Gifts,  Dept. 
HG-5316C,  Box  21026,  Philadel- 

phia, PA  19154. 

PATRIOTIC  TOUCH 

Bicentennial  address  labels!  De- 
sign is  printed  in  red,  with  your 

name  and  address  in  blue  on 
white.  Labels  are  self-adhesive. 

1%"  by  1/2".  Specify  flag  or  bell 
design.  225  $4;  450  $6;  1000 
(alike)  $12.  Ppd.  Order  from 
Bruce  Bolind,  HG3,  Boulder,  CO 
80302. 

MARCH.   1976 

.j^f?<f- 

NEEDLEPOINT  SHOES 
Toe  Sandals — Create  and  wear  your 
own  handiwork.  Your  feet  will  thank  you, 
your  friends  will  envy  you.  Great  mother/ 

daughter  idea!  Complete  kit  includes  ortho- 
pedically-contoured  wood  bottoms,  original 

design  hand-painted  on  -12  interlock  can- 
vas, pure  virgin  wool  yarn,  needle,  felt  back- 
ing, tacks,  instructions — all  packed  in  a 

carry-along   drawstring   denim    bag.    Chil- 
Send  50C  for  brochure. 

dren's  sizes  1-4;  women  5-10.  To  order 
specify  size  and  choice  of  dark  walnut  stain 
or  nature-clear  wood  finish.  Lady  bugs  on  a 
"Jeans"  blue  background  or  Butterflys  and 
flowers  on  rust  background.  For  perfect  fit, 
include  a  tracing  of  your  foot.  Send  check 
or  money  order  for  $21.95  adult,  $14.95 
children.  N.Y.  residents  add  applicable 
sales  tax. 

refundable  with  first  order. 

^ 
Margreen  Int.  Ltd. Dept.  h  g  P.O.  Box  288,  Tappan,  N.Y.  10983 

renew  your 
danish  chair 

or  sofa  to  the  original  comfort  and  good 

looks!  Replace  those  sagging  or  broken 

rubber  straps.  3  styles:  metal  clip  end, 

metal  peg  end.  or  loop  end  to  use  with 

wood  dowels.  S2.00  ea.  ppd.  Specify 

style  &  slot-to-slot  distance  on  frame. 

Also  rubber  webbing  to  nail.  75C  a  ft. 

ppd.  Danoil  polish  for  all  natural  wood, 

8  oz.  S3  ppd.  Cal.  res.  add  sales  tax. 

Need  new  covers,  cushions?  Send  250 

in  coin  for  fabric  samples  and  catalog. 

E.  J.  EVANS,  630  North  Western  Avenue 

Dept.  G.  Los  Angeles,  California  90004 

Ideal,  Full  Size,  Home  Gardener 

REDWOOD 

GREENHOUSES 
at  America's  Lowe.st  Prices! 

Grow  more 
Save  more! 

MODELS  FROM 

Write  for  my  FREE  color  catalog. 

■•The  OIUGINAL  manuf.icturer 

of  low  cost  QU.\LITY  greenhouses" 

'TtteA^  ̂ eZmU^e/l^  The  Greenhouseman.a 
!180  17fh  Ave..  Uept  1 1 -C.Santa  Cruz.  Calif.  95062 

Navajo  Inlaid  Turquoise 
&  Sterling  Silver  Ring 

Plus 

membership  in 

OLD  WSST 
TRADERS  CLUD 
He  who  wears  turquoise  has  health 

and  happiness.  It  s  a  legend,  not  a 

claim. 
Wear  turquoise  handsomely,  daily,  in 
this  discreet  ring. 

$17  is  too  low  a  price  for  a  heavy 

gauge  Sterling  silver/inlaid  tur- quoise ring.  This  offer  is  made  to 
acquaint  you  with  the  quality  and 
service  of  Old  West  Traders.  It  is 

just  one  example  of  the  EXTRAOR- DINARY BARGAINS  available  to 

Club  members. 
Free  Membership! 

With  this  order,  you  automatically 
become  a  member  of  The  Club 

You  will  receive  bi-monthly  cata- logs ot  authentic  Navajo.  Hopi  and 
Zuni  jewelry.  Never  an  obligation to  buy. 

Wear  your  ring  in  good  health,  and 
welcome    to    the    worlds    largest 
Indian  arts  collectors  club 

Limit  2  rings.  No  dealers. 

^1 

^^  OLXJ  WEST  TRiinCRS 

Indian  Ai  •, -  Pa-mion 1503  Central  Ave.,  N.W. 

Albuquerque,  N.M.  87104 Please  rush  me   ring(sV  Sizeisi 
  /   Enclosed  is  S17.  plus  SI 
pstg.  hdig  &  ins.  each       HG12 

Name   

Address   

City    .   

State   

-Zip 

Allow  4  weeks  do!i\ 

iB?V 
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THE  CLOCK  OF  LIFE  CERAMIC  TILE 
White  Ceramic  Tile  used  as  a  wall  plaque  or  trivet.  Cork 

base  with  hanger,  6"  x  6". 
CLOCK  OF  LIFE  TILE 

$3.98 Plus  60c  Postage  &  Handling  Each 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Af/thony  Ei/terpr/ses Dept.   HG-36 556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

«    CLEANS  YOUR  SHOWER  TILE 
KLEAN-TILE  SHOWER  TILE  CLEANER  ^  |\  |Af  F  D  A  V  I 
WILL  CLEAN  AND  CONTROL  SOAP  ll  K  VV  t  ■  AT  ' 

SCUM,  BODY  OILS,  STAINS,  MILDEW,  >'■»  
WWfc  If-ftl* 

HARD  WATER  DEPOSITS  AND  WHITEN  GRO'JTING.  A  FULL  YEARS  SUP- 
PLY FOR  TWO  BATHS.  MAIL  CHECK  OR  MONEY  ORDER  FOR  $4.95. 

PLEASE  ADD  SI. 00  FOR  TAX  AND  POSTAGE.  0-11-24 

^ean^iTil*       GUARANTEE 
If  KLEAN-TILE  does  not] 
clean  your  shower  tile  to  ' 
your  complete  satisfaction,  J 
the  full  purchase  price  will  , 
be  refunded. 

Standard  Laboratories 
P.O.  Box  11214 
Charlotte,  N.  C.  28209 

|C.ty- 

BARWA 

The  justly  famous  2-position  barvva  chair 
that  has  given  contoured  comfort  to  mil- 

lions outdoors,  indoors  .  .  .  year  'round. 
Feel  up,  head  back  .  .  .  ah-h-h  .  .  .  bar\\a 

cradles  your  body  from  head  to  toe  in- 
stantly relaxes  tense  muscles,  is  amazingly 

comfortable  and  therapeutic! 

Th«    Complete    Barwa:    tubular 

^^    frame;    covers    in    green,    terra 
^        I  )      cotta    or   turquoise.    $60.    (Add 

Ty^      $10  shipping) 
The  Barwa  Recover:  ISoz.  duck 

1  in     green,     turquoise     or     terra 

V^^^    cotta.  $29.95  plus  $1.50  post 
V^^^^    age     each.     A     set    of     Barwa 
^   '        Springs:     $15.00     plus     $2.00 

postage  each. 

Send  check,  BA.  MC,  DC  or  AMX  charge 
A        catalog  $1.:  free  with  order 
"^  ^      550  Powell 

Dept.  HG36 
San  Francisco 
CA  94108 

A        catalog  $!.:  free "Mi 

more  for  your  money 
a  Western  Red  Cedar 

home  by  Nor-Wes 
Luxury  recreational  or  residential 

homes  from  600  to  2500  sq.  ft.  ready 

to  assemble.  Choose  from  15  arch'rtect 
designs  or  a  custom  design  to  meet 
your  needs. 
•  post  and  beam  cathedral  ceilings. 
•  fully  insulated  against  heat  or  cold. 
•  components  pre-cut-easy  assembly. 
•  maintenance  free. 
Send  for  more  information . . . 

28-page  color  catalog. floorplans, 
prices.  2  cut-out  models  for  table-top 
assembly,  color  photos  of  furnished 
interiors.  $3.50.  (Catalog  only  $1.50.) 
Phone  or  write: 
915  W.  1st  St..  North  Vancouver.  B.C. 

Canada,  V7P  1A4.  Dept.  215 

Telephone  (604]  988-5221 

SHOPPING  AROUND ^
^
 

%*
 

SHADES  OF  YESTERYEAR 

Picture  this  high  back  rocker  on 

an  old  fashioned  porch  on  a  sum- 
mer day.  Solid  oak  with  seat  and 

back  of  woven  Nu-Cane.  Sanded 
ready  to  finish  in  stain  or  paint. 
49"  h.,  seat.  21"  by  19".  $30 
exp.  coll.  Marion  Travis,  HG3, 
109  E.  Broad  St.,  Statesville, 
NC  28677. 

ETERNAL  LINK 

Bride  and  groom's  coats  of  arms, 
linked  by  helmet  and  mantle, 
hand-engraved  on  a  wedding 
band  of  14k  gold.  10mm  wide. 
Send  drawings  for  both  names 

or  request  coat-of-arms  research. 
$155  ppd.  Free  color  catalogue. 
Heraldica  Imports,  HG3.  21  W. 
46th  St..  New  York,  NY  10036. 

KEEP  THEM  NEAT 

Capture  dangling  appliance  and 
lamp  cords  with  a  cord  coiler. 
Fits  snugly  over  wall  socket, 
holds  any  excess  wires  off  the 

floor.  Sturdy  plastic.  274"  by 
%".  Instructions.  Three  in  set 

$1.99  plus  75c  post.  Carol  Ann 
Gifts.  Dept.  HG-4566C,  Box 
21026,  Philadelphia,  PA  19154. 

NEVER  TO  RETURN 

For  the  female  who  has  unwanted 
hair  on  her  face,  arms  and  legs, 

we  propose  Perma  Tweez.  Bat- 
tery operated  device  removes  the 

stuff  professionally  and  perma- 
nently, does  not  puncture  skin. 

$16.95  ppd.  General  Medical 
Co.,  HGE-53,  5701  W.  Adams 
Blvd.,  Los  Angeles,  CA  90016. 

LONG  ON  CHIC 
From  the  sunny  Isle  of  Majorca 
comes  a  rope  of  matched  pearls 

60  inches  long.  It's  a  fashion  ac- 
cessory that  lends  a  look  of  sim- 

ple elegance  to  practically  any- 
thing you  choose  to  wear  it  with. 

$12  ppd.  American  Image  Indus- tries. HG3,  276  Park  Ave.  So., 
New  York,  NY  10010. 

STRAP  CLIPS 
Gold-finished  metal  lingerie  clips 

keep  bra  and  slip  straps  secure 
in  handsome  fashion.  A  smart 

way  to  be  sure  that  straps  won't tumble  down  when  wearing  a  low 

cut  gown.  Set  of  two,  $1.98  plus 

20c  post.  Anthony  Enterprises, 

HG3,  556  Mission  St.,  San  Fran- 
cisco, CA  94105. 

PRETTY  PRIZE 

A  butterfly  with  diamond-like 
eyes  captured  on  a  charming 
pendant.  SVa"  w.  Gold  or  silver 
finish.  $3.95.  Matching  diamond- 
ike  drop  earrings,  pierced  or 
clipback  style.  $2.  Add  45c  post. 
oer  order.  Romar  Sales.  Dept. 

RS-8F,  380  Madison  Ave.,  New 

York,  NY  10017. 
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SHOPPING  AROUND 

CAR  BED 

Sturdy  folding  Kar-Kot"'  sleeps 
two  children  or  one  adult  while 

you  drive.  Folds  flat.  Easy  to  set 
up,  needs  no  attachrr.ents.  Great 
comfort  for  cars,  campers,  wag- 

ons. 51"  w.  de  luxe  $15.95;  39" 
w.  mini  $14.95.  Add  $1.50  post. 

Green's,  HG3,  13135-A  Ventura, 
Studio  City,  CA  91604. 

FAUCET  FIXER 

Annoying  drip,  drip,  drip  of  a 
faucet  is  stopped  easily  with  a 
neoprene  ball  that  just  drops  into 
the  fixture  after  removing  old 
washer.  Sealer  stays  put  against 
grease,  oil.  Set  of  12  $1.29  plus 
20c  post.  Anthony  Enterprises, 

HG3,  556  Mission  St.,  San  Fran- 
cisco, CA  94105. 

STRAIGHTEN  UP 

New  way  to  improve  your  looks. 
Postur-matic  stops  slouching 
and  lifts  bust  naturally.  Made  of 
soft  stretch  elastic.  Style  #278  in 

20"  to  44".  Give  chest  size. 
$3.98;  two  $7.50;  three  $11. 
Add  85c  post.  each.  Magic  Mold, 
HG2,  210  Hanse  Ave.,  Freeport, 
NY  11520. 

CURTAIN  CLAMPS 

Shower  curtains  won't  blow  out 
of  the  tub  when  plastic  magnetic 
holders  are  snapped  on  to  the 

curtain.  Permanently  magne- 

tized; won't  rust  or  mar.  Elimi- 
nate wet  floors.  Set  of  three. 

$1.98  plus  20c  post.  Anthony 
Enterprises,  HG3,  556  Mission 
St.,  San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

BRASS  ILLUMINATION 

Period  chandelier  with  eight 
branches  of  brass  has  a  hand- 

turned  wood  center.  17"  h, 
241/2"  dia.  Illustrated  catalogue 
of  this  and  other  quality,  individ- 

ually cut,  crafted  lighting  fix- 
tures, $1.  Heritage  Lanterns, 

HG36,  Sea  Meadow  Lane,  Cous- 
ins Island,  Yarmouth,  ME  04096. 

QUAINTLY  COLONIAL 

Colonial  print  curtains  in  perma- 

nent press  Kodel/ cotton.  84"  w. 
per  pr.  30"  long,  $6.50;  36",  $7; 
45",  $8;  54",  $9;  63",  $10;  72", 
$11;  81",  $12;  valance,  $3;  tie- 
backs,  $1  a  pair.  Add  $1.75  post. 

Booklet,  swatches  50c.  Mather's, 
HG3,  31  E.  Main  St.,  Westmin- 

ster, MD  21157. 

BICENTENNIAL  SPOONS 

Heavy  siiverplate,  each  4V'2"  I. 
Spirit  of  '76,  Minuteman,  Wash- 

ington's Credo,  Statue  of  Liberty, 
independence  Hall,  Liberty  Bell, 
Washington.  Gift  boxed.  Each 
$2.95  plus  50c  post,  50c  for 
catalogue.  The  Sewing  Corner, 
HG36E,  150-11  14th  Ave.,  White- 
stone,  NY  11357. 
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Full  color,     16-page     instruction 
booklet    illustrating    use    as    a 

Greenhouse,   Seed   Starter,   Ter- 

rarium.     Desert    Garden,    Herb 

Garden    and   for   plant  propaga- 

tion included. 

Recreates  an  actual  greenhouse  ...  in  struc- 
ture, function   and   atmospheric  conditions. 

Removable  sides  for  planting  and  cleaning 

,  .  .  adjustable  roof   vents  for  climate  con- 
trol .  .  .  water   reservoir   tray  .  .  .  portable   for 

indoor/outdoor  use  year  'round. 
SEND  S29.95  POST  PAID  M-R  Products, Inc. 
1805  Larchwood  ,  Troy,  Michigan  48084. 

(Michigan  residents  add  4%  sales  tax.) 

SFEC\Al-BY-MA\L  OFFER! 

Coffee  Filters 
This  Style  Fits 

MELITTA,  BRAUN,  EVA. 

SCHICK.  ROCKLINE 
=  101    (#1)  2-CUP  SIZE 
400  Filters   S8.25 

1000  Filters   S20.00 

-102  (^2)  4  CUP  SIZE     1x4  or  1x6  (#6) 
200  Filters      S4. 85      6  TO  8  CUP  SIZE 
400  Filters.    .58.75       200  Filters. ...$5.75 

1000  Filters  .S20. 75       400  Filters.  $10. 50 
1000  Filters   $24.50 

SHIPMENT 
PREPAID 

This  Style  Fits 
CHEMEX.  DAVID  DOUGLAS. 

TRICOLETTE.  PYREX, 
CORNING,  FILTERATOR, 

THERMOSERV,  ASTOR,  Etc. 

ONE  CUP  SIZE        4  TO  8  CUP  SIZE 
200  Filters      $3.00        200  Filters...  $4. 25 
400  Filters.     S5. 00        400  Filters.    .S8. 25 

1000  Filters   $11.50      1000  Filters.  SI  7.75 

This  Style  Fits  MR.  COFFEE,  Cory 
Bunn,  Sunbeam,  West  Bend, 

ProctorSilex,  Sears,  Regal,  Etc. 

1000  Filters,  Reg.  $25  only  $9.95 

Filters    for    NORELCO,    Etc.,    400    for    $2.25 

Sat/sfoction  or  Money  Refunded 

WRITE  FOR  FREE  CATALOG. 

Kindly  Send  Check  or  Money  Order  To: 

REGAL  FILTER  CO.,  Dept.  F-140,  Box  20247, 
10663  Galaxle,  Ferndale,  Mich.  48220 

Smoke  Magnet' clears  a  momfal 
of  smoke. 

/ 

Available  by 
mail  only! 

New  Way 

To  Sleep! 
Tee-PJ's  resemble  a 

T-shirt,  but  are  over 

a  foot  longer.  Rib- 
knit,  soft  combed 
cotton.  Gives  when 

you  move,  eases  up 
when  you  relax.  No 
bind,  no  bunch,  no 
chafe,  no  buttons, 

no  ironing!  If  not 
most  comfortable 

sleeper  you've  ever worn,  return  within 

7  days  for  full  re- fund and  we  send 

you  regular  T-shirt FREE!  S  (34),  M  (36- 

38),  L  (40-42),  XL 
(44-4i.  for  weight 
over  180  lbs.  and/or over  k  ft). 

$5.00  ea. 
3   for   $12.50 

NOW!  Tee-PJ's 
available  in  long 

sleeves  with  knit wristlets. 

$7.00  ea. 
3   for   $17.50 
All  postpaid. 

WITTMANN  TEXTILES 
6787  Southboro  Sta. 
Dcpt.  174.  W.  Palm Boach,   Fla.   33405 

Just  push  button.  Cigarette  and  cigar 

smoke  start  to  vanish -automatically! 
All  that  remains  is  a  beautiful  fragrance. 

Patented  Smoke  Magnefhas  2000 

spray  charges  for  months  of  use.  Also 
absorbs  annoying  odors  from  bathroom, 

or  any  room.  Great  for  home,  office, 

smoky  card  games.  Great  gift.  Money- 
back  guarantee.  Send  $5.00  (  50c  post- 

age and  handling)  to  AIR  SUPERB,  P.O. 
BOX  A.  GRACIE  STATION,  N.Y.,  N.Y.  10028. 

NO  DOGS  ALLOWED? 

Here  is  one  dog  that  would  be  an  ele- 
gant and  welcome  guest  on  any  sofa  or 

chair!  Needlepoint  a  14  x  14  dachs- 
hund portrait  for  pillow  or  framing. 

Design  on  Sl4  canvas,  luxurious  Pater- 
nayan  Persian  wool  yarns,  needle,  and 

instructions.  (Pillow  form  not  includ- 

ed.) Specify  background  color;  white, 

royal  blue,  forest  green,  gold  — or  en- 
close $1.00  extra  and  we  will  match 

your  swatch. 

$22.95  plus  .75  postage  and  hpndling 
(Conn,  residents,  please  add 

tax) 

pet  projects BOX  1133.  STAMFORD,  CONN.  06304 
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MEN  AND  WOMEN'S  MONEY  HOLDERS Bosom  Money  Cache  snaps  onto  the  bra  or  slip  straps.  Holds  folding 

money  or  other  valuables.  Plastic  lined  with  a  fold-over  flap.  Wash- 

able. Also  Men  or  Women's  Adjustable  Money  Belt  with  zippered 
compartments. 

BOSOM  MONEY  HOLDER  $2.98  Plus  400  Post.  &  Hndlg. 

MEN  OR  WOMEN'S  MONEY  BELT  $5.98  Plus  500  Post.  &  Hndlg. 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises Dept.  HG-36 556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

LOOKING 
BACK 

Easy  on,  easy- 

care —  "Back- wrap."  Red/ 
white,  Lilac/ 

white,  cotton- checked  dress 

laps  over  wide  in 
back,  ties  in 
front.  Edged  in 

rickrack;  ma- chine washes. 
Jr.  11-17;  misses, 

12-20;  half,  161/2- 241/2.  $9.99;  40, 

42,  44,  $10.99. 
Plus  $1  post. 
LanaLobell,  Dept. 

M-2201,  Han- 
over, PA  17331. 

SHRINK  STOMACH 
Waist  Watchers  will  feel  muscle  tighten  and  see  stomach  shrink  from 
first  day  you  use  the  Waist  Wheel.  A  few  rolls  back  and  forth  from  knee 

position  equals  100  sit-ups. 

Single  Waist  Wheel      $7.98     +        800  Mailing  Each 

Dual  Waist  Wheel     $9.98     +     $1.00  Mailing  Each 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 
Satisiacfion  Guaranteed  or  your  money  back. 

Dept.  HG-36 
556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 Antho72y  Enterprises 
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FLORENTINE  COPY 

Hang  a  24k  gold-plated  symbol 
over  door,  use  as  paperweight. 

Back  is  inscribed:  "One  leaf  is 
for  hope,  and  one  is  for  faith,  and 
one  is  for  love,  you  know.  And 

God  put  in  another  for  luck." 
4"  diameter.  $7.95  ppd.  Troy  En- 

terprises, HG3,  1876  So.  Broad 
St.,  Trenton,  NJ  08610. 

STRAW  VOTE 

A  wicker  basket,  needlepointed 

monogram.  Kit  includes  IOV2"  x 
6"  X  51/2"  basket,  wool,  instruc- 

tions, canvas,  monogram  chart, 
velvet  ribbon  in  rose,  blue,  red, 

black,  green  or  gold.  Open  bas- 
ket, $4.95;  lidded  $6.95.  Add 

60c  post.  Victoria  Gifts,  12H 
Water  St.,  Bryn  Mawr,  PA  19010. 

SEE-WORTHY 

Plastic  container  with  applica- 
tor top  holds  eyeglass  cleaner 

that  keeps  specs  sparkling  all 
day.  Just  dab  on  and  wipe  with 
tissue;  it  prevents  fogging,  too. 
Gives  hundreds  of  cleanings. 

$1  plus  15c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG3,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

MAGIC  KEY  FINDER 

Lucite  key  tag  with  etched  first 

name,  manufacturer's  code,  in- structions to  drop  tag  in  any  mail 
box  for  return  first  to  him,  then 
from  him  to  you.  Up  to  nine 

letter  name  for  51/2"  by  IVi" 
tag  (print).  $6.50  plus  95c  post. 
The  Unicorn  Gallery,  G36,  15111 
N.H.  Ave.,  Colesville,  MD  20904. 

FAMILIAR  FACES 

Well-known  portraits  from  U.S. 

history  are  on  Bicentennial  play- 
ing cards  by  Douglas  Gorsline. 

Outsize  3^4"  by  4^/4"  cards  come 
with  biographies,  rules  for  eignt 

games.  $6.98  plus  50c  cost.  Lil- 
lian Vernon,  Dept.  G3E,  510  So. 

Fulton  Ave.,  Mt.  Vernon,  NY 
10550. 

ORIENTAL  RUGS 

Treasured  old  patterns,  authen- 
tic reproductions.  Dramatically 

decorative;  through-to-the-back construction.  Red,  ivory,  navy, 

moss  green  ground.  3'  by  5', 
$14.95;  4'  by  6',  $24.95:  6'  by 
9',  $49.95;  9'  by  12',  $89.95. 
Ppd.  International  Rug  Co.,  HG3, 

360  Amsterdam  Ave.,  NY  10024. 
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SHOPPING  AROUND 

LIVE  PET  SEAHORSES 

Two  mated  pair  (4)  including 
pregnant  male  (who  gives  birth 
up  to  30  ponies),  free  kit  with 
shells,  coral,  sea  water  mix,  food, 
sea  snail,  live  plant,  instructions 
to  raise  them  in  jar  or  fish  bowl. 
Live  delivery  guaranteed.  $3.98 

ppd.  Aqualand,  HG3,  Box  55- 
7365  Miami,  FL  33155. 

SEWS  LOCK  STITCH 

Tool  does  great  things:  sews 
leather  and  canvas.  Do  your  own 

repairs  on  shoes,  handbags,  awn- 
ings, seats,  upholstery.  Pack  in- 

cludes bobbin  of  wax  thread, 
two  needles.  $4.98  plus  40c  post. 
Anthony  Enterprises,  HG3,  556 
Mission  St.,  San  Francisco,  CA 
94105. 

SURE  FOOTING 

Rubber  swim  sneaks  have  thick 
treaded  bottoms,  inner  soles. 
Protect  on  rocks  and  hot  sand, 
in  showers.  From  Italy.  White, 
red,  yellow  or  blue.  Give  shoe 
size,  width;  man  or  woman;  age 
of  child.  $6.98  plus  75c  post. 
Dorsay.  HG3,  240  Kinderkamack 
Rd.,Oradell,  NJ  07649. 

LET  IT  SHINE 

Precious  family  silver  pieces 
marred  by  a  missing  part  here, 
a  dent  there  can  be  restored  by 

Simmons,  fine  silver  platers,  re- 
pairers of  silver,  gold,  pewter, 

brass  and  copper.  Free  cata- 
logue. Simmons  Silver  Plating 

Co.,  Inc.,  HG3,  409  Whitehall 
St.,  S.W.,  Atlanta,  GA  30303. 

GOOD  LUCK  BIRD 

Brighten  any  spot  in  the  house 
with  this  perky  rooster  from  Por- 

tugal. Made  of  clay  pottery,  hand 

painted  in  lively  colors.  He's  re- 
puted to  bring  good  luck.  10" 

high,  $6.98  plus  $1.39  post. 
Write  for  catalogue,  50c.  House 
of  Minnel,  Dept.  536R.  530  Lark 
St..  Geneva,  IL  60134. 

PORTRAIT  IN  OIL 

A  true  work  of  art  painted  on  lin- 
en canvas  from  your  old  or  new 

photograph.  Choose  from  twelve 
portrait  painters.  Canvas  sizes 

range  from  12"  by  16"  to  30"  by 
40".  Prices  from  $99.50  to 
$995.  Catalogue,  25c.  Van  Dyke 
Oil  Portraits,  Ltd.,  HG3,  153  E. 
57th  St.,  New  York,  NY  10022. 

PRETTY  PERSONAL 

You  can  be  sure  that  anyone  on 
your  feminine  list  would  like  to 
have  a  handcrafted  pendant  of 

sterling  silver  with  her  Vz" 
square  fancy-cut  initial.  It's  sus- 

pended on  fine  matching  18" 
chain.  $10.50;  two,  $20.  Ppd. 
Ferry  House,  Dept.  HG-3,  Briar- 
cliff  Manor,  NY  10510. 
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HAND  ENGRAVED  FAMILY  CREST 
RINGS 

Ring  —11  16«14mm  top 
solid  14k  gold  $195.00 
sterling  silver  $75.00 

Hk  Gold  Pendant  $150.00 
sterling  silver  $65.00 

Ring  -18  20il8mm  top 
solid  14k  gold  $260.00 
sterling  silver  $80.00 

WE  WORK  IN  THREE   BASIC  WAYS 
1 — if  you  do  have  a  coat  of  arms  you  send  us  a  photostat  or  picture  of  it  and  that  is  what  we  engrave. 

2 — If  you  do  not  have  a  coat  of  arms  just  send  us  your  name  and  we  shall  look  it  up  at  no  extra 
cost  to  see  if  there  is  a  coat  of  arms  for  it. 

3 — If  you  wish  you  may  design  your  own  coat  of  arms.  When  you  send  for  our  catalogue  ask  for 

our  free  booklet  "Some  basic  ways  to  design  your  own  coat  of  arms" 

SEND  FOR  OUR  FREE  COLOR  CATALOGUE  .  .  .  This  is  the  most  beautiful  jewelry,  and 
certainly  the  most  personal  lewelry  there  is.  Hand  engraved  by  master  European  craftsmen. 

HERALDICA  IMPORTS,  INC.oep. 
21  West  46th  St.,  New  York,  N.Y.  10036 G-3 

Direct  from  Hawaii 
HAWAIIAN  PLUMERIA  PLANT 

"Love  Flower" 

Guaranteed  to  Grow! 

FREE 

Hawaiian 

Tl  PLANT 

per  order 

one  for  $1.75 

plus  sec  post. 
two  for  $2.50 
plus  90c  post. 

One  of  the  most  colorful  and  beautifully 

scented  flowers  in  the  islands  is  the  "Love 
Flower.  '  The  Plumeria's  sweet  scented  bios 
soms  is  one  of  the  favorites  with  lei  makers. 
From  our  beaches  to  the  valleys  Plumerias 
grow  profusely.  Requires  hardly  any  care  and 
will  be  6"  to  7"  tall.  Choice  of  Colors:  Yellow; 
Pink:  &  Red. 

HAPAKI  OF  HAWAII 
P.O.   Box   1535.   Dept.   HG3.    Hilo.   Hawaii  96720 

FROM  FACTORY  TO  YOU 

Puritan  Ladder  Back 

This  is  the  big  one  with  a  seat  measur- 

ing 18'/2"  X  15'/2"-  Consfruc+ed  ^rom 
smoothly  sanded  native  hardwood,  this 

everlasting  styled  chair  also  features  a 
handwoven   cord    seat. 

Ready  to  finish.  S25.95 
Finished  In  walnut,  maple,  or  pine.  S29.95 

Matching  Armchair  Minimum  Order 

Add  S3. 00  to  Above  Prices         2  Pieces 

Send  check  or  money  order — £i press  collect. 

Catalogue  Available  SOt 

MARION  TRAVIS 
p.  O.  Box  292.  HG3 

Statesville,   North  Carolina 

HAND-EMBROIDERED  CREWEL  FABRIC 
BY  THE  YARD  FOR  IMMEDIATE  DELIVERY 

That  fabulous  fabric  from  India  you've  always 
yearned  for,  sensationally  priced,  direct  from 

the  Importer!  Multi-color  wool  flowers  hand- 
embroidered  on  natural  handwoven  cotton  for 

draperies,  upholstery,  etc. 

50"  wide     ̂   |  4*UU    yard  ppd. 

Matching  Bedspreads  Tablecloths 

Twin   S70.  Full   S80.     70'    Round    $50. 

Queen  $90.  King  S100.     90"    Round    $60. 
All  prices  postpaid.  Money  back  guarantee. 

SEND  50C  IN  COIN   FOR  SWATCH 
AND  COLOR  CATALOG. 

GURI  AN'S 
276    Fifth    Av Dtpt     G3n     N.Y..    N.Y.    10001 
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DOG 
PROBLEMS 
DISAPPEAR Is  Your  Dog  Really  Happy? 

NOW  TOU  CAN  DISCOVER  KNO  CORRECT  THE  RE>L  CtUSES  OF  BEHtVIOR 

PROBLEMS  'For  puppres  loo.  belore  titty  start) 
•  WON  T  COME 

!at  all  times) 

■  WON  T  ST4V  ALONE 

•  BARKING 

EXCCSSIVtLY 

■  CHEWING 

OtSTRUCTIVElY 

■  CAR  SICKNESS 
■  DIGGING 

•  DOOR  DASHING 
■  EMBARRASSING 

tsnitlingand  nosiflE' 

■  HOUSESOILING ttn  one  daj) 

.  JUVPING  ON 

PEOPLE 

■  LEASH  Islraininj 

and  c^oVln£) 

•  FEAR 

■  OVERAFFECTICNATE 

•  UNCERAFfECTIONAIE 

.  OVER  PROTECTIVE 

•  UNDER  PROTECTIVE 

•  UNRULV  fuesls 

and  others) 

•  CAR  CHASING 

RENOWN  PSYCHOLOGIST  SHOWS  THE  WAY 

Yes.  you're  seen  tiim.  Or  Dare  Miller.  Ph  0  .  fetholttist'  ol  merJia  and 

television  (ame  "the  iot  psychologist"  demonstratinf  and  aa>l|r7in|  prob 
lems  with  Art  LinHettei  JoSrn,  Carson  Mike  Ooujlas,  Oick  Catett  Betty 

WHile.  Barbara  Wallers  CBS.  NBC  and  ABC  TV  News,  AM  America  Friends 
cl  Man.  etc  .  articles  m  TIME  Maiaiine  Newsweek.  NEW  TIMES  TV  Cuide. 

Wall  Street  Jojinal.  ladies  Home  lournal  and  other  worldwide  publiu 

tions.  Or  Miller  has  recently  developed  the  Canine  Behanor  Environmental 

Analysis  Service  Form  lor  people  he  cannot  see  personally,  (yours  t« 

keep,  pinpointing  a  wealth  ol  do£  psycholojy  information) 
Now  Ic^  the  lirst  tiTe  this  sirnple.  yet  a-nr-np  Fonn  allows  the  pffiscn 

who  cares  lo  discover  and  cofrccl  the  lijdden  causes  of  his  do^'^  E>eha<i?r 

protlems  All  (OJ  do  IS  arnwtr  the  golden  questions,  t^cn  seno  t*-  Forrt 

back  to  Dr.  Milter  and  his  stall  where  if  is  quickly  anai^jel  -nq  ii:^;--:-d 
to  you.  "When  you  discover  the  causes,  betuwior  piotif'i  n  s.ip«3r. 

This  valuable  inlcrmation  and  personal  servce  r^j^vs  ii'.  ercelif-t  (iift 

:ef)iiica'ps  i.ail:-t)e' 

rSlQO" 

lor  this  corrplete  profess 
Don't  waif,  send  today' 

HB3-76 

DR.  DARE  MILLER,  Ph.D. 

Director.  The  Zir.:rt  Be^^.l0r  InsMi!;  ̂ l^r.-rT 

kAAAAAAAAAAAAAi 
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■K?n  Irishman  is  never  drunk 
as  \on^  OS  he  can  hold  on  to 
one  Wade  of  ̂rass  and  not  fall 
off  the  face  of  the  earths 

IRISH  TIPPLER  CERAMIC  TILE 
White  Ceramic  Tile  used  as  a  wall  plaque  or  trivet.  Cork 

base  with  hanger.  6"  x  6". 
#193  IRISH  TIPPLER  TILE 

$3.98  Plus  600  Postage  &  Handling  Each. 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises Dept.  HG-36 556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

MAKE  YOUR  RINGS  FITRIGHT! 

Are  your  rings  too  loose  once  they're over  your  knuckles?  Do  they  slide 
around  your  fingers  uncomfortably 
and  unattractively?  RIGS  (Ring-ln- 
sert-Guard-Sizer)  will  hold  your  rings 
in  place  simply  and  effectively.  RIGS 
(Pat.  Pdg.)  are  vinyl  liner-guards 
which  slip  inside  the  ring  once  it's  in 
place  and  stop  slipping.  Works  for  any 

size,  women's  or  men's.  RIGS  even 
hold  boys'  rings  in  place  on  girls'  fin- 

gers. Guaranteed.  $4.00  ppd. 

RIGS  Dept.  1 3,  Box  1 039,  Longmont,  Colo.  80501 

ELEGANCE 
YOU   CAN   AFFORD 
DIRECT  FROM  US, 

the  designers  and  makers.  Send  $1. 
for  92-l'AGE  CATALOGUE.  Chande- 

liers, sconces  and  candelabra  of  IM- 
PORTED CRY.STAL.  Also  our  own 

incomparable  STRASS  designs.  Colo- 
nial brass  and  pewter.  $50.00  to 

$3500.00.  Shipped  prepaid  in  U.S.A. 
In  business  for  over  a  quarter  of  a 
century.  Satisfaction  guaranteed. 

KING'S  CHANDELIER  COMPANY 
Dept.  G-81,  Eden  (Leaksville) 

North  Carolina  27288 
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A  great  gift  for 
father, Son,  and 

Friends . . . 

DOG  TIES 
Give  them  their  own 
breed  on  a  necktie 

Over  60  breeds 
available. Perfect 

reproductions, 
authentically 
woven  in 

Switzerland. 
Exclusively 
""'■^•$1250 

n  Please  send  my  breed 
My  breed  is   

n  Navy         n  Brown         D  Green □  Burgundy 

Add  $1.50  lor  delivery. 
N.Y.  Slate  add  applicable  tax 

THE  OniGINAL  DOG 
Tie  COMPANY  AT 

"C 

Z>amb  •^orroto 
ir,30  Nnrthern  Blvrl.,  Manhnsset,  N.Y.  llO.'iO 

(n  \V<illStreet(  Snit<ir)/)0)  \eK  York,  N.Y.  10005 

Siiitf  »,iH7  (  ,'iKi  )-H(;<>-HlJ.i 
MAJOR  CREDIT  CARDS  ACCEPTED 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

\ 

s 
N 

'■J 

3D  INITIALS 

Shining  sterling  silver  initials 

have  great  depth,  hang  hand- 
somely from  a  15"  sterling  chain. 

Great  for  winter  velvets  and 
shimmering  silks  or  sporty  with 
tweeds  and  soft  wools.  $13  each 
with  chain.  Add  50c  post.  Silver 
Shoestring,  HG3,  Box  275, 
Rockville  Center,  NY  11571. 

BUTTERFLY  CASE 

Very  pretty  storage  for  your 

pierced  earrings.  Golden  com- 
pact-sized case  has  seven  velvet- 

ized  compartments  plus  mini- 
tongs  to  pick  up  earrings.  With 
three  initials.  P-13441.  $4  plus 
60c  post.  Spencer  Gifts  Jewelry 
Collection,  E24  Spencer  BIdg., 
Atlantic  City,  NJ  08411. 

FROM  THE  NECK  UP 

Apply  makeup  any  time,  any 

where.  Handy  5"  mirror  hangs 
lightly  from  your  neck  as  well  as 
on  a  wall.  Regular  on  one  side, 

magnifying  on  the  other.  Sturdy 
steel  frame  stands  on  dresser  too. 

$2.98  plus  45c  post.  Anthony 
Enterprises,  HG3,  556  Mission 
St.,  San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

DANCING  DOLL 
Genuine  leather,  tricot  lining, 

cushiony  foam  padding.  IV4" 
heel.  Adjustable  gold-buckle 
strap,  elasticized  throat.  Lt.  blue, 
pink,  bone,  white,  black,  yellow, 

gold,  silver.  6-10  N,  5-10  M.  $14 
plus  $1  post.  Old  Pueblo  Traders, 
H3D,  600  So.  Country  Club  Rd., 
Tucson,  AZ  85716. 

BEAUTY  BAR 
Clear  acrylic  cosmetics  center 
has  shelves  for  lipsticks  and  jars, 

a  compartmented  section,  for  tall 
items  like  bottles,  that  slides  out 

for  easy  access.  Place  on  a  dress- 
ing table  or  in  standard  medicine 

cabinet.  91/2"  by  3".  $6.98  ppd. 
Crown-Castle  Ltd.,  CP-516,  51 
Bank  St.,  Stamford,  CT  06901. 

BARELY  THERE 

Don  a  pair  of  these  satin-smooth 
leather  thong  sandals  and  note 

the  chic  look  with  easy-going  at- 
tire. Covered  foam  rubber  inner 

soles  for  comfort.  Black  or  snow 
white.  Sizes  5  through  10.  $4.95; 

2  pr.  $8.95.  Post.  50c  per  order. 
Elizabeth  McCaffrey,  HG3,  North- 

port,  NY  11768. 

FAMILY  PROTECTION 

About  time  to  think  about  mak- 
ing a  will  to  protect  the  family. 

"Wills — How  to  Make  and  How  to 

Break  Them"  is  written  by  an  at- 
torney. Personal  history  and  as- 

set sheet  and  four  will  forms  incl. 

$2.98  plus  20c  post.  Anthony 
Enterprises,  HG3,  556  Mission 
St.,  San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

HOUSE  &  GARDEr 



NEEDLEPOINT  KIT 

English  sheepdog  on  taped  #14 

mesh  mono  canvas,  18"  sq.  for 
14"  pillow/ picture.  Paternayan 
Persian  yarns,  needle,  instruc- 

tions. Red,  black,  navy,  gold, 
royal  or  green  ground  (or  swatch 
color  $1  extra).  $22.95  plus  75c 
post.  Pet  Projects,  HG36,  Box 
1133,  Stamford,  CT  06904. 

SEE-EASY  THERMOMETER 

Winter's  in  tne  air.  See  through 
thermometer  sticks  outside  a 

window  and  lets  you  size  up  the 
season.  Even  youngsters  can 

read  exact  degrees.  3y2"  by  2V2". 
$2.98  plus  25c  postage.  Send  to 
Anthony  Enterprises,  HG3,  556 
Mission  St.,  San  Francisco,  CA 
94105. 

JUST  RIGHT 

Over-watering  your  plants?  The 
new  Water-Stik  is  a  sure  way  to 
check  on  the  right  amount  of 
moisture.  Just  push  it  into  the 
soil  and  it  indicates  when  your 

plants  need  water.  For  a  Water- 
Stik  sample  send  50c  to  Water- 
Stik  Offer,  HG3,  701  Beta  Drive, 
Mayfield,  OH  44143. 

CAT  AND  MOUSE 

Now  he  sees  it,  now  he  doesn't — 
that  intelligent  cat  you  know 

will  love  playing  "mouse  in  the 
hole."  The  mouse  is  an  elusive 
ball  that  will  entertain  him  for 

hours.  Blue  plastic;  6"  dia.,  3" 
h.  $3.95  ppd.  Catalogue,  25c. 
Suburbia,  Inc.,  Dept.  305,  366 
Wacouta,  St.  Paul,  MN  55101. 

TASSELED  2"  FRINGE 
Surrey  in  cotton  muslin,  white  or 

natural.  78"  w.  pair.  Tiers:  24", 
30",  36"  $6;  tieback  pieces  $1. 
Tiebacks:  45",  54",  63"  $9; 
72",  81"  $11;  11"  by  68"  val- 

ance $3.  Add  $1.75  post.  Send 
for  free  catalogue.  Old  Colony 
Curtains,  G631E.  Box  759,  West- 
field,  NJ  07090. 

INSTANT  CHANGE 

Fumble-free  coin  purse  to  let 
you  see  at  a  glance  what  your 
holdings  are.  Pennies,  nickels, 
dimes  and  quarters  go  into  the 

slots.  Slide-in  pocket.  Black  vinyl 
zippered  case.  $1,98  plus  20c 

post.  Order  #531.  Anthony  En- 
terprises, HG3,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

NEEDLEPOINT 
A  PLANTER 

Blank  canvas  faces  for  your  monogram  or  design. 
Saddle  leather  sling.  Knockdown  unfinished  wood 
frame  snaps  together  like  a  Tinker-Toy;  smooth 
sanded  for  easy  painting,  staining.  FREE  with 

your  order:  Non-stop  subscription  to  Ellly's  News- 
letter of  blank-face,  pre-sewn  needlepoint  items, 

Copy-kittens",  best  books. 

A:  Table  planter  with  pot,  8x6x6"    $16  ppd. 
B:  Floor  planter  with  pot,  12x7x7"     $19  ppd. 
C:  Window  planter,  3  pots,  7x5x13"   $20  ppd. 

Post  Office  Box  3898-G 
New  Haven,  CT  06525 
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ELLLY 
Mi MARCH,    1976 

Picture . . .  "COUNTRY  CHARM"  EARLY 
AMERICAN  APPLIANCES  .  .  .  and  You! 
AUTOMATIC  ELECTRIC  RANGE.. 

.  .  .  authentic  CAST  IRON  reproduction 

from  original  patterns.  Combined  with 

the  Early  American  charm  of  this  hand- 
some antique  is  the  convenience  of 

fully  automatic  oven  and  burner  con- 
trols, and  an  easy-care  porcelain  top. 

Coffee  mill  uniquely  houses  clock,  oven 
timer  and  minute  minder.  Fits  modern 

range  space.  Prices  start  at  $555.00,  plus 
freight  charges. 

CAST  IRON  WALL  OVEN  (Not  shown) 

Front  is  CAST  IRON  with  handsome- 

scroll  design.  The  18"  oven  is  fully  in- 
sulated and  porcelain  lined.  Hearth 

door  conceals  all  controls,  clock  and 
timer.  Available  in  right  or  left  hand 
door  models.  Prices  begin  at  $325.00, 
plus  freight  charges. 

Quality  Backed  by  35  Years  of 
Skilled   Craftsmanship. 

Made  and  Sold  Only  by 

THE  HOUSE  OF  WEBSTER 
n'i:.tit^r 

BOX 
"Old  Fashioned  Gifts" 

HG-36  ROGERS,  ARK.  72756 

Send  25C  for  your 

"COUNTRY  CHARM" 

Appliance  Folder and  Gift  Catalog. 

BLACK 

STANDARD 
TELEPHONE 

For  your  step  saving  extra  ptione, 
the  black  standard  is  a  special, 

equipped  with  bell  dial,  standard 
line  cord  and 

plug  for  instant 
use.  Factory  re- built. 

Only 

*10 

95 

(shpg.  chge.  $2.00 
per  phone)  send  50( tor  catalog 

Grand  Com  Inc  oept.  hg  a 
324  5th  Ave.,  New  York,  NY  10001 

GLASS  COMES  ALIVE! 

Hidden  light  in  the  elegant  walnut-finished 
solid  hardwood  base  radiates  up  through  your 

glass  (crystal,  cutglass,  paperweights)  making 
it  glow  as  if  with  its  own  luminescense.  Forms 
and  facets  are  accented;  your  glass  becomes  a 
vibrant  showpiece.  Comes  complete  with  6  ft. 

cord,  on-off  switch  and  bulb.  (Figure  not included) 

4W  4"x4"  (illust)    $12.95 
4R  4"  Round            12.95 
5W  5"x5"  wood  footed      19.95 
8W  8"x5"  wood  footed       29.95 

Add  f1 .25  eo.  unit  for  poitage. 

Money  back  if  nof  delighted. 

WORLD'S  WINDOW  Dept.  HG3 
BOX  91,  PLAINVIEW.  N.Y.  11803 

UNIQUE  GIFT 

Be  original  —  give  "LOVEABLES"  Custom 
full  color,  watercolor  art  from  an  original 

animal  alphabet.  Ideal  for  new  babies, 

weddings,  birthdays,  house  warmings, 

anniversaries  —  you  name  it!  9"x12" 
matted  in  yellow,  blue,  pink,  green,  orange 

or  red.  Up  to  8  letters  only  $4.95  each 

matted.  Additional  letters  50iS  each  and 

size  increases  to  14"x18"  matted.  You  can 

also  add  your  own  slogan  or  special  mes- 

sage. 14"  X  18"  complete  alphabet  avail- 
able at  $10.95  matted.  Specify  capitals  or 

small  letters.  Postage  and  handling  SI. 25 

up  to  3  pieces  to  the  same  address.  Orders 

shipped  within  72  hours  of  receipt.  Send 
check  or  money  order  to: 

LAURA'S  LOVEABLES© 
Dept.  HG  376,  P.O.  7831 

Las  Vegas,  Nevada  89101 

OWN  NAME  FOOTBALL  JERSEY 
Just  like  the  pros  ...  a  football  jersey  of 

professional  quality  with  large  numerals  on 
front  and  back.  Personalized  with  first  or 

last  name  on  back  as  shown.  Washai^'e 
and  colorfast.  Choose  red  or  blue  color  with 

white  lettering.  (Sorry,  no  choice  of  num- 
bers.) Comes  in  boys  sizes  S  (4-8),  M 

(10-12).  L  (14-16),  XL  (18-20),  or  mens  <i:es, 
S   (36),    M    (38-40),   L   (42-44),  XL   (46). 

Boy's  Sizes    S7.50  plus  80«  postage 
Men's  Sixes    $8.50  plus  80-^  postage 

Mii'city    hoys   or   mens    sizo.    color     ..Mrccl.    .iiiJ 
nU.N'T  Tiami 

DECOR  kf' 

140  Moruni- 

S'E    Dept.  331 ■',  III.  60010 
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REPLACE  WORN  SILVER 
Silver  Plus  deposits  new,  pure  silver  on  copper,  brass,  or  bronze 

where  the  original  plating  has  worn  away — and  polishes  at  the 
sanne  time.  Silver  Plus  is  ideal  for  polishing  Sterling.  It  does  not 
deposit  new  silver  on  Sterling,  but  helps  maintain  its  beauty  and 
lustre.  4  oz.  bottle. 

=702  SILVER  PLUS      $4.98  Plus  550  Postage  &  Handling  Each 

No  COD'S  or  Billing 
California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises Dept.  HG-36 556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

DISTINCTIVE  .  .  . 
Our  unique,  decorative  hangers  will 
make  your  closets  sparkle!  Strong, 
lightweight,  rust  free  solid  aluminum. 
(A  full  3  16  inches  thick).  Lustrous 
gold  anodized  lifetime  finish.  Excellent 
for  drip  dry  fabrics.  An  ideal  gift  for 
any  occasion.    Order  a  set  for  yourstlf. 

Set  Of  10  $13.95 
plus  S1-2S  postage 

ultifDQte  designs 
Dept.  HG36.  16  Yale  Terrace 

West  Orange,  N.J.  07052 

SEE  MIRACLE  OF  BIRTH 
C/*    OO  POST   PAID   WITH 
^l%.«IO  FIVE  QUAIL  EGGS 

"  IS5.25  Without  Eggs) 
You  get  the  new  clear  plastic 
dome  CHICK-HATCHER  with 

5  Quail  Eggs  (available  year- 
round)  and  Egg  Hatchers  Guide 

Book.  Complete — nothing  else  to 
buy.  Send  check  or  Money  Order 
today.  Send  250  for  catalogue  of 
larger  models  for  home,  classroom 
and  display.  Also  quail  breeding 
equipment  and  how  to  produce 
and  sell  quail  year-round. 

G.Q.F.  MFG.  CO.,  DEPT.  CG 
BOX  8152,  LISSNER  AVE., 
SAVANNAH,  GA.  31402 
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Tread  Lightly,^  Tread  Softly 
MARSHMALLOW  WEDGIES 

Foot  relief — at  last!  These  wedges  are  so  soft, 

pliant,  and  comfortable,  they're  called  Marsh- 
mallows.  Treat  your  feet  to  a  pair.  Foam  cush- 

ion insoles,  crepe  outer  soles,  they  come  in 
white,  sand,  teak  brown,  navy,  red,  green  and 
yellow.  Sizes  narrow  S'j-lZ.  Medium  4-12. 
Wide  512. 

*l  1"^^   as  shown    *  |  ̂-aS  strap 
Add  90c  for  postage.  No  charge  for 
larger  sizes.  No  half  sizes  over  10. 

Andy 

Morgan, 
Prop. 

Dept.  HG36 28  West  Prospect, 

M omn 
N.J.  08816 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

GUMBALL  MACHINE  KIT 
Fun  for  the  family  kit  includes 
sturdy  hardwood  precut  to  fit. 

transparent  windows,  non-toxic, 
food-safe  red  paint,  decal,  but 

not  the  gumballs.  dVi"  by  SVa" 
by  9%".  Have  fun!  $7.95  plus 
95c  post.  Nice  Things,  Dept.  CA- 
040,  Box  201,  1425  Grand  Ave., 
Des  Moines,  lA  50304. 

SAFE  RETURN 

Anyone  will  know  where  Fido  or 
Felix  belongs  when  his  ID  tag 

tells  all:  name,  address,  tele- 
phone number  (specify),  all  per- 

manently engraved  on  a  stainless 

steel  disc.  A  reassuring  "insur- 
ance"! $1  ppd.  Free  catalogue. 

Holiday  Gifts,  Dept.  303-D, 
Wheat  Ridge,  CO  80033. 

WHOLE  TEETH 

Emergency  repair  kit  for  plastic 
dentures  replaces  loosened  teeth 

in  upper  and  lower  plates,  fixes 
cracks.  Easy  to  use.  Keep  a  kit  on 
hand  at  all  times.  Indispensable 
for  travelers!  $2.98  plus  25c 
post.  Anthony  Enterprises,  HG3, 
556  Mission  St.,  San  Francisco, 
CA  94105. 

NEEDLEPOINT  ORNAMENTS 
Soldier,  lollipop,  candy  cane, 

drum,  gingerbread  boy  and  gin- 
gerbread house  kits  complete 

witfi  canvas,  Persian  Paterna 

wool,  needle,  chart  and  instruc- 
tions. 3y2"  by  5"  tall.  Each  kit. 

$2.25;  all  six,  $11.95  plus  60c 
post.  Victoria  Gifts,  12H  Water 
St.,  Bryn  Mawr,  PA  19010. 

COMFORTER  KIT 

Channeled,  cut  nylon  taffeta; 

weighed,  measured  goose  down 
(Scandia  Down®)  packets;  poly 
thread;  instructions.  Twin  $89 
plus  $5.50;  full  $99  plus  $6; 
queen  $109  plus  $6.50;  king 
$119  plus  $7  post.  World  Wide 
Bedding  Shop,  HG3,  518  1st  Ave. 
No.,  Seattle,  WA  98109. 

THE  CONTINENTAL 

Tray  purse  opens  and  closes  in 
palm  of  your  hand.  Select  and 

count  change  easily.  Two  com- 
partments: one  can  hold  bills  or 

tickets  and  the  other  coins.  Tan 
-  gskin.  3"  by  3".  $1.98  plus  25c 

:  :st.  Order  =700.  Anthony  Enter- 
:>'ises.  HG3,  556  Mission  St., 
San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

COMMUTER'S  BREW 
Take  that  second  cup  of  coffee  in 
the  car  in  perfect  safety.  Velcro 
plastic  fastener  anchors  cup 
holder  to  any  metal,  plastic  or 

carpet  surface.  Drink-through  lid 
prevents  spillage.  $3.55  each; 
two,  $6.35  Ppd.  Sleepy  Hollow 
Gifts,  HG3,  6651  Arlington 
Blvd.,  Falls  Church,  VA  22042. 

HOUSE  &  GARDEM 



SNUG  SCENE 

For  Mother's  Day,  a  perfect  gift 
whether  or  not  she  sews:  a 

unique  silver-plated  thimble 
showing  a  mother-and-child  de- 

sign in  bas-relief  on  a  sterling 
oval.  $3.98;  three,  $9.98.  Add 
45c  post.  Lillian  Vernon,  Dept. 
G3E,  510  So.  Fulton  .^ve.,  Mt. 
Vernon,  NY  10550. 

BEAD  STRINGER 

Metal  tool  strings  beads  quickly 
and  ties  knots  close  between 
each  bead  and  next  to  the  clasp. 

Nylon  cords  in  fine  and  coarse  di- 
ameters are  included  with  the  5" 

tool.  $1.98  plus  30c  postage. 
Anthony  Enterprises,  HG3,  556 
Mission  St.,  San  Francisco,  CA 
94105. 

SPACE  SAVER 

Neat  caddy  holds  both  iron  and 
ironing  board  securely  on  wail. 

Cushioned-coated  steel  frame, 
with  screws,  mounts  in  a  jiffy. 

White.  113/4"  by  7"  by  33/4".  Fits 
any  size  board  and  iron.  $2.99 
plus  75c  post.  Carol  Ann  Gifts, 

Dept.  HG-5306B,  P.O.  Box 
21026,  Philadelphia,  PA  19154. 

EMBROIDERED  CIRCLE 

Hand-worked  crewel  from  India 
imparts  color  and  elegance  to  a 
natural  cotton  hand-loomed 
round  tablecloth.  A  beauty  for  a 
spring  tea  table  or  dinner  table. 

70"  dia.,  $50.;  90",  $60.  Send 
50c  for  catalogue  and  swatch. 

Gurian's,  G36,  276  Fifth  Ave., 
New  York,  NY  10001. 

FAMOUS  CLYDESDALE 
World  renowned  Budweiser 
Clydesdale  eight  horse  hitch 
proudly  prances  across  a  giant, 

32"  by  60",  terry  beach  towel. 
Full  color  on  white  ground. 
Fringed  ends.  $5.98  plus  $1.19 
post.  Write  for  catalogue,  50c. 
House  of  Minnel,  Dept.  535H, 
530  Lark  St.,  Geneva,  IL  60134. 

DUTCH  DESIGN 

Sloping  sides  admit  more  light. 

All  parts  pre-cut  and  drilled.  Kiln- 
dried  redwood  frame  bolts,  cor- 

rugated panels  reinforced.  12' 

I.  by  8'  w.  $334.95  exp.  coll. Details  of  all  models  in  free 

catalogue.  Peter  Reimuller/The 
Greenhouseman,  IICP,  980  17th 
Ave.,  Santa  Cruz,  CA  95062. 

WEIGH  AWAY 

Hand  postal  scale  checks  postage 
for  your  lengthy  letters  wherever 
they  go.  Shows  ounces  (up  to  4) 
on  one  side,  grams  on  other.  A 
must  for  compulsive  writers,  a 
nice  travel  gift.  $1.98  plus  20c 
post.  Anthony  Enterprises,  HG3, 
556  Mission  St.,  San  Francisco, 
CA  94105. 
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NEW  YORK 
LONDON PARIS 

MILAN 

"Every  painting  a  masterpiece" 
Our  portraits  in  oil  are  TRUE  WORKS  OF 
ART.  painted  on  fine  quality  canvas  from  your 
photograph  and  NOT  painted  on  top  of  an 
enlargement  of  your  photo,  as  is  the  method 
of  other  commercial  portrait  services. 

12  portrait  painters  to  choose  from 

Beautifully  Dlustrated  Catalog     -^ff  _ 
"How  To  Order  An  Oil  Portrait"  Z>3C 

POHJRAITS IN  OIL 
•  Magnificently  painted  on  canvas  from 
old  or  new  photos  by  outstanding  acad- 

emy trained  artists.  A  superb  living  like- 
ness in  full  color  is  executed  in  rich  oils. 

•  No  longer  need  you  envy  those  fortu- 
nate enough  to  own  a  family  portrait . . . 

you  can  see  immortalized  for  all  time, 
the  loved  and  never  aging  personality  of 
your  wife,  husband,  children,  parents. 

•  Van  Dyke  Oil  Portraits  from  photo- 
graphs are  indistinguishable  from  those 

done  from  life.  It  is  of  special  advantage 
to  those  who  are  not  available  for  per- 

sonal sittings.  "Living  Likeness  Guaran- 

teed." 

^     Unbelievable  Works  of  Art at  Unbelievable  Low  Prices 

FROM*99>"to^995»o Truly  a  unique  and  lasting  gift. 

MASTER  CHARGE  OR  BANKAMERICARD  ACCEPTED 

J3an  puke  m  Portraits,  'JCth. 

^     Compare  our  works  of  art with  others  selling  up  to  $3,000. 

DEPT.  G,  153  EAST  57  ST. 

NY.,  N.Y.  10022   •   TEL   (2121759-2450 

■LARGEST  IN  THE  FIELD  OF  OIL  PORTRAITURE' 

GROW  YOUR  OWN     Hstudyathome 

VEGETABLE    SPONGE 

POSTAGE  PAID 

Nature's  own  beouty 
secrete  Rare  seedis  now  available 
This  natural  sponge  is  highly  rec 
ommended  by  many  professionals 
for  skin  care  and  cellulite  removal 

Used  in  major  health  spa's  through out    the    world. 
Easy    to    grow    ...    so    rewarding 
and     useful.     Complete    with    simple 
growing  and   harvesting  instructions 
Guaranteed    to    grow! 

Don't    Delay    .    .    .    Order    Today! 

t,  iP.O.  Box  605.  Draper,  Utah  84020 

50% 
ton.  50% 

polvester 

Machine 

washable 

Finest  qua/- 
Ity   White with  red 

piping  Mr 

Tennis  is  In The 

Overhead  Smash 

''V  Shirt 

Kids...     10-12  &  14-16; 
Adults  .  .  .  Small,  Medium, 

Large  &  X-large.  $4.50, 
2  for  $8.50,  3  for  $12.00 

(plus  200  for  handling). 
Mail  check  to: 

MR.  TENNIS 

24  Penobscot  Building  Concourse  C 
Detroit.  Michigan  48226 

INTERIOR 
DECORATION 

For  a  Satisfying  Hobby  or  Rewarding  Career 

Famous  HOME  STUDY  cour.sc.  Individual  nro- 
grani  prepared  and  sui)iTviso<i  by  prominent  N.Y. 
decorators  on  faculty  of  lone  cs^tablislied  reputa- ble school  with  succcs.sful  Kraduates  all  over  the 
world.  Lessons  cover  Textiles;  Furnishinqs:  Room 
Arpangement:  Color  Hapmony;  Period  and  Mod- 
epn  Fupnitupe;  Antiques;  Ruqs  and  Floop  Cover- 

ings; Wall  Treatments;  Wall  Papeps;  Dpapepies; 
Lighting;  Pottery;  Popcelain;  Glass;  Accessories. 
Det.iils  on  bow  to  set  up  your  own  business  or 
stiirt  a  career.  Illustrated  lessons,  complete  with 
samples  of  fabrics,  colors,  etc. 
Certificate  awarded. 

NEW  YORK  SCHOOL 
OF  INTERIOR  DESIGN 
155  East  56th  St.,  New  York  10022 

New  York  School  of  Interior  Design 
155  East  56th  St..  New  York  10022 
riease  send  nie  (no  obligation)   Catalog 

B 
C21 

name   

address . 

city   .Mate   z»^.. 

10O\'T  FIHitiET! 

'4  inTMTHk 

The  STITCH-WHIZ  ELEPHANT 
from  MAGIC  NEEDLE 

The  Elephant  comes  hand- 

painted  on  15"  by  12", 14  ct. 
canvas.  Kit  includes  needle, 

Paternayan  persian  yarn,  and 

complete  instructions.  Only 

$32.50,  $1 .00  postage.  *:.. : '^ 
complete  catalogue, 

MAGIC  NEE^^, 
44  GREEN  BAY  RC,  WINNETKA,  ILL.  A0093 171 
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THE  PERSONAL  FILE! 
Keeps  papers  in  order,  looks  so  elegant  on  desk 
or  shelf!  Expanding  file  has  grosgrain  tie  and 

12  sections.  File  by  month,  category,  or  alpha- 
betically. Americana  scene  on  gold  leather  look 

vinyl — initials  engraved  on  brass  oval.  Gift 

boxed.  10i',xl2i?".  PRINT  initials. 
1339  Personal  File  $8.98 

1338  Matching  Address  Book.  5V4x6>';  "  $6.98 

Add  75<  poifoge  &  handling 
NY.  residents  odd  faxes 

UmAN  HVAQH 
Oept.  G30,  510  S.  Fulton  Ave. 

Mt.  Vernon,  N.Y.  10550 

Magazine  Table 

Over  100!  That's  ihe  num- 
ber of  big  magazines, 

small  magazines,  newspa- 
pers &  iournals  that  our  ingenious  pine  table 

stashes  away!  Beside  chair,  beside  couch,  It 

holds  all  your  reading  neatly,  accessibly  &  In- 

stantly findable.  16"W  21"D  23"H.  Finished  In 
Rich  Antique  Pine— $29.?5.  In  unfinished  KIT 

for  you  to  assemble  &  finish  —  $19.95.  Ple  =  ;" 
add  $3  post.  each. 

Send  For 
FREE 
56  Pg. 

CATALOG 

^ieldTHouse 
Dept.  G63A 

N.  Conway.  N.H.  03860 

7 

You  must  remember  this! 
The  ceiling  fan  is  suddenly  the   "In" 
way    to    cool    a    room    naturally.    The 

Adaptair  lever,  on  52"  fans  only,  ad- 
justs angle  of  all  4  blades  to  direct 

air  flow  down  for   regular  use  or  up 
for   indirect   flow.   All   fans   have   two 

speeds  and  a  five-year  guarantee. 
52"  fan  with  Adaptair,  $279 

52"  fan  without  Adaptair,  $239 
36"  fan,  $159 

Light  Adapter  Kit.  $16 

sorry,    no    c.o.d.'s ee  Droc hur 
f.o.b.    Memphis 

f, 

The  Ceiling  Fan  Gallery 
Dept.  HG 

Indian  Neck  Lane,  Peconic,  New  York  11958 

18-Carat  Dazzler! 
Heavenly  ring!  Pick  from  three  fiery-faceted 
simulated  gems  in  luxe  18  carat  size!  The 

swirly  setting  of  18K  Heavy  Gold  Electroplate 

clasps  its  translucent  sparkler  in  double 

prongs.  American  crafted.  Sizes  5-8. 
3231  Simulated    Black    Diamond  $5.98 

3199  Simulated  Topaz  $5.98 
3229  Simulated  Amethyst  $5.98 

Add  4Si  postage  &  handling 
NY.  residents  add  taxes 

UliiAN  \t1\0H 
Oept.  G34,  510  S.  Fulton  Ave. 

Mt.  Vernon,  N.Y.  10550 

Mii\ :^-:-. 

fllUstei 

should  you  buy 

a  greenhouse? 
Whether  you're  an  eager 

amateur  or  an  "old  pro",  you'll find  a  wealth  of  information  in 

Janco's  FREE  catalog! 
How  much  winter  sunshine  do  you 

need?  Is  a  greenhouse  easy  to  main- 

tain? Write  today  for  Janco's  color 
catalog  and  find  answers  to  all  your 
questions.  Over  100  all-aluminum 
models — all  parts  pre-fit,  glass  pre-cut 
for  easy  assembly.    Dept.    Y.3 

janco  Greenhouses 
Box  348,  10788  Tucker  St. 

Beltsville.  Md.  20705 
301-937-3300 

'^Ta>(l^^-hs 
T-Shir1  Dress 

Our  terrific  T-stiirt 
dress  from  Tape- neasure  of  cotton 

lersey  is  a  faintly 
flared  pullover 

witti  cuffed  short 
sleeves  and  can 
be  worn  belted 
or  not.  Azure, 

yellow,  grass  or ktiaki.  XS,S,M. 

L, XL  for  Sizes 6-14.  SI 8-00 
including  big. 

bold  monogram 

(please  under- 
line last  initial). 

Braided  cord 

belt  with  inter- locking clasp. 
White  or  stnng. 

One  size.  S4.50. 
For  mail  orders, 

add  $1.75  tor 

postage. 

Send  for  our  new 
free  color  catalog. 

THE  TALBOTS.  DEPT  VU.  HINGHAM.  MASS  02043 

Acton,  Duxbury,  Lenox,  Mass.;  Avon,  Hamden,  Conn. 
'177 
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CLEARLY  LOVELY 

Delicate  hand-cut  daisy  design  is 
skillfully  etched  by  a  noted  artist 
in  an  unusual  thimble  of  crystal 
glass.  Since  they  are  completely 
hand-formed,  no  two  are  exactly 
alike.  A  genuinely  unique  item 
for  the  collector.  $7.95  plus  25c 

post.  Downs,  Dept.  1403-Z, 
Evanston,  IL  60204. 

LINDA 

Coolly  smart  with  soft  leather 

uppers,  cushioned  insoles,  1" stacked  heels,  and  elasticized 
rings.  White,  bone,  gold  and 
camel.  4-12  (whole  sizes  only), 
in  medium  widths.  $14.95;  sizes 

11-12,  $1  extra.  Add  90c  post. 
Sofwear  Shoes,  HG3,  1711  Main, 
Houston,  TX  77002. 

OZNABURG  TIERS 

Lovely  curtains  with  heavy  5" 
crochet-type  preshrunk  fringe. 
Natural  cotton.  Machine  wash 

and  dry,  24",  30"  long,  pr.  $7; 
36",  45"  long,  pr.  $8;  valance 
11"  by  72"  $4.  Add  $1.50  post. 
Free  catalogue.  Colonial  Maid 
Curtains,  HG3,  Lawn  Terrace, 
Mamaroneck,  NY  10543. 

CUSTOM  PLAQUE 

Your  favorite  photo  reproduced 

on  distressed  wood,  5"  by  7", with  rustic  walnut  finish  and 

hanger  ring.  Send  a  color  or  b/w 

photo,  or  document,  up  to  8"  by 
10"  size  (no  negatives  or  slides). 
Photo  returned  unharmed.  $4,50 

ppd.  Bruce  Bolind,  HG3,  Boul- 
der, CO  80302. 

SPACE  RACE 

Crushed  clothes  and  tangled 
hangers  are  a  thing  of  the  past: 
brass-plated  steel  hanger  spaces 
snap  onto  closet  rod  to  hold 
hangers  separately.  Set  of  6 
spaces  36  hangers  evenly,  $2.98 

plus  60c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG3,  556  Mission  St.,  San 

Francisco,  CA  94105. 

BUILDING  PROJECT 

Swiss  chalet  style  structure  to 
build  for  storage,  workshop,  play- 

house. 14'  by  10'  by  9%'h.  4' double  door.  On  skids:  portable. 
No  costly  tools.  Plans,  materials 
list,  full  instructions.  $4.25  ppd. 
Free  brochure.  Hammond  Barns, 
HG3.  Box  584.  New  Castle,  IN 
47362. 

AVOCOLLARS 

Clear  vinyl  bands  that  cradle 
avocado  seeds  in  early  stages  of 
germination  to  produce  best 
plants  ever.  Collar  adapts  to  any 

size  glass,  protects  from  damag- 
ing drafts.  Simple  instructions. 

Reusable,  Set  of  three.  $2.49 

ppd.  Miles  Kimball,  100  Bond 
St.,  Oshkosh,  Wl  54901. 

HOUSE  &  GARDE 
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TRADITION 

If  you  like  classic  designs  in  sil- 

ver, you'll  delight  in  the  many 
finds  at  Jean's.  Classic  water 
pitcher  of  exceptionally  heavy 
sterling  (shown)  is  just  one  from 
the  large  assortment  available. 

Jean's  Silversmiths,  Dept.  HG3, 
16  W.  45th  St.,  New  York,  NY 
10036. 

THOUGHT  PROVOKER 

"If  a  man  has  enough  horse  sense 
to  treat  his  wife  like  a  thorough- 

bred, she  will  never  grow  into  an 

old  nag"  is  lettered  on  polished 
Rocky  Mt.  Ponderosa  Pine,  liy2" 
by  91/2"  by  W.  Self  hanger. 
$4.95  plus  50c  post.  Catalogue, 
25c.  Postamatic  Co.,  HG  376, 
Lafayette  Hill,  PA  19444. 

REST-A-PHONE 
No  handed  talking!  Phone  rest 
adjusts  for  either  left  or  right 
shoulder.  Padded  with  nonmark- 
ing  rubber.  Fits  all  hand  sets. 
Black,  beige,  white,  green  and 
transparent.  $2.98  plus  25c 
post.  Anthony  Enterprises,  HG3, 
556  Mission  St.,  San  Francisco, 
CA  94105. 

UP  IN  THE  AIR 

Up  to  25  lbs.  from  flowerpot  to 
fish  bowl,  kitchen  utensils  to  art 

objects.  "Hang-it"  consists  of 
transparent  nylon  cord,  Plexi- 

glas  plate,  clear  ring.  24",  36", 
48"  I.  $1.65  each,  three  $3.45, 
six  $5.55,  twelve  $9.85.  Ppd. 
House  of  Hints,  HG3E,  106  Mon- 

tague St.,  Brooklyn,  NY  11201. 

BLUE  DIAMOND  T 

To  paraphrase  the  "One  nibble" 
almond  slogan:  One  T  shirt  is 
never  enough.  White  cool-weave 
polyester  has  insignia  in  full  col- 

or, with  blue  piping.  Sizes  S,  M, 
L  and  XL.  $3.50  ppd.  California 
Almond  Growers  Exchange,  HG3, 
P.O.  Box  1768,  1802  C  St.,  Sac- 

ramento, CA  95808. 

SPECIAL  SPECS 

Flip-up  magnifying  specs  that 
make  eye  make-up  blunders  ob- 

solete. No  more  squinting  into 
mirrors!  Specs  come  in  their  own 
plastic  case  complete  with  ad- 

justing screwdriver.  One  size  fits 
all.  $7.95  plus  50c  post.  Herman 
Optical,  HG36,  164  Clymer  St., 
Brooklyn,  NY  11211. 

WEATHER  WISE 
When  fair  weather  is  in  store  the 
children  come  out,  for  rain  or 

snow  it's  the  old  witch.  The  chalet 
they  live  in  is  of  marble-look  plas- 

tic. Thermometer,  too.  5%"  by 
4"y2  by  iy2".  $2.98  plus  50c 
post.  Order  #142.  Anthony  Enter- 

prises, HG3,  556  Mission  St., 
San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 
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FBLOIVI 
YOURSEIFUP 
IN  B&W  OR  f) 
COLOR  ^ 

Full  color  posters  from  any 
color  photo  or  slide.  A 

great  gift,  or  gag.  or  room decoration. 

11/2x2  Ft.-$7. 50 

I1IV2  Ft. -$4.50,  2x3  Ft.-14.50 

BiW  POSTERS  from  any 

b&w  or  color  photo,  Polar- 
oid, cartoon  or  magazine 

photo.  For  slides  and  neg- atives, add  $1.00  per 

poster.  Better  originals 
produce  better  posters. 

1  Vjx2  Ft. -$2.50,  3x4  Ft. -$7.50  I 

2x3  FT. 

PHOTO  JIGSAW  PUZZLE 
Send    any   photo.    If    neg.    or   slide,  $1    extra.    In 
b&w,    8xl0-$3.99.    llxl4-$4.99,  l2xl8-$5.99 
In  color,  8xl0-$6.99.   llxl4-$7.99,  l2xl8-$8.99. 

RUSH  SERVICE!  Posters  only  liom  photos  shipped  via  1st 
class  mail  within  48  houfs  B&W  $2  00  Color  S5  00  add  per Item   

Your  original  returned  undamaged.  Add  50C  for 
postage  and  handling  for  EACH  item  ordered. 
N.Y.  residents  add  sales  tax.  Send  check,  cash 
or  M.O.  (No  C.O.D.)  tO; 

PHOTO  POSTER   Dept.  HG-36,  210E.23St.,  N.Y.  10010 

AMERICAN  HERITAGE 
This  Conestoga  inspired  mini  lamp  comes 
with  an  authentic  satin  white  cased  glass 
shade.  Converted  with  candelabra  socket 
(40  watt  bulb  included).  U.L.  Approved. 

On-off  switch  on  cord.  Adapted  with  old 
handrubbed  distressed  finish  or  pewter. 

Both  finishes  lacquered  for  lifelong  fin- 

ish. Shipped  prepaid  and  insured.  Satis- 
faction guaranteed.  Sorry,  no  C.O.D. 

Catalog  25C:. 

ROBELIER  ^29^5 
P.O.  Box  183.  HG3 
Villanova,  Pa.  19085 

34"  high  work  table 
36"  X  24",  $124.00 
48"  X  24",  $140.00 
60"  x30",  $175.00 

or  choose  30"  dining 
height  table  at 
same  prices. 

Locking  Shepherd 
Casters, 

$25.00  additional 

Two-inch  thick  maple  butcher  block  top, 
(jurable  bench-construction  frame.  Sent 
express  collect.  In  Illinois,  add  applic- 

able taxes.  Send  check  or  money  order, 

no  C.O.D.'s  please. 
Custom  sizes  and  styles  always  ...  for 
a   complete   24    page    catalog   of   exciting 
butcher  block  furniture,  send  50c  to: 

butcher  block  s  more 
The  Schoenheit  Company 

Dept.  HG-36A,  1600  8.  Clinton,  Chicago  60616 

Build 
Your  Own 
Free  personalized nameplate  included 

with  order. 

Complete  working  drawings.  Inside 
dimensions  4'  x  8'.  Front  door  and  2  rear 
opening  doors.  18-page  plan  kit  includes instructions,  workmg  drawings, 

suggestions,  color  guide  plus 
measurements  and  material  list.  All 
character  tracings  actual  size.  Free  etched 

nameplate  on  2"  x  6"  pressure  sensitive 
aluminum  —  be  sure  to  print  name  desired 
and  include  with  order.  Order  Plan  No.  112, 
S5  95  plus  50C  postage  and  handling. 
10-day  money-back  guarantee. 
GRAPHIC  GIFTS     Dept.  HG 
130  Front  St.,  Burr  Oak,  Ml  49030 

Ptl  ODORS '■Sims 

Removed 
Forever 

RESCUE  CARPETS  FROM  PET  ACCIDENTS 

New!  Scientific  chemicals  remove  the  strong- 
est odors  &  ugliest  stains  caused  by  pet 

accidents.  Safe  for  carpets,  upholstery,  litter 

boxes,  etc.  RESCUE  KIT  contains  two  8-oz. 

sprays  (16  ozs).  Specify  "A"  kit  for  stains; 
"B"  kit  for  odors;  or  "A"  &"B"  mixed  kit. 

Money-back  guarantee.  Send  ck  or  fVI.O. 

1  kit  $6.50  -I-  $1  post.  Save  52:  Order  2  kits 
for  $12.99  (and  we  pay  post.) 

American  Century 
135  So.  La  Brea,  Dept.  1036 

Box  36232,  Los  Angeles,  Calif.  90036 

BICENTENNIAL 
THIMBLES 

Top  to  bottom: 
American  Eagle    in 
hand  cast  pewter. 
#3160.  $5.95  ppd. 

Betsy  Ross.  Enamel 
overlay  on  Sterling 
Silver.  #3403. 
$15.95  ppd. 

Liberty  Bell. 
Magnificent  replica in  Pewter.  #3967. 
$5.95  ppd. 

Molly  Pitcher. 

Minted  in  tiall- marked  Sterling 

Silver.  #3406. 
$27.50  ppd. 

N.  y.  Res.  add  sales  tax! 

Our  giant  Tfiimble  &  Hume 

Sewing  Catalog  —  ?^ 

^The  Sewing  C 
Dept.  HG-36,  Whitestc 
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of  $u.'ier's Newsletter 

If  you  like  quilts,  this  monthly  magazine  will  de- 

light you.  Devoted  entirely  to  quilt  making  and  pat- 
tern collecting.  Profusely  illustrated  with  new  and 

old  quilts — designer's  originals,  show  winners,  mu- 
seum quilts.  Full  of  interesting,  helpful  features 

for  both  beginners  and  experienced  quilters. 

You'll  also  receive  catalog  showing  hundreds  of 
patterns,  plastic  quilting  stencils,  precut  pattern 
templates,   quilt  kits  and  quilt  as  you  go  patterns. 

SPECIAL  OFFER 

6  Months  $3.00  ppd. 

QUILTS  &  OTHER  COMFORTS, 

Dept.  HG7,  Boi  394,  Wheatrldge,  Colo.  80033 

Please  send  Quilter's  Newsletter.  Payment  enclosed 

forQS  months  &  catalog  $3. 00~]  Sample  issue  75i; 

Name_ 

Address. 

City   -State- 
.Zlp_ 

CREWEL  HERBS  blossom  as  you  stitch.  Each  kit 
includes  herb  design  stamped  on  oyster  Belgian 
linen,  wool  in  true  to  nature  colors,  needle,  and 

easy  instructions.  Size  8"  x  8". 
Thyme  Kit  (sliown)            $1.95 
Rosemary  Kit  (shown)       $1.95 
Chiwes  Kit  (shown)      $1.95 
Mint  Kit  (shown)    $1.95 
Oregano  Kit        $1.95 
Dill  Kit    $1.95 
Wood  frame  (choose  maple,  red, 

or  green)  $1.25 

PLUS  60(!  POSTAGE  &  HANDLING 

/'.I.  /.Vs.  AM  nio  Sides  Tux.  Sarru  .V«  I  (ill's 

VICTORIA  GIFTS 
12-H  Water  St.,  Bryn  Mawr,  Pa.  19010 

KEEP  HER  DRY  NIGHT  AND  DAY 

FEMALE-DRI  SUPPORT 

■♦fere's    the    sensible    sanitary     way    to    stop    the     em- 
barrassment   of    wet    garments    and    bedding.     FEMALE- 

ORI    gives    day-and-night    protection    and    confidence    without 
the    bulk    and    bother    of    diaper-like    garments.    Helps    train 
her  to  stop  bedwetting.  Elastic  belt,   wet  proof   pad   holder. 

i'^'t^m  Quilted,    absorbent,   washable   cotton  pads   snap   in  —  snap 
•'^JJr  out    for    easy     laundering.    "Keep-Dry"    lining     next 

to  skin  allows  one-way  moisture  flow  .  .  .  away 
from  the  body.  Only  $7.95.  Guaranteed  to  satisfy 
or  money  back  if  returned  postpaid  in  30  days. 
Send  waist  measure.  Add  75c   for   postage. 

PIPER  BRACE  CO.,  Dept.  HG-36FD,  811  Wyandotte  St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo.  64105 

Worn  by  invalids 
and  thousands 
of  adults,  too. 

SNORE  NO  MORE 
Scientifically  (designe(d  anti-snore  mask  insures  soun(d,  silent  sleep. 
Washable  nylon  mask  fits  over  chin,  keeps  jaws  close(d,  prevents 

snoring  by  encouraging  proper  breathing.  Adjustable  to  fit  men  or 
women. 

ANTI-SNORE  MASK  . . .  $4.98  Plus  50^  Postage  &  Handling 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  iVIoney  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises Dept.  HG-36 556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 
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SHOPPING  AROUND 

'     f^ 

..^^^ 

LUXURY  TOUCH 

Cushioned  toilet  seat  for  good 
looks  and  comfort.  Soft  padding 

electronically  laminated,  heat- 
sealed.  Five  colors  and  designs: 
butcher  block,  cerulean  blue, 

canary  yellow,  sable  brown  and 

pink  pink.  $19.95  ppd.  Jo-Dan 
Sales,  Ltd.,  HG3,  7011  Calamo 

St.,  Springfield,  VA  22150. 

SLEEK  WALL  PHONE  • 
It's  complete  with  dial,  ready  to 
use.  Comes  in  green,  beige,  blue, 
harvest  gold,  white  and  black. 
(Indicate  second  color  choice.) 
$18.88;  add  $5  for  cord,  plug 
and  bell  if  desired.  Plus  $2  post. 
Free  catalogue.  The  Great  Phone 
Co.,  HG3,  5404  Northfield  Rd., 
Cleveland,  OH  44137. 

SH-H-H  PEACE 

Silence  is  golden,  but  these 

days  we  get  precious  little  of  it. 
Soft,  pliable  silencers  slip  into 
the  ears,  have  an  easy-to-grasp 
flange.  Slip  them  in  every  night 
for  refreshing  sleep.  $2.98  a  pair 

plus  20c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG3,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

WALKABOUT  STROLLER 

"Debra,"  has  \Va"  wedge  heel, 

zigzag  rubber  sole.  Widths  AAAA- 
EE,  21/2  to  12.  Smooth  trim  grain 
calf.  Beige  with  otter,  bone  with 
malt;  navy  with  light  blue;  white; 

black.  21/2-10,  $26.95;  101/2-12, 
$27.95.  Add  $1  post.  Free  cata- 

logue. Solby  Bayes,  HG3,  45 
Winter  St.,  Boston,  MA  02108. 

GIRL'S  BEST  FRIEND 

Virtually  replacing  the  diamond 
for  those  top  honors  is  the  Kenya 

gem,  which  is  cut  just  like  a  dia- 
mond and  sparkles  the  same. 

Only  an  expert  knows  for  sure! 
Just  $45  per  carat.  Free  brochure 
of  sizes,  settings  from  Kenya, 
HG3,  1760  No.  Howard  St., 
Philadelphia,  PA  19122. 

HANDS  ACROSS  TIME 

First  exclusive  limited  edition 

Christmas  lithograph  in  full  col- 
or, from  an  original  oil  painting 

by  J.  P.  Zent.  Warm  flesh  tones 
on  soft  blues,  violets  and  magen- 

ta. Each,  20"x24",  signed,  num- 
bered. $35  ppd.  Specify  Christ- 

mas print.  Collectors  Print,  HG-3, 
Box  73,  Lightfoot,  VA  23090. 

FLIP  A  RECIPE 

Revolving  file  for  treasured  rec- 
ipes with  protective  see-through 

envelopes  to  keep  recipes.  Metal 
frame  with  inlaid  v»^ood  base  and 
knobs  holds  up  to  500  cards, 
31/2"  by  5".  160  envelopes,  32 
index  cards  incl.  $14.95  plus  95c 
post.  The  Ferry  House,  HG3, 
Briarcliff  Manor,  NY  10510. 

HOUSE  &  GARD: 



TURQUOISE  TREASURE 

Genuine  turquoise!  1"  oval  stone 
mounted  in  sterling  "rain  drop" 
setting,  handcrafted  by  Indian 
artisans.  Full,  half  sizes  5-9,  $16 
plus  40c  post.  Earrings,  clip 

back,  V2"  oval  stone  $16  plus 
40c  post.  Old  Pueblo  Traders, 
600-H3R-SO.  Country  Club  Rd., 
Tucson,  AZ  85716. 

CHOPPING  BLOCK 

Professional-style,  it's  end-grain 
maple,  laminated  and  dovetailed. 

34"  h.  18"  X  18"  X  12",  $133; 
18"  x24"  X  12",  $160;  24  "  sq. 
X  12",  $185;  24"  sq.  x  16", 
$205;  30"  sq.  x  16",  $285.  Exp. 
coll.  Catalogue  $1.  J  &  D  Braun- 
er,  Inc.,  HG3,  1331  So.  Michi- 

gan Ave.,  Chicago,  IL  60605. 

LIGHT  AND  AIRY 

Magazine  rack  of  natural  rattan 
can  hold  your  periodicals  and 

newspapers  wherever  you  hap- 

pen to  want  them.  It's  10"  h.  by 
10"  w.  by  15"  I.  $8.95;  painted 
white  $2  extra.  Add  $1.50  post. 

Catalogue  25c.  Fran's  Basket 
House,  Dept.  HG3,  Route  10, 
Succasunna,  NJ  07876. 

TAKE  ME  ALONG 
Natural  rattan  lap  desk  made  to 

go  where  you  go.  Great  for  vaca- 
tions, business  trips,  or  writing 

at  home.  Balances  on  chair  or 

bed.  Use  as  a  handbag,  so  you 
can  work  in  train,  plane  or  taxi! 

12"  by  14",  $15  plus  $1.50  post. 
The  Patio,  HG3,  550  Powell, 
San  Francisco,  CA  94108. 

BATHROOM  PLANTER 
Fits  top  of  toilet  tank,  waters 
your  plants  by  capillary  action 
from  tank.  Plants  absorb  odors 

and  give  off  freshening  oxygen. 

High-impact  plastic  in  glossy 
white.  With  watering  wicks,  soil 
and  instructions.  $9.99  plus  $1 
post.  Holiday  Gifts,  Inc.,  Dept. 

303-G,  Wheat  Ridge,  CO  80033. 

BLOW-UP 
An  inflatable  hanger  is  a  help 
for  drip-dry  laundering.  Blow  it 
up  to  plumpness  so  it  holds  gar- 

ment loosely  with  air  space  in- 
side. Floral  print  vinyl  with 

swivel  top.  Fold  flat  to  store.  $1 

plus  20c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG3,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

SHOPPING  AROUND 
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2^      " FIX   LOOSE 

Chair-Loc  "Swells' 

CHAIRS 
Joints  Tight 

CHAIR-LOC  CO. 

Sure-acting  liquid  synthetic  penetrates 
wood  fibres,  makes  them  S-W-E-L-L. 
Fixes  loose  chairs,  locks  rungs,  legs  for- 

ever tight.  Also  use  Chair-Loc  for  dowels, 
tool  and  broom  handles,  mortised  joints. 
Plastic  squeeze  bottle  with  applicator 
nozzle  makes  it  quick,  clean,  easy.  Over 
2  million  sold.  Satisfaction  guaranteed. 
3  oz.  bottle  S2.00  ppd.  Send  rash,  check 
or  M.O.  N.J.  residents  add  10^  tax. 

Dept.  HG276  Lakehurst,  N.J.  08733 

vlARCH.   1976 

NOW... with  PRECUT  PARTS 
ANYONE    CAN    BUILD   THESE    BEAUTIFUL 

ANTiaUE  CLOCK  REPLICAS 
No  experience,  workshop  or  fancy  power 
tools  needed!  A  screwdriver  and  simple 

finishing  materials  are  all  that's  re- 
quired for  you  to  assemble  and  finish 

these  handsome,  authentic  reproduc- 
tions of  Early  American  clocks.  Finished 

clocks  of  equal  quality  retail  in  fine 
stores  for  three  to  four  times  your  cost. 

School  clock:  2iy^"  x  15"  x  41/2"; 
Steeple  clock:   193/4  "  x  10"  x  51/2"- 

KITS  CONTAIN:  Simple  assembly  plan, 

precision  cut  wood  parts,  imported  Ger- 
man pendulum  movement,  dial  and 

hardware  ...  all  of  the  finest  quality. 
Full  money  back  guarantee  on  materials 
and  workmanship. 

SCHOOL  —  in  Cherry  $78.00  ppd. 
in  Walnut  $80.25  ppd. 

STEEPLE  —  in  Cherry  $77.75  ppd. 
in  Walnut  $81.50  ppd. 

SEND  500  FOR  CATALOG  &  COLOR 
BROCHURE  showing  our  complete  array 
of  fine  antique  clocks,  music  boxes, 

barometers,  etc.  —  ail  available  for  you 
to  make  from  scratch.  Some  are  pre-cut. 

7 

STEEPLE 

MASON  &  SULLIVAN  CO. 
Dept.  PHG    Osterville,  Cape  Cod,  Ma.  02655 

Early  Americana  Re-Created! 
BEDSPREAD  FRINGED 

NO-IRON  COLONIAL  CURTAINS 
Recapture  all  the  warmth  of  Old  Colonial 
America  at  EVERY  window  with  these  lavish- 
ly  fringed  Old-New- England-inspi  red  beauties 
— so  great  with  Antiques,  Maple  Furniture. 
Heirloom   Spreads. 

Made  of  White  or  Natural  (eggshell)  poly' 
cotton  MUSLIN,  they're  trimmed  with  deep  4" 
DOUBLE  KNOTTED  bedspread  fringe  and  fea- 

ture the  versatile  38"  long  CUT  AWAY  SWAG 
top-curtain    (pictured    with    tier    curtain). 

Hang  as:  Swag-on-Tier  (as  shown).  Tier-on- 
Tier  or  Tier  and  Valance.  Swag  is  split  in 
center  for  adding  one  or  more  valances  on 
extra  wide  windows.  Tiers  are  72"  to  the 

pair.   Swags  90"  wide. To  order,  siiecifi/  Style  BETSY. 
White  or  natural 

OLD  COLONY  CURTAINS,  0633,  Box  759,  Westfield,  N.J.  07090 

24"  Tiers  $5.50  pr. 

30"  Tiers  6.00  pr. 
36"  Tiers  6.50  pr. 
45"  Tiers  7.25  pr. 

Swag  Top  7.25  pr. 

M^atch  in  g  Valance 11"  X  72"  .  .$3.75 

"Authorized  By  Congress" 
The  official  commemorative  Bicentennial  coinage 
authorized  by  Congress  is  artistically  displayed  in 

Midland  Moor's  limited  (10,000)  first  edition  pa- 
perweight. The  set  of  (4)  colorful  patriot  stamps 

representing  the  Continental  Army,  Navy,  Marines 

and  the  American  Militia  are  posted  as  guards  sur- 
rounding the  Bicentennial  Dollar,  half,  and  quar- 

ter. Overhead,  a  polished  brass  nameplate  has  been 

handsomely  engraved  complete  with  individual  ser- 
ial number.  Permanently  embedded  in  crystal  clear 

plastic,  5'/2"x4'/4"xy4",  the  coins,  stamps,  and 
nameplate  are  protected  In  their  brilliant  uncircu- 

lated condition.  This  exquisite  paperweight  whether 
bought  as  an  investment,  souvenir,  or  gift  will 
serve  as  an  American  time  capsule  of  1976.  Price: 
J17.95  +  $2.00  for  postage  and  handling. 

MIDLAND   MOOR   Dept.  hg-36 
Box  4086.  Kirtland,  Ohio  44094 

BUILD  FOR  FUN  OR  PROFIT 

Attract  Purple  Martins  to  your  yard  with 

this  inviting  bird  barn.  You  will  have 

more  appreciation  for  them  when  you 
consider  that  the  adult  Martin  can  eat 

up  to  2000  mosquitos  a  day.  Step  by  step 

plans,  no  trouble  with  angles  or  degrees, 

just  use  our  rafter  pattern.  Hinged  and 
removable  dividers  for  easy  opening  and 

cleaning.  Sixteen  apartments.  Ssiit  $1  75 

for  plans  and  material  list  plus  30  cents 

postage. 

HAMMOND  BAR^iS 

BOX  584 

DfcPT.  HG51 
f-jcv,    '-/S'^LF    |MD:;*NA  47342 
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REWARDING  SAMPLERS 
To  display  with  pride.  Inspiring  samplers  come 
in  kit  form  complete  with  oyster  Belgian  linen 
stamped  for  cross  stitch,  floss  in  bright  colors, 

8';"  X  !6"  wood  frame  in  maple  or  mahogany 
finish,  and  easy  instructions.  Also  available, 

"Home  is  Where  the  Heart  is". 
Grandchildren  Sampler  Kit  (shown)  $4.25 
Children  Sampler  Kit  (shown)  $4.25 
Home  Sampler  Kit  $4.25 

PLUS  60«  POSTAGE  &  HANDLING 

/i"' 

Add  6'c  Sales  Tux 

WHAT'S  N^W  SHOP 
12  H  Water  St.,  Bryn  Mawr,  Pa.  19010 

•^y 

Learn 

INTERIOR 
DECORATION 
Develop  Your  Talent 

NEW  HOME  STUDY  METHOD  ...Learn  in 

spare  time.  Excellent  starting  point  for  career.  Practical 
basic  training.  Approved  supervised  method.  Low 
tuition.  Easy  payments. 

A  LEADING  HOME  STUDY  SCHOOL 
Course  includes:  Furnishings,  Period  Styles,  Color,  Tex- 

tiles, Pictures,  Antiques,  Lighting  and  scores  of  other 
subjects.  No  wasted  time.  No  textbooks  — all  material 

in  loose-leaf  form,  illustrated  with  diagrams,  sketches 

and  photographs.  Tested,  step-by-step  "learn-by- 
doing"  method  .  .  .  qualified  instructors.  Diploma. Interior  Decoration  Kit  furnished. 

FREE  BOOKLET!  Send  for  valuable  24-page  illus- 

trated booklet,  "Wonderful,  modern  and  exciting  way 
to  learn  Interior  Decoration  and  De- 

sign." No  obligation.  No  salesman 
will  call, 

CHicAGO~SCHOOr  OF INTERIOR  DECORATION 
Division  of  Career  Institute 
Sherman  Turnpike,  Dept.  752-40 
Oanbury,  Conn.  06816 

Please  send  me  FREE  and  postpaid  without  obligation, 

your  booklet,  "Wonderful,  modern  and  exciting  way 
to  learn  Interior  Decoration  and  Design,"  ?"*  '■•" 
particulars. 

Name   
Address   

City   State   Zip. 

and  full 

Accrtdiled  Member  National  Home  Study  Council 

*i^^ \J:3 

INSPIRE  YOUR 

"SUPER"  FRIENDS 

'76  A  Republican  Year 

'76  A  Democratic  Year 
Guaranteed  to  earn  a  srnile  and  a 
place  on   the  shelf   during   1976. 

Handpainted  plaster  Elephant  or 
Donkey  stand  4  inches  high. 

Flag  and  appropriate  gift  card  in- 
cluded. Specify  GOP  or  DEM; 

S3.98  each  PPD. 

BROCK  LEE&  FRIENDS 
P  .O.  Box  2296 

Bismarck,  Nortfi  Dakota  58501 

CLEAR 

CRYSTAL 
DESSERT 

SET 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

A   Wonderful  New  Way 

To  Serve  Desserts 

Foods  are  so  colorful — why  hide  their  beau- 

ty? Serve  fresh  fruit,  compotes,  even  vege- 
tables or  salads  In  these  exquisitely  clear 

crystal  dishes.  Use  them  daily  for  cereals, 

soups,  puddings,  ice  cream,  etc.  Use  them 
proudly  at  company  time  with  your  finest 
dinnerware.  Set  includes  8  bowls  {^W 

diam.),  8  saucers  (6'/8").  Only  $9.98  plus 75?pp. 

Prompt  Delivery.  Money  back  guaranfee 

'^ew!  96  Page  Giff/Gourmet  Cafalog  25e. 

COIMAL  GARDEN  KTFCHENS 
Dept.    HG-3.   270  W.    Mernch   Rd . 

Valley  Stream.    NY.    11582 

1 1  L 
DANISH  STYLE 

,    SIZE    LOl  NGK    (IIAIH 
European  imported  solid  haiilwood  frame,  wal- 

nut finish,  with  authentic  giarif)iis  rui-\e<l  I>aii- 
i^h  aim.  12S1  o"  wide.  2'>"  hi^h.  Thick  4"  poly- 
uieihane  foam  seat  cushion,  22"  x  22":  :i"  thick 
back  cushion  17"  x  22".  At  one  price,  your 
choice  of  expandable  supported  vinyl,  or  heavy 
i^eed  fabric.  Colors— Olive.  Tang:erine.  Black, 
Blue  or  Tan.  Or  furnish  two  yards,  54"  wide, 
your  fabric.  Cushions  zippered,  fully  welted  and 
reversible. 

5e)id  50c  for  sample  swatches  and 
co.iipleie  Danish  living  room  catalog. 

Shipped  unassembled,  easilysetup  in  10  minuter. 

ONLY soc.o.D.'s  e^^A  rtr Shipping  charges  collect.  !h^4     #  d 

Send  check  or  money  order.  «»»•*    w  •  #  ̂ ^ 

GENVDA  IMPOR1 S 
Dept.    3J.    P.O.    Box  204.    Teaneck.    N.J.    07666 

S.J.  Residents  add  5Cc  tax 

BiiaCage 

An  exquisite  twostory  palace  for  canaries,  parakeets  or 
any  small  bird.  It  has  a  swing  in  the  upper  level  and 

two  feeding  dishes  in  the  lower  level,  with  a  bottom 

tray  that  removes  for  easy  cleaning.  Great  with  or 

without  the  birds!  Folded  sections  assemble  easily. 

15'  wide  X  18  ■  high.  0622$— 10.95 
(Add  Jl  post.  &  hdlg.) 

ABB^GtpCs 
ABBEY  PRESS,  Dept.  265,  St.  Meinrad,  IN  47577 

,^ 

LEGENDARY  DOLLAR 

Antiqued  pewter  sand  dollar  pen- 
dant on  a  matching  chain  is  an 

unusual  gift  from  the  sea  and  a 
compliment  for  all  costumes;  will 
intrigue  all  who  see  it.  $5.50; 

matching  pin,  $3.25  ppd.  Cata- 

logue, 50c.  Pat  Baird  Ship's Wheel,  Inc.,  HGC-7,  Nottingham 
Sq.  Rd.,  Epping,  NH  03042. 

COLLAR  OPEN  SESAME 

It's  almost  magical  what  the  coW 
lar-extender  can  do  to  ease  any 

tight  collars  on  his  good  shirts. 
Tiny  hook-on  gadget  gives  extra 
half-size  comfort  for  a  just  right 
feeling!  $1.29  for  set  of  two,  add 
15c  post.  Anthony  Enterprises, 

HG3,  556  Mission  St.,  San  Fran- 
cisco, CA  94105. 

TOTABLE  BAR 

Fold-up,  move-about  tray  bar  that 
originated  in  Bombay  Bicycle 

club  is  reproduced  in  fine  ma- 
hogany with  rich  dark  walnut 

finish.  36"  h.  by  32"  w.  Remov- 
able tray,  18"  by  32".  $29.95 

plus  $5  post.  Write  to  Bombay 

Co.,  HG3,  Box  52322,  New  Or- 
leans, LA  70152. 

SPARKLING  CRYSTAL 

Exquisite  carving  of  turtle  in  solid 
crystal  brings  out  every  shell 
marking.  Signed  by  Tyko,  its 
Swedish  artist-designer.  A  lovely 
addition  to  your  coffee  table  or 

curio  cabinet.  Length  3%"  head to  tail.  $11.98  plus  95c  post. 

Ferry  House,  HG3,  Briarcliff  Man- 
or, NY  10510. 

SLEEP  IN  A  DREAM 

Short  but  sweet  gown  with  soft 
gathers  in  front,  a  bare  back, 
string  bikini  panties.  Shining 
satin  is  83%  polyester  and  17% 
Arnel®.  Coral  or  citron  yellow.  6 
through  20.  $18.98;  monogram 
$2  extra.  Ppd.  Scintilla  Satin 
Shop,  HG3,  4802  No.  Broadway 
G,  Chicago,  IL  60640. 

SPLATTER  CATCHER 

Cooks  love  the  efficient  work  of  a 

pure  aluminum  splatter  shield 
that  protects  against  flying  frying 

spots,  mixing  bowl  batter.  Three 

hinged  panels,  9"  h.,  fold  flat  for 
storage.  $2.98  plus  45c  post. 
Anthony  Enterprises,  HG3,  556 
Mission  St.,  San  Francisco,  CA 
94105. 

KEEP  THEM  NEAT 
Your  earrings  will  be  untangled 

and  ready  to  put  on  when  they're kept  in  a  case  just  for  pierced 

types.  Holds  drops  and  studs  to- 
gether in  8  velvety  compart- 

ments, 2  sizes.  Brass,  engraved 

with  3  initials.  2%"  by  2y2"  by 
V2".  $4.50  ppd.  Bruce  Bolind, 
HG3,  Boulder,  CO  80302. 

HOUSE  &  SAR[ 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

STANDING  ORDER 

Beautiful  rosewood  stands,  hand- 
carved  in  century-old  Oriental 
patterns.  Display  a  treasured  fig- 

ure or  flowering  plant.  Shown  are 
the  low  base  model  at  $4.55  and 
the  footed  version  at  $10.55.  Both 

are  4"  in  dia.  Ppd.  Other  sizes. 
A.  C.  Gifts,  HG3,  2642  Central 
Ave.,  Yonkers,  NY  10710. 

GARDENS  UNLIMITED 

Burpee's  1976  catalogue  of  184 
pages  is  planting  and  growing 

guide.  Over  1400  flowers,  veg- 
etables, fruits,  trees,  shrubs, 

garden  aids.  Expert  hints  and 
ideas.  Illustrations  in  full  color. 
Free.  W.  Atlee  Burpee  Company, 

HG3,  9316  Burpee  BIdg.,  War- 
minster, PA  18974. 

TWO  VIEWS 

Pocket  magnifier  has  two  lenses 

for  close-up  work — four-power  or 
eight-power  magnification!  Ideal 
for  seeing  small  type,  splinters, 

stamps.  Lenses  fold  into  protec- 
tive case.  $3.98  plus  20c  post. 

Anthony  Enterprises,  HG3,  556 
Mission  St.,  San  Francisco,  CA 
94105. 

MEMORY-LANE  ALBUM 
Holds  612  matchbook  covers  on 

42  pages:  32  pre-cut  for  usual 
IV2"  size;  10  for  2",  3".  Slots, 
no  glue.  Maroon  vinyl,  initials 

(print)  gold-stamped.  10"  by 
12".  $6.98;  refill  {42pp.  IV2") 
$3.98.  Add  50c  post.  Lillian  Ver- 

non, G3E,  510  So.  Fulton  Ave., 
Mt.  Vernon,  NY  10550. 

CUSTOM  NEEDLEPOINT 

Send  any  clear  photo  or  slide. 
Colors  are  marked  on  10-mesh 
canvas  for  your  yarn.  House, 
landscape,  boat,  car  or  loved 

one's  portrait  (returned).  12"  by 
16".  $15  plus  50c  post.  Ask 
about  other  sizes  and  double- 
mesh.  World  Arts,  HG3,  Box 
577,  Wilmington,  CA  90748. 

J&P  Preplanted 
Hanging  Begonias! 
Guaranteed  to  grow'  Three  top 
quality  special  hanging  J&P 

Tuberous  Begonias  preplanted  in 

7'/2  planter  with  snap-on  saucer 
and  15  hanging  wires  Just  add 

water  —  you'll  have  glorious  blooms 
of  bright  red,  vibrant  yellow  and 

pastel  pink  lighting  up  a  shady  spot 

on  porch  or  patio'  Complete  easy  in- 
structions for  years  of  unforgettable 

displays.  Great  gift,  too' 

Order  No   A-60  .  .  .  $995 

Add    95c    mailing   and    handling   for 
each  address  to  which  we  ship 

Send  check  or  money  order  to 

Jackson  d?  Perkins  Co, 
34-j  Rose  Lane.  Medlord    Oregon  97501 

•  s  Pe-","?  Co 

LEGENDARY  COMFORT 

■PAMELA'wear  them  once  and  you'll 
live  happily  ever  after  in  our  soft,  crepe 
soled,  leather  sandals  that  give  you  per- 

fect fit  with  their  adjustable  ankle  and 

vamp  straps,  lasting  comfort  with  their 
34  inch  arch  wedge.  Colors:  White,  Bone 
or  Dark  Tan.  S12.95.  Sizes:  4  through  12. 
No  half  sizes  over  10.  Medium  width  only 

— adjustable  to  all  widths.  Si. 00  per  pair 
extra  for  sizes  over  10.  Add  90c  postage 
for  each  pair  ordered.  Prompt  refund  if 
not  delighted.  Free  catalog. 
SOFWEAR  SHOES.  Dept.  P,  1711  Main. 
Houston,  Texas  77002. 

I  KNOW  YOU  BELIEVE  YOU 

UNDERSTAND  WHAT  YOU  THINK 

I  SAID,  BUT  I  AM  NOT  SURE  YOU 

REALIZE  THAT  WHAT  YOU  HEARD 

IS  NOT  WHAT  I  MEANT,  e 

COMMUNICATION  GAP! 
How's  that  again?  A  wall  plaque  which  will  rivet  every  eye.  Makes 
a  perfect  gift  and  is  guaranteed  to  improve  the  communication 

gap.  Black  letters  on  golden  plate,  solid  walnut,  with  hook  for 

hanging.  4"  x  5". =  185  COMMUNICATIONS  GAP  PLAQUE 

$2.98  Plus  600  Postage  &  Handling  Each 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises 556  Mission, 
Dept.  HG-36 
San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

SHERATON  LOVE  SEAT 
Unmatched  elegance  and  durability 
are  achieved  in  this  authentic  repro 

duction.  Exposd  wood  is  solid  ma- 
hogany and  inlaid  maple  burl.  Down 

cushion.  H  33  L  56  D  31 

(It  comes  in  77"  length) 
Price:  Your  fabric  $369.95 

Our  fabric  $499.95 
No  COD 

Send   Sl-OO  for  new  catalogue 

Bryan  Kobeson 
Deot.   HG-133 

Route  10.    Box  793 
Hickory,    NO.   28601 

MARCH,   1976 

UNUSUAL 
PICNIC  BASKET 

Here's  a  romantic  upijate  of  the  tradi- 
tional handwoven  wicker  picnic  basket. 

Designed  for  easy  access  to  all  your  pic- 
nic treats.  It  has  a  large  storage  com- 

partment and  two  separate  thermos  or 
bottle  holders.  An  oversize  handle  makes 
it  easy  to  carry  and  four  small  feet  keep 
it  up  off  the  ground.  Order  No.  2502. 
Please  add  $1.90  postage  and  handling. 
Virginia  Residents  add  4%  sales  tax. 

Now  $11.95 

JJu'WUIiciVk'c Oept.  HGe         124  College  Place 
Norfolk.  Virginia  23S10 

NO  BETTER  GIFT  AT 
ANY  PRICE 

ADDRESS  LABELS  of  De  Luxe  Quality! 
Large  and  clear.  Print  (not  typewriter) 
type.  Neatly  centered  lines.  Rich  blue  ink. 
Snow-white  gummed  paper.  Any  wording 
you  want  up  to  five  35-chararter  lir.es. 
Sparkling  gift  box.  4-week  delivery.  300 
for  $2.00.  Any  3  orders,  only  SS.OO.  Sent 

postfree  —  with  satisfaction  gucrcr.feed! 

SEND  NO  MONEY  NOW!  Pay  Icr  .'sbcis 
alter  they  arri"e  ̂ --d  Drove  j3!i?f3c!ory. 

THE'  .ELL  CO. 

886  Transit  B>^^.    :...3:of\,  Mass.  02115 
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UR  Talents 

on 
Unfinished 

Lamps 
styled  from  a  love- 

ly  17th  Century  de- 
sign,   Ttie    Patrician 

is     sanded     satin- 
smooth.    Use    your    talents    to 
create    an    accent    color,    on- 
tique,    decoupoge    or   stain    a 
wood     tone.      Crafted      from 

native    hardwood,    the    Patri- 
cian  stonds  29"   tall,   is  fully 

wired    with    a    3-way    switch, 
8-ft.   cord.   Choice   of    Shades 
in   white   or   beige   Shantung; 

oyster  or  brown  Burlap.  Sat- 
isfaction   guaranteed! 

$17.00  ea.'  Unfinished 
$25.00  ea.*  FINISHED  in 
walnut,  colonial  maple,  or 

in  antiqued  red,  olive,  mus- 
tard, Wedgwood  blue. 

"(Add  S2.00  postage: 
West  of  Rockies  add  $2.75  per  lamp. 

FREE  Color  Brochure 
18  lamp  styles,  finished  &  unfinished, 
plus  decor  accessories. 

iBaxtDoob  Craftcrs 
Depl.  HG-63 

ILEXINGTON, 

P.  O.  Box  7012, 

KENTUCKY  40S02flB 

Make  Rosettes! 
(Festive  Scandinavian  Cookies) 

Patterned  irons,  fitted  to  handles, 
are  dipped  from  batter  to  fryer  to 
make  a  crispy,  thin  delicacy  which 
is  sprinkled  with  powdered  sugar. 
Easy  to  do,  lots  of  fun,  delightful 

to  eat.  Complete:  9  Ig.  3"  alumi- 
num molds,  7  small  molds,  2  heat- 

proof handles,  recipes  and  in- 
structions. Complete  set,  only 

$9.95  -I-  850  post. 
NEW   88    PG.    GIFT  CATALOG 

Suburbia,  inc. 
Mail  Shopping  Service 

366  Wacouta,  Dept.  304,  St.  Paul,  Minn.  55101 

j  Jk  V/uy  Skop.    ̂ ^ 

i-^ 

SCINTILLA!'?^  For  22  years,  we've  made  our 
satin  sheets  of  softest  acetate  satin,  225x78 
thread  count.  Ours  are  MACHINE  WASHABLE. 
Hot  Pink,  Tangerine.  Gold,  Red,  Black,  Bronze, 
Blue,  Silver,  Pale  Pink,  White,  Mint  or  Orchid. 
You  deserve  the  best— satin  sheets  made  by  pros! 

SHEET  SETS  (2  straight  sheets,  2  cases) 
Double  Set       $23.98  Queen  Set        $27.95 
Twin  Set  22.98  King  Set  32.50 
Round  84"  Set    48.50  Round  95"  Set    54.95 

3-letter  monogram  on  2  cases — $2.50 
For  fitted  bottom  sheet,  add  $2.00  to  double  or 
twin  price;  $2.50  to  queen;  $3.00  to  king  price. 
Round  bottom  sheets  are  fitted.  Send  check  or 

m.o.  50%  deposit  on  C.O.O.'s. 

SCINTILLA  ^  INC  '^^^  ".  Broadway  G  3 

Free  40-page  catalog  with  every  order! 

^
^
 

.,--Mi---'-^ 
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>  .ma  III*.   ,.:■■■■■.; 

-  .  ■  r'                               ■  ■■;.    ■'■ r   .-■'  ■    -.       i"^--.             ■■-■■■  ;" 
''■  •  •'^^ 

Charming  Calico  Sets 
No-iron,  old  fashioned  Calico  in  your  choice  of  red. 
gold.  blue,  black,  brown  or  green  background.  Cur- 

tains are  70"  wide  per  pair  with  2'2"  pre-shirred 
ruffle.  24"  L  $5.50.  30'  $6.50.  36"  $7.  45"  $8.  54" 
$9.  63"  $10.  72"  $11.  Valance  $3.  Tie  Backs  $1. 
Twin  Spread  $25.  Full  $27.  Twin  Canopy  20.  Full 

$23.  Pillow  Sham  $8.  44"  fabric  $2.25  a  yd.  Add $1.75  post.  &  handling.  All  the  ingredients  for  a 

lovely  room.  Sorry  No  COD's. 
•OLD  MANOR  HOUSE  CURTAIN  BOOKLET' 

with  actual  fabric  samples.  50c 

THE  BEST  SELECTION 

S'itiyf<ietit,tt    Guurantt'fd    •    .1/'/. 
siiiec  l.S!M) 

MATHER'S 31  E.  Main  St.,  G3-6,  Westminster.  Md.  21 157 

1^ 

^  The 

Amazing 

ISTRONGITES    V 
UY-THE-YARD!    ̂  
^Wtifi  yourseU  in  fashion  wittT 
Xs^ynthetic  diamond-like  stones,: 
1^  and  gold.  Sparkle  plenty  with  the 
I  latest  fashion  rage.  Twist  and 
I  twirl  these  dazzlers  around  your 

Iji    neck,  daytime,   nitetime.  any- 

..with  lOpt.  Strongites. 

<^16"  Chain.  3  Strongites  -  5397, 

,'    18"  Chain.  4  Strongites -S46    ■ 
^l  FREE  catalog  of  rings,  and  earrings '/ 

',    THE  STRONGITE  CO., .  ' 
"  **^  Dept  G.  2  West  47th  St  >^* 
[T^New  York.  N.Y.  10036     ̂  

(212)  582-4168 

PERSONALIZED 

PET 
DISH 

sturdy,     non 

till,     molded 
istic    dish 
•  the  4  leg- 

ged people  in 
your  family. 

Paws  W  Shop 
Name    printed    in    large    VKhite    letters    (Limit 
10)    on    a    red    or   blue    dish    (Please    Specify) 

KITTY  12  oz— $2.98 

PUPPY  32  oz-$3.98 

KING  SIZE  72  oz-$4.98 

dd  1.00  postage 
&  handling 

— orders  shipped 

within  24  hours 

Pates  '1\  Shop 

HG-3 Birchwood  Circle 

Bedford,  N.H.  03102 
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HE  MAGNIFICENT 
WORLD  OK  ART 

LAMBERT 

i 

SPRING  PREVIEW 

Gorgeous  full-color  catalogue 
of  fine  quality  bulbs,  in  many 
worl(d-famous  varieties.  Browse 
among  Dutch  tulips,  crocuses, 
(daffo(dils,  hyacinths.  Acjvance 
sale  savings  to  help  you  plan 

your  gar(jen  now.  Catalogue  is 

free.  Breck's,  HG3,  55  Breck 
Buil(ding,  Peoria,  IL  61632. 

KITCHEN  WORKER 

Suction-basecd  food  grinder  at- 
taches to  any  surface;  shortened 

handle  allows  full  circle.  With 

food  pusher,  extra  attachments 
for  sausage  casing,  pastry  flut- 

ing. 71/2"  h.  in  avocado.  $9.98 

plus  $1  post.  The  Country  Gour- 
met, G3E,  512  S.  Fulton  Ave., 

Mt.  Vernon,  NY  10550. 

SWEDISH  CHARM 

Imported  picture  to  embroider  in 
basic  stitches  on  electric  blue 
linen  ground.  Yarns:  gold, 

orange,  white  and  browns.  Kit 
has  full  instructions,  mounting 

board.  I33/4"  by  13%".  #0372. 
$19.75  plus  $1  post.  Catalogue 
$1.  Skon,  GE3,  55  Lambert  La., 
New  Rochelle,  NY  10804. 

TWO  BY  TWO 
Socks  stay  together  through  the 
washing  and  drying  process  with 
unique  plastic  rings  that  keep 
them  paired.  An  easy  solution  to 
that  dull  hand  sorting.  Enough 
sorters  for  24  pairs,  $1.98  plus 

20c  post.  Anthony  Enterprises, 

HG3-556  Mission  St.,  San  Fran- 
cisco, CA  94105. 

ART  COLLECTION 

Catalogue  illustrates  more  than 
200  art  prints  of  masterpieces 

by  the  great  artists  in  four  popu- 
lar sizes.  Includes  decorating 

hints  and  artists'  biographies; 
looks  more  like  an  art  book!  $1 

ppd.  Lambert  Studios,  Inc., 
HG36,  910  No.  La  Cienega  Blvd., 
Los  Angeles,  CA  90069. 

ONE  IF  BY  LAND 
Like  the  colonial  look?  Lantern 

that  captures  the  spirit  of  Paul 
Revere's  ride  and  Tea  Party  times 

is  handcrafted  in  solid  brass.  22" 
h.,  6V2"  w.;  extends  6"  from  wall. 
May  be  used  indoors  or  out.  $85 
exp.  coll.  Color  catalogue,  $1. 
The  Lamp  Crafters,  HG3,  Box 
501,  Lawrenceville,  GA  30245. 

ELEGANT  ITALIC 
Ideal  starter  set  for  practicing 
italic  handwriting.  Contains  a 

Platignum  Silverline  barrel,  5 
interchangeable  Platignum  nibs 
from  extra-fine  to  B2  lettering, 

an  instruction  manual.  Right-  or 
left-handed.  $5.50  ppd.  Pentalic 
Corporation,  HG3,  132  W.  22nd 

St.,  New  York,  NY  10011. 

HOUSE  &  GARD- 



CAPITAL  IDEA 

Contemporary  T-shirt  tells  ail — 
well,  almost.  Initials  in  white 
(underline  last  initial)  on  red, 
sky  blue,  green,  natural,  yellow, 
navy  or  white  cotton  short- 
sleeved  shirt.  S,  M,  L.  $12  plus 
$1.50  post.  Free  catalogue.  The 
Talbots,  Dept.  XY,  Hingham,  MA 
02043. 

WATCH  ON  HIGH 

Old-fashioned  pocket  watch  be- 
comes wall  clock.  A  Howard  Mil- 

ler creation,  93/4"  dia.,  121/4"  h., 
2y4"  d.  Brown  Milwood  case,  an- 

tique white  dial,  solid  brass  ring. 
European  movement.  One  flash- 

light battery  (incl.).  $32.50  ppd. 
Silver  Associates,  HG3,  Box  81, 
Oakland  Gardens,  NY  11364. 

BLANKET  CONTROL 

Electric  blanket  control  guard 
of  metal  clips  to  bed  where  most 
convenient  to  reach  when  reclin- 

ing. Clips  bend  easily  by  hand  to 
adjust  to  bed  rail.  Excess  cord 
can  be  wound  around  holder. 

$1.98  plus  35c  post.  Anthony  En- 
terprises, HG3,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

NO  MORE  SNACKING! 
Ready  to  work  in  needlepoint  and 
hang  wherever  the  urge  to  nibble 

is  tempting.  71/2"  by  9"  design 
on  canvas.  Persian  wools,  needle, 
backing,  magnets,  instructions. 

$5.95  plus  60c  post.  8"  by  10" 
oak  frame,  $2.25.  Classic  Corner, 
12H  Water  St.,  Bryn  Mawr,  PA 
19010. 

THE  CAVALIER 

Pant  boot  in  genuine  glove  leath- 
er has  no-seam  vamp,  adjustable 

strap,  ribbed  sole,  1"  heel, 
brown,  navy,  white,  black,  bone, 
red,  tan;  black  or  brown  suede. 

6-101/2  in  AAA,  AA;  5-10y2  in  A, 
B,  C.  $19  plus  $1  post.  Old 
Pueblo  Traders,  H3P,  600  So. 
Country  Club,  Tucson,  AZ  85716. 

NO  MORE  CURLS 
Now  you  can  have  crunchy  bacon 

— minus  the  curls.  Bacon  press 
keeps  bacon  flat  while  conduct- 

ing heat  for  evenly-cooked  crispy 
meat.  Fits  any  round  pan  9"  or 
larger.  For  draining  grease,  too. 
$1.29  plus  30c  post.  Anthony 
Enterprises,  HG3,  556  Mission 
St.,  San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

SHOPPING  AROUND 
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GREENHOUSES 
From  $88.95. 

irow  super  vegetables  and  flowers — 
ve  show  you  how!  All  bolted  fiberglass 
nd  redwood  construction  with  custom 
eatures  that  every  gardener  wants. 
Vrite  today  for  FREE  brochure  with 
Judget  Plans  and  all  accessories. 

McGregor  greenhouses 

Jox    36  -D3,     Santa    Cruz,    California 
>5063.    (408)  476-5390. 

lARCH,    1976 

POWER  PLUG  TV  ANTENNA 

ELIMINATES  RABBIT  EARS 
Secret  Power  Antenna  attaches  to  rear  of  TV  set  and  plugs  into 
any  AC/DC  outlet  to  bring  in  marvelously  crisp,  clear  pictures  and 
eliminate  all  manner  of  ghosts  and  electronic  gremlins.  Unseen 
antenna  eliminates  need  for  ugly  roof  equipment  or  old-fashioned 
rabbit  ears.  Uses  no  current.  For  AM/FM,  UHF/VHF,  Black  &  White 
or  Color  sets. 

POWER  PLUG  TV  ANTENNA 

$7.98  Plus  $1.00  Postage  &  Handling  Each 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  your  money  back. 

Anthony  Enterprises  556 m, Dept.  HG-36 ssion,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

SLKEPIIM;  !SIA]IIE!SE 
13"  X  19"  on  12  mono  canvas 

Here's  a  pair  of  Siamese  you  will  allow  on 
the  furniture!  Sleeping  curled  together  the 

kittens  are  handpainted  in  natural  color- 
ing on  your  choice  of  peacock  blue,  light 

emerald    green    or   coral    background.    A 
large  piece  suitable  for  a 
floor    cushion     or     little 

hearth-side    rug.    $42.00 
Catalogue,  500 

HG-3,  4678  St.  Roch  Ave.  New  Orleans,  La.  70122 

JftD-'^^-Brauner 
Butcher  block 

c. 
A.  Gleaming  Sterling  Silver  and  genuine 
Turquoise  combine  in  this  stunning  spoon 
ring   Adjustable.  $13.25 

B.  Braided  Sterling  Silver  oval  set  with 
genuine  Turquoise.  Ring  sizes  4 -9.  $8.50 

C.  Dainty  pinky  ring  of  Sterling  Silver  set 
with  a  circle  of  genuine  Turquoise.  Ring 
sizes   4  -  7.  $4.75 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed 
Send  S1  00  lor  our  jewelry  and  gift  catalog  and  apply  it 

to  your  Isl  orde:. 

VIT.STT.KM  „„  Depl   HG-3 
GEMrilAL  PO   Box  14348 

-.0  Opporlunity,  WA  99214 

CLASSIC  CHAIR.  Cane  seat  and  back  se' 
in  natural,  black  or  walnut-finished  wood. Polished  chrome  frame. 

ARM   CHAIR  $85  Value     NOW  $65 
SIDE  CHAIR  $75  Value     NOVV  $55 

Pkg.  Chg:  $2  a  chair.  Exp.  Chgs.  Col.   No 

COD'S.  N.Y.,  N.J.,  III.  Residents  add  sales  tax. 

52  pg.  catalog  of  Tables  and  Chai.'-s,  $1. 
J  &  D  BRAUNER/THE  BUTCHER  BLOCK 
New  York:  298  Bowery,  N.Y.,  NY.  10012 

Chicago:  1331  Sc.  Mich.  Ave.,  Chi.,  Ill  60605 179 



for  dlpinaMpRpns  snd  stuff 

Gorgeous,' shimmering,  foam white  shell  with  a  touch  of  color, 

just  as  nature  made  them.  Unique 
decorator  touch  for  your  parties. 

Use  as^ server  for  candies,  snacks, 

shrimp  and  s?i«6es  •  •  make  ele- 
gant indivrduat salad  bowls  ...  as 

a  planter,  a  bright  spot  to  cheer 
up  any  room.  Added  unobtrusive 

feet  make  them  stand  firm.  You'll 
love  them!  Satisfaction  Guaran- 

teed. THREE  SIZES: 
SM  6  to  r  $4.95-MO  7  to  8"  $6.95 
LG  8  to  1(r  $8.95  add  $1.  ea.  post. 

(Save  $5.  GET  ALL  3  $15.85  add  $2.  post) 

THE  SHELL  DIVERS  *  oept  hg 
5713  N.W.  65th.  WAY-TAMARAC,  FLA.  33319 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

KEROSENE 

n    MANTLE 
LAMPS 

..  .  75  Watts  of  L-ghl 

...  1000  Watts  of  Heat 

.  .  .  Costs  1<  per  hour  to  Operate 

Save  Money.  .  .Conserve  Energy 

.  .  -Heat  and  light  your  honie 

this  winter  with  Aladdin's  exclu- 
srve  mantle  burner.  It  is  adjust- 

able m  interwity  from  a  candle 

glow  to  75  watu  of  light.  The 
lamp  also  produces  1000  warts 
of  heat.  Patented  burner  design 
IS  srrvokeless,  odortess.  notsetess 
in  operation.  Lamps  burn  50 
hours  on  1  gallon  of  kerosene. 
Safe.  NOT  under  pressure,  will 
go  out  if  knocked  over.  Ideal  for 
homes,  cabins.  can>pers,  trailers, 

boats  and  emergency  light- 
ing. HafKJblown,  diarrx^rKJ 

quilted  glass  base,  overall 

height    20",    diameter  6". 
S23.95  [we  pay  postage) 

One  week  delivery 

Color  catalog  of  additional 

lamps  SI-  ■  Free  with  order 

NOMfSTEAO  HEATINI  &  LI«HTIN< 
,-T\R  ROITE.  BOX  275,  H»Y.  78 

RAMONA.  CALIFORNIA  92065 

CAST  IRON   FORK  &  SPOON  SET 

Lovely,  ornamental  fork  and  spoon  set  will 

dress  up  any  wall  in  your  kitchen.  Made  of 

heavy  cast  iron  that  measures  I2V2"  high. 
Each  is  decorated  with  a  ceramic  tile  plate 

showing  the  old  fashioned  housewife  doing 

her  chores.  Great  gift  for  friends,  relatives  or 

for  yourself . . .  $2.99  plus  95C  post. 

CAROL    ANN    GIFTS 

P.O.  Box  21026,  Dept.  HG-6016C,  Phila.,  PA  19154 

GOLF  TEASE 
Bright  plastic  Golf  Tees  are  a  perfect  way  to  insure  the  return  of  an 

opponent's  slice  or  hook — or  even  to  miss  the  ball  entirely.  Hell 
keep  his  eye  on  the  tee  when  he  tees-up  on  these.  Torsos  are  a 
great  booby  prize  for  a  tournament.  A  set  of  12  plastic  tees  in 
bright  colors. 

GOLF  TEES  . . .  32.98  Plus  30(J  Postage  &  Handling  Each  Set 

No  COD  s  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthouy  Enterprises Dept.  HG-36 556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 
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SHOPPING  AROUND 

^W^ 

STEP  FORWARD 

Wedgie  lovely-as-leather  with 
cushioned  lining  and  insole. 

Camel,  brown,  dark  green,  bur- 
gundy. Narrow,  bVz  thru  12; 

medium,  4  thru  12;  wide,  5  thru 
12;  no  half  sizes  over  10.  $12.99 

plus  90c  post.  Morgan's  Cove, 
HG3,  28  W.  Prospect,  E.  Bruns- 

wick, NJ  08816. 

MILEAGE  CHECK 

Keep  track  of  the  tracks  you 

make  with  a  precision-made  pe- 
dometer that  registers  up  to  100 

miles.  Set  it  for  length  of  stride 

and  hang  it  from  belt.  Great  for 
hikers!  $9.98  plus  50c  post.  An- 

thony Enterprises,  HG3.  556 
Mission  St.,  San  Francisco,  CA 
94105. 

FOR  COIN  BUFFS 

Antique  brown  vinyl  album  with 
rings  holding  eight  clear  vinyl 

pages  for  over  130  coins  ̂ 72"  to 
3"  dia.;  also  bars,  ingots.  10" 
by  IOV2".  Brass  initials  (print). 
$10.98;  3  add-on  pages  $3.98; 
set  $13.98.  Add  80c  post.  Lillian 
Vernon,  G3E,  510  So.  Fulton 
Ave.,  Mt.  Vernon,  NY  10550. 

EARLY  DESIGNS 

Curtains,  bedspreads  inspired  by 
ones  in  early  Maryland,  Virginia, 
Pennsylvania  homes.  24  styles, 
matching  bedspreads,  canopies, 
table  accessories.  Calico,  cotton, 
kodel,  muslin,  dacron,  ninon. 
Catalogue,  with  45  swatches, 

50c.  Mather's,  HG3,  31  E.  Main 
St.,  Westminster,  MD  21157. 

HISTORIC  HANGER 

From  the  gaslight  days,  a  Vic- 
torian-style cast  iron  coat  rack 

handy  for  trench  coats,  umbrel- 
las, scarves,  hats.  Five  large 

swing  arms  each  has  three  hooks. 
IVz"  from  wall;  14"  w.  $3.98 
plus  75c  post.  Holiday  Gifts,  Inc., 
Dept.  303J,  Wheat  Ridge,  CO 

80033. 

NON-SKID  PROTECTION 

Foam  rubber  pads  adhere  lo 
glass  frames.  Savvy  solution  to 
glasses  that  slide  down  on  the 
nose.  Pads  also  relieve  pressure 
of  frames  on  sensitive  skin. 
$1.98  for  24  pads  plus  15c  post. 
Anthony  Enterprises,  HG3,  556 
Mission  St.,  San  Francisco,  CA 

94105. 

CIRCLE  OF  GEESE 

A  graceful  creature  captured  in  a 
graceful  form.  Twelve  geese  run 
in  harmony  around  a  cache  pot  of 
white  porcelain.  Use  this  charmer 
to  arrange  fresh  flowers,  or  for 

potted  plants.  5"  h.  x  6"  w. $12.95  plus  $1.45  post.  The 
Patio,  HG3.  550  Powell,  San 
Francisco,  CA  94108. 

HOUSE  &  GARDE 



KEYS  IN  STITCHES 

Lollipop  flowers,  daisies  or  golf, 
tennis,  bowling,  sailing,  skiing 

designs  on  2"  by  SVz"  key  tags. 
Stitch  initials  on  the  back.  In- 

cludes canvas,  Paterna  Persian 
wool,  design  chart,  needle,  chain. 
$2.25  each,  six,  $11 .95.  Add  50c 
post.  Classic  Corner,  12H  Water 
St.,  Bryn  Mawr,  PA  19010. 

MINI   STOOL 

Attached-cushion  seat,  native 

hardwood  frame  18"  x  18"  x  18". 
Upholstered  in  print,  as  shown 

$59;  your  fabric  (2  yds.,  54") 
$49.  Casters  add  $10.  Exp.  coll. 
Furniture  catalogue  with  a  re- 

quest form  for  fabric  swatches 
$2.  Hunt  Galleries,  HG763,  Box 
2324,  Hickory,  NC  28601. 

CLEARLY  CHIC 

Nylon  mesh  encases  the  foot  in  a 
bare  and  beautiful  sandal.  Choice 

of  gold  or  silver  with  a  comfort- 
able mini  heel.  Sizes  5  through 

10.  At  home  fashion  with  pants 
or  long  skirts.  $5.95  each  plus 
75c  post.;  two  pr.,  $12.95  ppd. 

Elizabeth  McCaffrey,  HG3,  North- 
port,  NY  11768. 

STRAIGHT  AND  STRONG 

Spring  post  bookends  keep  book- 
shelves neat  and  orderly.  Gold 

anodized  aluminum  encases  a 

steel  tension  spring.  Poles  fit 

shelves  91/2"  to  131/2"  h.;  slim 
enough  to  be  unobtrusive.  $2.98 

a  pair  plus  45c  post.  Anthony  En- 
terprises, HG3,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

ROCK  WITH  CREWEL 

Rocker  pads  are  printed  with  tra- 
ditional crewel  designs  of  18th 

century  in  12  soft  colors.  Scotch- 
guarded  cotton  with  side  zippers 

and  plump  foam  filling.  171/2"  by 
I6V2"  seat  2"  thick;  back,  171/2" 
by  20".  $16.95  a  set  plus  $1.95 
post.  Yield  House,  Dept.  G63W, 
N.Conway,  NH  03860. 

ANY  ANNIVERSARY 

Unique  anniversary  gift  cites  re- 

cipient for  "meritorious  service." 
For  charm  bracelet,  neck  or 

watch  chain;  1"  dia.  Specify 
years  to  be  engraved.  Sterling  sil- 

ver, $10;  Gold  $40.  Ppd.  Add 
$1.75  for  engraving  two  first 
names,  date  on  back.  Bruce  Bo- 
lind,  HG3,  Boulder,  CO  80302. 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

SPECIAL  GET. ACQi A/MFD  OFFER' 
SEND  $2.00  FOR  A 

14"  PATCHWORK  PILLOW  KIT 
(Reg    $3  50  value) 

Make  a  14"  sq.  Colonial  Patchwork 
Pi  How  from  pre-cut  squares  of  fabric. 
FREE  COLOR  CAT.&$1.00Gift  Cert, 
included  with  each  order.  SEND  $2.00 
for  offer-or-25C:  for  Cat.  of  Patchwork 
Quilts,  Pillows,  &50Sewlng  Craft  Kits. 

Saddle  Valley  Stitchery,  Dept.  HG 
P  O    Box  144    •   Saddle  River,  N  J   •  07458 

NEED  HELP 
Cushion-Lift®  Chairs 
lift  you  slowly  and 
safely  to  your  feet 
and  help  provide 

comfort  and  inde- 
pendence for  people 

afflicted  witti  Ar- 
thritis, Rheumatism, 

Stroke  or  Parkinson- 

ism. 

try  the 
CUSHION-UFr 

CHAIR 

Write  for 

information. 

ORTHO-KINETICS,  INC 
P.O.  Box  2000.  Waukesha,  Wisconsin  53186 

\    Phone  (414)  542-8847  "^^^ 

VERY  LIMITED 
2nd  in 

POPULAR  SERIES 

$40.00  ppd (III.  Res.  add  5%  tax) 

Dept.  HG— 201  W.  1st 
Dixon,  111.61021 

Use  Master  Charge ;  BankAmericard 

PROMISES  TO  KEEP" by  IRENE  SPENCER 
"Dear  Child"  —  last  year's 

plate,  completely  sold  out.  Ex 

perts  expect  this  year's  plate 

to  be  one  of  the  "greats."  Ex quislte  coloring:  back  stamp 

/  ̂ "  on  plate  extols  "mother  love." First  come — first  served,  while 

supply  lasts. 

CALL  TOLL  FREE:   (Outside  in.) 

800  435-7746:  III.  Res.  815  284-6626 

FREE:  COLLECTORS  PORTFOLIO 

MARCH,    1976 

U.S.  SNAIL  MAIL  BAGS! 
A  step  beyond  dumb  old  envelopes! 

They're  genuine  100%  pure  brown  paper 

bags,  printed  with  our  exclusive  Snail 
Mail  design,  and  gummed  so  you  just  jam 

your  letter  inside,  fold  the  end  over  and 

it  seals  itself,  WOW!  QVi"  long,  5"  wide, 
perfect  size  for  letters  &  lunches 

(providing  you  don't  eat  too  much). 
Invented  as  a  tribute  to  our  beloved  U.S. 

Postal  service,  our  Snail  Mail  Bags  are 

guaranteed  to  stand  out  in  any  mail,  are 

sure  to  get  opened  first,  &  you'll  get 
compliments  galore  for  your  originality. 
100  for  just  $5  (+  50c  shipping) 
exclusively    from 

>I  KAVS 

Rt.  HG25  W.Yellowstone  MT  59758 

PLANT 

STAND 
' 

.  .  EXTRA  STRONG 

Holds  12  Plants  in  , 

Just  A  2  Foot  Space  < 

Decorator     plan!     furniture 
shows   oft    all    your   plants 

.  .     lets  you  keep  more  and 

more  in  your  home  —  wiin- out    taking    up    floor    space 
or   cluttering   window   sills 
Ideal    for    small    zooms    or 

apartments,     unit     can     he 
used  indoors  or  out   Special  clamps  sl<de  up  c  down 

5?"  pole  to  any  desired  level    Includes  12  ROTATING 
drip-proof  trays,  with  12  Sturdy  me*al  arms  that  swing 

apart  as  your  plants  grow  wider' 

REQUIRES  NO  SUPPORTING  POLE  —  Grunmar 
Plant  Stand  tz  1003  is  floor  standing  supports 
Itself"  No  more  holes  to  dnil  and  it  assembles 

easily  m  jusi  mmuies   Order  yours  today  — 
choose  from  Black  or  White  baked  enamel 
(inish  —  only  S24.9S,  0'  bngh)  sr^my 

Chrome  $29.95.  Add  $3  00  lor  shipping  and  handling. 
New  York  Stale  residents  aod  tax   Waster  Charge  and 
COD    ordera  welcome 

UNCONDITIONALLY  OUARANTti'-O 

HOME  PLANT  DISPLAYE.SS,  INC. 
DFPT     C303 

I  51  E   42  Street   New  York   N  Y    lOOU  A 
V  T»l.:  212-e«1-2?37  ^ 
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GET  RID  OF  UNWANTED  HAIR 
Amazing  Lemos  Permagon  destroys  hair  roots  instantly — one  by  one — 
without  pain.  No  wire  connections.  Uses  tiny  batteries  (included).  Same 
electrolysis  system  experts  use  to  remove  hair  permanently  from  face, 
arms,  legs  and  body. 

LEMOS  PERMAGON  .  $12.98  Plus  $1.00  Postage  &  Handling 
No  CODs  or  Billing  Calilornia  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

A  ntho  ny  Enterprises Dept.  HG-36 556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

@°[LDTri 
"For  women 

on  the  go" 

Send  check  or  money  order  to  LE 
1491  Dorchester  Avenue,  Boston, 

This  is  the  shoe  that's  designed  with  you 
in  mind.  Genuine  glove  leather  upper, 

boater  type  action  sole,  tricot  lined  for 
added  comfort.  Satisfaction  Guaranteed. 

In  black,  brown,  tan,  navy,  white. 
Sizes  narrow,  medium  or  wide  in  5  to  13 

^  or  extra  wide  in  5  to  12. Iplo.yy  whole  and  half  sizes 

Please  add  $1.00  for  postage  and 

NOX  TRADING  $  1 .00  Over  size  10. 
Ma  02 122         Allow  2  weeks  for  delivery 

lose  fat 
forever! 
LOSE  10  TO  100  POUND.S  IN 
THE  FA.STEST  TIME  POS.SIBLI 

WE  GUARANTEE 
that  you  will  lose  fat  —  fast  and 
permanently  —  if  you  follow  our 
methods!  No  machines,  no  gadgets 
—  just  the  best  weight-loss  tech- 

niques ever  offeredT 

♦  TRIM  YOCR  HIPS,  WAIST,  LEGS 
♦  REALLY  SHAPE  UP! 
♦  GET  SUPER  RESULTS  -  EAST 

FREE  BOOK! 

AMAZING  DIETS 
DEPT.  12 

27313  PLYMOUTH  ROAD 

DETROIT,  MICHIGAN  48239 

Please  RUSH  me  your  FREE  BOOK! 

NAME   

ADDRESS   

CITY   

STATE. 
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Cigarette  Snuffer  Set 
Snuffs  burning  cigarettes  out  neatly, 
safely  and  quickly  without  unpleasant 

smoke.  Add  'em  to  any  ash  tray.  About 
1"  high  of  18K  gold  plated  metal  in  a 
design  inspired  by  ancient  columns. 
Set  of  6  snuffers. 
5670  1  set  $4.50 

(plus  25^  post.  &  hdlg.) 

^(HtmS 
DEPT.    1403A  .    EVANSTON,    ILL.   60204 

Send  50<  for  your  64-p.ige  catalog 
...  a  wonderland  for  the 

discerning  collector. 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

r- 

ssa«^^- 

OLD  TIME  FRESHNESS 

Salt  and  pepper  shakers  are  re- 
production Mason  jars  with  wire 

bails  securing  lids  and  rings  to 

lock  in  freshness.  3%"  high. 
$1.98  a  set,  two  sets,  $3.49  plus 

25c  post  a  set.  American  Con- 
sumer, Dept.  MJ23,  Caroline  and 

Charter  Rds.,  Philadelphia,  PA 19176. 

DRIP-DRY  ROD 

Perfect  solution  for  drip  dry  gar- 
ments, sheer  curtains,  hosiery. 

Adjustable  25"  to  31"  chrome- finished  bar,  hooks  over  shower 

rod,  locks  in  place.  No  screws  or 
adhesive:  garments  drip  in  tub. 
$4  98  plus  75c  post.  Anthony 
Enterprises,  HG3,  556  Mission 
St.,  San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

LITERARY  HANGUP 

Space-saving  magazine  rack  is 
pretty  and  very  practical  for  den, 
family  room  or  bathroom.  It 

attaches  easily  to  wall,  is  17"  h. 
by  12"  w.  by  6V2"  d.  In  Koch 
brass  plate  or  contemporary 
nickel  plate.  $13.45  ppd.  St. 

Nicholas  Boutiques,  GWMR-2, 
Santa  Claus,  IN  47579. 

BUMPER  MESSAGE  MAGIC 

Go  forth  with  your  special  mes- 
sage in  black  ink  on  day-glo  yel- 
low bumper  sticker.  Up  to  25 

small  letters  on  top  line,  14  large 
letters  on  bottom.  Self  adhesive, 
31/2"  by  15".  $2.95  original;  du- 

plicates. 75c  each.  The  Writewell 
Co.,  888  Transit  BIdg.,  Boston, 
MA  02115. 

CAFTAN  COVER-UP 
Permanent  press  pleated  topper. 

Washable,  no-iron  acrylic.  Adjust- 
able neck.  Predominate  colors, 

green,  pink,  blue,  purple.  Also 
polyester  textured  crepe,  solid 
peacock  blue,  hot  pink,  black, 
white.  $22  plus  $1  post.  Old 
Pueblo  Traders,  600  S.  Country 
Club  Rd.,H3A, Tucson,  AZ 85716. 

LOUD  AND  CLEAR 

Gold-colored  metal  desk  plaque 

proclaims  in  black  lettering:  It's 
hard  to  be  humble  when  you're 
as  great  as  I  am.  No  false  mod- 

esty or  is  it  ego-assuaging?  4"  x 4"  solid  walnut  stand.  $2.98 

plus  25c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG3,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

PAPER  PRETENDERS 

English  Devon  lace  inserts  at 
each  corner  of  napkins  that  are 
actually  white  paper  with  a 

linen-like  finish.  Elegant  for  en- 

tertaining. Set  of  60  in  13y2"  sq. 
size  $4.25;  90  in  cocktail  size 
$4.25;  any  two  $8.  Add  50c  post. 

Ferry  House,  Dept.  HG3,  Briar- 
cliff  Manor,  NY  10510. 

HOUSE  &  GARDEr 



SHOULDER  CHIC 

Printed  fabric  and  leather-like 
material  combine  to  create  a 

high-fashion  shoulder  bag  11" 
by  10"  by  4".  Two  outside  pock- 

ets plus  roomy  interior.  Natural 
and  brown  for  every  wardrobe. 
$7.75  plus  80c  post.  Decor  & 
Gifts  Galore,  Dept.  G36,  140 
Monument,  Barrington,  IL  60010. 

RECORD  BROWSER 

House  the  records  in  the  flip  box 
so  that  you  may  browse  through 

to  view  every  album  cover.  Rub- 
ber liner  protects  records  from 

slip  hazard.  Reinforced  fiber- 
board,  suede  base.  Holds  75 

LP'S;  131/4"  by  15"  by  6W . 
$9.95  ppd.  Art  Guild,  HG3,  Box 
23201,  Minneapolis,  MN  55423. 

ROMAN  ROYALTY 

Authentic  reproduction  of  an 
ancient  eagle  sundial.  Raised 
Roman  numerals,  in  lettering  (I 
count  none  but  sunny  hours), 

goldtone.  9"  dia.  Aluminum,  an- 
tique green  weather-resistant  fin- 

ish. $6.98  plus  50c  post.  Holiday 
Gifts,  Inc.,  Dept.  303-H,  Wheat 
Ridge,  CO  80033. 

NET  EFFECT 

Sweaters  dry  in  a  breeze  on  a 
fabulous  frame  that  lets  air  cir- 

culate through  fine  net.  24"  x 
24";  reinforced  corners  fit  over 

metal  frame  that's  hinged  to  fold 
flat.  Ideal  for  stockings.  $4.98 

plus  60c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG3,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

PERMANENT  PRESS 

Cotton/ polyester  natural  or 
white.  Dust  ruffle,  twin  or  double 

bed  ruffle  15",  20",  25"  I.,  $17 
each;  Queen,  15"  or  20"  I.,  $19; 
King.  15"  or  20"  I.,  $21.  Twin  or 
double  canopy,  $18;  Queen,  $20. 

20"  by  26"  sham.  $4.75.  Add 
$1.75  post.  Country  Curtains, 
HG32,  Stockbridge,  MA  01262. 

SEND  THE  SIGNAL 

Code  flag  pillows  send  a  colorful 

message.  "Request  permission  to 
lay  alongside",  shown.  "Permis- 

sion granted"  in  matching  one. 
Washable,  colorfast  duck.  14" 
sq.,  $5.95  each  plus  80c  post. 

Send  50c  for  catalogue.  Shio's 
Wheel,  Inc.,  HG3,  Nottingham 
Square  Rd.,  Epping,  NH  03042. 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

Hand  Carved  Dolphins  (f  Shariis 
These  free  standing  exact  replicas  of  Pacific  dolphins  & 

sharks  are  hand  carved  &  finished  from  beautifully 

grained  naqi  wood  by  Solomon  Islanders.  The  fig- 
ures have  inlaid  mother  of  pearl  eyes  and 

range  from  six  to  eight  inches  in  length. 
S9.95  each.  Add  40c  each  for  surface 
or  $1.30  each  for  air  mail.  Buy  two 

&  we  pay  p>ostage.  In  Hawaii  add  4% 
tax.  Send  15c  for  brochure  of  Hawaii 

&  Pacific  products;  free  with  order. 

KOHALA  TRADING  COMPANY 

Box  884  •  Dept.  21  •  Kapaau,  Hawaii  %735 

A.  Tapestry 

Monkey  75  00 

B.  Child's 

Chair  385.00 

^IVO  OU^^^O  IU£S 

783  MADiSON  AVENUE,  NEW  YORK.  N.  Y.  10021 

A.  Circus 
Pillow  175.00 

B.  Mounting  95.00 J 

A.  Cheshire 
Cat  95.00 

B.  Footstool  295.00 

A.  Spaniel Rug  225.00 
B.  Mounting  100.00 

A.  Price  of  Design  &  Yarn  /  B.  Price  of  Furniture  &  Mounting  /  Shipping  Additional 

A  DRIP  SAUCER 
THAT  HANGS  ON  TO 

HANGING  PLANTS 
Here's  a  brand  new  idea  which  com- 

pletely solves  the  age-old  problem  of 
dripping  hanging  plants.  The  new 

SUPER  SAUCER "'•■'  attaches  firmly and  invisibly  to  any  kind  of  pot . . .  clay, 

plastic  or  ceramic.  Can't  fall  off! 

Specify  color:  white,  green,  or  "clay"; 
and  size:  (A)  for  pot  bottoms  3"  to  5"; 
(B)  for  pot  bottoms  5W  to  7".  Only S1.98  each.  Minimum  order  3.  Add 

Si. 25  per  order  for  postage  and  han- 
dling. Order  NOW  with  afitll  money- 

back  guarantee... horn  The  Sos 
Company,  Dept. H, 2418  Laurel  Pass, 

Los  Angeles,  Ca.  90046."(PatentPending) 

THE 

BEACON  HILL 

DISTINCTIVE  Cl'STOM  LIGHTING 

A  fine  selection  of  over  50  classic  dcsiens 
for  indoor  and  outdoor  lighiin?  that  will 
lend  warmth  and  charm  to  both  the  con- 

temporary ajid  traditional  docoratin? 
scenes.  Every  li^ht  is  of  the  highest  quality, 

individually  cut.  assembled  and  fitted 
in  brass,  copper  or  pewter.  Vour 

^election  will  be  oxvned  with  pride 

by  future  generations.  Send  $1.00 for  48  page  catalog. 

^EmTAGE 

Dept.HG-.36.Sca  Meadows  Lane Yarmoutfi.  Maine  1)4096 

rOHVtltS  HIS  JUHGLC 

WOUV.  A  6URK  SAULS'  ORIGIWAL  13  X  20" 

SLACK  ANV  WHITE  LITHOGRAPH,  HIGH  LIGHTEP 

BV  HMV  WATER  COLOREV  EYES   $7.50  ppd 

H_   Ft  /lei  add  41  tax 
F  S^nd  io^  oufi  cotte.ctijon ~  0  6  ox^g4.nal  ldia.i...25( 
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THICKER 
STRONGER 

LONGER 

HAIR 

IN  5  TO 
10  DAYS 
Scientific  Laboratory  Proof.  New  protein  lotion 
is  absorbed  to  strengtiien  and  thicken  the  hair 
up  to  36%.  Reduces  splitting  and  breakage, 
makes  halt  more  stretchable.  Growing  Glory  is 

a  concentrate  of  specially  formulated  natural 

protein  designed  to  be  absorbed  right  Into  the 
hair,  so  it  Is  swelled  and  made  thicker.  Day  by 

day  your  hair  grows  visibly  thicker,  fuller,  mo.-e 
manageable,  flexible  and  stronger.  Spi:t  ends 
heal,  resist  breakage.  Day  by  day  your  hair  grows 

better,  longer  more  beautiful.  Money  back  guar- 

antee if  Growing  Glory  is  not  bette.  than  any- 

thing you've  tried  before.  Send  just  "  .3S  plus 

25C  postage  and  handling  for  a  ̂ e'ierous  2 
months  supply. 

GROWING  GLORY  DEPT  52575 
50  Bond  St.  Westbury,  N.Y.  11590 'Division  MKS  ine    
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VOUR 

^'4=^ 

m^^"" 

Five  beautifully 
crafted  filigree 
tulips  in  a  gold 
tone  finish.  Ad- 

justable petals 
hold  lipstick  or 
eyeliner  ...  for 
your  vanity  or 
as  a  decorative 
ornament  adding 
artistry  to  any 

area  of  your  home.  Stylishly  useful  with  any 
decor .  . .  antique  or  contemporary.  From  Laurel 

Creations,  naturally.  Size:  T'xAVi".  Item  #103 
Send  check  or  money  order 

for  S14.95  plus  S1.00  postage  to: 

LAUREL  CREATIONS 
P.O.  B0X6,  ADELPHIA,  N.J.  07710 

FREE  BROCHURE  of  unusual  bath 
boutique  items  available  upon  request. 

(30-day  refund  less  postage) 

FREE  BOOK 
"The  Coming  of 
Elijah  and  Jesus 

and  the  Kingdom 

of  God" 
A  Startling,  Soon-to-Be-Fulfilled 

Prophecy— The  Greatest  News 
of  the  Era 

r----Cut  Out  and  Mail  Today---"! 

Megiddo  Church,  Dept.  HG 
481  Thurston  Rd..  Rochester.  N.  Y.  14619 

Please  send  Free  Book 

Name    
(Please  Print) 

Address   

City      

State     Zip 

DECORATIVE  REPRODUCTIONS 
FROM  THE  NETHERLANDS 

7'Ax  6V2X  3V2" 

ANTIQUE 

BRASS  IRON 

$14.00 

Faithful  reproduction  from  bygone  era 
makes  beautiful  planter/candle  holder. 

1  1  X  6x  4^1" 
OBLONG  BRASS  PAIL  $18.00 

Hand  crafted,  w/  wrought  iron  handle, 
send  check  or  money  order 

add  $1.25  postage  la  /  PA  res.  +  6%  tax 

SEND  500'  FOR  CATALOG 

JAKKO        Depf.  A 

P.O.  Box  24/Flourtown,  PA  19031 
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MUSIC 
BOXES 

Make  ©very  occasion  a  mem- 
orable one!  Select  the  gift  to 

delight  all— from  mothers  and 
sweethearts  to  the  man  who 
has  everything. 

Our  color  catalog  features  a 

vast   selection  of  chests,  fig- 

urihes,  clocks^  children's  and 
collector's  items— at  all  prices 
and  musical,  of  course. 
To     obtain     your    copy     of 

catalog— send  $1.00  (credited 
to  your  first  order)  to: 
THE  MUSIC  ROOM  dept.  B 
3701  HEMPSTEAD  TPKE. 

L       LEVITTOWN    N.Y.  11756      J 

^r^  GIFT    IDEA    V^H 

YOUR  VERY  OWN  SHIRTS 
CUSTOM   PRINTED 

Sport  a  T-Shirt  or  Sweatshirt  with  any 
name,  club,  slogan,  team,  whatever,  boldly 
printed  In  color.  Choose  up  to  30  letters  on 
front  or  12  down  a  sleeve  as  shown.  Shirt 
colors;  White,  black,  navy,  or  red.  Initial 

letters  the  same  colors.  Mix  'n  match  a 
shirt  color  with  an  initial  color.  No  running 
or  fading,  machine  washable.  Sizes:  S  M 
L  XL — great  fdr  everyone  you  know. 

T-Shirt,  short  sleeves  $4.50;  Sweatshirt, 
long  sleeves  $6.50.  $2.00  extra  for  printing 
on  both  sides;  50c  per  extra  letter. 

Jo-Dan   Sales,   Ltd. 
7011  Calamo  Street 

Springfield,  Virginia  22150 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

MAKE-A-MAT 
Be  your  own  decora- 

tor! It's  easy  .  .  .  it's  ; 
fun.  Create  place-  " mats  *  match  your 
kitchen  or  dining 
room  wallpaper.  Ideal 
for  needlepoint,  fab- 

ric, photos,  holiday 

decorations,  your  child's  artwork;  or  for 
customized  wall  hangings.  Just  insert  and 
press.  Seals  permanently — washable,  too! 
11"x17''.  Takes  only  a  minute  for  years  of 
pleasure.  The  perfect  gift  for  family, 
friends,  yourself,  too! 

$2-45 
of  4,  $9.65  -I-  $1. 

GELS  GIFTS 

each  £^  ^  $1.00  mailing 
Setof  4,  $9.65  -I-  $1.50  mailing 

P.O.   Box   164 Kenilworth,   IL  60043 
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PRIVATE  SCREENINGS 

Start  a  movie  library  with  one  of 
the  comic  classics:  Laurel  and 

Hardy  in  "Sugar  Daddies".  Spe- cial half-price  offer  ends  May  31, 
1976.  Super-8  $7.99;  standard 
8mm  $6.99.  Ppd.  Free  catalogue 
with  order.  Blackhawk  Films, 

1965  Eastin-Phelan  BIdg.,  Daven- 
port, lA  52808. 

PANTS  DEMI-BOOT 
Of  stretchy  polyurethane  lined 
with  Treco  foam.  Has  cushioned 

insoles,  rubber-like  sole,  2  3/ 16" 
non-skid  heel.  8%"  high.  Bone, 
brown,  black,  red,  white,  navy. 
1/2  sizes  5-81/2;  9,  10.  $15  plus  $1 
post.  Old  Pueblo  Traders,  610 
So.  Country  Club  Rd.,  Dept.  H3D, 
Tucson,  AZ  85716. 

ON  THE  SQUARE 

Four-way  ruler  gives  feet  and 
meters,  shows  inside  dimensions, 
acts  as  a  square  and  level.  Steel 
tape  is  in  chrome,  red  or  black 

cowhide  (specify);  10'  spring- loaded  ruler.  $14  plus  65c  post. 
Catalogue  25c.  Suburbia,  Inc., 
Dept.  308,  366  Wacouta,  St. 
Paul,  MN  55101. 

E-X-T-E-N-S-l  O-N 
Bra  extender  enlarges  the  too 

small  bra  or  makesan in-between 
size  fit  properly.  No  sewing.  Hook 

to  both  ends  of  bra,  it's  easier  to 
work  or  play  with  a  good-fitting 
bra.  Specify  two  or  three  hooks. 
$1  ea.  plus  15c  post.  Anthony 
Enterprises,  HG3,  585  Market 
St.,  San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

BATHROOM   LIBRARY 

Solid  pine  rack  organizes  read- 
ing matter  in  two  smaller  racks 

and  holds  two  rolls  of  tissue  as 

well.  IPA"  w.,  18"  h.,  41/2"  d.; 
antique  pine  finish.  Dedicated 
bathroom  readers  find  it  invalu- 

able. $10.95  plus  $2  post.  Yield 

House,  Inc.,  G63R,  North  Con- 

wa,y,  NH  03860. 

REEL-Y  HANDY 

This  very  practical  key  holder 
does  away  with  fumbling  and 

groping.  Reel  clips  inside  purse: 
unreels  keys,  automatically  re- winds into  case.  Clip  to  your  bag, 

pocket  or  belt.  $2.98  plus  20c 

post.  Order  from  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG3,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

RECYCLING  ALERT 

What  a  splendid  idea — a  soap 
mold  that  uses  all  those  ends  of 

soap  that  accumulate  in  bath- rooms and  kitchen!  One  can  add 
colors  or  scent  (instructions 
incl.).  Soap  mold,  $2.39  each 

plus  30c  post.  Stratford  House. 
HG3,  Box  591,  Stratford,  CT 

06497. 

HOUSE  &  GARDEi 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

OUR  PRESIDENTS 

New  U.S.  coin  spoons  for  col- 
lectors. Silverplated.  Die  sunk, 

bas  relief,  replicas  of  obverse 
side  of  Lincoln  Ic,  Jefferson  5c, 
Roosevelt  10c,  Washington  25c, 

JFK  50c,  Eisenhower  $1.  4%"  I. 
$3.95  ea.;  6  in  set  $16.95.  Ppd. 

Art  Guild,  HG3,  Box  23201,  Min- 
neapolis, MN  55423. 

WINNING  COMBO 

Armed  plant  hanger  and  lighting 
fixture  in  matte  black  or  white 

or  polished  chrome.  12"  hanging 
arms  swivel  and  swing.  12'  wire 
extension,  on-line  switch,  plug. 
B  or  W,  $24.95;  chrome,  $27; 

add  $1.50  post.  Home  Plant  Dis- 
players.  Inc.,  Dept.  C202,  51  E. 
42nd  St.,  New  York,  NY  10017. 

TOOTH  POLISH 

Cover-up  tooth  enamel  cosmetic 
is  as  easy  to  use  as  nail  polish. 
Tasteless  and  safe  for  natural 

teeth,  gives  gleaming  white 
lustre.  Can  be  used  on  gold 
teeth,  too.  ¥4  oz.  bottle.  $2.98 

plus  25c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG3,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

BICENTENNIAL  BELT 

Belt  features  a  pewter  buckle 

with  1777  Bennington  flag  com- 
memorating a  colonial  victory  at 

Bennington,  Vt.  Buckle  only, 
$4.98;  his  belt  in  tan,  34-40, 
$7.98;  hers,  in  tan,  red,  black, 

22-32,  $6.98.  Add  50c  post.  Lil- 
lian Vernon,  G3E,  510  So.  Fulton 

Ave.,  Mt.  Vernon,  NY  10550. 

MUSCLE  TONER 

Exercise  with  simple  rubber  arm 
muscle  builder,  firms  arm  and 
hand  muscles,  relieves  aches  and 
stiffness.  Fits  in  a  pocket  when 
not  in  use.  Athletes  use  it;  exer- 

cise enthusiasts  advocate  it. 

$2.98  plus  25c  postage.  Anthony 
Enterprises,  HG3,  555  Mission 
St.,  San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

HOUSE  PETS 

Delightful  antique  cat  adapted 
from  early  printwork  patterns. 
Color-printed  muslin  is  pre-cut, 
ready  to  sew  into  a  life-size  14" 
cat.  Stuff  it  for  a  pillow  or  fill  with 
sand  for  doorstop.  Fun  and  easy! 
$3.95,  90c  post.  Artisan  Gal- 

leries, HG3,  2100  No.  Haskell 
Ave.,  Dallas,  TX  75204. 

SPARKLING  SPRAY  MIST 

Crystal  chandeliers,  sconces  and 
candelabra  come  bright  and 
clear  after  a  spray  shower  of  sili- 

cone mist  from  an  easy-to-handle 
7  oz.  can.  No  need  to  wipe:  just 
let  dry  naturally.  $3.98  plus  60c 
post.  Anthony  Enterprises,  HG3, 
556  Mission  St.,  San  Francisco, 
CA  94105. 
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\jMi  be  good  to  your  feet* 
Enjoy  buying  choice-quality  shoes  by  mail  from  our 

world-famous  catalog  showing  the  enormous  variety 

of  smart  styles  you'll  find  for  every  occasion. 
And  our  vast  range  of  sizes  insures  you  of 

perfect  fit  —  or  your  money  refunded! 

Shown:  FLYTE 

Sizes  2>/2  to  12,  for  widths  AAAA  to  EE 

In  grain  calf  with  smooth  calf  trim:  deep- 
beige  with  otter,  bone  with  malt;  navy  with 

Wedgwood;  teak  brown;  all-black;  all-white. 
Also  black  with  otter.  Zig-zag  rubber  sole. 

IV4"  wedge  heel.  Sizes  IVi  to  10  $25.95; 
lO'/j  to  12  $26.95. 

Add  $1.00  first  pair,  25«  each  additional 

Phone  617-338-8019 
pair  for  postage,  please 

^      SOLBY  BAYES 
45  Winter  Street  (Dept.  GR)  Boston,  Mass.  02108 

EASTER  TREASURES 

Know  ttie  deligtit  in  creating  tieirloom  de- 
signs with  our  do-it-youself  egg  and 

Christmas  ornament  kits.  Only  Austrian 
rhinestones  and  finest  trims  used.  Color 

catalog's  28  pages  also  show  felt  orna- 
ments and  egg  shell  jewelry  kits.  Wide  se- 

lection of  supplies  available.  BankAmeri- card  accepted. 

Send  S2.00  for  illustrated  catalog  to 

^ifne  ̂ ^^nomeM 
840  Cook  Street 

Mfr/f 
to 

Dept.   HG376,  Box  113 

De  Pere.  Wis.  54!  15 

BUTTERFLIES 

Set  of  three  elegant  butterflies  sculpted  in 

iron  with  an  antique  copper  finish.  Versatile 
decorative  accessories  hung  separately  or 

as  a  group  The  largest  is  8'  x  10  '. 06230—9.95  set  of  3  (Add  SI  post    &  hdlg.) 

ABBqy  GipCs 
ABBEY  PRESS,  Dept.  260,  St.  Meinrad.  \.\ 
47577 

Versatile  Tote  Bag 
Go-anyvi(here,  all-purpose,  canvas  tote 
bag,  with  adjustable  shoulder  strap. 
Packable  for  travel.  Useful  for  shopping, 

school,  sports,  gym,  picnics . . .  Beautiful 
yet  sturdy.  Specify  bag  color:  Natural  or 
Cocoa,  and  color  for  initials:  White, 

Brov(/n  or  Navy.  Print  initials  on  your  or- 
der— up  to  3.  Avail,  with  or  without 

initials.  $19.95  ppd.  (Deduct  $1.50  if  no 

initials)  No  COD's. Californiansadd  6%.BA&MCok. 

Order  now  from 

ByROH  &  SCHILLER 
Box  7228,  Carmel,  CA  93921 

Guatemalan  Weavlngs 

Wall  hangings  of  unfinished  weavings,  in 

authentic  Mayan  designs.  Colorful  con- 
versation-pieces to  brighten  any  room, 

they  show  Mayan  weaving  technique.  4 

basic  background  colors  (all  with  rich 
accent  colors).  Specify:  Red.  Yellow, 

Orange  or  Black.  $15.75  ppd.  ($29.75  for 
2).  Californians  add  6%  tax. 

SMffWM m 

IMP'' 

901  Via  Verde,  Monti 

--40 
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CORDLESS  MASSAGER 

Battery-operated  massager  brings  satisfying  relaxation.  Deep  gentle 
penetrating  vibrations  soothe  neck,  shoulder  muscles,  arms,  legs  and 

tired  feet.  Operates  on  standard  batteries  (not  included).  4  sizes. 

Mini  Massager,  AVz"     $3.98  +  300  Mailing  Each 

Regular  Massager,  7"      $4.98  +  450  Mailing  Each 
Deluxe  Massager,  10"     $7.98  +  500  Mailing  Each 

Super  Massager,  12"     $9.98  +  550  Mailing  Each 

Wo  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

/lIlTIOOliy   lZfJl6TpTtS€S      554  Mission.  San  Francisco.  Calif.  94105 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

CAROL 
NAMEDROPPERS 

Big,  Bold,  rugged  and  sturdy;  just  about  unbreakable  and 
nearly  impossible  to  lose.  Personalized  keyrings  for  gals, 
guys  and  kids  too.  Personalized  with  their  first  names  (up 

to  9  letters)  available  in  red,  gold  or  blue  lettering  on  a  lV2"x5xV8"  clear 
lucite  handle  . . .  $2.95  each  plus  750  post. 

CAROL    ANN     GIFTS  P.O.  box  21026,  Oept.  HG-1356C,  Phlla.,  PA  19154 

INDOOR  WATER  HOSE  H  2  9s 
Brand  NEW  50  foot  long,  14  ounce  light 
unshatteroble  vinyl  hose  attaches  to 
most  any  kitchen  or  bathroom  faucet 
and  lets  you  travel  a  1 00  foot  area 

through  an  entire  house  watering  hang- 
ing or  floor  plants  without  lifting  heavy 

buckets.  Pat.  Pend.  Drip-proof  on/ofF 

finger  control,  pressure-protected  valve 
and  special  root  feeding  nozzle.  Our 

"LITTLE  SQUIRT"  is  guaranteed  5  years. 
Just  $12.95  postpaid  (in  Calif,  add  78« 
tax). 

CASAPLANTA,   Dept.  49 
16129  Runnymede  St.,  Van  Nuys,  CA  91406 

say  it  in  Quickpoint 

tKirvK  ̂  

For  pillow,  rug  or  wall  hanging 
(20"  X  14").  Each  kit  contains  taped 
#5  French  canvas.  Paternayan  rug 
yarn,  needles  and  complete  in- 

struction. Tennis  quickpoint:  red- 
on-yellow.  Golf  quickpoint:  yellow- 
on-greens. 

!{>A^>«)U    each,  postpaid 

e!la  projansky's  needleworks,  inc. 
P.O.  box  423— HG3 — white  plains,  n.y.  10602 
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STEP  SOFTLY 

Women's  good-looking  moccasins 
are  deftly  fashioned  of  tanned 

glove  leather,  hand-beaded  and 
hand-laced.  Sand,  brown,  white 

or  natural  color.  4-10  (state  ex- 
act shoe  size).  Soft  sole,  cush- 

ioned insole,  $9;  hard  sole, 
$10.25.  Add  50c  post.  Downs, 
1403-Y,  Evanston,  IL  60204. 

INSTANT  CLOSET 

Any  door  becomes  extra  storage 

space  with  over-the-door  clothes 
hanger  with  room  for  12  hangers. 

Heavy-duty  chromed  steel,  fits 
any  door;  still  lets  it  open  and 

close.  $2.98  plus  65c  post.  An- 
thony Enterprises,  HG3,  556 

Mission  St.,  San  Francisco,  CA 
94105. 

LETTER  PERFECT 

Delight  of  a  desk  in  a  warm  me- 
dium mahogany.  This  cabriole  is 

a  beauty  with  brass  pulls  on  each 

of  the  three  drawers.  A  full  45" 
w.,  29"  d.,  29"  h.  for  an  execu- 

tive look.  $169.95  exp.  chgs. 

coll.  Catalogue,  50c.  Bryan  Robe- 
son, Dept.  HG156,  Rte.  10,  Box 

793,  Hickory,  NC  28601. 

WATER  WATCHER 

Plant-watering  indicator  tells  ex- 
actly when  to  water  by  color 

changes,  no  more  guesswork  or 

soggy  plants.  Plastic  markers  A" long.  Set  of  six  indicators,  $1.99; 

12,  $3.79.  Add  20c  post.  Write  to 
S  &  S  Enterprises,  HG-3,  9531 
Zion  Circle,  Huntington  Beach, 
CA  92646. 

CURVE  COMFORT 

Caressingly  soft  nylon  stretch 
lace  makes  a  bra  to  wear  for  nat- 

ural ease  and  control.  It's  ideal 
for  sleeping  as  well  as  daytime 
activities.  Snap  front.  White; 
A-B  or  C-D.  $4.98  plus  25c  post. 
Anthony  Enterprises,  HG3,  556 
Mission  St.,  San  Francisco,  CA 

94105. 

PEN  AND  INK  PRINTS 

Quartet  of  favorite  plants  that  re- 
quires no  weeding  or  watering  is 

done  in  brown  ink  on  heavy  ivory 
stock  ready  for  framing.  African 
violet,  caladium,  fern,  geranium. 
11"  by  14"  each.  Set,  $5  ppd. 

Three  sets,  $10.  Salem  Print  Co., 

HG3,  Box  11522,  Winston-Salem, 
NC  27106. 

SPORTS  IN  THE  SUN 

Adjustable  green  plastic  visor 
permits  sports  enthusia.sts  who 

must  wear  glasses  to  see  every- 
thing clearly  no  matter  how 

bright  the  sun.  Visor  eliminates 
glare  and  is  easy  on  the  eyes. 
$2.98  plus  25c  post.  Anthony 
Enterprises,  HG3,  585  Market 
St.,  San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

HOUSE  &  GARDEr.' 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

GROOM  THE  BATH 

No  need  to  have  ugly  cracks  and 

openings  around  tub,  sink  or  ba- 
sin. Seal  them  up  with  self-stick- 
ing tape.  Merely  press  tape  on 

clean,  dry  surface.  11  foot  roll, 
$2.98  plus  45c  postage.  Order 
from  Anthony  Enterprises,  HG3, 
585  Market  St.,  San  Francisco, 
CA  94105. 

FOR  SMALL  FRY 

Permanent-press  pillowcase  has 
tooth-fairy  decoration  in  pink  or 
blue  on  white.  Pocket  holds  lost 
tooth  and  25c.  Charming  rhyme 

offers  sweet  dreams  and  good- 

fairy  surprise.  32%"  by  20". 
$3.95  ppd.  Artisan  Galleries, 
HG3,  2100  No.  Haskell  Ave., 
Dallas,  TX  75204. 

CURIO  SHOW-OFF 

Cabinet  has  graceful  pediment 
top,  turnings;  drop  carvings  at 
base.  Three  shelves,  mirror  back 

displays  all  sides.  26"  h.  by 
201/2"  w.  by  51/2"  d.  Mahogany 
or  fruitwood.  $89.95  plus  $6 
post.  Catalogue  and  samples  $1. 
Magnolia  Hall,  HG3,  726  An- 
dover,  Atlanta,  GA  30327. 

POT  PRETTIER 

Brush-on  cleaner  for  aluminum, 
chrome,  porcelain  cookware, 
ovens,  rotisserie  and  grills.  7  oz. 
can  with  brush.  Dissolves  car- 

bonized grease,  encrusted  build- 
up. Does  not  darken  or  pit.  $3.98 

plus  55c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG3,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

LAVISH  LACE  RUFFLES 

Country  Curtain's  charm  in  no- 
iron  polyester/ cotton  eggshell  or 

white  ruffled  tiebacks.  90"  w.  per 
pair,  4"  ruffles.  45",  54",  63"  I., 
$25  pair;  72",  81",  90",  $30 
pair.  10"  by  80"  valance,  $8 
each.  Add  $1.75  post.  Free  cata- 

logue. Country  Curtains,  HG34, 
Stockbridge,  MA  01262. 

KU 
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BEST    BY    MAIL 
or   Rates:    Write   Box    S,    Sarasota,    Fl.   33578 

IQUE,  new  concept  in  shower  curtains, 
ails  write:  Merk  International.  Box  62. 
ah.  NY  10534 

For 

Ka- 
iMEMAOE    Cheesecake    recipe,    SI.    RPE,    1707 
iwelj    Ave.,    Brooklyn,    NY.    11223   
CAPE  fire  quickly  thru  window  with  portable 
e  Escape  Ladder  Metal,  nonflammable.  Com- 

et storage.  Child  can  use.  15'  (2  story)  $19.95- 
(3  story)  $34.95  Shipping  $3.  Timesaver 

oducis   HG3,   344  Ani'a    Or  ,   Pasadena.  Ca    9H05 

AUTHORS -PUBLISHERS -BOOKS   
iBLISHERFinding.  Free  Novels,  autobiogra- 
ies.  Write:  2-AJ  Nickwackett,  Rutland,  Vf.  05701 
SEE  catalog  informative  books.  MarMac  House, 
>29    Northeast    Broadway.    Portland,    Ore     97230 

LOTTERIES  S.   SWEEPSTAKES   
.NTASTIC    Government    Lottery.    Win    valuable 
lease     Details,  application,  $1.00    Albert   Leas- 

i-WM.    Box    45.    Brooklyn.    NY.    11213   
MONEYMAKING  OPPORTUNITIES   

lO  WEEKLY   immediately  possible  stuffing  enve- 
es.     Free     supplies.     Send     stamped     envelope. 
!ted,    3838' 7   Van    Dyke.    San    Diego,   Ca.   92105 
^KE   money   at   home  addressing,    mailing   enve- 
;es      Details     15;      Lmdbloom,    3636-J     Peterson, 
'caqo  60659   
AAZING    profits!!    Home   sewing     Free    details! 

wing.    I11I5-D   SE    240.    Kent,    Wa.   9B031   
)0.0«    WEEKLY,    addressing    envelopes.     Details 

Doltd.    Box    143.    Riverside.    NJ    08075   
f LIMITED  home  earnings,  ituffing  envelopes'! 
ormation'  rush  stamped  envelope  Services, 
vego.  N  Y.   13827 

iC'IOOO  STUFFING  envelopes  Free  supplies! 
nd     stamped    addressed     envelope.     F    L     Enter- 

ises.    Box   247D.    Thomson.    III.   61285   
^RN  $500.00  weekly  immediately  stuffing  enve- 
jes'  Guaranteed  income  Free  supplies'  Details 
,-.  stamp  Profits,  Box  725-HG3.  Belen.  N  M  87002 
MEDIATE  earnings  stuffing  envelopes.  $300 
lusand  possible  Free  supplies,  stamped  enve- 
>e     ISCO.    3835    42nd.    San    Diego,    Ca.   92105 

TAPELESS  MEASURE 
With  magnified  digital  readout 
Roll  It  over  or  around  any  surface.  It  auto- 

matically calculates  measurements  up  to 
99  feet,  11  inches.  Throw  away  old  fash- 

ioned tapes  &  rulers.  Get  fast,  easy  to 
read  measurements  with  a  magnified 
digital  readout.  Press  a  button  to  snap 
number  back  to  zero.  Ideal  for  measuring 
walls,  floor,  and  sewing  patterns.  A  pre- 

cision instrument  made  in  USA.  A  gift  that 
really  counts! 

Tapeless  Measure 

With  adjustable 
32"  handle $9.95  ppd 

$12.95  ppd. 
BankAmericard    number.    Exp.    dale.    Signature 

BUD'S    °<"''  "'^ss 155    E.     26th    Street,     New    York,     N.Y.     lOOlO 

Enjoy  your  trip  with  money  and  gems  safe 
...  in  this  wafer  thin  dacron  purse  that 

snaps  to  bra  or  slip  straps.  No  bulge,  so  no- 

one  knows  it's  there.  Plastic  lined,  3  x  4". 
White,   black  or   pink.  S3. 20  ea.   ppd. 
2  for  $5.95 

HEALS- HEELS 
Helps  cure  cracked, 

calloused  heels.  Ap- 

ply emollient  to  sore 
area,  tie  on  Heals- 

Heels,  sleep  secure- 
ly. Glove-like  fit; 

plastic  interlining 

protects  linens.  Em- bossed pink  cotton, 
white  flannel  lining. 

Washable.     Or    use 

L-BOW  HEALER  for  sore  elbows. 
S4.45  ppd. 

CATALOG  ON  REQUEST 

STEARN    CREATIONS    HG  3i 
1  West  64th  St.,  New  York,  N.  Y.  10023 

Weed  Easily  With 
WEEDER-ROOTER 

Unable  to  find  a  reliable  weeding 
tool?  This  new  weeder  was  designed 
to  grip  the  roots  in  the  tapered  tines. 
Used  like  a  claw  hammer  pulling 
nails,  stubborn  weeds  and  creeping 
grass  are  pulled  with  little  effort. 
Beveled  edge  has  many  uses  from 
planting,  trimming,  getting  roots  to 

cleaning  bricks.  Hardwood  15"  han- dle is  permanently  locked  to  the 
tempered  steel  blade.  Satisfaction 
guaranteed.  Send  $6.95  +  $1.00 
shipping  to: 

LUCAN  Dept.  HG-1 16862    Stagg    St.,    Van    Nuys,    CA    91402 
Calif,  residents  add  6%  sales  tax 

/^
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How  to  Housebreak 
Your  Pet 

Traln-OMatR) makes  it  easy 

No  more  stained  carpets.  When 

dog  scents  chemlcally-odorized 

mat,  instinct  says,  "Here's 
the  spot."  No  fuss  or  bother. 
Mats  are  disposable;  both  pole  and 

18"  square  holder  are  washable 
Kennel-tested.  Satisfaction 

or  money  back. 

Holder  &  2  mo.  supply  of  mats  .  .  .  .4.98 
Holder  &  6  mo.  supply  of  mats  .  .  .  .6.98 

Attachable  12"  pole  for  male  .  .  .  add  750 Enclose  90;  postage 

G  &  G  RESEARCH 

Box  12274-77,         Dallas,  Texas  75225 

18"x30"x16V2"high 

ELECTRIC  GROWTH  CHAMBER 

&  SEED  STARTER  KIT  features 

miniature  greenhouse,  with  ther- 
mostatically controlled  heating 

element  to  maintain  75°  temper- 
ature, gets  plants  off  to  best 

possible  start.  Includes  72  peat 
moss  Grow  Blocks,  package  of 

plant  food,  illustrated  "How  to 
Plant  &  Grow"  instructions. 
Order  #062  for  $29.95.  Non- 

electric, #064  is  $19.95.  Refill 
kit  of  72  Grow  Blocks,  #063 
is  $4.99.  Prompt  delivery.  All 

postage  prepaid. 
STIM-U-PLANT,  INC. 

HG3,  2077  Parkwood  Avenue 
Columbus,  Ohio  43219 

FIQURE  SHAPER 

MADE  OF 
fINESI 

EUSTIC 

White  or  Black STYLE  840, 

only  $16.50  ea.jj 
2  for  $30 

B  CUP    34  Ihru  40,  C  CUP    34  thru  42.  D  CUP    34  thiu  44 

Mail  Coupon  to:  MAGIC  MOLD,  Inc.  Dept.  HG-I 
210  Hanse  Ave ,  P.O.  Box  3000,  Freeporl,  N.Y.  11520 

STYLE 
HOW  MANY 

WAIST  SI2E CUP  SIZE 

COIOR 

PHICf 

&    handling      iSi> POST  L  HANDLING  . 

TOTAI  . '■t<    ind    hindlmg 
NAME  (print). ADDRESS   

cin. 

STATE. 

ALMATEX 

FREEDOM 
Proudly  wear  our  FREEDOM  T-SHIRT 
especially  designed  for  you,  in  lovely 
heather  colors  with  colorfast  trim  on 

neck  and  cuffs.  Extra-full  cut  and  extra- 
long.  90%  Cotton,  10%  Rayon 

Size:  S-M-L 
Color  Choice: 

Heather  Blue/Dark  Blue  Trim 
Heather  Green/Dark  Green  Trim 
Heather  Red/Red  Trim 

>t>4.»7«/ — add  50(  for  postage  &  handling 
SATISFACTION   GUARANTEED 

Please  send  ctieck  or  money  order  to: 

ALMATEX  INTERNATIONAL  COMPANY 
MAIL  ORDER  DIVISION 
3569  Bristol  Pike     Cornwells  H(>ights.  Pa.  19020 
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.^Keeping  \ America 
^  Beautiful 

Fast! 

Sure! 

Easy! 

Safe! 

The  Pioneer  Plant  Food 

Good  (or  everything  you  grow.  Roses, 
trees,  shrubs,  flowers,  lawns,  fruits, 

vegetables.  Spark  vigorous  growth. 

Just  dissolve  in  water,  then  sprinkle 

or  spray.  Fast  acting,  speeds  results, 

no  burning.  High  analysis  23-19-17%. 
The  favorite  of  experts  for  years! 

At  All  Leading  Garden  Stores. 

TREES&SHRUBS 

EVERGREEN  TREES 
3  year,  select  trees;  8"-14".  25 
5    each;    Scotch    Pine,    Nor-  FOR  ONLY 
way  Spruce,   Austrian    Pine,  A.0^fyc 
Colorado      Blue      Spruce,  ̂ 099 

White  Pine.  ■* 

CANADIAN  HEMLOCK 
These  are  heavy,  well-         '^  ̂°'  $7-95 
rooted,    3-yr.    seed- 

lings. Ideal  screen  in        25  For  $10.95 
sun  or  shade.  Trim  to 

desired  height.  50  For  $29-95 

COLORADO  BLUE  SPRUCE 
Select    3-yr.    8"-14",    bound-  3Q ary     markers,     windbreaks,  ^qr  ONLY 
individual    specimens. 
Densely    pyramidal.    Bluish-    $095 
green   to  shining  blue.   Pre-    "7 fer  sun. 

6  RHODODENDRON  & 
Stronglyr  trans    g  AZALEAS 

12  PLANTS 
FOR  ONLY 

$1095 

plants  4"  to  8" 
tall.  Mass  of  roots,  large 
leaves.  Rhododendron  from 
red  flowering  stock.  Aza- 

leas,  hardy,   mixed   colors. 

NEW  GROUND  COVER 
25  CROWNS-covers  100  sq.ft.      $  8.95 
50  CROWNS-covers  200  sq.  It.       $12.95 

1 00  CROWNS-covers  400  sq.  ft.      $22.50 

CROWNVETCH  -  perennial.  Heavy  2  yr. 
crowns.  Flowers  June  til  frost.  Beauti- 

ful, hardy,  no  mowing.  Grows  12"-18" 
any  climate,  sun  or  partial  shade. 
Chokes  weeds,  resists  droughts. 

Postpaid.  No  C.O.D.  Pa.destinatinns  add  6%  tax 

D  Send  me  the  items  circled  above 

DSend  me  FREE  Catalog 

Name   

Address    

City   

State    

Area  Code 

___Zip. 

Pfione  No._ 

MUSSER Box  9C 
INDIANA 

PA.    15701 

GARDENER'S  NOTES 

Washington's  palm,  upside-down 
plants,  and  otiier  glimpses  of  spring 

By  James  Fannir 
THOMAS    H.    EVERETT 

Wild  Washington  palms  are  shaggy  with  dead  leaves.  In  landscaping,  dry  leaves  are  removed. 

A  PALM  FOR  GEORGE  WASHINGTON 
A  t  the  end  of  the  A  merican 

Revolution,  people  fell  all  over 
themselves  to  honor  the  leaders 

who  had  brought  the  enterprise  to 
its  successful  conclusion.  Heading 
the  list,  of  course,  was  the 
name  of  Washington.  Every  village 
and  town  had  its  Washington 

Street,  and  generations  of  boys 

were  named  for  our  Number  I 
hero.  Botanists,  however.  Iiad  a 

real  problem.  Only  one  plant 

could  be  named  for  the  great  man, 
and  that  one  could  hardly  he  a 
roadside  weed  or  delicate  flower. 

So  it  was  not  until  the  mid- 1800s 
that  the  name  Washington ia  was 

finally  assigned  to  a  newly 
discovered  palm  from  the 
semitropical  southwest.  Since  then, 
this  noble  tree  has  been  used  in 

landscaping  wherever  climate  is 
mild  enough.  In  the  wild, 
Washin<'tonia  trunks  are  cloaked 

in  a  shaggy  nume  of  dead  leaves, 
whicli  hang  on  the  tree  for  years 
on  end.  In  street  or  dooryard 

plantings,  these  dry  leaves 
constitute  a  fire  hazard,  so  are 
usually  removed.  Too  big  for 

indoor  use,  Washingtonia 

deserves  its  popularity  in  large- 
scale  landscaping.  Most  nurseries 
in  California  and  other 
Southwestern  states  grow  it  in 
a  variety  of  sizes. 

Care  saves 
trees 

Trees  need  very  much  the  same 

care  as  people  and  other  warm- 
blooded creatures.  Their  skin 

(bark.)  is  easily  damaged,  and 

their  digestive  systems  (roots  and 
leaves)  are  as  easily  upset  as  an 

infant's  stomach.  People  who 
plant  trees  seldom  realize  this 
and  expect  them  to  thrive  under 
treatment  that  would  quickly 

send  an  ordinary  human  to  the 

hospital.  Recognizing  this,  the 

Forest  Service  of  the  U.S.  De- 

partment of  Agriculture  has  pub- 
lished a  concise  bulletin  titled 

Your  Tree's  Trouble  May  Be 
You!  This  explains,  with  the  aid 

of  clearly  drawn  illustrations,  all 
of  the  ways  in  which  trees  may 

be  unwittingly  damaged  by  im- 
proper planting  or  pruning.  It 

also  shows  how  roots  may  suffer 
invisible  damage  underground 
and  how  this  may  be  avoided  or 
remedied.  The  pages  on  how  to 
versus  how  not  to  plant  a  tree, 

are,  by  themselves,  worth  the 

price  of  the  bulletin,  a  mere  70 

cents.  This  is  Agriculture  Infor- 

mation Bulletin  No.  372,  for  sale 

by  the  Superintendent  of  Docu- 
ments, U.S.  Government  Print- 

ing Office,  Washington,  D.C. 20402. 

HOUSEPLANTS 
KNOW  WINTER 

IS   ENDING 

With  days  getting  longer, 

houseplants  are  begin- 
ning a  whole  new  grow- 

ing cycle.  Even  when  day- 
light is  supplemented  by 

artificial  light,  indoor 

plants  respond  to  the 
longer  days  by  perking 
up.  New  leaves,  shoots, 
and  flowers  begin  to  ap- 

pear and  down  in  the  soil 
new  roots  are  beginning 

to  grow.  So  now  it's  time to  start  fertilizing  again. 
An  ideal  way  of  doing  this 

is  with  3M's  time-release 
fertilizer  Precise,  which 
is  clean,  easy  to  use, 
lasts  for  months,  and 

comes  in  a  variety  of  for- 
mulations. Precise  is  sold 

at  garden  and  hardware 
shops  everywhere. 

Green  roots, 

white  leaves 

Its  very  interesting  to  watch 

plant  roots  growing  inside  trans- 
parent glass  or  plastic  flowerpots. 

Plants  themselves  may  not  be  so 

happy  about  this,  though.  Ex- 
posed to  light,  the  roots  develop 

chlorophyll,  which  normally  be- 
longs in  the  leaves,  and  begin  to 

take  over  the  leaves"  function  of 
manufacturing  food.  This  is,  in 

effect,  an  attempt  by  the  plant  to 

turn  itself  upside  down,  with 
roots  acting  as  leaves  instead  of 

performing  their  normal  func- 
tion of  absorbing  water  and  soil 

nutrients.  The  leaves,  conse- 

quently, turn  pale  and  the  whole 

plant  becomes  weak  and  debili- 
tated. So,  if  you  have  a  plant  in 

a  transparent  pot  and  the  roots 
begin  to  turn  green,  wrap  the  pot 
in  black  paper  or  place  it  in  an 

opaque  container  until  such  time 
as  the  roots  bleach  out  again.  This 
will  keep  the  plant  functioning 
normally,  with  all  of  its  parts  in 

their  proper  places — green  leaves 
above  the  earth  and  white  roots 

below. 

HOUSE  &  GARC 



Grand    Rapids  continued  from  page  105 

built  as  a  sequel  to  his  excursions 

with  Frank  IJoyd  Wright.  "Our 
motto  in  this  town."  he  explains. 
IS  we  try.  As  Mayor  I  tried  princi- 

pally to  create  moral  persuasion  to 
infiuenceconservatives  toget  things 

done.  I've  talked  about  involve- 
ment, in  city  lite  and  community 

affairs."  The  Foundation  praises 
Mr.  Parks  as  a  "tremendously 

good  communicator." At  all  events,  the  interest  in  re- 
vival and  the  growing  civic  pride 

that  emerged  in  his  administration 
seem  to  have  triggered  all  kinds  of 
community  action.  Grand  Rapids 
downtown  renewal  is  almost  com- 

plete, with  some  handsome  build- 
ings, outdoor  murals  and  art.  in- 

cluding a  roof  design  by  Alexander 
(alder.  Calder  donated  the  design, 
I  lie  public  raised  $7,000  to  have  it 

painted  on  the  Kent  County  Mu- 
nicipal Building  roof.  The  new 

\  andenberg  Piaza,  with  the  larg- 
est Calder  stabile  "La  Grande 

Vitesse,"    a    spacious    pedestrian 

hub  downtown,  throbs  with  life 
every  summer  when  an  arts  festival 
runs  for  three  days  and  draws  up- 

ward of  125.000  people.  A  river 
development  scheme  is  going  for- 

ward, a  sports  arena  seating  70,000 
plus  a  new  civic  theatre  is  in  the 
works.  ($1  million  was  pledged 
from  private  means  for  that.)  The 

planning  office  hopes  to  synchro- 
nize many  of  these  developments 

in  1976. 

Walking  along  the  tree-lined 
avenues  in  Heritage  Hill  today, 

you  can  stop  and  see  the  very  mod- 
est house  where  President  Ford 

lived  when  he  was  in  High  School, 
and  the  Italian  style  villa  not  many 
blocks  away,  in  which  he  and  Betty 
Ford  had  an  apartment  when  they 
were  first  married.  They  are  small 

beginnings  for  a  journey  that  end- 
ed up  in  the  White  House.  The 

message  from  this  personal  story, 
and  the  neighborhood,  is  of  hidden 
potential,  if  Grand  Rapids  can 
make  it.  surely,  so  can  others.  ■ 

Architectural    search   continued  fmm  page  90 

plumbing  pipes,  wiring  and  all  the 
rest  of  the  mechanical  details  that 

make  the  house  work.  "The  wall 
appears  simple  and  clear  as  a  state- 

ment and  it  is  actually  quite  com- 
plex, like  Proust.  Fve  always  been 

intrigued  by  examples  in  literature 

where  writing  is  sparse  but  philo- 

sophically very  dense." 
It  matters  little  to  John  Hejduk. 

now  forty-six.  if  all  these  ideas  re- 
main on  paper,  now,  or  forever. 

There  is  acceptance  enough,  in  the 
architectural  world.  His  closest 

friend,  architect  Stanley  Tigerman 

points  out:  "He  is  an  inspiration for  all  architects.  He  shows  us  his 

conceptual  stuff,  talks  about  it 
openly  and  suddenly  were  all 

working  in  color.  There  are  vari- 
ous levels  of  reality  in  architecture. 

Concepts  are  one,  building  an- 
other. In  any  case,  remember  when 

Mies  van  der  Rohe  came  to  this 

country  he  was  fifty-four  and  had 

only  built  five  buildings." 
The  heart  of  John  Hejduk"s 

work,  most  architects  feel  is  joy- 
fulness.    Joy    is    elusive.    A    hard 

quality  to  capture  in  building. 

"You  can't  put  your  finger  on  it," 
says  Stanley  Tigerman.  Certainly 

it's  not  just  a  matter  of  painting 

colored  surfaces.  In  Hejduk's  opin- 
ion if  any  work  of  art  provokes 

feeling,  it  is  transmitted  by  thought 

transference.  "When  I  went  to  see 

the  retrospective  of  Slutzky's  paint- ings, it  was  like  a  trumpet  blast. 
There  was  an  ambiance,  an  atmo- 

sphere, a  tactility  in  the  room.  I 
felt  the  same  thing  when  I  first  saw 

Le  Corbusier's  Maison  La  Roche 
in  Paris,  and  Mondrians  painting 

"Victory  Boogie-Woogie.'  I  am 
concerned  with  this  tactility  in 
my  work.  I  have  a  suspicion  that 
this  comes  through.  Basically  what 

I  do  is  for  my  own  pleasure.  It's 
an  extravagant  pleasure  but  if 
an  idea  or  a  building  transfers 
some  of  that  joy  and  pleasure 
to  someone  else,  if  I  can  touch 
the  spirit,  if  I  can  teach  this 
through  education,  then  I  make 
no  excuse  for  my  pleasures.  I 
enjoy  drawing.  I  enjoy  color,  I 

enjoy  architecture."  ■ 

Color  headquarters  continued  fmm  page  62 
Town  & 

Country  ...Joske's  of  Houston 
Irvington     Sanger  Harris 

Utah 
Cottonwood    Z.C.M.I. 

Ogden    Z.C.M.I. 

Salt  Lake  City    Z.C.M.I. 

Virginia 
Landmark    Woodward  &  Lothrop 

Richmond    Thalhimer's 
Roanoke   S.H.  Heironimus 

Crossroads  Shopping 
Center    S.  H.  Heironimus 

Towers  Shopping 

MARCH,    1976 

Center    S.  H.  Heironimus 

Seven  Corners  Woodward  &  Lothrop 

Tysons  Corners 
  Woodward  &  Lothrop 

Washington 
Bellevue   Frederick  &  Nelson 
Seattle    Frederick  &  Nelson 

Aurora  Village 

  Frederick  &  Nelson 
Southcenter   .Frederick  &  Nelson 

Seattle    The  Bon  Marche 

Tacoma    Liberty  House 

West  Virginia 
Charleston    The  Diamond 

Send  fmrgoide 
for  ideas  and  help 

en  remodeling  or  Iradlding 
with  ceramic  tile. 

li/JiM' 

Florida  Tile  Division,  Sikes  Corporation 
P.O.  Box  447,  Lakeland,  Florida  33802 
Show  me  how  your  latest  guide  "Beautiful  Ideas  in  Ceramic  Tile"  can  save  me 
time  and  money-  give  valuable  information  on  the  newest  domestic  and  imported 
tiles,  do-it-yourself  advice  and  where  local  help  is  available. 
I  have  enclosed  25C  per  copy  for  mailing  and  handling. 
We  plan  to:     D  BUILD     D  REMODEL    D  SOON    D  LATER 

NAME. 

ADDRESS. 

CITY   
-ZIP. 

CLEANS  AND 
DEODORIZES 
DOG  STAINS 

•  Removes  Spots   •   Saves  Rugs 
•  Restores  Colors  •  Cleanses 

Other  Floor  Areas  •  Aids  "House- 
breaking" •  Moneyback  Guarantee 

8  02.  $1.00,  Pt.  $1.65,  Qt.  $2.50, 
Gal.     $8.00.     Add    350     postage. 

Send    for    Help 
"Housebreaking"   H 

fufl 

ints  I 

At  finest  stores  or  write  us 

CONSOLIDATED  CHEMICAL  COMPANY 
1719  S.  Halsted,  Chicago.  III.  60608 

TRICKER'S WATER 
la. 

NEW^^ot^pCATAl 
^Gaaa 

Just  250  (to  cover  postage  and  handling  costs) 

brings  you  America's  most  complete  water  gar- den catalog.  Exquisite  Tropical  or  Hardy  Water  | 
Lilies,  rare  and  unusual  Ornamental  Fish. 

W/-(7e  to  the  oltice  nearest  you 

Box  398,  Dept.  H3.    Saddle  River,  N.J.  07458 
Box  7845,  Dept.  H3,  Independence, Ohio44131 
r.-ilMM.'.><:lt^!<J.„.. 

THESE  TREES  ARE 
FOR  THE  BIRDS! 

Provide  a  haven  of  food,  shel- 
ter and  nesting  spots  for  the 

birds,  and  watch  them  flock  to 
your  own  backyard. 

5  Autumn  Olive  5-18" 
5  Bittersweet  12-18" 

5  Grey  Dogwood  10-16" 

5  Red  Oak  8-12" 
5  Dwarf  Rose  Hedge  12-18" 

SHIPPED 
POSTPAID  AT 
PLANTING 

TIME FOR 

Pa.  destinations  add  6%  tax. 

FEA1HEROCK 

makes  beautiful  gardens,  Ruggeii 
Enduring  The  natural  decorative 
landscape  stone  that  s  easy  to 
handle  because  its  feather  light  in 
weight  For  unique,  imaginative 
ways  to  use.  send  25C  for  NEW 
FEATHEROCK  COLOR  GUIDE  to: (h 

FEATHEROCK,  .nc 
2890  Empire  Ave.,  Burbank,  CA  91510 

MUSSER 
Box  90 

Indiana,  Pa.  15701 mAftCH^  limes 
THIS  SPA^t  CONTRIB 

r  J  B  L  I S  H  E  K 
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Shoppini information    continued nom page  132 

"Axiary"'    haiiciinade     needlepoint 
ritg:  uoul.  5'  X  7',  order  to  any  size.  By 
^tark  (Carpet.* 

Quilled  love  seat:  56"  x  52"  x  26" 
higli.  designed  b>  Cini  Boeri  and  Laura 
Griziitti.  poJyurethane  foam  covered 
wood  frame  on  casters.  Fuscal  poly- 

ester and  cotton  upholstery  resembles 

flannel.  From  the  "Strips"  collection 
\n  Artlexat  Beylerian.  .?1300. 

Antitjue  quilt:  a  xariation  of  "Delec- 
taljle  .Mountain^"  with  "Klving  Geese"' 
border,  c  1885.  75"  x  97".'S625.  From a  collection  of  antique  (juilts  from 
Phvilis  Haders. 

^  atering  can:  al>o  in  red.  86.  Seabon 
Scandina\ian  Imports. 

Earthenware  rabbit  bank:  5^-_>"  x 
8"  X  (>"  high.  S25.  At  Tiffany. 
Rattan  chair  and  ottoman:  chair. 

32"  x  29"  X  29' j"  high.  S164:  ottoman. 
30"  X  18"  X  20"  high.  S90:  floral  chintz 
covered  seat  and  back  cushions.  By 
Bradston  Rattan. 

Portable  9"  black  and  white  TV: 

9'ir,"  X  11"  high,  biatk  filter  screen. 
60-niinutes  sleep  timer,  full  swivel 
base.  3-way  power.  S140.  By  Hitachi. 

"Flaniestitch"  rug/wall  hanging: 
of  acr\lic.  4'  x  6',  S265.  From  the 
Pacihca  collection  by  Cado  Royal  Sys- 

tem. At  Abraham  &  Straus. 

Handmade  ceramic  bowl:  b^-j" 
diani..  S12..50.  At  The  Greek  Island 
Shop. 

"Pisces"  wool  rug:  to  order  in  any 
size  or  colors.  By  Edward  Fields.* 
Monogrammed  sheets:  no-iron  per- 

cale, available  in  all  standard  sizes. 
Twin  top  sheet,  §26 ;  cjueen  top  sheet, 
S35:  standard  pillowcase,  .S12.50  each: 
continental  pillowcase,  S32.50  each.  .\t 
Leron. 

"Tranquebar"  faience  dinner- 
ware:  837.50  per  5-piece  setting.  By 
Royal  Copenhagen. 

"Regatta"  sectional  seating:  corner, 
38"  X  33'-;"  X  31"  high,  square  arm- 

less, 32"  X  33*2"  X  31"  high,  wedge. 
36"  X  33VL'"  X  31"  high,  designed  in 
collaboration  with  Robert  Tillberg. 
easy  to  assemble,  canvas  upholster). 
S139  per  piece.  Write  Overman  Intl., 
200  Lexington  Ave.,  New  York,  N.Y. 
10016. 

Portable  12"  black  and  white  TV: 

17*/-i"  X  12' j"  high,  ?olid-state,  private 
earphone,  plastic  case  with  denim-like 
finisli.  By  .Magnavt)x. 

"Seagull"  porcelain:  6^4-pint  tur- 
een, .8145;  8"  \ase,  843.50;  10"  dinner 

plate,  .820;  tureen  tray,  860.  Designed 
by  Fanny  Garde  for  Bing  &  Grondahl. 
At  Halls  Center. 

"Chair  and  Yz"  lounge  chair:  35"  x 
42"  X  23"  high,  5  loose  back  cushions, 
covered  in  tulip  time  orange  sherbet. 
8300.  By  Charlton. 

Handwoven  wool  pillow:  20"  sq., 
S120.  B>  .\stro  Strobel.  At  LCS.* 
Appliqued  sheets:  pure  cotton,  also 
in  pink,  yellow  or  green.  Twin  top 
sheet.  8275;  continental  pillowcase, 
856.50.  At  Leron. 

"Crow  nlite  2"  lamp :  lights  a  36" 
radius,  baked  enamel  finish.  822.50.  By 
Luxo  Lamp. 

"Bar«>iiial"  porcelain:  gold  leaf  bor- 
der. 870.50  per  5-piece  setting.  By  Gor- 

ham. 

Chinese  hat  basket:  handpainted 
and  decoupaged.  830.  From  The  White 
Monkey  at  Dolly  Kay  Designs. 

"Sherbrooke"  bone  china:  847.50 
per  5-piece  setting.  By  Royal  Doulton. 

At  Altman's. 
"Great  Iris"  cotton  aijd  polyester 
sheets:  in  all  standard  sizes.  By  Mar- 
tex.  At  Saks  Fifth  Avenue. 

Nesting  mixing  bowls:  2-qt..  86.50; 
3-qt.,  .^.50;  5-qt..  811.  Also  in  white, 

brown,  red,  yellow.  By  Hall  ("hina  for 
Denby  Ltd. 
Floral    polyester    covered    pillow : 

12"  X  8"  with  3"  ruffle.  822.  By  Marina. 
At  Henri  Bendel. 

Page  111: 
"Country  Check"  acrylic  blanket: 
twin  size.  88.99:  cotton  covered  poh- 
ester  filled  comforter,  twin,  815.99.  To 
order  from  the  Sears  Catalogue. 

"Shalimar"  bone  china:  836.95  per 
5-piece  setting.  By  Minton.  At  Alt- 

man's. Cotton  pillow  :  845.  At  LCS.* 
Serving    tray:    850.    By    The    White 
Monkey.  At  Dolly  Kay  Designs. 
Covered    casserole:    6-pint   capacity, 
5-pint    also    a\ailable.    $17.    By    Hall 
China  for  Denby  Ltd. 

dicker  love  seat:   53"   x  29"   x  33" 
high,  blue  and  white  cotton  cushions, 
rounded   back   braided  trim.  -8633.  By 
DIA — Design  Institute  America. 

"Contura"    lavatory:    19".    self-rim- 
ming   Duramel    resists    chipping    and 

stains.  By  .\merican  Standard. 
"Cornflower"  ovenware:  11"  dinner 

plate,   85.50;    9"   dinner   plate.   84.50; 
cup   and   saucer,   85.   By    Gari)one.   At 
Hubert  des  Forges. 

"Festival"  stoneware:  820  per  5- 
piece  setting.  B>  Ro>aI  Doulton.  At 

Altman's. "Colore"  enamel  faucet  set:  by  Zaz- 
zeri  of  Florence,  adaptable  to  American 
plumbing  systems.  8137  per  wash  ba^in 
set.  From  Fearless  Faucets. 

Upholstered  love  seat:  60"  x  35"  x 
30"    high.    ••Wickertree"    fabric.    8400. 
By  Selig.  At  W  &  J  Sloane. 

Blue    jacquard    rayon    fabric:    54" 
wide.  5-'4"  repeat.  By  Hexter." 
"Seabrook  Plantation"  cotton/ray- 

on bedspread:  poh  ester  filled,  double 

puff  quilted,  pattern  a\ailable  in  cur- 
tains, shams,  throw  and  floor  pillows. 

Twin  size.  8100.  By  Nettle  Creek.  At 
Lord  &  Taylor. 

"Today"  iron:  uses  about  half  the 
wattage  of  standard  irons,  doui)les  as 
hand  steamer.  Under  822.  By  Sunbeam. 
"Toursade"  cotton  sheets:  solid 
with  colored  trim,  also  made  to  order. 

Twin  top  sheet  and  1  pillowcase.  8330: 

"Daisy"  polyester  and  cotton 
sheets:  also  available  in  pink  or  navy 

with  white,  queen  top  sheet  and  2  pil- 
lowcases. 8410.  By  Porthault. 

China  mold:  imported  from  Portugal. 
86.  At  Hubert  des  Forges. 

"Decade"  bookshelf  speakers: 

13^2"  X  24"  X  13"s"  deep,  natural  oak 
finish,  orange  and  brown  grille  covers 
available.  8198  each.  By  JBL. 
Teapot:  brass  handle,  handmade.  895. 

At  Bergdorf  Goodman  "Port  of  Call." 
"Jennifer"  vinyl  wallcovering:  28" 
wide.  28"  repeat.  -821.95  a  roll.  At  Thi- baut. 

Handpainted  porcelain  vases:  from 

3"  to  12"  high.  From  85  to  840.  At 
Robert  Webb. 

"Bicentennial"  plate:  9"  diam..  24 
karat  gold  banding.  850.  By  Bing  & 
Grondahl.  At  Halls  Center. 

"Add  'n  Stac"  cassette  storage  unit : 
unbreakable  plastic  module  holds  8 
cassettes  at  a  time,  locking  device  on  4 
sides  permits  adding  storage  room. 

81.98  each.  By  Royal  Sound.  At  Macy's. Humidifier:  gallon  yields  8  hrs.  of 

vapor,  weighs  3^->  lbs.,  uses  no  heat. 
816.95.  Bv  Oster. 

Armchair:  23"  x  20"  x  431/4"  high, 
maple  lacquered  blue,  seat  upholstered 

with  Hexter  'fabric.  8440  COM.  From 
The  Far  East  collection  by  Baker  Fur- 
niture. 

Bud  vases:  812  each.  At  Bergdorf 

Goodman  "Port  of  Call."" 
"Super"  8-track  Player-FM/AM 
radio:  8"  x  7%"  x  3%",  3-way  power, 
electric,  batter)',  car/boat  adapter  op- 

tional, shoulder  strap,  FM  telescopic 
antenna.  849.95.  By  Emerson. 

"Rees  Phoenix"  cotton  fabric:  57" 

wide,    '2h\i"    repeat.    89.50    a    yd.    By 

Schumacher.* FOUR  NEW  KITCHENS 

Page  120: 
Lighting:  modular  2-ft.  squares  in 
stainless  steel  mounted  in  conjunction 
with  each  other  in  a  design  by  Michael 
DeSantis.  By  Lightolier. 

"Side-by-Side"  refrigerator:  chilled 
water  and  ice  cube  dispenser.  By  Gen- 

eral Elecrtic. 

"Superba"  dishwasher:  bv  Kitchen- Aid. 

Hot-water  dispen^r:   190°  water  on 
tap.  By  KitchenAid. 
Built-in  can  opener:  by  Thermador. 
Mirrors  on  soffits:  and  all  other  mir- 

ror work  by  John  Depp. 

Built-in  toaster:   b>   Modern  Maid. 

Cups,  saucers,  plates:  by  Nikko  Ce- ramics. 

Ceramic  tile:  bv  Agency. 

Page  121: 
Floors:   handmade  French  terracotta 
tiles  with  -Spanisii  inserts. 

Walls    and    backsplash:    handmade 
Portuguese  ceramic  tiles. 

Countertops:  butcherblock  and  hand- 
made Portuguese  tiles.  All  from  Coun- 

try Floors,  Westport,  Conn. 
Custom  Pine  cabinets:   with  stained 

glass  doc>r».  By  Fred  \  arney. 
Drop-in     4-burner     cooktop;     self- 
cleaning  o\en.  H\  Ihermador. 
Ventilating    hood:    hammered    sheet 

steel.  3--peed  ventilator.  Wilt(m  Forge. 
''Coldspot"      refrigerator/ freezer: 
by  Sears  Roebuck. 
Dishwasher:     with     front     panel     to 
match  walls.  By  Waste  King  Universal. 

>EW  KITCHE.N  EQUIPMENT 

Pages  122-123: 
1.  "Limited  Edition"  cookware: 
copper  bonded  to  stainless  steel,  brass 
handles,  3-qt.  covered  buffet  casserole. 
849.50;  12"  oval  au  gratin,  842.50; 
8'-"  skillet  829.  By  Revere  Copper 
and  Brass. 

2.  Microwave  oven:  22%"  x  17%"  x Ic 
high,  three  cook  cycles,  35-min- 

ute  timer,  woodgrain  vinyl  clad  steel 
exterior.  8539.95.  By  Frigidaire. 

3.  Electric  food  dehydrator:  15"  sq. 
X  18"  high,  14  s(|.  ft.  drying  space, 
fruit,  nieat.  vegetables  dried  automati- 

cally by  air  at  a  constantly  maintained 

temperature  100°,  see-through  plastic 
door.  8159.50.  .At  Hammacher  Schlem- 
mer. 
4.  "Dual-.\ction"  large  capacity 

washer:  19"  x  25':;"  x  43"  high,  new 
2-section  agitator  which  pushes  clothes 
from  top  through  to  bottom  during 
washing  cycle  for  cleaner  washes.  |360. 

By  Sears  Roebuck. 
5.  "Hot  Dogger":  cooks  from  1  to  5 
frankfurters  in  60  seconds,  immersible. 

813.75.  By  Presto. 
6.  No-Frost  refrigerator/ freezer: 

30Vs"  X  29I4"  X  66I-"  high,  13.1  cu.  ft. 
refrigerator.  4.7  cu.  ft.  freezer,  design- 

er's options:  "Easy  Cube  Ice  Service,"' 85.95;  color-coordinated  meat  keeper, 

88.95;  12  can  carousel,  86.95;  2-posi- 
tion  freezer  shelf.  87.95:  casters,  $4.95. 
8449.95  for  refrigerator,  freezer.  By 
Admiral. 

7.  Compact  laundry  pair:  washer, 

21"  sq.  X  36"  high,  top  loading,  auto- 
matic timer  control.  2  rinses;  dr\er. 

21"  X  18%"  X  2811."  high,  3  cycles  for 
permanent  press,  fluff,  or  normal.  Units 
come  with  a  rack  for  stacking.  S438. 

By  General  Electric. 
8.  Combination  microwave  oven: 

25-;n"  X  231*"  X  551^"  high,  double 
ovens  with  top  oven  containing  both 
microwave  and  conventional  heating 

elements,  microwave  cooking  and  con- 
ventional cooking  are  simultaneous  or 

separate,  black  glass  doors,  both  self- 
cleaning.  81995.  By  Thermador. 
9.  "No-Frost"  refrigerator/freezer: 
32%"  X  28%"  X  65%"  high,  12.3  cu.  ft. 

refrigreator,  4.75  cu.  ft.  freezer,  pov 
saving   heater   control   switch    redud 
electricitv    during   periods  of   low 
midity.  .8449.95  bv   Whirlpool. 

10.  Peanut  butter  machine:  4"| 6''.s"  X  10' L>"  high,  smooth  to  cl 
consistency,  removable  hopper,  noz 

and  grinding  mechanism  for  easy  cle;] 

ing,  makes  •/•>  lb.  peanut  butter  at 
time.  829.95.  By  Salton.  At  Blooniir 

dale's. 

11.  Glass    bakeware:     designed 
Massimo  and  Leila  Vignelli,  l-(|t.  c< 

ered    casserole,    87.95;    2-qt.    cover 
casserole,  89.95.  By  Heller  Designs. 

Bloomingdale"s. 12.  Smooth-top  doubledecker  elc 

trie  range:  30"  x  25*4"  x  71'?i"  hig 
blaik  glass  doors,  right  front  "Thern 
Set"  burner  regulates  heat  to  a  pi 
selected  temperature,  optional  hoi 
and  exhaust  svstem.  optional  rotisser 
8769.95.  Bv  Caloric. 

13.  Vita  Mix  Super  3600:  12"  x  6" 20"  high,  '/!>  gallon  capacit>,  puret 
chops,  grinds  meats,  grains.  vegetabU 
fruits,  stainless  steel  lianmier  blad 
revolve  and  reverse  for  extra  powe 
8175.  At  Hammacher  Schlemmer. 
14.  (combination  Micromatic  Micr 

wave  range:  29%"  x  28 Vi"  x  Vt% 

high.  22"-,"  X  18"  X  15'/."  ov terior,  both  microwave  and  conventio 
al  heat  ma\  be  used  simultaneously 

separately,  "Step-Saver"  tinier  contro concurrent  funt  tions,  smokeless  bro 

ing.  self-cleaning  oven,  "Mini-Fooc shelf  for  special  small  food  (|uantitie 

$959.  By  Litton  Industries. 
15.  Automatic  electric  juicer: 

piece  reamer/ strainer  cup  lifts  out  fi 
cleaning,  10  oz.  juice  container,  aut 
matic  pressure  switch  (tperates  wh< 
fruit  is  pushed  against  it.  815.95.  Fro 

Dominion  by  Hamilton  Beach  at  E<- 
erd  Drug  stores  throughout  the  Sout. 

16.  Beechwood  butter  tub:  8"  dian 
2*4"  deep,  handcrafted,  imported  froi 
Sweden.  875  plus  postage  to  order  froi 
Harriet  Amanda  Chapman. 

17.  Freestanding  grill-range 
29i-'ir;"  X  25"-i"  x  36"  high.  2  gla< 
ceramic  cooktop  cartridges  lift  out 
convert  range  into  a  single  or  twin  elc< 

trie  grill,  no-hood  ventilation  due 
fumes  out  of  doors,  unit  ha^  both  rad 
ant  and  convection  heat  can  redur 

cooking  time.  8909.  By  The  Jenn-Ai 

Corporation. 18.  Stainless  steel  double  boiler 

lVi>-qt.  capacity,  compressed  wood  hai 

dies  ovenproof  to  375°.  dishwashe 
safe,  l*,4-qt.  saucepan  with  lid  an 
insert,  S46..50;  I'L-qt.  insert  only,  Sl< 

By  Cuisinarts.  At  Bloomingdale"s. 
19.  Dough  mixer:  11 'l'"  sq.  x  10' i 
high,  from  4  to  8  1  lb.  loaves,  4  alum 

num  baking  pans  included,  in-tructio 
and  recipe  booklet  included.  $19.9^ 
Bv  Mirro  Aluminum. 

Building  Facts 
Materials  and  equipment 

in  the  house 

on  pages  96-99 
ARCHITECT:  Paul  Gray  of  Warner  anc 

Gray.  Inc. INTERIOR  DESIGNERS:    Paul  Gray,  Jacl 

Lionel  Warner,  Gw^en  Warner LANDSCAPE     ARCHITECTS:     Paul     Gray 

Dick  Harrington.  Dick  Gilbert 
CONTRACTOR:  A.  O.  Peiper 
SIZE  OF  HOUSE:  4,200  square  feet 
SIZE  OF  LOT:  3  acres 

STRUCTURE 

Foundation:    Continuous  12-inch   re 
inforced   concrete   foundation   with   4 
inch  concrete  slab. 

Framing:  Standard  wood  frame  con' 
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"^'.ion  of  wall?,  floors,  and  roofs  w  ith 
steel  column  and  beam  member.-. 

""ERIOR  OF  HOUSE 
rior   walls:    Resawn.    l-by-4inch 
.,..1    tongue    and    groove    vertical 

uith   butt   joints,   by    Simpson 
<  'o. 

nor     Finish:      Semitransparent 
!    stain    by    Olympic    Stain    Div.. 
ITCO,  Inc. 

j.'s:  On  sloping  roofs.  ■Titanaloy" 
\i  sheets  by  Matthiessen  &  Hege- ,  iinc  Co.  On  flat  roofs,  built  up 

ig — layers  of  tar-coated  building 
•  topped  with  gravel. 
.Jation:  In  all  walls  and  roofs, 

j    insulation     by     Juhns-Manviile 

idows:  .\luminum  frame  and  sash, 
ig  and  awning  type  windows  by 
iWOod  Aluminum  Products.  Inc. 

jer  blinds  by  Levolor  Lorentzen. 
Irs:  Bronze  anodized,  aluminum 

:e  sliding  doors  by  Fleetwood  Alu- 
:m  Products,  Inc.;  wood  doors. 

nr-h  solid  core.  Lxiuver  blinds  by 
lor  Lorentzen.  Inc. 

ige  doors:  Resawn,  l-by-4-inch 
I  cod  vertical  siding  on  custom 
;  door  frame. 

ERIOR  OF  HOUSE 

ils  and  ceilings:  Lath  and  pla?ter. 
rior  finishes:  White  paint  by 
iritone   Corp. 
Ts:  In  major  rooms.  1-inch-square 
ino  wood  parquet:  in  master  bed- 
,  wall-to-wall  carpeting;  in  bath- 
is,  vinyl  flooring  by  Amtico  Div.. 
rican  Biltrite.  Inc. 

iting  fixtures:  Track  lighting 

fixtures,  recessed  cylindrical  ceil- 
ixtures  by  Lightolier,  Inc.  and  Kim 
;ing.  Inc. 
place:  Concrete  black  with  white 
er  finish. 
dware:  Door  handles.  locksets. 

es  by  General  Lock  Div.,  Schlage 
;^  Co.  Cabinet  hardware  by  Hyer 
iware  Co. 

ic  system:    Stereo  with  speakers 

Ijrary  and  family-room  ceilings. 
•hen   and   pantry   cabinets:    St. 
les  Mfg.  Co. 
irooni   cabinets:    Wood,   custom 

•hen    and    bathroom    counter- 
. :  In  kitchen  and  pantry,  1-inch-sq. 
vino  wood  parquet  and  Formica.  In 
rooms,  marble  and  granite. 
mbing  fixtures:  In  kitchen,  sink 

■llkay  Mfg.  Co.:  in  bathrooms,  fix- 
i  by  American-Standard.  Inc. 
:hamcal  equipment 
3  .\PPLL\NCES 

)liances:  Built-in  wall  oven  by 
miador  Div.,  Norris  Industries : 
Iter  cooktop  and  exhaust  fan  by 

i-Air  Corp. ;  refrigerator  and  f reez- 
y  Sub-Zero  Freezer  Co..  Inc.;  dish- 
ler  by  KitchenAid  Div..  Hobart 
.  Co. ;  food  waste  disposer  by 
te  King  Universal.  Division  of  Nor- 
Industries.  Laundry  washer  and 
r  by  Maytag  Co. 

ter  heater:  70-gallon  tank  by  Day 
ight  Co. 

iting  system:  Forced  air  perime- 
leating  and  cooling  system  with  fan 
Illation  to  zoned  areas.  Furnaces  by 
nox  Industries.  Inc. 

What  goes 
with  what? 
Answers  to  the  quiz 

on  page  72 

Whether  you  answered  (a)  (b)  or 
(c)  for  each  question,  you  scored 
J  00  percent.  There  are  no  wrong 
answers!  The  multiple  choice  of- 

fered serves  to  demonstrate  that 
there  are  no  absolute  rules  about 

what  goes  with  what.  Many  things 
can  be  right  in  a  given  situation. 
The  person  who  knows  what  goes 
with  what  is  open  to  all  possibil- 

ities and  wants  to  bring  all  kinds  of 
experiences  into  her  life,  accepting 
the  challenge  of  imbalance.  If  you 
found  it  difficult  to  make  a  specific 
selection  in  the  questionnaire,  the 

better  your  ability  to  put  things  to- 
gether. You  have  an  appreciation 

for  arranging  and  designing.  You 
know  that  clashes  can  work  to  cre- 

ate a  happy  synthesis  of  patterns 

and  shapes.  You're  aware  that  all 
the  e.Kperiences  you've  had  con- 

tribute to  your  growth.  You  pick 
up  ideas  every  day  and  use  them  in 
free  associations. 

If  you  were  easily  able  to  nar- 
row your  selection  doing  the  ques- 

tionnaire, check  yourself.  Are  you 

perhaps  a  little  hesitant  about  try- 
ing something  different?  The  more 

you  open  up,  the  more  you  allow 
experience  to  seep  through.  This 
is  the  way  to  develop  your  talent 

for  making  choices  and  associa- 
tions. Stretch  yourself  in  your 

awareness  of  what  goes  on  in  the 
world,  open  up  to  people,  events, 
ideas,  and  you  may  find  that  more 
goes  together  in  harmony  than  you 

imagined. 

China continued  from  page  112 

school  in  the  morning  without 
making  his  own  bed.  Children  have 

their  own  chores  to  do.  They're  not 
forced  into  it  but  they  are  con- 

stantly given  the  opportunity  to 

help.  I  think  this  isn't  such  a  bad 
idea,  to  encourage  children  in  this 
altitude  from  the  very  beginning. 

.At  least  they  feel  they're  important 
too.  as  kids,  that  they  can  make  a 
contribution.  It  will  be  part  of  their 
school  routine  to  go  out  in  the 
country  and  spend  a  day  helping 
the  farmer  feed  his  pigs  and  pick 
the  rice.  Practical  experience  like 
this  is  part  of  the  curriculum,  to 
make  children  feel  an  essential  part 
of  society. 

Of  course  older  people  never  go 

into  old  people's  homes  unless  they 
have  no  children.  Here's  another 
thing.  They  live  with  their  children 
and  the  parent  generation  consid- 

ers it  lucky  if  they  do.  They  help  a 
tremendous  amount  in  the  house- 

hold, with  housework  and  taking 
care  of  children. 

There  are  very  few  inhibited 

Chinese.  They  are  outgoing  extro- 
verts with  a  sense  of  worth,  and 

reason  to  be.  We  talk  about  free- 
dom of  the  individual.  Many  of  the 

comments  I  get  about  the  Chinese 

are,  "Look  at  what  they're  giving 
up";  "Look  at  the  freedom  they're 
losing."  But  in  many  ways  you 
have  to  remember  they  have  more 

now  than  they  did  under  the  em- 
perors. And  to  some  extent  they 

are  not  imprisoned  by  the  attitudes 
of  an  affluent  society.  They  live  the 

way  they  do  without  all  the  social 
pressure  we  have.  Here  we  always 
have  to  keep  proving  ourselves  to 

everybody  around  us:  They  don't have  this  fight.  They  feel  they  know 

where  they're  going,  because  since 
they  were  two  years  old  they  were 
told  you  are  a  great  person  and 
you  can  help. 

Correction 
The  measurements  given  for  the  back  of  the  glue-together 
chair  shown  on  page  57  of  the  January  1976  House  & 
Garden  were  incorrect.  The  back  should  be  ISVz  inches 

long  by  IST-s  inches  wide,  extending  8 '2  inches  beneath  the 
seat  (see  illustrations  at  left).  For  instructions  on  finishing 

and  more  furniture  designs  to  make  with  cut-to-order  ply- 

wood and  glue,  see  Clement  Meadmore's  book.  How  to  Make 
Furniture    Without  Tools  published   by   Pantheon.    S4.95. 

travelog 
BARBADOS 

ST.  JAMES  BEACH 

Stay  at  1:  enjoy  3  select  resorts  on  St.  Sa.mes 
Beach.  Colony  Club.  Discovery  Bay.  Tamarind 

Cove.  Exchange  dining.  Air  rond.  David  B.  Mitch- 
ell t&  Co.,  Inc..  Reps.;  or  your  travel  agent. 

VIRGIN  ISLANDS -T.  CROIX 

Hotel  St.  Croix  by  the  sea — on  the  Caribbean.  200 
rooms — 2  restaurants — 2  pools — Airconil.  For  infor- 

mation Vrite,  call  I  free)  800-223-9868  or  see  your 
Travel  Agent. 

~EA  ISLAND 

^tii^/^W- where  else.^ Lush  semi-tropical  paradise  with  18 

superb  tennis  cou.'"ts.  2  spectacular 
golf  courses.  Enchanting  dining  and 

The  Cloister's  world-loved  ameni- 
ties —  unspoiled  5  mile  beach,  pools, 

lounges,  ocean-side  buffet  at  Beach 
Club.  The  Cloister  Hotel. 

Sealsland.Ga.  31561  (912- 
638-3611).  Out  of  state 
call  toll  free  800-841-3223.      ^^,^^^^, 

HAS  TRAVELOG  HELPED  YOU 

IN  DECIDING  WHERE  TO 

SPEND  YOUR  VACATION?  IF 

SO,  WHEN  WRITING  TO 

THESE  HOTELS  OR  RESORTS 

FOR  LITERATURE  OR  WHEN 

MAKING  YOUR  ARRANGE- 

MENTS PLEASE  MENTION 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN. 
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dowcraft.  What  more  can  you  say? 
You  can  say  that  wrought-iron  achieves  a  new  and  refreshing 

grace  with  the  latest  from  Meadowcraft. . ,  the  Newport  Collection 
...  20  finely  crafted  pieces. . .  styled  to  suggest  the  timeless 
elegance  of  wicker. . .  the  Newport  Collection . . . 
it's  new. . . 

it's  by  Meadowcraft. . . what  more  can  vou  sav? 

ftieadoweraft 

UNION-NATIONAL 
itne   bedroom,    dmtng   room    and   occasional    furniture 

_  ■■■»  _^  BOMBE     WALL  CABINET 

From  our  distinctive  collection  of  wall  cabinets 

and  breakfronts.  At  leading  stores  everywhere. 

Send  $1.50  to  Department  G  for  Brochure,  "Furniture  for  Gracious  Living" 

UNION-NATIONAL,     INC. 
JAMESTOWN,      NEW     YORK      14701 

Marvelous  ideas  to  help  you  plan  and  shop  are  in  the  booklets  belou 

and  they're  yours  for  the  asking.  You  can  order  them  directly  jroi 
House  &  Garden — send  for  the  ones  you  tvant  today.  Just  fill  out  an 
return  the  order  coupon,  circling  the  number  of  each  booklet  desirci 

enclose  50c  for  postage  and  handling,  plus  any  additional  charge  < 

indicated  next  to  the  booklet  number,  and  iie'll  see  to  it  that  yoi, 
booklet  requests  are  filled  as  quickly  as  possible.  Please  do  not  set. 

stamps;  coins,  check,  or  money  order  may  be  used. 

Building   and 
Remodeling 

1.  FROM  AMERICA.N  R.4.\OI  TO 

FRENCH  CHATEAU,  beautiful 

S<holz  homes  are  presented  in  a  collec- 

tion of  full-color  folders  in  a  sturdy  file 

envelope.  Each  folder  includes  photos 

of  exterior  and  interior  views  plus 

diagrams  of  floor  plans.  $5 

Decorating 

2.  18TH-CENTLRY   PORTFOLIO 

of  English  styled  furniture.  .An  ex- 
citing collection  of  reproductions  or 

adaptations  of  the  most  outstanding 

designs  of  upholstery  and  cabinetry 

from  Queen  .\nne  to  Sheratt>n.  Each 

style  is  made  in  the  characteristic  wood 

of  the  period  and  finished  to  develop 

the  ultimate  depth  and  beauty.  Henre- 
don  Furniture  Industries.  $1 

3.  WALLCOVERING  INFORMA- 

TION KIT:  contains  two  colorful  bro- 

chures: "^  allcoverings.  It  All  Started 

Here"  clarifies  many  terms  you  may 

encounter  when  selecting  wallcover- 

ings: "The  Strahan  Spirit  of  1776"  has 
background  and  color  illustrations  of 

historic  wallcovering  reproductions. 

Thomas  Strahan  Company.  50c 

4.  "THE  VIEW  FROM  THE  TLB 

AND  HOW  TO  CHANGE   IT,"   is 
a  new  step-by-step  instruction  booklet 
on  how  to  decorate  your  bathroom  with 

sheets,  towels,  and  color!  Plus,  how  to 

make  an  exercise  mat,  sink  skirt, 

shower  curtain,  and  other  bathroom 

accessories.  Martex.  SI 

5.  HAND^IADE  CARILLO  TILE  IN 

MEXICO  fur  commercial  and  residen- 

tial use  is  shown  in  this  beautifully  il- 

lustrated, 16-page,  4-color  catalogue. 

These  handmade  tiles  allow  the  design- 

er to  specify  a  functional  material  with 

an  extravagant  custom  look.  A  wide 

variety  of  glcized  and  unglazed  tiles  are 

shown — size,  color,  thickness,  and 

weight  given  on  many.   Elon  Tile.   $1 

6.  RATTAN  WITH  RAWHIDE.  The 

McGuire  Company's  beautifully  illus- 
trated new  booklet  shows  how  this 

furniture  fits  easily  and  naturally  into 

any  surroundings:  traditional.  Oriental, 

or  very  modem.  Booklet  also  discusses 

the  strength,  flexibility,  craftsmanship. 

and  patented  technique  of  this  colli 
tion.  50c 

7.  HOMEFIRNISHINGS     C.4 1 

LOGLE  from  Brown  Jordan.  Sixty-t\ 

pages  in  full  color  show  its  compl- 
line  of  indoor  outdoor  honiefurnishiii_ 

made  of  cast  and  tubular  aluminun 

Included  is  a  s|)ecial  section  givin 

dimension  specifications  for  every  iter 

produced.  $2 

8.  "INDOOR  ^  ORLD"— The  coloi 
ful  new  decorating  idea  magazine  fron 

Armstrong.  Sixty-four  pages  of  inspii 

ing  room  scenes  and  how-to-do-it  infoi 
mation.  plus  tips  from  the  experts  wh< 
create  the  beautiful  Armstrong  room 

you've  seen  in  national  magazines.  ?1.5( 

9.  FOR  BEALTIFLL  DECORAT 

ING  IDEAS,  a  160-page  caulogu* 

illustrate-  a  full  range  of  traditiona 
furniture  in  both  solid  cherry  and  up 

bolstered  styles.  Includes  living  room 

dining  room,  and  bedroom  pieces 
Harden  Furniture  Co.  $3 

10.  COMFORT  AND  BEAUTY 

COMBIIVE  in  reclining  chairs  anc 

sofas  by  La-Z-Boy.  Choose  from  tht 

many  styles  available  in  beautiful 
decorator  colors,  fabrics,  or  vinyls,  in 

reclining  chair  and  new  Sfpfette.  tht 
reclining  sofa. 

11.  "CARPET    &    COLOR:     The 

Decorative  Difference."  Booklet  in- 
cludes a  collection  of  contemporary- 

decorating  ideas  highlighting  easy-to- 
live-with  carpet  from  Gulistan.  created 

in  cooperation  with  House  &  Garden. 

12.  FURNISHING  IDEAS  FOR 

EVERYONE  who  likes  the  simplicity, 

the  stimulation,  the  ease  of  contem- 

porary styling,  and  appreciates  comfort 

and  quality.  The  Roche-Bobois  cat- 
alogue will  enable  you  to  furnish  a 

house  from  sofas  to  picture  frames. 
Price  book  included.  $3 

Gardening 

13.  ENDLESS  SUMMER  in  Everlite 

Aluminum  Greenhouses.  Twenty-seven 

page  booklet  gives  information  on  eight 

models,  both  lean-to  and  free-standing. 
They  come  in  sections  to  meet  any 

space  need,  along  with  accessories,  like 

temperature  controls  and  shelving. 

14.  1976  PLANTING  GUIDE  from 

Earl  Ferris  Nursery  features  48  pages 

92 
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Order  coupon  for  booklets- 

March,  1976 

Circle  the  number  of  each  booklet  you  want,  and  en- 
close check,  money  order,  or  currency  in  amount  in- 

dicated for  those  requiring  payment.  Add  50c  for 
postage  and  handling.  No  stamps.  Allow  up  to  four 
ueeks  for  delivery. 

MAIL  TO:  HOUSE  &  GARDEN,  Dept.  3 
Box  3579.  Grand  Central  Station 
New  York,  N.Y.,  10017 

'•I  I 
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0c 
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2050
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14 
21 

I  enclose : 

-50c  for  postage  and  handling  of  my  request 
for  booklets 

_for  booklets  circled  requiring  payment 

.is  my  total  remittance 

Offer  expires  5/14 /76 
.MR. 

Name     mrs. 
Mis (PLEASE  PRINT) 

L 

Address- 

Citv   .btate. -Zip  #. 

of  outstanding  Bicentennial  specials 

produced  in  the  heartland  of  America'? 
rich  agricultural  soil.  This  planting 

guide  includes  the  finest  selection  of 

northern-grown  evergreens,  roses,  pe- 
rennials, fruit  and  shade  trees,  shrubs, 

mums,  berry  plants. 

15.  GARDENING  ...  for  fun.  sun, 

flavor,  and  savings  is  all  described  in 

the  True  Temper  Corporation's  de- 
lightful booklet.  Booklet  discusses  how 

to  plot  your  vegetable  garden,  soil 

preparation,  cultivating,  and  more  plus 

full-color  illustrations  of  True  Temper's 
vegetable  garden  aids.  50c 

16  MOWERS  FOR  EVERY  LAWN 

CARE  NEED.  Whether  you  need  a 

liefty  tractor  mower,  a  comfortable 

riding  mower,  or  a  versatile  walking 

mower — The  Murray  Ohio  Manufactur- 

ing Company  has  it.  Up-to-date  bro- 

chure illustrates  many  models.  Com- 
))lete  specifications  chart,  too. 

Potpourri 

17.  SOME  HELPFUL  DOS  AND 

DON'TS  ABOUT  MOVING  are  dis 
cussed  in  the  Aero  Mayflower  Van 

Lines  Moving  Kit,  from  how  much  it 

will  cost  to  what  to  do  about  storage. 

There  is  also  a  handy  checklist  to 

organize  your  move  out  and  in. 

18.  "BEGINNER'S  AQUARIUM 

DIGEST."  A  36-page,  full-color  book- 
let with  complete  information  on  how 

to  be  a  successful  aquarium  owner. 

How  to  choose  the  right  equipment. 

Hints  for  setting  up  your  aquarium 

and  how  to  buy  the  right  fish.  It  tells 

about  the  care  and  feeding  require- 

ments of  62  species  of  fresh-water  fish. 
Tetra  Sales. 

19.  "WATER:  WHAT'S  IN  IT  FOR 

YOU?"  written  by  Allen  McDaniels. 
M.D.  is  an  informative  booklet  that 

discusses  the  vital  role  of  water  in  your 

health.  Dr.  McDaniels  poses  the  prob- 
lem of  apathy  and  confusion  about 

water  and  the  threat  of  a  diminishing 

supply  of  healthful  water.  He  presents 
his  recommendation  for  the  best  source 

of  healthful  water.  Terratjua.  Inc.  SL50 

20.  GRAND  OPENING!  There  s  a 

new  gift  shop  in  >(iur  neighborhood" 
— a  line  of  spring-summer  merchandise 
featuring  a  tasteful  assortment  of 

vacation  and  outdoor  items,  beach- 

wear,  toys,  games,  and  gifts  that  you 

don't  often  see  in  stores.  Full-color 
catalogue.   Doubleday  &   Co..   Inc.   50c 

21.  SEE  SOUTH  CAROLINA  ...  To 

plan  each  step  of  your  visit,  send  for 

the  South  Carolina  Trip  Kit  which  in- 

cludes many  booklets  offering  informa- 
tion on  jilaces  of  historic  interest,  beach 

resorts,  campsites,  golf  courses,  a  calen- 
dar of  events  even  a  complete  road  map. 

South  Carolina  Dept.  of  Parks,  Recrea- 
tion &  Tourism. 

22.  NEWEST  CONSUMER  MA- 
TERIALS ON  HOME  CARE  from 

I^jssell  .  .  .  "The  Guide  To  Complete 
Carpet  Care"  and  '"Guide  to  Complete 

Upholstery  Care"  booklets  are  newly 
expanded  and  updated  including  easy- 

to-follow  spot  and  stain  removal  sec- 
tions. An  additional  plus  is  having  the 

easy-to-follow  spot  and  stain  removal 
information  available  on  two  handy 
flashcards.  70c 

23.  "TRAVEL     SOUTH      USA." 

Twelve-page  travel  guide  to  eleven 
slates  important  as  historic,  recreation, 

and  scenic  vacation  spots.  Resorts,  fes- 
tivals, landmarks  are  described  and 

illustrated.  Southern  Travel  Directors 

Council.  25c 

of  Mebane 

We've  prepared  a  handsome 
color  brochure  to  introduce 

you  to  Tiara  II. 
48  pages  of  room  scenes  and  ideas  illustrating  a  new  collection  of 
dining  and  bedroom  furniture.  For  your  copy,  send  fifty  cents  to 
Dept.  HG-3B,  White  Furniture,  Mebane,  North  Carolina  27302. 

pier group 
the 

ultimate 

in  elegance 
from 

BASSETT 
MIRROR 

COMPANY 
Classic  pier  mirror  featuring 

the  cool,  clear  drama  of  glass 
surrounded  by  a  graceful, 

gold-hued  frame  . . .  richly 
sculptured  ormolu  pier  table 
with  white  man  made  marble 

top!  For  "Carleton  Varney's 
Alphabet  of  Decorating 

Ideas,"  32  pages  in  full  color 
by  the  renowned  decorator, 
send  $1  to  Bassett  Mirror 

Co.,  Inc.,  Bassett,  Va.  24055. 

6010-220  pier  mirror,  22'/2  x  65, 
and  6010-214  pier  table, 

12x27x  14 '/2, 

buy  both  for  about  $135. 
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THE  PURCHASE 
OF  A  LIFETIME Onfym95 

50  PIECE  SET...  PISTOL-HANDLED 
FLATWARE  OF  \l%...Repmducedas 

authentic  replicas  in  satin  finish  stainless 
NOT $44.95!  NOT $34.95!  ONLY  $22.95! 

Your  home  can  reflect  the  candleHght  appeal  and  gracious  atmosphere 
of  Early  American  Colonial  elegance  when  you  grace  your  table  with 
this  incredibly  beautiful  service.  Through  a  special  purchase,  we  can 

offer  you  the  famous  Pistol-Handled  Flatware  with  all  its  stunning 
Colonial  simplicity  in  magnificent,  satin  finish  stainless  steel  at  just  a 
fraction  of  what  you  would  pay  for  luxurious  Sterling  Silver.  Each 

and  every  piece  is  a  masterpiece  of  authenticity— an  exquisite  replica 
of  the  famous  Paul  Revere  settings  that  highlighted  many  a  candlelit 
Colonial  dinner.  The  knives  are  the  genuine  hollow  pistol  grip  handles; 
the  forks  are  the  graceful  3-tined  design.  And  the  entire  50-Piece  Set 
is  made  of  modern  stainless  steel,  to  give  you  years  of  carefree  service. 

LIMITED  SUPPLY  AVAILABLE  AT 
THIS  VERY  SPECIAL  LOW,  LOW  PRICE 

Don't  be  disappointed!  Take  advantage  of  this  amazing  low  price 
while  our  supplies  last.  Order  now  and  we'll  send  you  the  complete 
service  for  8  including  8  Pistol  Grip  Hollow  Handle  Knives;  8  Dinner 
Forks;  8  Salad  Forks;  8  Soup  Spoons;  16  Teaspoons  PLUS  a  SPE- 

CIAL FREE  GIFT  of  a  matching  Butter  Knife  and  Sugar  Spoon— 
50  pieces  in  all.  The  entire  set  is  yours  for  just  $22.95  on  full  money 

back  guarantee  if  you  are  not  absolutely  delighted.  But  don't  delay. 
Due  to  the  rising  cost  of  quality  stainless  steel,  the  price  of  this  set  will 
be  increased  in  the  very  near  future.  Take  advantage  of  our  truly  low 
price  while  current  supplies  last.  Mail  coupon  today! 

Complete  Luxury  Service  For  8 
50  PIECE  SET  ONLY  $7795 

While  Supplies  Last        M^Mg   
1 

CROWN-CASTLE  Ltd.,  Dept.  PGX-403 
51  Bank  Street,  Stamford,  Conn.  06901 

Please  send  me  the  Stainless  Steel  Pistol  Grip  Flatware  I  have 

checked  below  on  full  Money  Back  Guarantee  if  I  am  not  abso- 
lutely delighted. 

(Please  add  42<^0  postage  and  handling  with  each  order.) 

Check  Quanf/ty  ues/red 
□  Service  For  8         (50-Piece  Set)  $22.95 

Service  For  12       (74-Piece  Set)  33.95 
Service  For  16       (100-Piece  Set)  44.95 B 

□  Enclosed  is  $. 

Charge  my  D  BankAmericard 
□  American  Express 

□  Master  Charge 

Card  No. 

Signature. 

Exp. 

-Date- 

Name. (Please  Print  Clearly) 

Address. 

City. 

State.   Zip- 
Conn.  Residents  Add  7%  Sales  Tax 
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Chances  are,  the  Stiffel  you  choose 

today  will  please  you  just  as  much  in 
twenty  years. 

Because  a  Stiffel  lamp  is  inspired 

by  classic  designs  of  the  past— designs 
that  have  nothing  to  do  with  fads  and 

fancies  and  everything  to  do  with  last- 
ing elegance.  Here  are  three  examples. 

Left:  The  English  Regency  period 

rules  tastefully  here  in  this  table 

lamp.  Applied  ormolu  leaves  finger  an 

urn  of  fine  ivory  enamel.  37"  high. About  $200. 

Center:  The  church  is  the  inspira- 
tion for  this  aristocratic  British  tri- 
form candlestick.  The  golden  English 

old  brass  finish  highlights  the  strong, 

noble  lines.  32"  tall.  About  $145. 
Right:  This  candlestick,  modeled 

on  18th  century  Tibeto-Chinese  crea- 

tions, exhibits  the  "simplicity"  that made  the  Orient  famous.  Golden  dis- 

tressed old  brass  finish.  39"  high. 
About$150. 

Prices  may  be  slightly  higher  in  the 
South  and  West. 

StiiM 
For  brochure  send  50?'  to  The  Stiflcl  Company,  Dcpt.  G,  700  N.  Kingsbury,  Chicago,  111.  60610 
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How  can  you  make  inexpensive 
lights?  Just  use  regular  kitchen 
funnels,  and  electrify  them  with 
a  plug-in  lamp  cord.  Easy.  Even 

if  you've  never  done  it  before. 
useful  variation  on  tne  shelf  unit.  The 
shelves  are  adjustable. 

You  can  make  your  own  comfort- able and  colorful  seat  and  back 
cushions,  using  canvas  or  other 
heavy  fabric,  and  then  stuff  them 
with  foam  rubber. 

Place  n  Press-  floor  lue  .s  not  cr,,y 
look  at  but  so  easy  to  install.  Just  p| 
paper  off  the  back,  place,  and  pre 
messy  adhesive  to  spread.  Complete 
lation  instructions  are  in  the  carton. 



attractive  option  to  vinyl  floor  tile. 
hose  w^ho  want  the  wall-to-wall 
)et  look,  IS  self-stick  12"  x  12" 
istrong  Carpet  Squares  They 
le  in  a  great  variety  of  styles,  colors 
prints,  and  are  installed  in  much 
same  way  as  Place  n  Press  tile. 

The  Armstrong  Chandelier"  Ceiling 
tiles  add  a  warm,  cozy  texture  to  your 

hideaway  On  top  of  that,  they're  acous- tical, soak  up  noise.  The  exclusive 

Integrid"  System  makes  installation 
easy.  And  no  unsightly  grid  or  tile  bevels 
are  exposed.  . 

Take  Q  room. ..any  room... 
and  build  this  snug  hideowoy 
ondeveryrhinginir. 

Start  with  Armstrong. 

Qr^dsoy/M-Did-lt-Myself: 
From  start  to  finish,  from  the  impulse  to  the 

reality,  you  and  your  family  will  have  fun  creating 

this  Armstrong  "l-Did-lt-Myself"  idea  room.  It's  so 
versatile  it  can  go  just  about  anywhere -the  base- 

ment, the  attic,  even  the  garage  or  that  forgotten 

room  you're  just  using  for  clutter. 
It's  the  spare  room  with  ideas  to  spare.  The 

unwind  and  take-it-easy  room  that  Armstrong 
Interior  Designers  have  made  easy  for  you  to  do 

yourself.  Easy  because  of  the  detailed,  step-by-step 
instructions,  illustrations,  and  photographs  in  the 

brand-new  booklet  we've  put  together  to  help  you. 
It's  almost  as  though  we  were  working  right 

alongside  you  as  you  put  up  the  natural  rough- 
hewn  paneling,  install  your  floor  and  ceiling,  and 
as  you  build  your  cozy  functional  furniture,  using 
inexpensive  materials  you  can  find  at  any  lumber 
dealer  or  home  center.  Just  the  right  finishing  touch 
for  the  conversation  area  is  a  shaggy  area  rug.  Your 
Armstrong  dealer  can  cut  one  to  fit  your  space  and 
bind  the  edges  at  nominal  cost. 

Send  for  the  complete  instructions  for  creating 

your  very  own  hideaway  the  family-fun  way,  with 
Armstrong  do-it-yourself  products  and  ideas,  and 

then  say, '  l-did-it-myself'.' By  the  way,  if  you  are  in  the  market  for  a  new 

home,  here's  a  unique  new  way  to  use  your  do-it- yourself  skills  to  get  more  house  for  the  money: 
leading  home  builders  around  the  country  are  now 

showing  Armstrong    l-Did-lt-Myself '  rooms  like  this one  in  their  model  homes,  attractively  pricing  their 

homes  with  the  room  "unfinished"  and  providing 
complete  Armstrong  do-it-yourself  instructions  to 
help  you  recreate  the  room  just  as  shown  in  the 
model.  Watch  your  local  newspaper  for  builders 

advertising  Armstrong  "l-Did-lt-Myself"  rooms  in 
your  area. 

TMff 

Armstrong,  7604  Maple  Avenue, 
Lancaster,  Pa.  17604.  Please  send  me 

the  Armstrong     I  Did-lt-Myself '   Idea Room  booklet  with  detailed  information 
and  illustrated  step  by-step  instructions  on 

huw  I  can  create  my  hideaway  anywhere  in  my  home 
enclose  SOC  to  cover  handling  and  postage 

Name. 

Street  Address. 

City   
.State. 

.Zip. 

Armstrong 

CREATORS  OF THE  INDOOR  WORLD 



5  reasons 
your  next 
dishwasher 
should  be  a 
KitchenAid. 

Jm  I    A  Soak !•  Cycle  to 
clean  crusty 

pots  and  pans. 

2     Fan-circulated,  hot-air 
•  drying 

that's  sate  for^ 
fine  china 

and  good 
plastics.  Plus 
an  Energy  Saver. 

'•A  patented  9-position  upper 
rack  that  lets  you  load  big  or 
odd-shaped  items  many  other 
dishwashers  can't  handle. 

4TriDura®,  a  3-coat  premium 
•  porcelain-on-steel  interior 

that  detergents  can't  fade  and 
knives  and  forks  can't  scratch. 

A  heavy 

duty  '/2 hp  motor  that 
will  stand  up 

under  hard  daily 

use.  So  tough,  it's  warranted 
for  5  years.  If  the  motor  should 
fail  during  the  first  year,  it  will 
be  repaired  or  replaced  without 
charge;  during  the  next  four 

years  you'd  pay  only  for  labor. 
For  more  reasons,  ask  any 

KitchenAid  owner.  Or  your 
KitchenAid  dealer,  listed  in  the 
Yellow  Pages.  Or  write 

KitchenAid,  Dept.6DA-4, 
Hobart  Corporation,  Troy, 
Ohio  45374. 

KitchenAid 
Built  better.  Not  cheaper. 
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NORMAN    MCGRATH 

ON  THE  cover:  It's  all  Baldwin,  and  all 

new:  Billy  Baldwin's  easy-living,  great- 
looking  new  furniture  (upholstered  and 

not)  plus  fabric  and  wallcoverings  from 

a  whole  line  of  exuberant  patterns  and 

colors  that  can  be  used  together  or  sep- 

arately, mixed  or  matched,  all  through 

the  house.  Here,  in  a  living  room  at  The 

Salleria,  Park  Avenue  at  57th  Street, 

New  York,  furniture  cushions  plus  a 

Roman  shade,  all  of  a  cotton  called 

Tessulafus,  whose  name  and  pattern 

were  taken  from  a  seashell,  but  in  a 

color  no  Tessulaius  ever  dreamed  of. 

Furniture  designed  for  LCS;  Woodson 

fabrics  and  wallpapers.  You'll  find  an- 
other view  of  the  room,  close  looks  at 

furniture,  fabrics,  and  papers,  plus  dec- 

orating wisdom  from  the  dean  of  Amer- 

ican decorators  himself,  beginning  on 

page  1 12. 
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Invest 

in  signed 
works  of 
art  by 

Waterford- 
Hold  Waterford 

to  the  light  and 
you  can  see 
faintly  etched  the 
signature  that 
identifies  it  as  an 
authentic  work 
of  art. 

Each  piece  of 
Waterford  crystal  is 
a  signed  original, 
blown  by  mouth. 

Every  single 
facet  is  cut  by  hand 
in  the  ancient  Irish 

city  of  Waterford 
just  the  way 
museum  pieces 
were  cut  in  the 

distant  past. 
Waterford  is 

an  investment  in  art 

that  not  only 
enchants  you  as 
you  live  with  it,  but 
can  reward  you 
and  your  heirs  as  it 
grows  in  value. 
Compote,  $32.50 
Martini  Jug,  $35 
Sugar  & 
Creamer,  $28 
Decanter,  $59 
Bud  Vase,  $24,50 
Lismore: 
Goblet,  $15.75 
Claret,  $15.75 
Brandy,  $21.50 
Continental,  $15.75 
Champagne,  $15.75 

Visit  the  Waterford 

Gallery  at  the 
important  store  in 
your  area. 

Or  write  for 

full-color  booklets. 
Waterford  Crystal, 

225  Fifth  Avenue, 
New  York  10010. 

There  may  never 
be  a  more  propitious 
time  to  invest  in 
Waterford. 

(And  English  bone 
china  by  iAyns/ey,  to 
go  with  it.)  5 

/r-*. 
■%• 



Donald  Dawkins  rejects  pulleys 
1/lOOOth-inch  out  of  round. 

After  all,  who  wants  a  grandfather  clock 
that  gains  two  minutes  every  month? 

Dawkins.  master  machinist, 

supervises  the  production 
of  every  one  of  the  166 
metal  parts  made  on  this 
machine  for  a  Herschede 

grandfather  clock. 
He  knows  the  peculiar 

ways  of  machining  brass 
and  steel,  as  a  chef  knows 
the  limits  of  butter  and  flour. 

In  an  age  of  mass- 
produced  mediocrity, 
Dawkins  is  something  of  a 
rarity.  He  insists  upon,  and 
gets,  perfection  from  the 
machinists  who  tend  lathes 

under  his  demanding  eye. 

The  two  words  he  hates 

most  are  "good  enough" 
Clockmaking  is  no  profes- 

sion for  the  slovenly. 
Herschede  is  the  only 

American  clockmaker 

manufacturing  movements 
for  grandfather  clocks. 

Others  import  cheap  move- 
ments from  abroad.  We 

trust  Don  Dawkins  because 

we  know  how  meticulous 
his  standards  are. 

You  can  see  all  of  the 

meticulously  crafted 
Herschede  clocks,  from 
S440()  on  down,  by  sending 
30  cents  for  a  color  catalog 
to  the  Herschede  Hall 

Clock  Company,  Starkville, 

Mississippi  39759.  A  divi- sion of  Arnold  Industries. 

Gold  Medal  winning  clocks  since  1885. 

HOUSE  &  GARDE' 
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The  flower 
and  the  glory 
"There  is  something  rewarding 
about  having  orchid  plants  from 

faraway  lands  at  your  windows," writes  horticulturist  Jack  Kramer 

in  his  great  new  book,  Orchids, 
Flowers  of  Romance  and  Mystery 

(Abrams.    $35).    "Like    an    arm- 

MACMASTERS 

chair  traveler,  the  orchid  hobbyist 
travels  great  distances  without 

leaving  home."  Orchids  are  not  as 
impractical  as  indoor  houseplants 
as  they  may  seem.  Most  can  be 
left  at  least  a  week  without  water. 

Nature  provides  a  water  "tank"  in 
the  bulb.  They  can  manage  on  their 
own,  even  better  than  philoden- 
dron  and  ficus,  adds  Mr.  Kramer, 
to  tempt  indoor  gardeners. 

AMERICAN  LIBRARY 

ASSOCIATION 
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Barking  up 
the  right  tree 
If  you  want  to  track  down  your 
ancestors,  there  is  no  better  time 
to  start  than  the  week  of  April  4, 
National  Library  Week,  when  you 
will  find  librarians  eager  to  help. 
And  if  you  are  anywhere  near  Fort 
Wayne,  Ind.,  the  public  library 
there  is  the  best  place  to  go  in  the 

O,  Wilderness! 
Dean  Brown,  the  photographer 
who  loved  to  record  nature  and 
lost  his  life  in  a  tragic  accident 
while  shooting  pictures  on  a  New 
Hampshire  mountain,  is  being 

given  a  major  retrospective  show 
at  the  Akron  Art  Institute  next 
month.  It  will  include  about  60 

landscapes,  many  taken  in  remote 
areas  of  the  U.S.  wilderness — 
Alaska,  Arizona,  Utah,  Texas, 

New   Hampshire — "his  most  per- 

Timber!  Mimi  and  restaurant 

You  can^t  see the  restaurant 
(or  the  trees 
Mimi  London,  the  clever  designer 
who  has  been  using  natural  cedar 
timbers  from  the  rain  forests  in 

the  Pacific  Northwest  for  every- 
thing from  fourposter  beds  to  cof- 

fee tables,  is  branching  out.  The 
first  restaurant  design  with  her 

"natural  look"  furniture  has  just 
opened  in  the  Omni  International 
complex,  Atlanta,  Ga.,  and  there 

are  more  to  come,  she  says.  Mimi's 
restaurant  is  causing  a  sensation — 
not  for  its  interior  design  alone. 

"It's    a    total    experience,"    says 

country.  With  over  100,000  gene- 
alogical volumes  and  20,000  reels 

of  microfilm,  this  collection  is  out- 
standing. Head  librarian  Freder- 

ick Reynolds  has  been  adding  to 
the  genealogical  book  bank  for  15 
years  and  has  British  records  going 
back  to  the  12th  century.  Dorothy 
Lower,  the  head  of  the  genealogy 
department,  goes  out  to  talk  to 
local  groups  who  are  interested, 

at  no  charge.  In  Chicago,  the  New- 
berry Library  is  another  helpful 

source  of  family  tree  information. 
The  experts  answer  written  or 
phone  inquiries  from  across  the 
country.  Both  libraries  offer  a  good 
guide  called  the  Genealogy  Begin- 

ner's Manual.  $1.50  sent  in  ad- 
vance includes  postage.  Newberry 

Library,  60  West  Walton  Street, 
Chicago,  111.  60610. 

Mimi.  "People  find  it  a  refuge  and 

become  addicted. "  Along  with  an 

intriguing  menu  of  food  ("Almost 
everything  from  fried  mushrooms 
on  through  chicken  tandoori  has 

an  exciting  taste,"  says  Mimi's partner  Dixie  Marquis),  there  are 

eight  backgammon  tables — every- 
body is  welcome  to  stay  and  play 

"in  an  atmosphere  more  like  a 
club."  All  the  furniture,  including 
mushroom-shaped  bar  stools 
capped  with  suede  and  great  burl 
sofas,  may  be  ordered  through 

LCS,  New  York  City.  "The  reac- 
tion is  exactly  what  1  hoped  for 

but  didn't  think  possible,"  adds 
Mimi,  who  plans  to  open  the  next 
restaurant  in  Boston. 

Wait  till  you  see 
King  Kong 
in  this  one 

sonal  work"  says  his  wife  Carol 
Brown,  the  painter.  The  show  will 
travel  across  the  country  including 

stops  at  Richmond,  Fort  Worth 
and  San  Antonio,  Tex. 

American  Years,  a  documentary 

by  filmmaker  Francis  Thompson 
whose  film  To  be  Alive  won  an 

Oscar,  is  to  be  premiered  in  Phila- 
delphia's Living  History  Center 

this  month.  It  promises  to  be  a 
notable  cinematic  event,  because 
the  movie  is  almost  the  first  to  be 
seen  in  this  country  in  Imax.  This 
new  "maxi"  film  is  shown  on  a 
screen  100  feet  wide  and  70  feet 

high,  "three  times  the  size  of 
Cinerama,"  says  Mr.  Thompson. 
"You're  right  in  the  scene  with  the 
actors.  We  had  to  learn  a  whole 
new  technique  with  this  camera, 

you  can't  use  closeups  too  much." The  film  unit  went  all  over  the 

country  even  to  Hawaii  to  film. 
"We've  tried  not  to  make  just  an- 

other glossy  travelogue."  adds  Mr. Thompson. 
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liilip 1976  Lincoln  Continental              ^^-^ 
with  30.CXX)  miles. 

il   ̂ October  14, 1975.  The  Sausalito  Handicap. 

How  did  Lincoln  Continental's  ride  hold  up  after  30,000  miles? 

68  out  of  100  Cadillac  owners  agree. 
A 1976  Lincoln  Continental  with  30,000  miles 

has  a  better  ride  than  a  new  1976  Cadillac. 
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",  There's  ohty  one  waytofirid  out  how  th^ri^  qual- 
ity of  an  automobile  win  hold  U|S>;  over  30.000  miles: 

driVe  it  30,000  mjles  and  see  for  yourself. 
We  drove  this  1976  Uncofn  Continentaf^iOOO; 

highway  miles  Then  an  Independent  testihgcompany; 
set  oijt  to  measure  rts  ride  against  a  very  tough  corrt^ 
petitor-ra  brand-new  Cadillac  wrth  iust  3.000  break-iri 

miles.  /.  '■',-.'/-.::         ,  .  '"■     •/ We  called  this  unusual  test  the  Sausalito  Handicap. 

One  hundred  CadiltqkJ  owners  from  the  Sari  Fran- 
cisco area  test-drove  artd  test-rode tJoth  cars  over  the 

identical  route,       ;      '•'       -H 
And  after  42.  miles  of  Jiighway  driving  and  ftding.' 68  Cadillac  owRers  out,  of  100  said  the  t976Uncp1rr 

Continental— the  car  with  30,000  miles— had  a  better 
ride  than  the  brand-nevy  Cadillac! 

Maybe  the  way  thjs  Continental's  ride  held  up  tells 
you  why  a  separate  survey  projects  that  over  the  last 
four  years  more,  than  40.000  Cadillac  drivers  have 
-switched  to  t;ihGolri  Continental  or  Continental 
Mark  IV  ExiDerience  is  after  all  the  best  teacher 

'•'  Experience  Continental  for  yourself  by  talking  to 
yourdealeraboutbuyingorleasinga  1976Continental. 

yNQQpsI  igONTINENlA! 



Max!  taxi 
Barbra  Walz,  a  fashion  photog- 

rapher never  has  any  trouble  get- 

ting a  cab — she's  got  one  of  her 
own.  It's  a  silver-gray  Checker 
Marathon.  She  and  her  husband, 

graphic  designer  Kevin  Walz  find 
it  more  convenient  than  an  ordi- 

nary car.  "We  love  the  way  it 
looks.  It's  solid,  durable,  roomy." 
Checkers  are  marvelous  for  fam- 

ilies because  a  carriage,  playpen, 

Invention 
investigator 
You've  had  a  bright  idea,  an  inven- 

tion that  meets  a  need  and  isn't  on 
the  market — what  do  you  do?  You 
might  send  it  to  Lawrence  Peska, 
500  Fifth  Avenue.  New  York,  who 
investigates  inventions,  develops 
those  with  potential,  and  tries  to 

market  them.  But  don't  get  too  op- 
timistic. "Out  of  the  1,000  or  so  we 

develop  in  a  year,  only  30  actually 

make  it  to  the  market  place,"  he 
cautions.  Mr.  Peska  has  an  orga- 

nization with  25  lawyers  who  check 
into  patents.  If  your  invention 
seems  feasible,  you  pay  SI  65  for  a 
patent  search,  and  Si 000  for  the 
product  to  be  developed.  Then, 

should  it  be  taken  up  by  a  manu- 
facturer, you  retain  80  percent  of 

the  rights,  Mr.  Peska  the  other  20 

percent.  He  has  launched  some  in- 
teresting items  in  the  three  years 

The  Walzes  with  personal  Checker' 
or  other  equipment  can  be  trans- 

ported easily.  There  are  4  models 

for  private  use,  2  limousines  seat- 
ing nine.  Disc  brakes,  extra-heavy- 

duty  batteries  are  standard.  From 
$5274  to  $6735,  they  are  guaran- 

teed for  150,000  miles.  It's  not  a 
gas  saver  (1 1  miles  per  gallon)  but 
light  on  repairs.  In  90  colors,  from 
75  Checker  dealers  across  the  U.S. 

VERONICA  MCNIFF 

Inventive  dog  seat  belt 
he  has  been  in  business.  A  brand- 
new  one  is  the  garden  weeder, 
which  lets  you  weed  standing  up. 
Soon  in  stores  for  S9.95. 

0££  the  wall 
About  15  years  ago,  Douglas 
Mazonowicz  decided  to  give  up 
teaching  in  an  art  college  in 
England  and  devote  his  life  to 

researching  the  cave  art  of  prehis- 
toric man.  Traveling  in  Spain, 

France,  and  Northern  Africa,  he 
took  tracings  from  all  the  famous 
caves  and  has  written  about  his  ex- 
p>eriences  in  Voices  from  the  Stone 
Age  (Crowell,  $12.95).  From  his 
tracings  he  has  made  a  complete 
collection  of  silkscreens  of  cave  art 

— some  paintings  date  back  20,000 
years — which  are  now  on  show  by 

SUSAN    DRYFOOS 

appointment  at  the  Gallery  for  Pre- 
historic Art,  50  West  Eleventh 

Street,  New  York.  This  is  a  particu- 
larly valuable  record  of  ancient 

man,  as  the  art  that  was  preserved 
for  centuries  in  vacuum  in  the 

caves  is  slowly  deteriorating 
through  exposure  to  light  and  air 

in  the  last  fifty  years.  Limited  edi- 
tions of  the  silkscreens  (all  authen- 

tic in  color  and  size)  are  priced 

under  $100  for  a  painting  24-by- 
36  inches  to  $3,000  for  a  large  one. 
Mr.  Mazonowicz  never  tires  of 
cave  explorations  and  takes  people 
on  tours,  through  the  Smithsonian 
and  other  institutions. 

PEOPLE 
Sarina  Tang,  Betty  Levin, 

Lisa      Starrett,      and      Jane 
O'Keefe  who  run  Art  Options, 
a  special  art  advisory  service, 
have  opened  a  larger  gallery 
at  49  East  Fifty-third  Street, 
New    York   City.    They   have 

Duchess  of  Argyll 

just  bought  all  the  paintings, 
lithographs,  and  other  art  for 

Loews'  exciting  new  Monte 
Carlo  hotel. 

Madeleine  Kamman,  author 

of  The  Making  of  a  Cook  and 
Dinner  Against  the  Clock,  has 
stuck  another  feather  in  her 

toque  blanche.  Her  new  res- 
taurant Modern  Gourmet, 

next-door  to  her  Boston  cook- 
ing school  is  soon  to  open  all 

through  the  week. 

Margaret,  Duchess  of  Ar- 
gyll invites  visitors  on  guided 

tours  of  her  London  house, 
Tuesdays.  Thursdays,  and 

Sundays,  from  6  to  8  P.M. 
It  is  a  good  chance  to  see  the 
work  of  the  legendary  Syrie 

Maugham,  who  decorated  it 
in  1935.  Things  have  been  re- 

newed once  or  twice  but  they 

are  all  identical  to  the  origi- 
nals, says  the  Duchess,  who 

offers  a  glass  of  champagne 

along  with  the  tour.  More  in- 
formation from  her  manager, 

Mr.  Vincent  Shaw  in  London. 

Phone  603-61 11. 
Artist  Ralph  Fasanella  has 

done  a  painting  to  be  sold  as 

a  poster,  profits  donated  to 
New  York  City.  "I've  always 
loved  this  place  and  I  wanted 

to  do  my  bit  to  help  out." Felicie  Schumsky  will  put  it 

on  sale  for  $2. 
Jack  Lenor  Larsen  and 

Leslie  Tillett  are  running  craft 

workshops  all  day  at  the 
Plaza  Hotel.  March  30. 

Sure  about 
insurance? 
A  recent  survey  showed  that  more 
than  55  percent  of  all  houses  are 
under-insured.  And  people  owning 
houses  less  than  10  years  are  most 

likely  to  have  overlooked  the  infla- 
tion factor,  which  has  been  adding 

6  percent  annually  to  the  value  of 
houses.  Some  insurance  companies 

like  State  Farm  are  protecting  own- 
ers with  inflation-proof  policies. 

When  your  annual  premium  is  due 

you  pay  slightly  more,  based  on 
latest  information  from  the  U.S. 

Department  of  Commerce  Con- 
struction Cost  Index.  Many  insur- 

ance companies  have  replacement 
cost  calculators  (pocket  slide  rules) 

to  help  you  figure  out  current values. 

Getting  the  ghost 
£or  your  money 
If  you're  beginning  to  think  that 
London  is  just  like  any  other  big 

city,  try  spreading  your  wings  on 
your  next  English  vacation.  York 
— a  beautifully  preserved  medieval 

cit> — has  been  running  three-day 
"Ghost-Hunting  Weekends."  The 
whole  of  this  ancient  inner-walled 
city,  where  Roman,  Saxon,  and 
Elizabethan  buildings  nudge  mod- 

ern ones,  is  thick  with  legends  and 

ghostly  sightings. 
There's  no  guarantee  you'll  see 

any  of  these  psychic  phenomena. 
What  you  will  get  from  the  tour  is 
a  thoughtful,  historical  account 
from  author-ghost  investigator 
John  Mitchell  and  a  chance  to  hear 
and  talk  with  local  people. 

The  weekend — about  SI 00.  but 

check  prices — includes  rail  travel 
from  London,  comfortable  accom- 

modations, visits  to  a  half-dozen 
haunted  buildings,  lunches  in 
haunted  restaurants,  side  trips  to 

Bolton  Priory  and  Fountain  Hall, 
drinks  in  a  haunted  pub.  Contact 
Boswell  and  Johnson.  1 1  Lady 

Peckett's  Yard.  York  YOl  2NF 
(York  52232).  Book  ahead  if  you 
can.  ELSPETH  FLVNN 



The  artisan's 
concept  of  fashion 

and  the  influence  of  his  ru- 
ral life  created  much  of  the 

:harm  in  French  country 
APRIL,  1976 

furniture.  For 

those  who  appreciate 

this  style,  reproductions 
are  available  through  Baker 
Furniture  retailers. 

dollars  to  Baker  Furniture, 
401  Merchandise  Mart, 

Chicago,  111.  60654  for  our 

Country  French  catalogue. 
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Getting  to 
the  point 
Walter  Channing  has  been  a  part- 
time  sculptor  and  full-time  man- 

agement consultant.   But  it  could 

reverse.  His  latest  creative  work 

are  6-foot  pencils,  carved  from 
cedar  pickets  used  in  fencing,  or 
pieces  of  timber  he  finds  on  dumps, 
strung  together  to  make  indoor  or 

outdoor  "walls."  Painted  in  lac- 
quer, they  shade  like  a  rainbow 

from  red  to  yellow  or  yellow  to 

blue.  He's  at  216  East  Twenty- 
sixth  Street.  New  York  10010. 

FOR  THE  BIRDS 
As  most  veterinarians  only 
handle  domestic  animals,  peo- 

ple who  want  to  help  birds 
and  other  wildlife  are  much 
needed.  Mrs.  Janet  Coyle  is  a 
wildlife  worker  in  Gaithers- 
bur^,  Md.,  who  encourages 
volunteers  in  this  field.  About 
400  go  through  her  birdcages 
behind  her  house  every  year. 
Injured,  sick,  or  orphaned,  all 
are  treated,  then  released  to 

the  wild.  "This  sort  of  wildlife 
rehabilitation  is  very  reward- 

ing," she  says.  People  inter- 
ested in  helping  should  con- 

tact their  local  bird  society 
(Audubon  usually)  or  humane 
organization,  such  as  the 
SPCA  to  ask  if  there  is  anyone 

who  will  teach  bird  "doctor- 
ing." You  need  a  state  and 

federal  permit  to  do  it. 

G€€D  NEWS 
A  NEW  FILM  FOR 
BREAST  CANCER 
DETECTION 
A  new  Kodak  film  has  just  been 
made  available  that  will  help  in 
the  earlier  detection  of  breast  can- 

cer while  cutting  down  the  danger 

of  radiation  in  x-rays.  This  film, 
says  Dr.  Joseph  Chang.  Professor 

less  radiation  exposure  than  other 
low-dose  systems.  Public  demand 
for  mammograms,  which  reveal 
cancer  before  it  can  be  felt  by  a 

doctor  or  self-examination,  has  in- 
creased dranuitically.  To  cope 

with  the  situation,  the  National 

Cancer  Institute  and  the  Depart- 
ment of  Health,  Education  and 

Welfare  have  set  up  seven  units 
across  the  country  to  train  tech- 

nicians in  the  latest  diagnostic  tech- 

Broadway 
director 
in  stitches 
"I  can  sit  down  to  work  at  my 
needlepoint  and  in  no  time  I  can 
get  down  to  the  source  of  my  prob- 

lem." says  Morton  Da  Costa,  who 

has  directed  some  of  Broadway's 
greatest  hits — Plain  and  Fancy.  No 
Time  for  Sergeants.  Auntie  Mame, 
Music  Man.  and  recently  A  Musi- 

cal Jubilee.  Since  he  joined  the 

ranks  of  men  needlepointers  "on 

of  Radiology,  University  of  Kan- 
sas Medical  Center,  who  has  been 

testing  its  efficiency,  shows  "sub- 
stantially better  images  for  the 

smallest  detectable  speck."  Not 
only  this,  but  it  requires  57  percent 

niques.  If  you  want  to  know  more, 
see  your  doctor.  Early  warning 
saves  life.  Some  88,000  cases  of 
breast  cancer  will  be  detected  this 

year.  In  New  York,  Guttman  In- 
stitute gives  manunograms  free. 

Travel  is 
broadening 
Two  great  cooking  teachers  are 
taking  students  on  food  and  wine 

trips  to  Europe  this  summer.  Mar- 
cella  Hazan,  a  great  Italian  cook, 
teacher,  and  author  of  The  Classic 

Italian  Cookbook,  plans  three  1- 
week  courses  starting  in  June  in 

Bologna — a  wonderful  opportuni- 
ty to  cook,  talk,  eat,  and  live  Italian 

food.  Mrs.  Hazan  will  take  students 
to  restaurants,  to  Parma  to  taste 
and  compare  vintage  Parmesan 
cheese,  to  visit  fishermen,  to  a 

farm.  "We'll  be  learning,"  she  says, 
"why  Italian  food  is  not  fattening." 
Write  Marcella  Hazan,  155  East 

Seventy-sixth  Street,  New  York. 
N.Y.  10021   (212-861-2825). 

Richard  Olney,  author  of  Simple 
French  Food,  who  lives  in  France 
but  has  taught  in  New  York,  is 
shepherding  a  gourmet  tour  of 
France  from  May  12  to  28.  He  has 

planned  visits  to  vineyards,  in  Al- 
sace, Bordeaux.  Burgundy,  and 

Champagne  with  special  dinners  at 

L'Auberge  de  L'lll,  Paul  Bocuse, 
Chez  La  Mere  Blanc,  La  Chau- 
miere,  Dubern,  Taillevent.  Con- 

tact Mr.  Hyman  Charniak,  Canter- 
bury Travel,  Kent  Green,  Kent, 

Conn.  06757  (203-927-3574). 

BrRON    BELL 

Barnstorming 
Way  would  a  \oung  modern  archi- 

tect want  to  live  in  an  old  barn? 
The  answer  in  the  case  of  Byron 
Bell  is  not  simply  to  preserve  a 
vanishing  architectural  landmark 

(though  many  young  architects  do 
feel  strongly  on  this  point),  but  to 
have  the  luxury  of  space.  Mr.  Bell 
and  his  wife,  Susan,  doing  all  the 
remodeling  themselves  (except 

plumbing    and    electricity),    have 

my  doctor's  advice  to  calm  my 
nerves,"  Mr.  Da  Costa  has  de- 

signed and  finished  over  160  proj- 
ects. Now,  twenty  of  these  original 

ideas  are  in  a  book  Morton  Da 

Costa's  Book  of  Needlepoint 
(Simon  and  Schuster.  $  1 5.95)  com- 

plete with  a  separate  kit  of  full- 
scale  patterns  to  transfer  to  canvas. 
Projects  include  a  circular  table 

cover,  four  shell  "tiles"  IV2  inches 
square  to  decorate  a  box,  use  indi- 

vidually, or  in  a  pillow. 

created  a  giant  playhouse  for  week- 
ends in  counterpoint  to  their  11- 

foot-wide  confined  town  house  in 
New  York  City.  When  they  bought 
the  barn  with  15  acres  of  land, 

there  was  just  a  load  of  hay  in  the 
loft.  They  knocked  down  the  cattle 
stalls  the  first  day  they  moved  in, 
and  went  on  from  there  to  build 

platforms  on  various  levels  (linked 
by  ladders)  and  to  fill  the  space 

with  all  kinds  of  "found"  objects. The  barn  is  furnished  now  with 

billiards  and  Ping-Pong  tables,  a 
small  organ,  a  grand  piano,  and  a 
pottery  kiln.  A  swing,  banners,  and 
kites  hang  from  the  rafters.  The 
Bells'  "bedroom  "  is  a  tent  on  one 

of  the  top  platforms;  the  "library," a  roll-around  wooden,  sit-in  cube, 

painted  red  and  lined  with  cush- 
ions. In  summer  they  relax  on  ham- 

mocks on  the  handmade  deck,  built 
around  trees  near  the  barn  door, 
or  cross  over  to  a  meadow  along  a 
wooden  walkway  jutting  from  a 
second-level  window.  The  barn  is 

an  on-going  project,  which  they 
hope  will  never  be  finished. 

$  1 2,000  spent  so  far  includes  bath- 
room, kitchen,  septic  tank,  rewir- 

ins.  wood,  and  all  materials. 



The  Bicentennial  Plate  by  Bing  &  Grondahl 
Bing  &  Grondahl  congratulates  America  on  its  200th 
birthday!  And  in  honor  of  the  occasion,  this  oldest 

producer  of  Christmas  plates  created  this  one-time 
only  edition. 

The  focal  point  of  this  striking  collectors'  item  is 
a  magnificent  reproduction  of  the  American  Bald  Eagle. 

Circling  this  9"  plate  are  the  names  of  the  original  13 
colonies— in  rich  24kt.  gold  as  are  the  stars,  the  Latin 

inscription  and  the  two  outer  circles.  And  the  entire 
motif  is  sculptured  in  relief  and  shaded  with  the  famous 
underglaze  bluethat  is  the  hallmark  of  Bing  &  Grondahl. 

Beautifully  gift-packaged  at  $50.00,  this 
Arrierican  commemorative  is  a  treasure.  In  more  ways 
than  one!  Happy  birthday,  America!  For  the  name  of 
the  store  nearest  you  please  write  us.  225  Fifth 
Avenue,  New  York,  N.Y.  10010. 

\= 

BING&GR0NDAHL 
Copenhagen  porcelain  since  1853 
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How  to  keep  yours  in  top  shape.  The 
latest  advice  from  doctors  and  handcare 
specialists.  By  Paula  Rice  Jackson 

SURGEON'S RxFOR 

Dr.  Richard  G.  Eaton  of  the 
world  famous  Hand  Service, 

Department  of  Surgery  at  Roo- 
sevelt Hospital  in  New  York 

City,  talks  about  the  structure 
of  the  hand,  gives  first  aid  tips. 

"The  hand  is  our  connection 
with  our  environment.  We  may 
look  at  and  hear  things  but 

there's  no  contact  involved  in 
the  literal  sense  of  the  word. 

When  it  comes  to  manipulat- 
ing and  doing  things  the  hand 

and  the  sense  of  touch  are  the 

final  common  pathways.  The 
hands  are  miniaturized  ma- 

chines capable  of  an  almost 
infinite  number  of  combina- 

tions of  positions  that  apply 
power  with  precision. 
^■H  Each  hand  contains  27 
bones  in  all;  8  wrist  bones,  5  in 

THE  POSITION  Of  THE 
HAND  AT  RIGHT  COMES  FROM 
AN  ANCIENT  JAPANESE  ART 

CALLED  SHIATSU,  A  FORM 
OF  PRESSURE  POINT  MASSAGE 

APPLIED  WITH  THE  FINGERTIPS. 
THOUGH  THE  THUMB  IS 

MAINLY  USED,  HERE  THE 
MIDDLE  FINGER  PRESSES 
THE  INDEX  FINGER  TO  ADD 
STRENGTH  TO  BOTH. 

the  palm,  and  14  in  all  five 
fingers.  Two  hands  equal  54 
bones,  which  is  a  quarter  of  all 
the  bones  in  the  skeleton. 

^^  The  hand  contains  the 
most  densely  packed  system  of 
nerve  endings  in  the  body. 
■■H  The  thumb  alone  does  45 

percent  of  the  hand's  work. 
^^  A  strong  man  can  de- 

velop his  grip  to  equal  120 
pounds;  a  strong  woman  can 
build  her  grip  to  about  half 
this. 
^^  The  two  largest  areas  of 
the  cerebral  cortex  are  reserved 

for  right  and  left  hand  motor 
action. 

^^  Nature  has  equipped  the 

hand  by  giving  it  two  of  al- 
most everything  it  uses  to  in- 

sure its  functioning . . .  two 
nerves  in  each  finger,  as  well 

Thimble 
for  a  tailor— 
needleworker's 
open-ended 
finger  protector 

TETSU   OKUHARA 

as  two  tendons  and  two  veins. 

If  any  one  of  these  is  cut,  func- 
tion, though  inhibited,  is  still 

maintained. 

BHH  Modern  surgical  tech- 
niques can  fashion  a  thumb 

from  an  index  finger.  The  ten- 
dons in  the  hand  are  flexible 

and  can  be  shifted  to  permit 
this  kind  of  borrowing. 

"Electric  tools  present  the 
most  common  danger  to  the 
hand.  By  concentrating  on 

what  you're  doing  when  you 
use  them  you're  less  likely  to 
have  accidents  of  this  type. 

"A  blister  should  be  left  in- 

tact. The  "shell"  over  the  blis- 
ter is  usually  sufficient  cover- 
ing to  protect  the  hand  from 

infection.  If  the  blister  rup- 
tures (Continued  on  page  18  ) 

MAMORU   TANAKA 

Let  your  fingers  do  the  working 

DURELL   GODFREY 

Lay  a  fiat  sheet  of  newspaper  on  a  table  and  with  one 
hand  only  reach,  stretch,  grasp,  and  crumple  it  into  a 
ball.  The  weightless  paper  allows  for  full  flexing  and 
stretching  of  the  fingers  and  wrist  muscles. 
DR.  JAMES  PARKES,  ORTHOPEDIC  SURGEON  FOR  THE  NEW  YORK  METS 

TENSION  RELIEVER 

Stop  whatever  you're  doing.  Simply  stand  up  and  bend 
forward  from  the  waist.  Shake  your  arms  and  hands 
as  if  they  were  rags.  Blood  will  pour  down  the  length 
of  the  arms  and  into  the  hands  bringing  warmth,  oxy- 

gen, and  energy. 
MARJORIE  CRAIG,  DIRECTOR  OF  EXERCISE  AT  ELIZABETH  ARDEN,  WAS 

TRAINED  IN  PHYSIOTHERAPY  AT  THE  NEUROLOGICAL  INSTITUTE  AT  COLUMBIA 

PRESBYTERIAN   MEDICAL  CENTER  IN  NEW  YORK  CITY. 

STRENGTH  BUILDERS 

A  2V2-inch  rubber  ball  will  help  develop  your  grip. 
Squeeze  and  release  over  and  over  again  until  the  wrist 

and  fingers  feel  slightly  tired.  Stop.  Once  in  the  morn- 
ing and  again  at  night  will  strengthen  muscles  in  the 

wrist  and  those  extending  from  the  top  and  bottom 
of  the  elbow.  marjorie  craig 

The  Air  Towel  dries  hands 
with  a  soft,  dry,  rush 
of  warm  air.  Dial  has  three 
heat  temperatures  and 
the  wall-mounted  unit  - 
turns  and  swivels  to 
any  direction.  $30. 
At  Hammacher  Schlemmer. 

Handcare  secrets  from  craftsmen 

Mara    Cary,    basketweaver:    "I 
sometimes  get  tiny  bramble 
prickers  in  my  fingertips.  A 
needle  or  tweezers  usually  gets 
them  out.  Otherwise  I  just  rub 
A  &  D  Ointment  on  before  and 
after  I  work.  Something  about 
the  weaving  itself  seems  to  be 
keeping  my  hands  soft  and 
smooth.  Maybe  the  rough  reeds 
and  grasses  help  to  remove  that 

dead  surface  layer  of  skin." 
Eleanor  Weller,  furniture  re- 
finisher:  "I  always  keep  a  garden 

hose  running  whenever  I'm 
working  with  abrasive  chem- 

icals outdoors.  That  way  an  ac- 
cidental spill  can  be  immedi- 

ately rinsed  off.  There  are  about 
six  thicknesses  of  rubber  gloves 

that  I  use  also,  each  a  size 

larger  than  my  hand.  It's  for  the same  reason.  If  a  chemical 
were  to  leak  through,  the  glove 

can  be  whisked  off  instantly." 
Hannah  Wister,  gardener:  "I 
just  dig  my  nails  into  a  dry  cake 
of  soap  before  I  go  out  to  work 

in  the  soil.  The  dirt  couldn't  be 

easier  to  wash  away  after." 
Gigs  Stevens,  bargello  embroid- 

erer: "A  tailor's  open-ended 
thimble  goes  over  my  middle 

finger  and  helps  prevent  cal- 
luses from  the  needle.  And 

when  working  with  a  brand  new 
canvas  it  helps  to  roll  it  back 
and  forth  a  few  times  to  help 

get  the  'starch'  out.  The  can- 
vas won't  warp  and  it  will  be 

somev/hat  softer  on  yourhands." 
Richard  Neas,  crewel  embroid- 

erer: "My  index  finger  which 
holds  the  embroidery  material 

underneath  my  needle  some- 
times feels  like  a  sieve  from  all 

the  pricking  it  gets.  I  need  that 
finger  bare  to  use  as  a  guide  for 
the  placement  of  the  needle 
and  to  push  it  back  up  through 
the  fabric.  My  solution  is  simply 
use  hand  cream  that  sinks  right 
into  the  skin  and  helps  soothe 

that  part  of  my  finger." Sol  Kent,  needlepoint  embroid- 
erer: "I  leave  my  hands  com- 

pletely up  to  nature.  There's  a thick  callus  on  my  finger  and 

I  just  let  it  alone.  No  creams  or 

special  lotions.   I  don't  mind." 



tmenuet   making  waves  is  good  for  your  soul 
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ROCHE-BOBOIS  Europe's  finest  store  is  now  in  America. 
Daring  environments  for  pleasure  and  beauty  from  ail  over 

the  continent.  Come  experience  the  Roche-Bobois  mystique 

...It's  sheer  enlightenment.  Unique,  high  spirited  and  free. 
It  could  change  your  whole  approach  to  the  way  you  live. 

THIS  IS  MENUET'  Swirling,  curving,  sinuous  comfort  sur- 
rounding you  like  the  waves  of  the  sea.  Come  discover  the 

gentle  contours  of  Art  Nouveau  . . .  Endless  variations  for  your 

own  private  fantasy.  It's  the  wave  of  the  future,  beckoning  to 
you  now  from  every  Roche-Bobois  store. 
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THE  CATALOGUE  132  Color  pages  of  bright, 

new  ideas.  Available  all  stores,  or  send  $3, 

Dept.  46,  200  Madison  Ave.,  New  York  10016 

CANADIAN 

ROCHE-BOBOIS  STORES: 

MONTREAL 

1265  BOULEVARD  BERRI  842-8811 

OTTAWA 

724  BANK  STREET  233-3408 

QUEBEC 

16  RUE  COURCELETTE  681-4101 

TORONTO 

900  YONGE  STREET  967-6222 

ROCHE-BOBOIS 
NEW  YORK 

200  MADISON  AVENUE  725-5513 

PARAMUS,  N.J. 

685  ROUTE  17  652-2040 

ROSLYN  HEIGHTS,  N.Y. 

300  SOUTH  SERVICE  ROAD  621-1224 

SCARSDALE,  N.Y. 

678  WHITE  PLAINS  ROAD  472-4525 

BOSTON 

133  LEWIS  WHARF  723-2866 

3  PARIS 
KPRIL,   1976 

LONDON     BRUSSELS     GENEVA     ROTTERDAM     VIENNA 

TM 

CHICAGO 

908  LINDEN  AVENUE,  WINNETKA  446-4700 

FORT  LAUDERDALE 

1421  E.  OAKLAND  PARK  BLVD.  561-5600 
MIAMI 

20  MIRACLE  MILE,  CORAL  GABLES  443-6491 

WASHINGTON-BALTIMORE 

COLUMBIA  MALL,  COLUMBIA,  MD.  730-5940 

WESTPORT,  CONN. 

1620  EAST  POST  ROAD  255-041 1 

BARCELONA     CANADA     U.S.A. 
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ws  Whisper  Glides 
No  other  line  of  drapery  n 
offers  you  more  exclusive  features. 

Sears  Exclusive  Rolled-Over 
Edges  For  Quieter  Draw 

Both  inside  edges  of  a 
Sears  Whisper  Glide  track 
are  rolled  over  andTeflon-S 
coated  so  the  carriers  ride 

smoothly  on  a  permanently 
lubricated  surface.  No  other 

drapery  rod  has  this  feature. 
Sears  Exclusive 

S-Step  Rnishing 

The  strong-tempered  steel 
in  Sears  Whisper  Glides  is 
put  through  five  protective 
finishes: 

1.  Chemical  cleansing 
2.  Galvanizing 
3.  Bonderizing 
4.  Acrylic  priming 

5.  Baked'On  enameling 
What  this  means  is  that 

Sears  Whisper  Glides  resist 
rusting,  peeling  and  chipping. 
Even  in  the  dampest  climates. 
And  the  end  result  of  such 

careful  finishing  is  a  drapery 
rod  that  draws  smoothly 
and  quietly. 

I'
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Sears  Exclusive 
Two-Track  Mechanism 

The  right  side  of  your 

draperies  draws  on  an  indepen- 
dent track  from  the  left  side. 

This  prevents  your  draperies 
from  jamming  or  catching 

when  you  draw  them. 
To  do  this,  Sears  had  the 

left  track  and  slides  designed 

slightly  differently  from  the 
right,  so  your  draperies  would 
meet  perfectly  at  the  center. 
More  work  for  Sears,  less 
bother  for  you. 

No  other  drapery  rod  has 
this  feature. 

Ball  Bearing  Pulleys 

Smooth  pull  with  few 
tangles  is  the  benefit  of  the 
two  ball  bearing  pulleys  in 

each  rod  end  casing  and  the 
one  at  each  side  that  is 
secured  to  the  floor. 

Sears  Exclusive 
Non-Tilt  Carriers 

A  beautiful  drapery 

hangs  straight  down.  Vertically. 
With  no  angle- in  toward  the 
wall  at  the  pinch  pleat. 

Sears  Whisper  Glides 

havQ  non-tilt  plastic  carriers. 
Designed  with  a  long  back  to 
keep  drapery  pins  hanging 

straight  down,  so  your  drap- 
eries will  hang  straight  down. 

Extra  Strong 

Long  Lasting  Cord 

Inside  Sears  Whisper 
Glide  cord  are  three  strands 

o(  intertwined  Fiberglas* 
glass  for  extra  strength. 

Chjtside,  the  cord  is  cov- 
ered with  durable  polyester; 

closely  woven  and  silky- 
smooth  for  an  easv  draw. 

i 



Sears  Exclusive  "Draw  From  Both  Ends"  Feature 

No  other  drapery  rod  you  can  buy  has  it.  \bu 
can  open  or  close  your  draperies  from  the  end 

nearest  you.  It's  a  joy! 
Or,  if  your  particular  drapery  treatment 

demands  a  single  draw  rod,  Sears  Whisper 
Glide  drapery  rods  come  that  way,  too. 

More  Steel  Makes  Them  Much  Stronger 

Size  for  size,  Sears  Whisper  Glides  are  built 
with  more  steel  than  competitively  priced  rods. 

What's  more,  the  steel  is  strong- tempered  and 
formed  in  girder  beam  shape. 

Even  the  heaviest  triple  treatment  (drapery, 
sheer,  valance)  is  designed  not  to  sag  when 
held  up  by  a  Sears  Whisper  Glide. 

You  can  mount  most  styles  on  your  wall, 

casement  or  ceiling.  They're  built  for  easy,  all- 
purpose  installation. 

All-in-one,  3-\vay  rod... traverse  drape^>^  stationary' 
curtain  and  valance  rod. 

Basic  traverse  rod  with  stationary  curtain  rod. 

Big  Selection 
of  Styles  and  Sizes 

One-way  draw  traverse  rod. 

Basic  traverse  rod.  Curtain  rod  socket  at  rear. 

No  matter  how  simple 

or  complex  your  drapery  treat' 
ment.  Sears  Whisper  Glides 
have  the  right  type  rod  for  you, 
Lengths  up  to  26  feet.  All 
adjustable  to  fit  any  window. 
And  most  styles  come  with 

built-in  sockets  for  stationary 
sheers  —  optional  equipment 
on  many  other  drapery  rods. 

(2fmU  -^^f<^t 
Exceptional  Quality 
Reasonable  Price 

No  other  line  of  drapery 

rods  offers  you  as  many  fea- 

tures as  "Sears  Best"  Whisper 
Glides.  Yet  Sears  prices  will 
surprise  you!  At  most  larger 
Sears,  Roebuck  and  Co.  stores 
now  and  in  the  catalog. 

(L>      \ 
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simply  wash  with  water  and  apply 
a  soothing  dressing  so  that  the  new 
skin  can  grow. 

"Try  to  remove  splinters  if  you 
can.  The  old  saying  that  a  splinter 
will  be  absorbed  into  the  blood- 

stream is  incorrect.  Splinters  don't 
migrate.  It  may  be  carried  out  of 
the  hand  on  a  drop  of  serum  if  the 

splinter  is  accompanied  by  infec- 
tion. Otherwise  it  stays  put  and  will 

probably  become  infected.  Soften 
the  skin  around  it  with  water  and 
remove  it  with  tweezers.  If  the 

splinter  is  '"buried"  take  it  to  a  doc- 
tor as  some  splinters  can  contribute 

to  blood  poisoning. 

"When  a  puncture  occurs  try  to 
make  it  bleed  and  wash  with  water. 

If  you  can't,  try  to  get  to  a  doctor 
for  a  tetanus  booster." 

'"Should  you  drop  a  heavy  ob- 
ject on  a  fingertip,  first  apply  ice 

for  about  four  to  eight  hours  to 
reduce  any  internal  bleeding.  Then 

apply  heat  to  dilate  the  blood  ves- 
sels and  carry  off  stagnated  blood 

tissues  and  promote  the  free  flow 
of  blood.  A  painful  swelling  of  a 
joint  may  indicate  a  sprained  finger. 
Again  cold  water  or  ice  will  reduce 
the  swelling.  Until  you  can  get  to  a 
doctor,  tie  the  finger  to  an  adjacent 

finger  to  help  keep  it  straight." 

A  dermatologist's 
ounce  of  prevention 

NORMAN  ORENTREICH,  M.D., 
CLINICAL  ASSOCIATE  PROFESSOR 

OF  DERMATOLOGY  AT  NEW  YORK 

UNIVERSITY  MEDICAL  SCHOOL, 
DISCUSSES  PROPER  NAIL 
AND  SKIN  CARE. 

"Manicuring  has  to  be  done  care- 
fully. Excessive  paring  of  the  tissues 

around  the  cuticle  can  allow  infec- 
tions to  start  and  pressure  against 

the  skin  at  the  base  of  the  nail  can 

effect  the  "matrix"  or  growing  por- 
tion. 

"The  hand's  nails  grow  about  a 
millimeter  a  week.  Nails  involved  in 

activity,  such  as  typing,  grow  faster 

than  nails  that  aren't.  They'll  grow 
faster  on  the  side  on  which  you  are 

"handed,"  in  warmer  climates,  and 
during  pregnancy.  You  can  expect, 
on  the  average  though,  about  three 
months  for  a  completely  new  set  of 
nails. 

"Some  of  the  things  you  can  do  to 
protect  your  nails  are  simple:  Use 

a  pushbutton  telephone  or  do  your 

dialing  with  a  pencil;  don't  insert  the 
nail  into  anything;  use  the  pads  of 

your  fingers  to  pick  things  up;  use 
protective  scouring  pads  for  pots 

and  pans;  and  wear  gloves  when 

you're  doing  really  coarse  work;  and 
find  the  best  length  for  your  nails- 
consider  what  they  have  to  do  as 
well  as  how  they  look. 

"Hand  creams  are  invaluable  for 

good  hand  care.  And  when  you  work 

outdoors  get  hand  creams  that  con- 

tain sunscreens.  If  you've  been  re- 
cently exposed  to  a  great  deal  of  sun- 

light and  you  find  that  a  blemish  on 
the  back  of  the  hand  is  becoming 

annoying  take  it  to  a  dermatologist. 

"Pass  up  gloves  unless  you're 
working  with  chemicals  or  sharp 

objects.  I  feel  that  gloves  diminish 
the  sensitivity  of  the  hands  and 

fingers  and  the  perspiration  that  ac- 
cumlates  in  the  linings  of  gloves 

provides  needless  irritations  that  can 

be  difficult  to  contend  with." 

The  finishing  touch— manicure  tips 

From  Saks  Fifth  A  venue's manicurist  Corrine  Caduff 

w^  Use  nail  polish  removers  that 

contain  added  "oils." ^m  Cover  the  tip  of  your  orange 
stick  with  a  bit  of  cotton. 

iBi  If  you  push  your  cuticle  back 
with  a  finger  instead  of  an  orange 
stick  cover  the  index  finger  with  the 

tip  of  a  terry  towel. 
^  Use  a  basecoat  when  you  apply 

polish.  It's  designed  to  protect  the 
nails  from  chemicals  in  the  polish. 

^  Wait  6  or  7  hours  before  wet- 
ting freshly  polished  nails. 

^  Snip  away  dead  skin  or  hang- 
nails.   Avoid    cutting   the   cuticle. ''We Ye  all  very 

lucky  that  the  mar- ket for  good  hand 
and  nail  care  prod- 

ucts is  so  rich." 
Dr.  Norman  Orentreich 

Continued  on  page  2i 

Clocks  like  these  Ridgeways  chimed  the  beginning  of  a  country. 
What  better  way  to  commemorate 

our  nation's  200th  anniversary  than 
with  an  Early  American  Ridgeway 
Grandfather  Clock. 

Choose  from  26  uniquely  American 

styles  in  1 2  different  finishes  or 
5  colors.  All  with  the  craftsmanship 

and  styling  that  have  been 
our  Company  strademark  for 
a  half-century. 

FREE :Th(scolcy<ul  illustrated  brochure 

complele  with  decorating  ideas 
and  list  ol  dealers  nearest  you 

Ridgeway  Clocks  Divison 
Gravely  Furniture  Co  ,  IrK. 

Dept  HG-761. Ridgeway,  Virginia  241 48 

HOUSE  &  GARD- 
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Sj^J^'JCT  OF  SCOTLAHP      J^*' 

Rare  taste.  Ask  for  it  by  name. 
Ask  for  J&B.  And  no  matter  where  you  may  be.  you  identify  yourself  as  a  person  of 

rare  taste.  Of  course,  you'll  also  be  served  the  Scotch  that  has  made  these  letters 
famous  for  nearly  100  years.  You  just  can't  get  Rare  Scotch  by  any  other  name. 

86  Proof  Blended  Scotch  WlDsky  &  1976  Paddington  Corp.,  N.Y 

n 
RARE 

SCOTCH 
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The  Essence  of 

18th  Century  Design. 
This  elegant  breaktront  china  from  Henredon's18th  Century 

Portfolio  features  a  dentil  cornice  and  cross-reeded 

moulding  typical  of  Sheraton's  finer  period  designs. 
The  unmistakable  quality  and  classic  character  of  this 

adaption  lends  itself  to  use  in  either 

living  or  dining  room.  Glass  doors,  enhanced  with 

fan  inlays  of  boxwood,  ebony  and  satinwood,  provide  protected 
display  for  china  or  other  items  of  interest. 

See  each  distinguished  piece  in  the  18th  Century  Portfolio 

dining,  bedroom  and  occasional  collection  by  sending 

$1.00  for  brochure  to  Henredon,  Dept.  G-476 
Morganton,  N.C.  28655. 

Henredon 

HANDS continued  from  page  18 

METS'  DOCIVR 
ON  THE 
BASEBALL mK iins Riil 

Dr.  James  C.  Parkes  II,  orthopedic 
surgeon  for  the  New  York  Mets, 

tells  how  his  players'  hands  can 
help  you  keep  yours  at  their  best. 
"Baseball  is  a  game  of  fine  timing, 
split-second  timing  in  fact,  and  it 

can't  be  played  well  unless  the 
hands  are  in  excellent  health.  The 

tiniest,  most  insignificant  cut  that 

you  and  I  wouldn't  bother  much 
about  is  a  matter  of  crucial  con- 

cern to  a  baseball  player  and  espe- 
cially a  pitcher. 

"Ordinary  friction  causes  cal- 
luses. When  the  callus  goes  too 

deep,  layers  of  skin  may  begin  to 
move  over  on  top  of  each  other 

with  a  painful  fluid  build-up  in  be- 
tween. We  file  calluses  dry  with  a 

sandpaper  file  that  looks  very  much 

like  a  woman's  emery  board  only 
bigger.  Otherwise  rest  is  the  best 
remedy,  but  try  to  recommend  rest 
to  active  people. 

"We  keep  the  players'  nails  short 

to  avoid  breaking  and  tearing 

Other  than  that,  they're  pretty 
much  on  their  own. 

"Some  players  feel  that  their 
hands  and  wrist  are  stronger  when 

they  wear  a  wrist-strap.  As  long  as 
there  is  no  fracture  a  wrist-strap  is 
fine.  The  benefit  may  be  more  of  a 

psychological  crutch  than  some' 
players  care  to  admit,  but  if  a  sta- 

ble, rigid  wrist  makes  a  sportsman 
or  athlete  more  comfortable  then 

let  him  or  her  wear  a  strap." 
Dr.  Parkes  suggests  that  every- 

one keep  the  following  in  a  first-aid 
kit  for  hands:  shaped,  sterile  dress- 

ings that  fit  over  the  fingers  and 
into  the  palms;  betadine  ointment 
or  solution  for  blisters,  small  cuts, 

scrapes,  abrasions;  manicuring 

scissors;  surgical  tape;  tongue  de- 
pressors to  make  a  temporary  splint 

for  a  bruised  finger;  and  emery 

boards  for  broken  nails  and  thick- 
ening calluses. 

You  probably  already  have  your  favorite  hand 

creams  and  soaps.  Here's  an  additional  list  of 
products  you  can  get  to  help  you  keep  your 
hands  strong  and  healthy. 

For  preventive  care 

Gloves:  Thin  plastic,  come-on-a- 
roll,  disposable  gloves  can  be  a 
wonderful  help  for  hands  that  need 
sensitivity  and  dexterity  in  a  job. 

Tru-Touch  disposable  gloves  come 
25  pairs  to  a  box.  $2.75.  Knitted 
cotton  string  gloves  with  a  plastic 
net  palm  eases  gripping  slippery 

objects.  990  a  pair  by  Cardinal. 
Cardinal  also  has  classic  white 

canvas  gardener's  gloves  with  a 
generous  wristband  that  helps  keep 
soil  from  getting  inside  to  the 
skin.  The  Parks  Seed  Catalogue 

has  a  pair  of  wonderfully  flexible 
leather  gloves  for  gardeners  who 
work  with  roses  and  want  to  avoid 

thorn  prickers.  $3.95  to  order  from 
the  catalogue.  For  an  overnight 
beauty  treatment  hands  can  be 
covered  with  castor  oil  and  cov- 

ered with  light  cotton  gloves. 

20 

Oven  mitts  that  cover  your  hand 

and  forearms  are  part  of  a  5-piec 
"hot  plate"  removing  set  by  Cas 
serole  Paws.  They  come  in  a  won 
derful  variety  of  patterns. 

Two  before  you  start 
A  lotion  called  Stop  by  Devcoi 

and  a  cream  in  a  jar  called  Pro-Tel 
by  DuPont  arc  both  applied  befor 
the  dirty,  messy  job  begins.  BotI 
prevent  oils  and  dirt  from  getting 
start  into  your  skin  and  make  re 
moving  them  an  easier,  less  irritat 

ing  process.  These  are  especial 
good  for  hands  working  with  paint 
and  other  oil-based  stains  such  a 
those  used  in  refinishing  floors  an( 
furniture. 

Soaps  and  hand  creams for  everyday 

Hands  that  are  constantly  in  anc 
out  of  water  all  day  long,  day  afte 

Continued  on  page  ' 
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xCo   Li  IX^  Lyt^l  1  Lt^^,    h'sWedgwood^Oven'to-Tahleware  —  huih  to  take  a  heating,  but  made  to  look  like  it  can't. 
Surprised^  The  pattern  is  Fruit  Sprays.  It's  new.  20-piece  service  for  four  is  $135  (A  substantial  saving  over  Open  Stock  at  $188.) 

And  it's  very  pretty— on  Saturday  night  or  Sunday  morning.  For  brochures,  write  Wedgwood,  41  Madison  Avenue.  New  York  lOOlO. 

Wedgwood 
\PRIL,   1976 
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Brilliant  company  S^rcoflfee  and  tea. 

These  new  Gorham  Originals  are  the  ultimate  in  full- 

lead  crystal.  Exquisitely  hand-blown.  Deeply  hand-cut 

fordiamond  brilliance  in  Gorham's  magnificent  La  Scala 
design.  For  coffee,  tea,  or  a  sparkling  gift.  $35  the  set 
at  finest  jewelry-gift  stores  and  crystal  departments. 

<^P 

1 /S.^ 
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GORHAM  Eznnsis 
Gorham  Division  of  Textron  Inc. Do  you  own  a  Gorham  Original? 

Experience  Ireland 
Picture  yourself  in  Dublin's  Fair  City  — a  European  capital 

with  a  unique  flavor.  Bask  in  the  mellow  glow  of  a  singing 
pub  —  a  pint  of  stout  or  ale,  65  cents.  Have  lunch  with  a 
Rembrandt  in  our  National  Gallery  for  $4.  Watch  the  sun  go 

down  on  Galway  Bay.  See  Heaven's  Reflex  —  we  call  it  the 
Lakes  of  Killarney.  Sample  our  wide  range  of  hotels  and 
farmhouses.  Visit  Donegal,  where  they  make  the  famous 
tweeds. 

We  have  lots  of  information  on  flights  and  tours  to  Ireland, 

what  to  do  there,  where  to  go,  what  it'll  cost.  Just  mail  the 
coupon.  Or  see  your  professional  travel  agent  for  further 
information  and  reservations. 

iReidnO 
I    r*s~^  iRlsb  tocjRlst  BoaRb  ao  6i 
I  C»Q  BOX  i200.Lor?GlsLar?d)cltq oecuqoRk.liiol 

Name 

Address 
City 

My  Travel  agent  is. 

state 

Zip 

QUESTIONS  &  ANSWERS 

Antiques 
By  Louise  Ade  Boger 

AMERICAN  ORGAN 

What  can  you  tell  me  about  the  background 

of  my  Estey  American  organ?  Is  it  the  same 

thing  as  a  harmonium?  M.J.R. — Olney,  Md. 
No.  the  American  organ  is  a  later  develop- 

ment of  the  harmonium.  Both  arc  known  as 

Iree-reed  instruments,  their  tones  being  pro- 
duced by  thin  metal  tongues  or  reeds  set  in 

vibration  by  wind  from  bellows  operated  by 

the  player's  feet.  In  the  American  organ  the 
wind  is  drawn  inward  by  evacuation  of  air  in 

the  bellows.  The  principle  of  the  American 
organ  originated  in  Paris  and  was  developed 

by  Estey,  Brattleboro.  1856,  and  Mason  and 
Hamlin.  I  S61,  the  latter  exhibiting  it  in  Paris 

in  1867.  Your  Estey  organ  is  probably  a  rela- 
tively early  model. 

r   \ 

.STONE-CHINA 

•  v»  •  ̂^  •^'^"  ̂ "<'^'  ̂ '^^^  ̂ ^^^  '">'  P^ote  may  be?  I 
Aj^''  have  sketched  the  mark  jar  you.  Can  you 

'*/  give  me  some  idea  of  what  this  kind  of 
w  china  is  called  and  how  it  came  into  being? 

W.M.B.— Seattle,  Wash. 

The  Staffordshire  potters  W.  Davenport  &  Co.  (c.  1793-1887)  used  your 
mark  on  stone-china  about  1805-1820.  Stone-china — havmg  china  stone 

(feldspar)  as  an  ingredient  in  its  composition — was  introduced  by  Josiah 
Spode  II  in  1805.  He  hoped  his  ware  would  supplant  the  coarse  Chinese 
E.xport  porcelain.  The  decoration  was  generally  composed  of  Oriental 
motifs.  The  ironstone  china  patented  in  1813  by  Charles  James  Mason  is 

supposed  to  contain  pulverized  slag  of  iron,  however  it's  essentially  very 

similar  to  Spode's  stone-china. 

LIGHTING  UEMCE 

/  recently  acquired  this  brown 
lighting  vessel.  Is  it  rar^?  Can  you 
tell  me,  from  the  photograph, 

whether  it  is  Continental  or  Ameri- 
can in  origin?  Is  it  old  enough  to 

he  considered  an  antique? 
J. L.H.— Cleveland,  Ohio 

Your  lighting  device  has  a  very 
common  form.  Actually  ones  like 

it  were  made  just  about  every- 
where. Your  device  is  probably  of 

European  rather  than  American 

provenance,  as  the  American  ones 
tended  to  be  cruder  and  were 

ordinarily  either  gray  or  green. 

Presumably  your  lighting  device 
is  at  least  100  years  old. 

22 

>MLLIAM  TELL 

BANK 

Are  you  able  to  date  my  mechani- 
cal bank  for  me  and  tell  me  some- 

thing about  it?  I  know  it's  Ameri- 
can but  don't  have  any  other  facts. 

L.R.—New  York.N.Y. 

Your  bank  was  patented  on  June 
21.  1896  and  manufactured  by  the 
J  &  E  Stevens  Co.  of  Cromwell. 

Conn.,  who  still  listed  it  in  its  1924 
catalogue.  All  shooting  banks  were 

provided  with  a  cap-firing  device 
in  their  gun  or  cannon.  On  the 
William  Tell  bank,  the  paper  cap 

explodes  when  the  lever  is  pressed 
and  shoots  the  coin  into  the  castle 

after  having  knocked  the  apple  otT 

the  little  boy's  head,  and  then  the bell  rings. 

Continued  on  page  24 



From  the  "Mixed  Emotions" 
Collection  created  for  Fieldcrest 

by  the  acclaimed  fashion 

designers,  Missoni. 
Shown  here  is  just  one  look 
from  a  responsive  range  of  bed 
and  bath  fashions  that  differ 

in  mood  from  pattern  to  pattern, 
color  to  color 

And  yet,  all  intermingle  beautifully. 
The  impact  can  be  as  serene 
or  OS  startling  or  as  unexpected 
as  the  mixture  of  emotions  one 

is  capable  of  feeling. 

That's  exciting.  That's  Fieldcrest. 
60  West  40th  Street.  New  York. 
NewYork  10018 

M  If 

^ 
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Virginia.  Capture  the  spirit  of 
whatever  you  love.Monticello. 
Appomattox.  Mount  Vernon. 
Quiet  strolls  along  miles  of 

golden  beaches.  The  under- 
ground splendor  of  Shenandoah 

Valley  caverns.  The  Blue  Ridge 
Parkway  and  Skyline  Drive. 
Journey  back  in  time  to 
Williamsburg .  Jamestown .  York- 
town.  Follow  pioneer  trails 
through  Cumberland  Gap. 
Virginia  is 
more  vacation... 
more  America 
to  the  mile. 

Virginia  is 
for  lovers.^ 

r" 

For  free  color  vacation  planning  kit, 
visit,  write  or  call 

VIRGINIA  STATE  TRAVEL  SERVICE: 

Dept.  2312,  11  Rockefeller  Plaza, 
New  York  10020,  phone  (212)  245-3080: 

Dept.  2312,  6  North  Sixth  St., 
Richmond  23219,  phone  (804)  786-4484; 

Dept.  2312,  906  17th  St.,  N.W., 
Washington  20006,  phone  (202)  293-5350. 

Name 

Address 

City 

State/Zip 

Antiques 
continued  from  page  22 

VICTORIAN 

CANTERBURY 

Can  you  give  me  any 

idea  what  this  wood- 
en stand  was  used 

for?  How  old  it  is? 
Where  it  was  made? 

L.P.A. 
— Westboro,  Mass. 

You  have  a  Victorian  cantcrbuiy  or  imisic  sland,  which  is  in  the  classical 
tradition.  Your  stand  was  probably  maxle  in  America  and  dates  from 
about  the  1880s.  It  is  an  unusual  form  of  Victoriana. 

AMERICAN  I  KA\ 

Can    you    tell    me, 
about  when  my  tray\ 

was  made?  I  shall 

appreciate   any    in- 
formation about  its  maker. 

B.  E.—Fayetteville,  N.Y. 
John  O.  Mead,  working  about 

1840-1859,  was  reputedly  the  first 
successful  American  electro-silver 

plater.  Originally  a  Britannia  ware 
manufacturer  of  Philadelphia,  he 

went  to  England  to  learn  the  new 

technique  of  electro-plating  silver 

in  Birmingham.  In  1 846  he  reestab- 
lished in  Philadelphia  as  a  manu- 

facturer of  plated  silver  ware. 

POTTERY  MARK 

I've  copied  this  mark  on  my 

pitcher.  Who  were  Cook  &  Han- 
cock? What  is  meant  by  semi- 

granite?  J. B.N. —Gulf  Breeze,  Fla. 

Your  pottery  mark — a  lion's  head within  a  circular  garter — belongs 
to  the  Crescent  Pottery  Company 

of  Trenton.  N.J.,  organized  in  1 88 1 

by  Charles  H.  Cook  and  W.  S. 
Hancock.  Granite  is  a  heavy  grade 

ware  similar  to  ironstone,  which 

was  a  staple  product  of  American 

potteries  from  about  1 860  to  1  900. 

Semi-granite  is  about  "half"  the 

quality. 

CONNECTICUT  SHELF  CLOCK 

From  this  photo,  can  you  tell  us  the  age  of  our  Seth 
Thomas  clock?  It  was  manufactured  in  Plymouth 

Hollow,  Conn.,  but  further  information  is  obliterated. 
L.E.F. — Chatham.  Mass. 

The  town  of  Plymouth  Hollow  in  Connecticut  was 
changed  to  Thomaston  in  1866.  which  is  about  the 

time  your  pillar  shelf  clock  with  gilt  pillars  was  made. 

Normally  these  clocks  have  a  30-hour  movement 
run  by  iron  weights. 

ANNUAL  PHILADELPHIA 

ANTIQUES  SHOW 

Included  among  more  than  100  articles  in  the  loan 

exhibit,  entitled  "A  Palette  of  Pennsylvania  Folk  Art," 
at  the  fifteenth  annual  University  of  Pennsylvania 
Hospital  Antiques  Show  in  Philadelphia,  will  be  this 

42-inch-high  Indian  figure,  from  a  private  collection. 
The  Antiques  Show  will  be  held  April  6  through  10 
at  the  103rd  Engineers  Armory,  Lancaster  Avenue  at 

Thirty-third  Street,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 
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Under  the  close  supervision  of  the  Craft  Advisory  Committee  of 
Colonial  Williamsburg  additional  fabric  reproductions  are  being 
introduced  by  Schumacher.  The  collection  is  presented  in  a 
bright  color  palette  that  will  allow  a  great  variety  of  /<pak 
decorative  uses  either  in  18th  century  period  rooms  ̂ 4-% 
or  contemporary  interiors.  C-^J^J 

Available  through  interior  designers  and  at  the  finest  stores^^^^J^*^ ®  Identities  Trademarks  of  The  Colonial  Williamsburg  Foundation.  Reg.  U.S.  Pat.  Off. 

SCHUMACHE" 
F.  Schumacher  &  Co.,  939  Third  Ave.,  New  York,  M«ii^ir-^^Q' 

^^^ 
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-GGQ&  LOOKS  ANO  GOOD  HEAUH 

The  glories 

"'  ̂"^^  bath 

Why  and  how  bathing  can  work  wonders  for 
you,  from  water  therapy  expert,  Dr.  Anna  Kar; 
PLUS  Exercises  you  do  with  a  towel,  from  f 
Larry  Lorence,  Director,  Gala  Fitness 

By  Caroline  Seebohm 

''Water  is  best." 
Inscription  over  the  Pump  Room, 
Bath.  England 

Plunging  into  the  bath  is  one  of  to- 

day's most  treasured  activities — 
one  of  the  few  pleasures  left  that 
are  free!  One  reason  why  we  do  it. 
as  Desmond  Morris  points  out  in 
The  Naked  Ape,  is  for  grooming 
purposes.  We  like  to  keep  our  fur 

clean.  "This  is  rare,  in  other  pri- 
mates." he  adds,  "although  certain 

species  bathe  occasionally,  but  for 
us  it  now  plays  the  major  role  in 

body  cleansing  in  most  communi- 

ties." But  people  today  are  under- 
standing more  and  more  the  thera- 

peutic effects  of  bathing.  "Millions 
of  water  treatments  are  adminis- 

tered yearly."  says  Dr.  Anna  Kara. 
Director  of  the  Physical  Medicine 
and  Rehabilitation  Department. 

Saint   Clare's   Hospital,    Denville, 

N.J..  and  Assistant  Clinical  Profes- 
sor in  Medicine,  (Physical),  Cor- 
nell University  Medical  College, 

addressing  the  Sixth  International 

Water  Quality  Symposium.  "It 
must  be  doing  something  right." There  are  three  ways  in  which 
water  works  as  a  healer,  according 
to  Dr.  Kara. 

■^  1.  Heat.  "Water  is  an  excellent 
medium  to  apply  heat  to  the  body. 
Raising  the  temperature  has  the 
physiologic  effect  of  increasing  the 
metabolic  rate.  This  increases 

blood  flow,  which  in  turn  in- 

creases the  supply  of  oxygen,  vari- 
ous nutrients,  antibodies,  hor- 

mones, and  so  forth.  Heat  also  has 

analgesic  and  sedative  effects." 
■IB  2.  Buoyancy.  "Archimedes 
found  that  a  body  immersed  in 
fluid  is  acted  upon  by  a  buoyant  or 
lift  force  equal  to  the  weight  of 
the  displaced  fluid.  This  static  lift 
force  acts  through  the  center  of 
buoyancy,  which  is  the  center  of 
gravity  of  the  displaced  volume. 

In  other  words,  a  person  immersed 
up  to  the  neck  in  water  experiences 

an  apparent  loss  of  nine-tenths  of 
his  weight.  Thus  if  you  have  pain- 

ful weight-bearing  joints,  you  will 
usually  find  it  very  comfortable  to 
stand  and  move  in  water.  Those 

with  poor  leg  muscles  will  be  able 
to  support  such  a  small  weight.  If 
you  have  weak  muscles,  exercising 
in  water  becomes  much  easier  than 

exercising  in  air."  (For  bathroom, 
see  below.) 

^m  3.  Massage.  "A  whirlpool  bath 
[or  shower  with  nozzle  heads  that 
project  water  strongly  enough] 
can  act  as  a  massage  on  tired  or 

painful  muscles  and  joints." Dr.  Kara  believes  that  exercises 

in  water  are  of  great  value  for  the 
increase  and  maintenance  of  mo- 

bility of  joints  as  well  as  strength- 
ening the  muscles.  "If  you  practice 

moving  and  flexing  every  joint  in 

your  body  in  the  water,  it  will 
maintain  the  range  of  motions  in 

your  joints  so  you  won't  stiffen  up. 

This  is  particularly 

recommended  for 

arthritic  patients." The  feeling  of 

weightlessness  is  also  relaxing. 
"The  temperature  of  the  wal. 

will  help  diminish  pain,"  says  D 
Kara.  "But  do  not  make  the  wati 
too  hot — just  above  body  temper, 
ture  is  preferable  if  you  are  totall 
immersing  your  body.  If.  howeve 
you  are  concentrating  on  only  or 
part  of  the  body,  say  your  neck  i 
shoulders — you  can  do  this  in 
shower — then  hotter  water  woui 
be  more  beneficial. 

There  are,  of  course,  chemic, 
additives  to  water  that  are  aN 

held  to  have  therapeutic  valu 

Many  spas  use  this  form  of  trea 
ment.  "The  restful  atmosphere  an 
relaxation  of  warm  baths  seem  i 
favor  release  of  tension  and 

counteract  the  stresses  of  daily  li^ 

ing,"  she  concludes.  So  into  th 
bath,  everyone! 

Continued  on  page  3 

Cristal  d'Arques 
The  luxury  of  Genuine  French  Crystal 

without  spending  a  fortune. 

Cristal  d'Arques  is  full  24% 
lead  crystal.  Beautifully  designed 

with  a  certain  brilliance,  clarity  and 

strength  that  gives  it  that  unmistakable 

ring  of  quality.  It's  everything  you'd 
expect  from  elegant  crystal  stemware 

S  at  an  unexpected  price.  * 
Add  the  matchless  good  taste  of  France 

to  your  table.  Choose  from  oiu*  collection 
of  traditional  and  contemporary 

patterns,  all  designed  and  crafted  in 
France.  Shown:  Chaumont. 

T crista/  d'Arques GENWNE  LEAD  OtYSTAL  fRANCE 

byJ-aDURAND 

•Patterns  from  $4  per  stem.  Slightly  higher  on  West  Coast. 
luest.  Write  J.  G.  Durand,  Millville,  N.J.  08332.  In  all  better  stores. 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN 
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Warning:  The  Surgeon  General  Has  Determined 

That  Cigarette  Smoking  Is  Dangerous  to  Your  Health. 

Considering 
all  I'd  heard, 
I  decided  to 
either  quit 
or  smoke  True. 

I  smoke  True. 

The  low  tar,  low  nicotine  cigarette 
Thinl(  about  it. 

King  Regular:  11  mg.  "tar",  0.6  mg.  nicotine;  100's  Menthol:  13  mg. 
"tar",  0.7  mg.  nicotine  av.  per  cigarette,  FTC  Report  Nov  75. 

^PRIL,   1976 
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Q©n 

^membrance 

^ 

LIVES  FOR  TODAY  AND  PROMISES  TOMORROW 

Seeped  in  the  heritage  of  the  fabled  export  china  of  the 

Ch'ing  dynasty  which  endured  from  the  mid-1 7th  century  to 
the  early  20th  century,  "Kowloon,"  this  Crown  Staffordshire 
inspiration  on  the  purest  of  English  bone  china,  was  executes' 
by  master  craftsmen  trained  for  generations  in  their  art. 

Evoking  all  the  glories  of  China's  traditions  and  its  gift  of 
design  to  the  Western  World,  "Kowloon"  is  totally  unique  in 
its  palette  of  nature's  green  and  golden  hues  in  flora 
and  in  the  profile  of  the  traditional  ginger  jars  of  the  Orient. 
There  is  no  other  bone  china  pattern  in  this  mating  of 
colors.  In  diversity  of  shape,  of  use,  of  sizes,  these  accessory 
pieces  have  the  grace  to  live  for  today  and  have  meaning 
for  tomorrow. 

Available  at  the  finest  giftware  galleries,  or  wi 

x  ' 

V       ̂  
Hmmiielwer- 
Division  of  Goebel  Art  (GmbH) .  Inc 

250  Clearbrook  Rd  •  Elmsford.  New  York  10523 



"Auvergne."  the  wondrous  province  of  volcxantc  mountains, 
unspoiled  linear  beauty,  and  the  muted  colors  ttxat  lava  and 

ash  lend  to  ttie  larxj,  is  the  inspiration  of  tfrie  newest  'Xl^untry" 
form  in  the  O.M.  collection.  ^  ̂    ̂       ̂  

Vulcan,  the  Ronndn  myttx)logical  god  of  fire  and  crafts-  ̂  
manship  whose  rjartiie  is  the  root  of  the  word  vblcaro.  could 
rot  be  a  rrxjre  apt  spirit  behind  this  glazed  porcelain 
dinnerware  fired  with  the  craftsmanship  associated  with 
ttie  artists  of  W.  Goebel  for  over  one  hundred  years. 

For  the  present,  for  our  life  styles,  it  can  go  from  the  fire  of 

ttie  modem  oven,  directly  to  the  table.  It  is  freezer-proof  and 

tolerates  the  tidal  waves  of  any  dishwasher.* 
Avcniabte  at  the  finest  giftwore  goilenes  or  wnte  Hummetweik. 

Divison  of  Goebel  Art  [GmbH).  Itk^  250  CieottJiook  Rd  •  Elmsfc>«d  New  Voiv  K)S23 

O.M. 
Oesiauer  Mdnufaktur 

> 

<"V 

.-Jifc 
*W  GOEBEL-PORZELLANFABRIK 

Sole  manulaclurerol  lite  world-famous -M  I 



The  glories  of  the  bath    continued  from  page  26 

<^  1  Waisthne 
Stand  legs  apart,  hold  the  towel  by  outstretched 
arms   above   head — bend   from   side   to    side. 

Q 

2  Suppleness  of  shoulders  and 
stretching 
Hold  towel  in  front  in  both  hands,  shoulder  width  apart  (or 
wider) — raise  arms  above  the  head  and  behind  the  back — 
bring  the  towel  over  the  head  and  in  front  again. 

C  H  R I  S  T '  A  rj    R  E  I  rj  H  A  R  D  T 

\       I 

tth 

3  General  suppleness 

Stand  with  legs  apart,  hold  towc! 
in  one  hand.  Now  turn  to  the  left 

and  put  down  towel  behind  heels. 
Next,  straighten  up,  turn  to  the 
ight.  and  then  pick  up  towel.  Do 
this  exercise  three  times,  then 

change  direction  and  do  it  three 
times  the  other  wav. 

kV% 

.  *<* 

4  Back Lying  on  stomach  on  Hooi 
towel  behind  the  back  heli 

by  both  hands  with  arm 
outstretched  backwan 

slowly  raise  legs,  arm 

Hold  3  seconds — lower. 

ConUinied  on  pa^c  i 

\    - 

The  sun  always  shines  on  these  golden  creatures  from  another 
time  and  a  pleasanter  place.  We  gaze  upon  them  with 
nostalgia  and  yearning  for  the  uncomplicated  and  pastoral 
life  they  led,  cipse  to  nature  and  her  creatures.  Sculpted  by 
the  W.  Goebel  fine  artist,  Bochmann,  in  the  great  tradition 
of  Dresden  porcelain,  there  are  twelve  museum  quality 

figurines  in  the  "^^ountry  Life"  col lectioh ,  each  with  the 
sweetness  of  the  e^^l  sense  of  youth.  i-v«i^ 

Available  at  the  finest  giftware  galleries,  or  write  Hummeiwerk,  ;  ̂ 

Division  of  Goetjel  Art  (GnabH),  Inc  250  Glearbrook  Rd  •  Elmsford.  New' York  1052^> 

;--*^ PORZELLANFABRIK    pioocntai  m  geim«n> 
' oMh«  world-famous  "M  I  Hummel"  figurines  and  plates 

..^   Ml. 



The  Potion  of  Love 
And  how  it  began  in  Saronno  450  years  ago. 

^e  know  that  she 

was  young.  Blonde. 
Beautiful.  And  that 
she  was  widowed. 

But  did  she  create  the  original 
Amaretto  di  Saronno  as  a  thank 

you  for  her  portrait?  Or   v.        .- 
was  it  offered  as  a  gift 
to  express  affection  for 
Bernardino  Luini,  the 
now  famous  artist  whose 

painting  immortalized  her 
in  1525? 

History  has  lost  most 
of  the  answers—  even 

her  name—  leaving  us  nothing 

but  Luini's  stunning  fresco  in 

the  Sanctuary  of  Santa  Maria 
delle  Grazie  in  Saronno,  Italy. 
And. ..her  romantic  liqueur. 
We  still  like  to  think  Amaretto 

di  Saronno  is  a  liqueur  that 

inspired  a  great  love. 
It's  something  for 

you  to  wonder  about 
tonight  as  you  discover 

its  intriguing  flavor  and 

enjoy  its  provocative 
f  bouquet.  This  is  Amaretto 

di  Saronno. The  original 
;  Amaretto.  Brought 

.^''-'  ̂ ^  here  from  Saronno, 
the  village  of  love. 

Only  the  Cognac  region 

of  France  can  produce  the 
finest  Cognac  brandy.  And  only 
the  vineyards  of  Bordeaux  can 
ever  produce  a  true  Bordeaux 
wine. 

So  also,  the  finest 

Amaretto  liqueur  comes  only 
from  Saronno  — where  it  all 
began  450  years  ago. 

Amaretto  di  Saronno. 

We've  left  a  rose  alongside  our 
name  as  a  reminder  of  how  it  all 

began. 

Discover  the  many  other 

ways  to  use  Italy's  rare  liqueur of  love.  Write  for  our  free  drink 

recipe  booklet  and  food  recipe 

booklet, ''Gourmet  Secrets." 
Address:  Foreign  Vintages, 
Inc.,  98  Cutter  Mill  Road, 
Great  Neck,  New  York  11021, 

Dept.  004. 

Amaretto  di  Saronna  J[P 
The  Original  Amaretto.  From  the  Village  of  Love. 

56  Proof.  Imported  by  Foreign  Vintages,  Inc.  Great  Neck,  N.Y.  ©  1975. 



The  glories  of  the  bath  continued  from  page'30 

Sitting,  hold  the  towel  in  both  hands,  put  your  feet  on  the  towel  (with 
knees  bent) — then  straighten  legs — bend — repeat  this  exercise  10  times. 

BEAUTY    AND    HEALTH    PRODUCTS 
NEW   THIS    MONTH  IN    THE    STORES 

New  fragrance  from  France  in  the 
air  this  spring,  Parure  the  perfume, 
like  panire,  a  set  of  jewelry,  is 
designed  to  enhance.  This  fresh 

fragrance,  laced  with  lilacs  and  cy- 
press, vetiver  and  amber,  was  cre- 

ated by  Gucrlain,  who  has  given 
us  so  many  memorable  perfumes 
over  the  years.  Parure  perfume 
comes  in  a  flattened  flacon  with  a 

molded  crystal  stopper  shaped  like 

a  spring  breeze.  $22  a  half-ounce; 
refillable  perfume  spray,  14  ounce, 
SI 2;  refills,  $9.50;  eau  de  cologne 

spray,  2'/2  ounces,  $8.50  .  .  . 

There's  something  new  in  the  air 
for  men,  too:  from  Germainc 

Montcil,  Realm,  a  masculine  frag- 
rance full  of  herbs  and  spices — 

hyssop,  marjoram,  camomile,  san- 
dalwood, ginger,  and  cloves.  It 

smells  good  enough  to  eat.  Co- 
logne, 4  ounces,  $14.  Realm  also 

comes  in  a  group  of  fragrance- 
matched  grooming  products,  in- 

cluding a  gel-type  Head  and  Body 
Shampoo  with  protein  plus  an 

"amide"  that  prevents  the  sham- 
poo from  stripping  natural  oils 

from  hair  and  skin.  dVi  ounces, 
$6.50. 

New  for  the  face 

To  go  with  your  new  fragrance, 
how  about  a  new  face?  Llizabctli 

Arden  has  Great  Color  Silky  Shad- 
ow for  Eyes,  all  subtly  colored. 

Think  about  colors  like  Artichoke, 

Copenhagen  Blue,  Deep  Tortoise, 

Grapewood — they  look  exactly  the 
way  they  sound.  Each  in  a  mirrored 

compact  with  sponge  applicator, 

$3.50  at  Bloomingdale's,  I.  Mag- 
nin,  and  Carson  Pirie  Scott  .  .  . 

New  for  the  lips,  The  Racing  Silks 

by  Coty  in  a  special  "Silkstick" 
formula  with  hydrolized  protein  to 
soften  and  condition.  There  are 

five  new  colors,  including  Derby 
Pink,  Ascot  Coral,  Palomino  Tan. 
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Place  your  bets.  $1.90  ..  .  For 
cheeks,  the  next  best  thing  to  an 

apple;  a  Blusher-on-a-Stick  by 
Max  Factor.  A  round  scoop  of 

"Pure  Magic"  cheek  color  sits  in 
its  container,  topped  by  a  straight 
little  handle.  Pull,  and  out  it 

comes,  ready  to  be  swished  on.  In 
three  creamy  and  four  gleamy 
shades  like  Caramel  Peach  or 

Raspberry  Frost  to  make  you  look 
delicious. 

To  keep  your  new  face  fresh, 
an  irresistible  Purse  Size  Accessory 

Set  by  Madeleine  Mono,  with  a  lip 
brush,  eyeliner  brush,  combination 

eyeshadow  applicator  and  brow 
comb,  and  lash  brush,  all  in  a  little 

see-through  plastic  case.  $4  at 

Bloomingdale's  and  Macy's,  New 
York;  Joseph  Magnin,  San  Fran- 
cisco. 

A  treat  for  the  hair 

Before  you  get  that  spring  hair- 
cut, give  the  old  head  a  new  treat: 

V05  Hot  Oil  Treatment  by  Al- 

berto-Culver. It's  intended  to  coun- 
terattack the  winter  cold,  steam 

heat,  and  blow-drying  that  has 
made  dryheads  of  us  all.  In  half- 
ounce  tubes  to  squeeze  into  hot 

tap  water  and  massage  into  your 
scalp  before  shampooing.  Two 
treatments,  $1.75;  four,  $3,  at 
drugstores  and  supermarkets  .  .  . 
To  get  rid  of  winter  flakiness  all 
over,  try  Formula  405  Bath  Oil 
from  Doak  Phannacal  Company. 

It's  a  special  blend  of  emulsifiers 
that  disperse  in  bath  water,  turn- 

ing the  whole  tub  into  a  delicious 
emollient  soak.  8  ounces,  $5.  .  .  . 
Our  friends  at  Jean  Nate  have  a 

new  addition,  just  in  time  for  warm 
weather:  a  neat  little  Roll-on  Anti- 

perspirant,  non-sticky,  fast-drying, 
lightly  scented  with  the  familiar 
fresh  lemony  fragrance.  $2  at  drug 
and  department  stores.  ■ 

TheLove  Seat 
Body  Gloves"  Collection  by  Samsonite- 

Di"J'ig''Umb'e'ia  Table 

Chaise  Lounge 

Difiing  Chair 

Lounge  Chair 

Fine  casual  furniture 

at  these  exclusive  stores. 
ARIZONA 

Phoenix    .    .    .  Arizona  Town  &  Country  Furniture 
Phoenix   The  Broadway 
Phoenix   Paul  Navarre  Casual  Furniture 

Scottsdale   The  Broadway 

Scottsdale      .    .   .  Sun  Valley  Pool  &  Patio  Stores 
Tucson        The  Broadway 
Tucson         Funiture  Store 
CALIFORNIA 
Anaheim   Anaheim  Patio 

Arcadia           The  Broadway 
Bakersfield         The  Broadway 
Bakersfield       Dan  Morgan  s  Patio 
Canoga  Park   The  Broadway 
Carmichael   Aquarius  Pool  and  Patio 
Carmichael   Pen  Bilt  Pools 

Carson         The  Broadway 
Castro  Valley   Cascade  Pool  Center 
Cerritos       The  Broadway 
Chico   Collier  Hardware 

Ch.ula  Vista         The  Broadway 
City  of  Industry   The  Broadway 
Corona         Phil  s  Pool  and  Patio 
Costa  Mesa   Town  &  Country  Patio 
Covina         Johnnys  Patio 
Culver  City   The  Broadway 
Downey       The  Broadway 
Dublin   Acme  Casual  Furniture 
EIToro   Saddle  Back  Patio 
Encinitas        Flair 
Escondido        Flair 
Escondido   H.Johnson  Furniture 
Fresno        Gottschalk  s 
Fullenon   Orange  City  Awning 

Gilroy   T.G&Y  Store 
Glendale        Kaufman  s 
Granada  Hills        Korth  s  Patio  &  Fireside 
Huntington  Beach        Anaheim  Palio 
Huntington  Beach        The  Broadway 
La  Canada   Gazebo 

Lafayette         Orchard  Nursery 
Laguna  Beach   Laguna  Patio 
Laguna  Hills   The  Broadway 
La  Habra   Leisure  Living 
La  Mesa   The  Broadway 
Long  Beach        Aaron  Schultz 
Long  Beach        The  Broadway 
Long  Beach        Fireside  Home  Spec 
Los  Angeles       The  Broadway 
Los  Angeles        Cottage  Shop 
Los  Angeles   Victory  Furniture 
Mann  County        The  Emporium 
Merced       Gottschalk  s 
Mission  Viejo       Town  &  Country  Patio 
Modesto       Crystal  Pool  Service 
Montclair        The  Broadway 
Mountain  View   The  Emporium 
Napa         Allen  &  Benedict 
Newport  Beach   The  Broadway 
Northridge   The  Broadway 
North  Hollywood   Victory  Furniture 
Ontario         Hottels  Upland  Furniture 
Orange        The  Broadway 
Orange   Town  &  Country  Patio 
Orange        Village  Patio 
Palm  Springs   A  &  M  Patio 
Palm  Springs       Plaza  Patio 
Pasadena        The  Broadway 
Rancho  Mirage   Furniture  Center 
Red  Bluff        Harmon  &  Hubbard 

Redding         Guitons  Pool  Service 
Riverside         The  Broadway 
Riverside       Patio  N  Pool 

Sacramento   Emigh  Hardware 
Sacramento        Fred  CarnieS  Son 
San  Anselmo         Braverman  s 
San  Bernardino         The  Broadway 
San  Diego   The  Broadway 
San  Diego        Dolphin  Pools 
San  Diego        House  of  Rattan 
San  Diego   Lansing  s  Patio  Shoppe 
San  Jose        Los  Patio  Furniture 
Santa  Ana   SantaAnaTent  and  Awnmg 
Santa  Ana   Town  &  Country  Patio 
Santa  Barbara       Fritz  Patio 
Santa  Barbara   Pool  Supply  Center 
Santa  Clara         Sun  Fun  Patio 
Santa  Cruz   Furniture  Showcase 
Santa  Monica       Berks 
Santa  Rosa        The  Emporium 
Sherman  Oaks   Tulanian  s 
Stockton     .    .    .  H.  F.  Hawley  Chemical  Company 

Studio  City        Universal  Furniture 
Thousand  Oaks   Cottage  Shop 
Torrance   The  Broadway 
Turlock    Youngdales 

Upland    .......    .  Hottels  Upland  Furniture 
Valencia   Anderson  s  Patio  &  Fireside 

Van  Nuys         The  Broadway 
Ventura      The  Broadway 

Visalia   Girard  Pools 
Visalia   Gottschalk  s- 
West  Covina   The  Broadway 
Whittier       The  Broadway 
Woodland  Hills   Patio  &  Fireside  Accent 
Woodland  Hills        Woodland  Casual 
COLORADO 

Boulder       Montgomery  Ward 
Colorado  Springs        Montgomery  Ward 
Denver   Broadway  Furniture 
Denver   Harper  s  Furniture 
Denver        Howard  Lorton 
Denver    May  D  &  F 
Denver         Montgomery  Ward 
Fort  Collins         Montgomery  Ward 

Greeley        Montgomery  Ward IDAHO 

Boise   Mike  s  Americana  Furniture IOWA 

Des  Moines   Brandeis 

DuBuque             Rosheks 
Mason  City         Tyler  Ryan 
Orange  City   Kraai  Furniture KANSAS 

Topeka         Richards  Dist 
Wichita   Ultra  Modern  Pools  Patio 
MINNESOTA 

Minneapolis        Aqualand 
Minneapolis       Casual  Living.  Inc 
Minneapolis   Dayton  s 
Minneapolis   Hoigaards.  Inc 
Minneapolis   Patio  Village 
Rochester   Dayton  s 
St  Cloud        Hennen  Furniture  Company 
St  Paul          Dayton  s 
MISSOURI 

Kansas  City      .    .   .  Bert  Olson's  Casual  Furniture Independence        Pool  Mart 
St  Louis         Pool  Mart  (all  4  locations) 
NEBRASKA 
Fremont         The  5th  Season  Inc 
Grand  Island        Brandeii 
Lincoln   Brandeis 
Omaha   Brandeis 

NEVADA 
Las  Vegas        The  Backyard 

Las  Vegas   Belle  Aire  Patio 
Las  Vegas   The  Broadway 
Las  Vegas   Nevada  Blind 
Reno   Baker  s  Furniture 
NORTH  DAKOTA 

Fargo    Dayton  s 
Fargo    .    .    .  0.  J.  de  Lendrecia  Department  Store 
OREGON 
Eugene   Reed  and  Cross 
Portland        Fishels 
Portland    Holman  s 
SOUTH  DAKOTA 
Aberdeen       Malchow  Company 
Groton   Paetznick  Garness  Furniture 
Mitchell   Johnsons,  Inc 

UTAH Murray         The  Broadwa/ 
Salt  Lake  City        South  East  Furniture 
WASHINGTON 
Bellingham         The  Bon  Marche 
Chelan   Rite-On  Home  Furnishings 
Everett         The  Bon  Marche 
Federal  Way   Peoples 
Moses  Lake   Moses  Lake  Furniture 

Olympia   People  s 
Port  Angeles         Peoples 

Puyallup   Linden  Fireplaces  Patio 
Seattle   The  Bon  Marche 
Seattle   Leisure  Northwest 

Spokane   The  Bon  Marche 
Tacoma       The  Bon  Marche 
Tacoma   People  s 
Tri-Cities   The  Bon  Marche 
Tukwila        The  Bon  Marche 
Wenatchee        People  s 
Yakima        The  Bon  Marche 
Yakima   People  s 
Yakima        Raynels 
WYOMING 

Cheyenne   Grier  Furniture  Company 

Q)  Samson ite 
HOUSE  &  GARDEN 



The  Love  Seat 
Body  Glove  by  Samsonite 

-J 

Experienced  femmes  fatales  know  how 

to  pamper  the  man  they  love.  Give  him  a  big  hug,  whisper  in  his 

ear .  .  .  and  sit  him  down  on  Samsonite's  cool  and  comfortable 

"Body  Glove"  outdoor  furniture!  Pampering  people  is  what 
these  feature-packed  furnishings  are  all  about  —  with  specially- 
coated  steel  frames,  soft  airy  fabric,  and  our  exclusive 

NoHands®  chaise  lounge  that  lets  you  change  position  without 
lifting  afinger.  Rain  or  shine,  this  beautiful  furniture  is  made  to  last 

through  just  about  all  of  nature's  whims.  So  pamper  your  loved 
onesand  yourself  with  carefree  furnishings  that  are  comfortable  as 

a  hug.  The  "Body  Glove"  collection  .  .  .  one  of  many  fine  indoor 
and  outdoor  furniture  creations  by  Samsonite! 

®  1975  Samsonite 

APRIL,   1976 

(@»  Samsonite ^^     Fine  casual  furniture-at  better  stores  everywhere 
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I  Attic  history 
DENNIS    BARMA 

The  West  Virginia  Heritage  trunk, 
with  puppets,  costumes,  a  dulcimer 

Clustered  round  the  conte
nts  of 

an  antique  camelback  trunk, 

eighth-grade  students  in  West 
Virginia  are  experiencing  all  the 
pleasures  of  an  attic  rummage 

while  learning  that  the  state's  heri- 
tage is  also  their  own.  The  trunk 

(code-named  "Kate")  is  crammed 
with  props  from  the  past,  all  di- 

rectly related  to  six  "real"  families, 
whose  lives,  personalities,  and  in- 

terests are  described  in  an  accom- 

panying handbook.  They  present 

a  vivid  picture  of  post-Civil  War 
life  in  West  Virginia.  Kate  is  one 

of  ten  such  Heritage  Trunks  circu- 

lating within  the  state  school  sys- 
tem, and  in  a  sense  they  are  all 

theatrical  trunks.  Each  student  be- 
comes a  member  of  one  of  the  fam- 

ilies, living  out  period  life  by  re- 
enacting  it  in  the  schoolroom.  To 
further  the  reality  of  the  past,  the 

tnmks'  contents  can   be  handled 

and  used.  Colorful  period  clothes, 
made  of  modern  materials,  can  be 
tried  on.  Toys,  primers,  cooking 
utensils,  and  historical  documents 

(maps,  prints,  licenses,  and  letters) 
of  the  1870s  are  all  intended  as 

starting  points  for  historical  plays 

and  student  projects  such  as  soap- 
making,  sampler  embroidery,  sim- 

ple cooking.  There's  a  mountain dulcimer  for  the  musical,  and 
handmade  puppets  fjor  staging 

skits.  Tapes  and  filmstrips  drama- 
tize other  aspects  of  West  Vir- 

ginia's past  and  present.  A  cente- narian black  woman  describes 

growing  up  in  the  late  19th  cen- 
tury. There  are  tapes  of  folk  tales, 

and  music  played  on  local  instru- 
ments; patchwork  quilting  glows 

on  a  film  with  a  soundtrack  of 
mountain  banjo  music. 

"Heroes  have  toppled,  and  we're 
turning  to  the  heritage  of  plain  ev- 

eryday people  to  make  history  real 

for  our  children,"  says  Dolly  Sher- 
wood, who  developed  the  West 

Virginia  Heritage  Trunk  concept 
at  the  behest  of  Janet  Glaser,  then 

director  of  the  Children's  Museum 
of  Sunrise,  Charleston.  The  muse- 

um helped  fund  the  program  with 
a  grant  from  the  West  Virginia 
Arts  and  Humanities  Council  and 

other  matching  funds.  As  a  heri- 
tage program  consultant,  Mrs. 

Sherwood  (who  has  five  children 

of  her  own)  helps  other  communi- 
ties develop  Heritage  Trunks.  You 

can  write  to  her  at  1526  Dogwood 
Road,  Charleston,  W.Va.  25314. 

VERONICA  MCNIFF 

I  Beating  around  the  bush 

The  Kenya  group  of  Interalp  students  at  their  Lake  Nakuru  campsite 

Counting  flamingos  and 
 study- 

ing Swahili  instead  of  the  three 

R's.  Picking  olives  and  reciting 
Greek  poetry.  Cataloguing  butter- 

flies in  the  Great  Cloud  Forest  of 
Costa  Rica.  High  school  students 
who  take  a  semester  with  Interalp 
will  have  such  adventures. 

Tut,  tut 
VynuxwiM Houghton  Mifflin,  $7.95), 
by  David  Macaulay,  should  please 
any  young  builder  and  everyone 
who  likes  to  hang  around  construc- 

tion sites.  Intelligently  written, 

filled  with  pen  and  ink  sketches 
and  precise  plans,  this  hook  details 
the  building  of  a  pyramid  from 

conception  to  completion  some  29 
years  and  2  million  blocks  of  stone 
later.  In  his  two  previous  books, 
the  author  similarly  chronicled  a 
Gothic  cathedral  and  a  Roman 
city.  This  latest  picture  biography 
of  a  monument  is  equally 

fascinating  and  handsome. 

\'y^"< 
n^"u,r. 

Designed  to  provide  "a  signifi- 
cant alternative  to  classroom  learn- 

ing," Interalp  (Intercultural  Action 
Learning  Program)  is  a  nonprofit 
educational  program  begun  in 
1973.  It  is  not  a  travel  program, 

founder  Mimi  Summerskill  stress- 

es; rather,  it  "immerses"  students in  a  different  culture  by  sending 
them  in  small  groups  to  one  of 
three  countries:  Kenya,  Greece, 

and  (new  this  spring)  Costa  Rica. 
Science-particularly  wildlife  study, 

ecology,  and  conservation-is  em- 
phasized in  Kenya  and  Costa  Rica, 

history  and  culture  in  Greece. 
Afternoon  classes  are  held  in 

subjects  relating  to  the  area  and  its 
language;  mornings  are  devoted  to 

projects.  Everyone  keeps  a  per- 
sonal journal.  Two  teacher/ coun- 

selors live  with  every  group  of 
eleven  students,  often  in  fairly 

primitive  conditions. 
In  Kenya,  students  live  in  tents 

in  the  national  park  on  Lake  Na- 
kuru and  within  easy  reach  of  the 

Baharini  Wildlife  Center.  Among 
their  activities:  counting  flamingos, 

climbing  Mt.  Kenya,  studying  ma- 
rine biology  at  the  great  coral  reef 

on  the  Indian  Ocean,  studying 

Swahili  and  the  politics  of  modern 
Kenya,  helping  Kenyans  construct 
a  locally  needed  building. 

In  Greece,  on  the  island  of  Ka- 
lymnos,  mending  fishing  nets, 
packing  sponges,  or  helping  in  the 
bakery  alternate  with  studies  (most 
classes   are   outdoors)   in   archae- 

ology, Grecvk  poetry,  \cy\y.  dancing, 

history,  and  language.  A  fruit- 
picking  or  tree-planting  group 

project  ends  the  semester. 
The  Costa  Rican  program,  sup- 

ported by  the  World  Wildlife 
Fund,  will  teach  basics  of  conser- 

vation including  reforestation  and 

census-taking  of  turtles,  near  one 

of  the  last  great  tropical  rain  for- 
ests. Spanish  is  studied  intensively. 

A  15-week  semester  costs 

$1,850  per  student;  they  must  ap- 
ply through  their  schools  (which 

give  academic  credit  for  the  pro- 
gram) to:  Interalp,  126  Alexander 

Street,  Princeton.  N.J.  08540. 

I  Work,  don't  shirk 

As  few  parents  need  to  be  to
ld, children  often  have  little  un- 

it derstanding  of  the  world  of 
work  and  fail  to  see  how  their  edu- 

cation is  related  to  their  future 

lives.  Since  former  Assistant  Secre- 
tary of  Education  Sidney  Marland 

expressed  concern  over  rapidly 

changing  attitudes  toward  work  in 
our  society  and  pledged  funds  for 
developing  related  school  programs 

in  the  early  1970s,  educators  have 
tried  to  do  just  that.  The  feeling 

seems  to  be  that  you  cant  start  too 

young. So  it's  not  surprising  to  find  to- 
day's classrooms  inviting  adults  for 

breakfast  to  tell  about  their  work, 

as  a  fourth  and  fifth  grade  in  Na- 
Continued  on  page  156 



When  we  talk  to  people  about  their  refrigerators, 

one  point  that  ainnost  always  comes  up  is  finger- 
prints on  the  doors.  So,  we  decided  to  do  sonne- 

thing  about  them. 

Now  you  can  buy  a  Whirlpool  refrigerator- 

freezer  that  has  textured  steel  doors.  They're 
strong.  They're  attractive.  And  best  of  all,  they're 
designed  to  minimize  fingerprints. 

Of  course  that's  just  the  beginning  of  the 

benefits  you'll  enjoy  with  a  new  Whirlpool 
refrigerator-freezer. 

Nifty  things  like  water  and  ice  through  the  door. 
Our  Activated  Charcoal  Filter.  Crispers  with  special 
humidity  seals.  And,  on  most  models,  the  Whirlpool 

easy-to-clean,  long-lasting,  porcelain  enameled 
interior. 

Put  them  all  together  and  you're  talking  about 
one  of  the  best  refrigerators  ever  made. 

Whirlpool Home  JL  AoDliances 

We  believe  quality  can  be  beautiful. 



South  Carolina 
offers  you  the  vacation 

with  all  the  extras. 
At  no  extra  cost. 

We'd  like  to  help  you  spend  less  money  for  your  vacation  this year  By  getting  more  vacation  for  your  money. 

So  we've  put  together  the  South  Carolina  Trip  Kit.  It's  full  of facts  about  all  the  things  South  Carolma  has  to  offer  Like  beaches, 
mountains,  hunting,  fishing,  camping,  golf,  tennis,  lakes,  boating, 

gardens  and  historical  cities.  And  you'llbe  surprised  how  many  of our  attractions  are  free. 

Even  the  South  Carolina  Trip  Kit  is  free.  Just  send  us  the  coupon 
and  find  out  how  you  can  have  all  the  South  Carolina  extras.  At 
no  extra  cost. 

.Soiiih 
Carolina 
TiipKit 

Name 

City  _ 

.Add ress 

-State 

.Zip 

Free  South  Carolina  Trip  Kit 
Mai!  Co  South  Carolina  Division  of  Toumm  Room  133,  Box  78.  Columbia.  South  Carolina  29202 

Only  oxygen  takes  priority  over 
water  in  maintaining  life.  Water 
is  vital  for  all  living  matter.  It  is 
the  most  essential  of  all  nutrients. 

This  is  proved  by  what  it  does — its 
many  roles. 

Water  provides  the  environment 
in  which  the  body  cells  live,  and 
plays  an  active  part  in  forming  the 
building  blocks  of  cells.  It  also 
controls  the  structure  and  form  of 

the  body.  It  acts  as  a  solvent  for 
all  other  nutrients  and  carries  them 

to  all  parts  of  the  body.  Water 
transports  waste  products  from  the 
body  via  urine,  lungs,  the  skin,  and 
the  feces.  It  acts  as  a  lubricant  in 

saliva  to  prevent  dryness  of  mouth 
and  to  moisten  food,  which  permits 
ease  of  swallowing.  Water  also 
helps  control  body  temperature. 

Water  accounts  for  one  half  to 
three  fourths  of  your  body  weight. 

It  is  part  of  every  body  cell,  mus- 
cle, adipose  and  connective  tissue, 

blood  and  bone.  We  can  exist  for 

long  periods  on  a  diet  deficient  in 
other  nutrients — protein,  fat  car- 

bohydrate, minerals;  and  vitamins 
— but  we  can  survive  only  a  few 

days  if  deprived  of  water.  Sensa- 
tions of  thirst  usually  act  as  a  guide 

to  adequate  intake  of  water,  in- 
fants and  sick  persons  excepted. 

By  Eloise  R.  Trescher,  Rl 

Wide  variations  in  water  occi 
because  of  certain  conditions  i 
excessive  sweating,  extreme  hea 
losses  from  vomiting  and  diarrhe; 

high  temperatures,  retention  c 
excretion  due  to  certain  disease 

changes  in  food  mixture,  and  ii 
creases  or  decreases  in  certai 
minerals  such  as  sodium  and  pt 
tassium,  in  concert  with  othc 
minerals. 

The  mechanisms  that  contrc 
water  balance  in  healthy  bodie 

are  exquisitely  sensitive  and  ther 
is  little  variation  between  wate 
intake  and  water  output.  Th 
healthy  kidneys  are  complex  oi 
gans  which  help  maintain  wate 
balance.  They  can  quickly  excret' 
excess  water,  and  in  water  depriva 
tion  act  to  conserve  it.  In  the  latte 

capacity  the  urine  becomes  moi 
and  more  concentrated.  There  is 
constant  need  for  water  to  rid  th^ 

body  of  waste  products. 
When  the  body  is  deprived  o 

water,  dehydration  quickly  occur 
as  there  is  a  steady  loss  of  wate 
through  the  lungs  and  skin  by  ex 
piration  and  evaporation  and  i 
called  "Insensible  Water  Loss. 
Body  size,  the  amount  of  physica 
activity,  the  ambient  tcmpcraturi 

Continued  on  page  151 

Percentage  of  water  in  a  selected  list  of  foods 
Food Percent  of  Water 

Bacon,  broiled  or  fried 8 

Uncooked  oatmeal 8 

Dried  beans,  uncooked 11 

Wheat  flour 

12 
Bread,  roasted 20 

Bread,  untoasted 30 

Beef,  cooked 35-60 Lima  beans 71 
Avocados 

74 
Potatoes 

80 

Apples 

85 
Oranges 

85 

Cooked  oatmeal 

86 

Artichokes 86 

Milk 

87 

Orange  juice 
88 

Carrots 90 

Watermelon 93 

Sugar,  white 
trace 

Sugar,  brown 
2 

Oils 0 

36 

Water  is  lost  from  the  body  each  day  as  follows. 
1500  ml.  as  urine 

500  ml.  through  the  skin  at  average  temperature  and  humidity 
350  ml.  through  the  expired  air  at  average  temp,  and  humidity 
150  ml.  in  feces 

2500  ml7 

HOUSE  &  GARD' 
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'Bvo  of  the 
most  important  thii^s 
about  buying  carpet 
have  nothing  to  do 

with  the  carpet  itself. 
!•  The  carpet  retailer 

2*  The  carpet  underlay 

We  want  you  to  love  your  next  carpet. 
Morethan  that,  we  want  you  to  keep  loving  it  for 

as  long  as  you  live  with  it. 
So  even  before  you  start  looking  for  the  right 

carpet  color,  style,  fiber,  texture  and  price,  we 
suggest  that  you  look  for  something  else  first. 
The  right  carpet  retailer 
Because  we  believe  that  where  you  buy  your 

carpet  is  every  bit  as  important  as  what  you  buy 
Now  the  question  is:  Since  most  carpet  stores 

look  like  most  other  carpet  stores,  how  do  you 

know  you're  in  the  right'  one? 
You'll  know  it  by  the  way  the  right  carpet  re- 

tailer does  things.  Things  other  retailers  prob- 

'  ably  won't. 

He'll  assure  you,  often  in  writing,  that  if  any- 
thing should  go  wrong  with  the  carpet  he  sells 

you,  hell  take  care  of  it. 
He  keeps  only  salesmen  trained 

to  understand  al  I  the  pros  and  cons 
of  the  various  carpet  fibers  and 

textures.  They  won  t  ti-y  to  sell  you 
a  carpet  for  your  living  room  that 
was  made  for  your  bedroom. 

He  II  give  you  personalized  serv- 
ice. He  may  even  send  his  own 

man,  for  instance,  to  measure  your 

floor  precisely,  instead  of  con- 
tracting the  job  outside.  If  any- 

thing about  your  installation  isnt 
what  It  should  be,  hell  take  full  -^^ 
responsibility 

He  runs  honest  sales  with  plausible  savings. 

You  won't  see  those  big  discount  come-ons  that 
are  always  sold  out  when  you  get  there. 

If  there's  anything  the  right  retailer  won't  do, 
it's  lose  interest  in  you  after  hes  made  the  sale. 
Making  you  as  happy  as  possible  with  your 

newcarpet  for  as  many  years  as  possible  IS  worth 
a  lot  to  him,  too  In  good  will  and  word  of  mouth 
advertising. 
Which  IS  why  he  may  advise  you  to  consider  a 

Carpet  Gishion 

way  to  preserve  the  life  and  beauty  of  your  new 
carpet.  A  way  to  give  added  luxury  underfoot  as 
well. 

A  superior  carpet 
underlay 

If  you  ve  thought  about 
carpet  underlay  at  all,  you 

probably  think  that  one  is 
the  same  as  another 

J  ust  somethi  ng  to  sepa- 
rate the  carpet  from  the 

floor 

Not  long  ago,  when  the 
choice  waslimitedtojute, 
waffle  or  foam  rubber  that  was  true. 

But  today  there  is  an  underlay  that  has  every- 
thing a  carpet  needs  to  help  keep  it  looking 

newer  longer  And  to  make  it  feel  thicker,  more 
luxurious. 

Its  called  Omalon* Omalon  is  not  just  a  cushion.  Or 
like  anything  else  that  s  ever  been 
put  under  a  carpet. 

Its  a  Foundation,  created  under 

an  exclusive  patented*  process  by 
Olin.  So  there's  no  substitute. 

Ordinary  carpet  cushion  can  de- 
teriorate and  lose  its  capacity  to 

protect  your  carpet.  The  result  can 
be  uneven,  unsightly  wear 
Omalon,  as  the  test  above 

proves,  won't  deteriorate  and  resists  bottoming 
out— even   under  heavy  foot  or  furniture 
pounding. 
Other  benefits:  Omalon  keeps  its  resilience 

and  bounce  for  years  and  years.  Its  perfect  for 
any  room  in  the  house,  absorbs  noise,  has  no 

unpleasant  odor  and  due  to  itsexcellent  thermal- 
insulation  properties,  it  helps  to  keep  a  room 
warmer  and  conserve  fuel. 

But  the  most  delightful  thing  about  Omalon 
Carpet  Foundation  under  any  carpet  is  the  pi  ush 

Carpet  Foundation 

^^ 
Unretouched  photos  of  results  of  a  100.000  cycle  test 
(the  equivalent  of  several  years  of  moderately  heavy  traf- 

fic) on  National  Bureau  of  Standards  designed  testing 
machines  at  Oiin  Laboratories 

sensation  it  gives  you  Like  walking  on  a  cloud. 

SowithOmalon  Carpet  Foundation  your  beau- 
tiful new  carpet  can  stay  and  feel  beautiful  years 

longer 

Of  course,  as  important 

as  the  retailer  and  the  un- 
derlay are  in  any  carpet 

purchase,  knowing  how 
to  select  the  carpet  itself 
is,  after  all,  your  main 

concern. 
So  we've  written  a 

booklet  calledThe  Carpet 

Report.  Its  filled  with 
nothing  but  hard  facts  on  just  what  to  look  for 
when  shopping  for  carpet. 

It's  yours  for  $1.  A  small 
investment  to  help  you 

make  the  big  one. 

Omalon  Patented  Process  Carpel 
Foundation   Dept   HG-4 
Olin  Corporation 
120  Long  Ridge  Road 
Stamford  Conn  06904 

I  want  to  know  all  the  important  things 
about  buying  a  carpet 
Enclosed  please  find  $1  00  for  my  copy  of The  Carpet  Report 

TT-TF" 

CARPET
  

REPORT
- 

«.4^l&-A-«<ri 

Name. 

Address. 

City   

Stale. 
_2ip_ 

omalon. 
PATENTED*  PROCESS  CARPET  FOUNDATION 
BY  dill 

Omalon  is  a  registered  trademark  of  Olin  Corporation. 
■Produced  under  patented  process.  Olin  U  S  Patent No  3506600 

^PRIL,   1976 
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^  an  Allen, 
'  Id  the  rug  be  red? 

You're  never  in  doubt  about  your  decisions  at  Ethan  Allen. 
At  Ethan  Allen,  we  put  rugs  on  the  floor, 

where  they  belong,  so  you  don't  have  to  imagine  what  they'll 
look  like  on  your  floor.  You're  never  in  doubt  about  your  jlf decisions  at  Ethan  Allen. 

All  across  America  there  are  Ethan  Allen 

Galleries  where  you  can  furnish  your  home       "o^S 
from  top  to  bottom,  from  ^iJ-iZ!  "'"  la;?  H^afj 
New  England  simplicity  to  Chippendale  luxury. 

Come  on  over  to  our  house.  Ethan  Allen  Galleries. 

The  latest  on  crafts: 

primers,  how-tos, 
and  handbooks 

For  initiate  or  old  pro,  here  is  a 
selection  of  recently  published 

crafts  books  presenting  challeng- 
ing and  imaginative  projects  with 

crystal-clear  instructions  and  copi- 
ous how-to  illustrations. 

For  anyone  who's  mastered  the 
basics  and  is  ready  to  try  more  am- 

bitious projects,  Ann  Roth  has  pro- 
duced two  intriguing  books:  Mo- 

saic Masterpieces  in  Needlework 
and  Handicraft  Based  on  Motifs 

from  The  Holy  Land  (Scribners, 
$10)  offers  twelve  designs  based  on 
mosaics  found  in  synagogues, 
churches,  and  other  public  build- 

ings. Among  the  designs  are  a 
jaunty  pelican  from  the  Church  of 
Caesarea,  a  leopard  from  a  syna- 

gogue in  Nirim,  a  zodiac,  a  fruit 
tree,  several  decorative  borders. 

Needlepoint  Designs  from  the  Mo- 
saics of  Ravenna  (Scribners,  $10) 

contains,  again,  a  dozen  eye-filling 
designs,  including  an  Adoration  of 

the  Magi  from  the  basilica  of  Sant' 
Apollinare  Nuovo,  several  colorful 

3f 

By  Jerome  H.  Dewier 

bird  motifs,  and  a  real  knockout  of 

a  decorative  border  from  the  bap- 
tistry of  the  Church  of  San  Vitale. 

A  Needlepoint  Gallery  of  Pat- 
terns from  the  Past  (Knopf,  $15) 

by  Phyllis  Kluger  has  over  100  de- 
signs ranging  from  Ancient  Eg>  p- 

tian  and  Classical  Greek  motifs 

through  the  Byzantine  Empire, 

Middle  Ages,  Renaissance  to  19th- 
century  Europe  and  a  selection  of 
American  folk  art. 
Decorating  with  Crochet 

(Houghton  Mifflin,  $14.95)  by 
Anne  Halliday  presents  40  proj- 

ects for  tapestries,  plant  hangers, 

rugs,  afghans,  pillows,  seat  cush- 
ions, pictures  that  can  be  framed 

and  hung.  All  pieces  are  made  with 
readily  available  materials;  wash- 

ing and  dry-cleaning  instructions 
are  included.  The  appendix  has  a 

glossary  of  crochet  terms,  dia- 
grams of  stitches,  and  an  up-to- 

date  list  of  materials  and  suppliers. 

In  Embroider}-  Designs  from 
Pre-Columbian     Art     (Scribners, 

ALL    PRICES   ARE   APPROXIMATE 

$12.95),  Barbara  L.  Snook  shows  a 
wide  variety  of  designs  in  crewel 
and  needlepoint  techniques  that 
have  been  adapted  from  Mayan, 
Aztec,  and  Incan  pottery  motifs, 
some  depicting  fanciful  birds  and 
animals,  others  abstract  patterns, 
all  meant  to  be  worked  in  bold  col- 

ors for  dramatic  effect. 

Even  beginners  can  follow  Mod- 
ern Stitchery  (Crown,  $6.95;  $4.95 

paperback)  by  B.  Kay  Eraser.  It's an  easy  approach  to  needlecraft 

enabling  you  to  create  wall  hang- 
ings, decorate  linens  and  clothing, 

embellish  any  fabric. 
American  Quilts  and  How  to 

Make  Them  (Scribners,  $14.95)  by 
Carter  Houck  and  Myron  Miller 
illustrates  and  gives  instructions 
for  reproducing  42  patchwork 

quilts  of  the  18th  and  1 9th  centu- 
ries. They  are  all  based  on  tradi- 

tional American  designs — the  Oak 
Leaf  Cluster,  the  Sunburst,  the 

Whig  Rose — and  all  are  shown  in 
settings  similar  to  those  from 
which  they  might  have  come. 

An  unusual  book  about  an  un- 
usual craft — Willow  Spokes  and 

VVickerwork  (Stackpole,  $9.95)  by 

Cleo  M.  Stephens — describes  mak- 
ing hand-woven  belts,  baskets, 

mats,  sandals,  many  other  useful 
articles  from  materials,  yours  for 

the  gathering  in  woodlands  and 
fields.  The  techniques  are  basically 
braiding  and  weaving.  A  chapter 
on  natural  dyes  tells  how  to  color 

the  finished  work,  if  you  so  desin 
A  New  Look  at  Felt  (Crowi 

$7.95;  $4.95  paperback)  by  Elys 
and  Mike  Sommer  depicts  mar 
decorative  and  whimsical  things  t 
create  with  felt.  The  authors  sa 

that  if  you  can  cut,  glue,  and  sev 

you're  ready  to  turn  out  a  wealt 
of      objects — clothing,      plaque; 

bags,  pillows — without  difficulty. 
In  the  meticulously  rescarche 

Crafts  from  North  American  Ir 
dian  Arts  (Crown  $12.95;  $5.9 

paperback)    Mary    Lou    Striblin 
discusses  authentic  methods  use 

by  the  various  tribes  and  show 
how    an    adept    craftsperson    ca 

adapt  them  to  modern   material 
and  methods.  The  book  examine 
Indian  ornaments  and  finery  mad 

from    stone     and     beads,     shell* 
bones,  feathers,  wood,  gourds,  anc 
metals,  and  tells  how  to  make  nets 
baskets,  textiles,  gourd  pots.  an( 

how    to   apply    Indian    motifs    \< 
whatever  you  wish.  The  project 

run  the  gamut  from  the  most  basi* 
basket  to  the   most  complex  ruj 
mosaic. 

Decorated  T-shirts  are  all  th( 

rage  these  days.  If  you're  firmh aboard  the  bandwagon  and  wan 
to  decorate  your  shirts  yoursell 

you  can  learn  how  with  T-Shirtin^ 
(Hawthorn,  $4.95)  by  Charlc 

Piatt.  It's  subtitled  "A  do-it-your 
self  guide  to  getting  it  on  youn 

chest."  You  can  "get  it  on"  by  silk Continued  on  page  4 

Ethan  Allen^ 
Will  the  draperies  match? 

You're  never  in  doubt  about  your  decisions  at  Ethan  Allen. 

At  Ethan  Allen,  you  don't  have  to  brmg  your  house 

along  to  see  if  it  matches  our  draperies.  Because  you'll  see 

our  draperies  hanging  in  real  rooms,  like  yours.  You're never  in  doubt  about  your  decisions  at  Ethan  Allen.  ^ 
All  across  America  there  are  Ethan  Allen  ^^^  ■ 

Galleries  with  Home  Planners  to  solve  your  ^^S^^ 

trickiest  decorating  problem,  whether  you're  aft!^^  9|B  * 
just  browsing  or  ready  to  buy. 

Come  on  over  to  our  house.  Ethan  Allen  Galleries! 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN 



THE  $aO  CHOCOLATE  BAR 
Baby  your  baby  with  one  of  these  all-new  chocolate 
liqueurs  from  Leroux.  Or  better  still,  how  about  all  four? 

They're  about  $5.00  each* 
Like  the  finest  home-made  ice  cream,  our  exquisite  liqueurs 
come  in  these  all-new  double  decker  flavors: 

Chocolate  Mint— a  subtle  blend  of  luscious  chocolate  and 
natural  mint:  Delicious  straight  or  in  coffee. 

Chocolate  Raspberry —  a  true  fruit  raspbern/  blended 
with  |ust  the  right  touch  of  chocolate.  Perfect  on  desserts  or 
on  the  rocks. 

Chocolate  Banana  —  like  a  banana  split  that  you  drink. 

Chocolate  Cherry  — tempting  chocolate  mixed  with  true 
fruit  cherries. 

But  we  don't  want  to  kid  you.  These  are  full-strength  54  proof 
liqueurs  that  will  turn  your  bar  into  a  chocolate  bar 

As  after-dinner  desserts  or  in  before-dinner  sours  or  with 
just  a  dash  of  soda,  these  ice  cream  parlor  flavors  from 

Leroux  create  soda  fountain  memories  you'll  never  want 
to  forget. 

For  a  free  copy  of  the  Leroux  Cocktail  and  Cooking  Recipe 
Folder  write  to:  Leroux  Recipe  Offer,  RO.  Box  956,  Madison 
Square  Station,  N.Y.,  N.Y.  10010. 

Leroux  Chocolate  Liqueurs,  General  Wine  &  Spints  Co.,  N.Y.C. 

*  Price  may  vary  according  to  state  and  local  taxes. 

LEROUX 
Ice  cream  parlor  flavors 

for  gronf  nups. 



This  carpet  wears  two  important  names. 

Horizon  Carpets  is  one  of  the  most  exciting  names  in  the  carpet  world.  For  it's  a 
name  linked  with  an  unrivalled  selection  of  rich  textures,  vital  colors,  and  outstanding 

graphic  designs. 

And  now  it's  a  name  linked  with  our  name.  The  Ban-Lon°  trademark. 
Because  this  luxurious  carpet,  the  very  first  to  borrow  the  art  of  sculpture  and  bring 

it  one  step  further,  speaks  only  of  love.  (Something  no  one  should  be  without.)  Yet  at  the 

same  time  it  possesses  still  more  than  style  and  sentiment.  It  also  lives  up  to  America's 
highest  quality  standards. 

We  know. 

We  have  an  uncompromising  series  of  tests  that  rate  the 

performance  of  a  carpet.  We  check  wear  and  snag  resistance. 

Color  and  texture  retention.  Cleanability  and  flammability. 

In  short,  we  determine  the  quality  that  goes  into  this  Horizon 

carpet  before  the  Ban-Lon  carpet  label  goes  on  it. 
Which  is  why  quite  simply  it  makes  sense  to  look  for  this 

unsurpassed  carpet.  What  better  assurance  can  you  have 

that  your  well-earned  money  will  be  well  spent. 

You'll  find  this  sculptured  plush  nylon  pile  "Love"  motif  fashioned  in  18  original  designer  colors.  Available  in  area  rugs  as  well  as  wall-to-wall 
carpeting.  At  Rich's,  Atlanta;  Emerson  Rug,  Boston;  Pedian  Rug  Co.,  Chicago;  John  M.  Smyth.  Chicago;  Titche's.  Dallas;  New  York  Carpet 
World,  Detroit;  Banner  Carpets,  Los  Angeles;  Miami  Rug,  Miami;  Allen  Carpet  Shops,  New  York  and  Philadelphia;  Macy's.  San  Francisco  and Northern  California. 

Joseph  Bancroft  &  Sons  Company,  Inc.,  1133  Avenue  of  the  Americas.  New  York.  New  York  10036,  an  EI  Paso  Company. 

S  Ban-Lon  is  a  registered  trademark  of  Joseph  BaDcroft  &  Sons  Company.  Inc  .  TM.  Joseph  Bancroft  &  Sons  Company.  Inc. 
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The  Royal  Classic  Ibwel. 
Its  a  small  price  to  pay  for  such  a  rich  soft  feeling. 

-i^ 

-^ 

kl 

-V  .      . -'  -.  '.• Feel  The  Differenced 

Made  with  Cannon's  exclusive  Combspun* 
cotton,  it's  softer  and  more 
absorbent  than  even  some 

of  the  most  expensive 
towels. 

It  doesn't  get  soaking 
wet  while  you're  drying  off. 

And  Royal  Classic 

•%         doesn't  cost  a  bundle, 
either.  With  lots  of  rich 

decorative  colors,  so 

^beautifully  priced,  you  can 
even  redecorate  your 

.i.   '  entire  linen  closet. 

\ 

\ 

h^Hm! 

^^. 

^%%*f!f^""v'''i 

Cannon  Mills,  Inc.  1271  Avenue  of  the  Americas, //  New  York,  New  York  10020 
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Ethan  Allen, 
Do  these  chairs  go  together? 

You're  never  in  doubt  about  your  decisions  at  Ethan  Allen. 
At  Ethan  Allen  we  know  people  like  to  sit  down  in 

all  kinds  of  different  chairs.  So  we  show  compatible  chairs  in 

co-ordinating  fabrics  to  help  you  see  how  two  differently 

styled  chairs  can  live  happily  in  the  same  room.  You're 
never  in  doubt  about  your  decisions  at  Ethan  Allen.       ̂ ,^ 

All  across  America  there  are  Ethan  Allen        ̂ j^^  ̂  
Galleries  where  you  can  furnish  your  home 
piece  by  beautiful  piece,  secure  in  the 

knowledge  that  you're  making  iifig'^^n  ̂ j^lj  BlC 
a  lasting  investment. 

Come  on  over  to  our  house.  Ethan  Allen  Galleries. 

''ea-nADeo 

.atest  on  crafts  continued  from  page  38 

:reening,  applique,  embroidery, 

ainting,  tie-dying,  or  with  patches, 
uds,  glitter,  you  name  it.  The  de- 
gns  range  from  the  pretty  to  the 

retty  outrageous — they're  all  fun. 
For  the  experienced  craftsper- 

jn  with  patience  and  persever- 
nce,  here  are  three  interesting 

ooks  on  making  things  in  minia- 
ire:  Make  Your  Own  Dollhouses 

nd  Dollhouse  Miniatures  (Haw- 
lorn,  $15)  by  Marian  Maeve 

>"Brien  shows  how  to  build  a  com- 
lete  dollhouse — from  a  Tudor 
lansion  to  a  turn-about  house  of 
le  1870s  or  1920s  and  how  to 

ecorate  it  authentically  with  furn- 
hings  you  make  yourself.  There 
re  even  instructions  for  installing 
lectricity  and  fireplaces.  Mrs. 

)'Brien  guides  you  step-by-step  in 
ainting,  laying  clapboard,  shin- 
ling,  building  doors  and  windows, 
lying  stone  paths  and  patios,  cra- 

ting gardens  .  .  .  The  Dollhouse 
dea  Book  (Hawthorn,  $3.50  pa- 
erback)  by  Valerie  Jackson  and 
auline  Flick  gives  instructions  for 
aking  the  dollhouse  furniture 
nd  adding  details  to  its  rooms — 
ccessories.  light  fixtures,  iron 
miniatures,  pictures,  toys — -many 
nade  from  such  found  items  as 

ottle  caps,  pill  jars,  corks,  match- 

>VHERE   NO   DATE  OF  PUBLICATION    IS   GIVEN,   THE 

LLERS,   ALL  PRICES  ARE  APPROXIMATE. 

PRIL,   1976 

boxes,  buttons.  There  are,  too, 
instructions  for  making  dolls  to 
live  in  the  dollhouse  .  .  .  The  Com- 

plete Book  of  Making  Miniatures 
(Crown,  $10.95;  $5.95  paperback) 

by  Thelma  R.  Newman  and  Vir- 
ginia Merrill  not  only  tells  how  to 

make  many  pieces  of  furniture,  but 

also  how  to  create  Lilliputian  cur- 
tains, fabrics,  rugs,  wallpaper. 

Most  helpful — a  list  of  tools  and 
materials  you  will  need  and  where 
they  can  be  obtained. 

MORE  NEW  CRAFTS  BOOKS 
WORTH  INVESTIGATING 

During  the  spring  months   many 
more  new  crafts  books  will  be  in 

your  local  bookshops  and  worth 
looking  into  to  find  new  projects, 
new  patterns,  even  new  crafts  you 
might  want  to  try.  Among  them: 
NEEDLEWORK 

Your      House      in      Needlepoint 

(Bobbs-Merrill,  $12.95)  by  Bar- 
bara L.  Farlie  and  Constance  C. 

Sloan.  Available  May.* 
New     Ideas    for     Needlepointers 

(Crown.    $7.95;    $5.95    paper- 
back) by  Marion  Broome  Pak- 

ula.  April. 

Patterns  for   Needlepoint    (Scrib- 
ners,  $14.95)  by  Hope  Hanley. 

Mosaic        Knitting        (Scribners, 

BOOK    IS    NOW   AVAILABLE    THROUGH    YOUR    BOOK- 

$12.50)  by  Barbara  G.  Walker. 
Turkish  Embroidery  (Van  Nos- 

trand  Reinhold.  $10.95)  by  Gul- 
seren  Ramazanoglu.  May. 

Patchwork  Quilt  Designs  for  Nee- 
dlepoint, Charted  for  Easy  Use 

(Dover,  $1.50  paperback)  by 
Frank  Fontana.  May. 

Charted  Designs  for  Needle-made 
Rugs  (Dover,  $3.50  paperback) 

by  Sibyl  L  Mathews. WEAVING 

Creative  Handweaving  (Dial, 
$12.95;  $6.95  paperback)  by 
Xenia  Ley  Parker.  April. 

Everybody's  Weaving  Book.  (Mac- 
millan,  $14.95)  by  Alfred  Allen 

Lewis  and  Julienne  Krasnofl". 
May. 

Free  Weaving  (Scribners.  $14.95) 

by  Myriam  Gilby.  May. 
Frame  Loom  Weaving  (Van  Nos- 

trand  Reinhold,  $10.95)  by  Jane 
Redman.  May. 

BASKETRY 
Basketmaking  from  the  Beginning 

(Funk  &  Wagnalls,  $7.95;  $4.95 

paperback)  by  Lura  LaBarge. 
June. 

Natural  Basketry  (Watson-Guptill, 
$12.95;  $6.95  paperback)  by 
Carol  and  Dan  Hart. 

WOODWORK 
Amateur  Cabinetmaking  (Barnes, 

$6.95)  by  Vernon  M.  Albers. 
June. 

Woodcraft:  Basic  Concepts  and 
Skills  (Chilton,  $13.95;  $7.95 

paperback)  by  Thelma  R.  New- man. June. 

Veneering  Simplified  (Scribners, 
$6.95)  by  Harry  J.  Hobbs.  April. 

LEATHER 
Imaginative  Leatherwork  (Barnes, 

$8.95)  by  Jeanne  Argent. 
Making  Clothes  in  Leather  (Tap- 

linger.  $10.95)  by  Ben  and  Eliza- 
beth Morris. 

OFFBEAT  CRAFTS 

Stained  Glass:  Advanced  Tech- 
niques and  Projects  (Chilton, 

$13.95;  $7.95  paperback)  by 
Anita  and  Seymour  Isenberg. 
May. 

String  Art  Pattern  Book  (Crown, 
$3.95  paperback)  by  Lois 
Kreischer. 

Wearable  Crafts — Creating  Cloth- 

ing. Body  Adornments  and  Jew- 
elry from  Fabrics  and  Fibers 

(Crown,  $10.95;  $5.95  paper- 

back) by  Elyse  and  Mike  Som- mer.  May. 

Scrimshaw.  A  Traditional  Craft 

Using  Modern  Materials  (Haw- 
thorn, $9.95)  by  Leslie  Linsley. 

April. 
The  Art  of  Decorative  Stenciling 

(Viking,  $15.95)  by  Adele  Bish- 
op and  Cile  Lord.  May. 

The  You  and  Me  Heritage  Tree 

Craft  Book  for  Children  (Work- 
man, $9.95;  $4.95  paperback) 

by  Phyllis  and  Noel  Fiarotta. 
Quilling:  The  Colonial  Art  of  Pa- 

per Scrollwork  (Larousse.  $8.95; 

$5.95  paperback)  by  Elisabeth Aaron. 

Shell  Art  (Dover.  $2.50  paper- 
back) by  Helen  Krauss.  ■ 

Ethan  Allen, 
Is  this  sofa  too  big? 

You're  never  in  doubt  about  your  decisions  at  Ethan  Allen. 

At  Ethan  Allen,  we  don't  show  you  rows  of  lonely 
sofas.  We  show  you  whole  living  rooms,  so.you  can  see  how 

the  sofa  would  look  in  your  living  room.  You're  nev'er  in 
doubt  about  your  decisions  at  Ethan  Allen.  ^ 

All  across  America  there  are  Ethan  Allen     ̂ ^^S?^/«° 

Galleries  where  you'll  find  exactly  what  you       ̂ ^^^«|*  ̂ ^''"^^ 
want,  because  you'll  be  choosing  from  one  of    ̂ mk^^. 
the  widest  collections  of  home  furnishings  in  America.  1^'**:aj 

Come  on  over  to  our  house.  Ethan  Alien  Galleries,     j it 
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at  the  store 
with  the 

Sentry 
on  the  door! 

Your  neignoornooa  Sentry  Haraware 
dealer  will  be  glad  to  help  you  select 
the  tools  and  materials  you  need  to  re- 

pair, maintain  and  improve  your  home. 
As  one  of  over  4,500  Sentry  Stores  In 
the  U.S.,  he  always  offers  top  quality 
at  competitive  prices.  You  can  find  him 

under  "Hardware"  in  your 
classified  phone  directory. 

TV 

Sentry 
Double  Guard 
Drop  Cloth   34  gg 

Sentr\' PAINTUPfoOLS
 

3-inch    ̂ 4^2 Wall  I 
Scraper 

Paint  Scraper 
8Vi2-inch      eicQ 

handle        ̂ 1'' 

SILVER 
POLYESTER 
Paint 

A  GREAT  AMERICAN  IDEA CELEBRATING  THE  1976  BICENTENNIAL 

5-foot  Aluminum 
Stepladder 

Merchandise  shown  in  this  advertisement  avail- 
able from  participating  Sentry  dealers  only. 

OHer  expires  May  31.  Sentry  dealers  own  their 
stores.  They  select  their  merchandise  and  set 
their  own  prices.  These  are  subject  to  change 
without  notice.  There  may  be  variations  in 
products,  available  quantities  and  prices  in  In- 

dividual stores. ..  Sentry  Hardware  Corp., 
Cleve!ar,d,  Ohio  44113.  AA-4238 

A  living  museum  of  Navajo  arts 
A  place  to  buy,  to  sell,  and  to  learn         By Pauia Rice jackson 

You  enter  through 
a  door  to  the  east  in  honor  of  a 
ritual  observance  of  greeting  the 
sun  each  morning.  Overhead  a 
crib-bed  roof  of  160  perfectly 
matched  and  peeled  pine  logs 
spans  the  main  gallery  with  its 
single  skylight  symbolizing  the 
traditional  hogan  smokehole. 
You  find  yourself  standing  in  a 
room  that  resembles  an  ancient 

Navajo  hogan  of  heroic  size.  The 
gallery  represents  the  fourth  and 
present  world,  the  four  seasons, 
and  the  four  cardinal  points  of 

the  compass.  Each  is  an  impor- 
tant part  of  the  cosmology  of 

Navajo  religion. 

//;  :he  main  §allti_.      A..... 
tries  under  a  cribbed  roof. 

Designed  like  an  ancient  hogan — Tlw  Museiimo;  XavajoCeremonui.A 

The  place  is  the 
Museum  of  Navajo  Ceremonial 
.An.  a  part  of  the  greater  Camino 
Lejo  museum  complex,  which 
includes  the  International  Folk 
.Art  Museum  and  the  Laboraton. 

of  Anthropology,  just  off  the  Old 
Santa  Fe  Trail  in  Santa  Fe,  N.M. 
The  museum  is  much  more  than 

a  repository  for  the  past.  Its 
young,  new  director.  Steven 
Tremper.  is  making  the  museum 
a  force  in  the  lives  of  the  Navajo 
people,  themselves  living  through 
a  period  of  profound  change.  His 
efforts  are  directed  both  toward 

preser\  ing  an  old  and  valued  way 

of  life  and  generating  a  new  cen- 
ter around  which  to  focus  the 

results  of  this  change. 
The  museum  has 

started  e.xhibiting  modem  Indian 

artists.  Last  fall  "The  Contempo- 
rary Indian  Artists  Exhibition 

Series"  began  with  a  show  of 
paintings,  drawings,  and  litho- 

graphs by  Navajo  painter  R.  C. 
Gorman,  who  was  described  by 

the  Sew  York  Times  as  "the 

Picasso  of  Indian  painters." March  14.  1976.  opens  the  first 
father-son  exhibition  of  the 

.Apache  sculptors  Allan  Houser 
and  Bob  Haozous.  The  father, 
.Allan  Houser.  works  in  classic 
Indian  forms  in  bronze  and  stone 

— the  solitary,  eternally  patient 
Indian  wrapped  in  his  blanket  is 
distinctive  of  his  style.  His  son 
Bob  Haozous.  who  won  the 
Grand  Prize  at  the  1975  Heard 
Museum  show  and  the  Gold 

Medal  at  the  Sculpture  II  show. 
has  been  called  a  revolutionar> 

young  sculptor  whose  works 
characterize  the  effects  of  mod- 

ern America  on  his  people.  In 
addition  to  these  well-known  art- 

ists, Mr.  Tremper  hop>es  to  be 
able  to  give  exposure  to  younger, 
less  well-established  artists.  The 
works  in  these  special  exhibits 
are  for  sale.  Part  of  the  proceeds 
from  sales  are  being  put  toward 
a  building  fund  for  additional 

galler>"  space. 
The  museum  also 

hopes  to  conduct  classes  in  tradi- 
tional Navajo  weaving  and  dye- 

ing. Another  proposed  project 

involves  the  preservation  of  au- 
thentic Navajo  silversmithing 

techniques.  The  museum  houses 
an  extraordinary  collection  of 

silver  jewelrx"  that  was  an  impor- 
tant part  of  the  barter-credit  sys- 
tem between  Navajo  and  the  set- 
tlers who  ran  the  trading  posts 

during  the  late  1800s.  The  mu- 

Detail:  Navajo  spirits  stand  atop 

leaves  of  the  great  staple — corn. 

seum.  through  its  neul\  recreated 

trading  post  museum  shop,  would 
like  to  supply  other  museums 
with  authentic  Indian  jewelry  and 
art  for  their  museum  shops  in 

hopes  of  opening  additional  mar- 
kets for  traditional  Navajo  arts. 

The  museum  also  hopes  to  raise 

enough  money  this  way  to  travel 
their  collection  of  pawn  jewelr\ 
to  other  museums.  (Traveling 

exhibits  can  be  prohibitively  ex- 
pensive to  travel  and  insure.) 

The  museum  has 
projected  a  wonderful  plan  for  a 
garden  to  be  started  in  1976  as 
part  of  its  own  exhibits  in  the 
larger  complex.  Intended  to  be 
situated  slightly  to  the  northeast 
of  the  main  galleries,  the  circular- 
shaped,  100-feet-wide  area  will 
be  planted  with  some  fifty  differ- 

ent trees,  shrubs,  and  flowering 

plants,  all  of  which  have  contrib- 
uted to  ancient  Navajo  life  as 

food,  medicine,  dyes,  grooming: 

aids,  craft  materials,  construc- 
tion, and  trade  articles.  The  cost 

of  the  garden  has  been  set  ai 
S45.000  to  be  financed  by  neu 

membership>s.  It's  fascinating  to 
see  what  some  specific  plants 
were  used  for:  hairbrushes  and 
brooms  fashioned  from  mountain 

grass:  lampwicks  and  fabric  from 
wild  cotton:  hunting  snares  from 

Continued  on  page  4S 



Enjoy  smoking  longer 
without  smoking  more. 

Saratoga  120's. 
Rich,  full-flavored 
cigarettes  tailored 
longer  and  slimmer 

than  100's.  You  get 
extra  smoking  time, 
extra  smoking 

pleasure,  without 
smoking  more 
cigarettes.  Cost  no 

more  than  100's. 
Regular  or  menthol, 

crush-proof  box. 

Saratoga  120's ©  Philip  Morris  Inc.  197f> 

Regular:  17  mg."  tar,"  I.Omg.  nicotine— Menthol: 
1 5  mg!'iar;'  1 .0  mg.  nicotine  av.  per  cigarette,  FTC  Report  Nov!75 

Warning:  The  Surgeon  General  Has  Determined 

That  Cigarette  Smoking  Is  Dangerous  to  Your  Health. 
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Inside  your  head,  there's  probably  a  room  that 
makes  you  feel  good,  just  to  think  about  it. 

The  trick,  of  course,  is  to  get  that  room  out  of 
your  head.  And  into  your  house,  where  it  can 
start  doing  you  some  good. 

And  there,  for  most  of  us,  the  going  gets  rough. 
HOWTO  DECIDE  WHAT 

YOU  WANT,  IN  THE  FIRST  PLACE. 

Your  first  problem  is  how  to  see,  in  detail,  just 

what's  in  that  room  in  your  mind.  Tables,  chairs, 

Try  out  40  different  pieces  of  furniture. 
All  you  need  are  the  American  Drew  Furniture 

Fitter  and  a  little  imaginatioa 

Formality  vs.  informality:  Life  Style,  left,  and  Tanglewood,  right. 
Which  one  you  like  better  depends  on  who  you  are. 

chests,  walls,  floors,  pictures,  pillows.  Everything. 
A  good  way  to  see  all  that  is  to  look  at  yourself. 
If  your  idea  of  heaven  is  a  bedroom  where 

George  Washington  really  could 
have  slept,  start  with  a  canopy  bed 
and  matching  pieces  in  Cheny 
Grove.  Accessorize  them  with  quilts, 
handcrafts,  and  flea-market  finds. 

If  you  love  macrame,  plants,  and 
pottery,  use  them  to  accent  sturdy 
oak  furniture  like  Tanglewood. 

If  your  treasures  are  crystal  and  ':^ 

silver  and  china,you'll  probably 
feel  better  with  formal  furniture  like  Life  Style. 

Or,  if  you  like  a  little  of  everything,  that's  fine, 
too.  As  long  as  you  love  all  of  it  separately  you'll 
probably  love  all  of  it  together. 

There's  even  a  name  for  that.  It's  called  "eclectic." 
HOW  TO  SEE  WHAT  IT  LOOKS 

LIKE,  DEFOREYOUCARRYIT  HOME. 

At  this  stage  of  things,  if  you  lived  in  a  furniture 
store,  everything  would  be  under  control. 

But,  since  you  don't,  your  next  problem  is  how 
to  visualize  what  that  highboy  in  the  showroom 
is  going  to  look  like  in  your  entrance  hall. 
^PRIL,   1976 

To  give  you  a  little  help  with  that,  we've  put 
together  the  American  Drew  Furniture  Fitter  A 
book  with  40  of  our  most  popular  designs. 
You  cut  out  the 

furniture  you  like, 
and  follow  the 
instructions,  to  see 

how  a  particular 
piece  will  look  in  a 
particular  place. 

If  you'd  like  one, 
just  send  us  the 
coupon  and  S2.00. 

It's  a  litde  tricky  at  first,  but  it's  fun  Sort  of  a 
grownup  version  of  paper  dolls. 

HOWTO  SPEND  ENOUGH, 
WITHOUT  SPENDINGTOOMUCH. 

Good  furniture  isn't  cheap  But  there  comes  a 
point  when,  to  borrow  a  phrase,  you  stop  paying 
for  the  steak  and  start  paying  for  the  sizzle. 

Check  over  a  piece  of  American  Drew  You'll 
find  joinings  that  join,  without  gaps.  Drawers 

that  glide  smoothly  and  don't  tilt.  No-stick  doors. 
Sturdy  all-wood  construction. 
Now  look  at  that  piece  that  costs  I300  more. 

You'll  find  almost  exactly 
the  same  things.  For  a  lot more  money 

Checkout  the  cheaper 
furniture,  too.Thie  kind 

with  the  plastic  "carvings'.' And  you'll  probably  see 
why  it's  cheaper. 
The  point  is,  American 

^roup  from  the  Kinsman  coiiecuon         Drew  is  what  you  need 

today:  a  good,  solid  value  for  your  money 
So,  if  that  room  has  been  inside  your  head  for 

so  long  that  it's  starting  to  grow  cobwebs,  maybe 
you  should  let  us  help  you  get  it  out  of  there. 
And  into  your  house,  where  it  really  belongs. 

I   1 
!       To.  American  Drew  RQBox489,NorthWLlkesboro,N.C.28659. 

m  sending  you  my  check  or  money  order  for  I2.00.  Please  send 
me  die  American  Drew  Furnimre  Fitter. 

Name 

i   Address   

I   Qty  State. 

I  Zip   

632 
L.   
•  ©1976  American  Drew.  Inc 

AMERICAN 
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a  new  look 
u/tthdrae^, 
slipcover^ 
upholsieA/ 
-fabrics  -fri^n 
<3licD  Cbmersl 

The  bloom  is  on 
bdt  after  bolt  of  our 

beawtrfUl  des(0ir\er  seconds—' all  in  siock:  {^  luaitim! )  and 

priced  1D  save. you  wfj-to  507^ 
on  ev/er^  ̂ ^r^- 

cix>ose^  -trom  an  owtstandiKg 
selection  of  hand-screened  pnYi-ts, 
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The  museum  shop  invites  browsing 
among  authentic  Navajo 
weaving,  basketry,  and  jewelry 

Museum  of  Navajo  arts  continued  from  page  44 

sunflower  stalks;  salt  in  winter  for 
the  sheep  from  saltbush;  cradles 
and  dolls  from  cottonwood  roots; 
tobacco  from  wild  buckwheat.  One 

of  the  most  versatile  plants  was  the 
Yucca  tree  whose  faiits  could  be 

eaten,  stored,  or  dried  for  sham- 
poo, whose  stalk  was  split  and 

dried  for  thread,  and  whose  leaves 
were  dried  and  used  for  clothing 
and  shoes. 

Sketch  of  garden,  above;  a 

brief  list  of  the  plants  and 

their  uses,  below. 

Red 
Alder  Tree 
Sunflower(darkred) 
Mirabilis  or 

Four  O'clock 
Blue 
Larkspur 

Alfalfa 

Mordants 

Cedar  Ash 
Charcoal  from 

Juniper 
Raw  Alum 

Green 
Iris 

Sagebrush 

Gold Sorrel  (Wild Rhubarb) 

Black 
Pinon 
Sumac 

Purple 
Mirabilis 

Mountain Mahogany 

'<<v/jwJi0^»:ii/^^^ 

Food 
Yucca 

Walnut  Tree 
Tumbleweed 
Guaco  (Stinkweed) 
Alumroot 
Pinon  Nut 

Mormon  Tea 

Zea  Mays — Corn Mariposa  Lily 
Peach  Tree 
Sumac 
I  Cactus 

Indian  Paintbrush 

Squash Pumpkin 
Sunflower 

Brown 

Walnut  Tree 
Mirabilis 

Yellow 
Rabbitbrush 

Juniper  Berry 

Medicine 
Yucca  Leaf 
Wild  Buckwheat 

Saltbush 
Sage 

Tumbleweed 
Purslane 
Alumroot 
Juniper 

Mormon  Tea 
Mountain Mahogany 

Peach  Tree 
Lemon  Verbena 
Jimson  Weed 
Indian  Paintbrush 

Sagebrush Pursh 
(Snakeweed) 

Woodbine Sumac 

Another  important 
group  of  plants  provided  dyes  for 
the  world-famous  Navajo  woven 
blankets — the  larkspur,  wild  iris, 
wild  rhubarb,  mountain  mahogany, 
walnut,  and  alder  trees  from  whose 

48 

berries  and  blossoms  the  dyes  were 
extracted.  One  remarkable  aspect 
of  traditional  Navajo  dyeing  is  the 

complete  absence  of  mineral  mor- 
dants. All  their  mordants  come 

from  plants  whose  minerals  are  de- 
rived, of  course,  from  the  soil. 

The  garden  will  have 
a  particular  significance  for  the 
museum.  Weaving  is  one  of  its 
richest  treasures.  The  museum  has 

a  collection  of  some  sixteen  tapes- 
tries that  reproduce  in  another 

medium  entirely  sacred  sandpaint- 
ings  that  the  Navajo  used  in  cere- 

monies. The  story  is  an  intriguing 

one.  A  great  spiritual  leader  of  the 
Navajo  named  Hosteen  Klah  wove 
the  tapestries  in  secret  over  a  peri- 

od of  about  twenty  years  in  a  cave 
on  Cabezon  Mountain,  a  place  of 
sacred  power.  It  is  said  that  when 
the  finished  pieces  were  presented 
to  the  community,  a  great  fear 
swept  over  the  group.  The  subjects 
of  the  tapestries  were  holy  and 
were  felt  to  exert  great  power  for 

both  good  and  evil.  Any  duplica- 
tion of  the  sandpaintings  might 

offend  these  spirits.  Hosteen  Klah 

simply  replied  that  he  too  had 
power  that  would  protect  him  from 
the  consequences  of  his  weaving. 
He  was  right.  It  was  he  who,  with 

Mary  Cabot  Wheelwright,  Bos- 
tonian  and  student  of  comparative 

religion,  world  traveler  and  philan- 
thropist, founded  the  museum  in 

1937  as  a  housing  for  the  unique 

collection  of  600  sandpainting  re- 

productions and  attendant  cere- 
monial paraphernalia. 

The  museum  hopes 

to  produce  a  book  with  full-color 
reproductions  of  Hosteen  Klahs 

tapestries.  The  museum  also  com- 
missioned a  number  of  22-by-lX- 

inch-wide  color  prints  suitable  for 
framing  to  commemorate  a  recent 
January  showing  of  the  tapestries. 
One  may  be  ordered  for  S25. 
which  includes  membership  in  the 
museum,  free  admission  to  special 

programs,  and  the  museums  news- 
letter. Write  the  Museum  of  Na- 

vajo Ceremonial  Art,  P.  O.  Box 
5153,  Santa  Fe,  N.M.  87501. 

An  indication  of  the 

vitality  and  involvement  of  the 
museum  is  reflected  in  a  grant  from 
the  Weatherhead  Foundation  to 

study  the  efi"ects  of  the  recent  Con- gressional decision  to  give  a  large 
area  of  land  to  the  Hopi  Nation 
that  was  for  almost  ninety  years 

"joint-use"  land  for  both  Hopi  and 

Navajo.  Months  of  recorded  in- 
terviews and  hundreds  of  photo- 

graphs detailing  the  land  dispute 
and  its  consequences  should  be 

published  by  the  end  of  1976. 

HOUSE  &  GARC- 
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What  has  tvvice  the  comfort 
and  style  of  a  Pontiac  Rediner? 

A  HIS  AND  HER  MATCHING  FAIR  I 
Tennessee  Ernie  Ford 

For  Pontiac  Comfort  Mates 

Rocking  position. 
soothing 
and  relaxing 

Ottoman  lifted, 
in  sitting  position 
for  reading. 

Slight  recline, 
ideal  for 
TV  viewing. 

Full  recline, 
the  complete 

position. 

Talk  about  distinctive  couples! 
His  Rocker  Recllner  is  unique.  Loaded  witli 

comforting  Pontiac  exclusives  like  the  spe- 
cial Leisure  Lever,  extra-long  Safety  Glide 

Bar,  adjustable  footrest.  And  her  Swivel 

Rocker  is  perfectly  matched  to  "his"— in 
every  detail  of  styling.  Traditional,  Early 
American  or  Contemporary.  Choice  of 

glamorous  luxury  fabrics.* 

So,  take  it  from  Ole  Em.  "Don't  be  a  loner. 
Pair  up  with  Pontiac  Comfort  Mates  and 

get  double  the  comfort,  style  and  economy" 
—at  your  Pontiac  Furniture  Dealer's  now! 

Scotchgard  treated 
NylSn 

Comfbitjyiates" PONTIAC  FURNITURE  INDUSTRIES.  INC. 
A  SPERRY  AND  HUTCHINSON  COMPANY 

For  more  information  write:  Pontiac  Furniture  industries, 

P.O.  Box  401,  Pontiac,  Illinois  61764.  A  Sparry  and  Hutchinso.n  Company 

U  S.  PATS.  3.869, 1 69  -  3,869. 1 70  -  3.869, 1 72 
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Remember  when  the 
West  was  great? 

still  is! 
During  the  Bicentennial  year,  a  great  number  of 

special  events  will  take  place  in  every  State  in  the 
union,  and  Nevada  will  be  no  exception. 

You  are  invited  to  visit  such  happenings  as  the  Basque 
Festivals  in  Elko  and  Ely:  the  Air  Races  and  annual 

rodeo  in  Reno:  4th  of  July  Celebration  in  Las  N'egas: 
County  fairs  and  rodeos  in  every  part  of  the  State  and 
our  special  Nevada  Day  in  Carson  City. 

The  old  phrase  "Go  West  Young  jMan"  applies  more 
than  ever  in  1976.  as  we  in  Nevada  join  in  celebrating 

our  nation's  200th  birthday. 
Find  out  more  about  the  events  in  our  special  full 

color  Official  Bicentennial  Calendar  of  Events  Bro- 

chure. Send  76C  (if  you  don't  have  a  penny  75C  is  fine) 
to  the  Department  of  Economic  Development.  Capitol 
Complex.  Carson  City.  Nevada  89710. 

Help  us  make  this  America's  best  birthday  ever. 

Name 

Address 

City   State 

Zip. 

Economic  Development.  State  of  Nevada 
Carson  Citv,  Nevada  89710 

GOING  PLACES,  FINDING  THINGS 

Las  Vegas- 
twenty-four-hour 
city  grows  up 
"At  night,  from  an  aeroplane,  the 
great  gambling  resort  of  Las  Vegas 
looks  like  a  twinkling  golden  river 
in  the  black  vastness  of  the  Mojave 
Desert  across  the  High  Sierra  from 
Los  Angeles.  Alongside  the  ranks 
of  slot-machines  in  the  small  air- 

port, is  an  automatic  machine  that, 
in  exchange  for  a  dime,  gives  you  a 
quick  shot  of  pure  oxygen  if  you 

apply  your  face  to  a  rubber  mouth- 
piece. This,  according  to  the  ma- 
chine, stimulates,  calms  the  nerves 

and  gives  you  encouragement.  You 
need  all  of  this  if  you  are  going  to 

take  on  the  casinos  ..." 
This  is  how  Ian  Fleming  de- 

scribes Las  Vegas  in  his  book 
Thrilling  Cities  (New  American 

Library)  published  in  1964.  It's  all there  today — only  more  so,  reports 
Stuart  Allen,  long  time  Vegas 

watcher.  The  "small  airport"  is now  an  international  jetport,  with 
double  the  number  of  one-arm 
bandits.  Over  8  million  people 

poured  into  this  gambling  oasis 
last  year,  spending  over  Si  billion 
dollars.  "First  you  must  get  a 
strong  grip  on  yourself  .  .  .  decide 
the  maximum  amount  you  will  lose 
and  stick  to  it!  If  you  violate  this 
rule,  nothing  can  help  you  except 

Fort  Knox,"  Fleming's  words.  The 
hard  part  is  deciding  the  maximum, 

with  "Big  Berthas'"  that  deliver  up 
to  530,000  jackpots.  "Craps  is  by 
far  the  fairest  game  to  play  in  an 

American  casino."  adds  Fleming. 
But  today  the  dilemma  is  where  to 
play,  which  casino  out  of  the  80  or 
more  (one  two  blocks  long),  lit  by 
43  miles  of  neon  tubing  enticing 
vou  onto  the  tables. 

Nevada  is  a  state 
without  income  tax 
and  inheritance  tax,  a  low 

3y2  percent  sales  tax. 
This  makes  shopping 

almost  as  attractive  as 
the  slot  machines 

Expansion  does  seem  to  be  add- 
ing to  the  attractions.  At  one  time, 

few  hotels  had  much  to  offer  apart 
from  shows  and  coffee  shops.  Wine 
service  was  a  rarity.  You  had  to 
demand  a  red  wine  at  room  tem- 

perature or  you  would  get  it  chilled 
and  served  in  a  sherry  glass. 

Among  all  the  good  hotel  restau- 
rants open  now  to  tempt  you,  the 

Bacchanal  at  Caesars  Palace  is 

probably  the  most  spectacular.  For 
S25  a  head,  you  can  choose  from 

fifteen  entrees,  part  of  a  7-course 
feast,    accompanied    by   as   much 

Rooftop  pool,  Union  Plaza  Hot< 
downtown  "Glitter  Gulch"   Ve^ 

white,  rose,  and  champagne  win 

as  you  can  drink.  At  the  Aladdi' 
just  finishing  a  $40,000,000  fa 
lift,  the  Theatre  for  the  Perforr 

ing  Arts  gives  Las  Vegas  entertaii 
ment  a  new  dimension.  As  wel 

the    familiar   superstar   entertair 

ment,   the   program   also  includi 
symphony  concerts,  ballets  alon 
with  tennis  and  basketball  game 
Tickets  will  be  on  sale  in  Chicago 
Los  Angeles,  and  other  large  citi< 
so  that  visitors  will  know  whe 

they'll  be  sitting  ahead  of  time. 
Away  from  the  Strip  and  in  tf 

quieter  neighborhoods,  you  ca 
dine  around  the  world  by  simpi 

taking  a  five-minute  cab  ride  froi 
your  hotel.  For  Italian  food,  go  t 
the  Chateau  Vegas,  Via  Venet< 

Copa  Lounge,  or  P.J.  Russi 
For  excellent  French  food,  yo 

have  two  extremes — the  intimal 
Bistro  Parisienne,  or  the  chandt 

liered  Modigliani  with  50  wines o 

the  list,  one  a  S350-a-bottle  196 
Chateau  Lafite  Rothschild.  Thos 

who  prefer  Japanese  food,  go  t 
the  Osaka,  for  Chinese  there 

Gelo's  Lounge.  Pat's  Chines 

Kitchen,  Lam's,  Fong's  Garde Good  Mexican  restaurants  are  tb 

Rio  Bravo,  Bandido.  and  El  Jardii 
There  is  even  Swiss-German  foo 
at  the  Alpine  Village  for  compld 

change  of  taste.  Famous  faces  din 
at  all  these  places,  as  well  as  th 
Back  Stage  Room  at  the  Unio 
Plaza,  downtown  in  Casino  Cente 

where  the  menu  "has  ever\thini 

from  soup  to  nuts"  and  the  blac 

HOUSE  &  GARDE' \_i 
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»ean  soup  with  sherry  is  oiit- 
tanding. 

Many  people  who  go  to 

/egas  plan  to  stay.  Just  as  in 
^os  Angeles  during  the  1950s, 
itilities,  builders,  police,  and 
irenien  are  finding  it  hard  to 

.eep  pace  with  the  1000  new 
amilies  a  month,  attracted  to 

he  city  by  the  financial  re- 
vards  (outside  of  gambling)  as 
nuch  as  the  marvelous  desert 
iniate.  Nevada  is  a  state 

vithout  income  tax  and  in- 
leritance  tax,  a  low  3'/2  per- 

cent sales  tax.  This  latter 

inakes  shopping  for  vacation- 
's almost  as  attractive  as  the 

lot  machines.  So  along  with 

),000  feet  up, 
n  thick  pine  woods, 
rou  can  picnic 

)y  streams 
)r  sit  with  a  view 
hat  rivals 

hat  from  a  plane 

;asinos,  the  dry  cleaners,  and 

he  garages,  you  will  find  bou- 
iques  and  specialty  shops  with 
ine  imported  things,  open 

iround  the  clock.  It's  pleasant 
-hopping  in  the  Boulevard 
Vlall,  a  recently  built  arcade 
f  eighty  or  so  stores,  enclosed 

i  ind  air-conditioned.  Said  a  lo- 

.al,  descriptively:  "When  they 
I  irst  built  the  Mall,  you  could 

I  hoot  off  a  gun  in  the  place 
I  ind  not  hit  a  salesclerk.  Today 

'  t"s    absolutely    jammed.    It"s 
:  imazing  what's  happened." 
I      If  you  want  action  on  your 

!  V  acation,   April  sees  the  off- 
i  oad     races     for     four-wheel 
\  Jrives  and  motorcycles  out  in 

'he  desert.  Top  drivers  com- 
s  oeie  from  all  over  the  world, 

i  Later  in  May.  there's  the  an- 
)  lual  Heldorado,  a  western  fi- 
I  :sta  with  a  covered  wagon  pa- 
I  rade,  topped  off  by  an  all-star 
i  rodeo  at  the  Convention  Cen- 

er.  Nearby  Lake  Mead  offers 
he  spectacular  Hoover  Dam 

:  as  a  side  trip,   and  splendid 

y  power    and    sailboating,    wa- 
ter   skiing,     swimming,     and 

>  reaches.  You  can  reach  it  in  40 

minutes.  About  the  same  dis- 
tance in  the  other  direction  is 

the  mountain  resort  area  of 

Lee   Canyon  in   the  Toiyabe 

National  Forest.  Along  a  15- 
nile  road  that  leads  straight  up 
ind  dead-ends  at  8,000  feet. 
vou  drive  from  sand  dunes, 
through  high  desert  Joshuas, 
deciduous   bushes   and   oaks, 
until  you   are   in   thick   pine 
woods.  Here  you  can  picnic  by 
^t^eams  or  sit  with  a  view  that 

rivals  that  from  a  plane.  Take 
ihe  chair  lift  up  another  2,000 
icet,   if  you  wish,  to  within 
2.000    feet    of    the    summit. 
Mount  Charleston.  In  winter. 

Continued  on  next  page 
^PRIL,   1976 
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It's  your  serve... 

March  of  Dimes 
THIS  SPACE  CONTRIBUTED  AS  A  PUBLIC  SERVICE  BY  THE  PUBLISHER 

A  NEW  WAY  TO  SEE  LAS  VEGAS! 

SflHflRfl  SflFflHI 

SPIRIT  OF '76 3  DAYS  2  NIGHTS 
SUPERSTAR  SHOW 

$4900 
per  person dbl.  "^cup. 

•  Dinner  and  Superstar  Show,  Cornish  Game  Hen 
or  Midnight  Superstar  Show  with  3  cocktails 

•  Special  goK  rates       •  Deluxe  Room        •  All  taxes  &  tips 
•  Sahara  Luncheon  Buffet  or  Casbar  Theatre  Lounge 

Show  with  2  cocktails 

•  Mint  Hotel  "Fun  Book,"    cocktai),  gaming  lesson. 
Casino  tour,  special  food  prices 

DEL  WEBBS  HOTEL 

LAS  VEGAS,  NEVADA 

Call  Toll  Free  (800)  634-6666 

Las  Vegas  continued  from  preceding  page 

this  is  fine  skiing  country. 

Still,  you  can't  beat  the  Fleming 
routine  .  .  .  "the  slow  crawl  of  the 
fabulous  hotels  .  .  .  enjoying  every 
fabulous  sight,  from  the  garage 

that  offered  'free  aspirin'  to  the 
Wee  Kirk  o'  the  Heather  . . .  where 
you  can  get  a  quick  Nevada  mar- 

riage." Las  Vegas  always  dazzles. 
And  a  super  place  to  get  a  view  of 
the  whole  incredible  scene  is  at  the 

Top  of  the  Strip  rooftop  restaurant 
that  is  located  at  the  Dunes  Hotel. 
Dance  here — and  take  your  choice 
from  no  less  than  six  delicious 
duck  dishes. 

Booklets  to  help  you  decide  where  to  go, 
where  to  stay  in  Nevada 

House  &  Garden  will  send  you  any 
of  these  booklets  free  of  charge. 
Just  fill  out  the  coupon  below. 

Nevada  isn't  all  glitter.  You  can 
rediscover  the  Nevada  of  the  "wild 
and  wooly  West"  made  famous  by 
Hollywood  westerns.  A  series  of 
booklets — The  Nevada  Heritage 
Series — points  the  way.  Each  sug- 

gests sights  of  interest,  gives  a  little 
historical  background,  includes  a 
road  map  to  follow,  and  pinpoints 

contemporary  events.  Also  includ- 
ed: '"Get  to  Know  Nevada" — vital 

statistics  about  the  state  and  "Is 
Nevada  Great  for  Recreation?  Bet 

on  it,"  which  entices  you  to  all  the 
outdoor  fun  to  be  had. 

Lake  Tahoe,  blessed  with  out- 
standing scenic  beauty,  provides  a 

splendid  vacation  spot.  When 
choosing  a  hotel,  you  might  want 

to  consider  Del  Webb's  ultra- 
modern Sahara  Tahoe,  complete 

with  every  facility  for  summer  and 

winter  recreation.  The  "Sierra  Sa- 
fari" and  "Holiday  Sierra  Safari" 

booklets  offer  special  money-sav- 
ing package  deals  for  three  days 

and  two  nights  at  the  hotel,  with 
many  extras  included. 

A  slew  of  little  booklets  about 

Las  Vegas  includes:  "Las  Vegas 
General  Information  (history,  vital 
statistics,  points  of  interest); 

"Where  to  Stay;"  "It's  Showtime  in 

Las  Vegas"  (three-month  enter- 
tainment guide  to  who's  appearing 

where);  "Ghost  Town  Guide"  (map 
showing  how  to  reach  the  various 

ghost  towns  scattered  throughout the  state). 

When  trying  to  decide  where  to 
stay  in  Las  Vegas,  you  can  scan 
two  booklets  from  the  Thunder- 
bird  Hotel  located  on  the  famous 

Strip.  One  describes  the  Thunder- 
bird;  the  other  offers  a  special 
three-day,  two-night  package  for 
$33  per  person.  Two  more  three- 
day,  two-nighters:  The  Union 
Plaza  Hotel's  "Plaza  Playtime" 
package  for  $43.95  per  person  and 
Del  Webbs  Hotel  Sahara  "Sahara 
Safari"  at  $49.  Each  offers  many 
money-saving  features,  so  choose 
the  one  that  suits  you  best. 

The  Showboat  Hotel,  Casino, 

and  Lanes,  built  to  resemble  a  Mis- 
sissippi river  boat,  seeks  to  com- 

bine 19th-century  charm  with  21st- 
century  comfort.  The  Showboat 
also  offers  something  unique — a 70-lane  bowling  alley. 

Anyone  interested  in  the  state  as 

more  than  a  place  for  a  super- 
vacation  will  find  plenty  of  materi- 

al in  Nevada,  a  portfolio  of  book- 
lets and  brochures,  which,  taken 

together,  give  all  the  information 
you  may  want  to  know  if  you  are 
thinking  of  living  or  opening  a 
business  there — industrial  tax 
structure,  community  facilities, 
transportation,  utilities,  economic 
index  population  growth.  Included 

in  the  portfolio  is  a  booklet  "Las 
Vegas  "75"  to  help  you  decide  if 
Nevada's  twenty-four-hour  city  is 

where  you'd  like  to  live. 

ORDER  COUPON  FOR  BOOKLETS 
Check  each  booklet  you  want.  Add  50c  for  postage  and 
handling.  Do  not  send  stamps.  Allow  up  to  four  weeks for  delivery. 

MAIL  TO:  HOUSE  &  GARDEN,  Dept.  4A 
Box  3579,  Grand  Central  Station,  New  York,  N.Y. 
l^"f'  OFFER   EXPIRES   6/l  5/76 

I 

(  )  Nevada  Heritage 

(   )  Sahara  Tahoe 
(  )  Las  Vegas 
(  )  Thunderbird  Hotel 
Name   

(  )  Plaza  Playtime 

(  )  Sahara  Safari 
(  )  Showboat  Hotel 

(  )  Nevada 

please  print Address. 
City. 

.State. 

-Zip. 
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The  NuTbne  Kitchen - 
The  Heart  of  ¥)ur  Home 

by  Susanne  McGuire  Curry,  a  former  editor  of  Good  Housekeeping  and  Family  Circle  magazines. 

No  more  lifting  or  lugging.  Big  2  hp.  motor  is 
stationary  and  located  away  from  the  action 
(along  with  the  noise)  in  basement  or  utility 
room.  Powerful  enough  to  get  rid  of  even  deeply 
imbedded  dirt,  but  with  a  whisper  not  a  roar. 
All  you  lift  is  a  lightweight  hose  and  wand.  Plug 
into  a  handy  wall  inlet  and  dirt  goes  out  of 
your  life  . . .  automatically. 

l^'^i'^At 
^:«^ 

'^^i^^^^^^ 

Imagine!  Just  one  hidden  under-the-counter 
power  unit  operates  the  eight  appliances  women 
depend  on  most.  And  all  with  cordless  finesse 
which  means  built-in  convenience  and  built-out 

clutter  for  you.  It's  a  blender,  mixer,  meat 
grinder,  ice  crusher,  can  opener,  shredder-slicer, 

fruit  juicer  and  knife  sharpener.  It's  also  the 
most  helpful  kitchen  product  since  the  kitchen 

-sink.  Just  set  the  appliance  on  the  flush,  stream- 
lined plate,  lock  into  place,  turn  the  dial  to  de- 

sired speed  and  presto!  You're  a  kitchen  wizard! 

>^^.^^. 

/^^^^^^A^..-^. 

^^i^(^.^d^A 
You  can  build  out  the  annoyance  of  having  to 
run  all  over  the  house  to  call  the  family  to  dinner. 
With  a  NuTone  Radio  Intercom.  You  can  also 

monitor  baby's  nap,  answer  the  door  without 
opening  it  to  a  stranger,  call  up  to  the  playroom 

to  referee  the  kids'  fights  and  even  listen  to  music 
while  you  do  it  all.  A  master  station  in  your 
kitchen  puts  you  in  touch  with  the  whole  house 
and  even  outside  it.  Several  NuTone  models  to 

choose  from  . , .  one  just  perfect  for  your  needs. 

APRIL,   1976 

Refreshing  is  the  word  for  NuTone  Range 
Hood-fans.  They  gobble  up  heat,  steam,  smoke, 
grease  and  make  your  kitchen  cleaner  and 
cooler.  Choose  just  the  right  style,  size,  color  and 

custom  power  unit  for  your  kitchen.  That's  the Select-A-Matic  concept.  Beautifully  styled  to  go 
with  any  kitchen  decor. 

For  the  name  of  your  nearby  NuTone  dealer, 
DIAL  FREE:  800-543-8687  in  the  continental 

U.S.,  except  in  Ohio,  call  800-582-2030. 

Let  me  help  you  plan  creatively.  Take  advantage  of  this  special  offer.  Send  only  $1 .00  for  the 
NuTone  Idea  Book.  1 56  pages  crammed  full  of  exciting,  new  products  that  will  both  beautify 

your  home  and  make  it  more  efficient  and  convenient.  Included  is  a  special  1 6-page  home 
planning  guide  I  wrote  to  help  you  with  every  detail  of  planning  a  new  home  or  remodeling. 

Act  now,  and  get  as  a  bonus,  a  FREE  36-page  Home  Security  Guide.  Full  of  facts  and  ideas. 
Things  you  can  do  yourself  to  improve  your  home  by  protecting  it. 

Nulbne  Housing  Products 

ScouJII 
Dept.  HG-4.  P.O.  Box  9050,  Cincinnati,  Ohio  45209 
Enclosed  is  $1.00.  Send  me  the  NuTone  Idea  Book 
and  the  Free  Home  Security  Guide. 

Name. 

Address. 

City. 

State. 

-Zip. 

Telephone. 

I 
I 

Form  3105,  Printed  in  U.S.A. 
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■  New  decorating  ideas  with  ceramic  tile.  For  many  more  I 
i  smart  ideas,  send  25  cents.  Florida  Tile,  P.  O.  Box  447A, 

,  Lakeland,  Florida  33802 

I 
I 
I 

SiiS*' 
Name 

Address 
City 

State 

Zip 

I 
I 
I 
I 
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Wicki^r  Wonderland 
SEE  AMERICA'S  LARGEST  COLLECTION  OF 

WILLOW  AND  RATTAN  FURNITURE 
DIRECTLY  IMPORTED  TO  PASS  THE  SAVINGS  ON  TO  YOU. 

Available  Painted  in  House  and  Garden  Colors 

^ mH. 
.'ar.fi 

siV, 

D 

twK^B. 

'♦-5»%v, 

^2^^ 
Compare  Our  Quality  and  Price  Before  You  Buy  Elsewhere! 

Visit  Our  New  Warehouse  Sliowroom  or  send  25^  for  new  56-page  Catalog. 

^^^         (Open  Daily  10  a.m.  to  6  p.m.,  Thursday  'til  9  p.m.) 

%faus  BAsner  House 
Route  10,  Succasunna,  N.j.  07876      Telephone:  (201)  584-2230 
(Only  45  minutes  from  New  York.  Take  Route  80,  Exit  at  "Mt.  Arlington") 

WE  SHIP  EVERYWHERE 
See  our  ads  in  House  Beautiful,  House  &  Garden  and  all  other  leading 

national  magazines-decorators  and  architects  are  welcome 

54 

Do-it-yourself 
crafts 
How  to  compose  crewel,  weave  a  basket,  plot  bargello, 
and  make  up  needlepoint  patterns  as  you  go  along 

Designing  your  own 
crewel 

Richard  Neas  uses  three  stitches 

"Crewel  is  like  painting  with  a 

needle,"  says  Richard  Lowell 
Neas.  "In  working  out  your  own 
designs  it  helps  if  you  can  draw, 

but  its  not  necessary."  With  the 

French  knot  12  3 

method  Mr.  Neas  has  worked  out 

for  transferring  designs  to  linen, 

you  can  create  your  own  by  put- 
ting together  motifs  from  books  or 

prints  or  wallpapers  or  fabrics. 
First:  Decide  what  you  want  the 

finished  piece  to  look  like.  If.  for 

instance,  you  want  to  make  a  val- 
ance, you  will  probably  choose  a 

design  that  is  centered,  like  Mr. 
Neas's  baskets  on  page  87.  But 
flowers  or  fruit  or  ribbons,  decide 

what  you  want,  and  where  it should  go. 

Second:  Draw  your  design  on  a 

sheet  of  tracing  paper — or  trace  a 
design  you  like. 

Third:  Tape  the  tracing  paper  to 
a  sheet  of  heavy  glass.  Arrange  the 
glass  so  that  there  is  a  light  under 
it.  Mr.  Neas  props  his  up  on  two 
concrete  blocks  and  puts  a  small 
desk  lamp  under  it.  Now  spread 
your  material — linen,  says  Mr. 
Neas — over  the  glass.  The  light 
will  make  the  design  on  tracing 
paper  clearly  visible,  easy  to  copy. 

Fourth:  Trace  design  on  linen 
with  a  water-soluble  pen.  When 
crewel  is  done,  and  the  linen  is 
cleaned,  the  tracings  will  vanish. 

Fifth,  says  Mr.  Neas:  "Get  your embroidery  frame,  your  needle, 

and  your  martini,  and  start."  He uses  just  three  stitches,  a  French 

knot  for  centers  of  flowers,  a  chain 
or  stem  stitch  for  lines,  and  a  satin 

stitch   for  everything  else.   "That 

gives  the  most  perfect  blending  of 

colors,"  he  says.  He  will  use  seven 
or  eight  shades,  or  more,  for  a 

single  carnation. 
Sixth  and  last  step:  Send  your 

work  to  be  steamed,  stretched  and 

dry-cleaned,  in  order  to  remove 
the  unintentional  marks  of  your 
hands,  the  wrinkles,  and  the 

smudges — and  to  leave  only  what 
you  meant:  crewel  natural  beauty. 

Satin  stitch 

/ 

Wj^ft
"^^^ 

/ w 
Honeysuckle  basket 
step  by  step 

Mara  Cary  weaves  a  basic  basket 

Here  are  the  step-by-step  instruc- 
tions for  making  the  basket  on 

page  90.  which  Mara  Cary  de- 
signed especially  for  House  &  Gar- den out  of  honeysuckle,  a  hardy 

shrub  that  grows  almost  every- 
where in  the  U.S.  and.  outside  cit- 

ies, in  almost  everyone's  backyard. Continued  on  page  60 
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NuTone 
itercom 

FM/AM 
Master  Station 

5"  Speaker 

8"  Speaker  Door         5"  Speaker 
Speaker 

a  whole  new  way 
to  communicate 
in  your  home. 

You  may  never  shout  again.  Or  take 
needless  steps  to  answer  the  door.  Or 
run  upstairs  to  check  on  the  kids.  The 

NuTone  Radio-intercom  System  is  a 
whole  new  way  to  communicate  in  your 
home.  With  just  the  flick  of  a  switch  you 
can  answer  the  door,  mind  the  children, 

'listen  in'  on  the  baby,  or  call  the  entire 
family  to  dinner  at  once  —  even  from 
the  basement,  garage  or  patio! 

And  you  can  enjoy  wall-to-wall  FM/ 
AM  music  throughout  your  home.  The 

fNluTone  Radio-Intercom  System  can 

improve  your  way  'of  living  at  a  very reasonable  price. 

Radio-Intercom  is  just  one  of  the  prod- 

ucts you'll  find  in  NuTone's  156  page 
"Idea  Book".  It's  chock-full  of  imagi- 

native ideas  to  make  your  home  more 
convenient .  .  .  and  more  beautiful.  To 

get  your  copy,  send  $1 .00  with  the  cou- 
pon below.  Plus,  for  a  limited  time,  get 

NuTone's  FREE  Home  Security  booklet 
full  of  informative  tips  on  ways  to  im- 

prove your  home  by  making  it  more 
secure  from  burglary  and  fire. 

HOME  IMPROVEMENT  IDEAS 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Please  send  my 
156  page  NuTone 
Idea  Book  for 
SI  .00.  plus  my 
free  Home 
Security  Guide: 

Mail  To: 
rjjTone  Division  Scovill 
Dept    HG-1C-4.  P.O.  Box  9050 
Cincinnati,  Ofiio  45209 

Name. 

Address. 

City. 

State. -Zip- 

Telephone  . 

Nlilbne  Housing  Products 

Scouill 

For  the  house  fixer       '  ™ Planters  on  the  move,  tool-holding  clips,  no  fuss  adhesiv( 

PAINT  THE 
TRIM.NOT 
THE  PANE 
By  Deanne  Raff  el 
editor's  note:  Deanne  Raffel 
has  a  degree  in  industrial  design 
from  Pratt  Institute.  She  began 
teaching  home  repair  in  J  971  in 
the  Adult  Education  Department 
of  the  public  school  system, 
Great  Neck.  N.Y..  near  her 

home.  Her  first  book  on  do-it- 
yourself  is  scheduled  to  be  pub- 

lished next  fall  by  Simon  and 
Schuster.  Wife  of  an  insurance 

broker,  mother  of  a  twelve-year- 
old  daughter,  she  says  she  got 

into  house  fixing  "when  we 
bought  a  very  old  house  that 

needed  a  lot  of  work  in  a  neigh- 
borhood where  everyone  does 

her  own  thing." 
■  Trying  lo  keep  paint  from windows  is  always  a  chore 

when  you  are  doing  a  redecorat- 

ing job  yourself.  Don't  worry 
about  those  splatters  and  over- 
strokes!  There  are  several  ave- 

Don't  wash  the  windows. 
The  grimier  they  are,  the  easier 
the  paint  will  come  off. 

Movable  planters 

White  plastic  cylindrical  plant  con- 
tainers, made  in  one  piece,  are 

seamless,  watertight,  impervious 
to  most  chemicals  and  fertilizers. 
They  come  with  metal  bases,  in 
satin  or  polished  chrome, 
bronze,  brass,  or  matte 
black  finish,  which  conceal 
recessed  casters,  so  they 
are  easy  to  roll  around.  In 
four  sizes  for  planter  and 
container:  13V2r  15,  19,  and 

21  inches  high  with  14-, 
15V2-,  19-,  or  24-inch  diam- 

eters. Prices  range  from  $50  for  the  smallest 
container  and  base,  $132,  for  the  largest. 
Black  containers  are  also  available.  Architec- 

tural Supplements,  inc.,  150  E.  58th  St.,  New 
York,  N.Y.  10022. 

New  pegboard  clips 
Small  hand  tools  can  be  stored  openly  on  pegboard  panels  in  easy  rea 
above  workbench  counters  with  new  clips.  Pincerlike  in  shape,  round  cl 
hold  screwdrivers,  chisels,  drill  bits,  awls.  White,  they  come  in  %,  Vz,  ana 
inches  in  diameter.  Other  shapes,  %  and  %  inches  wide,  grip  flat  to 

such  as  files,  chisels,  knives.  The  clip's  %-inch  shaft  penetrates  pegboj 
holes  deeply;  its  screwlike  form  holds  it  in  place  securely.  The  board,  he 
ever,  should  be  away  from  the  wall  slightly.  Packages  of  100  clips  (20  ea 
of  the  5  sizes)  are  $6.30.  Brookstone  Co.,  Brookstone  Building,  Pet 

borough,  N.H.  03458. 

nues  open  to  you  for  prevention 

or  removal.  A  first  step  is  don't wash  the  windows.  The  grimier 
they  are.  the  easier  the  paint  will 
come  off.  Step  two  is  buy  a  good 

brush — not  a  "Cheap  Charlie." 
If  you  have  patience,  stretch 

masking  tape  around  the  perim- 
eter of  the  glass.  Use  ■'/4-inch  to 

l'/2-inch  width,  the  size  depends 
on  dimensions  of  the  glass,  nar- 

rower for  smaller  glass  and  wider 
for  more  substantial  areas.  Paint 
the  sash.  Pull  off  the  tape  when 

the  paint  has  set — not  when  it  is 
dry.  If  the  tape  is  left  on  after 

the  paint  has  thoroughly  dried — 
for  several  days — it  may  be  quite 
difficult  to  remove. 

If  you  want  to  paint  and  forget 
about  the  mess  left  on  the  win- 

dow for  the  moment,  that's  okay, 
too.  Leave  the  paint  alone  for 
several  days.  Take  a  trip  to  your 
local  hardware  store  and  buy  a 
Stanley  Tools  Window  Scraper. 

Continued  on  page  59 

Three  easy-to-use 
adhesives 

Repair  jobs  around  the  house 
can  be  simplified  with  the  new, 

easily  applied,  fast-acting  glues, 
cements,  and  sealers.  For  mend- 

ing leaking  metal  gutters  and 
leaders,  storm  window  frames, 

nonpressure  water  pipes,  or  metal 
objects  such  as  watering  cans, 
and  cementing  metal  to  wood  or 

masonry,  you  can  use  Elmer's Metal  Mender.  Easy  to  apply  and 

clean  up.  it  adheres  to  iron,  steel, 
stainless  steel,  tin,  aluminum. 

Metal  Mender, 
nonflammable, 

fumeless,  water-  and  weather-ri sistant  is  89c  a  tube. 

Professional  Carpenter's  Woe Glue  adheres  fast,  sets  in  as  lift 
as  20  minutes,  provides  a  stror 
bond  for  all  kinds  of  woods,  an 
is  resistant  to  water,  lacquer 
and  varnishes.  Suitable  for  n 

storing  antiques  or  bonding  fir 
cabinetwork,  it  is  strong  enoug 

for  rugged  wood  application 
The  creamy  liquid  can  be  washe 
off  your  hands  and  brushes  v.  it 
water.  An  8-ounce  bottle,  SI. 6: 

In  patching  holes  in  concrei 
driveways,  sidewalks,  and  wal 

Concrete.  {Continued  on  page  5' 
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ihgtitip''"tiiachiheFfrom broach  to  whole-house  air  conditionin 

A  whole  houseful  of  cool,  clean,  refreshing  air,  that's 
what  York  gives  you  in  a  quiet,  dependable,  compact 

"package  "  that  can  be  applied  to  any  home. 

York  "springtime"  machines  include  high  efficiency, 
energy-saving  models  to  save  electricity.  And  money. 

Inside  your  home,  York's  exclusive  space-saving 
FlatTop  cooling  coil  fits  on  top  of  your  furnace  and 
offers  features  no  one  else  can  match! 

Find  out  how  easy  it  is  to  put  some  "springtime" 
into  your  life.  And  keep  it  there  summer  after  sum- 

mer after  summer.  Fill  in  and  mail  the  coupon.  We'll 
send  you  two  full-color  brochures.  Free.  Because  we 
think  you  deserve  the  whole  story. 

YORK. . .  For  people  who 

won't  settle  for  second  best. 

Send  Coupon  to:  York  Div.  of  Borg-Warner  Corp. 
P.O.  Box  1592,  York,  PA  17405 

HG476 

I — I  Rush  me  York's 
whole  story. 

NAME.   

I — I  Call  me  for  free 
—   home  estimate. 

ADDRESS. 

CITY   COUNTY. 

STATE. .ZIP. 

YORK 
DIVISION  or  BOnG-WAPNER  CORPOR 

:jr^ 
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Plant  pDod. 

^^  once  every 
londis. 

f* 
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Y^ur  plants  use  it 
evety  ilay. ^^yyi' 

-^^M 

%  r 
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:#■':: Easier  to  use.  Simply  spoonfeed  "Precise"  right  from  the  bottle 
and  work  gently  into  the  topsoil.  That's  it!  You've  fed  your  plants 
for  4  months  ...  no  more  "every  10  to  14  days"  feeding.  No  more 
mixing  and  messing  with  often-odorous  liquids  or  powders.  No 
more  gallon  containers  or  guesswork  measuring.  One  bottle  of 

"Precise"  replaces  large,  hard-to-store  bags.  There's  no  plant  food 
easier  to  use  than  "Precise." 

A  better  way  to  feed  your  plants.  Contact 
with  normal  soil  moisture  activates  the  timed 

release  beads.  A  sure,  steady  stream  of  primary 

nutrition  (12-6-6)  is  delivered  to  your  plant  roots 
every  day.  This  controlled  method  of  feeding 

virtually  eliminates  the  danger  of  over- feeding 
and  fertilizer  burn.  Your  plants  respond  with  well- 
developed  roots,  strong  stems,  and  lush  foliage. 

Buy  "Precise"  at  garden  stores,  florists, 
hardware  stores,  supermarkets . . .  wherever 
you  buy  plant  food. 

Precise     ̂  
Tirneafteieax    J 

>^
^ 

»>< 

•^.v   ̂ r 

'^t 

-.^ 

Precise Timed  Release  Plant  Food 

3m 
®  Precise  Js  a  registered  trademark  of  3M  Company. 
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liree  easy-to-use 
hesivcs 
tinned  from  page  56 

[ 
ader,  brushed  on  sides  and 
torn  of  apertures,  helps 
id  new  concrete  to  old.  It 
1  hold  broken  concrete 

ces  together  too.  Used  also 
fortify  concrete  and  plaster 
<es  for  masonry,  plaster, 
1  stucco  repairs.  Concrete 
nder  makes  the  mixture 

Dnger.  Water-based  for  easy 
anup,  it  is  $3.45  a  quart, 
3.30  a  gal.  These  products 

available  at  hardware 

res,    building   supply   cen- 
Consumer  Products  Div., 

rden  Chemical,  180  E. 
jad  St.,  Columbus,  Ohio 
215. 

lint  the  trim, 
)t  the  pane 
ntiniied  from  page  56 

s 

l\  Tools  Window  scraper 
>es  a  quick,  neat  job 

efficiently  does  a  quick,  neat 
b  and  because  of  its  design 

)esn't  cut  into  the  frame  as 
dinary  razor-blade  scrapers 
).  Remember,  though,  glass 

)es  scratch  easily  so  don't  be 
'erzealous  with  the  blade. 
Jmetimes  dampening  the 
tinted  area  makes  removal 
mpler  and  cleaner. 
Do  you  have  those  little 
olonial  window  panes  that 

■e  a  large  pain?  Measure  the 
ass  size:  cut  out  a  piece  of 
swspaper  to  fit  over  each 
ane.  Set  a  pan  of  water  near 
le  window.  Dip  a  piece  of 
aper  into  the  water,  remove 
and   shake  carefully  so   it 

oesn't     stay     dripping    wet. 
lace  it  on  the  glass — it  will 
ick.  (Of  course,  this  method 
lay  be   employed  on  larger 
indows.  However,  you  will 
nd  a  bigger  sheet  of  paper 
arder  to  handle.)  Paint  the 
ash.  Let  the  paint  dry,  run  a 
harp  blade  around  the  edge 
if  the  paper  and  lift  it  off. 
his  system  will  save  hours  of 
/ork!  ■ 

Easiest  to  wash    Only  Pella 

makes  a  residential  wood  window 

hat  opens  like  this  for  easier 
washing.  A  unique  hinging  system 
allows  the  sash  to  crank  out  a 

full  90°  to  the  center  of  the  frame. 
You  get  lots  of  elbow  room  to 

::ean  outside  glass  —  even  reach 
the  farthest  corners  —  quickly 
and  easily  from  inside  your  home. 
As  a  matter  of  fact,  every  ventilating 

window  Pella  makes  —  casement, 

double-hung,  and  awning  —  is 
engineered  to  be  the  easiest  window 

you  ever  washed. 

Pella  Double  Glass 
Insulation 

Ordiridry 

insulating  glass 

More  insulation  for  less  money    Only  Pella  makes  a  double  glass 

window  with  a  full  13/16"  space  between  panes.  And  the 
greater  the  space,  the  better  the  insulation.  As  a  result,  a  Pella 

Double  Glass  window  outperforms  ordinary  welded  insulating 

glass  and  costs  you  less  per  window! 

Features  you  can't  get  in 
Pella  Rolscreen®  __  ..    _   ,,    j„    „ 

IS  hidden.  Easily  pulls  down. 

Latches  firmly. 

rf«
? 

c^ 

FROM 

any  other  wood  window,  made  anywhere,  at  any  price 

The  disappearing  screen 

Only  Pella  makes  the  Rolscreen® 
—  a  screen  that  works  like  a 

window  shade.  It  rolls  up  and  out 

of  sight  to  give  you  a  crystal  clear 
view  and  let  in  20%  more  light. 

Then,  when  you  need  it,  the 

screen  pulls  down  and  latches 
firmly  into  position.  An  interesting 

^  option  to  the  standard  inside screen  on  our  Clad  Casement. 

Aluminum  exterior  needs 

no  painting  Pella  is  the  only 

major  wood  window  manufacturer 
offering  aluminum  cladding  in 

attractive  colors  outside,  and  all- 

wood  construction  inside.  The  few  competitive  wood  windows  that  offer  clad- 
ding, wrap  the  exterior  finish  around  the  sash  so  it  shows  on  the  inside,  which 

can  cause  decorating  problems.  But  with  Pella,  all  you  see  inside  is  rich,  warn 

wood.  Don't  settle  for  anything  less. 

Unprotected windows 

:,;ire  regular 

3  ntenance. 

Optional  Pella  Adjusts  at  the  touch 

SliHshade'?  opens  cf  a  dial  to  control 

©1975  Rolscreen  Co. 

Instant  privacy  or  shade 
Only  Pella  makes  the 
Slimshade®.  It  fits  in  the 

13/16"  dust-free,  dead  air 
space  between  the  panes 
of  our  Pella  Double  Glass 

Insulation  System  and 

provides  privacy  at  the  touch 
of  a  dial.  But  even  more 

important,  the  Slimshade®, 
when  completely  closed, 

can  reduce  heat  loss  by  as 
much  as  62%  and  solar 

heat  gain  by  up  to  82%  when 
compared  with  a  single 

pane,  unshaded  window. 
A  real  energy  saving  option. 

FREE.  16-page  "Window  &  Door  Ideas"  book  for 
traditional  and  contemporary  homes.  Tells  you 
everything  you  need  to  know  about  window  types 
and  how  each  works,  window  treatment  in  various 
architectural  styles,  and  innportant  considerations 

in  window  placement  and  selection.  After  you've read  this  book,  visit  your  Pella  Planning  Center  for 

further  assistance.  It's  in  the  Yellow  Pages,  under "windows". 

me  a  copy  of  "Window  &  Door  Ideas". 
build,     n  I  plan  to  remodel.     D  I  would  like  an 

have  some- 

Please  send 

D  I  plan  to appointment  at  the  Pella  Planning  Center  nearest  me 
one  contact  me 

TELEPHONE 

Mail  to:  Pella  Windows  &  Doors,  Dept.  C03D6.  100  Main  St.,  '  viu,    .^*^ci 
50219.  Also  available  throughout  Canada.  Coupon  answered  within  24  hours 
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i^iomes  speak  for  themselves. 
^^is  that  match  the  way  you  live. 
Like  the  Riverwood. 

uic  showing  you  why  the  Riverwood  and  more 
than  170  other  Kingsberry  Homes  speak  tor  themselves,  send  $2  to: 

!    Boise  Cascade  Manufactured  Housing  Division/Eastern  Operations, 

Dept  HG46,  61  Perimeter  Park,  Atlanta,  Georgia  30341, 

SP^AI^L^ 
\  T  / 

Boise  Cascade 

Manufactured  Housing  Division/Eastern  Operations 

TheyVe so  real, 

>       it's I  \  1> .  unreal. 1^   g 

lagicsilk  flowers  are  the 
freshest  things  to  the  real 

thing.  They  look  so  real, 

you'd  swear  we  grew 
them.  Only  we  made 

them.  Beautifully  They're washable,  Reshapable. 
Incredibly  gorgeous 

flowers  that  will  lost  for 

years.  Look  for  Mogicsilk 
flowers  at  leading  gift 

shops,  florists  and  major 
department  stores 

everywhere, 

Magicsilk Created  and 

produced  by  Selo,  Inc. 
206  E  119tti  Street. 

New  York,  NY.  10035 

Do-it-yourself  crafts  continued  from  page  54 

To  gather  and  prepare 
honeysuckle 

Honeysuckle  is  wonderful  to  work 
with.  The  bark  practically  peels  it- 

self after  it  has  been  boiled,  or  you 
can  leave  it  on  if  you  want  a  shag- 

gy effect,  as  in  the  basket  on  page 

90.  Honeysuckle  is  tough,  so  don"t 
try  to  pick  it  by  hand — use  a  pen 
knife  or  kitchen  shears.  In  the 

summer,  fresh-cut  green  honey- 
suckle is  often  supple  enough  to 

weave  well  (without  breaking) 

without  being  boiled  first.  Honey- 
suckle cut  in  the  fall  or  winter  (as 

in  this  basket)  is  much  tougher  and 
needs  to  be  boiled  first.  For  basket 

below  you'll  need  about  50  pieces 
about  2-3  yards  long.  Coir  each 
piece,  leaves  and  all,  to  fit  your  pot. 
wrapping  one  end  around  and 
through  coil  3  times  to  hold  it. 
Cover  with  water,  bring  to  boil, 
simmer  for  four  hours.  Turn  off 
the  heat  and  let  the  coil  stand  in 

the  water  overnight.  (If  youd  rath- 
er use  stripped  honeysuckle,  which 

is  a  soft  green  color  that  fades  in  a 
short  time  to  off  white  and  will 

take  dye,  you  can  speed  up  the 
peeling  by  then  running  the  vines 

through  your  hand  while  you're holding  a  soft  cloth.)  Rinse  and 
use.  or  hang  to  let  dry  and  then 
store.  The  vine  needs  to  be  soaked 

only  a  few  minutes  when  you  are 
ready  to  use  it. 

Basketry  tools 
For  cutting,  use  kitchen  shears  or  a 
pen  knife.  For  tougher  vines  or  for 
neater  trimming  of  the  basket  bor- 

der. \ou  may  want  a  pair  of  elec- 
trician's sidecutters,  available  at 

hardware  stores.  To  bend  vines, 

you  may  want  a  pair  of  pliers,  but 

pinching  the  vine  with  one's  fingers or  teeth  works  well. 

To  make  the  basket 
1.  Cut  24  pieces  (called  suikes)  at 

least  26  inches  long  and  2  16-inch 
pieces  (cut  one  end  of  these  2  at  a 
slant)  that  will  be  the  vertical 
framework  of  your  basket.  Have 
ready  about  6  long  pieces  or  coils 

(called  weavers),  which  you'll  use to  do  the  weaving.  You  may  find 
it  easier  to  work  the  basket  upside 
down  over  an  upturned  bowl  or tree  stump. 

Basket  center  of  24  stakes 

2.  Make  the  basket  center  using  6 

groups  of  4  26-inch  stakes,  weav- 
ing the  3  horizontal  groups  into  the 

3  vertical  groups.  Be  sure  you  have 
this  center  weave  centered  on  each 

of  the  stakes. 

3.   Using  one  weaver  at  a  tim 
weave  in  and  out  of  the  groups 
4  stakes.  Go  around  4  times.  Righ 
handed    people   generally    find 
easier  to  work  clockwise,  lefthan 

ed  people,  counterclockwise. 

4,  Breaking  down  is  separating  tl 

groups  of  stakes  into  smalh 
groups  as  you  weave  out  from  tl 
center.  In  this  basket,  the  grou; 

of  4  stakes  were  separated  in' 
groups  of  2.  In-and-out  weavin 

Breaking  down,  adding  bye  stake 

also  called  over-and-under,  rani 
ing,  or  tabby  weave,  can  be  dor 
round  and  round  only  on  an  oa 
number  of  stakes.  (Note:  Her 

after  breaking  down,  each  "stake is  two  pieces  of  honeysuckle.)  T 
arrive  at  odd  number,  insert  tf 

slanted  ends  of  the  2  16-int 
pieces  (called  the  bye  stake)  alonj 
side  any  other  stake,  tucking 
under  part  of  the  basket  cente 
with  the  help  of  a  knitting  need 
if  necessary.  As  you  weave  the  fir 
few  rows  of  over-2,  under-2.  yo 
should  accomplish  the  basket  u] 
setting  at  the  same  time,  as  follow 
5.  Upsetting  is  the  transition  froi 
the  bottom  to  the  sides  of  the  ba 
ket.  To  make  it.  turn  each  stake  u 

in  the  angle  you  want  it,  or  slight 

sharper,  then  weave  around  it. 

Upsetting 

II  lllll   \UU  lU'l 

Continued  on  page I 



iDO-it-yourself  crafts  continued  from  page  60 

you  want  a  very  abrupt  upsett, 
pinch  each  stake  at  the  point  at 
which  you  want  it  to  turn.  Pinch 
the  weaver  with  phers.  fingernails, 
or  teeth,  so  that  it  will  fold  back 
around  the  last  group  of  stakes  and 
then  weave  4  rows  in  that  direction. 
6.  Continue  the  breaking  down, 

weaving  over-2,  under-2  until  sides 
I  are  as  high  as  you  want  them,  no 
more  than  6  inches. 
7.  The  border:  Beginning  with  any 

2  stakes  and  going  in  either  direc- 

tion, take  first  2  stakes  inside  the 
next  2  stakes  and  then  back  to  the 
outside.  Then  take  the  next  2  inside 
the  2  stakes  next  to  them  and  back 
outside,  and  so  on  around.  The  last 
2  stakes  do  the  same  thing,  but  it 
seems  different.  You  have  to  poke 
them  under  and  back  to  the  out- 

side. Go  around  one  again  to  pull 
them  snug.  Trim  weavers  beyond 
the  stakes  that  are  holding  weaver 
ends  outside,  but  not  so  short  that 
they  can  pop  out  of  the  stakes. 
Techniques    for    many    different 

.  kinds  of  baskets  of  different  ma- 
terials and  patterns  can  be  found 

'in    Mara    Gary's    Basic    Baskets 
i  (Houghton    Mifflin,    $4.95).    She 
I  teaches  a  course  based  on  the  tech- 

i  niques  in  the  book  at  the  Nantuck- 

et Artist's  Association,  Nantucket, 
Massachusetts,    and    her    baskets 
can     be     bought     at     Nantucket 
Looms  also  in  Nantucket. 

When  you  come  to  the  end  of  a 
weaver,  or  if  one  breaks,  just 
splice  on  a  new  one  by  weaving 

until  it  can't  possibly  go  another 
stroke,  and  then  sticking  the 
end  of  the  new  weaver  along- 

side it  for  half  a  stroke,  and 
proceeding  with  the  new  one. 

For  most  baskets,  it  doesn't 
matter  whether  the  rough  ends 
of  the  splices  are  inside  (which 
looks  best  for  a  lidded  basket) 
or  outside  (best  for  a  basket  to 

hold  embroidery  wools  or  deli- 

cate things).  Splices  don't  seem 
as  obvious  on  a  finished  basket 

as  they  do  during  the  process  of 
weaving.  If  a  stake  breaks  while 

you're  weaving,  insert  a  new 
piece  down  into  the  weaving, 
overlapping  where  it  broke.  A 
knitting  needle  may  help. 

I  Planning  free-form 

bargello 
Mrs.  Stevens  teaches  her  free-form 
bargello  in  her  Buffalo,  N.Y.  shop 
Eye  Squared,  and  she  always  starts 
with  a  simple  pillow.  The  stitch  is 

Gigs     Stevens     designs     bargello 
patterns  on  graph  paper 

the  straight,  classic  bargello  stitch: 

The  needle  comes  up  from  under- 
neath, skips  four  threads,  and  goes 

down.  Begin,  she  says,  like  this: 
First:  Ghoose  your  colors.  But 

unless  you  buy  all  your  wool  at 
once,  this  is  less  crucial  than  for 
other  bargello  patterns,  because 
colors  can  easily  be  changed  as 

you  work. 

Second:  Plot  your  pattern  on  a 

piece  of  graph  paper.  Mrs.  Stevens 
favors  a  kind  of  bird-shape  in  the 
middle  of  the  pillow  (see  page 94). 

Third:  Stitch  the  outside  row  of 

bird-shape  first.  Fill  in  the  inside 
of  the  shape,  going  around  the 
figure  and  covering  four  threads 
whenever  possible.  If  you  make  a 
mistake,  Mrs.  Stevens  confides,  it 
won't  show. 

Fourth:  Change  colors,  and 

stitch  one  (or  more — but  always 
at  least  one)  row  around  the  out- 

side of  the  bird-shape.  To  change 
the  pattern,  stitch  a  second  row  in 
the  new  shape  (see  graph).  Then 
go  back  and  fill  in  the  blank  spaces, 
covering  four  threads  whenever  it 
is  possible.  Finally  stitch  another 
row  around  the  outside  of  the  new 

pattern.  Continue,  changing  color 
and  patterns  as  it  pleases  you,  until 
you  have  filled  up  your  canvas. 

Fifth:  Have  it  cleaned  and 
blocked  and  sewn  to  shape  a 

pillow-casing.  Insert  the  pillow 
(available  in  standard  sizes  from 
crafts  shops  or  even  in  variety 
stores),  stitch  the  opening  closed, 
and  there  you  are. 

As  for  any  other  needlework 
project,  says  Mrs.  Stevens,  you 
should  choose  your  yarn  and  can- 

vas weights  for  the  project  you 
want:  lighter  for  pillows,  heavier 
for  rugs.  The  staffs  of  needlework 
shops  will  be  happy  to  advise  you. 

Continued  on  page  155 

Famous  University  proves 

MIRACLE-GRO  produces  greater  yields  — 

23"M0RE  TOMAIQES 
25''M0RE  UEGETABIES 

Compared  with  other  popular  types  of  plant  foods* 

IMPORTANT  FACTS 

for  home  vegetable  growers. 

University  tests  proved  MIRACLE- 
GRO  produced  greater  yields  of  to- 

matoes and  other  vegetables  com- 

pared to  best  known  "timed  release" 
plant  food  as  well  as  other  popular 
types  of  fertilizers.  Tests  conducted  in 
good  soils  and  poor  soils. 

MIRACLE-GRO  works  where 
other  types  fail. 

At  leading  University,  in  soils  of  very  low  fer- 
tility-plants fed  the  I^IRACLE-GRO  way  pro- 

duced good  tomatoes  while  most  of  the  plants 
fed  with  other  types  of  fertilizers  (including  best 

known  "Timed  Release"  type)  failed  to  survive.' 

•All    tested    plant   foods    used    according 
to  label  directions. 

Why  MIRACLE-GRO  Is  called- 
"MIRACLE  VEGETABLE  FOOD" 

MIRACLE-GRO  provides  7  vital 

growth  elements  in  fast-acting  "liquid 
form"  — feeds  plants  through  roots 
and  leaves.  University  tests  prove 

MIRACLE-GRO  enters  plant's  "blood- 
stream" in  30  seconds.  Starts  work- 

ing fast.  EASY  — apply  anytime. 
SAFE— will  not  "burn"  used  as  di- 

rected. Saves  money.  Saves  fertilizer. 

Yields  TONS  more 
Tomato  farmers  say 

20  tons  per  acre  is 

excellent.  MIRACLE- 
GRO  scored  30  tons 

per  acre! 
8oz.  $-j29 

',« 

STERN'S ALL-PURPOSE   WATER-SOLUBLE    PLANT    FOOD 

SUN \'.* 

DOME 
Patent  No    3683427 

by 

FABRICO 

Lets  you  swim  longer,  more  often, 
warmer  and  cleaner. 

f^OTlONflL 

SWIMMINC  POOl INSTITUTE 

LETS  IN  WARM  SUN  RAYS.  INCREASES 
WATER  TEMPERATURE.  TURNS  YOUR 
BACKYARD  POOL  INTO  A  TROPICAL  RESORT! 
Keeps  out  cold  winds,  dirt,  leaves  and  pests. 

Gives  you  more  swimming  fun  for  years  and 
years.  Sturdy  tubular  aluminum  frame  and  crystal 
clear  vinyl  cover  with  electronically  welded 
seams.  Zip-open  door,  and  screened  windows  for 
controlled  ventilation. 

Sun  Dome:  The  biggest  news  in  recreation 
since  man  discovered  water.  Write  for  free 
illustrated  brochure  and  the  name  of  your 
nearest  dealer. 

FABRICO'^- 
1300  West  Exchange  Ave. 

Chicago,  Illinois  60609 
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Stretch 
a  bright 

hammock  of 
soft, 

flexible, 
100%  acrylic 

fiber 

Sunbrella® between 
two  shade 

trees. 
Then  stretch 

out  and 
take 

life  easy. 

Cover 

your  ho-hum 
patio  furniture 

in  vivid 
Sunbrella, 
the  outdoor 

fabric 

that  won't shrink, 
crack, 

peel,  harden or  be 
affected  by 

rot  or 
mildew. 

Put  a 

colorful 
fence  around 

your 
property 

or  five-year 

guaranteed Sunbrella. It's  a 

perfect  way to  keep 

your  assets in  and 

your  nosy 
neighbors  out. 

Make  your 
terrace  an 

outdoor  living 
room  with  a 

patio  cover  of Sunbrella. 
Look  for  your 
dealer  in  the 
Yellow  Pages 

under  Awnings 
&i  Canopies. 
Or  write  Glen 

Raven  Mills,  Inc. 
Glen  Raven, 
N.C. 27215. 

*Acrilan  Reg.  TM  Monsanto  Co. 
^Sunbrella.  Ree.  TM  Glen  Raven  MUl.s,  Inc 

Gardening 
all-in-one 
Vegetables,  fruits,  herbs, 
berries,  and  flowers 
that  flourish  together 

T^m 

Anyone  planning  a  kitchen  garden 
can  learn  a  lot  from  the  William 

Wisters'  All-in-one  Garden,  see 

page  94.  They  began  with  a  mod- 
est dooryard  salad  patch  near  their 

kitchen  porch  and  as  their  interest 
in  gardening  and  cooking  grew, 
they  doubled  its  size  to  make  room 
for  fruit  trees,  tree  roses,  and  such 

space-grabbers  as  raspberries  and 
pole-trained  lima  beans.  In  the 
plan,  below,  the  stone  paths  and 
sundial  at  the  right  represent  the 
original  salad  garden,  which  was 
then  enclosed  by  a  yew  hedge. 
Deer  enjoyed  eating  the  yew,  so 

the  new  improved  garden  was  sur- 
rounded by  a  non-edible  picket 

fence  with  handsome  posts  and 
finials.  (The  finials  were  copied  by 

a  carpenter  from  an  antique  the 
Wisters  found  at  an  auction.) 

Like  many  beginning  gardeners, 
the  Wisters  started  with  a  plot  that 
seemed  all  clay  and  grew  nothing 
but  massive  rocks.  Initial  etTort 
went  into  removing  the  rocks  and 

miproving  the  tilth  of  the  soil  with 
manure,  peat  moss,  and  compost. 
By  now  the  soil  is  so  soft  and  rich 
some  plants  that  prefer  poor  soil 
— most  herbs,  for  instance — have 
been  moved  outside  the  fence 

where  they  can  work  a  little  harder 
and  keep  their  native  flavor. 

In  planning  the  garden,  the 
Wisters  made  the  most  of  their 

space  by  planting  only  what  they 
really  like  to  eat  (or  pick  for  bou- 

quets) and  not  planting  what  they 
can  readily  buy  when  desired.  For 
instance  they  have  no  potatoes  or 

space-greedy  corn.  Sprawlers  like 
melons  and  squash  have  been 
exiled  outside  the  fence.  They  are 
selective  about  varieties  of  seed. 

They  prefer  the  succulent  rosettes 

of  Bibb  lettuce  to  other  kinds,  . 

also   grow   long-leaved   Cos   (I 
maine)  and  the  red  Ruby  letti 
that   makes   a  decorative  bore 

They  plant  cool  weather  crops  I 
lettuce  and  peas  as  early  as  tl 

can  in  spring.  "I  have  a  super 
tion  that  peas  must  be  planted 

St.    Patrick's    Day,    March    1 
Hannah  Wister  says,  "though 
this  part  of  New  Jersey  it  son 
times  snows  on  the  18th.  We  S' 
peas  at  least  once  more  anyw 
We  don't  want  all  the  harvest 

come  in  at  once."  Mr.  Wister  > 
plains,  "Picked  and  eaten  witt 
the  hour,  peas  are  unbelievably  ( 
licious.   After  that  the  sweetn 

turns  to  starch."  Mr.  Wister  mat 
a  marvelous  pea  soup,  flavors 
with  oregano  and  mint  for  a  di 
cate  light  taste. 

While  peas,  lettuce,  onion  st 
and  a  few  other  crops  can  be  pbi 
ed  outdoors  a  month  or  so  bcf( 
the  last  expected  hard  frost,  ere 
such  as  onion  seeds,  beets,  carrd 
and   kohlrabi   must   wait   two 
more  weeks.  Not  until  all  dani; 
of  frost  is  past,  and  the  ground 

really  warm,  should  one  plant  sii' 
tender  crops  as  tomatoes,  eggplai 

and  okra.  '"Okra  is  my  husbanc 

middle  name,"  Mrs.  Wister  joki ■'He  likes  it  so  much  that  we  pia, 

it  wherever  we  have  an  extra  inch 

Mr.  Wister  points  out  that  okra 
a  fine  thickener  for  soup,  almc 
any  kind  of  soup,  and   althou} 
tender  small  pods  are  delicious 
themselves,  even  coarse  large  on 
can  be  added  to  a  soup  if  discardc 
after  cooking.   Still  another  cu 
nary  tip:    When   making   toma 
juice,  Mr.  Wister  adds  a  piece  • 
ginger  root  just  before  sealing  tl 

jar  or  freezing  it.  ■ 

Blaze  climbing 

•Salad  garden  ii 

■1.,.  ,■;■].] 

iParsley,  a 

Appl^ 

-  ■  ni 

'1\  -a:  ̂ i^  f 

;ii  WiStrawbemes  : 

-!       •C      1    1111 

Currants 

The  William  Wist 
60-by-72-foot  pic 

fencesupportsBI 
climbing  roses, matoes.  tree  p 

nies.  dahlias,  lil 

gooseberries,  ot tall-growing  pla 

Original  salad  [ 

den,  small  rows 
right,  contains  pt 
lettuce,  carrots,  ( 
nese  cabbage, 

ions,  chard,  kt 

rabi.  red  and  gol< 

beets,  okra.  hei 
Paths  are  borde 

by  strawberr 
parsley.       lavenc 
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Works  like  millions  of  tiny  hoes 

Open  soil 
Deep  roots 

Thick  growth 

GRAND  PRIZE®  Lawn  &  Gar- 

den Gypsum  is  an  ecologi- 
cally-safe mineral  soil  condi- 

tioner that  loosens  heavy  clay 

soil  in  gardens,  flowerbeds,  and  lawns.  Just 
spread  it  around  and  work  into  the  garden 
to  allow  fertilizer  and  water  to  penetrate, 

let  roots  grow  deep  and  strong.  Lawn  & 

Tight  soil Shallow  roots 

Thin  growth 

Garden  Gypsum  also  supplies 

vital  sulfate  sulfur  and  avail- 

able calcium,  promotes  de- 

composition of  organic  mate- 
rials, helps  neutralize  damage  from  de- 

icing  salt.  Pick  up  what  you  need  at  your 
garden  center  or  hardware  store. 

CHEMICALS  DIVISION 

UNITED  STATES  GYPSUM 
BUILDING  AMERICA 

'RIL.  1976 65 



ByAmyA.Sch\ 

Growing  plants  from 
cuttings 

Five  ways  to  get  little  plants  from  big  ones 

m' 

As  the  days  grow  longer  your 

houseplants  will  probably  be  grow- 
ing at  a  vigorous  pace.  To  keep 

them  compact  and  shapely  and  in 
good  condition  you  have  to  prune 
them,  and  spring  is  a  good  time  to 
do  this.  You  can  also  multiply  your 
plant  collection  by  rooting  the 
leaves  and  stems  you  cut.  You 

don't  need  very  much  in  the  way 
of  supplies.  Make  a  propagating 
box  by  using  a  plastic-domed  bread 
box,  sweater  box,  or  unused  glass 
aquarium.  Any  of  these  will  serve 

Covered  bread 

box,  plastic  bags 
keep  humidity 
high  for  cuttings 

as  a  miniature  greenhouse  to  give 
new  plants  extra  humidity.  Or  you 
can  use  a  few  clean  pots  or  cartons, 

plus  plastic  bags  or  up-ended 
drinking  glasses  as  covers.  You  will 
need  a  moist  rooting  medium  such 
as  sterile  sand,  vermiculite.  perlite, 

peat  moss,  or  a  combination.  You 

don't  want  an  enriched  potting  mix 
until  later  when  the  plantlets  are 

ready  for  a  heavier  soil  with  nu- 
trients. A  bright  room  or  a  shelf 

under  fluorescents  is  fine.  The  only 
tools  you  need  are  a  small  sharp 
knife  or  manicuring  scissors,  a 
scoop  or  kitchen  spoon. 

to  give  the  plant  a  new  supply  of 

oxygen.  Once  the  roots  show 
growth,  begin  adding  vermiculite 
or  sand  to  the  water  every  few 
days.  This  will  stimulate  new  root 

1.  Stem  cuttings 
A  stem  cutting  can  be  taken  by 

making  a  sharp  clean  cut  just  be- 
low a  leaf  joint  or  node.  Soft- 

stemmed  plants  like  coleus,  Swed- 
ish ivy,  or  impatiens  will  root  as 

easily  in  water  as  in  soil.  Remove 
any  leaves  below  the  cut.  Be  sure 
to  change  the  water  every  few  days 

Soft    coleus    roots    in    water; 
hibiscus     needs     rooting     mix 

lowed  to  dry  for  a  few  hours  b 
fore  planting.  You  may  find  th 
certain  cuttings  need  a  push  to  g' 

going.  Try  dipping  the  cut  end  i 
hormone  rooting  powder  such  . 
Hormodin  or  Rootone  before  i 

serting  in  pencil  hole  made  in  roo 

ing  medium. 

2.  Leaf  cuttings 

African  violets,  peperomias,  glo> 
inias,  and  begonias  propagate  eas 

ly  if  you  remove  a  leaf  with  a  shoi 
stem  attached,  and  plant  it  in  roo 

hairs  and  also  prevent  tangling, 
which  can  make  repotting  difficult. 
Plants  with  harder  stems  such  as 

hibiscus  or  geranium  should  be 

put  in  moist  rooting  medium.  Ge- 
ranium stem  cuttings  do  best  if  al- 

One    African    violet    leaf    pro- 
duces a  whole  new  plant 

Kids  will  be  kids.  Because  it's  hard  to 

keep  an  eye  on  them  every  minute,  it's 
reassuring  to  have  an  Anchor  Fence  around 
your  property.  Anchor  has  been  protecting 
children,  pets  and  property  since  1892. 

As  a  bonus  benefit,  you  get  Anchor's 
good  looks.  Designed  to  blend  in  with  the 

landscape.  Anchor's  handsome  green  vinyl coating  is  thermally  fused  to  a  steel  or 

aluminum  core.  It's  durable,  too— 
resists  chipping,  peeling  and  cracking  for 

years  and  years. 
In  addition,  Anchor  has  other  features 

you  just  can't  find  in  any  other  fence. 
For  example,  square  posts  at  ends,  corners 

and  gates  eliminate  wTap-around  bands  that 
form  a  ladder-like  effect  on  conventional 
round  posts.  Another  unique  feature  is 

our  square-frame  gate  construction  with 
self-closing,  self-latching  operation. 

For  a  good-looking,  tough,  durable  fence, 
call  your  nearest  Anchor  representative 

today.  (You'll  find  him  listed  on  the  next 
page.)  Or,  for  more  complete  information 
on  the  complete  hne  of  Anchor  products, 

mail  the  coupon.  You'll  get  our  brochure and  a  free  sample 
of  fence  fabric 
to  see  and  test. 

Anchor.  It's  the trouble  stopper, 

all  right,  in  more 
wavs  than  one. 

ISPANCHOR 



^  ring  is  a  good  time  to  prune  houseplants  and  keep  them  shapely, 

i;n  multiply  your  collection  by  rooting  what  you've  cut 

;.  mix.  Keep  warm,  out  of  strong 
ieht  and  covered  with  plastic 

ss  for  humidity.  African  vio- 
! tings  may  also  be  rooted  in 
Place  stem  through  holes  in 

or   wax    paper   covering   the 
iih  of  the  glass  so  that  the  leaf 
1  will  not  get  wet.  When  tiny 
leaves  appear  transplant  to 

ing  soil. 

i)il  layering 
s  a  great  way  to  reproduce 

lomg  or  trailing  plants  such  as 
irophytum,  ivy.  philodendron, 
strawberry   geranium.    Take 

Morophytum  is  propagated  by 
Mting   next   to   mother   plant 

stem  or  plantlet  and  place  in 
tact  with  rooting  medium  in  a 

next  to  the  mother  plant,  hold- 

ing it  down  with  a  hairpin  or  peb- 
bles. When  roots  form,  sever  the 

new  plant  from  its  parent  and 
plant  it  in  potting  mix. 

4.  Leaf-vein  cuttings 

Remove  a  healthy  leaf  from  a  be- 
gonia or  gloxinia.  Make  cuts  in 

major  veins  on  underside  of  leaf 
and  set  the  leaf  on  rootins  mix. 

New  plants  grow 
from  slits  in  veins 

of  begonia  leaf 

held  flat  on  root- 

ing mix  with  hair- 
pins  or   pebbles 

Keep  the  leaf  flat  with  pebbles  or 
a  hairpin.  Cover  container  with 
plastic.  Roots  will  form  at  the 
cuts,  and  new  plants  will  grow 
from  the  topside.  Sever  each  new 
plant  from  mother  leaf  when  large 

enough  to  handle  and  put  in  pot- 
ting mix. 

5.  Air  layering 

If  your  rubber  tree  or  dracaena  has 
grown  too  tall  and  is  in  danser  of 

bending  over,  it  is  time  to  propa- 
gate by  air  layering.  Support  the 

stem  with  a  stake.  Cut  a  nick  in  the 
stem  and  remove  a  few  of  the 

leaves  just  above  the  cut.  (Where 
to  cut  depends  on  where  you  want 
the  original  plant  to  sprout  new 
leaves  later.)  Put  some  hormone 

rooting  powder  in  the  nick  and 
push  in  some  moist  sphagnum 
moss.  Wrap  with  more  moss  and 
bind  this  with  plastic  tied  above 
and  below  the  cut.  When  roots 
form  and  can  be  seen  through  the 
plastic,  cut  the  rest  of  the  way 
through  the  stem,  just  below  the 
new  roots.  Pot  the  new  plant.  In 
time  new  leaves  will  grow  from 
the  old  stem. 

Sphagnum 
moss  and  plas- tic are  tied  to 
stem  to  air  layer 

leggy  rubber 
tree 

)f      *      ̂     ̂  

^  Keeping 

^  America 

^  Beautiful'!; 

Fast!    Easy! 

Sure!    Safe! 

The  Pioneer  Plant  Food 

Good  for  everything  you  grow.  Roses, 
trees,  shrubs,  flowers,  lawns,  fruits, 
vegetables.  Spark  vigorous  growth. 

Just  dissolve  in  water,  then  sprinkle 
or  spray.  Fast  acting,  speeds  results, 

no  burning.  High  analysis  23-19-17%. 
The  favorite  of  experts  for  years! 

At  All  Leading  Garden  Stores. 

GenuineAnchor  Fence  can  be  purchased  only  from  these  representatives:  l^j\iiLriuK 

ALABAMA 

USSVIUE,  Anctxx  Brancfi  Office.  205-655-3291 

CONNECTICUT 

IRREU)  CO.,  Anchof  Brancfi  Office.  203-348-9625 

RTFORD.  A-icnor  Branch  Office.  203-289-4395 
W  HAVEN.  Walpole  Wbodworkers  inc  .  203-393-2040 
XiERELO,  Walpole  Wtxx>*ort«f3.  Inc  .  203-438-6587 

DELAWARE 

'VER,  Piefce  Fence  Co  .  302-674-1996 
WARK,  Ceoi  Fence  Co  .  302-834-7599 
AFORD.  LeFlov  Bums.  Jr ,  Co  .  302-629-9356 
LMINGTON,  Anchor  Branch  Office.  302-655-6229 

DISTRICT  OF  COLUMBIA 

C.  Area,  Anchor  Branch  Office.  703-671-7000 

FLORIDA 

CKSONVILLE,  Davs  Flaws,  Fencemasier.  904-355-4689 

GEORGIA 

HENS,  Northeast  Ga  Fence  Co..  Inc  .  404-546-8300 

AUNCY,  Moore  Distntxiting  Co  .  912-374-5777 
iLUMBUS,  The  Southwestern  Co  .  404-689-3951 
iRETTA,  Marietta  Fence  Co  .  404-J22-1 81 1 

ILLINOIS 

Anchor  Branch  Office,  312-763-1070 

ICAGO,  Beverly  Fence  &  Supply  Co  .  312-445-5979 
ST  ST.  LOUB,  Chesley  Fence  Co   61 8-398-4445 
REPORT.  Les  Smyth  Contr .  81 5-235-7462 
UET.  Marchio  Fence  Co  .  815-726-6995 

NKAKEE,  Tousignant  Fence.  Inc  ,  815-932-2634 
MJNE,  Anchor  Branch  Office.  309-762-8828 

INDIANA 

OWN  POttlT.  WBon's  Omarrienla:  Iron  VVxte.  219^3-7900 
ANSVILLE,  Rio  Grande  Fence  Co  .  Inc  .  812-425-157) 
WAYNE.  H&H  Fence  Co  .  inc  .  219-422-4397 

UTH  BEND.  Protect  Fence  Co  .  Inc  ,  219-272-5250 
HAUTE.  Quality  Fence  Co  .  812-466-1818 

LUAMSSURG,  Williamsburg  Elevator.  31 7-886-581 1 

IOWA 

DAR  FALLS.  Chucks  Fence Servce.  319-266-2830 
VENPORT.  Anchor  Branch  Office.  309-762-8828 
S  M04NES.  Hurricane  Ferce  Co  .  51 5-287-1 1 44 

KENTUCKY 

ORENCE.  Uo-f-a  /.ea^er  Fe^.ces  606-371-2759 
•UBVILLE,  Fener  Bros  .  502-447-2121 

MAINE 

30ETOR0.  P^  ID  J  Caniara &  Sons  207-284-4198 

MARYLAND 

INAPOUS.  Bay  Fence  Co.  301 -268-2681 
.LTIMORE.  -"-yior  Brancfi  Office,  301-477-8700 

.E N  BURNIE,  AH  Enterprises.  301  -7£8-81 81 

RFORO  CO..  Anchor  Branch  Office.  301-477-8700 

MASSACHUSETTS 

BOSTON,  .'.alpole  Wxidworkeis.  inc  .  61 7-329-0770 
CAPE  COD.  iValpole  Wbodworters  Inc   617-540-0300 

DENNIS.  .-.Bpole  Woodworters.  Inc  .  61 7-394-7400 
FRAMINGHAM,  Walpote  Woodworters.  Inc  .  61 7-875-6668 
SPRINGFIELD,  Walpoie  Wt)00«vDn<ers.  Inc  .  41 3-525-3941 

WALPOLE.  .Valpole  V«x)dv»orkers.  Inc  .  61 7-668-2800 
WILMINGTON,  Walpoie  Woodworters.  Inc  .617-658-3373 
WORCESTta  Joseph  Miller  Co .  61 7-753-8581 

MICHIGAN 

DETROrr  (East  Side),  Anctxx  Branch  Office.  31 3-885-2977 

DETROrr  (We*t  Stde),  Anchor  Branch  Office  313-532-61 00 
E.  TAWAS.  .earned  Ornamental  Iron  &  Fence.  51 7-362-6263 

GAYLORD,  ^akesKle  Fence  Co  .  51 7-732-5682 

GRAND  RAPIDS,  Schantz  Hardware  Co   616-459-3597 
LANSING.  Sawdon  Fence  Co.  517-371-3972 

LrrCHFlELO,  Lumber  Village.  Inc  .  517-542-2391 
PONTIAC.  Anchor  Branch  Offce.  313-335-7471 

MINNESOTA 

NIBBING,  .ermBion  Equip  &  Supply.  218-263-8371 
MINNEAPOLIS.  Anchor  Branch  Oltce.  612-866-4961 

ST.  CROIX  BEACH  St  Crax  Fencing,  612-436-7610 

MISSOURI 

KANSAS  Cmr,  Kansas  Oty  Fence  Co  ,  816-765-0700 
ST.  LOUIS.  Ancrw  Branch  Offce  314-966-3222 

NEBRASKA 

LINCOLN,  -oward  &  Russell  Contr   402-432-0533 

NEW  HAMPSHIRE 

HOOKSETT,  Feren-Whriing  Fence,  inc  ,  603-668-0445 

NEW  JERSEY 

ATLANTIC  CO..  Shamrock  Fence  Co..  609<J48-361 1 

BERGEN  CO..  A-chor  BrafKh  Office.  201  -261  -0250 
BURUNGTON  CO..  Anchor  Branch  Office.  609-663-3951 
CAMDEN  CO.,  Anchor  Branch  Office.  609-663-3951 

CAPE  MAY  CO,  South  Jersey  Wood  Prod  .  609-886-1 635 
CUMBERLAND  CO.,  Jogien  Fence  Co   609-694-3448 
ESSEX  CO..  Anchor  Branch  Office,  201  -686-5353 
GLOUCESTER  CO.,  Anchor  Branch  Office,  609*63-3951 

MERCER  CO.,  Jo-Mar  Fence  Co  ,  609-448-2488 
MIDDLESEX  CO,  Anchor  Branch  Office,  201  -548-5400 
MONMOUTH  CO..  Jo-Mar  Fence  Co  ,  201-431  -4222 
MORRIS  CO,  Anchor  Branch  Office.  201  -539-5646 
OCEAN  CO..  F  &  D  Fence  Co  .  201-367-2929 
PASSAIC  CO,  Anchor  Branch  Office,  201  -473-3544 

SALEM  CO,  Anchor  Branch  Office,  609-663-3951 
UNION  CO,  Anchor  Brancti  Office  201  -686-5353 

NEW  YORK 

ALBANY.  Anchor  Branch  Office,  518-785-4506 
BRONX,  -ichor  Branch  Offce,  212-295-8099 

BROOKLYN,  Anchor  Brancfi  Office,  212-761-6777 
BUFFALO.  Allied  Fence,  Inc  ,  716*22-3275 

CAIRO.  Happy  Day  Pools,  Inc.,  518*22-8287 
CUNTON.  Suburtan  Services,  Inc  .  315-853-2480 

COLUMBIA  CO,  Happy  Day  Pools,  Inc  .  518-522-8287 
ELMIRA  HEIGHTS.  SHii-BH  Fence  Corp  .  607  733-971 3 

FREDONIA.  Joe  Bifaro.  716-679-1475 
GLOVERSVILLE,  George  P  Hansen.  Inc  .  518-725-1070 
GREEN  CO..  Happy  Day  Pools.  Inc  .  518-622-8287 
NASSAU  CO,  Anchor  Branch  Offce,  516-746-1239 
NIAGARA  FALLS,  T  &  D  Fence  Installers.  71 6-297-7788 

ORANGE  CO,  Firaco  Fence  Co  .  914-856-7625 
PIKE.  S--  iSpencerSis.&Svc.  716-493-2404 
PORT  JERVIS,  Firaco  Fence  Co  .  914-856-7625 
QUEENS,  -"chor  Branch  Office.  212-529-4520 

ROCKLAND  CO,  Anchor  Branch  Office.  914-634-4441 
STATEN  ISLAND,  Anchor  Branch  Office.  21 2-761  -6777 

SUFFOLK  CO.,  Anchor  Branch  Office  516-698-7500 
SULLIVAN  CO,  Firaco  Fence  Co  .  914-856-7625 
VESTAL.  :  :-3-  isie  Swim  Pod.  607-729-61 76 
WAPPINGER  FALLS,  A-1  Fence  Co  .  914-226-5494 
WESTCHESTER  CO.,  Anchor  Branch  Office.  914-592-6500 

NORTH  CAROUNA 

ASHEVILLE,  .'rarren  Bros  .  704-254-0752 
CHARLOTTE,  Zemco  Corp  .  704-334-91 1 7 
GOLDSBORO.  C  &  P  Sheet  Rock  Corp  .  919-736-3814 
RALEIGH.  =  &  S  Enterprises.  Inc  .  919-823-5771 
WILMINGTON,  Ingram  Brolhers.  919-762-9695 

OHIO 

BALTIMORE.  S  &  W  Complete  Home  Mainl .  61 4-862-6206 

BELPRE.  C-c  valley  Fence  Co  ,  Inc  ,  614-423-841 1 
CANTON.  >:>jihway  Fence  Co .  216-477-5251 
CINCINNATL  Anchor  Branch  Office.  513-891-251 1 

CLEVELAND  (Eail  SMe),  Anchor  Branch  Office.  21 6-531  -3443 
CLEVELAND  (Wot  Side),  Anchor  Branch  Office,  216-252-6455 
COLUMBUS.  Anchor  Branch  Office,  614-471  -5035 
DAYTON,  ='a)ey  Fence  Service,  513-866*671 

UMA.  -  3e  •,'  Bids  Supply,  Inc  .  419-227-4841 
LORAJN  CO,  Anchor  Branch  Office,  216-323-2831 

MANSFIELD,  Astro  Pod  Co  ,  419-756-2444 
MEDINA  CO,  Anchor  Branch  Office,  216-531  *443 
STOW,  Prospecl  Omamenial  Iron  Co  .  216-688-3833 

TOLEDO,  Toledo  Sash  Co  ,  41 9-726*451 

WARREN.  Dungs  Fence  Co  ,  216*56-1641 
WINTERSVILLE,  Over  Pool  &  Fence  Co  ,  614-264-5368 

PENNSYLVANIA 
ALLENTOWN,  Anchor  Branch  Office,  215-797-2900 

ALLISON  PARK,  M  L  Berger  Fence  Erec  .  412-487-5776 

BRISTOL-   J  Cunningham  &  Sons,  215-785-4521 
CHESTER  CO,  Anchor  Branch  Office.  215-259-8500 
DELAWARE  CO.,  Anchor  Branch  Office.  215-259-8500 
ERIE,'.'   .-5--^   C-o    814-455-4421 

FREDERICKSBURG.  All  Fence  Erectors,  717-865-5576 
HARRISBURG.  -•  :^or  Branch  Office,  71 7-944-7628 

JOHNSTOWN,  -  '.'ai  Manufacturing  Co  .  814-535-7718 
MONTGOMERY  CO.,  Anchor  Branch  Office,  215-259-8500 
PHILADELPHIA,  A->::nor  Branch  Office,  21 5-259-8500 
POTTSTOWN,  Aluminum  Products  Sis.  Co.,  21 5*23-0950 

RANSHAW.  Bolick  Bros  .  Iron  works.  717-648-5190 
READING.  Aachenbach  Constr  Co  .  Inc  ,  215*76-5558 

SCRANTON.  R  P  Drazba  Fence  Co  .  71 7-961  -2691 
SHIPPENSBURG,  McCune  Lumber  Co  .  717-532-4188 

SNOWSHOE.  Nastase  s  Sporting  Goods,  814-387-4800 
SPRING  GROVE,  Erskine  Fence  Sis  &  Svc  .  717-225-4993 
UNKDNTOWN.  Donald  G  Sessler  Co..  412-437-4309 

WASHINGTON,  .'.'ashington  Fence  Co  .  412-225-9707 
WILKES-BARRE,  Cedar  Yard  Fence  Co  .  71 7-288-5054 
WILLIAMSPORT.  BekSief  s  717*22-5885 

RHODE  ISLAND 

CALL  COLLECT,  .'.'alpole  Woodworkers,  Inc  ,  61 7-668-2800 

SOUTH  CAROUNA 

AIKEN.  Fox  Exterminating  Co  ,  Inc  ,  803-648-2666 
ANDERSON,  All  Alum  Prods  &  Fence  Co  ,  803-225-2021 

GREENVILLE,  Anchor  Branch  Office,  803-244-4214 

TURBEVILLE,  Jack  Boykin,  Inc  ,  803-659-2462 
TENNESSEE 

ATHENS,  Inman  Fence,  Inc  .  61 5-462-2920 

NASHVILLE,  Guardan  Fence  Co  .  615-228-7847 

VERMONT 
SPRINGFELD,  SpnngfielO  Home  Imprm  Co  .  802*86-8225 

VIRGINIA 

CHARLOTTESVILLE,  Double  C  Construction  Co .  804-973*575 

HARRISONBURG,  Monger  Bros  Contractors.  703-434-6488 
NORFOLK.  A-icior  Branch  Oftee,  804-461  -4241 
PENINSULA  AREA,  Tallman  Pools  ol  Tidewaler.  804*77-5018 

RICHMOND,  Anchor  Branch  Offce.  804-355-91 77 
ROANOKE.  Aquanus  Pods.  Inc  ,  703-563-2786 
WISE,  B  &  N  Contractors.  703-328-8557 

WEST  VIRGINIA 

BETHLEHEM,  Gary  L  Delemple.  304-232-2498 
M0OREF1ELD.  John  P  Hallerman.  304-538-2519 

MORGANTOWR  GRO  Aluminum  Co  .  304-292-6921 
PARKERSBURG,  Ohio  Valley  Fence  Co  .  Inc  .  614-423*41 1 

WISCONSIN 

MILWAUKEE,  Munson  Fence  Co  .  414-351  -0800 

You  buy  good  fence  b>  the\ear.  Not  b>  ihe  fixx. 
^"  — —  "  —  —  -■"  —  —  —  — m 

Anchor  Post  Products 

7504  Eastern  Ave.,  Baltimore,  Md.  21224 

□  Please  send  information      |     l  Send  dog  pen and  free  sample  1   I  mtomiation. 

-   L,    1976 
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LoohmlkLtag! Jack  Nicklaus  relies  on  good 

equipment  to  do  its  job. 
Good  equipment  makes  the 
difference  in  a  lot  of  things  .  .  . 

yards  of  difference. 
Murray  Mowers  specialize  in 

yards  of  difference.  The  entire 
line  of  walking  mowers,  riding 
mowers  and  tractor  mowers 

reflects  essential  features 

such  as  sturdy  construction, 

maneuverability,  easy  main- 
tenance and  reliability. 

Good  equipment  makes  yards 
of  difference. 

'% 

.     •   •    -  •  -  .  .;   r___   L^___^_^l^_.__iJ 

Look  for  the  Jack  Nicklaus  tag  on  the  full  line  of  Murray  fVIowers  at  your  dealer's,  or  write 
THE  MURRAY  OHIO  MFG.  CO.,  BRENTWOOD,  TENN.  37027 

HANDS continued  from  page  20 

day,   need  special   attention.   One 
simple  thing  can  help.  Apply  hand 
cream  before  the  hands  go  in  the 

detergent-soapy  water.  Also  keep 
hand  lotions  wherever  you  work  or 

wash.  It's  an  easy  and  effective 
habit  to  acquire. 

"Lava"  soap  contains  pumice  and 
is  mildly  abrasive.  It  helps  to  get  out 

dirt  that's  "ground  into"  the  skin 
w  ith  a  mininumi  of  irritation.  "Fcls 

Naphtha"  soap  oan  be  helpful  in 
prcNcnting  poison  ivy  and  other 
plant  oils  people  are  allergic  to 
from  getting  a  start.  Wash  both 
before  and  after  you  garden.  Wear 
gloves  for  extra  safety. 

"Polysorb  Hydrate"  needs  no  pre- 

scription hut  It  isn't  lying  out  on 
the  druggist's  shelf  either.  Ask  for 
it  when  \ou  need  a  super-penetrat- 

ing cream  for  dry,  cracked  skin. 

"Neiitroyena  Norwegian  Hand 
Kornuila"     is     .in     ctlccti\c    dailv 

i 
NO  ROUGH 

EDGES 
Dr.  Scholl's  "Corn  and  Callus  File" 
helps  eliminate  roughness  on  both 

the  hands  and  feet.  It's  slightly 
wider  than  an  emery  board  and  i1 

has  the  same  sandpaper  substance 

though  in  a  slightly  heavier  thick- 

ness.   At   drug    and    variety    stores. 

"Hero's  Pumice,"  in  a  flat  cake,  is 

used  by  gently  rubbing  the  cake 

against  the  skin.  Try  "Hindostone's 
Pumice"  that  comes  in  slim  sticks. 

At  Caswell-Massey,  Nev/  York  City. 

heavy-duty  cream  that  isespcciall; 
soothing.  Rub  a  bit  intt)  the  cutici 
area  of  the  nail  when  it  seems  dr\ 
A  new  white  lotion  called  Sundowr 

by  Johnson  &  Johnson  contains 
sunscreen  which  is  important  U 
hands  that  work  and  play  outdoor^ 

\ 

TCTSJ    0<LIMAH 

Save  your  skin:  1 .  Heavy-duiy  rubber  gloves.  Pioneer.  2.  Over-llie-forearm 
over  mill.  Casserole  Paws.  3.  Plastic  disposables  Tru-Touch.  4.  Thin  cot- 

ton overnights.  Caswell-Massey.  5.  Rubber-grid  string  gloves.  Cardinal.  6. 

Flowered  cartvas  gloves.  Cardittal.  7.  Playtex  house-work  gloves.  S. 
Goatskin  garden  gloves.  Parks  Catalogue.  9.  Canvas  gloves.  Cardinal 

Here's  the 

rub— 
step-by-step 
hand 
massage 
Vicki  Schick  of  the  Profile  Health 
Spa  in  New  York  City  shows  you 
how  to  give  one  to  yourself.  How 

often  should  you  have  it?  When- 
ever you  feel  like  it  or  whenever 

hands  have  been  doing  one  activity 

for  a  while. 
•  Slather  fingers,  hand,  and  wrist 

with  hand  lotion. 

•  Use  a  lotion  that's  fairly  thin. 
Rosewater  and  glycerine  has 
both  the  emollients  needed  for 
lubrication  and  water  to  help 

keep  skin  slick  during  the  mas- sage. 

•  Starting  with  the  outside  knuck- 
les of  the  little  finger  or  the  inde.x 

finger  gently  but  firmly  massage 
the  area  in  between  the  knuckles. 

68 

Work  each  side  tovsard  the  cen 

ter  with  palm  down. 
•  From  the  center  knuckle  spac« 

gently  massage  the  bones  of  th 
hand  to  the  wrist.  You  shoulc 

feel  the  surface  of  each  finger 
bone  and  the  tension  bctweer 

the  bones  begin  to  ease  as  yoi 

get  closer  to  the  wrist. 
•  Turn  the  palm  up  and  massa^i 

the  pulse  area. 
•  At  the  web  of  the  little  finger  be 

gin  to  stroke  finger  toward  jm 

gertip;  repeat  for  each  finger  ant- 
thumb.  Give  a  gentle  squeeze  at 
the  tips.  Stroking  the  finger 
should  also  include  a  slight  puH 

ing.  Rotate  fingers  and  thumb 
twice  in  each  direction  and  finish 
w  ith  a  gentle  tug. 

•  Open  palm  and  roll  fingers  ot 

opposite  hand  and  briskly  r:i 
the  open  palm. 

•  Dab  massaging  fingers  with  a  bit 
more  lotion  and  massage  into  the 
cuticle  area  of  each  nail. 

•  Grasp  the  wrist  and  with  the 
w  hole  hand  gently  pull  down  the 
length  of  the  hand.  Fingers 

should  be  gently  squeezed  to- 
gether. Repeat  for  opposite  hand. 

HOUSE  &  GARC: 
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This  picture  just  proves  something 
that  any  farmer  who  grows  things  for  a 
living  could  tell  you.You  get  big  lettuce 
(or  tomatoes  or  whatever)  when  you 
fertilize  and  you  get  dinky  ones  when 

f  IS 

Scotts®  Vegetable  Garden  Fertilizer 
holds  some  of  its  nitrogen  back  for  later. 
Your  seeds  or  seedlings  get  a  good  feed- 

ing to  start  with,then  a  little  more  every 
day  to  keep  your  crop  growing. 

you  don't.  You  can  water  and  put  down 
humus  and  compost  and  that's  fine  but 
it  isn't  the  same  as  fertilizer. 

Wfe  fertilized  the  big 
head  but  not  the  litde. 

Hiatus  why  one  is  big and  the  other  is  little. 
Fertilizer  is  food  you  put  in  your  soil 

to  pass  on  to  your  vegetables.  Nitrogen, 
phosphorus  and  potassium,  chiefly  A 
good  supply  of  nutrients  is  where  all 
those  fat  tomatoes  and  big  ears  of  com 
come  from. 

Some  fertilizers  tell  you  to  do  it 

2  or  3  times  a  crop.  That's  because 
their  nitrogen  usually  "releases" 
right  away  and  after  a  short  time 

there  just  isn't  much  left.You  only 
use  our  fertilizer  once  (unless  you 
happen  to  live  in  the  South  and 
have  very  sandy  soil). 

You  ought  to  put  it  down  at  planting 
time,  and  you  can  use  our  fertilizer  on  all 
vegetables.  (Just  do  what  it  says  on  the 

box.  It  won't  hurt  your  plants.) 
There's  hardly  any  work  to  it.  Just  put 

it  down  evenly  and  work  it  into  the  soil 
an  inch  or  so. 

We  use  everything  we  make  so  we 
know  what  it  will  do.  You  will  get  more 
beans  or  extra  tomatoes  or  bigger  lettuce 

and  that's  a  promise.  Our  guarantee  says, 
"If  for  any  reason  you  are  not  satisfied 
with  results  after  using  this  product,  you 
are  entitled 

back. ^^ 

to  get  your  money 

Simply  send 
us  evidence  of 

\e^  Garden 
Fertilizer 

18-24-6 
\^^     purchase  and  we 

(^rden 

Fertilizer 

g-24-6 

I 
rt^x 

will  mail  you  a 
refijnd  check 

promptly". 

We'll  be  right 

here  in  Mar>'sville, 

Ohio.  You  won't have  to  look  for  us. 

-^^^^^S**'^: 

H 

j^-  *VJ!>3» 
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Now^  the 
best  time ! 
There's  no  better  time  to  invest  in  the  home  of  your 
future  than  right  now.  Tomorrow,  materials  will  be 
higher,  labor  will  be  higher,  and  money  will  be  harder 
to  get. 

Let  Continental  show  you  how  pre-site  build- 
ing can  give  you  more  home  for  your  money,  and  more 

control  over  your  home.  Continental  Homes  are 

custom-made,  under  exacting  quality  controls,  and 
completed  on  your  home  site.  The  estimated  price  is 
the  delivered  price  .  .  .  there  are  no  hidden  costs. 

With  a  Continental  Home,  you'll  get 
delivery  in  approximately  30  days.  .  .  including  your 

choice  of  carpets  and  wallpaper  .  .  .  with  all  appli- 
ances installed  and  working  perfectly.  Send  in  the 

coupon  and  find  out  how  easy  it  is  to  own  your  own 

Continental  Home.  There's  no  time  like  today,  and 
no  investment  that  will  mean  more  for  your  future. 

Continental  Homes 

Suite  303XX 

2021  K  Street,  N.W.,  Washington,  D.C 

CONTINENTAL  — -■"     HOMES 
Division  of  Weil-McLain  Co.,  Inc. 

Name 

1—1  Send  me  more  information  on  Continental  Homes 

I—I  I'm  in  building.  Tell  me  about  selling  Continental  Homes. 

I_J  Give  me  the  name  of  a  Continental  builder  near  this  area: 

Address 

City 

State 

Zip 

Telephone 

Plants  in:  Roanoke,  Va.,  Maiden,  Mo.  and  Nashua,  N.H. 
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f ree  for  you  . . . 
a  bicentennial  look  at 
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cyl  'bicentennial look 

cAt 

cAmefican Decor^tin^ 

. . .  full  of  decorating  ideas 

from  y^erica's  past  for  the home  ol  today.  Includes 
fascinating  outline  of  American 
decorating  from  Colonial  days 
to  the  present. 

National  Decorating 
Products  Association 
9334  Dielman  Industrial  Drive 
St.  Louis,  Missouri  63132 NJPI\ 

F^ceive  your  free 
32-page  bicentennial  look 
at  /^erican  decorating 
at  any  of  the  paint, 
wallcoverings  or  decorating 
products  retailers  listed 
on  the  following  pages. 

Just  mention  this  ad! 
If  you  would  like  to  add  a  touch  of  America's past  to  your  home  through  decorating.  Or  if  you 
would  just  like  to  read  about  the  decorating 

trends  that  culminated  in  today's  home,  you'll 
want  your  free  copy  of  "Our  Heritage  is  Color". 
This  beautiful  full-color,  32-page  booklet  is 
available  at  all  of  the  decorating  retailers  listed 
on  the  following  pages.  The  booklet  shows  ex- 

amples of  American  decorating  from  various 
periods,  presents  room  settings  inspired  by 

America's  past  and  gives  a  capsule  history  of 
American  decorating.  Compiled  in  cooperation 
with  House  &  Garden  Magazine,  the  booklet  is 
part  of  the  nationwide  observation  of  National 

Home  Decorating  Month  which  is  jointly  spon- 
sored by  the  National  Decorating  Products  As- 

sociation and  the  manufacturing  and  sales  firms 
who  are  Associate  Members  of  NDPA.  Pick  one 

up  today  at  your  nearest  decorating  products  re- 
tailer's. While  you're  there,  let  him  sho^v  you 

everything  that's  new  in  home  decoratinr  prod- ucts and  ideas. 

\/isiT   V&UR  DECORATING  j^RODUCTS  DEALF 
r"^    "*^- 
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Two  more 
ways  to  be a  hero 
in  your  own home! 

Renew  rusted 
surfaces 
Make  rusted  lawn 
furniture,  bicycles, 
mowers  look  like  new 

again  with  Derusto 
Minute  Finish  Spray. 
Special  rust  inhibitive 
primer  is  built  into 

every  color  for  one- 
step  rust  prevention. 
For  old  and  new  sur- 

faces. In  18  gloss 
colors. 

It  H 1 
'tmrnmrnmrn 

<i 

ft 

Stop  paint  peeling 
on  downspouts 
Derusto  Galv-A-GripTM  is  specially 
formulated  to  stick  tight  to  gutters, 
downspouts,  all  galvanized  metal. 

Won't  check,  peel  or  crack  like 
ordinary  paint.  Dries  in  3  to  4  hours. 

Choice  of  4  long-lasting  colors. 

DAP 
Derusto 
The  name  people  linow 
best  in  home  fix-up 

I-::-!!/'!.'- 

fL 

DAP  Inc.,  General  Offices:  Dayton,  Ohio  45401 
Subsidiary  of  Plough,  Inc. 

ALABAMA 
ALBERTVILLE 

Howard's  Decorating  Co. 
ANNISTON 

Anniston  Decorating  Center 

BIRMINGHAM 

Pierce-Taber  Decorating  Centers 
(3  Locations) 

TUSCALOOSA 

Cabiness  Paint  &  Wallpaper 
Cole  Supply  Paint  &  Decorating 

ARIZONA 

LAKE  HAVASU  CITY 

Color  Center 

ARKANSAS 

FT.  SMITH 
Lewis  Decorating  Center 

HELENA 

C.  M.  Johnston  Paint  Store 

MONTICELLO 
Paul's  Paint  Pot 

WARREN 
Paul's  Paint  Pot 

CALIFORNIA 

ALHAMBRA 
Al's  Paint  &  Wallpaper 

ANAHEIM 
Alexander-Hawkins  Paint  Co. 

ARROYO  GRANDE 
The  Paint  Shop 

BELLFLOWER 
Jackson  Paint  Co. 

CAMARILLO 
Camarillo  Plumbing  &  Paint 

DANVILLE 

Fletcher's  Wallcoverings 

GARDEN  GROVE 

Ralph's  Paint  Mart 

GLENDORA 
Village  Color  Center 

GRANADA  HILLS 
Granada  Paint  &  Wallcoverings 

LA  CANADA 
Crest  Paint  &  Wallpaper 

LA  HABRA 
Woodall  Paint  Center 

LOMPOC 

Mr.  Paintman 

LONG  BEACH 
Broadway  National  Paint  Co. 
Long  Beach  Paint  Corp. 

LOS  ANGELES 
Armstrong  Building  Materials  Inc. 
Crown  Paint  &  Wallpaper  Co. 
Shamrock  Paint  Store 

C.  S.  Smith  Co. 
Westside  Paint  Co.,  Inc. 

MANHATTAN  BEACH 
Supreme  Paint  Decorating  Center 

MILL  VALLEY 

Hues  and  Views 

MILLORAE 
ColorFair  Home  Decorating  Center 

MONTEREY  PARK 
Brack's  Paint  Co. 

OAKLAND 
A.  G.  E. 
ColorFair  Home  Decorating  Center 

ORANGE 
Wanda's  Wallcoverings 

PACIFIC  GROVE 
Kidwell  Paint  &  Wallpaper 

PASADENA 
Phelps-Clark  Corporation 
Snell's  Paint  &  Wallpaper  Inc. 

PETALUMA 
Peterson's  Paint  &  Wallcoverings 
PLACENTIA 

Susan's  Wallcovering  &  Interior 

REDONDO  BEACH 
Supreme  Paint  Decorating  Center 

RIVERSIDE 
Magnolia  Paint  Center 
Paper  World  Wallcoverings 

SACRAMENTO 
Sheldon's  Wallpaper  World 

SAN  CARLOS 
Color  Shop  Paint  and  Wallpaper 

SAN  CLEMENTE 

Casa  Pintura 
SAN  FRANCISCO 
ColorFair  Home  Decorating  Center 

SAN  JOSE 
Kelly-Stephens 

VISIT  YOUR  DECORATING 
PRODUCTS  DEALER  TODAY. 

SAN  PEDRO 
Bay  View  Paint  Center 
0.  C.'s  Fuller  Paint 

SANTA  MARIA 
Mr.  Painlman 
SANTA  MONICA 

Cox  Paints 
Sears-IMaylor  Fuller  Paint 

SANTA  ROSA 
Malvino  Interiors 

SIMI 
Paikin's  Color  Port 

SOUTH  SAN  FRANCISCO 

Early  American  Paint  &  Varnish  Co. 
TAFT 
Wiens  Paint  Store 

THOUSAND  OAKS 
Carlson  Decorating  Center 

TUJUNGA 
Crest  Paint  &  Wallpaper 

TUSTIN 

Ralph's  Paint  Mart 

VALLEJO 

A.  G.  E, 
VICTORVILLE 
Paulson  Paint 
WALNUT  CREEK 
Professional  Paint  Center 
Walnut  Creek  Paint 

WHITTIER 

Stan's  Glass  &  Paint,  Inc. 

COLORADO 
COLORADO  SPRINGS 
Paint  Supply  &  Glass  Company 

LAKEWOOD 

Carney's  Paint  &  Wallpaper 

LOVELAND 
Vorreiter  Paint  &  Wallpaper 

CONNECTICUT 
BERLIN 

Vaill  it  Meyer  Co.,  Inc. 
BLOOMFIELD 
Inside  Outlet 

ENFIELD 
Inside  Outlet 

GLASTONBURY 
Katz  Creative  Decorating 
HAMDEN 
Standard  Paint  &  Wallpaper 
HARTFORD 

Color  Mart,  Inc. 

MANCHESTER 
Inside  Outlet 

MERIDEN 
Butler  Paint  Co. 

MIDOLETOWN 

Color  Mart,  Inc. 

NEW  BRITAIN 

Carlton's  Wallpaper  &  Paint 

NEW  HAVEN 
Standard  Paint  &  Wallpaper 

NORWICH 
West  End  Hardware 

OLD  SAYBROOK 
The  Paint  Shop 

ORANGE 
Standard  Paint  &.  Wallpaper 

RIDGEFIELD 
D.  F.  Bedient  Co. 

WATERBURY 

Paint  Service,  Inc. 

WATERFORD 

Color  Mart,  Inc. 

WEST  HARTFORD 
Inside  Outlet 
Jacobs  Paint 
WETHERSFIELD 
United  Paint  &  Wallpaper,  Inc. 

WINDSOR 

Henray's  Decorating  Inc. 

DELAWARE 
WILMINGTON 

Mammele's  Paint  Stores  (2  Locations) 

DISTRICT  OF 
COLUMBIA 
Duron  Paints  &  Wallcoverings 

(3  Locations) 

FLORIDA 
BRADENTON 
Davies  Paint  &  Wallpaper 

BROOKSVILLE 
B  &  H  Paint  Center 

CLEARWATER 
Clearwater  Paint  Co. 

D.  P.  I.  Quality  Paints  Inc. 

FT.  LAUDERDALE 
Walk  ins  Paint  Company 

GAINESVILLE 
The  Brush  &  Bucket,  Inc. 

HOLIDAY 

D.  P.  I.  Quality  Paints  Inc. 

JACKSONVILLE 
Avondale  Paint  &  Wallcoverings 
Duval  Paint  &  Decorating  Inc. 
Rahaim's  Walls  &  Floors 
Westside  Paint  &  Decorating  Center 

JACKSONVILLE  BEACH 
Beaches  Paint  &  Carpet  Center 

JUNO Ron  Oberg  Wallcoverings 

LAKE  PARK 
Park  Avenue  Paints,  Inc. 
LARGO 

Florida  Decorator 

MIAMI 
Palmetto  Paint  &  Wallpaper,  Inc. 
Sunny  South  Paint  Co. 
MONTICELLO 
W.  B,  Dunn  Co.,  Inc. 

OCALA Southern  Plate  Glass  &  Paint  Co. 

ORLANDO  -  WINTER  PARK 
Watkins  Paint  &  Wallpaper 

(4  Locations) 
PINELLAS  PARK 
Pinellas  Paint  &  Dec. 

SARASOTA 
The  Brush  and  Bucket 

SEMINOLE 
Florida  Decorator 

TALLAHASEE 
The  Brush  and  Bucket 
TAMPA 

D.  P    I.  Quality  Paints  Inc. 

TEQUESTA 
Park  Avenue  Paints  Inc. 

TITUSVILLE 
Factory  Paint  Outlet 

GEORGIA 
ALBANY 
Albany  Paint  &  Decorating  Center 

ATLANTA 
Armistead  Paint  &  Supply  Company 
Duron  Paints  &  Wallcoverings 
BARWICK 

Beaty's 

CHAMBLEE 

Bradford's  Carpet  Service,  Inc. 
COLUMBUS 

Bi-City  Paint  &  Decorating  Co. 

DALTON Decorating  Supply 

Fashion  Cleaners 
Ponder's  Decor  Supplies 
DORAVILLE 

Duron  Paints  &  Wallcoverings 
PAVO 

Beaty's 

STONE  MOUNTAIN 
Rainbow  Decorating  Center 
THOMASTON 
Economy  Supply  Co. 

THOMASVILLE 
W.  B.  Dunn  Co.,  Inc. 

IDAHO 

BOISE 
Fairview  Paint  &  Glass 

Lindbloom's  Inc. 
CALDWELL 

Caldwell  Paint  &  Glass  Co. 

COEUR  D'ALENE United  Paint  Co. 

IDAHO  FALLS 
Columbia  Paint  Company 

LEWISTON 

Columbia  Paint  Company 
NAMPA 

Nampa  Paint  and  Glass  Co. 

POCATELLO 

Centre  Glass  &  Paint 
Columbia  Paint  Company 
REXBURG 

Thatcher's 

SANDPOINT 

Wright's  Paint  &  Sundries 

ILLINOIS 

ALEDO 

Greer  Home  Improvement 

Continued  on  page  74 

TWO 

HOUSE! 
You've  got 

a  problem .. . 
and  we  have 

the  answer! 

House  &  Garden 

Remodenng 

GUIOG  Spr/Sum  1976 
100  pages  of  remodeling  ideas  for  city 

and  country  houses  that  will  answer 

your  questions  and  help  you  achieve 

the  home  you  want.  Exciting  examples  ■ 
of  how  families  manage  to  keep  the 

best  of  what  they  have,  update  the 

rest  to  live  better  where  they  are. 
How  to  find  space  by  remodeling  your 

attic,  basement,  garage  or  porch. 

Special  kitchen  remodeling  section, 

plus  a  kitchen  planning  primer. 

$1.75  ON  SALE  NOW 
If  you  are  unable  to  obtain  a  copy  at  your 
favorite  newsstand,  you  may  send  a  ctieck 
or  money  order  for  $2.50  (includes  postage 
and  handling)  payable  to  HOUSE  &  GARDEN 
REMODELING  GUIDE,  to  the  following  address 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN 
DEPT.  S/S-R P  0    Box  1910,  Grand  Central  Station. 

New  York,  NY.  10017 
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"mMady  is  entertaining  today'' 
. . .  and  adding  to  her  own  warmth  and  loveliness  is  the  beauty  of 
the  soft,  luxurious  Patcraft  carpet  her  parents  have  chosen.  Aptly 

the  carpet  is  Patcraft's  "INNOCENCE". .  .tufted  of  100%  DuPont  Nylon 
Heat  Set  Yarns  that  assure  you  of  long  wear . . .  ease  of  care.  A  carpet 

that  will  look  fresh  and  new  and  last  long  past  her  "doll  days." 
It's  almost  a  sure  thing  that  when  this  little  lady  grows  up  and  selects 
carpet  for  her  own  home . . .  she  will  fondly  remember . . .  PATCRAFT! 

t^wni  I         INNOCENCE- 12'  wide  in  20  magnificent  colors.  At  fine  carpet  stores  everywhere. Write  us  for  the  dealer  nearest  you. 

B  MILLS  INC. 

Box  1087  •  Dalton,  Ga.  30720 

CARPET  PROTECTOR 

APRIL,  1976 I  ̂ringliomeThelieritage  OfColof 
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Now,  America's favorite  wood 

cleaner-beautifier 
comes  two  great 
ways!  Panel  Magic 
aerosol  with  a 
fresh,  new  herbal 

fragrance.  It's environmentally 
safe,  too!  And  new 
Panel  Magic 
Liquid  with  or 
without  trigger 
spray.  Panel  Magic 
brings  new  life, 
lustre  and  beauty 
to  wood  paneling 
and  woodwork! 
Leaves  no  oily 
residue.  Hides 
scratches,  scuffs 
and  stains. 

Get  Panel  Magic 
today  at  leading 
supermarkets, 
hardware,  discount 
and  department 
stores. 

MAGIC  AMERICAN  CHEMICAL  CORPORATION 
Cleveland,  Ohio  44122 

How  to  make  your 
window  treatments  beautiful 

with  Levolor  Rivieras. 
We  have  a  brand  new  book  for  you— full  of  beautiful 

(and  helpful)  ideas  on  what  to  do  with  windows.  Here  are  dozens 
of  examples  in  full  color  from  the  files  of  top  decorators. 

And  you  get  a  special  section  that  tells  all  about 
measuring,  laminating,  painting,  etc. 

LEVOLOR 
RIVERA 
BLINDS 

Levolor  Lorentzen,  Inc.,  720  Monroe  St.,  Hoboken,  N.J.  07030 

Please  send  me  a  copy  of  your  Idea  book,  "Window  Magic." 
I  enclose  SOS  for  handling  and  mailing. 

Name- 

Address. 

City- 

state- 

-Zip_ 

1.^  •  S xm. %k 

Continued  from  page  72 

ARLINGTON  HEIGHTS 
Paulson's  Decorating  Paint  Center 
Rainey's  Paint  &  Wallcovering 
Webber  Paint  Co. 

AURORA 
 ^ 

Glidden  Paint  cSc  Decorating  Center 

BELVIDERE 
Arnold  Johnson  Paint  &  Wallpaper 

BLOOMINGTON 
The  Color  Wheel  Inc. 

CHAMPAIGN 
Brown's  Paint  &  Glass  Inc. 

CHESTER 
Chester  Paint  &  Fabric  Store 
CHICAGO 

Edison-Ridge  Paint  &  Glass  Co. 
Graham  &  Sons  Inc.  Decorating  Center 
Joe  Harris  Paint  &  Hardware 
Bruno  Movrich  Paints 
Paulson's  Paint  &  Wallpaper  Co. 
Sappanos  Paint  Company 
Wright  Paint  &  Wallpaper  Co. 

CLARENDON  HILLS 
Paulson's  House  of  Color 

OES  PLAINES 
The  Heritage  Shoppe 

EFFINGHAM 
Norm's  Glass  &  Paint,  Inc. 

ELGIN 
Elm's  Pro  Hardware 
Neil's  of  Elgin 

ELK  GROVE  VILLAGE 
Grove  Paint  &  Wallpaper 

EVANSTON 
Evanston  Paint  &  Glass  Co. 

EVERGREEN  PARK 
Bergman  Paint  &  Wallpaper  Stores 

FREEPORT 

Newberry's 
GALESBURG 
Galesburg  Glass  Co. 
GALVA 

Miller's  Paint  and  Wallpaper  Store 

GREENUP 
Holt's  Store 

HANOVER  PARK 
Hanover  Paint  &  Wallpaper  Inc. 

HENRY 
The  Paint  Store 

HICKORY  HILLS 
Hills  Paint  Co. 

HOFFMAN  ESTATES 
Hanover  Paint  &  Wallpaper  Inc. 

JOLIET 
Harvey  Dahlen  Paints 
Joliet  Paint  &  Wallcovering 

KEWANEE 

Gustafson's 

LA  GRANGE 

The  Colour  Bar 
MT.  VERNON 
Dillon's  Paint  Store 

MORTON 

Roecker's 

NILES 

Miles  Color  Center 

OAK  PARK 

Wallace  Gilmour's,  Inc. 

OTTAWA 
National  Paint  Co. 
Willcox  Paint  Co. 

PALOS  HEIGHTS 

Bergman  Paint  &  Wallpaper  Stores 

PEKIN 
(Ulodel  Wallpaper  &  Paint 

PEORIA 
Model  Wallpaper  &  Paint 
Roecker's  (3  Locations) 

QUINCY 
Huseman  Paint  &  Wallpaper 
RANTOUL 

Wood's 

ROBINSON 
Norm's  Glass  &  Paint,  Inc. 
ROCKFORD 
Colorama  Paint  &  Wallpaper 
G.  E.  M.  Interiors  by  Grelchen 
ROCK  ISLAND 
Huber  Paint  &  Wallpaper  Co. 

ST.  CHARLES 
Foster's  Wallpaper  &  Paint 
SPRINGFIELD 
Dunn  Paint  Co. 

STERLING 
National  Paint  Co. 

TINLEY  PARK 

Bergman  Paint  &  Wallpaper  Stores 

VISIT  YOUR  DECORATING 
PRODUCTS  DEALER  TODAY. 

WALNUT 

GBH  Home  Center 

WEST  CHICAGO 

Lcgler's  Color  Center 

INDIANA 

ANDERSON 
Paul  Greene  Paint  Co.  Inc. 
The  Wallpaper  House 

BLUFFTON 
Liby  Paint  &  Wallpaper  Store 

CARMEL 
Carmel  Wallpapers 

COLUMBUS 

dj  Northern  Paint  &  Wallcoverings 

ELKHART 
Garbers  Inc. 
Rollie  Williams  Paint  Spot,  Inc. 

EVANSVILLE 

Gehlhausen  Bros.,  Inc. 
Hormuth's  Decorating  Center 
Koressel  Wall  Paper  &  Paints 

FORT  WAYNE 
Pape  Paint  &  Wallpaper  Co. 

GAS  CITY 
Ribble  Decorating  Center 

GREENCASTLE 
Barbs  Brush  &  Palette 

GRIFFITH 
Postema  Paint  &  Floor  Covering 

HAMMOND Paint  City 

Smith  Paint  &  Supply,  Inc. 

HIGHLAND 

Six  Service 
LA  PORTE 
Zimmermann  Paint  &  Glass  Co. 

MONTICELLO 
Moniicello  Lumber  Co.  inc. 

NEW  CASTLE 
Foust  Lumber  &  BIdg.  Supplies 

NORTH  MANCHESTER 
Schuler  Modular  Homes  &  Decor  Shop 

NORTH  VERNON 
Lawrence  Day  Decorating 

PRINCETON 
Keith's  Home  Decorating  Center 

SHELBYVILLE 
Shelbyville  Paint  &  Wallpaper 

SOUTH  BEND 
C.  E.  Lee  Co.  (4  Locations) 

TERRE  HAUTE 

Stewart-Carey  inc. 
Westwood's  Paint  Co. 

TIPTON 
Tolle  Bros.  inc. 

IOWA 
BOONE Nelson's  Doo-lt  Store 

CEDAR  RAPIDS 

Barney's  Paint  &  Wallpaper 
Cedar  Rapids  Paint 
Kennedy  Paint  Co. 

COUNCIL  BLUFFS 
Keenan  Glass  &  Paint  Company 

DES  MOINES 

Des  Moines  Paint  &  Wallpaper 

ESTHERVILLE 
Hall's  Decorating  Center 

HARLAN 
Harlan  Paint  Center 

IOWA  CITY 
Gilpin  Paint  &  Glass,  Inc. 
McCormick  Paint  &  Waiipaper 

SHELDON 
Vogel  Paint  &  Glass 

SPENCER Art  Loats  Paint  &  Waiipaper 

KANSAS 

AUGUSTA 
Shirley's  Decorative 

COLDWATER 
McMurray  Wallpaper HAYS 

Robinson  Color  Center 

JUNCTION  CITY 
Dean's  Decorating  Center 

LAWRENCE 
K  i  M  Decorating  Center,  inc. 

MISSION 
Larry  Booker's  Decorating  Center 
PITTSBURG 

Taylor's  Paint  and  Waiipaper  Co. 
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SALINA Huntsingers  Decorating  Center,  Inc. 

WICHITA 
Andrew,  inc. 

Miller's  Inc. 

KENTUCKY 

CLARKSVILLE 
DeHart  Paint  Center 

COVINGTON 
Boehmer  Decorating  Centers 

Hagedorn  Decorating  Center 
HENDERSON 
Henderson  Paint  &  Glass 

LEXINGTON 

Color  &  Supply  Co.  Inc.  (4  Locations) 

LOUISVILLE DeHart  Paint  &  Varnish  Co. 

NEWPORT 
Boehmer  Decorating  Centers 

VERSAILLES 
Dawson's  Decorating  Center 

LOUISIANA 
BATON  ROUGE 
Broussard  Paint  &  Wallpaper 
Harrison  Paint  Co.  (2  Locations) 

PPG  Decorating  Center 
NEW  ORLEANS 
Helm  Paint  &  Supply  Inc. 

MAINE 

GARDINER 
Mattsons 

PORTLAND 
Lynch  Paint  Center 
Maine  Paint  Service 

WATERVILLE 

Mattsons 

MARYLAND 
ANNAPOLIS 

Duron  Paints  &  Wallcoverings 

BALTIMORE 
Budeke's  Paints,  Inc. 
Duron  Paints  &  Waiicoverings 

(6  Locations) 

Reynolds  Paint  Co.,  inc.  (3  Locations) 

BEL  AIR 
Duron  Paints  &  Wallcoverings 
Harrison's  Paint  Center 

Hartley's 

BETHESDA 

Color  Center 
BLADENSBURG 

Duron  Paints  &  Wallcoverings 

BOWIE 
Duron  Paints  &  Waiicoverings 

Suburban  Decor 
CAMBRIDGE 

Burch  Paint  &  Glass 

CHEVY  CHASE 
Duron  Paints  &  Waiicoverings 

COLUMBIA 
Duron  Paints  &  Waiicoverings 

DUNDALK 
Duron  Paints  &  Waiicoverings 

FREDERICK 
Duron  Paints  &  Waiicoverings 
GAITHERSBURG 

Duron  Paints  &  Wallcoverings 

GLEN  BURNIE 
Duron  Paints  &  Wallcoverings 

LANHAM 
Duron  Paints  &  Waiicoverings 

LAUREL 
Duron  Paints  &  Waiicoverings 

LUTHERVILLE 
Duron  Paints  &  Waiicoverings 

MARLOW  HEIGHTS 
Duron  Paints  &  Wallcoverings 

OXON  HILL Duron  Paints  &  Wallcoverings 

RANDALLSTOWN 
Duron  Paints  &  Wallcoverings 

REISTERSTOWN 
Garland's  Paint  &  Wallpaper  Inc. 

ROCKVILLE Duron  Paints  &  Waiicoverings 

SALISBURY 
Burch  Paint  &  Glass 

SILVER  SPRING 
Duron  Paints  &  Waiicoverings 

SUITLAND Duron  Paints  &  Waiicoverings 

Continued  on  page  76 
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Designer  Sarahlbmerlin  Lee  talks  about  authentic  colonial  paint  colors  from  Martin-Senour. 
"How  would 

your  home  look 
in  Nicolson 

Shop  Red  or  Pitt- Dixon  Caramel? 
Martin-Senour 
Paints  will 
give  you  a  good 

idea  in  their  Williamsburg'-'  Color Folder.  It  will  also  give  you  some 
fascinating  historical  anecdotes  about 
Colonial  Williamsburg. 

For  years  my  design  firm  has 
specified  Martin-Senour  Paints  as  a 

matter  of  course.  Their  warm, 
rich  Williamsburg  Paint  Colors  can 
bring  a  rare  beauty  to  colonial  and 
contemporary  homes  alike.  And  only 
Martin-Senour  researches  and 
reproduces  the  historic  colors  of 
Williamsburg.  So  you  get  the 
best  of  both  worlds  —  authentic  18th 
century  color,  and  long-lasting 

20th  century  protection'.' FREE  OFFER.  Williamsburg  Color 
Folder  is  available,  free  of  charge, 

from  your  Martin-Senour  dealer  For 
the  location  of  your  nearest  dealer, 

call  toll  free  800/447-4700  (In 
Illinois.  800/322-4400).  Or  write 
The  Martin-Senour  Company,  Box 
6939,  Cleveland,  Ohio  44101. 

V 

MARTIN 

SENOUR 
PAINTS 

Quality  Paints  since  1878. 

Sarah  Tomerlin  Lee,  Designer,  Editor,  Author,  Writer  on  Williamsburg. 

APRIL,    1976 I  '^ring'^omeThe'^entage  Of  Color 
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And^  dakec^Mflhlsh  that 
nrtakesBruce  aseasy  to  care 
for  as  carjgfcor  tile,  warm, 
ftcn^rdwQet6makeaii  your 
othCFiieceratingcoiorssprlng 
tolfe.E'wen  your  area  rugs 
loofc  Better,  when  you  break,^ 

the  monotony  with  genuine 
Bruce  Hardwood  Floors. 

See  your  floor  covering 
store,  lumber  dealer,  or  con- 

sult a  floor  layer  for  do-it- 
yourself  or  installed  prices. 
Choose  from  a  variety  of 
plank  and  parquet  patterns  in 
oak  and  teak,  send  50C  today 

T  color  booklet. 

Name City,  state,  Zip 

Acwress Telephone 

Bruce  Hardwood  Floors 
Products  of  E.  L.  Bruce  Co ,  inc,  p  o  Box  16902,  Mempriis,  Tennessee  53116 AC!  Company 

■(G476 
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WHEATON 
Duron  Paints  &  Wallcoverings 

(2  Locations) 

MASSACHUSETTS 
AMHERST 

Shumway's  Wallpaper  &  Paint  Store 
BOSTON 
G.  L    Fisher  &  Co.,  Inc. 
BRAINTREE 

Braintree  Paint  &  Wallpaper 

BURLINGTON 
Burlington  Paint  &  Wallpaper  Co. 

FALL  RIVER 
American  Wallpaper  Co.,  Inc. 
Fairlane  Paint  Co. 

FALMOUTH 

McDonald's 
FRANKLIN 
Jim's  Paint  Shop 

LEOMINSTER 

Mary  Carter  Paint  &  Decorating  Center 

LOWELL 
Cote's  Enterprises  Inc. 
NEW  BEDFORD 

Baylies  Square  Paint  &  Wallpaper  Inc. 
NORTH  ANDOVER 

Town  &  Country  Paint  &  Wallpaper 

NORTH  READING 
Spartan  Paint  &  Supply  Co.,  Inc. 

STONEHAM 
Spartan  Paint  &  Supply  Co.,  Inc. 
TURNERS  FALLS 

Couture's  Decorating  Center 

VINEYARD  HAVEN 
W.  G.  Manter  Co.,  Inc. 

WESTBORO 

Magic  Decorating  Center 

WEST  SPRINGFIELD 
Standard  Paint  &  Wallpaper  Co. 

WORCESTER 
Fairlane  Paint  Co. 

MICHIGAN 
ANN  ARBOR 
Anderson  Paint  Company 

Oelf  s  Home  Decorating  Center 

BATTLE  CREEK 
Hendricks  House  of  Color 

BRIGHTON 
Keith's  Decorating  Center 

CADILLAC 
Moore's  Paint  &  Wallpaper 

DEARBORN  HEIGHTS 
Kent's  Decorating  Centers 

DETROIT 
Keith's  Decorating  Center 
Kent's  Decorating  Centers 
Lott  Wallpaper  &  Paint  Co. 
Midwest  Paint  and  Color 
Mueller  Paint  Co. 

DRAYTON  PLAINS 
Burke  Building  Center 
HAMBURG 
Wolverine  Paint  &  Wallpaper 

HARTLAND 

Mid-Michigan  Wallcovering 

HOLLAND 
Repcolite  Paints  (2  Locations) 

IRON  MOUNTAIN 

Bond's 

JENiSON 

Repco-Lite  Paints 

KALAMAZOO 

Douglas  &  Son,  Inc. 
Hooker  Glass  &  Paint 
J  &  J  Paint  &  Glass  Co. 
Koopsen  Paint  &  Wallpaper  Co. 
LANSING 

Studio  Five-0-Two LIVONIA 

Drop  and  Match 

MT.  PLEASANT 
Northeastern  Paint  Supply,  Inc. 

MIDLAND Northeastern  Paint  Supply,  Inc. 

MUSKEGON 
Airline  Paint  &  Supplies 

ROCHESTER 
Rochester  Glass  Service,  Inc. 

SAGINAW 
Buggia's  Wallpaper  &  Paint 
Northeastern  Paint  Supply,  Inc. 

Uloth's  Paint  &  Wallpaper 

SOUTH  HAVEN 
Frank's  Radiator  &  Glass 

STURGIS 
Bandholtz  Paint  Mfg.  Co. 
WAYNE 

Midwest  Paint  and  Color 

WESTLAND 
Wolverine  Paint  &  Wallpaper 

MINNESOTA 
ALBERT  LEA 
Sullivan  Paint  Co. 

AUSTIN 
Austin  Paint  &  Wallpaper 

BROOKLYN  PARK 

Gilt  Edge  Home  Decorating 

BURNSVILLE 

Gilt  Edge  Home  Decorating 
Norton  Wallpaper  &  Paint 

DULUTH 

St    Germain  Bros.,  Inc. 
FAIRMONT 

Stromberg-Olson  Paint 
HASTINGS 

Hastings  Paint  &  Wallpaper  Co.,  Inc. 
KASSON 

Abel  Signs  4  Decorating  Center 
MANKATO 

A.  &  C.  Johnson  Co. 
MINNEAPOLIS 

Gronseth  Paint  &  Wallcovering 

H.  W.  Hennemans 
Hirshfield's  (5  Locations) 
A.  &  C.  Johnson  Co. 

ROCHESTER 

Decorator's  Post Pittsburgh  Paint  Center 

ST.  CHARLES Ask  Paint  Shop 

ST.  CLOUD 
Dinndorf  Paint  &  Wallpaper  Co. 

Moderow's  Paint 

ST.  PAUL 
Abbott  Paint  Co. 
Elvgren  Paint  Supply 

Swanson's  Paint  &  Wallpaper 

SOUTH  ST.  PAUL 
Larson's  Decorating  Center 

STILLWATER 
Swager  Bros.  Decorating 
WHITE  BEAR  LAKE 

Engen's  Color  Center 

MISSISSIPPI 
GREENWOOD 

Fancher  Paint  &  Decorating  Co. 

GULFPORT 
Central  Paint  &  Supply  Co. 

JACKSON 
Seabrooks  (3  Locations) 

MISSOURI 
KIRKSVILLE 
Beards  Decorating  Center 

LEBANON 
Crow  Paint  &  Glass  Co. 
MALDEN 

Fields  Paint  &  Wallpaper  Co. 
MEXICO 

Gamble  Pamt  and  Glass 

ST.  CHARLES 
Home  Supply  Center 

ST.  JOSEPH 
Monty's  Decorating  Center 
G.  A.  Thompson  Paints  and Wallcoverings 

ST.  LOUIS 
Boruff-Reding  Paint  Co. 
Omega  Paint  &  Wallpaper,  Inc. 

SPRINGFIELD 

McCurdy's  Paint  Stores  (2  Locations) 
WARRENSBURG 
Moore's  Decorating  Center 

MONTANA 
BILLINGS 
Columbia  Paint  Company 

BOZEMAN 
Columbia  Paint  Company 
The  Paint  Pot 

BUTTE 
Columbia  Paint  Company 

GREAT  FALLS 
Columbia  Paint  Company 

HAVRE 
Columbia  Paint  Company 

HELENA 
Columbia  Paint  Company 

KALISPELL 
Columbia  Paint  Company 

'Bring  ̂ Home^The  liei Color 

MISSOULA Columbia  Paint  Company 

STEVENSVILLE 
Billys  Design  Center 

NEBRASKA 

COLUMBUS 
Pat's  Store  For  Homes,  Inc. 
FAIRBURY 

Gaughenbaugh's  Home  Service 
FREMONT 
Nelson  Paint  Store 

McCOOK 
House  of  Decor 

NEVADA 
LAS  VEGAS 

Vegas  Paint  Co.  (3  Locations) 
RENO 

Fuller  Color  Center 

NEW  HAMPSHIRE 
BEDFORD 
Geo.  Goedecke  &  Son,  Inc. 

LACONIA 
Lynch  Paint  Center 

MANCHESTER 
Family  Decorating  Center 
WEIRS  BEACH 
Heritage  Village 

WOLFEBORO 
Gene's  of  Wolfeboro 

NEW  JERSEY 
BELLEVILLE 

Pro  Hardware 
BLAWENBURG 
Corner  Pamt  &  Wallpaper 

BRICK  TOWN 
Bosco  Decorating  Center,  Inc. 

CLIFTON 

Stephen  Gaal  Paint  Store 

EOGEWATER  PARK 
Wetherill's  Home  Center 
FAIR  LAWN 

Lazon  Pamts 
FORT  LEE 
Breslow's  Wallpaper  Library 

HOWELL 

(NORTH  OF  LAKEWOOD) 
Grebow's  Decorating  Center 

MATAWAN 

A  &  R  Paint 
MIDLAND  PARK 

Lazon  Pamts 
PASSAIC 

Lazon  Pamts 
POINT  PLEASANT 

House  of  Paints 
PRINCETON 

Morris  Maple  &  Son,  Inc. 

SOMERS  POINT 
Miller  Paint  Center 

SPARTA 
Alpine  Paint  Centre 

TRENTON 
Kucker  Haney  Paint 

WAYNE 
Seela's  Paint  &  Wallpaper  Co. 

WEST  MILFORD 
Lazon  Pamts 

WOODSTOWN 
MacFarlanj  Wallpaper  &  Paint 

NEW  MEXICO 
SANTA  FE 

Big  Jo  Lumber  Co.  of  Santa  Fe 

NEW  YORK 
ALBANY 
Paragon  Pamt  Corp. 

AMSTERDAM 
Amsterdam  Decorating  Center,  Inc. 

AUBURN 
The  Wall-Nut  Shoppe 

BINGHAMTON 

H.  C.  Collier  &  Sons,  Inc. 
Daniels  Pamt  &  Decorating  Center 

BROCKPORT 
Village  Pamt  &  Wallpaper  Center 

BRONX 
Wakefield  Paint  Fair 

BROOKLYN 

Byer  s  Pamt  4.  Chemical  Co.,  Inc. 

Continued  on  page  78 
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Howlo 
change  the  personality  of  a  room 

without  paintings  wallpapering^  laying  new  carpet^ 
buying  new  furniture 

or  spending  a  lot  of  money. 

Just  change  your 
window  treatment  with 

Kirsch  Drapery  Hardware. 

Only  $1.50  for  this  i28-page 
book  gets  you  started. 

f 

KlrscK 

You   can   buy  "Windows  Beautiful"  at  most  stores  that  carry  Kirsch  Drapery 
Hardware  or  send  this  coupon  with  a  check  or  money  order  for  $1.50  to: 

Kirsch  Co.,  Dept.  K-476,  Sturgis,  Michigan  49091. 

NAME. 

ADDRESS. 

CITY. 

STATE. .ZIP. 

The  name  you  trust  in  drapery  hardware.       |   I 

J^^  '^nng'^ome'The'Tientage  Of  Color ^^'^^SL    VISIT  YOUR  DECORATING  PRODUCTS  DEALER  TODAY 
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COHOES 

Deilcher's  Inc.  "The  Studio" 
Deilcher's  Inc.  Wallpaper  Factory 

Outlet 
Swatling  Paint  &  Paper  Co. 

DeWITT 

Syracuse  Paint  i  Varnish 
ELMONT 
Elmont  Paint  &  Wallpaper 

GREAT  NECK,  L.I. 
Great  Neck  Paint  &  Wallpaper 

HEMPSTEAD 
Wallmark  Wallpaper 

HEWLETT 
Wallmark  Wallpaper 

HUDSON 

Bollinger's,  Inc. Wolf  Weintraub,  Inc. 

JAMESTOWN 
Pearl  City  Paint  &  Glass  Co.,  Inc. 

JOHNSON  CITY 

Paul's  House  of  Color,  Inc. 
LAKEWOOD 
Pearl  City  Paint  &  Glass  Co.,  Inc. 

LAWRENCE 
Carvin  Paint  &  Wallpaper  Co.,  Inc. 

LOCKPORT 

Mecorney's  Decorating  Center 
MANLIUS 

Stone  Walls,  Inc. 
Syracuse  Paint  &  Varnish 

MONROE 
Corindo  Paint  &  Wallpaper 

NEW  HYDE  PARK 

Cappy's  Paint  &  Wallpaper,  Inc. 
NEW  YORK  CITY 
D.M.R.  West  Color  Center 
Wolf  Paints  and  Wallpapers 

PITTSFORD 

Teschner's  Paint  &  Wallpaper  Co. 

DECORATING 
DEALER  TODAY. 

PLAINVIEW 
Wallmark  Wallpaper 

PORT  WASHINGTON 

Alper's  True  Value  Hardware 
POUGHKEEPSIE 

Bollinger's,  Inc. 
Dutchess  Color  Center 

ROCHESTER 

Hadlock's  House  of  Paint 
Stambach's  Paint  Store,  Inc. 
Teschner's  Paint  &  Wallpaper  Co. 
ROME 
Rome  Paint  &  Wallpaper 

ST.  JAMES 

North  Country  Paint  &  Wallpaper 

SAYVILLE,  L.I. 

Fiala's  Paint  &  Wallpaper  Store 
SEA  CLIFF 
Sea  Glen  Paint  &  Wallpaper,  Inc. 

SENECA  FALLS 
Seneca  Paint  Center 

SMITHTOWN 
Wallmark  Wallpaper 

SPENCERPORT 
Spencerport  Paint  &.  Paper 

STATEN  ISLAND 
SIbert  Torrone  Paint  Store.  Inc. 

SYRACUSE 

Empire  Wallpaper  &  Paint  Co.,  Inc. 
Syracuse  Paint  &  Varnish 
Zirilli  Paint  Co.,  Inc. 

VALLEY  STREAM 

falley  Stream  Paint 

WILLIAMSVILLE 
L.  D.  Bond  Paint  and  Wallpaper 

NORTH  CAROLINA 
ABERDEEN 

Sandhills  Paint  &  Decorating  Center 

ANGIER 
Angler  Paint,  Wallpaper,  &  Carpet 

Service 
ASHEVILLE 
Holladay  Paint  &  Carpet 
Pritchard  Paint  and  Glass  Co. 

CHARLOTTE 
Duron  Paints  &  Wallcoverings 
Rainbow  Paint  &  Decorating  Co. 

CONCORD 
Home  Decorating  Centers,  Inc. 

GASTONIA 
Duron  Paints  &  Wallcoverings 
Rainbow  Paint  &  Decorating  Co. 

GREENSBORO 
Duron  Paints  &  Wallcoverings 
Sedgefield  Paint  Center,  Inc. 

GREENVILLE 
Four  Seasons  Paint  &  Decorating 

Center HIGH  POINT 
Vick  Paint  &  Wallpaper  Co. 

RALEIGH 
Cal-Tone  Paints,  Inc.  (3  Locations) 
Giant  Decorator  Store 
Raleigh  Paint  &  Wallpaper  Co. 

(2  Locations) 
Willis  Lee  Paint  &  Wallpaper  Co. 

WINSTON-SALEM 
Duron  Paints  &  Wallcoverings 
Pfaff's,  Inc. 

NORTH  DAKOTA 
BISMARCK 
Vantine's  Paint  &  Glass  Co. 

ELLENDALE 
Redmond  Hardware  Electric 

FARGO 
Fargo  Glass  &  Paint  Co. 
PPG  Industries,  Inc. 

GRAND  FORKS 

Grand  Forks  Glass  &  Paint  Co. 

MANDAN 
Vantine's  Paint  &  Glass  Co. 

OHIO 
AKRON 

The  Morgan  Decorating  Co. 

ASHTABULA 

Dean  &  Barry  Paint  Town 
BARBERTON 
Blind  &  Shade  Shop 

BEDFORD  HTS. 

H.  Blonder  Co. 

CANTON Avenue  Paint  Company 

CINCINNATI 
Boehmer  Decorating  Centers 
Bolce  Decorating  Centers  (2  Stores) 
Foy-Johnston  Pt.  &  WIpr. 
Foy  Paint — Yager  Wallcovering 
The  Hardig  Paint  Co. 

CLEVELAND 
H.  Blonder  Co.  (2  Locations) 

COLUMBUS 
B  &  A  Paint  Co.  C5  Locations)      , 
H.  Blonder  Co.  (3  Locations) 
Hanna  Paint  Center 

DAYTON 

Hayes  Paint  &  Decorating  Centers  Co. 

Poepoelmeier's 
ENGLEWOOD 
Hayes  Paint  &  Decorating  Centers  Co. 

FAIRBORN 
Yankee  Peddler 
DAYTON 
Delscamo  Paint  &  Glass  Co. 

(2  Locations) 

KENTON 
Finney  Glass  &  Paint 

KETTERING 

Poeppelmeier's 
LANCASTER 
Buchanan's  Furniture-Interiors 

LIMA 
Quinn  Paint  Centers 

LORAIN 
Nelis  Wallpaper  &  Paint  Store 

MANSFIELD 
Quinn  Paint  &  Color 

MARIETTA 

The  Center 
MARION 
Wilhelm's  Wallpaper  &  Paint  Co., 

Inc. 
MASSILLON 
Avenue  Paint  Company 

MAUMEE 

C  &  S  Kolor  Bar 

MENTOR 

H.  Blonder  Co. 
NEW  PHILADELPHIA 
Kiser  Paint  Color  Center 
NORTHFIELD 
Marvin  Sommcr  Decorators 

OTTAWA 
Quinn  Paint  Centers 
PAINESVILLE 
Home  Decorating  Supply  Co. 

PARMA 
H.  Blonder  Co. 
PETTISVILLE 

Country  Paint  Store 

SANDUSKY 
The  Sandusky  Paint  Co. 

SOUTH  EUCLID 
H,  Blonder  Co- 

STOW The  Morgan  Decorating  Co. 

TIFFIN 
Superior  Paint  &  Supply,  Inc. 

TOLEDO 
Color  Haven,  Inc. 
Vallet  Paint  Service  Co.  (2  Locations) 

WOOSTER 

Matz's 

YOUNGSTOWN 
Bochert  Bros.  Painting  &.  Decorating 

OKLAHOMA 
NORMAN 
Morman  Paint  &  Paper 

OKLAHOMA  CITY 

Fergusons'  Paint  &  Decorating 

PONCA  CITY 
A  &  A  Paint  tx  Wallcovering  Shop 

OREGON 
COQUILLE 
Mason  Paint  &  Wallpaper  Co. 

EUGENE 
Lone  Cross 

GRESHAM 
Gresham  Decor  Center 
LAKE  OSWEGO 

House  of  Color 
Lake  Oswego  Interiors,  Inc. 

ONTARIO 
Ontario  Paint  &  Glass  Co. 

PORTLAND 
Linoleum  City  Decor  Center 

WEST  LINN Unique  Wallcovering  Shoppe 

PENNSYLVANIA 
ALLISON  PARK 
Pittsburgh  Paints  Home  Decorating 

Center 

BEAVER  FALLS 
Beaver  Falls  Paint  &  Glass 

CAMP  HILL 
Duron  Paints  &  Wallcoverings 

CARLISLE 
Mary  Carter  Paint  &  Craft  Store 
DREXEL  HILL 

Duron  Paints  &  Wallcoverings 
EPHRATA 

Pike's  Paint  &  Wallpaper  Store 

ERIE 
Erie  Paint 

McBrier's 

GREENSBURG 
Westmoreland  Supply  Co. 

GREENVILLE 
Packard's  Glass,  Paint  &  Wallpaper 
HARRISBURG 

Duron  Paints  &  Wallcoverings 
Susquehanna  Decorating  Products (2  Stores) 

HAZLETON 
Matthews'  Paint  Stores 

HONESDALE 
The  Pratt  Store 

LANCASTER 

Best  Bros.  Decorating  Showrooms 
Duron  Paints  &  Wallcoverings 
Grauer's  Paints  &  Wallpapers 
John  Hoeltzel  Wallpaper  Company 

LEBANON 

Paint  &  Wallpaper  Outlet 
LEMOYNE 

Duron  Paints  &  Wallcoverings 

LOCK  HAVEN 
Schwjrz  Wallpaper  And  Paint 

MILTON 
Builders  Associates  Decorating  Center 

MONROE  VILLE 
Pittsburgh  Paints  Dec.  Clr. 
MOUNT  JOY 

Buckley's 

MURRYSVILLE 
"Anderson's"  Murrysville  Wallpaper 

&  Paint 
PITTSBURGH "Anderson's"  Wilkinsburg  Painl  & Supply 

M.  A.  Baskind  Co. 
Fox  Chapel  Paper  Shack 
Wall  Coverings,  Inc. 
Wheeler's  Paints,  Inc. 
PLEASANT  HILLS 
Miller  Hardware 

POTTSTOWN 
Don  Sands,  Inc. 
READING 

Best  Bros.  Decorating  Showroom 

SCRANTON 
Matthews'  Paint  Stores 

Continued  on  page  80 

Yoa've  gqt  a  personal  account  in  over  2'^  100  home  furnishings  stores 
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Master  Charge^gives  you 
a  personal  account  at  over  1  %  million 

places  around  the  world. 

ELAX 
master  c 



Ihe  paint  color  system  tfiat 
keeps  you  finom  getting  a  lemon. 

Imagine.  The  first  lemon-proof 
selection  system. 

Every  color's  arranged  accord- 
ing to  family.  Blue-greens,  pinks  and 

reds,  yellows,  oranges  and  18  others, 
including  neutrals  and  soft  pastels. 

Meaning  they're  all  where  they 
ought  to  be  at  last.  In  easy-to-find, 
easy-to-compare  groups  instead  of 
scattered,  helter-skelter,  through  a 
thousand  and  one  paint  chips. 

What's  more,  for  once  you've 
got  a  range  of  real  choices  in  every 
family.  Thirty-six  of  them.  All  the 
way  from  bright,  clear  colors  to  the 
deep,  rich  variety,  both  muted  and 
otherwise. 

Precisely  792  very  stylish  colors 
all  told,  on  paint  chips  large  enough 
not  to  leave  the  outtome  to  your 
imagination.  Yours  in  an  equally 

revolutionary  paint  called  Micmfio® 

WALLHiDE®  that  really  brings  out  the color's  beauty. 

So  naturally,  picking  the  right 

color  isn't  a  hit-or-miss  proposition 
anymore.  It's  as  easy  as  finding  your 
nearest  Pittsburgh  Paints  retailer 
in  the  Yellow  Pages. 

When  you  get  a  lemon  from  us, 
it'll  be  on  purpose. 

PPG  Industries,  Inc.,  One  Gate- 
way Center,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  1 5222. 

Unless  you  aSasolutEfy  love  lemon. 



it  with  Deft 
n  and  finish  all  in  one  day. 

Deft  makes  it  easy  to  stain  and 
finish  furniture,  panels, 

cabinets.  So  easy  it's  fun.  And fast.  Our  Vinyl  Wood  Stains  dry 
in  60  minutes,  clean  up  with 
water  Our  Clear  Wood  Finish 
dries  in  2  hours,  leaves  no 

brush  marks,  won't  yellow. Beginner  or  expert,  stain  and 
give  a  bartop  finish  in  a  single 
day— and  that  evening,  proudly 
show  friends  the  beautiful  job 
you  and  Deft  just  finished. 

FREE  BOOKLET  gives  tips  on  easy 
wood  staining  and  finishing.  Send  self- 
addressed  envelope,  stamped  with  26C 
postage,  to  Deft,  inc.,  Dept.  HG4, 
17451  Vbn  Kannan  Avenue, 
rvine,  CA  92714 

UxiLited-JOeSkTto 

did  it 
for YOU 

What  you  want  to  know 
about  decorating  with 

wallcoverings  is 
almost  certainly 

in  this  new,  color- 

ful folder,  "A  Wardrobe  For  Your  Walls." 
•  How  to  measure  wall  areas  for  exact 

rollage  of  wallcovering. 

•  How  to  hang  wallcovering  yourself, 
quickly,  easily. 

•  How  to  decide  what  colors,  patterns, 
type  of  wallcovering  to  use  — and 
how  to  improve  any  room,  simply 
and  surely. 

Just  25<? 
to  cover  mailing  and  handling  costs  brings 

this  decorating  help,  by  return  mail. 

  detach  and  mail   

To:  United-DeSoto.  Dept.  201.3101  S.  Kedzie 
Ave.,  Chicago,  Illinois  60623. 

  Enclosed  is  255  to  cover  mailing  and 
handling.  Please  send  me  a  copy  of   A 

Wardrobe  For  Your  Walls" 
Name. 

Address- 

Citv   

State- -Zip- 

HOUSE 
&GARDEN 

SUBSCRIBER 
SERVICE 

MOVING? 
Please  notify 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN 

and  the  Post  Of- 
fice when  you 

move  For  fastest 
service  on  address 
change,  missing 

copies,  etc.,  at- tach old  mailing 
label  in  space  at 

right.  Otherwise 
please  print  clearly 
your  address  as 
we  now  have  it. 

OLD  ADDRESS 

(Attach  label  here If  available) 

NEW  ADDRESS 

NAME 

!       
Name                                                                                             
\
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ADDRESS 

CITY 

STATE 

ZIP 

New  Subscription  □  or  Renewal  □ 

Q1  YEAR  (12  ISSUES)  FOR  $10 
($2  less  than  the  $l-eacfi  newsstand  cost) 

□  2  YEARS  (24  ISSUES)  FOR  $18 
(saving  you  $6  under  newsstand  price) 

□  Payment  Enclosed  □  Bill  me  later 

Fffst  copy  will  be  mailed  wiihrn  8  weeifS  after  new 
subscription  or  change  ol  address  is  received. 

Tbese  rates  are  lor  USA.  i  Possessions.  For  Canada  and  Me»- 
ico,  add  %2  00  per  year,  Eisewfiere  House  &  Garden  is  Si  5  per  year. 

House  &  Garden  Subscriber  Service 
Box  5202    Boulder,  Colorado  80302 
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SHARON 
Kopen's  Interiors 

SOMERSET 

Somerset  Paint  &  Supply        v 
TITUSVILLE 
Robinson's  Wallcoverings 

WAYNE 

Horace  N.  Pryor  Co. 
WEST  PITTSTON 

Carreo — The  House  of  Living  Ideas 

WEST  READING 

John  H.  Schach,  Inc. 

WILKES-BARRE 
Matthews'  Paint  Stores 
WILKINSBURG 
Wilkinsburg  Paint  &  Supply 

WILLIAMSPORT 
Fink's  Paint  Store 

WILLOW  GROVE 
Duron  Paints  &  Wallcoverings 
YORK 

Best  Bros.  Decorating  Showrooms 
Dietz  Paint  &  Supply  Co. 

Duron  Paints  &  Wallcoverings 
Parks  Decorating  Center 
Royal  Paint  &  Wallpaper  Co. 

RHODE  ISLAND 
BARRINGTON 

Primiano's 
CUMBERLAND 
The  Bazar  Paint  &  Wallpaper,  Inc. 

PAWTUCKET 
Star  Wallpaper  &  Paint  Company 

PROVIDENCE 
Fairlane  Paint  Co. 

Lynch  Paint  Center 
Weaver  Paint  &  Varnish  Co.,  Inc. 
RIVERSIDE 

Francis  Paint  &  Wallpaper  House 

RUMFORD 
W.  J.  Lynch  Paint  &  Varnish  Co., 

Inc. 

SOUTH  CAROLINA 
CHARLESTON 
William  M.  Bird  &  Co.,  Inc. 
Brewer's  Paint  Center,  Inc. 

COLUMBIA 
Reid-Jones  Decorating  Company,  Inc. 

GEORGETOWN 
Pittsburgh  Paint,  Glass  &  Supply 

Center GREENVILLE 

Mary  Carter  Paint  Store 
ORANGEBURG 
G  &  G  Paint  &  Wallpaper  Center 

ROCK  HILL 
Martin  Paint  &.  Supply  Co. 

SPARTANBURG 
Williamson's  Paint  Center 

SOUTH  DAKOTA 
HURON 

Luther's  Incorporated 
RAPID  CITY 
The  Furniture  Revival 

TENNESSEE 

CHATTANOOGA 
Lee  Paint  Centers  (2  Locations) 

JOHNSON  CITY 
Bud  Willis  Paint 

KINGSPORT 
Paint  Service  Center 

NASHVILLE 

Briggs  Paint  &  Decorating  Center 

SHELBYVILLE 
Berry  Allen  Paints 
TEXAS 

ABILENE 
TCI.  Paint  &  Decorating  Center 

BEAUMONT 
Beaumont  Paint  &  Wallpaper,  Inc. 

BELLAIRE 
Napko  Paint  Company 

BORGER 
Parker's  Home  Decorating  Center 

BROWNWOOD 
Brownwood  Decorating  Center 

CORPUS  CHRISTI 
Best  Paint  &  Wallpaper  Co. 
Briner  Paint  Co. 

DALLAS 

Jones-Blair  Company 

Luther  &  Bob  Knox  Paint  Store 
Texas  Paint  &  Wallpaper  Co. 

FORT  WORTH 
Quality  Decorating  Supply  Center 

VISIT  YOUR  DECORATING 
PRODUCTS  DEALER  TODAY. 

HARLINGEN 
Alamo  Paint  &  Wallpaper  Co. 

HILLSBORO 
Davis  Paint  Store 

HOUSTON 
Memorial  Paint  &  Decorating  Center 

Napko  Paint  Company  (2  Locations) 

KILLEEN Oriental  Rug  Co. 

LAREDO 
Laredo  Paint  &  Paper  Co.  (2  Locations) 
McALUEN 

Bormanns'  Wallcoverings 

MIDLAND Mid-Tex  of  Midland 

PASADENA 
Naplio  Paint  Company 

PORT  ARTHUR 
Pittsburgh  Pamt  Center 

PORT  NECHES 
Pert  Ncchci  Paint  and  Carpet  Center 

SAN  ANTONIO 
Alamo  Paint  6^  Wallpaper  Co. 

SEABROOK 
Napko  Paint  Company 

SEALY Sealy  Decorating  Center 

SHERMAN 
Roberts  Decorating  Supply,  Inc. 

UTAH 
BOUNTIFUL 
Cvar's  Fuller  Paint 

SALT  LAKE  CITY 
Colorland  Paint 
Howells  Incorporated 
Paint  West 
Perschon  Paint  &  Wallcovering  Co. 

VERMONT 

BARRE Acme  Paint  i  Glass  Co.,  Inc. 

BENNINGTON 
Harbour  House  of  Color 

BURLINGTON 
Acme  Paint  &  Glass  Co.,  Inc. 

ESSEX 
Acme  Paint  &  Glass  Co.,  Inc. 

NEWPORT 
Acme  Paint  &.  Glass  Co.,  Inc. 

RUTLAND 
Norton  Pamt  &  Wallpaper  Co. 

ST.  JOHNSBURY 
Ellis  Paint  &  Wallpaper  Co. 

VIRGINIA 
ALEXANDRIA 
Duron  Paints  &  Wallcoverings 

(2  Locations) 
ANNANDALE 

Duron  Paints  &  Wallcoverings 

ARLINGTON 
Duron  Paints  &  Wallcoverings 

Dyer  Brothers  Inc. 
BERRYVILLE 
Tom  Lennon's  Wallcovering  Studio 
CHARLOTTESVILLE 
Paint  Plus 

FAIRFAX 
Duron  Paints  &  Wallcoverings 

FALLS  CHURCH 
Duron  Paints  i  Wallcoverings 

HARRISONBURG 
Zirkles 

McLEAN 
Duron  Paints  &  Wallcoverings 

Dyer  Brothers  Inc. 
MANASSAS 
Duron  Paints  &  Wallcoverings 

NEWPORT  NEWS 

Eley's  Inc. 
PENNINGTON  GAP 

Rogers  Home  Decorators 
RICHMOND  (MIDLOTHIAN) 
The  Balaster,  Inc. 

The  Coat  of  Many  Colors 
Duron  Paints  &  Wallcoverings 

(3  Locations) 
ROANOKE 
Harwood  Paint  &  Wallpaper 

ROCKVILLE 
Dyer  Brothers  Inc. 

SPRINGFIELD 
Duron  Paints  &  Wallcoverings 

(2  Locations) 
Fischer  Hardware  Corporation 

VIENNA 
Duron  Paints  &  Wallcoverings 
Village  Paint  &  Wallpaper  Co. 
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VINTON  (ROANOKE  AREA) 
Tompkins  Hardware  Co.,  Inc. 
VIRGINIA  BEACH 

Duron  Paints  &  Wallcoverings 
Thalia  Carpet  &  Drapery  Shop 

WINCHESTER 
McPhail  Paints  Inc. 

WOODBRIDGE 
Duron  Paints  &  Wallcoverings 

WASHINGTON 
COLVILLE 
Dodson's  Paint  Store 

KENNEWICK 

Campbell's  Paint  &  Janitorial 

MOUNT  VERNON 
Ray's  Decor  Center 

RAYMOND 
McDowell's  Paint  Center 

RICHLAND Columbia  Paint  Company 

SEATTLE Daly's  Home  Decorating  Center 
(2  Locations) 

SPOKANE Columbia  Paint  Company 

United  Paint  Co.  (3  Locations) 

WALLA  WALLA 
The  Decorator  Center  Inc. 

WENATCHEE 
Columbia  Paint  Company 

YAKIMA 
Standard  Paint  &  Wallpaper  Co.  Inc 
Yakima  Shade  &  Paint  Co. 

WEST  VIRGINIA 
BARBOURSVILLE 

Carl  E    Johnson  Plumbing-Heatmg- Air  Cond.  Inc. 

CHARLESTON 
Charleston  Paint  Center,  Inc. 

Dean  &  Barry  Paint  Town Glenn's  Paint  &  Color  Co. 

CLARKSBURG 

Eagle  Gla-    &  Paint  Co. 
HUNTINGTON 

Carl  E.  Johnson  Plumbing-Heating- Air  Cond.,  Inc. 
Quality  Paint  &  Carpet  Decorating 

Center 
WISCONSIN 
APPLETON 

Bohlmann's  Paints  Inc. 

BELOIT 
G.E  M.  Interiors  by  Gretchen 

CUDAHY 
Al  Pfeil's  Decorating  Center 

OELAVAN 

Scheurman's 

EAU  CLAIRE 
Walker's  Decorating  Center,  Inc. 

GREENFIELD 

Saiia  Paint  Store 
JANESVILLE 

Gates  Lumber  Co.,  Inc. 

LA  CROSSE 
A.  i  C.  Johnson  Co. 

LAKE  GENEVA 
The  Paint  Spot 

MILWAUKEE 
Aldon  Decorating  Center,  Inc. 
D  G  Pamt  &  Wallpaper 

MARINETTE 

Lauerman's 

NEENAH 
Bohlmann's  Paints,  Inc. 

OSHKOSH 
A.  P.  Nonweiler  Co.,  Inc. 

RACINE 
Sanders  Paint  &  Wallpaper 

REEDSBURG 

Olds  Paint  Store 

SCHOFIELD 
Progress  Paint  Co. 

SHAWANO 

Dearco,  Inc. 
STOUGHTON 
Slinde  Floor  Covering 

WAUWATOSA 
Al  Pfeil's  Decorating  Center 

WEST  BEND 
Heil  Decorating  Inc. 

CANADA 
ONTARIO 

KITCHENER Heers  Paint  &  Wallpaper  Ltd. 

ONTARIO 

LONDON 
Latella's  Ethan  Allen  Gallery 

HOUSE  &  GARDEr; 



The  most 
10-wax  cushioned 
loors  in  your  color. 
Like  22  in  Blue. 

Andthis  blue  isall  new.  It's  just 
one  of  the  Prestige  collection, 

based  on  authenticated  designs  from 
the  many  lands  that  have  made  up  the 
heritage  of  America. 

These  inspired  designs  feature  the  con- 
venience of  all  our  no-wax,  Shinyl  Vinyl® 

floors,  and  the  comfort  of  cushioning.  A 

no-wax,  Shinyl  Vinyl  floor  stays  fresher 

looking  longer,  ususifly  with  just  sponge 

mopping.  In  time,  a  reduction  in  gloss  will 
occur  in  areas  of  heavier  use.  We  recom- 

mend Cbngoleum  Vinyl  Dressing  to  pro^ 
vide  a  higher  shine,  if  preferred. 

See  this  great  new  collection  and 
choose  your  floor  in  your  color.  Find  us 

inihe  YelJow  Pages  under  "Flooring". Pattern  #45001  shown. 



At  a  White  House  reception  in  1910,  the  wife  of  the  Russian  Ambassador  stepped  outside  the  bounds  of  decent  society  by  asking  President  Taft 
for  a  cigarette.  Taft  stepped  outside  the  bounds  of  decent  society  by  giving  her  one  and  even  hghting  it.  Taft  was  not  re-elected. 
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Warning:  The  Surgeon  General  Has  Determined 

That  Cigarette  Smoking  Is  Dangerous  to  Your  Health. 

>bu've  come  a  long  way,  baby 

VIRGINIA 
SUMS 
With  rich  Virginia  flavor 

women  like. 

^ 

1 7  mg!'  tari'  1 .0 mg. nicotine  av. per  cigarette.  FTC  Repon  Nov. 
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truly     , 
personal 

One  of  the  great  blessings  of  our  technological 

age  is  that  labor-saving  equipment,  efficient 
design,  and  streamlined  services  have  given 
us,  for  the  first  time  in  our  history,  a  little  time 
to  spare.  ̂   ,       ,  i  •    , 

It  used  to  be  a  struggle  to  find  a  moment  to 
relax  or  do  your  own  work.  Now  more  and 
more  people  are  discovering  the  joys  of  free 
time— the  opportunity  to  do  the  things  you 
want  to  do;  and  to  do  them  better,  more  care- 

fully, and  more  creatively  than  you've  ever had  time  for  before. 

Humans  have  always  wanted  to  express  them- 
selves. The  brilliant  colors  and  patterns  of  an 

Indian  rug,  the  subtle  textures  and  design  of 
an  American  quilt— these  are  examples  of  a 
spontaneous  artistry  that  belongs  to  all  human 
beings,  an  instinctive  urge  to  create,  to  make 
our  mark. 

Today's  gift  of  time  means  you  can  express 
yourself  as  freely  and  deeply  as  your  imagina- 

tion can  take  you— and  thus  make  a  mark 
that  is  truly  personal. 

truly 
your  own 

\ 
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Ifou  and  your  craft 

The^. creative encounter Bernard  Leach 
the  great  English  potter 
talks  about  work,  craftsmanship, 
intuition,  and  the  value 
of  imperfection 
■■^editor's  note:  Bernard 
Leach,  the  world-renowned 
potter,  artist,  writer,  and 

poet,  is  now  eighty-nine 
years  old  and  lives  in  St.  Ives, 
Cornwall,  England.  He  no 

longer  makes  pots,  but  stu- 
dents come  from  all  over  the 

world  to  listen  to  him.  His 

most  recent  book,  with  illus- 

trations, is  The  Potter's  Chal- 
lenge (Dutton).  But  what  he 

regards  as  probably  the  cul- 

mination of  his  life's  work  is 
a  book  of  memoirs  he  has 
just  finished  called  Beyond 
East  and  West  (Faber  & 
Faber),  in  which  he  not  only 
celebrates  the  effect  of  the 
East  upon  Western  culture, 
but  also  the  belief  in  bridg- 

ing the  gulf  between  the  two 

hemispheres.  "It  is  the  most 
serious  undertaking  I  have 

ever  attempted,"  he  told 
Caroline  Seebohm  in  an  ex- 

clusive interview. 

PATRICK  SLAUGHTER 

The  first  approach  to  any  craft  is 

to  love  its  material,"  says  Bernard 
Leach.  "To  see  the  beauty  of  the  weav- 

ing, or  the  hand  spinning — making  the 
slight  irregularity  that  is  difficult  for 
the  machine.  It  takes  a  special  kind  of 
mind,  capable  of  a  great  deal  of  love, 
to  expend  itself  on  the  beauty  of  the 
material,  finding  the  enjoyment  of  re- 

creating traditions  begun  by  our  fore- 
bears; being  able  to  give  further  expres- 

sion to  the  life  of  beauty.  An  artist 
craftsman  should  first  of  all  give  value 
to  the  nature  of  the  material — the  clay, 
the  wool,  the  silk,  the  wood. 

"In  Japan,  my  first  impression  of  a 
Japanese  room  was  that  nothing  was 
painted,  but  there  was  an  exquisite 
selection  of  woods,  cut  by  the  sharpest 
possible  tools.  I  asked  the  builders  who 
worked  on  my  first  house  there  how 
long  they  took  in  sharpening  their  tools. 
The  master  builder  said,  Tt  takes  about 

a  third  of  our  time.'  What  a  difl'erent 
way  of  looking  at  work! 

"There  was  a  time  when  we  couldn't 
bear  rough  clays  in  England.  I  remem- 

ber talking  to  a  well-known  industrial 

potter  once  and  he  said,  'How  can  you 
call  that  clay?  It's  just  what  we  hate, 
that  roughness.'  I  said,  'is  that  what  you 
think  when  you  feel  the  sand  between 

your  toes  at  the  sea's  edge?  Can't  you 
look  at  the  sand  with  more  of  a  sculp- 

tor's eye?  Closer  to  nature?' 
"All  things  made  by  nature  are  asym- 

metrical. Practically  all  things  made  by 
machine  are  basically  symmetrical.  The 
Japanese  are  the  most  asymmetrically 
minded  people  in  the  world,  hence 
their  pots.  Look  at  Japanese  paintings 
or  rooms.  This  was  their  gift  to  the 
world — the  Tea  room,  Zen  Buddhist 
thinking — the  asymmetrical  approach 
to  nature. 

"It  isn't  the  brightest  blue  that  is  the 
most  beautiful,  or  the  whitest  white  that 
is  the  most  satisfactory.  It  is  more  beau- 

tiful when  it  is  not  quite  perfect.  Not 
becc^use   of   imperfection    above   per- 



feet  ion,  but  because  ot  the  irregularity 

that  is  a  part  of  nature.  The  slight 

tremble  of  the  hand,  the  slight  accident 

in  the  kiln,  may  make  the  pot  better. 

It  is,  at  any  rate,  more  human. 

"A  factory  is  a  place  where  pots  are 

made  mechanically  alike.  To  the  artist, 

the  industrial  pot  is  good  when  it  is 

plain  and  straightforward,  as  a  needle 

is,  or  a  hammer.  But  it  is  not  an  expres- 
sion of  the  human  heart.  And  heartbeat 

in  work  is  necessary  for  both  the  maker 
and  the  user. 

"l  think  the  biggest  error  we  have 

made  in  evolution  is  the  placing  of 

intellect  above  intuition.  There  is  the 

quality  of  genius  in  the  work  of  a  peas- 
ant. What  is  in  most  of  our  museums  the 

world  over,  but  the  work  of  such  simple 

people?  Even  if  you  aren't  an  intellec
- 

tual, and  can't  even  read  or  write,  you 
can  show  love  in  your  work  by  the  use 

of  intuition  rather  than  applied  intel- 

lect. An  artist  must  put  intuition  first, 

because  it  is  a  finer  instinct.  It  feels 

poetry.  It  feels  music.  Tears  come. 
"For  the  craftsman,  it  is  love  in  work, 

in  the  expenditure  of  imagination,  even 

inspiration.  This  is  how  craftsmen  have 

benefited  mankind,  by  employing  their 

responsibility,  their  closeness  to  nature, 

their  greater  wholeness  of  being. 

"When  you  make  a  pot,  you  are  try- 

ing to  put  into  it  some  aspect  of  that 

onetiess,  that  wholeness,  you  have  felt 

at  moments  in  life,  by  any  means^ 

poetry,  music,  paintings,  philosophy — 

a  moment  of  highest  delight." 
Bernard  Leach  is  nearly  blind  now. 

He  sits  in  his  room  where,  in  the  words 

of  his  poem,  "Seabirds/ Balance  in  the 
wind. /Then  streak  across/ My  window 

pane."  Around  him  are  loved  pots,  and 

a  reproduction  of  Van  Gogh's  "Su
n- 

flowers." "Van  Gogh  was  on  fire.  He 

lit  candles  all  over  this  earth." 

Although  he  can't  see,  the  potter's 
hands  retain  their  power.  "He  feels  the 

pot,  rather  than  sees  it,"  says  a  student. 

"Even   with   my   blindness,"   says   the 

great  teacher,  "I  can  feel  humanity  in  a 

pot.  Recall,  with  my  hands,  to  my  mind. 

I  feared,  of  course,  the  coming  of  blind- 

ness. But  the  increasing  loss  of  the  ca- 

pacity to  see  in  detail  forced  me  into  a 

narrower  approach  of  focusing  on  my 

life,  using  a  sharper  lens  to  look  at  my 

nearly   ninety   years   of   experience- 
thereby  being  able  to  see  it  more  clearly 

and  deeply.  What  might  be  called  in- 

sight instead  of  outsight.  So  this  com- 
pensated to  an  unexpected  degree  the 

loss  of  sight,  which  everyone  thinks  of 

as  so  dreadful.  No,  I  am  thankful  in  a 

way,  more  than  I  am  sorry,  for  what 

I  have  lost.  Perhaps  if  you  write  this, 

it  will  help  other  people." 
As  he  stops  speaking  and  looks  out 

at  the  wild  Cornish  coastline,  some 

lines  he  wrote  in  a  book  of  verse  come 

to  mind:  "In  whatever  field  of  truth  and 

beauty  expression  is  sought,  ultimately 

it  appears  to  be  a  bridging  of  gaps  be- 

tween people  and  things,  and  of  love 

between  people  and  people;  a  discovery 

of  Totality  enveloping  the  minor  self. 

To  every  artist  I  would  say  that  to  pro- 

duce anything  of  truth  and  beauty  is  to 

receive  an  invitation  to  heaven  on 

earth,  even  in  one's  tatters."   

A  craft  to  delight  the  eye  and  the 

touch,  needlepoint  also  adds  a  touch 

of  you  to  your  decorating.  Christine
 

Royer,  right,  brings  to  life  a  mirror 

frame  design  from  Woolworks. 
BARRY   MCKINLEY iM 
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You  and  your  craft 

The 
personal 
touch 

fi  >' 1^  ̂  *'S  y^^ 

^^A  thumbnail,  pressed  into  wet  clay 
to  make  a  pattern  before  the  pot  is 
baked.  Breath  blown  into  molten  glass, 
the  pipe  twirled  between  the  palms  to 
shape  a  bottle.  Histories  worked  into 
silk,  stitch  by  tiny  stitch.  Handprints  on 
the  tapestry  of  time.  Since  man  has  had 
hands,  he  has  used  them  to  take  the 

things  of  the  earth — clay,  grass,  sand, 
wood,  the  skins  and  wool  of  animals — 
and  shape  them  to  practical  uses.  And 
often,  in  the  process,  he  has  made  them 
into  things  of  the  spirit.  Craftspeople 
say,  frequently,  almost  mystically,  that 
the  making  of  a  basket  or  a  box  or  a 

tapestry  establishes  a  personal  connec- 
tion between  them  and  the  universe. 

Woven  into  each  article  is  thought,  cre- 
ative insight,  time,  skill,  and  love,  re- 
fined and  sometimes  enlightened  by  the 

nature  of  the  material  and  the  use  for 

which  it  is  intended.  And  in  using  the 
work  of  your  hands,  all  these  qualities 
are  remembered.  Sometimes  there  are 

surprises:  a  grapevine  basket  handle 

that  won't  go  the  way  you  planned  but 
seeks  a  new  and  better  shape.  Some- 

times mistakes  lead  to  new  knowledge: 

a  stitch  that's  just  wrong  here,  but  mar- 
velously  right  somewhere  else.  Some- 

times just  .  .  .  peace,  as  you  work  in 
eternal   rhythms   with  natural   things. 

CREWEL 
HANDSTITCHED 
BRILLIANCE 
Crewelwork  is  a  sewing  art  form  hun- 

dreds of  years  old,  with  hundreds  of 

kinds  of  stitches.  Traditionally,  it's  por- 
traits of  natural  things  strewn  across 

light  grounds.  Crewel  flourished  in  the 

17th  and  19th  centuries,  and  it's  flour- 
ishing again.  Interior  designer  Richard 

Lowell  Neas  made  the  valances  and 
curtains,  left,  in  six  weeks,  using  only 
his  three  favorite  stitches,  for  the  Kips 

Bay  Boy's  Club  Designer  Showcase  last 
year.  This  year's  Designer  Showcase 
will  take  place  April  23  through  May 
16  at  973  Fifth  Ave.,  New  York  City. 

He  sews  anywhere — at  the  beach,  over 

cocktails  in  the  evening,  while  he's  talk- 
ing on  the  telephone — and  he  ap- 

proches  each  piece  as  if  it  were  a  paint- 
ing, working  in  shading,  then  high- 

lights. Like  painting,  crewelwork  gives 
him  tremendous  artistic  freedom.  To 
read  about  his  system,  see  page  54. 

HORST 

TED   HAROIN 
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ow  to  release 
Mir  creativity 
'-"^fi^^l^M  the  distinguished  psychoanalyst  and  teacher, 

■-6-  .■  > 
■■•■>■..' 

i 

Dr.  Rollo  May 
the  distinguished  psychoanalyst  and  teacher, 

and  author  of  "The  Courage  to  Create',' talks  about  getting  involved,  freeing  your 
unconscious,  and  nourishing  yourself  from  the 
world  around  you 

^^editor's  note:  Dr.  Rollo  May, 
left,  has  written  several  hooks,  includ- 

ing The  Meaning  of  Anxiety,  Man's 
Search  for  Himself,  and  the  best-selling 
Love  and  Will.  He  was  interviewed  on 
a  recent  visit  to  New  York  by  Caroline 
Seebohm. 

"Today's  age  is  producing  a  great 
movement  toward  feeling,  toward 
imagination,  toward  intuition.  Our 
civilization  began  with  the  Renais- 

sance, with  emphasis  on  intellect,  ra- 
tionalism, or  reason.  But  now  we  are 

realizing  that  you  cannot  live  without 
feeling,  the  feeling  that  comes  out  of 
love,  esthetic  enjoyment,  passion — 
these  things  are  all  part  of  the  totality 
of  the  human  being. 

"Creative  work  helps  achieve  this 
new  depth  of  feeling — making  things, 
designing  things,  working  with  your 
hands,  going  back  to  the  land.  These 
are  examples  of  how  we  are  groping 
toward  something  more  real  than  the 
intellect. 

"When  you  are  completely  absorbed 
or  caught  up  in  something,  you  become 
oblivious  to  things  around  you,  or  to 
the  passage  of  time.  It  is  this  absorp- 

tion in  what  you  are  doing  that  frees 
your  unconscious  and  releases  your 
creative  imagination.  This  total  involve- 

ment happens  to  the  artist  or  the  scien- 
tist when  creating;  it  can  happen  to 

anyone,  even  to  a  child  at  play. 

"You  cannot  will  creativity.  This  in- 
tensity of  awareness  is  not  necessarily 

connected  with  conscious  purpose  or 
willing.  Ii  may  even  occur  in  dreams. 
But  by  whatever  name  one  calls  it, 
genuine  creativity  is  characterized  by 
such  an  intensity,  a  heightened  con- 
sciousness. 

"The  creative  impulse  is  the  speak- 
ing  of  the  voice  and  the  expressing  of 
the  forms  of  the  preconscious  and  un- 
conscious. 

"Creativity  occurs  in  an  act  of  en- 
counter— for  instance,  when  Cezanne 

sees  a  tree,  he  sees  it  in  a  way  no  one 
else  has  ever  seen  it.  What  we  must  try 
to  do  is  open  up  our  imaginations  to 
seeing  the  depth  of  our  encounters — 
whether  it  is  with  people  or  with  things. 

JILL  KREMENTZ 

It  is  a  form  of  commitment.  Young 

people  who  choose  to  live  in  communi- 
ties concerned  especially  with  working 

out  interpersonal  relationships  are  go- 
ing back  to  their  deeper  selves  through 

these  encounters. 

"When  you  have  your  first  baby,  that 
is  an  encounter,  and  it  creates  a  new 
world.  Such  an  experience  lifts  you  up 

into  joy.  Listening  to  music  or  looking 
at  a  painting  can  also  produce  this  ef- 

fect. Some  new  vision  is  triggered  in  us 

by  the  experience.  This  is  why  appre- 
ciation of  music  or  painting  or  works  of 

a  creative  person  is  also  a  creative  act 
on  our  part. 

"Creativity  is  involved  in  our  every 
experience  as  we  try  to  bring  harmony 
and  integration  into  our  lives. 

"When  I  visited  New  York  recently, 
it  was  pouring  with  rain  and  even  Cen- 

tral Park  looked  very  dreary.  But  then 
I  noticed  in  this  dreariness  that  the 

trees  weren't  really  gray,  but  a  reddish 
brown  color,  against  the  gray  sky.  and 
there  was  mist  below,  and  a  little  green 
here  and  there — so  that  suddenly  the 
picture  was  quite  beautiful,  and  I 

thought  to  myself,  'That  could  be 
painted."  or  T  could  paint  that.'  It  was not  what  would  easily  be  thought  of  as 
beautiful,  but  (Continued  on  page  151) 

A  GARDENER'S STUDIO 
A  gardening  shed,  right,  for  a  creative 

gardener  who's  in  it  so  often  that  "I 
consider  it  another  room  in  the  house." 
It  was  designed  for  Kenneth  Battelle 
by  Bunny  Mellon,  an  accomplished 
gardener  known  for  designing  the 
Rose  Garden  at  the  White  House. 

Kenneth's  potting  shed  has  brick-in- 
sand  floor,  walls  of  painted  redwood, 
and  a  glass  ceiling  whose  panes  open 

outward  to  let  air  circulate.  "I  store 
all  my  supplies  here,  do  the  potting 
and  the  repotting — and  the  pot 
washing,"  says  Kenneth,  "keep  funny 
old  pictures  on  the  walls,  and.  in  the 
chest,  books  on  the  care,  feeding, 

and  love  of  plants." 
BEADLE 
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You  and  your  craft 

BASKETS 
FROM  THE 
BACKYARD 
Anything  can  be  made  into  a  basket, 
and  over  the  ages  baskets  have  served 
lor  everything — the  first  pots,  pre- 

dating clay  cookware,  carriers,  furni- 
ture, helmets  and  hats,  even  houses. 

Every  basket  in  the  world  is  still  hand- 
nade  because  nobody  yet  has  man- 

aged to  invent  a  machine  to  weave 
one.  Short-lived  grasses  can  make 
baskets  that  last  for  centuries,  and  the 

humblest  of  materials- — cattails,  tree 
bark,  roots,  jungle  vines,  and  homely 
honeysuckle — have  gone  into  works 

of  art  prized  in  museums.  "I  love  to 
work  with  brambles,"  says  Mara  Gary, 
author  of  Basic  Baskets  (Houghton 

Mifflin,  $4.95).  "They  grow  every- 
where, and  they're  so  mean,  it's  a  joy 

to  make  them  into  something  nice." 
When  she  has  a  need,  Mrs.  Cary  in- 

vents a  basket.  Traditional  melon- 
shaped  baskets,  opposite  page,  are 
for  melons  or  vegetables.  Also,  a  basic 
basket,  a  cup,  and  two  with  indented 
rims  to  help  balance  pencils  or,  as 
she  uses  them,  to  dry  silverware.  She 
sells  them  through  Nantucket  Loom.s, 
Nantucket.  Inset  and  closeup,  Mrs. 
Cary  weaves  one  of  honeysuckle.  For 
instructions,  please  turn  to  page  54. 

NAIVE 
PAINTED 
FINISHES 
Using  whatever  is  at  hand,  a  goose 

quill,  a  horse's  curry  comb,  a  tooth 
brush,  Eleanor  Weller  creates  her  own 

folk  art.  "I  assimilate  ideas  from  mu- 
seums and  catalogues,  and  then  come 

out  with  my  own  version."  To  follow 
her  recipe,  it  is  better — but  not  neces- 

sary— to  have  whatever  piece  you  do 
stripped  or  in  natural  wood.  Paint  the 
entire  surface — or  just  the  areas  you 

wish  to  pattern — with  one  coat  of  oil- 
base  paint.  On  the  doors  she  used  a 
buttermilk-color  base.  Let  dry  for  24 
hours.  Paint  overlay  coat  in  another 

color — here,   "herbal   green."    Let    it 
dry  enough  so  if  you  make  a  scratch 

the  paint  won't  flow  back  over  it,  but 
it  must  be  manageable,  not  too  sticky. 
Usually  about  15  minutes.  Any  tools 
that  will  create  an  effect  will  do — 
combs,  sponges,  feathers,  quills.  Keep 

paint  from  building  up  on  tools  b\ 
cleaning  constantly  with  turpentine 

On  door,  left.  Mrs.  Weller  began  b\ 

dabbing  panels  with  a  2-inch  piece  oi 
natural   sponge.   Corner   circles   an^ 
crosses    were    scratched    in    with 

goose  quill,  borders  with  a  half-inci 
piece    of    a    teasing    comb.    Curves 
ribbon    trails    were    swaggod    by    : 

curry  comb — some  in  a  single  motion 

Left:  Five  doors  surround  the  upst.iTr 

hall  of  the  Wellcrs'  house.  (Thi 
of  the  house,  page    102.)  The  d«-i.i 
were  decorated  to  substitute  for  the 
fine   furniture   intended   but   not   yet 
collected.  Inset  and  below  left:  Mrs. 

Weller  "combing"  a  table  in  a  design. 





You  and  your  craft 

VEGETABLE 
WIZARDRY 
Changing  seasons  bring  an  irresisti- 

ble variety  of  vegetables  to  our  mar- 
ket," says  Connie  Rusconi.  "and  I 

don't  resist  them."  Connie  and  Natale 
Rusconi  and  their  three  children  Jive 
in  Venice.  She  is  American  and  likes 
to  cook  Italian  dishes  while  keeping 

an  eye  on  calories.  "Natale's  director- 
ship of  the  Gritti  Palace  Hotel  means 

AC  get  gastronomic  treats  galore,  so  at 
home  we  eat  simply,  for  example,  ver- 
dura  strascinatta,  literally  shuffled 

greens,  cooked  by  the  Italian  equiva- 
lent of  stir-frying,  a  method  that  can 

be  used  for  almost  any  green  vegeta- 
ble: spinach,  chard,  French  beans, 

cabbage,  zucchini.  The  vegetables, 
done  only  until  they  are  bite  crisp,  but 
not  raw  tasting,  keep  their  bright  color 
and  individual  textures,  and  are  en- 

hanced by  a  zing  of  flavoring.  All  but 
zucchini  are  first  blanched  and 

drained.  She  cooks  each  vegetable  sep- 
arately with  about  a  tablespoon  of 

olive  or  salad  oil  per  pound  of  vegeta- 
ble. To  French  beans  and  zucchini 

add  salt  and  finely  chopped  garlic;  to 

spinach,  chard,  and  cabbage  add  1 
whole  clove  of  garlic  (remove  before 
serving),  salt,  red  or  cayenne  pepper. 

Opposite  page,  above;  In  the  Rusco- 
nis'  garden,  a  plate  of  perfectly 
cooked  vegetables  ready  for  serving. 
Below:  Tipping  greens  into  pan.  To 

cook  al  dente  vegetables,  Mrs.  Rus- 
coni shakes  pan  gently  over  moderate 

heat,  turning  vegetables  at  same  time. 
Zucchini  are  done  (about  7  minutes) 

when  no  longer  opaque  but  still  firm. 

FREEHAND 
STITCHERY 
Needlepoint  is  the  ultimate  in  detail 
work,  196  stitches  per  square  inch,  a 
craft  for  people  who  love  precision.! 
And  not  only  precision  of  hand.  The 
eye  also  finds  something  pleasurable 
in  order,  says  Sol  Kent,  fashion 

director  of  Rich's  department  store- 
in  Atlanta.  He  started  doing  needle- 

point three  years  ago  when  he  was 

given  a  canvas  for  Christmas.  "First. 
I  learned  to  thread  a  needle."  he  says. 
Finally  I  mastered  one  stitch,  a 

baskctweave — it's  all  you  really  need 
— and  since  then  I've  done  my  own 

designs.  I  look  on  it  as  art,"  says  Mr. 
Kent.  "I've  heard  that  Maillol  did 

needlepoint  before  he  went  to  sculp- 
ture." He  begins  in  the  middle  and 

works  rapidly,  because  he  designs  as 

he  goes  and  can't  wait  to  see  how  it will  come  out.  From  pillows,  he  has 
moved  on  to  wall  hangings  22  inches 

square.  Others  also  see  his  work  as 
art.  In  the  fall  he  will  have  a  shcu 

at  the  High  Museum  of  Art  in  Atlanta 

No  two  of  Mr.  Kent's  designs  are  the 
same,  and  once  he  has  finished  them, 

he  doesn't  keep  them  around:  "Thai 
would  be  boring."  Only  four,  his 
wife's  special  favorites,  left,  remain 

in  his  own  living  room.  They're  geo- metrical relationships,  lines,  squares, 

and  rectangles.  Never,  ever,  a  curve. 
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You  and  your  craft 

ALL-IN-ONE 
GARDEN 
A  passionate  gardener,  Hannah  Wister  de- 
^c^ibes  her  garden  at  the  side  of  their 

house,  and  its  varied  delights — the  choic- 
est of  vegetables  and  herbs,  bouquets  of 

summer  flowers,  an  abundance  of  apples, 

pears,  and  berries — as  a  "happy  hodge- 

podge of  plants — it's  important  to  be  as 

self-sufficient  as  you  can  these  days."  By 
mixing  plants  she  makes  the  most  of  every 

inch  of  space,  and  adds  variety  to  the 

table.  (Both  of  the  Wisters  like  to  cook.) 

She  also  proves  that  a  vegetable  patch  can 

be  as  pretty  as  a  Colonial  strolling  garden. 
Even  insects  seem  to  be   impressed,   or 

befuddled.  Because  there  is  not  much  of 

any  one  crop  in  any  one  spot,  attacks  are 

never  serious  and  can  be  dealt  with  sim- 

ply. To  foil  rabbits,  the  fence  is  lined  at 
soil  level  and  below  with  chicken  wire. 

Tidy  rows  and  narrow  beds,   plus  grass 

paths  and  stone  paths,  make  it  easy  to  tend 
plants  individually,  without  packing  the 

earth  or  tracking  mud.  The  picket  fence 

gives   wind   protection    to   tree    peonies, 

dahlias,  and  lilies.  Most  of  the  inner  beds 

are  edged  with  small  flowers,  strawberries, 
or  herbs.  The  sundial  path  to  the  kitchen 

is  fragrant  with  lavender.  More,  page  64. 

Opposite  page,  top:  The  William  Wisters' 60-by-72-foot  kitchen  garden  is  surround- 
ed by  a  swagged  fence  for  grace,  privacy, 

and  as  support  for  tomatoes,  roses,  berries. 

It  replaced  a  yew  hedge  that  deer  found 
delicious.  Bare  spots  are  where  crops 

have  been  harvested  and  new  rows  have 
been  seeded  for  a  continuous  supply  of 

tender  young  vegetables  and  flowers  in 
season.  Below:  In  a  small  greenhouse 

Mrs.  Wister  pots  up  herbs  for  winter  use. 

NEW-LOOK 
NEEDLEPOINT 
Once  there  was  a  princess  from  Hungary 

who  settled  in  Florence.  When  she  un- 

packed her  trunk,  her  draperies  and  pil- 
lows, her  coats  and  her  stitched  slippers 

were  so  beautiful  that  all  the  court  ladies 

demanded  lessons  in  that  kind  of  needle- 
work and  so  bargello  became  popular.  At 

least,  that's  the  legend.  Since  the  13th  cen- 

tury a  regular  encyclopedia  of  traditional 
patterns  has  evolved,  all  using  the  single 

straight  stitch  that  skips  four  to  six  holes 
in  the  canvas  (making  bargello  a  faster 
form  of  needlework  than  needlepoint). 

But — "T  forgot  all  the  old  rules,"  says  Gigs 
Stevens,  whose  Buffalo,  N.Y.  shop,  Eye 

Squared,  has  become  a  center  for  free- 
form  bargello.  'Tt's  freedom  and  surprise. 
With  each  color  change,  the  pattern  can 

change.  There's  adventure  in  it.  Yoi 
never  know  how  it's  going  to  turn  out. 

When  Mrs.  Stevens,  who  started  workir. 

bargello  when  she  stopped  smoking,  hun 
one   of   her   first   pieces,   the   rug   shown 
above,  on  the  wall  of  her  shop,  people 

wouldn't  stop  asking  about  it.  So  now  she 
has  a  large  Formica  chart  (inset)  on  whid 

she  plots  out  the  first  steps  in  water-bast 
ink,  and  her  fellow  needleworkers  take 

from  there.  Her  bargello  book  will  be  pub- 

lished by  Scribners  next  fall.  For  her  step- 
by-step  basic  instructions,  see  page   54. 



^  With  his  own  hands 

Acrea 
A  beach  cottage  turned  into  cl 
weekend  garden  house  by  Kenneth  who 
idecorates  for  comfort.  1 

practicahty,  and  gardens 
W  hen  the  founder  of  one  of  the  worlds 

best  known  and  busiest  beauty  empires 
escapes  to  the  beach  on  weekends,  he 

leaves  his  work  for  two  days  of — work! 
Kenneth  Battelle.  whose  first  name  is  the 
famous  one,  blames  the  situation  on  the 
friend  who  introduced  him  to  gardening 

years   ago.   "It"s   hard   physical   labor." 
complains  the  man  who  leaves  his  house- 
guests   to   their   own   devices  while   he 
vanishes  into  his  garden  or  potting  shed. 

And  then:  "But  I  love  it.  My  garden  is 
my  peace  and  my  truth." 

When  Kenneth  found  the  beach  cot- 
tage eleven  years   ago,   it  was   all   but 

windowless,     with    shingles     that     had 
streaked  because  they  were  protected  by 
a  dune  from  the  strong  silvering  winds 
of  the  sea.  But  it  was  surrounded  by  Na- 

tional Seashore  and  its  remoteness  was 

appealing.  "I  didn't  have  electricity  until 
last  year.""  he  says,  "and  I  can  still  get  out 
there  only  by  motorboat  and,  because  of 

the  shallows,  a  dinghy."' 
Kenneth  painted  the  shingles,  opened 

up  the  house  with  expanses  of  sliding 
glass  doors,   remodeled   the   bathroom. 

and   painted    everything   white — except 
the  floors,   which   are   painted   to   look 

sand-scrubbed  and  lovingly  worn. 
Outside,  his  world  is  the  garden:  a  pot 

garden   in   the   brick   entrance   terrace. 
opposite  page.  and.  off  his  bedroom,  a 

walled  area  he  calls  his  "secret  garden," 
,  with  a  potting  shed  at  the  far  end.  You 

can  glimpse  the  "secret  garden"  through 
the  bedroom  window  on  page  101;  for 

a   close-up    look    at    the    extraordinar) 
potting  shed,  see  page  89.  "I  learn  from 
my  gardening,"  says  Kenneth.  "I  experi- 

ment to  see  which  plants 
are  most  welcomed  by  the 

very  sandy  soil.  So  far  I've    If  VOU  keep  VOUr  life 
had  most  success  with  dav    „„*J  %,^.ir  U^'iiic<^  c^lw^w, 

lilies,  hostas,  and  spectacu-    ̂ "°  ̂ ^P"*^  "^"^5  ̂ ''"F 
lar  old  roses.  Tve  been  tr>--    there's  HlOre  time 
ing  to  grow  bh..e  poppies    Jq  do  what  VOU  like for  ten  years.  Finally  I  lo- 

j  Gated  some  seeds  I  thought 
I  would  do  perfectly  in  my  soil.  I  planted 
them,  tended  them,  and  waited  the  two 

seasons — and    they    rewarded    me    by 
blooming  crepe-paper  pink."' 

^^™At  each  deck-post,  opposite  page, 
^^^a  singular  tomato  shares  a  huge  pot 
with  geraniums,  petunias,  marigolds,  on- 

ions. "I've  read  not  to  crowd  plants — but 
they  seem  to  adore  it.'  At  the  base,  gera- 

niums, lobelia,  alyssum.  herbs.  'I  like  to 
take  pots  inside  for  centerpieces  or  to  use 

in  the  kitchen."  The  tomatoes  grow  inside 
a  Tomato  Tower,  from  Park  Seed:  three 
sturdy  wires  with  the  centra!  stalk  trained 

between.  'I  pinch  off  all  side  branches, 
get    statelier    plants,     more     tomatoes." 
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created 

\  VOl'ld,  continued 

Inside,  the  house  is  airy,  light,  so  op)en  that  hum- 
mingbirds often  Hy  right  through — and  totally 

without  frills.  "There's  not  a  curtain  in  the  place, 
ever)  thing  stores  away,  and  the  furniture  is  very 
comfortable  but  unremarkable — because  I  want 
the  house  to  look  good  without  having  to  spend 

time  cleaning."'  The  one  glory  is  the  floor, 
painted  to  look  like  faded  geometric  patterns. 

"It  isn't  difficult,  but  it  takes  a  lot  of  time  and 
elfort."  To  learn  how,  see  the  floors  he  painted 
in  his  New  York  house  in  House  &  Garden, 
September,  1973. 

Entertaining  is  very  simple  for  a  very  simple 
reason:  Everything  has  to  be  brought  in  by 

dinghy.  "We  use  a  lot  of  packaged  foods  and 
mixes."   Lunch,  right,  includes  Bloody  Marys with  fresh  tarragon, 

Chicken  and  Almond 
Mousse    from     The 

quick-change  garden  Blender      Cookbook 
^  '^     ̂   (Doubleday)     "with 

added  cayenne,  cur- 
ry, onion,  and  a 

small  can  of  sweet 

peas";  tomatoes  with 
basil:  green  bean  salad;  corn  muffins  and  brown- 

ies. All  the  leftovers — even  the  Bloody  Marys 

— go  into  the  blender  to  make  soup.  "Guests 
ask:  "What  kind  of  soup  is  this?'  I  reply:  'Pink.'  " 

Mants  in  pots  make 
change  garden 

ou  can  arrange 
rom  week  to  week 

■^■HThe  house,  below, ^^""with  the  dinghy  at 

the  dock.  "The  birds  are 

magnificent  here,"  says 
Kenneth:  "scarlet  cardi- 

nals, woodpeckers,  birds 
that  skim  the  water  sur- 

face fishing,  and  mysteri- 
ous white  egrets  that 

stand  motionless  in  the 

reeds."  Bottom;  The  liv- 
ing room,  where  sofas 

have  two  sets  of  sailcloth 

slipcovers  so  one  can 
always  be  clean,  and  the 
kerosene  lamp  on  the 
table  is  far  from  obso- 

lete. Right:  On  the  dining 
table  set  for  lunch,  wine 
decanters  stoppered  with 
lemons.  Far  right:  In  the 
dining  area,  banquettes 

covered  with  unique  flow- 
er-printed fabric  de- 

signed for  Kenneth  by 
Julian  Tomchin.  The 

painting  by  Floyd  Covert 

is  of  Kenneth's  bedroom 
— with  painted  floor  and 
a  planterful  of  thunber- 

gia  and  nasturtiums:  "My 
favorite    flower    of    all." 
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Everything  is  washable 
and  everything  is  white 

—except  for  the  water- 
color-painted  floors 



»]  Kenneth's created 

(  world,  continued 

Flower  patterns 
bring  the  garden 

right  indoors 

——They're  hats!  Thai  hats, 
^"^above,  from  Kenneth's 
hat  collection,  worn  by  guests 

relaxing  in  wicker  chairs  on  the 

bayside  deck.  "The  tree  that 
looks  as  if  it's  growing  through 
the  deck  actually  is — in  a 
sunken  concrete  planter  lined 

with  redwoM."  The  big  tile  tub 
(4  by  8  by  3  feet  deep)  in  the 

bathroom,  above  right,  was  re- 
modeled frqin  a  double  stall 

shower.  "In^  house  so  remote 
from  most  conveniences,  I  de- 

cided that  t^  baths  had  to  be 

as  luxurious  as  possible — and 

as  easy  to  take  care  of.  Every- 

thing is  built  in — and  all  stor- 

age is  out  of  sight."  In  the 
white  guest  room,  bi^dw,  the 
painted  floor  is  a  fadedrpattern 
of  blue  and  green  tectangles, 

meant  to  look  as  if  Wf^<i  been 
painted  a  hundred  ffars  ago. 
On  the  white  sailclotft-covered 

beds,  throws  "made  by  a  Cap& 
Cod  family  that  Tai^b*^  the 

sheep,  spins  the  wool,  and  con- 

cocts these  heavenly  things." 
Benches  at  the  ends  of  the 

beds  are  covered,  i^gs  and  all, 
with  chamois-colored  cotton. 
Louvered  shutters  fold  back 

from  glass  doors  that  give  onto 

the  bayside^deck.  Right:  Pillows 
on  the  beds  are  made  from 

printed    Swiss    handkerchiefs. 

i 



^i^The  master  bedroom  is  a  breeze- 

"^^way  for  sleeping,  with  sliding 

glass  doors  that  lead  to  gardens  on  two 
sides.  Painted  octagons  of  scrubbed 

red,  yellow,  and  white  cover  the  floor, 

and  quilted  white  sailcloth  covers  the 

iron  canopy  bed.  At  the  foot  end,  an  old 

painted  blanket  chest;  across  the 

room,  a  table  that's  a  white-lacquer 
camel.  From  the  bedroom  window, 

Kenneth  can  see  a  climbing  white  rosei 

from  England  that  took  eight  years  to 

bloom:  "it  would  probably  not  have 
bloomed  at  all  except  that  I  finally 

spoke  harshly  to  it,"  he  says.  "I  threat- 
ened it  with  composting — and  that 

very  summer  it  covered  itself  with  the 

most  phenomenal  fireworks  of  bloom." 

4>l 
"»* 

The  bedroom 

needs  little  decoration 
because  it  looks  out 

to  gardens  on  two  sides 



With  their  own  hands 

A  created.  J world 

Build  an  18th-century  house 
today?  The  Weller  family  did, 
with  enthusiasm,  research,  and 

18th-century  materials. 

Before 

Seven  years  of  research  and 

planning,  four  years  of  collect- 
ing architectural  elements,  and 

fifteen  months  of  building  and 

painting  transformed  a  1942 
tenant  cottage  into  what  seems 
an  18th-century  Maryland 
farmhouse.  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Frank 

Weller  Jr.  "wanted  the  house  to 
look  as  if  it  had  been  continu- 

ously lived  in  through  the  vari- 

ous stages  of  a  family's  for- 
tunes. That's  why  the  wings  are 

of  three  different  types."  Most of  the  materials  used,  including 
the  stone  from  an  Amish  barn, 

were  18th-century.  Research 
was  extensive,  search  constant 

^M^M  Above;  A  pond  picnic  with 
^^^H  children,  dogs,  and  Char- 

lotte, the  750-pound  pet  pig.  Won 
in  a  contest  b>  Mrs.  >\  eller,  ami- 

able Charlotte  attends  dinner  par- 
ties and  garden  club  meetings,  an 

indoor-outdoor  pig.  "To  have 
more  fun,  more  time  for  picnics  or 
painting,  I  must  be  organized 

though  it  doesn't  come  naturally," 
admits  Eleanor  Weller.  "I  even 
color-chart  my  calendar.  Yellow, 
a  nice  color,  is  tennis.  Black  is 

for  carpools."  Far  left:  Before,  the 
original  board-and-batten  cottage 
that  is  now  the  smallest  wing  of 
the  house.  Left;  The  house  today. 

— a  jo\ful  adventure,  rhe  first 
thing  we  found,  at  an  auction, 
was  the  Georgian  staircase  in 
the  front  hall.  As  we  found  each 

piece  we  stripped  and  sanded  it 
and  stored  it  in  a  shed  on  the 

property.  Sometimes  it  took weeks  to  find  the  right  cornice, 

and  what  we  couldn't  find,  we copied  faithfully,  using  pine 

boards  from  an  ISth-centurs 
log  cabin  we  bought  for  just  that 

purpose.  Our  restoration  build- 
er, Ed  Nace,  even  used  18th- 

century  tools  in  some  places." Mrs.  Weller  is  constantly  doing 

crafts,  collecting  new  design 
ideas,  finding  and  refinishing 
furniture.  Double  hanging 

porches  were  Mr.  Weller's  idea, 
suggested  by  manor  houses  on 
the  Eastern  .Shore  of  Maryland. 
The  countryChippendale  railing 

was  rescued:  'Friends  helped 
us  bring  it  all  home  in  horse 
vans.  Stripping  it  took  days. 

We  put  it  on  cinder  blocks 
and  kept  painting  it  with  lye 

and  water."  The  grand  entrance 
hall  is  the  most  sweeping  state- 

ment of  all.  "We  told  our  archi- 
tect Bryden  Hyde  that  we  want- 

ed a  hall  that  goes  right  through 

the   house,"    points   out   Mrs. 

'.  -r, 
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ler,  "no  protrusions,  no  dis- 
turbances such  as  closets." 

(There  is  a  small  concealed 
bathroom  under  the  stairway.) 

The  house,  "Foxgloves,"  sits  on 
a  263-year-old  Maryland  grant. 
'"My  Ladys"  Manor,"  now  part 
of  Baltimore  County.  (The 
third  Lord  Baltimore  gave 

10,000  acres  in  1713  as  a  "spe- 
cial guift"  to  his  fourth  wife 

Margaret.)  Adds  Mrs.  Weller, 
"It  was  later  a  turkey  farm. 
So  the  first  thing  we  did  was  to 
put  in  a  very  fertile  garden.  It 
grows  20  feet  every  summer, 
and  we  grow  everything  we  eat. 
Frank  and  the  children  take 
care  of  it.  I  stay  out,  but  spend 

about  a  third  of  my  time  can- 
ning, freezing,  and  dehydrating. 

,^^Top  left;  Mr.  Weller,  Balti- ^^■■■more  lawyer,  and  Peter, 
sixteen,  tending  peas.  Below  left; 
Back  of  house,  double  hanging 
porches.  Above;  Entrance  hall 
black  skirtboards,  even  on  door, 
echo  18th  century.  Above  right: 

Three  shades  of  apricot  in  "new" 
living  room.  Handcarved  Geor- 

gian mantel,  cupboards. 
Below  right;  The  ma.ster  bedroom 
bed-hangings  handsewn  by  Bob 
Zimmerman,  exhibit  designer  of 
The  Baltimore  Museum  of  Art. 

■'•^1      ̂  
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Once  the  open  porch  of  the 
original  1942  cottage  where  the 
lawnmower  was  stored,  this 

vividly  painted  room,  above,  is 
now  a  glorious  greenhouse  as 

well  as  a  sun  porch  and  a  sum- 
mery dining  room  in  the  winter. 

Mrs.  Weller  painted  the  floor  to 
recreate  a  Navaho  rug  she 

wanted  but  couldn't  afford.  To 
light  the  chandelier  you  lower 
a  pulley.  The  plants  she  collects 
by  trading  with  friends.  To 
dress  up  the  enclosed  porch, 

left,  the  Wellers  placed  trel- 

lising  on  the  roof  where  "'the roses  climb  as  they  do  in  Nan- 
tucket. The  steps  are  pyramidal, 

the  kind  one  sees  in  Charleston. 
I  can  put  eighteen  big  pots  on 
both  sides  and  still  have  lots  of 
room  to  walk.  We  enjoy  all 
our  porches,  each  is  truly  a 

room,"  she  continues,  "If  you 
need  variety,  and  I  do,  it  is  the 
answer.  I  go  from  porch  to 

porch."  The  lower  back  porch, 
lower  left,  is  "our  'natural 
porch,'  as  it  has  terra-cotta  tiles 
and  pots,  baskets,  plants,  and 

natural  wood."  Nearby,  an  old 
nursery  rocker.  When  Eleanor 
Weller  arranges  flowers  she  sets 
her  vase  on  a  turntable  so  she 
can  see  all  sides  at  the  touch  of 

a  linger.  Her  pantry  is  litled 
with  glide-out  shelves  spaced  to 
hold  vases  of  different  heights 
and  sizes,  and  with  a  drawer  full 

of  pinholders.  In  kitchen,  be- 
low, the  1 8th-century  English  ar- 

chitectural corner  cupboard  was 
in  this  country  only  three  days 
before    the    Wellers   found    it. 

^^^  Left:  Garden  entrance  to 
^^^  enclosed  porch,  above.  Low- 

er far  left:  The  lower  back  porch 
with  swing,  a  birthday  present. 
Lower  near  left:  .Maryland  mint 

tea  in  the  afternoon  with  an  as- 

semblage of  pigs  and  plants.  Be- 
low:  The  Weller  daughters.  .Mar- 

jorie  and  Eleanor,  pack  their  "pig- 
nic,"  as  Charlotte  will  be  along. 
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Si A  time-saving  secret 

is  to  organize  each 

project  in  a 
ice  of  its  own 

:XJ 

la  the  upstairs  hall,  a  child's Iream,  above,  a  secret  closet 

rilled  with  presents.  "This  is  also 
for  efficiency,"  claims  Mrs. 
Weller,  who  keeps  the  closet 

key  hidden.  "I  shop  by  mail  or 
v\hen  I  travel.  Each  box  means 

a  certain  age  from  a  child's 
birthday  to  a  seventy-year-old 
friend.  I  have  the  ribbon,  the 

paper,  the  twine,  everything  is 
ready.  This  way  I  can  do  folk 
painting,  have  adventures  in  my 

garden,  anything  except  shop- 
ping. Or  I  could  work  on  our 

furniture."  To  learn  more  about 
furniture,  Mrs.  Weller  took  a 
course  in  cabinetmaking  and 
does  some  repairs,  and  she  has 

finished  furniture — 
and  the  doors  in  the 

upstairs  hall — with 
what  she  calls  "folk 

painting."  To  find  out how  she  does  it  turn 

to  page  9 1 .  The  same 
time-saving  principle 
worKs  in  her  tiny 

organized  sewing  room,  near 

right,  across  the  hall.  "Some- day this  might  be  my  office,  but 
right  now  it  is  to  avoid  clutter. 

I'm    always    buying    material, 

sometimes  it  takes  me  fifteen 

years  to  decide  whether  to  use 
it  for  place  mats,  a  quilt,  or 
clothes.  I  love  pattern.  I  often 

buy  just  a  small  piece  to  look  at 

it.  Again,  it's  all  here,  the  trim, 
the  thread,  no  shopping  neces- 

sary. We  had  no  choice,  we  had 
to  wait  this  long  to  build  our 

house,"  says  Mrs.  Weller,  "And 
I'm  so  glad  we  did.  We  were 
mature  enough  to  know  what 
we  wanted.  After  so  many  years 

of  study  and  searching,  we  feel 

we've  finally  done  it!" 

^■■a  Top:  I'pper  liail  with  its ^^"^  organized  closet  for  storinj; 

presents  and  wrappings  out  of 
sight  the  year  round.  Above  left: 
Mrs.  VVeller's  sewing  room,  tucked 
away  in  a  mere  4-feet  square  of 
space.  Above  right:  The  guest  bed- 

room, one  of  the  rooms  of  the 
new/old  Weller  house  that  came 
together  and  stayed  together.  All 
the  casing,  chair  rail,  baseboards, 
and  fireplace  paneling  came  from 
an  18th-centiiry  iiouse  in  Penn- 

sylvania. Mrs.  VVeSler  takes  spe- 
cial delight  in  the  authentic  fishtail 

curtains  that  let  the  lining  show. 
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One  in  a  series 

of  "How  To" 

[^1  projects: wallpapering 

step-by-step. 
Professional 

paper  hanger Abe  Gershbeiiij 

gives  you the  basics 
on  the 

opposite  page.  , 
For  more  about, 

wall  preparatioi 
tools  you  need,l 
different 

types  of wallcoverings, 

and  his  tricks 
of  the  trade, 

turn  to  page  153 
Top  left:  For  a  scalloped  top  at 

wallpaper  edge,  mark  scallop's high  point  at  center  of  each  strip; 

low  point  at  strip's  edges  where wallcovering  butts.  Painted  navy 
band  finishes  the  look.  Designed 

by  Ronald  Bricke.  Center:  Same 

patterned  paper  and  fabric  for  a 
bedroom.  Matching  border  outlines 
door,  window  frames.  Designed  by 

Mark  Hampton  for  Lyn  Revson. 
Bottom:  "Obi  "  flowered  wall-cov- 

ering over  window,  door  frame, 
baseboard.  Shade  and  door  panel 
in  a  floral  line  design  and  walls 
have  a  Japanese  stencil  on  rice 

paper  pattern.  Designed  by  Ron- ald Bricke.  Opposite  page:  Abe 
Gershbein  demonstrating  paper- 

hanging  technique  at  a  seminar  at 
Janovic/Plaza  in  New  York  City. 

Vinyl    wallcovering    by    Wall-Tex. 



EXPERT 
WALLPAPERING 
STEP-BY-STEP 

TED   HARDIN 

a Cut  first  strip  to  wall  height 

plus  2-inch  overlap  top  and 
bottom.  Measure  width,  trim 

selvage  if  any.  For  second 

strip,  match  pattern  face 
side  up,  measure  and  cut. 

From  right-hand 
corner  measure 
wall  width  of  first 

strip  less  V2  inch. 
Mark.  Using  level 
as  a  straight  edge 

draw  line  height  of 
wall  for  outside 
leading  edge. C Apply  paste  to  back  of wallcovering  with  a  low  nap  roller. 

Work  from  center  out  to  edges. 

Fold  over  half  to  center,  wet-to- 
wet,  fold  over  other  half  and  carry 

to  wall.  Place  loosely  on  wall  at 

ruled  line.  Allow  for  2-inch  overlap 

top  and  bottom  and  Va-inch 
overlap  inside  corner. 

Spread  top  half 
flat.  With  left 

hand  to  anchor, 

right  hand 
reaches  behind 

paper  to  unfold 
bottom  half. 

e Using  a  wide  wallpaper 
brush  sweep  surface 
from  center  to  edges. 

Remove  as  much  air  and 

excess  paste  as  possible 

— use  your  strength.  At 

edges  use  seam  roller. 

Press  putty  knife 

against  ceiling  or 
molding  and  firmly 

cut  paper  with  mat knife.  Sponge 

surface  with  water 
and  let  dry.  Repeat 

preceding  steps  for each  strip. 

To  paper  around  a window:  run  a 

strip  right  over 

opening.  Anchor 
lightly  and  press 

lightly  to  wall around  frame. 

^  V 
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Mark  an  X  on  four 

corners  of  frame  and  cut 
from  center  of  window  to 

Xs.  Smooth  paper  gently 

against  wall  while  cutting  it. 

1 
Press  paper  with 

putty  knife  against 
frame  wherever  it 

meets  the  wall — 
top,  sides,  and 
bottom. 

Cut  away  excess  paper  with  mat 
knife.  Smooth  out  air  and  paste  with 
brush  and  seam  roller.  Technique 
similar  for  door  frames,  moldings, 

or  a  built-in  medicine  cabinet. 
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Your  home  is  a  shelter  in  more  ways  than 

one.  It  can  be  a  very  generous  tax  shel- 

ter, if  you're  willing  to  search  out  all  the 
tax  breaks  you  can  legally  lay  your  hands 

on.  The  effort  is  well  worth  your  while 
as  taxes  have  been  rising  almost  twice 
as  fast  as  the  other  items  in  your  fam- 

ily's budget  in  the  past  six  years  or  so. 
Homework 
If  you've  turned  a  craft  into  a  pay- 

ing business  or  regularly  take  work 

home  from  the  office,  you  can  prob- 
ably take  an  office-at-home  deduc- 
tion of  hundreds  of  dollars.  How- 

ever, as  the  Internal  Revenue 

Service  is  tightening  up  on  this  de- 
duction, do  everything  you  can  to 

substantiate  it,  in  case  it's  chal- 
lenged later. 

If  you  deduct  a  workroom  used 

in  your  craft,  keep  thorough  rec- 
ords of  your  income  and  expenses. 

In  addition,  you  have  to  be  able  to 
show  a  net  profit  in  two  out  of  five 

"And  let  us  remember— that  which  we 
render  unto  God  is  deductible  from  that 

which  we  render  unto  Caesar." 
DRAWING  BY  DANA  FRADON; 

©  1974  THE  NEW  YORKER  MAGAZINE,  INC. 

Edtior's  note:  Paul  Gross  is  a  finan- 
cial writer  and  editor  of  the  Busi- 

years  of  business.  If  you  don't,  the 
IRS  will  treat  you  as  a  "hobbyist" 
and  limit  your  deduction  to  what 

you  make  from  your  craft.  For  ex- 
ample, if  you  make  $2,000  a  year 

from  designing  needlepoint,  you 
can  deduct  no  more  than  $2,000  a 

year   in   office-at-home   expenses. 

If  you  pass  muster  with 
the  IRS  as  a  business 

rather  than  a  hobbyist, 

however,  you  might  oc- 
casionally be  able  to  take 

deductions  that  are  far 

greater  than  what  you 
earn  from  your  craft. 

This  means  you  can  use  part  of 

your  office-at-home  deduction  to 
shelter  some  of  your  other  income 
from  taxes. 

If  you're  claiming  an  office-at- 
home  deduction,  be  prepared  to 
show  the  IRS  that  working  at  home 

is  "appropriate  and  helpful"  to. 
your  work.  A  letter  from  your  boss 
stating  that  he  or  she  expects  you 

to  work  at  home  regularly  is  excel- 

lent backup  if  you're  ever  audited, 
[f  you  live  in  West  Virginia,  Vir- 

North  Carolina,  South  Caro- 
lina, or  Maryland— where 

ithe  Fourth  Circuit  Court  of 

Appeals  has  jurisdiction— 
you  should  also  be  pre- 

pared to  show  that  your 

employer's  office  was  either  un- 
available or  unsuitable  for  work 

after  hours.  An  IRS  employee,  of 

all  people,  recently  lost  his  office- 
at-home  deduction  in  the  Fourth 

Circuit  Court  of  Appeals  because 
the  IRS  offices  were  heated,  well 

lit,  and  available  at  all  times. 

If  you  feel  that  you  can  with- 
stand a  possible  audit  by  the  IRS, 

orating  your  office-at-home,  the 
cost  of  your  office  supplies,  sub- 

scriptions to  appropriate  magazines 
and  newsletters,  and  a  share  of  all 

your  house's  allocable  expenses. 
For  example,  if  you  live  in  a  seven- 
room  house  and  use  one  room  ex- 

clusively as  a  home  office,  you  can 

deduct  one-seventh  of  all  your 

phone,  gas,  and  electric  bills,  clean- 
ing and  maintenance  expenses, 

homeowner's  insurance  premium, 
and  so  on. 

If  your  office  at  home  is  also 
used  as  a  TV  room  or  a  den,  you 

can  only  deduct  a  portion  of  the 

allocable  costs.  How  much  de- 
pends on  the  ratio  of  time  the  room 

is  used  as  an  office  to  the  time  it's 
otherwise  occupied.  For  example, 

if  it's  used  as  an  office  for  around 
two  hours  a  day  and  as  a  TV  room 
for  about  an  hour  a  night,  you 

could  deduct  two-thirds  of  the  ex- 

penses allocable  to  that  room.  Un- 
less a  room  is  used  only  as  an  office 

at  home,  you  would  be  wise  to  keep 
a  daily  log  or  diary  detailing  how 
and  when  the  room  is  used. 

Sun  spots 
You  can  get  what  could  be  a  sizable 
tax  credit  on  your  state  income 

taxes  if  you  convert  to  solar  heat- 
ing and  live  in  one  of  the  following 

states— Arizona,  Colorado,  North 

or  South  Dakota,  Mar>'land,  New 
Mexico,  New  Hampshire,  Illinois, 
Texas,  or  Oregon.  In  New  Mexico, 

for  example,  you  can  get  a  state  tax 
credit  of  up  to  $1,000  for  installing 

a  solar-heating  system  in  your  pri- 
mary residence.  Vacation  houses 

don't  usually  qualify  for  this  tax 
break.  (While  a  number  of  bills 

proposing  federal  income  tax  cred- 
its for  the  installation  of  solar  heat- 

duced  in  Congress,  none  have  yef 

seen  the  light  of  day.  Nor  will  they 
for  some  time  to  come,  now  that 

Congress  is  busying  itself  with  elec- 
tion-oriented matters.) 

Rxforhome 
development 
Very  few  people  realize  that  a 

home  improvement  can  be  de- 
ducted as  a  medical  expense  if  it  is 

undertaken  for  medical  reasons,  on 

a  doctor's  advice. 
For  example,  if  one  of  your 

children  has  asthma  and  your  doc- 

tor prescribes  central  air  condition- 

ing at  home,  you  can  write  off  in- 
stallation costs.  Other  examples  in- 

clude an  elevator  for  someone, 

with  a  heart  condition,  and  a  swim- 
ming pool  for  physical  therapy. 

If  the  improvement  raises  the 

value  of  your  house,  you  can  de- 
duct only  the  amount  by  which  its 

cost  exceeds  the  rise  in  value.  For 

instance,  if  you  lay  out  $5,000  for 

central  air  conditioning  (for  med- 
ical reasons)  that  enhances  the 

value  of  your  house  by  $2,000, 

you  can  deduct  $3,000  as  a  med- 
ical expense.  If  you  rent  your 

house  or  an  apartment,  you  can 

deduct  the  entire  cost  of  the  im- 

provement, because  it  enhances  the 

value  of  your  landlord's  property, 

not  your  own.  It's  a  wise  idea  to 
have  your  house  appraised  before 
and  after— it  will  help  substantiate 

the  deduction,  and  the  cost  of  ap- 

praisal is  also  deductible. An  untaxing hobby 

wt^ 
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many  executives  who  followed 

their  doctors'  orders  and  took  up 
needlepoint  as  a  way  of  relaxing 
regularly  deduct  the  cost  of  lessons, 

yarn,  and  canvas  as  a  medical  ex- 
pense. Similarly,  you  could  deduct 

the  cost  of,  say,  clarinet  lessons  for 
a  child  with  orthodontic  problems 

if  your  dentist  prescribes  it. 

Casualty  on 
the  home  front 

If  you  accidentally  dam- 
age your  own  property, 

you  can  deduct  every- 
thing except  the  first 

$100  as  a  casualty  loss. 

However,  the  loss  can't  be  the  re- 
sult of  a  wanton  or  malicious  act 

or  gross  negligence.  Some  exam- 
ples: One  taxpayer  followed  the 

advice  of  a  salesman  and  used  a 

chemical  on  the  lawn  without  read- 
ing the  label  warning  him  not  to.  It 

destroyed  his  lawn,  and  he  was  able 
to  deduct  the  loss.  A  homeowner 

who  put  in  a  swimming  pool  was 
allowed  to  deduct  the  cost  of  fixing 

up  his  lawn  after  the  pool  builder's 
trucks  turned  it  into  a  battlefield. 

Note  that  the  builder  refused  to  re- 

pair the  damage  despite  the  home- 

owner's entreaties  and  threatened 
legal  action.  According  to  the  IRS, 
you  have  to  make  a  serious  effort 

to  get  whoever  damaged  your  prop- 
erty either  to  fix  it  or  to  pay  for 

repairs. 
You  can  also  take  a  casualty  loss 

deduction  if  you  damage  or  lose 
something  at  home  in  a  sudden  or 

unexpected  way — and  can  clearly 
identify  how  it  happened.  For  in- 

stance, consider  the  fellow  who 
was  able  to  deduct  the  loss  of  a  dia- 

mond that  popped  out  of  his  wife's 
ring  when  he  slammed  the  car  door 

on  her  hand.  Accidents  like  that, 

even  self-inflicted  ones,  are  quite 
common  when  you  fix  up  your 
house   or   putter   around   in   the 
aarden.     (CnntinupH  nn   nnop   1  ̂ 0\ 

Heidi  Fiske 
Director,  Institutional  Investor 
Institute 

I  really  do  it  after  the  fact. 

Once  a  year  I  make  a  bud- 
get by  going  through  my 

checkbook  and  seeing  what 

I  have  spent  money  on  that 

year;  I  break  it  down  into 
categories  and  see  roughly 

what  they  should  come  out 

to  for  next  year.  I  pay  al- 
most everything  by  check, 

because  I  have  so  little  time 

to  spend  keeping  a  budget— 
my  checkbook  is  my  budget 
and  my  tax  record. 

I  think  of  time  and  money 

as  things  you  should  weigh 

against  each  other.  I  tend  not 

to  try  to  spend  time  saving 

money— I'd  rather  spend  time 
making  more  money.  For 

example,  why  not  pay  some- 
one $4  an  hour  to  do  house- 

work for  you,  if  you  can 
make  two  or  three  times  as 

much  working  at  something 
that  interests  you  more. 
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Felix  Rohatyn 
Cliairman,  New  York  Mu- 

nicipal Assistance  Corporation; 
partner,  Lazarcl  Frercs,  invest- 

ment bank 

I  do  not.  The  bank  calls  my 

secretary  when  I'm  over- 
drawn—which occasionally 

happens— and  I  do  some- 
thing about  it. 

Gillis  Addison 
Mother  of  four  children,  head 
of  the  New  York  tnodel 
agency.  Mannequin 

I  don't  need  to— I  was  born 
the  most  frugal  woman  in  the 
world.  I  always  have  $100  in 
cash  with  me,  and  I  charge 

as  little  ns  pn<:<:ihlp     T  mrirVpt 

once  a  week  with  ads  cut 

from  the  papers,  and  always 
go  to  at  least  two  markets, 
where  I  buy  in  bulk.  I  pay  all 

bills  by  the  10th  of  every 
month.  I  apply  regularly  for 
reimbursement  on  Blue 

Cross  and  my  major  medical, 

though  it  means  a  lot  of 

paperwork.  I  take  the  bus 
or  the  subway,  and  buy  all 

my  clothes  and  the  children's 
clothes  at  sales.  I'm  on  a 
fixed  income  and  I  never  ex- 

ceed it. 

Richard  Langer 
Author,  Grow  It  Indoors  (Sat- 

urday Review  Press) 

Not  a  formal  budget,  but  I 

do  keep  track  of  my  money. 

Here's  a  gimmick  I  find  use- 
ful: I  write  a  lot  of  checks, 

and  round  them  all  out  when 

entering  the  amounts  in  my 
checkbook.  For  example,  if 

I  pay  a  heating  bill  of  $32.15, 
I  write  the  check  in  that 

amount,  but  enter  it  on  the 
stub  as  $33.  At  the  end  of 

the  year,  I  have  about  $200 
extra  on  my  bank  statement, 
and  I  use  it  to  pay  for 

Christmas  presents. 

Also,  I  find  it's  easier  not 

to  spend  money  if  it's  in  a bank  account  with  a  special 

purpose.  I  have  five  separate 
savings  accounts— two  for  my 

two  children's  college  educa- 
tions, one  for  my  retirement, 

(I  am  self-employed),  one 

for  self-insured  hospitaliza- 
tion, and  one  regular  savings 

account. 

Stephen  Blacker 
Marketing  vice-president 

Yes.  My  budget  is  annual, 

rather  than  weekly  or  month- 
ly—I didn't  want  to  become 

an  accountant.  On  one  side 

I  set  up  fixed  costs:  insur- 
ance, food,  car,  telephone, 

miscellaneous  home  repairs. 

On  the  other  side,  the  "free 
choice"  items:  vacation, 
clothes,  savings.  Even  with 
the  budget,  however,  I  still 

can't  correct  what  we  spend 
that  much.  My  purpose  was 

really  to  find  out  where  the 

money  was  going.  It's  been an  education,  but  a  negative. 
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Doyou 
keep  a 
budget? 

Polly  Bergen 
Beauty    expert   and   television\ 
personality 

No;  I  have  a  business  man- 
ager who  does  it  for  me.  But 

I  really  do  question  bills 
now.  For  the  last  twenty 

years,  I  had  a  secretary  who 
wrote  out  checks  that  I 

would  sign.  Now  I  pay  all 

my  own  bills,  and  in  the  last 

year  I've  saved  $2,000  on 
incorrect  billing.  At  a  jewelry 
store  before  Christmas,  I  was 

looking  around  for  my  most 

important  gift,  and  chose  a 
$225  item;  I  was  billed  $600. 

A  year  ago,  I  would  have 
signed  a  check  for  that  bill. 

And  though  it  used  to  em- 
barrass me  to  add  up  the  bill 

in  a  restaurant,  now  I  always 
do  it  very  carefully. 

Peter  Knutson 
Associate  Professor  of  Ac- 

counting, Wharton  School  of 
Finance 

Not  really.  One  thing  I  find 

helpful,  though— on  my 

check  stubs,  anything  that's tax  deductible  I  write  in  red 
ink  instead  of  the  black  I 

usually  use.  Then  I  can  find 
it  easily  later. 

Each  year  at  tax  time  I 
draw  up  a  list  of  financial 

assets  and  liabilities— I  do  try 
to  find  out  where  I  stand,  but 

I  don't  try  to  find  out  how 

much  I  spent,  because  I'm afraid  to  know  where  it  all 

went. 

Arthur  Burns 
Chairman,  Board  of  Governors 
of  the  Federal  Reserve  Board 

I  don't  keep 
a  budget. 
I  no  longer 
have  time. 

\j 

25%  shelter       10%  savings 
Rent  or  mortgage  (including 

taxes  and  insurance  pay- 
ments) plus  utilities.  If  you 

spend  more  than  25  percent 
on  shelter,  you  probably 

won't  be  able  to  save  any 

money.  And  it's  usually  an 
indication  that  you  overspend 
on  other  things  too,  such  as 
cars  and  vacations. 

20%  food 
At  home  or  in  restaurants. 

First  build  up  a  reserve 

emergency  fund  equivalent  tc, 
six  months  of  income.  Then 

continue  to  save  10  percent 
until  you  have  a  sum  you  feel 
comfortable  with.  Then  you 

can  begin  to  invest  some  of 
it— and  even  speculate  with 

up  to  5  percent  of  your  saving 
—your  "investment  capability 

45%  other 
expenditures 
The  chunk  that  needs  to  be 

budgeted  so  you  can  have  the 

things  that  you  want  accordin 

to  your  own  priorities.  In- 
cludes insurance  premiums 

(you  should  have  a  straight 
life  insurance  policy  equiva- 

lent to  five  years  of  income), 

car  payments,  summer  camp, 

clothing,  furniture,  and  every- 
thing else  you  buy.  If  you  keep 

to  your  allotments  for  shelter, 
food,  and  savings,  the  rest 

ought  to  fall  into  place. 



MARINA   SCHINZ 

MIMIHIlXrnBLES: 
CHECKOUTCHILDCAR 

Diane  Kranz,  CPA,  says 

women  often  don't  know 
what  tax  advantages 
are  open  to  them 

"Women  traditionally  have  never 
had  to  bother  about  doing  their 

personal  income  tax,"  says  Diane 
Kranz,  partner  of  Kranz  &  Com- 

pany, Certified  Public  Account- 
ants, and  teacher  of  a  course  on 

"Saving  Money  on  Personal  In- 
come Tax"  at  New  York's  Woman- 

school.  "Nowadays,  with  more  and 
more  divorced  women,  widows, 

and  working  wives,  filling  out  in- 
come tax  forms  has  to  be  done  by 

people  who  have  never  before  had 

to  face  the  problem." 
Women  in  particular  often  do 

not  know  what  tax  advantages  are 
open  to  them,  believes  Mrs.  Kranz. 

"For  instance,  child  care  expenses 
for  both  married  and  divorced 

women  can  be  deductible  in  cer- 

tain cases"  (see  table,  below). 
The  single  most  important  thing 

for  everyone  to  remember  in  tax 
matters,  ajccording  to  Diane  Kranz 

is:  Keep  records.  "That  means 
records  of  all  money  spent  during 
the  year.  If  you  write  checks  to 

'cash'  or  pay  bills  in  cash,  make 
a  note  of  where  the  money  went. 
Keep  all  bills,  all  receipts,  all  check 
stubs  with  accurate  descriptions. 

This  way,  even  if  you  don't  know 
how  best  to  take  advantage  of  tax 

breaks,  with  your  records  avail- 

able someone  else  will." 

Tax  Deductions 
for  Child  Care 

Expenses 

1  Applies  to  child  under  age  of fifteen  for  whom  the  taxpayer 

is  entitled  to  a  dependency  ex- 
emption, a  child  over  fifteen  who 

is  mentally  or  physically  unable  to 
take  care  of  himself,  or  the  spouse 
if  he  or  she  is  unable  to  take  care 
of  him  or  herself. 

2  A  joint  return  must  be
  filed if  married,  and  both 

spouses  must  be  employed 

or  seeking  employment  (unless  one 
is  disabled). 

3  A  married  person  w
ho  lives apart  from  his  or  her 

spouse  for  the  entire  tax- 
able year  is  treated  as  an  un- 

married person  for  these  purposes if: 

a)  he  or  she  files  a  separate  return; 
b)  he  or  she  maintains  as  his  or 

her  home,  a  household  which 

for  more  than  half  of  the  tax- 
able year  is  the  principal  place 

of  abode  for  a  qualifying  indi- vidual; 

c)  he  or  she  must  furnish  over  half 
the  cost  of  maintaining  the 
household  and; 

d)  spouse  is  not  abiding  in  house- 
hold. 

4  Expenses  include 
 services 

inside  and  outside  the 
home: 

a)  daycare  center; 
b)  nursery  school; 
c)  housekeeper; 
d)  maid; 

e)  cook; 

f )  other  expenses  necessary  for  the 
care  of  the  home  and  the  well- 
being  and  protection  of  the 

qualifying  individuals. 

1975  Limitations 

1 
2 
3 

$400  per  month. 

Reduction  of  $1  of  deduction 
for  each  $2  of  adjusted  gross 
income  (AGI)  over  $18,000. 

No  deduction  If  AGI  Is  over 

$27,600. 

4  Expenses  outside  the 
 house- 

hold are  limited,  per  month,  to 
$200  for  one  child,  $300  for 

two  children  and  $400  for  three  chil- 
dren or  more. 

FOR  1976,  THE  LIMITATIONS  ARE 
GOING  TO  BE  EASED,  SO  NEXT 
YEAR,  PLEASE  CHECK  AGAIN 
WITH  A  TAX  ADVISER. 

GETTING  THE  JUMP  ON  FOOD  PRICES 
street  Journal,  which  often,  particu- 

larly on  IVlondays,  carries  a  round-up 
of  a  particular  commodity  and  its  prob- 

able price  future  for  the  year.  A  news- 

paper food-watch,  by  the  way,  is  a  mar- 
velous means  of  self-improvement. 

Suddenly  you  need  an  atlas  in  the 

house,  and  a  good  grade-school  geog- 
raphy book.  You  begin  to  be  aware  of 

where  your  food  comes  from,  how  it's 
grown,  how  it  gets  to  you.  You  develop 
ties  to  the  whole  world. 

^^S  "A  time  to  sow,  and  a  time  to 
reap."  A  combination  of  sun-belt  farm- 

ing and  transportation  have  wiped  win- 
ter off  the  map  for  most  urban  resi- 

dents, but  sowing  and  reaping  still 

go  on,  and  food  prices  rise  and  fall 
to  match.  Use  the  seasons  to  cut 

your  food  co?*^*^.  Not  only  for  vege- 
tables: While  chickens  are  hatched 

year-round,  most  are  still  hatched  in 
the  spring  to  take  advantage  of  warm 
weather.  So  chicken  prices  tend  to  be 
lowest  in  the  fall.  It  takes  two  years  to 

raise  a  good-sized  beef  animal  from  a 

spring  calf.  If  the  farmer,  toward  the 
end  of  the  first  fall,  should  decide  that 

a)  the  feed  crops  don't  look  good,  or 

b)  the  forecasts  for  beef  prices  don't 
look  good,  there  may  be  a  sudden  drop 

in  veal  prices  as  calves  are  slaught- 
ered. That  happened  last  fall,  and  it 

was  a  good  time  for  stocking  freezers. 

Keeping  the  lid  on  spending: 

On  the  left,  list 
things  you  enjoy,  and 
how  much  they  cost 

(Broadway  shows,  con- 
certs, trips  to  the  depart- 

ment store,  a  meal  at  a 
restaurant). 

On  the  right,  list  the 
things  you  enjoy  that  cost 
nothing  (along  walk, 

browsing  through  gal- 

leries, flying  a  kite,  chal- 
lenging a  neighbor  to 

rummy). 

When  you  feel  the  spending  urge-you'ie  depressed,  you're 
hungry,  you're  feeling  particularly  magnanimous  or  particu- 

larly paranoid— quickly  consult  your  chart.  The  figures  on  the 
left  ought  to  convince  you  that  one  of  the  activities  on  the 
right  will  solve  the  problem. 



iBilly 
LBaldwin DESIGNS 
urniture  for 

omf ort,  practicality, 
md  good  looks  plus 
^o-together  fabrics 
ind  wallpaper— 
md  you  can  buy 
t  all  now 
wo  words  keep  cropping  up  in  Billy 

laldwin's  conversation:  "comfort"  and 
suitability." 
"Comfort  before  looks,  before  price, 

etore  anything,"  he  says.  "And  com- 
ortable  rooms  suit  the  way  you  live." 
The  new  furniture,  fabrics,  and  wall- 

overings  he  has  designed  put  his  feci 
igs  into  a  tangible  statement:  Comfc 
)day  means  simplicity. 

"I  want  to  get  away  from  clutter,  from 
ontrivances,  from  multiplicities  of  pat- 
;rn,  from  anything  that  takes  too  much 

me  and  care  and  effort.  What's  impor- 
int  today  is  living  time." 
Mr.  Baldwin,  who  retired  last  June 

rom  a  successful  career  as  decorator, 
jcturer,  and  author  of  two  books,  has 
ften  designed  funiture  for  clients. 
When  furniture  design  is  honest  and 

uitable,  it  tends  to  last,"  he  says.  "Louis 
CVI  chairs  were  just  what  Louis  needed 

—and  we  still  use  and  prize  them  today, 

t's  rather  like  a  process  of  evolution:  My 
traw-and-cotton  slipper  chairs  are  de- 

fendants of  the  big  armless  Lawson 

hairs  of  years  ago — yet  they  are  totally 
ifferent  in  scale,  weight,  proportion, 
laterials.  It  has  nothing  to  do  with 
-ends,  which  I  avoid — but  with  an 
wareness  of  the  needs  of  the  hour,  and 

hope,  a  certain  amount  of  originality." 
The  furniture  is  simple,  logical:  a  step- 

ible  designed  for  bedside  or  chairside, 

'ith  a  level  for  a  lamp,  another  for  books 
nd  objects.  A  table-desk  that  also  makes 
sensational  dressing  table.  A  book- 

ase — derived  from  the  famous  brass 
nes  he  built  for  Cole  Porter — in  bronze - 
nished   steel   with    adjustable    shelves. 

ing  of  his  mountain  of  wallpapers,  right, 
illy  Baldwin  creates  a  room  that  speaks 
uent  Baldwinese.  The  upholstered 
irniture  he  designed  for  LCS  is  covered 
ith  one  of  his  new  fabrics,  in  a  room 
apered  to  match  (fabrics  and  papers  by 
Woodson).  Photographed  at  The  Galleria 
Dndominium  in  New  York.  For  shopping 
iformation,  please  turn  to  page  154. 
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LAND- MARKS 

From  top:  The  first 

book,  Billy  Baldwin 
Decorates  (Holt 

Rinehart  Winston, 
1972).  A  blue  and 

white  apartment  for 
Mr.  and  fWrs.  Harding 
Lawrence.  Pioneer  in 

pattern-on-pattern,  the 
Kenneth  beauty  salon. 

Washington  house  of 
Mr.  and  Mrs.  William 
McCormick  Blair  Jr. 

Remodeled  stable 

to  illustrate  one-room 
living  for  lecture  at 
the  Parsons  School  of 

Design,  New  York, 
1950.  The  living  room 
outdoors,  a  loggia  for 

Mrs.  Gilbert  Miller's 
Mallorca  house.  The 

second  book:  Billy 
Baldwin  Remembers 

(Harcourt  Brace 
Jovanovich,  1974  ) 

Fabrics  and  papers  by 
Woodson  Wallpapers; 
furniture  by  LCS. 

All  available  through 
decorators.  Room 

photographed  at  the 
Galleria  condominium, 
New  York.  Shopping 
information,  page  154. 
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HE  FURNITURE 
he  seating  is  scaled  for  today: 

;htweight,  light-looking,  pared  to 
e  basic  tenets  of  good  design  and 
e  shortest  route  to  comfort.  The 

)holstercd  furniture  is  a  team-up 
two  straightforward  naturals: 

irable,  close-woven  straw  "for  the 
irts  that  don't  get  the  wear,"  and, 
•r  the  parts  that  do,  cotton.  And 

'.•cause  Mr.  Baldwin  has  held  for 
ars  to  the  principle  of  muslin 

3holstery  plus  zip-off  slipcovers, 
e  price  of  the  furniture  includes 
e  labor  cost  of  making  the  slip- 

overs (the  price  of  the  fabric  de- 
;nds  on  your  choice). 

THE  FABRIC  AND 
PAPER  DESIGNS 
.  .  .  have,  technically,  been  around 

for  millions  of  years:  they're  the 
patterns  found  on  seashells.  "Not 
the  shape  of  the  shell,  but  only  the 

pattern,"  says  Mr.  Baldwin,  "in 
which  rhythm  takes  the  place  of 

form."  There  are  nine  different 
shells,  each  with  its  proper  Latin 
name  and  in  its  natural  colorings — 
plus  enough  other  chic,  juicy  colors 

to  satisfy  anyone's  appetite.  Most 
are  printed  on  cotton;  one  or  two  on 
glazed  chintz  to  go  with  the  shiny 

companion   papers.    "The   idea   of 

companion  papers  was  so  you  can 
have  the  look  of  fabric  on  the  wall 

— without  the  bother  and  expense. 
Upkeep  is  easier  too:  The  papers  are 

all  washable  vinyl." When  he  borrowed  the  designs 

from  the  shells,  Mr.  Baldwin  didn't 
alter  them  any  more  than  was 
needed  to  translate  them  from  shell- 

shapes  to  flat  surfaces.  "How  could 
I  improve  on  the  original?"  he  says. 
"Some  are  surprisingly  contempo- 

rary, others  almost  baroque,  and 
because  of  the  classicness  of  the  de- 

signs, they  work  as  well  on  a  Louis 
XVI  armchair  as  something  de- 

signed yesterday.  No  one  can  dis- 

agree that  shell  design  has  withstood 

the  test  of  time — and  tide." 

HOW  TO  USE  THEM 
"Almost  anywhere,  and  with  almost 

anything,"  says  the  designer.  "The fabrics  are  classic  enough  to  be  used 

with  any  style  of  furniture  and  in 
rooms  from  high  contemporary  to 
the  most  conservative  traditional. 

"As  for  the  furniture,  it  would 
be  wonderful  with  cushions  covered 

in  suede,  glove  leather,  or  denim. 
I'd  even  put  it  on  an  outdoor  loggia, 

but  then  you'd  have  to  take  it  in:  My 
furniture  can  really  take  a  lot  of 

living — but  it  doesn't  like  rain." 

I 
Straw-wrapped 

pper  chair.  18 
ches  wide.  $480. 
Marmoreus  (with  its 

imesake)  in 

<{lhite  with  tan,  brown, 
ange,  eggplant, 
ue,  green,  yellow. 
Folding  drink  tray 
1  a  stand. 

inches  high.  $545. 

Mitra  pattern  in 
hite  with  orange 
id  tan,  blues, 

eens,  yellows, 
owns,  and  indigo 
ith  brown. 

Amoria,  waves  of 

ranges,  blues, 
eens,  yellows, 
rowns,  or  black  and 

ray  on  white.  6.  The 

ipper  chair's  big rother:  a  chair  for 

I  vo,  $685,  with  a  two- 
ater  ottoman,  $395. 
Melo,  mountains  of 

hite  on  orange,  blue, 
vo  greens,  yellow, 
3mel,  brown,  and 

:  ggplant,  reversible. 
.  Marmoreus  (see  2) 
t  a  distance. 

.  ̂tagere  in  bronze- 
nished  steel  with 

helves  of  glass, 
lood,  terrazzo.  84 

iches  high.  $1805. 
0.  Gloriosus,  the 

attern  of  the  scallop 
hell,  in  white  with 

ielon,  blue,  green, 
ellow,  beige,  and 
ortoise.  11.  Straw- 
:overed  sofa.  80 

Tiches  long.  $1695. 
2.  Volute,  in  shelly 

ans  plus  grays, 

laupes,  and  off- 
vhites. 

3.  Bleached 

)ak  step  table.  30 
nches long.  $665. 
14.  Tessulatus,  the 
lattern  in  the 

oom  beside  it;  in 

white  on  orange, 
Dlues,  greens, 
yellows,  camels,  and 

tan  or  gray  with 
olack.  Lower  right: 
VIrs.  Thomas  Ban- 

croft, a  star  in  Billy 

Baldwin's  crown  (see 
Silly  Baldwin 

Remembers).  Fabrics, 
$18  a  yard;  papers, 

S22.50  a  roll,  through 
decorators.  Prices 

approximate. 
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ForalJOO's shingled 

farm/iouse, 
and  greens 
subtle  blues 

Celebrating  the  Bicentennial 

They  had  away 
with  color 

16 

The  psychology  of  co
lor,  as 

we  use  the  term  today, 

probably  never  entered  the 

heads  of  18th-century  Ameri- 
cans. Yet,  instinctively,  they  used 

it.  Following  no  fads,  they  sim- 

ply had  what  they  liked,  and  al- 
though their  preferences  were  of- 

ten poles  apart,  we  admire  them 
so  much  today  that  we  copy 

them.  Clinton's  Headquarters. 
above,  is  a  house  in  New  Jersey 

where  Sir  Henry  Clinton  quar- 
tered his  troops  in  1778.  It  is.  and 

was.  an  unusually  urbane  dwell- 
ing to  find  in  the  middle  of  Jersey 

farmlands.   Pure  white,  the  ex-  | 

terior  is  sheathed  in  round-end 

shingles  that  wrap  the  house  in 
the  fanciful  pattern  of  valentine 

lace  paper.  The  same  light  touch 
prevails  indoors,  where  colors  are 
subtle,    pastelish,    and    melting. 

Seven  layers  of  paint  were  peeled 
off  the  master  bedroom  walls  (much 

as  aging  pearls  are  peeled)  to  reveal 
a  marine  painting  over  the  fireplace 
(British  and  French  ships  are  load- 

ing their  cannon)  and  a  series  of 
painted — by  hand,  not  stenciled — 
panels  of  leafy  arabesques  and  a 
frieze  done  in  soft  blues  and  greens 
on  a  creamy  white  background. 
Pilasters  are  a  bronze-gray-green — 
marble-like,  but  still,  just  paint. 

\  1 
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I   Forul717_ 
Dutch  Colonial 
house, 

hold  blue,  red 
and  pumpkin 

^■■■■■■■■■■■■■1 

\n  uninhibited  example 
 of 

how  far  the  color  pendu- 
lum could  swing  from  the 

■slel     quietude     of     Clinton's 
oadquarters,  the  Holmes-Hend- 
jkson    house,    above,    was    a 
rmhouse,     pure    and    simple, 

Liilt  about    1717   in  the  Dutch 

olonial      style — probably      by 
'utch  settlers  who  remembered 

id  loved  the  gay  colors  of  their 
itive    Netherlands.     (Look    at 

.msterdam  today!)  All  the  col- 
's,  brought   to   light   with   the 

instaking    methods    of   expert 

iteration,     are     original,     al- 
Ligh  the  paint  itself  is  of  mod- 

ern manufacture  rather  than  the 
whitewash  and  casein  mixtures 

used  by  the  Colonists.  The  chem- 
istry is  unimportant;  the  vivid 

richness  of  the  colors  and  the  way 

they  are  used  is  all  that  matters. 
These  houses  were  restored 

and  are  maintained  by  the  Mon- 
mouth County  Historical  Asso- 

ciation of  Freehold,  N.J.  Holmes- 
Hendrickson  is  open  to  the  pub- 

lic Tuesday  and  Thursday  after- 
noons, May  through  October. 

Group  tours  of  both  houses  can 
be  arranged  almost  any  time  by 
making  an  appointment.  Call 

(201)462-1466. 

Pungent  as  mustard,  the  exterior  of  the 
house  is  a  pure,  deep,  pumpkin  yellow,  an 

inspired  switch  from  the  period's  classic white  or  the  barn  red  concocted  with  but- 
termilk and  the  blood  of  an  ox.  With  the 

pumpkin,  a  trim  of  pale  beige,  almost  ecru 
— a  surprising,  but  appealing  contrast. 
A  tiny  office  at  the  back  of  the  house,  top, 
seems  to  be  whitewashed.  It  is  not.  A  new 
paint  was  devised  with  the  texture  of  a 
lime  mixture,  but  infinitely  more  durabil- 

ity. The  trim  is  a  brown  described  as  the 
exact  and  luscious  color  of  a  bar  of  milk 
chocolate.  The  Dutch  knew  all  about 

cocoa. 
Back  bed  chamber,  //>///,  pairs  a  glorious 
red  with  a  glorious  blue,  both  of  equal  in- 

tensity so  that  neither  plays  second  fiddle 
— excellent  strategy,  then  and  now. 
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A  compact 
one-level  plan for  safety 
and  easy 
maintenance 
"Our  idea  was  this — to  have 
a  small,  easy-to-care-for  house 
that  aflforded  maximum  pri- 

vacy and  minimum  upkeep." 
This  is  the  result — created  by 
the  architectural  firm  of  War- 

ner &  Gray,  Paul  Gray,  proj- 
ect designer,  for  Mr.  and  Mrs. 

Warren  B.  Tremaine  in  Santa 

Barbara,  Cal.  The  first  prob- 
lem to  solve  was  that  of  pri- 
vacy— this  house  has  no  win- 

dows on  the  outside.  "This  not 
only  makes  it  private,  but  also 

secure,"  explains  Mrs.  Tre- 
maine. The  house  is  surround- 

ed by  an  8-foot  wall,  for  fur- 
ther privacy.  Yet  within  the 

walls  the  feeling  is  open,  airy, 

full  of  natural  light.  That  is 
because  the  inside  of  house  is 

designed  round  a  courtyard, 
and  glass  doors  slide  open  on 
all  sides  on  to  the  landscaped 

garden.  The  house  is  sur- 
rounded by  trees  and  the 

Santa  Ynez  mountains  that 

can  be  seen  through  the  glass. 

bringing  the  spaciousness  of 
nature  indoors.  Rooms  are 

simple,  uncluttered.  Furniture 
is  comfortable — oflf-white  sofa 
and  ottoman  in  living  room, 

left,  and  black  leather  Barce- 
lona chairs.  Art  over  the  man- 

telpiece again  reflects  nature: 
a  Charles  Arnoldi  construc- 

tion made  of  eucalyptus  twigs. 

A  leafy  arch  leads  to  house, 
right,  with  unbroken  walls  for 
privacy,  safety.  Patio  leads  to 
living  room,  left,  with  waxed 
brick  floor  meeting  wood  par- 

quet, glass  doors  open  to  in- 
terior courtyard.  Feeling  of 

space  is  accentuated  by  exten- 
sion of  the  living  room  into  the 

dining    area    at    the   far    end. 
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^    Design  for  private  living,  continued 

THE  COURTYARD  IS 
THE  HEART 

OF  THE  HOUSE 
The  Tremaines  began  with  two  acres  of  land,  but 

the  house  is  built  on  only  one,  with  native  landscap- 

ing on  the  other — for  easy  maintenance.  The  house 
is  designed  on  one  level,  in  two  easy-to-run  blocks 
(see  floor  plan) — a  living  dining  kitchen  area  and 
a  bedroom  area,  joined  by  two  corridors  at  right  an- 

gles, one  containing  a  blue  and  yellow  canvas  by 

Eleanor  de'Laittre,  center  left,  and  the  other  con- 
taining photographs  taken  by  Warren  Tremaine  on 

two  trips  to  Africa,  right  and  opposite  page  top. 
The  planting,  landscaped  by  consultant  Isabelle 
Greene  Haller,  is  also  chosen  for  easy  maintenance 

— outside  the  wall  it's  all  native  growth  so  there  is 
minimal  care  of  any  kind,  no  watering  or  pruning. 

"It  looks  good  all  year  round  this  way,''  says  Mrs. 
Tremaine.  The  swimming  pool  is  32  feet  long 
and  7  feet  wide,  opposite  page,  top,  designed  to 

look  like  a  reflection  pool.  At  one  end  is  a  ma- 
chine to  help  you  swim  in  place,  which  Warren  Tre- 

maine uses  every  day  for  health  and  exercise.  The 
art  is  a  joint  collection:  for  instance,  the  red  and 
green  Charles  Hirunan  canvas  at  the  entrance  hall; 
the  three  panels  by  Helen  Frankenthaler  above  the 

bed,  opposite  page,  bottom;  and  the  Kenneth  No- 
land  in  the  dining  area,  left,  second  from  bottom. 

The  paintings  are  hung  with  great  care,  placed  on 

walls  according  to  where  the  sun  hits  them — the 
whole  house  responds  to  the  changing  light  with 
shadows  falling  across  walls  as  the  sun  travels 
through  its  orbit.  Outside  the  dining  area,  you  can 
see  a  slanting  oak  tree  that  grows  out  of  a  deep 
well  made  of  vertical  railroad  ties.  Trees  are  ver\ 

important  to  the  design  of  this  house:  in  the  en- 
tranceway,  top  left,  there  is  an  opening  at  the  left  of 
the  ceiling  to  accommodate  a  ficus  that  grows 
through  it.  Recessed  liehtins  above. 

Floor  plan  showing  living  and 
bedroom  areas  joined  by  corridor. 

Dressing^    ,.    , 

Master 

•3  x18' iSlI 

Pool  and  landscape,  top  left,  opposite  page.  Growing 

up  the  wall  is  an  espaiiered  evergreen  pear,  beautiful 

ail  year  round.  On  sunny  days,  Swedish  blinds  cover 
the  glass  doors  to  keep  the  house  cool.  Opposite 
page,  bottom  left,  the  blue  master  bedroom,  with 

shag  rug,  storage  chests,  and  sculptured  yellow 

chair.  Louver  shutters  open  on  to  the  courtyard.  Slid- 
ing glass  doors  left  of  bed  open  toward  mountains. 

Left,  top  to  bottom:  entrance,  double  doors  to  hall, 

patio,  dining  area,  swimming  pool.  Right:  photograph 
wall.  Photographs  are  laminated  on  plywood,  hung 
with  tacks,  wire  (so  exhibition  can  change)  as  flat 

against  wall  as  possible.  Flexible  track  lighting  above. 
DAVID  MASSEY 
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lomputer  architectu 

House  iathe  earth 
You  can  readily  see  that  this 

beach  house  is  a  breakthrough  in  de- 
sign. But  there  is  more  to  it  than 

meets  the  eye.  WiUiam  Morgan,  the 
architect,  has  very  strong  feeHngs 

about  sculpting  architecture  out  of 
earth;  he  also  had  firm  ideas  about 
what   he  wanted  as  a  neighboring 

building  out  on  the  dunes  in  Atlantic 
Beach,  Fla.  (His  own  house  shown 
in    House    &    Garden,    December 

1973,  is  next-door.)  He  didn't  want 
a  tall  shape  to  interrupt  his  view,  so 

he  set  about  contemplating  a  low-to- 
the  ground  structure  that  would  in- 

tegrate with  the  landscape.   In   re- 
searching the  design,  he  plugged  in- 

to a  computer  to  find  out  what  ma- 
terials  would   be    appropriate    and 

how  a  curved,  organic  form  could 
be    built.    The    engineering    firm, 

Geiger-Berger,  that  created  the  U.S. 
Pavilion  in  Osaka,  helped  here.  De- 

spite the  use  of  pushbutton   tech- 
nology the  final  design  solution  did 

not  come  out  instantaneously.  "The 1  first  two  schemes  did  not  appeal  to 

us,"  says  Mr.  Morgan.  "The  third 
was  the  one  that  eventually  took 

shape.   The   mathematical   calcula- 
tions   supplied     for    building    the 

curves  were  similar  to  those  used  by 

NASA  to  chart  shots  in  space." Constructed  in  the  ground 
like  a  swimming  pool 

Revolutionary    in    form   and   filled 

with  light  (despite  its  apparent  re- 
semblance   to    a    cave)    the    dune 

house  is  made  of  Gunite,  a  cement 

*  without  aggregate,  commonly  used 
to   build   swimming   pools.    First   a 

J^  lower  shell  was  inserted  in  the  ex- 

cavated dune;  steel  reinforcing  an- 
tennas set  into  this  shell  were  bent 

to  form  the  roof.  Then  the  4-inch 
'  Gunite  roof  shell  was  applied  over 

a  plaster  mesh.  The  form  needed  two 
weeks  to  "cure"  before  waterproof- 

ing. Finally,  all  the  excavated  sand 
was  loaded  back  over  the  structure 

and  sod  planted  on  top.  The  house 
has  two  identical  living  units,  each 
use  the  same  entry  steps,  but  have 

separate   front  doors.   Each  has  a 

private  terrace  on  the  ocean  side. 
Total  cost:  $45,000. 

<^    ̂    i»  Left:  Dune  house  with  "eyes"  on  the 
Jh^tt  ocean  side.  Behind  each  opening,  a ■        private  terrace  for  each  living  unit. 

Opposite    page,    top    left:    Concretr 
■»^*  driveway,  doors  to  both   living  units 

•*  are  recessed  into  earth  structure. 
^  Center:   Plan   shows   organic   shape 

Unit  A  is  occupied  by  Will  Morris,  r: 

young  architect  in  William  Morgan'^ office  who  worked  as  project  archi- 
tect  on  this  dune  house  scheme. 

-*  Riglit:     Architect     William     Morgan 
"Now  the  experiment  has  been  dont 
once,"  he  adds,  "we  could  put  up  this 

building  in  three  days,  which  would 

dramatically    reduce   the   cost."    For building  material,  see  page  155. 

"    ELLIOTT  ERV.'IT: 



House  in  the  earth 
Continued 

,,     »&!..•-    'i'a^. 

18'  x16' •Earth  for  protection, 
insulation 

William  Morgan  says  the  inspiration 
for  the  dune  house  sprang  partly  out 
of  ancient  cave  houses  in  China  and 

Tunisia.  Though  this  modern  inter- 
pretation is  protected  by  the  earth 

(which  insulates  and  helps  to  regu- 
late the  interior  temperature),  it  i-^ 

also  miraculously  light. 
Natural  light  back  and  front 
Plexiglas  windows  above  the  en 
trance  doors  open  the  back  to  light 
The  great  circular  openings  in  front 
capture  reflected  light  from  the 
beach  and  sea.  Sometimes,  in  fact 

there's  so  much  light  that  sliding 
doors  have  to  be  shaded  with  Mylar 

blinds.  The  750-square-foot  living 
space  for  each  unit  is  compact  and 
simply  organized.  Bedroom  balcony 
and  bathroom  are  on  the  entrance 
level.  Stairs  curve  down  to  the  lower 
level,  which  contains  a  kitchen  and 

living  room  in  one  flowing  space, 

with  terrace  beyond.  Floors  are  cov- 
ered with  a  neutral  carpet,  keyed  to 

the  beach  "so  sandy  tracks  don't 
show  up."  Built-in  seating  is  covered 
with  a  beige  suede  cloth;  director's 
chairs  in  sand-colored  canvas. 
Natural  wood  for  indoor  surfaces 
Just  as  the  exterior  form  of  the  dune 
house  curves,  so  does  the  interior. 
Any  other  solution  would  have  been 
unthinkable.  For  contrast  against 

the  cool  Gunite  walls,  interior  par- 
titions are  constructed  of  warm  nat- 

ural fir  wood,  cut  in  strips  to  form 
undulating  shapes  that  stand  free, 
away  from  the  walls,  so  they  seem  to 

"float."  The  floating  sensation  is  ac- 
cented at  night  when  recessed  light- 

ing points  up  the  edge  of  the  stair- 
way. Easy  to  live  in,  fun  to  be  in. 

the  dune  house,  says  Will  Morris 

who  actually  lives  there,  "is  the 
most  natural  wav  to  live." 

Above,  top:  Plan  of  the  two-level  liv- 
ing units,  seen  from  tfie  ocean. 

Below:  Shape  of  house  from  side. 
Right:  Curved  stairs  sweep  down  from 
entrance  to  living  space;  kitchen  in 

back  behind  built-in  seating.  From 
bedroom  balcony,  1,  view  down  to 
living  room  and  conversation  pit.  2. 

Bedroom  balcony.  Drawing,  'Thistle" 
by  Douglas  Robinson.  This  and  Jack 

Youngerman's  silkscreen  in  living 
room  from  Art  Sources,  Jacksonville. 

3.  A  step  down  from  the  terrace  "eye" to  the  beach.  4.  Will  Morris  and 
Jeanne  on  the  terrace.  Chairs  and 
other  accessories,  trays,  baskets, 
from  Pineapple  Post,  Jacksonville. 

ELLIOTT   ERWITT 

Entry-p^ 
'   Washingi    h  Sleeping 

counter       -balcony^ 

k.      J  ,t  Kitchen  'i::  .asIEea^^e-Terrace^ 
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for  quick  decorating 
From  the  same  Missonis  who  put  self-expression 
into  fashion,  free-spirited  sheets  for  you  to  use  in 
the  bedroom  and  all  through  the  house,  to  create 

your  own  look,  your  own  mood— your  own  way. 

SUSAN    WOOD 

The  "Mixed  Emotions"  collection:  a 
palette  of  blue,  green,  sand,  and 
rose,  ignited  by  black  and  white. 

•  Sheets  are  no-iron  cotton  and  polyiij 

ester,  and  every  color  has  an  acrylic"'*^ and  polyester  blanket  to  match. 

Rosita  and  Tai  Missoni  shake  up 

the  sheet  world— as  they  shook  the 
fashion  world— with  free-wheeling 
ideas  about  what  goes  with  what: 

"We  are  people  who  like  to  play 

with  colors  and  patterns,"  say  the 
Missonis.  "Sometimes  we  use  as 
many  as  twelve  or  fifteen  colors  at  a 
time— we  experiment,  we  feel  free 
to  do  whatever  we  like.  And  we 

think  that  everyone  should  have 
that  same  freedom.  We  designed 
our  sheets  for  people  to  play  with. 

■'We  began  with  the  black,  white, 
and  colored  stripes.  We  added  the 

stylized  poppies,  blew  them  up  and 
colored  them  for  a  quilt,  repeated 
them      in     colors-and-white     for 

"Tranquility  Stripe"  pattern  has  sun- 
burst-designed pillowcases  and  a 

go-together  "Tranquility"  blanket. 

sheets.  Then  we  added  back 

grounds  of  stripes,  baskets,  and 
stripe  that  makes  a  sunburst.  Th 
collection,  made  by  Fieldcrest,  i 

called  Mixed  Emotions.'  And  th 
idea  is  to  give  people  as  man 

combinations  as  possible— a  jntic 
larger  freedom,  a  much  large 
choice— with  the  confic^ence  tha 
no  matter  how  the^,patterns  ar 

combined,  they'll  took  bcautifu This  is  exactly  our  philosophy  p; 

fashion:  Designers  should  not-b 
dictators.  They  should  give  you  th 
materials  lO  design  for  yourself! 

The  Missonis'  decorating  ad  vice 

Try  things.  Be  free  with  pattern' 
colors.   YouTl  like  what  happerc 

"Sophisticated  Poppy"  comforter,  ; filled  with  Kodel  polyester,  shows  all  ; 

its  happy  colors  on  its  face  ...  • 
TETSU   OKUHARA 
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d  reverses  to  black 
vhite  basketweave, 

Sophisticated  Stripel' 

"Tranquility  Poppy"  sheets 
are  basketweave-bordered; 
cases  reverse  to  all-poppy. 

•  With  four  colors,  four  pat- 
terns, lots  of  ways  to  mix 

and  match  all  of  them. 

•  More  matchables:  bed- 
spread, dust  ruffle,  plus  bril- liant towels  and  mats. 

^-f(rer;fy*^fl&ifa^:*->^-"5ki-JMEflBi'  ?5>"-'^ 

•  Mattress  and  box  spring,  cov- 
ered with  "Tranciuility  Stripe," 

by  Sealy  Posturepedic. 

■*., 
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DucK  and  tnrome  "Tuba"  chair  with  pockets.  Imported  by  Shore  Industries.  "The  Greenhouse"  pillows  by  Nettle  Creek.  Provincial 

wallcovering,  W.H.S.  Lloyd.  Weather-worthy  steel  "Directa"  chair.  Also  in  indoor  fabrics.   By  Karema  USA.  Pillow  sham  from  the  " pizzaz:  "Qui Blocks"  line 

Oui"  vinyl 

by  Kirsch. 

J?, 

c 
t.      •    
Combination   chessboard-ottoman  t   and   oak.    Howard   Family   Room  Furnituu  .  Huirloom  Collection"  Anso  nylon  carpet  matches  motifs  with  six 

crewel  kits.  Wellco.  Bamboo  screen  comes  also  in  diagonal  design.  Vaccaro-Smith.  "Universe"  nylon  rug,  World.  "Golden  Hours"  Youth  Dew  candle,  Estee  Lauder. 

"Berry  Pickin'"  vinyl  wallcovering,  James  Seeman  Studios.  ABS  plastic  lamps,  16  and  12  inches  tall,  Crayonne.  "Jardin"  bedspread  and  pillow  shams.  Ten 
more  pieces  to  match.  Of  Kodel  and  cotton.  Croscill.  "Holiday"  lounge  chair,  sailcloth  and  pine.  Burris.  Hooks  and  towel  ring  of  ABS  plastic,  Crayonne. 
Rolling  dining-room-in-a-box:  be/oiv.  Full-sized,  fold-up  oak  table  holds  six  stacked  vinyl-seated  chairs  with  generous  storage  space  in  its  base.  By  Moreddi. 

to  buy  in  the  stores  right  now 



asy-to-assemble  chair  of  guatambu  wood  and  leather.  Imported  by  Otto  Gerdau.  Clamp-on  metal  reflector  lamp, 
rchitectural  Supplements.  Chair  and  ottoman  (detail,  left  page)  from  group  by  Howard  Family  Room  Furniture. 

^-~^  * » fc "  • 

Headlight"  lamp  to  pressure-mount  on  wall  or  headboard.  By  Luxo.  Lattrcework  step  table  with  glass  top. 

rom  the  "Gazebo"  eollection  by  Lane.  "Yoruba"  rug  of  random-toned  nylon.  Also  in  brown.  By  Regal  Rugs. 

Berry  Farm"  vinyl  wallcovering.  Everett  Brown  for  K.  B.  Designs.  Round-bamboo  blind,  Vaccaro-Smith.  "The 
^aeburn"    TV.    Self-adjusting    XL-100    ColorTrak    System,     remote-control    on-screen    channel,    time.    RCA. 

turdy  ABS  plastic  containers  come  in  four  colors.  The  Input  line  by  Crayonne.  "Scandia"  nylon  rug  by  World, 
olding  beechwood  table  and  chairs.  In  four  lacquered  and  a  natural  finish.  Imported  by  Ida  Stein  Associates. 

>ubtle  splash:  "Drop  Cloth"  cotton  quilted  bedspread.  Quilted  throw,  draperies  to  match.  By  Wamsutta  TrjjCraft. 
'Gazebo"  loveseat.  Loose  cushions  in  cotton  print  by  Hexter.  By  Lane.  Lettered  bookends  of  acrylic  by  ISA  Dfesijgns. 

^jg^gs^^jg^gas^ 

\ 

JOSHUA  GREENE 

lip-top  table  goes  from  dining  to  desk.  Solid  maple  butcher-block  top,  base,  4  feet  long.  Imported  by  Otto  Gerdau. 
olding  lounge  chair,  pine  with  tufted  linen  seat.  By  Tradewind  Designs.  For  shopping  information,  see  page  154. 

"Umbrella"  folding  lamp.    By 

George  Kovacs  BloomiiTGdale's. 



SAVE  $50  IN  APRIL  ON 
SEARS  BEST  COMPACTOR. 

The  new  Kenmore  Compactor  with  the 
six-most-asked-for  features. 

1.  Heavy -dui.  •  u,""  •  -  Kenmore 
turns  15  bulky,  messy  bags  of  garbage 
into  one  neat  package.  That  could  save 
you  hundreds  of  trips  to  the  garbage 
cans  each  year. 

2.  Kenmore  has  exclusive  automatic 

SelectA-Spray  deodorizing.  With  Sears 
Best,  you  get  three  settings,  spray  as 
much  or  as  little  as  you  want.  Deodor- 

izes the  garbage  instead  of  the  air 
around  it. 

3.  The  hidden  key  lock  makes  sure  your 

Kenmore  compactor  won't  start  com- pacting the  trash  until  you  turn  the 
key  in  the  lock  and  shut  the  compactor 
door  securely. 

4.  Only  Sears  offers  you  a  Restart  light 
to  alert  you  when  your  compactor  is 
improperly  loaded.  Instead  of  calling  in 

service  people,  just  read  the  owner's manual  and  do  it  yourself. 

LARS  ROEBl  C  K  A.\D  CO 

5.  Sears  mlruduceb  Step-Un-lt,  liie  new 
foot-operated  drawer  opener  — with 
Sears  Best,  you  don't  have  to  put  down the  trash  to  open  the  door. 

6.  The  handy  storage  compartment  for 
extra  bags.  With  Sears  Best,  you  just 
reach  under  the  high-impact,  plastic 
top  for  your  conveniently  pre-folded 
bags. 

Sears  Kenmore  Compactors. 
Americas  Number  I  Qean-Up  Machines. 

Available  in  most  Sears  stores.  Model  ̂ ^46906 

If  you  own  several  acres  of  land, 
you  can  cut  your  property  taxes  by  giving 
a  conservancy  easement 

Take  a  tax  break  continued  from  page  109 

Of  course,  if  the  damage  is  cov- 

ered by  your  homeowner's  insur- ance, the  amount  you  can  deduct 
as  a  casualty  loss  will  be  reduced 

by  whatever  you  get  from  your  in- 

surance company.  That's  logical 
enough.  But  what  if  the  proceeds 

from  an  insurance  claim  aren't 
enough  to  restore  your  property  to 
its  former  value?  You  can  deduct 
the  difference  as  a  casualty  loss.  To 

play  it  safe,  however,  get  an  inde- 

pendent appraiser's  report  on  the loss  in  value. 

If  you  fail  to  file  a  claim  with 
your  insurance  company  because 

you're  afraid  that  it  might  jack  up 
your  premiums  or  cancel  your  pol- 

icy, you  may  not  be  able  to  take  the 
casualty  loss.  The  Fourth  Circuit 
District  Court  recently  denied  a 
casualty  loss  deduction  because  the 
ta.xpayer  did  not  file  an  insurance 
claim.  The  Court  argued  that  he 
was  responsible  for  not  collecting 

the  insurance  proceeds  he  was  en- 
titled to,  and  saw  no  reason  why 

the  Treasury  should  make  up  the 
difference. 

Similarly,  if  someone  you  hire 
fails  to  do  the  work  you  paid  him 

for— a  plasterer  who  leaves  the  din- 
ing room  ceiling  half  done— you 

can  deduct  whatever  you've  lost  as a  bad  debt  deduction.  However, 

you  can  only  take  the  bad  debt  de- 
duction if  you  can  prove  that  you 

took  a  number  of  steps  to  get  your 

money  back  or  get  the  job  done. 
Sending  out  dunning  letters  usually 
isn't  sufficient.  You  should,  at  the 

very  least,  show  the  IRS  that  you've 
consulted  a  lawyer  about  the  mat- 

ter. If  the  lawyer  advises  you  that 

it's  not  worth  your  while  to  take 

the  contractor  to  court,  you'll  have 
his  bill  as  proof  of  your  attempt  to 
collect— and,  hence,  you  can  safely 
take  the  deduction.  If  he  advises 
you  to  sue  in  court,  your  attempt 
to  collect  will  be  un  public  record. 

Utility  bills  revisited 
Take  another  look  at  your  gas  and 

electric  bills— a  portion  may  be  de- 
ductible. You  can  deduct  the  sales 

taxes  on  your  bill  if  they're  at  the 
same  rate  as  your  state  or  local 
sales  taxes  (which  is  usually  the 

case).  And  if  you're  late  paying 
your  bills,  you  can  deduct  the  late 
payment  charge  as  interest,  unless 
the  charge  is  for  a  stated  service 
such  as  processing. 

Keeping  down  with  the 
Joneses 
There's  a  very  good  chance  that 
you  can  cut  your  property  taxes 

substantially— especially  if  you  hire 

a  good  local  attorney  (he'll  know more  than  you  do  about  the  ins 
and  outs  of  the  bureaucracy  and 
the  local  tax  codes).  Some  tactics: 

Examine  the  property-tax  rolls, 
which  are  open  to  the  public,  to 
see  if  the  assessment  on  your  house 
is  in  line  with  similar  properties  in 
your  area.  If  yours  seems  too  high, 

file  a  form  requesting  a  reexamina- 
tion. Many  tax  assessors  will  lower 

your  property  taxes  by  a  few  hun- dred dollars  just  to  stop  you  from 

pestering  them. You  may  be  able  to  lower  your 

property  taxes  even  further  if  you 
can  prove  that  the  value  of  your 
house  has  fallen.  A  real  estate  ap- 

praiser can  usually  come  up  with 
the  facts  and  figures  to  back  up 

your  case.  Some  possible  reasons 

for  a  drop  in  the  value  of  your  ' 
house:  The  demand  for  property,  '■ and  hence,  market  values^ay  have 

slipped  because  a  major  industry 
in  your  area  has  sharply  cut  back 
operations  or  closed  up  altogether. 
A  new  airport  may  have  made  your 

property  less  attractive.  Your 
neighborhood  may  have  been  re- 
zoned  in  a  way  that  adversely  af- 

fects your  property's  value. Consider  tearing  down  any  old 
structures  that  are  no  longer  used 
—an  old  barn,  shed,  or  garage. 

Property  taxes  are,  in  part,  based 
on  "improvements"  to  the  land, 

even  if  they  are  unused  eyesores.  " 
And  if  you're  thinking  of  putting 
in  a  swimming  pool  or  tennis  court, 
find  out  how  it  will  be  assessed  be- 

fore you  actually  go  ahead  with 

the  project.  If  it's  assessed  at  its 
full  cost,  your  property  taxes  will 
soar.  Because  improvements  such 

as  these  rarely  enhance  a  house's resale  value,  you  might  consider 

joining  a  club  instead. 
You  may  qualify  for  a  property 

tax  rebate  or  credit  if  you're  sixty 
or  older,  a  veteran  or  the  widow  of 

a  veteran,  or  blind.  While  these  so- 
called  'circuit-breakers"  are  usu- 

ally limited  to  lower-income-brack- 
et taxpayers,  some  states  are  more 

generous.  In  Michigan,  for  exam- 
ple, you  can  get  an  income  tax 

credit  if  your  property  taxes  ex- 
ceed 3.5  percent  of  your  income. 

A  kindly  nature 
If  you  own  several  acres  of  land 
(the  exact  amount  varies  from 
community  to  community),  you 

can  cut  your  property  taxes 
substantially  by  giving  your 

community,  state,  or  even  a  pri- 
vate organization  a  conservancy 

easement.  You  keep  all  ownership 

Continued  on  page  151 
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;  rom  the  coffee  capital 

TZ^  of  the  worH'Brazil yj^^  comes  the  finest 

.    ̂   coffee  liqueur  in  the 
"^     worUMHlA 

me  knows  more  about  coffee  than  Brazil.  They  grow 

ifiore.  They  enjoy  it  more.  They  serve  it  in  more  | 

ways  than  any  other  country  in  the  world.  It's 
'^^^-,         only  natural  Brazil  would  produce  the  finest 

W-.t  coffee  liqueur  in  the  world— Bahia? 
Bahia  begins  with  the  finest  Brazilian 

\  coffee  beans.  It's  a  different  brew of  coffee  liqueur,  rich  in  coffee  taste 

V  with  the  full-bodied  aroma  of 

^  w  freshly  made  coffee.  Taste  Bahia 
^    ̂   straight  or  on  the  rocks.  Once 

you  do,  you'll  always  recognize  it. 
t        Bahia. 

Distinctive. 

Incomparable. 

^^-^  ̂  



^^fl^:'ilililVil.'IH   

The  sensual  soybean 
Eating  well  at  bargain-basement  prices bv  Elizabeth  Cole  hie 

igh  in  protein  and  low  on  the 

idget,  soybeans  are  a  great  alter- 
itive  to  meat  and  eggs.  Here  are 

me  exciting,  easy-to-prepare 
cipes  for  the  readily  available 
ied  soybean  (it  costs  about  45 
nts  a  pound)  and  new  ideas  for 
ing  bean  curd  and  sprouts. 
Soybean  products  in  the  West 
e  represented  mainly  by  soy  flour 
id  soy  granules  (grits).  The  flour 
a  useful  protein  booster,  but 

mtains  almost  no  starch  or  gluten, 
id  therefore  cannot  function  as  a 
ickener  or  be  used  in  baking 
ithout  large  amounts  of  other 
)urs.  The  granules  are  toasted, 
ushed  soybeans,  used  in  the  same 
ay  as  cracked  wheat  or  kasha,  or, 

ore  often,  as  a  "filler"  or  "ex- 

nder"  with  meats  and  vegetables. 
3th  are  available  in  health  food 
ores. 

Bean  sprouts  are  as  nutritious 
soybeans,  but  contain  a  vitamin 
bonus.  The  sprouts  most  often 
icountered  are  grown  from  the 
ung  bean,  but  the  larger  soybean 
>rout  is  putting  in  an  appearance 
)w,  too.  If  a  recipe  calls  for  bean 
routs,  use  whichever  is  available. 

It  cook  the  soybean  sprouts 
nger.  Some  of  the  larger  varieties 
;ed  husking.  Taste  and  see.  Store 
;an  sprouts  for  several  days  in 
ater  to  cover  in  the  refrigerator, 
vailable  in  supermarkets  and 
ialth  food  stores. 

The  simple  small  oval  soybean, 
>  often  neglected,  which  comes  in 
lades  of  pale  green  and  tan,  has 
nt  itself  to  many  transformations 
id  deserves  much  more  attention 

its  own  right.  The  following 
;cipes  offer  uses  for  this  basic 
Jan,  as  well  as  ones  for  the  most 

;nerally  available  soybean  prod- 
;ts — curd  and  sprouts.  Available 
supermarkets  and  health  food 

ores. 

oasted  soybeans — a  delicious  snack. 

Soybean  products  have  long 
een  used  in  Oriental  cooking, 
reamy,  ivory  bean  curd  cakes  are 
ne  of  the  most  useful  and  versatile 

»rms  of  soybean.  Pureed  beans  are 
iagulated  (curdled)  and  pressed 
ito  squares  of  varying  tenderness, 
ith  a  range  from  delicately  cus- 

NUTRITIONAL  VALUE  OF  SOYBEANS 

1  ̂''£1 

coat 

2  Hilum 

Soybeans,  the  least 
expensive  known 
source  of  usable 

protein.  Rich  in 
iron  and  vitamins 
Bi  and  Bj,  they 
contain  V/i  times 
as  much  protein 
as  any  other 
legume,  are  low  in 
carbohydrates. 

Cooked  soybeans  are  the  only 

vegetable  with  all  twelve  essen- 
tial amino  acids,  but  naturally, 

are  stronger  in  some  amino 
acids  than  others.  100  grams  of 
the  cooked  bean  contain  20 

grams  of  protein.  The  same 
amount  of  chicken,  for  example, 
has  17  grams  of  protein;  eggs, 

12  grams;  liver,  19;  fish,  20.  Soy- 
beans are  also  lower  in  calories 

than  any  other  bean  or  the  foods 
above:  100  grams  of  cooked 
soybeans    have    105    calories, 

while  the  same  amount  of 
chicken  has  125,  eggs,  150; 

liver,  140;  fish,  140.  They  are 
free  of  saturated  fats  and  con- 

tain, in  addition,  fat-emulsifying 
lecithin,  which  controls  choles- 

terol build-up.  And  they  also 

supply  large  amounts  of  calci- 
um, phosphorus,  iron,  potas- 
sium, magnesium,  vitamin  A  and 

the  B  vitamins.  When  sprouted, 
they  burst  with  vitamin  C,  each 
half-cup  contains  more  than  6 
glasses  of  orange  juice! 

tard-like  to  firm.  The  pale  flavor 
and  unique  texture  of  bean  curd 
make  it  an  ideal  absorber  for  vivid 
sauces.  Its  remarkable  consistency 
takes  well  to  steaming,  broiling, 

simmering,  and  deep-frying.  It  is 
also  eaten  fresh,  with  dips,  or 
marinated.  It  may  be  purchased  by 
the  cake  or  in  the  can.  To  keep, 
it  should  be  submerged  in  water 

that  is  changed  daily,  and  refriger- 
ated. It  will  keep  for  five  days. 

Bean  curd  is  also  sold  in  other 

forms,  generally  less  accessible: 
dried  bean  curd  sticks,  to  be  soaked 
and  cooked;  bean  curd  skin,  sold 
in  shiny,  transparent  sheets  for  use 

in  pastries  and  egg  rolls;  deep-fried 
bean  curd,  cut  small  and  fried  in 
oil  for  snacks;  pressed  curd,  which 
has  much  of  the  water  removed 

and  is  usually  flavored  with  soy 
sauce  and  star  anise;  fermented 
curd,  a  salty  cheesy  substance. 

Bean  paste:  a  thick,  yellow  sea- 
soning. Salted  or  fermented  black 

beans,  used  sparingly  for  pungent 
sauces  in  many  Chinese  dishes. 
Brown  bean  sauce,  made  from  fer- 

mented beans,  wheat  flour,  water, 
and  salt.  Various  regional  sauces 
(such  as  the  well-known  Hoisin) 
based  on  the  brown  sauce  to  which 
are  added  different  spices.  Miso, 
the  Japanese  soybean  paste,  is 
made  of  soybeans,  yeast,  salt,  and 

sometimes  rice.  The  several  varie- 
ties, used  rather  as  meat  glazes  and 

extracts  are  in  the  West,  and  as  a 

base  for  dressings,  add  color  and 
depth  to  soups  and  sauces. 

HOW  TO  COOK 
DRIED  SOYBEANS 

Ingredients 
1  pound  dried  soybeans 
12  cups  water 
2  teaspoons  salt 

Method 

Soak  beans  in  6  cups  water  for 
6-12  hours.  Bring  the  mixture  to 
a  simmer  in  a  large  pot.  Add  6 
cups  more  water  and  the  salt 

and  simmer  gently,  covered,  un- 
til tender — about  2V2-6  hours, 

depending  on  the  variety  of  soy- 
bean, its  age,  and  dryness.  Soy- 
beans when  cooked,  will  not  get 

soft  and  disintegrate  as  other 
beans  do.  They  just  get  tender. 

SOYBEAN  CURD 

Curd  is  a  bit  grainy,  but  the  best 
that  can  be  done  without  the 
addition  of  Calcium  Sulphate 
which  is  very  hard  to  come  by  in 

its  pure  form. 

Ingredients 
1 V2  cups  dried  soybeans  soaked 

in  3  cups  water  overnight 

Method 

Drain  and  rinse  the  beans  well. 
Puree  them  in  batches  with  2 

cups  water  in  a  blender  until 

very  smooth. 

Combine  in  a  large  pot  with  10 
cups  water.  Bring  to  a  simmer 
and  cook  over  low  heat,  stirring, 
for  35  minutes. 

Strain  through  several  layers  of 
cheesecloth  into  a  bowl.  Place 

in  a  warm  spot  for  about  24 
hours,  or  until  liquid  sets  (forms a  curd). 

Japanese  box  for  measuring  soybeans 
has  a  brand  of  the  gods  of  good 
fortune  burned  into  one  of  its  sides. 

Add  6  cups  boiling  water.  Let 
stand  5  minutes.  Gently  pour 

into  a  colander  lined  with  3  lay- 
ers of  cheesecloth.  Let  drain  5 

minutes. 

Tie  a  string  around  the  cloth  to 
form  a  bag.  Suspend  it  and  let  it 
drain  for  about  3  hours.  Wrap  in 
cheesecloth  and  store  in  a  bowl 
of  water  in  the  refrigerator. 
Makes  about  %  pound  curd. 

CURRIED  SOYBEANS 
WITH  APRICOTS  AND 
YOGHURT 

Ingredients 
%  cup  onion,  minced 
6  tablespoons  butter 
4  teaspoons  flour 
2  teaspoons  mild  imported  curry 

powder 
V2  teaspoon  cinnamon 
V2  teaspoon  ginger 

2  cups  broth,  stock  or  water 
'^  cup  lemon  juice 

1  pound  dried  soybeans,  cooked (6  cups) 

1 V3  cups  dried  apricot  halves, 

sliced 

yoghurt 

Continued  on  page  144 
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No-fuss  food 
Menu  secrets  for  weekend  entertaining 

"Our  kitchen  is  the  absolute  center  of  the 
house,"  say  the  William  Hanimersteins  of 
the  'living'  room,  below,  they  designed  them- 

selves for  cooking,  relaxing,  and  gathering 
with  friends.  An  inviting  and  informal  room, 

it  is  rich  with  colorful  memorabilia,  paint- 
ings,   plants,   and   flowers,    and   handsome 

cooking  utensils.  It  is  their  favorite  spot  for 
entertaining  and  the  dining  room  was  turned 

into  a  study.  "I  hate  to  he  apart  from  my 

husband  and  friends,"  says  Jane-Howard 
Hammerstein,  below,  who  designed  a  com- 

fortable oasis  for  cocktails  and  keeping  the 
cook  company  while  she  prepares  dinner. 

!  1.  In  a  kitchen  where  everyone  congregates 
"No  matter  how  long 
a  meal  takes  to  cook, 
it  should  be  seryed 

with  ease" 
Wine  glasses,  heavy  and  as  big  as  beer 

*eins,  are  almost  impossible  to  tip  and 
II.  William  Hammerstein,  right,  tastes 

d  serves  the  wine.  Arab  or  Syrian  bread 

is  quartered  and  spread  with  a  very  little 

scallion  butter  and  toasted  in  a  400°  oven 
for   10  minutes  until   crunchy.   Salad   is 

served  from  antique  washbowls.  For  Mrs. 

Hammerstein's  recipes,  see  page  147. 



sarty  food  is  served  straight  from  the  stove 
I  always  serve  directly  from 

the  stove  or  countertops," 
says  Jane-Howard  Hammer- 
stein,  who  keeps  food  hot 
over  burners  turned  down 

low  on  her  Garland  stove.  "I 
like  to  serve  big  one-pot 

dishes"  like  the  rich,  thick 
soup,  above,  or  veal  maren- 
go,  chicken  with  olives,  a 
South  African  curry  with 
dried  fruits  and  lamb.  Big 
blue  Le  Creuset  pots  were 
chosen  to  look  handsome  for 

both  cooking  and  serving.  A 
table  to  seat  eight,  above,  can 
be  dressed  to  suit  the  party, 

if   it's    more   formal,    Mrs. 

Hammerstein  lights  more 
candles,  throws  on  more  sil- 

ver. "I  like  to  mix  patterns  of 
china,  but  not  colors — per- 

haps blues  and  browns  to- 

gether, or  I'll  take  the  green, 
coral,  and  yellow  of  a  favor- 

ite Ceralene  plate  for  my 
table  theme.  If  I  use  country 
earthenware,  I  like  to  use  a 
decorative  silver,  like  my 

grandmother's  1919  floral.  I 
rarely  serve  dessert.  If  I  buy 
a  fruit  tart,  I  make  a  liqueur- 
flavored  cream  to  go  with 

it,"'  says  Mrs.  Hammerstein 
who  serves  the  cheese  and 
salad  courses  together. 

Bloody  Marys 

Stuffed  grape  leaves 
and  spicy  deviled  eggs 

Le  Garbure 

(very  thick  vegetable  soupj* Mixed  salad  witfi  walnut  vinaigrette 
Assorted  breads  and  cheeses 

Blueberry  omelette* Coffee 
Chante-Alouette  1972 
{Hermitage  Blanc) 

The  Hammersteins,  right,  relax  for 

a  minute — books,  treasures,  and  the 
outdoors  are  all  within  easy  reach. 
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No-fuss  food  tor  weekend  entertaining 

When  you  shop  all  week, 

you  just  don't  want  to 
do  it  on  weekends,"  says 
Mrs.  John  Bowes  whose  so- 

lution for  easy  weekend  life 
at  her  beach  house  near  San 

Francisco  is  advance  plan- 
ning and  toting  all  the  food 

from  the  city  along  with  the 

rest  of  the  weekend  para- 

phernalia. "1  am  a  great  list 
maker,"  says  Frances  Bowes, 
who  buys  all  the  nonperish- 
abie  things  she  needs  for  the 
weekend  early  in  the  week, 

stores  them  in  the  garage  re- 
frigerator all  ready  to  go  on 

Friday.  Mrs.  Bowes's  cook does  much  of  the  weekend 

cooking  in  advance — rice, 
pureed  spinach,  broccoli,  or 
celery  root  is  all  precooked, 
ready  to  be  heated  quickly  in 
a  double  boiler.  Casserole 
dishes  like  oxtail  or  beef 

Stroganoff  or  creamed  chick- 
en are  cooked  in  dishes  that 

can  be  used  for  transporting, 

reheating,  and  serving.  On 
Thursday  and  Friday  a  whirl 

around  San  Francisco's  great 
markets  by  Mrs.  Bowes  pro- 

ConUnued 

duces  duck  pates,  Chinese, 

Japanese,  and  Mexican  deli- 
cacies, along  with  cold 

cracked  crab  when  it's  in 
season  to  fill  out  the  week- 

end's menus.  "San  Francis- 
co is  a  marvelous  place  to 

pick  up  all  kinds  of  good 
things  from  breads  to  Chi- 

nese fortune  cookies.  When 

''By  doing  the  work  in 
the  city,  weekends 
at  the  beach  can  be 

saved  for  tennis, 

walking,  or  reading' 
we  arrive  at  the  beach  late 

on  a  Friday  night,  all  we 

have  to  do  is  heat  up  a  cas- 

serole and  get  out  the  ice," 
says  Mrs.  Bowes  whose  three 
daughters,  Alexandra.  Diana 
(who  caters  parties  for  her 

parents'  friends  on  the  side), 
and  Elena  all  help.  Their 
beach  entertaining  is  very 
simple,  with  friends,  often 
from  the  city,  invited  for 

lunch  or  pre-dinner  drinks. 

The  deck  of  the  Bowes  beach  house,  above,  is  the 

fair  weather  setting  for  parties  where  guests 
can  enjoy  the  sun,  air,  and  watch  the  water. 
The  living  room,  below  left,  with  its  tawny 
rug  and  brushed  denim  upholstery  on 
comfortable  wicker  chairs  and  couches  blends 

with  the  sand  and  the  sky  that  surround  the  house. 2.  Shopping  strategy  for  an  alfresco  feas 
Buffet  lunch,  above,  displays 

Francisco's  rich  markets  and 

\  1 

Duck  pate  and  crackers 

Chinese  soup* 
French  bread  and 

sweet  butter 

Cottage  cheese 

Halved  avocados 
vinaigrette 

Chiles  rellenos* Chinese  apple  pear 

(available  in  the  fall, 

they  taste  like  a crunchy  pear) 

Fortune  cookies 

Cafe  filtre 

the  bounty  of  San 

Mrs.  Bowes's  cooking. 

A  picture-perfect  settin 
on  the  dining-room  tabi 
the  buffet  includes: 

tangy  Chinese  soup  in  e 
blue  and  white 

splatterware  bowl,  half 
avocado  with  vinaigrett 
duck  pate, cheese, 
crackers,  bread,  and 

decanters  of  jug  wine— 
a  favorite  of  Mr.  and 

Mrs.  Bowes  is  Wente's Chablis.  The  Bowes  bee 

house,  left,  nestled  dow 
in  sand  dunes  was 

designed  by  the  late 
William  Wurster.  Outsic 

a  blue  Japanese  fish  fli( 
in  the  wind  for  fun,  not 

traditional  announcem' 

of  a  baby  boy's  birth. 

I  I.  m 
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The  chestnut  souffle,  above, 
made  with  sweetened 

canned  chestnut  puree  is 
served  with  whipped  cream 
sweetened  with  dark  rum 

and  sugar  with  a  few 

chopped  preserved  chest- 
nuts folded  in.  Left:  Lunch 

set  out  buffet-style. 

The  Sullivans  served 
three  wines  all  of  them 

from  the  Beaulieu  Vine- 

yards. First,  a  cham- 
pagne brut  served  very 

cold;  then  a  Pinot  Char- 
donnay  1973  with  the 
hors  d'oeuvres;  and  fi- 

nally a  Private  Reserve 
Cabernet  Sauvignon1975 
served  with  the  tortellini. 

Fresh  salad  lunch  from  a  family  of  cooks 
passionate  cook  since 
she  was  a  small  girl 

ooked  for  her  parents' 
es,  Mrs.  Walter  Sullivan 
^v  raising  her  own  young 

s — three  daughters  and 
1.  The  daughter  of  the 
juis    and  Marquise   de 
who  owned  the  Beau- 
Vineyard  in  the  Napa 
>y,     Dagmar     Sullivan, 
vonderful  opportunities 
jvelop  a  special  palate 

oking  classes  are 

lys  stimulating — 
you  can  never  know 

nuch  about  cooking" 

for  food  and  wines.  Beaulieu 

Vineyard,  founded  by  her 

maternal  grandparents,  Fer- 
nande  and  Georges  de  La- 
tour,  is  now  owned  by  Heub- 
lein  but  the  Sullivans  still 

keep  a  little  house  on  the 
edge  of  the  vineyard  for 
weekends  and  holidays.  It  is 
here  that  Mrs.  Sullivan  gave 
one  of  her  informal  and  deli- 

cious parties,  see  pictures  on 
this  page.  For  this  lunch 
Mrs.  Sullivan  served  a  series 

of  bright,  fresh  hors 

d'oeuvres;  a  much  loved  pas- 
ta dish  learned  from  Emalee 

Chapman;  and  a  chestnut 
souffle  made  by  her  daugh- 

ter, Erica,  from  a  recipe  of 

Joyce  Goldstein.  "I  always hke  to  be  eoine  to  a  cooking 

Eggs  mimosa Garden  beet  salad 
Lentil  salad 

Grated  carrot  salad 

Celery  remoulade 

Tortellini  with  cream 
Green  salad,  vinaigrette 

Chestnut  souffle 

class.  You  can  never  know 

too  much,  and  it  is  so  stimu- 
lating," says  Mrs.  Sullivan 

who  has  taken  cooking  les- 
sons from  Emalee  Chapman, 

Joyce  Goldstein,  and  Jack 
Lirio  in  San  Francisco  and 

signs  up  quickly  for  classes 
from  such  visiting  celebrity 

cooks   as  James   Beard,   Si- 
monc  Rnrk-    Mnrmllo   H;i7nn 

Parties  in  the  country  are  mostly 
informal — either  in  the  dining 

room,  above,  where  Mrs.  Sullivan  and 

daughter  Erica  finish  the  table,  or 
outdoors  for  a  barbecue.  On  the 

weekend  the  family  cooks  together: 
Erica  likes  to  do  the  baking;  Paula 
whose  married  name  is  Escher  and 

young  Dagmar  also  help.  "I  usually 
have  three  courses,  and  as  I  don't  care 
for  soup,  I  often  begin  with  a  rather 

substantial  vegetable  dish — something 

like  an  eggplant  and  tomato  custard  or 

crepes  filled  with  chopped  mushrooms. 
Main  courses  are  usually  French  or 

Italian.  For  dessert,  I  love  to  serve 

chocolate  mousses,  or  cakes  in  winter, 

baked  fruits  in  the  summer.  Mrs.  Bowes's 
and  Mrs.  Sullivan's  recipes,  page  147. 
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igh-spirited  food 
What  to  eat  with  drinks,  plus  lemon-whiskey  chicken  and  other  surprises 
Just  as  certain  wines  marry  felic- 

itously with  appropriate  foods, 
specific  spirits  make  agreeable 
companions  to  special  dishes. 
And  mating  food  with  spirits  is 

an  excellent  way  both  to  tem- 
per the  alcohol  and  heighten 

the  taste.  Many  Chinese  and 
Japanese  diners  sip  Scotch  or 
other  whiskey  throughout  their 
meal;  Scandinavians  adore 

strong  aquavit  with  their  smor- 
gasbord and  what  follows;  and 

Russians  and  Polish  diners  dote 

on  icy  vodka,  drunk  neat,  from 

caviar  to  chicken  Kiev.  We  don't 
recommend  following  these  reg- 

imens too  literally,  but  we  do 

suggest  some  delicious  go-withs 
for  spirited  drinking. 

RUM,  LIGHT  OR 
MEDIUM 
Cut  sliced,  smoked  tongue  into 
rectangles  or  squares,  discarding 

any  unattractive  or  fibrous  parts. 
Place  a  slice  of  Emmenthal 
cheese  over  each  tongue  square. 
Paint  each  with  a  little  Dijon 
mustard.  Add  a  sprig  of  watercress 
and  roll,  cigar  fashion.  Secure 
ends  with  toothpicks  and  impale 
an  onion-stuflFed  olive  on  each 
toothpick.  Arrange  on  a  ceramic 
platter.  Garnish  with  clumps  of 
watercress  and  crisp  red  radishes. 

Thread  small  skewers,  about  6 

inches  long,  with  small  chunks  of 
tenderloin  steak  and  seedless  green 

grapes.  Brush  with  soy  »;auce  and 
lemon  juice  and  broil  3  inches 
from  heat  for  5  minutes  on  each 
side. 

Roll  thinly  sliced  prosciutto  ham 
around  fresh  figs  or  chunks  of 
fresh  pineapple.  Anchor  each  with 
a  straight  thin  pretzel  stick. 

Stuff    fresh    apricot    halves    with 
homemade  chopped  chicken  liver. 

fierce 
inJipnie 

n 
BUILT-IN  TO  BLEND-IN 

All  units  built  to  24"  kitchen 
counter  depth  to  fit  flush 

with  cabinets  *  Front  &  side 

panels  to  match  your  decor  * 
Units  will  accept  wood,  glass, 
metal,  leather,  plastics  ...  or 

use  your  imagination  *  24". 
30".  36".  &  48"  wide  models 

*  Largest  capacity  home 
units  manufactured  *  All 
refrigerator,  all  freezer  or 

combination  models  * 

"Over-n-under"  or  "side-by- 
side"  units  *  Built-in  ice 

makers  *  Superb 
workmanship  and 

individually  factory  tested 
for  total  performance. 

SUB-ZERO 

Now  Available  in  Canada 

.Scik/  J'h'  tor  biiilt-i)i 
tTfngcratioii  iihaa  to: 

SUB  ZERO  FREEZER  CO. 

Box  4130.  Madison.  Wisconsin  53711 

Dust  with  finely  minced  fresh 
parsley.  Place  apricots  on  a  bed  of 
dark  green  watercress. 

Season  finely  ground  round  or 
chuck  steak  with  salt,  pepper,  a 

little  grated  onion.  Form  into  balls 
the  size  of  a  cherry  tomato,  pack 
into  freezer  containers  and  freeze 

in  amounts  of  12"s  and  24's.  When 
ready  to  serve,  heat  in  a  saucepan 
equal  amounts  of  chili  sauce  and 
plum  jam.  Add  meatballs  and 
simmer  until  thoroughly  heated 
through.  Transfer  to  chafing  dish. 

RUM,  RYE  OR 
BOURBON 
Slice   leftover  turkey   or   chicken 
meat  into  bite-sized  pieces,  about 
%-inch  square.  Peel  a  fresh  pine- 

apple, slice  into  '/s-inch  rounds, 
then  cut  the  rounds  in  halves, 
then  quarters,  finally  eights  to 
make  "tidbits."  Place  the  pineapple 
in  a  deep  bowl  and  marinate  in  the 
following  sauce:  V-x  cup  soy  sauce, 
'/*  cup  rye  or  bourbon,  1  teaspoon 
sugar,  V4  teaspoon  freshly  grated 
ginger  root  or  Vi  teaspoon  ground 
dried  ginger.  The  pineapple  may 
be  marinated  in  the  refrigerator  for 
an  hour  or  at  room  temperature 
for  half  an  hour.  When  ready  to 
serve,  pile  turkey  or  chicken  pieces 
in  the  center  of  a  pretty  platter. 

Drain  pineapple  tidbits  and  en- 
circle poultry  bits.  Have  cocktail 

forks  or  picks  handy. 

RYE  OR  BOURBON 
^^ash,  dry,  but  leave  unpeeled  6 
fresh  Cornice  or  other  sea.sonal 

pears.  Cut  them  into  quarters,  re- 
move cores.  Cut  Fontina  or  Italian 

Taleggio  cheese  into  small  wedges 
and  place  in  the  cored-out  cavity 
of  each  pear. 

Wash,  dry  but  don't  peel  6  De- licious or  other  seasonal  apples. 
Slice  into  Vi-inch  rounds  and  core. 
Top  fresh  apple  slices  with  thinly 
sliced  Cheddar  or  American 
cheese.  Set  slices  on  a  pretty  platter 
and  encircle  with  shelled  walnut 
halves. 

Buy  a  selection  of  cooked  sausages 
and  place  them,  uncut,  on  a  large 
wooden  cutting  board.  Add  a 
sharp  knife,  a  pot  of  sweet  mustard 
and  a  basket  of  thickly  sliced  rye 

and  pumpernickel  breads. 

SCOTCH 
Warm  a  whole,  ready-to-eat  Vir- 

ginia ham  in  the  oven  for  15 
minutes  at  325°.  Transfer  to  a 
large  warmed  platter,  or  a  Salton 
hot  tray.  Add  a  sharp  knife,  a  pot 
of  Dijon  mustard  and  a  basket  of 
crusty  wheat  and  rye  breads. 
Guests  help  themselves. 

Use  leftover  white  chicken  meat  to 

prepare  a  finely  diced  chicken 
salad,  made  tangy  with  curried 

mayonnaise  and  sliced  pimicnto- 
stulfcd  olives.  Mound  the  salad  on 

a  lovely  round  platter  and  circle 
with  rod  radish  roses.  Have  baskets 

of  thinly  sliced  rye  or  warmed  pita 
bread. 

Hard-cook  a  dozen  eggs,  peel  and 
cool  them.  Cut  in  half  widthwise 

and  remove  yolks  to  a  bowl.  Add 
mayonnaise  thinned  with  fresh 
lemon  juice,  a  tablespoon  or  two 
of  sour  cream,  salt,  freshly  ground 

white  pepper  and  1  tablespoon  ol 
chopped  fresh  coriander  leaves. 
Beat  until  mixture  is  smooth  and 

creamy.  Stuff  generously  into  the 
halved  whites.  Cut  2-inch  pieces  of 
thin  scallion  and  feather  the  ends 
with  a  sharp  knife.  Poke  a  scallion 
feather  into  the  centers  of  the  eggs 

and  arrange  on  a  chicory-lined 
glass  plaltcr.  Add  clumps  of  black 
olives. 

GIN 
Prepare    a    chunky    tuna    .salad. 

pepped  up  with  lemon  juice,  ca- 
pers, and  chopped  black  olives. 

Pile  into  a  crystal  bowl.  Cut  out 
centers  of  Parker  House  or  other 

soft  rolls,  leaving  the  bottom  crust 
and  sides  intact.  Warm  the  rolls  in 

the  oven.  Remove  to  a  napkin- 
lined  basket.  Set  out  bowl  and 

basket  and  pretty  spoons  for  guests 
to  stuff  their  own  rolls  with  the 
tuna  salad. 

GIN  OR  VODKA 
Cut  canned  rainbow  trout  fillets  in- 

to bite-sized  pieces  and  place  each 
on  a  thin  square  of  toast.  Drizzle 
a  bit  of  lemon  juice  over  each  anc 
dust  with  finely  chopped  fresh 
chives.  Place  on  a  brightly  colorec 

platter.  Add  a  bowl  of  homemadt 
mayonnaise  spiked  with  lemor 

pulp  and  Dijon  mustard. 

Boil  a  dozen  or  so  of  the  smallest 

most  perfect  new  potatoes  unti 
tender  but  not  mushy.  Drain,  cool 
and  skin  them.  Using  a  sharp  knife 
slice  off  a  bit  from  one  side  sc 

that  they'll  stand  upright  on  a  plat 
Continued  on  page  14C 
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Every  holiday  I  get  compliments 
on  my  ham.  Well,  tliis  year  I  addled  a 
blend  of  two  rices  and  twenty  three    f 
different  herbs  and  seasonings  Jiist  so 

nobody  could  ignore  my  potatoei  |-- 
again.  ^ 

What  a  success.  lunciieBei& 
long  grain d^wildrice 



Want  to 
read  a  juicy 

story? 

Send  for  Pfaelzer  Brothers'  new  catalog  of 
world  famous  steaks  and  gourmet  meats.  It 
tells  why  for  tenderness,  flavorfulness  and 
juiciness,  you  cannot  buy  better  meat  than 

Pfaelzer's.  The  meat  of  the  story  is  presented  in 
full  color  that  will  titillate  your  senses.  Whether 

you're  looking  for  a  tasteful  gift  for  a  friend, 
business  associate  or  yourself ,  this  booklet  is 

"must"  reading.  Send  for  it  today.  It's  one  story 
you  can  really  sink  your  teeth  into. 

n  Please  rush  me  a  copy  of  the  all  ne\\- 
40-page  full  color  1976  Pfaelzer  Catalog. 

Name   

Address. 

City   .State. 
.Zip. 

For  immediate  response,  call  us  toll  free.  (800)  621-0226. 
Illinois  residents  call  (312)  927-7100  collect. 

$25.00 D  Please  send  6-6  oz.  Filets  8t  Steak  Butter: 

Add  applicable  state/use  tax:    

Add  $3.50  for  delivery  west  of  rockies:    
Total:    

D  Here's  my  check. 
Please  bill  me:  D  Master  Charge.  D  American  Express. 

Card  f?   Exp.  date   

If  Master  Charge,  enter  4-digit  number  appearing  above  your  name 

Allow  14  days  for  delivery. 

4501  W. 
District  Boulevard 

Chicago, 

Illmois  60632 

HG-04 

Certain  foods  have  favorite  spirits. 
Have  you  tried  bourbon  with 
Cheddar  cheese  and  crisp  apples? 

I 

HIGH-SPIRITED  FOOD 
continued  from  page  138 
ter.  Use  the  small  side  of  a  melon 

scoop  and  scoop  out  a  potato  ball 
from  the  opposite  end.  StiilT  the 
cavity  with  red  caviar,  squeeze  a 
bit  of  lemon  juice,  and  finish  off 
with  a  demitasse  spoonful  of  sour 

cream.  Dust  tops'  with  finely 
snipped  chives.  Arrange  potatoes 

on  a  platter  lined  with  curly  chic- 
ory. Dip  the  remaining  potato  balls 

in  a  little  sweet  paprika,  impale  on 

picks  and  pile  on  either  end  of  the 

platter. 

VODKA 
Set  out  a  stunning  array  of  fish  on 
a  huge  metal  platter:  a  crockery 
pot  of  herring  pickled  in  dill  sauce; 
sliced,  smoked  white  fish  and  Nova 
Scotia  salmon  that  has  been  sliced 

thinly  enough  to  see  through;  a 
bucket-shaped  bowl  of  red  caviar; 
a  small  plate  of  lemon  wedges  and 
a  bowl  of  sour  cream.  Add  a  platter 

of  crusty  pumpernickel  slices  and 
fresh  country  sweet  butter. 

[^   
IRISH  LEMON 
WHISKEY  CHICKEN 

Ingredients 

1  3-pound  broiler-fryer,  cut 
into  serving  pieces 

juice  of  1  lemon,  strained 
3  slices  bacon,  diced 

1  stick  (Va  pound)  butter  or 
margarine 

3  shallots,  finely  minced 
Vi  teaspoon  salt 
6  grindings  fresh  pepper 
V2  cup  flour,  sifted 
V2  cup  Irish  or  blended  whiskey 
V2  teaspoon  sugar 

V2  cup  dry  white  wine  or 
dry  vermouth 

1  cup  mushrooms,  wiped 
with  a  damp  cloth,  bottoms  off 
and  sliced 

chopped  parsley  for  garnish 

Ingredients  for  sauce 

2  egg  yolks 
chicken  stock,  about  V2  cup 

V2  cup  heavy  cream 
2  tablespoons  fresh  lemon  juice, 

strained 
salt 

pepper Method 

Marinate  chicken  pieces  in  lem- 
on juice  1  hour. 

Blanch  bacon  by  dropping  into 
boiling  water  for  1  minute;  then 
drain  on  paper  toweling. 

Melt  butter  in  a  large  skillet  or 
Dutch  oven  over  medium  heat. 

Saute  shallots  in  butter  until 

limp,  about  3  minutes,  stirring 
constantly  to  prevent  burning. 
Remove  the  shallots  to  a  plate. 
Remove  the  chicken  from  the 
marinade. 

Add  salt  and  pepper  to  flour  and 
sift  onto  a  plate  or  foil  wrap.  Dust 

each  piece  of  chicken  with  sea- 
soned flour  and  saute  in  the 

same  skillet  with  remaining  but- 
ter, just  until  golden  on  both sides. 

Warm  the  whiskey  in  a  small 
saucepan  and  pour  over  the 
chicken.  Using  a  long  match,  set 
it  aflame.  When  flames  ebb,  add 
the  cooked  shallots,  bacon 

sugar,  lemon  juice  marinade 
white  wine  or  vermouth  ano 
mushrooms.  Cover  and  simmer 

50  minutes  to  1  hour,  or  unti' chicken  is  tender  and  juices  rur 

clear.  Keep  warm  while  prepar- 
ing sauce. 

h/lethod  for  sauce 

ft 

:• 

In  a  small  bowl  beat  egg  yolks 
with  a  wire  whisk  or  fork  until 
lemon  colored.  Warm  chicken 
stock  but  do  not  boil.  Add  stock 
to  beaten  eggs,  very  slowly, 
beating  briskly. 

Warm  the  heavy  cream  and  add 

to  egg  yolk  mixture,  beating 
briskly.  Add  lemon  juice  and  a 
pinch  of  salt  and  a  few  grindings 
of  pepper. 

Pour  sauce  into  a  small  sauce- 
pan and,  over  low  heat,  cook 

until  slightly  thickened,  no  more 
than  5-6  minutes.  Sauce  should 
be  thin  but  coat  the  spoon. 

Arrange  chicken  on  a  heated 
oval  platter.  Pour  sauce  over  and 
garnish  with  chopped  parsley. 
Serve  with  boiled  new  potatoes 

and  a  large  tossed  green  salad. 
Irish  soda  bread  is  delicious  with 

this  dish.  Serves  4-6. 

HO 

HAGGIS  MEATLOAF 
nspired  by  the  traditional 
Scotch  haggis — a  pudding  cf 
sheep's  innards,  onions,  and 

oatmeal  boiled  in  the  sheep's stomach — this  is,  quite  simply, 
a  wonderful  meatloaf:  great 
served  hot;  and  elegant  sliced cold. 

ingredients 
1  pound  beef,  twice  ground 
Vz  pound  veal,  finely  ground 
1  large  onion,  grated 

1  large  potato,  grated 
Continued  on  page  142 
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Compare  the  Potscmbber  n"^ lishwasher  to  what  yoifve  been  looddng  fbr. 
Youhe  the  judge. 

tJompare  our  POTSCRUBBER II 
Performance  and  Full  30-Day 
l^oney  Back  Warranty. 
^  POTSCRUBBER  II  Dishwasher 
Model  950  or  1050)  will  help  you 

Dut  of  a  lot  of  tough  scrapes.  There's 
10  pre-rinsing  or  pre-scraping. 
Just  tip  off  hard  pieces  and  larger 

Bcraps.  A  special  Power  Scrub'^' 
3ycle  goes  to  work  on  your  pots  and 
pans . . .  even  with  a  full  load  of 
glasses,  dishes  and  platters. 

I    Buy  your  POTSCRUBBER  II 
'  jish washer  from  a  participating 
iealer  in  the  48  contiguous  states 
DV  D.C.  and  give  it  normal 
3are.  If  you  are 

not  complete-  ̂  
[y  satisfied       ̂ ^fctefe*!?*. 
(and  you'll  be  the 
judge),  notify  the  dealer 
from  whom  you  purchased  the 
lishwasher  within  30  days  and 
present  your  certificate.  He  will 
^.ake  it  hack  and  refundyour  money. 

Contract  applies  to  dishwashers 
with  PermaTuf  tub  and  door  liner 
installed  and  retained  for  home  use 
within  the  48  contiguous  states 

or  the  District  of  Columbia."  Service  '^"«.^^^<^ 

provided  by  our  Customer  Ca
re®  •'•'o.«(,»«»'^ Factory  Service  Organization ...  or 

by  one  of  our  franchised  Customer 
Care  Servicers. 
Compare  our  spacious  interior. 

It's  got  a  tub  opening  that's  larger 
than  most  competitive  models 
and  none  is  larger.  Even  with  all 
its  roominess,  it  fits  right  into  the 
space  of  your  old  one.  And  because 
you  sometimes  have  very  tall  glasses 
to  wash  in  the  top  rack  or  very  large 
platters  to  wash  in  the  bottom  one, 

there's  a  Dial-a-Level'®  Rack  which 
can  be  adjusted  up  and  down. 
Compare  our  sound  insulation. 
A  POTSCRUBBER  II  Dishwasher  is 
remarkably  quiet,  thanks  to  its 

glass  fiber  insulation 
on  top,  front,  sides,  back, 

door  and  bottom. 

          It's  by  far the  quietest 
dishwasher    -4^^ 
weVe  ever 
made.    

Compare  ̂ ^S? 
our  service.       ^^^ 

When  you  buy  GE,  ̂ ^f"y  ou  get  Cus- tomer Care*^  Service,  our  pledge  that 
wherever  you  go  in  the  48  contigu- 

ous states,  you'll  find  a  GE  qualified serviceman  nearby.  Should  you 
ever  need  one. 

FCompare  our  incredibly  dura- 
ble interior  with  its  ten  year 

tub  plan. 

In  addition  to  the  warranty  you'll 
!  receive  a  service  contract  that  says, 

"If  the  PermaTuf^^'tub  or  door  liner .  should  fail  to  contain  water  due  to 

'  manufactupiQg  defects  such  as 
cracking,  chipping,  peeling  or  rust- 

ing within  the  nine  (9)-year  con- 
tract period  (  ending  ten  years  from 

:  purchase  date).  General  Electric 
will  repair  or  replace  the  tub  or 
door  WITHOUT  CHARGE  for  either 
PARTS  or  LABOR  unless  failure  is 
due  to  misuse  or  abuse.This  Service 

Compare  our  offer. 
Buy  a  POTSCRUBBER  II 
Dishwasher  between 
March  S9  and  May  31, 1976,  and 
get  a  free  $50  U.S.  Savings  Bond 
directly  from  General  Electric. 
Theyre  both  very  sound  investir 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 
IL,   1976 
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oaf  with  a  few  tablespoons  of  Scotch  or  a  cheese 
.nowiedgeable  dose  of  gin 

HIGH-SPIRITED   FOOD 
continued  from  page  140 
1  fresh  pear,  peeled,  seeded, 

and  grated 
V2  teaspoon  salt 

6'7  grindings  of  fresh  pepper 
V4  cup  oatmeal 
2  tablespoons  Scotch  whiskey 
2  tablespoons  parsley,  finely 

minced 

4  tablespoons  ketchup 
fresh  tomato  sauce 

pears,  peeled,  cored,  and 
halved  for  garnish 

Method 

Place  ground  beef  and  veal  in  a 

large  bowl.  Add  grated  onion, 

potato,  pear,  salt,  pepper,  oat- 

meal, Scotch  whiskey,  parsley, 

and  ketchup  and  mix  thorough- 
ly. Pack  into  a  lightly  greased 

5-by-9-inch  loaf  pan  or  shape 
into  a  loaf. 

Bake  IV4  hours  in  a  preheated 

350°  oven  until  glazy-brown  all 
over.  Serve  hot,  with  a  sauce- 
boat  of  fresh  tomato  sauce.  Gar- 

nish the  platter  with  fresh  pears. 

To  serve  cold,  chill  the  meatloaf 

4-5  hours  or  overnight  in  the 

refrigerator.  Slice  about  V4-inch 
thick  and  arrange  slices  on  a 

pretty  platter.  Garnish  with 
clumps  of  watercress  and  tiny 
cornichons  or  gherkins.  Add  a 

crusty  French  or  Italian  loaf  and 
a  salad  of  sliced  cucumbers, 
dusted  with  fresh  dill.  Spoon 

lingonberry  jam  into  a  little 

crock.  Serves  4-6. 

SHRIMP  SHANGHAI 
Chinese  style,  but  with  an 
American  touch  of  Bicentennial 

spirits 
Ingredients 

2  pounds  medium-sized  shrimp, 
shelled,  deveined 

V2  cup  soy  sauce 
V2  cup  rye  whiskey  or  bourbon 
V2  teaspoon  powdered  ginger 

1  clove  garlic,  finely  minced 

How  you  can  take  a  S-potind  roast  from  the 
freezer  to  the  table  medittm  rare-in  60  minutes. 

I^fff  i^ff  a®Touchmatic  r/^f3t^a^ayr,^2--/t^.^-<) MICRO  WAVeAsVEN 

makes  it  simple  as  1-2-3! 

The  Amana 
Touchmatic 
Radarange  is 

the  first 

microwave 
oven  with  a 
memory. 

You  put  in  a  frozen  roast  — touch  the  numbers  on 

the  control  panel  to  set  "defrost"  and  cooking 
time  — and 

push 
"start." 
Then  the 
Amana 

Touchmatic 

"computer"  \;* takes  over. 

It  "remembers"  how  long  to  cook. 

"Remembers"  to  wait  for  the  temperature  to 

even.  "Remembers"  to  cook  just  the  right  length 
of  time  — with  split-second  accuracy.  And  just  60 
minutes  after  you  put  in  the  frozen  5-pound 

roast,  it  "remembers"  to  call  you  for  dinner  with 
a  "beep."  And  you  serve  a  beautiful  roast 
medium  rare  and  piping  hot. 

You  can  tell  at  a  glance,  to  the 
second,  how  much  time  remains. 

And  when  the  timer  has  finished  timing  it 

actually  "remembers"  and  displays  the 
correct  time  of  day — in  lights.    ̂       ..    >..  Ai 

Defrost  and  Cook — or 
defrost  and  Slo  Cook — in 
combination.  Make  your 

family's  favorite  stew  . .  . 
or  chili  ...  in  large 

quantities  and  freeze  it  for  later  in  single  meal 
containers. 

Later  on,  the  Touchmatic  Radarange  will 
defrost  and  then  simmer  to  blend  all  the  full, 

rich  flavors.  The  Slo 

Cook  cycle  is  great  for 
gourmet  cooking,  too. 

You  get  the  results  of  a  slow  oven — in  a  fraction 
of  the  usual  time. 

675  Watts  of  cooking  power,  cooks  almost 
everything  in  34  the  usual  time.  Saves  energy 

too.  Uses  SOVc  to  75 '.t  less  electricity  than  a 
conventional  electric  range.  Operates  on 

ordinary  115  V  household  current. 

Pull  down  the  jewel-chrome  finish  see-thru  door 
to  reveal  the  stainless  steel  interior  large  enough 
to  defrost  and  roast  a  family  size  turkey. 

Removable  glass  broiler  tray  contains  most 

spatters  and  spills.  Since  the  food  gets  hot  but 

the  oven  stays  cool — cleanup  is  a  snap.  A  built-in 
kit  is  available. 

For  further 
information,  see 

your  Amana 
Retailer.  Or 

write  Ann 
McGregor, 

Dept.  546 
Amana 
Refrigeration, 
Inc.,  Amana, 

Iowa  52204. 

FULL  5-Year  Warranty  on  the  magnetron  tube. 
For  five  years  from  date  of  original  purchase, 
Amana  will  repair  or  replace  free  of  charge  any 
defective  or  malfunctioning  magnetron  tube.  It 

pays  to  check  the  warranty,  because  many  manu- 
facturers provide  a  one  year  FULL  Warranty. 

Amana.  —it's  not  2r/^CL^l^3ycaynxji,^ MICROWAVE 'OVEN If  it  doesn't  say  T9mana, 
SOLD  AT  FlNt  RETAILhRS  THROUGHOUT  THE  WORLD 

Amana  Refrigeration,  Inc.  •  Amana.  Iowa  52204 

t^^ 

A  Raytheon  Company    ] 

[ 

1  teaspoon  sugar 

V2  cup  chicken  stock 
4  tablespoons  vegetable  oil 
1  cup  fresh  shelled  green  peas, 

or  frozen 

8  water  chestnuts,  thinly  sliced 

2  teaspoons  cornstarch 

Method 

In  a  large  bowl,  marinate  shrimf 
with  soy  sauce,  rye  or  bourboi 

ginger,  garlic,  sugar,  and  chid 
en  stock  for  1  hour. 

In  a  large  skillet,  or  wok  if  yo 
have  one,  heat  the  oil  over 
brisk  flame.  Drain  shrimp,  rf 

serving  marinade.  Add  shrimp 

hot  oil  and  stir-fry  for  2-3  mir 
utes.  Add  peas  and  stir-fry 
minute.  Add  water  chestnut 

and  stir-fry  1  minute  more.  R( 
move  shrimp  to  a  heated  platt€ 
and  keep  warm. 

Mix  cornstarch  with  enough  w^ 

ter  to  make  a  thin  paste.  Add  I 
reserved  marinade.  Pour  into  th 

skillet  and  cook,  stirring  cor 

tinuously  3-4  minutes,  unt 
sauce  has  thickened  and  be 

come  glossy.  Pour  over  shrimp 
and  serve  at  once  with  he 
steamed  rice  and  tiny  cherry  tc 
matoes.  Serves  4. 

HUNGARIAN  CHEESf 
SPREAD 

Ingredients 
1  stick  CA  pound)  sweet  butter, 

softened 

V2  pound  cream  cheese, 
room  temperature 

V2  pound  cottage  cheese,  room. 

temperature,  sieved  to  extrac 
extra  liquid 

2  tablespoons  thick  dairy 
sour  cream 

1  tablespoon  prepared  mustard 
3  tablespoons  sweet  Hungarian 

paprika 

V4  teaspoon  pepper 

1  tablespoon  anchovy  fillets, 
drained  and  chopped 

2  tablespoons  gin 
1  teaspoon  onion,  grated 
1  rounded  tablespoon  capers, 

drained 

1  tablespoon  caraway  seeds 

Method 

Place  butter,  cream  cheese,  cot 

tage  cheese,  and  sour  cream,  it 
a  blender  or  food  processor.  Ad( 
the  mustard,  paprika,  pepper 

anchovy  fillets,  gin  and  onior 
and  blend  until  smooth  am 

creamy.  Add  capers  and  cara- 
way seeds  and  blend  briefly. 

Pack  mixture  into  a  small  crocJ. 
or  bowl.  Cover  tightly  and  re 

frigerate  at  least  2  days.  Serve 
from  crock  or  turn  onto  a  smal 

glass  platter.  Makes  2V2  cups. 
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Each  St.  Charles  kitchen  is  unique  .  .  . 
the  expression  of  an  individual  personality 
and  lifestyle.  Each  St.  Charles  kitchen  is  a 

masterwork  of  planning  and  design— blended 
from  the  widest  choice  of  nnaterials,  furniture 
woods,  textured  metals,  designer  colors. 

If  it's  time  to  bring  your  dream  kitchen 
to  life,  your  St.  Charles  dealer/designer  can 
help  you.  Browse  in  his  showroom.  Use  his 
expert  counsel  in  design,  planning,  color 
styling,  installation. 

After  all,  your  St.  Charles  kitchen  must  be 

a  masterpiece— and  it  must  be  you. 

FREE!  Full  color,  44-page  Kitchen  Ideas  book  just 
for  coming  in.  Or  mail  coupon  with  $2.00. 

ST.  CHARLES  KITCHENS  of  New  York  City 
964  Third  Ave.,  New  York,  N.Y.  10022 

Name   

Address. 

City   

State_ 

.Telephone. 

.County   

.Zip   

6T4211 

V-isit  the  showroonn  nearest  you.  NEW  YORK— St.  Charles  of  New  York  City,  964  Third  Ave.,  (212)  838-2812.  MANHASSET,  N.Y.— North  Shore  Custom  Kitchens,  Inc., 
1536  Northern  Blvd.,  (516)  MA7-4366.  WESTCHESTER/FAIRFIELD  COUNTIES— St.  Charles  Kitchens  by  Girard,  Inc.,  Scotts  Corners,  Pound  Ridge,  N.Y.,  (914)  P04- 
5728.  HAWTHORNE,  N.  J.— Van  Beuzekom  Inc.,  301  Lafayette  Ave.,  (201)  427-7111.  SUMMIT,  N.  J.— St.  Charles  Designer  Kitchens,  Inc.,  66  River  Road,  (201)  273-8900. 

APRIL,   1976 
603211 
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You  get  more  Vitamin  C  in  half  a  cup  of  soybean  sprouts 
than  you  do  in  six  glasses  of  fresh  orange  juice 

THE  SENSUAL  SOYBEAN 
continued  from  page  133 

Method 

In  a  large  casserole  saute  the 
onions  in  4  tablespoons  butter 
for  5  minutes.  Add  the  flour,  cur- 

ry powder,  cinnamon,  and  gin- 
ger and  stir  for  1  minute. 

Add  the  broth,  stock  or  water 
and  simmer  for  a  few  minutes, 
until  thickened.  Add  the  lemon 

juice,  beans,  apricots  and  re- 
maining butter.  Bring  to  a  sim- 

mer and  cover. 

Bake  at  350°  for  1  hour.  Spoon 
into  bowls  and  top  generously 
with  yoghurt.  It  can  be  frozen, 
without  the  yoghurt.  Serves  6. 

SOYBEANS  WITH 
SAUSAGE, 
TOMATOES, 
AND  PAPRIKA 

Ingredients 

1  cup  green  pepper,  diced 
IV2  cups  onion,  chopped 
2  tablespoons  lard 
2  teaspoons  medium  hot 

imported  paprika 
V2  teaspoon  garlic,  minced 

V4  teaspoon  sugar 
1  can  tomatoes,  (1  pound,  12 

ounces)  chopped,  and  their 
liquid 

IV4  pounds  kielbasa,  or  other 

garlic  sausage,  cut  into  1-inch 
slices 

1  pound  dried  soybeans,  cooked 
(6  cups) 

Method 

In  a  large  casserole  saute  the 
green  pepper  and  onions  in  the 
lard  for  5  minutes.  Add  the  pa- 

prika, garlic,  and  sugar  and  stir 
1  minute. 

Add  the  tomatoes,  their  liquid, 
the  kielbasa,  and  the  beans. 
Bring  to  a  simmer,  cover  and 

bake  for  1  hour  at  350°.  This  im- 
proves with  reheating,  and  can 

be  frozen.  Serves  6. 

SOYBEANS  WITH 
TONGUE  AND 
ORANGE  JUICE 

Ingredients 
1  pound  dried  soybeans, 

preferably  the  larger  green 
ones 

3  pounds  smoked  beef  tongue 
IV2  cups  onions,  chopped 

2  tablespoons  fat 
1  teaspoon  garlic,  minced 
IV2  tablespoons  sharp  mustard 
3  cups  orange  juice 

Method 

Soak  the  soybeans  in  water  to 
cover  for  at  least  12  hours.  Sim- 

mer the  tongue  gently  with  wa- 
ter to  cover  for  about  2y2  hours, 

or  until  it  is  tender.  Let  the 

tongue  cool  slightly,  then  peel 
and  trim  it. 

Simmer  the  drained  beans  in  the 

tongue  stock  for  about  2^/2 
hours,  or  until  they  are  tender. 
Cut  the  tongue  into  thick  slices. 
In  a  casserole  saute  the  onion  in 
the  fat  for  5  minutes.  Add  the 

garlic,  mustard,  and  orange 
juice  and  stir  for  a  few  minutes. 
Add  the  beans.  Press  in  the 

tongue  slices.  Bake  at  350°  cov- ered, for  1  hour. 

(Alternately,  cooked  beans  and 

cooked  tongue  may  be  com- 
bined with  the  orange  juice  if  the 

leftover  meat  is  already  on  hand. 
In  this  case,  cube  the  tongue  to 
make  about  4  cups.) 

Improves  with  reheating  and  can 
be  frozen.  Serves  6. 

SOYBEANS  WITH 
SALT  PORK  AND 
RED  WINE 

Ingredients 
%  pound  lean  salt  pork,  cut 

into  V2 -inch  dice 
2  cups  onion,  chopped 
2  cups  tomatoes,  chopped 

1  tablespoon  tomato  paste 

1  bay  leaf,  crushed 
1  teaspoon  thyme 

2  teaspoons  garlic,  minced 

pepper  to  taste 1  pound  dried  soybeans,  cookec (6  cups) 

%  cup  beef  broth 
1  cup  red  wine 

Method 

Blanch  the  salt  pork  in  boilinc 
water  for  2  minutes.  Drain  anc 

dry.  Brown  the  pieces  in  a  large 
heavy  casserole  over  mediunr 
heat.  With  a  slotted  spoon  trans 
fer  the  pieces  to  a  plate. 

In  the  fat  saute  the  onions  for  i 
minutes.  Add  the  tomatoes,  to 
mato  paste,  bay  leaf,  thyme,  gar 

lie,  and  pepper.  Add  the  sal 
pork  and  stir  over  medium  hea 
for  a  few  minutes. 

Continued  on  page  14t 

^1  was  sold  on  Scotchgard  3  kids  and  2  dogs  ago/ "Scotchgard"  is  a  registered  trademark  of  the  3M  Company,  St.  P 

For  almost  15  years  now 

people  have  depended  on 
"Scotchgard"  Protector  to 

protect  their  favorite  uphol- stered furniture  from  kids, 

dogs  and  anyone  else  who 
can  make  a  mess.  Because 
a  generous  spray  of 

"Scotchgard"  Brand  Fabric 
Protector  can  keep  spills 
from  becoming  stains. 

Watery  and  oily  spills  don't soak  into  treated 
fabrics.  Instead, 

they  bead  up  and 

you  can  blot  them 

away.  The  f urm- ture  you  love 
deserves  the 
best  treatment. 

"Scotchgard" Fabric  Protector. 

It  loves  your  fur- niture as  much 

as  you  do. 

i«a>-.c  ̂ ^  f^c'L .'  -s ii 



SEE  HOW  MUCH  MONEY 
A  PHILCOCOLD  GUARD  REFRIGERATOR 

CAN  SAVE  YOU  ON  ELEaRICITY 

Forexample,  over  the  average  life  of  a  refrigerator  (15  years)  you  can  save  upto... 

- 

$1313.64 n  New  York,  NY. @  $.089  per  KWH $ 590.40 n  Rochester,  N.Y. 
@  $.040  per  KWH 

$ 797.04 n  Philadelphia,  Pa. @  $.054  per  KWH $ 590.40 n  Youngstown,  Ohio @  $.040  per  KWH 

$ 767.52 n  Hartford,  Conn. @  $.052  per  KWH $ 575.64 n  Buffalo,  N.Y 
@  $.039  per  KWH 

$ 767.52 n  Springfield,  Mass. @  $.052  per  KWH $ 575.64 n  Greenville,  N.C 
@  $.039  per  KWH 

$ 738.00 n  New  Haven,  Conn. @  $.050  per  KWH $ 575.64 n  Huntington,W.V. @  $.039  per  KWH 

$ 723.24 n  Richmond,  Va. @  $.049  per  KWH $ 575.64 n  Orlando,  Florida 
@  $.039  per  KWH 

$ 708.48 n  Norfolk,  Va. @  $.048  per  KWH $ 560.88 n  Houston, Texas 
@  $.038  per  KWH 

$ 664.20 n  Baltimore,  Md. @  $.046  per  KWH $ 560.88 n  Los  Angeles,  Calif. @  $.038  per  KWH 
$ 649.44 n  Tampa,  Florida @  $.044  per  KWH $ 546.12 n  Bismarck,  N.D. 

@  $.037  per  KWH 
$ 649.44 n  Toledo,  Ohio @  $.044  per  KWH $ 546.12 n  Little  Rock,  Ark. 

@  $.037  per  KWH 
$ 634.68 n  Detroit,  Mich. @  $.043  per  KWH $ 531.36 n  St.  Louis,  Mo. 

@  $.036  per  KWH 
$ 634.68 n  Kansas  City,  Mo. @  $.043  per  KWH $ 516.60 n  Salt  Lake  City,  Utah 

@  $.035  per  KWH 
$ 634.68 n  Washington,  D.C. @  $.043  per  KWH $ 501.84 n  Cincinnati,  Ohio @  $.034  per  KWH 

$ 619.92 n  Waterloo,  Iowa @  $.042  per  KWH 
$ 501.84 n  Raleigh,  N.C. 

@  $.034  per  KWH 
$ 605.16 n  Jacksonville,  Fla. @  $.041  per  KWH $ 487.08 n  Atlanta,  Ga. 

@  $.033  per  KWH 

$ 605.16 n  Sioux  Falls,  S.D. @  $.041  per  KWH 
$ 472.32 n  South  Bend,  Ind. 

@  $.032  per  KWH 
$ 590.40 n  Evansville,  Ind. @  $.040  per  KWH $ 442.80 n  Mobile,  Ala. 

@  $.030  per  KWH 
$ 590.40 n  Portland,  Maine @  $.040  per  KWH $ 428.04 n  Sheridan, Wyo. 

@  $.029  per  KWH 

(In  high  or  low  humidity  areas,  actua savings  mc 3y  be  more  or  less.) 

It  sounds  too  good  to  be  true,  but  it  is  true.  Ever/ 
Phiico  Cold  Guard  Refrigerator  uses  less  electricity 
than  comparable  models  from  any  manufacturer 

condensation  system. 
Actual  savings  may  van/  depending  upon 

climatic  conditions,  individual  usage  and  electric 

isted  in  the  Sept.  1975  AH  AM  Director/,  with  their    rate  changes.  Savings  shown  are  based  on  esti- 
electric  anti-condensation  heaters  on  at  least  50%     mated  residential  electricity  costs  and  consumption. 
n 

* 

of  the  time.  So  you'll  save 
money.  That's  because  only 
Phiico  refrigerators  were 

actually  re-engineered  to 
give  you  all  three  of  these 

For  a  free  booklet  that  will  let  you  figure  out  just  how 

much  you  can  save  in  your  area  write:  Aeronutronic 
Ford  Corporation,  MS  84,  Blue  Bell,  Pa.  19422 

Savings,  based  on  costs  in  effect  during  October  1975,  represent 

important  energy  SaV-   /;;^{5'^'»^^*'*"™co*JJ;\   maximum  economies  available  on  current  performonce  of  Cold 
r        .  Ill  /nt  -^  _    •^Guard  Model  RD19F8  Code  120  compared  with  ttie  energy 
r       1  •  A-l        k|         A  ^^  •    •^\'-^uara  Model  KU I  vi-OL,oae  I  ̂u  compared  wirn  ine  energy 

ing  leaiUreS.  aOUDie      f*^  Good  Housekeeping^j  consumption  of  comparable  size  and  type  models  of  tfiree  leading 

cavity  Uni-Wall  Liner   ̂ -'^, 
with  no  seams  or  joints 

(patented  process),  precision 

placement  of  insulation,  com- 

pletely non-electric  anti- 

PROMISES 

^V^'/   brands  as  listed  in  the  Sept.  1975  Directory 
^*roR  REfuNOj^^^  of  Certified  Refrigerators  and  Freezers 

published  by  the  Association  of  Home  Appliance 

Manufacturers  (AH AM).  Comparisons  show  that 
Model  RD19F8  uses  31%  to  45%  less  electricity 

—  comparisons  for  competitive  models  with  onti- 
condensdtion  heaters  are  based  on  average 
maximum/minimum  energy  consumption. 

THE  REFRIGERATOR  THAT  HELPS  PAY  FOR  ITSELF 
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Soybeans  are  a  refreshing  change  for  the  American  palate: 

~  em  instead  of  lentils  in  a  sausage-bean-tomato  casserole 
THE  SENSUAL  SOYBEAN 

continued  from  page  144 

Add  the  beans,  broth,  and  wine. 

Bring  to  a  simmer  and  cover. 

Bake  at  350°  for  1  hour.  As  with 
many  bean  dishes,  this  improves 

considerably  if  cooled,  left  over- 
night, and  reheated.  Can  be 

frozen.  Serves  6. 

SOYBEANS  WITH 
APPLE  CIDER  AND 
RAISINS 

Ingredients 

2  cups  apple  cider 
%  cup  raisins 
Va  cup  brown  sugar,  lightly 

packed 
Vz  teaspoon  ginger 
V2  teaspoon  salt 
Va  teaspoon  cloves 
V4  teaspoon  cinnamon 
1  pound  dried  soybeans,  cooked 

(6  cups) 
V2  cup  red  wine  vinegar 
2  teaspoons  potato  starch 
2  tablespoons  butter 
4  large,  tart  apples 

Method 

In  a  large  casserole  combine  the 

apple  cider,  raisins,  sugar,  gin- 
ger, salt,  cloves,  and  cinnamon. 

Add  the  soybeans. 

Stir  together  the  vinegar  and 
starch  in  a  cup  and  add  with  the 
butter  to  the  casserole.  Bring  to 
a  simmer  and  cover.  Bake  at 

350°  for  1  hour. 

Core  apples  and  cut  into  thick 
slices.  Saute  apples  in  a  large 
pan  in  butter  until  they  are  lightly 
browned  on  both  sides.  Mound 

the  soybeans  on  a  hot  serving 
platter  and  surround  them  with 
the  apple  slices.  (Can  be  frozen, 
minus  the  apples.)  Serves  6. 

BEAN  CURD 
APPETIZER 

Ingredients 

1  pound  bean  curd 
1  teaspoon  salt 

1  cup  water 
V4  cup  soy  sauce 
1  teaspoon  peppercorns, 

bruised 

2  teaspoons  sugar 
2  teaspoons  dried  orange  or 

tangerine  zest,  chopped 
4  scallions,  minced 
lemon  juice 

:al  fish  will  - 
IF  YOU  FEED  THEM  TETRAMIN 

Controlled  laboratory  tests  have  proven  conclusively 
that  tropical  fish  live  longer  and  stay  healthier  when 
fed  Tetrafvlin  Staple  Food.  High  in  protein,  never 
clouds  water.  Fish  love  it.  Buy  it  at  your  pet  store  or 
pet  department. ^Tetra 

WHO  ELSE. 

FREE.  36  page  color  booklet.  "Beginners  Aquarium  Digest". 
Write;  Tetra  Sales  (U.S.A.).  Department  Z1,  Hayward,  CA  94545 

Method 

In  a  deep  dish  sprinkle  the  bean 
curd  with  the  salt  and  cover  it 

with  a  plate.  Place  a  light  weight 

on  the  plate  and  let  stand  for  Vz hour. 

Simmer  together  in  a  saucepan 
for  5  minutes  the  water,  soy 

sauce,  peppercorns,  sugar,  zest, 
and  scallions. 

Drain  the  bean  curd  and  cut  into 
1  inch  cubes.  Add  them  to  the 

liquid  and  barely  simmer,  cov- 
ered for  10  minutes.  Cool.  Chill 

in  the  refrigerator. 

Drain  the  cubes,  sprinkle  them 

with  lemon  juice  to  taste  and 

serve  with  toothpicks  as  an  ap- 
petizer. Serves  6. 

FISH  SOUP  WITH 
BEAN  CURD 

Ingredients 
1 V3  cups  leeks,  chopped 

2  tablespoons  olive  oil 
1  pound  tomatoes,  chopped 

1  large  garlic  clove,  sliced 
1  bay  leaf 
V2  teaspoon  thyme 

very  large  pinch  saffron 

powder 
4  cups  fish  stock,  clam  juice, 

or  both 
salt 

18  tiny  shrimp,  peeled 

2  bean  curd  cakes,  cut  into 

tiny  cubes 

Method 

In  a  saucepan  cook  the  leeks  in 
the  olive  oil  until  they  are  soft. 
Add  the  tomatoes,  garlic,  bay 

leaf,  thyme,  and  saffron  and  stir 
for  5  minutes. 

Add  the  fish  stock  and  simmer, 

covered,  25  minutes.  Strain  into 

a  clean  saucepan,  pressing  out 
all  the  juices.  Salt  highly. 

Add  the  shrimp  and  bean  curd 
and  simmer  2  minutes.  Divide 

the  shrimp  and  curd  among  6 

soup  bowls.  Pour  on  the  stock. 
Serves  6. 

LAVISH  DIET  LUNCH 
SALAD 
Ingredients 
1  tablespoon  fresh  ginger, 

grated 

V4  cup  rice  vinegar  or  mild 
white  wine  vinegar 

2  teaspoons  sugar 

2  tablespoons  dark  sesame  oil 
3  tablespoons  soy  sauce 
4  scallions,  thinly  sliced 
4  bean  curd  cakes  (about  1 

pound)  cut  into V2  -inch  cubes 

1  cup  carrot,  coarsely  grated 

V2  pound  fresh  bean  sprouts 
boiling  water 

V2  pound  mushrooms,  thinly sliced 

Method 

Combine  the  ginger,  vinegar,  ,. 

sugar,  oil,  soy  sauce,  and  2  of 
the  scallions  in  a  bowl  and  mix 

well.  Toss  gently  with  the  bear 
curd  and  carrot  and  chill  several hours. 

Place  the  bean  sprouts  in  a  col 
ander  in  the  sink  and  pour  bon 

ing  water  over  them.  Spreac 

them  on  a  plate  and  chill  in  th^ 
refrigerator. 

Place  the  sprouts,  mushrooms 

and  remaining  scallions  in  a 
chilled  serving  bowl.  Add  the 
bean  curd  mixture  and  toss 

gently.  Serves  4. 

CHICKEN  AND 
BEAN  SPROUT 
SALAD  WITH 
PEANUT  DRESSING 

Ingredients 
V2  pound  fresh  bean  sprouts 
2  cucumbers 

V2  teaspoon  salt 
2  tablespoons  peanut  butter 
3  tablespoons  rice  vinegar 
1  tablespoon  lemon  juice 
1  teaspoon  soy  sauce 
1  teaspoon  fresh  ginger, 

grated 

Tabasco  sauce  to  taste 

2  tablespoons  peanut  oil  or 

light  sesame  oil 2^^2  cups  chicken, 

cooked,  skinned, 

and  shredded 
shredded  lettuce  leaves 

Method 

146 

Drop  the  bean  sprouts  in  a  pot 

of  boiling  water  and  boil  for  1 
minute.  Drain,  dry  and  chill them. 

Halve  the  cucumbers  length- 
wise, seed  them  and  cut  into 

thin  slices.  Sprinkle  with  the  salt 
and  chill  for  V2  hour. 

In  a  bowl  mix  together  the  pea- 
nut butter,  rice  vinegar,  lemon 

juice,  soy  sauce,  ginger,  and 
Tabasco  sauce.  Then  slowly  stir 
in  the  oil. 

Drain  and  dry  the  cucumbers 

Toss  them  gently  in  a  bowl  with 
the  chicken,  bean  sprouts  anc 

dressing.  Serve  on  the  lettuce 

Serves  3-4. 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN' 

T^ 



flo-f  uss  food continued  from  page  137 

BOWES'  ALFRESCO 
.ST  continued  from  page  136 

NESESOUP 
7  Mrs.  John  Bowes 

edients 

ried  mushrooms 

ps  chicl<en  broth 
p  porl<,  sliced  very  thinly 
p  bamboo  shoot,  sliced 
unly 
mgee  (dried  lily  flower), 
linly  sliced,  optional 
blespoons  white  wine 
negar 
blespoons  Kikkoman  soy 
wee 

saspoon  salt 
easpoon  pepper 
blespoon  cornstarch 
up  water 
h  Tabasco  sauce  (optional) 
tgs,  lightly  beaten 
blespoon  sesame  oil 
blespoons  scallions,  minced 

'hod 

k  the  mushrooms  in  hot  wa- 
fer 20  minutes.  Squeeze  dry 

slice  very  thinly. 

ig  broth  to  a  boil  and  add 
k  and  mushrooms  and  bring 

to  the  boil  again.  Simmer  8-10 
minutes. 

Add  bamboo  shoot  and  lily 
flower.  Simmer  another  10  min- 
utes. 

Add  vinegar,  soy  sauce,  salt  and 
pepper.  Stir.  Add  the  cornstarch 
mixed  with  the  water  and  return 

the  soup  to  a  boil.  (If  you  like 
your  soup  spicy,  you  can  add  a 
dash  of  Tabasco  sauce.)  Take 
off  heat. 

Add  beaten  eggs  to  the  broth. 
Stir  and  add  oil  and  scallions. 

This  soup  is  good  reheated  and 

will  last  several  days  refriger- 
ated. Serves  8. 

CHILES  RELLENOS 
from  Micheline  Beatty's Gourmet  Menus 

Ingredients 
1  8-ounce  can  whole  Mexican 

chiles,  peeled 
%  pound  Monterey  jack  cheese 

8  eggs,  separated 
salt 

3  cups  vegetable  oil 
tomato  sauce 

Method 

Open  the  chiles  and  remove  all 

seeds.  Cut  cheese  into  "fingers" 
nearly  as  long  as  the  chiles  and 
a  little  less  than  Vz  inch  thick. 
Roll  chile  around  cheese. 

In  a  large  bowl  beat  4  egg  whites 
and  1/4  teaspoon  salt  until  stiff. 
In  another  bowl  beat  4  yolks  until 
thick  and  lemon  colored.  Fold 

yolks  into  whites.  (Use  up  this 
half  of  batter,  then  repeat  for  the last  4  eggs.) 

In  a  deep  pot  heat  oil.  Drop  bat- 
ter by  spoonfuls  into  the  medi- 

um-hot oil  and  let  fry  slowly  1 
minute.  Place  rolled  chile  in  the 
center  of  the  fried  batter  and 

cover  completely  with  more  bat- 
ter. Baste  gently  and  turn.  Fry 

slowly  until  golden  brown. 

Drain  on  absorbent  paper.  Re- 
peat until  all  chiles  are  fried,  bat- 

ter used.  Can  be  refrigerated. 

Place  chiles  on  clean  absorbent 

paper  on  heatproof  platter,  re- 
heat in  350°  oven  10  minutes. 

Transfer  to  warm  platter,  pour 
hot  tomato  sauce  on  top. 

TOMATO  SAUCE 

Ingredients 
3  tablespoons  butter 
3  scallions,  chopped 

2  pounds  fresh  red  tomatoes, 
peeled,  seeded,  and  chopped 

V2  teaspoon  salt 
pinch  allspice 

Method 

In  a  large,  heavy  skillet  add  but- 
ter and  lightly  saute  the  scal- 

lions. Add  tomatoes  and  salt  and 

cover.  Simmer  gently  for  20  min- 
utes stirring  occasionally.  Add 

allspice  and  serve. 

NOTE:  Mrs.  Bowes  does  the 
chiles  and  tomato  sauce  at 

home,  then  just  reheats  at  the beach. 

MRS.   HAMMERSTEIN'S HEARTY   DINNER 
continued  from  page  135 

LEGARBURE 
(thick  vegetable  soup) 

"If  you  have  a  toupin,  [a  glazed 
earthenware  pot,  see  page  134], 

Continued  on  next  page 

Historic  American  landmark  ♦♦.preserved,  protected  by 

Cabot's  Stains/mBHQtriginal  Stains  and  Standard  for  the  Nation  since  1877 



HEARTr'  DiNril^P 

oontmuad  Irom  page  '!47 

in  which  io  prepare  this,  use 
it.  Otherwise  use  something 
tail  ar-ci  narrovv/,  which,  for  a 

reason  I  don't  know,  makes 
ii  tasie  better  than  using  a 
regulation  wide  pot.  it  needs 

a  cover." 

Ingredients 

1 V2  cups  dried  pigeon  peas 
enough  olive  oil  to  coat 

well  the  bottom  of 
the  pot 

2  leeks,  white  and  pale 
green  part,  halved 
lengthwise,  sliced, 
and  thoroughly  rinsed 
of  grit 

3-6  garlic  cloves,  peeled, 
minced 

3  fat  shallot  cloves, 
peeled  and  chopped 

2  small  fat  carrots, 
scraped  and  sliced 

1  sweet  red  pepper,  or 
green,  seeded, 
quartered,  sliced 

1  cup  rutabaga,  peeled 
and  diced 

1  can  (46-ounce)  College 
Inn  chicken  broth 

V4  cup  Noilly  Prat 
vermouth 

1  good  teaspoon  dried 
thyme 

1  heaping  tablespoon 
dried  rosemary 

salt,  pepper 
zest  of  1  lemon,  cut  in 

the  finest  julienne 
V2  pound  kielbasa 

sausage,  peeled, 
sliced,  and  browned 

1  cup  Savoy  cabbage, 
finely  shredded 

1  pint  cherry  tomatoes, 
diced 

handful  Italian  parsley, 
chopped 

Method 

In  a  heavy  saucepan  cover 
the  peas  with  about  ^V2 
inches  of  water  and  bring  to 
a  boil.  Boil  2  minutes;  cover 
and  take  off  heat.  Let  sit  for 
1  hour. 

Add  olive  oil  to  toupin.  Put 
in  leeks,  garlic,  shallots,  and 
carrots.  Cook  gently  until 
the  leeks  begin  to  wilt. 

Add  red  pepper,  rutabaga, 
broth,  and  vermouth.  Bring 
to  a  boil.  Add  peas  and  their 

cooking  liquid,  thyme,  rose- 
mary, and  lemon  zest.  Sim- 

mer, covered,  on  low  heat 
until  the  beans  seem  about 
15  minutes  from  being  done. 
(This  is  hard  to  gauge.  Dried 

beans  don't  always  behave 
the  same  way.)  Taste  for  salt 
and  pepper. 

i48 

The  indoor-cool-aroun 

Install  HEILCentralAirj 
If  you're  thinking  about  installing  central  air  conditioning,  think  of  Heil. 

Because  for  a  limited  time  your  participating  Heil  Dealer  is  making  a  special  pre- 

season offer  on  the  super-efficient 
Heil  Hermitage  top-discharge 
system  .  .  .  one  of  the  finest  units  on 
the  market  today. 

Heil  engineers  have  designed 
into  the  Hermitage  several  features 

wliich  help  save  electricity.  The 

amount  of  electricity  you  save  will 

vary,  but  as  an  example,  comparing 
the  35,000  BTU  Hermitage  model 

with  a  comparable  Heil  Deluxe 

model,  you  should  save  up  to  177o 

in  yoiu'  air  conditioninir  electrical 
operating  costs.  The  Hermitage 

averages  107o  savings  over  compara- 
ble Heil  models  in  the  entire  range 

of  sizes. 

The  Heil  Solid-State  Variable 

Speed  Fan  Control  monitors  the 

outdoor  temperature  so  that  when 
the  outside  temperature  drops  at 

night,  tlie  fan  speed  is  automatically 

reduced  — resulting  in  less  noise 
and  better  humidity  control. 

The  Hermitage  even  comes 

with  its  own  self-contained, 

hi-imj)act  }:)lastic  base  for  fast  and  easy  installation  where  codes  peiniit. 
And  because  of  its  top-air  discharge  design,  you  can  put  your  green  thumb  to 

work  planting  flowers  or  shrubs  right  next  to  the  unit. 

The  Heil  Hermitage  ...  a  comforting  thought  when  youVc  thinking  of  central 
air  conditioning. 

Look  in  the  Yellow  Pages  under  Air  Conditioning  for  the  participating  Heil 
Dealer  nearest  you.  Or  fill  in 

the  coupon  and  we'll  have  a 
Heil  Dealer  contact  you. 

•THIS  IS  A  FACTORY  SUGGESTED  PROMOTION. 

Ottermoihe  Weed  Ealer  Package  FREE  lo  tne  nome- 
owner  with  the  purchase  ol  a  He'Tiiiage  Air  Condi- 

tioning System  is  at  the  option  of  the  local  Dart<;iDalina 
Heil  Heating  &  Cooling  distributor  and/or  dealer  In 

certain  areas  the  Package  may  be  otiered  a' a  nomi- 
nal cost   Otter  void  where  prohibited  or  restricted 

•|NG&  COOLING 



tdoor-tool-aFound  offer. 

kt  a  free*  WEED  EATER! 
The  response  to  the  amazing  WEED  EATER  "Needie"  lawn  tiinnner  has  been 

tremendous,  llial  once  you\'e  tried  il.  \()u  simply  can't  live  without  it! 
The  WEED  EATER  is  actually 

loin"  tools  in  one.  It's  the  perfect 
outdoor  grooming  aid  that  trims, 

edges,  mows  and  s\vee}:)s  — getting 
into  places  where  other  conventional 

edgers  and  trimmers  can't.  The  end 
result  is  a  l)eautilul  lawn  with  that 

professional  manicured  look. 

Its  amazing  cuttin"'  ability  is 
performed  by  a  specially  treated 

monofilament  "fishing  line"})owered 
by  a  rugged  %  hp.  permanent 

magnet  motor. 

And  it's  safer  than  a  conven- 
tional trimmei",  too! 
The  revolutionary  WEED 

EATER  "Needie"  trimmer  normally 

sells  for  S89.95.  We're  including  50 
feet  of  heavv  duty  extension  cord 

and  a  line  sni})])er.  Altogether,  a 
SIOO  value,  yours  absolutely  EREE 

when  you  install  a  Heil  Hermitage 

Central  Air  System  during  this 
limited  time  offer  from  partici})ating 
Heil  Dealers. 

I     I  Yes,  I  would  like  the  INDOOR/OU7- 
—    DOOR  THERMOMETER.  Enclosed 

IS  $2  25  for  each  thermometer  I 
order.  Make  checks  payable  to 

"Thermometer  Offer." 

I     I  Yes,  I  am  very  interested  in  the  HEIL 
'— '  HERMITAGE  Central  Air  Condi- 

tioning System  and  free  WEED 
EATER  offer.  Have  a  Heil  Dealer 

contact  me  with  complete  informa- 
tion and  a  FREE  installation  survey. 

MAIL  TO:  HEIL. 
BOX  1414, 

Nashville, Tennessee  37202. 

reg. 

$4.49  value 

Read  indoor  and  outdoor  temperatures  at  a 

/^Cr  glance  with  this  unique  two-temp  thermom- ^-^  eter.  It  comes  in  two  pieces  and  you  simply 
mount  each  half  back-to-back  on  the  inside 
and  outside  of  any  window  with  its  pressure 
sensitive  backing  And,  PRESTO,  its  two 
thermometers  in  one! 

NAME. 

ADDRESS. 

CITY. 

STATE/ZIP. 

TELEPHONE  NUMBER. 

HG 

Add  the  kielbasa  and  cook 
15  minutes  more.  Add  the 

cabbage  and  cook  10  min- utes or  until  the  cabbage 

has  just  wilted.  Serve  with 
the  tom.ato  and  parsley  gar- 

nish. Serves  4-6. 

To  garnish,  combine  the 
diced  tomatoes  and  the 

parsley.  Toss  with  some  oil 
and  salt.  Serve  at  room  tem- 

perature at  the  table.  Each 

person  should  take  a  heap- 
ing spoonful  and  stir  it  into their  soup. 

BLUEBERRY 

DESSERT 
OMELETTE 

This  recipe  serves  2-3  peo- 
ple. Make  two  for  4-6,  keep- 

ing the  first  one  in  a  190° 
oven  while  you  do  the  sec- 
ond. 

Ingredients  for 
blueberry  sauce 
%  cup  fresh  blueberries, 

picked  over V3  cup  fine  granulated 

sugar 
1  tablespoon  fresh 

orange  juice,  strained 
zest  of  V2  orange 

or  more 

Ingredients  for  omelette 

4  eggs  separated 
V2  teaspoon  fine  sugar 

pinch  salt 1  tablespoon  heavy  cream 
or  creme  fraiche 

1  tablespoon  butter 

powdered  sugar 
Va  cup  fresh  blueberries 

Method  for  sauce 

Combine  the  blueberries, 

sugar,  orange  juice,  zest  in 
a  heavy  enamel  saucepan 
and  boil  very  gently  for  5 
minutes.  Keep  warm. 

Method  for  omelette 
In  a  bowl,  beat  the  egg 

whites  until  stiff.  In  another 
bowl,  lightly  beat  the  egg 

yolks,  sugar,  salt,  and  cream 
with  a  fork.  When  well 
mixed,  fold  in  whites  very 

gently. 
In  an  omelette  pan  melt  the 
butter.  Add  the  eggs.  Lower 
the  heat  as  the  eggs  begin 

to  color  on  the  bottom. 
Shake  to  loosen,  but  do  not 
disturb  it  until  the  center  is 
spongy. 

Spoon  on  enough  blueberry 
sauce  to  cover  the  face  of 

Continued  on  next  page 
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GEORGIA 

=f;A  i~i  •• 

Lush  semi-tropical  paradise  with  18 
superb  tennis  courts.  2  spectacular 
golf  courses.  Enchanting  dining  and 
The  Cloisters  world-loved  ameni- 

ties —  unspoiled  5  mile  beach,  pools, 
lounges,  ocean-side  buffet  at  Beach 
Club.  The  Cloister  Hotel, 
Sealsland.Ga.  31561  (912- 
638-3611).  Out  of  state 
call  toll  free  800-841-3223. 

NORTH  CAROLINA 

High  Hampton  Inn 

and  Country  Club 
2300-acre  resort  at  3600  feet  in  thu 
Cashiers  \  alley  of  the  Blue  Ridge 
.Mtns.  8  tennis  courts.  3  lakes  for 
boating,  fishing,  sv\imming.  sailing. 
Private  18-hole,  par  71  golf  course 
bent  grass  greens.  Riding  stables. 

Trap  &  skeet.  Children's  program. 
Open  .Ma>  1  to  Nov.  1.  Write:  High 
Hampton  Inn.  146  Hampton  Rd., 
Cashiers,  N.C.  28717.  PH  (704) 
743-2411. 

VIRGIMA 
IRVINGTON 

A  W^Elfelf  d^SCOTCH ADDS  TO  A 
TOTAL  VACATION 

Scottish  decor,  that  is.  For  a  bit  of 

Scotland  is  reflected  in  the  charm- 
ing interior  of  The  Tides  Lodge.  Sir 

Guy's  IntemationaJ  18'  highlights 
complete  resort  facilities. 

THE  TIDES  LODGE 
The  ccimpariKin  kxige  tc  the  Iwnoui  Tides  inn 

P.O.  Bex  204,  Iningwn.  Vuginia  (S04)  438-223? 
Out  ot  state  call  toll  ttee:  (SOCl  446-5660 

BARBADO."- -T.  J.AMES  BE.ACH 

Stay  at  1 :  enjoy  3  select  resorts  on  St.  Jaiiu-* 
Beach.  Colony  Club.  Discovery  Bay.  Tamarind 
Cove.  Exchange  dining.  Air  cond.  David  B.  .Mitch- 

ell &  Co..  Inc..  Reps.;  or  your  travel  agent. 

VIRGIN  ISLANDS 
ST.  CROIX 

Hotel  St.  Croii  by  the  sea — on  the  Caribbean.  2Wj 
rooms — 2  restaurants — 2  pools — .\ircond.  For  inft)r- 
niation  write,  call  (free)  800-223-9868  or  see  your 
Travel  Agent. 

iiiiraiivu 
Ccnrral 

UJhara  Soufhcrn 

ho/pitdifq  maal/ 

Kansas-Oklahoma-ITlissouri 
Arkansas- LouisiarKi 

For  more  information  on  special  tour  packages 

contact  your  travel  agent. 

WHEN  WRITING  TO 

THESE  HOTELS  OR 

RESORTS  FOR  LITER- 

ATURE OR  RESERVA- 

TIONS, MENTION  HOUSE 

&  GARDEN  MAGAZINE. 
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HEARTY   DINNER 
continued  from  preceding  page 

the  omelette.  Fold  omelette  in 

half  and  remove  to  a  heated  plat- 
ter. Spoon  the  rest  of  the  sauce 

on  top.  Sprinkle  on  some  pow- 
dered sugar  and  the  fresh  ber- 

ries. Serve.  Serves  2-3. 

MRS.   SULLIVAN'S   FRESH SALAD   LUNCH 

continued  from  page  137 

EGGS  MIMOSA 

ingredients 
10  eggs,  hardboiled,  halved, 

yoll<s  removed 
mayonnaise  to  taste 
strong  Dijon  mustard  to  taste 
salt 

pepper Method 

Sieve  the  egg  yolks  and  reserve 
some  for  garnishing  the  finished 
stuffed  eggs. 

Mash  the  rest  of  the  yolks  v^^ith 
the  mayonnaise  and  mustard. 
Season  to  taste  with  salt  and 

pepper. Stuff  the  egg  whites  and  sprinkle 
them  with  the  sieved  egg  yolk. 

LENTIL  SALAD 

Ingredients 

IV2  cups  lentils 
1  medium-sized  onion,  diced 
1  bay  leaf 
pinch  of  thyme 
2  cloves  garlic,  minced 
salt,  pepper 

vinaigrette  dressing 

l\/lethod 

In  a  heavy  pot  cook  the  lentils  in 
water  to  cover  with  the  onion, 

bay  leaf,  thyme,  garlic,  and  salt 
and  pepper  to  taste.  Simmer 
over  low  heat  about  30-40  min- 

utes for  American  lentils,  iy2-2 
hours  for  European  lentils,  or 
until  tender. 

Drain  and  remove  bay  leaf.  Cool. 
Toss  in  a  bowl  with  vinaigrette 
and  serve  at  room  temperature. 

Serves  8-12. 

GRATED  CARROT 
SALAD 

Ingredients 
2  pounds  carrots,  coarsely 

grated 
2  cloves  garlic 

vinaigrette  dressing  made  with 
lime  juice  and  olive  oil 

Method 

Press  garlic  cloves  over  grated 
carrots  and  toss  together. 

Toss  carrots  again  with  a  light 

sprinkling  of  the  vinaigrette  and 

chill.  Serves  6-8. 

GARDEN  BEET  SALAD 

Ingredients 
3  dozen  small  beets,  cooked, 

drained,  peeled,  and  cut  in 
julienne  strips 

vinaigrette  dressing 

salt 

pepper 
Method 

Toss  the  beets  with  the  dressing 
and  salt  and  pepper  to  taste  and 
chill.  Serves  8-10. 

CELERYREMOULADE 

Ingredients 
3  medium-sized  celery  root, 

peeled  and  cut  in  julienne 
strips 

very  hot  mustard 
homemade  mayonnaise 
salt,  pepper 

Method 

Toss  the  celery  root  with  mus- 
tard and  mayonnaise  to  taste. 

Season  with  salt  and  pepper. 

Chill.  Serves  8-10. 

.^HESTNUTSOUFFLE 
recipe  from  Joyce  Goldstein 

Ingredients 
2  cups  chestnut  puree 

(sweetened  kind) 
4-8  tablespoons  rum 

8  egg  whites,  stiffly  beaten 
1  cup  heavy  cream 
2  tablespoons  dark  rum 
2  tablespoons  sugar 

Vz  teaspoon  vanilla 
V2  cup  chopped  preserved chestnuts  in  syrup 

Method 

Thin  the  chestnut  puree  with  4-8 
tablespoons    rum.    Fold    in   the 
beaten  egg  whites,  gently  but thoroughly. 

Pour  the  mixture  into  a  2-quart 
souffle  dish  and  bake  in  a  pre- 

heated 350  -  oven  for  40  minutes. 

Meanwhile,  whip  the  cream  in  a 
large  bowl  until  it  begins  to  hold 
a  shape  and  flavor  it  with  the 
dark  rum.  sugar,  and  vanilla.  Stir 
in  the  preserved  chestnuts. 

Serve  the  souffle  immediately 
with  the  whipped,  flavored 

cream.  Serves  6-8. 

TORTELLINI  WITH 

CREAM recipe  from  Emalee  Chapman 

Ingredients 
100  fresh  tortellini.  available 

from  Italian  specialty  shops 

1  quart  canned  chicken  broth 



2  pints  heavy  cream 
7 

oper 
ish  cayenne 
3rmesan  cheese,  freshly 

grated 

ethod_ 

*  a  large  pot  undercook  the  tor- 
llini  in  the  chicken  broth  for 
7  minutes  at  a  rolling  boil, 
rain. 

a  large  skillet  add  the  cream 

*  id  the  tortellini.  Heat  for  a  few 
mutes  over  low  heat.  Remove 
)rtellini  with  a  slotted  spoon 
nd  keep  warm. 

^  dd  salt,  pepper,  cayenne,  and 
armesan  to  taste  to  the  cream 

nd  boil  vigorously  for  5  min- 
'ps.  Add  the  tortellini  and  cook 

a  few  more  minutes.  Correct 

:-asoning  and  serve  on  a  hot 
alter.  Be  sure  the  plates  are 

*  ot.  too.  Serves  6  as  a  main 
Durse. 

Release  your  creativity 
tinned  from  page  88 

was  forced  to  make  of  the  little 

iggestions  here  and  there  a  total 
>rm. 

Perhaps  in  our  age  we  need  to 
driven   to   find   some   kind   of 

iity  in  ugliness,  to  find  our  own 
!i.  In  classical  Greece,  when  so- 

y  was  organized  around  sym- 
V  and  forms  that  were  part  of 

.  culture,  the  people  were  sur- 
'undcd  by  beautiful  forms,  such 
^  the  Parthenon.  They  sought  or- 
er  out  of  chaos  through  propor- 
on  and  harmony  and  the  golden 
lean.  Today,  we  do  not  ha\  e  these 
jautiful  forms.  We  have  to  work 

-^d  to  find  them.  Modern  art,  for 
ance.  has  to  speak  to  us  often 
us  to  begin  to  understand  it. 

Jay,   you  must  find  your  mean- 
N  in  the  heterogeneity  of  things 

iL'und  you — in  them,  you  should 
ij  able  to  perceive  the  form,  and 
iope  that  there  will  be  beauty  in  it. 

//  you  do  not  express  your  own 

^'inal  ideas,  if  you  do  not  listen 
our  own  being,  you  will  have 
ayed  yourself. 

It  is  very  difficult  truly  to  ex- 
press yourself.  In  a  time  of  transi- 

lon.  such  as  we  are  now  living  in. 
leople  are  anxious.  They  tend  to 
-onform.  because  they  are  scared. 
They   herd    together    like    sheep. 
This  is  very  understandable.  In  a 
lime  of  insecurity,  it  is  hard  to  find 
the  courage  to  follow  your  own 
ideas,    your   own    impulses,    your 
n».n    imagination.    There    are    no 
•    lis,  no  guideposts,  no  mooring 

jes  to  moor  your  boat. 
That  is  why  I  think  conformity 

•>  the  major  sin  of  our  day.  //  you 
can   learn   to  have  confidence   in 
your  own  senses,  and  to  express 
\ourself  as  fully  as  possible,  you 

are  fulfilling  your  own  being  in  the 
world — for  creativity  is  basically 
the  process  of  making,  of  bringing 
into  being.  Conformity  is  the  thing 

that  most  mitigates  against  crea- tivity. 

"Whatever  sphere  we  are  in, 
there  is  a  profound  joy  in  the  real- 

ization that  we  are  helping  form 
the  structure  of  the  new  world. 
This  is  creative  courage,  however 
minor  or  fortuitous  our  creations 

may  be. 
"I  believe  that  deep  down  there 

is  working  out  of  our  collective  un- 
conscious new  forms,  new  ways  of 

life.  The  movement  back  to  the 
earth;  the  lessening  importance  of 

money:  the  choice  of  work  as  vo- 

cation rather  than  career;  women's 
liberation;   racial    integration — all 

these  are  good  signs — signs  of  the 
future.  Signs  of  a  new  age  strug- 

gling to  be  born. 
"I'm  working  for  that  new  age. 

I  think  we  are  going  through  a 

very  difficult  period,  with  the  dis- 
integration of  the  symbols  of 

rationalism  and  the  emerging 
movement  toward  feeling — the 

sufi"ering  will  be  greater  before  we 
get  through  this.  I  happen  to  be- 

lieve that  we  will  come  out  with  a 
renaissance  in  the  future.  I  think 

we'll  survive.  But  the  transforma- 

tion has  only  just  begun.""  ■ 

Take  a  tax  break 
continued  from  page  1 30 

rights  except  the  right  to  develop 

the  property— which  you  relinquish 

for  a  set  number  of  years,  or  in 

perpetuity.  In  return,  a  communi- 
ty that  agrees  to  the  arrangements 

will  cut  your  property  taxes  by  as 
much  as  60  percent.  For  further 
information,  contact  the  Nature 

Conservancy  (1800  North  Kent 
St.,  Arlington.  Va.  22209)  or  the 
Trust  for  Public  Land  (82  2nd  St.. 
San  Francisco.  Cal.  94105). 

A  shaggy  rug  story 
If  youre  about  to  buy  a  house, 
write  a  separate  check  for'any  per- 

sonal property,  such  as  wall-to- 
wall  carp>eting  or  air-conditioners, 
included  in  the  sale.  The  cost  of 

these  items  then  won't  increase  the 

assessment  on  the  house  you"re 
buying,  which  means  your  prop- 

erty taxes  will  be  lower.  ■ 

How  to  have 
identical  twins 

Ever  wanted  to  dye  two  old  t)edspreads  or  a  big  set  of  curtains 

a  bright  new  color?  Well,  it's  easy.  Just  separate  the  items  into 
two  or  three  equal  loads  and  dye  them  in  your  washing  ma- 

chine. These  simple  RITTIPS  will  help  you  make  sure  each 
load  comes  out  the  sam.e  shade: 

For  each  load  be  sfyre  to  use  1 .  the  same  amount  of  dye; 
2.  the  same  amount  of  fabric;  3.  the  same  color  fabric; 

4.  the  same  amount  of  hot  water;  5.  at  the  same  temperature;  | 
6.  for  the  same  length  of  time. 

If  there's  a  chance  that  you'll  run  out  of  really  hot  water  after 
the  first  load,  wait  awhile  to  do  your  next  load.  Itls     m.^^      / 
important,  because  fabric  thafs  dyed  with  cooler     R I T  /^| 
water  will  be  a  little  lighter  in  color.  wTn,^  \^ 

Rit.^u're  going  to  love  the  r 
Best  Foods,  a  Division  oir~^^ 
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SIX  to  eight  glasses  of  fluid  a  day  is  a  good  rul< 
lukewarm,  plain  or  flavored 

Water — the  essential  element  continued  from  page  36 

and  humidity  influence  this  water 
iois.  Persons  who  work  hard  in 

high  temperatures,  such  as  labor- 
ers, soldiers,  athletes,  and  miners, 

experience  excessive  water  loss. 
For  these  individuals  there  is  an 
increased  need  for  water  and 
sometimes  for  salt,  as  there  is  an 
excessive  loss  of  this  important 
element  in  perspiration. 

Heat  cramps,  heat  exhaustion, 
fainting,  and  heat  stroke  can  result 
from  salt  and  water  imbalance. 

Heat  cramps  in  skeletal  muscles 
often  occur  after  excessive  sweat- 

ing and  drinking  large  quantities 
of  water.  They  can  be  prevented 

by  using  small  amounts  of  ordi- 
nary table  salt  in  drinking  water. 

All  of  the  above  disorders  are  pre- 
ventable in  healthy  individuals  if 

free  access  to  water  is  provided. 

Only  in  profuse  sweating  is  in- 
creased intake  of  salt  necessary. 

The  human  adult  body  contains 
30  to  50  liters  of  water.  (A  liter  is 
1.057  quarts.)  Total  body  water  as 
a  percentage  of  body  weight  is 
higher  in  infants,  children,  and 
lean  adults  than  in  obese  individ- 

uals. In  health,  intake  and  output 
of  water  balance  closely.  If  you 

weigh  nude  on  arising,  after  void- 
ing, your  body  weight  rarely  varies 

as  much  as  2  percent  and  usually 
less  than  1  percent.  Water  need 
for  the  healthy  adult  is  about  1.5 

to  2.5  liters  a  day.  Solid  and  semi- 
solid foods  provide  1200  to  1500 

milliliters.  Beverages  account  for 
1000  to  1500  ml.  and  water  of 

oxidation  supplies  about  300  ml. 

from  the  body's  metabolic  proc- 
esses. Water  of  oxidation  may 

come  from  several  sources. 

100  grams  of  protein  produce 

41.3  grams  of  water 
100  grams  of  starch  produce 

55.1  grams  of  water 
100  grams  of  fat  produce 
107.1  grams  of  water 
100  grams  of  alcohol  produce 

117.4  grams  of  water 

If  no  food  or  drink  is  taken,  pro- 
tein, fat,  and  glycogen  stored  in 

the  body  tissues  are  used  to  supply 
important  amounts  of  water.  It  is 

common  knowledge  that  the  cam- 

el's hump,  made  up  largely  of  fat, 

is  a  potential  source  of  water. 

It  is  easy  to  see  that  many  fac- 
tors influence  water  balance — 

many  many  more  than  there  is 
space  for  in  this  limited  discussion. 
As  the  Food  and  Nutrition  Board 
of  the  National  Research  Council 

so  succinctly  summarized  it,  "Spe- 
cial attention  must  be  given  to  the 

water  needs  of  infants  on  high  pro- 
tein formulas;  of  comatose  pa- 

tients; of  those  with  fever,  poly- 
uria, vomiting  or  diarrhea;  of  those 

who  are  taking  diuretics  or  con- 
suming high  protein  diets;  and  of 

all  persons  in  hot  environments." It  should  be  understood  that  in 
most  of  these  circumstances  the 

patient  would  be  under  the  care  of 
a  physician  who  would  determine 
the  required  procedure  based  on 

the  individual's  condition. 
For  the  healthy  adult,  six  to 

eight  glasses  of  fluid  a  day  is  a  good 
rule.  If  you  are  a  slow  eater  and 
chew  your  food  thoroughly  until  it 
is  moistened  with  sufhcient  saliva 

to  start  the  digestive  process,  liq- 
uids may  be  taken  with  meals.  For 

those  who  eat  rapidly  it  is  best  to 

take  the  major  part  of  fluids  be- 
tween meals  as  fluids  make  it  easy 

to  swallow  food  without  chewing  it 

sufficiently. 

Whether  the  fluids  are  hot,  cold, 

or  luke  warm,  plain  or  flavored  is 
a  matter  of  personal  preference 
and  individual  physiological  re- 

sponse. If  you  are  overweight, 
choose  water.  It  is  free.  Tea,  cof- 

fee, or  low  calorie  liquids  such  as 
artificially  sweetened  lemonade  or 
limeade  might  be  included  in  the 
total  daily  amount  of  liquids.  If 
you  are  on  the  slender  side  choose 
fruit  juices  and  milk  as  they  add 
nutrients  as  well  as  fluids. 

The  person  who  is  constipated 
may  find  drinking  two  glasses  of 
water  (12  to  16  ounces)  on  arising 

helpful.  The  water  should  be  swal- 
lowed rapidly.  This  activates  a 

quiet  gastro-intestinal  tract  and 
promotes  peristaltic  waves  which 
propel  the  fecal  mass  along  the 
intestinal  tract. 

For  health  water  is  vital.  Yet 

we  often  take  water  for  granted. 
It's  hard  to  believe  but  true  that 
wars  were  once  waged  over  water 
as  wars  are  now  waged  over  oil. 
Water  is  a  main  stream  of  life.  A 

healthy  person  can  live  only  seven 

to  ten  days  without  it.  Don't  ever take  the  value  of  water  for  granted, 
do  take  it  in,  regularly  every  day.  ■ 
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package 

..securely  with  super-strong 
cotch"  Brand  Strapping  Tape! 
140-lb.  breaking  strength 

ids  package^  through  the  mail 
more  safely! 

lere's  a  "Scotch"  Brand  Tape  for  every  job. 

Professional 
tips  to  lielp  you 
wallpaper 

like  an  expert 
Professional  paperhanger  Abe  Gersh- 
bein,  uho  teaches  wallpapering  seminars, 
tells  you  how  to  estimate  quantity,  what 
tools  you  need,  and  techniques  that  will 
give  your  wallpapering  a  professional 

look.  For  a  step-by-step  demonstration 
of  the  basics,  turn  to  page  107. 

How  to  find  the  amount 
of  wallcovering  you  need 
For  each  wall,  multiph  the  height  by  the  width 
in  feet  and  divide  by  30.  Add  2  feet  to  the 
height  and  2  feet  to  the  width  in  your  calcula- 

tion to  allow  for  overlap.  If  you  prefer  to  com- 
pute in  square  yards,  multiply  the  height  by  the 

width  and  divide  by  9.  Order  an  extra  roll  to 
be  safe. 

The  tools  you  need 
•  A  table  (don't  use  one  whose  value  could 
be  destroyed  by  nicks  and  scratches;  any  table 

used  for  work  should  have  protective  covering) 
or  the  floor  for  the  cutting  and  pasting  surface. 

•  Paste  and  paste  bucket.  Ladder  or  step- 
ladder. 

•  Wide  wallpaper  brush;  seam  roller;  pasting 
brush  or  low  nap  roller. 

•  Wide,  shallow  tray  for  paste  if  you  apply 
paste  with  roller.  (The  same  kind  you  would 
use  for  paint.) 

•  Level  or  chalked  plumb  line. 

•  Putty  knife  to  serve  as  straight  edge. 

•  Mat  knife  or  wallpaper  cutter  for  trimming. 

•  2-inch  brush  to  reach  hard-to-get-at  places. 
•  Sponge  and  warm  water. 

•  Drop  cloth  for  the  floor. 

To  prepare  the  wall 
"It's  90  percent  of  the  job."  Remove  the  hard- 

ware from  the  wall;  switch  and  lock  plates, 
electric  outlet  plates  should  be  covered  over 
with  paper  or  newspaper  to  protect  your  hands 
from  live  wires,  especially  if  you  work  with 
metal  tools  or  foil  papers.  Vacuum  to  remove 
dust  and  wipe  ceiling,  walls,  doors,  woodwork, 
whatever  is  being  papered  with  a  clean,  dry 
cloth.  Wax  and  grease  must  be  removed  as 

paste  won't  adhere  to  slippery  surface.  Spackle 
cracks  and  sand  smooth;  vacuum  again  for 

dust.  Apply  sealer  over  the  clean  wall.  If  you're 
wallpapering  over  old  paint:  Determine  wheth- 

er the  paint  is  water-  or  oil-based.  Sealer  may 
be  put  directly  over  an  oil-based  paint,  but  an 

oil-based  "prep-coat"  sealer  must  be  applied 
over  water-based  paints.  Latex  paint  contains 
an  ingredient  which  combines  v/ith  the  chemi- 

cals in  wallpaper  paste  to  break  down  the  paint. 
The  result  is  that  the  paper  falls  off  the  wall. 

The  appropriate  sealer  prevents  this  from  hap- 

pening. If  you're  combining  a  painting  project 
with  a  w  allpapering  project — paint  first. 

Tips  on  hanging  wallcovering 
Direction  for  pretrimmed  paper:  Determine  the 

"focal  point"  of  your  room — that  wall  either 

. . .  quickly  and  neatly  with 
"Scotch"  Brand  Plastic  Tape  in 

your  choice  of  eight  smashing 
colors.  Works  like  a 

bucket  of  paint  on  a  roll. 

There's  a  "Scotch"  Brand  Tape  for  every  job. 

Suggested  supply  list  by  Janovic/  Plaza,  New  York. 

first  seen  when  entering  the  room  or  that  wall 

which  you  wish  to  emphasize.  That's  the  wall to  be  covered  first. 

(A)  Measure  the  wall  height  at  both  ends  be- 

cause what  looks  equal  often  isn't.  Take  noth- 
ing for  granted.  Floors  slope,  ceilings  dip.  The 

measuring  stick  is  more  accurate  than  the  eye 

in  a  case  like  this.  The  penalty  for  not  measur- 
ing can  result  in  a  strip  cut  short  at  the  end  of 

an  expensive  roll  of  paper!  The  2-inch  overlap 
at  the  top  and  bottom  of  each  strip  allows  you 
to  play,  within  certain  limits,  with  positioning 
the  pattern  on  the  wall.  You  may  wish  to  hang 
the  first  cut  strip  and  do  your  subsequent 
matching  by  taking  the  roll  to  the  wall.  Some 
think  they  save  time  by  matching  and  cutting 

the  strips  all  at  once.  Should  you  do  this,  sim- 

ply number  the  strips  as  they're  cut  from  the 
roll.  This  is  particularly  helpful  if  you're  using 
solid-colored  wallcovering  where  slight  chang- 

es in  the  tint  will  show  if  the  strips  are  out  of 

sequence. 

(B)  For  the  first  strip,  measure  the  wall  Vi  inch 

short  of  the  width  of  the  paper,  assuming  that 

you're  working  from  a  corner.  This  allows  Vi 
inch  that  goes  into  that  corner  to  make  a  small 
"cuff" — an  overlap  that  will  be  incorporated 
into  the  final  strip  of  paper  applied  to  the  ad- 

jacent wall  (the  same  corner).  Working  left, 

the  first  strip's  outside  edge  will  butt  the  sec- 
ond strip,  the  second's  outside  edge  the  third, 

and  so  on.  Only  corners  overlap  widths.  Check 
every  wall  with  a  level  to  determine  straight- 
ness.  Some  walls  in  older  buildings  bow  out, 
which  can  effect  the  way  a  pattern  looks. 

(C)  Apply  a  generous  amount  of  paste  to  the 
back  of  each  strip  working  from  the  paper's center  to  its  edges.  Spread  it  over  the  back 
evenly.  .Should  you  be  interrupted  at  some  point 
during  pasting,  the  wet-to-wet  method  of  fold- 

ing the  paper  will  keep  the  paste  wet  for  hours. 

(D)  Be  gentle  when  applying  paper  to  the  wall. 
Wet  paper  is  pliant  and  very  flexible  and  re- 

sponds well  to  shifts  and  gently  pulling  ofl:  the 
wall  if  a  change  becomes  necessary.  But  it  also 
tears  at  the  edges  and  will  wrinkle  if  handled roughly. 

(E)  With  the  wide  wallpaper  brush  sweep  diag- 
onally down  the  surface  of  the  paper.  Avoid 

horizontal  strokes.  Air  pockets  form  little 
bulges,  paste  little  lumps  that  indicate  their  po- 

sition. Remove  as  much  paste  and  air  as  pos- 
sible. The  sweeping  action  also  helps  distribute 

the  paste  more  evenly  and  less  densely.  The 
scam  roller  helps  the  seams  butt  firmly. 

(F)  A  straight  edge  keeps  the  paper  taut  and 
in  place  while  you  trim  overlap.  A  mat  knife 
gives  a  clean  edge.  Cut  with  firm,  even  strength. 
Sponge  the  surface  of  the  paper  and  adjacent 
molding  to  remove  any  incidental  paste  after 
each  strip  is  hung  and  swept  smooth.  Let  dry. 

The  paste  doesn't  stain  but  it  should  be  re- moved anyway. 

More  about  papers,  pastes, 
and  solving  problems 
Read  the  instructions  carefully  on  the  labels  o. 
each  product.  Follow  them  exactly. 

If  you've  selected  Mylar,  a  vinyl,  a  paper- 
backed vinyl,  a  heavy  canvas,  or  burlap,  use 

vinyl  cement.  Wheat  paste  and  celluloid  paste 
are  quick-drying  and  appropriate  for  paper- 
stock  and  fabrics.  When  in  doubt,  call  thi 
manufacturer.  Wallcoverings  such  as  grass 
cloth,  silk,  foil,  and  delicate  antique  papers 
should  have  liners  and  (Continued  on  page  J 56 

. . .  permanenllv  \>i'      hv. "Scotch"  Bifind  Pcii<.ii  ■><  '.i 

Repair  Tape.  It  provides  a 
super-clear  water-proof  sea! 

for  everything  from  wading 

pools  to  galoshes! 
There's  a  "Scotch"  Brand  Tape  for  every  job. 

■SCOTCH"  AND  TKf.  PHID  OESIGK  *»E  REGISTERED 

TRADEMARKS  OF  Trit  3M  COMPANY  ST.  PAUL.  MN  55101. 

©    1976,    3M    CO. 
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imate.  *Consult  your  interior  designer  or 

store  decorating  department.  Postage  indicated  by  (    ) . 

WALLPAPER  POWER 

Page  107 

"Buttons  &  IJoHs"  vinyl  wallcover- 
ing: 27"  wide.  18"  repeat,  pretrinimed, 

from  the  Matchmakers  collection. 

$10.95  a  roll.  Bv  Wall-Tex.  At  Janovic/ 
Plaza. 

BALDWIN  DESIGNS 

Pages  1 12-113  and  cover 
Sofa :  80"  x  34"  x  29"  high.  $1695. 
Ottoman:   26VL'"   square   x   18"   high. 
.S395. 

Bleached  oak  step  table:  30' 
X  25"  high.  $665. 

Large  slipper  chair:  29"  x  26 
high.  $685. 

Small  slipper  chair:  26"  x  18 
high.  $480.  All  furniture  designed  by 

Billy  Baldwin  for  LCS.* 
"Tessuiatus"  cotton  fabric:  cover- 

ing sofa,  ottoman,  chairs,  ronian  shades, 

.53'/L'"  wide,  25Vi"  repeat.  $18  a  yd. 
"Tessuiatus"  vinyl  wallcovering: 
27"  wide,  251/4"  repeat.  $22.50  a  roll. 
Fabric  and  wallcovering  designed  by 

Billy  Baldwin  for  Woodson  Wallpa- 

pers.* Boyd  brass  standing  lamp:  $295. 
Ceramic   tree    lamp:    to   order   in    a 
selection  of  colors.  $150. 

Striped  beige  and  white  throw  pil- 
lows :  $45  each. 

Pure  wool  throw:  $375.  All  from 

LCS.* 

X  18" 

x29" 

x29" 

Handwoven  wool  and  linen  rug:  $20 
a    sq.    ft.    To    order    from    Nantucket 
Looms. 

Ivory  box  with  pewter  lid:  $600. 
Victorian  fruit  plates:  $.36  each. 
Porcelain    box    with    pewter    trim: 

$240.  All  from  Garvin  Mecking.* 
Straw    basket   on    floor:    containing 

magazines,     one-of-a-kind     design     by 
Normand  Maxon.  $135. 

Lacquered  black  table:  47"  x  22"  x 
16"  high,  a  choice  of  lacquered  colors. 
$1425.  From  Paul  M.  Jones.* 
Wicker  sewing  basket:  Mexican  cot 
ton  lined.  $85.  At  Woolworks. 

Pages  114-115: 
Bleached  oak  bar:  24"  x  19"  x  28" 
high,  bronze  glass,  bronze  colored  trim. 

Etagere:  36"  x  14"  x  84"  high,  steel 
with  bronze  finish,  glass  shelves.  $1805. 
Travertine-topped    oak    desk     (not 

shown)    60"    X   24"    x   29"   high,   steel 
trim.  $1650.  Designed  by  Billy  Baldwin 

for  LCS.* Vinyl  wallcoverings: 

Photos  2  and  8,  "'Marmoreus" 

Photo  4,  "Mitra" 
Photo  5,  "Amoria" 

Photo  7,  '"Melo" Photo  10,  "Gloriosus" 

Photo  12.  "Volute" 
Photo  14,  "Tessuiatus" 
All  vinyl  wallcoverini;s  27"  wide.  25*4" 

DOCTORS  USE 
HEALTH  O  METER  SCALES 

because  they're  the  finest. 
SHOULDN'T  YOU? 

130 ^ 

*130     Has  a  la. 
easy  to  read  spec  ; 
ometer  dial  at  wmA 

level,  with  a  300 

pound  capacity. 

''62QKL    Shows 
your  weight  in  kilos 

and  pounds  instantly. 
Available  with  a 

luxurious  quilted 
vinyl  mat.  Pick  up 

handle  for  easy 

carrying.  In  yellow. 
avocado,  black. 

pink,  white,  gold 
and  green. 

/      ̂ i::^^. 

230 

62QKL 

*230    Beam-type 

doctor/clinic  scale 

is  precision-engi- 
neered. Waist-height 

numbers  are  easy  to 
read.  350  pound 
capacity. 

Models- 230  and ■'■'  130  are  available 

in  white,  beige,  blue. 

green  or  black  and 

gold. Now  you  can  weigh  yourself  to  within  1/4  pound. 

Just  as  your  doctor  does  — on  a  professional  style  Health  o  meter  scale. 

Doctors  demand  the  best.  That's  why  the  medical  profession 
has  been  using  Health  o  meter  scales  for  more  than  55  years. 

Medical  models  for  home  use  are  made  of  rugged,  light-weight  steel. 
Finishes  are  baked,  scuff-resistant  enamel  in  a  choice  of  fashion  colors. 

Health  o  meter  scales  are  soid  in  the  finest  department 
stores  and  hath  shop.s  throughout  the  United  States. 

America's Weight-Watcher 

since  1919 
Health  o  meter' Continental  Scale  Corporation 

7400  West  100th  Place     Bridgeview,  Illinois  60455 

repeat,  $22.50  a  roll,  designed  by  Billy 

Baldwin  for  Woodson  Wallpapers.* 
DECORATING  WITH  SHEETS 

Pages  126-127: 
"Tranquility  Poppy"  cotton  an<l 
polyester  top  sheet:  no-iron  percale. 
"Tranquility  Stripe"  cotton  and 

polyester  bottom  sheet:  no-iron  per- 
cale. Both  in  blue,  green,  rose,  and 

sand. 

"Tranquility  Poppy,"  "Tranquility 
Stripe,"     "Sophisticated     Poppy," 
"Sophisticated  Stripe"  pillowcases: 
polyester  and  cotton  no-iron  percale. 
"Trancjuility   Stripe"  acrylic   blan- 

ket: in  green,  blue,  rose,  or  sand. 

"Sophisticated  Poppy"  comforter: 
reversible  to   black  and  white   basket 

weave   pattern;    black   and   white   bas- 
ketweave  dust  ruffle  not  shown. 

"Sophisticated        Poppy"       pillow 
shams:   in  blue,  green,  rose,  or  sand. 

From  the  "Mixed  Emotions"  collection 
designed  by  Missoni  for  Fieldcrest.  At 

Blooniingdale's. Mattress:  by  Sealy  Posturepedic. 
READY  DECORATING 

Pages  128-129: 
"Tuba"  armchair:  28%"  x  25"  x 

35"  high,  polyester  duck  sling  seat, 
back,  chrome  frame  (as  shown)  or 
electrostatically  plated  epoxy  frame  t<i 
match  colors.  $125.  Imported  from 

Belgium  by  Shore  Industries.  At  Imagi- 

nation in  ('oncept. 

Cotton  covered  pillows:  "Star  Leaf,"' ■"lern,"  "Frog,""  and  "Tri  Leaf,"'  15" 

sq.,  polyester  filled,  zippered  covers  arc- hand  washable.  .$15  each.  From  The 
Greenhouse  collection  by  Nettle  Creek. 
At  Nettle  Creek  Shops. 

"Oui  Oui"  vinyl  wallcovering:  27" 
wide,  pretrinimed.  scrubbable,  com- 

panion fabric  available.  $16.95  a  rctll. 
From  the  Little  Things  collection  bv 
WHS  Llovd. 

"Directa"  chair:  22"  x  28"  x  :iSV/' 
high,  tubular  steel  frame  in  epoxy  pow- 

der baked  finish  or  chrome,  seat  avail- 
able in  canvas,  denim,  natural  linen, 

and  "rain  dry''  vinyl  coated  nylon  mesh 
I  shown),  designed  by  Fred  Kumm. 
From  $50  to  $60.  By  Karema  USA.  At 
The  Workbench. 

"Blocks"  cotton  and  polyester 

sham:  pattern  available  in  cpiilted  bed- 
spreads, custom  draperies,  quilted  and 

uncjuilted  fabric  by-the-yard.  Sham. 
$11.50  each;  twin  throw-style  bed- 

spread. $90.  By  Kirsch. 

Ottoman/coffee  table:  30"  sq.  x  17" 
high  with  cushion;  28VL>"  sq.  x  8%" 
high  as  game  table,  oak  frame,  velvet 
cushion.  $159.  From  a  sectional  seating 

system  by  Howard  Family  Room  Furni- 
ture. 

"Heirloom  Collection"  An.so  nylon 

carpet:  12'  widths,  6  color  combina- 
tions, also  available  in  area  rugs,  4'  x 

6',  $75,  6'  X  9',  $135,  9'  x  12',  $260.  With 
a  5-year  wear  guarantee  by  Allied 
Chemical;  six  crewel  kits:  suitable 
for  chair  seat,  pillow,  or  wall  hanging, 

with  embroidery  yarns  dyed-to-match 
carpet  colors.  $15  each.  By  Wellco 
carpet.  At  Frederick  &  Nelson. 
Folding  floor  screen :  bamboo,  each 

panel  measures  23"  wide,  in  66"  or  76" heights,  vertical  pole  (as  shown)  or 
diagonal  pole  pattern,  in  3  or  4  panel 
versions,  screen  shown  $300.  By 

Vaccaro-Smith.  At  Blooniingdale's. 
"Universe"  nvlon  rug:  available  in 

six  colors,  3'8"  x  6',  $50;  6'  x  8'8".  $90; 
8'6"  x  12',  $149.  From  a  collection  of 

Rya  rugs  by  World.  For  nearest  World 

Carpet  dealer  call  toll  free  (800j  243- 6000. 

"Youth  Dew  Golden  Hours"  can- 
dle: glass  base,  silver-toned  metal  top. 

.16.50.  By  Estee  Lauder. 

"Berry  Pickin'  "  vinyl  wallcover- 
ing: 28"  wide,  22"  repeat,  pretrimmed, 

scrubbable.  $10.95  a  roll.  From  the 

Outasight-II  collection  by  James  See- 
man  Studios. 

"Bubble"  lamps:  both  of  scratch- 
resistant,  shatter-proof  ABS  plastic. 
Write    Cray onne/J  anus   2    for    nearest 

store. 

"Jardin"    Kodel    and    cotton    bl 
spread  and  pillow  shams:  polv 

filled,  available  in  (piilted  throw    - 
bedspread,  lined  or  unlined  drapi  i 
pillows    shams,    dust     ruflle,    \al.i 
comforlet,  throw   pillows,  table  rmii 
Twin  bedspread,  $43;  pillow  sham.    I 
each.  By  Croscill  Curtain. 

"Holiday"  chair:  .32V'>"  x  42"  x 
high,  3-position   back,  cotton   saih 
cushion,   natural   finish   pine.  $1  1') 
Burris.  At  The  Workbench. 

Towel  ring:   scratch-i)ro()f  AH.S   p 
tic;    hooks:     both    ABS    plastic. 
Crayonne/Janus   2.    Write    for    n<  a    1 store. 

Dining   room    in   a    box:    6   fold  . 
chairs,  silver/china  c:ompartment,  p  ;• 
finish   oak    table   folds   up   from    ha  i" 
vinyl-covered-seat    chairs    store    insi 
on  casters.  $446.  By  Moreddi. 

Guatambu  wood  side  chair:    18" 

17' 

X  32"   high,   leather   seat,   bai    f 

id 
IPr 

m 

I 
X  6',  $17,[ . 

>  Haas  Ra  ii 

the  AfricT "Yoruba"  T 

buckle  detail,  easy  to  assemble;  wair 
or  natural  finish.  $55.  Imported  by  O 

(/crdati.  At  Macy's. 
(]Ianip-on  portable  lamp:  12"  wi white  refleclor  shade.  $149.  By  Arc 

tcctural  .Supplements.* (Corner  and  ottoman:  from  a  sectic 

al  seating  system  by  Howard  Fam 
Room  Furniture. 

"Headlight"   lamp:    for   wall,   par 
tion  or  headboard  mounting,  removal 

pressure  clip,  on-ofi  wheel   switch, 

watt  reflector  bulb  included.  $19.95  l" 
Luxo  I,am|). 

Step  table:  28':;"  x  24"  x  24y,"  hig, 
glass  top,  white  lac(|uered  hardwoi - 
veneers  and  solids.  $150.  From  ti^ 
C»azebo  collection  by  Lane.  1 

"Yoruba"  nvlon  rug:   4' 
5'  x  t"  X  8',  $295,  Kohni  & 

dom-tone  nylon  fiber.  From 
(Collection  h)  Kegal  Rugs. 

The  Boston  Store;  other  patterns  in  ll' 

.\frican     Collection     at     .Macy's,     Sii '^^ 

Francisco.  *" "Berry  Farm"  vinyl  wallcoverin'fi' 
27"  wide,  27"  repeat,  designed 
Everett  Brown.  $3L.50  a  roll.  From  tl ' 
Our  (Country  coller  tion  by  K  B  Desigr 

Window  blind:  round  bamboo,  2'6"  ij" 
6'  long,  $45;  3'  x  6',  $.55;  4'  x  6',  $6 

By  Vaccaro-Smith.  At  Blooniingdale's 
"The  Raeburn"  color  TV:  27'/s" 
17%"  X  17':./'  high,  with  RCA  XL-K 
ColorTrak  .System  for  automatic  col 
adjustment,  calculator  like  electron 
remote  device,  plastic:  cabinet  wi 
Brazilian  rosewood  finish.  $725.  I 
RCA. 
"Input  11"  plastic  drinking  gla^ 

9"  high;   "Input  8"  individual  serM 

bowl;   "Input    12"'  ice  bucket-like  < 
tainer.   All   .m  rate  h-proof,   shatterpru 
ABS    plastic.    By    Crayonne/Janus 
Write  for  nearest  store. 
"Scandia"  nvlon  rug:  in  4  colors,  4 

X  6',  $49;  6'  x  9',  $79;  9'  x  12',  $139 
From  a  collection  of  Rya  rugs  by  Worl Carpet. 

"Group  Opal"  folding  table  anr 

chairs:  tabic-.  .30'-.."  x  31 'L'"  x  27-%' 
high;  chairs,  17'/4"  x  18"  x  31Vj"  higli| beech  with  red  lacquered  finish.  $17 
for  table  and  4  c  hairs.  By  Eurosedi; 

and  imported  by  Ida  Stein  Associates 

At  Fischel's. 
"Drop  Cloth"  cotton  bedspread: 
Dacron  filling,  (juilted  throw.  Twin 
$50.  By  Wamsutta  TruCraft.  At  Abra 
ham  &  .Straus. 

Love  seat :  .56"  x  35"  x  32"  high,  loost 
seat,  back,  arm  pillows,  white  lacquefet 
finish,  hardwood  solids  and  veneers 
$570.  From  the  Gazebo  collection  b\ 
Lane. 

Acrylic  bookends:  black  with  black 
initials,  clc-ar  with  opaque  initials 
white  with  white  initials,  $23  a  pair; 

tortoise  acrylic  with  black  initials.  $25 

the  pair.  Bv  ISA  Designs.  At  Henri' Bendel. 

Flip-top  table/desk:  open.  48"  x  .36" 
x  29"  high,  closed.  48"  x  18"  x  30"  high, 
natural  finish  maple  hardwood  butcher- 
block  top,  base.  S199.  By  Otto  (ierdau. 

At  Bloomingdale's. 1  54 HOUSE  &  GARDEN 



■"l/ 

liiiK  lounge  fliair:  25V.."  x  44" 
"  liij!,h,  3-pusition  back,  lincti  cov- 
cusliioiis.  $140.  Hy  Tiadewirul  J)c- 

5.  Al  Blooiningdale's. 
brcJIii   l:iini»:   cluomc  colIapsHblo 

;  from  'If)"  Ui  63"  liigli,  or  wliilc  l)all 
with  ixtciKsion  28"  or  55"  lii^ili, 

fahiii:  sIkuIc,  rlioosc  from  6  f;'.ljrics, 

s  3-way,   150-watt   IjuIIj.  Dcsigiu'd 
Bob    Van   Allen.    $45.    By   George 

acs.  Al  Blooniingtlale's. 
FUSS  FOOD 

es 134-135: 
;nnic  tile  fluor:  made  in  America, 

e  glaze.  By  Structural  Sloncwarc. 

nieii       Flouer"       liandpatnted 
irijic  over  walls  and  hood,  5%"  s(|.,  im- 

ed    from     Portugal.     At    Country 
Ji||irsof  West  port. 

lorn       coiiiKci'tops,       cubiMctij, 
lajilvcs:      by     Ifuntcr-Kleiber,     New 

aan,  Conn. 
irner  rcstaiiraiit  range:  grill, 
ovens,  Ijlack,  stainless.  By  Garland. 
rigcrator/frcezcr:  automatic  ice 
.er,  painted  wcjod  front  panels 
cli  cabinets.  By  Sub-Zero  Freezer. 
liwasher:  painted  wood  front  pan- 
if  KitclienAid. 

■'iiiul  system  :  by  Boulton. 
I  III  I'roeessor:  i)y  Cuisinarts. 

";i»lc  linens:  from  I'orlhuult. 
"  I'trie  collec  maker:  by  Wigomat. 

uilding  Facts 

ii 

I  Making  up  needle- point geometry 

'House  on  pages  122-125 

SfHiTECTs:    William    Morgan    Archi- 

"' iitioit  uiisicNiiiis:  William  Morgan 
iiilecls 
TUACToit:  Ross  Construction  Co. 

,   oi'    iiousii:    2   living   units,   750 
are  feel  each 

OF  LOT :  173  by  50  feet 
IIUCTUKE 

indalion:    Thickened    slab    edge 
i\;te 

ijjtming:    Gunite  shell   applied  over 
nch-dianieter  steel  reinforcing  bars 

li  12-inch  centers. 
fTEinOK  OF  HOUSE 

crior    walls:    4-    to    5-inch-thick 
lite  shell. 

ilerior  finishes:  Pigmented  waler- 
by  E.  A.  Thompson  Co.,  Inc.  on 

'josed  concrete;  Ilez  preservative  on 
ipd  surfaces  by  The  Kez  Co, 
[ofs:    Cold   mopped   asphalt   water 
ofing    by    Celotex    Corp.    with    22 
'les  of  earth  backhll  stabilized  with 
Augustine  grass  sod. 

ulution:  In  entry  wall  only,  6-inch 
5s  fiber  batts  by  Owens-Corning  Fi 

■f,\w^  ('oil 
nduws  and  (!uur»:  Botl(jm  hinged, 
■winj;ing  Plexi^las  windows;  sliding 

ss  doors  liy  Armalile;  cusluiii-built 
|)lywooil  entry  iloor. 
lEIUOU  or  HOUSE 

Icfior  %vaIKs:  Sand  Imi^lu'd  (/Uiiile 
ilings:   In  majnr  rooms  and  baths, 
1(1  (inished  Gunltc;  in  kitchen,  1-by 

dIiicIi   lir  wood  slrips  ei|ually  spaced 
aflerior   nni>lie»:    Pifiiiuntcd   water 
I  by  E.  A.  Thompson   Co.,   Inc.  on 
losed    concrete;     Ke\    woodlifc    on 
ixl  surfaces. 

)ors:    Acrylic    ear|ict    by     I'alcialt 
lis,  Inc. 

;lilin<j    fixtures:     Recessed    c>  lin- 
eal liiihtin^i  by  Li>ilitolier,  Inc. 

UMlnare:  Plated  satin  chromium  b> 

ton  Corp.,  Lock  ili:  Hardware  Uiv. 
lolion    an»l    ballu-oom    oabiuels: 
stoiii-built  birch  wood. 
lehen    anil     bnllirooni    <«>iiiiler- 
ps:   Whilo  |)hislic  laminate 
uinbing  fixtures:  Koliler  Cn. 

^UIPMENT  &  APPLIANCES 

iplianees:  Oven,  range,  refrigerator- 
ezer  by  Westinghouse  Electric. 

.aliiig  an<l  eooling  sysleni:  Water- 
oled    reverse    cycle    heal    pump    by 
oritia  Heal  Pump  Coriioralion. 

Do-it-yourself  crafts  continued  jrom  page  63        "  '  ̂  - '  r 
of  a  row  or  you  won't  be  able  to tell  which  way  you  were  working, 
;incl  two  rows  worked  the  same 
direction  will  leave  a  noticeable 
ridge.  Stop  in  the  middle,  and  be 
sure  that  you  leave  the  threaded 
needle  aimed  the  right  way  in  the 
canvas. 

For  all  its  geometrical  precision, 
Mr.  Kent's  work  is  hugely  a 

mystery  to  him  when  he  starts.  "I 
know  the  fust  shape — u  cube  or  a 

square  or  a  rectangle,"  he  says. 
"But  I  don't  know  how  it's  going 
to  turn  out."  So  for  work  like  his, 
the  first  step  is  to  start.  Graph 

paper?  Or  compass  and  pro- 
tractor? "No,  no,  no,  no.  It  would 

take  all  the  discovery  out  of  it." 
Begin  at  the  center  of  the  can- 

vas; work  your  first  geometric 
figure,  and  inch  out  smoothly  from 
there.  This  allows  you  to  keep  your 
freedom  of  choice  until  the  last 

Sol  Kent  works  in  basketweave 
The  basketweave  stitch  is  one  of 
two  basic  needlepoint  stitches.  It 
is  worked  on  a  diagonal  (see  dia- 

gram). The  needle  is  in  a  hori- 
zontal position  as  you  work  rows 

up,  and  vertical  as  you  work  rows 

down.  Don't  stop  work  at  the  end 

In  basic  basketweave  stitch,  needle 
is  vertical  as  you  work  rows  down. 

minute.  !f  you  started  at  one  side 
or   in   a  corner,  says  Mr.   Kent, 

Continued  on  page  202 

3c^ji. 

^ ..  .-^..  jMih^H  .vta'-?s"'X 

Arthritis  sufferers 
areyou 

yourselves? "^:--4' 

I  "  '  A  t'^i  li"  Vr^-ti'--rriV*' 
,k,>u;;..;..i>i^idiaiaya 

Four  out  of  five 

arthritis  victims  get  less 
medication 

with  even/ tablet. 

You  probably  have  arthritis  or  you 

wouldn't  be  reading  this.  And  if  youdo, 
you  want  all  the  pain  reliever  you  can 

get.  I3ut  if  you  are  not  using  Anacin*, 
the  chances  are  four  out  of  five  you 
can  gel  more  help  with  every  tablet 
than  you  are  gelling  now.  Anacin  gives 
you  iwcniy-iliree  percent  more  pain 
relic vcr/anli-inflaminalory  medica- 

tion than  Bayer,  twenty-three  percent 
more  than  DulTerin,  twenty-lhrec  per- 

cent more  thanordinary  aspirin  tablets. 

Anacin  goes  to  work  quickly  to  re- 
lieve mipor  arthritis  pain  and  then  its 

stillness  for  hours.  Soon  you  feel  like 

yourself  again;  you  enjoy  more  free- 
dom of  movement  without  pain.  Yet 

millions  take  Anacin  without  stomach 

upset. Don't  cheat  yourself.  Get  more  pain 
reliever/an ti-inflammatory  medica- 

tion with  Anacin. 
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"Don't  look  for  a 
to  pop  into  your 
The 'magic' is  in 

magic  pill 
child's  mouth... 
your  attitude **    r'h. hild  Health  Encyclopedia 

Continued  from  page  34 

Woman  architect  and,  below,  pilot, 

from  film  People  Who  Work. 

pics,  Fla.  recently  did.  Grant  mon- 
ey has  spawned  a  television  scries 

about  work  Tor  nine  to  twclvc-ycar- 

olds — "Bread  and  Butterflies."  De- 
veloped by  the  Agency  for  Instruc- 

tional Television,  the  scries  is  now 

being  broadcast  over  147  educa- 
tional stations  in  36  states. 

The  most  imaginative  classroom 

program  produced  so  far  on  work 
is  for  the  youngcsi  age  group: 

Scliolustic  Magazine's  early  child- 
hood department  has  recently  re- 

leased a  new  sound  filmstrip  series 

for  three  to  cight-ycar-olds,  "Be- 
ginning    Concepts/ People     Who 

Work."  The  series  of  ten  color  film- 
strips  presents  real  people  at  work 

— a  baker,  a  quiltmaker,  farmer, 
toy  manufacturer,  airline  pilot, 

photographer,    architect,    petshop 

Bunnies  beware 
Are  the  inescapable  bunny-deco- 

rated children's  dishc'S  right  for 
contemporary  kids?  Without 
saying  Beatrix  Potter  has  had  her 

day  (claps  of  thunder  and  light- 
ning), jeans-clad  tots,  be  they  ever 

so  small,  seem  stylistically  suited  to 
somclliing  more  modern.  Atelier 
Vitreon  has  created  it,  with  this 

delightful  .set  of  dishes  artlessly 
painted  in  bright  red,  yellow,  blue, 
and  green  on  clear  glass.  {The 
hand  painting  is  glazed  on.)  SJiown, 

bowl,  $4;  Plate  $4.25;  gla.sscs,  $2 
and  $1.75.  The  Atelier  Vitreon. set 

is  .sold  at  Rosenthal  Sludio-Haus 

in  New  York  City,  and  at  depart- 
ment stores  across  the  country. 

I        i      >^•^-.■  .  If  ••-.'5'--4-. 

"^  ««>  Xr   Vn-*^ V  w  v DURELL  GODfRE-i 

owner,  doctor,  and  a  naturalist — a 

refreshing  departure  from  the  tra- 

ditional "Meet  our  community 

helpers"  approach.  Photos  by  Tana 
Hoban,  award-winning  photogra- 

pher-creator of  nine  children's 
books,  accompany  the  lively  narra- 

tion and  music.  Schools  can  obtain 

the  film  strips  from  Scholastic 
Magazine  Early  Childhood  Center, 
904  Sylvan  Avenue,  Englewood 
Clifls,  N.J.  07632.  The  price  is 
$79.50  for  five;  $159  for  ten. 

Ml ove  over, 
//  has  already  sold  35,000  copies 
since  its  October  publication,  and 

the  hefty  Child  Health  Encyclo- 
pedia (Delacortc  Press/ Seymour 

Lawrence,  $15)  will  probably  be- 

come part  of  many  parents'  basic 
shelves.  Written  in  clear,  jargon- 
free  prose,  the  Encyclopedia  is  a 
.superb  reference  book  for  parents 
on  childhood  diseases  both  com- 

mon and  uncommon,  with  prac- 
tical advice  for  coping  at  home, 

and  when  to  call  the  doctor.  Entries 

range  from  acne  and  allergy  to 

choking,  dizziness,  emphysema, 

head  injuries,  hepatitis,  spinal  de- 

fects. Under  "Anenua,"  for  exam- 
ple, five  pages  detail  the  disease,  its 

types,  the  diagnosis,  and  treatment. 

The  Ericyclopcdia  is  written  by 

doctors  on  the  staff  of  the  pres- 

Dr.  Spock 

tigious  Boston  Children's  Medical 
Center  and  Dr.  Richard  Fcinbloom, 

of  the  Center,  who  is  medical  direc- 

tor of  the  family  health  care  pro- 
gram at  Harvard  Medical  School. 

HOJSE&GARDB^J 
GREAT  aivierk::an 
DEACEfSTTERS 

^. 

You  can  buy  many  of  the  dccoiatc-it-\ourself  items  shown  on  page 
128  at  any  of  the  Flouse  8f  Garden  Great  American  Idea  Genters 
hs ted  below: 

AInlinitin 

Birmingham      Pizitz 

Anchorage     Norland's 
Fairbanks    Norland's 

Arizonit 

Phoenix   Goldwatcr's C'nliforiiin 

Los  Anpeles   Bjillock's San  Francisco    Liberry  House 

flolnvntin 

Denver   May-D&F 

ronii<*<*n<*iit 
Hartford   .<   G.  Fox 

Washington  ...  Woodward &Lolhrop 
Florida 

iMiami    Burdinc's 
Tampa   Maas  Bros. 

Atlanta    Rich's 
llnwnii 

Maui     Ncrland's 
iiiiiioi.s 

Clii(;i>j;o    Carson  Piiic  .Scoil 
Iiiillann 

Indianapolis    L.S.  Aycrs Koiiliioky 

Louisville    .Stewart  Dry  Goods 
LoiiiNiann 

New  Orleans    D.  H.  Holmes 

i>Inrvlaii*l 

Baltimore   Hulzlcr's 

i^lafi.«)n<'liii.s(>(i.<« 
Boston    .Jordan  Marsh 

Micliiffan 

Detroit   .1.  L.  Hudson 

3Iiiino.so<a 

Minneapolis    Dayton's 
3liM««oiirl 

Kansas  City     Edward  Keith 
St.  Louis     Slix,  Bacr  &  Fuller 

^'olirn.nka 

Omaha   I.  L.  Braiulcis 

IVpw  .lorsi'v Newark    Halinc  &  Co. 

Albuquci(|uc      American  Fiuniunc 
lV<*w  Y»fk 

Brooklyn    Abraham  &  Straus 
Buffalo    
  Adam,  Meldrum  &  Anderson 
New  York    B.  Allman  &  Co. 

Rochester      Sibley.  Lind.^ay  &  Ciirr 

IVorf  li  ('ai'wiiiia 

Charlotte       Ivcy's 
OhU» 

Akron   O'Ncil'j 
Cincinnati   Shillito'j 
Cleveland    Hishcc's Columbus   Lazarus 

Dayton   Hike's Toledo   

Oklaliwiiia 
nisa 

Lasnilc's 

'  rouj;  s 

Orojiioii 
I'ortland         Ileirrvv  Frank 

I'i'iiii.x  viva  Ilia 

Ardmorc    O'Neil  &  Bishop 
Philadelphia   
  Strawhridfre  &  Clothier 

Pittsburph      Kaufmann's 
.Siiiilii  ('ar<iliiia 

Greenville    .       Ivey's 

Tf>lllll'NN('<> 
Knoxville      .Mdlrr's 

Tt'XSlH 

Dallas    Sani^cr  llairis 

Houston   .loske's  of  Houston 
Link 

Salt  Lake  City   Z.C.M.I 
Virginia 

Richmond  Thalhimcr's ^VaNliiii^liiii 

Seattle   The  Bon  Marclic 

Spokane           The  Cn^srcnl 

Professional  wallpaper  tips 
continued  from  page  153 

it's  recommended  that  they  be 

hung  by  a  professional.  If  you're 
hanging  solid-colored  fabrics, 
vinyls,  or  delicately  tinted  paper 

reverse  each  strip  for  an  even  col- 
or distribution.  Scrubbabie  papers 

may  be  washed  with  warm  water 
and  a  mild  soap.  Strippahic  papers 
remove  easily.  Prcpastcd  papers 

need  be  only  clipped  in  water.  Prc- 
frinuncd  papers  require  no  selvage 
cutting.  Look  for  these  qualities 

when  selecting  a  paper  for  a  do-it- 
yourself  project.  Work  in  a  heated 
room.  The  temperature  at  which 

paper  is  applied  can  effect  the 

paste.  Cold,  damp  rooms  won't 
hold  their  paper.  Papers  «i(h  sel- 

vages: Remove  the  selvage  after 
the  strip  has  been  cut  to  wall 

height.  Don't  try  to  cut  away  a  sel- 
vage right  on  the  roll.  Be  sure  to 

match  it  to  the  next  strip  at  "match 
points"  before  cutting  selvage. 
Then   hang  the  strip  just  like   a 

prctrimmcd  wallcovering. 

Should  you  find  that  after  Iwc 
.seams  have  been  butted  an  over- 

lap has  occurred,  trim  the  overlap 

directly  on  the  wall  before  the  pa- 

per dries.  Be  very  careful  to  make 

a  straight  cut  to  prevent  distortion 
of  the  pattern. 

Papering  a  ceiling  is  a  two-man 
job  and  should  be  done  before  the 
rest  of  the  room  is  papered.  The 

strips  on  the  ceiling  won't  match the  direction  of  the  strips  on  the 
wall.  Run  .scains  in  the  longest  di- 

rection of  the  ceiling  to  make  them 
invisible. 

Should  you  find  you've  cut  a 
piece  short,  find  a  small  piece  that 
fits  into  the  pattern  and  undcrlap  to 

short  top  or  bottom  scain.  The  eye 
will  not  detect  the  error. 

The  professional  advice  for  this 

article  was  piovided  by  Abe  Gcrsh- 
bcin,  3030  Emmons  Ave..  Brook- 

lyn, N.Y.  11235.   ■ 

IHi ■ 



ALMOST  A  MILLION  SIMILAR  MODELS  SOLD  AT  $9.98 
SHATTERING  PRICE  BREAKTHROUGH 

USES  EXACT  SAME  PRINCIPLE  AS  UNITS  ADVERTISED  ON  T.V.  FOR  $7.95  AND  $9.95 
AT  LAST— the  ingenious  easy  new  physical 
fitness  system,  to  help  you:  lose  inches  and 

pounds,  improve  the  shape  of  your  body,  in- 
crease your  sex  appeal  and  feel  and  look 

years  younger— and  at  the  lowest  price  of- 
fered in  the  United  States. 

An  Easy,  Proven  System 
That  Takes  Just  Minutes  A  Day 

It's  easy— because  you  exercise  while  you  lie 
on  your  back  and  do  just  3  basic  routines. 
And  yet  you  exercise  and  tone  every  muscle 
in  your  arms,  legs,  abdomen,  waist,  back, 

neck  and  tummy— all  the  important,  problem 
spots  that  you  want  to  help  keep  trim,  firm 
and  beautiful. 

We  recommend  you  start  at  a  moderate  2 

to  3  minutes  a  day.  You'll  soon  find  that  you 
want  to  increase  this  to  4,  5  and  up  to  15 
minutes  at  a  time.  But,  and  this  is  important, 
you  do  it  at  your  own  pace  and  you  find  it 

easier  and  easier  to  exercise  for  longer  peri- 
ods. The  rhythmic  movements  you  use  are 

so  simple  that  any  child  of  5  can    master 

Beautifies 

Women's 
Bodies 

them  in  one  minute,  because  all  you  do  is 
lift  and  bend  your  arms  and  legs  and  the 

"Figure  Trimmer"  won't  let  you  make  a  mis- 
take. A  simple,  fully  illustrated  instruction 

booklet  for  the  basic  exercises  is  included. 

Use  "The  Figure  Trimmer"  Anywhere 
Yes,  use  it  in  your  bedroom,  living  room, 

office,  even  while  you're  away  from  home 
(it's  so  compact,  it  folds  to  fit  right  in  a 
handbag  or  attache  case  and  weighs  only  a 
mere  10  ounces).  You  never  have  to  miss 
your  regular  exercise  .  .  .  use  it  anywhere  you 

can  lie  down.  Simply  attach  to  bedpost,  door- 

knob, etc.,  and  it's  ready  to  use. 

To  Help  Weight  Loss  . .  . 
We  recommend  a  moderate  and  sensible 

temporary  15  to  20%  reduction  in  your  nor- 
mal food  intake  (while  still  eating  exactly  the 

same  kinds  of  delicious  foods  you  normally 

eat  and  like).  We  don't  send  you  any  fad  or 
crash  diet,  because  your  own  doctor  will  tell 
you  that  these  are  harmful.  We  suggest  you 
continue  this  moderation  until  you  reach 

desired  weight  loss.  After  that,  just  eat  nor- 
mally and  continue  exercises  to  feel  and  look 

better  and  younger. 

Ironclad  Guarantee 
Our  guarantee  is  simple.  You  must  within  14 

days  see  and  feel  your  body  toned  up  and  feel- 
ing great-anx)  look  and  feel  years  younger,  or 

simply  return  unit  for  a  prompt  and  complete 

refund.  Mail  order  coupon  today;  you'll  be 
glad  you  did. 

Important  Note: 
Dear  Reader, 

Don't  be  confused:  The  competitive 
exerciser  models  you've  seen  on  T.V. and  in  magazines  for  $7.95  and  $9.95 
work  on  exactly  the  same  principal 
and  in  the  same  way  as  ours.  By  a 
special  purchase  from  a  manufacturer, 
we've  been  able  to  break  the  price 
wide  open  and  offer  "The  Figure 
Trimmer"  at  this   amazing  low  price! 

Health  House,  Inc.  oept  mes 
4500  N.W.  135th  Street,  Miami,  Fla.  33059 
Gentlemen:  Yes,  I  want  to  lose  inches  and 

pounds  off  my  figure.  Please  send  me  "The 
Figure  Trimmer"  at  the  sensationally  new  low- 

est price  ever.  I  understand  that  your  "Ironclad 
Guarantee"  assures  me  that  "The  Figure  Trim- 

mer" will  do  all  you  say  it  will  or  I  can  simply 
return  it  for  a  full  refund. 

n  Please  rush  me  my  "Figure  Trimmer" =  16576  for  only  $2.99  plus  760  for  postage and  handling. 

OR  ORDER  2  AND  SAVE  A  TOTAL  OF  $2.50! 

D  Please  send  me  2  "Figure  Trimmers"  :rl6576 for  a  total  price  of  only  $5.00  postpaid  (I  save 
$1.52  postage  and  handling  charges  plus  980  on 
items). 

Enclosed    is    my    check    or    money    order    for 
$   .   _   (N.Y.  and  Fla.  residents,  add 
appropriate  Sales  tax.) 
Name. 

n 

(please  print) 

Address. 

21 
City. State 

&Zip_ 

J 
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S18  95 pljs  S2.00 

'  '    RATTAN  SWAG  LAMP 
*S  Beautifully  handwoven  of  natural 

i-atiEn.    fully  electrified  with  dim- 
V.    ymer  swittli,  adjustable  height  from 
.■^■''.  ceiling,    j 4"  spread    il'    high  with  ̂ s^^ ;:s   ft.    rattan   chain   and    hooks   forafta 

'irs'   "longing.    Use    up    to    150         .j»-«p^ 
>itt  bulb.   Painted  white,  '    "?       yellow,  green,  pink 

-4?^  blue.       orange ..inck  add 

S3.00. 

$18.95 

plus 

$2.00 
postage 

ELEPHANT 
HAMPER 

Round,  firm  and 
can  be  fully 
packed  with  toys, 
laundry,  wastepa- 
per,  etc.  Also available  as  a 

panda  or  an  owl. 
Handwoven  in 
natural  rattan. 
32"  H  X  I7"  D. 
Painted  white 
add   $4.00. 

WALL  ALL and  1 

keeps      • 

Attractive 

practical, 
mail,  notes,   reci- 

pes, etc.,  at  your  \i-^.~-:.. . 

fingertips.    Hand-     ""■-,'■, woven    7"    %     18"         ~-    . 
S5.95  plus  $1.00        i 
postage.  ** 

VICTORIAN 

WALL  SHELF 

Holds  books,  knick-knacks,  '^ 
beauty  aids  on  two  sturdy' wood  shelves.  Handwoven 

of  natural  rattan  15"  x  7 X  18"  high.  511.95  plus 
$2.00  postage.  Painted 
add   $2.00. 

SEND  2SC 
rOR 

NEW  se 
PAGE 

CATALOR 

T"WALL  RACK 
Useful  handcrafted  solid  rattan  wall  rv_ 

ornament    provides    six    strong    rattan'  ~ 
hooks  for  towels,    clothing,    etc..    lb' 
W     X     17"     H.     S7.95     plus     $1.00    postage. 

Visit  Our 
Warehouse  Showroom 

'tail  f BASKET  House  ?S: 10,    Dept.    HG4. 
ccasunna,    N.J.    07874 

AMAZING 
CANDLELAMPS 

CANDLES  BURN  UP  -  NOT  DOWN 
NO  DRIPPING 
NO  SMOKING 

The  'Philadelphlan' 
Wrought  Iron 

12'/."  high 

The  'Concord 
Brass  Base 
11'/."  high 

W9
5e
a.
 

+  2.00
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ND 
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3  FREE 
CANDLES 

Colonial  Craftsman  Candlelites.  with 
their  clean  burning  candles,  add  that 
final  touch  of  atmosphere  and  elegance 
to  your  decor.  Their  glowing  charm  make 
them  so  fitting  for  any  occasion.  Our 
spring  loaded  cartridges  insure  proper 
flame  height  without  leaving  a  puddle  of 
melted,  unburned  wax.  Send  order  today 

Colonial  Craftsman 
4  Cross  Court  /  Shoreham,  N.Y.  11786 

D  Please  send  Catalog  (enclosed  50<  Post/Hand.) 

Cap^^ 

Candle-  [j 
Spring  -  I 

Cartridge  
-[j 

Heavy     jg^ 

Bases  "1^= 

The  Bostonian' Brass  Base 
Wii'  high 

.^^^'^ 

«= 

For  that  lucky  baby  born  in  1976. 
This  luxurious  40"  x  45"  crib  and  carriage 
blanket  suitable  for  boy  or  girl.  Rich  red  and 
blue  plush  velour  numerals  appliqued  and  em- 

broidered in  the  traditional  manner  on  a  cuddly 
soft  white  blanket  by  Chatham.  Edged  with  silky 
taffeta  binding  and  red  satin  ribbon.  Completely 
washable.  A  unique  and  beautiful  gift  of  warmth 
that's  sure  to  become  a  family  keepsake.  Money 
back  if  not  delighted.  Order  now. 
Send  $19.95  plus 

^nd'°handil'n°|'¥o!  Blapkcty  Blankcts 
Box  438-HI,  Mamaroneck.  N.Y.  10543 

N.Y.  State  residents  add  sales  tax 

Gorham 

BICENTENNIAL 

PEWTER 

m 
LIMITED 

EDITION! 

Hand  cast  Ameralloy  from  Gorham  forms  a 
limited  edition  bell  honoring  the  Freedom 

of  America,  gained  200  years  ago.  Beauti- 
fully decorated  with  raised  lettering  and 

13  stars,  framed  with  raised  border  on  one 
side,  raised  lettering  on  reverse  side.  Sculp- 

tured walnut  handle.  Hallmarked  bell  is  10'' 
high,  41/2"  dia.  f^ade  in  U.S.A. 
11154   $19.76  plus  50c  post,  and  hdlg. 

Send  50<  for  your  64-page  DOWNS  catalog  .  , 
a  wonderland  for  the  discerning  collector 

T^cHms DEPT.  1404-A 
EVANSTON,  ILL.  60204 

*********** 

SHOPPING 
AROUND 

WITH  AUDREY  NICHOLS 

ORDER  MERCHANDISE  BY  WRITING  DIRECTLY 

TO  SHOPS.  ENCLOSE  CHECK  OR  MONEY  ORDER. 

ADD  SALES  TAX  WHERE  APPLICABLE. 

ANY  UNUSED  ITEM  (NOT  PERSONALIZED)  MAY  BE 

RETURNED  BY  INSURED  MAIL  FOR  REFUND. 

ALLOW  FOUR  WEEKS  FOR  DELIVERY 

WORLD  OF  SHELLS 
Philippine  cinambered  nautilus  half,  $6;  heart  cockle,  95c;  and  an 
Australian  cornucervi  murex,  $20.  Add  75c  post.  each.  Write  for 
new  color  portfolio,  catalogue  of  shells,  fossils,  minerals,  artifacts; 
selection  of  stands  and  books,  $  1 .  Dover  Scientific,  HG4, 
Box  601  IT,  Long  Island  City,  NY  1 1 106. 

TIMELY  ACCENT 
Chic  box  bag  in 

keeping  with  the Bicentennial.  Limited 

edition.  Wooden  symbol 
of  American  Independe 

mounted  on  hand-finished 

wood.  8"  by  5"  by  51/2" lining,  brass  hardware, 
mirror  and  key  holder.  $65 
Free  brochure.  MRB  Or 
HG4,  R.D.I,  KennettSq 
19348. 

PLANT  TABLE 

Popular  parson  table  turns 
ir.to  a  garden.  Four  inserts  in 

table  top  hold  5"  sq.  pots 
complete  with  drip  tray  that 
keeps  moisture  from  reaching 
floor.  Handy  for  herb  growing 

too.  Weather-resistant  for  out- 
door use.  No  tools  needed  to 

Assemble  hi-impact  styrene 

Polymer  frame.  16"  by  16"  by 
19"  h.  White  with  dark  green 
pots.  $13.98  plus  $1.79  post. 
House  of  Minnel,  Dept.  516E, 
Deerpath  Rd.,  Batavia,  IL  60510. 



SARAH  JANE 
Faithful  copy  of  a  Suzanne  Gibson  Kaiico 

Kid  and  she's  made  by  her.  Fine  vinyl  face, 
hands,  cloth  body,  rooted  hair  in  fly  away 

braids.  ISVa"  h.  $37  ppd.  "Adventures  of 
Kaiico  Kids"  book,  $6.25  ppd.  Catalogue 
showing  Sarah  Jane's  brothers  and  sisters. 
$1.  The  Enchanted  Doll  House,  HG046E, 
Manchester  Center.  VT  05255. 

HICKORY  DICKORY 
Playtime  or  mealtime  furniture  makes  telling 
time  fun.  Clock  face  table  center  hides 

catchall  pocket.  Table  30"  by  35"  by  17%" 
h.;  chairs,  IVA"  by  26V2"  h.  Brown,  yellow, 
white  combo.  Baraboard.  Easy  to  assemble. 
Three  pieces,  $59.95  plus  $5  post.  ($10  W. 
of  Miss.).  Brochure  50c.  Anne  Tracy,  HG4, 
Box  499,  Hudson,  OH  44236. 

CONTEMPORARY  CLASSICS 
Striking  blend  of  materials  in  move-about  chairs,  adaptable  to  any 
decor.  Natural  cane  seat  and  back  set  in  wood  with  natural,  black  or 
walnut  finish.  Tubular  chrome  frame.  The  armchair,  $65;  side  chair, 
$55.  Exp.  coll.  Send  $1  for  catalogue.  J&D  Brauner,  Dept.  H64,  1331 
So.  Michigan  Ave.,  Chicago,  IL  60605. 

BLUE  FISH 
Bold  stylized  creature  of  the 
deep  surfaces  versatile  bowl 
ideal  for  buffet,  spaghetti 
dinners  or  just  pure 
decoration.  Made  by  hand  in 
the  Peoples  Republic  of 
China.  Off  white  porcelain 

with  hand-painted  blue  motif. 
9"dia.,  1%"  deep.  $3.95  ea. 
plus  75c  post;  set  of  four, 
$17.95  Ppd.  Elizabeth 
McCaffrey,  HG4,  Northport, 
NY  11768. 

CLASSIC "SHERLOCK 

HOLMES" 
CAPE 

RAIN  OR  SHINE' 
Luxurious  gabardine, 

water  repellant.  Midi 

length.  Tailored  collar 
and  placquet. 

Colors:  KHAKI,  NAVY, 

BLACK. 

Sizes:  Small  (5-9),  Med. 

(10-13),  Large  (14-18) 

$50.00  postpaid 
Add  $8.00  for 
matching  hood. 

POSTIQUE 
Dept.  HG46 216  W.  89th  St., 

New  York,  N.Y.  10024 

EXTRA FEATURE  ^, 

Matching  detach-    51 
able  hood  available 

(button-on). 

A  great  gift  for 
Father, Son,  and 

friends . . . 

DOG  TIES 
Cive  them  their  oio 
breed  on  a  necktie. 

Over  60  breeds 
available. Perfect 

reproductions, authentically 
woven  in 

Switzerland. Exclusively 

ours.  $2250 

□  Please  send  my  breed 
My  breed  is   

n  Navy         □Brown         □  Green Add  SI  50  tor  delivery. 

Pewter  Sand  Dollar  Pendant 

□  Burgundy 

NY.  Sfa(e  add  applicable  lax 

Ztotnb  •2torrato l.j.UIC  Surtheni  Bli'd..  .Muiiliuxsel .  X.Y.  llii.iii 
;r  Wall  Street  (Suit  15n7  )  XtirVork.X.Y.  lllOO.i 

r  .iia  )-sr,'i-Hi.i.i 
MAJOR  CREDIT  CARDS  ACCEPTED 

O 

A  gift  from  the  sea.  so  distinctive  it  will 

draw  attention  to  your  good  taste  An- 

tiqued pewter  sand  dollar  has  a  long  ro- 
'  mantic  history  behind  it  The  five  holes 

remind  us  of  the  wounds  in  Christ's 
hands,  feet  and  side  according  to  Chris- 

tian legend  Will  charm  all  who  see  you 

wear  this  unique  piece  Chain  included 
$5.50    ppd    Matching  pin  is  $2  95  ppd 

Send  500  for  our  new  80  pg.  ROMANCE  OF 
THE  SEA  catalog  showing  ship  models,  paint- 

ings, furniture,  lamps,  clothing  and  gifts  for 
home,  office  or  on  board. ru    IIMHI'  j^ 

SHIP'S  WHEEL 
Dept.  HG46,  Nottingham  Square  Rd. 

Epping,  New  Hampshire  03042 

Charming  stained  glass  decorative  piece 

will  brighten  a  mantel,  delight  a  win- 
dow, adorn  a  table.  A  gift  that  says 

something  forever.  Freestanding  in  vi- 

brant colors.  Each  panel  is  5"  by  7". 

tif   (\l\    '"'''  ̂ ^<^  P*'9-   ̂ ^  '^'"9- 
S>»  ■««    Md.  res.  add  4°„ 

Full  color  stained  glass  catalog  $1. 

■ZrA^    c//> '/rtccor^ny 

ISIII  New  Hampshire  Ave..  G46 
Colesville.  Maryland  20904 

7^.a//^yr^ 

CELEBRATION  SET 

for  AMERICA'S  200th BIRTHDAY 
All  cU'^:ini  :iM>l  hi-i"rii;il  ":iv  In  reli'hralc  200 
.v<Mr>  of  Ainericiin  fri'uluiii.  The  heautifiilly 
scullopi'il  Kla.s.s  sorviiiK  |>l:ilttT  has  a  raisnl 
Lihtriv  Hell  design  in  tlu'  (Outer,  hordored  with 
Uu'  iianio  of  the  .''itj  siKni-rs  of  Iho  Declaration 
"t  IndiiJiiuU'iKT.  The  uloaiiiiiiK  10  oz.  ko1)U'I> 

■inlHi>seil  «illi  a  matching  l.iherty  Bell  ile- 
Tliis  aiitheiitie  reprodiiet  ion  of  anti(|iie 

ware  makes  a  uorth.v  aiUlilioii  to  .voiir 
[tiericana  collection. 

after   la'W/j"        $7.98  plus  SI    pp. 
oblets  (set  of  2)  ...         ..  S7.98  plus  $1   pp. 

Prompt  delivery.   Money  back  guar.mtee. 
New  112  page  Gift    Gourimt  c:it,U(iq  25r 

-5^. 

COLONUL  GARDEN  KnCHENS 
opt.    HG-4.    270  W.    Merrick    Rd 
Valley  Stn-.irT'.    N.V      I15K2 

.^ 
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Vv-'^-'-i 

The :V  fo  seiect OR 
j^  «  /o  examine  them 

in  your  own  home 

Rare    antique,    inexpen- 

sive antique,  semi-an- 
*  tique,   and  new   rugs  in 

'  '^  antique  designs.  Each 
moderately  priced. 

'^LMj  i  or  L'L^^RIITi\E  L]^^i  .^i.-i  COLORED  PICTURES.  Include  your  Zip 

Co.ic.  Selcu  rup<  vci  .ish  sent  on  .■\PPROV.\L.  »£  PAY  ALL  SHIPPIXG 
CHARGES.  MO  DEPOSfi  OR  E.XPEXSE  to  you  in  ordering  our  rugs  shipped  on 
ripproval.    -No    cbligation    io    buy. 

Antique  rugs  $150.00  to  S9500 

Sni.ill   lo  Gi.inl   .'■ize?. 

2.000  Orient. il  rugs  (rom 
li  di3  in  p.islel   (Kirm.in)  colors 

iOO%  wool  n.ip,  ?0  sizes 
9  ̂    12  ii.$.i9.S  ti.  $825. 

^I;i!i\  giant  and  unusual  sizes 

For  sail-  by  America's  foremost 
tiulkor:l\  and  expert  on  Oriental 

Rugs,  aid  larf^est  e\clusive  ilea'r- 
in   natural,  untreated  rugs. 

CHAS.WJACOBSENJnc. 

AL  RUGS  I 

§ 
§ 

§ 
§ 
% 

% 

§ 

For  ?0  years  we  have  been  eliminating  the  element 

of  g.-!mble  in  buying  Oriental  Rugs  for  thousands 
of  customers   all  over  America. 

"Oriental   Rugs  —  A   Complete   Guide" 
hv  Charles  W.  Jacobsen      S?_0.50 
First  and  only  Oriental  Rug  encyclope- 

dia ever  published.  480  pages  with  250 
plates,  38  in  full  color. 

401  S.  SALINA  ST.,  DEFT. 
SYRACUSE,  N.Y.  13201 
315-471-6522 

\y>'xv5-.<,,5'.v5>v.^>v^>%;.^.t<5^x<5>^c^y.^^v,^^i,<^-^^ 

"RACKET-PLAQUE" 

The  Tennis  Equipment  Organizer 
For  a'.'.ractive  wall  or  door  mounting. 
Holds  up  to  4  tennis  rackets  (or  2  in 

racket  presses) — 2  cans  of  balls — wooden 
pegs  for  accessories.  Shipped  with  old 

fashioned  "cut"  nail  for  hanging. 

Stained  walnut— $23.50  -f  $1.50  mail- 
ing &  handling.  Untinished — (tor  that 

personal  painting  touch)— $19.00  + 
$1.50  mailing  &  handling. 

lVfi/T£  FOR  NSW  FREE  CATALOG. 

Satis.  Guaranteed — Wo  COD  s 

THE  WOODSHED 
4187  Northeast  Expressway,  Atlanta.  GA  30340 

Phone  404-934-1888 

Loving  Gift  For  Mother! 
PERSONALIZED  PLAQUE.  CUSTOM-ENGRAVED! 
A  perfect  gift  from  one  loving  child  or  a  whole 
tribe!  Adorable  boys  and  girls  to  count  the  chil- 

dren— all  lifetime  solid  brass,  custom-engraved! 
Solid  wood  plaque,  richly  stained,  beveled,  with 

handsome  hanger.  I-  or  2-child  plaque  is  3  x 

3'/b'.  3-4  is  31/2  X  71/2".  5-6  is  3' i  x  S'j".  7-12 
is  3'/2"  X  141/2".  10-12  arranged  vertically. 

SI390— Ichild  $1.98  -1397—  7children  S5.98 
3  1391— 2  children  $2.98  -1398—  8children  $6.50 
3  1392— 3  children  $3.50  ::I389—  9  children  S6.98 

=  1393— 4children  $3.98  :•  1376 — (Ochildren  $7.50 
3  1394— 5 children  $4. 98  .•-1377—11  children  S7. 98 
3  1395 — 6 children  $5. 50  r  1378 — 1 2  children  $8.50 

f'm\T  names,  sprcifi/  hot;  or  girl  for  rach 
Add  50<-  post.  &  hdlg.,  S.Y.  res.  add  taxe.i 

•        .-•  Dept.  G41 

ULLIAN   >|Fynil''''S    Fulton  Ave ^^""*'»      «fc-"WR  Ml.  Vernon,  t\l,Y,  10550 

FREE  FRAME  OFFER 
[FREE  WCXDD  CJRADI  KIT  -^tr.  any   color] 

poster  ordered . 

BLOWYOURSELF  Uk 
IN  B&W  OR  r, 
COLOR  _^ 

Full  color  posters  from  any 
color  photo  or  slide.  A 

great  gift,  or  gag.  or  room 
decoration. 

1 1/2x2  Ft.-$7.50 
lil'/j  Ft.-»4.S0,  2i3  Ft.-14.S0 

2x3  ft 

B&W  POSTERS  from  any 

b&w  or  color  photo.  Polar- 
oid, cartoon  or  magazine 

photo.  For  slides  snd  neg- 
atives, add  $1.00  per 

poster.  Better  originals 
produce  better  posters 

1 V212  Ft.-$2.  JO,  3i4  Ft. -$7.50 1 

PHOTO  JIGSAW  PUZZLE 

Send  ar.y  photo.  If  neg.  or  slide,  5'  ei'.ra.  In 
biw,  8xl0-$3.99,  nxl4-$4.99,  l2xl8-$5.99 
Incolor,  8xl0-$6.99.   llxl4-$7.99.   l2xl8-$8.99. 

RUSM  SERVICE!  PostC'S  only  Ircm  photos  s^lpped  na  isl 
class  mail  within  48  houis  B&W  $2  00  CoioiSSOOadO  per 
lem   

Your  original  returned  undamaged.  Add  50t  for 

postage  and  handling  for  EACH  item  ordered. 
NY.  residents  add  sales  tax.  Send  check,  cash 
or  M.O.  (No  C.0.0.)  tO: 

PHOTO  POSTER    Dept.  HG-46210E.23St.,N,Y.  10010 

LOOK  AHEAD TO 

FATHER'S  DAY 
Family    ties    are 

strong  on  Father's Day.  Here  is  a  Family 
Tie  to  pleasure  him 
all  the  year  through, 
hand-decorated  with 

the  names  of  chil- 
dren or  grandchil- 
dren. Send  names  in 

order  you  wish  them 

to  appear.  Print 
clearly  and  start  at 
the  top.  Tie  is  peau 
de  soie  (polyester), 

lined,  dry-cleanable. 
In  these  colors: 
Black,  White,  Silver 
Grey,  Brown,  Navy. ■1-4"  wide.  With  10 

names  $11.50  post- 
paid. Add  750  for 

each  additional  3 
names.  Allow  3 
weeks  for  delivery. 

N.Y.  Residents  Add 

Appropriate  Tax 

64   Windfall    BIdg. 

Main  St..  Sharon  Springs.  N.Y.  13439 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

a  era 

-afrdi^^^ 

SPRING  CLASSIC 

Soft,  quilted  cotton  wrap  is  fully 
lined.  Fashion  tailored  with  drop 
sleeves,  wide  lapels,  cuffs,  easy 

tie  belt.  Natural  (off-white)  or 

blue  (French  workmen's  denim). 
S(5-9),  M(10-13)  and  L(14-18). 
$45  plus  $3  post.  Postique, 
HG36,  Studio  5A,  216  W.  89th 
St.,  New  York,  NY  10024. 

RUSTIC  DECOR 

Maple  oxen  yoke,  decorative  on 
wall  or  perfect  place  for  hanging 

hats,  coats  or  towels  on  horn 

tips  4"  to  6"  long.  Yoke  is  26" long.  Without  horn  tips,  $11.85: 

with  four  tips,  $24.50.  Ppd.  Cata- 
logue $2.  Muller  Co.,  HG3,  Dog- 
wood Hollow,  Miller  Place,  NY 11764. 

DANCER 

Go  social-whirling  lightly  in  glove 
leather  uppers,  cushiony  insoles, 
elasticized  insteps,  stacked 
heels.  In  gold,  silver,  black, 

white.  Whole  sizes  4-12,  Medium 
width.  $13.95  plus  90c  post.; 
sizes  over  10  add  $1.  Sofwear 

Shoes,  HG4,  1711  Main,  Hous- 
ton, TX  77002. 

HOW-TO  HANDBOOK 

Twenty-eight  popular  crafts  such 
as  enameling,  china  painting, 

jewelry,  and  doll  making  in  a  fas- 
cinating book.  Hundreds  of  pic- 

tures, instructions,  background 
material.  288  pages.  $5.95  plus 
50c  post.  Anthony  Enterprises, 

HG4,  556  Mission  St.,  San  Fran- 
cisco, CA  94105. 

GREEN  THUMB 

If  you're  a  plant  lover,  make  it 
known.  Green-thumb  rubber 
stamp  distinguishes  stationery 
and  notes,  gifts  and  packages. 

Stamp  comes  with  a  pocket-size 
green  ink  pad  in  own  cloth  sack. 
$3.95;  two  $7.  Ppd.  Lipsack  & 
Catsack,  Inc.,  HGE,  Box  771, 

Mad.  Sq.Sta.,  NY  10010. 
IT'^^X  f 

NATIONAL HOBBY GREENHOUSE 

Enjoy  year  'round  every  day 
pleasure  with  a  quality  designed 

hobby  house  featuring  life  long  alu- 
minum frames,  commercial  quality 

glass,  and  prefabricated  for  easy 
installation.  They  are  practical  and 

beautiful  in  a  style  and  size  that's right  for  you. 
Write  for  literature. 

NATIONAL GREENHOUSE 
COMPANY 

P  O    BOX  100   •    DEPT  H   •   PANA    IL.  62557 

LAB  PRINT 

60 

One  of  the  finest.  FULL  COLOR, 

prints  of  a  LABRADOR  RETRIEV- 
ER ever  offered!  Large  sized: 

20"  X  24".  Reproduced  on  heavy 

textured  artist  stock.  Sent  to  you 

via  FIRST  CLASS  mail  in  CRUSH- 
PROOF  shipping  container. 

PRICE  EACH.  $9.95  ppd. 

Send  cheque  or  money  order  to: 

The  Outdoor  Gallery 
1237-56th  Street. 

Delta.  B.C..  CANADA 

 
 

HGA 
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SHOPPING  AROUND 

LIMITED  EDITION 

"Promises  to  Keep"  is  second  in 
annual  series  by  Irene  Spencer. 
Gorham  ivory  china  plate  rimmed 

in  gold.  8%".  "The  strength  of  a 
nation  is  built  upon  ideals,  the 
character  of  its  children  by  a 

mother's  love;"  backstamp.  $40 
plus  50c  post.  Downs,  Dept. 
1404-Z,  Evanston,  IL  60204. 

REST-A-PHONE 

No  handed  talking!  Phone  rest 
adjusts  for  either  left  or  right 

shoulder.  Padded  w'dh  nonmark- 
ing  rubber.  Fits  all  hand  sets. 
Black,  beige,  w^hite,  green  and 
transparent.  $2.98  plus  35c 
post.  Anthony  Enterprises,  HG4, 
556  Mission  St.,  San  Francisco, 
CA  94105. 

NATURAL  ACCENT 

Bracelets  are  made  from  hand- 
woven  vines  so  no  two  are  exactly 
alike.  In  earth  shades  of  beige 
and  dark  brown,  they  blend  with 

today's  fashions.  Light  to  the 
touch,  great  when  stacked.  V2" 
wide.  $2;  four  $6.  Ppd.  New  Era 
Mail  Order  Co.,  HG4,  Box  6, 
Ridgewood,  NY  11227. 

BIG  SCOOP 

Great  news  for  dessert,  an  ice 
cream  scoop  that  cuts  through 
the  hardest,  coldest  ice  cream. 
The  secret  is  the  handle,  with 

self-defrosting  liquid  hermetical- 
ly sealed  in.  Sanitary,  rust-proof. 

$5.95  ppd.  Import  Model,  $1.95 
plus  35c  post.  Holiday  Gifts, 

304-D,  Wheat  Ridge,  CO  80033. 

WEATHER  WISE 

When  fair  weather  is  in  store  the 
children  come  out,  for  rain  or 

snow  it's  the  old  witch.  The  chalet 
they  live  in  is  of  marble-look  plas- 

tic. Thermometer,  too.  5%"  by 
AV2"  by  iy2".  $2.98  plus  55c 
post.  Order  #142.  Anthony  Enter- 

prises, HG4,  556  Mission  St., 
San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

A  ofelP  SAUCER 
THAT  HANGS  ON  TO 

HANGING  PLANTS 
Here's  a  brand  new  idea  which  com- 

pletely solves  the  age-old  problem  of 
dripping  hanging  plants.  The  new 

SUPER  SAUCER™*  attaches  /irm/y and  ini)isifa/y  to  any  kind  of  pot . . .  clay, 
plastic  or  ceramic.  Can't  fall  off! 
Specify  color:  white,  green,  or  "clay"; 
and  size:  (A)  for  pot  bottoms  3"  to  5"; 
(B)  for  pot  bottoms  5%"  to  7".  Only $1.98  each.  Minimum  order  3.  Add 
$1.25  per  order  for  postage  and  han- 

dling. Order  NOW  with  a  fuU  money- 
back  guarantee... from  The  Sos 
Company,  Dept. H, 2418  Laurel  Pass, 
Los  Angeles,  Ca.  90046. '(Patent Pending) 

J&D  '""HF' Dr3un6r 
Butcher  block 

Real  Wood  Butcher  Block  Top,  2"  thick,  on 
polished  chrome  pedestal.  Very  specially 

priced.  36"  Diam.  $126.50.  42"  Diam. 
$160.00.  Exp.  chgs.  Col.  No  COD'S.  N.Y., 
N.J.,  Illinois  residents  add  sales  tax. 

52  pg.  catalog  of  Tables  and  Chairs,  $1. 

J  &  D  BRAUNER/THE  BUTCHER  BLOCK 
New  York:  298  Bowery,  N.Y.,  N.Y.  10012 

Chicago:  1331  So.  Mich.  Ave.,  Chicago,  III.  60605 

njTa  presents  The  Family  Creative  Workshop 
BOOKS  . 

A  complete 
24  volume  library 
of  craft  projects 
At  last— a  way  to  satisfy  your  appetite  for 
making  things  yourself.  Over  900  wonderful 
projects  to  choose  from,  and  make  at  a 
fraction  of  the  cost  of  store-bought. 

If  you're  the  kind  of  person  who  has  a  yen  to  make  things  for  your- 
self, your  home,  your  friends,  you'll  delight  in  this  complete,  A  to  Z 

Library  of  Crafts  with  more  than  900  projects  for  you  to  enjoy.  In 

its  lavishly  illustrated  pages,  you'll  find  step-by-step  "how  to's"  for 
gifts,  toys,  clothes,  furniture,  decorative  items,  jewelry,  pottery, 
basketry,  and  so  much  more. 

Spare  hours  or  evenings  can  be  filled  with  excitement.  See  what 
unique  things  can  evolve  from  bits  and  pieces  others  throw  away. 

Old  bottles  become  drinking  glasses,  flower  vases.  Last  summer's 
seashells  make  charming  buttons.  A  piece  of  cast-off  furniture 

becomes  a  one-of-a-kind  "antique." 
Just  imagine  the  money  you'll  save  when  you  can  make  your 

own  candles,  cosmetics,  greeting  cards,  bottle  your  own  wine, 
make  cheese,  stitch  leather  moccasins  for  less  than  $5,  print  per- 

sonalized stationery  with  a  potato,  braid  rugs  from  rags,  cane  your 
own  chairs,  even  upholster  furniture. 

Here  are  projects  for  every  age  and  skill  level.  Those  decoupage 

boxes  you've  admired  . . .  you  can  make  them  if  you  can  cut,  paste 
and  shellac.  The  batik  work  you've  seen  in  fancy  shops ...  do  it  at 
home  with  melted  paraffin  and  ordinary  fabric  dye.  Instructions 
are  simply  worded,  easy  to  follow.  Through  them  you  can  advance 
to  complicated  projects. ..making  an  acrylic  room  divider,  building 

"cardboard-box"  furniture,  even  constructing  a  telescope! 
Time-Life  Books  wants  you  to  experience  this  _ 

Crafts  Library,  published  by  Plenary  Publica- 
tions, for  yourself.  Examine  Volume  I  free  for 

15  days.  Actually  try  as  many  of  its  36  proj- 
ects as  you  like.  Then,  if  you  wish,  keep  the 

book  for  only  $5.95  and  continue  to  receive 
other  books  in  the   series  as   described 
below.  There  is  never  any  obligation,  and 
you  may  cancel  at  any  time.  Mail  coupon 

today,  or  write:  Time-Life  Books,  Time  & 
Life  BIdg.,  Chicago,  III.  60611. 

Enjoy  Volume  I  FREE for  two  >veekends 
actually  try  some  of 
its  fun  projects 

Shown  here  are  some  of 
the  24  volumes  in  the  series 
•  Each  volume  bound  in 

sturdy  hard  covers, 

9V4"  by  103/4" •  128  pages.  More  than 
30.000  words 

•  Over  400  photographs,  drawings 
and  other  illustrations, 

many  in  full  color 

TIME-LIFE  BOOKS  Time  &  Life  Building,  Chicago,  Illinois  60611 

YES,  I  would  like  to  examine  Volume  One  of  THE  FAMILY  CREATIVE  WORK- 
SHOP. Please  send  it  to  me  for  15  days'  free  examination  and  enter  my  subscrip- 

tion to  the  series.  If  I  decide  to  keep  the  book,  I  will  pay  $5.95  plus  shipping 

and  handling.  I  will  then  receive  future  volumes  in  THE  FAMILY  CREATIVE 
WORKSHOP  series,  shipped  a  book  at  a  time,  approximately  every  other  month. 
Each  volume  comes  on  a  15-day  free  examination  basis.  There  is  no  minimum 
number  of  books  that  I  must  buy  and  I  may  cancel  my  subscription  at  any  time 
simply  by  notifying  you. 

If  I  do  not  wish  to  keep  Volume  One,   I  will   return  it  within  15  days,  my 
subscription  will  be  canceled  and  I  will  not  be  under  further  obligation. 

Name. 

Address. 

-Apt 

City. 
.State. 

.Zip. 

Schools  and  Libraries:  Order  library  style  bindings  from  Time-Life  Books,  Time 
&  Life   Building,  Chicago,   Illinois  60611.   Eligible  for  Titles   I,   II,  funds. 
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personalized 
with  carved 
initials  and 

polished  to 

a  glow!  Ciever        ' holder  keeps 
them  firmly 
stacked,  yet 
lets  them  slip 
Out  easily  when 
you  wish.  Set  of  8 
with  raised  rims, 

3'  center  rounds- 
holder  3-,;x3^  jx25 
high.  American-crafted  by 
Rcce;-t  Mainly,  gift  boxed. 
1457     Coaster  Set     $12.98 

/'  1951    '» *  SiLVtR     % 
*  JUBILEE    * 

*  1976     * 

UUIAN  ME?ION 
PRINT  inifiah,  add  50c  posf.  4  hdlg. 
N.y.  residents  add  applicable  taxes 

Dept.  G43.  510  S.  Fulton  Ave. 
Mt.  Vernon,  NY  10550 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

It's  ̂ arroii  Recti  for. 

r 

I 

the  back-to-the-land  set.  It's  a  Gordon 
Sundress  in  a  zany  zinnia  print.  Wide 
shoulder  straps  button  suspender-style 
at  square-necked  yoke.  Modified  tent 
shape  can  be  cinched  by  optional 
matching  cummerbund.  Long  back 
zipper.  SCi  washable  cotton  and  50% 
polyester.  Blue/green/yellow/red  print 
or  pink/yellow/white  print.  Sizes:  6-18. 
S35.00  plus  S2.00  for  postage  and 

hai",!"  ne.  Zend  for  our  Free  Spring/ 
Z'jjnmer  Ci-.Jog. 

VVe're  40  Years  Young! 

<«srroU  R^ed 
DEPT.  624,  NORTH  CCiMWAY.  N  ,-'   03860 

TEL:  603,  356-5763 

Build  Your  Own  PTe-Cut 

HEIRLOOM 
GRANDFATHER 

CLOCK 

Compare  Feature  by  Feature 

•  Solid  Yi"  kiln  dried  wood 

•  All  parts  precision  pre-cut, 

mitred  and  dowe""'- •  Lumber  sandec 

•  Fully  Assembled/precision- 
made  West  German 
movements 

•  All  hardware  included- 
e':e^'  screv/s 

Write  now  for  FREE  Color 

Catalogue  of  complete  line  of 
Grandfather  and  other  clocks. 

HENTSCHEL  CLOCK  COMPANY 

Dept.  608-A 16  Atlantic  Avenue 
So  Dennis.  Mass  02660 

MANY  USES 

Tea  caddy  on  stand,  tiny  lock  and 

key.  Lid  lifts  on  red  felt-lined 
compartment  for  jewelry,  chess- 

men, silver  pieces.  African  ma- 

hogany, antique  brown-tone  fin- 
ish. 151/4"  w.  by  11"  d.  by  24"  h. 

$82  exp.  coll.  Catalogue  $1. 
Ephraim  Marsh,  Dept.  402,  Box 
266.  Concord,  NC  28025. 

TWO  BY  TWO 

Socks  stay  together  through  the 
washing  and  drying  process  with 
unique  plastic  rings  that  keep 
them  paired.  An  easy  solution  to 
that  dull  hand  sorting.  Enough 
sorters  for  24  pairs,  $1.98  plus 
40c  post.  Anthony  Enterprises, 

HG4-556  Mission  St.,  San  Fran- 
cisco, CA  94105. 

SWEET  TALK 

French  cradle  phone  abounds  in 
charm.  Gold  finish  with  ivory 
trim.  Petite,  fits  small  space. 
Complete  with  dial,  cord,  plug, 
buzzer.  $69.95  plus  $2  post.  $1 
for  color  catalogue  (credited  to 
purchase).  The  Great  Phone 

Company,  HG4,  5404  Northfield 
Rd.,  Cleveland.  OH  44137. 

FUN  PRESENT 

Surprise  someone  you  know  with 
an  instant-genius  certificate. 
Pseudo-elegant  black  and  gold  on 

pretend  parchment  with  the  re- 

cipient's name.  8V2"  by  11",  an 
ideal  size  to  show  off  with  fram- 

ing or  matting.  $2.15  ppd. 
Wretched  Mess.  HG4,  West 
Yellowstone,  MT  59758. 

NAPKIN  ART 

Well  illustrated  guidebook  for 

folding  napkins  in  the  unusual 
shapes  favored  by  many  famous 
restaurants.  Elegant  touch  for 
table  settings.  Crown  (shown)  is 
one  of  many  styles  included. 

Napkins  Guide  $2.50  ppd.  Prog- 
ressive Sales,  HG4.  7  Temi  Rd.. 

Chelmsford,  MA  01824. 

.::£lllllilK. 

"liiiilP 

BRIGHT  OUTLOOK  FOR   PATENT 

"MARGIE" — Sandals  of  marshmallow-soft 
patent.  So  versatile  they  swing  from 

sporty  to  dressy  occasions.  Superbly  com- 
fortable with  their  foam-cushioned  insoles 

and  1'/2  inch  heels.  Elasticized  sling 
straps  assure  perfect,  self-adjusting  fit. 
Colors:  White.  Black,  Navy.  Bone  or  Red. 

S12.95.  Sizes  4  through  12:  Narrow,  Me- 
dium or  Wide  widths.  No  half  sizes  over 

10.  Si  .00  extra  per  pair  for  sizes  over  10. 

Add  90c  postage  for  each  pair  ordered. 
Refund  if  not  delighted.  Free  catalog.  Write 
SOFWEAR  SHOES,  Dept.  M.  1711  Main, 
Houston.  Texas  77002. 

Economica 

To  Buy 

Economical To  Use 

Results 
Unconditionally 

Guaranteed 

Only 

S14.95ppd 

NEWSPAPER   GRILL 
The  Newspaper  Grill  is  a  revolu- 

tionary concept  in  outdoor  cooking. 
Simply  stuff  with  newspaper  and 
start  broiling  immediately.  The  fat 
is  the  fuel — the  newspaper  is  the 
w  ick.  Broils  Steaks.  Fish.  Hamburg- 

ers and  Hotdogs  in  minutes.  No 
charcoal.  No  waiting.  Grill  is  con- 

structed of  steel  with  a  baked 
enamel  finish  and  nickle  plated  grid. 

Collapsible  for  hand>  -.torage. 
TROY  ENTHRPRISES 

Departmeit  G-H 1876   South   Broad   St..  Trenton.   NJ  08610 
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SHOPPING  AROUND 

NORDIC  LEFTIES 

Scandanavian  inspiration  gives 
left-handed  persons  their  own 
mugs.  Heavy  ceramic,  earthen 
glaze.  (Right-handed  mugs  also 
— specify.)  Beer  mug,  $6.45; 
coffee,  mugs,  $5.95.  Add  95c 

post.  each.  Catalogue,  25c.  Sub- 
urbia, Inc.,  Dept.  307,  366  Wa- 

couta,  St.  Paul,  MN  55101. 

FELINE  FANCIERS'  NEWS 
Cats  Magazine  is  a  monthly  that 
features  news,  pictures  about 
cats  from  domestic  darlings  to 
panthers  and  pumas.  There  are 
poems  and  factual  articles  on  the 
care  and  feeding  of  felines.  $1 
copy,  $7.95  year.  Cats  Magazine, 
HG-4,  P.O.  Box  83048,  Lincoln, 
NB  68501. 

LACY  SEAGRASS  RUGS 

We've  always  loved  handwoven 
sea  grass  rugs  that  look  delicate, 

but  last  forever!  They  give  a  fin- 
ished look  to  the  floor.  Dia.:  4' 

$14.95  plus  $1.75  post;  6', 
$24.95;  plus  $2.50  post;  9', 
$59.95  plus  $4  post.  Catalogue 
25c.  Fran's  Basket  House,  HG4, 
Rte.  10,  Succasunna,  NJ  07876. 

SAUCEPAN  STEAMER 

French  cooks  make  vegetables 
taste  good  and  stay  nutritious  by 

keeping  them  above  boiling  wa- 
ter in  a  steamer  like  this.  Stain- 

less steel,  5V2"  dia.  at  bottom; 
expandable  top  opens  to  9V2". 
$4.98  plus  75c  post.  Anthony  En- 

terprises, HG4,  556  Mission  St., 
San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 
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PLANT 
POLE 
Decorative  way 

to  display  hang- 
ing plants  for 

the  home,  apart- 
ment  or   office. 

No  holes  to  drill 
in  ceilings.  Easy 
to    assemble, 

sturdy    floor-to- 
ceiling    pole. 
Comes    with    4 
curved    hangers 
adjustable     to 
any   height   and 

direction.     Available     in 

chrome  or  brass.  For  ceil- 

ings up  to  8 1/2  ft.  $15.99 
plus   $2.00   for   handling 
and    shipping.    Extension 
for9ft.  ceiling,  add  $1.50. 
Additional  hangers  $2.25 
each. 

GATEWAY 
PRODUCTS 

HG.    303.    3851     Lenawee    Ave. 
Culver   City.    California   90230 

BICENTEMNIAL 
THIMBLES 

Top  to  bottom; 

American  Eagle  in 

hand  cast  pewter. 
#3160.55.95  ppd 

Betsy  Ross.  Enamel 
overlay  on  Sterling 
Silver.  #3403. 
$15.95  ppd. 

Liberty  Bell. 

Magnificent  replica 
in  Sterling  Silver. 
#3407.  $14.50  ppd 

Molly  Pitcher. 

Minted  in  hall- 
marked Sterling 

Silver.  #3406. 

$27.50  ppd. 

.V.  ̂ '.  Kf'.s-.  odd  aalcf.  tax! 
Thimble  Collectors  /<■ 

Homesewing  Catalog  50c 

"S  The  Sewing  Corner' 
Dept.  HG-46,  Whitestone,  N.Y.  11357 

Symbol  Of  enduring      TU  CT   PI     AnnAPU    DIMP Friendship  and  Peace      I  11  L  ULMUUMljin    IxIINIJI 
Send  $1.00  for  our  colour 
catalogue  of  Waterford 
crystal,  linen,  arans:  Top 
U.K.  tableware  and  figur- 

ine manufacturers:  Many 
continental  items.  All  at 
big  savings 

Ladies      Kid's      Man's 
18ct  Gold        559.75       —      $124.50 
14ct  Gold  45.00       —  69.35 

9ct  Gold  30.40  $16.20       54.50 

Sterling  Silver    8.10       6.00         9.35 

Prices  include  insured  Air  Mail  Delivery. 

Important:  Please  indicate  size  required 

Allow  21  days  for  delivery. 

((Exports) 

   ILimitcl) 
Dept.  BHL4 

Mailorder  Division:  Industrial  Estate,  Mervue,  Galway,  Ireland 

^tepf)en  Jfaller Makes  ideal  wedding  band. 

Signet  or  fraternity  ring. 
Interesting    History    Supplied. 

*  Eight  5  pc. 

place  settings, 

plus  8  extra teaspoons, 

1  butter  knife, 

1  sugar  spoon. 

Hymouth 

Bay 

*50  PC.  SERVICE  FOR  8 

19.99 
A  true  colonial  classic 

at  an  old  fashioned 
price.  This  beautiful 
satin  finish  stainless 

steel  import  is  reminis- 

cent of  Early  America's gracious  hospitality. 
With  distinctive  hollow 

handle  pistol-grip  knives 
and  three  fined  fork. 

Mail  Orders: 
Fortunoff,  P.O.  Box  132  BT 

Westbury,  N.Y.  11590. 
Add  $1.50  for  shipping 

and  handling.  N.Y.  State 
residents  add  sales  tax. 

No.  C.O.D.'s  please. 
Satisfaction  guaranteed. 

Fortunoff,  the  source^ 
New  York,  N.Y.  Westbury,  Long  Island    Paramus,  New  Jersey 

CHAIR-LOG  CO. 

FIX    LOOSE   CHAIRS 

Chalr-Loc  "Swells"  Joints  Tight 
Sure-acting  li(iuid  synthelic  penetrate? 

wood  fibres,  makes  them  S-W-E-L-L. 
Fixes  loose  chairs,  locks  rungs,  legs  for- 

ever tight.  Also  u>e  Cliair-Loc  for  dowels, 
tool  and  broom  handles,  mortised  joints. 
P!a>tic  squeeze  bottle  with  applicator 
noz/.le  makes  it  (|uick.  clean,  easy.  Over 
2  million  sold.   Satisfaction  guaranteed. 
3  oz.  bottle  S2.00  ppd.  Send  cash,  check 
or  M.O.  N..I.  re>idents  add  UH  tax. 

Lakehurst,  N.J.  08733 
Dept.  HG376 

TEACH 
ANY  DOG 
IN  MINUTES MASTIEI? 

APRIL,    1976 

Jackson  i&  Per/n'ns IRIDESCENT  IRIS 
Fill  your  garden  with  lush,  exotic 

bloomsi  Send  today  lor  J&P's  FREE 
brochure  featuring  the  world's  finest 
Ins  varieties  m  a  rich  range  of  llam- 
boyant  colors  Amazingly  easy  to 

grow,  and  all  are  100  GUARANTEED 
TO  BLOOMi  Wrile  to 

flavhsou  d?  Pvrhins  (a). 
34-K  Rose  Lane 

Medford,  Oregon  97501 

®19'6  Jackson  i  Pe'Kins  Ct) 

.  GUN  SHY 

■  BREAKING  POINT 
•  OVER  RANGING 
•  BUSTING  BIRDS 

r  absence       IMUNTS 

lEtCHES 

•  COME  — at  all  times! 
.SIT  "GO 

.  HEEL        .  SELF  CONTROL 
•  STAY        .GUARD 
•  DROP       •  FETCH 

ir  YOU  —  NOT  off  lor  h.msel!) 

Complete  system,  book  and  device  All  you  need  to  raise  and  train 

puppies,  dojs  of  all  ajes  Never  tails! 
CORRECTS 

•  HOUSESOILING    .DIGGING •  JUMPING .CHEWING 
.  BARKING 
.BITING 

aaslind.  even  in  >o 

ON  TV  with:  Art  linkletter.  Johnny  Carson.  Dicli  Cavett.  Mike 

Douglas.  Merv  Griftin.  "The  Pet  Set."  "Friends  of  Man."  ARTICLES: TIME  ma(a;ine  and  other  worldwide  publications. 

A  scienlitic  engineeting  marvel  This  simple  little  dog  sound  maker 
IS  used  (lom  the  palm  ol  the  hand.  Gives  amazing  control  at  a  dis 

tance  Works  like  magic  "  No  leash  needed  Tunes  dogs  m  " 
Makes  dogs  seem  to  "read  your  mind  "  Novices  become  e«peits 
Teaclies  direct  to  the  dog's  mind  via  a  new  subliminal  sound  learn 
ing  stimulus  Sale,  faster,  kinder,  more  effective  Renders  all 
slower  pain  training  obsolete  Same  instrument  and  system  lutihz 
ing  the  Or  Miller  patents)  dispensed  by  veterinarians  for  dog 
behavior  Now  hundreds  of  thousands  of  satisfied  users,  breeders, 

trainers,  USA  and  foreign  lands 

FREE   "  "OOGESE,    psychological  wall  display 

ONLY 

$2995  ;« 

GUARANTEED 
i>a  add  6'.  sales  tai.) 

OOG-MASTER  SYSTEM  Div. 

Environmental  Research  Labs.  (Dept.  HG4-76) 
710  Wilshire  Blvd.,  Suite  318,  Santa  Monica,  Calif,  90401 
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A.  CORAL— warm,  grained  wood 
practical  and  decorative. 

RECIPE 
HOLDER 

Only  $2.50 

NEW!!! 
Ideal  small  gift. 

A.  CORAL  NAPKIN  HOLDER-Finished  or  Unfinished  Wood. 
(Shakers  and  Napkins  NOT  Included.  All  prices  postpaid.) 

Handcrafted,  all  wood,  unique,  decorative  and  practical  for 
indoor  and  outdoor  dining.  Assembled   SI 5.87 
CORAL  KIT-Over  90  parts  in  Pine  or  Redwood  ...    $  9.47 

B.  RECIPE  HOLDER. 
Handcrafted,  all  wood,  ingenious  little  gadget  secures  recipes 
for  indoor  and  outdoor  cooking      $   2.50 

(Calif,  residents  please  add  6%  tax,  sorry,  NO  C.O.D.'s) 
TREASURE  HOUSE,  P.O.  BOX  1022,  Daly  City,  CA.  94015 

Lifelong  ID 
tag  for  pets 

Don't  worry  about  your  dog  or 
cat  getting  lost.  This  stainless 
steel  lifetime  identification  tag 

displays  all  the  necessary  in- 
formation for  his  safe  return — 

pet's  name,  your  name,  ad- 
dress and  phone  number,  all 

engraved  free.  Hook  for  easy 
attachment  to  collar.  Specify 
dog  or  cat.  $1.00  Ppd. 

Write  for  FREE  catalog  of  gifts 

HOLIDAY  Gin^ 
Dept.  304-B,  Wheat  Ridge,  Colorado  80033 

CONNECTICUT  CURTAINS 

"FAIRFIELD" 

LENGTH     PRICE 

24"      $6.00 

/;4vinp:iHir|    36"    7.00 

mjiiii 
45" 

54" 

63"
 

.00 

9.00 
10.00 

^tv:^'-''^^ii^aP^7^-&    Tie-Backs 

Valance, 

70"x12" .T&!r'!?5^;fi!%i?5^^        $3.25 
Muslin  curtains 

white  or  natural  with  extra-plush 

matching  2"  brush  fringe,  76"  wide. 
Personal  checks  or  m.o  BankAmericard  or  Maslercharge 

Add  $1 .75  post  &  t-.dig.    Conn.  res.  add  7%  tax,  noCOOs 

Send  for  free  catalog 
satisfaction  guaranteed* 

Gateway  Center,  HG-476,  Wilton,  Conn.  06897    _j 

Wm3 

All  Leather  Collapsible  Travel  Kit 

Ttie  perfect  accompaniment  to  any  luggage^ 

...a  carry-all  kit  ot  tull-grained  cowhide 
,witfi  two  side  pockets,  waterprool  lining 

and  nylon  zippers.  "Take-me-along "  is  tti( 
way  to  go  ttiis  Father's  Day! $14.00  postage  and  handling  included 
Ga.  residents  add  4%  sales  tax. 

Black  only. 

j^ 

^idST^        As  small  as 
W  for  easy  wftaterer 
storage  you  put  m  ( 

HoWs  eyeivttins 
Irom  toothbrush 
to  hairblower. 

^Accessories  InternatioiialS 
PO.  Box  281  23 

Atlanta,  Georgia  30328 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

Ideal,  Full  Size,  Home  Gardener 
REDWOOD 

GREENHOUSES 
at  America's  Lowest  Prices! 

BLISSFUL  BARWA 

Two-position  contoured  chair. 
Tubular  aluminum  frame,  heavy 

duty  duck,  green,  blue,  terra 
cotta,  citron,  $65.  Plus  $10  shpg. 

chgs.  New  covers,  above  colors. 
$29.95  plus  $1.50  post.  Set  of 
springs,  $15  plus  $2  post.  The 
Patio,  HG4,  550  Powell  St.,  San 
Francisco,  CA  94108. 

SPLATTER  CATCHER 

Cooks  love  the  efficient  work  of  a 

pure  aluminum  splatter  shield 
that  protects  against  flying  frying 

spots,  mixing  bowl  batter.  Three 

hinged  panels.  9"  h.,  fold  flat  for 
storage.  $2.98  plus  50c  post. 
Anthony  Enterprises,  HG4,  556 
Mission  St.,  San  Francisco,  CA 
94105. 

STATUS  SYMBOL 

Sterling  silver  bracelet  watch 
from  Switzerland.  Incabloc  17- 
jewel  (all  rubies)  movement  in  a 
lovely  oval  case  on  a  slender 
wrist  circlet.  Shock-resistant,  has 

a  one-year  guarantee.  By  Feli- 
citas.  $79.98  ppd.  Lillian  Vernon, 
G4E,  510  So.  Fulton  Ave.,  Mt. 
Vernon,  NY  10550. 

WALKABOUT  STROLLER 

"Debra,"  has  VA"  wedge  heel, 

zigzag  rubber  sole.  Widths  AAAA- 
EE,  2^/2  to  12.  Smooth  trim  grain 
calf.  Beige  with  otter,  bone  with 
malt;  navy  with  light  blue;  white; 
black.  21/2-10,  $26.95;  10y2-12, 

$27.95.  Add  $1  post.  Free  cata- 
logue. Solby  Bayes,  HG4,  45 

Winter  St.,  Boston,  MA  02108. 

GARDENER'S  DELIGHT 
Terrific  carts  are  perfectly  bal- 

anced on  two  big  wheels  to  help 

tackle  backbreaking  jobs  with- 
out back  strain.  Cart  comes  in  an 

easy  build-it-yourself  kit.  Differ- 
ent sizes  for  various  uses.  Free 

catalogue  of  carts.  Garden  Way 

Research,  Dept.  60874,  Char- 
lotte, VT  05445. 

Grow  more! 
Save  more! 

MODELS  FROM 

Write  for  my  FREE  color  catalog. 

"The  ORIGINAL  manufacturer 
of  low-cost  QUALITY  greenhouses" 

"-ftie^  TS^Cimiile/l^  The  Creenhouseman? 

980  17th  Ave.,  Dept.  1 1-D, Santa  Cruz,  Calif.  95062 

COLLECT  POST  CARDS 
Enjoy  a  Fascinating  Hobby ! 

Beautiful  Album  of  Unique  Design  makes 
post  card  collecting  more  fun  than  ever. 
Holds  up  to  200  U.S.  &  foreign  cards,  on 
its  80  loose-leaf  8 Vi"  x  1 1 "  pages,  in  pleas- 

ing cur%'ed  comer  slots  that  make  it  easy 
to  slip  cards  in  and  out.  Faint  guide  Unes 
provide  for  writing  in  neat  sub-titles  and 
comments.  Luxurious  binder  has  padded 
covers  of  blue  leather-grained  vinyl  titled 

in  gold.  The  world's  finest  album  — noth- 
ing comparable! —  for  people  who  love 

post  cards.  Made  to  give  lifetime  pleasure. 
Each  $8.95  plus  $1.00  postage.  Two  for 
$17.50  postfree.  Satisfaction  guaranteed! 

THE  WRITEWELL  CO. 

889  Transit  BIdg.  -  Boston,  Mass.  02115 

10K  Blackhills  gold,  Best  quality 

Arizona  turquoise,  Alaskan  black 
diamonds,  Tigereye,  Jade  plus  many 

other  precious  and  semiprecious 
stones  allmadeintothe  finest  jewelry; 

rings,  necklaces,  pendants,  earrings, 
tietacks,  bracelets,  much  more. 

Herter's  have  a  huge  selection  of 
Heishi,  Puka  and  many  other  shell 

necklaces,  many  not  available  else- 

where. 

This  catalog  is  FREE  and  will  save 
you  dollars  on  your  jewelry  purchases. 
Send  for  your  copy  now. 

Address  Depl.  99 

HERTER'S  INC.  '.'.".V  WASECA,  MINN.  S4 

HOUSE  &  GARDE' 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

CHAINS  OF  I4K  GOLD 

Chains,  up-to-the-minute  fashion 
news,  are  glamour  by  the  inch. 
These  four  in  14k  yellow  gold  are 

15"  long  (each  extra  inch  is 
90c).  A  (scroll),  $13.50;  B  (reg- 

ular cable),  $11;  C  (S),  $15;  D 
(fancy  cable),  $11.  Add  $1.50 
post.  Mardi,  HG4,  Box  421,  Old 
Bridge,  NJ  08857. 

AMERICAN  TREASURE 

Elegant  handmade  and  engraved 
silver  tea  set  made  by  H.  Gardi- 

ner in  New  York  about  1840,  is 

typical  of  the  offerings  of  Jean's Silversmiths.  Set  of  teapot,  sugar 
and  creamer,  one  of  many  great 

finds  at  Jean's  Silversmiths,  HG4, 
16  W.  45th  St.,  New  York,  NY 
10036. 

SPEED  SEWING 
Dexter  hand  machine  can  baste, 
tack,  zigzag,  sew  on  buttons  and 

zippers.  Blind-stitches  hem  what 

you're  wearing.  Does  draperies 
and  curtains  while  they're  hang- 

ing. With  needle  threader,  book- 
let. $6.98  plus  75c  post.  Anthony 

Enterprises,  HG4,  556  Mission 
St.,  San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

SUPER  CLUTCH 

Not  only  does  smart  clutch  have 

a  wrist  handle,  it  has  three  com- 
partments to  keep  everything 

tidy.  Waterproof  vinyl,  51/2"  by 
31/2"  by  2".  White  and  red,  sand 
and  red,  yellow  and  red  or  blue 
and  white.  $10  plus  60c  post. 
Mr.  Tennis,  HG4,  Box  6906, 
Grosse  Pointe,  Ml  48235. 

WEIGH  AWAY 

Hand  postal  scale  checks  postage 
for  your  lengthy  letters  wherever 
they  go.  Shows  ounces  (up  to  4) 
on  one  side,  grams  on  other.  A 
must  for  compulsive  writers,  a 
nice  travel  gift.  $2.49  plus  25c 
post.  Anthony  Enterprises,  HG4, 
556  Mission  St.,  San  Francisco, 
CA  94105. 

MORS  D'OEUVRES 
ANYONE? 

Beautifully  handcrafted  hors 

d'oeuvres  forks — made  of 
alpaca  (German  silver)  with 

mother  of  pearl  inlay — does 
not  tarnish — never  needs 

polishing.  Set  of  twelve — 

each  4"  long  — $7.85. 
Order  from 

INTERWORLD  GIFTS 
16816  Charmel  Lane, 

Pacific  Palisades,  Ca.  90272 

The  Roaring  20's  Phone 
Compare  at  $S9.9S  $49.95 

The  phone  that  made  the  Untouchables  famous 
will  do  the  same  for  you.  A  must  for  nostalgia 
buffs!  Complete  with  buzzer,  dial,  plug  and  cord. 
Ready  to  use.  In  Ivory  or  black  plastic.  In  black 
metal.  $59.95.  In  silver  or  gold  metal.  $69.95. 
Satisfaction  guaranteed  or  money  back. 

ORDER  BY  MAIL  TODAY. 

Send  check  or  money  order.  Sorry,  no  C  O.D.'s. WE  ACCEPT  MASTER  CHARGE 
Send  complete  card  number  and  expiration  date. 
Add  $2.00  shipping  handling  charge  per  phone. 
Ohio  residents  add  5V2%  sales  tax. 

Send  $1  For  4-Color  Catalog  and 
Receive  $1  Credit  Toward  First  Purchase 

THE  GREAT  PHONE  COMPANY 
Dept.  HG-46 5404  Northfield  Road 

Cleveland.  Ohio  44137 
You  may  consult  your  phone  company. 

APRIL,    1976 

REMOVE  HAIR 
FOREVER 

Perma  Tweez  is  a  simple  electrolysis  instrument  that  PERMANENTLY 
removes  ugly  hair  from  all  areas  of  the  face — such  as  the  chin,  upper 
lip,  eyebrows.  Embarrassing  body  hair  can  now  be  removed  forever 
in  the  privacy  of  your  boudoir.  Arms  and  legs  can  be  forever  free 
of  the  inconvenience  of  constant  hair  removal.  An  exclusive  U.S. 

patented  safety  feature  allows  you  to  do  this  without  puncturing 
the  skin! 

AN   EXPERT'S  APPROVAL 
Perma  Tweez  has  been  clinically  tested  by  a  university  professor  of 
dermatology  and  proven  to  be  safe  and  effective.  One  of  his  patients 
had  previously  been  tweezing  hairs  from  her  chin  every  day  for  15 
years.  After  treating  herself  with  Perma  Tweez.  she  has  eliminated 
this  time  consuming  chore  for  the  rest  of  her  life!  Over  15  thousand 
instruments  in  use  by  doctors — over  500,000  in  use  by  people  like 

yourself. Easy  instructions  make  you  expert  in  a  few  minutes.  Save  hundreds 
of  dollars  on  salon  electrolysis  by  doing  it  yourself. 

14   DAY  MONEY  BACK  GUAR. 

$16.95    Send  check  or  Money  Order 

ii^fjvr 

GENERAL  MEDICAL  CO.,  Dept.  HG-129 
5701  West  Adams  Blvd. 
Los  Angeles,  California  90016 

□   I  enclose  $4.00  deposit  and  will  pay  balance  COD 
plus  extra  COD  postage. 

G  I  enclose  $16.95  in  full  payment. 
n  BankAmericard  Q  Master  Charge 

Good  Housekeeping"* ]_ PROMISES 

OR  REFUND 

IV  t)^ 

No.. 

Exp.  date- 
Name- 

Address. 

City/State   .  Zip. 
Mfr.  of  Professional  and  Home  Electrolysis  Equipment 



SII.VKR    CHEST 

Solid  Cherry  18th  Century 

Queen  Anne  style  is  time- 
less. All  drawers  lined,  top 

with  dividers  and  lock.  H  37 
W  24  D  15.  Finish:  Rich  warm 

brown 

Price:  $174.95 

Shipping  cliargcs  collect 
No  C.O.D. 

Send  SI  for  catalogue 

JSt^an  KoAeson 

HI-LO  TABLE 
c  for  coffee, 

-3^--  or  dining. 

Height  can  vary  from 

18"  to  30".  Dia.  40" 
Top  hand  made  of 

-sa!  Parquet.  Solid 
OaK 

Price:  $210.50 

.SHORT    TIFTED    .SOFA 

Elegance,  luxury  and  comfort  are  combined  in 
this  hand  tufted  Short  Sofa.  Only  top  grain 
leather  and  finest  materials  used.  H28  L68  D34. 

Price:  Peerless  leather  $667.95. 
Masterpiece  leather  $695.95 

Oept.   HC-143        Route   10. 793  Hickory.   N.C.   28601 

INDOOR  OUTDOOR     BAMBOO 

ROLL  UP    TORTOISE    AND    MATCHSTICK" 
WINDOW    SHADES 

>'>0  Jf  7  so 
'■■0  30-  8  SO 
6  SO  36  •  1 0  bO 
8  60  4J  ■  ,1  50 
■J '-0  48-  13  so 
"SO  60-  16  5C 
13S0  u-  ,95c 

Add   1  00  ea  oonaoe 

S4x~
 

SET  OF  6      SPLIT      BAMBOO 

FOOTED 

>^
 

r  PLANTERS 

:  -:^-  -s  s  w  00  (*i  piyj  s '  so 
postage 

NOW  $9  96  ooitiw.o 

''o^  9  '  d>*m«t»«  *r^o  8     'an  down  to  4  '  d>Am«te'  ifi 

baskets  <ffi> BOX  I9<)8; 

ADJUSTABLE,  WINDOW  GARDEN 

Any  window  becomes  a  beautiful  garden!  Pres 
sure  secured,  rubber  cushioned,  all  metal,  adjust 

able  shelf  holds  your  plants  safely.  NO  SCREWS' 
NO  NAILS!  NO  HOLES!  Easily  removed.  White 
baked  enamel  finish.  Shelf  1624  fits  windows 

16'  to  24"  wide:  $5.95  ea.  (3  for  $15).  Shelf 
2438  fits  windows  24"  to  38"  wide:  $  6.95  ea. 
(3  tor  $18).  Add  75c  per  shelf  shpg.  &  hdlg. 

Ohio  residents,  please  add  sales  tax. 
Money  back  guarantee. 

R&B  CREATIONS 
Dept.    HG,    Box   22115,    Cleveland.    Ohio  44125 

166 

CANOPY  AND  SPREAD 
Delicate  fishnet  canopy,  hand  tied,  double 

thread,  custom-made.  Pure  or  Creamy  white  in 
four  traditional  designs.  Pre  shrunk.  Standard 

tester  87 "2  x  56 '/a-  $106.50;  Queen  size 
$126.50;  king-size  $162.50.  The  coveted 
charm  of  a  by  gone  day  is  faithfully  reproduced 

by  master  craftsmen  to  retain  for  you  the  love- 

liness of  a  genuine  "Honeycomb"  heirloom 
spread.  Woven  in  Creamy-white,  or  Pine  Green. 

Settlers'  Sun,  Cabin  Rose,  Walnut  Brown,  Co- 
lonial Red,  Indigo,  Delft  or  Light  Blue,  Avo- 

cado, on  white.  Double  94  x  112,  Single  82  x 
112,  including  fringe,  $90.00  Ck.  or  H/I.O. 
Ppd.  Satisfaction  Guaranteed.  Literature,  25^. 

:r  TTJ  HTTJT  " 

Ollworth  station,  Charlotte,  N.C.  28203 

TAPESTRIES 
WOVEN  IN  EUROPE 

Louis  XV  Garden  Scene  No.  18-1 
20"  X  20"  $8.50  Shipped  Prepaid 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed 

Add  a  lovely  decorating  touch  to  your 
home  with  fine  woven  tapestries  from 
France,  Italy  and  Belgium  -  perfect 
for  wall  hangings,  framing,  pillows, 
upholstery,  etc. 

SEND  $1.00  for  our  NEW  COLOR  CATALOG 
Wide  range  of  styles.  si7es  and  piices 

Also  includes  Oriental  and  XaL'ajo  Rugs 

PEERLESS 
IMPORTED 

RUGS 
fSTABllSHED  1938 

(312)  4724848 

Dept.  GT-46 3028  N.LINCOLN  AVE 
CHICAGO  ILL   606S7 

SHOPPING 
AROUND 
FOR  THE  HOUSE 

PLAN  AHEAD 
Work  out  the  right  arrangement.  Kit  with  mini-size  furniture  helps  you 
visualize  results  in  maxi-size  room  plans.  You  can  even  color  coordinate 
rooms  with  actual  fabric  and  paint  samples.  Includes  3-D  styrene  sofas, 

chairs,  accessories  (in  scale  of  V2"  to  1')  graph  board  walls,  windows, 
doors.  $8.98  ppd.  Plan-It-Kit,  Inc..  HG4,  Box  429,  Westport,  CT  06880. 

COVER  STORY 
Hear  ye,  hear  ye — a 
newsworthy  quilt  rack  has 
the  old-fashioned  good  looks 
of  a  cherished  1850  North 

Country  antique.  Pine  and 
hardwood  rack  is  finished  in 
antique  satin;  its  three  display 
rods  hold  quilt  or  puffy  comfort 

er  at  bedside.  30"h.  23y2"w., 
15V2"d.  $34.95  plus  $2.50 
post.  Yield  House,  G64X,  North 
Conway,  NH  03860. 

THREE  IN  ONE 
Pretty  baskets  of  natural  split 
bamboo  handcrafted  by 
Chinese  weavers.  Stack  of 

three,  each  removes  for 
sewing  supplies,  stationery, 

picnic  fare.  Used  as  wed- 
ding dowry  basket  in 

China.  Each  section  12" 
h.  by  91/2"  dia.  Three- 
piece  set,  $11.95;  three  sets, 
$29.95.  Add  80c  post.  set.  Cata 
logue,  25c.  Baskets,  Etc.,  HG4, 
Box  19982,  Atlanta,  GA  30325. 

U 

m 



'V 

EARLY  SEAFARER 

The  "Constitution"  is  an  old 
ship  lantern  design  crafted  by 
hand  in  brass  or  copper.  One  of 
many  antique  reproductions. 
Send  $1  for  48-page  catalogue 
including  post  lights,  sconces, 
chandeliers.  Heritage  Lanterns, 
HG46,  Sea  Meadows  Lane, 
Yarmouth,  ME  04096. 

SUPER  SUSPENDERS 

Anything  up  to  25  lbs. — flower  pot,  fish  bowl,  kitchen 
utensil  basket,  art  object — hangs  as  if  in  thin  air 

from  the  transparent  nylon  "Hang-It."  Clear  hanging 
ring  and  Plexiglas  plate  support  the  works.  36"  or 
48"  I.  $1.65;  three,  $3.45;  six,  $5.55;  twelve,  $9.85. 
Ppd.  House  of  Hints,  HG4,  106  Montague  St., 
Brooklyn,  NY  11201. 

<V 

AT  YOUR  Str^viCt 

Great  silver  protector  by  Gorh'am. Their  Pacific  Cloth  drawer  pads 
keep  silver  tarnish-free.  To  hold 

lOOpiecesof  flat  silver,  ll%"w. 
by  15"d.  by2V2"h.,  $10.75;  for  125, 
17V2"w.  by  13%"d.  by  2V2"h., 
$12.75  plus  $1.25  post.  Write  for 
information  on  bags  for  holloware. 
Barrington  Specialties,  HG4,  Box 
154-G,  Barrington,  Rl  02806. 

C^  TO  TOE 

Total  chair  upholstery  brings  legs 

into  new  focus.  "The  Duchess," 
shown  in  flame  pattern  fabric, 
$115.50.  Other  fabrics  available; 
catalogue,  swatches,  $2.  In  your 

fabric  (send  2  yds.  54").  $59.  Exp. 
coll.  Hunt  Galleries,  HG764,  Box 

2324,  Hickory,  NC  28601. 

COUNTRY  CURTAINS 
Ball  Fringe  on  Cotton  Muslin  or 

Permanent  Press  —  Natural  or  White 

TIERS 
20",  25"      

30",  36",  40" TIEBACKS 

45",  54",  63" 

SEND  FOR  FREE  CATALOG 

COnON  PERMANENT 
MUSLIN  PRESS 

6.00  pr.  6.50  pr. 
6.50  pr.  7.00  pr. 

8.50  pr.       9.00  pr. 
72",  81",  90"  ...10.50pr.     11.00  pr. 
VALANCE 

10"  X  80"      2.75  ea.       3.00  ea. 

All   pairs  are  90"  wide. 
For  years  Country  Curtains  have  gaily 
graced  the  bright,  clean  windows  of 
charming  colonial  homes.  Country  Cur- 

tains add  warmth  to  every  room  .  .  . 

Country  Curtains  retain  their  fresh  crisp- 
ness  and  are  a  credit  to  your  thrifiiness 
.  .  .  Country  Curtains  are  a  lifetime  friend 
and  supply  their  own  sunshine  .  .  .  New 
England  at  its  very  best. 

Please  specify  cotton  muslin  or  permanent 
press,  in  of)-white  or  white.  Please  enclose 

check  or  money  order.  Sorry,  no  COD's. Postage  and  handlinii:  for  orders  under 
SIO  add  SI. 10,  over  $10  add  $2.  Mass.  res. 
add  5%  sales  tax.  Satisfaction  guaranteed. 

COUNTRY  CURTAINS  ,^^« 

AtThfRldLknIn^  1^^  — ^ Depl.  41.  Storkbridge,  MassarluBells  02162 
% 

"  Marhle-1iil>  tnl.lr 
ili'f  fllnhfiO'intJ 

$34.95 

GOLDEN   FILIGREE 

SWITCHPLATES 

Add  a  touch  of  charm  to  your  home  at  little 

cost  with  our  golden  switchplates.  Brass- 
plated,  antique  non-tarnish  finish,  screws  In- 

cluded. Also  availableinwrought-iron  black. 

SINGLE— 3"   X   A'/z"      S'-SO   each 
3  for  $3.95 

DOUBLE — yy    X   4'/3"      $1.95  each 
TWIN    OUTLET— 3"   X   4'/2"     SI. 50  each 
TRIPLE— 6'/) ■•    X   ihi"      $3.25  each 
COMBINATION— 41,2"   X    iVz"        $1.95  each 
QUADRUPLE— 8"    x   4'/a"         $3.95  each 

PLUS  60?  POSTAGE  &  HANDLING 

I'll.  Itts.  AiJd  CTc  .S'Wf.s  T'U.  s,,n-y  So  (OD's. 

THE  ADDED  TOUCH 

12-H  Water  St.,   Bryn  Mawr,   Pa.   19010 

m 

should  you  buy 

a  greenhouse? 
Whether  you're  an  eager 

amateur  or  an  "old  pro",  you'll find  a  wealth  of  information  in 

Janco's  FREE  catalog! 
How  much  winter  sunshine  do  you 

need?  Is  a  greenhouse  easy  to  main- 

tain? Write  today  for  Janco's  color 
catalog  and  find  answers  to  all  your 

questions.  Over  100  all-aluminum 
models — all  parts  pre-fit,  glass  pre-cut 
for  easy  assembly.    Dept.  Y-4 

lanco  Greenhouses 
Box  348,  10788  Tucker  St. 

Beltsville,  Md.  20705 
301-937-3300 

Romantic  Victorian 
all    solid    Mahogony,    hand-carved   furniture! 
New  way  to  save  on  finest  quality  furniture. 

Shipped  F.O.B.  direct  from  factory  to  your  hor.e 

(at  cut  prices).  All  tables  have  marble  tops  fro  n 
Italy.  Large  choice  of  sofas,  chairs,  love  seats, 

tables,  lamps,  rockers,  dining  room,  clocks  Le  .- 
room.  Superb  workmanship  at  modest  prices. 

America's  largest  selection  is  in  our  catalog 
And,  costly  fabric  cuttings  are  sent  free! 

B.TnkAmericard  &  Mastercharqc.  Call   MOJi  2'.«-'"'" Magnolia  Hall,  726  Andover/Atlanta,  Ga.  30327 

To  get  big  catalog  G-46.  and  costly  fabric  cut- 
tings, send  just  $1.  We  will  refund  wiih 

certificate   good    for   $2   on   your  first   purchase. 
Name   „   

Address      

..Zip.... 

!  Magnolia  Hal IJ26And£^Br_Atl_anta^a_J032_7_ 

f  SEND  $2.00  FOR  ̂ . 100  PAGE  CATALOG  OF 
"TIMELESS  FURNITURE 

MADE  ONLY  BY  FORSLUND'S " S?  00  refundable  on  t,r$r  uu.'C'Mse 

The  unusual  bedspread  rack 
sfiown  below  is  iust  a  sample 
of  tfie  many  reproductions  ot 

"Timeless   Furniture'    made    by    Forslunds 

Bedspread  Rack — $74.95  ppd. 

Carl  Forslvind. 
(F.iihcr  and  Three  Sutin) 

12?  E    fULTON    G«*ND  HAPIOS    Ml  4960.'  •  Ott' '    HG 

PLEASE  TURN  PAGE  FOR  MORE 

CMOPPIMr^APOIIMnFOPTUC  urM  KC 



.^/  Alights  On  Out 

handles 
Holder 

Beriold!  The  brilliant  scarlet  plumage  of  the 
cardinal  contrasted  against  the  pure  bright- 
white  porcelain  of  our  pretty  candleholder. 

These  superbly  styled  2"  holders  add  a  lovely, 

lively  note  to  your  table,  buffet  or  mantel.  What's 
more,  they're  cleverly  shaped  inside  to  accom- 

modate tapers  of  varying  diameters  —  even  the 
most  slender.  But  chances  are  you'll  favor  them 
especially  with  our  matching,  8"  tall  cardinal 
candles,  handsomely  decorated  with  the  same 
portrait  (in  rich,  lifelike  colors)  of  our  scarlet- 
plumed  songbird. 
Cardinal  Candleholder  (95505)  @  $3.50  plus 
500  postage  and  handling.  Two  for  only  S5.99 
plus  750  postage  and  handling. 
Cardinal  Candle  (95513)  @  SI  .00  plus  350 
postage  and  handling.  Two  for  only  SI. 79  plus 
500  postage  and  handling. 
Examine  for  15  days  FREE.  If  not  completely 
satisfied,  return  for  full  refund.  Send  check  or 
money  order  for  cost  of  merchandise,  postage 
and  handling,  and  sales  tax  (see  chart). 
STATE  SALES  TAX  CHART.  F.ftd  your  State  4  add  the  Sales  Tax  in  tfie  space 
on  tlie  coupon  NE  JW',:  OM  <\-,t,.  UT  5%:  NYC  8%.  CA.  PA  it;  CT  NY 
7%;  AH.  CO.  GA.  lA,  KS.  LA.  MO.  OK  3%:  A2.  FL.  IL.  JN.  MD.  Ml.  NC.  SC 
Wl.  VA.  AL.  NM,  4S.  KY.  MA.  ME.  NJ,  01.  TN    TX  5% 

SPENCER ClfIS 

•allory 
D-4  5  Spencer  BIdg., 

Atlantic  City,  N.J.  08411 

©  Spencer  Gifts.  1976 

Put  your  table  setting 

into  the  'Spirit  of  76" 
Celet)rate  our  nation  s  birth  with  a  beautiful  dining  decor 

of  6  large  (ny2"x17V2")  plastic  sealed  placemats' 
Each  has  a  faithful  reproduction  of  an  original  watereolor 
by  James  McBride.  depicting  famous  1776  sites.  The 
reversible  backs  feature  a  stitchery  version  of  the 

"Spirit  of  76'  painting  Washable  and  reusable,  they 
are  ideal  tor  framing  In  a  handsome  gift  box,  they  cost 
only  $10.00  per  set  plus  SI. 00  handling  and  postage  charge 

(Cal.  residents  add  6'io  tax).  Satisfaction  guaranteed 

(10  COD'S). 
Send  check,  money  order.   Master  Charge 
BankAmericard  No    to  Dept.  14,  R.L.C.   INC. 

24346  ROCKFIELO  RD..      EL  TORO,  CA  92630 

SOAP  MOLD 
ENDS  WASTE- SAVES  S 

Still  throiMng  away  snnall  soap 

slivers?  Don'tl  Now  you  can 
make  fresh  new  full-size  bars  of 
soap  from  slivers  and  broken 
pieces.  You  can  even  add  colors 

and  scent!  With  the  Soap  fvlold 

there's  no  waste.  Complete  easy instructions  included. 

$2.39  ea  -i-  30t  post. 
2  for  S4. 69  +  50«  post. 

STRATFORD  HOUSE,  HG-4 

PC    Box  591 ,  Stratford,  CT.  06497 

NEW  ENGLAND  CHARM 
Rt-plic.i  of  Early  Amernjn  ujll  lanlf-n. 
Hand  fash.oned  trom  copper  and  brass 
for  indoor  and  ouldoor  use.  Ul  wired. 

#414B  — 6"w    X    14"h    x    6"    ext. 
Satin  Black  Finish  $37.95  ppd 

*413B  — 8"w    X    17"h    x   8"    ext. 
Sarin  Black  Finish  $47.95  ppd 

Aniique    Copper    or    Weathered 
Brass  Finish  —  Add  S4. 

Sehd     $1      for     color     catalogue 
(credited  on  purchase). 

Visit  Our  Factory  Showroom 

Newstamp  Lantern 
Department  H476,  227  Bay  Road, 

N.  Easton,  MA  02356 y 

New  H,OTap.  It  makes 
fast  foods  reall>  fast. 
Like  having  a  tea  kettle  on  your  sink. 
Provides  190  steaming  H2OT  water  at  the 
twist  of  a  tap.  No  waiting.  Heats  water 
for  instant  coffee,  soup,  or  ail  the  other 
fast  foods  you  use  everyday.  Energy 

saving,  too.  Uses  one-third  less  energy 
than  range  top  heating.  Only  heats 
the  water  you  actually  use.  Write  for 
free  H2O  TAP  brochure 

and  "instant"  recipe booklet  today.  ,.  s^k  erato^ 

I  In-Sink-Erator  Division 
I  Emerson  Electric  Co..  Dept.  HG-4 
I  4700— 21st  Street.  Racine.  Wisconsin  53406 

I  Name   

I  Address . 

I  C^ty   
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SHOPPING 
AROUND 
FOR  THE  HOUSE 
DESIGN  NEWS 
Stained  glass  wall  clock  in  the 

contemporary  manner.  Hand- 
some accent  for  any  room.  Beige 

face,  black  or  brass  hands. 

Choice  of  green  or  red-orange 
border.  9"  by  9".  The  transistor 
movement  runs  for  one  year  on 
"C"  battery  (not  included). 

$38.95  ppd.  Glass  Crafters,  HG4, 
107-11  112th  St.,  Richmond  Hill, 
NY  11419. 

GRACEFUL  STAND 
Victorian  whatnot  shows  off 

your  treasures  to  best 
advantage.  Like  original  of  150 

years  ago,  it  has  an  intricate 
design  that  requires  228 
turnings.  In  solid  American 

walnut.  23"  wide  by  55"  high. 
Available  in  rectangular  style 
(shown)  or  corner  model. 

$69.95  plus  $6  post.  Magnolia 
Hall,  HG4,  726  Andover, 
Atlanta,  GA  30327. 

.^,.,.1'  COMFORT 
Leisure  furniture  for  the 
relaxing  days  ahead. 
Good-looking  and  sturdy  in 
white  tubular  steel  with 
yellow  strapping,  specially 
coated  for  long  dependable 
wear.  Disassembles  for 
storing.  Chair  $29.50  ppd. 

Two-passenger  glider,  also 
available.  Casual  Furniture 

Ltd.,  HG4E,  6211  W. 
Alameda,  Lakewood,  CO 
80226. 



COMEDY  CLASSIC 

Home  movie  fun.  "Liberty 
stars  Laurel  and  Hardy  as 
escaped  convicts, 
features  surprise 
ending.  Scored  with 
sound  effects  and 

music.  Super-8 
Silent  (375  ft.) 

$9.99;  or  Super-8 
Sound  (20  minutes) 
$16.49.  Ppd.  (Prices 
expire  May  31,  1976.) 

Free  catalogue.  Black- 
hawk  Films,  HG4,  2039 

Eastlin-Phelan  BIdg., 
Davenport,  lA  52808. 

THE  MINI-LAMP 
Well  proportioned  brass  lamp  for 
maximum  lighting  in  limited  space. 
Perfect  for  desk  or  hall  table.  Base 

hand-rubbed  to  old  distressed  finish. 
Off-white  hand  sewn  silk  shade.  Wired 

with  two  candelabra  sockets,  on-off 

switch.  13"h.  by  10"  w.,  $60  ppd. 
25c  for  catalogue.  Robelier,  HG4,  Box 
183,  Villanova,  PA  19085. 

FOR  COLLECTORS 

Four  hand-cut  designs  on 
iridescent  glass  plates:  The 
Ride  of  Paul  Revere, 
Independence  Hall,  Symbols 
of  Liberty,  and  The 

American  Eagle.  8"  dia. 
Limited,  hand-numbered 
edition.  Gift  boxed,  with 

registration  card.  Each 
$9.98  plus  $1.50  post. 
Stratford  House,  HG-4A, 
Box  591,  Stratford,  CT 
06497. 

HANDSOME  COPY 

Solid  mahogany  highboy  is 
constructed  with  full  bonnet 

top,  and  fluted  corkscrew 
finials.  The  brass  handles 

are  in  a  200-years-ago 
design.  Hand-rubbed  to 
bring  out  clarity  of  wood, 

rich  brown  finish.  82"  h.  by 
37"w.  by  20"  d.  $799.95 
exp.  coll.  Catalogue  of 
matching  pieces  $1.  Bryan 
Robeson,  HG-158,  Route 
10,  Box  793,  Hickory,  NC 
28601. 

1951 

SILVER  X  It's  our  anniversary!  After  25  years, 
still  bringing  you  the  newest  and  best! 

vV    JUBILEE    »/ *•      1976    ,« 

S-5-5.fe-= 
personalized 
garment  bags 

Embroidered  initials  on 

fine  nylon,  American-made 
in  3  colors,  3  sizes. 

Strong  yet  feather-light, 
water-repellent,  too. 

Clothes  go  wrinkle-free 
end  dust-free,  to  train,  plane 

or  car — right  on  their  own 
hangers!  Superbly  crafted 

with  long  2ip,  wide  gusset, 
secure  tie-and-tab  top. 

Holds  6  dresses  or  3  suits — 
great  at  home,  too,  for  storage 
of  prized  gowns  or  formal  wear. 

Luxury  gift!  Give  bag  color; 

NAVY  (red  monogram) 
RED  (black  monogram] 

BLACK  (gold  monogram) 

9141     40"  for  suits.     $13.98 

9142     50"  for  coats 
or  dresses.    $14.98 

9143    60"  for  formats.     $17.98 

PRINT  initials,  allow  extra 
time  for  this  fine  custom  work. 

mortar  and 

pestle  set 
Three  of  them  in  gleaming 

white  porcelain!  Treasured  for 

gourmet  chores,  decorative 
as  well.  Great  for  crushing 

garlic  and  herbs,  for  blending 
seasoned  butters  and  pastes. 

Set  of  3  bowls,  13/4"  to 43'4"  diameter,  each  with 

its  own  pestle.  Lovely  gift! 
5497    Mortar-Pestle  Set    $5.98 

one  for  fun! 
For  his  wall,  to  say 
he's  the  greatest! 

Or  for  your  own, 
■n  a  healthy  show 

of  self-esteem! 
Clever  new  carving, 

smart  burnt-grain  look 
on  natural  kiln-dried  vwod. 

Ours  alone!  About  14x4%". 8913     w  One  Plaque     $3.98 

it^s  franny 
the  frog! 

She  briigs  giowing  good  health 
to  plants — and  so  very  pretty 

in  natural  earthenware 
with  glazed  posy  designs! 

Five  essentials — 6"  clear  glass 
mist  sprayer  to  keep  plants 

florist-fresh,  5"  shears 
v/ith  easy-grip  handles,  plus 

3  mini-tools — rake  for  aerating 

soil,  trowel  and  spade  for 
planting  and  repotting.  Tools 

are  GVi-SiA"  long,  have  sturdy 
metal  heads  on  wood  handles. 

Franny  is  7"  long,  natural 
with  glazed  multicolor  designs. 
8860     Franny  the  Frog     $5.98 

2  for  $10.98 

Lillian  Vernon  1975 

UlilAN  HtHM Dept.  G42 510  S.  Fulton  Ave. 
Mt.  Vernon,  N.Y.  10550 

Add  75c  postage  &  handling.  New  York  residents  add  applicable  taxes. 
PRINT  name,  address,  zip;  send  check  or  money  order.  Satisfaction  guaranteed. 

PLEASE  TURN  PAGE  FOR  MORE 

cj-'n££iv^^^n' tK'H  c^r  Tur  urM  icc 
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an  CI  bed 

it>  piouwocc  by 

Imlilll 
Sawhill  makes  this  twin-size,  rock-solid  bunk  with 
holes  for  crawling,  climbing,  for  puppet  stages 

or  spaceship  windows.  A  slide  for  rainy-day  fun. 
Drawers  to  stow  toys  in.  Desks,  chests  and  shelves 
to  match.  All  of  tough  plastic  laminate  in  bright 
colors.  Edges  have  white  vinyl  bumpers  and  safe 
rounded  corners.  Sophisticated  design  makes 
PLAYSPACE  right  for  adults,  too,  In  condominiums 
or  vacation  houses. 

Send  $1  for  Playspace  color  catalogue  to  Sawhill, 
Dept.    HG2,    89    South    10th    Street.    Minneapolis. 
Minnesota  55J03. 

American-made  •  Quality 

KITCHEN  GIFT  SETS 
A— CALICO  PATOIWORK      C— FRorr  PATTERN 

(VeiowStAjRi-coior)  lOange  TaniOve- 

8— MUSHROOM  PATTERN   D— GOURMET  PATTERN 
(Purple  i  U  Greeni  (Orange-  G'een  &  Tani 

Exating  new  tJesigns  celebrale  our  naficxial  birth- 
day &  heritage.  ANROs  superbly-crafted  sets  are 

made  to  high  American-quality  standards  & 
finished  in  a  umcjue  new  Terry  and  Velour  texture 

that  s  so  soft  to  the  touch!  And  they're  smartly 
pnced'  Speaty  set(s)  desired  A.  B.  C.  D  above 

Only  $5.99  Each  Add  85*  postage  &  harxSng. 

plus  local  sales  tax  if  any  Money-back  guarantee' 

y#  Order  today — you'll  want  several 

Jl..L^.         Va'toDec;  H
G-4 

XWWENTERPRISES.  Inc. 
/?  The  SHap-At-Home  Speaalists' 

P.O.  Box  72,  Freeport,  N.Y.  11520 

Beau  Chest 

Special 
The  latest  bathroom  fixture  from  Europ>e!  A 

design  so  smart,  so  simple  it  compliments 

any  bathroom  decor.  Three  mirrored  doors 

open  for  all  round  visibility.  Plenty  of  stor- 

age space  inside  with  adjustable  shelves, 

an  interior  tray,  rrwDre  room  behind  the 

doors,  and  a  covered  toothbrush  holder.  At- 

taches simply  to  any  wall,  no  complicated 
installation!  White  with  gold-tone  handles. 

25"  w.  X  1 6"  h.  X  6"  d   9if\9_ 
Aad  S2.50  for  shipping 

NY.  State  residents  add  api>'icat>'e  sales  :ax 
Send  check  c  r^ce',  o'der  :o 

JE  T-SQUARE  OESIGtMS,LTD. 
^       152  Berkeley  PI..    Bklyn..  N.Y.    11217 

FREE  COLOR  BROCHURE 
BUILD  OUR  MOST  POPULAR  CLOCK 

34"  high  work  table 
36"  X  24".  3124.00 
48"  X  24",  S140.00 
60"x30".  S175.00 

or  choose  30"  dining 
height  table  at 
same  prices. 

Locking  Shepherd 
Casters, 

S25.CC  additional 

Two-inch  thick  maple  butcher  block  top, 
durable  bench-construction  frame.  Sent 

express  collect.  In  Illinois,  add  applic- 
able taxes.  Send  check  or  money  order, 

no  C.O.b.'s  please. 
Custom  sizes  and  styles  always  ...  (or 
a  complete  24  page  catalog  of  exciting 
butcher  block  furniture,  send  50c  to: 

butcher  block  s  more 
The  Schoenheit  Company 

Dept.  HG-46A,  1600  S   Clinton.  Chicago  60616 

170 

LESS 
THAN 

« 199 
including  West 

German  Movement 
with  Westminster 
Chimes 

•  Solid  Vt"  Native 
American  black 
walnut  case  kits, 

parts  pre-cut •  ̂ e-Cut  miters 
available. 

•  Genuine  West 

German  Movements. 

•  Comoletely  finished clocks. 

•  100%  Satis'action 

guaranteed,  or full  refund. 

BankAmericard  and 
MasterCharge  accepted 

Send  Today  For  Our 
Free  Color  Brochure. 

VIKING  CLOCK  CO.,  INC. 
M-89.  The  Viking  Building 

Foley,  Alabama  36535 

SHOPPING 
AROUND 
RDR  THE  HOUSE 

MOOD  SETTINGS 
Track  lighting  can  create  dramatic 
effects,  focus  on  a  painting.  Complete 

set  includes  two  Lyte-Spots  (black  or 
white).  4'  white  track,  cord,  plug,  a 
handy  in-line  switch,  and  all  the 
hardware  needed  for  installing.  Takes 
75R30  bulbs  (not  included).  $59.95 

plus  SI. 50  post.  Rosetta  Electric  Co., 
Inc..  21  W.  46th  St.,  New  York,  NY 
10036. 

INDIAN 

SYMBOLS 

Reproductions  of  ,/ 
Navajo  rugs  woven 
of  dense  cotton  yarns.  Earth  tone 

on  ivory.  3'  by  5'  $34.95:  4'  by  6' 
S49.95:  6'  by  9'  $89.95:  9'  by  12' 
$169.95:  8'  runner  $44.95;  11' runner  $54.95.  Ppd.  Catalogue 
Colonial,  Oriental,  Scandinavian, 
Navajo  rugs  $1.  Peerless  Imported 

Rugs,  GE-46,  3028  No.  Lincoln 
Ave..  Chicago.  IL  60657. 

PROUDLY  YOURS 

Towie  sterling  flatware,  hand- 
engraved  with  your  own  crest 
(from  your  drawing) .  Three 
patterns  (shown):  Old  Lace, 
French  Provincial  or  Charlemagne. 

Four-piece  setting  $170;  32-piece 
setting  for  eight  $1,370.  Ppd.  Free 
catalogue  available.  Heraidica 
Imports.  Inc.,  Dept.  HGS4,  21  W. 
46th  St.,  New  York,  NY  10036. 

:--RDE': 

■^^« 
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FIVE  INCH  RUFFLES 

No-iron  poly/cotton  muslin,  86"w. 
pr.,  valance,  tiebacks  incl.  Natural  or 

white,  45",  54",  53",  $13;  72", 
81",  90",  $15;  insert  54"  valance, 
$2.50;  add  one  insert  valance  for 
double,  two  or  more  for  wider  window 
(on  one  rod).  $1.50  post.  Free 
catalogue.  Colonial  Maid  Curtains, 
HG4,  Lawn  Ter.,  Mamaroneck 
Village,  NY  10543. 

RADIANT  FOCUS 
Hidden  light  in  walnut-finish 
hardwood  base  radiates 

upward  through  your  crystal, 
cut  glass  or  paperweight  so  it 
seems  to  glow  with  its  own 
luminescense.  Complete  with 

6'  cord,  on-off  switch,  bulb. 
(Figurine  not  included.)  4" 
sq.or4"  round  $12.95;  5" 
by  5"  $19.95;  5"  by  8" 
$29.95.  Add  $1.25  post.  each. 

World's  Window,  HG4,  Box  91, 
Plainview,  NY  11803. 

HOUSE  PLANNING 
One  of  185  designs  in  plan  book  on  multi-level  homes.  Others  include 
230  designs  for  1^/2-  and  2-story  homes;  185  designs  for  1-story  homes 
over  2000  sq.  ft.;  250  of  1-story  under  2000  sq.  ft.;  223  vacation 
homes.  Each  $2.25;  all  five  books  $7.95.  Ppd.  Blueprints  available. 
Home  Planners,  HGE64,  16310  Grand  River,  Detroit,  Ml  48227. 

n 

The  Modem 

*39— "°  '<"i^' 
*49—  *'*"  buzzer 

•gQ?5  with  tweeter SEE  OUR  COLLECTION 
of  unusual  phones  as  well  as  our 
large  selection  of  new,  restored 
antique  and  modern  phones, 
all  of  which  are  equipped  with 

plugs  for  instant  use from  $10.95  up 

SEND  SOi  FOR 
COMPLETE 
CATALOG 

This    famous   T,i,,.vr^rv    :r.  Tiod- 
ern.new,  lightweight  and  crse  piece.  Lift  it. 
it  is  ready  to  dial,  the  dial  is  cleverly  fitted 
on  the  bottom  of  the  phone,  and  so  is  the 
shut-off.  When  it  is  sitting  on  your  desk  or 

table  you  can't  see  the  dia*.  Set  it  down 
and  communication  is  shut  off.  it  is  a  com- 

plete self  contained  unit,  a  marvel  of  the 
modern  age,  fitted  with  a  standard  p'ug  it 
s  ready  for  Instant  use.  Functionally  equi- 
vilent    to    and    interchangeable    with    any 
standard  phone  regardless  of  system  used. 

ERICOFON   is  the  stylish   phone.  Available   in 

the  color  of  your  choice  to  fit  your  decor— red- 
white— ivory— beige— green— yellow -grey- pink- 
aqua  (give  second  or  third  choice). 

GRAND  COM  INC.  ^^'^^ 

324-5th  Ave.  N.Y.  10001 

Send  me      phones 
color            (give  2nd  and 
3rd  choice)  $  enclosed  (include 
$2.00  shipping  charge).  Charge  my  credit  card 
    (card  name) 
card  #   Exp.  date   

Address 

    Slate   
Please  add  Tax  where  required 

Zip 

PLANT  STAND  ROTATES! 

oNLV  $24.9
5 

PERFECT  FOR 

HEALTHY 
PLANT  CARE... 

Golden  sunlight  touches 
every  leaf  evenly  when 

you  rotate  this  Floor-To- 
Ceiling  pole  model  Plant 
Stand  each  morning. 
Great  for  watering  and 

pruning  too — just  a  touch 
of  the  finger  brings  each 
plant  within  easy  reacn 
right  in  front  of  you. 
Grunmar  bearing  system 
can  support  your  largest 

plants. Model  -3008D  Plant 
Stand  is  built  from  sturdy 
metal,  linishea  in  bal<ed  Black  or  White 
enamel,  or  you  can  choose  bright  shiny 

chrome.  Pole  extends  from  7'10"  to  8'9". 
You  get  four  9"  arms  and  four  12"  arms, 
all  held  by  special  clamps  that  slide  up 
or  down  the  pole  to  adjust  for  height. 
Deluxe  Model  ir3008D 

Black  or  V^hite  S24.95      Chrome  $29.95 
UNCONDITIONALLY  GUARANTEED 
Add    S3. 00    for    shipping,    N.Y.    State    resi- 

dents add   tax.    CO  D     or   Master   Charge 
orders  welcome 

HOME  PLANT  DISPLAYERS,  INC. 
DEPT.  C104  51  E.  42  St.  New  York,  N.Y.  11710 

S'^
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PATRIOTIC  PHONE 
Upright  instrument  decorate(d  to  look  as  it  might 
have  in  the  no-telephone  time  of  1776.  In  red, 
white  and  blue.  Completely  equipped  with 
working  parts  (dial,  standard  cord  and  plug), 
ready  to  use.  $89.95  plus  $2  post.  Catalogue 
50c.  Grand  Com,  Inc.,  HG4,  324  Fifth  Ave., 
New  York,  NY  10001. 

OLOFASNIONID  ENIRdV 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

KEROSENE 

n   MANTLE 
LAMPS 

..  .  75  Warn  of  Light 

..  .  1000  Watts  of  Heat 
. . .  Costs  M  per  hour  to  Operate 

Save  Money.  .  .Conserve  Energy 

...Heat  and  tight  your  home 

this  winter  with  Aladdin's  exclu- 
sive mantle  burner.  It  is  adjust- 
able in  intensity  from  a  candle 

glow  to  75  watts  ol  light.  The 
lamp  also  produces  1000  watts 
of  heat.  Patented  burner  design 
is  smokeless,  odorless,  noiseless 

in  operation.  Lamps  burn  50 
hours  on  1  gallon  of  kerosene. 
Safe,  NOT  under  pressure,  will 
go  out  if  knocked  over.  Ideal  for 
homes,  cabins,  campers,  trailers, 

boats  and  emergencv  light- 
ing. Handblown,  diamond 

quilted  glass  base,  overall 

height    20",    diameter  6". $23.95  (we  pay  postage) 
One  week  delivery 

Color  catalog  of  additional 

lamps  $1 ,  -  Free  with  order 

HOMfSTCAP  MCATINI  i  LIINTINI 
-STAR  ROl  TE.  BOX  275,  HftY.  78 

R,AMO>A.  CALIFORNIA  92065 

'^XPEN§IVE  LOOK^ 

-cSVlODEST  COST 
Just  in  time  for  sunny  days.  Graceful  leisure 
furniture  is  whiite  tubular  steel  with  yellow  vinyl 

strapping.  Electro-Static  coating  for  years  of 
weatfierproof  wear.  Disassembles  for  easy 

storage.  Chair.  S29.50  Ppd.  Rocker  &  glider 
available.  Write  for  brochure.  If  MC  or  BA.  send  ft  & 

exp.  date. 

(^^FURNITURE 6211  W  Alameda  Lakewood.  Colo.  80226 

llllltll BRASS 

Ours* 

Because  now, 
more  than  ever, 

value  tells. 
•There  arc  none  line 

Stno  t^y  or  send  S2  tor  our  new  20  oagt 

soi.Tce  book.Thqjsahf  I  Soipcpon 

JOAO  ISABEL,  INC.  MX 
120  East  32nd  Street 
New  York,  N.Y.  10016 

(.212)  MU9-3307 

^n 



NTENNA 
':r    ̂  

ELIMINATES  RABBIT  EARS 
Secret  Power  Antenna  attaches  to  rear  of  TV  set  and  plugs  into 
any  AC/DC  outlet  to  bring  in  marvelously  crisp,  clear  pictures  and 
eliminate  all  manner  of  ghosts  and  electronic  gremlins.  Unseen 

antenna  eliminates  need  for  ugly  roof  equipment  or  old-fashioned 
rabbit  ears.  Uses  no  current.  For  AM/FM,  UHF/VHF,  Black  &  White 
or  Color  sets. 

POWER  PLUG  TV  ANTENNA 

$9.98  Plus  $1.00  Postage  &  Handling  Each 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  your  money  back. 

Anthony  Enterprises Depf.  HG-46 SS6  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

^^^^Se^ 

R?n  Irishman  \s  never  drunk 
as  lonoi  as  he  can  hold  on  to 

one  blade  of  (jrass  and  not  fall 
off  the  face  of  the  eartk. 

IRISH  TIPPLER  CERAMIC  TILE 
White  Ceramic  Tile  used  as  a  wall  plaque  or  trivet.  Cork 

base  with  hanger.  6"  x  6". 
#193  IRISH  TIPPLER  TILE 

$4.98  Plus  600  Postage  &  Handling  Each. 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises Dept.  HG-46 556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

STRAP  HAPPY 

Airy  comfort  for  warm  weather. 
"Shirley":  soft  leather  uppers, 
cushioned  insoles,  crepe  soles 
and  one-inch  wedge  heels.  Navy, 

bone  or  white.  Whole  sizes  4-12, 
medium  width.  $16.95  plus  90c 
post.;  sizes  over  10,  add  $1. 
Sofwear  Shoes,  HG4,  1711  Main, 
Houston,  TX  77002. 

LIVE  HOLLY 

With  bright  red  berries  and  rich 
green  foliage,  plants,  almost  1  ft. 
tall,  are  well  rooted  to  thrive  all 
winter  indoors,  be  transplanted 

outdoors  in  spring.  Will  grow  al- 
most 20'  high.  Two  plants  $5.95 

plus  60c  post.  World  Art  &  Gift, 
Dept.  HG4,  606  E.  State  St., 
Westport,  CT  06880. 

REEL-Y  HANDY 

This  very  practical  key  holder 
does  away  with  fumbling  and 
groping.  Reel  clips  inside  purse: 

unreels  keys,  automatically  re- 
winds into  case.  Clip  to  your  bag, 

pocket  or  belt.  $2.98  plus  45c 

post.  Order  from  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG4,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

DO  IT  YOURSELF 

Redwood  and  sturdy  fiberglass 
models.  Each  prefabricated  one 

factory-assembled,  then  taken 
apart  for  shipping  ppd.  Marked 

for  easy  bolting.  Full  frame,  auto- 
matic ventilation.  Free  catalogue. 

Redfern  Greenhouses,  57  Mt 
Hermon  Rd.,  Scotts  Valley,  CA 
HG4,  95066. 

CURVE  COMFORT 

Caressingly  soft  nylon  stretch 
lace  makes  a  bra  to  wear  for  nat- 

ural ease  and  control.  It's  ideal 
for  sleeping  as  well  as  daytime 
activities.  Snap  front.  White: 
A-B  or  C-D.  $4.98  plus  60c  post 
Anthony  Enterprises,  HG4,  556 
Mission  St.,  San  Francisco,  CA 

94105. 

tHAMPIOX    OF    THE 
LIGHT   BRIGADE 

Here  is  a  real  thoroughbred  to  light  up  a  den 

or  boy's  room.  Authentically  detailed  repro- 
duction of  an  Early  American  cast  iron  door 

stop,  circa  1850.  it  is  destined  to  be  among  your 
prized  possessions.  Choose  the  rich  pewter,  as 
shown,  or  the  fine  antique  bronze.  The  unbreak- 

able casting  is  mounted  on  a  sturdy  wooden  base. 

Horse  is  10"  wide;  parchment  shade.  14":  over- 
all height  23".  Please  specify  left  or  right  po- sition of  horse. 

$39.95    each 
$75.00    the  pai odd  SI. 75  postage  &  handling. 

\.y.  residents  add  apvlicabte  tax 

RICHARD  TERRY,    oept.  hg4 
1191   Broadway.   Hewlett,   N.Y.   11557 

SHOSHONE  CHIEF 
by  noted  artist  James  Bama 

LIMITED  EDITION  COLLECTOR  PRINT 

tOOO  realistically  detailed  color  20  «  26  pi-.n;; Each  is  carefully  eiarrined,  signed  and  numoererS  Oj 
the  artist. 

e/'—   f\f\   plus  $2.50  mailing 

OO.O.UI/   and  handling. 

sunshine  studio  :  :r; 
206  Broad«>a>.  Lawrrnrt-.   N.V.   II.>39 

Send  SI   for  catalog  and  deduct  from  first  order 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

HANDY  HANG-DRYER 
For  travel  or  home  use,  a  sturdy 
dryer  to  hold  all  your  washables 
is  a  great  help.  Hooks  onto  any 
showerhead,  notched  shaft  holds 
11  hangers.  Steel  consiruction, 
rustproof  vinyl  finish.  $3.25;  two 
$5.75.  Add  50c  post.  American 
Century,  HG4,  P.O.  Box  36232, 
Los  Angeles,  CA  90035. 

ITS  COOL 

Miniature  ice  cubes  are  ideal  for 
speedy  chilling  of  drinks,  salads 
and  sea  foods.  A  simple  twist  of 
the  plastic  tray  and  90  little 
cubes  of  crushed-ice  size  pop 
right  out.  $1.49  plus  30c  post. 
Anthony  Enterprises,  HG4,  556 
Mission  St.,  San  Francisco,  CA 
94105. 

SOUTH  OF  THE  BORDER 

Boy  and  girl  dolls  made  of  100% 
cotton  in  Guatemala  are  cos- 

tumed in  native  Mayan  dress. 
Handmade,  range  in  size  from 
9  to  11  inches.  Shiny  round  eyes 
and  shaggy  black  hair.  $7.95 
each,  ppd.  Specify  girl  or  boy. 
Mayan  Imports,  HG4,  901  Via 
Verde,  Monterey,  CA  93940. 

BACKACHE  FIGHTER 

Bed  board  combats  back  ail- 
ments and  assures  good  sleep. 

Firms  a  soft  or  sagging  mattress. 

5'  long  V2"  thick,  folds  into  four 
15"  sections.  Cot  size  or  one  side 
of  double,  $8.95;  twin  $10.49; 
two  sections  for  double  bed, 
$15.49.  Ppd.  Better  Sleep,  HG4, 
New  Providence,  NJ  07974. 

SAFETY  WHISTLE 

Purse-sized  4"  long,  gold  finish 
whistle  emits  a  piercing  shriek 

to  frighten  any  would-be  assail- 
ant. Aerosol  operates  the  whis- 
tle; just  press  down  and  out 

comes  the  scary  shriek.  $2.98 

plus  30c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG4,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

MUSIC  i' BOXES 

Make  every  occasion  a  mem- 
orable one!  Select  the  gift  to 

delight  all— from  mothers  and 
sweethearts  to  the  man  who 

has  everything. 
Our  color  catalog  features  a 
vast   selection  of  chests,  fig- 

urines, clocksj  children's  and 
collector's  items— at  all  prices 
and  musical,  of  course. 
To     obtain     your    copy     of 
catalog-send  $1.00  (credited 
to  your  first  order)  to: 

THE  MUSIC  ROOM  dept.  B 
3701  HEMPSTEAD  TPKE. 

^LfVITTOWNNYll756j 

APRIL,    1976 

ALL  SIZES 
ami  SHAPES 

"Window  Bubble" BUILT  TO  YOUR  MEASUREMENTS 

Insulate  and  protect  cellar  windows  from  leaves, 
rain,  etc.  Clear  rigid  PlexiglasE  Is  durable  and 
almost  invisible.  Model  shown  covers  semicircu- 

lar wells  up  to  40"  L,  12"  H  with  16"  projection. 
$16.95  Each  +  S3  shipping  (1  to  3  units).  Ship- 

ping Coll.  W.  of  Miss.  R.  No  COD's  please.  For 
any  special  size  or  rectangular  bubble  send 
rough  sketch  with  well  measurements,  write  for 
Information   or   phone:   717-354-8956. 

COMPLETE  SATISFACTION  GUARANTEED 
Thousands  of  buyers  tell  us  lliey  are 
<ieUi>hted  with  our  Window  Bubbles! 

DILWORTH  MANUFACTURING 
Box  158,  HG4-6,  Honey  Brook.  Pa.  19344 

COUNTRY  CURTAINS 
Ruffled   Cotton  Muslin   or  Permanent   Press 

Natural   or   White 
TIERS 

30",  36",  40" 

COTTON 

MUSLIN 

PERMANENT PRESS 

6.00 

pr- 

7.00 

Pr. 

TIEBACKS 

45",  54",  63"      8.50  pr.     10.50  pr. 
72",  81",  90"   ll.OOpr.     12.50  pr. 
VALANCE 

10"   X   80"         3.00  ea.       3.50  ea. 

78"  wide  per  pair  with  2"  rjffle. 
For  years  Country  Curtains  have  gaily  graced 
ttic  briglu,  clean  windows  of  charmini;  colo- 

nial homes.  Country  Curtains  add  warmth  to 
every  room  .  .  .  Country  Curtains  retain  their 
fresh  crispness  and  are  a  credit  to  your  thrifti- 
ness  .  .  .  Country  Curtains  are  a  lifetime 
friend  and  supply  their  own  sunshine  .  .  .  New 
England  at  its  very  best. 

Please  specify  cotton  muslin  or  permanent 
press,  in  off-white  or  white.  Please  enclose 

check  or  money  order.  Sorry,  no  COD's.  Post- 
age and  handiina;  for  orders  under  S/ti  add 

$1.10.  over  SIO  add  $2.00.  Mas'.,  re^.  add  5''r sales  tax.  Satisfaction  guaranteed. 

Send  For  Free  Cafalog 

COUNTRY  CURTAINS  ._4 

ArTiit  R^dLionLn^  ^y  ■- 

D.'pl.   44.  Stnrkliri.l^p.    Ma-^.  02162  _ 

OlIr7\ 

Now,  an  attractive  way  to  CAMOU- 
FLAGE your  valuable  jewelry.  This 

beautiful  Apothecary  Jar  sits  safely 

among  your  cosmetics  and  creams. 
Its  special  compartment  serves  as  a 

hiding  place  for  your  precious 

things.  If  you  were  a  thief . . .  would 
you  steal  an  innocuous  looking 

apothecary  jar  filed  with  cotton 
balls?  Of  course  not!!!  Only  $8.50. 

Also  available  ...  "Eve's  Leaves" 
and  "The  Sexy  Feather."  Quality 
crafted  Sterling  Silver  necklaces 

with  imported  chains.  Gift  Boxed. 

1.  Maxi-Leaf       $65.00 

2.  Feather  $45.00 

3.  Mini-Leaf        $25.00 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed. 

For  Master  Charge  and  BankAmencard, 
complete  number,  expiration  date,  Signature. 
Georgia  add  4%  sales  tax. 

4(  AUO\  LlvSLIK Post  Office  Box  76651   o„  .,, 

Atlanta,  Georgia  30328 

FREE  CATALOG 

Now  with  the  new  UUa  Catalog,  shop 
at  home  and  order  exclusive  spring 
and  summer  fashions  directly  from 

our  designer  —  at  designer-direct 
prices.  From  dynamic  separates  to 

exquisitely  tailored  suits — find  them 
all  in  our  distinctive  collection  of 

contemporary  sportswear.  Discover 
Ulla  —  send  for  your  catalog  today! 

ULLA,  Dept.HGS.  886  Madison  .Ave. 
New  York.  N.Y.  10021 

NAME   

ADDRESS_ CITY   

STATE. 
ZIP 



G'-jSTAr.Uiid  To  Gro*.'i 

Tiir  hea.cn  icent  pluineria  blossom 
.5  3  ta%ont2  for  ihc  Haisi-iaji  lei,  a 

gariaiid  of  f!ov.ci»  given  in  the 
lilands  as  a  syrnboi  of  love  and 
affection.  You  receive  a  plant  six  to 

eight  inches  in  height  with 
instruaions  for  planting  and  care. 
Illustrated  instructions  for  love 

flower  iei  making  are  included  free 
with  each  order.  Lo\e  flower  choice 

of  colors:  yellow,  pink  or  red. 

$1.75  for  one  (add  50c  air  postage) 
$2.5U  for  two  (add  800  air  postage) 

FREE! 
with  each  order 

•  Hawaiian  ti  plant  • 
•  Lei  making  instructions  • 

HAPAKIOFMWAII 
BOX  1535  •  DEPI    HG4 
HILO.  H.\\\A1I  96720 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

THE  DIAMOND  OF  YOUR  DREAMS 

at  a  price  he  can  afford 

Buy  Diamond  Jewelry  direct  from 
one  of  America's  well  known  dia- 

mond cutters.  Pay  only  actual  mar- 
ket price.  We  refund  all  monies 

unless  your  own  appraisal  shows 
value  Vi  to  V2  higher. 

Ower  5,000  styles  $100  to  $100,000 

Send  for  FREE  92-PAGE  CATALOG. 

EMPIRE  DIAMOND  CORP.,  Dept.  12 

Empire  State  Bidg.,  New  York,  N.  Y.  10CC1 

NAME   

ADDRESS   „     

  ZIP   

RENTAL-PURCHASE  Program  Available 

Your  STAIR-GLIDE '  installs  easily  and  in  less 
than  2  hours  No  marring  walls  or  stairway. 
No  special  wiring  required  Shipped  directly 

from  factory  within  4  days  STAIR-GLIOE' 
the  nations  largest  selling  stairway  elevator' 
UL  LISTED 

USED  BY  THOUSANDS:  CARDIAC  PATIENTS. 
ARTHRITICS,  SENIOR  CITIZENS,  PHYSICALLY 
RESTRICTED.    POST    OPERATIVES 

WRITE  FOR  FREE  BROCHURE  AND  NAME 
OF  DEALER  NEAREST  YOU. 

AMERICAN  STAIR-GLIDE   CORP. 

4001  East  138THST,Dept  HG-46 
Grandview,  Missouri  64030 

STRICTLY  FOR  THE  BIRDS 

They'll  dine  in  style  from  these  hantj- 
some,  sturdy  bird  feeders  by  Droll  Yan- 

kees. Made  of  aluminum  and  lucite — 

rustproof  and  clean.  5  lb.  feeder,  21" 

high,  $28.50—2  lb.  size,  I61/2"  high, 
$17.50  ppd.  With  hangers.  6  perches 

each.  No  COD's.  Californians  add  6%. 
BA  &  MC  ok.  Order  now  from 

Byron  &  Schiller 
Box  7228.  Carmel,  CA.  93921 

MOISTURE  METER 
Tells  you  instantly  when  plants 

need  life-giving  water  (and  when 

they  don't!) 
■  Electronically-accurate 
■  No  batteries  required 

■  No  switches  or  recharging 

■Complete  v^ith 
instructions 

■  Gives  your 

plants  a  chance 
to  thrive 

S7.95 

add  35C  [xjstage 
and  handling 

BERKSHIRE  HOUSE 

5711  Berkshire,  Dallas,  Tx  75209 

TIEBACK  TREATS 

Extra-pretty  cuilains  in  perma- 
nent press  cotton  and  polyester 

have  2"  knotted  fringe.  Choose 

natural  or  white;  pair  is  90"  w. 
30"  !.,  36",  40",  $9.25;  45", 

54",  63",  $13;  72",  81",  90", 
$15.50.  Add  $2  post.  Free  cata- 

logue. Country  Curtains,  HG42, 
Stockbridge,  MA  01262. 

EYESIGHT  SAVER 

Do  you  find  the  eyes  of  needles 
growing  smaller?  Needle  threader 
consists  of  a  plastic  funnel  into 
which  the  needle  is  dropped, 

spindle  to  transfer  thread  to  nee- 
dle, blade  to  cut  thread.  $1.98 

plus  30c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG4,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

LONG  ON  CHIC 

From  the  sunny  Isle  of  Majorca 
comes  a  rope  of  matched  pearls 

60  inches  long.  It's  a  fashion  ac- 
cessory that  lends  a  look  of  sim- 

ple elegance  to  practically  any- 
thing you  choose  to  wear  it  with. 

$12  ppd.  American  Image  Indus- 
tries, HG4,  276  Park  Ave.  So., 

New  York,  NY  10010. 

BOWSER'S  BOX All-in-one  vinyl  bag  holds  every- 

thing a  dog  needs  while  travel- 
ing: double  bowl  for  food  and 

water,  can  opener,  vinyl  bag. 

half-gallon  water  container, 
sponge;  room  for  toys,  leash,  vet 
record.  $14.98  plus  $1.79  post. 
House  of  Minnel,  Dept.  546E, 
530  Lark  St.,  Geneva.  IL  60134. 

FAMILY  AFFAIR 

Clever  clear-plastic  cabinet  keeps 
all  toothbrushes  free 

and  mix-ups.  Holds 
arate  compartments, 
its  own  door,  ever 
sanitary.  $1.98  plus 
Anthony  Enterprises, 

from  dust 

5  in  sep- 
each  with 
ready  and 

30c  post. 
HG4,   556 

Mission 

94105. 
St.,   San  Francisco,  CA 

IMPROVED 
Model... 

HAND  EMBOSSER 
For  Personalized  Stationery 
Emboss  >i/ur  ui*n  personal  siaiioner>  for  a  lile- 
time  by  just  pressing  a  handle.  Makes  expensive 
looking  raised  letter  impressions  of  any  3  line 
I  e  &  address  on  PAPER  &  ENVELOPES  tre- 

ble). Requires  no  inks,  accessories,  service  or 
!enance.  Ideal  for  adults,  teenagers,  home  or  of- fict.  clubs,  etc.  Print  clearly  3  lines 

desired.  No  more  than  24  characters  per 
line.    For   I   to  3   lines    
For  4  lines  add  $1.00.  ^g,  ̂i^ 

EXTRA  PLATE  ALONE  (no  frir-e)  SR  25  ppd.        postag 
NEW  DELUXE  DESK  MODEL 

S11.9S     -    8Sc  postage 
icnd  Joe  jor  catalog  m  Fa.  res.  add  6^c  saUf  tax $9.95 

POSTAMATIC  CO. 
Dept.  HG-476 Lafayette  Hill.  Pa. 

ft- SCINTILLA!'  For  22  years,  we've  made  our I  satin  sheets  of  softest  acetate  satin,  225«78 
!  thread  count.  Ours  are  MACHINE  WASHABLE. 
Hot  PinK.  Tangerine.  Gold.  Red.  Black.  Bronze, 

Blue,  Silver,  Pale  Pink.  White,  Mint  or  Orchid. 
You  deserve  the  best— satin  sheets  made  by  pros! 

SHEET  SETS  (2  straight  sheets,  2  cases) 
Double  Set       S23.98  Queen  Set        $27.95 
Twin  Set  22.98  King  Set  32.50 

Round  84"  Set    48.50  Round  96"  Set    54.95 
3-letter  ri;"cg:a~i  c  2  case?— $2.50 

For  fitted  bottom  sheet,  add  S2.00  to  double  or 

twin  price;  $2.50  to  queen:  $3.00  to  king  price. 
Round  bottom  sheets  are  fitted.  Send  check  or 

m.o.  50°«  deposit  on  C.O.O.'s. 

CriNTILLA  '   INC   *802  N    Broadway  G-4 

>tlN  I  ILL«,     in*..  Chicago.  111.  60640 

Free  40-page  catalog  Mf/(h  every  order! 

1  "74 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

RATTAN  SWING 

Perfect  cradle  seat  41"  h.  by 
28"  w.  by  23"  d.  Heavily  lac- 

quered to  protect  from  weather. 
$59.95.  Tufted  foam  rubber  cov- 

ered cushion  in  corduroy  black, 
gold,  tangerine  or  avocado.  $6.95 
exp.  chgs.  coll.  Catalogue  25c. 

Fran's  Basket  House,  HG4,  Route 
10,  Succasunna,  NJ  07876. 

SEE-EASY  THERMOMETER 

Spring's  in  the  air.  See  through 
thermometer  sticks  outside  a 
window  and  lets  you  size  up  the 
season.  Even  youngsters  can 

read  exact  degrees.  SV?"  by  2y2". 
$2.98  plus  30c  postage.  Send  to 
Anthony  Enterprises,  HG4,  556 
Mission  St.,  San  Francisco,  CA 
94105. 

EMBROIDERED  CIRCLE 

Hand-worked  crewel  from  India 
imparts  color  and  elegance  to  a 
natural  cotton  hand-loomed 
round  tablecloth.  A  beauty  for  a 
spring  tea  table  or  dinner  table. 

70"  dia.,  $50.;  90",  $60.  Send 
50c  for  catalogue  and  swatch. 

Gurian's  G46,  276  Fifth  Ave., 
New  York,  NY  10001. 

Gourmet 

BY  CORNING   1    Set  $17.98 
See  what  Corning  has  done  for  glass — these 
go  from  refrigerator  to  preheated  oven,  ideal 

for  baking  and  serving!  American-crafted  to 
the  superb  standards  of  Corning  Glass.  1  qt., 

II2  qf.  and  2  qt.  are  bW.  S'/z",  7Vi"  diame- ter. Set  of  3. 

#8051— Creative  Glass  1  Set  $17.98 
W.y.  residents  add  applicable  taxes 

Dept.G46,  512  S.Fulton  Ave. 
Mt.  Vernon,  N.Y.I  0550 

BLOW-UP 

An  inflatable  hanger  is  a  help 

for  drip-dry  laundering.  Blow  it 
up  to  plumpness  so  it  holds  gar- 

ment loosely  with  air  space  in- 
side. Floral  print  vinyl  with 

swivel  top.  Fold  flat  to  store.  $1 

plus  25c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG4,  556  Mission  St.. 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

BRIGHT  THONGS 

Enjoy  barefoot  freedom  in 
our  brilliantly  colored  san- 

dals. Man-made  PATENT 
LEATHER.  Comfortable 

padded  insoles,  leather 
lined  straps,  1"  wedge  of 
black  foam  rubber.  You'll  be 
walking  on  a  cloud.  Sizes:  5 
to  10.  Choice  of  colors:  Par- 

rot Green,  White,  Pastel 
Blue,  Black,  Bright  Navy, 
Chic  Bone.  (State  2nd  color 
choice)  $4.95  +  750  postage. 

SPECIAL: 

2  Pairs,  $11.00  postpaid 

Dept.  HG4         Norltiport,  New  York  11768 

THE  PEWTER  LOOK 

Our  stainless  steel  flatware  authentically  repro- 
duced from  an  antique  English  design.  Classic 

pistol  handle  knives,  3  lined  forks  .  .  .  and  a 
mellow  acwter  look.  Dishwasher  safe.  Service 

Ifor  eight  includes:  8  dinner  forks,  8  dinner 
(knives,  8  salad  forks,  8  soup  spoons,  16  tea- 
I  spoons  and  2   serving   pieces. 

Sen^ice  tor  8   $38.95 

I  Service  for  12   $57.50 
Prices  include  postage  &  handling 

l/Uaied^ 
Dept.  HG46 
Hartsdale,  N.Y.I  0503 

For  a  Satisfying  Hobby  or  Rewarding  Career 

Famous  HOME  STUDY  course.  Individual  uro- 
BTam  prepared  and  superrisod  by  prominent  N,\. 
decorators  on  faculty  of  long  established  reputa- 

ble school  with  successful  Graduates  all  over  the 
world.  Lessons  covir  Textiles:  Furnlshinqs:  Room 
Arrangement;  Color  Harmony:  Period  and  Mod- 

ern Furniture:  Antiques;  Rugs  and  Floor  Cover- 
ings; Wall  Treatments;  Wall  Papers;  Draperies; 

Ligtiting;  Pottery;  Porcelain;  Glass;  Accessories. 
Details  on  how  to  set  up  your  own  business  or 
start  a  career.  Illustrated  lessons,  complete  with 
samples  of  fabrics,  colors,  etc. 
Certificate  awarded.  ..   

NEW  YORK  SCHOOL 
OF  INTERIOR  DESIGN 
155  East  56tfi  St..  New  York  10022 

^find  for 

mi fiooffifr 

New  York  School  of  Interior  Design 
155  East  56th  St..  New  York  10022 
Please  send  me  (no  obligation)  Catalog 

C21 

name   

address . 

city   
Mate.. 

..zip... 

APRIL,   1976 

BELT  BUCKLE  POWER 
Turn  on  your  belt  with  fashion 

pizzazz.  Solid  metal  brass- 
plated  Coors  emblem  is  a  cool 
accent  to  ride  atop  jeans  and 
other  casual  things.  Snaps  on 

any  belt  (His  or  Hers)  in  place 
of  existing  buckle.  Sporty  gift 
with  no  size  problem. 

$5.98  plus  350  pstg. 

Write  for  FREE  catalog  of  gifts 

llolidav  Gifts 
Dept.  304-C.  Wheat   Ridge,  Colorado  80033 

Watch  your 

cuttings  root  while    ̂  

dangling  in  the 
decorative  HANGING  ROOTER.    Just  fill 

rooter  with  water  and  insert  cuttings 

from  pr  favonte  plants.  Hang  anywhere 

and  enjoy  beautiful  root  formations  in 
just  a  few  days.  $198  each  or  $4.95 

for  three.   Add  35C  post .  Leed  Ltd.. 

987B  E.  Nassau  Ave..  Denver.  Colo. 

8023? 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

jances 
£;G^HCE  .^no  MQQD  Or  EARLY  AMERICA 
:E  MODERN  CONVENIENCE  OF  TODAY. 

,  .  -  ai.T'-.e-itiC  CAST  !:<C'^ 
-o.'oojrt'O'  frcrr-,  or>:n; 

patterrii  Corriri-.ed  v.lr 
the  Early  Arnericari  charn- 
of  this  hardsome  antiqu'; 
iS  the  convenience  of  full, 
automatic  oven  and  burner 

controls,  and  an  easy-c3' 
porcelain  top.  Cofree  '^■■. 
uniquely  houses  clock,  overi 
timer  and  minute  minder. 
Fits  modern  range  soace. 
Prices  start  at  $555.00,  pius 
freight   charges. 

CAST  IRON  WALL  OVEN 
.  .  rro.Ti  s  CAST  IRON  with 

handsome  scroll  design.  The 

18"  oven  is  fully  insulated 
zri  ;c'ce!ain  lined.  Hearth 
aoor  conceals  all  controls, 
clock  and  timer.  Available 
in  right  or  left  hand  door 
models.  Prices  begin  at 
S325.00,  plus  freight  charges. 

Made  and  Sold  Only  by 

Quality   Backed   by  35   Years 
of  Skilled   Craftsmanship. 

WEBSTER 

'Tt;fe::i^' 

Send   25C  for  your 

"COUNTRY    CHARM- 
Appliance    Folder 

BOX  HG-46  ROGERS,  ARK.  72756  and    Gift    CatolOg. 

"Old  Fashioned  Gifts" 

petdtaind? 

CARPETS  RUINED 
BY  PET  STAINS? 

NO  LONGER!  Two  chemical  miracles 

PERMANENTLY  REMOVE  pet  stains 

OR  odors  from  carpets  safely  .  .  .  for 

pennies  compared  to  carpef  re- 

placement. ORDER:  (  =  1.  URINE- 

OUT  .  .  .  removes  even  years  old  oxi- 

dized pet  stains  ONLY  $6.45).  OR: 

for  odors  only,  (-2.  KILODR,  also 

ONLY  $6.45)  Add  $1.50  for  handling. 

SATISFACTION  OR  MONEY  BACK. 

SHIPPED  BY  UNITED  PARCEL 

CLEANCRAFT,    Dept.    K 

127  Church  St.  Peru,   III.  61354 

Yes.    you    can    have    a 

r^^\^     blown  up  from  your  color 
^       "^       photo  or  slide  at  a  frac- 

tion of  the  price.  All 

|-j'  color  posters  printed 
^-  on  Kodak  paper.  Great gift  idea! 

Wlllllf"
"'* 

into  a  FULL  COLOR  POSTER 
at  Unbelievable  low  Cost! 

LOW  COST  FULL  COLOR  POSTERS 

20"x24"     only     S7.50 
14"»17"       only     S4.50 

  24"«36"     .  only  S12.50   
BLACK  &  WHITE  BLOWUPS  TOO! 

2  ft.  X  3  ft.  S3. 50  Laminated  Posters 

1   ft.  X  1 '  2  ft.  $2.00  "?  •»  2  ft.  X  3  ft. 

1' 2  ft.  X  2  ft.  S2.50  S3.00addtl. 

3  ft.  X  4  ft.  S7.50  f'''"*''  Returned.
 

For  every  color  poster  ordered,  add  S2-00  and 
getablack  &  white  same  size.  Black  and  White 
Duplicates  SQOo  off.  Add  SOc  each  item.  han. 
dling.  For  prompt  delivery  put  name  &  address 
on  back  of  photo.  Send  check,  cash  or  M.O. 
N.Y.  residents  add  appropriate  sales  tax.  If 
you  send  slide'or  negative,  add  51. OO  for  each 
sire.    Shipped    U.P.S.    SI. 50    per    item. 

Dept.  HG-46.  Congers.  NY    10920 

DISTINCTIVE  CLSTO.M  LIGHTING 

A  fine  selection  of  ovrr  5fl  classic  designs 
for  in<ioor  and  outdoor  liehtin^  that  will 
lend  Karmth  and  charm  to  both  the  con- 

ieinporar>'  and  traditional  dicoratin:; 
scenes.  Everv'  liehi  is  of  the  highest  quality, 

individually  cut.  assembled  and  fitted 
in  brass,  copper  or  pewter.  Your 

selection  will  be  owT>ed  with  pride 
by  future  generations.  Send  $1.00 
for  48  page  catalog. 

HERITAGE 
'^'Afg^ERNS 
■  H(i-46.J>ca  Mcado»N3  Lane 

"i  .,-n.  .uih.  Maine  04096 

^■b'
 

Press-Not  Priscillas 
These  lovely  full  cut  curtains  with  deep  6"  ruffles 
will  give  your  home  that  real  Country  Look.  Spar- 

kling fresh  of  permanent  press  50%  polyester 

and  50%  cotton  broadcloth,  they  are  86"  wide 
per  pair,  tie  backs  included.  Choose  white  or 

eggshell.  45"  L  $13.  54"  $13.50.  53"  $14.  72" 
$15.  84"  $15.50,  90"  $16.  Valance  $2.50.  V.-  t= 
only  in  81"  $15.25.  Add  $1.75  post  &  Hara 
Md.  res.  add  4%  tax. 

"OLD  MANOR  HOUSE  CURTAIN  BOOKLET" 
with  actual  fabric  samples  SOc 

Quality  and  Satisfaction  Since  1890 

MATHER'S 

NEPTUNES  TREASURE 

Let  this  gleaming  little  creature 
swim  into  your  life  for  luck  and 
charm.  Unique  sea  horse  of  fine 
workmanship  is  captured  in  solid 

sterling  silver,  IVz"  I.  on  18" sterling  chain.  $12.95  plus  $1 

post.  Gift  boxed.  The  Allan  Col- 
lection, HG4,  Box  181,  Old  Chel- 

sea Sta..  New  York,  NY  1001 1 . 

WARM-EASE  AID 

Therma  pad  designed  to  relieve 
aching  joints  by  sealing  body 
heat  in  and  concentrating  it 
where  needed.  For  knee,  elbow, 
ankle  to  counteract  stiffness  and 

strain.  Foam-filled  jersey,  wash- 
able. $2.29  plus  35c  post.  Hol- 
iday Gifts,  Inc.,  Dept.  304-F, 

Wheat  Ridge.  CO  80033. 

THE  CONTINENTAL 

Tray  purse  opens  and  closes  in 
palm  of  your  hand.  Select  and 

count  change  easily.  Two  com- 
partments: one  can  hold  bills  or 

tickets  and  the  other  coins.  Tan 

pigskin.  3"  by  3".  $2.98  plus 
30c  post.  Order  ¥700.  Anthony 
Enterprises.  HG4,  556  Mission 
St.,  San  Francisco.  CA  94105. 

GIFT  FOR  GOLFERS 

Handy  caddy  cane  is  ideal  for 
carefree  golfing  and  travel.  No 
need  for  caddies  or  carts,  and 
helpful  on  wet  fairways.  Made  of 
anodized  aluminum  for  long 
wear.  Holds  10  clubs,  4  balls,  6 
tees.  $14.95  plus  $1.25  post. 
Postamatic  Co.,  Inc.,  Dept. 

HG476.  Lafayette  Hill,  PA  19444. 

DO>VN  COMFORTS P     ̂ .y  ̂ A  RE-COVERED 

, .  in   cxqiiitit*   down-proof  satin*,   toWotos. 

Wool  eomfortt  recovered,  too.  And  OLD 

FEATHEIBEDS  converted  into  cloud-soft,  feather- 

fluff,  heirloom  comforts  by  ALOEN  secret  proc- 

!>     ess.  ABSOLUTE  SATISFACTION  GUARANTEED. 

Mail   Order  Only.  No  salesman  will  call! 

ALDEN  COMFORT  MILLS-HG»Box  6070»Dollas,  Texas 

plet  of  covtrhigi,  testimoHiols,  and 

descriptive  folder  today.  No  obligotioR. 

31   E.   Main  St..   C4-6.   Weif. Md     21 1S7 

ALMATEX 

FKEEDOM 
Proudly  wear  our  FREEDOM  T-SHIRT 
especially  designed  for  you.  in  lovely 
heather  colors  with  colorfast  trim  on 

neck  and  cuffs.  Extra-full  cut  and  extra- 
long.  90%  Cotton.  10%  Rayon 

Size:  S-M-L Color  Choice: 

Heather  Blue  Dark  Blue  Trim 
Heather  Green  Dark  Green  Trim 

Heather  Red,' Red  Trim 

«^4>i7«7 — add  50c  for  postage  &  handling 
SATISFACTION   GUARANTEED 

Ple3se  send  check  or  money  order  t:  : 

ALMATEX  INTERNATIONAL  COMPANY 
MAIL  ORDER  DIVISION 
356^1  Bristol  Pike     Corn.ells  Heights.   Pa.   19020 

Now  is  the  time  to  join  the 

Tropical  Plant 
Of  the  Month  Club 
6  Exciting  Tropical  Plants  Plus 

1  FREE  PALM  TREE 

Thrill  every  Tortr  to  a  -s"  Deautifu'  ''o:,  c  = 
plant  in  its  own  decorative  planter  starting  tuf 

your  o*n  free  exotic  palm'  No  membership  fe« 
—  price  includes  palm  six  lovely  6  to  8  inc" 
tropical  indoor  plants  sent  postpatd  monthi, 

direct  from  the  nurse»7  plus  opportunities  any- 
time to  select  from  25  or  more  favorite  anc 

exotic  varieties  at  low  nursery  prices    Satis- 

faction guaranTeed 

a 
f/d; $995 

Free  «"  rah*  Tree 

Send  check  or  money  order  to 

Tropical  Plant  of  the  Month  Club 
^0  D-aAe'AM   Ho-   AE^E^a  '  o'  ■la  32~02 

Offer  DOM)  in  Alaska.  Arizona.  Cakforma.  Haeau 

■.    ̂ A9~:- 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

NO  MORE  CURLS 

Now  you  can  have  crunchy  bacon 
— minus  the  curls.  Bacon  press 

keeps  bacon  flat  while  conduct- 
ing heat  for  evenly-cooked  crispy 

meat.  Fits  any  round  pan  9"  or 
larger.  For  draining  grease,  too. 
$1.49  plus  30c  post.  Anthony 
Enterprises,  HG4,  556  Mission 
St.,  San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

KEY   MAGIC 

Key-Katch  press-on  pull-off  discs 
in  three  different  eye-catching 
colors  are  the  key  to  instant  dis- 

covery of  keys  in  hand  or  shoul- 
der bag.  Fob  can  be  transferred 

to  any  key  holder.  Pkg:  one  fob, 
chain,  three  mates.  $2.98,  two, 
$5  plus  35c  post.  Bleuette,  Inc., 
HG4,  509  Fifth  Ave.,  NY  10017. 

LUXURY  TOUCH 

Cushioned  toilet  seat  for  good 
looks  and  comfort.  Soft  padding 

electronically  laminated,  heat- 
sealed.  Five  colors  and  designs: 
butcher  block,  cerulean  blue, 
canary  yellow,  sable  brown  and 

pink  pink.  $19.95  ppd.  Jo-Dan 
Sales,  Ltd.,  HG4,  7011  Calamo 
St.,  Springfield,  VA  22150. 

KNIT  VALET 

Handy  little  comb  strokes  out 
mats,  pills  and  balls  from  napped 
fabrics  in  seconds.  Use  it  on 
sweaters,  shawls,  any  knit.  May 
be  used  on  fabrics  of  man-made 
fibers.  $1.98  plus  25c  post. 

Order  D-Fuzz-lt  from  Anthony 
Enterprises,  HG4,  556  Mission 
St.,  San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

/
*
 

IIAVIDMrX    IJ»VE:    •iiKAT 

:  I  IT  Jf  !-«:?: ■Vonderfully  warm  and    refreshingly  lovely  in  any 
lome   the   Davidson   is   available   in   a   variety   of 

ine  fabrics — stripes,  solids,   prints;  cut,  a 
ique,   crushed   and   plain   velvets,   etc.    Yo 

Specify  type  fabric  and   colors  desired. 

S412.00  as  shown  in  imported  Greeff  lOOVo^    _ 

nen,   $220.00  in  your  fabric — send   13  idi.fnt 

1     (Shipping  charges  extra)  fcfitSi  i' ■»    •♦■.  " 

i    C.O.D.    Satisfaction    guaranteed.    Send    S2.?S^' "T'?*  S' S 

rmwr 

-::  ̂ '■::!^ 
"W'^^'^f-^- 

r    Furniture    Catalogue   and    Request    Form 
REE,     hand-selected    decorator    fabrics. 

When  in  our  area. 

1 1.000  sq.  ft.  Showroom. 

*:  J*  ■  -i 

w<lik^' 
PC.      Box     2324.      HG764.      Hickory.      N.C       28601 

Jorld  Famed  BREVETTATA 

Tear  Gas  Pistol  »°fe?a'r,l^T 

EQUIRES  -*     r 
10  PERMIT 
oiid  metal  con 

Iiuction  with  bull  if     ̂  
[  og  grips,  looks  like  a      \k(^ 
eal  gun   Stops  aggres        w^ ̂  \  "i 
or  wittiout  permanently       \^^0 
liuring  him    Gives  needed    ̂ ^«!^£^ 
uotection  for  people  who  work 
n  lonely,  dark  locations    Ideal 
light  security  for  wives  and  dauph 
ers  Still  no  federal  permit  or  licen 
leeded,  but  not  sold  to  minors    Fi 
even  cartridges  without  reloading   The 
'rice  of  each  gun  unit  includes  one  gun. 
en  rounds  of  tear  gas  shells,  and  all  ship 

Jing  cost-    Prompt  shipment     Insured     We've  been .elling  tear   gas   equipment  for   the   past   fourteen 
.ears.  Thousands  of  satisfied  customers. 

1  Gun-Unit    $17,00 
2  Gun-Units  @  $15  ea   ..{total  $30) 

.3  Gun-Units  @   $14.50  ea.      (total  S43.50) 
4  Gun-Units  (ffi   $14  ea,   .  (total   S56) 
6  Gun-Units  (&   $13  ea,  .      (total   S78) 
Extra  tear  gas  shells       S3  tor  ten 

1  Blanks  for  practice    $2.50  per   100 
;  Holsters      $2.50  ea. 
jTear  Gas  Antidote,   Bottle    $2.88 
lAML   CITY   

DDRESS.   STATE   7IP 

Enclosed    is  n   Check   for  $   
G   Money   Order  for  $   

or  charge  my  □  Master  Charge  D  BankAmericard 
Card   Number    

Exp.     Date       ■    197s  B.e.ellali 
Signature     _ 
ORDER  BY  MAIL  from  LEATHER  FEATHER  j 

Dept.  EE.  P.O.  Box  2946 

Las  Vegas,  Nevada  89104      ̂ JTTk**!. 
not  intfiKled  '01  ulf 

^K^*^    ̂ ^H^^HIB 

iw 
^ 

^ yl ^^^& 

/«^ 

^ffl 

1^^^ 
^^/j^ajjf^'              1^ 

GREAT  STYLING- 
GREAT  COMFORT! 

"KATHY"— Sporty  and  spirited  wedgies 
with  super-soft  foam-cushioned  insoles 
and  bouncy  crepe  soles.  Beautifully 
grained,  stained-wood  13/4  inch  wedge 
heels.  In  White,  Bone.  Black,  Navy  or 
Red.  Only  S9.95.  Sizes:  4  through  12, 
Narrow,  Medium  or  Wide  widths.  No  half 
sizes  over  10.  Si. 00  extra  per  pair  for 
sizes  over  10.  Add  90C  postage  for  each 
pair  ordered.  Refund  if  you  are  not  de- 

lighted. Free  catalog. 
SOFWEAR  SHOES,  Dept.  KY.  1711  Main. 
Houston,  Texas  77002. 

APRIL,    i976 

How  can  we 

bring  the  warmth 
and  beauty  of 
an  18th  century 

hearth  into  our 
lives  today? 

You  will  find  the 

gracious  styles  an<d 
designs  of  young 

America  in  the  pages  of 

Early  American  Life  and 
in  other  programs  of 

The  Early  American  Society 

"V^ 

Recent  projects  for  members  In- 
clude 18th  century  recipes,  projects 

for  the  worl^shop,  plans  for  authen- 
tic 18th  century  houses,  fashion 

patterns  from  1780,  wall  stencil 
designs,  and  ideas  for  historic  travel. 

Every  article  and  plan  published 
in  our  bimonthly  magazine  since 
1970  is  available,  a  veritable  treas- 

ure house  of  decorating  and  restora- 
tion ideas.  Members  may  buy  related 

books  at  up  to  25%  discount  and 
participate  in  our  travel  events  and 
assemblies. 

We  are  so  certain  that  member- 
ship in  the  Early  American  Society 

may  become  one  of  your  most  valu- 
able possessions  that  we  offer  a 

no-risk  membership.  Just  mail  the 
application  at  right.  Dues  are  $8.00 
per  year  after  you  have  seen  your 
first  issue  of  Early  American  Life. 

Membership  Chairman 
The  Early  American  Society 

3300  Walnut  St  ,  Boulder,  CO  80302 

Please  enroll  me  as  a  member  in  the  Early 

American  Society  and  bill  my  annual  dues  of 

$8  00  after  I  have  received  my  first  issue  of 
EARLY  AMERICAN  LIFE.  I  understand  that  if 

the  first  issue  does  not  live  up  to  my  expec- 

tations I  may  cancel  without  further  obligation. 

Name. 

Address 

City    

State . 
■  Zip. 

If  you'd  rather  phone  call  800-528-6050  Ext.  80. 
(Toll  tree  number  lor  new  membership  only) 7180 

CLEANS  SILVER  FAST 
Magic  Silver  Leaf  goes  in  the  dishpan,  or  sink,  and  safely  cleans 

silver  as  you  wash  dishes.  No  rubbing,  no  boiling.  Keeps  sliver 

shining  bright  and  tarnish-free.  Safe  for  finest  silverplate  and 

sterling.  Odorless  and  non-toxic.  Lasts  a  lifetime,  never  wears  out. 

SILVER  LEAF   $4.98    +   400  Mailing  Each 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  IVIoney  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises Depf.  HG-46 
556  Mission,   San  Francisco,  Colif.   94105 
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"Every  painting  a  masterpiece" 
Our  portraits  in  oil  are  TRUE  WORKS  OF 
ART,  painted  on  fine  quality  canvas  from  your 
photograph  and  NOT  painted  on  top  of  an 
enlargement  of  your  photo,  as  is  the  method 
of  other  commercial  portrait  services. 

POIVTRAITS 
IN  OIL 

•  Magnificently  painted  on  canvas  from 
Old  or  new  photos  by  outstanding  acad- 

emy trained  artists.  A  superb  living  like- 
ness in  full  color  is  executed  in  rich  oils. 

•  No  longer  need  you  envy  those  fortu- 
nate enough  to  own  a  family  portrait . . . 

you  can  see  immortalized  for  all  time, 
the  loved  and  never  aging  personality  of 
your  wife,  husband,  children,  parents. 
•  Van  Dyke  Oil  Portraits  from  photo- 

graphs are  indistinguishable  from  those 
done  from  life.  It  is  of  special  advantage 
to  those  who  are  not  available  for  per- 

sonal sittings.  "Living  Likeness  Guaran- 

teed." 

Unbelievable  Works  of  Art 
at  Unbelievable  Low  Prices 

12  portrait  painters  to  choose  from  FROM  ̂ 99^^  tO  *99o 
00 

Beautifully  Illustrated  Catalog     '7ff  _ 
"How  To  Order  An  Oil  Portrait"  ̂ ^C 
MASTER  CHARGE  OR  BANKAMER(CARD  ACCEPTED 

p-an  px^kc  ©U  fortrmls,  JItb. 

Truly  a  unique  and  lasting  gift. 

^     Compare  our  works  of  art with  others  selling  up  to  $3,000. 

DEPT.  G,  153  EAST  57  ST. 

NY.,  NY.  10022  •  TEL  (2i2)  759-2't50 

■LARGEST  IN  THE  FIELD  OF  OIL  PORTRAITURE" 

MOVABLE 

MAKEUP 

MIRROR 

Adjusts  from 

411/2"  to  70"  Tall! 
At  last,  the  perfect  make- 

up mirror!  Take  it  +0  a 

window  or  wherever  light  is 

right  for  seeing.  It  leaves 

your  hands  free  for  make- 
upor  hair  grooming.  Stand 

adjusts  from  41i/j"  to  70" 
tall.  Mirror  is  7"  in  diam- 

eter, regular  on  one  side, 

magnifying  on  the  other. 

Men  like  it  too  (it's  tall 
enough  for  a  4-footer!) 
In  gleaming  brassplate, 

smartly  designed. 

SI  495 Plus  SI. 65  Postage 

Send  for  Free 
Gift  Catalog 

a  I'll  sail 

s4all«'ri«'s 2100  B-4  No.   Haskell 

Dallas.  Texas  75204 

MAGIC  BAND  HAT  SCARF 

Magic  Band  Hat  Scarf  is  so  flattering  and 

fashionable.  The  "magic"  is  in  the  adjust- 
able "velcro"  tape  fastener  band.  It  locks 

together  smoothly,  without  bulky  knots; 
keeps  scarf  from  slipping  while  you  play. 

Multi-colored  tennis  or  golf  design  on 
white  background,  or  solids  in  red,  white 

or    navy.    Washable    cotton-polyester. 

$4.98  plus  50c  postage 
2  for  $9.50  plus  75c  postage 

FERRY  HOUSE  ̂ 1.:^^ 

•476 

Manor.  N.Y.  10310 

Softly  Lustrous!  Silky  Smooth! 

THE  POETIC  LOOK  with  open-throat  col- 
lar, billowy  sleeves,  gauntlet  cuffs  and 

deep  slits  at  the  side.  Just  beautiful  in  in- 
terlock-knlt  polyester!  (Machine  washable. 

M233627— Blouse.  Lt.  Blue,  Lilac,  Black, 

Maize,  White.  Sizes  32,  34,  36.  38.qgg 

Extra  Sizes  40,  42,  44  10.99 

Plus  $1.00  postage  and  handling. 

LANA   LOBELL, 
Dept.  M-2208,  Hanover,  Pa.  17331 
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The  first  intellectual  toy  made  for  the  think- 

ing cat.  Safe,  durable  "mouse  in  the  hole" 
game  will  provide  hours  of  entertainment 
lor  kitty  and  anyone  who  is  watching.  Even 

the  most  sophisticated  feline  can't  resist  it. 
Measures  8"  in  diam.  x  3'/z"  high.  The 
"mouse"  is  an  elusive  ball.  Send  $3.95  post- 

paid today. 

New  88  pg.  color  gift  catalog— 25);; 

Suburbia,  inc. 
Mail  Shopping  Service 

366  Wacouta,  Dept.  306,  St.  Paul,  Minn.  55101 

SHOPPING  AROUND 
PET'S  OASIS 

Thirsty  pets  love  the  automatic 
waterer,  which  comes  with  dur- 

able 30"  hose  ready  to  screw  into 

faucet  indoors  or  outdoors.  9" 
by  7"  by  3"  basin.  $6.98  ppd. 
Order  now  for  the  summer  days 
ahead.  Write  to  G.Q.F.  Mfg.  Co., 
HG4,  Box  8152,  Savannah,  GA 
31402. 

FAST  CLIP 
Zoom  through  that  big  hemming 

job  in  half  the  time  with  hem 
clips  that  eliminate  pinning. 
Stainless  steel  clips  hold  and 

measure  up  to  3"  w.  for  easy 
sewing,  ironing.  Set  of  six,  $1.98 

plus  20c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG4,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  GA  94105. 

GRAPE  IDEA 

To  accompany  a  bowl-full  of  lus- 
cious grapes,  a  pair  of  silver- 

plated  metal  shears  to  snip  off  a 
serving.  Decorated  with  grape 

clusters  and  antiqued,  5"  I.  Made 
in  Portugal.  $6.98  plus  50c  post. 
Country  Gourmet,  G4E,  512  So. 
Fulton  Ave.,  Mt.  Vernon,  NY 
10550. 

HOCUS-POCUS 
Easy-to-follow  tips  on  how  to  be- 

come an  expert  on  sleight  of 
hand  card  tricks.  Fascinating 

hobby  for  you,  fun  for  your  fam- 
ily and  friends.  84  card  tricks, 

to  while  away  time.  $1.69  plus 
3Cc  post.  Anthony  Enterprises, 

HG4,  556  Mission  St.,  San  Fran- 
cisco, CA  94105. 

* 

UNIQUE  ANTIQUE  CARVING 

Use  it  to  decorate  any  room,  hallway,  of- 
fice even  on  your  front  door.  Beautiful 

wood-like  2472"  x  3372 "  x  2"  finished 
rich  oak  or  walnut  for  $38.75.  Antique 

painted  to  your  color  S7.00  extra.  Add 
$2.85  postage  &  handling.  Wis.  res.  add 
4%  tax. 

MARK   III   PRODUCTIONS   Dept.  HG4 
611  W.  Blodgett,  Marshfield,  Wis.  54449 

H 
{[| 

INDIAN  LEGEND 

TURQUOISE  FOR  GOOD  LUCK 

A.  Sterling  Silver  &  genuine  turquoise 

(Sizes  4-9)  S10.50 
B.  Sterling  Silver  spoon  ring  w  genuine 

turquoise.  Adjustable.  S12.95 
C.  Sterling  Silver  &  genuine  turquoise 
(Sizes  4-9)  SB. 50 

Satisfaction  guaranteed!  Send  50c  tor  68  page 

catalog  ol  jewelry,  clothing  &  leather  goods 

Dept.  HG-4 

P.  0.  Box  14348 

Opportunity,  WA  99214 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

I 

TRADITIONAL  CHARM 

Lovely  butler's  table  is  small 
enough  to  move  easily,  and  its 
perennial  grace  fits  any  room. 

Mahogany  finish.  Open:  17"  h.  by 
38"  w.  by  26"  d.  Closed:  17"  h. 
by  30"  w.  by  18"  d.  $99.95  exp. 
Coll.  Catalogue  $1.  Bryan  Robe- 

son, HG-154,  Route  10,  Box  793, 
Hickory,  NC  28601. 

FAUCET  FIXER 

Annoying  drip,  drip,  drip  of  a 
faucet  is  stopped  easily  with  a 
neoprene  ball  that  just  drops  into 
the  fixture  after  removing  old 
washer.  Sealer  stays  put  against 
grease,  oil.  Set  of  12  $1.29  plus 
20c  post.  Anthony  Enterprises, 

HG4,  556  Mission  St.,  San  Fran- 
cisco, CA  94105. 

MUSCLETONER 

Exercise  with  simple  rubber  arm 
muscle  builder,  firms  arm  and 
hand  muscles,  relieves  aches  and 
stiffness.  Fits  in  a  pocket  when 
not  in  use.  Athletes  use  it;  exer- 

cise enthusiasts  advocate  it. 
$2.98  plus  35c  postage.  Anthony 
Enterprises,  HG4,  556  Mission 
St.,  San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

WATERCOLOR  BUTTERFLY 

One  of  four  butterflies  from  orig- 
inal sketches  by  Burk  Sauls. 

Hand  painted  in  authentic  but- 

terfly colorings.  Lithographs,  8" 
by  10"  $3  each;  set  of  four,  $10; 
in  11"  by  14"  mat,  oval  cut  out 
(shown),  $6  ea.;  set  of  four,  $20. 
Ppd.  Catalogue,  25c.  The  Tattered 
Boot,  HG4,  Lamont,  FL  32336. 

V«^ 

CEDAR  LOG  CABIN  &  FORT 
Kids  Love  'em  Both 

Lasts  from  Genera+ion-fo-Generotion 

^  5>zes  approxir 

FUN   FORT         i    ' 
fVladt*   of   same  wood   as   loy  cabin 
BIG     5x6x5    ft.     high.    Will     stam 
><p  in  all  weather.   Includes  block 
house,      firing      platform,       Ladde 
:.ind     swinging     gate.     Shipped      if 
lip  reassembled    sections 
Tn 1  be  sot  up  in  minutes. 

Sfit  isidctiou  giiara)! 

Used  Outdoors 
ALL   WOOD 

sturdy,  all  weather,  log 
cabin  for  junior  cowboys 
or  as  a  dream  house  for 
junior  misses.  Made  of 
long  lasting  Split  Cedar 
Wood  logs  with  bark.  It 
comes  preassembled  m  6 
sections  and  can  be  put 
together  in  minutt  s.  CAN 
ALSO  BE  USED  AS  UTIL- 

ITY SHED  AND  CABANA 
x5  on  ground;  tfCC  Qi; 
high  ^DO.UJ 

^    ̂   7' X  61  2' high  5118.95 With   shutters  and  door  S1B8.95 
All      prices     FOB.     Camden.      N.     J. 

Slatr    ra^hlenfs  add    7 f  r    sales   tax. 

5l2 

$68.95 

CEDAR  PRODUCTS.  Dept.  HG-8,  Box  84,  N.  Boldwin,  N.Y.  11510 

^     _  r  288.- 
000      cabins and       forts      shipped 

throughout  the  50 
states.  Giftsthat  last  for- 

ever— all  solid  wood  —  no 
plastic-  They  never  need 
painting     or 

stai 

Beautiful 

I  Deluxe 
^     Plant 
'^    Stand 

This  high  styled  plant 

stand  is  50"  tall  with 
ail  metal  'bamboo'  de- 

sign, with  4  grace- 
fully curved  hangers 

topped  with  a  pagoda 

finial.  The  base  is  13" 
across.  Comes  com- 

plete with  4  fluted 
brass  plated  plant 
holders  on  chains.  A 
rich  decorative  ad- 

dition to  any  in- 
terior.   Small    enough 

'or    apartment    dwellers.    Finish    is    Deluxe 
<OCh  brass  plate.  Order  by  catalog  GDRB  4B. 
[Plants  not   included.)  $49.75.   Shipped   ppd. 
jpon  receipt  of  check. 

f \ 
\ 

SANTA    CLAUS,    INDIANA     47579 

■''PRIL,    1976 

'^iJS^Ji^ 

Protect  your  silver  with 

Tarnish-Proof  Pacific  Silvercloth Drawer  Pa^s.,     
(JJ)JJ,J^^J 

yfiiiimw 

Holds  over 

125  pieces,  (large  size  shown) 

Pads  convert  your  drawer  space  into  a  silver cliest. 

Prevents  tarnish  and  scratching;  silver  is  al- 
ways ready  to  use. 

SIZE:  Uy,"  wide  i  15"  deep  i 
2V2"  high.  Holds  over  100  pieces. 

SIZE:  I7V2"  wide  «  IS'/j"  deep  x 
l^z"  high.   Holds  ower  125  pieces. 

$10.75 

SI  2.75 
ADD  $1.25  FOR  PACKING  &  POSTAGE 

FOR  EACH  UNIT  ORDERED. 

BARRINGTON  SPECIALTIES 
P.O.     Box     154-G,     Barrington,     R.     I.    02806 

NOW!  PAINT  AN  ENTIRE  ROOM 
IN  LESS  THAN  30  MINUTES 

WITH   REVOLUTIONARY   NEW 
KOTOMATIC 

^f^o^^mmi 
NO  PAN. ..NO  DRIP. ..NO  MESS 
No  more  clumsy  paint  pan.  Just  fill  the 
tiandle  and  paint.  Even  ceilings  can  be 

done  without  drip  or  spill.  You  can  paint 

better,  faster,  smoother  ...  no  streak- 
ing or  messing  furniture,  rugs,  floors, 

antiques.  KOTO-MATIC  has  a  patented 
perforated  cylinder  with  soft  fabricated 
cover  that  distributes  the  paint  from 
within.  Uses  water,  oil,  latex,  acrylic  or 

jellied  paints  for  indoors  or  outdoors. 
HOMEOWNERS  model  15  98.  I  for  $11.00 
PROFESSIONAL   model  S8  98.   2  lor  S16  50 

Extra  head  homeowners     .  .  $2  00  ea. 

Extra  head    PROFESSIONAL'S    S3. 00    ea. 
Send    check,    mo      AdtfSO«  for  shipping. 

Include  sales  tax  where  applicable. 

INTERNATIONAL  FIBERGLASS  (Dept.RHG2) 
34  E.  12thSt  ,N.Y..N.Y.  10003  (212)  GR  7  5780 

RESCUE  CARPETS  FROM 

For  all 

stains 
&  odors 

PETS 
ACCIDENTS 

This  Is  the  complete  set  of  scientific  sprays 

— guaranteed  effective  &  safe — that  removes 
stains  &  odors  forever.  Carpet  Rescue  Kit 
saves  carpets  from  pet  accidents  S  stubborn 
stains.  Each  kit  contains  two  8  oz.  non-aero- 

sol sprays:  Spray  "A"  permanently  removes 
stains,  and  Spray  "B"  destroys  all  odors 
from  carpeting,  upholstery,  kennel  areas, 
litter  boxes.  Must  work  safely  &  completely 
or  your  money  bock.  (Kits  exclusively  of 
Spray  "A"  or  "B"  avail)  Send  ck.  or  M.O. 
I  Kit  S6.50  4- $1.00  post.  Save  $2:  Order 
Two   Kits   $12.99   (we   pay  post.) 

American  Century 
135  S.  La  Brea,  Dept.  1046 

Box  36232,  Los  Angeles,  Calif.  90036 

^r  GIFT    IDEA    V^H o 
YOUR  VERY  OWN  SHIRTS 

CUSTOM   PRINTED 
Sport  a  T-Stiirt  or  Sweatshirt  with  any 
name,  club,  slogan,  team,  wtiatever,  boldly 

printed  In  color.  Choose  up  to  30  letters  on 
front  or  12  down  a  sleeve  as  shown.  Shirt 

colors:  White,  black,  navy,  or  red.  Initial 

letters  the  same  colors.  Mix  'n  match  a 
shirt  color  with  an  initial  color.  No  running 

or  fading,  machine  washable.  Sizes:  S  M 

L  XL — great  for  everyone  you  know. 

T-Shirt.  short  sleeves  $4.50;  Sweatshirt, 
long  sleeves  $6.50.  $2.00  extra  for  printing 

on  both  sides;  50G  per  extra  letter. 

Jo-Dan   Sales,   Ltd. 
7011  Calamo  Street 

Springfield,  Virginia  22150 

"IS  SHANNON 

AIRPORT  THE 
BEST  PLACE 
TO  BUY  BY 

MAIL  ORDER?" 
"They're  fastest  and  most 

reliable  .  .  ." Stan  Delaplane  in  San 
Francisco  Chronicle 

The  68  page 

Fully  illustrated  in  colour 
catalogue 

of  Europe's  choicest  bargain 

offers 
IRISH  Crystal,  Fisherknits, 

Linen  and  Mohair 

ENGLISH  Bone  China,  Dolls, 

Duffle  Coats,  Golf  Balls 

SCOTS       Cashmere  and  Viyella 
Shirts 

FRENCH    Perfumes 

ITALIAN     WoodSculptuhtes 

SWISS        Watches  and  unique 

Swiss  Army  Knives 

NORSE      Icelandic  garments  and 
Pewter 

DUTCH       Porcelain 

GERMAN  Beersteins 

(!|,  ;|     Send  $1  for 

airmail  to  US 

or  to  Canada. 
Write  today  to 

Shannon 
Mail  Order 
T  B  14. 

Shannon Airport, 

Ireland. 

Name   

Address   

City   '.   
State_ 

Zip 

T  B  14 
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PLEASE  TELL  ME 
Do  you  know  where  T  can  buy  discontinued  silver  patterns? 
I  recently  inherited  some  silver  and  wonder  if  I  might  add  to 
the  set.  I  do  not  know  the  name  of  my  pattern. 
Jean's  Silversmith's  Inc.  carries  hundreds  of  old  and  discontinued  Sterling 
F'atterns,   Just   send   a  snap  shot,   tissue   rubbing,  or   photocopy,   with   a 

desiMption  of  any  identifying  marks.  Jean's  can  identify  any  pattern  from 
any  of  the  above. 

Jean's  has  the  largest  stock  of  old  and  new  flatware 

IF  IT'S  SILVER  YOU  WANT 
''^  SILVERSMITHS  INC. 

16W45thSt.,  N.Y.  36N.Y JEANS 
Jean's  Also  Buys 
Silver,  Jewelrj, 
and  Estates. 

OX  7-0367 

Hand-Held  Dental  Floss  Stik 
Sanitary  way  to  clean  gums  and 
remove  plaque  from  teeth  Plastic 

Stik  IS  5'4'  long,  provides  firm  con- 
trol of  floss  and  easy  access  to  all 

teeth  Comes  with  40  yards  of  floss 
uses  only  4  per  application 
0746-6-Waxed  Floss  Stik  ST. 98 

0748-6-Waxed  Refill  (40  yards)  79c 
0787-6-Unwaxed  Floss  Stik  SJ.98 

0784-6Unwaxed  Refill  (40  yds  )    79c 

Write  For  New  Free  Gift  Catalog! 

Miles  Kimball 
88  Bond  St..  Oshkosh,  Wis.  54901 

n 

1 111 i8E«S«  J 
KiHlfo^      ̂  
mtm 

fm^f ''- 
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BEER  CAN  "SHOW  OFF"  RACK 
A  perfect  showcase  for  the  Beer  Can  Collector's 

treasure  trove!  7'9"  floor-to  ceiling  extension 
pole  comes  with  3  removable  racks  .  .  .  each 

rack  holds  10  cans.  Pole  will  accommodate  up 
to  13  racks  to  display  130  cans,  making  the 
collection  a  colorful  room  decoration.  Cans 

slip  out  easily  for  close  up  inspection.  No  tools 
needed  for  assembling.  A  GREAT  GIFT  IDEA. 

No.  8-26  Pole  with  3  racks  J14.98  +  1.50  P&H 
No.  8-27  Extra  racks— 2  for  $3.00  +  $1 .00  P&H 

III.   Rrs.   add   SOq   Tan.   Gift  Catalog   .SOc 

HOUSE  OF  MINNEL 
S30     L.irk     St.     O.pt       546.     Gi-n.va.     II     60134 

o~hs 

Great  Going 

Our  perky 

,  T-shirt 
y         dress  from ^-    /  Herman  Geist  IS 

;    /of  soft  polyester/ cotton  jersey. 

piped  and  mono- grammed  In  white. 
Emerald,  navy  or 

bluebell.  S.fvl.L  for 
sizes6-14.  $22.00. 

Monogram  as 
shown  or  on  sleeve 

(please  underline 
last  initial).  $3.00. 

Add  $1.75 
for  postage. 

Send  for  our  new 
free  color  catalog. 

lUt  (Ai  tv  '        ,     ■      v.:  HiNGHAU.MASS  02043 
Acion,  Duxbury.  Lenox.  South  Hami;!on.  Wa^sachuscni 

Avon,  Hamdon.  Connrciiru! 

PHOTO-GO-ROUND 

Take  treasured  snapshots  out  of  hiding.  Display 
them  in  this  revolving  photo  file!  No  gluing!  No 

mounting!  Simply  slip  photos  up  to  3' '_/'  x  5  '  V' 
into  the  protective  transparent  windows  sus 
pended  on  the  sturdy  wooden  base.  Envelopes  for 
160  pictures  are  included.  S14.95  plus  $1.25 

postage.  Deluxe  model  (not  shown)  has  round 

wooden  base.  2"  wooden  turning  knobs,  Plexi 
glas  frame,  envelopes  for  240  pictures.  S19.95 

plus  SI  .50  postage.  Both  models  will  hold 
up  to  600  photos.  Envelopes  for  each  additional 
32  photos  are  $1.50. 

FERRY  HOUSE  oept.  g-476 
Briarcllff  Manor,  N.Y.   10510 
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SHOPPING  AROUND 

DO  IT 
YOURSELF 
With  grandfather 
clock  kit  and  a 
screwdriver,  you 

can  create  your 
heirloom  classic. 

Has  handcraft- 

ed precut%"  wal- nut cabnets,  sol- 

id brass  move- 
ments, photos 

and  drawings  in 

detailed  instruc- 
tions. Free  bro- 
chure. Hentsche 

Clock  Co.,  HG4, 

16  Atlantic  Ave., 

South  Dennis,  MA 

02660. 

<^ 

^-   ij 

STRETCH 

LAMP 
Telescopes  from 
24"  to  54",  neck 
swivels  to  any 

angle.  For  plant 
growth,  reading, 

spotlighting  a 
treasure.  Folds 

compactly.  Cord 

7'.  Chromed  alu- 
mmium.  With 

60W  reflector- ■/pe  bulb  $17.98 

:  :us  $1  post.  Lil- lian Vernon,  G4E, 

510  So.  Fulton 
Ave.,  Mt.  Vernon, 
NY  10550. 

MINIATURE  TOOL  KIT 
Kit  with  five  handy  tools.  Besides 

a  wrench,  a  mallet,  screwdriver, 

awl  and  Phillips  screwdriver 
share  a  master  handle.  Keep  a 

set  upstairs  and  save  running  to 

hubby's  workshop.  $2.49  plus 
25c  post.  Anthony  Enterprises, 

HG4,  556  Mission  St.,  San  Fran- 
cisco, CA  94105. 

PIERCED  EARRING  CASE 

Your  earrings  will  be  un'angled 
and  ready  to  put  on  when  kept  in 
a  case  for  pierced  types.  Holds 

drops  and  studs  together  in  7  vel- 
vety compartments,  2  sizes. 

Brass,  engraved  with  3  'nitials. 
23/4"  by  2V2"  by  V2" .  $4.95;  two, 

$9.50  Ppd.  Bruce  Bolind.  HG4, 

Boulder,  CO  80302. 

THE TIERED 

CORNER 
SHELF 

Liven  up  a  quiet  corner  with  this  elegant 
three  tiered  shelf  of  handwoven  wicker.  It 

holds  knick-knacks,  cosmetics,  books,  even 

plants  and  floral  arrangements.  And  it  has 

all  the  warmth  and  glow  of  natural  rattan. 

Easy  to  mount,  it's  a  full  36V2"  high.  Order 
No.  75040.  Please  add  $4.50  postage  and 

handling.  Virginia  residents  add  4% 
sales  tax.  Send  25C:  for  complete  catalog. 

JJwmiiciVite 
Only  $11.95 

Dept    HG-10,  124  College  Place.  Norfolk,  Virginia  23510 

PERSONALIZED 

PET 
DISH 

Paws  W  Sho]) 
Name    printed    in    large    white    letters    (Limit 
10)    on    a    red    or    blue    dish    (Please    Specify) 

KITTY  12  oz— $2.98 

PUPPY  32  oz-$3.98 

KING  SIZE  72  oz-$4.98 

dd  1.00  poitage 
&  handling 

— orden  shipped 

wifhin  24  /lours 

Paws  'y  Sliop 

HG-4 

Birchwood  Circle 

Bedford.  N.H.  03102 

Weed   tasily  With 
WEEDER-ROOTER 

I  nabic  to  find  a  reliable  weeding 
tool?  Ihis  new  weeder  was  designed 

to  grip  the  roots  in  the  tapered  tines. 
Used  like  a  claw  hammer  pulling 
nails,  stubborn  weeds  and  creeping 

grass  are  pulled  with  little  effort. 
Beveled  edge  has  many  uses  from 
planting,  trimming,  getting  roots  to 

cleaning  bricks.  Hardwood  15"  han- dle is  permanenti\  locked  to  the 
tempered  steel  blade.  Satisfaction 
guaranteed.  Send  $6.95  to: 

LUCAN  i».  i.t.  ii«,-2 16862    .Staee    St.,    ̂ 'an    Nuys,    CA    91402 
Calif.  rtsidcnlN  Lcld  f>'f  sales  lax 

HQijsE  8f  Garden 



YOUR  OWN  SIGN 

Wear  a  genuine  pewter  pendant 
with  minutely  detailed  zodiac 

symbol  on  a  matching  18"  chain. 

Looks  just  right  with  today's  nat- 
ural fashions.  #P-27649.  Specify 

your  sun  sign  or  birthday.  $5  plus 
45c  post.  Spencer  Gifts  Jewelry 
Collection,  E29,  Spencer  BIdg., 
AtlanticCity,NJ  08411. 

DASH  CASH 

Something  to  soothe  the  nerves 
of  the  dashing  commuter  is  a 
coin  dispenser  that  attaches  to 

the  dashboard,  helps  out  at  park- 
ing meters,  tolls,  pay  phones. 

$1.98  plus  25c  post.  (#714) 
Anthony  Enterprises,  HG4,  556 
IVlission  St.,  San  Francisco,  CA 
94105. 

WALKABOUT  WEDGIE 

Wedge  your  way  into  comfort- 
able feet  with  "Diana."  Soft  baby 

calf:  black,  filly  brown,  white, 
malt  chocolate,  bone  malt,  navy, 

light  blue  strips.  Wedgie  is  PA". 
AAAA  to  EE,  2^/2-10  $25.95;  10y2- 
12  $27.95.  Add  $1  post.  Free 
catalogue.  Solby  Bayes,  HG4,  45 
Winter  St.,   Boston,   MA  02108. 

NICE   ICE 

Something  different  for  icing  your 
drinks.  Set  of  two  round  ice  circle 

trays,  just  like  those  a  bartender 
uses.  Flow-through  cubes  freeze 
fast.  Made  of  sturdy  plastic,  each 
tray  makes  12  circles.  $1.98  plus 
35c  post.  Anthony  Enterprises, 

HG4,  556  Mission  St.,  San  Fran- 
cisco, CA  94105. 

CHARMING  WIDE-RUFFLED 

"NO-IRON"   MUSLIN  CURTAINS! 

SHOPPING  AROUND 
\ 

Enjoy  old-fashioned  charm  PLUS  today's 
easy  care  .  .  .  with  these  W-l-O-E  ruffled 
Perma-Press  prisciila  tieliack  curtains. 
Styled  like  those  which  adorned  windows  in 

the  Colonies,  they're  made  of  modern 
KODELr  polyester  and  combed-cotfon  mus- 

lin ..  .  in  natural  (eggshell)  or  white.  Fully 

86"  wide  to  the  pair,  with  extra-wide,  extra- 
full  6"  ruffles  and  attached  ruffled  valance. 
EASY.  EASY  CARE!  Fabric  is  specially 
treated  so  curtains  IRON  THEMSELVES 

in  the  dryer!  BONUS  FEATURE!  They're 
pre-shrunk.  Maximum  shrinkage  only  l^o. 

Avoid  delay.  Order  style  "SALEM" 
r  Specify  Natural  or  White. 

OLD  COLONY  CURTAINS,  WesHield.  N.J.  07090 
Money  back  guarantee.  Seii'I  check  or  money  order.  Dtlircry 
in  N.J.,  add  sales  tax.  FREE  illustrated  brochure  available. 

45"  long 

54"  long 

63"  long 
72"  long 

81"  long 
84'  long 

90"  long  18.00 
ADD  SI. 75  FOR 
PSTG.  &  HNDLG! 

Extra  widths  (to  272") 
Write  for  prices. 

G646,  Box  759, 

:*»-i*
-~^ 

%  increased  capacity  insures  hours  I 
dry  comfort  for  only  pennies  per  day! 

'  Anywhere!  Sit  Anyplace!  With  Complete 

fety!  Our  new  DRI-GUARD  disposable  liner 

th  "Can't  seep  -  Can't  leak"  edges 
closed  in  soft  vinyl  holder  prevents  the  es- 

pe  of  any  moisture.  NON-WOVEN  surface 

jys  dryer  longer.  Cool,  undetectable,  com- 
stely  effective  for  both  men  &  women, 

underable  liners  also  available.  Money- 
ck  guarantee!  ORDER  BY  WAIST  SIZE. 

INTRODUCTORY  OFFER:  1  complete  DRI-Guart) 
(holder  &  belt)  &  24  disposable  liners,  S8.95  ppd. 

Launderable  liner,  $3.50;  2/$6.75  ppd. 

48  Disposable  liners,  $8.95  ppd. 

DRI-GUARD,  Dept.  609 
i37  E.  McFadden  Santa  Ana.  CA.  92705 

(Sold  by  Mail  Since  1965) 

APRIL,   1976 

1976  Leyeiidecker 

Mother's  Day  Plate 
$24.50  ppd. 

A  First  edition,  limited  to  5,000  plates.  Hand 
made  in  American  Fine  China  by  Ridgewood 

China  Co.  Litelike  colors,  8Ya"  in  diameter, 
trimmed  In  24  Karat  gold,  boxed.  From  an 

original  painting  by  Joseph  C.  Leyendecker. 

Send  for  Platter  chatter  with  price  list.  Master- 

charge  &  Bank  Americard  accepted  with  com- 
plete number  and  expiration  date. 

Edd,  the  florist,  inc. 
Hickory  House.  Collectors  Division  HG 

823  N.  Court,  Ottumwa.  la.  52501. 

Ph.   1-800-247-1075 

Grow  Your  Own 

cQeaf  o/jC/i/e 
Amazing!  Mystical! 
The  Leaf  of  Life  cs  so  amazing  tfie  Yogis  of  India 
believe  ttiat  tfiese  mystical  leaves  possess  the 
Secret  o(  Life. 

Wherever  a  leaf  falls,  a  new  plant  starts  to  grow 
...  on  air.  water,  or  soil. 

Yes.  the  Leaf  of  Life  can  start  to  grow  on  air 
alone  New  plants  grow  from  Ihe  edges  of  each 

leaf. 
After  It  starts,  put  Ihe  leaf  in  a  pot.  The  bigger 

Ihe  pot.  Ihe  bigger  the  plant  will  grow  —  from 
one  to  sn  feel  fall.  You  can  have  the  size  you 
want  and  il  grows  in  sun  or  shade. 

It  blossoms  with  fragrant  pmk  &  lime  bell-like 
flowers  that  look  hke  jeweled,  oriental  lanterns. 

The  Leaf  of  Lite  makes  a  thoughtful  gift. 

symbolic  of  wishing  your  friends  a  long  life  and 

happiness. 
It  comes  with  complete  instructions  and  is  easy 

to  grow. 
Three  Leaves  of  Life  lor  $■] .  oo      Nine  for  S2.50 
Please  add  25e  for  handling  and  postage. 

I\()BERTA'S    Dept.  HA.6 
P.  O.  Box  3000.  Shelbyville,  Ind.  46176 
Box  2221.  Walkerville.  P.  O..  Windsor.  Ont.  Canada 

1000  RETURN  ADDRESS  LABELS 

$100 

CRISP  WHITE  PAPER 
FREE  HANDY  BOX 

'Quick,  handy  way  to 
)ut  your  name,  address 
and  zip  code  on  letters, 

records,  books,  etc.  Any 
name,  address  and  zip  code 

up  to  4  lines  beautifully  printed  in  black 

inkoncrispwhiiesummedlabeis.  P^'Mong. S7I7    1000  Labels     $1 

250  Self  Stick 
RETURN  ADDRESS 

LABELS 
•  Self-slick  -  just  peel  off 
and  put  in  place 

$-|Q0 
Self-stick  labels  with  your  name  and  ad- 

dress are  the  smart,  easy  way  to  person- 
alize letters,  books,  etc.  Any  name  and 

address  up  to  4  lines  beautifully  printed 

in  black  type  on  the  finest  white  self- 

stick  paper.  r,o"  long. P5032  250  Self-Stick  Labels   $1 

WaltGr  DrakG  coio.  springs"cd  80940 

GLASS  COMES  ALIVE! 

Hidden  light  in  the  elegant  walnut-finished 
solid  hardwood  base  radiates  up  through  your 

glass  (crystal,  cutglass,  paperweights)  making 
It  glow  as  It  with  Its  own  lumlnescense.  Forms 
and  facets  are  accented:  your  glass  becomes  a 
vibrant  showpiece.  Comes  complete  with  6  ft. 
cord,  on  off  switch  and  bulb.  (Figure  not Included) 

4W  4"x4"  (lllust)    $12.95 
4R  4"  Round      12.95 
5W  5"x5"  wood  footed         19.95 
8W  8"x5"  wood  footed         29.95 

Add  $1 .2S  eo.  unit  for  postage. 

Money  back  if  not  delighted. 

WORLD'S  WINDOW  Dept.  HG4 BOX  91,  PLAINVIEW,  N.Y.  11803 

USE  YOUR 
TALENTS! 

SAVE 

unfinishedISI- 

LAMPS    '  =^ Perfect  for  decorating!  Real 

thrifty,  too.  The  handsome 
Wickford  Candlestick  Lamp 

is  yours  to  antique,  de- 

coupage,  or  stain.  Hand- crafted from  native  hard- 

wood and  sanded  satin- smooth,  this  stately  lamp 

stands  30"  tall.  Comes 

completely  wired  with  3- 
way  switch  and  8-ft.  cord. 
YOUR  CHOICE  OF  SHADES 

in  white  or  beige  Shan- 
tung; oyster  or  natural 

Burlap.  Satisfaction  gua 
anteed! 

*(Add  $2.00 

postage; 

Wesf 
of  Rockies 
odcf  S2.75 per  lamp.) 

$17.S0  ea.*  Unfinished 
$25.00  each*  FINISHED  in  walnut,  colonial 

maple,  or  in  antiqued  brick  red,  olive,  mus- 
tard,  Wedgwood   blue. 

^,  FREE  Color  Brochure X^JA        18  lamp  styles,  finished  &  unfinished, 
"        plus  decor  accessories. 

paxtDootJ  Crafterg 
bepl.   HG-64  P.  O.  Box  7012, 

LEXINGTON,  KENTUCKY  40502^ 

It's  a 

NATURAL! 

CLAM  SHELL 
for  dipt,  chips,  nuts  and  stuff 

Gorgeous,  shimmering,  foam 
white  shell  with  a  touch  of  color, 

just  as  nature  made  them.  Unique 
decorator  touch  for  your  parties. 
Use  as  server  for  candies,  snacks, 

shrimp  and  sauces  . . .  make  ele- 
gant individual  salad  bowls  ...  as 

a  planter,  a  bright  spot  to  cheer 
up  any  room.  Added  unobtrusive 

feet  make  them  stand  firm.  You'll 
love  them!  Satisfaction  Guaran- teed. THREE  SIZES: 

SM  6  to  V  $4.9S-MD  7  lo  r  $6.95 
LG  8  to  10"  $a.95  add  $1.  ea.  pod. 

(Save  $5.  GET  ALL  3  $15.85  add  $2.  post) 

THE  SHELL  DIVERS  *  Dept  hg 
5713  N  W   65th.  WAY-TAMARAC.  FLA    33319 

1  Q  ' 
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Fdbulous  full -color  catalog  of  world  fa- 
mous guaranteeci-to-bloom  Dutch  Tu- 

lips, Daitodils,  Hyacinths,  Crocus  and 
many  snnaller,  hard-to-fmd  bulbs.  All 
chosen  by  our  own  experts  in  Holland. 
Beautiful,  blooming  Dutch  Spring 
.Magic  at  our  fantastic  low  Advance 
Sale  Savings. 

Send  now  for  your  FREE  catalog. 

BRECK'S  50  Breck  Building,  Peoria,  Illinois  61632 

BRECK'S  50  Breck  Building,  Peoria, 
bend   FREE 

catalog  to; 

linols  61632 

Name 

Address 

Citv State 
Zip 

The 

SAFE 2-Way 

PET 
DOOR 

:■!]     i"lld     hitlllVli 
'/!>*:  ii'jncl  dooi'. 

'  <'ur  iict  is  com- 
iijtvlu  itrotecteil. 
//'  cimiwt  be 
I  lipped  ur  cliokcU 
'  htiV':  his  tiiil 
liCfind  otf. 

FlexPort 
Why  be  a  doorman  for  your  pef?  FlexPort 
ends  scratched  doors  and  whining.  Keeps 

out  flies,  wind,  rain.  Gives 

you  and  pet  complete 

freedom.  Soft  plastic  tri- 
angles close  gently  and 

tightly.  Easily  installed. 
Send   for  free   folder. 

TUREN,  INC.,  DEPT.  HG4 
2  Cottage  Ave.. 

Danvers.  Mass.  01923 

-^ 

^  The 

Amazing 
STRONGITES 
BY-THE-YARD! 
I^Wrap  yourself  in  fashion  wittP 
^i^ynthetic   diamond-like   stones^ 
^  and  gold.  Sparkle  plenty  witfitfie   ' 

latest  fashion  rage.  Twist  and 
twirl  these  dazzlers  around  your 
neck,  daytime,  nitetime.  any- 

vwith  10pt.  Strongites. 

fRO/M  McroRy  TO  YOU— 

JENNY'S LADDER  BACK 
■->*^*J 

Native  Hardwood 

Fibre    Rush    Seats— Wo- 

ven by  hand.  Decorative 

Turnings — To     add 

gance. 

Weight— 10  lbs. 

Height — 421/2  In. 

Seat  height — 1  71/2  in. 

Unfinished- Sanded  $21.95 

Walnut— Maple— Pine  S25.95 

Matching  Arm  Chair — Add  $4.00 
to   above 

Send  Check  or  Money  Order 

Shipped — Exprea  Collezt 
sot  for  Catalogue 

MARION  TRAVIS 
p.  O.  Box  292  Statesville,  N.  C.  28677 

Tread  Lightly,  Tre&f^ ;  rtly 

MARSHMALLOW  Wfc-  '    S 
Foot  relief — at  last!  These  wedges  2  ft 

pliant,   and  comfortable,  they're  cal  h mallows.  Treat  your  feet  to  a  pair    Fo  h 
ion    insoles,    crepe   outer   soles,    they  n 
white,  sand,  teak  brown,  navy,  red,  grt  i 

yellow.    Sizes    narrow    5'/2l2.    Medium  iZ. Wide  5  12. 

»-|-|.3»   as  shown     *T  ̂ •5"'   strap 
Add  90c  for  postage.  No  charge  for 
larger  sizes.  No  half  sizes  over  10. 

Andy 

„       .  Morgan, 

28  West  Prospect, 

(W/(^     E.  Brunswick, 
vVV       N.J.  08816 

M 

^5 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

WHAT  TO  WEAR 

An  outdoor  thermometer  answers 
with  black  numbers  on  a  white 

dial.  Gives  minus  50°  to  120°. 
The  black  wrought  iron  bracket 

swivels  to  face  you.  Attach  to  out- 
side wall  where  seen  easily. 

Screws  included.  $4.98  plus  75c 
post.  Ferry  House,  Dept.  GOT, 
Briarcliff  Manor,  NY  10510. 

BICYCLE  KIT 

For  city  or  distance  problems. 
Patch-and-seal  puncture  repair, 

two  tire  levers,  end  and  socket 

wrenches,  cloth.  Black  ground- 

leather  case  5V8"  by  32/4"  by VA".  Gold  initials  (print)  on 

snap-flap.  $6.98  plus  50c  post. 
Lillian  Vernon,  G4E,  510  So.  Ful- 

ton Ave.,  Mt.  Vernon,  NY  10550. 

HAVE  A  LOOK 

Handy  magnifying  mirror  offers 
a  good  look  wherever  you  need 
it.  A  large  all-rubber  suction  cup 
holds  mirror  firmly  to  any  smooth 

and  clean  surface.  3y2"  dia. 
Convenient  for  traveling.  $3.98 

plus  70c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG4,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

JOLLY  JUMPER 

Yankee  Doodle  Dancer  is  a  copy 

of  a  toy  used  in  colonial  days  and 

appropriate  for  our  '76  celebra- tions. In  carved  wood,  he  comes 
with  pole  and  paddle  to  set  him 
swinging  and  tapping  his  legs. 
Completely  assembled.  $7.98 

ppd.  Plan-lt-Kit,  Inc.,  Dept.  YHG, 
Box  429,  Westport,  CT  06880. 

NEW 

HUMMEL 
BOOK 

$27.50 

ppd. 

Dept.   HG  201   W.   1st 
Dixon.  III.  61021 

Use  Master  Charge: 
BankAmericard 

FIRST 

AUTHORITATIVE  COLLECTION 
of 

HUMMEL  TREASURES 
A  "must'  for  all  serious  Hummel  Col- 

lectors. All  you  want  to  know  about  your 
"favorites"  .  .  .  beautifully  Illustrated, 
with  authentic  information  by  the  man- 

ufacturers   of    famous    Hummel    figurines. 

CALL  TOLL  FREE  (Outside  Illinois) 
800/435-7746:  III.  Res.  815/284-6626 

FREE: COLLECTOR'S  PORTFOLIO 

coAf/'o^r 
A  joy  for  bed  readers,  a  must  for  convales- 

cents and  a  welcome  gift  for  all.  This  ele- 
gantly grained  mahogany  plywood  Folding 

Back  Rest  is  super  size  16"  by  24"  high.  A 
full  4"  to  6"  higher  than  other  back  rests, 
it  gives  full  pillow  support  to  head  and 

back  for  firm  sitting-up  comfort.  S-adJust- 
able  positions  for  your  maximum  comfort. 
Vertical  elastic  cords  hold  your  own  pillow 

securely  in  place,  [ust  where  you  want  it. 
Anchored  by  non-skid  base.  Conveniently 

light,  it  folds  wafer-thin — no  storage  prob- 

lem. S1 1.98.  We  pay  postage,  ship  gifts  di- 
rect and  mail  in  i  hours.  NJ  residents  add 

S°3  tax.  Send  your  check  or  money  order  to: 

182 

Jefe   SbiJ^  \nt.     BOX  G New  Providence.  New  Jersey 
=  MONEY  BACK  CUAHANTEE 

07974! 

GLASS  ROOTS,"" 

tiandblo.vn  by  German  craftsnnen, 

was  designed  for  a  practical  and 

decorative  way  to  root  plants.  Fill 
with  water  and  insert  cuttings 

from  your  favorite  plants 
(Philodendron, 

Coleus,  Ivy,  etc.). 

Hang  and  enjoy. 
Interesting  root 

formations  in 

just  a  few  days, av."  dia. 

$3.95 add  25C  postage  and  handling 

BERKSHIRE  HOUSE 
5711  Berkshire.  Dallas,  Tx  75209 

HOUSE  &  SARDE": 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

NANTUCKET  BASKET 

Whalers  made  scrimshaw  and 

wove  baskets  for  their  wives.  Re- 
productions of  famous  original 

topped  with  handcarved  ivory 

sperm  whale.  7V4"h  by  9y2"l  by 
6V2"w.,  $44.95  plus  $1.50  post. 

Catalogue,  50c.  Pat  Baird  Ship's 
Wheel,  Inc.,  HGA6,  Nottingham 
Sq.  Rd.,  Epping,  NH  03042. 

ST-R-ETCH  TO  FIT 

Apply  liquid  leather  stretch  to 

tight-fitting  shoes  and  it  makes 
even  suede  and  patent  conform 
to  the  foot  as  you  walk.  Simple 

to  apply  and  relief  is  almost  in- 
stantaneous. $2.49  plus  40c 

postage.  Order  from  Anthony  En- 
terprises, HG4,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

SILVER  PLATING  SALE 

For  a  limited  time  only  silver 

plating  at  sale  prices.  100%  guar- 
anteed; dents  are  removed  at  no 

extra  charge.  It  is  a  perfect  time 

to  have  heirlooms  fixed  and  quad- 
ruple silver  plated.  Free  price 

list.  The  Senti-Metal  Co.,  Silver- 
plating  Div.,  HG4,  1919  Mem- 

ory Lane,  Columbus,  OH  43209. 

TWISTY  KEY  RING 

Gold-finished  aircraft  cable  key 
ring  holds  25  keys  and  can  with- 

stand a  pull  of  150  pounds.  No 
links  to  loosen,  no  chain  to  break. 

Its  intriguing  twist-lock  opens 
easily,  stays  closed  otherwise. 
$1.98  plus  20c  post.  Anthony 
Enterprises,  HG4,  556  Mission 
St.  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

BEFORE,  AFTER 

'"^uMm 

Quality  Kitchen  Shears 
S14.95   PLIS  FREE   

Paring  Knife  Worth  $2,981 
High  Carbon  No-Stain  Steel— Lasts  a 
lifetime.  By  J. A.  Henckels  of  Germany. 
Tough,  Multiple  use  shear  for  kitchen 
and  garden.  Dishwasher  proof.  Gal.  Res. 
add    sales    tax.     Postage     75^. 
Catalog    only     SI. 00. 
WILLIAMS  CUTLERY  STORE 

<vv 

566  Market  St.,  S.F.  Calif.  94104 

v%^
 

KITTI-POTTI 
YOUR  CAT  WILL  LOVE  IT, 
AND  SO  WILL  YOU! 

WW 

This  easy  to  use,  non-breakable 
molded  plastic  litter  enclosure 

stops  litter  spills,  confines  odors, 

hides  wastes,  and  comes  in  blue, 

brown,  beige,  avocado,  yellow, 

and  white.  7"  die.  hole  for  easy 
entry. 

22"Lx16"Wx18"H-$18.95  ppd. 
for  cats  weighing  1  2  lbs.  or  over 

20"Lx14"Wxl7"H-$16.95  ppd. 
for  cats  weighing  less  than  1  2  lbs. 

Haugen  Products,  Inc.  Dept.  HG,  709  W. 

Huron,  Box  1986,  Ann  Arbor,  Mi  48106 

50%  cot- 

ton. 50";. 
po/yes  ter Machine 
washable 

Finest  qual- 

ify  White with  red 

piping   Mr Tennis  is  in 

The 

Overhead  Smash 'T'  Shirt 

Kids...     10-12  &  14-16; 
Adults  .  .  .  Small,  Medium, 

Large  &  X-large.  $4.50. 
2  for  $8.50,  3  for  $12.00 

(plus  200  for  handling). 
Mall  check  to: 

MR.  TENNIS 

24  Penobscot  Building  Concourse  C 
Detroit.  Michigan  48226 

COUNTRY-STYLE  CURTAINS 
NO-IRON  MUSLIN  IN  NATURAL  OR  WHITE 

SUPERIOR  QUALITY-VALUE  PRICED! 

^   3    RUFFLES 

*  (Style  CC3) 

Reproduced  from  Prov- incetown.  Cape  Cod. 
Extra-full  3"  Ruffles. 
Extra-wide  80"  to  the 

pair. 

TIERS 

30",  36"  long  7.00  pr. 

WITH  TIEBACKS 

45",  54",  63"  long  10.00  pr. 

72",  81",  90"  long  12.00  pr. 

EXTRA 
TIEBACKS  1.00  pr. 

EXTRA  VALANCE ll"x72"  3.25  ea. 

24 

2"  BRUSH  FRINGE 

(Style  K9) 

EXTRA-WIDE  90 '  to the  pair.  Hang  them 
-Straight  or  tied  back with  or  without 
valance. 

TIERS 

24",  30",  36", 
40"  long  8.00  pr. 

STRAIGHT  OR  TIEBACK 

45".  54".  63"  long  10.00  pr. 

72".  81",  90"  long  12.50  pr. 

TIEBACKS  1.00  pr. 

VALANCE  11" X  72-4.00  ea. 

The  charm  of  country-style  curtains  no  longer  need  the  drudgery  of  ironing. 

Practical,  long-wearing,  crisp  and  beautiful.  Machine  wash  and  dry,  50'~f Polyester— 50%  cotton  muslin  (preshrunk  maximum  shrinkage  l^l  of 
unsurpassed  quality  that  we  back  with  "satisfaction  unconditionally 
guaranteed."  Specify  style  and  color,  natural  or  white.  Add  $1.50  post.  & 
hdlg.  Please  enclose  check  or  m.o.  Sorry  no  C.O.D.'s.  \.Y.  Res.  add  sales  tajc. Master  Charge  and  BankAmcricard  accepted     \  ». 

Colonial cTVI AID  Curtains  t  ̂pi 
Dept.  42,  Lawn  Terrace,  Mamaroneck  Village,  N.Y.  10543    "^iQl^Jh 

Amazing  AUTO  MIRROR 
Ends  ALL  Blind  spots! 

^P?^' 

A  MUST  for 
Maximum  Safety 

while  Driving! 

The  ultimate  in  safe  driving.  Let's 
you  see  ALL  cars  behind  you — left, 
right,  rear.  Ends  hazardous  blind 

spots — makes  you  fee!  safer  behind 
the  wheel.  This  is  the  original  Hagus 

Mirror  .  .  .  often  imitated  but  never  equalled.  Recently  improved  .  .  .  with  Vs"  mirror 
glass,  in  sturdy  casing.  Made  in  West  Germany  with  the  fantastic  German  precision. 

Snaps  right  on  present  rear-view  mirror.  Mail  check  or  Money  Order  Today.  Satisfaction 
guaranteed  or  money  refunded  within  10  days.         oniy$9.95  pii"-  -ss  special  handling. 

AMERIMPEX,    INC.,  Dept.  HG-46,  40  East  34  Street,  New  York,  N.Y.  10016 

APRIL,   1976 

Captured  in  hand-carved  gold  leaf  frames 
that  measure  10"xl2  '  framed.  Why  settle 
for  reproductions?  Now  you  can  own  an 
original  oil  for  only  $7.95.  Order  today, 
and  send  for  our  free  brochure  on  your 

own  profitable  "HOME  ART  DEALER- 
SHIP" money  back  guarantee.  Specify 

subject  (floral,  landscape,  boats,  still 
life,  sea  scape,  street  scene  and  quantity. 
SHANE  GALLERIES,  INC.  $  ̂  95 

Dept.  HG  -^      m    -^^ 
540  S.  Federal  Highway  # 

Pompano  Beach,  Fla.  33062 
Add  95^   postage  &   handling.   TWO  for 
$15.50  plus  $1.45  postage  &  handling. 
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A 
SCULPTURED  STITCHERY  . . . 

Sumptuous  needlepoint  pillows  (approx.  10"  x  10"). 
Top:  (L.)  Greek  Revival,  (R.)  Federal;  bottom:  (L.)  Colonial, 
(R.)  Queen  Anne. 
Kit  contains  taped  12-gauge  mono  canvas,  natural  un- 

bleached Paternayan  Persian  w/ool,  steel  needles,  fully 
illustrated  instructions. 

each 

$16.95 (two  $29.95; 
all  for,  only 

$52.50  postpaid). 

ella  projansky's  needleworks,  inc.  — dept  hg4 p.o.  box  423  —  white  plains,  n.y.  10602 

CONTEMPORARY  DRAWINGS* 
READY  TO  EMBROIDER 

Kit  for  14" ^'i-fJ  square  pillow 
includes: 

Hand  screened 

drawings  for  A. 
Face  B.  Nude, 

pre-cut  exquisite 
print  fabric  for 
french  style 

pillow  back,  pre 

cut  polyester 
3-  lining  for  new, 

puffy  embroidery, 

yarn,  needle  and 

«r^  ■  easy  to  follow 
'     illustrated  in- 

structions. 

ONLY 

$4.95   ea add  .50  ea. 

postage 

specify  style 
and  color 

'adapted  from 

Botticelli  and 

Modigliani 

A.   Face 
Brown  or  navy  print 

B.  Nude 
Brown  or  navy  print 

by 

135  Soundview  Drive 

Lake  Success,  N.Y.  11020 

QUALITY 
UNFINISHED 

FURNITURE  KITS 
BY  MAIL 

We  put  in  the  craftsmanship  .  . . 

you  put  in  the  pride. 

Top  quality  pine-grooved  fittings  — 
complete  instructions  for  easy  as- 

sembly. Unfinished  and  ready  for 
staining  to  bring  out  tfie  lustrous 
grain  or  may  be  painted  for  the 
contemporary  look.  Campaign 
styling  makes  it  perfect  for  that 

second  home,  family  room,  child's 
room,  den  or  student's  room. 
SEND  FOR  FREE  CATALOG 

PRIDECRAFT       Dept.  ioi 
8  Greenview  St.,  P.O.  Box  1116 

Framingham,  Ma.  01701 

"WE  THE 

PEOPLE" 
Betsy's    flag 

II    beaded 

red,wfiite 
andblueon 

a  white 
satin  ball. 

You'll  al- 

ways   re- member 
whien  you 

did  it. 

3"Kil  — $4.10ppd. 
6"Kit  — $11.45  ppd. 

Pa.  residents  arid  (i^o  tax. 

OurAWARD  WINNING 
CATALOG  contains  over 

250  original  designs,  $1.95 

THE  CRACKER   BOX 
Dept.  HG6 

Pt.  Pleasant,  PA  18950 
^ 
^ 

SPECIAL  OFFER  TO 

NEEDLEPOINTERS 

$ 1 
gets  you 
all  this: 

^-^o, 

(C^ 

NEEDLFPOINTERS  MESH/STITCH  GAUGE 

Our  reg.  $2.25  identifier  announct  any 
mono  or  penelope  mesh  from  3  to  2o  per 
inch.  Just  match  their  mesh  to  out  ruled 
peephole  grids! 

NON-STOP  SUBSCRIPTION  TO  ELLLY'S 
NEEDLEPOINT  NEWSLETTER  CATALOG 

The  ONLY  where-to-buy  bulletin  specializ- 
ing in  pre-assembled,  blank-face-canwas- 

design-it-yourself  items  for  sports,  travel, 
fashion,  apparel.  Plus  hard  to  find  gadgets 
to  help  you  copy  anything  r  to  canvas. 
Plus  best  books  on  all  stitcn:rv  subjects- all  ppd. 

Fl    I    I   Y      ̂ °-  ̂ °^  3898  HG 
*-*"*-•-'        NEW  HAVEN.  CT. 

06525 
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SHOPPING 
AROUND 
FOR  NEEDLECRAFTS 
AND  HANDICRAFTS 

HAPPY  ELEPHANT 

Have  fun  with  a  Stitch-Whiz  elephant  kit  and  enjoy  a  colorful  pillow 

that's  especially  delightful  in  child's  room.  Hand-painted  on 
14  count  mono-canvas  complete  with  Paternayan  Persian 
yarn,  needle,  and  easy-to-follow  instructions.  Approximate  size  15" 
by  11".  $32.50  plus  $1  post.  Catalogue  and  new  brochures,  $2.50. 
Magic  Needle,  HG4,  44  Green  Bay  Rd.,  Winnetka,  IL  60093. 

THUMB'S  UP 
Needlepoint  design  is 

hand  painted  on  5-mesh 

rug  canvas,  13"  sq.  Kit has  Pat.  wool  rug  yarns  (in 

blues,  greens  and  flesh 
tones),  stitch  instructions 
and  needle.  Apply  to  flap 

of  regular  back-pack  or 
your  own.  Day-pack directions  also  included. 

$23.35  ppd.  Brochure  $1. 
Peacock  Alley,  HG4,  650 
Croswell  St.  S.E.,  Grand 

Rapids,  Ml  49506. 

KITCHEN  MATES 

Happy  apron  and  matching 
mitt  to  make  from  a  kit. 

Engineer  stripes  in  polyester 

and  cotton,  multi-color  calico 

appliques — rooster  for  him, 
or  hen  for  her.  Apron  tie 
adjusts  for  size.  Complete 
with  instructions.  Each  $11.95 

plus  $1.25  post.  Write  to  Curios 
&  Comforts  Ltd.,  HG4,  Rose- 
mont  Village  Mall,  1149  W. 
Lancaster  Ave.,  Rosemont, 
PA  19010. 

HOUSE  &  gar; 
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NEEDLEPOINT  PREMIERE 

Mickey  Mouse  and  Donald  Duck  star  in  new  colorful  needlepoint 
pictures.  Kits  include  full  color  13  mono  canvas,  Persian  wools, 
needle,  inst.  Mickey  on  royal  blue  ground,  Donald  on  ruby  red. 

Fin.  size  9"  by  12"  on  12"  by  15"  canvas.  $11.95  ea.  plus  75c  post. 
©Walt  Disney  Prod's.  Roselle  Needlecraft,  1008  Fifth  St.,  HG4, 
Santa  Monica,  CA  90403.  \ 

PLANTER  IDEAS 

Needlepoint  a  XT-^'snTX  /^^ 
design  on  blank  canvas- 
faced  tan  leather  slings 

to  paint,  snap  together.  __ 

Wood  frames.  (Mini-pots  ^^S^'^^)/*-  ""T^ 
included.)  13"  by  7"  by  A^?>3k\rt>'  / 
5"  for  window  $20;  12" 
by  7"  by  7"  for  floor 
$19;  8"  by  6"  by  6"  for 
table  $16.  Add  $1  post, 
each.  Ellly,  HG4,  Box 
3898,  New  Haven,  CT 
06525. 

COAT  OF  ARMS 

Do  yours  in  needlepoint. 

Kit  includes  12-point  mono 

canvas,  13"  by  16",  Coat- 
of-arms  report,  reference 
source/and  documentation, 

definition  of  heraldry,  fill-in 
chart  for  family-tree 
history.  (Yarn  not  inci.) 
Send  name  and  country  of 
origin.  $7.95  plus  $1  post. 

Cadlyn's  HG4,  2077  New 
York  Ave.,  Huntington 
Sta.,  NY  11746. 

MACRAME  ART 

White  cable  cord  delicately  knotted  on 

a  I3V2"  hoop.  Unusual  as  wall  hanging 
or  mobile.  Kit  includes  wood  hoop, 
white  cable  cord,  two  tubular 

decorative  stoneware  beads,  T-pins, 
rubber  bands,  and  simple  step-by-step 

instructions.  Finished  size  33V2"  by  14". 
$1 1.95  ppd.  Tumbleweed,  HG4E, 
Box  80358,  Los  Angeles,  CA  90080. 

Sew  &  Save  up  to  50% 
on  camping  gear 

(SEW-IT-YOURSELF  KITS) 

Family  camping  can  be  affordable 

when  you  sew-your-own  camping 

equipment.  Packs,  sleep- 
ing bags,  tents,  parkas 

and  more.  All  parts  are 

pre-cut,  ready  for  assem 

bling.  Everything  is  in- 
cluded, even  the  thread. 

Your  satisfaction  is  guaran- 
teed with  a  Frostline  Kit.  Send 

for  a  Free  color  catalog  today! 

CREATIVE  CANING 
KITS  OF  PRE-WOVEN  CANE 

Save  money — do  It  yourself — with  nat- 
jral  cane  for  grooved  chair  seats, 

screens,  stereo  speakers,  door  panels, 

headboards,  lampshades,  room  divid- 
ers. Decorative  cane  kits  include  easy 

Instructions  and  necessary  materials. 

Cane  in  3  sizes:  12"xl2"  $6.75;  18" 
xl8"  S10.25;  24"x24"  S14.75;  ppd. 
(Cal.  residents  add  6%  tax).  State 
size,  flnd  send  check/m.o.  to: T.  I.  E.,  g 

P.O.  Box  1121. 

San  Mateo.  Calif.  94403 

Send  25c  for  CATALOGUE.  Larger  sheets 
of  cane,  hand-caning  kit,  and  other  cane 
materials  available. 

HEIRLOOM 
Do-lt-Yourself  Kits 

•  Heirloom  Trunks 

many  models 
•  Elegant  Curio 

Cabinets 

•  Easy  to  assemble •  Money  back 

guarantee 
•  Factory  prices 

SALE  NOW  IN   PROGRESS 
SEND  25<   FOR  COLOR  CATALOG 

Southern  Mobile  Industries,  Inc. 

Dept.  47 
P.O.  Box  360,  Bay  MinettB,AL.  36507 

GULLS  BEFORE  THE  MAST.     ..: 
sparkling  white  seagulls  with  gold 
and  cocoa  accents.  Easy  to  embroider 

squarejigger  on  huge  27  x  37"  oatmeal linen  sky.  ̂ 4350.  $52.95  +  $l  .50  post. 
Send  $1  for  color  embroidery  catalog 
of  exquisite  Swedish  designs. 

I        ■  ■  EMBROIDERIES 
#  l#^^^ft  55  Lambert  Lane Xlff       jII  NewRochelle,  N.Y. 
^Il!^^ll  10804  Dept.  GE4 

RYfl  KITS 

NEW  RYA  COLLECTION.  One  simple 

stitch  makes  these  pre-started  wool 
rya  wallhanging,  rugs  or  cushions.  Kits 
imported  from  Sweden  feature  lustrous 
rug  wools,  easy  to  follow  color  charts  and 
English  instructions.  Send  SI  for  new 
color  catalog  of  award  winning  designs. 

RUG  CRAFT 
53  Lambert  Lane 
NewRochelle.  N.Y. 
10804  Dept.  HG4 

coiorcaiaiog  oi  awa 

skon 
PLEASETURN  PAGE  FOR  MORESHOPPING 

AROUND  FOR  NEEDLE  CRAFTS  AND  HANnir.R  APTc; 
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Handy  Pair!  Snippsr    j A 
f 

Folds  down  to  palm  size  2^/3"  when 

closes.  Compact  scissors  comes  i" 

bandy  in  hjndreds  of  ways  .  .  .  sn  c 

arrlcies.  threads,  recipes,  eyebrows. 

c'o+h  ere.  Rich  go!d-p!a+ed  metal 

handles,  with  own  attractive  carry- 

'"5  '.3ii.  Goes  everywhere  you  do. 

Put  one  in  your  hand  .  .  .  You'li  nev- 
e'  be  without  it. 

3^''d  zhszk  or  m_o. 

$1.49?a  = 
35c   op.   h<jtq. 

CflDLYlTS De=t    HG-1 

2077  N.Y.  Ave..  Huntinston  Sta.,  NY  11746 

if  people  pay  you 
compliments  on 
your  home,  they 
might  pay  you  to 
decorate  theirs. 

T.TinK  about  it  Your  good  taste 
could  be  your  biggest  business 
asset  if  you  owned  your  own  Dec- 

orating Den.  Witti  your  decorating 
flair  and  our  techiniques,  you 
could  build  a  successful  business 

tielping  ottiers  create  beautify 
rooms. 

For  complete  information,  cc 
now. 

Call  (317)  293-9400  collect. 

Decorating  Ss 
Den 

feafuf^^g 

»c*^ 

Draperies 

Deo*.  HG  500,  5753  i^esr  85^^  Street 
IncJicnapolis,  iniionc  4626S 

If 

HUMMEL  STITCHERY 

Enchant  "g  h:^nne  ;- 
dren  come  to  life  in  t~e:e 

crewel  pictures,  read,  f:- 

you  to  embroider  in  a^t^e" tic  Hummel  colors.  Fach 
PEASANT  GIRL  or  PEAS 
ANT  BOY  kit  comes  with  de 

sign  stamped  on  parchment 
homespun,  embroidery  yams, 
needle  &  inst.  Fin.  size 

9)il2'.    S5.95    each.    Order 

Rogelle   ypedlecraft 
1008   c  "-    s--— •     O-^-     nr.i 

YOUR  CHILD  S  NAME 

CATNIP  in  Needlepoint 

Ca;t-re  fe  penetrat'rg.  c  ~i^'.  a' i-;  ;;■ 
tnat  ̂ 35  made  the  Sianese  cat  o.ne  of  tt:e 

most  c-erished  of  pets.  Kit  Includes  9  inch 
sq.are  design  on  11  inch  =10  mono  canvas. 

°er5i3i  wool  yam  in  browns,  beige,  white 
3-3  b  3ci<.   ne«dle  and  instructions. 

CC   QC     o'.ui  EOc  postage.  'M.a55. 
•JU.SsJ    RBt.  add  5  =  0  tax)  No  C.O.D-'s 

Send  23(  for  4  issues  of  colorful  32  page 
Needlework  catalog  with  over  500  items. 

%{ctcA  h  ̂ nZt 
3'DT      MC-046.    Snopoer5-   Wo-id,    8o«    709 

fri-r    rgham.    Mass.   01701 

TRUE  MEANING  OF  NAME 

With  Poem  In  A  Frame 
A  unique,  oersona!  g-H:  Tender,  heart-iwarming 

poem  g.ves  TRUE  MEANING  of  your  chtld's rLa/re.  Biue  design  for  bcy>,  pmk  for  girt». 

Fra/ned  unaer  glass  m  an  8"  x  10"  white  frame 
With  hanger.  Perfect  for  child's  room  or  nursery. 
If  n^chname  destrad,  state  given  oai^e  too 
Limit    nurraer    of    letters    to    nme. 

S6^5  eaci 
4dd  $1.00  ioT  postage  and  handling. 

PERSONALIZED  CHILDREN  S  POEMS 
Deo:.  G46  Girnet  La«?  Rm.; 

Jo«in53--g-   Ne-   Yo-«   12SJ3 

/4Ktu^uc<C  ̂ )1tiKoxt*ire Ivory-iikc  handcrafted  oval  dome* 
A'.irjr-.r, c  cTiCtle  ■Lu.-r. — il   -■:  L--  -e^     :-.  be  appreciiiei 

$7^0 Babies,  (rieods.  brides,   pecs  uid  scbool  pictures  make  loreST  minia- 
ti:r«.  Gift  id's  (or  bir.hdsjs.  anniverssriei  and  fvolidaj' 

>L4IL TODAY  FOR  THIS  L.MQLE  SERVICE 
> -;,  •-   ■.' :  ̂ >b::e  or  color  ;r.i;  .-i-.::.  ro  I'j'.ir;li;.  i-lri-.:-.   1;^=  :-.;- 
•  ...-in.5  jo'ir  inatjicui:.  Therefore.  pboKgraph.-  ci.--    -  — ̂  
Tt  Sl.OO  for  easeL   Money  bark  if  do:  plea.-ed.   A.;   "r -  in«J  taaiUru?.  Calif,  residenti  iccljde  6%  .^ale    wi 

-t-  .';:   -rlner/.  Please  ier.j  c^ect  or  miaey  ocjer  :t 

C.^/  ^-Z  P.O.  BoK  1022   Drpt.  476 
CJ»<%^^     O^M&t       Lompor.  California  9-?4r*6 

SHOPPING 
AROUND 
FOR  NEEDLECRAFTS 
AND  HANDICRAFTS 

HEARTH  BEAUTY 

r'crr;  tne  N3:icn3'  Trust 

Collection.  'Wood'av/n" 
mahogany  fire  screen,  55"  by 
24".  needlepoint  design  22V2" 
by  28".  and  yarn.  S175: 
mounting,  including  screen. 

$275.  "Cliveden"  mahogany 
footstoo!.  needlepoint  design, 
18"  by  I2V2".  and  yarn,  $75; 
'^lounting.  inc'jdng  13"  by 

12V2"stco'.S:-  --3, 
Inc..  HG4,  783  ^   r. 
New  York,  NY  10021. 

CASE  IN  POINT 
C  snj:  case  is  a  winner 

*:  i  needieoo'Htand 
e  ~  G  re  I  Ge  ry  acces  s 

Padded,  fabric  ca-     : 
your  20"  by  20"  canvas,  rows 
of  floss.  Terrific  for  traveling! 
Specify  patchwork,  stripe, 
floral,  bandana,  plaid,  gingham 
folds  flat  ̂ accessories  not 
included: .  314  ppd.  The 
Daisy  Chain.  HG4.  Box 
1553,  Parkersburg,  WV  26101. 

STITCHERY  SCOOP 
Ne.'.  b  -'"ontnv  magazine 

"53:-: res  a  "Stitch  of  the  Month" 
and  a  needlepoint  pattern 
■"centerfold".  Also:  designer 

interviews,  bcr  - '? .  e  .vs. 
source  lists,  ge  ̂   ::     :  .v-tos. 
letters,  projec:  ceas   cover 

here  shc.vs  ch::d'3  a'lr.vork  in '■•eedlepoint).  Suoscription: 
S5in  USA.  S7  Canada. 
Need  eoont  News.  Dept.  H, 
Bex  558.  Evanston,  IL  50504. 

Needlepoint  News 



JAVAJO  CLOUDS 

Unique  wall  hanging  is  a 
natural  to  create.  In  latch 
hook  design.  Straw,  gold, 
brown,  grays,  cream,  seashell, 
cedar  on  4-mesh  rug  canvas; 
kit  also  has  long  shag  and  short 
Rya  yarns,  fringe  for  edge, 
latch  hook,  instructions. 

Finished  size:  22"  by  34". 
$32.95  plus  $1.75  post.  World 

of  Stitch 'n  Knit,  HG46,  Box 
709,  Framingham,  MA  01701. 

MFORTER  KIT 
nate  luxury.  A  Scandia 
n®  comforter  you  make  from 
ontaining  channeled,  nylon 

'ta,  pre-weighed,  measured  prime 
;e  down  packets,  Velcro  tabs,  polyester 
ad,  instructions.  Twin,  $75.50;  full, 
.50;  queen,  $93.50;  king,  $102  Ppd. 
i  brochure  available  on  request. 
Id  Wide  Bedding  Shop,  HG4.  518  1st 
N..  Seattle,  WA  98109. 

LITTLE  G[RL 

Crewel  stitchery  to  delight  the  beginner. 
Instructions  for  learning  to  embroider 
with  two  types  of  yarn,  eight  different 
stitches.  Yellow,  blue,  green,  red,  orange, 

design  on  12"  by  12"  pure  cotton. 
Complete  with  wool  yarn,  embroidery 
thread,  eyelet  edging,  needle.  $8  plus 
50c  post.  Catalogue,  25c.  Tower  Crafts, 
HG4,  Box  575,  Champaign,  IL  61820. 

SANTA'S  EXPRESS 
That  joyous  engine  chugs  along  outlined 
in  green  and  gold  beads  applied  by  you 
to  a  white  satin  ball.  Kit  with  all  the 

trimmings  for  3"  ball,  $3.98  ppd. 
Award-winning  catalogue  of  250  original 
designs,  $1.95.  The  Cracker  Box. 
Dept.  HGA,  Pt.  Pleasant,  PA  18950. 

EARLY  AMERICAN  SCENES  come  to  life  in 

easy  to  do  cross  stitch  samplers.  Each  kit  in- 
cludes stamped  natural  Belgian  Irnen,  bright 

colored  floss,  and  simple  instructions.  Framed 

size  10"  X  10". Red  Barn  Kit  (shown)      $2.25 
Little  Red  Schoolhouse  Kit    $2.25 
Covered  Bridge  Kit    $2.25 
Old  Mill  Kit    $2.25 
Lighthouse  Kit    $2.25 

Spirit  of  '76  Kit       $2.25 
Minute  Man  Kit  $2.25 

Wood  frame,  10"  i  10",  mahog.  finish     $1.50 
Wood  frame.  10"  x  10".  maple  finish      $1.50 

PLUS  60c  POSTAGE  &  HANDLING 

/'       /.■■,~      I  ;..'':',    N  ■;.  -   7  ,  r,  >■   r.  V  \f,  (  o»'.«. 

WHAT'S  NEW  SHOP 
12-H   Water  St..   Bryn   Mawr,   Pa.   19010 

Needlepoint  Dog  Kits 

FREE 

Quilt 
Patterns 
in  every  issue 

of  Quitter's 
Newsletter 

OUILTER'S 

WS 

"^^ 

i^ 

Pet  lovers  will  adore  this  lifelike  Old 

Englisti  Stieepdog  portrait  in  finest 
quality  needlepoint.  Suitable  for  pillow 
or  framing,  kit  comes  complete  with 

design  stamped  on  -14  imported  can- 
vas, Paternayan  Persian  yarns,  needle 

and  instructions.  Background  blank  for 
your  yarn  color  choice  (specify):  red, 

black,  navy,  royal,  gold,  green  — or  en- 
close swatch  and  we  will  match  it. 

Finished  size  14"  x  14".  Other  breeds 
available.  Inquiries  welcomed. 

S22.95  plus  SI. 00  postage  and  handling. 
(Conn,  residents  please  add  7%  tax.) 

pet  projects 
Box  1133,  Dept.  HG046,  Stamford,  Conn.  06904 

If  you  like  quilts,  this  monthly  magazine  will  de 

light  you.  Devoted  entirely  to  quilt  making  and  pat 

tern  collecting.  Profusely  illustrated  with  new  and 

old  quilts — designer's  originals,  show  winners,  mu- 
seum quilts.  Full  of  interesting,  helpful  features 

for  both  beginners  and  experienced  quilters. 

You'll  also  receive  catalog  showing  hundreds  of 
patterns,  plastic  quilting  stencils,  precut  pattern 

templates,  quilt  kits  and  quiltasyou-go  patterns. 

INTRODUCTORY  OFFER 

6  Months  $3.00  ppd. 

QUILTS  &  OTHER  COMFORTS, 
Dept.  HG8,  Box  394,  Wheatridge,  Colo.  80033 

Please  send  Quilter's  Newsletter.  Payment  enclosed 
forr]6  months  &  catalog  $3.00r]  Sample  issue  75(; 

Name   

Address. 

City   

FROM  HAWAII 

Easy-to-make 
Seashell  Gifts 

Create  your  own  incredibly  lovely 

gifts,  accessories  and  jewelry. 

Send  for  our  hand-picked  assortment 
of  seashells  from  the  South 

Pacific,  and  a  special,  illustrated 

booklet  "The  Easy  Way  to  Make 

50  Seashell  Gifts." 
Over  100  beautiful  seashells  AND 
tfie  booklet,  only  $5.95.  (Plus  $1 

for  postage  and  handling.) 

Send  check  or  money  order.  Prompt  delivery 

by  first  class  mail.  Full  refund  if  not  satisfied. 

STARR   SHELLS    HAWAII 
190  South  King  Street,  Suite  19561 
Honolulu,  Hawaii  96813 

Since  1956' 

-State. 

-Zip- 

p..  >   >  — I  The  Museum  ofFine  Arts  New  Spring 
■  Gitalogue  offers  you  fresh,  unusual 
1  ideas  for  all  gift  occasions.  See  carefully 
I  crafted  reproductions  of  Museum 
I  pieces  —  ancient je\velr>' ornaments, 
■  needle  craft  kits,  furniture  kits,  early 

American  pewter,  silver  and  glassware 

I  —  and  neuly  designed  canvas  carr^'- 

■  alls  and  timeless  children's  gifts. ■  The  Museum  Shop,  Dept.  J6, 

Z  P.O.  Box  367,  Back  Bay  Station 
I  Boston,  MA  02 11 7 

I  Enclosed  is  50<r  Please  send  me 
■  the  new  Spring  Gift  Cafaii>Rue. 
■  Name     

■  Address     

I  City   
■  State   Zip   

I  Bv  sending  50«  forthc  1^76  Spring  Catalogue. 
vou  will  receive  our  Fall  Catalogue  FREE' 

PLEASE  TURN   PAGE  FOR  MORE  SHOPPING 

APniiKin  POP    MFpniPrPAPTc:   amh  MAKinir-P  aftq 
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FOR  MAY  DELIVERY'. 
FIRST  EDITION- FIRST  PRINTING 

Now   at  last   a  com- 

plete, authoritative  "HUMMEL" 
reference  library  in  a  single  vol- 

ume! Compiled  with  the  approval 

of  W.  Goebel     sole  manu- 
facturer   of    the    world-renowned 

"Tn.J.fUUmM«£  "*     figurines   this  ultimate  collector  aid  is  a 

must  for  every  "Hummel"  devotee      from    novice   to    dedicated 
collector.  You  will  be  able  to 

separate  fact  from  fiction,  certain 
knowledge  from  speculation.  Berta 

Hummel's  life  story  in  depth:  the 
entire  "Hummel"  collection   

ever'^     "Hummel"     figurine     ever 
made  is  shown   over  200  in 

magnificent,  full-color;  a  complete 
history  of  marks  and  classification: 

how  to  spot  counterfeits;  detailed  information  on  priceless  "Mint 
Error"  figurines;  how  "Hummel"  figurines  are  made;  a  collector's 
PERSONAL  JOURNAL  for  record  keeping   and  much,  much 
more!  Twelve  exciting  chapters  await  you! 

TLni   a  LIBERTY  GIFTS  bonus!  Each  "HUMMEL"  COLLEC- 
TOR'S GUIDE  we  supply  will  include  at  no  additional  cost  a  full 

color  BOOK  PLATE,  tastefully  done  in  "Hummel"  motif  to  person- 
alize your  "Hummel"  reference  volume.  In  addition,  we  will  include 

a  BOOK-MARK  also  in  "Hummel"  motif.  Your  order  now  for  deliv- 
ery beginning  in  May,  1976,  will  reserve  your  FIRST  EDITION, 

FIRST  PRINTING  copy,  certain  rapidly  to  appreciate  in  value. 

Dept.  HG-46 
2324  Liberty  Street 

©1976  LIBERTY  GIFTS       "  "  Trcnton,  NJ  08629 

FIRST  EDITION- FIRST  PRINTING 
'2'-'''''^"  $27.50 
NJ  residenis  POSTPAID 

add  5%  sales  tax 

BUILD  OR  BUY 
GRANDFATHER  CLOCKS 

WALL  CLOCKS  •  SHELF  CLOCKS 

•  Do-It  Yourscit  Pre-Cut  Kits. 
•  Factory  Finished  Models. 
•  Factory  Prices. 
•  Solid  Black  Walnut. 

•  West  German  Movements  - 
Dials. 

Write  for  free  Brochure. 

WOOD  WORLD   Dept.  29 
P.O.  Box  32,  Theodore,  AL  36582 

(^uJt-til*.  Jhuu-  Vouu.... 

No  need  to  be  chained  lo  the  old-fdshioned  quilting 
frames  and  hoop*..  Take  this  hghtweighi,  strong  frame 
with  you  lo  any  room  or  outdoors.  Simple  to  av 
semble  and  use  with  our  hardware  and  instruction? 

Put  quilted  blocks  together  into  finished  quilts  wir- 
our  instructions,  also  included.  Order  todav ' 

$7.25  PPD. 

CONTEMPORARY  QUILTS  -  Dept.  HG  I  8 

I  3466  Summer  Ave.,  Memphis,  Tn.,  381  22 

You're  special! 
And  so  is  House  &  Garden's  Shopping  Around.  Each  month  we  bring  you 

fabulous  finds  from  the  finest  shops  in  the  country.  And  we  highlight  special 

areas  of  interest  such  as  Handicrafts  and  Needlecrafts  and  Collectors. 

Watch  House  &  Garden's  Shopping  Around  special  sections  for  the  who,  what, 

when  and  where  to  buy  by  mail.  Need  more  information?  Write  House  & 

Garden     Shopping     Around,     350     Madison     Ave.,     New    York,     N.Y.     10017. 

bo 

SHOPPING 
AROUND 
FOR  NEEDLECRAFTS 
AND  HANDICRAFTS 

HEjO 
SWEDISH  CHARMERS 

Fascinating  full-color  cata- 
logue with  everything  in  the  finest  Swedish  designs,  from  delightful 

little  pictures  to  long  panels  and  huge  wall  hangings,  cloths  and 
cushions.  There  are  florals  and  figures,  delicate  and  spectacular 

colors.  Exclusive  "long  stitch"  designs  are  included.  $1.  Skon,  GE4, 
55  Lambert  La.,  New  Rochelle,  NY  10804. 

SONG  BIRDS  QUILT  KIT 

Make  an  heirloom  quilt  the  easy  way.  Jiffy  Cross  Stitch.  Stamped  on  fine 
white  percale  with  batting,  instructions  for  embroidery,  padding, 

quilting  included.  Double  kit,  90"  by  103",  $14.95;  floss  for  double 

quilt,  $14.95:  king  size,  108"  by  103", 
$16.95  plus  floss  for  king  size,  $16.95.    .-^^K>y« 

$1  post.  Classic  Corner,  12H  Water      /' *    _  '"'^•V St.,  Bryn  Mawr,  PA  19010. 

'A 

QUILT  AID 
Portable  quilting  frame 

adjusts  5"  to  18"sq.for 
pillow  or  quilt;  for  nee- dlepoint and  embroidery, 
too.  Hardware,  assembly 
instructions.  S6.75. 

Gingham  and  calico  in 
"Grandmother's  Cross" 

quilt  pillow  design;  17" by  17".  Complete  kit, 
$7.95  ppd.  Quilts  and 
Other  Comforts,  HG22, 
5315W.  38th  Ave., 
Denver,  CO  80212. 



POODLE  PORTRAIT 
Needlepoint  kit  with  design 

stamped  on  imported  #14  mesh 
mono  canvas,  Paternayan 

Persian  yarns.  Background: 

powder  blue,  red,  yellow,  royal 

green  or  your  color  swatch.  14" 
round  for  pillow,  $21.95;  14"  sq. 
for  framing.  $22.95  plus  $1  post 
Other  breeds  available.  Pet 

Projects,  HG46,  Box  1133, 
Stamford,  CT  06904. 

PERFECT  CONTENTMENT 

"How  sweet  it  is  to  do  nothing 

and  then  rest"  like  adorable 
"Tawny  Cat."  Amusing  combo  to 
needlepoint.  Legend  in  red,  blue 

pen,  cream  ground,  taped  10" 
mono  canvas,  17"  by  liy2";  cat 
on  pink  pillow,  blue  ground, 

taped  12"  mono  canvas,  16" 
by  111/2".  Yarns,  needle  included. 
$22.50ea.:  both,  $39.95  Ppd. 

Ella  Projansky's  Needleworks, 
HGE4,  Box  423,  White  Plains, 
NY  10602. 

.f  ♦ 

PEAR  TREE  KITS 

Needlepoint  ornaments.  Partridge  in  a 
Pear  Tree,  Turtle  Dove,  French  Hen, 

Calling  Bird,  Golden  Ring,  Goose-A- 

Laying,  Swan-A-Swimming.  Maid-A- 
Milking,  Lady  Dancing,  Lord-A-Leaping, 

Piper,  Drummer.  Design  on  canvas  4" 
I.,  bright  wool,  felt  backing,  stuffing. 
$2.95  ea.,  all  12,  $29.95  plus  50c 
post.  Victoria  Gifts,  12H  Water  St., 

Bryn  Mawr,  PA  19010. 

POPULAR  PILLOWS 

Learn  quilting  skills  and  techniques  by 

making  accent  pillows.  Ten  favorite 
patterns  including  Crazy  Quilt,  Double 

Wedding  Ring,  Dresden  Plate,  Drunk- 
ard's Path,  Dutch  Doll,  Eight-pointed 

;:ar.  Grandma's  Flower  Garden.  Patterr 
pieces  actua+  size.  Yardage  estimate 

given.  Pillow  Book.  $2.  Contemporary 
Quilts,  HG4,  3466  Summer  Ave., 

Memphis,  TN  38122. 

HANO-EMBROIDERED  CREWEL  FABRIC  BY  THE 
YARD  FOR  IMMEDIATE  DELIVERY 

That  fabulous  fabric  from  India  you've  al- 
ways yearned  for,  sensationally  priced,  di- 
rect from  the  Importer!  Multi-color  wool 

flowers  hand-embroidered  on  natural  hand- 
woven  cotton  for  draperies,  upholstery,  slip- 
covers! 

50  "wide  $14.00  yard  ppd. 

Reody-Made  Bedspreads 

Twin  $70  Full  $80. 

Queen  $90        King  $100. 
Tabieclofhs 

70"  Round  $50  90"  Round  $60. 
All  prices  postpaid.  Money  back  guarantee. 

SEND  50c  IN  COIN  FOR  SWATCH 
AND  COLOR  CATALOG. 

GURIAN'S 
276   Fifth  Ave..    Dept.    HG46.   N.Y..   N.Y.    lOOOl 

TEE  CADDY 
Colorful  needlepoint  caddy  laces  on  your 

golf  shoe  to  keep  tees  on  hand  at  all  times. 

Each  kii  co~plete  with  design  on  can/as. 
Paterna  Persian  wcol.  two  tees,  elastic. 

needle    and  instructions.  Size.  2"  x  3". Ball  on  Tee  Kit     $1.95 
Fore  Kit      SI. 95 
Crossed  Clubs  Kit     SI. 95 

T  Up  Kit     SI. 95 
Flog  and  Pin  Kit    51.95 
Golf  Bog  Kit     SI. 95 
Any  Six  Kits    S10.95 

?_."  ̂ Oc  POSTAGE  &  HANDLING 
Pa.  Res.  Add  6%  Sales  Tai 

VICTORIA  GIFTS 

12-H   Water  St..   Bryn   Mawr.   Pa.   19010 

WANT  YOUR  OWN  YUM-YUM? 

NEEDLEPOINT  a  dellclQusly-colored  ribbon-like 
purse  in  sherbet  colors  of  pink,  yellow,  green 

and  turquoise.  Kit  includes  screened  color  de- 
sign of  finest  ::10  mono  canvas,  needle.  French 

yarns,  gold  chain  and  finishing  instructions. 
S29.50  Ppd.  Check  or  money  order  only,  allow 
four  weeks  for  delivery. 

Customer  may  return  completed  needlepoint  to 

shop  to  be  put  together  for  Si  2.00. 

WHICHCRAFT? 
625  N.  New  Ballas  Rd.  St.   Loui<^.   Mo.  63141 

fcathedral  window 

templates  kit 

■  -? 

New  Patented  Method 

Quilt  on-iht-go!  Make  quilts  or  pillows 
without  frames.  Qailt  Easy  metal  tem- 

plates kit  includes  3  tt-mplates  with 
ea.sy- to -follow  illustrated  instructions 
for  Cathedral  Window  design  and  Petal 
design.     S4    postpaid. 

Special  Pillow  Kit — Includes  the  above 
templates  kit  plus  materials  for  1  lace 
trimmed  Cathedral  Window  pillow. 
(Stuffing   not   included.)     $11   postpaid 

Quilt  '^as)r 
o.  O.  Box  321 

k 
Stone    Mountain,    Georgia    30083 

Our 
Showcase 
Plant 
Stand 

Cleverly  designed 

to  tioid  6  of 

your  most  luscious 

plants  on  swiveling. 

adjustable  stielves. 
And  it's  portable, 

so  you  can follow  the 

sun  from  room 

to  room!  39"H, of  pine  and 

hardwood  with  a  brass  carry  ring. 

Unfinished  (to  paint  your  way)  $19.95. 

Fully  finished  In  Antique  Satin, 

$29.95  (add  $2  post,  ea.) 

^leld^ouse Dept.  Ge4A,  Box  1000 
N.  Conway,  N.H.  03860 
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WATER  THIRSTY  PLANTS  WHILE  ON  A  TRIP 
Planning  a  trip  but  worried  about  your  thirsty  plants?  Amazing 

wicks  feed  just  right  amount  of  water  up  to  8  weeks.  Can  be  used 

all  year  around  with  all  plants.  Will  not  rot  or  mildew. 

SET  OF  4  PLANT  NURSEMAIDS...  $2.98  +  450  Mailing  Each  Set. 
SET0F2  EXTRA  LONG  PLANT  NURSEMAIDS 

FOR  LARGE  PLANTS   $2.98  +  450  Mailing  Each  Set. 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  Or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises Dept.  HG-46 556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

@°LD¥1 
"For  women 

on  the  go" This  is  the  shoe  that's  designed  with  you 
in  mind.  Genuine  glove  leather  upper, 

boater  type  action  sole,  tricot  lined  for 
added  comfort.  Satisfaction  Guaranteed. 

In  black,  brown,  tan,  navy,  white. 
Sizes  narrow,  medium  or  wide  in  5  to  13 

<tio  nn    °'^  extra  wide  in  5  to  12. X-;  $10.99  whole  and  half  sizes 
Please  add  $  1.00  for  postage  and 

Send  check  or  money  order  to  LENOX  TRADING  $1 .00  over  size  10. 
1491  Dorchester  Avenue,  Boston,  Ma  02122  Allow  2  weeks  for  delivery 

^        WICKER  WONDERLAND 

lilack. 

ICxp.  ( 

avdcado 
piTcli tern 

red  or  tanKcrinc.    .'^ofa  S29.95. 
I.   I'aiincd  Wliitc  a.kl  UV, 

1 1  r  a  1  «  i  1 1 0 1\ 

ii  olil  fash- 
(1    charm     for 

iriiUior.s     or     omi. 
Iinixirted      from Kiirope. 

CHAIR— 3,S"  s  -.'.V   \ \IV  hish.  $44.95. 

SOFA— 4S"   uidi-   :;<■ X  I'i"  l.iKli.  $79.95. 
OBLONG    TABLE 
a:."  s  r.'r  x  -iv  higii. 
S44.95. 

END    TABLE— 24"   \ ,  !"■■      X      JJ"      hisli. 
S32.95. 
Seat  &  Back  Cushions 
—  I'o'.yioani   uii'i  zip- 

ers    ill   floral    sold   pal- 
solid    color.-     iii     Kold. 

Chair  \-   Hockir   SI4.95. 

^WILLOW  FERN  STAND 
I'roudly     display     your     flowers. 
plants  and  tirei'nery  in  tlii.s  hand- 
woven   jardiniere   10"  dia. 
deep    X    27"    high.    $17.95    plu .?2.00  postase. 

BAMBOO  SHADES 
Banihoo  roll  up 
sha<les  in  nal- 
liral  .Matehstick 
or  Tortoise  shell 

(burned)  Vz" wide  hainhoa 

.slats.  I'erenial- 
ly  popular: Handmade  in 
Taiwan 

Fran's 

Sizes 

24"x72 

:i(rx"2 
:iG"x72' 
42"x72 

4X"x72' 
(10"x72' 

Match- 
stick  Tortoise 

■  $  4.50  $  7.00 5.50 

6.50 8.00 

9.50 
11.50 
12.50 

d^GJitlaJt  9f&iL6e. 
SEND  25e  FOR  CATALOG 

VISIT  OUR  WAREHOUSE  SHOWROOM 

Koute  1(1.  Dept.  IK!4.  Suceasunna.  .\..l.  07!<7 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

WILLOW  THE  WALL 

For  plant  arrangements,  hand 
woven  willow  baskets  with  metal 

liners.  In  three  sizes:  10"  by  7" 
by  eVa";  9"  by  GVa"  by  6";  8"  by 
6"  by  5V2".  Hang  on  terrace  wall. 
$9.95  for  set  of  three.  Add  $1 

post.  Catalogue  25c.  Fran's  Bas ket  House,  HG4,  Rte.  10,  Sucea- 
sunna, NJ  07876. 

STRAWBERRY  ACCENT 

Charming  tiers  with  bright  red 
strawberries  and  green  leaves 
embroidered  on  white.  Blend  of 

permanent-press  polyester  and 

rayon.  66"  w.  pair.  24",  30", 
35"  I.  $15;  matching  11"  by  70" valance  $8.  Add  $2  post.  Free 
catalogue.  Country  Curtains, 
HG41,  Stockbridge,  MA  01262. 

SQUIRREL'S  DEFEAT 
New  repellent  doesn't  do  harm 
to  pesky  rodents;  it  just  has  a 
distinctive  odor  that  keeps  them 

away — it  does  not  hurt  birds  at 
the  feeder  or  bulbs  in  the  ground. 
15  oz.  package,  $3.49;  three. 
$9.95.  Add  50c  post,  each  box, 
$1  for  3.  World  Garden  Products, 
4HGE,  Saugatuck,  CT  06880. 

TRAVEL  COMPANION 

Pet  carrier  with  rustproof  screen- 
ing all  around  avoids  that  closed- 

in  feeling.  Inside:  wall-to-wall 
carpeting!  Pet  carrier  of  pressed 

wood,  three  sizes:  9"  x  16"  x 
12",  $19;  medium.  12"  x  18"  x 
13",  $28;  16"  X  16"  X  20".  $38. 
Ppd.  Turen,  Inc.,  PC-4,  2  Cot- 

tage Ave.,  Danvers.  MA  01923. 

Personalized  Puppy  Plaques 
S7  95     P'^^  ̂ ^  ̂ ^  postage  and  handling 

A  truly  unique  gift  .  .  .  cast  in  rugged  pewter, 

mounted  on  a  handsome  4"  by  6"  wood  plaque 
and  personalized  with  your  dog's  name.  Per- sonalized puppy  plaques  add  a  warm  touch 
to  any  decor.  All  major  breeds  available. 

Please  send  dog's  name  and  breed  along  with 
check  or  money  order  to: 

T&T  PRODUCTS 
P.O.  80x168 Narragansett,  Rhode  Island  02882 

Rhode  Island  Residents  add  5%  sales  tax 
Please  allow  4  to  6  weeks  for  delivery 

Smoke  Magnet 
clean  a  momful 

d  smoke. 
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Just  push  button.  Cigarette  and  cigar 
smoke  start  to  vanish -automatically! 
All  that  remains  is  a  beautiful  fragrance. 
Patented  Smoke  Magnet  has  2000 

spray  charges  for  months  of  use.  Also 
absorbs  annoying  odors  from  bathroom 
or  any  room.  Great  for  home,  office 
smoky  card  games.  Great  gift.  Money 
back  guarantee.  Send  $5.00  ( •  50c  post 
age  and  handling)  to  AIR  SUPERB.  P.O 
BOX  A,  GRACIE  STATION,  N.Y.,  N.Y.  10028 

GENUINE 

JADE  JEWELRY 

w 
(SHOWN  HALF  SIZE) 

This  beautiful  jade  jewelry,  carefulh 
crafted  in  the  Orient,  is  now  avaiiabh 

to  you  at  incredibly  low  prices.  Choost- a  delicate  14  karat  gold  plated  leaf 

pin  highlighted  by  a  jade  stone  and 
packaged  in  a  velvet  gift  box  for  only 
S4.99.  Or  a  handsome  jade  elephant 
with  a  24-inch  gold  plated  chain,  in 
a  lovely  paper  gift  box  for  only  S2.99 

Great  gift  ideas.  Order  several. 
Money  back  guarantee! 

Add  S]  postage  and  handling  for  each  order. 

].  C.  COMPANY 
Dept.  H-4.  H44()  S.  Claiborne  Ave. 

.Ww  Orleans.  La.  70125,  (504)  866-2869 

HOUSE  &  GARDEf^ 
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SPACE-SAVING  GARDEN 
Floor  to  ceiling  pole  holds  six 
plants  in  pots  or  hanging.  Adjusts 

to  8'9";  includes  clamp,  three  9" 
metal  arms,  drip  proof  trays. 
Black  or  white,  $14.95;  chrome, 
$16.95.  $2  post.  Extra  set  arms, 

trays,  $6.99.  Home  Plant  Dis- 
players.  Inc.,  Dept.  C204,  51  E. 
42  St.,  N.Y.,NY  10017. 

CLOSET  ORDER 

Get  your  guest  closet  ready  for 

holiday  entertaining.  These  lus- 
trous gold  anodized  hangers, 

3/14"  thick,  keep  garments  neat. 
Excellent  for  drip-dry  use.  Life- 

time finish.  Set  of  ten,  $13.95 
plus  75c  post.  Ultimate  Designs, 
Dept.  HG4,  16  Yale  Terrace, 
West  Orange,  NJ  07052. 

STOOP  STOPPER 

PiPeer  shoulder  brace;  light- 
weight, puts  posture  on  the 

straight  and  narrow.  Three-ply 
ventilated  material;  padded  invis- 

ible arm  bands.  Men  measure 
around  chest;  women  below  bust. 
$6.95  plus  75c  post.  Piper  Brace, 

Dept.  HG-46SH,  811  Wyandotte, 
Kansas  City,  MO  64105. 

BREW   BELTS 

Authentic  color  labels  display 

beer  taste.  "Bud"  is  on  white 
leatherlike  vinyl,  and  Coors  is  on 
fabric  reversible  to  white  vinyl. 

Both  1%"  w.,  with  goldtone  metal 
buckles.  S(26-30");  M(30-36"); 
L  (36-40").  Bud,  $6.50;  Coors, 
$7  Ppd.  Miles  Kimball,  100  Bond 
St.,  Oshkosh,  Wl  54901. 

AUTHENTIC  PARK  BENCH 
Dress  up  your  yard  for  summer. 
Imported  decorative  bench 
ideal  for  patio,  yard  or  porch. 
Unfinished  cast  aluminum. 

Natural  redwood  slats  %" 
thick.  Weatherproofed.  48"  I., 
23"  d.,  27"  h.  (Weighs  30  lbs.) Easy  to  assemble. 
Texas  Residents  please  add  5%  sales  tax. 

Aldo  Enterprises, 

$119.95 
Send  check  or  money  order  to 

P.  O.  Box  17493, 
San  Antonio,  Texas  7821 7 

BENTWOOD  ROCKER 
Irnpoilt'd  <lirfill>  from  Europe.  The  Inio 
Heiilwooil  Kockir.  fa»hioneil  from  sleani- 
lieiil  Brer)iU(io<l  in  lu>tr<>iis  ualiiiil  finish, 
**ilh  natural  haml  wo\en  cane  seal  and 

hark.  22"  wide.   11"  high. 
Send  50e  for  complete 

Danish  Furniture  Catalog. 

.\o  c.o.n.s.  ^til  V\ 
Shi,,,,.rl  i,nassrn,hlr<l.  ONLY      '^  /  H     *• ^'ii/jpin^'  charges  rollcit. 

RED.  BLACK,  OR  WHITE  FINISH  $89.95 

GENADA  IMPORTS 
Dept.  4J 

P.O.  Box  201.  Teaneck,  N.J.  07666 
N.J.   residents  add  So-b  tax. 

COMMUTER 

COFFEE  CUP 
For  that  second  cup  while  driving  to  work.  Velcro 

plastic  fastener  anchors  cup  holder  to  any  sur- 
face— metal,  plastic  or  carpet.  Drink  thru  lid 

prevents  spillover  or  splashing.  Easy  to  grasp 
handle.  $3.55  each,  2  for  $6.35  postpaid. 

Qualify  Giff  Catalog,  2Si 

SLEEPY  HOLLOW  GIFTS 
6651  Arlington  Blvd.,  G4-6 

Falls  Church,  Va.  22042 

APRIL,    1976 

SleepO  pn  air 
Introducing  an  incredible 
new   sleeping   discovery 

an   inflatable  bed  that 

uses  a  series  of  unique, 

patented  air  coil  cells' to  evenly  distribute 
the  air  inside 

Air  is  better  than 

water.  When  the 

bed  IS  fully  in- flated you  get 

the  therapeu- 
tic support  of 

the  best  mat- tress   With    no 

hard  spots.  A  lit 
tie  less  air  gives 

the  feel  of  a  waterbed.  All  the  sensuality  of 

water  with  none  of   the  hassle. 

Soft,  velvet-tufted  finish.  The  bed  is  tough, 

nnade  ot  the  same  rugged  material  as  used  for 
inflatable  boats  But  the  surface  is  soft  and 

velvet-like  Made  of  electrostatically  impreg- 
nated rayon,  it  s  colorfast  and  fully  washable. 

Total  portability.  Take  it  anywhere.  It  inflates 
in  minutes  using  a  vacuum  cleaner.  Folds  to 

drawer  si^e.  Weigtis.  iesa  ihan  10  pounds. 

Great  permanent  bed.  guest  bed.  travel  bed, 
or  the  most  luxurious  pool  float  ever. 

Fully  guaranteed,  order  now.  Guaranteed  for 
a    year    against    defects    in    materials    and workmanship. 

To  order,  send  the  coupon  with  check.  MO. 
or    credit    card    information     Or   credit    card 

customers    may    call    our    toll-free    number; 
800-835-2246. 

Please  send  intlate-a-bed(s)  as  specified.  I  real- 
ize if  not  satisfied  I  can  return  in  10  days  for 

immediate  refund. 

How  Many'   
Circle  color;     Red       Green        Black 

Circle  size;  Twin  (S)  S59.95     Full  @  $79.95 

Queen  @  $89.95  Ring  @  $114.95 
Add   S3  95   for  shipping  and   handling.    Ks. 

residents  add  3°'o  sales  tax. 
Z  Check  or  M  0  enclosed. 

Z  Mastercharge    Z  BankAmencard 

INFLATE-A-BED 
Next  to  breathing.  It's  the  most  tun  you  can have  with  air. 

Card  #_ 

#  by  Name- 

Sig:X   

.Exp.  date- 

Name- 

Address- City- 

.  State- Zip. 

Mall  coupon  to;  Inflate  abed,  KR  Mktg., 

3634  East  Roanoke  Drive Kansas  City,  MO  64111 

HG-2 

NO  MORE  WET  HAIR 
Keep  hair  dry  while  bathing  or  swimming.  Absorbent  Dry  Band 
protects  against  moisture.  Keeps  hair-do  safe,  dry.  Easy  to  use 
—practical  for  all  ages.  Simply  wrap  poly-foam  band  around  head  to 
cover  hairline.  Wear  under  shower  or  bathing  caps.  Adjustable. 

DRY  BAND          $4.98  Plus  450  Postage  &  Handling 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises Dept.  HG-46 556  Mission,  Son  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 
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SHRINK  STOMACH 
Waist  Watchers  will  feel  muscle  tighten  and  see  stomach  shrink  from 

first  day  you  use  the  Waist  Wheel.  A  few  rolls  back  and  forth  from  knee 

position  equals  100  sit-ups. 

Single  Waist  Wheel          $7.98     +        80(i  Mailing  Each 
Dual  Waist  Wheel         $9.98     +     $1.00  Mailing  Each 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  your  money  back. 

Dept.  HG-46 556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 Anthony  Enterprises 
GOLDEN    OPPORTUNITY    to 
stock  up  on  a  supply  of  elegant 
name  and  address  labels.  The  set 
includes  250  black  on  gold  Wix 

Vi"  script  initial  address  labels 
and  125  matching  gold  initial 

1x1"  envelope  seals.  [To  20  let- 
ters per  line,  4  lines]  We  use  them 

to  personalize  everything — sta- 
tionery, checks,  to  identify  books. 

Packed  in  2x3"  plastic  box,  $3.50 
ppd.  Via  1st  add  AH-  80-page  gifts 
catalog,  250.  Bruce  Bolind  24 
Bolind  Bide.,  Boulder,  Colo. 
K0302.  Thank  you  kindly! 

COLOR  CHANGES 

Golden  yellow  leaves  sprout  from 
Croton  bare  cane,  turn  brilliant 
green  and  mature  into  crimson 
foliage.  Can  grow  to  IVz  ft.  first 
year.  Croton  bare  cane,  $1. 
Three  bare  canes,  $2.50  plus 

50c  post.  Gromantic  Gardens  cf 
Florida,  Dept.  R2.  Box  6234, 
Pompano  Beach,  FL  33060. 

THE  FRENCH  WAY 

Cool  and  smart,  espadrilles  im- 
ported from  Jacques  Cohen. 

Colorful  canvas  uppers,  crepe 

soles,  rope  trim.  Sand,  navy,  yel- 
low, green,  sky  blue,  pink,  white 

or  red.  Whole  sizes  5-10  in  N  and 
M  widths.  $15  plus  $1.75  post. 
Catalogue  free.  The  Talbots, 

Dept.  XN,  Hingham,  MA  02043. 

CALICO  CHARMERS 

Red,  gold,  green,  blue,  brown  or 
black  ground  on  no-iron  cotton 
blend.  70"  w.  a  pair,  21/2"  ruffle; 
30"  I.,  $6.50;  36",  $7;  45",  $8; 
54",  $9;  63",  $10;  72",  $11. 
v'alance,  $3;  tiebacks,  $1;  post. 

:1.75.  Brochure  50c.  Mather's, ^G4,  31  Main  St.,  Westminster, ;.1D  21157. 

REUGE  MUSICAL  BELLS 

Red /white/ blue  velvet;  gold-bro- 
cade trim.  Built  in  music  box. 

Swiss  make.  Tunes  (L  to  R)  Bat- 
tle Hymn.,  God  Bless  America, 

Stars  and  Stripes.  3":  Ea.  $35: 
all  three  $100.  Ppd.  Edd,  the  Flo- 

rist, Inc.,  HG4,  823  Nc-*^  C-^- Ottumwa,  lA  52501. 

TIh>    I.AXV    UVi.V 
The  Lazy  Daze  invites  you  to  ̂ eiax  m  luxuricus  ccr^'c-. 

Upholstered  in  various  grades  and  types  of  fabncs — 
stripes,  solids,  prints:  cut  antique  crushed  and  plain 
velvets:  etc  YOU  specify  type  and  colors  desired. 
$222.00  as  shown;  $150.00  in  your  fabric— send  SV?  yds. 

54"  matenai.  Ship.  chgs.  extra.  Satisfac- 
tion guaranteed:  no  C.O.D. 

Send  $2.  for  furniture  Catalogue  and  Re- 
quest Form  for  FREE,  hand  selected  dec 

orator  fabrics.  When  in  our  area,  visit  our 
new  11.000  sq.  ft.  showroom. 

L.  60" 

P.O.    Bo«    2324      HG764      Hickory.    N  C.    28601 

Have  (un  with  these  classy  old- 
time  plaques,  designed  to  lend  a 
lively,  zingy  look  to  walls  and 

doors'  Each  of  the  clever  spoof-y 
messages  is  inscntjed  in  colorful 

old-fashioned  lettering  that  has 
a  nostalgic  charm  all  its  own. 

High  Class  Place  *  features  a 
weathered  wood  look  .  .  "The 
Lord  Givelh"  is  crafted  of  real 

pine  .  .  "No  Reading"  is  let- tered on  an  actual  mirror.  AH 

three  come  framed  and  ready  to 
hang  Sign  up  today  lor  the  ones 

you  want' 
"High  Class  Place"  Plaq'je, 

T?"  X  3'2"  (85530)  @  $1.99  plus 
65  postage  and  handling 

"The  Lord  Giveth"  Plaque. 
10'-)"  X  7"  (94821)  @  $3.99  plus 
.95  postage  and  handling 

"No  Reading"  Mirror  Plaque.  1 
Examine  for  15  days  FREE.  If  n 

Send  check  or  money  order  for  cos 

TSCEBt  IS  A, 

ACflmiBLE 

i'2"  X  6"  (95174)  @  S3  99  plus    95  postage  and  handling 
ot  completely  satisfied,  return  for  full  refund. 
t  of  merchandise,  postage  and  handling,  and  sales  tax  (chart) 

©  Spencer  Gifts.  1976 

JS% pence fGiffS   D-26   Spencer  BIdg 
G/  Atlantic  City.  N  J.  08411 
Bringing  You  Direct  Mail  Savings  tor  Over  25  Years 
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adjustable Hi-Low 

T.V.   POLE 
STAND 

For  the  bedroom,  living 
room,  kitchen,  family 

•  room,    porch    .    .    . 

no    matter    where 

you're  viewing  this 
smart     new    T.V. 
Pole    Stand    holds 

your    portable    at the     level     and 

place  best  suited  for  com- fort .  .  .  without  taking  up 

valuable  floor  or  tabletop 
space.  Takes  any  width,  up 
to  14"  front  to  back,  up  to 
17"   top   to    bottom.    Easy 
to  install  and  move,  brass 
tone  finish  pole  has  spring 

tension  rod  at  top  to  ad- 
just to  your  ceiling  height, 

can  be  set  up  in  Hi  or  Lo" 
position.     Hi     position     is 

great  for  reclining  watch- ers. Made  in  USA. 

Prompt  Shipincnt 

\  'lO"  olus  1  00  post. 

Extension  for  Hish  Ceiling.  nUd  S2.00 

Write  for  FREE  catalog  of  gifts. 

Ilolidnv  fpifts 
Dtot.  30.J-A WHEAT  RIDGE.  COLORADO  80U33 

/ 

# 

S. 

SEE  MIRACLE  OF  BIRTH 

(T/*  00  ^f^-'  --^-^  ''"■■'"• ^|«.aO  FIVE  QUAIL  EGGS 
W  1  ,i.',.2.5  \^'ithout  Egg*» 

You  set  the  new  clear  plastic 
dome"  CIIICK-HATCHER  with 

5  Quail  Eggs  'available  year- 
round)  and  Egg  Hatchers  Guide 
Book.  Complete — n</thing  else  to 
buy.  Send  check  or  Money  Order 
today.  Send  2.5c-  for  catalogue  of 
larger  modcLs  for  home,  classroom 
and  display.  Also  quail  breeding 
equipment  and  how  to  produce 
and  sell  quail  year-round. 

G.O-F.  MFG.  CO..  DEPT.  CG 

BOX  8152.  LISSNER  AVE.. 
SA\  ANNAH.  GA.  31402 

;*RDEN 
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MODERN  SCULPTURE 

Heavy  gauge  steel  with  brass  ac- 
cents is  welded  together  in  a 

variety  of  ways  to  make  hand- 
some wall  sculptures.  Max  Levine 

is  the  sculptor  of  the  piece 
shown.  Prices  start  at  $40.  Free 
brochure.  B.  Levine,  Dept.  HG4, 
19-18  Saddle  River  Rd..  Fair 
Lawn,  NJ  07410. 

LIBERTY  IN  CRYSTAL 

Unique  collector's  item  for  our 
bicentennial  is  a  miniature  Lib- 

erty bell  in  24%  lead  crystal  and 

it  has  a  clapper,  too.  SVs"  high 
and  3%"  in  diameter.  Sparkling 
star  for  dining  table  or  treasure 
shelf.  $19.50  plus  $1.50  post. 

The  Gift  Horse,  HG4.  69  Mary- 
land Ave.,  Annapolis,  MD  21401. 

BEAUTY  BAR 

Cabinet  with  mirrored  doors  that 

swing  out  to  form  a  three-way 
mirror  is  a  handsome  so'"'irin 
for  gals  and  guys.  25"  by  16"  by 
6"  deep  with  adjustable  shelves, 
trays  for  storage  behind  doors. 

$52  plus  $2.50  post.  T-Square 
Designs,  Ltd,  HG4,  152  Berkeley 
PL,  Brooklyn,  NY  11217. 

HAPPILY  APPLE-Y 

Applesauce  and  apple  trifle  per- 
fectly served  in  clear  crystal  ap- 

ple-shaped dishes.  Use  them  for 
hotorcold  soups,  salads,  cereals, 

desserts.  Each  dish  6V2"  in  diam- 
eter. $6.95  plus  75c  post,  for  set 

of  eight.  Colonial  Garden  Kitch- 
ens, HGE  4,  Valley  Stream,  NY 

11582. 

~"MJi 

REPLACE  WORN  SILVER 
Silver  Plus  deposits  new,  pure  silver  on  copper,  brass,  or  bronze 

where  the  original  plating  has  worn  away — and  polishes  at  the 
same  tinne.  Silver  Plus  is  ideal  for  polishing  Sterling.  It  does  not 
deposit  new  silver  on  Sterling,  but  helps  maintain  its  beauty  and 
lustre.  4  oz.  bottle. 

#702  SILVER  PLUS 

No  COD'S  or  Billing 

$5.98  Plus  650  Postage  &  Handling  Each 

California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises Dept.  HG-46 556  Mission,   San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

Pillow  Scent-sa-tions Three  fabulously  fragrant 
pillows,  a  heartshape, 
triangle  and  square,  covered 
in  romantic  chintz.  In  a 
blend  of  soft  floral  colors, 

they're  charming  as  an 
accent  piece  or  to  cozy  up 

to  almost  anywhere!  Velvet 
Ribbon-wrapped  and  right 
for  anyone  who  adores 
especially  lovely  things! 

Pillows  approximately  10  inches 
in  diameter.  Price:  $20.00  per  3 

pillow  set;  3  sets  for  $55.00. 
Postage  is  included. 

Gift  orders  accepted,  but  please 
remember  to  enclose  name  and 
address  of  recipient. 

You  have  full  return  privileges.    I 

\^-m^'^ 

§   Send  check  or  money  order  to: 

a 

Marina  Pillows 

Send  check  or  money  order  to: 

Marina  Pillows,  Dept.  HG46,  Box  549 Harrison,  N.Y.  10528   

Check  background  color  desired: 

beige    Q      rose    □      blue Name   

Street   

City   State   Zip. 
Please  allow  3  weeks  for 
delivery  where  possible. 

delivery.  U.P.S. 

NAVY 

BROWN 
WINE 

GREEN 
BEIGE 

TAN 
RUST 

COPEN 
YELLOW 

WHITE 

BLACK 

OPEN  COLLAR  TIE 

>  Shapes  to  neck  • 
Adjusts  to  size  •  Stays  in  place 
No  more  bother  •  So  comfortable 

you  forget  it's  there. Plain  shades  in  luxurious  imported 

fine  denier  polyester  to  match 
every  outfit. 
"A  natural  in  the  trend  towards 

elegant  leisurewear." Money  back  Guarantee  Check  or  money  orilcr 

$5-95 

oQC   Hdlg. 

EACH 

OST    Cravates 
DEPT.  A4,  P.O.  BOX  73.  CHAMPLAIN.  N.Y.   12919 

in  Canada:  6666  St.  Urbain  St.,  Montreal  H2S3HI 

BLEUMETTE  "Demi-Bra" Beautiful  Uplift.  No  straps,  bones  or  wires. 

Nude  color.  ,     add  see  Man  &  Hdig.     ■ 
A.  Band  C  cups.  I  BLEUETTE,   INC. 

•""^-.l  ̂      55  98    '  ^ew  •^;'o'r''..'*^N*: •  ?."loSf ? 
pair — only     4>9«90      i_   ;   ^_J 

HANDMADE  OLD-FASHIONED 
CROCKERY  PITCHERS 

Colorfully  painted  and  glazed  with  the 

name(s)  of  your  choice.  Perfect  for  mix- 

ing your  favorite  beverage' $22.50  ppd.  1  gal.  size  527.50  ppd 

Specify  size,  type — Bloody  Mary  (with 

recipe  on  back)  or  Iced  Tea — and 
name(s)  to  be  painted  on  front. 
(Maximum  14  letters).  Please  print. 

No  COD'S  please  Texas  residents  add  5°o  tax. Allow  3  weeks  for  delivery, 

DODY  HG  10 
P.O.  Box  7416,  Dallas.  Texas  75209 

APRIL,    1976 

NEW!  PLANT  MOISTURE  METER 
This  remarkable  device  takes  the  guesswork 
out  of  watering  plants.  Works  on  the  principle 
of  electrolysis,  lasts  indefinitely  and  needs  no 
batteries.  So  easy!  Just  stick  it  in  plant  soil 
and  read  dial  instantly.  The  meter  accurately 
tells  how  much  water  surrounds  roots.  Only 

one  meter  is  needed  for  all  your  plants  in- 
door and  out.  A  complete  list  of  over  200  plant 

varieties  tells  you  how  much  moisture  is  right. 
Fully  guaranteed.  Price  $11.95  &  $1.50  P  &  H. 

MIDLAND  MOOR, HG-46 Box  4086.   Kirtlanrt. 
OH  44094 
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i  Se  ongina.  —  g..d  VOVEABLES"  Custom 
full  color,  watercolor  art  from  an  original 

animal  alphabet.  Ideal  for  new  babies, 

weddings,  birtfidays,  house  warmings, 

anniversaries  —  you  name  it!  9"x12" 
matted  in  yeiiow,  blue,  pink,  green,  orange 

or  red  Up  to  8  letters  only  S4  95  each 

matted  Additional  letters  50{t  each  and 

size  increases  to  14"x18"  matted.  You  can 

also  add  your  own  slogan  or  special  mes- 

sage 14"  X  18"  complete  alphabet  avail- 
able at  S10.95  matted.  Specify  capitals  or 

small  le""-=;  Postage  and  handling  $1.25 
up  to  3  pieces  to  the  same  address  Orders 

shipped  within  72  hours  of  receipt.  Send 

check  or  money  order  to: 

LAURA'S  LOVEABLES* 
Dept.  HG  476,  P.O.  7831 

Las  Vegas,  Nevada  89101 

Hopi  silversmithing  at  its  finest.  Genuine 
heavy  sterling  hopi  overlay  bracelet  with 
matching  ring.  Finished  to  a  gleaming 
satin  finish  by  superior  Indirn  craftsman. 

Bracelet  $29.95;  ring  5.14.00. 
Both  $36.00  postpaid. 

SEND  FOR  FREE  COLOR  BROCHURE 

Bien  Mur  Indian  Market  Center  is  the 

largest  Indian  trading  post  in  the  world 
. . .  located  on  the  Sandia  Reservation  in 
New  Mexico. 

BIEN  MUR  INDIAN  MARKET  CENTER 
P  0.  Box  10367,  Depl.  HG-4 

Albuquerque,  New  Mexico  87114 

them 
into  profits!! 

and  have  fun  doing  it 
If  you  love  flowers,  you  can  create  gorgeous 
.arrangements  and  gam  profits  in  your  home' 
Learn  the  delicate  art  of  corsages,  bridal 
flowers,  table  arrangements  or  sprays.  As  a 
hobby,  career,  home-business,  part  or  full 
time  .  ,  or  start  a  shop  of  your  o/;nl  Free 
color  brochure  shows  you  how  to  learn 
professional  flower  arranging,  plus  FREE  3 
months  subscription  to  FLOWER  TALK  publica- 

tion for  home  flower  arrangers.  Write  today' 

floral  Art  Center  (A  Home  Study  School) 
Dept. BOND     •  1628  E.  McDowell  Rd. 
Phoenix,  Ariz.  85006 

GhNIUNE  LEATHER  &  CORK 
WEDGE  SPECIAL 

for  House  &  Garden  Readers 

Super-soft  Genuine  Leather  with  cork 
wedge  and  rubber  sole.  Two  buckle  straps 

adjust  for  sure  comfortable  fit.  White, 

Navy,  Camel.  Full  & '2  Sizes  5-10  Medium. 

Regularly  $14.00 

SPECIAL  LOW  PRICE 

Satisf.  Guar.  pOW  Only      $1  0 
$5  dep.  on  COD  pj^g  j^  p^g, 

OLD  PUEBLO  TRADERS -H4D 
600  South  Country  Club Tucson,    Az.   857li> 

PERSONAL  PROTECTION 

In  the  US.  there  is  an  assault  every  76 

seconds,  a  robbery  every  82  seconds,  a  rape 
every  10  minutes.  Criminals  love  darkness 

and  quiet,  but  now  you  can  scare  them 

away  with  BODYGUARD  This  unique  per 

sonal  alarm  system  gives  off  a  high-intensity 
shrieking  sound  that  makes  criminals  run 

Easily  carried  in  pocket,  purse,  or  hand,  it 

triggers  instantly  when  you  need  protection. 

BODYGUARD  is  quality  made,  built  to  last 

and  has  a  handy,  built-in  flashlight.  And  it's 
SAFE  and  LEGAL  Quality  Eveready  Alkaline 

penlight  batteries  are  included  and  last  up 

to  one  year.  Send  check  or  money  order 
today  for  your  own  personal  BODYGUARD 

only  $9,95  including  postage  and  handling. 

WITT   ENTERPRISES 
2526  E.    Love  St. 

Las  Vegas,   Nevada  89121 

UNIQUE  GIFT  IDEA 

For  souvenirs,  matchbook  col- 

lectors, great  for  parties,  conversa- 

tion pieces.  Fifty  bopks  ̂ ffjiatch- 

es  from  tv^renty-five  bV  rtibPfe "differ- 
ent Las  Vegas  caslnp.s  and'iiotels. 

The  exact  same  books/^ound  Jjn 

these  famous  landmarks"?njhe  en- 
tertainment and  gamin'g'tapital  of the  world. 

An  unusual  collection  that  wo- 

uld be  difficult  to  compile  even  af- 
ter several  personal  visits.  Use  them 

mount  them  for  display,  give  them 

away  and  watch  the  faces,  use 
your    imagination. 

Only  $3.95    including  postage 

and  handling.  Send  check  or  mo."- 
ey  order  to: 

JUSTINS 
861  Lady  t(/larline     G-4 
Las  Vegas,  Nv.  89119 

SHOPPING 
AROUND 
THE  SOUTHWEST 

PATRIOTIC  PEYOTE 

Special  issue  red,  white,  blue 
authentic  Indian  handcrafted 

jewelry.  Just  100  signed,  dated 
necklaces  (23"  I.)  in  coral, 
turquoise,  mother  of  pearl  set  in 
pure  sterling,  $296.  Matching 
bracelet,  $64;  ring,  (4  to  12)  $24. 

Three  piece  set,  $346  Ppd.  Cata- 
ogue,  $1.  Old  West  Traders, 
Indian  Arts  Pavilion,  1503  Central 

NW,  Albuquerque,  NM  87104. 

1?^ 

ACAPULCO  BLOUSE 

Beautiful  hand-embroidery 
accents  the  feminine  charm 
of  long,  graceful  sleeves, 
buttoned  cuffs.  Hem  edge 

side-slit  to  wear  as  over- 

blouse  as  well  as  tuck-in; 
washable  dacron,  white  with 
multicolor  embroidery.  Sizes 
S(30-32),M  (34-36), 
L(38-40).$22plus$l  post. 
Old  Pueblo  Traders,  600  S. 
Country  Club,  H4A,  Tucson, 
AZ  85716. 

PRINCESS  LIMUU 

Authentic  Hawaiian  print  on 

silky  polished  cotton  designed 
with  fitted  midriff  shape  to 
flatter  you.  Gathered  back, 

billows  from  a  deep  U  neck- line. Washable.  Blue,  red, 

green,  gold,  pink.  Sizes 
P,S,M,L,XL.  $27.  Infloor 
length,  $31.  plus  $1  post.  ea. 
Vicki  Wayne,  600  S.  Country 
Club  Rd.,  H4L,  Tucson,  AZ 
85716. 



FASHION  RIGHT 

Wear-with-all  jacket 
from  Guatemala.  Strik- 

ing Indian  designs  in 
full-bodied  cotton  hand- 
woven  by  natives  on 
traditional  looms.  In 

pomegranate,  turquoise, 
brown  or  black  woven 

on  white.  Sizes  10-20. 

Wrinkle  resistant,  it's  a 
joy  for  traveling.  $20  plus 
$1  post.  Old  Pueblo 
Traders,  610  S.  Country 
Club,  H4J,  Tucson,  AZ 
85716. 

Animal  alphabet.  Colored 
cotton  thread,  natural 
material  background, 

transfer  letters.  9"  by 
12"  up  to  eight  letters, 
$5.95.  Ea.addit.  letter,      i 

50c.  Entire  alphabet  14" 
by  18"  (specify  capitals 
or  small  letters).  $12.95 

plus  $1.50  post.  Laura's Loveables©,  Dept. 
HGE476.  Box  7381,  Las 

Vegas,  NV  89101. 

MOTHER-IN-LAW  BELL 

Unique  legendary  pen- 
dant handmade  by 

Indians  on  Pueblo  of 
Sandia  Reservation. 
Ancient  Navajo  custom 

was  that  mother-in-law 
wear  a  bell  to  warn  son- 

;-/^  in-law  of  her  where- abouts. Sterling  silver 

bell%"w.,  %"h.,on  10" 
sterling  chain.  $19.50 

ppd.  Bien  Mur  Indian 
Market  Center,  HG4,  Box 
10367,  Albuquerque, 
NM  87114. 

COOL  COMFORT 

Enjoy  the  superb  ease  of  handmade  open-toe  sandals,  the 
imported  Huaraches.  Handwoven  of  supple  genuine  steer- 
hide  leather  with  sturdy  and  long  wearing  soles  and  heels. 
Natural.  Sizes  5-10.  $8.90  plus  $1  post.  Southwestern 
Gifts,  600  S.  Country  Club  Rd.,  H4H,  Tucson,  AZ  85716. 

DESIGNED-TOFIT 
Back-seam PANTS 

Hold  that  figure 

pe  rf  ec  t  line  in 
neversag  100°t 
Polyester  double 
knit  with  special 
backseaming. 
Elasticized  waist. 
Washable,  never 
iron.  Brown,  White, 

Navy,  Beige,  Black, 

Green,  Purple,  Bur- ^  gundy.  Yellow, 
Pink,  Lt.  Blue,  Grey. 

Sizes  6-20  &  36-44 

$16 

Jamaica     Shorts, 
with  designed  to 
fit  back  seam, 

elastic  waist,  18" 
length.  White, 

Navy,  Pink,  Lt. 
Blue,  Black. 

Sizes  6-20 

$9 

Tr-^
 

Plus  $1.00 

post,  each 
Dep.  on 

^^      COD 
^^  S5  00 Sofis.  Guar. 

VICKI   WAYNE  -  H4B 
610  South  Country  Club       Tucson,  Az.  85716 

THE  GREATEST  PANT  BOOT  EVER! 
Pant  Perfect!  8W  high  in  stretchy 
Polyurethane  with  Treco  lining  for 
butter  soft  comfort.  Cushioned  in- 

sole and  rubber-like  sole.  2  3  16" 
non-skid  heel.  They  give  protec- 

tion from  wetness.  Wipe  clean, 
BLACK,  BROWN,  NAVY,  CAMEL. 

BONE,  WHITE,  RED.  Full  &  -2 
sizes.  5-8V2.  plus  9  &  10.  Satisf.  Guar, 

$15.00 SIO  dep.  on  COD      Plus  SI   Post. 

OLD  PUEBLO  TRADERS -H4F 
610  S.    Country  Club  Tucson.    AZ  eS/l"- 

BULLSEYE- n^O 

IVs  a  winner! 
Personalized,  leather-bound 
address  book.  A  lifetime  gift. 

Handcrafted  of  finest  quality,  dur- 
able cowhide,  this  address/phone 

book  with  handy  leather  pockets 
for  pen  and  business  cards,  comes 

complete  with  standard  sized  (5"  x 
8")  replaceable  paperand  index  In- 

dicate your  birth  sign  and  choice 
of  color:  brown  and  tan  or  grey 
and  black.  Send  check  or  M.O.  for 

$19.95  (please  add  S2.00  for  in- sured postage). 

BULLSEYE   PRODUCTS 
PC  Box  50165 

Tucson,  Arizona  65703 

Arizunu    rcsiflcntx    pliiisi     iiilil    i'r     so/cs    tax 

LIMITED 

SALE! 
x>..  The  Na'jii  Pendant  Sterling  ̂  

^     Silver  &  Turquoise^      ̂ ^ 

I 

Avg.  Nat. Retail,  S25 

Najii  II  means  "your  heart'  m  Navajo. Give  "your  hearl  with  this  lovely  pend 
ant.  hand  made  by  Indians  ot  the  South- 

west A  gift  that  says  "as  you  walk  in 
beauty.  I'll  be  with  you 
The  stone  is  appro«ima)ely  3  els  line 
Kingman  Blue  lurguoise  set  in  hand 
worked  Sterling  and  suspended  Irom 
an  18  Sterling  silver  chain  We  otter 
it  at  this  low  price  10  acquaint  you 

with  the  quality  and  scvice  ol  Old 
West  Traders  Club 

With  your  order,  you  become  a  mem- 
ber You  II  receive  your  pendant 

[stamped  with  our  servicemark  of 
authenticity)  your  Traders  card  a 
beautiful  full  color  catalog  featuring 
over  300  extraordinary  bargains  and 
monthly  specials  of  the  finest  Indian 

(ewelry  available  (Never  an  obliga- 
tion to  buy) 

If  you  re  traveling  in  the  Southwest 
visit  the  Indian  Arts  Pavilion— the 
national  center  ol  handcrafted  Indian 

jewelry 

membership  m 

OLD  WSST  TRAOSRS 
Indian  Arts  Pavilion 

1503  Central  NW 

Albuquerque    NM  87104 
Enclosed  is  S11  (plus  SI  pstg    hdig  & 
ins)    Please  rush  my   Na  jii  pendant 
and  membership  materials 
Name   

Address. 

City   

MG25 

.Slate. 

-Zip. 

7-day  money-bach,  guarantee  •  4 
weeks  delivery  •  BACMaster 

Charge  ok    Include  interzone  " 

95 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

—  :%: 
DoawooaHc^io,-..  V' lerP^ce  rj  v  1176-1 

X, 

in-shooling  Replica  KENTUCKY  RIFLE  11725.. .over 

:.;    long  .  i"  ivoofl  and  melal... absolutely  sate. ..can- 
rjo!  be  made  lo  fire. .. .519.00 

POWDER  HORNS 

•785.. .6"  ge-u.ne  sicer  horn  •  S8  M  ea'. 
»780...i2    ct^„  "e  steer  hotn  -  $15.00  M, V 

#564  Cavalry  SABRE. ..39"  overall... large  basket  hilt. 
engraved  blade  8  leather  scabbard,  similar  to  Civil 

War  ■  old  wnstB'eaker". 
$19  50ea.  ■  2forS37  00 

Beautilully  Polished  -  Ready  lo  Hang 

i252!8"to2It.  •  S15-50  »2543Io-4'l    -525.50  »255-lIoi<t    ■  S35,50 

These  racks  were  designed  as  Gun  Racks,  but  are  equally  well  suited  for  hats,  coats,  towels  or  anything  else  you  would  like  to 

hang  on  genuine  steer  horns. 

i 

^C ^^ 

«6725$TEERH0flNand 

7"  round  WALNUT  BASE 
RACKS...S15  50apair. 

11321  SHIELOGUNRACKS 

3V':"»')  5  ■  nadec'v.ood 

v.'th  genuine  horn     S15  75apair 

Full  Line  Color  Catalog  S2.00 

>■■■■■•»■■ 

II7505EAGLE  GUN  RACKS 
5"  trass-plated  eagle 

6    horns    S9.75apair 

All  prciJuCIS 
'aniee<3  IDr  30  days 

=  MTLE 

.■vHIMSEY 

A  hand-screened 

print,  typically 
Vested  Gentress, 

in  a  fully  lined 
shift,  backzipper, 

\  side  slits.  Drip- 
dry  65%  poly- ester and  35% 

cotton,  Remov- 

able bows.  "Val- 
ley Forge"  in pink/green  on 

,hite.  Sizes  6  to 

^.  $39  plus  $2 

rest.  Carroll 
Reed,  Dept.  625, 
North  Conway, 

NH  03860. 

GREENHOUSES 
From  $88.95. 

Grow  super  vegetables  and  flowers — 
we  show  you  how!  All  bolted  fiberglass 
and  redwood  construction  with  custom 

features  that  every  gardener  wants. 
Write  today  for  FREE  brochure  with 
Budget  Plans  and  all  accessories. 

McGregor  greenhouses 
Box    36-D4,     Santa    Cruz,    California 
95063.    (408)  476-5390. 

WARNING 
PROreCTED   BY 

FLECTRONIC 
ALARM  SYSTEM 

»0: iranf me 
ih 

'ttnttsp 

Courage  b  chan^t 
tht  tltintfcs^  can, 4^ 

kitow  the  hithtcnct. 

SERENITY  PRAYER  CERAMIC  TILE 
White  Ceramic  Tile  used  as  a  wall  plaque  or  trivet.  Cork  base 

with  hanger.  6"  x  6". 
=  191    SERENITY   PRAYER  TILE 

$4.98  Plus  600  Postage  &  Handling  Each 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

AntJjony  Enterprises  55^  mi Dept.  HG-46 ssion,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

NEEDLEPOINT  FOR  76 

Get  ahead  of  the  Christmas  rush 

right  now  with  the  first  three  of 

a  "Twelve  days  of  Christmas" 
series.  Canvas,  yarn  in  natural 

colors,  needle,  felt  backing,  in- 
structions for  finishing.  Set  of 

three,  $7.50  plus  50c  post. 

Downs,  Dept.  1404-Y,  Evanston, 
IL  60204. 

NEVER  TO  RETURN 

For  the  female  who  has  unwanted 

hair  on  face,  arms,  legs,  we  pro- 

pose Perma  Tweez.  Battery  oper- 

ated device  removes  hair  perma- 

nently and  with  professional  re- 
sults, does  not  puncture  skin. 

$16.95  ppd.  General  Medical 
Co.,  HGE-54,  5701  W.  Adams 
Blvd.,  Los  Angeles,  CA  90016. 

WHO'S  TO  KNOW 

Burglars,  other  would-be  male- 
factors bypass  premises  having 

a  warning  decal  advertising  an 

alarm  system.  Self-adhesive  vinyl 
stickers  are  bright  yellow  and 

green.  Set  of  four,  $1.98  plus 

20c  post.  Anthony  Enterprises, 

HG4,  556  Mission  St.,  San  Fran- 
cisco, CA  94105. 

75036  —  8" 

HANGING  PLANT  BASKETS 
Create  a  hanging  garden  in  your  home  with 
these  exciting  handwoven  rattan  plant  baskets. 
The  oversize  wicker  chains  are  perfect  for 
climbing  vines.  Give  all  your  indoor  plants  a 
place  by  the  window.  Dress  up  your  terrace  too. 
The  natural  wicker  color  always  makes  plants 
look  their  best.  THREE  FOR  $9.95 

Please  add  $1.00  postage  and'handling. N.Y    residents  add  8°ci  sales  tax. 
Send  25c  for  Complete  Catalog 

WrkER  Etcetera 
Dept.  HG9;  P.O.  Box  508 

Murray  Hill  Sta..  New  York.  N.Y.  10016 

Lamp- Planter 

This  uniquely- 

designed  hang- 
ing lamp  planter 

will  brighten 
and  add  charm 

to  your  home  or 
office. 
Handcrafted  of 

solid  pine,  this 

planter  is  30" 
X  13"  wide. 

Stained  in  rich  American  walnut,  it 

comes  with  12'  of  antiqued  brass 
chain  and  14'  of  electrical  cord. 

Please  specify  your  choice  of  hand- 
rubbed  natural  stain  or  polyure- thane  high  gloss. 

$59.95  ppd 
Send  check  or  money  order 

Pinetree  House 
P.O.  Box  365 

Garbondale.  Pa.  18407 

]96 

Know  your 

blood  pressure 
If  your  doctor  recommends  you  keef 
close  tab  on  your  blood  pressure 

here's  the  perfect  instrument.  High 
quality  Aneroid-type  with  touch  anr] 
hold  sleeve  fastener.  No  slipping.  Ac 

curate,  easy-to-read  gauge.  Compac 

zippered  case.  Unconditional  one 
year  warranty  against  defects  ir 
workmanship  or  materials.  $18. 9f 

plus  $1.00  postage.  You'll  need 
stethoscope.  We  have  an  excellen- one  for  $4.95  plus  50c  postage 

Money-back  guarantee  if  returnee 

ppd.  within  30  days. 

Kinlen  Co.  •  Dept.  HG-46BI 
809  Wyandotte   •   Kansas  City,  Mo.  6410!  . 

^  0 '  J  S  ?   i  G  ̂  P  D  F 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

FINE  TRAVELER 

Collapsible  travel  kit  for  all  his 

grooming  essentials.  Soft  full 
grain  cowhide.  Black  only.  Large 
compartment,  two  smaller  side 

ones,  zippered,  waterproof  nylon 

lining.  41/2"  by  4V2"  by  9".  Folds 
flat.  $14  ppd.  Accessories  Inter- 

national, HG4,  Box  28123,  Atlan- 
ta, GA  30328. 

INDOOR  PLANT  HOSE 

Light  vinyl  hose  50'  long  is  a 
boon  for  growers  of  indoor  hang- 

ing floor  plants.  It  attaches  to 
kitchen  or  bathroom  faucet,  lets 

you  travel  through  entire  house. 

Finger  control,  root  feeding  noz- 
zle. (14  oz.)  $12.95  ppd.  Casa- 

planta,  Dept.  82,  16129  Runny- 
mede,  Van  Nuys,  CA  91406. 

ORIENTAL  and  NAVAJO 

RUGS 
Aiid  thai  .special  touch  of  beauty  lo 
yuur  Jiome  with  a  new  Peerless  Im- 

ported Rug.  Our  i-oUeetion  of  fine rugs  are  perfect  with  any  decor,  for 
floor  or  Mall.  Included  are  lovely 

Oriental  and  Navajos.  Scan- ijinarian  l{yas.  and  Colonial 
Hooked  and  Braided  rug". 

Siithfiiction  GuarijnlC'i 

Send  $1.00  for  our 
New  Color  Catalog 
Wide  range  of  styles, 

sizes,  and  prices 

PEERLESS 
IMPORTED 

RUGS SSTAfttlSHfO   l«I8 

3028  N .  Lincoln  Ave.  •  Chicago.  IL  60657 
Dept.  HG-46  (3X2)  472-4848 

VISIT  OUR  SHOWRQOV—OPEN  7  DAYS  A  WEEK 

100%  PURE 
COPPER  BRACELETS 
Women's  Bracelets 

71/4"      $2.98 
7%"     $3.29 

8"         $3.49 
8V2"           $3.89 

Men's  Bracelets 

8V4"     $3.98 
9"       $4.49 
91/2"   $4.69 
10"       $4.98 

Add  eOC  Postage  &  Handling  Each 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Authouy  E)iterprises Dept.  HG-46 556  Mission,  Son  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

APRIL,    ̂ 976 

"Oh.  Angelina!" 

It's  a  million 
dollar  feeling 
forS35 

VA"  HEEL 

AmGeL/NA Go  ahead,  smile.  You  are  about  to  fall  in  love. 

Angelina  is  the  shoe  you  have  wanted  ever 
since  you  became  a  woman.  (The  shoe  we  have 
looked  for  ever  since  we  became  a  shoe  company.) 
The  search  is  ended. 

Angelina  is  here,  and  you  have  never  ever 
experienced  this  sensation  of  comfort. 

An  upper  of  butter-soft,  hand  rubbed  kidskin.  A 
flexible  leather  sole.  A  lining  of  silken  foam. 
Superbly  handmade  and  exclusively  imported  by 
Maxwell,  who  makes  this  promise:  Fall  instantly 

in  love  with  Angelina,  or  you  will  be  reunited  with 

your  money.  Sizes  4  to  12,  widths  AAAA  to  E.  In 
Midnight  Navy  or  White  with  tassel  (as  shown);  in 
Tan  or  Black  with  braid.  $35,  postpaid. 

Maxvt^ell  Shoe  Company 

310  Legion  Ave.,  Annapolis,  Md.  21401 

Send   pair(s)  of  Angelina: 

Size   Width   Color   

□  My  check  is  enclosed. 
Charge  my  Q  Mastercharge  D  BankAmericard 
Card*   

Exp.  Date   

AAAA  6-12 

AAA  6-12 

AA  514-12 

A  5-12 

8  4-11 

C  4-10'/2 

D  5-10>/2 

E  5'/2-9'/2 

Name- 

Address. 

City   

State. .Zip. 

Guarantee :  If  these  aie  not  llie  most  comlorlable  stioes  { 
you  tiawe  ever  put  on,  you  may  return  them  at  once  for  I a  full  refund.  HG  476 

•  Just  spray  and  turn 
plain  picture  glass 

into  expensive  non- 
glare  glass  right  in 
the  frame. 

•  View  as  never  before, 

treasured  pictures  and 

photographs  without 
annoying  glare  and 
reflection. 

NON 
GLARE 

ELIMINATES 
GLARE 

•REAL   SAVINGS!    Covers  up  to  50 
sq.  ft.  hartnless  to  frame. 

Guaranteed  Life  Time  of  Glass 

S4.49   +  $1.00   Postage  &  Handling. 

Send  Check/M.O./(No  C.O.D.'s) 

4)  .\0.\-GLARE  °fP!;/^°''-^^°^no« 

^ISDLSTRIES   ̂ ""^^^^  c^  9^°30 

Jp\OPICfj 

■^ 

0U5L 
V^Li>HT3 

^ 

'^For  four  collectioii  or  a  tpe<iol  gtH 

PONYTAIL  PLANT Beoucornea  recurvato 

:Cp-    -   .- '        H   /    A  tounfoin  ot  slender  palrrvlike  leaves 

\y    r      \    f'Sing   from  on  exposed  bulb   or 

i^(    //  ■tlCDUAMTC    U\r\T      U..I   „L,    .» 

ffi 

V, 

^{yi__J   "ELEPHANT  S  IKJOT;  Multi-trunks  to 
^    30'  higfi  blooni  m   Itie  tropics,   you 

control  your  plonfs  size  by  the  pot 

[  ̂-  r^^    size.  Hoppy  inside^or  outside  obove Exotic  effect,  eosy  core 

1  pot 

3  pots 

$2.00  postpaid 
-  S5.00  postpoid 

Instructions  included, 

so'is'actior  guorinieed 

Texos  residents  odd  5°o i;^r. .  no  COD  s 

TROPIC  HOUSE 

Box  24 

Combes,  Texas 78S3S 

W^>J 

Bcdsprt^ad  caddy  jiiav«*i>«  ef f4»rf 

Easier  bed-making  without  nightly 
tugging  heavy  spread.   Just  pull 
hidden  caddy  from  between  mattress 
and  spring.    Legs  drop  into  position. 
Lay  spread  onto  caddy,  accordion 
fashion  .  .  .  ready  for  quick,  easy, 
morning  make-up.    Brown  metal 
caddy  glides  back  out  of  sight  by 
day.    Ideal  for  Hollywood  beds  or 
low  footboards.    For  double,  king  or 
queen-sized  beds,  get  two. 
Satisfaction  or  money  back. 

7.83  or  2  for  14.83.  Add  1.40  shpg. 

<*  A  BRETT'S Box   12274-73  Dallas.  Texas  75225    , 

CHINESE  BAMBOO  TABLES 
Add  Oriental  drama  to  a  decorating  scheme. 
Shown  here:  Set  of  2  graceful  hexagonal  shape. 

Tortoise  toned  Bamboo  Tables.  Largest  is 

lOVz"  diameter,  8' ;"  high.  Not  shown:  Set  of 
2  tortoise-toned  bamboo,  square  shape.  Largest 

table  Is  10'/2"  sq.,  IOV2"  high. 

$14.95 a  set  of  2  plus  $1.90  postage 

(Please  specify  tiexagonal  or  square) 

Dept.  HG4BT  Northport,  N.Y.  11768 
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Knoi^n  Round  the 

World  For  Quality  Shoos 

SOLBY  BAYES 
45  Winter  Street  (Dept.  GR)  Boston,  Mass.  02108 

SIZES  2-13  AAAAAA  TO  EEEEE 
Latest  fashions  for  every  occasion.   Luxurious  comfort. 

Send  for  catalog  now.  Complete  description  of  hundreds 

of  top  quality  shoes. 

Judy — Blue  to 

royal.  Bone  to-brown 
re  kid.  Black,  navy  blue 

white,  brown  kid  and 
multl  color  pastel 

kid.  Sizes  2 'A  to  12. 
For  Widths  AAAA  to  EE, 

2'/-  to  10  28.95 

lOV:  to  12  29.95 
Glenda — Black, 

Navy,  Beige,  White, 

Grey-black  white  kid. 
Blue  to  royal  and 
Beige  ombre  kid. 
Multi-color  pastel 

and  pale  pastel  kid. 

Deep  multi  kid. 2''.  to  10  $28.95 

10',',  to  12  $29.95 

$1.00  postage  for  1st  pair. 
25e  each  additional  pair 

ADDRESS  LABELS  with  NICE  DESIGNS 

Any  Initial,  Pine,  Gull,  American  Flag.  Palm,  Sa- 
paro,  Rose.  (Also  available  are  Texas  Flag,  Maple 

Tree,  Roadrunner,  Treble  Clef,  or  Palette.)  Up  to  20 

letters  per  line,  4  lines.  Printed  In  black  on  white 

or  gold  gummed  labels  1!  2X/2"-  500  on  white  or 
250  on  gold  for  $2.50  ppd.  Or  on  DELUXE  SIZE, 

]%"  long,  S3. 50  with  design  or  S2.50  without, 
ppd.  Specify  Initial  or  Design  desired.  Via  1st,  add 

36<;  per  order.  Useful  Gifts  Catalog,  25c.  Bruce 

Bolind,  24-L  Bolind  BIdg.,  Boulder.  Colo.  80302. 
Since  1956,  Thanks  To  You! 

CORDLESS  MASSAGER 

Battery-operated  massager  brings  satisfying  relaxation.  Deep  gentle 
penetrating  vibrations  soothie  necl<,  stioulder  muscles,  arms,  legs  and 

tired  feet.  Operates  on  standard  batteries  (not  included).  4  sizes. 

Mini  Massager.  4y2" 

Regular  Massager,  7" 

Deluxe  Massager,  10" 

Super  Massager,  12" 

No  COD'S  or  Billing 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

$3.98 

$4.98 
$7.98 

$9.98 

306  Mailing  Eacti 

450  Mailing  Eachi 

500  Mailing  Each 

550  Mailing  Eacti 

Calilornia  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 

Anthony  Enterpr^ises 
Dept.  HG-46 

556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

ART  FORM 
Five  artfully  crafted  filigree 

tulips  in  goldtone  finish  hiold 

your  lipsticks  and  eyeliner  on 
vanity.  Or  stand  on  a  coffee  table 
or  in  your  curio  cabinet  as  an 

unusual  ornament.  Petals  are  ad- 
justable. $14.95  plus  $1  post. 

Laurel  Creations,  HG4,  Box  6, 

Adelphia,  NJ  07710. 

CHILD'S  TRAVEL  CHAIR 

Transport  invalid  or  disabled 

child  easily,  comfortably.  Chair 
slides  into  car.  Retractable 

wheels,  seat  belt,  adjustable  foot 
rest,  foot  brake.  Optional:  head 
rest,  restraint  belt,  scoliosis 

pads.  Write  to  Ortho-Kinetics, 
Inc.,  HG36,  1225  Pearl  St.,  Wau- 

kesha, Wl  53186. 

BABY  SHOE  BRONZING 

A  natural  for  your  desk — baby's first  shoes  bronze  plated  in  solid 

metal  and  mounted  on  an  8" 
by  10"  portrait  stand  with  oak 
design  base.  $7.99;  unmounted, 

$3.99  plus  $1.50  post.  Details, 

postpaid  mailer,  money-saving 
certificate.  American  Bronzing, 

Box  6504-D5,  Bexley,  OH  43209. 

ANNUAL  TREASURE 

The  Noritake  Easter  egg,  made  of 

fine  bone  china,  is  floral  deco- 
rated in  pastel  colors.  Approx. 

2%"  w.  In  more  limited  supply 

this  year,  so  prompt  ordering  is 

advised  for  collectors.  Back  is- 
sues are  available.  $18  ppd. 

Trein's,  HG4,  201  W.  1st  St., 
Dixon,  IL  61021. 

(.ollfct       the.se       lieaiitifiillv 

JX 

^^        iiandcrafU'd    item-    for    \<»iir 

^■L 

^m          home.  Hand-carved  \>\  native 
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E        jA         .SIERRA  IMPORTS 

■■■^     >L-js*j™r 
UlilF                           86  Anil  .Si. Ntwark,  \J07105 

FAMILY  CREST  RINGS 

Silver  Ring—  $80.00 

14k  Gold  Rings  —  From  $195.00 

WE  WORK  IN  THREE  BASIC  WAYS 

1— If  you  have  a  crest  just  send  us  a  picture 
of  it  and  that  Is  what  we  engrave. 

2— If  not  just  send  us  the  name  and  we'll  look 
it  up  for  you. 

3— If  you  wish  you  may  design  your  own  crest. 

Our  booklet  "how  to  design  your  own  coat  of 
arms"  will  be  sent  with  the  catalogue. 

SEND  US  83.00  and  you  will  receive  our  color 

catalogue  of  hand  engraved  heraldic  jewelry 

plus  a  SOLID  STERLING  SILVER  charm  or  pin 

20x1 8mm  (specify  charm  or  pin)  engraved  with 

the  dragon  crest  shown  above  (deductible  from 
first  order).  This  will  help  you  appreciate  the 

beauty  of  this  type  of  engraving. 

HERALDICA  IMPORTS,  INC.  Dept.  G-4 
21    West    46th    St.,    New    York,    NY    10036 

four  most  intimate  thoughts  deserve 
the  treasured  beauty  ol  this  Exquisite 

ORIENTAL  BROCADE  DIARY 

Possibly  the  most  elegant  diary  ever!  Covered 
in  lavish,  silky  brocade,  woven  into  Oriental 
scenes  of  colorful,  vibrant  beauty.  Bound  in 

superb  ennbossed  leatherette  with  tasteful 
goldtone  decoration  Each  page  is  daintily 
bordered  with  delicate  pastel  shadow  prints. 
Here,  at  last,  is  a  diary  magnificent  enough  to 

merit  your  most  intimate  thoughts.  Yet.  sur- 
prisingly, it  is  priced  at  only  SB  99  for  the 

smaller  size  (6"  x  4V2").  S8.99  for  the  larger 
edition  (7"  X  5").  See  it  —  and  Judge  for 

yourself! 
Brocade  Diary,  6"  x  Vh"  (ir95257)  r«  $6.99 

plus  60C  postage  and  handling.  7"  x  5"' (i;95265)  (n  $8.99  plus  75C  postage  and handling. 

Examine  for  15  days  FREE.  If  not  completely 
satisfied,  return  tor  full  refund. 

Send  check  or  money  order  for  cost  of  mer- 
chandise,   postage    and    handling,    and    sales 

tax  (see  chart) 
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Spencer  Gifts  Gallery 
0-14  Spencer  BIdg.,  Atlantic  City.  N.J.  08411 

?  Sper^cer  Gilts,  1976 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

BOLD  OUTLINE 

"Red  Lion  Inn  fringe"  of  jumbo 
balls  (P^"  dia.)  accents  curtains 
of  cotton  muslin.  90"  w.  pair. 
White  or  unbleached.  45",  54", 
63"  long  $22.50;  72",  81",  90" 
long  $25;  matching  10"  by  80" 
valance  $8.  Add  $2  post.  Free 
catalogue.  Country  Curtains, 
HG4,  Stockbridge,  MA  01262. 

TO  REMEMBER  HER 

Charming  little  forget-me-nots 
hand-painted  on  gleaming  white 
background.  Lovely  decoration 

for  a  gold-plated  thimble  that 

makes  a  perfect  Mother's  Day 
gift.  $2.95  ppd.  Catalogue  of 

thimble  collecting  50c.  The  Sew- 
ing Corner,  HGE-46,  150-11  14th 

Ave.,  Whitestone,  NY  11357. 

TURTLE  TALK  OF  THE  TOWN! 
Imported  Florentine  tortoise  board  complete 
with  knife  for  slicing  and  serving.  Tortoise 
head  is  the  handle  of  the  knife  (under 

board).  Slice  and  serve  lemons,  limes, 

cheese,  canapes,  or  hors  d'oeuvres.  Knife 
blade  of  finest  stainless  steel.  Head,  feet 

and  tail  cast  in  silver-like  alloy.  Size  overall 
8"  X  12".  Excellent  gift! 

Send  ctieck  or  money  order,  or  charge 

to    your    Masterctiarge    or    Bank    Amerl- 
card.    Please    include    account    number, 

expiration  date,  and  bank  number. 

Money  back  if  not  completely  satisfied 
$25>0U    postiiaid 

.._..>_•    ■<■>■.<>  «>_i.a>.ki     ■><n.«^>.w#>     Dept.  HG-46,  Box  91, 
STUART    KINGSTON     IMPORTS.   Rehoboth  Beach,  Delaware  19971 

shown  actual  size 

HEIRLOOM-TO-BE 
Solid  Sterling  Silver  LIBERTY  BELL  PENDANT 

is  an  exquisite  example  of  the  silversmith's 
art.  Proud  symbol  of  our  American  heritage 

done  in  extraordinary  detail  hangs  from  its 

own  sterling  silver  chain.  Tinkles  softly  with 

each  movement. 

A  gleaming  surprise  that  combines  today's 
fashion  with  an  heirloom  potential.  Liberty 

Bell,    1"   overall,    on    18"   chain   $29.95    ppd. 

Money  back  guarantee. 

A',  y.  residents  please  add  sales  tax. 

BEVERLY   TRADIISG  CO. 
HG-4,  Box  263,  Staten  Island,  NY  10314 

INDOOR  WATER  HOSE  51 2  95 
Brand  UE\N  50  foot  long,  14  ounce  light 

unshatterable  vinyl  hose  attaches  to 

most  any  kitchen  or  bathroom  faucet 

and  lets  you  travel  a  1 00  foot  area 

through  an  entire  house  watering  hang- 

ing or  floor  plants  Vi^ithout  lifting  heavy 

buckets.  Pat.  Pend.  Drip-proof  on/off 

finger  control,  pressure-protected  valve 
and  special  root  feeding  nozzle.  Our 

"LITTLE  SQUIRT"  is  guaranteed  1  year. 

Just  $12.95  postpaid  (in  Calif,  add  78< tax), 

CASAPLANTA,   Dept.  57 
16129  Runnymede  St.,  Van  Nuys,  CA  91406 

The  Sea  Shell  Candle 
Exquisite  shells  and  other  marine  treasures  artfully 

arranged  and  embedded  in  each  hand-crafted  candle 
from  our  unusual  collection.  Highlighted  and  illum- 

inated by  the  flame,  their  effect  is  magical,  it's  like 
looking  at  a  small  part  of  the  bottom  of  the  sea. 

372x6",  in  white,  beige,  yellow  or  lime.  $12.95  Each 

Curios  81  Comforts  Ltd. 
P.O.Box  268,  Rosemont,  Pa.  19010. 
Check  or  money  order  or 
Pa    Res   add  ,78  sales  tax 

.  Add  SI   75  for 

APRIL,    1976 

^ 

Thv  HiK'k  of  life  is  wound  hut  once 
And  no  man  has  the  power 

I'o  tell  just  when  the  hands  will  stop At  late  or  early  hour. 
j\<>u  (s  tlw  only  time  you  own. 

Lire,  love,  toil  with  a  will. 

Place  no  faith  in  "tomorrow"  for f        The  clock  ma\  then  be  still. 

^ 
!,if 

THE  CLOCK  OF  LIFE  CERAMIC  TILE 
White  Ceramic  Tile  used  as  a  wall  plaque  or  trivet.  Cork 

base  with  hanger,  6"  X  6". 
CLOCK  OF  LIFE  TILE 

$4.98  Each 
Plus  600  Postage  &  Handling  Each 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises Dept.  HG-46 
556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

CLEANS  YOUR  SHOWER  TILE 
KLEAN-TILE  SHOWER  TILE  CLEANER  f\r\  lAf  C  HA  VI 
WILL    CLEAN    AND    CONTROL    SOAP       11  K        VV  t       ■     AT    ' 

SCUM,  BODY  OILS,  STAINS,  MILDEW,  ^^l*
  W*»i  Ifl-tl* HARD  WATER  DEPOSITS  AND  WHITEN  GROUTING.  A  FULL  YEAR'S  SUP- 

PLY FOR  TWO  BATHS.  MAIL  CHECK  OR  MONEY  ORDER  FOR  $4.95. 

PLEASE  ADD  SI.OO  FOR  TAX  AND  POSTAGE.  0-11-26 

ean^il*       GUARANTEE 
'*^i  your  aho*** 

If     KLEAN-TILE     does     not; 

clean    your    shower    tile    to  ' 
your   complete    satisfaction, 
the  full    purchase   price  will  \ 
be  refunded. 

jSrandard  Laboratories 
JP.O.  Box  11214 ICharlotte.  N.  C.  2S209 

|C.ty. 

Exotic  Butterfly  Lamp 
Light  Ihis  romantic  candle  lamp  and 
butterflies  shimmer  and  move  as  if 
alive.  Action  is  all  caused  by  the  can- 

dle flame.  Lamp  about  7"  high  made 
of  high  quality  etched  glass.  Use  it  to 
give  your  dining  pleasure  a  new  di- mension. Great  gift  idea.  $5.50  plus 
80C  postage. 

$5.50  plus  80C  postage. 

DECOR   GALORE 
140  Monument  Ave.,  Dept.  341 

Barrington.  Illinois  60010 

•"FI.A1K   F^ILir 

llaii)i£iii;£  l.ii«*il«'  l*l«Hl«'r The  crystal  clear  lucife  planter  practically 

eliminates  overwatering — the  number  one 
cause  of  plant  failure.  Now — no  more  guessing 
when  or  how  much  to  water  since  you  can  see 
the  moist  or  dry  condition  of  the  soil.  Shatter 

proof  planter  is  10"  wide  x  7"  high.  Can  easily 
be  landscaped.  Complete  with  "How  to  instruc 

tion  booklet". 

A  beautiful  and  distinctive  accessory  for  any 
room.  An  Ideal  gift! 

$7.95 

plus  55C  postage  &  handling. 

PRESTIGE  ENTERPRISES  Scfin 
21  15  (i7th  St..   Bnioklyn.   N.  Y.   I  1204 

IQQ 



XVin  CENTURY  KNIFE  BOX 
The  knife  box  you  give  yourself  will  be 
treasurec!  for  generations.  Display  yours 

proudly,  with  one.  or  a  pair,  on  your  side- 
board. It  is  solid  mahogany  in  brown  ma- 

hogany iinish,  with  satinwood  and  ebony 
inlay.  No  lock.  12  knife  slots,  and  4  large 

slots  for  spoons,  forks.  Inside  top  is  vel- 
vet lined.  W  8  D  8  H  12V2". 

$99.00  each;  $189,00  the  pair. 

Send  $1  00  lor  catalog  ol  reproductions. 

Dept,  401,  Box  266,  Concord,  N.  C.  28025 

Iphiraiiti  Marsh 

AMERICAN  HERITAGE 
Antique  candle  holder  adaptation  from 
colonial  America.  Ht.  12"  Wd.  7"  Hand- 
sewn  silk  shade  (white  or  off-white  fab- 

ric). Authentic  pewter  or  high  polished 
brass.  Lacquered  for  life-long  finish. 
Standard  base  electric  bulb.  U.L.  ap- 

proved. On-Off  switch  on  cord.  Shipped 
prepaid  and  insured.  Satisfaction  guar- 

anteed. Please  specify  finish  and  silk 
shade  fabric.  Sorry,  no  C.O.D. 

ROBELIER 
P.O.  Box  183,   HG2 
Villanova,  Pa,  19085 

$39.95 

Send  $1. 
(Refundable  with  first  order,) 

FOR  NEW  CATALOG  OF 
SPANISH  DECORATOR  ITEMS 

LAMPS  •  SCONCES  •  PLANTERS 
CANDLESTICKS   •  WALL  PLAQUES 

BIRDCAGES  •  POTTERY  •   BOOKENDS 
DOVES   •   HANOCARVED  FURNITURE 

OWLS   •   DECORATOR  CHAIRS 

HG-4,    2145    Zercher    Rd.,    San    Antonio,    TX    78209 

200 

Over  1 000  Active, 
Inactive  and  Obsolete 

Sterling  Patterns 
For  Immediate  Delivery 

We  will  also  give  a  liberal  allow- 

ance on  incomplete  sets  of  old 

sterling  silverware,  diamonds  and 

jewelry  against  the  purchase  of 

any  new,  current  pattern  of  silver. 

We  specialize  in  buying  for  cash 
your  diamonds,  silver,  jewelry 

JULIUS  GOODMAN  &  SON 
113  MADISON  AVE,,  P,0.  BOX  3  195 

MEMPHIS,  TN  38103 

rFor  BOSOM  BEAUTYH 

u  ̂  

;Try  the  one  tested,  trusted  body  creme 

/      that  contains  a  full  40,000*  units  of ESTROGENIC  HORMONES 

If  you  believe  that  your  body 

is  the  true  key  to  feminine 
allure  —  then  the  one  name 

you   should    remember   from 
now  on  is  LA  VIVE  ...  be- 

cause  LA  VIVE  Body  Creme 
has    helped    thousands    for 
more    than    20    years!    This 

superior  formula  features 

20.000  units  of  natural   es- 
trons    and    estrogenic    hor- 

mones per  jar  plus  addition- 
al beneficial  oils,  especially 

designed   to   moisturize  and 
lubricate   ...  yet  will   not 
alter   structure.   No   wonder 

so    many    grateful    women    have    expressed 

their  thanks  in  letters  of  praise!  Stop  envy- 
ing others!   Instead,  try  the  60-day  supply 

of  LA  VIVE  Hormone  Creme.  It's  guaranteed 
—  you  must  be  absolutely  thrilled  with  re- 

sults or  return  for  money  back!  60-Day  Sup- 
ply   (mailed    in    plain    wrapper)    only   $4.98. 

•SPECIAL:    Double   supply   only   $7.98   post- 
paid. No  CODAmerican  Imaee  Industries.  Inc. 

—  27fi  Park  Ave.  So.  Dept.  L-2li').A    N.Y.N.Y.  lOOIOJ 

LOSE  UPTO  S  POUNDS  OVERNIGHT! 

Lsarn  the  $«ret  of  T.V.'s  fantastic  No-Pill,  No-£«ercise. 
ONE-DAY  reducing  formula!  Eat  your  fill!  Go  to  sleep! 
Wake  up! — and  you  have  lost  up  to  S  Pounds.  Amaz- 

ing' Sure!  But  guaranteed  to  work  or  YOUR  MONEY 

BACK'  Send  only  Jl  00  (Sorry,  No  COO  '») 
American  Image  Industries,  Inc..  Dept.  A-269-A 
276  Park  Avenue  South,  New  York,  NY.  10010 

TUFF  STUFF 
It's  our  new  cool  asabreeze,  durable  butter 

fly  cover  in  100%  vinylclad  nylon.  It  won't 
fade,  mildew  or  stretch.  Its  open  weave  will 
give  a  cool  seat  in  brightest  sun.  Triple 
stitched;  reinforced  pockets.  Cerulean  blue, 

tangerine,  poppy  yellow,  grass  green  or 
wheat.  $17.95.  Tuft  canvas  covers:  18  oz. 
welterweight  duck  in  black,  white,  lemon, 
tangerine,  olive,  sky  blue,  royal,  marigold  or 
spring  green,  $16.95.  Postage,  $1.50  for  1st 

cover;  50t  ea.  add'l.  Send  check,  BA  or  MC. 
catalog  subs.  $1.,  free  with  order 

'MID 
550  powell dept  hg46 

san  francisco 

c  94108 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

FOR  TALL  GIRLS 

Good-looking  "Babs"  sandal  in 
white,  camel  or  black  leather, 

cork  wedge.  Hard-to-find  sizes 
10  to  12  in  N  and  M,  7  to  12  in 

W.  $22.95  plus  $1.75  post.  Com- 
plete line  of  shoes  for  all  occa- 
sions in  a  free  catalogue.  Nier- 

man's,  HG4,  17  No.  State  St., 
Chicago,  IL  60602, 

TO  THE  RESCUE 

Indispensable  kit  repairs  jewelry. 
To  adjust  earrings,  replace 
bracelet  and  necklace  clasps  and 

links,  kit  includes  pliers,  screw- 
driver, adjuster  key,  gold-  and 

silver-plated  parts.  $2.98  plus 
30c  post.  Anthony  Enterprises, 

HG4,  556  Mission  St.,  San  Fran- 
cisco, CA  94105. 

STAIR-GLIDE 

Perfect  solution  for  all  who  can't 
or  shouldn't  climb  stairs.  It  is 
easily  installed  without  marring 
walls  and  special  wiring  is  not 

required.  Special  rental-purchase 

program  available.  Write  for  in- 
formation to  American  Sta'r 

Glide,  Dept,  EHG4,  4001  E.  138 
St.,  Grandview,  MO  64030. 

TO  NEEDLEPOINT 

Send  color  or  b/w  phoio  to  be 
rendered  on  canvas  by  artist.  Kit: 

color  directions,  wool  (or  em- 
broidery). IC"  Dv  14"  $24,95; 

14"  by  18"  $34.95;  18"  by  22" 
$39.95;  extra  subjects  $15.  Add 
$2  post.  Needlepoint  Portraits 
Ltd.,  Studio  A3,  20  Nassau  St., 
Princeton,  NJ  08540. 

GET  RID  OF  UNWANTED  HAIR 
Amazing  Lemos  Permagon  destroys  hair  roots  instantly — one  by  one — 
without  pain.  No  wire  connections.  Uses  tiny  batteries  (included).  Same 
electrolysis  system  experts  use  to  remove  hair  permanently  from  face. 
arms,  legs  and  body. 

LEMOS  PERMAGON  .  $12.98  Plus  $1.00  Postage  &  Handling 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

A)ithony  Enterprises Dept.  HG-46 
5S6  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

.f-'C  :SE  S   GARDE' 

i^  ft 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

1776  PAPERWEIGHT 
Bicentennial  dollar,  half  and 

quarter,  patriot  stamps.  Uncir- 
culated mint  condition.  Clear 

plastic.  51/2"  by  41/4"  by  %" . 
Limited  numbered  edition. 
$17.95  plus  $2  post.  Optional: 
Personalized  nameplate,  $3 
(print).  Midland  Moor,  HG4,  Box 
4086,  Kirtland,  OH  44094. 

BLOCK  AND  RIGHT 

A  study  in  sturdy  simplicity  for 

any  shopping  chore:  end-grain 
maple  block  table.  Several  sizes: 

18"  by  18"  by  10"  $118;  18" 
,1  by  24"  by  10"  $145;  24"  by  24" 
by  10"  $170.  Exp.  chgs.  coll. 
Catalogue,  50c.  Butcher  Block  & 
More,  HG4.  1600  So.  Clinton, 
Chicago,  IL  60616. 

NAPKIN  SHOW-OFFS 
Contour  butcher  block  base  of 

Maine  maple,  Lucite  bar  above 
stack.  Pull  one  at  a  time.  Carved 

initials  (print).  Cocktail,  8"  by 
6V2"  by  3V2"  $8.98;  dinner,  10" 
by  81/4"  by  3%"  $9.98;  set 
$16.98.  Add  50c  post.  Country 
Gourmet,  G4E,  512  So.  Fulton 
Ave.,  Mt.  Vernon,  NY  10550. 

GOLDEN  MONOGRAM 

English  script  monogram  pin 

with  2"  last  name  initial,  IV2" 
first  and  middle  is  absolutely 
smashing  with  ensembles  or  on 
fabric  handbag.  Underline  last 
initial  in  order.  24  k  gold  plated 
finish,  $6  plus  50c  post.  Decor 
Galore,  HG342,  140  Monument 
Ave.,  Barrington,  IL  60010. 
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An  atlractive  and  decorative  way  to  display  your  liring  garden  in- 
iloor.^   or  oul.    The   27"    Floor   Stand    ami    Triple    Wall    Bracket    arc 
expertly  crafted  of  wrought   iron   an. I   tini-licd    in   two  coat-   cf   !l,i; 
black      paint.      In- 

structions    included 
for    easy    assembly. 
I'ots  and  flowers  not 
inch. del. 
=  618 

floor 

5-10' 

:^6I6 

reversible 
stand  holds 

pots;  $7.95; 
triple      wall 

Sai.isfaclion  guaranteed. 

bracket  adjusts  to 

fit  5-6-7"  pots. 
$3.95.  Add  $1  each 
item  for  postage 
and  handling. 

Brochure  of  complete 
line,  25c. PLANTERS  PRIDE 

P.O.    Box  322. 
Gastonia.   N-C. 

Garden  Triumph 

Produces 

tasty  bananas  year 
after  year 

in  your  home 

PLANTATION 
BANANA  TREE 

^i!SM" 

SATISFACTION 
GUARANTEED 

A    beautiful    mass    of    wine-colored    blooms 

this    spring — followed    by    a    succession    of 
luscious,     edible     bananas     tfirougtiout     tfie 
year!  This  amazing  dwarf  banana  tree  grows 
about  five  feet  high;  thrives  inside  your  home 
so   that  delicious   fruit   Is  within   easy   reach 
Imagine,  picking  bananas  for  breakfast  cereal, 
TV  snacks.   Use  the  surplus  crop  for  banana 
cream  pie,   fritters,  banana  splits. 

EASY  TO  GROW  •  NO  SPECIAL  CARE  NEEDED! 
Your   trees    will    thrive    indoors,    on   window    sills 

or   patios    in   summer.    Our  grower  ships   only   well-rooted 

trees,  backed  by  B  &  G's  guarantee  for  your  satisfaction 
Because    of    the    expensive    research    in    developing    this 
banana  tree  it  sells  in  garden  nurseries  for  up  to  $25.  Now 
available  to  you  at  our  Incredible  low  price  of  only  $3.98. 

Order  Now  while  Supply  Lasts.  ~BT-100  Banana  Plantation 
Tree:  $3.98  each;  2  for  $7.50;  4  for  $14.00.       Plus  10%  per 

order  pp.  &  hdlg.  (80c  minimum; 
B  &  G  NURSERIES  SALES,  Dept.  4HG 
606  E,  State,  Westport,  Conn.  06880 

BEST    BT    MAIL 
For   Rites:    Write    Box    i,    Sarasota,    Fl.    33578 

WARTS,  VergoR  Cream  is  pamless,  safe,  easy. 
Hospital  tested  Recommended  t)v  doctors  Use  on 
all  parts  of  txxlv  Unconditionally  guaranteed 
Buy  VergoB  at  all  better  pharmacies 

AMAZING  Newspaper  GrilT  broils  steaks,  ham- 
burgers, fish,  etc.  in  minutes.  Uses  only  news- 

paper for  fuel!  $18.95  Pacific  Specialty  Sales, 
Box    779,    Cranbrook,    B.C  ,    Canada    VIC    4J5 

M-SECOND  flat  tire  inflator  $3  00-50;  handling 
Eal-lose  weight!  Grapefruit  magic  diet.  $1  (W- 
SASE  13;  postage  Save  80",  off  on  perfumes. 
Write:      Bea     4     JoAnn     Enterprises.     Box     4348. 
Kansas  Cty .  Vo    64177   

ANCESTOR  hunting  simplified!  Just  follow  ref- 
erences. Starter  guide  $3  00  Lokadex.  Box  8948  H, 

Rochester,  NY    14424 

FREE  $20.0C  value  Indian  lewelry  gift  with  SIO  00 

membership  fee.  buy  direct  for  less,  loin  "Direct 
Buyers  Club".  2717  2nd  N  W  .  Albuquerque.  N  M 
87107    No  obltaation 

NAZI  Flying  Saucer  Story  160  pages,  142  pictures. 
$5  70.    Samisdat,    206-A    Carlton.    Toronto.    Canada 

■IOUSE& Si^RDEN 
COLORS 

der  this  year's  36 
i)use  &  Gartjen  Color  Chips  now 
each  set  accompanied  by 

erchandise  Directory — 
'ho  make  What  in  Which  Color). 

large  3"  x  6"  Color  Chips 
d  Directory  $7.00 

Miniature  1 "  x  2"  Color  Chips 
d  Directory  $3.00 

necks  or  money  orders  to: 

)use  &  Garden,  Dept.  cc  '76 
O.  Box  1910 

'and  Central  Station 
jw  York,  N.Y.  10017 • —  — 
t 
!  APRIL,    197: 
I 

OFFICIAL  Antique  Ouide  Wholesale  and  retail 
prices.  Illustrated  224  pages.  $1  95  plus  90c  post 
aoe  Mark  Thomas.  Box  217.  Valhalla.  N  Y.  10595 

50  SEASHELLS  $1.25  ppdrpabulous  collection  of 
lewels  from  the  sea  including  miniature  Cones. 
Augers.  ButTons,  Coquinas,  etc  Hand  picked. 
Dolphin    House     Box    ?4.    Sarasota.    Fla     33578 

MONEYMAKING  OPPORTUNITIES   

(300  WEEKLY  immediately  possible  stuffing  enve 
lopes  Free  supplies.  Send  stamped  envelope. 

Urnted^  3838' 2_Van^yke.  San  Oiego.  Ca.  92105_ 
EARN  $SO0.O0  weekly  immediately  stuffing  enve- 

lopes! Guaranteed  income  Free  supplies!  Details 
25:,  stamp:  Profits.  Box  725  HG4.  Belen.  N  M.  87002 

LEARN  picture  framing,  profitable  low-cosf  hob- 
by^Detai^s  Box  548.  Sausalito.  Ca.  94945 
UNLIMITED  home  earnings  stuffing  envelopes'! 
Information:  Rush  stamped  envelope  Services. 
271 R  TNI.  Da  ego.  N  Y     13827 

IMMEDIATE  earnings  stuffing  envelopes  5300 
thousand  possible  Free  supplies,  stamped  enve- 

lope    ISCO,    3835    42nd     San    Diaao     Ca     92105 

NEWSPAPER  GRILL 

Clothes  Dryer 
for  Hand  Washables 
•  Just  stick  on: 
NO  tools  required. 

•  Strong,  clean,  white 
plastic.  Will  not  rust. 

•  Rac  folds  flat  against 
wall  when  not  in  use. 

$5.00  postage  paid 
California  residents  add  6%  tax 

Deccofelt  Products  Dept.  HP 
527  South  Vermont  Ave. 
Giendora,  CA  91740 

^1 

BROILS 
STEAKS FOWL 

FISH 
HAMBURGERS 
HOT  DOGS 

#    L.ght    Newipoper    and    vtcjr'    b'oiiiag    imfn^fi.o'elf- 

D«liCiout  jteofct  in   minutei 

0    No   dange'Oui    Itghter    Hu.d    u<ed  —  No   coi*    fc   cKo' 

cool  Of  b'lquertej-   No  woirmg  for  tooU  to  glo-* 

Clean  ond  convenient  to  uie $18.95 
You  Woni  Beiiove  I!  Until 

PACIFIC  SPECIALTY  SALES 

P  O    Box  729 
Cranbrook.  BC   Canada    V1C4J5 

Write  for  (valuable  give-aways) 

^ ince^^eor 
uUXii  e.yej  cj  qotdz,i  ijz-iZow 

^ixr 

A  PENSIl/E  LION  PRINCE  PONPERS  HIS  JUNGLE 

WORIP.  A  BURK  SAULS'  ORIGINAL  13  X  20" 
BLACK  ANP  WHITE  LITHOGRAPH,  HIGH  LIGHTEP 

6V  HANP  WATER  COLOREP  tStS,   $7.50  pprf 

—  J,  _  F£  KiA  add  <f|  tax THE  SenJ  ioi  owi  coiiiction 

T^T^£RED    BOor 

COLONIAL  CHARM 

Unique  wall  pull-down  fixture  combines 
authentic  Colonial  detail  with  unusually 

good  lighting.  12V2"  diameter  shade  extends 
20"  from  wall.  Three-way  bottom  switch 

takes  30/70/100  watt  bulb  (not  included). 

Polished  brass  finish. 

Only  SI  7.95 
Aild  $1.50  for  LPS  >lel.  no  CODb. 

NY    state    rei.ii!eiits    add    ;i(>pliral>lc    »alpi    lax. 

ROSETTA  LIGHTING  STUDIOS 
21  West  46th  Street, 

New  York,  New  York  10036 



ne  Quality 
Grass 
Seed 

Mixtures 
with 

The  Grass 
That  Restored 
The  Lawns 

of  Independence  Hall 
For  a  more  beautiful,  durable  lawn  buy  Whit- 

ney Grass  Seed  at  your  favorite  garden  supply 
dealer  Four  Whitney  blends 
match  your  needs  with 
Outdoor  Living  for  active 

families  uesiring  a  fine  .,,' 
lawn.  Luxury  Lawn  for 
perfect  lawns.  Sylvan 
for  shady  lawns  and 
Fun  &  Frolic  for 
very  active  families. 

WHITNEY-DICKINSON  SEEDS,  INC. 
52  Leslie  St.,  Buffalo,  NY  14211 

<fc 

*'1TRETCH YOUR  TOMATO-BEARING 
SEASON  »>»  SET  OUT 

JET  STAR  and 
SUPERSONIC 
HYBRID  TOMATO  PLANTS 
JET  STAR  produces  big  yields 
early  In  the  season.  Then  SUPER- 

SONIC takes  over,  so  you  get  two 
solid  months  or  more  of  luscious 

I  fruit.  Vigorous  growth,  ideal  for 
staking.  Ask  for  them  by  name  at 
lyour  favorite  garden  store.  Grown 
Ifrom  famous  HARRIS  SEEDS. 

Do-it-yourself  crafts 
continued  from  page  155 

you'd  find  yourself  boxed  into  a 
design  in  no  time,  while  working 
from  the  center  allows  you  to  in- 

troduce new  variations  constantly. 
A  new  variation,  however,  must 

never  be  an  attempt  to  cover  up 

a  mistake.  "Needlepoint,"  he  says. 
"is  a  matter  of  patience — and  a 
mastery  of  ripping  out." 

For  materials,  Mr.  Kent  prefers 
14-mesh  canvas,  and  a  size  no 
bigger  than  22  inches  square.  He 
also  prefers  to  work  with  two  or 

at  the  most  three  colors  ("though once  I  did  one  with  five  colors, 

so  close  you  could  hardly  tell  they 

were  different  colors")  .  .  .  Near- 
monchromatic  designs  he  finds 
soothing. 

Next  to  last  step  is  his  signature, 
worked  unobtrusively  in  a  corner, 

sometimes — "if  I  think  it  would 

disturb  the  design" — in  the  same 
color  he  is  working  for  its  back- 

ground, "like  Braille."  Final  step: 
cleaning,  sewing,  inserting  the 

pillow — or.  for  his  newer  works, 
framing. 
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GARDENER'S  NOTES 

Ready,  get  set,  gardenl 
Spring  news:  the  latest  books,  garden  edibles,  seasonal 
sight-seeing,  and  a  hollyhock  that  steals  the  show 

By  James  Fanning 

Cranberry,  queen 
of  the  bog 
No  holiday  feast  since  Pilgrim 

times  has  been  complete  with- 
out its  share  of  dishes  featuring 

the  bright,  crisp  cranberry.  Botani- 
cally  Vacciniunx  nwcrocarpon.  the 
cranberry  grows  naturally  in  boggy 
areas  over  much  of  the  North 
American  continent.  Time  was 

when  every  well-run  farm  had  its 
own  cranberry  bog.  Fruit  was  har- 

vested from  the  low.  straggly 

plants  in  autumn  with  rake-toothed 
wooden  scoops  and  the  whole  bog 
was  later  flooded  to  protect  the 

plants  through  the  winter.  Nowa- 
days cranberry  production  is  a 

commercial  operation  in  Wiscon- 
sin, New  Jersey,  Massachusetts, 

and  a  few  other  states  with  suitable 

terrain.  Simply  as  a  decorative 
plant,  though,  the  cranberry  is  well 
worth  growing,  particularly  at  the 
edge  of  a  pond  or  in  any  low. 
boggy  spot  where  not  much  else 
will  thrive.  The  narrow-leaved, 
wiry-stemmed  evergreen  plants 

produce  delicate,  pinkish-white 
flowers  in  spring,  followed  by  the 
red  fruit,  which  lasts  a  long  time 
if  it  is  not  eaten.  Also,  the  plants 
are  small  enough  to  grow  in  a 
medium-sized  terrarium,  where 
they  are  at  home  among  ferns  and 
mosses.  Cranberry  plants  are  avail- 

able from  Gardens  of  the  Blue 

Ridge,  Ashford,  McDowell  Coun- 
ty, N.C.  28603.  The  Blue  Ridge 

catalogue,  which  is  free,  also  lists 
practically  every  native  plant 
worth  growing  in  the  eastern  or 
northern  U.S. 

MASSACHUSETTS   DEPT.   OF   AGRICULTURE 

LONG-LASTING  RED  BERRIES 

APPEAR  IN  THE  AUTUMN 

CRANBERRY  PLANTS  HAVE 

DELICATE  FLOWERS  IN  SPRING 

Thalassa's  latest 
As  a  smair  child  in  England,  Thalassa  Cruso  learned  that  no 
garden  is  complet*  without  vegetables.  So  now  her  list  of 
books  on  growing  things  has  been  extended  to  include  Making 
Vegetables  Grow  (Knopf,  $8.95).  Beginning  with  the  basic 
tasks  of  soil  preparation,  Mrs.  Cruso  explains,  in  her  easy- 

going, thoroughgoing  way,  all  you  need  know  to  grow  food 
crops  of  all  kinds. 

Seeds 
Increasing  favorite  plants  is  some- 

thing we  have  all  tried  to  do — with 
varying  success.  H.  Peter  Loewer,  by 

applying  diligent  common  sense,  has 
succeeded  where  most  of  the  rest  of 

us  have  failed,  and  manages,  by  one 

means  or  another,  to  increase  what- 
ever he  sets  his  hand  to.  Never  one  to 

ARUGULA  BY  ANY 
OTHER  NAME 
Vcnluresome  gourmet  gardeners 
are  always  on  the  lookout  for 
new  flavors,  new  textures,  or  new 

ingredients  for  exotic  recipes. 
These  are  often  hard  to  tlnd  for 
no  other  reason  than  a  confusion 
of  names.  The  salad  green  called 

nicola.  insula,  or  anif>ula.  for 
instance,  is  on  seed  counters 

everywhere — all  you  need  to 
know  is  that  it  is  usually  labeled 
roqiiclte.  Seafood  dishes  from 
the  Mediterranean  area  often  call 
lor  Spanish  or  Chinese  parsley, 
or,  as  it  is  most  frequently  called, 
cilantro.  American  seedsmen 

don't  know  it  by  that  name, 
though,  and  you  have  to  look  for 
coiianclei.  So  labeled,  it  will  he 
found  in  the  herb  section  of  an\ 

packaged  seed  display.  And  just 
coming  over  the  horizon  is  the 
salad  green  called  field  salad, 

or  lamb's  lettuce.  Known  to' 
French  salad  lovers  as  maclw  or 

doHcette,  this  is  like  a  small- 
leaved  lettuce  with  its  own  flavor 
Several  varieties — including  a 
red-leaved  one — are  grown  in 
Europe,  but  few  American  seed 
houses  list  it  for  1976.  One  ot 
few  is  Stokes,  whose  catalogue 
includes  as  wide  a  variety  ot 

vegetables  as  may  be  found  any- 
where. For  a  free  copy,  write  to 

-Stokes  Seeds,  Inc.,  Box  548,  Buf- 
falo. N.Y.  14240.  All  three  ol 

these  leafy  vegetables — cilantro. 
rugula.  and  corn  salad — grow 
best  in  cool  weather,  so  plant 

in  early  spring  or  late  summer. 

keep  his  ideas  to  himself,  Mr.  Loewer 

has  set  down  all  his  hard-won  informa- 
tion in  a  book  titled  simply  Seeds  and 

Cuttings  (Walker,  $6.95;  $3.95  pa- 
perback). From  houseplants  through 

spring  bulbs  to  forest  trees,  the  list  of 
plants  and  methods  of  increasing 

them  is  exhaustive.  The  author's  crisp, 
handsome  line  drawings,  such  as  that 
of  a  cyclamen,  left,  make  every  point 
as  clear  as  daylight. 



I        Majorette  wins  a  prize 
Xpplying  its  customary  rigorous  standards,  All-America  Selections  has 

iecided  that  only  one  flower  rates  an  award  for  this  Bicentennial  year. 

Siven  a  bronze  medal,  the  Majorette  strain  of  hollyhock  has  flowers  in  a 

i  wide  range  of  colors,  mostly  double,  on  stalks  no  more  than  2V2  feet  high. 

I>lanted  indoors  in  late  winter  and  set  in  the  garden  after  there  is  no  more 

ianger  of  frost,  Majorette  hollyhocks  will  flower  in  late  summer,  right  up 

o  the  first  freeze-up  of  autumn.  In  addition  to  Majorette,  of  course.  AAS 

iward  winners  of  previous  years  are  available.  These  range  from  pansies 

to  broccoli  and  watermelon,  and  may  be  found  as  started  plants  as  well 

3S  seeds.  Just  look  for  the  red,  white,  and  blue  All-America  Award  shield 

an  seed  packets  or  seedling  labels. 

II 
Touring  the 
VVhite  House  gardens 

America's  No.  1  lourisl  attraction 
IS,  ol  course,  the  White  House  in 
Washington.  Visitors  who  throng 
the  rooms  are  always  impressed, 

but  garden-minded  people  are  sel- 
'dom  aware  that  the  grounds  alone 
make  the  White  House  worthy  of 

u  special  \isit.  There  are,  for  in- 
stance, trees  planted  by  presidents 

as  far  back  as  John  Quincy  Adams 
and  Andrew  Jackson.  The  rose 

garden  and  the  Jacqueline  Ken- 
nedy topiary  garden,  both  designed 

by  Bunn\  Mellon,  are  outstand- 
ing examples  of  small-scale  land- 

scape design.  And  a  more  recent 
addition  to  the  White  House 

grounds  is  the  children's  garden 
created  with  loving  care  by  Presi- 

dent and  Mrs.  Lyndon  B.  Johnson 
and  landscape  architect  Edward  D. 

Stone.  Jr.  The  grounds  are  not  in- 
cluded in  regular  XN'hite  House 

tours,  but  are  open  to  visitors  for 
one  weekend  in  each  of  the  warm 
months. 

For  1976  the  dates — all  Saturday- 

Sundays — are: 

April  24-25;  May  29-30; 

June  19-20;  July  17-18; 
August  7-8;  September  18-19; 

October  16-17. 

'Visitors  should  apply  at  the  East 
Gate  between  10  a.m.  and  2  p.m. 

on  Saturday  s  and  2  to  5  p.m.  Sun- 
days. The  garden  tour  includes  the 

State  Floor  of  the  White  House. 

MUMS  THE  WORD 
The  National  Chrysanthemum 
Society  has  taken  cognizance  of 
the  fact  that  when  its  spring  up 

here  it's  fall  Down  Under.  Two 
fall  flower  shows  are  being  staged 
by  the  New  Zealand  Chrysanthe- 

mum Societx  in  April,  1 976,  which 
is  their  autumn,  and  the  American 
society  is  planning  to  attend.  The 
group  will  be  limited  to  thirty-two 
people,  who  will  also  do  some  ex- 

tended touring  of  New  Zealand 
and  other  Southern  Pacific  islands. 

The  tour  will  leave  Los  Angeles 
April  14  and  return  there  May  7. 
Tahiti.  Moorea.  and  Fiji  are  is- 

lands to  be  visited,  and  the  per- 
person  price  has  been  tentatively 
set  at  S2650.  A  full  itinerary  and 
application  blanks  may  be  had 
from  the  National  Chrysanthe- 

mum Society,  Inc..  R.D.  1,  Box 
212.  Hancock,  N.Y.  13873. 

Getting  the  bugs 

out 
Neatly  rectangular  and  easy 
to  operate  with  just  one  hand, 
the  Hudson  Cordless  Electric 

Sprayer  is  amazingly  compact, 
with  the  easy-to-use  efficiency  we 
have  come  to  expect  from  cord- 

less electric  devices  of  all  kinds. 

There  are  three  sizes — 1  quart.  2 
quarts,  and  1  gallon— all  easy  to 
maneuver  and  all  good  for  three 
quarters  of  an  hour  or  more  of 
spraying  after  an  overnight 
charging  from  the  household 
electricity.  For  gardeners  who 
like  to  know  just  how  everything 
works,  Hudson  includes  with 

each  sprayer  an  easy-to-under- 
stand  sheet  of  technical  informa- 

tion. This  is  a  great  help  in  get- 
ting the  best  service  and  long  life 

from  the  sprayer.  It  goes  without 
saying  that  a  sprayer  of  this  type 

is  as  useful  indoors  as  out.  so  it's 
really  a  year-round  part  of  the 
gardeners  tool  kit.  Hudson  Cord- 

less Electric  Sprayers,  as  well  as 

the  hand-pumped  kinds,  are 
available  in  garden  shops  and 
hardware  stores  everywhere. 

SMALL-SPACE 
GARDENS 

A  jewel  box  of  a  book — 

House  &  Garden's  26 
£asy  Lftt/e  Gardens  (Vik- 

ing) filled  with  personal 

ideas  for  smatt,  spare- 
time  gardens  complete 
with  detailed  plans  and 
plant  lists.  For  a  copy, 
send  $15.95  plus  55c  for 
postage  and  handling  to 
Conde  Nast  Books,  P.O. 
Box  3308,  Grand  Central 
Station.  New  York.  N.Y. 
10017. 

Problem  itching 
is  no  joke. 

You  know  there's  nothing  funny  about  problem 
itching.  \Afe  know  too.  That's  why  we  developed 

BiCOZENE.  (Say  it  ■■By-Co-Zeen.') 
This  greaseless  creme  formula  soothes  and  cools. 

Helps  stop  that  awful  itch  on  contact.  That's  real  relief 
You  see,  BiCOZENE  gives  you  more  itch-relief  medication 
than  that  creme  vou  see  on  TV.  More  itch-relief  medication 

—  yet  BiCOZENE  is  safe  to  use  anywhere  your  skin  itches. 
Anywhere!  (Except  your  eyes  and  mouth,  of  course.) 

Ask  your  druggist.  Or  look  for  BiCOZENE  right  next 

to  your  old  anti-itch  creme. v^_^ 

GROUND  COVER 

English  Ivy  or  Pach- ysandra — 1  yr.  heavy 

cuttings.  Myrtle  — 6-12  runners  per 

clump.  Prices  refer 
to  any  one  Space  all 

items  on  6"  squares. 

DWARF  ROSE  HEDGE  ROSA  RUGOSA 

25  (50  ft.   hedge)   for  S9.95 
50  (100  ft.  hedge)  tor  S17.95 

100  (200  ft.  hedge)  for  S33.95 
ALMOST  EVERBLOOMING.  For  small  property 

hedge     Bright   pink  flowers.    Brick-red   fruit, 
or    hips,     in     fall,     used     in     jelly    making 
Stands   some   salt  spray. 

Postpaid  at  planting  time.  No.  C.O.D.'s. Pa.  destinations  add  6%  tax. INDIANA 
PA.    15701 

DOG -TEX CLEANS  AND  f 

DEODORIZES 
DOG  STAINS 

•  Removes  Spots   •   Saves  Rugs 

•  Restores  Colors  •  Cleanses 

Other  Floor  Areas  •  Aids  "House- 
breaking" •  Moneyback  Guarantee 8  oz.  $1.00.  Ft.  $1.65,  Qt.  $2.50, 

Gal.     $8,00.     Add    350    postage. 

Ens 
Send     for     Helpful 
"Housebreaking"   Hints 

MUSSER 

At  finest  stores  or  write  us 

CONSOLIDATED  CHEMICAL  COHflPANI 

1719  S.  Halsted,  Chicago,  III.  60608 

I 
^eatljerock^ 

Stoije 

^larifers 
make  attractive,  strikingly  different 

display  pieces  for  indoor  and  out- 
door gardens.  Unique  Enduring. 

Light  weight  Featherock' IS  the  one  natural  stone 

you  can  easily  fashion 
into  beautiful  hanging, 
table  or  floor  standing 

planters  of  your  own 
design  with  common 

household  tools. 

Colors:  silver 

grey  and  charcoal. 
Available  at  stone  dealers  and  bet- 

ter garden  centers.  For  picture  idea 
how  to  color  guide  send  25C  to: 

Dept. 
Inc         B9B-46 

(^  FEATHEROCK, 2890  Empire  Ave   Burbank.CA  91510 

iNDOOR-OUTDOOR 
Greensweepers Both  for  $750 

Original     FPP"     rusto'oo* 

GREENSWEEPER "  Lawn 

Rake  -    PLUS   new   8" Shiub  Rake  can  be  used 

indoois  for  shag  tugs  -  as well  as  outdoors  Only  S7.50, 

shipped  prepaid  Limited  lime 
Send  coupon  with  cash,  check 
01  money  order 

■Fortified  Premium  Polypropylene 

tougher  than  ordinary  plastic. 

A  AMESlc.  . 
C^C^  a  McOonougn  company 

DEPT  HG.  Box  1774 
Parkersburg,  West  Virginia  26101 

Please  tush  my  two  GREENSWEEPER  takes lot  only  S7  50 

NAME   
ADDRESS   
CITY   

.STATE . 

ZIP. 

PLANT  MOISTURE 

METER    •NDGGR... 
iVIl:  I  Cn    OUTDOOR 

Treat  your  plants  like  the  pros.  Grow 
maximum  foliage,  larger  blooms.  Enjoy 

longer  plant  lite.  Meter  gives  you  instant 
moisture  readings  at  root  level.  Tells 

you  when  to  water . . .  when  not  to 
water.  Pamphlet  listing  laboratory 

tested  readings  tor  all  plant  varieties 
included.  Batteries  not  required.  $11.95 

postpaid.  Ohio  residents  add  4%. 
No  C.O.D.'s.  Make  checks  to: 

POSEY  INC.   BoxHG 

4442  Indlanola  Columbus.  OH.  43214 



Addmore 
tDyourhcttne 
than  just  another 
piece  of  fijmiture 

.OnE=tt])OT^, NC. 
JOHNSON   CITY,  TENNESSEE 

For  a   portfolio  of  tables  and  cabinets,  send  one  dollar  to   Dept.    HG-04 

Gordon's,  Inc.,  Johnson  City,  Tennessee  37601. 

FOR  THOSE 
WHO  LOVE 
BEAUTY 

REMBRANDT 

LAMPS 

OVER  50  YEARS 
OF  STYLING 

AND  QUALITY 

Rembrandt 
4500  W.  Division    St..  Chicauo.   111.  60651 

DIV.  OF  THE    SCOTT  &    FETZER   CO 

BeautJul  lamp  st>liiin  troni  tabulous  Heiiibrandt  Ma.sterpiece  collection.  Lamp 

=4345  in  polished  brass  and  antique  white.  Also  =4343  in  antiqued  lemon  yellow 
trimmed  in  polished  bras.s  finish  and  =4344  in  antiqued  old  brass  finish.  Height 
41  inches.  Has  3-way  socket,  prismatic  glass  bowl  and  master  switch  in  base. 
About  S170  at  fine  furniture  and  department  stores;  slightly  higher  in  the  W  est. 
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Marvelous  ideas  to  help  you  plan  and  sliop  are  in  lite  booklels  below, 

and  they're  yours  for  the  asking.  You  can  order  them  directly  from 
House  &  Garden — send  for  the  ones  you  want  today.  Just  fdl  out  and 
return  the  order  coupon,  circling  the  number  of  each  booklet  desired, 

enclose  50c  for  postage  and  handling,  plus  any  additional  charge  as 

indicated  next  to  the  booklet  number,  and  we'll  see  to  it  that  your 
booklet  requests  are  filled  as  quickly  as  possible.  Please  do  not  send 

stamps;  coins,  check,  or  money  order  may  be  used. 

Building   and 
Remodeling 

1.  •  DISFOSALL  FOOD  WASTE 

DISPOSER  I.NSTALLATION  JN- 

STRLCTIONS"  for  replacing  most 

(■xi.sting  disposers  with  a  new  General 

Electric  disposer — assuming  the  exist- 
ing installali»>n  is  adequate  from  an 

flfctrical  and  pluniliing  standpoint — 
arc  (lutiined  in  this  brochure.  Each  step 

is  clearly  explained,  many  with  co- 

ordinating illustrations.  General  Elec- tric Company. 

Decorating 

2.  AMERICANA     FURNITL'RE: 

nroyhill's  new  "Decorating  (iuide"  fea- 

turing how-to's  on  furnishing  and  ac- 
cessorizing with  Early  American 

pieces.  An  80-pagc  book,  in  color,  show- 
ing room  scenes  and  suggestions  on 

how  you  can  decorate  or  re-decorate 

with  Broyhill's  "Americana  Collec- 

tions."' |1 
3.  FLRMSHING  IDEAS  FOR 

EVERYONE  who  likes  the  simplicity, 

the  stimulation,  the  ease  of  contempo- 

rary styling,  and  appreciates  comfort 

and  (piality'.  The  Roche-Bobois  cata- 
logue will  enable  you  to  furnish  a 

house  from  sofas  to  picture  frames. 

Price  book  included.  .S3 

4.  "INDOOR  WORLD"  The  color 
ful  new  decorating  idea  magazine  from 

Armstrong.  Sixty-four  pages  of  inspiring 

room  scenes  and  how-to-do-it  informa- 

tion, plus  tips  from  the  experts  who 
(  reate  the  beautiful  Armstrong  rooms 

you've  seen  in  national  magazines.  $1.50 

3.  FOR  BEALTIFLL  DECOR.\T- 

ING  IDEAS,  a  160-page  catalogue 
illustrates  a  full  range  of  traditional 

furniture  in  both  solid  cherry  and  up- 
holstered styles.  Includes  living  room, 

dining  room,  and  bedroom  pieces. 
Harden  Furniture  Co.  S3 

6.  "TIPS  ON  STAINING  &  FIN- 

ISHING FLRNITLRE."  Deft's  24 
page,  full-color  booklet  is  packed  with 
helpful  hints  for  beginners  and  experts 

f)n  quick  and  easy  wood  staining  and 

finishing.  Hints  such  as  how  to  give  a 

bartop  finish  in  one  day.  how  to  prevent 

wood  from  yellowing  or  darkening,  how 

to  create  your  own  stain  color,  and 
more.  25c 

7.  INSPIRED  BY  ANCIENT 

TIMES,  yet  conteinporai7  in  st>le — 
tlie  Henredon  Artefacts  collection  of 

bednxim,  dining  room,  and  occasional 

furniture.  These  simple,  classic,  coni- 

furtalde  pieces  are  shown  in  a  50-page booklet.  SI 

8.  COMFORT  AND  REALTY 

COMBINE  in  reclining  cliair>  and 

sofas  by  La-Z-lJoy.  (choose  from  the 

many  styles  available  in  ijeautiful  dec- 
orator colors,  fabrics,  or  vinyls,  in  re- 

clining chair  and  new  .Sofette.  the  re- 
clining sofa. 

9.  THE  KAFIRIMAR  COLLEC- 
TION booklet  shows  beautiful  color 

illustrations  of  woven  100  percent  \s'>ol 
oriental  design  rugs.  The  breathtaking 

palette  and  aiithenlin  patterns  were  in- 

spired by  the  Kipling  filmed  epic.  "The 
Man  Who  Would  Be  King."  Instant 
room  drama  is  achieved  with  artisan- 
crafted,  densely  piled,  lushly  fringed 

floor  fashions.  Couristan.  .$1. 

10.  "FROM    TREE    TO    TRIM." 
Western  WOod  .Moulding  and  .Millwork 

Producers'  new  48-page  book  can  stim- 
ulate a  personal  redecoration  design. 

This  four-color  book  clearly  shows  how 

to  deCDrate  with  one  of  the  least  ex- 

pensive mediums — wood  mouldings. 

Not  only  will  a  do-it-yourselfer  envision 
new  ideas,  but  also  a  handy  chapter  on 

buying  and  installing  mouldings  will 

help  put  these  ideas  into  action.  $1.50 

11.  "A  WARDROBE  FOR  ̂   OUR 

W.4LLS"  from  United  De.Soto.  Six 

pages  of  how-to-do-it  wallcovering  in- 
formation, including  measuring  for  ex- 

act rollage  needed,  hanging  all  types  of 

wallcoverings,  and  decorating  ideas 

for  every  room.  Color  illustrations, 

measuring  charts,  and  definitionr-  of 
terms  complete  with  this  useful  guide. 

25c 

12.  "DECORATIVE    TILE!"    De 

lightful  4-color  catalogue  offers  a  variety 
of  floor  and  wall  tiles  for  every  room  in 

your  house.  Also  shown  are  decorative 

patterned  tiles  for  creating  striking 

designs  in  commercial  and  residential 

use.  Florida  Tile  distributors  li-ted.  25r 

Eating  and 
Entertaining 

13.  "ITALIAN  INTRIGUE"  and 

"GOURMET  SECRETS"— two  col 
orful   booklets  from  Foreign  Vintages 

HOUSE  &  GARDE' 



Order  coupon  for  booklets 

April,  1976 
Circle  the  number  of  each  booklet  you  want,  and  en- 

close check.  mone\  order,  or  currency  in  amount  in- 
dicated for  those  requiring  payment.  Add  50c  for 

postaf>e  and  handling.  No  stamps.  Allow  up  to  four 
weeks  for  delivery. 

MAIL  TO:  HOUSE  &  GARDEN,  Dept.  4 
Box  3579.  Grand  Central  Station 
New  York,  N.Y.,  10017 

1 
8 

15 

22'"'"
 I  enclose: 

$   50c  for  postage  and  handling  of  my  request 
for  booklets 

$   for  booklets  circled  requiring  payment 

_is  my  total  remittance 
Offer  expires  7/15/76 

2s.
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offer  many  recipes  for  food  and  drinks. 

Amaretto  di  Saronno  is  th<-  interna- 

tional flavor  in  each.  25c 

14.  FINE  TABLEWARE:  Full  color 

brochures,  "Ideas  In  Silver  For  Gifts 

And  Entertaining"  and  "The  Beauty 

Of  Silver  In  Carefree  Stainless"  illus- 
trate a  complete  selection  of  flatware 

and  hollowware.  Oneida  Silversmiths. 

Gardening 

15.  "HOW  TO  GROW  BEAUTI- 

FUL FLOWERS"  A  colorful  12-page 
booklet  provides  the  basic  information 

on  how  to  grow  beautiful  flowers  with- 
out being  an  expert.  It  tells  you  how 

and  when  to  plant  or  seed,  how  to  fer- 
tilize and  look  after  your  flowers,  and 

answers  many  of  your  basic  questions. 
0.  M.  Scott  &  Sons. 

16.  GARDENING  ...  for  fun,  sun, 

flavor,  and  savings  is  all  described  in 

the  True  Temper  Corporation's  delight- 
ful booklet.  Booklet  discusses  how  to 

plot  your  vegetable  garden,  soil  prep- 

aration, cultivating  and  more,  plus  full- 

color  iUustrations  of  True  Temper's 
vegetable  garden  aids.  50c 

Potpourri 

17.  "TRAVEL     SOUTH     USA." 

Twelve-page  travel  guide  to  eleven 
states  important  as  historic,  recreation, 

and  scenic  vacation  spots.  Resorts,  fes- 

tivals, landmarks  are  described  and  il- 
lustrated. Southern  Travel  Directors 

Council.  25c 

18.  NEWEST  CONSUMER  MA- 

TERIALS ON  HOME  CARE  from 

Bissell  .  .  .  "The  Guide  To  Complete 

Carpet  Care"'  and  "Guide  To  Complete 

Upholstery  Care"  include  easy-to-fol- 
low spot  and  stain  removal  sections.  An 

additional  plus  is  having  the  easy-to- 

follow  spot  and  stain  removal  informa- 
tion available  on  two  handy  flashcards. 

70c 

19.  SOME  HELPFUL  DOS  AND 

DON'TS  ABOUT  MOVING  are  dis 
cussed  in  the  Aero  Mayflower  Van 

Lines  Moving  Kit.  from  how  much  it 

will  cost  to  what  to  do  about  storage. 

There  is  also  a  handy  checklist  to  or- 

ganize your  move  out  and  in. 

20.  "THE  BAD  BACK"  is  a  helpful 
booklet  from  the  Simmons  Company 

giving  some  simple  suggestions  for  the 

bad  back.  Basic  rules  to  live  by  are  out- 

lined— posture,  diet,  exercise.  The 
Hard  Simmons  Maxipedic  sleep  set  is 
illustrated  and  described. 

21.  STONE  PLANTERS.  Strikingly 

different.  Indoors  or  outdoors,  light- 
weight Featherock  is  the  one  natural 

stone  you  can  easily  fashion  into  beau- 

tiful hanging,  table,  or  floor-standing 
planters  of  your  own  unique  design 

using  conventional  household  tools. 

Rich  colors.  '"How  to"  planter  guide. 
25c 

22.  TIPS  FOR  SELECTION  OF 

CARPETING.  The  right  carpet  and 

the  right  way  to  maintain  it  can  make 

it  a  joy.  This  booklet  tells  how  to  re- 
move spots,  keep  your  carpet  looking 

new,  select  a  carpet  for  easy  clean- 
ability.  Featuring  Argosheen.  Argo  & 

Co.,  Inc.  25c 

23.  "ALL  ABOUT  YOUR  HOME" 

— a  new  magazine  from  Martex.  Sub- 
jects covered  include:  decorating  and 

sewing  with  towels,  ideas  for  gifts  to 

make  using  sheets,  tips  from  celebri- 
ties on  entertaining,  fun  for  all  at 

children's  parties,  needlepoint  pillows 
and  much  more.  $1.50 

VJnf  ̂ y|phanf 
We've  prepared  a  handsome 
color  brochure  to  introduce 

,       T  •  TT  7  ''*'^  '    '  ̂ of  Mebane you  to  Lx)rraine  IV. 
38  pages  of  room  scenes  and  ideas  illustrating  a  classic  col- 

lection of  dining,  bedroom  and  occasional  furniture.  For  your 

copy  send  50?  to  Dept.HG-04,White  Furniture  Co.,  Mebane, 

N.C.  27302.  The  South's  oldest  maker  of  fine  furniture. 

For  200  years  of  freedom,  Fostona  salutes  Liberty- 
a  great  American  tradition— with  the  Great  American  Lead  Crystal. 

A  toast ...  to  the  Lady  of  the  Harbor. 

J*ostorid 
^•^    We've  been  working  on 

your  crystal  for  88  years. 
Fostona  Glass  Co.,  Moundsville,  W.  Va.  26041 
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atchef  USA  Announces  Its  Sensational  Plan  for... 

GHTIOS 
BY  THE  HO 
■  8  AM...126  POUNDS! 

■  8  PM...124  POUNDS! 
m  8  Al\/!  TOI\/IORROW 

...122  POUNDS! 

"There's  no  more  healthful  way  to  lose  so  much  weight  so  fast!" 
Dr.  Louis  F.  Castaldo,  M.D. 

There's  no  easier  way  to  lose  —  no  calories  to  count,  no  carbohydrates 
to  watch,  no  special  recipes  to  prepare,  no  expensive  special  foods  to  buy! 

Yet,  incredibly,  on  this  fantastic  new  Health  Watcher  Weight- 
Loss  Plan  your  hunger  —  often  the  problem  with  those 

1,000-500  calorie  starvation  diets  —  actually  disappears  in  as 
little  as  24  hours.  You  feel  great  —  and  in  an  incredibly  few 
days  —  you  start  to  look  great! 

Imagine  losing  a  full  pound  in  the  first  6  hours!  2  pounds  be- 
tween morning  and  night!  Up  to  5  pounds  of  fluid  and  fat  in  the 

first  24  hours!  If  that  sounds  unbelievable,  get  the  entire  pro- 
gram now  and  read  what  an  eminent  doctor  says  about  it.  Read 

what  people  who  have  tried  it  say  happened  to  them!  Read  why 
It  may  very  well  be  the  fastest,  most  effective,  safest  way  to 
lost  weight  that  has  ever  been  discovered. 

What's  the  secret?  It's  as  simple  as  1-2-3!  1)  You  take  a  single 
high-powered  diet  supplement  tablet  containing  natural  bran,  for 
bulk,  plus  natural  vitamins  for  health.  2)  You  take  it  with  your 
choice  of  any  of  a  number  of  healthful,  nutritious  natural  fruit 

juices!  3)  You  don't  tease  your  body  with  low-calorie  starvation 
diets  that  only  stimulate  your  appetite  and  leave  you  constantly 
hungry.  Instead  you  shut  down  your  food  intake  and  slow  down 

your  whole  digestive  process  for  a  brief  period  —  the  duration 
is  up  to  you!  Anytime  you  want  to  stop  you  can.  The  Complete 

Health  Watcher  Weight  Loss  Plan  tells  you  exactly  how  —  pre- 
cisely when.  When  you  follow  it,  the  weight  loss  results  are  so 

fast,  so  fantastic  you'll  be  amazed! 
How  much  can  I  lose?  The  most  amazing  part  is  that  you  lose 

the  most  weight  in  the  first  few  days  —  from  2  to  5  pounds  in 
the  first  24  hours  —  up  to  10  pounds  in  just  one  weekend.  So  if 

you're  just  5  or  10  pounds  heavier  than  your  ideal,  you  can 
probably  achieve  in  100  hours  or  less  what  might  take  you  2  to 

3  weeks  or  more  on  conventional  "low  calorie"  or  "low  carbo- 

Would  you  guess  that 
Marie  Glantz,  President 
of  Health  Watcher  USA 

and  author  of  this  plan, 
and  a  nationally  know/n 
nutritionist  and  lecturer 

on  health  and  weight 
loss,  is  a  grandmother 
4  times  over?  Or  winner 

of  numerous  golf  cham- 
pionships?  And  has 
more  energy  and  pep 
than  many  people  half 
her  age?  She  follows 
her  own  advice  — 
keeps  her  figure  trim 
and  slim,  just  as  yours 
can  be! 

hydrate"  diets  that  may  leave  you  hungry,  nervous  and  con- 
stantly famished!  So  on  the  Health  Watcher  Plan,  you  can  lose  as 

much  as  you  need  to  —  fast!  It's  up  to  you! 
Suppose  I  want  to  lose  a  great  deal,  say  20  pounds?  You  could 
do  it  in  as  little  as  7  days,  depending  on  how  overweight  you 

are  when  you  start.  You  could  easily  lose  more  —  a  240  pounder 
might  lose  10%  to  15%  of  his  body  weight! 

Will  the  Weight-Loss-by-the-Hour  Plan  interfere  with  my  social 

life,  or  tennis,  or  golf?  It  needn't  make  the  slightest  difference 
You  could  go  on  it  for  5  week  days,  stop  on  the  weekend,  and 

resume  the  following  week  if  you  want  —  and  keep  the  weight 

loss  you've  already  achieved.  The  plan  tells  you  exactly  how! 
Or  you  can  do  it  only  on  weekends  if  that  suits  you  better. 

There's  no  need  to  give  up  any  activity  you  enjoy  —  golf,  tennis, 
swimming  —  whateves  you  normally  like,  you  can  do. 

Will  it  affect  my  sex  life?  You  bet  it  will  —  for  the  better!  As 
you  begin  to  shed  all  that  extra  weight,  your  energy  level  starts 

to  increase.  Not  to  mention  the  fact  that  you'll  feel  more  de- sirable, and  look  it  too! 

Is  the  Welght-Loss-By-The-Hour  Plan  medically  approved?  Be- 
fore beginning  any  weight  loss  program,  says  Dr.  Louis  F. 

Castaldo,  M.D.,  you  should  consult  your  physician.  But  he  con- 

tinues "I  do  not  hesitate  to  recommend  Health  Watcher's  Weight- 
Loss-By-The-Hour  Plan  as  the  safest,  healthiest  way  to  lose 
pounds  in  the  shortest  period  of  time.  Especially  this  is  true  for 
those  frustrated  people  who  have  had  little  or  no  success  with 

other  methods  of  dieting.  This  amazing  regimen,  properly  fol- 

lowed, may  well  be  the  beginning  of  a  whole  new  life  style!" 
Send  now  for  the  plan,  complete  with  everything  you  need  on 

this  no-risk  guarantee.  When  you  return  the  coupon,  you've 
taken  the  first  step  toward  being  the  trim,  slim,  attractive  person 

you've  always  wanted  to  be!  You  will  receive  the  complete  plan, 
including  precise  instructions  as  to  how  to  start,  what  you  can 

expect  to  happen,  how  you'll  feel,  when  to  stop,  and  how  to 
maintain  the  ideal  weight  you've  achieved.  You'll  receive  a 
30-day  supply  of  Health  Watcher  Diet  Supplement  Tablets  con- 

taining healthful  natural  ingredients  and  no  dangerous  drugs  — 

these  provide  vitamins  and  fiber  while  you're  losing  weight  on 
the  plan.  And  you  receive  instructions  for  a  healthful  exercise 
and  weight  maintenance  program  yoLi  can  use  to  help  maintain 
weight  and  feel  great. 

After  you've  received  all  this,  you  may  follow  and  use  this  Plan 
for  1-!  days  without  obligation.  If  then  you're  not  pleased,  tickled, 
proud  and  delighted  in  every  way,  if  you  wish,  you  may  return 
just  the  unused  Health  Watcher  tablets  and  get  a  full  refund  of 
the  purchase  price.  You  may  keep  all  the  rest  of  the  material  in 
any  case,  as  a  gift! 

But  don't  delay  —  mail  the  coupon  at  once!  The  sooner  you 
start  to  follow  and  benefit  from  this  amazing  program,  the 

sooner  you'll  have  the  trimmer,  slimmer  figure  you've  always 
wanted.  Mail  your  order  today! 

Dr.  Castaldo  has  been  a 

practicing  physician  for 
over  30  years.  A  grad- 

uate of  the  University  of 

Maryland,  he  received 
his  medical  degree  at 

Tufts  University,  then  in- 
terned and  was  a  resi- 

dent at  Stamford  and 

Bridgeport  Hospitals  in 
Connecticut  and  Bellevue  Hospital  in 
New  York. 

■t.  1976  AC  I 

     MAIL  NO-RISK  COUPON  TODAY      

AMERICAN   CONSUMER,   Dept.   HWL-57 

Caroline  Road,  Philadelphia,  PA  19176 

Please   rush   me 
(HWL)  complete  Health 

Watcher  Weight  Loss  By  the  Hour  Plan(s)  Including 

all  instructions  plus  a  30-day  supply  of  Health 
Watcher  Diet  Supplement  Tablets  at  only  $4.98  each 

plus  500  postage  and  handling. 

I  may  try  the  plan  for  14  days  and  if  I'm  not  de- 
lighted I  may  return  the  partially  used  bottle  of 

tablets  for  full  refund  of  the  purchase  price,  and 

keep  the  rest  of  the  material  as  a  gift  without 

obligation. 
Total  amount  enclosed  S- 

dents  add  6%  sales  tax.) 

(Penn.  resi- 
Check  or  money  order,  no  CODs  please. 

Name 

Address . 

-Apt    :=■ 

City 

.State  , 

-Zip 

Canadian  customers,  please  send  orders  to: 
T.  P.  Products,  Dept.  HWL,  Box  1600.  Station  A 

Rexdale,  Ontario    M9W5V2 

(Ontario  and  Quebec  residents  add  sales  taxj 
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Another  Name  for  Qualit 

The  dibtinguished  china  cabinet  wth  interior  lighting, 
grille  and  glass  doors  offers  abundant  display  area  for  special  iti 

of  interest,  as  vve//  as  concealed  storage  below— and     , 

it  is  equally  at  ease  in  the  living  room 
The  carved  apron  table,  featunng  handsome  parquetry  to, 

extends  a  copious  123   with  twv  matching  leave-. 
Upholstered  chairs  are  rich  in  comfort  and  detail 



There  is  a  look,  a  mood,  an  unmistakable 

elegance  that  denotes  quality. 

It  is  always  in  evidence  with  Henredon. 

Evident  here  in  the  Chateau  dining  room 
and  Deauville  occasional  selections 

which  reflect  the  spirited  warmth  of 

French  period  design.  Flowing  lines. 

Graceful  proportion.  Intricate  details. 

Meticulous  workmanship. 

In  the  tradition  of  17th  and  18th  century 

provincial  craftsmen— yet  in  keeping  with 

.twentieth  century  lifestyles.  Henredon's 
regard  for  contemporary  needs  is  also  evident 

in  upholstered  furniture  such  as  the  sofa, 

which  when  paired  with  matching  loveseat, 

is  a  beautiful  way  to  turn  a  corner. 

Other  styles  can  be  custom  made  to-the-inch 

for  specific  space  requirements— and  covered 
in  your  preference  of  the  most 

preferred  fabrics.  Look  for  the  name  that 

has  become  a  standard  of  quality. 
Henredon.  In  fine  stores.  For  further  evidence 

of  Henredon  quality,  send  $2.00  for 

Upholstered  Furniture,  Chateau  and 

Deauville  brochures  to  Henredon,  Dept.  C-56, 
Morganton,  N.C.  28655. 

Henredon 
Henredon  cha/rs  >o(  h  as 

this  French  wing  sfy/e^  ,  p    < 

with  a  choice  of  finish, ' 
are  covered  from 

a  fabric  selection  thati  ■ 
pleases  the  most  particular 

decorating  palette. 

The  concise  44"  bookcase 
includes  adjustable 

and  fixed  shelves  —is 
also  content  used 

as  a  curio  in  foyer 

or  hall,  a  demi-china 
in  compact  dining  areas. 

Individualized  comfort 

is  apparent  in  this 88"  sofa  which  is  also 

available  in  63"  loveseat size— a  combination 
that  divides  rooms, 

surrounds  a  focal  point 
or  creates  an 

intimate  conversation  area 

Merge  with  the  elegant 

cocktail  table— selecting 
the  unusual  Sandstone  finish 

shown,  or  a  deeply 

robust  Coventry  finish. 

■rS 



your  china  on  this  page  and 
compare  it  to  ours. 

N< 

%fc*- 
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Honest^,  is  there  any  comparisori^ } 

If  your  china  doesn't  fall  short,  congratulations.  (You  may  already  own  Royal  Doulton.) 
If,  however,  you  feel  that  your  china  does  pale  by  comparison,  visit  your  Royal  Doulton  dealer. 

He'll  be  happy  to  show  you  our  incomparable  collection  of  fine  English  bone  china. 
For  our  complete  dinnerware  brochure,  send  25  cents  to  Royal  Doulton,  Dept.  88, 

400  Paterson  Plank  Rd.,Carlstadt,  New  Jersey  07072. 
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A  KITCHENAID 
COMPACTOR  CAN 
GET  YOU  OUT 
OF  THIS  MESS. 
It's  a  beautiful  answer  to  an 
ugly  problem. 

Just  deposit  your  trash.  The 
compactor  will  swallow  it  up, 
compacting  it  to  about  li  its 
original  volume.  It  gobbles  up 
cans,  cartons,  bottles  and  scrap. 
Quickly.  Easily.  Neatly. 

The  exclusive  KitchenAid 

I.itter  Bin"^  makes  it  easy  to 
handle  small  trash  without 

stooping.  And  the  big  trash 
drawer  handles  whole  waste- 
basket  loads  at  one  time. 

What's  more,  only  KitchenAid 
has  an  activated  charcoal  air 
filter  to  eliminate  odors.  And 

you  can  use  the  KitchenAid 
compactor  with  or  without 
trash  bags. 

Your  KitchenAid  dealer  will 

show  you  how  it  works.  His 
address  is  in  the  Yellow  Pages 

under  "Dishwashers."  Or  send 
us  the  coupon. 

KitchenAid 
Built  better.  Not  cheaper. 
KitchenAid  Division,  Dept.  6CA-5 
Hobart  Corporation 
Troy,  Ohio  45374 
Tell  me  more  about  your 
KitchenAid  Compactor. 

Name—   

Address- 

City   

County- 

State   

Zip   

HOUSE 
&  GARDEN 
JCORPORATING     LIVING     FOR  YOUNG  HOMEMAKERS) Vol.  148  No.  5 
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NORMAN    MCGRATH 

ON  THE  cover:  the  freshest,  sunniest, 

airiest  feeling  In  the  world  is  evoked  by 

this  sitting/garden  room.  Blue  and  white 

fabric  blends  with  summery  wicker  and 

wood,  with  white  shutters  to  let  the  slant- 

ing sunlight  In.  Mark  Hampton  designed 

t+ie  room  in  conjunction  with  Lord  &  Tay- 

lor, where  all  furniture  (except  the  cof- 

fee table)  and  fabrics  are  available. 

The  rattan  furniture  Is  from  Its  Hong 

Kong  Imports  collection.  Glaied  cotton 

chlnti  covering  furniture,  "Willow"  pat- 

tern, with  Zepel  f  nish,  from  the  Ameri- 

can China  Trade  Museum  collection  by 

Lee/Jofa.  These  romantic  patterns,  de- 

signed by  Leslie  Tlllett,  are  based  on 

the  collection  of  artifacts  at  the  Museum 

of  the  American  China  Trade,  Milton, 

Mass.  Cedar  and  grain  veneer  table 

available  through  decorators  at  LCS. 

Vinyl  tile  flooring  from  Goodyear  Tire 

&  Rubber  Co.  Two  small  Chinese  blue 

and  white  porcelain  boxes  from  Limited 

Editions.  Chinese  porcelain  herb  jar 

from  Joseph  Rondlna.  More  on  acces- 

sories, page  21  7. 
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Vv/HEN  MARTEX  INTRODUCES  A  NEW  DESIGN,  WE  LEAVE  LOTS  OF  ROOM  FOR  INTERPRETATION,  YOURS. 

f 
\ljove  Tartans.  I  love  their  (a)  crisp,  tailored 
;  I .  ooding,  romantic  (c)  classic,  neutral  look 

y^ 



"You've  got  to  hand  it tome. 
I  may  be  hard  to  please. 

But  when  I  find  something 
I  like,  I  go  all  out. 

This  year,  I  fell  in  love 
with  Tartans. 

.if  U 

Not  while  touring  Scot- 
land, but  while  rambling 

through  my  favorite  linens 
department  of  my  favorite 
store.  I  spotted  the  new 

Martex*  Tartans,  and,  right 
there  and  then,  broke  into  a 
decorating  Highland  fling. 

First,  I  sparked  up  the 
guest  room  with  crisp,  bright 
Dress  Stewart  sheets. 

Then,  I  attacked  the 

library,  armed  with  slip- 
covers that  had  started  out 

as  Martex  Dress  Gordon 
bedspreads. 

In  the  master  bath,  I 
stacked  piles  of  Dress  Gordon 
towels.  And  (not  shown  here 

because  the  rooms  weren't 
finished  in  time)  I  used  the 
same  pattern  in  the  hall 
sitting-room  and  the  little 

For  'All  About  Your  Home,"  a  new  instructive  magazine  on  how  to  decorate  with  sheets  and  towels, 
send  $1.50  to  Martex,  P.O  Box  912,  Madison  Square  Station,  New  York,  N.Y.  10010 

studio  where  I  keep  my 
sewing  machine  and  paints. 

The  amazing  thing  is, 
with  all  that  plaid  going  on 
no  two  rooms  look  alike. 

I  guess  that's  what  makes a  classic  a  classic.  The  ability 
to  look  completely  different 

depending  on  how  it's  used. 
Of  course,  there's  one thing  Martex  sheets  and 

towels  alwa\;s  look.  That's 
spanking  fresh  and  new. 

They're  made  of  a  durable 
no-iron  blend  of  Dacron® 
polyester  and  cotton  that 
holds  up  washing  after 
washing  after  washing. 

Which  leads  me  to  believe 

that  part  of  the  Martex 
master  plan  —  the  part  about 

always  getting  your  money's worth —was  written  by 
a  Scotsman. 

Probably  the  same  fellow 
who  dreamed  up  Tartan 

sheets." 
VVfSl  ('l)Mlt 

Martex. 
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Sign 
language 
IH  THE  STHt 

Symbols  of  our  time 
Instead  ol  champagne  and  canapes 
to  eat  at  the  opening  of  Signs  of 
Lifi':Syi)if)ols  in  the  AnwricanCity 
organized  by  the  architectural  firm 
of  Venturi  and  Rauch  at  the  Ren- 
wick  Gallery,  Washington,  D.C, 
there  were  trays  of  hot  dogs  and 

Some  like 
it  hot 
If  you  like  hot,  spicy  food,  there's 
a  splendid  new  cookbook  Spirited 

Spicy  by  Beppe  Bellini,  the  distin- 
guished antiquarian  and  cook  who 

lives  in  Florence.  He's  made  cer- 
tain it  will  reach  a  wide  audience. 

It's  written  in  three  languages, 
English,  French,  and  Italian.  Zesty 
recipes  by  him  and  other  inventive 

pizzas,  with  Coke  and  beer.  Appro- 
priate for  an  event  that  dramatizes 

20th-century  neon  communica- 
tions, like  the  Holiday  Inn  sign. 

McDonald's  golden  arch.  Sunoco 
and  Shell  symbols.  The  Venturis 
crammed  one  room  full  of  these  fa- 

miliar electric  signs.  To  have  this 
blast  of  flashing  color  in  a  museum, 
which  is  the  curatorial  department 
of  the  National  Collection  of  Fine 

Arts,  gave  unexpected  status  to  ob- 
jects architects  usually  put  down. 

"We  think  they'll  be  seen  as  great 
works  of  folk  art  and  collected 

avidly  through  the  years,"  declared 
Robert  Venturi.  "Who's  to  say  they 
contribute  to  visual  pollution? 
Those  architects  who  pronounce 
them  bad  should  ask,  bad  for 
whom?  They  neglect  to  understand 
that  many  people  with  other  value 

judgments  like  them." 

Italian  chefs  are  laced  with  amus- 
ing cartoons  to  illustrate  the 

dishes.  Having  a  strong  personal 
taste  for  spicy  food,  Beppe  loves 
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Celebrity 
shape-up 
You  can  find  out  how  people  like 
Art  Buchwald,  Craig  Claiborne, 
Polly  Bergen,  Pauline  Trigere, 
Arthur  Murray,  and  forty  other 
well-known  people  stay  in  shape  in 
an  amusing  new  book  Cele/)iiiy 
Exercise,  by  ex-dancer  Ann  Smith 

(Walker,  $10).  Art  Buchwald— 'T 
would  say  I'm  the  Robert  Redford 

type,  wouldn't  you?" — believes  in mimed  exercise  as  a  technique. 

When  he's  not  playing  his  favorite 
tennis,  he  mimes  shots  at  home  in 

the  dressing  room.  Craig  Clai- 
borne, does  80  to  100  sit-ups  every 

morning.  "I  wonder  what  my  pro- 
tile  would  be  like  without  the  daily 

torture."  Joan  Garrity,  author  of 
The  Sensuous  Woman,  takes  an 
imaginary  swim  every  day,  Iwenty 

Tennis  buff  Art  Buchwald 

overarm,  twenty  backstrokes,  and 
twenty  vertical  strokes.  When  you 
sit  for  hours  all  day,  as  renowned 
jazz  pianist  Marian  McPartland 
does,  hips  and  seat  are  danger 
points.  She  lifts  herself  out  of  the 
hips,  leans  slightly  forward  when 
at  the  keyboard — and  stays  prop- 

erly proportioned. 

Indian  cooking,  but  still  feels  Ital- 

ian food — "so  quick  to  do" — is best  suited  to  modern  living.  His 
favorite  recipe  in  this  collection: 
an  onion  soup  with  red  wine  and 

brandy.  "I  don't  care  for  the  onion 
soup  in  Paris,  because  the  onions 
are  usually  underdone.  I  like  my 
onions  brown,  but  not  burned. 

Count  on  an  hour  of  stir-frying." 
To  get  the  book,  write  Beppe  Bel- 

lini, 50124  Firenze,  Lungarno 
Soderini  5  Italia.  It  costs  $8. 

Prime  Time 
New  USDA  .standards  that  control 

the  quality  of  the  beef  allow  for 
leaner  beef  to  qualify  for  the  top 

CHOICE 
grades,  "Choice"  and  "Prime";  en- 

sure that  the  "eating  quality"  of beef  is  more  uniform  within  each 

grade;  and  establish  a  stricter 
"Good"  grade.  What's  basically  in- 

volved is  a  reduction  in  the  "mar- 
bling" required,  or  the  percentage 

of  fat  in  the  beef.  Cattle  under 

thirty  months  old  with  a  low  fat 
content  now  qualify  for  the  high 
grades.  With  cattle  eating  less 
grain,  leaner  meats  should  result 
in  lower  prices  for  shoppers. 

On  with  the  dance,  Bali 

Hello,  Bali 
Bali  has  attracted  painters  and 
sculptors  from  all  over  the  world. 
It  will  delight  you.  An  unblemished 

landscape,  punctuated  with  fran- 
gipani  and  poinsettia  blossoms. 
Terraced  rice  paddies  cut  into  the 
sides  of  mountains,  long  stretches 

of  unoccupied  white-sand  beaches 
and  a  surrounding  pale  blue 

ocean.  From  Sanur  Beach,  the  lo- 

cation of  the  island's  two  western- 
style  hotels  (The  Intercontinental 
Bali  Beach  and  the  Bali  Hyatt) 
roads  take  you  to  rustic  villages, 
each  with  a  marketplace,  temple, 

cockfighting  areqa,  and  pavilion 
for  barong  or  legong  dance  and 

gamelan  music,  an  exotic  sound  of 

gongs,  xylophones,  cymbals,  and 
drums.  Go  to  Bali  soon,  before  it 

becomes  too  accessible.  Interna- 
tional Weekends,  1  30  Water  Street, 

Boston,  Mass.  02109.  has  a  $699 
round  trip  to  Hong  Kong.  From 
there  take  an  excursion  to  Bali. 

JANET  SMYTH 



During  Queen 

Anne's  reign,  cabinet- 
makers reflected  English 

taste  in  their  selection  of 

fine  woods.   For  those  who 

appreciate  this  18th  Centur\ 
fashion,  reproductions  are 

available    through   Baker 
Furniture  retailers. 

You  are  invited 
to  send  two  dollars  to  Baker 

Furniture, 462  Merchandise 

Mart, Chicago,  Illinois  60654 
for  our  Queen  Anne  catalogue. 

MAY,    1976 



A  walkie-talkie 
to  call  my  own 
With  cutbacks  in  the  public 

services,  what  can  ordinary- 
citizens  do  to  prevent  city  life 
disintegrating?  The  New  York 
Police  Department  welcomes 
Auxiliary  Police.  Volunteers 

get  ten  one-evening-a-week 
training  classes,  and  $75 
toward  the  cost  of  a  uniform. 

No  gun,  hut  a  $1 ,500  walkie- 
talkie  on  loan.  Auxiliaries  pa- 

trol streets  in  twos,  give  a  min- 
imum of  four  hours  a  week. 

People  with  less  time  to  spare 
can  join  the  nonuniformed 
Block  Watcher  Force.  Enroll- 

ment requires  a  three-hour 
course.  In  return,  police  invisi- 

bly mark  all  your  valuables 

so  that  in  case  of  theft,  pawn- 
shops can  be  circularized,  and 

check  your  apartment  for  se- 
curity, giving  advice  on  pro- 

tection. ELSPETH  FLYNN 

Growing 
business 
There  are  times  when  indoor  gar- 

dening can  leave  you  so  stumped 
you  want  to  give  up.  How  can  you 

make  a  greenhouse  in  a  window- 
less  basement?  Will  anything  grow 
in 

Bicentennial 
bash 
An  18th-century  evening  was  cele- 

brated recently  at  Hampton  Man- 
sion in  Towson,  Md.  Six  young 

couples  decided  they  wanted  an 
authentic  Bicentennial  party  to 
raise  funds  for  a  historic  house. 

Hampton  was  chosen  for  its  back- 
ground as  well  as  its  great  hall, 

spacious  enough  for  100  dinner 
guests.  It  was  built  between  1783 
and  1790  by  Captain  Charles 
Ridgely,  an  officer  in  General 

Washington's  Army.  The  Society 
for  the  Preservation  of  Maryland 
Antiquities  is  its  guardian  today. 

For  this  party,  18th-century  dress 

All  dressed  up.  Hampton  House 

was  decreed.  Some  costumes  were 
inherited,  some  rented;  many 
sewn  by  hand.  Original  Ridgely 
carriages  trotted  guests  from  car 

park  to  grand  entrance  of  the  can- 
dle-lit mansion  where  they  were 

greeted  with  mulled  wine.  A  harp- 
sichord played  during  dinner,  a 

balladier  accompanied  the  after- 
dinner  port.  No  minuet,  however, 

for  although  Hampton  has  with- 
stood time,  no  one  was  sure  it 

could  stand  200  dancing  feet. 
DEE  H.\RDIE 

under  artificial  light?  How  far 
from  the  window  must  you  put 

certain  plants,  to  make  them  flour- 
ish best?  What  thrives  in  a  gloomy 

north  light?'  Thi.  is  where  Linda 
Trinkle  Wolf,  a  plant  specialist, 

comes  in.  Ei-rrijih  optimistic, 

"you  can  grow  &  ph-nc  m  a  closet." 
she  says,  "if  you  -^.p  the  door 
open."  Mrs.  Wolt  h;?  set  up  a 
workable  potting  shcvi  in  a  base- 

ment for  wintering  piar''.  in  a 
room  with  poor  light  ane  no  va^w. 
she  arranged  mirrored  sh  jtters  o 
hide  reality  and  created  an  ndoor 
garden  that  blooms  succesituliy 

by  artificial  light.  She'll  give  \ou 
an  indoor  landscape  design,  plants., 
custom  containers,  lighting,  ad- 

vice, everything  is  solved — rather 
as  an  interior  designer  copes  with 

decorating  problems.  A  consulta- 
tion is  S50  for  2  hours.  Linda 

Trinkle  Wolf,  63  Seton  Drive,  New 
Rochelle.  N.Y.  10804. 

19S4  waskidstu££ 
How  will  we  live  in  the  23rd  cen- 

tury? It's  all  there  in  Logan's  Run, 
a  superfuturist  movie  made  by  Saul 
David,  which  premieres  next 
month.  An  enclosed,  ecologically 
sealed  society,  transportation  in 
bullet-shaped    monorail   cars,   the 

Mr.  David,  the  science-fiction  buff 
who  made  Fantastic  Voyage. 
worked  with  research  scientists 

and  has  "drawn  a  longbow  on  the 

things  that  actually  exist."  He believes  we  should  look  more 

closely  into  technology  today,  "let 

body  shop  where  \ou  can  change 
physical  features  in  an  instant,  and 

your  living  room  "toy"  which  al- 
lows you  to  transport  anybody  in- 

to your  house  at  your  whim — they 
"materialize"  from  a  TV-like  box. 

.And  it's  more  fact  than  fantasy. 

I'Lir  intelligence  bring  us  a  better 
life  "  As  R.  Buckminster  Fuller 
has  said,  99  percent  of  the  f>opu- 
lation  has  no  idea  what  the  other 

1  percent,  the  scientists,  are  up 
to.  At  least  wc  can  get  a  little  more 
clued-in  through  this  film. 

torical  worth  which  could  live  on 

after  the  1976  celebration.  Peter's 
idea  became  a  Bicentennial  pro- 

posal initiated  by  the  Center  for 
Environmental  Studies  at  Wil- 

liams, endorsed  by  the  town.  He 
received  his  first  $1,500  from 

the  Center,  townspeople  donated 

One  man^s barn 
Early  this  June  in  Williamstown, 

Mass.,  there's  going  to  be  a  Bicen- tennial barn  dance,  introducing 
new  life  to  a  Farm  Museum.  A 

community,  a  college,  and  a  Bi- 
centennial Commission  have 

pooled  money  and  muscle  to  re- 
build a  hay  barn,  a  small  pocket  of 

America's  agricultural  past.  And 
it  all  started  because  of  the  dreams 

and  determination  of  twenty-two- 
year-old  Williams  history  gradu- 

ate Peter  McChesney.  On  a  patch 

of-Mopkins  Forest  owned  by  Wil- 
!  ams  Coilege  stood  the  mid- 19th 
century  hou3^  and  hay  barn  of  Al 
fred  Moon,  aVsubsistence  farmer. 
Divided,  theses  buildings  were 
about  to  fall;  uT}ited,  they  could  be 

a  farm  museuri,  a  project  of  his- 

. . .  and  a  lot  of  enthusiasm. 

S  1,950.  all  matched  by  the  Massa- 
chusetts Bicentennial  Commission. 

Grand  total:  S7,045.  Work  started 
in  June,  1975,  on  disassembling 
both  house  and  barn.  Volunteers 

came  from  college  students,  profes- 
sors, Williamstown  residents,  and 

Boy  Scouts.  The  best  materials 
were  combined  to  create  a  replica 

hay  barn.  The  bam  was  raised  in 

.August  in  90-degree  heat  with  lots 
of  lemonade.  Today  it  is  the  Hop- 

kins Forest  Farm  Museum,  open  to 
all.  admission  free.        dee  hardie 
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o£  the  coin 
TED    HARDIN 

Political  profiles.  ■ .  Juan  Carlos  and  General  Franco 

Funny  money  business  in  Spain. 
New  pesetas  show  the  head  of  Juan 
Carlos  facing  to  the  left.  General 
Franco  always  looked  to  the  right. 

Believe  it 
or  not 
For  some  time,  there  have  been  in- 

triguing reports  about  a  new  com- 
munity in  Findhorn,  North  Scot- 

land, whose  garden  is  filled  with 

super-sized  specimens — 42-pound 
cabbages,  1 0-foot-high  foxgloves 
—grown  with  cooperation  from 

"nature  spirits."  elves,  fairies,  and 

Of  course,  no  one  at  the  Spanish 
Embassy  in  Washington  dares  say 

whether  this  has  any  political  sig- 
nificance, or  not.  . . . 

Parisian 
arts  palace 
The  great  new  Beaubourg  center 
for  the  arts  in  Paris,  which  has 
drawn  Pierre  Bouiez  away  from 
the  New  York  Philharmonic  and 

will  include  an  important  musical 
complex  as  well  as  a  new  Museum 
of  Modern  Art,  a  library,  and  an 

industrial  design  center,  is  sched- 
uled to  open  next  year.  An  interna- 

tional competition  was  launched 
for  its  design:  681  projects  judged 
and  the  final  one  now  under  con- 

struction is  by  an  Italo-English 
architectural    team,    Enzo    Piano 

personalities  more  usually  associ- 
ated with  the  world  of  make-be- 

lieve and  children's  books.  This 
new  center  might  not  be  taken 

with  any  seriousness,  if  some  emi- 
nent scholars  across  the  globe,  in- 

cluding Professor  William  Irwin 
Thompson  in  America  and  Profes- 

sor R.  Lindsay  Robb  in  England, 
had  not  marked  both  garden  and 
community  as  a  place  for  legiti- 

mate attention.  Founded  by  Peter 
Caddy  and  his  wife  Eileen,  the 
Findhorn  group  has  been  described 
by  the  scholars  as  an  environment 
where  people  are  learning  how  to 
use  inner  powers  productively. 
Progress  has  now  been  document- 

ed in  a  book.  The  Findhorn  Gar- 
den (Harper  &  Row,  $10).  In  it, 

Mr.  Caddy  describes  the  growth 
of  the  center  from  his  own  small 
gardening  ellort  in  a  mobile  home 
park,  to  the  miniature  university 
it  is  today.  Courses  at  Findhorn 
offer  arts  and  crafts  as  well  as  gar- 

dening. "But  it's  not  a  place  to 
come  to  just  for  a  rest,"  say  the 
Caddys.  "Bring  work  clothes." 
Findhorn,  Forres,  Scotland. 
12..      

Beaubourg  build-up 

and  Richard  Rogers.  The  building 

is  a  notable  engineering  achieve- 
ment. Its  floors  are  slung  between 

large  steel  trusses  on  the  perimeter. 
Thus  each  level  (the  size  of  two 
football  fields)  is  a  great  open  space 

uninterrupted  by  structural  sup- 
port. Piano  and  Rogers  wanted  to 

"both  entertain  and  inform  and 

give  people  freedom  from  archi- 
tectural form."  A  large  piazza  of- 

fers shops,  flower  market,  chess 

tables,  "a  place  for  multipurpose 

public  activities."  The  music  de- 
partment is  underground  with  an 

outdoor  concert  space  on  its  roof. 
In  this  department  musicians  and 
scientists  will  work,  says  Pierre 

Bouiez  '"to  forge  a  common  lan- 
guage and  contribute  to  the  evolu- 

tion of  contemporary  music." 

PECPLE 
Zita  Hawley  and  Charlotte 
Morrison  are  organizing  a  De- 

signers' Slwwhoiise  between 
May  23  and  June  13  at  the 
historic  Pink  Palace.  Minne- 

apolis, to  benefit  the  Minne- 
apolis Institute  of  Arts.  The 

house,  built  1914,  was  first 
decorated  by  Elsie  de  Wolfe. 

Her  butterfly  painted  bed  will 
be  seen  in  one  bedroom. 

Roy  Titus,  son  of  Helena 
Rubinstein,  Oscar  Kolin,  her 

nephew,  Diane  Lorbin,  and 
other  members  of  the  Helena 
Rubinstein  Foundation  who 

organized  the  exhibition  of 

Madame  Rubinstein's  por- traits, which  opened  at  the 
Metropolitan  Museum.  New 
York,  have  arranged  for  it  to 
travel  the  country.  It  is  now  at 
the  Palm  Springs  Museuni  and 
goes  on  to  the  Los  Angeles 
County  Museum. 
Caroline  Howe  has 

launched  a  new  business  in 

Malibu  called  "Trouble  in 
Paradise."  She's  a  domestic 
problem  solver  who  will  find, 
decorate,  or  take  care  of  a 

house;  find  schools  for  chil- dren; select  staff;  buy  food, 

plants,  or  even  clothes  for  you. 
More  information,  P.O.  Box 
635,  Malibu,  Cal.  Phone: 

(213)475-7593. 
Peter  and  Juliet  Glynn 

Smith,  one  of  England's  most 
exciting  young  architectural 
design  teams,  have  just  fin- 

ished the  interior  of  London's newest  hotel,  the  Tower  on  the 
Thames. 

Donald  R.  Taylor,  admin- 
istrator of  Tryon  Palace  res- 

toration. North  Carolina,  is 

organizing  an  interesting  Bi- 
centennial venture.  Tryon  Pal- 

ace hostesses  visit  England  this 
fall,  see  stately  houses  to  get  a 

picture  of  "the  other  side,"  and a.ssist  them  in  better  telling 
their  own  restoration  story. 

The  secret  o£ 
the  red  zinger 
Arthur  Allan  Seidelman,  the 

movie-maker  who  wrote  and  di- 
rected Children  of  Rage  never 

finds  getting  up  in  the  morning  a 
problem.  He  drinks  an  herb  tea 
called  Red  Zinger,  a  tangy  mixture 

of  hibiscus,  lemon  grass,  comfrey, 

and  mint.  Since  he  became  a  lacto- 

ovo  vegetarian  six  years  ago,  he's 

enjoyed  discovering  "natural"  in- gredients that  work  as  pepper-up- 
pers or  relaxers.  At  night,  he  takes 

a  tea  with  burdock  root,  comfrey, 
and  lettuce  in  it  to  relax.  On  a  busy 
day,  for  lunch  he  will  cat  lettuce, 

chopped  onions  with  oil  and  vine- 

gar, "a  nerve  rclaxer." 

^   <^
** 

Indian  tigurci.  cireus  people,  ani- 
mals all  shapes  and  sizes.  Every- 

thing is  made  of  wood,  paint- 
ed wonderful  colors.  These  toys 

please  children  as  well  as  grown- 
ups. Elton  John  buys  them.  Presi- 
dent Kennedy  had  an  Accorsi  wire 

toy  on  his  desk.  A  show  of  Mr. 
Accorsis  works  opens  this  month 
at  the  .American  Spirit  Gallery,  at 
the  Watergate.  Washington.  D.C. 

Toy£ul  news 
Stepping  into  toymaker  William  i 
Accorsi's  shop,  71  Irving  Place, 
New  York  City,  is  an  adventure 

into  fantasy.  Planes  made  from 
cigar  boxes  float  from  the  ceiling; 
there  are  wooden  Christmas  trees 

with  spangles  of  lights,  doll  houses. 



Mercury  Marquis 

Length  229.0"  Weight  4704  lb 
Engine  460  CID 

29  reasons  why  a  Mercury  Marquis 
was  judged  superior  0¥erall 

to  an  Olds  98  and  a  Buicic  Eleetra. 

Based  on  tests  you  can  do  yourself, 
37out  of  50  car  owners  picked  a  Marquis  over  a  Buicic,  40  out  of  50  over  an  Olds. 

Last  fall,  Nationwide  Consumer  Testing 
Institute  fornned  a  panel  of  100  randomly 
selected  men  from  the  Los  Angeles  area- 

all  owners  of  standard-size  cars— and  asked  them 
tocomparea1976Mercury 
Marquis  Brougham  with 
76  models  of  its  leading 
competitors,  Buick  Eleetra 
225  or  Olds  98  LS. 

This  was  a  thorough 
comparison.  Each  car 
owner  faced  a  battery  of  29 
specific  tests.  Each  drove 
and  rode  3.5  miles  in  total 
over  various  road  surfaces. 

Each  performed  inspec- 
tions inside  and  out. 

They  judged  each 

car's  styling.  Front,  rear and  sides.  They  studied 
instrument  panels,  door  trim  and  seating.  In  every 
test  of  styling,  they  judged  Marquis  superior 

They  slammed  doors  and  noted  the  sound. 
In  this  traditional  test  of  solidness,  an  overwhelming 

majority  judged  Marquis  more  solidly  built. 
They  operated  window  controls,  door 

handles  and  locks,  interior  lights  and  the 
parking  brake.  They  loaded  the  trunk  with 
luggage.  In  tests  like  these,  they  found  more 

convenience  built  into  Marquis. 
They  drove  and  rode  in  the  cars  to  evaluate 

smoothness,  quietness,  cornering  ability  and 
control.  In  all  tests  of  handling  and  driving  comfort. 
Marquis  won  hands  down.  Based  on  all  these  tests, 
they  rated  Marquis  superior  overall. 

Make  your  own  test.  Discover  for  yourself 
why  Mercury  Marquis  is  everything  the  test 
results  say  it  is.  Test  any  car  against  the 
76  Mercury  Marquis.  Buy  or  lease 
one  at  The  Sign  of  the  Cat. 

Buick  Eleetra  225 

Length  233  4"    Weight  4788  lb 
Engine  455CID 

Olds  98  LS 

Length  232  2"  Weight  4786  lb 
Engine  455CID 

Test  Program 
Number  Preferring 
Marquis        Buick 

Number  Pre Marquis 

ferring 

Olds 

Styling  Features 
1.  Overall  styling 38 12 38 

12 

2.  Front  end  styling 36 

14 

32 

18 

3.  Side  view  styling 33 17 

31 

19 

4.  Rear  end  styling 28 22 33 

17 

5  Interior  styling 

37 

13 

44 6 Ride 

6.  Riding  comfort 

34 

16 

37 

13 

7.  Handwriting  on  rough  road 

31 

19 

31 

19 

8.  Quietness 

40 

10 

43 

7 
Handling 

9.  Overall  driving  ease 32 

18 

33 

17 

10.  Cornering  ability 

31 

19 

33 

17 

1 1.  Right  front  visibility 

34 

16 

35 

15 

12.  Parking  brake 39 

11 43 

7 

13.  Windshield  washer 

34 

16 

36 

14 

Quality  features 
14,  Solidly  built 

47 

3 

46 

4 

15.  Carpeting  thickness/softness 45 5 41 9 
16.  Headliner  padding 33 

17 

35 

15 

17.  Sun  visor 

34 

16 

39 11 

18.  Stereo  performance 

40 10 45 

5 

Convenience 
19.  Spacious/convenient  trunk 

39 11 

38 

12 

20.  Tilt  steering  wheel  operation 19 

31 

28 22 

21.  Glove  compartment  capacity 47 3 47 3 
22.  Rear  window  convenience 

45 

5 

50 

0 

23  Door  handle  operation 44 6 44 6 

24.  Comfort/practical  front 
center  arm  rests 

34 

16 41 9 

25.  Ash  tray  accessibility 

36 

14 42 8 

26.  Assist  straps  convenience 28 22 

40 10 

27.  Key  design 44 6 

46 

4 

28.  Window/door  lock  operation 

37 

13 

37 

13 

29.  Interior  lighting 47 3 

48 

2 

Superior  overall 

37 

13 40 10 

For  a  detailed  test  report,  write  Na tionwide  Consumer Testing  Institute. 
Grand  Central  Station.  PO  Box  323 7.  New  York New  York  10017. 

Mercury  Marquis  Brougham 
With  opt  WSW  tires, 

protective  bodyside  molding 
and  bumper  protection  group. 

MERCURY  MARQUIS 
LINCOLN-MERCURY  DIVISION 

MAY,    1976 

13 



If  vou  -^''i  cv';r  longed  to  change 
your  surroundings  dramatically, 

Judith  Marshall's  story  may  give 
you  the  nerve.  Her  high-ceilinged 
living  room  with  rose  marble  tire- 
place,  overlooking  Central  Park, 
New  York  City,  was  filled  with 

glorious  antiques.  It  is  now  a  multi- 
level  carpeted   environment   with 

no  thing's  In  it  at  all.  And  she's  nev- 
er been  happier.  .She  and  her  hus- 

band, Dr.  Bernard  Green,  find  it 
responds  more  to  their  needs,  with 

three  children  under  eleven.  "It's  a 
room  where  we  can  really  all  get 

together,"  she  says,  "play  games, 
have  meals,  listen  to  music."  She 
also  finds  it  a  good  space  in  which 
to  be  alone,  to  read  a  book  by  the 
window.  Things  arc  taken  into  the 

room  as  required.  Meals  eaten  pic- 
nic style,  with  place  settings  ar- 

ranged on  the  stepped  platforms. 
Architect  Daniel   Louis  Goldner, 

who  did  the  design,  is  not  surprised 
that  the  experiment  turned  out  so 

well.  "People  love  freedom.  Most 

living  spaces  are  too  rigid."  Apart 
from  allowing  the  family  to  use  the 
space  for  any  activity  they  wish, 

it's  great  for  parties.  Sixty  guests 
came    recently    to    listen   to    two 

people  play  chamber  music.  Judith 

doesn't  miss  her  old   belongings, 
definitely  prefers  the  new  life.  And 

there's  nothing  to  dust!  Total  cost 
$4,600  includes  design  fees,  labor 
costs    of    contractor    Alan    Gold- 

smith, lumber,  $  1 ,200  worth  of  ny- 
lon carpeting,  the  lighting  system 

between  each  level.   As  a  bonus 

there  is  considerable  storage  space 

and  a  children's  play  area  under 
the  stepped  platforms.  Just  the  old 
fireplace  remains. 
14 

oursel£ 
u.-  J 
Dc...  .  -11  Mazzanti,  a  successful 
businesswoman  who  runs  two 
health  spas  (more  about  her,  page 

142),  has  invented  a  calendar  col- 
or-coding system  anyone  can  use 

to  manipulate  better  balance  in 
life.  Take  five  different  colored 

felt  pens — black,  blue,  green,  red, 
and  lavender — and  your  calendar. 
Then  sit  down  and  do  some  analy- 

sis. In  the  last  month  of  your  cal- 
endar, underline  in  black  every- 

thing that  was  a  total  waste  of 
time;  blue,  things  that  were  duty; 
red,  events  that  contributed  to  your 
health  (a  trip  to  the  beauty  shop  or 
barber  counts  here);  in  green,  the 

growing  experiences,  such  as  an 
educational  movie,  play,  or  semi- 

nar. Lavender  is  for  everything 
that  was  fun.  The  aim  is  to  have  no 

black  on  your  calendar  at  all,  and 
the  other  colors  evenly  distributed. 

"Duty"  holds  an  equally  strong 
position  with  the  rest  because  it 

represents  work  "and  you  can't 
have  fun  without  money."  First 
time  tests  generally  record  low 
ratings  in  health  activities  and  fun. 
The  color  charting  motivates  a  re- 

ordering of  priorities.  "You're driving  your  car.  The  body  is  after 
all  only  a  motor  and  will  only  go  as 

far  as  you  allow."  Once  you  realize 
it's  in  your  hands  to  give  yourself 
a  healthier,  longer  life,  start  think- 

ing about  scoring  double  colors. 

Before  accepting  a  weekend  invita- 
tion, for  example,  you  might  con- 

sider what's  on  the  program.  Back- 
gammon and  bridge  are  fun,  but  if 

they're  mixed  with  walking,  tennis, 
or  swimming,  so  much  the  better. 

Museum  shakes 
o££  the  dust 
At  thirty-two,  possibly  one  of  the 
youngest  curators  in  the  U.S., 
Frank  H.  Goodvear  Jr.  works  for 

the  oldest  existing  museum — the 
Pennsylvania  Academy  of  Fine 
Arts  in  Philadelphia.  The  meeting 

of  old  and  new  is  exactly  his  line — 
the  Academy  has  just  finished  a 

3-year,  $5  million  restoration  by 

Day  &  Zimmermann  that  com- 
bines the  authentic  look  of  1876 

with  the  most  modern  museum 

technology  around.  As  curator  of 

the  3,000  masterpieces  of  Ameri- 
can painting  in  the  museum,  Mr. 

Goodyear  has  a  clear  sense  of  his 

role:  "We  have  an  obligation  to 
support  the  ongoing  tradition  of 

American  art,"  he  says,  "which 
means  increasing  emphasis  on  con- 

temporary art."  One  indication  of 
this  is  that  Robert  Venturi  is  help- 

ing with  the  interior  design  of  the 

contemporary  galleries.  The  open- 
ing show,  starting  April  22,  called 

In  this  Academy,  celebrates  the 
role  of  the  academy  in  supporting 
American  artists  for  over  170 

years.  Caroline  seebohm 
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HANS    NAMUTH GARDEN  ACT 
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Scattered  capparidaceae  spinosa 

Loose-leaf 
gardening 
Who  hasn't  dug,  enriched,  and 
made  ready  a  special  bed  for  a  dif- 

ficult specimen  only  to  find  that 

the  following  year,  it  is  languish- 
ing there  but  has  sent  out  a  run- 
ner, some  distance  from  it,  into  an 

area  not  suited  for  it,  but  is  doing 
even  better,  thank  you?  Allow  for 
such  happenings  by  planting  the 
same  variety  in  different  spots  and 
then    letting    only    the    healthiest 

continue.  This  curious  selecting  by 

plants  affects  the  self  sown  as  well. 
If  they  flourish,  leave  them  where 
they  are.  Happy  bedfellows  are 
also  those  whose  roots  are  at  differ- 

ent levels,  whose  needs  for  light 

and  .shade  differ  and  whose  bloom- 
times  are  concurrent.  Anemone  de 

Caen  is  an  early  waker  as  is  Iris 
reticulata,  so  they  grow  together  in 

my  garden  quite  conveniently  close 
to  daylilies  whose  roots  are  deeper, 

and  foliage  and  bloom  shade  them 
when  they  need  rest.  Anything  un- 

der roses  to  prevent  rain  from 

splashing  up  to  leaves  and  spread- 
ing black  spots  is  a  must.  Beneath 

mine  came  wind-blown  seeds  of 

dianthus.  Not  only  did  their  fo- 

liage marry,  but  they  made  excel- 
lent "cover"  for  dropped  petals. 

Within  bounds  a  garden  composes 
and  makes  its  personality  clear.  We 

don't  talk  to  plants.  We  listen.  By 
looking.  ROBERT  DASH 

Out  o£  A£rica 
The  African  Room  at  the  Kennedy 

Center.  Washington,  D.C.,  soon  to 

be  officially  opened,  is  an  inge- 
nious effort  in  design  by  Kenneth 

Brian  Walker.  Faced  with  a  large, 

difficult,  rectangular  room,  used 
for  receptions  before,  during,  or 

after  performances,  he  has  ar- 
ranged angular  partitions  and  mir- rored panels  to  break  up  the  space 

and  give  an  optical  illusion  of  a 
sloping  floor.  Spotlights  on  tracks 
from  the  black-painted  ceiling 
shine  down  on  magnificent  African 
handcrafts,  fabrics,  and  gourds. 

Walls  are  sand  painted  to  resem- 
ble African  stuci;o  buildings.  The 

floor  is  a  sweep  of  terra-cotta  car- 
pet like  the  African  earth.  So  far, 

fourteen  African  nations  have  con- 
tributed $65,000  toward  the  room. 

Mr.  Robert  H.  Thayer,  coordina- 
tor of  foreign  gifts  to  the  Kennedy 

Center,  insisted  that  the  room  re- 
flect the  vitality  of  these  emerging 

nations  and  their  art.  "It's  very 
much  alive,"  he  declares. 



The  Smitfisonian  Institution  provides  design 

inspiration  for  A  mcrican  Commemorative, 

a  ru'iv  bed  and  bath  collcctionfrom  Fieldcrest. 
Tfie  design  is  based  upon  an  authentic  quilt 
which  was  used  in  the  Middle  West  during 

the  19th  century.  The  original,  called  a  ''log  cabin" quill,  was  fashioned  from  small  strips  of  fabric, 

intricately  cut  and  pieced  together  like  the  logs  in 
a  cabin  to  form  an  overall  design  of  richly 

contrasting  colors.  Blended  into  the  pattern  is  a 

flower  motif arul  other  designs  from  nature 
common  to  quilts  of  this  type. 

Here,  to  make  a  lasting  impression 

of  beauty,  quality  and  authenticity, 
is  American  Commemoratii>e— a  classic 
and  contemporary  collection  of 

towels,  sheets,  pillow  cases,  comforter 
and  other  accessories  for  the 

^//^ A  meriean  home  of  today. 
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Superb  construction,  26-stet)  finishing, 
and  an  outstanding  price  make  it  a  great  value. 

We  urge  you  to  compare; 

You  are  about  to  make  a  major 
investment  in  a  set  oi  bedroom 

furniture.  Of  course  you  want  it  to 
look  beautiful.  You  want  it  to  last. 

And  you  want  it  to  cost  no  more  than 
it  has  to. 

We  think  Sears  Open  Hearth 
offers  you  the  best  combination  of  all 
three.  Here  is  what  you  should  look 

for  when  you  shop  and  compare: 

Examine  the  Drawers 
Look  for  beautifully  made  drawers 

when  you  want  to  determine  the  over- 
all qualit>'  of  furniture  construction. 

It  takes  time,  care  and  true  craftsman- 
ship to  make  drawers  that  will  continue 

to  work  beautifully.  Chances  are,  if 
comers  are  cut  in  drawer  construction, 

they  will  be  cut  every\vhere  else. 
When  you  shop  and  compare, 

look  for  all  these  drawer  construction 

features.  You'll  find  them  in  Sears 
Open  Hearth. 

Bali-Bearing  Slides  made  from 
strong  steel  to  make  the  drawer  slide 
smoothly. 

Positive  Drawer  Stops  to  prevent 
the  drawer  from  accidentally  being 

pulled  out  too  far. 
Dovetail  Joints  on  all  sides  for 

extra  strength. 

Tongue-in-Groove  Bottoms  to 
hold  more  weight  and  make  the  draw- 

er sturdy. 

No-Snag  Insides  with  rounded 

edges,  triple  sanding  and  smooth  seal- 
ing lacquer. 
Anti-Wobble  Discs  made  from 

self- lubricating  nylon.  For  a  smooth 

pull  without  "seesaw""  wobbling. 

Reproduction  "Flying  Eagle" 
Hardware  cast  from  heavy  solid  metal. 
Brass  plated  and  antique  burnished. 

Look  for  Inner  Frame  Strength 

Look  inside.  Look  underneath.  Look 

behind.  Don't  ignore  the  inner  con- 
struction of  the  furniture  frame.  If  it 

doesn't  include  the  inside  strength 
features  found  in  Sears  Open  Hearth, 

its  outside  beauty  won't  last  as  long. 
Tongue-in-Groove  and  Mortise- 

and-Tenon  Piece  Construction.  Ordi- 

nary butt-edge  construction  is  nowhere 
near  as  long  lasting. 

Comer  Cleats  and  Glue  Blocks. 
Glued  and  screwed  into  the  frame  for 
extra  strength. 

From  Sears  Open  Hearth  Collection : 

Recessed  Back  Panels  for  added 
stability. 

Adjustable  Casters  and  self- 
levelers  on  all  larger  pieces. 

Meticulous  26-Step  Fmishing 
Makes  All  the  Difference 

Only  firm,  evenly  textured,  kiln-dried 
northern  white  pine  and  fine  grade 

white  pine  veneers  are  chosen  for 
Sears  Open  Hearth.  It  is  a  mellow 
wood  and  it  responds  to  finishing 
beautifully.  But  only,  if  it  is  finished 
with  time  and  care. 

The  satin  glow  and  wami  high- 
lighting you  see  in  Sears  Open  Hearth 

take  26  painstaking  finishing  steps  to 
achieve.  From  sanding,  to  staining,  to 

antiquing,  to  highlighting,  to  hand- 
rubbing.  There  is  no  shorter  method  to 
bring  out  the  beauty  of  northern  white 

pine  and  make  it  last.  You'll  really  see 
the  difference  when  you  shop  and 

compare. 

It^  a  Sears  Best 

Sears  Open  Hearth  Furniture  has  to 

continually  meet  strict  quality  require- 

ments to  be  a  "Sears  Best."  These  tests, 
in  addition  to  the  hundreds  of  con- 

struction checking  operations, are  why 

we  invite  you  to  shop  and  compare. 

Choice  of  Pieces 

There  are  13  different  pieces  in  Sears 
Open  Hearth  Bedroom.  And  41  more 
in  Sears  Open  Hearth  Dining  Room, 

Family  Room  and  Living  Room.  Plus 
a  host  of  Open  Hearth  coordinated 
accessories. 

Sears  Open  Hearth  Bedroom. 
Come  see  it  now  at  most  larger  Sears, 
Roebuck  and  Co.  stores. 

Sears 

@l 



Now  you  have  the  ̂ ass  to  put  it  in. 

The  Great  American  Lead  Crystal  byft*OStOria ^   We've  Seen  ̂ work^ng  on 

>o'jr  crystal  tor  S8  years. 

Shov;n:  STRATTON  pattern.  Fostoria  Glass  Company.  Woundsvt::e.  W.  Va.  260-11 

Fine  bedroom,  dining  room 
and  occasional  furniture 

UNION-NATIONAL 

REGENCE  WALL  CABINET 

width  74".  depth  19",  height  84' 

From  our  Regence  group  of  dining  room  furniture. 

At  leading  stores  everywhere. 

Send  $1 .50  to  Department  G  for  brochure,  "Furniture  for  Gracious  Living" 

UNION-NATIONAL,    INC. 
JAMESTOWN,    NEW    YORK     1470T 
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By  Drs.  Robert  and 
Mary  Catherine  Tyson 

How  important 
is  privacy? 
Is  there  too  much  sex  talk?  Plus  basic 

good-health  guidelines 

editor's  note:  The  two  doctors 
whose  advice  on  health,  psychol- 

ogy, and  sex  follows  are  eminently 
qualified  to  discuss  these  subjects. 
Dr.  Robert  Tyson,  Associate  Pro- 

fessor of  Psychology,  Herbert  Leh- 
man College  at  City  University, 

New  York,  studied  at  Yale  and  the 
University  of  Vienna.  His  wife, 
Mary  Catherine  Tyson,  M.D.,  an 
internist,  has  been  in  practice  in 
\'ew  York  for  many  years.  She  is 
Assistant  Physician,  Hematology, 
at  The  Mount  Sinai  Hospital.  New 
York,  and  helped  to  start  the  first 
blood  bank  there  in  1940.  To- 

gether they  wrote  the  recently  pub- 
lished Psychology  of  Successful 

Weight  Control.  They  married 

young — he  was  twenty-two,  she 
seventeen — and  have  been  to- 

gether over  forty  years.  They  have 

one  daughter  and  two  grand- 
children. 

Q:  How  much  privacy  does  a 

person  need? A:  You  know  this  urgent  need  to 

be  apart  from  others  and  unob- served by  them.  Periodically  you 
want  to  be  offstage,  to  refresh 

your  mind  and  relax  your  muscles, 
to  collect  and  reorganize  your 

thoughts.  It's  universal  because  it's solidly  based  on  the  capacity  and 
limitations  of  the  nervous  system. 

Up  to  a  certain  point  our  periph- 
eral nerves  and  the  brain  can  re- 

ceive the  stimulation  of  other  peo- 
ple and  respond  with  satisfying 

efficiency.  Hearing  people,  seeing 
them,  interacting  with  them  in  all 
sorts  of  ways,  typically  brings 
growing  alertness,  interest,  and 
positive  emotion — until  the  limit  is 
reached.  Beyond  that  limit  the  re- 

quirements of  social  or  work  con- 
tacts, vigilance,  responsiveness, 

pleasant  at  first,  overload  our 

equipment.  Anxiety,  tension,  irri- 
tability, and  psychological  fatigue 

follow  and  grow  more  stressful, 
bringing  with  them  a  strong  wish 
to  turn  off.  People  crowding  you 

and  coming  at  you  with  insistent 
demands  are  an  extreme  example 

of  such  overloading.  That's  when 
you  need  and  should  seek  privacy. 

Such  stress,  it's  believed,  activates 
and  reactivates  ulcers.  It  aggra- 

vates high  blood  pressure  and  is  a 

factor  in  allergies  and  other  skin 

diseases,  including  psoriasis.  Re- 
cent studies  connect  crowding  with 

increased  susceptibility  to  cancer. 
Tumors  in  patients  enjoying  more 

privacy  tend  to  be  benign  in  a 
larger  percentage,  whereas  those 
in  persons  undergoing  the  stress  of 
crowding  have  higher  incidence  of 
malignancy. 

Preferably,  to  insure  your  pri- 
vacy, you  should  have  a  room  of 

your  own.  Second  best  is  a  part 
with  separate  storage  space.  Some 
rooms  can  be  divided  into  two. 

(More  depends  on  separateness 
than  size.)  Screens,  curtains,  and 
room  dividers  can  help.  Couples 
who  contentedly  share  a  bedroom 

are  better  suited  if  there's  another 
room  for  retreat.  The  availability 

itself  is  relaxing.  A  child,  too.  de- 
pending on  age  and  practical 

Mmitat  ons,  deserves  living  and 

storage  space  of  his  or  her  own. 
Selection  of  a  new  house  or  apart- 

ment should  involve  careful  con- 
sideration of  the  privacy  factor.  Do 

open  surroundings  almost  entirely 
with(jut  doors  fully  satisfy  this 

need? 
When  you  want  to  be  apart  and 

the  situation  allows  it,  quietly  ex- 
cuse yourself  and  shut  the  door. 

Invasion  of  your  privacy  can  be  in 
the  form  of  loud  conversation,  ra- 

dio or  TV  noise,  and  smoking  if 

you  object  to  it;  people  who  drop 
in  without  calling  you  ahead;  hosts 
and  hostesses  who,  with  the  best 
intensions,  overdo  togetherness 
staying  with  you  constantly  and 
supervising  nonstop  activity. 

When,  in  your  whole  life,  do  you 

demand  the  most  privacy?  Certain- 

ly it's  when  you  make  love.  "We'd 
just  like  to  be  alone  for  a  while,"  is 
the  simplest  statement  to  make  to 
all  who  are  near  you,  including 

children  old  enough  to  compre- 
hend. You  may  feel  it  necessary  to 

secure  the  bedroom  door,  in  order 
to  act  out  freely  what  pleases  you. 

With  very  young  children,  who 
do  not  understand  and  cannot  be 
shut  off  from  contact  with  parents, 

you  have  the  alternative  of  allow- 
ing them  access  to  the  room,  or  re- 

straining love-making  activity  until 
Continued  on  page  20 
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HOW  TO  DO  YOUR  MING  THING 

WHEN  THE  BUDGET  WON'T  BUDGE 
That  old  immoxable  object  (your  budget)  is  about  to 
meet  an  irresistible  force. 

Beautiful,  beautiful  Dildar-  —  a  real,  honest-to- 
Ming  design  masterpiece. 

It's  made  in  India,  completely  by  hand  (but  it 
doesn't  cost  an  arm  and  a  leg).  We're  out  to  put  a  zing 
in  your  life,  not  in  your  budget. 

Dildar  does  it  in  a  variety  of  color  ways  (this  is 

only  one— the  tenderest  green  this  side  of  legal  tender). 
We  think  of  it  as  maxi-Ming  gorgeous  and  mini- 

Ming  priced. 

There's  only  one  catch.  Since  hand-weaving'a 
of  art  takes  a  lot  of  time,  you  may  have  toAvait, 

here's  a  nice  thought  to  wait  by:  you're  spendii 
patience  than  money  to  buy  it! 

See  Dildar  at  a  fine  store  near  you  You'Ui 
know  it's  genuine  by  the  label  and  by  the 
gold-and-black  medallion  it  bears. 

Meanwhile,  send  for  our  booklet,  showing^ 
many  more  great  India  hand-made  carpets.  Just  $1  to 
PANDE,  CAMERO.V  AND  COMPANY  OF  NEW  YORK 

Dept.  HG.')6,  l'^>^  Fifth  .4\enue,  New  York,  .New  York  \'rn/. 
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ng  with  increased  susceptibility  to  cancer, 
of  crowding  have  a  higher  incidence  of  malignancy 
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•io'^v  iinportant  is  privacy 
continued  jrom  page  IS 

they  are  asleep  at  night. 
How  much  privacy  is  enough 

for  you?  People  differ  greatly  in 
this  respect,  and  you  need  no 
specific  answer.  However,  just  be 
certain  that  privacy  is  available 
when  you  want  it,  and  he  sure  to 
indulge  in  it! 
Q:  Can  advice  about  sex  behavior 
be  overdone? 

A:  Anxiety  about  sex  behavior  has 
increased  dramatically  in  the  past 
few  years.  In  almost  every  case  it 
begins  with  something  a  person 
reads  or  hears.  The  unprecedented 
flood  of  articles,  books,  and  talks 
about  sex  behavior  finds  an  eager 
but  troubled  audience.  Directly  as 
a  result  of  this,  self-consciousness 
is  at  an  all-time  high.  Dominating 
is  the  concern  about  performance, 

while  affection,  the  feeling-quality 

of  love,  has  lost  ground.  "How  am 
I  doing?"  is  the  main  question.  Suc- cessful sex  is  the  central  issue  in 

life,  and  the  orgasm  count  is  the 
criterion.  Sex  therapists  warn 

against  overconcern  about  per- 
formance, with  the  man  or  woman 

acting  like  an  observer  of  the 
scene,  but  their  instruction  has  ex- 

aggerated this  very  problem! 
Yes,  sex  advice  has  been  over- 

done. There  exists  an  overreaction 

against  years  of  prudery.  Too  little 

has  given  way  to  too  much.  "How much  sexual  experimentation? 
How  often,  at  my  age?  Premarital, 
extramarital,  group,  homosexual? 

How  long  for  post-coital  relax- 
ation? Have  I  done  enough  of  this 

(foreplay)?  What  should  I  do 

next?"  adds  up  to  stress  on  statis- 
tical answers,  fixation  on  the  norm 

as  a  rigid  guide,  overemphasis  on 
mechanics.  Intercourse  with  cli- 

max overshadows  all  other  aspects 
of  man-woman  relationships. 
Humans  need  sex  instruction. 

Children  need  answers.  Sex  anato- 
my and  function  must  be  taught,  as 

well  as  the  absence  of  absolutes  for 

human  sex  expression.  How  much 
is  too  much?  Precisely  when  rules, 
statistical  studies  and  expectations, 
and  following  directions  take  over. 
At  that  point  spontaneity  is  lost 

and  devastating  self-consciousness 
inhibits. 

No  required  sequence  or  pro- 
gram for  human  sexual  behavior 

exists.  Orgasm  as  the  sole  or  main 

criterion  should  be  deemphasized, 

in  recognition  of  the  wide  reper- 
toire of  enjoyable  acts  such  as  kiss- 

ing, embracing,  touching,  fondling, 
and  seeing,  all  of  which  may  be 
separate  or  in  combinations,  and 
not  necessarily  lead  to  coitus.  Love 
for  the  moment  can  begin  and  end 

with  a  letter,  a  gift,  thoughtful- 
ness.  and  expression  of  apprecia- 

tion for  an  accomplishment  or  at- 
tractive personal  appearance,  and 

many  other  elements. 
A  great  deal  of  advice  about  sex 

behavior  is  reminiscent  of  a  cook- 

book, whose  recipes  should  be  fol- 
lowed with  precision  and  whose 

prescriptions  cannot  be  ended  mid- 
way. "Who  should  take  the  initia- 
tive in  making  love?"  sounds 

strangely  like  a  dance  lesson,  with 

its  insistence  on  a  firm  lead,  "one 

forward,  two  back,  hesitate,"  and even  at  times  extending  to  guiding 

footprints  marked  on  the  floor! 

"How  much  love  is  enough  love?" 
can't  be  answered  any  more  than 
"How  many  friends  should  a  per- 

son have  and  how  often  should  he 

or  she  meet  them?" Over-emphasis  on  sex  technique 
has  brought  a  fixation  on  purely 

sexual  aspects  of  man/ woman  re- 

lationships. There  is  infinitely 
more  involved.  Richly  rewarding 
is  the  trust  that  permits  almost  any 
topic  to  be  discussed  freely.  To 
have  a  confidante  is  vital  for  re- 

laxed enjoyment  of  life.  In  addi- 
tion, there  can  be  shared  experi- 

ences in  recreation,  theatre,  art, 
music,  conversation,  travel,  the 

range  of  social  life.  The  whole  re- 
lationship should  be  enjoyed  free- ly- 

0:  What  would  a  doctor  list  as  the 

main  "do.s"  and  "dont's"  for healthy  living? 

A.  As  you  read  each  of  these  nine 

essentials  ask  yourself:  "Have  I 

given  this  enough  thought?" 1.  Steer  clear  of  all  medicines,  and 

all  drugs,  unless  prescribed.  (Obvi- 
ous exceptions  arc  mild  pain  re- 

lievers and  digestive  remedies.) 
Even  aspirin,  taken  continuously 
and  in  large  quantities,  can  cause 
stomach  hemorrhages. 
2.  A  reasonable  balance  of  four 
vital  nutritional  elements:  proteins, 
vitamins,  minerals,  roughage.  No 

extreme  diets,  regardless  of  who 
recommends  them,  without  your 

doctor's  O.K. 3.  Alcoholic  drinks  in  moderation. 
Too  much  alcohol  can  contribute 

Continued  on  page  J6I 

Reflection 
Of^Ybu... 

Timeless  elegance  is  mirrored  in  this  regal 

Chippendale  Wall  Commode  from  Weiman's 
new  CLASSIC  MIX  Collection. 

You'll  discover  magnificent  occasional  and 
upholstered  pieces  capturing  the  image  of 
the  Chippendale,  Georgian  and  Jacobean 
periods.  Exquisite  cabinets,  beautiful  brass 
tables  and  a  host  of  other  designer  accent 

pieces. 

Our  Weiman  Warren  Lloyd 
upholstered  sofas,  settees  and  accent  chairs 
combine  the  oppulence  of  yesterday  with 

today's  comfort  and  practicality.  All  are 
masterfully  crafted  and  dramatically 
detailed. 

See  the  CLASSIC  MIX  Collection  at  your 
Weiman  dealer.  In  Miami  or  Fort  Lauderdale, 
have  your  decorator  show  Weinmn  to  you 
in  the  euster  Showrooms. 

IW, Weiman 
Ramseur,  North  Carolina  27316 
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How  to  develop 
a  flair  for 
Decorating... 
Thousands  have  learned  decorating  in  their  spare  time  at  home. 

Does  it  work?  Read  what  some  of  LaSalle's  more  successful 
graduates  report.  Then  send  for  free  booklet. 

There  are  few  other  fields  today  that  offer  more 
pleasure  or  personal  rewards  to  a  woman  than  that 

of  interior  decorating.  So  it's  no  wonder  that  women ask . . . 

"How  can  I  develop  my  talent  for  decorating?" 
Susan  Wilson,  a  21-year-old  former  clerk  at  J.C. 

Penney's  in  Opelika,  Alabama,  did  it  by  studying  in- 
terior decorating  in  her  spare  time  at  home  with 

LaSalle  Extension  University,  a  correspondence  in- 
stitution. Today  Susan  earns  twice  her  former  salary 

because  she  traded  her  cash  register  for  a  deco- 

rator's tape  measure. 
The  young  Alabama  decorator  reports:  "Now  I 

almost  have  more  decorating  jobs  than  I  can  handle 

after  being  with  the  company  only  a  year." 
An  exceptional  case,  of  course,  but  it  does  show 

how  well  some  creative  women  can  do  when  they 
develop  their  talents. 

While  most  students  enroll  in  LaSalle's  interior 
decorating  course  to  beautify  their  own  homes, 
some  of  the  talented  ones  have  enjoyed  a  variety  of 
other  rewards  as  a  result  of  their  training. 

Linda  Kronberger  went  from  secretary  to  part- 
time  interior  decorating  instructor.  The  course  taken 
by  the  Sturgeon  Bay,  Wisconsin  woman  led  her  to  a 
teaching  position  at  the  Northeast  Wisconsin  Tech- 

nical Institute. 

"I've  been  asked  to  speak  to  homemaking  clubs  in 
the  area  and  I've  met  a  lot  of  wonderful  people." 

We  could  go  on  and  on  with  examples  of  how 
decorating  has  brought  new  joys  to  women.  But  first 
—  what  about  you? 

You  undoubtedly  have  good  taste.  A  sense  of 

"style."  And  a  creative  urge  that  must  be  fulfilled. 
Why  don't  you  learn  interior  decorating  with  LaSalle? 

The  joys  of  decorating. 

Decorating  is  such  an  ideal  way  to  put  your  love  of 
,  beauty  to  practical  use.  In  so  many  rewarding  ways. 

It  could  help  you  turn  your  home  into  a  showcase 
of  your  talents.  Win  you  the  praise  of  friends,  as  you 
help  them  solve  their  decorating  problems. 

Shirley  Mears  of  Delmar,  Delaware,  reports, 

"After  finishing  LaSalle's  course,  I  redecorated  my 
entire  home.  My  friends  say  it  looks  as  professional 

as  the  rooms  shown  in  decorating  books." 
And  it  could  e\en  lead  you  lo  a  career  in  deco- 

rating. Full  or  part  time.  It  has  happened  to  other 
talented  LaSalle  graduates. 

Helge  Matney  of  Fountain  Valley,  California  was 
a  housewife  when  she  enrolled  with  LaSalle.  Today 
Helge  enjoys  greater  self-confidence  and  a  new  life- 

style. She  writes: 

"My  LaSalle  training  opened  a  whole  new  world 
for  me.  Now  I'm  an  Interior  Decorator  for  a  design 
studio  in  Santa  Ana,  California." 

So  what  are  you  waiting  for?  All  it  takes  is  only  a 
little  of  your  spare  time  at  home  to  learn  interior 
decorating  with  LaSalle.  No  previous  skills  or  expe- 

rience are  required. 

How  you  learn  at  home. 

The  practical,  up-to-date  LaSalle  course  in  Interior 
Decorating  was  specifically  designed  to  help  you 
achieve  the  professional  decorating  results  you  want. 
Your  lessons  come  to  you  by  mail,  so  you  can  study 
in  the  convenience  of  your  own  home.  In  hours  that 
you  choose.  At  the  pace  you  set.  You  are  a  class  of 
one. 

Step  by  step,  you  are  shown  how  to  develop  your 
decorating  ability.  You  work  with  templates  and 
stencils  to  create  room  plans.  You  learn  to  use  fine 
quality  sketching  equipment,  color  charts,  and  other 
decorator  "tools  of  the  trade"  that  are  included  with 
the  course. 

You  are  taught  the  principles  of  color  and  design. 
The  selection  and  use  of  furniture,  fabrics,  acces- 

sories,  lighting,   floor  coverings,  wallpapers.    You 

learn  the  art  of  blending  traditional  and  contem- 
porary styles.  How  to  skillfully  decorate  all  types  of 

rooms  —  big  or  small  —  for  dramatic  beauty.  And  so 
much  more. 

Plus  ...  at  each  stage  of  your  training  you  are 

given  practical  assignments  to  check  what  you've learned.  Each  one  is  carefully  reviewed  and  graded 
by  experienced  instructors,  and  returned  to  you  with 

their  helpful  comments.  You'll  be  delighted  with 

.your  progress. "I  have  fulfilled  one  of  my  life's  dreams,"  writes 
Eneida  B.  Medina  of  Vega  Baja,  Puerto  Rico,  ". . .  to 
learn  interior  decorating.  I  started  out  by  decorating 

my  own  home,  and  now  I'm  planning  to  do  my  hus- 

band's office." Faye  Haynie  of  Madisonville,  Kentucky  reports: 

"I  was  able  to  put  into  practice  the  many  decorating 
skills  I  learned  from  LaSalle,  and  watch  my  salary 

and  clientele  grow  as  I  gained  experience." 
The  LaSalle  decorating  course  is  backed  by  more 

than  sixty  years  of  leadership  in  the  field  of  home 
education.  More  than  2,000.000  people  have  en- 

rolled in  LaSalle's  home  study  programs.  So  you 
know  that  your  training  is  in  qualified  hands. 

Send  for  FREE  booklet. 

If  you  are  seriously  interested  in  devoting  some  of 
your  spare  time  to  improving  your  skills  in  interior 
decorating,  LaSalle  will  send  you  a  colorful,  illus- 

trated booklet  describing  the  program.  The  booklet 

is  free.  And  there's  no  obligation.  Write  to  LaSalle, 
417  S.  Dearborn  Street.  Chicago,  Illinois  60605.  If 
card  has  been  removed,  mail  coupon  below. 

*  Corf 

LiSiWt  Eitenviofl  Uni«ert)ly 
fspondence  Institution 

FREE 
\ 

Please  send  me  your 
free  illustrated  booklet 

describing  LaSalle's 
Interior  Decorating 

home  study  course. 

LASALLE  EXTENSION  UNIVERSITY 
A  Correspondence  Inslitiilion 

417  S.  Dearborn  St.,  Dept.  77-004, 
Chicago,  Illinois  60605 

Name   Age. 

I    Address   Apt.  No. 

I City. 

State. 

Zip. 

\ 

'34G  / 
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1.  Faye  Haynie,  Madisonville,  Kentucky  2.  Shirley  Mears,  Delmar,  Delaware  3.  Eneida  Medina,  Vega  Baja,  Puerto  Rico  4.  Susan  Wilson,  Opelika,  Alabama 
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BOUTIQUE  from  Bassett  Mirror  Co. 

Sleek 

Shapes 

of 
Bright 

Chrome 

Here's  affordable  flair  in  chromed  steel!  Adjustable  arc  lamp,  with  white 
marble  base  and  acrylic  globe,  about  $200.00.  Etageres,  featurmg  gray 
glass  shelves,  around  $675.00  for  both.  Desk  chair,  including  black 
vmyl  upholstery  and  ball  casters,  circa  $180.00.  Dazzling  desk  has  clear 

glass  top  shelf,  gray  glass  lower  shelf  with  knee  cutout  —  about 
$325.00. 

For  "Carleton  Varney's  Alphabet  of  Decorating  Ideas". . .  32  pages  in 
full  color. . .  send  $1.00  to  Bassett  Mirror  Co.,  Inc.,  Bassett,  Va.  24055. 
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Travels  in 
Turkey 
Ancient  cities,  exotic  landscapes, 

treasure-filled  bazaars,  Greek  temples 
and  Ottoman  palaces,  plus  the  best 
yoghurt  you  ever  tasted  By  William  P.  Rayner 

Motoring  with  good  friends 
through  new  terrain  is  by  all  odds 

my  favorite  form  of  sport,  and  mo- 
toring with  them  through  eastern 

Turkey,  where  abandoned  empires 

and  discarded  religions  are  its  his- 

tory's warp  and  woof,  was  partic- 
ularly enchanting. 

Because  the  twelve  of  us  were 

on  a  "self-made"  as  opposed  to 

"organized"  safari,  we  could  daw- 
dle over  details,  remain  behind,  or 

proceed  without  experiencing  the 

nagging  anxiety  of  inconvenienc- 
ing others.  To  this  end  we  traveled 

east  from  Istanbul  in  four  small 
French  cars  accompanied  by  a 

guide,  two  drivers  (we  drove  the 
other  cars  ourselves),  and  sufficient 
books  to  found  a  small  (if  rather 
limited)  university. 

Before  leaving  Istanbul  we 
spend  two  days  in  Topkapi  Palace, 
which  overlooks  the  Golden  Horn 
and  from  where  sultans  ruled  the 

Ottoman  Empire  for  600  years. 
One  could  spend  much  longer,  for 
it  is  a  residence  of  such  size  and 

splendor  as  can  only  be  compared 
to  Versailles — except  that  here  all 
the  treasures  are  intact.  In  palaces 
designed  to  resemble  the  tents  of 
their  nomadic  forebears  5.003  gar- 

deners, 1.372  cooks.  2.146  door 

keepers,  2 1 2  tailors,  2 1  tasters,  and 
countless  others  served  their  sul- 

tan. The  1,372  cooks  worked  in  the 
most  elaborate  kitchen  of  their 

day,  where  they  brewed  soups, 
baked  bread,  steamed  rice,  roasted 

meat,  stewed  fowl,  steeped  vege- 
tables, kneaded  pastry,  and  peeled 

fruit  for  the  5,000  who  called 

Topkapi  home.  Some  ate  out.  Ten 
thousand  pieces  of  Tang  and  Ming 

china  together  with  countless  cela- 
don crocks  and  Japanese  porce- 
lains paraded  out  the  food.  The 

pots  took  twelve  men  to  lift,  and 
he  who  dropped  the  lid  on  toe  was 

halt  for  good.  Tent-shaped  chim- 
neys carried  the  smoke  hopefully 

away  from  the  sultans,  who  lived 
upwind  in  obscene  luxury  and 
craven  fear,  the  prisoners  of  a  sys- 

tem so  bizarre  that  not  even  a 
Lewis  Carroll  could  have  ordered 

it.  Item:  Religion — the  protectors 
of  the  (Islam)  faith  had  to  be 
Christians,  indentured  as  children 
and  trained  as  an  elite  corps  called 
Janissaries.  Moslem  Turks  were 

not  permitted  in  this  zealous  order. 

Item:  Freedom — slavery  was  con- 
sidered an  honor  and  Grand 

Viziers,  the  highest  officials  in  the 
land,  had  to  have  come  from  the 
slave  class  to  qualif>  for  the  post. 
Item:  Work  ethic — black  eunuchs 
were  in  charge  of  the  harem,  while 
white  eunuchs  were  in  charge  of 

"the  pages  who  rivaled  the  occu- 

pants of  the  harem  for  the  sultan's favor."  Item:  Women — the  sul- 
tan's mother  was  more  powerful 

than  all  the  viziers;  the  sultan's wives  and  concubines  were  so  far 
below  the  salt  as  to  not  be  allowed 
to  stare  him  in  the  face.  Item: 

Training — heirs  to  the  throne  were 
kept  celibate  in  palace  alcoves 

known  as  "golden  cages,"  untu- tored and  in  constant  fear  of  exe- 
Continued  on  page  26 

Istanbul's  Topkapi  Palace,  tonncr  residence  uj  ...c  U::^n:an  sultans,  nov. 
a  splendid  museum  containing  a  dazzling  urray  of  royal  treasures. 
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Today  the  marvelous  thing  about  Topkapi  Palace  is  that  all  the  treasures 

of  Suleiman  II  are  on  display  for  you  and  me  to  see 
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cution,  so  that  when  their  time 

came  to  rule  they  mainly  were  suf- 

fering serious  psychological  dis- 
orders. Suleiman  II  was  led  to  the 

throne  sobbing,  in  belief  that  after 

forty  years  of  such  imprisonment 

he  was  to  be  strangled  with  a  bow- 
string. He  was  in  for  a  pleasant 

surprise,  for  instead  of  a  ghoulish 
death  he  would  don  the  silver- 
nailed  slippers  and  proceed  to  an 

inlaid  throne  set  in  the  gold-paved 
reception  room.  He  would  live  to 
send  Louis  XIV  bulbs  from  his 

famous  tulip  garden,  where  strut- 
ting peacocks  unfurled  their  fans 

and  wandering  turtles  illuminated 
the  night  with  candles  strapped  to 
their  backs.  He  would  wear  the 

emerald  dagger  (star  in  the  movie 

Topkapi).  He -would  marry  four 
wives  and  fondle  400  concubines. 

After  fcfrty  years  in  the  golden 

poky  he  had  earned  it.  Today  the 
marvelous  thing  about  Topkapi  is 
that  all  the  treasures  of  Suleiman  II 

and  his  family  are  on  display  for 

you  and  me  to  see. 
Seven  hundred  miles  east  of  Is- 

tanbul is  the  ancient  Black  Sea  port 

of  Trabzon  where  Jason   passed; 

Greeks,  Romans,  Byzantines,  Sel- 
juks,  and  Ottomans  ruled  while 

Olympians,  Nestorians,  Arme- 
nians, and  Moslems  worshipped. 

Here  there  remains  a  small  Byzan- 
tine church  built  just  beyond  the 

city  walls  whose  mosaic  inlays  are 
so  tiny  as  to  resemble  precious 

jewels.  It  is  the  Church  of  St. 
Sophia,  rumored  to  have  been  built 
in  the  6th  century  by  the  uncle  of 

Justinian's  wife.  However  our 
rather  gossipy  guide  reports  this 

simply  was  not  so,  for  Justinian's wife,  just  recently  retired  from 

"street  dancing,"  could  have  had 
no  such  uncle. 

The  drive  next  morning  took  us 

to  Sumela — a  monastery  founded 
in  the  6th  century  and  used  till  the 
first  World  War.  The  last   1,000 

•
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Trabzon' s  Byzantine  Church  of  St. 
Sophia  contains  jewel-like  mosaics. 

feet  up  through  a  dense  pine  forest 
must  be  hiked  as  it  was  when 

blessed  Barabbas  took  first  mort- 

gage on  this  forbidding  cliff.  Rav- 
aged murals  rendered  in  the  caves 

on  the  rock  walls  still  exist,  but 

most  interesting  of  all  are  the  cave 
apartments  where  the  monks  lived. 
They  measure  10  by  15  feet;  each 
has  a  fireplace,  a  cubicle  for 

prayer,  a  recess  for  holy  objects,  a 
place  for  bed  and  bench  along  with 
a  window  overlooking  the  rapids  in 

the  gorge  1,000  feet  below. 
From  Sumela  we  motor  east- 

ward to  the  town  of  Kars  which 

lies  just  before  the  Russian  border 

and  where  each  autumn  night  Cau- 
casian dancers  spit  daggers  while 

on  pirouette.  The  drive  to  Kars 
takes  one  over  the  Pontic  Moun- 

tains, where  the  lush  vegetation  of 
the  Black  Sea  changes  abruptly  to 

a  terra-cotta  scape.  We  are  now  in 
the  wheat  belt  of  Turkey,  where 
peasants  still  harvest  the  crop  by 

hand  and  horse,  then  separate  the 

wheat  from  the  chafl"  by  tossing  it 
to  the  wind.  One  evening  three  of 
us  went  out  to  a  nearby  village 

where  the  day's  work  was  just  end- 
ing and  the  sheep  and  geese  were 

being  herded  home.  (Yes,  they 

herd  secse  and  in  creat  flocks — the 

.4  "i^ocjsi'hcrcl"  U'iuis  his  jlock. 
lead  goose  takes  to  wing,  the  rest 

of  the  flock  follow — they  alight 
about  100  yards  away,  in  the  right 

direction,  and  wait  for  the  shep- 
herd, or  gooseherd,  or  whatever  to 

catch  up.  This  goes  on  until  they 
reach  home  and  are  corralled  for the  night.) 

Not  far  from  Kars  lies  the  city 

of  Ani,  the  ancient  capital  of  Ar- 
menia. It  is  right  on  the  border 

with,  as  a  matter  of  fact  extends 
into,  Russia.  We  are  obliged  to  get 

special  permission  to  visit  this  ruin 
and  are  accompanied  by  a  soldier 

who  made  some  point  of  constant- 

ly loading  and  unloading  his  car- 
bine. Just  across  the  border  we  can 

see  the  black  Russian  watchtowcrs 

from  where  a  group  of  soldiers 
descend  to  watch  us  inspecting  the 

cathedral,  mosque,  palace,  and 
other  wonders.  Not  much  remains 

of  this  once  great  town,  where 

200,000  people  lived,  except  some 
rubble  over  which  cows  graze,  a 

mammoth  cathedral  with  a  cruci- 
form roof,  and  the  beautiful 

church  of  St.  Gregory  with  its  tall 
blind  arcades,  slender  pilasters,  and 
frescoes.  There  is  also  a  splendid 

Continued  on  page  2H 
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Motoring  in  Turkey  is  a  visual 
feast,  but  roads  in  the  Eastern 
section  are  poor.  The  living 
accommodations  are  Spartan 
but  very  inexpensive 
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wall  built  about  1,000  years  ago 

and  extending  for  miles  but  afford- 

ing no  greater  securit"y  than  other more  famous  walls. 

The  next  day  we  travel  to  .Mount 
Ararat,  in  the  foothills  of  which  is 
the  great  palace  of  Dogubayazit 
where  the  governors  of  the  Eastern 
Province  of  the  Ottoman  Empire 

held  court.  It  is  the  size  of  Buck- 
ingham Palace,  dates  from  the  late 

17th  or  early  18th  century,  and  is 
a  potpourri  of  Ottoman,  Seljuk, 
Armenian.  Georgian,  and  Persian 
architecture. 

Motoring  in  Turkey  is  a  visual 
feast,  but  the  roads  in  the  eastern 

section  arc  poor  and  the  living  ac- 
commodations Spartan  and  very 

inexpensive — about  $7  a  night  tops 
for  a  double  room  with  no  bath  in 

sight,  but  a  w.c.  down  the  hall. 
The  food  is  wonderful,  the  wine 

light  and  potable,  and  the  Kelim 
rugs,  which  we  have  been  snatching 
up  along  the  way  at  bargain  prices, 
nudge  discomfort  aside  for  greed. 
In  the  Lake  Van  section,  which  we 
now  enter,  the  Kelims  are  in  every 
booth  and  our  avarice  can  only  be 
likened  to  the  last  reel  of  The 

Treasure  of  Sierra  Madre.  The 
objects  of  our  desire  are  the  thin 

prayer  rugs  which  are  not  used  in 
the  east  as  floor  carpets,  but  hung 
as  curtains  or  draped  on  sofas. 

They  are  rendered  in  abstract  de- 
signs of  the  most  subtle  colors,  and 

because  they  are  not  knotted  but 
woven,  and  without  a  pile,  are  soft 
to  the  foot. 

The  city  of  Van  itself  contained 
civilizations  whose  pedigrees 

stretch  back  to  Urantian  and  As- 

syrian times,  and  there  are  cunei- 
form inscriptions  and  fortresses  to 

prove  the  point.  In  the  center  of 
Lake  Van,  the  Aghtamare  Church, 
built  by  an  Armenian  king  in  the 

10th  century,  has  outside  wall  re- 
liefs, which  I  found  witty.  A  snooz- 

ing Noah  beside  a  bunch  of  grapes, 
David  looking  innocent  as  he  arms 
his  sling,  and  a  pudgy  Eve  bored 
by  the  serpent  and  wishing  there 
were  a  good  dressmaker  about. 

One  thousand  miles  west  of  Van 

there  was  another  Christian  settle- 
ment in  an  area  known  as  Cappa- 

docia.  The  landscape  here  is  made 
from  ash  and  wind.  The  lava  ashes 
of  extinct  volcanoes  have  been 

eaten  by  eons  of  wind  to  form  an 

eerie,  barren  landscape  of  tower- 
ing cones,  pyramids,  and  phallic 

monuments  all  raw  umber  and 
ocher  in  hue.  Here,  between  the  1st 

,"/'   -Lfc  -'*     .   -  y  »-  i 

Witty  wall  uiiii;  I'll  i iith-cciitury 
Aghtamare  Church  at  Lake   Van. 

and  5th  century,  the  orthodox  were 
on  Christ's  frontier  and  in  order  to 
practice  their  beliefs,  when  the 
Arabs  came  to  call,  were  forced 
underground.  There  is,  among 
others,  one  city  (Derinkuyu)  in 

which  they  hid  that  reached  7  stor- 
ies underground  and  boasts  tunnels 

6  miles  long.  Twenty  thousand 

people  holed  up  in  these  inhos- 
pitable warrens  for  months  at  a 

time  when  invaders  came.  One  can 

still  see  where  they  cooked  their 
food  and  baked  their  bread, 

pressed  their  wine,  and  went  to 
bed.  The  really  curious  can  also 

see  where  they  made  their  ablu- 
tions. 

In  another  section  of  Cappa- 
docia,  the  monks  scooped  rock 
churches  from  the  lava  cones  and 
cliffs.  Rich  churches  with  columns, 
arches,  naves,  domes,  vaults,  apses, 
and  some  of  the  loveliest  frescoes 

to  be  seen.  These  paintings  are  still 

in  good  repair  (although  conser- 
vation is  minimal),  and  because  the 

tufa  wall  is  not  absorbent,  and  the 

daylight  stays  outside,  their  colors 
have  never  lost  their  intensity. 

Historic  "site  "-seeing and  the  oldest  spa 

Flying  a  half-continent  east  of 
these  ancient  Christian  sites  we 

arrive  in  Izmir — an  ancient  prop- 
erty. It  is  a  port  on  the  Aegean 

from  where  great  Homer  came;  a 
settlement  called  Bayrakli,  10.000 

years  of  age;  the  finest  Ionian  town 
of  which  Alexander  first  dreamed, 

then  built;  a  once  great  Roman 

outpost  Emperor  Aurelius  had  de- 
signed; a  locale  known  as  Smyrna 

where  Islam  fought  off  the  West; 
a  spot  in  Asia  Minor  where  the 
twain  is  going  to  meet. 

One  enters  Izmir  by  a  route 
which  skirts  its  magnificent  harbor 
— a  natural  resource  that  has 
caused  some  eons  of  inconvenience 
to  the  citizenry,  as  it  has  been  the 
target  of  attack  and  capture  by, 
among  others,  the  Aeolians,  the 
lonians,  the  Lydians,  the  Greeks, 
the  Romans,  the  Byzantines,  the 

Continued  on  page  30 
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In  Pamukkale,  ages  of  thermal  spHngs  laden  with  calcium  oxide  have, 

flowing  over  promontories,  created  snow-white  cascades  hundreds  of  feet  high 
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Seljiiks,  the  Knights  of  St.  John, 
Tamhurlaine.  and  the  Ottomans. 
In  this  contested  harbor,  one  dines 
under  date  palms  down  by  the 
wharf,  where  decorated  ferryboats 
tie  up  and  horsedrawn  carriages 
with  bells  outnumber  cars,  and 

\endors  pull  carts  heaped  with  al- 
monds cooled  on  50-pound  blocks 

of  ice.  The  food  is  equal  to  the 
setting. 

Early  the  next  morning  our  first 
leg  of  the  journey  south  begins  with 
a  detour  eastward  to  visit  the  baths 

of  Pamukkale,  where  ages  of  ther- 
mal springs  laden  with  calcium 

oxide  have,  flowing  over  promon- 

tories, created  snow-white  cascades 
of  petrified  calcium  hundreds  of 
feet  high.  The  area  is  interesting 

for  it  is  probably  our  planet's  first 
spa,  built  in  the  2nd  century  B.C., 
complete  with  healing  waters,  a 
huge  Roman  amphitheatre,  sights 
to  see  (there  is  a  crack  in  the  earth 
called  Plutonian  which  smells  hor- 

ribly of  carbon  dioxide,  and  so  our 

ancients  thought  it  led  to  the  un- 
derworld), a  medical  clinic,  and  if 

that  didn't  work,  a  necropolis.  And 
what  a  graveyard  that  is,  with  acres 
of  Roman  and  early  Christian 

tombs  standing  as  awkward  testi- 
mony to  generations  of  health 

seekers  the  spa  let  down. 

By  Turkish  standards  the  Ro- 
man and  earlv  Christian  ruins  of 

Pamukkale  are  current  events 
when  compared  to  our  next  stop, 
Ephesus,  where  Artemis  (Diana  in 

Roman  mythology)  first  ruled  su- 
preme. There  was  once  here  the 

Artemesion  Temple — one  of  the 
seven  wonders  of  the  ancient  world 
— in  which  the  classic  statue  of 

Diana  stood,  her  right  side  cov- 
ered by  a  peplum  to  hide  the  scar 

remaining  from  the  breast  removed 
so  as  to  fully  free  her  arm  for 

archery.  Little  of  this  temple  re- 
mains, save  a  few  blocks  facing 

the  small  mosque.  There  is  much 
remaining  to  see,  however,  in  what 
was  the  ancient  port  of  Ephesas, 
now  silted  miles  inland.  There  is 

much  restored  of  what  Alexander's 
general.  Lysimachus,  built  in  350 
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B.C.  and  much  more  that  the  Ro- 
mans added.  It  is  perhaps  the  most 

ambitious  and  complete  restora- 
tion in  the  world.  As  you  wander 

through  the  miles  of  streets,  you 

find  the  still  remaining  6-story-high 
apartments  of  the  rich,  the  temple 
to  Hadrian,  the  baths  of  Scholas- 
tica,  the  library,  the  forum,  the 
amphitheatre,  the  bordello,  the 

gymnasium,  the  fountain  of  Tra- 
jan, the  marketplace,  the  grand 

avenue  flanked  with  columns, 
which  led  to  the  port.  In  the  center 
of  this  marble  thoroughfare  where 
Cleopatra  rode  are  ruts  worn  deep 
by  chariots.  It  is  exciting.  Nearby 
on  Mount  Bulbui,  St.  John  brought 

Mary — an  old  woman  then — to 
die.  Her  cottage  overlooking  the 
valley  is  so  modest.  It  is  touching. 

The  not-to-be-missed 
remains  of  Herakelai 

The  road  between  Ephesus  and 
the  seaport  of  Kasadisi  winds  over 
gently  rolling  hills  of  ocher  hue. 
with  melons,  cotton,  and  sunflow- 

ers growing  among  disheveled 
olive  trees.  Kasadasi  is  the  last 

large  town  we  will  sec  in  Turkey 
and  rooms  have  been  reserved  at 

the  Kervansaray.  The  old  Kervan- 
saray,  which  fell  into  disrepair, 
has  been  restored  by  the  Club 
Mediterranee  and  it  is  marvelous. 
One  enters  through  the  great  door 

into  a  courtyard,  where  once- 
upon-a-time  camels  slept  while 
their  masters  rested  above  in  rooms 
behind  a  surrounding  balcony. 
Built  like  a  fortress  to  protect  the 
travelers  from  night  raiders,  these 

hostels  still  appear  each  35  kilom- 
eters (a  camel  day's  walk)  along 

the  trading  routes.  We  dine  in  a 
courtyard  beneath  the  stars,  secure 
in  our  make-believe  fortress. 

That  night  our  hostess  is  one  of 
the  adventurous  breed  of  English- 

woman whose  enthusiasm  sheds  an 

original  light  on  the  antiquities. 
Rosy  Baldwin  talks  of  Didymaea 
and  Herakelai  just  down  the  road. 

The  first,  with  its  great  Ionic  col- 
umns whose  height  punctures  the 

blue  sky,  has  massive  walls  that 
saw  arcane  religious  rites  and 
contained  the  great  head  of  a 
bothered  Apollo  that  Seleukes  I  of 
.Syria  sent  2,300  years  ago.  Farther 
south  and  just  off  the  road,  the 
remains  of  Herakelai  may  not  be 
missed.  They  usually  are.  They 

should  not  be.  This  is  a  scape  con- 
taining an  imagery  new  and  old. 

The  gigantic  1.000-ton  black  gran- 
ite boulders  cantilevered  between 

themselves,  worn  polish  fine  with 
age  and  element,  magnify  the 
world  of  Henry  Moore,  whereas 

the  temple  to  Athena,  which  Alex- 
ander ordered  when  his  Grand 

Continued  on  page  161 
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Oi<»  you've  dept  on  a  Sesdy'l^^^iie r  back  will  never  want  to  sleep  on  anyi 
because  Postuiepedic  is  designed  in  co(^ration  with 
leading  orthopedic  surgeons  for  firmness  and  comfort  that 
last.  And  Posturepedic  promises  no  nioming  backache      i 
from  sleeping  on  a  too-soft  mattress. 

Under  comforting  layers  of  surface  cushioning,      i 
are  patented,  scientifically  spaced  coils  for  lasting  suppo  , 
The  torsion  bar  f oimdation  provides  extra  firmness. 
All  work  together  to  give  you  the  support  you  need  and 
the  comfort  you  want. 

This  means  you  can  enjoy  Sealy  Posturepedic 

mornings  for  years  to  come.  That's  lasting  vsdue,  worth investing  in.  _       ̂  

SEALY  POSTUREPEMC 
^le  unk|ue  back  support  system. 



v^ Younger 
hat  Job? 

You've  brushed  up  on  your 

typing.  You've  put  together  a 
wardrobe  that  looks  perfect  for  a 
working  woman.  And  you  know 
in  your  secret  heart  that  someone 
like  you  . . .  who  has  run  a  house 

hold,  gotten  children  off  to  a  good 

start,  done  community  work,  en- 
tertained business  and  personal 

friends  and  made  the  whole  thing 
all  look  easy  . . .  has  the  efficiency 

and  organization  that  the  busi- 
ness world  is  dying  for.  Yet  you 

still  find  it  a  little  scary  compet- 
ing with  all  those  young  girls  just 

out  of  school. 

Knowing  you  look  your  young- 
est just  might  give  you  that  extra 

spark  of  confidence  that  lets  you 
look  the  personnel  director 

straight  in  the  eye  with  the  assur- 

ance that  you're  exactly  riglit  for 
that  job.  If  you  think  it  might 

lielp  in  your  job-luinting  to  look 
as  young  as  you  can  (and  hon- 

estly, could  it  hurt?),  then  dis- 
cover the  secret  benefits  of  a 

remarkable  beauty  ffuid.  Share 
the  secret  of  knowledgeable 
women  from  many  parts  of  the 
world  who  look  just  as  young  as 
they  can,  no  matter  what  their 
age.  This  uni(jue  beauty  fluid  is 
known  in  ilie  United  States  as 

Oil  of  Olay  beauty  lotion. 
Oil  of  Olay  works  with  nature 

in  a  mysterious  way  to  ease  away 
dryness,  that  insidious  dryness 
that  accents  those  little  lines  and 

wrinkles  that  make  you  look 
older  than  necessary.  Smooth  Oil 
of  Olay  over  your  face  and  throat. 

\Vithin  seconds,  you'll  feel  your 
skin  grow  softer  and  smoother. 

And  you'll  be  able  to  see  a  re- 
newed radiance  and  glow.  Re- 

member that  look?  Did  you  ever 

really  expect  to  see  it  again? 

You'll  be  astonished  how 
quickly  and  completely  Oil  of 

Olay  penetrates.  And  there's never,  ever  a  greasy  feeling  on 

your  skin.  Oil  of  Olay  works 

almost  exactly  like  your  own  nat- 
ural moisture  in  fighting  the  dry- 
ness tliat  makes 

you  look  older.  4 
It  even  helps 

keep  natural 
moisture  in  your 

skin,  where  that 
moisture  works 
best  to  maintain 

a  youthful  look- 
ing complexion. 

Anytime  o  t 
day  or  night  is  an  ideal  moment 

for  Oil  of  Olay  to  ease  skin  dn- 
ness  and  importantly  increase  the 
moisture  content  of  your  skin. 

Devoted  users  woiddn't  consider 
beginning  tlie  day  without  Oil  of 
Olay,  as  a  superb  makeup  base 
or  to  let  skin  live  in  a  misty, 

moisty  climate  of  its  own.  Nor 
woidd  they  consider  going  to  bed 
without  Oil  of  Olay  as  a  final 
skin  treat  tliat  goes  on  working 

through  hours  of  sleep.  Of 

course,  you  may  want  to  use  Oil 
of  Olay  more  often,  whenever 
your  skin  feels  dry  or  taut.  (Can 
there  ever  be  too  much  of  a  good 
thing?) 

You'll  find  Oil  of  Olay  at  your 

drugstore,  ̂ \'ouldn't  it  be  a  good 
idea  for  you  and  Oil  of  Olay  to 
go  to  work  together? 

Beauty  Secret 

You  don't  want  to  be  any  less 
attractive  a  wife  and  mother  than 

you  are  a  working  woman.  While 
the  children  are  helping  cook, 

freshen  up  before  dinner  with 

Oil  of  Olay®  and  new  makeup. 

You'll  look  and  feel  as  if  you're 
able  to  cope  with  just  about  any- 

thing. And  isn't  that  you  these days? 

(Advertisement) 
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Weight, 
wishful  thinking, 
and  wilipower 
Interviews  and  research  reports 
from  three  weight  specialists, 
Drs.  Dale  G.  Friend,  Marci  Greenwood, 
and  C.  Peter  Herman  By  Caroline  Secbohm 

•  The  U.S.  Public  Health 
Service  reports  that  from 
25  to  45  percent  of  the 
American  population  over 
thirty  years  of  age  are  more 
than  20  percent  overweight. 
•  In  April  of  last  year,  there 
were  counted  some  27,960 
methods  of  weight  loss  on 

public  record. 
•  A  New  York  psychiatrist 

has  invented  a  special  mir- 
ror for  his  overweight  pa- 

tients that  shows  what  they 
would  look  like  thin. 

What  next? 

Three  recognized  experts  in  the 
field  of  overweight  and  obesity 
research  recently  got  together  in 
New  York — Dr.  Marci  Green- 

wood, Assistant  Professor  of  Hu- 
man Genetics  and  Development 

at  the  Institute  of  Human  Nutri- 
tion, Columbia  University;  Dr.  C. 

Peter  Herman,  Assistant  Profes- 
sor of  Psychology  at  Northwestern 

University,  specializing  in  research 
on  human  consumption;  and  Dr. 
Dale  G.  Friend,  Associate  Clinical 
Professor  of  Medicine  Emeritus. 
Harvard  Medical  School,  and 

practicing  physician.  Here  are 
some  of  the  points  they  discussed 
that  might  prove  rewarding  for 
both  our  health  and  our  figures  in 
the  future. 

Probably  many  people  know 
that  obese  people  have  up  to  five 
times  as  many  fat  cells  as  normal 
people  of  the  same  age  and  height, 
but  according  to  Dr.  Marci  Green- 

wood, there  are  two  kinds  of  obe- 
sity, one  which  involves  a  higher 

fat  cell  number,  and  the  other 
which  involves  a  higher  fat  cell 

size.  "Weight  reduction,"  she  told 
the  meeting,  "whether  in  adult  or 
child,  reduces  fat  cell  size  only. 
Therefore,  hypercellular  obese  (i.e. 
with  too  many  fat  cells)  even  when 
reduced  to  normal  weight  have  too 

many,  too  small  fat  cells."  So  you 
can  be  thin,  but  it's  harder  work  to 
stay  that  way  because  you  have 
more  fat  cells  to  nourish. 

The  other  fact  stressed  by  Dr. 
Greenwood    concerned    children. 
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"In  normal  animals  and  presum- 
ably in  humans  as  well,  fat  cell 

number  is  'set'  early  in  life.  Obese 
children  may  develop  as  many  fat 
cells  by  two  to  five  years  of  age  as 

are  found  in  normal  adults."  She 
urged  more  attention  be  paid  to 
the  nutrition  of  the  very  smallest 

babies  in  order  to  prevent  the  num- 
ber of  fat  cells  from  multiplying  in 

an  abnormal  fashion.  Much  of  Dr. 

Greenwood's  work  now  focuses  on 
the  question  of  whether  we  can 
stop  this  development  of  fat  cells, 
and  also  "whether  we  can  learn  to 

accept  a  certain  degree  of  over- 
weight in  some  individuals  (who 

have  a  large  number  of  fat  cells)  as 
perhaps  imfortunate  for  them  but 

nonetheless  normal  for  them." Dr.  Herman  agreed  with  Dr. 
Greenwood  that  it  is  possible  if 

you  are  endowed  with  a  large  num- 
ber of  fat  cells,  to  be  overweight 

by  societal  norms  but  Hm/erweight 
by  biological  norms.  In  fact,  he 

pointed  out,  "there  is  a  remarkable 
similarity  between  obese  humans 
and  starving  humans.  Both  show 
greater  emotional  reactivity  and 
greater  distractibility.  Eating  be- 

havior is  similar.  The  extent  of  the 

parallel  is  sufficient  to  suggest  what 
many  overweight  people  have  been 

saying  for  years:  They're  starving! "Finally,"  Dr.  Herman  added, 
"I  do  not  intend  to  convey  that  the 
fact  that  you  have  an  excessive 
number  of  fat  cells  will  doom  you 

to  a  life  of  obesity  or  even  over- 
weight. It  may  doom  you  to  a  life 

of  having  to  worry  about  your 

weight.  If  people  couldn't  diet  suc- cessfully— even  in  the  faceof  clam- 

oring fat  cells — they  wouldn't  be biologically  underweight,  would 
they?  So  the  moral  of  the  story  is 

that  weight  loss  is  possible." Dr.  Friend,  who  sees  many 

overweight  patients  in  his  prac- 
tice, made  a  plea  for  more  sym- 

pathy and  support  for  these  peo- 
ple. "The  terrible  burden  borne 

by  the  obese,  which  makes  them 
maladjusted  to  the  society  around 
them,  is  one  that  needs  more  un- 

derstanding and  compassion."  he said.  "A  determined  effort  by  par- 
ents, physicians,  public  health 

agencies,  and  society  in  general 
Continued  on  page  38 
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U.S.  Govt,  tests* Ihie  100^  lowest 
of  all  these  101 

(Compare  yours  with  True) 

Regular;  1 3  mg."tar"  0.7  mg.  nicotine 

Menthol:  13  mg.  "tar;'  0.7  mg.  nicotinQ 

Regular:  1 8  mg."tarM  .2  rag.  Jiicotine 

.  Govt. 
prove  it.  True  100mm  is  lowest 
in  both  tar  and  nicotine  of  ail 

these  leading  100mm  cigarettes. 

*SOURCE:  FTC  Report  November  1975. 
Of  all  domestic  brands,  lowest  yield: 

2  mg.  "tar'.'  0.2  mg.  nicotine:  70  mm  length. 
TRUE  lOO's  Regular  and 
lOO's  Menthol:  13  mg. "tar',' 0.7  mg.  nicotine 
av.  per  cigarette,  FTC  Report  Nov.  1975. 

f^ 

Warning:  The  Surgeon  General  Has  Determined 

That  Cigarette  Smoking  Is  Dangerous  to  Your  Health. 

Menthol:  1 9  mg.  "tar'.'  1 .3  mt^nicotine 

Regular:  18  mg.  "tar','  1.1  mg.  nicotine 

Regular:  17  mg.  "tar"  1.1  mg.  nicotine 

.Menthol:  1 9  mg."tar','  1 .3  mg.  nicotine 

Regular:  17.mg.' tar,  1.1  mg.nicotme 

Menthol:  1 7  mg."tar"  1 .2  mg.  nicotine 

Regular:  20  mg."tar'.'  1 .4  mg.  nicotine 

Menthol:  18  mg.  "tar',' 1.1  mg.  nicotine 

Regular:  1 7  mg.  "tar','  1 .0  mg.  nicotine 

Regular:  1 7  mg."tar','  1 .2  mg.  nicotine 

Regular:  20  mg."tar','  1 .4  mg.  nicotine 

Regulai;^iiiii|^"tar','  1 .1  mg.  nicotine 

Regular:  1 7  mg."tar'.'  1 .1  mg.  nicotine 

Regular:  19  mg."tar"  1.2  mg.  nicotine 

Menthol:  1 6  mg."tar','  1 .2  mg.  nicotine 

Regular:  1 9  mg."tar','  1 :3  mg.  nicotine 

Regular:  1 9  mg."tar','  1 .3  mg.  nicope 

Menthol:  16  mg.  "tar',' 1.1 
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PERSONAL  C^A  L  E  S 

Haven't  you  often  wished  for  a 
personal  scale  with  the  accuracy 

and  reliability  you'd  expect  from  a 
precision  instrument?  It's  here! 
New  design  and  manufacturing 
modifications  have  made  possible 
a  complete  line  of  Borg  Personal 
Scales  accurate  within  1  lb. 

Reliability,  accuracy  and  a  com- 
plete selection  of  styles  and  colors 

too.  Why,  it's  amost  too  much  to ask  from  a  scale  that  only  costs  a 
little  more  than  an  ordinary  scale. 
At  fine  stores  everywhere,  or  for 
tfie  store  nearest  you,  write: 

B0R6 
Borg-Erickson  Corporation 
1133  N   Kilbourn  Ave 

Chicago.  Illinois  60651 
Dept.  HG 

Join  the  Payroll 
Savings  Plan. 

Sock  some  away. 

Take  stock  in  America. 

Buy  US.  Savings  Bonds 

There  is  a  remarkable  similarity 
between  obese  humans  and  starving 
humans.  Both  show  greater  emotional 
reactivity  and  distractibility 

Weight  and  willpower 
continued  from  page  32 

should  be  made  to  prevent  obesity 
developing  in  the  child  and  to  help 
those  already  afflicted  to  overcome 

it  by  encouragement — emotional, 

physical,  and  psychological." Dr.  Friends  special  knowledge 

is  in  the  field  of  drugs.  "Crash 
diets,  unbalanced  diets,  various 
drug  regimens,  hypnosis,  and  many 
other  temporary  programs  are  all 
to  be  condemned  as  they  do  not  get 
at  the  fundamental  problem  and 
lead  to  a  Yo-Yo  type  of  recurrent 
obesity.  They  do  more  harm  than 

good."  Dr.  Friend  also  mentioned 
that  there  is  a  strong  hereditary 

aspect  to  obesity.  "If  both  parents 
are  obese,  there  is  about  a  70  per- 

cent chance  that  children  will  be 

obese.  If  one  parent  is  obese,  there 
is  a  30  percent  chance  of  obesity 

developing  in  a  child." Dr.  Friend  talked  to  us  privately 
soon  after  this  meeting  took  place. 
As  a  practicing  M.D..  he  had  said 
earlier  that  he  could  not  claim  a 

higher  than  30  percent  recovery 
rate  for  his  overweight  patients — 
roughly  the  same  as  for  drug  or 
alcohol  addiction.  So  we  asked  him 

how,  in  fact,  he  treated  the  prob- 
lem of  overweight. 

"First  and  most  important,  you 
must  remember  it  is  a  long,  even 
lifetime  business.  You  can  only  be- 

gin with  that  in  mind." Dr.  Friend  then  gave  four  guide- 
lines for  weight  loss: 

1.  Get  at  the  psychological 
problem.  Review  your  life  and 
try  to  get  the  emotional  things 
straightened  out. 
2.  Do  not  take  in  excess  energy 
over  what  you  can  burn.  This 
means  cutting  down  your  in- 

take of  calories.  There's  no 
short  cut  to  this.  Miracle  diets 

will  not  help — they  may  lose 
you  a  few  pounds,  but  then  they 
come  right  back  again. 
3.  Find  a  doctor  or  nutritionist 
who  has  enough  interest  in  you 
and  pays  enough  attention  to 
you  to  keep  you  coming  back, 
facing  the  scales,  and  talking 
over  your  problems.  Then  any 
patient  will  respond  and  do 

what  is  necessary — it's  a  two- 
way  street.  (If  you  cannot  find 
a  doctor  who  will  give  you  this 

help,  some  hospitals  have  nu- 
tritionists in  their  out-patient 

clinics  who  can  advise  you.) 

4.  For  your  children's  sake, 
practice  preventive  medicine. 
Stop  believing,  like  your  grand- 

mothers, that  a  fat  baby  is  a 
healthy  baby,  or  that  sweet 
cereals  and  sodas  are  normal 

note:  the  meeting  of  these  three  doctors 

makers  of  ayds  reducing  plan  candy. 

foods  for  children.  Give  them 

the  minimum  of  sweets,  how- 
ever much  they  like  them. 

They'll  thank  you  in  the  end. 

Dr.  Friend  had  a  special  word 

to  say  about  placebos.  "The  work- ings of  the  human  mind  arc  very 
strange — if  we  believe  a  thing 
strongly  enough,  it  becomes  true. 
For  example,  acupuncture  works 
exceedingly  well  in  China  where 
they  believe  that  it  works.  But 
there  are  plenty  of  papers  coming 
out  in  the  U.S.  just  now  on  the 
minimal  effect  of  acupuncture  here 

— because  the  people  do  not  be- 
lieve in  it.  If  a  person  has  a  firm 

belief  in  a  placebo,  say  an  appe- 
tite-reducer, then  it  may  work  for 

a  while.  But  in  the  end,  it  will  wear 
off  and  you  are  back  where  you 

started.  Even  with  medically  effec- 
tive drugs  this  happens  (ampheta- 

mines, for  instance,  do  suppress 

appetite).  The  patient  becomes 
'tolerant';  for  instance,  you  may 
get  tired  of  taking  the  drug;  you 
may  build  up  enzymes  in  your 
body  which  destroy  the  efficacy  of 
the  drug;  or  your  body  simply  does 
not  react  any  more. 

"In  other  words,"  says  Dr. 
Friend,  "if  you  are  going  to  lick 
a  fundamental  physiological  de- 

fect, you  have  to  get  right  down  to 
the  fundamental  principles — your 
emotional  state,  your  outlook  on 

life,  your  personal  habits — and  re- 
educate yourself  insofar  as  food, 

energy  intake,  and  expenditure  are 

concerned." 
Dr.  Friend  also  has  some  en- 

couragement to  offer.  "There  are 
some  strong-willed  people  who  can 

lose  weight  on  their  own."  he  says, 
"but  most  of  the  human  race  do 
not  have  that  kind  of  willpower. 
We  have  it  for  a  while,  but  it  has 
to  be  reinforced.  Do  not  expect 
too  much.  Find  someone  to  help, 
listen,  check  your  scales  and  diet, 

follow  your  progress  with  interest. 
That  way.  you  will  keep  trying, 

and  find  it  possible  to  succeed." One  more  encouraging  thought: 
Dr.  Greenwood  mentioned  that 

the  people  of  a  certain  African 
tribe  had  a  unique  distribution  of 
fat  on  their  bodies  regarded  within 
the  tribe  as  highly  desirable.  This 
phenomenon  is  presumed  to  have 

come  about  through  cultural  influ- 
ences. It  is  possible,  she  therefore 

speculated,  that  if  we  continue  to 
believe  that  fewer  fat  cells  are 

beautiful,  perhaps  in  several  gener- 
ations hence  we  may  be  born  that 

way — an  example  of  how  cultural 
adaptation  could  help  us  all  be- 

come slim — naturally!  (For  New 
at  the  Stores,  see  page  216.) 

WAS   SPONSORED    BY  THE   CAMPANA    CORPORATION, 

The 
Lo\«Seat 

Sequoia  Sunrise'^ 
Collection 

by  Samson ite' 
at  these  fine  stores: 

ARIZONA 

Phoenix       The  Broadway 
Scollsdale   The  Broadway 
Tucson         The  Broadway 

CALIFORNIA 
Anaheim    ...  Anaheim  Patio 
Arcadia      .  The  Broadway 
Bakersfieid  The  Broadway 
Bakersfield  Dan  Morgan  s  Patio 
Canoga  Park    The  Broadway 
Carmichael  .    .  Aquarius  Pool  and  Patio 
Carmichael  .  .      Pen  Bill  Pools 
Carson  The  Broadway 

Castro  Valley  Cascade  Pool  Center 
Cerritos  The  Broadway 
Chico   Collier  Hardware 

Chula  Vista              The  Broadway 
City  of  Industry           The  Broadway 
Corona         Phil  s  Pool  and  Patio 
Costa  Mesa   TownA  Country  Patio 
Covina         Johnnys  Patio 
Culver  City   The  Broadway 
Downey   The  Broadway 
Dublin   Acme  Casual  Furniture 
ElToro   Saddleback  Patio 
Encinilas            Flair 
Escondido             Flair 
Escondido   H  Johnson  Furniture 
Fresno        Gottschalk  s 
Fullerlon         Orange  County  Awning 

Gilroy   TG&Y  Store 
Glendale         Kaufman  s 

Granada  Hills        Korth's  Patio  &  Fireside 
Huntington  Beach        Anaheim  Patio 
Huntington  Beach             The  Broadway 
La  Canada           Gazebo 

Lafayette    Orchard  Nursery 
Laguna  Beach  Laguna  Patio 

Laguna  Hills  The  Broadway 
LaHabra  Leisure  Living 
La  Mesa  The  Broadway 
Long  Beach         Aaron  Schultz 
Long  Beach         The  Broadway 
Long  Beach        Fireside  Home  Spec 
Los  Angeles         The  Broadway 
Los  Angeles  Cottage  Shop 
Los  Angeles  Victory  Furniture 
Merced  Gottschalk  s 
Mission  Viejo  Town  4  Country  Patio 
Modesto  Crystal  Pool 
Monlclair  The  Broadway 

Napa  Allen  &  Benedict 
Newport  Beach    ,  The  Broadway 
North  Hollywood   Victory  Furniture 
Northridge  The  Broadway 
Orange  The  Broadway 

Orange  Town  4  Country  Patio 
Orange  Village  Paiio 
Oroville           Currier  s 

Palm  Springs    A4M  Patio 
Palm  Springs    Plaza  Patio 
Pasadena         The  Broadway 
Red  Bluff             Harmon  4  Hubbard 

Redding         Guitons  Pool  Service 
Riverside         The  Broadway 
Riverside             Palio  N  Pool 

Sacramento   Emigh  Hardware 
San  Anselmo         Braverman  s 
San  Bernardino        The  Broadway 

San  Diego   The  Broadway 
San  Diego       Dolphin  Pools 
San  Diego        House  of  Rattan 
San  Diego   Lansings  Patio  Shoppe 
San  Jose             Los  Patio  Furniture 
Santa  Ana   Santa  Ana  Tent  and  Awning 
Santa  Ana   Town  4  Country  Palio 
Santa  Barbara        Fritz  Patto 
Santa  Clara         Sun  Fun  Patio 
Santa  Cruz   Furniture  Showcase 
Santa  Monica            Berk  s 
Sherman  Oaks        Tulanian  s 
Stockton           H.F,  Hawley  Chemical  Co 

StudioCity                Universal  Furniture 
Thousand  Oaks    Cottage  Shop 
Torrance  .    .  The  Broadway 
Turlock     Youngdaie  s 
Valencia  Anderson  s  Patio  4  Fireside 

VanNuys  The  Broadway 
Ventura  The  Broadway 
Visalia  Girard  Pools 
Visalia  Gottschalk  s 
West  Covina  The  Broadway 
Whittier        TheBroadv.ay 
Woodland  Hills      .    .    .      Palio  4  Fireside  Accents 
Woodland  Hills       Woodland  Casual 
IDAHO 
Bo^f-           Mikes  Americana  Furniture 

NEVADA 

Las  Vegas        The&ackya'd 

Las  Vegas   BeMeA  rePs.io 
Las  Vegas   The  Eroaow^./ OREGON 

Pc"  and        Fishe"? 

Pc^  and    Hotmari's WASHINGTON 

Be    "gham         TheBon  Mn-cSe 
E.e-e't    TheBon:.*5  :i-e 

FeaeraiWay   Peo'' f  s 
Moses  Lake   Moses  Lake  Fu.'i'iL.-^ 

Olympia         Feor'"-- Port  Angeles         Peop  ::  s 

Puyallup   Linden  Fireplace  and  P?' D Seattle   The  Bon  Marc;  :: 

Spokane   The  Bon  Marche 
Tacoma   The  Bon  Marche 
Tacoma    People  s 
Tri-Cities   The  Bon  Marche 

Tukwila           The  Bon  Marche 
Wenatchee         Peoples 
Yakima        The  Bon  Marche 
Yakima        Peoples 

Yakima         Rayneis 

f@^  Samsonite 



The  Love  Seat 
Sequoia  Sunrise  by  Samsonite 

*  1975  Sarrsonite 

MAY,   1976 

After  you've  spent  a  busy  day  with 
a  special  friend.  .  .  catnap  on  furniture 

that's  simply  perfect  for  lounging.  Sequoia  Sunrise 
— the  beautiful  new  concept  in  redwood  furnishings  —  by  Sannsonite! 

Unique  new  designer  styling  transforms  durable  California  redwood  into  graceful 

tables  and  chairs,  protected  from  sun  and  rain  by  a  double  weather-resistant 

coating.  The  open-weave  fabric  seats  are  delightfully  cool  and  comfortable.  And  the 

chaise  lounge  pampers  you  with  a  special  NoHands®  self-reclining  feature  that's 

really  the  cat's  meow!  For  the  peopleyou  love,  get  the  most  beautiful  and 
comfortable  outdoor  furnishings  under  the  sun .  The  brand-new  Sequoia  Sunrise 

collection  —  one  of  many  fine  indoor  and  outdoor  furniture  creations  by  Samsonite! 

<@»  Samsonite 
^^^     Fine  casual  furniture-at  better  stores  everywhere 
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See  the  spirited  Decofesq"Collection Qt  these  Armstrong  Floor  Fashion  Centers. 
CALIFORNIA Oakland. . .   Andrews Tracy  . . .   Accent  Carpet Eugene   Gardner  Floor Longview   Halleck's  Floor 

Linoleum  Co. &  Interiors 

Covering 
Covering 

Berkeley 
. .  . .  Gordon's  Interiors 

1 0323  MacArthur  Blvd. 141W.11thSt. 764  Lincoln 
11 42  Washington  Way 

3273AdelineSt. 
Oakland  . .   ConklinBros. Turlock  . Don's  Floor  Coverings 

Forest  Grove   Brodersen's 

Mt.  Vernon   Walt  Hougen 

Berkeley   Linoleum  Sales 2701  Telegraph  Ave. 128  Lander  Ave. 2030  Main  Street Carpet  Center 

Co.  Inc. 

1706  San  Pablo  Ave. 
Oakland . . .   Dawson  Floor 

Coverings  Inc. 

Ukiah... . . .  Chamberlain  Floor Covering Lake  Oswego   G.W.Paulson 
Boones  Ferry  Rd. Olppia. . 

1598  Memorial  Hwy. 

  Patrick's  Floor 

Campbell   Linoleum  Dick's 
2270  S.Bascom  Ave. 

Carmichael   Carmichael 

Pittsburg  . 

2727  Fruitvale  Ave. 

....  Floor  Fashions 

41 5  E.I  0th  St. 

Vallejo. . . 

888  North  State  St. 

  Reno's  Floor  Cov 
1701  Broadway 

&  Monroe  Parkway 

Medford      Jim's  Floor  Covering 
1246S.  Riverside 

Pullman  . 

Covering 

3535  Pacific  Ave. 

  Bloom's  Floor 

Covering 

N.W.  1005  Nye  St. Floor  Covering 

6820  Fair  Oaks  Blvd. 
Placerville  .   Dawson  Tile 

&  Linoleum 

352  Main  Street 

Walnut  Creek,  .  ConklinBros.  Inc. 

1929Mt.DiabloBlvd. 

Milton-Freewater   Modern 

Floors  Inc. 

Concord   Harris  Carpets Walnut  Creek   Thompson 
Route#3Box158D 

Redmond .  .  Redmond  Floors 7805  Leary  Way 

1240  Willow  Pass  Road Floor  Co. Portland . . .  Artcraft  Linoleum  & 
Redwood  Cit\ .  .  .  Chilton  Floor  Co. 1525  Locust  Street Shade  Co. 

Renton  . .   Decor  Carpets 

Eureka.  .   Eureka  Floor  Co. 

2385  Myrtle  Ave. 

1685  Broadway Yuba  City 

  Dave's  Floor 

1320  S.W.I  7th  St. 
723  Rainier  Ave.  So. 

Redwood  Cit\ 
f   Stuart  Floor 

Covering 
Portland  ...  Bennetts  Williams 

Richland  . ....  Reliable  Carpets 

Foster  City.  .  . .  Peninsula  Floors Co.  Inc. 532  Second  St. 9220  S.E.Stark S  Draperies 
1473  Beach  Park  Blvd. 1455  Veterans  Blvd. 

Portland   G.W.Paulson  Co. 

3040  N.E  Sandy  Blvd. 

1360Jadwin 

Fremont  .   Floor  City 

37537  Glenmoor  Drive 
Richmond  . .  Graham  &  Avenue 

Floor  Covering 
IDAHO 

Seattle  . 

....  Berglund's  Floor 

Covering 

Fresno . ,   Allied 1063  23rd  Avenue 
Boise   

  Sunset  Interiors 
Portland   Lansing 14020  Aurora  Ave.  No.  J 

1507  Main  St Linoleum  Co.  Inc. 
Linoleum  Company Sacramento   A&ABuilder 7307  S.E.Foster  Road 

Seattle  . . 

  Davison's  Inc. 1437  Belmont  Avenue 
Supply 

6700  Folsom  Blvd. 

Idaho  Falls 

  Ahlstrom's 

1901  N.W.  Market  St. 

Fresno . . . .  .  Kerr  Rug  Company 
Furniture 

504  Shoup  Avenue 
Portland   Mike's  Floor Coverings Seattle . . 

Duffy's  Floor  Covering 

4535N.BIackstone 
Sacramento ....  H.W.RivettCo. 8431  S.W.Terwilliger  Blvd. 

7726-1 5th  NW 

Fresno   Valley  Linoleum 
2300  Broadway Idaho  Falls   Perrigren 

Interiors— Meyers  Floor 
1357  North  Yellowstone 

Portland .  .  Peake  Industries  Inc. 
Seattle  . 

  EliteShadeS 

2636  E.Belmont  Ave. 
Sacramento   Star  Floor 21 22  N.E.  Sandy  Blvd. 

Linoleum  Co 

Hayward  .   ConklinBros. 
Covering 

Lewiston 

Skelton's 

Rainier   Columbia  River 

2929  N.E.  Blakeley 

of  Hayward 
21 732  Foothill  Blvd. 

Salinas. . . 

2023  Fulton  Ave. 

. .  Monterey  County 

Floor  Covering 

Ist&C  Street 

Floor  Covering 
105"B"St.East 

Seattle   .   Floor  Covering 

byJayme 9608— 16th  SW Hayward .   Fashion  Carpets Lino.&Cpt. 
Moscow Fashion  Floors 

Salem   ABC  Floor  Cov 
&  Linoleum 1215S.MainSt. 

113E  6th 
1395  Commercial  St.  S.E. 

Spokane 

Garland-Harper  Inc. 
21 222  Mission  Blvd. 

W-27  Boone 

Hayward   Niel's  Carpets 

San  Carlos .  . .  San  Carlos  Pt.& 

Wall  Cvg.  Co.  Inc. 
Nampa. . .   Nampa  Floor 

Covering  Inc. 
meSecondSt.S. 

  Williamson 
Floor  Covering 

11 05  Caldwell  Blvd. 

Woodburn  ....  Woodburn  Floors 

120  East  Lincoln  St. 

Spokane. 

  Hinton  Floor 

95  Jackson  St. 1664  Industrial  Rd. 

Covering 

Lafayette 
.  .  Blodgett's  Linoleum 

San  Jose. .   ConklinBros. 
Nampa. . . 

WASHINGTON East  1 2505  Sprague  Ave. 

&  Carpets  Inc. 200  N.Winchester Auburn   Floors  Unlimited 
Spokane  . 

  Linoleums 
3291  Mt.  Diablo  Court 

San  Jose  . . ....  Craft  Linoleum 
600W.MainSt. Carpet  City 

W-1 91 6  Francis  Ave  / 
Lafayette .   Pacific  Coast &  Carpet Bellevue   Midlakes Smile  Center Flooring 

231 4  Stevens  Creek  Blvd. Floor  Covering 

3678AMt.  Diablo  Blvd. NEVADA 10509  Mam  St. 

Spokane  . 

.  Northwest  Floor  Cov 

Lodi    ... 
.  Merle  Ray's  Interiors 

San  Mateo. . .  ConklinBros.  Inc. 

of  San  Mateo 
Las  Vegas. 
  Burgess  & 

Clarkston   BobSLen's 

W517  Indiana 

11  S.  Church 2215EICaminoReal Associates Floor  Cov Tacoma . . .  .  Floor  Covering,  Inc. 
5000W.  Charleston  Blvd. 510  Poplar 1007  Center Los  Altos. 

  Walther'sTile& 
San  Rafael . 

  Jackson's Floor  Cov. 435DuBois 
Las  Vegas 

  Centennial 
Des  Moines .  .  EC.  Miller  Co.  Inc. Tacoma Lakewood  Floors,  Inc. 

5084  El  Camino  Real Floor  Cov. 
22211  Marine  View  Or 5503  Steilcoom  Blvd.  S.W. 

San  Rafael.   Rafael  Floor 1 204  S.  Main  St. 
Martinez ....  Frontier  Floors  & Covering Edmonds  . . .  Chevalier  S  Assoc. Tacoma. 

Meyer  Floor  Covering 
Interiors 822  Francisco  Blvd.  West 

Reno  .  .  . . .  Floor  Coverings  by 
23826  Hwy.  99 8400  So.  Tacoma  Way 

621  LasJuntas Bob  Kennedy  Inc. 
Santa  Rosa . .  ConklinBros. Inc. 31 6  Broadway  Blvd 

Everett   Hatloe's  Paints 
Tacoma    . 

.  .  G.W.Paulson-Floor Merced  . . . .  Kerr  Rug  Company 
745  W.I  7th  St. 

505  "B"  Street Decorating  Ctr 

37thSRucker 
Decorators 

7310  So.  Ash 

Modesto ....  Johnston  Lowell 

Santa  Rosa.   Superior 
Home  Center 

OREGON 
Everson   Hinote's  Hdwe.  S 

Vancouver   CSL  Interiors 
Floor  Covering 3181  Cleveland  Ave. Albany . . 

....  Valley  Floorland Furn.Co. 2205  Fairmount  Ave. 
3460  McHenry  Ave. 630  Lyons Main  St. 

SoutliLakeTahoe   Alpine 
Walla  Walli 

  Garden  City 

Monterey . .  Miller  Rug  Masters Carpets Beaverton 

  Kaster's 

Gig  Harbor  . .  Connie  Schick.  Inc. 
Carpet  Center 571  E.Franklin 1950  South  Lake  Tahoe  Blvd. 

Carpet  Villa 8803  State  Rd.  #16  N.W. 207  E.  Main  St. 

Oakland. .   Acme  Linoleum Stockton.  .   Harold  W. 
11 325  W.  Canyon  Rd. 

Kennewick. . . .  Swan-Storm  Inc. Walla  Walls .  Kurt's  Decorative 
4778  E.I  4th  St. Thompson  Inc. Beaverton 

  Taggart's 

223  W.  First Service 
308  N.Grant 12745  S.W.Beaver  Dam  Rd. 

401  South  9th Oakland. . . . . .  Anderson  Carpet Kent   Floorcovering 
&  Linoleum Stockton.  .   Joe  Lents Bend  . .  . Dick's  Linoleums  Tile 

Specialists  Inc. 
Wenatchee 

  Ramey'sinc 
4101  Broadway 2735  Waterloo  Road 125  E.Franklin  Ave. 341  So.  Railroad 1124N. Miller 
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sign  copyrighted  by  Armstrong 

Only  for  the  Spirited.  Only  Qt  the  Armstrong  Floor  Fashion  Center . 

Bold  new  Decoresq™  Solorion  floors  and  coordinated  wallcoverings. 
If  you're  not  satisfied  with  the  ordinary,  if  you  like  spirit  and dash  in  your  life  and  in  your  home,  you  must  see  our  newest 
collection  of  FFC™  Solarian  no-wax  floors  with  coordinated 
wallcoverings— the  Decoresq  Collection. 
A  unique  new  construction  gives  the  floors  the  most 

detailed,  sophisticated  designs  of  any  Armstrong  Solarian. 

And,  of  course,  they  have  the  special  Mirabond'  wear 
surface,  so  they'll  shine  without  waxing  far  longer  than ordinary  vinyl  floors. 

The  wallcoverings  are  design-  and  color-coordinated  by 
the  Armstrong  stylists  so  that  they  gracefully 

complement  the  flooring  pattern.  They're  pre- 
pasted  so  it's  easier  to  paper  the  room  yourself, 
and  they're  washable  vinyl. 

(Ajrmstrong 

floor  fashion  ' 

It  adds  up  to  the  happiest,  liveliest  marriage  of  floors  and 

walls  you've  ever  seen. 
But  that's  only  half  our  story.  As  an  authorized  Armstrong 

Floor  Fashion  Center  retailer,  we're  ready  to  show  you  the full  selection  of  Armstrong  floors,  showcased  in  a  bright, 

inviting  shopping  area.  You  get  color-coordination  assist- 
ance from  our  salespeople,  specially  trained  by  Armstrong 

Interior  Designers.  And  be  sure  to  ask  for  the  details  of  both 

our  own  guaranteed  installation  service  and  Armstrong's guarantee  of  the  flooring  material  to  assure  you  of  a  floor 
you  II  be  proud  to  own. 
On  the  opposite  page  is  a  list  of  the  Floor 

Fashion  Center  retailers  who  carry  the  exciting 
new  Decoresq  Collection.  Come  in  and  see  us. 



Write  Dept  HG32  tor  illustrated  brochures  (eaturmg  stemware,  china  or  gifts,  50C  each,  silver.  IOC 

For  color  brochures  and  the  name  of  the  store  near  you  write  Woodard.  317  Elm  St .  CXvosso.  Mich  48867 
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Antiques 
By  Louise  A  de  Bo^er 

I  Belter  style 
sofa 

I  Silver  basket 
hallmark 

Was  uur  sola  itHuic  h\  lliiu}  .lalin 
Belter  and  is  it  therefore  valuable? 

D.S.—Port  Washington,  N.Y. 

Your  Victorian  rococo  parlor  set- 
tee is  in  the  Belter  style  and  was 

probably  made  in  New  York  City 
about  1850.  We  never  estimate 

values,  but  this  type  of  furniture 
was  never  inexpensive. 

I  Chines
e 

ginger 
 
jar 

i\  H 

What  can  you  tell  me  about  the  de- 
sign on  our  old  covered  jar? 

W.J.T. — Wixom,  Mich. 

The  flower  painting  on  your  K'ang 
Hsi  (1662-1722)  ginger  jar  sym- 

bolizes the  approach  of  spring  and 

is  one  of  the  most  popular  in  Chi- 
nese ceramic  art.  It  shows  the  ear- 

ly-flowering plum  tree  opening  its 
blossoms,  at  about  the  time  of  the 
Chinese  New  Year,  which  dates 
from  the  earliest  spring,  reserved  in 
white  on  a  sapphire  blue  ground 

broken  by  a  network  of  lines  re- 
sembling cracked  ice  when  spring 

thaw  sets  in.  Most  Chinese  painted 
decoration  of  plants  and  flowers 
embodies  symbolic  overtones, 
which  almost  always  escape  the 
Westerner. 

Can  you  tell  ine  something  about 
the  hallmarks  on  my  basket? 

R.S.G. — Albuquerque,  N.M. 
The  London  silversmith  Robert 
Hennell  made  your  cake  basket  in 
1782-83.  Hallmarks  were  intro- 

duced in  England  in  1 .300  by  royal 
decree  to  guarantee  the  metals 

purity.  The  first,  the  King's  mark, is  the  crowned  leopards  head 

(really  a  lion's  head).  In  1821  his 
crown  was  removed.  The  maker's 
mark  was  established  1363;  date- 
letter,  which  tells  the  year  the  silver 
was  made,  c.  1478;  lion  passant,  c. 
1545. 

(English  kaleidoscope 

We  still  enjoy  this  old  kaleido- 
scope. What  do  you  know  about 

these  toys?  J.S.W. — St.  Louis,  Mo. 
The  kaleidoscope  was  given  its 
present  form  about  1815  by  Sir 
David  Brewster  (1781-1868).  the 
Scottish  philosopher;  it  became 

popular  due  to  the  beauty  and  va- 
riety of  the  images  and  the  quick, 

unexpected  changes  of  form.  Its 

principle  is  based  upon  s\  mmetric- 
al  arrangement  of  images  formed 
by  2  mirrors  inclined  at  an  angle 
which  is  a  sub-multiple  of  4  right 
angles.        (Continued  on  page  44) 
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THE  SILVER  MARTINI. 

FOR  PEOPLE  WHO  WANT  A  SILVER  LINING  WITHOUT  THE  CLOUD. 

SMIRNOFF  SILVER  NINETY  POINT  FOUR  PROOF  SMIRNOFF  LEAVES  YOU  BREATH
LESS. 

SMIRNOFF  SILVER   VODKA.  90.4  PROOF  DISTILIEO  FROM  GRAIN.  Sit-  W
ERM  SMIRNOFF  FIS  (DIV  OF  HEUBLEIN.  INCl  HARTfORDXONN. 

/ 
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ONLY  McGUIRE  •<  JOINS  RATTAN  WITH  RAWHIDE 
For  further  details  consult  any  McGuire  showroom  in  San 
Francisco,  Chicago,  Los  Angeles,  Boston,  Dallas,  Miami, 
Tampa,  Atlanta,  Cleveland,  Grand  Rapids,  Seattle,  Portland 
or  New  York,  964  Third  Avenue,  and  in  Canada  now  in 
Toronto.  For  a  richly  illustrated  booklet  send  50<f  to  McGuire, 
38  Hotahng  Place,  San  Francisco  94111  TVff^^^T  TTT?,Tf 

J.    S.    PATENTS    2,936,009;    3,297,063;    2,837,142 

The  mSH^^g^acon  scuipte 
crafted  detafl:  A  52"  metal  wa!!  f  cilfptum  fWi^hed 
in  soft  antique  silver  with  bronze  and  brass  high- 

lights and  color  accents.  About  $175.  At  galleries 
and  fine  stores. 

ARTISAN  HOUSE®  The  Sculpture  House 

For  free  color  brochure,  write  Artisan  House,  Dept.  HG-1 ,  Los  Angeles,  CA  90026 
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[American  sewing  table 

/  bought  tins  table  and  have  never 
been  able  to  identify  it.  Can  you 

help?  C.P.S. — Birmingham,  Mich. 
Your  sewing  table  with  spirally 

turned  trestle-end  supports  was 
made  in  America  about  the  1850s 

or  1 860s.  Some  of  the  features  sug- 
gest the  earlier  Sheraton  style,  in- 

dicating it  was  made  in  a  small 

town  where  "favorites"  not  fashion 
were  the  chief  considerations. 

ISculpture 

Ireproduction 

I'd  like  to  know  the  name  of  this 
sculpture  reproduction.  Who  made 
it.  J.C.  de  L. — Shreveport,  La. 
This  group  is  illustrated  and  is 

captioned  "Ariadne  on  Panther"  in the  1928  catalogue  of  P.  P. 
Caproni  &  Brother,  Inc.,  of  Boston, 

who  advertise  "Over  a  century 
leaders  in  reproduction  of  sculp- 

ture from  the  World's  Master- 
pieces," and  note  "Caproni  casts 

have  been  recognized  by  art  lovers 
and  critics  as  the  most  faithful  re- 

productions of  sculpture  to  be  ob- 
tained in  America."  Supposedly, 

this  sculpture  is  also  "Una  and  the 

Lion." [Lowestoft  or [Chinese  Export? 

I've  heard  this  chirm  called  "Or- 
iental Lowestoft"  and  "Chinese 

Export  Porcelain."  Which  is  cor- 
rect?      L.B. — San  Francisco,  Cal. 

Both.  Unlike  other  porcelain,  gen- 

erally known  by  the  maker's  name 
or  place  of  origin,  this,  made  in 
China  from  the  early  1700s  to 
about  1835  never  had  a  genetic 
name,  so  over  the  years  it  has 

acquired  different  names,  all  re- 
ferring to  the  same  porcelain. 

"Oriental  Lowestoft"  was  acquired 
in  error — it  was  thought  made  in 

Lowestoft,  Eng.  "Chinese  Export 
Porcelain"  is  a  more  recent,  but 
accurately  descriptive  name.  Other 

names  include  "China  Trade  Por- 
celain" and  "Porcelaine  de  la  Cie. 

des  Indes" — a  contemporary  name 
still  used  in  Europe,  deriving  from 
the  fact  almost  all  this  porcelain 
was  brought  from  China  in  East 
Indian  trading  companies  ships. 

I  Limoges
 

enamele
d  

vases 

These  vases  are  inscribed  "C 
Faure."  Who  was  Faure?  When 
were  the  vases  made? 

B.  Jewett — Ft.  Lauderdale.  Fla. 

Limoges  enameler  Camille  Faure 

made  your  vases  1900-1915.  His 
later  works  were  a  great  success  at 
the  1925  Paris  exhibition.  Today 

some  later  ones  are  being  repro- 
duced, but  to  my  knowledge,  the 

earlier  patterns  are  originals. 

Special  offer 
Copies  of  Louise  Ade  Bogers 

book.  House  &  Garden's  An- 
tiques: Questions  &  Answers — more  than  900  items  from  past 

columns  arranged  by  categors 

for  easy  reference — can  be  had for  S9.95  for  each  copy,  plus 

450  to  cover  postage  and  han- 
dling. For  a  copy,  write:  Conde 

Nast  Books,  Post  Ofhce  Box 
3308,  Grand  Central  Station. 
New  York,  N.Y.  10017. 

0,      ̂      A 
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Of  All  Brands  Sold:  Lowest  tan  2  mg."tar,"  0.2  mg.  nicotine 
av.  per  cigarette,  FTC  Report  Nov.  1975. 

Kent  Golden  Lights:  B  ihg.'tar," 
0.7  mg.  nicotine  av.  per  cigarette  by  FTC  Method. 

Warning:  The  Surgeon  General  Has  Determined 

That  Cigarette  Smoking  Is  Dangerous  to  Your  Health. 

''^■'•"''^'-^V.-jJ 

N lEWI 1 
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LOWEST  IN  TMI  OF  AUTHESE  LOW  TAR  BRANDS. 
rtae^M>MFi*fi 

to 
5XASSA 

Winston 

I4mg."tar," I.Omg.nic. 

ONLY  8  MO  TAR. 
YET  TASTES  SO  GOOD,  YOU  WON'T 

BELIEVE  THE  NUMBERS. 

®  Lofillord  1976 
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to  college 
By  Elin  McCoy Tubing  is  part  of  the  siiDiincr  ac  lion  at  1  cnum  College. 

editor's  note:  Elin  McCoy  is  a 
free-lance  writer  and  the  autJior 
of  An  Early  Childhood  Reading 
Program  (Macinillan). 
The  old  question  of  where  to  go  on 

the  family  summer  vacation  is  be- 
ing answered  in  surprising  new 

ways.  Imagine  a  vacation  where 
your  family  can  get  together  but 
pursue  different  interests,  where 
the  children  are  occupied  with  a 

variety  of  exciting  activities — that 

you  don't  have  to  arrange  or  super- 
vise— and  where  there's  time  for 

you  to  get  to  know  people  from  a 
variety  of  backgrounds.  Imagine  a 
place  where  you  can  try  your  hand 
at  ceramics  or  discuss  the  problem 

of  science  and  moral  responsibil- 
ity in  a  seminar  of  interested 

adults.  Throw  in  facilities  for 

swimming,  tennis,  track,  and  other 
sports  as  well  as  concerts,  lectures 
by  distinguished  scholars,  and  field 

.,'  in  a  popular  summer 
arts  workshop  at  Brown. 

trips.  It's  the  new  direction  for  uni- 
versities and  colleges — family  edu- 
cational vacations  on  campus. 

Many  college  vacation  programs 
began  as  attempts  to  draw  alumni 
back  into  university  life.  But  they 
had  another  purpose  too:  In  the 
past  ten  years,  universities  have 
recognized  the  growing  need  to 
provide  continuing  education  for 
adults  with  more  leisure  time,  who 
want  to  broaden  their  own  knowl- 

edge and  experience  but  are  not 
necessarily  getting  a  degree.  The 
most  recent  programs  reflect  the 

changing  character  of  "alumni  va- 
cation colleges":  They  are  intend- 

ed to  draw  together  any  interested 
adults  and  their  children,  not  alum- 

ni of  that  particular  school. 

At  American 
University 

New  this  summer,  for  example, 

is  a  program  at  American  Univer- 
46 

sity  in  Washington,  D.C.  Called 

simply  "Vacation  College,"  Ameri- 
can University's  program  is  ideal 

for  those  who  want  a  Bicentennial 
vacation.  Director  Dr.  Gertrude 

Eaton  says  the  university  has  de- 
signed the  courses  to  utilize  some 

of  Washington's  unique  resources. 
Week-long  courses  for  adults  will 

include:  America's  Living  Folk- 
lore (with  participation  in  the 

Smithsonian  Institution's  1976 
Festival  of  American  Folklife); 

the  Performing  Arts  in  America 
(including  performances  at  the 

Kennedy  Center  for  the  Perform- 
ing Arts);  New  Decisions  for  U.S. 

Foreign  Policy  (briefings  at  na- 
tional and  international  organiza- 
tions); Inside  the  System:  Current 

Developments  in  American  Gov- 
ernment (field  trips  to  the  CIA, 

Capitol  Hill,  etc.);  and  The  Ameri- 
can Revolution:  The  World  the 

Patriots  Made.  Lectures  and  dis- 
cussions on  campus  occupy  the 

morning;  field  trips  are  planned 
for  the  afternoon  and  evening.  A 

supervised,  day-long  program  for 
children  aged  three  to  fifteen,  plus 
evening  babysitting,  leave  adults 
free  to  think,  discuss,  visit,  and  ex- 

plore. The  entire  program  runs  from 
June  27  to  August  8.  Registration 
is  preferred  by  May  1,  but  later 
registrations  will  be  accepted  until 

space  is  filled.  Costs  are  surpris- 
ingly moderate:  $270  per  couple 

for  one  week,  including  tuition, 
air-conditioned  room  in  a  dormi- 

tory, linens,  field  trips,  and  use  of 

university  sports  (and  other)  facil- 
ities. This  does  not  include  meals. 

$75  enrolls  a  child  in  the  children's 
program,  and  includes  housing, 
lunches,  and  supervision.  And  the 

Junior  potters  at  work,  in  a  Po- 
mona Alumni  College  youth  class. 

University's  66-acre,  tree-filled 
campus  in  northwest  Washington 
makes  it  a  pleasant  center  from 
which  to  tour  the  city.  (For  regis- 

tration form  or  further  informa- 
tion, write  or  call:  Dr.  Gertrude 

Eaton,  Vacation  College,  308  As- 
bury  Building.  American  Univer- 

sity, Washington,  D.C.  20016; 
202-686-2697). 

What  you  get 
£or  your  money 

There  are  plenty  of  other  vaca- 
tion colleges  to  choose  from — 

some  established  for  several  years 

(see  chart,  page  48).  Most  offer 
structured  lecture/ discussion  pro- 

grams; some  give  workshops  in 
crafts  or  the  arts;  all  provide  access 
to  the  many  recreational  facilities 
of  a  university — swimming,  tennis, 
and  other  sports.  Depending  on  lo- 

cation, other  activities,  cultural 
events,  and  field  trips  are  planned. 
Ferrum  College  in  the  Blue  Ridge 
foothills  of  Virginia,  for  example, 
has  white-water  rafting  and  hikes. 
Brown  University  in  Providence. 
R.I.,  schedules  a  tour  of  historic 

city  sites.  Some  programs  are  in- 
tensive educational  experiences 

(Pomona  and  Princeton);  others 

emphasize  creative  work  in  the  arts 
(Haystack),  or  a  combination  of 
the  two  (Brown).  Some  programs 
run  for  a  week  or  two;  some  run 

Class  of  adults  listens  tu  a  lecture 

during  Brown's  summer  program. 

for  the  entire  summer  (although 
you  can  attend  for  just  a  week). 
Accommodations  are  mostly  in 
college  dormitories,  and  range 
from  the  Spartan  to  the  luxurious. 

While  the  price  for  courses, 
housing,  meals,  and  entertainment 
at  all  vacation  colleges  is  extreme- 

ly reasonable,  some  programs  are 
remarkable  bargains.  At  Ferrum 
College,  for  example,  S35  a  day 

will  pay  for  everything  for  a  fam- 
Continued  on  page  48 

Bigelow PARTICIPATING  DEALERS 

Arizona 
Casa  Grande   Fashion  Furniture 

Mesa   Warren's  Floors 
Phoenix   Pruitt's  Carpet  Center 
Scottsdale   Carpet  Mart  of  Arizona 
Tucson   Mardell  Carpets — Desert  Guild 

Youngtown        Denny's 
California 
Anaheim   Anaheim  Carpet 

Arcadia        Howard's  Rug 
Arroyo  Grande   Stetfan's  Carpet  City 
Cerntos   Harlow  Carpets 
Chico   B  &  B  Carpet  Works 

Claremont    Howard's  Rug 
Costa  Mesa       Alden's  Carpets 
Crescent  City   Parson's  Paint 
Dinuba   Mathis  &  Bolmger 
Dublin   Carpets  &  Colors 

El  Cerrito       Capwell's 
El  Cerrito   House  of  Carpets 
Fort  Bragg   Fort  Bragg  Furniture 

Fremont       Capwell's 
Hayward           Capwell's Huntington  Beach   Harlow  Carpets 
Lancaster   Shannon  Carpet 
Las  Banos       Stanislaus  Floorcovermg 

Lodi    Geinger's 
Long  Beach   Harlow  Carpets  (all  stores) 
Los  Angeles   Floor  Covering  Unlimited 
Modesto        Johnson  Rug 
Montebello    RiteLoom  Carpet 
Monterey    Cypress  Floors 
Nevada  City    Alpha  Hardware 

Oakland      ,  Capwell's 
Placerville    Dawson's Red  Bluff   Harman  &  Hubbard  Furn. 
Redding   Knight  Home  Furniture 
Reseda   Jack  Hargus  Home  Dec.  Center 
Riverside   Marjon  Enterprises 

Rosemead   Howard's  Rug 
Sacramento           Cliff's  Interiors 
Sacramento       Oren's  Carpet  Service 
Sacramento   Swanson's  Carpet  Service 
San  Diego   Ralfee's  Carpets  (all  stores) 
San  Diego       Roark's  Carpet 
San  Rafael   Jeanne's  Carpet  Etc. 
Santa  Ana         Harlow  Carpets 
Santa  Barbara   Irving  Co.  Carpets  Unl. 
Santa  Rosa   Pederson  Furniture 
South  Lake  Tahoe   Lake  Tahoe  Carpet  Sales 
Sun  City   Magnolia  Interiors 
Susanville   Al  &  Joy  Robbins 
Torrace   Scandia  Carpets 
Ventura       Peacocke 

Walnut  Creek       Capwell's 
Yuba  City    Dave's  Floor  Covering Idaho 
American  Falls       Davis  Furniture 
Blackfoot   Peterson  Furniture 
Boise    Sunset  Interiors 

Burley       Lee's  Furniture 
Coeur  d'  Alene   Smitty's  Carpet 
Idaho  Falls      Dee  Jenkins 
Idaho  Falls   Peterson  Furniture 
Kellogg   Twin  City  Furniture 
Lewiston     Care  Free  Interiors 
Moscow    Moscow  Furniture 
Nampa      Nampa  Floorcovermg 
Pocatello           Peterson  Furniture 
Preston   U  &  I  Furniture 

Rexburg   Thatcher's  Interiors 
Rupert      Home  Furniture 
Saint  Anthony   Howard  Hansen  Furniture 
Sand  Point   Furniture  Exchange 

Soda  Springs   Sanders  Furniture 
Twin  Falls   Custom  Floors  of  Idaho 
Nevada 

Elko   Bodily 's  Furniture 
Fallon      Frazzini  Furniture 
Las  Vegas   Imperial  Carpet 
Reno   Reno  Furniture 
Winnemucca   C.  B.  Brown 
Oregon 

Bend   Dicks  Linoleum  &  Tile 
Coos  Bay       Modern  Floors 
Grants  Pass   Lipperts  Carpets 

Medford   Jim's  Floorcovermg 
Portland   Atiyeh  Bros,  (all  stores) 

Portland   Gradwohl's  House  of  Carpets 
Portland       G.W.Paulson 
Ranier   Columbia  River  Floorcovermg 

Roseburg         Modern  Floros 
Seaside   Bjorklund's  Furniture  Store 

Utah American  Fork   Edward's  &  Holmstead 
Brigham  City   Blacker  Furniture 

Logan   Edward's  Furn  ture North  Salt  Lake   R  &  R  Carpet 

Ogden   Van  Kampen  &  Sons 
Orem   Nelson  Paint  &  Glass 
Price   Redmond  Interiors 
Provo     Granite  Furniture 

Roosevelt       Bett's  Floor  Covering 
Salt  Lake  City   Custom  Int.  Des.  Gallery 
Salt  Lake  City   Barbara  Jensen  Int. 
Salt  Lake  City   Roor  Craft  Company 

Salt  Lake  City     Harmony  Floor's Tremonton   Northern  Furniture 
Vernal   Carpets  by  Cal 

Washington 

Bellingham   Georgia-Pacifc 

Centralia   Keen  &  Howard's 
Colville      Egger  Furniture 

Everett   Hatloe's  Paint  &  Floor  Covering 
Gig  Harbor           Connie  Shick 

Hoquiam   Ken  Schoenfeld  Furniture 
Mount  Vernon   Ray's  Decor  Center 
Pullman   Batley's  Home  Furmsr  r,s 
Richland   Rice's  Carpetiano 
Seattle   Northeast  Carpet  Sales 
Tacoma   Cartozian  &  Sons 
Tacoma       Stebners 
Tumwater       Capital  Floorcovermg 
Walla  Walla       Garden  City  Carpet  Center 
Yakima   B  &  F  Interiors 

For  ad(Jitional  participating  dealers 

CALL  TOLL-FREE  ANYTIME 
800-243-6100 

(In  Conn,  call  1-800-882-6500) 

HOUSE  &  GARDEr. 



Bigelow's  making  things a  lot  softer  for  you  this  year. 
Delightful  enchants  with  a  subtle,  marble-like  play  of  colors. 

Delicious  captivates  with  a  gentle,  free-flowing  design. 
Delovely  bewitches  with  its  ultra-rich  velvety  surface. 

Three  new,  soft  beauties.  Silken-soft  nylon  carpets  that  look 
elegant,  feel  luxurious,  but  wear  tough.  All  sophisticated.  All 
contemporary.  All  priced  to  make  redecorating  softond  easy 
on  you.  And  all  in  a  range  of  colors  to  highlight  any  decor 

Still  softer  with  this  $25-off  coupon. 

or  more 

mum  ol  50  sa  yds 

$75  oti  on  a  mini- mum ol  75  sq.  yds.. 

etc.lCouponmaynot 

AT  PARTICIPATING  BIGELOW  DEALERS 

be  assigned  Of  transferred  and  IS  void  wttsfe 
orohibited  tateo.  restrided  by  !<»  oi  il  teptc 

Ouced  withoul  wrinen  conseta  ol  Bigetow- 
Sanfo'J  !'c  Cashvakie1/20(  Good  only  in 

USA  Afty  sales  tax  on  tte  speatied  prod- 
ucts ms<  be  paid  ty  consumn.  Only  one 

coupon  redeemed 

TERMS  THIS  coupor.  is  good  on/f  at  pe'iici- 
pating  Bigelow  dealets  and  my  on  s^k:- 
lied  mercnandise  PafliCipanng  dealei  mi; 

give  you  $25  oil  wtien  you  buy  a  mmimu.T' ol  25  square  yards  ol  Oelightlul.  Delicious  * 
Oelovely  Bigelow  carpets  in  any  coloi 

($50  off  on  a  mini 

Bigelow (0  pwctttse  Cou" 
poneipiresJunets, 

1976. 
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ily  of  U'lir.  Contrast  this  with  a 

day"s  expense  at  an  average  resort. Directors  for  all  the  vacation 

colleges  are  proud  of  the  wide  age 
range  of  the  participants  and  of 
the  fact  that  up  to  50  or  60  percent 
of  those  attending  return  the  fol- 

lowing year.  The\-  attribute  this 
success  not  only  to  the  programs 
themselves,  but  also  to  the  inter- 

action and  discussion  between  par- 
ticipants and  professors. 

The  chart  does  not  ii'^t  all  the 

programs  offered  across  the  coun- 

try, but  gives  a  sampling  of  what"s available.  Colleges  such  as  the 

University  of  Michigan  and  Col- 
gate, whose  programs  are  restrict- 

ed to  alumni  and  contributors,  are 

not  included,  nor  are  colleges  in- 
cluded which  have  no  facilities  for 

young  children,  such  as  Harvard 
and  Stanford.  The  University  of 

Pennsylvania  is  starting  a  chil- 
dren's program  this  summer;  other 

colleges  will  probably  follow  suit. 

Unfortunately,  there  is  no  cen- 
tral clearing  house  of  information 

about  colleges  and  universities 

ofTering  "vacation  colleges."  If 
those  listed  here  don't  meet  your 
needs,  contact  your  alma  mater, 
or  educational  institutions  near 

your  vacation  destination.  Enroll- 
ment deadlines  are  usually  lenient, 

but  space  may  be  limited. 

PENNSYLVANIA  STATE 
Pennsylvania  s  endangered  species 

— the  Amish;  How's  business?;  A UNIVERSITY look  at  the  Pennsylvania  Ballet. 
Anne  Sholten Accommodation/recreation: 
Alumni  Association Dormitories  (or  motels  in  area); 
The  Pennsylvania  State  University meal  service  in  cafeterias. 
105  Old  Main Scheduled    play,    concert,    ballet. 
Universitv  Park,  Pa.  16802 

barbecue,  buft'et.  Central  Pennsyl- 
(814)865-6516 vania  Festival  of  the  Arts  and  Nit- 

Children's  program:  Infants-16 tany  Mountain  Summer  Arts  Fes- 
Courses: tival  take  place  on  campus.  Golf, 
Educational/ recreation       orienta- bowling, swimming,  tennis. 
tion. Dates  and  cost: 
Five    lecture/ discussions    on    five July  11  to  17 
topics:  The  making  of  the  presi- Tuition and  events  fee: 

dent;  Sports,  the  American  way; $80  per  adult 

$50  per  child  under  16 
Housing  and  meals  fee: 

$46  per  adult 
$42  children  under  10 
Remarks:    Located    in    Allegheny 
mountains.  Parks,  caverns,  hiking, 

fishing,  boating  nearby. 

INDIANA  UNIVERSITY 

Max  Skirvin 
Mini  University 

Alumni  Office 
Indiana  University 

Bloomington,  Ind.  47401 

(812)  337-6120 
Children's  program:  All  ages 
Courses: 

Educational  recreation  orienta- 
tion. 

Forty  classes  and  discussion  ses- 
sions, including  special  Bicenten- 

nial-related courses  in  science,  his- 

tory, the  arts. Accommodation/recreation: 
Residence   halls   and  the    Indiana 

Memorial  Union — rooms  are  vari- 

ous prices;  meals  available  in  cafe- 
terias. 

Scheduled  events  include  family 
picnics  and  carnivals,  a  play,  tours 

of  campus.  Golf,  swimming,  ten- 
nis, and  other  sports  facilities;  rid- 

ing lessons  for  children. 
Dates  and  costs: 
June  20  to  25 

Tuition  and  events  fee: 

$40  per  adult 
$20  per  child 
Housing  and  meals  are  varied 

prices. 

Remarks:  ///  scenic  area  of  .south- 
ern Indiana,  near  national  forest, 

recreation  area  with  large  lake, 
state  park.  Hiking,  fishing,  boating nearby. 

DARTMOUTH  COLLEGE 

Michael  Stuart 
Dartmouth  Alumni  College 
201  Crosby  Hall 

Hanover,  N.H.  03755 

(603)  646-2454 
Children's  program:  Ages  5-17 Courses: 

Educational/ recreational  orienta- 
tion. 
Lectures,   discussions   on    theme: 
Dis-Connections — Changing    rela- 

tionships in  American  life. 
Accommodation/ recreation: 
Dormitories;  eat  in  cafeteria. 
Dartmouth  regular  summer  school 
in   session   during   program,   thus 

many  scheduled  campus  events  in 
which  participants  may  join:  films, 
concerts,  plays.  Swimming,  tennis, 
golf,  other  sports  facilities. 
Dates  and  cost: 

August  8  to  19 Continued  on  page  50 

Bassett.The  beauty  is  in  tlie  making. 
Kingsgate.  A  classic  blend  of  old  world  beauty  with  20th  cen- 

tury craftsmanship.  Kingsgate  is  truly  impressive  with  styhsh 
chairs  designed  with  genuine  cane  backs.  And  totally  elegant 
in  Staunton  finish  and  Savannah  white. 

Available  at  selected  fine  furniture  stores  everywhere. 

For  decorating  ideas  with  Bassett  bedroom,  living  room,  din- 
ing room,  occasional  and  juvenile  furniture,  send  $1  to  Bassett 

Furniture  Industries,  Box    HG  5  ,  Bassett.  Virginia  24055. 

Handsome  selected 
hardwood  and 

pecan  veneer  crown 
Frnished  and 

lighted  interior 
Wood  framed 

removable  glass 

shelves 

Magnetic  catches on  doors 

Brass  finished 

grille 

Glass  doors 

Wrap  around 

hinges 

Carved  wood 

molding 

Brass  finished 
hardware 

Matched  pecan 
veneers  fronts 



SAVE  MONEY-LET  HEFTY  PAY  YOUR  BILLS! 

Enter 

Hcf  ty^s  Budget-Saver 
Sweepstakes. 

Use  this 
cents-off  coupon 

and  save! 

HEFTY  TALL  KITCHEN 
GARBAGE  BAGS, 
LARGE  WASTE 
OR  SMALL  WASTE  BAGS 
Mr  Retailer  This  coupon  is  redeemable  on  Hefty  Tall 
Kitchen  Garbage  Bags  Large  Waste  or  Small  Waste 
Bags  for  IOC  plus  5C  handling  charges,  provided  as 
follows  It  is  received  on  a  retail  sale  of  the  product 
specified  herein  You  mail  it  to  Hefty  PO.  Box  1779. 
Clinton.  Iowa  52734  On  request,  you  must  supply 
invoices  proving  sufficient  stock  purchases  covering 
coupons  submitted  for  redemption  Other  use  consti- 

tutes fraud.  Coupon  may  not  be  assigned  or  transferred. 
Offer  limited  to  one  coupon  per  purchase  Customer 
must  pay  any  sales  tax  Void  where  prohibited, 
taxed  or  restricted  by  law  Cash  value  1/20C. 
Good  only  in  U.S.A  Cojpor.  expires 

10,-31 /76:- 

I 
I 

1st  PRIZE 
810,000  toward  your  mortgage  or  rent  payments. 

2nd  Prize 
S6,000  toward  your  family's  tuition  costs. 

3rd  Prize 
S4,000  toward  your  car  payments. 

4th  Prize 
$3,000  toward  your  grocery  bills. 

5th  Prize 
$2,000  toward  your  utility  bills. 

6th  Prize 
A  coupon  good  for  one  free  package  of  Hefty  Bags 

(5,000  coupons  will  be  awarded) 

SAUE 10%  ON  YOUR 
GROCERY  BILL! 

LOOK  FOR  THE 
HEFTY  DISPLAY 
AT  YOUR  LOCAL 

GROCER'S. 

Complete  and  mail  in  the  Hefty  Budget-Saver 
Sweepstakes  official  entry  coupon  (or  hand  print 

your  name,  address  and  zip  code  on  a  3"  x  5"  piece 
of  paper).  Accompany  each  entry  with  a  Proof  of 
Purchase  Seal  from  any  Hefty  package,  or  on  a 
separate  piece  of  paper,  hand  print  the  name 

"Hefty"  in  block  letters  and  mail  to:  Hefty  Budget 
Saver  Sweepstakes,  P.O.  Box  4448,  Chicago,  111. 
60677. 

No  purchase  necessary.  A  total  of  5,005  prizes 
worth  $30,000  will  be  awarded.  Winners  will  be 

selected  by  random  drawing.  Odds  of  winning  de- 
pend on  number  of  entries  received.  Only  one  prize 

per  family.  Entries  must  be  postmarked  no  later 

than  August  31,  1976.  All  taxes  are  winners'  sole 
responsibility. 

Sweepstakes  open  to  U.S.  residents  18  and  over 
(including  Florida  residents).  Void  wherever  taxed 
or  prohibited  by  law.  Employees  and  families  of 
Mobil  Chemical  Company,  its  advertising  and 
judging  agencies  are  ineligible.       e  wobii  on  corporation.  1975 

r" 

n 
Mail  to:  Hefty  "Budget  Saver"  Sweepstakes,  P.O.  Box  4448, 
Chicago,  Illinois  60677. 

NAME   

ADDRESS   ______^   

CITY_ 

L. 
STATE- ^IP_ 

.J 
Mobil  Chemical  Company 
Consumer  Plastics  Department 

Mace<Jon,  New  Vyth  14502 
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VaCationXOllegeS  continued  from  page  48 

Your  neighborhood  Sentry  Hardware 

Store  stocks  hundreds  of  summer  "fun" 
items  . . .  sports  equipment  like  base- 

balls, gloves  and  bats,  tennis  rackets, 

badminton  and  croquet'sets  .  .  .  por- 
table radios,  barbecue  and  picnic  ac- 

cessories... And,  because  your  Sentry 
Store  is  one  of  over  4,500  in  the  U.S., 

it  always  offers  top  quality  at  com- 

petitive prices.  Look  under  "Hardware" in  your  classified  phone 
directory. 

fHERNOs ® 

RED,  WHITE  AND  BLUE 
COOLER-JUG 
COMBINATION 

$2499 for  both 

The  45-quart  ̂ 2V^  x  22  x  14-inch 
cooler  has  a  blue  enameled  steel 

upper  section,  red  top  and  white  plas- 
tic base.  Urethane  insulated.  Equipped 

with  trays,  attached  drain,  safety  latch, 
recessed  handles.  Matching  gallon 

insulated  jug  has  pouring  spout,  poly- 
propylene liner  and  vinyl  handle. 

Merchandise,  shown  in  this  advertisement,  is 
available  from  participating  Sentry  dealers  only. 
Offer  expires  May  15,  1976.  Sentry  dealers  own 
their  stores  They  select  their  nnerchandlse  and 
set  their  own  prices.  These  are  subject  to 
change  without  notice.  There  may  be  varia- 

tions m  products,  available  quantities  and 
prices  in  individual  stores  . . .  Sentry  Hardware 
Corporation,  Cleveland,  Ohio  44113.       AA-4417 

Ail-inclusive  fees: 
S565  couple 
S345  single 
S25()  child 
Recent  grads  get  discount. 
Remarks:  Located  in  small,  delight- 

ful New  England  town  on  Ver- 
mont-Nev,'  Hampshire  border. 
Scenic  area  with  nuuiy  places  for 
boating,  hiking,  touring. 

PRINCETON   UNIVERSITY 

On-campus  Alumni  College 
Dorothy  Flohr 
The  Alumni  Council 
Box  291.  Princeton  University 
Princeton,  N.J.  08540 

(609)  452-3350 
Children's  program:  All  ages Courses: 

Educationally  intensive  orienta- 
tion. 
Lectures,  discussions,  seminars  on 

aspects  of  theme:  The  17th  cen- 
tury— Europe  on  the  eve  of  the 

modern  age. 
Accommodation /recreation: 

Princeton    Inn    dormitory    rooms 
(air-conditioned,      with      private 
baths),  dining  rooms  in  Inn. 
Scheduled  events  include  a  play, 
concerts,  films,  a  baroque  banquet. 
Golf,  tennis,  swimming,  canoeing. 
Dates  and  cost: 
June  6  to  1 1 
All-inclusive  fees: 

$185  per  adult 
S 1 25  children  1 2  and  under 
Remarks:  Beautiful  large  campus 
with  numy  facilities  including  art 
nniseum;    midway    between    New 
York    City    and   Philadelphia. 

FERRUM   COLLEGE   

Ferrum  College  Family  Vacation 
Program 

Ferrum  College 
Ferrum,  Va.  24088 

(703) 365-2121 

Children's  program:  Infants-14 Courses: 

Informal     educational/crafts/ rec- 
reation orientation. 

No  special  courses;  can  audit  reg- 
ular summer  school;  craft  classes 

at  Blue  Ridge  Institute  on  campus. 
Accommodation/ recreation: 

Dormitories  (air-conditioned;  pri- 
vate  baths  for  two-room  suites); 

meals  in  cafeteria. 

Riding,  tennis,  white-water  tubing, 
trout  fishing,  skeet  shooting,  small 

extra  charge.  Square  dancing,  hik- 
ing, nature  study,  swimming,  other 

sports,  free. Dates  and  cost: 

July  1  to  August  22 
All-inclusive  daily  rates: 
SI 3.50  single 

$23  couple  (double  occupancy) 
$6.50  children  8-14 
S5.50  children  3-7 
$3  children  under  3 

Remarks:    Rural   setting   on    754- 

acre  campus  in  Blue  Ridge  Moun- 
tains just  .south  of  Roanoke. 

SOUTHWESTERN-AT- 
MEMPHIS   

Dr.  Jack  Russell 

Director  of  the  Summer  Program 
Southwestern- At-Memphis 
2000  North  Parkway 

Memphis,  Tenn.  38112 

(901)274-1800 
Children's  program:  Ages  6-16 Courses: 

Educational  orientation  or  Educa- 
tionally intensive  orientation 

Lectures  and  discussions  on  as- 

pects of  themes:  1.  Ethical  impli- 
cations of  social  change  (June 

13-18).  2.  Adults  (June  20-25). 
Two  lecture/ discussion  sessions 

per  day. Accommodation/ recreation: 
Dormitories  (air-conditioned,  new, 
with  kitchen   facilities),   meals  in 

cafeteria. 

Scheduled  evening  programs  in- 
clude a  river  boat  cruise  on  the 

Mississippi  River,  a  reception  with 
the  University  president,  concerts, 
play.  Tennis  courts,  swimming 
pool,  other  sports  facilities. 
Dates  and  cost: 

June  13  to  25 
All-inclusive  fee  for  each  one-week 
course: 
$190  single  adult 
$350  per  couple 

$80  children  6-10 
$85  children  11-16 
Round-the-clock  care 
Remarks:   Urban  campus  in  mid- 
town   Memphis,    adjacent    to    the 
park.    Campus   is   very   attractive 
with  old  stone  buildings.  Informa- 

tion provided  by  program  directors 
on  restaurants,  cinemas,  places  of 

interest  in  Menif)his. 

Tennis  coach  offers  a  pointer  at 

Ferrum  College's  campus  vacation. 

UNIVERSITY  OF 
PENNSYLVANIA   

Penny  Rubincam 
Department  of  Alumni  Relations 
Eisenlohr  Hall/B2 
3812  Walnut  Street 

University  of  Pennsylvania 
Philadelphia,  Pa.  19174 

(215)  243-7811 
Children's  program:  Ages  3-18 Courses: 

Educationally    intensive    orienta- 
tion 

Lectures,  discussions,  seminars  on 

THREE 

FAMILYi IN  A 

TWO 
BEDROOM 
HOUSE! 

You've  got 

a  problem... 
and  we  have 

the  answer! 

House  &  Garden 

Remodeling 

100  pages  of  remodeling  ideas  for  city 

and  country  houses  that  will  answer 

your  questions  and  help  you  achieve 
the  home  you  want.  Exciting  examples 
of  how  families  manage  to  keep  the 

best  of  what  they  have,  update  the 
rest  to  live  better  where  they  are. 
How  to  find  space  by  remodeling  your 

attic,  basement,  garage  or  porch. 
Special  kitchen  remodeling  section, 

plus  a  kitchen  planning  primer. 

$1.75  ON  SALE  NOW 
if  you  are  unable  to  obtain  a  cop/  at  your 
favorite  newsstand,  you  may  send  a  check 
or  money  order  for  $2.50  (includes  postage 
and  tiandling)  payable  to  HOUSE  &  GAROE^ 
REMODELING  GUIDE,  to  the  following  address: 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN 
DEPT.  S/S-R P  0.  Box  1910.  Grand  Centra:  Station 

New  York.  NY.  10017 
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theme:  The  Bicentennial. 

Accommodation/recreation: 
Dormitories;  meals  in  cateteria. 

Scheduled   social    get-togethers 
and     special     cultural     events. 
Swimming,  tennis,  other  sports 
facilities. 
Dates  and  costs: 
June  20  to  25 

All-inclusive  fees: 
$235  per  adult 
SI  75  children  under  18 
Remarks:  Urban  campus.  Easy 
access    to    ituiny    Bicentennial 

activities  in  Philadelphia.  Down- 
town  are  restaurants,   theatres. 
historic  .sites. 

CORNELL  UNIVERSITY 

Michael  McHugh 
Cornell  Alumni  University 
158  0linHall 
Cornell  University 
Ithaca,  N.Y.  14853 

(607)  256-4800 

Children's  program:  3-teens Courses: 

Educational/  workshop/  recrea- 
tion orientation. 

Two  types  of  courses,  partici- 
pants choose  one:  1.  Lecture/ 

discussion  courses  on  two 
themes:  The  United  States  1976 

— can  the  republic  survive  an- 
other 200  years?  (July  4-10, 

18-24);  Change  and  challenge 
for  university  education  in 

America  (July  11-17.  25-31). 
2.  Workshops  in  ornithology, 
photography,  gourmet  cooking. 
opera,  cinema,  natural  history, 
inflation,  men  and  women  (var- 

ious dates). 
Accommodation/ recreation: 

Dormitories  (extra  charge,  air- 
conditioning);  meals,  cafeteria. 

Evening  programs  include  lec- 
tures, concerts,  play.  Golf,  ten- 

nis, swimming,  other  sports. 
Dates  and  costs: 
July  4  to  31 
All-inclusive  fees: 

S 1 90  per  adult  ( double  occu- 
pancy) 
S 1 00  children  6  and  up 
S75  children  3  to  5 

Remarks:  Large  scenic  campus 
overlooks  Lake  Cayuga  in  Fin- 

ger Lakes  area;  near  state  parks. 

BROWN   UNIVERSITY 

Sallie  Riggs 
Associate  Director 

University  Relations 
Brown  University,  Box  1920 
Providence,  R.I.  02912 
(401)  863-2785 

Children's  program:  Ages  3-15 Courses 

Educational/ workshop/ recrea- 
tion orientation. 

Two  courses:  1.  The  creative 

experience.  Workshops  in  pho- 
tography, music,  visual  arts, 

creative  writing.  Participants 
choose  one.  2.  The  presidency: 

Continued  on  next  page 

SAY  AH-R  AH-BEE-YAH 
OF 
FINLAND 

Arabia  of  Finland  means  the  best  of  Scan(dinavian  (jesign.  A  large  collection  of  nnaste' 

pieces  in  stoneware,  enamelware.  earthenware,  anci  glass.  D  Great  shapes  and  pro- 

files. Cups  that  fit  the  hand.  D  And  Arabia  works.  Plates  double  as  covers.  Cups  and 

bakers  stack.  Dishwasher  safe,  and  so  practical  its  your  best  value,  no  matter  how  much 

or  little  you  might  pay.  D  At  fine  stores.  Arabia  of  Finland,  8300 

N.E.  Underground  Drive,  Kansas  City,  Missouri  64161.  \  / 

The  best  in  Scandinavian  design  And  it  works. ARABIA 
WARTSILA    FINLAND 
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Vacation  CCA^'^Jb  lu/r.inu.'djrom  preceding  page 

;"/'  iJ  beyond.  Lectures 
and  uiNC'.ission. 
Accommodation/recreation: 
iJ)ormitt)ries:  breakfast  and  lunch 

o;i  campus;  dinners  on  own. 
FAcning  lectures,  visit  to  historic 
Providence    sites.    New    England 

clambake.   Squash,   tennis,   swim- 
ming, othjr  sports  facilities. 

Dates  and  cost: 

June  27  to  July  3 
Fee  includes  all  but  five  dinners: 

$195  per  adult 
$125  per  child 
Remarks:  Urban  setting. 

POMONA  COLLEGE   
Pomona  Alumni  College 
Alumni  House 

Bertha  Lebus  Court — Bridges  Hall 
Pomona  College 
Claremont,Cal.  91711 

(714)  626-8511,  Ext.  3636 

Children's  program:  Ages  5-16 Courses: 

Educationally    intensive    orienta- 
tion. 

Lectures  and  discussions'on  aspects 
of  theme:  Science  and  moral  re- 

sponsibility. Three  lecture/ discus- 
sion sessions  per  day. 

Accommodation/recreation: 

Air-conditioned  dormitory  with  its 
own  clininiz  room.  One  bath  to  each 

two  rooms. 

Scheduled  social  gatherings;  eve- 
ning programs,   primarily  special 

lectures.  Swimming,  tennis,  other 
sports  facilities. 
Dates  and  cost: 

July  7  to  1 1 
All-inclusive  fee: 

SI 64  per  adult 
S3]  8  per  couple 

SI  15  children  11-16 
S93  children  5-10 
Remarks:  Located  east  of  Los  An- 

geles. Easy  access  to  L.A.  and  to 
hiking,    fishing,    camping    in    San 
Gabriel  mountains. 

ST.   MARY'S  COLLEGE 
Dr.  Oakley  Winters 
Office  of  Special  Programs 
106  Calvert  Hall 

St.  Mary's  College  of  Maryland 
St.  Mary's  City,  Md.  20686 
(301)  994-1600 

Children's  program:  Ages  6- 16 Courses: 

Educational/ recreation       orienta- 
tion. 
Participants  choose  one  of  three 
week-long  seminar  programs: 
1.  Colonial  consumers;  2.  A  Poto- 

mac prospect  (environmental,  in- 
terdisciplinary); 3.  Archaeology. 

Accommodation/recreation: 

Dormitories;  meals  in  cafeteria. 

Scheduled   evening   programs   in- 
clude    concerts,     films,     outdoor 

drama,  lectures,   field  trips.   Sail- 
ing, tennis,  other  sports  facilities. 

English  country  dancing. 
Dates  and  cost: 

July  10  to  17 All-inclusive  fee: 

$160  per  adult 
$100  per  child 
Remarks:  Located  on  inlet  near 

Chesapeake  Bay.  Area  lias  many 

beautiful  historic  homes  and  resto- 
ration projects.  Docking  facilities 

for  boats. 

PORTLAND  STATE UNIVERSITY   

Sue  Gordon 

Haystack  '76 
P.O.  Box  1491 
Portland,  Ore.  97207 

(503)  229-4849 
Children's  program:  Ages  5- 1 3 Courses: 

Workshop/  recreation  orientation. 
Workshops  in  the  arts,  credit 
given.  Five-day  music  workshops; 
two-week  visual  arts  workshops, 

including  weaving,  ceramics,  cal- 

ligraphy, painting;  two-week  writ- 
ing workshops,  including  science 

fiction. 

Accommodation/ recreation: 

Program  takes  place  on  coast,  not 
in  Portland.  Accommodation  not 

provided:  Participants  stay  in  a  va- 
riety of  housing  facilities  in  and 

around  Cannon  Beach,  including 
motels  and  campgrounds.  Housing 
bureau  assists  in  finding  these. 

Evening  programs  include  discus- 
sions, concerts,  plays,  beach  pic- 

nics. 
Dates  and  cost: 

June  21  to  August  13 
Fees  include  workshops  and  some  i 
evening  programs. 
2  credit-hour    courses:     $85     ( 1 

week) 

3  credit-hour  courses:     $95     (2 
weeks) 

Children:  $30  per  week 
Remarks:  Cannon  Beach,  on  Ore- 

gon coast,  is  very  scenic.  Swim- 
ming, hiking,  surfing,  beachcomb- 

ing in  area.  ■ 

Taking  a  luiul      ,,   /xu  in  i [xini  in 
I'omona's  youth  program  snoozes. 

CI-IGGETT  &  MYCRS  INCOHPOKATEO,   1976 

There's  a  little  Eve in  every  woman. 
Try  todays  Eve. Flowers  on  the  outside. 
Flavor  on  the  inside. 

^ 

w^h 

Warning:  The  Surgeon  General  Has  Oeiermined 

Thii  Cigarette  Smoking  Is  Dangerous  to  Your  Health.    ̂   ..-,-f>r;^^'.;i^ 

--£ 

5/ 

Menthol;  18  mg.  "tar."1.2  mg.  nicotine.  Eve  Filter:  19  mg.  "lar."  1.2  mg.  nicotine  av.  per  cigarene  tiy  FTC  Repon  (Nov.  '75) 
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lenuet   making  Avaves  is  good  for  your  soul 

ROCHE-BOBOIS  Europe's  finest  store  is  now  in  America. 
Daring  environments  for  pleasure  and  beauty  from  all  over 

the  continent.  Come  experience  the  Roche-Bobois  mystique 

...It's  sheer  enlightenment.  Unique,  high  spirited  and  free. 
It  could  change  your  whole  approach  to  the  way  you  live. 

THIS  IS  'MENUET'  Swirling,  curving,  sinuous  comfort  sur- 
rounding you  like  the  waves  of  the  sea.  Come  discover  the 

gentle  contours  of  Art  Nouveau  . . .  Endless  variations  for  your 

own  private  fantasy.  It's  the  wave  of  the  future,  beckoning  to 
you  now  from  every  Roche-Bobois  store. 
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THE  CATALOGUE  132  Color  pages  of  bright, 

new  ideas.  Available  all  stores,  or  send  $3, 

Dept.  46,  200  Madison  Ave..  New  York  10016 

CANADIAN 

ROCHE-BOBOIS  STORES: 

MONTREAL 

1265  BOULEVARD  BERRI  842-881 1 

OTTAWA 

724  BANK  STREET  233-3408 

QUEBEC 

16  RUE  COURCELETTE  681-4101 

TORONTO 

900  YONGE  STREET  967-6222 

ROCHE-BOBOIS 
NEW  YORK 

200  MADISON  AVENUE  725-5513 

PARAMUS.  N.J. 

685  ROUTE  17  652-2040 

ROSLYN  HEIGHTS,  N.Y. 

300  SOUTH  SERVICE  ROAD  621-1224 

SCARSDALE,  NY. 

678  WHITE  PLAINS  ROAD  472-4525 

BOSTON 

133  LEWIS  WHARF  723-2866 

CHICAGO 

908  LINDEN  AVENUE.  WINNETKA  446-4700 

FORT  LAUDERDALE 

1421  E   OAKLAND  PARK  BLVD.  561-5600 

MIAMI 

20  MIRACLE  MILE,  CORAL  GABLES  443-6491 

WASHINGTON-BALTIMORE 

COLUMBIA  MALL.  COLUMBIA.  MD.  730-5940 

WESTPORT,  CONN. 

1620  EAST  POST  ROAD  255-041 1 

®  PARIS  LONDON  BRUSSELS  GENEVA  ROTTERDAM  VIENNA  BARCELONA  CANADA  U.S.A. 
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A  NuTone  aire  ;an  can  Keep  your  house 

from  losing  its  cool,  and  saveyou  money. 

On  really  hot  days,  when  attic  tempera- 

tures climb  to  140''F  or  more,  a  NuTone 
attic  fan  draws  the  hot  air  out.  Your  air 

'.  orks  more  efficiently.  So 

'  house,  stay  cooler. 

On  those  not-quite-so-hot  days,  a 
NuTone  attic  fan  circulates  fresh  air 

throughout  the  house.  So  you  may  not 

need  to     :"    "   -  air  conditioner  at  all. 

Either  wa  ;  .  d  be  a  lot  easier  on 

you  when  the  electric  bill  comes. 

■     ■    ~  'an  power  ratings  are 
;me  Ventilating  Insti- 

tuie  —  ar.  ,r,c;ependent  testing  agency. 

So  yc'j  can  be  sure  you're  getting  pre- 
e  air  movement  and  quietness 

_  _  z  for  your  attic. 

NuTone  Attic  Cooling  Fans  . . .  another 
fresh  savings  idea  from  NuTone 

Se.nd  Si. 00  for  NjTor.e  s  156  page 

Idea  Book.  It's  chock-full  of  imagina- 
tive ideas  to  make  your  home  more 

convenient ...  and  more  beautiful. 

PLUS,  for  a  limited  time,  get  NuTone's 
Home  Security  Booklet  full  of  informa- 

tive tips  on  ways  to  improve  your  home 

by  making  it  more  secure  from  burglary 
and  fire. 
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closed  is  S'  00. 
Please  send  my  156 

page  NuTone  Idea 
Book  plus  my  Home 
Security  Guide. 

Mail  to: 

'..Tone  Division  Scov/l 
:eDt   HG-1C-5  PO   Box  9050 
C  -Cir-natl,  Ohio  45209 

-Zip. 

"eiep"o-8. 

NuTone  Housing  Products 

Scovill 
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For  the  house  fixer 
Home  light-ups,  terrific  tiles,  and 
cleaner-than-clean  water 

SHORT  COURSE  IN 
SCREEN  REPAIR 
Just  one  fly  or  mosquito  that 
squeezes  through  a  hole  in  a 
screen  can  be  terribly  annoying. 
Once  your  patience  runs  out  you 
will  try  to  fi.\  the  screen.  The 

question  is.  how? 
Usually  it  is  easier  to  make  a 

repair  if  the  screen  is  accessible 
from  both  front  and  back.  If  not. 

removing  it  from  its  frame  track 
will  facilitate  matters. 

For  a  temporary  makeshift  re- 
pair, apply  transparent  tape  over 

the  opening  on  both  sides  of  the 
screen.  The  gummy  undersides  of 

'if  the  puncture  is  small, 
it  can  be  woven  closed  with 
a  needle  and  fine  wire 

or  synthetic  thread'" 
the  tape  will  stick  to  each  other  and 
form  a  bond. 

If  the  puncture  is  small,  it  can 
be  woven  closed  with  a  needle  and 

fine  wire  or  synthetic  thread.  Ma- 
neuver the  needle  over  and  under 

until  the  hole  is  closed. 

A  larger  hole  in  a  metal  screen 

can  be  repaired  with  a  patch*. 
Trim  the  area  clean  with  an  old 

scissors  or  tin  snips.  Cut  a  piece 
of  screen  1  inch  larger  (in  length 

and  width)  than  the  opening.  Re- 
move 3  wires  from  each  edge  of 

the  patch.  Place  the  patch,  one 
rrayed  side,  overhanging  the  edge 
of  a  table  or  countertop.  Bend 
down,  in  turn,  each  side  of  the 

frayed  wire  to  form  a  90-degree 
angle.  (The  final  patch  shape  will 

BxDeanne  Rciffel 

look  like  a  shallow  box.)  Situate 

the  patch  over  the  hole — thread 
the  fringes  through  the  grid  and 
bend  them  inward  toward  the  cen- 

ter of  the  hole  until  they  lay  flat 

against  the  backside. 
Repairing  plastic  mesh  is  simple. 

Follow  the  above  instructions  for 
trimming  the  hole  and  cutting  a 
patch,  but  do  not  remove  any 
wires.  Run  a  bead  of  any  type  of 
clear  adhesive  around  the  hole  to 

affix  the  patch.  Hold  it  in  position 
a  few  minutes  until  the  cement 

sets. 
Once  the  screen  has  too  many 

holes  you  have  no  alternative  but 

to  replace  the  entire  piece.  Re- 
move the  metal  frame  from  the 

door  or  window  and  lay  it  down 

on  a  table.  The  spline'  (the  rubber, 
plastic,  or  metal  strip  that  keeps  the 

mesh  in  position),  must  be  re- 
moved by  prying  it  out.  Cut  a  new 

piece  of  material  that  is  at  least 
the  perimeter  size  of  the  frame. 
Set  the  mesh  directly  over  the 
frame.  Trim  off  the  corners  at  a 

45-degree  angle — starting  and  fin- 
ishing the  cut  about  1  inch  from 

the  comer.  Run  the  convex  end 
of  a  spline  installation  tool  along 
one  side  of  the  frame:  the  screen 

w  ill  pull  in  and  drop  into  the  spline 
track.  Repeat  the  process  on  the 

opposite  end:  then  on  the  other 
two  sides.  Now  place  the  spline  in 
the  track.  Roll  around  the  entire 

track  with  the  concave  end  to  se- 
cure the  spline  into  the  channel 

and  to  draw  up  the  screen  to  tight- 
en it.  If  excess  mesh  remains  over 

frame,  cut  it  with  utility  knife.' 

For-  3095,  Pri.T.ed  in  U.S. 

These  materials  can  be  purchased  at  a  hardware  store. 

How  to  get  water  cleaner 
.A  compact  water  cleaner  that  you  can  install  under 
the  kitchen  sink  is  Waterco  Model  AS-5.  It  removes 

chlorine,  bad  taste  and  odors,  detergents,  rust,  sedi- 
ment, organics  and  other  contaminants.  It  requires 

no  alteration  of  existing  plumbing  pipes  or  fixtures 
to  put  it  in  place,  and  you  can  take  it  to  a  summer 

home,  camp,  boat  temporarily  or  to  a  rented  apart- 
ment or  house.  The  cleaner  is  easy  to  operate  and 

maintain:  you  never  need  to  change  a  filter  because 

a  simple  backwash  cleans  it  and  it  is  self-sanitizing. 
If  bacteria  get  into  the  water  pipe  line,  you  shut  off 
the  faucet  and  the  bacteria  will  die.  Approved  by  the 
Environmental  Protection  Agency  and  U.S.  Public 
Health  Standards.  Waterco  Industries.  Inc..  481 1  N.E. 
I2th  Ave..  Fort  Lauderdale,  Fla.  33334. 
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WATERCO 
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Hang-ups 

Available  in  a  number  of  finishes, 

this  ceiling  light  fixture  has  a  cord- 
hung  hood — a  metal  stem  support 

or  rod  and  loop  are  optional  in- 
stead of  cord.  In  rust  (S90);  oil- 

rubbed  bronze,  brass,  or  copper 

(SI  15):  polished  or  brush  chrome, 
polished  and  oxidized  brass 
(SI 62):  black  or  white  finish  (S92). 
The  overall  height  of  the  lamp  ij 
9  inches;  its  diameter  is  16  inches: 

and  the  hanging  weight  is  5 
pounds.  Robert  Long.  Inc.,  P.O. 
Box   542.   Sausalito,  Cal.   94965. 

Going  around 
in  circles  with 
ceramic  tile 

Three  ditTercnt.  mterrelated. 

wedge-shaped  tiles  about  6  inches 
long  and  a  11^4 -inch  circular  tile 
make  it  possible  to  create  round 
and  curving  designs  for  masonry 
terraces,  floors,  and  paths.  The 

Franciscan  'Serpjentine"  ceramic tiles  come  in  brown,  summer  tan. 
flashed  walnut,  white,  and  flashed 

white.  The  tiles  can  be  used  to  en- 
circle tree  wells  and  for  fan-shape, 

serpentine,  and  free-form  patterns. 
The  retail  price  is  S4.50  per  square 

foot  on  a  minimum  150-square- 
foot  order,  f.o.b.  Los  Angeles.  In- 
terpace  Corporation.  2901  Los 
Feliz  Boulevard.  Los  .Angeles.  Cal. 
90039. 



Solid  vinyl  siding  by  Bird... 
protecting  the  Great  American  Dream. 

A  home  of  your  own. 

It's  a  dream  you've  worked 
hard  for,  and  one  of  the  biggest 

investments  you'll  make  in  your lifetime. 

But  you  have  to  protect  it. 
And  that's  where  Bird  comes  in. 

Our  solid  vinyl  siding  gives  you  the 
security  of  knowing  that  your 
investment  is  protected  against 
premature  aging  and  the 
elements. 
Bird  solid  vinyl  siding  never 
needs  paint,  because  the  color 

goes  all  the  way  through.  It  can't 

rot  split,  or  bum  like  wood.  It  can't corrode,  rust,  attract  lightninq  or 
spoil  TV  reception  like  metal. 

Your  Bird  siding  should  be  as 
lovely  twenty  years  from  now  with 
minimum  care  as  it  is  on  the  day 
it's  installed.  And  the  money  you 
save  on  maintenance  will  go  a 
long  way  in  making  other  home 
improvements.  Bird  offers  more 
color  choices  in  solid  vinyl,  low- 
maintenance  ornamental  shutters, 
plus  a  complete  line  of  premium 
asphalt  shingles.  See  them  and  get 
a  free  estimate  by  calling  your  Bird 
siding  dealer,  listed  in  the  Yellow 

Pages.  It's  a  wonderful  way  to 
make  your  dream  endure. 

Bird  &  Son,  inc. 

E.Walpole,  MA  02032 

Please  send  me  your  idea-packed 
booklet,  "What  you  should  know 
about  roofing  and  siding  before 

you  build  or  remodel."  I  enclose 50C  in  payment.  I  am  planning  to: 
n  build  D  remodel 

Name—   

Address- 

City   

State- 

-County- 

-Zip   

Phone- 

Please  include  facts  on:  D  Solid  vinyl  gutters 

D  Ornamental  plastic  shutters  D  Bird  Asphalt  Roofing 

House  &.  Garden  May  1976 



Now,  America's favorite  wood 

cleaner-beautifier 
comes  two  great 
ways!  Panel  Magic 
aerosol  with  a 
fresti,  new  herbal 

fragrance.  It's environmentally 
safe,  too!  And  new 
Panel  Magic 
Liquid  with  or 
without  trigger 
spray.  Panel  Magic 
brings  new  life, 
lustre  and  beauty 
to  wood  paneling 
and  woodwork! 
Leaves  no  oily 
residue.  Hides 
scratches,  scuffs 
and  stains. 

Get  Panel  Magic 
today  at  leading 
supermarkets, 
hardware,  discount 
and  department 
stores. 

MAGIC  AMERICAN  CHEMICAL  CORPORATION 
Cleveland,  Ohio  44122 

10  REASONS  WHY 
YOU  CAirr  BUY  A  BETTER 

CONTAQ  CEMENT. 
1.  Instant  grip 

2.  Super  strength 
3.  Economical,  goes 

farther 
4.  Hundreds  of  uses 

5.  Easy  one-coat 
appHcation 

6.  Long  open  time 

7.  Easy  water  clean-up 

8.  Won't  damage  paint 
9.  Non-flammable 

10.  Non-toxic 
These  10  reasons  add  up 

to  one  strong  case  for  our 

new  Weldwood  Plus-10™ 
Contact  Cement. 

The  secret  is  a  new  for- 
mula that  puts  Plus-10  in 

a  category  all  by  itself. 

So  whether  you're  a  serious 
handyman  or  a  weekend 

do-it-yourselfer,  Weldwood 
Plus-10  Contact  Cement 

will  help  you  achieve  pro- 
fessional results -and  that's a  big  plus^9|c|w00d 

/^]|  Roberts  Consolidated  Industries 
VS>'  Champion  International  Corpoiation 

Weldwood  ?iu&-10 

K   H 

REMODELING 
New  ideas  for 
kitchens,  battirooms, 
storage By  Will  Morris 

Rewarding  as  it  can  be,  not  every- 
one can  remodel  his  entire  house  or 

enlarge  it  with  add-on  wings.  The 
greatest  volume  of  residential  re- 

modeling is  in  bringing  the  kitchen 
and  bathroom  up-to-date  and  in 
creating  storage  in  older  houses.  In 

1 974,  $3,2 1 2,400,000  was  expend- 
ed on  remodeling  2,805.600.000 

kitchens  in  single  family  homes. 

$1,377,800,000  was  spent  on  re- 
modeling 2,505,000,000  bath- 

rooms. New  ideas,  new  ways  of 

living  and  using  these  rooms  have 

sparked  the  need  for  such  wide- 
spread change.  And  present-day 

acquisitiveness  has  necessitated 
more  and  better  storage.  Listed 
here  are  some  remodeling  solutions 
and  ideas  planned  by  architects 
and  designers.  Some  are  in  new 
houses,  some  in  older  houses,  out- 

moded but  not  outworn. 

The  new  kitchen 
Though  change  in  the  kitchen  has 
certainly  come  about  because  of 
the  vast  upgrading  in  appliances 
and  equipment,  this  room  has  also 
undergone  an  enormous  change  in 
character.  It  has  been  transformed 

from  a  rather  clinical,  drab  labora- 
tory into  a  social  center  fitted  out 

for  the  family  to  live  in  as  well  as 
work  in.  An  eating  center  is  a 
must;  a  sofa,  chairs,  desk,  fireplace, 

and  children's  play  space  are  not uncommon.  Since  the  kitchen  is  a 

principal  user  of  gas  or  electrical 
energy,  conservation  of  it  should 
be  the  watchword  in  remodeling. 

Select  appliances  with  new  energy- 
saver  devices  and  conserve  energy 

in  the  way  you  use  the  equipment. 
Several  kitchens  illustrate  the 

great  variety  possible  in  remodel- 
ing. In  a  big.  old  New  England 

house,  a  delightfully  spacious 

kitchen-family  room  was  created 
from  what  had  been  four  boxy  ser- 

vants" rooms  and  a  cramped,  out- 
moded kitchen.  A  new  U-shaped 

kitchen  was  placed  in  the  center  of 
the  first  floor,  and  great  sections  of 
the  ceiling  above  were  knocked  out 
giving  two-story  height  to  much  of 
the  new  kitchen  and  family  room. 
A  spiral  stair  leads  up  to  what  is 
now  a  balcony  playroom  for  the 
family's  four  children. 

In  New  Jersey  much  of  the  rear 
wall  of  a  conventional  center  hall 

house  was  opened  wide  to  add  a 

curving,     glass-walled     breakfast 

room  and  playroom.  The  kitchen, 
which  was  remodeled  around  a  big 
square  island,  is  on  one  side  of  it 
(now  brilliantly  daylighted)  and  a 

fanciful  open  deck  in  primary  col- 
ors is  on  the  other  side. 

In  California,  the  stulTy  library 

and  a  hatbox  of  a  maid's  room  and 
bath  at  the  front  of  a  turn-of-the- 
century  house  were  converted  into 

a  hospitable  25-foot-wide  kitchen- 
family  room.  Counters  ring  one 
end  of  the  new  room  with  open 

shelving  above,  comfortable  wick- 
er chairs,  a  desk,  a  round  gate-leg 

dining  table  furnish  the  sitting 
area,  while  French  doors  now  open 
to  a  new  deck  for  outdoor  meals. 

Better  bathroom 

The  second  room  most  frequently 

remodeled  today  is  the  bathroom. 
And  it  can  be  a  far  cry  from  the 

three-fixture,  5-by-7-foot,  white 

tile  cubicle  that  was  yesterday's standard  design.  New  fixtures  such 
as  oversize  and  whirlpool  tubs, 
cabinet  lavatories,  an  infinite  range 
of  structural  materials,  various 
storage  facilities,  larger  space,  and 

the  priceless  ingredient  of  imagi- 
nation can  transform  the  bathroom 

in  countless  ways. 

Two  examples,  one  appearing  to 

be  extravagantly  large  but  occupy- 
ing minimal  space,  the  other,  a 

three  part  bath,  indicate  the  variety 
possible.  In  remodeling  a  Texas 
house,  space  was  only  IV2  feet 
wide  for  the  bathroom.  The  length 
was  considerably  more  than  that, 

enough  to  include  a  5-foot-square 
tub  sunk  in  the  floor,  a  lavatory 
cabinet,  a  chaise  for  naps,  toilet 

and  bidet  compartment,  and  a  spa- 
cious clothing-dressing  area.  What 

makes  it  spectacular  is  the  ceiling 

pitched  high  over  the  room  so  that 
clerestory,  view-catching  glass  pan- 

els could  be  installed.  Together 
with  a  45-degree  angled  mirror 
wall,  they  enlarge  the  apparent  size 
of  the  room  enormously.  And  at 
one  end  of  the  room,  above  the 

tub,  a  glass  wall  overlooks  a  small 
semicircular  court  and  pool,  which 
further  expands  it. 

In  a  New  York  apartment,  the 
bathroom  was  given  a  whole  new 

form  by  dividing  it  into  three  spe- 
cific areas.  Handsomely  finished 

with  black  slate  flooring  and  white 
mosaic  ceramic  tile  walls,  tub,  and 

Continued  on  page  66 
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This  handsome  trio  6t 
energy^saving  c^ens 
gives  you  the  bestow 
all  possible  cooKing 
worlds.  A  Microwave 
oven  for  nneals  in 

minutes.  A  Stay-Hot 
oven  for  keeping  food 
crisp  or  moist, 
without  overcooKteg. 

And  a  Self-Cleaning 
oven  for  conventional 
cooking.  The  total 
system  for  the  total 
cook.  Designed  to  be 
the  focal  point  of  the 
finest  kitchens.  A 
more  complete  triple 
oven  system  cannot 
be  purchased.  That 
should  come  as  no 

surprise  since 
Thermador  created  it. 
For  more  information 
contact: 

Thermador 

For  complete  warranty  detansorttnis 
or  other  Thermador  products,  see  your 
dealer  or  write  Thermador:  51 19  Dlstria 

Blvd..  Dept.Ql   Los  Angeles.  Ca  90O40 
Eastern  Zone  Office, 
615  Sherwood  Parkway.        ^?^"^^> 

Suite  6A.  Mountainside,       "^ 
N J. 07092 • (201)233-5432 
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If  youre  all  thumbs  when  if 
here's  a  helping  hand 

Don't  let  the  idea  of  putting  up  paneling  scare  you.  If  you  can 
hit  a  nail  with  a  hammer,  measure  with  a  ruler,  and  use  a  saw, 
you  can  put  up  Masonite  brand  paneling  yourself. 

1.  First,  you'll  need  a  plan.  Measure  the  room  you  want  to 
panel.  Then  draw  a  floor  plan  indicating  doors,  windows,  stair- 

ways, pipes  or  beams.  Then  take  this  to  your  Masonite  dealer 

He'll  help  you  select  the  amount  of  Masonite  brand  paneling 
you'll  need. 

One  thing  to  re- 
member when  you 

pick  your  paneling— the 
lighting  at  your  Masonite 
dealer  will  differ  from  your 
lighting  at  home.  So,  as  a 
general  rule,  a  wall  of  dark 
Masonite 

brand  panels 
in  your  home 
may  look  darker 
than  the  one 

sample  panel  in 

your  dealer's  show room. 

Z.  Once  you  get  your  panels  home, let  them  stand  unwrapped 
on  the  long  edge  for  48  hours,  so  they  11  adjust  to  the  room 
temperature  and  humidity.  Then  stand  them  up,  and  arrange 
the  panels  along  the  wall  until  you  find  the  most  pleasing 
pattern  for  your  room. 

If  your  walls  are  flat  and  smooth,  you  can  put  the  paneling 
directly  on  your  walls.  If  you  have  concrete  or  masonry  walls, 

you'll  need  a  simple  framework  of  furring  strips  (inexpensive 
lengths  of  1"  x  3"  lumber).  Your  Masonite  dealer  can  help 
you  here,  too. 

O.  Now  you're  ready  to  put  up  your  panels  and  cut  those  that 
will  need  to  be  trimmed.  If  you're  going  to  use  a  power  saw, 
cut  with  the  finished  side  down.  If  you're  using  a  handsaw, 
mark  and  cut  with  the  finished  side  up.  The  old  carpenter's 
adage  is  good  advice  here:  measure  twice  and  cut  once. 

4.  Start  paneling  at  the  comer  of 
the  room.  Use  a  simple  carpen 

ter's  level  to  make  sure  you 
have  the  first  panel  straight 

up  and  down.  (That  s  what 

carpenters  call  'plumb!') If  you  use  panel  adhesive 
follow  the  directions  on 
the  cartridge.  If  you  use 
nails,  make  sure  they  go 
into  the  wall  studs.  Studs 

are  the  2"x4" boards  that 
form  the  supporting  inner 
framework  for  your  wall. 

By  tapping  gently  along  the 
wall  until  you  hear  a  solid 
sound,  you  can  find  exactly 
where  they  are. 

5.  When  your  first  panel  is  "plumb"  and  secure, 
you're  ready  to  put  the  next  one  up.  The  edge  of  this 

new  panel  should  touch  the  edge  of  the  previous  panel  very 

lightly.  When  you  come  to  a  door  or  window  frame,  you'll have  no  trouble  as  long  as  you  measure  carefully  before  cut 
ting.  A  pattern  drawn  on  newspaper  first  will  be  your  safest  bei 

O.  For  electrical  outlets,measure 
from  the  floor  up  and  from  the 
edge  of  the  previously  installed 
panel.  Then  draw  a  pattern  on 
your  panel,  drill  holes  in  the 
inside  comers  of  the  pattern,  and 

cut  out  the  pattern  with  a  key- hole saw. 

7.  When  all  your  panels  are  in 

place,  you're  ready  for  Masonite brand  mouldings  for  the  floor, 
ceiling  and  around  the  windows 
and  doors.  The  mouldings  will 

cover  up  any  minor  measuring  or  cutting  errors  along  the 
edge  and  give  your  paneling  a  finished,  professional  look. 
And  since  they  are  prefinished  and  color-coordinated, 

there's  no  painting  or  stain  matching  required.  There's  even 
a  moulding  for  inside  and  outside  corners. 

Stand  back  and  take  a  look.  You  ve  added  richness  and 

beauty  to  what  was  just  an  ordinary  room. 

Best  of  all,  you've  done  it  with  Masonite  brand  hardboard 
paneling.  That  means  your  new  walls  can  take  wear  and  tea 
Because  Masonite  brand  paneling  is  tough.  It  resists  splitting 

cracking,  knocks  and  dents.Yet  Masonite  hardboard  panelin- 

is  easy  to  maintain.  It's  made  from  real  wood  and  has  all  of 



•mes  to  things  like  paneling, 
om  Masonitel 
real  wood's  advantages,  without  the  disadvantages.  And  a 
special  process  imparts  an  astonishing  realness  to  every 
Masonite  design. 

Putting  up  Masonite  brand  hardboard  paneling  can  be  easy. 

If  you  have  any  questions  just  ask  for  our  free  "Masonite  guide 
to  paneling'.' You'll  find  it  and  more  than  60  intriguing  Masonite 
designs  at  your  Masonite  dealer 

Look  for  him  in  the  Yellow  Pages  under  "Paneling'.' 

When  you  ask  for  ̂ ^3^ 
Masonite  paneling,  ̂ |  ■  I 

make  sure  you  get  ■  ■  ■<? 
the  Masonite  brand.  cT?o?^'^^ 

IRATION 

Man-made  finish  on  real  Masonite  brand  hardboard. 

Forester  series™  Butterwood 



It  Is  not  always  more  storage  that  is  needed  but  storage 

planned  specifically  for  what  is  to  go  into  it 

Remodeling 
cuntiinted  front  page  62 

reclining  lounge,  the  bathing  area 

is  a  quadrant.  The  rounded,  cus- 
tom-built uih  and  adjacent,  serpen- 

tine-shaped lounge  face  the  wall. 
Next  to  this  starkly  simple  but  lux- 

urious area,  a  rounded  white  tiled 
wash-basin  counter  is  cantilevered 
from  a  mirrored  wall  in  the  dress- 

ing area.  The  third  section  is  an 
enclosed,  wood-lined  sauna  to 
complete  the  sybaritic  delights  of 
this  bathroom. 

As  a  third  example,  unused  attic 

space  over  the  one-story  wing  of  an 
old  New  England  house  provided 

room  for  a  spacious  master  bath. 
Plumbing  lines  were  brought  up 
easily  from  the  kitchen  below.  Two 
corners  were  converted  into  com- 

partments for  the  washbasin  count- 
er cabinet  and  toilet.  In  the  center 

of  the  room  a  big  square  tub  was 
installed  on  a  platform  above  floor 

level.  The  gabled  roof,  with  ex- 
posed rafters,  provided  ample 

headroom  and  skylights  were  in- 
stalled on  either  side  of  the  roofs 

ridge  directly  above  the  tub.  Sun- 
light and  treetop  views  are  now 

enjoyed  from  the  tub. 

Storage  tricks 
It  is  not  always  more  storage  that 

is  needed  but  storage  planned  spe- 
cifically for  what  is  to  go  into  it. 

This  is  something  possible  in  un- 
expected ways  and  places. 

Understairway  storage.  A  base- 
mentless  house  sometimes  has  a 
wasted  triangular  space  under  the 
center  hall  stair.  It  is  a  good  spot  to 
enclose  for  luggage,  golf  clubs, 

sports  gear. Stacked  tray  storage.  Shelving 

designed  to  hold  stacks  of  molded 
plastic  bins  or  trays,  or  transparent 
acrylic  boxes,  is  especially  useful 

in  dressing-room  closets,  children's 
rooms,  laundry.  For  shirts,  sweat- 

ers, scarves,  and  other  clothing,  the 
tray  contents  can  be  identified  at  a 

glance  and  the  trays  may  be  la- 

The  KitchenAid 
Eneigy  Saver  Dishwasher. 

Good  news  every  time  you  wash  dishes. 
Good  news  every  time  you  pay  your 
electric  bill. 

CatlMV  SAVER 

Enjoy  KitchenAid  efficiency,  KitchenAid 
performance,  and  even  greater 
KitchenAid  economy. 

Our  Energy  Saver  feature  actually 
saves  about  half  the  electricity  normally 
used  in  a  full  cycle. 

Activate  the  button,  and  the 
KitchenAid  drying  system  gently  dries 
your  dishes  with  fan-circulated  air. 
Without  heating.  They  come  out 
clean,  sanitary,  and,  in  most 
instances,  without  a  single  drop 
of  water  left  on  them. 

Of  course,  our  Energy  Saver 
Dishwasher  still  offers  the 

dependability  and  reliability 

you've  come  to  expect  from 
KitchenAid. 

So  save  effort,  save  energy, 
save  money. 

See  the  KitchenAid  Energv 
Saver  Dishwasher  at  your 

KitchenAid  dealer  (he's 
in  the  Yellow  Pages). 

Or  write  KitchenAid, 
Hobart  Corporation, 
Department  6DA-5, 
Troy,  Ohio  45374. 

KitchenAid.  Built  better.  Not  cheaper. 
Dishwashers  •  Trash  Compactors  •  Disposers  •  Hot-water  Dispensers 

beled. 

Toy  storage.  Floor  level,  pull- 
out  drawers  on  rollers  at  the  base 
of  clothes  closets  make  handy, 

easy  access  storage  for  children's smaller  toys. 

Pull-out  cupboards.  Constructed 
like  vertical  drawers  with  handles, 

they  can  be  built  next  to  kitchen- 
counter  cabinets  or  bathroom  lava- 

tory cabinets.  On  rollers,  and  fitted 
with  pegboard,  hangers,  or  shelves, 
they  will  store  ladles,  pot  lids, 
strainers,  spatulas,  cooking  forks 
next  to  the  range  in  an  upright  po- 

sition. Adjoining  a  bathroom  lava- 
tory and  mirror,  the  cupboards 

can  conveniently  hold  cosmetics, 
ties,  belts,  scarves. 

Wine  vault.  A  sloping  site  af- 
forded underground  storage  space 

for  wine  in  a  Pacific  Northwest 
house.  Walls  were  lined  with  stock 

terra-cotta  pipes  just  big  enough  to 
hold  a  bottle  each.  In  an  older 
house,  an  unused  small  pantry  with 
base  and  wall  cabinets  was  fitted 

out  as  a  place  for  wine  storage.  The 
shelves  and  doors  were  removed, 
and  strips  of  wood  were  applied 
back  and  front  diagonally  to  form 
a  crisscross  lattice  that  holds  the 
wine  bottles. 

Dressing-table  storage.  Double 

doors  were  removed  on  an  expand- 
able clothing  closet,  30  inches 

deep,  60  inches  long,  and  a  pair  of 
narrow  drawers  supporting  a  mir- 

rored dressing-table  countertop 
was  installed.  Mirror  lines  the 
walls  above  the  counter,  light  bulbs 

frame  it,  and  there's  a  storage  shelf for  hats  above.  A  home  office  could 

be  built  into  such  space  as  well  with 
a  counter  placed  over  some  filing 

cases  and  shelving  for  books  in- 
stalled above  it. 

Storage  walls.  In  living  or  dining 
room,  kitchen,  bedrooms,  bath, 

and  dressing  rooms,  well-organized 
storage  walls  can  house  more  es- 

sentials than  closets,  which  take 
twice  the  space  and  cost  more. 
They  can  be  built  from  floor  to 
ceiling,  wall  wide,  or  be  built  as 
door-high  dividers  between  rooms. 
The  latter  allows  continuous  floor 

and  ceiling  planes  between  two 
areas,  enlarging  each  individually, 
while  partly  screening  each.  They 
should  be  individually  planned  for 

specific  rooms  and  functions.  In  a 

living  room  or  library,  book  stor- 

age, a  record  player,  record  stor- 
age, stereo  speakers.  TV.  a  bar  may 

be  combined  in  one  wall.  Correct- 
ly sized  compartments  for  assorted 

clothing  and  accessories  are 
planned  for  bedrooms,  dressing, 
or  bath  areas.  In  dining  room  or 

kitchen,  china,  glass,  silver,  linens, 
cooking  utensils,  foodstuffs  are 
stored  for  easy  access  where  the\ 
are  used.  ■ 
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I 
The  most      k^ 

o-wax  cushioned 
loors  in  your  color. 
Like  22  in  Blue. 

Andthis  blue  isall  nevv. It's  just 
one  of  the  Prestige  collection, 

based  on  authenticated  designs  from 
the  many  lands  that  have  made  up  the 
heritage  of  America. 

These  Inspired  designs  featurethe  con- 
venience of  all  our  no-wax,  Shinyl  Vinyl® 

floors,  and  the  comfort  of  cushioning.  A 

no-wax,  Shinyl  Vinyl  floor  stays  fresher 

looking  longer,  usuaHy  with  just  sponge 

^^ping.  in  time,  a  reduction  in  gloss  will 
..wCUii^n"  areas  of  heavier 'Us^VVe  recom- mend Cpngoleum  Vinyl  Dressing  to  prd- 
videa^tTi^l^rshijje,  if  preferred.  1 

See:th;i;^igrfeat  new  collection  and 

choose  yout^^JoorsAru^otir'^Jolor.  ̂ "nct.ws 
In  theJYellow  Pages  utider^S- Flooring^ 
Pattern  #45001  shown. 



Don't  just  cool 
your  air, 

clean  it.too. 

Air 

conditioning 
cools  air,  but  millions 

ot  dirt  particles  remain 
to  be  recirculated 

\'  throughout 
your  home. 

r  So  when 
you  cool  (or  heat) 

your  air,  clean  it,  too! 
Install  a  Honeywell 

Electronic  Air 
Cleaner.  It  removes 
up  to  95%  of  the  dirt, 
smoke  and  pollen 
passing  through  it. 

To  "in-duct"  mc  into  your  system,  call  your  local 
heating,  air  conditioning  contractor  or  urite 

Honeyuell,  Dept.  G2118. 
Minneapolis,  Minnesota  55408. 

Honeywell 

Getting  a  jump  on  spring 

How  to  start  a  garden 
from  seed  indoors, 
step  by  step 

B\  Marxheth  Weston 

1.  Plan  a  new  garden  first  on  graph 

paper.  Plan  to  put  it  where  most 
vegetables  and  flowers  can  get  at 
least  6  hours  of  sun  a  day.  Allow 

space  for  paths  and  for  proper  dis- 
tances between  rows  and  between 

plants.  Seed  catalogues  and  pack- 
ets will  give  you  the  ideal  spacing 

for  most  varieties.  Generally  you 

will  need  12  to  18  inches  between 
rows  of  small  growing  plants. 
Staked  tomatoes  will  need  about  2 
feet  of  elbowroom.  Tall  plants  or 
netting  for  climbers  should  be  on 
the  north  side  to  avoid  shading 
small  plants.  Remember  to  group 

perennials  in  corners  or  in  an  out- 

side row.  out  of  the  way  of' areas 
you  will  cultivate  for  annuals. 

Early  crops  such  as  peas  and  let- tuce should  also  be  grouped  for 
easy  harvest  and  replacement  by 
other  seeds. 

2.  U  hen  the  earth  is  dr>  and  work- 
able, loosen  and  enrich  the  soil. 

Fork  and  turn  it  at  least  6  to  8 
inches  down.  To  give  the  soil  the 
humus  and  richness  plants  need, 

mix  in  peat  moss,  compost,  gyp- 
sum, and  well-rotted  manure  or 

commercial  fertilizer.  An  all-pur- 

pose fertilizer  is  one  marked 5-10-5. 

3.  Start  some  of  the  seeds  indoors. 

Basically  all  you  need  are  contain- 
ers with  drainage  holes  (or  even 

aluminum  loaf  pans  with  holes 

punched  in  them)  to  hold  2  or  3 
inches  of  sand,  vermiculite,  perlite. 

milled  sphagnum  moss,  or  a  com- 
bination of  any  of  these  sterile  me- 

diums. Plants  started  indoors  in 

ordinary  garden  loam  (non-sterile 
soil)  run  the  danger  of  "damping 
off,""  collapsing  just  when  they  look 
most  promising.  Moisten  the  mix, 
drain,  and  press  seeds  lightly  into 
the  surface,  barely  covering  them. 
Cover  the  container  with  a  plastic 

bag  or  glass  to  keep  the  air  humid. 
(For  ready-made  shortcut  seed 
kits,  see  page  70.)  Label  and 

date  each  planting.  Put  the  con- 
tainers in  a  bright,  warm,  but  not 

sunny  place.  To  germinate,  most 
seeds  must  be  kept  at  about  70-75 
degrees.  Open  the  plastic  from 
time  to  time  to  give  any  sprouts  an 
airing.  When  true  leaves  appear, 
uncover  and  move  to  direct  sun. 
Later  on  you  can  thin  seedlings, 

add  a  dilute  plant  food,  and  if  nec- 
essary repot.  Before  transplanting 

outdoors  in  good  weather,  condi- 
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tion  plants  by  letting  them  spend 
a  few  days,  not  nights,  in  outdoor 
shade. 

4.  Rake  the  surface  of  the  garden 
soil.  It  should  be  smooth  before 

planting. 
5.  Make  straight  rows  for  seeds  or 
transplants.  Tie  a  string  to  two 
sticks  and  move  them  as  needed  to 
form  a  taut  marker.  Guided  by  the 

string,  trace  a  furrow  in  the  earth 
with  the  end  of  a  hoe  handle. 

6.  Before  planting,  moisten  the  fur- 
rows. L'sc  a  hose  gently.  Let  the 

water  sink  in  so  that  the  seeds  or 

transplants  will  not  float  in  pud- 
dles. 

7.  Plant  seeds  at  the  proper  time 

and  depth.  F-ollow  instructions  on 
seed  packets  for  planting  seeds 
outdoors.  Barely  cover  most  seeds. 
Remember  that  it  is  often  difficult 

to  plant  a  garden  all  at  once,  unless 
you  have  waited  until  all  danger  of 
frost  is  past.  Lettuce  and  peas,  for 
instance,  can  withstand  late  frosts 

while  other  crops  must  wait. 
8.  Keep  the  soil  moist  during  the 

germinating  period.  Water  with  a 
watering  can  or  mist  gently  with  a 
hose  every  day,  if  there  is  no  rain. 
Soon  the  plants  will  thrive  on  a 
weekly  1  inch  of  water  or  rainfall. 
Weekend  gardeners  should  get 

someone  to  water  seeds  in  their  ab- 
sence, or  rely  on  transplants  that 

have  been  germinated  by  the  local 
nurser\man. 
9.  Thin  the  seedlings  when  they  are 

about  2  to  3  inches  high  to  allow 
each  plant  to  grow  to  its  proper size. 

10.  Lightly  cultivate  or  mulch  the 
soil  to  keep  down  competing 
weeds.  Vegetable  thinnings  often 

make  good  eating — beet  greens, 
tiny  carrots,  tiny  lettuce. 
11.  Pick  often.  Learn  to  recognize 
when  crops  are  getting  past  their 

peak  and  gather  them  and  give 

them  away  if  you  don't  have  time to  can  or  freeze  them. 
12.  Feed  the  plants  that  feed  you 

or  that  provide  your  table  flowers. 

A  light  side-dressing  of  5-10-5. 
sprinkled  some  4  inches  from  the 
plants  themselves,  will  give  them  a 
boost  in  midseason  to  keep  vege- 

tables and  flowers  going  until  frost. 

At  season's  end.  gather  disease- 
free  stems  and  leaves,  and  put  them 

in  a  compost  pile  to  give  your  gar- 
den a  good  start  next  year. 

Continued  on  page  70 
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The  NuTbne  Bath 
The  Most  Important  Little  Room  In  The  House 

/J^^tu^^ 

y^. 

[A  former  editor  ol  CjoocI  Hdusckecpiny 
and  Family  Circle  Magazines. 

/^W>^j^2^a^. 

Modular  is  the  word  for  NuTone  Vanitory 
Cabinets.  All  sizes  and  furniture  styles.  Best  of  all 

each  has  that  "built-in"  look.  Towels,  linens, 
spray  cans,  all  toilet  articles  store  neatly  and  com- 

pactly. Variety  of  contemporary  and  traditional 
styles  can  give  your  bath  that  designer  look.  And, 
be  sure  to  complement  your  Vanitory  with  com- 

panion NuTone  lighting.  NuTone  Vanitories  and 
lighting  can  make  your  bath  better,  beautifully. 

NuTone  Heat-A-Ventlite®  offers  instant  heat 
when  you  need  it,  along  with  bright  overhead 
light  and  an  exhaust  fan.  They  help  conserve 
energy  by  offering  you  heat  instantly,  when  and 
where  you  need  it.  They  are  a  delightful  alterna- 

tive to  a  chilly  bathroom.  Available  in  radiant 
and  fan-forced  models. 

Decorator  bath  cabinets  from  NuTone  are  a 

far  cry  from  the  plain,  old  medicine  chest. 
Beautiful  framed  mirrors  hide  spacious  cabinets 
for  all  your  bathroom  necessities.  Many  styles 
from  all  periods  to  choose  from.  Most  models 
also  available  as  decorator  mirrors  only. 

For  the  name  of  your  nearby  NuTone  dealer, 
DIAL  FREE:  800-543-8687  in  the  continental 

U.S.,  except  in  Ohio,  call  800-582-2030. 

NuTone's  famous  Hall 
Mack  brand  of  decorator 
accessories  add  conven- 

ience and  elegance. 
Crafted  of  solid  brass, 
finished  in  antique  brass, 
pewter,  chrome  or  white 
and  gold.  Choose  from 
an  array  of  helpful 
items.  Towel  bars,  rings 
and  hoops,  soap  dishes 
and  more!  Even  electri« 
cal  switch  plates  echo 
inspired  styling  and 

good  taste. 

Let  me  help  you  plan  creatively.  Take  advantage  of  this  special  offer.  Send  only  $1 .00  for  the 
NuTone  Idea  Book.  1 56  pages  crammed  full  of  exciting,  new  products  that  will  both  beautify 

your  home  and  make  it  more  efficient  and  convenient.  Included  is  a  special  1 6-page  home 
planning  guide  I  wrote  to  help  you  with  every  detail  of  planning  a  new  home  or  remodeling. 

Act  now,  and  get  as  a  bonus,  a  36-page  Home  Security  Guide.  Full  of  facts  and  ideas. 
Things  you  can  do  yourself  to  improve  your  home  by  protecting  it. 

NuTbne  Housing  Products 
Only 

^1.00 

Dept.  HG-5.  P.O.  Box  9050,  Cincinnati,  Ohio  45209 
Scouill 

Enclosed  is  $1.00.  Send  me  the  NuTone  Idea  Book 
and  the  Home  Security  Guide. 

Name   

Address- 
City. 

State. 

-Zip. 

Telephone. 
Form  3106,  Printed  in  U.S.A. I 



How  lo  start  a  garden  from  seed  continued 

B5C«i  « 

at  seed  starters — , 
..s  Hits 

By  A  my  A .  Schwab     /y 

To  watch  something  grow  is  a 

fascinating  and  satisf\ing  experi- 
ence. It  is  one  reason  why  so  many 

people  today  are  growing  their 

plants  from  the  very  beginning — 
from  seed.  You  can  gather  all  the 
equipment  for  germinating  seeds 
indoors  without  too  much  effort 

or  expense.  Or  you  can  order 
ready-made  starting  kits,  complete 

with  everything  you'll  need,  from 
most  major  seed  companies.  These 
all-in-one    seed    starters    are    effi- 

cient and  timesaving  because  they 
save  you  the  trouble  of  shopping 
for  everything  yourself.  The  basic 
ones  provide  container,  sterile  mix, 
and,  sometimes,  seeds.  The  more 

elaborate  ones  can  contain  every- 
thing from  sterile  mix  to  heating 

cables,  thermostat,  and  even  a 
fluorescent  light  fixture.  Here  are 
some  from  major  seed  companies: 

VV.  Atlce  Burpee  &  Company 

has  quite  a  selection.  The  Seed'n 
Start  Kit  provides  the  bare  essen- 

tials— compartmented  container. 
planting  medium,  one  vegetable 
seed  packet,  and  clear  plastic  lid 
for  SI.  10.  Fertl-Cubes  Seedling 
Starters  has  40  self-contained  en- 

riched cubes  for  seed  planting. 
S2.50  per  box.  The  Early  Start 
Kit  is  made  up  of  a  plastic  tray, 

planting  medium,  two  seed  sowing 
trays,  peat  pots,  labels,  1 6-page 
booklet  and  a  6-foot  heating  cable 
for  S6.95,  or  S4.95  without  the 
cable.  The  Easy-Heat  Greenhouse, 
which  has  a  soft  plastic  cover  and 
heating  cable  and  thermostat  to 
keep  a  constant  temperature  of  70 

degrees,  contains  a  29-by-15-by-4- 
inch  planting  box  and  a  half  bushel 

of  planting  medium.  Si  7.95.  Bur- 
pees  Electric  Hothouse,  a  thermo- 
staticallv  controlled  unit  with  a  rig- 

Decorate  your  family  room  by  phone» 

Special  people  desen-e  a  special  phone.  Like  the  Candlestick'  Design  Line*  phone  shou-n  here. 

There  are  other  models  you  can  also  choose  from.  So  there's  bound  to  be  a  style  that's  just 
your  family's  style.  And  they  all  make  terrific  gifts. 

For  complete  details,  call  your  local  Bell 
Telephone  business  office.  (The  Design  Line 
phone  housing  is  owned  by  you.  The  working 

parts  remain  ours ,  so  if  there's  ever 
a  problem,  we'll  fix  it.  In  most 
areas,  Design  Line  phone  prices 
start  as  low  as  $59.95.) 

Design  Line  phones 
from  the  Bell  System 

•Registered  marlc  of  American  Tyecommunications  Corporation 

'Trademark  of  American  Telephone  and  Telegraph  Company 

With  some  [>esign  Line  telephones,  certain  hearing  aids 
may  require  an  adapting  device  available  from  your  local  telephone  company 

id  plastic  dome  and  electrically 

heated  tray  costs  $16.95;  this  hot- 
house is  sold  with  a  Sylvania  Gro- 

Lu.\  adjustable  light  unit  for  $45. 

Miniature     greenhouse     provides 
warmth  and  moisture  for  seeds. 

The  George  W.  Park  .Seed  Com- 

pany offers  beginners  a  7-inch  plas- 
tic-topped Jiffy  Seed  Starter 

Greenhouse  Kit,  with  room  to 

grow  40  seedlings  in  compartments 
filled  with  planting  medium,  S3. 25. 
Park  offers  two  kits  that  contain 

pellets.  Jiffy-7's  and  JitTy-9's. which  expand  when  watered.  The 
kits  also  have  heating  cables,  trays, 
labels,  waterproof  pencils,  and 

plant  food.  The  "One  Step"  Starter 
Kit  is  designed  for  growing  peren- 

nials and  large  garden  plants  such 
as  tomatoes  and  peppers.  S8.50. 
The  "Bio-Gro"  Kit  is  smaller  in 

size  and  quantity  and  the  pellets 

are  Jiffy-9"s  which  have  longer  peat 
fibers  and  no  netting.  It  is  recom- 

mended for  starting  annuals  and 
house-plant  seedlings.  S5.75. 

Stokes  Seeds's  Pro-Seed  Starter 
Kit  combines  just  about  every- 

thing. It  includes  a  Merry-Gro 
Greenhouse  designed  to  prevent 
overwatering.  It  has  a  rigid  plastic 
dome  that  can  be  adjusted  to  3 
different  heights  for  ventilation. 

(  This  greenhouse  is  also  sold  sepa- 
rately by  .Stokes,  $7.98,  and  other 

major  seed  companies).  The  Pro 

Full  kit  has  peatpots,  soil,  pencil, 

I   labels,  food  for  transplants.  ' 

Seed  Kit  supplies  transplanting 

trays,  extra  plastic  covers,  ver- 
miculite.  75  Jiffy  pots.  25  pellets, 
fertilizer,  rooting  hormone,  plant 

sprinkler,  waterproof  pencil,  and 
handbook,  all  for  S24.85.  .\  some- 

what similar  kit,  minus  the  green- 
house, but  with  covered  trays,  i- 

the  Stokes  Economy  Seed  Starter 
Kit,  available  for  S7.60. 

In  general  you  can  follow  basic 
instructions  for  germinating  seeds, 
but  be  sure  to  read  all  directions 
with  the  kits.  To  order  write  to: 
\V.  ATLEE  BURPEE  AND  COMP.\NY 

300  Park  Ave.. 
Warminster.  Pa.  1 8974 
GEORGE  W.  P.\RK  SEED  COMP.\NY, 

INC..  Greenwood,  S.C.  29647 
STOKES  SEEDS  INC..  BoX  548 

Buffalo,  N.Y.  14240 
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Whirlpool  smooth  top  ranges  are  dedicated  to  this 
simple  belief.  The  less  you  have  to  worry  about 

cleaning  them,  the  more  you'll  enjoy  cooking. 
Consider  the  cook  top.  Beautifully  patterned. 

And  since  it's  a  single,  smooth  ceramic  surface, 
beautifully  easy  to  clean. 

Consider  the  oven.  Continuous  cleaning. 

Specially  formulated  porcelain-enameled  walls 
clean  themselves  as  you  bake  [spillovers  should 

be  wiped  away].  No  special  high  heat  cycle  required. 

And  there's  more.  Cabinet-Mate^^-^  design, 
Mealtimer^^^  clocks,  adjustable  broiler  controls.  On 

conventional  models,  Spillguard^''^  tops  and  lift-up 
tops  for  easier  cleaning.  And,  most  important, 
cooking  and  broiling  that  measure  up  to  your  skill 
as  a  cook. 

We'll  say  it  again.  'Clean  plus."  That's  what 
you  get  in  a  Whirlpool  range. 

Whirlpool 
Home  JL  Appliances 

We  believe  quality  can  be  beautiful. 



We  used  to  think  the  restful,  relaxing  life  we  had  always  associated  with  a  familv  fireplace  was  just  a 

dream  until  we  found  our  Heatilator  Fireplace.  Now  we  have  the  warm,  crackling  glow  of  a  real,  built-in. 

wood-burning  fireplace,  without  a  major  investment  in  time  and  money  and  without  the  lingering  mess.  We  have 
the  modem  fireplace  that  allowed  us  to  put  it  where  we  wanted  it.  a  place  that  best  fits  our  decorating  ideas. 

Plus  we  have  the  peace  of  mind  of  a  20-year  warranty  and  a  smoke-free  guarantee.  Our  Heatilator  Fireplace 

has  made  life  a  little  cozier  without  disrupting  our  budget  and  we  feel  it's  the  best  purchase  for  the  house 

we've  ever  made.  See  \\  hat  a  difference  in  living  a  Heatilator  Fireplace  can  make  at  your  house.  It's  simple 
to  do  .  .  .  just  call  Heatilator  Fireplace  on  their  toll-free  number:  (800)  553-8905  for  the  name 
of  your  nearest  dealer,  or  write  Heatilator  Fireplace,  5356  W.  Saunders,  Mt.  Pleasant. 

Iowa  52641  and  receive  this  handy  fireplace  planner.  A  24-page  booklet  that  opens  into  a 
template  to  help  you  plan  your  new  installation.  Also  available  in  Canada. 
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In  just  two  weekends, 

we  created  our  ^ 
own  fireplace ... 

beatllator- AMERICAS  LEADING  FIREPLACE  SYSTEMS 
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r  i he  browner  built  in 
at  thrown  in. 

The  big  difference  between  most 
Microwave  Ovens  and  this  Tbppan 

is  what  you  don't  get.  You  don't  get 
an  inexpensive  browning  dish  thrown 

in  with  your  purchase.  You  don't 
need  it,  because  Tappan  has  a 
browning  element  built  in. 

We  think  a  built-in  browner  is  the 
most  important  feature  to  look  for, 
because  it  solves  a  real  problem 
with  Microwave  cooking. 

You  see,  some  foods  cook  so  fast 

in  a  Microwave  they  don't  have  time 
to  brown.  They  can  be  well  done 
inside,  but  still  look  uncooked.  A 

dish  that  sears  food  doesn't  solve 
the  problem.  Only  a  built-in  browner 
lets  you  brown  foods  conveniently. 

All  Mici 

But  they  don't  all  cook  ti^  same. 
Thppans  Microwave  not  only  finishes 
what  it  starts.  It  starts  you  off  right. 
With  an  automatic  defrost  cycle 
that  can  thaw  a  frozen  turkey  in  30 
minutes.  Then  set  the  Selector 

Control  for  any  kind  of  cooking  — 
roast,  bake,  stew,  simmer.  There's 
also  a  setting  to  keep  foods  warm. 
And  our  two  timers  help  you  get 
consistent  results.  We  even  include  a 
cookbook  full  of  our  best  recipes. 

See  a  demonstration 
and  compare.  We  know  our 

Microwave  isn't  cheap.  We 
also  know  it  is  your  best  value.  But 
don't  take  our  word  for  it.  See  a 
demonstration  at  any  of  the  Tappan 
dealers  listed  on  the  next  page.  Then 

compare.  You'll  find  that  this Microwave  has  everything  you  need. 
And  it's  all  built  in ...  at  the  best 
possible  price. 

Serving  the  heart  of  the  home  since  1881 . 

Mansfield,  Ohio  44901 



SEE  A  DEMONSTRATION  OF  THE  TAPPAN  MICROWAVE  OVEN  WITH  BUILT  IN  BROWNER  AT... 

CALIFORNIA 

All  Northern 
California  Stores 

DIAMOND  NATIONAL 
STORES 

Anaheim 
GEMCO 

WEBER'S  WORLP 
Azusa 
AZUSA  SALES 

Bellflower 
GEMCO 

Berkeley 
HINKS  APPLIANCES 

Burbank 
BETHANIS 

Cerrltos 
EVANS 
ENTERPRISES 

Concord 
CONCORD  ELECTRIC 

Daly  City 
CASINI  APPLIANCE 

Downey 
GEMCO 

East  Fullerton 
GEMCO 

Eureka 
PAY  LESS  DRUG 
STORES 

Fairfield 
FAIRFIELD 
COMFORT  GR. 

RAINBOW  APP. 

Fountain  Valley 
GEMCO 

Fresno 
ARAMS  FURNITURE 

PACIFIC  BUILDING 
SUPPLY 

Fullerton 
GEMCO 

Gardena 
GEMCO 

Gilroy 
KIRBY  APPLIANCE 

Glendale 

FELDMAN'S  APP. 
Glendora 
GEMCO 

Granada  Hills 
GEMCO 

Houston 
GEMCO 

All  Locations 

Hayward 
RALPHS  APPLIANCE 

Indio 
GEMCO 

Inglewood 

RONDON'S 
La  Mirada 

JOE  WARD'S 
Lancaster 
GEMCO 

La  Puente 
GEMCO 

Lodi 

BEN'S  ELECTRIC 
Long  Beach 
A-1  HOME  APP. 
GEMCO 

Menio  Park 
GREGGS  TV  &  APP. 

Oakland 

BREUNER'S 
All  Participating 
Bay  Area  Stores 

FRIEDMANS 
MICROWAVE  GR. 

Oroville 

CURRIER'S  APP, 
Pittsburgh 
A  &  H  SUPPLY 

Pacoima 
GEMCO 

Pomona 
GEMCO 

Redding 
PAY  LESS  DRUG 
STORES 

Redlands 
BURROUGHS  TV  & 
APPLIANCE 

LUCKEY  DISCOUNT 
CENTER 

Redwood  City 

DAVIE'S  APPLIANCE 

Rialto 
LUCKEY  DISCOUNT 
CENTER 

Riverside 
GEMCO 

Roseville 

MILLER'S Sacramento 
GOODYEAR 
SERVICE  STORE 

MASTERS 
WHOLESALE 

ROSCOE  D.  COOK, 
INC. 

San  Bernardino 
CULLEN  TV  &  APP. 

San  Diego 
DEPENDABLE  TV  & 

APP.  CO. 

GEMCO 

WALKER  SCOTT 
DEPT.  STORES 

San  Fernando 
APPLIANCE  CENTER 

San  Francisco 
WESTWOOD  PARK 
APPLIANCE 

San  Gabriel 
GEMCO 

San  Leandro 
GOODYEAR 
STORES 

(All  Participating 
Goodyear  Stores) 

TAPPAN  KITCHEN 
CENTER 

Santa  Ana 
GEMCO 

JESSEE'S  APP.  CO. 
Santa  Rosa 
SUPERIOR 
BUILDING  SUPPLY 

Saugus 

HOWARD  &  PHIL'S FURN.  &  APP. 

Selma 
GATEWAY  FURN. 

Simi 
GEMCO 

Torrance 
GEMCO 

Turlock 

YOUNGDALE'S  INC. 
Van  Nuys 

WAADT  APPLIANCES 

Whittier 

DOCKSTADER'S 
COLORADO 

Aurora 
LEFTY  MARTIN  APP. 

Boulder 
GOODYEAR 

LEFTY  MARTIN  APP. 

Cortez 
COAST  TO  COAST 
STORE 

CORTEZ  TIRE  STORE 

Denver 
GOODYEAR 

LEFY  MARTIN  APP. 
Durango 
COAST  TO  COAST 
STORE 

DURANGO  FURN. 
MART 

IOWA 

Akron 
THERMOGAS  CO.  OF 
AKRON 

Algona 
THERMOGAS  CO.  OF 
ALGONA 

Allison 
THERMOGAS  CO.  OF 

ALLISON 

Aplington 
NORTHERN 
PROPANE  CO. 

Atlantic 
THERMOGAS  CO.  OF 
ATLANTIC 

Audubon 
THERMOGAS  CO.  OF 
AUDUBON 

Bagley 

CORNELIUSSERVICE 
Bancroft 
THERMOGAS  CO.  OF 
BANCROFT 

Britt 
THERMOGAS  CO.  OF 

BRITT 
Brooklyn 

BROOKLYN  APP. 

Buffalo  Center 
MARVSTV  &  APP. 
THERMOGAS  CO. 

Carpenter 
DOCKUM  APPLIANCE 

Cedar  Rapids 

PIDGEON'S  FURN. &  APPLIANCE 

Chariton 

THREKELD'S Charles  City 

THERMOGAS  CO.  OF 
CHARLES  CITY 

Cherokee 
THERMOGAS  CO. 

Clinton 
THERMOGAS  CO.  OF 
CLINTON 

Corydon 
HUGHES  APPLIANCE 

Cresco 
PORTER  GAS  &  APP. 

Decorah 
THERMOGAS  CO.  OF 
DECORAH 

Des  Moines 
HOMAC 

PIDGEON'S  FURN. 
&  APPLIANCE 
All  Locations 

THERMOGAS  CO.  OF 
DES  MOINES 

Douds 
H.  C.  PEDRICK 

&  SONS 

Dubuque 
THERMOGAS  CO.  OF 
DUBUQUE 

Edgewood 
THERMOGAS  CO.  OF 
EDGEWOOD 

Eldora 
THERMOGAS  CO. 
Emmetsburg 
THERMOGAS  CO. 

Evansdale 
ALL-HOME  TV  & 
APPLIANCE 

Fairfield 
THERMOGAS  CO. 

Ft.  Madison 
NORTH  CENTRAL 

PUB.  SERV. 

Fruitland 
THERMOGAS  CO. 

Greenfield 
THERMOGAS  CO.  OF 
GREENFIELD 

Grinnell 
THERMOGAS  CO.  OF 
GRINNELL 

Guthrie  Center 
STEENSON  GAS  & 
ELECTRIC 

Guttenberg 
KUEMPEL 

HARDWARE Hartley 

THERMOGAS  CO. 

Humboldt 
SEILER  APPLIANCE 
Iowa  City 

CAPITAL  PROPANE 

Iowa  Falls 
GENERAL  GAS 
Keokuk 

KEOKUK  GAS 
SERVICE 

Knoxville 
THERMOGAS  CO.  OF 

KNOXVILLE 
Lime  Springs 

THERMOGAS  CO. OF 
LIME  SPRINGS 

Marengo 

THERMOGAS  CO. 

Marshalltown 
THERMOGAS  CO.  OF 
MARSHALLTOWN 

Mason  City 

THERMOGAS  CO.  OF 
MASON  CITY 

Mt.  Auburn 

SCHMIDT 
HARDWARE  &  APP. 

Mt.  Vernon 
KALIBAN  APPLIANCE 
Nevada 

S  &  M  APPLIANCE 
North  English 

LARRY'S  APPLIANCE Osage 

BULLIS  APPLIANCE 

Osceola 
McDowell  app. 
Ottumwa 
THERMOGAS  CO. OF 
OTTUMWA 

Palo 

THERMOGAS  CO. OF 
CEDAR  RAPIDS 

Pocahontas 
THERMOGAS  CO. OF 
POCAHONTAS 

Prairie  City 

THERMOGAS  CO. OF 
PRAIRIE  CITY 

Provitin 
PENCIL  OIL  CO. 

Radcliffe 
THERMOGAS  CO. 

Richland 
THERMOGAS  CO.  OF 
RICHLAND 

Shenandoah 
GAMBLE  STORE 
THERMOGAS  CO.  OF 
SHENANDOAH Sibley 

THERMOGAS  CO. OF 
SIBLEY 

Strawberry  Point 
COURTNAGE 
APPLIANCE  CO. 

Storm  Lake 
THERMOGAS  CO.  OF 

STORM  LAKE 
Story  City 

OSE  HARDWARE 

Sumner 
THERMOGAS  CO. OF 

SUMNER 

Tripp 

WEST  L.P.  GAS 

Vinton 

BARNES FURN. 

Wall  Lake 
PITTMAN  APP. 

Washington 
THERMOGAS  CO.  OF 
WASHINGTON 

Waterloo 
PEOPLES  TV  & 
APPLIANCE 

THERMOGAS  CO.  OF 

WATERLOO 

Wayland 
ROTH  HARDWARE 

Wilton  Junction 
THERMOGAS  CO.  OF 

WILTON  JUNCTION 

MINNESOTA 

Ada 
HAUSTEN 
HARDWARE 

Browns  Valley 

HOME  FURNISHINGS 

CENTER 
Buffalo 
BUFFALO  APP.,  INC. 

Coon  Rapids 
CRYSTAL  FLOORING 

AND  APPLIANCE 

Detroit  Lakes 
MIRACLE  WATER 
REFINERY 

Duluth 
GOLDFINES 
East  Grand  Forks 
GORMANS 

CABINETS,  INC. Fridley 

FRIDLEY  HOME 
APPLIANCE 

Geneva 

SORENSON'S 
APPLIANCE  &TV 

Grand  Rapids 
GOLDFINES 

Hopkins 
ROGNESS  SERVICE 
SALES 

Hoyt  Lakes 
RANGE  HOME 
CENTER 

Litchfield 
FALKNORS  APP. 
Madison 

LI  BAIRE 
Mankato 

GOLDFINES 
Minneapolis 

REIS-TARGOTV  & 
APPLIANCE 

3  Locations 
Moorhead 
AVID  BENSON 

Moundsview 
STEVE'S  APP.,  INC. 
New  Brighton 
BEISSWENGER 

APP.  &  FURN. 

New  York  Mills 
DALES  CARPET 
Owatonna 

R  &  C  APPLIANCE 
Park  Rapids 

PARK  ELECTRIC 

Pipestone HYPANE  GAS  CO. 

Rochester 

WOODRUFF  CO. 

St.  Bonifacius 
ST.  BONI  FARM  STR. 
St.  Cloud 

NICK  PFLEPSEN'S, INC. 

St.  James 
NOEL'S  APPLIANCE 

St.  Paul 

BENIKE'S  APP.  CO. 
LARSON  APPLIANCE 
NORTHERN 
FURNITURE  CO. 

ROXY  FURN.  &  APP. 

WATSON  APP.  &  TV 

WINKLER  APP. 
Slayton 

Mccormick  APP. 
White  Bear  Lake 
WHITE  BEAR  FURN. 

Willmar 
GOLDFINES 
NEBRASKA 
Nebraska  City 

ELECTRO  GAS  INC. 

Syracuse ELECTRO  GAS  INC. 
NORTH  DAKOTA 

Beulah 
FARMERS  UNION  OIL 
Binford 

BINFORD  OK 
HARDWARE 

Bismarck 

TOWN  &  COUNTRY 

COOP 
Carrington 
CARRINGTON 
AMERICAN 

Devils  Lake 
PAULS  APP.  CENTER 
Edmore 
JOHNSON  STORE Fargo 

APPLIANCE  CITY 
ROTT-KELLER  CO. 

SCHEELS 
HARDWARE 
Two  Locations 

Flasher 
FARMERS  UNION  OIL 

Glen  Ullin 
FARMERS  UNION  OIL 

Grand  Forks 
ELECTRONIC 

CENTER Hazen 
FARMERS  UNION  OIL Hope 

KINGSTON  SERVICE 
Minot 

CAROUSEL  VILLAGE 

New  Town 
COAST  TO  COAST Page 

MOENS  HARDWARE 

&  SUPPLY 

Wahpeton 
CASPERS  FURN. 

OREGON 
Albany 

PAY  LESS  DRUG 
STORES 

Beaverton 
PAY  LESS  DRUG 
STORES 

Bend 
PAY  LESS  DRUG 
STORES Coos  Bay 

PAY  LESS  DRUG 
STORES 

Corvallis 

PAY  LESS  DRUG 
STORES 

Eugene PAY  LESS  DRUG 
STORES 

Grants  Pass 
PAY  LESS  DRUG 
STORES 

Gresham 
PAY  LESS  DRUG 
STORES 

Klamath  Falls 
PAY  LESS  DRUG 
STORES 

La  Grande PAY  LESS  DRUG 
STORES 

McMinnville 
PAY  LESS  DRUG 
STORES 

Newport 
PAY  LESS  DRUG 
STORES 

North  Bend 
PAY  LESS  DRUG 
STORES 

Pendleton 
PAY  LESS  DRUG 
STORES 

Portland 
PAY  LESS  DRUG 
STORES 

All  Locations 
STANDARD  APP. Roseburg 

PAY  LESS  DRUG 
STORES 

Salem PAY  LESS  DRUG 
STORES 

All  Locations 

Springfield PAY  LESS  DRUG 
STORES 

All  Locations 

SOUTH  DAKOTA 

Aberdeen 
ABERDEEN  TV  & 
APPLIANCE 

Armour 

KUNZTV Britton 

GAMBLE  STORE Brookings 

WINSELTV  &  APP. 
Clark 
WELK  SALES 

Faulkton 
COMMUNITY  TV Gettysburg 

KENTS  TV  &  APP. 
Gregory 

KARL'S 

Groton 

PAETZNIC-GARNESS 
FURNITURE 

Huron 

KAPPELSTV  &  APP. 

Mjller LABOR  ELECTRIC 
Mitchell 

REW'STV 

Parkston 
HERRGOTT HARDWARE 

Pierre 

KARL'S 

Platte 

GORDON'S  TV Redfield 
GAMBLE  STORE 

Scotland 
SCOTLAND  PROPANE 

Sioux  Falls 
BRODIES  CERTIFIED 
APPLIANCE 

Sisseton 
HANNASCH  FURN. 

Springfield H  &  WOIL  CO. 

Watertown 
LARRY'S  LUMBER 
White 

GAMBLE  STORE 

Winner 

KARL'S 

Yankton 

KARL'S 

UTAH Salt  Lake  City 

COLLETTS 
All  Locations 

THE  PARIS  CO. 
All  Locations 

WASHINGTON 
PAY-N-PAK 

All  Stores 

PAY  LESS  DRUGS 
All  Stores 

Aberdeen 
PAY  LESS  DRUG 
STORES 

Auburn 
DUMAS  BAY  CO. 

Bellingham 
DeWAARD  &  BODE 

Bellevue 
PAY  LESS  DRUG 

STORES 

ROSS  APP.  &  TV 
Blaine 

BLAINE  MARINA 
MART 

Bothell 
BOTHELL  APP.  &  TV 

Bremerton 
HOUSE  OF  VALUES 

CHARLESTON 
HARDWARE 

Burien 

PAY  LESS  DRUG 

STORES 
Chehalis 
CENTRAL  TV  &  APP. Federal  Way 

PAY  LESS  DRUG 
STORES 

Hoquiam ACE  ELECTRIC 
Kennewick 

KENNEWICK 
ELECTRIC  & 
PLUMBING 

LscGv 

HOUSE  OF  VALUES 

Longview PAY  LESS  DRUG 
STORES 

Lynden 

DeWAARD  &  BODE 

Lynnwood 
PAY  LESS  DRUG 
STORES 

Mt.  Vernon 
RAY  LESS  DRUG 
STORES 

Olympia 
OLYMPIA  APP.  CTR. 
Port  Angeles 
PACIFIC 
REFRIGERATION 

PAY  LESS  DRUG 

STORES 

Renton PAY  LESS  DRUG 

STORES 

Richland PAY  LESS  DRUG 
STORES 

Seattle CUSTOM  KITCHENS 
KITCHEN 
DISTRIBUTING 

PAY  LESS  DRUG 

STORES Union  Gap 

PAY  LESS  DRUG 
STORES 

Walla  Walla PAY  LESS  DRUG 

STORES 
Wenatchee 
PAY  LESS  DRUG 

STORES 
WYOMING 

Cheyenne 
B  &  B  APP. 
Torrington 

A-1  ELECTRONICS 

Nationwide  SENTINEL  LINE  Questions  concerning  operation  or  .service  of  your  Tappan  appliance?  Call  toll  free  800/537-5530.  (In  Ohio  call  800/472-5763.) 
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Dress  up  a 
bathroom 
It's  easy  with  DAP 
Kwik-Seal    Tub  & 
Tile  Caulk.  Makes  a 

neat,  white,  water- 
tight seal  around 

tile,  tubs,  sinks, 
showers.  Grouts 
tile.  Caulks  window 
and  door  frames. 

Stays  flexible. 
Takes  paint. 

DAP 
a 

UMWk 
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Keep  your 
house  snug 
Seal-up  cracks  and 
joints  inside  and  outside 
your  home  with  DAP 
Latex  Caulk.  Keeps  heat 
in  — cold  out.  Guns 
easily,  sets  fast  for 
painting  in  2  hours. 

Won't  stain,  bleed  or 
show  through  latex  or 
any  other  paint. 

BIAP 
The  name  people  know 
best  in  home  fix-up 
DAP  Inc..  General  Offices:  Dayton,  Ohio  45401 
Subsidiary  of  Plough,  Inc. 

A  lighting  expert  tells  you 

Electrifying  news 
about 

your  ligiit  bill 
B\  Caroline  Seebohm 

Saving  electricity  means  switching 
off  the  Hghts  to  most  people.  Here, 
Howard  Brandston.  president  of 

Howard  Brandston  Lighting  De- 
sign, comes  up  with  10  ways  to 

save  electricity  at  home  that  we 
bet  you  never  even  thought  of. 

Mr.  Brandston  also  shows  how 

it  is  possible  to  light  an  ordinary- 
sized  living  room  for  best  effect — 
and  save  money. 

"The  first  thing  to  realize  is  that 
\ou  can  get  by  with  much  lower- 

intensity  light  than  you  think,"  says 
Mr.  Brandston.  "There  is  a  myth 

that  low  light  equals  bad  sight." In  fact,  as  Dr.  Jay  M.  Finkleman, 
associate  professor  of  psychology 

at  Baruch  College,  CUNY,  com- 
ments, "there  is,  of  course,  no  re- 

lationship between  eye  damage 
and  rational  lighting  levels.  .  .  . 

Any  general  incremental  illumina- 

tion beyond  the  "critical  level" — that  level  of  illumination  beyond 

which  there  is  no  appreciable  in- 
crease in  efficiency  of  visual  per- 

formance— is  wasteful  and  pos- 

sibly dysfunctional."  And  Dr. David  G.  Cogan,  director  of  the 

Howe  Laboratory  of  Ophthalmol- 

ogy. Boston,  states:  "What  the 
medical  profession  takes  for 
granted,  but  the  public  does  not 
realize,  is  that  the  so-called  eye- 

strain is  a  fatigue  of  mental  con- 
centration that  in  no  way  poses  a 

threat  to  the  eyes." 
In  other  words,  we  are  all  prob- 

ably using  more  light  than  we 
need.  "It  can  be  stated  as  a  rule  of 

thumb,"  declares  Mr.  Brandston, 
■"that  good-quality,  glare-free 
lighting  can  reduce  footcandle  re- 

quirements by  at  least  50  percent."' Understanding  this,  we  may  now 

turn  to  the  top  of  Mr.  Brandston's 
electricity-saving  checklist: 
1.  Trj'  a  smaller  light  bulb  in 
every  fixture  in  the  house.  If  you 
are  comfortable  with  a  100-watt 

bulb,  try  a  75.  If  that  feels  com- 
fortable, try  a  60.  The  place  you  do 

\our  work  is  the  place  to  put  the 

highest-intensity  light.  If,  for  in- 
stance, you  are  lighting  your  living 

room  from  scratch,  light  it  (a)  for 

etfect,  and  (b)  for  functional  pur- 
poses— the  two  need  quite  ditfer- 

ent  lighting.  If  you  want  to  read, 
for  example,  install  a  reading  lamp 

with  a  higher-intensity  bulb  than 
for  general  room  lighting. 
2.  Find  a  comfortable  setting  for 

your  house  heating  and  air  condi- 
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tioning.  Then,  after  you  have  ad- 
justed down  to  that  setting,  see  if 

you  can  turn  it  a  few  degrees  down 
(or  up  for  air  conditioning).  If 
you  set  your  thermostat  at  70  de- 

grees, and  are  accustomed  to  that, 

try  it  at  68  degrees — then  even 
further,  to  67  degrees.  In  other 

words,  continue  to  adjust:  Don't just  do  it  once.  Condition  yourself 
gradually,  and  by  adjusting  down 
to  67  degrees,  youre  talking  big 
money-saving.  At  67  degrees,  a 
major  percentage  of  your  fuel  bill 
has  been  cut,  especially  if  it  is  elec- 

tric heat.  Do  the  same  with  your 

air  conditioning — see  how  warm 
you  can  remain.  Establish  a  wide 
range  of  temperatures  your  body 

can  adjust  to — it's  a  psychological 
possibility. 
3.  If  you  have  an  instant-on  TV, 
install  a  switch  in  its  line  so  vou 

can  switch  oft  the  power.  The 
switch  costs  69  cents,  but  the  in- 

stant-on TV  is  burning  power 
every  minute  to  keep  the  circuits 
warm.  The  real  energy  consumers 
in  your  house  are  invisible,  such  as 
the  instant-on  TV.  the  frost-free 

refrigerator,  and  the  self-cleaning 
oven.  Disconnect  the  frost-free 
element  of  your  refrigerator  and 

you'll  save  money — if  you  can 
bear  it! 
4.  If  you  have  lights  on  a  dimmer, 
turn  them  down  whenever  you 
can. 

5.  .\djust  your  hot-water  heater 

to  the  point  where  you  don't  have to  mix  too  much  cold  water  when 

you  run  your  hot  water.  ( People 
who  live  in  apartments  cannot  do 
this.)  Think  how  wasteful  it  is  run- 

ning boiling  hot  water  and  having 
to  cool  it  down  with  cold.  Find 
where  the  water  is  at  a  comfortable 
temperature  and  save  energy. 

6.  When  you  plan  your  house, 
make  sure  there  is  adequate 

switching,  so  you  don't  have  to 
have  a  group  of  lights  on  one 
switch. 

7.  When  you  buy  new  appliances. 
look  at  the  efficiency  rating  of  the 
products,  so  you  are  sure  you  get 
the  most  efficient  appliance  you can  buy. 

8.  In  summer,  pull  the  blinds  on 
the  sunny  side  of  the  house  to  keep 
rooms  cool.  When  you  go  out,  pull 
all  the  blinds  to  keep  unwanted 
heat  out — and  vice  versa  in  the 
winter.  Use  natural  ventilation 
wherever  possible. 

Continued  on  page  78 
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Todays  best  investment  is 
still  a  house.  But  what  kind 

of  house  is  best  for  you. 

You'll  find  the  latest  archi- 

tectural styles  and  floor 

plans  in  the  Spring-Summer 
1976  issue  of 

House&Garden Building 
Guide 
A  complete  report  on  the  latest  trends 
in  home  design,  including  photo- 

graphs and  plans  of  46  exciting  new 
houses.  Included  are  multi-level  and 
single  level  houses,  year  round  and 
second  house  designs,  manufactured 
and  custom  houses.  Twenty  two  of  the 

houses  are  available  in  a  plans-you- 
can-order  section,  including  two  solar 

energy  designs.— All  in  the  new 
Spring/Summer  1976  issue  of  HOUSE 
&  GARDEN  BUILDING  GUIDE. 

AT  YOUR 

NEWSSTAND 

NOW! 

$ 1 
75 

I'  ,0^  are  -r.aoie  t:  cctam  a  copy  a" 
your  favorite  newsstand,  you  ma,. 
send  a  check  or  money  order  for 

S2.50  (includes  postage  and  han- 
dling) payable  to  HOUSE  &  GARDEN 

BUILDING  GUIDE,  to  the  followmr 
address: 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN.  Dept.  S/S-B 

P.O.  Box  1910,  Grand  Centra- 
Station,  New  York   NY  10017 
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WASn  KING. 

THE  DISHWASHER  THAT'S  SICK  OF 
BEING  CONFUSED  WITH  OTHER  BRANDS. 

Doc,  I'm  a  good  dishwasher.  I  work  herd. I  clean.  I  scrub... 

Yes. 

But  people  keep  confusing  me  with 
other  brands. 

A  classic  case  of  idenfify  crisis. 

What  hurts  is  that  it's  me— Waste  King  — 
who's  got  the  double  wash  arm  that  gets 
things  really  clean,  no  matter  where  you 
stack  em. 

/  see. 

You  can  load  both  my  baskets  any  way 
you  want  and  even  grimy  pots  and  pans 
come  out  sparkling  clean. 

You've  got  a  fhing  about cleanliness? 

Yes,  I'm  obsessed  with  it! 
Very  revealing. 

Look,  Doc,  don't  get  me  wrong. 
I'm  no  sissy.  I'm  tough.  In  fact, 
it's  me,  Waste  King,  who  has the  stainless  steel  interior  and 

the  strongest  warranty  there  is. 

You  hove  greaf  inner  strength. 

Yeah,  but  like  most  tough  guys,  I've  got 

my  gentle  side. A  split  personality. 
Yes  and  no.  But  getting  back  to  my  gentle 

side,  I've  got  these  cushioned  loops  on 
my  baskets  that  protect  dishes  and 
glassware  from  chipping. 

/  notice  you  have  removable  baskets 
and  adjustable  racks. 

Yeah,  I'm  very  flexible.  You  can  adjust 
'em  to  hold  just  about  anything  you  want. 

Look,  youve  got  double  wash  arnn,  stain- 
less steel  interior,  flexible  baskets, 

■   cushioned  loops... so  what's 
the  problenn? 

People  don't  know  who  I  am! 
So  please.  Doc.  Tell  me,  what 
should  I  do? 

Well,  Mr.  King  Waste,  maybe 

you  should  advertise. 

The  name's  Waste  King! 
Waste  King!  Waste  King! 

THE  STAINLESS  STEEL  DISHWASHERS 
For  complete  worronty  detoils  on  oil  Woste  King  products,  see  your  Dealer  or  write  Waste  King    Dept    B.      5119  District  Blvd., 

Los  Angeles,  Co.  90040    •    Eastern  Zone  Office,  615  Sherwood  Parkway  Suite  6A,  Mountoinside,  N.J.  07092.  (201)  233- 5432. 

O/nsiO'' 
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out? 

Doit 
faster, 
cheaper, 
better . . . 

with  an 

'i.-Jrl^iZZ 

One 

hand  operated 
HEAVY  DUTY 

STAPLE  GUN 
SHOOTS  A  STAPLE 
WHEREVER  YOU'D  DRIVE  A  NAIL! 

One  squeeze  .  .  .  shoots  a 

tight-holding,  two  pronged 

staple  wherever  you'd  drive a  nail  —  into  the  hardest 

woods,  plywood,  composi- 
tion board,  Masonite,  plas- 

tic —  even  sott  metals! 

Your  other  hand  is  left 
free  to  hold  material  in 

place  for  a  neater  job 
and  to  balance  yourself 
when  working  on  ladder 

.  .  .  whether  you're  put- 
ting up  coiling  tile,  install- 
ing insulation,  repairing  a 

screen,  upholstering  a 
chair  —  or  any  of  1001 
other  home  fix-it  projects. 

Arrow  Staple  Guns  come  in  a  variety 
of  models,  priced  from  S7.95. 

ASK  ABOUT  ARROW  STAPLE  GUN  SPECIALS 
AT  ALL  THESE  PARTICIPATING  STORES: 

•  Ace  Hardware 

•  Agway  Stores 
•  American  Hardware  Stores 

•  Carter  Lumber 

•  84  Lumber 

•  Grossman's 
•  HWI  Stores 

•  K  Marts 

•  PRO  Hardware  Stores 

•  PRO  Mart  Home  Centers 

•  Sentry  Hardware  Stores 
•  Sutherland  Lumber 

•  True  Value  Hardware  Stores 

•  Western  Auto  Stores 

•  Wickes  Lumber 

•  Wooico 

And  at  all  Leading  Hardware,  Home  Center 
&  DisGOpnt  Department  Stores  Everywhere. 

Your  light  bill 
continued  from  page  76 

9.  Check  insulation.  Take  advan- 

tage ot  the  government's  allowance en  insulating  your  house.  If  you 
insulate  your  house,  the  goverment 

will  pay  up  to  .$2,000  of  the  cost, 
according  to  the  value  of  the 
house.  This  works  as  a  tax  rebate 

— ask  your  tax  expert  how  to  make 
the  claim. 

10.  E.stablish  an  energy  budget — 
perhaps  most  important  of  all. 
Take  your  total  energy  costs  for 
the  year  out  of  your  fuel,  gas,  and 

electric  bills.  Watch  the  read-outs 

as  you  begin  to  make  energy-sav- 
ing adjustments,  and  see  how  your 

power  budget  is  doing.  This  will 
add  incentive  to  the  turn  of  the 

dial.  And  remember  it  is  impor- 
tant for  the  ecology  of  the  country 

as  well  as  giving  you  more  dollars 

to  spend  on  other  things." 

How  to  light  a  room 
and  save  energy 

Here  is  an  average  living  room.  16 

by  1 1  feet,  with  a  fireplace  and  pic- 
ture over  it,  two  armchairs,  a  sofa, 

a  table,  a  bookshelf,  a  window  with 

plants  beneath  it,  and  two  large 
trees.  Lighting  expert  Howard 

Brandston    explains:    "Five  types 

of  light  fixtures  are  needed: 

1.   Entrance  fixture — a  practical. 
surface-mounted,   white   dish.    60 
watts. 

Regressed  drum 
mounted  in 
ceilinfi  from 

Lightolier,  $60. 

2.  Five  surface-mounted  down 

lights  in  ceiling  or  on  track  over 
the  bookcase,  1  foot  in  front  of 

the  shelf,  15  to  18  inches  apart. 

These  give  clean  light  on  to  shelf 
and  also  on  to  table.  On  dimmer, 
30  watts  each. 

gmrmiTniinJ 

Down  light, 

surface 
mounted  from 

Lightolier,  $32. 

SHOULDN'T  CLIMB  STAIRS? 

Install  a  StalrLJFT 

oran"Elevette" 

StairLIFT  "Elevette" 

StairLIFT.  Save  up  to  30%*  with 
this  new,  low-cost  passenger  lift. 
Safe  and  easy  to  install.  Rental 
plans  available  in  most  areas. 
*Generally  priced  about  30%  lower 
than  an  Inclinette. 

"Elevette".  The  modern  home 
elevator  that  can  carry  three 
adults  or  wheelchair  patient  and 
attendant.  Installs  in  the  open  or 
in  a  shaft.  Can  be  color  coordin- 

ated to  your  home. 

SEND  FOR  FREE  BOOKLETS 
with  information  on 

StairLIFT,  "Elevette"  (also 
Inclinette  and  2-seat 
Inclin-ator  passenger 

lifts).  Tax  deductible  when 
recommended  by  doctor. 

INCLINATOR  COMPANY  OF  AMERICA 
2300    Paxton    St..     Harrisburg.    Pa.    17105 

In  business  for  over  50  years. 

How  to  make  your 
window  treatments  beautiful 

with  Levolor  Rivieras. 
We  have  a  Drand  new  book  for  you— full 

of  beautiful  (and  tielpful)  ideas  on  what  to  do 
with  windows.  Here  are  dozens  of  examples 
in  full  color  from  the  files  of  top  decorators. 
And  you  get  a  special  section  that  tells  all 
about  measuring,  laminating,  painting,  etc. 

Levolor  Lorenlzen,  Inc.,  720  Monroe  St., 
Hoboken,  N.J.  07030 

Please  send  me  a  copy  of  your 

idea  book,  "Window  Magic." I  enclose  50e  for  handling  and  mailing. 

Name   

Address. 

City   

Slate. 
-Zip. 

LEVOLOR  RMERA  BUNDS 
._i 

3.  Two  standing  lamps  for  readi 

and  working  under,  each  side 

plant  at  the  end  of  the  table.  Th> 

arc  portable  and  flexible — you 
turn  them  around  if  you  want 

read  in  the  armchair.  40  w: 
each. 

Reading  lamp 

portable, 
from  Robert Sonneman,  $1 

4.  One  framing  projector  light 

tached  to  the  top  of  the  booksh 
(or  use  weighted  base,  which  \ 
can  mount  on  wall  or  shelf)  to  lij 

artwork  on  long  wall.  100  watt* 

Picture 

spot,  $240; 

stand. 

weighted 
base,  $25, 

^r  -\  y 

both  from 

Lightolier. 

ii  r"^^
 

5.  Three  floor  cans  for  plant  liy 

75  watts  each.  (If  your  plants  n 

more  light,  use  a  fluorescL 
warm,  white.  40-watt  light  men 

ed  on  a  collapsible  three-leu 
stand  with  casters  whenever 

need  it.  For  a  really  powerful  li 

add  a  clip-on.  150-watt  incani 
cent  bulb,  i 

Floor-can 

up  light  with 
foot  switch, 

from 

Lighting 
Services,  $25 

"The  total  energy  consumed 

lighting  the  entrance  and  li\ 
room  is  615  watts  or  3.5  watts 

square  foot.  Since  these  fixti 
would  only  rarely  be  lit  simult. 

ously,  the  plan  is  very  econom 
in  terms  of  energy.  Remember 

to  save  even  more,  see  that  c^ 

light  is  on  a  separate  switch  (fli 
or  hand).  This  makes  for  flexibil 

either  alone  or  when  you're  enl 
taining — you  can  use  only  < 

plant  light,  the  picture  light,  an 
reading  light  and  be  pleased  w 
the  effect;  or  for  cozy  effects,  j 

the  plant  lights." 

Mr.  Brandston  finally  sugg« 

that  if  you  have  a  picture  over 
mantelpiece,  you  might  put  a  j 

ture  light  there  (40  watts)  as 

optional  extra.  ■ 
78 
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TRIUMPHS  OF 
THE  AMERICAN  TABLE 

Only  the  Jenn-Air  Grill-Range  lets  you  enjoy  them  all 
~t-  \ 

# 

J 

The  Jenn-Air  Shrimp-Kebab! 
It  gives  you  all  the  sweet  spurting  juiciness 
of  plump,  pink  shrimp,  slathered  with  hot 
chive  butter.  The  skewers  rotate  slowly  on 

the  Jenn-Air  Cooktop  Shish-Kebabber.  The 
skewered  foods  are  bathed  in  a  shimmer  of 

radiant  heat.  Rangetop  ventilation 
exhausts  smoke  and  odors,  draws 

steam  away  so  foods  cook 
crisper,  with  a  richer,  fuller 

~       taste.  And  there  are  dozens  of 
kebab  recipes! 

The  Jenn-Air 

Standing  Rib  Roast! 
\  triumph  of  the  big  Jenn-Air 
*ower  Oven,  it's  cooked  a  new 
vay  to  carve  wine-red  and 
ork-tender.  bursting  with  hot. 
ink,  luscious  juices  percolating 
iiside  a  caramel-brown  meat 
rust. 

And  it's  only  one  of  a  whole 
riumphant  range  full  of  foods 
enn-Air  cooks  in  a  stream  of 

)Ower-driven  air.  Jenn-Air's 
li'f  Cooktop  Convertible  units 
et  you  grill,  spit  roast,  griddle, 
hish-kebab.  and  deep-fry.  On 
he  rangetop  or  in  the  oven. 

enn-Air's  airstream  cookery ooks  cooler,  cleaner,  better. . . 
V  hisks  away  smoke  and  odors  . . . 
xhausts  direct  to  outdoors 
J  keep  your  kitchen  cleaner, 
weeter. 

he  Jenn-Air  Power  Oven. 
Ifs  two  ovens  in  one! 

•■irst,  it's  a  conventional  electric 
l>ven  and  broiler  that  lets  you 
ook  all  your  pre^e^t  recipes 

VMihoiit  change.  Bui  then. just  by 
flicking  a  svv  itch,  it  becomes  an 
entirely  neu  kind  of  oven  that 
lets  you  cook  foods  in  a  stream 
of  pov^er-driven  air. 

As  a  result,  the  Jenn-.Air 
Power  Oven  cooks  cooler  and 
faster  (roasts,  turkeys,  hams 

cook  at  a  50°  cooler  temperature 
in  lip  to  one- third  less  time)!  It 
cooks  evenly,  because  the  heat 
is  spread  evenly  throughout  the 

o\en.  It  cooks  cleaner,  because 

there's  less  spattering,  and 
smoke  and  steam  are  exhausted 
direct  to  the  outdoors.  .And  it 
has  two  oven  cleaning  controls. 
It  cleans  itself  continuously 
during  use.  If  deposits 
accumulate  during  heavy  use, 

you  just  switch  over  to 
■'accelerated  cleaning"  iuid  the 
job  is  done  in  half  the  time. 

The  Jenn-Air  Sausagefest! 
BratvMirst.  Polish  kielbasi.  spicy 
Italian  sausage  and  good  old 
American  hot  dogs  —  they 

splutter  and  crackle 
exuberantly  on  the  Jenn-.Air 
Ce)oktop  Grill.  Smoke,  spatters 
and  odors  are  whisked  away  to 

the  outdoors  by  Jenn-Air's 

. i Q           Cl           D          Q 
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THE  JENN-AIR  GRILL-RANGE 
|;L  a  magnificent  cooking  instrument 

VAY,   1976 

powerful  rangetop  ventilation, 
and  the  sausages  get  smoked 
while  the  smoke  is  on  its  way 
outdoors.  Plump  and  meaty,  with 
crisp  glistening  skins  barred  by 
the  grill,  and  a  delightful, 
freshly-smoked  taste  — this  is 
what  happens  to  sausages  on 
the  Jenn-Air  Grill-Range  that 
lets  you  grill  what  you  used  to 
broil.  It  happens  to  your  steaks. 
chops,  and  hamburgers,  too! 

The  Jenn-Air  (irill-Raiige 

is  available  with  ceramic-glass 
or  conventional  surface  heating 
elements.  Heating  elements  slip 
out  in  seconds,  to  be  replaced  by 

any  of  the  5  Cooktop  C  onvertible 
units.  Also  note  the  digital  clock 
and  brushed  stainless  steel  top. 

For  the  Jenn-Air  dealer 
nearest  you.  see  the  Yellow  Pages, 
call  toll  free  800-428- 1825. 
or  write  Jenn-Air  Corporation. 
3035  Shadeland  Ave.. 
Indianapolis.  Indiana  46226. 
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Accent  every  room 
with  Kirsch  Accentwarel 

Bedroom 

Bathroom 

Kitchen 

1 1  <! 

i 

Etc. 

Decorative  accessories  at  home  anywhere.  In  two  designer  styles. 

"Chateau"— traditional  in  antique  brass  and  antique  white; 
"Concord"— simplicity  in  casual  chrome  and  antique  brass. 

Wall  mount.  Or  counter  top  design  (ideal  for  gifts).  For  free  folder 
and  name  of  nearby  store,  write  Accentware, 

Kirsch  Company,  Dept.  K-576,  Sturgis,  Michigan  49091. 

KirscK 
The  name  you  trust 

in  drapery  hardware. 
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'jbdays  Child games  •  health  •  education  •  psychology  •  the  arts  •  books  -TV 
sports  •  the  great  outdoors  •  fashions  and  fads  •  environments 

Boning  up 

Mr.   Good  body  ̂ ives  health   tips. 

"So  you  know  the  point  of  a  joint, 

I  repeat,  the  joint's  a  point 
Where  two  bones  meet. 

Now  everybody  in  your  seat 

Point  to  a  joint." 

Singing  songs  like  this
,  and 

dressed  in  an  extraordinary  an- 
atomical body  stocking,  Slim 

Goodbody,  alias  John  Burstein 

— actor,  dancer,  musician  and 

lyric  writer — presents  a  new  teach- 
ing idea.  Mr.  Goodbody  puts  on  a 

show  for  children  every  day  in 

elementary  schools  across  Con- 
necticut. His  subject  is  the  human 

body,  how  it  works,  and  how  to 
keep  it  healthy.  He  writes  all  the 

songs,  in  which  the  kids  partici- 
pate; he  plays  a  tape-recorded 

character  he  invented  called  Really 
Reel.  The  children  love  it  and  learn 
about  their  bodies.  A  book  based 

on  his  show  will  be  published  next 

year  by  McGraw-Hill.  Burstein 
has  made  a  record  album  called 

The  Inside  Story,  and  he  is  about 
to  start  a  nationwide  tour.  That 

should  be  enough  to  inspire  other 
budding  Mr.  Goodbodys  in  other 
schools  and  communities — but  it 

won't  be  easy  to  duplicate  the  flair 
of  the  original  Mr.  G. 

For  more  information  about 

booking  the  show,  or  for  a  copy  of 
the  record,  send  a  stamped,  self- 
addressed  envelope  (plus  S5.95,  if 

you  want  the  record)  to  John  Bur- 
stein, 46  Walker  Street,  New  York, 

N.Y.    10013.      CAROLINE  SEEBOHM 
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Junior  museum 
gets  high  marks 

The  Boston  Chi
ldren's  Muse- um, one  of  the  oldest  chil- 

dren's museums  in  the  coun- 
try, has  two  new  shows  this  spring. 

Both  reflect  the  museum's  em- 
phasis on  creative,  original  par- 

ticipation exhibits  that  attempt  to 
reach  children  on  their  own  level. 

//  /  Were  A  Kid  Back  Then,  a 

history  of  children's  lives  in  Ameri- 
ca since  Revolutionary  times,  will 

run  to  May  16  (possibly  longer). 

Children  can  imaginatively  enter 

four  time-frames  of  America's  his- 
tory—1770.  1850.  1890,  and  1930 

— and  compare  the  period's  life- 
style with  their  own.  The  two-part  I 

exhibit  emphasizes  four  asp>ects  of 

children's  lives — work,  play, 
school,  and  health.  Artifacts  from 

each  era  include  writing  imple- 

ments, old  photographs  and  pic- 
tures, and  hats  for  the  children  to 

look  at  and  handle.  In  the  "creative 

drama  performance"  section,  chil- dren can  act  out  situations  that 

might  have  arisen  in  the  past.  A 
four-member  theatre  company  sets 
up  the  situation  and  explains  the 
social  structure  of  the  time,  and 

then  leaves  the  child-participants 
to  sort  it  out.  Children  take  on  the 

tasks  of  apprentices  in  the  1770s, 

mill  workers  of  the  1850s.  piece- 
workers of  the  1890s,  and  the 

problems  of  the  Depression  years. 
Reserve  ahead  to  participate  in  the 

Horsing  around 

As  a  child,  Anton  Lignell  was enchanted  with  an  old  rock- 
k  ing  horse  in  the  attic  of  a 

family  home  in  Lubec,  Maine.  Now 
a  skilled  wood  craftsman  whose 

first  specialty  was  the  construction 
of  harpsichords,  Mr.  Lignell  has 
revived  the  forgotten  art  of  carving 
hobby  horses,  and  teaches  two 

courses  in  the  subject  for  the  Uni- 
versity of  California  Extension 

Service.  Many  pupils  also  come  to 
his  School  of  Toymaking  in  Berke- 

ley. He  has  written  a  charming  15- 
page  booklet  entitled  The  Art  of 
Rocking  Horse  Carving  which, 
with  a  pattern  drawn  to  exact  scale, 
is  available  for  S7.50.  For  $50, 

plus  parcel  post  charges  collect,  he 
will  send  a  rocking  horse  kit  with 
each  piece  shaped  but  not  carved, 
ready  to  glue  and  screw  together. 
The  three  pieces  which  comprise 

creative  drama  sessions:  (617) 
522-4800. 

The  second  new  exhibit  (to  June 

30)  is  even  more  uniisual — its  sub- 
ject is  disabilities  and  handicaps. 

Children  and  their  parents  explore 

environments  a  physically  or  per- 
ceptually handicapped  pyerson 

might  experience,  and  learn  about 

the  equipment  and  skills  the  dis- 
abled need  to  function  successfully 

in  society.  The  project  was  in- 
spired in  part  by  a  new  Massachu- 

setts law,  which  requires  the  inte- 
gration of  handicapped  children 

into  regular  schools. 
The  handicaps  covered  in  the 

exhibit  include  visual,  auditory, 

physical,  and  mental  disabilities, 
as  well  as  emotional  dNtiirh;inces 

>j   the   pas 

and  learning  disabilities.   Among 

other    things,     children    have     a ' 
chance  to  try  a  Braille  machine 
and  ride  in  a  wheelchair. 

The  Children's  Museum,  on  the 
Jamaicaway  in  Boston,  is  open 
Tuesday-Friday,  2  to  5,  Saturday 
and  Sunday,  10  to  5,  and  Friday 
nights.  6  to  9.  Admission.  52  for 
adults    "si    for  children. 

A  put-up  job 

1 \     1 
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This  book  is  for  you."  to  q
uote 

the  foreword  of  the  American 

Colonial  Paper  House  to  Cut 
Out  and  Color  (Scribners,  S6.95) 

by  Evaline  Ness,  "if  you  like  to 
cut  paper,  paste,  paint  .  .  .  and 

make  vour  own  world."  The  hand- 

some cardboard  and  paper  world 

waiting  to  be  made  is  a  four-room 

Georgian  house  ex- 
pertly designed  down to  the  last  candlestick. 

You  cut  out,  color,  and 

assemble  all  the  fur- nishings (and  put  up 

the  ready-made  walls) 
of  the  parlor,  kitchen, 
bedroom,  and  dining 
room.  Hepplewhite 

chairs,  a  grandfather's 
clock,  and  period  rugs, 

are  waiting  for  creative  scissors. 
You  can  choose  your  own  color 
schemes  and  decorative  fillips. 
This  is  a  wonderful  project  for  all 
those  who  have  a  Ph.D.  in  paper 
dolls  and  want  new  horizons. 

MIEHLMANN 

the  body,  as  well  as  the  legs,  head, 
and  neck,  are  made  of  sugar  pine, 

a  soft,  easily  carved  wood.  Rockers 
and  stretchers  are  cut  from  a  hard 
wood.  The  kit  also  provides  glass 

eyes,  ears,  fake  fur  for  mane  and 
tail,  the  necessary  screws,  and  the 
booklet.  The  main  tools  required 
are  a  draw-knife  (about  SI 5)  and  a 
small  pocket  knife.  (LignelTs 
booklet  notes  that  a  good  mail- 

order source  for  all  carving  tools, 

as  well  as  rocking-horse-sized 
sugar  pine,  is  Woodcraft  Supply 

i 

Corp.,  313  Montvale  Ave.,  Wo 
burn,  Mass.  01801.)  The  finishec 
animal  is  4  feet  long,  rocker  tc 
rocker.  26  inches  high  at  the  head 

Mr.  Lignell  says  that  there  an 
now  600  or  700  rocking  horse 
in  the  San  Francisco  Bay  arei 
made  from  his  kits,  and  no  two  an 
alike.  Each  maker  puts  the  im 

press  of  his  own  imagination  anc 
personality  in  the  flare  of  a  nostril 
the  roundness  of  a  shoulder,  thi 
cock  of  an  ear.  The  horses  can  bt 
stained,  oiled,  or  painted  in  brigh 

colors.  You  may  decide  to  m;»ki 
one  for  a  child  or  grandchild,  anc 

end  up  keeping  it  as  a  fa 
vorite  piece  of  sculp 

ture.  To  order,  senc 
check  or  money  orde 

i  to  Anton  Lignell.  Berke 
lev  School  of  Toymak 

ing.    1643  Hopkin 
Street.     Berkeley 
Cal.  94707. 
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Re-think  your  reading  area. 
End  up  with  a  library. 

Improving  your  home  is  lots  of  fun.  But  it  calls  for  real  help. 

It's  all  here  at  your  Ethan  i\llen  Gallery.  Imaginative 
room  settings  to  help  you  re-think  your  space.  Interested 

Home  Planners  to  help  with  your  ideas.  Beautifully 
styled  furniture  to  make  your  dreams  reality. 

Ethan  Allen  thinks 

fere's  always  room for  rniprovement 
.:'^'       .       fJ 

^fl^^^^*  '"^nr'^^jd^^fl 

©"1 rr*^  M  j§  J §^^>  vhI 1^ Wake  up  this  attic. 
Turn  it  into  that  bedroom. 

But  improving  your  home  is  often  more  than  re-decorating.  It's 
renovatingattics,  adding  windows,  breaking  through  walls.  Makin 

important  decisions.  Wouldn't  you  like  to  talk  to  an  expert?  To 
find  out  what's  involved  in  the  improvements  you  want  to  make, 

and  how  to  finance  them.  That's  why  so  many  of  our  Hthan  .\lkn 
Galleries,  together  with  House  &  Garden  are  holding  a  seminar 

this  Spring.  You'll  see  before  and  after  slides,  talk  to  architects, 
builders,  bankers.  And  learn  just  how  much  room  for 
improvement  there  is  in  your  home.  Before  you  pick  up  anothc: 

paintbrush  contact  your  nearest  Ethan  Allen  Gallery. 

You're  never  in  doubt  about  your  decisions  at  Ethan  Allen. 
Come  on  over  to  our 
Room  for  Improvement  Seminar. 
Ethan  .Alien  (  jallcries 

Look  us  up  in  \  our  Yellow  Pages. 

'BiS 



Big  Red's  a  handy  man  to  have 
around  at  Spring  fix-up  time. 

Red  Devil  makes  over  a  thousand 

things  for  fixing  up  the  house. 
Brushes,  rollers  and  pad  painters. 
Wood  scrapers  and  window 
scrapers.  Glazing  tools  and  glazing 
compound.  Caulks  and  fillers. 
Masonry  trowels  and  driveway 

cleaners.  Concrete,  mortar  and  gut- 
ter patches.  To  name  just  a  few. 

•  #-»^' 

It's  all  Red  Devil  quality.  Quality  you 
know  and  trust. 

So  no  matter  what  the  job  you  have 

to  do,  look  for  Red  Devil  at  your  local 
home  center,  hardware  or  paint 

store,  or  wherever  home  fix-up  prod- 

ucts are  sold.  Big  Red's  a  handy  man 
to  have  around  the  house. 

RedOeml 
UNION,  N.J.  07083 

Big  RedI"A  handy  man  to  have  around  the  house 
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Compare  the  Potscnibber  n' dishwasher  to  what  yovfve  been  looldng  fbr. 
Youhe  the  judge. 

Compare  oiir  POTSCRUBBER II 
Performance  and  Full  30-Day 
Money  Back  Warranty. 
A  POTSCRUBBER  II  Dishwasher 
(Model  950  or  1050)  will  help  you 

out  of  a  lot  of  tough  scrapes.  There's 
no  pre-rinsing  or  pre-scraping. 
Just  tip  off  hard  pieces  and  larger 

scraps.  A  special  Power  Scrub  " 
cycle  goes  to  work  on  your  pots  and 
pans . . .  even  with  a  full  load  of 
glasses,  dishes  and  platters. 

Buy  your  POTSCRUBBER  II 
dishwasher  from  a  participating 
dealer  in  the  48  contiguous  states 
or  B.C.  and  give  it  normal 
care.  If  you  are 
not  complete- 

ly satisfied       ̂ ^^^te~  ~*'^» 
(and  you'U  he  the 
judge),  notify  the  dealer 
from  whom  you  purchased  the 
dishwasher  within  30  days  and 
present  your  certificate.  He  will 
take  it  hack  and  refund  your  money. 

Contract  applies  to  dishwashers 
with  PermaTuf  tub  and  door  liner 
installed  and  retained  for  home  use 
within  the  48  contiguous  states 

there's  a  Dial-a-Level®  Rack  which 
can  he  adjusted  up  and  down. 
Compare  our  sound  insulation. 
A  POTSCRUBBER  II  Dishwasher  is 
remarkably  quiet,  thanks  to  its 

glass  fiber  insulation 
top,  front,  sides,  back, 

door  and  bottom. 

_        It's  by  far the  quietest 
dishwasher 
weVe  ever 
made. 

Compare 
our  service. 
When  you  buy  GE , 

tomer  Care^  Sei'vLce,  our  pledge  that 
wherever  you  go  in  the  48  contigu- 

ous states,  you'll  find  a  GE  qualified serviceman  nearby.  Should  you 
ever  need  one. 

or  the  District  of  Columbia."  Service 

provided  by  our  Customer  Care'® Factory  Service  Organization ...  or 
by  one  of  our  franchised  Customer 
Care  Servicers. 
Compare  oiir  spacious  interior. 

It's  got  a  tub  opening  that's  larger 
than  most  competitive  models 
and  none  is  larger  Even  with  all 
its  roominess,  it  fits  right  into  the 
space  of  your  old  one.  And  because 
you  sometimes  have  very  tall  glasses 
to  wash  in  the  top  rack  or  very  large 
platters  to  wash  in  the  bottom  one. 

...Bl.TMOCi,, 

^*'  -ff  ""ff^ 

^Good  Housekeeping ' 

^  nomsis         ^ 

Compare  our  incredibly  dura- 
ble interior  with,  its  ten  year 

tub  plan. 

In  addition  to  the  warranty  you'll 
receive  a  service  contract  that  says, 
"If  the  PermaTuf  "tub  or  door  liner 
should  fail  to  contain  water  due  to 
manufacturing  defects  such  as 
cracking,  chipping,  peeling  or  rust- 

ing within  the  nine  (9)-year  con- 
tract period  (ending  ten  years  from 

purchase  date).  General  Electric 
will  repair  or  replace  the  tub  or 
door  WITHOUT  CHARGE  for  either 
PARTS  or  LABOR  unless  failure  is 
due  to  misuse  or  abuse.This  Service 

Compare  our  offer. 
Buy  a  POTSCRUBBER  II 
Dishwasher  between 
March  29  and  May  31, 1976,  and 
get  a  free  $50  U.S.  Savings  Bond 
directly  from  General  Electric. 
They're  both  very  sound  investments. 

GENERAL»  ELECTRIC 
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PAINS. 

RESISTS  DECAY, 
INSECTS. 

Andersen's  wood  core 
(one  of  nature's  best 
insulators)  is  specially 
treated  with  a  water-repellent 
preservative.  Resists  decay, 
warping  and  insect  attack. 

SNUG-FITTING  DESIGN. 

Andersen "  Perma-Shield "  Gliding  Windows 
are  two  times  more  weathertight  than  recognized 
air-infiltration  standards.  To  help  seal  out  drafts,  dust 
and  rain.  Help  save  on  your  heating  and  cooling  bills. 

LONG  LIFE,  LOW  MAINTENANCE. 
Perma-Shield  Gliding  Windows  are  sheathed 
in  rigid  vinyl— inside  and  out.  This  sheath 

doesn't  rust,  pit  or  corrode.  Doesn't  chip, 
flake,  peel  or  blister. 

NO  STORM  WINDOW  BOTHER 

Double-pane  insulating  glass  provides 
a  major  part  of  the  fuel-saving  benefits 
of  single-pane  glass  with  storm  windows. 
And  only  half  the  glass  cleaning  chores. 

For  more  information  about  Andersen® 

Perma-Shield "  Gliding  Windows,  see  your 
lumber  dealer.  He's  in  the  Yellow  Pages 
under  ''Windows."  Or  send  coupon. 

Mail  to:  Andersen  Corporation,  Box  12,  Bay  port, 
Minn.  55003. 

Please  send  me  your  free  booklet,  "How  to  Get 
Good  Windows." 
D  I  plan  to  build.    D  I  plan  to  remodel. 

Name 

Address 

City 

EASY  TO  LIVE  WITH. 
The  perfect  combination  of  rigid 
vinyl  and  stable  wood  resists 
sticking  and  binding.  Assures 

smooth,  glide-open  operation. 
Spring-loaded  rods  provide 
secure  locking  at  top  and  bottom. 

State  Zip 

The  beautiful,carefree  way  to  save  fuel. 003-056 

^^^erseriWindowalls  f^- 



SPECIAL  BOOKLET  OFFER 
Many  of  the  advertisers  whose  messages  appear  in  the  special  home  improvement  section  in  this  issue 

offer  consumer  booklets,  catalogues,  and  portfolios  filled  with  detailed  information 
about  their  home  improvement  products.  All  of  the  attractive  booklets  shown  and  described  below 

can  help  you  plan  your  own  home  makeovers.  Order  them  directly  from  House  &  Garden  by  filling  in 
and  sending  the  coupon  at  the  bottom  of  this  page.  Orders  will  be  filled  as  promptly  as  possible. 

1. 

"FOCUS  ON  FLOORS"  is  a 
16-page  consumer  guide  to 
resilient  flooring  from  the 

Congoleum  Corporation.  In- 
cludes facts  on  flooring  con- 

struction and  care;  decorating 
Ideas  for  kitchens,  family 

rooms,  children's  rooms,  halls; 
do-it-yourself  tips;  questions 

and  answers  about  home 
decorating.  50^ 

2. 

DISPOSALL  FOOD  WASTE 
DISPOSER  INSTALLATION 
INSTRUCTIONS  for  replacing 

most  existing  disposers  with 
a  new  General  Electric 

disposer  — assuming  the  existing 
installation  is  adequate  from 

an  electrical  and  plumbing 

standpoint— are  outlined  in 
this  brochure.  Each  step  is 

clearly  explained,  many  with 
coordinating  illustrations. 

General  Electric  Company. 

UPSTAIRS,  DOWNSTAIRS, 
all  around  the  house  is  where 

you'll  want  to  put  Kirsch 
Accentware.  Full-color  bro- 

chure shows  a  variety  of 
decorative  bathroom  acces- 

sories plus  fine  crafted 
hardware  items  that  dress  up 

other  rooms  too. 

4. 

READY  TO  REMODEL? 

You'll  find  simple  and  accurate 
answers  to  important  questions 

involving  design,  materials, 
contractors,  financing,  legal 

requirements,  and  more  in  this 

authoritative  22-page  pamphlet 
from  the  Andersen  Corpora- 

tion. Before  and  after  illustra- 
tions plus  order  card  for  more 

Andersen  Answers  included. 

5. 

"THE  ULTIMATE  COOKING 
SYSTEM."  Built-in  and  free- 

standing electric  ranges  from 
Jenn-Air  feature  exclusive 
built-in  surface  ventilation 

to  vent  smoke  and  odors  out- 
doors, without  a  hood.  New 

"convertible  cooktop"  models 
convert  from  range  to  char- 

flavor  grill  in  seconds.  16-page 
color  booklet  describes  the 

various  models  in  detail;  also 
shows  line  of  convection  and 

microwave  ovens.  The  Jenn-Air 
Corporation. 

f*.. 

6. 

"WHAT  YOU  SHOULD 

KNOW  ABOUT  ROOFING 
ANDSIDING  BEFORE  YOU 

BUILD  OR  REMODEL"-32- page,  full  color  booklet  gives 
options  for  roofing  and  siding, 

describes  the  solid  vinyl  acces- 
sories that  can  make  your 

home's  exterior  virtually 
maintenance-free.  8  color 

illustrations  of  how  various 
architectural  styles  can  be 
updated  are  also  included. 

Bird  &  Son,  5Q<i 

WANT  TO  PANEL  YOUR 
BASEMENT  ...  or  any  other 

room  in  your  house?  .  .  .  "How 
To  Panel  A  Room"  folder  will 
help  you  do  it  yourself.  Folder 

gives  73  step-by-step  instruc- tions with  coordinating 
illustrations.  One  important 

basic  rule— use  quality  materials. 
Masonite  Brand  Paneling, 

Masonite  Corporation. 8. 

HOME  SECURITY  GUIDE 
by  Nutone.  Contains  36  pages 

of  basic  information  on  how  to 
keep  homes  safe  from  theft 

and  fire.  Facts  about  burglars, 
home  burglar  alarms,  fires  and 

home  fire  alarm  systems  are 
discussed  in  detail.  A  typical 
housewide  Nu tone  Security 
Alarm  System  is  outlined. 

"WINDOW  MAGIC"-a 
comprehensive  guide  to  win- 

dow treatments  featuring  the 
new  tapeless  Riviera  Blinds. 

Full  color  pictures  show  how 

leading  designers  use  these 

blinds.  Special  section  ex- 
plains how  to  customize  blinds 

with  appliques,  painting,  etc. 
Levolor  Lorentzen.  50^ 

10. 

"GETTING  BEAUTY  AND 

VALUE  FOR  YOUR  DECOR- 

ATING DOLLARS"  is  a  color- 
fully illustrated  96-page 

booklet  crammed  full  of 
decorating  ideas,  shopping  tips, 

and  information  on  the  care 
and  use  of  fine  furniture  and 

decorating  accessories.  Ethan 
Allen  Inc.  50^ 

11. A  TOUR  OF   AMERICA'S BATHS.  A  Glimpse  of 

American  lifestyles  as  ex- 
pressed in  beautiful  bathrooms 

from  New  England  to  the 
Desert  Southwest.  Colorfully 

illustrated  40-page  booklet 
P-835  offers  planning  and 

decorating  ideasfor  bathrooms, 
powder  rooms  and  kitchens. 

Assists  with  product  selection, 
color  coordinating  Ideas, 

building  and  remodeling  plans. 
Kohler  Co.  25<i 

12. 

FIREPLACE   IDEA  KIT 

explains  the  styles  and  instal- 
lation procedure  for  installing 

Heatilator  brand  fireplaces. 
Full-color  planning  folder 

explores  model  and  location 
choices,  chimney  placement 

and  component  needs  for 
woodburning,  gas,  or  electric 

styles.  25<i 

13. 

INSTRUCTIONS  "For  Safe 

Secure  Ceiling  Tile  Installation" 
are  given  in  illustrated  pam- 

phlet from  the  Arrow  Fastener 
Co.  A  variety  of  staple  guns. 

Arrow  Ceiltile  staples  and  the 

new  "Piggy-Back"  slip-on attachment  are  shown. 

14. 
IF  YOU  REALIZE  THE 

IMPORTANCE  OF 

CLEAN  COMFORTABLE 
Al  R  for  your  home  and 

family,  you'll  want  to 
read  Honeywell's  16-page, 

full-color  brochure  "per- 
fect climate  starts  here." Included  are  details  on 

four  important  Honeywell 
systems;  heating,  cooling, 

humidity  control  and  air 
cleaning.  Convenience 

and  cost  factors  are 
also  discussed. 

15. 

IT'S  ALL  IN  THE  FAMILY 
of  kitchen  appliances  from 
Thermador.  All  the  quality, 

convenience  and  elegance  that 

makes  cooking  a  breeze.  16- 
page,  full  color  brochure  gives 
information  and  specifications 
on  the  selection  of  Microwave 

oven  models,  plus  Thermador 
self-cleaning  ranges,  ventilating 

hoods  and  accessories. 
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House  &  Garden, 

May,  1976 

i\  ing  is  mostl}^  a  persoiicil  matter.  It's  up  to  >  ou  how  you 

Ishape  youi'  life,  w  hat  goes  into  it,  what  }^ou  get  out  of 
it,  what  you  give. 

Creating  sometliing  new  at  home,  reading  a  book  or  listening 

to  music,  meshing  well  witli  fiiends,  tiaveling— tliese  are 

encounters  tliat  nicike  us  grow;  tliat  fill  out  tlie  contours  of  oui' 

lives.  "Life,"  Natlianiel  Haw  tliome  said,  ''is  made  up  of  nicirble 

and  mud."  As  time  goes  on,  we  go  on  building— adding  cm 
experience,  an  insight,  a  pleasure  — and  deepening  our 

appreciation  of  life. 

There  is  no  limit  to  our  capacit)^  to  grow;  And  a  life,  lived  to  tlie 

utmost,  is  oui'  finest  creation— oui'  most  personal  work  of  art. so 
let  it 

grow 
f 

89 
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irowth 
Does  psychological  growth  continue  during 
adulthood  or  are  our  life  courses  fixed,  deter- 

mined by  a  handful  of  crucial  childhood  years? 
I  first  began  thinking  hard  about  this  question  in 

1972  when,  in  the  course  of  my  work  as  a  be- 

havioral reporter,  I  covered  a  meeting  of  a  dis- 
tinguished psychological  research  organization, 

the  Life  History  Society,  and  witnessed  an  aston- 
ishing event. 

Psychologists  and  psychiatrists  are  cool  people, 
cautious  about  overpraising  their  peers,  careful 
and  measured  in  their  responses.  But  at  that 
meeting  the  assembled  researchers  seemed,  down 
to  the  last  man  and  woman,  to  be  overwhelmed 

with  admiration  for  a  report  given  by  one  of  their 

[members.  Dr.  Daniel  Levinson,  professor  of  psy- 
chiatry at  Yale,  who  spoke  for  a  mere  45  min- 

utes or  so  on  his  research  into  the  then  barely 

named  phenomenon,  the  midlife  crisis. 
Levinson  had  studied  a  group  of  men  in  their 

late  thirties  and  early  forties  and  had  found  a 

remarkable  pattern:  No  matter  whether  his  sub- 
jects were  having  difficulties  in  their  careers  or 

were   riding   high,   were   receiving   professional 

By  Linda  Wolfe 
The  response  given  by  his  colleagues  was  im- 

mediate and  intense.  Dr.  Joseph  Zubin,  then  a 

major  research  director  at  Columbia  University's 
Psychiatric  Institute,  stood  up  and  said,  "I  feel 

you  have  just  given  my  biography,"  and  seventy- 
nine-year-old  Dr.  Henry  Murray,  deviser  of  the 
widely  used  Thematic  Apperception  Test,  said, 

"1  liad  a  midlife  crisis  when  I  heard  you  speak. 
Is  it  retrogression?  To  be  so  pleased  to  hear  your 

golden  words?" The  reason  for  the  enthusiasm  was  simple. 

For  years  psychology  had  concentrated  on  child- 
hood and  adolescence.  Most  of  us  who  follow 

the  field  had  the  impression  that  we  were  being 
told  by  researchers  that  whatever  happened  to  a 
person  in  his  or  her  early  formative  years  (some 
even  went  so  far  as  to  say  the  first  three  years 

of  life,  or  even  the  first  two),  laid  a  ground- 
work, a  barrier  so  impassable,  that  the  rest  of 

life  was  but  its  shadow,  a  constant  repetition 
and  reiteration. 

Common  sense  and  life  experience  seemed  to 

indicate  the  opposite.  All  of  us  know  individ- 
uals whose  happy,  easy  childhoods  should  have 

"We  unfold  and  grow;  we  have  fallow  periods 
and  seasons  of  sudden  change; 
we  are  not  the  same  today  as  we  were  yesterday; 
^nd  we  will  have  gone,  before  we  age,  through 

at  least  three  or  four  different  growth  periods." 
slights  or  high-paying  promotions,  they  felt  psy- 

chologically struck  down  when  they  entered  the 

I  late-thirties  to  early-forties  period.  They  became 
wavering  where  they  had  been  firm,  became 
frightened  where  they  had  been  bold.  The  men  he 
had  studied  (forty  in  all,  interviewed  in  detail 

over  a  span  of  several  years)  came  from  a  vari- 
ety of  economic  backgrounds— some  were  blue- 

collar  workers,  some  were  white  collar,  some 

were  scientists,  and  some  were  writers.  But  re- 
gardless of  their  class  or  profession,  and  even 

of  their  personalities,  Levinson  discovered  that 

into  each  of  these  men's  lives,  some  time  in  the 
middle  years,  there  was  an  identifiable  and  per- 

haps even  predictable  time  of  trouble— the  mid- 
life crisis,  a  painful  growth  period  from  which 

no  man  or  woman  is  immune. 

PENN 

served,  were  the  psychological  theories  correct, 
to  inure  those  people  forever  from  the  kinds  of 

life  tragedies  they  later  experienced:  the  di- 
vorces, career  casualties,  psychological  depres- 

sions, and  failures  of  nerve.  And,  conversely,  all 

of  us  know  people  who,  starting  life  with  dread- 
ful memories  of  childhood,  perhaps  as  orphans 

or  refugees,  nevertheless  manage  to  ride  out  life's storms  and  land  on  islands  of  contentment.  Yet 

most  psychologists  gave  little  thought  to  adult- 

hood. As  Levinson  says,  "We  act  as  if  we  be- 
lieve that  if  you  know  the  really  important  things 

that  happened  in  a  man's  childhood,  the  rest  of 
his  life  will  be  more  or  less  predictable,  which 

of  course  it  isn't.  Psychologists  speak  as  if  de- 
velopment goes  on  to  age  six,  or  perhaps  eight- 

een. Then  there's  a       (Continued  on  page  138) 

BARRY   MCKINLEY 



tfiiCS  Qt  personal  growth  continued 

te ver  creates  a  disinterested 
ity. . .  or  an  appreciation 

■auty,  enlarges  the  mind  and 
^s  it  to  expand  by 

its  own  free  inward  impulse. 
Alfred  North  Whitehead 

We  must  not 

attempt  to  live  out- 
side  the  world, 
which  is  given  us, 
but  we  must  some- 

how learn  how  to 
transform  it  and 
transfigure  it. Aldous  Huxley 
Four-story  house  wrapped  around  a  four- 
story  fountain  and  garden  designed  by 
Rodolfo  Machado  and  Jorge  Silvetti. 

iB  I*  iP^I  '^  ««b1  dmtb  i  perform  vmnm  erf 
,^meiW<«gW*eBrid<ma/cofci]t 

Lc'da  Naikm  uuh  her  Molin.  p.  102 

All  you  need  at  first  is 
to  hear  music.  And  to 
find  out  what  you  like. 
Then  you  will  want  to 
learn  about  its  struc- 

ture and  the  various 

forms  and  the  differ- 
ent ways  of  playing  it. 

T.S.  Eliot 

imatm  »»»«ni"t » bnfc  jAtta,  a  fag 
T   LilC   i„l,  ̂   ,„rf„ 

Reading  is  to  the  mind 
what  exercise  is  to  the 
body.  Sir  Richard  Steele 
E.E.  Cummings.  Complete  Poenis  1913-1962. 
(Harcourt  Brace  Jovanovich). 

I  like  my  friends  around  me 
all  the  time.  They  help  me 
blossom. 

Zandra  Rhodes,  p.  122 

Training  is  every- 
thing. . .  .cauliflower 

is  nothing  but  cab- 
bage with  a  college 

education.  Mark  Twain 
Blackberries  in  the  Zimmerman's  garden, 
p.  1(M 

...the  essen- 
tial spring  of 

all  growth  is 
within  you. 
All  that  you 

can  get  from 
without  is 
some  food, 
material  or 

spiritu  al , 
with  which 
to  build... 
Alfred  North  Whitehead 

Mother  and  child  by  an 

anonymous  artist  of  the 
South  Pacific.  Museum 
Volkerkinde,  Basel. 
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Lining  is  a  series  of  choices  befneen  having 
what  you  can  afford  and  waiting  for  what  you 
really  want.  The  house  grows  along  with  our 
needs  and,  like  all  good  things,  is  worth 
wai  ing  or.      jujy  ̂ p j  Robert  Natkin.  p.  97 



.a  thing  created 
loved 
jfore  it  exists. 

G.  K.  Chesterton 

1  lacquer  writing  table  made  for 
lis  XV.  Purchase.  1%3.  Funds 

by  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Charles 
ighisman.  The  Metropolitan 
seum  of  Art. 

Art  springs  so 
completely  from 
the  heart  of  man 
that  it  makes 

everything  speak 
to  him  in  his  own 

language... 
George  Santayana 

Detail  from  La  desserte  rouge  by  Henri 
Matisse.  1908.  Oil.  Hermitage  Mu- 

seum.    Leningrad,     Shchukin     Col-  :^   y. 

I  vain  we  build 
le  world,  unless 
he  builder  also 

Edwin  Markham 

eriy  Hills  Plaza  desiuned  by 
lie!,  .Mann,  Johns<.>n.  &  Vlenden- 
:  hotel,  stores,  restaurants  in 
ass  and  aluminum  membrane. 

BURT    GLIN Sand  dunes  in  Death  \  allcv. 

We  must  continually  be 
on  our  watch  to  enlarge 
our  consciousness. 

Aldous  Huxlev 

Decorating  is  a  process 
of  living  with,  adding  to, 

learning  from.... It's  al- 
ways in  motion,  chang- 

ing, growing  as  we  grow; 
Franpoise  de  la  Renta, 

p.  128 

e  subject  mat- 
r  of  art  is  life, 
je  as  it  actually 
but  the  func- 
n  of  art  is  to 
ke  life  better. 

George  Santayana 

TOgram  on  a  long-playing  disc, 
layer  that  connects  to  your  TV. 
5type,  RCA  ■SelectaVisicn" oDisc  Svstem. 

What  a  great  thing 
tone  and  color  are. 
And  if  someone 

doesn't  learn  to  have 
a  feeling  for  them, 
how  far  from  real  life 
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•'Any  country  that  can 
build  like  this,  and 
that  has  developed  the 
sensitivities  to  past  and 
present  and  a  sympathetic 
awareness  of  identity  and 

place  can't  be  all  bad" 
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le  for  the  future 
"We  are  developing  a  kind  of  social,  cultural 
and  esthetic  consciousness  unparalleled  in  history, 
based  on  a  growing  knowledge  of  the  nature, 

effects  and  components  of  the  built  world." 
by  Ada  Louise  Hux table 

EDITORS  note:  Ada  Louise 

Huxtahle.  a  Pulitzer  Prize  win- 
ner, celebrated  architecture 

critic  and  member  of  the  Edi- 
torial Board  of  The  New  York 

Times,  conducts  an  onward, 

ceaseless  enquiry  into  the  con- 
temporary urban  condition.  In 

this  penetrating  essay,  the  intro- 
duction to  her  new  book  Kicked 

a  Building  Lately?  (Quadran- 
gle/ The  New  York  Times  Book 

Co..)  published  this  month, 
she  applauds  the  rising  level  of 
architectural  design  across  the 

country.  She  notes  some  "bril- 
liatu  exercises"  in  urbanism,  for 
example  in  Minneapolis  and  At- 

lanta, which  point  toward  a  new 

vitality.  "Although  we  may  be 
living  in  an  uncertain  time,"  she 
adds.  "/  would  not  swap  it  for 

any  other." 

.we  are  setting  higher 
indards  for  the  form  and 

ality  of  cities  and  the 

id  of  life  they  produce" 
Solving  the  city's  problem  is  a 
paper  game.  Status  quo,  or 
more  of  the  same,  is  the  only 
political  reality.  Theories  work 
on  paper  and  get  all  bawled  up 

in  practice — perhaps  the  de- 
finitive comment  on  our  times. 

Nothing  is  defined,  nothing  is 
finished,  nothing  is  solved.  But, 
then,  nothing  ever  is.  History, 
after  all,  is  a  continuing  state  of 
flux.  And  Utopia  is  a  recurring 
nightmare. 

I  prefer  the  nightmare  of 
reality.  In  fact,  I  have  developed 
a  certain  attachment  to  it.  Real- 

ity, as  I  write  this,  is  New  York 
in  extremis,  still  approaching 
bankruptcy,  a  situation  that  may 

or  may  not  have  changed  radi- 
cally when  this  essay  appears. 

What  will  not  have  changed  is 
the  new  and  awful  necessity  that 
increasing  city,  state,  and  even 
federal  financing  problems  are 

pressing  up>on  us:  the  reexam- 

ination of  our  social  and  demo- 
cratic doctrines  and  our  system 

of  government  to  find  out  how 
to  make  the  world  we  believe 
in  work,  or  whether  that  world 
is  irrevocably  lost. 

Right  now,  with  default  in  the 
air,  garbage  in  the  streets,  and 
New  Yorkers  not  knowing 
where  their  next  50-cent  carfare 
is  coming  from,  the  situation  is 
desperate  indeed.  The  question 
seems  to  be  whether  there  is  go- 

ing to  be  a  New  York  at  all,  and 
refinements  on  that  particular 
theme  in  terms  of  the  environ- 

mental quality  of  the  holocaust 
appear  foolishly  beside  the 
point.  First  things  first,  like 
existence.  Others  can  wait,  like 

a  city  worth  living  in.  That  is 
considered  a  frivolity  under  the 
circumstances,  something  in  the 
luxury  category. 

And  yet  the  city,  close  to  fail- 
ure and  facing  depression-level 

stringencies  and  deprivations, 
has  never  seemed  richer.  Layers 

of  ground-in  soil  and  vintage 
litter  dim  its  luster,  but  New 

York  is  like  impoverished  aris- 
tocracy— shabbily  elegant  to 

the  end.  Not  at  City  Hall,  where 
the  tragedy  is  enacted  like 
comedy  by  bit  players,  but  in 
the  still-beautiful  side  streets  of 
the  East  Sixties  with  their  inti- 

mate, throwaway  palaces,  in  the 
maze  of  Lower  Manhattan  with 

its  drop-dead  skyscrapers,  in  the 
superb  shops  and  boutiques 

which  prosper  in  direct  relation- 
ship to  their  stratospheric 

prices,  in  the  creative  electricity 
that  poverty  does  not  seem  to 
touch.  If  this  is  catastrophe,  it 
comes  with  class. 

It  is  an  irony  that  apocalypse 

coincides  with  a  triumph  for  en- 
vironmental values,  which  now 

seem  emblazoned  on  everyone's 
consciousness — at  a  time  when 
no  one  can  afford  to  do  much 
about  them.  Outside  of  New 
York,  where  the  money  crunch 
is  bad  but  has  not  yet  reached 
the  bottom  line,  a  great  deal  of 
attention  is  being  paid  to  those 
preoccupations  of  place,  from 

far-ranging,  critical  court  de- 
cisions on  whether  a  city  can 

control  its  growth  and  the  qual- 
ity of  its  destiny  (Petaluma, 

Cal.)  to  a  record  amount  of  cre- 
ative  preservation   of   a   once 

undervalued    and    marvelously 
motley  heritage. 

Let  me  say  that  the  satisfac- 

tions of  the  urban  critic's  job 
are  few,  but  they  are  monumen- 

tal. If  some  of  these  opinions 
seem  mellower,  if  the  tone 
seems  a  little  less  desperate,  if 

the  thread  is  no  longer  a  sus- 
tained wail,   it  is  not  because 

"The  truth  is  some- 
where between 

art  for  art's  sake 
and  art  for 

society's  sake" there  are  any  fewer  battles  to  be 
fought;  it  is  because  they  are 
taking  place  on  different 
ground.  The  situation  has 
changed.  The  campaigns  are 

now  being  waged  with  the  back- 
ing of  an  unprecedented  public 

commitment  and  a  vastly  in- 
creased public  knowledge.  It  is 

proving  difficult  for  even  an  un- 
enlightened political  leadership 

to  retreat  on  the  environment. 

What  has  happened  is  that 
there  is  a  far  more  sophisticated 
sense  of  architecture  and  a 

deeper  response  to  the  built 
world  today  than  ever  before  in 

history.  And  this  comprehen- 
sion is  developing  an  almost 

universal  constituency.  The 
voice-in-the-wilderness  role  has 

passed.  In  these  years,  a  kind  of 
wisdom  has  emerged.  People 
have  learned  to  see  and  feel  the 

city;   they   are  consciously  in- 

pendulum  swing  to  advocacy 
architecture  which  set  social 
needs  as  the  sole  criterion  of 

practice.  The  truth  is  some- 
where between  art  for  art's  sake 

and  art  for  society's  sake;  but 
art  is  the  eternal  constant.  We 

are  finally  beginning  to  under- stand its  true  role. 

We  know  now  that  the  art  of 

architecture  is  extremely  sensi- 

tive, sophisticated,  and  com- 
plex; that  is  the  art  of  solitude 

and  of  the  total  city;  of  esthetic 
absolutes  and  urban  synthesis; 

that  both  body  and  soul  must  be 
satisfied.  We  are  only  beginning 

to  understand  why.  and  how. 

But  we  are  setting  higher  stan- 
dards for  the  form  and  quality 

of  cities  and  the  kind  of  life 

that  they  produce.  The  chal- 
lenge, even  without  an  unco- 

operative economy,  is  stagger- 

ing. 

This  is  actually  a  period  of 
transition  between  knowledge 

and  practice,  comprehension 
and  effect,  and  these  writings 
reflect  that  state  of  the  world 
and  the  art.  It  would  have  been 

tempting  to  weigh  the  score  with 
small  triumphs — there  is  really 
a  rather  remarkable  list — but 
that  would  be  misleading  in  the 
face  of  the  dimensions  of  the 

problems  that  remain.  We  are 
dealing  with  a  large  victory  of 
attitude  and  perception  laced 
with  a  lot  of  small  defeats. 

On  the  plus  side,  there  has 
been  a  near-total  reversal  of  at- 

titudes toward  the  past.  Preser- 
vation, the  woolly,  sentimental 

cause  of  those  little  old  ladies  in 
tennis  shoes,  is  now  endorsed  by 

"We  are  dealing  with  a  large 
victory  of  attitude  and  perception 

laced  with  a  lot  of  small  defeats" 
volved  in  the  technology  and 
esthetics  and  human  effects  of 
its  buildings,  spaces,  and  styles. 
These  considerations  have  be- 

come— true  test  of  relevance — 

political  issues. 
We  have  been  through  the 

total  rejection  of  the  freestand- 
ing monument  as  irrelevant  to 

society;  we  have  survived  the 

astute  developers  everywhere  in 

an  avalanche  of  imaginative  re- 

cycling of  old  structures  of  di- 
versity and  dignity.  This  is  be- 

ing done  with  taste,  wit,  edu- 
cated judgment,  and  a  firm 

grasp  of  such  esoterica  as  his- torical and  cultural  relevance 

and  urban  variety  and  enrich- Continued  on  page  213 
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Robert  and  Judy  Natkin,  above,  artists  who  live  for  the  joy  of  their  family  and  their 

art,  added  the  new  living  room,  left,  for  their  pictures  to  live  in  too.  "Paintings  need 
a  natural  environment,"  says  Mr.  Natkin,  whose  "Apollo"  series  painting  hangs  on 
the  left  wall.  "They  need  to  be  a  part  of  living.  Beside  the  18th-century  Chippendale 

doctor 's  cabinet,  a  painting  by  Dolnick,  Mrs.  Natkin's  professional  name.  The  room  is 

tile-paved,  skylit,  airy  as  an  atrium  and  nearly  as  leafy.  And  it's  only  one  chapter  in 
.lM»l«Mll.-«<=JllBU>f;1»l 



BEFORE 

New  Studio 

45'x26' 

New  Gallery 

32'x10' 

Entrance 

T 

L 

7 
Living- Dining 

22'x23' 

I   t>   > 

Original :   634  square  feet 
Seven  months:  1506  added 

Four  years:  1183  added 
Today:  3323  square  feet 

New  Living  room 

32'x24' 

s 1 
New  kitchen 

Breakfast  room 

14x20' 

^A,^ 
r 

^  t 
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1972:     Judy     in    old     dining 
room;  first  hints  of  majolica. 

At  the  end  of  a  long  dirt  drive  posted  "Doggie  Hollow" 
stands  a  house  that's  part  old,  part  new;  and  still  in  prog- 

ress. The  door  is  opened  by  Judy  Natkin,  artist  (her 
professional  name  is  Dolnick),  smiling  across  a  sea  of 
huge  dogs  of  varying  hue  and  shagginess.  Her  husband, 
artist  Robert  Natkin,  joins  her,  wearing  coveralls  that 

appear  to  be  made  of  paint.  *'VV^  are  always 
in  progress,  too,"  they  say,  having  experienced  life  as starving  artists  in  Chicago  and  successful  ones  in  New 

York.  "Living  is  a  series  of  choices  between  having  what 
you  can  afford  and  waiting  for  what  you  really  want!' 98 

1 
1968:    Bob    painting    in 
New  York  dining   room. 

Ths  old  second  story 

rises  above  an  almost 

complete  enclosure of  added  wings. 

above.  The  studio 

joins  at  the  left,  its sliding  doors  opening 

onto  5  acres  of  field 
and  woods.  The  right 

wing  is  the  new  living 
room  with  its  small 

suspended  deck. 
Door  at  center  leads 
to  little  solarium  for 

Mrs.  Natkin's  plant- family.  Although  the 

old  living-dining  room 
is  surrounded  by  new 

additions,  it  still  sees 

the  light:  Windows 

open  between  rooms, others  overlook  a  liny 

open  court. 

Eventually  we'll  have another  studio,  to 

complete  the  U-shape 



1 

When  the  time  came  for  the  Natkins  and  their  chil- 

^  S'i  If  1  A^   It)  dren,  Joshua,  sixteen  and  Leda,  thir- 
teen, to  move  to  the  country,  they 

asked  their  friend,  architect  Paul 

"^  Campagna,  to  design  a  house  for 
them.  ''He  convinced  us  that 

Garage,   which   is  to  be   redone, 
with  a   bedroom  wing  above  it. 

US  mat  we 
Maude,    "Doggie    Hollow's" 

first,  lounging  on  the  drive,  couldu't  afford  to  buiid  thc  housc  we  wanted,  and  ad- 
vised us  to  get  a 

loved,  and  add  on 
The  house  grows 
dition,  like  all  good 

1963:     Bob    with     Leda, 
at   age   one,    New   York. 

small  house  on  a  piece  of  land  we 
from  there.  It  was  good  advice: 

\  j  along  with  our  needs,  and  each  ad- 
things,  is  worth  waiting  for!' 

The  original  house, 

see  plan,  above, 

consisted  of  a  living- 
dining  room  that  aiso 

served  as  artists' studio,  a  tiny  kitchen. 
a  small  room  and  bath 

near  th3  garage,  and 

upstairs,  three miniscule  bedrooms 

and  a  bathroom 
through  which  you  go 

to  reach  the  attic 

steps.  First  additions: 
the  big  studio  and entrance  gallery. 

Four  years  later:  new 
living  room,  breakfast 
room.  Changes 

to  original  house: 
doors  became 

floor-length  windows; 

a  picture  window. above,  became 

doorway  to  new 
living  room. 



The  nouse  that 

keepw .    rowing  continued 

Margaret  relaxing  in  the  old  entrance  hall,  now  tile-paved       Breuer  chairs,  and  S2-bentwoods  with  Natkin-painted  seats 

Mr 

^ 

VKStt 

««  V- 

Living-room  table,  inspired  by  Mr.  Natkins  green  painting       Majolica-filled  mantel  above  fireplace  Mr.  Natkin  painted 

As  soon  as  the  house  was  bought  (and  the  first  dog,  Maude 

Lab  ''with  a  knack  for  standing  where 
venient  to  trip  over  her**),  work  began  on 
studio,  opposite  page,  and  the  entrance 

lowing  page,  a  long  slate- 

floored,  skylit  room  that's  an  art gallery  as  well.  The  old  front  door 
became  a  door-length  window; 
old  windows  that  once  looked 

from  living  room  to  front  law^n 
now  open  panelessly  between  the 

,  a  black 
it*s  con- 
the  new 

hall,  fol- 1970:  Above,  studio  under 

construction;  below:  Josh- 
ua and  Leda,  four  and  two. 

W^SM/m. 
100 Robert   Natkin,   twenty-six,    in   Chicago 

"Matisse  said 

decorations  can  be 

high  art.  and  we 

think  he  was  right." 
In  hall,  top  left,  a 

majolica  umbrella stand.  Top  right: 

New  dining  room. 

Lower  left:  Living- room  furniture  by 

friends:  David 

Easton's  Ultrasuede 
chairs;  Michael  la 
Rocca  linen  table. 
Leather  sofa,  chairs 

by  Mies  van  der  Rohe 
Above  18th-century 

painted  chest, 
painting  by  Michael 
Dillon.  Lower  right: 

Old  dining  L  now 
a  sitting  area:  rug. 
chair  pillows  by 

Beverly  Dieringer. 
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968:  On  a  rooftop  in  Paris 
uring  first  European  trip. 

gallery  and  what  is  now  the  dining  room, 
opposite  page,  top  right.  Four  years  later, 
the  Natkins  replaced  all  the  old  parquet 
floors  with  glazed  American  quarry  tiles. 

As  the  house  grew,  so  grew  their  collec- 
tions, beginning  with  an 

exceptional  one  of  En- 
glish majolica  pottery. 

mough  for  us  to  afford.  We  put  a  few 
he  mantel.  Then  everything  went 
ve  came  to,  there  was  majolica  all  over 

1969:    Bob    and    Judy    in 
tineir  New  York  apartment. 

Leda,    five,    her    first 
year  of  violin  lessons. 

"It  was  cheap 

pieces  across black.  When 

the  house." 

"We  literally  outgrew 

our  old  vt/ork  space." Above:  The  Natkins 
work  and  relax  in  the new  studio,  big 

enough  to  hold  Mr. 
Natkins  64-foot "Apollo"  series 

mural.  Mrs.  Natkin 
works  flat,  so  they 

don't  compete.  Mr. 

Natkin  works  with 
brush,  sponge,  rags: 
"I  paint  with  texture, 

as  18lh-century 

craftsmen  did  furni- ture. Their  art 

was  a  natural  part 

of  their  lives." 

His  work  is  at  the 
Emmerich  Gallery 

in  New  York,  hers  at 

Poindexter   Both 
will  have  fall  shows. 
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New  work  island  Ihat  replaced  tiny  kitchen,  tinier  hallway     On  wall  behind  island,  a  round  painting  by  Mrs.  Natkin 

In  master  bedroom:  landscape,  pastel  by  Richard  Bogart     From  gallery,  the  old  front  windows  look  into  dining  room 

If  Studio,  entrance  gallery,  and  living  room  were  built  for 
the  artist-Natkins,  it  was  for  the  family-Natkins  that  the 

kitchen  was  enlarged.  'The  old  was  so 
ugly  I  hid  it  entirely  with  baskets,"  says 
Mrs.  Natkin,  "and  it  was  just  big 
enough  for  one  lonely  cook  and  as 
■  1  II  ^1  1971:    Judy    at   opening 

-many  dogs  as  could  squeeze  them- of  her  show  in  California. Baxter  Laboratones  .  ;t  J  CD  1 

kin s  huge,  64-foct mural  nc.  r.angs.  ̂ elvcs  iu."  (By  thls  tlmc  thc  family  had  grown  to  m- 

clude  Mollie,  a  ^^^^^4^^  springer  spaniel,  and  Margaret,  "sort 
of  a  sheep  •^^^^^  dog^)  The  old  became  the  cook- 
center  of  the  H^HIKk.  new,  which  was  expanded  to  include 

102 

Cecause  the  kitchan 
wall  was  a  mcin 

house  support,  tha 
new  island  structure 

had  to  reach  ths 

ceiling — space  was 
filled  with  cabinets 

by  designer  Edward Cole.  Island  holds 
sink,  chop  block, 

dishwasher.  Lower 
left:  in  master 

bedroom,  night  stam 
covered  with 

glued-on  dishrag 
from  a  dime  store  in 

Italy.  Leda  painted 
black-grour>d  still 
life  at  twelve.  Lower 

right:  new  entrance 

gallery,  lined  and stacked  with  Natkin; 
and  Dolnicks, 

Catalogue    of    Natkin    show   at 



cs"'^a.  vvnc  ara.-.s  cars, 
xPects  amazing  hats. 

:ontinues 
lorizons. 

same: 

a  family  room,  opposite  page.  "Country 
living  has  made  our  painting  grow  as 

much  as  anything,"  says  Mr.  Natkin. 
"Mine  used  to  be  all  bright  colors.  Now 
they're  muted  browns,  grays,  greens.  I 
asked  my  wife :  'Where  am  I  getting  these 
colors'.^*  She  said:   'Just  look  out  the 

window.**'  The  house 
to  change  and  so  do  their 
But  one  thing  remains  the 

"Our  faith  in  one  another*' 
1976:  the  Natkins  today,  two  art- 

ists in  their  new  two-cook  kitchen. 

The  new  kitchen 

addition,  above,  is 

the  family's  most 
popular  gathering 

spot.  The  "family" includes  the  Natkins' two  assistants: 
artist  Michael  Dillon 

(  "also  a  terrific  cook") 
and  Jeffrey  Cook 
(  "who  started  us  on 
our  Indian  collection 

before  we  started  hirr 

painting").  Majolica shares  shelf  space 

with  1750  Whieldon. 
Above  bay  window,  a 

painting  from  his "Apollo"  series. 

Above  center:  Leda 
fiddling  in  the  gallery, 

which  she  adopted  as 
her  music  room. 

A    Natkin    treasure:    one   of 
their  old  majolica  pitchers. 

FOR  OTHER  PAINTINGS  IN  THE  NATKIN  HOUSE,  SEE  PAGE  2  I  7. 
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■■\\'e  wanted  to  garden 
ai^ain.  we  /zfl(i  to  uarden 

again,"  Mrs.  Zimmerman 
says.  They  had  sold  their 

big  house  after  the  chil- 
dren were  grown,  moved 

into  an  apartment,  but 
after  a  year  changed 
their  minds  and  moved 

to  a  house  in  a  Philadel- 
phia suburb.  The  lot  was 

not  big,  had  a  cement 
walk  and  swimming  pool 

in  the  sunniest  spot,  and 
a  brick  wall  on  two  sides, 

dating  from  days  when 
the  land  was  part  of  an 
estate.  In  three  years 
the  Zimmermans  have 

squeezed  in  18  fruit  trees 
and  50  berrv  bushes. 
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room,  /eff,  is  the  core  of  the  original  barn. 
;  of  the  house,  the  massive  fireplace,  is  the 

Heimann's  contribution.  Furniture  migrated  with  them 
from  their  first  barn.  Paintings,  here  by  Douglas  Field, 

are  newcomers,  and  may  change  from  time. to  time. 
Cosmos,  far  left,  has  his  own  barn.  Mr.  Heimann,  above, 

a  photographer,  enjoys  using  his  acquired  skill  with 
cement;  Mrs.  Heimann,  enjoys  golden  retriever  puppies. 

\ ' 

J  # 
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More  buildings:  3  sizes  of  bam 
More  land:  5  acres  ^  W 
More  space:  3,261  square  feet  .  _  ̂  

People  who  rebuild  barns  may  be  a  special  breed.  They 
like  to  take  space  and  remold  it,  to  uncover  unusual 
shapes,  to  make  plaster  and  wood  obey  their  hands. 
But  once  the  work  is  finished,  chances  are  they  will 

be  restless.  Richard  Heimann  was.  "Our  life  hadn't 
changed  much,**  he  says,  "but  when  ̂ ::;^ — \1vl/^^^~^'>^  / I  finished  the  first  barn,  I  was 
just  beginning  to  know  what  1 

ZX^n^enous^or^^realU^  necded*":  More  animals  and 
plants,  more  privacy,  and  more  places  to  share. 
Q/^»    o   o£:k/^/^At-»/^    Koi-r-i  The  new  barn  roof,  "and  me,  look- 



Mr.    Heimann    helped 
the  massive  fireplace. 

build 

The  first  barn,  says  Mr.  Heimann,  was  a  delightful 
place  to  live.  This  is  an  environment.  He  designed 
from  the  inside  out,  starting  with  a  big  square  of  the 

existing  barn.  ''You  can't  have  a 
square,''  he  insists.  A  freestanding 
fireplace  that  made  rectangles 
radiates  from 

all  sides,  and  the  chimneys, 
providing  all  heat.  There 

i  is  a  furnace— ''one  day  we'll 

Irs.  Heimann  manages  the  animals — 
3  dogs,  2  horses,  10  cats.  Five  acres  of 
land  provide  space  for  them  to  run. 

"Once  I   looked  out,"  she  says,  "and 

As  the  firepace  was 

built,  exterior  walls 
were  stripped  away  to 

reveal  the  eccentric 

lines  and  angles  of  old 

beams,  and  replaced 
with  Thermopane. 

Plants  thrive  in  the 

light.  Furniture,  art,  and 
odd,  loved  things  like 

wagon-wheel  hubs  and 
antlers — "I  pick  them 

up  when  I  travel.  I  love 
the  lines" — were  at 
home  in  old  barn,  have 

adjusted  easily.  In 

foreground,  a  wood 
sculpture  by  Hans 
Hokanson.  Bumper 

pool  table,  /nse(,  is 
constantly  used.  Door ;,t  right  leads  to 



::nutd 
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The  deck,  spread  between  barn  and  a  fringe  of  woods       Dining  room  opens  to  porch;  country  furniture  and  bricks 

Open  kitchen  is  within  conversing  distance  of  living  room        Front  porch  has  real  trees  as  posts,  real  greenery  as  shade 

..  „  :,:-:  barn  was  also  hospitable, 
but  less  sheltered.  Dogs  now  have 
their    own    big    doghouse,    below. 

We  like  the  responsibility,  the  joy  that  sharing  your 

^life  with  animals  brings!*  Molly,  the  golden  retriever; shares  a  new  doghouse  with  Katie  and  Uncle  Abnen 
her  offspring.  Three  cats  shared  the  first  barn;  ten 
share  the  second— and  have  responsibilities  of  their 
own  in  stable  where  Cosmos  and 
Butterwheat,  the  horses,  have  a 

home.  Life  with  friends  and 

neighbors  also  seems  more 
relaxed.    Farm    animals? 

"We Ye  talking  about  it" First    kitchen     was    workable,     but 

"We're  very  privj 

people,  but  we'vi 

always  liked  friei  i 
around,' says  M 
Heimann.  For  be  f 
communication, 

party  sharing,  th kitchen  is  bigger  i 

more  open  to  the  a 

of  the  house.  '  I 

counted  once,' 
says.  "Fifteen  pe  i were  leaning  on 

counters,  just  tal  1 

Big  parties  are  s in  the  stable,  wh 

huge  trestle  tabi 
accommodate  tv 

guests,  and  grilli steaks  can  simp  t 

slapped  down  or  ! washed  wood  sl  k 
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The  Heimanns'  idea  of  private  space  has  changed, too.  Their  bedroom  in  the  first  barn,  an  open  loft, 

was  only  a  bedroom— nothing  there  but  a  bed. 
The  new  bedroom  is  off  on  its  own,  with  a  door, 

and  it  is  really  a  small  sitting  room— "my  winter 
place,"  says  Mrs.  Heimann.  A  table  for  intimate 

meals,  a  sofa  for  reading,  a  fireplace 
and  storage  for  lots  of  wood  (no Chrome  bed  was  designed  for  old  barn. 

cold-night  trips  outside).  A  ceiling  with  asymmetrical 

angles,  to  sift  sunlight  or  moonlight.  ''When  I'm  here 
alone,"  says  Mrs.  Heimann,  "It's  all  the  room  I  need" 

The  barn,  in  the 
tradition  of  barns, 

works  with  nature,  not 

against  it.  Ceilings  are 
heavily  insulated  to 

keep  temperature 
where  it  belongs,  inside 
or  out.  even  in  the 

living  room,  where 
insulation  had  to  be 

put  under  the  shingles, 
to  keep  ceiling  open  to 
the  old  wood.  Trees 

shade  the  windows  in 
summer.  And  light 

washes  everywhere. 

There  are  forty-one 
plants  thriving 
in  the  bedroom.  Full 

screens  allov/  a 
wide-open  wall 

in  the  summertime. 
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If  you  like  the  neigh 
borhood  and  the  sit< 

t  but  space  has  becom 
impossible  and  tht 

style  of  the  house  is' g.  well,  old— maybe  yoi 
don't  have  to  move 

Maybe  you  can  tun 
your  old  house  int< 
a  new  one  right  there 

Before,  a  furnace 

room/ laundry  room/ 

pantry,  and  one  tiny 
bedroom.  After,  a  new 

living  room.  Before, 

upstairs,  an  attic. 
After,  a  studio,  library, 
and  a  stairway  instead 
of  a  ladder  from 

downstairs.  A  bigger 
master  bedroom 

downstairs,  and  a 

bigger  kitchen. 

No  neighbor  overlooks  the  back  of  the  house,  so  lots  of 
glass  is  possible.  Studio  has  sliding  doors  and  a  winch 

to  allow  Miss  Rankine  to  move  large  works  easily. 

Stovepipe  at  left  serves  library's  Franklin  stove. 

Front  of  house  shows  new  clerestory 
windows.  Above  remaining  gable  (T\q\ 

or  \eH  in  top  picture),  new  roof 

^   slopes  sharply  toward  back  of  house. 

;  BERT  LAUTMAN 

From  studio  window.  Miss  Rankine  can  see  the  patch  of  woods  saved 

by  the  lift-lhe-lid  remodeling.  Franklin  stove  lends  cheer  and  heats 
water  for  tea  when  she  is  working.  Opening  at  left  overlooks  dining 
room.  For  privacy,  it  has  its  own  door.  Lighting  is  on  tracks,  daylight 
comes  from  both  north  and  south.  Works  on  walls  are  hers. 



FAKING  OFF 
fHE  ROOF  FOR 
IRE  LIGHT 
^NO  SPACE 
n
 rather  sm

all  olde
r  house 

 in 

a   part  of  the   city  where 

quiet  streets  wind  through 

a    pleasant 
   neighbor

hood. 

An  artist,  a  lawyer,  a  new 

marriage
— 

and  new  needs. 

Did  they  move?  No. 

.  took  off  the  roof.  "At  first," 

architect
  
Hugh  Newell  Jacob- 

-  I.  "it  seemed 
 
as  if  the  only  way 

:  get  light  and  space— both  essen- 

'0  an  artist— would  be  to  chop 

n  a  perfectly
  
beautiful

  
grove  of 

-  spruces 
 
and  dig  into  a  ter- 

.  ivy  bank  to  enlarge  the  house. 

3y  taking  the  roof  off  instead, 
 
she 

;ot  a  studio,  he  got  a  library,  and 

he  back  wall  only  had  to  be  moved 

lut  4  feet."  The  characte
r  

of  the 
louse   changed 

  
entirely. 

  
From   a 

lark  1940s  Tudor,  it  turned  into 

n   opened-
up  

and   airy   place   to 
,pend    the    1970s.   

 
A    decorativ

e 

lormer  (left   in  the  "before"
  

pic- 
Lire)  was  sliced  off  and  the  new 

hed    roof    sloped   
 
up    to   a    new 

lerestory 
 
(see  the  section  drawing, 

eft.    below).  
  
Tudor    trimmin

gs— 

ake  beams  and  stucco— were  con- 

inued  up  to  the  line  of  the  new 

oof    ("After," 
   

/e/0    and    painted 

vhite,  "a  study  in  texture,"
  
says  Mr. 

■acobsen
.  

Front  windows
  
became 

:,l'ding  doors  and  a  new  terrace  put 
1.  Back  windows 

 
now  seem  almost 

-ndless.  The  house  is  white,  inside 

ind    out,     a     bright    backgrou
nd 

against  which  V.V.  Rankine,
  
who's 

A/ith  the  Betty  Parsons 
 
Gallery  in 

New   York,   can   display  
 
her   own 

^ork  and  the  work  of  other  artists. 

ew  dining  room  was  once  the 
,    ving  room.  The  ceiling  was  raised 
^nd  tilted  to  follow  the  line  of  the 

oof,  and  a  long  finger  of  skylight 
vas  let  into  it.  New  stairs  are  just 
visible  through  the  door  to  the 
entrance  hall.  New  living  room  is 
0  the  left.  The  thin  oblong  on  the 

I'ireplace  wall  between  the  two 
Irooms  is  by  Daniel  Brush.  A 
oainting  by  Stamos  hangs  over  the 
iving  room  sofa,  one  by  Sam 
Silliam  is  next  to  the  entry  door. 

1  NEW  STAIRS. 
NEW  ROOMS  FOR  EVERYRODY 

I 

0  hang  on  to  personal  pri- 
vacy in  New  York  City  is  not 

easy.  If  you  can  find  a 
brownstone  town  house, 

sometimes  it  is  possible. 
The  house  is  17  feet  wide, 

very  deep,  and  it  had  been 
used  (and  abused)  for  more  than 

fifty  years.  Still,  two-and-a-half 
floors  out  of  five  make  it  possible 

for  everyone  in  a  family  of  four  to 
have  his  own  room,  even  when  both 
adults  work  at  home.  The  first  step 

in  the  remodeling  was  demolition. 

Walls  were  torn  out  and  bricks  un- 

covered while  architect  Ming  Wang 

designed  the  new  interior.  "I  tried 
to  open  up  the  space,"  she  says, 
"to  give  a  feeling  of  the  height  and 

the  depth  and  the  texture."  Be- cause the  rather  grand  stairway 

through  the  center  of  the  house 
was  wider  than  usual,  the  biggest 

problem  was  how  to  fit  another 
stairway  to  connect  the  floors  of 
the  apartment  inside.  Curving 
walls,  mirrors,  and  concealed 

lights  helped,  and  once  the  stair 

was  in,  family  members  estab- 
lished   personal    areas    naturally. 

After 

Son  and  father— who  said  at 
first  he  "didn't  want  to  lift  a 

finger"  but  who  got  involved— 
did  a  lot  of  the  work  themselves. 

Daughter  "was  long-suffering." 
Meantime,  during  the  three 

years  of  remodeling,  the 
mother  wrote  three  books. 

Town  houses  built  in  the  1920s, 
later  converted  to  rooming 
houses,  tend  to  be  chopped  up 

into  tiny  rooms,  creating  real 
problems  when  later  they 
became  apartments.  How  do 

you  get  from  here  to  there 
inside?  These  stairs  are  see- 

through  so  they  don't  block  the 
light,  wrapped  with  a  curved 
wall  that  makes  them  seem 

small  and  graceful.  A  strip  of 

mirror  connecting  stairs  with 
brick  wall,  right,  above,  fools 
the  eye  into  seeing  depths  that 
don't  exist.  Downstairs,  each 
child  has  a  bedroom.  Spiral 
stairs  connect  a  room  for 

writing  (she's  a  writer)  with 
the  kitchen— shortened  a  little 

to  make  it  a  loft,  with  a  two- 
story  window  letting  light  into 
both  rooms.  On  the  upper  half- 
floor,  a  quiet  master  bedroom. 
The  rest  of  the  house  is  rented. 

NEIL  LONDON 



ROOM  FOR  AN  ART  COLLECTION 

r^ 
While  the  children  lived  at  home,  strangely  enough,  the  house  was 

big  enough.  But  after  they  had  grown  and  moved  away,  the  art 
collection  seemed  to  burgeon.  Finger  of  glass  in  roof  lets  natural 
daylight  into  gallery.  The  original  outside  house  wall  now  serves  as 

he  lot  is  narrow  but,  again,  the 

neighborhood  is  nice.  The  owners, 

Mr.  and  Mrs.  Charles  Rosenak, 

didn't  want  to  move.  The  house 

was  vaguely  Colonial,  though,  and 

that  meant  that  not  only  were  there 

few  walls  suitable  for  showing  off  a 

collection  of  good  modern  paintings,  but 

also  that  the  architecture  and  the  art  un- 
settled one  another.  So,  step  by  step,  a 

new  house  came  into  being,  designed  for 

them  by  architect  Hugh  Newell  Jacobsen. 

The  first  and  biggest  step  was  an  art  gaJ 

iery,  below,  projecting  from  the  back  of 
the  house.  The  second  step  stretched 

showing-space  as  far  toward  the  property 

line  as  building  cocfes  would  allow  toward 

sides  and  front:  a  loft  and  hall,  glass- 
walled,  and  a  small  sculpture  garden  in 

front.  The  third  step,  a  new  slate-paved 
terrace  and  swimming  pool. 

/////    r 

The  first  step  expand 

the  house  toward  the 
back.  The  second,  ale 
the  side,  wrapped 

around  to  the  front.  F 
the  third,  the  garage 

had  to  go.  In  Its  place 

swimming  pool,  smal 

shed,  and  barbecue. 

1^ 

background  for.  from  left:  Fangors  circle  painting:  Lester  Van 

Winkle's  "Grandfather    (hand  on  cane):  a  Jon  Lebenstein:  a 
Daryl  Abraham  house  sculpture:  a  Gothic  widow  by  Manuel  River 
a  Juana  Frances  construction;  on  table,  Edgar  Tolson  s    Expulsic 

SONLIGHTFORTHERREAKFASTTARLE 
he  house  is  Victorian 

and  spectacular,  built  in 

1870,  probably  following 

plans  in  one  of  Calvert 

Vaux's  classic  books  of 
Victorian  houses.  It  is  in 

an  historical  district  of 

the  city.  Obviously,  any  alteration 
at  all  made  to  its  exterior  had  to 

be  carefully  considered.  But  the 

people  who  live  there  wanted 

room  for  a  dining  table  in  their 

kitchen,  and  sunlight  on  it  while 

they  eat  their  breakfast.  Warren 

Cox  of  Hartman-Cox,  Architects 

managed  to  find  an  answer  for 

them.  Following  the  lines  of  the 

Victorian  windows,  complete  with 

their  double-arched  leading,  he 

designed  a  bay  of  curved  glass 

and  copper  that  just  fits,  a  su.'- 
prise,  like  a  lot  of  Victorian  arch: 

tecture,  touched  with  fantasy. 

The  bay  has  double 
doors,  screened  in 
summer  to  let  a  lot  of 
air  in.  A  new  opening 

in  the  wall  was  cut  to 
fit  it.  At  the  same  time, 

the  kitchen  was  re- 
designed and  round 

windows  let  in  over  the 

sink  and  a  new  kitchen 

desk.  The  Formica 
cabinets,  most  of 
them  still  in  excellent 

condition,  were  given 

new  faces  of  natural 

oak.  Counters  are 
stainless  steel,  floors 

are  lerra-cotfa  tile. 
New  island  stove  and 

indoor  grill  completed 
the  remodeling. 
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A  PIECE  OF  SKY 

The  scale  of  the  collection  is  deliberate: 

small-sized  works  by  major  artists.  Behind 

dining  table,  from  left:  Roger  Brown's 
"Truck  Stop  ";  Lucio  Fontana's  "Concepto 
Spaciale";  Lowe!  Nesbitt's  "Antenna." 

The  entire  remodeling  of  the  house  fol- 
lowed a  plan  drawn  up  eight  years  ago 

when  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Rosenak  first  began 

to  think  about  it,  a  plan  that  evolved  with 

the  Rosenaks'  changing  needs.  Neverthe- 

less, all  the  pieces  fit.  "The  house  con- 

centrates on  itself,"  says  Mr.  Jacobsen, 
because  of  the  Rosenaks'  intense  interest 

in  the  art  the  house  contains,  and  be- 
cause of  the  way  it  has  come  to  fit  its 

small  lot— house  and  pool  tucked  inside 
it  like  one  little  wooden  Russian  doll  in- 

side another.  Openings  to  the  outside  are 

long  and  simple,  while  interior  openings, 

like  that  on  the  stair  landing  or  the  win- 
dow high  in  upper  right  corner  of  gallery 

wall  or  the  loft  over  the  hall,  make  inside 

spaces  complex  and  interesting. 

Onc
e, 

 there  
were  

servants'
 

quarters
  
on  the  roof  of  a  city 

apartme
nt  

building
— 
and  on 

the  roof  of  the  servants
'  

quar- 
ters, a  lot  of  dead  space.  Now 

it's  a  penthou
se  

with  two 
terraces

.  
When  Sheldon 

 
Clark 

moved  in,  he  decided 
 
he  could  create  a 

feeling  of  "house" 
 
in  an  apartmen

t,  
and 

get  a  glimpse 
 
of  sky.  So  architec

t  
Con- 

stantine
  
Vichey  broke  through 

 
the  ceil- 

ing, turned
  roof  into  a  deck  with  a 

glass-wa
lled  

loft.  In  a  way,  he  succeed
ed 

too  well.  Mr.  Clark  found  spectacu
lar 

view  too  distract
ing  

for  a  study  (so  now 

loft  is  a  lounging
  

place). 

It  helps,  if  you  want  to  make  an 
apartment  feel  like  a  house,  if  you 
have  a  big  staircase.  This,  open 
so  that  it  seems  light,  with  a  steep 
rather  rural  slant  and  a  forthright, 

four-square  post,  leads  from  living 
room  to  loft.  The  sloping  skylight 

forms  a  well  for  light  that  washes 

the  whole  apartment.  On  the  main 
level,  the  kitchen  was  remodeled 

and  modernized.  The  original  door 
to  the  bedroom  was  closed  off 
and  made  into  a  coat  closet 

(closets  were  entirely  missing). 
This  left  two  difficulties:  How  do 

you  get  into  the  bedroom?  And 

where  do  you  put  all  Mr.  Clark's books?  Mr.  Vichey  solved  them 
both  at  once.  Now,  a  section  of  the 

bookcase  swings  aside— and 
that's  the  bedroom  door. 

Lookout  shed  ai] 

5-^  glass-roofed  iof 
a  place  to  sit  in sun,  and  a  gard 

Herbs,  even  blu berries,  grow  ht| 

and  in  planters 

around  the  para! 
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that  move 
around  the  room 

^t  Van  Day  Truex' 

"This  tiny  flat,"  says  Van 
Day  Truex.  American  designer, 

painter,  and  teacher,  "is  my 
winter  pied-a-terre  in  New  York. 
The  rest  of  the  year  I  live  in 
southern  France  where  I  am  sur- 

rounded by  wildly  beautiful 
mountains.  (See  House  &  Gar- 

den. August,  1974.)  In  New 

York,  I  am  surrounded  by  archi- 
tects' mountains — skyscrapers — 

but  because  they  are  splendid  too. 

"Since  my  furniture  is  as 
portable  as  my  parties,  I  have 
four  changes  of  dining  scen- 

ery: a  book  wail,  a  mirrored 
sofa-wall,  a  picture  window, 
and  a  picture  wall.  All  a 

quick  step  from  the  kitchen*' 
I  work  equally  well  in  either  of 
my  two  worlds.  And  wherever 
I  am.  I  entertain.  I  love  to  cook, 
and  Tve  learned  to  do  it  with 

a  minimum  of  going  mad  over 

a  hot  stove.  Mostly,  I  have  peo- 
ple to  lunch,  with  three  or  four 

at  table.  I  like  to  go  to  princely 

dinners,  but  I  don't  give  them. Besides,  I  like  to  talk,  and  with 

more  than  four  people,  you  don't converse,  you  broadcast. 
'T'm    an   utter   fusspot  about 

A  l=AVCRI7li 

FRUIEX  MI-NU 
Green  chicken 
Hot  buttered 

cornmeal  muffins 

Cinnamon  applesauce^ 
Ginger  cookies 

Pouilly-Fuisse 
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food.  I  plan  a  menu  like  a 
dietician  painting  a  still  life,  if 
that  makes  any  sense.  How  food 
is  served  is  terribly  important. 

Pale  food  on  white  plates  is  un- 
imaginative, and  vivid  food  on 

vivid  china  can  ruin  the  appe- 

tite quicker  than  a  wink.  Con- 
trast is  the  thing,  yet  not  too 

much  of  it.  I'm  old-fashioned 
enough  to  like  plain  white  linen, 
and  I  use  it.  But  if  I  think  the 

food  needs  more  of  a  stage  set- 
ting, I  can  tart  up  a  table  as  well 

as  the  next  one. 

"Food  must  be  succulent, 

nutritious,  properly  bal- 
anced, and  as  pretty  as  one 

can  make  it.  We  eat  with  our 

eyes,  you  know,  and  you  can't 

starve  them" 
"I  always  use  the  same  sterling 

flatware,  a  bamboo  pattern  I  de- 
signed for  Tiffany  years  ago.  I 

don't  have  room  for  much  din- 
nerware,  but  I  have  a  variety.  My 
favorite,  I  think,  is  a  pattern 

called  The  Blind  Earl' — white bone  china  made  about  1770  by 

Royal  Worcester  for  a  sightless 
nobleman  to  whom  color  meant 

nothing.  But  he  could  touch  the 
bas-relief  pattern  of  the  china  s 
white  roses  and  read  it  like 
Braille.  It  must  have  been  a  great 

pleasure.  It  would  be  to  me. 
"Somerset  Maugham  once 

told  me  that  the  only  way  to 

serve  a  perfect  meal  was  to  re- 

hearse it  for  two  weeks.  I  don't think  I  could  eat  the  same  food 
that  many  times  in  succession, 
but  I  have  mastered  four  menus 

I  can  count  on,  the  wines  that  suit 

them  best,  and  the  china  that 
makes  them  look — and  taste,  I 

hope — ambrosial.  So  I  don't  have to  rehearse  anymore.  I  know  my 

lines.  All  I  do  is  perform." For  recipes,  see  page  158. 

Far  left:  Van  Day  Truex  and  the 
famous  vin  ordinaire  carafe  he 

designed  for  Baccarat.  Left:  Book- 

wall  luncheon  with  Wedgwood's "Drabware"  plates.  "Awful  name, 
marvelous  color."  Right:  1.  Sofa 
as  a  banquette  for  lunch  with 
"Blue  Spode"  plates,  Thomas 
Jefferson's  favorite  china. 
2.  Window-side  lunch  with  a  view 
and  "The  Blind  Earl"  bone  china 

by  Royal  Worcester.  3.  Candle-lit 
supper  for  two.  Grisaille 

paintings  by  Mr.  Truex,  "Celestial' china  by  Royal  Worcester. 
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S^  Fleur  Cowles  is  a  flower  buff. 

"Flowers  are  my  real  intimates," 
she  says.  You  will  find  them 
around  her  wherever  she  is.  She 

paints  them,  and  is  constantly 

discovering  more  about  them.  "I 
live  in  them  and  with  them,"  she 
affirms.  And  now  she's  designed a  collection  of  exuberant  floral 
tableware  for  Denby  Limoges 

that  reflects  her  own  efi"erves- 
ccnt    personality.    "I    suppose    it 

"My  guest  lists  are  built  in- 
stinctively and  I  only  enter- 

tain friends.  Ready  conver- 
sation is  born  from  friend- 

ship. That  makes  it  honest, 

effortless,  and  lively" 
was  natural  that  when  Denby 
came  to  ask  me  to  design  for 
them,  they  reacted  to  my  flower 

paintings  and  picked  one  that's been  translated  into  "Jardin  des 
Fleurs."  I'm  awed  and  fascinated 
by  the  skill  and  technique  of 
taking  an  original  painting  and 
turning  it  into  a  precise  creation 

like  porcelain.  It's  such  a  happy 
association  I  feel  I'd  like  to  go 

on  doing  it  forever."  Fleur Cowles  juggles  the  many  parts  of 

her  busy  life  with  an  extraordi- 
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nary  sleight  of  hand.  Her  paint- 
ings have  been  given  one-man 

shows  all  over  the  world.  Her 
two  most  recent  books  are  Lion 
and  Blue  with  Robert  Vavra  and 

"We  have  three  houses  but 
not  one  dining  room.  We 
have  tables  with  different- 
sized  tops,  and  we  choose 
colors,  table  linen,  and  china 

to  suit  the  moment" 
a  book  of  personal  anecdotes, 
Friends  and  Memories.  She  is  a 

perceptive  patron  of  the  arts  and 
of  the  crafts,  too.  With  her  hus- 

band Tom  Montague  Meyer,  she 

maintains  a  pattern  of  movement 

between  their  chambers  at  Al- 
bany in  the  heart  of  London, 

their  farm  in  Sussex,  and  a  castle 

INI  TOWN 
Halibut  fritters 

with  lightly  curried  sauce 

Squab  on  Potatoes  Anna 

Baked  whole  pears 

In  pastry  jackets'^ in  Spain  that  is  admirably  effort- 
less. Entertaining,  too,  is  an  art 

she  excels  in.  "Everything  in  my 

life  is  spontaneous.  In  the  coun- 
try at  weekends  conversations 

can  take  (Continued  on  page  161) 

The  oval  table  in  Fleur  Cowles's 
London  drawing  room,  left,  set 
with  the  porcelain  she  has 
designed  for  Denby  Limoges, 
far  left.  Each  dinner  plate  has  a 
different  pattern  of  flowers,  salad 

plates  yet  another,  as  have  all  the 
other  dishes  in  the  "Jardin  des 
Fleurs"  collection.  Flowers  on  the 
table  reflect  those  on  the  plates, 
but  not  all,  because  Fleur  Cowles 
has  invented  some  of  her  own. 
Placed  at  random  are  some  of  the 

natural  things  translated  into 
silver,  vermeil,  and  ivory  she 
collects.  Silver  strawberry,  vermeil 

apple  are  lighters;  silver  artichoke, 
vermeil  bellpepper  are  working 

peppermills.  Pretzel  bread,  black 
and  green  olives  on  table,  below, 

are  pottery,  and  real-looking  fruit 
is  marble  and  ivory. 

I 
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^^Whether  she  designs  a  table 
napkin  or  a  banquette  or  one 
of  her  miraculously  lyrical 
dresses  or  even  a  party,  Zandra 

Rhodes's  talent  is  inimitable. 
When  her  ideas  are  funneled 

into  her  own  living  space,  it 
comes  out  pure  Zandra.  At  the 
moment,  she  lives  on  one  floor 

of  her  London  town  house,  "the 
rest  is  part  my  studio  and  part 
under  construction.  Because  of 

the  1 5-foot  ceiling  and  tall 
French  windows,  I  felt  I  had  to 
anchor  down  the  room  some- 

how. I've  done  this  by  making 

"The  dining  table  gets  its 
sense  of  belonging  from  the 
mirrored  column  that  links 
it  to  the  ceiling.  Friends 
put  it  up  for  a  party  and 
it's  still  there" 
special  islands,  one  for  eating, 
one  for  sleeping,  and  one  for 
sitting.  The  dining  table  gets  its 
sense  of  belonging  from  the 
column  that  links  it  to  the  ceil- 

ing. My  friends  Richard  Holley 

SUMDAY 

SIJI>I>I:R  l=OP.  SIX 
Cucumber  and  tiny  shrimp 

in  a  Thai  dressing 

Fettucini  with  cream  and 
cheese 

Green  salad 

Frozen  apricot  cremer' 

and  Jerry  Pennick  put  it  up  for 

a  party  and  it's  still  there."  The bed  has  its  own  tinted  alcove. 

"I  invented  the  columns  to 

screen  the  alcove,  but  they're 
only  semicircles  and  inside  are 
shelves  for  a  clock  and  a  radio 

and  books."  And  for  ample 
seating  a  25-foot  banquette 
runs  along  the  oflf-camera  wall. 

There's  a  feeling  of  a  carrousel 
about  Zandra's  dining  table,  right, 
with  its  central  column  of  mosaic 
mirrors.  The  table  itself,  in  two 
halves,  is  gray  Formica  on  an 
acrylic  base.  Wonderfully 
eccentric  pottery,  left,  she 
commissioned  from  Carol 

McNicoll.  Puffy  pottery  "cushions" 

"■^^s'. 

1^ 

The  fabrics  are  all  her  own 

printed  dress  materials  in  satin 
and  silk  in  her  favorite  colors 
- — dusty  rose,  peach,  ivory,  and 

light  cobalt  blue.  "My  friends 
"A  weekend  meal  should  be 
casual,  with  a  sound,  quiet 

necessary  core  of  organiza- 

tion underneath" 
are  my  support,  and  I  love  to 
have  them  around  me.  Week- 

days are  much  too  hectic  for 
entertaining  here,  but  when 
they  come  for  a  weekend  meal, 
I've  had  time  to  do  the  shop- 

ping and  the  cooking  and  am 
all  ready  to  enjoy  them.  It  al- 

ways has  to  be  casual,  with  a 

sound,  quiet  core  of  organiza- 

tion underneath,  because  that's 
the  only  way  1  can  get  it  all  to- 

gether." A  typical  Sunday  sup- 
per menu  would  be  cucumber 

and  peeled  tiny  shrimp  in  a 
Thai  dressing  of  coconut  milk, 

chopped  peanuts  or  peanut  but- ter, fresh  ginger,  curry,  and 
scallions.  Feitucini  comes  next, 
cooked  just  to  al  dente,  drained, 
and  returned  to  its  pan  and, 
working  fast  to  keep  it  hot, 

topped  with  grated  Gruyere, 
heavy  cream,  salt,  freshly 

ground  pepper,  and  a  scrape  of 
nutmeg.  It  can,  if  necessary,  be 

gently  warmed  and  then  served 
directly  in  its  cooking  pot.  With 
this  goes  an  herby  salad  and,  to 
finish,  frozen  apricot  creme. 

For  recipe,  see  page  158 

FALZARANO 

in  Zandra's  "Buttonflower"  design 
hold  bowls  for  the  first  course.  The 
"cushion"  on  the  bottom  is  a 
dinner  plate,  and  there's  a  narrow 
one  to  hold  a  dessert  spoon  or  a 
piece  of  bread.  The  napkins  are 

one  of  Zandra's  prints  too.  Her 
floodlit  tented  bed,  inset  right,  has  a 
flavor  of  the  seraglio. 
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How  to 
get  the  best 

guests 

The  Inquiring  Social  Reporter 

What  is 
the  best 

party 

you've 
ever 
been  to? 

Eight  hostesses  tell  you  their  secrets 
Mrs.  James  Stewart,  Beverly  Hills.  "I  like  parties  from  ten  to  twelve,  and  I 

never  throw  people  together  who  have  nothing  in  common.  In  other  words  I'd 
never  give  a  party  with  one  Democrat  and  eleven  Republicans."  Mrs.  George 
Axelrod,  Beverly  Hills.  "I  think  a  party  is  always  better  if  you  have  a  few  pretty 
girls.  I  always  base  a  party  on  an  out-of-towner.  I  include  their  friends,  then  add 

a  few  'new  blood  department.'  Lunches  are  my  big  number  since  I  feel  people 
are  not  booked  up  then.  I  ask  them  on  Friday  for  a  Sunday  lunch.  Also,  our 
house  is  a  daytime  house,  and  we  usually  give  luncheon/swimming  parties. 

I  don't  say  this  person  goes  with  that  person,  and  I  don't  worry  about  feuds. 
I  mix  everyone  together  and  like  mixing  age  groups.  If  someone  calls  the  day 

before  the  party,  I  usually  ask  them."  Mrs.  H.  Bradley  Jones,  Pasadena.  "I 
never  seat  husbands  and  wives  together  at  the  same  table,  since  this  kills  a 

party   I  definitely  think  it  does."  Mrs.  Murray  Ward,  Bel  Air.  "I  always  have 
place  cards  for  any  size  party.  I  feel  parties  are  a  total  disaster  without  place 

cards  "  Mrs.  Kelvin  Cox  Vanderlip,  Palos  Verdes.  It  s  a  bore  just  to  have  my 
close  friends  at  a  party.  I  always  add  guests  who  are  achievers  in  their  fields  to 
make  the  party  stimulating.  I  recently  asked  the  head  of  the  Rumanian  Film 
Industry  at  the  same  time  I  asked  the  head  of  Planned  Parenthood.  They  were 

so  fascinated  with  each  other  that  I  had  a  hard  time  to  get  them  to  go  home." 
Mrs.  Philip  Spalding,  Brentwood.  "I  avoid  four  things  when  I  put  a  guest  list 

together,  as  follows:  I  never  invite  two  bald-headed  men  to  the  same  party.  I've 
done  this  and  it's  been  a  disaster.  I  never  invite  anyone  who  is  on  a  zucchini 
diet  to  a  sit-down  dinner,  since  people  tend  to  stare  at  them.  I  never  invite  any- 

one whose  just  off  a  plane  as  they'll  go  home  at  nine,  i  try  to  have  less  than  50 
percent  teetotalers  on  my  guest  list  and  less  than  50  percent  who  are  cigar 

smokers  at  a  small  sit-down  dinner  party."  Mrs.  John  Carl  Warnecke,  San 
Francisco.  "I  adore  it  if  someone  calls  me  at  the  last  minute  and  asks  to  bring 

someone  who's  a  stranger  to  me.  It  always  makes  the  party  better.  It's  a  super- 
stition of  mine.  For  my  parties,  I  usually  wear  something  comfortable.  However, 

if  Jack  doesn't  like  the  way  I  look,  I  may  make  ten  changes  until  he's  pleased." 
Betty  Ford,  the  White  House.  "I  like  to  mix  people  from  all  kinds  of  fields  at 
the  White  House  dinner  parties— business,  science,  education,  medicine,  the 
arts— this  I  think  is  a  departure  from  former  White  House  procedure.  I  also 
always  include  a  few  family  friends  at  every  dinner,  and  approach  the  parties 

the  same  way  as  before— informality  and  people  having  fun." 

A  psychiatrist  goes  to  a  party 
New  York  psychiatrist  Robert  E.  Gould,  who  specializes 
in  group  therapy  and  social  behavior  studies,  offers  three 
very  useful  guidelines  that  might  help  you  get  the  most 
out  of  your  next  party: 

IFind  out  when  you  arrive who  is  there  who  might  be 
interesting  to  you.  Not  because 

you  want  to  i^now  who  is 

"important,"  but  because  there 
are  people  you  might  want  to 
talk  to,  yet  may  miss  because 

you  don't  realize  they  are  there. 

•^  Don't  expect  too  much; 
t^^  you  may  be  disappointed. 
The  hope  of  meeting  brilliant, 

fascinating  people— or  the 
love  of  your  life— is  an  easy 
dream,  but  hard  to  fulfill.  You 

will  enjoy  the  party  more  wUh- 
out  these  far-fetched  hopes. 

I s Try  asking  unusual  or 
offbeat  questions  of 

new  people  you  might  meet  at 

a  party,  rather  than  the  stereo- 

types of  "what  is  your  job?"  or 
"where  do  you  live?"  ("Are  you 
by  any  chance  interested  in  the 

forms  of  cirrus  clouds?"  asked an  Edith  Wharton  character  at 

a  first  meeting.)  Don't  be  afraid 
to  plunge  in  with  a  topic— the 
point  is  to  talk  about  something 
that  really  interests  you.  The 

new  person's  response  will  tell 
you  much  more  about  him  or  her, 
and  will  also  make  livelier  and 
more  stimulating  conversation. 

Mrs.  Alfred  Bloomingdale 

hoMc.s.s 

"My  favorite  party  was  the 
Indian  durbar  given  by 

George  Frelinghiiysen.  The 
reason— the  sheer  fantasy  of 

Tony  Duquette's  decor  and 
Georges  unbelievable  atten- 

tion to  detail.  George  was 

dressed  as  Lord  Curzon,  Vice- 

roy of  India.  Ann  .Sothern 

was  Queen  Victoria.  .Six-foot- 
four  ballplayers  from  UCLA 

were  .Scots  guards.  The  ceil- 

ing was  hung  with  bright  ban- 
ners and  Persian  carpets,  and 

papier-mache  gold  and  jew- 
eled elephants  and  other 

animals  lent  magic  to  the 

completely  transformed  ball- 
room of  the  Beverly  HilK 

Hotel. 
Most  of  the  guests  wore 

East  Indian  costumes,  but 

many  chose  other  national- 

ities—Chinese to  .Scottish." 

Barbara  Howar 
author  of  Laughing  All  the  Way 

"A  Christmas  party,  about 

six  years  ago,  an  annual 

party  given  by  the  Robert 
Penn  Warrens  in  their  Con- 

necticut farmhouse.  It  was  a 

gathering  of  the  great  writers 

in  this  country— C.  Vann 
Woodward,  Ralph  Ellison, 

Lillian  Hellman.  I  sat  be- 
tween John  Cheever  and 

William  Styron.  Most  of  the 

people  there  were  writers  I'd heard  about  all  my  life:  I 

thought  I'd  died  and  gone  to 
heaven. 

There  were  small  separate 

tables,  beautifully  done  with 
lots    of    pewter,    and    great 



harles  Moore 
rchilcc  r 

\Iy  fiftieth  birthday  party, 

a  s  t    November.    People 

iroiight  food,  we  had  a  bar, 

i()-by-75-foot  floor  with  a 
lu  of  oats  spilled  on  it  for 

.mcing,  and  two  amplifiers 

lid  eight  speakers  set  up  like 

I  discotheque.  On  the  wall,  a 

uickdrop  of  blue  sky  with  a 

:old  moon  and  twinkling 

tars,  and  a  large  mirrored 

-lall  on  the  ceiling  that 
urned  electrically.  A  200- 

lound  tap-dancer  enter- 
ained.  We  designed  a  fake 
andstand  with  cardboard 

nusical  instruments,  and  a 

nicrophone  made  out  of  a 

Jyswatter  with  gold  dust  on 

t.  People  loved  it;  even  the 

htiost  inhibited  jumped  up 

'ind  pretended  they  were 
Gladys  Knight  and  the  Pips. 
I  had  to  chase  them  oflf  the 

.landstand  at  three  in  the 

norning." 

Peler  Bogdanovich 
twvic  ilircclor 

I  do  not  attend  parties." 

«Ni^ 
fe  W^ 

.1 

loria  Vanderbill 

^'esigncr 
The  best  party  Tve  ever 
>een  to  was  at  the  Frederick 

^berstadts.  All  the  furniture 

rem  the  apartment  was 

|aken  away  in  a  truck,  and 
he  most  beautiful  fabric  was 

)ut  up  all  over  the  walls  and 

:eilings,  so  that  you  felt  you 
vere  in  an  enormous  tent, 

jrherewere  round  tables  with 
ihe  same  fabric  down  to  the 

loor,  in  the  center  of  which 

■  vere  simple  terra-cotta  pots 
)f  geraniums,  and  the  saucers 

vere  used  as  ashtrays.  There 

.vas  a  live  Reggae  music 
land,  and  a  combination  of 

^lot  and  cold  foods  at  a  bufTet 

in  one  of  the  rooms.  It  was 

like  coming  into  a  magic 

i|garden  filled  with  music  and 
'bxDectatinn ." 

George  Lang 

restaurant  and  food  consultant 

■'It  was  for  my  1974  birth- 

day, arranged  by  my  wife— a 
very  surprising  surprise 

party.  As  we  were  leaving 

the  house— ostensibly  to  have 

a  quiet  dinner  in  a  neighbor- 
hood restaurant— I  noticed  a 

large,  flat  wagon  drawn  by 
two  horses  and  a  dozen  of 

my  closest  friends  comfort- 
ably sitting  amidst  the  hay. 

A  hayride  to  Central  Park 

with  roast  pheasant  and  a 

robust  red  wine,  picnic  bas- 

kets, good  friends,  total  sur- 

prise—all this  added  up  to  the 

best  party  of  my  life."' 

Pauline  Trigere 

fashion  designer 

"A  unique  wedding  party  I 

gave  for  my  son.  He  didn't 
want  a  conventional  party  in 

a  restaurant,  so  I  gave  it  at 
the  79th  Street  Boat  Basin, 

on  an  outdoor  terrace  look- 

ing over  the  Hudson  River. 

We  were  blessed  with  a  beau- 
tiful  moon.  There  were 

around  400  people,  dancing 

to  an  orchestra,  and  lots  of 

food:  hot  steaks,  cold  hors 

d'oeuvres,  wine,  four  bars, 
and  two  buffets.  Everything 

was  red— red  tablecloths, 

screens  in  corners,  red  can- 
dles on  the  tables.  And  all 

over,  ficus  trees  in  tubs." 

Beliy  Furness 
NBC  consumer  specialist 

"In  the  50s  and  60s,  the 

Charlie  Lederers  (he's  a 

Hollywood  writer,  she's  an 
actress)  had  a  few  of  the 

neighbors  in  on  New  Year's 
Eve  on  alternate  years— al- 

ternate is  the  key  word.  It 

left  people  to  fend  for  them- 

selves in  the  New  Year's 
Eves  between,  and  they  ap- 

parently weren't  very  crea- tive about  it.  So  when  the 

Lederers  put  up  a  tent 
loaded  with  thousands  of 

balloons,  laid  down  a  dance 

floor,  and  hired  an  orchestra, 

the  neighbors'  gratitude  was 
the  predominant  force  of  the 

evening.  And  because  the 

neighbors  were  the  finest 
talent  in  Hollywood,  they 

literally  sang  their  gratitude 
at  dawn— those  were  the 

greatest  parties  ever." 

James  Collins 

artist 

All 

of 
them // 

Richard  V.  Hare 
designer 

""It  was  a  beach  picnic  in 

Jamaica,  and  everyone  ar- 
rived on  horseback.  It  was 

toward  dusk,  and  there  was 

a  huge  fire,  where  hot  things 

were  cooked,  and  an  enor- 
mous cold  buffet  on  tables. 

As  the  moon  came  up,  won- 
derful native  singers  and 

dancers  entertained  us,  and 
then  we  all  went  home  on 

niir  hr>r<;p<;  hv  mnnnlioht  " 

Bonnie  Cashin  has  es- 
tablished a  unijque  style 

in  American  fashion.  This 

designer's  colors,  fabrics, 
and  casual  looks  are 

exactly  in  tune  with  the 
way  women  are  living 

now.  Her  sketch  on  the 

right  is  an  example  of  her 
informal  designs— perfect 

for  today's  entertaining. 

1 "There's  a  party 

trend  that  I  call 

'Eat  and  Run.' 
We  all  have 
friends  who  are 

busy,  as  we  our- selves are.  You 
want  to  see 

them,  you'd love  to  see  them,  but  you  don't  want  to 
spend  a  whole  evening  because  you  have 
things  to  do— wash  your  hair,  read  books, 
gather  yourself  together.  So  I  find  myself 

calling  and  saying  'Eat  and  Run?'  They 
say  'Sure,';  they  come  over,  we 
have  a  bowl  of  rice  or  some- 

thing,and  a  drink, and  they're off.  It  used. to  be  considered 
utterly  rude  to  eat  and  run;  now 

it's  the  most  pleasant  kind  of  hu 

man  contact  and  interaction  there  is.' 
"I  liketo  wear  bright  colors  when 

I  entertain.  Color  is  psychological,  and  it 
has  a  n  effect  on  whoever  you  a  re  with .  The 
wonderful  thing  is  that  you  can  wear 
clothes  in  the  house  that  you  would  never 
wear  outdoors,  such  as  all  sorts  of  robes 
in  different  colors.  Home  entertaining 

has   changed   women's  wardrot 
Also  women  these  days  are  more 
secure,  they  I  ive  and  dress  as  they 

please.  That's  why  parties 
home  are   such  fun  today 
with     everyone     wearing 

different     things— pants 
dresses,  kimonos. 

"People  don't  give 
those  big  bashes,  like 
they  used  to,  and  say 

'Now  we  owe  so-and- 
so,  we  owe  the  Joneses 
It'sfinished,  it  really  is. 

The  whole  idea  of  life  is  living  with; 

enjoyment,  as  much  enjoyment  as 
you  can  possibly  cull  from  a  very 
imperfect  world,  and  if  you  fail  to 
look  at  your  life  that  way  you  can 

go  right  through  it  with  absolute- 
ly a  zero  at  the  end— I  mean, 

when  you  disappear,  so  what? 

You  haven't  left  a  footprint,  a 

mark,  or  anything  at  all." 

/ 
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the  plates 
to  put  it  on 
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AT  THE  END  OF 
ABUSYSPRIMGDAY 

Clear  fennel  soup 

Avocado  with  seafood  salad* 

Apple  crisp  with  ginger 

8 

THE  REWARD  FOR 
FRIENDLY  FISHERMEN 

Maria's  green  peppers 

and  cheese" Poached  blue  trout, 
lemon  butter 

Carrot  and  watercress  salad* 

Rhubarb  tarts 

\ 

f. 

r 
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new  menus  for  parties— each  is  p  __ 
uther  lunch  or  a  light  supper;  each  in  simple 
settings  of  new  china,  crystal,  and  brightly  shin- 

ing flatware.  Julie  Dannenbaum,'  author  of 
Menus  for  All  Occasions  (Button.  $9.95}  and 

Julie  Dannenbaum's  Creative  Cooking  School 
V«oit'  in  paperback.  Popular  Library,  $1.25), 
runs  one  of  the  country's  top  cooking  schools  in 
Philadelphia.  Here  are  her  new  ways  for  serving 
fruits  and  vegetables  that  look  simply  beautiful,  are 
\light,  delicate,  and  wonderfully  easy  to  prepare. 
Salad  in  a  crystal  howl— romaine  leaves  and  tiny 
Brussels  sprouts,  opposite  page,  left.  The  bowl  is. 

called  "Kosta  Party"  as  is  the  salad  plate.  Both 
designed  by  Ann  and  Goran  Warff  for  Kosta; 

hand-blown  "Air"  crystal  wine  and  water  goblets- 
designed  by  Goran  Warff  for  Boda;  pewter-like 
flatware,  "Bishop  White"-  by  Wilton- Armetale.. 
Entree  of  hot  pasta  with  cold  vegetables,  Conme 

Rusconi's  "Penne,"  opposite  top  right,  (seeWitie. 
&  Food  for  the  recipe)  served  on  "Springtime" 
dinner  plate  by  Royal  Doulton. 
Getting  together  for  a  spring  lunch  at  a  setting  of 

"Springtime"  china  by  Royal  Doulton;  "Trade- 
winds"  sterling  flatware  by  International;  Bac- 

carat's "Montaigne  Optic"  crystal  wineglass,  tiny 
crystal  salt  cellar,  and  "Bistro"  carafes  to  hold 
the  flowers.  "Peach"  rayon  and  polyester  table- 
covering  and  "Tulips"  cotton  napkin  by  Vera. 
The  crispest  salad  of  watercress  and  carrot  curls 

on  "Seagull"  porcelain,  opposite,  left,  by  Bing  & 
[  Grondahl;  "Revolution"  salad  fork  of  Sterling  II, by  Reed  &  Barton. 
Ripe  avocado  filled  with  seafood  salad  sits  on 

"Pavilion"  salad  plate,  opposite,  far  left,  by  Royal 
Worcester.  The  pattern  is  taken  from  a  design  by 
Dr.  Wall,  an  Englishman  who  adapted  porcelain 
from  Oriental  motifs  during  the  18th  century. 

A  dazzling  white  plate,  above,  is  "Louis  XV" 
Limoges  imported  by  Haviland;  "Column"  crys- 

tal water  goblet  and  hurricane  latnp-candlestick, 

both  by  Orrefors;  "Craftsmen"  sterling  silver 
flatware  by  Towle;  linen  napkin  by  Leron. 
A  dessert  served  in  a  straw  basket  is  coeur  a  la 
creme  with  tangy  raspberry  puree.  Served  on 

"Garden  Party"  china  by  Lenox;  "Puritan"  ster- 
ling spoon  by  Stieff.  Sugared  fruit  that  glistens, 

top.  far  right,  on  ripply-textured  plate  by  Kosta. 
Zucchini  crepes  with  red  caviar  on  a  white  plate, 
"Louis  XV"  by  Haviland,  far  right. 

•  The  ultimate  fruit  and  cheese,  near  right,  is  a  pale 
\  green  pear  stuffed  with  creamy  Gorgonzola 
[served  on  "Bird  of  Paradise"  plate  by  Aynsley; 
"Alana"  cry.stal  glass  by  Waterford;  "Crown 
Baroque"  sterling  dessert  fork  by  Gorham.  Please 

X 
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BEFORE  THE  AUCTIOM 

Brochette  of  seafood 
on  braised  fennel 

Rice  timbales 

Coeur  a  la  creme, 

Raspberry  puree' 

.1 

AFTER  PLAMTIMG 
Clam  bisque 

Veal  Provengale 

Wax  beans,  shallot  butter 

Sugared  fruit* 

I 

WHEN  THAT  NEW  SHOW 
WONT  WAIT 

Eggs  Mimosa 
Chicken  Supreme 

with  vinegar  and  rosemary 

Sauteed  julienned  vegetables* (broccoli  stems,  carrots, 
potatoes,  rutabaga) 

Pears  stuffed  with 

Gorgonzola  cheese* 

TO  CELEBRATE 
THE  TEAM  THAT  WON 

Zucchini  crepes, 

red  caviar,  lime,  sour  cream* 

Sauteed  soft-shelled  crabs 

Snow  peas  and  cherry  tomatoes 
in  butter 

Glazed  pineapple  with  kirsch 

JL^^ri^^^^^^^H^iA^i^iAfiAi^i 
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Orier 
Growing  coHectibisi 
and  changiiig  looi^s  jat 

isea] 

It's  a  living  collage  of  Eastern  sights,  flavors, 
and  comforts,  mellowed  by  candlelight  and 
enriched  by  two  designers— he  fashion,  she 
interior— who  know  that  to  live  is  to  grow. 

Frangoise  de  la  Renta,  wearing  Oscar's  hand- 
painted  coat-and-caftan,  thinks  "decorating 
means  living  with,  adding  to,  learning  from— 

and  never  being  afraid  to  try  something  new." 
The  living  room,  here  lit  for  evening,  began  with 
the  dhurrie  rug  (a  remnant  covers  the  matching 
pouf)  and  upholstered  furniture  in  a  range  of 
beiges.  To  these  were  added  treasures  from  for- 

mer houses:  a  Coromandel  cabinet  topped  with 

a  collection  of  obelisks  and  a  mother-of-pearl- 
inlaid  secretary  of  Portuguese  design,  Ceylonese 
craftsmanship.  Old  Indian  challis  shawls  are 
thrown  invitingly  over  the  banquettes,  and  Oscar 

designed  the  rattan  furniture.  "We  keep  adding 
pictures,  furniture,  objects  the  way  a  tree  adds 

leaves;  we'll  be  happy  when  the  room  is  full." 
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!   :l±rl 
rncod  h  first  set  net  with 

■.r  but  ■'y'dh  fragrance^  be- 
ore  the  door  even  opens  And 
hen  it  does,  and  the  sensuous 
Jeiights  continue,  sight  upon 
•ight,     comfort     on 

SA- 

"And  it's  not  finished,"  says 
Mrs.  Oscar  de  la  Renta.  "It's 
always  in  motion,  changing, 

growing  as  we  grow."  Mr.  and 
Mrs.  de  la  Renta  feel  that  hu- 

mans are  creatures  of  tlje 
senses  as  well  as  the  psyche, 
and  that  an  ambiance  that 

soothes  the  body  also  stimu- 
lates the  mind. 

For  atmospheric  lighting, 
they  believe  in  candlelight: 

"There  is  no  more  flattering 
light  to  men  or  women.  It's  like 
champagne — it  makes  you  feel 

wonderful."  To  augment  the 
candles,  uplights  on  the  floor  in 
the  living  room,  dining  room, 
land  hall  (here  photographed 
in    its    natural    night-lighting). 

'^Dare  to  mix the  unmixahle. 
If  you  love each  element 
by  itself, 
you  find  they 
work  together'^ 

^'>'-- 
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The  dining  room  was  inspired  by  a  painting,  owned 
by  a  Russian  prince,  of  a  red  velvet  stairhall  full 

of  blue  and  white  porcelains.  The  de  la  Rentas'  blue 
and  white,  all  Chinese,  all  lovingly  gathered  since_. 

their  first  apartment  nine  years  ago,  lives  interchange- 
ably on  walls  and  tables,  in  niches  and  centerpieces 

as  the  de  la  Renta  spirit  moves  them.  Tables  are 
covered  in  blue  and  white  Barcelona  cotton,  topped 
alternatively  with  batik  or  pure  white  squares.  Rugs 
are  twin  dhurries.  Sawhorse  tables  will  one  day  be 
replaced  by  rattan  to  match  tables  and  chairs  Oscar 
designed.  On  the  table,  right,  a  feast  of  blSe  and  white 
porcelains  and  flowers,  spiked  with  red  tulips  (see 
other  table  settings  in  Vogue,  Nov.  15,  1971,  and 

Vogue  Better  Living  and  Food  Guide  for  1975-76). 
Left:  The  entrance  hall  in  its  dazzling  hand-me-down: 

hand-painted  wallpaper  from  the  de  la  Rentas'  town 
house  bedroom.  Its  coral  balustrade  inspired  the 
color  of  moldings,  curtains,  and  bench  cushions.  The 
big  Chinese  bronze  deer  has  been  a  member  of  the 
family  for  years;  two  others  of  Indian  wood  recline 
on  the  rattan  table,  wearing  gold  and  coral  neck- 

laces. What  appear  to  be  unicorn  horns  are  tusks  of 
the  narwhal,  an  exotic  mammal  of  the  icy  North  Seas. 
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king  a  piacc  livabie  is  easy 

■  —all  you  need  is  a  bathtub  and 

I'ou're  in,"  says  Mrs  de  la  Ren- 
a,  Vcgtje  contributing  editor, 

vlio  became  a  professional  in- 
crior  designer  nearly  two  years 

,  fgo.  "That's  when  the  real  work 
ijegins.    When    you    see   what 

[olors  you're  drawn  to,  what 
le  place  still  needs,  how  you 

feally  like  to  live."  This  is  their 
Ihird  New  York  aadress — and 
ery  much  an  evolution  of  past 

jouses,  changing  needs,  devel- 

|»ping  taste  and  ideas.  "At  every Inove    we    eliminate,    replace, 

kid.  What  we  keep,  we  use  dif- 

•crcntly."  The  expanding  blue 
ind  white  porcelain  collection 

;n  the  dining  room  once  filled 

[     garden-side     sitting     room 

Hc^^Ci    July,    1969);   entrance- 
all    wallpaper   came    from    a 
ormer  bedroom  (Vogue.  Sept. 

SJ. 
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f'No  matter  how 
much  you 
plan  a  room, 
it's  your  eye That  tells  you 

if  it's  righY' 
^l 

fj 

!')5.  1972).  "We're  always  add- 
'ng  new  things,  trying  new 
|deas.  Sometimes  we  make  ter- 
;ible  mistakes:  We  painted  the 
.iving   room   dark   brown   and 
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lived  with  it  for  four  months 

iiefore  we  realized  it  was  wrong. 
Some  mistakes  you  can  change, 

"Others  you  can't.  When  you 

fcan't,  just  emphasize  it  to  make 
ti  decorating  point."  Their  phi- 
dosophy  about  what  goes  with 

(what  is  simple:  "If  you  love  it, 
luse  it.  You  might  not  think  that 

jwicker  goes  with  mother-of- 
tpearl,  but  it  does. 

I  The  goal  is  a  house  that's 
Completely  full — because  "full 
[rooms  are  sensuous  and  warm- 

ling.  It  doesn't  just  happen,  it 
Itakes  effort  and  thought.  But 

Ithe  reward  is  a  house  you  can't 
fwait  to  come  home  to." 

.y 
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across  walls,  window  ,  chairs,  and  lamp- 

shades. The  bed  is  blue  taffeta  like  curtains 
and  dressing  table,  its  headboard  draped 
with  cotton  lace.  But  Oscar  has  designs  for 

a  replacement  bed  of  brown  and  black  bam- 
boo. At  each   bedside,  not  one  table  but 

!  several,  for  telephones,  television,  water 
carafes,  books.  Floor  cushions  at  the  foot 
erid  are  to  help  two  Yorkshires  named  Zazie 
and  K  jump  on  the  bed.  Above  the  bed,  a 

"'19th-century  Orientalist  painting  from  the 

growing  collection.  "We  want  the  bedroom 
to  be  full  of  them."  Far  left:  Mrs.  de  la 
Renia's  work  desk,  from  which  she  organ- 

izes her  life  and  runs  her  decorating  busi- 
ness. "The  painting  of  roses  makes  me  feel 

cheerful  even  when  I'm  working  out  prob- 
lems that  go  with  the  job."  Left:  Her  bath 

(His  is  all  mahogany  and  quarry  tiles),  with 
random-width  mirror-paneled  walls  arui 

ceiling:  "When  I  lie  back  in  the  tub,  I  can 

watch  the  people  on  the  avenue  below." 

im?w. 
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from  a  Swiss  fir 

■decorating  cotto 

into 
iLeave  it  to  the  Swiss.  Long  famous  K>i 
chocolates,  watches,  and  schussing, 

they  have  suddenly  burst  into  the  deco- 
irating  field  with  an  explosion  of  cotton 
prints  so  new  they  just  became  avail- 

able as  House  &  Garden  went  to  press. 
You  can  buy  them  through  decorators. 

The  collection  contains  more  than  a 

hundred  patterns,  in  fine,  close-woven 
cottons,  heavier  duck-Hke  weaves, 
chintzes,  textures  like  basket  weaves 

and  fine  quilting,  and  even  a  group  of 
mafelasses  all  about  52  inches  wide. 
The  man  behind  the  line  is  Gustav 

.Zumsteg,  chairman  of  Abraham,  the 
I  respected  fabrics  house  that  has  sup- 

plied Paris  couturiers  for  years,  and 
whose  fabrics  were  frequently  used  for 

decoration,  too.  "The  first  to  suggest  I 
create  fabrics  specifically  for  decorat- 

ing was  Yves  St.  Laurent,"  says  Mr. 
iZumsteu.  Then  he  met  Federico  For- 

;"AII  the  fabrics  go 
together.  You  could 

Idecorate  blindfolded" 

quet,  a  fashion  and  fabrics  designer 
who  also  wanted  to  try  his  hand  at  fab- 

rics for  decorating,  and  they  decided 
to  join  forces  as  Abraham-Zumsteg. 

"We  dare  to  say  we  have  created  not 
a  line  of  fabrics,  but  a  philosophy," 
says  Mr.  Zumsteg.  "A  philosophy  of 
charm  and  harmony,  with  enough  vari- 

ations on  enough  themes  to  suit  every 
[mood,  every  climate,  every  decorating 

jStyle,  every  possible  purpose."  Whc Mr.  Forquet  showed  the  fabrics  to 
friend,  Mrs.  Gianni  Agnelli,  who  has 
designed  fabrics  for  her  own  houses, 
she  was  so  impressed  that  she  too 

joined  the  team.  "The  fabrics  are  ex- 
traordinary," she  says.  "You  see  them, 

and  you  instantly  think  of  hundreds  of 

ways  to  use  them  all  over  the  house." 

The  internationul  design  team  that's  mak- 
ing fabric  headlines,  from  left:  Gustav 

Zumsteg;  Marella  Agnelli,  who.se  designs 
will  be  added  next  fall;  and  Federico  For- 

quet. Opposite  page:  For  Mr.  Zumsteg's 
straw-iiiied  dining  room  in  Paris,  designer 
Fran<;ois  Catroux  chose  the  swirly  floral 

"to  make  the  room  part  of  the  garden  out- 
side." In  the  library,  top,  a  mist  of  small 

green  prints  that  live  happily  as  uphol- 
stery, curtains,  pillows,  and  glued  on  end 

tables.  "The  subtle  colors  are  like  nothing 
before,"  says  Mr.  Catroux,  "and  the  range 
lets  you  create  any  mood." DUANE   MICHAELS 
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i^ecorating  cottons  with 
iternational  cachet ..,..,.../ 

The  collection  began  with  a  series  of  large 

I    exuberant    prints — jungles,    florals,    pais- 
leys, some  patterns  based  on  old  docu- 

ments.   From    each,    several    individual 
motifs  were  separated  out  into  patterns 
of  their  own.  Each  of  these  in  turn,  was 

I    enlarged,  miniaturized,  embellished,  tex- 
!    lured,  and  toyed  with  until  the  original 

oncept   had   grown   into   a  whole   sym- 
phony of  variations — every  one  harmoni- 

ous with  every  other. 

"I  love  the  small  prints,"  says  Mr.  Zum- 
steg.  "They're  neutral  without  being  neu- 
iral.  so  they  make  a  statement  of  their 
own  without  competing  with  the  furniture 

and  pictures  you  put  with  them." 

"The  idea  is  total  decoration. 
The  fabrics  live  happily  with 

any  furniture,  any  art" 

The  collection,  though  enormous,  has 

by  no  means  finished  growing.  "Every 
year  we  intend  to  add  more,  to  change  a 

few,  delete  what  is  no  longer  applicable," 
says  Mr.  Forquet.  "In  the  fall,  we  will  add 
Mrs.  Agnelli's  designs,  which  will  include 
some  woolens.  But  every  addition  will  be 
a  spontaneous  expression  of  the  moment, 

because  that's  the  only  way  the  fabrics  will 
stay  honest  and  current." 

This  premiere  collection  was  intended 
to  create  a  mood  of  freshness,  youth,  and 
livability,  but  using  imprecise  patterns 
and  hazed  colors  that  are  very  sophisti- 

cated. Says  interior  designer  Francois 

Catroux:  "There's  nothing  sweet  about 
these  fabrics.  They're  subtle,  they're  quiet, 
but  they've  got  a  certain  r/j^Hf  Mr— tough- 

ness: They  can  stand  up  to  any  setting." 
"And  that's  just  what  we  had  in  mind," 

says  Mr.  Forquet.  "We  want  you  to  be 
able  to  choose  fabrics  from  anywhere  in 

the  group  and  be  assured  they  will  go  per- 
fectly together.  In  this  way  you  create 

your  own  atmosphere,  your  own  mood. 

It's  foolproof." 

In  Mr.  Forquet's  dining  room  in  Rome,  right, 
a  paisley  in  terra  cottas  (the  color  of  the 
Roman  floor)  covers  tables;  motifs  appear 
solo  on  chairs  and  banquette  pillons.  Fabric 

"that  looks  plain  but  isn't"  covers  walls,  is 
quilted  for  curtains.  Above:  In  his  summer 
bedroom  overlooking  the  city  via  folding 

straw  screens,  the  curtains'  jungle  separates 
into  patterns  for  bed  and  pillows.  Opposite 
page:  To  make  a  fresh  white  New  York  bed- 

room even  fresher,  designers  Mica  Ertegun 
and  Chessy  Rayner  of  Mac  II  chose  small 
patterns  in  plums  and  beiges  for  color  con- 

centrations on  bed  and  sofas.  "They're  quiet 
and  serene  like  neutrals — but  with  life." 
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^  30,  once  marriage  and  career  lines  have  been  established,  young  adults 
y  enter  a  turbulent  period  marked  by  a  questioning  of  values 

Personal  growth 
Li^-iiiinied  from  page  90 

long  plateau  in  which  random 
things  occur,  and  then,  at  around 

age  sixty  or  sixty-five,  a  period  of 
■'•ne  sets  in  to  be  studied  by 

tologists.  The  assumption  I 

.in  n.aking  is  that  there  is  some- 
ning  called  adult  development,  an 

unfolding,  just  as  there  is  earlier." 
Since  1972,  the  study  of  adult- 

hood has  finally  come  into  its  own. 

with  an  outpouring  of  new  re- 
search and  new  insights.  Across 

the  country,  researchers  have  been 

studying  growth  patterns  and  at- 
tempting to  delineate  normal  adult 

development.  While  it  is  not  yet 
possible  to  say  that  we  know  as 
much  about  adult  development  as 
we  do  about  child  development, 

we  are  beginning  to  get  some  an- 
swers to  haunting  questions:  Yes, 

adults  continue  to  grow  psycho- 
logically; yes,  there  are  relatively 

predictable  cycles  of  psychological 
stability  and  crisis;  and  yes.  a  per- 

son's adjustment  during  childhood 
may  be  less  revealing  of  his  or  her 

adjustment  in  adulthood  than  psy- 
chology of  the  fifties  and  sixties 

had  us  believe.  Psychology  in  the 
seventies  is  the  psychology  of  wait 
and  see.  A  life  must  be  fully  lived 

before  we  can  judge  the  man  or 
woman  who  lived  it  as  psychologi- 

cally sound  or  failed.  In  that  sense, 

while  the  seventies'  psychology  is 
new,  it  is  also  exquisitely  ancient 
and  sage,  for  it  is  said  that  the 
Greeks  had  carved  onto  one  of 

their  temples  the  motto,  "Call  no 
man  lucky  till  his  life  is  lived." It  was  Erik  Erikson,  author  of 
Childhood  and  Society  and  father 
of  the  1960s  obsession  with  adoles- 

cents and  their  "identity  crises," 
who  was  the  most  influential  figure 
in  the  current  burst  of  enthusiasm 

for  studying  adulthood.  Erikson 
believed  that  all  individuals  travel 

through  their  lives,  mastering  psy- 
chosocial age-related  tasks  in  or- 

der to  arrive  at  a  psychic  place  of 
contentment  and  fearlessness  in 

old  age.  In  adolescence,  the  task  is 
identity.  In  the  twenties  through 
the  forties,  the  task  is  intimacy. 
Later  still,  people  must  learn  to 
master  generativity,  the  concern 

with  "establishing  and  guiding  the 

next  generation."  Those  age-re- lated tasks  accomplished,  men  and 
women  in  late  adulthood,  which 

Erikson  placed  at  after  sixty-five, 
can  enter  the  stage  of  life  he  called 

integrity.  It  is,  he  says,  "the  accep- 
tance of  one's  one-and-only  life 

cvcle  as  something  that  had  to  be 

and  that,  by  necessity,  permitted  of 
no  substitutions.  ...  In  such  final 
consolidation,  death  loses  its 

sting." 

Erikson  was  the  philosopher  of 
adult  development.  Those  who 
have  followed  in  his  footsteps  have 
been  less  concerned  with  the  pur- 

pose of  growth  than  with  delineat- 
ing more  closely  the  various  adult 

stages.  Although  different  re- 
searchers give  the  different  stages 

different  names  and  slightly  differ- 
ent age  breakdowns,  all  seem  to 

agree  on  an  age  twenty-to-sixties 
progression  that  might  be  listed this  way: 

20  to  30        Early    adulthood:    the 
mastery  of  intimacy 

Around  30  Early  adulthood  tran- 
sition or  crisis 

30  to  40        Intermediate        adult- 
hood:  the   mastery  of 

careers 
Around  40  Intermediate   or   mid- 

life transition  or  crisis 

40  to  50        Middle  adulthood:  Re- 

organization and  ren- aissance 

50  to  65        Later    adulthood:    In- 
creased  awareness   of mortality 

Ages  are  approximate:  Transitions 
or  crises  occur  within  a  year  or  two 
of  the  dates  given.  The  explication 

of  these  stages  which  follows  is 
drawn  chiefly  from  the  work  of 

three  leading  life-span  researchers 
— Dr.  Levinson  of  Yale,  Dr. 
George  Valliant  of  Harvard  (who 
has  reported  on  a  major  study  of 
close  to  100  men  whose  lives  were 
examined  at  regular  intervals  from 
the  time  they  were  undergraduates 
at  an  Ivy  League  college  until  they 
reached  age  fifty),  and  Dr.  Roger 
Gould  of  the  University  of  Cali- 

fornia School  of  Medicine  at  Los 

.Angeles  (who  has  reported  on  a 
study  of  several  hundred  men  and 
women  between  the  ages  of  eigh- teen and  sixty). 

Early  adulthood:  The  mastery 
of  intimacy  (20  to  30) 
All  the  researchers  seem  to  agree, 

perhaps  taking  their  cue  from 
Erikson.  that  men  and  women  in 

their  twenties  are  chiefly  con- 
cerned with  mastering  intimacy. 

This  is  the  time  of  life  when 

spouses  are  wooed  and  wed,  and 
when  adolescent  friendships  are 

cast  off  if  they  no  longer  seem  de- 
sirable, or  consolidated  if  they 

seem  worthy  of  future  investment. 
Dr.  Valliant  says  of  the  men  he 
studied  that  no  sooner  did  they 

"win  autonomy  from  parents  than 
Continued  on  page  160 

There  is  nothinR  t'raRJle  about  the  beauty  of  Sears  Chrome  and  Glass. 
The  chrome-plated  tubing  is  made  from  heavy-gauge  steel.  The  glass  is  safety- 
tempered  for  extra  strength. 

Only  at  what's  more,  most  pieces  in  Sears  Chrome  and  Class  Collection  cost  less 
  1      than  $75.  All  are  a  cinch  to  assemble  with  the  tiny  wrench  that  comes  included. 

^  ̂^^•^'fc'^r'i  I  Sears  Chrome  and  Glass.  Take  it  home  today.  Have  it  up  tonight.  Find  it  at  most 
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EASY  LUNCHES  THAT 
MOVE  AROUND  THE  ROOM 
Menus  and  recipes  from 
Van  DayTruex,  page  158 

page 
FANTASY  SETTINGS  WITH 

A  CARROUSEL TABLE        ' 
Recipe  from 
Zandra  Rhodes, 
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READY-TO-GO  DRINKS 

Prepare-ahead  ideas 
and  quick  tricks  for 
the  party  bar 

by  Jane  Ellis 

page NEW  PARTY  FOOD  AND 
THE  PLATES  TO  PUT  IT  ON 

Menus  and  recipes  for 

springand  summer 
parties  for  lunch 
or  supper  by 
Julie  Dannenbaum, 

recipes  page  141 
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TURKISH  DELIGHTS 
Recipes  for  yoghurt and  egg  soup, 

Jerusalem  artichoke 

salad,  and  spinach  Borek 
by  William  P.  Rayner 

page 
MOVABLE  FEASTS  AND 
MEALSFORCONVERSATION 
FleurCowles  always 

keeps  her  menus  to 
three  courses  whether 
for  lunch  or  dinner. 
Meals  are  served  on  a 

variety  of  tables  with 
colored  table  linens 
to  match  the  mood  of  the 
moment.  Every  piece  is 
an  object  of  beauty, 
as  is  herfamous 
dessert,  a  stemmed 

pear  baked  in  a 
pastry  crust, 
recipe  page  158 

HIGH  VITALITY  FOOD 
AND  FITNESS  AT  THE 
GOLDEN  DOOR  SPA 
Menus  and  calorie 
counts  for  1  week. 

Great  low-calorie 
recipes  from  chef 
Michel  Stroot. 



Use  30%  less  gas. 
With  Caloric 

Automatic  Pilotless 
Gas  Ranges. 

Automatic  pilotless  ignition  is  the  new  Caloric    \ 
feature  that  eliminates  gas  pilot  lights  and  saves 

gas — 30  percent,  and  more.  Now  it's  available 
on  16  ranges  in  the  (Caloric  line,  both  single  and 

double  oven  models — including  those  \\  ith 
Self-Cleaning 

ovens.  Continuous 

Cleaning*  ovens, lo-broilers  and 

w  aist-high  broil- 
ers. All  have  au- 

tomatically timed 
oven  controls  that  let 

you  set  the  times  the 
oven  starts  and  stops 
cooking.  Plus  many 

available  features  to  save  you  work,  make 
cooking  easier.  Conserve  gas  \v  ith  a  Caloric 
Automatic  Pik)tless  Ignition  Range — the  gas 

range  that's  only  ''on"  w  hen  you  need  it. 
Use  gas  w  isely.  It's  clean  energy  for  today and  tomorrow. 

gldf^  A  American  Gas 

CALORIC 
^Good  Housekeeping  • ^  PROMISIS  ^ 

Topton,  Pa.19562 

A  Raytheon  Company *  \  G.A.  Mat 
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New  party  food 
Recipes  and  ideas  for  8  easy-to-prepare 
lunch  or  supper  parties  from  Julie  Dannenbaum 

:OEUR  A  LACREME 
■ngredients 

'z  pound  cream  cheese, 
softened  to  room  temperature 

^2  cup  cottage  cheese 
/a  cup  confectioners  sugar 
teaspoon  vanilla 

'  cup  heavy  cream,  whipped 
aspberry  puree 

^ingredients  for  pur§e 

10-ounce  package  frozen 
raspberries 

?  tablespoons  framboise  or 
kirsch 

:onfectioners  sugar  (optional) 

\/lethod 

n  a  large  bowl  beat  together  the 
:ream  cheese,  cottage  cheese, 
jugar,  and  vanilla.  Beat  until 
:reamy.  Fold  in  the  whipped 
:ream. 

1  -ine  6  individual-sized  coeur  a 
a   creme   molds   with    cheese- 

1  ;loth   that   has   been    rinsed   in 
I  :old  water  and  wrung  out.  Make 

!5ure   there   is  enough   cheese- 
:loth    to    fold    over    the    filled 
molds. 

3ently  spoon  mixture  into  lined 

j  molds  and  bang  down  gently, 
-old  edges  of  cheesecloth  over 
,he  top  of  each  heart.  Place  on 
a  rack  over  a  baking  sheet  and 
:hill  in  refrigerator  overnight. 

i  Serve  in  the  molds  and  allow 

1  sach  guest  to  unmold  the  cream 

neart  himself.  Serve  with  a  rasp- 
Derry  puree.  Serves  6. 

Method  for  puree 

Add  defrosted  frozen  raspber- 
ries to  a  blender  container  and 

puree.  Strain  to  remove  the 
seeds.  Add  the  framboise  or 
kirsch  and  sugar  to  taste,  if  the 
berries  are  unsweetened.  Makes 

about  V/z  cups. 

MARIA'S  GREEN 
'PEPPERS 
From  Maria  Donavon,  food  writer 
and  cookbook  author. 

I  Ingredients 

'  2  large  green  peppers 
IV2  cups  ricotta 
V4  pound  butter,  softened 
V4  cup  pecorino  cheese,  grated 

\2  tablespoons  Dijon  mustard 

jSE&  garden,  may,  1976 

V2  teaspoon  salt 
1  tablespoon  caraway  seeds 
Va  cups  chives,  finely  chopped 
4  anchovies,  finely  chopped 
1  tablespoon  parsley,  finely 
chopped 

2-3  tablespoons  sweet  or  hot 

paprika Method 

Cut  the  tops  off  the  green  pep- 
pers about  3/4  inch  down.  Hollow 

out  the  peppers,  removing  the 
seeds  and  fibrous  interior  and 
set  aside. 

In  a  bowl  add  the  ricotta,  butter, 

pecorino,  mustard,  and  salt. 
Blend  until  combined  well.  Add 

caraway  seeds.  Fold  in  the 
chives  and  anchovies.  Add  the 

parsley  and  paprika.  Mix  well. 

Pack  the  cheese  mixture  into  the 

pepper  shells.  Put  on  the  tops 
and  chill  overnight.  To  serve, 
either  remove  the  tops  and 
spread  mixture  on  black  bread 
or  slice  in  thin  horizontal  rounds 
and  serve  overlapping.  Good 
with  black  bread  and  thin  slices 
of  salami.  Serves  6. 

Cheese-stuffed  green  pepper  rounds 
provide  an  appealing  first  course. 

ZUCCHINI  CREPES 
Ingredients 

V2  cup  flour 2  eggs 

2  egg  yolks 
V4  cup  oil 
V2  cup  milk 
1  cup  fresh  zucchini, 

unpeeled,  cut  into  thin  sticks 
lime  wedges 
sour  cream 
red  caviar 

Method 

Make  a  basic  crepe  batter  by 

putting  into  the  blender  the 
flour,  eggs,  egg  yolks,  oil,  and 
milk.  Blend. 

Use  a  little  more  batter  for  each 

crepe  than  usual.  Cook  on  one 
side,  add  2  tablespoons  zucchini 
sticks,  turn  over  and  cook  on 
second  side.  Garnish  each 
crepe  with  a  wedge  of  lime,  1 
tablespoon  thick  sour  cream, 
and  1  tablespoon  red  caviar. 
Serves  6. 

SUGARED  FRUIT 

Ingredients 
V2  cup  water 
2V4  cups  sugar 

Vb  teaspoon  cream  of  tartar 
1  tablespoon  light  corn  syrup 

18-24  large  firm  strawberries 
18-24  tangerine  sections 
18-24  seedless  green  grapes 

with  stems 

18-24  black  grapes  with  stems 

Method 

In  a  heavy  saucepan  bring  the 
water,  sugar,  cream  of  tartar, 
and  corn  syrup  to  a  boil.  Reduce 
heat  to  medium  and  cook  syrup 

to  the  hard  crack  stage,  300°- 
320°.  Remove  syrup  from  heat 
and  sit  the  pan  in  a  larger  pan 
of  warm  water. 

Using  tongs,  or  toothpicks,  dip 

3-4  pieces  of  each  fruit  per  per- 
son, one  at  a  time,  into  the  hot 

syrup.  Coat  well.  Place  on  a 
greased  piece  of  marble  or  a 
baking  sheet.  In  a  few  minutes 
the  syrup  will  harden  around  the 
fruit.  Serves  6. 

BELLINIS 
Bellinis  are  very  popular  drinks 

in  Harry's  Bar  in  Venice  and 
Florence  and  also  in  most  of  the 

hotels,  including  the  bar  at  the 
Gritti  Place  Hotel  in  Venice.  This 

is  the  way  barman  FontanB 
makes  them  there. 

Ingredients 
6  very  ripe  juicy  peaches, 

peeled very  cold  champagne 

Method 

Puree  the  peaches  in  a  blender 
and  add  1  /6  of  the  puree  to  each 
of  6  tall  highball  or  balloon 
glasses.  Fill  to  the  brim  with  the 
champagne.  Makes  6  drinks. 

AVOCADO  WITH 
SEAFOOD  SALAD 
Ingredients 
3  ripe  avocados 
1  pound  cooked  fish,  or  shrimp, 

crabmeat,  or  a  combination  of 

all  3,  flaked 

juice  of  1  lemon 
salt 
freshly  cracked  black  pepper 

V2  cup  vegetable  oil 
2  tablespoons  capers,  drained 
2  tablespoons  chives,  finely 

chopped 
3  hard-boiled  eggs 

parsley  or  chives,  finely  chopped 
for  garnish 

Method 

Cut  the  avocados  in  half  length- 
wise and  remove  seeds.  With 

the  tip  of  a  tablespoon,  very 

carefully  remove  the  flesh  from 
the  skins  of  each  half  by  digging 
down  inside  skin,  keeping  the 
flesh  in  one  piece.  Set  aside. 

In  a  bowl  toss  together  the  fish, 

shrimp,  or  crabmeat,  lemon 
juice,  salt  and  pepper  to  taste, 
and  oil.  Add  the  capers  and 
chives  and  toss  well. 

Fill  the  avocado  shells  with  the 
fish  mixture.  Place  the  avocado 
flesh  over  the  salad  with  the 
rounded  side  up.  Brush  the  tops 
of  the  flesh  with  lemon  juice. 

Sieve  the  hard-cooked  egg  yolks 

and  finely  chop  the  whites. 
Sprinkle  the  egg  yolks  over  each 
avocado  and  put  chopped  egg 

white  around  edges  to  disguise 

the  seams.  Sprinkle  a  bit  of  fine- 
ly chopped  parsley  or  chives 

over  each.  Serves  6. 

CONNIE  RUSCONI'S PENNE 

This  was  a  delightful  pasta  dish 
served  to  me  in  Venice  at  the 
home  of  Connie  Rusconi  and 
her  husband  Dr.  Natale  Rusconi, 

director  of  the  Gritti  Palace  Ho- 
tel in  Venice.  Connie  created 

this  dish,  and  the  following  rec- 
ipe is  my  adaptation  of  it.  The 

combination  of  the  hot  pasta 
with  cold  raw  vegetables  over  it 
made  an  incredible  dish  that 
I  could  not  stop  eating. 

Continued  on  page  156 
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"A  high  vitality  life  depends  on  high  vitality  food," says  Deborah  Mazzanti,  dynamic  founder  of  the 

Golden  Door,  California's  wonderful  Japanese-style 
spa,  whose  low-calorie,  low-cholesterol,  natural 
foods  diet  for  guests  is  beautiful  to  look  at  and  taste. 

Oeborah  Mazzanti,  above, 
renter,  surrounded  by 
jolden  Door  staff  and 
;uests  in  cotton  track 
uits.  The  Golden  Door, 
tclow,  with  its  symbolic 
ree  of  life. 
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'"Weight  loss,  however,  is  only 
partly  due  to  decreased  food  in- 

take, it  is  also  due  to  exercise," 
says  Mrs.  Mazzanti  who  serves 

on  the  President's  Council  on 
Physical  Fitness  and  the  Board 
of  the  Menninger  Foundation, 
and  believes: 

"It's  just  as  much 
fun  to  spend  a 
calorie  as  it  is  to 

take  one  in" Increased  movement  at  the 
Golden  Door  starts  with  an 

early  morning  walk-jog;  goes 
on  to  exercise  sessions  that  vary 

from  warm-up  exercises;  Leo- 

nardo da  Vinci's,  inspired  by  his 
drawing  of  the  Vitruvian  Man; 

spot-reducing  classes  for  spe- 
cific problems;  to  water  exer- 
cises in  a  warmed  pool,  yoga, 

and  jazz  dancing.  They  convert 
even  the  most  slothful  guests  to 

Mrs.  Mazzanti's  maxim: 

"Eating  allows 
you  to  live,  but 
exercise  allows 

you  to  live  better" The  week  (two  for  lucky 

ones)  that  guests  spend  at  the 
Golden  Door  is  not  only  a  time 
for  dieting  and  exercise,  but  a 

unique  opportunity  to  get  in 
tune  with  the  body  away  from 

the  stress  of  life,  to  renew  one- 
self mentally  and  physically  in 

an  atmosphere  of  "disciplined 
serenity."  Not  exclusively  a 
woman's  domain,  there  are 
eight  scheduled  men-only  weeks 
and  two  weeks  set  aside  for 

couples. 
Diets  are  streamlined  to  the 

individual  guest  at  the  Golden 
Door  by  Mrs.  Mazzanti  and 
chef  Michel  Stroot.  It  is  an 
average  800  calories  a  day  diet, 
but  the  counts  swing  from  500 
to  1100  calories  depending  on 

one's  personal  diet  require- 
ments. Menus  for  a  week  and 

some  of  Michel  Stroot's  recipes can  be  found  beginning  on  page 

146.  If  you  wish  to  follow  this 
or  any  other  reducing  diet  plan, 

we  advise  you  to  consult  with 

your  doctor  first. 

Guests  stay  in  a  series  of  small 
houses,  above,  designed  on  the 
esthetic  lines  of  a  Japanese  inn  by 
Architect  Robert  Mosher. 

Deborah  Mazzanti  recom- 
mends the  diet  for  one  week  a 

month  maximum  at  home.  If 

you  wish  to  extend  it,  add  two 
servings  of  whole  grains  (this 
could  be  Vi  cup  of  whole  grain 

cereal  and  a  slice  of  home- 
baked  bread)  and  peanut  butter 
or  an  egg  for  added  protein each  day. 

At  popular  evening  cooking 
classes  during  a  Golden  Door 
week,  chef  Michel  Stroot 
teaches  guests  his  secrets  for 

making  low-calorie  food  deli- 
cious, and  how  to  prepare  the 

freshest  produce  skillfully  and 

quickly  to  preserve  its  nutrients and  eye  appeal. 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN    may    io7a 



QUICK  ENERGY 
BREAKFASTS 
When  you're  trying  to  lose 
weight,  allot  10  percent  of 

the  day's  calories  to  break- fast; on  a  maintenance  diet, 
increase  to  20  percent. 

At  the  Golden  Door 
breakfast  is  served  in  bed 

on  a  tray  after  you've returned  from  an  early 

morning  walk  on  the 

hillside.  "You  simply 
need  a  small  amount  of 

food  to  raise  your  blood 

sugar  and  get  you  started 

on  the  day,"  says 
Deborah  Mazzanti. 
Breakfasts,  left,  show  the 
secret  to  an  early  morning 

tray — great  eye  appeal. 
Each  day  the  tray  has  a 
different  china,  napkin, 

and  place  mat,  a  new 

nosegay  of  fresh  flowers. 
A  fresh  peach,  sliced  and 

arranged  with  a 
strawberry  or  two  for 
color.  Tea  with  lemon. 

Breakfast  surprise: 

peanut  butter  (about  a 
teaspoonful)  in  center 
of  peeled,  cored  pear 
half,  tea  with  lemon. 

A  day's  schedule  alternates  active  and  passive  activi- 
ties. Exercise  periods  are  spent  in  light,  airy,  gyms, 

working  sometimes  with  equipment,  sometimes  at  the 
bar,  above.  Passive  moments  are  spent  during  a  daily 
massage  (a  masseuse,  above  left,  demonstrates  a  walk 
on  the  back  to  release  tensions);  right,  rest  in  the  sauna. 

Yoghurt  with  a  scatteringr 
of  raisins  and  cinnamon; 
on  the  side,  thin 
slices  of  orange;  tea 
with  lemon. 

Poached  egg  with  its 
own  little  ramekin  with, 

again,  tea  or  coffee. 
More  breakfast 
variations  to  round  out 

a  week:  5.  Half  a 

grapefruit  with  6  black 

grapes,  tea  or  coffee. 
6.  fvluesli  with  skim 
milk.  To  make  it, 

combine  chopped  figs, 
rolled  oats.  Soak  in 

water  overnight. 

Next  morning,  stir  in 

grated  apple,  hazel- 
nuts, and  cinnamon. 

JAI>AMIESI: 
LUNCH 

Tofo  Gircf' 
(consomme) 

Japanese  vegetable  salad-' Kobomushr 
(stuffed  turnip) 

Teriyaki  ctiicken' (served  on  individual  hibacfiis 
See  the  lunch  on  a  tray. 

opposite  page,  top) 

JACQUES    MALIGNON 

^    N 

Lunch  served  on  a  tray 
by  the  pool,  right, 
soup,  a  fresh  fruit,  and 
iced  tea.  Left,  a  rain- 

bow of  fan  cards  to 

indicate  the  day's  itin- erary. Guests  pin  the 
cards  to  their  exercise 
suits  as  an  appoint- 

ment reminder. 

MAZZANTI  WISDOM 
What  you  learn  from  a  week  at 
the  Golden  Door  is  the  import- 

ance of  your  own  sense  of  well 
being.  The  need  for  a  balance 
between  movement  and  rest. 
Movement  comes  first;  rest  is 
the  reward.  Exercise,  divided 

into  two  periods  each  day — one 
for  10  minutes,  one  for  30  min- 

utes, should  be  tailored  to  suit 

your  own  system.  If  you're 
superbusy  in  the  morning,  exer- 

cise for  30  minutes — it  will  get 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN,  MAY,  197i 

you  going;  at  the  end  of  the  day, 
exercise  for  10  minutes  more. 

If  you  tend  to  build  up  stress 

and  tension  during  work,  a  30- 
minute  exercise  slot  at  the  end 

of  the  day  will  release  tensions 
and  help  you  unwind.  In  this 
case,  schedule  the  10-minute 
session  the  first  thing  in  the 
morning. 

During  the  day  you  build  up 
carbon  dioxide  in  your  body; 
it  adds  weight  and  contributes 

to  fatigue.  If  you  exercise  or 

breathe  deeply  at  an  open  win- 
dow, you  expel  the  carbon 

dioxide  and  bring  oxygen  to  the 

brain.  The  result  is  you  feel  re- 
freshed. 

Exercise  to  suit  yourself,  sim- 
ply by  walking  if  you  wish,  but 

at  a  fast  pace  and,  to  be  effec- 
tive, for  at  least  30  minutes.  For 

more  Golden  Door  informa- 
tion, write:  The  Golden  Door, 

Escondido,  Gal.  92025. 



Each  day's  program  in- 
cludes warm-up  exercises 

to  get  you  going  for  the 
flay.  The  accompanying 

iiuisic,  each  instuctor's 
lavorite  record  of  the  mo- 

ment, keeps  pace  and 
spirit  up.  Beauty  periods 
for  the  care  of  skin,  nails, 
hair,  and  face  take  up  60 
minutes  each  day,  above. 
Creamed  hands  and  feet 

are  kept  warm  in  heated 
gloves  and  booties,  while 
a  beautician  gives  a  facial. 
Far  left,  a  session  in  the 

Japanese  family  tub,  a  fan- 
shaped  whirlpool  bath, 
followed  by  an  Herbal 
Wrap,  left,  herb-impreg- 

nated hot  towels  to  mum- 
mify the  body,  cleanse 

skin,  coddle  sore  muscles. 
In-water  activities,  above 
left,  range  from  exercises, 

lap  swimming,  to  a  com- 
petitive game  of  volleyball. 

DIET 
SHOPPING 
LIST 
SPICES,  SEASONINGS, 
SEEDS  AND  NUTS: 
cinnamon,  whole  cloves, 
crushed  black  pepper, 

Grey  Poupon  mustard, 
whole  nutmegs,  fresh 

ginger,  red  wine  vinegar, 

rice  vinegar,  low-sodium 
Kikkoman  soy  sauce, 

Vege  Sal,  celery  salt, 
summer  savory,  leaf 

thyme,  sesame  seeds, 
sunflower  seeds, 

pine  nuts. 
NON-PERISHABLES: 

Deaf  Smith  County 
unbleached  flour, 
DasHi  no  Moto 

soup-stock  mix, 
D-Zerta  lemon  and  lime 

gelatin  and  whipping 
cream  mix,  Knox 
unflavored  gelatin, 

soda  water,  cold 

pressed  sesame  seed  oil, 

cold  pressed  corn  oil 
GROCERIES,  DAIRY, 
MEAT: 

corn  oil  margarine, 

low-fat  cottage  cheese, 
'ow-fat  yoghurt,  fresh 
Parmesan,  Monterey 
Jack  cheese,  Neufchatel 
cheese,  canned 

tomatoes,  eggs,  skim 
milk,  miso  paste 

(soybean  paste), 
tofu  (soybean  curd). 
FRESH  HERBS, 

VEGETABLES,  FRUIT: 
shallots,  parsley, 

basil,  chives,  mint, 

oregano,  tarragon,  garlic, 
leeks,  snow  peas,  green 
beans,  spinach,  green 

peppers,  bean  sprouts, 
cauliflower,  Jicama  (a 
Mexican  root  vegetable) 
broccoli,  zucchini, 

lemons,  grapefruit, 

grapes — green  and  black 
— peaches,  apples, 

pears,  oranges,  kiwis, 
pineapples,  raspberries, 
strawberries,  the  best  in- 
season  fruits. 

"Everything  to  do  with  eating 

is  ritualistic  and  sensual,"  says 
Mrs.  Mazzanti,  starting  with  the 
anticipation,  the  happiness  of  a 
family  gathering,  the  sense  of 
smell,  taste,  and  texture  when 

you  eat. Food  served  at  the  Golden 

Door  by  Chef  Stroot  is  a  con- 
stant delight  to  guests.  Although 

low  in  calories,  the  skillful  pre- 
sentation and  service  give  a  feel- 

ing of  leisurely  satisfaction  at 
mealtimes.  Guests  are  encour- 

aged to  eat  very  slowly,  and  are 
served  on  individual  trays  from 
the  kitchen.  Lunch  or  dinner  is 

of  45-minute  duration;  chop- 
sticks are  offered  for  eating  sa!^ 

ad,  or  if  you  prefer,  a  chilled 
fork.  Nothing  is  provided  to 

drink  with  a  meal;  "Liquids 
dilute  the  digestive  juices  you 

need  for  your  food,"  says  Mrs. Mazzanti  who  serves  coffee,  tea, 
or  lemon  water  after  the  meal. 

While  you  are  trying  to  lose 
weight,  Mrs.  Mazzanti  feels  you 
should  eat  10  percent  of  your 
total  food  intake  at  breakfast. 

20  percent  at  lunch,  and  70  per- 
cent for  dinner.  (With  a  mid- 

A.M.  and  P.M.  pick  up  (Vz  cup 

yoghurt  or  small  tart  apple  and 

Vi  ounce  semi  skim  milk 
cheese  to  raise  blood  sugar.)  If 
you  live  alone,  then  you  should 
have  the  main  meal  at  lunch 

and  something  light,  such  as  a 
large  salad,  in  the  evening.  For 
a  maintenance  diet,  switch  to  20 

percent  for  breakfast,  30  per- 
cent for  lunch,  and  50  percent 

for  dinner. 

Michel  Stroot,  above,  Bel- 
uian-horn.  Golden  Door 
chef,  believes  in  absolute- 
l>  fresh  food.  No  dish 
takes  more  than  20  or  30 
minutes  to  prepare,  and 
cooking  is  timed  to  finish 
just  as  guests  sit  down  to 
dinner.  "Food  tastes  bet- 

ter, looks  better  v^hen  it  is 

absolutely  fresh,"  says Mr.  .Stroot.  On  the  Jeft, 
fruits  for  fruit  sherbet 
(see  below ).  topped  with 
a  slice  of  kiwi,  a  fa- 

vorite garnish.  Below,  a 
low-calorie     lime     souffle. 

SECRET  OF 
SiVlALL 

PORTIONS, 
SMALL 
DISHES 

THE 
GOLDEN 
DOOR continued 

K>er>thiii>i  is  served  in  tiii>.  pretty  containers,  diminutive  lacquered  bowls  from  Japan,  and 
earthenware  cocottes  that  hold  just  1 '  2  cups  of  liquid  and  give  an  illusion  of  a  much  larger 
portion.  Dinner  is  served  on  a  tray.  Above,  a  golden,  fan-shaped  tray  holds  chicken  cocotte 
with  crisp  varied  vegetables,  also  served  separately  on  a  tiny  dish.  Salad  served  in  a  square 
bowl  contains  a  variety  of  greens,  apple  wedges  for  crunch,  alfalfa  sprouts  sprinkled  on  top. 
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Yoghurt  fruit  dressing  for  tlie  fresli 
fruit  sandwich,  right^  is  made  b> 
pureeing  yoghurt,  papaya,  mango, 
strawberries,  and  honey  in  the  blend- 

er. See  recipe  on  page  157. 
Make  salad  dressings  very  strong  in 
Havor,  suggests  Michel  Stroot,  then  a 
little  goes  a  long  way.  1  cup  salad 
dressing  is  enough  for  30  salads. 
A  teaspoon  of  honey  will  raise  your 

blood  sugar,  give  you  vitality  if  you're 
tired. 
The  Golden  Door  baked  potato  is 
just  a  jacket.  Rub  a  baking  potato 
with  oil  and  bake.  Cut  in  half  length- 

wise, scoop  out,  leaving  'i  inch  po- 
tato on  skin.  Sprinkle  with  a  few 

drops  corn  oil,  and  return  to  a  400° 
oven  for  20  minutes  until  crisp. 
Golden  Door  Croutons:  toasted  sesame  seeds  tossed  over  the  top 
of  a  salad.  Vegetables  are  served  in  big  pieces  to  encourage 
crunching  and  munching.  Hot  apple  juice  with  cinnamon  and 
cloves  is  a  wonderful  cool  day  pickup.  Low -cholesterol  omelettes 
are  made  with  1  yolk  and  2  egg  whites,  whisked  up  to  a  good 
froth  before  cooking.  Fresh  herbs  for  adding  at  the  last  minute 
or  including  in  summer  dishes  can  replace  salt.  Grated  cheese 
makes  a  great  thickener  in  sauces  instead  of  flour.  Use  ground 
mushrooms  to  replace  beef,  2  parts  mushroom  to  1  part  ground 
beef  cuts  calories.  To  saute  the  low-calorie  way,  use  a  heavy, 
skillet  and  just  rub  it  over  with  enough  sesame  seed,  saf- 
flower,  or  sunflower  oil  to  prevent  the  food  from  burning. 
Lunch,  right,  stuffed  tomato  baked  with  California  Bay  Shrimp. 

_p_dnaj;=j_^ 

MIENU  PCR 
DIMMIiR 

Stuffed  mushrooms 
Mixed  salad  witfi  vmaigrette 

Veal  escalope  Florentln^^ 
Baby  carrots  and 

snow  peas  macedoine 

Chocolate  mousse 
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.as  and  recipes  for  a  week  of  high-vitality  living 
'  OrTl  LllG  vJOlClviir  1  L^OOl     continued  from  preceding  page 

X      yy^  i 

^4.    f    -•    ̂  uAY 
Breakfast 

35 

50 

Peach 

V2  slice  whole-wheat  toast 
dab  of  honey 

Black  coffee  or  tea 
Total  85 

Luncfi 

2  v/edges  apple,  Vi  ounce 
Monterey  Jack  cheese         70 

Soup  paysanne'  60 Total  130 
D/nner 50 

160 

50 

34 50 

Total  344 
185 

lomatoes  oreganata* Filet  of  sole  Florentine 

Spinach  a  I'Anise 2  sesame  bread  sticks 
Chilled  minted  pear 

Snacks 

Total  for  day  744 

TUESDAY 
Breakfast 

Vz  grapefruit  40 

Vz  cup  low-fat  cottage 
cheese  60 

6  black  grapes  12 
Black  coffee  or  tea 

Total   112 

Lunch 
Cucumber  daikon  (slices  of 

cucumber  and 

Japanese  radish)  20 
Tomato  stuffed  with 

California  bay  shrimp'       190 
Small  cup  fresh 
strawberries  25 

Total  235 
Dinner 

Mixed  green  salad  with 
1  teaspoon  grated 
Parmesan  75 

Breast  of  chicken  cocotte* 
with  vegetables  200 

Fresh  fruit  sherbet  50 
Total  325 

Snacks  185 

Total  for  day  857 

WEDNESDAY 
Breakfast 

Yoghurt  with  raisins  and 
cinnamon,  orange  slices      82 

Black  coffee  or  tea 
Total  82 

Luncfi 

Tofo  Giro  (consomme)*  20 
Japanese  salad'  50 Kabomushi 

(stuffed  turnips)'  50 

80 
Total  200 Teriyaki  chicken' Dinner 

Oxtail  soup  20 
2  slices  Melba  toast  30 

Cold  poached  salmon  220 
Crudites  60 

Sauce  Vincent* Lime  souffle'  75 ^     Total  405 

Snacks  185 

Total  for  day  872 

THURSDAY 
Breakfast 

72 
Poached  egg 

Vz  slice  whole-wheat  toast, 
dab  of  honey  50 

Vz  sliced  orange  35 
Black  coffee  or  tea 

Total   157 
Luncli 
Fresh  watercress  with 

1  teaspoon  French  mustard 

dressing'  25 
Fresh  fruit  sandwich'  190 

Total  215 
Dinner 
Mixed  salad 

with  vinaigrette  50 

Veal  escalope  Florentine'     220 3  stuffed  mushrooms  15 
Baby  carrots  and  snow  peas 
macedoine  50 

Chocolate  mousse  60 
Total  395 

Snacks  185 

Total  for  day  952 

FRIDAY 
Breakfast 

Vz  pear,  peeled  and  served 
with  a  dab  of  peanut  butter  80 

Black  tea  or  coffee 
Total     80 

Lunch 

Grapefruit  cocktail  50 
Stuffed  zucchini,  Chefs 

style'  200 
Total  250 

Dinner 

Spinach  mushroom  salad        50 
Light  bouillabaisse  200 
2  sesame  bread  sticks  34 

Fresh  fruit  macedome  5C 

(if  calories  allow.  Michel 
likes  to  serve  it  with  a  few 
drops  of  Grand  Marnier) 

Total  334 

Snacks  18c 

Total  for  day  849 

SATURDAY 
Breakfast 
Muesli 

with  skim  milk 
Black  coffee  or  tea 

120 

65 

Total  185 

Lunch 
Golden  Door  cheese 
omelette  20C 

Celery  salad  4C 
Total  24C 

Dinner 

Japanese  salad  5C 
New  York  steak,  teriyaki 

style  240  ' Baked  potato  skin  50 
Agar-agar  (Japanese 
custard)  50 

Total  390 

Snacks  185 

Total  for  day  1000 

SUNDAY 
Breakfast 
1  buckwheat  pancake  stuffed 

with  cottage  cheese. 
raisins,  cinnamon  200 

1  cup  fresh  fruit  cocktail  75 
Black  coffee  or  tea 

Total  275 

Lunch 
200 

25 

Total  225 

^At  the  Golden  Door,  calorie 
counts  for  the  day  are  adjusted 

to  each  guest's  specific  require- 
ments and  vary  between  500  and 

1100  calories  a  day.  The  follow- 
ing menu  for  1  week  is  modified 

for  use  at  home  where  a  low- 
calorie  diet  should  contain 
about  1000  calories  a  day  while 

you  carry  on  normal  activities. 
Supplementary  food  and  drinks, 
and  snacks,  are  served  at  the 
Golden  Door  between  meals  !o 

boost  energy.  In  the  morning 

Vz  cup  'Potassium  broth."  35 
calories,  with  a  little  low-fat 
cheese,  40  calories.  In  the  after- 

noon 4  ounces  either  fresh 

orange  or  pineapple  juice.  55 

calories.  A  "cocktail,  "  a  low-cal- orie fruit  slush  that  is  sipped 

through  a  straw.  25  calories,  and 

raw  vegetable  crudites  accom- 
panied by  a  vegetable  or  cheese 

dip.  about  30  calories,  are 
served  before  dinner. 

Spinach  souffle Fresh  fruit  kebob 

Dinner 
Mixed  salad  with  ginger 

dressing  50 

Breast  of  turkey*  200 
Celery  sauce  25 
Tomato  Parmesan  45 

Orange  glace  45 
Total  355 

Snacks  185 

Total  for  day  1040 

For  recipes  see  page  148 



The  Galliano  desse t; 

Three  simply  beaotiful  ways 
to  end  a  meal: 

Ice  Cream  a  la  Galliaiio. 

Pour  1  ounce  of  Liquore  GaUiano 
over  your  favorite  ice  cream. 
Rooian  Coffee. 

Pour  1  ounce  of  Liquore  Galliano 
into  a  cup,  add  a  teaspoon  of 
sugar.  Pour  hot,  strong  coffee  to 
Vi  inch  of  top.  Swizzle,  add 
whipped  cream. 
Fresh  Fruit  Cocktail  GalliamK 

Pour  1  ounce  of  Liquore  Galliano^  ̂  
over  freshly-cut  fruit  assortment,  l 

^IQUOI\E  GAkUANO^v 
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ie  hors  d'oeuvre  top  an  oyster  with  a  little  pureed  spinach, 
'i\,  a  sprinkle  of  Parmesan  and  bake  until  hot 

lHf   GOI.IJfrNUOOH 
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SOUl^  F^AYSANNE 
Wh(;n  tho  soup  is  sorvof)  as  a 
main  dir.h  for  lunch,  Michel  puts 
as  many  Irosh  vogotahlos  into 

tho  5oup  as  thero  are  in  tho  mar- 
ket, all  cut  Chinese-style.  As  a 

small  siflo  soup,  only  about  A 

vogotatjios  aro  nooded.  "It's  im- 
possible to  gel  so  many  vege- 

tables in  snr  ti  .1  ';mall  bowl!" 

Ingredients 

3  pounds  honns  -voal  knuckle 
or  chicken  carcasses 

water 

Veqo  Sal 
crushed  peppercorns 

4-5  bay  leaves 
2  teaspoons  lent  thyme 
2  celery  roots,  well  washed 

and  cut  in  quarters 

2-3  leek  tops,  well  washed 
and  cut  in  large  pieces 

1  carrot,  wnrJn.'d  and  whole 
parsley,  chopped 
2  onions  studded  with  4 

cloves  each 

3  cups  mixed  vegetables, 
cut  into  small  pieces. 
Choose  I  ram:  spinach, 

broccoli,  caulillower,  bean 
sprouts,  bell  peppers,  celery, 
zucchini,  leeks 

i^ :kkoman  soy  sauce 

Method 

In  a  tall  11-quart  pot,  put  bones 

and  fill  the  pot  -Va  full  with  water. 
Bring  to  a  boil,  dump  water  out, 
reserve  bones,  and  wash  pot. 

(This  is  necessary  with  veal bones.) 

Fill  pot  again,  add  veal  bones, 
and  bring  to  a  boil.  Add  Vege 

Sal,  peppercorns,  bay  leaves, 
thyme,  celery  root,  leek  tops, 

carrot,  chopped  parsley,  and  on- 
ions and  simmer  for  4-5  hours. 

Skim  the  fat  off  the  broth  and  de- 
fat  as  much  as  possibk;  with 

paper  towels.  Strain  through 
cheesecloth. 

Cut  the  fresh  vegetables  Chl- 
noso-style  into  small  pieces  on 
the  diagonal.  Add  to  the  broth 

and  bring  it  just  back  to  tho  boil. 

Vegetables  should  still  be  ten- 
der-crisp. Season  with  soy 

sauce  to  fasto.  Makes  at)out  ? 

gallons.  20  calories  as  side  dish; 
60  calories  as  a  main  dish. 

^  k)i^t  famous  Name  in  Rattan  rurnittite  ' 
hiulemat  Drive,  Cincinnati,  Ohio  A522rf 
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TOMATOES 
OREGANATA 

Ingredients 

7-8  ripe  tomatoes,  peeled  and 
cut  in  6  pieces 

oregano 

Vege  Sal black  pepper 

V4  jar  French  mustard  dressing 

(see  below) 

Method 

To  peel  tomatoes,  cross  bottom 

skin  with  knife  and  drop  in  boil- 
ing wafer  for  2  minutes.  Peel  and 

put  into  stainless  steel  bowl, 
sprinkle  with  oregano,  Vege  Sal, 

and  freshly  ground  black  pep- 

per. 

Pour  '/4  jar  of  French  mustard 
dressing  over  tomatoes  and 

marinate  Vz  day  in  the  rofriqora- 
tor.  Serves  15.  50  calories  per serving. 

ERENCH  MUSTARD 
DRESSING 

Ingredients 
2  lull  teaspoons  Grey  Poupon 

mustard 
I  teaspoon  black  pepper 

scant  '/3  cup  red  wine  vinegar 
scant  'A  cup  corn  oil 

Method 

In  an  empty,  clean  Grey  Poupon 

mustard  jar  put  the  mustard  and 
freshly  ground  black  pepper. 

Add  red  wine  vinegar  to  V2  way 

up  jar.  Add  oil  almost  to  the  top. 
Shako  woll.  About  15  calories 

per  teaspoon. 

TOMATO  STUEFED 
WITH  CALIEORNIA 
BAY  SHRIMP 

Ingredients 

4  ripe  toi7iatoes 
1  small  garlic  clove,  minced 
olive  oil 

V?  teaspoon  tresh  oregano 
salt 

black  pepper,  Ireshly  ground 

'<•  cup  "Potassium  broth"  (see 
recipn  February,  1976  House 
&  Garden)  or  tomato  juice 

I  teaspoon  Iresh  sweet  basil 
I  teaspoon  Iresh  Italian  parsley 

1  teaspoon  Iresh  chives 
I  small  zucchini,  diced 

'  :>  pound  spinach,  chopped 
8  ounces  tiny  bay  shrimp, 

peeled  and  deveinod 
1  ounce  Parmesan  cheese, 

Ireshly  grated 
bean  sprouts 

Method 

Cut   off   tops   of   tomatoes    and 

scoop  out  insides.  Reserve  to- 
mato shells  and  tops  and  chop 

pulp. 
In  a  large  saucepan  saut6  the 

garlic  in  very  little  olive  oil  and 
add  the  chopped  tomatoes, 
oregano,  and  salt  and  pepper 
to  taste.  Simmer  for  15  minutes 
and  add  the  broth  or  tomato 

juice.  Let  simmer  for  another  20 minutes. 

When  sauce  is  cooked,  add  the 

herbs,  vegetables,  shrimp,  and 

cheese  and  cook  for  3-4  min- 
utes. Stuff  into  the  reserved  to- 

mato shells,  sprinkle  on  a  hand- 
ful of  bean  sprouts,  put  the  tops 

on,  and  serve  immediately. 

Servos  4.  190  calories  per  serv- 
ing. 

CHICKEN  COCOTTE 

Ingredients 
2  whole  chicken  breasts, 

skinned,  rib  bones  in 

(otherwise  the  meat  will get  too  dry) 

4  cups  chicken  broth,  clear, 

strong,  seasoned 

bay  leaves Iresh  tarragon 

Vege  Sal Italian  herbs 

V2  cup  carrots,  peeled  and 
sliced 

'/2  cup  turnips,  peeled  and sliced 

V2  cup  cauliflowerets 
Vz  cup  green  beans,  cut  into V2  -inch  pieces 

V2  cup  snow  peas, 
cut  into  V2  -inch  pieces 

Method 

Cut  each  chicken  breast  in  hall 

and  place  each  in  its  own  IV? 

cup  cocotte.  Fill  %  full  with  tho 
chicken  broth.  Put  a  bay  leaf  in 

each,  and  season  with  fresh 

tarragon,  if  you  have  it,  Vege 
Sal,  and  Italian  herbs.  Put  on 
the  lid  and  bake  35  minutes  in 
a  375    oven. 

Cook  each  vegetable  in  its  own 

separate  pot  in  a  little  bit  of 
chicken  broth  until  it  is  tender 
but  still  crisp. 

When  the  chicken  breasts  are 

cookod.    remove    lids    and    add 



lome  of  each  vegetable  to  the 

jocottes.  Serve  more  vegetables 

jeparately.  Serve  immediately, 
■erves  4.  200  calories  per  serv- 

ig-  
 

"OFO  GIRO 
consomm6) 

uiredients 

package  DasHi  no  Moto  soup 
stock 

•  cups  water 
'inch  salt 

I  tablespoons  soy  sauce 
)ean  curd 

cup  shrimp  or  sliced  chicken 
hives,  chopped 

Method 

'repare  soup  according  to  pack- 
ige  directions.  Season  with  the 
,alt  and  soy  sauce.  Add  chunks 
)f  bean  curd  to  each  bowl  and 

livide  shrimp  or  chicken  be- 
ween  bowls.  Garnish  with  the 

hives.  Serves  about  25.  25  cal- 

iries  per  2y2 -ounce  serving. 

lAPANESE  SALAD 

\\\  the  vegetables  are  cut  in  very 
hin  sticks. 

nqredients 

J  r  rots 
u  echini 
ucumber 

in  sprouts 
i  lory 
j.itcrcress 

Icthod 

Arrange   about   2/3    cup   of   the 
ogetables    on    a    lettuce    leaf. 
poon  over  a  scant  teaspoon  of 

irossing.  50  calories  per  serv- 
ing. 

')RESSING Ingredients 

I  teaspoon  lemon  zest 
I  tablespoon  lemon  juice 

V2  teaspoon  soy  sauce 
V2  teaspoon  mustard 

1  teaspoon  wine  vinegar 
1  tablespoon  salad  oil 
salt  to  taste  (optional) 

Method 

Put  all  the  dressing  ingredients 
into  a  blender  and  blend.  11  cal- 

ories per  teaspoon. 

kabumushI 
(Steamed,  stuffed  turnips) 

Ingredients 

5  small  or  medium  turnips, 

washed  and  trimmed  of  top 

'/?  inch  (save  the  tops)  and 
bottom  Va  inch 

I  medium  eggplant,  peeled  and 
chopped  finely 

1  carrot,  chopped 
1  small  onion,  chopped 
5  mushrooms,  chopped 
Ltablcspoonoil 

I  teaspoon  soy  sauce 
1  teaspoon  miso  paste  (soybean 

paste) 
1  cup  bean  curd,  mashed 

Method 

Steam  the  turnips  for  about  25 
minutes  or  until  tender.  Let  cool. 

Scoop  out  turnip  flesh  and  re- 
serve. 

In  a  heavy  pan  saut6  the  egg- 
plant, carrot,  onion,  mushrooms 

in  the  oil  until  tender.  Add  turnip. 

Add  the  soy  sauce,  and  miso 

paste.  Add  bean  curd  and  stir 

together. 

Fill  the  turnips  with  the  vege- 
table mixture.  Replace  caps  and 

steam  for  15  minutes  more. 
Serve  with  sesame  sauce.  Serve 

1  turnip  per  person.  About  50 
calories  each. 

SESAME  SAUCE 
Ingredients^ 

2  tablespoons  white  sesame 
seeds,  roasted 

1  tablespoon  miso  paste 

2  tablespoons  soy  sauce 
3  tablespoons  mirin  (Japanese 

sweet  wine)  or  light  sherry 
3  tablespoons  sugar 

Method 

Whirl  all  the  ingredients  in  a 
blender  or  beat  with  a  mixer  and 

serve  with  the  turnips.  Makes  1 

cup.  Spoon  a  very  scant  1  tea- 
spoon over  stuffed  turnip  and  re- 

place cap. 

TERIYAKI  CHICKEN 

You  may  use  the  same  method 
for  steak  or  white  fish. 

Ingredients 

3  chicken  breasts,  skinned 
and  boned 

1  small  clove  garlic, 

finely  minced 
1  small  onion,  finely  minced 

V4-V3  cup  soy  sauce 
1  teaspoon  sake 

l\Aethod 

Marinate  the  chicken  breasts  for 

at  least  18  hours  in  the  garlic, 

onion,  soy  sauce,  and  sake. 

Cut  the  chicken  into  small 

pieces  and  saut§  quickly  until 
tender.  Assemble  on  small  skew- 

ers. Serve  chicken  on  individu- 

al hibachis.  Serves  6.  80  calo- 
ries per  serving. 

SAUCE  VINCENT 

(low-caloric  mayonnaise) 
Serve  with  cold  poached  salmon 
or  as  a  dip  for  raw  vegetables. 

Ingredients 
5  hard-boiled  eggs 

M'  cup  diet  mayonnaise 

ii*|giiilli 

practically  every  gcxxl  barten_ 

you  want  your  gimlet  to  taste  as  good  as  vour  bartender's, 

always  use  Rose's. Here's  how  he  does  it:  btir  together  one  part  of  Roses 
Lime  Juice  and  4  to  5  parts  gin,  vodka  or  white  Puerto 
Rican  Rum.  Serve  ice  cold,  straight  up  or  on  the  rocks. 

Rose's  Lime  Juice.  For  great  gimlets. 



kish  delights By  William  P.  Rayner 

om  the  Turkish  table— recipes  for  superfresh  foods,  simply  cooked 
On  the  Aegean  coast  deep  in  Turk- 

ish Anatolia,  there  remains  the  vil- 
lage of  Bodrum  where  Herodotus, 

The  Father  of  History"  or  "The 
Father  of  Lies,"  was  bom  some 
2,500  years  ago.  This  author  of 
Histories,  the  first  great  European 
prose  work,  spent  his  childhood 
next  door  to  where  our  hosts  have 
restored  their  house  in  a  style  of 
Mediterranean  architecture  that  is 

unique  to  the  locale.  Approaching 
the  entrance,  you  will  see  a  pair  of 

symmetrical  milk-white.  flat- 
roofed,  wings  of  masonry  each  60 
feet  in  length  and  2  stories  high, 
whose  deep  inset  louvered  windows 
and  wooden  balconies  are  trimmed 
in  burnt  umber.  The  two  houses 
are  connected  by  an  arch,  and 
when  the  massive  pine  entrance 
door  swings  op>en  there  can  be  seen 
a  citrus  grove,  agapanthus,  vines  of 
flaming  bougainvillaea,  and  tower- 

ing firs.  Just  behind  this  Arcadia 
are  the  remains  of  the  Mausoleum 

at  Halicarnassus — one  of  the  seven 

wonders  of  the  ancient  world  (see 

page  24).  Across  from  the  front 
entrance  is  the  deep  harbor  of 

Bodrum.  watched  over  by  a  mam- 
moth Crusader  fort,  while  on  the 

horizon  beyond  is  the  Greek  island 
of  Cos.  with  whom  brisk  trade  ex- 

ists when  these  intimate  enemies 

are  at  peace. 
Each  evening,  we  must  return 

our  two  young  housegirls  to  their 
family,  for  in  these  primitive  parts 
public  transportation  still  means  to 
walk.  Their  two  elder  sisters,  twin 
brothers,  and  a  mother,  who  by 
edict  has  replaced  veil  with  shawl, 
live  in  three  scrubbed  white  Spar- 

tan rooms,  the  only  picture  being 
that  of  Mohammed.  In  the  small 

plot  behind  the  mother's  house dwell  the  goat,  two  lambs,  and  a 
new  litter  of  puppies.  Like  other 
villagers,  the  old  woman  each  day 
marches  her  goat  and  lambs  down 

to  the  port,  hikes  up  her  panta- 
loons, secures  the  shawl  between 

her  teeth,  and  scrubs  the  animals 

-^>«  T»TYaf »_-.;. 

clean.  The\  hate  it.  On  the  quay 
behind,  men  sit  beneath  the  palms 

playing  backgammon,  sipping  cof- 
fee or  sour  tea,  chatting  or  ab- 

sorbed by  the  sea.  From  time  to 
time,  small  caravans  of  camels  pass 

bearing  produce  from  the  neigh- 
boring farms.  And  what  they 

bring!  Each  Thursday  one  can 
hear,  coming  down  from  the  hills. 
the  far-off  sound  of  camel  bells, 
which  announce  the  arriving  cara- 

vans. They  are  carrying  trappings 

for  the  festival  for  each  Friday's bazaar.  The  square  is  tented  over; 

the  fruit  and  vegetables  are  ar- 
ranged on  booths  with  hand- 

painted  signs  to  announce  their 
price.  These  in  themselves  are  from 
another  age:  beans  12c  a  pound, 
tomatoes  70  a  pound,  figs  790, 

grapes  140,  and  so  on.  But  more 
important  than  the  prices  are  the 
fruit  and  vegetables  themselves, 
which  are  the  finest  we  ever  found. 

But  even  if  they  weren't,  the  charm 
of  shopping  in  this  bazaar,  where 
vendors  in  falsetto  tones  wail  of 

their  wares,  then  bargain  in  whis- 
pers; where  the  smell  of  citrus 

mingles  with  that  of  fresh  tarragon, 
strong  oregano.  sweet  basil,  dill, 

and  ginger:  where  hobbled  chick- 
ens cackle  and  bo\s  duck  like  Ali 

Baba  among  the  stands  then  dash 
between  shawled  women  carrving 
straw  baskets,  all  silhouetted 

against  a  topaz  sea  is  worth  a  trip 
half  round  the  world. 

Our    pretty,    wonderfully    old- 
fashioned  housegirls.  wrapped  in 

A  few  commonly  used 
Turkish  cooking  terms 

Borek.  Filled  pastry  made 
with  phyllo  pastry.  (See 
recipe) 

Baklava.  Dessert  made  with 

phyllo  pastry  filled  with  wal- nuts and  soaked  in  syrup. 

Dolma.     Vegetables    stuffed 
with  meat.  rice.  (See  recipe) 
Feta.  Delicate  white  cheese. 

lightly  salted,  made  of  sheep 

or  cow's  milk.  (Refrigerate  Va, 
submerged  in  water.) 
Halva    or    Halvah.    Desserts 
made    with    flour    and    nuts, 
served  with  cinnamon. 
Kebob.  Cooked  meat.  There 
are   various    kinds   such    as 

shish  (stick)  baked  or  broiled. 
Kofta.  Meatballs  or  patties. 

Maze.  Mors  d'oeuvres. 

Bodrum  scarfs  of  multicolored 

flowers  (each  locale  has  a  differ- 
ently designed  scarf  denoting  its 

village)  are  down  shopping.  They 
will  marry  soon  and.  like  other 
girls,  have  been  adding  laces  and 
linens  to  a  trousseau  begun  for 
them  at  birth.  They  will  drink  their 
wedding  soup,  dust  on  henna  two 
nights  before  the  ceremony,  and 
observe  all  customs  save  one.  Un- 

like their  mother,  they  will  choose 
their  own  man  (they  are  not  that 
wonderfully  old-fashioned).  They 
do.  however,  honor  and  observe 
other  customs.  They  show  respect 

by  kissing  our  host's  hand  and  then 
placing  it  on  their  forehead.  They 
are  scandalized  when  we  sit  cross- 

legged  in  front  of  our  elders.  When 
the  house  was  finished,  they  were 
first  to  walk  in  the  blood  of  the 

sacrificial  lamb.  They  make  their 
ablutions  and  they  pray  to  Allah 
five  times  each  day,  and  they  never 

go  abroad  without  their  evil-eye 
beads  in  place.  But  unlike  their 
elders,  they  can  read,  know  their 
sums,  and  are  in  daily  contact  with 

a  dangerous  influence — the  infidel 

— us. 

The  daily  life  of  us  infidels 
works  into  a  dreamlike  routine. 

One  arises  early  and  breakfasts  on 

yoghurt,  tea,  fruit,  crisp  toast,  feta. 
and  honey.  Yoghurt  is  a  staple  in 
Turkey,  eaten  alone,  with,  and  on 

practically  everything.  It  is  specu- 
lated that  the  first  yoghurt  was 

made  about  9,000  years  ago  when 

nomadic  tribesmen  tried  to   pre- 
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Phyllo  pastry.  Paper  thin  pas- 
try sheets. 

Pilav.  A  method  of  cooking 

long  grain  rice  in  chicken  or beef  broth.  (See  recipe) 

Raki.  Turkish  national  drink 

made  from  grapes  and  fla- 
vored with  aniseed.  When 

mixed  with  water,  turns  white 
like  pastis. 
Sis  kofta.  Ground  meat 

broiled  on  spits  over  char- 
coal. 
Tas  kebab.  Cooked  cubed 
meat,  then  covered  and 
cooked  with  rice  and  spices. 
Yalanchi  dolma.  Grape  leaves 
stuffed  with  rice. 

Yoghurt.  Milk  heated,  com- bined with  a  bacillus  starter. 
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n  the  evening  we  return  to  the  rooftop  to  listen  to  the  camel  bells, 
iip  vodka  and  pomegranate  juice,  and  await  the  sunset. 

crve  their  milk  by  putting  it  in 

hallow  earthenware  jars,  then  ex- 
>osing  it  to  the  heat  of  the  sun.  In 

he  process  of  evaporation,  it 

iirned  into  a  semi-dry  acid  curd 

;ke  yoghurt.  Homer  reports  that 

he  terrible  Cyclops,  using  an  im- 
proved method,  was  seen  making 

oghurt  when  he  discovered  Odys- 
cus  and  the  Achaians  in  his  cave. 

"Next  he   curdled   half  of  the 
white  milk  and  packed  it  into 

wicker  baskets." 
Beyond  the  fort,  off  on  the 

Vcgean,  the  special  Bodrum  boats 
haped  like  the  ark  sail  beyond  the 
larbor.  Each  day.  on  one,  we  go 
0  sea,  anchoring  by  a  deserted 
each,  visiting  the  camp  in  Cnidus 
f  Iris  Love,  who  is  searching  for 

'raxitiles's  other  Aphrodite,  dive 
or  a  ruin  undersea  at  Mindos  (not 
ar  from  where  George  Bass  in 
960  discovered  a  sunken  3,200- 
ear-old  Bronze  Age  merchant 
hip),  or  simply  swim  by  the  ark. 
hen  we  take  lunch  on  deck  under 

t  candy-striped  awning,  which  dis- 
racts  the  midday  sun.  In  the  eve- 
ling  we  return  to  the  rooftop  of 
)ur  house  to  listen  for  the  camel 

n)ells,  sip  vodka  and  pomegranate 

nice,  and  await  a  sunset  all  pink- 
sh  blue  and  soft  as  talc.  Sipping 

Turkish  wine  each  evening,  we  dine 
in  the  grove  on  ecrevisse,  a  lamb 

sis.  a  spinach  borek,  Jerusalem  arti- 
chokes, dolmas,  feta,  potato  turc, 

tomatoes  with  onions,  fresh  figs  in 
heavy  cream,  and  Turkish  coflfee. 

The  guest  is  always  the  same  Abys- 
sinian cat — one  of  a  thousand  such 

waifs  who  exist  nowhere  else  in 

Turkey.  A  magnificent  creature 

whose  Minerva  eyes  "beam  with 
mind."  She  has  adopted  our  group 
with  an  imperative  that  does  not 
allow  sharing  with  cousins.  We 
have  no  say  in  this.  She  is,  I  think, 

Bodrum's  sodmother. 

YOGHURT 

Ingredients 

1  quart  skimmed  or  whole  milk 

1  tablespoon  plain  yoghurt — 
the  starter 

1  dairy  thermometer 

Method 

Heat  milk  to  180^.  Remove  and 
cool  until  temperature  abates  to 

110°  on  the  dairy  thermometer. 
Add  1  heaping  tablespoon  of 
plain  yoghurt  to  milk  and  stir  in 
well.  Do  not  add  extra  measure. 

for  bacillus  is  a  living  organism 
and  overpopulation  offends 
them;  the  resulting  sour,  watery 

"glop"  will  offend  you.  Cover 
pot,  wrap  snugly  in  a  towel  or 
blanket,  and  allow  to  stand  in  a 

warm,  quiet  place  8  tc  10  hours 
or  overnight. 

There  are  also  commercial  elec- 
tric yoghurt  makers  that  yield 

excellent  results. 

YOGHURT  AND  EGG 
SOUP 
Ingredients 

2  8-ounce  packages  yoghurt 6  eggs 

1  clove  garlic 

3  tablespoons  butter 

Method 

Bring  yoghurt  to  room  tempera- 
ture. Poach  eggs.  Rub  skillet 

with  garlic  and  melt  butter.   , 

Divide  yoghurt  between  soup 
bowls  and  place  1  poached  egg 

in  center  of  each.  Pour  on  garlic- 
flavored  butter  and  serve. 
Serves  6. 

DOLMAS 

Ingredients 
1  pound  lamb,  ground 
1  medium  onion,  chopped 

V4  cup  uncooked  rice 
IV2  cups  canned  whole 

tomatoes,  drained  of  juice 
V2  cup  parsley 
Va  cup  fresh  dill,  chopped 
1  teaspoon  each  salt  and  pepper 
4  fat  zucchini,  about  6  inches 

long 

3  firm  tomatoes 
3  green  peppers 
butter 

Method 

Combine  Iamb,  onion,  rice,  to- 
matoes, parsley,  dill  (save 

stems),  and  salt  and  pepper. 
Knead  well.  Scrape  and  wash 
zucchini.  Cut  off  stem  end 

and  shape  into  a  cover.  Trim 
opposite  end.  Scoop  from  the 
cover  end  out  and  discard  in- 

side, leaving  shell.  For  peppers 

and  tomatoes,  cut  off  tops,  re- 
serve for  lids,  and  scoop  out. 

Fill  shells  with  meat  mixture,  a 
little  at  a  time,   packing  down 

Continued  on  next  page 

The  new  Early  American  collection  from  Case  gives 

you  a  beautiful  feeling  of  the  good  old  days.  And  it  lets  you 

enjoy  the  same  painstaking  craftsmanship  that  Case  has  been 

putting  into  knives  for  more  than  a  century. 

For  example,  we  put  at  least  75  hand  operations  in  each 

one  of  Case's  nine  Early  Americans.  Notice  how  the  tang 
extends  the  full  length  of  the  handle  for  extra  strength.  And 

how  the  handles  are  natural  walnut  for  natural  beauty, 

impregnated  with  acrylic  to  resist  grease  and  moisture  absorption. 

And  how  the  blades  are  glaze-finished  surgical  steel 

with  edges  as  sharp  as  the  edges  we  used 

to  put  on  our  straight  razors. 
W.  R.  Case  dC  Sons  Cutlery, 

Bradford,  Pa.  16701 The  Early  Americans 

Something  old  is  something  new. 
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continued  from  preceding  page 

with  spoon.  When  full,  replace 
stem  e\'yC  for  cover.  Place  on 
rack  at  bottom  of  heavy  sauce- 

pan Placs  dill  stems  on  rack  and 
arrange  zucchini  on  top.  Dot 
v/ith  butter.  Add  IVi  cups  water 
to  pan. 

Cover  with  wax  paper  and  place 

dish  on  top  to  give  weight.  Cov- 
er and  cook  over  medium  heat 

(300°)  about  1  hour.  More  wa- 
ter may  be  added  if  necessary. 

Serves  6. 

POTATO  TURC 

Ingredients 

6  medium  potatoes 
4  tablespoons  wine  vinegar 
1  tablespoon  mustard  powder 
4  tablespoons  olive  oil 
2  tablespoons  lemon  juice 
1  tablespoon  tresh  dill,  chopped 
salt  and  pepper 
2  medium  onions 

1  tablespoon  salt 
12  black  olives,  pitted  and 

sliced 

Method 

Peel  potatoes.  Cook  until  done, 
remove  from  water,  and  cool. 
Slice  thinly.  Place  in  salad  bowl 
and  add  vinegar. 

Mix  well  mustard,  oil,  lemon, 
dill,  salt,  and  pepper  to  taste. 
Fold  into  potatoes. 

In  sieve,  add  1  tablespoon  salt 

to  onions  and  thoroughly  com- 
bine. Rinse  well  with  water,  dry, 

and  add  to  potatoes. 

Garnish  with  olive  slices.  Serve 

at  room  temperature.  Serves  6. 

PI  LAV 

Ingredients 

2V2  cups  beet  or  chicken 
consomme  (1  IOV2 -ounce 
can  condensed  combined 

with  equal  parts  water) 
1  cup  long  grain  rice 

Method 

Boil  consomme  and  add  rice. 

Cover  and  simmer  for  approxi- 
mately 20  minutes  or  until  all 

liquid  is  absorbed. 

Remove  from  heat  and  cover 

with  napkin  for  another  20  min- 
utes until  all  excess  steam  is 

absorbed. 

JERUSALEM 
ARTICHOKE  SALAD 

Ingredients 
1  pound  Jerusalem  artichokes 
6  tablespoons  olive  oil 

2  tablespoons  tarragon  vinegar 
V2  teaspoon  each  salt  and 

pepper 
2  heads  Boston  lettuce 

Method 

Wash  and  peel  artichokes.  Slice 
thinly  and  place  in  cold  water. 

Combine  olive  oil,  vinegar,  salt, 

pepper  and  toss  with  lettuce. 

Add  artichokes.  Toss  again  and 
serve.  Serves  6. 

SPINACH  BOREK 
3  10-ounce  packages  chopped 

frozen  spinach 

1  large  onion 
3  tablespoons  butter 
4  tablespoons  grated  Parmesan 

cheese 

2-3  tablespoons  crumbled  feta 
cheese 

V2  teaspoon  sugar 
1  tablespoon  milk 3  eggs 

V2  teaspoon  each  salt  and 

pepper V4  pound  butter 
1  pound  phyllo  pastry  sheets 
1  pint  yoghurt 

Method 

Defrost  spinach,  press  out  all 
water,  and  set  aside.  Grate  onion 

and  brown  in  butter  until  trans- 

lucent, 5  to  7  minutes.  Remove 
from  heat  and  add  cheeses, 

sugar,  milk,  eggs,  salt,  and  pep- 
per. Combine  ingredients  well 

and  set  aside. 

Preheat  oven  to  350°.  Butter  an 
8-by-1 2-inch  baking  pan.  Melt 

Va  pound  butter.  Place  1  sheet 
of  pastry  on  smooth,  dry  surface 
and  brush  with  butter.  (Do  not 
use  too  much  butter.)  Place  a 
second  sheet  on  top  of  first  and 
butter.  Continue  in  this  manner 

until  you  have  used  6  sheets. 

Then  arrange  Va  of  the  spinach 

along  the  longer  side  of  the  pas- 
try, 5  inches  from  the  edge.  Fold 

over  the  pastry  and  roll  into 
strudel  or  tubular  shape.  Place 
in  baking  pan.  Repeat  process 
until  4  rolls  are  completed. 

Brush  with  butter  and  bake  for 
30  minutes  or  until  golden 
brown. 

When  finished,  divide  each 

borek  into  4  equal  pieces,  mak- 
ing 16  pieces.  Serve  with  plain 

yoghurt  on  the  side. 

Note:  This  may  be  prepared  a 
day  in  advance,  by  refrigerating. 
Phyllo  pastry  may  be  purchased 
in  many  bakery  shops,  super- 

markets, or  at  Armenian  food 
stores. 

L   I 
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Ready-to-go  drinks' To  speed  up  party  drink-making,  prepare-ahead  ideas 
3nd  quick  tricks  from  superorganized  hosts By  Jane  Ellis 

loody  Mary's  for  a  crowd:  Save 
half-gallon  jug  wine  bottles  with 
andles  for  serving  Bloody  Mary 
lix.  Make  one  hot  and  spicy,  one 
ist  spicy.  Pour  vodka  and  aquavit 
no  two  decanters  and  let  guests 
lake  their  own  Bloody  or  Danish 

tarys,  as  Jane-Howard  Hammer- 

ein  does.  "I  love  aquavit  in  my 
loody  Mary.  It  tastes  just  like 

quid  rye  bread,"  says  Mrs.  Ham- 
lerstein,  who  always  keeps  a  good 
ipply  of  corks  on  hand  to  use 
ith  her  old  wine  bottles. 

■  illiam  McGrail  prepares  a  .slew 
f  Bloody  Marys  by  lining  up  3 
mpty  vodka  bottles.  To  each,  he 
dds  3'/2  inches  of  vodka  and 
aough  Worcestershire  sauce  to 
irn  the  vodka  amber;  14  teaspoon 
elery  salt;  1  teaspoon  horseradish; 
dash  of  Tabasco  sauce;  and  the 
lice  of  3  limes  and  2  lemons  di- 
ided  among  the  3  bottles.  Fill  up 

ich  bottle  with  Heublein's  tangy 
loody  Mary  mix. 
or  an  extra-quick  batch  of  Bloody 

Marys,  Paul  Bonner  mixes  gin  with 
canned  Clamato  juice;  Elisabeth 
Ortiz  adds  a  quick  dollop  of  horse- 

radish to  a  can  of  Sacramento  to- 

mato juice  and  stores  it  in  the  re- 
frigerator overnight. 

For  a  Green  Lizzard,  Charles 
Mount  combines  equal  parts  of 

vodka  and  frozen  lime  juice  con- 
centrate that  has  been  defrosted. 

Allow  to  stand  in  a  covered  glass 
container  for  at  least  2  days.  Serve 
over  cracked  ice  in  a  tall  glass.  Add 
tonic,  if  you  wish. 
Quick  and  easy  Vermouth  Cassis: 
Playwright  Samuel  Taylor  pours  2 
ounces  from  a  full  bottle  of  Noilly 
Prat  or  Boissiere  vermouth  and  re- 

fills it  with  creme  de  cassis.  Shake 

well  and  keep  refrigerated.  Will 
keep  several  weeks.  Serve  over  ice 
with  a  twist  of  lemon  or  in  a  tall 

glass  with  soda.  For  Bloody  Marys, 

Mr.  Taylor  keeps  empty  Worces- 
tershire sauce  bottles  filled  with  his 

own  secret  seasoning  ready  to  add 
to  spirits  and  tomato  juice. 

For  Jane-Howard  Hammerstein's 
Bloody  Mary  Mix:  Put  into  a 
blender  24  shakes  Worcestershire 

sauce.  Add  1  very  small  onion, 
peeled  and  finely  minced;  1  seeded 
jalapefio  pepper,  finely  chopped; 
the  juice  of  1  orange;  the  juice  of  2 
lemons;  8  ounces  tomato  sauce;  1 
teaspoon  salt;  and  plenty  of  freshly 
ground  black  pepper.  Blend  until 
smooth;  pour  into  jug.  Stir  in  1 

large  can  of  V-8  juice — for  a  hot 
spicy  version  also  add  more  jala- 
peiio  and  salt. 
For  speedy  beers,  Mrs.  Hammer- 
stein  fills  the  sink  of  her  bar  with 

crushed  ice  and  plants  it  with  Ger- 
man beer  for  self-service,  or  she 

might  decant  an  armload  of  bottles 
into  an  antique  water  pitcher  for 

easy  pouring. 
Along  with  drinks,  Mrs.  Hammer- 
stein  fills  an  enormous  antique 
washbowl  with  hard-boiled  eggs  to 

be  dipped  into  a  homemade  may- 
onnaise. 

To  cool  a  milk  punch  without  di- 

Wineglass  by  Orrcfors;  double  Old- 
fashioned  glass  by  Fosioria,  cham- 

pagne fiute  by  Waterford. 

luting  it,  Mrs.  Franklin  R.  Foster 
floats  sealed  plastic  bags  filled  with 
ice  cubes  in  huge  crocks  of  the 
punch  to  chill  it  before  serving. 
Make  up  the  bags  of  ice  cubes  well 
in  advance  and  store  them  in  the 

freezer. 
Do-ahead  ice  cubes  for  picnics  and 
outdoor  cocktails:  Mix  up  a  heady 
brew  of  tomato  juice,  a  touch  of 
grated  onion,  freshly  squeezed 
lemon  juice,  and  a  few  dashes  of 
Worcestershire  sauce,  suggests 

Doris  Tobias.  Pour  into  ice-cube 
trays  and  add  an  unpeeled  slice  of 
cucumber  to  each  cube.  Freeze. 

Continued  on  next  page 

Before  you  buy  a  smooth-top  range, 
find  out  what's  under  the  smooth  top. 

If  you  look  under  the  ceramic  cooktop  of  most  smooth-top  ranges,  you  11 
find  heating  coils  that  operate  like  the  ones  on  ordinary  electric  ranges. 

But  the  CORNING  '3  +  1  Range  gives  you  something  better. 
The  most  precise  temperature  control  ever  put  under  a  smooth  top. 

Or  for  that  matter,  any  range. 

Every  CORNING"  3  +  1  Range  has  three  specially  designed  heating  ele- 

ments. (They're  the  "3"  in  3  + 1.)  These 
elements  distribute  heat  evenly.  So  there  are 

no  "hot  spots.  " 
What's  more,  they're  equipped  with 

thermostats  that  actually  read  the  tempera- 
ture of  the  bottom  of  the  pan.  So  you  get 

exactly  the  temp>erature  you  want.  A  simmer  can't  rise  above  a  simmer. 

And  you  can  do  what  you  want,  instead  of  being  a  "pot  watcher.  " 
No  other  smooth-top  gives  you  this  cooking  flexibility. 

Sometimes  all  you  want  to  do  is  boil  water  for  spaghetti.  Or  make  a 

pot  roast  in  your  pressure  cooker. 

So  we've  given  the  Corning  range  a  "Multipan"^^'  element.  (This  is  the 

"1"  in  3  +  1.)  It  gets  hotter  than  our  other  elements. 
A  little  further  down  under  the  smooth-top  is  another  great  reason  to 

buy  a  Corning  range.  Our  oven.  It's  one  of  the  largest  self-cleaning  ovens 
made.  One  of  the  best  cooking.  And  one  of  the  easiest  to  operate. 

In  fact,  there  is  a  brochure  full  of  reasons  why  the  CORNING  "  3  +  I  is 
the  best  smooth-top  range  you  can  buy.  For  a  free  copy,  see  your  dealer. 

For  the  one  nearest  you,  call  this  toll-free  number  anytime: 800-243-6100. 
(In  Conn.,  1-800-882-6500.) 

CORNING  3+1  RANGE 
Others  May  Look  Like  It. 

Nothing  Else  Cooks  Like  It. 
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^ui'e^  W1U1  anything  from  mint  and  lemon  to  beef  bouillon  are  great 
drinks  quickly  and  easily 

READY-TO-GO-DRiNKS 
continued  from  preceding  page 

VN'hen  you're  picnic-bound,  plunk 
ice  cubes  into  plastic  bags,  tie  se- 

curely, and  place,  along  with  a  bot- 
tle of  chilled  vodka,  in  a  thermal 

picnic  hamper.  Add  2-4  cubes  to  a 
jigger  of  vodka. 
For  Bullshot  cubes:  Fill  ice  trays 
with  beef  bouillon,  season  with 

freshly  ground  pepper,  and  add  a 
few  thinly  sliced  rounds  of  fresh 
scallion  to  each  cube.  Freeze. 
Lemon-mint  ice  cubes  are  always 

kept  in  the  freezer  by  actor  Rich- 
ard   Chamberlain    for    dropping 

into  last-minute  white  wine  spritz- 
ers. A  sprig  of  mint,  a  curl  of  peel 

are  added  to  each  section  of  the 
ice  tray. 

For  Hot  Toddies,  Helga  Gruber 
fills  a  large  percolator  with  apple 
juice  or  cider.  When  guests  arrive, 
make  individual  toddies  by  adding 
rum  and  a  stick  of  cinnamon  to 
the  hot  juice. 
Vin  de  Framboise,  that  can  be 

made  with  strawberries  or  black- 
berries as  well  as  raspberries,  is 

made  each  summer  by  Mrs.  Leon- 
ard Birnbaum  to  keep  in  the  re- 

frigerator for  adding  to  Kriter,  a 
sparkling  white  wine,  or  just  plain 

soda  or  water  for  poolside  drink- 
ing. To  each  f>ound  of  fruit,  add  1 

bottle  of  a  simple  red  Bordeaux 
wine  and  marinate  for  48  hours. 
Strain,  allowing  some  of  the  pulp 
but  no  seeds  to  go  through  the 
strainer.  Take  equal  parts  of  juice 

and  sugar,  plus  !4  measure  extra 
sugar,  simmer  15  minutes.  Pack 
into  clean  wine  bottles.  Cork. 

A  summer  citrus  syrup  is  kept  in 

the  refrigerator  by  Helen  Worth 
for  mixing  with  chilled  white  wine 
when  friends  drop  by.  Slice  an 
orange,  a  small  lime,  and  a  small 
lemon  paper  thin.  Cut  orange  slices 
into  quarters.  Make  a  sugar  syrup 

How  to  tell  if  it's  a  true 

^^^iH3gM.-PI3!I! 
R  I  VA 

SLOW  COOKER 

Our  name,  Rival  Crock-Pot.  tells  you  you're 
getting  the  genuine  original  slow  cooker — 

the  one  that  started  the  new  way  to  cook.  It's 
the  one  some  have  tried  to  copy  with  similar 
names,  shapes,  designs. 

But  the  genuine  Crock-Pot  gives  you  the 
true  secret  of  slow  cooking:  low-watt  heat 
encircling  thick  stoneware,  not  concen- 

trated in  the  bottom  as  with  a  hot  plate.  So 

you  enjoy  long,  slow  8-to-12  hour 
cooking  without  sticking,  stir- 

ring, or  timing.  Delicious  stews, 

roasts,  chicken,  soups,  vegetables — 
even  bread  and  cakes.  The  Crock-Pot 

"Cooks  all  day  while  the  cook  s  away."® 
For  less  than  40. 

Rival  makes  the  Crock-Pot  in  2,  3,  3V2,  4  and 

5-quart  sizes.  There's  one  for  you.  Don't settle  for  less! Rivals  first  3' 2-qt  Crock-Pot  is 
still  first  among  all  slow  cookers! 
f^illions  are  now  in  use  every  day 

THIS  NEW  CROCK-POT 
FEATURES 
LIFT-OUT  STONEWARE! 
Stoneware  bowl  lifts  out  and 

goes  to  the  table  for  serving, 
refrigerator  for  storing,  or 
dishwasher  for  fast,  easy 

cleanup.  Now  in  3V2  and  5- 

quart  sizes. 

Crock-Pot  Cookbooks  include  over  180  recipes. 

RIVAL  MANUFACTURING  COMPANY 

Kansas  City,  Missouri  64129 

^Good  Housekeeping'- 

'"'^..0 

I  -
'.>

^^'
'~ 

Crock-Pol  is  a 

registered  trademark 
of  Rival  Manufacturing Company 

with  1  cup  water  to  1 '/2  cups  sugar. 
Pour  over  fruit  and  chill  at  least 

4  hours  or  up  to  3  weeks.  To  serve, 
add  2  teaspoons  syrup  to  a  glass 
with  some  of  the  fruit  and  fill  up 
with  V2  cup  white  wine.  Soda  can 
be  added,  if  you  wish,  or  serve  it 
alone  with  the  fruit  syrup.  For 
pitcher  service,  fill  Va  full  of  ice, 
add  V2  cup  fruit  syrup  and  fruit, 
and  a  bottle  of  white  wine. 

Sangria  base,  made  the  day  ahead 
and  stored  in  the  refrigerator,  is 

Cesar  Ortiz's  source  of  quick  party 
drinks.  Mix  2  cups  orange  juice 

with  1  cup  lemon  juice  sweetened 
to  taste — the  amount  of  sugar 

varies  with  the  acidity  of  the  lem- 
ons. Next  day,  mix  with  1  bottle 

Spanish  wine,  a  robust  one  from 

the  south  of  Spain.  "Never  put  ice 
cubes  in  the  pitcher,  only  the 

glasses,"  says  Mr.  Ortiz,  who 
thinks  it  dilutes  the  sangria.  Elisa- 

beth Ortiz  marinates  cut-out 
peaches  in  maraschino  overnight. 
Next  day,  combine  with  a  light  and 
flowery  German  Moselle  for  a  re- 

freshing summer  fruit  cup. 
Martinis  can  be  mixed  up  several 

days  ahead  and  stored  in  the  re- 
frigerator until  they're  really  cold, 

suggest  Robert  Misch,  who  also 
keeps  a  bottle  of  Polish  or  Russian 
vodka  and  one  of  mirabelle  in  his 
freezer  for  unexpected  company. 
For  a  Gimlet  Punch,  Mrs.  Kelvin 
Cox  Vanderlip  always  keeps  on 

hand  a  bottle  of  Rose's  Lime  Juice, 
a  bottle  of  gin,  and  a  block  of  ice 
with  fresh  mint  frozen  in  it,  to  be 

combined  at  a  moment's  notice. 
Quick  refreshing  drinks:  Carta 
Blanca  beer  and  tomato  juice  com- 

bined, and  with  a  sprig  of  parsley 

added,  suggest  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Wil- liam M.  Robbins.  Or  mix  ginger 

beer  and  Miller  High  Life  half  and 
half  for  a  Shandy  Gaff. 

Espres.so  is  stored  in  the  refrigera- 
tor by  Robert  Pascal  of  the  restau- 

rant Chez  Pascal,  for  combining 
with  rum  for  an  after-dinner  drink. 
Rim  a  tall  glass  with  lemon,  then 
dip  rim  in  rum,  then  sugar.  Add  a 

jigger  of  dark  rum  to  the  glass  and 
fill  up  with  espresso.  Top  with 

whipped  cream. 
Sugar  syrup  keeps  indefinitely  in 

the  refrigerator,  says  Julie  Dannen- 
baum.  who  keeps  it  there  for  mak- 

ing Planter's  Punch.  She  also  keeps 
a  jar  of  slices  of  orange  and  lemon 
covered  with  cognac  for  adding  to 
summer  Sangria.s. 

Star  anise  fruit  syrup  gives  a  sur- 
prise taste  to  summer  fruit  drinks. 

Suzanne  Taylor  makes  the  syrup 

by  combining  V2  cup  water  with 
V4  cup  sugar,  2  tablespoons  fresh 
lime  juice,  and  1  teaspoon  crushed 
star  anise.  Boil  2  minutes  with  a 

pinch  of  salt.  Steep  for  10  minutes, 
strain  and  chill.  Add  a  few  drops  to 
lemonade  or  frozen  pineapple 

drink  and  a  little  gin,  if  you  wish. 
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HOW  SAFE 
IS  YOUR 

WATER? 

ONLY  9'^     HIGH 
US    PAT    PEND 

t     i 

If QUICK  30-SECOND  INSTALLATION.  No  tools 

required. ..no    electrical    connections.    Simply    screw    the 
diverter  valve  on  any  tap  and 

connect  the  tubing.  It's  that 
easy  to  install,  and  all  the 
parts  are  furnished.  INSTANT 

clean's  exclusive  valve,  with 
adaptors,  fits  99%  of  all 
threaded  faucets  in  homes, 

trailers,  offices,  recreation 

vehicles,  and  even  yachts. 

CONVENIENT  TO  USt.  By  turning  the  valve  dial  to 

the  "ON"  position,  tap  water  is  diverted  from  the  tap 
to   INSTANT  CLEAN   for   treatment   and   returned   to   the 

tap  instantly... crystal  clear, 
and  odorless.  The  delicious 

fresh  taste  will  make  your 
coffee,  tea.  mixed  drinks,  ice 

cubes,  baby  formula  and  all 
the  foods  you  cook  or  mix 

with  water,  safer  and  better- 
tasting.  By  turning  the  dial  to 

the  "OFF"  position,  you  have 

ordinary  tap  water  for  dish- 
washing and  general  use. 

ECONOMICAL.  INSTANT  CLEANS  exclusive  Recharge 

Pak'"  and  back-flushing    system    has    been    engineered    to 
provide  enough  drinking/ 
cooking  water  to  last  an 
average  family  of  five  for 
approximately  three  years 
before  requiring  replacement 
of  $9.95  Recharge  Pak. 
Compare  the  cost  of  bottled 

*  *--^  water  deliveries  for  three 
^-?    /  years  for  a  family  of  five. ..and 

Are    you    the    one    out    of   every    two    Americans 

drinking   water    below    Federal    Safety   Standards? 

Municipal    water    treatment    plants,    home    water 

softeners,   and   filter  systems,   cannot  handle  the 

industrial     waste,     fertilizers,     pesticides,     and 

chemicals   found    in   today's   water.    In   addition, 
U.S.  Government  EPA  surveys  found  suspected 

.y    cancer-causing    substances    in    the    drinking 

water   supplies   of   80    major    U.S.    cities.   This  concern   is  supported   by 

numerous  editorials  from  the  nation's  foremost  publishers: 

NEWSWEEK:    "Scientists  consider  America's  drinking  water  problem  of 

crisis  proportions." 
McCALLS:  "DANGER  IN  OUR  DRINKING  WATER.  One  out  of  every  two 

Americans  is  drinking  water  of  unknown  quality." 

CBS   TV  NETWORK  BROADCAST:    "CAUTION:    DRINKING   WATER   MAY 

BE   HAZARDOUS  TO  YOUR   HEALTH." 

NOW... after  four  years  of  research  using  data  supplied  from  N.A.S.A., 

General  Electric  Corporation,  and  others,  there  is  a  new  appliance. ..that  can 

make  your  drinking  water  safer  and  better-tasting. 

CLWN  H^TER 
M/1KER 

WILL  REMOVE  100%  OF  THE  CHLORINE,  RUST,  ALGAE,  SUSPENDED 

PARTICLES,  AND  THE  BAD  TASTE,  ODOR,  AND  COLOR  CAUSED  BY 
CHEMICALS  AND  MINERALS.  INSTANT  CLEAN  will  not  add  salts  or 

chemicals,  nor  remove  fluoride  and  minerals  essential  to  good  health  and  growth. 

INSTANT  CLEAN  does  remove  suspected  cancer-causing  agents,  chloroform  and 
carbon  tetrachloride.  And  it  is  effective  in  removing  most  detergents  and  dangerous 
asbestos  fibers. 

INSTANT  CLEAN'S  proven  effectiveness  is  backed  up  by  three  independent 
laboratory  reports.  No.  13019,  11600,  and  13407  from  General  Testing 

Laboratories,  Kansas  City,  Missouri,  one  of  the  nation's  most  respected  testing 
laboratories,    U.S.  Govt.  EPA  Establishment  #37756-KS-1 

(i^..^  AT  ONLY  $49.95,  we  are  so  confident  that  INSTANT 

.VllJl!,"'„\^     CLEAN  will  provide  you  and  your  family  with  the  cleanest 
'"'^HSIHT*')    and  best  tasting  water  available,  including  bottled  water,  we 

^\'^WM'/     offer  you    manufacturer's  full  consumer  warranty,   and 
tmii^    30-day  money  back  guarantee. 

INST/1  NT  CLE4N 

y 
PROOOCTS. 

<( 
''  **:       * 

WATER-SAFE    PRODUCTS,    INC.,    •  8337  Nieman  Road,  Lanexa,  Kansas  66214 

No.  Units   

the  inconvenience. 

UNDER   SINK   INSTALLATION   OPTIONAL. 

The  accessory  kit  lets  you  install  the  unit 
permanently  under  sink  or  lavatory.  No  plunnber 

needed.  Then  INSTANT  CLEAN  has  its  own  con- 
venient clean  water  faucet.  Only  $19.95. 

  Instant  Clean"   Clean  Water  Maker. 
n  Harvest  D  Avocado  D  White        S49.95 

D  Optional  Accessory  Kit  $19.95. 

Add  $2  50  for  postage  and  handling. 

Kansas  residents  add  3'/^%  sales  tax. 
n  Master  Charge   
D  BankAmericard   
Interbank  No   

Total. 

.Exp.  Date. 

Signature. NAME. 

USE  COUPON  TO  ORDER  INSTANT  CLEAN 

TODAY  I... Or  Call  Toll  Free,  800-327-8912;  in 
Florida  1-800-432-5024. 

>. 

ADDRESS. 
CITY   

  STATE - 
Allow  SIX  to  eight  weeks  for  delivery 

.ZIP. HG 

MAY,   1976 
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'ems  very  thinly  and  combine  with  slivers  of  carrots, 
tiabagas  and  saute  very  quickly 

NF-.vV  PARTY  FOOD 
continued  from  page  141 

ingredients 

1 V2  -2  pounds  penne 
(pen-shaped  pasta) 

salt 
V2  cup  olive  oil,  plus  1 

tablespoon 
1  cup  tomato,  peeled,  seeded, 

and  finely  diced 
V2  cup  red  onion,  finely  chopped 
%  cup  celery,  finely  chopped 
V2  cup  green  pepper,  finely 
chopped 

V2  cup  red  pepper,  finely 
chopped 

V4  cup  carrot,  peeled  and 

finely  chopped 

%  cup  cucumber,  unpeeled, 
seeded,  finely  chopped 

%  cup  baby  zucchini,  unpeeled, 
finely  chopped 

2  tablespoons  basil,  finely 
chopped 

Method 

Cook  the  penne  in  a  very  large 
pot  in  5  quarts  of  boiling  water  to 
which  2  tablespoons  salt  and  1 
tablespoon  oil  have  been  added. 
Cook  until  al  dente,  about  8-10 
minutes.  Drain.  Place  on  a  large 
platter  or  in  a  large  bowl  and 
toss  with  the  V2  cup  olive  oil. 

Over  the  top  of  the  pasta,  sprin- 

kle the  finely  chopped  vegeta- 
bles ending  with  the  basil.  Toss 

and  season  with  salt.  Pass  a 

cruet  of  good  olive  oil  and  black 

pepper  from  the  mill.  Serve  with 
toasted  bread  sticks.  Serves  6. 

SAUTEED 
JULIENNED 
VEGETABLES 

Ingredients 
1  bunch  broccoli,  very  fresh 
2  large  carrots,  peeled 
2  medium  potatoes,  v\/ashed  and 

peeled 
2  rutabagas,  washed  and  peeled 
4  tablespoons  butter 

SEALMARK.- 

wten  nothing  else  is  good  enough 

esesB 
■-■j^ 

f>-^ 
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RpckdfAg       , 
Guaranteed,  without  time  limi^^flp  jyi^^i 

^  BOCK  OF  AGES  CORPORATION,' 

salt 
freshly  cracked  black  pepper 
2  tablespoons  parsley, 

finely  chopped 

Method 

Remove  the  stems  from  th 
bunch  of  broccoli.  Save  th 
heads  for  other  use.  Slice  th 
broccoli  stems,  carrots,  potc 

toes,  and  rutabagas  on  a  mar 
doline  and  cut  them  all  into  ji 
lienne.  The  vegetables  should 

be  even  in  size — and  the  thick" ness  of  a  kitchen  match. 

Individually  parboil  each  vege 
table  in  saucepans  for  3  min 
utes.  Refresh  them  in  cold  wa 

ter.  Dry  on  towels. 

Melt  the  butter  in  a  skillet  an^ 
when  hot  and  foamy,  toss  th 

vegetables  together  in  the  butte 
to  coat  them  well.  Toss  and  cool 
for  3-4  minutes  only.  The  vege 

tables  should  be  tender-crisp. 

Season  them  with  salt  and  pep 

per  to  taste  and  sprinkle  witt 

parsley.  Serves  6. 

Note:  The  vegetables  are  equal 

ly  delicious  served  with  a  vinai 

grette. 

Match-stick     strips     of    vegetables 
keep  crisp   when    quickly  sauteed 

CARROT  AND 
WATERCRESS  SALAC 
Ingredients 
4  carrots,  washed  and  scraped 
3  bunches  watercress,  tough 

stems  removed 

Ingredients  for  vinaigrette 

1  teaspoon  salt 
V2  teaspoon  black  pepper, 

freshly  cracked 
4  tablespoons  vinegar 

%  cup  vegetable,  olive,  or 
French  peanut  oil 

Method 

With  a  potato  peeler,  peel  off 
lengthwise,  about  24  thin  strips 
of  carrot.  Cut  4  slits,  lengthwise 
on  each  carrot  piece,  leaving 
V4-inch  margin  on  each  end 
Fasten  the  ends  of  each  carrot 

piece  together  and  secure  with 



a  toothpick.  Drop  into  a  bowl  of 

ice  water.  Soak  for  2-3  hours. i 
Wash  watercress  quickly  in  cold 
water.  Dry  on  paper  towel.  Be 
careful  not  to  bruise  the  leaves. 
Drain  and  dry  the  carrot  curls, 
remove  toothpicks.  Arrange 
watercress  in  a  salad  bowl  and 

place  carrots  on  top.  Dress  with 
vinaigrette  and  toss  just  before 
serving.  Serves  6. 

Method  for  vinaigrette 

Into  a  small  bowl  put  salt,  pep- 
per, vinegar,  oil.  Beat  with  a  fork 

or  whisk.  Makes  1  cup. 

PEARS  STUFFED 
WITH  GORGONZOLA 
CHEESE 
Ingredjents 

6  pears,  Anjou  or  Cornice,  ripe, 
beautifully  shaped,  washed 

'/2  pound  Gorgonzola  cheese 
V4  cup  butter 
6  shiny  leaves  for  garnish 

Method 

Remove  the  stems  from  the 

pears  and  cut  a  slice  off  the 
bottom  of  each  so  it  will  stand 
erect.  Hollow  out  each  pear 
using  a  corer  or  small  knife. 

Cream  the  cheese  in  a  bowl. 
Beat  in  the  butter.  Fill  a  pastry 
bag  fitted  with  a  rose  or  star  tip 
with  the  cheese  mixture. 

Fill  cavity  of  each  pear  with 
cheese  mixture.  Pipe  a  cheese 
rosette  on  stem  of  pears.  Attach 
a  shiny  leaf  to  cheese  on  top  of 
each.  Serves  6. 

STRING  BEAN  SALAD 
ingredients 

1 V2  pounds  string  beans,  the 
smallest  and  thinnest  possible 

V2  pound  mushrooms,  large  and 
white 

V2  cup  walnut  halves 
salt,  fresh  black  pepper 
V4  cup  lemon  juice 
V2  cup  walnut  oil 

Method 

Remove  ends  of  beans.  Put 

I  beans  into  boiling  salted  water 
to  cover  and  cook  uncovered  for 

5-7  minutes.  Beans  must  be  ten- 
der-crisp. Refresh  in  cold  water. 

Drain  and  dry  them.  Put  them  in 
a  large  salad  bowl. 

Wipe  mushrooms  clean  with  a 

damp  cloth.  Cut  the  tops  hori- 
zontally into  thin  disks  and  slice 

the  disks  into  fine  strips.  Add  to 
the  salad  bowl. 

Add  walnuts  to  bowl.  Add  salt 

and  pepper  to  taste.  Squeeze 
lemon  juice  over  salad  and  add 
oil.  Toss  well.  Let  marinate  at 

room  temperature  1  hour  before 
serving.  Serves  6. 

Add  something  to  give  a  little  crunch  to  every  salad- 
seeds,  nuts,  or  raw  apple 

THE  GOLDEN  DOOR 
continued  from  page  149 

V2  cup  lemon  juice 
handful  each  parsley,  basil, 

mint,  chives,  tarragon 
(all  fresh) 

Method 

Remove  yolks  from  3  of  the  hard- 
boiled  eggs  and  reserve  for  later 

use.  Put  mayonnaise  in  a  blend- 
er with  the  5  egg  whites,  2  egg 

yolks,  1  uncooked  egg  yolk, 
lemon  juice,  and  herbs  and 
blend  briefly  until  smooth. 

Make  just  before  using  as  the 
fragrance  and  texture  will  last 
only  1  hour. 

Serves  20.  20  calories  per  tea- 

spoon. 

LIME  SOUFFLE 

Ingredients 

10  egg  yolks 
1 V2  cups  lemon  juice,  freshly 

squeezed,  strained 
1  teaspoon  honey 

1  envelope  D-Zerta  lime  gelatin 
1  envelope  D-Zerta  lemon 

gelatin 2  envelopes  Knox  unflavored 

gelatin boiling  water 

4  packages  D-Zerta  whipping 
cream 

zest  of  1  lemon,  grated 
3  tablespoons  Cointreau 

18  egg  whites 

Method 

In  the  top  half  of  a  double  boiler 
put  the  egg  yolks,  lemon  juice, 

and  honey.  Beat  over  boiling  wa- 
ter until  fluffy  and  remove  imme- 

diately from  heat. 

In  a  1-cup  measure  put  the  4 
packages  of  gelatin.  Add  boiling 
water  to  make  about  V2  cup.  Mix 
well  to  dissolve  gelatin.  Add 
cold  water  to  make  1  full  cup 
and  pour  into  yolk  mixture.  Let 
cool  over  ice  for  about  V2  hour 

and  stir  with  a  wire  whisk  occa- 
sionally so  the  bottom  and  sides 

will  not  set.  The  mixture  should 
remain  smooth. 

Make  the  whipping  cream  ac- 
cording to  package  directions. 

In  a  heavy  saucepan,  add  the 
grated  lemon  zest  and  enough 
water  to  cover.  Boil  for  1  minute. 

Strain  through  cheesecloth  and 
put  zest  back  in  pan.  Add  the 
Cointreau  and  bring  to  a  boil 
again.  Cook  less  than  1  minute. 
Let  cool  and  add  to  the  whipping 
cream.  (Make  sure  whipping 
cream  stays  creamy  and  does 
not  get  stiff.) 

Put  the  egg  whites  in  a  very 
large  bowl  and  beat  until  they 

form  stiff  peaks,  using  an  elec- 
tric beater.  Turn  beater  to  lowest 

speed  and  immediately  pour  the 
yolk  mixture  into  egg  whites  all 

at  once.  This  part  is  critical — 
only  5  or  6  turns  of  the  beater 
should  be  used  to  blend  the  2 
mixtures  together. 

Fold  egg  white  mixture  V3  at  a 
time  into  whipping  cream.  It 
should  be  light  and  fluffy. 

Fit  a  10-by-3-inch  souffle  dish 
with  a  4-inch  foil  collar  with  tape. 
Pour  souffle  mixture  into  dish  to 
within  1  inch  from  the  top  of  the 
collar.  Refrigerate  the  souffle  for 
about  4  hours  to  set.  Serves  25. 

75  calories  per  small  slice. 

FRESH  FRUIT 
SANDWICH 
Serve  1  slice  of  each  fruit  cut  Vi 
inch  thick.  Stack  them  up  and 
they  look  like  a  small  pyramid. 

Ingredients 
3  ounces  low-fat  cottage 

cheese  per  person 

Va  apple,  grated 

cinnamon 
1  scant  tablespoon  sunflower seeds 

1  slice  grapefruit,  peeled 
1  slice  orange,  peeled 
1  slice  pineapple,  peeled 
1  slice  watermelon,  peeled 
1  slice  kiwi,  peeled 
1  ounce  dressing 

Method  for  salad 

Blend  together  with  a  rubber 
spatula  the  cottage  cheese, 

grated  apple,  cinnamon,  and sunflower  seeds. 

Layer  the  fruits  with  the  largest 
slice  on  the  bottom.  Spread  each 
with  cottage  cheese  mixture. 
Top  with  slice  of  kiwi.  Pour 
about  1  ounce  of  dressing  on 
top.  190  calories  per  serving. 

YOGHURT  FRUIT 
DRESSING 

Ingredients 

1  cup  yoghurt 

1  papaya,  peeled 
1  mango,  peeled 
1  cup  strawberries,  washed 

and  hulled 
1  teaspoon  honey 

Continued  on  page  159 
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serts  for  company 
Recipes  from  three  creative  party  givers- 

Van  Day  Truex,  Fleur  Cowles,  Zandra  Rhodes 

CINNAMON 
APPLESAUCE 
(from  Van  Day  Truex) 

A  favorite  Truex  quickie.  To  1 
jar  cinnamon  applesauce  add 
cinnamon,  nutmeg,  honey,  and 
lemon  juice  to  taste.  Blend  well, 
and  serve  hot  or  cold. 

TRUEX  CHERRY 
COMPOTE 
Ingredients 

2  pint  jars  dark  Queen  Anne 
cherries  and  tiie  juice  from 
1  jar 

Juice  and  grated  zest  of 
1  orange 

1  cup  dark  brown  sugar 

Method 

Put  cherry  juice,  orange  juice, 

grated  zest,  and  brown  sugar 
into  a  saucepan  and  boil  down 
to  a  syrupy  sauce.  Drain  the 
juice  from  the  second  jar  of 
cherries  and  put  all  the  fruit  into 
a  bowl,  pour  the  syrup  over 
them,  and  serve. 

These  are  equally  good  hot  or 
cold,  and  are  improved  with  sour 
cream  or  yoghurt. 

DRIED  FRUIT 
COMPOTE 
Ingredients 
1  cup  each  dried  prunes,  pears, 

apricots,  and  figs 
2  cups  dark  brown  sugar 
juice  and  grated  zest  of 

1  orange 

Method 

Soak     the     fruit     overnight     in 

Proud  of  your  copper? 

Keep  it  shining  with'Evinkle. 
Twinkle  copper  cleaner  gives  you  a  shine  and  brightness 

that  lasts  a  long  time. 
There  is  a  reason.  Twinkle  is  the  only  copper 

cleaner  containing  chronite.  It's  an  ingredient  that  holds 
back  tarnishing. 

So  if  you  want  your  copper  to  keep  its  shine,  getTwinkle. 

©Copyright  1975  The  Drackett  Products  Co. 

enough  water  to  cover  (even 
better  is  a  strong  infusion  of  Earl 
Grey  tea). 

Next  day,  put  the  fruit  and  its 
soaking  water  (or  tea)  in  a  pan 
with  the  sugar,  orange  juice,  and 
zest.  Simmer  for  about  half  an 
hour  or  until  the  fruit  is  tender 

and  the  syrup  is  very  thick. 
Serve  hot  or  cold  with  a  dollop 

of  sour  cream  (if  your  diet  per- 
mits it)  or  yoghurt. 

ORANGE  COMPOTE 
Ingredients 
4  oranges 

2  cups  water 
2  cups  sugar 

Method 

Peel  the  oranges  or,  for  a  more 
intense  flavor,  grate  the  zest, 
and  then  peel.  Remove  all  white 
membranes  until  the  fruit  is  as 

naked  as  you  can  get  it,  then 
slice  it  as  thinly  as  possible. 

Put  the  ribbons  of  peel  or  the 
grated  zest  in  a  saucepan  with 
the  water  and  sugar.  Bring  to  a 

boil,  then  reduce  heat  and  sim- 
mer for  about  20  minutes  or  until 

you  have  a  nice  syrup.  Pour  over 
the  orange  slices,  allow  to  cool, 
then  refrigerate.  Serve  very 
cold.  (If  you  have  used  the  strips 
of  peel,  fish  them  out.) 

PEARS  BAKED  IN 
PASTRY 
(from  Fleur  Cowles) 

Ingredients 

6  pears,  peeled  with 
stem  intact 

pastry  (see  recipe  below) 
glazing  syrup 

Method 

Beginning  at  the  stem  end,  wrap 

raw  pears  in  ¥2 -inch-wide  strips 

of  pastry  on  the  diagonal  to  en- 
case pears  in  dough  complete- 

ly. If  pastry  strip  is  not  long 
enough,  continue  with  a  new 
strip,  pinching  ends  together  to seal. 

Brush  the  pastry-covered  pears 
with  a  glaze  made  by  combining 
water,  sugar,  and  brandy,  and 
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cooking  over  medium  heat  ui 

thick.  Bake  pears  in  a  375^  ovj 
for  20-25  minutes.  Serve  waf 
with  heavy  cream.  Serves  6. 

PASTRY 

Ingredients 
7%  cups  all-purpose  flour 

pinch  salt IV4  sticks  butter  (V4  pound 

plus  2  tablespoons),  cut  in 
small  pieces 

2  tablespoons  iced  vegetable shortening 

2  tablespoons  sugar  (optional 
if  you  like  sweet  dough) 

V3-V2  cup  iced  water 

Method 

Put  the  flour  and  salt  in  a  m 

ing    bowl.   Quickly   add    chill  I 
butter,  shortening,  and  optior  I 
sugar.  Mix  flour  and  butter 
gether  with  an  electric  mixer 
a  medium  speed  until  buttei 
reduced  to  tiny  bits  covered  v. 
flour.  Don't  overmix.  The  doi 
should  be  light  and  dry. 

Add  iced  water  and  contir 

mixing  until  dough  masses,  S' 
ing  drops  of  water  to  any 
blended  bits.  Gather  dough  if 

a  ball  and  press  into  a  flat  ma- Roll  in  flour  and  refrigerate 
several  hours  in  a  plastic  bag. 

When  ready  to  use  on  pears,  r 
out  thinly  on  a  lightly  flour 
surface.  Cut  into  V2-inch  stn 
to  wrap  around  each  pear. 

FROZEN  APRICOT 

CREAM 
(From  Zandra  Rhodes) 

A  simple  dessert  for  six. 

Ingredients 
2V2  cups  canned  apricots  with 

juice 

2  tablespoons  apricot  liqueur 

(optional) 2  cups  heavy  cream,  whipoed 

Method 

In  a  blender,  whiz  apricots  wl 

juice  and  optional  apricot 
queur  until  smooth.  Combii 
with  heavy  cream.  Freeze  ur 
thick  but  not  too  hard,  stirrir 
occasionally  during  settii 
time.  Serves  6. 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN 
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f/EAL  ESCALOPE 
-LORENTINE 

I'he  seasoned  spinach  can  also le  tucked  into  an  omelette  or 

■ut  on  top  of  an  oyster,  baked. 

ngredients 

pound  spinach 
ilash  celery  salt 
lash  nutmeg 
snnel  stalk,  chopped 

ounce  Monterey  Jack  cheese, 

grated 

pp/ce  Island's  Italian  herbs 
f-12  pine  nuts 

i  |(  100-gram  (3.6  ounce)  veal 
escalopes 

hw  drops  oil 
)andful  shallots,  chopped 

U  cup  dry  white  wine 
I  ky/ce  of  V2  lemon 

I  fA  ounce  corn  oil  margarine 

Method 

jethod 

Vhirl  the  yoghurt,  papaya,  man- 
;0,  strawberries,  and  honey  in  a 
•lender  until  smooth.  Serves  30. 

look  spinach  fast  for  2-3  min- 
ites  in  V2  inch  water  in  a  large 

)an  with  2  plates  or  a  plate  with 
t  weight  on  top  to  weigh  down 
he  spinach.  Cook  just  until 
vilted.  Drain  spinach  and  chop. 

f>prinkle  with  celery  salt  and 
lutmeg.  Add  just  a  little  fennel. 

Return  spinach  to  pot  over  low 
»eat  and  quickly  stir  in  the 
;heese  just  until  melted.  Season 

vith  Italian  herbs.  Divide  spin- 

jch  into  4  portions,  add  2-3  pine 
uts  to  each,  and  wrap  the  veal 
scalopes  around  each  portion. 

^ub  a  few  drops  of  oil  in  the  bot- 
om  of  a  heavy  skillet.  Saute  veal 
luickly  until  brown,  then  cover 

;killet  and  put  in  preheated 

350°  oven  for  10  minutes. 

Remove  veal  to  a  heated  platter. 
Dver  medium  heat  add  shallots 

0  skillet  and  saute.  Deglaze  the 
skillet  with  the  wine  and  lemon 
uice.  Cook  the  sauce  down.  Stir 

n  margarine.  Return  veal  to  pan 

for  just  a  minute  and  serve  im- 
Niediately.  Serves  4.  220  ca!o- 
ies  per  100-gram  serving. 

.  STUFFED  ZUCCHINI, 
HEF'S  STYLE 

iOlYou  may  substitute  eggplant  for 
riozucchini  in  this  recipe.  The  small 

tidJapanese  eggplants  are  espe- 
cially good  to  use.  Can  be  re- 

i^eated  in  a  microwave  oven. 

AY,    1976 

Ingredients 

12  zucchini,  washed 

Vege  Sal 
oregano,  dried 
2  pounds  mushrooms 

1  large  clove  garlic 
1  small  onion 

pepper 
Spice  Island's  Italian  herbs 
4  tomatoes,  fresh  or  canned, 

chopped 

4  ounces  chuck  steak,  chopped 
and  browned 

1  ounce  Parmesan,  grated 
3  ounces  Monterey  Jack  cheese, 

grated parsley 
chives 

Method 

Cut  zucchini  in  half  lengthwise 
and  crisscross  flesh  with  a  knife 

for  easier  cooking.  Add  to  a 

large  pot  with  V2  inch  water  and 
sprinkle  the  top  with  Vege  Sal 
and  oregano.  Cover  tightly.  Cook 
on  top  of  the  stove  over  very 
low  heat  about  20  minutes,  or 

in  a  400°  oven  for  20-25  minutes. 
(Eggplants  will  take  35  minutes.) 
When  cooked,  scoop  out  center 

making  sure  to  leave  skin  whole. 
Reserve  skins  and  flesh. 

Grate  the  mushrooms  in  a  Cui- 
sinart  food  processor  or  blender 

with  the  garlic  and  onion.  In  a 
skillet  cook  mushroom  mixture 

very  slowly  and  season  with 

Vege  Sal,  pepper,  Italian  herbs. 
Add  tomatoes,  cook  down. 

Add  the  chopped  chuck,  Parme- 
san, and  Monterey  Jack.  Mix 

well.  Add  reserved  zucchini  and 
cook  down  until  firm. 

Chop  parsley  and  chives  at  the 
last  minute  and  fold  in.  Fill  the 

zucchini  skins.  Serves  12 — 1 
whole  zucchini  each.  200  calo- 

ries per  serving. 

TURKEY  BREAST 

Ingredients 

1  12' to  14-pound  turkey  breast, 
skinned 

2  celery  roots,  peeled  (reserve 

peels — they  go  in  the  pot 
to  help  make  the  sauce) 

2  white  onions,  studded  with 
4  cloves  each 

2  cloves  garlic,  peeled 

Vege  Sal 

bay  leaf 
thyme 
summer  savory 

peppercorns,  crushed 
2-3  ounces  Neufchatel  cheese 

juice  of  1  lemon 
nutmeg,  freshly  grated 
chives,  chopped 

Method 

Put  the  turkey  breast  in  a  large 

ovenproof  pot  with  a  tight  lid. 
Add  the  celery  root  and  peels, 

onions,  garlic.  Season  the  tur- 
key with  Vege  Sal,  bay  leaf, 

thyme,  summer  savory,  and  pep- 

percorns. Cook  at  400°  for  V2 
hour,  then  350°  for  3  hours. 
Never  remove  lid  or  the  meat 

will  dry  out. 

When  cooked,  remove  turkey 

and  keep  it  warm.  Strain  and  de- 
fat  the  broth  (there  will  be  lots  of 

juice,  but  not  much  fat).  Discard 

vegetables.  Puree  21/2  cups  of 
broth  in  batches  in  a  blender. 

Return  the  puree  to  the  pan,  add 
the  Neufchatel  and  scrape  the 

bottom  of  the  pan.  Add  the  lem- 
on juice  and  a  grating  of  nutmeg. 

Adjust  seasoning. 

Pour  the  sauce  over  the  turkey 
and  sprinkle  with  chopped 
chives.  Serves  30.  200  calories 

per  3-ounce  serving. 

FRUIT  SLUSH 

(Served  as  a  "cocktail") 

Ingredients 
strawberries,  pineapple, 

peaches,  or  any  in-season fruit 

ice,  cracked 
soda  water,  Fresca,  or  any 

diet  soda 

kiwi  slice  or  fresh  mint  for 

garnish 
Method 

Use  proportions  of  Va  fruit  to  2/3 
ice.  Add  the  fruit  and  cracked 
ice  to  blender  container  and 
blend.  Pour  into  tall  glasses, 
thin  with  either  soda  or  Fresca 

or  any  diet  soda.  Garnish  with  a 
slice  of  kiwi  or  fresh  mint.  Serve 
with  a  straw.  About  25  calories 
a  21/2  -ounce  serving. 

GINGER  DRESSING 
(for  tossed  green  salads) 

Ingredients 
1  small  clove  garlic 
1  tablespoon  fresh  ginger, 

chopped 

zest  of  1  lemon  without  white 

pith 

V2  cup  sesame  seed  oil 
1  cup  rice  vinegar 

Method 

Put  all  ingredients  in  the  blend- 
er and  blend  to  creamy  stage. 

Makes  1 V2  cups.  14  calories  per 

teaspoon. 

Getaway  to  Yesterday 
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r 
a  don't  have  a  crisis  at  around  forty  become  terribly  weighted  down 

vitality  they  need  to  continue  developing 

Person d'  5iv^.'v^[h 
coiUiimed  from  page  138 

rhey  learned  how  to  entrust  them- 
bcives  to  others." 

Levinson  calls  a  part  of  this 

period  GIAW — Getting  Into  the 
Adult  World — and  certainly 
young  adults  do  not  feel  quite  part 

of  the  grown-up  life  of  responsibil- 
ity and  duty.  They  must  get  into  it, 

must  learn  its  rules,  and  experi- 
ment with  adult  roles.  While  some 

of  them  choose  and  start  on  ca- 

reers, it  is  usually  with  only  a  mod- 
icum of  commitment;  others  de- 

lay, devoting  themselves  first  to 
sexual  and  social  goals.  Many  have 
children  now  and  are  intensely  ab- 

sorbed in  parenting.  Roger  Gould 
finds  this  period  of  life  a  relatively 
calm  one,  at  least  until  young 
adults  reach  their  late  twenties. 

"Extreme  emotions  are  .  .  .  guard- 
ed against.  .  .  .  The  emphasis  is  on 

modulating  the  emotional  tone  in 
an  experimental  effort  to  learn  the 

proper  tone  for  adult  life." 

Early  adulthood:  Transition 
or  cri.sis  (Around  30) 
Once  marriage  and  career  lines 
have  been  established,  young 
adults  frequently  enter  a  turbulent 
period  marked  by  a  questioning  of 
values  and  commitments.  Around 

age  thirty,  young  married  men  and 
women  may  first  consider  and 
even  have  extramarital  affairs. 

The  men  may  switch  careers  and 
the  women  become  more  serious 

about  having  one.  The  focus  of  the 

earlier  years  is  gone,  and  the  di- 
rection of  the  next  decade  unclear. 

Gould  says  the  trouble  lies  in  the 
fact  that  at  this  point  young  adults 

feel  that  "some  inner  aspect  is 
striving  to  be  accounted  for."  Lev- inson finds  that  men  around 

thirty  question  their  career  lines 

because  they  feel  their  occupation- 
al choice  is  too  constraining  or  is 

"a  violation  or  betrayal  of  a  dream 
they  now  had  to  pursue."  Similar- 

ly, men  whose  lives  in  their  twen- 
ties were  unstable  and  uncon- 

strained may  now  feel  a  need  for 

order  and  responsibility.  "This 
brief  transitional  period,"  says 
Levinson,  "may  occasion  consider- 

able inner  turmoil — depression, 
confusion,  struggle  with  the  en- 

vironment and  within  oneself — or 

it  may  involve  a  more  quiet  re- 
assessment and  intensification  of 

effort." 

Intermediate  adulthood:  The 
mastery  of  careers  (30  to  40) 
The  transitional  period  behind 
them,  men  and  women  now  begin 
to  make  a  strong  commitment  to 

accomplishments  outside  the  per- 
sonal. Levinson  calls  this  period 

"Settling  Down."  People  in  their 
thirties  seem  to  want  stability,  a 
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niche  in  society,  and  they  also 

want  to  "make  it,"  to  move  toward 
major  occupational  goals.  The  Ivy 

League  men  whom  Valliant  stud- 
ied were,  at  this  time  in  their  lives, 

very  outerdirected,  and  not  intro- 
spective. "They  tended  to  sacrifice 

playing  and  instead  worked  hard 
to  become  specialists.  Rather  than 

question  whether  they  had  mar- 
ried the  right  woman,  rather  than 

dream  of  other  careers,  they 

changed  their  baby's  diapers  and looked  over  their  shoulders  at  the 

competition." In  their  later  thirties,  men  in 

particular  are  involved  in  what 
Levinson  calls  BOOM — Becoming 

One's  Own  Man.  A  curious  phe- 
nomenon of  this  urge  toward  self- 

hood is  that  people  may  now  begin 
to  pull  away  from  and  even  turn 

against  formerly  cherished  pro- 
fessional mentors.  The  phenome- 

non has  been  chiefly  documented 
in  men.  but  at  Yale  it  has  begun  to 

be  studied  in  the  lives  of  profes- 
sional women  as  well.  The  mentor, 

usually  ten  to  fifteen  years  older 
than  the  late-thirties  individual, 
once  served  as  benevolent  guide  to 

the  depths  and  shallows  of  a  pro- 
fession. But  in  the  course  of  be- 

coming one's  own  man  or  woman, 
a  late-thirties  striver  must  abandon 

or  at  least  separate  from  the  men- 

tor. Levinson's  subjects  chose  phys- 
ical distance:  Scientists  set  up 

their  own  labs  in  far-off  universi- 

ties; writers  changed  editors;  blue- 
collar  workers  and  executives 

switched  to  new  companies. 

By  thirty-nine,  the  decks  are 
clear  and  men — most  life-span 
studies  have  followed  them — begin 
to  focus  on  key  events  in  their 
careers,  something  through  which 
the  world  will  signal  whether  or 
not  they  are  valued.  It  may  be  the 

promotion  to  a  new  job,  the  recep- 
tion of  a  new  book,  the  acceptance 

of  a  piece  of  research.  This  signal 
takes  time  to  receive,  so  that  late- 
thirties  men  often  seem  to  be 
waiting,  suspended. 

Intermediate  or  midlife 
transition  or  crisis 

(Around  40) 
Slowly,  inexorably,  whatever  the 
outcome  of  the  awaited  event,  the 
midlife  crisis  now  begins.  The  man 
around  forty  may  have  attained  his 

life's  dream — the  critics  may  have 
lauded  his  novel,  the  National  In- 

stitutes of  Health  may  have 
granted  him  bountiful  research 
funds — but  still  he  is  thrown  into 
a  state  of  bemused  or  even  rageful 
introspection.  Men  at  this  age  feel 
their  achievements  are  hollow, 
their  bodies  are  declining,  and  they 
hear  death  whispering  to  them  for 
the  first  time  in  their  lives.  It  is  at 

this  point  that  many  men  translate 
angst  into  action:   They  divorce, 

lake  a  trip  to  Europe,  change  the 
direction  of  their  research  or  their 

style  of  writing.  Even  when  they 

don't  make  such  dramatic  changes, 
when  the  externals  of  their  lives 
show  no  such  extreme  variation, 
the  men  themselves  are  somewhat 
different.  Having  held  onto  their 
life  structures,  their  personalities 
change. 

Is  the  crisis  harmful  as  well  as 

painful?  Levinson  believes  that  it 
often  enriches  and  strengthens 

men  for  their  later  years.  He  him- 
self, at  forty-six,  changed  the  di- 

rection of  his  research  entirely  and 
left  Harvard  for  Yale,  and  he 

points  to  other  more  famous  ex- 
amples of  men  whose  lives  took  a 

turn  for  the  better  after  they  had 
weathered  a  troubled  midlife  cris- 

is: men  like  Freud,  Gandhi,  Frank 

Lloyd  Wright.  In  fact,  says  Levin- 

son, 'Many  men  who  don't  have  a 
crisis  at  forty  become  terribly 

weighted  down  and  lose  the  vital- 
ity they  need  to  continue  develop- 

ing in  the  rest  of  the  adulthood 

stages." 

Middle  adulthood: 

Reorganization  and 
renaissance  (40  to  50) 

For  most  men  and  perhaps — but 
we  do  not  know  yet — most  wom- 

en, the  midlife  crisis  reaches  its 
peak  sometimes  in  the  early  forties, 
so  that  the  period  which  follows  is 
relatively  calm.  Levinson  calls  it 

a  time  of  "restabilization";  Gould, 
one  in  which  there  is  "a  relief  from 
the  internal  tearing  apart  of  the 

immediately  previous  years.  "  Men and  women  in  their  forties  display 
a  more  stable  loyalty  to  their 

mates.  "They  very  actively  look 
for  sympathy  and  affection  from 
their  spouses,  who  in  many  ways 
they  seem  to  be  dependent  on  in  a 
mode  similar  to  that  of  their  for- 

mer dependency  on  parents."  But Valliant  points  out  that  this  period 
is  not  altogether  an  untroubled 
one.  For  men.  at  least,  it  is  often 

marked  by  depression  and  re- 
newed questioning  of  the  meaning 

of  life  and  work.  Still,  he  suggests 

that  despite  an  increased  aware- 
ness of  unhappiness,  the  man  in 

middle  adulthood  is  nevertheless 
calm.  Even  though  men  in  their 
forties  are  conscious  of  more  de- 

pression, he  writes,  "they  also  in 
midlife  appeared  far  more  able  to 
accept  their  own  tragedy  and  that 

of  others." Later  adulthood:  Increased 
awareness  of  mortality 
(50  to  65) 

Gould  calls  this  a  period  of  "mel- 
lowing and  warming  up."  Men  and 

women  are  truly  "adults"  now,  for 
they  no  longer  see  their  parents  as 
the  cause  of  their  life  problems, 

nor  view  their  spouses  as  control- 

f- 

ling   them,    and    thus    resemblin 

parents.  According  to  Gould,  'th children's  lives  are   now  seen  , 
potential  sources  of  warm  comfoi 
and  satisfaction.  .  .  .  The  spouse 
now  seen  as  a  valuable  source  ( 

companionship  in  life."  There  i of  course,  an  increased  awarenc 
of  mortality  and  this  may  mat 
men  and  women  in  later  adulthod 

seem   petty,    become    focused  o, 

their  health  or  their  anxieties,  o  *'f 
yet  again  express  doubts  about  th 
value  of  their  contributions  to  thi 
world.  But.  curiously,  according  t< 
Gould,  this  is  not  a  time  of  dimin 
ishing  interest  in  human  contact 
Rather   it   is  a   period   of   life  ii 
which  "there  is  a  hunger  for  per 

sonal   relationships."   John   A.  B  • 
McLeish,    an    eminent    Canadiar  ' 
educator,  has  documented  this  ir 
a     recent     book.     The     Ulysseai 
Adult:   Creativity   in    the   Middli 
and  Late  Years,  and  indicated  th( 
remarkable   personal   and   profes 

sional    accomplishment    of    man> 

people  in  late  adulthood. 

These,  then,  are  the  major  lif 

cycles   that    researchers   have   re  * cently  identified.  If  they  seem  t 

describe  men's  growth   and  crisi 

more  often  than  they  do  women's 
it   is   because   most   life-span  re-" 
search   was   in   the   past   directed 
toward  the  lives  of  men.  This  i^ 

changing.  The  Yale  study  of  the 

role  of  mentors  in  women's  lives  " will  soon  be  completed,  and  so  far 

it  appears  that  women,  too,  must  ' 
at    some    intermediate    adulthood  - 

stage  separate  from  their  mentors  ^ 
if  they  are  to  continue  to  grow.  At  i 
New    York's    City    University,   a 
study  of  young  women  and  theiflj 
mothers  being  conducted   by  J^P 

Allen  indicated  a  similar  phenome 
non:  At  an  early  adulthood  stage 

women  who  do  not  separate  them- 
selves in  their  attitudes  and  aspira 

tions  from  their  mothers  seem  les- 

capable  than  others  of  psychologi- 

cal growth  and  professional  mas- 
tery. In  the  years  to  come,  we  will 

surely  know  as  much  about  wom- en as  we  do  about  men. 

While   the   life   cycles   already 'i 
described  are  interesting,  revealing  i 

patterns  all  of  us  can  readily  rec-'; 
ognize   in   ourselves,   our   friends, ' 
and  parents,  they  do  not  seem  to 
me  as  fascinating  as  another  more 
subtle  aspect  of  the  study  of  adult 

growth.  Life-span  research  has  in- 
dicated that  personality  itself  may' 

alter  as  adults  grow,  has  revealed  ' that  we  are  not  bound  to  the  course  ] 

we  are  set  on  in  our  early  child- ' 
hood    years.    Levinson    talked   of . 
how  men's  personalities  changed  ;j 

depending  upon  how  they  weath- ered their  midlife  crises.  Valliant 
came  to  the  surprising  conclusion 
concerning   the   Ivy   League   men  ̂  

that  "a  stormy  adolescence,  per  sc,  ' 
was   no   problem   to   the    norma 
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egression  of  the  adult  life  cycle. 

fact  it  often  boded  well."  and 
noted  that:  "The  men  who  were 

idged  by  the  staff  to  have  negoti- 
:d  adolescence  best  were  not  al- 
y  the  men  with  the  best  midlife 

justments." Similarly,  midlife  adjustment 
id  midlife  styles  do  not  always 
rm  a  reliable  guide  to  what  a 
an  or  woman  can  expect  in  old 
;e.  In  a  recent  monumental  study ^ 
142  men  and  women  whose 

|/es  were  examined  over  a  forty- 
ar  period — from  age  thirty  to 
;e  seventy — California  research- 
Is  Henry  Maas  and  Joseph  Kuy- 
rs  came  up  with  some  surprising 

jiformation.  They  noted  that  while 
r  most  people,  early  adulthood 

estyles  set  the  tone  for  old-age 
les,  for  certain  individuals  this 

as  not  the  case.  These  people 
ere  more  often  women  than  men 

id,  astonishingly,  they  were  wom- 
i  who.  in  their  thirties,  had  been 

insidered  by  the  researchers  to 
ave  had  the  lowest  energy  levels, 
have  been  the  most  depressed, 
satisfied,  and  unambitious.  Yet 

lese  women  sometimes  changed 
dically  for  the  better  when  their 
issatisfactions  reached  a  crisis 
ivel  as  a  result  of  a  divorce,  the 
ath  of  a  spouse  or  a  child.  They 

egan  to  work  outside  their  homes, 
iveloped  hobbies  and  friendships, 
id  became  in  their  later  sixties 

[lighly  involved  as  guest  or  visi- 
r  or  worker." 
Some  of  us,  then,  continue  to 

row  throughout  our  adult  lives, 
ven  during  those  final  decades 
fhen,  presumably,  our  choices 
lave  been  seriously  narrowed.  As 
0  the  rest  of  adult  life,  it  is,  as  we 

low  know,  not  a  single  unity  but 
time  marked  off  by  distinctive 

ge-related  growth  cycles.  Rooted 
[1  our  families,  we  unfold  and 
row;  we  have  fallow  periods  and 
easons  of  sudden  spurts  of  change; 
ve  are  not  the  same  today  as  we 
vere  yesterday,  and  we  will  have 
one,  before  we  age.  through  at 
east  three  or  four  distinctively  dif- 
erent  growth  periods.  ■ 

editor's  note:  Linda  Wolfe  is  a 
vriter  specializing  in  psychology 
nd  behavior.  She  is  married  to  a 
Veiv  York  psychologist  and  has 
me  child.  Her  recent  book.  Play- 
ng  Around:  Women  and  Extra- 
Vlarital  Sex  (Morrow),  nill  be  piib- 
ished  in  paperback  next  month, 
md  she  is  currently  working  on  a 
lew  book. 

Turkey 
continued  from  page  30 
'   

"■^rmada  sailed   into  the   adjacent 
-h  waters  of  Lake  Bata.  inspired 
ther  image.  Though  he  never 
the  site,  it  was  Herakelai  that 

aspired   Keats   to   write   of   how 
Endymion  was  placed  in  a  spell  of 
eternal  sleep  by  Diana,  the  moon 

goddess.  "A  thing  of  beauty  is  a 

joy  forever." From  Herakelai  one  drives 

southward  through  the  valley  of 
Meander,  where  shade  is  a  luxury, 
then  past  pastures  rich  in  cotton 

and  tobacco,  up  through  pine  for- 
ests in  which  white  death  flowers 

that  must  not  be  bothered  grow, 
and  down  into  Bodrum,  the  birth- 

place of  Herodotus,  the  "Father  of 
History.""  It  is  a  lovely  passage 
along  a  road  that  traces  Alexan- 

der's conquering  path  2,300  years before.  Around  each  turn  caravans 

of  camels  bearing  goods  and  wood 
appear.  The  sundown  prayer  i» 
chanted  from  the  village  minarets, 
black  goats  tribe  on  the  hills,  and 
great  live  oaks  decked  in  ribbons, 
calico,  and  bows  bloom  as  wishing 
trees  in  memory  of  the  dead.  Past 

this  and  over  a  steep  scarp  to  Bo- 
drum on  the  Aegean  we  drive.  It 

is  a  village  of  6,000.  where  the 
mausoleum  at  Halicamassus.  our 
second  wonder  of  the  ancient 
world,  remains. 

The  world's  first  mausoleum  was 
built  by  Artemesia  II  in  memory  of 
her  late  husband,  who  was  also  her 

late  brother.  It  was  a  huge  struc- 
ture, which  in  re-created  models 

looks  to  be  a  pyramid  floating  in 
air,  with  36  columns  supporting  24 

steps,  topped  off  by  a  four-horse 
golden  chariot.  But  perhaps  more 
interesting  than  even  this  is  the 
person  who  commissioned  it.  An 
extraordinary  queen  linked  to  a 

remarkable  line  of  powerful  wom- 
en, godmothers  so  to  speak.  Her 

great-grandmother.  Artemesia  I. 
was,  according  to  Herodotus,  the 
first  woman  admiral  in  history  (has 
there  been  a  second?),  who  during 
the  Persian  defeat  in  the  Battle  of 

Salamis  fought  with  such  ferocity 

that  Xerxes  remarked:  "My  men 
have  turned  into  women,  my  wom- 

en into  men."  Her  sister  Ada,  later 
banished  from  Bodrum.  allied  her- 

self with  Alexander  and  defeated 
the  heirs  of  Xerxes  to  return  to 

Bodrum  as  queen.  But  Artemesia 
II  was  the  rarest.  It  seems  that 
when  her  brother/ husband  died, 
the  rulers  of  Rhodes  wished  war 

against  the  "mere  woman"  for 
they  fancied  the  harbor  of  Bodrum. 

A  decided  error.  The  "mere  wom- 
an" devised  a  tactic  that  warriors 

still  employ — which  is  to  say,  the 
best  defense  is  often  offense.  Be- 

fore the  fleet  from  Rhodes  ar- 
rived, Artemesia  II  took  her  mod- 

est navy  "to  a  secret  harbor  joined 

by  a  canal  to  the  great  harbor." 
The  mighty  fleet  of  Rhodes  sailed 
in  and  disembarked  its  men  to 

shore.  Whereupon,  late  that  night. 
the  queen  struck  at  the  anchored 
naked  ships,  grappled  up  their 
buoys,  and  dragged  the  fleet  to  sea. 
Deprived  of  their  retreat,  the  army 
of  Rhodes  was  overcome.  At  sea, 
Artemesia  II  manned  her  new- 

found navy,  sailed  on  to  Rhodes, 
where  the  citizens  supposing  their 

own  men  had  returned  victorious, 

embraced  a  Trojan  horse.  Return- 

ing home  the  "mere  woman"  went 
on  to  build  one  of  the  seven  won- 

ders of  the  ancient  w  orld. 
Her  work  stood  for  1 .800  years. 

Earthquakes  did  not  disturb  it. 
The  Romans  would  not  touch  it. 

The  Byzantines,  who  razed  all 
pagan  monuments,  could  not 
bring  themselves  to  harm  it.  It  took 
the  Knights  of  St.  John  to  ravish  it 
when  they  built  their  Crusader 
castle  in  honor  of  the  fisherman, 

St.  Peter.  They  "pulled  down, 
hacked  and  broke  all  to  burn  and 

make  lime"  for  their  fortress  home. 
Marble  columns,  Ionic  capitals, 
reliefs,  statues,  friezes,  architra\fcs. 
cornices,  all  were  sacrificed  pell 

mell  into  their  ugly  walls.  Recent- 
ly, part  of  the  famous  relief  depict- 

ing the  battle  between  the  Ama- 
zons and  the  Greeks  was  found  to 

have  been  employed  as  a  building 
block.  (A  portion  of  this  relief  has 
been  preserved,  thanks  to  Newton, 
and  is  in  the  British  Museum.) 

These  knightly  men,  out  of  this 
unique  material,  labored  98  years 
to  build  a  protection  from  which 
they  fled  without  a  fight  when 

Suleiman  the  Magnificent  got  seri- 

ous. These  knights  were  no  "mere 

woman." 

A  tour  of  .Anatolian  Turkey  sim- 
ilar to  the  one  described  can  be 

arranged  through  the  Turkish 
Tourist  and  Information  Office, 
500  Fifth  Avenue,  New  York, 
N.Y.  10036.  Telephone:  (212) 
564-5990.  ■ 

Importance  of  privacy 
continued  from  page  20 

to  dietary  deficiencies  and  cause 
other  damage  to  the  system. 
4.  Do  you  now  weigh  about  what 
you  should  have  weighed  at  age 
20?  If  not,  zero  in  on  that  number 

starting  today,  on  your  own  or  with 

your  doctor's  plan.  Overweight 
causes  and  aggravates  so  many 

troubles  there's  no  space  to  list 
them.  Reduced  life  expectancy  is 

one  dramatic  effect.  Better  appear- 
ance and  more  comfort  are  enough 

reward  by  themselves.  Remember, 
it  is  physical  appearance  which 
first  attracts  men  and  women  to 
each  other  because  it  has  a  stimu- 

lating hint  of  sex  adventure.  No 
crash  diet  or  superhuman  effort!  A 

pound  a  week  will  do  it  more  re- liably. 

5.  Better  muscle  tone,  heart  func- 
tion, good  (and  good-looking!) 

posture  will  be  your  prizes  if  you 
take  suitable  exercise.  Excess  body 
fat  and  flabbiness  will  be  mini- 

mized. Your  age  and  life  situation 
determine  the  best  exercise  for 

you.  Competitive  sports  like  golf 
and  tennis  have  the  best  interest 
value.  However,  you  can  jog  and 

perform  otherwise  indoors  with- 
out special  clothing  and  in  all  sorts 

of  weather.  Radio  news  and  music 

reduce  boredom.  Timing  and  other 
ways  of  measuring  your  progress 
can  help  to  motivate  you.  Your 
doctor  can  prescribe  exercise  if 

you  inquire. 
6.  Rest  isn't  just  a  pleasure,  it's  a must.  Seven  or  eight  hours  of  sleep 

should  do  it.  You  don't  need  more 
and  those  extra  hours  slow  your 
circulation. 
7.  Think  twice  before  you  pick  up 

the  next  cigarette.  The  Surgeon 
General  has  determined  that  cigar- 

ette smoking  endangers  your 
health. 
8.  Let  your  doctor  and  dentist  see 

you  each  year.  Don't  put  it  off  be- cause you  worry  about  what  they 
might  find  or  because  you  have 

symptoms  that  seem  scary.  The 
anxiety  of  not  knowing — not  to 
speak  of  not  getting  treatment  if 
needed — is  much  worse  than  get- 

ting it  settled. 
9.  Enjoy  your  good  health.  Asked 
"What's  the  most  important  thing 

in  your  life?"  most  people  say  "My 
health!"  That's  what  they  say,  but 
just  about  every  one  of  them  takes 
good  health  for  granted  and 
doesn't  really  appreciate  it.  Seeing, 
hearing,  smelling,  tasting,  being 
able  to  stand,  walk,  bend  over,  and 

sit  comfortably — these  are  all  won- 
derful abilities!  The  whole  sensa- 

tion of  well-being,  not  hurting,  is 

one  of  life's  treasures.  To  recapture 
this  feeling,  think  back  to  when 
you  were  last  ill.  How  you  longed 
simply  to  be  well?  Every  morning, 
think  about  that  feeling.  ■ 

Movable  feasts 
continued  from  page  121 

us  from  breakfast  almost  into 
lunch  and  no  one  knows  where 

the  time  has  gone."  Fleur 
Cowles  always  keeps  her  menus 
to  three  courses,  whether  for  lunch 

or  dinner.  Produce  from  the  gar- 
den and  orchard  make  it  easy  to 

specialize  in  seasonal  dishes  like 
lamb  cutlets  on  a  bed  of  fresh 

peas  or  crepes  with  a  filling  of 
fresh  raspberries  and  grape  jelly. 
A  menu  American  friends  enjoy 

is  a  quiche  maison  made  with 
onions,  bacon,  and  sausage  balls, 

a  green  salad  with  pomegranate 
seeds,  dressed  with  a  vinaigrette 

sauce,  and  "one  of  those  old- 
fashioned  English  suet  puddings, 

treacle  being  my  favorite,  and 
even  dieting  friends  always  swoon 

over  it."  ■ Recipe  on  page  158 

Correction 

In  February  House  &  Garden  on 

page  1  24.  the  map  that  accompa- 
nied "Discovering  Ail-American 

Wines"  incorrectly  located  Chalet 
Debonne  Vineyards  and  Moyer 
Vineyards  in  New  Jersey.  Both  are 
located  in  Ohio:  Chalet  Debonne 

is  in  Madison  and  Moyer  in  Man- 
chester. 
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AVED  FAMILY  CREST  RINGS 
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Ring  =il  16il4mm  top 
solid  14k  gold  $195.00 
sterling  silver  $75.00 

14k  Gold  Pendant  $150.00 
sterling  silver  $65.00 

Ring  =18  20xl8mm  top 
solid  14k  gold  $260.00 
sterling  silver  $80.00 

WE  WORK  IN  THREE  BASIC  WAYS 

i — If  ,-oj  do  ."isre  a  coat  of  arms  you  send  us  a  photostat  or  picture  of 
it  ana  that  is  what  we  engrave. 

2 — If  you  do  not  have  a  coat  of  arms  just  send  us  your  name  and  we 
shall  look  It  up  at  no  extra  cost  to  see  it  there  is  a  coat  of  arms 
for  it. 

3 — If  you  wish  you  may  design  your  own  coat  of  arms.  When  you  send 

for  our  catalogue  ask  for  our  free  t)ooklet  "Some  basic  ways  to 
design  your  own  coat  of  arms" 

SEHO  FOR  OUR  FREE  CATALOGUE  .  .  .  This  is  the  most  beau- 
tilul  jewelry,  and  certainly  the  most  personal  jewelry  there  is. 
Hand  engraved  by  master  European  craftsmen. 

SPECIAL  BI-CENTENNIAL  OFFER 

Send  us  $10.  and  in  addition  to  our  free  catalogue  you  wii:  receive  1"  diameter  sterling  pendant 
deeply  engraved  with  U.S.  Seal  It  may  be  ordered  as  pendant,  pin  or  charm  (specify).  $10.  deduct- 

ible from  first  order  for  family  crest  ring. 

HERALDICA    IMPORTS,    INC.     Oept.  G-S.  21  west  46th  St..  New  York.  N.Y.  lOOSe 

uND 
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CRArTSMEN'S CmiOG  1976 
A  visit  to  the  Carmel  area  of  California  is  truly  a 

memorable  event  Having  the  opportunity  to  see 

the  works  of  some  of  the  world's  greatest  artists  & 
craftsmen.  I  decided  to  put  together  a  catalog  of 
these  works  so  that  I  could  share  them  with  you 
and  your  friends. 

In  this  catalog  you'll  find  Redwood  Burl  tables, 
metal  sculpture,  paintings,  macrame  jewelry  and 

even  a  memento  from  Clint  Eastwood's  Carmel 
restaurant. 

As  a  special  offer  to  my  many  friends,  a  $2  credit 
will  t>e  given  on  any  item  in  the  catalog  when  you 
order  the  catalog  for  just  SI.  Do  so  now  so  you  too 
may  experience  these  t>eautiful  works. 

Send  St  in  check  or  money  order  to:  MERV 
GRIFFINS  CARMEL  CRAFTSUENS  CATALOG, 

INC.  P.O.  Box  1600,  Carmel,  CA  93921. 

BABY'S  SAFETY  CHAIR 
Replaces  the  high-chair  yet  costs  so 
much  less!  Clamps  securely  to  table  or 
counter .  . .  great  for  travel  ...  and  held 

firmly  by  baby's  own  weight.  Baby  cannot climb  or  fall  out!  It  allows  him  to  eat  at 
the  table  with  family.  Grandma  can  keep 
one  at  her  house  for  visiting  days.  Made 
of  sturdy  steel  and  plastic.  For  up  to 
4  years. 

#19-2  Baby  Safety  Chair  $9.98 

+  S1.79P&H.      III.  Res.  add  5==  Tax 
Gift  Catalog  SI 

HOUSE   OF  MINNEL 
Deerpath  Rd.  Oepl:  556.  Batavia.   IL  60510 

ORDER   MERCHANDISE  BY  WRITING   DIRECTLY 

TO  SHOPS.  ENCLOSE  CHECK  OR  MONEY  ORDER. 

ADD  SALES  TAX  WHERE  APPLICABLE. 

ANY   UNUSED   ITEM  (NOT  PERSONALIZED)  MAY  BE 

RETURNED  BY  INSURED  MAIL  FOR   REFUND. 

ALLOW  FOUR  WEEKS   FOR   DELIVERY 

BRASS  BEAUTY 

Handsome  showoff  for 

your  greenery.  These 
sturdy  solid  brass  plant 
stands  are  hand-shaped 
with  holders  for  six-inch 

pots,  baskets  or containers  for  floral 
decoration.  The  single 

style  with  ring  base  is 
32"h..  $45;  triple  holder 
with  graceful 
three-branch  base  is 

40"h.,  $125  exp.  coll. 
Joao  Isabel  Inc.,  120  East 

32nd  St.,  New  York, 
NY  10016. 

\ 

Genuine  Steerhide 

HUARACHES 
for  all  the  family 

Real  leather  relaxes  tired  feet  as  nothing  else 
can.  Uppers  are  woven  of  supple  leather  thongs 
in  never  repeated  patterns.  Sturdy  leather  soles 

wear  like  a  shoe,  this  is  the  original  "air  con- 
ditioned "  sandal,  the  finest  made.  Natural 

beige  only. 
Send  shoe  size  or  foot  outline.  We  guarantee 
the  fit.  All   sizes  for  men.   women,   children. 

IMMEDIATE  DELIVERY.    Sizes  for  men.  women 
&  children  .     .     $-|  Q.gS     p^. 

7Jt^    For  mens  larger  than  10    add  $1.03 

( 

Patio  2  SANTA  FE,  N.M.  87501  J 

J&D™  Brauner' 
BuTCHER  BLOCK 

CLASSIC  CHAIR.  Ca^i  se;:  ;':  -3:-  set 
in  nat'^'al,  b^ack  or  v.i  '..:-'  -  i'iz  .•.;:d. 
Fc^is-ed  c^'r-T-e  frame. 

ARM   CHAIR  $85  Value     NOW  $65 
SIDE  CHAIR  S75  Value      NOW  $55 

Pkg.  Chg:  $2  a  chair.  Exp.  Chgs.  Col.   No 

COD'S.  N.Y.,  N  J.,  III.  Residents  add  sales  tax. 
52  pg.  catalog  of  Tables  and   Cfiairs,   $1. 

J  &  D  BRAUNER/THE  BUTCHER  BLOCK 
New  York:  296  Bo/xery.  .N.Y.,  N.Y.  10:12 

Chicago:  1331  So.  Mich.  Ave.,  Chi.,  II'  6:f  :5 
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PERSONAL!: 
-  -:  '.  of  books  is  much  handsomer 

;  r " .-.  een  5"  by  6"  acrylic  book  ends 
personalized  with  your  initials.  The 
"-crtoise  shell  look  with  black  initials 
shown),  $25  pr.;  clear  with  white 

initials,  black  with  black,  or  milk 
white  with  white,  $23  pr.  Ppd.  ISA 
Designs.  HG5,  150  E.  56th  St., 
New  York.  NY  10022. 

USICAL  BOUQUET 

Decorative  music  box  with  hand-painted 

Limoges  porcelain  pitcher,  hand-crafted 
flowers  in  solid  brass  and  glass  case, 

3%"  by  7V2"  h.  Blue  model  plays 
"Tenderly";  yellow,  "For  the  Good 

Times";  pink.  "Somebody  Loves  Me" 
(specify).  $60  plus  SI  post.  Catalogue, 
$1.  The  Music  Room.  HG5,  3701 
Hempstead  Tpk.,  Levittown,  NY  11755. 



Ill 

IRISH  LACE  RUFFLES 

Pretty  window  dressing.  Generous  two- 
inch  lace  ruffle  edges  permanent  press 
cotton/  polyester  curtains  in  natural  or 

white.  90"  w.  per  pr.  30",  36",  40"  I., 
$11.25  pr.;  45",  54",  63"  I.,  $16.50  pr.; 
72",  81",  90"  I.,  $19.50  pr.  Add  $2  post. 
Write  for  free  catalogue.  Country 
Curtains,  HG5,  Stockbridge,  MA  01262. 

♦♦t; f 

FIRE  ESCAPE 
Life-saving  insurance.  Secure  escape 
ladder  fastens  unobstrusively  to  side  of 

house.  Folds  to  5%"  w.  when  not  in  use. 
Pull  of  cord  snaps  it  into  sturdy  ladder. 

A  child  can  operate  HideAscape.''^' Non-rusting  aluminum.  Adaptable  to  all 
heights.  Write  for  full  details.  Mylen, 
HG5,  Box  350,  650  Washington  St., 
Peekskill,  NY  10566. 

PANDA  PAIR 
Delightful  ornaments  you  can  make  with 
black  and  white  beads.  Kit  includes 

everything  for  producing  these  cute 

figures.  Mama  panda  is  5"  h.,  $3.98; 
baby  panda  is  3^/2"  h.,  $3.20.  Both  $6.75 
Ppd.  Award-winning  catalogue  with  over 
250  designs,  $1.95.  The  Cracker  Box, 
HGM,  Pt.  Pleasant,  PA  18950. 
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slice!  shred!  grate! 
Anything  and  everything!  Slip  in  a  disc 
and  presto!  A  head  of  cabbage  shredded, 

a  bowl  of  potatoes  sliced.  Not  just  a  cute 

cut-up— Shred-matic  is  a  superb  appliance! 

Work-saving!  Spinning  discs 
are  like  a  dozen  knives 

all  working  together — you 
simply  turn  the  handle! 
Time-saving!  Go  like  the 
wind — unique  suction  base 
is  immovable.  Just  press 
lever  for  a  vise-like  grip 
on  any  smooth  surface. 

Finger-saving!  Hinged  lid 

protects  hands — press  to 
the  last  drop,  no  waste. 

Precision-made,  rustproof! 
Thick,  tough  polypropylene, 
4  lifetime  stainless  steel  discs 
for  any  slicing,  shredding  or 

grating.  Bean-slicer,  too!  Our  own 
Italian  import  in  avocado  green. 

4601     Shred-Matic.  9V2"  high.    $13.98 
Add  95<l.  post.  &  hdlg.  NY  res.  add  faxes 

•i'    1951    -ii 
W/'     SILVER     tl/ 

\l/    JUBILEE    \l, ^*m^  Good UmAN  MEi;iON 
taste  at  affordable  prices 

Dept.  G58 
510  S.  Fulton  Ave. 
Mt.  Vernon,  NY  10550 

ENAMELLED  SPOONS        fT 

start  or  add  to  your  collection,  with  this  mag- 
nificent group  of  enamelled  spoons,  made  by 

Czechoslovakian  artisans.  Silvery  plated  Fruit 

and  Bird  spoons  have  enamel  bowls  and  han- 
dles; silvery  Flower  spoon  and  golden  Old  Mas- 

ters have  enamelled  bowl,  solid  filigree  design 

handles.  All  enamel  is  hand  painted,  authen- 

tically colored.  Spoons  are  5V4"  long:  superbly 
crafted.  Specify  Fruit,  Flower,  Bird,  Old  Masters. 
$3.50  each;  all  4  for  only  $12.50.  Postpaid. 

itRKY   mUUSL,  Briarcliff  Manor,  NY.  10510 

MUSIC  f 
BOXES 

Make  every  occasion  a  mem- 
orable one!  Select  the  gift  to 

delight  all— from  mothers  and 
sweethearts  to  the  man  who 
has  everything. 

Our  color  catalog  features  a 

vast   selection  of  chests,  fig- 

urines, clocks^  children's  and 
collector's  items— at  all  prices 
and  musical,  of  course. 
To     obtain     your     copy     of 

catalog— send  $1.00  (credited 
to  your  first  order)  to: 
THE  MUSIC  ROOM  dept.  B 
3701  HEMPSTEAD  TPKE. 

^      LEVITTOWN   NY.  11756      ̂  

Stripea  up  is  our  spitty  new  "rugby"  shirt fashioned  for  women  by  Gant.  This  short- 
sleeved  cotton  polo  jersey  has  white  collar 
and  cuffs  and  three  button  placket.  Navy 
striped  with  red,  yellow,  green  or  white.  Sizes 
S,  M,  L.  $16.00.  Add  $1.75  for  postage. 

Send  for  our  new  free  color  catalog. 
THE  TALBOTS,  DEPT  YJ  ,  HINGHAM   MASS  02043 

Aclon,  Duxbury.  Lenox,  South  Hamilton,  Massachusetts 
Avon.  Hamden.  Connecticut 

(^uJt-tA*.  JUMr  Vouu.... 

No  need  to  be  chained  to  the  old-fashioned  quilting 
frames  and  hoops.  Take  this  lightweight,  strong  frame 

with  you  to  any  room  or  outdoors.  Simple  to  as 
semble  and  use  with  our  hardware  and  instructions 

Put  quilted  blocks  togrther  into  finished  quilts  with 

our  instructions,  also  included.  Order  today  ' 

$7.25  PPD. 

CONTEMPORARY  QUILTS  -  Dept.  HG2() 
3466  Summer  Ave.,  Memphis,  Tn.,  38122 
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The  zi/'^'v  in  select ORIENTAL  RUGS  ! 

DEiCRU::VE    LISTS    .md    COLORED 
rugs     you     wish     sent     on     APPROVAL 

NO  DEPOSIT  OR   EXPENSE  to   you    ' No   obligation   to   buy. 

SEND  i OR 
CoJc.  Select 
CHARGES 

..pproval. 

Antique  rugs  S150.00  to  $9500 
Small  to  Giant  Sizes. 

2.000  Oriental  rugs  from 
I:.;lia  in  pastel  (Kirman)  colors 

100%  wool  nap.  50  sizes 
9  X  12  ft.  $395  to  S825. 

Many  giant  and  unusual   sizes 

For  saU  by  America's  joremost 
authority  and  fxptrt  on  Oriental 
Rugs,  and  largest  exclusive  dealer 
in  natural,  untreated  rugs. 

is  to  examine  them 

in  your  own  home 

Rare  antique,  inexpen- 

sive antique,  semi-an- 
tique, and  new  rugs  in 

antique  designs.  Each 
moderately  priced. 

PICTL'RES.    Include    your    Zip 
«■£    PAY    ALL    SHIPPIXG 

1    ordering    our    rugs    shipped    on 

For  50  years  we  have  been  eliminating  the  element 
of  gamble  in  buying  Oriental  Rugs  for  thousands 
of  customers   all  over  America. 

"Oriental   Rugs  —  A   Complete   Guide" 
by  Charles  W.  Jacobsen      S20.50 
First  and  only  Oriental  Rug  encyclope- 

dia ever  published.  4S0  pages  with  250 
plates,  38  in  full  color. 

I   CHAS.W.  JACOBSEN, Inc. 
401  S.  SALINA  ST..  DEFT.  G 
SYRACUSE,  N.Y.  13201 
315-471-6522 

>i^-t.tf''>C^V.^V,^^t^^t^^t^V.^rK^>-.^X<^V-^T<^V^^V,^V.^V^^«^-.t^i<.^C^V,^%^ 
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WE  PRINT 

ANYTHING 

CUSTOM   PRINTED  SHIRTS 

ine  laresT  craze — you  tnink  of  tr.e 
slogan  ar.d  we  II  print  it!  Any  slogan 
for  your  teann  .  .  .  candidate  .  .  .  club 

.  .  .  your  favorite  hobby  ...  or  what- 
ever. Up  to  30  letters  printed  on  these 

quality  cotton  sv/eatshirts  or  T  shirts. 

Machine  v/ashable,  paint  v/ill  not  run  or 

fade.  Colors — pcv/der  blue,  or  navy 
blue.  Size  S,  M,  L.  XL.  Specify  size 

a'd  color.  Add  $2.00  extra  for  printing 
OP  both  sides.  P'ompt  Shipment. 
Sweatshirt      $6.95        T-shirt     $4.95 

lVr#7e  ̂ or  FREE  catalog  of  gifts. 

lloliclaT   iAUs 
Dept.  305-B,  Wheat   Ridge,   Colorado  80033 

DISTINCTIVE  CUSTOM  LIGHTING 

.\  fine  selection  of  over  50  classic  dcsien* 
for  indoor  and  outdoor  lighting  that  xvill 
lend  warmth  and  charm  lo  both  the  con- 

temporary ajid  traditional  decorating 
scenes.  Every  light  is  of  the  highe'^t  quality, 

individually  cut,  assembled  and  fitted 
in  brass,  copper  or  pewter.  Your 

selection  will  be  ouncd  with  pride 
by  future  generations.  Send  $1.1HJ 
for  48  page  catalog. 

"HERITAGE 
"^"AJHTERNS 

Dept. HG-56. Sea  Meadows  Lane Yarmouth.  .Maine  04096 

pansy  brooch 
Delicate,  fine  bone  china  is  adeptly  worked 

nto  an  exquisite  pansy  brooch  in  shades 

of  purple  with  soft  green  leaves.  A  three 
dimensional  masterpiece  in  miniature  and 

a  graceful  accent  for  your  favorite  blouse 
or  sweater.  One  of  many  items  from  our 

catalog  of  international  gifts.  1^«"  x  ̂ '^". S4  25  ppd.  from  England 

SEND  25e  FOR  48-PG.  IMPORT  CATALOG 

shoppinir international 
834  shoDDing  internationa'  bi'ilg. norwich,  vermon!  05055 

^ 

STORE  ONRTE  5  NORWICH  VERMONT 

Ve  >cccpt  Banx  Am«ncard.  Master  Charge.  &  Amencar 

]M 

c    > 

-Xi.  i 

J-    {  mi-^T  ' 

:^ 
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DISTINCTIVELY  YOURS 

Wear  a  belt  buckle  of  sterling  sil- 
ver with  your  family  crest  hand- 

somely engraved  completely  by 
hand  from  your  own  drawing. 

Man's  buckle  is  21/4"  by  3".  $125 

ppd.  Family  name  research  avail- 
able. Free  catalogue.  Heraldica 

Imports,  HG5,  21  W.  46th  St. 
New  York,  NY  10036. 

FLOWERS  TO  MAKE 

Create  a  perky  gingham  bouquet 
from  a  complete  kit,  and  enjoy 

decorative  touches  in  various 
rooms.  Each  kit  has  materials 

and  instructions  for  three  12" flowers  in  yellow,  orange  and 

lime.  $7.95  ppd.  Helene  Enter- 
prises, HG5,  125  Woodgate  Rd., 

Middletown,  NJ  07748. 

MAGIC  TOUCH 

One  stroke  of  "Almond  Stick" 
and  superficial  scratches  disap- 

pear from  pianos,  furniture, 
woodwork.  For  mahogany,  wal- 

nut, oak  and  other  finishes.  Used 
by  professionals.  $1.98  plus  30c 
post  each.  Anthony  Enterprises, 

HG5,  556  Mission  St..  San  Fran- 
cisco, CA  94105. 

NOTE  FROM  THE  PAST 

Salem  maple  wagon  wheel  24" in  weathered  natural  color,  for 
decoration  or  to  hold  hats,  coats 
or  rifles.  With  steer  horn  tips 
$38.50.  Without  horns,  $29.50 

Ppd.  Early  American  and  West- 
ern catalogue,  $2.  The  Muller 

Co.,  HG4,  Dogwood  Hollow,  Miller 
Pi.,  NY  11764. 

HOCHO  KNIFE  SET 

Sharp,  balanced  Japanese  tools 
used  by  Tokyo  chefs.  Stainless 
steel  blades  and  magnolia  wood 

handles.  Set  has  I3V2"  carver, 
12y2"  chopper-slicer,  12" 
cleaver,  10%"  utility  knife.  Four 
$9.98  plus  $1  post.  American 
Consumer,  HJ-13,  Caroline  Rd., 
Philadelphia,  PA  19176. 

ZODIAC  RELIEFS 

John  and  Paula  Napier  have  de 

signed  and  hand-cast  a  series  of 
bas  relief  Zodiac  signs  in  natural 

stone.  Each  is  1"  sq.  ready  to 
mount.  Specify  sign  and  birth 
dates  in  order.  $9.95  each  plus 

$1.80  post.;  all  12,  $110  plus 
$12.  The  Patio,  HG5,  550  Powell 
St.,  San  Francisco,  CA  94108. 

ITALIAN  BEAUTY 

Crystalline  rose  quartz,  with  rich 
veining  and  a  high  polish,  needs 
no  embellishment  beyond  its 

simple  setting  of  sterling  silver. 
By  Fratelli  Cassetti.  Ring  sizes 
5.  6,  7,  8.  $12.98  plus  45c  post. 
Write  to  Lillian  Vernon,  G5E,  510 
So.  Fulton  Ave.,  Mt.  Vernon,  NY 
10550. 

HOUSE  &  GARDErj 



SILVER  CHERISHER 

An  18th  century  reproduction  in 
glowing  cherry  wood  veneer 
holds  silver  in  four  drawers  with 

tarnish  resistant  lining.  36"  h., 
24"  w.,  15"  d.  Elegant  addition 
to  the  dining  scene.  $159.95  exp. 
coll.  Yesteryear  catalogue,  $1. 

Magnolia  Hall,  HG5,  726  Ando- 
ver,  Atlanta,  GA  30327. 

INDOOR-OUTDOOR 
Portable  bar  rolls  to  where  the 

party  is,  indoors  or  out.  Two  lift- 
out  ice  buckets  hold  the  rocks; 

storage  wells  20"  w.,  23"  h. 
hold  10  bottles,  12  glasses.  In 
bright  sun  yellow.  $14.99  plus 
$1.75  post.  Madison  House  Gifts, 
Dept.  11820,  4500  NW  135  St., 
Miami,  FL  33059. 

TOAST  TONGS 

Conveniently  held  on  toaster  by 

a  built-in  magnet.  Shock-proof. 
Made  of  Vermont  birdseye  maple 
with  fine  Vermont  workmanship. 

A  neat  little  gift,  certain  of  re- 
ceiving a  big  welcome.  $1.95 

plus  65c  post.;  three  $5.75  ppd. 
The  Writewell  Co.,  890  Transit 
BIdg.,  Boston,  MA  02115. 

TO  HAVE  AND  TO  FOLD 

Space  saving  table  made  in  Eu- 
rope. Solid  beechwood  with  oiled 

walnut  veneer.  Closed,  9"  by 
30";  one  side  up,  37"  by  30"; 
fully  opened,  65"  by  30",  it  seats 
eight.  30"  h.  $59.95.  Exp.  coll. 
Assembled.  Danish  catalogue, 
50c.  Genada  Imports,  HG5.  Box 
204,  Teaneck,  NJ  07666. 

FOOT  GLOVES 

Snug,  smooth  leather  wedge 

gives  butter-soft  comfort  in  every 
step.  Bouncy  crepe  sole,  foam 

padded  vamp,  1%"  wedge  heel 
plus  adjustable  buckle  sling. 
Navy,  white,  red  or  bone;  sizes 
5-lOM.  $15  plus  $1  post.  Old 
Pueblo  Traders,  600  So.  Country 
Club  Rd.,  H5I,  Tucson,  AZ  85710. 

REAL  CUT-UP 

If  you  love  snipping  recipes,  cou- 
pons, ads  and  Shopping  Around, 

clipit  paper  cutter  speeds  the  job. 
Neater  and  safer  than  scissors. 

Order  now  for  your  school  chil- 
dren. $1.29  plus  20c  post,  from 

Anthony  Enterprises,  HG5,  556 
Mission  St.,  San  Francisco,  CA 
94105. 

OUT  OF  ODOR 

New  concept  in  combatting  pet 
odors  works  on  the  principle  of 
chemically  destroying  the  odor, 

not  "covering  it  up".  Five  kinds 
of  12-oz.  deodorizers  available: 
for  pet  cage,  dog,  cat  litter,  vom- 

it, urine  and  stool.  Each  $2.98 

plus  $1  post.  Paws  'n  Shop,  HGE- 
5,  Birchwood  Circle,  NH  03102. 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

ap  L  II.— t^ GROW  A 
COMPLETE 
FLOWER 
GARDEH 
IN  ONLY 
TWO 

SQUARE 
FEET. 
ONLY 

$li99 H^N  EACH 

^^  SECTION 

COPYRIGHT©1976  Sunset  House 

  MAIL  THIS  MONEY-BACK  GUARANTEE  COUPON  TODAv 

•  Create  a  magnificent 
floral  arrangement 

both  indoors  and  out. •^~  •  Give  your  home  the 

look  and  smell  of 

spring  all  year  round. •  Beautify  dull 

patios,  balconies, 
lamps,  posts,  etc. 

•  Innovative, 

functionally  de- 
signed planters  are from  Sweden. 

Pick  out  your 

favorite  flowers  and 

before  you  knovi/  it, 
you'll  be  surrounded 

by  them.  Same  goes  for 

vegetables  and  fruits. 
You  can  stack  up  to  8 

completely  rustproof 

green  polyethylene 
planters  anywhere 

you'd  like  Each  one 
has  5  Individual 

compartments  for  you 

to  put  seeds  or  plants. 
And  they're  a  snap 

to  put  together 
;.        Send  today  for  your 

Planters.  And  grow  a 

complete  flower  garden 
with  your  own  two  hands. 

In  your  own  two  square 
feet. 

SUNSETtflHOUSE 
422  Sunset  Building  •  Beverly  Hills.  California  90215 

(Please  indicate  quantity  tn  appropriate  box  ) 

□  I  want  to  grow  my  own  garden  in  only  2  square  feet  Rease  rusti  me  tfie 
following  Planters  *  319875 
a    1  Section  $5  99  D  4  Seci.ons  $20  99  (Save  S3  GO) 
D  2  Sections  $  1 0  99  (Save  $  1  00)  Q  8  Sections  $37  99  (Save  S 1 0  00) 

Add  95c  postage  and  fiandling  for  eacfi  Planter   Enclosed  is  my  check  or  money  order  for  $   

(California  residents  please  add  e'o  sales  tax,  6'  I'o  it  applicable) 
CHARGE  TO  MY       D  BANKAMERICARD        D  fVIASTERCHARGE 

(Mo  ■   /  lnterbanl(  number  K  r-~i    f— i    r— i    f— i 
Q  Mr  Exp  Date   Maslercharge  only/  I   I    I   I    l_J    I   I 

a  Mrs 

Omiss    
Address   

City   State^ 
-Zip- 

Style  100-G  (Gold) 
Style  100-S  (Silver) 

Style  200-G  (Gold) 
Style  200-8  (Silver) 

Exqui^iteiy 
detailed  peridaritS' 
An  unforgettable  gift  ,  ,  ,  or  for  yourself. 

Antique  styled  in  filigree  so  finely 
sculptured,  this  superb  jewelry  is  unique 
and  exclusively  distinctive.  IV4   high. 

Available  in: 

all  14-K  Gold  with  18"  chain   $34.95 

all  sterling  silver  with  18"  chain    ,    14.95 
(Add  SI. 00  lor  postage  and  handling    N.Y.  Stale 
residents  add  sales  tax).  Specify  style  number 
when  ordering.  Send  Check  or  Money  Order  to: 

SPECTRUM  INTERNATIONAL,  Dept.  H 

P.O.  Box  710,  No.  Bellmore,  N.Y.  11710 

Tk  Vfw-  &lwf). 
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Frisbee  Horseshoes 

Get  ready  for  tfie  hottest  game  to 
hit  the  backyard  since  croquet!  A 
thrilling  challenge  to  the  entire 
family — yet  completely  safe.  No 
sharp  projections.  Tots  can  play 
alone  safely.  Set  includes  two 
yellow  Frisbees,  two  red  ones, 

two  12'  bull's-eye  loops  on  wood- 
en stakes,  two  measuring  cords, 

instructions.  For  2-4  players,  Ppd, 
4572-6-Frisbee  Horseshoes  $7.98 

Write  For  New  Free  Gift  Catalog! 

Miles  Kimball 
2  78  Bond  St..  Oshkosh.  Wi.  54901 

SCINTILLA!'?'  For  22  years,  iwe've  made  our 
satin  sheets  of  softest  acetate  satin,  225x78 
thread  count.  Ours  are  MACHINE  WASHABLE. 
Hot  Pink,  Tangerine.  Gold,  Red.  Black,  Bronze, 
Blue,  Silver,  Pale  Pink,  White,  Mint  or  Orchid. 
You  deserve  the  best— satin  sheets  made  by  pros! 

SHEET  SETS  (2  straight  sheets,  2  cases) 
Double  Set       $23.98  Queen  Set        $27.95 
Twin  Set  22.98  King  Set  32.50 
Round  84"  Set    48.50  Round  96"  Set    54.95 

3-letter  monogram  on  2  cases— $2.50 
For  fitted  bottom  sheet,  add  $2.00  to  double  or 
twin  price;  $2.50  to  queen;  $3.00  to  king  price. 
Round  bottom  sheets  are  fitted.  Send  check  or 

m.o.  50%  deposit  on  C.O.D.'s. 

SCINTILLA  ®  INC  *802  N.  Broadway    G-5 

3\.IM  I ILLH,     IM\..  Chicago.  III.  60640 

Free  40-page  catalog  with  every  order! 
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„^  .  .AN  SWAG  LAMP 
H.i'Mjwovf^n  oy  Chifie-^n  craftsmen 
n  'trAct'fui  tutip  shape  comes 

el*-ctrific-d  with  dimmer  switch. 
18  ft.  chain  and  hooks  for  hanq- 
;nn.  AOnistahle  hnqht  from  ceil- 
iiKj.  15  ■  dia.  by  11"  hiqh. Painted  in  white,  tjreen.  pink 

lilue.  orantie  cr  hiack  .^H't  9'*  O" Uie  up  to  ISO 
v/.itt  bulb. 

RATTAN  SWING 
A  perfect  seat  to  cradle 
and  float  m  relaxinc) 
comfort.  Hanqs  any- where .  .  .near  patio. 

porch  or  from  a*-  tree. 41'  hiqh.  28"  wide,  bv 

^^  23'  deep.  S59.95 '  Exp.    Ch<rs.    Con 
Corduroy  puff 
ciishion    in   blacl< 
"old,        avco.        o- 

ELEPHANT 
TOWEL  RING 

marble      t    ̂ ^^HBH^V     fW  "^^ 
eyes.    12      V         ̂ ^^SBW      '•*>  '' 

w':r-w«i.h^r7^'*3rr/- 
plus   SI    00    rir,    t  ^'WfSt'  "• 

'.  it\  I  Show  oft  your  ore' '  -^,i«o>y  house  plants  in  thi 

•"^^otlc  planter.  IS"  lonq  : 
r         *     hiqh,    5"  deep,  with   metal 

ELEPHANT  PLANTER 
show    off    your    pretties 

n   thi_ 
X     7 
I 

S8.95    plus   Sl.OO    postat] 

WALL  RACK 
Useful 

SEND  2Sc 
FOR 

CATALOG 
Fran 

handc"afte 
wall  ornament  pro 
rattan  hooks  for  ti 

etc.  16"  W  X  17" 
Sl.OO    postage. 

solid  rattan 
des  six  stronq 
wels.  clothino 
H.    $7.95    plus 

> 

d^CudJLjt  vtcriiAti 

f 
Visit  Our  Warehouse  Showroom Rt.  10.  Dept.  HG5.  Siiccasunna.  N.J.  07876 

adjustable 
Hi-Low 

T.V.   POLE 
STAND 

For    the    bedroom,    living 
room,     kitchen,     family 

room,    porch    .    .    . 
no     matter    where 

you're  viewing  this 
smart     new    T.V. 
Pole    Stand    holds 

your    portable    at 
the     level     and 

place  best  suited  for  com- 
fort .  .  .  without  taking  up 

valuable  floor  or  tabletop 
space.  Takes  any  width,  up 

to  14"  front  to  back,  up  to 
17"   top   to    bottom.    Easy 
to  install  and  move,  brass 
tone  finish  pole  has  spring 

tension   rod  at  top  to  ad- 
just to  your  celling  height, 

can  be  set  up  In  HI  or  Low 
position.     HI     position     is 

great  for  reclining  watch- 
ers. Made  in  USA. 

I'ro'nijt  .S/lij)ljlc?lt 

$13.95 
X«*  plus   1  00  post. 

Extension  for  High  Ceiling,  add  S2.00 

Write  for  FREE  catalog  of  gifts. 

IToliflny  liifts  oept  305.A 
WHEAT  RIDGE.  COLORADO  80U33 

Handsome  and  dramatic. 

Space-saving  and  rugged. 

Complete  instructions  included. 
No  special  skills  or  tools  needed. 

Stock  kits  cost  as  little  as 

$29500 
Send  for  brochure: 

cJ^/e/7  Industries 
650  B  Washington  Street 
Peekskill,  New  York  10566 

(914)  739-8486 
(212)585-6767 

esign  services  available 

New  H,OTap.  It  makes 
fast  foods  realh  fast. 
Like  having  a  tea  kettle  on  your  sink. 
Provides  190  steaming  H2OT  water  at  the 
twist  of  a  tap.  No  waiting.  Heats  water 
for  instant  coffee,  soup,  or  all  the  other 
fast  foods  you  use  everyday.  Energy 

saving,  too.  Uses  one-third  less  energy 
than  range  top  heating.  Only  heats 
the  water  you  actually  use.  Write  for 
free  H2O  TAP  brochure 

and  "instant"  recipe 
booklet  today. 

I  In-Sink-Erator  Division 

I  Emerson  Electric  Co..  Dept.  HG-5 
I  4700— 21st  Street,  Racine,  Wisconsin  53^06 

I  Na 
Address. 

City   State. -Zip. 

  1 66 

SHOPPING  AROUND 
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MAGIC  MOMENT 

Needlepoint  pillow  with  pocket 
for  tooth,  money.  Fairy  on  green, 

elf  on  blue.  Finished  31/2"  by  5". 
(Specify  boy,  girl).  Kit  includes 
#13  mono  canvas,  yarn,  needle, 

graph,  alphabet,  trim,  backing, 
stuffing.  $5  plus  25c  post.  Stitch 
Witch,  HG5,  Box  228,  Old  Green- 

wich, CT  06870. 

DRAMATIC  SAVINGS 

A  144  page  book  "650  Ways  to 
Save  Money"  is  filled  with  prac- 

tical and  proven  ways  to  help 
save  money  from  appliances  to 
utilities,  including  110  ways  to 
save  on  food.  A  boon  these  tough 

days.  $3  ppd.  Goodhart  Publish- 
ing Co.,  Inc.,  OHG,  178  Ann  St., 

Valley  Stream,  NY  11580. 

SANDAL  DAZZLER 

Multicolor  "gems."  Cushioned  in- 
soles, adjustable  backs.  White, 

black,  gold,  silver;  pink,  blue,  yel- 
low, green  pastels  (specify  alter- 
nate colors).  N  51/2-12;  M  4-12; 

W  5-12.  (No  half  sizes  over  10.) 

$11.99  plus  90c  post.  Morgan's Cove,  HG5,  28  W.  Prospect, 
East  Brunswick,  NJ  08816. 

TRAVEL  FRIEND 

Wake  up  to  music  with  a  6-tran- 
sistor  radio  alarm  clock.  Fluores- 

cent hour  dots  for  easy  viewing 
in  the  dark.  Alarm  automatically 

triggers  radio  if  desired.  In  lux- 
urious black  leather  case  7"  by 

4".  AM/FM  $49.95;  AM  only 
$39.95.  Ppd.  Bruce  Bolind,  HG5, 
Boulder,  CO  80302. 

SAFETY  FIRST 

Keeps  those  dangling  electrical 
cords  off  the  floor  and  out  of  the 

way  with  cord  shortener  that 
holds  up  to  three  feet  of  cord. 
Just  wind  excess  cord  around 
shortener.  Only  $1.49  for  set  of 

six  plus  25c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG5,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

CHEESE  MOLDS 

Authentic  hand-pierced  copies  of 
tins  used  for  egg  cheese  by  Penn. 

Dutch.  Recipe  included.  Nice  in- 
terim use:  dried  flowers  or  mints. 

Pewter-like  finish.  Heart  5y2"  w., 
round  41/2"  w.  Each  $6.90  ppd. 

Catalogue  50c.  Robert  Bruce, 

HG5,  26  W.  Main  St.,  Shiremans- 
town,  PA  17011. 

BODYGUARD 

Carry  a  personal  alarm  system. 
Triggers  instantly  with  sound  of 

high  intensity  to  scare  off  assail- 
ants, summon  help.  Safe,  legal. 

Has  a  handy  flashlight.  Eveready 
penlite  batteries  included.  $9.95 
ppd.  Witt  Enterprises,  HG5,  Box 
2526  E.  Love  St.,  Las  Vegas,  NV 
89121. 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

HELLO,  ALOE 

The  aloe  vera  plant,  treasured  for 
its  reputed  benefit  as  a  skin 
moistener,  burn  salve,  shampoo! 
Instructions.  Rosette  that  grows 

4"  to  8"  h.,  $1.98;  8V?"  to  12", 
$3.98;  I2V2"  to  16",  $4.98.  Add 
50c  post.  Gromantic  Gardens  of 

Florida,  HG5,  Box  6234,  Pom- 
pano  Beach,  FL  33060. 

NET  EFFECT 

Sweaters  dry  in  a  breeze  on  a 
fabulous  frame  that  lets  air  cir- 

culate through  fine  net.  24"  x 
24";  reinforced  corners  fit  over 
metal  frame  that's  hinged  to  fold 
flat.  Ideal  for  stockings.  $4.98 

plus  75c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG5,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

ART  COLLECTION 

Catalogue  illustrates  more  than 
200  art  prints  of  masterpieces 

by  the  great  artists  in  four  popu- 
lar sizes.  Includes  decorating 

hints  and  artists'  biographies; 
looks  more  like  an  art  book!  $1 

ppd.  Lambert  Studios,  Inc., 
HG37,  910  No.  La  Cienega  Blvd., 
Los  Angeles,  CA  90069. 

VICTORIAN  STYLE 

Fully  assembled  all-wood  doll 
house,  realistic  in  detail  and  col- 

or. Ceiling  lights  on  first  floor,  3 

floor  lamps  on  second.  Wallpa- 

per, carpeted  stairs.  1"  to  1' scale.  One  of  14  models.  From 
$40.  Doll  catalogue  $1.  Dolly  Doll 
Houses,  HG5,  Box  65,  Glenville 
St.,  Greenwich,  CT  06830. 

CLASSIC  PEWTER 
Fiddle  back  ladle  for  sauce  or 

gravy  is  an  authentic  reproduc- 
tion of  an  Early  American  orig- 

inal. 6V'2"  long  and  handsomely 
gift  wrapped  tor  this  bicenten- 

nial year.  $10  ppd.  American 
Archives,  Dept.  M\/-20,  122 
Charles  St.,  Box  1776,  Meriden, 
CT  06450. 

IT'S  A  CINCH 
You  can  turn  any  simple  dress 
into  a  simply  smashing  outfit  with 
a  golden  butterfly  belt.  Gleaming 
metal  links  backed  by  sturdy 

elastic  fit  waists  25"  to  42".  1%" 
wide.  Butterfly  clasp  31/4"  x  3". 
$4.98  plus  75c  post.  Ferry 
House,  HG5,  Briarclitf  Manor, 
NY  10510. 

KNIT  VALET 

Handy  little  comb  strokes  out 
mats,  pills  and  balls  from  napped 
fabrics  in  seconds.  Use  it  on 

sweaters,  shawls,  any  knit.  May 
be  used  on  fabrics  of  man-made 
fibers.  $1.98  plus  25c  post. 

Order  D-Fuzz-lt  from  Anthony 
Enterprises,  HG5,  556  Mission 
St.,  San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 
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LAMBERT 

YOU  CAN  BUY  YOUR  EXTRi 
TELEPHONE.  ON  SALE  NOW! 
BLACK 
STANDAR 
PHON 
Choice  of  Wall 
or  Desk  Model 
Reconditioned  for use  as  that  step    

saving  extra  phone.  Completely  equipped  with  dial,  bell,  standard  cord  "* 
and  plug  for  instant  use. 

Priscilla 
Telephone 

Factory  rebuilt,  fitted  with  standard 
cord  and  plug  for  instant  use.  Available 
in  pink,  beige,  white,  blue  or  turquoise  (but  p of  color). 

if  buzzer 

is  needed 
add  $10.00 

sive  several  choices 

MODERN  STANDARD 
COLOR  PHONE 
Choice  of  Wall 
or  Desk  Model 

Late  model  recondi- 
tioned phones  with standard   cord,  plug 

and  bell,  ready  for  in-    
stant  use,  white,  ivory,  green,  red,  yellow,  beige  or  blue  (please  give 
several  color  choices). 

ERICOFON 
The  Modern 
Telephone 
A  famous  one  piece  styl- 

ish phone.  Lift,  it  is  ready 
to  dial.  Dial  and  shut-olT 

fitted  on  bottom  of  phone.  A  complete  self 
contained  refurbished  phone,  choice  of 
white,  beige,  red,  pink  (give  2nd  and  third ^^^^^^^-  if  buzzer  is  needed 

add  $10.00 

Grand  Com  Inc.     Dept.  HG  5-6 
324  5th  Ave.,  N.Y.I 0001 

Send  me   

Charge  my  Credit  Card. 

Card  #- 

-card  name 

-phones 
Colors   

(give  second  or  third  choice).  $    
enclosed  (include  $2.00  per  phone  ship- 

ping and  handling  charge). 

Expr.  Date   
Send  50^'  for  complete  Catalog. 
Name   

Address 

City 

State 

Zip 

67 
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Ptoiilci/lkiuc: 

I  enclose  S14  95  -  $1.25  post/hdig.  (N  Y.  Res.  odd 

soles  lox  )  If  not  fully  sotisfied  I  con  return  (he 

Curiam  withtn  10  days  for  on  immediate  refund- 

Color  choice:  Q  Cleor 

D    Blue 

Send    check,    money    order, 

sig  ,   exp     dote,   cord    — .) 

n    Pink 
Q    Yellow 

BoAC.    or    MC.    (Inch 

New 
shower  curtain 

sexier  than 
if  seems . . . 

Ct  I  ,  doring,  durable,  unique,  o 
discrete  Sse-tbfough  expefience 
focusedon  o  new  concept  in  vinyl- designj* 

Ea#>  rtsc  IS  a  (resnel  lens  that 
pfojecAones  Image  In  miniotuteized 
senesSi  etfrier  side  of  the  shower 

curtqUl 

A  fantastic  effect  that  ctranges  os 
tfie  subject  moves 

Beautifully  sculptured  effect 
Avaic*)ie  in  a  cleof  tone,  light  pink, 

ond  yellow  Practical,  study 
woterproot.  stain-free  and  mildew 
resistont 

Order   from 

V.I. P.  BATH  SHOPPE 
44-03   little   Neck    Pkwy 
Little   Neck.   New 

Name 

York    11363 

Address 

City 

State 

Zip 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

^i_j 

BICENTENNIAL  THIMBLES 

Left  to  Right:  ^ 

American  Eagle.  In  hand  cast  pewter.  3160.  $5.95ppd 

Betsy  Ross.    Enamel  overlay  on  Sterling  Silver.3403.  $15.95ppd. 

Liberty  Bell.  Magnificent  replica  in  Sterling  Silver.  3407.  S15.50ppd. 

Molly  Pitcher.  Minted  in  hallmarked  Sterling  Silver.  3406.  $27.50ppd. 

Thimble  and  Homesewing  Catalog  50c.  N.Y.  Res.  add  sales  TaxJ 

vC?  .         ̂   Dept.HC^r, 

M,The  Sewing  Corner^  I  bO-l  I  14th  Ave.,  Whitestone,  N.Y.  11357 

"^ConteSSa  Fabulously  flattering glamor  turtleneck  in  caressably  soft 
ribbed  polyester  knit.  Back  zipper, 
full  billowy  sleeves.  Machine  wastiable. 
White,  Light  Blue,  Pink,  Red,  Dark 
Green.  Order  M223230.  Sizes:  30,  <t-TQQ 

32,34,36,38   •?  /aa 
Extra   Sizes:   40,42,44,46   $8.99 

Plus  $1   postage  and  handling. 
ALL  MAJOR  CREDIT  CARDS  ACCEPTED. 

UMM^Lobell 
Dept.  M-2216,  Hanover,  Pa.  17331 

UNIQUE  GIFT 

Be  original  —  give  "LOVEABLES"  Custom 
full  color,  watercolor  art  from  an  original 
animal  alphabet.  Ideal  for  new  babies, 

weddings,  birthdays,  house  warmings, 

anniversaries  —  you  name  it!  9"x12" 
matted  in  yellow,  blue,  pink,  green,  orange 
or  red.  Up  to  8  letters  only  $5.95  each 
matted.  Additional  letters  50tf  each  and 

size  increases  to  14"x18"  matted.  You  can 
also  add  your  own  slogan  or  special  mes- 

sage. 14"  X  18"  complete  alphabet  avail- 
able at  $10.95  matted.  Specify  capitals  or 

small  letters.  Postage  and  handling  $1.25 
up  to  3  pieces  to  the  same  address.  Orders 

shipped  within  72  hours  of  receipt.  Send 
check  or  money  order  to: 

LAURA'S  LOVEABLES© 
Dept.  HG  576,  P.O.  7381 

Las  Vegas,  Nevada  89101 

168 

FRINGED  COLONIALS 

Double-knotted  4"  fringe  on  no- 
iron  natural  or  white  polyester/ 

cotton  muslin.  72"  w.  per  pair; 

tiers,  24",  $6;  30",  $6.50;  36". 
$7;  45",  $8;  38"  swag  top,  $8 
Valance,  $4.  Add  $1.50  post,  per 
order.  Free  brochure.  Old  Colony 

Curtains,  G653E,  Box  759,  West- 
field,  NJ  07090. 

GOOD  DEAL 

Handsome  onyx  ashtrays  are  just 
the  thing  for  the  bridge  table: 
each  is  shaped  like  a  card  suit. 
Ivory-toned  with  gold  striations, 
the  heart,  diamond,  spade  and 

club  are  AVa"  1.  A  grand-slam 
hostess  gift!  Set  of  four,  $8.98 

ppd.  Bolero  Imports,  HG5,  Box 
3085,  Clarksville,  TN  37040. 

HIGH  SIGN 
Instant  recognition  among  pals 

happens  when  you're  wearing  an 
emblem  of  a  favorite  beer  atop 

jeans.  Embossed  Coors  sign  on 
bold  brass-plated  belt  buckle 
that  snaps  easily  in  place  of  old 

one.  $5.98  plus  35c  post.  Holi- 
day Gifts,  Dept.  305-E,  Wheat 

Ridge,  CO  80033. 

WEDGE  SANDAL 

Pamela  has  soft  leather  adjust- 
able straps,  one  inch  crepe  sole. 

Ideal  for  summer,  the  straps  ad- 

just to  fit  foot's  width.  In  dark  tan, 
white  or  bone;  medium  width 
only.  Sizes  4  through  12.  $12.95; 
sizes  over  10,  add  $1.  Post.,  $1. 
Sofwear  Shoes,  HG5,  1711  Main, 
Houston,  TX  77002. 

LIFE  SIZE  HEROES 

Batman,  Superman,  Spider-man 
or  Galen  from  "Planet  of  the 
Apes."  They're  all  in  full  color  on 
fully  jointed  cardboard  to  hang, 
climb  or  guard  the  door  from 
mom  or  utter  destruction.  $3.50 

each  plus  75c  post.  Family  Ba- 
zaar, Inc.,  HG5,  80  New  Bridge 

Rd.,Bergenfield,NJ  07621. 

SOLID  OAK  LUXURY 

Hand-crafted  seats,  sanded  and 
polished.  Cast  brass  hardware, 
chrome  plated.  Clean  with  soap 
and  water.  For  standard  toilet 
bowls.  Light,  medium  or  dark 
oak.  $45  plus  $3.75  ($4.55  W. 
of  Miss.)  post.  Free  catalogue. 
Carpenteria,  HG-46,  111  Bowery, 
New  York,  NY  10002. 

SPARKLING  SPRAY  MIST 

Crystal  chandeliers,  sconces  and 
candelabra  come  bright  and 

clear  after  a  spray  shower  of  sili- 
cone mist  from  an  easy-to-handle 

7  oz.  can.  No  need  to  wipe;  just 

let  dry  naturally.  $3.98  plus  65c 
post.  Anthony  Enterprises,  HG5, 
556  Mission  St.,  San  Francisco, 
CA  94105. 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

MACRAME 
HANGS 

Handcrafted  wall 

decor,  4'  long,  or 

plant  hanger,  3' 
I.,  (shown)  with 
porcelain  plaque 
personalized  by 
any  one  word  you 

specify  (to  10  let- 
ters): name,  zo- 

diac sign  name 
or  whatever  else 

you  choose.  Each 

$10  ppd.  Nina's Ware,  Dept.  HG5, 
932  Larrabee  St., 
Los  Angeles,  CA 
90069. 

GRAND  ELOQUENCE 

Made  to  order  for  the  grandpar- 
ents. Belgian  linen  stamped  for 

cross-stitching  in  brightest  col- 

ors. 8V2"  by  16"  in  a  simple 
wood  frame,  specify  mahogany 
or  maple  finish.  Also,  grandfather 

kit,  each  $4.25,  60c  post.  Vic- 
toria Gifts,  12H  Water  St.,  Bryn 

Mawr,  PA  19010. 

SEWS  LOCK  STITCH 

Tool  does  great  things:  sews 
leather  and  canvas.  Do  your  own 

repairs  on  shoes,  handbags,  awn- 
ings, seats,  upholstery.  Pack  in- 

cludes bobbin  of  wax  thread, 
two  needles.  $4.98  plus  50c 
post.  Anthony  Enterprises,  HG5, 
556  Mission  St.,  San  Francisco, 
CA  94105. 

DUTCH  DESIGN 

Sloping  sides  admits  26%  more 

light.  All  parts  pre-cut  and  pre- 
drilled.  All  redwood  frame  that 

bolts  together.  Clear  acrylic, 

fiberglass  reinforced  panels  12' 
I.  by  8'  w.  $334.95  exp.  coll. 
Free  catalogue.  Peter  Reimuller/ 
The  Greenhouseman,  HEP,  980 
17th  Ave.,  Santa  Cruz,  CA  95062. 

SPEED  PAINTER 

Koto-matic  is  new  way  to  paint 
fast.  No  pan,  no  need  for  drop 
cloths.  Just  fill  handle,  and  go. 
Uses  all  paints  indoors  or  out. 

Homeowner's  model  $5.98;  pro- 
fessional $8.98.  Add  50c  post. 

International  Fiberglass  Co., 
HG5,  34  E.  12th  St.,  New  York, 
NY  10003. 

GLEAMING  GIFT 

Surprise  him  with  boxer  shorts 
of  smooth  acetate  satin,  rich- 
looking  and  comfortable.  Waist 
sizes  30  to  44.  Black,  bronze, 
blue,  red,  white,  gold,  silver. 
$5.98.  Monogram  (print  initials) 
$1.50.  Ppd.  Scintilla  Satin  Shop, 
Dept.  G,  4802  No.  Broadway, 
Chicago,  IL  60640. 
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TALL  AND 
HANDSOME 

A  Bentwood  hat 

rack  gives  you  a 
place  to  hang 

your  coat  and  hat 
in  style.  Adds 
distinctive  touch 

anywhere  in  the 
house.  In  natural 
or  walnut  finish. 
75"  tall.  $59.50 

exp.  coll.  Cata- 
logue, 52  pages, 

$1.  J  &  D  Braun- 
er,  HG5,  1331 
So.  Michigan 
Ave.,  Chicago,  IL 

60605. 

if  mother  soys  no 
ask  ̂ frandmothcr 

HANDMADE  OLD-FASHIONED 
CROCKERY  PITCHERS 

Colorfully  painted  and  glazed  with  the 

name(s)  of  your  choice.  Perfect  for  mix- 
ing your  favorite  beverage!  V2  gal.  size 

S22.50  ppd.  1  gal.  size  327.50  ppd. 

Specify  size,  type— Bloody  Mary  (with 

recipe  on  back)  or  Iced  Tea— and 
name(s)  to  be  painted  on  front. 
(Maximum  14  letters).  Please  print. 

No  COD  s  please  Texas  residents  add  5%  tax. 
Allow  3  weeks  for  delivery. 

DODY  HG  10 P.O.  Box  7416,  Dallas.  Texas  75209 

?  tj 
»  SEND  $2.00  FOR  « 

100  PAGE  CATALOG  OF 
"TIMELESS  FURNITURE 

MADE  ONLY  BY  FORSLUND'S" I  i^:  ̂ '<j  'etunaaote  un  tirst  ijurc'tdse 

The  Mary  Lou  Comstock 
yarn  stand  stiown  below  is  just 

a  sample  of  the  many  reproductions  of 
Timeless  Furniture    made  by  Forslunds. 

Yarn  stand  —  $39.75  prepaid 

Carl  Forsl\iii.ci 
.l.ilhrr  and   I  hrcc  S..nM 

J22E   FULTON   GRAND  RAPIDS   MiCH   49502  •DEPT   HG 

^butterfly-n 
'batik  prints^ 

"if  I  would  try,  and  if  I  could  fly.  I  would 
want  to  be  a  butterfly".  Four  beautiful 
9  X  12"  masterpieces  of  butterflies,  wings 
unfurled,  in  full  color,  savoring  ttie  nectar 
of  gorgeous  flowers.  Printed  on  finely 

grained  art  paper.  Ideal  for  a  child's  room, kitchen,  den,  a  favorite  hallway.  IVIount  as 
they  are.  frame  or  decoupage.  Each  is  dif- 

ferent. Great  "little"  gift  for  all  occasions. 
Set  of  4  Only  $1  +  .350  pp. 

Send  check  or  m.o.    Satis.  Guar. 

CfllDLYirS  "^p*  HG5 2077  N.Y.  Ave.,  Huntington  Sta.,  N.Y.  11746 

V! 

CERAMIC  TILES 

I 

urenihp 

0  accent  ihz  litin^ 

-|hcjinn3sj]|  can, 4 

SERENITY   PRAYER 

a? 

THE  CLOCK  OF  LIFE  % 

Thf-ch--kofliu-:-  uu,:„.i  I..,,  ,,^„, 
And  mi  niv"  hi,^  tl>,  ixn^,  r 

A^■■.■  ....    .,;,J, 
i--' *".  /r;.:  t'    filti  Ifilfl  (I  a  ill. 

The  dfick  may  thvn  br  sliil 

CLOCK  OF  LIFE 

ay  you  be  in "heaven   '^ 
a  half  hour  before 

|i         the  De\nl 

J    knows^  vouVe  dead.* 

IRISH  TOAST 

ay  the  roads  rise, 

with  you,^|^ 

nd  the  wind  be  ahvays' 

at  ̂ 'our  bock; 
may  the  Iford  hokU 

^you  in  the  hollow  oF  IVir 

hand." 

O1.9    G*fk.iC     6>t39>*)6 

GAELIC   ROAD 

iSS^  Irishman  is  ticvcr  drunk 
as  long  OS  he  can  hold  on  to 
one  blade  of  grass  and  not  fall 
off  the  face  of  the  earth . 

IRISH   TIPPLER 
Colorful  Ceramic  Tiles  used  as  wall 

plaques  or  trivets.  Cork  base  with 

hanger,  6  x  6". 
S4.98  Each  +  60c  Moiling  Each 

Cthl^  M.«(V/(7i/,v  „,/,/  /;',    siil'X  lar. 

Anthony  Enterprises  Dept.  hgdg 
536  Mission  St..  San  Francisco.  Calif.  94105 
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JUNTRy  CURTAINS 
Ruffled   Colloii   x^Iiislin   or   Pernianent    Press 

Natural   or   W  hite 

TIERS 

30",  36",  40" 
TIEBACKS 

45",  54",  63" 

72",  81".  90" 
VALANCE 

10"  X  80"    .  . 

COTTON 

MUSLIN 

PERMANENT PRESS 

6.00  pr.       7.00  pr. 

.    8.50  pr. 
.  11.00  pr. 

3.00  ea. 

Send  For  Free  Catalog 

10.50  pr. 
12.50  pr. 

3.50  ea. 

78"  wide  per  pair  with  2"  ruffle. 
For  years  Country  Curtains  have  gaily  graced 
ilic  bright,  clean  windows  of  charming  colo- 

nial homes.  Country  Curtains  add  warmth  to 
every  room  .  .  .  Country  Curtains  retain  their 
fresh  crispness  and  are  a  credit  to  your  thrifti- 
ness  .  .  .  Country  Curtains  are  a  lifetime 
friend  and  supply  their  own  sunshine  .  .  .  New 
England  at  its  very  best. 
Please  specify  cotton  muslin  or  permanent 
press,  in  off-uliite  or  white.  Please  enclose 

check  or  money  order.  Sorry,  no  COD's.  Post- age and  handling; :  for  orders  under  $10  add 

$1.10.  over  SIO  add  $2.00.  Mass.  res.  add  5''''r sales  tax.  Satisfaction  guaranteed. 

COUNTRY  CURTAINS 
At  IhE  Rj  D  Li»N  Inn 

Dept.  54,  Stockbridge,  Mass.  02162 

"Whitewashing   the   Fence" 1976 
Tom   Sawyer  Plate 

S24.00  ppd. 
First  edition  of  a  4  plate  series. 
Limited  to  10,000.  A  Rocl<well  in 
full  color. 

Matchiiio;  figurine 
$60.00  ppd. 

Send  for  Platter  chatter  with  price 
list.  Mastercharge  &  Bank  Ameri- 
card  accepted  with  complete  number 
and  expiration  date. 

Edd,    the    florist,    inc.    Oept.  HGSS       823  North  court  street        Ottumwa,  Iowa  52501 

REPLACE  WORN  SILVER 
Silver  Plus  deposits  new,  pure  silver  on  copper,  brass,  or  bronze 

where  the  original  plating  has  worn  away — and  polishes  at  the 
same  time.  Silver  Plus  is  ideal  for  polishing  Sterling.  It  does  not 
deposit  new  silver  on  Sterling,  but  helps  maintain  its  beauty  and 
lustre.  4  oz.  bottle. 

702  SILVER  PLUS 

No  nOD's  or  Billing 

$5.98  Plus  650  Postage  &  Handling  Each 
California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Antb'       Enterprises Dept.  HG-56 556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 
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BY  GUM 

Working  telephone  takes  incom- 
ing and  outgoing  calls — also 

takes  pennies  to  dispense  the 
real  bubble  gum  balls  inside! 
Sure-fire  conversation  piece,  too. 
17"  h  by  7"  w  by  7"  d;  $149.95 

plus  $6.50  post.  The  Great  Phone 
Co.,  HG5,  5404  Northfield  Rd,, 
Cleveland,  OH  44137. 

SUPER  FOR  SUMMER- 
Luxury  tote  of  leathery  white 
vinyl  with  intricate  edging  in  lug- 

gage tan.  Golden  handle  and  two 
2"  initials  in  Florentine  finish. 

Inside  zippered  pocket.  12"  by 
15".  $9  plus  50c  post.  Decor 
and  Gifts  Galore,  Dept.  352,  140 
Monument  Ave.,  Barrington,  IL 

60010. 

BIRTHDAY  CHILD 

Babies  born  this  year  deserve  the 

bicentennial  blanket  for  their  pa- 
triotic birth  date:  red  and  blue 

plush  velour  numerals  on  white 

edged  in  red  satin  ribbon.  Ma- 
chine washable,  blanket  is  40" 

by  45".  $19.95  plus  $1.50  post. 
Blankety  Blankets,  HG5,  438-H3, 
Mamaroneck,  NY  10543. 

REEL-Y  HANDY 

This  very  practical  key  holder 
dees  away  with  fumbling  and 

groping.  Reel  clips  inside  purse: 

unreels  keys,  automatically  re- 
winds into  case.  Clip  to  your  bag, 

pocket  or  belt.  $2.98  plus  45c 

post.  Order  from  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG5,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

GOD'S  GARDENER 

Wooden  plaque  with  full  color 
Italian  scroll  border  and  beauti- 

fully lettered  words  of  inspira- 
tion "He  who  makes  a  Garden 

works  Hand-in-Hand  with  God." 
8"  by  6"  and  laminated  for  per- 

manence to.  $  1 .98  plus  50c  post. 

Cadlyn's,  HG5,  2077  N.Y.  Ave., 
Huntington  Sta.,  NY  11746. 

READ  ALL  ABOUT  IT! 

Facsimile  of  New  York  Times 

front  pages  from  1851  to  the 

present  are  available.  Great  birth- 
day or  wedding  anniversary  gift 

to  learn  what  happened  in  the 
world  the  day  you  were  born  or 
married.  $3.95  each  ppd.  Thrift 
Gift  Center,  HG5,  1  E.  42nd  St., 
New  York,  NY  10017. 

PEARLIZED  PRIZE 

Natural  Capiz  shell  fish  dish  from 

Philippine  waters.  Lovely  for  but- 
ter dish,  for  bath  soap.  Clear  non- 

toxic resin  protects  shell  and  pre- 

serves whiteness.  Size  7"  by  4" 
by  1/4".  $4.49  plus  90c  post.  Liv- 

ingstone Evans  Enterprises,  HG5, 
Box  64276,  Los  Angeles,  CA 
90064. 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN 
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BEAUTY  SPOT 

Revolving  swivel  stool,  19"  h. 
seat  18"  dia.  Upholstered  in 
various  patterned  or  plain  fab- 

rics. In  cotton  velvet  $75;  your 

fabric  (11/2  yds.  54")  $62.  Exp. 
coll.  Catalogue  (request  types, 
colors  for  swatches)  $2.  Hunt 
Galleries,  HG765,  Box  2324. 
Hickory,  NC  28601. 

BLOW-UP 
An  inflatable  hanger  is  a  help 

for  drip-dry  laundering.  Blow  it 
up  to  plumpness  so  it  holds  gar- 

ment loosely  with  air  space  in- 
side. Floral  print  vinyl  with 

swivel  top.  Fold  flat  to  store.  $1 

plus  25c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG5,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

CLEAR  TO  GROW  IN 

There's  nothing  like  hand  blown 
glass  to  display  flowers,  green 
leaves  and  it  is  perfect  for  start- 

ing cuttings.  Set  globe  on  win- 
dow sill  or  hang  to  admire.  Dias: 

4",  $5.95;  5",  $7.95;  6",  $9.95; 
set  of  three,  $22.95.  Ppd.  Bud's, 
Dept.  HG-56,  155  E.  26  St.,  New 
York,  NY  10010. 

KITTI-POTTI 
This  litter  pan  confines  odors, 
hides  wastes  and  stops  litter 
spills.  The  top  removes.  Molded 

plastic.  16"  wide,  22"  long,  18" 
high.  $18.95.  Colors:  blue,  beige, 
yellow,  avocado  or  white.  Write 
to  Haugen  Products,  HG5,  709 
W.  Huron,  Box  1986,  Ann  Arbor, 
Ml  48106. 

AHOY  BABY! 

The  tiniest  mermaids  enjoy  this 
unsinkable  seat.  Built-in  cloth 
bucket  seat  takes  tots  from  tod- 

dlers to  first  graders.  20"  x  26" 
with  11"  deep  seat.  Foam  plas- 

tic guarantees  flotation.  $6.98 
plus  $1.39  post.  Catalogue,  $1. 
House  of  Minnel,  Dept.  556E, 
Deerpath  Rd.,  Batavia,  IL  60510. 

SPEED  SEWING 

Dexter  hand  machine  can  baste, 
tack,  zigzag,  sew  on  buttons  and 
zippers.  Blind-stitches  hem  what 

you're  wearing.  Does  draperies 
and  curtains  while  they're  hang- 

ing. With  needle  threader,  book- 
let. $6.98  plus  75c  post.  Anthony 

Enterprises,  HG5,  556  Mission 
St.,  San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

WALLET  PHOTOS 

Twenty-four  new  borderless  color 
prints  made  from  a  Polaroid  color 

print,  photo  (up  to  5"  by  7"), 
negative  or  slide.  Wallet  size,  silk 
textured  color  plus  free  photo  in 
plastic,  $2.  Black  and  white,  36 
for  $1.  Add  50c  post.  Roxanne 

Studios,  C-32,  Box  1012,  Long 
Island  City,  NY  11101. 

MAY,    1976 

LUCITE  BUFFET  STACKER:^ ....  clearly  stunning! 
Cheers  for  stackers  i.n  hefty  crystal -clear  I.uclte! 
Each  holds  T.'.  'jn-^.tx'i'i"  high.  Knife  slacker  (not 
shoun)  uith  12  sIot<.  7',lx-4x2'2"  lush. 

•  Keep   bufFet   service   clufter-free 
•  Give    added    serving    space    and 

let  flatware  show  through  ^•»->>ic      r   i.    ±1  .■     •    ,  ...  ■       .  _.   

•  E,cl.,^:»»    iiiii^n    Vornnn    H»«io«  -  7345— Sct of  2  Fork-Spood  Stockers  1  Set  S3 .98 
•  Exclusive    Lillian    Vernon    design       -7983— Knife  Stacker      Each  S3. 98 Amencan-crofted  and  ours  alone!     ̂ ,7984- All  3  Stackers— save!    ..1    Set  S6.98 

Please  add  SOt  post.  &  hdlg.  NY.  residents  add  applicable  faxes 

(^  The  Country  Gourmet 

Dept.  G56,  512  S.  Fulton  Ave. 
Mt.  Vernon,  N.Y.  10550 

ICE  CREAM  FLOWER  MOLDS 
Now  you  can  mold  Ice  cream  in  exquisite 

flower  shapes,  just  the  right  size  for  in- 
dividual servings.  Just  fill  molds  with  ice 

cream,  pop  into  freezer.  When  ready  to 

serve,  ice  cream  slips  out  easily,  repro- 
ducing every  detail  of  zinnia,  rose,  daisy, 

dogwood,  pansy,  and  blackeyed  Susan. 
Ideal,  too,  for  gelatin  desserts  and  salads. 

Set  of  six— all  different. 

$3.50 

plus  90«  postage 
SEND  FOR  FREE 
GIFT  CATALOG 

2I00-B3    N.     Haskell Dallas.    Texas    75204 

BEWITCHING  "COCKTAIL  BRA" MAGIC  SUSPENSION  UPLIFT— PERFECTLY  BARE  BACK 
■SOFT  AS  SILK' 

No  straps,  bones  or  wires.  Unbelievable — until  you  try  It. 
Colors:  Nude,  ,       Add  see  iwaii.  &  Hdig.       ■ 
White  or  Black  Silk  1      BLEUETTE.  INC.     I 

cseej 

0017        j 

Specify         ̂ »    f.-       I  S05    Fifth    Ave  .    Dec 
Bra  Size  $9.95  I   :;:::iii']i_'ii_i 

Collect 
fine  original 
etchings  and 
lithographs  by 

the  world*s great  artists 

BASKIN,  REMBRANDT, 

Eagle,  Christ  at  Emmaus, 
Original  wood  engraving  Original  etching 

BARNET, 
Winter, 

Original  lithograph 

ROUAULT, 

Le  Jongleur, 

Original  aquatint 

■
A
 

Associated  American  Artists, 

America's  largest  dealer  in  orig- 
inal prints  invites  you  to  browse  . . . 

our  program  of  exclusive  editions 
enables  you  to  acquire  signed  and 

numbered  original  works  of  con- 
lemporary  art  for  as  little  as  $20.00 

Our  extensive  master  print  collec- 

tion ranges  from  ttie  15tti  to  the 
20th  century,  and  offers  you  a  wide 
selection  of  important  prints. 

r'lir'C',  40  page  catalog  with rilEiKi*  50  illustrations,  plus  a 

Master  Print  Supplement,  advice 

for  the  beginning  collector,  and 
an  article  on  the  techniques  of 

printmaking.  Please  send  50c  for 

postage  and    handling. 

Associated  American  Artists 
663  Fifth  Ave  ,  New  York  10022,   StudiO  35 

City 

Zip 
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brow  Your 

Amazing!  iV^stical! 
T!-e  Leaf  of  LiJe  is  so  amazing  the  Yogis  of  India 
oei.ove  that  these  mystical  leaves  possess  the 
Secret  of  Lite. 

Wherever  a  leal  falls,  a  new  plant  starts  to  grow 
...  on  3:r.  water,  or  soil. 

Yes.  the  Le.if  cl  Life  can  start  to  grow  on  air 
alone.  New  plants  grow  from  the  edges  of  each 
leal. 

After  it  starts,  put  the  leaf  in  a  pot.  The  bigger 

the  pot.  the  bigger  the  plant  will  grow  —  from 
one  to  SIX  feet  tall.  You  can  have  the  size  you 
want  and  it  grows  in  sun  or  shade. 

It  blossoms  with  fragrant  pink  &  lime  bell-like 
flowers  that  look  like  leweled.  oriental  lanterns. 

The  Leaf  of  Life  makes  a  thoughtful  gift. 

symbolic  of  wishing  your  friends  a  long  life  and 
happiness 
It  comes  with  complete  instructions  and  is  easy 

to  grow. 

Two  Leaves  Of  Life  for  $1.oo  Six  for  $2.50 
Please  odd  35e  for  har^dlmg  and  postage. 

I\OBERTA'S  Dept HA-7 
P.  0.  Box  3000.  Shelbyville.  Ind.  46176 

Box  2221,  Walkerville,  P.  O.,  Windsor,  Onl.  Canada 

ORIENTAL  and  NAVAJO 

RUGS 
Add  that  special  touch  of  heaiity  tu 

.vour  home  with  a  new  I'cerle.s.-;  Im- ported Rug.  Our  collection  of  fine 

russ  are  perfect  wi"th  an.v  ilecor.  for floor  or  wall.  Included  are  lovel.v 
Oriental  and  Navajos.  Scan- 

dinavian Kyas,  and  Colonial 
Hooked  and  Braided  runs. 

Silt isfiict Kin  (Inuruiiteed 

Send  $1.00  for  our 
New  Color  Catalog 
Wide  range  of  styles, 

sizes,  and  prices 

PEERLESS 
IIV1  PORTED 

RUGS fSTASllSHCD  I9)a 

3028  N.  Lincoln  Ave.  •  Chicago,  IL  60657 
Dept.  HG-56  (312)  472-4848 

VISIT  OUR  SHOWROOM—OPEN  7  DAYS  A  WEEK 

POWER  PLUG  TV  ANTENNA 

ELIMINATES  RABBIT  EARS 
Secret  Power  Antenna  attaches  to  rear  of  TV  set  and  plugs  into 
any  AC/ DC  outlet  to  bring  in  marvelously  crisp,  clear  pictures  and 
eliminate  all  manner  of  ghosts  and  electronic  gremlins.  Unseen 

antenna  eliminates  need  for  ugly  roof  equipment  or  old-fashioned 
rabbit  ears.  Uses  no  current.  For  AM/FM,  UHF/VHF,  Black  &  White 
or  Color  sets. 

POWER  PLUG  TV  ANTENNA 
$9.98  Plus  $1.00  Postage  &  Handling  Each 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  your  money  back. 

Anthony  Enterprises Dept.  HG-56 556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 
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DUAL  ROLE 
Solid  light  or  dark  pine  blanket 

chest  gives  you  storage  and  seat- 
ing space.  Use  it  in  bedroom,  in 

family  room,  or  in  the  foyer.  28" 
h.  by  48"  w.  by  20"  d.  $124.95 
exp.  coll.  Catalogue  is  $1.  Bryan 

Robeson,  Dept.  HG-160,  Route 
10,  Box  793,  Hickory,  NC  28601. 

FRIENDLY  GARDEN  AIR 

Indoor  gardeners  find  a  natural 
rattan  frog  an  able  assistant 
when  it  comes  to  growing,  tend- 

ing and  feeding  plants.  He  holds 
scissors,  rake,  hoe  and  spray 

atomizer;  8"  h.,  7"  w.,  $8.95 

plus  post.  Catalogue  25c.  Fran's Basket  House,  HG5,  Rte.  10, 
Succasunna,  NJ  07876. 

FAMILY  AFFAIR 

Clever  clear-plastic  cabinet  keeps 
all  toothbrushes  free  from  dust 

and  mix-ups.  Holds  5  in  sep- 
arate compartments,  each  with 

its  own  door,  ever  ready  and 
sanitary.  $1.98  plus  30c  post. 
Anthony  Enterprises,  HG5,  556 
Mission  St.,  San  Francisco,  CA 
94105. 

GINGHAM  CHECKS 
Vinyl  shower  curtain  in  red,  gold, 

blue,  green,  pink,  orchid,  black. 
6'  by  6';  tieback  window  curtains, 
54"  I.  by  68"  w;  or  cafe  curtains 
with  valance.  $9.50  a  set  plus  $1 
post.  Curtain  alone  $4.95  plus 
85c  post.  Brochure,  swatches, 

50c.  Mather's  HG5,  31  E.  Main 
St.,  Westminster,  MD  21157. 

RECYCLING  AID 

Save  on  cooking  oil  with  a  9V2" 
dia.  disposable  grease  filter.  Just 
pour  used  liquid  through,  oil  is 
clean  and  particle-free  so  you 
can  reuse  oils  and  fats  many 

times  over.  Shapes  easily  to  fun- 
nel, strainer.  20  for  89c  ppd. 

Regal  Filter  Co.,  HG5,  Box 
20247,  Ferndale,  Ml  48220. 

PERFECT  SERVERS 
Natural  white  clam  shell  is  a 
bright  choice  for  dips  and  chips. 

Great  for  sweets,  floral  arrange- 

ments or  planter.  Small,  5  to  7", 
$4.95;  med.,  7  to  8",  $6.95;  Ige., 
8  to  10",  $8.95;  add  $1  each 
post.  All  3,  $15.85  plus  $2  post. 
The  Shell  Divers,  HG5,  5713  NW 

65th,  Way-Tamarac,   FL  33319. 

HERE'S  GLENDA 
Comes  in  navy,  black,  beige, 

white,  gray/ black/ white,  ombre 
blue,  ombre  beige,  deep-muiti 
and  multi-pastel  kid.  1%"  wedge; 
AAAA-EE,  sizes  2y2  to  10, 

$28.95;  IOV2-I2,  $29.95.  Add  $1 

post;  25c  each  add'l  pair.  Free catalogue.  Solby  Bayes,  HG5,  45 
Winter  St.,  Boston,  MA  02108. 

HOUSE  &  garden! 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

WINDOW  WHIMSIES 

Let  handcrafted  stained-glass 
originals  brighten  your  daily  out- 

look. Here  are  four  to  add  to  dif- 

ferent windows:  Green  5y2"  frog, 
$12;  red  7"  leaf  $18;  a  blue  7" 
flower,  $15;  orange  6"  mush- 

room $10.  Ppd.  Color  brochure 
50c.  Elusive  Butterfly,  HG5, 
Phoenicia.  NY  12464. 

BLOUSE  CLASSIC 

Short-sleeved  style  by  Tanner. 
White  dacron/ cotton;  scalloped 
collar  piped  and  mongrammed  in 
emerald,  red,  navy,  yellow, 
bluebell  or  hot  pink.  8  to  18. 
$15;  monogram  (underline  last 
initial)  $3.  Add  $1.75  post.  Free 
catalogue.  The  Talbots,  Dept.  YF, 
Hingham,  MA  02043. 

FOR  YOUR  NAILS 

Liquid  specifically  developed  to 
help  strengthen  fingernails  so 
they  grow  longer.  The  amino 
liquid  is  absorbed  by  nails  to  help 
stop  breaking,  splitting  and 
cracking.  $2.98  plus  25c  post. 

Long  'N'  Strong,  Dept.  JNP-157, 
Caroline  Rd.,  Philadelphia,  PA 
19176. 

PIECE  BY  PIECE 

Personal  jigsaw  puzzle  is  a 

blown-up  photo  from  your  color 
or  black/ white  original.  In  full 

color  8"  by  10",  $6.99;  11"  x 
14",  $7.99;  12"  X  18",  $8.99.  In 
b  &  w,  8"  by  10",  $3.99;  11"  x 
14",  $4.99,  12"  X  18",  $5.99. 
Ppd.  Photo  Poster,  Dept.  X883, 
210  E.  23  St.,  NY  10010. 

JIGGER  PITCHER 

Made  for  measuring  and  just  3" 
high.  Marked  for  1-oz.  and  2-oz. 
levels,  it  has  the  classic  thick 
solid  crystal  base.  Crafted  in 

Europe  for  spill-free  pouring. 
Ideal  gift  for  the  host,  $2.98,  3 
for  $7.98  plus  50c  post.  Lillian 
Vernon,  G5E,  510  So.  Fulton 
Ave.,  Mt.  Vernon,  NY  10550. 

HONEYCOMB  SPREAD 

Cream,  green,  yellow,  rose,  wal- 
nut, red,  indigo,  delft  or  It.  blue, 

avocado  on  white.  Single  or  dou- 
ble with  fringe,  $90.  Fishnet 

canopy  in  white  or  cream  in  four 

designs.  Tester,  87V2"  by  56V'2", 
$106.50.  Ppd.  Literature,  25c. 
Virginia  Goodwin,  HG5,  Dilworth 
Sta.,  Charlotte,  NC  28203. 

FIX-IT  KIT 

Oh,  those  miserable  moments 

when  eyeglass  frames  part  com- 
pany! To  cope,  a  clever  kit  that 

helps  get  it  all  together:  profes- 
sional optical  screwdriver  and  an 

assortment  of  tiny  frame  screws. 

$2.29  plus  30c  post.  Anthony  En- 
terprises, HG5,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

MY,   1976 

I 
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COUNT  COINS  FAST! 
Sort,  count,  wrap  pennies,  nickels,  dimes,  quarters  in  sec- 

onds. Simply  slide  coins  into  4  channels.  Shows  the  totals 
as  you  go.  No  more  fumbling  with  the  wrapper.  Real  time- 
saver  for  merchants,  cashiers,  clubs,  collectors,  etc. 

COIN  TRAY 

No  COD'S  or  Billing 

$3.98  Plus  600  Postage  &  Handling  Each 
California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

A  ntho ny  Enterprises Dept.  HG-56 
556  Mission,   San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

Handcrafted  Wooden  Buckets 
and  Churns 

with  PA  "  SplitHood,  Rope,  or  Brass  Bandings 
Prices  are   for  clear-finished   pine   with    rope   or 

splitwood  bands.  For  a  walnut  finish,  add  S2.00. 
For  brass  bands,  add  S1.00. 

F.O.B.  Conway.  Arkansas.  All  our  products  have  a 

money  back  guarantee. 

Send  SI. 00  for  a  color  photograph 

WOOLL  Y  HOLLO  W,  BOX  295,  ""^"'S S18.50 
Conway,  Arkansas  72032 

JOINT  THERMA  PAD 

Relieve  those  aching  joints.  Warm-Ease 
pad  seals  in  body  heat  and  concentrates 
it  where  you  need  it  most.  Relieves 
aches,  pains,  strains,  stiffness.  Soft 
foam-filled  jersey  covered  pad.  Sanitary, 
washable.  Fits  snugly  around  knee,  el- 

bow, ankle  for  quick  soothing  comfort. 
Ideal  relief  for  arthritis  sufferers. 

$2.29   plus  .35  postage 
Write  for  FREE  catalog  of  gifts 

HOLIDAY  (;IFTS 
Dept.  305C,  Wheat  Ridge,  Colorado  80033 

Twin  Bed  Bridge 
FOR  ROOMY  TOGETHERNESS 

OnginrtI  Turn  B^-d  Bndgt*  uith  patented  square  rib  trans- 
forms tuin  beds  inio<}ne  luxurious  king  sue  bed  instantly. 

Midden  bridge  of  soft  pokureihane  foam  giv-es  custom- 
made  king  sue  appearance  No  ndge.  no  lump,  no  gap. 

Saves  monev  —uses  standard  si^e  flat  sheets  Saves  space 
between  beds— makes  r(K>m  seem  bigger.  6  long  by  14 aide   $7  95 

We  pa\.  [K)s(age.  ship  in  6  hours.  N.J.  residents  add  5'^>  tax. 

Send  Check  or  Money  Order  to : 

JftCl  5'fc£f'  ittC-.       BOX  GL 
New  Providence    New  Jersey 

■  MONEY  BACK  GUARANTEE 

y 

v_079^4^ 
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■-:j  i\j  T'J'JRHEAD! 

Wear  anywhere — perfect  for  sports  or  as 
a  smashing  fashion  accessory.  The  hand 

painted  v.'hite  cotton  visor  is  reinforced, 
lined  with  darl<  green,  has  padded  head 
band  and  is  adjustable  for  comfort.  Will 
not  run. 

A)  Double  stripe — indicate  choice  of  col- 
or* combination. 

B)  Dramatic  one-color  design. 

'Colors  available — red,  orange,  yellow, 
green,  navy  or  medium  blue,  purple, 
brown,  black. 

$7.00 each — order  2  for    $13.00 

!f/'/    7.5^     mnilituj    chttrye    fm     ciieli     r'lsoi . 
/..v.  ,///«/  H':,    tul 

supervisors 
P.O.  Boi  3878,  Grand  Central  Station 

New  York,  NY  10017 

m  umm 

IHBSl   nHB   IHJO}/    I  HI   HHISJ 

A   unique   objet   d'art    handwoven    by    Moyan 
Indians  of  hundreds  of  supple,  colorful    cotton 

strands,  in   a    weave    perfected    thru     many 

generations    to    give    you    a    new    dimension 

in   luxurious    comfort.    The    Mayan    Wedding 

Hammock     accomodates    2   to   3    people   in 

any  direction     Extremely    durable  for    years 

of  service     Useful    indoors   or   out,    great    on 

holidays    The  perfect    gift    for    lovers    and 

those    who    enjoy    the    finer    moments  in    life 

Solid  decofolor  colors  of    sond  ton.  white  or  oronge.  ony  color  striped 
w/white,  multicolor  stripes  or  tweeds    Specify  2  mom  colors    for    multis 

Mafrimonial      Hammock   $37.50     postpaid 

I  "oao  I    'et.tden's   tieow    odd    $110   for    pc'.toqe 

Send  0  stomp  for  our  color  brochure 

Prompt   Delivery  Sotisfoction    Guoronteed 

^♦•S'»«!p ine 
5119    South  East   21  Place 

SKg»  Goinesvllle,  Flo       32601 

to  solve  all  your 
summer  hang'ups. 

Our  jfraceful  hardw(x>d  wall  hanger  fits 
beautifully  into  any  decitr.  ind(H)rs  or  out. 

And  while  it  is  guaranteed  sturdy  enough 

for  even  your  heaviest  plants,  it's  yours  for  a 

ver\'  light  price,  S.'iOO  for  the  hanger  alone Or  .SIO.(K)  for  the  hanger,  rope  and  basket  set. 

F'ersonal  checks,  money  order.  Bank 
Amencard  or  MasterCharge  welcome.  ( But 

be  sure  to  include  .7,')  per  item  to  cover  hati dlingand  postage.) 

Blue  Ridge  Cottage  Industries 
Box  12,">A.|)epiH(;.  Banner  Elk.N  C.  :;lt<H()4 
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BARWA 

The  justly  famous  2-position  barvva  chair 
that  has  given  contoured  comfort  to  mil- 

lions outdoors,  indoors  .  .  .  year  'round. 
Feel  up,  head  back  .  .  .  ah-h-h  .  .  .  barwa 
cradles  your  body  from  head  to  toe,  in- 

stantly relaxes  tense  muscles,  is  amazingly 
comfortable  and  therapeutic! 

The    Complete     Barwa:     lul>ular 

^^     aluiiiiiuiin     frame:    with    sprinKs 
_  g\       to  attach  co\pr  (colors  listed  be- 
Vi.     -f y       low).    $65.    (.Ail-l   .$10.    shippiiiKl 

\__/         The    Barwa    Recover:   heav.v-<iut.v 
thick  iti  colors  listed  helow  (spec- 

1  ir.\    whether  .vou   wish  cover   that 
v.  allaclies  li.v  springs,  or  that  laecs- 
^S»^>^    on)    S29.95    (%l.K,  postage  eachi X        /        cover  colors:  White,  black,  citron. 

ro.va!    blue,    oraitse.     avocado    or 
hunter  green. 

Send  check,  BA,  MC,  DC  or  AMX  charge 
A      catalog  $1.:  free  with  order 

^^^"""^^      
550  Powell 

Dept.  HG56 
San  Francisco 

CA  94108 

*^D 

.Or. ^4 

BATTERY  OPERATED 
INDOOR/OUTDOOR 

LAMP 
Perfect  for  power  emergencies, 
patios,  boats,  trailers,  or  camping. 

Break-resistant  polyethlene  shade 
and  base.  Weatherproof— will  not 
corrode  or  rust.  Handy  hang  up 
loop.  Comes  with  bulb  and  6  volt 
lantern  battery.  $8.90  ppd.  Send 
check  or  m.o.  to: 

BOX THE  BRICK 
Dept.  HG1 

Box  5121,  Westport,  CT  06880 

tax.    Send    for    free ('oiiii.     residents    add 
gift  catalog. 

Lawn  Problems  Grow-Away  with 
Warren's  A-20  Bluegrass  Sod  Plugs 

*Resistant  to  diseases  which  at- 
tack other  bluegrasses 

*Takes  a  short  cut,  looks  neat 
*Greens    up   earlier,    stays   green later 

*Less  thatch,  dark  green  color 
"Reduce  maintenance  costs 

Plant  2"  A-20  plugs  in  distressed 
or  bare  spots  6"  to  12"  apart  and 
watch  the  green  come  back.  Plant 
spring,  summer,  fall.  Easy  to  fol- 

low   instructions    provided.    Plant 
into  any  existing  bluegrass   lawn 
for  total  A-20  coverage 
100  A-20  plugs  for  $10,  free  plug 
planter  with  600  plug  order.  Plug 
planter  if  desired,  $6.95,  Shipping 
collect,  No  C.O.D. 

Long  Creek  Nursery 
Nickerson,  NE  68044 

Nebr.  add  2V2%  tax 

SHOPPING 
AROUND 
FOR  POOL  AND  RKHO 

PRETTY  FEMININE 

Floral  print  polished  cotton  swim- 
suit  and  cover-up  by  Gabar. 
White  blossoms,  grosgrain  ribbon 
trim.  Elasticized  back  bodice 

inserts,  built-in  bra.  Turquoise/ 
white  or  apple  green/ white. 
10-20.  $39  plus  $2  post;  long- 
sleeve  tunic,  mandarin  collar, 
buttoned  cuffs.  S.,  M.,  L.  $35 

plus  $2  post.  Carol  Reed, 
HG5,  North  Conway,  NH  03860. 

CUSTO/V\  COVERAGE 

Taut,  lightweight  Meycolite 
pool  covers  go  on  and  off  in 

a  jiffy  and  can't  blow  off. Keep  pools  clean.  Protect 
children,  pets  and  stray  animals 

when  you  are  away.  Won't  shrink or  stretch.  Custom  made  for 

any  size.  Write  for  brochure, 
Meyco,  HG5,  225  Park  Ave., 
Hicksville,  NY  11801 

I 

PLAID  PARTNERS 

A  crisp  plaid  and  navy 
combo.  The  drawstring 

waistband,  pull-over 
jacket  complete  with 
hood  and  contrasting 

pocket  trim.  Navy  with 
multi-color  plaid  only. 

S,M,XL,  $29.95;  the  lo- 
rise  swimsuit  is  revers- 

ible navy  on  one  side, 
multi-color  plaid  on  the 
other.  28  thru  38  even. 

$14.95;  both  for  $39.95. 
plus  $1  post.  Send  $1  for 
catalogue.  Ah-Men,  HG5, 
8900 Santa  Monica  Blvd., 
Hollywood,  CA  90069. 



IN  THE  SWIM 
Smart  cover-up  bathing  suit  doubles 
as  a  tennis  dress  too.  Flattering 

square  neck,  slimming  stitched 

down  front  pleats,  optional  self-belt, 

back  zip.  Modest  28"  I.  from 
shoulder.  Separate  pants.  100% 

nylon  jersey  double  knit.  Washable. 
Yellow  or  white.  Sizes  8-18. 
$30  plus  $1  post.  Vicki  Wayne, 
600  S.  Country  Club  Rd.,  H5Q, 
Tucson,  AZ  85716. 

GOOD  NEWS 
The  famous  butterfly 
chair  cover  comes  in 

"Tuff  Stuff"  canvas  or 

nylon.  18-oz.  canvas: 
tangerine,  black, 
olive,  lemon,  blue, 

white,  green,  royal, 

marigold.  $16.95. 
Nylon:  green,  orange, 
wheat,  royal,  yellow, 

$17.95.  $1.50  post, 
first  cover,  50c  ea. 

additional  ones.  The 
Patio,  HG5,  550 

Powell,  San  Francisco, 
CA  94108. 

WICKER  WONDERLAND 

5^  Hand' 

%  natura iwith  G 

/  ioned 

ricas  LarqtsI   Colleclioit  ui  Millnu-  d-  Rat Funtiture    Utrectlu    Imported    to   vass    the o}i  to   tfoit. 

Handwoven   of 

al     willow 

old  f as  h  - charm     (or indoors     or     out 

Imported     from 
Europe. 

CHAIR    ■■;<■  \  irr   . 
in"  liiKli.  S44.95. 

ROCKER       -         Inoi shown  I.   $54.95. 

COFFEE    TABLE   — 

:;"■"  \  !'.'<"  X  '.'i"  iiiRii. 

S44.95. SOFA— 4S"   wi.lo  :;s" 
.\  I'V  liinh.  $79.95. 

END    TABLE— L'4'   x 

i:"      X       iM"       liish. 

$32.95. 
S\  I  Seat     &    Back    Cush- 

I J  \j  ions — Polyfoam      with ti  zippered  covers  in  floral  gold  pat- ^^  tern  or  solid  colors  in  gold,  black, 
d   or  tangerine.    Sofa  $29.95.    Chair   &    Rocker   $14.95.    Exp. 

Painted  White  add  25'>„. 
WILLOW  FERN  STAND 
Proudly  display  your  flowers, 
plants  and  greenery  in  this 

handwoven  Jardiniere  10"  dia.  x 
8"  deep  x  27"  high.  $17.95  plus 
$2.00  postage. 

BAMBOO  SHADES 
Bamboo  roll  up 

shades  in  natu- ral Matchstick 
or  Tortoise 
shell  (burned) ^2"  wide  bam- 

boo slats.  Pe- 
rennially popu- lar: Handmade 

in  Taiwan. 

Sizes 

24"  X  72" 

X  72  ■ 

X  72  ■ 

X  72" X  72" 
X  72" 

X  72" 

30"
 

36"
 

42"
 

48"
 

60"
 

72 

Match - 

stick  Tortoise 

$  4.50  $  7.00 5.50  8.00 
6.50 

8.00 

9.50 

11.50 
12.50 

10.00 
11.00 

13.00 
16.00 
19.00 

Add  $1.00  postage  per  shade 
SEND  25c  FOR  CATALOG 

VISIT  OUR  WAREHOUSE 
SHOWROOM 

Tr„„\  BASKET  House 
Rt.    10.    Deot.   HG5.   Su 

The  Sea  Shell  Candle 
Exquisite  shells  and  other  marine  treasures  artfully 

arranged  and  embedded  in  each  hand-crafted  candle 

from  our  unusual  collection.  Highlighted  and  illum- 

inated by  the  flame,  their  effect  is  magical.  It's  like 
looking  at  a  small  part  of  the  bottom  of  the  sea. 

372x6",  in  white,  beige,  yellow  or  lime.  $12.95  Each 

Curios  8L  Comforts  Ltd. 
P.O.Box  268,  Rosemont,  Pa.  19010. 
Check  or  monev  ' 
Pa.  Res   add    78  s 

Add  SI. 75  for  ins.,  posl    &  hdlg. 

BUTTER  SOFT 
CRISS-CROSS *Wis  wearing 

gloves  on 

your  feet" 

J^ 

) 
KRAUS 

Originals 

In  Genuine  Glove  Leather,  to 

sandal  your  foot  with  tender- 
ness. Adjustable  buckle  sling, 

cushioned  insoles,  and  easy 

wear  1%"  wedge  heel  with 
bouncy  crepe  sole.  CAMEL, 

WHITE,  NAVY,  RED.  Sizes  5-10 
Med.  Widths. 
Safisf.  Guar.  <t'1  Q  P'"sS' 

$10  Dep.  on  CODs  >I>  I  5*  postage 

VICKI  WAYNE-H5N 
600  S.  Country  Club,  Tucson,  AZ  85716 

•  a^T^tftf 
THE  EXTRA  TOUCH 
Wide-ruffled  chintz  pillows  to  lavish  on  patio  settee,  and  chairs. 

Enchanting  bird  and  flower  motifs.  Rectangle,  circle  or  triangle,  18" 
overall.  Handmade,  stuffed  with  100%  polyester.  Blue,  yellow,  pink 

with  beige.  $18.95  ea.;  three  for  $54  Ppd.  Custom  shapes,  colors, 
$5  extra  per  pillow.  Marina  Ltd.,  HG5,  Box  549,  Harrison,  NY  10528. 

FUN  FORT 
Sturdy  year  around,  all 
weather  real  Cedar  Wood 

fort  that  lasts  for  gener- 

ations— used  outdoors.  It's 
a  big  5'  by  6'  by  5'  structure 
complete  with  swinging 

gate,  firing  platform,  block- 
house and  ladder.  Assem- 

bles in  minutes.  $68.95 

exp.  coll.  Cedar  Products, 

HG5,  Box  84,  North 
Baldwin,  NY  11510. 

^3^- 

$6.90 

play-full TERRY 

ROMPETTE 

.¥ 
in 

S-t-r-e-t-c-h 

Nylon 'Cotton 

K 

^  S.i 

For  lounging,  sunning,  exercising.  Soft 
stetch  Nylon  and  absorbent  Cotton  Terry, 

comfortable  and  perfect  fitting,  with  eias- 
ticized  top  and  legs,  built-in  French  bra; 
rope-tie  belt.  In  Orange/Rose/White 

stripes.  Sizes  S,M,L.     So//'s.  Guar. Send  ior  our  free  full  fashion  catalogue. 

.    IMMEDIATE  DELIVERY  •      ̂ ^.90 
(Sorry  no  CODs)  plus  SI  postage 

VICKI  WAYNE -H5K 
600    S.    Country   Club,    Tucson,    AZ    86716 

FUN  TIME 
STRIPES  for 

Leisure  Hours 
Slim  stripes  line  up  for 

lounging,  back  yard  en- tertaining or  pool  side 

cover-up.  Long  convert- 
able    front    zipper    for 
easy    on    easy    off. 
Free    flowing   back, 

inseam  pockets.  rag- 
Ian    sleeves.   Self 
welting     trim 
belt.  Wear  hood  as 
shown,    or    as    a 

draped  collar.  In 

silky  Arnel-   Ny Ion  Jersey  Knit 
Washable. 
Multi-color 

stripes. Sizes  P,S,M.L 

Salisf.  Guai. 

flO  Dep. on  CODs 

CiQA  "'"s  SI 

s)»»"  postage 

VICKI  WAYNE— H5V 
600  S.  Country  Club.  Tucson.  AZ  85716 

PLEASE  TURN   PAGE  FOR  MORE  SHOPPING 
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1        hUMInlh 

HIS  MIDAS  SNAP  bikini  swim 
suit  in  wet  look  nylon  lame, 
brass  buckle  sides.  You  can 
shine  in  this  one.  (Blue,  Red, 

Gold  or  Silver)  S-M-L-XL  $9.95 

HER  MIDAS  SNAP  in  metallic 

nylon  lame,  interlocking  brass 
buckles  on  sides  and  bra  front 

with  adjustable  ties.  (Gold  or 
Silver)  Bra  cup  sizes  A,B,&C. 
Bikini  in  even  sizes  6  thru  16 

$29.95 SWIM  WEST! 
WESTWAY  SWIMSET— a  das 

sic  Western  Shirt  with  match- 
ing Swim  Trunks.  Stylish 

Jacket  has  turned  back  cuffs 

and  snap  closures.  Contrast 

piping  sets  off  this  truly  mas- 
culine look.  Polyester  and  cot- 

ton in  Navy,  White,  or  Powder 

Blue.  The  Jacket,  in  S-M-L-XL 

$24.95 The  Swim  Trunk,  odd  and  even 
thru  38  $12.95 

Buy  The  Set  for 
$35.00... and  SAVE! 

Postage  &  handling 

$1.00 Send  $1.00 
for  Color Catalog 

I 
SHOP  FOR  MEN 

Dept.  HG-5-76 8900  Santa  Monica  Blvd 
Hollywood,  Calif.  90069 

SWIM 
SNEAKS 

All  Rubber 
Bathing  &  Sho^^er  Shoes 

Whalover  your  plans,  you'll  want 
high  -quality  Italian  imported 
rubber  bathing  shoes  .  .  .  with 
I  hick  Ireaded  boUoms  and  built-in 
inner  soles.  Surc-fooled  protection 
on  shoreline  rocks,  pool  or  boat 
decks,  and  shower  floors. 
Eliminate  sore  feet  on  sharp  rocks, 
shells,  or  hot  sand.  Styled  for 
comfort  and  good  looks.  Flexible, 
iigbi-weight,  easy  on  and  off.  Great 
in  and  out  of  water.  Satisfaction 
guaranteed. 

'T>oisay-    240 
Dept.  RB  72  ^ 

How  to  order: 

Sizes:  Complete  range  for  men, 
women,  children.  Slate  shoe  size  & 
width.  Also,  give  age  for  child. 
Colors:  While,  yellow,  red,  blue  for 
women  &  children.  Men,  1'1'je  & 
white  only.  Always  state  alteinate 
colors.  Price:  $7.98.  per  pair.  Add 
shipping  &  handling:  one  pair 
$1.25;  two  pairs  $1.75;  three  or 
more  pairs  $2.25.  Fast  delivery. 
Color  catalog,  FREE,  with  order. 

Kinderkamack  Rd. 
radell,  N.J.  07649 

SHOPPING 
AROUND 
FOR  POOL  AND  PATIO 

1 

COOL  COVER 
Crinkled  cotton  gauze,  washable  and 
drip-dry.  Shirt  has  epaulets,  pleated/ 
buttoned  pockets,  front/  back  shoulder 

yokes,  buttoned  cuffs.  Drawstring- 
waist  pants.  Apricot,  It.  blue,  navy, 

black,  sheer  off-white.  S,  M,  L. 
Set  $38  plus  $1.50  post.  Free 
catalogue.  Uila,  HGE5,  886  Madison 
Ave.,  New  York,  NY  10021. 

SUN  CHARMERS 

Brightly  breezy  beachcomber  hat  and 
bag  of  natural  straw  hand-crocheted  in 
China.  Hat  with  turned-up  side  is 
flattering  and  protecting  on  sunny 
days  and  vacations.  The  matching 

bag  has  17"  diameter  and enough  strap  to 

carry  over  shoulder. Hat  and  bag, 

each  $6.95 

plus  50c  post. 
ea.  Elizabeth McCaffrey, 
HG5, 

Northport, 

NY  11768. 
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FOR  POOL  SET 

Sociable  white  paper  napkins 
with  dark  pool  design  and  bright 
red  lettering.  /\  Dip  and  A  Sip 
with.  Personalized  with  family 
name,  two  first  names,  or  single 
full  name.  (Please  print.)  In 

packs  of  75.  Cocktail  SVz"  size 

$2.89;  luncheon  121/2"  size $3.19.  Ppd.  Miles  Kimball,  100 
Bond  St.,  Oshkosh,WI  54901. 

CAFTAN  COMFORT 

Free  and  easy  top  that's  flattering 
with  pants  or  skirt.  Permanent-press 
pleats,  adjustable  neckline. 
Washable  no-iron  acrylic.  In  green- 
blue-pink  combination  or  purple 
predominating;  solids:  hot  pink, 
black,  peacock  blue,  white.  One  size 
fits  all.  $22  plus  $1  post.  Vicki 
Wayne,  H5E,  600  So.  Country  Club 
Rd.,  Tucson,  AZ  85716. 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN 



SWEDISH  CHARM 

Imported  picture  to  embroider  in 
basic  stitches  on  electric  blue 
linen  ground.  Yarns:  gold, 
orange,  white  and  browns.  Kit 
has  full  instructions,  mounting 

board.  133/4"  by  I33/4".  #0372. 
$19.75  plus  $1  post.  Catalogue 
$1.  Skon,  HG5,  55  Lambert  La., 
New  Rochelle,  NY  10804. 

GUEST  GREETER 

Sturdy  vinyl  mat  will  welcome 

callers  for  years.  Five-color  pat- 
tern is  not  printed  on  mat  but 

goes  right  through  to  back.  Solid 

ridged  surface  is  great  for  scrap- 

ing boots.  17"  by  28".  $9.95 
plus  $1  post.  Buckboard,  Dept. 
RS-8H,  380  Madison  Ave.,  New 
York.  NY  10017. 

FRESH  DOTTED  SWISS 

White  ruffled  cotton  and  poly- 
ester permanent  press  curtains 

look  and  stay  fresh.  25",  30", 
36",  40",  $8  a  pr.;  45",  54", 
63",  $10.50;  72",  81",  90", 
$13;  12"  by  72"  valance,  $4 
each.  Add  $2  post.  Free  cata- 

logue. Country  Curtains,  HG52, 
Stockbridge,  MA  01262. 

LEATHER  TRAVELER 

Hobo  bag  in  soft,  supple  leather. 

141/2"  by  17",  holds  securely, 
packs  completely  flat.  One  han- 

dle slips  over  the  other  for  carry- 
ing. Red,  black,  beige  or  white, 

beige,  black,  navy,  brown  suede. 
$16  plus  $1  post.  Old  Pueblo 
Traders,  600  S.  Country  Club  Rd., 
H5N,  Tucson,  AZ  85716. 

SPECIAL  SPECS 

Flip-up  magnifying  specs  that 
make  eye  make-up  blunders  ob- 

solete. No  more  squinting  into 
mirrors!  Specs  come  in  their  own 

plastic  case  complete  with  ad- 
justing screwdriver.  One  size  fits 

all.  $7.95  plus  50c  post.  Herman 
Optical,  HG56,  164  Clymer  St., 
Brooklyn,  NY  11211. 

HAND  OR  WALL  SHOWER 

The  perfect  shower  to  keep  hair 
dry  has  a  suction  lock  that  holds 

it  to  the  wall,  but  can  be  re- 
moved from  mount  for  hand  use 

to  give  a  gentle  directed  spray. 

White  vinyl,  hose  is  5'.  Fits  most 
tub  faucets.  $8.99  ppd.  Walter 

Drake,  HG64  Drake  BIdg.,  Colo- 
rado Springs,  CO  80940. 

SILVER  ACCENT 

Striking  necklace  handcrafted 
by  Mayan  Indians  of  Guatemala. 

Intricate  Unkings  are  heavily  sil- 

ver-plated, single  strand  36", 
doubled  18".  Often  called  an  en- 

gagement necklace  by  Central 
Americans.  $11.95  ppd.  Mayan 
Imports,  HG5,  901  Via  Verde, 
Monterey,  CA  93940. 
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SHOPPING  AROUND 
Personalized 

Suitcase 

Suspenders 

3  for  $4.98 
The  perfect  personalized  gift, 

and  terrific  two  ways!  They'll make  luggage  easy  to  identify 
— it  stands  out  from  the  crowd 

so  you  can  spot  it  in  an  in- 

stant! And  they'll  really  save 
the  day  if  a  latch  or  a  zip  ever 

gives  way!  Rugged  elastic  web- 
bing in  striped  red  whiteand- 

blue,  or  beige-brown  —  both 
boast  gleamy  luggage  tags  of 
lifetime  solid  brass,  engraved 

with  your  initials.  American- 
made  in  assorted  sizes  to  fit  any 
bag.  Set  of  three. 

#1197- Red-whlte-blueS4.98 
#1341— Beige-brown  $4.98 
Please  PRINT  initials, 

add  35c  post.  &  tidlg. 

N.Y.  residents  add 

applicable  taxes 

UliiAN  ̂ E^rlON Dept.  G55,  510  S.  Fulton  Ave. 
Ml.  Vernon,  N.Y.  10550 

YOU  "needlepaint"  in  needlepoint  this 
dramatic  prelude  to  an  approaching 
storm  off  a  rock-bound  coast  from  a  sig- 

nalled chart  190  stitches  wide  by  140 
stitches  deep.  KIT  INCLUDES  32  shades 

of  4-ply  DESIGN  WOOLS  to  work  the  en- 
tire seascape,  CHART,  NEEDLES  and 

23"x20"  10  Ga.  NEEDLEPOINT  CANVAS 
@  $27.95;  out  of  U.S.  $29.45.  CHART 
ONLY  $8.50;  out  of  U.S.  $9.25.  Color 
snapshot  300-  Descriptive  leaflets  my 
designs  $1.00,  deductible  first  Kit  or 
Chart  order.  Arizona  residents  add  State 
Sales  Tax. 

^eu/ncce^ bea/nv 
5048   Northridge   PI.,        Tucson,   Ariz.   85718 

NATIONAL HOBBY 
GREENHOUSE 

Enjoy  year  'round  every  day pleasure  with  a  quality  designed 

hobby  house  featuring  life  long  alu- 
minum frames,  commercial  quality 

glass,  and  prefabricated  for  easy 
installation.  They  are  practical  and 

beautiful  in  a  style  and  size  that's 
right  for  you. 
Write  for  literature. 

NATIONAL GREENHOUSE 

COMPANY 
PO.  BOX  100   •    DEPT  H   •   PANA.  IL.  62557 

IMPROVED 
Model . . . 

BLEUMETTE  "Demi-Bra" Beautiful  Uplift.  No  straps,  bones  or  wires 

Nude  color.  |~ 
A,  B  and  C  cups 

ADD  SOc   Mnil   &  Hdlg. 

BLEUETTE,  INC. 

Pkg.   of  2         ifr   no        I    SOS  F,fth  Ave  ,  Oept.  see 
pair-only     $5.98      L'Z:  Jl'^  JlJl-'^'L 

HAND  EMBOSSER 
For  Personalized  Stationery 
EiiiUoss  your  uwii  personal  stationery  for  a  life- 
time  by  lUSt  pressing  a  handle.  Makes  expensive 
looking  raised  letter  impressions  of  any  3  line 
name  &  address  on  PAPER  &.  ENVELOPES  (re- 

versible). Requires  no  inks,  accessories,  service  or 
ni.-iiiitenance.  Ideal  for  adults,  teenagers,  home  or  of- 

fice, clubs,  etc.  Print  clearly  3  lines 
desired.  No  more  than  24  characters  per 
line.    For   I   to  3   lines   -.    _, 

For  4  lines  add  $1.00.  ,_,  f'"^ EXTRA  PLATE  ALONE  (no  frame)  S8. 25  ppd.        postage 
NEW  DELUXE  DESK  MODEL 

S11.9S    -    85c  postage 

.Send  25c  tor  catalog  m  Pa.  res.  add  6%  laUs  tax 

$9-95 
POSTAMATIC  CO. Dept.  HG-576 Lafayette  Hill.  Pa.  19444 
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GOLF  TEASE 
Bright  plastic  Golf  Tees  are  a  perfect  way  to  insure  the  return  of  an 

opponent's  slice  or  hook — or  even  to  miss  the  ball  entirely.  He'll 
keep  his  eye  on  the  tee  when  he  tees-up  on  these.  Torsos  are  a 
great  booby  prize  for  a  tournament.  A  set  of  12  plastic  tees  in 

bright  colors. 

GOLF  TEES  .  .  .  S2.98  Plus  40c  Postage  &  Handling  Each  Set 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6°o  Sales  Tax 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Aiithoiiy  Enterprises Depf.  HG-S6 556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

This  exclusive  attractive  hardwood,  walnut  finish 

Stick-OnTnllfl'PLA 
with  easel  and  hanger 

IS  YOURS 

(Reg.  $1.39) 
plus  600  Postage 

and  handling 

with  each 
12  or  20  EXP.  roll  of 

KODACOLOR, 
or  compatible  film 

DEVELOPED  &  PRINTED 

(Min.  10  prints  per  roll) 

COMPARE  &  SAVE 

12  EXP.  ̂ ^^  20  EXP. 
#110.126     ▼#110,126,125 

L   J 

POSTPAID 
3rd  Class 

POSTPAID 
3rd  Class 

Easy  to  use  —  iust  peel  off 
adfiesive  paper  backing, 

'"    .mount  print  and  you'll 
^       see  its  value 

and  beauty! 

•  SILK  FINISH 

BORDERLESS 

•  JUMBO  PRINTS 

(Add  25c  per  roll  for      T 

Faster  1st  Class  Return)  q 

Our  Reg. 
Low  Film  Dev. 

Prices 

*^  No  coupons 

*>  No  Limits 

i>  No  Gimmicks 

OFFER  EXPIRES  DEC.  31.  1976 
Plak  Coupon  Must  Accompany  Order 

NU-COLOR  FOTO  LAB 
P.O.  Box  1701,  BRIDGEPORT,  CT  06601 

Dept.  15      < 

> 
^S3 

i 
Gentlemen: 
I  end.:   Yes,  I'd  like  a  TRIM-PLAK  Free  of  Charge 

.12  EXP  0=110  n=126  @S2.30 
c 
> 

^OEXP  n#iio  n=i26  n#i35  ©ss.soo 
'DIU-DI    Al^    4nr    arn-^h     rrtll       inr    ii/hl/^h     I     An/«l/^r•n    ̂  

Send  me  (1)  TRIM-PLAK  for  each  roll,  for  which  I  enclose  _, 
60«  postage  and  handling  for  each  Plak. 

Chk.  orM.O.  forS   end.  "^ Name   

Address- 

City   -State- 

_Zip. 

Offer  Expires  Dec.  31,  1976.  Void  where  prohibited 
Ct.  Res.  add  sales  tax. 

This  Plak  Coupon  Must  Accompany  Order. 
  VALUABLE    PLAK    COUPON   J 

> 

O 
o 
c 

■D 

o 
z 
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BRIGHT  IDEA 

Sumptuous  Holly  Hobbie  shirt 
has  its  design  woven  right  into 

the  fabric.  Machine  washable,  it's 
in  cotton  and  polyester  for  long- 

time good  looks.  S,  M,  L  in  white, 
pink  or  blue.  $5.99  plus  50c  post. 
Almatex  International  Co.,  Mail 
Order  Div.,  3569  Bristol  Pike, 
Cornwells  Heights,  PA  19020. 

VICTORIAN  TOUCH 

Turn-of-the-century  look  goes 

contemporary  in  table  crafted 
of  butcher  block.  Round  top  is 

mounted  on  cast-iron  base.  30" 

dia.  $126.50;  36"  $147.50;  42" 
$181;  48"  $215.50  Exp.  coll. 
Catalogue  50c.  Butcher  Block  & 
More,  HG5,  1600  So.  Clinton, 
Chicago,  IL  60616. 

WHOS  ZOO? 

Watercolor  animal  alphabet 

spells  names  (specify)  in  bright 
colors.  9"  X  12".  matted,  up  to 
eight  letters,  $5.95;  more  letters, 

each  50c.  Entire  alphabet,  capi- 

tals or  small  letters  matted,  14" 
x  18",  $10.95.  Add  $1.25  post. 
Laura's  Loveables,  Dept.  576. 
Box  7381,  Las  Vegas,  NV  89101. 

HANDY  TO  HAVE 

Pocket  knife  is  by  Victorinox. 
who  make  Swiss  army  knives.  It 
has  quality  steel  blade,  nail  file, 
scissors,  key  ring.  Clean  silvery 
aluminum  alox  handles.  %  oz. 

Closed  2V4"  long.  $9  ppd.  Color 
catalogue  $1.  Williams  Cutlery 
Store,  HG5,  566  Market  St.,  San 
Francisco,  CA  94104. 

COLLAR  OPEN  SESAME 

It's  almost  magical  what  the  col- 
lar-extender can  do  to  ease  any 

tight  collars  on  his  good  shirts. 
Tiny  hook-on  gadget  gives  extra 
half-size  comfort  for  a  just  right 
feeling!  $1.29  for  set  of  two,  add 
30c  post.  Anthony  Enterprises. 

HG5,  556  Mission  St.,  San  Fran- 
cisco, CA  94105. 

-lOv^er  arrangements 
Flower  arranging  can  be  a  hobby 
or  a  career  at  home.  Floral  Arts 
Center  can  even  show  you  how  to 
start  your  own  shop  and  make 

money.  Write  for  material  on  ta- 
ble arrangements,  bridal  bou- 

quets, decorations.  Floral  Arts 

Center,  Dept.  6DNE,  1628  E.  Mc- 
Dowell Rd.,  Phoenix,  AZ  85006. 

CLASSICS  IN  GLASS 

Crystal-clear  bowls  from  Italy 

with  setting-hen  lids,  lavish  de- 
tails. Lovely  for  serving  or  decor. 

Gift  boxed.  Large  8"  I.  by  7Va"  h. 
314.98:  small  2%"  by  2y2",  set 
of  two  $5.98;  all  three  $18.50. 

Add  SI  post.  Lillian  Vernon,  G5E. 
510  So.  Fulton  Ave.,  Mt.  Vernon, 
NY  10550. 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

FROM  THE  SEA 

A  gift  from  the  sea:  aromatic 
planters  made  of  natural  sea 
grass  for  indoors  or  the  patio. 

Set  has  three  sizes:  7"  h.  and 
eVz"  dia.;  6"  h.  and  51/2"  dia.; 
5"  h.,  41/2"  dia.  Set  of  three, 
$5.95  plus  $1  post.  Catalogue. 

25c.  Fran's  Basket  House,  295 
Rte.  10,  Succasunna,  NJ  07876. 

SUMMER-FRESH  LAWN 

Striped  polyester  and  rayon  lawn 

in  eggshell  or  white  for  tier  cur- 
tains. 24",  30",  36",  40",  $5.50 

a  pr.;  45",  54",  63",  $8;  72", 
81",  90",  $10.50;  11"  by  85" 
valance,  $2.75  each.  Post.,  $2. 

Curtains,  86"  wide  per  pair.  Free 
catalogue.  Country  Curtains, 
HG53,  Stockbridge,  MA  01262. 

TIME  THIEF 

Is  your  pool  robbing  you  of  time? 
Meyco  safety  pool  cover  takes 
two  minutes  to  put  on  or  remove. 
Keeps  out  dirt,  leaves;  children 

and  pets  are  safe  when  you're 
away.  Discourages  algae.  Custom 
made,  any  size.  Write  to  Meyco, 
HG5,  225  Park  Ave.,  Hicksville, 
NY  11801. 

CELLAR  GUARD 

Window  bubble  of  clear,  rigid 

heavy-duty  Plexiglas  will  let  in 
light  but  protects  windows  from 

weather,  etc.  Covers  semicircu- 
lar well  40"  I.  by  12"  h.,  pro- 

jects 16".  $16.95  plus  $3  post. 
Also  in  other  sizes.  Dilworth 

Manufacturing,  HG5,  Box  158, 
Honey  Brook,  PA  19344. 

JEWELLED  HEART 

Beautiful  strongite  stones  set  in 
14k  white  gold  make  a  ring  to 
wear  and  treasure.  Stones  are 

pure  white  and  cut  like  dia- 
monds. Guaranteed  against  chip- 

ping and  scratching.  $150.  Post. 
$1.  Free  catalogue  of  rings.  The 
Strongite  Co.,  HG5,  2  W.  47th  St., 
New  York,  NY  10036. 

UP  TO   SPA 

Loofah,  that  massage  pad  materi- 
al used  at  beauty  spas  for  deep 

cleansing  and  scrubbing  mas- 
sage, is  available  in  three  hand- 

sized  pads  for  a  glowing  look.  Set 
of  three,  $1.99  plus  50c  post.; 
Two  sets,  $3.49  ppd.  Health 
House,  Dept.  11817,  4500  NW 
135  St.,  Miami,  FL  33059. 

MIRACLE  MENDER 

Glass  in  liquid  form  creates  an 

iron  hard  adhesive  to  piece  to- 
gether the  broken  fragments  of 

porcelain,  china,  jewelry,  etc. 
Permanent,  washable  bond  that 
scoffs  at  heat  or  cold.  $2.98 

plus  50c  postage.  Anthony  En- 
terprises, HG5,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 
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ALL  SUBS 
a nd  SHAPES 

^Ciii* 

An  EARLY  AMERICAN  KITCHEN  can  be 

yours  too ...  the   "COUNTRY  CHARM"    way! 
...with  "COUNTRY  CHARM" 
Early  American  Appliances! 

AUTOMATIC  ELECTRIC  RANGE  .  .  . 
authentic  CAST  IRON  reproduction  from 

original  patterns.  Combined  with  the  Early 
American  charm  of  this  handsome  antique 

is  the  convenience  of  fully  automatic  oven 

and  burner  controls,  and  an  easy-care  por- 
celain top.  Coffee  mill  uniquely  houses 

clock,  oven  timer  and  minute  minder.  Fits 
modern  range  space.  Prices  start  at  $555.00, 

plus  freight  charges. 

CAST  IRON  WALL  OVEN  .  .  .  (nset) 
Front  IS  CAST  IRON  with  handsome  scroll 

design.  The  18"  oven  is  fully  insulated  and 
porcelain  lined.  Hearth  door  conceals  all 
controls,  clock  and  timer.  Available  in  right 
or  left  hand  door  models.  Prices  begin  at 

$325.00,  plus  freight  charges. 

Quality  Backed  by  35  Years  of 
Skilled  Craftsmanship. 

Send  25c  for  your  "Country  Charm"  Ap.iliance   Folder  and  Gift  Catalo 
Made  and  Sold  Only  by 

~THE  HOUSE  CF  WEBSTER 
"Old  Fashioned  Gifts" 

BOX  HG56 ROGtRS.   ARK.   7^756 

1DD0  RETURN  ADDRESS  LABELS 

$-|Q0 
CRISP  WHITE  PAPER 

FREE  HANDY  BOX 

lick,  handy  way  to 

put  your  name,  address 
and  zip  code  on  letters, 

records,  books,  etc.  Any 
name,  address  and  zip  code 

up  to  4  lines  beautifully  printed  in  black 

ink  on  crisp  white  gummed  labels.  1^4"  long. S717    1000  Labels.   SI 

250  Self-Stick 
RETURN  ADDRESS 

LABELS 

•  Self-stick  -  just  peel  off 

and  put  in  place 

$-|Q0 
Self-stick  labels  with  your  name  and  ad- 

dress are  the  smart,  easy  way  to  person- 
alize letters,  books,  etc.  Any  name  and 

address  up  to  4  lines  beautifully  printed 

in  black  type  on  the  finest  white  self- 

stick  paper.  Tio"  long. P5032  250  Self-Stick  Labels   SI 

Walfpr  nr«Uo  ̂ °^^  °'^^^  Building 
VvdlLt;i    UldKU  Colo.  Springs,  CO  80 80940 

THE  PEWTER  LOOK 

I  plead  guilty... 
...  to  counterfeiting  diamonds!  But 

I'm  proud  of  my  "crime,"  because 
my  incredible  Wellington  Counter- 

feit Diamonds'"  are  so  flawless  and 
brilliant,  thiey've  been  worn  by  over 
100,000  people  from  Palm  Beacfi 
to  London.  And  my  counterfeits  are 
priced  from  only  $60  a  carat  plus mounting. 

Each)  Wellington  jewel  is  perfectly 
cut,  faceted,  and  polished  .  . .  tfien 
set  in  14  kt.  gold.  In  pears, 
rounds,  marquise,  and 
emerald  cuts.  Rings, 

earrings  and  pendants. 
Send  for  free  brochure. 

WELLINGTON 

JEWELS" 

Dept  HG 

767  Fifth  Ave  at 

59th  St.  in  the 
General  Motors  Plaza New  YorV  City 
10022 

ill 

Our  stainless  steel  flatware  authentically  repro- 
duced from  an  antique  English  design.  Classic 

pistol  handle  knives.  3  tined  forks  .  .  .  and  a 
mellow  aewter  look.  Dishwasher  safe.  Service 
for  sight  includes:  8  dinner  forks,  8  dinner 
knives.  8  salad  f^rks,  8  scup  spojns,  16  tea- 
spmns  and  2   serving   pieces. 

Service  for  8   $38.95 
Service  for  12   $57.50 

Prices  include  postage  &  haiidliiii; 

l/Uciiedy Dept.  HG56 
Hartsdale,  N.Y.I  0503 

INDOOR  WATER  HOSE  SI  2  95 Brand  NEW  50  foot  long,  1  4  ounce  light 

unshatterable  vinyl  hose  attaches  to 

most  any  kitchen  or  bathroom  faucet 

and  lets  you  travel  a  100  foot  area 

through  an  entire  house  watering  hang- 

ing or  floor  plants  without  lifting  heavy 

buckets.  Pat.  Rend.  Drip-proof  on/ofF 

finger  control,  pressure-protected  valve 
and  special  root  feeding  nozzle.  Our 

"LITTLE  SQUIRT  "  Is  guaranteed  1  year. 

Just  $12.95  postpaid  (in  Calif,  add  78< 
tax). 

CASAPLANTA,  Dept.  100 
16129  Runnymede  St..  Van  Nuys,  CA  91406 
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PAGE  SIZE  MAGNIFIER 
Page  Magnifier  is  handy  for  looking  up  telephone  or  map  directory 

listings,  stock  market  reports,  etc.  The  whole  page  is  magnified 

at  one  time.  Wafer  thin  and  measures  1"  x  10". 

PAGE  MAGNIFIER   $3.98  Plus  400  Postage  &  Handling 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises  55* Mission. Dept.  HG-56 San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

We  Guarantee  Fast  Service! 

If  you  have  priced  hanging  plants  lately, 

you'll  instantly  recogni;e  what  a  fantastic 
bargain  offer  this  is.  Your  order  will  be  care- 

fully processed  and  promptly  shipped,  no 

waiting  around  week  after  week.  Guaranteed 
to  please  or  return  for  full  refund.  Rush  your 
order  now! 

FREE 
PACKET  OF  DWARF 
MARIGOLD  SEEDS 
AT  NO  EXTRA  COST! 

Every  order  rec'd  by 
June  30  gels  free 
packet  of  Dwarf  Mar- 

igold seeds  Produce 
wave  upon  wave  of 
large  golden  yellow  blooms.  5  in.  across 
summer  to  late  fall    Mail   coupon   now! 

A  Riot  of  Brilliant  Color,  Suspended  in  Mid-Air! 

JUNGLE 

BALL-'2.98 
You've  never  seen  anything  like  this  bright  orange  Jungle 
Ball,  featuring  masses  of  flower  laden  Black  Eyed  Susan 
Vines  (Thunbergia),  creeping  out  of  the  circular  openings 
on  the  sides.  Blooms  range  from  orange  to  yellow,  vividly 

colorful  with  black  centers  As  the  blossoming  vines  pro- 
gress downward  from  the  Jungle  Ball,  they  also  creep  up 

the  supporting  cord,  creating  the  illusion  of  a  floating 

garden!  Truly  a  gorgeous  sight  to  behold! 

Stunning  Color  Show,  Indoors  or  Out! 
The  colorful,  amazing  JUNGLE  BALL  is  the  new  garden 
sensation  that  brings  room,  porch,  or  patio  alive  with  gay, 

sparkling  color.  Flowers  indoors  in  a  delightful  shower 

of  bright  orange  and  yellow  blooms.  May  be  moved  out- 
doors to  porch  or  patio,  after  danger  of  frost,  where  it 

keeps  on  blooming  and  blooming.  If  you  like  to  watch 

flowers  grow,  but  don't  care  to  spend  a  lot  of  time  tend- 
ing to  them,  clip  the  coupon  and  mail  today!  You  get  the 

bright  orange  Jungle  Ball,  orange  supporting  cord,  and 
seeds  for  the  lovely  Black  Eyed  Susan  planting  ...  all 

for  only  $2  98' 

;   MAIL  NO  RISK  COUPON  TODAY   
I    ROCKWOOD  GARDENS  Dept,  JR-70 
•  1950  Waldorf.  Grand  Rapids.  Mich.  49525 

I   Please  send  order  as  checked  below  on  guarantee  of  satis- 
■  faction  on  arrival  or   I   may  return  within  15  days  for  full 
>  refund  Remittance  enclosed,  plus  40c  postage  and  handling. 
•  (Sorry,  no  C  0  0   s       Post  Office  charges  you  almost  $1  00 
'  eitrai  Print  name  and  address  below 

I  G  'uhZle  Ball,  $2  se 
2  for  only  J5  75 

PRINT   NAME 

I  ADDRESS 
I 

early 
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CHOICE  DISPLAY 

Named  after  17th  century  Ameri- 

can, "Madam  Knight,"  reproduc- 
tion has  revolving  guide  rods  to 

hold  plates.  Solid  cherry  in  buck- 
wheat honey  or  dark  cherry  fin- 

ish. 36"  w.,  24"  h.  by  6"  d. 
$97.15.  Ppd.  Color  catalogue  $2. 

Carl  Forslund,  HG5,  122  E.  Ful- 
ton St.,  Grand  Rapids,  Ml  49502. 

MACRAME  KITS 

Collars  and  leashes:  red/ white 
braided  nylon,  blue  wood  beads, 
hardware,  instructions.  Cat/sm. 

dog  (to  15")  or  med.  (14"-22") 
collar  $1.75;  Ig.  (21"-32")  col- lar $2.75;  sm.  leash  $4.50; 
med./lg.  $5.  Add  50c  post.  Pet 
Projects,  HG056,  Box  1133, 
Stamford,  CT  06904. 

STRAW  VOTE 

A  wicker  basket,  needlepointed 

monogram.  Kit  includes  lOVb"  x 
6"  X  5V2"  basket,  wool,  instruc- 

tions, canvas,  monogram  chart, 
velvet  ribbon  in  rose,  blue,  red, 

black,  green  or  gold.  Open  bas- 
ket, $4.95;  lidded  $6.95.  Add 

60c  post.  Victoria  Gifts,  12H 
Water  St.,  Bryn  Mawr,  PA  19010. 

CEILING  FAN 

Natural  air  cooling.  Adaptair  ad- 

justs angle  of  blades  (on  52" only).  2  speeds.  5  yr.  guarantee. 
52"  fan  with  adaptair  lever  $299; 

without,  $259.  36"  fan  $179. 
Light  Adapter  kit  $20.  Free  bro- chure. The  Ceiling  Fan  Gallery, 
HG5,  Indian  Neck  Lane,  Peconic, 
NY  11958. 

PAPER  CHEF 

For  backyard  broiling,  the  "News- 
paper Grill"  that  works  by  stuff- 

ing with  newspaper!  Broils  steaks, 
fish  and  all  barbecue  favorites. 
14"  by  12".  Steel  with  baked 
enamel  finish,  nickel-plated  grid. 
$14.95  ppd.  Troy  Enterprises, 
Dept.  G-H,  1876  S.  Broad  St., 
Trenton,  NJ  08610. 

SHUT  EYE 

Sleep  is  king  night  or  daythat  you 

don  the  mask:  shuts  out  any  flick- 
er of  light  that  could  disturb  the 

psyche,  the  body's  rest.  Fabric 
and  elastic  band's  so  constructed 
that  it  fits  any  cranium.  $2.98 

plus  25c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG5,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

LUCKY  CATCH 

Beautifully  handcrafted  pendant 
finished  in  pure  gold  on  solid 

sterling  silver.  Fish,  %" ,  16" gold-filled  chain.  Gift  boxed. 
$12.95  plus  $1  post.  Available  in 

14K  solid  gold.  Fish,  $55;  16" 
gold  chain,  $20.  The  Allan  Collec- tion, HG5,  Box  181,  Old  Chelsea 
Sta.,  New  York,  NY  10011. 

HOUSE  &  GARDEfj 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

WOODLAND  CREATURES 
Winsome  ceramic  owl  and  frog 

hold  plants  aloft  from  sisal  hang- 
ing cords.  In  colorful  rustproof 

glazed  ceramic,  owl  is  4V'2"  by 
3V2"  in  forest  green;  frog  is  51/2" 
by  4"  in  green  and  yellow.  Each 
$2.49;  two,  $4.  Add  75c  post. 
Greenland  Studios,  1 1818  Green- 

land BIdg.,  Miami,  FL  33059. 

STEADY  AS  SHE  GOES 

Everyone  who  has  had  the  experi- 
ence of  a  wobbling  headboard 

can  appreciate  steel  braces  thai 
fit  standard  siderails  and  are  in- 

visible when  in  position.  Each 

brace  is  lOVa"  long;  hardware 
included.  $3.98  a  set  plus  50c 

post.  Holiday  Gifts,  305-F,  Wheat 
Ridge,  CO  80033. 

TWISTY  KEY  RING 

Gold-finished  aircraft  cable  key 

ring  holds  25  keys  and  can  with- 
stand a  pull  of  150  pounds.  No 

links  to  loosen,  no  chain  to  break. 

Its  intriguing  twist-lock  opens 
easily,  stays  closed  otherwise. 
$1.98  plus  20c  post.  Anthony 
Enterprises,  HG5,  556  Mission 
St.  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

CUSTOM  DESIGNS 

Create  your  own  placemats  with 
Make-A-Mat  to  match  kitchen  or 

dining-room  wallpaper.  Perfect 

for  needlepoint,  child's  art,  pho- 
tos. Insert  and  press.  Self  seals, 

changeable,  washable.  11"  by 
17".  $2.75  ppd.  Set  of  four  $9.65. 
Post.  $1.50.  Gels  Gifts,  HG5, 
Box  164,  Kenilworth,  IL  60043. 

WATER  CHAIR 

Combine  the  comforts  of  an  easy 
chair  with  the  fun  and  relaxation 

of  swimming  and  floating!  Aqua- 

Chaise  has  buoyant  arms,  20"  by 
30"  shell-shaped  back,  suppor- 

tive seat  strap  to  lie  down  or  sit 
up.  Each  section  inflates  alone. 
$9.95  ppd.  Better  Sleep,  Inc., 
HG5,  New  Providence,  NJ  07974. 

PHONE  SERVICE 

Numbers  book  with  memo.  Sat- 

iny metal  lifts,  you  flip  spiral- 
bound  index-tab  cards.  Write  on 

magic  slate,  flick  spring-tao  to 

erase.  6%"  by  IV^" .  Plastic  in 
bone  white,  nonslip  feet.  $5.98; 
two  $9.98.  Add  75c  post.  Lillian 
Vernon,  G5E,  510  So.  Fulton 
Ave.,  Mt.  Vernon,  NY  10550. 

PUSH  BUTTON  FRESH 

Smoke  Magnet  contains  more 
than  2000  charges  of  spray  to 
absorb  annoying  odors  from  to- 

bacco, kitchen  and  bathroom.  It 
leaves  a  light  fragrance.  Palm 
size  container  can  be  left  on  shelf 

or  table.  $5  plus  50c  post.  Air 

Superb,  HG5,  Box  A,  Gracie  Sta- 
tion, New  York,  NY  10028. 
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Jljdy  be  good  to  your  feet Enjoy  buying  our  very  choice 
quality  shoes  by  mail  from  our 
world-famous  catalog  showing 

huge  array  of  smart  styles  for 

every  occasion  —  and  our  vast 
range  of  sizes  insures  you 

perfect  fit  —  or  your 
money  refunded! 

45  Winter  Street  (Dept»  GR)  Boston,  Mass.  02108 

Cape  Cod  Multi-width RUFFLED  DRAPERIES 
Makes  windows  dramatic:  Hang  as  drap- 

eries or  tieback  as  curtains.  White  broad- 

cloth, 50%  polyester  —  50%  cotton,  3' rufBe,  machine  wash,  permanent  press. wide 

Lengths  48"   72"    96" 30",  36",  45"  $12.   $18.  $24. 
54",  63"  15.     22.     30. 
81",  90"  18.     27.     35. 
Valance  7.     10.     15. 
Tiebacks  1.29  pr. 

add  SI. 00  for  postage  &  handling 

TREEN'S  DRAPERIES 
2663  Cleveland  Ave.  N.W. 

Canton,  O.  44709 

144" 

45. 
50. 
19. 

FROM  FACTORY  TO  YOU— 

COLONIAL 

LADDERBACK 
Native  Hardwood 

Height  42" 
Seat  I7I/2"  X  14" Weight  10  lbs. 

Matching  Arm  Chair 
add  $3.00  to  prices 
below. 
Fiber  Rush  Seat.  All 

Woven  By  Hand — 
Old  Fashioned? 
Sure!  Economical? 
You  Bet. 

3!»e 

Sanded — Ready  to  finish — $14.95 
Walnut — Maple — Pine 
Wood  finish— $17.95 

Minimum  Order,  2  Pieces 

Send  check  or  rr.oncy  order.  No  C .O.D. 
U.PS.  Collecf—SOf  tor  Cofalogue 

MARION  TRAVIS 
p.  O.  Box  292,   HG5,  Statesville,   N.C.  28i77 

€IIIPRC!f>€RI€S 

WISE  OWLS  GIVE  A  HOOT  in  Long 

Stitch.  New  type  of  decorative  em- 
broidery from  Sweden.  Make  a  family 

of  bright  eyed,  bronze  and  rust  owls 
under  a  deep  blue  sky  with  yellow, 

orange  moon.  They're  yours  for  $33.95 
+  $1 .50  post,  and  a  few  hours  of  easy 

to  do  stitches.  Order  #4474.  18x14" 
(20  X  16"  matching  fabric  covered 
frame  $12.9,5).  Send  $1  for  new  color 
embroidery  catalog  of  Swedish  designs. 

I       ■■  EMBROIDERIES 
#  l#^^^ft    55  Lambert  Lane Xlfl       Jll    NewRochelle,  N.Y. 

^|\^^^||     10804  Dept.  GE5 

RYfl  KITS 

NEW  RYA  COLLECTION.  One  simple 

stitch  makes  these  pre-started  wool 
rya  wallhanging,  rugs  or  cushions.  Kits 
Imported  from  Sweden  feature  lustrous 
rug  wools,  easy  to  follow  color  charts  and 
English  Instructions.  Send  SI  for  new 
color  catalog  of  award  winning  designs. 

RUG  CRAFT 
53  Lambert  Lane 
NewRochelle,  N.Y. 

10804  Dept.  HG5 
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ORIGINAL 
MADE    IN 
AMERICA  # 
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1  great 
contribution 

to  any  man's wardrobe 

MI-TIE  HANGER 
Made  of  solid  walnut  with  beautiful  hand 
rubbed  finish,  complemented  with  brass 
hook  and  cross  bar.  Plastic  removable 
riders  for  individual  hanging  are  de- 

signed for  wide  ties.  6 ".  25  tie  size  S7.95  • 
10".  45  tie  size  SIO.IO  •  16",  75  tie  size 
S12.10  pd.  (Less  capacity  with  heavy 
tiesi  Send  check,  or  charge  to  Master- 
Charge  or  BankAmericard.  Send  No.  & 

^  exp.  date. 
^^. — I.  Quality  Gifts  Catalog  .  .  .  2Sc 

^SLEEPY  HOLLOW  GIFTS 
6651  Arlington  Blvd.  G5-6 
Falls  Church,  Va.  22042 

NIGHT  MUSIC 
Elegant  musical  bisque  china  screech  owl 

plays,  appropriately,  "Strangers  in  the 
Night."  Hand-painted,  he  stands  8%"  tall 
atop  his  rustic  perch.  A  must  for  every 
collector!! 

$25.00 ppd.  Md.  residents  add  4°b 

mm yji^ 
l/^%cc.f>T^?^'  -^^a/c^^f^ 

151 1 1  New  Hampshire  Avenue,  G36 
Colesvllle.  Maryland  20904 

NewQiiihKits 

Our  shells,  sandollar  &  starfish  are 

individually  handscreened  on  10" 
white  cotton  blocks  ready  to  set  into 

your  own  patchwork.  Each  kit  in- 
cludes one  block  screened  in  two 

tones  of  brown,  complete  instructions 
and  patterns  for  quilts,  pillows, 

placemats.  Patchwork  fabric  not  pro- 
vided. Single  block  kit:  S5;  series  of 

4:  S18.50;8  for  S35  ppd. Brochure  $2. 

greengage  designs 
p.  0.  box  9683 

Washington,  D.  C.  20016 

^^W  GREAT      "^^^H 
^^  lOEi     %  ̂ H O 
YOUR  VERY  OWN  SHIRTS 

CUSTOM   PRINTED 
sport  a  T-Shirt  or  Sweatshirt  with  any 
name,  club,  slogan,  team,  whatever,  boldly 
printed  in  color.  Choose  up  to  30  letters  on 
front  or  12  dov/n  a  sleeve  as  shown.  Shirt 
colors;  White,  black,  navy,  or  red.  Initial 

letters  the  same  colors.  Mix  'n  match  a 
shirt  color  with  an  initial  color.  No  running 
or  fading,  machine  washable.  Sizes:  S  M 
L  XL — great  for  everyone  you  know. 

T-Shirt.  short  sleeves  S4.50;  Sweatshirt, 
long  sleeves  S6.50.  32.00  extra  for  printing 
on  both  sides;  50e  per  extra  letter. 

Jo-Dan   Sales,   Ltd. 
7011  Calamo  Street 

Springfield,  Virginia  22150 

75037—8" 75036—8"      8141— SIV 

HANGING  PLANT  BASKETS 
Create  a  hanging  garden  in  your  home  with 

these  exciting  handwoven  rattan  plant 
baskets.  The  oversize  wicker  chains  are  per- 

fect for  climbing  vines.  Gives  all  your  indoor 
plants  a  place  by  the  window.  Dress  up  your 
terrace  too.  The  natural  wicker  color  always 
makes  plants  look  their  best. 

Please    add    SI. 00    postage    and    handling.    Vir- 
ginia Residents  add  4%  sales  tax.  Three  for  S9.95 

Send  25c  for  complete  catalog. 

Jlu'WUIiaVii'e Dept.  HG-12,  124  College  Place 
Norfolk,  Virginia  23510 

You're  special! 
And  so  !s  House  &  Garden's  Shopping  Around.  Each  month  we  bring  you 

fabulous  finds  fronn  the  finest  shops  in  the  country.  And  we  highlight  special 

areas  of  interest  such  as  Handicrafts  and  Needlecrafts  and  Collectors. 

Watcli  House  &  Garden's  Shopping  Around  special  sections  for  the  who,  what, 

when  and  where  to  buy  by  mail.  Need  more  information?  Write  House  & 

Garden     Shopping     Around,     350     Madison     Ave.,     New    York,     N.Y.     10017. 

SHOPPING 
AROUND 
WASHINGTON 
MARYLAND 
AND  VIRGINIA 
FANTASY  HANG-UP 

The  Tabled  basket  balloon  is  cap- 

tured here  in  a  striking  copper  *■ and  steel  sculpture.  Imaginatively 
detailed,  superbly  handcrafted 

by  James  Trivitte.  171/4"  h. $20  plus  95c  post.  Free  catalogue. 
The  Tiffany  Tree,  3112  M  Street, 
N.W.,  Washington,  DC  20007. 

AUDUBON  IN  PATCHWORK 

Birds,  butterflies,  v\/ildflow/ers  from 

Audubon  drawings  handpainted  on  10" 
sq.  muslin  blocks  set  into  patchwork  and 
hand-quilted.  All  quilts  custom  made, 
choice  of  colors,  perma-press  finish 
fabrics,  filled  with  polyester  batting. 
Twin  size,  $225;  double  to  king,  $300 
Ppd.  Brochure,  $2.  Greengage  Designs, 
HG5,  Box  9683,  Washington,  DC  20016. 

f 

CURTAIN  TIME 

Dramatic  decorating  ideas  begin  with  Early  American  bedspreads 

and  curtains.  Catalogue  shows  24  curtain  styles,  matching  bed- 
spreads, table  accessories  and  even  canopies.  Fabrics  available: 

calico,  cotton,  muslin,  dacron,  ninon,  kodel.  Swatches,  catalogue, 

50c.  Mather's,  HG5,  31  E.  Main  St.,  Westminster,  MD  21157. 
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TAG  ALC, 

Luminescent  engraved  name  in  Gothic  letters  (up  to  nine)  makes  tlnis 

personal  5"  w.  crystal-clear  Lucite®  key  tag  a  stunning  accessory, 
which  assures  keys  are  always  at  hand,  $4.95.  Also  3"  w.  style  with 
2-3  letter  nickname  or  initials,  $3.95  plus  45c  post.  ea.  Allow  three 
weeks  delivery.  Pehls,  HG5,  Brooklandville,  MD  21022. 

*»'• 

PENMANSHIP 

Now  you  can  teach  yourself  beau- 
tiful, functional  handwriting. 

Platignum  italic  set  features  pen 

holder,  ink,  five  nibs  with  inter- 
changeable point  from  extra-fine 

to  broad,  instruction  manual  and 
calligraphic  textbook  by  Fred 
Eager.  Priced  at  $9.95  ppd. 

Fahrney's,  HGE5,  1418  New  York 
Ave.,  N.W.,  Washington,  DC  20005. 

STAINED  GLASS 

A  charming  miniature  for  table 

or  window  ledge.  Sentiment  wel- 

coming visitors  to  the  Bishop's 
Garden  at  Washington  Cathedral 

is  reproduced  on  free-standing 
stained  glass  screen.  Each  panel, 

5"  by  7",  surrounded  by  violets 
and  greenery.  $7  plus  95c  post. 
Color  catalogue,  $1.  The  Unicorn 

Gallery,  HG56,  15111  New  Hamp- 
shire Ave.,  Colesville,  MD  20904. 

PRECIOUS  BUCKLE 

Here's  a  great  gift  idea  in  America's  200th  birthday  year.  Gen- uine Eisenhower  silver  dollar  is  centered  in  a  handsome  rhodium 

plate  buckle  that's  designed  to  snap  on  any  belt  up  to  1%"  w. 
$9  plus  85c  post.  Order  from  Sleepy  Hollow  Gifts,  HG5,  6651 
Arlington  Blvd.,  Falls  Church,  VA  22042. 
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ARTISAN  HOUSE 

:^SCULPTURE 
^.^.^     BY  CURTIS  JERE. 

"BUS  STOP":  A  stunning  metal  wall  sculpture  by 
Curtis  Jere.  Its  hand-welded  ot  burnisfied  bronze, 

copper,  and  steel,  and  enhanced  with  eye- 
catching hues  Measuring  18  x  29  .  it  II  make  a 

striking  addition  to  any  home  or  office  decori 
Enclose  check  or  money  order  for  S86  95  (ship- 

ping IS  included).  For  American  Express  Bank 

Americard.  Master  Charge  complete  number,  ex- 
piration date,  and  signature 

Write  for  Free  Catalog, 

0lie3iffeny0i€e 
3112  M  STREET  N.W 
WASHINGTON,  DC,  20007 

(202)  333-4323 

Charming  Calico  Sets 
No-iron,  old  fashioned  Calico  in  your  choice  of  red, 

gold.  blue,  black,  brown  or  green  background.  Cur- 
tains are  70"  wide  per  pair  with  2' •"  pre-shirred 

ruffle.  24"  L  S5.50.  30"  S6.50.  36"  $7.  45"  S8.  54" 
$9.  63"  $10.  72"  SI  I.  Valance  S3.  Tie  Backs  $1. 
Twin  Spread  $25.  Full  $27.  Twin  Canopy  20.  Full 

$23.  Pillow  Sham  $8.  44"  fabric  $2.25  a  yd.  Add 
$1.75  post.  &  handling.  All  the  ingredients  for  a 

lovely  room.  Sorry  No  COD's. 
•OLD  MANOR  HOUSE  CURTAIN   BOOKLET" with  actual  fabric  samples.  50< 

THE  BEST  SELECTION  .  ,  ,  since  WM 

Satis/action  Giiar'intccI  •  Mil.  n  s.  tuhl  !,'y,    tax. 

MATHER'S 
31  E.  Main  St..  G5-6.  Westminster.  Md.  21157 

?^ 

should  you  buy 

a  greenhouse? 
Whether  you're  an  eager 

amateur  or  an  "old  pro",  you'll find  a  wealth  of  information  in 

Janco's  FREE  catalog! 
How  much  winter  sunshine  do  you 

need?  Is  a  greenhouse  easy  to  main- 
tain? Write  today  for  Janco's  color catalog  and  find  answers  to  all  your 

questions.  Over  100  all-aluminum 
models — all  parts  pre-fit,  glass  pre-cut 
for  easy  assembly.    Dept.   Y-5 

janco  Greenhouses 
Box  348,  10788  Tucker  St. 

I  Beltsville,  Md.  20705 

\^  301-937-3300 
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Add  $1  25  for  handling  AmEx,  Master 

Charge,  BankAmericard,  D,  C,  res., 
add  5%  tax.  Send  $1 ,00  for  Fahrney  s 

48-pg,  catalog  (deductible  from  1st order] 

To:  Fahrney  s,  1418  N.Y.  Ave.,  N.W,, 

Wash,.  D.C.  20005  •  (202)  628-9525 
Please  send  me: 
  Sheaffer  imperial  @  $25.00 

Accountant   Medium  Italic   

fslame 

Address 

City 

State 

Zip 

ifliimi|lh 
Comfortable Carefree,  Ready 

when  you  are, 
•  wash  n  wear 

•  double  stitched 

seams •  snap  closures 
•  six  pockets •  mid-length 

•  lifetime 

guarantee 

lOfl/ $12,95  pp 

Cljesapeaks^ay  'trading  Co. P,0.  Box  5879  •  Pil<esville,  Md.  21208 

Colors: denim  blue,  faded  blue,  camel. 

light  green,  white,  yellow 
Sizes; 29  30  31  32  33  34  36  38  40 Prs    

.    Color                 Size 

Name 
Address 

City 

State              Zip 

I       D  Send  me  free  brochure.  HG-56  I 
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wW U. If m 
You  can  sense  the  pulse  of  new  life 
from  the  delightful  scene  on  the  cover 
of  this  fresh  new  Spring  Catalog  from 
Carroll  Reed. 

Alive  with  color  and  vitality,  the  catalog 
offers  a  superb  collection  of  quality 

clothing  for  the  whole  family.  Don't  miss 
it  It's  refreshingly  free. 

:    <arroll  Rccd    : 
•  DEPT.  626,  NORTH  CONWAY.  N,H.  03860  • 

\     Send  me  your  free  Spring  Catalog.     J 
»  Name   • 

I  Address   * 
•  City   • 
I  State   Zip    \ 

OTHER  SHOPS    CAWPTON  5  HANOWER 

WVE  ACCEPT  SANK  AWERICARO    MASTER 

1  WESTPORT    CT 

t'hippondale   Ubrary   C'hair 
Our  regal  and  stately  chair  is  one  of  Chip- 

pendale's best  reproductions.  Hand  made 
of  top  grain  leather  and  finest  materials. 
Built  for  comfort  and  enduring  beauty. 
H  42  W  33  D  31 

Finish:    Walnut,    Mahogany    or    Dk.    Fruit- 
wood  (Matching  Ottoman  available) 
Price:  Peerless  leather  $394.95 

Masterpiece  leather  $414.95 
Shipping  charges  collect.  No  C.O.D. 

Send  $1  lor  catalogue 

JSr^an  Kobeson 
Route  10.    Dept.   HC-137 
793.    Hickory.   N.C.   28601 

TAPESTRIES 
WOVEN  IN  EUROPE 

Louis  XV  Garden  Scene  No.  18-1 

20"  X  20"  $8.50  Shipped  Prepaid 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed 

Add  a  lovely  decorating  touch  to  your 
home  with  fine  woven  tapestries  from 
France,  Italy  and  Belgium  -  perfect 
for  wall  hangings,  framing,  pillows, 
upholstery,  etc. 

SEND  $1 .00  for  our  NEW  COLOR  CATALOG 
Wide  range  of  styles,  si/es  and  prices 

Also  includes  Oriental  and  Navajo  Rugs 

PEERLESS 
IMPORTED 

RUGS 
fSTABllSHED  I9J8 

(312)472-4848 

Dept.  GT-58 3028  N.LINCOLN  AVE. 
CHICAGO.  ILL.  60857 

THE  ETERNITY  RING 
in  solid  sterling  silver 

To  renew  a  wedding  vow,  to  say,  "Yes,  to- 
day more  than  ever."  To  mark  baby's  birth 

or  an  anniversary.  Perhaps  richer  than 
your  first  wedding  band,  for  a  love  grown 
richer  with  time.  A  circle  of  fiery  Aus- 

trian crystal  stones,  about  2  carats  in 
all  —  an  exquisite  openwork  setting,  an 

elegance  that's  truly  rare.  American-made, 
gift  boxed  in  velvety  red. 
3791     Eternity  Ring.  Sizes  5,6,7,8.  $12.98 

Add  45^  post.  &  hdlg.  NY  res.  add  faxes 

UmAN  NEHON 
1951 

SILVER JUBILEE    11,  I 

i,     1976     < Dept.  G57,  510  S.  Fuiton  Ave. 
Mt.  Vernon,  NY  10550 

Build   Your  Own 

Grandfather  Clock 

starting  under 

«200 

(Including  West 
German  Movement) 

•  Do-lt-Yourself 
Case  Kits,  parts 

pre-cut •  Solid  3/4"  Black Walnut,  Cherry, 

Mahogany,  Oak 
•  Movements  and 

dials 

•  Finished  Clocks 
•  Direct  Factory 

prices Write  for  free  color  catalog 

EMPEROR' CLOCK  COMPANY 
Dept.  513,  Fairhope,  Ala.  36532 

WORLDS   LARGEST  MANUFACTURER 
OF    GRANDFATHER    CLOCKS 

KBEOBSm 

184 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

FLIP  A  RECIPE 

Revolving  file  for  treasured  rec- 
ipes w/ith  protective  see-through 

envelopes  to  keep  recipes.  Metal 
frame  with  inlaid  wood  base  and 
knobs  holds  up  to  500  cards, 
31/2"  by  5".  160  envelopes,  32 
index  cards  incl.  $14.95  plus 
$1.50  post.  The  Ferry  House, 
G-5,  Briarcliff  Manor,  NY  10510. 

FAMILY  CREST  RING 

Send  coat-of-arms  or  name  for 

research.  Hand  engraved.  Ster- 
ling silver  $75.  In  14k  gold  $195. 

Engraved  on  precious  stones, 

14k  gold  setting.  Choose  syn- 
thetic ruby  or  sapphire,  agate,  to- 

paz, lapis  lazuli,  $285.  Ppd.  Free 
catalogue.  Heraldica  Imports, 
HG5,  21  W.  46th  St.,  NY  10036. 

DECORATING  PLANS 

Three-dimensional  room  plan- 

ning kit;  Styrene  forms  repre- 
senting over  150  different  pieces 

of  furniture  scaled  V2"  to  a  foot. 
Arrange  up  to  three  rooms  on 

graph  paper  equivalent  to  27'  by 44',  walls,  windows,  doors.  $8.98 
ppd.  Plan-It  Kit,  Inc.,  HG  5,  Box 
429,  Westport,  CT  06880. 

PLATE  PLACE 

Collector's  plates  get  the  atten- 
tion they  deserve  in  special  sol- 

id walnut  frames  that  make  them 
look  like  paintings!  Three  springs 

in  back  securely  hold  VVs"  to  8" dia.  plates.  Each  frame  (plate  not 
included),  $8.95  plus  $1  post. 
World's  Window,  HG5,  Box  91, 
Plainview,  NY  11803. 

IT'S  A  NATURAL 

Parma  handbag  with  the  innate 
beauty  of  undyed  hemp  that  is 
heightened  by  dark  wood  rings. 
A  basket-weave  shoulder  style  to 

complement  today's  fashions. 11"  by  14"  by  2".  $21.95  ppd. 

Shopping  International,  Inc.,  833 
Shopping  International  BIdg., 
Norwich,  VT  05055. 

PORTRAIT  IN  OIL 

True  work  of  art  painted  on  fine 

quality  canvas  from  old  or  new 
photograph.  Choose  from  twelve 
portrait  painters.  Canvas  sizes 

from  12"  by  16"  to  30"  by  40". From  $125  to  $1250.  Catalogue, 
50c.  Van  Dyke  Oil  Portraits,  Ltd., 
HG5,  153  E.  57th  St.,  New  York, 
NY  10022. 

CURVE  COMFORT 

Caressingly  soft  nylon  stretch 
lace  makes  a  bra  to  wear  for  nat- 

ural ease  and  control.  It's  ideal 
for  sleeping  as  well  as  daytime 
activities.  Snap  front.  White; 
A-B  or  C-D.  $4.98  plus  60c  post. 
Anthony  Enterprises,  HG5,  556 
Mission  St.,  San  Francisco,  CA 
94105. 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

POT  IN  PATCHES 

Chamber  pot  in  miniature  be- 
comes holder  for  plant  or  flowers. 

Covered  in  calico  squares,  coated 
for  cleaning.  Fully  glazed  interior. 

6"  dia.  by  4"  h.  $10.95  plus 
$1.30  post.  Curios  &  Comfort 
Ltd.,  HG5,  1149  W.  Lancaster 
Ave.,  Rosemont  Village  Mall, 
Rosemont,  PA  19010. 

INITIALLED  STAR 

Three-dimensional  golden  star 

pendant  hangs  on  a  15"  chain 
with  a  single  script  initial.  Wear 
with  basic  black  or  any  outfit 
from  sportswear  to  an  evening 
gown.  Specify  initial  in  order. 
{P-66829)  $3  plus  35c  post. 
Spencer  Gifts  E-37,  Spencer 
BIdg.,   Atlantic  City,   NJ   08411. 

WHO'S  TO  KNOW 
Burglars,  other  would-be  male- 

factors bypass  premises  having 
a  warning  decal  advertising  an 

alarm  system.  Self-adhesive  vinyl 
stickers  are  bright  yellow  and 
green.  Set  of  four,  $1.98  plus 
20c  post.  Anthony  Enterprises, 

HG5,  556  Mission  St.,  San  Fran- 
cisco, CA  94105. 

PROTECT  YOUR  HANDS 

Canning  jar  lifter  eliminates  the 
ouch.  Contour  shape  allows  you 
to  remove  jars  upright  or  on  side. 
Ribbed  design  avoids  breakage 
while  removing  jar  of  any  size. 
No  need  for  scalding  fingers. 
$1.99  plus  95c  post.  Carol  Ann 
Gifts,  Dept.  HG-5426E,  Box 
21026,  Philadelphia,  PA  19154. 

PETS'  FASHION 
Nifty  Bicentennial  dog  collars  of 
simulated  leather.  Narrow  style 
in  red,  white,  blue  solid  colors, 
colored  stones;  wider  style  red, 

white,  blue  stripes.  S  {Va"  w)  10- 
12-14  sizes,  $3,25;  L  {%"  w)  12- 
14-16  sizes,  $3.75.  Ppd.  Turen, 
Inc.,  Dept.  BC,  Box  370,  Danvers, 
MA  01923. 

A  SHOE-IN 

Leather  Wedgie  with  walking 
comfort  and  open-toed  cool.  The 
Edna  in  camel,  bone,  black, 

white,  navy  and  brown,  low  1" 
wedgie  heel.  4to  10, $18. 95. 101/2 
to  12,  $19.95.  For  widths  AAAA 
to  EE.  Add  $1  post.,  25c  each 

add'l.  pair.  Solby  Bayes,  HG5,  45 
Winter  St.,  Boston,  MA  02108. 

FISH    LURE 

Scientific  data  has  shown  that 
fish  respond  to  insect  sounds. 
Krafty  Fish  Caller  makes  sound 

of  "food".  Immerse  it  in  water:  if 
fish  are  around,  they  will  come 
to  you.  $9.95  ppd.  Quality  Mail- 

order Products  Co.,  Dept.  3V5, 
76  Covewood  St.,  Willowdale, 
Ontario  M2M2Z1. 
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WARNING 
PROTECTED   BY 

FLECTRONIC 
ALARM  SYSTEM 

«v. 

REMOVE  HAIR 
FOREVER 

Perma  Tweez  is  a  simple  electrolysis  instrument  that  PERMANENTLY 
removes  ugly  hair  from  all  areas  of  the  face — such  as  the  chin,  upper 
lip,  eyebrows.  Embarrassing  body  hair  can  now  be  removed  forever 
in  the  privacy  of  your  boudoir.  Arms  and  legs  can  be  forever  free 
of  the  inconvenience  of  constant  hair  removal.  An  exclusive  U.S. 

patented  safety  feature  allows  you  to  do  this  without  puncturing 
the  skin! 

AN   EXPERT'S  APPROVAL 
Perma  Tweez  has  been  clinica 

dermatology  and  proven  to  be 
had  previously  been  tweezing 
years.  After  treating  herself  w 
this  time  consuming  chore  for 
instruments  in  use  by  doctors 

yourself. Easy  instructions  make  you  ex 
of  dollars  on  salon  electrolysis 

ly  tested  by  a  university  professor  of 
safe  and  effective.  One  of  his  patients 
hairs  from  her  chin  every  day  for  15 
ith  Perma  Tweez,  she  has  eliminated 
the  rest  of  her  life!  Over  15  thousand 
— over  500,000  in  use  by  people  like 

pert  in  a  few  minutes.  Save  hundreds 
by  doing  it  yourself. 

14  DAY  MONEY  BACK  GUAR. 

$16.95    Send  check  or  Money  Order 
(■ill.  res.  iidil  l\'.'r   Siihs  Tii.r 

GENERAL  MEDICAL  CO.,  Dept.  HG-130 
1935  Armacost  Ave. 

Los  Angeles,  California  90025 

□  I  enclose  $4.00  deposit  and  will  pay  balance  COD 
plus  extra  COD  postage. 

□  I  enclose  $16.95  in  full  payment. 
D   BankAmericard  n  Master  Charge 

'Good  Housekeeping"*)  _ 
PROMISES 

5!lVr  OR  REFUND  \LS^ 

c-<?v 

No.^ Exp.  date- 
Name- 

Address_ 

City/State   Zip_ 
Mfr.  of  Professional  and  Home  Electrolysis  Equipment 
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UlilAN  ̂ LflON 

€or  thimble 
collectors! 
EIGHT  AROUNO-THE-WORLD  BEAUTIES 
AND  A  STUNNING  NEW  WOOD  HOLDER 

NEW!  At  right,  the  bicentennial 
thimble!  Lillian  Vernon  design, 

hand-enameled  in  red-white- 
blue  cloisonne  on  Gold-finished 
metal.  American-crafted. 
4450     Bicentennial  Thimble     $1.98 

WOOD  SHADOWBOX  HOLDER,  ours  alone!  Highlights 
each  thimble  in  its  own  niche.  Lillian  Vernon 

design,  American-made  of  solid  wood  with  graceful 
molding,  antiqued  metal  hanger.  Richly  stained. 

4418     Wood  Holder.  3V8x8V8XlV4".     $7.98 

THIMBLES  IN  HOLDER.  Left  to  right,  top  to  bottom. 

8000     From  West  Germany.  The  bride's  thimble! 
Superb  Sterling  Silver  wjin  unique  satiny-white 
sheen,  richly  antiqued  wedding-swag  border.     ?8.98 
7967     From  Portugal.  Red  enamel  hearts  pierced 

by  Cupid's  arrow.  Heavy  Silver-plated  brass.    $3.98 
7627     From  Portugal.  SALE!  Our  Lady  of  Fatima, 

Silver-plated.  Gold-wash  inside.  Was  $2.98!     $1.98 

1020     From  West  Germany.  Personalized,  custom 
engraved  in  flowing  script!  Heavier,  heftier  solid 
Sterling  Silver,  topped  by  a  radiant  translucent 

stone.  Ass't.  color  stones.  PRINT  initials..  .$7.98 

7966     From  Holland.  Porcelain,  ass't.  posies.     $1.98 
7964  From  Mexico.  Inlaid  border  of  iridescent 

abalone  shell.  Handmade  solid  Sterling  Silver.     $4.98 

7965  From  Portugal.  Deeply  antiqued  floral 
border.  Solid  Sterling  Silver,  gold  wash  inside.     $4.96 

Add  45c  post.  &  handling.  N.Y.  residents  add  taxes 

Depl.  G54,  510  S.  Fulton  Ave.,  Mt.  Vernon,  N.Y.  10550 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

EARLY  AMERICAN  SCENES  come  to  life  in 

easy  to  do  cross  stitch  samplers.  Each  kit  in- 
cludes stamped  natural  Belgian  linen,  bright 

colored  floss,  and  simple  instructions.  Framed 

size  10"  X  10". 
Red  Barn  Kit  (shown)  $2.25 
Little  Red  Schoolhouse  Kit  $2.25 
Covered  Bridge  Kit  $2.25 
Old  Mill  Kit     $2.25 
Lighthouse  Kit     $2.25 

Spirit  of -ys  Kit     $2.25 
Minute  Man  Kit  $2.25 

Wood  frame,  10"  x  10",  mahog.  finish     $1.50 
Wood  frame,  10"  x  10",  maple  finish       $1.50 PLUS  60c  POSTAGE  &  HANDLING 

/-./,  tt'.i.  .\'lil  r,'-,  s,<li!-  ■!,!.(.  .S'.i/?/  .v<,  (Oil's. 
THE  ADDED  TOUCH 

12-H   Water   St.,   Bryn   Mawr,    Pa.    19010 

OWENTAl  JADE 
A  unique  necklace  holds  the  legendary 
promise  of  happiness,  prosperity  and 
health.  Hand  carved  pure  jade  tusks  with 

elephant  on  16"  gold-plated  chain.  Only 
$10  Ppd.  Gift  boxed.  Elephant  earrings  $8. 
(Specify  pierced  or  clip.)  Set  of  necklace 
and  earrings  $16.50  Ppd. 

Designed  Especially  For 

THE  flLLfln  COLLECTIOn 
Box  181.  Old  Chelsea  Station 

Dept.  G5,  New  York.  N.Y.  1001 1 

/wuil.l.oll ami  II  •li'i'i'  '"" 

l,„l  may  /i"l  >"■  'Irnicd. 

I  four  8"  X  10"  lilhooraphs— 
brown  on  ecru  tCTTored  paDer-S7.00 

Send  lor  our  (olleclior 

or  of/giria!  ideas  ̂     -  2'  i iTtfREo    BOor 

TWO-IN-ONE 

Have  the  best  of 
both  worlds  in  a 

dramatic  jump- 

suit that  com- bines the  swing 

of  palazzo  pants 
with  a  caftan  top. 
Acetate  jersey 
print  has  zipper, 

front  tie;  wash- 
able S(10-12), 

M(14-16),  L  (18- 
20).  $11.99; 

Sizes  40-44, 
$12.99.  Add  $1 

post.  Lana  Lo- bell,  Dept. 

M-2218,  Han- 
over, PA  17331. 

^'■r
^ 

(size  12J4"  X  21") 

"Butterfly  "Tray 
for  party  serving! 
The  generous  size  makes  it  func- 

tional and  beautiful.  Gets  everything 
to  the  table  in  one  trip!  Colorful 

inlaid  realistic "  Butterfly  and  Fern" 
motif  on  white,  high-impact  plastic. 
Wipes  clean  with  a  moist  cloth.  Adds 

delight  to  entertaining,  certain  to  be 

admired.  Order  for  yourself,  for  gifts. 

Special  Value  $14.95 

Add  S!  SOhaig  NY  i 

^C'  saiesiax 

DESIGNS  LTD.        Dept.  HG  426 

P.O.  Box  51,  Brooklyn.  New  York  11236 

-^^ 

OPENLY  ORIENTAL 
Favorite  magazines  are  easily 
visible  and  neatly  stored  in  a 
sturdy  metal  rack  with  bamboo 
metal  detailing,  arched  center 
divider.  Koch  brass  (GBMR-17B) 

or  nickel  (GBMR-17N)  plate  fin- 
ish. 17"  w.  by  10"  d.  $39.95 

ppd.  St.  Nicholas  Boutiques, 
HG5,  Santa  Claus,  IN  47579. 

POST  CARD  ALBUM 

Holds  200  U.S.  &  Foreign  cards 
in  curved  corner  slots.  (No  past- 

ing required.)  Spaces  for  titles  & 
notes  under  each  card.  Luxurious 

leather-like  binder,  padded  cov- 
ers. $8.95  plus  $1  post;  two  for 

$17.50  ppd.  The  Writewell  Co., 
892  Transit  Bidg.,  Boston,  Mass. 

02115. 

COLONIAL  LOOK 
Deacon  bench  has  handsome 
turnings  on  legs.  Sanded,  ready 

to  finish,  44"  I.,  $44;  60"  I., 
$54.  Or  choose  walnut,  maple, 

pine  or  black  finish,  44"  I.,  $54. 
60"  I.,  $64.  Exp.  charges  coll. 
Catalogue,  50c.  Marion  Travis. 
HG5,  Box  292,  Statesville,  NC 
28677. 

CHARMING  TRAYLETS 

Attractive  multi-purpose  metal 

canape  trays  with  hand-painted 
designs  from  England.  Oriental 
in  style,  with  colorful  birds  and 

flowering  branches,  no  two  ex- 

actly alike.  Roomy  7V'2"  by  6" size.  Four  in  a  set.  $4.98  plus 
75c  post.  Taylor  Gifts,  HG5, 

Wayne,  PA  19087. 

TRAP  CLIPS 

Gold-finished  metal  lingerie  clips 

eep  bra  and  slip  straps  secure 
n  handsome  fashion.  A  smart 

way  to  be  sure  that  straps  won't tumble  down  when  wearing  a  lew 
cut  gown.  Set  of  two,  $1.98  plus 
20c  post.  Anthony  Enterprises, 

HG5,  556  Mission  St.,  San  Fran- 
cisco, CA  94105. 

HEART  OF  THE  KEYS 

Clear  Lucite  key  holder  is  heart 

shaped  with  a  thong  to  hold 

keys,  room  for  11  letter  name, 

sign  of  the  zodiac  or  initials.  Lu- 
cite heart,  3"  by  3V8,  is  easy  to 

find  in  crowded  handbag,  pocket, 

tote.  $5  ppd.  Specify  lettering. 
Gemini  I!  Enterprises,  HG5,  Box 
7511,  Ft.  Lauderdale,  FL  33304. 
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GRACEFUL  DISPLAY 

Handsome  hardwood  wall  hanger 
is  decorative  and  very  sturdy. 
Can  hold  plants  as  heavy  as  25 
pounds.  Brightening  accent  for 
indoors  or  patio.  Hanger  $3; 
hanger,  rope  and  basket  $10. 
Add  $1  post.  Blue  Ridge  Cottage 

Industries,  HG5,  Box  125-A,  Ban- 
ner Elk,  NC  28604. 

BLANKET  CONTROL 

Electric  blanket  control  guard 
of  metal  clips  to  bed  where  most 
convenient  to  reach  when  reclin- 

ing. Clips  bend  easily  by  hand  to 
adjust  to  bed  rail.  Excess  cord 
can  be  wound  around  holder. 

$2.98  plus  45c  post.  Anthony  En- 
terprises, HG5,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

DREAM  ENSEMBLE 

Natural  or  white  65%  polyester 

-35%  cotton.  Dust  ruffle:  14". 
18"  or  22";  twin,  double  $15; 
queen  $17;  king  $20.  Canopy: 
twin,  double  $18;  Twin,  double 
coverlet  $29.50;  queen,  king 
$45.  Post  $1.75.  Free  catalogue. 
Colonial  Maid  Curtains,  HG5, 
Lawn  Tr.  Mamaroneck,  NY  10543. 

BIG  BAGEL 

Give  yourself,  or  your  family,  a 
solid  bronze  bagel  weighing  two 

full  pounds.  It's  free  of  any  fillers 
or  additives,  it's  all  pure  gleam- 

ing bronze  with  realistic  detail- 

ing. Measures  3"  across.  $14 
plus  $1.25  post.  Wretched  Mess, 
Box  HG5,  West  Yellowstone,  MT 
59758. 

FRESH  AS  MOUNTAIN  AIR 

Unifilter  purifies  tap  water,  re- 
moving chlorine  taste,  grit,  odors 

and  other  impurities.  Add  to  wa- 
ter for  drinking,  coffee,  tea, 

soups  and  ice  cubes.  Gives 
spring  water  freshness.  $4.99 
each;  two,  $9.50  Ppd.  Almatex 

Int'l.  Co.,  HG5,  3569  Bristol  Pike, 
Cornwells  H'ts,  PA  19020. 

SHOE-IN 

It's  easy  to  have  a  tidy  closet 
when  shoes  are  stored  in  a  handy 
organizer.  Strong  corrugated 
board  with  decorative  Americana 

print  holds  nine  pairs  separately. 

27"  by  121/2"  by  131/2".  $6.98 
plus  95c  post.;  two,  $13.96  ppd. 
Greenland  Studios,  11815  Green- 

land BIdg.,  Miami,  FL  33059. 

CIRCLES  OF  STRAW 

Handsome  woven  rug  is  of  rice 
straw  from  mainland  China. 

Open-work  pattern  shows  up  well 
as  a  wall  hanging,  too.  3'  dia., 
$14.95  plus  $1.75  post.;  4', 
$17.95  plus  $2;  5',  $20.95,  plus 
$2.25;  6',  $23.95  plus  $2.50. 
Fran's  Basket  House,  295  Rte. 
10,  Succasunna,  NJ  07876. 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

1 
0-  i. 
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100%  PURE 
COPPER  BRACELETS 
Women's  Bracelets 

71/4"         $2.98 
73/4"     $3.29 

8"         $3.49 
8V2"           $3.69 

Men's  Bracelets 

8V4" 

9" 

91/2" 

10" 

$3.98 

$4.49 

$4.69 
$4.98 

Add  60(1;  Postage  &  Handling  Each 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Baci< 

Anthony  Enterprises Dept.  HG-56 
556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

PRESS  ON  ADDRESS  LABELS 

Stick  on  any  smooth  surface.  No 
moistening.  Use  tliem  on  letters, 
sports  equipment,  cameras,  tapes, 
etc.  Any  message  to  4  lines,  26 
spaces  each.  Printed  in  black  ink  on 
your  choice  of  White,  Gold,  Silver, 

...  or  Blue,  Pink,  Yellow  pastel  la- 
bels. 1%"  X  1/2".  In  handy  plastic 

sleeve  dispenser.  225  for  $3;  450 
[alike]  $5;  or  1000  [alike]  for  $10.  All 

postpaid.  Specify  color  desired.  80- 
page  Useful  Gift  Catalog,  l^t;.  From 
BRUCE  BOLIND,  25-P  BOLIND  BLDG., 
BOULDER,  COLORADO  80302.  Since 
1956,  thanks  to  you! 

FREE  FRAME  OFFER 
FREE  WOOD  GRAIII  KIT  witn  any  color 

poster  ordered. 

BLOW  YOURSELF  UB 
IN  B&W  OR  n 
COLOR  ^ 

Full  color  posters  from  any 
color  photo  or  slide.  A 

great  gift,  or  gag.  or  room decoration. 

1V2i2Ft.-$7.50 
111  Vj  rt.-»4.50,  2i3  Ft. -14. 50 
B&W  POSTERS  from  any 

b&w  or  color  photo,  Polar-  • 
Old,  cartoon  or  magazine 
photo.  For  slides  and  neg- atives, add  $1  00  per 

poster.  Better  originals 
produce  better  posters. 

1  Vj«2  Ft. -$2.50,  3i4  FI.-»7.50 1 

Marbte-top  table solid  miihugimy 

$34.95 

2x3  FT 

PHOTO  JIGSAW  PUZZLE 
Send    any    photo.    If    neg.    or    slide,  5'    extra.    In 
b&w,    8xl0-$3.99,    llxl4-$4.99.  l2xl8-$5.99 
Incolor,  8xl0-$6.99.   llxl4-$7.99.  l2xl8-$8.99. 

RUSH  SERVICE!  Posters  only  Irom  photos  shipped  via  isl 
class  mail  wilhin  48  hours  B4W$2  00  Coloc  $5  00  ado  per 
ilem   

Your  original  returned  undamaged.  Add  50(  for 
postage  and  handling  for  EACH  item  ordered. 
N.Y.  residents  add  sales  tax.  Send  check,  cash 
or  M.O.  (No  C.O.D.)  tO: 

PHOTO  POSTER  oept.  hg-56,  210E.23S1  ,i\i.y.  iodic 

Romantic  Victorian 
all    solid    Mahogany,    hand-carved   furniture! 
New  way  to  save  on  finest  quality  furniture. 
Shipped  F.O.B.  direct  from  factory  to  your  home 

(at  cut  prices).  All  tables  have  marble  tops  from 
Italy.  Large  choice  of  sofas,  chairs,  love  seats, 

tables,  lamps,  rockers,  dining  room,  clocks,  bed- 
room. Superb  workmanship  at  modest  prices. 

America's  largest  selection  is  in  our  catalog. 
And,  costly  fabric  cuttings  are  sent  free! 

B.inkAmoricnrd  &.   Mnstcrchnrqe.  C.nll   (4041   25fi-4747 

Magnolia  Hall,  726  Andover  Atlanta,  Ga.  30327 
r   ___   . 

To  get  big  catalog  G-56.  and  costly  fabric  cut-  i 
tings,  send  just  $1.  We  will  refund  with  I 
certificate    good    for   $2    on   your   first   purchase,    i 

Name     j 

Address      i 
  Zip   

Magnolia  Hall.  726  Andover/ Atlanta,  Ga.  30327 
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COUNTRY  CURTAINS 
f  iall  Fringe  on  Cotton  Muslin  or 

Permanent  Press  —  Natural  or  While 

COTTON  PERMANENT 
MUSLIN  PRESS 

6.00  pr.         6.50  pr. 
6.50  pr.        7.00  pr. 

9.00  pr. 

11.00  pr. 

3.00  ea. 

TIERS 

20",   25"      
30",  36",  40"   . 
TIEBACKS 

45",  54",  63"  .  .  .    8.50  pr. 
72",  81",  90"  .  .  .10.50  pr. 
VALANCE 

10"  X  80"   2.75  ea. 

All   pairs  are  90"  wide. 
For  years  Country  Curtains  have  gaily 
graced  the  bright,  clean  windows  of 
charming  colonial  homes.  Country  Cur- 

tains add  warmth  to  every  room  .  .  . 
Country  Curtains  retain  their  fresh  crisp- 
ness  and  are  a  credit  to  your  thrifliness 
.  .  .  Country  Curtains  are  a  lifetime  friend 
and  supply  their  own  sunshine  .  .  .  New 
England  at  its  very  best. 

Please  specify  cotton  muslin  or  permanent 
press,  in  off-white  or  white.  Please  enclose 

check  or  money  order.  Sorry,  no  COD's. Postaiie  and  handling;  for  orders  under 
SIO  add  i<J.IO,  o\er  SIO  add  S2.  Mass.  res. 
add  5%  sales  ta.x.  Satisfaction  guaranteed. 

SEND  FOR  FREE  CATALOG 
COUNTRY  CURTAINS  v^ 

Ar  ThE  Red  Lkn  Lnn  w- 
Depl.  51.  Stockbridse.  Massai  huielt>  02162; 

Protect  your  silver  with 

Tarnish-Proof  Pacific  Silvercloth 

Draw.  Pa...,     ̂ QJ^JJ^^ 

m  mi 
Holds  over 

125  pieces,  (large  size  shown) 

Pads  convert  your  drawer  space  into  a  sliver 
chest. 

Prevents  tarnish  and  scratching;  silver  is  al- 
ways ready  to  use. 

SIZE:    IPA"    wide    x    15"    deep    x  pin  7C 
2V2"  high.  Holds  over  100  pieces.  ̂ '^-'^ 

SIZE:    nVi"  wide  x   UV,"  deep  x  eio  7c 
21/2"  high.   Holds  over  125  pieces.  *'*-'3 

ADD  $1.25  FOR  PACKING  &  POSTAGE 
FOR  EACH  UNIT  ORDERED. 

BARRINGTON  SPECIALTIES 
P.O.    Box    154-G,    Barrington,    R.    I.    02806 

NEEDLEPOINT 
WITTICISM 

OLOTEWfMISPLBVERS 

PIEVER  DIE 

THE¥  dU5T  PIftKE  LOVE 

|F\OPIC|| 

•^:3r 

0U5L ^ 

JU ^ or  your  coltectto«i  or  o 
special  gift 

Cr-' 
PONYTAIl  PLANT 

V, 

Beoucarneo  recurvota 

Afountoin  ol  slender  palm-hkeleoves 

g  from  on  exposed  bulb  or 

ELEPHANT  S  FOOT.  Mullr-trunks  to 

30  high  bloom  m  the  tropics,  you 

control  your  ploni  s  Size  by  the  pot 

size  Hoppy  inside/Or  outside  above 

25,     Exotic  eHect    eosy  core 

1  pot  -  S2.00  postpaid 

3  pots  -  SS.OO  postpaid 

Ins  true  lK)ns  included 

soi's'oction  guoranteed 

leios  residents  odd  b"^ 
So^rv     no  COD  s 

TROPIC  HOUSE 
Box  24 

Combes,  Texas 
78S3S 

Amusing  quip  for  the  tennis 

buff.  Kit  with  hand-painted  #14 

mono  canvas  measures  121/2" 

xeVa  "  when  completed.  Comes 
with  Paternayan  Persian  yard, 
needle  and  instructions. 

$22.50    P'"=  51  post
age 

Catalogue  —  $2.50 

MAGIC  NEEDLE 
44  Green  Bay  Road 
Winnetka,  IL  60093 

\v%^  PET 

DOOR 
'>     than ■  '■!     hinfjtd 

I'MUCl      (loOI. 

pet   is  com- ly   protvctcd. carnwt       he 
tKiff]/ed  or  chol:e*.l or  have  his  tail ahcund  off. --'.  ̂^ 

FlexPort 
Why  be  a  doorman  for  your  pet?  FlexPort 
ends  scratched  doors  and  whining.  Keeps 
out  flies,  wind.  rain.  Gives 

you  and  pet  complete 

freedom.  Soft  plastic  tri- 
angles close  gently  and 

tightly.  Easily  installed. 
Send   for  free   folder.  ^^ 

TUREN,  INC.,  DEPT.  HG5  ̂   ^       W^.f 2  Cottage  Ave.. 
Danvers,  Mass.  01923 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

X- 

LIQUOR  LABELS 
Heavy  sterling  silver  label,  silver 
chain.  Engraved  Vodka,  Bourbon, 
Scotch,  Rye,  Gin,  Port,  Brandy, 
Burgundy,  Rum,  Sherry,  Whiskey 

or  left  plain.  31/2"  w.  Order  by 
numbers  shown.  Each  $11  plus 

50c  post.  Jean's  Silversmiths 
Inc.,  HG5,  16  W.  45th  St.,  New 
York,  NY  10036. 

TWO  BY  TWO 

Socks  stay  together  through  the 
washing  and  drying  process  with 
unique  plastic  rings  that  keep 
them  paired.  An  easy  solution  to 
that  dull  hand  sorting.  Enough 
sorters  for  24  pairs,  $1.98  plus 
40c  post.  Anthony  Enterprises, 

HG5,  556  Mission  St.,  San  Fran- 
cisco, CA  94105. 

HI-TIE  ESPADRILLE 

Sporty  rope-covered  wedge  with 
2%"  heel  has  cushioned  insole, 
rubber-like  sole.  In  denim  blue, 

red,  bone  or  green  cotton/ poly- 
ester canvas.  Sizes  5-10;  half 

sizes  to  8^/2.  $18  plus  $1  post. 
Old  Pueblo  Traders,  600  So. 
Country  Club  Rd.,  H5S,  Tucson, 
AZ  85710. 

QUILTING  TEMPLATES 

Quilt  on-the-go  method  with 
metal  templates  makes  quilting 

easy.  Basic  kit  includes  3  tem- 
plates with  instr.  for  cathedral 

window  and  petal  designs,  $4. 

Pillow  kit  includes  above  plus  ma- 
terial for  window;  no  stuffing, 

$11.  Ppd.  Quilt  Easy,  HG5,  Box 
321,  Stone  Mountain,  GA  30083. 

CAVALRY  SABER 

The  "Old  Wristbreaker"  saber 
used  by  both  armies  during  the 

Civil  War  is  handsomely  repro- 

duced complete  with  black  leath- 

er scabbard.  Steel  saber  is  39" 
long.  $19.50  ppd.  Color  cata- 

logue $2.  The  Muller  Co.,  HG5, 
Dogwood  Hollow,  Miller  Place, 
NY  11764. 

CLEAR  AS  A  WHISTLE 

Clear  Lucite  cutting  board  that 
saves  surfaces  from  scratches 
while  you  slice,  chop  or  carve. 
Dishwasher-safe,  heat-resistant, 

8"  by  11"  $2.50;  12"  by  16" 
$3.95;  14"  round  $5.98.  Ppd. 
From  Colonial  Garden  Kitchens, 

Dept.  HGE5,  270  W.  Merrick 
Rd.,  Valley  Stream,  NY  11582. 

SAY  IT  BEAUTIFULLY 

Authentic  turn  of  the  century  repro- 

duction of  oval  "No  Smoking" 
plaque  with  detailed  scrollwork  and 
intricate  beading.  Sculptured  letter- 

ing cast  in  heavy  bronze  with 

gleaming  finish.  6>/2"  by  3".  $12.95 

plus  $1.50  post.  &  hdlg.  No  COD's. 
THE  PHOENIX  CO.  hgs 

Box  216.  La  Canada.  CA  91011 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

STITCH  A  PICTURE 

"To  love  something  is  to  give  it 

room  enough  to  grow."  Erica 
Wilson  design  on  tan  fabric  in 
kit.  Forest  shades  in  crewel  yarns, 

needle,  directions.  Finished  18" 
by  14"  (without  matting)  $7.95 

plus  75c  post.  World  of  Stitch  'n 
Knit,  HG56,  Box  709,  Framing- 
ham,  MA  01701. 

ANTIQUE  MINIATURES 
Old  fashioned  wooden  ice  box 

with  metal  hinges  is  3^4"  by 
SVg";  metal  tongs  that  work  and 
a  tiny  block  of  "ice"  with  pick. 
Collectors  and  children  delight  in 
these.  Ice  box,  $9.95  plus  50c 
post;  tongs,  ice,  pick  $4.25  plus 
50c  post.  Downs,  Dept.  1405-Z, 
Evanston,  IL  60204. 

SPOON  PERCH 

Slip  an  elegant  silver-plated 
crown  holder  on  casserole  dish 
to  rest  a  single  spoon  or  pair  of 

servers.  From  Portugal;  2yi"  by 
11/4".  Adjusts  to  thickness  of 
dish.  $2.98;  three  $7.50.  Add 
45c  post.  Lillian  Vernon,  G5E, 
510  So.  Fulton  Ave.,  Mt.  Vernon, 
NY  10550. 

ADD  A  CHEVRON 

Striking  pendant  with  artfully 
crafted  sterling  silver  tubes  offer- 

ing a  surprising  contrast  to  the 
gold-filled  ball.  Quite  a  dashing 
addition  to  a  modern  fashion 

wardrobe.  Comes  with  a  15" 
sterling  chain.  $22  ppd.  Beverly 

Trading  Co.,  HG5,  Box  263,  Stat- 
en  Island,  NY  10314. 

EYESIGHT  SAVER 

Do  you  find  the  eyes  of  needles 
growing  smaller?  Needle  threader 
consists  of  a  plastic  funnel  into 
which  the  needle  is  dropped, 

spindle  to  transfer  thread  to  nee- 
dle, blade  to  cut  thread.  $1.98 

plus  30c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG5;  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

TOUCH  OF  PARIS 

Wine  goblets  from  France  identi- 
cal to  those  used  in  cafes  of 

Paris.  Blown  glass  that  rings  like 
crystal;  yet  rugged  enough  to 

take  it.  51/4"  h.  Ideal  wedding  or 
housewarming  gifts.  Doz.  $11.98 
plus  $2  post.  American  Consum- 

er, WGS-24,  Caroline  Rd.,  Phila- 
delphia, PA  19176. 

) 

SOAP  MOLD 
ENDS  WASTE— SAVES  $ 

Stiil  throwing  away  small  soap 

slivers''  Don't!  Now  you  can 
make  fresh  new  full-size  bars  of 
soap  from  slivers  and  broken 

pieces  You  can  even  add  colors 

md  scent!  With  the  Soap  Mold 

I  there's  no  waste.  Complete  easy I  instructions  included 
$2.39  ea  +  30(t  post 

2  for  $4.69  -h  50(t  post 
STRATFORD  HOUSE,  HG-5 

.0.  Box  591 ,  Stratford,  CT,  06497 
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SAFETY  is  for  KEEPS  with  the  patented  MEYCO*SAFETY  SWIM- 
POOL  COVER.  You  can  be  assured  of  safe  protection  to  children 

playing  around  your  pool.  It  will  support  children  and  adults  in  any 

emergency.  It's  an  all-year-round  safety  swimming  pool  cover. 
The  MEYCO*SAFETY  SWIMPOOL  COVER  automatic  anchoring 
system  with  stainless  steel  tension  springs  that  locit  it  in  place  allow 

the  pool  to  be  covered  or  uncovered  in  two  minutes.  Leaves  and 

debris  cannot  get  in  and  maintenance  is  cut  to  a  minimum.  Saves 

on  heat  and  chlorine  and  discourages  algae.  It's  custom  made  to 
fit    any    size    or    shape    pool    and    it    carries    o    five    year    warranty. 

ll'e  lUi  riol  mnkir  m-rrs  tur  ahure-gronml  rmols. 

for  complete  information  and  free  beoklet  on  "How  to  Have  a   Carefree  Pool." 

SAFETY  SWIMPOOL  COVERS  ̂ ^576 225 Park  Avenue,  Hiclcsvllle,  N.Y.  11801 ♦Patent  #2  958  872 
(516)  935-0900 

ESTABLISHED   1898 
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Ideal.  Full  Size,  Home  Gardener 

REDWOOD 

GREENHOUSES 
at  America's  Lowest  Prices! 

Grow  more! 
Save  more! 

MODELS  FROM 

Write  for  my  FREE  color  catalog. 

"The  OHIGINAL  manufacturer 

of  low-cost  QUALITY  greenhouses" 

•7fc2^  T}£^iTUl^£/i~-,  The  Greenhouseman@ 
980  irth  Are. .Dept.  1 1-K,  Santa  Cruz,  CA  9.50G2 

THE 

DIIRECl 

CHAll^ 

$59.00. 

As  featured  in  House  and  Garden. 

Superbly  comfortable  low  cost 
indoor  and  outdoor  seating. 
The  design  award  winning 
Directa  Chair  connes  in  chrome 
steel  or  white  epoxy  finish  in 

a  variety  of  indoor  and  all- weather  fabrics.  Available 
mail-order.  Write  today  for  free 
literature.  Please  enclose  25C 

to  cover  postage  and  handling. 

karema  usa  inc. 
Montgomery, 

Vermont     05471 

Safe,  easy!  Oval  shape  fits  your  hand — 
fingers  press  the  sliding  shield  to  grate 
the  last  bit,  can't  touch  the  rotary  grater 
inside.  For  cheese,  nuts,  chocolate — our 
Italian  import  of  stainless  steel  and  tough 
plastic.  Comes  apart  for  cleaning. 
8970     Grater.    4V2"    high   $3.98 

Add  50(r  post.  &  hdlg.  NY  res.  add  faxes 

UlilAN  NE^ilON 
if'     "^' 

,i,      SILVER 

^l>    JUBILEE    J, 

\     1976      ' 
Dept.  G59,  510  S.  Fulton  Ave. 

Mt.  Vernon,  NY  10550 

BUILD  THIS  LOVELY 
HORSE  BARN 

24  ft.  wide  x  36  ft.  long  x  18  ft.  high. 
Featuring  3  9  ft.  x  12  ft.  stalls. 
Dutch  doors  to  each  stall.  17V2  ft. 
X  8V2  ft.  tack  room,  6  ft.  x  9  ft.  grain 

room,  12  ft.  x  25  ft.  with  a  9  ft.  slid- 
ing door  to  accommodate  pick  up 

truck,  tractors,  etc.  4  ft.  rear  slid- 
ing loft  door.  Concrete  floors  and 

stamped  clay  for  stall  area.  Send 
$8.00  for  step  by  step  plans  and 
material  list.  Also  24  ft.  x  36  ft.  x 
18  ft.  All  purpose  barn  minus  horse 
barn  features  $6.00. 

HAMMOND  BARNS 

Dept.  HG-53,  Box  584, 
Newcastle,  Ind.  4736? 
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LONDON PARIS MILAN 
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'- 

t.-.        ..       -^. 
"Every  painting  a  masterpiece" 

Our  portraits  in  oil  are  TRUE  WORKS  OF 
ART,  painted  on  fine  quality  canvas  from  your 
photograph  and  NOT  painted  on  top  of  an 
enlargement  of  your  photo,  as  is  the  method 
of  other  commercial  portrait  services. 

12  portrait  painters  to  choose  from 

Beautifully  Ulustrated  Catalog       C A,. 
"How  To  Order  An  Oil  Portrait"  .OUC 

PORTRAITS 
IN  OIL 

•  Magnificently  painted  on  canvas  from 
old  or  new  photos  by  outstanding  acad- 

emy trained  artists.  A  superb  living  like- 
ness in  full  color  is  executed  in  rich  oils. 

•  No  longer  need  you  envy  those  fortu- 
nate enough  to  own  a  family  portrait . . . 

you  can  see  immortalized  for  all  time, 
the  loved  and  never  aging  personality  of 
your  wife,  husband,  children,  parents. 

•  Van  Dyke  Oil  Portraits  from  photo- 
graphs are  indistinguishable  from  those 

done  from  life.  It  is  of  special  advantage 
to  those  who  are  not  available  for  per- 

sonal sittings.  "Living  Likeness  Guaran- 

teed." 

-     Unbelievable  Works  of  Art 
at  Unbelievable  Low  Prices 

FROM.$12500.to.$125000 Truly  a  unique  and  lasting  gift. 

MASTER  CHARGE  OR  BANKAMERfCARD  ACCEPTED ^     Compare  our  works  of  art with  others  selling  up  to  $4,000 

Pnn  pvkt  m  portraits,  ?Ith.    n 
DEPT.  G.  153  EAST  57  ST. 

.  Y..  NY.  10022    ■    TEL    (212)759-2450 

"LARGEST  IN  THE  FIELD  OF  OIL  PORTRAITURE' 

####»#»»»##»#»#»##»##»»»»^##^######»#»#» 

REVERSIBLE 

FIREPLACE  FAN 
Enhances  out-of-use  fireplace.  Sturdy  wall- 

paper type  material  is  burnished  gold  one 
side,  soft  decorator  green  the  other.  Fans 
to  40",  20"  high.  Clip  provided  holds  it  open 
for  use  with  or  without  andirons.  Folds  to 

just  VA"  for  storage. 
2097       $8.50;  2  for  $16. 50+  35c  post.  H,  hdlg. 

Send  SOC  for  your  64-page  DOWNS  catalog  .  . 
a  wor)derland  lor  the  discerning  collector 

■##* 

7?(WHS DEPT.  1405-A, 
EVANSTON,  IL  60204 

»»»»»»»»##^»»»»»»»#»»»»»»»»»»#»»»»#»»»# 

■###7 

t^**on  ousts  se*»*«jL 

''iii.ffTn'' 

BRICKS  LOOK  NEW  AGAIN 
Bothered  by  .dull,  dirty  bricks  around  your  fireplace,  patio  and 

barbecue?  Brie  Nu  removes  every  kind  of  stain  —  soot,  carbon, 
smoke,  even  lime  and  alkali.  Bricks  look  spanking  new  in  no  time 
flat.  1  pint. 

BRIC  NU   $3.98  Plus  750  Postage  &  Handling  Each 

No  COD'S  or  Billing   California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

^  % 

Anthony  Enterprises Dept.  HG-56 556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 
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TORTOISE  TALK 

Imported  Florentine  hardwood 
board  and  knife.  Tortoise  head 

is  handle  of  knife,  blade  is  qual- 
ity steel.  Head,  feet  and  tail  cast 

in  silver-like  alloy.  Slice  and 

serve  lemons,  cheese,  etc.  8"  by 
12".  $25  ppd.  Stuart  Kingston 
Imports,  HG56,  Box  91,  Reho- 
both  Beach,  DE  19971. 

SECRET  SPREAD  REST 

What  a  great  idea!  A  caddy  that 
hides  beneath  mattress  of  beds 
with  low  (or  no)  footboards.  Slip 
it  out  at  bedtime  for  a  bedspread 

rack  to  simplify  morning  make- 
up. King,  queen,  double  beds 

need  two.  $7.83  ea.;  two  $14.83. 

Add  $1.40  post.  Garrett's  HG5, Box  12274,  Dallas,  TX  75225. 

HANGING  BASKET 
Anodized  metal  mesh  basket 

holds  plants  or  flowers  indoors  or 
out.  Lightweight,  but  sturdy. 

IOV2"  dia.,  holds  6"  pot  or  vase. 
Collapses  for  storage,  refilling. 
$3.99;  two,  $7;  two  tiers,  $6.99; 
three,  $9.99.  Ppd.  Theo  Carroll, 
Unlimited,  HG5,  148  Silvermine 
Ave.,  Norwalk,  CT  06850. 

SLEEP  ON  AIR 

Therapeutic  support  with  bed  of 

even-pressure  air-coil  cells.  In- 
flates in  minutes.  Weather-proof 

red  velvet-like  surface.  Twin, 
$59.95;  full,  $79.95;  queen, 

$89.95;  king,  $114,95  Ppd.  In- 
flate-A-Bed,  HG5,  Kaw  River 

Mktg.,  3634  E.  Roanoke  Dr.,  Kan- 
sas City,  MO  64111. 

TIME  IS  MONEY 

A  combination  that  can't  lose:  a 
genuine  U.S.  Morgan  Silver  Dol- 

lar, a  collector's  find,  forms  a 
handsome  watch  with  precision 

17-jewel  Swiss  movement.  Black 
suede  band,  unbreakable  crystal. 
$59.50  ppd.  Horizon  Industries, 
Dept.  HG5,  5117  Eleventh  Ave., 
Brooklyn,  NY  11219. 

GONDOLA  GALLANTRY 

An  elegant  European  tapestry 

depicts  a  scene  from  15th  cen- 
tury Venice  in  soothing  pastels. 

20"  sq.,  $8.50;  26"  by  35", 
$19.95;  40"  by  55",  $49.95; 
51"  by  72",  $89.95.  Ppd.  Cata- 

logue, $1.  Peerless  Imported 
Rugs,  GTE-56,  3028  N.  Lincoln 
Ave.,  Chicago,  IL  60657. 

BOSOM  BUDDY 

Stash  your  cash  just  like  grand- 
ma, in  this  dandy  money  cache. 

Snap  it  to  your  straps  and  relax. 
Plastic  lining  and  fold-over  flap 

keep  contents  safe  and  dry.  Or- 
der #141.  $2.98  plus  40c  post. 

Anthony  Enterprises,  HG5,  556 
Mission  St.,  San  Francisco,  CA 
94105. 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

CORNERED 
Handsome  kiln  dried  hardwood 
corner  chair  in  deep  brown,  with 
distressing,  spoon  feet,  carved 

scallop  shells  on  four  legs.  32" 
h.,  28"  w.,  26"  d.  In  our  fabric 
$126  or  yours  (one  yd.  required), 
$123  exp.  coll.  Catalogue,  $1. 
Ephraim  Marsh,  Dept.  409,  Box 
266,  Concord,  NC  28025. 

HANDY  HANG-DRYER 
For  travel  or  home  use,  a  sturdy 
dryer  to  hold  all  your  washables 
is  a  great  help.  Hooks  onto  any 
showerhead,  notched  shaft  holds 
11  hangers.  Steel  construction, 
rustproof  vinyl  finish.  $3.25;  two 
$5.75.  Add  50c  post.  American 
Century,  HG5,  P.O.  Box  36232, 
Los  Angeles,  CA  90036. 

NO  MORE  CURLS 

Now  you  can  have  crunchy  bacon 

— minus  the  curls.  Bacon  press 
keeps  bacon  fiat  while  conduct- 

ing heat  for  evenly-cooked  crispy 

meat.  Fits  any  round  pan  7"  or 
larger.  For  draining  grease,  too. 
$1.49  plus  30c  post.  Anthony 
Enterprises,  HG5,  556  Mission 
St.,  San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

FRENCH  STYLE 

You'll  like  the  handles'  curve  and 
gleam  on  "Eminence"  tooth- 

brushes from  France.  Bristles 
are  medium  nylon.  Set  of  two, 
one  clear  and  one  amber,  each 
in  its  clear  travel  case.  Set  $2.98 
plus  50c  post.  Lillian  Vernon, 
G5E,  510  So.  Fulton  Ave.,  Mt. 
Vernon,  NY  10550. 

PREVENTIVE  MEDICINE 

If  the  doctor  suggests  monitoring 
the  blood  pressure,  a  high-qual- 

ity Aneroid  type  with  touch-and- 
hold  sleeve  fastener  does  the  job 

with  easy-read  gauge.  $18.95 
plus  $1  post.  Stethoscope,  $4.95 
plus  50c  post.  Kinlen  Co.,  HG- 
56BU,  811  Wyandotte,  Kansas 
City,  MO  64105. 

BEAUTY  FROM  HAITI 

Coffee  table  with  deep  carving  is 
all  handcrafted  by  native  arti- 

sans in  solid  mahogany  or  oak. 
Tropical  flowers  or  native  village 
scenes  suit  any  decor.  Add  your 

own  glass  top.  About  22"  by  44". 
$125  plus  $9.70  post.  Sierra  Im- 

ports, HG5,  86  Ann  St.,  Newark, 
NJ  07105. 

TINY  TREASURE 

Lovely  ring  box  of  fluted  lead 
crystal  with  brilliant  sparkle. 
Charming  leaf  design  is  deeply 
cut  into  base  and  cover.  2"  in 
diameter,  IVa"  high.  A  pleasure 
for  your  own  rings,  as  a  pretty 
giftlet.  $1.98  plus  45c  post. 
Ferry  House,  Dept.  GRB-2,  Briar- 
cliff  Manor,  NY  10510. 

1AY,  1976 

BLACKINTON  •  WEBSTER  •  SMITH 
Presents  the  .  .  . 

Sterling  filvcr  l^cindle 
and  JicentenniaJ  §ead 
Your  own  personal  celebration  of  200  yccurs  of 
American  Independence!  A  colonied-inspired 
sterling  silver  handle  holds  a  unique  seal  that 
expresses  your  faith  in  American  freedom  to  all 
who  receive  correspondence  from  you. 

Seal  your  commitment  to  our  country  with  this 

collector's  item  for  the  bicentennizd  year  and  for 
yeeu's  to  come.  ^  .^  ̂ >    C  A 

Comes  complete  with  ^  JL  ̂ 9* 
seeding  weix  and  instructions 
in  an  attractive  box. 

410  East  Capitol  Street 
Jackson,  Miss.  39201 

Add  75^  postage 
Miss,  residents  add 
5%  sales  tax. 

DIRECT  MARKETING 

Swedish  Crystal 

A 
i 
This  elegant  'Bluebird  of  Happi- 

ness' will  reflect  a  rainbow  of  blues 
wherever  it  is  placed.  Each  bird  is 

solid  crystal,  handmade  by  Swed- 
ish Craftsmen  and  each  carries  the 

Swedish  emblem.  Approximately 

3"  high.  A  sparkling  gift  idea  or  for 
your  own  enjoyment.  Only  $5.95 

plus  .850  handling. 

A&J  Gifts 
Box  121       Elm  Grove       Wl  53122 

CHARMING 
REPLICA 
FRENCH 

BREAD  RACK 
Unique  display 
for  ferns 

and  favorite 
babbles.  To  hango 

stand  in  pairs. 
Perfect  for  gifts 

7'/2x6V2xl7" 
high. 
10.00 

750  postage. 
Please  send     replica  bread 
racks.  10.00  each  plus  postage.  Add 

500  sales  tax  in  Texas.  D-1 
NAME   

ADDRESS   

CITY/STATE. _Z1P. 

Walter-DeLipsey 
2615  Routh,  Dallas,  Texas  75201  (214)  744-0734 

LAB  PRINT 

One  of  the  finest,  FULL  COLOR, 

prints  of  a  LABRADOR  RETRIEV- 
ER ever  offered!  Large  sized: 

20"  X  24".  Reproduced  on  heavy 
textured  artist  stock.  Sent  to  you 

via  FIRST  CLASS  mail  in  CRUSH- 
PROOF  shipping  container. 

PRICE  EACH,  $9.95  ppd. 

Send  cheque  or  money  order  to: 

The  Outdoor  Gallery 
1237-56th  street. 

Delta,  B.C.,  CANADA 
HGM 

LIKE  WALKING  ON  AIR 
Walk  In  cushioned  comfort  in  these  cool  and 
casual  summer  sandals.  Fashionable  styling 

combined  with  soft  linings.  Treat  yourself  to  a 
pair  .  .  .  walk  in  style  this  summer.  Navy, 
white  or  chino  tan  sail  cloth  with  crepe  soles. 

Sizes:  narrow  6  10,  11,  12.  Medium  4'/2-10, 

11,   12.  Left;     ■Linda"       Right:   "Ruth" 

$-|2-99  pair. 
add  $1.25  for  postage  &  handling 

No  half  sizes  over  10 

M 
orqan  s 

ove 

Andy 

Morgan, Prop. 

(j/^  '    28  West  Prospect 

I      yC\\/(>      E.  Brunswick, 

N.J.  08816 



Garden  Triumph 
Produces 

tasty  bananas  year 

after  year 

in  your  home 

PLANTATION 
BANANA  TREE 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

SATISFACTION 

GUARANTEED 

A    beautiful    mass    of    wine-colored    blooms 

this    spring — followed     by    a    succession    of 
luscious,     edible     bananas     througfiout     the 
year!  This  amazing  dwarf  banana  tree  grows 
about  five  feet  high;  thrives  inside  your  home 
so  that   delicious   fruit   is  within   easy   reach. 
Imagine,  picking  bananas  for  breakfast  cereal, 
TV  snacks.   Use  the  surplus  crop  for  banana 
cream  pie,  fritters,  banana  splits. 

EASY  TO  GROW  •   NO  SPECIAL  CARE  NEEDED! 
Your    trees    will    thrive    indoors,    on   window   sills 

or   patios    in   summer.    Our  grower   ships   only   well-rooted 

trees,  backed  by  B  &  G's  guarantee  for  your  satisfaction. 
Because    of    the    expensive    research    in    developing    this 
banana  tree  it  sells  in  garden  nurseries  for  up  to  $25.  Now 
available  to  you  at  our  incredible  low  price  of  only  $3.98. 

Order  Now  while  Supply  Lasts.  #BT-100  Banana  Plantation 
Tree:  $3.98  each;  2  for  $7.50;  4  for  $14.00.       Plus  10%  per 

order  pp.  &  hdlg.  (80C  minimum) 
B  &  G  NURSERIES  SALES,  Dept.  5HG 
606  E.  State,  Westport,  Conn.  06880 ^  -6 
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THE  DIAMOND  OF  YOUR  DREAMS 
at  a  price  he  can  afford 

£OOR/OUTDOOR     BAMBOO   ROLL 
)W    SHADES 

5  50 
6  50 
eeo 
9  50 

n  50 

n  50 1 

upX 

k>f  hanging 

All  shadei  ar«  6  long.  Shades  can  be 

HWC'ficat.ons  add  3  00  pe'  shade  .  j 

Add    1  00  ea     ponaqe 

NATURAL    WILLOW    MAIL    AND 

STATIONARY    ORGANIZER 
Sturdy     re  enforced     Spl.t 

baskets  ̂ ^ DEPT   HG  5 

PO  BOX  1998? 
ATLANTA  GA 

?03I8 

Buy  Diamond  Jewelry  direct  from 

one  of  America's  well  known  dia- 
mond cutters.  Pay  only  actual  mar- 

ket price.  We  refund  all  monies 
unless  your  own  appraisal  shows 
value  V4  to  V2  higher. 

Over  5,000  styles  $100  to  $100,000 

Send  for  FREE  92-PAGE  CATALOG. 

EMPIRE  DIAMOND  CORP.,  Dept.  12 

Empire  State  BIdg.,  New  York,  N.  Y.  10001 

NAME   

ADDRESS   

  ZIP   

MAKE 

LIVING 
SAFER, 

EASIER 

. .  W/TH  THE  BURKE  ELEVATING  RECLINER! 

if  you  ve  suffered  the  discomfort  of 
arthntjs.  stroke.  Parkinson  s.  back 
trouble,  or  M  S  .  you  can  take  the 
struggle  out  of  slandmg  or  sitting 
Gently  lower  yourself  to  a  sitting  posi- 

tion with  the  touch  of  a  switch  Then, 
you  can  securely  raise  yourself  to  your 
feet  You  re  dependent  on  no  one  but 
yourself  and  the  touch  of  a  switch 
Write  for  free  color  brochure  and  infor- 

mation on  our  Try  Before  You  Buy 
Plan    ...  No  Obligation 

Bl£;!KE I       PO  BOX  1064,  DEPT  HG576 
N    IVIISSION.  KANSAS  66222 
C.   (913)  722  5658 

'-^^ .  ,c*i 

TACTFUL  HINT 

Let  a  neat  sign  tell  visitors  polite- 
ly that  you  prefer  them  to  refrain 

from  smoking  while  in  your  home 

or  office.  Black  lettering  on  alum- 
inum plate,  mounted  on  a  walnut 

base.  41/4"  by  2".  $3.95;  two 

$7.50.  Ppd.  Write  to  Bruce  Bo- 
lind,  HG5,  Bolind  BIdg.,  Boulder 
CO  80302. 

SAFE  RETURN 

Anyone  will  know  where  Fido  or 
Felix  belongs  when  his  ID  tag 

tells  all:  name,  address,  tele- 
phone number  (specify),  all  per- 

manently engraved  on  a  stainless 

steel  disc.  A  reassuring  "insur- 
ance"! $1  ppd.  Free  catalogue. 

Holiday  Gifts,  Dept.  305-D, 
Wheat  Ridge,  CO  80033. 

BEAT  THE  HEAT 

Stay  cucumber  cool  anywhere, 
anytime.  Just  flick  on  portable 
minifan  for  the  freshest  breeze 

this  side  of  the  shore.  One  "C" battery.  Keeps  you  refreshed. 
Lightweight  plastic,  $2.98  plus 
35c  post.  Anthony  Enterprises, 

HG5,  556  Mission  St.,  San  Fran- 
cisco, CA  94105. 

THONG  OF  THONGS 

Jewel-bright  rainbow  colors  in 
man  made  patent  thong  sandals. 
Sizes  5-10;  choose  parrot  green, 
bright  navy,  pastel  blue,  bone 

(state  second  choice).  With  1" 
wedge  of  black  foam  rubber! 
$4.95,  plus  75c  post;  two  pairs, 
$11.  Ppd.  Elizabeth  McCaffrey, 
HG5,  Northport,  NY  11768. 

THE  WINDSOR 

The  modified  wings  on  this  hand- 
some chair  make  it  appropriate 

with  either  traditional  or  con- 
temporary. As  shown  in  damask, 

$105  exp.  coll.  Also  available  in 
a  range  of  fabrics.  In  your  fabric 
31/2  yds.,  54"  $60.  Catalogue,  $2. 
Hunt  Galleries,  Inc.,  HG765,  Box 
2324,  Hickory,  NC  28601. 

BATHROOM  FLAIR 

Brighten  your  mornings  with  a 
lovely  and  practical  accessory  to 

hold  your  toothbrushes.  The  im- 
ported gold-decorated  cup  is 

porcelain,  rests  on  a  graceful 
goldtone  pedestal  base.  $14.95 
plus  $1  post.  Laurel  Creations, 
HG5,  P.O.  Box  6,  Adelphia,  NJ 
07710. 

MAKE  YOUR  RINGS  FIT  RIGHT! 

Are  your  rings  too  loose  once  they're over  your  knuckles?  Do  they  slide 
around  your  fingers  uncomfortably 

and  unattractively?  RIGS  (Ring-ln- 
sert-Guard-Sizer)  will  hold  your  rings 
in  place  simply  and  effectively.  RIGS 

(Pat.  Pdg.)  are  vinyl  liner-guards 
which  slip  inside  the  ring  once  it's  in place  and  stop  slipping.  Works  for  any 

size,  women's  or  men's.  RIGS  even 
hold  boys'  rings  in  place  on  girls'  fin- gers. Guaranteed.  $4.00  ppd. 

RIGS  Dept.  15.  Box  1039.  Longmont,  Colo.  80501 

HOUSE  &  GAR:r 



CONVENIENT  CARRIER 
Natural  canvas  tote,  versatile 

and  good-looking,  is  sturdy  and 
roomy  enough  for  groceries  or 

books.  16"  wide  by  141/2"  high. 
$9  ppd.  Personalized  with  a 
monogram  in  blue,  add  50c  per 
letter  (up  to  three).  Byron  & 
Schiller,  Dept.  HG5,  Box  7228, 
Carmel,CA  93921. 

HANDCRAFTED 

Genuine  opal,  garnet  or  a  syn- 
thetic birthstone  of  your  choice 

(specify).  Left,  vine  circle  ster- 
ling setting,  $15.70;  right,  ster- 
ling, lace  filigree  setting,  $1 1.70; 

in  14K  gold,  $30.95  Ppd.  Sizes 
4-9.  Send  $1  for  catalogue,  Max- 
ons,  HG-101,  Box  3437,  Spo- 

kane, WA  99220. 

FOR  YOUR  PLANTS 
Graceful  double  wall  scroll  of 

wrought  iron  adjusts  to  fit  5", 
6"  or  7"  clay  or  plastic  pots.  Fin- 

ished in  two  coats  of  flat  black 

paint.  Instructions  for  easy  as- 
sembly. $3.89  plus  $1  post  each. 

25c  for  brochure.  Planters  Pride, 
HG765,  Box  322,  Gastonia,  NC 
28052. 

CLEVER  SHAPING 

Liven  any  wall  with  a  macrame 
owl  hand-knotted  in  California. 
Natural  jute  with  wood  boughs 

for  horns  and  perch,  two-tone 
wood  beads  and  rings  for  eyes, 

pod  nose.  22"  tall  with  hanger. 
$16.98  plus  50c  post.  Lillian 
Vernon,  G5E,  510  So.  Fulton 
Ave..  Mt.  Vernon,  NY  10550. 

NO  MORE  SNACKING! 
Ready  to  work  in  needlepoint  and 
hang  wherever  the  urge  to  nibble 

is  tempting.  7V2"  by  9"  design 
on  canvas.  Persian  wools,  needle, 
backing,  magnets,  instructions. 

$5.95.  8"  by  10"  oak  frame, 
$2.25  plus  60c  post.  Classic  Cor- 

ner, 12H  Water  St.,  Bryn  Mawr, 
PA  19010. 

NO-SHINE  DISCOVERY 
Simple  Teflon  cover  for  steam 
irons  is  the  solution  for  ironing 

serge,  gabardine,  dull-surfaced 
silks,  woolens  and  knits.  Permits 
a  smooth  shaping  or  blocking  job 
without  shiny  areas.  $1.59  each 

plus  20c  postage.  Anthony  En- 
terprises, HG5,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

A 
AN 

DISNEY 

MOTHER'S $13.00 

ppd. 

Dept    HG    201     W.     1st 
Dixon.  III.  bl02l 

Master  Charge  BankAmericard 

*«-, 

IT'S  EASY  TO  SEND  THIS 
HAPPY  GIFT  TO  HER 

"^A 

,-»/^ 

A 
2zP. 

CALL  TOLL  FREE 
(Outside  III.) 

800/435-7746 
III.  Res.  815  284-6626 

Very  limited  supply  In  Limited  Edition 

ORDER  NOW 

FREE:  COLLECTOR'S  PORTFOLIO 

COUNTRY-STYLE  CURTAINS 

fppl^^^^plli^l^       NO-IHON  MU.SLIN  IX  NATUH..\I.  OR  VVHITK ;'i(l  I  M  I'  IV',  '  |i,j1'(V\l  SUPERIOR  QUAUTY-VALUK  PRICED! 

f'^P^'P^^^^^Vr^      2"  BRUSH  FRINGE.  Extra-wide  90"  to  the  pair. 

To  one  pair  ot  cuftams-add  2  ;;alances  lof  double  1 

valances  for  wider  windows 

ndow,  or  3  or  more 

TIERS;  24",  30",  36".  10"  long.     8.00  pr. 

STRAIGHT  OR  TIEBACKS:  45".  54",  63"  long ....  10.00  pr. 

72",  81",  90"  long  .  ..  12.50  pr. 
TIEBACKS...    1.00  ea. 

VALANCE  11"  x72"   4.00  ea. 

From  New  England,  colonial  charm  of  country-style  curtains  no  longer  need 
the  diTidgery  of  ironing.  Practical,  long  wearing,  crisp  and  beautiful.  Machine 

wash  and  dry,  50'r  polyester-.5(/r  cotton  muslin  (preshrunk  max.  shrinkage 
rv )  of  unsurpa.ssed  quality  backed  with  "satisfaction  unconditionally 
guaranteed."  vSpecify  color.  Add  $1.75  post. fhdlg.  No  C.O.D'.s.  Please  send 
check,  money  order,  or  use  your  Master  Charge  or  BankAmericard. 
N.Y.  residents  add  sales  tax.     Free  Catalog. 

Colonial cTVI AID  Curtains 
Dept.  52A,  Lawn  Terrace,  Mamaroneck  Village,  N.Y 

Since  1947 

sweet 

Juliette 
A     gown     to 
awaken    the sleeping 

p  R  0  meos. 

■^  The  secret 

is  the  fine- 
ly elasticized  in- sets   placed    in 

front,  back,  and 
at  the  shoulder, 
creating  soft, 

flattering    folds. 
Delicate     lace 

trim    and    self- 

bow,     in     non- cling,     silky, 

100%    Nylon. 
Machine  wash  & 

dry.  Aqua,  Violet. 
Sizes,  P,  S,  M,  L. 

$1 

6    plus 
 $1 

postage 

Satisf.  Guar. 

$10Dep.onCOD's 
VICKI  WAYNE-H5U 600  S.  Country  Club, 

Tucson.  AZ  85716 

the 

EASY  STREET 

10  day 

walk 

test 

the  most 

comfortable 
shoe  in  America 

The  Oakbrook  by  Easy  Street  for  hours 

of  flexible  comfort.  Soft  as  wearing  mit- 
tens. Hand  stitched,  genuine  leather 

sole,  adjustable  buckle  strap,  1%"  heel, 
crinkle  patent  uppers,  deep  cushioned 
insoles,  and  foam  padded  lining.  If 

they're  not  the  most  comfortable  shoes 

you've  ever  worn,  return  them  within  10 
days  for  full  credit.  RED/ WHITE/ BLUE, 
NAVY,  CORAL,  CAMEL,  BLACK,  RUST, 
CHOC.  BROWN,  WHITE,  RED.  Full  &  Vi 

sizes  7-10  Slim,  6-10  Nar.,  5-10  Med., 5-10  Wide. 
.'<atisf.  Ciiiir. 

$11)  Dtp.  III!  con's 

$19.99  '"
"'^' 

postage 

OLD   PUEBLO  TRADERS— H5E 
600    S.    Country   Club,    Tucson,    AZ    85710 

MAY,   1976 

NO  BETTER  GIFT  AT 
ANY  PRICE 

ADDRESS  LABELS  of  De  Luxe  Quality! 
Large  and  clear.  Print  {no I  typewriter) 
type.  Neatly  centered  lines.  Rich  blue  ink. 
Snow-white  gummed  paper.  Any  wording 
you  want  up  to  five  35-character  lines. 
Sparkling  gift  box.  4-week  delivery.  300 
for  $2.00.  Any  3  orders,  only  $5.00.  Sent 
postfree  —  with  .<iati.'s  fact  ion  guaranteed! 

SEND  NO  MONEY  NOW!  Pay  for  labels 
after  they  arrive  and  prove  satisfactory. 

THE  WRITEWELL  CO. 

891  Transit  BIdg.— Boston,  Mass.  02115 

Exotic  Butterfly  Lamp 
Light  this  romantic  candle  lamp  and 
butterflies  shimmer  and  move  as  if 
alive.  Action  is  all  caused  by  the  can- 

dle flame.  Lamp  about  7"  high  made of  high  quality  etched  glass.  Use  it  to 
give  your  dining  pleasure  a  new  di- mension. Great  gift  idea.  S5.30  phis 
80c  postage. 

$5.50  plus  80C  postage. 

DECOR   GALORE 
140  Monument  Ave.,  Dept.  351 

Barrlngton,  Illinois  60010 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

WATER  THIRSTY  PLANTS  WHILE  ON  A  TRIP 
Planning  a  trip  but  worried  about  your  thirsty  plants?  Amazing 

wicks  feed  just  right  amount  of  water  up  to  8  weeks.  Can  be  used 

all  year  around  with  all  plants.  Will  not  rot  or  mildew. 

SET  OF  4  PLANT  NURSEMAIDS...  $2.98  +  450  Mailing  Each  Set. 
SET  OF  2  EXTRA  LONG  PLANT  NURSEMAIDS 

FOR  LARGE  PLANTS   $2.98  +  450  Mailing  Each  Set. 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  Or  Your  Money  Back 

A  lit  ho  uy  Enterprises Dept.  HG-56 556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Colif.  94105 

ADDRESS  LABELS  with  NICE  DESIGNS 

Any  Inifial,  American  Flag,  Pine.  Gull.  Palm.  Roan- 
runner,  Saguaro,  Rose.  Also  available  are  Texas 

Flag.  Maple  Tree.  Treble  Clef,  or  Palette  .  Up  to 

20  letters  per  line,  4  lines.  Printed  In  black  on 

white  or  gold  gummed  labels  IViiVV-  500  on 

white  or  250  on  gold  for  S2.50  ppd.  Or  on  DELUXE 

SIZE.  Vi"  long.  S3. 50  with  design  or  S2.50  with- 
out, ppd.  Specify  Initial  or  Design  desired.  Via  1st. 

add  36c  per  order.  Useful  Gifts  Catalog.  25c.  Bruce 

Bollnd.  25-L  Bolind  BIdg..  Boulder.  Colo.  80302. 
Since  1956.  Thanks  To  You! 

RENTAL-PURCHASE  Program  Available 

Your  STAIR-GLIDE '  installs  easily  and  m  less 
than  2  hours  No  maaing  walls  or  stairway 

No  special  wiring  required  Shipped  directly 

from  factory  within  4  days  STAIR-GLIOE'  , 
the  nation's  lafgest  selhng  stairway  elevator! UL  LISTED 

USED  BY  THOUSANDS  CARDIAC  PATIENTS. 
ARTHRITICS.  SENIOR  CITIZENS,  PHYSICALLY 
RESTRICTED,    POST    OPERATIVES 

WRITE  FOR  FREE  BROCHURE  AND  NAIV1E 
OF  DEALER  NEAREST  YOU. 

AMERICAN  STAIR-GLIDE   CORP. 
400 1  East  138THST,  Dept  HG  56 

Grandview,  Missouri  64030 

wmow-wHism 
This  WINDOW 

AND 
WINDSHIELD 
CLEANER 

Is  Terrific! 

Highest 
Quality! 

$5.75ea. 
+  60<;  post. 

USED  BY  PROS  v^^fsiO  95 Used     by    service     \  Vb\  (ppd  i 

stations      all     over         »»» 
America.    The    pro-     ' fessional    washer    for 
home      windows     and 

car  windshields.   Nylon-     ̂  
reinforced      sponge      for 

grime,     bugs.     8"     rubber 
blade  swipes  clean  &  dry  - 
fast!    Mop  handle  socket  for 
tall     jobs.     Satis.     Guarantee. 

American  Century 
135  So    La  Brea.  Dept     1056 

Box  36232,  Los  Angeles,  Calit   90036 

GROW  GETTER 

Want  bigger  and  better  house 
plants,  flowers,  vegetables, 
fruits?  Try  Dynogen,  a  spray  de- 

veloped for  fast  growth  even  in 
poor  lighting.  Treats  over  100 
plants  with  one  can.  $3.98;  two 

$6.98.  Ppd.  American  Image  In- 
dustries, HG5,  276  Park  Ave,  So., 

New  York,  NY  10010. 

SPLATTER  CATCHER 
Cooks  love  the  efficient  work  of  a 

pure  aluminum  splatter  shield 
that  protects  against  flying  frying 

spots,  mixing  bowl  batter.  Three 

hinged  panels.  9"  h.,  fold  flat  for 
storage.  $2.98  plus  50c  post. 
Anthony  Enterprises,  HG5,  556 
Mission  St.,  San  Francisco,  CA 

94105. 

FLOCKED  DESIGN 

Old-fashioned  good  looks — 

brown  flocked  flower  "stripes" 
on  unbleached  cotton  muslin — 

make  lovely  70"  w.  curtains.  25" 
1.,  30",  36",  $7;  45",  54",  63", 
72",  $10.  Valance,  10"  by  70", 
$3.25.  Add  $2  post.  Free  cata- 

logue. Country  Curtains,  HG54, 
Stockbridge,  MA  01262. 

OAKEN  BEAUTY 

You'll  appreciate  the  sturdy  quali- 
ty of  perfectly  seasoned  solid  oak. 

Flat  grain  sanded,  ready  to  finish. 
This  popular  dining  talDle  comes 

in  two  sizes:  42"  $140;  48" $150.  Natural  oak  finish,  $10 

extra.  Ppd.  Write  to  Marion  Tra- 
vis, HG5,  Box  292,  Statesville, 

NC  28677. 

PARTY  TURN-ON 
Fun  light's  120  prisms  splash 
kaleidoscope  of  color  on  walls 

and  ceiling.  Changing  pattern  re- 
volves slowly  as  it  creates  nostal- 

gic ballroom  atmosphere  of  the 
'twenties.  UL-approved  cord. 

$5.98  plus  $1  post.  American 
Consumer,  XL-13,  Caroline  Rd., 
Philadelphia,  PA  19176. 

COLLAR  HiM 

Sterling  silver  collar  stays.  He'll 
savor  knowing  he's  well  dressed 
down  to  these  elegant  details. 

2^2"  I.,  to  engrave  with  three  ini- 
tials (specify).  Pair  sterling, 

:  3.50.  3"  long  $9.  Add  50c  post. 
:ieepy  Hollow  Gifts,  HG5,  6651 
Arlington  Blvd.,  Falls  Church,  VA 

22042. 

'1776  BICENTENNIAL  MINI-BRICK  1776" 
Made  by  America's  Foremost Brickmaker.  .  .  .  This  genuine 

-"^     •    ---     '  handmade    "1776"    brick    paper- 

weight is  a  beautiful  decorative 
piece  and  an  item  for  the  unique 
collector.  Quality  rich,  each  piece 
is  shipped  with  a  vinyl  display 

case  and  felt  pad.  Size:  IV2"  x 2"  X  4".  color:  rose  colonial. 

$5.00  plus  $1.00  postage  &  hand- 
ling ea. 

HERITAGE   PRODUCTS    oept.  9,  p.o  bo.  42442,  cinti.  oh.  45
242 

-OUSE  &  g^r:l 



SHOW  YOUR  STYLE 

Lovely  way  to  sparkle  whether 

you're  on  the  court  or  between 
sets.  Sterling  silver  racquet 

hangs  prettily  on  its  own  22" 
sterling  chain.  Pendant  is  long, 
designed  by  Lucy  Feller.  $28.95 

ppd.  L.  F.  Designs,  Dept.  RS-8G, 
380  Madison  Ave  ,  New  York,  NY 
10017. 

POCKET  TV  RADIO 

Receives  sound  of  channels  2-13 

plus  AM/FM  radio.  Regular-lis- 
tening loudspeaker  and  ear- 

phone, telescopic  antenna.  dVi" 
by  372"  by  2".  With  carry  strap 
and  9v  battery.  $19.95  plus 
$1.50  post.  Johnson  Smith  Com- 

pany, HG5,  35075  Automation 
Dr.,  Mt.  Clemens,  Ml  48043. 

READY  RECIPES 

Wooden  rooster  clip  is  one  of 
four  bright  clip-on  creatures 
hand-made  by  homebound  blind 
craftsmen.  The  others  are  duck, 
whale  and  mouse.  All  make  per- 

fect holders  for  memos  or  a 
recipe.  Each,  $5.95  ppd.  The 
Unicorn  Gallery,  G56,  15111 
N.H.  Ave.,  Colesville,  MD  20904. 

SWEDISH  CHARM 

Imported  kit  for  embroidery  in 
basic  stitches.  Stamped  design 
on  electric  blue  linen.  Linen 

yarns,  colorful  in  shades  of  ma- 
genta, white,  rose,  green,  yellow. 

11%"  by  13%".  #9150.  $18.95 
plus  $1  post. Catalogue  $l.Skon, 
HG5,  55  Lambert  Lane,  New  Ro- 
chelle,  NY  10804. 

SILVER  JUBILEE 

Gifts,  jewelry  and  decor  in  a  spe- 
cial collection  personally  select- 

ed by  Lillian  Vernon  in  a  colorful 

100-page  catalogue.  Yours  with 
an  engraved  (print  initial)  brass 
bookmark,  25c.  Lillian  Vernon, 
Dept.  G5E,  P.O.  Box  L.  V.,  510 
So.  Fulton  Ave.,  Mt.  Vernon,  NY 
10551. 

ST-R-ETCH  TO  FIT 

Apply  liquid  leather  stretch  to 

tight-fitting  shoes  and  it  makes 
even  suede  and  patent  conform 
to  the  foot  as  you  walk.  Simple 
to  apply  and  relief  is  almost  in- 

stantaneous. $2.49  plus  40c 
postage.  Order  from  Anthony  En- 

terprises, HG5,  556  Mission  St., 
San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

SHOPPING  AROUND 
THK    >U  LI.KK  (<). 

'Ood  Hollow  Mi:ierPi;ire  N  Y  11764 

Oept.  HG-5 

•:7fe:- 

Non-shooting  Replica  KENTUCKY  RIFLE  •1725. ..over 

53"  long  all  wood  ano  metal  absolutely  sale  can- 
not be  made  to  tire      $19  00 

POWDER  HORNS 

•785.  .6"  genuine  slee-  tiorn  -S8.00  ea. 
•780...12"  genuine  steet  Horn  ■  $15  00  ea 

''<!. 

*/ 

■''-v, 

•564  Cavalry  SABRE. ..39"  overall  large  basket  liilt. 
engraved  blade  &  leattier  scabbard,  similar  to  Civil 

War  "old  wristbreaker" $19.50 ea.  -  2  for  $37  00 

Beaulilully  Polished  •  Ready  lo  Hang 

l25218to2lt    -$15.50  •2543lo4lt      $25.50  #255  4  to  5  It.  •  $35.50 

These  racks  were  designed  as  Gun  Racks,  but  are  equally  well  suited  lor  hats,  coats,  towels  or  anything  else  you  would  like  to 

hang  on  genuine  steer  horns. 

I 
•6725STEER  HORN  and 
7"  round  WALNUT  BASE 

RACKS.  $15  50  a  pair. 

•321  SHIELD  GUNRACKS 
3VV'  Dy  6'  madeot  wood 

witti  genuine  horn     $15. 75a  pair 

Full  Line  Color  Catalog  $2.00 

•7505  EAGLE  GUN  RACKS 

5    brass-plated  eagle 
6    horns.   $9.75apair 

* 

^ 

/         \ 

WESTERN  WINNER 
A  new  life  for  jeans!  Smart  double  stitch- 

ing with  yoke  back  and  jeans  pockets.  Front 
of  dress  has  ball  pockets.  Polyester  double- 
knit  with  cotton-backing  for  absorbancy. 
Choice  of  stitching  in  white,  green  or  red. 
Sizes  5/6  to  15/16.  j25  00 
Send  check  or  money  order.  Please  add  $2.00 
for  postage  and  handling.  State  choice  ol  color. 
Satisfaction  guaranteed. 

TENNIS  CIRCLE 
6  Cochise  Ct.,  Oak  Brook,  Illinois  60521 

'vl.AY,   1976 r^^\ 

.\ii  altriiitive  and  ilccorativc  way  to  displa.v  vour  living  sanlon  in- 
dl)l)l■^  iir  out.  TlK*  27"  Floor  Stand  and  Trii»I:-  Wall  Krarket  are 
expertly  crafted  of  «roii.^lit  iron  and  finislu'J  in  t«o  (■oal^  of  flat, 

black  iiaint.  In- structions included 
for  easy  assembly. 
I'ots  and  flower.s  not included. 
=  618 

floor 

5-I0" 

rfilli 
reversible 

stand  holds 

pots;  $7.95; 
triple      wall 

LanlGr3   frkk 

bracket  adjusts  to 

fit  5-6-7"  pots. 
$5.95.  Add  $1  each 
item  for  postage 
and  handling. 

P.O.  Box  322 
Gastonia,  N.C.  28052 

No  C.0.0.  Satisfaction  guaranteed. 
Brochure  of  complete  line.  25<;. 

GET  RID  OF  UNWANTED  HAIR 
Amazing  Lemos  Permagon  destroys  hair  roots  instantly — one  by  one — 
without  pain.  No  wire  connections.  Uses  tiny  batteries  (included).  Same 
electrolysis  system  experts  use  to  remove  hair  permanently  from  face, 
arms,  legs  and  body. 

LEMOS  PERMAGON  .  $12.98  Plus  $1.00  Postage  &  Handling 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthouy  Euterprises Dept.  HG-56 
556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

Qc, 



If  tweezing  your  brows  and 

applying  eye  makeup 
makes  you  frantic . . . 

Fret  no  more!!! 
A  noted  eye  doctor  was  approached  by  a 

woman  who  complained  that  without  her 

glasses  she  can't  see  what  she  is  doing, 

and  with  her  glasses  she  can't  do  what  she 
is  seeing.  Knowing  that  no  available  magni- 

fying mirror  can  give  a  strong  image  without 

distortion,  the  doctor  hand-ground  prescrip- 
tion lenses  and  silvered  them  to  provide  a 

distortion-free  focusing  mirror.  Our  optically 

perfect  "Magic  Focus"  standing  mirror  has 

a  flexible,  brass,  "goose-neck"  arm  for 
hands-free  grooming.  White  frame  and  base 
blend  with  every  decor.  To  tuck  in  your 

purse  for  quick  touch-ups,  order  our  lovely 

white  &  gold  compact  (not  shown).  It's  dou- 
ble faced,  with  plain  and  tvlagic  Focus  mir- 

rors. With  either  model,  you'll  see  clearly 
and  sharply  WITHOUT  YOUR  GLASSES  re- 

gardless of  your  prescription  or  need  for 

bifocals.  A  necessity  for  contact  lens  wear- 

ers. Cost  of  4"  diameter  standing  Mirror  is 
$14.95  plus  $1.50  postage.  Compact  is  $5.00; 

2  for  $9.50.  Add  500  postage.  You'll  be 
amazed  with  the  results.  Satisfaction 

guaranteed. 

THE   FERRY   HOUSEy    Oept.  HC-Sre,  BnarcMff  Manor,  N.Y.  10510 

34"  high  work  table 
36"  X  24",  $124.00 
48"  X  24",  $140.00 
60"  X  30",  $175.00 

or  choose  30"  dining 
height  table  at 
same  prices. 

Locking  Shepherd 
Casters, 

S25.C0  additional 

Two-inch  thick  maple  butcher  block  top, 
durable  bench-construction  frame.  Sent 

express  collect.  In  Illinois,  add  applic- 
able taxes.  Send  check  or  money  order, 

no  C.O.D.'s  please. 
Custom  sizes  and  styles  always  ...  for 
a  complete  24  page  catalog  of  exciting 
butcher  block  furniture,  send  50C  to: 

butcher  block  &  more 
The  Schoenheit  Company 

Dept.  HG-56A.  1600  S.  Clinton,  Chicago  60616 

Send  $1. 
(Refundable  with  first  order.) 

FOR  NEW  CATALOG  OF 
SPANISH  DECORATOR  ITEMS 

LAMPS  •  SCONCES  •  PLANTERS 

CANDLESTICKS   •   WALL  PLAQUES 

BIRDCAGES   •   POTTERY   o   BOOKENDS 

DOVES  •  HANDCARVED  FURNITURE 

OWLS  •  DECORATOR  CHAIRS 

ACRYLIC 
ROLLING 
PLANT 
STAND 

w 

Move  houseplants  with  ease,  even 

big  heavy  floor  pots  with  no  straining  or  lifting. 
Lets  you  rotate  them  for  proper  light  and 

growth.  Clear  acrylic  stand  has  a  generous 

l2Vi"  diam.  with  a  2"  high  rim  to  prevent 
spills.  Rolls  easily  on  three  sturdy  casters 

which  protect  furniture,  floors  and  rugs.  Only 

$6.98  plus  500  post. 

Prompt  Delivery.  Money  Back  Guarantee. 

Newl  1 12  Page  gourmet  gift  catalog  25C 

COLONIAL  GARDEN  KmiHENS 
Dept.   HG-5.  270  W.   Merrick  Rcl. 

Valley  Stream.  N.Y.   I  1582 

*^ 

^  The 

Amazing 

STRONGITES 
BY-THE-YARD! 

^synthetic   diamond-like  stones 
1^  and  gold.  Sparkle  plenty  with  the 
I    latest  fashion  rage.  Twist  and 
I    twirl  these  dazzlers  around  your 

iiB^    neck,  daytime,  nitetime.  any- 

,^C:M\n\  10pt.  Strongites. 

j^^16"  Chain.  3  Strongites  -  S397^ 
i<    18"  Chain.  4  Strongites -S46 
i  FREE  catalog  of  rings,  and  earrings  'i 
S\  ,  THE  STRONGITE  CO.i  >' 

New  York.  N.Y.  10036    .^ 

(212)  582-4168 
 "" 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

**»% 

WV^ 

"f    /' 

-^  —      -    J- 

Www 
e^    , 

PATCHWORK  CLOTHS 
Calico  border  matches  reverse. 

Handmade;  machine  wash.  Bor- 
der: red,  brown,  green,  blue,  yel- 

low or  black.  52"  by  52"  $30; 

52"  by  72"  $40;  calico  16"  nap- 
kins, each  $1.50.  Add  $1  post. 

25c  catalogue.  The  Pumpkin 
Patch,  HG5,  Pumpkin  Hollow 
Rd.,  Gt.  Barrington,  MA  01230. 

KNIFE  SET 

Stick-proof,  stain-proof,  needs  no 

sharpening.  Super-hard,  hi-car- 
bon  molybdenum  steel,  lifetime 
cutting  edge.  For  slicing  tough 
roasts  or  sticky  cheese,  chopping 

vegetables.  Includes  French 
cook's,  slicing,  paring  knives. 
Set  $19.95  ppd.  Wales,  HG-576, 
Hartsdale,  NY  10530. 

HAPPY  TROUPE 

Delightful  Disney  folk  scamper 

brightly  to  celebrate  Mother's Day  1976.  The  colorful  plate, 
made  in  the  Far  East,  is  ready  to 

hang,  comes  gift  boxed.  7%" diameter.  Limited  edition.  $13 

ppd.  Edd,  the  Florist,  Inc.,  HG5, 
Hickory  House,  823  North  Court, 
Ottumwa,  lA  52501. 

MODERN  DAZZLER 

Ideal  mating  of  shape  and  hue. 

Square-cut  genuine  sodaiite  in 
richly  veined  blue-green,  set  in 
sterling  silver.  Lifetime  glamour 
from  Israel.  Ring  (5,  6,  7,  8) 

$9.98;  bracelet  $22.50;  set 
$29.98.  Add  45c  post.  Lillian 
Vernon,  G5E,  510  So.  Fulton  Ave. 
Mt.  Vernon,  NY  10550. 

LUXURY  TOUCH 

Cushioned  toilet  seat  for  good 
looks  and  comfort.  Soft  padding 

electronically  laminated,  heat- 
sealed.  Five  colors  and  designs: 
butcher  block,  cerulean  blue, 

canary  yellow,  sable  brown  and 

pink  pink.  $19.95  ppd.  Jo-Dan 
Sales,  Ltd.,  HG5,  7011  Calamo 
St.,  Springfield,  VA  22150. 

SPACE  RACE 

Crushed  clothes  and  tangled 
hangers  are  a  thing  of  the  past: 
brass-plated  steel  hanger  spaces 

snap  onto  closet  rod  to  hold 
hangers  separately.  Set  of  6 
spaces  36  hangers  evenly.  $2.98 

plus  70c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG5,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

ANTIQUE  DESIGN 
Lovely  all-purpose  pressed  glass 
dish  with  panel  thistle  design  is 
exact  copy  of  one  over  100  years 

old  and  carries  "Bee"  mark  of  the 
original  maker.  Flared  sides. 
7%"  dia.  by  1%"  d.  $4.95  plus 
90c  post.  Artisan  Galleries,  HG5, 
2100  No.  Haskell  Ave.,  Dallas, 
TX  75204. 

HOUSE  ? 
.Of 

^■!n 



SHOPPING 
AROUND 
KENTUCKY 
AMERICANA    LAMP 

Antique,  decoupage  or  stain 
a  ready-to-finish  Inardwood 
candlestick  lamp  (easy 

instructions  included).  21" 
h.  wired  with  3-way  switch,  8 
ft.  cord.  Shade  in  white  or 

beige  shantung;  oyster  or 
natural  burlap.  $15  plus  $2 
post.  ($2.75  w.  of  Rockies). 
Free  brochure.  Baxwood 

Grafters,  PHG-65,  Box  7012, 
Lexington,  KY  40502. 

.BICENTENNIAL   EDITION 

George  Washington  taking  presi- 
dential oath,  circled  by  portrait 

medallions  of  thirty-six  presi- 
dents on  heavy  pewter  plate  by 

International  Silver.  Limited, 

7500,  numbered,  registered. 
$75  ea.  ppd.  Plates  six  other 

presidents  available.  Busche- 
meyer&Co.,  HG5,  515  River 
City  Mall,  Louisville,  KY  40202. 

WEDDING   BOX 

A  unique  present  to  be  happily  displayed  in  the  new/  home  and  cher- 
ished through  the  years.  Beautifully  antiqued  box  bears  the  wedding 

invitation  appliqued  on  top,  surrounded  by  hand-painted  flowers.  Felt- 
lined  base.  7V2"  by  5"  by  3".  Enclose  invitation  with  order.  $18.75 
ppd.  The  Plumlea  Peddler,  HG5,  Box  23367,  Anchorage,  KY  40223. 

PRIZED   PITCHER 

Indeed  a  proud  posses- 
sion. Elegant  heavy  ster- 

ling silver  pitcher  is  a  copy 
of  the  gold  trophy  of  the 
Keeneland  Racecourse. 

Beading  on  top  and  bottom 
and  Presidential  markings, 
a  handsome  companion 
piece  to  the  Wakefield- 

Scearce  julep  cup,  2^/2  qt. 
cap.  $385  ppd.  Catalogue 
$2.50.  Wakefield-Scearce 

Galleries,  HG5,  Shelby- 
ville,KY  40065. 

AND   NOW    THERE   ARE   FOUR! 

Kentucky's  only  AUTHENTIC  julep  cup,  our  famous  handmade  STERLING  SILVER  cup 
now  has  three  matching  companions!  Ail  four  items  are  heavy  gauge  silver  and  have 
hand  beading  at  top  and  bottom.  All  bear  our  traditional  presidential  markings,  which 
date  them  for  posterity.  Start  a  set  TODAY  ...  and  pass  them  on  to  future  generations 
with  great  pride!  Use  them  for  water,  milk,  cokes ...  or  whatever  you  wish!  They  make 
excellent  business  or  presentation  awards. 
From  left:  Nip  Cup  $27.00/Baby  Julep  $46.50/Reg.  Julep  $69.50/Dbl.  Jigger  $36.50 

Wakeficld-Scearce  Galleries 
Dept.  H.G..  Shelbyville,  Kentucky  40065 

One  of  the  largest  collections  ol  English  Antique  Furniture  and  Silver  and  Limited 
Edition  Porcelains  in  the  Mid-west.  Our  newest  catalogue  available  $2.50. 

n 

Over   400   patterns 

Buschemeyer  and  Co.,  cur- 
rently has  in  stock  over  400 

active,  inactive  and  obso- 
lete patterns  of  sterling  and 

silverplated  flatware.  Also 
thimbles  and  silver  dollars. 

Specify  pieces  and  send  self- 
addressed  stamped  enve- 

lope   for    prompt    delivery. 

Buschemeyer  8C  Co. 
7l5    River   City   Mall 
Louisville,  Ky.  40202 Phone 

Kentucky  502-587-7342 
Out  of  state  800-626-4555 

Thriftv 
iDEir 
SAVE 
on 

Unfinished 
LAMPS! 

This  large  Drum  Lamp 
is  sanded  satin-smooth, 
ready  to  antique,  de- 

coupage or  stain.  Made of  native  hardwood, 
it's  24"  tall,  fully  wired 

with  3-way  switch,  8-ft. 
cord.  Choose  shades: 

white  or  beige  Shan- 
tung; oyster  or  brown 

Burlap.  Satisfaction 

guaranleedl 

$18.00  each* 
Unfinished 

$25.00  each*  FINISHED  in  walnut,  colonial 
maple,  or  in  antiqued  brick  red,  olive,  mus- 

tard,   Wedgwood   blue. 
'  I'Add  S2.00  postage; 

West  of  Rockies  odd  S2.75  per  lamp. 

FREE  Color  Brochure    is  different 
lamp  styles,  both  finished  and  unfmished,  plus 
unusual   decorative  accessories. 

iBaxtDoot)  Cr afters 
Dept.  HG-65  P.  0.  Box  7012, 

■^■■■LEXINGTON,   KENTUCKY  40502^^^HI 

WJfd^ 

SIGNHU  LilHOGRAPH 
of  the 

This  full-color  print,  personally  signed  by 
the  artist,  Marj  league,  beautifully  captures 
the  nostalgia  of  the  Delta  Queen.  Tastefully 
matted  to  11"  x  14",  it  is  a  complement  to 
any  room  or  office. 
A  S7.50  value,  but  now  only  $5.00  or  2  for 
$9.00  ppd.  Special:  In  narrow  chrome, 
walnut  or  gold  leaf  frames,  $14.95  complete, 
2  for  $25.00.  Please  specify  frame.  Check 

or  money  orders  only,  no  C.O.D.'s,  to; 

Art  Publishers 
ff^j^  18  E.  FOURTH  STREET  ^^tf 

\T^K        CINCINNATI,  OHIO  45202         aV<' 

'^ 

'2^' 

STRAWBERRY/  DAISY 
PERSONALIZED  PURSE 

This  newcomer  to  our  line  has  a  hand-painted 
strawberry  and  daisy  motif  on  the  lid  and  is 
personalized  with  your  choice  of  three  initials 

(raised  wood  cutouts).  It's  further  brightened 
with  red  ribbon  and  trim.  Quilt-llned  interior. 
10"x6V2"x6".  Send  three  initials  with  orde^ 
underlining  last  initial.  S32.00  PPD. 

PLUMLEA      The  Plumlea  Peddler PE^ER      P.O.  Box  233Fn 

Anchorage,  Ky.  40223 



PURE  COMFORT 
Bon  Voyage  is  sculptured  to  lit  your  loot  in  its  best  natural  positions 
y  A  comforting,  supportive  arcti,  gently  custiioned  with  a  full 

foam  insole.  A  leather-covered  walking  heel  An  upper  of  soft 
buffalo  calfskin  and  a  generously  roomy,  forgivmg  toe. 

Pure  comfort!  Even  women  who  won't  wear  other sandals  love  to  wear  these 
In  White,  Bone,  or  Black  $27.50,  postpaid 

Guarantee:  If  these  are  not  the  most 
comfortable  sandals  you  have  ever  put  on, 

return  them  at  once  for  a  full  refund 

Slim-Slim  (AAA) 
7-10 

Shm  (AA) 7-10,  11 

Narrow  (A) 6-10,11 

Medium  (B.C) 5-10,  11 

Wide  (D,E) 
5-10 

Wide-Wide  (EE) 6-9 

Maxwell  Shoe  Company  310  Legion  Ave..  Annapolis,  Md.  21401 
Send   pair(sl  ol  Bon  Voyage 

Ste   Width   Color   

D  My  check  is  enclosed       Charge  to  my    D  Mastercharge    D  Bank  Americard 

Card  »   Exp.  date   

Name. 

Address. 

Cily   

.State. 

.Zip. 

XXXXXXXXi 
X. 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

Add  to  your  child  or  grandchild's moment  of  magic  with 

Tiny  needlepoint  pillow  with  pocket  to  hold  tooth  and 
replacement  money  For  girls,  fairy  with  magic  gold 

wand,  crown  and  slippers,  green  background,  lace 

border.  For  boys,  green  elf  with  red  hat  and  shoes, 

magic  gold  buttons,  shoe  and  hat  tassels,  blue  back- 

ground, red  ric  rac.  Approx-  finished  size  3V2"  x  5".  Kit 
includes  "13  mono  canvas,  yam,  needle,  design 

graph,  alphabet  chart,  stamped  felt  for  pocket,  lace  or 
ric  rac,  backing,  stuffing  and  detailed  instructions. 

To  order  specify  boy  or  girl.  $5  00  plus  25c  each  postage 
and  handling  (Conn  add  7%  ^T  !"TV^ 
sales  tax)  Shop  inquiries  invited.        ̂ i^  I  \    \\ 

P.O.  Box  228.  Old  Greenwich.  Ct.  06870        Vjf 

/xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  ^^ 

CLEANS  SILVER  FAST 
Magic  Silver  Leaf  goes  in  the  dishpan,  or  sink,  and  safely  cleans 

silver  as  you  wash  dishes.  No  rubbing,  no  boiling.  Keeps  silver 

shining  bright  and  tarnish-free.  Safe  for  finest  silverplate  and 

sterling.  Odorless  and  non-toxic.  Lasts  a  lifetime,  never  wears  out. 

SILVER  LEAF   $4.98   +   400  Mailing  Each 
No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Anthony  Enterprises Dept.  HG-56 556  Mission,   San   Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

STUNNING  STONE 

Elegant  square-cut  shape  in  20- 
carat  Austrian  simulated  topaz 
enhanced  by  an  electroplated 
setting  of  18k  heavy  gold.  Luxury 

gift  rings,  all  crafted  in  America. 
Sizes  5,  6,  7,  8.  $6.98  plus  45c 
post.  Lillian  Vernon,  G5E,  510 
So.  Fulton  Ave.,  Mt.  Vernon,  NY 10550. 

HAND  CARVINGS 

From  Melanesia,  free-standing 
replicas  of  South  Pacific  dolphins 

and  sharks.  6"  to  8"  I.  Formed 
of  beautifully  grained  naqi  wood 
with  inlaid  mother-of-pearl  eyes. 
Each  $9.95  plus  55c  post.  The 
Kohala  Trading  Company,  Dept. 

21E,  P.O.  Box  884,  Kapaau,  HI 

96755. 

WATER  WATCHER 

Plant-watering  indicator  tells  ex- 
actly when  to  water  by  color 

changes,  no  more  guesswork  or 

soggy  plants.  Plastic  markers  4" long.  Set  of  six  indicators,  $1.99; 

12,  $3.79.  Add  20c  post.  Write  to 
S  &  S  Enterprises,  HG-5,  9531 
Zion  Circle,  Huntington  Beach, 
CA  92646. 

LUXURIOUS  EASE 
Excellent  choice  for  traditional  or 

modern;  zippered,  reversible, 

polydacron  cushions.  Hardwood 

frame.  32"  h.,  321/2"  w.,  2P/2" seat  d.  Choice  of  fabrics,  $167 

or  &-/a  yds.  54"  of  your  material, 
$91;  exp.  coll.  #1040  Brochure, 
$1.  Pennsbury  Coll.,  Dept.  763, 
Box  2581,  Hickory,  NC  28601. 

RECIPE  CONVERTER 
Take  guesswork  out  of  altering 
any  recipe.  No  matter  what  the 
original  calls  for,  number  of 
servings  can  be  changed.  Each 

ingredient  is  re-measured  in  ac- 

curate easy-to-read  window.  9V2" 
I.  by  3V4"  h.  $3.98  plus  50c  post. 
Stratford  House,  HG-5A,  Box 
591,  Stratford,  CT  06497. 

STILLOFTHENIGHT 

Blissful  quiet  maintains  when 
the  anti-snore  mask  goes  on.  The 
mask  with  adjustable  plastic 
bands  breaks  the  snoring  habit. 
It  re-educates  jaw  muscles. 
Washable  nylon.  $4.98  plus  50c 
post.  Anthony  Enterprises,  HG5, 
556  Mission  St.,  San  Francisco, 
CA  94105. 

NEW!  PLANT  MOISTURE  METER 
This  remarkable  device  takes  the  guesswork 
out  of  watering  plants.  Works  on  the  principle 
of  electrolysis,  lasts  indefinitely  and  needs  no 
batteries.  So  easy!  Just  stick  it  in  plant  soil 
and  read  dial  instantly.  The  meter  accurately 
tells  how  much  water  surrounds  roots.  Only 

one  meter  is  needed  for  all  your  plants  in- 
door and  out.  A  complete  list  of  over  200  plant 

varieties  tells  you  how  much  moisture  is  right. 
Fully  guaranteed.  Price  $11.95  &  $1.50  P  &  H. 

MIDLAND  MOOR,o"h 
HG-56 

4086.   Kirtland. 

4409-J 

HOUSE  &  GARDE- 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

ANNUAL  SERIES 

"Promises  to  Keep"  in  limited 

edition  by  Irene  Spencer.  8V2". 
Lovely  colors  on  ivory  china. 
Plate  backstamp:  The  strength 
of  a  nation  is  built  .  .  .  ideals; 
the  character  of  its  children  by 

a  Mother's  love.  $40  ppd.  Trein's, 
HG5,  201  W.  1st  St.,  Dixon,  IL 
61021. 

SLEEPS  AND  EATS  GOLF? 

Framed  and  ready  to  hang,  a 

tasteful  joke  for  the  serious  golf- 

er. If  he  doesn't  put  it  up,  his 
"widow"  will.  6V2"  by  5V4"  with 
lettuce  green  backing,  replica 
golf  ball.  $3.98  plus  50c  post. 

Order  -132.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG5,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

GASLIGHT  MEMORIES 

An  antique  kerosene  lamp  brack- 
et from  Victorian  days  makes  a 

marvelous  modern  planter.  Arm 

extends  91/2"  and  bowl  is  4"  w., 
all  in  black  cast  iron.  $2.99  plus 
55c  post.;  two,  $4.99  plus  $1 
post.  Order  from  Greenland  Stu- 

dios, 11819  Greenland  BIdg., 
Miami,  FL  33059. 

FOR  THE  BRIDE 

"A  Lifetime  of  Happiness"  and 
wedding  bells  are  engraved  on  a 
sterling  silver  thimble.  Can  be 
personalized  (50c  per  letter  or 
number;  about  3  weeks).  S,  M, 

L.  Gift  boxed.  $11.95  ppd.  Cata- 
logue 50c.  The  Sewing  Corner, 

HGE56,  150-11  14th  Ave.,  White- 
stone,  NY  11357. 

THE  COSMOPEDIC 

Deer-tanned  leather  for  women. 
Firm  heel  counter;  cushioned  in- 

sole, neoprene  crepe  outsole,  %" 
wedge.  Tan,  black,  white.  Also 
brown  suede.  Half-full  sizes  5-9; 
full  10,  11;  widths  B,  C,  D,  E,  EE, 
EEE.  $9.99.  Add  $1.25  post. 

Lana  Lobell,  Dept.  M-3099,  Han- 
over, PA  17331. 

LACY  LOOK 

Delicately  designed  scalloped 
mats  of  soft  easy-care  plastic  in 
snowy  white.  Simply  sponge  or 
dunk  clean  in  a  jiffy.  Oval  shape. 
Practical  around  the  house  as 

doilies,  too.  17"  by  12".  Set  of 
six  $5;  twelve  in  set  $9.50.  Ppd. 
The  Ferry  House,  HG5,  Braircliff 
Manor,  NY  10510. 

As  a  part  of  my  diet,  I'm 
golfing  every  day      •  ■ 
My  doctoi  told  me  to  live  on 

GREENS  a  much  as  po«$tble. 

*"    CLEANS  YOUR  SHOWER  TILE 
KLEAN-TILE  SHOWER  TILE  CLEANER  ^r%  \kl  f  RAVI 
WILL   CLEAN    AND    CONTROL    SOAP       11  K        Wlf  t      KIIT    ' 

SCUM,  BODY  OILS,  STAINS,  MILDEW,       ̂ 'l*        WWfc       If-ll* 
HARD  WATER  DEPOSITS  AND  WHITEN  GROUTING.  A  FULL  YEAR'S  SUP- 
PLY  FOR  TWO  BATHS.  MAIL  CHECK  OR  MONEY  ORDER  FOR  $4.95. 
PLEASE  ADD  $1.00  FOR  TAX  AND  POSTAGE.  0  11-24 

iSfandard  Laboratories 
P.O.  Box  11214 
ICharlotte,  N.  C.  28209 

|Nan-e_ 

JAdQres |City   

I  MAY,    1976 

HP 

We  discovered 
^The  Handlan^! 
Back  in  1856,  the  Handlan-Buck  Company 

began  manufacturing  lamps  for  America's railroads  across  the  nation.  And  they  still  do! 

For  the  first  time,  you  can  now  order 
authentic  railroad  lamps  for  you  own  home. 

It's  the  real  thing,  an  original  kerosene  rail- 
road caboose  lamp  made  the  old-fashioned 

way  to  stand  the  infernal  punishment  of 
riding  the  rails  in  an  old-time  caboose  and 
still  shine  bright.  It's  a  rugged  20  inches  tall 
.  .  .  and  is  handsome  on  a  den  or  family  room 
wall.  Shiny  black  finish  $25  each.  Weathered 
brass  finish  (particularly  handsome)  $32  each 

Add  $2.50  for  UPS  and  handling.  Specify 
kerosene  or  electric.  Allow  three  weeks  for 
delivery.  Missouri  residents  add  4V^%  sales 
tax.  Send  check  or  money  order  to: 

Dept.  HG-5    4519  Ridgewood  Avenue 
St.  Louis,  Missouri  63116 

Yes,    you    can    have    a FULL      COLOR      POSTER 
blown  up  from  your  color 

photo  or  slide  at  a  frac- tion of  the  price.  All 

|o   color  posters  printed """ii'  on  Kodak  paper.  Great 

gift  idea]   

miiiliir
""""' 

into  a  FULL  COLOR  POSTER 
at  Unbelievable  [ow  Cost! 

LOW  COST  FULL  COLOR  POSTERS 
20"x24"     only     S7.50 
14"xl7"     only     S4.50 

  24"x36"     only  $12.50      ' 
BLACK  &  WHITE  BLOWUPS  TOO! 

2  ft.  X  3  ft.  S3. 50  Laminated  Posters 

1  ft.  X  1'2  ft.  S2.00  ^P'°2'»;. «3ft. 

1V2  ft.  X  2  ft.  $2.50  ".OOaddtl. 
3  ft.  X  4  ft.  S7.50  '*'"'"'  Retur

ned. For  every  color  poster  ordered,  add  S2.00  and 
geta  black  &  white  same  size.  Black  and  White 
Duplicates  SO^o  off-  Add  50c  each  item,  han- 

dling. For  prompt  delivery  put  name  &  address 
on  back  of  photo.  Send  check,  cash  or  M.O. 
N.Y.  residents  add  appropriate  sales  tax.  If 
you  send  slide  or  negative  ac*d  SI  00  for  each 
size.    Shipped    U.P.S.    $1.50    per    item. 

Dept.  HG-56,  Congers,  N.Y.  10920 

PROVINCIAL 

SWITCHPLATES 
Switch  to  beauty  in  your  home  with  little  cost 
with  our  golden  brass-plated  switchplates.  Non- 
tarnish  antique  finish,  screws  included.  Also  in antique  white. 

SINGLE— 3"  X  5"  51. 50  each 
3  FOR  S3. 95 

DOUBLE— 4I2"    X    "S  SI. 95  each 
TWIN   OUTLET— 3"  x  5"  SI. 50  each 
TRIPLE— 6"  x  5"  S3. 25  each 
COMBINATION— 5"    X   5"  SI  .95  each 
DOOR    KNOB  w'spindle  &  rosette     S3. 25  each 

PLUS  60e  POSTAGE  &,  HANDLING 

/''/.  U'S.  Ail'l  nr^r  Knlex  T'ljr.  Surry  So  I'OD's 

WHAT'S  NEW  SHOP 
12-H  Water  St.,  Bryn  Mawr,  Pa.  19010 

When  in  our  area, 

visit  our  New  11,000 

sq.  ft.  Showroom. 
Mandsome,  upholstered  stool  that  revolves  on  a 
swivel    base.    Use   it   in   front  of  the   dressing 

table  or  anywhere  you  need  a  decorative  stool. 
Available  in  various  grades  and  types  of  fine 
fabrics — stripes,    solids,    prints;    cut,    antique, 
crushed  or  plain  velvets;  etc. 

$66.   as  shown;   $57.   in  your  fabric — send    1 
yd.  54".  Shipping  charges  extra. 
Send  .*2    for  Furniture  Catalogue   and  HeQiiest 

Form    for   free,    hand -selected   decorator   fabr'.-x 

P  O.      Box      2324.      HG76S.      H.ckor 
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"Everything! 
YOUR   FAVORITE   PLANT 
dish  of  goodies. ..or  candle 

-^ 

ONLY  $Q95  plusSI  50  postage  and  handling 
^  ■  Calif,  residents  add  601  sales  tax 

or  your  signature,  number  and  expiration 

dateofyourBankAmericard.  Master  Charge 
orCarte  Blanche  Specify  BLACK  or  WHITE 
(sorry  no  C  O  D.s) 

J.  NOVORR  METAL  ART 

(son  of  Plant  Man)  <r,> 

He's  fun. ..he's  the  new 
table  top  metal  sculpture 
that  sturdily  holds  any  pot 

up  to  6  inchies  base  dianne- 
ter.  He  is  11  inches  tall,  16 

gauge  steel  and  finished 
in  baked  satin  enamel. 

850  THAYER  AVENUE   -  DEPT.  GA 
LOS  ANGELES,  CALIFORNIA  90024 

DESIGN©  n74-J  NOVORR-At  L  RIGHTS  RFSFRVED  I 

TEA  CADDY 

ON 

STAND 

The  pretty  tea 
caddy  has  a 
tiny  lock  and 
key,  and  the  hd 
Hfts  onto  a 
compartment 
with  a  red  felt 

liner.  Use  it  anywhere,  to  store 
cards,  jewelery.  silver  ladles- 
even  tea!  It  is  made  of  African 
mahogany  solids  and  veneers,  in 
a  brown  tone  finish.  W  15'i  D  11 
H  24  inches.  Shipped  by  UPS  to 
areas  they  serve. 

$82.00  Each,  Shipping  digs,  extra. 
Send  $1.00  for  catalog 

of  reproductions. 
Dept.  408, 

Box  266,  Concord,  N.C,  28025 

IpKiraim  Marsh 

World's  Largest  Selection 

fvici^omAN ^  FURNITURE 
Hand  carved  of 
solid  Honduras 
mahoqanv-  Table 

> ."  tops  of  Italian 
marble.  Shipped 
frt.  collect  from 
IVlontgomery. 

fLarge  choice  of 
covers  &  finishes. 

$189.95 

:^^^^H|B       Table 

^^l^^r^    I  D-14" ^^^OUT  REST^'^^'i $74.95 

master  charge 
bankamericard 

1022  SO.   DECATUR  ST    DEPT.    G5-6 
MONTGOMERY,   ALABAMA  36104 

Telephone  (205)  264-3558 

Send  $1   for  catalog  and  certificate  worth  $2 
on   your  first  order. 

Name_   .   

Address.   

Zip. 

CALICO 
COVER  UPS 

Kit  contains  3  color  coordinated 

nnaterials  and  instructions  for 

making  3  Golf  Club  Covers. 

PRICE: 

$6.95  plus  Abd  postage.  Ohio 
residents  add  4.5%  Sales  Tax. 

P.O.  Box  46 

Germantown,  Ohio  45327 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

A  great  gift  for 
Father, Son,  and 

Friends . . . 

DOG  TIES 
Cive  them  their  own 
breed  on  a  necktie 

Over  60  breeds 
available. Perfect 

reproductions, 
authentically 
woven  in 

Switzerland. 
Exclusively 
ours.  $2250 

n  Please  send  my  breed 
My  breed  is   

n  Navy         n  Brown 
n  Green Add  $1 .50  tor  delivery. 

N.Y.  State  add  applicable  lax 

□  Burgundy 

.ttainb  •3arrato 
J.J.iflf  Xorlhcni  BInl..  M nnlumsel .  S  Y.  im.sn 

r,7  Wtill  Street  (.Suit  l.',n7  )  XnrYiirl.-.S.y.  10005 

I  .'ill;  h hi;'.) -HI. '.'.'. MAJOR  CREDIT  CARDS  ACCEPTED 
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EARLY  AMERICAN 

Replica  of  cast  iron  door  stop 
circa  1850.  Casting,  in  pewter  or 
bronze,  is  mounted  on  wood 

base.  Lamp  23"  h.;  parchment 
shade  14";  horse  10"  w.  (specify 
left  or  right  position).  $39.95; 

pair  $75.  Add  $1.75  post.  Rich- 
ard Terry,  HG5,  1191  Broadway, 

Hewlett,  NY  11557. 

E-X-T-EN-S-I-O-N 
Bra  extender  enlarges  the  too 
small  bra  or  makesan in-between 
size  fit  properly.  No  sewing.  Hook 

to  both  ends  of  bra,  it's  easier  to 
work  or  play  with  a  good-fitting 
bra.  Specify  two  or  three  hooks. 
$1  ea.  plus  30c  post.  Anthony 
Enterprises,  HG5,  556  Mission 
St.,  San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

PROTEIN  GLORIFIER 

Protein  lotion  is  absorbed  into 

the  scalp  to  strengthen  and  to 
lengthen  the  hair  as  well  as  to 
thicken  it  and  heal  split  ends  that 

develop  from  bleaching  and  dry- 
ing. Two  months  supply,  $3.98 

plus  25c  post.  Growing  Glory, 
HG5,  50  Bond  St.,  Westbury,  NY 11590. 

NEVER  TO  RETURN 

For  the  female  who  has  unwanted 

hair  on  face,  arms,  legs,  we  pro- 
pose Perma  Tweez.  Battery  oper- 
ated device  removes  hair  perma- 

nently and  with  professional  re- 
sults, does  not  puncture  skin. 

$16.95  ppd.  General  Medical 
Co.,  HGE-55,  1935  Armacost 
Ave.,  Los  Angeles,  CA  90025. 

GENUINE  FAKES 

Soft,  silky  and  snugly  warm  "fur" throws  are  machine  washable, 
non  allergenic  acrylic.  Zebra, 

jaguar,  Bengal  tiger,  white  or  red 
polar  bear,  60"  by  80",  $33.  Red 

polar  bear,  tiger  or  jaguar  87" 
by  95",  $58.  Ppd.  Rich-Mond 
Assoc,  Dept.  G-56,  466  Ever- 

green PL,  Paramus,  NJ  07652. 

PARTY  BALLOONS 

Unique  tablecloth  anchors  are 
lightweight  white  plastic  balls 
with  spring  clips  and  just  enough 
weight  to  hold  a  picnic  or  patio 
tablecloth  secure  against  a 
breeze.  Imported  from  Germany. 
Set  of  4,  $3.98  plus  50c  post. 

Lillian  Vernon,  G5E,  510  S.  Ful- 
ton Ave.,  Mt.  Vernon,  NY  10550. 

ART/ANIMAL  LOVERS! 

Limited  edition  wildlife  print  by  Con- 

necticut artist  L.  P.  LaVorgna  III,  num- 

bered and  signed.  One  of  a  series.  Clas- 

sical style  pen  &  ink  printed  on  parch- 
ment. 8V2  X  11,  art  work  5  x  73/4.  Price 

$9.50  plus  .50  handling. 

R.I.  SMITH  ASSOCIATES 
100  Constitution  Plaza,     Hartford,  Connecticut  06103 

MQi  is=   Ji  GAeoEN 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

FOR  YOUR  TABLE- 
Corral  dining  musts  in  a  neat 
holder  in  finished  or  unfinished 

pine  or  redwood.  Will  hold  salt 
and  pepper  shakers,  napkins  (not 
incl.)  $15.87,  plus  $2.13  post.; 
kit  form  $9.47,  plus  $1.53  post. 
A  handy  recipe  holder,  $2.50. 
Ppd.  Treasure  House,  HG5,  Box 
1022,  Daly  City,  CA  94105. 

LET  IT  SHINE 

Precious  family  silver  pieces 
marred  by  a  missing  part  here, 
a  dent  there  can  be  restored  by 

Simmons,  fine  silver  platers,  re- 
pairers of  silver,  gold,  pewter, 

brass  and  copper.  Free  cata- 
logue. Simmons  Silver  Plating 

Co.,  Inc.,  HG5,  409  Whiteha-ll 
St.,  S.W.,  Atlanta,  GA  30303. 

HAND  CARVED  TEAK 

Teak  goblets  carved  by  Thai 
craftsmen  from  the  mellow  heart- 
wood  of  the  Malaysian  teak  tree. 

Connoisseurs  say  the  wood  en- 

hances the  wine's  bouquet. 
(90518).  $3.99  each  plus  75c 

post.  Spencer  Gifts,  E-38.  WrTte 
to  Spencer  BIdg.,  Atlantic  City, 
NJ  08411. 

GROOM  THE  BATH 
No  need  to  have  ugly  cracks  and 

openings  around  tub,  sink  or  ba- 
sin. Seal  them  up  with  self-stick- 
ing tape.  Merely  press  tape  on 

clean,  dry  surface.  11  foot  roll, 
$2.98  plus  50c  postage.  Order 
from  Anthony  Enterprises,  HG5, 
556  Mission  St.,  San  Francisco, 
CA  94105. 

THISTLE  TREASURE 

Panel  thistle  is  an  exact  copy  of 
a  cut  glass  design  made  over  100 

years  ago,  carries  the  "bee"  mark 
of  original  maker.  Pitcher  holds 
32  oz.  $19.95  plus  $1.85  post. 

Matching  3%"  h.  glass,  $4.95 
plus  90c  post.  each.  Artisan  Gal- 

leries, HG5,  2100  N.  Haskell 
Ave.,  Dallas,  TX  75204. 

POT  PRETTIER 

Brush-on  cleaner  for  aluminum, 
chrome,  porcelain  cookware, 
ovens,  rotisserie  and  grills.  7  oz. 
can  with  brush.  Dissolves  car- 

bonized grease,  encrusted  build- 
up. Does  not  darken  or  pit.  $3.98 

plus  60c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG5,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

7---V 

GREENHOUSES 
From  $88.95. 

Grow  super  vegetables  and  flowers — 
we  show  you  how!  All  bolted  fiberglass 
and  redwood  construction  with  custom 
features  that  every  gardener  wants. 
Write  today  for  FREE  brochure  with 
Budget  Plans  and  all  accessories. 

McGregor  greenhouses 

Box    36-D5,     Santa    Cruz,    California 
95063.    (408)  476-5390. 

MAY,   1976 

Walter-DeLipsey 
FANTASTIC 

Handmade 

CANDLES 
Fragrant  candles  in  glow- 

ing colors  made  from  a 

carefully  calculated  com- bination of  several  waxes 
to  increase  burning  time. 

Created  in  a  series  of  pour- 

ing, these  beautiful  can- dles retain  their  color  and  fragrance,  last  far  longer  and 
burn  more  evenly  than  any  you  have  ever  known.  Vanilla, 
Strawberry  and  Bayberry  in  two  sizes. 

Van.  Strawb.  Bayb. 

Please  send   2V4  "  dia.  x  3V2 "  candles      D         D         □ 

Ea.  2.75  +  500  shipping*   23/4"  dia.  X  6"  candles  D         O         □ 

•   Add  5%  Sales  Tax  in  Texas  Ea.  4.00   +   750  Shipping* 

Walter-DeLipsey 
2615  Routh,  Dallas,  Tx.  75201 

(214)  744-0734 

Nature's  Glory  offers  the  exotic  potless 
plant  (not  a  seed)  tfiat  thrives  on  only 
moisture  and  light.  Place  it  anywhere. 
This  effoniess  tropical  plant  will  grow 
to  the   amazement   and    delight    of    all. 

Makecli«ckspa|iblrP.O.Box34.  D«pl  T-1  Mahopac.  N.Y.  10541 

For  Entertaining  .  . 
Excellent  Gift  .  .  . 

Beautify  Home  .  .  . 

WICKER  coaster  SET 
and  CARRYING  BASKET 
Coasters  are  colorfully  arranged  with  a  real 
butterfly  inlaid  in  each  coaster.  Set  includes 

6  coasters  each  5"  wide  which  fit  neatly  into 
a  Wicker  Carrying  Basket  with  handles. 
Coasters  can  even  be  used  as  wall  plaques. 

You'll   love  showing  this  set  to  friends! 

THE  ROBERT  WESTCOTT  CO.,  oept.  hg 
3003  Ellsworth  Ave..  Erie.  Pa.  16508 

Please  send  my  Wicker  Coaster  Set  with  Carry- 
ing Basket  included. 

D  I  Coaster  Set  $5.95      □  2  Sets  $11. 00 
Please  add  .lOo  iicr  scl  fur  post.  &  lidlg. 
PA.  residents  incltide  ti' 'r  sales  tax. 
Name 

Addr 

City 

New  rectangular  shape  for  a  larger  mirror 
area!  The  bathroom  mirror  that  comes  to  you — 
8x6"  tvi/o-faced  mirror  flips  from  plain  to 

magnifying,  extends  30".  swivels  for  best 
angle  and  light.  Gives  back-of-head  view  to 
style  and  trim  hair,  folds  flat  to  wall  when 
not  In  use.  Polished  chrome-plated  metal. 
8672     Extension   Mirror     $14.98 

Add  75c  post.  &  hdlg.  N.Y.  res.  add  faxes 

cYc  The  Country  Gourmet -^  •  Dept.  G53,  512  S.  Fulton  Ave. 

Mt.  Vernon,  N.Y.  10SS0 

STUDY 
INTERIOR 

DECORATION 
•  4  Month  Practical  Training  Course 

•  3  Year  Course  in  Interior  Design 

•  B.F.A.  Degree  Co-Program 
•6  Week  Summer  Session 

Classes  start  Sept.,  Feb.  and  July 

Approved  by  Bd.  of  Regents  of  the  Univ. 
of  the  State  of  N.Y.  Send  for  Catalog  Rll 

HOME  STUDY  COURSE  STARTS  NOW. 
Catalog  Cll 

NEW  YORK  SCHOOL  OF 

INTERIOR  DESIGN 
155East56thSt..  N.Y.  10022 

2C1 



Sew  &  Save  up  to  50% 
on  camping  gear 

(SEW-IT-YOURSELF  KITS) 

^  ■  'ily  camping  can  be  affordable 

:  you  sew-your-own  camping 

equipment.  Packs,  sleep- 
ing bags,  tents,  parkas 

and  more.   All  parts  are 

pre-cut,  ready  for  assem- 

bling.   Everything  is  in- 
cluded, even  the  thread. 

Your  satisfaction  is  guaran- 
teed with  a  Frostline  Kit.  Send 

for  a  Free  color  catalog  today! 

Dept.  HG056 
452  Burbank 

Broomfield 
Colorado 

80020 

You  must  remember  this! 
The  ceiling  fan   is  suddenly  the   "In" 
way    to    cool    a    room    naturally.    The 

Adaptair  lever,  on  52"  fans  only,  ad- 
justs angle  of  all  4  blades  to  direct 

air  flow  down  for   regular  use  or  up 
for    indirect   flow.   All   fans   have   two 

speeds  and  a  five-year  guarantee. 

52"  fan  with  Adaptair,  $279 
52"  fan  without  Adaptair,  $239 

36"  fan,  $159 
Light  Adapter  Kit,  $16 

free  brochure 
sorry,  no  c.o.d.'s 

The  Ceiling  Fan  Gallery 
Dept.  HG 

Indian  Neck  Lane,Peconic,New  York  11958 

SOFT  CANVAS  SANDALS 

"TALLY" — The  big  news  is  canvas,  in 
our  softly  gathered  and  rope-tied  sandals 
with  comfortable,  foam-cushioned  insoles 
and  crepe  soles  .  .  .  rope-covered  plat- 

forms and  2  inch  wedge  heels.  Colors: 
Beige,  Yellow,  Green  or  Navy.  S12.95. 
Sizes:  Narrow  6  through  12,  Medium  4V2 
through  12.  No  half  sizes  over  10.  No 
wide  widths.  Si  .00  extra  per  pair  for 
sizes  over  10.  Add  $1.25  postage.  Refund 

if  you  are  not  delighted.  Free  catalog. 
Write  SOFWEAR  SHOES,  Dept.  TY. 
1711  Main,  Houston,  Texas  77002. 
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Ho\«'  to  Housebreak 
Your  Pet 

Train-0-MatS> makes  it  easy 

^ 

No  more  stained  carpets.  When 

dog  scents  chemicaMyodorized 

mat,  instinct  says,  "Here's 
the  spot."  No  fuss  or  bother. 
Mats  are  disposable;  both  pole  and 

18"  square  holder  are  washable. 
Kennel-tested.  Satisfaction 
or  money  back. 

Holder  &  2  mo.  supply  of  mats  .  .  .  .4.98 
Holder  &  6  mo.  supply  of  mats  .  .  .  .6.98 

Attachable  12"  pole  for  male  .  .  .  add  750 
Enclose  $1.10  shipping 

G  &  G  RESEARCH 

Box    12274-82  Dallas,    Texas    75225 

■<f<>T 

»f 

SEE  MIRACLE  OF  BIRTH 
<r/*    t\Q  POST   PAID   WITH 

^|%.«IO  FIVE  QUAIL  EGGS w      ($5.25  Without  Eggs) 

You    get    the    new    clear    plastic 
dome     CHICK-HATCHER     with 

5    Quail    Eggs     (available    year- 
ruund)    and  Egg  Hatchers  Guide 

Book.  Complete — nothing  else  to 
buy.  Send  check  or  Money  Order 
today.  Send  25c  for  catalogue  of 
larger  models  for  home,  classroom 
and  display.  Also  quail  breeding 
eciuipmcnt   and   how    to    produce 

and  sell  quail  year-round. 
G.Q.F.  MFG.  CO.,  DEPT.  CG 
BOX  8152,  LISSNER  AVE., 
SAVANNAH,  GA.  31402 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

^:Tf'-m^ 

STORAGE  STORY 

Live  iiappily  ever  after  with  wil- 
low storage  centers  thai  have 

hinged  lids  and  sturdy,  practical 

beauty.  Handwoven  chest,  26" 
I.,  16"  d.,  16"  h.,  $24.95;  ham- 

per, 25"  h.,  16"  w.,  14"  d., 
$21.95.  Post.,  $3.  Catalogue  25c. 
Fran's  Basket  House,  HG5,  295 
Rte.  10,  Succasunna,  NJ  07876. 

SPRING  PREVIEW 

Gorgeous  full-color  catalogue 
of  fine  quality  bulbs,  in  many 
world-famous  varieties.  Browse 
among  Dutch  tulips,  crocuses, 
daffodils,  hyacinths.  Advance 
sale  savings  to  help  you  plan 

your  garden  now.  Catalogue  is 
free.  Breck's,  HG5,  55  Breck 
Building,  Peoria,  IL  61632. 

WOVEN  GINGHAM 

Perma-Press  65/35,  3"  ruffles. 
Checks  1/4"  in  red,  blue,  yellow, 

lime  or  brown  with  white.  76"  w. 

Tiers  (no  ties)  24",  30",  36", 
$7.50.  With  ties:  45",  54",  $11; 
63",  72",  $12.  Ruffled  valance 
$4.  Post.  $1.75.  Catalogue  free. 
Old  Colony  Curtains,  G65GE,  Box 
759,  Westfield,  NJ  07090. 

SPORTS  IN  THE  SUN 

Adjustable  green  plastic  visor 
permits  sports  enthusiasts  who 
must  wear  glasses  to  see  every- 

thing clearly  no  matter  how 
bright  the  sun.  Visor  eliminates 
glare  and  is  easy  on  the  eyes. 
$2.98  plus  45c  post.  Anthony 
Enterprises,  HG5,  556  Mission 
St.,  San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

WINDOW  WELL  COVERS 

Quick  to  assemble  and  install; 

keep  rain,  leaves,  rodents  out  of 
semi-circular  basement  wells.  Let 
light  in,  adjust  for  air;  go  on 
wood,  tDrick,  stone,  aluminum. 
To  40"  w.,  15"  h.  17"  proj. 
Hardware  inc.  $6.95  ea.  $1  post. 

Williamson,  HG-576,  519  Gar- 
wood Dr.,  Cherry  Hill,  NJ  08003. 

RYA  ARTISTRY 

Striking  new  designs  from  Swe- 
den. Rugs,  cushions,  wall  hang- 
ings. Complete  kits  in  marvelous 

colors  for  you  to  turn  into  lifetime 
treasures.  Send  $1  for  beautiful 
color  catalogue  (refundable  with 

$25  order).  Skon,  HG5,  53  Lam- 
bert Lane,  New  Rochelle,  NY 

10804. 

STOP  STOOPIXG -Amazing, 

new  Pi  Peer"  .shoulder  Brace  (patented) 
corrects  posture  instantly,  comfortably. 

Provides  even,  distributed  support  for  sag- 

ging shoulders.  No  fitting.  Made  of  ven- 
tilated-for-comfort  3-piy  material.  Arm 

bands  softly  padded.  Lightweight,  cool. 

Can't  be  detected  under  light  clothing. 
Give  measurement  around  chest.  For  men. 

women.  .$6.95  +  7.5c  postage.  Piper  Brate. 

Dept.  HG-.56SH,  811  Vi  yandotte,  Kansas 

City,  -Mo.  64105. 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

SERENE  SCENE 

A  young  black  labrador  retriever 
sits  in  a  field  of  gold  grass  in  a 

limited  edition  collector's  print 
signed  by  artist  Bob  Abbett.  Each 

30"  by  23"  print  is  numbered. 
$65  ppd.  Catalogue,  $1;  deduct- 

ible from  first  order.  Sunshine 

Studio,  Dept.  HG-56,  206  Broad- 
way, Lawrence,  NY  11559. 

MUSCLE  TONER 

Exercise  with  simple  rubber  arm 
muscle  builder,  firms  arm  and 
hand  muscles,  relieves  aches  and 
stiffness.  Fits  in  a  pocket  when 
not  in  use.  Athletes  use  it;  exer- 

cise enthusiasts  advocate  it. 
$2.98  plus  35c  postage.  Anthony 
Enterprises,  HG5,  556  Mission 
St.,  San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

PETS'  CARE  GUIDE 
Provides  hundreds  of  questions 
and  answers  on  emergency  first 
aid,  diseases,  skin  infections. 
Learn  to  recognize  symptoms  of 
various  problems;  also  proper 

feeding  for  all-age  dogs,  cats. 
$4.95  ppd.  Prano,  Dept.  HG-56, 
322  Sharrotts  Rd.,  Staten  Island, 
NY  10309. 

TOP  HAT 

For  graduation  day,  a  purple  silk 

moire  4"  by  4"  mortarboard  and 
tassel  that  borders  a  2V2"  gold- 
tone  round  frame  for  photograph. 
Brass  tag  engraved  with  name, 
year  (specify).  $3.98;  three, 
$9.98.  Add  50c  post.  Lillian  Ver- 

non, G5E,  510  So.  Fulton  Ave., 
Mt.  Vernon,  NY  10550. 

COFFEE  ON  THE  GO 

Great  idea  for  car  commuters 
and  salespersons  on  the  road. 
New  kind  of  coffee  mug  has  a 
spillproof  cover  with  opening  for 
sipping.  Fits  neatly  into  an  outer 
cup  that  adheres  to  dashboard. 

Plastic.  3%"  h.  $3.25;  two,  $6. 
Ppd.  Bruce  Bolind,  HG5,  Boul- 

der, CO  80302. 

STRAIGHT  AND  STRONG 

Spring  post  bookends  keep  book- 
shelves neat  and  orderly.  Gold 

anodized  aluminum  encases  a 
steel  tension  spring.  Poles  fit 

shelves  9V2"  to  13y2"  h.;  slim 
enough  to  be  unobtrusive.  $2.98 

a  pair  plus  50c  post.  Anthony  En- 
terprises, HG5,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

i      40" Basic  to  every  woman's  wardrobe,  the  versa- 
^  ̂k      tile    "FLING"    co-ordinates    every    ensemble 
w^L         from  city-classic  to  country-casual. 

■-^^L  Lustrous         fine         denier         polyester 

^^^        "FLINGS"    are    available    in    3    lengttis 
and   13  colors — to  match  every  outfit. 

•  Cream  •  Yellow  •  Peach  •  Terracotta  • 

•  Rose  •  Lt.  Green  •  Dusty  Blue  •  Brown 
•  Black  • 

(Please  state  second  color  choice) 

40 '  FLING   $2.95  +  350  Hdlg. 
•  53"  FLING   $3.95  +  35C  Hdlg. 

•  65"  FLING   $4.95  +  350  Hdlg. 

Money  Back  Guarantee/ Check  or  Money  Order  • 

K 
Each 
Each Each 

OST  Cravates 
Dept.  AS,  P.O.  Box  50 

6666  St.  Urbain,  Montreal,  Canada  H2S  3H1 

Decorative 
Hand  Blown 
Budders 

Here's  a  new  way  to  root  your  plant  cuttings 
and  gracefully  display  your  small  flowers  and 
sand  sculptures.  All  clear  hand  blown  glass 
globes  that  can  be  hung  or  set  on  a  flat  sur 
face.  Ideal  for  every  room  or  window.  Excellent 
hostess  gift. 

3"  $5.95;  4"  $7.95;  5"  $9.95 
Set  of  three  (one  of  each)  $22.95 

All  postpaid 

Check,  Money  Order  or  BankAmericard. 

Sorry  no  COD's      N.Y    State  residents  add  tax. 

BUDS,  Dept.  HG56 155    East   26th    St.,    New    York,    N.Y.    10010 

F HANDCRAFTED 

2V2"  deep 

Impressive 
carved  wood 

11  leffers  or  lea  f24.98 

12  through  75  letters  $26.98 

Additional  letters  over  1S 

12.98  each. 

PLEASE  ADD  $1  POSTAGE 
Pa.  res.  add  6%  tax. 
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NAMEPLATE 
PERFECT  FOR   FATHERS   DAY 

There's  nothing  like  a  name  to  zero  in  on  a  client.  Have  an 
executive's  name  carved  in  wood,  to  an  imposing  2'/2'  <ieep. 
Hand  rubbed  walnut  finish.  A  gift  for  a  valued  friend,  cus- 

tomer or  employee.  Colorful  94  pg.  Sift  Catalog  FREE  with 
every  order  TAYLOR   GIFTS 

355  E.  Conestoga  Rd.,  05-6,  Wayne.  Pa.  19087 

TAPESTRIES 
WOVEN  IN  EUROPE 

#201 -C    Salon    Louis    XV— 20" Add  SI. 00  for  postaqo  &  tr 

X    20":    $8.50 

DIRECT    FROM    EUROPE 

— Save  80  "o    to  90  %  — 

Tapestries  have  been  admired  in  Europe 

for  centuries.  At  these  low  prices,  you'll 
want  several.  Authentic  replicas,  machine 

woven  of  100%  cotton — will  not  fade.  Sizes 
&  scenes  to  fit  any  decor. 

I  SEND  $1.00  FOR  COLOR  BROCHURE.   I 

LOVELIA   ENTERPRISES.   INC. 
Box  1845HG  Grand  Central  Station 

New  York.  N.  Y.  10017 

Natural  cane  and  natural  jute  com- 
bine to  make  a  stunning  PORT- 

FOLIO, to  carry  all  your  papers, 
etc.  Also  doubles  as  an  underarm 
bag. 

Lightweight,  sturdy  and  handsome. 

Double  zip  closure:  zippered  in- 

side pocket.  Size  14"  x  ̂ 0^A". $14.95  postpaid. 

Dept.  HG-5        Northport,  New  York  11768 

TEE  CADDY 
Colorful  needlepoint  caddy  laces  on  your 

qolf  shoe  to  keep  tees  on  hand  at  all  times. 
Ejch  kli  coiTiplete  with  design  on  canvas. 
Pjterna  Persian  wool,  two  tees,  elastic. 

nee-ilo    and  instructions.  Size.  2"  x  3". Ball  on  Tee  Kit      SI. 95 
Fore  Kit      SI. 95 
Crossed  Clubs  Kit     SI. 95 

T  Up  Kit      SI. 95 
Flag  and  Pin  Kit     SI. 95 
Golf  Bag  Kit      51.95 
Any  Six  Kits    $10.95 

P:  us  60c  postage  &  HANDLING 
Pa.  Res.  Add  6%  Sales  Tax 

VICTORIA  GIFTS 
12-H   Water  St..   Bryn   Mawr.   Pa.    19010 
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Hdtoid  Young,  West  Yellowstone's  best  wildlife 
camera  clicker,  photographed  this  baby  bobcat 
right  in  its  own  woodsy  backyard,  somewhere 

within  27  miles  of  here.  (Harold  won't  say  exactly 
where  in  interests  of  maintaining  privacy  for  baby 

bobcats  )  We've  made  it  into  a  big  happy  poster,  2 
X  3  f(?et  black  &   white,  S2  each  (+  postage). 

Wretched  Mess  News,  P.O.  Box  HG27,  W. 
Yellowstone,  Montana  59758. 

A  DRIP  SAUCER 
THAT  HANGS  ON  TO 

HANGING  PLANTS 
SUPER  SAUCER  '"-  attaches 
firmly  and  invisibly  to  any  kind  of 
hanging  pot  .  .  .  clay,  plastic  or  ce- 

ramic. At  last — water  without  drip- 

ping! 
Order  green,  white  or  "clay"  and 
Small  (pot  bottoms  3"  to  4%")  or 
Large  (bottoms  5"  to  7").  $1.98 each.  Minimum  order  3.  Add  $1.25 
for  post. 
The  Sos  Company,  Dept.  H.  2418 
Laurel  Pass.  Los  Angeles.  CA 
90046.  (^patent  pending) 

YOUR  OWN  ELEPHANT 
Special  Value  Price:  $4.95 

Here's   a   jumbo    towel    rack   you'll    never   forget. 
Fashioned  of  sturdy  natural  wicker,  it's  a  full 

14"  high,  and  attaches  easily  to  any  wall. 
You'll  want  one  for  every  member  of  the 
family,  and  at  our  extra  special  price  you 

can  afford  to  take  in  a  whole  herd.  Order  No. 
75026,  Please  add  $1.45  postage  and 

handling.  N.Y.  residents  add  8%  sales  tax. 
Send  2Se  for  coinplete  catalog. 

WcKER  Etcetera 
Dept.    HG-11,    P.O.    Box    508    Murray   Hill    Station 

New  York,  N.Y.  10016 

/ 

CORDLESS  MASSAGER 

Battery-operated  massager  brings  satisfying  relaxation.  Deep  gentle 
penetrating  vibrations  soothe  neck,  shoulder  muscles,  arms,  legs  and 

tired  feet.  Operates  on  standard  batteries  (not  included).  4  sizes. 

Mini  Massager,  AV2 "      $3.98  +  300  Mailing  Each 

Regular  Massager,  7"         $4.98  +  45C  Mailing  Each 
Deluxe  Massager,  10"      $7.98  +  500  Mailing  Each 
Super  Massager,  12"      $9.98  +  550  Mailing  Each 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

/tlllUOIiy   tLUTCVpTtS€S     55^  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

U's  h»"\'»  *"■„>.- 
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WE  PRINT 

ANYTHING 
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GIANT  BALL  FRINGE 

No-iron  muslin-type  cotton/ poly- 

ester. 90"  wide  a  pair.  24",  30", 
36",  40"  !.,  $8  a  pr.;  45",  54" 
63",  $10;  72",  81",  90",$12.50i 
tiebacks,  $1  a  pr.;  valance,  $4 

each.  Post.,  $1.75.  Free  cata- 
logue. Colonial  Maid  Curtains, 

HG5,  Lawn  Terr.,  Mamaroneck NY  10543. 

LOUD  AND  CLEAR 
Gold  colored  metal  desk  plaque 

proclaims  in  black  lettering:  It's 
hard  to  be  humble  when  you're 
as  great  as  I  am.  No  false  mod- 

esty or  is  it  ego-assuaging?  4"  x 4"  solid  walnut  stand.  $2.98 

plus  60c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG5,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

FLIGHT  OF  FANCY 

Translucent  mylar  butterflies 

with  stained-glass  touches  of 
reddish  brown,  gold,  blue,  red, 

green.  Perfect  for  glass  doors. 
Weather-proof,  washable,  reus- 

able. About  3".  Set  of  four  $1 

plus  25c  post.  Cadlyn's,  HG5, 2077  New  York  Ave.,  Huntington 

Sta.,  NY  11746. 

WILD,  WACKY  SLOGANS 

Choose  any  message  or  slogan 

up  to  30  letters — it's  printed  on 
swinging  sweatshirt  or  T-shirt. 
Quality  cotton;  machine  wash- 

able; non-fading  printing.  Navy 
or  powder  blue.  S,  M,  L,  XL. 
Sweatshirt,  $6.95,  T-shirt,  $4.95 

ppd.  Holiday  Gifts,  Dept.  305-E, 
Wheat  Ridge,  CO  80033. 

THE  CONTINENTAL 

Tray  purse  opens  and  closes  in 
palm  of  your  hand.  Select  and 

count  change  easily.  Two  com- 
partments: one  can  hold  bills  or 

tickets  and  the  other  coins.  Tan 
■  askin.  3"  by  3".  $2.98  plus 

Oc  post.  Order  #700.  Anthony 

Enterprises,  HG5,  556  Mission 
St.,  San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

HIDDEN  LIGHT 

In  walnut-finish  wood  footed 

base,  it  radiates  up  to  illumine 
your  crystal,  paperweight  or  cut 

glass  and  makes  it  glow.  6'  cord, 
on-off  switch,  bulb.  4"  round 
$12.95;  5"  by  5"  $19.95;  8"  by 
5"  $29.95.  Add  $1.25  post.  ea. 
World's  Window,  HG5,  Box  91, 
Plainview,  NY  11803. 

TO  NEEDLEPOINT 
Send  color  or  b/w  photo  to  be 

rendered  on  canvas  by  artist.  Kit: 

color  directions,  wool  (or  em- 

broidery). 10"  by  14"  $24.95; 
14"  by  18"  $34.95;  18"  by  22" 
$39.95;  extra  subjects  $15.  Add 

$2  post.  Needlepoint  Portraits 
Ltd.,  Studio  A5,  20  Nassau  St., 
Princeton,  NJ  08540. 

HOUSE  &  GARDE' ^m 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

CLEARLY  FOR  ROOTING 

Slender-necked  ball  container 
holds  cuttings  to  root  and  form  a 
plant.  When  roots  establish,  plant 

in  soil  or  continue  to  grow  hyd^o^ 
ponicaliy.  Clear  plastic.  Place  on 
shelf  or  hang  in  a  window.  $1.98 
each;  3,  $4.95  plus  35c  each 
post.  Leed,  Ltd.,  HG5,  9078  E. 
Nassau  Ave.,  Denver,  CO  80237. 

RING  OF  PASSION 

Changing  barometer  of  one's mood  is  reflected  in  the  color  of 

ring's  stone.  The  color  goes  from 
dark  to  a  brilliant  sapphire  to  in- 

dicate all's  ok.  Silvery  setting  for 
men  or  women.  Give  size.  $9.95 
plus  75c  post.  Stewart  Frost, 
HG5,  551  5th  Ave.,  New  York, 
NY  10017. 

FRENCH  CRADLE 

Ivory  telephone  with  a  French  ac- 
cent fitted  with  brass  and  built 

to  plug  in  for  instant  use.  An  Old 

World  beauty  for  the  most  ele- 
gant decor  in  any  room  of  the 

country  villa  or  town  apartment. 
$69.95  plus  $2  post.  Catalogue, 
50c.  Grand  Com  Inc.,  HG5,  324 
Fifth  Ave.,  New  York,  NY  10001. 

SCOOP-SERVER 

Useful  in  kitchen,  attractive  at 
the  table.  Perfect  for  ice  cream. 
Cast  aluminum,  polished  finish. 

Grooved  flat-tip  handle  for  deep- 

dish  serving.  9y2"  I.  From  Italy. 
$3.98;  two  $6.98.  Add  50c  post. 
The  Country  Gourmet,  G5E,  512 
So.  Fulton  Ave.,  Mt.  Vernon,  NY 
10550. 

CAMPAIGN  TRAIL 

Reproductions  in  original  size 
and  colors  cover  all  elections 
since  1896  invention  of  button. 

McKinley  to  Nixon-Agnew,  even 
McGovern-Eagleton.  40  in  set 
$5.98  plus  75c  post.;  with  two 

wood  frames  $12.96  ppd.  Ameri- 
can Consumer,  9EC-10.  Caroline 

Rd.,  Philadelphia,  PA  19176. 

PLANT   PROP 

Professional-style  trellis  sup- 
ports vines  and  plants  in  a  new 

safe  way,  thanks  to  its  sturdy  vi- 
nyl weatherproof  netting  that 

can't  rot  or  burn  plants.  5'  by  8'; 
$1.99;  two,  $2.98.  5'  by  15', 
$2.99;  two.  $3.98.  Add  65c  post. 
Greenland  Studios,  1 1816  Green- 

land BIdg.,  Miami,  FL  33059. 

WEATHER  WISE 

When  fair  weather  is  in  store  the 
children  come  out,  for  rain  or 

snow  it's  the  old  witch.  The  chalet 
they  live  in  is  of  marble-look  plas- 

tic. Thermometer,  too.  5%"  by 
4y2"  by  iy2".  $2.98  plus  55c 
post.  Order  #142.  Anthony  Enter- 

prises, HG5,  556  Mission  St., 
San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 
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IT'S  YOURS! 

We  cut  it — 
you  sew  it. Only  4  major 

pieces  clearly 
marked  —  in 
100%  wash 

and  wear  tex- 
turized  poly- 

ester gabar- 
dine. It's  all 

cut  out,  every- thing  you 

need  to  finish 
the  dress  is  in 
our  kit.  Avoid 
costly  cutting 

errors  and  en- 

joy a  profes- 
sional looking 

fashion  at  a 
fraction  of  its 
value. 

Sizes  8-16. 
Only$12.98  plus  $1.50 

postage  &  handling. 

I,  .  .._  ̂ x  -,  I  I      (Blouse  not  included) |IV*V  VjClU    »c      Dept.  HG56, 

151  Schenck  Ave.,  Great  Neck,  NY  11021 

pi 

All  Leather  Collapsible  Travel  Kit 

The  perfect  accompaniment  to  any  luggage^ 

...a  carry-all  kit  of  full-grained  cowhide 
,with  two  side  pockets,  waterproof  lining^ 

and  nylon  zippers.  "Take-me-along "  is  the 
iway  to  go  this  Father's  Day! 
SI  4.00  postage  and  handling  included 
'Ga.  residents  add  4%  sales  tax. 

Black  only. 

FoWedio 
Vi"  tot  easy 
storage 

•Accessories  International^ P.O    Box  28123 
Atlatita.  Georgia  30328 

rwii%j\jrw%nfwww^jmrv 

'Pet  Shirt"  Now  you  can  have  AMY  BREED  OF  DOG.  CAT 
or  HORSE  attrstically  reproduced  on  a  variety  ot  high 
quality  shirts. 

Jerseys:  Natural  body  with  colored  sleeves  -  S7  95 
Sweatshirts:  L  Sleeve  (white).  S  Sleeve  (It  blue)-  7  95 
TShirts:  White  -    5  95 
Sizes:  MensS.  ML  XL  - 

Childtens  S  (6-8).  M  ( 1012),  L  (14-16),  XL  (18) 
Send  check  or  money  order  to 

ALL-BREED  SHIRT  CO  ,  (N.)  (Add  75c  per  shirl 
3140  Harbor  Lane  No  lor  postage 
l^pls,  MN  55441  and  handling) 

For  the 
discriminating  embroiderer 

This  original  Jacobian  crewel  design  is 
fashioned  with  the  finest  English  Paterna 
Yarns.  The  subtle  blending  of  colors  is 

suitable  for  any  decor.  Available  in  blue- 
green-brown/208B  or  gold-green-brown/ 
208G.  Complete  kit  includes  100%  natural 

linen,  yarns,  needle,  and  detailed  instruc- 
tions. Size:  12"  x  12",  Suitable  for  pillow  or 

picture.  State  color  number,  $8.95  postpaid. 
Conn,  residents  add  7%  sales  tax, 

^  The  Embroidery  Hoop Drawer  C 
Wethersfield,  Conn,  06109 

IMAGINE  .  .  . 

Buttermilk  Soap  from  Switzerland 
Camellia  &  Plum  Soap  from  Japan 

Ylang-Ylang  Cologne 
from  Comoro  Islands 

Part  of  e   and  Exotic  Collection 
of  Toiletries  from  ttie  far  corners  of  the 
world. 

Send    now    for    our     unique     illustrated 
catalog  of  products  based  on   the  natural 
essences  of  herbs, fruits, flowersand  plants. 
It's  FREE. 

THE  SOAP  BOX 
Dept,    1502,    Box   167,    Woodstock,    CT    06281 

•  Just  spray  and  turn 

plain  picture  glass 

into  expensive  non- 
glare  glass  right  in the  frame. 

•  View  as  never  before, 

treasured  pictures  and 

photographs  without 
annoying  glare  and 
reflection. 

NON 

GLARE 

ELIMINATES 

GLARE 

•REAL   SAVINGS!    Covers   up   to  50 

sq.  ft.  harmless  to  frame. 
Guaranteed  Life  Time  of  Glass 

$4.49    +   $1.00    Postage  &   Handling. 

Send  Check/M.O./(No  C.O.D.'s) 

4^^0^-GLARE      Dept.  HG5.  Box  621 "^^ INDUSTRIES      ^^illbrae.  Ca    94030 

mm 

^" 



Jungle   Harmony 
Ideal  ■for  children's  rooms.  Orange 
and  while  giraffe,  black  antelope, 
mul+i-co!ored  birds,  fish,  turtle  and 

leopard  on  display  in  this  scene  of 
animal  harmony.  Kit  includes  stamped 

ecru  linen  picture,  colorful  crewel 

yarns,  needle  and  easy  to  follow 

instructions.  Finished  size  18"  x  24". 
S5.95  Plus  60c  postage.  (Mass.  Res.  add  5% 

tax.)    No  C.O.D.'s. 
Send  25<  for  4  issues  of  colorful  32  page 
Needlework  catalog  with  over  500  items. 

Mucn  n  n/fvCc- Deot.    HG-0S6.   Shoppers'   World.    Box   709 
Framingham.   Mass.  01701 

CONNECTICUT  CURTAINS 

"FAIRFIELD" 
LENGTH     PRICE 

24-      $6.00 

'-hliJIihi;! 
(I    i'    \  ̂iWI 

30"
 

36"
 

45"
 

54"
 

63"
 

6-50 
7.00 

8.00 
9.00 

10.00 

Tie-Backs 
Included 

Valance, 

70"x12" 

Muslin  curtains 

white  or  natural  with  extra-plush 

matching  2"  brush  fringe,  76"  wide. 
Personal  checks  or  mo  BankAmencatd  o'  Mastercharge 

Add  SI  75  post.  &  hdig.    Conn.  res.  add  7%  tax,  no  CODs 

Send  for  free  catalog 
satisfaction  guaranteed 

CONNECTICUT 
CURTAINS 

Gateway  Center,  HG-576,  Wilton,  Conn.  06897     ̂  

OFf 
fAce 

Now  Happy!  I  had  ugly  superflu- 
ous hail  .  .  .  was  unloved  .  .  .  dis- 

couraged. Tried  many  things  .  .  . 

even  razors.  Nothing  was  satisfac- 
tory. Then  I  developed  a  simple, 

painless,  inexpensive  method.  Not 

Electric.  It  has  helped  thousands 

win  beauty,  love,  happiness.  My 

FREE  book,  '-X^'hat  I  Did  About 

Superfluous  Hair"  explains  meth- 
od. Mailed  in  plain  envelope.  Also 

TRIAL  OFFER.  Write  Mme.  Annette 

Lanzette,  2316  W.  Lawrence  Ave., 

Dept.  800.  Chicago.  111.  60625. 
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A 
STAND 
OF  A 
1000 
USES 
A  beautiful  chrome  and 

glass  or  brass  and  glass 
stand  that  can  be  used 
for  a  flower  tier,  curio 
stand,  end  table,  lamp 
stand,  etc. 

•  Fully  chrome  or  brass  plated  steel  tubing 
•  Safety  tempered  glass 
•  Made  in  US  A. 

CHOOSE  FROM  FOUR  SIZES 

15"  high  X 18"  dia.  x  1  tier      36"  high  x  18"  dia.  x  2  tiers 

24"  high  X 18"  dia  x  2  tiers     48"  high  x  18"  dia,  x  3  tiers 
CHROME  &GIJVSS 

15"  Stand  S15.88  ea        36    stand  S21.88ea. 

24"  stand  $18  88  ea.       48"  stand  S24.88  ea. 
/or  Brass  &  glass  add  S3  00 

tor  freight  &  har^aimg  add  S3  50  each 

Send  checks  or  money  orders  to; 

CI  CENIT  CO.,  INC. 
I  BOX  41 

CI  KEEGO  HARBO
R, I  MICHIGAN  48033 

No  COD  Michigan  residents  add  -S's  sales  tax 
flowers  and  accent  pieces  not  included. 

Leashes  and  Collars 
£rotn  Macratne  Kits 

Make  great-looking  pet  accessories  for 
the  stylish  Fido  or  feline  from  easy-to- 
assemble  macrame  kits.  Simple  enough 
for  beginners,  kits  for  collars  and  match- 

ing leashes  include  100°o  braided  nylon 
cord  (very  strong!),  top  quality  hardware, 
all  wood  beads  and  easy-to-follow  in- 

structions. Specify  color:  red.  It.  blue, 
royal,  black,  brown,  white,  maroon.  It. 
green,  dk.  green,  beige  or  yellow. 
Order; 

Cat  Collar  (up  to  15")  $1.75 
Small  Dog  Collar  (up  to  15")  SI. 75 
Medium  Dog  Collar  (14"-22'1  S2.75 
Large  Dog  Collar  (21  "-32")  S3. 50 Small  Dog  Leash  (up  to  5)  S4.50 

Med. /Large  Dog  Leash  (up  to  5')  $5.00 
Add  $.50  for  postage  and  handling.  (Conn. 
residents  please  add  7°o  tax  ) 

pet  projects 
Box    1133,    Ocpt.    HG056,    Stamfo-'d,    Conn.    06904 

ALMATEX 
Cordomatic  Multi-Lite  Reel 

Completely  portable  multi-purpose  light 
wherever  needed.  Utility  and  design  make 
the  versatile  MULTI-LITE  REEL  a  must  for 
the  modern  home.  The  handsome  spun 
aluminum  reflector  swivels  on  a  rugged 
base.  Completely  portable,  the  20  ft.  cord 
pulls  out  to  desired  length,  locks  .  .  .  then 
retracts  automatically.  Accommodates  150 
watt  floodlite.  spotlite.  heat  lamp,  sun 
lamp  or  photo  flood,  (not  included)  $18.95 
(Free  Mailing) 

(Pa.  residents  add  6%  sales  tax) 

SATISFACTION  GUARANTEED 

Send  check  or  money  order  to: 

ALMATEX  INTERNATIONAL  COMPANY 

MAIL  ORDER  DIVISION 
3569  Bristol  Pike 

Cornwells  Heights.  Pa.  19020 

SHOPPING  AROUND 
STEP  FORWARD 

Wedgie  lovely-as-leather  with 
cushioned  lining  and  insole. 

Camel,  brown,  dark  green,  bur- 
gundy. Narrow,  5V2  thru  12; 

medium,  4  thru  12;  wide,  5  thru 
12;  no  half  sizes  over  10.  $12.99 

plus  90c  post.  Morgan's  Cove, 
HG5,  28  W.  Prospect,  E.  Bruns- 

wick, NJ  08816. 

KARATE  ROBE 

Sleek  good  looks  combined  with 
easy-fitting  comfort  in  a  wrap  de- 

signed to  lift  your  spirits.  Jaguar 
print  is  on  lightweight  acetate 
satin.  Black  and  white,  S,  M,  L 
and  XL.  $26.98;  monogram  $2. 
Ppd.  Scintilla  Satin  Shop,  Dept. 
G,  4802  No.  Broadway,  Chicago, 
IL  60640. 

OPTIC  OPERA  AIDS 

Folding  opera  glasses.  Slip  into 
handbag  or  pocket.  Sports  fans, 
theater  buffs,  ballet  bugs  love 
them.  Makes  balcony  seats  seem 
like  first-row  center!  Chrome 
plated,  2.5  by  25  m/m.  $5.98 

plus  60c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG5,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

HANDWOVEN  SHELVES 

Three  tier  willow  shelf  stands 

alone  or  hangs  on  the  wall  to  hold 
toiletries,  cosmetics  or  guest 

towels,  plants  and  books.  18"  by 
20"  by  6".  Handy  in  bath,  bed- 

room, kitchen.  Natural,  $12.95 

plus  $2  post.  Catalogue  25c. 
Fran's  Basket  House,  HG5,  Rte. 
10,  Succasunna,  NJ  07876. 

BUILD  YOUR  OWN 

Precise  balance  lets  capable  cart 

carry  double  loads  with  ease. 
Two  wheels  prevent  tipping  to 

side.  Steel,  plywood  panel  mod- 
els. Special  stand  to  straddle 

garden  rows.  Several  size  kits, 

free  catalogue.  Garden  Way  Re- 
search, Dept.  60875,  Charlotte, 

VT  05445. 

SEE-WORTHY 

Plastic  container  with  applica- 
tor top  holds  eyeglass  cleaner 

that  keeps  specs  sparkling  all 
day.  Just  dab  on  and  wipe  with 
tissue;  it  prevents  fogging,  too. 
Gives  hundreds  of  cleanings. 

$1  plus  20c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG5,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

ROOM  BRIGHTENER 

Lovely  reproduction  of  a  crown 
daisy  bush  with  49  blooms  and 
partially  opened  white  buds.  So 
real-looking,  you  naturally  want 
to  touch  them.  $8;  two  $15. 

Ppd.  Please  write  to  Sleepy  Hol- 
low Gifts,  HG5,  6651  Arlington 

Blvd.,  Falls  Church.  VA  22042. 

t-iQUSE  &  GARDPN 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

HANGING  POT  HOLDER 

Wrought  iron  holders,  chains  fin- 
ished in  two  coats  of  flat  black 

paint  can  be  used  out  or  indoors. 

Fit  clay  or  plastic  pots.  Dias.  5", 
6"  or  7",  $2.59  each;  8"  or  9", 
$2.79;  10",  $2.89;  bracket, 
$1.99.  $1  post,  per  item.  Bro- 

chure, 25c.  Planters  Pride,  HG5, 
Box  322,  Gastonia,  NC  28052. 

INSTANT  CHANGE 

Fumble-free  coin  purse  to  let 
you  see  at  a  glance  what  your 
holdings  are.  Pennies,  nickels, 
dimes  and  quarters  go  into  the 

slots.  Slide-in  pocket.  Black  vinyl 
zippered  case.  $1.98  plus  25c 

post.  Order  :5^531.  Anthony  En- 
terprises, HG5,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

PUZZLE  RING 

Precious  puzzle  goes  together  to 
make  one  fabulous  ring  that  is 

fun  to  wear  or  give  to  a  spe- 

cial friend.  Design's  intricately 
charming  in  sterling  silver, 
$4.95,  or  in  14k  gold,  $75.  Ppd. 

Easy-to-follow  instructions  in- 
cluded. Postamatic  Co.,  HG576, 

Lafayette  Hill,  PA  19444. 

NEEDLEPOINT  ORNAMENTS 

Soldier,  lollipop,  candy  cane, 
drum,  Raggedy  Ann  and  Andy 

and  gingerbread  boy — complete 
kits  with  canvas,  Persian  Paterna 

wool,  needle,  chart  and  instruc- 

tions. 31/2"  to  5".  $2.25  each. 
Any  six,  $11.95.  Add  60c  post. 
Victoria  Gifts,  12H  Water  St., 
Bryn  Mawr,  PA  19010. 

NO  EVIDENCE 

Rust  disappears  without  a  trace 
from  colorfast  fabrics,  porcelain 
sinks  and  toilet  bowls  with  a  re- 

mover that  needs  no  rubbing  or 
scrubbing  Terrific  on  tarnish, 
too.  $1.98  plus  25c  post.  An- 

thony Enterprises,  HG5,  556 
Mission  St.,  San  Francisco,  CA 
94105. 

ONTHECUFF 

Familiar  faces  are  a  joy  to  see 
on  gold-tone  metal  bracelet. 
Send  clear  black/white  or  color 
photo  (returned).  One  subject, 
(28076)  $6.99  plus  50c  post.; 
two,  $9.99  (28084)  plus  75c 
post.;  three,  $11.99  plus  95c 
post.  Spencer  Gifts,  E35  Spencer 
BIdg.,  Atlantic  City,  NJ  08411. 

LIGHT  FOR  MUSIC 

Piano/ organ  lamp  directs  good 
light  on  music,  lets  you  see  it 

better.  25"  tall.  Fully  adjustable 
to  any  type  of  music  rack.  Heavy, 
white  marbelized  base;  brass 
finish.  Bulb  is  included.  $34.95 
ppd.  Lamp  Land,  Dept.  5,  321 
Puente  Hills  Mall,  City  of  Indus- 

try, CA  91748. 
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NO  MORE  WET  HAIR 
Keep  hair  dry  while  bathing  or  swimming.  Absorbent  Dry  Band 
protects  against  moisture.  Keeps  hair-do  safe,  dry.  Easy  to  use 
—practical  for  all  ages.  Simply  wrap  poly-foam  band  around  head  to 
cover  hairline.  Wear  under  shower  or  bathing  caps.  Adjustable. 

DRY  BAND  $4.98  Plus  450  Postage  &  Handling 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

Aiithojiy  Enterprises 
Dept.  HG-56 

556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

^trpl)rn  jFallrr 

Dept.  BHL5 Division:  Industrial  Estate    Mervue   Galway    Ireland 

§0  muclibeauty 

for  $100 
Wonderful  Irish  Crystal  portrayed  in  lavish  colour; 
see  the  craft  of  Aran  Handknd  Sweaters,  the 

elegance  of  pure  Irish  Linen.   Adnnire  the  beauty 
and  symbolism  of  Claddagh  Jewellery.  Savour  the 
finest  of  Bone  China  that  England  can  produce. 

Delight  in  the  figurine  ranges  from  Spain  and 
Britain.  Relish  the  idea  of  having  these  lovely 

products  for  your  own  at  our  so  affordable  prices. 

Send  $1.00  today 
for  our  current  catalogue. 

SPECIAL-BY-MAIL  OFFER! 

Coffee  Filters 
This  Style  Fits 

MELITTA,  BRAUN,  SCHICK. 

EVA.  WEST  BEND.  ROCKLINE 
;=101    (=*1)   2-CUP  SIZE 

SHIPMENT  400  Filters   S8.25 
PREPAID  1000  Filters   $20.00 

#102  (-S2)  4  CUP  SIZE     1x4  or  1x6   (*6) 
200  Filters      $4.85      6  TO  8  CUP  SIZE 
400  Filters.  ..$8.75       200  Filters. ...$5.75 

1000  Filters   $20.75       400  Filters.  $1  0.50 
1000  Filters.  $24. 50 

This  Style  Fits 
CHEMEX,  DAVID  DOUGLAS. 

TRICOLETTE,  PYREX. 

CORNING,  FILTERATOR, 
THERMOSERV.  ASTOR,  Etc. 

ONE  CUP  SIZE         4  TO  8  CUP  SIZE 
200  Filters      $3.00        200  Filters.  .54.25 
400  Filters      $5.00        400  Filters...  $8.25 

1000  Filters   SI  1.50      1000  Filters   $17.75 

^^JUjn':^  This  S^le  Fits  MR.  COFFEE,  C017 

T\v^^/       Bunn,  Sunbeam,  West  Bend, 

WWm      P'octor  Silex,  Sears,  Regal,  Etc. \:MJ'      1000  Filters,  Reg.  $7.5  only  $9.95 

Fllfers    for    NORELCO,    Etc.,    400    for    S2.25 

Satisfaction  or  Money  Refunded 

WRITE  FOR  FREE  CATALOG. 

Kindly  Send  Check  or  Money  Order  To: 

REGAL  FILTER  CO.,  Dept.  F-237,  Box  20247, 
10663  Galaxie,  Ferndale,  Mich.  48220 

Double-Duty  Alert 
24hr.  Burglar/Fire  Protection 

FOR  HOME,  OFFICE,  &  TRAVEL 

DOUBLE  DUTY  ALERT An  electronic  alarm  that  protects  you  against 

intrusion  and  fire.  Wards  off  intruders  and 

vandals  with  a  penetrating  siren  type  alarm 

that  wails  when  door  is  opened.  Portable  or 

permanent  installation  possible.  Heat  sensor 

triggers  automatically  when  interior  temp>er- 
ature  reaches  135°F.  Can  remain  activated 

without  resetting  for  round  the  clock  pro- 
tection. Installs  in  minutes  on  any  inward 

or  outward  opening  door. 

$9.95  plus  95«  P  81  H. 
Satisfaction  guaranteed. 

Quality  Mailorder  Products  Co. 
76  Covewood  St.  Depl 
Willowdale,  Ont.  M2i 
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A  pnone  aesignea  for  a  Princess.  Fits  perfectly 
in  your  bedroom  because  it  has  no  bell' 
Complete  witti  dial,  cord  and  4-prong  plug  In 
beige,  green,  blue,  wtiite  and  pmk  Ready  to  be 
jsed-  Satisfaction  guaranteed  or  money  back 

WE  ACCEPT  MASTER  CHARGE. 

Send  card  ni^mber  and  expiration  date  or  send 

check  or  money  order  Sorry,  no  C  0  D  's.  Add 
S2  shippmg.'handling  charge  per  phone  Ohio residents  add  SI  10  sales  tax 

Send  SI  For  4-Color  Catalog  and 
Receive  SI  Credit  Toward  First  Purchase 

THE  GREAT  PHONE  CO. 
Dept.  HG56 

5404  Northfield  Road  •  Cleveland.  Ohio  44137 
You  may  consult  your  phone  company 

PERSONALIZED 

PET 
DISH 

sturdy,  non 
spill,  molded 
plastic  dish 
for  the  4  leg- 

ged people  in 
your  family. 

Dishwasher 

Safe 

Paws  W  Shop 
Name    printed    in    large    white    letters    (Limit 
10)    on    a    red    or   blue    dish    (Please    Specify) 

KITTY  12  oz— $2.98 

PUPPY  32  oz-$3.98 
KING  SIZE  72  oz-$4.98 

add  T .00  postage 
&  handling 

— orders  shipped 
within  24  hours 

Paws  ',\  Shop 
HG-5 

Birchwood  Circle 
Bedford.  N.H.  03102 

BEAUTIFUL  OLD-TIME 
MODEL  T  FORD   MIRROR 

IN 

FULL  COLOR 

This  authentically  styled  Euro- 
pean silk-screened  mirror  is  rich 

in  color  and  exquisite  in  detail. 
The  handsome  wood  grain  frame 
makes  it  a  lovely  addition  to  the 

home.  10"  x  13V4". 
N.Y.  State  residents  add  sales  tax. 

Cheque  or  Money-Order,  please. 
Add  $3.00  for  shipping  &  handling. 

THE  HORNE'S 
P.O.  Box  255.  Tallman,  N.Y.  10982 

Deck  out  your  deck 
chairs  in  patchwork. 

Beautifully  handmade  by  gifted  mountain 
craftsmen,  these  sturdy. washable  patchwork 

covers  feature  the  "blazing  star"  pattern. 
Available  in  solid  backgrounds  of  brown, 

orange,  yellow  or  bright  green.  Q>st  each, 
S9.95.  Or  S34.95  for  set  of  four.  (.Add  S.75 

postage,  please. ) 
Check,  money  order,  Bank.^mericard, 

MasterCharge  welcnme. 

Blue  Ridge  Cottage  Industries 
Box  125A.Dept.HG.  Banner  Elk,  N.C.  28604 

"^BIRMINGHAM  BEAD 
CTpipCT  ̂ ^5"  S.WOODWARD 

(Li-OlSCNHE,  CI/yVA6XR,iVOR.v,C0RAi.,  LaPiS 
LA2UUT,   A&Aja,  JASPER,  QOU>,  STERu/VC 

BKass  AhJO^lA-'iS^  CLAy,  -rvn'tiuoise  HtiiHe, 
NECKLACr  PAjcn,  ."^M  RjftME    SUPfUE.?,  JA^i, 

AVeNrui?il<ie,    f/VRl?/NC  PAI5.r&,   U^oop  BeAKj 
/AACilC  aAj)e 

CATALOG  liE  1^°refi;npabl£ 
WITH  flF-ST  P'JtCrtASE 

EVERYTHING  YOU  NEEP 

Tom  ITAUrOGEJHER® 

Custom,  Engraved 
Redwood  Name  Signs 

Alexander 

Ohe  Greens 

Dress  up  your  home  with  a  beautiful  RED- 
WOOD sign  or  give  as  a  gift.  Hang  from 

mailbox  post,  at  driveway  entrance,  or  on 

your  house.  Single  or  double-sided.  White 
letters  enameled  for  long  wear;  engraved  into 
a  stained  background  Shipped  complete  with 
screw  eyes  for  hanging   from   your  post. 

Name  on  sign 

Single-sided 
Double-sided 
Choose  from: 

Send  to 

Address  . 

n (Type  or  print) 
S17  (Check 

□     S24  which) 
Federal  gold  D  Brown  □ 

Redwood  □  Ebony  Q 

Colonial  blue  □        Avocado  □ 
Driftwood  n 

Enclose  check  or  money  order.  No  CODs. 
N.  J.  residents  add  5%  sales  tax.  Satisfaction 
guaranteed  or  money  back. 

CUSTOM  WOODCRAFT 
BOX  772     DEPT.  HG      MONTCLAIR,  N.J.  07042 
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SHOPPING  AROUND ^  t? ETERNAL  LINK 

Bri(de  and  grooin's  coats  of  arms, 
linke(d  by  helmet  an(j  mantle, 
hand-engraved  on  a  wedding 
band  of  14k  gold.  10mm  wide. 
Send  drawings  for  both  names 

or  request  coat-of-arms  research. 
$155  ppd.  Free  color  catalogue. 
Heraldica  Imports,  HG5,  21  W. 
46th  St.,  New  York,  NY  10036. 

PANTS  DEMI-BOOT 

Of  polyurethane  lined  with  Treco 
foam.  Has  cushioned  insoles, 

rubber-like  sole,  2  3/ 16"  non- 
skid  heel.  8%"  h.  Bone,  brown, 
black,  red,  white,  navy.  Full  and 
half  sizes  5-8V2;  9,  10.  $15  plus 
$1  post.  Old  Pueblo  Traders,  610 
So.  Country  Club  Rd.,  Dept.  H5E, 
Tucson,  AZ  85716. 

HAVE  A  LOOK 

Handy  magnifying  mirror  offers 
a  good  look  wherever  you  need 
it.  A  large  all-rubber  suction  cup 
holds  mirror  firmly  to  any  smooth 

and  clean  surface.  3V2"  dia. 
Convenient  for  traveling.  $3.98 

plus  70c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG5,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

EFFICIENCY  EXPERTS 

Clever  pads  help  sort  short-and 
long-term  projects  into  manage- 

able catgories  and  also  help  or- 
ganize supermarket  expeditions. 

The  "Organizer"  or  "Things  to 
Do"  pad,  $1.75;  both,  $3.  Add 
50c  post.  Louise  Unlimited,  HG5, 
P.O.  Box  344,  Ridgefield,  CT 

06877. 

DOUBLE  ELEGANT 

Beveled  glass  mirrors  for  true 
and  magnifying  images  set  in  a 
frame  that  looks  like  tortoise. 

Suede-like  case.  About  3V2"  by 
31/4".  By  Janeke  of  Italy.  Gold- 
stamped  initials  (print).  $4.98 

plus  50c  post.  Lillian  Vernon. 
Dept.  G5E,  510  So.  Fulton  Ave., 
Mt.  Vernon,  NY  10550. 

ORIENTAL  RUGS 

Treasured  old  patterns,  authen- 
tic reproductions.  Decorative; 

through-to-the-back  construction. 
Red,  ivory,  navy,  moss  green 

ground.  3'  by  5',  $14.95;  4'  by 
6',  $24.95;  6'  by  9',  $49.95;  9' 

by  12',  $89.95.  Ppd.  Internation- 
al Rug  Co.,  HG5,  360  Amsterdam 

Ave.,  New  York,  NY  10024. 

FAMILY  PROTECTION 

About  time  to  think  about  mak- 
ing a  will  to  protect  the  family. 

"Wills — How  to  Make  and  How  to 

Break  Them"  is  written  by  an  at- 
torney. Personal  history  and  as- 

set sheet  and  four  will  forms  incl. 
$2.98  plus  40c  post.  Anthony 
Enterprises,  HG5,  556  Mission 
St.,  San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

DO  IT 
YOURSELF 
With  grandfather 
clock  kit  and  a 
screwdriver,  you 
can  create  your 
heirloom  classic. 

Has  handcraft- 

ed precut%"  wal- 
nut cabinets,  sol- 
id brass  move- 

ments, photos 
and  drawings  in 

detailed  instruc- 
tions. Free  bro- 
chure. Hentschel 

Clock  Co.,  HG5, 
16  Atlantic  Ave., 
South  Dennis.  MA 
02660. 

TEA  BREWING  KIT 

Enjoy  superb  flavor  with  a  new 
Danish  method  of  tea  brewing. 
Plastic  holder  fits  most  teapots, 
and  disposable  filters  assure  best 
brewing  efficiency,  avoid  messy 
clean-ups.  Holder  and  40  filters 
$3.50  ppd.  Regal  Filter  Co., 
HG5,  Box  20247,  Ferndale,  Ml 
48220. 

SPACE-SAVING  GARDEN 

Floor  to  ceiling  pole  holds  six 
plants  in  pots  or  hanging.  Adjusts 

to  8'9";  includes  clamp,  three  9" 
metal  arms,  drip  proof  trays. 
Black  or  white,  $14.95;  chrome, 
$16.95.  $2  post.  Extra  set  arms, 

trays,  $6.99.  Home  Plant  Dis- 
players.  Inc.,  Dept.  C205,  51  E. 
42St.,  N.Y.,NY10017. 

TOOTH  POLISH 

Cover-up  tooth  enamel  cosmetic 
is  as  easy  to  use  as  nail  polish. 
Tasteless  and  safe  for  natural 

teeth,  gives  gleaming  white 
lustre.  Can  be  used  on  gold 
teeth,  too.  Va  oz.  bottle.  $3.98 

plus  35c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG5,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

SUPER  CLUTCH 

Not  only  does  smart  clutch  have 

a  wrist  handle,  it  has  three  com- 
partments to  keep  everything 

tidy.  Waterproof  vinyl,  bV2"  by 
81/2"  by  2".  White  and  red,  sand 
and  red,  yellow  and  red  or  blue 
and  white.  $10  plus  60c  post. 
Mr.  Tennis,  HG5,  Box  6906, 
Grosse  Points,  Ml  48236. 

HOLD  IT! 

Keep  rings  in  place  on  finger  with 
Ring-lnsert-Guard-Sizer.  Will  hold 
rings  in  place  simply,  effectively. 
Vinyl  liner  slides  inside  ring  after 

it's  on.  Works  for  any  size  ring, 
any  finger,  woman's  or  man's. 
Holds  boys'  rings  in  place  on 
girls'  fingers,  $4  ppd.  Rigs,  HG5, 
Box  1039,  Longmont,  CO  80501. 

CENTURY  LIGHT 

Ingenious  night  light  is  said  to 
last  36500  nights — that  is,  a 
hundred  years!  Stays  cool,  plugs 
into  wall  socket  to  light  dim 

areas  softly.  Continuous  opera- 
tion costs  just  2c  a  week.  $1.98 

plus  30c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG5,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 
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LUCITE 
SHOWER 
CADDY 

Everything's 
right  at  your 

fingertips — no 

more  "blind  man's 

buff"  groping 

for  the  shampoo! 

Ifs  all  there- hooks  for  shower 
cap  and  brush, tray  for  soap, 

ring  for  washcloth, 

secure  deep  shelf 

for  bottles! 
American-made  by 

Robert  Mainly. 
6x191/2"  long. 

7625     Shower 

Caddy    $8.98 

Add  75c  post.  &  hdlg.  N.Y.  res.  add  ?axes 

liliJAN  ME?ION 
Oept.  G52 510  S.  Fulton  Ave.,  Mt.  Vernon,  N.Y.  10550 

ClIAMPIOX    OF    THE 
LIGHT    BRlfjiADE 

Here  is  a  real  thoroughbred  to  light  up  a  den 
or  boys  room.  Authentically  detailed  repro- 

duction of  an  Early  American  cast  iron  door 
stop,  circa  1850.  it  is  destined  to  be  among  your 
prized  possessions.  Choose  the  rich  pewter,  as 
shown,  or  the  fine  antique  bronze.  The  unbreak- 

able casting  is  mounted  on  a  sturdy  wooden  base. 

Horse  is  10"  wide:  parchment  shade.  14":  over- 
all height  23".  Please  specify  left  or  right  po- ;i!ion  of  horse. 

S39.95    each  $75.00    the  pair 

mhl  SI. 73  iiosfaqe  X-  hn>idjijtg. v.)  .   rcsidinrx  mill  nitnlicablc  ta.v 

RICHARD  TERRY,    Dept.  hg56 
1191  Broadway.  Hewlett.  N.Y.  11557 

Now  is  the  time  to  join  the 

Tropical  Plant 
Of  the  Month  Club 
6  Exciting  Tropical  Plants  Plus 

1  FREE  PALM  TREE 

Thrill  every  month  to  a  lush,  beautiful  tropical 
plant  in  Its  own  decorative  planter,  starting  with 

your  own  free  exotic  palm'  No  membership  fee 
—  price  includes  palm,  six  lovely  6  to  8  inch 
tropical  indoor  plants  sent  postpaid  monthly 

direct  from  the  nursery,  plus  opportunities  any- 
time to  select  from  25  or  more  favorite  and 

exotic  varieties  at  low  nursery  prices.  Satis- 

faction guaranteed' 

Free  8"  Palm  Tree 

MAY,    1976 

Send  check  or  money  order  to 

Tropical  Plant  of  the  Month  Club 
PC  Drawer  AH(HG5)Apopka,  Florida  32703 

Offer  void  in  Alaska,  Arizona,  California,  Hawaii 

PORCUPINE   OR  TURTLE 

TOOTHPICK  HOLDERS 

Hand  Crafted  •  Solid  Wood 

Imported  from  Italy  •  Great  for 
parties  •  Ideal  for  gifts  •Each 
measures  3"  long. 

$4.95  each  +  450  post.  &  hdlg., 

or 
$9.50  pair  +  600  post.  &  hdlg. 

(please  specify  model) 
NY  residents  add  sales  tax 

Send  check  or  money  order.  No 

C.O.D.'s.  Satisfaction  guaranteed. 

H.U.N.   INTERNATIONAL 

Dept.  H576  I P.O.  Box  429 

Jackson  Heights,  New  York  11372 

ORIGINAL  OIL  PAINTINGS 
Captured  in  hand-carved  gold  leaf  frames 
that  measure  10  "xl2  '  framed.  Why  settle 
for  reproductions?  Now  you  can  own  an 
original  oil  for  only  $7.95.  Order  today, 
and  SFnd  for  our  free  brochure  on  your 

own  profitable  "HOME  ART  DEALER- 
SHIP" money  back  guarantee.  Specify 

subject  (floral,  landscape,  boats,  still 
life,  sea  scape,  street  scene  and  quantity. 

SHANE  GALLERIES,  INC.  $"795 

Dept.  HG  -r     m    ̂   >^ 

540  S.  Federal  Highway  m 

Pompano  Beach,  Fla.  33062 
Add  95e   postage  &  handling.  TWO  for 
$15.50  plus  $1.45  postage  &  handling. 

Sffioice  HHagnet 
clean  a  roomful 

of  smoke. 

Just  push  button.  Cigarette  and  cigar 
smoke  start  to  vanish -automatically! 
All  that  remains  is  a  beautiful  fragrance. 
Patented  Smoke  Magnefhas  2000 

spray  charges  for  months  of  use.  Also 
absorbs  annoying  odors  from  bathroom, 
or  any  room.  Great  for  home,  oftice, 

smoky  card  games  Great  gift.  Money- 
back  guarantee.  Send  $5.00  (  50c  post- 

age and  handling)  to  AIR  SUPERB,  P.O. 
BOX  A,  GRACIE  STATION,  N.Y.,  NY.  10028. 
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'■!:\\\%  lace  trimmed  satin  sheets  made  Irom  Dupont* 
'CX3^o  nylon  are  seamless,  mactiine  washable,  dry- 

.  -static,  cling-!ree.  lint-free,  and  require  no  ironing. 
Ar.d  lutti'y  IS  aliordable'  Brenna  Mills  prices  Include 
shipping  top  sheet(5),  2  matching  pillow  cases,  and  fitted 
bottom  sheet(s).  Specify  white,  blue,  green,  beige,  bronze, 
pinK,  yellow,  red.  black,  apricot  or  navy 

Twin  Set   S22.50     Pillow  Shams  (Lace) 
Double  Set .. .  .$23.50       Standard ....  $8.00 
Queen  Set   $27.50       Kina    $9.00 
King  Set   $32.50     Dust  Ruffles  (No  Lace) 
Round  Set  84"  .  $44.00        Twin   $1 7.50 

96".  $48.00        Double   $19.50 
Waterbed  Set. .  $48.00       Queen   $22.00 

King   $26.00 
To  order  Brenna  Mills  sheets,  send  check  or  money  order  to: 

u 
16168  Beach  Blvd.  Suite  251  Huntington  Beach,CA  92647 

California  residents  atld  6%  sales  tax. 

:jt=c,-.xrx=C>0-C 

>^-«j:» 

DARK  ̂ ""^ COME 

A'
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LIVE!     S 

FEA  TURES: 

«    TOTAL  WEIGHT  4'-.  LBS 

«    MACRAME  HANGEfl 

•  UNIQUE  HANDCRAFTED 

AMBERLITE    SHADE 

&  COORDINATED 

PLANT  POT   SV 

^*ui  >4-uU^4AM     A  I  A 

•  COMPLETE 
INSTRUCTIONS  fOR 
HANGING  &  PLANTING 

•  PLANTS  NOT  INCLUDED 

ORDER    MODEL  NO     H   P   100 

MANUFACTURING  DIVISION 
RT     1    BOX   1200,  OEPT    HG 
WHITEHALL    WISC    54773 

Ivory-like  handcrafted  oval  domes 
Attractiic-  irackk'  lini.^li — .\Ill^l  lie  .-.eeii  to  lie  aiiprcciated. 

Apiiroximale  size  IVz"  x  3V4" 

$7.50 
Bal)ies,  friends,  brides,  pets  and  school  pictures  make  lovely  minia- 

tures. Gift  iflea  for  hirtlidajs,  anniversaries  and  liolidays. 

MAIL  TODAY  FOR  THIS  UNIQUE  SERVICE 
Sciul  black  and  uhito  or  color  .'^nap.-.liot.  no  Polaroids,  plt•a^e.  Hemeni- 
luT  \vf  v\i]l  he  u>ini;  your  snapshot  I  Therefore,  photosraphs  cannot  he 

returned.  Add  $1.00  for  easel.  Money  back  if  not  pleased.  Add  T.'ic 
cacli  for  postage  and  handling.  Calif,  residents  include  670  sales  tax. 
Allou   :;  tr,  4  ucik-  fur  delivery,   ^lea.^e  send  check  or  money  order  to: 

S^it^'Cfi  ̂ cU^% 
P.O.  Box  1022   Dopl.  576 
Lompoo.  California  93436 

Comfort 
:@=yiFi 

'For  women 

on  the  go" Thousands  of  women  have  paid  $75  or  more  for  shoes 
made  hke  this.  The  modern  side  lace  design  ventilates 
for  extra  coolness  and  the  scientific  last  gives  you 
extra  toe  room.  Genuine  glove  leather  upper,  full- 
cushion  crepe  wedge  and  boater-type  action  soles. 
Gives  you  immediate  comfort  in  every  step.  So  light 
they  float.  In  black,  brown,  navy,  tan,  white.  Sizes 
narrow,  medium  or  wide  5  to  13,  or  extra  wide  5  to  12. 
Whole  and  half  sizes. 

Send  for 
free  Catalog 

Send  check  or  money  order  to  LENOX  TRADING 
U9I  Dorchester  Avenue,  Boston,  MA  02122 

Please  add  $1 .00  for  postage  and 

$1.00  over  size  10. 

Allow  2  weeks  for  delivery 

'PUBLIC  SALE] $239.95 
Full  Price  Delivered  to 
Your  nearest  freight  office 

TEXAS  RESIDENTS 
ADD  d'o  SALES 
TAX 

STILL  IN    -1. 
CRATES        \ 

FULLY 
ASSEMBLED 

Brand  new  1976  Model  —  7  H.  P.  Briggs 
and  Stratton  Mustang  Riding  Lawn  Mowers. 
With  full  factory  warranty  only  $239.95.  Full 
price  delivered.  Compare  anywhere  at  $449.95. 
Dozier  blade,  grass  catchers,  garden  carts  and 
storage  covers  available.  Send  cashier  check  or 
money  order  now  or  send  for  free  picture 
brochure. 

.srK(I.\I-  (;.\KI)K\  (Pl  IKK 

,     II  r.  i!HiG<;s 
'  AM)  STIIATTON  1 
ONLY  $219.00.  COMrARK  AT  $299.95 

ROTOTILLER 

MOW-ITT  MFG.  SALES 
Arlington,  Texas  -  407  B  Lillard  Rd.  76012 
Phone  817  461  2751  Dept.  HG5 
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DANISH  STYLE 
FILL    SIZE    LOUNGE    CHAIR 
Knfopean  imported  solid  hardwood  frame,  wal- 

nut finish,  with  authentic  gracious  cui-ved  Dan- 
ish arm.  2Ki2"  wide.  *2Vt'*  higrh.  Thick  4"  po!y- 

uiethane  foam  seat  cushion,  22"  x  22":  3"  thick 
back  cushion  17"  x  22".  At  one  price,  your 
choice  of  expandable  supported  vinyl,  or  heavy 
tweed  fabric.  Colors — Olive.  Tangerine.  Black. 
Blue  or  Tan.  Or  furnish  two  yards.  54"  wide, 
your  fabric.  Cushions  zippered,  fully  wetted  and 
leversible. 

Send  50c  foT  sample  swatches  avd 
coiujilete  Danish  living  room  catalog. 

Shipped  unassembled,  easily  set  up  in  10  minutes- 

ONLY .Vo  C.O.D.  's  <f  ̂   il     A  C 
Shipping  charges  collect.  ^  J"f  .#3 

Send  check  or  money  order.  ^«^    ■•  »  ̂  

GENADA IMPORTS 
Dept.  55,  P.O.  Box  204,  Teaneck,  N.J.  07666 

.V.J.   Residents  add  jf  V    far 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

n^ 

n l.l 

>-^  •   ̂ ,         ' 
i-lm-;  •      ,    mT^          '    < 
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TOWEL  TREE 
Decorative  towel  rack  in  unusual 
modern  styling  is  a  handsome 
wall  piece  on  its  own!  Hand 

crafted  solid  natural  rattan,  17" 
X  16",  has  six  rattan  hooks  for 
towels,  clothing.  $7.95  ppd.  Cata- 

logue, 25c.  Fran's  Basket  House, 
HG5,  Rte.  10,  Succasunna,  NJ 
07876. 

PROTECTIVE  DEVICE 

Safety  lock  works  on  closed  or 
open  windows  to  keep  intruders 
out,  and  children  safe  while 
maintaining  usual  ventilation. 
Affords  a  feeling  of  security 

whenever  you're  away.  $1.98 

plus  20c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG5,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

SPACE-AGE  SET 

See-through  telephone  means 
you  can  see  the  works  inside! 
Chrome  trimmed,  ready  to  in- 

stall for  stunning  good  looks  and 

utility.  61/2"  X  81/2".  $165  plus  $2 
post.  Send  50c  for  catalogue  of 
other  phone  styles.  Grand  Com, 
Inc.,  HG5,  324  Fifth  Ave.,  New 
Vork.  NY  10001. 

PAINLESS  TRIMMING 

Groomette  is  a  neat  little  instru- 
ment of  fine  surgical  steel  to  trim 

hairs  in  nostrils  and  ears.  Insert 
in  nostril  or  ear,  twist  knob,  hair 
is  snipped  off  without  damage  to 
sensitive  tissues.  $2.98  plus  45c 
post.  Anthony  Enterprises,  HG5, 
556  Mission  St.,  San  Francisco, 
CA  94105. 

SQUIRREL'S  DEFEAT 
New  repellent  doesn't  do  harm 
to  pesky  rodsnts;  it  just  has  a 
distinctive  odor  that  keeps  them 

away — it  does  not  hurt  birds  at 
the  feeder  or  bulbs  in  the  ground. 
15  oz.  package,  $3.49:  three, 
$9.95.  Add  50c  post,  each  box, 
$1  for  3.  World  Garden  Products, 
5HGE,  Saugatuck,  CT  06880. 

LUCITE  ROLLABOUT 

Stunning  rack  holds  magazines, 
records,  even  your  huge  plant. 

Designed  by  Robert  Mainly  with 
all-around  Lucite  rod  for  easy 

pull  or  push,  chrome  casters. 

101/4"  high,  121/2"  by  12y2"  in- 
side. $27.98  plus  $1  post.  Lillian 

Vernon,  G5E,  510  So.  Fulton 
Ave.,  Mt.  Vernon,  NY  10550. 

INSTANT  CLOSET 

Any  door  becomes  extra  storage 

space  with  over-the-door  clothes 
hanger  with  room  for  12  hangers. 
Heavy-duty  chromed  steel,  fits 
any  door;  still  lets  it  open  and 

close.  $3.98  plus  75c  post.  An- 
thony Enterprises,  HG5,  556 

Mission  St..  San  Francisco,  CA 

94105. 
HOUSE  &  GARDEN 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

SH-H-H  PEACE 

Silence  is  golden,  but  these 
days  we  get  precious  little  of  it. 
Soft,  pliable  silencers  slip  into 

the  ears,  have  an  easy-to-grasp 
flange.  Slip  them  in  every  night 
for  refreshing  sleep.  $2.98  a  pair 

plus  20c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG5,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

WEAR  A  RAINBOW 

Each  bead  of  Venetian  glass  is 
cluster  of  mosaic-like  motifs  with 

gold-finish  spacer  beads.  Neck- 
lace, 24"  long,  has  secure  screw 

clasp.  Old-world  craftsmanship 
from  Murano,  Italy.  $9.98  plus 
35c  post.  Lillian  Vernon,  Dept. 
G5E,  510  So.  Fulton  Ave.,  Ml. 
Vernon,  NY  10550. 

BEAD  STRINGER 

Metal  tool  strings  beads  quickly 
and  ties  knots  close  between 
each  bead  and  next  to  the  clasp. 

Nylon  cords  in  fine  and  coarse  di- 
ameters are  included  with  the  5" 

tool.  $1.98  plus  30c  postage. 
Anthony  Enterprises,  HG5,  556 
Mission  St.,  San  Francisco,  CA 
94105. 

NORDIC  LEFTIES 

Scandanavian  inspiration  gives 

left-handed  persons  their  own 
mugs.  Heavy  ceramic,  earthen 

glaze.  (Right-handed  mugs  also 
— specify.)  Beer  mug,  $6.45: 
coffee,  mugs,  $5.95.  Add  95c 

post.  each.  Catalogue,  25c.  Sub- 
urbia, Inc.,  Dept.  307,  366  Wa- 

couta,  St.  Paul,  MN  55101. 

MILEAGE  CHECK 

Keep  track  of  the  tracks  you 

make  with  a  precision-made  pe- 
dometer that  registers  up  to  100 

miles.  Set  it  for  length  of  stride 
and  hang  it  from  belt.  Great  for 

hikers!  $9.98  plus  $1  post.  An- 
thony Enterprises,  HG5,  555 

Mission  St.,  San  Francisco,  CA 
94105. 

1776  PAPERWEIGHT 

Bicentennial  dollar,  half  and 

quarter,  patriot  stamps.  Uncir- 
culated mint  condition.  Clear 

plastic,  51/2"  by  4Va"  by  %". 
Limited  numbered  edition. 

$17.95  plus  $2  post.  Optional: 
Personalized  nameplate,  $3 
(print).  Midland  Moor,  HG5,  Box 
4086,  Kirtland,  OH  44094. 

SUPER  STAMP 

Have  favorite  photo  or  snapshot 
made  into  a  perforated  and 

gummed  photo  stamp  to  deco- 
rate letters,  gifts.  Original  ma- 
terial returned.  50  black/white 

double  size  or  100  regular, 
$3.95;  48  color,  double  size, 
$6.95.  Ppd.  Photo  Poster,  Dept. 
X875,  210E.23St.,  NY  10010. 
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LAS  VEGAS  DICE  CLOCK 

Add  a  touch  of  Las  Vegas  to  your 

den  or  living  room.  It's  a  conversa- 
tion piece.  Dice  used  on  gaming 

tables  of  the  fabulous  Las  Vegas 

strip  Hotels.  9  X  9  X  21/2.  Hang  or 
stand.  Gold  hands  on  black  or 

white  (specify)  background.  Op- 

erates one  year  on  one  "C"  battery 
(included)  $34.50  covers  handling 

and  shipping,  (check  or  money  or- 
der) no  COD. 

KENJAY  SALES  INC. 
2320  Viking  Road,   Las  Vegas,   NV  89109 

WHEN  IN  SCOTLAND  or 

CANADA,  YOU  MUST  VISIT 
EDINBURGH  TARTAN  GIFT  SHOPS 

TARTAN    CIFT    SHOP 

Visit  ii.s  or  send  for  Colorful  Brochure  of 
SCOTTI.SH  WOOLENS  &  KNITWKAR. 
Add  tliese  beautiful  Tartan  Plaids  to  your 
\vardrol)e.  Royal  Stewart,  .MacDonakI  .  .  . 
there  are  over  .JOO  Tartans  to  clioose  from. 
Contains  one  of  the  largest  selections  ever 
ottered,  all  reasonably  priced  and  of  the 
finest  quality.  If  you  cannot  claim  a  Tar- 

tan you'll  enjoy  selecting  one  from  our full-color  brochure  and  adding  it  to  your wardrobe. 

If  you  plan  to  travel,  be  sure  to  include  a 
visit  to  tlie  Kdinburgh  Tartan  Gift  Shops 

in  your  schedule  .  .  .  you'll  be  happy  you 
did. 

When  sending  for  our  New  Color  Bro- 
chure, enclose  $1  for  Air  Mail  postage- handliufr. 

EDINBURGH  TARTAN  GIFT  SHOPS 

•  96  Princes  St.,  Edinburgh  EH2-2EX, Scotland 
•  1001  Government  St.  Victoria,  B.C.  Canada 

KXTHA    WIDE    "SEEU-Pl  tKER" 
>0-lltOX    PllllSf  ILLA    CrRTAI>S 

OLD  FASHIONED  SEERSUCKER— the  look  that 
iicvei  lost  iLs  charm,  now  wiih  a  NKW  WRIN- 
KLK — wide  and  narrow  puckei-ed  ribl)on-efrect 
fabric  of  machine  wash,  machine  dry  HOfr 
KODi:i.®  polyester,  DOCc  Avril.  Just  launder 
and  hanff  on  windows — you'll  enjoy  their  fresh 
charming  look  for  years — and  they're  SO i:aily  American. 

These  PIUSCILLAS  are  SUPER  W-l-D-E! 
Theyre  lOO"  wide  to  the  pair,  with  G"  wide 
rumvs  ami  ntUched  valance.  TWIN.  FULL 
AND    QUEEN    SIZE    SPREADS    TO    MATCH. 

Avoid  Delay!  Order  Style  "Seer-Pucker" Specify  White  or  Eggshell 

OLD  COLONY  CURTAINS,    G65R.  Box  759,  Westfield,  N.J.  07090 
Moiirii  burk  giianwler.  Scud  ch'ck  or  Money  Order.  DcUrery  in  S.J.,  ̂  

odd  ■j'7c  Sales  Tax.  FRIiE  illustrated  hruehure  available. 

45"  long    SI  4.00 

54"  long      ..  14.50 

43"  long      ...  15.50 
72"  long     16.50 

81"  long     17.50 
84"  long     18.25 

90"  long      ...  19.00 

Twin  Spread  27.00 
Full   Spread  29.00 

Add   SI    7S  (or PSTG.   &   HNOLG. 

The  Bag  T^g 

PHILIP  BROOKS  COLLECTION 
P.O.  Box  27001.  Dept.  H-G-5,  Minneapolis,  Minn.  55427 

Satisfaction  guaranteed  or  your  money  back. 
Write  tor  free  catalog  of  personalized  gifts. 

New  airline  regulations 
require  that  your  luggage 

be  identified.  If  you're going  to  travel,  go  first 
class  with  handsome  tags 

designed  in  leather  and 

sterling  silver.  When  or- 
dering, give  name  and 

address  (limit  3  lines). 
$10.00  each,  3  for  $27.50. 

Add  $1  postage.  Minne- sota residents  add  tax. 
Send  check  or  money 
order  (No  CODs) . 

WENDY  DALE 
CAREFREE  SHIFT 

2  FOR  $8.00 

Cool  and  comfort- able shift  is  ready 
for  the  hottest 
summer  days.  Easy 
to  v\/ear  and 

easy  to  care. 

Polyester  /  Cot- ton fabric.  So 

practical  for 
home,  store  or 
shore.  Assorted 

prints.  Sizes  10- 20  $4.25  each  or 
2for  $8.00.  Sizes 
42-44-46  2  for  $9.00  plus 

postage.  FREE  COLOR 
CHURE.  Send  self-addressed 

stamped  envelope.  No  COD's Size  Please. 

$1.00 

BRO- WENDY  DALE 
P.O.  B0X91  — HG5 

NEWTON  CENTRE,  MA  02159 

.^f^"^ 

^. 

For  that  lucky  baby  born  in  1976. 

This  luxurious  40"  x  45"  crib  and  carriage 
blanket  suitable  for  boy  or  girl.  Rich  red  and 
blue  plush  valour  numerals  appliqued  and  em- 

broidered in  the  traditional  manner  on  a  cuddly 
soft  white  blanket  by  Chatham,  Edged  with  silky 
taffeta  binding  and  red  satin  ribbon.  Completely 
washable.  A  unique  and  beautiful  gift  of  warmth 
that's  sure  to  become  a  family  keepsake.  Money 
back  if  not  delighted.  Order  now. 

Send   $19.95  plus 

I'JMmTfo:  Blankety  Blankets 
Box  438H2,  Mamaroneck,  N.Y.  10543 

N.Y.  State  residents  add  sales  tax 

MAY,    1976 
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•LS  OF  THE  SEA 

umPIZ  SHELL 
'»:.      e  Serving  Pieces 

t 

Emap.ce  yoLr  rable  with  these  elegant 
pieces  Handcrafted  of  Shells  from  the 

waters  of  the  Philippines.  Idea'  ':'  dios, 
individual  salads,  or  desse  '  oc 
resin  protects  the  Shells  vs^  ak- 
ing  them  hand  washable. 

Fish  shape  dish  9  '  x  6"  x  IV2" 
Clam  shape  dish  7 V2"  x  bW  x  IW 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed 

S6.95  each  plus  $1.10  shipping 
Calif.  Res   add  6=-  Sales  Tax 
Send  for  our  FREE  brochure 

LIVINGSTONE  EVANS 
^  Box  6-I276G.  Los  Angeles.  CA.  90064    . 

T'ne  garden  fresh  flavor  of  cil 
5:-ee"zed  from  fresh  herb  leaves 
c;~ipared  to  that  of  dried  herbs 
is  as  different  as  fresh  fruit  to 

dried  fruit.  Now  oil  can  be  ex- 
tracted from  fresh  herbs  that 

keeps  that  indescribable  flavor. 
A  tiny  droplet  from  the  tip  of  a 
toothpick  is  sufficient  to  make  an 
entire  dish  an  epicurean  delight. 
Specify:  Anise  $6.50,  Basil  $6.50, 
Cinnamon  $3.25,  Marjoram  $3.25. 
Peppermint  $3^5  or  Tarragon 
S7.00.  Add  65C:  post.  &  hand!. 

-8  oz.  bottles  contain  pure  oil. 
no  dilutents — over  a  years  sup- 

ply. FDA  approved. 
SEEDS:  For  your  gourmet  garden  Spec- 

ify: Anise.  Basil.  Catnip.  Chamomile, 
Chives.  Dill.  Lavender.  Lemon  Ba!m. 

Marjoram.  Oregano.  Thyme.  Water- 
cress. Each  $1.  3  $2.75,  6  $5.  Add 

25p  P  &  H. 

/"•J.  re*,  add  6'^e.  So  COD's  PUcit 

706  La- 

Pillow  Company 

Brighten  Your  Hall 
or  Stair  With  This 

CANDY  STRIPE  RUG  RUNNER 

lOO^onylon 
loop  pile  carpet 
bound  on  4  sides 

2   X  12   -IC99 
ONLY 16 
Matching  carpets 
bound  on  4  sides  in 
other  sizes 

6   X  9        27.00 
9   X  12      55.00 

^2   X  12'     72.00 ORDER  YOUR 
CHOICE  OF  HIGH 
DENSITY  RUBBER 
BACK  OR 
DOUBLE  JUTE 

r Immediate  delivery direct  from  factory 
Send  check  or  MO 

V 

ROY  WILSON  MFG.  CO. 

DEPT  HG576  •  P.O.  Box  286 
PURCELt.  OK  73080 
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Add  a  nice 
new  living  room 

to  your  home. 

.Any  bird  under  the  sun  will  muve  his  f;*— 
ily  right  intc  our  award-winning  i for  onc'.-.^ 
craft  design '  bark  slab  house. 

Made  of  native  hardwoods  by  skilled 

nxiuntain  craftsmen,  each  house  is  12"  x  10". .ind  will  last  a  lifetime.  Cost  each.  S6.95. 
plus  Sl.OO  fi'r  pt>stage.  Check,  rmmey  order. 
H;-.::k.-\n-.vncard    r  Mas'.erChargi-  welo'rr.e. 

Blue  Ridge  Cottage  Industries 
Box  12S^A.Dept.HG.  Banner  Hk.  N.C.  28604 

BULLSEYE- rr^O 

IVs  a  winner! 
Personalized,  leather-bound 
address  book.  A  lifetime  gift. 

Handcrafted  of  finest  quality,  dur- 
able cowhide,  this  address/ phone 

book  with  handy  leather  pockets 
for  pen  and  business  cards,  comes 

complete  with  standard  sized  (5"  x 
8")  replaceable  paperand  index.  In- 

dicate your  birth  sign  and  choice 
of  color:  brown  and  tan  or  grey 
and  black.  Send  check  or  M.O.  for 

S19.95  (please  add  S2.00  for  in- 

sured postage'i. 
BULLSEYE   PRODUCTS 

HG  576.  PO  Box  50185 

Tucson.  Arizona  85703 

BEST    BY    MAIL 
For   RatM:    writ«   Box   5,   Sarasota,    Fi.   iai7l 

BUYING    SCRAP     GOLD,    lev-elry,    r.ngs,     ce-'j 
r;ta  Is  t>  -'^eg     aOCi   g8-S2.t1   

ANCESTOR  hunting  simpl,f:ea!  Just  foliCA  -e-- 
e^e'-ce$-  S'arrer  guide  S3.M.  Lokadex.  Bex  J^iS  - 
R^:^'es^er    NY.  14624   

FREE    Brochure!   High  quality   imports.    2 
::';«!  Sef>d  25;.  handling:  Broadwafe's  £• 
":^<35.    Be'e-     S  V     8"X"   

  MERCHANDISE   FOR   SALE   

FREE  Catalog — 'Hanr  Collectors  Bucnies.  B.cei- 
tennial.  Votcroc'es.  Guns,  Cars,  Military,  Sports. 
S.A.S.E      Ro>cf-AV.     Box    679,    Wall    Street,    Ne* 

;     York.  N.Y.  10005   

!    FREE   Gifts  Catalog.  Mottters,'   fatt>ers,'   graaua- 
tions.    Hillrod,    Box   1179H.   Arcadia,  Ca.  9'»y 

COPPER  Bracelets.  Enjoy  the  benefits  o*  :-- - 
csopef   2  for  S5.  American,  Bx.  4SU0,  Hou^'  z' 

WORLD'S  largest  selection    Plastic  pots  i.X  r    ■ 
$'•  «;    100  5"x5  ■   $16.66;   100  4"x4"  S9.X  pcET.-   : 
Za'a.og    25;.    Golaen   Earth    Enterprises,   Ji:    --: 
.scod     Brea,   Ca     92621   

BIORHYTHM  Lifegraphsl  Six  month  compuler- 
ara*n,  with  unique  composite.  Couples  S6.  Singles, 
S3.     Include     Oirthdates).     name!s).     Biorhythms, 
Box   4S0e-HG.    Mountain    Vievt.    Ca.   94040   
CREATE  beautiful  Bicentennial  corsages.  Direc- 

tions 4  !jif*e<-ent  beaded.  $'  olus  stai^ped  e'-ve- 
'o~<-    Je'^^•>     f'3-'Cj    Ay;      Sa:  ?s     ̂ a     .?•■-- 

  MONEYMAKING   OPPORTUNITIES   

I    S308  WEEKLY  immediately  possWe  stuffing  erye- 
i    lopes.     Free     suoplies.     Send     stamped    envelooe. United, 

'j  Van    Dvke,    San   Diego.  Ca.  92105 

MAKE  money  at  hotne  addressirtg,  mailing  enve- 
lopes.    Details    15;      Lindbloom,    3636-J    Peterson, Chicago  60659   

LEARN    picture   framing,   profitable  lo<*-cost   hot>- 
by.    Details.    Box   548     Sausalito,   Ca.   94965   
MONEY  Plan.  Exciting,  rewarding  Send  25;  and 
sta-ped  envelope.  Lyco,Bx.  12216, Seattle,  Wa.  981 12 
IMMEDIATE  earnings  stuffing  envelopes.  S300 
thousand  possible.  Free  supplies,  stamped  enve- 

lope.   ISCO,   3835  42nd,  San    Diego.   Ca.   92105 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

:^^ 

"^ 

J 

LIVE  HOLLY 
With  bright  red  berries  and  rich 

green  foliage,  plants,  almost  1  ft. 
tall,  are  well  rooted  to  thrive  all 
winter  indoors,  be  transplanted 

outdoors  in  spring.  Will  grow  al- 
most 20'  high.  Two  plants  $5.95 

plus  6Ck:  post.  World  Art  &  Gift, 
Dept.  HG5.  606  E.  State  St., 
Westport,  CT  06880. 

FROM  THE  NECK  UP 

Apply  makeup  any  time,  any 

where.  Handy  5"  mirror  hangs 
lightly  from  your  neck  as  well  as 
on  a  wall.  Regular  on  one  side, 

magnifying  on  the  other.  Sturdy 
steel  frame  stands  on  dresser  too. 

$3.69  plus  60c  post.  Anthony 
Enterprises.  HG5,  556  Mission 
St.,  San  Francisco.  CA  94105. 

a:,  ELEGANT  VICTORIAN 

Rattan  frame  surrounded  by 
curlicues,  buds  and  a  blossom. 

24"  w.  by  30"  I.  Natural  $13.95; 
painted  white,  pineapple  yellow, 

space  blue,  bittersweet,  parrot 
green,  azalea  or  black  add  $3. 

Add  $2  post.  Catalogue  25c. 
Fran's  Basket  House,  HG5,  Route 
10.  Succasunna.  NJ  07876. 

DRIP-DRY  ROD 

Perfect  solution  for  drip-dry  gar- 
ments, sheer  curtains,  hosiery. 

Adjustable  25"  to  31"  chrome- finished  bar,  hooks  over  shower 

rod,  locks  in  place.  No  screws  or 

adhesive:  garments  drip  in  tub. 

$4.98  plus  85c  post.  Anthony 
Enterprises,  HG5,  556  Mission 
St..  San  Francisco.  CA  94105. 

WARM  WELCOME 

G'-eet  guests  with  "My  House  Is 
.'  House"  neatly  lettered  in 

--.jnish.  Cocoa  fiber  mat  with 

contrast  green  has  thick  brush 

pile  and  non-skid  backing.  26" 
by  15V2".  Made  in  India.  $7.98 
plus  $1  post.  Lillian  Vernon.  G5E, 
510  So.  Fulton  Ave.,  Mt.  Vernon, 
NY  10550. 

COIN  PENDANTS 

Pendants  made  from  original 
90%  silver  U.S.  coins  on  rhodium 

plated  chains.  Mercury  head 

dime  on  18"  chain  (choose  any 

date  from  1934  through  '45), 
S6.95.  Liberty  Bell  half  dollar  on 

24"  chain.  $10.95.  Ppd.  Saddle- 

brook  Sales,  HG5,  13462  Cor- 
dova Dr.,  Largo,  FL  33540. 

WHOLE  TEETH 

Emergency  repair  kit  for  plastic 
dentures  replaces  loosened  teeth 

in  upper  and  lower  plates,  fixes 
cracks.  Easy  to  use.  Keep  a  kit  on 
hand  at  all  times.  Indispensable 
for  travelers!  $3.98  plus  50c 

post.  Anthony  Enterprises,  HG5. 
556  Mission  St.,  San  Francisco, 
CA  94105. 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN 



There  is  never  any  moratorium  on 
the  four  urban  horsemen: 

expediency,  obstructionism, 
stupidity,  and  greed 

Battle  for  future 
continued  from  page  95 

ment.  It  isn't  just  a  movement; 
it's  a  mild  stampede.  (I've  just 
thrown  my  tennis  shoes  away.) 

Neighborhood  conservation 
has  become  a  priority  in  cities 

everywhere,  based  on  a  growing 
recognition  of  the  values  of 
community  and  its  roots  in  the 

history  and  amenity  of  the 

physical  setting.  In  a  complex 
and  still-evolving  national 

about-face,  bulldozer  specula- 
tion has  been  slowed  less  by  re- 

cession than  by  the  concept  of 

neighborhood,  an  idea  and 

reality  evolving  through  the  in- 
novative use  of  a  variety  of 

legal,  governmental,  and  archi- 
tectural tools  that  never  existed 

before. 

The  level  of  architectural  de- 
sign has  risen  significantly 

across  the  country  (although  I 
will  be  the  first  to  admit  that 

you  won't  find  a  masterpiece  on 
every  corner),  along  with  the 

frequency  of  professional  re- 
sponse to  the  human  and  urban 

condition.  To  take  the  most  un- 
promising indicator,  one  need 

only  look  at  that  traditional 
slough  of  mediocrity,  public  and 
institutional  construction.  There 

is,  of  course,  no  moratorium  yet 

on  instantly  disintegrating 
courthouses  and  county  seats 

and  expressions  of  fallible  van- 
ity, and  Washington  remains  a 

disaster  area.  But  Boston's 
handsome  Government  Center, 

or  the  recent  buildings  of  New 

York's  Civic  Center,  with  far- 
above  average  structures  and 

open-space  treatment,  are  clear 
demonstrations  that  the  stan- 

dard of  official  construction  has 

been  raised  light  years  beyond 
that  of  a  generation  ago,  when 
the  norm  was  unadulterated 
hack. 

One  finds  that  the  infrastruc- 

ture of  the  city  is  also  respond- 
ing to  design.  New  Yorkers 

have  quietly  celebrated  a  small 

explosion  of  plazas,  passage- 
ways, greenery,  and  places  to 

sit  (we  need  much,  much  more). 

Carefully  reworked  zoning  reg- 
ulations have  transformed  ster- 

ile spaces  into  increasingly 

pleasant  and  knowing  demon- 
strations of  urban  design  ex- 

pertise. Other  cities  have  suc- 
cessful pedestrian  malls  and 

revitalized  Main  Streets. 

There  are  brilliant  exercises 

in  design  and  urbanism  in  such 

places  as  Atlanta  and  Minne- 
apolis. For  every  inevitable 

atrocity  in  America's  largely  re- 
built cities,  there  is  at  least  one 

distinguished  performance  or 
redemptive  architectural  act 
that  was  inconceivable  a  few 

years  ago.  And  in  the  best  com- 
mercial work,  professionalism 

has  quietly  married  art. 
Any  country  that  can  build 

like  this,  and  that  has  developed 

the  sensitivities  to  past  and  pres- 

ent and  a  sympathetic  aware- 

ness of  identity  and  place,  can't 
be  all  bad.  But  the  paradoxes 

are  baffling  and  tragic.  We  can 
do  some  things  almost  too  well, 
and  other,  essential  things,  not 
at  all. 

We  can  create  masterworks 

of  technology,  but  we  cannot 
house  our  poor  or  keep  open 
our  schools  and  libraries,  or 

make  simple  commitments  to 
basic  human  needs,  just  as  we 

are  beginning  to  understand 
what  those  needs  are.  We  have 

made  no  impression  on  the 

city's  worst  pathology,  the 
ghetto  slum. 

Still,  we  are  developing  a 
kind  of  social,  cultural,  and 

esthetic  consciousness  unparal- 
leled in  history .  based  on  a 

growing  knowledge  of  the  na- 
ture, effects,  and  components  of 

the  built  world.  At  the  same 

time  we  have  a  government  re- 

nouncing that  vision  and  re- 
trenching on  those  values  at  the 

moment  of  their  most  spectacu- 
lar ffowering,  and  an  economy 

that  cannot  support  them  at  all. 

And  there  is  never  any  mora- 
torium on  the  four  urban  horse- 

men: expediency,  obstruction- 
ism, stupidity,  and  greed. 

This  is  an  extremely  troubling 
and  uncertain  time,  but  I  would 

not  swap  it  for  any  other.  It  is  a 

source  of  extraordinary  gratifi- 
cation that  I  have  seen  the  en- 

vironmental and  architectural 

climate  change  substantially, 

and  the  level  of  public  concern 

and  comprehension  rise  mete- 
orically,  even  though  there  has 
been  no  discernible  progress 
toward  a  dubious  Utopia.  I 

measure  success  by  the  street- 
corner.  My  obsessions  are  now 

shared  and  my  co-conspirators 

are  everywhere.  Assuming  sur- 
vival, the  battle  for  the  future 

is  well  joined.  I'll  still  be  kick- 
ing buildings  for  a  while.  ■ 

travelog 
GEORGIA 

SEA  ISLAND 

^fit^X^W- where  else.^ Lush  semi-tropical  paradise  with  18 
superb  tennis  courts,  2  spectacular 
golf  courses.  Enchanting  dining  and 

The  Cloister's  world-loved  ameni- 
ties —  unspoiled  5  mile  beach,  pools, 

lounges,  ocean-side  buffet  at  Beach 
Club.  The  Cloister  Hotel, 

SeaIsland,Ga.  31561  (912- 
638-3611).  Out  of  state 
call  toll  free  800-841-3223.      ^heCMMcr 

TURKEY 
LIVE  IT  UP! 

For  less  in  TURKEY  . . . 

Look  at  these  sample  bargains:  An 

8-day  tour,  meals  and  1st  class  accom- 
modations included,  of  Izmir,  Kudasi, 

Ephesus,  Pergamum — under  $200  per 
person,  double  occupancy.  An  18-day 
tour,  all-inclusive,  of  Istanbul,  Izmir, 

Anatalya,  Konya,  Cappadocia  and  An- 
kara, under  $410,  dble  occ. 

So  comel  Enjoy!  310  days  of  sunshine 

a  year  in  seaside  resorts.  Explore  his- 
tory with  us  in  the  living  antiquities  of 

Ephesus.  Troy,  Antioch,  Topkapi  Pal- 
ace and  Harem.  Exotic  night  life,  de- 

liciously  different  cuisine,  modern  ac- 
commodations —  and  a  very  warm 

welcome — await  you  in  Turkey! 

TURKISH  TOURISM  & 
INFORMATION  OFFICE 

500  5th  Ave.,  NY  10036 

NORTH  CAROLINA 
CASHIERS  28717 

High  Hampton  Inn 
and  Country  Club 
2300-acre  resort  at  3600  feet  in  the 
Cashiers  Valley  of  the  Blue  Ridge 
Vitus.  8  tennis  courts.  3  lakes  for 
boating,  fishing,  swimining,  sailing. 
Private  1 8-liole,  par  7 1  golf  course/ 
bent  grass  greens.  Riding  stables. 

Irap  &  skeet.  Children's  program. 
Open  Maj  1  to  Nov.  1.  Write:  High 
Hampton  Inn,  146  Hampton  Rd., 
Cashiers,  N.C.  28717.  PH  (704) 
743-2411. 

BARBADOS 
ST.  JAMF.S  BEACH 

Stav  at  1 :  enjoy  3  select  resorts  on  St.  James 
Beach.  Colony  Cliih,  Discovery  Bay.  Tamarind 

Cove.  Exchange  dinin};.  Air  con<!.  David  B.  Mitch- 
ell &  Co.,  Inc.,  Reps. ;  or  yonr  travel  agent. 

WHEN  WRITING  TO 

THESE  HOTELS  OR 

RESORTS  FOR  LITER- 

ATURE OR  RESERVA- 

TIONS, MENTION  HOUSE 

&  GARDEN  MAGAZINE. 

>1III«IIVU 

Ccniral 
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UJhara  Soufhain    'O^ ho/pifalifi^  maal/     ̂ |SRB 

Kansas-Oklahoma-rriissouri 
flrkansoi  •  Louisiar>a 

For  more  information  on  special  lour  packages 
contact  your  travel  agent 
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Seed-Starting  book. 
Details  on  package. 

Colorite  takes  the  guesswork  out 

of  buying  a  garden  hose!  Exclu- 
sive HozeGard^f^  Protective  Collar 

gives  extra  strength  where  it 
counts.  Nationwide  Consumer 

Testing  Institute's  tag'  is  your 
assurance  of  quality.  Just  find  the 

collar  or  the  tag,  and  you've  found 
Colorite! 

*  Styles  2600,  6610,  8610 

Sold  at  better  stores  everywhere. 
©  1975  Dart  Industries,  Inc.  All  rights  reserved. 
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Ornamenting 
nature 
Plus  new  plants  for  savory  salad  and  a 
handful  of  heathful  garden  hints 

^ 

Garden  grace 
notes 

Kenneth  L\nch,  whose  crafts- manship and  catalogues  have 
been  limited  to  architects,  deco- 

rators, and  landscape  architects  for 

some  45  years,  is  making  them  ac- 
cessible to  House  &  Garden  read- 

ers. His  book.  Garden  Ornament, 

an  Encyclopedia,  is  a  must  in  any 

library,  and  a  bargain  at  S25.  It  has 
768  pages,  3,000  illustrations,  i^ 
a  compendium  of  a  lifetime  of  de- 

sign and  study — and  each  archi- 
tectural and  garden  element  is 

something  one  can  actually  buy. 
Some  of  the  240  categories  include 

sundials,  planters,  fountains,  bird- 
baths,  garden  houses,  statuary,  tire- 
place  backs.  Oriental  lanterns, 
moldings,  topiary  forms,  signs. 

Write  Kenneth  Lynch  &.  Sons,  Wil- 
ton. Conn.  06897.  Separately 

bound  volumes  include  Sundials  & 
Spheres.    Weathervancs.    Benches. 
Li'^litin^    Fixtures,    S6.50    librar\ 

edition.    ̂ 4   softcover;   the   prices 
are  postpaid. 

Flower  tower 

An  upright  pillar  of  flowers makes  a  handsome  and  unusual 

summertime  decoration  for  a  ter- 
race, patio,  or  the  paved  area 

around  a  swimming  pool.  It's  quite 
simple  to  make,  too,  using  '/i-inch 

A  wire  mesh  cylinder  planted  w  iili 

impatiens  is  ready  to  be  set  out- 
doors for  the  summer. 

mesh  hardware  cloth,  sphagnum 
moss,  and  whatever  you  may  be 

growing  in  the  way  of  low,  spread- 
ing, annual  plants.  A  2-foot  length 

of  the  galvanized  wire  mesh  will 
roll  into  a  cylinder  8  inches  in  di- 

ameter, allowing  about  an  inch  for 
overlap.  Height  of  the  cylinder,  of 
course,  depends  on  the  width  of 

hardware  cloth  you  start  with — 2 
feet  is  a  nice,  manageable  size.  Tie 
the  cylinder  with  two  or  three 
lengths  of  14-gauge  galvanized 
wire,  upend  it  in  a  flowerpot,  and 
place  a  brick  or  chunk  of  rock  in 
the  bottom  to  keep  it  from  tipping. 

StutT  the  cylinder  with  unmilled 

sphagnum  moss  and  cut  4-inch 
squares  out  of  the  mesh  with  tin 
snips  or  heavy  scissors.  These 
openings  should  be  spaced  about 

8  inches  apart  if  you're  using  rela- 
tively large  plants,  such  as  im- 

patiens, closer  for  small  things  like 
alyssum.  Next  moisten  the  sphag- 

num thoroughly  with  a  weak  fertil- 
izer solution — whatever  you  use 

on  house  plants  will  do.  Then  poke 
the  rooted  cuttings  or  seedling 
plants  into  the  moss  through  the 
square  openings,  making  sure  the 
sphagnum  is  well  packed  around 
the  roots  of  each  plant.  Top  the  cyl- 

inder ofi^  with  two  or  three  plants 
in  the  top  opening,  water  well,  and 

let  the  whole  thing  rest  in  a  shel- 
tered spot  for  a  few  days  before 

taking  it  out  into  the  full  sunshine. 

From  then  on,  apply  a  fertilizer 
solution  about  every  ten  days, 

plain  water  between  times.  One  ad- 
vantage of  growing  plants  this  way 

is  that  it's  impossible  to  overwater 
— any  surplus  is  sure  to  run  out 
the  bottom.  Verbena,  portulaca. 

and  lobelia  grow  and  flower  par- 
ticularly well  in  a  sphagnum- 

stuff'ed  cylinder,  as  well  as  the  im- 
patiens in  the  picture. 

Sprouts  £or £lavor 

It  started  as  a  health  food  fad.  but 
the  use  of  sprouted  seeds  in  cook- 

ing has  become  so  popular  that 

most  home  gardeners  will  be  grow- 
ing their  own  in  1976.  In  addition 

to  the  familiar  mung  beans,  alfal- 
fa and  fenugreek  are  becoming 

popular  as  sprouts.  The  new 
wheat-rye  hybrid,  triticale,  is  also 
being  grown  for  this  purpose.  All 
of  these,  plus  a  few  more,  are 
available  from  the  well-known 
British  seed  firm,  Thompson  S. 

Morgan,  through  its  American 
branch.  Its  catalogue  is  free,  from 

Thompson  &  Morgan.  Inc..  P.O. 
Box  24,  401  Kennedy  Boulevard 
Somerdale.  N.J.  08083.  As  well  . 
seeds  for  sprouting,  the  list  aN 
includes  a  great  many  common 

and  unusual  vegetables  and  flov^- 
ers,  plus  seeds  of  trees,  shrubs, 
and  house  plants. 

HOUSE  &  GARDEr, 
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'iskhe  the 
juessing 
lut  o£ 

jardening 
]  I  like  a  lush  garden,  tumbling 
J  ith  color.  How  can  I  alFord  to 
I  \   the  plants  such  a  garden  re- 

( ires?"  This  is  one  of  the  hun- 
(  -ds  of  questions  that  have  been 

to  Lorraine  M.  Burgess  in  the 
use  of  her  career  as  horticul- 
ist.  In  her  book,   The  Garden 

ikcr's  Answer   Book   (Associa- 
n   Press,   $6.95),   Mrs.   Burgess 
Avers  this  and  practically  all  of 

other  questions  asked  by  home- 
ncrs.  Some  of  the  problems  are 

\  for  a  professional  horticultur- 
\o  solve,  others  are  staggeringly 
rd.  In  every  case,  Mrs.  Burgess 
plies  imagination,  a  good  design 
ISC,  and  a  profound  knowledge 
i:rowing  things  when  providing 
answers.  Thoroughly  illustrated 

th  black-and-white  photographs 
d  line  drawings,  the  book  also 
1  lists  of  where  to  find  plants  and 
rdening  materials  and  where  to 
t   additional    information    from 

int    societies    and    government 
encies. 

.ettuce  with 
French  accent 

'rench    chefs    are    widely    ac- 
claimed as  masters  of  the  salad 

>wl.  A  large  part  of  the  reason 
r  this  is  that  they  insist  on  using 
ily  the  youngest  and  most  tender 
aves,    whether    lettuce,    endive, 

mdelion,  or  what-have-you.  Such 
eltingly  tender  young  growth  is, 

course,  extremely  perishable — it 
ilts   quickly   in    market   bins  or 
en  on  the  kitchen  counter.  So 

e  ideal  way  to  make  perfect  salad 
to  grow  your  own  greens,  bar- 

est them  in  the  cool  of  the  day, 
lisp  them  in  a  bowl  of  cold  water, 
id  use  as  quickly  as  possible.  As 
light   be   expected.   French   gar- 
eners  have  developed  some  par- 
cularly    succulent    varieties    of 
ilad  greens.  The  names  of  these, 
lone,  are  enough  to  start  a  gour- 

let's  gastric  juices  flowing.  Some 
f  the  better  known  lettuce  varic- 

es, for  instance,  are  Reine  de 
fal,  Grosse  Blonde,  and  Passion 

Honde.  In  the  past,  the  only  way 
J  get  seeds  of  these  varieties  was 
3    import    them    directly    from 
•ranee.  But  now  The  French  Gar- 
en  Co.,  of  Nantucket,  Mass..  has 
ssembled  a  collection  of  the  finest 

Tench  salad  greens  and  is  making 
hem  available  to  American  gar- 
eners.  The  12-packet  collection  is 
ailed  La  Salade,  and  has  several 

arieties  of  French  salad  greens, 

'acked  in  a  neat  burlap  sack.  La 
alade  is  $6,  postpaid,  from  The 

•rench  Garden  Co.,  Chicken  Hill, 
Nantucket,  Mass.  02554. 
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Peanut  patch 
at  home 
Peanuts  make  an  intriguing  and 

rewarding  crop  for  any  home 

vegetable  garden.  They  need  day- 
long sunshine  and  a  well-drained 

soil,  otherwise  demand  little  in  the 
way  of  care  or  attention.  In  early 
summer,  when  the  plants  are  just 
a  few  inches  high,  bright  yellow 
flowers  appear  low  down  among 
the  leaves.  These  soon  disappear 

and,  although  the  plants  flourish 
mightily  through  the  summer,  no 
more  flowers  are  produced.  What 

happens  is  that  the  fertilized  blos- 
soms bury  themselves  in  the  earth 

and  mature  there,  among  the  roots 
of  the  parent  plant.  When  the  tops 
are  shriveled  by  early  frost  the 
whole  plant  may  be  gently  pulled 
out  of  the  earth  and,  after  a  day  or 
so  of  drying,  the  nuts  will  be  ready 
to  pull  away  from  the  tangle  of 

roots.  A  light  application  of  all- 
purpose  fertilizer  when  the  flowers 
appear  will  be  enough  nourishment 
to  see  the  plants  through  their 
growing  season,  since  peanuts  have 
the  wonderful  self-help  device  of 
nitrogen-fixing  nodules  on  their 
roots.  It  also  helps  the  flowers  in 
their  task  of  burying  themselves  to 
draw  some  earth  up  around  the 
plants  at  flowering  time. 

Although  produced  by  flowers, 
peanuts  niature  underground. 
Nodules  on  the  roots  have  ni- 

trogen-fixing bacteria. 

Flowers  £or 

prisoners 
For  a  long  time  gardening  has 

been  an  effective  part  of  the 
treatment  of  mentally  disturbed 

people.  Extending  the  treatment 

to  include  the  socially  disturbed — 
usually  called  criminals — is  a  rela- 

tively new  idea  that  has  already 
proven  its  value.  The  Department 
of  Offender  Rehabilitation  of  the 

State  of  Florida  is  making  garden- 
ing an  important  part  of  its  pro- 

gram and  is  holding  flower  shows 

to  demonstrate  the  inmates'  skills. 

This  year's  show  will  be  held  May 
13.  14.  and  15  in  a  clubhouse  near 

the  compound  of  the  Union  Cor- 
rectional Institution  at  Raiford, 

Fla.  Admission  is  free,  and  the 

horticultural  products  of  32  in- 
mates will  be  on  display. 

Famous  University  proves 

IVIIRACLE-GRO  produces  greater  yields  — 

23'°M0RE  TQMA10ES 
25''M0RE  VEGETABLES 

Compared  with  other  popular  types  of  plant  foods* 

IMPORTANT  FACTS 

for  home  vegetable  growers. 

University  tests  proved  MIRACLE- 
GRO  produced  greater  yields  of  to- 

matoes and  other  vegetables  com- 

pared to  best  known  "timed  release" 
plant  food  as  well  as  other  popular 
types  of  fertilizers.  Tests  conducted  in 
good  soils  and  poor  soils. 

MIRACLE-GRO  works  where 
other  types  fail. 

At  leading  University,  in  soils  of  very  low  fer- 
tility-plants fed  the  MIRACLE-GRO  way  pro- 

duced good  tomatoes  while  most  of  the  plants 
fed  with  other  types  of  fertilizers  (including  best 

known  "Timed  Release"  type)  tailed  to  survive! 

•All    tested    plant   foods    used    according 
to   label  directions. 

Why  MIRACLE-GRO  Is  called- 
"MIRACLE  VEGETABLE  FOOD" 

MIRACLE-GRO  provides  /vital 

growth  elements  in  fast-acting  "liquid 
form"  — feeds  plants  through  roots 
and  leaves.  University  tests  prove 

MIRACLE-GRO  enters  plant's  "blood- 
stream" in  30  seconds.  Starts  work- 

ing fast.  EASY  — apply  anytime. 
SAFE  —will  not  "burn"  used  as  di- 

rected. Saves  money.  Saves  fertilizer. 

Yields  TONS  more! 
Tomato  farmers  say 
20  tons  per  acre  is 

excellent.  I^IRACLE- GRO  scored  30  tons 

per  acre! 
8oz.  $-|29 

•;S 

STERN'S ALL-PURPOSE   WATER-SOLUBLE    PLANT    FOOD 

^Water  Visions 

<=Water  "lilies  *  <=Lotus 

Tountains 
•UtUMNC  i  PIANTINC   WATH   CABOtMS 

MOW  lo    too*  W< 

'VanTMessCWater  Gardens 
2440  N.  Euclid  Ave.,  Rt.  15   Upland.  C«.  9178*  ■  1714)  982.2425 

We  want  to  wipe  out  cancer 

in  your  lifetime. 
Give  to  the 

American  Cancer  Society  5  ? 

•  Removes  Spots   •   Saves  Rugs 
•  Restores  Colors  •  Cleanses 

Other  Floor  Areas  •  Aids  "House- breaking" •  Moneyback  Guarantee 8  01.  $1.00.  Pt.  $1.65.  Qt.  $2  50. 
Gal.     $8.00.     Add    350    postage. 

Send    for    Helpful 
"Housebreaking"   Hints 

At  finest  stores  or  write  us 

CONSOLIDATED  CHEMICAL  COMPANY 
1719  S.  Halsted.  Ctiicago,  III.  60608 

Problem  itching 
is  no  joke. 

You  know  there's  nothing  funny  about  problem 
itching.  \Ne  know  too  That's  why  we  developed 

BiCOZENE.  (Say  it  "By-Co-Zeen") This  greaseless  creme  formula  soothes  and  cools. 

Helps  stop  that  awful  itch  on  contact.  That's  real  relief! 
You  see,  BiCOZENE  gives  you  more  itch-relief  medication 
than  that  creme  you  see  on  TV  More  itch-relief  medication 
—  yet  BiCOZENE  is  safe  to  use  anywhere  your  skin  itches. 
Anywhere!  (Except  your  eyes  and  mouth,  of  course.) 

Ask  your  druggist.  Or  look  for  BiCOZENE  right  next 

to  your  old  anti-itch  creme. 
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Doctors  Prove  You  Can  Help  Shrink 
^  Of  Hemorrhoidal  Tissues  Due  To 

animation.  Relieve  ftiin  And  Itch  Too. 
Gives  prompt  temporary  relief  from 

hemorrhoidal  pain  and  itch  in  many  cases. 
Doctois  have  found  a  most  effec-  Tests  by  doctors  on  hundreds 
tive  medication   that  actually  upon   hundreds   of   patients 
helps  shrink  painful  swelling  of  showed  this  to  be  true  in  many 
hemorrhoidal   tissues   caused   by  cases.  The  medication  the  doctors 
infection.  In  many  cases,  the  first  used  was  Preparation  //®— the 
applications   give   prompt   relief  same  Preparation  H  you  can  get 
for  hours  from   such   pain   and  without  a  prescription.  Ointment 
burning  itching.  or  suppositories. 

FEAINEROCK 

•• STRETCH 
YOUR  TOMATO-BEARING 
SEASON»»>  SET  OUT 

JET  STAR  and 
SUPERSONIC 
HYBRID  TOMATO  PLANTS 
JET  STAR  produces  big  yields 
early  In  the  season.  Then  SUPER- 

SONIC takes  over,  so  you  get  two 
solid  months  or  more  of  luscious 

(ruit.  Vigorous  growth,  ideal  for 

I  staking.  Ask  (or  them  by  name  at 
[your  (avorjte  garden  store.  Grown 
from  famous  HARRIS  SEEDS. 

DON'T FIGHT  THATCH 
...PREVENT  IT! 

With  A  Parker 
Lawn  Sweeper 

Lawn  care  experts  agree,  the  most 
important  step  in  preventing  thatch  and 
maintaining  a  beautiful  lawn  is  to  collect 
the  grass  cuttings.  See  your  Parker 
Dealer  He  has  a  Parker  Lawn  Sweeper 

that's  perfect  for 
your  needs. 

'PanJkjiyt. 

"the  quality  line" 
PARKER  SWEEPER  COMPANY 

Dept.HGT-76,Box  720, 

Springfield,  Ohio  45501 
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makes  beauiiiui  yciia«ni,  Hugged 
Enduring  The  natural  decorative 
landscape  stone  that  s  easy  to 
handle  because  its  feather  light  in 
weight  For  unique,  imaginative 
ways  to  use,  send  25C  for  NEW 
FEATHEROCK  COLOR  GUIDE  to (t FEATHEROCK, INC. 

2890  Empire  Ave.,  Burbank,  CA  91510 

BEAUTY  AND  HEALTH  PRODUCTS 
NEW  THIS  MONTH  IN  THE  STORES 

I  hcrc"s  something  in  the  air,  may- 
he  the  warmth,  mayhe  the  light, 
fresh  feeling  that  comes  with 

spring — new  fragrances  seem  like 
a  natural  part  of  the  celebration. 
Two  terrific  new  ones  to  try:  One 
thats  fresh  and  sporty  is  Blazer  By 

Anne  Klein.  It's  a  slightly  citrus 
scent  with  a  delicate  tang  that's 
lively  and  very  feminine.  Blazer  is 

available  in  '^ -ounce  perfume 

spray  as  well  as  '/i  -ounce  flacon. 
SIO  and  SI 8.50.  There  are  two 

colognes  and  dusting  powder  too. 

You'll  find  it  at  Helena  Rubinstein 
counters  everywhere.  .  .  .  Perfume 
in  the  real  French  tradition:  Car- 

din  dc  Pierre  Cardin.  It's  rich,  so- 
phisticated, sexy,  and  long-lasting. 

The  fragrance  is  a  blend  of  flower 
oils  such  as  jasmine,  roses,  ylang- 
ylang,  with  touches  of  spice,  herbs, 
citrus,  wood,  and  amber.  In  Va- 
ouncc  to  full  ounce,  $17  to  S50  or 

a  refillable  purse  spray  to  try  at 

SI 4.  At  Bloomingdale's.  ...  If 
Givenchy  III  is  one  of  your  favor- 

ite scents,  you'll  welcome  the  new 
additions  of  Givenchy  III  New 
Body  Cream  and  Talcum  Poitf. 

They're  in  white  unbreakable  bot- 
tles, which  are  good  news  tor  the 

bath.  $12.50  and  $6.75,  at  Bonwit 

Teller:    I.    Magnin;   and    Nciman- 

Marcus.  .  .  .  Planning  to  get  a  n 

spring  haircut?  Keep  those  cul 
shining  with  supermild  liarih  Bt 

Bahy  Shampoo.  It's  nonalkali 
and  pH  balanced  just  like  the  r 
of  the  Earth  Born  products  a 

it's  safe  to  use  everyday,  too.  Fr 
4  to  16  ounces,  $1  to  $3  whic 
these  days,  is  a  great  big  bargai 

.  .  .  Everything's  coming  up  n 
sins!  Four  new  shades  of  lipsti^ 
from  Cliniqiie  with  sheer  textu 

and  warm,  skin-llattering  colors- 
like Ripe  Raisin,  Golden  Raisi 

Cinnamon  Raisin,  and  Brandi 

Raisin  that's  a  great,  rich  brow 
$4.25  each  in  refillable  cases. 

A  skin  care  booklet  to  oni< 
free:  You  wont  benefit  from  tl 

natural-looking,  see-through  mak 

ups  when  your  skin  is  less  thi 

silky,  so  here's  help.  The  3M  pe« 
pie,  makers  of  the  Buf  Kit,  are  o 
fcring  a  booklet  about  epiderm; 
brasion  with  their  nylon  Buf  P 
and  Buf  Acne  Cleansing  Ba 

Though  its  written  for  those  wi( 
acne,  it  contains  information  aboi 

what  butting  the  skin  does  for  tf 
rest  of  the  body.  Send  a  stampe 

self-addressed  envelope  to:  .Sk 
Care.  The  3M  Company,  Dep 

HG.  1 35  West  50th  .St.,  New  Yor 
N.Y.  10020.  ■ 

HOUSE  ScGARDEN 
GREAT  AMERICAN 
IDEA  CBvlTERS 

You  can  purchase  mam  of  the  part\  -toocl  plates  and  accessories  that  are  sliown  on  page  126 
at  an\  of  tlie  House  &  Garden  Cireat  .American  Idea  Centers  hsted  below: 

.\labaiiia 

Hinningliam     Pi/ilz 
.\la*«li]i 

.\ii(li(»rajie  iNtTlaiul's 
Fairbanks  Nerland's 

Ariy.«»iia 

I'luicnix          Goldwaler's ('alif«»riiia 

!.().<  An^ielos  Bullock's 
.*>aii  Francisco     Liberty  Hou.se 

Colorado 

Denver  May-D&F 
<'onni'«-ti<*ut 

1  Ian  ford  G.  Fox 

DiKtrifl  of 
('4»liiiiibia 

Wa.-hington 

   \^  oodward  &  Lothrop 
Florida 

Miami  Burdiiie's 
Tampa  Maas  Bros. 

Gi'orjjia 

Atlanta            Rich's 
Hawaii 

Maui           Nerlaiid's 

Iiiiii<»i<« 
Chicago         Carson  Pirie  Scott 

Indiana 

Indianapolis  L..S.  Ayers 

Kontni'kv l.niii-\ille  Stewart  Dry  Goods 
l.oiiisiaiia 

New  Orleans  D.  11.  Holmes 

3Iarvlaiid 

Baltimore  Hulzler's 

Massat'linNctlN 
Bii-lon    Jordan  Marsh 

>li<*hi);f;in 

Detroit     .1.  L.  Hudson 

>linnoNota 

Minneapolis  Dayton's 
>li.*isouri 

Kansas  City  Edward  Keith 
.*^t.  Louis  Siix,  Baer  &  Fuller >«'bra>>ka 

Omaha  .1.  L.  Brandei^ 

>ow  Jor.s«»v Newark    Hahne  &  Co. 

Xew  >Iexi«*o 
Albuquerque      American  Furniture >■«'«  I'ork 

Brooklyn    Abraham  &  Straus 
Buffalo    

Adam,  Meldrum  &  Anderson 
New  York  B.  Altman  &  Co. 
Rochester      Sihlev.  Lindsay  &  Curr 

>orth  Carolina 

Charlotte            Ivev's 

Ohio 

Akron 

0'."\eil 

Shillil.. 

Higliet 

l.a/.an 

llik. 

Cincinnati 
Cleveland 
Columbus 

Davton 

Toledo 
Oklaii«»nia Lasalle 

Tulsa 

Froii;: 

Portland 
(lro(<on Heier 

&  Frank 

!■ 

<*iin>ivivania 

Ardmore Philadeiph 

Pittsburgh 

O'Neil  &  Bishoi 

la 

Strawbridge  &  Cloiliii 
Kaufmaiiii 

Soulh  4  aroiinn 
(ireenville  b'  \ 

Tfninvss«»«» Knoxville     Miller' 
Texan 

Dallas           Sanger  Harn- 
Houston      Joske's  of  Housi' 

rtnh 
Salt  Lake  City  Z.C.M  i 

Virginia 
Richmond  Ihalhime W'aMhinulitii 

Seattle          The  B<»n  Man 

Spokane           The  Cresc 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN  I 



Shopping 
Information 
,11  prices  approximate.  ^Consult  your  interior  designer  or 
tore  decorating  department.  Postage  indicated  by  (     ). 

OVER 

lallaii  sottee:  32"  wide  x  9'  long. 
79.')  (X).M.  From  the  Hong  Kong  Im- 
jrl-.  CDllcctioii. 

Uillaii  high-backed  chairs:  27"  x 
H"  X  4:V'  liigh.  $235  cacli  without 
ii-iiions.  From  tlic  Hong  Kong  im- 
lii  Is  coiifction. 

phol!itcrc(i  chairs:  27',;2"  x  31  Vj"  x 
0"  high,  two  cushions.  |660  each  COM. 
J I  at  Lord  &  Taylor. 

Willow''  gla/.ed  <'<)tt(>ii  chintz: 
o\friiig  chairs,  ."vV  wide,  28'-_>"  re- 
I  at.  Zcpcl  finish.  112  a  yd.  From  the 
\iiicrica  (Jhina  Trade  collection  de- 

ijincd  l)\  Leslie  Tillet  for  Lee  Jofa.* 
lliinese  blue  and  while  porcelain 

(oxi's:  4"  s<i.  X  3"  high.  $(}()  each;  I'er- 
laii  |)ottery  jar,  9"  high.  .S60.  At  Limit- (I  Fditions. 

Jiinese    porcelain    herb    jar:    cov- 
ic(l.    metal    hasp,    late    18th    century. 
2.iO().  At  Joseph  Kondiiia. 

iJlue  and  white  aiiti<iue  plate:   16" 
liam.,  c.  1885. 5!;325.  At  Lord  &  Taylor. 
ilue  and  white  rabbit  design  plate: 

lolding    cookies.    10"    diam.    .§25.    At 
dloomiiigdales. 

'  White  s<iuare  ceramic  plate:  one-of- 
ikind,  made  hy  Ueda.  $89.  .\t  Lord  & 
lay  lor. 

'.edar  end-grain  table:  42"  sq.  x 
')'_•"  high.  Iileached  finish,  designed 
A  James  Bl<-uer.  $1200.  At  LCS.* 

{atlan  temple  jar:  37"  high,  de- 
igned hy  .Michael  Taylor.  $390.  At 

.(  S.* 

I'erra-cotta  plate  with  beige  glaze: •V  diam.  $75.  Al  John  Kosselli. 

•White  Slate"  Wingfoot  vinyl 
flooring:  12"  s((uare.  47c  a  sq.  ft. 
Ily  (ioodyear  Tire  &  RuhlxT. 

"(jranny  Squares"  afghan:  54"  x 
94",  of  Wintuk  Orion  yarn.  $75.  Made 
{to  order  hy  Naomi  Holmes. 

HOUSE  THAT  KEEPS  GROWING 

Page  100: 

yPainting  through  doorway:  by  Rich- 
ard Bogart. 

Left  wall:  painting  by  Robert  Natkin; 
waterc(dors  by  Judith  Uoinick. 
Photograph  over  umbrella   stand: 
by  Paul  Capenigro. 
2.  Painting  to  right  of  living  room 
doorway:  by  Ronald  Slowinski. 

Large  wall  painting:  from  the  '"Bath 
Color  .Series'"  by  Robert  Natkin. 
Sculpture     on     table:     by     Clement 
'Meadmore. 
3.  Small  painting  above  chest:  by 
Michael  Dillon. 

4.  Above  fireplace:  painting  by  Ern- 
est Dieringer. 

Collage    behind    lamp :     by    Gyora 
Novak. 

Page  102: 

.S.  Landscape;  an<l  pastel:   both  by 
Richard  Bogart. 

EASY  LUNCHES 

Page  118: 

"Dionysos"  crystal  decanter:  13%" 
high.  $70.  Designed  by  Van  Day  Truex. 
At  Baccarat. 

MOVABLE  FEASTS 

Page  120-121: 

''Jardin  des  Fleurs"  Limoges  por- 
celain: $75  per  .5-piece  place  setting. 

By  Deni)y.  At  Bloomingdale's. 
PARTY  FOODS  AND  PLATES 

Page  126: 

"Kosta  Party"  crystal  salad  bowl: 

$38.50;  "Kosta  Party"  crystal  salad 

plate:  $17.50  a  pair;  "Kosta  Party" 
crystal  dinner  plate:  $23  a  pair.  De- 

signed by  Ann  and  Goran  Warff.  I>\ 
Kosta.  At  Georg  Jensen. 

"Air"  wine  and  water  goblets:  $12 
each.  Designed  by  Goran  Warff.  By 
Boda.  Kosta  bowl  and  plates,  Boda 
glasses  from  The  Kenton  Collection 
at  (leorg  Jensen. 

"Bishop  White"  flatware:  $35  per 
5-piece  place  setting.  By  Wilton-.\rm- 
etale. 

Pillared  dining  table:  48"  x  60" 
long,  28"  high,  acrylic  legs,  top  lo 
order.  %"  thick.  By  Albrizzi.* 
"Pavilion"  porcelain:  $254  per 
5-piece  place  setting.  By  Royal  Wor- 
cester. 

"Seagull"  porcelain:  designed  by 
Fanny  Garde,  banded  in  22-karat  gold. 
$62  per  5-piece  |)lace  setting.  By  Bing 

&  Grondahl.  At  Altman's. 
"Revolution"  Sterling  II  flatware: 
$59.95  per  5-piece  place  setting.  By 
Reed  &  Barton.  At  Shreve,  Crump  & Low. 

"Springtime"  fine  china:  $24.95  per 
5-piece  place  setting.  By  Royal  Doul- 

ton.  At  Altman's. 
"Tradewinds"  sterling  silver  flat- 

ware: $145  per  5-piece  place  setting. 
By  International  Silver.  At  Marshall 
Field. 

"Montaigne  Optic"  crystal  glass: 
$16  each;  "Bistro"  wine  carafes: 
8Vi"  high.  .$35  each;  crystal  salt  cel- 

lar: bone  salt  spoon.  $32  a  pr.  All  al 
Baccarat. 

"Peach"  ravon  and  polyester  table- 

cloth: .52"  square.  $9.50;  "Tulips" 
cotton  napkin:  17"  scjuare.  $1.60. 
Both  By  \  era.  At  Lord  &  Taylor. 

Pepper  mill:  from  Asprey  &  Co.,  Lon- 
don. 

Page  127: 

"I^uis  XV"  porcelain:  $57.95  per 
5-piece  place  setting.  By  Haviland. 
"Column"  crystal  water  goblet:  $15 
each;  hurricane  lamp  candlestick: 

$40.  Both  by  Orrefors.  At  Blooming- 

dale's. "Craftsmen"  sterling  silver  flat- 
ware: $157.50  per  5-piece  place  set- 

ting. By  Towle. 

Linen  napkin:  18"  square.  $75  a dozen.  At  Leron. 

"Garden   Party"   china:    $51    per  5- 

piece  setting.  By  Lenox.   At   Altman's. 
"Puritan"  sterling  silver  flatware: 
$168.25  per  place  setting.  By  Stieff. 

"Bird  of  Paradise"  china:   $75  per 
5-piece  setting.  By  Aynsley. 

"Alana"      crystal      water      goblet: 
$21.25  each.  By  Waterford. 

"Crown    Baroque"    sterling    silver 
flatware:  $176.25  per  5-piece  setting. 

By  Gorham.  At  Altman's. 
White  Formica  Parsons  table:  60" 
X  30"  X  23%"  high.  $214.  At  Lord  & 
Taylor. 

BREAKING 

INTO  PRINT 

Pages  134-136: 
Fabrics  in  the  room  available  in  three 

clotiis:     chintz,     toilc,     and     panama. 

Widths  from  51"  to  53".  By  Abraham- 

Zumsteg.* Page  137: 
Fabrics  in  the  room  printed  in  cotton 
chintz,  also  available  on  toile  and 

panama.  Widths  from  51"  to  53".  By 
Abraham-Zumsteg.  * 

Today,  there  are  those  who  find 
themselves  asking  this  question. 

Certainly  the  funeral  can  do 
nothing  for  the  person  whose  life 
has  ended  beyond  providing  the 

dignity  of  a  proper  burial. 
But  no  matter  where,  when,  or 

under  what  circumstances 

death  may  occur,  there  are 
needs  that  must  be  met — for  the 

bereaved  family;  theirfriends;  their 
close  circle  in  the  community. 

The  funeral  helps  meet  those 

needs.  It  helps  those  who  grieve 

accept  the  reality  of  death.  They 
know  it  happened.  But  a  part  of 
their  mind  rejects  it,  runs  away 
from  it. 

The  funeral  takes  them  gently  by 

the  shoulders  and  turns  them  to 

face  it.  And  having  faced  it,  having 

viewed  it,  things  are  easier. 

Things  continue  to  be  easier 
(though  it  may  not  seem  so  at  the 
time)  as  arrangements  have  them 
talking  with  sympathetic  friends, 

reflecting  upon  moments  shared, 

giving  testimony  to  the  life  that  was 
lived  on  earth. 

Another  thing  the  funeral 
does — whether  the  choice  is  made 
for  a  traditional,  a  contemporary  or 

a  humanist  service — is  to  reaffirm 
the  faith,  the  creed,  or  philosophy 

by  which  one's  life  was  guided. 
As  the  poet  John  Donne  said: 

"No  man  is  an  island  .  .  ."  His 
death  touches  his  world.  A  funeral 
considers  the  feelings  of  all  those 
who  shared  his  life.  It  is  a  moment 

when  grief  shared  is  grief 
diminished. 

It  is  truly  a  unique  moment  of 

sharing  ...  for  the  family  ...  for 
friends  ...  tor  society. 

WRITE  FOR  FREE  COPY  OF  32-PAGE  BOOKLET.  "MY  DUTY". 
Its  32  pages  answer  many  questions,  tell  you  "what  to  do"  when you  are  asked  to  take  charge.  Tells  how  to  write  sympathy  notes. 
Contains  many  beautilul  and  consoling  poems.  Millions  ot  copies 
distributed.  Write:  The  Clark  Grave  Vault  Company,  Department 
HG  56  Columbus,  Ohio  43201. 
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dowcraft.  What  more  can  you  say? 
Just  a  few  things. 'i'ou  can  say  here 

are  selections  from  our 
intriguing  Malay  group. 
All  aluminum.  Meticulously 
crafted. Timeless  Chinese 

Chippendale.  Updated classics. 
And  you  can  say  these 

are  just  two  of  the  dozens 
of  designs  included  in 
America's  finest  collection 
of  casual  furniture. 

You  can  say  all  these 
things  about  Meadowcraft. 
You  can  say  all  these  things. 

Because  they're  true. 

///enaoucra/f 

For  a  look  at  all  (tiat's Meadowcraft.  write  for  our  full- 
color  brochure  P.O.  Box  1357. 
Bimiinghani.  Alabama  35201 

t^eadovKcrafl  Casual  Furniture 
Division  ol  Champion  Iniernational 

1  Ik  iti  wT^f 

'^-^mmm%m 

sa.aa^i^ili ! 

NATIONAL/MT.  AIRY 
From  the  Readbourne  Collection.  Olde  Colony  finish  on  pecan 
and  ash  burl  veneers  and  fine  hardwood  solids.  Available  at 
selected  fine  furniture  stores  at  around  $800.  For  ideas  on 
elegant  living  with  National/Mt.  Airy  occasional,  bedroom  and 
dining  room  furniture,  send  $1  to  National/Mt.  Airy,  Box  HG5, 
Bassett,  Virginia  24055. 

Marvelous  ideas  to  help  you  plan  and  shop  are  in  the  booklets  below, 

and  they're  yours  for  the  asking.  You  can  order  them  directly  from 
House  &  Garden — send  for  the  ones  you  want  today.  Just  fill  out  and 
return  the  order  coupon,  circling  the  number  of  each  booklet  desired, 

enclose  50c  for  postage  and  handling,  plus  any  additional  charge  as 

indicated  next  to  the  booklet  number,  and  ive'll  see  to  it  that  your 
booklet  requests  are  filled  as  quickly  as  possible.  Please  do  not  send 

stamps:  coins,  check,  or  money  order  may  be  used. 

Building  and 
Remodeling 

1.  ''CLEANER  AIR."  Background 

iiiforiiiatinn  on  in-tlie-hoine  air  jiollu- 

lion  control  is  provided  in  this  new 

booklet.  It  describes  the  capahUities 

of  air  filters  and  air  cleaners  and  pre- 
.scnts  efficiency  data  on  the  removal  of 

house  dust,  tobacco  smoke,  pollens, 

and  spores  by  a  new  type  of  air  cleaner 

that  uses  no  electricity.  Research 

Products  Corporation. 

2.  BETTER   DRINKING  WATER 

than  you  might  buy  in  bottles  is  possi- 

ble with  the  Culligan  A(|ua-(Meer  Re- 
verse Osmosis  Water  Purifier  .System. 

Information  brochure  describes,  illtis- 

trates  the  system  and  how  it  improves 

the  flavor  of  everything  mixed  and 

made  with  water.  And  it  actually  re- 
moves impurities. 

3.  PRE-SITE  Bl  ILDING  helps  you 

rontrol  the  concept,  construction,  and 

(ost  in  building  the  house  you  want 

iroiii  blueprint  to  housewarming.  (-on- 
liiifiilal  Homes  consumer  literature  dis- 

cusses this  time-saving  building  techni- 

ipif  in  which  90  percent  of  your  home 

i-  com|)leted  before  it  reaches  your 

>it( .  Variety  of  architectural  styles  and 

floor  plans  to  choose  from. 

Decorating 

I.  THE  SLRE  WAY  TO  ADD 

COLOR  to  a  home  is  with  flowers. 

TeleHora's  12-page  booklet,  "Color 
Alive!  Instant  Decorating  With  Flow- 

ers," has  ideas  for  every  room.  Com- 
piled with  the  cooperation  of  House 

&  Garden.  50c 

5.  CERAMIC  TILE.  A  new,  16  page 

color  catalogue  is  available  from 

Florida  Tile  that  pictures  basic  colors, 

finishes,  and  shapes  available  and  lists 

specifications  for  their  use.  The  cata- 
logue is  designed  to  be  used  as  an  idea 

starter  for  homemakers  and  designers. 

Florida  Tile.  2.5c 

6.  INFORMAL  FRENCH  FURNI- 

TURE Henredon's  Four  Centuries. 
W  arm.  Distinctive.  Elegantly  informal. 

\n     ultimately     livable    collection    of 

dining  room,  bedroom,  occasional,  and 

upholstered  furniture  in  the  French 

country  style  of  the  17th  and  18th  cen- 
turies. Style  numbers  given.  $1 

7.  "A   WARDROBE    FOR   YOUR 
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WALLS"  from  United  De.Sc.to.  Six 

pages  of  how-to-do-it  wallcovering  in- 
formation, including  measuring  for 

exact  rollage  needed,  hanging  all  types 

of  wallcoverings,  and  decorating  ideas 

for  evei7  room.  Color  illustrations, 

measuring  charts,  and  definitions  of 

terms   with   this   useful   guide.   2.5c 

8.  THE  KAFIRIMAR  COLLEG 

TION  booklet  shows  beautiful  color 

illustrations  of  woven  100  |)ercent  wool 

Oriental  design  rugs.  The  breathtaking 

palette  and  authentic  patterns  were  in- 
spired by  the  Kipling  filmed  epic.  The 

Man  Wlio  Would  Be  Kiii/i.  Instant 

room  drama  is  achieved  with  artisan- 

crafted,  densely  piled,  lushly  fringed 
floor  fashions.  Couristan.  $1 

9.  FURNISHING  IDEAS  FOR 

EVERYONE  who  likes  the  simplicity, 

the  stimulation,  the  ease  of  contem- 

porary styling,  and  appreciates  comfort 

and  (juality.  The  Roche-IJobois  cat- 
alogue will  enable  you  to  furnish  a 

house  from  sofas  to  picture  frames. 
Price  book  included.  $3 

10.  FOR  BEAUTIFUL  DECORAT- 

ING IDEAS,  a  160-page  catalogue 

illustrates  a  full  range  of  Iradilional 

furniture  in  both  solid  cherry  and  up- 

holstered styles.  Includes  living  room, 

dining  room,  and  bedroom  pieces. 
Harden  Furniture  Co.  .§3 

11.  "ORIENTAL  DESIGN  RLG 

HANDBOOK"  by  Karastan  Rug  Mills 

has  been  enlarged  to  relate  more  his- 
torical infonnation  on  the  origins  of 

Oriental-design  rugs  and  more  details 

on  the  symbolism  in  the  motifs  and 

colors  of  the  fabulous  rug  patti-rns. 
Included  are  some  buying  tips  on  shop- 

ping for  either  the  handwoven  original- 

or  the  power-loomed  versions  of  the 

designs.  50c 

12.  •;HOW  TO  CARE  FOR  YOLR 

INTERIOR       ENVTRONME.NT"- 
booklet  written  to  help  you  select  the 

right  furniture  for  your  house,  and 
give  you  some  tips  on  enjoying  your 

furniture  investment  for  years  to  come. 

Common  maintenance  problems  and 

how  to  solve  them  are  listed.  La-Z-P>oy 
Chair  Company.  50c 

1.3.  DINING  ROOM  AND  BED 

ROOM  furniture  rooted  in  \mericana 

is  presented  in  two  beautifully  illus 

trated  catalogues  from  American  Drew. 

Inc.  The  '"Tanglewood"  collection,  in- 

spired by  the  past,  is  executed  in 

deeply  grained  oak  solids  and  veneers 
^  HOUSE  &  GARDE 



-Order  coupon  for  booklets- 

I 

May,  1976 
Circle  the  number  of  each  booklet  you  want,  and  en- 

close check,  money  order,  or  currency  in  amount  in- 
dicated for  those  requiring  pa}  ment.  Add  50c  for 

postage  and  handling.  No  stamps.  Allow  up  to  four 
weeks  for  delivery. 

MAIL  TO:  HOUSE  &  GARDEN,  Dept.  5 
Box  3579.  Grand  Central  Station 
New  York,  N.Y.,  10017 
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I  enclose : 

.50c  for  postage  and  handling  of  my  request 
for  booklets 

-for  booklets  circled  requiring  payment 

-is  my  total  remittance 
Offer  expires  8/15/76 

MR. 

Name     mrs. 

MIS?' 
(PLEASE  PRINT! 

Address - 

Citv   .State. -Zip  #. 

'he  "Companion"  group,  designed  for 

oday's  casual  lifestyles,  is  beautifully 
rafted  of  fine  white  pine,  hardwood 

ulids,    and    j>ine    veneers.    Both    cata- 
'^ues,  $2. 

Eating  and 
Entertaining 

14.  FINE  TABLEWARE:  Full  color 

brochures,  "Ideas  In  Silver  For  Gifts 

\nd  Entertaining"  and  "The  Beauty 
Of  Silver  In  Carefree  Stainless"  illus- 

trate a  complete  selection  of  flatware 
and  hollowware.   Oneida  Silversmiths. 

^5.  ENTERTAINING  CAN  BE  FUN 

and  easy  is  the  message  of  "The  Coffee 

Fable  Booklet."  Compiled  with  the 
cooperation  of  House  &  Garden,  the 

booklet  includes  hostess  tips,  ideas  for 

parties,  and  recipes  using  Bahia  Coffee 

Liqueur.  Heublein,  Inc. 

16.  INTERNATIONALLY  AC- 

CLAIMED     STAINLESS      STEEL 

kitchen  knives  from  Germany  are  in 

this  full-color,  20-page  catalogue  from 

Zwilling  Cutlery.  Siicers.  cleavers,  froz- 

en food  and  assorted  cooks"  knives 
among  the  wide  varietv. 

natural  soil  conditioner  for  lawn?  and 

gardens — Grand  Prize.  Brochure  lists 

advantages  of  this  gypsum  from  stimu- 

lating growth  and  loosening  tight  soil 

to  improving  drainage  and  counteract- 
ing salt  damage. 

Potpourri 

Gardening 

17.  HOW  TO  HAVE  A  BETTER 

LAWN  AND  GARDEN.  0..M.  Scott 

&  Sons  offers  a  free  two-year  subscrip- 

tion to  their  mini-magazine  Lawn  Care. 

It's  got  seasonal  check  lists,  how-to 
articles,  and  the  latest  news  on  lawn 

and  garden  care. 

18.  NATURAL  SOIL  CONDI- 

TIONER. Brochure  from  United 

States   Gypsum   describe   its  low-cost 

'% 
19.  "TRAVEL     SOUTH      USA." 

Twelve-page  travel  guide  to  eleven 
states  important  as  historic,  recreation, 

and  scenic  vacation  spots.  Resorts, 

festivals,  landmarks  are  described  and 

illustrated.  Southern  Travel  Directors 

Council.  25c 

20.  STEAMBOATIN'  ON  THE 
MIGHTY     MISSISSIPPI.     Or     the 

Beautiful  Ohio.  Return  to  heartland 

America  aboard  the  paddlewlieeler 

Deha  Queen,  or  the  luxurious  new 

Mississippi  Queen.  The  romance  and 
historical  flavor  of  riverboat  life  is 

api)ealingly  outlined  in  the  1976  cruise 

brochure  ■■\'oyages  to  America"  from 
the  Delta  Queen  Steamboat  Company. 

21.  CONSUMER     LITERATURE 

gives  all  the  facts  on  new  and  ujidated 

test  data  for  Philco  Cold  Guard  Re- 

frigerator-Freezers. Color  pamphlets 

describes  space-saving  features  of  both 

side-by-side  and  2-door  models.  Infor- 

mation booklet  includes  a  listing  of 

average  annual  energy  cost  savings  for 
the  various  models. 

22.  "ALL  ABOUT  YOUR  HOME" 

— a  new  magazine  from  Martex.  .Sub- 

jects covered  include:  decorating  and 

sewing  with  towels,  ideas  for  gifts  to 

make  using  sheets,  tips  from  celebrities 

on  entertaining,  fun  for  all  at  children's 
parties,  needlepoint  pillows,  and  nuuh 
more.  $1.50. 

i 

Start  a  tradition 
in  your  home. of  Mebane 

Living  With  Tradition  by  White.  22  pages,  many  in  color.  Hand- 

crafted occasional  pieces  by  the  South's  oldest  maker  of  fine 
furniture.  To  see  the  entire  collection  send  50T  to  Dept.  IiG05, 
White  Furniture  Company,  Mebane,  N.C.  27302. 

Cat.Noll57 

Wake  up  a  walL  Any  wall. 
Our  rattan  mirror  with  its  smoked  border  insets 

is  one  way  to  wake  up  your  foyer  or  library. 
For  more  suggestions  send  us  your  name  and 

a  dollar  We'll  send  you  our  full  color 
catalog  and  the  name  of  your  nearest 

Carolina  Mirror  dealer 

Carolina  Mirror  Corporation 
North  Wilkesboro,  North  Carolina  28659 
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TOR'S  THRILLING  REDUCING  PROGRAM  HELPS 

URNi«^YFA 
HY  THE  HOUR 
. .  .TURN  IT  INTO  FLUID  THAT 
YOUR 

Yes,  now  you  can  lose  up  to  10  ...  20  ...  30  —  even  50  pounds 
or  more  •  without  starvation  diets  •  without  grueling  exercise  • 
without  ravenous  hunger  THANKS  TO  THE  MOST  POWERFUL 
REDUCING  AID  EVER  RELEASED  FOR  PUBLIC  USE  WITH- 

OUT A  PRESCRIPTION! 

SHRINK  YOUR  BODY'S  FAT  CELLS... 
TRIM  AWAY  POUNDS  AND  INCHES! 

First  came  the  ALL  DAY  cold  tablet.  Then  the  ALL  DAY  allergy 

pill.  Now,  from  medical  science  comes  the  latest  GIANT-STEP 
in  the  conquest  of  fat  .  .  .  this  incredible  ALL-DAY  time-release 
capsule  and  fat-melting  program,  developed  by  a  medical  doctor 

...  and  guaranteed  to  work  like  nothing  else  you've  ever  heard 
about,  read  about,  or  tried  before  in  your  life.  Because  when 

in  your  life  did  you  ever  dream  of  a  weight-loss  method  so 
effective,  that  without  starvation  diet,  without  grueling  exercise, 
without  gnawing  hunger  you  can  transform  your  body  into  the 

sleek,  streamlined  figure  you've  always  longed  for  .  .  .  even  if 
at  this  very  moment  you  are  as  much  as  50,  60,  or  even  100 
pounds  overweight! 

CONTINUOUS  ROUND-THE-CLOCK  ACTION 
ATTACKS  THE  BASIC  CAUSE  OF  FAT 

BUILD-UP  DAY  AND  NIGHT 

Unlike  every  other  weight-loss  method  that  has  failed  you  in 
the  past,  the  COUNTDOWN  once-a-day  capsule  and  reducing 
program  works  in  a  completely  different  way.  Not  by  pitting 

your  will-power  against  some  "inhuman  crash  diet".  Not  by 
wracking  your  body  with  torturous  exercise.  And  most  certainly 

not  by  the  use  of  high-powered  "speed"  drugs  that  leave  your nerves  shattered  and  shot. 

Doctor's  New  All-Day  Triple-Action 
FAT-MELTER  PROGRAM 
Works  All  Day  To: 

1.  Transform  fat  into  fluid  and 

flush  it  right  out  of  your  system. 

2.  Attack  the  basic  cause  of 

overweight  —  overeating  —  and 
convert  the  food  you  do  eat  into 

burned  up  energy  instead  of  into 
fat. 

3.  Breal<  down  those  bulges  of 

flab  as  you  lose  weight  from 
your  entire  body  .  .  .  that  up  to 
now  seemed  impossible  to  budge 

...  and  force  them  to  be  con- 

sumed —  oxidized  —  by  your 

own  body  chemistry  —  without 
ravenous  hunger  —  thanks  to 
this  thrilling  new  ALL  DAY 

TIME-RELEASE  FAT-FIGHTER 
PROGRAM. 

COUNTDOWN 
with  Mira-thene-12 

Before  starting  this  program,  consult  with  your  physi- 
cian to  be  sure  you  are  in  normal  health  and  your  only 

problem  is  obesity.  Individuals  with  high  blood  pressure, 
heart  disease,  diabetes,  or  thyroid  disease  should  use 
only  as  directed  by  a  physician.  As  a  matter  of  fact, 
we  urge  you  to  show  this  entire  program  to  your  own 

family  physician  and  see  if  he  doesn't  agree  that  this 
is  a  medically  sound  approach  to  the  problem  of  obesity. 

Instead,  this  NEW  TOTAL  APPROACH  TO  TOTAL  SLIMNESS 

actually  helps  shrink  the  fat  cells  in  your  body  ALL  24  HOURS 
A  DAY  .  .  .  even  while  you  sleep.  Yes,  literally  burns  and 

oxidizes  those  bulging  pockets  of  flab  as  you  lose  weight  — 
all  over  your  body  —  as  it  melts  down  into  liquid  that  your 
body  flushes  away  daily,  in  a  completely  natural,  gentle  manner. 

And  it's  all  so  easy  with  this  wondrous  ALL-DAY  CAPSULE  that 
helps  set  the  stage  for  the  fat-burning  process  to  be  triggered 
into  action. 

A  DOCTOR  EXPLAINS... 

No  matter  how  many  fad  and  crash  diets  you've  run  through 
in  the  past  .  .  .  there  is  only  one  effective  weight-loss  method 
known  to  medical  science.  It  is  simply  this:  in  order  to  burn 
off  fat  there  are  2  things  you  must  do. 

1.  You  must  decelerate  the  rate  of  calorie  intake.  2  You 

must  step  up  your  body's  rate  of  fat  burn-off  just  like  you  step 
up  a  furnace,  so  that  you  actually  convert  the  food  you  do  eat 

into  burned-up  energy  instead  of  into  piled-up  fat. 

And  this  is  precisely  why  COUNTDOWN  is  so  effective.  Because 

the  moment  you  launch  yourself  on  this  doctor's  "Lifetime 
Slimness"  program,  here's  what  happens  in  your  body: 

1.  Gnawing  hunger  pangs  disappear  as  tiny  grains  of  the  most 
powerful  reducing  aid  ever  released  for  public  use  without  a 

prescription  are  gradually  released  info  your  system  to  con- 
stantly calm  your  appetite  and  help  you  decelerate  your 

body's  caloric  intake. 

2.  The  food  you  do  eat  on  this  doctor's  fully  satisfying  eating 
program  instead  of  being  stored  up  as  fat,  is  now  converted 
into  a  source  of  energy  that  your  body  burns  away. 

3.  And  even  though  you  may  lose  as  much  as  20,  30,  50  pounds 

OR  MORE  ...  you  never  miss  a  meal  .  .  .  never  deny  your- 
self sensible  snacks  and  desserts  .  .  .  never  for  a  single 

moment  starve  yourself  the  very  least  bit. 

NOW!  ALL  THE  ECSTASY  OF  SLIMNESS 
WITHOUT  THE  AGONY  OF  HUNGER! 

That's  because  with  the  COUNTDOWN  no-hunger  way  to  slim- 
ness, you  arm  yourself  with  the  most  modern  and  effective  way 

to  weight  control  known  to  medical  science:  This  medical 

doctor's  all-out  assault  and  VICTORY  OVER  FAT  BUILD-UP  .  .  . 
due  to  excess  calorie  intake  and  lack  of  fast  calorie  burn-off 

(the  basic  cause  of  overweight).  The  COUNTDOWN  once-a-day, 
continuous  action,  time-release  capsule  and  program  works  all 

the  time  ...  all  day  .  .  .  Transforms  your  body  fat  into  "flush- 
away  liquids"  ...  it  is  by  far  the  easiest,  most  pleasant  way 
to  achieve  that  slim,  trim  body  of  your  dreams. 

WORKS  SO  FAST  YOU  START  TO  GROW  SLIM 

IN  JUST  DAYS  — IN  FACT,  EVEN  WHILE  YOU  SLEEP! 

Best  of  all,  not  once  are  you  asked  to  pit  your  hunger  against 

a  cast-iron  willpower.  All  you  are  asked  to  do  is  simply  this: 
Take  one  of  these  new  ALL-DAY  time-release  capsules  each 

morning  .  .  .  then  following  the  doctor's  satisfying  eating  pro- 
gram and  his  simple  nightly  bedtime  toneups  (that  are  actually 

fun  to  do),  you  literally  eat  your  way  to  slimness  as  you  shed 
pounds  and  inches  like  never  before. 

Naturally,  you  can't  expect  to  gorge  and  stuff  yourself  silly  on 
all  sorts  of  over-rich,  high-fat  foods  ...  and  in  unlimited 
quantities.  BUT  —  and  this  is  the  whole  key  to  success  —  if 
you  will  simply  replace  all  those  zany,  half-baked  fad  diets  of 
the  past  with  this  high-powered  ALL-DAY  capsule  and  this 

doctor's  sane,  satisfying  eating  program  .  .  .  YOU  without 
gnawing  hunger  .  .  .  YOU  without  grueling  exercise  can  lose  up 
to  10  —  20  —  30  —  even  50  pounds  OR  MORE  thanks  to  the 
latest,  most  effective  doctor-developed  ONCE-A-DAY  reducing 
program  in  AMERICA  .  .  .  COUNTDOWN  with  Mira-thene-12. 

SEE  DRAMATIC  RESULTS  IN  JUST 
72  HOURS...  OR  IT  COSTS  YOU  NOTHING! 

JUST  ONE  CAPSULE  A  DAY 
HELPS  YOU  DISSOLVE  FAT  AWAY 

as  this  doctor's  3-way  action  program 
•  breaks  down  bulging  pockets  of  fat  while  it  burns 

away  fatty  tissues  from  your  entire  body 

•  shrinks  your  body's  fat  cells 
•  turns  fat  into  liquid  that  your  body  drains  away 

Yes,  you  step  up  fat  burn-off  as  you  decelerate 
calorie  intake  .  .  .  meaning  pounds  and  inches  melt 
away  starting  in  just  days! 

So  effective  you'll  lose  up  to  6  pounds  of  fat  and 
fluid  the  very  first  72  hours! 

(y  1976  American  Consumer. 

GUARANTEE 

You  must  lose  up  to  10,  20,  30,  40  —  even  50 
pounds,  or  it  costs  you  not  a  single  penny  on 
this  special  no-risk  trial  offer.  In  fact,  if  you 
are  unsatisfied  for  any  reason  —  simply  return 

the  bottle  cap  only  for  a  full  refund  of  your  pur- 
chase price  with  no  questions  asked.  Can  any- 

thing be  possibly  more  fair? 

'^m^^iP^^rXHfX{^P^{^PS^rP^^ 
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COUNTDOWN,  Dept.JWL -10 
416A  Fox  Pavilion,  Jenkintown,  PA  19046 

Yes,  I  want  to  lose  weight  with  this 

doctor's  thrilling  once-a-day  time  release 
capsule  and  reducing  program.  Rush 

me.  on  full  money-back  guarantee,  the 
COUNTDOWN  I  have  checked  below. 

Check  Quantity  Desired 

D  21  day  supply  .  .  .  only  $5.95 
(plus  35f  postage  &  handling). 

n  42  day  supply  .  .  .  only  S9  95 
(plus  50«  postage  &  handling).  You  save  $2.00 

n  63  day  supply  .  .  .  only  $13.95 
(plus  50<  postage  &  handling).  You  save  $4.00 

jC^T 

Total  amount  enclosed  $_ 

sales  tax).  Check  or  money  order,  no  CODs  please. 
Name   

(Penn.  residents  add  6% 
Address_ 

City   

State- 

_Apt    =. 

_Zip_ 

Dist.  by  Blo-Drene  Pharmacal  Sales  Corp. 

Canadian  customers,  please  send  orders  to: 
T.  P.  Productt,  Oept.  JWL.  Boi  1600.  StatlH  A 

Rexdale.  Ontario    M9W5V2 

(Ontario  and  Quebec  residents  add  sales  tax) 
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BacKin  the  days  when  women  Had  no  right  to  smol^e,  a  wfeftian  had  to  hide  out  infhe  forest  if  she  wanted  to  sneak  a  cigarettt| 
In  this  picture,  can  you  find  the  eight  ladies  who  have  no  rights? 

)bu've  cx)me  a  long  way  baby 

VIRGINIA 
SUMS 

Shmmer  than  the  fat  cigarettes  men  smoke. 
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Warning:  The  Surgeon  General  Has  Determined 

That  Cigarette  Smoking  Is  Dangerous  to  Your  Health. m I 
1 7  mg!'  tar',*  1 .0 mg.  nicotine  av. per  cigarene, FTC  Report  Nov.'TS 



Do  homes  with  live  plants 
leave  you  green  with  envy? 

1378 

I  Maybe  you  should  know  about  the 

hundreds  of  indoor  plants  you  don't 
need  a  green  thumb  to  grow. 

Indoor  plant  secrets  revealed. 

If  you've  ever  wanted  to  bring  the  lush 
green  look  inside  with  living  plants, 
The  American  Garden  Guild  can  show 

you  how. 
For  instance,  /,  000 Beautiful  Plants 

and  How  to  Grow  Them.  An  informative, 

idea-packed  volume  that  shows  you 
exactly  how  to  choose  the  indoor  plants 
that  thrive  with  the  least  care.  So  you 

won't  think  you  have  to  become  a  slave 
to  your  plants  to  enjoy  them. 

How  to  decorate  with  plants. 
Decorators  have  been  using  plants  to  dram- 

atize their  showcase  homes  for  years.  Now 

it's  your  turn. 
Because  even  though  plants  make  any 

home  look  like  a  million  dollars,  they're 
surprisingly  inexpensive  when  you  know 
the  right  ones  to  use. 

And  through  The  American  Garden 

Guild,  you'll  find  hundreds  of  imaginative  decorating  solutions. In  books  like  Gardens  in 

Glass  Containers— 3.  simple, 
step-by-step    approach    to 
growing  your  own  fabulous 
terrariums. 

Or  Hanging  Plants  for 
Home,  Terrace  and  Garden, 
an  indispensable  handbook  of 
beautiful  living  hangups  to 
dramatize  any  room. 

Or  Houseplants  Are  For 

Pleasure— 2l  beginner's  guide 
to  the  excitement  of  growing 
your  own  decor. 

The  biggest  plant  bargain  of  all. 
The  American  Garden  Guild. 

And  those  books  are  just  a  few  of  the  down-to-earth  guides  for 

growing  indoor  plants  you'll  find  in  the  American  Garden  Guild. 
As  a  member,  you'll  get  to  choose  from  an  uncommon  selec- 
tion of  great  garden  books  for  indoors  and  out.  Like  Gardening 

Indoors  Under  Lights.  Betty  Crocker's  Kitchen  Gardens.  And 
10,000  Garden  Questions  A  nswered  by  20  Experts. 

But  the  best  part  is,  you'll  be  getting  them  for  special 
member  discounts  of  up  to  30%  off  publishers'  prices.  And  to start  off,  you  can  take  any  3  books  on  this  page  for  only  $1  when 
you  join. 

PLUS  A  SPECIAL  BONUS. 

When  you  join  the  Guild  right  now,  we'll  include 
201  Free  Things  for  People  Who  Love  Gardening 
—almost  50  pages  of  gardening  materials  and 
information  you  can  get  free.  Available  only 
through  the  Guild. 

Just  fill  out  the  coupon  and  mail  it  today. 

How  the  Club  Plan  works. 
When  accepted  as  a  member  you  first  get  the  three  books 

you've  chosen  for  only  $L00  plus  shipping  and  handling.  If  not 
delighted,  you  may  return  them  within  10  days,  cancel  mem- 

bership and  owe  nothing. 

JUNE,   1976 

Then,  about  every  four  weeks  ( 14  times  a  year),  you  receive 

theClub's  free  Announcement  describing  the  Featured  Selection 
and  Alternates.  Most  Selections  are  offered  at  savings  of  up  to 

30%  off  prices  of  publishers'  editions.  (A  shipping  and  handling 
charge  is  added  to  each  shipment.) 

To  receive  the  Featured  Selection,  do  nothing.  It  will  be 
shipped  automatically.  If  you  desire  an  Alternate  Selection  or 
no  book  at  all,  just  state  your  choice  on  the  form  supplied  and 
return  it  so  that  we  receive  it  by  the  date  specified.  This  date 
gives  you  at  least  10  days  to  decide.  If  for  any  reason  you  have 
less  than  10  days  and  receive  any  unwanted  Selections,  you 
can  return  them  at  Club  expense. 

You  need  take  only  four  books  in  the  next  two  years  at 
regular  low  Club  prices  to  complete  your  commitment,  and  may 
resign  any  time  thereafter.  The  American  Garden  Guild  (iffers 
its  own  complete  hard-bound  editions,  sometimes  altered  in  size 
to  fit  special  presses  and  save  members  even  more. 

Take  any  3  plant  guides. 
Only  $1  when  you  join. 
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The  American  Garden  (iuilcl 
Dept.  KR076,  Garden  City,  N.Y.  11530 

Please  accept  me  as  a  member  and  send  the  three  books  numbered  in 
the  boxes.  Bill  me  just  $1.00  plus  shipping  and  handling.  I  need  take 
only  four  books  in  the  next  two  years  at  regular  low  Club  prices  to  com- 

plete my  commitment,  and  I  may  resign  any  time  thereafter.  I  agree  to 
the  Club  Plan  as  described  in  this  advertisement. 

MK. 
MRS. 
MISS 

(Please  Print) 
A DDR ESS 

CITY  8j  state                                                         zip  CODE 

Past  Garden  Guild  members  please  check  here  D 

Members  accepted  in  U.S.A.  and  Canada  only.  Canadian  members  will 
be  serviced  from  Toronto.  Offer  slightly  different  in  Canada. 





Sunny 

Designer  Solorion* by  Armstrong 
The  only  no-wax  floor with  the  richness  of  Inlaid  Color. 

What  keeps  Solarian  shining  so  bright?  The  Mirabond"  wear 
surface.  It  keeps  that  sunny  shine,  without  waxing  or  buffing,  far 

longer  than  an  ordinary  vinyl  floor.  And  the  cleaner  you  keep  it, 

the  brighter  it  shines.  Just  sponge-mop  with  detergent,  and  rinse 
thoroughly.  Black  heel  marks  come  up  easier,  too. 

What  gives  Designer  Solarian  such  richness  of  color  and  depth 
of  design?  Inlaid  Color.  Beneath  the  Mirabond  wear  layer  is  a 
unique  dimension  we  call  Inlaid  Color.  You  see,  Armstrong  makes 

Designer  Solarian  the  same  way  we've  always  made  our  finest-quality 
floors:  with  a  buildup  of  thousands  of  varicolored  granules  ...  in 

much  the  same  way  beautiful  materials  are  created  in  nature. 
Compare  the  depth  and  realism  of  Inlaid  Color  in  Designer  Solarian 

side  by  side  with  all  the  other  no-wax  sheet  floors  with  their  "printed- 
on  "  designs.  You  can't  miss  the  difference. 

Even  our  best  no-wax  floors  may  eventually  show  some  reduction 
in  gloss  where  foot  traffic  is  heaviest.  So.  if  you  ever  need  it,  your 

retailer  can  supply  a  special  Solarian  Floor  Finish,  which  can  be  ap- 
plied occasionally  to  maintain  the  shine. 

To  find  a  nearby  Armstrong  retailer,  look  in  the  Yellow  Pages  under'' 

"Floor  Materials."  Many  are  authorized  Floor  Fashion  Center"  re- 
tailers, offering  the  best  in  selection  and  service.  For  complete  color 

brochures  and  maintenance  instructions,  write  Armstrong,  7606  Maple 

Ave.,  Lancaster,  PA  17604. 

Win  this  Arnnstrong  Fonnily  Roonn! 
or  one  of  135  home-fashion  prizes 

You  could  be  the  Grand-Prize  winner  of  the  contents  of  this  beau- 

tiful American  Craftsman  family  room— featuring  the  handcrafted  look 

of  Guildcraft  Designer  Solarian,  You'll  receive  Armstrong  flooring, 
ceiling,  carpeting,  Thomasville  furniture,  and  all  the  decorative  ac- 

cessories and  antiques  used  by  the  Armstrong  interior  designers  to 

create  this  unique  family  room. 

Or  you  might  win  one  of  135  home-fashion  prizes  featured  in  the 

room— (5)  oak  tables  with  4  chairs  by  Thomasville,  (10)  pairs  of  up- 
holstered swivel  chairs  by  Thomasville,  (20)  Designer  Solarian  floors 

(up  to  20  sq.  yds.  installed),  (100)  Wilton  Armetale"  pitcher  and 

goblet  sets. 
Enter  now!  No  purchase  necessary.  Just  pick  up  an  official  entry 

form  at  a  participating  Solarian  retailer  near  you.'  To  find  him,  call 

this  toll-free  number  and  ask  for  "Solarian  Sweepstakes  retailers": 

800/447-4700 
(In  Illinois,  coll  800/322-4400) 

Hurry!  Sweepstakes  ends  June  12,  1976. 
Official  Rules 

1  to  enter  Ihe  Armstrong  Solanan  American 

Crallsman  Room  Sweepstakes,  visit  your  partici- 

pating retailer,  and  pick  up  the  official  entry  form. 
Mail  to  Armstrong  Solarian  American  Craftsman  Room 

Sweepstakes.  PC  Box  10.  New  York.  N  Y  10046, 

2,  Winners  wilt  be  selected  in  a  random  drawing 

conducted  by  Marden-Kane,  Inc  .  an  independent 

judging  organization,  whose  decisions  are  final. 
Only  one  prize  per  family  Liability  lor  taxes  will 
be  the  sole  responsibility  of  the  winner.  Entries 
must  be  postmarked  by  June  12.  1976 

3  This  sweepstakes  is  open  to  all  residents  of 
the  continental  USA.  18  years  or  older  except 

employees  of  the  Armstrong  Cork  Co  .  their  im- 

mediate families,  its  subsidiaries,  its  advertising 

agencies,  Ivlarden-Kane,  Ino  ,  distributors  of  the 
Armstrong  line,  and  participating  retailers  Void 
in  Idaho  and  f\/lissouri,  or  where  prohibited  by 

law.  Subject  to  all  federal,  slate,  and  local  laws 

and  regulations, 

"4  Wisconsin  and  Ivlaryland  residents  need  only 

send  in  name,  street  city,  stale,  and  zip  code 

on  a  3"  X  5"  piece  of  paper  fyiail  to  Armstrong 
Solanan  American  Craftsman  Room  Sweepstakes, 
PC  Box  10,  New  York,  NY  10046  Only  one 

entry  per  envelope    All  prizes  will  he  awarded 

5  Grand  Prize  does  not  include  kitchen  cabmelry. 

window,  sink,  or  family  room  paneling. 

AVmstrong 
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5  reasons 
your  next 
dishwasher 
should  be  a 
KitchenAid. 

Cycle  to 
clean  crusty 

pots  and  pans. 

2     Fan-circulated,  hot-air 
•  drying 

that's  safe  for 
fine  china 

and  good 
plastics.  Plus 
an  Energy  Saver. 

'•A  patented  .'-pusition  upper 
rack  that  lets  you  load  big  or 
odd-shaped  items  many  other 

dishwashers  can't  handle. 

4TriDura^,  a  3-coat  premium 
•  porcelain-on-steel  interior 

that  detergents  can't  fade  and 
knives  and  forks  can't  scratch. 

5. A  heavy 

duty  '/z hp  motor  .that 
will  stand  up 

under  hard  daily 

use.  So  tough,  it's  warranted 
for  5  years.  If  the  motor  should 
fail  during  the  first  year,  it  will 
be  repaired  or  replaced  without 
charge;  during  the  next  four 

years  you'd  pay  only  for  labor. 
For  more  reasons,  ask  any 

KitchenAid  owner.  Or  your 
KitchenAid  dealer,  listed  in  the 
Yellow  Pages.  Or  write 

KitchenAid,  Dept.6DA-6, 
Hobart  Corporation,  Troy, 
Ohio  45374. 

KitchenAid 
Built  better.  Not  cheaper. 

HOUSE 
&  GARDEN 
INCORPORATING     LIVING     FOR  YOUNG  HOWEMAKERS) Vol.  148  No.  6 

RUSSELL    f^ACMASTEPS 

ON  THE  cover:  Ifs  a  place  to  escape  to, 

just  outside  the  house.  The  terrace  flag- 

ging of  Yosemite  slate  extends  to  the 

pool  on  one  side,  to  a  little  plantation  of 

junipers,  yucca,  rhododendron,  and  ferns 

on  the  other.  The  same  stone  tops  a  rus- 

tic oak-stump  table  that  can  be  used  for 

a  bit  of  lunch  and  a  cocktail  for  swim- 

mers. The  whole  terrace  is  a  tiny  oasis — 

and  it's  all  at  designer  Michael  Taylor's 

house  in  San  Francisco.  As  a  bonus,  it's 

an  easy-upkeep  oasis  with  cotton  slip- 

covers that  zip  off  for  a  whirl  in  the  wash- 

er-dryer. With  them  go  the  cushion  cov- 

ers— of  linen  and  cotton,  bordered  with 

a  fringed  braid  designed  by  Mr.  Taylor 

and  a  lot  tougher  than  it  looks.  Rice-pa- 

per lanterns  designed  by  Stephen 

White;  furniture,  designed  by  Mr.  Taylor 

for  Wicker-Wicker-Wicker,  is  available 

through  decorators  at   LCS,   New  York. 
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,      MARTEX  SHEETS  CAN  CHANGE  MORE  THAN  THE  LOOK  OF  YOUR  BED.  THEY  CAN  CHANGE  THE  LOOK  OF  YOUR  HOL 

f  / 

le  have  one  acre,  three  bedrooms, 
and  twenty -two  sets  of  sheets!' 



"Twenty- two  sets! 
It  may  sound  excessive. 

But  these  are  no  ordinary 

sheets.  They're  from  Martex? You  know,  the  people  who 
woke  sheets  up  and  got  them 
out  of  bed. 

I  can't  have  enough  of 
them.  Or  do  enough  with 
them.  A  quick  house  tour  will 
help  explain  why. 

Using  the  new  Waves 
pattern,  I  slip-covered  two 
small  living  room  sofas 
(first  I  quilted  the  sheets), 
fattened  them  up  with  two 
outrageously  oversized 
pillows  (do  you  love  those 
shirred  edges?  My  idea!), 
curtained  three  windows 
and  completely  disguised 
a  wreck  of  a  drum  table. 

In  the  dining  room  I  did 
something  that  sounds 
strange  but  looks  fantastic. 
I  put  a  bedspread  on  the 
table.  Then  I  used  the  same 
pattern.  Feathers,  on  the 
windows  and  seat  cushions. 

I  let  my  eight-year-old 
pick  the  pattern  for  her  own 
room,  and  she  filled  it  with 

what  she  calls  'daffydillies.' 

For  "All  About  Your  Home,"  a  new  instructive  magazine  on  how  to  decorate  with  sheets  and  towels, 
send  $1 .50  to  Martex,  P.O.  Box  912,  Madison  Square  Station,  New  York,  NY,  10010. 

Martex  calls  them 
Great  Daffodils. 

My  bedroom,  I  drenched 
with  the  peaches  and  cream 

of  Kumo  by  Hanae  Mori® Not  just  the  bed,  but 
tier  upon  tier  of  pillows 
as  well  as  the  curtains 
and  even  the  walls. 

The  fresh  irises  were 

bought  just  for  the 
photograph,  but  the  room 
looks  as  much  like  a 

garden  even  without  them. 

Oh  yes,  there's  another 
room  that's  usually  filled with  Martex  sheets  and 
towels.  The  laundry. 

Because  these  Dacron® 
polyester  &  cotton  beauties 
zip  blithely  through  washing 
after  washing.  You  see. 
durability  is  just  as  much 
a  part  of  the  Martex 
Master  Plan  as  beauty. 

You  know,  some  day  I 
must  figure  out  if  I  buy  so 
many  Martex  sheets  because 
there  are  so  many  terrific 
things  to  do  with  them.  Or 
if  I  do  all  those  terrific 

things  only  as  an  excuse 

to  buy  more  Martex  sheets." 

Wcsi  ft)int 

Pepiicrcll 

Martex-. 
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both  very  well. 
John  Portman,  the  architect 

who  has  done  so  much  to  change 
Atlanta's  landscape,  has  his  own 
special  project,  also  connected  with 
the  High  Museum.  This  is  Sculp- 

ture    Celebration,     a     two-week 

The  light 
fantastic 

Wouldn't  it  be  an  improvement  if 
the  familiar  "cobra  head"  light 
fixtures  in  our  streets  were  re- 

placed with  a  design  that  gave  vis- 
ual pleasure  twenty-four  hours  a 

day,  as  well  as  illumination  at 
night?  William  Wainwright,  in 
Cambridge,  Mass.,  who  works  with 
R.  Buckminster  Fuller,  has  de- 

signed a  light  sculpture  which 
could  be  the  prototype  of  a  new 
street  light.  At  the  top  it  is  a  mass 
of  reflective,  stainless-steel  shapes. 
Light  shoots  up  the  base  on  the 
ground,  hits  these  steel  pieces  and 
bounces  off,  spreading  a  pattern  of 
light  all  around.  During  the  day. 
the  sun,  catching  this  Christmas- 
like  decoration,  makes  it  twinkle 
and  shine,  and  the  wind  makes  it 
move.  So  the  fixture  (and  its  bas- 

ketry of  shadows  on  the  ground)  is 
a  constant  source  of  change  and 

ANDREW    V/AINV/RIGHT 

Light  shoots  up  from  base 

delight.  The  first  light  sculpture  is 
now  up  and  illuminating  a  William 
Morgan-designed  riverside  park  in 

Norfolk,  Va.  It's  a  maxi-version, 
28  feet  across  at  the  top,  which  Mr. 

Wainwright  calls  a  "tower  of 
light,"  and  it  illuminates  the  entire 
1 500-foot-long  park.  "It's  not  a 
blast  of  light,"  says  Mr.  Wain- 

wright, "but  we've  been  careful  to 
make  sure  it  won't  aid  muggings. 
Nobody  can  lurk  in  shadows.  It's 
brighter  than  moonlight."  We  can 
hope  for  scaled-down  adaptations 
eventually. 

EVELYN    HOFER 

Art  park 
Atlanta's  most  significant  Bicen- 

tennial effort  brings  art  to  the  pub- 

lic in  the  form  of  a  new  children's 
park  created  by  sculptor  Isamu 

Noguchi.  All  the  elements — 
swings,  slides.  Junglegym  equip- 

ment—have been  designed  by  the 
artist.  Painted  bright  red,  blue,  and 

green,  they  are  placed  in  an  arena 
of  brown  wood  chips,  like  pieces 

of  sculpture.  A  white  concrete 
wall  set  on  a  green  hill  pro- 

vides a  "frame"  for  the  composi- 
tion. To  one  side  there  is  an  open, 

tent-roofed  structure  that  children 
will  use  for  outdoor  art  work- 

shops and  theatrical  events.  The 

High  Museum  of  Art  commis- 

sioned the  park  "to  demonstrate 
the  value  of  play  as  an  educational 
tool  and  serve  as  a  catalyst  for  a 

park's  renaissance."  It  should  do 

GARDEN  ACT 
MARILENA    PISTOIA* 

Wood  strawberries  are  sublime 

Berried  treasure 
Fragaria  vesca  is  the  kind  of  wild 
wood  strawberry  I  grow  (and  the 

sort  readily  available  to  you) — ex- 
ceptionally hardy,  with  a  delicate, 

elongated  fruit.  It  is  probably  a 
direct  descendant  of  specimens 
found  near  Grenoble  at  the  Swiss- 
Italian  border  some  300  years  ago. 
Few  fruits  enjoy  neglect  as  much. 

adapt  to  as  many  situations,  and 

are  as  fresh  in  drought  as  in  rain- 
fall, blooming  and  hearing  even 

past  several  frosts,  with  an  ingenu- 

ous, perky  truancy.  I  don't  know 
why  good  gardeners  jitter  over  try- 

ing them,  for  they  are  tough,  non- 
running,  perfect  urchins — like 
Eliza  Doolittle  before  she  lost  her 
street  twang.  Put  them  in  those 
little  cracks  where  nothing  seems 

right,  anywhere  near  lime-haters, 
taking  even  half  shade.  Oh.  you 

won't  get  many,  for  birds  and  rab- 
bits and  chipmunks  are  apt  to 

nibble  the  ripe  section  (toward 
the  sun)  and  leave  you  green 
rind.  Have  patience,  however,  for 

toward  mid- A  ugust,  pilferers  .seem 
to  have  other  hungers,  and  then 
you  may  be  able  to  get  a  demitasse 
cupful.  They  do  taste  of  woods 
and  must  be  eaten  slowly,  as  the 
rare  treasures  they  are. 

ROBERT  DASH 

The  sculptured  "playscape" exhibition  of  outdoor  sculpture. 
Many  works  have  been  sent  to  the 

city  on  loan.  "I'm  hoping,"  he 
adds,  "that  I  shall  be  able  to  per- 

suade some  of  the  big  business 
corporations  to  buy  them  and  keep 

them  in  the  city  permanently." 

Bye-bye 
Bauhaus 

FROM    '  THE   COMPLETE   BOOK  OF   FRUITS  AND  VEGETABLES"    Br    F.    8IANCHINI 
ARNOLDO   MONDADORI    PUBLISHER,    1973.    ENGLISH   TRANSLATION   COPYRIGHT  & 

Robert  Denning  of  Denning  and 
Fourcade,  the  interior  design  firm, 
loves  to  make  something  look  old 

when  it's  not.  Probably  his  most 
daring  experiment  is  this  house  in 

Palm  Beach,  which  was  white- 
stucco  Bauhaus  modern  when  he 

first  saw  it.  With  the  owners'  ap- 

proval— "they  love  Morocco" — it is  now  a  pink  Moorish  palace, 

complete  with  turrets  and  balcon- 
ies, jalousies,  and  a-thousand-and- 

one  delights.  The  inside,  elaborate 
and  luxurious,  is  designed  to 
match.  "Probably  my  greatest 
makeover,"  says  Mr.  Denning modestly. 

AND   F.    COR6ETTA.   COPrRIGHT   © 

)   1975   BY  CROWN    PUBLISHERS   INC. 
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October  14, 1975.  The  Sausalito  Handicap. 

How  did  Lincoln  Continental's  ride  hold  up  after  30,000  miles? 

68  out  of  100  Cadillac  owners  agree. 
A1976  Lincoln  Continental  with  30,000  miles 

has  a  better  ride  than  a  new  1976  Cadillac. 

*f  1-  There'sorily^nevyay'to  fiiiHout  how  the  riding  qual- 
"  jty  otan  automdbiJewitI  hold  up  over  30,000  miles: drive  it  30,000  miles  and  see  for  yourself 

We  drove  this  1976  Lincpln  Continental  30.000 

.>V'^, highway  miles  Then  an  Independent  testing  company 
ff^  :set  out  to  measure,  rts  ride  against  a  very  tough  com  • 
; ; ..-  petitor-ra  brand-new  Cadillac  wrth  just  3.000  breaK-in 
V'-r;  miles.  '  ■        ■' 

..  ■"     ,We  called  ihis  unusual  test  the  Sausalito  Handicap. , 
;•. V:  V  One  hundred  Cadillac  owners  from  the  San  Fran-: 
-.■'  Cisco  area  test-drove  and  test-rode  both  cars  over  the 

• ',v  identical  route. 

'.     And  after  42.  miles  of  liighway  driving  and  riding. 
'  :..  68  Cadillac  owners  out. of  100  said  the  1976  Lincoln 

Continental— the  car  with  30,000  miles— had  a  better 
ride  than  the  brand-new  Cadillac! 

Maybe  the  way  this  Continental's  ride  held  up  tells 
you  why  a  separate  survey  projects  that  over  the  last 
four  years  mor^  than  40.000  Cadillac  drivers  have 
switched  to  Lincoln  Continental  or  Continental 
A/tark  (V.  Experience  is  after  all  the  best  teacher. 

Experience  Continental  for  yourself  by  talking  to 

yourdealeraboutlauyingorleasinga  l976Continental, 

PMCOLN  CONTINENTAL 
LINCQLN-MEf^CURY;  mVlSlQN  r 

■-"<^;-^^^^-'^  -v '--^  ■:-:•:'.';;''■  -: ... 



„.^  me 
\\ho     cares     about     vexilIolog>? 
Plcnt>  of  people,  apparently,  are 
involved  in  this  activity — the  study 

!    of  flags.  More  than  300  partici- 
!    patcd  in  a  recent  nationwide  com- 
I    petition  to  produce  new  ones.  The    ; 
i    winning    twenty-five    designs    are    : 
I    about  to  travel  in  a  Bicentennial    : 

show.   Xew   Glory,   which   opens    | 
July  2  at  the  Museum  of  Art  in    i 

Santa  Barbara.   Cal.   The   show's    j initiator,    museum    director    Paul 
Mills,  says  it  should  help  to  get 

flag  design  "awav  from  busy  coat 

o:  „::::>  in:o  good  her^idic  design 

and  abstract  an."  .-Vnd  if  you  care 
to  in\"est  S500.  >  ou  can  have  your 
own  flag.  A  custom  flag-maker  in 
New  York  City.  Anders  Holm- 
quist.  has  designed  flags  for  Gala 
Dali,  wife  of  Salvador,  and  An- 

drew Wyeth.  the  artist.  Such  flag< 

are  "expressions  of  identity,"  he 
says,  and  the  color  combination  :- 
critical.  He  makes  clients  take  the 

Luscher  color  test,  ti%ice.  "It  give^ 
a  good  psychological  portrait  and 

is  ver>'  accurate."  Mr.  Holmqui^: 
adds.  When  Andrew  Wyeth  took 
the  test,  his  choices  turned  out  to 

be  the  same  both  times — deep  blue 
and  black.  Both  were  incorporated 
into  a  star  design. 

Rooms  at  the  top 
How  do  they  do  it,  these  designers 
who  take  a  room  that  makes  us 

throw  up  our  hands — and  turn  it 
into  something  marvelous?  Pan  of 
the  miracle  is  graphic  renderings: 

floor  plans,  maquettes.  and  water- 
colors — often  by  the  designers 
themselves,  and  often  beautiful 
enough  to  be  considered  art  in 
their  own  right.  In  New  York  City, 
you  can  see  the  evolution  of  room 

designs  through  plans,  photo- 
graphs, and  renderings  at  a  show 

called  The  Designer  Designs,  cur- 
rently running  at  the  F.AR  Galler; 

746  Madison  Avenue.  No  fe\^e' 

than  thirty  of  .America's  top  de- signers are  represented,  among 

them  Parish-Hadley.  Thomas  Bri;:. 
Mark  Hampton,  John  Saladino 
and  Joseph  Braswell.  (Braswe. 
with  Stephen  Spector  and  Stanlc 
Barrows,  is  organizing  the  exhibit, 
sponsored  by  the  Conser%ation 
Committee  of  the  Cooper-Hewirt 
Museum.)  Honoran."  chairmen  are 
Billy  Baldwin  and  Sir  Francis  Wat- 

son. Many  drawings  will  go  to  the 
Cooper-Hewitt  archives. 

Holmquist  shows  the  flag 

When  a  flower 
needs  a  friend 

Look  before  you  pick.  A  year- 
long study  of  flowering  plants, 

pines,  and  ferns  by  the  Smith- 
sonian Institution  sho^\s  thai 

10  percent  of  the  flora  in  the 
U.S.  are  on  the  critical  list: 

761  species  are  endangered. 
1 238  threatened.  Just 

thoughtless  gathering  of  wild 
flowers  can  play  havoc  with 
nature.  Congress  has  now 

passed  the  Endangered  Spe- 
cies Act  to  try  to  stop  indis- 

criminate culling  and  uproot- 
ing: Habitats  must  be  pre- 

served. To  find  out  what  is 
threatened  in  your  area,  con- 

tact tfie  Department  of  Botany 
at  your  state  university,  an 
arboretum  or  botanical  gar- 

den, or  a  local  horticultural 
society.  kxte  brow  n 

The  fleet's  in 
The  daylong  Manhattan  regatta 
on  July  4.  in  which  over  200  sailing 
ships  from  all  over  the  v\orld  will 

proceed  from  the  \'errazano Bridge  up  the  Hudson  River,  is 
only  a  fraction  of  this  total  water 
spectacular.  It  all  begins  with  races 
in  Newport.  R.  I.,  on  June  28.  The 
fleet  moves  down  the  Sound  from 

July  1  to  3.  After  the  July  4  sail, 
there  will  be  four  days  of  recep- 

tions and  parties:  all  ships  will  be 
open  to  the  public  July  6  and  7. 
Individuals  or  corporations  that 
have  contributed  SI. 000  or  more 

to  Operation  Sail  (a  triumph  of 
organization  undenaken  by  two 

great  sailors,  former  U.S.  Ambas- 
sador Emil  Mosbacher  and  Frank 

Braynard.  a  founder  of  South 
Street  Seaport),  will  have  special 

viewing  positions  on  boats  in  New 
York  harbor.  .About  5.000  private 
yachts  are  expected  to  be  used  as 
spectator  vessels.  If  you  plan  to 
be  one  of  the  estimated  5  million 
watching  from  shoreside,  make 
vour  ar-aneements  now! 

Sampling  out 
the  vintage 
It  sounded  like  a  party  Lucullus 

might  have  thrown — 34  wines  and 
17  mini-courses  at  a  California 
N'intner's  Barrel-Tasting  Dinner 
that  lasted  from  8  p.m.  to  1  a.m. 

The  occasion:  a  lavish  wine-  and 

food-tasting  at  New  "fork's  Four Seasons  restaurant  for  200  critical 

fins  bees,  among  them  James 
Beard.  Danny  Kaye.  Gael  Greene. 
and    Alexis   Lichine.   To   sample: 

Tasters  Jim  Beard.  Jack  Yogman t'A. 

■A  ;nc 

from  each  of  seventeen  California 
wineries,  one  the  1975  vintage, 
fresh  from  the  cask,  the  other  a 
mature  wine  ready  for  drinking, 

paired  with  an  appropriate  dish. 
To  launch  this  bacchanalian  event, 

California  winery  owners  and  wine 
makers  such  as  Robert  Mondavi. 
Karl  Wente.  Steven  Mirassou.  Paul 

Draper  of  Ridge  N'ineyards.  and Charles  Carpy  of  Freemark  .Abbey 
Winerv".  flew  east  to  present  and 
comment  on  their  wines. 

Waiters  moved  like  a  corps  de 

ballet,  pouring  the  paired  wines 
and  serving  delicacies  ranging 

from  snapper  tartare.  fresh  foie 

gras  in  aspic  and  veloute  of  cray- 
fish to  pheasant  pate,  and  stuffed 

quail.  Commented  one  guest,  "For 
this,  I  should  have  gone  into  train- 

ing." JOSF  WILSON 

Material 

possessions A  ieaacr  m  t:c-oNeij  i^^hion  fabrics 
for  some  time.  Multifarious  Maya, 
an  adventurous  Chicago  designer, 

has  now  gone  on  to  create  marvel- 
ous fabric  environments.  One  was 

chosen  for  the  show  Surface  De- 

sign sponsored  by  the  Kansas  Cit>- 
An  Institute  at  the  Universir\"  of 
Kansas.  What's  different  about  his 
fabric  rooms  is  that  the  material — 

hand-painted  silk  or  velvet — floats 
loosely  across  the  ceiling  and  down 
"the  walls,  undulating  and  moving 
as  the  air  circulates.  Fabrics  pat- 

terned with  scenic  designs,  clouds, 

trees,  and  flowers  bring  the  out- 
doors in.  A  bedroom  in  a  Chicago 

apartment,  for  example,  is  a  tropi- 
cal  island  with   palm   trees    and 

cAoU^;  c....s>^.,^w>.  I  wc  v^ordmated 

floor  is  covered  with  printed  can- 
vas. Each  fabric  environment  is  an 

e.xclusive  design.  Multifarious  and 

Quinja  Maya.  3730  Lake  Shore 
Drive.  Chicaeo.  111.  60613. 
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For  decorating  with  a  proud  American  heritage 
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Old  Sturbridge  Village,  in  Sturbridge,  Massa- 
chusetts is  the   famed  re-creation  of  a  New 

England  community  of  the  early  19th  century. 
The  design  for  each  of  the  fabrics  in  this  col- 

lection is  based  on  an  original  document  of 
fabrics  that  can  be  found  in  the  many  restored 
homes  in  the  Village. 

What  a  beautiful  way  to  add  history  and  deco- 
rating charm  to  your  home.  And  at  a  modest 

cost.  All  of  the  fabrics  are  offered  by-the-yard 

and   in   made-to-measure   draperies   and   bed- 

spreads. All  are  Scotchgard®  protected  against 
soils   and   stains   too.   Companion    decorative 
pillows  and  wallpapers  are  also  available. 

Exclusively  by  Waverly— at  your   favorite 
department  or  drapery  fabric  store. 

V^        A  DIVISION  OF  KnHtJMACHKR 

,58  WEST  40th  STREET,  N.Y.,  N.Y.  10018 
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Rms  w/riv.  view 
Building  within  today's  tight  budg- 

ets, it  takes  some  brilUant  design- 
ing to  make  a  civic  building  a 

showplace.  But  this  is  evidently 

what  architect  William  Morgan's 
new  Regional  Service  Center  in 
Jacksonville,  Fla.,  will  be.  The  roof 
of  the  Center,  which  borders  the 
river,  is  stepped  back  in  tiers  to 

In  Jacksonville,  parks  on  a  roof 

make  public  walkways.  Each  level 
will  be  planted  with  shrubs  and 
trees.  People  can  climb  to  these 

mini-parks  by  an  outside  stairway 
— no  intrusion  on  the  people  work- 

ing within,  although  they  have  a 

pleasant  place  for  lunch,  "We  think 
this  gives  city  people  a  new  point 
to  enjoy  the  river,  watch  boat 

races  and  events  like  that."  says 
Mr.  Morgan,  who  is  also  building 
a  similar  police  H.Q.  nearby. 

Through  a  glass 
brightly 

Conquest  of  Light,  an  Academy 
Award  nomination  now  appearing 
in  theatres  across  the  country,  tells 
the  fascinating  story  of  the  making 
of  Waterford  crystal.  The  short 

film  was  produced  by  Louis  Mar- 
cus, an  Irish  filmmaker  in  Dublin, 

with  Harry  Pesin,  California  presi- 
dent of  the  Nev/  York  ad  agency 

Pesin,  Sydney  &  Bernard.  There 
are  only  55  words  of  narration. 
Not  surprising  when  you  consider 

that  Harry  Pesin  is  author  of  Say- 
ings on  Running  the  Human  Race, 

a  book  that  includes  the  aphorism, 

"When  words  pour  out,  the  idea 
may  be  drowned  in  the  flood." 
12 

Son  o£ 
Chippendale 
It  is  alwa\s  reassuring  to  hear  that 
individualism  is  still  very  much 
alive.  A  classic  example  is  Michael 
Russo,  31,  who  pursued  careers 
from  haircutting  to  clerking  until 

three  years  ago.  Since  then  he's lived  on  savings  in  order  to  work 
on  his  furniture  sculpture.  His 
wood  forms,  incorporating  colored 
lights,  are  organic,  faintly  Art 
Nouveau,  but  still  intensely  mod- 

ern. The  entire  output  from  his 
"hermit  work  retreat"  is  now  on 
show  at  Gallery  Furnique,  227 
West  28th  Street.  New  York  City. 
Tables  incorporate  curved  chairs, 
overhead  lights,  and  storage. 

There's  a  platform  bed  with  a  se- 
ries of  curved  arches  and  a  great 

barrel-like  wall  cupboard  that  has 
its  own  set  of  steps.  Surprisingly, 
each  massive  piece  comes  apart 
and    can    be    carried    very    easily 

through  a  door,  i  don't  know 
whether  I'm  making  furniture  or 
art,"  says  Mr,  Russo.  "I  just  know 
I  have  to  do  it.  I  have  so  many 

ideas  in  my  head.  I  can't  stop." 

DEPACTUCE  POINTS 
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Nevis:  basically  the  island  is  one  big  volcano 

Next  stop  Nevis 
Tucked  away  in  the  Leewards,  not 
far  from  the  better  known  St. 

Kitts,  is  the  island  of  Nevis — basi- 
cally one  big  volcano.  Christopher 

Columbus,  who  found  the  island 
on  his  second  voyage,  thought  its 

3,000-foot  peak  was  snow-capped. 

In  fact,  it's  nearly  always  cloud- 
capped.  Historically,  Nevis  was 

one  of  the  important  Caribbean  is- 
lands into  the  early  1 9th  century. 

Alexander  Hamilton  was  born 

here,  in  a  small  house  near  the  cen- 
ter of  the  capital,  Charlestown. 

Lord  Nelson,  a  frequent  visitor  to 

water  his  ships  at  Nelson's  Springs, 
was  married  here.  English  settlers 
built  sugar  mills  and  great  wind 
towers,  along  with  forts  to  drive  off 
the   French   and  Spanish.    Today 

CARIBBEAN  TOURISM  ASSOCIATION 

their  ruined  walls  and  terraces  are 

good  places  for  picnics.  The  whole 
island  is  a  place  to  laze  away  days 
and  savor  the  remoteness  of  it  all. 
Long  sandy  beaches  are  wonderful 
for  .swimming  and  snorkeling. 
Take  a  handbook  of  tropical  flow- 

ers with  you,  because  the  island  is 
a  garden  of  exotic  plants,  shrubs, 
and  trees.  Get  there  by  flying  to 

A  ntigua  or  St.  Croix,  then  by  Liat 
plane  direct  or  through  St.  Kitts. 
Stay  at  the  Golden  Rock,  a  rebuilt 
sugar  plantation,  which  sits  1 .000 
feet  above  the  sea  with  tennis  court, 
pool,  and  superb  food.  A  beach 
wagon  takes  you  the  short  ride  to 

the  sea.  There's  also  the  Old 
Manor  and  the  Montpelier  in  the 

hills,  or  Nesbit's  Plantation.  Rest 
Haven,  and  Finney's  Beach  Hotel on  the  shore,    franklin  paddock 

You  won^t  be 
popular  but youUl  be  health; 
The  trend  toward  '"natural"  cure?) seems  to  have  reached  its  apogecj 

in   Japan,   where   an   enterprising 

doctor  has  invented  a  garlic-spra'J 
cure.  The  "patient"  sits  in  a  bo\ 
and  is  treated  all  over  with  garlicl 

solution.    Lloyd   Harris,   who   re-l 
ports  on  the  treatment  in  his  fioo/:( 

of  Garlic  (Holt,  Rinehart  &  Win- 

ston, $10),  says  it's  used  to  combatl 
all    kinds   of  disorders,   including! 

frostbite  and  backache.  The  Rus-I 
sians  use  garlic  as  a  cold  and  flu 
antidote — 500  tons  were  imported 
during     a     recent     epidemic.     In 
America,  garlic  consumption  is  up, 

but  primarily  for  flavoring  food. 
If  you  want  to  get   your  quota, 

follow   Mr.   Harris's  recipe  for 

r     'v 

Lloyd  Harris:  garlic  head 

40-clove  chicken.  "Don't  let  the 

amount  of  garlic  scare  you,"  he- 
adds  with  some  reassurance,  "after 
prolonged  cooking,  it  has  a  mild, 

nuttv  flavor." 

Where  it's  at 
Psychiatrist  Herbert  Holt's  new book  Free  to  Be  Good  or  Bad 

(M.  Evans,  $6.95)  is  subtitled  "An 

Anti  Self-Improvement  Book.  " Dr.  Holt  means  that  he  is  not  of- 

fering a  "cosmetic"  formula  with 

which  people  can  "find  them- selves." He  takes  a  dim  view  of 
touch-and-feel,  biofeedback,  hyp- 

notherapy, scream  therapy,  sensi- 
tivity marathons,  and  sex  clinics. 

"Too  many  people  treat  them  as 

they  would  a  beauty  salon  or  slim- 
ming spa.  They  go  to  have  their 

psyches  shampooed,  touched  up, 

teased,  primped.  "  Dr.  Holt,  presi- dent of  the  American  Society  of 
Existential  Psychiatry,  reminds  us 
that  the  only  way  to  come  to  grips 

with  life  successfully  is  to  see  one's 
life  as  it  really  is.  The  book's  case histories  show  how. 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN    JUNE    197& 
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Ceiamic 
mosaics: 
conversation 
deces  from 

erican  Olean. 
I'luli-Nu.  J0U5 

Give  people  something 
to  talk  about.  Like  a  room  tiled 

with  American  Olean  ceramic  mosaics. 
One  of  the  most  versatile  design  materials 

around.  There's  no  end  to  the  patterns  you  can 
create.  Nor  the  rooms  you  can  create  them  in. 

And  ceramic  mosaics  are  so  practical.  They're  easy  to  clean.  And 
because  they're  stainproof,  dentproof  and  C9lorf ast,  they  last  a  lifetime. 

Ceramic  mosaics  come  in  over  40  colors— seven  of  them  brand  new— including 

new  Seal  and  Bone  (shown  in  2"  x  2").  And  four  shapes— 
including  new  2"  hexagon  (shown). 

For  floors,  walls,  or  special  areas,  American  Olean  ceramic  mosaics  are  the 

natural  thing  to  use™  Visit  your  nearest  American  Olean  Color  Center  or 
ask  your  tile  contractor  today.  And  for  a  colorful  decorating  ideas 

brochure,  send  just  25<f ,  your  name  and  address  to:  American  Olean  Tile 
Company,  2304  Cannon  Avenue,  Lansdale,  Pa.  19446.       A 

/American — I   Olean 

A  Division  d  Notional  Gypsutn  Comfjony 



Bringing  home 
the  bacon 
Miniature  farmyards  are  flourish- 

ing across  the  country.  The  urge  to 

produce  the  household's  needs  is 
extending  beyond  vegetable  gar- 

dening and  chicken  raising,  into 

meat-providing  animals — sheep, 
pigs,  and  rabbits.  No  need  to  live 
in  the  backwoods  or  have  big  acre- 

age to  do  it.  Not  long  ago.  the 

economic  reasons,  but  for  taste 
and  flavor  and  some  reassurance 

that    what    vou're    eating    doesn't 

Harris  family,  for  example,  moved 

into  commuter  country — Fair- 
field. Conn. — and  established  a 

barnyard  with  sheep  and  pigs,  as 
well  as  hens,  an  orchard,  and  ex- 

tensive vegetable  garden  on  3 

acres.  "At  first  older  residents 

tried  to  stop  us,"  says  Nancy 
Harris.  "They  didn't  like  the  idea 
of  pigs  in  the  neighborhood.  They 

said  zoning  laws  didn't  allow  it. 
But  a  court  ruling  established  we 
were  within  the  law.  Since  then, 

people  ha\e  tasted  our  bacon  and 
have  become  quite  interested  in 
homesteadinc.     Not    entirely    for 

The  Harrises:  no  chendctds 

have  lots  of  chemical  additives." 
The  Harrises,  who  have  three 

sons  under  11.  also  think  animal- 
raising  contributes  to  their  chil- 

dren's education.  "They  see  the 
cycle  of  life,  develop  a  responsi- 

bility for  farmyard  tasks.  It  helps 

them  find  the  right  values. '" Over  in  Alligerville,  N.Y..  Joe 
and  Cynthia  Oelbaum  added  a  bull 

to  their  barnyard,  already  well- 
populated  with  ducks,  geese,  tur- 

keys, guinea  fowl,  squab,  pigeons, 
hens,  rabbits,  and  pigs  ...  all  on  a 
little  over  an  acre.  The  bull  was 

1600  pounds  when  slaughtered 
(they  do  it  themselves,  because 

they  feel  it's  part  of  homestead- 
ing),  and  provided  600  pounds  of 

meat.  'Feed  for  a  bull  is  expen- 
sive." reports  Mr.  Oelbaum,  a 

New  York  psychotherapist  and 

part-time  writer.  "This  beef 
worked  out  at  90  cents  per  pound. 

But  the  taste — it's  so  different,  we 
can't  eat  in  restaurants  anv  more." 

Taxation 
without 
preservation 
Historic  preservation  is  something 
we  all  say  we  favor  these  days,  yet 

unfortunately  our  tax  laws  don't reflect  that  fact.  Present  tax  laws 
allow  deductions  on  the  cost  of 

building  demolition,  even  if  the 
building  is  a  registered  landmark; 
permit  accelerated  depreciation 
rates  (in  other  words,  tax  shelters) 
for  new  construction  but  not  for 

the  rehabilitation  of  old  buildings; 

and  levy  less  tax  on  land  when  it's vacant  than  when  a  landmark 

stood  there.  These  and  other  ways 
in  which  our  present  tax  laws  en- 

courage landmark  demolition  can 
be  changed  by  any  of  several  bills 
recently  introduced  in  Congress  by 
members  of  both  parties.  At 
long  last,  too,  there  is  now  an 
organization  to  lobby  for  such  tax 
reform.  (Older  groups,  such  as  the 
National  Trust  for  Historic  Preser- 

vation, have  been  unable  to  work 
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Nellie  Longsworth  of  new  group 
for  any  specific  legislation  without 

endangering  their  tax-free  status.) 
The  new  group  is  Preservation  Ac- 

tion, 1225  19th  Street,  N.W., 

Washington.  D.C.  20036,  Execu- 
tive Director  Nellie  Longsworth. 

Wish  them  success — bronze 

plaques  are  nice,  but  aren't enough.       Stanley  abercrombie 

PEOPLE 
Queen  Elizabeth's  husband, 
Prince  Philip,  below,  plans  to 

attend  the  great  British  Mili- 
tary Tattoo  at  Wolf  Trap 

Farm  Park,  Vienna.  Va.,  July 
6  to  II.  The  British  army  is 

sending  four  colorful  Guards' regiments  and  five  Scottish 
regiments;  seven  fought  in 
the  War  of  Independence. 

3R  T  S■^. 
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Jacqueline  Onassis.  Joan  Ken- 
nedy, and  Nancy  Kissinger  are 

among  the  patrons  of  the  exhi- 
bition Remember  the  Ladies, 

Women  in  America  1750  to 
1815.  which  opens  June  30  in 

Plymouth.  Mass.  Mrs.  Ken- 
nedy has  edited  the  15,000- word  catalogue. 

Paul  Smith.  Director  of  the 
Museum  of  Contemporary 
Crafts,  New  York  City,  says 

the  museum's  two  current 
shows.  The  New  American 

Quilt  and  Soup  Tureens  1976, 
will  travel  the  country.  First 

stop  for  the  quilts  is  the  Los 
Angeles  County  Museum. 
Arva  Bunting  is  organizing  a 

tour  of  eight  private  Colonial 
houses  in  Newport.  R.I.,  June 
12.  Tickets.  $5.  benefit  the 
Needlework  Guild  of  Trinity 

Church.  Last  year's  tour 
raised  $2,000  for  13  new- 
church  kneelers.  "We  want  to 

add  ?nore." 
Artists  and  close  friends.  Andy 
Warhol  and  Jamie  Wyeth  are 

now  showing  portraits  they've 
done  of  each  other  at  Coe 
Kerr  Gallery.  49  East  82nd 

Street.  New  York  City,  in- 
cluding preliminary  sketches, 

drawings,   and  photographs. 

How^s  your 
antique  I.  Q.? 
Laden  with  family  treasures,  attic 

art,  and  some  dubious  recent  ac- 
quisitions, 300  members  of  the 

Baltimore  Museum  of  Art  at- 

tended an  "Heirloom  Discovery 
Day"  to  enrich  their  knowledge  of 
their  own  possessions  and  the 
funds  of  their  museum.  Sponsored 

by  the  Women's  Committee  and 
conducted  by  six  Sotheby  Parke 

Bernet  experts,  the  $30-a-head 
event  started  with  four  mini-lec- 

tures,   followed    by    a    lunch    of 

quiche  and  poached  salmon.  The 
afternoon  was  devoted  to  indi- 

vidual two-minute  appraisals  of 
antique  silver,  pewter,  jewelry, 
furniture.  Art  Nouveau,  and  Art 
Deco.  Oriental  art,  paintings, 

prints,  and  porcelain.  A  .Ming  vase 
was  found  to  be  make-believe, 
while  a  small  Picasso  drawing  was 
precisely  that.  Through  this  event, 
plus  the  following  day,  when  the 
museum  was  open  publicly  for  in- 

dividual appraisals  at  $5  per  item, 
the  museum  netted  $12,000.  If  an 
owner  should  decide  to  sell  an 

item  later  through  the  auction 
house.  Sotheby  Parke  Bernet  will 
give  the  museum  a  portion  of  the 
commission.  Its  experts  conduct 

"Heirloom  Discover}'  Days"  across 
the  country,  for  S200  a  day  each 

plus  expenses.  And  sometimes 
they'll  spot  a  record-breaker,  like 
the  Medici  porcelain  bowl  from  a 
Yonkers  convent  that  sold  for 
5180,000.  Contact  Robert  C. 
Wool  ley,  Sotheby  Parke  Bernet. 
980  Madison  Avenue,  New  York. 
N.Y.   10021.  DEE  R\RDIE 
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Ifs  Sears  Open  Hearth Dining  Room  Furniture 



Superb  constnictioti,  26-step  finishing, 
and  an  outstanding  price  make  it  a  great  value. 

We  urge  you  to  compare: 

You  are  about  to  make  a  major 
investment  in  a  set  of  dining  room 
furniture.  Ot  course  you  want  it  to 
look  beautiful.  You  want  it  to  last. 

And  you  want  it  to  cost  no  more 
than  it  has  to. 

We  think  Sears  Open  Hearth 
offers  you  the  best  combination  of  all 
three.  Here  is  what  you  should  look 
for  when  you  shop  and  compare: 

Examine  the  Drawers 

Look  for  beautifully  made  drawers 

when  you  want  to  determine  the  over- 
all qualiry  of  furniture  construction. 

It  takes  time,  care  and  true  craftsman- 
ship to  make  drawers  that  will  continue 

to  work  beautifully.  Chances  are,  if 
comers  are  cut  in  drawer  construction, 

they  will  be  cut  ever\^vhere  else. 
When  you  shop  and  compare, 

look  for  all  these  drawer  construction 

features.  You'll  find  them  all  in 
Sears  Open  Hearth. 

Bali-Bearing  Slides  made  from 
strong  steel  to  make  the  drawer  slide 
smoothly. 

Positive  Drawer  Stops  to  prevent 
the  drawer  from  accidentally  being 
pulled  out  too  far. 

Dovetail  Joints  on  all  sides  for 
extra  strength. 

Tongue-in-Groove  Bottoms  to 
hold  more  weight  and  make  the 
drawer  sturdy. 

No- Snag  Insides  with  rounded 
edges,  triple  sanding  and  smooth 
sealing  lacquer. 

Anti-Wobble  Discs  made  from 

self' lubricating  nylon.  For  a  smooth 

pull  without  "seesaw"  wobbling. 

Reproduction  "Flying  Eagle" 
Hardware  cast  from  heavy  solid  metal. 

Brass-plated  and  antique-burnished. 

Scrutinize  the  Construction 
Methods 

Look  inside.  Look  underneath.  Look 

behind.  Don't  ignore  the  construction 
details  of  the  furniture  frame.  If  it 

doesn't  stand  up  to  close  examination, 
it  won't  last  as  long. 

Tongue-in-Groove  and  Mortise- 
and-Tenon  Piece  Construction. 

Ordinary-  butt-edge  construction  is 
nowhere  near  as  long  lasting. 

Comer  Cleats  and  Glue  Blocks. 
Glued  and  screwed  into  the  frame  for 

extra  strength. 

Glued  and  Pinned  Chair  and 

Table  Legs  and  Posts  widi  tightly 
fitted  wedges  for  added  stability. 

All-Wood  Veneer  Tabletops.  For 
the  mellow  richness  of  grain  and  color 

you  want  in  your  dining  room. 

Two  10"-wide  Leaves.  Many 
dining  room  tables  come  with  only  one. 

Meticulous  26-Step  Finishing 
Makes  All  the  Difference 

Only  firm^evenly  textured,  kiln-dried 
northern  white  pine  and  fine  grade 
white  pine  veneers  are  chosen  for 
Sears  Open  Hearth.  It  is  a  mellow 
wood  and  it  responds  to  finishing 
beautifully.  But  only  if  it  is  finished 
with  time  and  care. 

The  satin  glow  and  warm  high- 
lighting you  see  in  Sears  Open  Hearth 

take  26  painstaking  finishing  steps  to 
achieve.  From  sanding,  to  staining,  to 

antiquing,  to  highlighting,  to  hand- 
rubbing.  There  is  no  shorter  method 
to  bring  out  the  beauty  of  northern 

white  pine  and  make  it  last.  You'll really  see  the  difference  when  you 

shop  and  compare. 

Itis  a  Sears  Best 

Sears  Open  Hearth  Furniture  has  to 

continually  meet  strict  quality'  require- 
ments to  be  a  "Sears  Best."  These  tests, 

in  addition  to  the  hundreds  of  con- 
struction checking  operations,  are  why 

we  invite  you  to  shop  and  compare. 

Choice  of  Pieces 

There  are  9  different  pieces  in  the 

Open  Hearth  Dining  Room  and  45 
more  in  Sears  Open  Hearth  Bedroom, 
Family  Room  and  Living  Room.  Plus 
a  host  of  Open  Hearth  coordinated 
accessories. 

Come  see  them  now  at  most  larger 
Sears,  Roebuck  and  Co.  stores. 

From  Sears  Open  Hearth  Collection 



For  more  than  225  years,  the  House  of  Justerini  &  Brooks  has 

been  one  of  London's  leading  wine  and  spirit  merchants. 
And  for  the  past  nine  successive  reigns,  J  &  B  has  earned 

the  Royal  Warrant.  An  achievement  which  makes  J  &  B  very 
rare  scotch  indeed. 

RARE 
sccrrcH 

86  Proof  Blended  Scotch  Whisky  ©  1976  Paddington  Corp.,  N.Y. 

Questions  &  answers 

Antiques 
By  Louise  Ade  Boger 

Wood  seat  with 
chest 

We  bought  this  seat  at  auction. 
How  old  is  it  and  how  was  it  used? 

J.B. — Milwaukee,  Wis. 

Your  golden-oak  wood  seat  with 
arms.  c.  1 900- 1 9 1 5.  has  been  freely 
adapted  from  the  English  settle,  a 

medieval  wood  scat  planned  to  ac- 
commodate several  occupants.  The 

hinged  seat  opens  to  a  chest  be- 
neath. Adaptable  to  several  pur- 

poses, it  often  served  as  a  bed,  was 
in  general  use  until  about  1700. 

Watch  holders 

What  information  have  you  on 
watch  holders?  Are  they  collect- 

ible? Are  mine  old? 
S.R.— Tuxedo  Park.  N.  Y. 

Watch  holders  originated  in  Eu- 
rope about  1725  and  were  made 

chiefly  in  porcelain  and  pottery, 
metal,  and  wood.  Although  the 
variety  of  their  fanciful  designs  is 

immense,  each  watch  holder  al- 
ways had  a  rear  pocket,  often  de- 

scribed as  a  half-moon  back,  to 
hold  the  watch,  and  a  circular 

opening  in  the  front  to  show  the 

face.  Your  StalTordshire  watch 
holders  are  a  typical  product  of  the 
mid- 19th  century,  which  is  ahoiii 
the  time  the  fashion  for  them  be 

gan  to  wane.  They  have  a  speci;: 
charm  for  us  today,  and  have  ion;, 
been  of  interest  to  collectors. 

Panorama  bank 

f 

l  his  old  bank  has  the  words  "Pan- 
orama Bank"  printed  on  the  front. 

What  can  vou  tell  me  about  it? 
L.R.— Troy,  N.Y. 

Your  building  with  a  window  in 
the  front  showing  a  new  picture  as 
the  coin  is  deposited  was  patented 
on  March  7.  1876,  by  John  D. 

Butler  of  Lancaster.  Pa.,  and  man- 
ufactured by  the  J  &  E  .Stevens  Co. 

of  Cromwell,  Conn.  It  is  highly 
collectible  and  its  value  from  the 

original  $8  per  dozen  price  has 
skyrocketed  through  the  years. 

Pot  metal  sculpture 

Do  you  know  when  my  sculpture 
was  made?  What  is  the  metal? 

W.R. — San  Antonio,  Tex. 

Your  French  school  sculpture  dat- 

ing approximately  in  the  1880s  is 
probably  made  of  a  base  metal 
usually  called  pot  metal,  an  alloy 

with  a  high  zinc  content,  charac- 
terized by  its  chalky  gray  color, 

with  a  surface  finish  that  may  be 

painted,  gilded,  or  bronze-  or  sil- 
ver-plated. With  the  emergence  of 

a  more  sophisticated  middle  class 
in  the  second  half  of  the  19th  cen- 

tury, pot  metal  sculptures  were 
made  as  an  inexpensive  substitute 
for  the  higher  forms  of  casting. 

Continued  on  page  20 



La-Z-Boy  is  one  of  the  oldest  chair  manu- 
facturers in  the  world.  We're  also  the 

largest  and  best  known.  But  how  did 

La-Z-Boy  get  to  be  number  one?  We  built 
our  reputation  on  quality  and  comfort. 

La-Z-Boy  has  always  been  proud  of  the 
quality  of  workmanship  and  fine  materials 

that  go  in  to  every  La-Z-Boy  chair.  When 

you  buy  a  La-Z-Boy,  you  know  you're 
getting  a  chair  that  will  relax  you  and 
keep  its  beauty  in  the  years  to  come.  At 

La-Z-Boy  we're  still  making  them  like  we 
used  to.  With  La-Z-Boy  you  still  get  your 

money's  worth  because  we  still  care. 

Send  50c  for  color  folder  and  furniture  care  booklet 

LA-Z-BOY  CHAIR  COMPANY,  Dept.  HG-76,  Monroe,  Mich.  48161 

[At  home  with 

^^^HTome
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At  yOOf"  service...  beautifully 
Distinctive  design  combined  with  up-to-the-minute 

usefulness... that's  what  makes  Henredon's 
Four  Centuries  Collection  so  uniquely  livable.  Dedication 

to  quality— the  best  materials,  the  most  careful 
craftsmanship  — is  evident  throughout  the  wide 

variety  of  Henredon  styles  spanning  every 
major  decorative  influence.  To  see  illustrations  of 

Henredon's  Four  Centuries  Collection— designs  for 
living,  dining  and  bedroom  inspired  by  country 

French  originals  of  the  17th  and  18th  centuries- 
send  $1.00  for  brochure  to  Henredon, 

Dept.  G-676,  Morganton,  North  Carolina  28655. 

Henredon 

Antiques 
continued  from  page  18 

Chippendale  chair 

Wc  would  appiccidte  any  informa- 
tion about  our  Chippendale  chairs. 

The  seat  covers  are  new.     . 
R.B.S.—New  Orleans.  La. 

It  your  Chippendale  style  "ribband 
back"  chairs  are  of  the  period,  they 
would  have  been  made  in  England 
about  1755-1765.  Otherwise,  they 
are  of  more  recent  manufacture. 

Chippendale  was  especially  proud 
of  this  famous  model  with  the  in- 

terlaced ribbon,  but  the  motif  was 
not  his  invention. 

French  bowl 
and  pitcher 

My  .serving  pieces  are  marked 
"Creil."  Where  and  when  were 

they  nuide?  L.A. — New  Orleans 
Your  covered  bowl  and  pitcher 
with  stands,  dating  very  early  in  the 

1  yth  century,  were  made  at  the  fac- 
tory of  Creil,  which  was  located  in 

Oise,  France.  It  made  faience  fine 
(fine  earthenware)  of  the  English 

type.  The  Creil  factory  is  particu- 
larly well  known  for  its  transfer- 

printed  wares,  the  prints  of  which 
vNcrc  generally  in  black. 

Bavarian  porcelain 

We  bought  six  plates  in  Germany 

and  can't  identify  the  mark.  Can 
you?  J.J.  Klay — Santa  Rosa,  Cal. 
Your  mark  was  used  by  Jaeger  and 

Company,  who  began  a  porcelain 

factory  at  Marktredwitz,  Germa 
in  1872,  specializing  in  tablewar 
especially  for  the  U.S.  mark 
"Copenhagen"  is  probably  the  p 
tern  name. 

American 
silver  marks 

"^^^w  Y^*^^ 
^si 

.-^    ̂ ^^^/-^ 

^^?. 

■^^ 

SiLv/Tf^    Coy 

Q.op,£>K  of'it   p/a  re 

OS 

Can  you  identify  these  two  mar 
that   appear   on    silver   pieces 
mine?        E.C.S. — Pasadena,  Tc 
Your  "W  R"  mark  was  first  used 

IH94  by  Wm.  A.  Rogers  Ltd.,  , 

Ontario  firm  with  an  office  in  Nt- 
York  City,   factories   in   Niaga 
Falls,  N.Y.  and  North  Hampto 
N.H.  The  New  Amsterdam  .Silv 

Co.  mark  was  used  by  the  Knicki- 
bocker    Silver    Co.,    Port    Jervi 

N.Y.,    about     1896-1935.    Qua 
ruple  means  your  plated  silver 

"top  quality." 

Philadelphia 
silver  marks 

20 

IE9>4^ei 

Who  made  this  spoon?  I  was  tol 
the  marks  mean  it  was  made  i 

England.  Is  this  so? 
C.I. —New  York,N.) 

According  to  the  marking,  yot 

twisted  stem  spoon  was  made  b 
Philadelphia  silversmith  Georg 

Sharpe,  working  about  1844-5( 
Bailey  &  Co.,  the  retailers,  wer 
succeeded  by  the  still-existing  Phi 
adelphia  firm  of  Bailey.  Banks  • 
Biddle.  Imitation  hallmarks,  sue 

as  those  on  Sharp's  mark,  wer used  in  the  19th  century  by  man 
American  silversmiths,  not  to  d« 
ceive  but  to  indicate  their  ware 
were  equal  to  the  highly  competi 

tive  imported  English  hallmar 
silver. 

HOUSE  &  SARDEf 



Jan  Salen. 
Wife,  mother,  and  Interior  Decorator. 

Today,  many  women  are  breaking  loose 
)m  tluir  kitchens  (at  least  part  of  their 
lie)  and  earning  money  in  new  careers, 
ri  Salen  is  one  ol  them. 

She  spends  part  of  her  day  looking  after 

I  family— her  husband  and  two  children. 
ul  the  rest  of  her  day  is  spent  in  another 

)il(l,  enjoying  the  excitement  and  satis- 
ctions  of  a  career  in  Interior  Decorating. 

"It's  a  shame  more  women  don't  take 

up  as  an  enjoyable  way  to  make  money," 
m  says. 

Jan's  boss  at  IVumbull  Furniture  Show- 
oms  agrees. 

"She's  made  IVumbull's  a  showplace. 
I  fact,  the  salesmen  that  stop  here  say  it's  the 
iiidsomest  furniture  store  in  Ohio.  Jan  can 

ke  credit  for  that." 
"For  me.  Interior  Decorating  was  just 

hat  the  doctor  ordered,"  Jan  says.  "Staying 
)me  was  beginning  to  bore  me.  Now  every 
ly  is  different.  One  day  I  decorate  showrooms 

the  store,  and  the  next  I'm  at  a  client's 
pme  helping  her  decide  on  a  color  scheme  and 
irniture.  I  just  love  it. 

"I  owe  a  lot  to  the  training  I  received 
om  ICS.  It  gave  me  confidence  in  my 
ecorating  ability,  and  a  working  knowledge 
T  all  the  basics— from  how  to  coordinate 

)lors  to  how  to  measure  for  draperies." 
[he  showroom  where  Jan  works  is  only 

linutes  from  where  she  lives.  But  many 
terior  decorators  work  right  out  of  their  own 

ome.  1  hey  use  it  as  both  office  and  show- 
•oni.  And  furnish  it  at  a  special  decorator 
iscount.  (  If  you  do  work  at  home,  your 
ccountant  can  show  you  how  legitimately  to 
educt  from  your  taxable  income  all  expenses 
ecessary  to  running  a  business,  including 
our  home  office.) 

Of  course,  you  need  the  proper  training. 

\nd  although  we  can't  promise  you'll  be  as 
iiccessful  as  Jan  Salen,  we  can  give  you  the 
ime  well-rounded  training  she  received— 

pght  in  your  own  home— through  the  ICS 
ichool  of  Interior  Design. 

The  entire  program  is  based  on  the 

jxperience  of  John  CJerald,  founder  of  one 

I'f  America's  top-flight  decorating  firms. 
;        You  get  and  work  with  top-notch  profes- 
lonal  equipment.   Icmplates,  sketching  mate- 

lals,  architect's  scale,  folding  rules,  T-square, 
riangle,  fabric  swatches,  color  charts,  etc. 
1  he  basis  for  a  business  workshop  later  on.) 

ICS  makes  learning  easier 
You  also  receive  a  three  dimensional 

iewer  and  130  slides  that  put  you  "inside" 
ooms;  and  a  cassette  tape  player  with  tapes— 
iiodern  audio-visual  learning  aids  that  bring 

I'our  lessons  dramatically  to  life. 
Fach  lesson  takes  you  one  step  closer  to 

your  goal— the  confidence  and  knowledge 
you  need  to  be  an  interior  decorator.  Soon 

you'll  be  analyzing  a  room's  layout,  exposure, 
and  traffic  patterns  like  a  "pro." 

Your  home  as  showplace 

\bur  friends  will  probably  notice  the 

difference  in  your  own  home.  You'll  know  it 
from  their  comments. They  may  even  begin 
to  ask  you  for  advice. 

JUNE,    1976 

Of  course,  no  school  can  guarantee  you'll 
make  money.  But  ICS  can  give  you  first-rate 
trainmg,  not  only  in  the  principles  of  deco- 

rating, but  in  sound  business  practices  as  well. 

You'll  even  learn  what  to  say  to  clients  who 
want  to  bring  friends  on  shopping  trips 

(never)— or  those  who  want  to  talk  budgets 
with  their  husbands  (always). 

You'll  be  asked  to  complete  assignments, 
and  return  them  to  ICS,  where  our  instructors 
will  review  your  work.  Suggest  new  ideas  or 
alternate  solutions.  Fhen  return  your  corrected 
assignments  to  you  with  their  comments. 

Extra  help  as  near  as  the  phone 

/Mthough  you  work  at  home,  you're  never 
alone.  You  can  call  ICS  Dial-a-Question" 
toll-free,  from  anywhere  in  the  continental 
United  States,  to  ask  any  questions  about 

your  studies. 
Interior  Decorating  may  be  an  ideal  part- 

time  career  that  may  grow  into  a  full-time 

job  when  you're  ready.  And  ICS  is  the  ideal 
way  to  study— at  home. 

Mail  card  for  free  information 

"fo  find  out  whether  you'd  enjoy  being 
an  interior  decorator,  simply  mail  the  attached 

card  today.  We'll  send  you  by  return  mail  a free  career  booklet  and  a  demonstration  lesson. 

There  is  no  obligation  whatsoever. 
©  1975  Intext,  Inc. 

□  Please  mail  me  your  free  career  booklet  plus  a 
free  demonstration  lesson  in  interior  decorating. 

□  I  do  not  wish  to  become  an  interior  decorator, 

but  please  send  a  free  career  booklet  and  demon- 
stration lesson  for  the  field  I  have  checked  below: 

□  Accounting;  □  Electronics  Technician 
□  Business  MKt.  □  Income  lax 
□  Drafting  Q  Motel/Restaurant  Mgt. 

□  Engineering  □  Airline/ Travel 
Name 

Arc 

Address 

City 

St.Ttf 

Zip 

Telephone 

I.A908S 
|{arn  a  dcjircc  witiiout  A<>'">i  <<>  eoliejic 

The  ICS  Center  for  Degree  Studies  is  authorized 

by  the  Pennsylvania  Department  of  Education  to 
offer  career  programs  at  home  leading  to  Associate 
in  S|>ecialized  Business  and  Associate  in  Specialized 

Technology  degrees.  I'Or  more  information  at  no  cost 
or  obligation  to  you,  check  your  choice  below. 

□  Accounting  □  Engineering 
□  Business  Management  Technology 

ICS 
International  Correspondence  Schools 

Scranton,  Pa.  18515 

Ciiin-iduin  residents  use  Scranton,  P;\.  address  for  service  from  K;S(  ana 
dian.Ltd.  In  H.iw.m   ')  U  University  Ave,,  Honolulu,  Hawaii  96H1  i 
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1  and  loved- 

I  amber  liqueur  as  luscious  as  coconut-filled  choco- 
late OrsymOBBSer 

Serve  it  by  itself  arwi  it's  an  after-dinner  cordial.  Or  mix  it  witti  vodka  Or 
with  milk.  O  create  your  own  o'rink  concoction.  Everywhichway  Chodair  is 
delectable  Send  in  25Gfor  a  Chodair  Redpe  Book,  to  HeuWein.  Inc.  P.O. 
Box  956.  Dept.C  A.  Hartford.  Connecticut  06101 

Chodair  from^AlOOUl^ Heublein  s  House  of  Good  Taste 

54  Proof  Liqueur  £1976  Arrow  Liquors  Comoany.  Allen  Park.  Michigan 

"King  Billy V'clock.  It  doesn't 
cost  a  king's       ̂ ^^ ransom. 
In  1700,  even  the 

mighty  were  clock 
poor.  So,  a  clock 
much  like  this  one 

was  made  for  a  res- 
idence of  William 

III,  who  was  on  the 
throne  of  England. 
Courtiers  carried  it 
from  room  to  room, 
wherever  the  time 
was  needed.  Our 
version  of  this 
bracket  clock  is 
called  the  Samuel 
Watson,  after 
the  royal 
clockmaker 

"King  Billy"  would  have 
appreciated  its  three  famous 
chimes,  Westminster,  Whitting- 
ton  and  Winchester.    With  its 
mellow  Cherrv  Bordeaux  finish 

on  a  143/4"  high  solid  Cherry  case, 
our  clock  would  suit  a  king's  taste 
But  it  doesn't  cost  a  king's  ransom.  Write 
for  the  name  of  your  nearest  dealer. Then, 
start  a  family  tradition  with  a  Howard  .Miller  clock. 

X  Howard  Miller  Clock  Co. 

\'ersatile 

'.id  Cherry 

bracket  shelf 

s  also  available. 

Your  family's  nutrition 

1 si 

Nutrition  labeling: 
Proof  of 
the  pudding 
b\  Eloise  R.  T reseller.  RD 

Zeeland,  Michigan  49464 

Nutrition  Labeling,  a  project  be- 
gun in  1973  by  the  Food  and  Drug 

Administration  ^  (FDA),  is  alive 
and  well.  It  is  designed  to  provide 

practical  and  reliable  nutrition  in- 
formation for  consumers,  enabling 

us  to  make  intelligent  food  choices, 
compare  food  products,  and  feel 
assured  of  a  good  selection.  It  is 
e.xpected  to  improve  the  nutritive 

quality  of  foods  and  increase  con- 
sumer confidence  in  the  food  in- dustry. 

Reading  labels  is  an  appetizer. 
a  mini-course  in  nutrition,  arous- 

ing our  interest  to  learn  more.  At 

present,  nutrition  labeling  is  volun- 
tary. It  is  mandatory  only  when  a 

nutrient  is  added  to  a  food  to  re- 

place nutrients  lost  during  process- 
ing, for  fortification,  or  when  an 

advertising  claim  is  made  for  the 
nutritional  value  of  a  food  such  as 

"high  in,"  "rich  in,"  "excellent," 
■good."  "packed,"  or  "loaded." 
.Additional  rulings  of  the  FDA 
have  been  well-summarized  by  the 
National  Dairy  Council: 

"A  claim  cannot  be  made  that  a 
particular  food  is  a  significant 

source  of  a  nutrient  per  serving  un- 
less that  nutrient  exists  in  the  food 

in  an  amount  equal  to  or  in  excess 

of  10  percent  of  the  U.S.  RDA 
(United  States  Recommended 

Daily  Dietary  Allowance)  for  that 
nutrient  per  serving.  Labeling 
claims  may  not  suggest  or  imply 
the  following: 

1 .  That  a  food  is  beneficial  in  the 
prevention,  cure,  mitigation,  or 
treatment  of  a  disorder; 

2.  That  a  balanced  diet  of  con- 
ventional foods  contributes  an  in- 
sufficient amount  of  nutrients; 

3.  That  a  suboptimal  nutrient 

profile  of  a  food,  due  to  soil  com- 
position in  which  the  food  was 

grown,  contributes  to  an  inade- 
quate daily  dietary  intake; 

4.  That  various  food  processing 
and  handling  techniques  result  in  a 
deficient  daily  diet; 

5.  That  the  food  has  dietary  at- 
tributes when  those  properties  are 

of  no  consequence  in  human  nutri- 

tion; 

6.  That  natural  vitamins  in  food 

are  superior  to  added   vitamins." As  indicated  on  the  label  above, 
nutrition  information  includes 

serving  size,  number  of  servings 
per  container,  calories,  and  the 

amount  of  protein,  fat,  and  carbo- 
hvdrate  in  srams  ( a  sram  is  about 

NETWT  10'^2  0Z  298  GRAMS 
HEAT  &  SERVE  OR  USE  COLD  FOR  SAL 

Ingredients 
Cut  Green  Asparagus.  Water,  Salt. 

NUTRITION  INFORMATION 
Serving  Size  1  cup 

Servings  per  Container        1% 
(or  3  3'/20Z  servings) 

Per  One  Cup  Serving: 

Calories  40   Carbohydrate      5 
Protein   .  .    3  gm    f  at  1 

PERCENTAGE  OF  US  RECOMMENDED  I 
DAILY  ALLOWANCE  (US  RDA) 

Protein     .4    Riboflavin         6 
Vitamin  A      .  15    Niacin  .6 
Vitamin  C       60    Calcium  .         2 
Thiamine         .4    Iron           2 

1    30th  of  an  ounce).  The  listing 
eight  nutrients  is  mandatory,  ei< 

if  only  two  nutrients  are  remov( 
in   processing,   then   added.  Th 
must  be  listed  in  this  order — 

Protein  Riboflaven 
\  itamin  .\        .Niacin 
\  itaniin  C        Calcium 
Ihianiin  Iron 

They  must  also  be  expressed 

a  percentage  of  the  U.S.  RD 
Other  nutrients  may  be  listed,  b 
must  be  listed  if  added  to  a  foo 

If  a  serving  of  food  contains  Ic 
than  2  percent  of  a  nutrient  of  tl 
U.S.  RD.A.  this  is  noted  by  an  ast 

risk,  and  the  statement  ■**Contair, less  than  2%  of  the  U.S.  RDA 

these  nutrients." 
Many  people  do  not  know  th- the  '"ingredients"  part  of  a  lab 

must  list  every  ingredient  includt 
in  the  food  product  in  the  order 
its  concentration.  The  item,  or  ir 

gredient,  present  in  the  large 
amount  is  listed  first,  and  so  c 
down  the  line.  The  two  labels  bt 
low  demonstrate  this  and  sho 

relative  proportions  of  an  ingred 
ent  at  a  quick  glance.  For  examp 
in  the  bottom  label,  where  veg< 
table  oil  follows  salt,  you  can 

sure  that  there  is  verv'  little  veg« 
table  oil  in  the  product. 

ENRICHED 

PRECOOKED  RICE.  SUGAR. 
SALT  GARLIC  POWDER. 
DRIED  RED  AND  GREEN  BELL 

PEPPERS  WITH  SULFUR  DI- 

OXIDE ADDED  AS  A  PRESER- 
VATIVE. PAPRIKA.  DRIED 

ONION.  HYDR0LY2ED  VEGE- 

TABLE PROTEIN  (FOR  FLA- 
VOR;. SPICE  CARAMEL 

COLOR.  170  G 

F>REPAREO  FROM  TOMATOES  EN 

RICHED  WHEAT  FLOUR  SUGAR. 

SALT.  VEGETABLE  OIL  NATURAL 
SPICE  OILS  AND  VITAMIN  C 
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;  I '  ure  from  the  WcxxJbriar "  Collection  by  Drexel.  For  your  nearest  Drexel  dealer,  call  free  800-243-6000  (In  Conn.,  1-800-882-6500). 
N  H)klets  and  room-planning  kits,  send  $1  to  Drexel  Heritage  Furnishings,  Champion  International  Corp.,  Dept.  HG-6-76,  Drexel,  N.C.  28619 

!ee  Drexel  furniture  at  these  and  other  fine  stores. 
.  VSKA 

Tca^c'.  Nerland's  Home  Furnishings 

-txinks.  Nerland's  Home  Furnishings 

JZONA 

'yi.  Barrows  Furniture 
xmix.  Barrows  Furniture 

.ijfnix,  Lad  low's 
MTOtt.  Barrows  Furniture 

i.son.  Barrows  Furniture 

JLIFORNIA 

Urijteld.  Wm.  H.  Davies  Interiors 

(l;ioueT.  Thompson's 
>M  Meia.  H.J.  Garrett  Furniture 

pertino.  Suburban  House 

K  Cii>,  Suburban  House 

|une).  Homecraft  Furniture 

mo.  Turpin's  Furniture  6i  Interiors 

lleTton.  Thompson's 
huna  Beach.  Ted  von  Hemtrt,  Inc. 

fxi  Beach,  Davis  Furniture  Company 

mg  Beac/i.  Lloyd's  of  Long  Beach 
h  .Angeles.  San  Fernando  Furn.  Galleries 

[•upon  Beach.  Ted  von  Hemert,  Inc. 
ixiJerui.  J.H.  Biggar 

tmona.  J.H.  Biggar 

n  Diego.  V'.J.  Lloyd  House  Of  Fine  Furn. 
n  Rafael,  Casa  Marin  Furniture 

nta  Ana,  Chandler's  Fine  Furniture 
inifl.Ana.  J.H  Biggar 

Sania  Rosa.  Pedersen's  Furniture 
Torrence.  Ted  von  Hemert,  Inc. 

Upland.  Hottel's  Upland  Furn.  Co. 
Ventura.  Bush  Furniture 

Whittier.  Fowler-Lehmer  Furniture 

CONNECTICUT 

£n;ieU.  Hayden  Wayside  Furniture  Inc. 

Hanlord.  Nassau  Furniture 

Mdtord.  Interiors  by  Alexander 

N'eu  London.  Home  Beautiful  of 
New  London,  Inc. 

Souihfcur>.  Classic  House 

Souihpon.  Freedman's  of  Southport 
West  Hanlord.  Marholin-Lane 

HAWAII 

KaKuli,  Maui,  Nerland's  Home  Furn. 

IDAHO  . 

Boi.v.  Hendrens  •^ 

MASSACHUSETTS 

Burlington.  Cabot  House 

Darners,  Leone's  Drexel  Heritage 
West  Sprmgiield.  Sam  Salem,  Inc. 
Worcester.  David  Burwick 

NEVADA 

Loi  Vegas.  Marions  Furniture  Co. 

NEW  HAMPSHIRE 

PorismouiK.  Margeson's  Inc. 

NEVi  JERSEY 
Elizabeth.  McManus  Bros. 

Hocfcensocfc.  Huffman-Koos — All  Stores 

Jersey  Cii>.  Goodman's MoniclaiT,  Hampton  House 

.Mt.  HoU>,  Rancocas  Valley  Furniture 

.\eu  Brunsuid<.  Schwartz  Furniture 

North  Bergen,  Gocximan's 

Paierson.  Bograd's Plamjield.  Thomas  Furniture 

Pompton  Plains.  Andrew  Coremin  Furn. 
Succasunna.  Suburban  Furniture 

Trenton.  Park  Lane  Furniture 

WaTO"?.  Dover  Furniture 

NEW  YORK 

Albanv,  Mayfair  Home  Furnishings 

Binghamton,  Ellis  Bros.,  Inc. 

Buffalo.  Country  Manor  Galleries 

Farmingdale.  Interiors  by  Atlantic 
Hartsdale.  Caiati  Drexel  Heritage 

Huntington.  Lyons  Furniture  Company 

Jamaica.  Simon's  Furniture 
Mount  K'isco.  Mount  Kisco  Furniture 
iVeu.  York  Ciiv.  Robert  W.  Caldwell,  Inc. 

,N'eu  Voric  Cit>.  G.  Cardarelli,  Inc. 

Niagara  Falls,  Harold's  Furniture  House 
Ossinmg,  A.L.  Myers,  Inc. 

PougWteepsie.  Fleishman's  Fine  Furniture 
Rochester,  Bayles  Furniture,  Inc. 

ScheneciaJ.>.  Robinson  Furniture  Co..  Inc. 

Syossei.  Caldwell's  Interiors  Inc. 

Syracuse,  DA.  Daniels 
L'lica.  Leeds  Distinctive  Furniture,  Inc. 

OREGON 

Portland.  Director's 

PUERTO  RICO 

Ponce,  Mundo  Muebles,  Inc. 

RHODE  ISLAND 

Cranston.  The  Sofa  Shoppe,  Inc. 

VERMONT 

Shelhume.  O'Halloran's  Fine  Furniture 

WASHINGTON 

Bellingham,  Levins  Home  Furn.  Center 

LvnnuooJ,  Ken  Schoenfeld  Furniture 

Seattle.  Masin  Furniture  Co. 

Spoliane,  Burgans  Furniture 
U'enaichee.  Dore  Interiors 

CANADA 
.Monircal.  Fraser  Bros. 

Quebec.  La-Galerie-du-Meuble Toronto.  Art  Shoppe 

Vancomer,  B.C.,  Thomson  in  Page  Ltd. 
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The  Sears-O-Pedic  Imperial 
If  you  can  find 
any  other  mattress 
with  all  these 
firmness  and  comfort  features, 
buy  it! 

There  is  no  other  mattress 

built  like  the  Sears-O-Pedic  Imperial. 
It  has  many  built-in  exclusives  no 
other  mattress  offers. 

Just  check  these  quality  features. 
Then  shop  and  compare.  We  think 

you'll  agree  —  that  there  is  no  other 
mattress  and  box  spring  set  built 
with  the  same  good  marriage  of 
comfort,  firmness  and  durability 
features. 

Individually  Pocketed  Coils 
The  incredible  comfort  of  the 

SearS'O'Pedic  Imperial  starts  down 
deep  with  strength.  The  responsive 
strength  of  individually  pocketed 
coils. 

Rugged,  resilient  steel  is  coiled 

into  hundreds  of  unique  barrel- 
shapes  that  can  never  tangle  in 

themselves.  Then  each  power- 
packed  coil  is  tucked  inside  its  own 

protective  DuPontTyvek"  pocket. 
And  Sears  pocketed  coils  are  made 
from  the  heaviest  gauge  steel  used 
in  any  pocketed  coils. 

Since  the  coils  act  indepen- 
dently of  each  other,  they  only 

respond  where  you  compress.  And 

since  they're  insulated  with  six 
layers  of  pure  comfort  you  never 
feel  them.  Except  to  stay  snuggled 
firmly  against  their  constant  support. 

Sears  Exclusive 

Mattress-Within-A-Mattress  Concept 

It's  one  secret  to  the  Sears-O-Pedic  Imperial's  incredible 
durability.  And  you  find  it  only  at  Sears.  TTiis  cutaway  o{  the 
mattress  can  show  you  what  we  mean.  Edging  the  core  of 

individually  pocketed  coils  are  border  coils  of  extra-firm 
heavy-gauge  steel.  These  border  coils  are  in  turn  supported 
by  an  exclusive  double-border  wire  construction. 

Why  this  care  for  the  edge  of  the  mattress?  Because 

the  edge  gets  the  most  punishment.  Sears  exclusive  mattress- 
within-a-mattress  concept  means  that  no  matter  how  much 

sitting  or"sock-putting-on"  you  subject  the  edge  of  your 
mattress  to,  the  edges  are  designed  not  to  sag. 



Six  Layers  of  Comfort 

The  top  side  and  die  bottom 

side  of  every  Sears-O-Pedic  Imperial 
mattress  is  covered  with  six  sigh- 
soft  cushionings.  Each  has  a  special 

purpose.  First  a  V4-inch  layer  of  poly- 
ester to  further  insulate  the  coils 

away  from  you.  Then  several  alter- 
nating layers  oi  polyurethane  foam 

and  polyester  fill  for  a  feeling  o{  firm- 
ness and  comfort  at  the  same  time. 

Stretched  smoothly  over  all 
sides  is  the  elegant  cover.  Lustrous 

.,*        polyester  damask  in  an  Oriental 
^V*  r.      willow  quilted  design. 

Buitt-lb-Match  Boxspring 

Every  size  Sears-O-Pedic  Imperial 
box  spring  is  engineered  to  match 
and  enhance  the  firm  support  and 
comfort  of  its  mattress.  No  other 

box  spring  will  give  you  the  same 
desired  effect. 

Because  100%  of  your  body 

weight  and  your  mattress  is  actually 
supported  by  the  box  spring  and 

frame,  we  use  the  strongest  combi- 
nation of  box  spring  coils,  stabilizers 

and  border  wire  we  know  of. 

The  steel  grip  of  four  stabilizers 

anchors  the  coils  to  the  heavy- 
gauge  box  spring  border  wire.  TTiis 
prevents  shifting  and  swaying  when 
you  move.  As  does  an  exclusive 
double-wire  center  support.  And 

reinforcing  this  strong  box 

spring  is  a  rigid  12-slat 
base  frame. 

The  Little  Extras 

You  won't  find  stronger 
handles  on  any  other  Sears 

mattress.  Backed  by  steel  plates 
tor  added  strength. 

^/  Eight  air  vents.  Only  the  best  mattresses 
give  you  so  many 

Thickly  quilted  side  edges.  More  protection 
tor  the  coils.  N4ore  comtort  for  you. 

The  Sears-O-Pedic  Imperial.  It's  a  Sears  Best.  We  think 
it's  the  best  mattress  you  can  buy  anywhere.  You  can  prove  it 

for  yourself.  Available  in  twin,  full,  queen  and  king  sizes.  All 

with  built-to-match  box  springs.  All  right  now  at  larger 
Sears,  Roebuck  and  Co.  stores  and  in  the  catalog. 

C^^Y//j  f^j8^J^ 
Only  at Sears 



On  a  label,  the  item  or  ingredient  present  in  the  largest  amount 
is  listed  first,  and  so  on  down  the  line 

Nutrition  labeling 
continued  from  page  24 

In  a  recent  interview  in  U.S. 

Mews  &  World  Report,  Dr.  Alex- 
ander M.  Schmidt,  Commissioner 

of  the  Food  and  Drug  Administra- 
tion, outlined  the  increasing  con- 

cern of  the  consumer  about  drugs, 
chemicals,  the  ozone  layer,  and 
food.  He  attributes  this  concern 

to  the  increase  in  scientific  knowl- 
edge and  the  demands  of  the  better 

educated  consumer  for  action  to 
avoid  hazards  that  the  scientists 

are  discovering. 

To  answer  the  question,  "'Just 
how  safe  are  the  things  we  eat?"  he 
responded:  "Basically  our  food 
supply  is  safer  than  it  has  ever 
been,  no  question  at  all.  With  all 
the  concern  over  food  additives* 
we  tend  to  overlook  the  fact  that 
hazards  from  additives  are  very 

small,  infinitesimal  really,  com- 
pared with  risks  that  were  in  food 

*THE  FDA  DOES  NOT  DECIDE  WHETHER  FOOD 
AND  COLOR  ADDITIVES  MAY  BE  USED.  THIS  IS 

DONE  BY  CONGRESSIONAL  LEGISLATION.  ALL 

THE  FDA  DOES  IS  TRY  TO  DETERMINE  THROUGH 

RESEARCH  WHICH  FOOD  AND  COLOR  ADDITIVES 

ARE  LEGALLY  SAFE  ENOUGH  TO  BE  USED  IN 

FOOD. 

years  ago  and  that  now  have  been 
reduced  to  practically  zero. 

"There  is  less  microbiological 
contamination  than  ever  before  be- 

cause manufacturing  processes  are 
getting  better  all  the  time.  As  an 
example,  the  amount  of  lead  in 
juices  and  baby  foods  has  been 
halved  since  1973.  Heavy-metal 
contamination  in  food  is  at  its  all- 
time  low  right  now  and  sinking 

fast." 

When  asked,  "What  is  the  big 

danger  in  our  food  supply  today?" 
Dr.  Schmidt  said:  "Bacterial  con- 

tamination of  food  still  leads  our 

list  of  hazards.  More  than  two  mil- 
lion people  a  year  in  this  country 

get  sick  from  what  we  commonly 
call  food  poisoning,  but  most  cases 
result  from  poor  handling  of  food 
while  it  is  being  prepared  or 

stored." 
Americans  want  really  sound  in- 

formation on  nutrition.  The  Na- 
tional Nutrition  Consortium,  Inc., 

can  help.  A  dependable  source, 
this  organization  was  also  founded 

in  1973  "with  the  purpose  of  pro- 
moting the  health  and  well-being 

of  the  American  people."  The 
Consortium  is  made  up  of  leaders 

from  six  major  societies  and  rep- 
resents more  than  50,000  members 

of  various  food  and  science  or- 

ganizations. The  six  societies  of  the  Consorti- 
um are: 

1.  The  American  Diatetic  Asso- 
ciation, the  national  professional 

organization  for  dietitians. 
2.  The  .\merican  Society  for  Clin- 

ical Mutrition,  an  organization  of 
physicians  and  scientists  engaged 
in  clinical  nutrition  research. 
3.  The  .\merican  Institute  of  Nu- 

trition, whose  ̂ membership  in- 
cludes university,  government,  and 

industry  researchers  in  nutrition, 
biochemistry,  and  physiology. 

4.  The  Institute  of  Pood  Technolo- 

gists, a  professional  society  con- 
cerned with  techniques  for  improv- 

ing the  food  supply. 

5.  The  Society  for  Nutrition  Edu- 
cation, whose  goal  is  more  cllective 

nutrition  education. 
6.  The  American  Academy  of 

Pediatrics,  an  association  of  pedia- 
tricians whose  primar\  purpose  is 

insuring  the  "attainment  by  all 
children  of  the  Americas  of  their 

full  potential  for  physical,  emo- 

tional, and  social  health." 
The  Consortium's  new  booklet 

Nutrition  Labeling  contains  far 
more  information  than  its  name 

implies.   In  concise,  easily  under- 

stood language  it  explains  all 
most  of  us  need  to  know  a 
calories,  proteins,  carbohydr 
fats,  cholesterol,  sodium, 
RDA's  recommended  daily  die 
allowances  vitamins,  and  mim 
(both  those  which  must  be 
and  those  which  may  be  list 
how  to  make  the  most  of  label 
formation,  plus  four  append 
and  an  index.  Rarely  is  so 
useful  information  presented  ii 

few  ( 1 34)  pages.  The  booklet 

help  you  assess  advertisers'  n tion  claims  and  understand  n 
tion  labeling  at  a  glance. 

Nutrition  Labeling  is  $2 

paid  and  may  be  obtained  fro 
National  Nutrition  Consortii 

Inc.,  P.O.  Box  4110,  Kankak 
111.60901.  Order  it,  read  it.  Wit 
sound  knowledge  of  nutrition,  \ 

can  plan  well-balanced  meals 
your  family  at  less  cost  than  > 
thought  possible  in  these  days 
skyrocketing  food  prices. 

This  booklet  concerns  itself  o 
with  the  consumer.  The  work 

the  Food  and  Drug  Administrat 
on  nutrition  labeling,  howev 
also  concerns  the  manufactun 

the  regulatory  agencies,  and  ei 
cators.  The  FDA  is  not  only  ali 
and  well,  but  working  hard.  ■ 

p*':^ 
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JO^/ooftonTowle  Sterling COMPARE.. .THESE  ARE  FEBRUARi'  1974  PRICES  GOOD  FOR  A  LIMITED  TIME  ONLi'!  ^5 

GROUP  I  CROUP  11  GROUP  111 

s\ GROUP  1 GROUP  11 GROUP  ill 
1 Reg. 30%  Off Reg. 

30%  Oft" 

Reg. 30%  Off 
Price Price Price Price Price Pnce 

Pc.  Set 

Eight $880.  W $616.00 $1004.00 $703.00 

$1128.>.\"' 

$789.00 
Pc.Set 
Four 440.00 308.00 502.00 351.40 564.00 395.00 

-pv^'Il 
20.00 14.00 23.50 16.45 27.00 18.90 

.c  K.rk 32.00 22.40 36.00 25.20 
40.00 28.00 

ce  k'nite 
30.00 21.00 34.00 25.80 38.00 

26.60 

d  R>rk 28.00 19.60 32.00 22.40 36.00 25.20 

ce  >p*«in 28.00 19.60 32.00 22.40 36.00 
25.20 

e.iJer 20.00 14.00 23.50 16.45 27.00 18.90 

J  Be\ .  SpiK>n 25.00 17.50 29.00 20.30 
33.00 23.10 

ce  Rirk,  Larye 41.00 28.70 
46.50 32.55 52.00 36.40 

cc  Knitc.  Larye 36.00 25.20 40  CV :s  00 44.00 
30.80 

:r\i\g  pieces 
iW GROUP  1 GROUP  11 GROUP  III 

Reg. 

30%  Oft' 

Reg. 30%  Off Reg. 30%  Off 

Price Price Price Price 
Price Price 

utter  Sen  ing 
nitelH.H.) $  25.00 S  17.50 $  27.50 $  19.25 $  30.00 $  21.00 
M  Meat  or 

utiet  Fork 58.50 40.95 64.00 44.80 69.50 
48.65 ■raw  LaJle 58.50 40.95 64.00 

44.80 

69.50 48.65 

le  or  Cake 

erMnt;  Knite 30.00 21.00 35.00 24.50 
40.00 

28.00 

ugar  SpiHin 29.50 20.65 32.00 24.50 
36.00 25.20 

ahlevpiKin 53.50 37.45 60.00 
42.00 66.50 46.55 

.iblesfxxw,   Pierced 53.50 37.45 60.00 
42.00 

66.50 
46.55 

iostess  Set 278.50 194.95 307.50 215.25 5i8.0O 236.60 

lostess  set  includes  all  of  the pieces  shown  above  with  an  asterisk  (*)  ) 

nial  listing  only  £ Kive.  Qimplete  sale 
price  list 

ivailable  upon  request 

CXitstanding  opportunity  to  start  or  complete  your  sterling  at  great  savings.  No  sales  tax  on 

out  of  state  orders.  We  pay  all  shipping  costs.  Free  chest  with  $250  order.  Towle  is  the 

ultimate  from  every  single  standpoint,  unmistakably  the  finest. 

Thirty-two  piece  service  for  eight  includes  8-each  place  knife,  place  fork,  salad  fork  and 
teaspcH>n. 

Order  direct  during  this  special  offer  e\ent  and  while  silver  is  still  at  1974  prices. 

Carter's  is  one  of  America's  largest  and  most  respected  silver  dealers. 

24  MONTHS  TO  PAY 
Without  finance  charges. 

You  can  buy  your  Towle  Sterling  on  our  Silver  Club  Plan.  Nothing  down.  24-equal  monthly 

payments  ($5  min.).  The  deferred  payment  is  the  same  as  the  cash  price.  The  cost  of  credit  is 

included  in  the  price  quoted  for  the  goods  and  services. 

ue  to  n-iinu  cost  ot  sii\er  bullion,  all  pnces  are  subject  to  change.. 

FREE 
SILVER  CHEST! 
•  With  purchase  of  $250  or  more 

•  Timish  proof 

•  Holds  76-piece  service 

.^^^^^                .MEMBER:  NATIONAL  BRIDAL  SERNICE. 

cjU/i./,r/  /9/i'      MARKETING 
10  East  Capitol  Street      Jackson,  Miss.  39201      Phone  601/354-3549 

UNE,   1976 

Ca'dc^  DIRECT  MARKETING Attn;  Ms.  |ane  Lee 

410  East  Capitol  Street         Jackson,  Miss.  39201  Phone  601/354-3549 

Please  ship  me  the  following  TOWLE  STERLING  using  the  payment  plan  indiaiteJ 
Pattern  Name   .   
No.  of  Pes. Name  of  Piece 

L'nit  Price 

Total  Price 

_ot   
_of   

_of   

_ot  Hostess  Set 

-C"  $ 

M  $ 

M   $ 

-each  $ 

-each  S 
-each  $ 

-each  $ 

Name   

.Address 

Cin   -State- 

-Zip- 

D  Check  enclosed  for  the  full  amount,  (Miss,  residents  add  5%  tax)  or  choose  one  of  the  following 
methods  of  payment. 

Zj  Charge  my  account  number    . 

n  Master  Charge  No.   

n  BankAmericard  No.     

D  American  Express  No.   

n  1  wish  to  pay  on  the  SiKer  Club  Plan 

(Fill  in  following  infonnation  only  if  you  are  using  Silver  Club  Plan) 
Credit  References   

Offer  good  through  July  10,  1976. 

We  pay  shipping  costs  (No  sales  tax,  unless  a  Miss,  resident.) 
Satisfaction  guaranteed  or  your  money  returned 
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The  Potion  of  Love. 
And  how  it  began  in  Saronno  450  years  ago. 

intriguing  flavor  and  enjoy  its 
rare  and  provocative  bouquet. 
This  is  the  magic  of  Amaretto 
di  Saronno.The  original 
Amaretto.  Brought  here  from 
Saronno,  the  village  of  love. 

Only  the  Cognac  region  of 
France  can  produce  the  finest 
Cognac  brandy.  And  only  the 
vineyards  of  Bordeaux  can 
ever  produce  a  true  Bordeaux 
wine. 

So  also,  the  finest 
Amaretto  liqueur  comes  only 
from  Saronno— where  it  all 
began  450  years  ago. 

e  know  that  she 

was  young.  Blonde. 
Beautiful.  And  that 
she  was  widowed. 

But  did  she  create  the  original 
Amaretto  di  Saronno  as  a 

thank  you  for  her  portrait?  Or  was 
it  a  gift  to  express  affection  for 
Bernardino  Luini,  the  now 
famous  artist  whose  painting 
immortalized  her  in  1525? 

History  has  lost  most  of  the 
answers— even  her  name  — 

leaving  us  nothing  but  Luini's stunning  fresco  in  the  Sanctuary 
of  Santa  Maria  delle  Grazie  in 

Saronno,  Italy.  And...  her 

Amaretto  di  Saronno 

We've  left  a  rose  alongside  our 
name  as  a  reminder  of  how  it 

all  began. 

romantic  liqueur.  We  still  like  to 
think  Amaretto  di  Saronno  is  a 

Discover  the  many  other 
ways  to  use  Italy  s  rare  liqueur 
of  love.  Write  for  our  free  drink 
recipe  booklet  and  food  recipe 

booklet,  "Gourmet  Secrets!' 
liqueur  that  inspired  a  great  love.  Address:  Foreign  Vintages,  Inc., 

It's  something  to  wonder       98  CutterMill  Road,  Great  Neck, 
about  tonight  as  you  discover  its   New  York  1 1021,  Dept.  1 20 

Amaretto  di  Saronnorjp 
The  Origincd  Amcuretto.  From  the  Village  of  Love. 

56  Proof.  Imported  by  Foreign  Vintages,  Inc.  Great  Neck,  N.Y.  ©  1975. 

Good  looks  and  good  health 

The  game's  the  thing 

Guidelines  to 

prevent 
sports  injuries 
Advice  from  specialist  Dr.  John  L.  Marshall 

By  Caroline  Seebohm 
BERN    SCHV/ARTZ 

Ur.  John  L.  Marshall 

"Anyone  for  tennis?"  The  summer 
sports  season  is  now  well  under 

way,  and  the  sight  of  joggers,  golf- 
ers, tennis  players,  and  swimmers 

is  a  familiar  one  on  the  play- 

grounds of  America.  It's  all  good, 
healthy  fun.  of  course,  but  a  wise 
weekend  sports  enthusiast  knows 

that  there's  more  to  a  long,  active, 
outdoor  life  than  a  summer  work- 
out. 

"For  people  over  college  age, 
who  are  not  professional  athletes, 
the  most  common  sports  injuries 
are  muscle  pulls,  tendonitis,  minor 
sprains  and  strains;  what  we  call 

over-use  syndromes,"  says  ortho- 
pedic surgeon  Dr.  John  L.  Mar- 

shall, Director  of  Sports  Medicine 

at  New  York's  Hospital  for  Special 
Surgery.  "And  a  lot  of  this  has  to 
do  with  the  way  people  condition 
themselves  to  play.  Unfortunately, 
most  recreational  athletes  play  to 

get  in  shape  rather  than  get  into 

shape  to  play.  Thus  they  put  de- 
mands on  themselves,  which  are 

beyond  their  physiological  limits — 
not  necessarily  seriously  so,  but 

enough  to  cause  them  trouble  and 
perhaps  prevent  them  playing  for 

a  while." 

Dr.  Marshall  is  orthopedic  con- 
sultant to  the  New  York  school 

system  (seeing  4,500  children  in 
contact  sports),  also  to  two  Cornell 
University  athletic  teams  and  the 
U.S.  ski  team,  and  sees  a  variety 
of  recreational  and  professional 
athletes — so  he  has  seen  a  few  in- 

juries! 
"The  injuries  come  from  exces- 

sive forces.  These  forces  can  result 
from  moving  too  much  one  way, 
or  moving  the  wrong  way  too 
much.  An  example:  tennis  elbow. 

30 

Tennis  elbow  is  brought  on  or  ag- 
gravated by  too  much  motion  of 

the  wrist,  causing  a  muscle  pull  in 
the  elbow.  This  gets  accentuated  by 
bad  tennis,  i.e.  by  the  fact  that  you 

are  whipping  your  wrist  too  much 
when  you  hit  the  ball.  Weekend 
players  make  this  mistake  all  the 
time.  Thus,  there  is  too  much  force 
repeatedly  in  one  spot,  causing 

tennis  elbow." 
Dr.  Marshall  mentions  that 

very  stiff  racket,  whether  steel  or 

wood,  will  aggravate  this  condi- 
tion. "It's  the  stiffness,  plus  the 

weight,  that  contributes  to  tennis 
elbow.  A  tennis  racket  should  be 

light,  with  the  right  degree  of  flex- 
ibility, and  strung  properly,  ap- 

proximately 55  pounds." A  pulled  leg  muscle  is  caused  by 

similar  forces.  "You  have  very 
tight  structures  in  the  back  of  your 

leg,"  explains  Dr.  Marshall,  "mak- 
ing it  hard  to  get  your  heel  right 

down  on  the  ground  when  you  are 
moving  around  fast.  If  for  some 
reason  you  jam  your  heel  down 
when  your  muscle  is  contracted, 
you  get  a  tear.  In  all  these  cases, 
what  happens  is  that  the  muscle 

finally  strains  or  fails." A  very  useful  discovery  has  re- 
cently been  made  in  the  field  of 

sports  injuries,  which  Dr.  Mar- shall believes  all  amateur  athletes 

should  know  about.  "People  may 

have  loose  joints  or  tight  joints,"  he 
says,  "and  you  should  find  out 
what  you  have,  because  they 

make  you  susceptible  to  different 
injuries.  Loose-jointed  people,  for 

instance,  are  susceptible  to  knee- 
cap trouble,  because  the  kneecaps 

tend  to  drift  and  slide  (Billie  Jean 
King  is  an  example).  Such  people 

may  also  be  prone  to  dislocations 
and  knee  pain.  Tight-jointed  peo- 

ple are  more  susceptible  to  tendi- 
nitis of  the  elbow  or  shoulder,  for 

instance.  Also,  these  people  suffer 
more  muscle  pulls  and  tears, 

pinched  nerves,  and  back  and  neck 

problems. 
"In  football,  where  we  have 

done  a  lot  of  research,  we  think  we 
can  predict  with  almost  80  percent 
accuracy,  based  on  your  body  type, 

age,  and  exposure  (i.e.  level  of 
competition),  whether  you  are  go- 

Continued  on  page  32 
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People  may  have  loose  joints  or  tight  joints  and  you  should  find  out  which 
you  have,  because  they  make  you  susceptible  to  different  injuries 

f 

Sports  injuries 
continued  from  page  30 

ing  to  have  a  ligament  or  tendon 
injury.  We  need  to  do  this  in  more 

sports — it  is  possible." There  are  some  simple  tests  to 

see  if  you  are  loose  or  tight — some 
you  may  have  tried  for  fun  as  a 
child — for  instance,  seeing  how  far 
you  can  draw  your  thumb  down 
(with  your  other  hand)  to  touch 

your  forearm,  or,  with  wrist  re- 
laxed, how  far  you  can  bend  your 

first  finger  back  towards  your  fore- 
arm. A  very  loose-jointed  person 

can  lay  his  finger  right  down  on 
the  forearm.  You  can  also  be  a 

mixture  of  both.  One  can  have 

loose  fingers,  elbows,  and  shoul- 
ders, but  be  tight  from  pelvis  to 

toes,  for  instance — a  common  case 
in  women.  According  to  Dr.  Mar- 

shall, your  looseness  or  tightness 
does  not  generally  change  with 
age.  What  changes  is  susceptibility 
as  muscles  become  less  flexible. 

"Flexible  muscles  are  very  im- 

portant." he  says,  "especially  for 
the  weekend  athlete.  You  can  play 

sports  all  you  want  on  the  week- 
end, but  if  you  do  nothing  all  week 

your  muscles  will  tighten  up  again 

and  you'll  be  back  where  you 
started.  That  is  why  everyone 
should  do  fiexibilitv  exercises  as  a 

warm-up.  One  professional  basket- 
ball player  stopped  flexibility  ex- 

ercises after  doing  them  for  years. 
The  following  season  he  was 

plagued  by  thigh  muscle  tears,  an- 
kle sprain,  groin  pull,  and  back 

pain.  We  used  to  go  out  and  do 
calisthenics,  but  we  now  find  that 

good  flexibility  is  really  what  mat- 
ters as  far  as  preventing  injuries  is 

concerned." 
Accidents  will  happen,  how- 

ever. Dr.  Marshall  sees  them  all 
the  time.  He  has  fdur  instructions 
for  sports  enthusiasts  who  get  a 

sprain  or  a  pull.  "First,  rest.  Next, 
make  the  muscle  more  flexible  by 
doing  stretching  exercises.  Third. 

Case  introduces  the  place 
for  its  Early  Americans. 

A  block,  rack,  bar  and  cutting  knives,  all  are  made  with  the  same 

'Uoard.  The  perfect  gifts  designed  to  painstaking  quality  and  craftsman- 

compliment  any  kitchen.  ^0^^  '  --«.^.  ship. 
The  same  way  our  Early  /'^T^'H  ̂ ^\  Case  holders  will  keep Americans  complement  f  ̂   JVSE  )  almost  any  size  or  make 

your  cooking.  \^^   — xi^x      of  knife  safe,  handy  and 
Each  item  is  made  of      Am^^s  uaiitT^        protected  from  damage, 

oiled  hardwood,  burnished       J^"er51J^ei847.*''  Look  for  them  in  your  local 
and  polished  to  a  rich  silky  department,  hardware  or  spe- 
glow.  And,  like  our  pocket  knives,     ciaity  store.  W.  R.  Case  &  Sons  Cut- 
household     cutlery     and     hunting      lery  Co.,  Bradford,  Pa.  16701. 
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make  the  muscle  strong  again  witl 
strengthening  exercises.  Last,  fini 
out  what  caused  or  aggravated  tt 
injury  (a  stiff  racket,  bad  equif 
ment,  or  wrong  movements,  for  ir 
stance)  so  you  can  correct  that.  All 
those  elements  are  essential  fo| 

good  treatment." 
Finally,  Dr.  Marshall  suggestj 

four  guidelines  for  all  amateur  athl 
letes,  that  may  avoid  having  t(| 

go  through  the  above  routine. 

1.  Have  a  ba.sic  understanding  ol 

your  capabilities.  Know  your  owr 
body  type.  This  means  evaluating 
what  kind  of  an  athlete  you  havt 
been  all  your  life — how  you  par 
ticipated  in  school,  college,  and  uf 
to  the  present.  This  suggests  a 
realistic  approach  to  what  you 
choose  to  do. 

2.  Get  expert  help.  Talk  to 
coach,  or  any  professional  in  the 
discipline  you  have  chosen.  If  \oii 
can,  find  a  physician  who  know^ 
about  sports  to  go  over  your  his 

tory  with  you.  But  any  good  sport' 
teacher  can  give  you  advice  about 
a  training  program  and  learning 
the  discipline  of  your  sport. 
3.  Understand  (he  sport  you  have 
cho.ven,  so  you  start  with  somi 
knowledge — what  shoes  to  wear 
what  is  the  best  equipment,  and  st 
forth.  Read  about  the  sport  yoi 

want  to  play  to  keep  up-to-date  on 
conditioning,  new  ideas  in  the  fieic 
— techniques,  equipment. 
4.  Learn  how  to  stretch  >our 

muscles  properly  with  flexibility 
exercises  that  will  minimize  your 

susceptibility  to  injury.  Do  not 
strain;  just  stretch  to  the  point 

where  you  feel  an  'easy'  stretch Hold  the  position  without  bounc 

ing — then  relax."  (Some  new  back exercises  are  on  page  99.) 

Dr.  Marshall  has  one  final  word 

of  encouragement.  'T  have  a  friend 
who  has  started  playing  competi- 

tive tennis  at  the  age  of  40."  he 
says.  "He  had  never  practiced  a 
sport  in  his  life,  but  suddenh  got 
the  tennis  bug.  Through  talking  to 
coaches,  reading,  studying  the 

game,  he  has  worked  out  a  ver> 
efficient  training  program  and 

over  time  he  has  reached  a  com- 
petitive standard.  .So  if  you  work 

up  to  it,  knowing  what  you  can  do 

— for  each  individual  is  difi"ercnt — 

You  can  do  that  too!" 

BEAUTY  AND  HEALTH 
PRODUCTS  NEW  THIS 

MONTH  IN  THE  STORES 

To  prepare  for  summer  sun.  stock 

up  on  a  new  group  of  skin  protec- 
tors. Four  French  formulas  make 

up  Sun  Protection,  light,  white 
creams  flecked  with  sun  screens: 
Normal  Protection  for  skin  that 

Continued  on  page  J  69 
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."WeVe2; 
mil^  apart  nov^  but 

still  just  as  closer 

Before  I  could  tell  time,  I  knew  when  my  dad  would  be  home 

from  work.  I'd  be  waiting  at  the  window,  watching  for  him  to  turn  the comer. 
When  I  was  old  enough,  Fd  run  to  the  bus  stop  to  wait  for  him. 

And  we'd  race  each  other  to  the  porch,  then  sit  on  the  steps  and  talk about  everything  from  football  to  cowboys. 

That  part  of  the  day  was  ours.  Now,  we're  2,000  miles  apart,  but I  still  get  a  kick  out  of  sharing  my  day  with  him. 

Long  Distance  is  the  next  best  thing  to  being  there* 

@  Bell  System 
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here  is  a  rug  hanging  in  one  of  this  country's 
3t  illustrious  museums  that  is  considered  to 
)ne  of  the  most  striking  examples  of  Early 
erican  folk  art. 
't  was  hand-stitched  and  pieced  together 

etime  around  the  1820's  by  a  young  woman 
ed  Zeruah  Higley  Guernsey,  who  lived  in 
tleton,  Vermont. 
eruah  was  engaged  to  a  sailor  who  had  gone 

to  sea,  and  to  make  good  use  of  the  lonely 
|/s  of  waiting,  she  practiced  her  needlework, 
ng  yarn  she  had  spun  and  dyed  herself. 
But  the  years  passed,  and  she  came  to  realize 
it  her  sailor  would  never  return  to  marry  her 
i  that  none  of  her  intricate  designs  would 

?rgi*ace  a  new  home. 
She  had  so  many  pieces  by  this  time  that  she 
Ned  them  together  into  a  rug. 
And,  because  of  the  skill  and  imagination 
it  went  into  it,  the  rug  is  a  museum  piece  to- 
y. 

irpeting,  rugs,  and 
ewel  kits  to  match. 
Now  Wellco  has  taken  twelve  of  Zeruah's 
'eliest  designs  and  translated  them  into  the 
nerican  Heirloom  gi'oup  of  carpets,  rugs  and 
ewel  kits. 

The  pattern  shown  here  is  available  in  broad- 
)m  and  in  fringed  area  rugs,  in  six  different 
ors. 
To  complement  the  pattern,  you  can  get 
id-colored  broadloom  in  32  coordinated  colors. 

And  there  are  six  different  crewel  kits  for 
you  to  choose  from,  so  you  can  recreate 

Zei-uah's  designs  for  yourself —and  make  them 
into  pillows  or  chair  covers  or  wall  hangings,  to 
match  the  carpeting. 

The  strongest  guarantee 
in  the  carpet  business. 

All  American  Heirloom  carpets  and  rugs  are 
made  from  Anso,^  the  anti-soil  nylon  carpet 
fiber  from  Allied  Chemical. 

And  they  all  carry  the  label  shown  here, 

which  means  they're  protected  by  the  Allied 
Chemical  Guarantesth^:  the  guarantee  with 
teeth. 

This  promises  that,  should  any  part  of  the 
cai'pet  or  rug  wear  more  than  10%^  in  five  years. 
Allied  Chemical  will  replace  it  free,  including 
installation.    

No  carpet  fiber  has  a 
stronger  guarantee. 

So  American  Heh'loom 
sets  a  new,  high  standard 
of  quality  in  carpeting. 

And  in  spite  of  the  sad 

history  of  its  design,  it's 
sui'e  to  have  a  happy  fu- 

ture in  vour  home. 

Wellco  Carpet 
Corporation 
P.O.  BOX  281 
CALHOUN,  GA  30701 

5  Year/Max  10%  Wear 
Guarantee 

NYLON 

GUARANTEE 
Th^  carpet  fs  goaraoJeeO  lof  irwJoof  use  by  the  Rbers  Otvtstonoi  Aii»e<3  Oemtcai 

I  Corporation-  H  properly  installed  and  maints'ned.  and  the  surface  pile  lervgtti  ifi   j 

I  any  9irto  area  (exdudtog  stairs),  is  abrasivety  worn  mo--e  ina-i  iO%  wimm  5 
years,  u  wrii  be  replaced  at  oor  expertse  The  guaraniee  does  no:  cover  tears 

I  bums,  puils.culs.pias.  or  damage  doe  to  improper  c^earungagentso-'rnelhoos 
'   LIMITED  WARRANTY 

^^»      Home  Fum 

ical 

Furnishings 

50%  Discount  on  Crowel  Kit 
"The  Blue  Cat,"  shown  here,  is 

just  one  of  the  six  imaginative 
designs  chosen  for  the  American 
Heirloom  Crewel  kits. 

Bring  this  coupon  to  your  dealer, 

and  he'll  give  you  a  50%  discount  on 
any  of  the  crewel  kits. 

See  American  Heirloom  carpets,  rugs,  and  crewel  kits  at  any  of  these  dealers-. 
lSKA 
«9e Fdllci  0  Bncn  Pimts  1 

Floor  Co«(inB 

FlOftrin  l« 

JOlui  1  Ctfttom  Fkoori 

SollnrjnFum  C« 

Don  t  Paint  n  Carpel 

tm  Urtmam 

Clark  Fkeor  C«nring 
Fumilure  Fair 

Vm  Ntlct)  Carpets  i  irttenon  inc 

Furniture  Fur 

Carpel  4  Vinv<  House  Sales 

Sulli 
Co 

SfDith  Alsap  Pami  &  Wailpaxr 

1  ftym  Carpel  IfK 

Furniture  Fair 

m  JetTt  floor  Coverings  Ik 

Je  Lfirtmans 

«       Smwi  Alsop  P]<r)t  &  Wallpaper 

Carpet  A  Onpenes  inc 

Floor  Sr»les  IrK 

TtagBC-Oocn  Carxi  S"et  h  Serv 

UFORNIA 
'^  liO^e       Levitz  Ciasstc  House  &aiierv 
UatFo  Conklm  Bros 
'-iOifi        LevitiClauic  House  Gilierv 
M.ORADO 

Kondei  Inc 

tNNECnCUT 
rigici        LevitzClli 

ORIDA 

c  House  Giiiery 

;p<':e 

ffiBeaC^ 

Haven 

mi     .  . 

ev^ie 

EORGIA 

Canllon  Rug 

Bond  Enterprises  Inc 

Cardin  &  Sons 

J   C   Floor  Covering 

Ccach  House  mienors 

Huggms  Floor  Covering 

T>ie  Carpel  Comer 
Ceilings  Beautiful  &  interiors 

Haverty  s  Fum  Co 

Iktile  Carpet  Co 

North  Bit  ̂ ot  Covering 

Classic  House 

Edward  Interiors 

Simpler  Carpets  &  Tile 

Panama  Machine  &  Suppty 

We  llFtooiUinc 

Anisiic  Carpel  Co 

Cr»n  P:  -; 
CJ^er 
Decatur 

Dunbrk 
Elk^a^ 
Eiiinaa 

E.ar-s.  « 

Etans^it'e Ft  Wajne 

Ft  Wayr* 
R  waytie 
FranUn 
Ganefl 
Gr«n$&ur9 
Greenwood 
Grwnwood 
Hammond 
KamrTKmd 
IrKkanapofts 
mttanapohs 
indoiupoks 
IrtfianapMs 
indianapoks 
tndianapohs 

KoutS 

Latayette   . 

Latayette 

Lafayette 

LaPone      . 

Lebanon 
Lo^anspon 
Marion 

Maninsvine 

Marttftsv^le 

Mentone 

MerrDville 

v,tross JordonFum  Co, 

UMOIS 
Greal  Central  Lumber  Compaflr 

'Ora Smith  Altop  Painl  &  waHpaper 
■e^'* Carxi  Man 

r;-..r.5'o^ EnsenPerger  t 

:-iXT^'ig;?- Smith  Altop  Paini  &  wsiipaper 
Cnwiord  s  Fas^-O"  f^'oors 

'i:<» Dale  Carpel  Co rfl pa ny ■c^o Graham  &  Sonj  tnc 
iny,\t Smrth  Alsap  Paint  i  Wallpaper 
fcat.' Good  s  Furniture 
IfCilur Miller  ONeill 

■.'^iur) The  Decorator  Shop 
MK Levitz  Classic  House  Gallery 

:;*so^,i(i* Andrews  Lumber 
>i«i Don  El  Carpel  A  Tile  Comoany 
an^kte Smith  Alsop  Painl  &  Wallpaper 
rxn Smith  Alsop  Paint  A  Wallpaper 
-flyi Tazewell  Floortovenng 
rjwe Streul  Roor  Covering 
e*.n Siegers 
?oia Adams  Furniture 

eona      Uppmann  s  Furniture  and  interiors 
■eona SmittiAljopPainti  Wallpaper 
Junc^ Smith  Countrif  Carpet 
loiAoke Sawder  Furniture  Store 

c*nQ  McaCiwvs                     LeviO  Clatw 
House  Gallery 

>ootrer Smith  Alttp  Paint  A  Wallpaper 
>pwti Lrnn  Furniture  Co 
>pmotieU Ace  Hantware  &  Home  Center 

*nrvbe»d Landmart  Carpel  Company 
4ylorv«e Weikes  Floor  Covering 
"Mefloo Milistreet  Carpel  Company 

mUkHA 
ttendna BrwTlei  Home  Furnishings  Itw 
Uidtnon Harmon  Flooring   Inc 
todmon Smith  Alsop  Paint  i  Wiiipaxr 

wSa               Hartley  ftimiturt 
kttnci  .,,       Papers  Carpet  Outlel 
IWdOA GerPer  Furniture 
koai HcCitrtfv  t  Pami  i  Wallpaper 
irowtttown Ott^ue  Carpel  Carousel 
::amtei Coppinger  Fbooi  Covering 
aofcmtws Columbus  Carpel 
:»»rtonjsvii le         .                 iBteripftLU, 

The  Carpet  Chaiei 

Seetsma  s  Home  Furnishings 

House  o>  Carpel 

Stewart  Bros    inc 

Henric  t  Carpets  inc 

Smrth  Alsop  Pamt  &  Wiiipaxr 

Hormuth  Oecoraling  Cenief 

Smith  Altop  Pamv  &  Waiipape' 

Smith  Alsop  Pami  &  Waiipape' 

Suzanne  l  Carpeting  inc 

Three  Rings  Ftoonng 

HotlhOAe  Furniture 
A&M  Carpet  StMp 

Honnouse  Furmlure 

The  Carpel  Yard Flooi  Slwppe 

Cover- Rile  Carpeting 

Lcary't  LnolCHm  i  Carpet  Co 

Carpel  Town Floor  FistiioRt  Co 

Kittles  Furniture 

McDonald  mienors 

Jerry  Miller  CarxK 

Riggt  Paint  and  Wallcovering 

indianapotis   Smith  Aisop  Pami  &  Wailpaper 

IntMn^Wks  The  BayOerri  Comei 

Indianapoks         United  Rug  &  Linoleum  Co 

KenaatvMe  Bettiallerfumrlure  in< 

KmgMstown  Hughes  Carpel 

Xokomo  .  Smith  Alsop  Pami  &  Wallpaper 

Kouts  She-  N  Tel 
Bob  Memmer  Carpet 

The  Rug  Shop 

Smith  Altop  Piint  &  Wallpaper 

Surrey  HouSC 

Taylor- Smock  Co  Inc 
The  Golden  Rule 

Smith  Alsop  Paint  i  Wallpaper 

Powell  Floor  Covering 

Terrell  s  Furniture 

King  %  Furniture  &  Carpel 

Smith  Alsop  F^mt  &  Wallpaper 

M«cfiigan  CiTy  Smith  Alsop  Pami  i  Wallpaper 

Mitchell  Spring  Mill  Carpet 

Munae    .      .  aaii  Stores 

Muncie     , .  Holthoute  Furniture 

Munoe    .,     Smith  Aisop  Pami  A  Wallpaper 

Muroe    ..  Wesley  s  Floof  Fashions 

H^oanet  Pietcher  Furniture  Village 

New  CasOe         McGrady  Fumiiure  &  Carpel 

New  Castle  New  Castle  Carpeu 

New  Castle     Smith  Aisop  Pamt  &  Wallpaper 

OsceoU  R&J  Carpel  Co    inc 

Peru    Cirtus  City  Furniture 

PomarK)  Medlers  Furniture 

Rcftmona  Hollhouse  Furniture 

RctvTx>nd      Smith  Aisfip  Pamt  i  WaMpape* 
Rochester  House  ol  Dtcor 

RuSSiaviile  Stout  Home  Furnishing 

Seymour  Seymour  Oecoralmg  Center 

SOuTTiBend  Area  Carpel  &  Drapery 

South  Berxi  Factory  Tile  inc 

South  Send  J  E  Wall,  inc 

Speedway      Smitli  Aisop  Pami  &  Wailpapei 

Syracuse  Glon  Furniture  A  Carpel  Inc 
Terre  Haute  Chairs  Galore  and  More 

Terre  Haute    Smith  Aisop  Paint  4  Wallpaper 

Twelve  Mite  Ben  s  intenors 

Valparaiso  Flors  inc 

Valparaiso      Smith  Alsop  Pamt  &  wallpaper 

Valparaiso  Tudor  Fashion  Floors  &  Orapen 

Concord  Houte 

CoatUI  Floor  Covering  Inc 

Lerm  ClauK  House  Gaiiery 
C  M  0  Carpelt 

Gerald  Gerami  Intemrt 

UBrte4  Tile  Co    Inc 

Carxl  Corral 
Hchrer  Carpct- Lnoleiim  Company 

Scnr«e  Hone  Ccalct 

Rug  A  Carpel  Ceolcr 
LeJe»M  s  M«  Sontli  Floort 

Flalph  s  Floor  Centti 

Rog  i  Carpel  Center 
Twio  City  PaMi  a  Carpet 

MINNESOTA 

AJOer!  Lea  Ftoo-c-jreT  nc 

Gartield  Cuslorr  ̂ loor  Covering 

Hoptons  BJuni  Caiw  a'  *''* MifineapOtS  ^wers  Department  Sio'e 
New  Ulm            tnwtmtl  Desj|Kd  interiors 

S)  Paul  FtoM  Ceveriog  Center 

Stayton  HelMw  Faratinre  Co 

Staples  Res^  Tile  aad  Carpel 

MISSISSIPPI 
Han*^.-; PMoeet  Fortiitwt  Co 

Uuffl 

Brran  Carpelt 

Mer«:.i-i 

Leckkvt  rite  SHOP 

SUr>tv.,V 

F1ciMi«|BW|  S9»l| 

-oje-ro: 

S:o':.-  Pj.-^s 

MAINE 

A^;.^'i  FieoRitaster  kDc 
ifirc    '-      KngsLKioleiiffl  A  Carpel  Ceoler 
MARYLAND 
i-  -i.--;  Annapolis  Floor  Co«ertt| 
i-  i.  Parole  Carpels,  IK. 
br-  ~ :  r  Boooe  FvnAM t 

Appliance  Co  .  Ik. 
T-:-i.  Foreasi  Floors  toy  Shietil 

B:»-  Subortafl  Decar 

~:.<,-^i'*  Advance  Carpets 

G&W  Floor  Cevenag 

Cii'-'  c^-;  Georgia  OseaoM  Carpets  Inc. 

~^  i--f  ■--,:■  J' g  Havbes  Floor  Co  .  Inc. 

Carpel  Hovse  of  LMrtI 

•  -;:  Catven  Interiors 

^i^K  'i  Advance  Carpets 

^::*.  LeviQ Classic  Hevse  Gallery 

S^  s:.-.  Viiee Carpet 

.  ̂ --i  Miles  Carpets  ol  Vienna,  lac 

vVcs:-  'j-f'  Carroll  County  Carpets 

MASSACHUSETTS 

K.Z.-'  Kesseh  i  Morse  Company 

?-3-">^  Soulttera  Carpel  Milt  Oudel 

~.y-  Hyannis  Paint  AWallpaperlK 

.e:-  ->■;  BourB»eBrp$.  tae, 

Prs'e:  Warehouse  Assoc. 

kv::.  -  Wobum  Floor Covtfwi 

•V-  :e-T  Corey  4  GriAcr  Carpet 
CleaniagfeK. 

.N:  :e!'r  Eddy's  Fern  Hire 

MISSOURI 
g;  je  S:>rir>gs  Con  Carpets 

Co'i.-T'CMa  Slwrwii  Williams 

Fenio^  Tpwne  Fomiture 

Ha:vii[>aJ      TkeSkerwin-WilliMnt  Company 

inoepenoence    Levrti  Classic  Houc  Gaiiery 
JefleisonCity 

Kansas  City 
K«isasCify 

LouGona Nevada 

Pleasant  Hdl 

Si  Charles 
St  Lours 

Si  Louis 
Sedam 

SAeslon 
WarrensOurg 

WeMCly 

MONTANA 

&or=Tiai 

MrssOjJ 

Great  Central  Lumber 
Company 

>ones  Store  Co 
R  D  Mann  Carpet  Co 

Looisiana  funtiture  Co 
.      .       Old  Missouri  Rug  Co 

Fairway  Carpets 

snow- Me  Carpets 

Mann  Carpel  Compairy 

Smiik  Alsop  Pamt  &  Wallpaper 

Jobasea  Carpets 

SniOi  Alsop  Pa«l  4  Wallpaper 

LoMamp  Patst 

Home  Rog  4  Fora  Co 

McGm.ey  M.i.s 
Kam'a^■  Emerson  Carpets 

Ocean  County  Floor  &  Wan 

The  Rug  4  Furniture  Marl  mc 

Arthur  C    Clart  noo'ing 

Oakland  Carpet  4  Linoiei' 

The  Rug  Bs  - J  B  Boyle  FumitL't 
RrigewDOd  Rug 

mrletaad  Carpel  Ceoler 

AAe  I  Carpel  Service 
Slttkadi  R«g  Company 
Shehadi  Rog  Company 

Somerdale  Carpels 

Collier  Home  Fashio'i  Center 
ttamrah-EfflCrton  Carpets 

Carpel  Worw Mohawk  Lumber  Co 

LFO  Linoleum  4  Carpel 
Shehadi  Rug  Company 

Grcig  Bros  4  Sons  Floor  Cov 

Carpet  world 
Patrtciao  Roor  Faslwns 1'  HubsLmoteum 

Green  Ridge  Carpets 

Rug  4  Design  Fair 
Villas  Furniture  4  Carpet  Co 

Brody  t  WsysiCe  Furniture 

Do  no  hoe's 

Wayne  Tile  and  Carpel 

WoodOndge    Sterling  Edison  Floor  Cov  Co, 

WoodDury  Gallery  of  Carpets.  Inc, 
lAwwa'ft  Lakes  Faber  Bros, 

NEW  MEXICO 

HobOs  Den  Clark  Furniture  Center 

NEW  YORK 

SD^-i 

.?:'?■  V:- 
WtfTV 

Re^Js^iie Roanoke  Rapds 

Shelby   

StatesviBe Winston  Salem 

MICHIGAN 

Wa&asn 
Warsaw 

Zonsvrlle 

DjCjgj« 

Miller  Furniture  Company 

Custom  Tile  Co     Itk 

Love  Furniture 

The  Bear  Rug 

Cylinder  Lumber  Company 

Heritage  House 
Kahie  Cerpet  Co 

Streeters  Pamt  and  Wallpaper 

Whites  Floor  Covering 

Freilag  Furniture  mc 

»'  P'tasaf! 

West  Po  "t 

KANSAS 
Baiter  S>r,r^gs  Sweets  Fum 

Kansas  City  A  R  Moore  Carpet 

Lenexa  LetitzCUssic  House  Gallery 
OvenaridPark 

OvertandPark 

S'^aw:>ee 

KENTUCKY 
AsMa'id 

M00«>ns.ilie 

Leung' 

Decorator  Wtond 

^nes  Store  Co 
Shawnee  s  Maple  Hill 

Carpet  4  Tile 

Le»ington 

LenngiOR 

Leiifigton 

Leiif>gton 

Maclisonville Murray 

Paducah 

Topping-Christian.  Inc 
Hert  Mays  Furniture 

Adaif  Building  CraRs 

Owken  s  Floor  Covering 

Kisle  Carpel  4  floor  Covering 

Litington  House  ot  Intenors 

The  Sherwin-w.iiiamsCo 
LeGate  Discount  Furniture 

Thurman  Furniture  Inc 

G4M  Carpal  Inc 

Gfina  Rapids 
Hastings 

Jencson 

MCiana 

Mt   Moms 

Mt  Pleasant 

Ml  Pleasani 

Newport 

Qwosso Pelosfcey 

Sagina* 
Sagtfiaw St  Oair  snores 

Santord 
S*t>Mr3f>g 

SuflohS  Bay 
TawasCrty 

Traverse  6tv 

Traverse  City 

Assmans  Carpet  Ik, 
L  G  McOaniei  Company 

C  E  Rosenbiiry  4  Sons 

Valley  Carpel  Service 
Mr  Ed  s  Home  Cenier 

van  Orie  Fvaltec 

Bartlell  s  Decorating  Ctfller 

Country  Hovse  Mertois 
HogslioAi  Floor  Connng 

Deron's  Claitstoii  Fnlbn  A 

Appliawe  Co. 
i:s      Tina's  Furniture  Gallery 

and  Custom  Draperies 

Ballard  s  Home  Center 

Hydom  Carpet 

Worsen  s  Floor  Covering 

Hooper  Floor  Covtring 

Gallery  oIKilcfeent  toe. 
Standale  LonAtr  t 

Supply  Co 
Verliey  Carpel 

Brmm  s  Custom  intenors 

Haan  Tile  i  Floor  Covering 

Northcrtsl  lalenort 
FamsBrPs 

TheBratfed  Rog 

woirs  Carpel  4  Floor 

Covering  Ik 
Mohr  Carpel  Company 

Carpels  by  Murray  Ik. 
Asjman  s  Carpel  IK 

Mt-  Pleasani  Floor  Covering 

Country  House  Furniture 
Homus  Floor  Covering 

Sweel  s  Carpet 

Shell  Floor  Covering 

Richmond  Floor  4  Wall  Center 

Best  Carpet  Co. 

Lxkey  s  Roor  Covering 

Ed  Lynes  4  Sons  Carpet  Co 

MarkeyEliion  Furniture 

Houlihan's  Floor  Covenng 
P4M  Sates 

Kohti  Floortovenng 

McLaughlins  Amencan Traditional 

Smith  Alsop  Pami  4 Wallpaper 

Edward  s  Home  Furnishings 
Wojihn  Floortovenng 

Designers  North 
Northern  Floor  4  Tile 

Keith  Carpet  4  Floof  Covering 

Serve-U^Sell  Fgnitare 
Joslm  FuraHire  S  C«»elia| 

Loren's  Hoose  Pi  Carptti 

NEW  JERSEY 
AsburyPark  LFO  Linoleum  4  Carpel 

A!iar>tc  C'Ty  StfKkland  Carpel  Co 

Audubon  PertectiOfl  Plus 

Bayonne  AJdo  Carpel 

Bergeri&etd  Bergentield  Floors 

Berlin  Garden  Stale  Floor  Covenng 

BtadcwDOd  . . .-        Hem  Deal  Carpet  Center 

Bndgeton    ̂   HJ^fter  s  Funiilure  World 

Sngantme     4.-         H.  AntM  Carpets.  toK. 
BrooUawn     ̂   Bed  Tile  i  Carpet  Ce. 

BuUer   .   .  |ig'Y'oa23(lonnef1yShwan 
Designs) 

CaWveH.  *       The  Carpet  Cottage 
Camden        £olet  s  Carpets  inc 

QierryHil  .  HoR  Carpet  Centers 

CtierryHfl  Metropolitan  Contract 

Carpels  Ik 
Cinnamtrtson  Glamor  House  Inc 

Cttyton     .  Doughty  Furniture 
CtRon         AartMis  Fum  and  Roor  Covering 

CInton  ,    .  Clinton  Floor  Covering 

Qoster         Smith  s  Clotter  Carpets 

Conmgswood  Ralph  C   Berry  Interiors 
Oelran  Carpel  Dynamics 

E  BrunswKk  Sterling  Editor  Co 

Eirner  Carl  Han  Fum  ilure  Co 

Flanders  The  Carpet  Scene 

Flemington  Carpel  Center 

Florence  FloreKe  Furnishings 

GuTtenoerg  Tpwne  Carpet 

Hackettslown  Design  interiors 
Haieoon  Faber  Bros 

Hamburg  Whitehead  Carpet  Center 

Hawthorne    Hawthorne  Rugi  Remnani  Stwp 

AflHty 

Bardonia 

Baysho'e 

Bayscle Bohemia Bronx 
Bnwitfyn 

Broottyn 

SrrwWvn 

Custom  Floors 

Greene  and  Roth 

Carpets  by  Jules.  IK. 
Number  One  Carpel.  IK. Marina  Carpet 

Sam's  Carpel  Linoleum  4  Tile 

Alpine  Roors 

Mullers I  Klein 

lily  Carpel  Store Tiv  Tov  Stores 

VtAKurs 

Caiiaiohane  Cooover  s  Carpet  4  Bedding  Co 

Cnateaugjy 

Cheewowa^  . 
Cheektowaoa 

Cohoes 

Coopersiown 

Coram 

Coram 

Coxsajoe 
Ekzabemtown Farmngdate 

RsTik^l 
FtoralPark 

Rushing 
FtusTiing 

Frankkn  Square 

Geneva  . 

GienCovt 

Glens  Falls 

Glens  Fans 

Greenville. 

Kaziei 

Jersey  Dry  . 
Krcsson    . 

Ledgewood 

Lmden 

ManasQuan 

Maple  Sr-afle Manooro 

Mjnton Medford     . 
Milivilie    . 

Momstown 

Momstown 
Mt  Hcnty 

Newjfk 

Se¥.i« 
SewV^urKjia-io 
Newtoa 
No  PiainfieW 
Oakland     , 
Parartms . . 
Park  Ridge 

Passaic 

The  Magic  Carpel 
The  Sherr  Co 

Penitein  Fum 

Jon  Ray  Floor  Covering  Co 
Linden  Floor  4  Carpel 

Campbell  Carpet  Company 

Carpel  Creations  by  Berard 
Saieaide  Floor  Covering 

On  s  Interiors 

The  Decorator 

   Tma  Lynn  Decorators Miiiei  t  Carpet 

Wells  Rug  Senrtce 

Fabnc  Center 
Ats  Carpet 

Mack  Floor  Covering 

Faber  Bros 

Interiors  Unlimited 

Harty  s  Floor  Covering 
Faber  Bros 

Classic  Carpet 
OieOlsenCo 

I  Packer  4  Co 

Maspeti 

Passaic  Progreuive  Floor  Covering  Co 

Penf^r>gton  interior  Application  Ik 
Penrtsauken  Wilton  Carpet  Co 

Perth  Amboy  Stale  Floot  Covering 

Massapeq^ 

Mtfdiebu'gh 

Mifieota 

MontgorT>ery 

Ml  Verrton    , , 
Newt>urgh 

New  VDrk  City 
NewlbrkCrty 

No  Syracuse 

Nonmch 
Oneonta 

OionePark Peekskrii, 
Peiriam 
PlattstKjrgh 

Port  Washington 
Poygfikeepse 

PovghkeepSic 
Poughkeeps« 

Poughkeepsie 
Poogt»keeps*e 
Renssetaer 

R«}gewood 
RjverTtead 

Chateaugay  Roors Aladdin  Carpet 

American  Carpel  Warehouse 
HironsLilelime  Plastics 

Cooperslown  Colour  Center 

Coram  Rug 

Manna  Carpel 

Ytnces  Roor  Covering 

W  M  Marvin  s  Sons  Inc 

teviti  Classic  House  Gallery 
interslale  Broadloom 

Par  Roors 

G  Fried  Carpetland 

MitlGusen  FiopiCo*  Center 

Baers  Rug  4  Linoleum 
Geneva  Warehouse  Sales 

G  Fried  Co 

Glens  Falls  Carpel  Center 
Northway  Roors  IK 
Rch  s  Floor  Covenng 

Johnson  s  Decorating  Center Ithaca  Floor  Covenng 

Preveniano  Floor  Covenng 

Colonial  Ciry  Carpel 

Custom  Floors 

Sabions 

Carpels  Wholesale 

Long  Island  Lmoleum  4  Co 

-  ..-.,  '     .  C4S  Floor  Co. e'^ng -  -..-■-■  Elegant  Carpel  Co 

-  -^  DeAngelTS  Furniture  Inc 

-  -  -  Interiors  by  Design  ine 

G  Fned 

Custom  Floors 
Sybeiie  Carxt  Co 

Rxkland  Carpet  Marl 
Richmond  Carpel 

^  ,-L:r-  The  Roor  Store  o'  Syotsei 

S><a:js«  Onondaga  Discouni  Carpel 
T-;,  DtviS  Floor  Covering 

T;,  OevaneslK 

T:)  Ken  Feiden  Home  Fumahings 
.^ra'  0  Connor  Tile  and  Carpet 

■.•tits'ti^qii  fi'  s  J6V  Rug  Outlel 

A;'»:t  Wheeler  Floor  Covering 

'.V  S*-evJ  Transit  Carpels  Inc 

.N.-'>::o;f  Carpel  Bam 

NORTH  CAROLINA 

Auii^e'  Aulander  Fumiihmg  Co 
Ai.VN^-C  Atbeboro  Carpet  4  Supply 

3-c;ei:"  Hameys  Carpetiand 

C'^a''Ote  Mecklenburg  furr.  Ture  Shop 

&>cs::'0  Master  Carpel  4  mienors 
G^?*ts:x;rD       MoBoeti  Carpets  4  Draperies 

.iCkicrr,-\l<  Pete  McMillan  fum   Co 

FUieign  Carpel  Jobbers  Inc 

Ken  s  Carpel  Center Harolds  Carpel  Shop 

Carolina  Carpet  Co 

Gordon  Fum  Co 

Old  Town  Carpel  Center 

NORTH  DAKOTA 
Bis-naixk  Al  s  Floor  Covenng 

Mtfio;  Sebbysinc 

OHIO 

Anr««rp  Schaeier  Carpel  4  Decorating 

A-chftoW  Leminger  Floor  Covering 

Ashland  Thiei  s  Interiors 

Bowing  Greei  Wilnorman  Carpel  House  inc 
3'K)«  Park  Century  Roor  Covering 

Brjnsw-ick  B41  Carpel 

[>ei:a  Dunbar  Floor  Covenng 

Eas;.;ii>e  KoeiiischKarpetCo. 

Gaiii:-u^f.s  Empire  Furniture  Co 

G'ee^.iHf  Hotlhouse  Furniture 

Wansre:!  Roorcrafl •:i  Etfwin  Maurer  Co 

Koellisch  Karpel  Co 

Warner  s  Floor  Covering 

f  ManfinSommer 

Decorators,  inc. 

Carpeiena 
Maiiievtch Marshall  Carpel  Company 

Soulhwesi  Roor  Covering Accenl  StKippe 

Maibach  s  Home  Furnishings 

Future  Carpet  4  Tile  Co     Ik 

Hupnch  Roo'  Covering 

Puftenberger  Root  Coverings 

To  lor  Haven Ohio  intlallation 

Firelsnds  Roors.  IK Chilcotet 

Firestone  and  Sons  Carpel  Co. 

Carpel  aastic 
;  j   Leviti  Clastic  House  Gallery 

Russell  s  Ik 

PiasliK  4  Owens.  Ik 

Boscov  s  Department  Stotet Shenk  s  Roor  Covenngi 

Mchaei  s  Rugs  4  Carpets 

J-;  Esiis4Sont 
Admiral  Carpets 

V4  0  Carpel  Sales  4  Sentce 
Gerand  Enterpntet  IK 

Warehouse  Carpel  Dittnbulors 

Carpet  Man 
Colonial  Floor  Covering 

M.Gressman  Furniture 

4  Carpels 

Wooarians    . . 

New  Brauhtds 
Odessa 

Odessa 

PfCOS 

R'cnarjsoi 

San  Anton* 

Nu  R09e\  lie 

'jo':itieid  Cent 

Norwalk Onawj 

R  CM-norV)  His 

Se^en  Hi'iis 

Stf'iiTq 

SirCrcs^'I.e 

Su5^'C'ef^ 

Tirt." 

Ptbiadeiphia 

PertsteinFum 

Ptuiadeipha 

Robert  Brvce  Carpet Phdaddptui Standard  Rug  Co 

Pt»ns 

Tyft-Tei  Carpet 

Ponsiown 

Carpel  Land  ik 

Ponsviue 

Boscov  s  Department  Stores 
Hon  Carpet  Centers Reading  ., 

Boscov  i  Department  Stores  - 
East,  North.  West 

Reading 

Matthew  Amorps  Decorating 
Reedsvme 

BohnFuraiture.lnc 
SchuyiUI  Haven                         Carpet  M  an SUtingion 

T  Kenis Floor Corenngs 
Souttwripton Ken  Greenwood  Furniture 

Spnnghouse Maple  Glen  Tile  4 Linoleum  Ik 
Sprirtghouse 

Tarther  Intenors 
Warmmster 

County  Lme  Custom Intenors  Inc 
Bill  Kroeger  s  Carpet Warmmstcr 

WtstRexlirig M  C  Kreithers  Carpet 

Shoppe 

Willow  Grove 

Benders  Floor  Covenng 
Woodlyn 

Carmen  s  Carpet  Center 

>Urt 

Lcppo  Carpet  Center 

Vc-k 

Joseph  Sayah  s  Carpet  Center 
RHODE  ISLAND Ps*'.>er 

ifown  s  Roor  Covenng  Co,  Ik 

S.3'?-..    1- 

Northern  H  1  Carpet 

SOUTH  CAROLINA 
Chafeston 

Utseys 

Co(u-nB.a Colony  House  Fum  Co 

Flc-encc 

Florence  Carpel  4  Tile 

Greem-ilie 
Maytieid's.  )k 

Sumrer 
Rtckaid  Floor  Covenng 

SOUTH  DAKOTA 

P.eTe 

Klocker  Forailwre 
TENNESSEE 

CiarV^v  ill* 

Smith  Altop  Pami  4  Wallpaper 

C'cssvi  e    Ritnnan  Carpel  4  Floor  Covenng 

Go«!Wls\iiie 

Reeds  Decorating  Center 

Kmgspon 

Oeels  Roor  Covenng 

Knomlle 

The  Carpet  Shop 

Nashville 
Buddy  Allen  Roor 
Covenng  Co  ,  toe 

NasTtviiie 
Carter  Floor  Covenog 

Nashville 

Nashville  Carpel  Center  Ik 

Reynolds  Fumiturt 

4  AppliaKt 

Carpets  4  Inlenon 
byRhoadt Cassteveni  Furniture  Co Tte  Old  Carpet  Shop 

Lambnght  Floor  Ik Pecoi  Furniture  Co 
Economy  Carpets 

el  R  ichardsoa 
Roor  Covering  Shop 

Carpel  4  interior 
Design  Meat 

Design  Carpels  4  M. ,  Ik South  Houston  Higgia  ieOUffl  Floeriag  Co. 

l/vaide     .    .  HkHFanitore 
v.rtD'ij  Chetnick  FuniRvn  Co 

v  !^;',i  Hpflie  laterWrs 

VERMONT 

E-  ;^-'  Bard  Home  Decorating  Center 
^:.-  B.  '  ■Q'0'<  Carpel  Cenier 

VIRGINIA 

if>j->:-  )  Alittalc  Building  4 

Carpet  Supplies  Ik :;<eti^:'  i  Deconlnre  Rugs,  Ik 

i.tn~:  Decorator  Rug  and  Carpet,  Ik 
1^  ;^ .  ̂   Early  s  Carpel  Sales  4  ScrvKe 

is"  a":  Taylored  Floors 

A.S-  a^:  Tommy  s  Carpel  Roor  Fashions 
C-r  ;"?■;.  *  Custom  Home  Fnmnhings 

\-    ~<.    '  Carpeliand  Corp 

:o:-ii  "f  ;"^  Kitgo-KambounanCarpet 
Crc-dH. -'^  MikeW'ikersonol 

Colonial  Heigms 

Danvitte  Tompkms  Furniture  Ik 

Fredericksburg  Carolina  Fumiture  Gallencs 

Fredencksburg  Carver  s  Floor  Service  Ik 
Fredencksburg  Heder«-W«y  Carpet 

Servicttoc. Hopewell  The  LawMwn  Shop 

Mec^amcsvllle         UpicsnbBres  LimMr 
4  HoaioCMlH 

Mt  Jacksor^  Etttp's  UpMtslartog  aad  Carpel 
NewportNews  Carpel  Gallery  1 lalBriers.toc 

Newpon  News  Scant  Carpal  Ctaier 
Nortoik  SceOs  Carpel  Ccator 

Portsmouth  Charry  Rug  Oe 

Ricnmond  Capitol  Floars  4  Daceraliag.  toe 

RiChmorx]    Carpel  CoTMf  el  Rictonoad.  toe 

RchrrvorK: 

RicJvnorx] 
Richmofx] 

RicnrTx>fia 

RicfMTiona 

Suunion 

Wilkamsburg 

Wttvr^sburg 

Woodbr«lge VKxMbndge 

Woodbrdge 

WASHINGTON 

CanfractTile Jeters  Carpets  toe 

Jotoisoo't  Carpet  CeMer 
Spry  t  Carpel  4  Wallpaper 

Win-Liid  Carpeu 

laiiey  Carpet  Fashions 
Carolina  Fomttura Colonial  Carpelt 

Carpel  world 

Diiles  Carpal  Sales 
Shaw  t  Carpels  toe 

wtsnai OKLAHOMA 

n--.giishe' 

C»:.ariorrLa  C^ty 

OREGON 
Ashland 

S*od 

Madras 

M:Mniville 

McCuHrSctiwar? Furniture  4  Carpel 

Bill  Stone  Carpets 

Roors 

Fred  t  Carpel  Center 

Anthony  s  Carpet  oi  Genseli 
Luresa  Carpel  IK 

Westchester  Floor  Covenng 
Melio  Carpets 

Ave    C    Roor Covenng 

Carpet  LoR Carpel  Gallery 

H4millon  House  ol  Norwich 

Bresees 

Liberty  Carpel  Eichange 

Rug  Bamor  Ekacon Gordon  Floor  Covering 

wood  s  Roor  Covering  Ik 

Anthony  s  World  ol  Floors 

The  Carpet  Peddler 

ClBisic  inlenort Milanese  Carpet 

Miceili  Carpel 

MM  Hudson  Roor  4  Wall 
Hudson  Rivtr  Carpet Dorter  Rug  Shop 

Manna  Carpel 

Fathion  Roort 

Dick's  Linoleum  4  Tiie  Ik 
Wes  Floor  Covering 

Rice  Fumiiure  and  Appliance 

Mitnsut'e  Ron  s  Carpetiand 

Pclj-J  A  £  Joseph  Carpett 

Po-tiand  Bennen  4  Wilhami 

Pcrtia-«  Fottir  Rd  Carpets 

Pontand  K4Llntenoa 

Portland  Pam  t  Carpets  4  Drapes 

Redmor^t  Tnpit  R  Carpeting 

Sf>emoofl  Newberg  mienon  ik 

"'1)310  Olson  Home  Decorating  4 

Design  Cenier PENNSYLVANIA Bf-.'-'t^e'-'  Anthony  s  Floor  4  Wall 

B'  it:  Ones 

BrootM.fi  Alaianders 

Co'-iar  FloorWOrM 

C:"lna^J-l  Thrin  Fumibire  Mart 
Dii^xfs.'i-r  LanditC  Jones  Flooi  Covenngt 

C^r.e  v\«'  Bucks  County  Ftooa 
t  -  -"aus  Royal  Furniture  Co 

li-::.i  Advance  Floor  CoveriAg  ik 
iti:-'f>  't  FW  Jehnioa  Carpel  Carp, 
f:--.ii:-         Harold  Taylor  t  Carpet  Caraar 

fj't'<-:t  Jules  ttaact  Funtton  lac, 

Hjiri^^'Q  Dauphin  Tile  Co, 
*^r'it.'i  EssistSons 

TEXAS 
Akce  Alice  Roor  Covenng 

Alpine  Alpine  Fumihire  Co 
Atvtn  Ahrin  Decorating  4  Floors 

Argttton  J  4  J  Floor  Co 
Austin  American  Roors 

Austin  LKk  t 

Beaumont       Bel  lard  t  Drapery  4  Carpel  Ik 

Beaumont  Carpetiand  ol  Beaumont 

Brownsville  Star  Furniture  Center 

Ctiannelvtfw  Terry  Roors  ik 

Cisco  .     Aostln's  Furniture  Company 

Dear  Lake  CiTy  Lewis  Carpets 

Corpus  Dnst)    Lacks 
Oaffurt    Mcllroy  t 

Dallas      Columbia  Carpets 

Dallas     Design  Gallery.  Ik 

Daflas  .  Larry  s  Carpel 

Daflas  Levtti  ClauK  House  Gallery 

DelRio  Ricfcs  Fiiralture  Co 

Ft  Wbrth     -  Blackmon  Meomig  Co 

Ft  Wbnh  ..  -    -  KarolKins 
Ft  Wbfth    Monnigs 

Ft  WOnh   Trice  Floor  Covering 

Freepon  ...  .  B4B  Carpet  Paiace 

Gatveslon  Ptantowtky  t  FwnKure 

Harhiigen    , .  Star  Fumiiure  Center 
Houston     . .  Black  t  Carnage  Hoou 

Houston  Cargiil  t  Carpel  Cenier 
Houston,  Simmons  Carpel  Co 

Ki^  Trxi  Floor  Covenng 

KeriTUi     J,iJ.Electronics-F«milurt-Carpels 
Kerrv^ie  Fawcet:  inl  4  Home  Fan 

KAecn  Aladdin  House  Furniture 

Lake  Jackson        Custom  Carpel  4  Floor  Co 

Lubbock  ,  Highland  inlenora 
McAJIcn  CarpetroAKS 

MNlland  Clyde  Green  Carpett 

Aben3f?n OesMones KtnncmOi. 

Lynden 

Lynnwood 

Mount  Vemo^ OakKirtw 

Carpel  Havsa  interiors  kK 
Nick  s  Home  Famtsktags 

EC  Miller  Co 

SvanStona.tac Rnapp  aad  Kaapp 

■iltor  s  toleften 

Walt  Hovgcn  Carpet  Coaler 

Ptflaii 

Carpel  I  toe 

CiayMrMs 

SeaiTte Seattle 

Seou«Ti 

Tacomi 
Fradanck  1  Nalwa 

Ham  inaa  Carpet  Caaipaay  toe 

Jaa  H  tlacfe  MMnors 

LJkewpod  Ftoors  toe 
SchoeatoWstoc Slaughter  t  Heme  Famtshiogs 

StobMf  ttoc Sevttigato  Floor  C*««nng 

Nabivao  Faraftn 
Llay4  s  Ftoor  Cavariag 

WASHINGTON.D.C. 

rt-jyi.'^ST^i  0  i 

0««*a4M  R«is.  Ik 

WISCONSIN 

-JlXJOuDi- 

Datl|>v< GTtfT.Rl, ScUM>  t  SekaucWf 

Hjrrjf.i 

kn«  1  CKtil  S>e> 

JiT«.il  f 
Sr.m>  CirftI  t  Mtncn 

KJU-J'J^J 

n4T  now  Irttn 
MfTjiN 

KtaNMtf  Mtnon 

U'rmtL»ft 

••fniMOfta 

Miyi'Sf 
n<  Dtapify  Wau 

Oyi»Di.'' 

k  r  Otmnttv  U    w 

Sv&0);j- 

MiMl  PiM  Sm  IK 

W*S!3fXl winei  t  «i  vnst  iMi 

W.4C0-1..^  L^*  A 

tu>r,*in»q* Ca>K>S«WM 

WYOMING 

ClSK- 

PljiHt  Fsnillii^C* 

ft 



PERSONAL  C^A  L  E  S 

Haven't  you  often  wished  for  a 
personal  scale  with  the  accuracy 

and  reliability  you'd  expect  from  a 
precision  instrument?  It's  here! New  design  and  manufacturing 
modifications  have  made  possible 
a  complete  line  of  Borg  Personal 
Scales  accurate  within  1  lb. 

Reliability,  accuracy  and  a  com- 
plete selection  of  styles  and  colors 

too.  Why,  it's  amost  too  much  to ask  from  a  scale  that  only  costs  a 
little  more  than  an  ordinary  scale. 
At  fine  stores  everywhere,  or  for 
the  store  nearest  you,  write: 

Borg-Erickson  Corporation 
1133  N    Kilbourn  Ave 

Chicago.  Illinois  60651 
Dept.  HG 

SUPPORT 

UNITED 
CEREBRAL 
PALSY 

Kid  Stuff 
v..^ 

f 

games  •  health  •  education  •  psychology  •  the  arts  •  books  -TV 
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Dr.  Brazehon  and  a  youuii  patient 
enjoy  their  meeting  in  his  office. 

Dr.  T.  Berry  Brazelton,  pedia- 
trician and  author  for  the  thinking 

parent,  has  a  new  book  coming  out 

in  July — Doctor  and  Child  (Dela- 
corte  Press/ Seymour  Lawrence, 

SIO).  His  subject  is  the  three-sided 
relationship  between  child,  pedia- 

trician, and  parent. 
Dr.  Brazelton.  who  has  four  chil- 

dren of  his  own,  combines  a  busy 

private  practice  as  a  pediatrician 
with  teaching  child  development 
at  Harvard  Medical  School.  A 

specialist  in  the  developmental 
nature  of  children,  his  research  on 

infant  behavior  and  mother-infant 
interaction  has  been  supported  by 

the  prestigious  Robert  Wood  John- 
son Foundation.  Through  his  com- 

bination of  activities.  Dr.  Brazel- 
ton"s  research  is  translated  into 
practical  ideas  that  can  be  used 
in  daily  relationships  with  children, 
particularly  in  understanding  how 
children  change  with  each  develop- 

mental stage  they  go  through. 
In  an  interview,  Dr.  Brazelton 

explained  that  Doctor  and  Child 
is  intended  to  help  parents  under- 

stand that  important  events  in  a 

child's  life  look  different  from  each 

participant's  point  of  view.  What 
does  his  crying  mean?  What  does  it 
mean  to  a  child  to  be  in  a  hospital? 
What  does  it  mean  to  the  parent? 
To  the  pediatrician?  What  is  the 
depth  and  intensity  of  feeling  of 

each  person?  'T  have  tried  to  set  up 
an  understanding  of  what  these 
problems  mean  to  each  participant 

so  parents  will  have  more  knowl- 
edge and  therefore  more  security 

in  making  their  own  decisions." Doctor  and  Child  tells  you  how 

to  prepare  your  child  for  a  visit 

to  the  doctor  so  he  will  be  less 

frightened,  using  different  ap- 

proaches according  to  the  child's age.  It  helps  parents  cope  more 
effectively  with  sibling  rivalry, 

children's  TV,  qnd  children  who 
can't  sit  still.  There  are  practical 
suggestions  for  handling  poten- 

tially tense  emotional  situations. 
Dr.  Brazelton's  research  has 

clarified  aspects  of  infant  person- 

ality. Babies  are  not  "blobs,'-'  wait- ing for  the  world  to  happen  to 

them.  "You  can  identify  their 
personality  traits.  An  infant  has  his 
own  strength,  and  interacts  with  his 
environment.  Babies  show  a  re- 

sistance to  being  pushed  into  habits 
that  are  not  sympathetic  to  their 

own  style." 
"The  intense  baby  overreacts 

and  is  apt  to  have  colic.  He  or  she 
drives  its  parents  up  the  wall:  the 

parents  feel  guilty  about  their  reac- 
tion. They  must  learn  to  give  up 

on  keeping  the  baby  quiet,  and 
help  it  learn  to  calm  itself.  The 

quiet  baby  is  sensitive  and  watch- 
ful: parents  can  get  the  feeling 

that  everything  they  are  doir\g  is 

wrong.  These  are  the  two  ends  of 

the  spectrum  in  babies'  personal- ities. What  is  the  usefulness  of 

these  insights  to  parents?  They  can 

stop  feeling  guilty  about  them- 
selves, and  accept  the  infant  for 

what  it  is." 
Dr.  Brazelton's  research  is 

aimed  at  uncovering  what  an 

infant  is  actually  like,  and  at  train- 
ing doctors  to  look  at  infants  ac- 

curately. This  work  resulted  in  his 
Neonatal  Behavior  Scale,  a  scale  of 

newborn  behavior  that  helps  pedia- 

tricians project  the  basic  person- 
ality traits  of  an  infant  as  young 

as  7  day  old,  and  how  he/she  will 
interact  with  the  environment. 

Turning  to  other  concerns  as 
a  pediatrician,  Dr.  Brazelton  said, 
"Society's   view   of   children   has 

changed.    Nobody    worries    muJ 
about    thumb-sucking    or    toik| 
training  anymore.  However,  I  c 
worried    because    present    tretii 
make  it  difficult  for  parents  to  tak 
children     as     seriously     as     tht| 
should.   As  women   search   for 

new  role — and  I  am  all  for  it- 
their  role  with  children   is  beini 

ignored." 

He  spoke  about  the  mountinl 
pressures  on  young  parents,  whic 
translate  into  mounting  prcssuri. 
on  children.  One  of  the  most  in 

portant  of  these  is  the  intens 
pressure  for  children  to  excel  i 
cognitive  or  intellectual  learning 

"Cognitive  learning  don>inates  ev 

erybody's  thinking  about  childrer 
and  this  gives  children  problems. 

"Our  society  doesn't  know  wha 
it  is  bringing  up  children  for. 

says  Dr.  Brazelton.  "We  seem  t( think  that  cognitive  learning  is  th 
most  important  type  of  learning  ii 
a  child's  life.  "  Our  society  provide 
considerable  early  stimulation  o 
children,  with  emphasis  on  learn 
ing  such  things  as  numbers,  facts 
shapes,  the  alphabet,  and  colors 
for  example.  However,  he  say 
such  learning  has  limited  interna 
rewards  for  a  young  child. 

According  to  Dr.  Brazelton.  par 
ents  and  society  should  recogniz« 
that  children  need  more  affectivi 

learning,  learning  about  feelings 

They  need  activities  which  enrich 
their  emotional  lives — to  find  jo\ 
in  responding  to  their  individual 
talents,  to  find  security  in  learning 

how  to  cope  with  their  friends 

their  groups,  and  their  own  prob- 
lems. "Cognitive  learning  is  such 

a  sparse  model  in  terms  of  a  child's internal  value  system  that  over- 
emphasis on  it  can  lead  to  an  im- 

poverishment of  childhood." A  different  pressure  on  young 

parents  is  the  lack  of  other  fam- Continucd  on  page  56 
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T'time 
Reminiscent    of    the    Pet    Rock 

mania,  the  Pet  T  Shirt  comes  in  its 
own  cardboard  carrying  case.  In 

a  modish  tie-dyed  sky  blue  with 
navy  lettering,  it  will  please  boys 

or    girls    in    the    6-to- 12-year-old 

age    group    (a    large    12-year-old wouldn't  fit,  however).   In  small, 

medium,  and  large,  S6  at  Bloom- 
ingdale's   (Dept.  466,    100  Third 
Avenue,  New  York,  N.Y.  10022) 
and    the    May    Co.    (801    South 
Broadway,     Los     Angeles.     Cal. 90014). 
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Happiness  is 
**Dancing  In  Tiie  Daisies 

A  new  Determined  Productions' 
blanket  fashion  by  Chatham  that's  as timeless  as  it  is  timely,  combining  beauty 
and  budget  in  a  celebration  of  the 
simplejoys  of  living. 

A  bright,  warm  blanket  of  100%  poly- 
esterfiber,  bound  in  nylon  for  convenient 
machine  washing  and  drying. 

"Dancing  In  The  Daisies". 

You  can  see  it  with  Chatham's  line  of 
blanketfashions.  At  your  favorite 
store  wherever  you  shop  for  value. 
Or  write  for  the  name  of  your  nearest 
dealer  to  Chatham  Mfg.  Co.,  Dept.  HG 
111  W.  40th  St.,  New  York,  N.Y.  10018. 

Another  Determined  Production 

C^^hatham 
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Give  a  whole  new  look 
to  your  new  address. 
With  the  Thomasville 

"Homemaker's  Guide'.' 

The  Thomasville  " Homemaker's 
Guide  '  is  packed  with  230  colorful  idea- 

filled  pages  on 
buying  and 
decorat  i  n  g 

with  fine  furni- 
ture. It  pro- 

vijjes  you  with 
helpful  and 

practical  ad- 
vice and  hun- 

dreds of  photo- 
graphs  that 
are  sure  to  in- """  "  spire  just  as 

many  creative  ideas.  Ideas  that  will  set 
your  new  home  apart  and  make  it  look 
like  it  couldn  t  belong  to  anyone  else. 

There  are  sections  on  how  to  create 
a  mood  with  color . . .  how  to  make  space 
planning  work  .  .  .  how  to  choose  the 
styles  that  are  just  right  for  you  .  .  .  how 
to  recognize  fine  craftsmanship  .  .  and 
many,  many  more  exciting  and  informa- 

tive ways  to  express  yourself.  The 

Thomasville  "Homemaker  s  Guide  is  an 
adventure  in  decorating. 

r Thomasville  Furniture 
Dept    HG-476 Thomasville.  NC  27360 

Please  send  me   copies  of  your 
exciting  new  Homemaker  s  Guide  I 
enclose  S3  for  each  copy  Also,  send 
the  names  of  the  Thomasville  dealers 
nearest  my  home.  New  home  address 
enclosed. 
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A  great  American  idea Celebrating  the  Bicentenni. 

Great  camping  in 
Nortli  America 
Some  of  the  choicest  spots,  from  the  tranquil  rivers 
of  Quebec  to  the  beaches  of  the  Gulf  of  Mexico  By  Richard  W.  Lango 

A  t  Strawberry  Fields  in  Jamaica,  platform  tents  adjoin  the  beach 

editor's  note:  Richard  VV.  Langer 
is  the  author  of  The  Joy  of  Camp- 

ing: Hie  Complete  Four-Seasons, 
Five-Senses  Practical  Guide  to  En- 

joying the  Great  Outdoors  (il'ith- 
out  Destroying  It)  [Saturday  Re- 
\  iew  Press]. 

Of  all  the  ways  of  getting  away 
irom  it  all.  none  can  compare  with 

camping.  Touring  the  great  mu- 
seums of  Europe  is  certainly  edify- 

ing— but  it  can  also  be  exhausting. 
One  returns  from  vacation,  as  the 

old  saying  goes,  in  need  of  a  vaca- 
tion. Camping,  on  the  other  hand, 

truly  refreshes  body  and  spirit. 

If  you've  never  camped  before, 
consider  renting  equipment,  rather 

than  buying.  Many  camping-gear 
stores  not  only  rent,  but  have  a 
purchase  option  as  well.  Although 
rental  equipment  is  not  always  in 

its  prime,  having  had  rather  stren- 
uous use,  it's  an  economical  way 

of  getting  your  feet  wet  and  dis- 
covering whether  or  not  camping 

is  for  you  and  your  family. 

Speaking  of  economy,  some- 

thing on  most  people's  minds  these 
days,  although  camping  equipment 

might  at  first  glance  seem  expen- 
sive, it's  the  best  vacation  buy 

around.  For  the  same  price  you'd 
pay  for  staying  at  a  reasonably 
good  resort  establishment  for  a 

week,  you  can  equip  a  whole  fam- 

ily to  the  teeth.  Your  second  year's 
"summer  cottage"  is  free,  and  most 
good  equipment  has  a  usable  life 
of  at  least  ten  years. 

Also,  you'll  soon  discover  that 
the  mini-vacation  of  a  three -day- 
weekend  camping  trip,  or  even  an 
o\ernighter.  sometimes  can  do  as 
much  to  rejuvenate  your  spirits  as 

two  weeks.  Once  )ou're  a  con- 
firmed camper,  almost  any  nice 

u  eekend  becomes  an  excuse  for  an 
excursion. 

Children  probably  take  to 
camping  better  than  to  almost  any 
other    form    of    vacation.    From 

camping  with  my  own  children, 
starting  when  they  were  a  year  old, 

and  from  experiences  as  a  volun- 
teer at  a  Bo\s'  Club  of  America 

camp  for  inner-city  \oungsters. 
I've  found  that  out  in  the  wilds 
children  are  never  bored.  The  cru- 

cial thing  to  remember  is  that  the 

world  is  not  the  same  when  you're 3  feet  tall.  Vistas  of  Grand  Can- 

yon can't  compete  with  walking 
along  a  log  carefully  balancing  in 
order  not  to  fall  over  its  6-inch 

precipice,  nor  can  the  wide  Mis- 
souri compete  with  a  trickling 

creek  that  can  be  dammed  using 
sticks  and  stones.  Take  along  a 
few  nature  guides,  such  as  the 

Peterson  series,  and  maps  and  bro- 
chures on  the  area,  to  answer  the 

unanswerable  questions  of  the 
\ounger  set. 

Although  children  are  welcome 
at  all  the  campgrounds  I  know  of. 
pets  rarely  are.  .A  family  dog  or 
cat  simply  does  not  take  well  to  the 
wilds — or  else  takes  too  well. 

Spending  the  days  chasing  a  rover 
through  the  forest  is  not  much  fun. 

It  seems  impossible  to  cover 
even  a  sampling  of  the  great  places 
to  camp  in  North  .America.  So  the 
following,  in  rando.m  order,  were 
chosen  to  give  a  cross-section  of 
the  worlds  open  to  an  outdoor  va- 

cationer. Be  sure  to  find  out  if 
reservations  are  necessary. 

Northern  lakes 
.Among  the  lo\ers  oi  the  out- 

doors there  are  mountain  folk, 

desert  folk,  prairie  and  coastal 

folk.  Although  there's  a  bit  of 
them  all  in  my  wife  Susan  and  my- 

self, it's  probably  mountain  camjv 
ing  we  find  the  most  exhilarating. 

Close  to  perfection  in  this  cate- 
gory" are  Glacier  National  Park,  in 

northwestern  Montana,  and,  ad- 
joining it  on  the  flip  side  of  the 

Canadian  border.  ̂ ^  aterton  Lakes 

National  Park.  Straddling  the  Co  : 

tinental  Divide,  these  million-pl 
acres  of  rugged,  angular  men 
tains,  evergreen  forests,  and  froz 
glacial  rivers  are  studded  with  hu 
dreds  of  gemlike  lakes,  leadi; , 
early  explorers  to  christen  the  an 
"The  Crown  of  the  Continent." 

There  are  over  a  thousand 
of  trails,  suitable  for  every  ty 

hike,  from  an  easy  walk  of  a 

hours  along  "self-guiding  na 
trails"  to  overnight  or  longer  wi 
derings  into  remote  wildemi 
The  plant  and  animal  life  at  Gl 

cier.  the  only  area  of  high-moi 
tain  subarctic  climate  in 

United  States,  is  unique.  Mooi 
elk,  deer,  bighorn  sheep,  and  blad 
bears  abound,  as  do  mountai 

goats.  Not  really  goats  at  all.  the 
animals  are  related  to  the  chamo? 

antelope  of  the  European  .Mp' 
They  are  capable  of  climbing  wha 
appear  to  be  sheer,  perfectly  verti 
cal  clitTs.  Take  binoculars,  or  eve 

a  telescope,  if  you  want  to  see  ther 
at  close  range. 

Drive  up  Glacier's  Going-to-the Sun  Road  and  you  really  feel  liki 

you're  climbing  into  a  celestial  or 
bit — if,  that  is.  the  road  is  open 
The  season  technically  is  fron 

May  30  to  October  21.  Howeve 
the  last  time  we  were  there  at  th( 

end  of  September,  the  peak  wa 
already  snowed  shut. 

In  Glacier  you  will  find  a  wid 
choice  of  accommodations,  fron 
hotels  to  cabins  to  trailer  sites  t 
some  of  the  best  of  all  places  t 

put  up  a  tent.  Activities  includ 
water  sports,  fishing,  boating 
horseback  riding,  and  mountai 
climbing.  In  summer  there  art 
campfire  programs  as  well  as  na 
ture  exhibits:  the  cross-counir\ 
skiing  in  winter  is  spectacular 

For  information,  write  to  th 

Superintendent.  Glacier  Nationa 
Park.  West  Glacier,  Mont.  59936 

Be  sure  to  request  a  copy  of  th^ 
Naturalist  Program.  Reservation 
can  be  obtained  through  Glacier 
Park.  Inc..  Glacier  Park  Lodge. 
East  Glacier  Park.  Mont.  59434 
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Caribbean 
com£orts 

Aii  ngni.  \ou  d  love  to  camp, 
but  you  really  prefer  to  sleep  on  a 

bed.  .And  you're  just  loo  worn  out 
to  lug  around  a  lot  of  camping 

equipment.  And  a  week  without 
a  babysitter  would  be  more  than 

your  frazzled  ner\es  could  handle 
Continued  on  page  40 
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mi:  The  Sealy  Postfllipfedid 
Invest  in  something  your  back  can  feel 

""     good  about  every  morning. 
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^Once  you've  slept  on  a  Sealy  Posturepedic,®  ̂ ^^*"^~ 
your  back  will  never  want  to  sleep  on  anything  else.  That's 
because  Posturepedic  is  designed  in  cooperation  with 
leading  orthopedic  surgeons  for  firmness  and  comfort  that 
last.  :^d  Posturepedic  promises  no  morning  backache 
from  sleeping  on  a  too-soft  mattress. 

Under  comforting  layers  of  surface  cushioning, 
are  patented,  scientifically  spaced  coils  for  lasting  support. 
The  torsion  bar  foundation  provides  extra  firmness. 
All  work  together  to  give  you  the  support  you  need  and 
the  comfort  you  want.        ̂ mmin 

This  means  you  can  e^l^PSealy  Posturepedic 

mornings  for  years  to  come.  That's  lasting  value,  worth investing  in. 

SEALY  POSTUREPEDIC 
The  unique  back  support  system. 
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m:<m 
llustrated  is  Sealy  Posturepedic  Royale,  $139.95*  ea.  pc,  twin  size;  $159.95*  ea.  pc,  full  size;  $379.95*  queen  size 
!-piece  set;  $549.95*  king  size  3-piece  set.  Also  available:  Sealy  Posturepedic  Imperial,  from  $119.95*  ea.  pc,  twin  size; 
iealy  Posturepedic  Premier,  from  $159.95*  ea.  pc,  twin  size.  *Suggested  retail  prices;  may  vary  in  Canada. 
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Close  to  perfection  for  mountain  camping  is  Glacier  National  Park 
in  Montana,  with  over  a  thousand  miles  of  hiking  trails 

Great  camping 
ctinunucd  fioiti  page  38 

right  now.  In  fact,  when  you  got 
down  to  it.  your  idea  of  camping 
would  be  to  arrive  at  a  site  with  a 

tent  already  up,  where  you  could 
ihrow  your  baggage  on  the  bed, 
change  inlo  a  bathing  suit,  and 
flop  down  beneath  some  palms  on 
a  tropical  beach  with  a  cool  beer 
or  a  bowl  of  fresh-picked  papayas, 
mangoes,  and  coconuts.  Well,  you 
are  not  alone. 

Taking  advantage  of  this  desire, 
some  enterprising  souls  have 

opened  a  private  20-acre  pre-set- 
up  campground  in  Jamaica.  Lo- 

cated on  the  island's  north  coast 
roughly  halfway  between  Ocho 
Rios  and  Port  Antoine.  Strawberry 

Fields  is  probably  tent-camping  at 
its  least  primitive.  Platform- 
mounted  tents  near  a  fine  beach 
contain  full-sized  beds  with  linens, 
and  shelves  for  belongings.  Next  to 

each  tent  is  a  bamboo  island-style 
lean-to  that  serves  as  your  private 
kitchen.  There  you  will  find  a  two- 
burner  bottled-gas  stove,  ice  chest, 
lantern,  etc.  The  camp  store  sells 
all  the  necessary  provisions,  and  if 
you  go  into  town,  there  is  a  good 
selection  of  local   food,  includinc 

lobster.  You  can  dispense  with 
cooking  altogether,  if  you  want, 
since  there  is  a  camp  restaurant 
open  for  all  meals  and  a  bar. 

Babysitting  can  be  arranged.  If, 
after  the  first  week  of  lolling 
around,  you  become  more  activity 
oriented,  excursions  are  available. 

There  are  trips  to  the  Blue  Moun- 
tains and  the  Botanical  Gardens, 

boat  trips  in  dugout  canoes,  and 
hiking  to  hidden  jungle  waterfalls. 

With  modern  toilets  and  hot 
showers  down  the  lane,  but  no 
electricity,  air  conditioning,  or 

telephones.  Strawberry  Fields  of- 
fers most  of  the  creature  comforts 

in  a  camping  environment  at  the 
rate  of  S 140  a  week  for  a  family  of 
four.  You  can  go  any  time  of  the 
year,  but  March,  April,  July,  and 
August  are  the  warmest  months; 
September  and  October  usually  the 
least  crowded.  For  information, 
contact  Caribbean  Campgrounds, 
54  West  56th  Street.  New  York, 

N.Y.  10010,  (212)  247-4505. 

Canyon  world 
Everyone  knows  about  the 

Grand  Canyon.  But  how  about 

Bryce  Canyon?  If  the  name  is  un- 
familiar to  you.  you  have  a  camp- 

ing treat  in  store.  Bryce  Caii>oii 
National  Park,  in  southwestern 
Utah,  is  one  of  the  most  brilliantly 
colored  canyons  in  the  world.  Its 
unique  rock  sculptures,  forming 
spires,  bridges,  walls,  and  windows, 
abound  in  a  rainbow  of  colors.  It 

takes  very  little  imagination  to 
visualize  a  fairyland  of  castles, 
cathedrals,  and  temples,  or  exotic 

animals  populating  this  2-by-3- 
mile  amphitheatre. 

Not  everything  isjiiade  of  stone, 
though.  Besides  the  inevitable 
chipmunks,  live  animals  roaming 
the  canyon  include  deer,  ground 

squirrels,  marmots,  and  that  vis- 
itors" delight,  the  prairie  dog. 

The  best  overview  of  the  canyon 
is  from  Inspiration  Point,  but  to 
truly  savor  it,  descend  the  canyon 
on  foot.  Rangers  are  available  to 
guide  you.  The  best  time  to  take 
the  plunge  if  you  are  a  camera  buff 
is  early  or  late  in  the  day,  when  the 

sun  is  relatively  low  in  the  sky — 
the  sidelighting  will  amplify  the 
drama  of  your  pictures.  Also,  be 
sure  to  use  a  light  meter  to  avoid 
overexposures.  Those  pink  canyon 
walls  create  brighter  lighting  than 

you  might  expect. 
Facilities  at  Br>'ce  Canyon  range 

from  campsites  to  trailer  sites  to 

Bryce  Cdnyun's  spectacular  vistas 

cabins.  Activities  are  diverse:  hik- 
ing, horseback  riding,  and  bus 

tours,  as  well  ascampfire  programs 
and  a  museum.  Amenities  include 
showers,  post  office,  telephones, 

and  a  grocery  store.  There  are  reg- 
istered nurses  and  religious  ser- 

vices during  the  summer  season. 
Although  the  park  itself  is  open 

year-round,  no  public  accommo- 
dations are  available  in  winter.  For 

further  information,  write  to  the 

Superintendent,  Bryce  Canyon  Na- 
tional Park.  Utah  S47 1 7.  For  cabin 

reservations,  contact  Utah  Parks 
Co.,  P.O.  Box  400,  Cedar  City, 
Utah  84720. 

Continued  on  pa^e  46 

Bassett-The  beauty  is  in  the  making. 
From  the  Augusta  County  Collection.  The  elegant  styling  is 

Georgian.  The  precision  craftsmanship  is  20th  century.  To- 
gether they  inspire  a  new  era  of  richness  and  warmth  for 

your  home. 
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Available  at  selected  fine  furniture  stores  everywhere. 

For  decorating  ideas  with  Bassett  bedroom,  living  room,  din- 
ing room,  occasional  and  juvenile  furniture,  send  $1  to  Bassett 

Furniture  Industries,  Box  HG6.  Bassett,  Virginia  24055. 

Upholstered  pieces  by  Bassett  teature . 
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Will  we  love  you 
in  December 

as  we  did  in  May? 
oosing  a  new  appliance  is  not  something  you  just 

h  into  blindly.  It's  nothing  less  than  a  long-term 
nmitment.  Whirlpool  appreciates  that  fact.  And  we 

)k  you'll  be  glad  to  know  Whirlpool  makes  an  impor- 
t  commitment  to  you.  Not  just  when  you  buy  But 

g  after.  Let  us  explain. 

[uality  Controllers 
^10  nag,  nag,  nag. 

rustomer  assurance  staff 

-cts  our  products  from  early 

;:n  stages  all  the  way  to  actual    "^ 
me  use.  Demanding,  exhaustive  tests.  Anyone 

.  nirlpool  can  tell  you.  it's  not  easy  working  for  perfec- 
ts. But  it  makes  darn  good  sense  to  buy  from  them. 

warranty  dedicated  to  you. 
Some  warranties  look  like 

they're  written  only  for  lawyers. 
Not  ours.  Every  Whirlpool  letter 

warranty  is  easy  to  read,  easy 

understand  and  just  as  easy  to  use. 

ervice  \ou  can  count  on. 
hirlpool  appliances  are  designed  for  years  of  trouble- 
)e  use.  But  even  the  best  products  sometimes  need 

repairs.  That's  why 
there's  Whirlpool 

Tech-Care^  service. 

The  odds  are  that  a 

franchised  Tech- 
Care  serviceman  is 

usually  no  more  than minutes  away 

Cool-Line  for  hot  tempers. 
Toll-free  help  available  to  assist  you 

24  hours  a  day. .  .our  Cool-Line^   , 

service.  If  you  don't  believe  us-andr-      ■ 

our  research  says  you  wont-just  ̂ ^"' 
dial  800-253-1301.  In  Michigan,  800-632-2243. 

A  checkup  on  us.   if  youve  ever  contacted 
Whirlpool  for  warranty  work 

and  Tech-Care  service,  or  via 

the  Cool-Line,  don't  be 
surprised  if  you  get  a  call 

back.  Right,  we  check  up  on 

ourselves  with  random  calls.  Just  to  make  sure  you're 

satisfied  with  the  job  we're  doing. 
"Promises,  promises,"  you  say'f'  Well,  true.  But 

with  promises  it's  wise  to  consider  the  source. 
Consider  Whirlpool. 

Whirlpool 
Home  M^  Appliances 

We  believe  quality  can  be  beautiful. 
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Save  space, 

delight  kids with  bunk  bedslL^ 
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Now,  America's  outstanding  *'how-to"  publisher  introduces  a 
series  that  can  help  you  save  hundreds  of  dollars  a  year! 

LTIME 
L  FE 
BOOKS 

announces  HOME  REPAIR 
AND  IMPROVEMENT 
Get  the  introductoiy  volume 

for  FREE  15-day  trial 
With  money  as  tight  as  it  is,  who  can  af- 

ford to  spend  $15  to  replace  a  15-cent 
washer  .  .  .  $50  for  installing  a  simple  elec- 

trical outlet .  .  .  $400  for  repairing  a  water- 
damaged  ceiling!  Yet  these  prices  are  typ- 

ical of  the  outrageous  costs  of  home  re- 
pairs and  improvements  today. 

The  way  out,  of  course,  is  to  do  it  your- 
self. And  it  isn't  all  that  hard  when  you 

really  know  how.  Now  there's  a  series  that 
.s7(ou.v  you:  Time-Life  Books'  Homi  Re- pair AND  Improvement.  These  books  are 
lavishly  illustrated  with  drawings  so  clear 
they,  almost  take  you  by  the  hand  and  do 
the  job   with   you.  The   instructions   will 

TIME-LIFE  BOOKS 
Time  &  Life  Building,  Chicago,  Illinois  60611 

Yes,  I  would  like  to  examine  Space  and  Storage 
and  my  free  booklet.  The  Home  Tool  Kit.  Please 

send  them  to  me  for  15  days'  free  examination 
and  enter  my  subscription  to  the  Time-Life  Home 
Repair  and  Improvement  series.  If  I  decide  to 
keep  Space  and  Storage,  I  will  pay  $6.95  plus 
shipping  and  handling  and  The  Home  Tool  Kit  is 
mine  to  keep  at  no  extra  cost.  I  then  will  receive 
future  volumes  in  the  Time-Life  Home  Repair  and 
Improvement  series,  shipped  a  volume  at  a  time 
approximately  every  other  month  Each  volume  is 
$6.95  plus  shipping  and  handling  and  comes  on 
a  15-day  free-examination  basis.  There  is  no  min- 

imum number  of  books  that  I  must  buy,  and  I  may 
cancel  my  subscription  at  any  time  simply  by 
notifying  you.  If  1  do  not  choose  to  keep  Space 
and  Storage,  I  will  return  it  and  The  Home  Tool 
Kit  within  15  days,  my  reservation  for  future  vol- 

umes will  be  canceled,  and  I  will  not  be  under 
any  further  obligation. 

D  Mr.  CDAHR1 

D  Mrs. D  Miss   

□   Ms.  (Please  Print) 

Address   Apt   

City. 

State . 
-Zip- 

guide  you  point  by  point,  from  start  to 
finish.  And  this  guidance  is  really  author- 

itative, relayed  to  you  by  the  expert  Editors 
of  Time-Life  Books  from  specialists  in 
every  area  of  home  repair  and  improve- 
ment. 

Volume  by  volume,  the  series  will  give 
you  a  practical,  working  knowledge  of 
Paint  and  Wallpaper,  Basic  Wiring,  Plumb- 

ing, Working  with  Wood,  Masonry,  Roofs 
and  Siding,  Wcatlierproofing  and  much 

more.  You'll  have  the  know-how  you  need 
to  deal  with  virtually  every  type  of  repair 
job  that  could  come  up  in  your  home. 

You'll  know  which  to  tackle  yourself  and 
when  it  would  be  wiser  (and  cheaper,  in 
the  long  run)  to  call  in  a  pro.  As  for  home 
improvements,  the  books  will  give  you 
hundreds  of  exciting  new  ideas,  plus  the 
detailed   drawings,   lists   of  supplies   and 

tools  required,  and  instructions  you  need 
to  put  them  to  use. 

Take  a  look  at  the  introductory 
volume,  free  . . . 

Space  and  Storage  gives  you  dozens  of 
ways  to  make  the  space  you  live  in  yield 
more  room  for  things,  more  comfort  for 

people.  With  straightforward,  easy-to-fol- 
low instructions  like  these  you  don't  have 

to  be  "naturally  handy"  to  take  care  of 
most  home  repairs,  and  many  home  im- 

provements, yourself!  You'll  find  the  de- tails of  this  free-examination  offer  in  the 
order  form.  Just  mail  it  today  to  receive 
Space  and  Storage  for  15  days  (that  in- 

cludes two  full  weekends)  without  cost  or 
obligation.  If  order  form  has  already  been 
used,  write  to:  Time-Lifj;  Books,  Time  & 
Life  Building,  Chicago,  Illinois  60611. 

LOOK  AT  HOW  MUCH 
YOU  CAN  SAVE  ON  LABOR  COSTS 

Replace  a  15-cent  faucet  washer 
Repair  a  water  damaged 

bedroom  ceiling 

Install  a  simple  electrical  outlet 

Reshingle  the  garage  roof 
(Imagine  how  much  you  can  save  by 
doing  the  roof  of  your  house!) 

Lay  a  new  vinyl  floor  in  the  kitchen 

Build  an  18'  x  18'  deck 
overlooking  the  back  yard 

(Figures  are  based  on  estimates  in  metropolitan  area.  Labor 
and  material  costs  vary  by  area;  but  you  can  always  save 

when  you  do  it  yourself.) 

SAVES  15 

SAVE  $400 

SAVE$  50 

SAVE  $300 

SAVE  $200 

SAVE  $580 



•  128  pages  of  valuable 
know-how  in  each  volu 

•  Diagrams,  photos,  step- 
by-slep  instructions  gal 

•  Sturdy,  hardbound  — 
(or  long,  rough  use 

w  to  paint, 

per  and  panel 

Yours  FREE  with  SPACE  AND  STORAGE 
What  constitutes  the  well-balanced  tool  kit?  How  many  hammers  do  you 
need?  Screwdrivers?  How  to  get  longest  wear  from  saws,  files,  chisels, 
rasps?  From  key  factors  to  consider  when  buying  a  tool  to  general  tool 

maintenance  —  it's  all  covered  in  The  Home  Tool  Kit,  a  valuable 
booklet  free  with  purchase  of  Space  and  Storage. 
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Famous  Time-Life  "here's  how" 
pictures  help  you  do  jobs  right, 
from  planning  to  finish. 

Whether  you're  a  beginner  or  veteran  handyman,  crystal-clear  text, 
drawings,  charts,  color-coded  diagrams  help  develop  or  enlarge  skills. 

You'll  be  surprised  at  how  "tough"  Jobs  are  made  easy. 

More  uncioni BuWwoofTis 
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Know-how  you  need  to  tackle 
remodeling  jobs  in  any  area 
of  the  house. 



T  IT, 

.  ;,c;  uiny  grOUt  WJth 

silicone  water  resist- 
ance and  staying 

power.  Works  easily 
right  from  the  can, 
dries  hard,  stubbornly 
resists  staining, 
mildew,  moisture  for 
years.  Ideal  for  all 
ceramic  and  mosaic 
tiles. 

silicon^ 
sea\M 
wamm^ 

CAULK  IT, 
FORGET  IT. 
For  asilicone-sure 
waterproof  seal 
around  tub,  shower, 

sink.  Won't  crack, 
shrink  or  peel. 
Stays  white,  stays 
flexible,  stays 
mildew-resistant  so 
well  it  carries  a 
10  year  warranty. 
Available  in 
3-oz.  tubes,  7-oz. 
mini-caulkers 

and  10.67-oz. 
cartridges. 

^^^, 
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GENERAL ELECTRIC 

New  16-page  book  on 
''Window  &  Door  IDEAS"  for 

traditional  and  contemporary  homes. 

Av 

FREE! 
guide  to  differ- 

ent window  types, 
and  how  each 
works.  Distinctive 

examples  of  compat- 
ible architectural  and 

window  styles.  A  section  on 
what  to  consider  in  window 

placement.  And  the  full 
story  on  Pella  Products. 
How  they  can  eliminate 
screen  and  storm  chores. 

How  you  can  reduce  main- 
tenance and  fuel  costs. 

And  a  number  of  other 

things  you  might  like  to 

look  into.  It's  fully-illustrat- 
ed, in  color,  and  yours  free. 

1  would  like  to  know 

~ ;  •.   about:    ~  Double-Hung 
Windows,    n  Casement  Windows. 

□  Awning  Windows,    l2  Sliding  Glass  Doors. 
□  Wood  Folding  Doors. 

n  I  plan  to  build.     D   I  Plan  to  remodel. 

Name. 

Address- 

City_ 

State. 
-2ip_ 

Telephone- 

Mall  to:  Pella  Windows  &  Doors.  Dept.  CC3F6 
100  Main  St.,  Pella,  Iowa  50219 

Bryce  Canyon  National  Park  offers 
one  of  the  most  brilliantly  colored 
canyons  in  the  world 
and  unique  rock  sculptures 

Great  camping 

contimu'd  from  page  40 

A  park  £or 

paddlers 
.A  two-week  canoe  trip  will 

probably  have  you  aching  the  first 
few  days  out,  if  you  ha\e  been 
leading  a  sedentary  suburban  lite. 
By  the  second  week,  however, 

you'll  not  only  be  in  better  shape 
than  you  have  probably  been  for 
years,  but  you  will  have  discovered 
that  this  native  North  American 
mode  of  travel  is  the  best  way  to 
tone  up  flabby  stomach  muscles. 

Canoeing  need  not  be  strenuous. 
Ihere  are  many  canoe  routes 
that  require  little  effort;  even 
these,  however,  w  ill  have  you  using 
muscles  rarely  exercised  in  the 
civilized  world.  So  take  it  easy 
those  first  few  days.  The  secret  of 
a  good  canoe  trip  is  to  go  slow  in 

the  beginning  until  you've  found \our  rhythm. 

There  are  numerous  good  be- 
ginner's canoe  routes  in  North .America.  The  chain  of  lakes  in  the 

.Vdirondacks  State  Forest  Presene 

is  an  excellent  canoe  ground  with  a 
great  deal  of  variety  in  its  watery 

terrain.  It  offers  lakes,  ponds,  riv- 
ers, a  bit  of  easy  white  water,  and. 

between  Middle  and  Lower  Sara- 
nac  Lakes,  a  small  manually  oper- 

ated boat-lock.  Actually,  it's  faster 
to  portage  around  the  lock — but 
not  half  as  much  fun. 

Although  most  of  the  .Adiron- 
dacks  lakes  and  rivers  are  still  un- 

populated and  quite  peaceful,  a 
number  are  crowded  with  summer 

cottages.  On  the  bigger  lakes  there 
are  motorboats  as  well,  which 
sometimes  like  to  see  how  close 

they  can  come  to  a  canoe.  And 
whereas  ten  years  ago  the  camp- 

sites were  kept  spotless  by  canoe- 
ists who  knew  the  first  rule  of 

camping  courtesy — always  leave  a 
site  cleaner  than  you  found  it — to- 

day the  rule  is  often  forgotten,  par- 
ticularly in  the  more  accessible 

areas.  But  then  again,  the  refuse  of 
our  disposable  age  has  penetrated 
even  the  most  remote  wilderness, 

and  it  is  only  by  being  more  con- 
scientious campers  that  we  can 

solve  the  problem. 
With  these  caveats  in  mind.  I 

w  juld  still  recommend  the  Adiron- 
dacks  canoe  routes  as  being  some 

of  the  best  for  beginners  and  fami- 
lies. Provisions  are  easy  to  come 

by  every  second  or  third  day  en 
route.  The  fishing  is  good.  Canoe 
rentals  are  numerous.  .And  you 

never  have  to  backtrack.  It  is  pos- 

sible to  rent  a  canoe  at  Old  Forge- 
on  the  lower  end  of  the  chain,  pad 

die  as  many  as  200  to  250  mile^ 
without  going  over  more  than  ,i 
negligible  amount  of  mileage 

twice,  and  drop  the  canoe  off  a' 
the  town  of  Saranac  Lake,  taking, 

public  transportation  back  to 
where  you  parked  the  car. 

I  still  remember  a  totally  iso- 
lated pond  Susan  and  I  found  one 

fall.  2  miles'  portage  olf  the  maii 
trail.  The  blueberry  bushes  wen. 
so  laden  our  breakfast  pancakcv 
were  10  percent  batter  and  90  per 
cent  blueberries.  To  get  to  the 

pond.  you.  ...  on  second  thought 
I'll  let  you  find  it  yourself.  For  fur 
ther  information,  write  to  the  New 
York  State  Department  of  Envi 
ronmental  Conservation,  Regional 

Headquarters.  Raybrook,  N.Y 
12977.  Ask  for  the  Adirondack 
Canoe  Route  booklet  and  map.  (Il 

you  have  an  old  one,  hold  onto  it 

For  economy  reasons  they've 

dropped  those  classic  old  W'PA pictures  that  used  to  grace  the 
booklet's  pages.) 

Canoeing 

wilderness 
For  more  remote  canoeing,  with 

a  choice  of  routes  ranging  f/oni 

beginner  to  expert,  try  Pare  de  La 
Verendrje  in  Quebec  Province, 
Canada.  One  mile  from  the  start- 

ing point  at  Le  Domaine,  you'll think  civilization  has  vanished 

once  and  for  all.  Susan  and  I  spent 
ten  fabulous  days  there  once  and 
saw  one  other  pair  of  canoers  on 
our  next-to-Iast  day.  Except  for  the 

spotter  plane,  which  cruises  over 
the  routes  once  a  day  or  so  (weath- 

er permitting)  those  were  the  only 

people  we  saw  the  whole  trip. 
As  to  that  weather,  spring  and 

summer  rainstorms  in  this  region 
are  not  infrequent,  to  put  it  mildly. 
Be  sure  to  bring  rain  gear.  Even 
rain,  however,  can  have  its  salutary 
effects  in  the  great  outdoors.  More 

than  one  couple  I  know  have  re- 

turned from  being  "rained  in"  on a  camping  trip  not  only  rested 
from  all  that  extra  sleep  in  the 

fresh  air,  but  exhilarated  to  have 
suddenly  found  themselves  talking 
to  each  other  for  hours  on  end 

over  steaming  hot  coffee,  as  the 
water  washed  down  the  sides  of 
their  tent. 

La  Verendn-e  is  primitive,  and 
offers  no  amenities  except  in  the 

village  of  Le  Domaine,  which  has 
a  small  store  with  limited  provi- 

sions, a  service  station,  motel  and 
cottages.  Fishing  is  good.  If  the 

Continued  on  page  4V 
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Betsy  Palmer 
says: 

I  trust  the  cleaning  of  my 

cherished  French  heirlc^ 

carpeting  only  to 
Cr) 

"I  turned  my  home  over  to  the  Duraclean 
craftsmen  and  am  now  surrounded  by  a 

sweet  freshness  everywhere.  The  furni- 
ture and  rugs  have  never  looked  brighter 

or  more  true  of  color." 
Betsy  Palmer,  Television,  stage  and 
screen  star,  knows  that  the  Duraclean 
absorbent  foam  takes  the  soil  OUT  .  .  . 

doesn't  simply  wash  it  deeper  as  do-it- 

yourself  and  other  methods  do.  That's why  Duraclean  is  recommended  by 

so  many  carpet  and  furniture  manu- facturers. 

Fabrics,  when  Duracleaned,  stay  clean 

longer.  They  require  few^er  cleanings  and 
last  longer.  That  saves  you  money.  Call 
your  Duraclean  craftsman.  If  he  is  not  in 
the  local  yellow  pages,  mail  the  coupon. 

Duraclean  International 

Dept.   6-26,    Deerfield,    Illinois  60015 
Please  mail  me  the  address  of  a  Duraclean  Craftsman 

and  a  booklet  explaining  how  Duraclean  revolution- 
ized carpet  and  upholstery  cleaning. 

Name- 

Address- 

City  &  State- 
Zip   -My  Phone  No.. 

Betsy  Palmer  watches  her 
furniture  fabric  become 
flower-fresh  and  clean 
with  colors  revived .  There 
is  no  wear  from  scrubbing. 

Miss  Palmer  admires  her 
thoroughly  cleaned  carpet. 
The  soil  is  OUT  ...  not 
washed  down  to  seep  back 
and  quickly  resoil  the 
surface.  It  will  stay  clean 
much  longer. 

PARENTS' 

MAGAZINE 
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ow|d  change  your  hcaisc  without 
m    changing  your  address. 

-■^. 

,.--^ 
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Martin-Senour  Paints  and  designer  Ray  W  Clarke,  help  you  plan  a  house  of  a  different  color. 

If  you're  plan- ning to  paint 
your  house  this 
year,  plan  it 
right.  And  plan 
it  right  now. 
Now  is  the  time 

to  let  your  imagination  go  and 
experiment  with  all  kinds  of  color 
combinations. 

Its  also  a  good  time  to  see 
your  Martin-Senour  dealer. 

He'll  give  you  color  samples 
and  a  helpful  tip  sheet  to  make 
your  painting  job  easier. 

The  picture  above  shows  you 
how  professional  designer  Ray 
W.  Clarke  planned  this  house.  He 

specifies  Martin-Senour  Paints 
regularly  because  of  their 
durability  and  range  of  colors. 
Maybe  his  ideas  will  give 
you  some  ideas. 

Of  course,  we  think  the  best 
Ray  W.  Clarke,  American  Society  of  Interior  Designers,  Vice  President,  Anne  Fox  and  Assoc,  Inc.,  Cleveland,  Ohio 
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idea  is  to  use  our  paint.  Because 
with  a  little  imagination  and  a 
little  Martin-Senour.  you  can 
make  a  change  for  the  better. 

For  the 
location  of 

your  nearest dealer  call 
toll-free  800/ 
447-4700  (In 
Illinois,  800/ 
322-4400). 

Quality  Paints  since  1878. 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN 
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f  than  Allen, 
i  hould  the  rug  be 

i  I're  never  in  doubt  about  your  decisions  at  Ethan  Allen. 

i  At  Ethan  Allen,  we  put  rugs  on  the  floor,  -r 

:re  they  belong,  so  you  don't  have  to  imagine  what  they'll  ML 
;  like  on  your  floor.  You're  never  in  doubt  about  your  ||| sions  at  Ethan  Allen. 
All  across  America  there  are  Ethan  Allen 

leries  where  you  can  furnish  your  home 
n  top  to  bottom,  from 
V  England  simplicity  to  Chippendale  luxury. 

me  on  over  to  our  house.  Ethan  Allen  Galleries. 

:  camping 
(  (■(/  from  page  46 

nt  biting  for  you,  the  res- 
at  Le  Domaine  Inn  serves 
t  the  best  smoked  salmon 

ipers  you've  ever  eaten — a 
vard  for  hearty  paddling. 
information,    contact    the 

c  Government  House  Tour- 
ormation  Bureau,   17  West 
treet,    Rockefeller  Center, 
ork.N.Y.  10021. 

^he  redwoods 
i  woods-plus  would  be  a  good 
(•  describe  Prairie  Creek  Red- 
State  Park  on  the  northern 

rnia  coast.  Interwoven  be- 

the  stately  300-foot  red- 
.  are  giant  Sitka  spruce  and 
as  fir,  which  seem  a  little 
by  comparison,  as  well  as 
utive-looking  rhododendrons 
eciduous  trees,  all  producing 
tacular  panorama  of  silvicul- 
Fhe  park  is  relatively  narrow, 

e-laced  splendor  edged  by  the 
icular  Gold  Beach,  a  sandy 
with  dunes,  which  fans  out 

the  bottom  of  steep  buffs. 
Jeep  cleft  in  the  hills  called 
Canyon  is  wonderfully  dank 
fiysterious  in  contrast  to  the 
;  and  shimmering  Pacific 
y.  Its  almost  vertical  sides  are 

ed    by    "five-finger    ferns," 

which  thrive  in  the  primeval-look- 
ing habitat.  In  the  past,  the  local 

Indians  harvested  these  ferns, 
using  their  black  midribs  to  form 
patterns  in  their  woven  baskets. 
The  baskets  are  vanishing,  since 
the  younger  generation  has  no  time 
for  the  craft.  But  the  ferns  are  still 

there.  As  is  the  gold  on  the  beach 
that  gives  it  its  name. 

The  gold  is  real,  if  impossible  to 
extract  because  it  is  so  fine.  Even 

with  1000-foot-long  flumes  (sec- 
tions still  stand  on  part  of  the 

beach)  and  the  low-cost  Chinese 
labor  of  the  Gold  Rush,  no  really 

profitable  claim  was  ever  worked 
here. 

Besides  beautiful  hiking  and  na- 
ture watching  (including  the  two 

large  herds  of  Roosevelt  elk),  there 

is  fishing  for  rainbow  and  cut- 
throat. The  Revelation  Trail  is  one 

of  the  few  "touchables"  available 
at  any  park.  Designed  for  both 
sighted  and  blind  persons,  it  has 
wood  and  rope  handrails  to  guide 
you,  with  myriad  tactile  features 

along  the  way  encouraging  every- 
one young  and  old  to  feel  nature. 

Prairie  Creek  trails  and  facilities 

are  good,  but  you  should  reserve 
camping  space  well  in  advance. 
Showers  are  available  only  at  the 
Elk  Prairie  campground.  For 
further  information,  write  to  Prai- 

rie Creek  Redwoods  State  Park, 
Orick,  Cal.  95555,  or  call  (707) 
488-2861. 

On  the  Gul£  o£ 
Mexico 

When  you  get  right  down  to  it, 

there  aren't  too  many  readily  avail- 
able campgrounds  from  which  you 

can  watch  both  the  sunrise  and  the 
sunset  over  two  different  oceans 
on  the  same  day.  Well,  Long  Key 
State  Recreation  Area  in  Florida 

offers  you  just  that  chance.  The 
sun  rises  over  the  Atlantic  right  in 
front  of  your  tent,  which  faces  the 
ocean  as  do  all  the  campsites,  and 
sets,  just  behind  the  park,  in  the 
Gulf  of  Mexico.  All  right,  the  Gulf 
of  Mexico  is  not  one  of  the  seven 

seas,  but  from  Long  Key  it  cer- 
tainly looks  big  enough  to  be. 

The  tent  sites  are  large  and,  un- 
like most  oceanfront  camp- 

grounds, well  separated  from  each 
other  on  the  fringe  of  the  849- 
acre  park.  Privacy  is  further  as- 

sured by  tall  stands  of  Australian 
pine.  The  main  activities  are 
ocean-related  and  self-generated. 
The  long  sloping  shallow  beach  is 
excellent  for  children.  Some  dis- 

tance out  there  is  a  spectacular  reef 

for  snorkeling.  If  you've  never  tried these  visits  to  submerged  nature, 
wait  no  longer.  But  a  warning 

passed  on  from  Susan,  who  the 
first  time  out  with  a  mask  could 

not  be  lured  back  to  shore:  Float- 
ing face  down  puts  your  back  to 

the  sun,  and  the  water  on  your 
back    magnifies    the    rays.    Being 

submerged  in  the  water  makes  vou 
feel  falsely  cool  and  secure.  Even 

with  a  good  sun  screen,  if  you're a  northern  paleface,  more  than 
half  an  hour  out  the  first  day  and 

you'll  be  sleeping  on  your  stomach 
for  the  rest  of  your  stay. 

Good  clean  showers  and  facil- 
ities are  located  on  the  camp- 

ground, and  food  and  sundry  sup- 

Long  Key  campers  at  ease 

plies  are  available  just  outside  the 
park.  Reservations  are  absolutely 
essential.  Last  year,  I  hear,  over  a 
thousand  Canadians  ended  up  on 
a  simultaneous  migration  to  the 
Keys,  all  without  reservations.  A 

camping  spot  in  a  parking  lot  end- 
ed up  costing  them  $15  a  night. 

For  further  details,  write  to  Long 

Key  State  Recreation  Area,  P.O. 
Box  517,  Long  Key,  Fla.  33001, 

or  call  (305)  664-4815.  ■ 

Ethan  Allen, 
Will  the  draperies  match? 

i 
You're  never  in  doubt  about  your  decisions  at  Ethan  Allen. 

At  Ethan  Allen,  you  don't  have  to  bring  your  house 
along  to  see  if  it  matches  our  draperies.  Because  you'll  see 
our  draperies  hanging  in  real  rooms,  like  yours.  You're 
never  in  doubt  about  your  decisions  at  Ethan  Allen. 

All  across  America  there  are  Ethan  Allen 
Galleries  with  Home  Planners  to  solve  your 

trickiest  decorating  problem,  whether  you're 
just  browsing  or  ready  to  buy. 

Come  on  over  to  our  house.  Ethan  Allen  GalleriesT 

1976 
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Customize 
\bur  Kitchen 
with  Built-in 
Fresh  Air 

the  NuTone  Select -A-Matic 
Range  Hood  Fan 

NuTone's  Select-A-Matic  isn  t  just  an- 

other range  hood  fan.  It's  a  whole  new 
concept.  Sure,  it  cleans  and  cools  your 
kitchen  by  trapping  and  exhausting  out 

smoke,  grease  and  odor-laden  air .  .  . 

but  that's  just  the  beginning. 
The  Select-A-Matic  concept  also  offers 
you  freedom  of  choice:  the  style,  the 

size,  the  color  and  the  power  that's 
perfect  for  your  kitchen. 

One  look  at  NuTone's  exclusive  styling 
and  you'll  agree  it's  the  most  beautiful 
range  hood  fan  money  can  buy.  Insert 
panel  of  rich  tortoise  shell,  finished  off 
with  a  gleaming  sweep  of  stainless 

steel  and  chrome.  Appliance-matching 
colors.  Seamless  front  with  no  exposed 
mounting  screws.  Mitred  corners  allow 
you  to  open  adjacent  doors  more  fully. 
The  NuTone  Select-A-Matic  concept  is 
the  ultimate  range  hood  fan. 

Send  $1.00  for  NuTone's  156  page 
Idea  Book.  It's  chock-full  of  imagina- 

tive ideas  to  make  your  home  more 
convenient . . .  and  more  beautiful.  Plus, 

for  a  limited  time,  get  NuTone's  Home 
Security  booklet  full  of  informative  tips 

on  ways  to  improve  your  home  by  mak- 
ing  it  more  secure  from  fire  and 
burglary. 

F ■  pii 
■  pa ■  Be 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Enclosed  is  SI  .00. 
Please  send  my  156 
page  NuTone  Idea 
Book  plus  my  Home 
Security  Guide. 

Mail  to: 
NuTone  Division  Scovill 
Dept.  HG-1C-6.  P  O.  Box  9050 
Cincinnati.  Ohio  45209 

Name_ 

-Zip- 

Telephone_ 

NuTone  Housing  Products 

Home  improvement  ideas 

Scovill 

For  the  house  fixer 
A  new  security  alarm  system,  a  faucet  control  to  reduce  utility 
bills,  a  selection  of  home-improvement  booklets 

PATIO  PATCH-UPS 
Sitting  on  your  patio  or  terrace 
enjoying  the  scenery  is  not  the  cool 
summer  treat  it  should  be,  if  the 

area  has  become  dingy  and  un- 
kempt looking.  Why  not  give  the 

patio  a  seasonal  face-lift?  Anyone, 
and  that  means  you,  can  do  it. 
Dont  look  at  it  as  a  major  project, 

only  long  overdue  maintenance. 
In  all  probability  your  patio  is 

constructed  of  cement,  patio  block 

(preformed  cement  block),  flag- 
stone, bluestone,  slate,  or  brick. 

First  the  surface  needs  washing. 

Use  an  all-purpose  heavy-duty 
cleaner  found  in  hardware  stores, 

mixed  with  very  hot  water  (muria- 
tic acid  is  not  necessary);  scrub 

well  with  a  sturdy  broom,  and  then 
hose  down. 

Are  there  any  loose  stones  or 
cracks,  or  washed-away  patches? 
Once  the  surface  has  dried,  its  con- 

dition will  become  apparent.  It 
may  still  be  dirty  looking.  If  so,  try 

cleaning  it  with  a  mixture  of  laun- 
dry bleach  and  water,  a  l-to-4 

ratio;  more  bleach  can  be  added 
if  needed.  This  solution  should 

bleach  out  any  remaining  mold 
and  dirt  and  leave  the  material 

surprisingly  light  colored. 
Now  see  if  any  of  the  stains  are 

visible.  Grease  spots  can  be  re- 
moved by  making  a  sti.i  poultice 

of  talcum  powder  (talc)  and  lighter 

fluid  (cleaner's  naphtha  or  ben- 
zine). Spread  it,  Vi-  to  Vi-inch 

thick,  over  the  stain.  When  dried 

completely,  sweep  or  hose  it  away. 

By  Deanne  Raff  el 

Loose  stones  should  be  re- 
secured.  Remove  them  and  clean 
their  undersides.  Wash  away  any 

particles  that  remain  in  the  stone 
bed  and  spread  over  it  a  layer  of 

patching  cement  (a  specially  for- 
mulated material  that  includes 

plastic  resins  in  its  recipe).  Follow 
instructions  on  the  package  for 
mixing.  Reset  the  stone,  fill  the 
joints  with  cement,  and  wipe  away 
excess  material. 

Cracks  and  holes  also  need  re- 
pairing with  patching  cement. 

Dampen  the  area,  then  apply  the 
cement  with  a  trowel.  Resurfacing 
areas  can  also  be  done  with  this 

particular  cement. 
Once  the  patio  is  cleaned  and 

patched,  you  want  it  to  stay  that 
way.  Give  it  two  coats  of  a  pre- 

server-sealer, a  transparent  mate- 
rial that  helps  make  the  surface 

more  resistant  to  dirt,  grease,  and 
other  stains.  The  coating  will 
darken  the  surface;  it  is  available 
in  a  wet  look  or  a  stain  finish. 

Painted  patios  in  poor  condition 

need  an  application  of  water-wash 
paint  remover.  Wear  protective 
clothing  and  use  a  stiff  brush  to 
scrub  the  surface  clean  after  the 

remover  is  applied.  Then  hose  the 
area  down  thoroughly  and  let  it 
dry.  Patch  where  necessary  and 
cover  with  two  coats  of  good 
masonry  paint. 

It's  finished.  Now  you  can  enjoy 
that  alfresco  glass  of  white  wine  in 

style! 

Home  security 
system 

rorm  3096    Printed  in  U.S.A. 
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Controlled  by  an  indoor  pushbut- 
ton panel  near  an  outside  door, 

this  .\DT  alarm  system  can  provide 
intruder  protection  in  two  ways. 
It  may  be  instafled  to  set  off  a  bell 

or  buzzer  to  warn  occupants  or 
neighbors  that  your  house  is  being 
broken  into.  Or  it  may  be  linked 

by  a  telephone  circuit  to  an  adt 
central  alarm  station  (in  major 

cities)  where  a  break-in  would  be 
recorded  and  police  notified.  The 
push-button  panel  activates  the 
system.  Press  a  button  to  place  it  on 
alert,  push  your  own  combination 
of  numbers  to  turn  it  off.  A  variety 
of  sensors  trigger  alarm  if  locked 
doors  or  windows  are  forced  or 

protected  areas  trespassed.  Smoke 
detector  device  to  warn  of  fire  and 

Panic  Button,  portable  or  at  bed- 
side, to  activate  system  when 

pressed  are  optional.  ADT  Secur- 
ity .Systems,  155  Avenue  of  the 

Americas,  New  York,  N.Y.  10013. 

A  £aucet  £ind 

A  new  sui\cl  spia^-hcui  lor 
tachmcnt  to  the  kitchen  faucet  c 

save  50  percent  on  water  consun 
tion,  cut  water  heating  bills  c( 

siderably.  Adjustable  spray-hc 
with  a  valve  body  (Rainbow) 

operated  by  a  floor  foot  pedal, 
water  flows  only  when  you  step 

pedal.  Rather  than  keeping 

water  running  when  wash 

dishes,  you  set  the  faucet  at  tt 

perature  you  want,  depress  fi 
pedal  only  when  water  is  needi 
Your  hands  are  free  for  dish  wa 

ing  or  other  tasks.  Valve  body 
Celcon  resists  detergents,  solver 

in  cleaners,  doesn't  rust,  corroc 
water-spot,  or  build  up  scale.  % 
Conservocon.  Inc.,  1 15  Stuyves: 

PI.,  Staten  Island,  N.Y.  10301. 

The  booklet 
beat 
A  set  of  fifteen  pamphlets  by  Sta 

ley  Hardware  suggesting  a  who 
range  of  home  improvements  ci 
be  had  for  35c  (to  cover  postaj 

and  handling).  Illustrated  wi 
sketches,  they  include  ideas  f< 
furniture,  doors,  security,  and  sto 

age  throughout  the  house.  For  50 
you  get  thirty-three  pamphlets  c 
putting  up  modular  shelving.  Ai| 
other  set  of  twelve  for  SI. 20.  1: 

Stanley  Tools,  has  picture  cove 

age  on  paneling  rooms,  installir! 
door  locks  and  switches,  the  use  ( 

hand  tools,  shrub-pruning,  wal 

paper-hanging,  storage  and  shel' 
ing,  drawer  construction.  A 
pamphlets  have  precise  sketches  c tools  needed  and  most  sugge 

necessary  hardware.  Advertisin 
Services  Dept..  PID,  Box  180 
Stanley  Works,  195  Lake  St.,  Ne 
Britain,  Conn.  06050.  ■ 
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Warning:  The  Surgeon  General  Has  Determined 

That  Cigarette  Smoking  Is  Dangerous  to  Your  Health. 
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Look  for  the 

National  Home  Improvement 
Council  Member 

in  your  community 
If  you  are  planning  to  renovate  or  improve  your  home,  use  a 

responsible  and  reliable  remodeler  who  is  a  member  of  the 

National  Home  Improvement  Council.  Council  members  take 

an  active  part  in  their  professional  associations  affiliated  with 

NHIC,  striving  to  offer  courteous  service,  fair  prices  and  quality 

workmanship.  They  are  pledged  to  observe  a  Code  of  Ethics 

for  your  protection. 

Your  present  home  represents  a  big  investment— perhaps  the 

largest  of  your  lifetime.  Properly  maintained  and  improved  for 

better  living,  your  home  is  likely  to  increase  in  value  as  time 

goes  on,  by  more  than  the  cost  of  the  improvements.  At  the 
very  least,  its  value  will  be  maintained. 

Responsible  home  improvement  contractors  are  ready  to  assist 

you  in  making  prudent  decisions  commensurate  with  your 
income. 

So,  look  for  and  do  business  with  members  of  NHIC  where  you 

live.    And  to  help  you  plan  your  remodeling  work,  let  us  send 

you  a  copy  of  our  booklet:  "How  To  Start  Your  Home  Improve- 

ment Project  With  The  Help  of  a  Reliable  Contractor!'  Send 
stamped  and  self  addressed  envelope  to: 

National  Home  Improvement  Council,  Inc., 
11  E.  44th  Street, 

New  York,  New  York  10017  |  Better  Your  Uvmg 

The  wilder 
shores 
of  picnicking 
Lesley  Blanch's  picnic  adventures 
are  recounted  on  page  93;  her  favorite  exotic 
picnic  fare  is  detailed  below 
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Here  are  my  specific  suggestions 

for  delicious,  savory  picnics,  adapt- 
ed from  those  foods  I  have  enjoyed 

in  faraway  lands. 
Samsun,  a  little  turnover  of 

short  crust,  filled  with  ground  meat 
and  onions,  spiced  with  coriander. 
At  street  corners  in  Samarkand 
and  Bokhara  it  is  cooked  by  being 

tlung,  a  doughy  lump,  onto  the  in- 
side of  a  red-hot  Ali  Baba  clay  jar. 

It  cooks  quickly  and  is  fished  out 

by  a  long-pronged  fork.  For  home 
cooking,  use  the  ordinary  pastry- 
making  routine — flour,  water, 
shortening,  etc. — and  a  short  spell 
in  a  very  hot  oven. 

Bouloni  was  my  passion  in  Af- 

ghanistan, and  my  driver's  "two 
mothers'  (or  rather,  his  father's 
two  wives,  for  it  was  a  Moslem 
household)  vied  with  each  other  in 
making  them  for  me.  I  recall  a 
sumptuous  farewell  feast  held  in 
my  honor  on  a  veranda  high  above 
the  dust -colored  warrens  of  the  old 

town,  where  the  entire  family,  fif- 
teen children  ranging  from  twenty- 

five  to  three  months,  married  chil- 
dren, in-laws  and  their  offspring, 

were  gathered  to  sit  cross-legged 
round  the  festive  spread.  Dozens 
of  dilTerent  dishes  dotted  the  cloth 

spread  on  the  floor.  An  inbred 
sense  of  decoration  is  found  every- 

where across  the  Middle  East  and 
Central  Asia  from  the  Bosporus  to 
the  Hindu  Kush;  breads  wreathed 
in  flowers,  carafes  stoppered  with 
lemons,  fruits  arranged  in  pyra- 

mids of  color,  melons,  peaches, 

grapes  (there  are  thirty  different 
kinds  in  Afghanistan).  Bouloni.  my 

joy,   is  a  kind  of  floppy,  coarse 
buckwheat  pancake,  not  unlike 
Mexican  enchilada,  filled  with 
local     vegetable     resembling    thel 

green  tops  of  scallions,  blanchedl 
and  chopped  fine,  well  salted.  Al 
very   rich   sheep  or  buflalo   milkl 
yoghurt  was  served  with  this.  Suchl 

yoghurt,   "mast"   in   that   part   ofl 

Central    Asia,    makes    our   cow'sl milk  kind  seem  white  pap.  In  Iran| 

as  in  the  Balkans,  such  yoghurt  ac- 
companies many  meat  dishes,  andl 

in  Iran,  pomegranate  juice  is  used! 
as  a  tart  flavoring  for  meat  and] 

soups.     It's    an    excellent    picnic| 
drink,  too. 

Koulibiak   is  a   lordly   Russian! 
dish,  usually  served  hot.  but  ver>  [ 
good  cold.  I  ate  it  once  in  unusual! 
circumstances,   which    had   some- 

thing of  the  picnic  flavor,  for  I  was] 
crossing  the  U.S.S.R.  on  the  Trans- 
Siberian  Railroad  when  the  caviar! 

gave  out.  (I  hear  my  readers  snort, 
but  I  used  to  turn  in  all  my  meal  I 

vouchers  against  caviar — nothing 
but.)  It  was  our  last  night  on  the] 
train  and  the  chef  made  koulibiak  I 

as  compensation.  He  made  it  withj 
onioitl.  a  fish  from  Lake  Baikal,  a 
local   delicacy,   though  classically 
it  is  made  with  salmon.  I  think  a  I 

good  tinned  brand  would  be  per- ' 
missible  en  picnic.  Koulibiak  is  a 

long  pastry  roll  (long  enough  to  cut 
into  10  or  12  slices).  Make  a  very 

short    pastry,    roll    out,    fill    with 
flaked  cooked  salmon,  and  cooked 

rice,  parsley,  and  chopped,  hard- 
boiled  egg.  Plenty  of  butter  or  a 
little  bechamel   to   bind  it  all.   A 

Continued  on  pa^e  54 

LESLEY    BLANCH 

A  Turkish  family  picnics  happily  in  a  graveyard — a  local  custom 
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/t  ujas  Levolor  who  first  brought  the  narrow  slat  window 
blind  alive  with  colon  Dozens  of  dazzling  hues  created  to  work 
beautifully  with  interior  designs. 

But  there  are  people  who  feel  the  outside  of  their  home 
should  be  neutral.  So  now  Levolor  introduces  the  Tiltone 
blind.  Neutral  white  to  the  outside.  A  choice  of  brilliant 
decorator  colors  for  the  inside. 

For  details  on  the  new  Tiltone  window  blind  which,  of 
course,  has  all  of  the  unrivalled  features  of  the  Levolor  Riviera, 
call  800-447-4700  (in Illinois  800-322-4400.) 

€)1976  Levolor  LorenUen.  Inc..  720  Monroe  St.  Hoboken.  NJ.  07030 
Levolor.  Tiltone,  &  Riviera  are  trademarks  of  Levolor  Lorenlzen.  Inc. 

KivierQ 
Tiltone 
Blinds 



n  Allen, 
:  ese  chairs  go  together? 

■
1
 

You're  never  in  doubt  about  your  decisions  at  Ethan  .^llen. 

At  Ethan  .-Mien  we  know  people  like  to  sit  down  in 
all  kinds  of  different  chairs.  So  we  show  compatible  chairs  in 
co-ordinating  fabrics  to  help  you  see  how  two  differently 

styled  chairs  can  live  happily  in  the  same  room.  You're 
never  in  doubt  about  your  decisions  at  Ethan  .AJlen. 

All  across  .\merica  there  are  Ethan  Allen 
Galleries  where  you  can  furnish  your  home  ,   

piece  by  beautiful  piece,  secure  in  the  ^fc      "" 
knowledge  that  you're  making  ^ 
a  lasting  investment. 

Come  on  over  to  our  house.  Ethan  .AJlen  Galleries 

Picnicking 
continued  from  page  52 

variation  is  chopped,  cooked  cab- 
bage and  hard-boiled  eggs.  Brush 

over  with  egg,  and  bake  in  a  me- 
dium oven. 

Apropos  of  eating  in  the 

L'.S.S.R..  I  admire  their  way  with 
buffet  snacks  at  the  opera  or  ballet 

— long  evenings,  where  it  is  too 
early  to  eat  before,  too  late,  after- 

wards. In  the  inter\'als.  everyone 
surges  to  the  foyer  where  long 
tables  ser\"e  thick  slices  of  that 
most  delicious  white  Russian  bread 
(far  better  than  the  vaunted  dark 
kind),  which  is  lavishly  spread  with 
dollops  of  butter  and  caviar.  With 
a  nip  of  vodka,  a  whole  sustaining 

meal  is  quickly  served.  Not  too  e.\- 
pvensive  either. 

Three  exotic  dips:  If  you  can 
obtain  good  bread  (like  the  Russian 
white),  a  dip  is  a  good  picnic 
starter,  in  which  case  Til  grant  a 
well-sealed  plastic  bowl.  Try 
rouille  (or  rust,  on  account  of  its 

color),  a  Proven^ale  specialty, 
ser\ed  uith  fish  or  bouillabaisse. 
Pound  a  whole  head  (that  is  4  or  5 

cloves)  of  garlic  with  a  fiery  red 
pimiento.  Add  a  cup  of  bread 
crumbs,  soaked  in  water,  then 

squeezed  dp. .  Stir  in  slowly  4  or  5 
tablespoons  of  olive  oil  and  the 
volk  of  1  egg.  Thin  with  a  dash  of 
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lemon  juice  if  you're  using  it  as 
sauce;  a  dip  should  not  be  too 
runny.  Tahini,  another  unexpected 

dip.  hails  from  Lebanon,  and  de- 
rives from  pounded  sesame  seeds. 

Buy  it  already  prepared,  as  a  thick 
paste,  from  Oriental  delicatessens. 
Thin  with  water,  mash  in  a  little 

chopped  parsley  and  garlic  (op- 
tional) and  a  dash  of  lemon  juice. 

Aioli.  the  third  dip,  is  simply  a 

good  stiff  mayonnaise  with  as 
much  pvounded  garlic  as  you  care 
to  add — the  more  the  better. 

Shish  kebabs,  being  a  neat  and 
delicious  hot  dish,  I  would  recom- 

mend— e.xcept,  as  I  said,  I'm for  picnics  where  no  cooking  is 
done.  But  fish  kebabs  work  well 
cold.  Thread  the  skewers  with 

chunks  of  any  firm  cooked  fish 
(salmon  or  swordfish  are  best),  al- 

ternating with  tomato  (mushrooms 
optional),  bay  leaf,  and  lemon. 
Brush  over  with  a  sharp  oil  and 
vinegar  dressing  and  wrap  each 
kebab  in  its  own  twist  of  foil  for 

the  journey.  This  is  a  sjJecialty  in 
the  little  restaurants  along  the 
Bosporus.  We  used  to  order  them, 
and  eat  them,  in  our  caique,  float- 

ing timelessly  beside  the  sweet  wa- 
ters of  Asia,  our  pleasure  sharp- 

ened by  a  bottle  of  fiery  ouzo  or 
raki,  Pernod-like  spirits.  The  Turks 
love  picnics,  a  favorite  outing 
beins    to    the    cemetery,    where. 

The  violently  spiced  kofte,  meatballs 
eaten  everywhere  in  the  Middle  East, 
include  raisins,  onion,  and  ginger 

among  the  graves  and  cypress, 
whole  families  sit  in  happy  con- 

tent, communing  with  their  dead. 
v\hose  favorite  food  they  often 

bring  to  eat  in  memory  of  the  de- 

parted. 
Secret  loaf  is  a  grandiose  affair 

— I  ate  it  first  in  Rumania,  pre- 
pared by  one  of  the  old  palace 

chefs.  My  greed  was  such  that  I 
lost  all  renue.  wolfing  slice  after 
slice,  to  the  raised  eyebrows  of  the 

diplomatic  corps,  nibbling  delicate- 
ly. This  is  its  secret.  Take  2  long, 

stale  sandwich  loaves.  Cut  the  top 

off  one.  Remove  the  inside,  if  pos- 
sible in  a  whole  chunk:  Cut  hori- 

zontally into  thin  slices  and  butter. 
If  some  slices  break  in  removing, 

replace  by  (crustless)  slices  from 
the  second  loaf.  Butter  the  inside 

of  the  empty  loaf.  Make  a  mixture 
of  cooked  chicken  livers,  ham, 

mushrooms,  and  the  yolks  of  hard- 
boiled  eggs — all  mashed  fine.  Bind 
with  a  small  quantity  of  thick 
bechamel,  laced  with  French  mus- 

tard, tarragon,  salt  and  pepper, 

and  a  dash  of  cognac.  Spread  mix- 
ture on  each  slice,  and  return, 

tightly  packed,  into  the  loaf.  Re- 
place the  top.  and  leave  overnight 

to  firm.  To  serve,  cut  in  slices. 
Cornish    pasties    ha\e    a    rustic 

rather  than  exotic  character,  bu 
how  good!   Short  crust  pastry  i 
rolled  out  to  9-inch  rounds,  ami 
filled   with   small    pieces   of   leai! 

steak,  small  potatoes,  onions  ant' 
turnips  thinly  sliced,  all  uncookec 
and  lavishly  seasoned.  The  veg( 
tables  are  placed  in  layers  on  t 
pastr\  (potato  first)  and  topped  b 
the   meat.   Fold  over   the   pastr\ 
crimp  the  edges,  and  bake  pasti 
in  a  medium  oven  for  about  5( 
minutes. 

Falafel.  Syrian  patties,  resemble 

Egyptian  kofta:  Either  are  good 
picnic  standbys.  For  falafel,  takej 
2  cups  of  broad  beans,  soaked 
overnight,  and  coarsely  ground. 
.Add  minced  onion,  parsley,  garlic, 
coriander  or  cinnamon.  1  red  hot 

pimiento.  1  medium  raw  f>otato,  1 
teaspoon  baking  soda.  Grind  all 
together,  roll  into  small  balls,  and 

fry.  I  used  to  buy  these  in  Damas- 
cus, or  Aleppo  (names  to  dream 

of  I),  and  eat  them  along  the  way. 

heading  for  the  Euphrates — an- 
other legendary  name. 

Kofta  are  meatballs,  violcnth 

spiced.  In  Egypt,  up  the  Nile  near 
Aswan,  by  the  first  cataract.  m\ 
felucca  (sailboat)  was  owned  by  a 
handsome  creature  whose  mother 

Continued  on  page  56 

Ethan  Allen, 
Is  this  sofa  too  big? 

You're  never  in  doubt  about  your  decisions  at  Ethan  .\llen. 

At  Ethan  .\llen.  we  don't  show  you  rows  of  lonely 
sofas.  We  show  you  whole  living  rooms,  so  you  can  see  how 

the  sofa  would  look  in  your  living  room.  You're  never  in 
doubt  about  your  decisions  at  Ethan  .Allen.  ^ 

All  across  America  there  are  Ethan  .Allen  ^<»^ 

Galleries  where  you'll  find  exactly  what  you 
want,  because  you'll  be  choosing  from  one  of 
the  widest  collections  of  home  furnishings  in  .America. 

Come  on  over  to  our  house.  Ethan  .\llen  Galleries. 

^'^^^SIS 

HOUSE  s  GARDE' 



Dutch  Boy  invents 
the  house  paint  that 

doesn't  cracic  and  peel 
It  stretches. 

You  may  not  notice  it,  but  your 
house  expands  and  contracts  daily 
with  the  weather.  Ordinary  paints 

can't  stand  up  to  this  continual  stretch- 
ing, so  they  soon  crack  and  peel . . . 

and  you  face  another  paint  job. 
Now  Dutch  Boy  introduces  Super 

Latex,  the  house  paint  that  can  stretch 

with  any  house.  To  demonstrate  the  in- 

credible flexibility  and  crack  and  peel 
resistance  of  this  new  paint,  we  cov- 

ered one  half  of  a  balloon  with  Dutch 
Boy  Super  Latex;  the  other  half  with  a 
leading  premium  exterior  house  paint. 
When  the  balloon  was  fully  inflated, 
the  Dutch  Boy  side  remained  fully 
coated,  while  the  other  side  cracked. 

Dutch  Boy  Super  Latex  delivers 
the  maximum  in  hiding,  color  reten- 

tion, chalk  adhesion,  and  mildew 
prevention  . . .  even  after  years  of 
exposure.  Naturally,  Super  Latex  does 

UNE,   1976 

cost  more  than  conventional  house 

paint,  but  you'll  find  that  it  saves  you 
more  and  more  with  eveiy  year  that 

it's  on  your  home.  Buy  Dutch  Boy 
Super  Latex  now,  and  make  a  long- 
term  investment  in  a  home  that  looks 

newly  painted  for  years  to  come. 

DUTCH    BRAND    BRAND    BRAND 

BOY "A" 

B'
 

"C" 

DUTCH 

BOY 

BRAND 

"A" 

BRAND 

"B" 

Alildew  Resistant 

We  use  the  best  mildew-fighting 
agents  known.  Tests  show  no  paint 
beats  mildew  better  than  Dutch  Boy 
Super  Latex. 

One  Coat  Hiding 

Dutch  Boy  Super  Latex  has  a 
higher  percentage  of  prime  pigments 
. . .  for  a  thicker,  smoother  coating 
and  superior  covering  qualities. 

<f**^
' 

DUTCH  BOY COMPETITION '**^*^r»«fe_^ 

'  »>«liftj%»;i«v-'- 

Dutch  Boy 

Paints 

ZhActs  Boy  Paint  CXvlatan/N 

Chalk  Adhesion 

Painting  over  worn,  chalking  sur- 
faces? Dutch  Boy  Super  Latex  adheres 

like  no  other  paint  on  the  market. 

Please  send  me  the  exciting  new  color  card 
for  Dutch  Boy  Super  Latex  house  paint. 
Mail  to:  Dutch  Boy  Paints,  195  Clinton  Road, 

West  Caldwell,  N.J.  07006       hg 

Name   — — 

Address- 
City. 

State- 

-Zip. 
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Picnicking 
continued  from  page  54 

made  us  the  most  delicious  picnics 
to  tai<e  aboard.  We  would  zigzag 
downstream  to  her  village,  go 
ashore,  and  after  the  proper  ex- 

change of  compliments,  return  to 
the  felucca  with  several  steaming 
dishes:  one  a  rich  fish  stew,  like 
molokheya,  the  sustaining  national 
soup,  which  has  no  place  here.  But 
kofta.  minced  meatballs,  are 
found  all  over  the  Middle  East  in 

an  infinity  of  variations.  This  is 
how  my  Egyptian  friend  prepared 
them.  Minced  meat  (lamb  is  best) 
is  pounded  with  slices  of  white 
bread  (I  used  to  supply  this  from 

my  petit  dejeuner  at  the  hotel)  to- 
gether with  2  eggs,  a  few  dried 

raisins,  and  chopped  onion,  ginger, 
and  a  lot  of  unnamable  hot  spices 

— try  some  cayenne  pepper  and 
root  ginger.  Mix  smooth  with  oil, 
shape  into  walnut-sized  balls,  and 
fry.  Just  as  good  cold. 
Hungarian  cornucopias.  The 

most  banal  slices  of  ham  can  be 

made  intriguing  if  wrapped  round 

liptauer.  a  firm  cream  cheese,  typi- 
cally Hungarian,  which  is  beaten 

up  with  capers,  chopped  onions, 
and  sometimes  anchovies,  with 
much  paprika  added.  On  a  sheep 

farm  lost  in  the  Putza,  the  great 
plains  of  Hungary,  they  were  made 
with  slices  of  raw,  home-cured 
ham.  Sometimes  ham  was  alternat- 

ed with  green  peppers,  similarly 
stuffed.  The  outside  was  burned,  or 

singed,  by  being  held  over  a  flame, 
to  obtain  a  smoky  flavor.  (Of 

course,  the  seeds  inside  were  care- 
fully removed  before  stuffing.)  In 

this  case,  the  peppers  are  only  half- 
cooked,  perfect  for  picnics  but 
tough  on  some  digestions.  If 
cooked  through  in  sauce  the  Prov- 
engale  way,  they  are  too  collapsed 
for  transport  and  should  be  eaten 
hot  at  home. 

Dolmas,  a  Greek  or  Turkish 
dish  of  stuffed  vine  leaves.  Buy  the 
leaves  in  an  Oriental  delicatessen 
unless,  like  me,  you  are  lucky 
enough  to  have  a  vine  of  your  own. 
Blanch  the  leaves  for  at  least  5 
minutes  in  salted  water,  lay  flat, 
and  on  each  put  a  spoonful  of 
cooked  rice,  raisins,  pine  kernels 
or  crushed  walnuts,  and  chopped 
mint.  Or,  make  with  rice,  ground 
meat,  parsley,  and/ or  oregano. 
Fold  over  and  roll  up  like  a  ciga- 

rette (ends  tucked  in  well).  Secure 
with  a  toothpick.  Pack  dolmas 
close  in  a  flat  dish;  surround  but  do 
not  cover  with  tomato  sauce  or 
bouillon.  Cook  in  oven  about  40 

minutes.  Remove  from  sauce  and 
leave  overnight  to  firm.  Transport 

tightly  packed,  like  sardines. 
Salads  don't  stand  up  to  picnics. 

Dressed  lettuce  wilts;  undressed,  it 
is  indecent.  Celery,  tomatoes,  and 

cucumber  are  naturals  (don't  for- 
get the  salt).  In  rugged  countries 

where  fearful  diseases  follow  from 

eating  raw  vegetables,  I  make  out 
with  peeled  tomatoes,  raw  onions, 
and  a  pinch  of  sugar,  and  lemon 

juice. Sugary  delights.  All  fhis,  and 
nothing  for  sweet  tooths  tired  of 
apple  or  banana  handouts?  Then 
what  could  be  more  sublime  than 
American  cheesecake?  Unless  it 

is  English  Christmas  pudding, 

immortal  food — powdered  with 
sugar  and  eaten  cold,  like  cake. 
Both  are  exotic  enough  to  rank 
with  my  most  remote  gleanings, 
along  with  Turkish  delight  (rahat 
loukhoum).  Elvas  plums,  or  even 
those  meltingly  sweet  slices  of 
smoking  hot,  boiled  beetroot,  sold 
in  the  streets  from  handcarts  all 
over  Iran — cook  them  with  honey, 
allow  to  caramelize  before  cooling. 
And,  if  most  of  my  suggestions 

seem  tough  on  the  waistline,  re- 
member, picnics,  since  they  are  oc- 

casional rather  than  regular, 
should  have  rK>  concern  with  diets. 

i^ 

i^'' 

Pediatrician  plus 
continued  from  page  36 

ily  members  to  share  experience 
with.  Having  married  brothers  anc| 
sisters  with  young  children  of  thei 
own  living  nearby  would  help  ne 

parents  observe  what  children  an 

really  like.  Many  adults  haven' been  around  a  young  child  sino 

they  grew  up.  And  if  parents  h; 
more  family  back-up,  they  wouli 
have  more  freedom. 

In  his  observation  of  familie 
in  other  cultures.  Dr.  Brazelto 

says  he  has  been  saddened  by  th. 
awareness  that  one  of  the  mos 

important  losses  to  American  cul 
ture  is  the  strength  and  the  support] 

of  the  multi-generational  famil 
with  all  ages  represented. 

Other  Brazelton  books  on  child 

development  are  Infants  anc 
Mothers  and  Toddler  and  Parents 
both  about  adjusting  to  parenting 

— an  adjustment  that  is  eased  if 
parents  understand  the  strongly 
individualized  behavior  of  infants 

and  the  stormy  toddler  years.  "My books  are  about  the  excitment  of 
understanding  children.  Although 
much  of  my  research  is  aimed  at 
doctors,  I  will  continue  to  write 
for  parents  because  they  need  and 

want  it  so  much."  marghn  itnick 

I 

DiscoverThe  Freedornlbols 
Disston  Cordless  Power  makes  your  yard  jobs  freer,  faster-and  frin* 
Use  the  Disston  Wide  Tracker™ 

to  trim  grass  where  a  mower  can't. 
Lightweight  and  easy  to  maneuxer, 
with  a  cutting  sAvath  almost  a  foot  wide 
Trims  close  around  poles,  trees,  rocks, 
fences,  gardens,  walls.  Ideal  for  use 
on  steep  banks.  Rechargeable.  For 

country'  estates, 
suburban  homes, 
in-toun  yards. 

Disston  Shrub  and  Hedge  Trimmers  let 

you  shape  up  shrubbery-  quickly,  easily  — 
with  no  cord  to  trip  you  up  or  tie  you  down 

Lightweight,  u  ith  double-edged, 
be\  el-honed  steel  blades.  // 

Rechargeable  models tor  home  or 

professional  use. 

Disstons  Cordless  Electric  Home  and  Garden  Sprayer 

puts  your  whole  yard  an  arm's  length  away. 
No  garden  hose.  No  pumping.  No  cord.  Lightweight, 
flexible  wand  lets  you  direct  spray  where  you  want. 
Nozzle  adjusts  for  spra>Tng  trees  and  bushes 
or  misting  house  plants. 

See  the  Disston  Freedom  Tools  where  you  buy 
lawn  and  garden  products. 

Disston  Cordless 
Electric  Grass  Shears 

give  you  power 
enough  to  trim  around 

a  king  size  yard. 
Powercuf*'  blades  let  you 
trim  fast  and  clean  along 

\\  alks,  driveways,  flower  beds 
Ch(x>se  from  rechargeable 
hand-held,  upright 

and  con\  ertible 
models. 

From  Disston. 
Pittsburgh,  Pa. 

15219. 
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What  flowers  need  most  is  nitrogen, 
phosphorus  and  potassium.  Almost  all 
fertilizers  have  nitrogen  but  many  of 

them  "release"  it  right  away. After  that, 

your  flowers  do 
without. 
We  make 

"Grow  Flowers" 
our  own  way  so 

it  releases  nitro- 
gen slowly  for 

A(^^^^ 

ruM Same  soil. 
Same  waten 
Samie  sun.  ̂  
Aknost  twice  the 
flo^Yers.  What  a 
fertilizer  this  is. 

Every  beautiful  flower  youVe  ever 
seen  had  a  firm  stem  and  a  fine  root 

under  it. The  root's  job  is  to  reach  out 
for  food  and  water.  All  you  have  to  do 
is  make  sure  the  food  and  water  are 
there  for  the  taking. 

We  know  some  people  make  it  seem 
more  complicated. They  say  you  need 
one  thing  for  annuals,  another  for 
perennials  and  something  else  for  roses. 

But  you  just  plain  don't. We  make  a  fertilizer  for  flowers  here 
atScotts  in  Marysville, 
Ohio,  and  we  just  call  it 
Grow  Flowers.  You  use 
it  on  all  flowers,  seeds, 

seedlings  and  full-grown 
perennials. 

or/r. 

'^o 

F^o 

weeks      and  weeks.  This  longer  feed- 
ing makes  the  stems  strong  and  gives 

you  more  blooms  and  bright  colors. 

Food  helps  put  color  in  roses'  cheeks  just 

like  people's. As  you  can  see  from  these  boxes,  we 
also  have  a  few  other  ideas  for  your 

garden  j  ust  as  simple  as"Grow  Flowers." If  the  name  makes  it  all  sound  easier 

than  you're  used  to,  maybe  it's  because 
plain  talk  is  all  we  use^^.  in  this  town. 

mSwgttifW^tt  grow OCkHovimj  plants  ̂ *'^'***'^'**^  ^^transplants 
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Thai  Cigarette  Smoking 

*i try  our 

^v^ 

'\. 

r. 

!^^j^^r 

«i\i^ 

^^^ 

j 
^^"^•^ 

WlK 

Regular  and  AAenthol 17mg.  "tar."  1.1  mg.  nicotine 

av.  per  cigarette,  ̂   FC  Met*' 
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hutters  are  lifted, 
doors  opened, 
clothes  abandoned, 
energy  released. 
Summer  is  the  time 

to  explore— places, 
things,  yourself. 
Set  free  those  impulses 
you  may  have  felt 

during  the  year— 
to  get  away, 
change  a  room, 
replant  the  garden, 
take  up  a  new  interest, 
throw  a  big  party, 
just  break  the  routine. 
As  Goethe  said, 
"Roam  free  afield, 
stay  sure  and  supple. 
See  what  riches 

are  yours  to  take." 



Change  of  pace 
Change  of  scene 
Getting  away 

Breaking 
routine 
Why  it's  good  for  you 

By  Caroline  Seehohm 
"Here's  my  idea.  How  would 
you  like  to  get  the  hell  out  of 
here?  I  have  about  a  hundred 

and  eighty  bucks  in  the  bank.  I 
can  take  it  out  when  it  opens 
in  the  morning,  and  then  I  could 

go  down  and  get  this  guy's  car. 
No  kidding.  We'll  stay  in  these 
cabin  camps  and  stuff  like  that 
till  the  dough  runs  out.  Then, 
when  the  dough  runs  out,  I 
could  get  a  job  somewhere  and 
we  could  live  somewhere  with 
a  brook  and  all  and  later  on  we 

could  get  married  or  something. 
Honest  to  God.  we  could  have  a 

terrific  time!" 
Escape  has  different  mean- 

ings at  different  times  in  life. 
For  Holden  Caulfield  (quoted 

above  from  Salinger's  The 
Catcher  in  the  Rye}  it  was  a  re- 

bellious gesture  against  school, 
authority,  growing  up.  For 
Gauguin  in  Tahiti,  it  was  the 
creative  necessity  of  a  mature 

artist.  For  the  weekend  garden- 
er, it's  a  release  from  tension. 
"There  are  really  three  kinds 

of  escape,"  explains  Dr.  Joel  R. 
Davitz,  professor  of  psychology 

at  Teacher's  College,  Columbia 
University,  and  coauthor  with 
his  wife,  Lois  Leiderman  Dav- 

itz, of  the  just-published  book. 
Making  it  from  40  to  50  (Ran- 

dom House).  "There  is  the  kind 

of  short  term  escape,  such  as 
when  my  wife  and  I  run  out  of 

steam  when  writing — we  both 
go  down  to  the  basement  where 
I  paint  and  sculpt,  and  she  sews. 

This  occurs  when  you  are  func- 
tioning at  a  fairl>  high  level  of 

tension  and  energy  output,  then 
come  to  a  point  at  which  you 

can't  take  the  tension  any  more 
and  need  to  shift  activities. 

There's  a  well-known  psy- 
chological illustration  of  this,  in 

which  a  person  is  asked  to  write 

"New  Jersey  Chamber  of  Com- 
merce' as  often  as  he  can  until 

he  gives  up.  He  may  write  it 
500  or  1.500  times,  but  finally 

he  says,  'I  can't  write  any  more, 
not  another  word,  it's  quite  im- 

possible." So  then  the  psychol- 
ogist says,  "All  right.  Just  sign 

your  name  then,'  and  the  per- 
son picks  up  the  pen  and  signs 

his  name.  What  this  exemplifies 

is  a  break  in  activity  that  re- 
duces tension,  changes  the  pre- 
vious pattern  of  behavior,  re- 

vitalizes and  reactivates. 

"This  kind  of  escape  takes 
another  form — rather  than 

switching  activities,  one  switch- 
es surroundings.  Moving  from  a 

functional  room  to  a  room 
decorated  entirely  personally, 
for  instance;  from  a  neutrally 

colored  place  to  a  brightly  col- 

ored place;  from  a  cluttered 
corner  to  a  spacious  area,  or— 
the  extreme  example — moving 
from  a  city  house  to  a  country 
house.  These  are  all  ways,  not 

only  of  reducing  stress  and  ten- 
sion, but  also  of  revitalizing 

and  refreshing  yourself  with 
new  stimulus  input.  All  of  us 
do  this.  I  think,  and  it  is  very 

important. 
"Another  kind  of  escape  is 

almost  the  opposite  of  that,  and 

is  also  quite  common — escape 
from  boredom.  This  is  not  an 

escape  from  tension  so  much  as 
escaping  from  the  emotional 
reaction  of  boredom  with  your 
life  or  what  you  are  doing.  The 

use  of  television  is  a  very  com- 
mon example  of  how  people 

cope  with  this  kind  of  boredom 
— they  try  to  escape  by  turning 
to  cops  and  robbers.  love 
stories,  sex. 

"But  there  is  an  altogether 

different  kind  of  escape — far 
more  important  than  both  of 
these.  This  is  an  escape  which  is 

part  of  psychological  growth.  It's not  escape  from,  but  escape  to. 
"In  your  day-to-day  life, 

there  are  certain  routines  and 
skills  that  you  have  acquired 

and  that  you  must  use  in  order 

to  conduct  your  activities  suc- 
cessfully. In  these  circum- 

stances, you  cannot  do  too 
much  experimenting  or  trying 
out  new  things.  What  you  have 
learned  in  the  way  of  running 

your  house,  doing  a  job.  func- 
tioning in  the  community,  is  a 

professional  skill,  and  you 

ought  to  stick  to  it  if  you  want 
to  continue  doing  well. 

"But  there  are  certain  times 

in  life  when  you  become  dis- 
satisfied with  yourself  as  you 

have  been — and  these  are  the 

periods  that  are  characterized 
by  efforts  toward  psychological 
growth.  In  these  periods,  you 
want  to  escape  from  the  daily 
routine  and  responsibilities  /// 
order  to  try  out  different  parts 

of  yourself.  And  it  is  out  of 
these  escapes  that  we  get.  dur- 

ing adult  life,  significant  periods 

of  psychological  growth. 
"The  escape  can  be  quite  lim- 

ited. Let  us  take  the  stockbroker 
or  banker,  for  instance,  who  by 
virtue  of  his  everyday  demands 

has  learned  to  be  a  rather  con- 
trolled and  organized  person — 

and  this  works  very  well  in  his 
career.  It  would  not  do  for  him 

to  be  very  flamboyant.  This  man 

may  find  his  escape  on  the  ten- 
nis court.  Very  often,  vou  see  a 

middle-aged   profession^ 
turn   into  a  wild   man 
court.  What  he  is  doinj 

just   releasing  tension- 
that  is  part  of  it.  What 
ing  is  trying  out  anothj 
of  himself.  On  the  tennil 

he  can  be  Jimmy  Connor 
takes  a  vacation  in  the  I 
bean  and  instead  of  hij 

three-piece   suit   takes 

landish  costumes,  he's 
pla\ing  games  or  being cent:  He  is  trying  out,  in| 

threatening    situation, 

aspect  of  himself. "A  friend  of  mine  rfl 

bought  a  motorcycle, 
always  been  a  conservatil 
of  person,  and  five  yeal 
would  have  laughed  at  tl 
of  leather  jackets  and  h^ 
But  he  drove  about 
motorcycle  for  some  tirj 
the  alarm  of  his  family), 

giving  it  up.  Now  he  see( 

same,  but  actually  he's) different.  He  was  shake 
and  has  now  realigned  h] 

He  has  greater  accei 
about  certain  things — fj 
stance,  he  is  much  mc 
touch  with  his  adolescenl 
You  could  regard  the  p] 

like  a  kaleidoscope;  The 

are  always  the  same,  hut 
shake  them  up  they  faf) 

place  diftercntly. 
"People  who  make  thr 

of  escape — for  instance, 

up  painting  or  sculpture, 
ing  on  leave  for  several 
or  months — usually  comi 
to  their  ordinary  lives.  Bu 
come   back   with   a  diffei 
The   man  who  decides  i 

come   an    artist,    for   in*^ 
may  go  back  to  being  a  d 
But  having  had  that  expc 

of    working   with    color, 
wood,  or  stone,  he  goes  b, 
his  daily  life  seeing  the 
differently.  You  cannot  w 

painting  without   it   havii 
effect  on  your  jjerspective 
chologists  view  it  as  a  spi 

you've  gone  up  the  spira 
come  to  the  same  positior 

higher. 
"Without  this  escape, 

would  not  experience  the 

chological  growth  that 
vital  to  this  time  of  life. 

people  {Continued  on  page 
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s  on  your  age,  size,.sJ!tipt.\    ' 

'^rsonat preferences.  J/:e  sturdy  ̂ '^ red-shirted  person  here,  for  exampte 
I  Matthew  Emery: four  years  old}, 
walks  irito  a  }iew  Wortcf  when  he  goes  rd 

the  te'ti/jis  court  to  join  kis  alder 
brotlu'is.. See  more  about  Matthew aiid, 
his, tennis  family  hirer  in  the  issue.  i 
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A  suspendecl  outdoor  living 

room,  free-wheel irijgi  in 
space,  a  place  to  refax, 
to  eat,  to  dream 
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/»<«/3'  umbrella  on  deck  iusi  quisMe  the  living  room 

Jay  Crawford  relaxing  in  the  sun 

/,^of^weathered  c>^ess  is  rinmicd  with 
I  »ti^ch  seats  for  "Siiting  on  or  leaning 
I    against.  "Wc^y|MSAdtt!|tei|ng  of  float- 

ing^t  ovennlip^lhWi^^HBiyf  rem  every- 
t    thing."  says  Jay  Crawford,  jco-designer 
*  *vit^  his  partner  Anthony  tTortora  for  . 

Oua^illle  fabrics.  That's  exactly  wh^ architcet  Horace  Gifford  achieved  ftf 

theiTk^Pillow  fabrics  are  cotton  twill, 

"Seascape,"  by  Quadrille.  The  food  isir-**-" sumnicr  picnic  ofi  lobster,  salad,  and 
p,    w+iite  wiae.  When  the  sun  gets  too  hot, 
'   Jiosts  and  guests  move  back  to  the  house, 
.>f'Ki»  another  deck  ma4leaf  the  same  weath- 
■Ecred  wood  and  shaded  by  an   Italian 
P  market  umbrella  of  brown  and  white 
*?-  canvks.  Low  banquettes  covered  in  cot^; 
■  ton  twill  "Blowup"  by  Quadrille. 



to  the  Sun 
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Circular  deck  thrusts  out  over  the  water 

''     -^^"^-^ 



The  whang  of  a  ball  on  string, 
the  thump  of  sneakered 
feet— the  bounce  tt 
and  energy  of  tennis  life 

All  these  riders  belong  to  the  same  family — parents  Harry  one 
Joanna  de  Leijer  at  left,  and  «i  of  their  n^ht  children  to  their  right. 
All  arc  accompli^ted  riders,  nho  hunt,  show,  and  care  for 
their  homes  together — an  active,  de»iandlne.  sports  getatratj. 



The  lift  of  a  4-foot  jump, 

the  rough  beat  of  a 
canter— the  fast-moving 

equestrian  world 
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Getaway  foods  to  cook 
and  serve  simply  for  an 
Italian  terrace  buffet, 
a  row-away  picnic 
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Vast  of]  with  a  picnic, 
above,  so  simple  you 
can  leave  forks  and 
knives  ashore. 
Seafood  salad  sei     d 
on  lettuce  leaves 

used  as  plates- 
roll  them  up,  eat! 
Other  portables: 
tomatoes  with 

nio:7a:vlld,siu0cU 

P.C'^'v,  f  (  k  ly  and  bicad 
ticks  for  crunch 
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How  a  busy 

food  writer 
changes  pace 
by  changing 

Travel  is  more  than  the  lure  of      | 

faraway  places — it's  exotic  food,       | 
too.  Most  of  us  travel  to  find  it,       • 

but  Naomi  Barry,  prolific  food      i 

writer  for  The  International  Her-      | 
aid  Tribune,  and  coauthor,  with 

Beppe  Bellini  of  Food  alia  Flor- entine, travels  all  year  for  her 
work.  To  her,  the  great  escape 

means  "a  fast  getaway  to  a  hide- out   stocked    with    things    you 

need."  At  her  hideout,  an  apart- 

ment in  Porto  Ercole  on  the  Med- 
iterranean,  she  likes  to  experi- 

ment with  recipes  collected  dur- 
ing her   travels.   Out  come  the 

straw  hat,  sandals,  and  the  big 

straw  shopping  bag — and  it's  otT to   see  what  the  local   markets 

have  to  offer:  crispy  green  toma- 
toes for  salads,  red  pin-cushion 

ones  for  sauces,  shiny  aubergines, 

bouquets  of  large-leaf  basil,  and 

prezzemolo   (Italy's  parsley).  A 
stop  at  the  pescheria  for  fish  from 
the  early  morning  catch:   squid 

and   shrimp   for   seafood   salad; 
tender     broiling     fish;      steaky 

swordfish  for  kebabs  to  grill  on 

the    terrace    or   on    the    beach. 

(Idea:  Have  a  pot  of  fresh  basil 

growing  right  on  the  table  for 

guests  to  snip  into  salad.)  At  the 

pasta  shop,  little  meat-filled  tor- tellini,  and  pastas  to  serve  with 

pesto  or  walnut  sauce.  Ingredi- 
ents  gathered,   she   cooks  them 

simply  and  quickly  to  preserve 
their    summer-fresh    tastes    and 

colors,  and  combines  them  into 

attention-getters  like  the  super- 
large  pissaladiere,  or  tiny  potato 

pancakes   with    applesauce    dip. 

"If  you  keep  life  simple,  there's more  time  for  long  swims,  bouts 
of  Scrabble,  sojourns  to  nearby 

Etruscan   towns,    cooking    chal- 

lenging   recipes    like    feuille    de 

vignes,  stuffed  zucchini  flowers, 

Greek  meatballs.  It's  fun  to  cook 
them  on  location:  They  taste  so 

authentic." 

Naomi  feels  that  if  you  have 

:i  fixed  place  that  represents  iin- snarl,   it's   enough  to   keep   you 

moving  forward.  It's  like  saying 

to  yourself  T  have  a  secret.'  " 

BuUet  on  the  terrace, 
left,  with  a  view  of  the  old  town 
and  an  18th-century  fortress. 

Yoghurt  soup,  celery  and 

Gorgonzola  salad  ("very  crunchy, 

very  healthy"),  tuna  mousse  in lemon  shells,  supersize 

pissaladiere  (a  kind  of  pizza 

salad),  and  Afjogato — last  year's passion — vanilla  ice  cream  sauced 

with  hot  espresso.  Center: 
Naomi  Barry,  prepares  her 

version  of  Elizabeth  David's  pasta shells  with  cheese  and  walnuts. 

For  some  of  Naomi  Barry's recipes,  please  turn  to  page  HI. 
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With  a  liltic  2()iFv€K1l4i^  icchrtology.  de- 
signer KeniKih  R.  Wilson  took  .a  lovely 

I9ih<eniur\  idca-llie  gazebo— ar\d  made 

«M>>it  tltf  a  I ,  uStrgUif  uniajauoy  iuip  while  sand  .. 
ballast  neighs  it  down,  giving  it  substance 

'  and  steadine>s  so  that  passcnizers  (even  il' 
they're  dancing)  only  cause  it  to  bob  gently. 
An  acrylic  roof  lets  moonshine  in;  an 

octagonal  table  holds  food  and  drink.  Fish 

like  to  gath^-'r -in  the  shade  *UQJef ncath.. 

^mulgngi'i^' firie  phtiJ  nriry. out  it^ft**  ̂ tie 

gazebo  took  its 'maiden 'voyaife lit  "'Unde/—-, 
the  Lindens."  a  Designers'  Showhou.se  hckl 

,      b>Mhe  Junitir  rerfglicorMt^ini^Mfh  f?t>tlrr-^ 

--♦y.^'.J.-And-it  ma)  be  only' the  first  ol-a  "^ 
.  -  fleet  of  gazebos:  "I  make  them."  says  Mr, 

I      Wilson,  "as  Jivc-ir«culj5Ar(.fC5r.  ei*h  iMtlS\\-  ** 
I      fereni."  Shopping  information,  on  page  125 
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A  gypsy  caravan,  she  says.  A  life  support 
syslcni,  says  he.  For  escaping  to  a  little 

:  piece  of  land  on  the  ocean  and  another  in  ■ 
the  hills.  Because  their  GMC  MoiorHome 
was  to  be  more  than  a  traveling  motel,  Dr. 
and  Mrs.  Robert  D.  Ouinn  decided  its  in- 

terior .should  be  something  really  special. 

Carol  Pcress  designed  it  for  them:  hand- 
woven  fabrics  for  the  banquette  and  its 
pillows;  a  pure  luxury  passenger  chair  for 

Mrs.  Ouinn  (it's  more  substantial  than  it 
looks),  covered  in  the  antique  "hand- 

written" batik  she  collects.  Now  that  it's 
so  conifortable.  Dr.  Quinn,  a  psychologist, 
often  uses  the  caravan  as  an  office.  And  on 

summer  evenings  the  Quinns  drive  out  to 
find  fireflies  or  to  swivel  around,  lie  back, 

gaie  out  the  sloped  windshield  at  the  stars. 

'-lihfipiiiphllighfs.M'Oinl  slat  hiiiuls  for  privac 

r« 

{  Fstid-down  tabU'f<»  dining;  new  stainless  sli'cl  wall 



Swinging  down  a  city 

street,  arm  in  arm: 
Vicente  Wolf  and 
Bob  Patino  of  Bob 
Patino  Associates,  Inc. 
who  designed  dream 
rooms  for  their  clients, 
from  left:  I.oretta 
Mazzei,  Elaine  Martin, 
and  Athena  Aloisi. 

A  suburb  where  trees  grow 
L  and  the  houses  go  on, 

row  on  row,  pleasant 
and  substantial— and  similar. 
But  wait!  Inside  each  of 

the  three  houses  that  follow, 
there  is  a  room,  a  place 
that's  special,  designed 
for  a  unique  person 
around  an  individual  dream. 

'
^
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Loretta   Mazzei   is   tall 
and    vivid.    She    wears 

things   that   sweep   and 

I  ̂ ^^^^         cling,      strong      colors, 
I   ̂   ^^^^^.      clothes  with  a  flair.  She 
It  /^^^^L    ''^^^  ''^  "^  Long  Island 

^L.  .^  ̂ ^^^^^  suburb  near  the  bou- 

^^^  ̂ ^^^^^^  tique  complex  her  hus- ^■|^\^^^^^^|  band  Michael  owns  and 
runs.  They  have  a  son, 
Jamie,  who  is  7.  Most  of 

her  house  pleased  her  as  it  was,  but  she 
wanted  a  bedroom,  a  personal  world,  frankly 
sumptuous,  where  she  and  her  husband  could 
relax  in  the  evening  and  where  she  could  live 

by  daylight  too,  reading,  thinking,  breakfast- 
mg  and  lunching,  gossiping  with  friends.  The 
room  she  had  was  L-shaped  and  angular, 
awkward — when  most  of  all,  she  dreamed 
of  comfort,  a  bedroom  so  her  own  that 
everything  in   it   cradled  and   coddled   her. 

Elaine  Martin  likes  to 

entertain.  She's  young, 
petite,  casual — and  she 
doesn't  like  to  clean 
house.  Her  two  chil- 

dren (daughter  Lauren, 
who  is  7  and  son  Marc, 
who  is  IVi)  are  fully 

integrated  family  mem- 
bers welcome  anywhere 

in  the  house — which 
means  that  occasionally 

there  are  fingerprints  and  peanut-butter 
smudges  to  contend  with,  and  bric-a-brac 
may  be  a  menace.  Mrs.  Martin  and  her 
husband  Barry  also  like  to  travel.  Frequently. 
They  go  to  places  where  there  is  sunlight  and 
warmth,  and  when  they  come  home  they  like 
to  have  light  there,  too.  The  Martins  moved 

recently.  "I  didn't  have  an  old  living  room  to 
make  over,"  she  says.  "I  just  had  an  empty 
room  to  make  beautiful  and  fill  with  friends." 

Elaine  Martin 
wanted  a  living  room 

Athena  Aloisi  and  Loretta  Mazzei  are  friends. 

A  lot  of  their  visiting  takes  place  in  one  an- 
other's kitchens  while  meals  are  being  pre- 

pared. But  Mrs.  Aloisi's  kitchen  was  tiny. 
One  night,  after  the  two  couples  and  several 

other  people  had  sat 
there  from  5  until  3 
A.M.,  while  she  tried  to 
cook  and  serve  around 

them,  she  declared  flat- 
ly. No  more  guests. 

Next  day,  the  kitchen 

wall  was  gone.  Her  hus- band Leon  had  knocked 
it  down.  Needed:  a  new 

big-enough  place  to  en- 
tertain and  eat. 

Loretta  Mazzei 
wanted  a  bedroom 
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^BM Interior  designers  Bob  Patino  and  X'icente Wolf  made  all  three  dreams  come  true  and 

installed  each,  complete,  in  a  one-day  effort. 

"When  I  saw  my  room  for  the  first  time," 

says  Mrs.   Mazzei,  "I  cried  for  joy." 

U 
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I  come  in  and  close  the  door,  and 
it's  the  most  comfort  I've  ever 

had  in  my  life."  Loretta  Mazzei's 
bedroom-sitting  room  is  scaled 
specially  for  her  tall  body,  filled 
with  colors  that  blend  with  the 

makeup  she  favors,  and  fitted  out 
with  music,  refrigerator — every- 

thing for  a  full  private  hfe. 

Angular  walls  have  been  softened  and 

sound  hushed  by  shiny  rust-colored 
chintz  shirred  to  wrap  up  the  whole 
room.  Underfoot,  the  floor  is  complete- 

ly carpeted,  the  Art  Deco-inspired  de- 
sign by  Vicente  Wolf.  At  one  end  of 

the  sitting  room,  a  refrigerator  for 
snacks  or  champagne,  a  stereo  system, 
a  television  set,  a  little  built-in  bar.  In 
the  sitting  area,  a  coffee  table  and  sofa 
designed  just  for  her.  All  the  furniture, 
in  fact,  was  designed  by  Mr.  Patino, 

over-sized  for  comfort.  "It's  voluptu- 
ous,' says  Mrs.  Mazzei.  Peach  colors 

and  bone  for  the  bed  and  its  hangings: 
sheer  cotton  that,  drawn  around  the 

bed,  creates  a  very  private  cave  "where 
I  can  just  cuddle  up."  Underlying  all 
that  pampering  is  real  practicality. 
Wall-hung  vanity  and  night  tables  are 
easy  to  vacuum  under,  and  they  have 

glass  tops  to  make  spills  inconsequen- 
tial. The  Carpathian  burl  bureau  needs 

only  a  swipe  with  a  dustcloth.  The 
closets  are  organized  so  that  everything 

has  its  place.  It's  a  room  that's  fun  for 
her  friends  to  visit  during  the  day. 
■'though  nobody  looks  as  good  in  it  as 
Mrs.  Mazzei,"  says  Mr.  Patino.  And  at 
night  "the  bedroom  is  more  the  wom- 

an's domain,  something  she  creates  so 
that  she  can  invite  her  husband  in." 

The  bed,  far  left,  is  for  silting  as  well 
as  sleeping.  Behind  sofa,  mirrored 
sitting  room  wall,  left,  provides  an  endless 
vista  of  the  room.  Below,  huge  round 
painting  by  Polito  was  a  gift. 

pstick 



At  night,  when  the  blinds  are 

closed  and  the  lights  are  on 

dim,  it's  hard  to  believe  you  are  in 
the  suburbs,  and  not  in  some  city 

penthouse,  or  maybe  a  villa  some- 

where in  Europe,"  says  Elaine  Mar- 
tin. She  loves  her  living  room.  "I 

had  a  vision,  and  this  is  it." 

When  winter  sets  in  too  hard,  or  simply 
when  the  mood  strikes  them,  Mr.  and 
Mrs.  Barry  Martin  like  to  pick  up  and 
go.  The  places  they  travel  to  are  usually 
sunny  and  warm,  often  exotic.  Frequent 
adjustment  to  other  environments  has 
made  them  flexible  and  casual — and 
given   them   a   preference   for   simple 
things.   Mrs.   Martin  likes  her  colors 
muted,  her  places  uncluttered,  her  at- 

mosphere a  background  for  friends  and 
for  family.  Living  room  walls  are  pale 
peach,  the  ceiling  powder  blue  to  make 
the  room  warm  and  friendly  at  night. 
An  entire  wall  of  mirrors  bounces  light 
from  the  windows  across  the  room,  re- 

flects the  view  of  Long  Island  Sound, 
and  seems  to  double  the  size  of  the 
room.  The  furniture — all  except  Mies 
van  der  Rohe  chairs — was  designed  by 
Patino  Associates  to  fit  the   Martins, 
moves  easily  so  guests,  whether  there 
are  two  of  them  or  twenty,  can  pull  up 
seats   to   share    a   conversation.    Mrs. 
Martin  also  likes  her  maintenance  kept 
simple:    raw   wood   and   marble   from 
which  fingerprints  wipe  easily  for  the 
coffee  table,  washable  quilted  covers  for 
sofa    and    ottoman,    vertical    brushed 
aluminum  blinds   instead  of  curtains. 
All  clutter — magazines  and  newspapers 
— is  hidden  in  a  huge  basket.  "When  I 
come  in  after  a  trip,  I  know  Tm  home." 

Everything  in  the  living  room,  right, 
is  a  natural  material,  including  antique 
cotton  dhurrie  rug.  Queen  of 
the  coffee  table,  a  specimen  orchid. 
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ven  my  cooking  has  gotten 

better  because  of  my  new 

kitchen."  Athena  Aloisi  has  always 

been  a  good  cook,  but  now,  with  a 

greenhouse  for  herbs — and  even 
orchids — plus  room  for  both  Aloisis 
to  cook  together  while  friends  keep 

them  company,  and  a  comfortable 

place  for  long  after-dinner  talks, 
"I'm  becoming  a  gourmet." 

The  beginnings  of  the  new  kitchen  were 

dramatic:  flying  plaster  as  the  wall  be- 
tween kitchen  cubicle  and  dining  room 

disappeared.  The  process  was  dramatic, 
too  (all  this  drama  may  come  natural- 

ly:   Leon   Aloisi   is   opening  a  dinner 

theatre  on  Long  Island  soon).  "It  would 
be  nice  if  those  windows  were  a  green- 

house," said  Bob  Patino.  "Good  idea," 
said    the    Aloisis,    and    proceeded   to 
knock  out  another  wall  and  build  one. 

The  final  production  is  bright  and  ver- 
satile:   unfinished    quarry    tile    floors, 

comfortable   wicker   dining   chairs,    a 
sofa,  a  table  that  seats  two  or  eight,  a 

high  breakfast  counter,  its  kitchen  side 
surface  lower  to  conceal  dirty  dishes, 

its  dining  room  side  mirrored  to  make 
it  seem  to  vanish  when  you  look  at  it 
from  the  table.  The  room  is  eclectic 

and  changeable,  "like  Mrs.  Aloisi  her- 
self," says  Mr.  Patino.  A  bit  of  Oriental 

influence,  a  little  Persian,  a  touch  of 
Indian.  Even  the  china  was  carefully 

chosen  during  an  all-day  expedition  to 
Chinatown:  No  two  pieces  match,  and 
all  look  wonderfully  appetizing. 

Wicker  chairs,  left,  are  comfortable  for 

dining  and  after-dinner  lounging.  Behind 
the  table  in  the  greenhouse  grow  oranges, 
tomatoes,  and  orchids.  Liglits  adjust  for 

growing,  food  preparing,  or  dining. SUSAN  WOOD  ^ 
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lAKEASTUDia 

When  the  pressure  of  work  says 

stop,  go  away — but  don't  stay  too 
long! — the  answer  can  be  the  kind 
of  escape  hatch  interior  designer 
Arthur  Smith  made  by  remodeling 
a  little  house  in  Connecticut.  Built 

originally  as  a  painter's  studio  at- 
tached to  an  older  building  (a  ga- 

raee  topped  by  a  bedroom),  it  he- 

came  a  full-time  house — or  could 
be.  Used  only  part-time,  it  is  best 
defined  as  a  change  of  scene.  Mr. 
Smith  has  never  spent  two  consec- 

utive nights  in  it,  but  on  the  night 
he  wants  to  be  comfortable.  The 
house  now  has  heating  and  air 
conditioning,  an  innovative  new 
kitchen  and  luxurious  hath  (both 

Smith-designed),  a  new  tray  ceiling 
and  interior  walls,  new  flooring,  a 
new  deck.  Very  little  was  done  out- 

doors. As  Mr.  Smith  says,  "I  like 
the  country,  but  I  don't  like  to  take 
care  of  it.  The  entire  garden  is  two 
espaliered  pear  trees  that  need 
nothing  but  rain  to  be  quite  happy, 

^nd  that's  it.  Mv  instant  escape."" 

Wedge-shaped  deck  A'as  added  to  side  of 
house,  above,  to  give  it  a  sense  of  breadth. 
Breakfast  time:  In  front  of  the  island  kitchen 
is  host  Smith,  right,  top,  who  likes  cornflakes 
with  peach  slices,  honey,  vanilla  ice  cream. 
Living-dining  room  walls  and  ceiling,  rigtit, 
are  covered  in  brown-bag  paper,  floor  in 

knotty   pine.   Sculpture   by   Douglas   Abdell. 





In  a  studio-carage  continued 

ORGANIZED 
'  '"WL  WITH 
I A  KITCHEN 
JINABOX 

When  designing  for  a  client  hungry 
for  color.  Mr.  Smith  obliges  by  jug- 

gling a  Matisse-inspired  palette  like 
one  possessed.  He  loves  it,  but  gives 
this  particular  performance  only  by 
request.   "You  can't  force  color  on 
someone  when  you  know  it's  going  to make   him  nervous.   My  own  tastes 
vary.  I  love  blue,  and  use  it  as  much 

as  I  can,  but  I  didn't  want  it  in  the 
country."  After  being  suffused  with 
color,  year  in,  year  out,  he  wanted  a 
change — rather  like  a  chef  who  has 
cooked  a  sumptuous  dinner,  then  sits 
down  to  a  little  supper  of  bread  and 
cheese.  This  house  was  to  be  a  kind  of 
diet,  a  pleasant  one,  but  restricted  to 
brown  and  black  and  the  naturals — 

"colors  I  like  because  they're  warm 
without  being  volcanic."  Which  ex- 

plains the  wrapping-paper  walls  and 
ceiling.  The  new  pine  floor,  laid  right 
over  cement,  is  straw-colored.  There 
are  no  fancy  fabrics.  Natural  linen  on 
the     banquette,     black     and     cream 
striped  canvas  on  the  dining  chairs. 
Smith-designed.    "They    have    arms, incidentally,  which  makes  them  com- 

fortable enough  to  sit  in  after  dinner 
without  that  terrible  compulsion  to 
be  the  first  one  to  get  to  the  sofa. 
The  rug  is  Moroccan,  and  the  serving 
table    English,    made    of    sycamore, 
with  drawers  lined  with  Pacific  cloth. 
It  may  once  have  been  a  desk,  but 

now  it's  a  silver  chest.  The  sculpture on  the  right  end  is  by  Ton>4  Smith 
and  is  called  Spitball.  Well,  why  not? 

When  you  live 
with  a  lot  of  color 
all  week  long, 
it's  nice  to 
have  a  change  of 
pace— like  a 
getaway  house  with 
no  color  at  all" 

The  kitchen  I  designed.  It  just  sits 
at  one  end  of  the  room,  and  you 
don't  know  what  it  is  until  you  get 
around  to  the  working  side.  It's  en- 

tirely surfaced  in  Formica — dark 
brown  for  the  top  section,  black  for 
the  base.  I  think  it's  as  ornamental 
as  a  piece  of  sculpture,  and  if  Tony 
Smith  can  call  his  a  spitball,  surely 
I  can  call  mine  a  kitchen." 

Dining  table  stays  put.  At  center  is 
a  sculptured  Lucite  lighting  fixture 
whose  cord  goes  down  through  a 
slender  pipe  to  plug  into  floor  outlet. 
Kitchen,  far  right,  center.  In  10  feet: 
refrigerator,  freezer,  sink  with  instant 
hot  water,  dishwasher,  stove. 
Bedroom,  far  riglit,  bottom.  Cement 
floor  topped  with  plywood,  then  sisal. 
Sleigh  bed  was  designed  by  Mr.  Smith. 

■ 
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Double-take  makeovers 

EABUILDEIfS 

"Simplify,  simplify,"'  I  lu 
vised,  and  this  skillful  remodel- 

ing does  just  that,  combining 
small  rooms  into  large,  replacing 
series  of  separate  windows  with 

glass  walls,  and  banishing  every- 
thing fussy.  Architect-owner 

John  Bedenkapp  has  transformed 

what  was  once  a  builder's  house 

^  ery  much  the  same  as  all  its 

neighbors  into  a  place  of  uncom- 
mon visual  restraint,  tailored  to 

his  personal  needs — relaxation, 
hospitality,  gardening,  and.  in  a 
private  wing  all  his  own,  solitude. 
New  additions  increase  the 

house's  space,  and  projecting 
walls  tie  the  two  buildings,  the 

decks,  and  a  sheltered  patio  all 
into  a  unified  whole.  The  living 
room  was  enlarged  by  annexing 

an  adjacent  porch.  Through  a 
large  new  expanse  of  fixed  glass, 
it  looks  onto  the  trellis-covered 

deck,  above,  which  Mr.  Beden- 
kapp added  to  overlook  a  sloping 

lawn  and  garden  beyond. 

The  living  room,  above,  is  a  quiet  backdrc: 
for  classic  modern  furniture  designed  t 

Mies  van  der  Rohe  in  1929.  The  glass  table 

takes  up  no  visual  space,  and  the  stainles; 

steel  drum  table,  Mr.  Bedenkapp's  owr 
design,  is  almost  sculpture.  On  it,  a  collec 
tion  of  6th-century  B.C.  Corinthian  pots 

Above  the  fireplace,  a  Warhol   paintingj B 
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ilder's  house  continued 

Hi-NEO  UR  STRETCHED  OUT, 
Wi  I H  PORCH,  DECKS,  GLASS 

For  John  Bedenkapp,  an  archi- 
tect whose  work  keeps  him  in 

New  York  most  of  the  week 

(or,  recently,  in  Washington, 

installing  the  National  Gallery's new  show,  The  Eye  of  Thomas 

Jefferson),  escape  meant  some- 
thing in  the  country,  something 

uncluttered,  something  very 
quiet.  His  house  is  urbane  but 
not  at  all  urban,  owing  its  visual 
effect  to  spare  furnishings  and 
restrained  color.  Except  for 
green  plants,  the  leathers  and 

polished  dark  woods  of  furni- 
ture, and  a  few  modern  paint- 
ings, everything  about  the 

house  seems  to  be  colored 

either  white  or  soft  gray.  Even 
the  floors,  unencumbered  by 
rugs,  are  expanses  of  white, 
painted  with  six  coats  of  deck 

"Remodeling  is 
like  finding  space 

you  didn't  know 
you  had. 
Two  half-hearted 
rooms  can  combine 

into  one  terrific  one' 
enamel  for  a  tough  finish.  Ceil- 

ings, walls,  and  woodwork  are 
white  as  well,  and  the  exterior 
walls  (often  seen  from  inside 
the  house  through  generous 

spans  of  glass)  are  gray-painted 
cedar  shingles.  The  roofing  is 
cedar  also,  weathered  a  slightly 
different  gray  and  a  slightly 
different  texture.  Clutter  is  ban- 

ished entirely,  and  even  the 
amount  of  furniture  is  minimal 

— but  what  is  there  makes  an 
important  statement. 

The   new   openness   of   the 
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house  brings  it  close  to  nature. 
From  every  room  there  are 
views  of  the  daylily  garden  or 
the  woods  (Mr.  Bedenkapp  says 
he  enjoys  the  winter  scenes  even 
more  than  summer),  and  you 
are  always  conscious,  in  the 

house's  major  rooms,  of  the 
view  to  the  outdoors. 

The  house  is  often  used  for 
weekend  entertaining  (there  are 
two  guest  bedrooms  upstairs), 
so  for  Bedenkapp  himself  there 
is  even  a  retreat  from  the  re- 

treat: Because  he  doesn't  like  to 
drive  (he  shops  and  visits  on 

bicycle),  what  was  once  a  ga- 
rage is  now  a  separate  master 

bedroom  and  study,  with  its  own 
trellised  deck  facing  away  from 
the  main  house  into  the  woods. 

A  walkway  from  the  main 
house  to  this  detached  suite  is 

covered  but  not  enclosed;  be- 
tween the  two  buildings  is  a 

walled,  brick-paved  patio.  The 
living  room  was  stretched  out 
in  two  directions:  Besides  re- 

moving the  old  exterior  wall 
and  incorporating  the  old  front 
porch  as  part  of  the  living  room 
itself,  Mr.  Bedenkapp  added  a 
brand  new  deck,  top  right,  made 
entirely  of  wooden  dowels  set 

tightly  side  by  side — "wonder- 
ful to  walk  on  with  bare  feet." 

Walls  that  could  not  be  re- 
moved were  simply  opened  up 

with  big  glass  windows  that  fill 
the  room  with  daylight.  At 
either  end  of  the  deck,  a  wall, 
shingled  to  match  the  house, 
curves  around  a  small  pool  and 
fountain.  Overhead,  an  open- 

work dowel  trellis  supports 
vines  of  wisteria  that  will  one 

day  become  a  fragrant  canopy. 
The  hill  that  slopes  down  from 

the  deck  to  the  garden  was  ter- 
raced with  railroad  ties  to  cre- 

ate shallow  grassy  steps. 

Terraced  lawn  sloping  from  the  new  dowel  deck 

The  deck,  made  of  dowels,  shaded  by  a  dowel  trellis 

Living  room,  incorporating  a  former  front  porch 
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latio  between  house  and  separate  master  suite The  new  library,  once  a  small  front  parlor 

Two  new  shingled  exten- 
sions frame  and  shelter 

ihe  living  room  deck,  far 
left.  Gentle  terraces  step 

down  the  hill  between 

clumps  of  daylilies.  Cen- 
ter: A  shingled  fence  par- 

tially encloses  the  patio 

between  the  main  hous- 

and  bedroom-study. Wha' once  was  a  small  front 

parlor,  near  left,  is  now  a 
! library  with  a  circular 
pedestal  table  used  as  a 
desk.  On  the  far  wall,  one 

of  a  series  of  Roy  Lichten- stein  paintings. 

The  living  room  deck,  far 

left,  is  shaded  by  a  trellis 
of  wooden  dowels  on 
which  white  wisteria  are 

being  trained.  The  deck 
itself  is  also  made  of 

dowels,  tightly  spaced.  In 
the  semicircular  shingled 
niche  at  the  end  of  the 

deck,  a  quiet  pool  and 
fountain.  Near  left: 
Across  from  the  living 

room's  glass  wall,  a 

brightly  skylighted  wall 
makes  a  backdrop  for 

plants  and  a  circular 

painting  by  Lichtenstein. 
living  room,  a  skylit  wall,  another  of  clear  glass.  Floors  are  slick  white  paint 

I  garage,  now  a  master  bedroom-study  retreat  From  the  master  bedroom,  a  wide-angle  view  of  the  woods 

What  was  an  open  front 

porch,  far  left,  is  now  an 
extension  of  the  living 

room  with  a  view  past  the 
stair  hall  into  the  library 

with  its  lyre-base  card 
table.  In  the  living  room, 

an  American  Bieder- 
meier  armoire.  Center: 

The  separate  master  bed- 
room wing,  once  the  ga- 
rage, has  its  own  new 

deck  and  a  curved  pro- 
jection containing  the 

bath.  On  the  bedroom 

iwall,  near  left,  a  carved 
wood  overdoor  from  an 

old  Saratoga,  N.Y.  hotel. 
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Skylit  living  room  with  mirrored  fireplace 
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add  pool,  skylights 



Double-take  makeovers 

1AKEA 
BUNGALOW. 
Want  more  sun  in  your  life?  For  a  house  in 
southern  California,  the  makeover  was  designed 
to  meet  the  sun  halfway.  First  a  wall  was  replaced 
with  sliding  glass  doors  to  maka  the  terrace  part 
of  the  living  room;  next,  skylights  added  to  let 
the  sun  shine  in.  Architect  Jack  Warner  designed 

the  terrace  to  extend  the  living-dining  area  out 
toward  the  garden  which  leads  down  to  *  new 
pool.  He  furnished  it  as  an  outdoor  sitting  room 

with  flowering  plants,  handmade  Mexican  terra- 
cotta tiles,  and  lots  of  white  and  airy  wicker;  white 

canvas  curtains  keep  the  sun  from  becoming  too 
much  of  a  good  thing.  In  the  living  room  itself, 
top  left,  two  skylights  are  built  into  the  roof  and 
the  walls  flanking  the  fireplace  are  paneled  with 

mirror.  "We  wanted  to  open  the  whole  house  to 
the  sunlight."  The  bedroom,  above  left,  is  filled 
with  layers  of  fresh  white  on  white,  starting  with 
the  bleached  oak  floor.  Fabrics  are  all  cool  cotton: 

quilted  spread,  canvas  bedcurtains,  and  a  quilt 
used  as  a  tablecloth.  Mr.  Warner  designed  the 
armless  chairs  that  rest  on  round  bamboo  runners; 

bedposts  are  bamboo  stalks,  too.  The  table  is  a 
2-inch-thick  piece  of  clear  acrylic  that  rests  on  a 
reproduction  of  an  antique  French  brazier. 

Terrace  spans  the  whole  40-foot  width  behind  the 
house  (see  plan).  Living  and  dining  rooms,  originally 

separate,  were  combined  by  removing  a  wall.  Origi- 
nal back  of  the  house,  opposite  page,  far  left,  in 

1927,  with  its  vegetable  garden.  Steps  to  house 
were  retained,  other  steps  added  to  lead  down  to 

pool.  Great  poolside  companions:  Gwen  and  Jack 

Warner's  children  with  some  of  their  friends,  includ- 

ing a  four-legged  one  called  "Lamby."  In  the  living 
room,  opposite  page,  top,  Mr.  Warner  designed  the 
palm-trunk  table.  The  painting  by  Jules  Olitski;  log 

sofa  by  London-Marquis. 
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^  Many  American  families 
practice  their  favorite 
sport  together  these 
days,  sharing  the  effort, 
the  sweat,  the  energy, 

and  the  fun.  "It's  a 
great  way  for  a  family 
to  keep  healthy  and 

develop  together,"  says 
sports  specialist  Dr. 
John  Marshall.  Here 

is  a  look  at  the  life- 
styles of  two  sporting 

families,  on  the  court 
and  in  the  saddle. 

By  Nancy  Newhouse 
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The  Emerys  all  do  it.  These  days, 
everybody  does  it.  Tennis  is  the 
game,  and  balls  are  flying,  rackets 
swinging,  all  over  the  country.  In 

Florida,  it's  not  too  hard  to  get  a 
fix  on  the  sport,  what  with  courts 

on  e%'ery  other  corner  and  the  per- 
vasive ambiance  of  sun  and  games. 

The  William  Emery  family,  now 

that  two  of  their  sons  are  of  appro- 
priate age,  are  part  of  the  pattern— 

they  find  that  their  Ormond  Beach 
life  revolves  increasingly  around  ten- 

nis. Mark  Emery,  16,  is  ranked  25th 
in  the  state  in  the  16-and-unders, 
and  his  brother  Jonathan.  12,  23rd 

in  the  12-and-unders.  Both  parents 
are  reasonably  good  amateurs.  And 

although  Matthew  is  only  4,  he's enthused,  and  will  be  out  on  the 

court  as  soon  as  he's  tall  enough  to 
see  over  the  net. 

What  does  it  mean  to  their  family 
lifestyle  to  have  crossed  the  line 

from  "playing  for  fun"  to  "serious"? For  mother  Carol,  a  sunny  blond 
in  her  late  thirties,  it  means  a  lot  of 
driving,  for  one  thing.  Getting  the 
boys  to  one  or  two  tournaments  a 
month  in  various  parts  of  the  state 
involves  a  dawn  departure  and  a 
late-night  return,  with  a  long,  hot  day 

in  the  sun  in  between.  "I  take  lots  of 

Gatorade,"  sighs  Carol.  It  also  means 
comirfg%*tck  the  next  day,  and  even 
the  next,  if  the  boys  win  their 
matches.  (Father  Bill,  a  lawyer  and 
municipal  judge,  only  makes  it  to  the finals.) 

It  also  means  some  ambivalence. 

'I  wouldn't  ever  quit.  I  really  want 

them  to  do  it  and  improve,"  says 
Carol,  who  encouraged  the  boys  to 

start  young  with  lessons.  But  she", anxious  not  to  fail  into  tip  role 

pushy  tennis  mother.  '^iMon'l  wan' tennis  to  be  the  only  tting  in  their 

lives."  Both  boys  are  act«  in  church 
youth  groups,  and  Jonatlwe  recently 
dazzled  the  family.with  his  perform- 

ance as  Hansel  in  the  opera  Hansel 
and  Gretel. 

To  stay  in  shape  for  the  ferocious 
Florida  teen-age  tennis  competition. 
Bill,  Mark,  and  Jonathan  all  run  at 
the  Daytona  Track  Club,  and  run 
as  well  on  the  superb  nearby  beach. 
Bill  is  a  good  gymnast,  and  the  boys 
join  him  on  the  backyard  parallel 

bars  when  he's  working  out. 
IV  ContinHe4.,QJiJ'Ug&J^9, 
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Mark  and  Jonathan  arrive  by  bike  at  the  Oceanside  Coun- 
try Club  in  Ormond  Beach  for  an  after-school  tennis  session.  , 

Bill  is  grim  about  getting  this  one 

back  to  faster-stroking  son  Mark. 

i.  ,  _  ,^ind3  Lie..  ....  /-' 
ranked  no.  2  in  the  country  in  girls  IS-and-under. 

Picking  out  a  tune,  Matthew  is  over 
shadowed  by  tennis  trophies. 

Alley  oop!  Matthew  and  Jonatharj 
try  some  gymnastics  for  fitness] 
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With  all  the  years  of 

,  there  have 
only  been  4  broken 
bones:  2  legs, 

an  arm,  and  a  rib 

Where  is  everybody?  Anna  Marie,  above,  checks  out  the  hunt  field.  Andre, 
below,  on  boot  duty:  first  boots  are  washed  then  saddlesoaped  and  polished. 

\\  hen  his  hrst  child  was  six  weeks  old, 
Harry  de  Lever,  on  horseback,  held 
him  in  his  arms  and  rode  carefully 
around  the  yard  while  mother  Joanna 
watched  out  the  window.  Today  they 
have  eight  children  from  ages  13  to 
24,  all  accomplished  riders.  The  six  at 
home  show  horses,  hunt,  and  help  on 

the  family's  52-acre  Long  Island  farm. How  does  one  family  produce  eight 
high-achie\ing  equestrians?  Perhaps  it 
is  because  riding  is  not  just  their  fa- 

vorite sport,  but  also  their  livelihood. 
The  de  Leyers  are  not  wealthy,  and 
earning  a  living  with  horses  demands  a 
family  efTort.  Equestrian/business  life 
includes  lessons  (Harry  teaches  30 
classes  a  week);  schooling,  buying 
and  selling,  breeding,  and  boarding 
horses;  and  show  riding  (for  prize 
mone\).  .•Xnd  80  horses  at  the  farm 

means  a  lot  of  mouths  to  feed.  There's 
no  hired  help,  so  everybody  in  the 

family  pitches  in. 
Saturday,  the  busiest  day,  breaks 

down  as  follows:  up  at  6:30  for  a  big 
breakfast,  at  the  barns  by  7.  Before 
classes  start,  horses  are  fed  and  watered 
and  the  barns  swept  by  the  boys . . . 

Harry,  a  traditionalist,  doesn't  allow 
the  girls  to  muck  out  stalls;  they  clean 
tack,  saddle,  and  groom.  Horses  are 

saddled  for  the  9  o'clock  class,  and  for 
hourly  classes  until  2.  Joanna  and  as- 

sembled children  return  horses  to  stalls 

and  set  up  fences  for  jumping  classes. 
After  a  quick  lunch,  boarders  and 
young  horses  are  exercised  (each  child 
has  one  young  horse  assigned  to  him  or 
her  to  clean,  exercise,  and  train).  And 
manes  are  braided  for  the  Sunday  horse 
show  or  hunt,  depending  on  the  season. 
One  recent  Saturday,  before  the  gala 
final  Sunday  of  the  local  Smithtown 

Hunt,  the  de  Leyer  kids 
braided  21  horses. 

Then  it's  church,  for 
Saturday  evening  5:30 
mass.  "U'e  usually  have  to 

run,"  says  Joanna  de  Leyer. 
"Everyone's  in  the  shower 
at  the  same  time,  and  I  put 
dinner  in  the  oven  before 

we  go." 

The  mother  of  such  a 
brood  needs  an  advanced 

degree  in  time  manage- 
ment, particularly  when 

she  hunts  with  her  hus- 
band three  full  days  a 

week  from  September  to  late  March. 

Joanna  says,  "The  housework  used  to 
bother  me.  I'm  so  glad  my  mother  lives 
far  away  so  she  can't  see  my  house. 
When  1  w as  first  married,  I  had  to  keep 

things  spotless,  but  I  was  a  nervous 

wreck.''  Then,  she  laughs,  as  the  chil- 

dren multiplied,  'T  just  couldn't  keep 
up.  I  decided  the  housework  had  to  be 

secondarj.''  The  morning  of  a  horse 
show,  she  just  puts  dishes  in  the  dish- 

washer, and  everyone  piles  in  the  sta- 
tion wagon  or  horse  van  for  a  6:30  de- 

parture. ""Keeping  the  family  together 
having  a  good  time  is  much  more  im- 

portant than  being  at  home  doing 
Continued  on  page  169 

housework." 
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Joanna  adjusts  Harry's  stock.  He  is 

Huntsman  (in  control  of  the  hounds 

in  the  field)  of  the  Smithtown  Hunt. 
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award  she  won  with   Dutch   Erma, 

Iher  favorite,  prizewi^n^ng  mount. 



eti  gel  aymy  froi 
oilier  you  climb  on  a  bike,  fly  to 

lai  away  shores,  or  pick  up  a  picnic 
basket,  make  a  break  with  the  everyday! 

iMts 
SUSAN   WOOD 

Seeing  America 
on  wheels:  YHE 

BIKECENTENNIAL 
By  Mary  Smith 
Bicycle  touring  is  an  exhilarating, 
inexpensive,  healthy  way  to  travel, 
allowing  time  to  reflect,  to  absorb 
the  landscape,  to  experience  the 

terrain,  in  a  way  today's  high-speed 
travel  has  forgotten.  Until  recently 
cycling  was  feasible  on  the  country 
roads  of  Europe,  but  remained  an 
awesome  undertaking  in  this  huge 

land  of  superhighways  and  enor- 
mous distances. 

Bikecentennial  '76,  a  nonprofit 
organization  of  cycling  enthusiasts, 
has  seen  the  need  for  quiet,  safe 
riding  routes  in  the  United  States 

and  spent  three  years  putting  to- 
gether a  system  of  trails  and  facili- 

ties for  bikers  from  coast  to  coast. 

Recognized  by  the  American  Rev- 
olution Bicentennial  Administra- 

tion, its  big  thrust  for 
1976  will  be  organizing 
trips  with  leaders  across 
the  United  States  or 

through  portions  of  it. 
Ten  thousand  people  are 
expected  to  cycle  from 
coast  to  coast,  with 
many  more  traveling  on 
sections  of  the  route. 

Most  parts  of  the 
United  States  are  criss- 

crossed with  little-used  backroads 
servicing  rural  areas.  Carefully 
linked  together,  these  provide  per- 

fect bike  trails  through  scenic  parts 
of  the  country.  Combined  with  lo- 

cal facilities — called  Bike  Inns — 
such  as  schools,  churches,  and 
community  halls,  where  cyclists 
can  throw  down  a  sleeping  bag  for 
the  night  and  get  a  meal,  a  coast-to- 
coast  network  has  been  created  for 

cycling,  eating,  and  sleeping. 
The  backbone  of  Bikecentennial 

'76  is  the  Trans-American  Trail,  a 
4,250-mile  trip  from  Reedsport, 
Ore.,  to  Yorktown,  Va.  The  trail 

goes  through  the  Cascade  Moun- 
tains of  Oregon,  across  Idaho  to 

Montana,  along  part  of  the  Lewis 
and  Clark  Trail,  through  Wyoming 
and  Colorado.  The  route  then 

heads  east  through  the  Great 
Plains  in  Kansas,  the  Ozarks,  on 
to  Kentucky  and  Virginia,  through 

the  Appalachian  Mountains.  Fi- 
nally, it  meanders  through  the 

Shenandoah  Valley  to  Yorktown. 
Unfortunately,  April  15  was  the 

deadline  for  signing  up  for  this  82- 
day  trip,  but  there  is  still  ample 
time  to  apply  for  space  on  one  of 
thirteen  shorter  trips. 

Short  trips  along  portions  of  the 
trail  will  depart  all  summer.  Coast 
Cascades,  for  example,  a  12-day 
trip  from  Astoria,  Ore.,  to  Prine- 
ville.  Ore.  costs  S210  for  Full  Ser- 

vice, which  includes  having  equip- 
ment carried  by  van  from  one  eve- 
ning stop  to  the  next,  and  staying 

in  Bike  Inns.  Or  you  pay  S 1 90  stay- 
ing in  a  Bike  Inn  and  carrying  your 

own  gear,  or  $165  for  camping. 

The  trail  includes  a  variety  of  ter- 
rain, from  the  twisting  coastline 

along  the  Pacific  Ocean  to  the  fer- 
tile Willamette  Valley  and  on  to 

the  Cascade  Mountains.  Descend- 
ing from  the  mountains,  bikers 

travel  through  desert  to  Prineville. 

Opening  the  Frontier,  a  31 -day 
trip  from  Yorktown,  Va.  to  Ste. 
Genevieve,  Mo.  follows  the  path 
of  the  first  pioneers  to  head  west. 
It  goes  through  the  Daniel  Boone 
country  of  the  Appalachians  on  to 
the  bluegrass  country  of  Kentucky. 
The  cost  is  $435  for  Full  Service, 

$390  for  Bike  Inn,  $310  for  camp- 
ing. The  price  includes  overnights, 

three  meals  a  day,  expenses  for 
leaders,  and  insurance. 

In  the  interest  of  promoting 

long-distance  cycling  this  year, 

Bikecentennial  '76  will  organize 
mixed  groups  of  twelve  cyclists  ac- 

cording to  experience,  ability,  and 
Continued  on  page  167 

Indian 

Ocean 
adventure 
By  John  Summerskill 
EDITORS  note:  Educator  John 
Summerskill  was  president  of  San 
Francisco  State  University  in  the 
stormy  1966-68  years,  lived  in 
Ethiopia  and  traveled  widely  in 
Africa  from  1968  to  1970,  is  now 
vice  president  of  the  Educational 
Testing  Service  in  Princeton,  N.J. 
The  departure  was  perfect.  At 
nine  in  the  evening  we  took  a  taxi 
from  downtown  Athens  to  a  tav- 
erna  in  a  quiet  neighborhood  for  a 
dinner  of  fried  eggplant,  sodziki 
salad  (grated  cucumber,  garlic, 

yoghurt,  lemon),  sausage,  lamb 
testicles,  and  two  big  carafes  of 
retsina  wine.  Then,  just  before 

midnight,  we  hurried  to  the  Athens 
airport,  bought  some  duty-free  gin 
on  the  run,  whizzed  through  secur- 

ity and  customs,  and  were  airborne 
for  Nairobi. 

Arriving  at  dawn,  we  asked  im- 
mediately about  the  next  flight  to 

our  destination:  Lamu  Island  off 

the  coast  of  Kenya.  We  took  off  in 
a  DC-3  after  a  four-hour  stopover. 

En  route  we  made  a  scheduled 

stop  at  Malindi,  beautifully  situ- 
ated on  the  Kenya  coast.  There  our 

pilot,  with  less  poise  than  one  likes 
to  see  in  pilots,  let  us  know  that 
the  aircraft  would  not  be  going 
on  to  Lamu  because  we  had.  as 

he  put  it,  "a  no-go  problem." In  the  heat  of  the  African  after- 
noon the  passengers  bound  for 

Lamu.  grounded,  turned  peevish. 
I  glanced  at  my  wife  Mimi,  she 
nodded,  and  we  split. 

A  taxi  to  the  Ocean  Sports  Ho- 
tel on  Turtle  Bay,  14  miles  south 

of  Malindi,  cost  50  shillings 
(US  $7).  It  was  worth  every  penny. 

Suddenly  the  whole  world 
changed.  Looking  southward 
along  the  coast  of  Kenya,  a  broad 
ribbon  of  white  powder  sand 

wound  as  far  as  the  eye  could  fol- 
low. Coconut  palms,  ironwood, 

succulents  came  down  to  one  edge 

of  the  beach  and  the  green-blue 
Indian  Ocean  broke  lazily  along 
the  other.  To  the  north,  beyond 

some   rocky   islands,    a   beaul| 
green  headland;  across  the  nar 
neck    of    the    headland,    a 

lagoon.  We  ran  across  the 
into  the  water. 

Malindi  is  a  favorite  holi 

spot  for  families  who  live  in  ̂  
robi  and  upcountry  Kenya, 
vacationers  do  not  usually  gc 
the  coast  without  reservations, 
did.  Mimi,  fearing  we  would 
turned  away,  whispered  to  i 
"Look,  there  is  one  of  the  c 
^^On  Lamu,  encf/es: 

sand  beaches, 

green  bush,  and 
the  ocean 
shimmering 

toward  India..." 
ers  sitting  on   the   lounge.   M. 
sure  he  knows  we  are  friends 

the   Haverstraws."   I   put   on 
best   British/country/casual  lo^ 
strolled  over  to  introduce  mys 

and    firmly    dropped    the    na 
"Haverstraw."  The  response  w 
"Really?"  The  next  day  when 
were  comfortably  established  in 
bungalow  at  Ocean  Sports,  I  c 
covered  that  the  man  was  an  it 
erant  like  us  who  must  still  wond 
about  Americans  accosting  strar 

ers,  saying:  "Haverstraw!" Turtle  Bay  envelopes  one  in  si 
and  sea,  and  mental  clocks  wii 
down.  The  more  energetic  undt 
take  ocean  sports  and  snorkel,  st. 
ba  dive,  sail,  water  ski,  and  fish 

deep    waters.    Others    follow    • 
tides  which  reach   14  feet,  swi 

body  surf,  and  sun  bathe.  Or  ( 
can  explore  the  town  of  Main 
and    visit    the    ruins    of    the    i 
Arab  city  at  nearby  Gedi  villag 
Or  tour  the  magnificent  coral  g 
dens  in  Turtle  Bay  Marine  Park 

glass-bottomed  boats. 
We  filled  the  days  with  swin 

ming  and  body  surfing  and  ate  lis 
crab,  shrimp,  and  lobster  at  pnc 
we  could  afford.  We  spent  a  lor 
morning  with  seven  African  fishe 
men  encountered  along  the  beac 
and  shared  their  excitement  wh^ 
the  nets  were  hauled  in.  There  v,, 

time  for  sun-bathing  and  lazin 
and  reading,  for  strolling  and  shof 

ping  in  the  town  of  Malindi,  tc 

^nm^Bim 



gin-and-limes  under  the  Afri- 
sun.  It  was  just  right. 
or  us,  the  children  in  the  area 
e  a  special  delight.  They  came 
of  the  Indian  Ocean  with  flax- 
hair  and  blue  eyes,  alongside 
er  children  with   curly   black 
r  and  laughing  black  eyes  and 
:p  black  skins. 
\  week  later,  we  once  again  set 
for  our  destination:  Lamu  Is- 

d.  As  our  baggage  was  loaded 

o  the  single-engine  plane  oper- 
d  by  Ticair  (named  after  a  cat), 
Jistinctly  older  gentleman  with 

RAF  mustache  sped  up  to  Ma- 
di  Airport  on  a  motorbike.  He 
rked  the  bike,  climbed  into  the 
ckpit,  turned  over  the  propeller, 
d  we  were  off  to  Lamu,   a  la 

aldo  Pepper.  It  was  a  dramatical- 
beautiful  45  minutes,  with  sand 
aches  and  green  brush  off  the 

■rt  lounge,  and  the  ocean  shim- 
ering  toward  India  to  starboard. 
When  we  landed  at  Lamu,  our 
ggage  was  immediately  grabbed 
id  divided  by  boatmen  compet- 
g  for  our  business.  Without  Swa- 
li,  it  took  all  my  powers  of  mime 
get  our  things  consolidated  in 

le  ancient  craft  for  the  voyage  to 
e  Peponi  Hotel  on  Lamu  Island. 
Suddenly,     again,     the     whole 
orld  changed.  It  would  tax  a  poet 
describe  the  beauty  of  Lamu. 

he  Peponi  Hotel  is  a  small  inn, 
stefully  converted  from  a  private 
:ime,  located  on  the  eastern  tip  of 
amu  near  the  fishing  village  of 
nela.  The  hotel  offers  a  constantly 
hanging  view  of  the  ocean  waters, 
he  dhows  and  other  boats,  which 
un  between  Lamu  and  Manda  is- 
ands.  Guests  at  the  Peponi  can 
inish  morning  coffee  on  the  ter- 
ace  surrounded  by  bougainvillaea 
md  step  directly  onto  8  miles  of 

vhite  sand  beach — 8  uninterrupt- 
ed and  unpopulated  miles!  Lamu 

Town  about  a  mile   and   a  half 

iway,  is  an  incredible  place  to  ex- 
plore  and  to   photograph   in   the 

early  morning  when   the   sun   is 
bearable  in  the  sand  hills.  Later  in 
the  day,  it  is  easy  to  offset  the  heat 
with  swimming  and  boating,  and 
gin-and-limes  are  always  available. 

In  the  heart  of  the  land  of  the 

Swahili  people,  the  Lamu  water- 
ways have  been  an  entry  to  that 

part  of  Africa  for  more  than  a 
thousand  years,  perhaps  twice  as 
long.  Arabs  from  Oman  and  Mus- 

cat on  the  Arabian  peninsula  have 
been  carried  to  and  from  the  Lamu 

region  for  centuries  by  the  mon- 
soon winds,  and  their  presence  and 

influence  are  evident  everywhere. 
Travel  on  the  island  today  is  still 
entirely  by  boat,  foot,  or  donkey, 
since   the  narrow  streets  of  the 
town  cannot  accommodate  vehi- 

cles. Main  Street,  never  more  than 
Continued  on  page  108 

Grazing  goats  add  a  provincial  note 
to  the  Lamu  airstrip,  and  visitors 
use  the  plane  as  a  sun  shelter. 

r.DiTOR's  note:  Biographer,  novel- 
ist, and  above  all  traveler — both  in 

fact  and  in  imagination — Lesley 
Blanch  was  born  in  London.  As  a 

diplomat's  wife,  she  lived  in  eight 
countries,  and  she  has  visited 
countless  others,  many  of  them  the 
remoter  regions  of  the  earth. 
Among  her  books  are  The  Sabres 
of  Paradise,  Under  a  Lilac-Bleed- 

ing Star,  and  most  recently  Pavil- 
ions of  the  Heart  (Putnam 

$12.95).  Her  book,  The  Wilder 

Shores  of  Love,  has  been  translat- 
ed into  eleven  languages,  and  its 

title  has  become  part  of  our  lan- 
guage .  .  .  even  for  Lesley  Blanch. 

Picnics  have  always  been  a  tradi- 
tion in  English  and  American  life, 

yet,  alas,  picnic  foods  are  too  often 
boring  and  generally  remain  on  the 
hard-boiled  egg  and  hot-dog  cir- 

cuit. There  is  much  room  for  in- 
vention and  daring,  as  I  have 

learned  from  my  travels  about  the 
world.  Looking  back,  I  see  my 

journeys  as  one  long  merging  pic- 
nic— meals  by  the  wayside  from 

Morocco  to  Siberia.  Everywhere, 

delicious  surprises.  In  lands  con- 
sidered primitive  or  unsophisticat- 

ed—"developing"  is  the  new  word 
— life  is  still  geared  for  the  nomad 
or  passer-by.  No  need  to  take  along 
thermos  flasks  or  wilting  sand- 

wiches on  the  golden  road  to 
Samarkand. 

Many  of  the  local  foods  that  1 
recall  are  easily  prepared  at  home 

''Looking  back^ 

I  see  my  iourneys 
as  one  long 

pknk-^  meals 
by  the  wayside 
from  Morocco 

to  Siberia 
II 

and  suitable  for  picnics.  I  shall  re- 
turn to  them  later.  First,  some- 
thing about  picnics  in  general.  The 

dictionary  defines  them  as  alfresco 
meals.  But  that  is  not  my  interpre- 

tation. Otherwise,  backyard  barbe- 
cues— the  nearest  most  chef- 

capped  city  men  get  to  the  Western 
life  they  watch  on  television — are 
really  indoor  meals  eaten  outside. 
By  picnics,  I  mean  food  packed 
and  taken  far  afield,  to  be  eaten 
whenever  and  wherever  your  fancy 
takes  you,  without  all  the  fuss  of 

plates,  knives  and  forks,  or  cook- 
ing it.  Finger  food,  in  short.  Thus, 

even  the  sizzling  hot  shish  kebab 

washed  down  by  a  glass  of  deli- 
cately scented  tea.  which  is  to  be 

had  at  any  hour  all  across  the 
Middle  East,  is  not,  strictly,  a  pic- 

nic, not  even  when  eaten  out  of 

doors,  sitting  cross-legged  on  a 
local  rug,  beneath  a  vine.  However 
you  rate  it  (and  I  rate  it  high),  this 
is  a  restaurant  meal.  So  are  those 

formal  repasts  some  motorists  tend 
to  consume  by  the  roadside,  cling- 

ing close  to  their  car:  There,  by 
means  of  folding  table  and  chairs, 
tablecloths,  cutlery,  china,  wines, 

some  rich  dish  and  equally  heav- 

The  Wilder 
shores  of 

PICNICKING 
fiy  Lesley  Blanch 

LESLEY   BLANCH 

ing-rich  sauce,  they  reconstruct  the 
dining  room  they  have  reluctantly 
left.  The  French,  among  whom  I 
live,  generally  mistrust  nature,  and 
particularly  eating  in  its  midst. 

This  is  a  pity,  for  with  this  nation's 
superb  gastronomic  traditions  and 
sense  of  what  is  fitting — le  style,  in 
all  things — they  might  have  come 
up  with  some  splendid  picnic 

menus,  instead  of  pizzas  and  char- 
cuteries.  But  that  is  all  the  French 

aspire  to,  if  forced  away  from  the 
full-scale  meal  beside  the  exhaust 
of  the  car. 

Perhaps  this  lack  of  interest  is 
in  part  due  to  the  Code  Napoleon, 
for  owing  to  its  decrees,  man  still 
dominates,  both  legally  and  do- 

mestically, although  new  legisla- 
tion and  the  nascent  Women's  Lib 

movement  begin  to  alter  things. 
Frenchmen,  then,  and  indeed  most 

other  men,  in  general,  dislike  pic- 
nics. It  is  a  curious  male  charac- 

teristic. Men  prefer  to  concentrate 
on  what  they  are  eating,  and  are 
distracted  by  scenery  and  insects 
— wasps  especially,  which  they 
provoke  unnecessarily  by  flapping 
at  them.  Men  are  discouraged  by 
not  eating  a  hot  meal,  above  all, 
by  not  being  seated  at  a  table  (at 
the  head,  perhaps?).  And,  of 
course,  they  detest  having  to  lug 
the  hamper  to  some  remote  site 
selected  by  others.  I  suppose  mad 

King  Ludwig  II  of  Bavaria  con- 
trived the  ne  plus  ultra  in  picnic 

meals  (or  so  he  saw  them),  when  he 
took  to  dashing  about  his  kingdom 

by  night — one  night  stands,  gen- 
erally, the  destination  always  de- 

cided on  the  spur  of  the  moment — 
to  eat  one  meal,  or  sleep  one  night, 

Lesley  Blanch  cocooned  in  a 
voluminous  burnoose. 

The  author 
clutches  a  botti 
of  wine  to  take 
the  chill  oft  it,  o 

one  unforgettat 

cold  picnic 
n  Cornwall,      i 

in  one  of  his  numerous  palaces, 

hunting  lodges,  or  other  grandiose 
fantasies.  A  retinue  of  cooks,  scul- 

lions, pages,  and  grooms  had  to 
precede  him  at  a  furious  gallop, 

arriving  with  every  imaginable  lux- 
ury of  china  and  gold  plate,  port- 
able ovens,  and  lavish  ingredients, 

in  order  to  set  up  a  kitchen,  adorn 

a  dinner  table,  and  serve  these  im- 
promptu but  lavish  repasts. 

The  foods  I  prefer  for  picnics  do 
away  with  much  fuss,  for  they  are 
designed  to  be  eaten  cold.  I  only 
allow  participants  paper  cups  and  a 

combination  corkscrew-jackknife. 
apart  from  the  food  and  drink. 
Which  reminds  me  ot  an  English 

picnic,  long  ago,  in  Cornwall, 
where  of  course,  we  took  along 

Cornish  pasties.  We  also  took  a 
bottle  of  vintage  Burgundy.  It  was 

a  bitter  spring  day.  and  the  wine 
cried  out  to  be  chambreed.  I  was 

made  to  proceed  across  the  moors 
mulling  it  in  my  bosom.  When  it 
was  judged  to  be  at  the  prescribed 
room  temperature,  we  sat  down  to 
the  feast — to  find  that  we  had  for- 

gotton  the  corkscrew. 
For  picnic  recipes,  see  page  52 
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ARDEN  PARTY 
How  does  a  weekend  gardener  plan  a 
party  for  250  friends?  Outdoors  -  with 
make-ahead  foods,  assembly-line 
trimmings,  and  a  sense  of  humor 

If  you  think  of  your  garden  as  an  outdoor  room, 
why  not  let  it  decorate  itself  for  a  summer  cele- 

bration? Robert  L.  Green,  an  editor  and  de- 
signer often  seen  on  TV  talk  shows,  does  it 

every  summer.  He  plans  a  huge  bufiet,  makes 
much  of  the  food  ahead  (you'll  find  recipes  on 
page  123),  and  invites  more  than  200  guests — 
and  all  for  charity.  Last  year's  invitation  read: 
"Goodwill  Industries  of  America,  Inc.  invites 
you  to  celebrate  life,  exercise  a  few  liberties, 

and  pursue  a  lot  of  happiness  at  a  Bicentennial 
Picnic  at  Robert  L.  Green's  18th-century  Toll- 
gate  Farm."  This  year's  party  will  be  a  Bicenten- 

nial country  fair  with  thirteen  booths  ("for  the 
original  Colonies")  full  of  homemade  breads  and 
home-grown  treats.  "Parties  are  a  form  of  show 
business,"  Mr.  Green  says.  'The  secret  of  a  good party  is  the  cast:  mixed  age  groups,  dependable 
friends,  new  faces.  Casting  is  a  secret  of  a  good 
garden,  too.  Gardens  should  be  visual  banquets." 

In  the  fenced  garden,  above,  buffet  tables  covered 
with  lily-patterned  hemp  cloths  (lilies  are  a  symbol 
of  Tollgate  Farm)  silk-screened  bv  his  friends,  designi Robert  Penny  and  Dan  Carr.  Below:  1.  Summer  salad 
garnished  with  strawberries,  rudbeckia,  a  lily.  2.  The 
party  garden,  which  actress  Vivian  Leigh  helped 
plan,  between  Mr.  Green's  1740  Pennsvlvania farmhouse  and  potting  shed  with  weather  vane. 
3.  Seafood  mousse  garlanded  with  clematis 
and  ilex.  Far  right:  four  guests  relaxing. 
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Homemade  garden  party  continued 

GROWING  DECORATIONS, 
A  GARDEN-CART  BUFFET 

"Guests  may  believe  that  somehow  it  all  just  hap- pens,   but   it   doesn't,"   says   Robert   L.   Green. 
'Whether  it's  gardens  or  parties,  you  must  plan 
ahead."  Because  he  gardens  only  on  weekends, 
planning  ahead  means  "easy  carefree  flowers."' He  overplants  too:  "I  want  my  plants  to  feel  that 
this  is  a  very  popular  party.  Besides,  by  over- 

crowding I  have  fewer  weeds."  He  mixes  flowers 
as  he  mixes  guests.  "Flowers  have  such  interesting personalities,  even  within  the  same  breed.  There 
are  the  tall  and  small  lilies,  aggressive  and  shy 
lilies,  vulgar  and  sophisticated  lilies." 

When  it  comes  to  planning  the  annual  party, 
Mr.  Green  begins  on  the  menu  months  ahead.  On 
party  day,  he  fills  washtubs  and  baskets  with  pre- 
baked  and  frozen  breads,  thaws  out  the  roast 
ducks,  meatballs,  and  meat  loaves.  For  last  minute 
molds  and  aspics  he  has  "a  lot  of  helping  hands"— 
a  house-party  crew  of  willing  friends.  For  ear- 
nishing,  he  sets  up  a  kitchen  assembly  line"  of fresh  picked  flowers,  fruits,  herbs.  "Party-giving 
is  like  gardening.  You  invite  the  guests  of  your choice,  with  qualities  in  common — and  some  sur- 

prises—provide them  with  food  and  drink,  and 
enjoy  watching  them  mix." 

1.  A  hillside  of  tawny  wild  daylilies  (Hemerocallis 
fulva).  2.  A  sun-sweep  of  marigolds,  zinnias:  party decorations.  3.  Peonies  edging  path  to  vegetable garden.  4.  Mr.  Green,  center,  with  Celeste 
Holm  and  her  husband,  actor  Wesley  Addy. 
5,  Garden  cart  used  as  a  dessert  buffet.  6.  Bedroom 
,flowers,  printed  and  real,  with  one  of  .Mr.  Green's 
wallcovering  dersigns,  "Basketweave."  7.  Breakfast 
on  mats  made  of  Mr.  Green's  blue  and  white 
"Canton"  paper.  8.  Country  lunch  in  a  room  designed By  Angelo  Donghia.  with  rabbit-patterned  tablecloth, 
"Barnaby  Thumper,"  another  of  Mr.  Green's  designs' inspired  by  his  farm  for  &  Vice  Versa  (see  page  125). 
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HOW  TO  ORGANIZE  A  DAILY  DIALOGUE 
WITH  YOURSELF 

sychologisfs  way  to  selUdiscovery. 
Dr.  Ira  Progoff  tells  how  to  set  up  a 

persqpal  growth  journal  of  your  own 
BY  BEVERLY  RUSSELL 

■^  How  long  since  you  kept  a  diary? 
How  long  since  you  took  the 
trouble  to  handwrite  a  personal 
letter,  other  than  a  bread-and- 
butter  thank-you  note?  The  act 
of  handwriting  has  been  replaced 

by  faster  methods  of  communica- 
tion— phone,  typewriter,  and  cas- 

sette. And  more's  the  pity.  You 
won't  find  many  poets  reaching 
for  the  typewriter  to  put  down  a 
lyrical  sketch.  They  work  with  pen 
or  pencil.  This  is  because  when 
you  pause  to  sit  down,  think,  and 
write  in  longhand,  you  reach  into 

feelings  and  search  more  conscien- 
tiously for  words  to  express  mean- 

ing accurately. 

Looking  back  on  it,  says  psy- 
chologist Dr.  Ira  Progoff,  the  old 

habit  of  journal  writing  was  a  use- 
ful way  to  release  tensions,  inhibi- 

tions, and  feelings — and  very  nec- 
essary, too.  before  we  had  the 

analyst's  couch,  encounter  groups, 
or  primal-scream  therapy.  Writing 

a  daily  diary  helped  "get  it  off  your 
chest."  It  comes  as  a  bit  of  a  sur- 

prise, given  the  variety  of  modern 
alternatives,  then,  that  Dr.  Prog- 

off. professor,  teacher,  and  author, 
is  actually  advocating  a  return  to 

journal  keeping  as  a  means  of  deal- 
ing with  stress,  and  to  promote 

personal  growth  and  self-discov- ery. 

Although  it  may  sound  like  a 
new  cult.  Dr.  Progotfs  Intensive 
Journal  Method — its  proper  name 
— is  rooted  in  over  twenty-five 
years  of  research.  Progoff,  who 
studied  with  Jung,  is  author  of  a 
trilogy  of  psychological  books. 
The  Death  and  Rebirth  of  Psy- 

chology, Depth  Psychology  and 
Modern  Man  and  The  Symbolic 
and  the  Real.  Since  1966  he  has 

been  quietly  conducting  work- 
"  shops  in  universities  and  other 

institutions,  recording  facts  about 
the  therapeutic  value  of  journal 

keeping  at  the  Institute  for  Re- 
search in  Depth  Psychology,  Drew 

University.    (He  is  the   founder.) 

Above  left,  the  Progoff  journal. 
Below  left,  Dr  Progoff  in  action,  and 

above  right,  some  of  the  partici- 
pants at  a  journal  seminar. 

JAMES    MATHEWS 
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Index  a  loose-leaf  note- 
book into  these  16  sub- 

jects.     Each      day     as 

thoughts  come  to  you,  write  in 

the  appropriate  section. 
Period  log.  Life  breaks 
down  into  periods  or  phases  for 
each  of  us.  These  may  relate  to 

jobs,  marriage,  divorce,  the 
place  in  which  you  live.  As  you 
remember  the  periods  in  your 

life,  jot  them  down.  Gradually 
assemble  them  in  chronological 
order.  This  helps  you  .see  the 
rhythnt  of  your  life. 

Daily  log.  Write  down 
daily  happenings  as  you  would 
do  in  a  normal  diary.  This  un- 

ravels   what's   on    your   mind, 

defines  issues. 
Dialogue  wifh  persons. 
Whenever  a  particular  person 
comes  to  mind,  enter  the  name 
in  this  section.  Then  write  down 
the  next  action  you  arc  going  to 
take  in  this  relationship.  This 
clarifies  relationships. 

Dialogue  wifh  works. 
You  may  not  have  a  full-time 

job,  but  perhaps  you  work  part- time  at  an  art  or  craft,  or  even 
as  a  volunteer.  Whatever  you 
do,  write  thoughts  and  feelings 

about  the  activity  and  the  peo- 
ple involved.  This  helps  chart 

progress  in  work. 
Dialogue  wifh  sociefy. 
Fill  in  your  family  notes  here, 
and  anything  to  do  with  schools, 
institutions,    or    other    groups.- 
This  clarifies  attitudes  towards 

qroup  situations. 
Dialogue  wifh  evenfs. 
When  events  connected  with 

any  of  the  above  sections  come 
up  and  seem  important,  log 
them  here.  Married  people  find 

this  section  helpful  for  analyz- 
ing marital  problems:  e.g.  anger, 

frustration,  irritation — such 
feelings  are  generally  provoked 

by  a  specific  event.  This  re- leases tensions.  Just  putting  the 
"event"  down  on  paper  is  a  start 

to  understanding  what  is  up- 
setting you.  From  there,  you 

learn  better  how  to  deal  with  it. 

Dialogue      wifh      fhe 

body. Use  this  space  for  feel- 
ings about  the  physical  world, 

attitudes  about  sports,  contact 
with  nature,  music,  dancing, 

and  sex.  Your  body  reaction  to 

physical  aspects  of  life  can  tell 
you  a  lot  about  yourself. 

Dream    log.    For   jotting 

down   dreams.   Describe  i] 

just  as  you  recall   them. 
helps  you  become  more  a 

of  your  non-conscious  life. 
Dream    enlargemen 
If  some  dreams  seem  extra 

portant,  use  this  space  to 
large  on  them.  Dreams  can  . 
you  zero  in  on  specific  th 

you  may  need  to  attend  ii 
your  waking  life. 
Twilighf  imagery  U 
This  is  where  you  log  your 

tasies,  things  you  would  lik 
do,  images  you  have  of  yc 
self,  or  of  your  life.  Fanta 
count  in  life  as  much  as  y 
dreams.  Let  them  guide  yoi. 

where  you  would  like  to  be 

Twilighf  exfensions. 
section  for  elaborating  on  ; 
of   the   fantasies.    This  fun 
clarifies  the  direction  your 
could  take. 

Inner      wisdom      di 

logue.  .Space  for  questii 
you  would  like  to  ask  the  p 

son  you  most  admire  and 
spect.  Write  the  questions,  th 
answer  them  imagining  hi 

your  "wisdom"  figure  woi 
reply,  /n  the  last  analysis,  i 
you  who  makes  the  final  dc 
sion.  This  section  teaches  \ 

to  work  out  problems  alone. 

Life  hisfory  log.  a  pi  i 
for   collecting    memories.    1^ 
cord    them    as    they    come  , 
mind,  without  judgment  or 

terpretation.    This   helps   bit 
the  picture  of  your  life. 

Sfepping  sfones.  Sigm 
cant  signposts  along  your  li 
marriage,  divorce,  a  new  j( 
something   major.   Key   poin 
for  remembering.  Helps  fill 
other  sections  of  the  journal. 
Infersecfions:  Road 
faken  and  nof  faket 
Did  you  ever  have  to  make  . 
important  decision?  For  ii 
stance,  two  jobs  came  up  ; 
once,  or  there  was  a  chance  1 
live  in  one  place  or  another.  Pi 
down  these  decisive  situatior 
here.  This  sorts  out  liirkin 
doubts  about  whether  yo 
made  the  right  decision.  If  yo 

feel  regret,  think  over  pat 
action,  and  learn  from  it. 

Now:    The    open    mo 
menf.  a  place  to  recor 
thoughts,  hopes,  and  plans  fo 
the  future.  This  shows  yoi 
where  you  are  going. 



ic  has  come  into  the  pub- 
with  At  a  Journal  Woik- 

,1  fascinating  book,  which 

n  p  his  journal  method.  Anais 
1  ic  novehst  and  author  of  five 

i.i  s  diaries,  commends  it  as  of- 
v'  "a  creative  way  to  open  new 

.•r,.-s. 
"■  dialogue  House,  Greenwich 

■,  New  York  City,  the  nerve 
I     today   for   his   work,    Dr. 

I  explained  his  theories:  "I 
out  as  a  strong  critic  of 
analysis.  Analysis  cuts 
open.  If  you  had  a  tulip  bulb 
II  wanted  to  know  what  col- 
ild  grow  from  it,  you  could 
:t  by  analyzing  it  and  cutting 
Vou  would  also  destroy  it  in 

• ,  ocess.  The  other  way  to  find 
lie  color  is  to  watch  and  wait 

urture  it."  On  a  human  level, 
rogoff  sees  psychoanalysis  as 
jstructive  cutting  up  process: 

urnal  method  as  the  "other 
to  watch  your  own  slow  un- 

ig  and  growth  in  life.  "I  have 
nemies  who  are  prepared  to 

with  me  now  than  I  used  to," 
Ids.  "Even  Freudian  analysts 
me  their  patients."  The  writ- 
!Cord,  with  you  at  all  times  to 
back  to,  is  the  best  guide  to 
you  are  and  where  you  are 
,  he  believes.  It  acts  as  a  com- 

ic understand  your  direction 

growth    "better    than    other 
it-out    analytical    procedures, 

h  often  negate  themselves,"  he 
"Rilke,  the  German  poet, 

a  period  when  he  wasn't  writ- His  friends  wanted  him  to  be 

hoanalyzed  and  he  insisted  if 
as  it  would  neutralize  his  cre- 

■   power.   This   expresses   my 
t  of  view." 

r.  Progoff's  journal  method  is 
quite  like  writing  an  ordinary 

y,  a  time-honored  practice 
ed  in  the  Confessions  of  St. 
'ustine  and  the  spiritual  diaries 

he  Society  of  Friends.  "These 
take  you  in  circles.  They  are 
tursers  of  the  modern  type, 
ch  are  primarily  psychological 
Ikbooks.  In  my  journal  method 
goal  is  neither  literary  creation 

religious  soul-searching,  but  an 
ve  self-transforming  involve- 

it."  The  Progoflf  workbook  is 
ily  organized  and  structured 
>  sixteen  different  sections, 
ch  makes  it  sound  more  com- 
ated  than  it  really  is.  Each  of 
sections  relates  to  a  part  of 

ir  life,  and  they  include  the 
ily  Log,  Intersections  (Roads 
cen  and  Not  Taken),  the  Step- 
g  Stones  (significant  events  in 
ir  life),  the  Dream  Log,  the  Dia- 
ue  with  Your  Body,  and  Now: 
Open  Moment.  Defining  and 

arating  these  parts  of  your  life 

ory  helps  you  to  see  more  clear- 
low  they  all  fit  together  into  a 
lesive  pattern.  There  are  no 
:d  rules  for  keeping  the  journal, 
u  write  in  each  section  as  and 

en  you  feel  like  it.  "The  last 
ig  I  want  to  do  is  make  people 

1  guilty  about  not  doing  some- 
ig.  Life  is  unfolding  for  each 

son  in  his  own  rhythm,"  says 
Continued  on  page  168 

New  exercises  for  low  back  pain 
from  Dr.  Bernard  E.  Finneson, 

Director  of  flie  Crozer-Chester 
Low  Back  Pain  Clinic 

BY  PAULA  RICE  JACKSON 
editor's  note:  Bernard  E.  Finne- 

son, M.D.,  is  Chief  of  Neurosur- 
ery  and  Director  of  the  Low  Back 
Pain  Clinic  of  the  Crozer-Chester 
Medical  Center  in  Chester,  Pa.,  as 
well  as  Chief  of  Neurosurgery  at 
two  other  hospitals.  He  is  associate 
professor  of  neurological  surgery 
at  Hahnemann  Medical  College  in 
Philadelphia  where  he  received  his 
M.D.  in  1948.  A  Philadephia  in- 

ternship was  followed  by  resi- 
dencies in  neuro-psychiatry  and 

neurosurgery.  His  personal  and 
professional  concerns  have  been 
the  treatment  and  study  of  the 

myriad  causes  of  low-back  pain 
that  afflicts  so  many. 

It  usually  happens  one  of  two 

ways.  One's  dramatic.  The  other's subtle.  Bending  over  to  pick  up  a 

pencil  that  dropped  on  the  floor 
and  not  being  able  to  straighten  up 

again  for  the  searings  pain  in  your 
back.  Or  waking  up  on  a  bright 

morning  to  find  an  intractable  cur- 
rent of  discomfort  coming  from 

the  low  back.  The  statistics  describ- 

ing the  occurance  of  low-back  pain 
for  Americans  are  staggering: 

70,000,000  have  experienced  a  se- 
vere backache  more  than  once  in 

their  life;  7,000,000  receive  medi- 
cal treatment  of  some  kind  for  low- 

back  pain  every  day  of  the  year; 
2,000,000  more  Americans  are 
added  to  either  of  these  two  cate- 

gories each  year.  'Which  means that  one  out  of  three  Americans 

suffers  from  low-back  pain  and 
back-related  problems.  In  most 

people's  book,  that's  an  epidemic. 
In  a  new  book.  Dr.  Bernard  E. 

Finneson,  author,  with  Arthur  S. 
Freese,  of  Dr.  Finneson  on  Low 
Back  Pain  (Putnam),  describes 
low-back  pain  as  a  result,  in  part, 
of  the  evolutionary  process.  Your 
posture  is  erect.  You  walk  on  two 
feet  instead  of  four.  Varicose 
veins,  flat  feet,  hemorrhoids,  and 
abdominal  hernias  have  also  been 

described  as  being  part  of  the  price 
for  walking  upright.  Only  man 
stands  erect  and  the  resultant  for- 

ward curvature  of  his  lower  spine, 
which  differentiates  him  from  all 

other  primates,  is  also  the  cause  of 
his  backaches. 

At  birth  the  human  spine  re- 
sembles an  elongated  curve  like  a 

"C"  but  stretched.  At  maturity  it 
is  no  longer  straight,  but  more  like 

an  "S"  dipped  forward  in  the  ab- 
dominal or  lower  back  area,  curv- 

ing backward  in  the  chest  section, 
and  then  forward  again  as  it 
stretches  upward  into  the  neck 
where  it  supports  the  weight  of  the 
head.  The  center  of  gravity  is  shift- 

ed forward,  where  it  is  balanced  by 
the  muscles  of  the  buttocks,  a 

uniquely  human  attribute.  The 
spine  is  like  a  system  of  building 
blocks  piled  atop  each  other  with 
shock  absorbers  placed  in  between 
each  block.  Another  system  of 
muscles,  ligaments,  and  tendons 
acts  as  a  set  of  guy  wires  which 
prevent  the  column  from  toppling. 

The  area  below  the  rib  cage,  the 
five  massive  vertebrae  of  the  lum- 

bar region,  is  both  the  powerhouse 

of  the  spine  and  its  most  vulner- 
able, sensitive  part.  The  lumbar  re- 
gion acts  as  a  fulcrum  for  the  rest 

of  the  body — the  legs  and  torso. 
The  spinal  cord,  which  is  safely 
encased  inside  the  spinal  column 
for  95  percent  of  its  length,  ends  in 
a  compact  but  loose  array  of 
threadlike  nerves  at  the  base  of  the 

spine.  That's  another  considerable 
reason  for  low-back  pain:  irritated, 
unprotected  nerve  endings.  A  third 

is  the  natural  aging  of  the  inter- 
vertebrals, or  spinal  disks,  which 

act  as  cushions  between  the  bony 
parts  of  the  spine.  Considering  the 
number  of  stresses  and  pressures 

affecting  the  spine,  it's  a  miracle 
that  it  isn't  more  sensitive  than  it  is. 

To  many  people,  back  pain  is  as- 

sociated with  a  "slipped  disk."  The 
spinal  disks  give  the  spine  the  mo- 

bility to  bend  forward,  stretch 
backward,  twist  from  side  to  side. 
They  are  the  largest  in  the  lumbar 

region  where  they're  exposed  to 
the  greatest  pressure  due  to  stress. 

The  disks  have  a  gel-like  consis- 
tency, which  spreads  stress  and 

pressure  on  the  vertebrae  uniform- 

suit  of  overexertion  and  nothing 
more.  Most  of  us  can  tell  the  differ- 

ence between  this  kind  of  backache 

and  something  more  serious.  Vig- 
orous physical  exercise  such  as 

tennis,  golf,  or  horseback  riding, 
which  stresses  the  structure  of  the 

lowback,  may  result  in  stiffness, 
soreness,  a  dull  ache.  It  goes  away 

in  a  day  or  two  and  it  usually  hap- 

pens when  it's  the  first  physical 
activity  we've  had  for  a  while.  But 
if  after  three  days  the  pain  persists. 

ii 

Specific  exercises 
to  strengthen  the 
lower  back 
muscles  must  be 
done  everyday. 

Less  than  that 

is  wasted  effort.^ ^ 

it's  time  to  call  a  doctor. 
Literally  thousands  of  patients 

suffering  from  low-back  dysfunc- 
tions come  to  Dr.  Finneson.'s  clinic 

for  help.  After  tests  and  examina- 
tions, he  starts  them  on  a  regimen 

of  daily  exercise  designed  to 
strengthen  the  abdomen  and  the 

muscles  of  the  low  back.  "Daily exercise  is  a  must.  The  effort  is 
useless  without  this  daily  physical 

demand,"  says  Dr.  Finneson. 
For  those  of  us  who  suffer  oc- 

casional or   mild   low-back   pain. 

ly.  They  act  as  transmitters  of 
forces  on  the  bony  part  of  the  spine 
just  like  shock  absorbers.  A  disk 
can  rupture  and  send  fibrous  tissue 

into  the  spinal  column  and  its  sur- 
rounding area,  causing  dreadful 

pain.  But  it  is  very  important  to  re- 
member that  there  are  other  pos- 

sible reasons  for  a  severe  pain — so 
don't  assume  it's  a  disk. 

Low-back  pain  is  often  the  re- 

Dr.  Finneson  offers  preventive  ad- 
vice. "After  the  age  of  thirty-five, 

there's  a  change  in  the  quality  of 
muscle  tone  that's  similar  to  the 
difference  between  a  rubber  band 

and  a  piece  of  string.  Youth  com- 
pensates for  its  own  excesses  of 

physical  activity.  With  age,  a  re- 
spect, an  awareness,  and  a  pro- 

gram of  care  to  maintain  muscle 
Continued  on  page  168 
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f-  or  huiUing  cquip/nenf  and  materials,  see  page  125 

■■"  Free  from  routine  and  just  for 
fun;  That's  the  whole  idea  behind 
a  poolside  pavilion  with  multilevel 
rooftops  and  enough  glass  to  let  in 
all  the  light  the  sky  has  to  offer.  It 
was  designed  by  architects  Robert 
Stem  and  John  Hagmann  for  a 
young  family  who  wanted  a  visual 
and  functional  escape  from  their 

solid  but  traditional  house.  The 
new  pavilion  is  linked  to  the  old 
house  only  by  a  service  passage  at 
a  lower  garage  level;  the  buildings 
are  completely  hidden  from  one 
another  by  a  dense  screen  of  trees 
and  shrubs  (see  plan) .  Many  of  the 
materials  are  repeats  of  those  found 

the  older  house— but   used   in m 

ways  tradition  never  dreamed  o 
double-height  porch  faces  the 

ter,  and  the  living  room's  cun 
walls,  lapping  like  waves  on 
shore,  arc  topped  by  a  seemir 
capricious   assemblage  of  div( 
roof  forms  and  skylights.  In 
lower,  simpler  wing  at  right,  cha 
ing  rooms  and  a  sauna  for 
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streened  porch  opens 
khe  poolside  terrace.  Solid 

waUs  are  paneled  with  traditional  %« ood 

wainscoting;  the  ccilinu ' 
tionally  pitched  to  catch = view.  Chairs  and  built-in  fiWMnitttcs 
covered  in  yellon  vinyl^hnpsffvl 

totheinev   
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Getaway  pool  house  continued 

High-flying  cei 
that  play  with 

ings 

light 

Look  up  and  you  see  why  the 
inside  of  the  pavilion  is  as  bright 
as  all  outdoors.  The  complexities 
of  the  roof  shapes  were  designed 

by  Stern  and  Hagmann  to  invite 
the  sunlight,  and  sunlight  streams 
in,  often  in  surprising  places, 

always  moving  with  the  sun  to 
bring  the  whole  house  to  life. 
These  effects  climax  above  the 

fireplace  ''  '  ,  f>,  where  a  sky- 
T 

light  angles  to  meet  u  \crtical 
glass  wall  stepping  even  higher 
above  the  roof.  In  front  of  the 

fireplace,  a  quartet  of  white  vinyl 

Italian  chairs;  beyond,  a  group- 
ing of  modular  Italian  seating 

units  in  striped  cotton  canvas. 
The  brick  pavers,  warmed  by 

sub-floor  electric  cables,  are  cov- 
ered only  by  a  zebra  skin  near 

the   tire   and    a   single   sisal    rug. 

Beneath  a  broad  arched  ceiling, 

above  and  right,  the  main  room 
opens  to  the  screened  porch  five 
steps  down.  The  rooms  are 
separated  by  glass  doors  that  slide 
in  grooves  on  the  bottom  of  the 
ceiling  beam  across  the  arch.  All 
the  doors  can  slide  into  a  storage 

pocket  beyond,  opening  the  rooms 
to  each  other  totally.  In  one  curved 
wall  of  the  foyer,  far  left,  a  Roy 
Lichtenstein  sculpture  stands  on 
a  brass  and  chrome  base  designed 
by  the  architects.  Below  the  bar, 
left,  stereo  and  record  storage,  and 
above  it  a  sound-isolated  movie 

projector.  The  electrically 
controlled  movie  screen  hangs  from 
the  ceiling  in  a  forthright 
yellow  tube,  right. 
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Getaway  pool  house continuec 

Cutouts for  sun, 

graphic  color 
"The  house  attempts  fantasy," 
says  architect  Stern,  and  there 
isn't  a  room  in  it  without  a  sense 
of  theatricality.  The  dining  area, 

far  left,  is  distinguished  by  a  bar- 
rel-vaulted ceiling,  a  shape  more 

often  seen  these  days  in  history 
books  than  in  new  houses.  The 
kitchen  alcove  just  beyond  has  a 
surprise  of  its  own:  a  tall  skylight 

rising  beyond  the  dining-room 
vault.  Lighting  fixtures  are  some- 

times discreetly  concealed,  as  in 

the  top  of  the  beam  at  the  vault's 
edge,  sometimes  outrageous 
show-offs,  such  as  the  Italian 
lamp  suspended  horizontally  over 
the  table. 

The  lighting  is  only  one  ex- 
ample of  the  provocative  eclec- 
ticism of  Stern  and  Hagmann. 

They  deliberately  mix  current 
and  traditional  elements,  adding 
their  own  touch  of  irreverent 

whimsy.  This  pool  pavilion,  Stern 

says,  "can  be  enjoyed  on  three 
levels — for  its  references  to  arch- 

itectural history,  for  its  refer- 
ences to  the  existing  main  house, 

and  just  on  its  own.  for  its  shapes, 

manipulation  of  natural  light, 

and  pure  caprice." Concealed  in  the  gently  bow- 
fronted  fireplace  wall,  opposite 
page,  inset,  are  stereo  speakers 
behind  grilles.  Directly  above  the 
fireplace,  the  wood  panels  divide  to 
reveal  a  vertical  stripe  of  dark 

firebrick.  Above  that,  "Elephants," 
a  wool  tapestry  by  I>arry  Rivers. 
Left  and  below;  In  the  twin 

changing  rooms  that  flank  the 
central  sauna,  color  is  the  knockout. 
Red  stripes  dominate  one  room, 
yellow  stripes  the  other,  all 
aligning  with  open  shelves  and 
continuing  over  painted  closet  doors 
and  tiled  walls.  Skylights  above 
the  freestanding  sink  counters 
contain  concealed  bulbs  for 

supplemental  light — "A  light experience  directly  translated 

from  the  Baroque." 
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>r:;^8  cans  plus  ice.  One-gallon  drink  dispenser  with  recessed  spigot.  Both  in  red,  blue,  green,  or  yellow.  By  Igloo.  2  Soilless  planter,  a  conch  s 
^, lives  on  air.  At  Jenny  B.  Goode.  3  Ten-inch  patio  thermometer  by  Taylor.  At  W.  G.  Lemmon.  4  Japanese-inspired  chintz  from  France.  "Jal 
P%;Weavers.  5  Two-piece  oiled  oak  bench  that  comes  apart  for  traveling,  storage.  Matching  chaise  and  chair.  By  Dahle  Products  for  Ida  St 
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KEITH  IRUWeO 

6  For  sm.okiag  or  barbecuing,  Mr.  Meat  Smoker  with  double  or  single  grill.  Also  in  brown  or  yellow.  Smoker  Products.  7  A  rose  trellis  on  vinyl-coa 

watlpapefr  "American  Beauty"  by  Jones  and  Erwin.  8  The  purr-feet  pillow— a  hand-painted  satin  cat.  Various  siblings.  At  Jenny  B.  Goode.  9  Folding  lacquei 
beechwood  table,  also  in  white  or  natural.  "Rex,"  imported  by  Otto  Gerdau.  10  Bamboo  for  two:  settee  with  parchment  finish  and  cane  seat.  By  Thomasvi 

mM\ 
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11  Chintz  in  bloQjm:  "Parish  Magnolia"  by  Schumacher.  12  Ceramic  dove  planters,  8  and  10  inches  long.  Bloomingdale's.  13  Chair  and  ottoman  with  mild. 
resistant,  vinyt-coated  nylon  seat  that  comes  in  5  colors;  aluminum  frame  in  13  colors.  By  Keller  Casual.  14  Sculptural  aluminum  chair  with  a  "plaid"  of  thick  a 
thin  vinyl  straps.  In  one  or  more  of  15  colors.  "Circa"  by  Don  Colby  for  Brown  Jordan.  15  Double-pouched  Thai  tote  of  quilted  cotton  voile.  At  Henri  Bend 

l=INI>S  l=OP. 

SIJMHI=P« 
pi.r=/Ksupj 
For  your  outdoor  life, 
easygoing  portables: 
picnic  packables,  tables 
and  chairs  to  stack  in  the 

station  wagon— and  go! 
For  at-home  summering, 
weather-worthy  furniture 
plus  summer-garden 
prints  and  airy  bamboo 
and  rattan  that  bring 
the  outdoors  in 

16  Tortoise-y  tray  and  glasses  of  dishwasher-safe  plastic.  Saks  Fifth  Avenue.  17  Self-adjusting  redwood  chaii 
with  open-weave  polyester  fade-  and  mildew-resistant  seat.  Samsonite.  18  Sherb)et-colored  cotton  sateen 

Scotchgard  finish.  "Rose  Ribbon"  by  Cohama.  19  Easy-packing  chaise-chair  with  fold-under  ottoman.  E| 
Telescope.  20  The  old  oaken  basket,  from  Burpee.   21   Glass  basket,    1-gallon  barrel.  Anchor  Hockinj 

«r-^^ 
22 

22  Aluminum  chair  and  ottorSjan  whose  frame  comes  in  13  colors,  vinyl  seat  in  any  two  of  12.  By  Keller  Casual 

23  Exercise  mattogo:  handsewn  in  Thailand  of  polyester-filled  cotton  voile.  Henri  Bendel.  24  One-quart  ther 

mal  jugs  with  drip-proof 'stoppers  plus  prefreezable  insulated  jars  that  hold  6  or  10  ounces.  Aladdin  industries 
25  Folding^a^ch  chair, 
"Rex,"  Otto^l^dau.  26 
;  Drawstring  tote  that's  a  ta- 
rblecloth-CL/m-cutting  board, 
fgaks^  Fifth  Avenue.  27  Sce- 

''^ip-chintz,  Zepel  finish.  "Pa- 
tii^Royal,"  Brunschwig.  28 
""  ■'     table,  Thayer  Coggin. 

-.S> 

28 



CHRISTIAN  REINHARDT     29 

29  Alcohol-proof  stacking  ta 
bles  laminated  with  Chinesf 

writing.  By  Roe  Kasian.  3( 
Pitcher,-  lead-free  interior 

Wei  If  leet  Pottery.  31  "Pronto!" Polaroid  camera.  32  Six 

camper  cookware'set,  Mirro 33  Airy  rattan  table  by  D|Ai 

!4  Know  when  you're  needed:  pocket-sized  radio  receiver  to  use  with  a  paging  service.  Comes  with  beep,  voice,  or  silent  paging,  optional  memory.  In  3  colors. 
Pageboy  11"  by  Motorola.  35  South  Pacific-style  rattan  planter's  chair  by  Hall  Bradley  for  Calif-Asia.  36  Portable  cast-aluminum  barbecue  with  2-hour  gas  tank  that 
ravels  inside.  Charmglow  Products.  37  Awning-striped  chaise,  steel  with  mildew-resistant  cotton  cushion.  SOL.  38  Split  rattan  buffet  table.  "Makati"  group  by  DIA. 

39  Banish  bugs:  citronella  candles  in  terra-cotta  holders.  Henri  Bendel.  40  Planter  and  tray  of  textured  plastic.  Bloomingdale's.  41  Bamboo  console  table  with 
;ortoise  finish,  smoked  glass  top.  By  Ficks-Reed.  42  Solid  state  FM/AM  radio  and  pop-up  black  and  white  TV  with  5-inch-diagonal  screen.  Works  on  AC,  batteries. 
Dptional  car  or  boat  adapter.  Panasonic.  43  Pine  outdoor  table  with  slatted  top.  SOL.  44  Stuff-it-yourself  Thai  floor  pillow  of  quilted  cotton  voile,  1  yard  square 
and  smaller.  Henri  Bendel.  45  Chrome  and  teak  24-hour  electric  clock.  14-inch  face.  Peter  Pepper  Products.  46  Painted  poplar  table  with  beveled  glass  inserts. 
3assett.  47  Eleven-quart  porcelain-enameled  steel  steamer.  General  Housewares.  48  Automatic  air  conditioner  timer.  Intermatic.  Shopping  information,  page  125 
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Floiveis  on  the  outsid^ 

Flavor  on  the  inside:' 

108 

At  Malindi,  you  can  visit  the  old  Arab 

city  of  Gedi  or  tour  the  magnificent 

coral  gardens  in  Turtle  Bay  Marine  Park 

^. 

Indian  Ocean 
continued  from  page  93 

8  feet  wide,  meanders  right  across 
town  and  is  lined  with  small  shops 
stuffed  with  food  and  goods.  The 
visitor  can  see  some  of  the  islands 

twenty-two  mosques;  old  houses 
and  plasterwork  testifying  to  Swa- 
hili  wealth  and  prestige  in  the  18th 
and  1 9th  centuries:  doors  with  fine 

carvings  in  the  tradition  of  the 
Swahili.  Indians,  and  .\rabs  of 
Zanzibar;  and  the  brutish  fort. 

Tourist  activity  clusters  around 
the  small  museum  that  once 
housed  the  British  administrator, 
hank,  and  post  office  ( pjerhaps  the 
first  in  East  Africa  when  built  in 

Lamu  by  the  Germans),  and  the 

veranda  and  bar  of  Petley"s  Inn — all  on  the  waterfront. 
Our  most  vivid  impressions  of 

Lamu.  though,  were  not  of  places 
and  things  but  of  people.  We  have 

rarely  experienced  the  spontane- 
it>'  of  welcome,  the  warmth,  of  the 

Africans  on  Kenya's  coast. One  morning  during  our  stay  on 
Lamu  Island  I  heard  drums  and 

found  a  procession  forming.  A 
young  man.  leading  the  singing, 
beckoned  me  to  join.  We  walked 
slowly  through  the  Shela  village 
and  stopp>ed  often  for  the  men  and 
children  ( few  women  appear  in  the 
daytime  in  Lamu)  to  dance  and 
sing.  The  ceremony  was  in  honor 
of  a  sheriff  (priest)  of  a  Shela 

mosque,  a  revered  local  leader.  We 
walked  to  his  grave  where,  with 
more  singing,  a  green  flag  was 
placed  atop  a  bamboo  structure 
over  his  tomb.  Ever>one  was 

sprinkled  with  cooling  water,  and 
candies  or  pennies  were  given  to 
all  the  children.  Throughout  I  was 

treated  e.xactly  like  the  other  par- 
ticipants, after  an  initial  barrage  of 

"jambo"  (hello)  from  all  sides. 
On  our  journey  from  Lamu  to 

Mombasa  we  flew  the  first  20  to 

30  miles  just  over  the  treetops.  and 
saw  herds  of  elephants  running  to 

escape  the  aircraft  noise  while 
gazelles  grazed  calmly.  Before 
long  Mombasa  came  into  view,  an 

ancient  seaport  which  is  now  ex- 
panding in  all  directions  with  a 

new  deepv-water  dock,  a  burgeon- 

ing oil  refinen.".  runways  for  747  s. 
an  international  casino,  and  multi- 
storied  hotels  for  tour  groups  visit- 

ing the  fine  beaches  both  north 
and  south.  We  stayed  in  Mombasa 

only  a  day  to  explore  the  monolith- 
ic Fon  Jesus,  built  by  the  Portu- 

guese at  the  end  of  the  16th  cen- 
tury, to  rep>el  successive  incursions 

from  the  sea  by  Turks.  Omani, 
Zanzibarians.  and  British. 

In  Mombasa,  the  Hotel  Manor 
is  a  fine  place  to  stay.  Shopping  is 
excellent  and  inexpensive,  once 
outside  the  tourist  district  There 

are  wide  selections  m  kang 
(rectangles  of  cotton  in  marvelc 
colors  and  designs),  woven  basket 
gold  bracelets,  and  more.  \Nande 
ing  in  and  out  of  small  shops,  w 
bought  nine  kangas  for  S24  ar 
visited  the  central  fruit  and  veg 
table  market. 

When  we  left  the  coast  wh. 
e.xcitement!  Mombasa  station  w 

jammed  with  passengers,  familie 
well-wishers,  all  in  their  best  cok> 
ful  clothes,  with  music  and  chattt 

competing  in  megadecibels.  Whe 
the  diesel  engine  and  twenty  re 
coaches  wound  out  of  Mombav 
Town  and  into  the  African  busl 

every  village  emptied  to  shout  an 
wave  at  the  hissing  train. 

Later,  when  it  grew  quiet,  w 
went  to  the  dining  car  for  drink 
and  dinner.  We  slept  in  a  com  pan 
ment  for  two.  waking  sometime 
when  the  train  clattered  to  a  stc 

on  the  long  overnight  climb  t 

Kenya's  capital.  In  the  momin 
at  Nairobi  station  there  was 

huge,  happy  crowd  meeting  tb 
train,  music  blaring  through  th 
station,  the  heat  of  the  day  risin; 

and  spreading  ever>-where.  Th 
soft  sand  and  the  sea  of  Kenya 
coast  were  3(X)  miles  behind  an 

it  was  .Africa's  throbbing  interio 
Where  to  stay 

•  The  Ocean   Sports   resort   is 
series    of    detached    and    semid> 
tached  cottages  along  the   beac 
north  of  Malindi.  The  cottages  ar. 
neither  new  nor  modem  but  the 

are  spacious,  clean,  and  air>.  A 

'[  have  private  bathrooms,  and  ver- 
andahs surrounded  by  bougainvil- 

laea  and  other   tropical   flowers! 
Meals  are  served  in   a  commor 

dining  room  alongside  a  comfon 
able  bar  and  game  room.  The  foe 
is  good  (and  plentiful),  but  not  c 
gourmet  quality.  Lobsters  can  bt 
ordered  at  less  than  S5  each,  ano 

the  Sunday  noon  buffet  is  famous 
in  the  area.  Drinks  are  generous 
and  reasonable. 

The  tariff  this  past  season,  for 
full  board,  w  as  S 1 2  per  day  single 
and  S24  per  day  double,  plus  15 
percent    for    taxes    and    serving. 
•  Compared  to  Ocean  Sports,  the 

Peponl  Hotel  at  Lamu  is  somewhat 
more  expensive  and  classier.  The 
central  facility  was  once  a  private 
home,  built  at  the  very  edge  of 
a  magnificent  beach.  Guest  cot 
tages.  semidetached  and  built  of 

I  concrete  with  a  marbleized  finish, 

are  nearby,  through  an  arch  of 
bougainvillaea.  The  grounds  are 
beautifully  maintained,   as  is  the 

I  hotel.    The    service    is   excellent 
Neither  hotel  has  room  telephones. 

The  full  board  and  tariff  at  the 

Peponi.   still   remarkably   low.    is 
appro.ximately  S3 5  per  couple  per 

I  day.  plus  15  percent  service.  ■ 
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THE  WILDER  SHORES 
OF   PICNICKING 

Lesley  Blanch  describes 
her  favorite 

picnic  fare — -from 
a  secret  Rumanian 
loaf  to  savory 
Cornish  pasties. 

page 
SUMMER   PICK-UP   FOOD 

Savory  mini-tartlets, 
ham  and  cheese- 
filled  loaf  for  slicing, 
and  other  delicious 
tidbits  to  serve  with 

drinks.  All  prepare- 
ahead  food  for  last-minute 
reheating  from  New  York 
caterer  Bruce  Bolton. 

94 

page GETAWAY  FOODS  FROM 
THE  MEDITERRANEAN 
Menus  and  recipes 
from  Naomi  Barry 
for  a  terrace 
buffet  and  a 
row-away  picnic 
with  an  Italian  flavor. 

page AMERICAN   SILVER 
WITH  A   PAST 
Classic  silver 
designs  reproduced 

for  today's  collectors. 

COOKING   FOR  A  CROWD 
Food  to  make  ahead 
for  a  king-size  party, 

by  Robert  L.  Green. 
Green,  who  gives  an 
annual  party  for  250 

guests,  describes  his 
assembly-line  technique 
for  making  gelatin 

salads,  and  shares 
the  recipe  for  his 

pumpernickel  loaf. 

page 
HERBS   FOR  A  TASTE 
OF  SUMMER 
For  William  McGrail.  above, 
and  his  wife  Joie,  summer 

cooking  is  based  on  the 
fragrant  herbs  they  grow 
in  their  potted  garden. 
Herbs  used  lavishly  all 
summer  longare  put 

up  for  winter  use  too. 
Sorrel  gathered 
from  early  summer  to 
fall  is  wilted  in 
a  small  amount  of 
butter  and  frozen 
to  use  in 
winter  soups  or  fish 
dishes.  Basil 

is  picked  by  the  bunch 
for  a  pesto  sauce 
that  freezes  beautifully. 

DRINKS   FOR 
SUMMER   DAY 

And  the  food 

to  go  with  them, 

by  Doris  Tobias. 



Burgas  range 
is  a  conservationist 

Y)ucanbe,too- 

How  your  gas  range  saves  energy. 

Many  gas  ranges  have  special  energy- 
saving  features.  Like  an  automatic 
burner  that  turns  the  flame  down  to 

maintain  the  temperature  you  set,  oven 
controls  that  turn  the  gas  down  when 
your  roast  is  done.  And  an  oven  that 

cleans  while  it  cooks — it  doesn't  use 
any  extra  energy. 

If  you  have  one  of  the  new  gas  ranges 
with  no  pilot  light,  you  save  even  more 
gas.  These  are  a  few  of  the  ways  your 
gas  range  saves  energy. 

How  you  can  help  It  save  more. 

Don't  use  a  high  flame  when  you  don't 
need  it,  cook  vegetables  in  a  small 
amount  of  water,  and  always  cover  pots. 

Don't  preheat  the  oven  too  long  —  ten minutes  does  it  for  most  foods.  Set  the 

controls  for  the  temperature  you  intend 

to  use.  It  won't  heat  any  faster  at  a 
higher  setting.  If  your  home  has  gas, 

we'll  keep  it  coming.  But  every  bit  you 
save  helps  America. 

Use  gas  wisely.  It's  clean  energy      a 
for  today  and  tomorrow.  MJKiZ^^^  0 

no 
HOUSE  &  GARDE! 
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lietaway  foods 
from  the  Mediterranean 
!imple  summer  recipes  that  food  writer  Naomi  Barry 
ooks  on  holiday  in  Italy 

"  ter  many  years  of  packing  for 
M  ir  trips,  Gertrude  Stein  said  to 

*:e  B.  Toklas  once,  'Let's  just 

I  live   off   the    country,'    and 
tit's    what    we    do    in    Porto 

Die."     Below     are     Naomi's 
nus  and  recipes  for  the  get- 
ay  picnic  and  buffet  shown  on 
je  66. 

ERRACE  BUFEET 

Yoghurt  soup* 
jelery  and  Gorgonzola  salad 

jna  mousse  in  lemon  shells* 

Supersize  pissaladiere* 
Carrot  strips  in 

bell-pepper  holder 
Mfogato:  Vanilla  ice  cream 
with  espresso  coffee  sauce 

3GHURTS0UP 
I 

]redients 

ups  natural  unflavored 
/oghurt 
ucumber,  peeled,  roughly 
chopped 

t  hard-boiled  egg  whites, 
diced 

V2  cup  raisins,  washed 

-Vz  cup  walnut  meats,  broken n 
'Shiy  ground  black  pepper 
sh  mint  leaves,  shredded 

Bthod 

it  yoghurt  in  a  crock  or  salad 
|iwl  and  stir  until  smooth.  Add 
cumber,  egg  whites,  raisins, 
id  walnuts.  Season  with  a 

nch  of  salt  and  freshly  ground 
ack  pepper  to  taste. 

"lill  well  for  1  hour  or  more.  At 
oment  of  serving,  sprinkle  lib- 
ally  with  the  mint.  Serves  6. 

UNA  MOUSSE  IN 
EMON  SHELLS 

afreshing  and  unexpected 

'gredients 

moderately  large  lemons 
ounces  canned  tuna, 
plus  its  oil 

hard-boiled  egg  yolks 
0  olives,  black  or  green,  pitted 

handful  capers,  drained 
3  tablespoons  olive  oil 
salt,  pepper 

hard-boiled  egg  white 

Method 

Slice  lemons  in  half  lengthwise. 
Remove  pulp  with  a  curved 
grapefruit  knife.  Reserve.  Scoop 
shells  clean  with  spoon. 

In  a  blender,  place  tuna  with  its 
oil,  hard-boiled  egg  yolks,  12 
olives,  capers,  the  pulp  and 
juice  of  1  lemon,  olive  oil,  salt 
and  pepper  to  taste.  Blend  until 
mixture  is  creamy. 

Pile  tuna  mixture  into  lemon 

shells.  Top  with  a  slice  of  hard- 
boiled  egg  white  and  cap  with  a 
pitted  olive.  Chill.  Serves  8. 

GIANTPISSALADIERE 

Made  supersized  at  the  sugges- 
tion of  Robert  Carrier.  Just  how 

big  it  is  depends  upon  the  size 
of  your  oven  or  the  proximity  of 

an  acquiescent  bakery  or  piz- 
zeria, which  will  allow  you  to 

shove  it  into  its  oven.  Amounts 

vary  according  to  the  grandeur 
of  your  supersize. 

Ingredients 
refrigerated  biscuit  dough, 

rolled  very  thin  with  edges 
pinched  together 

onions,  thinly  sliced 
olive  oil 

tomatoes,  peeled  and  chopped 
salt,  pepper 
basil 

green  pepper,  skinned  and 
sliced 

anchovy  fillets,  washed 
black  olives,  pitted 

oregano 

Method 

Line  a  large,  shallow,  rectangu- 
lar pan  with  dough. 

Cook  onions  gently  in  oil  until 
soft  and  golden.  Do  not  let  them 
fry  or  brown.  Place  on  top  of 
dough. 

Cook  tomatoes  until  90  percent 

of  their  water  evaporates.  Sea- 

son with  salt,  pepper,  and  basil. 

(Or  use  canned  Italian  toma- 
toes.) Arrange  on  top  of  onions. 

Add  green-pepper  slices  to  to- 
mato layer.  Cover  with  a  lattice 

of  anchovy  fillets.  Dot  each  dia- 
mond of  the  crisscross  pattern 

with  a  black  olive. 

Tomatoes  and  onions  can  be 

cooked  together,  but  it  is  more 
colorful  to  see  all  the  layers. 

Add  a  pinch  of  oregano  just 

prior  to  baking.  Bake  at  400° until  crusty  and  done. 

BOAT  PICNIC 

Candida's  seafood  salad* Stuffed  eggs 

(seasoned  with  moutarde  de 
Meaux.  a  whole-grain  mustard 
now  sold  in  gourmet  shops) 

Tomatoes  with  mozzarella 

Celery  sticks,  bread  sticks 
Iced  tea 

Pears  with  Parmesan 

CANDIDA'S  SEAFOOD 
SALAD 
Ingredients 
about  1 V4  pounds  squid, 

cleaned 
about  V2  pound  shrimp 
5-6  tablespoons  parsley, 

chopped 

3  tablespoons  olive  oil 
1  tablespoon  wine  vinegar 
2  tablespoons  lemon  juice 
salt,  pepper 

Method 

Cook  cleaned  squid  in  boiling 
water  to  cover  for  20  minutes. 

Drain.  Chop  tentacles  and  slice 
body  into  rings. 

Cook  shrimp  in  boiling  water  to 
cover  for  10  minutes.  Drain.  Re- 

move shells.  (Shrimp  will  lose 
flavor  if  shelled  before  cooking.) 

Combine  squid  and  shrimp  with 

parsley,  oil,  vinegar,  lemon 
juice,  and  salt  and  pepper  to 

taste.  Chill.  Serves  5-6. 

ZUCCHINI  SILVER 
DOLLARS 

A  favorite  finger  food  on  the  ter- 
race, equally  popular  on  picnics. 

Ingredients 
3  small  zucchini,  washed,  dried, 

scraped,  and  coarsely  grated 
2  eggs 

2  scallions  with  green  tops, 

chopped,  or  V2  large  onion, 

grated 

V2  cup  fresh  mint  leaves, 
chopped 

V2  cup  parsley,  chopped 
V2  cup  Gruyere  cheese,  grated 

V2  cup  flour 
salt  and  pepper  to  taste 
dash  cayenne 
1-1 V2  cups  salad  oil 

Method 

Put  zucchini  in  a  large  bowl.  Add 

eggs,  scallions  or  onion,  mint, 
parsley,  and  cheese.  Add  flour  a 
little  at  a  time,  mixing  continual- 

ly. Add  salt,  pepper,  cayenne. 

Heat  oil  very  hot  in  a  skillet. 

Drop  zucchini  mixture  by  table- 
spoonfuls,  1  at  a  time,  into  the 
oil.  Fry  on  one  side,  then  turn, 
fry  on  other  until  golden  brown. 
Drain  on  aborbent  paper. 

Serve  hot  as  a  side  dish  with 

meat,  poultry,  or  fish,  or  as  a 
hot  hors  d'oeuvre.  Rounds 
should  be  no  larger  than  a  silver 
dollar.  Serves  6  as  a  side  dish. 

CHICKEN  CURRY 
WITH  CASHEW  NUTS 

There  is  an  affinity  about  the 

food  of  all  countries  of  the  Medi- terranean. Associating  happily 

with  the  cuisines  of  the  Mediter- 
ranean are  those  of  India  and 

China.  Which  is  why  a  Madras 
chicken  curry  is  quite  at  home  in 
Porto  Ercole. 

Ingredients^ 

4  tablespoons  vegetable  oil 
1  2V2 -3-pound  chicken, 

cut  into  serving  pieces 
1  medium  onion,  finely  chopped 

3  teaspoons  curry  powder 
Continued  on  page  122 



I  SAVORY  SUMMER  PICKUPS 
'         THAT  DON'T REQUIRE  A  PLATE 

'Since  drinks  are  always  standard,  the  food  served  with them  should  be  varied,"  says  New  York  caterer  Bruce 
Bolton,  left,  whose  bite-sized  delicacies  cause  a  polite 
stampede  among  the  guests  when  they  appear  some  time 
between  6  and  8.  "When  you're  serving  drinks,  it  is  im- 

portant to  provide  a  blotter,  too."  says  Mr.  Bolton,  who 
feels  nuts  and  potato  chips  lack  panache.  "Substantial 
food  is  a  compliment  to  the  guest,"  he  says,  and  likes  pre- 

pared-ahead hors  d'oeuvres  that  can  be  assembled  in  the 
kitchen  in  a  few  minutes  and  reheated — his  crusty  mini- 
tartlets,  for  example.  And  they  can  be  eaten  standina:  all 
guests  need  is  a  napkin-no  plate,  no  sticky  fingers. 

-Spread  out  for  a  summer  partj ,  Bruce  Bolton's  cocktail  favorites, from  top  left  clockwise,  raw  mushrooms  stuffed  with  a  smoked 
oyster  puree;  savorj  mini-tartlets  with  fillings  of  broccoli-cheese 
and  coriandered  tomato — tartlet  shells  can  be  made  ahead 
and  stored  in  an  airtight  tin;  filled  at  the  last  minute  and  gently 
reheated;  scallions  wrapped  with  a  cheese-and-chive-spread  salami 
slice;  tartlets  filled  with  creamed  smoked  trout,  and  salmon; 
cheese  blimps;  and  zucchini  flowers.  "Serve  something  sweet  at 
the  end  of  a  partj ."  suggests  Mr.  Bolton,  like  these  fruit  cream 
tarts.  1.  2.  Ham  and  cheese  slices.  For  recipes,  see  page  116. 
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HOME-GROWN  HERBS 
ADD  ZEST 

TO  OUTDOOR  EATING 
%tually  all  our  parties  in  the  summer  revolve

  around 

ings  we've  grown  and  that  are  growing  all  around  us  i
n 

bs  and  barrels  and  huge  planters,"  say  Willia
m  and 

ie  McGrail,  right,  two  energetic  and  gifted  g
ardener- 

loks  who  live  outdoors  in  summer  in  what  they  c
all 

f  gigantic  flowerpot."  They  have  resha
ped  a  conven- 

)nal  back  garden  into  a  checkerboard  of  separa
te  areas. 

ick  patio,  a  tiered  slatted  deck,  gazebo,  an
d  latticed 

;ck-dining  room— all  massed  with  flowers,  plants,  fruit 

ees,  and  herbs  tubbed  in  the  traditional  
European 

[urtyard  manner.  With  greenhouses  for  wi
ntering  over 

lopical  varieties,  their  garden  is  a  dazzle  of  colo
r. 

•There's  an  area  in  our  outdoor  home  that's  perfe
ct 

for  anv  kind  of  party  we  might  dream  of,"  sa
ys 

Joie  McGrail,  who  sets  a  Sunday  hmch  in  the 

gazebo,  above,  drapes  the  table  with  a  heavy 
 lace 

bedspread,  and  serves  a  bountiful  pasta  al  pest
o, 

3,  in  an  antique  washbowl,  with  a  leafy  garnish 
 of 

just-plucked  basil  leaves  and  a  liberal  sprinklm
g 

of  toasted  pignolas  on  top.  4.  To  begin  lunch, 

prosciutto  with  figs  picked  from  a  handsome  ga
rden 

tree  that  gives  both  shade  and  fruit.  For  a  larger 

patio  partv,  5,  a  buffet  offers  cold  lobster  iced  in
  a 

great  copper  kettle,  served  with  a  fragrant  d
ill 

sauce.  6.  Tubs  of  herbs  at  hand  just  outside  the 

back  door  provide  herbal  accents  to  all  summer 

cooking.  And  thyme  grown  between  bricks  sce
nts 

air  as  it's  crushed  under  foot.  Recipes,  see  page  124 



American  silver 
\A/rth  a  past 

When  Paul  Revere  worked  with 

silver,  he  forged  and  hammered 

it  and  shaped  it  by  hand.  Mod- 
ern smiths  do  the  same-with 

those  historic  designs -to  pro- 
duceclassics  you  can  buy  today 

Hand-forged  like  tfie  origi- 
nals after  which  they  were 

fashioned,  a  knife  and  dinner  fork, 

above,  in  the  "Fiddle  Thread  and 
Shell"  pattern  from  1800.  By 
James  Robinson.  Georgian  sterling 
silver  teapot  with  ebony  handle, 
above  left,  from  an  original  1710 
design  by  John  Coney.  With  it,  a 

teaspoon,  "Old  English  Tipt,"  of  ex- tra-heavy silver.  Both  by  Gorham. 
Portrait  of  Paul  Revere,  the  great 
Colonial  silversmith,  by  John 
Singleton  Copley,  reproduced  in 
enamels  hand-painted  on  the  top 
of  a  sterling  silver  tobacco  canister. 
The  canister  design,  dating  from 
the  American  Revolution,  is  faith- 

ful down  to  its  English  hallmarks. 
At  Shreve,  Crump  &  Low.  Boston. 

SUSAN  WOOD 

i 
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Reflectlonsfiff  a  «lwer  tray, 

/ar  iBit,  .with  pierced  han-    ' dies  rolled  smooth  at  the  edges     .; 

for  carrying.  24-ineh  oval  "Pointed Antique"  tray,  adapted  by  Reed  &    ; 
Barton    from    an    original    1800s    ■ 
flatware  design   by  Paul   Revere.    : 

For  your  2  pinis  of  aJe  (or  a  bou- quet of  tulips),   a  sterling  silver    ; 
tankard,  /eff,  from  an  original  by    j 

Tobias  Stoutenburgh  in  1725.  By    "" James  Robinson.  A  study  of  classic 
'  ipes,  belo'^  left,   a   traditional 
.rling  silver  presentation   bowl, 

^  ,,fere  filled  with  eggs.  Tiffany's  x& production,    8    inches   across^;^ 
i.sfrom    an    original    by    Ephralll 

Erasher.  It  is  datedbetween  1786  - 
■  '.805.  ■  tt  may  be  seen  in  the  ̂« 

■rater  Collection  at  the  Metro-  r 
1    Museum   of   Art   in.  N^ - 
Sterling  silver  porringer,  or 

,\e  versatile  forerunner  of  a! 

ibdern  cereal  bowl.  Adapted  froirt"^, 
design    by    Paul    Revere,    with  5 

pierced  handle  in  the  traditional 
;: American  "keyhole"  pattern.  With 

""^^''^'Iver  teaspoon,  "Williamsburg 

A  Anne."  Both  by  Stieff.  The 
ITTng   silver   spice    caster    has 

.nged,  finialed  lid.  The  Gorham i   -^replica  is  from  a  1730  original  by 
William  Jones  of  Marblehead,  Mass. 

"     For  additional  shopping  inform-'"' tion,  please  turn  to,  page  125    1 
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Summer  pickup  food continued  from  page  112 

•'Cocktail  food  gives  great  scope 
for  creativity,"  says  Bruce  Bol- 

ton, whose  substantial  yet  bite- 
sized  foods  to  serve  with  drinks 

are  shown  on  page  112.  His  rec- 
ipes include  a  variety  of  fillings 

for  the  mini-tartlets  he  serves 

hot,  "much  more  popular  than 
cold  ones."  At  the  end  of  a  par- 

ty, a  tiny  fruit  tart  adds  a  sweet 
last  note.  Everything  can  be  pre- 

pared ahead  of  time  and  re- 
quires just  last-minute  reheat- 

ing. Serve  all  food  in  small  quan- 
tities, advises  Mr.  Bolton,  one 

variety  at  a  time:  "A  large  tray 
quickly  gets  messy  and  looks 

unappetizing." 

PATE  BRISEE  FOR 
TARTLET  SHELLS 

Ingredients 

IV4  cups  flour 
1  teaspoon  salt 
pinch  sugar 
V4  pound  cold  sweet  butter, 

cut  into  small  bits 
1  tablespoon  vegetable 

shortening,  chilled 
1  egg 

5  tablespoons  iced  water 

Method 

Sift  flour,  salt,  and  sugar  into  a 
bowl.  Cut  in  the  butter  and  short- 

ening until  the  mixture  resem- 
bles fine  meal. 

Beat  the  egg  with  the  water  and 
add  half  that  liquid  to  the  flour 
mixture.  Reserve  the  rest. 

Mix  together  quickly  and  form 
into  a  ball.  Chili  at  least  V2  hour. 

Roll  out  the  pate  brisee  to  a 
thickness  of  Vs  inch.  Using  a 

fluted  2y4-inch  pastry  cutter,  cut 
out  rounds  of  dough  and  press 

the  pastry  in  2-inch  tartlet  tins. 
Brush  with  remaining  egg  mix- 

ture and  chill. 

Place  another  tin  on  top  of  the 
dough  or  press  a  round  of  foil  to 

cover  pastry,  and  bake  at  400° for  10  minutes.  Makes  about  20 
2-inch  tartlet  shells.  Fill  shells 
with  any  of  the  following  fillings. 

SWEET 
MINI-TARTLETS 

Ingredients 

1  tablespoon  gelatin  softened 
in  V4  cup  water 

2  cups  heavy  cream 
sugar 
flavorings:  choose  from  liqueurs 

or  vanilla  or  almond  extracts 
whole  strawberries,  blueberries, 

raspberries 
sliced  apple,  kiwis,  peaches 
20  2-inch  tart  shells,  baked 

Method 

Dissolve  gelatin  in  the  water  in 
a  small  saucepan.  Cool  slightly. 

Whip  the  cream  and  add  the  gel- 
atin drop  by  drop.  If  flavoring 

the  cream  with  a  liqueur,  add  no 
sugar.  If  not,  sweeten  to  taste, 
add  vanilla  or  almond  extract. 

Puree  the  blueberries,  or  other 
fruit,  add  a  little  sugar  to  V2  cup 
pureed  fruit  but  no  water,  and 
simmer  in  a  small  saucepan 
about  2  minutes. 

Flavor  some  of  the  whipped 
cream  with  the  fruit  puree.  Flav- 

or blueberry  puree  with  creme 
de  cassis,  or  strawberry  with 
Grand  Marnier,  kirsch,  or  fram- boise. 

Fill  the  tartlet  shells  and  top  with 
sliced  fruits  or  berries  in  differ- 

ent designs.  Fills  about  20  shells. 

BROCCOLI  CHEESE 
TARTLETS 

Ingredients 

1  12-ounce  package  frozen 
chopped  broccoli,  defrosted 
and  cooked  according  to 

package  directions 
2  eggs 

V2  cup  heavy  cream salt 

freshly  ground  black  pepper 
1  cup  Gruyere,  finely  grated 
20  2-inch  tartlet  shells,  baked 

Method 

Drain  broccoli  and  press  to  re- 
move moisture.  Place  the  broc- 

coli in  a  Cuisinart  food  proces- 
sor or  blender.  Blend  for  a  few 

seconds,  or  chop  the  broccoli 

very  finely  with  a  knife. 

In  a  bowl  beat  together  the  eggs 
and  cream.  Season  with  salt  and 

pepper  to  taste.  Stir  in  the  broc- 
coli. 

Place  1  teaspoon  cheese  in 
each  tart  shell,  then  fill  with  the 

egg  mixture  to  top  of  shell.  Bake 
at  400°  12-15  minutes,  or  until 
puffed  and  golden.  Makes  20 
2-inch    tarts.    Tartlets    can    be 

Living  off  checks 
Haitian  baskets  with  hlue-and-whitc  cotton 

liners,  from  the  "dining  in" 
system  by  Sandra  Upton  and  Clare  Geiman. 
for  Leacock,  at  Lord  &.  Ta\lor. 

made  ahead  and  reheated ; 
last  minute. 

CORIANDER  TOM/ 
TARTLETS  i 

Ingredients 
V2  pound  ground  pork  or 

sausage  meat,  or  ground  \ 
cooked  lamb 

Va  cup  onion,  finely  choppe  \ 2  eggs 

V2  cup  heavy  cream 
V2  cup  fresh  tomato,  pee/eoj 

seeded,  and  finely  choppl 

2  tablespoons  fresh  coriand] 
finely  chopped,  or  1  feasp| 

powdered 
salt,  pepper 

20  2-inch  tart  shells,  baked 

Method 

Saute  pork  or  sausage  or  l| 
and  onion  in  a  saucepan 
meat  is  cooked  through, 
off  fat. 

Beat    together    the    eggs 
cream   in  a  bowl.  Add  torrl 

coriander,  and  salt  and  peJ" 
to  taste.  Place  1  teaspoon  r| 
mixture  in  each  tart  shell 

with  egg-cream  mixture. 

Bake  at  400"-  12-15  minute 
until  puffed  and  golden.  M^ 
20  tartlets.  Can  be  made  ahi 
and  reheated  at  the  last  min 

HAM  AND  CHEESE 
SLICES 
An  electric  knife  is  essential 

preparing  and  serving  th slices. 

Ingredients^ 

2  long  (about  10  inches)  Freni 
or  Italian  rolls,  or  1 

baguette  cut  in  half 
12  ounces  cream  cheese, 

softened 
1  tablespoon  chives,  choppec 
4  slices  boiled  ham, 

5  by  4  inches 
8  large  sweet  gherkins, 

trimmed  of  ends 

Method 

Trim  ends  of  rolls.  Place  rolls 
end  and  cut  open  along 

side,  leaving  the  other 
hinged.  Cut  out  soft  center 
form  a  cylinder. 

Work  the  cream  cheese  to 

smooth  paste  and  mix  in  ■ chives.  Heavily  coat  inside 
rolls  with  the  cheese. 

Place  ham  slices  flat  on  wo 
Continued  on  page  7 
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"  coffee  liqueur  in  the worUMHlA 
No  one  knows  more  about  coffee  than  Brazil. They  grow 

more.  They  enjoy  it  more.  They  serve  it  in  more 

^^  waysl^han  any  other  country  in  the  world.  It's   ;« 
%:  only  natural  Brazil  would  produce  the  finest 

P'-ir'        coffee  liqueur  in  the  world— Bahia? 
Bahia  begins  with  the  finest  Bras^^ri    - 
coffee  beans.  It's  a  different  brevy   - 
of  coffee  liqueur,  rich  in  coffee  taste 
with  the  full-bodied  aroma  of 

\  -^  freshly  made  coffee.  Taste  Bahia 
'%»-*u  straight  or  on  the  rocks.  Once 

^  «         you  do,  you'll  always  recognize  it. i    \        Bahia.  ^ 
^A'* 

P"^        Distinctive. -•        Incomparable. 
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Arrange  sweet  mini-tartlets  in  a  French  wire  egg-tree 
to  serve  at  the  close  of  a  party 

^ 

SUMMER  PICKUP  FOOD 
Continued  from  page  116 

ing  surface.  Coat  heavily  with 
cheese.  Place  2  gherkins  across 
each  slice.  Roll  up  the  ham 
slices  to  form  cylinders  and  stuff 
inside  the  bread  tubes.  Fit  2  ham 

cylinders  lengthwise  in  each 
bread  roll.  Trim  ends  if  neces- 

sary to  make  a  solid  mass. 

Use  long  strips  of  plastic  wrap 
to  tightly  bind  the  rolls  closed, 
making  sure  the  seam  is  entirely 
closed,  too.  Refrigerate  at  least 
8  hours  or  overnight. 

To  serve,  unwrap  and  slice  very 

thinly  with  an  electric  knife.  Re- 
frigerate until  serving  time. 

SCALLiON  FLOWERS 

Ingredients 
8  ounces  cream  cheese, 

whipped 

2  tablespoons  chives,  choppea 

25  paper-thin  slices  salami, 
3  inches  in  diameter 

25  scallions.  trimmed  to  about 
5  inches  long 

Method 

Combine    cream    cheese    and 

chives  in  a  small  bowl  and  light- 

ly cover  each  slice  of  salami. 
Place  a  scallion  in  the  center  of 
each  salami  slice  and  roll  into 

a  cornette.  Refrigerate.  Makes 

25  "flowers." 

OYSTER-STUFFED 
MUSHROOMS 

Ingredients 
1  3V2 -ounce  can  smoked 

oysters 25  oil-cured  black  olives, 

pitted 

Va  cup  capers,  drained 
V4  cup  olive  oil 
2  tablespoons  lemon  juice 
1  tablespoon  Dijon  mustard 

These  are  the  most  expensive 
kitchen  knives  you  can  buy. 

¥>iir  gieat'^pranddiildren  will 
getthanfree. 
The  cutlery  capital  of  the  world  is  generally 

recognized  to  be  the  City  of  Sdingen  in  the 
Rhineland. 

Here,  in  the  J.  A.  Henckels  Zwillingswerk, 
the  costliest  of  kitchen  knives  are  made, 
the  ones  with  the  richest  heritage  of  quality: 

245  years  of  the  finest  craftsmanship. 
A  trademark  (The  Twins)  that  has  come 

to  mean  Perfection  in  many  an  internationally 
known  kitchen. 

A  steel  so  finely  wrought  it  is  virtually 
indestructible. 

A  blade  foiled,  ground,  and  honed  by  hand. 
A  satin-like  grain  produced  by  fine  buffing 

in  the  old  German  traditicwi. 
A  heft  so  perfecdy  balanced  you  could 

carve  or  slice  or  dice  all  day. 
For  these,  you  must  understand,  are 

professional  laiives. 
Professional  knives 

must  be 

aUe  to  take  and  hdd  an  ec^.  So  these  are 
made  of  high  carbon  steel.  With  a  difference. 

It  is  a  special  steel  perfected  by  Henckels. 
Resists  stains  and  rust  like  the  finest  stainless. 
Sharpens  and  resharpens  like  the  finest 
carbon  steel.  It  is  called  FRIODUR!®  High  Carbon 
No-Stain  Steel. 

For  about  $12,  youcan  get  a  Chef's  R 
Knife  with  a  4-inch  blade  of  FRIODUR*  R 

much  as  $32,  a  10-inch  Chef's  Knife. 

Within  this  range,  you'll  ft-^--- - full  variety  of  types  and  "" 
Create  a  set  For  yoursel 

For  your  great-grand- 
children as  hand- me-downs. 

r. 
W^     J.A.HENCKELS 

To  find  out  where  to  buy  Henckels  fine  cudery,  write:  J.  A.  Henckels  Zwillingswerk,  Inc. 
1  Westchester  Plaza.  Hmsford.  N.  Y.  10523;  or  caU  914-592-7370. 
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freshly  ground  black  pepp( 

3  ounces  cream  cheese, 
softened 

25  medium-sized  mushroo 
stems  removed,  and  pee: 

Method  ! 

Drain  and  blot  dry  the  srt 
oysters  and  place  in  the  (^ 
of  a  Cuisinart  food  proces 
blender.  Blend  to  a  pasti 
the    olives,    capers,    oliv 
lemon  juice,  mustard,  anc 

per    to    taste.    Add    the   ' cheese  and   continue  bleljr 

to  make  a  smooth  paste.     [ 

Fill  the  mushrooms  withi 
oyster  mixture.  Keep  cj 

until  ready  to  serve.  Sr 
oyster  mixture  can  be  refl 
ated  for  several  days.  Mak( 

ZUCCHINI  FLOW[ 

Ingredients 
5  small  zucchini,  washed 

and  trimmed 

1  teaspoon  salt 
3  yolks  of  hard-boiled  eggs,\ 

sieved 

1  teaspoon  curry  powder 
3  ounces  cream  cheese, 

softened 

pimiento,  2-3  large  pieces, 
cut  in  small  bits  or  circles 

Ingredients  for  vinaigrette 

6  tablespoons  oil 
1  tablespoon  French  red wine  vinegar 

1  teaspoon  Dijon  mustard 
1  teaspoon  salt 
1  teaspoon  lemon  juice 

pinch  sugar 

Method 

Combine  the  vinaigrette  ingi 

ents  in  a  covered  jar  and  sl^ well. 

Using  a  long,  sharp  knife, 

parallel  grooves  the  lenot" each  zucchini.  Cut  zuc 
into  Vi-inch  slices  and  mar 
in  the  refrigerator  in  the  . 

grette  for  several  hours.  Dr 
paper  towels.  . 

Add  salt,  sieved  yolks,  and  c 

powder  to  a  mixing   bowl 
work   in   the   cream   cheese 

form  a  paste.  Place  the  mix 
in  a  pastry  bag  fitted  with  a 
tube,  and  force  onto  the  surfj 
of  each  zucchini  slice. 

Place  a  small  circle  or  bi^ 
pimiento  in  the  center  of  e 
"flower."  Tiny  bits  of  poac 

green  pepper  or  peeled  fr 
tomato  may  also  be  used.  Chi 
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The  Almond  People 
invite  You  To 
Nibble  Your  Way 
Tiirougli  Tlie  Week 

TUESDAY WEDNESDAY 

Once  you've  discovered  the 
tantalizing  flavor  of  our 

Smokehouse'    Almonds,  you'll want  to  meet  the  rest  of  the 

family.   There  are   seven    Blue 
Diamond  snack  nuts  in  all. 

Smokehouse '.  Roasted  Salted. 
Onion  Garlic.  Blanched 
Salted.   Cheese   Flavored. 
Barbecue.   And  Whole  Natural 

(not  roasted  or  salted).  With 
this  line-up,  you  can  nibble  a 
different  almond  flavor  every 

day  of  the  week. 

THURSDAY 
_siS^''

 

t  smokehouse. 
iALMO 

FRIDAY 

One  Nibble  Is  .^^ 

Never  Enouf"" 
The  Almond  People,  California  Almond  Growers  Exchange 
P.O.  Box  1768,  Sacramento,  California  95808 

JUNE,   1976 
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Drinks  for  a  summer  day 
Light,  seasonal  restoratives  and  imaginative  menus 
to  go  with  them  for  lunch  or  brunch  parties Bv  Doris  Tobia.^ 

Keep  in  mind,  when  serving  alco- 
hol early  in  the  day,  that  spirits 

and  empty  stomachs  make  poor 
companions.  Keep  your  drinks 
spirited  tor  those  who  take  pleasure 
in  a  first-of-day  pickup,  but  serve 
the  accompanying  food  along  with 
them. 

Here  are  some  ideas  for  early- 
in-the-day  drinks  and  light  menus. 
Citrus  scintillator:  Fill  an  Old- 
fashioned  glass  halfway  with  fresh 
or  unsweetened  canned  grapefruit 
juice.  Add  2  ounces  vodka  or  gin, 
4  or  5  cubes  of  ice,  and  stir.  Place 

a  segment  of  unpeeled  fresh  grape- 
fruit over  the  rims  of  glasses. 

Fresh  salmon  croquettes,  gar- 
nished with  watercress  and  cherry 

tomatoes 
Hot  croissants  and  butter 

Assorted  small  Danish  pastries 

Chilled  California  Mountain 
Chablis  or  Chenin  Blanc. 

French  onion  soup,  made  with 
good  beef  stock,  onions  sauteed  in 
butter,  glazed  with  a  bit  of  sugar, 
thickened  with  a  touch  of  flour, 
and  served  piping  hot  in  individual 
pottery  bowls  topped  with  grated 
Emmenthaler  cheese 

Crusty  French  loaf  and  a  crock 
of  sweet  butter 

A  seasonal  greens  salad  tossed 
with  oil,  vinegar,  and  pepped  up 
with  freshly  ground  pepper  and  a 
bit  of  Dijon  mustard 

Homemade  apple  pie 

Frere  Jacques.  Equal  parts  of  dry 
and  sweet  vermouth  served  over 

ice  with  a  squirt  of  fresh  lemon 
juice  and  a  twist  of  lemon  zest. 

Cold  cream  of  cauliflower  soup 
Fresh  crabmeat  coated  with  a 

light  aspic,  garnished  with  slices  of 
hard-cooked   egg,    bright    red    pi- 
miento  strips,  and  tiny  black  olives 

A  melange  of  fresh  berries 

Pisco  brandy,  a  South  American 
favorite,  is  distilled  from  Muscat 
wine  in  Argentina,  Bolivia,  Chile, 

and  Peru.  After  distillation,  it's 
placed  in  clay  containers  and  drunk 
young  by  natives.  Pisco  brandy  is 
available  in  liquor  stores  in  the 

U.S. — clear,  grapy,  and  slightly 

tart,  it's  pleasant  in  mixed  drinks. 
Prepare  individual  Pisco  sours. 

Combine  in  a  cocktail  shaker  or 

jar  2  ounces  Pisco  brandy,  1  Vz  tea- 
spoons fresh  lemon  juice,  1  tea- 

spoon very  fine  granulated  sugar, 
and  the  white  of  1  egg.  Shake  with 
lots  of  ice  for  several  minutes.  Pour 

into  a  stemmed  wine  glass.  Place  a 
sprig  of  curly  parsley  on  top. 

For  a  pleasantly  tangy  variation 
of  the  Bloody  Mary,  use  2  ounces 
of  Pisco  brandy  in  place  of  vodka, 
plenty  of  lemon  juice,  and  an  extra 
dash  of  Worcestershire  sauce. 

Pisco  Punch  for  10:  Place  a  large 
block  of  ice  or  dozens  of  ice  cubes 

in  a  large  punch  bowl.  Add  1  Va 

cups  Pisco  brandy,  1  18-ouncecan 
unsweetened  pineapple  juice,  the 
juice  of  1  lemon  and  1  lime,  Vi  cup 
superfine  sugar.  Stir.  When  ready 
to  serve,  add  1  quart  of  club  soda 
or  ginger  ale.  Pour  into  punch 

cups.  Add  a  wedge  of  fresh  pine- 
apple to  each. 

Fabulous  go-withs  for  Pisco 
brandy  drinks: 

Avocado  halves  stuffed  with 

shrimp  or  crabmeat  bathed  in  a 
lime-oil  vinaigrette  enlivened  with 
hot  pepper  flakes  or  several  dashes 
of  Tabasco  sauce,  served  on  endive 

leaves,  garnished  with  black  olives. 
Seviche — delicate  pieces  of  raw 

fillet  of  sole — are  cut  into  bite- 

sized  pieces  and  marinated  over- 
night in  lime  juice,  olive  oil,  thinly 

sliced  red  onion,  hot  pepper  flakes, 
and  a  tiny  bit  of  chopped  garlic. 
When  ready  to  serve,  seviche  may 
be  spooned  into  Boston  lettuce 
cups  and  accompanied  by  crusty 
rolls. 

Fresh  country  eggs  scrambled 
with  cubes  of  red  and  green  pep- 

per, finely  minced  onion,  and  a 
dash  or  two  of  Tabasco  sauce. 

Sherry — from  the  pale,  bone  dry 
fino  and  manzanilla,  with  a  bou- 

quet of  almonds,  to  the  richly  opu- 
lent Oloroso  that  lingers  lovingly  on 

the  palate — makes  a  wonderfully 
civilized  early-day  drink.  The  two 
dry  sherries  are  elegant  aperitifs — 
good  with  seafood.  The  olorosos, 
darker,  heavier,  and  creamier,  are 

perfect  with,  or  as,  dessert. 

With  fino  or  manzanilla  sherry, 
chilled,  or  on  the  rocks: 

Shrimps  and  clams  in  green 
sauce 

Baked  eggs 

Sweet  red  peppers  and  black 
olives 

Almond  cake  with  cream  sher- 

ry, very  slightly  chilled 

Champagne  is  always  elegant  and 
especially  good  with  brunch. 

Whether  you  uncork  a  '70  Dom 
Perignon,  a  fine  California 
Schramsberg,  or  a  Great  Western 
Brut  from  New  York  State,  serve 

it  in  the  preferred  tulip  or  flute- 
shaped  glass  to  make  the  bubbles 
last.  Fresh-tasting  Pink  champagne 
is  fast  becoming  popular  too. 

As  an  alternate  to  champagne, 

enjoy  a  French  sparkling  white 
wine,  or  vin  inoiissciix,  such  as 

Kriter,  Sparkling  Vouvray,  Spar- 
kling Saumur,  or  a  red,  sparkling 

Burgundy.  Try  one  of  the  sparkling 
wines  from  California,  such  as 
Beaulieu  Sparkling  Burgundy. 

In  any  case,  serve  champagne  or 
sparkling  wine  through  the  meal: 

Artichoke  bottoms  sauteed  light- 
ly in  butter  and  filled  with  fresh 

mint-scented  green  peas 
Hot  brioches  with  fresh  country 

butter 
Unhulled  strawberries  and 

sweetened  whipped  heavy  cream 
flavored  with  a  little  creme  de  cas- sis 

Gazpacho 
Filet  of  sole  rolled  around  who 

mushroom  caps,  sauce  Mousselin 
Halved  and  skinned  plum  toma 

toes,  drizzled  with  oil  and  fleckei 
with  fresh  basil,  then  run  under  thi 
broiler  for  5  minutes 

Individual  caramel  custards 

Chilled  California  or  French 

Chablis. 

Oyster  Bercy 
Individual  Cheddar  cheese  souf fles 

Apricot  parfait 

Liebfrauniilch  or  California  Ries- 

ling, well  chilled. 

German  apple  pancake Strawberry  jam 

Platter  of  assorted  cheeses  and 

biscuits 

White  Sangria:  In  a  large  ceramic 

pitcher  mix  the  following:  '/2 -gal- lon California  Mountain  Chablis 

or  other  dry  white  wine;  3  table- 
spoons cognac  or  brandy;  3  large 

oranges,  sliced,  then  quartered;  3 

large  lemons,  sliced,  then  quar- 
tered; 2  tablespoons  superfine  sug- 

ar. Add  ice  cubes  and  permit  to 
stand  until  well  chilled.  Serve  in 

stemmed  wineglasses.  Add  several 
sections  of  fruit  to  each. 

Sour  of  your  choice:  Scotch,  rye, 
bourbon,  vodka,  gin,  tequila. 

Chicken  crepes:  cubes  of  cooked 
chicken  combined  with  a  Mornay 

sauce,  and  enveloped  in  thin 
crepes,  showered  with  grated  Swiss 
cheese  and  baked  in  a  moderate 
oven  for  10  minutes 

A  salad  of  fresh  seasonal  greens 
and  hearts  of  palm,  vinaigrette 
dressing 

Homemade  chocolate  squares  I 

Stirring  tJiimjs  up 
•  Have  a  do-it-yourself  setup: 
Fill  large  glass,  pottery,  or  china 
pitchers  with  plenty  of  fresh 
orange,  pineapple,  grapefruit, 
tomato,  and  V-8  juices.  Set  out 
bowls  of  peeled  and  segmented 

oranges,  grapefruits,  and  tan- 
gerines, cherry  tomatoes,  and  a 

colorful  collection  of  Worces- 
tershire, Tabasco,  and  red  and 

white  horseradish  sauces.  Ofler 

a  plethora  of  ice  cubes.  Set 
out  a  variety  of  glasses — high- 

ball, squat  Old-fashioned,  and 
stemmed  all-purpose  wines. 
•  Chill  dry  white  wines:  Do  this 
either  by  placing  the  bottles  in 
the  coldest  part  of  the  refrig- 

erator (but  never  the  freezer), 
for  half  an  hour,  or  use  several 

deep  pails — fill  them  half  with 
ice  and  half  with  water  and 
stash  white  wines  for  about  20 
minutes. 

Garnishes  and  other  small 
touches: 

Pisco 

crisp. 

•  Bloody    Marys    and 
Bloody   Marys:    Stick  a 
peeled  raw  asparagus  in  each 
glass  as  an  edible  stirrer. 
•  Add  two  slices  of  ripe  peach 

or  nectarine  to  Old-fashioneds. 
•  Set  out  chilled  bottles  of  Mal- 

colm Hereford's  Cows — mo- 
cha, banana,  strawberry — and 

plenty  of  ice.  Heap  fresh  straw- berries, sliced  bananas  drizzled 

with  a  little  lemon,  and  choco- 
late bits  into  individual  small 

bowls.  Offer  Coca-Cola  glasses 
for  these  sweet,  milk-based 
drinks  and  shakers  of  ground 

nutmeg  and  cinnamon  to  dust 
on  top. 

•  Keep  Italian  sweet  and 
French  dry  vermouths  and 
Campari,  the  bitter  aperitif, 
ready  for  vermouth  cocktails, 
straight  or  mixed  (half  dry  and 
half  sweet),  or  in  an  Americano 
— Campari,  sweet  vermouth, 
and  club  soda. 
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Malcolm  Hereford  was 

an  inventive  and  crusty  old 
hedonist  who  made  his  for- 

tune breeding  bulls. 
A  stubborn  man,  he  did 

things  to  his  liking,  regardless 

He  liked"strong  drink." But  not  its  taste. 
Or  its  smell. 

So,  he  did  as  only 
he  would  do. 

He  turned  his  considerable 

resources  to  creating  drinks 
to  please  all  the  senses. 

He  succeeded  with  a  blend 

of  natural  flavors  and  grain 
neutral  spirits. 

Each  is  spirited. 
Each  pleasant  tasting. 
Each  pleasing  to  the  eye. 
And  each  smooth  and  light 

to  the  palate. 
Once  done,  ̂ nd  with  the 
finailconoclastic  twist  of  wit, 

he  named  them  "COWS." 

We  heard  of  Malcolm's 

private  "herd." 
And  found  them  to  be  a 

delicious  and  spirited  new 
breed  of  drink. 

So,  with  Malcolm's  bless- 
ing, we've  turned  them  loose. 

Try  them  on-the-rocks  or 
chilled.  You'll  discover  one 
thing  for  sure: 
A  Cow-on-the-rocks  is  not 
a  bum  steer. 

8SV.':         .•-■,!!*?_: 

lUClNG 
KDCOLM  HEREFOR 

"30  PROOF  COWS. 
The  Spirited  New  Breed  of  Drink. 

u- 
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A  slice  of  raw  potato  under  the  tail  of  a  fish  and  one  above 
will  keep  it  from  burning  while  baking 

MEDITERRANEAN  FOOD 

continued  from  page  111 

V2  teaspoon  fresh  ginger, 

grated 
2  cloves  garlic,  crusfied 
2  teaspoons  green  pepper, 

chopped 

Vz  cup  unsweetened  coconut, 

grated 
1  teaspoon  salt 

1  cup  yoghurt 
1  cup  water 
%  cup  cashew  nuts 
1  tablespoon  butter 

juice  of  1  lime 
mint  leaves 

Method 

Heat  vegetable  oil  in  a  large 
deep  pot  and  brown  the  chicken 
pieces.  Remove  and  set  aside. 

Fry  onion  until  golden  in  the  re- 
maining oil  in  the  pot.  Add  curry 

powder,  ginger,  and  garlic.  Fry 
for  2-3  minutes. 

Stir  in  the  green  pepper,  coco- 
nut, salt,  yoghurt,  and  water. 

Add  browned  chicken  parts, 
cover  and  simmer  until  tender. 

Saute   cashew    nuts    in    butter. 

When  chicken   is  done,  stir  in 

nuts,  lime"  juice.  Garnish  with mint  leaves.  Serves  6. 

LEMON  SPONGE 
PUDDING 

This  is  so  easy,  I  am  ashamed  to 

accept  the  multitude  of  compli- 
ments it  provokes — I  accept 

them,  nonetheless. 

Ingredients 

V2  cup  sugar 
2  tablespoons  flour 
V2  teaspoon  salt 

2  egg  yolks,  lightly  beaten 
1  cup  milk 
2  tablespoons  lemon  juice 
2  teaspoons  lemon  zest,  grated 

2  egg  whites 
whipping  cream 

t^Jlethod 

Mix  sugar,  flour,  and  salt  to- 
gether in  a  large  bowl.  Add 

beaten  egg  yolks  with  the  milk. 
Add  lemon  juice  and  zest.  Beat 

egg  whites  stiff.  Fold  in. 

Pour  into  a  greased  1-quart 
souffle  dish.  Place  in  a  pan  of 

hot  water.  Bake  in  a  350°  oven 
for  45  minutes.  Chill.  Serve  with 

whipped  cream.  Serves  4. 

IMAM  BAYILDI 
(stuffed  eggplant) 

Ingredients 

3  long  eggplants,  medium  large 
6  tablespoons  olive  oil 
2  onions,  thinly  sliced 

1  green  pepper,  julienned 
1  clove  garlic,  minced 
IV2  teaspoons  salt 
V2  teaspoon  sugar 

Va  teaspoon  oregano 
Va  teaspoon  freshfy  ground 

black  pepper 

4  ripe  medium-sized  tomatoes, 
peeled,  seeded,  cut  in  chunks 

2  tablespoons  lemon  juice 
2  tablespoons  parsley,  chopped 

V4  cup  pine  nuts 

Method 

Cook  the  eggplants  in  a  large 
uncovered  pot  of  rapidly  boiling 
water  for  5  minutes.  Turn  them 
over  from  time  to  time  with  a 

wooden  spoon,  so  you  don't pierce  the  skins.  If  necessary, 
use  2  pots.  If  the  eggplants  are 
too  crowded,  they  might  become 
bruised  when  turned.  Plunge 
into  cold  water  to  cool  quickly. 

Split  the  eggplants  in  half  length- 

wise. Cut  around  the  inside  0 

each  half,  leaving  1/2 -inch  she! 
of  flesh  around  the  bottoms  anc 

edges.  Cut  the  pulp  into  smal 
dice  and  carefully  remove,  try 

ing  not  to  pierce  the  skin.  { 

Place  the  eggplant  shells,  skir 

side  up,  on  a  dish  covered  wit! 

paper  towels.  Chill. 

Put  3  tablespoons  olive  oil  in  i 

large  skillet.  Saute  the  onion: 
and    green    peppers    until    justy 
wilted,  about  5  minutes.  Add  the| 
garlic  and  diced  eggplant. 

Cover  and  cook  over  low  heati 

for  an  additional  7  minutes,  giv- 

ing an  occasional  stir. 

Add  the  salt,  sugar,  oregano, 

and  pepper.  Stir  and  cook  for 
about  2  minutes  more.  Remove 

from  heat.  Transfer  to  a  large 

bowl.  Gently  stir  the  tomato 

chunks  into  the  eggplant  mix- 
ture. Mix  in  the  remaining  olive 

oil,  lemon  juice,  parsley,  and 

pine  nuts. 

Stuff  eggplant  shells.  Refriger- 
ate until  ready  to  eat.  Serves  6  as 

a  first  course  on  lettuce  leaf.  ■ 

Your  Roper  Dealer  has  three  countertop  Roper  Microwaves, 
a  combination  wall  oven,  and  a  Roper  with  upper  Microwave 

oven,  Pyroceram®  cooktop  and  self -cleaning  lower  oven. 

the  newest 

from  the 
oldest  name 
in  cooking 

iZ^iLI 
KANKAKEE.  ILLINOIS  60901 

LO-SIMMERS 
HI-SIMMERS 
ROASTS 
RE-HEATS 

the  Roper  Microwave 
does  it  all . . .  your  way! 
Step  right  into  the  exciting  world  of 

microwave  magic  .  .  .  but  don't  change 
your  cooking  style!  The  Roper  Micro- 
Select  control  matches  the  cooking 

speed  to  what  your  recipe  calls  for  ...  to 
make  fast  microwave  cooking  even 
more  efficient.  You  can  warm  rolls, 

sandwiches,  snacks  in  seconds.  Lo- 
simmer  your  soups.  The  browning  dish 

gives  steaks  and  chops  that  beautifully- 
browned  appearance.  Special  defrost 

cycle  makes  freezer-to-table  preparation 
fast .  .  .  with  no  fuss  or  muss.  Big,  bright 

interior  even  holds  a  22-pound  turkey. 

If  you  haven't  experienced  the  delight- ful difference  of  microwave  magic  .  .  . 

try  the  Roper  Microwave,  ̂ our  wa\;! 
122 
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Cooking  for  a  crowd 
continued  from  page  97 

Robert  L.  Green,  who  gives  a 
huge  charity  party  in  his  garden 
every  summer  (see  page  94), 
shares  his  secrets  for  make- 

ahead,  freeze-ahead  party  food. 
The  recipes  come  from  iVIr. 

Green's  book-in-progress,  aptly 
titled  Courage  in  the  Kitctien. 

GELATIN  SALAD 
FORMULA 

"When  preparing  for  a  large 
quantity,  set  up  an  assembly 
line.  Chop  onions,  cucumbers, 
celery,  green  peppers,  olives, 
and  fill  a  bowl  with  each.  Line  up 
the  seasonings:  celery,  garlic, 

and  onion  salt,  tarragon,  pars- 
ley, dill,  chives,  so  you  can  reach 

them  easily,  and  add  to  your  ba- 

sic aspic  when  appropriate." 

Ingredients 

1  tablespoon  gelatin  softened 
in  Va  cup  cold  water 

V4  cup  beet  or  chicken  stock, 
boiling 

1 V2  cups  beef  or  chicken 

stock,  cold,  or  1 V4  cups 
stock  and  Va  cup  tomato  juice 

2  tablespoons  vinegar  or  1 V2 
tablespoons  lemon  juice 

salt  to  taste 

paprika,  to  taste 
dash  celery  salt 
1  tablespoon  onion,  chopped 

1 V2  -2  cups  solid  ingredients, 
chopped  (choose  from  tuna, 
salmon,  crabmeat,  chicken, 

turkey,  or  ham  and  raw 
vegetables 

parsley,  chopped 
dill,  chopped 
chives,  chopped 
tarragon,  chopped 

Method 

In  a  saucepan  dissolve  the  gela- 
tin mixture  in  the  boiling  stock. 

Add  remaining  stock  or  stock 
and  tomato  juice.  Add  vinegar  or 
lemon  juice,  salt  and  paprika  to 
taste,  celery  salt,  and  onions. 
Add  meat  or  fish,  raw  vege- 

tables, herbs. 

Rinse  a  1-quart  mold  and  add 
gelatin  mixture.  Chill  until  firm. 
Serves  5. 

PUMPERNICKEL 
BREAD 

"A  good  trick  for  bread  is  to  use 
1  cup  of  very  hot  water  with  1 
cup  evaporated  milk,  then  you 

don't  have  to  scald." 

Ingredients 

2  cups  milk,  scalded,  or 
1  cup  evaporated  milk  with  1 

cup  very  hot  water 
1  package  yeast,  softened  in 

Va  cup  warm  water 
2  tablespoons  butter,  melted,  or 

margarine  or  salad  oil 
2  teaspoons  salt 
2  tablespoons  sugar 
1 V2  tablespoons  caraway  seeds 

1  cup  whole-bran  cereal 
2  cups  rye  flour 

3  cups  whole-wheat  flour 
1  cup  all-purpose  flour 

Method 

Put  scalded  milk  or  evaporated 
milk  and  hot  water  in  a  large 

mixing  bowl.  Let  cool  to  luke- 
warm. Add  yeast  and  water.  Stir 

until  dissolved.  Add  butter,  salt, 

sugar,  and  caraway  seeds.  Stir 
until  well  blended. 

Mix  together  the  bran,  rye,  and 
whole-wheat  flour.  Add  to  yeast 
mixture  1  cup  at  a  time,  beating 

until  smooth  after  each  addition. 
Mix  in  the  6th  cup  of  flour  to 
make  a  stiff  dough. 

Sprinkle  board  with  white  flour, 
turn  out  the  dough.  Flour  your 
hands;  fold  the  dough  toward 
you  with  your  fingers,  then  push 
it  firmly  away  from  you  with  the 
heel  of  your  hand.  At  first  it  looks 

crude  and  messy  and  then  sud- 
denly it  all  comes  together,  and 

the  dough  no  longer  sticks.  Add 
more  flour  to  the  board  as  it  is 
kneaded  in.  Knead  until  dough 
is  smooth  and  satiny. 

Grease  a  large  bowl  and  add 
dough.  Turn  over  to  grease  top. 
Cover  and  set  in  a  warm  place 
to  rise  for  about  2  hours.  Punch 

dough  down  and  squeeze  out  air 
bubbles.  Shape  into  a  smooth 
ball,  then  divide  into  2  equal 
parts.  Form  into  loaves,  place  in 

2  greased  5y4-by-9y4-inch  pans, 
or  roll  into  sausage  shape  and 

lay  on  greased  cookie  sheet.  Let 
rise  in  a  warm  place  until  almost 
doubled  (45  minutes).  Bake  in 
375°  oven  about  45  minutes  or 
until  crusty  and  done. 

Turn  loaves  out  of  pans  to  cool. 

This  is  important;  if  you  don't, the  bread  will  sweat  and  the 
bottom  will  be  mushy. 

Cool  and  freeze.  Makes  2  loaves. 

^1^  \.t->t^- 

The  charm  of 
soft  lamplight 

Shadows  of  a  gentler  time  retuiin 
in  the  glow  of  this  authentic  19th 
Century  oil  lamp  of  solid,  lead- 

free  pewter  by  Meeuws  of 
Holland.  Master  pewterers  since 

1775,  Meeuws  crafts  this 
conversation  piece  in  the 
same  manner  used  when 

hoofbeats  clopped  on 
cobblestones,  then  hand  buffs 

it  to  a  carefree,  sterling-like 
lustre.  Distinctive,  of  course,  but 

so  much  more— turned  low,  it's more  romantic  than  candlelight;  adjust 

the  wick,  it's  an  island  of  bright  on  a 
power-loss  night.  A  stately  ISW  high 

overall  with  a  gracefully  scrolled 

frosted  globe,  it's  irresistibly  priced 
at  $120.  at  prominent  stores.  For  the 
name  of  0\e  one  nearest  you,  write 
The  Schmid  Collection,  Randolph, 
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Herbs  for  a  taste  of  summer continued  from  page  1 13 

William  and  Joie  McGrail,  au- 
thors of  the  game  and  fish  cook- 

book. The  Catch  and  the  Feast 

(Weybright  &  Talley),  cook  with 
their  ovv'n  herbs  and  vegetables 
most  of  the  year.  Here  are  two 
of  their  summer  patio  parties, 
plus  recipes  for  dishes  made 
fragrant  with  a  pinch  of  thyme, 
a  handful  of  basil,  and  other 
herbs  that  grow  profusely  all 
summer  long. 

SUNDAY  LUNCH 
FOR  FOUR 

Prosciutto  with  fresh  figs* 
Pasta  al  pesto  with  roasted 

pignolas* Neapolitan  bread  ring 
Chilled  white  wine 

Amaretto  di  Saronno 

Espresso 

PROSCIUTTO  WITH 
FRESH  FIGS 

Ingredients 

16  slices  prosciutto 
fresh  fig  halves 
black  pepper 

Method 

Arrange  4  wafer-thin  slices  pro- 
sciutto on  each  plate.  Garnish 

with  fresh  figs  and  grind  a  little 
fresh  black  pepper  over.  Serve 
the  prosciutto  with  chilled  white 
wine  and  crusty  Neapolitan 
bread.  Serves  4. 

PASTA  AL  PESTO 

Ingredients 

2  cups  fresh  basil  leaves, 
tightly  packed 

3  sprigs  parsley 
3  large  cloves  garlic,  peeled 
1 V2  cups  pignola  nuts 
olive  oil 
salt 

freshly  ground  black  pepper 
4  tablespoons  butter,  softened 
4  heaping  tablespoons 

Parmesan  cheese,  grated 
1  pound  spaghettini 

Method 

Combine  basil,  parsley,  garlic, 

1/2  cup  pignolas,  V2  cup  olive 
oil,  salt,  and  pepper  to  taste  in 
a  blender.  Blend  until  smooth. 

Scoop  out  into  a  bowl,  work  in 
2  tablespoons  of  the  softened 
butter  with  a  wooden  spoon. 
Fold  in  Parmesan  cheese. 

Cook  spaghettini  in  a  large 

kettle  of  briskly  boiling  well- 
salted  water  until  al  dente.  Taste 
a  strand  after  a  few  minutes.  Do 

not  overcook.  Reserve  2  table- 
spoons of  the  cooking  water, 

drain,  and  heap  pasta  on  a  hot 
serving  platter  or  in  a  large 
wooden  bowl. 

Saute  the  remaining  pignolas  in 
a  little  olive  oil  until  golden 
brown. 

Fold  the  reserved  cooking  water 
into  the  pesto  sauce.  Spoon 

pesto  over  pasta.  Add  2  table- 
spoons of  butter  and  toss  until 

each  strand  of  pasta  is  well- 
coated.  Serve  pasta  garnished 
with  the  sauteed  pignolas. 
Serves  4  as  a  main  course. 

A  PATIO  PARTY 
FOR  EIGHT 

French  sorrel  soup* 
Cold  lobster  with  fresh 

dill  sauce* Garden  green  beans  with 

garlic  and  dill* Jumbo  sesame  breadsticks 

Chilled  white  wine 

Chilled  sugar-crusted 

strawberries* 
Mint  tea  a  la  Maroc* 

FRENCH  SORREL 
SOUP 
Ingredients 

4  tablespoons  butter 
4  cups  French  sorrel  leaves, 

washed  and  drained 
2  boiled  potatoes,  peeled 
6  cups  chicken  stock 
1  egg 

'^  teaspoon  nutmeg 
salt 

freshly  ground  black  pepper 
V2  cup  sour  cream 

Method 

Melt  butter  in  a  large  skillet  and 
saute   sorrel    leaves    until    well 
wilted.  Let  cool  slightly.  Add  to 
blender  with  potatoes  and  blend 
thoroughly. 

Add  chicken  stock  and  egg. 
Blend  for  a  few  seconds  more. 

Add  nutmeg,  salt,  and  freshly 
ground  black  pepper  to  taste. 
Blend  in  sour  cream  until 
smooth  and  creamy.  Chill  and 
serve.  Serves  8. 

COLD  LOBSTER 
WITH  DILL  SAUCE 

Ingredients 

1  quart  court  bouillon  or 
equal  parts  of  water  and  wine 

6  sprigs  dill 

8  small  live  lobsters 

2  cups  mayonnaise,  homemade 
or  good  quality  commercial 

3  tablespoons  water 
1  tablespoon  fresh  lemon  juice 
2  tablespoons  scallions  with 

green  tops,  finely  chopped 
2  tablespoons  chives,  finely 

chopped 

2  tablespoons  parsley,  finely 
chopped 

V2  cup  dill,  finely  chopped 

Method 

Put  the  court  bouillon  in  a  large 
kettle  or  fish  poacher  with  a 
rack,  add  the  dill,  and  bring  to 
a  boil.  Add  lobsters  and  steam 

over  high  heat  15-20  minutes. 

Split  lobsters  lengthwise,  re- 
move sac  behind  the  head  and 

dark  vein  along  the  back.  With 
a  mallet  give  claws  a  smart  blow 
to  crack  them  very  slightly  to 

allow  any  liquid  to  drain.  Drain 
well,  place  on  a  rack,  and  chill. 

Place  mayonnaise,  water,  and 
lemon  juice  in  a  mixing  bowl. 
Beat  with  a  wire  whisk  until  light 
and  fluffy.  Add  herbs,  whisking 
well  to  blend.  Allow  to  meld  at 

room  temperature  for  about  30 
minutes.  Chill  in  refrigerator  for 
at  least  4  hours  before  serving. 
Makes  about  2%  cups.  Serve 
with  chilled  lobsters.  Serves  8 

generously. 

GARDEN  GREEN 
BEANS  WITH  GARLIC 
AND  DILL 

Ingredients 

2  pounds  green  beans,  washed 
and  trimmed 

V2  teaspoon  salt 
Va  teaspoon  pepper 

Va  teaspoon  dry  mustard.  . 
2  tablespoons  olive  oil 
2  tablespoons  lemon  juice 
8  sprigs  fresh  dill,  chopped 
2  cloves  garlic,  pressed 

Method 

Blanch  beans  in  boiling  salted 

water  for  about  5  minutes,  or  un- 

Cold  lobster  with  dill  sauce 

til  cooked  but  still  crisp.  RinB/j 

immediately  in  cold  water.  Ch™'' 
In  a  small   bowl   combine  Sc 

pepper,     mustard,     oil,     Jemc 
juice,  dill,  and  garlic.  Beat  w^ 
with  a  whisk. 

Pour  over  beans  and  marinal 
for  1  hour  before  serving.  Ser\| 
cool,  but  not  cold.  Serves  8. 

If  making  the  dressing  for  fututi 
use,   leave  out  the  garlic   un^ 
just  before  serving,  as  its  flavrl 
becomes  too  strong  in  storagij 

CHILLED  SUGAR- 
CRUSTED 
STRAWBERRIES 
Use  the  largest  berries  you  ca| find. 

Ingredients 

1  quart  large  strawberries 
1  cup  sugar 

Method 

Wash  the  strawberries  leavinJ 
the  stems  on.  Pat  them  to  rej 
move  most  of  the  moisture,  therl 
shake  them  in  a  paper  bag  fillec 
with  the  sugar. 

When  well  coated,  place  berrie' 
on  a  wire  rack,  stems  down  anc 
not  touching.  Chill  in  refriger 
ator  for  at  least  3  hours. 

Serve  on  a  dessert  plate,  stems 
down,  with  fruit  knife  and  fork 
Serves  8. 

MINT  TEA 
A  LA  MAROC 

If  you  wish  to  inject  an  aura 
of  romance  and  distinction 
serve  from  an  antique  Russian 
samovar,  equally  elegant  for 
drawing  room,  garden,  town,  or country. 

Ingredients 
2  quarts  strong,  hot  tea 

sugar basketful  fresh  mint 

Method 

Brew  your  favorite  loose  tea 

slightly  stronger  than  usual.  4-5 minutes.  Place  2  lumps  of  sugar 

in  each  crystal  mug  or  Irish- 
coffee  glass.  Pack  loosely  with 
whole  sprigs  of  fresh  mint  right 
up  to  the  top.  Place  a  silver 
spoon  in  the  glass  to  prevent 

cracking  when  pouring  in  boil- 
ing tea.  Fill  glass  with  tea.  Stir 

sugar  carefully  without  disturb- 
ing arrangement  of  mint.  Serve at  once.  Serves  8.  ■ 
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jiopping 
tformation 
i es  approximate.*  Consult  your  interior  designer  or llecorating  department.  Postage  indicated  by  (     )  .* 

i  HEAT  ESCAPE 

,   u>iiie:  Camel  color,  1973  mod- 
ct    kmg,   by   General   Motors 

lie  cushions:  back  and  side, 

I  ven  "Kilibon  Fabric"'  of  cotton, 
ilvet,  suede;  seat  cushions  and 

|t  wallcovering,  "Raimi"  hand- linen.     All     from     Nantucket 

t  curtains:   cotton  Dutch-wax 

;;  !y  Far  Eastern  Fabrics.* 
'"Gibralter"  wool  carpet.   By 

•nor  Larsen.* 
|d  throw:  liandwoven  cashmere 
hair.  By  Nantucket  Looms. 
drawer,  cahinet  fronts:  cov- 
th  cotton  batik  fal)ric  by  Klep- 
1  Weeks. 

I  own  oak  table:  made  by  Peter 

>ss    steel    walls    adjacent    to 
covered  by  Zephyr  Sheet  Metal. 
inionway,  walls,  drawer,  cab- 

ronts:    covered    witli    "Liege'' 
l!y  De  Nicola.- 
-torn   work   made   and   installed 
son  Beck  of  Washington. 
.9: 
o  building  information:  write 
til   R.   Wilson,   Rumson   Design 
Runison,  N.J.  07760. 

:   from  Living  Windows. 
te  sheets:   for  roof.  By  Amer- 
yanamid. 

s:    sarong   and   Dutch-wax  pil- 
tablespread.  Made  from  fabrics 

Eastern.* 
•r    and    glasses:    from    Georg 

ting,    chairs:    from    Huffman- 

Buddha:  from  J.  Turk  Antiques. 

'-:e  dream  rooms 72-73: 
lamps:  by  Hansen  Lamps. 

[■t:  by  Stark  Carpet.* 
fera"  blinds:   from  Levolor  Lo- 
I'n. 
^74-75: 

"t:  by  Rosecore  Carpet.* 
damps:  by  Hansen  Lamps. 
s  76-77: 
can    tile    floor:    from    Countiy 

able    suede    upholsterj',    fab- 
from  Clarence  House.* 
js :  designed  by  Dan  Hawkins  for 
idworks.* 
iera"        brushed        aluminum 
Is:  by  Levolor  Lorentzen. 
tEMADE  GARDEN  PARTY 
97: 
)om 

ketweave"  vinvl  wallcovering: 
wide,    36"    repeat,    designed    by 
rt  L.  Greene  for  &  Vice  Versa.* 
1  Uible 

iton"  vinyl  wallcovering:  made 
ilacemats.  27"  wide,  25%"  repeat, 
ned  by  Mr.  Greene  for  &  Vice 
1.* 

ndrops"    cotton    fabric:     blue 
rvhite  pillows,  48"  wide,  7%"  re- 
At  &  Vice  Versa.* 
oka     Check"     cotton     fabric: 

1  windowpane  check  pillows.  54" 
IV/'  repeat.  At  &  Vice  Versa.* oom 

•naby  Thumper"  cotton  fab- 
tablecloth,  54"  wide,  1^-/'  repeat, 
ned  by   Mr.   Greene   for  &  Vice 

es"  cotton  fabric:  banquette 
lillow  covers.  54"  wide.  36"  repeat, 
[ned  by  Richard  Giglio  for  &  Vice 

"Vera  Cruz"  cotton  and  polyester 
sheets:   designed  by  Angelo  Donghia 
for  Utica  Fine  Arts  by  J.  P.  Stevens. 
SUMMER  ZEST 

Pages  106-107: 
1.  "Playmate"   ice   chest:    14 Vi"   x 
13%"  X  11"  high,  15-quart  capacity, 
holds  up  to  18  cans  plus  ice.  §15;  one- 

gallon  drink  cooler:  9Vs"  x  8Vs"  x 
10%"  high,  wide-mouth  top.  $9.68. 
Both  of  high-impact  plastic.  By  Igloo. 

2.  Shell  planter:  9"  long,  7"  high.  .$10 
includes  plant  and  small  acrylic  stand 
(not  shown).  At  Jenny  B.  Goode. 

3.  Patio  thermometer:  10%"  diam., 
plastic  orange  dial,  lime  face,  white 

plastic  back.  $11.  By  Taylor  Instru- 
ments. At  W.G.  Lemmon. 

4.  "Jardin  Flottant"  cotton  chintz: 
50"  wide,  40"  repeat.  $45  a  yd.  Im- 

ported from  France  by  Old  World 

Weavers.* 
5.  Two-piece  bench:  40"  x  36"  high, 
oak  with  linseed  oil  finish.  By  Dahle 
Products  distributed  by  Ida  Stein 
Assoc. 

6. "Mr.  Meat  Smoker"  double  grill: 
35"  high,  uses  steam-smoke  vapor  for 
cooking,  bottom  rack  holds  live  coals, 

middle  rack  holds  water,  single  or  dou- 
ble grilling  racks  availal)le;  rib  rack, 

hickoiy  chips  available  as  accessories. 
$64.95  for  double  grill,  $49.95  for  sin- 

gle. By  Smoker  Products.  At  Burdine's. 
7.  "American  Beauty"  vinyl-coated 
wallpaper:  22"  wide,  25 V-:"  repeat. 
$13.50  a  roll.  From  the  Hobe  Erwin 

Editions  by  Jones  and  Erwin.* 
8.  Satin  cat  pillow:  10"  high,  14"  at 
base,  designed  and  painted  by  Jan 
Feenstra,  made  to  order  in  colors  and 
sitting,  standing  positions.  $30.  At 
Jennv  B.   Goode. 

9.  "Rex"  folding  beech  table:  24"  x 
23"  x  20%"  high,  also  available  in 
white  lacquered  or  natural  finish.  $48. 
By  Otto  Gerdau.  At  Abraham  &  Straus. 

10.  Bamboo  settee:  43"  x  19V-j"  x 
3iV/'  high,  cane  seat,  parchment  finish. 
$430.  From  The  Four  Corners  Collec- 

tion by  Thomasville  Furniture. 

11.  "Parish      Magnolia"      cotton 
chintz:   54"  wide,  35"  repeat,  in  lac- 

quer red,  $13  a  yd.  By  Schumacher.* 
12. Hanging  bird  planters:  $15  each. 

At  Bloomingdale's. 13.  Aluminum  chair  and  ottoman: 

electrostatically  painted  frames  avail- 
able in  13  colors;  5  fabric  colors.  $100. 

By  Keller  Casual.  At  Porch  &  Patio. 

14.  Dining  or  lounging  chair:  %" 
tubular  aluminum  welded  frame  with 

polyester  finish,  alternating  1"  and  2" 
vinyl  straps  make  seat,  shown  in  putty, 
available  in  14  colors.  $208  each.  De- 

signed by  Don  Colby  for  Brown  Jordan. 
At  Lord  &  Taylor. 

15.  Double-pouch  bag:  20"  x  15" 
high,  cotton  voile,  polyester  filled.  $65. 
Five  Corners  Shop  at  Henri  Bendel. 
16.  Tortoise-shell  tray  and  glasses: 

all  plastic,  tray  12%"  x  18",  $12;  high- 
ball and  Old-fashioned  glasses,  $12 

each,  a  set  of  six.  At  Saks  Fifth  Avenue. 

17.  "Sequoia  Sunrise"  redwood 
chaise:  80"  x  25%"  x  22"  high,  wood 
stained  and  sealed,  Super-Tuff  wash- 

able polyester  cord  fabric  mildew  and 
stain  resistant.  $160.  By  Samsonite. 

18.  "Rose  Ribbon"  cotton  sateen 

fabric:  48"  wide,  24"  repeat,  Scotch- 
gard  finish.  By  Cohama  Decorative 
Fabrics.  At  Lord  &  Tavlor. 

19.  High-backed  chaise:  24"  x  75"  x 
38Vj"  high,  white  baked-on  finish,  4- 
position  adjustable  chair.  $75.  By  Tele- 

scope Folding  Furniture. 

20.  Woven   oak   basket:    8"  x   14" 

long,  fold-down  handles.  $6.50.  By  W. 
Atlee  Burpee  Co. 

21.  "Fruit  Basket"  and  "Barrel 
Jar"  glass  containers:  $3.99  and 
$5.39  each.  By  Anchor  Hocking. 
22.  Aluminum  chair  and  ottoman : 
available  in  single  (shown),  double, 
teardrop  or  deluxe  arms  in  13  frame 
colors  and  5  fabric  colors.  By  Keller 
Casual. 

23.  Quilted  exercise  mat:  36"  x  65" long,  2  handles,  cotton  voile,  polyester 
filled.  $80.  At  Henri  Bendel. 

24.  One-quart  thermos  bottle: 

$6.99;  "Thermo-Jar"  with  freezer  lid 
makes  a  small  icebox  out  of  a  jar.  6  oz., 

$1.45;  10  oz.,  $1.75.  By  Aladdin. 
25.  "Rex"  folding  beech  chair: 

28%"  overall  height,  in  white  lac- 
quered or  natural  finish.  Imported  by 

Otto  Gerdau.  $49.  At  Abraham  & 
Straus. 

26. Picnic  tote  bag:  45"  diam.,  plastic 
forks,  knives,  spoons,  and  cotton  nap- 

kins for  4,  cutting  board  included.  $50. 
At  Saks  Fifth  Avenue. 

27.  "Palais  Royal"  cotton  chintz: 
54"  wide,  29"  repeat,  shown  in  celadon. 

$21  a  yd.  By  Brunschwig  &  Fils.* 
28.  Rattan  cocktail  table :  54"  diam., 
15^,1'"  high,  %"-thick  glass  top,  chrome 
bands  at  feet  and  X  under  table.  $790. 

Write  Thayer  Coggin  for  nearest  store. 
29.  Nesting  rectangular  and  corner 

tables:  rectangular,  27%"  x  15V->"  x 
16%"  high— 53%"  high  4  tables 

stacked.  $300;  corner,  30"  x  13%"  x 
10"  high — 56"'4"  high  6  tables  stacked. 
$275.  By  Roe  Kasian.  At  Blooming- 

dale's. 
30.  Terra-cotta  pitcher:  yellow- 
glazed  lead-free  interior,  holds  1V-! 
quarts.  $19.  By  Wellfleet  Potterv. 
31.  "Pronto"  Land  Camera:  uses  a 
10-bulb  flash  bar,  weighs  1  lb.,  pro- 

duces SX-70  color  pictures.  $66.  By 
Polaroid. 

32.  Aluminum  camping  cookware: 

20-piece  set  for  6;  9"  and  10"  fry  pans 
with  coated  Teflon  II  interiors,  10-cup 
coffeepot,  2-,  4-,  and  10-qt.  covered 
kettles,  6  plastic  cups  and  compart- 
mented  plates,  aluminum  eating  uten- 

sils. Set  fits  into  10-qt.  kettle  with  10" 
fry'  pan  to  cover.  $24.  By  Mirro  Alumi- num. 

33.  Rattan  square  cocktail  table: 

38"  sq.,  15"  high,  glass  top.  $230.  By 
DIA — Design  Institute  America.  At 
W  &  J  Sloane. 

34.  "Pageboy  O"  UHF  and  VHP 
pager:  operates  in  conjunction  with  a 
professional  paging  service  (see  Yel- 

low Pages  under  Paging  &  Signaling 

Service).  Each  pager  has  a  7-digit 
number  by  which  you  may  be  reached 
by  telephone.  Pager  fits  into  a  shirt 
pocket,  operates  on  batteries,  variable 
volume,  tone,  or  beep  alert  system, 
optional  vibrator  alert  system  for  silent 
paging.  $255  or  lease  by  the  month 
from  telephone  company,  approx.  $9. 

By  Motorola. 

35.  Planter's  rattan  chair:  33%"  x 
55"  X  32"  high,  natural  finish.  $380. 
Designed  by  Hall  Bradley  for  Calif- Asia. 

36.  Portable  gas  barbecue:  folds  up 

like  a  briefcase  with  a  1-lb.  disposable 
gas  cylinder  that  provides  heat  for  2 
hours;  folding  scissors  stand  available, 
$19.95;  barbecue,  $79.90;  gas  cylinder. 

$1.25  each.  By  Charmglow.  At  Abra- 
ham &  Straus. 

37.  Folding  chaise:  epoxy-coated 

steel  frame,  24%'"  x  50"  x  39V->"  high, 
steel  springs,  mildew-resistant  cotton 

fabric.  $200.  From  the  "Concorde" 
group  by  Scandinavian  Outdoor  Living. 

38.  Buffet:  72"  x  21"  x  32"  high,  split 
rattan  on  mahogany  plywood  in  a  her- 

ringbone pattern,  natural  finish.  $966. 
Bv  DIA — Design  Institute  America.  At 
W  &  J  Sloane. 
39.  t^itronella  candles:  hen-shaped, 

$4;  4"  diam.  round,  $8;  in  Mexican 
terracotta  bases.  At  Henri  Bendel. 

40.  Plastic  planter  and  trav :  i)lanter, 
$32.50;  tray,  $35.  Both  by  B&L  Designs. 

At  Bloomingdale's. Continued  on  next  page 

A  woman's laxative  should 
be  as  gentle 

as  she  is. 

And  that  s  why  so  many  women  use 

Correctol,  the  woman's  gentle  laxa- 
tive. Correctors  special  formula  com- 

bines a  mild  laxative  with  a  softening 

agent.  Its  gentle  overnight  action 
helps  you  reel  like  yourself  again. 
Correctol  is  gentle  enough  tor  use 

even  after  childbirth  and  during  men- 
struation. 

LAXATIVE 

The  Woman's        £>?i 

Gentle  La-—  *^' 

-axative Fore 

^ 

(orrectol \i  The  woman's 
^^  gentle  laxative. 

^Good  Housekeeping'^ 
A^  MO»ISSS  ^<^ 

A  PRODUCT  OF  PLOUGH,  INC. 



Shopping  information 
continued  from  preceding  page 

41.  Banihoo  console  table:  38'::"  x 
]6"  X  32"  liigh,  tortoise-finish,  smoked- 
glass  top.  S475.  By  Ficks-Recd. 
42.  Solid-state  5"  pop-iip  portable 
black  aiul  white  TV:  witli  l)iiilt-in 

r  M  A.M  radio.  12i-"  x  14"  x  5=',"  high. 
8200.  By  Panasonic. 

43.  Slat-lopped  rlining  table:  60"  x 
27"  x  27"  liigli.  pini-  willi  weatherproof 

finish.  From  the  "Marina"'  group  1)> 
.S(andina\ian  Outdoor  Living.  .?160. 

44.  Quilted  floor  pillow:  36"  scj., 
smaller  -i/<>  a\ailahle.  cotton  voile, 
casing  c.nh.  S.iO.  At  Henri  Bendel. 
45.  Teak  and  chrome  electric 

clock:  11"  diameter.  .•=;99..50.  By  Peter 
Pejiper    Products. 
46.  Poplar  lattice  cocktail  table: 

38"  sq.  X  l.i"  high,  bexejed  glass  in-erts 

in  top.  S17.'>.  By  Ba-selt  Furniture  In- dustries. 

47.  3-piece  clam  steamer:  19' j-quart 
c-apacity.  easy-to-clean  enamel  on  steel, 
witli   instructions,  recipe  booklet.  Gra- 

niteware  by  General  Housewares. 
48.  .4utoniatic  air-conditioner  tim- 

er: 3"+"  X  4"  with  5'  cord.  22'?4  hrs. 
on  maximum;  30  mins.  on  minimum, 
no  special  wiring  necessan,  12.5  and 
250  volt  models.  S14.95.  By  Intermatic 
Inc. 

SILVER  WITH  A  PAST 

Pages  114-115: 
"Fiddle  Tliread  and  Shell"  sterling 
silver  flatware:  S270  per  5-piece  set- 

ting. At  James  Robinson. 
"■.4ngela"  dinner  plate:  .S5.50  each; 
S9.95  per  4-piece  setting.  At  The  Pot- 

tery  Barn. 
Georgian  sterling  silver  teapot:  2- 
pint  capacity,  after  1710  original  by 

John  Conev  in  the  Metropolitan  Mu- 

seum of  Art.  New  York.  .S600:  ••Qld 
English  Tipt"'  sterling  teaspoi)n,  S31. 
•S183  per  5-piece  setting.  Teapot  and 

flatware  by  Gorham.  '"Wedgwood 
White"'  teacup  and  saucer,  §35  per  5- 
piece  setting.  By  Wedgwc>od.  At  Alt- 

man's. 
Sterling  silver  cigarette  canister: 
•S1950  iS5)  each  in  a  limited  edition  of 

25  pieces.  At  Shre\e.  Crump  &  Low. 

"Pointed  .Antique*'  sterling  «iher 
tray:  24',2"  long  x  17"  wide,  '/^"-thick 
edge.  Design  after  a  flatware  pattern 
by  Paul  Revere  in  the  MetropoUtan 

Museum  of  Art,  New  "i  ork.  S16.50.  By Reed  &  Barton. 

Two-pint  sterling  silver  tankard: 
after  1725  original  by  Toi)ias  Stouten- 
burgh.  ,S850.  By  James  Robinson. 

Sterling  presentation  bowl:  8"  wide. 
4"  high,  after  an  original  bv  Ephraim 
Brasher.  .S265.  By  Tiffany  &  Co. 

Sterling  silver  porringer:  in  a  limit- 
ed edition  of  750  pieces,  after  an  origi- 

nal by  Paul  Revere.  .S.500  each;  "Wil- 

liamsburg Queen  Anne'"  sterling  tea- spoon. S28.50  each.  .S210  per  6-piece 
setting.  By  Stieff.  Spice  caster:  after 
a  1730  original  by  William  Jones.  SlOO 
each.  By  Goi  ham. 

Building  Facts 
Materials  and  equipment 

in  house  on  pages  100-105 

architects:  Robert  A.  ̂ NI.  Stern  and 

John  S.  Hagmann 

Arthritis  sufferers: 
are  you 
cheating 

yourselves? 

Four  out  of  five 
arthritis  victims  get  less 

medication 
with  every  tablet. 

You  probably  have  arthritis  or  you 

wouldn't  be  reading  this.  And  if  you  do. 
you  want  all  the  pain  reliever  you  can 

get.  But  if  you  are  not  using  Anacin', 
the  chances  are  four  out  of  five  you 
can  get  more  help  with  every  tablet 
than  you  are  getting  now.  Anacin  gives 
you  twenty-three  percent  more  pain 
reliever/anti-inflammatory  medica- 

tion than  Bayer,  twenty-three  percent 
more  than  Bufferin,  twenty-three  per- 

cent more  than  ordinary  aspirin  tablets. 

Anacin  goes  to  work  quickly  to  re- 
lieve minor  arthritis  pain  and  then  its 

stiffness  for  hours.  Soon  you  feel  like 

yourself  again;  you  enjoy  more  free- 
dom of  movement  without  pain.  Yet 

millions  take  Anacin  without  stomach 

upset. Don't  cheat  yourself.  Get  more  pain 
reliever/  anti-inflammatory  medica- 

tion with  Anacin. 
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OpcK 

I  lack 

IMLKIoK      DKsK.NKlis:       Koliril       \ 

Stern  and  John  S.  Hagmann 
CO>TRACToR,s:  Franco  Brothers 
SIZE  OF  house:  2,500  s(iuare  feet 
SIZE  OF  lot:  11.5  acres 
STRUCTURE 
Fuuiidatiun:     Continuous     peril 
foundation  of  concrete  block  with 
forced  slab  over  basement  areas. 
Framing:      Combination     steel 
wood  >tud  frame. 
EXTERIOR  OF  HOUSE 

Exterior    walls:     Machine-cut 
shingles  by  Bestwood  Co. 
Exterior  finish:  #88  bleac  hing 
b\  .Samuel  Cabot  Inc.  and  jiainton 

i)y  Benjamin  Moore. 
Roofs:  Machine-cut  cedar  .-hingl Bestwood  Co. 

hiMilation:  In  ceiling  6-in(h  foil 
and  in  walls  3'j-inch  foil  face  co\ 

b\  4  mil  p(dy-\apor  barrier  b)  0\i 
Corning  Fiberglas  Corp. 
^Xiiul<»^s:    Fixed    frame    witji   si 
and  (liiuble  insulating  glass  by  Gen 
Contractor;        .\rcadia        multisli( 
glazed  pocket  doors  in  main  roon 
.Northrop        Architectural        .S\st( 
cur\ed  eave  greenlumse  in  bedroon 
l.iird  liv  Burnham. 

Skylifjlus:   Polished  "pinstripe b\  A.S(,  Industries,  Inc. 

Doors:  I'S-inch  solid  core  wood  d< 
by  Weverhauser  Co.;  aluminum  fr; 
glass  doors  bs  IMHi  Industries 
Garage    doors:     .Manually 
o\erhead    doors    folding    on 
0\erhead  Door  ( !orp. 
INTERIOR  OF  HOUSE 

Walls  and  ceilings:   In  major  roo| 
beaded  pine  wains( ol  board  by  gen 
contractor  and    gypsum    wallboard 
U.S.  (/vpsum  Co.;   in   kitchen,  be 
pine  wainscot  board;  in  bath,  \in\ 

wallpaper  o\er  g\  p^um  board. 
Floors:  In  major  rooms,  bri(  k  jia 
b\  Alwine  Co.  and  strip  oak  b\  W  r 
hauser:    in    kitchen,    brick    pa\in 
Alwine  Co.;   in  baths,  ceramic  tili 
\meri(  an  Glean. 

Lighting    fixtures:     Recessed    dov 

liglits    by    Edison    Price,    Inc.:    -i' 
lights  by   W'iremold;   surface  can<i 

by  Harry    Gillin;  ""Diskos''  wall  li: and    mirror   lights   iiy    Loui-   Paul- 
living-room  floor  lamp  and  diningta 

pendant  by  Artemide;   table  lamps 
George  Ko\acs:  dimmers  by  Lutron 
Fireplace:  Firebrick. 

Ilurdwai-c:  Brushed  chrome  brass  a 

chromed  brass  by  General   Lock   I 
Schlage  Lo(  k  Co.  and  Cidonial  \\\> 

Co. 

Music   Sy  >teni :    (Custom   designed 
Tiialia    Hi-Fi    Audio    using    AMI 
tuner    b>    Mdntosh    Laboratory,    t, 
deck  by  Tandberg,  record  changer 
United  Audio  Inc.;  indoor  speaker^ 
J.B.  Lansing  and  Bard  outdoor  sp<\i^ 
ers  by  Bozak  Manufat  turing. 
Kitchen     and     bathroom     rahinc 
and  coiintertops:  (aistoiu  made  F' 
mi(  a-surfaced    phwood    cabinets    wi 
I  ormica  countertops. 

Plumhing  fixtures:  In  kitchen,  sir 

l)>  Llka\  Mfg.  Co.;  in  guest  bath,  wa- 
basin    b>    Richard   Ciinori:    in    |>owd 
room,   wash   basin   b>    Kohler  Co.;   a 

other  plumbing  fixtures  by  America Standard  Inc. 

-MECHA.MCAL  EQUIPMENT 
AND  -APPLIANCES 

Appliances:      Dishwasher     and     fo< 
waste  disposer  by  Kit(  hen.Aid  Div..  H' 

hart  Mfg.  Co.;  "Thermatronic"  mien wave  oven  by  Thermador  Div..  Norr 
Industries;  electric  cooktop  by  Cornin 
Glass   Works  with   grille   by   Jenn-A 
Corp;  exhaust  fan  by  Broan  Mfg.  Co 

Inc..  refrigerator  l)y  Sub-Zero  Freezt 
Co.,  Inc. ;  laundry  washer  and  dry er  b 
Westinghouse  Electric  Corp. 

Water    heater:     100-galIon    tank    h Bock  (^orp. 

Heating  and  Cooling  System:  Ele< 

trically  powered  forced  warm  and  co<' 
air  by  Cliniatrol  with  Honeywell  cor 
tiols:  electric  cable  in  floor  bv  Ea«\ 
Heat-Wirekraft. 



eilth  Watcher'  USA  Announces  Its  Sensational  Plan  for 

EIGHT  loss  * 
nr  THE  HOUR J^ 

.Mt^' 

.•^•^*. 

IB  AM... 126  POUNDS! 

■  8  PM...124  POUNDS! 
m  8  Al\/I  TOI\/IORROW 

...122  POUNDS! 

he's  no  more  healthful  way  to  lose  so  much  weight  so  fast!" 
Dr.  Louis  F.  Castaldo,  M.D. 

c;'s  no  easier  way  to  lose  —  no  calories  to  count,  no  carbohydrates 
Aitch,  no  special  recipes  to  prepare,  no  expensive  special  foods  to  buy! 

f' 

ncredibly,  on  this  fantastic  new  Health  Watcher  Weight- 
Plan  your  hunger  —  often  the  problem  with  those 

00  calorie  starvation  diets  —  actually  disappears  in  as 
24  hours.  You  feel  great  —  and  in  an  incredibly  few 

-  you  start  to  look  great! 

losing  a  full  pound  in  the  first  6  hours!  2  pounds  be- 
norning  and  night!  Up  to  5  pounds  of  fluid  and  fat  in  the 

•  hours!  If  that  sounds  unbelievable,  get  the  entire  pro- 
ow  and  read  what  an  eminent  doctor  says  about  it.  Read 
eople  who  have  tried  it  say  happened  to  them!  Read  why 
very  well  be  the  fastest,  most  effective,  safest  way  to 
ight  that  has  ever  been  discovered. 

the  secret?  It's  as  simple  as  1-2-3!  1)  You  take  a  single 
jwered  diet  supplement  tablet  containing  natural  bran,  for 
ilus  natural  vitamins  for  health.  2)  You  take  it  with  your 
of  any  of  a  number  of  healthful,  nutritious  natural  fruit 

3)  You  don't  tease  your  body  with  low-calorie  starvation 
[hat  only  stimulate  your  appetite  and  leave  you  constantly 
/.  Instead  you  shut  down  your  food  intake  and  slow  down 

vhole  digestive  process  for  a  brief  period  —  the  duration 
Ho  you!  Anytime  you  want  to  stop  you  can.  The  Complete 

Watcher  Weight  Loss  Plan  tells  you  exactly  how  —  pre- 
when.  When  you  follow  it,  the  weight  loss  results  are  so 

50  fantastic  you'll  be  amazed! 
nuch  can  I  lose?  The  most  amazing  part  is  that  you  lose 

ost  weight  in  the  first  few  days  —  from  2  to  5  pounds  in 
st  24  hours  —  up  to  10  pounds  in  just  one  weekend.  So  if 
:  just  5  or  10  pounds  heavier  than  your  ideal,  you  can 
bly  achieve  in  100  hours  or  less  what  might  take  you  2  to 

iks  or  more  on  conventional   "low  calorie"  or  "low  carbo- 

^ould  you  guess  that 
larie  Glantz,  President 
f  Health  Watcher  USA 

nd  author  of  this  plan, 
rid  a  nationally  known 
utritionist  and  lecturer 

n  health  and  weight 
•ss,  is  a  grandmother 
times  over?  Or  winner 

f  numerous  golf  cham- 
ionships?  And  has 
lOre  energy  and  pep 
lan  many  people  half 
2r  age?  She  follows 
er  own  advice  — 
Beps  her  figure  trim 
id  slim,  just  as  yours 
an  be! 
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hydrate"  diets  that  may  leave  you  hungry,  nervous  and  con- 
stantly famished!  So  on  the  Health  Watcher  Plan,  you  can  lose  as 

much  as  you  need  to  —  fast!  It's  up  lO  you! 
Suppose  I  want  to  lose  a  great  deal,  say  20  pounds?  You  could 
do  it  in  as  little  as  7  days,  depending  on  how  overweight  you 

are  when  you  start.  You  could  easily  lose  more  —  a  240  pounder 
might  lose  10%  to  15%  of  his  body  weight! 

Will  the  Weight-Loss-by-the-Hour  Plan  interfere  with  my  social 

life,  or  tennis,  or  golf?  It  needn't  make  the  slightest  difference. 
You  could  go  on  it  for  5  week  days,  stop  on  the  weekend,  and 

resume  the  following  week  if  you  want  —  and  keep  the  weight 

loss  you've  already  achieved.  The  plan  tells  you  exactly  how! 
Or  you  can  do  it  only  on  weekends  if  that  suits  you  better. 

There's  no  need  to  give  up  any  activity  you  enjoy  —  golf,  tennis, 
swimming  —  whateves  you  normally  like,  you  can  do. 

Will  it  affect  my  sex  life?  You  bet  it  will  —  for  the  better!  As 
you  begin  to  shed  all  that  extra  weight,  your  energy  level  starts 

to  increase.  Not  to  mention  the  fact  that  you'll  feel  more  de- sirable, and  look  it  too! 

Is  the  Weight-Loss-By-The-Hour  Plan  medically  approved?  Be- 
fore beginning  any  weight  loss  program,  says  Dr.  Louis  F. 

Castaldo,  M.D.,  you  should  consult  your  physician.  But  he  con- 

tinues "I  do  not  hesitate  to  recommend  Health  Watcher's  Weight- 
Loss-By-The-Hour  Plan  as  the  safest,  healthiest  way  to  lose 
pounds  in  the  shortest  period  of  time.  Especially  this  is  true  for 
those  frustrated  people  who  have  had  little  or  no  success  with 

other  methods  of  dieting.  This  amazing  regimen,  properly  fol- 

lowed, may  well  be  the  beginning  of  a  whole  new  life  style!" 
Send  now  for  the  plan,  complete  with  everything  you  need  on 

this  no-risk  guarantee.  When  you  return  the  coupon,  you've 
taken  the  first  step  toward  being  the  trim,  slim,  attractive  person 

you've  always  wanted  to  be!  You  will  receive  the  complete  plan, 
including  precise  instructions  as  to  how  to  start,  what  you  can 

expect  to  happen,  how  you'll  feel,  when  to  stop,  and  how  to 
maintain  the  ideal  weight  you've  achieved.  You'll  receive  a 
30-day  supply  of  Health  Watcher  Diet  Supplement  Tablets  con- 

taining healthful  natural  ingredients  and  no  dangerous  drugs  — 

these  provide  vitamins  and  fiber  while  you're  losing  weight  on 
the  plan.  And  you  receive  instructions  for  a  healthful  exercise 
and  weight  maintenance  program  you  can  use  to  help  maintain 
weight  and  feel  great. 

After  you've  received  all  this,  you  may  follow  and  use  this  Plan 
for  14  days  without  obligation.  If  then  you're  not  pleased,  tickled, 
proud  and  delighted  in  every  way,  if  you  wish,  you  may  return 
just  the  unused  Health  Watcher  tablets  and  get  a  full  refund  of 
the  purchase  price.  You  may  keep  all  the  rest  of  the  material  in 
any  case,  as  a  gift! 

But  don't  delay  —  mail  the  coupon  at  once!  The  sooner  you 
start  to  follow  and  benefit  from  this  amazing  program,  the 

sooner  you'll  have  the  trimmer,  slimmer  figure  you've  always 
wanted.  Mail  your  order  today! 

°l 

-^^ 

Dr.  Castaldo  has  been  a 

practicing  physician  for 

over  30  years.  A  grad- 
uate of  the  University  of 

Maryland,  he  received 
his  medical  degree  at 

Tufts  University,  then  in- 
terned and  was  a  resi- 

dent at  Stamford  and 

Bridgeport  Hospitals  in 
Connecticut  and  Bellevue  Hospital  in 
New  York. 

■■■•■■■ ©1976  ACI 

MAIL  NO-RISK  COUPON  TODAY      • 

AMERICAN   CONSUMER,   Dept.   HWL-99 

Caroline  Road,  Philadelphia,  PA  19176 

Please  rush  me 
(HWL)  complete  Health 

Watcher  Weight  Loss  By  the  Hour  Plan(s)  including 

all  instructions  plus  a  30-day  supply  of  Health 
Watcher  Diet  Supplement  Tablets  at  only  $4.98  each 

plus  500  postage  and  handling. 

I  may  try  the  plan  for  14  days  and  if  I'm  not  de- 
lighted I  may  return  the  partially  used  bottle  of 

tablets  for  full  refund  of  the  purchase  price,  and 

keep  the  rest  of  the  material  as  a  gift  without 

obligation. 

Total  amount  enclosed  $    (Penn.  resi- 
dents add  6%  sales  tax.) 

Check  or  money  order,  no  CODs  please. 

Name   

Address . 
.Apt. 

City 

-State. 

•  Zip 

Canadian  customers,  please  send  orders  to: 
T.  P.  Products,  Dept.  HWL,  Box  1600,  Station  A 

Rexdale,  Ontario    M9W5V2 
(Ontario  and  Quebec  residents  add  sales  tax) 
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canisters  or  caches! 
A  design  that's  lovely in  any  room,  with 
any  decor — and  so  we 

bring  it  to  you 
in  ei'ery  imaginable 

shipe  and  size,  to  fit 
every  imaginable  need! 

Traditional  Oriental 
motif  in  vibrant 

red,  gold  and  white  on 
a  black  background. 
Especially  nice  for 

making  an  elegant  gift 
of  your  home-made 

candies  and  cookies. 
Sturdily  made  in  England 

of  lithographed  metal 
with  tight-fitting  lids. 

8324     Hinged-lid  Canisters 
(at  left)  Set  of  3— 

1/2,  1  and  3  lbs. 
3%-8J/2"  high. 

1  Set  $6.98 
4635     Octagon  Box 

(at  right)  Screw-cap  lid. 
6"  high.  $2.50 
4634     LOW  Box 

(right  foreground) 
Removable  lid. 

81/2x6x2%"  high.     $2.98 
4636     All  5  as  shown — 

Save!  1  Set  $10.98 

Add  75c  postage  &  handling,  NY  residents  add  foxes 

'    1951      i' 
SILVER     a 
JUBILEE    W, 

■*U  1976  .y- 

UlilAN  XE^flON Good  taste  at  affordable  prices 

Dept.  G64, 

510  S.  Fulton  Ave. 
Mt.  Vernon,  NY  10550 

Needlepoint  Dog  Kits 
Pet  lovers  will  adore  this  full  color  collie  portrait  in 
finest  quality  needlepoint  Suitable  for  pillow  or 
framing,  kit  comes  with  design  stamped  on  =14  im- 

ported canvas.  Paternayan  Persian  yarns,  needle  and 
instructions.  Background  blank  for  your  yarn  color 
choice  (specify);  rust,  green,  navy,  royal— or  enclose 
swatch  and  we  will  match  if.  Finished  size  14"  x  14". 
Other  breeds  available.  Inquiries  welcomed. 

$22  95  plus  $1.00  postage  and  handling.  (Conn, 
residents  please  add  7%  tax.) 

pet  projects 
Box  1133.  Dept  HG066,  Stamford,  Conn.  06904 

The  indispensable  English  country 
house  Frog-VVaterer  will  water  your 
house  plants  while  you  are  away  fioin 
home.  Push  his  base  into  the  soil 
around  your  potted  plant,  fill  his 
mouth  with  water,  and  it  will  seep 
through  his  porous  base  to  refresh 
your  plant  for  at  least  5  days.  For  your 
set  of  4  attractively  glazed,  lily-pond 
like  earthenware  friends,  51  2.(>()  air 
postpaid.  Send  your  cheque,  or  money 
order  to: 

The  Cotswold  Villager 
91  Regent  Street,  London 

WlR  7TB  England 

SQUIRREL  FOUNTAIN     V 

Watch  your  favorite 
feathered  friends  as 

they  flock  to  bathe 
and  shower  In  this 

delightful  Squirrel 
fountain  complete  with 

its  own  re-clrculating 

pump. 

G   &  S    GREENHOUSES 
BUILD  THIS  AMAZING 

POLYETHELINE  GREENHOUSE 
FOR  LESS  THAN  $190.00 

After  25  years  in  the  greenhouse  busi- 
ness, G&S  has  designed  a  simple  yet 

sturdy,  low  cost,  maintenance  free 
greenhouse  of  commercial  quality  for 
the  average  homeowner.  This  green- 

house is  easily  constructed.  No  special 
tools  needed  and  No  foundation  required. 
Now  you  can  grow  your  favorite  plants 
and  vegetables  all  year  round.  Send 
$3.00  for  complete  easy  to  follow  step 
by  step  illustrated  instructions.  Pre-fab 
kit  also  available. 

G&S  GREENHOUSES 

Dept.   HG-6 
RD  -:2.   Box  88  Newton,  N.J.  078(iO 
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Made  of  lead, 

37"  high,  avail- 
able In  old  lead 

color  or  Pompelan 

Price:  $485.00. 

FOB  New  York 

Send  for  Illustrated  Catalog  HG6$1.00 

^  FLORENTINE 
7  CRAFTSMEN 

650FirstAve.  (37th  St.)  NewYork,  N.Y.  10016 

(212)  532-3926 

SHOPPIN 
AROUND 

WITH  AUDREY  NICHOLS 

ORDER  MERCHANDISE  BY  WRITING  DIRECTLY 

TO  SHOPS.  ENCLOSE  CHECK  OR  MONEY  ORDER. 

ADD  SALES  TAX  WHERE  APPLICABLE. 

ANY  UNUSED  ITEM  (NOT  PERSONALIZED)  MAY  BE 
RETURNED  BY  INSURED  MAIL  FOR  REFUND. 

ALLOW  FOUR  WEEKS  FOR  DELIVERY 

FIRST  EDITION 
A  must  for  every  Hummel 
collector.  Authoritative  reference 

library  in  a  single  volume.  Berta 
Hummel's  life  story  in  depth,  the 
entire  Hummel  collection,  history 
of  marks,  classification, 

information  on  priceless  "mint 
error"  figurines  included  in  guide, 
121/4"  by  9".  $27.50  ppd.  Liberty 

Gifts,  Dept.  HGE-66,  2324  Liberty 
St.,  Trenton,  NJ  08629. 

CHERRY  COOKIE  MOLDS 
When  not  turning  out  sugar-coated 
farm  creatures  and  happy  little  boy, 

these  placques  make  charming  wall 
decoration.  Solid  cherry  in  buckwheat 
honey  finish.  Both  sides  are  carved. 

131/2"  h.  by  31/2"  w.  $13.50;  IG^/a"  h.  by 
51/2"  w.  $15.50.  One  of  each  $28  Ppd. 

Send  $2  for  100-page  catalogue.  Carl 
Forslund,  HG6,  122  E.  Fulton  St.,  Grand 

Rapids,  Ml  49502. 

NATURE  TREASURES 
Beautiful  specimens.  Cornucervi  Murex, 
$20,  Thorny  Oyster  from  Australia,  $12, 
Scorpion  Spider  shell,  $4,  pyramid  case 
with  shells,  $27.  Add  $1  post  ea.  New 
color  catalogue  of  shells,  fossils, 
minerals,  Indian  artifacts,  display  stands, 
books,  $1.  Dover  Scientific,  Box  601  IT, 

Long  Island  City,  NY  11106. 

barling  of  the  deep  exquisitely 
copied  in  a  solid  sterling  pendant. 
Graceful  accent  for  any  costume. 

Seahorse  is  11/2"!.  Complete  with 
slender  18"  sterling  chain,  $12.95 
plus  $1  post.  In  14k  solid  gold, 

pendant,  $65,  the  18"  chain,  $25. The  Allan  Collection,  HG6,  Box 
k/V.  181  Old  Chelsea  Station,  New '^..  York,  NY  10011. 
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MAN  AT  WORK 

The  new  table  metal  sculpture  called 

"Jimmy"  serves  a  purpose.  He'll  hold 
your  favorite  plant  (up  to  a  six-inch 
base),  a  dish  of  goodies  or  a  candle. 

Made  of  16-gauge  steel  finished  in  baked 
satin  enamel,  black  or  white.  11"  tall. 
$9.95  plus  $1.50  post.  J.  Novorr,  GB6, 
850  Thayer  Ave.,  Los  Angeles,  CA  90024. 

CLUSTER  LIGHT 

Unique  candleholder.  Natural  solid  wood 
block,  over  an  inch  thick,  has  woven 
hemp  handle  to  hang  it  up  when  not  in 

use  (Old  European  custom).  7"  by  SVz". 
Green  candles,  iy2",  smokeless,  dripless, 
in  metal  cups.  Candleholder  with  six 
candles,  $8.98;  refill  candles,  10  per  set, 
$2.98,  plus  75c  post.  Lillian  Vernon,  G6E, 
510  S.  Fulton  Ave.,  Mt.  Vernon,  NY  10550. 

WICKER  WONDERLAND 
ViiifiiLii  .s  Largest  Collection  ol  Willow  &  Kattan 

Furniture  directly  Imported  to  Pass 
the  Savings  on  to  you. 

Handwoven  of 
natural     willow 

with  old  fash- ioned    charm    for 
indoors     or     out. 
Imported     from 
Europe. 

HAIR-  ris"  X  2.'."  X 

ir,"  hiah.  $44.95. 

ROCKER      —      (not .shown),  $54.95. 

SOFA — !.S"   «idc   38" 
X  IC"  high.  $79.95. 

COFFEE    TABLE   — 3.V  X  23"  X  21"  high, 

$44.95. 
END  TABLE— 24"  x 

IT"  X  21"  liigli, 

$32.95. 
Seat     &    Back    Cush- ions— Polyfoam      with      zippered 

covers    in    floral    gold    pattern    or 

solid  colors  in  gold,  bl.ick.  avocado,  red  or  tangerine 
Sofa  $29.95.   Chair  &.    Rocker  $14.95.    Exp.    Chgs.    Coll.    Painted   White 
add  25%. 

EASY  LIVING 
Keep  your  cool  in  a  super  comfort 
oungerof  100%  natural  cotton.  Styled 

with  popular  kimono-wrap  top,  draw- 

string pants.  In  the  season's  fashionable 
multi-stripes  patterned  after  colorful 
peasant  costumes.  S-M-L-XL.  Set,  $50 
plus  $1 .50  post.  Color  catalogue,  $1. 
Ah-Men,  HG6,  8900  Santa  Monica, 
Blvd.,  Hollywood,  CA  90069. 

18TH  CENTURY  KNIFE  BOX 
In  the  Hepplewhite  manner.  Decorative 
storage  piece  to  grace  your  sideboard 
singly  or  in  a  pair.  Solid  mahogany  with 
satinwood  and  ebony  inlay,  the  inside  top 
velvet  lined.  Slots  for  12  knives,  4 

spoons,  forks.  8"  w.  by  8"  d.  by  I21/2"  h. 
No  lock.  $99  ea.;  pr.  $189.  UPS  Coll. 
Catalogue,  $1.  Ephraim  Marsh,  Dept. 
420,  Box  266,  Concord,  NC  28025. 

WEDDING  ANDjt  J       II) 
ANNIVERSARY    1  |U|tUM^ 

Tiny  hand-enameled  wedding  bells  com- 
plete with  bow  adorn  lovely  silver-plated 

thimble  from  Portugal.  The  perfect  bridal 
or  anniversary  gift;  a  treasured  keepsake! 
11420  White  Bells      $3.95 
11421  Silver  Bells      $3.95 
11422  Gold  Bells     $3.95 

+  25«:  post.  &  hdlg. 

Send  50c  tor  your  64-page  Downs  catalog 
a  wonderland  tor  tt)e  discerning  collector 

7?(whs DEPT.  1406-A EVANSTON,  ILL.  60204 

4  Wonderful  New  Way 

To  Serve  Desserts 

Foods  are  so  colorful — why  hide  their  beau- 

ty? Serve  fresh  fruit,  compotes,  even  vege- 
tables or  salads  In  these  exquisitely  clear 

crystal  dishes.  Use  them  daily  for  cereals, 

soups,  puddings,  ice  cream,  etc.  Use  them 
proudly  at  company  time  with  your  finest 

dinnerware.  Set  includes  8  bowls  (4%" 
diam.),  8  saucers  [b'/i"),  Only  $9.98  plus 

75cpp. 

Prompt  Delivery.  Money  back  guoronfee 
New.'  96  Page  &iff/Oourmei  Catalog  25c. 

COLONIAL  GARDEN  KITCHENS 
Dept.    HG-G.  270  W.   Merrick   Rd 

Vallev  Stream.   N.V.   11S82 

-.:J} 

MARSHMALLOW  SOFT 

WEDGE 
So  soft  ...  So  Pliable  ...  So  comfort- 

able. Marshmallow  softness  for  your  feet. 
Foam  cushioned  insole  &  vamp.  Bouncy 
rubber-like  sole.  Espadrille  wedge  with 
1%"  heel.  In  White,  Lt.  Blue,  Yellow  or 

Green.  Full  &  V2  sizes  5-10.  You  couldn't 
buy  a  more  comfortable  shoe  for  twice  the 

price. Satisfaction  Guaranteed 

Sorry  No  COD'S 

$5. 

99 
Ptus  $1  Postage 

Vicki  Wayne-H7A 
600  S.  Country  Club  Rd., 

Tucson.  AZ  85716 

CLEOPATRA'S  CHOKER Graceful,  flattering,  banded  choicer  en- 
circles your  neck  with  exquisite  beauty. 

Imported  from  ancient  Greece,  thin,  flex- 
ible, tapered  bands  conform  comfortably 

to  neck;  adjustable  open  back  assures 

perfect  tit.  Equally  smashing  with  sports- 
wear or  chiffons.  Choker  is  S14.95;  match- 

ing earrings,  $6.50;  matching  bracelet, 
$7.50.  Complete  set  for  $27.50.  Postpaid. 

Available  in  golden  gleaming  brass  or  sil- 
ver plated  brass.  Please  specify  color. 

FERRY  HOUSE Dept.  G-67G 
Bri.ircliff  Manor.  N.Y. 10510 
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H'E  WILL  SESD ORIENTAL  RUGS 
OS  APPROVAL  FOR 
EXAMISATIOS  l\ 

YOLR  OWS  HOME 

•  NO  OBLIGATION  TO  BUY 

•  NO  DEPOSIT  OR  EXPENSE 
TO  YOU 

•  ONLY  GENUINE 
HANDMADE  ORIENTAL 
RUGS  FOR  51  YEARS 

SEND  FOR  FREE   DESCRIPTIVE  LISTS.  COLORED  PLATES,  and 
KODACHROMES  to  help  you  select  rugs  you  wish  sent  on  APPROVAL. 

Largest  Retail  Stock 

Direct  Importations  Regularly 
of  ihousands  ci   choice  and  select 
ruEs    from    Iran.    Pakistan,    India, 

and  elseuhere. 

Small  Sizes  To  Giant  Carpets 

Moderate  Prices— 
nuke  \our  oun  comparisons. 

Eliminate  All  Elements  Of  Risk 

by  dealing  uith  America's foremost  authorities  on 
Oriental  Rues 

For  51  years  we  have  used  this  method  to  sell  rugs  to 
more  than  100,000  customers  all  over  America. 

§ 

I 
"Oriental  Rues  -  .A  Complete  Guide'  by Col.  Charles  \V.  Jacobsen.  First  and  most 

comprehensi\e  Oriental  rug  encyclopedia 
ever  published.  480paees  with  250  plates, 
38  in  full  color  -  S20.5D. 

401    S     SAI  TNA 

CHAS.W.JACOBSEN,Inc.  ^^^^^ 
S.  SALINA  ST.,  DEPT.  G 

N.Y.  13201 

■•'-iJ^*v5''-^'V! ■-'-<5>"''-^v<^^.^v^^v.,^-c^^«,^-'.^v.^'v.^^ 

1000  RETURN  ADDRESS  LABELS 

$1Qg 
CRISP  WHITE  PAPER 

FREE  HANDY  BOX 
)uick.  handy  way  to 

"put  your  name,  address 
and  zip  code  on  letters, 

records,  books,  etc.  .Any 
name,  address  and  zip  code 

up  to  4  lines  beautifully  printed  in  black 

ink  on  crisp  white  gummed  labels- P4"  long. S717    1000  Labels   SI 

250  Self-Stick 

RETURN  ADDRESS 
LABELS 

•  Self-stick  -  just  peel  off 
and  put  in  place 

Self-stick  labels  with  your  name  and  ad- 
dress are  the  sman.  easy  way  to  person- 
alize letters,  books,  etc.  .-Xny  name  and 

address  up  to  4  lines  beautifully  printed 
in  black  type  on  the  finest  white  self- 

stick  paper.  l',.i"'  Ions. P5032  250  Self-Stick  Labels   SI 

Wfllfpr  nmUo^°^^  °'^^^  Building VVdlltJl    UldKUColo.  Springs,  CO  80 80940 

(^
 

WE  PRINT 

ANYTHING 

CUSTOM    PRINTED    SHIRTS 

■  r.e  it'ii'  craze — ,zj  Tr.ir,<  ot  ire 
slogan  ar.d  v/eli  print  ii!  Any  slogan 

Tcr  your  team  .  .  .  candidate  .  .  .  club 

.  .  .  your  favorite  hobby  ...  or  v/hai- 
5vsr.  Up  to  30  letters  printed  en  these 

p'ja!Ity  cotton  sweatshirts  or  T  shirts. 

'Machine  washable,  paint  will  not  run  or 

"ade.  Colors — powder  blue,  or  navy 

c'ue.  Size  S.  M.  L,  XL.  Specify  size 

5'd  color.  Add  S2.00  extra  for  printing 

c-^  bc"'-  s'des.  P'cc*  S^'oTie^-^. 
Sweatshirt     S4.95       T-shirt    S4.95 

Write  for  FREE  cafclog  of  g'tffs. 

lloliclaT    Uliis 
Dept.  306-B,   Wheat   Ridge,   Colorado  SOC33 

PET  NESTS  ARE  HERE! 

PETS  LOVE  NESTS.  Special  circular  de- 
sign filled  with  bean  bag  pellets  maintains 

just  the  right  amout  of  body  heat  to  make 
the  nest  warm,  comfortable.  Your  cat  or 

dog  can  curl,  burrow  &  nestle  into  a  draft- 
free  hollow.  Edge  of  nest  forms  a  natural 

pillow.  Made  of  100°i  polyester  double- 
knit,  a  material  pets  do  f>JOT  like  to  chew. 
Entire  nest  is  machine  washable.  Ideal  for 

travel.  Money-back  guarantee.  Sceci'y  'or 
Cat  or  Dog  &  Color. 

PRICE^SHIPPING 

CAT  Of  DOG  =1  (17-,  Small)  $  9.88  $1.00 

CAT  or  DCX3  =2  (24  •,  Medium)  $15.88  $1.50 
DOG   =3  (33  ,  for  Large  Dog)     $24.88  $2.00 

COLOR:   Blue   Brown   Red 

(  (■■ji.  R(i.  'I'M  •;  'f  .^■.  r.j--,  p/.t ;.-. , 

Nests  work  better  too  large  rather  than  too 
small.  If  in  doubt  order  larger  size. 

PCT        Suite  D-l. 2224  Old  Middlefield. 

NESTS     Mountain  Vie».  Calif.  94040 

Be  Creative 
and  SAVE! 

Decorate 

UNFINISHED 

LAMPS 
Put  your  talent  to 

profitable  use!  The  8-sided 
Barton  Candlestick  Lamp 
comes  sonded  satin-smooth 
ready  to  antique,  decou- 
page  or  stain.  Free  finishing 
instructions!  Fully  wired, 

this  27"  tall  hardwood 
lamp  has  3-way  switch, 
8-ft.  cord.  CHOICE  OF 
SHADES:  white  or  beige 

Shontung;  oyster  or  natural 
Burlap.  Satisfaction  as- sured! 

$21.00  ea.*  Unfinished 
S27.00  ea.*  FINISHED  in 
v»alnut,  colonial  maple  or 

antiqued  red,  olive,  mus- 
tard, Wedgwood  blue. 

^'Add  S2.00  posfoge; 

West  of  Rockies  add  S2.75  per  lamp.) 

FREE  Color  Brochure 
18  lamp  styles,  finished  &   unfinished,     | 
plus  decor  accessories.  1 

iBaxtuoob  Crafters 
Dept.  ~S-66  P.  O.  Boi  7C12 
ILEXINGTON,  KENTUCKY  40502  ̂  

SHOPPING  AROUND 

CURIO  CABINET 

Gently  curved  glass  front  anc 
two  doors  on  a  lovely  console, 

type.  Lighted  interior.  42"  w.  bi 30"  h.  by  18"  d.  Pecan  veneers] 
solid  exposed  hardwoods.  Aisoir 
white  and  gold  finish.  $199.9J 
exp.  coll.  Catalogue  plus  fabric 
samples,  SI.  Magnolia  Hall,  HG6.| 
726  Andover,  Atlanta,  GA  30327] 

SANDAL  DAZZLER 

Multicolor  "gems."  Cushioned  in-l 

soles,  adjustable  backs.  White," black,  gold,  silver;  pink,  blue,  yel- 
low, green  pastels  (specify  alter-l 

nate  colors).  N  5V2-12:  M  4-12; 
W  5-12.  (No  half  sizes  over  loj 

$11.99  plus  90c  post.  Morgan's! Cove.    HG6,    28    W.    Prospect,! 
East  Brunswick,  NJ  08816. 

NATURAL  COLOR 

Striking  full-color  print  of  a  hand- 
some golden  retriever.  Its  large 

20"  by  24"  size  has  ample  mar- 
gins, giving  you  plenty  of  space 

for  framing.  Sent  by  return  mail 
in  a  crushproof  container.  $9.95 

ppd.  Write  to  The  Outdoor  Gal- 
lery, HG6,  1237-56th  St.,  Delta, 

B.  C,  Canada. 

DRIP  CATCHER 

New  saucer  hangs  onto  hanging 

plants,  attaches  securely,  incon- 
spicuously to  plastic  or  clay  pot. 

In  three  colors:  white,  green  and 

"clay."  In  two  sizes:  for  pots  3" 
to  4%"  or  5"  to  7".  Three  for 
$5.94  plus  $1.25  post.  The  Sos 
Company,  HG6,  2418  Laurel 
Pass,  Los  Angeles,  CA  90046. 

BUNK  BEDS  AND  MORE 

Terrific  catalogue  of  bunk  beds 

and  play  spaces  plus  storage  and 
desks  all  in  primary  color  and 
white  laminates.  All  edges  of 
pieces  have  white  vinyl  bumpers 
to  protect  kids  and  the  furniture 
too.  Color  catalogue,  $1.  Sawhill 
Furniture,  HG6,  89  So.  10th  St.. 
Minneapolis,  MN  55403. 

STRAP  CLIPS 

Gold-finished  metal  lingerie  clips 
keep  bra  and  slip  straps  secure 
in  handsome  fashion.  A  sman 

way  to  t>e  sure  that  straps  won't tumble  down  when  wearing  a  lov; 
cut  gown.  Set  of  two,  $1.98  plus 
25c  post.  Anthony  Enterprises, 

HG6,  556  Mission  St.,  San  Fran- 
cisco, CA  94105. 

Magazine  Rack 

any  color.  1/ "  a 

^"  vi3"H. 

S5.99 

ZsTipielecaialogueFrr; 

—J  oc> 

4  jew  rni  TAyRH,  FLORlW  33: 

2  Tier  Daisy 

Shelf  — 

frame  ar 

shelves. '.-  . 

Finish.  Decori 

and  useful.  Fc- 

room  in  the  h: 

$9.99 
ptusS200poS33> 
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HOOK-ON  SHELVES 
Wonderful  way  to  give  indoor 
plants  the  sunlight  they  thrive  on 
— white  shelves  on  hook-on 
wrought  iron  brackets.  Each 

shelf  4"  by  22";  use  in  any 
double-hung  window,  no  screws. 
$3.98  ppd.  Colonial  Garden 
Kitchens,  HGE6.  270  W.  Merrick 
Rd.,  Valley  Stream,  NY   11582. 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

jSTERLING  LETTERS 
Hand  cut  letters  in  a  three  letter 
nitial  drop  or  a  name  up  to  seven 

etters  both  on  delicate  18" 
:hain.  Letters  are  hand  cut  in 
;terling  silver  to  gleam  on  the 
leck.  Initial  necklace,  $9.25; 
lame,  $9.75  Ppd.  (Extra  letters 

re  70c.)  Bruce  Bolind,  HG6,  Bo- 
Jlind  Bids.,   Boulder,  CO  80302. 

SOFT  PERSPECTIVE 

Sheer  loveliness  in  long-wearing 

polyester,  with  AVz"  hemstitched 
ruffles.  Machine  wash/ dry  on 

short  permanent-press  cycle. 
96"  w.  pair.  White.  Tie-backs 
45",  54",  63"  I.  pr.  $16.50;  72", 
81",  90"  I.  pr.  $18.50.  Add  $2 
post.  Country  Curtains,  HG63, 
Stockbridge,  MA  01262. 

SLEEPS  AND  EATS  GOLF? 
Framed  and  ready  to  hang,  a 

tasteful  joke  for  the  serious  golf- 

er. If  he  doesn't  put  it  up,  his 
"widow"  will.  eV2"  by  51/4"  with 
lettuce  green  backing,  replica 
golf  ball.  $3.98  plus  50c  post. 
Order  #132.  Anthony  Enter- 

prises, HG6,  556  Mission  St., 
San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

GLEAMING  CRYSTAL 
Crystal  lamp  sets  with  imported 

hand-cut  crystal  prisms  com- 
bined with  intricate  Rogers  gold- 

plated  castings.  Cast  radiant 
rays  for  special  lighting  effect. 

171/2"  h.,  9"  w.  Pair,  $39.95. 
Ship.  coll.  Catalogue,  25c.  Luigi 
Crystal,  HG6,  7332  Frankford 
Ave.,  Philadelphia,  PA  19136. 

MIGHTY  MITE 

Police  whistle  weighs  half  an 
ounce,  emits  a  piercing  blast 
audible  several  hundred  yards 
away  to  summon  help  if  needed. 

Chrome-plated  brass  with  an  at- 
taching ring.  $2.25  plus  50c 

post.;  two  $5  ppd.  The  Writewell 
Co.,  895  Transit  BIdg.,  Boston, 
MA  02115. 
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As  a  part  of  my  diet, 

goHing  every  day  -  •  - 
My  doctor  told  me  to  live  on 

GREENS  as  much  as  possible. 

\ 

r 

NAVY 
BROWN 
WINE 
GREEN 
BEIGE 
TAN 

RUST 
COPEN 

YELLOW 
WHITE 
BLACK 

OPEN  COLLAR  TIE 

•  Shapes  to  neck  • 
Adjusts  to  size  •  Stays  in  place 
No  more  bother  •  So  comfortable 

you  forget  it's  there. Plain  shades  in  luxurious  imported 
fine  denier  polyester  to  match 
every  outfit. 

"A  natural  in  the  trend  towards 

       elegant  leisurewear." 
Money  back  Guarantee  Check  or  money  order 

$5.95 50(1  Hdlg. 
EACH 

OST    Cravates 
DEPT.  A6.  P.O.  BOX  68.  POSTAL  STATION  R 
in  Canada:  6666  St.  Urbain  St.,   Montreal  H2S  3HI 

JNE,   1976 

REMOVE  HAIR 
FOREVER 

Perma  Tweez  is  a  simple  electrolysis  instrument  that  PERMANENTLY 
removes  ugly  hair  from  all  areas  of  the  face — such  as  the  chin,  upper 
lip,  eyebrows.  Embarrassing  body  hair  can  now  be  removed  forever 
in  the  privacy  of  your  boudoir.  Arms  and  legs  can  be  forever  free 
of  the  inconvenience  of  constant  hair  removal.  An  exclusive  U.S. 

patented  safety  feature  allows  you  to  do  this  without  puncturing 
the  skin! 

AN   EXPERT'S  APPROVAL 
Perma  Tweez  has  been  clinically  tested  by  a  university  professor  of 
dermatology  and  proven  to  be  safe  and  effective.  One  of  his  patients 
had  previously  been  tweezing  hairs  from  her  chin  every  day  for  15 
years.  After  treating  herself  with  Perma  Tweez,  she  has  eliminated 
this  time  consuming  chore  for  the  rest  of  her  life!  Over  15  thousand 
instruments  in  use  by  doctors — over  500,000  in  use  by  people  like 

yourself. Easy  instructions  make  you  expert  in  a  few  minutes.  Save  hundreds 
of  dollars  on  salon  electrolysis  by  doing  it  yourself. 

14   DAY  MONEY  BACK  GUAR. 

$16.95    Send  check  or  Money  Order 
Col.  res.  11(1(1  6%  Sulis  Tax 

GENERAL  MEDICAL  CO.,  Dept.  HG-131 
1935  Armacost  Ave. 

Los  Angeles,  California  90025 

□  I  enclose  $4.00  deposit  and  will  pay  balance  COD 
plus  extra  COD  postage. 

n  I  enclose  $16.95  in  full  payment. 
n  BankAmericard  D  Master  Charge 

■-[^Good  Housekeeping" 
PROMISES 

^r  OR  REFUND  \V^ 

^€' 

Ho.. 
Exp.  date- 

Name- 

Address- 

City/State   .   .   _^__  Zip_ 
Mfr.  of  Prolessional  and  Home  Electrolysis  Equipment 

13' 



SAFETY  is  for  KEEPS  with  the  patented  MEYCO*SAFETY  SWIM- 
POOL  COVER.  You  can  be  assured  of  safe  protection  to  children 

playing  around  your  pool.  It  will  support  children  and  adults  in  any 

emergency.  It's  an  all-year-round  safety  swimming  pool  cover. 
The  MEYCO*SAFETY  SWIMPOOL  COVER  automatic  anchoring 
system  with  stainless  steel  tension  springs  that  lock  it  in  place  allow 
the  pool  to  be  covered  or  uncovered  in  two  minutes.  Leaves  and 

debris  cannot  get  in  and  maintenance  is  cut  to  a  minimum.  Saves 

on  heat  and  chlorine  and  discourages  algae.  It's  custom  made  to 
fit    any    size    or    shape    pool    and    it    carries    a    five    year    warranty. 

® 

225  Park  Avenue,  Hicksville,  N.Y.  1 1  801 
♦Patent  #2  958  872 

SAFETY  SWIMPOOL  COVERS  "^ 
(516)  935-0900 
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ESTABLISHED   1898 

1/ 

^  .;t'    ttwn 
.    i>''liU    hintjcd 

panel    door. 

w   pet  is  com- /..<.(i,/k   proti.cieil. 
Ill       cannot       be 
trapped  or  rhjked 
Of    hav:    liia    tail 
sheared  off. 

FlexPort 
Why  be  a  doorman  for  your  pet?  FlexPort 
ends  scratched  doors  and  whining.  Keeps 

out  flies,  wind,  rain.  Gives  ' 
you  and  pet  complete  ; 

freedom.  Soft  plastic  tri-  '. 
angles  close  gently  and  '  '' 
tightly.  Easily  installed. 
Send   for  free   folder.  * 

TUREN,  INC.,  DEPT.  HG6 
2  Cottage  Ave.. 

Danvers.  Mass.  01923  ; 

ELEGANT  CRYSTAL  LAMPS 
The  richness  of  these  handcrafted  Kogers  gold  fin- 

ished ra-itincs  and  importcil  Italian  niarhle  baser 
combined  with  hand  cut  cn.-stal  blocks  with  imported 
crystal  pendants,  sparklinc  like  dew  drops  is  unbe- 

lievable at  this  price.  The  perfect  decorator  touch 
for  buffet,  mantel,  piano  or  bureau,  they  are  remi- 

niscent of  an  elegant  age.  Completely  electrified, 
they  are  ix'  high. 

SHIPPING 
CHARGES   COLLECT 

MATCHING  CENTERPIECE  AVAILABLE  S49.9S 

/'.■.   lUy.   Add  C'c    Jar   •   ̂ Cfi    >.:,r  ,.„■  ralalor). 

LUIGI  CRYSTAL 
Dept.  HG6-6:  7332  Franklin  Ave..  Phila..  Pa.   19136 
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Pair  50Q  95         Sorry 
only  •'^^'  \o  COD'S 

CLASSIC  CHAIR.  Cane  seat  and  back  set 
In  natural,  black  or  walnut-finished  wood. 
Polished  chrome  frame. 

ARM  CHAIR  $85  Value     NOW  $65 
SIDE  CHAIR  $75  Value     NOW  $55 

Pkg.  Chg:  $2  a  chair.  Exp.  Chgs.  Col.   No 

COD'S.  N.Y.,  N.J.,  111.  Residents  add  sales  tax. 
52  pg.   catalog  of  Tables   and   Chairs,  $1. 
J  &  D  BRAUNER/THE  BUTCHER  BLOCK 
New  York:  298  Bowery,  N.Y.,  N.Y.  10012 

Chicago:  1331  So.  Mich.  Ave.,  Chi.,  Ill  60605 

adjustable 
Hi-Low 

T.V.   POLE 
STAND 

For    the    bedroom,    living 
oom,     kitchen,     family 

room,    porch   .   .    . 
no    matter    where 

you're  viewing  this 
smart    new    T.V. 
Pole    Stand    holds 

your    portable    at 
the     level     and 

place  best  suited  for  com- fort .  .  .  without  taking  up 
valuable  floor  or  tabletop 
space.  Takes  any  width,  up 
to  14"  front  to  back,  up  to 
17"   top   to    bottom.    Easy 
to  install  and  move,  brass 
tone  finish  pole  has  spring 

tension  rod  at  top  to  ad- 
just to  your  ceiling  height, 

can  be  set  up  in  Hi  or  Low 
position.     Hi     position     is 
great  for  reclining  watch- ers. Made  in  USA. 

Prompt  5hi;,)HCiif 

513.95 JU«#  plus  1.00  post. 

Extension  for  Hisb  Ceiling,  add  S2.00 

IVr'fe  for  FREE  cafalog  of  gifts. 

Holiday  Gifts  oept.  306  a 
WHEAT  Ri'dGE.  COLORADO  80033 

IP 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

J&D-iPBrauner 
BuTCHER  BLOCK 

k^  OCFGiit  f. 

•  uf?S 

W  V7 

STEAMER-COOKER 
Perforated   basket    in   6-qt.   pot| 

retains      vegetables'      vitamins; holds   asparagus    upright;    boilsj 
potatoes,  pasta.  Or  use  withouti 
basket.  Brushed  aluminum.  Dia 
7",  ll"h.tolidtop.  $12.50plus| 
75c   post.    Lillian   Vernon,   G5E,| 

510  So.  Fulton  Ave.,  Mt.  Vernon' 
NY  10550. 

WHO'S  ZOO? 

Vyatercolor  animal  alphabet 

spells  names  (specify)  in  bright 
colors.  9"  X  12",  matted,  up  to 
eight  letters,  $5.95;  more  letters, 
each  50c.  Entire  alphabet,  capi- 

tals or  small  letters  matted,  14" 
X  18".  $12.95.  Add  $1.25  post. 
Laura's  Loveables,  Dept.  676, 
Box  7381,  Las  Vegas,  NV  89101. 

CLASSIC  WRAP 

A  button-front  skirt  favorite  with 
wide  back  panels  and  handy 

patch  pockets.  Now  in  polyes- 
ter/cotton denim  in  navy.  By 

Lombardi  in  sizes  XS,  S,  M,  L. 

(6-20.)  $24  plus  $1.75  post. 
Send  for  our  free  color  catalogue. 
The  Talbots,  YS,  Hingham,  MA 

02043. 

ALL-WEATHER  FUN  FORT 

Sturdy  all-weather  real  Cedar 
Wood  fort,  that  will  last  for  gen- 

erations— used  outdoors.  Big  5' 
by  6'  by  5'  with  swinging  gate, 

firing  platform,  blockhouse  and 
ladder.  Assembles  in  minutes, 

$68.95  F.O.B.  Camden,  NJ.  Ce- 
dar Products,  HG6,  Box  84,  No. 

Baldwin,  NY  11510. 

SHUT  EYE 

Sleep  is  king  night  or  daythat  you 

don  the  mask:  shuts  out  any  flick- 
er of  light  that  could  disturb  the 

psyche,  the  body's  rest.  Fabric 
and  elastic  band's  so  constructed 
that  it  fits  any  cranium.  $2.98 

plus  25c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG6,  556  Mission  St., 

__    San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

THE  CAMOUFLAGE 

Apothecary  jar  adds  nice  note 
to  dressing  table.  It  can  hold 
cotton  balls,  along  with  some 
valuable  jewelry.  Blends  with 

usual  cosmetics  array,  doesn't invite  attention  as  locked  box  or 
locked  drawer  might.  $8.50  ppd. 
Caron  Leslie,  HG6,  Box  76651, 
Atlanta,  GA  30328. 

ARE  YOU  A  RECIPE  CLIPPER? 
Do    yO'j    ic/e    to    clip    ̂ ec^r-e: 

newspapers  or  "magazines — an  , 
have    no    olace   to    put   the"' have  the  answer!  Our  pretry  P 

Book  has  clinging,  transparent 
sheets.  Just  cut  or  tear  out  re 
and  slip  thenn  under  the  magi: 
sheets.    No    glue    or   tape    ne 

Pages  -leasure  SVa"*^"  and  t 
sides    to    store    recites    -ir 
'.  '^i-n,    e;w   referent':-.   S3. 50   --sc 
2  for  S6.50.  Please  add  85c  postage 

FERRY  HOUSE    oept.  hgs?. 
Briarclift  Manor.  N.Y.  10510 

HOUSE  &  GARDEr 



fAY  BURNT-ON  GREASE 
i(Jb  :leaner  for  aluminum, 
n^  tainless  steel,  case  iron. 
elK    enamel,     solid     copper 
^ ,.  Removes  carbonized 

se    id     encrusted     build-up 
f[  frypans,  watlle  irons, 

ec  'urner  wells  and  rings, 
7  c  can. 

l«i  Carbon  Cleaner  $3.98 
Mailing  bOc 

HOW  FAR  DID  YOU  WALK  TODAY? 

This  precision-made  Pedometer 
measures  every  step  you  take!  Just 
set  it  for  your  stride,  hang  it  from 
your  belt.  Registers  up  to  100 
miles.  Perfect  for  housewives, 
sportsmen,  hikers,  scouts,  conva- 

lescents, etc.  Fully  guaranteed. 

No.    128 — Pedometer  $9.98 
Mailing  $1.00 

LADIES...  HIDE  YOUR  CASH 
Your  best  protection  against 
purse-snatchers.  Bosom  Money 
Cache  snaps  onto  the  bra  or  slip 
straps.  Holds  folding  money  or 
other  valuables.  Plastic  lined  with 
a  fold-over  flap.  Washable.  A 
"must"  for  every  woman. 

No.  141 — Bosom  Money  Holder  $2.98 Mailing  3Cc 

[EAM  IRON  COVER 

;  can  iron  all  hard-sur- 
)cs     without     causing 

illy    slip    one    of    these 
.\ers    over    your    steam 

MS  new   beauty   in   serges, 

|e,      dull-surfaced      silks. 
jand  knits. 

-Iron  Cover  $1.59 
Mailing  20c 

SPRING  POST  BOOKENDS 

Post  Bookends  keep  library  books 
orderly,  upright.  Install  in  sec- 

onds, adjust  to  fit  9' 2"  to  13' 2" high  book  shelves.  Keep  your 
built-ins  looking  organized.  Gold- 
finished  anodized  aluminum.  Set 
of  2  posts. 

No.  203— Post  Bookends  $2.98 Mailing  50c 

CORD  SHORTENERS 

Cord  Shortener  keeps  those  dan- 
gling electrical  cords  off  the  floor 

and  out  of  the  way.  It  holds  up 
to  three  feet  of  cord.  Just  wind 
excess  cord  around  the  shortener 
and  hook  the  cord  in  slots  at  end. 
Set  of  6. 

No.  195 — Cord  Shorteners  $1.49 Mailing  25c 

100%  PURE 

COPPER  BRACELETS 

Women's  Men's 7y4"  $2.98 
73/4"  $3.29 8"  $3.49 

8V2"  $3.69 

8 1/4"  $3.98 9"  $4.49 

91/2"  $4.69 

10"  $4.98 

Mailing  60C 

GIFTS  &  GADGETS  from 

Anthony  Enterprises  s„„  p^^^^^ctco;r941 

Anthony  Enterprises  oept.  hg-66 

05 

556  Mission  St. 

San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

Name   

Address. 

City  &  State- 

.Zip, 

Item  No.     How  Many Name  of  Item 

Price 

NO  STAMPS  OR  COD's 

Total 

SATISFACTION 
GUARANTEED 

OR  MONEY  BACK! 

California  residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 

Mailing  Charges  (refer  to  each  item) 

TOTAL  AMOUNT  ENCLOSED 

'■^jasxjm^X^ 

MAGIC  MENDING 

cone  formula  Liquid  Glass 
1  sensation  for  the  perma- 
■nding  or  repair  of  glass. 

!  rockery,  ceramics  and  por- 
I  Dries  clear.  Washable,  wa- 
h !  and  is  unaffected  by  heat 

I — Liquid   Glass $2.98 Mailing  50c 

DRY  CLOTHES— RAIN  OR  SHINE 
"Drip-Dri  Bar"  hooks  over  show- 

er rod  and  locks  in  place.  Attach- 
es in  seconds.  No  screws,  no  ad- 

hesive. Can't  mar  wall.  Adjustable 
25"-31".  Fits  any  standard  bath- 

tub. Holds  full-length  garments. 
Water  drips  into  tub.  not  on  the 
floor. 
No.    131— Drip-Dri  Bar  $4.98 

Mailifg  K  =  : 

COUNT  COINS  FAST! 

ount.  wrap  pennies,  nickels, 
quarters  in  seconds.  Simply 
oins  into  4  channels.  Shows 
'tals  as  you  go.  No  more 
ng  with  the  wrapper.  Real 
aver  for  merchants,  cash- 
:lubs.    collectors,    etc. 

2 — Coin  Counting  Tray      $3.98 
Mailing  60c 

TUB  TAPE 

Self-adhesive  white  tape  seals  the 
cracks  and  openings  around  the 
bathtub,  sink,  or  basin.  Press 
self-adhesive  tape  onto  clean,  dry 
surface  and  it's  ready  to  work. 
Water-proof,  easy  to  clean.  1 1 
foot  roll. 

No.  201— Tub  Tape       $2.98 
Mailing  50< 

EYEGLASS  NOSE  PADS 

Here's  the  answer  to  glasses  that 
slide  down  your  nosel  Tiny  flesh- 
colored  foam  rubber  pads  that 
stick  to  any  eyeglass  frame. 
Relieves  the  pressure  of  heavy 
frames  on  sensitive  spots.  Set  cf 
12  pads. 

No.    127— Eyeglass  Pads  $1.98 Mailing  20c 

DON'T  PULL  HAIR  FROM  NOSE! 

Why  risk  infection?  L'nsightly  hair can  be  trimmed  easily  and  safely 

with  "Klippette".  Merely  insert  in nostril  and  twist  knob.  Hair  is 

snipped  off  painlessly  and  neat. 
Fine  surgical  steel.  Use  it  to  re- 

move hair  from  ears,  too. 

No.  145— Klippette       $3.49 
Mailing  45c 
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END  SHIRT  COLLAR  "SQUEEZE" 
Collar-Extender  button  "loosens" 
tight  shirt  collars.  Ends  all-day 
"tugging".  Expands  collar  up  to 

'  2  size  larger  for  that  "just  right" feeling.  Invisible  behind  tie.  Can 
be  transferred  from  shirt  to  shirt 
in  seconds. 

No.  114 — Collar-Eze  (Set  of  2)  $1.29 Mailing  20c 

?^> 

TOO  MANY  "CHINS"  SHOWING? 
A  trim  chin  is  a  sign  of  youthful 

beauty.  Treat  your  chin  to  the  lux- 
ury of  a  Hollywood  Chin  Band. 

Wear  it  while  you  sleep,  read  or 
watch  TV.  You'll  be  amazed  at  the 
results.  Fine  latex  with  adjustable 
headband  for  proper  tension. 

No.  755— Chin  Band  $1.98 Mailing  20c 

SEW  ANY  HEAVY  MATERIAL 
Handiest  tool  for  sewing  leather  & 
canvas.  Save  money.  Do  your  own 
repairs  on  awnings,  seats,  uphol- 

stery, shoes,  sails,  auto  tops,  hand 

bags.  etc.  Sews  lock  stitch.  In- cludes bobbin  of  waxed  thread, 
2  needles.  Extra  thread.  89c. 

No.  126— Sewing  Awl  $4.98 Mailing  50c 

Ueatheb STRETCH 

'
■
y
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END  MISERY  OF  "TIGHT"  SHOES Get  instant  relief  from  pain  and 
discomfort  of  tight  fitting  shoes! 
Works  like  a  miracle  on  any  leath- 

er— even  suede.  Makes  leather 
stretch,  loosens  shoes  to  comform 

to  your  feet  while  you  walk.  Won- derful for  corn  &  bunion  sufferers. 

No.   122— Shoe  Stretch  $2.49 Mailing  40c 

lIR  EYEGLASSES  ANYWHERE 

landy  kit  is  invaluable  when- 
ilasses  come  apart,  at  home, 
;  office  or  when  travelling, 
acf.  Carry  it  in  your  pocket, 
eludes  a  professional  optical 
Jriver  and  an  assortment  of 
screws. 

i — Eyeglass  Repair  Kit  $2.29 
Mailing  30c 

PROTECT  EYES  FROM  GLARE 
Enjoy  comfortable  vision  in  strong 
sunlight,  while  playing  tennis,  golf- 

ing, motoring,  or  walking.  Ad- 
justable dark  green  plastic  shield 

slips  on  your  specs  in  a  jiffy. 
Gives  added  protection  to  sim 

glasses. 
No.   184— Sport  Visor           $2.98 

Mailing  45c 

ELIMINATE  WET  FLOORS 

No  more  shower  curtain  blowing. 
Plastic  snap-on  Magnetic  Shower 
Curtain  Holders  hold  shower  cur- 

tain tight  to  tub  or  metal  stall. 
Permanently  magnetized.  Will  not 
rust  or  mar  anv  surface.  Set 

of  3. 
No.   188 — Curtain  Holders  $1.98 Mailing  30c 

PAGE  MAGNIFIER 

Page  Magnifier  is  easy  on  the 

eyes.  Hold  7x10"  magnifier  4  or 
5  inches  from  copy  for  more  com- 

fortable reading.  The  whole  page 

is  magnified  at  one  time'.  Stop 
squinting  at  telephone  numbers, 
dictionaries. 
No.   204— Page  Magnifier  $3.98 Mailing  40< 

^1?  V  ".  i/l 

UNIQUE  TWISTY  KEY  RING 
No  more  lost  keys.  No  links  to 
loosen  ...  no  chains  to  break. 

Intriguing  twist-lock  opens  easily 
— stays  closed.  Holds  25  keys. 
Withstands  the  pull  of  150  lbs. 
Made  of  aircraft  cable  in  smail 

gold  finish. No.  179— Twisty  Key  Ring  $1.98 
Mailing  23c 
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_       —£i Itastic 
Hunter  ceiling  fans 
fit  any  decor  and 

give  yojr  home  turn 
of  the  century  charm 

and  practicality  — 
they  even  improve 
air  conditioning 
efficiency. 
UL  approved. 
All  fans  have 

2-speed  motors. 

Add  SI 0.00  for 

UPS  shipment  on 

prepaid  orders. 

We'll  bill  shipping 
on  Bank  Americard 

and  Master  Charge 

orders  —  include 
account  number, 
expiration  date. 
Master  Charge 
bank  number. 

Wilhoui  Light 
With  Li^t 

36'
 

Chestnut  Brown S1493S 
$165.95 

52-
 

Chestnut  Brown 
199.95 21535 

52-
 

Bright  Chrome 
33935 359.95 

52-
 

Polished  Brass 35936 
38936 

The  Lamp  Center 
Post  Office  Box  19903 

New  Orleans,  Louisiana  70179 

SLEEPIXi.  SIAMESE 
13"  X  19"  on  12  mono  canvas 

Here's  a  pair  of  Siamese  you  will  allow  on 
the  furniture!  Sleeping  curled  together  the 

kittens  are  handpainted  in  natural  color- 
ing on  your  choice  of  peacock  blue,  light 

emerald  green  or  coral  background.  A 
large  piece  suitable  for  a 
floor  cushion  or  little 

hearth-side  rug.  S55.00 
Catalogue,  500 

HG-6,  4678  St.  Roch  Ave.  New  Orleans.  La.  70122 

Discover  the 

Unique  Charm  of 

New  Orleans' 
French  Quarter 

•  Antique  shops  of 

International  fame 

•  Memorable  restaurants  for 

superb  French  and 

Creole  Cuisine 

•  Speciality  shops  with 

traditional  New  Orleans 

delicacies 

PET 

Use  It  on  Suckef  or  Back  Seatsl 

Your  pet  will  enjoy  travelling  more,  up  high 
where  he  can  see  out.  Pets  feel  secure  in  this 

polyfoam  padded  seat  covered  In  washable  black 
or  beige  vinyl.  Fits  all  cars — bucket  or  split  and 
back  seat  styles.  Height  adjusts.  Folds  compactly. 
Satisfaction  assured! 

Sizes:  12"  X  15"  $17.95— 13"x17"$19.95 

PET   FASHION    CATALOG,    Newest   things 

for    pup    and    kitty!    Wearing    apparel,    un- 
usual   accessories.    32-pages,    full 

color.   Only  25c,  or  free  with  or- 
der. 

DEPT.   153.  P.O.   Box  24407. 
NEW  ORLEANS.   LA.  70184 

You're  specia 
And  so  is  House  &  Garden's  Shopping  Around.  Each  month  we  bring  you 

fabulous  finds  from  the  finest  shops  in  the  country.  And  we  highlight  spec/o/ 

areas  of  interest  such  as  Handicrafts  and  Needlecrafts  and  Collectors. 

Watch  House  &  Garden's  Shopping  Around  special  sections  for  the  who,  what, 

when  and  where  to  buy  by  mail.  Need  more  information?  Write  House  & 

Garden    Shopping    Around,    350     Madison    Ave.,     New    York,     N.Y.    10017. 

SHOPPING 
AROUND 
NEW  ORLEANS 

SOUTHERN  TRADITION 

Recapture  the  lost  art  of  making  rose  jars,  sachets,  and  potp)Ourri.  Kit 
includes  two  drams  each  of  all  three  essential  oils:  rose,  jasmine, 
and  lavender,  containing  fixatives  and  herbs,  in  concentrated  form. 
Complete  instructions.  Fills  up  to  ten  pint  jars  of  your  own  rose 
petals.  $6  ppd.  Free  catalogue,  Hove  Parfumeur,  HG6,  723  Toulouse 
St.,  New  Orleans,  LA  70130. 

FRENCH  MARKET 

BREAKFAST 

Cafe  d'Orleans  Beignets,  the 
pillow-type  doughnuts 
dusted  with  powdered  sugar 
and  served  hot  with  New 
Orleans  coffee  and  chicory. 

A  treat  you  can  make.  Gift 
package  with  two  bags  of 
doughnut  mix,  1  lb.  of 
famous  coffee,  $7.25  ppd. 

Creole  Delicacies  Inc., 
HG6,  533  St.  Ann  St., 
New  Orleans,  LA 
70116. 

TABLE  CLASSICS 

In  the  19th  century  British  manner.  Beautifully  crafted  handsome 
hand-rubbed  mahogany  tray  tables  serve  as  bar,  coffee  table,  end 

table  or  luggage  bench.  And  they're  collapsible.  Small  size,  24"h.  by 
25"l.by  17"w.$29;  four  for  $99;  large  size,  18"h.  by  20"w.  by  33"l. 
S39.  four  for  S 120  plus  $4  post  per  table.  The  English  tea  table  is 

18"h.  by  16"w.  by  12"l.  $19  plus  S3  post.  The  Bombay  Co.,  Dept. 
WD,  Box  53323.  802  Nashville  Ave.,  New  Orleans.  LA  70153. 

r 
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ipL  COMFORT 
1  to  the  natural  air-cooling  system.  Handsome  Hunter  ceiling  fan 
fished  brass  with  wood  blades  for  a  pleasing  flavor  of  another  era. 

beed  motor.  UL  approved.  52"  dia.  Without  light,  $359.95; 
fight,  $389.95.  Add  $10  UPS  shipment.  For  other  models,  write 
amp  Center,  HG6,  Box  19903,  New  Orleans,  LA  70179. 

lER  THE  BATH 

■y  cloth  bathrobe  is  just 
ing  to  keep  him  warm 
ry  after  his  bath.  Makes 
aing  more  effective. 
jcts  furniture  from 
ding  hair.  Washable. 
sure  dog  from  collar  to 
izes  10,  12,  14,  16,  18, 
7.98  plus  60c  post.  Color 

logue,  25c.  Du-Say's  HG6, 
24407,  New  Orleans, 
l0184. 

WU  AND  YEN 

Needlepoint  art.  Playful 
kittens  from  a  Chinese  silk 

painting  are  hand-painted 
on  a  #14  mono  canvas, 

13"  by  19".  One  kitten 
in  pale  yellow,  the  other 
in  beige  on  bronze 

background  with  dark 
green  shaded  foliage. 

Complete  with  Paterna 
yarn  and  needle.  $65  plus 

$1  post.  Catalogue,  50c. 
The  Persian  Cat,  Inc.,  HG6, 

4678  St.  Roch  Ave., 

New  Orleans,  LA  70122. 

\STEFUL  ACCENT 

Dretty  Oriental  touch  for  your  dining  table.  Bone  china  jar  by  Ellis 
rker  is  imported  from  England.  Decorated  in  charming  Chinese 

)tifs  with  pagoda  and  stylized  spring  flowers,  rich  multi-colors  on 
lite  background.  Complete  with  a  silverplated  cover  and  graceful 

oon.  V-k"  h.,  3"  dia.  Fill  it  with  jam,  chutney,  mustard  or  your 
/orite  condiment.  A  great  gift  idea  for  the  June  bride.  $10.95  plus 

post.  Adier's,  HG6,  722  Canal  St.,  New  Orleans,  LA  70130. 

■iVIIiilB! 

i^^^^^'''-> 
Designed  exciusively  for  Adleri.. .  ..„  ..^.„  ,„„„  . ,.__  .  ;^  ̂ .^ . :. 
create  the  famous  New  Orleans  after-dinner  drink,  Gate  Royale 
(brandy  and  coffee).  Place  a  lump  of  sugar  in  the  spoon,  fill 
the  spoon  with  brandy  and  ignite. 
When  the  flame 
burns  out,  pour 
contents  into 
black  coffee. 
Cafe  Royale 

Spoons. 
silverplated 
3.50  each 
Set  of  4    14.00 
Set  of  6    21.00 
Set  of  8    28.00 
Set  of  12  42.00 

Add  75<J;  for 
postage  and 
handling  and 

applicable sales  tax  in 
Louisiana. 

Adier's 

Cafe  Royale 

Spoons  722 Canal  Street 
New  Orleans. 
Louisiana  70130 

(504)  523-5292 

Hiii^GIQI^IS 
HOME  COOKED  CREOLE  DELICACIES 

From  Old  New  Orleans 

STRAWBERRY  PRESERVES 

Fraise  (ie  la  Louisiane  sim- 
ripcned  whole  fruit  in  a 

pure  preserve  of  incompa- rable flavor.  Keusable  family 
size  white  pine  pail  or 
hrass-banded  redwood  plant- 

er. J.,ots  of  good  eating. Postpaid. 

2"2  lb.  Pine  Pail    %\  ̂  95 

2"2  lb.  Redwood  Planter   $12'^ 

FAMOUS  NEW  ORLEANS  SOUPS 

Seerets  of  generations  of 
French  chefs  are  used  to  blend 
these  delicious  soups.  Canon 

of  six  10  07..   tins.  I'ostpaid. 

$g95 

For  Crayfish  Bisque  and/or 
Ciunibo  only,  add  lOf  per  can. 

ir'VjSs^-, 
PECAN  PRALINES 
Delectable,  creamy, 

plantation-style  pecan 
confection  made  fresh 
to  order.  I'osti>aid. 
Box  of  10  large  pra- lines. 

$475 

Write  fur  list  of  (lift  Purkiigis  of  fumoiis  Creole 

del  iriii'if.s. 

CREOLE  DELICACIES  CO.,  INC. 
533-H  Saint  Ann  St.,  New  Orleans.  Louisiana  70116 

More  than  27  Years  of  Quality  and  Service 

SADDU-St/TCHtP 

SKUFTS^ 

DINE  IN  ELEGANCE 
The  Tropical  TV  Tray  Set  gives 

you  the  convenience  of  4  spa- 
clous  tables  and  a  storette  rack 
made  of  solid  mahogany  with 

wood  grain  Formica  tops  for  ele- 
gant service  at  party  time.  From 

us,  a  remarkable  offer  at  $49 

(Add  $5  for  shipping).  Dimen- 

sions: 28 Va"  high.  Top— 23V2"x 

151/2". 

THE  TROPICAL  IMPORT  COMPANY 
P.O.  BOX  13462 

New  Orleans,  La.  70185 

Scuffs  take  little  space,  weigh  only 

10  ounces,  pack  flat  for  travel.  Tan, 
black  or  red  for  women.  Tan, 

brown  or  black  for  men.  Men's 
sizes  6  to  13*,  women's  sizes  4 
to  9.  Whole  sizes  only. 

Add  $1.00 for  shipping 

$5-95 *  For  size  13  add  $1.00 

Order  from  Dept.  B 

POKORNH 

2  A(i\'(uifiu-('.s  ill  '•i^-iiliiuo 
Takf  an  adventure  into  the  pa.sl  with, 
AX  OLDFASIIIOMCn  FLOW  Kli  SAMPLEIi 

Iteltutrujif,     Vurplr     Vtolit,     Kosf     (Jfriininm Ciirnalion.  J.i.vmin.  Lil.is  ifAvrit  $6.00 

Take  an  iidri'ttturi-  inlo  Ihr  Frtnch  Qiiartrr  of  .NVu- 
Ortians  uilh.  AN  OU)  NEW  ONI.KANS 
SA.\fPLEIi 

Carniial.liur  Koyale.Siinmj  Firslii.Mognoliii. Cardrmii.Tea  Olirc  $6.00 

Each  Sampler  contains  6  diffirrnt  '  .•  i/rnrii  boir). 
Vpf  perfume.  Prices  ineliute  po>:lage  anii  handling,! 

FREE  CKTKLOa 

Hovi  Parfumeur 
7113  A  Toulouse  St. 

New  Orleans,  La.  70130 

124  St.  Charles  Street 
New  Orleans,  La.  70130 
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SHRINK  STOMACH 
Waist  Watchers  will  feel  muscle  tighten  and  see  stomach  shrink  from 
first  day  you  use  the  Waist  Wheel.  A  few  rolls  back  and  forth  from  knee 

position  equals  100  sit-ups. 

Single  Waist  Wheel            $7.98     +        800  Mailing  Each 

Dual  Waist  Wheel  $9.98     +     $1.00  Mailing  Each 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  Calilornia  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 
Saihfactlon  Guaranteed  or  your  money  back. 

Dept.  HG-66 556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 Anthony  Enterprises 

141—61/?"  75036—8" 

HANGING  PLANT  BASKETS 
Create  a  hanging  garden  in  your  home  with 
these  exciting  handwoven  rattan  plant  baskets. 
The  oversize  wicker  chains  are  perfect  for 
climbing  vines.  Give  all  your  indoor  plants  a 
place  by  the  window.  Dress  up  your  terrace  too. 
The  natural  wicker  color  always  makes  plants 
look  their  best.  THREE  FOR  $9.95 

Please  add  $1.00  postage  and  handling. 
N.y.  residents  add  8%  sales  fax. 

Send  250  tor  Complete  Catalog 

WrKER  Etcetera 
Dept.  HG13,  P.O.  Box  508 

Murray   Hill   Sta.,   New   York,   NY   10016 

Authentic  Espadrilles  imported  from 
France,  have  sturdy  canvas  uppers 
and  rope-trimmed  crepe  rubber  soles. 
Sand,  navy,  yellow,  green,  white,  red, 
sky  blue  or  light  pink.  Whole  sizes  5-10, 
N  and  M  widths.  $15.00.  Add  $1.75 
postage. 

Send  tor  our  new  free  color  catalog. 

Ti^ 

Jl^<s>"tls 
TH(H.TALBOTS.DEPT.YR,HINGHAM,MASS,02043 

Aclori.  Duxtaury,  Lcnox,  Soulh  H.imillon.  Ma. ; 
^^^^^^mmm    Avon.Hamdcn.Ct. 

BABY'S  SAFETY  CHAIR 

Replaces  the  high-chair  yet  costs  so 
much  less!  Clamps  securely  to  table  or 
counter .  .  .  great  for  travel  ...  and  held 

firmly  by  baby's  own  weight.  Baby  cannot climb  or  fall  out!  It  allows  him  to  eat  at 
the  table  with  family.  Grandma  can  keep 
one  at  her  house  for  visiting  days.  Made 
of  sturdy  steel  and  plastic.  For  up  to 
4  years. 

#19-2  Baby  Safety  Chair  $9.98 
+  $1.79P&H.      III.  Res.  add  5%  Tax 

Gift  Catalog  $1 

HOUSE  OF  MINNEL 
Deerpatti  Rd.  Dept:  566,  Batavia,  IL  60510 

SHOPPING  AROUND 
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When  in  our  area, 
visit  our  New  11,000 

sq.  ft.  Showroom. 
Handsome,  upholstered  stool  that  revolves  on  a 
swivel  base.  Use  It  in  front  of  the  dressing 
table  or  anywhere  you  need  a  decorative  stool. 
Available  in  various  grades  and  types  of  fine 
fabrics — stripes,  solids,  prints;  cut,  antique, 
crushed  or  plain  velvets;  etc. 

$66.  as  shown;  $57.  in  your  fabric — send  1 
yd.  54".  Shipping  charges  extra. 
S<  ii'l    S~    /'""    Fiiiniliire    V'llalolluf    ami   ftcfiuinl 
Fill  III   for   /rii,    hiiril  Kelectcd   decorator   fnliria. 

WRIST  FASHION 

Wear  a  sophisticated  bracelet  o| 
solid  pewter  with  favorite  outfits| 
Finished    with    a    rich    patinal 
Smart  one-inch  width.  Distinctive! 
gift.  Plain  $4.95;  engraved  with|| 
name   or   initials   (print)    $5.95 

Ppd.  Carter  Jewelers,  HG6,  41f 

E.    Capitol     St.,    Jackson,     M' 
39201. 

TWO-POSITION  BARWA 

Tubular  aluminum  frame,  heav 

duck,  green,  blue,  black,  white 
orange,  brown,  avocado,  citron 

$75.   Without   arms,   $65.   Flu- 
$10    shpg.    chgs.    New   covers 
$29.95  plus  $1.95  post.  Set  oi 
springs,  $15  plus  $2  post.  Thei 
Patio,  HG6,  550  Powell  St.,  San] 
Francisco,  CA  94108. 

COLLECTOR'S  FIND 
Create  a  nostalgic  mood  of  the 
1900's  soda  fountain  right  at 
home  with  a  Coca-Cola  mirror. 
It's  hand-screened,  full  color,  and 

set  off  to  advantage  in  a  hand- 

some wood  frame.  Size  10"  by 
13V4".  $19.95  plus  $3  post.  The 
Home's,  HG6,  P.O.  Box  255, 
l.jllman,  NY  10982. 

THE  WATER'S  FINE 
Come  on  in  with  swim  wings  of 

Canadian-made  quality  for  all 

ages.  Great  for  learning,  for  re- 
laxing enjoyment.  In  three  sizes: 

infants-6  years;  6-12  years;  12 
years-adults.  Set  $4.99  ppd. 
Mirabel  Exports,  HG6,  Mailbox 
95,  Stn.  "S,"  Montreal,  Que., 
Canada  H4E4H4. 

FRAGRANT  SACHETS 

Enchanting  English  lavender  in 
packets  shaped  and  stitched  to 
follow  cottage-printed  fabric. 
Ribbon-topped  to  tie  anywhere. 
Each  about  2i/2-3".  Gift  boxed. 
Set  of  three  $4.98;  two  sets 

$9.50.  Add  50c  post.  Lillian  Ver- 
non, G6E,  510  So.  Fulton  Ave., 

Mt.  Vernon,  NY  10550. 

PC        Box      2324        HG766        H.ckory.       N   C        28601 

FREE  FRAME  OFFEI 
FRKE  WOOD  TRAIII  KIT  wit.',  a.-.y   co] 

BLOWYOURSELF  L 
IN  B&W  OR  n 
COLOR  ^ 

full  color  posters  trom  any 

color  photo  or  slide  A 

great  gift,  or  gag.  or  room 

decoration 

1V2x2Ft.-$7.50 
mVi  Ft.-»4.S0,  2i3  Ft.-1«  so 
B&W  POSTERS  from  any 

biw  or  color  photo.  Polar- 
oid, cartoon  or  maga/me 

photo.  For  slides  and  ntf 
.atives.  add  $1  00  per 

poster.  Better  originals 
produce  better  posters 

I  V2l2  rt.-J2.J0,  3«4  Ft.-t7  50 

PHOTO  JIGSAW  PUZZLE 

Senf)    ar/    thoto     If    neg     or    siia',    SI    mra 
biw,   8iia-$3.99.    IIII4-S4.99.    l2>l8-$5. 
Incolor,  81IO-S6.99.   II»I4-S7.99.   I2»ia-ta.! 

RUSH  SERVICE!  Posters  only  from  photos  shipped  <  a 
class  mail  M'th<n  48  hours  8tWS2  00  Color  SS  00  add  1 
ilem 

Your  original  returned  undamaged  Add  SOC  < 

postage  and  handling  for  EACH  item  orderi N  Y  residents  add  sales  tai.  Send  check,  c* 
or  MO   (No  C  O.D.)  tO: 

PHOTO  POSTER  Deot  hg  M,2toE  23St  ,n  y  10 

HOUSE  &  GARDE 



BICENTENNIAL  COVER 

Babies  born  this  year  deserve  the 

bicentennial  blanket  for  their  pa- 
triotic birth  date:  red  and  blue 

plush  velour  numerals  on  white 
edged  in  red  satin  ribbon.  Ma- 

chine washable,  blanket  is  40" 
by  45".  $19.95  plus  $1.50  post. 
Blankety  Blankets,  HG6,  438-H3, 
Mamaroneck,  NY  10543. 

FOR  THE  BRIDE 

"A  Lifetime  of  Happiness"  and 
wedding  bells  are  engraved  on  a 
sterling  silver  thimble.  Can  be 
personalized  (50c  per  letter  or 
number;  about  3  weeks).  S,  M, 

L.  Gift  boxed.  $11.95  ppd.  Cata- 
logue 50c.  The  Sewing  Corner, 

HGE66,  150-11  14th  Ave.,  White- 
stone,  NY  11357. 

CONVERSATION  PIECE 

Charming  antique  cradle  phone 
adds  an  unusual  decorator  note 

to  any  room.  Black  phone  rests 
on  rare  Danish  brass  base,  and 
comes  complete  with  buzzer  and 

plug-in  cord  ready  for  instant 
use.  $49.95  plus  $2  post.  Grand 
Com,  Inc.,  HG6,  324  Fifth  Ave., 
New  York,  NY  10001. 

DREAM  HOUSES 

Detailed  plan  books  of  home  de- 
signs. Complete  collection, 

$7.95;  separate  books  for  IV2 

and  two-story  homes,  vacation 
homes,  multi-levels,  one-story 
above  2000  sq.  ft.  or  below,  each 
$2.25.  Ppd.  Home  Planners,  Inc., 

HGE66,  16310  Grand  River,  De- 
troit, Ml  48227. 

SILENT  GARDENERS 

Wicks  water  plants  while  you're 
away.  One  end  goes  into  soil,  the 
other  into  water;  the  wicks  slowly 
feed  the  moisture  for  as  long  as 
eight  weeks!  No  rot  or  mildew. 
Set  of  four,  $2.98  plus  45c  post. 
Anthony  Enterprises,  HG6,  556 
Mission  St.,  San  Francisco,  CA 
94105. 

THE  PEWTER  LOOK 

Our  stainless  steel  (latw.ire  authenticnily  repro- 
duced frtim  an  antique  English  design.  Classic 

pistol  handle  knives.  3  tined  forks  .  .  .  and  a 
melliw  pewter  look.  Dishwasher  safe.  Service 
for  eight  includes:  8  dinner  forks,  8  dinner 
knives,  8  salad  forks,  8  soup  spoons,  16  tea- 

spoons and   2   serving   pieces. 

Service  for  8   $38.95 
Service  for  12   $57.50 

I'rirra  include  voxtaac  A  haiiilliiiu 

WJe Dept.  HG66 
^J,  Hartsdale,  N.Y.I  0503 

JUNE,   1976 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

Lit_3iL 

DOUBLE-HANDLE  SPOON  HOLDER 
Our  elegant  spoon  holder  is  an  ex.Tcl  (opy 
of  those  produced  over  100  years  a()o, 
made  from  the  same  molds,  with  the  s.irne 
exquisite  panel  thistle  design.  In  the  old 
days  it  held  spoons,  today  it  acts  as  an 
uncommonly  handsome  celery  holder  or 

unusual  flovi^er  vase.  Certainly,  it's  a 
prized  collector's  find  and  an  antique 
lover's  delight!  5'/?"  tall. 

SEND  FOR  FREE 
GIFT  CATALOG 

$9.95 

plus  $1.35  postage 

^ 

2100    B-«    No.     Haskell    •     Dallas,    Texas    7U2M 

For^rj  Special  Fathers! 
Give  your  very  special  father  the  gift  'f^fVinJEN he  would  like  to  receive . . .  Golden       ̂ JVjli|>S<^ 

Trophy  Steaks  by  Bruss.  ^   "^ 
All  Golden  Trophy  Steaks  are 

specially  selected  U.S.  Prime,  naturally 
aged  and  expertly  trimmed.  They  are 
guaranteed  to  arrive  at  a  correct 
address  in  perfect  condition.  If  not. 
your  shipment  will  be  replaced  or  your 
money  refunded. 

Golden  Trophy  Steaks  makes  it 
easy  for  you  to  tell  your  very  special 

father  that  he  is'  someone  special!' 

[[]  Plan  #1  Six  U.S.  Prime  10  oz.  Boneless Sirloin  Strip  Steaks   $35.50 

n  Plan  #2  Six  U.S.  Prime  12  oz.  Boneless 
Sirloin  Strip  Steaks   $41.00 

□  Plan  #7  Eight  U.S.  Prime  6  oz.  Filet 
Mignon  Steaks   $29.50 

Q  Plan  #8  Eight  U.S.  Prime  8  oz.  Filet Mignon  Steaks   $35.50 

Q  Plan  #11  Four  8  oz.  Filet  Mignons  and 
Four  12  oz.  Boneless  Sirloin  Strip 
Steaks   $43.50 

Q  Please  send  free  gift  catalog. 

It's  easy  to  order  Golden  Trophy  Steaks.  Simply  check  the  plan(s)  in  this  ad 
you  wish  to  order  and  send  along  with  your  check  to  the  Bruss  Company, 
Dept.  HG6.  3548  North  Kostner  Ave.  Chicago,  Illinois  60641.  You  may  use 
BankAmericard  or  Master  Charge.  Please  indicate  credit  card  number  and 
expiration  date.  Master  Charge  must  include  Interbank  number 

Please  add  $7.00  for  shipments  west  of  Rocky  Mountains,  $4.00  for 
shipments  to  Florida  to  cover  additional  costs  for  air  freight.  Shipments  to 
Illinois  by  Illinois  residents  add  5%  sales  tax. 

Please  indicate  address  to  which  you  would  like  order  shipped  and 
the  approximate  date  you  wish  order  to  arrive  (Please  allow  2  weeks). 

Call  "Toll  Free   (800)  621-6638  if  you  have  any  questions  or  desire  to 
place  your  order  by  telephone.  Illinois  residents  call  collect  (312)  282-2900. 

IMPORTED  HAMMOCKS 
jitr  llif  ilistriiniiiutiiif;  lnujcr 

Slumn  here  is  our  most  pdpuhir  Bra/jliiiii  .Slccpinj;  llammotk. 

I  acli  Is  lianiiwiivcn  of  colorfully  dyed,  sturdy  cotton  yarn  and  is 

bin  encuit;h  for  two  adults  or  6  lively  children  —  ONLY  -  S24.')5 

—  Please  add  $2  for  postajje  and  li.iiulllm;.  Bank.imericard  and 

Mastercharge  accepted. 

Our  hrai  hiire  —  25t  —  (Icscrihcs  flw  most  complcie  iclfilioii 

(>/  iiiiporli'd  hamnu)(k\  cnailahic   jroiii  $'20  -  $'>9. 

HIVSEyHAMMfCKI 
l).-|H    (Id,  H..V  (.M.  I  .llliu.i.lh,   M..\  (I'MI    M.I         ̂ to'^■^|)'n 

For  Dad  i 
SWISS  ARMY  shorts! 
Comfortable,  soft 

brushed  denim  — 

50°o  polyester  — 
50%  cotton. 
•  wash  n  wear 

•  double  stitch(>ii seams 

•  snap  closures 
•  mid-lonqlh 

•  unconditional 

guarantee 

$1295  pp 

100  Little  Dollsi 200j 

Ctjesapeaks  ̂ ay  ̂ rkding  Co.  | 
P  O.  Box  5879  •  Pikesville,  Md.  21208 

Colors:  denim  blue,  faded  blue,  camel, 

light  green,  white,  yellow 
Sizes:   29  30  31  32  33  34  36  38  40 
Prs   

Name 

Color 
Size 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

■       I  1  SendmclriM.hn.dnjtr.  (If,  CI  I 

Address.. 

State 

nOLLS.    »ANCIN'  ^N ^"""I'^^OWBOV  DOLLS, 

""'-'-.^nOLLS  .ndm.nymnr.- 
UHIDE    OOLLb       n  j, 

not  ot  ,.ap«r  or  rags  I.  ^^, 
RENt  P'^^"'  ""I .^":„  wild  OV.-I 

th..m  your  mon  y  w'l"'^  ̂        ,0,1 

.'^  "'""::«. o.tL.in/.or  each ---"■,eo%lerstSV 

anKo.   Newjersej 

sst   O' 

i-' 

tW\ 
:«•■♦  tt 
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I 

persoridii^ea 
with  corved 
initials  and 

polished  to 

a  glow!  Clever 
holder  keeps 

thsm  firmly 

stacked,  yet 

lets  them  slip 

out  easily  when 

you  wish.  Set  of  8 
with  raised  rims, 

3"  center  rounds- 

holder  3 '/2x3  3/4x2  3/4" 
high.  American-crafted  by 
Robert  Mainly,  gift  boxed. 

1457     Coaster  Set     $12.98 

><"    1951    "» 
J,     SILVER    ti. 
■ii    JUBILEE    u, 

\  !9'6      '^ 

LiliiAN 
PRINT  initials,  add  50c  post.  &  hdlg. 
N.Y.  residents  add  applicable  taxes 

Dept.  G65,  510  S.  Fulton  Ave. 
Mt.  Vernon,  NY  10550 

IMPROVED 
Model . . . 

HAND  EMBOSSER 
For  Personalized  Stationery 
Embuis  your  uwn  personal  stationery  tor  a  life- 

time by  just  pressinc  a  handle.  Makes  expensive 
looking  raised  letter  impressions  of  any  3  line 
name  &  address  on  PAPER  &  ENVELOPES  (re- 

versible). Requires  no  inks,  accessories,  service  or 
maintenance,  ideal  for  adults,  teenagers,  home  or  of 
flee,  clubs,  etc.  Print  clearly  3  lines 
desired.  No  more  than  24  characters  per 
line.    For   I   to  3   lines    

For  4  lines  add  $1.00.  ...  f'"' 
EXTRA  PLATE  ALONE   (no  f rame)  S8.2S  ppd.        postage 

NEW  DELUXE  DESK  MODEL 
S11.95    -    85c  postage 

Send  J^c  lor  catalog  •  Pa.  res.  add  6%  sales  tax 
HG-676 

Lafayette  Hill.  Pa.  19444 

$9.95 

POSTAMATICCO.?at 

MAXMUGS 
For  Maximum  Delight 
Stackable,  unbreakable,  versatile, 

hot  or  cold  mugs, 

for  indoor/outdoor  pleasure.  Ideal  for 

home,  boat,  camper.  Dishwasher  and 

child  proof.  14  02. -Italian  import  by  Heller. 

Rainbow  ass't  shown:  1  mug  each  in 
bright  &  beautiful  Green,  Purple,  Pink, 

Yellow,  Dk.  Blue,  Orange.  Ass't  of  6: 
$10.95  ppd.  (Or,  order  all  of  one  color,  or 

any  mixture  of  colors,  same  price)  Also 

in  Clear.  Extra  mugs:  SI. 75  ea.  ppd.  Indi- 

cate color  choice.  No  COD's.  Californians 
add  6%. 

BA  &  MC  ok.  Order  novj  from 

BYRON  &  SCHILLER 
Box  7228,  Carmel,  CA.  93921 

Ideal,  Full  Size,  Home  Gardener 

REDWOOD 

GREENHOUSES 
at  America's  Lowest  Prices! 

Grow  more! 
Save  more! 

MODELS  FROM 

Write  for  my  FREE  color  catalog. 

"The  ORIGINAL  manuf;iclurer 

of  low-cost  QUALITY  greenhouses" 

"-fhte/L  fy&ltnuiliA.—,  The  Greenhouseman^ 

980  ITtUAve.,  Ileiit.  1  IF.  Santa  Cruz,  CA  95062 

COLONIAL  CHARM 

Unique  wall  pull-down  fixture  combines 

authentic  Colonial  detail  with  unusually 

good  lighting.  12V2"  diameter  shade  extends 

20"  from  wall.  Three-way  bottom  switch 
takes  30/70/100  watt  bulb  (not  Included). 

Polished  brass  finish. 

Only  SI  7.95 

Add  SI. 50  for  UPS  del.  no  CODs. 

NY    state    iPsidents    add    rippliraldp    -alej;    lax. 

ROSETTA  LIGHTING  STUDIOS 
HG6,  21  West  46th  Street, 

New  York,  New  York  10036 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

■^•^ 

^S-V5^ \ 

BRIGHT  HANDMADES 

Patchwork  placemats  add  color 
to  summer  tables.  Reverses  to 

calico  prints.  Interlined  and  ma- 

chine washable.  Mats  12"  by 
18",  each  $4;  calico  napkins 
16",  each  $1.50.  Add  75c  post. 
Catalogue  25c.  The  Pumpkin 
Patch,  HG6,  Pumpkin  Hollow 
Rd.,  Great  Barrington,  MA  01230. 

TWO  BY  TWO 

Socks  stay  together  through  the 
washing  and  drying  process  with 
unique  plastic  rings  that  keep 
them  paired.  An  easy  solution  to 
that  dull  hand  sorting.  Enough 
sorters  for  24  pairs,  $1.98  plus 

40c  post.  Anthony  Enterprises, 

HG6,  556  Mission  St.,  San  Fran- 
cisco, CA  94105. 

NEVER  TO  RETURN 

For  the  female  who  has  unwanted 

hair  on  face,  arms,  legs,  we  pro- 
pose Perma  Tweez.  Battery  oper- 
ated device  removes  hair  perma- 

nently and  with  professional  re- 
sults, does  not  puncture  skin. 

$16.95  ppd.  General  Medical 
Co.,  HGE-56,  1935  Armacost 
Ave.,  Los  Angeles,  CA  90025. 

GIRL'S  BEST  FRIEND 

Virtually  replacing  the  diamond 
for  those  top  honors  is  the  Kenya 

gem,  which  is  cut  just  like  a  dia- 
mond and  sparkles  the  same. 

Only  an  expert  knows  for  sure! 
Just  $45  per  carat.  Free  brochure 
of  sizes,  settings  from  Kenya, 
HG6,  1760  No.  Howard  St., 
Philadelphia,  PA  19122. 

PRETTY  TABLE  TOUCH 

Covered  serving  dish  of  white 
porcelain  charmingly  decorated 
with  moss-rose  motif  and  gold 
trim.  Holds  two  quarts.  Ideal  for 

vegetables,  casseroles  and 
stews.  Lovely  gift  for  mother, 
hostess.  $4.95  plus  75c  post. 
The  Added  Touch,  12H  Water  St., 

Bryn  Mawr,  PA  19010. 

38 

Toss  Out  False  Eyelashes  FOREVER! 
Fabulous    ,11    ,t    .new    I  A\Ti 

LASH 
lets  you 

Wake  Lp  to  New  Eye 

Beauty  Tomorrow  (Naturany) 
Today  s  ioOK  IS  ti".e  r.alura.  Icck  So  fcjrge;  a&Oj! 
phoney  eyelashes,  sticky  glue,  mascara  that  runs 
and  burns  Simply  apply  our  sale,  non-toxic  formula 
a!  bedtime  and  awaken  to  glamorous  eyes  in  the 

morning 

Your  lashes  will  be  thicker,  longer,  lovelier  looking 

Your  eyes  will  appear  bigger,  more  beautiful  Your 

appearance  years  younger  Completely  hypo-aller- 
genic  Only  S3  98  SAVE'  Send  only  $5  98  for  full 
year  s  supply  We  pa,  all  postage  No  CODs 
AMERICAN  IMAGE  INDUSTRIES.  INC.  Dept  T-269-D 

276  Park  Avenue  South.  New  York.  NY    10010 

% ONIY I 
«"  •*  lOtt  IP  n>  I  MMW  OflMUHn 

Learn  the  secret  of  T.V.'s  fantastic  No-PIII, 
No-Exercise,  ONE-DAY  reducing  formula!  Eat 

your  fill!  Go  to  sleep!  Wake  up!  -  and  you 

have  lost  upto  5  Pounds.  Amazing?  Sure! 

But  guaranteed  to  work  or  YOUR  MONEY 

BACK!  Send  only  $1.00  (Sorry.  No  C.O.D.'s) 

AMERICAN  IMAGE  INDUSTRIES,  INC.Depi  A-269-D 
276  Park  Avenue  South,  New  York,  N.Y.  10010 

HANDMADE  OLD-FASHIONED 
CROCKERY  PITCHERS 

Colorfully  painted  and  glazed  with  the 

name(s)  of  your  choice  Perfect  for  mix- 
ing your  favorite  beverage!  '2  gal  size 

S22  50  ppd.  1  gal  size  S27.50  ppd. 

Specify  size,  type — Bloody  Mary  (with 

recipe  on  back)  or  Iced  Tea — and 
name(s)  to  be  painted  on  front. 
(Maximum  14  letters).  Please  print. 

No  COD  s  please  Texas  residents  add  5%  tax 
Allow  3  weeks  for  delivery. 

DODY  HG  10 
P.O.  Box  7416.  Dallas,  Texas  75209 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN 



FRESH  AS  A  BREEZE 

Spreads,  canopies,  quilted  shams 
in  washable  unbleached  natural 
muslin  are  right  in  Bicentennial 
year.  Twin  spread,  $35;  full,  $40; 
twin  canopy,  $24;  full,  $26; 
shams,  $12  ea.  Add  $1.75  post. 
Free  curtain  booklet.  Rovens 

Connecticut  Curtains,  HG6,  Gate- 
way Center,  Wilton,  CT  06897. 

WITTY  CRAFT 

Needlepoint  fun  with  puns.  "Old 
Golfer's  Never  Die  They  Just  Tee 
Off."  Hand-painted  #14  mono- 
canvas,  finished  IVz"  by  71/2". 
Yellow  ground,  green  border.  Kit 
complete,  Paternayan  yarn. 
$22.50  plus  $1  post.  Catalogue, 
$2.50.  Magic  Needle,  44  Green 
Bay  Rd.,  Winnetka,  IL  60093. 

TIMELY  PAPERWEIGHT 

The  Spirit  of  '76  trio  marches 
over  red,  white  and  blue  beaded 
glass.  Vibrant  yellow  figures  and 

lettering  produce  a  three-dimen- 

sional effect.  Diameter  3".  Spirit- 
ed collector's  item  for  the  Bicen- 

tennial. $15.95  plus  50c  post. 

Downs,  1406-Z,  Evanston,  IL 
60204. 

ORIENTAL  SPLENDOR 

Antique  Kirman  pattern  with 
background  in  gold,  green,  red, 

blue  or  ivory.  3'  x  5',  $24.95;  4' 
X  6',  $34.95;  6'  X  9',  $64.95;  9' 
X  12',  $119.95.  Runners:  2'  x  8', 
$29.95;  2'  x  11',  $39.95.  Ppd. 
Catalogue,  $1.  Peerless  Imported 
Rugs,  GE66,  3028  N.  Lincoln 
Ave.,  Chicago,  IL  60657. 

SPEED  SEWING 

Dexter  hand  machine  can  baste, 
tack,  zigzag,  sew  on  buttons  and 

zippers.  Blind-stitches  hem  what 

you're  wearing.  Does  draperies 
and  curtains  while  they're  hang- 

ing. With  needle  threader,  book- 
let. $6.98  plus  75c  post.  Anthony 

Enterprises,  HG6,  556  Mission 
St.,  San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

.y^      y/^ 

Amazing  Outdoor  Cushions 
made  especially  for  your  wrought  iron  furniture 

This  vinyl  clad  nylon  mesh  malerial  resists 

mildew,  fading,  rotting,  and  it's  special  mesh 
type  fabric  is  cool  to  sit  on  or  lay  on. 

Available  in  the  following  sizes. 

#BL-949  Chaisepad4'x22"x72"long  $39.95 
#BL-949-H  Head  rest4"  x  22"  x8"  long  6 
#BL-901  All  purpose  chair  pad 

3"  X  17"  X  19"  long              8 
#BL-910  Barrel  chair  back  pad 

1"  x33"  X  11"  long          12 
#BL-922  Love  seat  pad  3"  x17" 

x43"  long        19 
#BL-902  Love  seat  pad  3"  X  17" 

x39"  long           18 
Available  in  Lemon.  Emerald.  Brown.  White,  and  Royal  Blue 
All  cushions  have  while  decorative  trim  with  white  buttons 

Send  a  check  or  money  order  to: 
BEELINE  OUTDOOR  PRODUCTS 

P.O.  Box  256,  Bensenville.  III.  60106 

Please  add  10%  to  cover  shipping  charges. 

SUNBONNET  GIRLS 
for  the  Fourth  of  July 

in  pretty  cotton  calico  poke  bonnets  hand- 
made for  the  Bicentennial.  Specify  infants, 

toddlers   or   girls    in    red,    yellow    or   blue 

calico.        ̂ _    _ 

■^!^*t~.      So. 95    -  .95  postage nmS.^    The  Amfalula  Tree  Ltd. 
223  Katonah  Avenue 

Katonah,  New  York  10536 

Wy  SiaiB  Residents  Add  5% 

«TtV^ 

^min  CARMEL 

CATALOG  1370 
A  visit  to  the  Carmel  area  of  California  is  truly  a 

memorable  event  Having  the  opportunity  to  see 

the  works  of  some  of  the  world's  greatest  artists  & 
craftsmen,  I  decided  to  put  together  a  catalog  of 
these  worlds  so  that  I  could  share  them  with  you 
and  your  friends. 

In  this  catalog  you'll  find  Redwood  Burl  tables, 
metal  sculpture,  paintings,  macrame  jewelry  and 

even  a  memento  from  Clint  Eastwood's  Carmel 
restaurant 

As  a  special  offer  to  my  many  friends,  a  $2  credit 
will  be  given  on  any  item  in  the  catalog  when  you 
order  the  catalog  for  just  $1  Do  so  now  so  you  too 

may  experience  these  beautiful  works. 
Send  $1  in  check  or  money  order  to:  MERV 

GRIFFINS  CARMEL  CRAFTSMEN'S  CATALOG. 
INC.  P.O.  Box  1600,  Carmel.  CA  93921. 

New  H.OTap.  It  makes 
fast  foods  realh  fast. 
Like  fiaving  a  tea  kettle  on  your  sink. 
Provides  190   steaming  H2OT  water  at  tfie 
twist  of  a  tap.  No  waiting.  Heats  water 
for  instant  coffee,  soup,  or  all  thie  otfier 
fast  foods  you  use  everyday.  Energy 
saving,  too.  Uses  one-thiird  less  energy 
tfian  range  top  heating.  Only  fieats 
tfie  water  you  actually  use.  Write  for 
free  H2O  TAP  brocfiure 

and  "instant"  recipe 
booklet  today. lfM.S(r.*K  CRATOR 

pri-Sink-Erator  Division 
I  Emerson  Electric  Co.,  Dept.  HG-6 
I  4700— 21st  Street.  Racine,  Wisconsin  53406 

Name   

Address. 

City   State. -Zip- 

JUNE,    1976 

UNIQUE  GIFT 

Be  original  —  give  "LOVEABLES"  Custom 
full  color,  watercolor  art  from  an  original 

animal  alphabet.  Ideal  for  new  babies, 

weddings,  birthdays,  house  warmings, 

anniversaries  —  you  name  it!  9"x12" 
matted  in  yellow,  blue,  pink,  green,  orange 

or  red.  Up  to  8  letters  only  S5.95  each 

matted.  Additional  letters  500  each  and 

size  increases  to  14"x18"  matted.  You  can 

also  add  your  own  slogan  or  special  mes- 

sage. 14"  X  18"  complete  alphabet  avail- 
able at  $12.95  matted.  Specify  capitals  or 

small  letters.  Postage  and  handling  $1.25 

up  to  3  pieces  to  the  same  address.  Orders 

shipped  within  72  hours  of  receipt.  Send 
check  or  money  order  to: 

LAURA'S  LOVEABLES© 
Dept.  HG  676.  P.O.  7381 

Las  Vegas,  Nevada  89101 

STURDY  ALUMINUM 

"FLOWER  CENTER" 
creates  a  garden 

in  your  home! 
HOLDS  PLANTS  BOTH 

HANGING  AND  STANDING 
FREE  STANDING 

No  poles,  brackets  or  screws: 
No  installation  required. 
PORTABLE 

Move  indoors  &  out  with  ease. 

COMPACT 

Requires  only  2  ft.  floor  space. 

BAKED  ENAMEL  FINISH 

Choice  of  black  or  white. 

HOLDS  12  FLOWER  POTS 

Has  4-6    diameter  drip  proof 
trays  and  8  rotating  hanging 
hooks.  Rust  and  corrosion 

proof  to  assure  plant  health 

FLOWER    CENTER   -2   —   66"   Hi 

4  flower  pot  trays  <tOQ  Q^ 

8  rotating  fiooks    xp^y.^O 
Specify  color.  Add  $2  50  mailing 
ILLUSTRATED  CATALOG  AVAILABLE 

SEND  50C  POSTAGE 

MONEY  BACK  GUARANTEE 

CA.  GORDON  ASSOC. 

18  CHURCH  ST..  DEPT 

PATERSON,  N.J.  07505 
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NEvV  YORK LONDON 
PARIS 

MILAN 

"Every  p^. ■■.'••-,  ••  ;..ajU'rpiece" 
Our  portraits  in  oil  are  TRUE  WORKS  OF 
ART.  painte<i  on  fine  quality  canvas  from  your 
photograph  and  NOT  painted  on  top  of  an 
enlargement  of  your  photo,  as  is  the  method 
of  other  commercial  portrait  services. 

12  portrait  painters  to  choose  from 

Beautifully  Illustrated  Catalog       CA- 
"How  To  Order  An  Oil  Portrait"  ,OVC 

POIVTRAITS 
IN  OIL 

•  Magnificently  painted  on  canvas  from 
old  or  new  photos  by  outstanding  acad- 

emy trained  artists.  A  superb  living  like- 
ness in  full  color  is  executed  in  rich  oils. 

•  No  longer  need  you  envy  those  fortu- 
nate enough  to  own  a  family  portrait . . . 

you  can  see  immortalized  for  all  time, 
the  loved  and  never  aging  personality  of 
your  wife,  husband,  children,  parents. 

•  Van  Dyke  Oil  Portraits  from  photo- 
graphs are  indistinguishable  from  those 

done  from  life.  It  is  of  special  advantage 
to  those  who  are  not  available  for  per- 

sonal sittings.  "Living  Likeness  Guaran- 

teed." 

-     Unbelievable  Works  of  Art 
at  Unbelievable  Low  Prices 

FR0M.$12500.to.$125000 Truly  a  unique  and  lasting  gift. 

MASTER  CHARGE  OR  BANKAMERICARD  ACCEPTED 

Jliin  ̂ ykc  m  Portraits,  '^tb. 

Compare  our  works  of  art 
with  others  selling  up  to  S4,000 

DEPT.  G.  153  EAST  57  ST. 

N.Y.,  NY.  10022   •  TEL  (212)759-2450 

■'LARGEST  IN  THE  FIELD  OF  OIL  PORTRAITURE' 

GINGHAM  SHOWER 
UUIl  I  fllll  plus  $1  postage 

This  popular  6  x  6',  Vi"  check  vinyl  curtain 
comes  in  7  fresh,  spirited  colors;  red,  blue, 
green,  orchid,  pink,  gold,  black  or  brown. 
Matching  window  curtains,  either  tailored 

tieback  or  tier,  68"  wide,  54"  long  are  $4.95 
-I-  $1.  Set  of  Shower  and  Window  curtain 

$9.50  plus  SI. 25  postage.  No  COD's  please 
"OLD  MANOR  HOUSE  CURTAIN  BOOKLET" 

WITH  ACTUAL  FABRIC  SAMPLES,  SO* 

Md.  res.  add  4°.o.   Satisfaction  Guaranteed 

MATHER'S 
31    E.    Main   St.,   G6-6,    Westminster,    Md. 21157 

iiiiiiii 
BRASS 

Traditional  & 

original  designs 

Faittiful  reproductions. 
Accessories 

Wide  price  range. 
Solid  brass, 

fully  guaranteed. 

There  are  none  finer 

StOD  by  or  send  S2  for  our  20  cage 
source  txwk.The  isabe:  SeiecHon. 

JOAO  ISABEL,  INC.Mx 
120  East  32nd  Street 
New  York,  N.Y.I  001 6 

(212)  MU9-3307 

SCINTILLA!?  For  22  years,  we've  maiie  our satin  sheets  of  softest  acetate  satin,  225i78 
threail  count.  Ours  are  MACHINE  WASHABLE. 
Hot  Pink.  Tangerine,  Gold,  Reil,  Black,  Bronze, 
Blue,  Silver,  Pale  Pink,  White,  Mint  or  Orchid. 
You  deserve  the  best— satin  sheets  made  by  pros! 

SHEET  SETS  (2  straight  sheets,  2  cases) 
Double  Set       $23.98  Queen  Set        $27.95 
Twin  Set  22.98  King  Set  32.50 

Round  84"  Set    48.50  Round  96"  Set    54.95 
3-letter  monogram  on  2  cases— $2.50 

For  fitted  bottom  sheet,  add  $2.00  to  double  or 
twin  price;  $2.50  to  queen;  $3.00  to  king  price. 
Round  bottom  sheets  are  fitted.  Send  check  or 

m.o.  50%  deposit  on  C.O.D.'s. 

SCINTILLA   -    INC     ̂ ^°^  '*■  Broadway  G  6 
av.in  I  itLH,    iny..  Chicago,  ill.  60640 

Free  40-page  catalog  with  every  order! 

donkey  bead  jewelry 
Used  for  good  luck  m  Iran,  these  vi- 

brant blue  beads  are  formed  from 

crushed  quartz,  baked  with  a  cobalt 

glaze  and  combined  with  a  gold-tone 
choker  and  ear  hoops  for  stunning 

ewelry.  From  our  catalog  of  inter- 

national gifts.  Choker  5'4"  dia..  ear 
rings  1'2"  dia.,  specify  pierced  or 
screw  type  Set  S6  50  ppd. 

SEND  25e  FOR  48PG.  IMPORT  CATALOG 

^^^shoppi
iiir 

iuteruational 
841  shopping  international  bidg. 
norwich,  vermont  05055 

STORE  ON  RTE  6  NC^^v*' 
•  p'  Btr^K  Amancsrd.  Matter  C^ 
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Ij  moth  r  soyi  no 
sk  qiandmo  her 

n 

FIVE  SCISSOR  ScT 

Precision-made  scissors,  sharp 

nickel  blades.  Includes  6"  all- 

purpose;  5"  sewing;  3V2"  mani- 
cure; y-h"  embroidery  and  SVa" 

grooming.  Case  with  thread, 
needles,  threader.  All,  $3.98  plus 
50c  post.  American  Consumer, 

Dept.  SEW-20.  Caroline  Rd., 
Philadelphia,  PA  19176. 

GRANDPARENT'S  DELIGHT 
Belgian  linen  stamped  for  cross- 
stitching  in  bright  colors.  Wood 

frame  ̂ Vz"  x  16",  maple  or  ma- 

hogany finish.  Grandmother's  or 
Grandfather's  kit,  $3.95  each; 

also  "Grandchildren  are  God's  Re- 
ward for  Growing  Old"  kit,  $3.95. 

Add  50c  post.  Victoria  Gifts,  12H 
Water  St.,  Bryn  Mawr,  PA  19010. 

ELEVATING  RECLINER 

Powered  recliner  with  elevating 

seat  operates  by  push  buttons. 

Adjusts  to  angle  most  comfort- 
able for  you;  another  switch 

raises  you  to  your  feet.  Padded 
foot  rest  raises  automatically  as 
chair  reclines.  Free  brochure. 
Burke  Inc.,  HG6,  Box  1064, 

Mission,  KS  66202. 

SERENE  GRACE 

Seagull  sculpture  in  gleaming 
white  ceramic  with  high  glaze. 
Imaginative  complement  to  any 

setting,  perfect  gift  for  any  home. 
"Flight"  has  non-scratch  felted 

bottom,  is  about  16"  by  11".  $14 
ppd.  Delbar  Creations,  Dept. 

HG-14,  16  Laurel  Rd.,  East  North- 

port,  NY  11731. 

STILL  OF  THE  NIGHT 

Blissful  quiet  maintains  when 
the  anti-snore  mask  goes  on.  The 
mask  with  adjustable  plastic 
bands  breaks  the  snoring  habit. 
It  re-educates  jaw  muscles. 
Washable  nylon.  $4.98  plus  50c 
post.  Anthony  Enterprises,  HG6, 
556  Mission  St.,  San  Francisco, 

CA  94105. 

NOTHING  IS  IMPOSSIBLE 
A  Cal'c'pia  school  teacher  took  th:s  non- 
faked  picture  of  her  clever  kitty.  It  worked 

wonders  as  a  potty-training  inspiration  for  her 
toddlers!  Now  it's  a  big  happy  poster  &  funny 
bone  tickler  for  young  &  old.  2x3  feet  black 
&  white,  S2  ( -t-  56c  postage)  anywhere  in  the 
U.S.A. 

Wl?E|C#MEa= 
Rt.  HG-28,  W.  Yellowstone,  Montana  59758. 

ALMATEX 

Uni-Filter 

Purifies  your 
water 
Removes: 
added chemicals, 
Chlorine, 

Impurities, 
Grit,  Odors 

andotherun- desirables. 

To  put  moun- 

tain freshness, 

purity,  good 
taste  into  your  drinking  water  for: 

*  COFFEE      *TEAS 
*  SOUPS  *  ICECUBES,  etc. 

Completely  change  after  approx.  4 
months.  Fits  any  Faucet, 
(attaches  in  seconds) 

$4.99    ea    or  2  for    $9.50 
fPa.  Res.  add  sales  tax)  (free  mailing) 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed 
Send  check  or  money  order  to: 

ALMATEX  INTERNATIONAL  COMPANY 
MAIL  ORDER  DIVISION 

3569  Bristol  Pike 
Cornwells  Heights.  Pa.  19020 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

SUPERB  COMFORT 

Directa  lounge  chair  in  chrome 
steel  or  white  epoxy  finish  in 
wide  choice  of  all-weather  and 
indoor  fabrics.  (Shown)  $59  plus 
UPS  coll.  (average  2.50).  Series 
includes  chaise  lounge,  desk 
chair,  table,  ottoman.  Brochure 
25c.  Karema  USA  Inc..  HG6, 
Montgomery,  VT  0547 1 . 

BLOW-UP 

An  inflatable  hanger  is  a  help 

for  drip-dry  laundering.  Blow  it 
up  to  plumpness  so  it  holds  gar- 

ment loosely  with  air  space  in- 
side. Floral  print  vinyl  with 

swivel  top.  Fold  flat  to  store.  $1 

plus  25c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG6,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

EASY  FOOTING 

Huaraches  woven  of  supple 
leather  thongs  in  never  repeated 

patterns  with  leather  soles.  Natu- 
ral beige  only.  Send  size  or  foot 

outline.  Ail  sizes  for  men,  wom- 
en, children.  $10.95  pr.  ppd. 

Men's  size  larger  than  10  add  $1. 
Old  Mexico  Shop,  HG6.  Patio  2, 
Santa  Fe,  NM  87501. 

HARDY,  HANDSOME 

Ideal  for  dining,  kitchen,  study  or 
living  room.  Twin  oak  pedestal 
with  maple  butcher  block  top. 

60"  by  30",  $201.25;  60"  by 
36",  $217.50;  72"  by  36",  $237. 
Exp.  Coll.  Catalogue,  50c.  Write 
to  Butcher  Block  &  More,  HG6, 
1600  So.  Clinton,  Chicago,  IL 
60616. 

FRENCH  SPOKEN  HERE 

T-shirt  really  says  "I'm  tired"  but 
more  expressively:  "Je  suis  fa- 

tigue." Fine  cotton  knit  has  been 
twice  stitched  to  keep  its  shape. 
Hand  washable.  Beige  with 
brown  words.  S(8-10),  M(12-14), 
L(16-18).  $8.98  plus  50c  post. 
Lillian  Vernon,  G6E.  510  So.  Ful- 

ton Ave.,  Mt.  Vernon,  NY  10550. 

GOURMET 
CHILI? 
Fromdeep-in-thc-heart  of  Texas  comes 
this  authentic  TEX-MEX  style  Chili. 
Spicy,  but  not  too  hot!  We  make  it 
from  US  Choice  beet  and  our  secret 
combination  of  tomatoes,  onions  and 
twelve  piquant  spices  and  herbs.  All 
natural  with  no  preservatives  and  no 
cereal  fillers  like  commercial  chili.  This 
is  the  finest  and  most  delicious  chili 

money  can  buy  and  we  .guarantee  you'll 
love  it  or  your  money  back  for  unused 
cans.  Six — 15  oz.  cans  Chili  With 

Beans  — SI 2,  Without  Beans— S16 
TEX-MEX  CHEESE  DIP 

Spicy  "Chile  con  Qucso"  Cheese  Dip 
made  with  jalapeno  peppers,  onions, 
tomatoes  and  cheese.  Sensational  dip 

with  corn  chips  and  over  tacos  or  tos- 
tadas!  Six — 8  oz.  cans  Tex-Mex  Cheese 

Dip — S6 
SAMPLER — Two  cans  each  as  above 
Chili  With  Beans  and  Tex-Mex  Cheese 

Dip — S6.  Prices  postpaid.  Send  check 
or  money  order  to:  RIO  GRANDE 

FOODS,  Route  4,  Dept  8",  Tilden, Texas  78072 

BICENTENNIAL 
RED,   WHITE  AND   BLUE 

CANDLE 

Enjoy  this  handmade 
candle  in  layers  of 

Red,  White,  and  blue. 

Looking  at  it  makes 

you  want  to  sing  "God 
Bless  America."  Each 
layer  emits  a  differ- 

ent fragrance— Bay- 
berry,  Vanilla,  and 

Strawberry.  These  Pa- 
triotic candles  mea- 

sure 3"x3".  Send  yourself  some  Ameri- 
cana or  buy  some  for  another  fellow 

American  at  only  $3.00  each. 

Please    send- .Bicentennial     candles    at 

$3.00  each  plus  50;:  postage.  Add   150  sales 
tax  In  Texas. 
NAME   

ADDRESS   

CITY/STATE. -ZIP. 

Walter-DeLipsey 2GI5  Routh.  D.illas.  Tpxas  75201 

(214)  744-0734 

UNUSUAL 
PICNIC  BASKET 

Here's  a  romantic  update  of  the  tradi- 
tional handwoven  wicker  picnic  basket. 

Designed  for  easy  access  to  all  your  pic- 
nic treats.  It  has  a  large  storage  com- 

partment and  two  separate  thermos  or 
bottle  holders.  An  oversize  handle  makes 

it  easy  to  carry  and  four  small  feet  keep 
it  up  off  the  ground.  Order  No.  2502. 
Please  add  $1.90  postage  and  handling. 
Virginia  Residents  add  4%  sales  tax. 

Now  $11.95 

■
"
^
 

JIu'WUIicrJiir 
Dept.  HG14         124  College  Place 

Norfolk,  Virginia  23510 

JUNE.    1976 

CREATIVE  CANING 
KITS  OF  PREWOVEN  CANE 

Save  money — do  it  yourself — with  nat- 
ural cane  for  grooved  chair  seats, 

screens,  stereo  speakers,  door  panels, 

headboards,  lampshades,  room  divid- 
ers. Decorative  cane  kits  include  easy 

Instructions  and  necessary  materials. 

Cane  In  3  sizes:  12"xl2"  S6.75;  18" 
xl8"  $10.25:  24"x24"  S14.75;  ppd. 

(Cal.  residents  add  6%  tax).  State 
size,  and  send  check/m.o.  to: T.  I.  E.,  g 

P.O.  Box  1121. 
2615  El  Camino 

San  Mateo,  Calif.  94403 
Send  25c  for  CATALOGUE.   Larger  sheets 
of  cane,  hand-caning  kit.  and  other  cane 
materials  available. 

CERAMIC  TILES 

_        ate h  acctpi  ihi.  Mtmfts 
uk.  Pi  caniior  c  hfl  nge, 
^ourflqe  H  change 

.J^keiKin^s^  can, 4 

kitftw  the  kititttnct. 

SERENITY  PRAYER 

i  thecixx:kokijfk  ^ 

Th*-  rl'ik  of  life  IS  wiiuikJ  hut  oner 

And  n<i  nwrt  has  the  piiucr 

Ti>  trll  juiit  when  the  kantts  will  slop 
Al  laU'  or  early  hour. 

Sou  IS  the  only  time  \nu  oun. 

Lire,  hue.  toil  with  a  u,ill. 

I'lace  no  faith  iit  "tomormu  "  /  ■'■ The  ckick  ma\  then  be  stilt 

CLOCK  OF  LIFE 

av  you  be  in 

Kcavcn   *^ 

a  half  hour  before 
the  T>cyn\ 

knows'  vouVe  dcaii. 

IRISH  TOAST 

ay  the  roads  rise. 

'  with  you,^^. 

nd  the  wind  be  ahvxws^ at  vour  back; 

nd  may  the  Ixord  hokl., 

in  the  hollow  oF  "his* 

tKind.* 

LVOU 

GAELIC  ROAD 

K?n  Irishman  i*  iKvcr  drunk 

as  loti^a*  he  can  hold  on  to 
one  blade  of  jrass  and  not  fall 
off  the  face  of  the  earth . 

IRISH  TIPPLER 
Colorful  Ceramic  Tiles  used  as  wall 

plaques  or  trivets.  Cork  base  with 

hunger,  6  x  6". 
S4.98  Each  -I-  60c  Mailing  Each 
(\ilil.  y(.vi"./r;;/.v  mlil  t,  ■ ,    xal' s  (ux. 

Anthony  Enterprises  oept.  hg66 356  Mission  St..  San  Francisco.  Calif.  94105 



GET  RID  OF  UNWANTED  HAIR 
Amazing  Lemos  Permagon  destroys  hair  roots  instantly — one  by  one — 
without  pain.  No  wire  connections.  Uses  tiny  batteries  (included).  Same 
electrolysis  system  experts  use  to  remove  hair  permanently  from  face, 
arms,  legs  and  body. 

LEMOS  PERMAGON  .  $12.98  Plus  $1.00  Postage  &  Handling 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

A  ntho  ny  Enterprises Dept.  HG-66 556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

i 

GOLDEN    OPPORTUNITY    to 
stock  up  on  a  supply  of  elegant 
name  and  address  labels.  The  set 

includes  250  black  on  gold  l'/2X 
Vi"  script  initial  address  labels 
and  125  matching  gold  initial 

1x1"  envelope  seals.  [To  20  let- 
ters per  line,  4  lines]  We  use  them 

to  personalize  everything — sta- 
tionerv.  checks,  to  identify  books. 

Packed  in  2x3"  plastic  box,  $3.50 
ppd.  Via  1st  add  46(z!.  80-page  gifts 
catalog,  250.  Bruce  Bolind  26 
Bolind  Bldg.,  Boulder,  Colo. 
80302.  Thank  you  kindly! 

The  NEW  CONCEPT  of... 
HANGING  PLANTS 

unique  PLRNT^ 
HPNGING  STRie 

M2.95" 

NEW  CEILING  STRIP  FOR  HANGING  PLANTS  ANY 

WHERE.  INSIDE  OR  OUT.  ALLOWS  YOU  TO  WOVE.  AOO 
OR  REARRANGE  PLANTS  QUICKLY  AND  EASILY. 

32"  length  holds  10  plants.  48"  holds  13  plants, 
supports  120  pounds.  Install  2  or  more  for  unlimited 

lengths-  Natural  brushed  alummum  (may  be  painted) 

or  white  satin  finish.  Hardware  and  easy  mounting 

instructions  included,  all  postage  paid"  Lengths  to  8' 
available  on  request. 

32"  Aluminum  .  .SI  2.95  ppd       48"  Aluminum      $14  95  ppd 

32"  White   S13  95ppd      48"  White  SI5  95ppd 
ORDER  2  OR  MORE  AND  TAKE  A  10  .  DISCOUNT 

N  Y   STATE  RESIDENTS  ADD  SALES  TAX 
SEND  CHECK  OR  («IONEY  ORDER  TO 

ORIGINAL  BLEUEMETTE  "Oeml-Bra" rPai.  No.  32970.36) 
Improved  over  past  20  years.  Answers  all  needs  for 
new.   liberated  fashions.   Beautiful   uplift.    Soft,  heav- 

enly    comfort.      Sat^s-      ^  ̂ _  ^_  ■.-•  ̂ —  ^»  ^—  ^^  —9 
faction    CTiaranteed. 
Nude  color 
Specify  bra  size. 

&':■(    la.-i  to  -N.Y.  Res. 

I       ADD   SOc    Mall   &  Hdlg.       i 
I  BLEUETTE,  INC. 
I  SOS  Fifth  Ave..  Dept.  666  I New    York.     N.     Y.     10017: 
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TAKE  IT  EASY 

inviting  lounge  chair,  handmade 
of  natural  willow,  is  breezily  com- 

fortable. Footrest  retreats  be- 

neath seat.  Proportioned  for  re- 

laxation. 40"  wide;  36"  long 
closed,  57"  extended.  $99.95 
exp.  coll.  25c  for  catalogue. 
Fran's  Basket  House,  HG6,  Route 
10,  Succasunna,  NJ  07876. 

SPRING  FRESHNESS 

Yellow  and  white  daisies  with 

green  leaves  are  embroidered  on 
white.  Fabric  is  a  blend  of  per- 

manent-press polyester  and  ray- 

on. 66"  w.  pair.  24",  30"  or  36" 
long  $15;  valance  11"  by  70", 
$8.  Add  $2  post.  Free  catalogue. 
Country  Curtains,  HG61,  Stock- 
bridge,  MA  01262. 

REEL-Y  HANDY 

This  very  practical  key  holder 
does  away  with  fumbling  and 
groping.  Reel  clips  inside  purse: 
unreels  keys,  automatically  re- 

winds into  case.  Clip  to  your  bag, 

pocket  or  belt.  $2.98  plus  45c 

post.  Order  from  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG6,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

ROMAN  ROYALTY 

Authentic  reproduction  of  an 
ancient  eagle  sundial.  Raised 
Roman  numerals,  in  lettering  (I 
count  none  but  sunny  hours), 

goldtone.  9"  dia.  Aluminum,  an- 
tique green  weather-resistant  fin- 

ish. $6.98  plus  50c  post.  Holiday 

Gifts,  Inc.,  Dept.  306-D,  Wheat 
Ridge,  CO  80033. 

FRENCH  ACCENT 

"Coquette"  phone  has  a  flirty 
look,  intriguing  in  ivory  with  gold 
trim.  Comes  ready  to  use  with 
dial,  cord,  bell  and  plug.  $69.95 

plus  $2  post.  Catalogue  in  full 
color  $1  (credited  to  your  order). 
The  Great  Phone  Company, 

HG-6,  5404  Northfield  Rd,, 
Cleveland,  OH  44137. 

HANG-UP  BRACKET 

Wise  old  owl  of  open  grillwork 

sits  like  a  sentry  over  plant  hang- 
ing on  swing-out  arm.  At  a  touch, 

he  swivels  to  face  sun.  Solid 
black  cast  iron,  for  use  indoors  or 

outside.  51/4"  by  2".  $1  plus  50c 

post.  Cadlyn's,  HG6,  2077  New 
York  Ave.,  Huntington  Sta.,  NY 
11746. 

SPARKLING  SPRAY  MIST 

Crystal  chandeliers,  sconces  and 
candelabra  come  bright  and 

clear  after  a  spray  shower  of  sili- 
cone mist  from  an  easy-to-handle 

7  oz,  can.  No  need  to  wipe;  just 
let  dry  naturally.  $3.98  plus  65c 
post.  Anthony  Enterprises,  HG6, 
556  Mission  St.,  San  Francisco. 
CA  94105 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

PISTO-LAMP 
Handcrafted  derringer  replica, 

hand-blued  finish.  Non-firing.  7" 
walnut  base.  Overall  17"  h.  Old- 
fashioned  tin  shade,  green-enam- 

eled with  reflective  white  inside. 
With  bulb.  $37.50  ppd.  Color 

catalogue  $2.  The  Muller  Com- 
pany, HG6,  Dogwood  Hollow, 

Miller  Place,  NY  11764. 

HERE'S  ■■JUDY" 
Sandal  with  wafer-thin  cushion 

platform  1%"  heel.  Blue  to  royal 
ombre,  bone  to  brown,  multi-pas- 

tels, all  black,  white,  navy  or 
brown  kid  leather.  AAAA  to  EE, 
2^2  to  10,  $28.95.  lOVa  to  12, 

$29.95.  Add  $1  post.  Free  cata- 
logue. Solby  Bayes,  HG6,  45 

Winter  St.,  Boston,  MA  02108. 

LEAF  OF  LIFE 

No  wonder  the  Yogis  of  India  be- 
lieve these  leaves  hold  the  secret 

of  life!  Wherever  a  leaf  falls,  a 
new  plant  starts  to  grow.  Pot  size 
from  one  to  six  feet.  Blossoms 

with  fragrant  pink  and  lime  flow- 
ers. Two,  $1;  six,  $2.50.  Add 

25c  post.  Roberta's,  HA-30,  Box 
630,  Shelbyville,  IN  46176. 

MINI  SCUTTLE 

Decorative  small-scale  replica  of 
old-fashioned  coal  scuttle,  once 

kept  alongside  the  stove.  51/2" 
long  by  4"  tall.  Finished  in 
gleaming  copper.  Serves  as 
planter,  vase,  caddy  for  candy 
or  nuts.  $4.98  plus  50c  post. 
Wretched  Mess,  Dept.  HG6,  W. 
Yellowstone,  MT  59758. 

SUMMERTIME  NAPKINS 

Paper  napkins  printed  for  sum- 
mer guests  in  packs  of  75. 

Printed  with  "Keep  on  Camping 
with"  the  (family  name,  two  first 
names  of  one  complete  name). 

Please  print.  9V'2"  cocktail, 
$3.49;  12y2"  luncheon,  $3.79. 
Ppd.  Miles  Kimball,  100  Bond 
St.  Oshkosh,  Wl  54901. 

Yes,    you    can    have    a 
FULL      COLOR      POSTER 
blown  up  from  your  color 

photo  or  slide  at  a  frac- 
tion of  the  price.  All 

|<.j'  color  posters  printed 
-^von  Kodak  paper.  Great 

gift  idea! 

into  a  FULL  COLOR  POSTERS 
at  Unbelievable  low  Cost! 

LOW  COST  FULL  COLOR  POSTERS 
20"x24"     only     S7.50 
14"xl7"     only     S4.50 
24"x36"     only  $12.50 

BLACK  &  WHITE  BLOWUPS  TOO! 
2  ft.  X  3  ft. 
1  ft.  X  1 V2  ft. 
1V2  ft.  X  2  ft. 
3  ft.  X  4  ft. 

S3. 50 
$2.00 
$2.50 
$7.50 

Laminated  Posters 
up  to  2  ft.  X  3  ft. 
$3.00addfl. 
Photo  Returned. 

For  every  color  poster  ordered,  add  $2>00  and 
geta  black  &  white  same  sue.  Black  and  White 
Duplicates  SOOq  off.  Add  SOC  each  item,  han- 

dling. For  prompt  delivery  put  name  &  address 
on  back  of  photo.  Send  check,  cash  or  M.O. 
N.Y.  residents  add  anproprtate  sales  tax.  If 
you  send  slide  or  negative,  arid  $1  00  for  each 
size.    Shipped    U.P.S.    $1.50    per    item. 

Dept.  HG-66,  Congers,  N.Y.  10920 

m  OPORS '■mm Removed 
Forever 

RESCUE  CARPETS  FROM  PET  ACCIDENTS 

New!  Scientific  chemicals  remove  the  strong- 
est odors  &  ugliest  stains  caused  by  pet 

accidents.  Safe  for  carpets,  upholstery,  litter 

boxes,  etc.  RESCUE  KIT  contains  two  8-oz. 

sprays  (16  ozs).  Specify  "A"  kit  for  stains; 
"B"  kit  for  odors;  or  "A"  &"B"  mixed  kit. 
Money-back   guarantee.    Send   ck   or   M.O. 

1  kit  $6.50  +  $1  post.  Save  $2:  Order  2  kits 
for  $12.99  (and  we  pay  post.) 

American  Century 
135  So.  La  Brea,  Dept.  1066 

Box  36232,  Los  Angeles,  Calif.  90036 

the  clingy  grinder 
FROM  THE  SILVER  JUBILEE  COLLECTION  Of 

liliiAN^ETION 
I  found  this  in  Italy,  and  instantly 
said  "Fabulous!"  It's  basically 
a  classic  grinder — and  ttiat  old-fashioned 

design  really  can't  be  improved. BUT  see  its  marvelous  modern  features, 
like  that  incredible  suction  base. 
Press  the  lever  for  a  vise-like  „^: 

grip  on  any  smooth  surface — 
it  simply  can't  be  budged 
until  you  release  it! 
The  Italians  are  superb 

at  these  precision-crafted 
kitchen  aids,  especially 
with  their  use  of  rugged 

polypropylene  that's  so easy  to  clean,  and  rustproof. 
I  search  the  world  over  for 

things  like  this — unique  ideas 
at  really  attractive  prices. 

SUCTION-BASE  GRINDER  of  thick, 
fovgh  polypropylene,  with  coarse  ond 
fine  rr^etal  discs  for  any  grinding  or 

grating,    food    pusher    to    save    fingers. 

Two   extra   attachments  —  one   fills   sau- 
sage or  pasta   tubes,   one   makes  fluted 

pastry.   7'/2"   high,   avocado   green. 
8613    Cling-base   Grinder      $9.98 

«     1951     V 

£    SILVER     J, 
•ii    JUBILEE    >l, 
■^l,     1976    Jt 

Add  95(Z  post.  &  hdlg.  NY  res.  add  taxes.  Satisfaction 
guaranteed.  Your  order  places  you  top-of-the-llst  for 
our  next  exciting  catalog  of  100  color-packed  pages. 

ULilAN  NETION Dept.  G61,  510  S.  Fulton  Ave. Mt.  Vernon,  NY  10550 

MUSIC 
BOXES 

Make  every  occasion  a  mem- 
orable one!  Select  the  gift  to 

delight  all— from  mothers  and 
sweethearts  to  the  man  who 
has  everything. 

Our  color  catalog  features  a 
vast   selection  of  chests,  fig- 

urines, clocks,  children's  and 
collector's  items— at  all  prices 
and  musical,  of  course. 
To     obtain    your    copy    of 

catalog— send  $1.00  (credited 
to  your  first  order)  to: 
THE  MUSIC  ROOM  dept.  B 
3701  HEMPSTEAD  TPKE. 

.       LEVITTOWN   N.Y.  11756      ̂  

PICASSO  IN  NEEDLEPOINT 
HANDS  WITH  FLOWERS,  Picasso's  famous expression  of  love  and  friendship,  for  you  to 
work  in  needlepoint.  Bright  blue,  yellow, 
green  and  white  flowers,  white  hands,  set 

against  a  rich  orange  background.  Kit  con- 

tains 7x9"  screen  printed  design  on  9x11" 
10  mesh  canvas,  tapestry  yarn,  needle  and 
instructions. 

niy  $4.95 

plus    50c     postage.    (Mass.     ros. 
add    S^o   tax)   Sorry   no  C-O.D-s 

JUNE,   1976 
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Send   25(;   for  the   next  3   issues  of  our  colorful 
32     page     Needlework     catalog     with     over     500 
fascinating  items. 

TltWcAtdof 

MtZcn  n  n^tvCt' 
Dept.   HG-066.  Shoppers'  World.    Box  709 

Framingham.  Mass.  01701 

Charming  stained  glass  decorative  piece 

will  brighten  a  mantel,  delight  a  win- 
dow, adorn  a  table.  A  gift  that  says 

something  forever.  Freestanding  in  vi- 

brant colors.  Each  panel  is  5"  by  7". ndd  flse  pstg.  &  hdlg. 

Md.  res.  add  4<'(, 

01|   •  //f^ 

$7.00 Full  color  stained  glass  catalog  $1. 

OJ 

1511 1  New  Hampshire  Ave..  G66 
Colesvillr.  Maryland  20904 

^ 
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J 
TIE  DYE  BOXER  in  screen 
printed  Antron®  Lycra,® 
has  lo-rise  boxer  styling, 
front  pockets,  and 
fake  fly.  A  new  look  for 
Spring.  (Blue  only) 
S-M-L-XL  $10.95 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

ORANGES  ROBE  —  Authentic  orange  crate  labels 
printed  on  nylon  tricot  make  this  new  swim/lounge 
robe  a  California  grown  original.  The  shorty  robe 
has  %  sleeves,  drop  shoulder,  patch  pockets,  and 
matching  sash.  (Orange  and  blue  print  on  white  only) 
One  size  fits  all.  $19.95 

ORANGES  SWIM  —  Lo-rise  boxer  styling  is  in  orange 
crate  label  print  of  100%  nylon  tricot.  It  has 

elastic  waist  and  is  fully  lined.  Pick  this  "juicy" new  Ah  Men  exclusive  for  your  wardrobe. 

(Orange  print  only)  S-M-L-XL  $9.95 
Set  (Oranges  Robe  &  Swim  suit)  $28.00 

Postage  &  handling  $1.00 

■>-V%%iWVS- 

Send  $1.00 

for  color catalog. 

SHOP  FOR  MEN 
Oept.  HG-6-76 8900  Santa  Monica  Blvd. 
Hollywood,  Calif.  90069 

.■■■■■■v^v^>w^i^vuvyv^A^w%v■v-■■^^i■■■■w■%^■ 

Magazine  Rack  by  Grayline 
Brings  good  order  to  the  prosaic  old 
John.  Bathroom  magazine  rack  holds 
newspapers,  magazines  or  books,  keeps 

the  family's  favorite  reading  room  free  of 
clutter.  The  bright  chrome  plated  rack 

blends  with  any  decor.  It's  12"  long,  10" 
wide,  4'/?"  deep,  installs  instantly;  just hook  It  to  toilet  tissue  holder  or  towel  bar. 

6955-6— Magazine  Rack   Ppd.,  $2.59 
Write  For  New  Free  GiH  Cataloq! 

Miles  Kimbedl 
1 1 1  Bond  St..  Oshkosh.  Wi.  54901 

THE  WEDGWOOD  3-COLOUR 
JASPER  CAMEO  BOX 

To  commemorate  the  Bicentenary  of 
American  Independence  Wedgwood  and 
ttie  Ctiurchill  Mint  tiave  combined  their 
talents  to  produce  this  solid  silver  box 

mounted  with  a  three-colour  jasper  por- 
trait cameo  of  George  Washington.  Issued 

in  a  limited  edition  of  500,  each  box  is 

serially  numbered  with  corresponding  cer- 
tificate, and  measures  1%"  in  diameter. 

PRICE 

$85.00   each. 
Air  Mail  Postage  Paid. 

JOHN  SINCLAIR  LIMITED 
266.   Glossop  Road.  Sheffield,  SID  2HS.  England 

BENTWOOD  ROCKER 
Imported  directly  from  Europe.  The  true 
Bentwood  Rocker,  fashioned  from  steam- 
henl  Beechwood  in  lustrous  walnut  finish, 
with  natural  hand  woven  cane  seat  and 

hack.  22"  wide.  U"  hish. 
Send  50c  for  complete 

Danish  Furniture  Catalog. No  c.o.d:s.  $70.95 

Shipped  unassembled.  ONLY         m  j¥' Shipping  charges  collect. 
RED,  BLACK,  OR  WHITE  FINISH  $89.95 

GENADA  IMPORTS 
Dppt.  6J 

P.O.  Box  204.  Teaneck.  >.J.  07666 
N.J.   residents  add  SOo  tax. 

CREATIVE  JEWELRY 
Fine  makings  for  necklaces  and 

earrings.  Great  selection  includ- 
ing cloisonne,  cinnabar,  ivory, 

coral,  lapis  lazuli,  agate,  jasper, 

gold,  sterling,  bones,  amber,  tur- 

quoise, jade,  aventurine.  Cata- 
logue, $1.  The  Birmingham  Bead 

Store,  HG6,  325  S.  Woodward, 
Birmingham,  Ml  48011. 

HAVE  A  LOOK 

Handy  magnifying  mirror  offers 
a  good  look  wherever  you  need 
it.  A  large  all-rubber  suction  cup 
holds  mirror  firmly  to  any  smooth 

and  clean  surface.  3V2"  dia. 
Convenient  for  traveling.  $3.98 

plus  70c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG6,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

NEEDLEPOINT  TO  WORK 

Groucho  Marx  typically  in  black 
and  white  is  a  delight  to  stitch  in 
Persian  wool  yarns  on  #13  mono 

canvas.  Fun  to  frame,  7"  by  8"; 
companions  are  Charlie  Chaplin 

and  Marilyn  Monroe,  8"  by  8" 
$6.95  plus  60c  post.  The  World 
of  Stitch  'n  Knit,  HG66,  Box  709, 
Framingham,  MA  01701. 

DRAMATIC  DISPLAY 

Give  your  hanging  plants  room 
and  light  on  space-saving  pole 
that  holds  three.  Adjusts  by 

spring  tension  to  fit  average  ceil- 
ings, windows  or  counters. 

Chrome-like  finish.  $7.88  plus 

$1.25  post.  Madison  House  Gifts, 
Dept.  11822,  4500  N.W.  135th 
St.,  Miami,  FL  33059. 

ETERNAL  LINK 

Bride  and  groom's  coats  of  arms, 
linked  by  helmet  and  mantle, 
hand-engraved  on  a  wedding 
band  of  14k  gold.  10mm  wide. 
Send  drawings  for  both  names 

or  request  coat-of-arms  research. 
$155  ppd.  Free  color  catalogue. 
Heraldica  Imports,  HG6,  21  W. 
46th  St.,  New  York,  NY  10036. 

PLATING  RENEWAL 

Deposit  new  silver  on  copper, 
brass  or  bronze  where  original 

plating  has  worn  away.  Silver 
Plus  polishes  sterling  but  it  does 
not  deposit  new  silver  on  sterling 
pieces.  4  oz.  bottle.  $5.98  plus 
65c  post.  Anthony  Enterprises, 

HG6,  556  Mission  St.,  San  Fran- 
cisco, CA  94105. 
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NEW!  PLANT  MOISTURE  METER 
This  remarkable  device  takes  the  guesswork 
out  of  watering  plants.  Works  on  the  principle 
of  electrolysis,  lasts  indefinitely  and  needs  no 
batteries.  So  easy!  Just  stick  it  in  plant  soil 
and  read  dial  instantly.  The  meter  accurately 
tells  how  much  water  surrounds  roots.  Only 

one  meter  is  needed  for  all  your  plants  in- 
door and  out.  A  complete  list  of  over  200  plant 

varieties  tells  you  how  much  moisture  is  right. 
Fully  guaranteed.  Price  $11.95  &  $1.50  P  &  H. 

MIDLAND  MOOR,g^' 

HG-66 
«  4086.   Kirtland. 
44094 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN 



IVORY  TREASURE 
The  ancient  art  of  scrimshaw, 
still  carried  on  by  a  handful  of 
skilled  artisans,  on  this  genuine 
ivory  thimble.  Handmade,  tiered 
and  etched  with  a  whaling  scene. 

1"  high.  A  rare  collectible. 
$12.50;  without  etching  $9.  Ppd. 

Ferry  House,  G6,  Briarciiff  Man- 
or, NY  10510. 

TIME  THIEF 

Is  your  pool  robbing  you  of  time? 
Meyco  safety  pool  cover  takes 
two  minutes  to  put  on  or  remove. 
Keeps  out  dirt,  leaves;  children 

and  pets  are  safe  when  you're 
away.  Discourages  algae.  Custom 

n-)ade,  any  size.  Write  to  Meyco, 
HG6,  225  Park  Ave.,  Hicksville, 
NY  11801. 

NEAT  GRIP 

Attractive  skewers  of  rosewood 

and  stainless  steel  hold  corn-on- 
the-cob  efficiently  so  you  can 
enjoy  it  without  any  messy  or 
burned  fingers.  Box  of  8,  $1.98 
plus  35c  post.;  2  boxes,  $3.50 
plus  70c  post.  Taylor  Gifts,  HG6, 
355  E.  Conestoga  Rd.,  Wayne, 
PA  19087. 

TOOTH  POLISH 

Cover-up  tooth  enamel  cosmetic 
is  as  easy  to  use  as  nail  polish. 
Tasteless  and  safe  for  natural 

teeth,  gives  gleaming  white 
lustre.  Can  be  used  on  gold 
teeth,  too.  Va  oz.  bottle.  $3.98 

plus  35c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG6,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

OUTDOOR  BENCH 
Cypress,  unaffected  by  sun  and 
rain  makes  the  ideal  outdoor 
bench.  Base  is  sturdy  wrought 
iron  and  slats  are  painted  dark 

green.  ISVa"  h.,  22"  I.  Off  season 
use  it  inside  for  plants.  $19.95 

plus  $1.85  post.  Artisan  Galler- 
ies, HG6,  2100  N.  Haskell  Ave., 

Dallas,  TX  75204. 

PUSH  BUTTON  FRESH 
Smoke  Magnet  contains  more 
than  2000  charges  of  spray  to 

absorb  annoying  odors  from  to- 
bacco, kitchen  and  bathroom.  It 

leaves  a  light  fragrance.  Palm 
size  container  can  be  left  on  shelf 
or  table.  $5  plus  50c  post.  Air 

Superb,  HG6,  Box  A,  Gracie  Sta- 
tion, New  York,  NY  10028. 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

« 

First 
Issue 

only 

$21.00  ppd 

Dept.   HG.  201  W.   1st 
Dixon.  III.  61021 

Use  Master  Charge 
BankAmericard 

1976  LYENDECKER 

"PAUL  REVERE" BICENTENNIAL 
Very     choice;     very     limited;     re 
serve  yours  without  delay. 

CALL TOLL  FREE 
(Outside  III.) 

800/435-7746 
III.  Res.  815,  284-6626 

FREE  COLLECTOR'S  PORTFOLIO 

FESTIVE  FOOD  COVERS  A 
FOR  SUMMER 

OUTDOOR  DINING 

Keep  Pesky  insects  off  your  Patio,  Porch 
or  Picnic  Food  Faire— with  these  Festive 

imported  nylon  net  covers  —  decorated 
with  hand  woven  raffia  flowers  in  cheer- 

ful golds,  white  and  yellows.  15"  dia., 
5"  high.  Only  $6.95  each  plus  850  shpg. 

Calif.  Res.  add  6%  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  guaranteed 

Send   for   our   FREE   brochure   of  other 
Unique  imported  &  domestic  Gift  Items. 

LIVINGSTONE  EVANS 
^  Box  64276H,  Los  Angeles,  CA  90064  V 

Lifelong  ID 

tag  for  pets 
Don't  worry  about  your  dog  or 
cat  getting  lost.  This  stainless 
steel  lifetime  identification  tag 

displays  all  the  necessary  in- 
formation for  his  safe  return — 

pet's  name,  your  name,  ad- 
dress and  phone  number,  all 

engraved  free.  Hook  for  easy 
attachment  to  collar.  Specify 

dog  or  cat.  $1.00  Ppd. 
Write  for  FREE  catalog  of  gifts 

HOLIDAY  (;1FTS 
Dept.  306-C,  Wheat  Ridge.  Colorado  80033 

JUNE,   1976 

•  Just  spray  and  turn 

plain  picture  glass 

into  expensive  non- 
glare  glass  right  in the  frame. 

•  View  as  never  before, 

treasured  pictures  and 

photographs  without 
annoying  glare  and 
reflection. 

NGN 
GLARE 

ELIMINATES 
GLARE 

•REAL   SAVINGS!   Covers   up  to  50 
sq.  ft.  harmless  to  frame. 

Guaranteed  Life  Time  of  Glass 

$4.49   +  $1.00   Postage  &  Handling. 

Send  Check/M.O./(No  C.O.D.'s) 

4^i\0.\-GLARE       Dept.  HG6,  Box  621 

*^ INDUSTRIES    ^^'"'^^^^-  c«  3^°30 

Hanging    Rattan Mix  or  Match 
3  for  $8.95  plus 
$1.00  postage 

B 

Planters 
for    $6.95, 

'£.  ^    decorative 
"iiiilii— '       handwoven 

basLe.,    suspended    by    20" rattan  chain,  comes  in  three 

graceful    shapes.    Can    sup- 

port up  to  7  lbs 

DECORATOR  AREA  RUGS 

Durable    intricately   handwoven    sea    grass   rugs, 
reversible  for  even  wear. 

4  ft.  $14.95  plus  $1.75  postage 
6  ft.  $24.95  plus  $2.50  postage 
9    ft.     $59.95    plus    $4.00    postage 

WALL  RACK 

Useful  h.nnd- crafted  solid 

rattan  wall  or- 
nament pro- vides six  strong 

rattan  hooks  for 

towels,  cloth- 

ing, etc..  16" 
W  X  17'  H. $7.95  plus  SI. 50 

postage. 

VISIT  OUR 

WAREHOUSEl 
SHOWROOM 

GARDEN  FROG 

Handy  helper  comes 
with  the  necessities 

for  in- 

d 

SEND  25c 

FOR  CATALOG 

/^^ 

a  i     ̂    f 
de 

scissors rake,  spade, 
hoe         and 

spray  atom- 
izer.  8"   high.  7" wide.    $7.95    plus 

$1.00  postage. 

%.n..;  BASKET  HOUSe 
Route  10.  Oept.  HG6.  Succasunna.  N.J.  07876 

GENUINE  MARCASITES 

The  glittery  "gems"  of  the  20's,  new  again 
today!  Silvery-ebony  stones,  hand  cut  and 
faceted,  ablaze  on  a  gorgeous  rose  motif. 

Solid  Sterling  Silver  ring,  superbly  American- crafted.  Sizes  5,6,7,8. 

3189  Marcasite  Ring     $13.98 
3188     Marcasite   Bracelet  (not  shown) 
Same  rose  on  a  Solid  Sterling  Band  ..$18.98 
3190  Both  —  superb  gift!  1  set  ...$29.98 

Add  45({.  post.  &  hdlg.  NY  res.  add  foxes 

Jf  1951 

J,  SILVfR 
*    JUBILEE   

 
\l, 

it'efe"   Good  taste  at  affordable  prices UlilAN  ̂ E^rlON 
Dept.  G62,  510  S:  Fulton  Ave. Mt.  Vernon,  NY  10550 
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Dept.   HG-6 

.%': 

Non-shooting  Replica  KENTUCKY  RIFLE  •17Z5...over 

53    long    an  wood  antmeial-aOsolutely  safe    can- 
roi  be  made  to  lire. .  S19  00 

POWDER  HORNS 

#7SS...6" genuine sleer horn  -SS.OOea. 
•780.. .12   genuine  steer  horn  -  $15.00  ea. V. 

GENUINE  WESTERN  STEER  LONGHORNS 

ISM  Cavalry  SABRE. ..39"  overall,  large  basket  hilt, 
engraved  blade  S,  leather  scabbard,  similar  to  Civil 

War  "old  wrtstbreaker" S19.50ea.  -  2  for  $37.00 

Beautifully  Polished  -  Ready  to  Hang 

«252ie-  to2f;.  ■  S15.50  »2S4  3 10  4  ft    ■  $25.50  #255^  toSfl.  ■  S35.50 

These  racks  were  designed  as  Gun  Racks,  but  are  equally  well  suited  ior  hats,  coats,  towels  or  anything  else  you  would  like  to 
tiang  on  genuine  steer  horns. 

I 
A 

«E725  STEER  HORN  anct 

7    round  WALNUT  BASE 

RACKS    SISSOapair. 

USA 

»21  SHIELD  GUNRACKS 

•3'/i    by6    made  Of  WOOD 

with  genuine  horn     $15.75  a  pair 

Full  Une  Color  Catalog  S2  00 

(7505EAGLE  GUN  RACKS 

5  brass-piaieo  eagle 
6  ho'ns    S9.75apair 

ORIENTAL  and  NAVAJO 

RUGS 
EUROPEAN 
TAPESTRIES 
Our   collection    of   fine    ruqs 
and    tapestries  are   perfect 
with   any  decor,    for   wall 

r     floor.      Included     are 

lovely  Orientals.  Nava- 
jos.  Scandinavian 
Ryas.   Colonials.   ar"i Jacquard  woven 

tapestries. ^^k 
Send  $  1 .00  for  our  New  Color  Catalog 
'A  ide  ranet-  .  -f  st  v  U-s.  ̂ 7es.  and  prices 

PEERLESS 
IMPORTED 

RUGS 
3028  N.  Lincoln  Ave.  •  Chicaso,  IL  60657 
Dipt.  HG-66  (312)472-4848 

POWER  PLUG  TV  ANTENNA 

ELIMINATES  RABBIT  EARS 
Secret  Power  Antenna  attaches  to  rear  of  TV  set  and  plugs  into 
any  AC/ DC  outlet  to  bring  in  marvelously  crisp,  clear  pictures  and 
eliminate  all  manner  of  ghosts  and  electronic  gremlins.  Unseen 

antenna  eliminates  need  for  ugly  roof  equipment  or  old-fashioned 
rabbit  ears.  Uses  no  current.  For  AM/FM,  UHF/VHF,  Black  &  White 
or  Color  sets. 

POWER  PLUG  TV  ANTENNA 

$9.98  Pius  $1.00  Postage  &  Handling  Each 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  your  money  back. 

Anthony  Enterprises Dept.  HG-66 556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

WARNING 
PROTECTED   BY 

ELECTRONIC 
ALARM  SYSTEM 

YARNS  BY  THE  MAIL 

Catalogue  of  famous  name  yarns 
(such  as  Bernat)  you  can  order 
by  mail,  is  $1  which  is  refundable 
on  your  first  order  of  $5  or  more; 
color  swatch  booklet  is  included. 

A  free  catalogue  of  kits  for 
needleworkers  also  available. 

Yarnbasket,  Inc.,  HG6,  Fayette- 
ville,  NY  13066. 

PORTRAIT  IN  OIL 

True  work  of  art  painted  on  fine 
quality  canvas  from  old  or  new 
photograph.  Choose  from  twelve 
portrait  painters.  Canvas  sizes 

from  12"  by  16"  to  30"  by  40". From  $125  to  $1250.  Catalogue, 
50c.  Van  Dyke  Oil  Portraits,  Ltd., 
HG6,  153  E.  57th  St.,  New  York, 
NY  10022. 

WHO'S  TO  KNOW 

Burglars,  other  would-be  male- 
factors bypass  premises  having 

a  warning  decal  advertising  an 

alarm  system.  Self-adhesive  vinyl 
stickers  are  bright  yellow  and 
green.  Set  of  four,  $1.98  plus 
20c  post.  Anthony  Enterprises, 

HG6,  556  Mission  St.,  San  Fran- 
cisco, CA  94105. 

SHADES  OF  YESTERYEAR 

Picture  this  high  back  rocker  on 

an  old  fashioned  porch  on  a  sum- 
mer day.  Solid  oak  with  seat  and 

back  of  woven  Nu-Cane.  Sanded 
ready  to  finish  in  stain  or  paint. 

49"  h.,  seat.  21"  by  19".  $30 
ppd.  Write  to  Marion  Travis,  HG6, 
109  E.  Broad  St.,  Statesville, 
NC  28677. 

BATISTE  CURTAINS 

Lace  ruffles  give  a  country  look. 

Dacron  polyester,  washable.  80" 
wide  pr.  30"  I.,  $6.50;  36",  $7. 
Tiebacks,  $1;  45",  $9;  54",  $10; 
63",  $11;  72",  $12.  Tiebacks  in- 

cluded. Add  $1.75  post.  Bro- 
chure, samples,  50c.  Mathers, 

HG6,  31  E.  Main  St.,  Westmin- 
ster, MD  21157. 

U.S.  FLAG  ABLOOM 

A  pre-seeded  matting  contains 
red,  white  and  blue  flowers  that 

blossom  as  a  gorgeous  3'  by  5' flag  containing  more  than  3,000 
flowers.  Set  it  out  and  watch  our 

flag  grow  this  Bicentennial  sum- 
mer. $5  plus  50c  post.  American 

Consumer,  Dept.  JAF-30,  Caro- 
line Rd.,  Philadelphia.  PA  19176. 

ADDRESS  LABELS  with  NICE  DESIGNS 

Any  Initial.  American  Flag,  Pine,  Gull,  Palm.  Road- 
runner.  Saguaro.  Rose.  Also  available  are  Texas 

Flag.  Maple  Tree.  Treble  Clef,  or  Palette.  Up  to 

20  letters  per  line.  4  lines.  Printed  in  black  on 

white  or  gold  gummed  labels  r  jx' 2"-  500  on 
white  or  250  on  gold  for  S2.50  ppd.  Or  on  DELUXE 

SIZE.  V/'  long.  S3. 50  with  design  or  S2.50  with- 
out, ppd.  Specify  Initial  or  Design  desired.  Via  1st. 

add  36c  per  order.  Useful  Gifts  Catalog.  25c.  Bruce 

Bolind.  26-L  Bolind  BIdg..  Boulder.  Colo.  80302. 

Since  1956.  Thanks  To  You! 
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OUTDOOR  SCULPTURE 

Boy  with  Umbrella  can  delight 
endlessly  as  a  garden  statue,  as 

a  striking  fountain  figure.  Su- 

perbly crafted  of  lead,  16y2" 
high.  Available  in  lead  color  or 
Pompeian  green.  $200  F.O.B. 
New  York.  Catalogue  $1.  Floren- 

tine Craftsmen,  HG6,  650  First 
Ave.,  New  York,  NY  10016. 

BEAUTY  SPOT 

Revolving  swivel  stool,  19"  h. 
seat  18"  dia.  Upholstered  in 
various  patterned  or  plain  fab- 

rics. In  cotton  velvet  $75;  your 

fabric  (11/2  yds.  54")  $62.  Exp. 
coll.  Catalogue  (request  types, 
colors  for  swatches)  $2.  Hunt 
Galleries,  HG766,  Box  2324, 
Hickory,  NC  28601. 

LIMOGES  BEAUTY 

Design  and  craftsmanship  link 

in  a  stunning  4"  high  birdcage. 
Slender  strands  of  gold-plated 
metal  enclose  a  wondrous  bird  in 

soaring  elegance.  Lifetime  col- 

lector's gift.  Pastel  hues.  $19.98 
plus  50c  post.  Lillian  Vernon, 
G6E,  510  So.  Fulton  Ave.,  Mt. 
Vernon,  NY  10550. 

DIGITAL  MEASURE 

Tapeless  measure  calculates  up 
to  99  feet  11  inches  and  gives  a 
magnified  digital  readout.  Roll  it 
over  or  around  any  surface  and 
measurements  are  calculated 
automatically.  Press  a  button  to 
snap  number  back  to  zero.  $9.95 
ppd.  Buds,  HG66,  155  E.  26th 
St.,  New  York,  NY  10010. 

HOME  STUDY 

Color  brochure  explains  "quick- 
learn"  way  to  build  a  career  in 
spare  time.  No  need  to  leave  a 

job  until  you're  ready  to  take  full- 
time  work  in  bookkeeping  or  in 

accounting.  Free.  North  Ameri- 
can School  of  Accounting,  Dept. 

YK046,  4500  Campus  Dr.,  New- 
port Beach,  CA  92663. 

KNIT  VALET 

Handy  little  comb  strokes  out 
mats,  pills  and  balls  from  napped 
fabrics  in  seconds.  Use  it  on 
sweaters,  shawls,  any  knit.  May 
be  used  on  fabrics  of  man-made 
fibers.  $1.98  plus  25c  post. 
Order  D-Fuzz-lt  from  Anthony 
Enterprises,  HG6,  556  Mission 
St.,  San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

Fun  summer  things 
you  won\:  find  in  every 
store  and  every  catalog* 

iii»: 

Deckiiut  yiiurdtrkchiiii^in  lanmus 
"hIjizinK  star"  patchwork.  Handmade 
in  briiwii.  orangt-.  yfllnw  nt  green. 
.•?'.i  9,5  ea.  Or  set  of  1,  S:U.9.5. 

.<.■.,- Add  a  new  living  or  dininn  nioni  to  your  home.  Built 
from  bark  slab  to  last  a  Hfetime.  A.  Round  house.  B.  Round 

feeder. C.  \'-Roof  House.  D.  Tw ostoiy  house.  $6.95 ta. 

IVrfect  for  anything  under  the 

sun.  Baby  bonnet,  .S:i.(K).  Child's l)onnet,,?4.(K).  .Adult  bonnet,S,5.  IK). 

Spivify  yellow,  blue  or  Kreen. 

Happy  summer  trails  for  your 
favorite  cowpokc  with  our  super- 
cute  sock  stick  horse.  $995. 

Silve  \our  indKir  and  nutdixir 

summer  tiang-uijs.  Hardw(K)d  w  all- 
h.inger.  Very  strong.  $3.00  ea. 

Blue  Ridge  Cottage  Industries 
Box  I2.S-A.  Dept.  HG.  Banner  Elk.  N.C.  28604 

I*lease  add  S.75  handling  and  postage  for  each  item  nrdered  Check,  money  order.  Bank  Aniericard.  or  MasterCharge  w  elcome. 

•OOjCf  . 

DOAVN  COMFORTS 

&a^^  RE-COVERED 
...  in    exquisite   down-proof   satins,   taffetas. 

Wool  comforts  recovered,  too.  And  OLD 

FEATHERBEDS  converted  into  cloud-soft,  feather- 

fluff,  heirloom  comforts  by  ALDEN  secret  proc- 

;     ess.  ABSOLUTE  SATISFACTION  GUARANTEED. 
Mail   Order  Only.   No  salesman   will   call! 

ALDEN  COMFORT  MILLS-HG«Box  6070*  Dallas,  Texas 

Write  pnrp  samples  of  coverings,  testimonials,  and 
for . .  '''*"  descriptive  folder  today.  No  obligation. 

AMAZING  MAGNETIC 

PADLOCK 

Maxinnum  security.  No  keyhole  to  pick. 

Hardened  steel  case  and  shackle.  Hermet- 

ically sealed  case  is  water-proof  and  will 
not  corrode  or  freeze.  Each  lock  has  its 

own  unique  magnetic  key.  Regular  size, 

3%"  long,  $6.25  plus  60c  postage.  Smaller 

sizes,  2%"  long,  S3. 95  plus  300  postage. 

California  residents  add  6'^o  tax. 

C&  J  ENTERPRISES 

P.O.  Box  778,  Palm  Springs,  Calif.  92262 

BEWITCHING  "COCKTAIL  BRA" P.M.  \,..   32970:)G) 

MAGIC  SUSPENSION  UPLIFT.      Xo   strap...    Uonos   or 
\\ire^,    1  ulielievaMe -luiiil  vou   try  It.   Silk  Tricot, Nud.  BIk.  Wht,    , 

Speiifv     lira     .--ize.       ,        Add  SOe  ivi.iii.  &  Hdig.        , 
Snaller     .i/cs     are      j        BLEU  ETTE,  I  NC.       I 
II'"''''''-  I     505   Fifth  Avo..    Dept.   C666    | 

$9.95  v^'.T.e'';."' !   ^:z:ii^i.'ij:j.°£i!_j 

Tread  Lightly,  Tread  Softly 
MARSHMALLOW  WEDGIES 
Foot  relief — at  last!  These  wedges  are  so  soft. 

pliant,  and  comfortable,  they're  called  Marsh mallows.  Treat  your  feet  to  a  pair.  Foam  cush 
ion  insoles,  crepe  outer  soles,  they  come  in 
white,  sand,  teak  brown,  navy,  red.  green  and 

yellow.  Sizes  narrow  5',  12.  Medium  4  12. 
Wide  5  12. 

$11.99         K  $10.99*'"'''^''' 

*  I   I  as  shown  *  I  ̂••'•'  strap Add  90c  for  postage.  No  charge  for 
larger  sizes.  No  half  sizes  over  10. 

Money  back  yu.lrantee 

Morqan  s 

Free  /    ]/y 

citalogue     \Jl 

order  ^^r 

Andy 

Morgan, 
Prop. 

Dept.  HG66 
28  West  Prospect 

C\\/0     E-  Brunswick, 

vVV      N.J,  08816 
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In  case  of  fire; 
pull  cord! 

HideAscape'" Folding  emergency  escape  ladder 

A  simple  pull  of  the  cord  and  any- 
one upstairs  lias  a  sure  way  out 

in  a  fire  —  Mylen  HideAscapeT'^ 
folding  escape  ladder  —  unobtru- 

sive and  secure  wfien  closed; 

sturdy,  steady  and  safe  in  use. 
HideAscape  works,  it  Iool<s  good, 

it's  nnade  from  the  best  care-free 
materials  —  and  you  can  install  it 

yourself.  That'll  save  you,  too. 
Don't  put  it  off.  Send  for  a  brochure. 

<LM}'/e//  Industries  Sales  Company 
P.O.  Box  350  S,  Peekskill,  N.Y.  1 0566 

(914)  739-8486;  (212)  585-6767 
See  for  yourself.  Visit  our  showroom 
at  650  Washington,  St.,  Peekskill  N.Y. 

Daily  9  to  5,  Thurs.  'til  9,  Sat.  'til  2. 

ffiVjJi^iV.t'riftjl 

•  Paint-by-the-numbers  wall  murals 
fool-proof  way  of  helping  you  be 
come   a   mural   artist,   with   profes- 

sional results. 
•  Anyone  can  paint  our  designs  —  from 
mini-nnurals  to  larger  murals  up  to  12  feet 
wide,  in  2  to  9  decorator  colors. 
•  Subjects  shown  in  our  catalog  include: 
Tropical,  Oriental,  African,  Spanish  and 
Western  scenes,  panoramas,  race  cars,  ani- 

mals, zodiac  signs  and  many  more. 
•  Murals  can  be  painted  in  a  few  hours  on 
any  wall  surface. 
•  Mural  kits  complete  with  pattern,  brushes, 
paints  and  easy  instructions,  from  $2.95  to 
$24.95. 

•  Add  gracious  beauty  to  any  room. 
Alt  Kits  Sold  on  a  Money-Back  Guarantee. 
For  32-page  full-color  catalog  with  deco- 

rator guide,  color  chart,  easy  instructions, 
mail  35<:: 

^Double  JVf  Marketing Dept.    HG606,    P.O.    Box    8500 
Fountain    Valley,    Calif.    92708 

Chic 

Travel 

Mates 

Lounging  at  home  or 
away.  This  chic  pair 
sets  the  mood.  Robe 

and  Gown  have  elas- 
ticized  empire 
waists  above  soft 
flowing  skirts  with 
insets  of  silken  fag- 
otting  framing  a 
deep  V  neck.  Robe 
hooks  and  ties  with 
selfdrawstring  cords 

with  pearl-like  but- 
ton front.  100%  Ny- 
lon Tricot.  Non-ding, 

machine  wash  &  dry. 
Tiny  Checks  in  Aqua, 
Lilac  or  Rose  with 
White.  Sizes  S,M,L. 

S,itisf.  Guar. 
Plus  $1  post. 

$22 
VICKI  WAYNE-H7D 
600  S.  Country  Club  Rd., 

Tucson.  AZ  85716 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

Ss&A^ 

Bc4ls|»r«>ad  caddy  saiew  eFf4»rt 

Easier  bed-making  without  nightly 
tugging  heavy  spread.   Just  pull 
hidden  caddy  from  between  mattress 
and  spring.    Legs  drop  into  position. 
Lay  spread  onto  caddy,  accordion 
fashion  .  .  .  ready  for  quick,  easy, 
morning  make-up.    Brown  metal 
caddy  glides  back  out  of  sight  by 
day.    Ideal  for  Hollywood  beds  or 
low  footboards.    For  double,  king  or 
queen-sized  beds,  get  two. 
Satisfaction  or  money  back. 

7.83  or  2  for  14.83.  Add  1.40  shpg. 
C.;.4RRETTS 

I    Box  12274-79  Dallas,  Texas  75225 

WORLD'S  BEST  GIFT 
ADDRESS  LABELS  of  De  Luxe  Quality! 
Large  and  clear.  Print  inot  typewriter) 
type.  Neatly  centered  lines.  Rich  blue  ink. 
Snow-white  gummed  paper.  Any  wording 
you  desire  up  to  five  35-character  lines. 
Sparkling  gift  box.  Up  to  5-week  delivery. 
300  for  $2.00.  Any  3  orders,  only  $5.00. 
Mailed  post  free.  Satisfaction  guaranteed! 

SEND  NO  MONEY  NOW!  Pay  for  labels 
after  they  arrive  and  prove  satisfactory. 

STATIONERY  EMBOSSER 
Converts  plain  paper 
&  envelopes  into  per- sonalized stationery, 
with  your  name  and 
address  (limit:  three 
21-character  lines)  in 
elegant  raised  letters. 
Each  $9.95  +  SI. 00 
postage  &  hdlg.  Two 

^        for  $20.00  postfree. 

'li^^  4-wk.  delivery.  Satis- 
faction   guaranteed! 

THE  WRITEWELL  CO. 
894    Transit    BIdg.  —   Boston,    Mass.    02115 
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EMBROIDERY  PROJECT 
Hand-screened  drawing  adapted 
from  Botticelli  ready  to  em- 

broider on  beige  cotton  for  14" 
sq.  pillow.  Pre-cut  fabrics;  French 
style  back,  brown  or  navy  print 
(specify)  polyester  lining,  yarn, 
needle  incl.  $4,95  plus  50c  post. 
Phoebe,  HG-66,  135  Soundview 
Dr.,  Lake  Success,  NY  11020. 

SHERRY 

Smart  blending  of  comfort  and 

style.  Uppers  of  soft  leather  with 
padded  insoles,  %"  heels.  Choice 
of  white,  camel,  navy,  red  or 
black.  Sizes  4  through  12  in  N, 

M,  W.  $12.95;  over-10  sizes,  $1 
extra.  Add  $1.25  post.  Sofwear 

Shoes,  HG6,  1711  Main,  Hous- 
ton, TX  77002. 

TO  HAVE  AND  TO  FOLD 

Space  saving  table  made  in  Eu- 
rope. Solid  beechwood  with  oiled 

walnut  veneer.  Closed,  9"  by 
30";  one  side  up,  37"  by  30"; 

fully  opened,  65"  by  30",  it  seats 
eight.  30"  h.  $59.95.  Exp.  coll. 
Assembled.  Danish  catalogue, 
50c.  Genada  Imports,  HG6,  Box 
204,  Teaneck,  NJ  07666. 

FOR  BOAT  OR  DEN 

Artist's  custom  caricature  of  your 
captain  with  bold  name  on 
sketch-decorated  sign.  Mounted 

on  woodgrain  plaque.  10"  by 
15".  Send  a  clear  photo  (re- 

turned), name,  color  of  hair  and 
eyes.  Allow  4-5  weeks.  $18.95 
ppd.  Bruce  Bolind,  HG6,  Bolind 
BIdg.,  Boulder,  CO  80302. 

READ  ALL  ABOUT  IT! 

Facsimile  of  New  York  Times 

front  pages  from  1851  to  the 

present  is  available.  Great  birth- day or  wedding  anniversary  gift 
to  learn  what  happened  in  the 
world  the  day  you  were  born  or 
married.  $3.95  each  ppd.  Thrift 
Gift  Center,  HG6,  1  E.  42nd  St., 
New  York,  NY  10017. 

CURVE  COMFORT 

Caressingly  soft  nylon  stretch 
lace  makes  a  bra  to  wear  for  nat- 

ural ease  and  control.  It's  ideal 
for  sleeping  as  well  as  daytime 
activities.  Snap  front.  White; 
A-B  or  C-D.  $4.98  plus  60c  post, 
Anthony  Enterprises,  HG6,  556 
Mission  St.,  San  Francisco,  CA 

94105. 

STOP  STOOPIXG-Amazin^r 

new  Pi  Peer'^  Shoulder  Brace  (patented^ 
corrects  posture  instantly,  comfortahl). 

Provides  even,  distributed  support  for  sa;i- 

ging  shoulders.  No  fitting.  Made  of  ven- 
tilated-for-comfort  3-piy  material.  Arm 

bands  softly  padded.  Lightweight,  cool. 

Can't  be  detected  under  light  clothing. 
Give  measurement  around  chest.  For  men. 

women.  .§6.9.5  +  75c  postage.  Piper  Brao  . 

Dept.  HG-66SH,  811  Wyandotte,  Kan:^a- City,  Mo.  6410.5.  | 
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SHOPPING  AROUND 

'a 

§ 

SIBERIAN  TIGER  CUB 

Color  lithograph  of  Tara,  a  rare 

tiger  cub  in  16"  by  20"  size  to 
frame  and  hang  in  a  child's  room, 
den  or  family  room.  Natural  tiger 
colors  on  satiny  matte  finish 
paper  for  all  to  admire.  $2.98 
plus  50c  post.  Swart  Originals. 
Dept.  AP-70,  1950  Waldorf, 
Grand  Rapids,  Ml  49525. 

BLANKET  CONTROL 

Electric  blanket  control  guard 
of  metal  clips  to  bed  where  most 
convenient  to  reach  when  reclin- 

ing. Clips  bend  easily  by  hand  to 
adjust  to  bed  rail.  Excess  cord 
can  be  wound  around  holder. 

$2.98  plus  45c  post.  Anthony  En- 
terprises, HG6,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

GARDENER'S  CHOICE 
Full-size  fiberglass  and  redwood 
greenhouse  assembles  easily. 
Has  a  Dutch  door,  large  screened 
vents,  and  generous  headroom. 
All  bolted  construction  for 

strength,  portability.  Prices  start 
at  $88.95.  Free  brochure.  Mc- 

Gregor Greenhouses,  Box  36- 
DD6,  Santa  Cruz,  CA  95063. 

READ  WITHOUT  STRAIN 

Magnifying  glasses  enlarge  print 
on  a  printed  page  so  it  is  legible 
without  squinting.  Three  styles 
available:  full,  half  frame,  clip- 
on.  Specify  age,  sex  in  order. 
$5.98  with  can  of  lens  cleaner. 
Add  60c  post.  Dorsay  Products, 
HG6,  240  Kinderkamack  Rd., 
Oradell,  NJ  07649. 

BERUFFLED  TIERS 

Nothing  looks  so  fresh  as  un- 
bleached natural  muslin  cur- 

tains. 68"  w.  a  pair.  24"  length, 
$6.50;  30",  $7;  36"  $7.50;  45", 
$8.50.  Valance,  54"  by  9", 
$4.75.  Add  $1.75  post,  per  pair. 
Free  booklet.  Rovens  Connecticut 
Curtains,  HG6,  Gateway  Center, 
Wilton,  CT  06897. 

SEAGRASS  BASKETS 
Tightly  woven  and  fully  lined  in 
natural  strawcloth.  Flower  de- 

signs sewn  in  varied  colors.  All 
handcrafted  in  Philippines  for 

plant-pot  beauty.  5y2",  7,  8"  top 
dia.  by  5,  61/4,  1"  h.  set  $7.98 
plus  75c  post.  Lillian  Vernon. 
G6E,  510  So.  Fulton  Ave.,  Mt. 
Vernon,  NY  10550. 

BICENTENNIAL  THIMBLES 

Left  to  Right: 

American  Eagle.   In  hand  cast  pewter.  3160.  $5.95ppd 
Betsy  Ross.  Enamel  overlay  on  Sterling  Silver.  3403.  $15.95 
Liberty  Bell.  Magnificent  replica  in  pewter.   3967.  $5.95ppd. 
Molly  Pitcher.  Minted  in  hallmarked  Sterling  Silver.   3406.  $27.50ppd. 

Thimble  and  Homesewing  Catalog  50c.  N.Y.  Res.  add  sales  TaxJ 

,  Dept.  HG66 

sThe  Sewing  Corner'  i  50-11  i4th  .-\ve.,  white.stone,  n.y.  11,357 
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TUFF  STUFF 
It's  our  new  coolasa-breeze,  durable  butter- 

fly cover  In  100%  vinyl-clad  nylon.  It  won't fade,  mildew  or  stretch.  Its  open  weave  will 
give  a  cool  seat  in  brightest  sun.  Triple 
stitched;  reinforced  pockets.  Cerulean  blue, 

tangerine,  poppy  yellow,  grass  green  or  wheat. 
$17.95.  Tuft  canvas  covers:  18-oz.  welter- 

weight duck  in  black,  white,  lemon,  tangerine, 
olive,  sky  blue,  royal,  marigold  or  spring  green. 
$16.95.  Postage.  $1.50  for  1st  cover;  50*  ea. 

add'l.  Send  check,  BA  or  MC. 

catalog  subs.  $1.,  free  with  order 

I HD 
550  powell 
dept  hg66 

san  francJsco 
ca.  94108 

JUST  OFF  THE  PRESS! 

NEW! 
1976 

Doll 
House 

Furniture  Catalog 
Here's  a  brand-new  "must-see"  cata- 

log for  collectors  of  all  ages.  Con- 
tains 16  Pages  of  individual  doll- 

house  furniture  pieces  and  complete 
room  settings.  Also  offers  dollhouses 
from  $40  to  $60.  Each  furniture 
piece  is  completely  assembled  and 
available  in  fine  furniture  finishes. 

Supplies  are  limited  —  send  for 
yours  today. 

send  750  to 

Dollhouse  Furniture  Catalog 
Nickerson  Farms  —  Dept.  676HG 

4135  8.  89th 

fopnoiDaiesi 

GULLS  BEFORE  THE  MAST.  t..o 
sparkling  white  seagulls  with  gold 
and  cocoa  accents.  Easy  to  embroider 

squarejigger  on  huge  27  x  37"  oatmeal linen  sky.  if4350.  $52.95  +  SI  .50  post. 
Send  $1  for  color  embroidery  catalog 

of  exquisite  Swedish  designs. 

I       ■  ■  EMBROIDERIES 
#  |#^^^^  55  Lambert  Lane Xlll       jl|  NewRochelle.N.Y. 
^Im^^ll  10804  Dept.  GE6 

RYfl  KIT5 

NEW  RYA  COLLECTION.  One  simple 

stitch  makes  these  pre-started  wool 
rya  wallhanging,  rugs  or  cushions.  Kits 
imported  from  Sweden  feature  lustrous 
rug  wools,  easy  to  follow  color  charts  and 
English  instructions.  Send  SI  for  new 
color  catalog  of  award  winning  designs. 

I       ■  ■  RUG  CRAFT 

^  |#^^^^  53  Lambert  Lane 
Xlff       ■■  I  NewRochelle.N.Y. 

^IW^I  I  10804  Dept.  HG6 

i^  The 

Amazing 

ISTRONGITES    ̂  

?BY-THE-YARD!    ^ 
l^/^Wrap  yourself  in  lashion  with^ 
ItlsSynthetic   diamond-like   stonesl 

1^  and  gold.  Sparkle  plenty  with  the   ' I    latest  fashion  rage.  Twist  and 
I    twirl  these  dazzlers  around  your 

ijSi    neck,  daytime,   nitetime.  any- 
P^^  time.    14K   yellow  gold   chains^ 

"^C^ilh  lOpt.  Strongites.  ^^ 

^'^16"  Chain.  3  Strongites  -  $39". 

iX'    18"  Chain.  4  Strongites  -  S46 

;'«  ̂ ^^^  catalog  of  rings,  and  earrings I  .  THE  STRONGITE  CO.. . 

^•'*^  Dept  G.  2  West  47lh  St.'^^ 
■  New  York.  N.Y    10036     > 
^  (212)  5t2-416B 

3.:^^ 

CO 

)  00 
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COUNTRY  CURTAINS 
Ri?^ed   CotUm    Muslin    or    Perinaiieiit    Press 

Naliiral    or    While 

TIERS COTTON 
MUSLIN 

PERMANENT PRESS 

30",  36",  40"   .  . . .  .  .    6.00  pr. 
7.00  pr. 

TIEBACKS 

45",  54",  63"  .  . . 
72",  81",  90"  .  .. 

.  .      8.50  pr. 
..ll.OOpr. 

10.50  pr. 
12.50  pr. 

VALANCE 

10"   X   80"      ..    3.00  ea. 3.50  ea. 

78"  wide  per 

pair  with  2" 

ruffle. 

Send  For  Free  Catalog 

For  >c;irs  Coiintiy  Curt;iins  h;ivc  yaily  graccil 
Ihf  hrielit,  clean  windows  of  chartnini;  colo- 

nial homes.  Country  Curtains  acUl  warmth  to 
every  room  .  .  .  Country  Curtains  retain  their 
fresh  crispncss  and  are  a  credit  to  your  thrifti- 
ness  .  .  .  Country  Curtains  are  a  lifetime 
friend  and  supply  their  own  sunshine  .  .  .  New 
England  at  its  very  best. 

Please  specify  colloii  iiiii\liii  or  peniuiiiciil 
prt'sv.  //;  off-wJiile  or  while.  I'leaw  enclose 
check  or  money  order.  Sorry,  no  COD's.  I'osi 
ane  anil  hancllinn;  for  orders  under  $10  add 

$1.10  over  $10  add  $2.  Mass.  res.  add  5''h sales  ra.x.  Satisfaction  f;iiaranteed. 

COUNTRY  CURTAINS  ,^^i. 
AI'D^^,R^:DLIo^I^^  ^-  ̂|•^iL 

I).-|H.  '>!.  Stockliridsic  Ma*^.  02162         i   I 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

GOLDEN    FILIGREE 

SWITCHPLATES 

Acid  a  touch  of  charm  to  your  home  dt  liitie 

cOjt  witn  our  golden  switchpiates.  Brass- 
pia^eo,  antique  non-tarnish  finish,  screws  in- 

cluded. Also  available  in  wiought-iron  black. 

SINGLE— 3"   X  V  2"           $1.50   each 3  for  $3. 9.1 

DOUBLE— 41 /■    X    4"2"          SI.95  c-ich 
TWIN    OUTLET— 3"   x    A'/i"  SI. 50  each 
TRIPLE— r,',V'    X   4V2"           $3.25  each 
t;OMBINATION— 4'i."   X    41/2"  SI. 115  each 
QUADRUPLE— H"    x    4';  S3, (13  each 

PLUS  40f  POSTAGE  &  HANDLING 

!■•!     H'.s.    .\flil  I,'.,.    S.iIls   ■;,,.,•    ,s,  nil  ,\(.  (  nils 

THE   ADDED   TOUCH 

12-H    Water   St..    Bryn    Mowr,    Pa.    19010 

NATIONAL HOBBY 
GREENHOUSE 

Enjoy  year  'round  every  day 
pleasure  with  a  quality  designed 

hobby  house  featuring  life  long  alu- 
minum frames,  commercial  quality 

glass,  and  prefabricated  for  easy 
installation.  They  are  practical  and 

beautiful  in  a  style  and  size  that's 
right  for  you. 
Write  for  literature. 

NATIONAL 
GREENHOUSE 

COMPANY 

P  O.  BOX  100   •   DEPTH   •   PANA.  IL    62b57 

SCULPTURED  STITCHERY 
Sumptuous  needlepoint  pillows  (approx.  10"  x  10"). 
Top:  (L.)  Greek  Revival,   (R.)   Federal;  bottom:  (L.)  Colonial, 
Kit  Queen  Anne. 

Kit  contains  taped  12-guage  mono  canvas,  natural  un- 
bleached Paternayan  Persian  vv^ool,  steel  needles,  fully  illus- 

trated instructions. 

each 

$16.95 
(two  $29.95;  all  four 
only  $52.50  postpaid 

if  sent  to  one  address  ' 

ella  projansky's  needleworks,  inc. Depl.  HG6 
P.O.  box  423  —  white  plains,  n.y.  10602 

50 

MACRAME  MATCHMATES 

Leash  and  collar  kits:  braided 

nylon  cord,  wood  beads,  hard- 
ware, instructions.  All  colors. 

Sm.  cat/dog  collar  (to  15") 
$1.75;  med.  (14-22")  $2.75;  ig. 
(21-32")  $3.50;  sm.  leash  (to  5') 
$4.50;  med./lg.  (to  5')  $5.  Add 
50c  post.  Pet  Projects,  HG066, 
Box  1 133,  Stamford,  CT  06904. 

NEEDLEPOINT  KIT 

Full  color  series  incl.  approx.  12" 
by  17"  printed  #18  mono  can- 

vas, color  matched  100%  Per- 
sian wool,  needle,  instructions. 

Mallard  Duck  (illus.)  owls,  wood- 
peckers, flickers,  ibis,  pelican, 

pigeons.  Ea.  $19.95  plus  75c 
post.  Copylab  Needlecraft,  HG  2, 
380  Madison  Ave.,  NY,  NY  10017. 

SPLATTER  CATChlER 

Cooks  love  the  efficient  work  of  a 

pure  aluminum  splatter  shield 
that  protects  against  flying  frying 

spots,  mixing  bowl  batter.  Three 

hinged  panels.  9"  h.,  fold  flat  for 
storage.  $2.98  plus  50c  post. 
Anthony  Enterprises,  HG6,  556 
Mission  St.,  San  Francisco,  CA 
94105. 

CHINESE  ACCENT 

Armchair  with  bamboo  turnings 

on  legs,  open  arms,  back.  39"  h., 26"  w.,  23"  d.  Antiqued  walnut, 
fruitwood,  mahogany.  Lacquer 
$10  more.  $236.95  in  our  fabric; 

225.95  in  yours.  Exp.  coll.  Cata- 
logue, $1.  Bryan  Robeson,  Dept. 

HG-162,  Rte.  10,  Box  793,  Hick- 

ory, NC  28601. 

TOWELS  AT  THE  READY 

Lucite  paper  towel  holder  can  be 

hung  by  the  kitchen  sink,  in  bath- 
rooms, powder  room  or  in  the  bar 

ready  to  wipe  up  spills,  dry  or 
absorb  bacon  fat.  Rack  holds 

standard  and  jumbo  rolls  (towel 
not  incl.)  12"  wide.  $9.95  ppd. 
Beverly  Trading  Co.,  HG66,  Box 
263,   Staten   Island,   NY   10314. 

TO  NEEDLEPOINT 

Send  color  or  b/w  photo  to  be 
rendered  on  canvas  by  artist.  Kit: 

color  directions,  wool  (or  em- 

broidery). 10"  by  14"  $24.95; 
14"  by  18"  $34.95;  18"  by  22" 
$39.95;  extra  subjects  $15.  Add 
$2  post.  Needlepoint  Portraits 
Ltd.,  Studio  A4,  20  Nassau  St., 
Princeton,  NJ  08540. 

Kda^x  it\  t)N^  utter  luxury  ̂   z. 

bwiA  oaiy  rope  Ka.rcvmocK.    the-  rjr^t 
j~tr<iJ\^t\\  ̂   2.   :..-..  V  h2>.rwx\ocK 

poj^pithetic  ,  it  re/ytr  rcttir\^,  ravelir\g, 
zxrvl  djfcolorirN^.     a  rr^morabte.' 

^^^  Jor  arv/  occa/-ior\. 
lat^ecfoo  ;<a4-")$49  —  rc\ediur«vc54-'^a2.')»42 ,  ̂rvaJIC46"x82-)*37-        p<y^tpaid. 

# depc  hGU      'O^jjix^  -y&   23095 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

CREWELORIGINAL 

Design  for  a  pillow  or  picture  is 
in  the  Jacobean  manner  with 
a  subtle  blending  of  colors  on 

natural  linen.  Finished  size,  12" 
by  12".  Choose  blue/green/ 
brown  or  gold/ green /brown. 
$8.95  ppd.  The  Embroidery 
Hoop,  HG6,  Drawer  C,  Wethers- 
field,  CT  06109. 

SUPER  CHIC  VISORS 

White  Visor  reinforced  and  lined, 
padded  head;  handpainted  two 
color  or  single  stripe.  Red, 
orange,  yellow,  green,  med.  or 
navy  blue,  purple,  brown,  black. 
Double  (specify)  or  single,  $7, 

two,  $13.  Add  75c  post.  super- 
Visors,  HG  6,  Box  3878,  Grand 
Central  Sta.,  NY,  NY  10017. 

AHOY  BABY! 

The  tiniest  mermaids  enjoy  this 
unsinkable  seat.  Built-in  cloth 
bucket  seat  takes  tots  from  tod- 

dlers to  first  graders.  20"  x  26" 
with  11"  deep  seat.  Foam  plas- 

tic guarantees  flotation.  $6.98 
plus  $1.39  post.  Catalogue,  $1. 
House  of  Minnel,  Dept.  566E, 
Deerpath  Rd.,  Batavia,  IL  60510. 

EASY  HOUSE-BREAKING 
Specially  scented  training  mat 
attracts  pet  and  makes  house- 

breaking easy.  Mat  eliminates 

need  for  newspapers.  18"  plastic 
holder  plus  two  months  mat  sup- 

ply. $4.98;  six  months,  $6.98: 
pole,  75c  plus  $1.10  post.  G&G 
Research,  HG6,  Box  12274, 
Dallas,  TX  75225. 

MUSCLE  TONER 

Exercise  with  simple  rubber  arm 
muscle  builder,  firms  arm  and 
hand  muscles,  relieves  aches  and 
stiffness.  Fits  in  a  pocket  when 
not  in  use.  Athletes  use  it;  exer- 

cise enthusiasts  advocate  it. 

$2.98  plus  35c  postage.  Anthony 
Enterprises,  HG6,  556  Mission 
St..  San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

LOVELY  TRIO 

Pendants  crafted  in  14k  yellow 

gold  on  fine  chains  15"  long. 
Heart  W,  arrow  P/s",  star  %", 
(approx.),  each  $14.90.  Match- 

ing rings  in  arrow  or  star,  $17.90. 
Plus  $1  post.  Free  catalogue 

of  rings  and  things  for  men,  wom- 
en. The  Strongite  Co.,  HG6,  2 

W.47thSt.,N.Y.,  NY  10036. 

A 

GARDENING   WHEELS  by  dr.goddard 

6  colorful   10"plant  care  wheels       '■  v.vl 
wheel     type   no.     price    ♦tot- 

-<t*X'' 

plant    care 

$2ea plant    first-aid 

$2 
vegetable    gardening 

S2 flower    garden 

»2 

herb 

t2 foliage  flo^/ering  houseplant 

$2
 

'e:)/e  t//e/</'J//^<^/i 

totals     %   

14416  m  arm  on  t  add  30Cea.post. 

chesterfield, mo.  63017  mo.resvadd3% 
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BEAUTY- \     FLEX 
MIRROR! 

Any  way  you  look  at  it, 
this  is  the  handiest  mirror 

ever!  Extends  SVz"  to  28 Vi' clings  securely  with 
its  triple  suction  cups! 
Great  at  home,  a  must 
for  travel!  Unbreakable 
4V4"  mirror  flips 
from  plain  to  magnifying, 
swivels  to  any  angle 

for  makeup  or  shaving- 

gives  back  view 
for  styling  hair  with 
both  hands  free! 

Lightweight,  precision- made  in  Switzerland, 

polished  chrome-plated 
arm,  plastic  base. 
8716     Mirror     $12.98 

Add  75?  posfoge  A  handling 
N.Y.  residenf$  add  faxes 

ji'    1951      v ,1;     SILVER     tl, 
v»«    JUBILEE    .(, *'    1976  .y- 

UI!:IAN  >IE"flON ^'i^j.oj.fe"        Good  taste  at  affordable  prices 
=  •*:.>&• 

Dept.  G63, 

510  S.  Fulton  Ave. 
Mt.  Vernon,  NY  10550 

|F\0P1C|J 

"^^ 

0U5L HLi>WT3 ̂  JU 

A For  fowr  c*llectie«  «r  ■  ip*<»al  ̂ jM 

PONYTAIl  PLANT 

V. 

Beoucornea  recurvata 

A  fountain  of  slender  poln>likeleoves 

rising  from  on  exposed  bulb  or 

ELEPHANTS  FOOT.  Multi  trunks  to 

30'  high  bloom  m  the  tropics,  you 

control  your  plont  s  size  by  the  pot 

size  Happy  insidfi/or  outside  obove 
25.    Exotic  effect,  easy  core 

1  pot  -  S2.00  postpaid 

3  pots  -  SS.OO  postpoid 
Instructions  included 

sotisfociion  guo'crieed 

Te«os  residents  odd  S''o 

^-'•.     rx)  CODs 

TROPIC  HOUSE 

34"  high  work  table 
36"  X  24".  S124.00 
48"  x24",  S140.00 
60"  x30",  SI 75.00 

or  choose  30"  dining 

height  table  at 
same  prices. 

Locking  Shepherd 
Casters. 

S25.00  additional 

Two-inch  thick  maple  butcher  block  top, 

durable  bench-construction  frame.  Sent 

express  collect.  In  Illinois,  add  applic- 
able taxes.  Send  check  or  money  order, 

no  C.O.D.'s  please. 
Custom  sizes  and  styles  always  ...  (or 

a  complete  24  page  catalog  of  exciting 
butcher  block  furniture,  send  50c  to: 

butcher  block  s  more 
The  Schoenheit  Company 

Dept.  HG-66A,  1600  S.  Clinton,  Chicago  60616 

PLEASE  TELL  ME 
Do  you  know  where  I  can  buy  discontinued  silver  patterns? 

I  recently  inherited  some  silver  and  wonder  if  I  might  add  to 
the  set.  I  do  not  know  the  name  of  my  pattern. 

Jean's  Silversmith's  Inc.  carries  hundreds  of  old  and  discontinued  Sterling 

Patterns.   Just  send   a  snap  shot,   tissue   rubbing,  or  photocopy,  with   a 

description  of  any  identifying  marks.  Jean's  can  identify  any  pattern  from 

any  of  the  above. 
Jean's  has  the  largest  stock  of  old  and  new  flatware 

IF  IT'S  SILVER  YOU  WANT 

JEAH'S 

SILVERSMITHS  INC. 
16  W  45th  St.,  N.Y.  36  N.Y.  -  OX  7-0367 

Jean's  Also  Buys 

Silver,  Jewelr>', and  Estates. 



r 

CORDLESS  MASSAGER 

Battery-operated  massager  brings  satisfying  relaxation.  Deep  gentle 
penetrating  vibrations  soothe  neck,  shoulder  muscles,  arms,  legs  and 

tired  feet.  Operates  on  standard  batteries  (not  included).  4  sizes. 

Mini  Massager.  41/2"     $3.98  +  306  Mailing  Each 

Regular  Massager,  7"      $4.98  +  450  Mailing  Each 
Deluxe  Massager,  10"     $7.98  +  500  Mailing  Each 

Super  Massager,  12"    $9.98  +  550  Mailing  Each 

No  COD'S  or  Billing  California  Residents  add  6%  Sales  Tax 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Your  Money  Back 

/lIlTUOIiy    llllTcJ pi  IScS      556  Mission,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94105 

Matce  maximum  use  of  limited 
space  with  this  tuxedo  love  seat.  A 
piece  of  furniture  built  for  years  of 
lasting  comfort  and  good  looks  in 
your  home.  Love  seat  No.  1950;  H. 

241/2",  L.  60",  D.  35";  $260.00  as 
shown  in  our  grade  4  fabric; 

$210.00  in  your  ̂ fabric  (12  yds.. 
54").  No  C.O.D.,  Exp.  Chgs.  Coll.; 
satisfaction  guaranteed.  Send  $1.00 
for  brochure  of  beautifully  styled 

sofas  and  chairs,  also  form  for  free,  personally  selected  decorator  fabrics. 

'Pe*tH4^CC^  (^oUectltM    P.O.  Box  2581.  HG766,  Hickory,  NC  28601 

Exotic  Butterfly  Lamp 
Light  this  romantic  candle  lamp  and 
butteifUes  shimmer  and  move  as  if 
alive.  Action  is  all  caused  by  the  can- 
d  e  flame  and  covers  entire  globe. 
Lamp  about  7"  high  made  of  high 
quality  etched  glass.  Use  it  to  give 
vour  dining  pleasure  a  new  dimen- 
s  on.  Great  gift  idea.  $5.50  plus  80^J 
postage. 

$5.50  plus  80C  postage. 

DECOR  GALORE 
140  Monument  Ave.,  Dept.  361 

Barrington,  Illinois  60010 

Over  1 000  Active, 
Inactive  and  Obsolete 

Sterling  Patterns 
For  Immediate  Delivery 

We  will  also  give  a  liberal  allow- 
ance on  incomplete  sets  of  old 

sterling  silverware,  diamonds  and 

jewelry  against  the  purchase  of 

any  new,  current  pattern  of  silver. 

We  specialize  in  buying  for  cash 
your  diamonds,  silver,  jewelry 

JULIUS  GOODMAN  &  SON 
I  1 3  MADISON  AVE.,  P.O.  BOX  3  195 

MEMPHIS,  TN  38103 
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SHOPPING  AROUND 

GOES  ANYWHERE 

Handvi/oven  honey-colored  rattan 

contrasts  w/ith  folding  chair's wrought  iron  frame  and  capped 

non-slip  legs.  For  dining  table, 

poolside,  yacht.  Seat  17"  by  14", 17"  h.  Overall  31".  $19.95  plus 

$3  post.  Catalogue  is  25c.  Fran's Basket  House,  HG6,  Route  10, 
Succasunna,  NJ  07876. 

IN   THE  SWIM 

Halter  swimsuit  of  double-knit 

polyester  dries  in  just  a  few  min- 
utes. Halter  can  be  worn  as  sun 

top.  Striking  prints  with  domi- 
nant blue,  red,  purple  or  green. 

S,  M  and  L  (split  sizes  on  re- 
quest). $10  plus  50c  post.  Bleu- 

ette,  Inc.,  HG6,  505  Fifth  Ave., 
New  York,  NY  10017. 

DECORATING  PLANS 

Three-dimensional  room  plan- 

ning kit;  Styrene  forms  repre- 
senting over  150  different  pieces 

of  furniture  scaled  Vz"  to  a  foot. 
Arrange  up  to  three  rooms  on 

graph  paper  equivalent  to  27'  by 44',  walls,  windows,  doors.  $8.98 
ppd.  Plan-It  Kit,  Inc.,  HG  6,  Box 
429,  Westport,  CT  06880. 

OLD  MOVIE  HIGHLIGHTS 

Old  movies  are  in  these  days. 
Watch  eleven  minutes  of  super  8 
sound  film  featuring  Chaplin, 

Laurel  &  Hardy,  Bogart,  FDR  and 

more,  $5.99  ppd.  With  the 
sampler  comes  a  free  catalogue. 

Blackhawk  Films,  2106  Eastin- 
Phelan  BIdg.,  Davenport,  lA 
52808. 

ALL-PURPOSE  BENCH 

Copy  of  an  antique  Deacon's bench  in  pine,  accepts  all  types 

of  stain  or  paint.  Easy  to  assem- 
ble with  hinges  already  installed, 

rails  ready  for  easy  assembly. 
35"  w.,  27"  h.,  18"  d.  $39.95 
plus  $4.75  post.  Pridecraft,  HG6, 
8  Greenview  St.,  Box  1116, 

Framingham,  MA  01701. 

HOLD   IT! 

Keep  rings  in  place  on  finger  with 
Ring-lnsert-Guard-Sizer.  Will  hold 
rings  in  place  simply,  effectively. 
Vinyl  liner  slides  inside  ring  after 
it's  on.  Works  for  any  size  ring, 

any  finger,  woman's  or  man's. Holds  boys'  rings  in  place  on 
girls'  fingers,  $4  ppd.  Rigs,  HG6, 
Box  1039,  Longmont,  CO  80501. 

Comfort 

.@°[LDTI 
"For  women 

on  the  go" 

Thousands  of  women  have  paid  $75  or  more  for  shoes 
made  like  this.  The  modern  side  lace  design  ventilates 
for  extra  coolness  and  the  scientific  last  gives  you 
extra  toe  room.  Genuine  glove  leather  upper,  full- 
cushion  crepe  wedge  and  boater-type  action  soles. 
Gives  you  immediate  comfort  in  every  step.  So  light 
they  float.  In  black,  brown,  navy,  tan,  white.  Sizes 
narrow,  medium  or  wide  5  to  13,  or  extra  wide  5  to  12. 
Whole  and  half  sizes. 

$18.99 
Send  for free  Catalog 

Send  check  or  money  order  to  LENOX  TRADING 
1491  Dorchester  Avenue,  Boston,  MA  02122 

Please  add  S1 .00  lor  postage  and 
$1.00  over  size  10. 

Allow  2  weeks  lor  deliver)/ 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN 



PATRIOTIC  PHONE 

Upright  instrument  decorated  to 

look  as  it  might  have  in  the  no- 
telephone  time  of  1776.  In  red, 

white  and  blue.  Equipped  with 
working  parts  (dial,  standard 
cord  and  plug),  ready  to  use. 

$89.95  plus  $2  post.  Catalogue 
50c.  Grand  Com,  Inc.,  HG6,  324 

Fifth  Ave.,  NY,  NY  10001. 

SAY  IT  WITH  FLAIR 

Thank-you  notes  say  Merci  for 
gifts  to  you.  And  lovely  cards  to 
enclose  with  your  gifts  are  nice  to 

keep  on  hand  all  year.  With  en- 
velopes. Box  of  10  notes  $1.50; 

pkg.  12  cards  $1.50.  Post.  75c. 

Full-color  catalogue  25c.  Anita 
Beck  Cards,  HG6,  3409  W.  44th 

St.,  Minneapolis,  MN  55410. 

NO  MORE  CURLS 
Now  you  can  have  crunchy  bacon 

— minus  the  curls.  Bacon  press 

keeps  bacon  flat  while  conduct- 

ing heat  for  evenly-cooked  crispy 

meat.  Fits  any  round  pan  7"  or 
larger.  For  draining  grease,  too. 

$1.49  plus  30c  post.  Anthony 
Enterprises,  HG6,  556  Mission 
St.,  San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

THE  CORDOMATIC 
Clothesline  reel  for  outdoors/ 

indoors  retracts  automatically 

when  not  in  use.  Extends  20'. 
White  washable  plastic.  Sturdy 

all-weather  vinyl-steel  casing. 
$7.99  ppd.  Almatex  Internation- 

al Co.,  Mail  Order  Div.  HG6,  3569 

Bristol  Pike,  Cornwells  Heights, 
PA  19020. 

LAMP  TO  DECORATE 
Drum  lamp  in  native  hardwood  is 

sanded  ready  to  antique,  decou- 
page  or  paint  to  complement  the 

decor.  3-way  switch,  8'  cord  and 
shade  in  white  or  beige  shantung, 

oyster  or  natural  burlap.  18"  h. 
$13.75  plus  $2  post.  Free  cata- 

logue. Baxwood  Grafters,  PHG66, 
Box  7012,  Lexington,  KY  40502. 

EVERYONE  FOR  TENNIS? 

Patriotic  red,  white  and  blue  in  a 

stylish  racket  cover  made  of  dur- 
able vinyl.  Cover  is  gleaming 

white  with  stripes  in  red  and 
blue,  name  in  bold  red  letters  for 

identification.  $2.99  ppd.  Walter 

Drake,  HG63  Drake  BIdg.,  Colo- 
rado Springs,  CO  80940. 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

a 

THE  STACK 

•SAFE  'SURE 

•ECONOMICAl 

M;tMl^lMi^^^l^TT?:^ 

THE  STACK-IT  W0RKS-$12?'o 
back?  basics 

DEPT   B.  P  O   BOX  SOS 
EVANSTON,  ILLINOIS  60204 

Satisfaction  guaranteed 

STACK  starts  charcoal  without  starter 

fluids  and  dangerous  flame-up.  News- 

paper IS  all  you  need  for  a  quick. odor- 
less, natural  charcoal  fire. 

stand  stainless-steel  STACK  In  any 
grill,  crumple  newspaper  In  bottom, 
add  charcoal  and  light  paper. 

When  you're  ready  to  cook,  lift 
STACK  with  Its  removable  handle 

— coals  will  spread  over  grill. 

Stainless  steel  STACK 
holds  charcoal  and  channels 

fire  to  start  coals  quickly. 

JUNE,   1976 

This  exclusive  attractive  real  hardwood,  walnut  finish 

r^onTRIIHI-PLAKf      ̂  
with  easel  and  hanger  »  ' IS  YOURS 

Reg.  $1.39 
plus  600  Postage 

and  handling 

with  each 

12  or  20  EXP.  roll  of 

KODACOLOR, 
or  compatible  film 

DEVELOPED  &  PRINTED 

(Min.  10  prints  per  roll) 

COMPARE  &  SAVE 

20  EXP. 

#110,126.135 

POSTPAID 
3rd  Class 

Easy  to  use  —  just  peel  off 
adhesive  paper  backing, 

see  its  value and  beauty! 

SILK  FINISH 

•  BORDERLESS 

JUMBO  PRINTS 
OFFER  EXPIRES  DEC.  31,  1976 

Plak  Coupon  Must  Accompany  Order 

(Add  25(  per  roll  for      F" Faster  1st  Class  Return)  q 

Our  Reg.        ̂  

Low  Film  Dev.     8 

NU-COLOR  FOTO  LAB 

P.O.  Box  1701,  BRIDGEPORT.  CT  06601 
Dept.16    < 

Gentlemen: 
1  end.:   Yes,  I'd  like  a  TRIM-PLAK  Free  of  Charge  c 

  12  EXP  D  #110  D  #126  @  $2.30  > 
  20  EXP  n#110  a  #126  D#135  ©$3.50" 

Prices 

(^  No  Coupons 

)X  No  Limits 
i^No  Gimmicks 

Send  me  (1)  TRIM-PLAK  for  each  roll,  for  which  I  enclose 
60<  postage  and  handling  for  each  Plak. 
Chk.  or  M.O.  for  $   end. 

Name   

Address   

City   State- 

m 

-Zip. 

^Genuine  Kodak    ̂  

Paper  Used         > 

Offer  Expires  Dec.  31,  1976.  Void  where  prohibited 
Ct.  Res.  add  sales  tax. 

This  Plak  Coupon  Must  Accompany  Order.  _ 

  VALUABLE    PLAK   COUPON   J 

> 

O 
o 
c 

■V 

o 

•    CLEANS  YOUR  SHOWER  TILE 
KLEAN-TILE  SHOWER  TILE  CLEANER  ^W%  lAfF  DA  VI 
WILL   CLEAN    AND   CONTROL   SOAP       11 K        VW  t      r    A  T   ■ 

SCUM,  BODY  OILS,  STAINS,  MILDEW,  ^^■»  
WWfc  BriB* HARD  WATER  DEPOSITS  AND  WHITEN  GROUTING.  A  FULL  YEAR'S  SUP- 

PLY FOR  TWO  BATHS.  MAIL  CHECK  OR  MONEY  ORDER  FOR  $4.95. 

PLEASE  ADD  Jl  .00  FOR  TAX  AND  POSTAGE.  0-1 1-24 

ean 

-^iU    I  GUARANTEE If  KLEAN-TILE  does  not 

clean  your  shower  tile  to 
your  complete  satisfaction, 
the  full  purchase  price  will 
be  refunded. 

■Standard  Laboratories P.O.  Box  11214 

ICharlotte.  N.  C.  28209 

TO  HAVE  AND  TO  HOLD 
Your  favorite  hostess  will  appreciate  this  very 
attractive  lucite  holder  for  stashing  knives, 

forks,  spoons  and  napkins.  So  handsome,  it 
sits  just  right  on  informal  luncheon  table  or 

the  barbecue.  Has  three  varisized  compart- 
ments, making  everything  easy  to  handle. 

lO'/V  high.  At  last,  something  original! 
Money  back  guarantee.         tuc  oc 

N.Y.  res.  add  sales  tax.        q>13.99    ppn. 

Ht'Vfrltf  Tradinif  #'».  hg-s, 
Box  263.' Statcn  Isl.-.nd.'N. Y.  10314 

"Devofion   for  Mother" 
1976Berta  Hummel 

Mother's  Day  Plate 
$27.50  ppd. 

7%"  diameter.  Boxed.  Limited  edition.  Por- 
celain. Made  in  Western  Germany.  From  the 

works  of  Sister  Berta  Hummel.  Distributed  by 

Schmid  Bros. 

Send  for  Platter  chatter  with  price  list.  Mas- 
tercharge  and  Bank  Americard  accepted  with 

complete  number  and  expiration  date. 

Edd,  the  florist,  inc. 
Hickory  House.  Collectors  Division  HG 
823  N.  Court,  Ottumwa,  la.  52501 

Ph.  1  800-247-1075 
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CREST  DOOR  PLATE Only 

$15.00   plus  $1    

pp.  hdlg. 

nd 

res 

us  identify  your  door  with  this  impressive  5"  solid   brass  plate  beautifully  engraved 
yovr  f'-aiDe  and  family  coat  of  arms  next  to  it. 

THIS   PLATE   IS   CUSTOM   ENGRAVED   TO   ORDER 

Di>  already  have  a  coat  of  arms  send  us  a  Dicture  or  photostat  of  it  and  that  is  what 

>ngrave.  If  not  just  send  us  your  name  and  we'll  look  it  up  for  you  at  no  extra  cost  (no 
sa'oglcal   representation   intended  or  implied)  You   will   also   receive  8'/'2    x   11    black 
vvhite  print  of  the  coat  of  arms  and  our  full  color  catalogue  of  hand  engraved  family 
!  rings  and  other  heraldic  jewelry. 

HAND  ENGRAVED  FAMILY  CREST  RINGS 
WE  WORK  IN  THREE  BASIC  WAYS 

1 — If  you  do  have  a  coat  of  arms  you  send  us  a  photostat  or 
picture  of  it  and  that  is  what  we  engrave. 

2 — If  you  do  not  have  a  coat  of  arms  just  send  us  your  name 
and  we  shall  look  it  up  at  no  extra  cost  to  see  if  there  is  a 
coat  of  arms  for  it. 

3 — If  you  wish  you  may  design  your  own  coat  of  arms.  When 

you  send  for  our  catalogue  ask  for  our  free  booklet  "Some 
basic  ways  to  design  your  own  coat  of  arms". SEND  FOR  OUR  FREE  COLOR  CATALOGUE  .  .  .  This 

is  ttie  most  beautiful  jewelry,  and  certainly  the  most 
personal  jewelry  there  is.  Hand  engraved  by  master 
European  craftsmen. 

HERALDICA    IMPORTS,    INC.     Oept.  C-ee,  21  west  46th  St.,  New  York,  NY.  10036 

Ring  #11  16xl4mm  top 
solid  14k  gold  $195.00 
sterling  silver  $75.00 

LORD 

TEE  CADDY 
Colorful  needlepoint  caddy  laces  on  your 
qolf  shoe  to  keep  tees  on  hand  at  all  times. 
Each  kli  complete  with  design  on  canvas, 
Paterna  Persian  wool,  two  tees,  elastic, 

n^erfle    and  Instructions.  Size,  2"  x  3". Ball  on  Tee  Kit     S1.95 
Fore  Kit      ST. 95 
Crossed  Clubs  Kit     SI. 95 
T  Up  Kit      51.95 
Flog  and  Pin  Kit     SI. 95 
Golf  Bag  Kit     SI. 95 
Any  Six  Kits   S10.95 

PLUS  60c  POSTAGE  &  HANDLING 
Pa.  Res.  Add  6%  Sales  Tax 

WHAT'S  NEW  SHOP 
12-H  Water  St..  Bryn  Mawr.   Pa.   19010 

THE  DIAMOND  OF  YOUR  DREAMS 

at  a  price  he  can  afford 

Buy  Diamond  Jewelry  direct  from 

one  of  America's  well  known  dia- 
mond cutters.  Pay  only  actual  mar- 

ket price.  We  refund  all  monies 
unless  your  own  appraisal  shows 
value  Va  to  V2  higher. 

Over  5.000  styles  $100  to  $100,000 

Send  for  FREE  92-PAGE  CATALOG. 

EMPIRE  DIAMOND  CORP..  Dept.  12 

Empire  State  BIdg.,  New  York,  N.  Y.  10001 

NAME   

ADDRESS..;   
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Help  me  to  remember  that  nothing  Is 
going  to  happen  to  me  today  that  you 

and  I  together  can't  handle".  Inspira- 
tional, and  lovely  words  on  a  8"  x  6" 

wooden  plaque.  Full  color  Italian  scroll 

border,  enhances  the  quiet  serene  mes- 
sage. Laminated  for  permanence,  ready 

to  hang  on  a  favorite  wall  at  home  or 
office.  Ideal  hostess  gift. 

Only  $1.98  each  plus  .500  post. 
Send  Check  or  MO.  Satistaction  Guar. 

,    CflDLYlTS 
\yl0250 

N.     19th    Ave. 
Dept.   HG6 

Phoenix.    AZ    85021 

Custom,  Engraved 
Redwood  Name  Signs 

yilex.ander 

Ohe  Greens 

Dress  up  your  home  with  a  beautiful  RED- 
WOOD sign  or  give  as  a  gift.  Hang  from  mail- 

box post,  at  driveway  entrance,  or  on  your 
house.  Single  or  double-sided.  White  letters 
enameled  for  long  wear;  engraved  into  a 
stained  background.  Shipped  complete  with 
screw  eyes  for  hanging  from  your  post.  Capi- 

tal letters  are  2y2"  high. 

Name  on  sign    

(Type  or  print) 
Single-sided      n     S17  (Check 

Double-sided    □     $24  which) 
Choose  from;     Federal  gold  D  Brown  □ 

Redwood  n  Ebony  □ 

Colonial  blue  G        Avocado  □ Driftwood  n 

Send  to 

Address  . 

Enclose  check  or  money  order.  No  CODs. 
N.  J.  residents  add  5%  sales  tax.  Satisfaction 
guaranteed  or  money  back. 

CUSTOM  WOODCRAFT 
BOX  772    DEPT.   HG2    MONTCLAIR,   N.J.  07042 
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SHOPPING  AROUND 

FOR  THE  BIRDS 

Charming  round  bark  slab  bird 
house  is  handmade  from  native 
hardwoods.  Skilled  Blue  Ridge 
Mountain  craftsmen  have  made 

it  sturdy  enough  to  last  for  a  life- 
time. 12"  by  10".  $6.95  plus  $1 

post.  Blue  Ridge  Cottage  Indus- 
tries, HG6,  Box  125-A,  Banner 

Elk,  NC  28504. 

BEAT  THE  HEAT 

Stay  cucumber  cool  anywhere, 
anytime.  Just  flick  on  portable 
minifan  for  the  freshest  breeze 

this  side  of  the  shore.  One  "C" battery.  Keeps  you  refreshed. 
Lightweight  plastic,  $2.98  plus 
35c  post.  Anthony  Enterprises, 

HG6,  556  Mission  St.,  San  Fran- 
cisco, CA  94105. 

TOGETHERNESS 

Mexican-style  wedding  hammock 
is  hand-braided  in  multi-color 
sisal.  Over  10'  long,  sleeps  two 
or  seats  as  many  as  four  persons 
quite  comfortably.  (#  10497) 
$6.99  plus  95c  post.,  two  for 
$12.99  plus  $1.90  post.  Green- 

land Studios,  11824  Greenland 
BIdg.,  Miami,  FL  33059. 

FLYTES  FORECAST 

Zigzag  rubber  soled  Flytes.  Grain 
calf  with  smooth  calf:  black; 
bone/ malt;  navy/ light  blue;  teak 

/brown;  black/ otter;  beige/ ot- 

ter; white.  2^/2  to  12,  widths  AAAA 
to  EE.  21/2  to  10,  $25.95;  10'/2  to 
12,  $26.95.  Add  $1  post.  Free 
catalogue.  Solby  Bayes,  HG6, 
45  Winter  St.,  Boston,  MA  02 108. 

WINDMILL  PLANS 

A  family  project  for  vacation 
might  be  to  make  an  old  fash- 

ioned windmill  8'  tall  for  garden 
or  patio.  Plans  and  materials 
list,  $2  ppd.  Or,  cupola  plans 
suitable  for  shed  or  garage, 

$1.50  ppd.  Free  brochure.  Ham- 
mond Barns,  AH6,  Box  584,  New 

Castle,  IN  47362. 

PRETTY  CACHE 

Genuine  porcelain  box  in  white 

with  exquisitely  textured  bow- 
ribbon  motif  in  yellow.  2V2"  by 
21/2"  by  21/4"  h.  From  Agostineili 
artisans  of  Italy.  Lovely  for  rings, 

clips,  stamps,  whatever.  $5.98 
plus  50c  post.  Lillian  Vernon, 
G6E,  510  So.  Fulton  Ave.,  Mt. 
Vernon,  NY  10550. 

SIGN  OF  OUR  TIME 
An  artistic  impression  of  the  Risen  Christ.  Each 

figure  skillfully  hancJcrafted  from  a  railroad  spike 

and  penciled  steel,  mounted  on  an  oak  wood  cross 

finished  in  Italian  walnut  stain.  Specify  w/wo 

base.  12"  h.  $12.95  pp. 

IND.  ARTS  &   CRAFTS 

Spangler,  Pa.  15775.  Hiirr>.  siippl\  limited! 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

COUNTRY  CHARM 

Round  tablecloth  of  unbleached 

muslin  with  6"  ruffle  in  tiny  flow- 
er print.  Give  basic  print  color: 

blue,  red,  brown,  green.  72"  $26; 
90"  $30;  96"  $32;  104"  $40. 
Add  $2  post,  per  order.  Request 

free  catalogue,  swatches.  Coun- 
try Curtains,  HG62,  Stockbridge, 

MA  01262. 

BLOOMING  BALL 

Hanging  planter  lets  plants  creep 
out  of  its  side  openings  to  bloom 
in  colorful  profusion.  Planter 

comes  complete  with  black-eyed 
Susan  seeds  ready  to  plant  and 

hang  in  a  sunny  window.  6"d. 
$2.98  plus  50c  post.  Rockwood 
Gardens,  Dept.  JB-70,  Grand 
Rapids,  Ml  49525. 

KEEPS  IT  SHARP 

The  Noreico  sharpener  fits  all 
Noreico  shavers,  gives  a  really 
sharp  cutting  edge  that  means 
better-than-ever  clean  shaves. 
Use  just  once  a  month.  Perfect 
gift  for  Father,  for  any  Noreico 
user.  $4.99  ppd.  Holiday  Gifts, 

Inc.,  Dept.  306-E,  Wheat  Ridge, 
CO  80033. 

NET  EFFECT 

Sweaters  dry  in  a  breeze  on  a 
fabulous  frame  that  lets  air  cir- 

culate through  fine  net.  24"  x 
24";  reinforced  corners  fit  over 

metal  frame  that's  hinged  to  fold 
flat.  Ideal  for  stockings.  $4.98 

plus  75c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG6,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

ALL  WITHIN  REACH 

Shower  caddy  adds  shelf  space, 
keeps  shampoo  bottles  and  bath 

accessories  handy.  Rust-proof, 
chrome-plated.  17".  Snaps  onto 
showerhead  pipe,  is  held  by  an 

extra-grip  suction  cup  at  the  bot- 
tom. $3.98  plus  50c  post.  Amer- 
ican Century,  HG66,  Box  36232, 

Los  Angeles,  CA  90036. 

ON  THE  BALL 

Do-it-yourself  lettering  device 
puts  a  handsome  monogram  on 

golf  balls  so  they're  easy  to  find 
on  the  green — or  in  the  rough. 
Up  to  3  initials  prints  easily  using 
no  inks.  Chrome  finish.  $9.95 
plus  $1  post.  Postamatic  Co., 
HG6,  76  Lafayette  Hill,  PA 
19444. 

^>n; 

BUTTERFLY  CHAIR  COVER 
Bright  new  chair  covers  in  rich  decorator  colors 
of:  Canary  Yellow,  Pumpkin,  Gold,  Lime,  Black, 
Avocado  &  White.  Super  heavy  15  oz.  water 
repellent  cotton  duck.  Matching  binding.  Sewn 
with  nylon  thread  for  extra  strength. 

Heavy  vinyl  outdoor  furniture  $9.95  plus  1.00 
raincovers  also  available.        postage  &  handling 

Sorry,  no  C.O.D.'s Write  for  tree  illustrated  idea  book 

LEISURE  HOUSE 
Helen  &  Blade  Sts.,  P.O.  Box  16038 

Cincinnati,  Ohio  45216 

M 
We  discovered 

The  Handlan''! 
Back  in  1856,  the  Handlan-Buck  Company 

began  manufacturing  lamps  for  .America's railroads  across  the  nation.  And  they  still  do! 

For  the  first  time,  you  can  now  order 
authentic  railroad  lamps  for  your  own  home 

It's  the  real  thing,  an  original  kerosene  rail- 
road caboose  lamp  made  the  old-fashioned 

way  to  stand  the  infernal  punishment  of 
riding  the  rails  in  an  old-time  caboose  and 

still  shine  bright.  It's  a  rugged  20  inches  tall 
.  .  .  and  is  handsome  on  a  den  or  family  room 
wall.  Shiny  black  finish  $25  each.  Weathered 
brass  finish  (particularly  handsome)  $32  each 

Add  $2.50  for  UPS  and  handling.  Specify 
kerosene  or  electric.  Allow  three  weeks  for 
delivery.  Missouri  residents  add  4  !A  %  sales 
tax.  Send  check  or  money  order  to: 

Dept.   HG-6  4519  Ridgewood  Avenue 
St.  Louis,  Missouri  63116 

A  RecaL 
Exrension 
CINDERELLA 

PHONE 

'2J 

i' 

A  phone  designed  for  a  Princess  Fits  perfectly 

in  your  bedroom  because  it  has  no  bell' 
Complete  with  dial,  cord  and  4-prong  plug  In 
beige,  green,  blue,  white  and  pink  Ready  to  be 
used.  Satisfaction  guaranteed  or  money  bacK 

WE  ACCEPT  MASTER  CHARGE. 

Send  card  number  and  expiration  date  or  send 

check  or  money  order  Sorry,  no  C  0  D  's.  Add S2  shipping/handling  charge  per  phone  Ohio 
residents,  add  SI  10  sales  tax 

Send  $1  For  4-Color  Catalog  and 
Receive  $1  Credit  Toward  First  Purchase 

THE  GREAT  PHONE  CO. 
Dept.  HG  66 

5404  Northfleld  Road  •  Cleveland,  Ohio  44137 
You  may  consult  your  phone  company 

?  ts f  SEND  $2.00  FOR  « 
100  PAGE  CATALOG  OF 
"TIMELESS  FURNITURE 

MADE  ONLY  BY  FORSLUND'S" I  i^  vv  retundiibie  on  firsf  purcha'ie 
The  Mary  Lou  Comstock 

yarn  stand  shown  belovy/  is  just 
a  sample  of  the  many  reproductions  of 

"Timeless  Furniture    made  by  Forslunds. 
Yarn  stand  —  $39.75  prepaid. 

Carl  ForslxxncL 

JUNE,   1976 

^    Komiortable deLuxe 

Use  it  for  reading,  writing  chairside  or  bed- 
side left  or  nght.  it  moves  about  easily  on  3 

rollers  Absolutely  elegant  and  modern  with 

a  chrome  plated  frame  The  25^4'  x  39'?' table  top  adjusts  in  both  height  and  angle. In  white  or  walnut      ^52 

Add  $2  50  for  shipping 

N  Y.  Siaie  residents  add  applicable  saieu  Ij- 

Send  check  or  money  o'der  lo 

[j^  T-SOUAPE  C3ES1GIM5.LT13. 
y^     152  Berkeley  PI  ,    Bklyn  ,   N  Y     11217^ 

122  E    FULTON.  GRAND  RAPIDS    MICt- 

3 

49602.  DEPT 

EARLY  AMERICAN  SCENES  come  to  lite  in 

easy  to  do  cross  stitch  samplers.  Each  kit  in- 
cludes stamped  natural  Belgian  linen,  bright 

colored  floss,  and  simple  instructions.  Framed 

size  10"  X  10". 
Red  Barn  Kit  (shown)          $2.25 
Little  Red  Schoolhouse  Kit         $2.25 

Cowered  Bridge  Kit               $2.25 
Old  Mill  Kit        $2.25 
Lighthouse  Kit         $2.25 

Spirit  of  '76  Kit            $2.25 
Minute  Man  Kit  $2.25 

Wood  frame,  10"  i  10",  mahog.  finish     $1.50 
Wood  frame,  10"  i  10",  maple  finish       $1.50 

PLUS  60e  POSTAGE  &  HANDLING 
/'-;,  Itif.  A4ii  (;'~r  S'llrs  T,:i.  S.^rnj  Sn  COlfi. 

VICTORIA  GIFTS 
12-H  Waler  St..   Bryn   Mawr,    Po.   19010 
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■aaaSKRWS! ?^^^^^^^^^>?^^^^S^^^^ 

ood  to  your  feet 

Sly. 

■,/    ;-i  •  •)?  riioice-Quaiity  shoes  by 
i^  r-cildfameus  catalog 

:,  r  ugi  jsriely  of  smart 
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J/ 
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^^i  u\u  V3st  iizs  fsnge 

i^iUfsi  jisrfed  fit— 
or  your  money 

«e?undeo!  
'' 

DEBRA  shown 

sizes  2'/2  to  12 
for  widths  AAAA  to  EE 

Grain  'n  smooth  calf;  deep  beige/ 
otter;  navy/wedgwood;  bone/malt, 

black  or  white.  Sizes  21/2  to  10  $24.95 
101/2  to  12  $27.95 

Please  add  $1.00  first  pair,  .25  each  additional  pair  for  postage 

■Tt^  45  Winter  Street  (Dept.  GR)  Boston,  Mass.  02108 

r\ 

THE  MOLLY  BAG 
Garden  fresh  patches  of  well-known  de- 

signer fabrics  combine  to  create  a  totebag 

as  cheerful  as  a  summer  bouquet.  A  per- 

fectly stylish  satchel  for  shopping,  sight- 

seeing or  a  day  in  the  sun.  It's  even  roomy 
enough  for  an  overnight  trip. 

Each  one  is  patched  with  carefully  coordi- 
nated, pastel  prints.  Your  choice  of  pink, 

yellow  or  green  linings. 

$35.00  Piid. 

a. J.  residents  ithuxc  wlil  j^i  sales  tax. 

MOLLY 
P.O.  Box  627 

South  Orange,  N.J.  07079 

I 

WATER  POWER 
UNCLOGS  DRAINS 

DRAIN  KING 

DRAIN  KING  is  a  super  effective  drain 

declogger.  By  simply  connecting  this  amazing 

new  tool  to  your  garden  hose,  the  unpleasant 

chore  of  unclogging  kitchen  sinks,  showers 

and  tubs  is  made  easy.  When  water  is  turned 

on,  the  device  expands  and  locks  itself  in  a 

pipe.  Pressure  forces  strong  jets  of  water  thru 

surge  valve  to  dislodge  blockage.  Easy  and 

fast  to  use.  Works  when  old  fashioned  plung- 
ers fail. 

Only  S4.95  plus  75«  P  &  H. 

Quality  Mailorder  Products  Co. 
76  Covewood  St.  Dept.  2V5 
Willowdale.  Ont.  M2M  2ZJ 

Unique  Planter 
This  hanging 

bubble 

planter  is  self 
supporting 

and  beautiful 
on  any  table 

or  shelf.  Three 

wood  pillars and  lovely 

beige  hanger 

accent  the  6" crystal  clear 
glass  planter. Satin  smooth 
walnut  finish. 22"  high. 

Completely 
assembled. 

Plant  not 
included. 

$21.95 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

■*«<»r. 

V^^
 

Romantic  Victorian 
all    solid    Mahogany,    liand-carved   furniture! 
New  way  to  save  on  finest  quality  furniture. 
Shipped  F.O.B.  direct  from  factory  to  your  home 
(at  cut  prices).  All  tables  have  marble  tops  from 
Italy.  Large  choice  of  sofas,  chairs,  love  seats. 
tables,  lamps,  rockers,  dining  room,  clocks,  bed- 

room. Superb  workmanship  at  modest  prices. 

America's  largest  selection  is  in  our  catalog. 
And,  costly  fabric  cuttings  are  sent  free! 
BnnkAmpric.Trd  &   Mnstprchargp.  Call   f404)  25R-4747 

Magnolia  Hall.  726  Andover  Atlanta.  Ga.  30327 

I  To  get  big  catalog  G-66,  and  costly  fabric  cut-  ■ I  tings,  send  just  $1.  We  will  refund  with  I 
I    certificate    good    for   $2    on   your   first    purchase.    I 

Name   
Address  . 

Zip.. 
Magnolia  Hall.  726  Andover  Atlanta.  Ga.  30327 I 
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PERSONALIZED  PINAFORE 

Washable  poly/ cotton  pinafore 

and  bonnet  for  young  miss;  off- 
white  with  blossoms  in  bright 

pastels.  Hand-painted  name,  rick 
rack  trim  in  red,  aqua,  royal, 

orange,  lilac.  Sizes  3,  4,  5,  6,  6x. 
Pinafore,  $19;  bonnet,  $8;  both, 

$25.  Ppd.  Postique,  HG6,  216  W. 
89th  St.,  NY,  NY  10024. 

ART  IN  THE  ROUND 

Charming  "Balloon  Girl"  plate  in 
a  beautiful  blend  of  unusual  col- 

ors. It's  a  first  issue  and  a  first- 
time  plate  design  with  the  dis- 

tinctive style  of  artist  Margaret 

Keane.  8"  diameter.  A  lovely 

gift.  $24.50  ppd.  Trein's,  HG6, 201  W.  1st,  Dixon,  IL  61021. 

SPORTS  IN  THE  SUN 

Adjustable  green  plastic  visor 
permits  sports  enthusiasts  who 
must  wear  glasses  to  see  every- 

thing clearly  no  matter  how 
bright  the  sun.  Visor  eliminates 
glare  and  is  easy  on  the  eyes. 
$2.98  plus  45c  post.  Anthony 
Enterprises,  HG6,  556  Mission 
St.,  San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

VOLCANIC  ROCK  PAN 

Composition  pan  of  volcanic  rock 
requires  no  oils  or  water  to  cook 
delicious  dishes  that  are  natu- 

rally tender.  Pan  cleans  in  plain 
water.  $9.98  plus  $1  post.  Free 

recipe  booklet.  American  Con- 
sumer, Dept.  LS-111,  Caroline 

Rd.,  Philadelphia,  PA  19176. 

STRAW  VOTE 

A  wicker  basket,  needlepointed 

monogram.  Kit  includes  IOV'2"  x 6"  X  5V2"  basket,  wool,  instruc- 
tions, canvas,  monogram  chart, 

velvet  ribbon  in  rose,  blue,  red, 

black,  green  or  gold.  Open  bas- 
ket, $4.95;  lidded  $6.95.  Add 

60c  post.  Victoria  Gifts,  12H 
Water  St.,  Bryn  Mawr,  PA  19010. 

PRETTY  PRISCILLA 

The  trim  extra  phone  is  factory 
rebuilt  and  fitted  with  standard 
cord  and  plug.  In  pastels  of  pink, 

beige,  turquoise  or  white  (please 
give  a  second  choice  in  order, 
$19.95  plus  $2  post.  Add  $10  if 
buzzer  is  needed.  Grand  Com. 

Inc.,  HG6,  324  5th  Ave.,  New 

York,  NY  10001. 

The  Bag  l^g 

PHILIP  BROOKS  COLLECTION 
P.O.  Box  27001.  Dept.  H-G-6,  Mmneapolis,  Minn.  55427 

Satisfaction  guaranteed  or  your  money  back 
Write  for  tree  catalog  of  personalized  gifts 

New  airline  regulations 
require  that  your  luggage 

be  identified.  If  you're going  to  travel,  go  first 
class  with  handsome  tags 

designed  in  leather  and 

sterling  silver.  When  or- 
dering, give  name  and 

address  (limit  3  lines). 
$10.00  each,  3  for  $27.50. 

Add  $1  postage.  Minne- sota residents  add  tax. 
Send  check  or  money 
order  (No  CODs)  . 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN 

■m 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

CLEARLY  YOUR  SIGN 

Chunky  paperweight  of  crystal 

clear  Lucite  has  astrological  sym- 
bol of  pewtered  metal.  It  seems 

to  float,  but  is  really  permanent- 

ly embedded.  3"  by  3".  Great  for 
Father's  Day.  Specify  zodiac  sign 
of  birth  date.  $9.98;  two  $18.98. 

Ppd.  Ferry  House,  HG6,  Briar- 
cliff  Manor,  NY  10510. 

STORAGE  SUSAN 

For  leftovers  in  refrigerator,  dry 
foods  in  cabinet.  Five  16-oz. 

containers  show  what's  inside. 
Shaped  finger-grip  sides.  IOV2" 
dia.  by  4"  h.  Clear  and  multihue 
plastic.  From  Italy.  $7.98  plus 
75c  post.  Lillian  Vernon,  G6E, 
510  So.  Fulton  Ave.,  Mt.  Vernon, 
NY  10550. 

TIME  SAVER 

Lap  frame  of  "The  Quilt  Lady"  is 
used  in  the  quilt-as-you-go  tech- 

nique. Quilt  a  block  at  a  time, 
faster  than  on  old  floor-standing 

frame.  Adjustable  5V2"  to  221/2". 
For  stitchery  of  all  kinds.  $7.50 

ppd.  Contemporary  Quilts,  HG-21, 
3466  Summer  Ave.,  Memphis, 
TN  38122. 

KITTI-POTTI 
This  litter  enclosure  confines 

odors,  hides  wastes  and  stops 
litter  spills.  The  top  removes. 

Molded  plastic.  14"  wide,  20" 
long,  17"  high.  $18.95  ppd. 
Colors:  blue,  beige,  yellow,  avo- 

cado or  white.  Write  to  Haugen 
Products,  HG6,  Box  1986,  709 
W.  Huron,  Ann  Arbor,  Ml  48105. 

REAL  CUT-UP 

If  you  love  snipping  recipes,  cou- 
pons, ads  and  Shopping  Around, 

clipit  paper  cutter  speeds  the  job. 
Neater  and  safer  than  scissors. 

Order  now  for  your  school  chil- 
dren. $1.29  plus  20c  post,  from 

Anthony  Enterprises,  HG6,  556 
Mission  St.,  San  Francisco,  CA 
94105. 

SPARKLING  BRILLIANCE 

Wellington  jewels  with  full  facets 
sparkle  with  the  lively  fire  of 
genuine  diamonds  and  are  cut 
on  a  diamond  wheel  using  dia- 

mond dust.  Offered  in  men's  and 
women's  rings  as  well  as  ear- 

rings, pins,  pendants.  Free  bro- 
chure. Wellington  Jewels,  HG6, 

767  5th  Ave.,  NY,  NY  10022. 

ELEGANT  EYELET 
For  summer  on  the  court  cool  crisp  eyelet.  Be 

regal  in  permanent  press  white  cotton  eyelet, 

completely  lined  and  edged  in  ric-rac.  Available 
in  sizes  5/6to  15/16: 

$29.00 
Send  check  or  money  order.  Please  add  $1.75  for  postage  and 

handling.  Illinois  residents  add  5%  sales  tax.  Satisfaction  guaran- 
teed. 

TENNIS  CIRCLE 
P.O.  Box  1333,  HG6,  Oak  Brook,  Illinois  60521 

JUNE,   1976 

COUNTRY-STYLE  CURTAINS 
r:^>-i.fc/;,:v:i5,'iy^:'i^3'!:^:rrM^      no-iron  muslin  in  natural  or  white 

SUPERIOR  QUAUTY- VALUE  PRICED! 

2"  BRUSH  FRINGE.  Extra-wide  90"  to  the  pair. 

To  one  pair  ot  curtams-add  2  valances  for  double  window,  or  3  or  more  valances  for wider  windows 

TIERS:  24",  30",  36",  40"  long      &00pr. 

STRAIGHT  OR  TIEBACK;  45",  54",  63"  long   10.00  pr. 
72",  81",  90"  long   IZSOpr. 

TIEBACKS      1.00  pr. 

VALANCE  11"  X  72"      4.00  ea. 

From  New  England,  colonial  charm  of  country-style  curtains  no  longer  need 
the  drudgery  of  ironing.  Practical,  long  wearing,  cri.sp  and  beautiful.  Machine 
wash  and  dry.  50^  polyester-50%  cotton  muslin  (preshrunk  max.  shrinkage 

1*7)  of  unsurpassed  quality  backed  with  "satisfaction  unconditionally 
guaranteed."  Specify  color.  Add  $1.75  post./ hdlg.  No  C.O.D!s.  Plea.se  .send 
check,  money  order,  or  use  your  Master  Charge  or  BankAmericard. 
N.Y.  residents  add  sales  tax.  FVee  Catalog. 

Colonial cTVl AID  Curtains 
Dept  62.  Lawn  Terrace.  Mamaroneck  Village.  NY.  10543 

Since  1947 

PORTRAIT  PENDANT 
An  artists  head  to  neck  portrait  of  your 
favorite  person  delicately  fiand  engraved 
on  a  sterling  silver  or  gold  filled  %  inch 
pendant  (18  inch  chain).  A  precious  piece 
of  Jewell^  you  will  never  tire  of.  Send  clear 
photo  (returned).  S29.95  plus  $2  postage 

and  handling.  Additional  portrait  on  re- 
verse side  S20  extra.  N.J.  res.  add  5%  tax. 

Pets  same  price.  Specify  sterling  or  gold filled. 

NEEDLEPOINT  PORTRAITS  LTD. 
studio  E4.  20  Nassau  Street 

Princeton,  N.J.  08540 

Like  to  shop  for  island 

thongs  in  the  Caribbean, 
muu  muus  in  Hawaii,  julep 

cups  in  Kentucky?  It's  fun 
and  it's  easy  to  find  the 
unusual  when  you  order 

by  moil  from  our  Special 

Shopping  Around  sections. 

If  you're  interested  in  pro- 

moting your  shop  in  Shop- 

ping Around,  write  House 
&  Garden,  Dept.  SA,  350 

Madison  Ave.,  New  York, 

NY  10017. 

petA&md? 
CARPETS  RUINED 
BY  PET  STAINS? 

NO  LONGER!  Two  chemical  miracles 

PERMANENTLY  REMOVE  pet  stains 

OR  odors  from  carpets  safely  .  .  .  for 

pennies  compared  to  carpet  re- 

placement. ORDER:  (#1.  URINE- 

OUT  .  .  .  removes  even  years  old  oxi- 

dized pet  stains  ONLY  $6.45).  OR: 

for  odors  only,  (#2.  KILODR,  also 

ONLY  $6.45)  Add  $1.50  for  handling. 

SATISFACTION  OR  MONEY  BACK. 

SHIPPED  BY  UNITED  PARCEL. 

CLEANCRAFT.    Dept.    K 

127  Church  St.  Peru.  III.  61354 



iNTRODUCING  A 

AND 

■A'AY  TO   ROOT  PLANTS 

Hang  these  sensational  hand 
blown  glass  figures  in  a  window 
or  set  them  on  a  shelf  or  table. 
Fill  with  water,  add  cuttings,  and 
watch   them   root. 

$4.95  each 
Mass.   Residents  add   5%  Sales  lax 

Add  $1.00  for  postage  and  hand- 
ling -  up  to  2  pieces  to  the  same 

address. 

Check  or  money  order  to: 

The  6ly  ss  Mpplc 
Seven  Vine  Street 

Manchester-by-the-Sea,  Ma.  01944 

Available  in  6  exciting  designs - 
Apple,  Kangaroo  (as  shown),  also 
Mouse,  Penquin,  Rooster  and  (for 
hanging  only)  a  Strawberry.  All 
approximately  4  inches  in  width. 

Send  self-addressed  stamped  en- 
velope for  free  brochure  showing 

all  six  figures. 

Iqtroduce<^ 
(>oqtinci|tai 
Dining 

•Pleqsufc 
^•IVodnctv^ 

Combining  the  uncompro- 

mising quality  of  Old  World 

feeding  with  modern  Amer- 

ican farming  skills,  Provimi, 

Inc.  now  offers  its  exclusive 

new  line  of  Continental  style 

products  for  home  cuisine. 

A  complete  line  of  milk  fed 

veal  slices,  chops,  steaks,  diced 

veal,  and  liver  are  packaged  in 

beautiful-to-give,  easy-to-store 
two  pound  presentation  boxes. 

All  products  are  uncondition- 

ally guaranteed  for  quality  and 

perfect  condition  on  arrival. 

It's  shipped  frozen  in  ice- 
packed,  reusable  foam  picnic 

coolers.  Send  for  your  free 

copy  of  our  full  line  color 

brochure  today.  Recipe 

brochure  also  included. 

Write  to  Dept.  HG66 

j 

f^ 

eURO  VEAL  FARMS.  INC    P.O    Box  156 
Provimi  Road.  Watenoun.  Wisconsin  53094 
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CONNECTICUT  CURTAINS 

"FAIRFIELD" 

^^?^^^%f=i*^#^     30" 
r,  J,  \M       P(l'';''^^       36" 
/■■  ̂  fHI'  rH  45" 

LENGTH     PRICE 24"      $6.00 

6.50 
7.00 

m  ' '  I  \\   w      45"        8.00 

IP      mll\\\     54"        9.00 

l\yl    l|     I    \\     63"      10.00 f;*.v^..v..t""^|^|'?S;^--n^;T^     Tie-Backs 
^•t^j:^^-'r^'rM^  included 

-/i.ir.al!i'Iriih!!:M,  „     „, Valance, 

,      IpF-ii     1.1 '1\\       70"x12" 

Muslin  curtains 

white  or  natural  with  extra-plush 

matching  2"  brush  fringe,  76"  wide. 
Personal  checks  or  mo.  BankAmericard  or  Mastercharge 

Add  $1  75 post  &  hdig     Conn.  res.  add  7%  tax,  no  CODs 

Send  for  free  catalog 
satisfaction  guaranteed 

CONNECTICUT 
CURTAINS 

Gateway  Center,  HG-676,  Wilton,  Conn.  06897    ̂  

fROM  fACTORY  TO  YOU— 

THt  VIKING  CHAIR 

Height  —  31" 

Seat  18"xl5" Height  of  Seat  - 

171/2" 

Native 
Hardwood 

Curved  Backrest 
Fibre  Rush  Seat — ■  Woven  by 

Hand 

Sanded  Ready-to-Finish  $16.95 

Black,  Maple,  Walnut,  Pine    $19.95 

Matching  Arm  Chair— Add  $3.00  to 
above.  Minimum  order  two  pieces. 

Send  Check  or  Money  Order  For  Chairs 

Express  Collect Catalog  50< 

MARION  TRAVIS 
P.O.  Box  292,  Statesville,  N.C.  28677 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

L 

n 

1 

n n n 

It*  4  »■  * 

COMFORTABLE  GLASSES 

Temple  covers  for  earpieces  on 
spectacles  relieve  pressure,  are 
invisible  and  long  wearing;  color 

of  earpiece  shows  through.  Slip 

on  easily  and  remain  on  in  eye- 
glass case.  $1.98  for  3  pr.;  $2.98 

for  5.  Add  25c  post.  Dorsay,  HG6, 

240  Kinderkamack  Rd.,  Oradell, 
NJ  07649. 

TENDERFOOT 

Soft  kid-glove  genuine  leather  is 

gentle  as  it  is  flattering.  Lattice- 
weave  straps  let  feet  breathe. 

Elasticized  sling,  1"  heel,  cush- 
ioned insole.  4-10.  Multicolor  or 

white  $15;  gold  or  silver  $16. 
Add  $1  postage.  Vicki  Wayne, 

610  So.  Country  Club,  H6R,  Tuc- 
son, AZ  85716. 

OUT  OF  ODOR 
New  concept  in  combatting  pet 

odors  works  on  the  principle  of 

chemically  destroying  the  odor. 

Five  kinds  of  12-oz.  deodorizers: 
for  cat  litter,  urine  and  stool,  dog 

deodorant,  vomit,  pet  cage.  Each 

$2.98  plus  $1  post.  Paws  'n Shop,  HGE-6,  Birchwood  Circle, 
Bedford,  NH  03102. 

E-X-T-E-N-S-l-O-N 

Bra  extender  enlarges  the  too 

small  bra  or  makesan  in-between 
size  fit  properly.  No  sewing.  Hook 

to  both  ends  of  bra,  it's  easier  to 
work  or  play  with  a  good-fitting 
bra.  Specify  two  or  three  hooks. 
$1  ea.  plus  30c  post.  Anthony 

Enterprises,  HG6,  556  Mission 

St.,  San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

HISTORIC  MOMENT 

Limited-edition  bell  in  white 

porcelain  depicts  Ben  Franklin  in 
lifelike  colors  as  he  signs  the 
Declaration  of  Independence. 

6V4"  h.  From  a  Norman  Rock- 
well SEP  cover  in  1926.  Boxed. 

Only  10,000.  $13.50  ppd.  Edd, 
the  Florist,  Inc.,  HG6,  823  North 

Court,  Ottumwa,  lA  52501. 

MAII««.\.>V  III  TI.EIfS  T.tllKK 
This  table  is  made  of  solid  mahogany  with  authentic 
solid  brass  hardware  and  is  enhanced  by  real  inlay 

which  crosses  and  surrounds  the  top.  The  table  has 

beautiful  fluted  legs  with  X  stretchers.  It  is  both 

elegant  and  simple.  The  finish  is  a  rich  brown,  hand 
rubbed  to  show  the  grain  of  the  wood  with  clarity 
and  warmth.  H  18  Top  40x31  Open.  Top  32x23  Closed 

Price:  $184.95 

Shipping  charges  collect.  No  C.O.D. 
Send  SI   for  catalogue 

jSr;yan  KcAeson 
Dept.  HG-139.  Route  10.   Box  793.  Hickory.  NO    28601 

Llf  ITE    KEY    TAG^ 

r^HGj mu 
PEHLS 

ENGR.WED  (STYLE  CI)— Your  name 
deeply  etrhed  below  the  surface  of  ̂ parkliiit^ 
flear  l.iirile  to  ra-t  a  luminous  platinum  filiiv. . lU  X  .')"  wide.  Lp  lo  9  letters  $4.95 

MIM-ENGRAVED  (STYLE  02)— For  2  or 

.1-letter  name  or  initials,  a  shorter  3"  wide -tyle.  engraved  as   above    83.95 

RAISED  (STYLE  SD)— iVj  x  S"  ptliMenine 
riear  Lurite.  up  to  10  raised  dimensional  lr|. 
ters  of  either  white  with  siher  trim,  or  blark with    gold-tone    trim      $5.95 

Please  add  45f  mailing  *Md.  orders -\- 4%  tax 

Dept.  Hf;-6.  BrooklaiifI%in.-.  Md.  21022 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

SILVER  BEAR'S  PAW 

Sculptured  bear's  paw  inlaid  with 
genuine  turquoise  chips  and 

strung  on  a  16"  sterling  silver 
chain.  A  delightful  piece  of  jew- 

elry to  wear  with  casual  sporty 
outfits  wherever  the  summer 
takes  you.  $8.50  ppd.  Write  to 

Maxon's,  HGIOO,  Box  3437,  Spo- 
kane, WA  99220. 

EYESIGHT  SAVER 

Do  you  find  the  eyes  of  needles 
growing  smaller?  Needle  threader 
consists  of  a  plastic  funnel  into 
which  the  needle  is  dropped, 
spindle  to  transfer  thread  to  nee- 

dle, blade  to  cut  thread.  $1.98 

plus  30c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 
prises, HG6,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

BATH  HOLD-ALL 

Plexiglas  shelf  with  four  rubber 
cups  that  stick  to  any  nonporous 
surface,  holds  everything  needed 

for  shower,  shaving.  4"  by  12". 
A  convenient  addition  to  the 
medicine  cabinet.  $11.95  plus 
$1.50  post.  Venetian  House, 
Dept.  26,  1221  N.  Venetian  Way, 
Miami,  FL  33139. 

IT'S  A  NATURAL 
Ecology  look  in  a  holder  for 
paper  napkins  brings  real  barley, 
beans  and  seeds  together  deco- 
ratively,  sealed  in  clear  acrylic. 

4V2"  by  5".  Great  for  a  summer 
table.  $2.98  each:  matching  salt 
and  pepper,  $1.98.  Add  60c  post. 
Stratford  House,  HG6A,  Box  591, 
Stratford,  CT  06497. 

NO  MORE  SNACKING! 

Ready  to  work  in  needlepoint  and 
hang  wherever  the  urge  to  nibble 

is  tempting.  7^2"  by  9"  design 
on  canvas.  Persian  wools,  needle, 
backing,  magnets,  instructions. 

$5.95  plus  60c  post.  8"  by  10" 
oak  frame,  $2.25.  Classic  Corner, 
12H  Water  St.,  Bryn  Mawr,  PA 
19010. 

^ 
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BUG  KILLER 
Over  500,000  sold. 

Luminous  rays  at- 
tract mosquitoes, 

gnats,  moths, 

flies.  The  grid 
screen     nabs 

them  &  elec- 
trocutes them 

instantly.    No 
chemicals,     fumes 

Great    by    the    pool 
Chain  included. 

or 
or 

mess, 

patio. 

Only 

$g.99 
plus 

SI post. 
Satisfaction  always 

or  your  money  refunded. 

GAZELLE  GIFTS 

Box  6082,  B'ham,  Al.  35209 

NEED. HELP 
Cushion-Liftl?'  Chairs 
lift  you  slowly  and 

safely  to  your  feet 
and  help  provide 

comfort  and  inde- 
pendence for  people 

afflicted  with  Ar- 
thritis, Rheumatism, 

Stroke  or  Parkinson^ 

ism. 

try  the 
CUSHION-UFr 

CHAIR 

information. 

ORTHO-KINETICS,  INC 
P.O.  Box  2000.  Waukesha,  Wisconsin  53186 

\  Phone  (414)542-8847  HG66 

T-MATO  CAGE 
NEW  EASY  WAY  GROWS  TWICE  AS  MANY 

TOMATOES  IN  HALF  THE  SPACE! 

LIGHTWEIGHT! 

UNBREAKABLE! 
RUST-PROOF! 

Indian  craftsmanship  at  its  finest! 
Turquoise  bracelet  with  matching  ring  and 

Pendant  on  24"  sterling  silver  chain.  Heavy 
sterling  and  genuine  turquoise.  Made  on  the 
Sandia  Reservation  in  New  Mexico  by  Indian 
craftsmen. 

Bracelet:  $25.00 

Ring:  $12.00 
Pendant:  $20.00 
The  set:  $49.95 

Send  for  free  color  brochure.  Bien  Mur  Indian 

Market  Center  is  the  largest  Indian  trading 

post  in  the  world.  Located  on  the  Sandia  Res- 
ervation in  New  Mexico. 

We  accept  BankAmericard. 
Master  Charge,  American  Express 

Bien  Mur  Indian  Market  Center 
P.O.  Box  10367,  Dept.  HG6 
Albuquerque,  NM  87114 

JUNE,   1976 

Now  pick  twice  as  many  tomatoes  in  half  the 

space  with  fabulous  T-MATO  CAGE! 
28-inch  tall  tomato  cage  promotes  fast  growth. 
No  ground  rot.  No  wind  or  animal  damage  while 
eliminating  work  (no  tying  ever).  Continuous 
balanced  support  eliminates  crop  damage.  Easy 

access  to  fruit. 

Turn  Your  Garden  Into  "Shopping  Baskets" Jam-Packed  With  Garden  Fresh 
Fruits  &  Vegetables 

T-MATO  CAGES  provide  perfect  continuous 
support  for  all  heavy  vine  vegetables,  eggplant, 
bush  beans,  squash,  peas,  lima  beans,  climbing 
strawberries,  grapes. 

You  pick  deliciously  ripe  crops  as  plants  wrap 

around  baskets.  Lightweight,  unbreakable,  rust- 
proof metal.  Nothing  to  assemble.  Use  season 

after  season.  Stacks  for  easy  storage.  Mail  cou- 
pon. One-year  money  back  guarantee. 

ONE-YEAR  MONET  BACK  GUARANTK 

,^„,   WORLD  GARDEN,  Dept.  6HG 
rrri  eoe  E.  state  street 
\ii/  Westport,  CT  06880 
Please  rush  28-inch  T-MATO  CAGES  as 

checked  below; 

C   3  T-IVIATO  CAGES 
S5.95  plus  80e  PP  &  HDLG 

D   6  T-MATO  CAGES 
S10.00  plus  SI. 50  PP  &  HDLG 

D   12  T-MATO  CAGES 
S19.00  plus  S1.70  PP  &  HDLG 

I  enclose  $ 

NAME   ,   

ADDRESS   

I  CITY_ 

-STATE- 
-ZiP- 

59 



O'scc'er  the  many  uses  of 

K 

^-v'jKe  no  a  u.alU 
Decoraie  a  den! 

Bhghzen  a 
comer! 

Design  a  music 
center! 

12 95 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

BOBBY 

vVo'.'..  -vvhat  possibilities!  Neatuays  versatile  13  storage  cubes  are  as  decorative 
as  they  are  functional!  Set  includes:  open  cube,  partitioned  cube  (turn  it  one 

•.vay  for  shelves,  the  other  for  dividers— perfect  for  holding  record  albums), 
3-drav..tr  cube,  and  cube  w.ith  door.  Steel  innerframe  and  interiocking  screw- 

posts  make  'em  sturdy  and  stackable.  Choose  Black/ White  (=621)  or  Walnut 
Woodgrain  (  =  622)  Great  for  dens,  kids'  rooms,  dorms,  bedroom  or  office. 
Easy  assembly.  Send  check  or  money  order  (no  C.O.D.s.  please).  Minn,  resi- 

den'5  add  4'^.  sales  tax.  Prompt  shipmen:  Saasfacnon  guaranteed  or  \:our  monex;  bocfc 
Neatuav  Products  Co..  dept  hg6  s70  lot  isiana  ave  so    miweapolis  mn  5>42«> 

^">: 
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Convenient 

Shopping bog 

on  wheels 

>
■
 

^ 

Takes  the  weight 

out  of  shopping. 

Just  roll  this  spa- 

cious leather-look 

vinyl  bag  with  ease 

on  long  wearing 

caster-type  wheels. 

12x71,2X22"  high, 

plus  handles.  Du- 
rable to  hold  lots 

of  groceries,  laun- 
dry, shopping  or 

whatever.  A  real 

back  saver  for 

S11.95.  Add  S1.00 

postage. 

Qualify  Gif'i  Ccfclog  . 
.  .  25: 

SLEEPY HOLLOW GIFTS 
tarn  1 6651 Arlington  Blvd. 

G6-6 fe=^ Falls. Church.  Virginia 22042 

S'.an<J 

S.10 

;^%b 

A 
STAND 
OF  A 
1000 
USES 
A  beautiful  chrome  and 

glass  or  brass  and  glass 
stand  that  can  be  used 
for  a  flower  tier,  curio 
stand,  end  table,  lamo 
stand,  etc. 

•  Fully  chrome  or  brass  plated  steel  tubing 

•  Safety  tempered  glass 
•  Made  in  U.S  A. 

CHOOSE  FROM  FOUR  SIZES 

15'  high  I  13"  da  .  ;  •  e-      3?-  -  r  '  ;«'  fii2  '  2 1  s 
24- h«h  1 18' dia  ■  2  •  e  :     i;    -  r  '  12' C:a  «  3  1 1  . 

CHROME  &  GLASS 

15' stand  S15.88ea.       36' stand  S21.88ea. 

24' stand  518.88  ea.       48' stand  S24.88  ea. 
'or  Orass  A  glass  a<Kt  S3  00 

tor  trerghi  i  hanaiing  aoa  S3  50  each 

Send  checks  or  money  orders  to: 

CI  CENIT  CO.,  INC. 

I  BOX  41 
CI  KEEGO  HARBOR, I  MICHIGAN  48033 

'o  COD  Micnigan  residents  aio  4*>»  sales  :ax. 
foyers  and  accent  pieces  not  mcfuded. 

EASY  GOING  LOAFERS 

"MANDY  — Great  companions  for  all  the 
sporty  clothes  you  wear  In-and-outdoors. 
Make  them  a  part  of  your  life!  You  II  love 
the  incredible  comfort  of  the  glove  soft 
leather  uppers,  cushioned  insoles  and 
low  heels.  Colors:  White,  Bone,  Camel. 
Black  or  Gold.  Price:  S13.95.  Sizes:  4 
through  12,  Narrow,  Medium  or  Wide 
widths.  No  half  sizes  over  10.  S1.00  extra 

per  pair  for  sizes  over  10.  Add  90c  post- 
age for  each  pair  you  order.  Refund  if 

not  delighted.  Free  catalog. 
SOFWEAR  SHOES,  Dept.  MA.  1711  Main. 
Houston.  Texas  77002. 

OOTERS 
*'-^* 

Watch  your 

cuttings  root  while 

dangling  in  the 

decorative  HANGING  ROOTER.  Just  fill 

rooter  with  water  and  insert  cuttings 

from  your  favorite  plants.  Hang  aaywhere 

and  enjoy  beautiful  root  formations  in 

just  a  few  days.  (1.98  each  or  K95 

for  three.  Add  45c  post.  Leed  Ltd., 

9078  E.  Nassau  Ave.,  Denver,  Colo. 

80237. 

160 

NAME  PLATE 

Identify  that  bike,  trike  or  wagon 
with  a  small  fry  license  plate. 

Heavy  steel  in  baked  enamel  co- 
lors. Specify  name  or  nickname 

up  to  eight  letters  7"  by  2%". Great  gift  idea.  $1  ea.  plus  50c 
post.  Best  Values.  HG6.  160 
Amherst  St.,  East  Orange,  NJ 
07019. 

MYSTICAL  AMULETS 

Distinctive  necklace  has  four 
sterling  silver  charms  spaced 

two  inches  apart  on  15"  heavy 
sterling  chain.  The  pendants  are 
miniature  mummy,  scarab,  pyra- 

mid and  falcon.  $32.95  plus  50c 

post.  Free  brochure.  Value  Mar- 
keting Co.,  HG5.  P.O.  Box  1366, 

Pleasant  Beach,  NJ  08742. 

COMPACT  COMFORT 

Good-looking  sturdy  seating  in 
butcher  block  chairs  that  fold 
flat  to  store  in  a  small  space. 
Wood  seat,  natural  only  4  for 

$60;  cane  seat,  in  natural  or  wal- 
nut finish.  4  for  $76.  Exp.  coll. 

New  catalogue  $1 .  J  &  D  Brauner, 
Inc.,  HG6.  1331  So.  Michigan 
Ave.,  Chicago,  IL  60605. 

THE  CONTINENTAL 

Tray  purse  opens  and  closes  in 
palm  of  your  hand.  Select  and 

count  change  easily.  Two  com- 
partments: one  can  hold  bills  or 

tickets  and  the  other  coins.  Tan 

pigskin.  3"  by  3".  $2.98  plus 
30c  post.  Order  =700.  Anthony 
Enterprises,  HG6,  556  Mission 
St..  San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

DONT  GET  UP 

Everything  at  hand  in  acetate 
satin  bedpocket.  Blue,  black, 

bronze,  gold,  mint,  hot  or  pastel 
pink,  avocado,  tangerine,  red, 

orchid,  white,  silver.  IOVa"  by 
18y^".  $4.50  ppd.  One  letter 
monogram,  $1.  Scintilla  Satin 

Shop,  Dept.  G,  4802  No.  Broad- 
way, Chicago,  IL  60640. 

NORWEGIAN  COOKSTOVE 

New  taste  appeal  with  "JotuI". Cast  iron,  black  enamel  finish. 

Only  IV2'  d.  by  2'  w.  Adjustable 
damper  for  cooking  and  baking. 
Oven  has  enameled  baking  sheet, 
steel  roasting  tin.  Burns  coal, 
wood.  Send  for  catalogue  $1. 
Kristia  Associates,  HG6,  343 
Forest  Ave.,  Portland.  ME  04104. 

CAPE  STYLE 

Charming  ruffled  curtains  are 
straight  from  Cape  Cod.  Crisp 

drip-dry  polyester-and-cotton 
muslin.  "The  Chatham"  comes  in 

white  or  natural  color,-  in  45", 54"  and  63"  lengths.  $11  plus 

$1.75  post.  Curtain  Call  "Curtains 
of  Cape  Cod,"  Dept.  HG5,  Box 
902.  Dennis,  MA  02638. 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

READY  RECIPES 

Wooden  rooster  clip  is  one  of 

four  bright  clip-on  creatures 
hand-made  by  homebound  blind 
craftsmen.  The  others  are  duck, 
whale  and  mouse.  Perfect  hold- 

ers for  memos  or  a  recipe.  $5.95 
each  ppd.  The  Unicorn  Gallery, 
G66,  15111  N.H.  Ave.,  Coles- 
viile,  MD  20904. 

DREAM  ENSEMBLE 

Natural  or  white  65%  polyester 

-35%  cotton.  Dust  ruffle:  14". 
18"  or  22"  drop;  twin,  double 
$15;  queen  $17;  king  $20.  Can- 

opy: twin,  double  $18;  Coverlet 
twin,  double  $29.50;  queen,  king 
$45.  Post  $1.75.  Free  catalogue. 
Colonial  Maid  Curtains,  HG6, 
Lawn  Tr.  Mamaroneck,  NY  10543. 

SOCK  SORTING  BEGONE! 

Now  we  just  slip  socks  into  this 
firm  holder,  then  into  washer  and 
dryer  and  back  in  drawer.  Red, 

green,  blue  and  yellow — a  dif- 
ferent color  for  each  member  of 

the  family.  32  (eight  of  each  col- 
or), $5  ppd.  C.  A.  Gordon,  HG6, 

18  Church  St.,  Paterson,  NJ 
07505. 

MS  LIBERTY, '76 
What  more  appropriate  necklace 
to  wear  in  this  Bicentennial  year 

than  a  pewter  finish  24"  chain 
with  the  Liberty  Bell  suspended' 
Bell  is  21/4"  h.  by  2"  w.  Fun  wear 
for  a  liberated  gal  or  one  who 
wants  to  be.  $3.95  ppd.  L.F. 

Designs,  Dept.  RS-IOD,  380 
Madison  Ave.,  NY,  NY  10017. 

VERY  PERSONAL 

A  sterling  silver  monogrammed 
pendant  with  artistic,  deeply  cut 
initials  to  wear  yourself  or  to  give. 

About  IV4"  diameter.  Indicate 
first,  last  (underline)  and  middle 
initials.  $6  plus  $1  post.  Write  to 
Heraldica  Imports,  HG6,  21  W. 
46th  St.,  Rm.  1004,  New  York, 
NY  10036. 

i^.    Jt 
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KITTI-POTTI 
YOUR  CAT  WILL  LOVE  IT, 
AND  SO  WILL  YOU! 

vS 

This  easy  to  use,  non-breakable 
molded  plastic  litter  enclosure 

stops  litter  spills,  confines  odors, 

hides  wastes,  and  comes  in  blue, 

brown,  beige,  avocado,  yellow, 

and  white.  7"  dia.  hole  for  easy 
entry. 

22"Lx16"Wx18"H-Sl8.95  ppd. 
for  cats  weighing  1  2  lbs.  or  over 

20"Lxl4"Wx17"H-$16.95  ppd. 
for  cats  weighing  less  than  12  lbs 

Haugen  Products,  Inc.  Dept.  HG,  709  W. 
Huron,  Box  1986,  Ann  Arbor,  Mi  48106 

WRITE 

ON! 
lucite 

memo 

holder 

Keeps  tabs  on  everything  .  .  .  just  jot  it  down 
on  this  smart  clear  lucite  set-up!  Tear  off  the 
paper  v/hen  you  have  finished  with  it.  Func 
tional  U-shape  holds  a  generous  roll  of  tape, 
has  a  lucite  bar  for  pen  or  pencil.  Hang  it  in 
kitchen,  den.  near  the  office  phone.  An  un 
usual  gift  for  those  who  have  everything  (and 

isn't  that  just  about  everybody!) 

(paper  ml!  included) 
Money  back  guarantee. 
N.Y.  res.  add  sales  tax. $9.95  ppd 

Ueiprlif  Tradinff  #'«.     hg-6, Boi  263.  Staten  Island,  N.Y.  10314 
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DIRECT  FROM  HAWAII 

LOVE  FLOWER 
Hawaiian  Piumeria  Plant 

Guaranteed  To  Growl 

The  heaven  scent  piumeria  blossom 
is  a  favorite  for  the  Hawaiian  lei,  a 

garland  of  flowers  given  in  the 
Islands  as  a  symbol  of  love  and 
affection.  You  receive  a  plant  six  to 
eight  inches  in  height  with 
instructions  for  planting  and  care. 
Illustrated  instructions  for  love 

flower  lei  making  are  included  free 
with  each  order.  Love  flower  choice 

of  colors:  yellow,  pink  or  red. 

$1.75  for  one  (add  50c  air  postage) 
$2.50  for  two  (add  80c  air  postage) 

FREE! 

with  each  order 

•  Hawaiian  ti  plant  • 

•  Lei  making  instructions  • 

love  flower  ki 

HAPAKIOFHAWAn 
BOX  1535  •  DEPT.  HG6 
HILO,  HAWAII  96720 

MOUNTAIN  CRAFTED 
HANDMADE 

Jlc Will  fit  twin  or 

for  postage 

&  handling 

f ^"^     Will  fit  t i  .  \doubie  bed  $69?5^L 

plus  $3.50  ^^ 

4 

Patchwork  and  Quilted 

Designs  of  Multi<olors. 
No  two  alike.  Money  Back 

Guarantee.   Rush  your  check  or 
money  order  to 

Allow 

4  Weeks 
For  Delivery 

to  .  .   a^__ 

A  great  gift  for 
Father, Son,  and 

friends . . . 

DOG  TIES 
Cive  them  their  own 
breed  on  a  necktie 

Over  60  breeds 
available.  Perfect 

reproductions, authentically 
woven  in 

Switzerland. Exclusively 

""''^•$1250 

n  Please  send  my  breed 
My  breed  is   

□  Navy         n  Brown 
D  Green         □  Burgundy 

Add  SI  50  tor  delivery. 
N.Y.  Stale  add  apDhcable  lax 

The  original  dog 

Tie  COMPANV  AT i>amb  •-2?aiTato IS.IOC  Xorthern  ttlril. .  Mnnhasset,  X.Y.  11030 
r.UiFiftli.lrc.(  ■'<iiitel.-in7  ).\eiry(,rk.S.y.lUU19 

I  .iiB;-S69-S/.!.! 
MAJOR  CREDIT  CARDS  ACCEPTED 

SHAKERS 
Parmesan  cheese,  cinnamon  & 

sugar,  powcjerecd  sugar,  pow- 
(dere(d  cleanser,  etc.  Beautiful- 

ly (designe(d  and  handcrafted 

stoneware  by  American  crafts- 
men. 

10-12  oz.  capacity.  Specify 

light  or  dark  glaze. 

^)OiUU  each  plus  70c  postage. 

STONEWARE  POTTERY 
Box  437,  Geneva,  Florida  32732 

Priscilla 

Telephone 
Factory  rcbuill.  filled with  slandard 

cord  and  plug  for insiani  use. 
.Available  in  pink. 

beige.  «liile.  blue  or 
turquoise  (but  please 
give  several  choices  of  color). 

SEND  50c  FOR  CATALOG 

GRAND  COM  INC  Dept.  HG6-6 
324  5th  Ave.,  N.Y.  10001 
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SHOPPING  AROUND 

.■»     V! nillion 
af  feeling 

\V>"  HEEL 

Go  ahead,  smile.  You  are  about  to  fall  in  love. 
Angelina  is  ttie  stioe  you  have  wanted  ever 

since  you  became  a  woman.  (The  shoe  we  have 
looked  for  ever  smce  we  became  a  shoe  company.) 
The  search  is  ended. 
Angelina  is  here,  and  you  have  never  ever 

experienced  this  sensation  of  comfort. 
An  upper  of  butter-soft,  hand  rubbed  kidskin.  A 

flexible  leather  sole.  A  lining  of  silken  foam. 
Superbly  handmade  and  exclusively  imported  by 
Maxwell,  who  makes  this  promise:  Fall  instantly 
in  love  with  Angelina,  or  you  will  be  reunited  with 
your  money.  Sizes  4  to  12,  widths  AAAA  to  E.  In 
Midnight  Navy  or  White  with  tassel  (as  shown);  in 
Tan  or  Black  with  braid.  $35.  postpaid. 

Maxwell  Shoe  Company 
310  Legion  A^e.,  Annapolis,  Md.  21401 

Send   pair(s)  of  Angelina: 

Size   Width   Color   

l_ 

□  My  check  is  enclosed. 

Charge  my  □  Mastercharge  O  BankAmericard 

Card  =   

Exp.  Date   

AAAA  6-12 

AAA  6-12 

AA  bVi-n 

A  5-12 

B4-11 

C4-10'/2 

D  5-10'/j 

E  5i/2-9!4 

Name   

Address. 

City   

State. .Zip. 

Guarantee:  If  these  are  not  the  most  comlctable  shoes 

you  have  ever  put  on,  you  rray  return  them  at  once  tor 
a  lull  refund.  HG-676 u 

the  Georgetown 
Collection 
A  rare 

gift  idea. 
We  have  se- 

lected 28  of 

the  world's finest  hand 

made  cigars  for 
this  special  collcc 
tion.  Included  are 

Royal  Jamaica,  Punch, ^ 
Bances,  Casa  Buena  and  Suerd- 
ieck,  among  others.  Give  the  gift 
in  good  taste  . . .  the  Georgetown 
Collection.  S20  post  paid.  Send 
check  or  money  order.  Gift 
boxed,  with  card. 

Georgetown 
TOBACCO  &*-^  PIPE  STORES 
3 1 44  M  Street,  N.W.,  Dept.  2 

Washington,  D.C.  20007 
Catalog  50c.  Free  with  order. 

REMEMBER  WHEN? 

Cast-iron  toy  cars  and  trucks 
made  from  early  designs.  Toys  roll 
on  cast-iron  wheels.  They  make 
great  conversation  pieces  and  gifts 
for  home,  office  and  any  boy,  no 
matter  what  his  age. 

Six-inches  long,  these  nostalgic 
toys  are  painted  black.  Choose 
from  the  following: 

Sedan  (as  shown),  Coupe, 
Touring  Car,  Truck 

$  I  a^lO  each 

Add  75c  per  order  (one  toy  or  more) 
for  postage  and  handling 

BUCK  CREEK  TRADERS 
Box  489,  Antlers,  OK  74523 

Wt 

DISTINCTIVE  CLSTOM  LIGHTING 

A  fine  selection  of  over  50  classic  designs 
for  indoor  and  outdoor  li^htin?  that  will 
lend  warmth  and  charm  to  both  the  con- 

temporary a/id  traditional  decorating 
scenes.  Every  light  is  of  the  highest  quality, 

individually  cut,  assembled  and  fitted 
in  brass,  copper  or  pewter.  Your 

selection  will  be  owned  with  pride 
by  future  generations.  Send  $1.00 
for  48  page  catalog. 

"^EIUTAGE 

Dept. HG-66, Sea  Meadows  Lane 
Yarmouth,  Maine  04096 

Conversation 
Console 

Telephone  Stand  —  functional  and  attractive. 
Smart  vertical  design  harmoniously  blends  with 
most  decors.  Also,  suitable  for  a  smoking  stand, 
towel  stand,  magazines  or  displaying,  etc. 

Overall  size  18WxlOV2Dx25"H,  heavy  clear  glass 
top  14  X  10".  Available  in  cold  finished  iron 
with  Koch  brass  plate  (B)  or  Contemporary 
nickel  plate  (N).  Order  GTX-25  $34.95. 
Specify  finish,   (B)  or  (N). 

Shipped  prepaid  upon  receipt  of  check 

^H^^i^l V/^ m 
SANTA    CLAUS,    INDIANA     47579    ̂  
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GUIDE  FOR  GUESTS 
Laminated  guide  for  country  or 

city  house  guests  (specify).  8" 
by  10"  covers  breakfast,  bed- 
making,  plumbing,  what  to  do  for 
entertainment  and  all  things 
guests  ask  about.  $4.50  each 
plus  50c  post,  also  in  crewel  kit. 
Maid's  Day-Off,  HG6,  Box  101, 
Redding,  CT  06875. 

MAGNETIC  TONGS 

Toast  pops  out  of  the  toaster 
e\/ery  time  with  neat  walnut  tongs 
that  have  a  built-in  magnet  to 
make  sure  the  toast  never  jams 
inside  toaster.  Magnet  keeps 

tongs  handy  on  toaster  or  any 
metal  surface.  $1.95  ppd.  Dis- 

covery House,  TG6,  25  Sylvan 
Rd.  South,  Westport,  CT  06880. 

IRIDESCENTORIGINAL 

Butterfly  pin  imported  from  the 
Orient  is  handmade  and  no  two 
are  alike.  Enamel  on  brass,  the 
colors  range  from  beige  to  blues, 

greens  and  purple.  Approxi- 
mately 21/2"  wide.  $6.50  plus 

50c  post.  Livingstone  Evans  En- 
terprises, HG6,  Box  64276,  Los 

Angeles,  CA  90064. 

STRETCH  SAUNA  SUIT 

Zip  into  a  uniquely  designed 
sauna  exercise  suit  and  go  about 
chores  or  relaxing  and  excess 

body  moisture  is  shed.  For  men 
and  women.  One  size  fits  all. 

$9.98  plus  $1  post.  Anthony  En- 
terprises, HG6,  556  Mission  St., 

San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

BODYGUARD 

Carry  a  personal  alarm  system. 

Triggers  instantly  with  high  in- 
tensity sound  to  scare  off  assail- 

ants and  summon  help.  Safe, 

legal.  Has  a  handy  flashlight. 

Eveready  penlite  batteries  in- 
cluded. $9.95  ppd.  Witt  Enter- 

prises, HG6,  Box  2526  E.  Love 
St.,  Las  Vegas,  NV  89121. 

FEMALE-DRI 
Stops  wet  garments  and  bedding. 
Keep-Dri  lining  holds  reusable 
snap-in  pads.  Moisture  passes 
from  body,  kept  out  by  lining. 
Narrow  elastic  belt  (waist  size), 

holder,  two  pads.  Plain  envelope. 
$7.95  plus  75c  post.  Piper  Brace, 
HG-66FD,  811  Wyandotte,  Kan- 

sas City,  MO  64105. 

ORIENTAL  RUGS 

Treasured  old  patterns,  authen- 
tic reproductions.  Decorative; 

through-to-the-back  construction. 
Red,  ivory,  navy,  moss  green 

ground.  3'  by  5',  $14.95;  4'  by 
6',  $24.95;  6'  by  9',  $49.95;  9' 
by  12',  $89.95.  Ppd.  Internation- 

al Rug  Co.,  HG6,  360  Amsterdam 
Ave.,  New  York,  NY  10024. 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

REVERSIBLE 

Skillfully  crafted  12"  wrought 
iron  floor  stand  with  two  coats  of 

flat  black  paint.  Decorative  way 

to  show  plants.  Holds  your  5"  to 
10"  plastic  or  clay  pots.  Instruc- 

tions for  easy  assembly.  $5.19 
plus  $1  post.  Brochure  25c. 
Planters  Pride,  HG766,  Box  322, 
Gastonia,  NC  28052. 

MATCH  GAME 

For  unusual  souvenirs,  display 
and  gift  ideas,  parties.  Fifty 
books  of  matches  from  at  least 
25  different  landmark  casinos 
and  hotels  of  Las  Vegas.  More 
than  could  be  compiled  by  many 
visits.  50  books  $3.95  ppd.  Jus- 

tin's, HG6,  861  Lady  Marline, 
Las  Vegas,  NV89119. 

SPACE  RACE 

Crushed  clothes  and  tangled 
hangers  are  a  thing  of  the  past: 

brass-plated  steel  hanger  spaces 
snap  onto  closet  rod  to  hold 
hangers  separately.  Set  of  6 
spaces  36  hangers  evenly.  $2.98 
plus  70c  post.  Anthony  Enter- 

prises, HG6,  556  Mission  St., 
San  Francisco,  CA  94105. 

PRECIOUS  PENDANT 

Lovely  delicate  letters,  each  with 
four  diamonds,  suspended  on  a 

15"  chain.  All  crafted  in  14k 
white  gold.  One  initial  $45;  two 
$75;  three  $105;  matching  tie 
tack  with  one  initial  $40.  Ppd. 

Phyllis,  HG66,  272-60  Grand 
Central  Parkway,  Floral  Park,  NY 
11005. 

DELICIOUS  FUN 

Grow  your  own  mushroom  supply 
the  easy  way  with  a  mushroom 

kit.  There's  nothing  to  plant,  sim- 
ply water  kit  and  get  crop  in  30 

days.  Repeat  crops  every  six 
weeks.  (#  N7983)  $3.99;  two 
$6.99.  Add  65c  post.  each. 

Greenland  Studios,  11825  Green- 
land BIdg.,  Miami,  FL  33059. 
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When  changing  from  liquid  to 

dry  measure  there  is  no  need  to 

wipe  the  cup  dry — merely  turn 
it  over  and  use  the  other  end. 

Perfect  for  kitchen,  laundry 

room,  even  baby's  formula.  Ex- 
cellent pouring  lip  for  filling 

steam  irons  and  nursing  bot- 
tles. A  great  gift.  Includes  2  cup 

and  1  cup  measure.  $1.50  +  550 

postage  and  handling. 

SEVEN  STAR 
ENTERPRISES 

1315  West  Taper  St.,  Long  Beach,  Calif.  90810 

ENDS  WASTE-SAVES  $ 
Still  ttirowing  away  small  soap  sli- 

vers?   Don't!    Now   you   can    make 
fresti  usable  bars  of  soap  from  sli- 

vers and  broken  pieces.  You  actu- 
ally  re-cycle  slivers   into  new   full 

size    bars!    Withi    ttie    Soap    Mold 

tfiere's  no  waste.  You  can  even  add 
colors  and   scent.   Complete  easy 

instructions  included.  Don't  delay. 
Order  now  and  begin  saving! 

$2.49  +  300  post. 

2  for  $4.89  +  500  post. 

STRATFORD    HOUSE,   HG-6 
P  O    Box  591.  Stratford.  CT  06497 

CT   Res  Add  Tax  —  Catalog  25? 

JUNE,    1976 

COUNTRY  CURTAINS 
Ball  Fringe  on  Cotton  Muslin  or 

Permanent  Press  —  Natural  or  White 

TIERS 

20",  25"     

30",  36",  40"  . . 

conoN 
MUSLIN 

.    6.00  pr. 

.   6.50  pr. 

PERMANENT PRESS 6.50  pr. 

7.00  pr. 

TIEBACKS 

45",  54",  63"  . . 
72",  81 ",  90"  . . 

.   8.50  pr. 
10.50  pr. 

9.00  pr. 

11.00  pr. 

VALANCE 

10"  X  80"    

All   pairs  are  90' 

2.75  ea. 

'  wide. 

3.00  ea. 

SEND  FOR  FREE  CAT.ALOG 

For  years  Country  Curtains  have  gaily 
graced  the  bright,  clean  windows  of 
charming  colonial  homes.  Country  Cur- 

tains add  warmth  to  every  room  .  .  . 
Country  Curtains  retain  their  fresh  crisp- 
ness  and  arc  a  credit  to  your  thrifliness 
.  .  .  Country  Curtains  are  a  lifetime  friend 
and  supply  their  own  sunshine  .  .  .  New 
England  at  its  very  best. 

Please  specify  cotton  7>iiisUn  or  perinanent 
press,  in  off-while  or  white.  Please  enclose 

check  or  money  order.  Sorry,  no  COD's. Postage  and  handling;  for  orders  under 
$10  add  SI. 10,  over  SW  add  S2.  Mass.  res. 
add  S'^'c  sales  tax.  Satisfaction  guaranteed. 

COUNTRY  CURTAINS 
Arlki  RedLisnInn  ijf 

Dept.  fil.  .Slorkliridj: 
Ma>sarlui»flt~  (1216 

A  family  with  self  appointed  authorities  needs  an 

Irrefutable  reference.  My  family  picked  four;  a 

Bible,  Atlas,  unabridged  dictionary,  and  encyclo- 

pedia. The  first  three,  plus  part  of  the  encyclo- 
pedia, are  kept  In  a  stand  just  like  this  one,  made 

of  cherry  with  distressed  finish,  on  casters  so  we 

can  bring  It  to  the  light.  It  is  24"  wide,  17"  deep, 
32'  high.  Wt.  38  pounds.  No  C.O.D. 

$115.00    SI^'P  ''y  '>"S'  chgs.  collect. •Send  SI. no  fi»r  cat.llop  of  reproductions. 
Dept     419,    Box   266.   Concord,   NO.   2802S 
»J   « 

mw 

PERSONALIZED 

PET 
DISH 

sturdy,  non 

spill,  molded 

plastic  dish for  the  4  leg 

ged  people  in 
your  family. 

Dishwasher 

Safe 

Paws  'iV  Shop 
Name    printed    in    large    white    letters    (Limit 
10)    on   a    red    or   blue    dish    (Please    Specify) 

KITTY  12  oz— $2.98 

PUPPY  32  oz-$3.98 

KING  SIZE  72  oz-$4.98 

add  1.00  postage 
&  handling 

— orders  shipped 

wifhin  24  hours 

Paivs  'j\  Shop 

HG-G 
Birchwood  Circle 

Bedford.  N.H.  03102 

JotuL 
NO.  4  COMBI-FIRE 

...an  airtiuht  wood  sUne 

a  U>\cly  fireplace 

...all  in  one  HalanceJ  Joor  on  Jolul 

No.  4  glides  conveniently  out  of  sieht. 

Firescreen  snaps  in  and  you're  ready 

to  admire  fire.  Closed  a^ain.  it"s  one 
efficient  wood  stove,  capable  of  heat- 
in>>  large  area  Ruuyed,  100%  cast  iron 
throuKhi>ut;  finished  in  either  dark 

green  enamel  or  matte  black.  Nor- 
wegian quality  and  craftsmanship. 

For  latest  Reference  Guide  to  w<H)d- 
burners  art.  featuring  full  line  of 

Jotul  cast  iron  heaters,  fireplaces, 

coal  heaters  and  combi-fires.  send 

$1  to: 

^,KRI$TIA    A$^OOIAT^v^ '^\   343  FOREST  AVENUE  .  P.O.  BOX  1118  HGl ^   ■*  PORTLAND,  MAINE  (M104 

JatuL 

tx 
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YOU«SEtFl 
Lethal  Tear  Gas 

Paralyzer* 
E  Offer  below! 

_  FlDERAL  permit  REQUIRED' 

>-  He;e  is  PROTECTION  YOU  CAI\J  AFFORD' 

*•  Renders  your  attacker  powerless  for  up  to  20  minutes! 

-s  7  rounds  in  seconds'   *■  Fits  in  the  palm  of  your  hand 

-  «ii  metal  construction,  CHROME/  NICKEL  finish' 

►  SAFE  and  EASY  to  use'  _ 

SPECIAl  low  PRICE:  $19.95. 
Order  2  for  43&95-3for  •5395. 

Tear  gas  cartridges   10  for  only  M.95. 

30  for  only  54.95.  -  50  for  only  5  7.95. 
Test  Blanks:  100  for  52.95-200  for  55.50. 
LEATHER  HOLSTER:  53.95.-2  for  55.50. 
MONE''  B«CK  GUARANTEE"  ORDER  TODAY! 
SALES  VOID  WHERE  PROHIBITED  BY  LAW. 

Heavy  Duty  Revolver 

N0.4I6A 

22  Cal. 
7  Shot 

iNEW 

improved I  model. 

FREE!  POCKET  PARALYZER'  ̂ ^ Get  this  $5.00  Non-Lethal  Pocket  Tear  Gas 

Spray  Paralyzer  FREE  with  your  order  of 
$20.00  or  more  &  Bonus  Seal  above.  Fires 

up  to  50  spray  shots  up  to  8  feet!  ACT  NOW! 

Quantities  are  limited!  It's  ideal  self-protection. 
Send  Check  or  MO 

So",  NO  COD  s 

Protection  &  Security  Service  -P.O.Box  9010-\/- Wilmington.  Del. 19809, 

Jhe^EasecfNybti 
Brenna  Mills  lace  trifnmed  satin  sheets  made  from  Dupont' 
Antron  III  100%  nylon  are  seamless,  machine  washable,  dry- 
able,  anti-static,  ding-tree,  lint-free  and  require  no  ironing. 
And  luxury  is  affordable!  Brenna  Mills  prices  include 
shipping,  top  sheet(s),  2  matching  pillow  cases,  and  fitted 
bottom  sheet(s).  Specify  white,  blue,  green,  beige,  bronze, 
pink,  yellow,  red.  black,  apricot  or  navy. 

Twin  Set   $22.50     Pillow  Shams  (Lace) 
Double  Set ... .  $23.50       Standard  ...  $8.00 
Queen  Set   $27.50        King    S9.00 
King  Set   $32.50     Dust  Ruffles  (No  Lace) 

Round  Set  84 .' .  $44.00       Twin   $1 7.50 
96..  $48.00        Double   $1950 

Waterbed  Set . .  $48.00       Queen   $22.00 
King   $26.00 

To  order  Brenna  Mills  sheets,  send  check  or  money  order  to: 

16168  Beach  Blvd.  Suite  251  Huntington  Beach.OA  92647 
California  residents  add  6%  sales  tax. 

BEST    BT    MAIL 
For    Ratet:    Write   Box   i.    SarateH,    Fl.   33571 

OF    INTEREST  TO  ALL 

FOOD  Stamps.  20,000,000  more  ehgibles    Are  you? 

Jl . 00.    '-Facts".    Box    P4S.    Bay    snore.    NY    11706 
FREE   Brochurel    Higti  quality    in-iports.    Discount 
prices!     Send    2S<.    ttandling:     Broadwaters,    Box 

725-KB6.  Belen,  N.M.  87002   
ANCESTOR  hunting  simplified!  Just  follow  ref- 

erences   starter  guide  S3. 00,  Lotcadex,  Box  8948-H, 
Roctiester,  N.Y.  14624   

INDIAN  Jewelry  Wholesale.  Send  SI .00  for  color- 
brochure,  refundable    "Direct  Buyers  Club",  2717 
2r>d^  N.W..    Albuquerque,    N.M.    87107   
READY  for  the  Bicentennial?  I  will  share  my 
complete  pattern  with  easy  to  follow  step  by  step 
instructions  for  suntxjnnet  worn  by  my  Great 
Grandmother.  Send  J1.50  to;  Mary  Jane  Caton, 
Box    1167,  Thousand  Oaks.  Ca.  91360   

  MONEYMAKING  OPPORTUNITIES   
BORROWING  money  to  make  money!  Zero  cash 
businesses!     Details    Jl     refundable.     BGSIE,    210 
Fifth,  NYC,   NY  10010    
SSOO-fWEEKLY    .    .    .    New    tested    system.    Rush 
SASE.    Fisher-WM,    Lime  Springs,    la.   52155 
SSOO.OO   PROFITS   stuffing   1000  envelopes,   25c   de- 

tails.    Canapro.     Box    21S-H.     Station     "H",    Mon- 
treal,  Canada   

  PERSONAL -MISCELLANEOUS   
WARTS,  Verg»R  Cream  is  painless,  safe,  easy. 
Hospital  tested.  Recommended  by  doctors.  Use  on 
aM  parts  of  body.  Unconditionally  guaranteed. 
Buy   VergoH  at  all    better  pharmacies. 
ALL  ZUCCHINI 
1053    Aberdeen, 

Cookbook  $3.95  postpaid.  Plastino, 
Livermore,    Ca.    94550 

INTERNATIONALLY  famous  astrologer  Mary 
Garbo  solves  all  problems.  Life  reading  Send 
data,    15.00.    (213-934-2246).    1030    S.    Bronson,    Los 
Angeles,  Ca.  90019   
POWERFUL  Tear  Gas  Pistols.  Free  literature? 
See  our  larger  ad  April  issue  this  magazine. 
Leather  Feather,  Box  2946A,  Las  Vegas,  Nv.  89104 
DIVORCE  One  Day.  Consultation  Unlimited  (904) 
3767785,    Box    1257V.    Gainesville,   Fla. 

HOUSE& 
GARDEN 
COLORS 

OrtJer  this  year's  36 
House  &  Garden  Color  Chips  now 

— each  set  accompanietj  by 

Merchan(jise  Directory — 
(Who  make  What  in  Which  Color). 

36  large  3"  x  6"  Color  Chips 
and  Directory  S7.00 

36  Miniature  1 "  x  2"  Color  Chips 
and  Directory  $3.00 

Checks  or  money  orders  to: 
House  &  Garden.  Dept.  cc  76 

P.  O.  Box  1910 
Grand  Central  Station 

New  York,  N.Y.  10017 
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SUMMER  SERVICE 

Attractive  paper-plate  holders  of 
natural  woven  rattan  put  an  end 

to  floppy,  hard-to-handle  plates. 
The  braided  edge  gives  firm  sup- 

port to  standard  paper  plates. 

12  for  $4.95  plus  $1  post.  Cata- 
logue 25c.  Fran's  Basket  House, 

HG6,  Route  10,  Succasunna,  NJ 
07876. 

CEILING  FAN 

Natural  air  cooling.  Adaptair  ad- 

justs angle  of  blades  (on  52" only).  2  speeds.  5  yr.  guarantee. 
52"  fan  with  adaptair  lever  $279; 

without,  $239.  36"  fan  $159. 
Light  Adapter  kit  $16.  Free  bro- 

chure. The  Ceiling  Fan  Gallery, 
HG6.  Indian  Neck  Lane,  Peconic, 
NY  11958. 

FEET  TREAT 

Airy  imports  from  south  of  the 
border.  Hand-woven  huaraches 

of  supple  genuine  steerhide 
leather  in  popular  natural  color. 

Long-wearing  soles  and  heels.  A 
favorite  for  cool  comfort.  5-10. 
$8.90  plus  $1  post.  Vicki  Wayne, 

610  So.  Country  Club,  H6L.  Tuc- 
son, AZ  85716. 

OPEN  SHELF  STORAGE 

Store  china  conveniently  and  in 
full  view  with  vinyl  cushioned 

metal  caddy  9"  high  and  IIV2" across.  Caddy  stores  40  pieces 
saving  cupboard  space,  and  it 
prevents  chipping  and  breakage. 
$3.98  plus  75c  post.  Holiday 
Gifts,  Inc.,  306-F,  Wheat  Ridge, 
CO  80033. 

JIFFY  ICE  CRUSHER 

All  you  do  is  put  cubes  in  top, 

press  down  on  lid,  turn  crank. 
Ice  is  shaved  into  container, 

ready  to  use.  Tough  plastic  in  as- 
sorted colors,  chrome-plated 

blade.  8"  h.  Boxed.  From  Italy. 

$4.98  plus  75c  post.  Lillian  Ver- 
non, G6E,  510  So.  Fulton  Ave., 

Mt.  Vernon,  NY  10550. 

RARE  LAPIS 

Prized  by  Greeks  and  Romans, 
now  the  lapis  lazuli  is  made  into 
an  exquisite  jewel  to  wear  on  a 
18"  sterling  silver  chain;  barrel 
clasp.  Gorgeous  deep  blue  stone 
goes  from  casual  clothes  to 
formal  dress.  $10.99  plus  95c 

post.  Sunset  House,  531  Sunset 
BIdg.,  Beverly  Hills,  CA  90215. 

CLOSE  COMPANION 

The  summer  tote  in  heavy-duty 
canvas  carries  all  the  things  you 

need  for  beach,  picnics  or  family 

visits.  15"  by  11"  by  41/2".  Love- 
ly buff  color.  Personalized  with 

name  of  your  choice  (white 
letters).  $6  plus  50c  post.  Decor 

Galore,  Dept.  362,  140  Monu- 
ment Ave.,  Barrington,  IL  60010. 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

IVE  INCH  RUFFLES 

[•oly/cotton  muslin,  86"w.  pr,, 
ittached  valance.  45",  54",  63", 
;14;  72",  81",  90",  $16;  insert 
)4"  valance,  $3;  add  one  for 
louble,  two  or  more  for  wider 

vindow  (on  one  rod)  $1.75  post. 
ree  catalogue.  Colonial  Maid 

Curtains,  HG  6.  Lawn  Ter.,  Ma- 
Tiaroneck  Village,  NY   10543. 

COLLAR   HIM 

Sterling  silver  collar  stays.  He'l 
savor  knowing  he's  well  dressed 
down   to  these   elegant   details 

0/2"  I.,  to  engrave  with  three  ini 
Itials     (specify).     Pair     sterling, 

$8.50.  3"  long  $9.  Add  50c  post 
Sleepy  Hollow  Gifts,  HG6,  6651 

Arlington  Blvd.,  Falls  Church,  VA 
22042. 

GLASS  TO  GROW  IN 

Pearl  mist  greenhouse  with  red- 

wood frame;  acrylic,  glass  con- 
lent  fiberglass.  Pre-cut;  fabricat- 

ed Dutch  door.  Shown  8'  by 
12',  $334.95  Exp.  Coll.  Others 
from  $98.95.  Free  catalogue. 
Peter  Reimu  I  ler/Greenhouse- 

man'",  980-17th  Ave.,  Dept. 
11-FP,  Santa  Cruz,  CA  95062. 

WILDLIFE  ART 

Pen-and-ink  print  in  classical 
style  by  artist  L.  P.  LaVorgna 

III.  Art  5"  by  7%"  printed  on 
81/2"  by  11"  parchment.  Limited 
edition,  numbered  and  signed. 
One  of  a  series.  $9.50  plus  50c 
post.  R.  I.  Smith  Associates, 
Dept.  HG6,  100  Constitution 
Plaza.  Hartford,  CT  06103. 

STAY  TRIM  ON  THE  GO 

Portable  figure  trimmer  travels 

with  you  to  keep  the  figure  in 
shape.  Attach  it  to  a  door  knob 

or  bed  post,  lie  on  your  back  and 

do  basic  routines  in  fully  illus- 
trated brochure.  $2.99  plus  76c 

post.;  two,  $5  ppd.  Greenland 

Studios,  11932  Greenland  BIdg.. 
Miami,  FL  33059. 
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t  BUTTERFLY 
At  last  a  cover  that  really  makes  sense!!! 

i  vinyl  clad ,  mesh  material  allows  rain  to  flow 
I  and  dry  in  minutes  in  ttie  tiot  summer  sun. 
es  are  made  of  nylon  tor  incredible  strengtti 
durability 

Fits  any  Hairpin  Chair  or  Butterfly  Chair. 

Trimmed  in  handsome  white  edging 
lable  {n  Lemon  Twist.  Emerald  Green,  and  Hot  Chocolate. 

.-69  Hairpin  Cover   $12,95  ea* 

.-70  Hairpm  wrought  iron  chair 
in  white     13,95  ea** 

ease  add  $1  00  for  shipping  and  handling 

'lease  add  $3  00  for  shipping  and  handling 
id  check  or  money  order  to 

BEELINE  OUTDOOR  PRODUCTS 

P.O.  Box  256.  Bensenville.  III.  60106 

notes  with  a  hand-look! 
Send  250  for  2  notes  with  envelopes,  1 
recipe  card,  1  gift  enclosure,  and  color 
catalogue  of  over  100  creative  designs  for 
your  Anita  Beck  stationery  and  gift  needs. 

anita  beck  cards 
Eeinbeer  ̂ ouge 
3409  W.  44th  St.,  Dept.HG 

fVlinneapolis,  Minn.  55410 

Grow  Your  Own 

jSea/o/jeife 
Amazing!  Mystical! 
The  Leaf  of  Lite  is  so  amazing  ttie  Yogis  of  India 
believe  that  these  mystical  leaves  possess  the 
Secret  of  Life 

Wherever  a  leaf  falls,  a  new  plant  starts  to  grow 
.    .  on  air.  water,  or  soil. 

Yes.  the  Leaf  of  Life  can  start  to  grow  on  air 

alone.  New  plants  grow  from  the  edges  of  each 
leaf. 
After  It  starts,  put  the  leaf  in  a  pot.  The  bigger 

the  pot.  the  bigger  the  plant  will  grow  —  from 
one  to  Six  feet  tall  You  can  have  the  size  you 
want  and  it  grows  in  sun  or  shade. 

It  blossoms  with  fragrant  pink  &  hme  bell-lilte 
flowers  that  look  like  jeweled,  oriental  lanterns. 

The  Leaf  of  Life  makes  a  thoughtful  gift. 

symbolic  of  wishing  your  friends  a  long  life  and 

happiness 
It  comes  with  complete  instructions  and  is  easy 

to  grow. 
Two  Leaves  Of  Life  for  $l.oo  Six  for  $2,50 
Please  add  25c  for  handling  and  postage 

I\OBERTA'S  De 

pt.  HA-8 

P.  O.  Box  3000.  Shelbyville.  Ind.  46176 

Box  2221.  Walkerville.  P.  O..  Windsor.  Ont.  Canada 

PROTECT 
FINE 

FURNITURE 
with  a  natural  wax  gjlow 
The  basic  ingredient  of  Walter-DeLipsey 
Handmade  Furniture  Wax  is  prime  im- 

ported Brazilian  Carnauba  Wa.x — one  of 
the  world's  hardest  natural  wa.\es.  Prod- 

uct is  made  in  small,  carefully  controlled 
quantities  for  absolute  quality  control, 
and  has  positively  no  water  content.  This 
means  that  after  a  short  period,  the  waxes 
solidify  and  produce  a  ulowing,  extremely 
longlasting  hard  finish  without  repeated 
applications.  Specially  made  for  antique 
lovers  and  those  carinu  about  fine  furni- ture. 

Please  send     cans  of  Walter- 
DeLipsey  Handmade  Wax.  $4.00  ca.,  add 

75c  postage  and  handling  each.  Add  5'f 
sales  tax  per  can  in  Texas. 

NAME   

ADDRESS. 

CITY   

STATE   ZIP   

Walter-DeLipsey 
2615  Roiith.  Dallas.  Texas  75201     (214)  744-0734 
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COLONIAL  MUGS 
A  bit  of  the 

past!  The 
glint  of  old 

pewter  in Statesmetal 
XII  alloy. 

Handcrafted 

but  dish- washer safe 
to  grace 

your  table.  A 

fine  "old" 
mug — plain 
or  with  a 

colonial  tav- ern sign  (4 

different 

signs)  $9.00 

each  post- 
paid or  a  set of  four  for 

$32.00. 

Pennsylva- nia residents 
add  6  % 
sales  tax. 

Youth  Group — First  Trinity 
Box  164,  Youfigwood,  Pa.  15697 

{  Water  every  plant   ̂ | 
!  in  your  house  without 

I  hfting  a  bucket! 

!  use  *little  squirt* 
1  The  intjoor  watering  hose! 
I 
I 

Simply  attach 
I  this  wondnms 1  50  font  vinyl 

!  hose  to  most 

I  any  kitchen 
I  or  bathroom 
I  faucet  -  and 

j  travel  100 

I   feet  through 

I  an  entire I  house 
I  watering 

j   hantjinK  or 
without  a  lift 

i  or  a  drip. 

Shatterproof,  drip-proof  on/off  finger  control, 
pressure-protected  valve,  special  root  feeding 
nozzle    Weighs  only  14  oz.  1  year  guarantee!! 

ONLY  $12. 95  postpaid 
(in  CuUf.  odd  7«C  tax) 

^ 

CASAPLANTA.Dept.  107  .  } 
16129  Runnymede  St    Van  Nuys,  CA  914C6  I 

INTERIOR 
DECORATION 

For  a  Satisfying  Hobby  or  Rewarding  Career 

Famous    HOME   STUDY    course.   Individual  uro  I 
Kiaiii  |)roi)ari'(l  anil  supiivisod  by  proniinetit  N.Y.  [ 
docurators  on  fa<-ull.v  of  long  istahli.sliod  roDut.i- ble  .school  with   suciesstul   jirailnatrs  all   over  the 
world.  Lcsscpiis  ciivi  r  Textiles:  Furnishinqs:  Room 
Arrangement;  Color  Harmony:  Period  and  Mod- 

ern  Furniture:   Antiques:   Ruqs  and   Floor  Cover- 
ings; Wall  Treatments;  Wall   Papers;   Draperies; 

Lighting;  Pottery;  Porcelain;  Glass;  Accessories.' Details  on   how   to   set   iii)  your   own   business  or  I 
start   a  tai'eor.   Uhistiated  lessons,  complete  with  | 
saini)Ies  of  fabrics,  colors,  etc. 
Certificate  awarded. 

NEW  YORK  SCHOOL 
OF  INTERIOR  DESIGN 
155  East  56th  St.,  New  York  10022 

New  YorK  School  of  Interior  Design 155  East  56th  St,.  New  York  10022 
Please  .send  me  (no  obligation)   Cafaloc (Jl 

mid  rest 

cily 

stale   zip.. 

T 
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Renew  rusted 
surfaces 
Make  rusted  lawn 

furniture,  bicycles, 
mowers  look  like  new 

again  with  Derusto 
Minute  Finish  Spray. 
Special  rust  inhibitive 
primer  is  built  into 

every  color  for  one- 
step  rust  prevention. 
For  old  and  new  sur- 

faces. In  18  gloss 
colors. 

Stop  paint  peeling 
on  downspouts 
Derusto  Galv-A-Grip'w  js  specially 
formulated  to  stick  tight  to  gutters, 
downspouts,  all  galvanized  metal. 

Won't  check,  peel  or  crack  like 
ordinary  paint.  Dries  in  3  to  4  hours. 

Choice  of  4  long-lasting  colors. 

BlAP 
Derusto 
The  name  people  know 
best  in  home  fix-up 
DAP  Inc.,  General  Offices:  Daylon,  Ohio  45401 
Subsidiary  of  Plough,  Inc. 

Gardener's  notes; 

June  jottings 
Getting  ready  for  summer:  a  helpful  hoe, 
the  charm  of  hardy  daylilies, 
and  words  of  caution  about  cuttings  from  abroad 

{t 

By  James  Fanni 
% 

A  blooming 
wonder 
Daylilies  are  universal.  Tn  China 
and  Japan  the  flower  buds  are 
cooked  as  a  vegetable.  In  Europe 
and  the  U.S.  the  plants  have 
escaped  from  cuUivation  and  are 
almost  considered  weeds.  Their 
botanical  name  is  Hemerocallis, 

and  they  are  usually  listed  as  such 
in  plant  catalogues.  The  two  most 

common  species  are  the  sweet- 
scented  lemon  lily,  HcDwrocdllis 
fiava,  and  the  orange  daylily.  H. 
fitlva.  These  have  been  hybridized 
for  generations,  and  some  of  the 
newer  varieties  are  a  far  cry  from 
their    parents,    in    colors    ranging 

from  mahogany-brown  to  pale 
pink.  All  have  the  hardiness  of 
their  ancestors,  though,  and  can 

survive  drought,  damp,  and  crowd- 
ing as  few  other  pUmts  can.  DilTcr- 

ent  varieties  flower  at  diflerent 

times,  and  although  the  indi- 
vidual flowers  don't  last  very  long 

— hence  the  name,  lily-of-a-day — 
each  flower  stem  produces  a  suc- 

cession of  bloom  that  may  go  on 
for  weeks.  Some  of  the  modern 
hybrids  do  not  spread  as  rampantly 
as  their  ancestors,  but,  once  estab- 

lished, they  are  there  to  stay.  Un- 
excelled as  groundcover  plants,  on 

hot,  dry  banks,  daylilies  put  down 
tight  masses  of  roots  that  help 
prevent  erosion  and  choke  out  any 
weed  seedlings  that  may  appear. 

A  tree  £or  Ben  Franklin 

In  his  own  time,  Benjamin  Frank- 
lin seems  to  have  been  all  things  to 

all  men.  So  it  was  only  to  be  ex- 
pected that  his  fellow  scientists,  the 

botanists,  would  name  a  plant  for 
him.  John  and  William  Bartram, 

while  exploring  the  southern  part 
of    the    country    just    before    the 

American  Revolution,  found  a  tree 

that  they  thought  worthy  and 
named  it,  accordingly,  Franklinia. 
The  plants  that  the  Bartrams  took 
home  with  them  grew  and  thrived, 
and  other  plant  hunters  visited  the 
grove  of  wild  trees  in  Georgia. 

They  must  have  been  an  enthusias- 
tic bunch  of  collectors,  because  all 

of  the  original  trees  soon  disap- 
peared and  Franklinia  has  never 

again  been  found  growing  wild. 
However,  as  a  cultivated  tree  it  is 
still  with  us.  and  it  is  still  worth 

growing.  Franklinia  is  hardy  as 
far  north  as  the  middle  of  New 

England,  and  has  cup-shaped — 
almost  cup-sized — white  flowers  in 
late  summer,  actually  overlapping 

the  bright  fall  coloring  in  the 
leaves.  It  is  a  sparsely  branched 
tree  with  smooth  gray  bark.  Its 
upturning  stems  look  wonderful 
against  a  masonry  background. 

riiiiiklinid  flowers  in  late  sitinnu  , leaves  take  on  fall  coloring 

Humdinger 
o£  a  hoe 

r 

In  keeping  with  the  tradition  bui 
up  over  200  years,  the  Ames  Com 
pany  continues  to  improve  its  lin 
of  garden  tools.  Latest  in  the  lor 
succession    is    the    Ames    Actio 

Hoe,   a  scuffle   hoe   with   a  yoki 
mounting    that    makes    sure    th 
blade  always  goes  where  the  usci 
wants  it  to  go.  The  working  par 

of  the  blade  is  Teflon-coated  ani 
the  handle  is  hardwood.  The  At 
tion  Hoe,  about  $6.50,  at  hardwari 
and  garden  shops. 
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Plant4i£ters, 
beware 
It's  natural  enough  when  you  see  i 

an  exceptionally  beautiful  or  in- 
teresting plant  to  want  to  grow  it 

yourself.  A  great  many  gardeners,^c 

in  fact,  never  travel  without  a  sup- 
ply of  plastic  bags  for  carrying 

home  cuttings  of  desirable  plants. 

This  is  all  very  well  when  you're traveling  within  the  borders  of 
your  own  country,  but  resist  the 
temptation  to  bring  home  plants 
from  foreign  countries.  The  U.S. 
Customs  .Service  takes  a  dim  view 

of  anyone  who  tries  to  bring  live 

plants — or  parts  of  them — into  the 
country.  This  is  really  done  for  the 
protection  of  all  of  us.  to  prevent 
infestations  of  foreign  pests  to 
which  our  native  plants  are  not 
immune.  If  you  find  a  particularly 

desirable  plant  in  a  foreign  coun- 
try, ask  a  local  nurseryman  or  flor- 

ist to  have  it  sent  to  you.  In  this 
way,  the  plant  will  get  proper 
health  clearance  and  will  probably 
be  a  better  plant,  anyway,  than 
one  you  might  bring  home.  Dry 
seeds  are  generally  exempt  from 
customs  restrictions,  but  if  you  do 

bring  some  in.  declare  them  any- 

way, just  to  be  sure. 
HOUSE  &  GARDEN 



le  Bikecentennial 
ttiniu'd  from  page  92 

erest.  Each  group  will  have  a 

der  who  will  organize  the  day's 
[jivel  and  help  with  bike  repairs. 
;  will  not  be  a  guide  who  does 

i*  cooking  and  cleaning  up — each 
bup  is  to  be  a  democratic  organi- 

^   ition,  with  members  pitching  in. 
Arrangements  can  also  be  made 

r  families  with  very  young  chil- 
en  to  travel  accompanied  by  a 

n,  with  a  parent  from  each  fam- 
taking  turns  driving  and  super- 

sing  the  children  in  the  van.  In 

is   capacity,    Bikecentennial   '76 
ily  operates  as  a  matchmaker  for 
milies   of   similar   interests.   All 

;es  are  urged  to  join  Bikecenten- 

al  "76  with  the  following  stipula- jns: 

Age  20  or  under  must  have  legal 
release  signed  by  parent  or  legal 
guardian. 
Age  17  or  under,  three  personal 
references  from  individuals  who 

are  not  related  to  them,  in  addi- 
tion to  above. 

Age  15  or  under  must  ride  with 
a  parent  or  assigned  guardian. 
Trips  will  start  on  May  16  and 

.ill   depart  through  the  summer 
ntil    August    23;    length    ranges 

rom  12  days  for  a  400-mile  sec- 
ion  of  the  trail  to  82  days  for  the 

Lill    coast-to-coast   trip   of   4,250 
niles.  Inexperienced  bike  tourists 
ire  urged  to  start  with  the  short 
rips  and  to  use  one  of  the  four 

hort  trips  that  provide  an  equip- 
nent  shuttle  from  point  to  point. 
Most  trips  will  cover  50  to  65  miles 
X  day;  riders  should  get  in  shape 
3y  riding  15  miles  a  day  for  several 
weeks  before  joining  a  tour. 

With  the  help  of  federal  and 

state  agencies,  Bikecentennial  '76 
l^as  put  together  detailed  regional 
maps  and  guidebooks  for  the  cross- 

country route.  Maps,  which  are 
made  to  fit  in  map-pockets  of  bike 
|bags,  include  route  directions,  dis- 

tances, locations  of  tourist  services. 
The  guidebooks  describe  local 

points  of  interest,  terrain,  and  his- 
tory. Until  September  these  publi- 

cations will  be  available  to  Bike- 

centennial '76  participants  only. 
After  that,  they  will  be  available 

generally  for  individuals  and  fam- 
ilies planning  independent  trips. 

Other  Bikecentennial  '76  publica- 
tions include  several  25-cent  bro- 

chures on  how  to  choose  equip- 
ment, techniques  of  bicycle  tour- 

ing, transporting  your  bicycle,  and 
planning  a  bicycle  trip.  A  Bicycle 

Tourists'  Cookbook  and  A  Re- 
source Directory  for  Bicycle  Tour- 

ists are  also  available  for  $1  each. 

Future  plans  for  Bikecentennial 

'76  include  opening  north-south 
trails  along  the  Atlantic  and  Pacific 
Coasts,  a  Great  Parks  route  link- 

ing Jasper  and  Banfi"  in  Canada 
with  the  U.S.,  extending  through 
Glacier,     Yellowstone,     and    the 
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Grand  Tetons.  and  the  Rocky 
Mountains  National  Park.  Another 
trail  would  follow  the  Mississippi 
River  from  its  source  in  Minneso- 

ta to  the  Louisiana  Delta. 

Bikecentennial  '76  also  hopes  to 
become  a  clearing  house  for  infor- 

mation on  bicycle  touring  and  a 
distributor  of  slide-tape  programs, 
movies,  and  speakers  on  bicycle 
safety  and  use. 

If  bike  touring  is  part  of  your 
plans  this  summer.  Bikecentennial 

'76,  P.O.  Box  1034,  Missoula. 
Mont.  59801.  can  be  a  useful 
source  of  information  and  ideas 

for  trip  planning.  It  has  5.000 
member/ enthusiasts  now  and 

hopes  to  expand  its  work  as  num- 
bers increase.  Start  cycling!  ■ 

Breaking  routine 
continued  from  page  60 

do  it  one  way  or  another — though 
often  it  is  difficult  for  family  or 
friends  to  understand  it.  Wanting 

to  be  a  new  person  can  be  threat- 
ening. Also  in  our  culture  there  is 

an  underlying  feeling  of  guilt  at- 
tached to  escape — we  feel  we 

shouldn't  do  such  things  when  we 
are  grown-up;  though  in  fact  none 
of  us  is  ever  really  grown-up.  We 
are  always  in  the  process  of  grow- ing. 

"The  adolescent  goes  through 
a  similar  kind  of  growth  crisis.  He 

can  often  afford  to  take  longer- 
term  escapes  than  the  adult;  he 
can  have  what  Erikson  calls  a 

'moratorium,'  taking  off  and  trav- 
eling, for  instance.  He  needs  also 

to  get  away  from  the  demanding 
requirements  of  daily  life  to  a 
place  where  he  can  try  things  out 
for  himself. 

"So  if  we  take  three  people  at 
different  ages,  all  making  a  journey 
to  the  South  Sea  Islands:  For  the 

adolescent,  it  might  be  a  voyage  of 

self-experimentation;  for  the  25- 
35-year-old,  it  might  be  a  tension- 
reducer,  a  refresher;  and  for  the 

45-year-old,  it  might  be  an  attempt 
to  try  out  another  part  of  him  or 

herself.  All  these  escapes  are  use- 
ful at  different  times,  but  the  most 

important  is  the  one  that  provides 
you  with  a  way  to  discover  other 
parts  of  yourself,  a  sure  route  to 
psychological  growth  and  greater 

happiness."  ■ 

Correction 

In  the  March  issue  we  regret  two 
errors  in  the  article  To  Versailles 
with  Love,  starting  on  page  54. 
The  Grand  Trianon  was  built  for 
Mme  de  Maintenon  and  Louis 

XIV,  the  Sun  King,  not  for  Mme 
de  Pompadour  and  Louis  XV.  The 

present  chateau  of  The  Petit  Tria- 
non was  built  for  Louis  XV.  not 

for  Louis  XVI.  It  was  given  to 
Marie  Antoinette  by  the  latter. 

Problem  itching 
is  no  joke. 

You  know  there's  nothing  funny  about  problem 
itching.  \Afe  know  too.  That's  why  we  developed 

BiCOZENE.  (Say  it  "By-Co-Zeen.") 
This  greaseless  creme  formula  soothes  and  cools. 

Helps  stop  that  awful  itch  on  contact.  That's  real  relief! 
You  see,  BiCOZENE  gives  you  more  itch-relief  medication 
than  that  creme  you  see  on  TV  More  itch-relief  medication 
—  yet  BiCOZENE  is  safe  to  use  anywhere  your  skin  itches. 
Anywhere!  (Except  your  eyes  and  mouth,  of  course.) 

Ask  your  druggist.  Or  look  for  BiCOZENE  right  next 

to  your  old  anti-Itch  creme. 

the 

perennial 
supreme 

SUPER  SEVEN 
CLOUO  CAP,  Huge  Pink   $1.00 

ELEANOR'S  PRIDE,  Tall  Powder-Blue  1.00 
FULL  DRESS,  Lacy  Bright  Yellow  . . .   1.50 
GLACIER  GOLD,  White  &  Gold     2.00 
GYPSY  JEWELS,  Giant  Red    .    1.50 
LEOA  KNIGHT,  Dark  Red-Violet  ....   2.50 
LORNA  LEE,  Early  Giant  Pink     2.00 

($11.50  value)   7  for 

^6.95 

World's  M?' -^K        Finest     h-»i! 

AS  IRIS  BOOK 
56  pages  of  color.  Over  380 

descriptions.  Special  offers — 
Send  50r  for  your  copy  today! 

{/C^    GARDENS P.O.  BOX  G 
Silverton,  Oregon  97381 

BOOK  AUTHORS ! 
Join  our  8uccM8ful  authors 

a  complete,  reliable  publishing 

program,  publicity,  advertis- 
ing, handsome  books  Send  for 

FREE  report  on  your  manu- 
scnpland  Publish  Your  Book 

CARLTON  PRISS  Dept.  HSF 
84  Fifth  Ave  .  New  York,  10011 

h  R  E  E 

m 

Lists  over  400  gorgeous  iris — 300 
pictured  in  natural  color.  72  pages 
of  dwarf,  tall  bearded,  Siberian, 

spuria  iris.  New  colors  —  how  to 
plant  —  special  offers  —  brimful  of 

information.  "Iris  Lover's  Catalog." 

SPECIAL:  RAINBOW  ASSORTIVIENT 
of  8  different  kinds,  labelled  and 

postpaid.  A"1  Oregon  Grown  roots and  the  catalog  for   $7.00 

SCHREINER'S  GARDENS 3633  Quinaby  Rd.,  Saletn,  Oregon  97303 

^Water  Visions 
<=Watcr<T-ilies  *  <=Lotus 

Tountains 

'^'an'TVess'Water  Gardens 

2440  N.  Euclid  A.e..  Rt    IS  Upland,  C«.  91786  ■  (7141  <»2-242S 

REX  BULB  FARMS 

LILIES 
HUNDREDS  OF  WORLD 

FAMOUS  GARDEN 
VARIETIES. 

Send    10c  for  68  Page 
Catalog. 

Box   14S-B Newberg,  Oregon  97132 

DON'T 

FIGHT  THATCH 
...PREVENT  IT! 

With  A  Parker 
Lawn  Sweeper 

Lawn  care  experts  agree,  the  most 

important  step  in  preventing  thatch  and 
maintaining  a  beautiful  lawn  is  to  collect 

the  grass  cuttings.  See  your  Parker 
Dealer.  He  has  a  Parker  Lawn  Sweeper 
that's  perfect  for 

your  needs. 

"Poofeiz/u 

"the  quality  line" 
PARKER  SWEEPER  COMPANY 

Dept.  HGT-76,  Box  1728, 

Springfield,  Ohio  45501 
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BARBADOS 

■T.  JAMES  nEACH 

>fay  at  1:  enjoy  ̂   select  re-sorts  on  St.  Jamrs 
iicach.  Colony  Club,  Discovery  Bay.  Taniariiui 
(!-_n.  ,  Exchange  dining.  Air  cond.  David  B.  Mitch- 
-II  ̂   Co.,  Inc.,  Heps.;  or  your  travel  agent. 

Visit  New  York  City, 

the  year-round  vaca- 

tion spot  where  you 

will  find  pleasures  to 

suit  all  tastes. 

GEORGIA 
SEA  ISLAND 

^di^A^W-where  else? 
Lush  semi-tropical  paradise  with  18 
superb  tennis  courts,  2  spectacular 
golf  courses.  Enchanting  dining  and 

The  Cloister's  world-loved  ameni- 
ties —  unspoiled  5  mile  beach,  pools, 

lounges,  ocean-side  buffet  at  Beach 
Club.  The  Cloister  Hotel, 

SeaIsland,Ga.  31561  (912- 
638-3611).  Out  of  state 
call  toll 

-    NORTH  CAROLINA 
CASHIERS  28717 

High  Hampton  Inn 
and  Conntry  Club 
2300-acre  resort  at  3600  feet  in  the 
Cashiers  Valley  of  the  Blue  Ridge 
Mtns.  8  tennis  courts.  3  lakes  for 
boating,  fishing,  swimming,  sailing. 
Private  18-hole,  par  71  golf  course/ 
bent  grass  greens.  Riding  stables. 

Trap  &  skeet.  Children's  program. 
Open  May  1  to  Nov,  1.  Write:  High 
Hampton  Inn,  146  Hampton  Rd., 
Cashiers,  N.C.  28717.  PH  (704) 
743-2411. 

l«ll«IIVU 
Ccniral 

UJhafG  Soufhain    ' 

ho/pilalifq  maal/ 
fhaUJ<2/f. 

Kansas-Okbhoma-fTlissouri 
Arkansas  •  Louisiana 

For  more  information  on  special  tour  packages 
contact  your  travel  agent. 

HAS  TRAVELOG  HELPED  YOU  IN  DECIDING  WHERE  TO 

SPEND  YOUR  VACATION?  IF  SO,  WHEN  WRITING  TO 

THESE  HOTELS  OR  RESORTS  FOR  LITERATURE  OR  WHEN 

MAKING  YOUR  ARRANGEMENTS.  PLEASE  MENTION 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN  MAGAZINE. 

Dear  diary 

continued  from  page  98 

Dr.  ProgofT  realistically.  "There  is 
no  need  to  feel  you  must  be  a  liter- 

ary genius  to  start.  Things  have 
come  out  at  journal  workshops  in 
ghettos  that  were  very  expressive 

but  not  in  correct  grammar." 
People  come  from  all  back- 

grounds to  sign  up  for  journal 
workshops.  Susan  McCall  has  been 

keeping  a  journal  since  1969,  when 
she  attended  a  seminar.  Since  then 

she  has  gone  back  to  the  univer- 

sity, got  a  bachelor's  degree  in 
psychology  and  comparative  re- 

ligion, progressed  "her  career  from a  clerk  to  an  accounting  manager, 

quadrupled  her  salary,  and  taken 
up  sculpting  in  her  spare  time. 
Many  new  friends  have  come  into 
her  life.  Her  search  for  a  fuller 
existence  led  her  through  the 
church,  Zen.  Yoga,  and  reality 

therapy — "typical  experiences  and 

you  can  learn  from  them  all,"  says 
Dr.  Progoff — until  she  foimd  the 
Journal  Method  and  it  stuck.  She 

goes  to  a  refresher  workshop  once 
a  year.  One  of  the  most  illuminat- 

ing points  about  keeping  the  jour- 
nal, she  agrees,  is  to  work  out  the 

phases  of  your  life  in  the  Period 

Log — you  discover  them  from  jot- 
ting down  the  Stepping  Stones.  We 

all  have  phases.  Everybody's  life 
swings  in  a  rhythm,  but  many  peo- 

ple don't  bother  to  analyze  the 
beat.  "The  journal  is  a  tool  through 

which  you  find  your  direction," 
says  Miss  McCall.  Dag  Ham- 
marskjold,  says  Dr.  Progoff,  talked 

about  "markings"  in  life.  "He  used 
a  mountain  climbing  metaphor.  A 

climber  leaves  markings'  to  show 

his  route.  Often  the  'markings'  re- 
veal that  he  has  had  to  go  down  to 

go  up.  Yet  every  mark  is  a  point 
of  progress.  You  could  say  the 

same  about  life's  Stepping  Stones." 
Dr.  Progoff  has  noted  the  jour- 

nal is  specially  helpful  in  times  of 

anxiety.  "Anxiety  generally  means 
you've  got  too  much  happening, 
too  much  to  fit  in.  in  other  words,  a 
conflict.  The  journal  writing  helps 

you  understand  such  phases  are 
normal;  we  all  go  through  them; 

they  generally  mark  a  period  of 

growth  and  transition  into  some- 

thing new." 
The  Progoff  book  At  a  Journal 

Workshop  (Dialogue  House  Li- 
brary. SI 2.50),  describes  precisely 

how  you  set  about  creating  your 

own  journal.  If  you  want  to  ex- 

perience the  Progoff  method  per- 

sonally, you  can  go  to  a  two-day 
journal  workshop  (S90  per  person, 
now  being  held  across  the  country. 
More  information  about  schedules 

and  an  introductory  packet  includ- 
ing textbook  and  cassette  from 

Dialogue  House,  45  West  10th 
.Street^  New  York,  N.Y.  10011). 

Nobody  is  pressed  into  "sharing" 
or  "opening  up"  at  these  sessions. 
People  have  been  known  to  stay 
silent  the  whole  two  days.  Nobody 

bothers    them.     The    fundamenta 

point  about  the  Progoff  system  i 
that   it   is   private,   personal,   anti 
secret.    A  welcome  change   fron 

letting  it  all  hang  out.  And  doctor 
are  praising  it.   Dr.   Howard   Dc 
laney.    Professor    of    philosophy 
Loyola  University,  finds  the  nc 

approach  "an  outstanding  accom 
plishment."  Dr.   Elmer  Green  cl 
the  Menninger  Foundation  calls  it| 

"a  way  for  every  person  to  mov 
ahead."  Certainly  as  a  system  fo 

self-discovery  it  couldn't  be  less  of 
a  hassle.  All  you  need  is  paper  and 

pen/pencil.  ■ 

Your  bad  back 
continued  from  page  99 
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tone  becomes  increasingly  impor- 

tant." It's  easy  to  follow  his  advice. 
Take  five  minutes  before  you  go 

out  on  the  tennis  court  that  fine 
June  morning  and  spend  it  doing 

exercises  that  prepare  you  and  lim- 

ber you  up.  See  his  effective  de- 
tensing,  preparatory  exercises  on the  next  page. 

After  the  game,  take  a  hot  show- 
er or  preferably  a  bath  and  soak. 

And,  if  you're  really  fortunate, 
have  a  massage.  It  can  be  especial- 

ly helpful  the  first  few  times  you 
work  out.  After  the  muscles  are 

accustomed  to  the  movement  you 

can  eliminate  it.  But  the  half-hour 
soak  is  always  a  good  idea.  Should 

you  find  that  there  is  stiffness  the 
next  day,  take  a  hot  bath  before 
and  after  work  and  one  more  be- 

fore going  to  bed.  However,  if  the 
stiffness  in  the  low  back  is  so  great 

that  walking  and  moving  are  down- 
right disagreeable,  go  to  bed.  Bed 

rest  is  essential,  as  it  literally  takes 
the  load  off  your  back.  If  lying  on 

your  back  is  uncomfortable,  a  Vi- 
inch-thick  piece  of  plywood  imder 

the  mattress  can  help  make  it  firm- 
er. Or  roll  pillows  and  place  them 

under  your  knees  to  help  press  the 
small  of  your  back  flat.  You  may 

find  that  lying  on  your  side  with  the 

knees  slightly  bent  is  the  most  com- 

fortable. Don't  lie  on  your  stom- 
ache,  however.  That  natural  curve 
at  the  base  of  the  spine  will  curve 
inward  even  more  and  increase  the 

pain.  Once  you're  up  and  about wear  low-heeled  shoes  for  a  while. 

Some  people  find  that  cold  treat- ments work  better  for  them  than 

heat.  Dr.  Finneson's  recipe  for  ice- 
lollipops:  Fill  an  empty  orange- 

juice  tin  with  water  and  when  it's partially  frozen  insert  a  Popsicle 

stick  or  tongue  depressor.  The  lol- 
lipop slips  out  of  the  can  when 

warm  water  is  run  over  it.  The  ice 

is  applied  directly  to  the  skin  un- 
til it  has  been  numbed,  then  ap- 

plied 5  seconds  more.  The  effect 

is  a  topical  anesthetic  which  re- 
lieves pain  and  lasts.  Dr.  Finneson 

suggests  that  as  a  rule,  for  low- 
back  pain,  try  heat  first,  then  cold. 
One  should  work.  An  aspirin  or 

two  can  also  relieve  the  pain  as  will 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN 



lie    new    aspirin    substitutes    like 
lylenol  or  Datril. 
One  more  word  about  cxercis- 

ng.  Do  not  exercise  during  a  peri- 

d  of  acute  low-back  pain.  "Work- 
ng  it  out"  is  a  myth  and  can  result 
n  further  muscle  spasm.  Always 

heck   with   your  doctor,   physio- 
herapist,    or    orthopedist    before 
embarking  on  an  exercise  if  you 
know  that  your  bad  back  involves 
more  than  passing  stiffness.   And 

watch  your  weight.  That  lithe,  sup- 
ple spine  is  allected  by  the  amount 

it  carries,  so  keep  an  eye  on  the 
scale. 

Do   the   warm  up   before   every 
physically  exerting  activity: 
1.  a.  Lit'  fiat  on  back  on  fioor  with 

legs  extended. 
b.  Raise  arms  slowly  above  head 

while  inhaling  slowly. 
c.  Allow  arms  to  return  to  sides 

while  exhaling  slowly. 
d.  Relax  entire  body. 
e.  Repeat  JO  times. 

2.  a.  Inhale  slowly  while  tightening 
all  body  muscles  (clench  fists 
tightly  to  sides,  squeeze  legs 
together,   tighten  buttocks, 
etc.). 

b.  Exhale  and  relax  all  muscles, 
close  eyes. 

c.  Repeat  10  times.  ■ 

Tennis  family 
continued  from  page  88 

Mark  the  most  competitive  and 
serious  player  of  the  family,  plays 
about  two  hours  a  day  after  school 
at  the  Oceanside  Country  Club, 
where  he  is  the  number  one  player. 
And  for  an  hour  after  dinner  most 

nights,  his  father  rallies  with  him 

to  give  him  a  workout  on  partic- 
ular strokes.  (His  best  stroke,  and 

Jonathan's,  is  the  Jimmy  Connors- 
style  two-handed  backhand.) 
Jonathan  also  plays  after  school, 
and  both  boys  get  in  several  hours 

of  tennis  a  day  on  weekends — 
including  doubles  with  the  whole 
family. 

Meanwhile,  the  trophy  collec- 
tion on  the  piano  continues  to 

grow.  And  it  may  keep  on  growing 
for  a  long  time  .  .  .  Matthew  just 
asked  if  he  could  have  his  own 
racket.  ■ 

Eight  top  riders 
continued  from  page  90 

In  a  setting  so  conducive  to 
friendly  competition  in  the  ring 
and  cooperation  in  the  barns,  the 
de  Leyers  have  all  mastered  their 
sport. 

Harry  Jr.  got  his  colors  (a 
colored  wool  collar  signifying  a 
member  in  good  standing)  at  the 
Smithtown  Hunt  when  he  was  7 

years  old — the  youngest  member 
ever  to  receive  them.  The  five  old- 

est have  won  at  Madison  Square 
Garden,    and    father    Harry    has 

JUNE,    1976 

twice  won  the  American  triple 

crown  for  jumping  (high-scorer 
for  the  American  Horseshow  As- 

sociation and  the  Professional 

Horsemen's  Association,  and 
champion  of  the  Madison  Square 
Garden  horse  show).  At  a  Long 
Island  show  last  summer,  all  six 
children  were  competing;  Harry 
Jr.  won  first  in  an  intermediate 

jumper  class,  Harry  Sr.  second, 
Andre,  fifth,  and  John  was  cham- 

pion junior  jumper  of  the  show. 
Says  Harry  laconically,  with  a 

flash  of  cornflower  blue  eyes,  "I 
didn't  push  them.  The  thing  is  to 

make  happy  riders."  ■ 

New  at  stores 
continued  from  page  32 

tans  easily;  Normal  Protection 
Tinted,  if  you  like  some  color  the 

first  day  at  the  beach;  High  Pro- 
tection for  the  fair-skinned  and 

sun-sensitive — helpful  for  chil- 
dren; After  Sun,  a  luxurious,  non- 

greasy  moisturizer  that  keeps  skin 
soothed  and  lubricated.  Each  S5  in 

4-ounce  plastic  bottle  with  twist- 
off  cap.  By  Helena  Rubinstein  .  .  . 

New  spray-on  hair  conditioner  that 
works  overnight  from  Rene  Fur- 
terer  is  scalp  treatment  you  can 
shampoo  out  or  leave  on.  Spray 
Nuit  Capillaire  on  your  hair;  it 

doesn't  feel  greasy  or  slick  on  your 
pillowcase.  Great  for  salt-water 

dry  hair.  S9.50  at  Bloomingdale's; 
Pierre-Michel  Salon,  6  W.  57th  St., 
New  York,  10019.  .  .  .  A  neu, 

quick,  and  very  effective  15-minute 
facial  from  Gernuiine  Monteil 

makes  a  great  summer  refresher. 
Regime  Cleansing  Facial  looks 
light  and  creamy,  has  a  fresh, 
tangy  tangerine  scent,  and  contams 
natural  clay  for  a  deep-cleaning, 

skin-smoothing  mask.  It's  rinsed off  with  water  after  it  has  turned 

transparent.  Follow  up  with  a  gen- 
tle patting  of  Regime  Wake-up 

Toning  Gel.  The  Cleansing  Facial, 
4%  ounces  for  $12.50  ...  A  stick 

that  goes  on  your  cheek  colorless 

and  ends  up  giving  you  a  natural- 

looking  blush:  Nature's  Blush — 
your  cheek's  natural  warmth 
causes  the  color  to  come  through. 

$2.75,  by  Coty  ...  If  you've  over- done the  sun.  Medicated  Noxzema 

Sunburn  Spray  in  5-  and  9-ounce 
cans,  reduces  sting,  burn,  and  dry- 

ness; it's  fine  for  children,  too.  At 
drugstores  and  supermarkets  .  .  . 
This  spring  Revlon  will  have  a  new 

collection  of  makeups  and  cleans- 
ing products  for  black  skin.  Intro- 

duced in  1975,  "The  Polished 
Ambers"  had  everything  good  skin 
needs  to  look  its  best,  from  oil- 
balancing  soap  to  lip  lighteners 

worn  under  lip  colors.  New  addi- 
tions are  the  colors  added  to  Super 

Lustrous  Lip  Gloss — deep  rich 
shades  that  look  marvelous  on 
tanned  skin,  such  as  Chocolate 
Gloss,  Sienna  Gloss,  Plum  and 
Cherry  Gloss.  $1.95  each.  ■ 

10  REASONS  WHY 
YOU  CANT  BUYA  BEnER 

CONTACT  CEMENT. 
1.  Instant  grip 

2.  Super  strength 
3.  Economical,  goes 

farther 
4.  Hundreds  of  uses 

5.  Easy  one-coat 

apphcation 6.  Long  open  time 

7.  Easy  water  clean-up 
8.  Won't  damage  paint 
9.  Non-flammable 

10.  Non-toxic 
These  10  reasons  add  up 

to  one  strong  case  for  our 

new  Weldwood  Plus-10™ Contact  Cement. 

The  secret  is  a  new  for- 
mula that  puts  Plus-10  in 

a  category  all  by  itself. 

So  whether  you're  a  serious 
handyman  or  a  weekend 

do-it-yourselfer,  Weldwood 
Plus-10  Contact  Cement 

will  help  you  achieve  pro- 
fessional results -and  that's 

a  big  plus  vveldwood^ 

i^jj  Roberts  Consolidated  Industries VS/  Champion Inteniatioridl Corporation 

Weldwood       >  *.0 

Dontact 

Famous  University  proves 

MIRACLE-GRO  produces  greater  yields  — 

2r  MORE  TOMATOES 
l^Wm  VEGETADLES 

Compared  with  other  popular  types  of  plant  foods* 

IMPORTANT  FACTS 

for  home  vegetable  growers. 

University  tests  proved  MIRACLE- 
GRO  produced  greater  yields  of  to- 

matoes and  other  vegetables  com- 

pared to  best  known  "timed  release" plant  food  as  well  as  othier  popular 

types  of  fertilizers.  Tests  conducted  in 
good  soils  and  poor  soils. 

MIRACLE-GRO  works  where 
other  types  fail. 

At  leading  University,  in  soils  of  very  low  fer- 
tility—plants fed  tfie  MIRACLE-GRO  way  pro- 

duced good  tomatoes  while  most  of  the  plants 
fed  with  other  types  of  fertilizers  (including  best 

known  "Timed  Release"  type)  tailed  to  survive! 

'All   tested    plant   foods    used    according 
to  label  directions. 

Why  MIRACLE-GRO  is  called- 
"MIRACLE  VEGETABLE  FOOD" 

MIRACLE-GRO  provides  7  vital 

growth  elements  in  fast-acting  "liquid form"  — feeds  plants  through  roots 
and  leaves.  University  tests  prove 

MIRACLE-GRO  enters  plant's  "blood- 
stream" in  30  seconds.  Starts  work- 

ing fast.  EASY  — apply  anytime. 
SAFE— will  not  "burn"  used  as  di- 

rected. Saves  money.  Saves  fertilizer. 

Yields  TONS  more! 
Tomato  farmers  say 
20  tons  per  acre  is 

excellent.  I^IRACLE- 
GRO  scored  30  tons 

per  acre! 8oz.  $-129 

'.« 

STERN'S ALL-PURPOSE   WATER-SOLUBLE    PLANT    FOOD 
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0]FM30r5^, 
JOHNSON  CITY.  TENNESSEE  37601 

For  a  portfolio  of  tables  and  cabinets,  send  one  dollar  to 

Dept.  HG-06.  Gordon's.  Inc.,  Johnson  City,  Tennessee  37601 

"MOTHERS  SERIES" 
1976  edition  of  the  popular 

annual  collector's  plate  by W.  Goebel  Porzellanfabrik. 
sole  manufacturer  ol 

the  world  famous  "M.  I.  Hummel" 
figurines  and  plates, 

Rodental,  West  Germany. 
Distributed  by 

EBELING  &  REUSS  CO. 

West  Valley  Road,  Devon,  PA  19333 

Availab'e  at  fine  stores  everyv/here. 
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'  ''Elevette'l 
Step  into  this  modern  home  elevator  in- 

stead of  climbing  up  and  down  the  hard 

way.  "Elevette"  is  a  life-saver  for  the 
handicapped  or  elderly  ...  is  a  conveni- 

ence for  the  whole  farnily.  And  the  variety 
of  color-coordinated  designs  includes  one 
to  complement  your  decor. 

"^rM^  for  free  color-illustrated  catalog. 
Facts  on  "Elevette"; 
budget-priced,  single-seat 
StairLIFT;  Inclinette,  the 
deluxe  single-seat  lift; 
INCLIN-ATOR,  lift  for 
2  i>eople.  Tax  deductible 
when  recommended  by 
doctor. 

INCLINATOR  COMPANY  OF  AMERICA 
2300  Paxton  St.,  Harrisburg,  Pa.  17105 

Best  in  Booklets 
Marvelous  ideas  to  help  you  plan  and  shop  are  in  the  booklets  beloi 

and  they're  yours  for  the  asking.  You  can  order  them  directly  froi 
House  &  Garden — send  for  the  ones  you  ivant  today.  Just  fill  out  an 
return  the  order  coupon,  circling  the  number  of  each  booklet  desir& 

enclose  50c  for  postage  and  handling,  plus  any  additional  charge 

indicated  next  to  the  booklet  number,  and  we'll  see  to  it  that  yo\ 
booklet  requests  are  filled  as  quickly  as  possible.  Please  do  not  sen 

stamps:  coins,  check,  or  money  order  may  be  used. 

Building   and 
Remodeling 

1.  PRE-SITE  BUILDING  h.  Ips  >ou 

I  onfrol  the  concept,  construction,  and 

cost  in  liuilding  the  house  you  want 

from  blueprint  to  housewarming.  Con- 
tinental Homes  consumer  literature  dis- 

cusses this  building  tecimique  in  which 

yO  percent  of  your  house  is  completed 

before  it  reaches  your  site. 

2.  WANT  TO  PANEL  YOLR  BASE- 

AIEiN'T  ...  or  any  other  room  in  your 

house  .  .  .  "How  To  Panel  A  Room" 
folder  will  help  you  do  it  yourself. 

Folder  gives  step-by-step  instructions. 
One  important  basic  rule:  Use  quality 

materials.   Masonite  Corporation. 

■^.  NEW  IDEA.S  WITH  WOOD 
WI.NDOWS.  Pclla  Rolscreen  windows 

and  doiirs  are  as  beautiful  as  they  are 

easy  to  maintain.  Colorful  booklet  illu- 
strates how  Pella  designs  add  charm 

and  style  to  any  house. 

4.  "DISPOSALL  FOOD  WASTE 

DLSPOSER  INSTALLATION  IN- 

STRUCTIONS" for  replacing  most 
existing  disposers  with  a  new  General 

Electric  disposer — assuming  the  exist- 
ing installation  is  adequate  from  an 

electrical  and  plumbing  standpoint — 
are  outlined  in  this  brochure.  Each  step 

i>  clearK  explained,  many  with  coordi- 
nating illustrations.  General  Electric Company. 

Decorating 

5.  "HOW  TO  CARE  FOR  YOUR 

INTERIOR      ENVIRONMENT"— 
booklet  written  to  help  you  select  the 

right  furniture  for  your  house.  Com- 
mon maintenance  problems  and  how  to 

-olve  them  are  listed.  La-Z-Boy  Chair 
(Jompany.  50c 

6.  ORIENTAL  FURNITURE — Hen 

redon's  Folio  Eleven  proves  that  the 
clean  lines  and  simple  forms  of  the  Far 

East  are  totally  relevant  to  the  way  we 

live  today.  This  collection  of  bedroom, 

dining  room,  and  occasional  furniture 

mixes  well  with  many  styles.  -$1 

7.  THE  KAFIRIMAR  COLLEC- 
TION — booklet  shows  beautiful  color 

illustrations  of  woven  100  percent  wool 

Oriental  design  rugs.  The  breathtaking 

palette  and  authentic  patterns  we 

inspired  by  the  Kipling  filmed  epii 
The  Man  Who  Would  Be  Kin/^.  Inslar 

room  drama  is  achieved  with  artisai 

crafted,  densely  piled,  lushly  fringe 
floor  fashions.  Couristan.  $1 

8.  DINING  ROOM  AND  BED 

ROOM  furniture  rooted  in  American 

is  presented  in  two  catalogues  froi 

American  Drew,  Inc.  The  "Tangli 
wood"  collection  is  executed  in  deepi 

grained  oak  solids  and  veneers.  TIj' 

"Companion"  group  is  beautifull 

crafted  of  fine  white  pine,  hardwoo< 

solids,  and  pine  veneers.  Both  cata 

logues  $2 

9.  "ORIENTAL  DESIGN  RU(, 

HANDBOOK"  by  Karastan  Ku^ 

Mills  has  been  enlarged  to  relate  mon 

historical  information  on  the  rtrigins  n 

Oriental  design  rugs  and  more  detail 

on  the  symbolism  in  the  motifs  and 
colors  of  the  legendary  rug  patterns. 

Included  are  .some  bu>ing  tips.  50c 

10.  "GETTING  BEAUTY  AND 

VALUE  FOR  YOUR  DECORAT- 

ING DOLLARS"  is  a  colorfully  illu- 
strated %-page  booklet  crammed  with 

decorating  ideas,  shopping  tips,  and 

information  on  the  care  and  use  of  fine 

furniture  and  decorating  accessories. 
Ethan  Allen  Inc.  50c 

11.  CERAMIC  TILE.  A  new  ir,-page, 

color  catalogue  is  available  from  Flor- 

ida Tile  that  pictures  basic  colors,  fin- 

ishes, and  shapes  available  and  lists 

specifications  for  their  use.  The  cata- 

logue is  meant  to  be  used  as  an  idea- 
starter  for  homemakers  and  designers. 

25c 

12.  "CARLETON  VARNTY'S  AL- 
PIL4BET  OF  DECORATING 

IDEAS."  Easy-to-follow  booklet  by 
well-known  decorating  authority  has 

pages  of  creative  suggestions  on  how  to 
refresh  any  room  in  your  house.  The 

accent  piece  in  many  settings — mirrors. 
Basset  Mirror  Company.  SI 

13.  WICKER  AND  RATTAN.  This 

48-page  brochure  offers  vou  a  large 
selection  of  wicker  and  rattan  chairs. 

sofas,  lamps,  headboards,  tables,  and 
accessories,  available  in  colors,  shipped 

all  over  the  United  States.  Fran's  Ba^ 
ket  House.  25c 

14.  ANTIQIE  FURNITIRE  RE- 
PRODUCTIONS   from    the    Bartlev 

HOUSE  &  GARDEN 
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Ilti  limi.  1.1(1.  I'liis  ((ildiliil  21])a};c 
iklti  >li<i\\>  kil>  for  assorU'd  18tli- 

UiiA  fuinitiiif.  iuillii'iitic  in  dcsitiii 

i  (•((nstructiiiii.  wliiili  >(Pii  a»rriil(lc 

d  liand-fiiiisli.  .All  i)ifccs  pictured  arc 
,0  availalilc  already  asseinlded  and 

shed. $1 

Eating  and 
Entertaining 

">.  ENTERTAINING  CAN  BE  FUN 

id  easy-  -is  llie  niessajre  of  '"Tlic 

iffee  'Faille  I'xioklet.''  ('oniiiilcd  with 
c  coiiperalion  of  llipii>e  ̂   (harden,  the 

loklct  iri<lu(ie-.  Iiii^tcss  lips,  ideas  for 

irties.  and  reeipo  iisin^  lialiia  (loffce 

i(picur.  Heidih'in,  Inc. 

6.  INTERNATIONALLY  AC- 
LAIMED      STAINLESS      STEEL 

ilelien  kni\es  ironi  Germany  are  de- 

lijcd  ill  liii>  liill-color,  20-j)age  rata- 

pi^iie  from  /willing  (lutlery.  Slicers, 
leaver^,  frozen  food,  and  assorted 

o:iks"  knives  among  the  wide  variety. 

7.  "THE   CORDIAL  TOUCH"— 

'1-page  liooklet  from  General  Wine  & 
Spirits  crammed  with  recipes  for  ai)i)e- 
izcrs,  dips,  desserts,  and  fish,  poultry, 

iiid  heef  dinners.  Tile  exciting  ingredi- 
iil  ill  all  (fishes  is  Leioux  Cordials 

ind  brandies. 

.Soll^  oiler  a  free  two-year  suhserijition 

to  their  mini-magazine  Lawn  Care.  It's 
got  seasonal  checklists,  how-to  articles, 
and  news  on  lawn  and  garden  care. 

20.  "LANDSCAPE  STONE."  Spec 
tacular  waterfalls,  enchanting  pools, 

pictures(pie  garden.scapes — using  low- 

cost,  lightweight,  easy-to-handle 

"Featherock."  Natural  stone.  Exciting 

"how-to"  picture  guide  and  dealer  list 
helps  \oii  do-it-yourself.  Featherock 

Inc.  2.1C 

Potpourri 

Gardening 

18.  NATURAL  SOIL  CONDITION- 

ER. Hidcluire  from  United  States  Gyp- 
■  iiiM  describes  its  low-cost  natural  soil 

•onditioner  for  lawns  and  gardens — 

Grand  i'ri/e.  Itroelnire  lists  advantages 
of  this  gypsum  from  stimulating  growth 

and  loosening  tight  soil  to  improving 

drainage,  counteracting  salt  damage. 

19.  now  TO  HAVE  A  BETTER 

LAWN  AND  GARDEN.  CM.  Scott  & 

21.  "TRAVEL      SOITH     USA." 

Twelve-page  travel  guide  to  eleven 
states  important  as  historic,  recreation, 

and  scenic  vacation  spots.  Resorts,  fes- 
tivals, landmarks  are  described  and 

illustrated.  .Southern  Tiavel  Directors 
Council.  25c 

22.  "ALL  ABOUT  YOUR  HOME" 

— a  new  magazine  from  Martex.  Sub- 

je(-ts  covered  include:  decorating  and 
sewing  with  towels,  ideas  for  gifts  to 

make  using  sheets,  tips  from  celebrities 

on  entertaining,  fun  for  all  at  children's 
parties,  needlepoint  i)ilio\vs,  and  nuich 
mor(-.  .I1..50 

23.  "THE  BAD  BACK"  is  a  helpful 
booklet  from  the  Simmons  Company 

giving  some  simple  suggestions  for  cop- 
ing with  a  bad  back.  Basic  rules  to  live 

by  are  outlined — posture,  diet,  exercise. 

The  Hard  Simmons  Maxipedic  sleep 
set  is  illustrated  and  described. 

24.  VACATION   PLANNING  KIT. 

The  \  irginia  State  Travel  Service  of- 

fers booklets  to  help  you  decide  what  to 

do:  "Camping  in  Virginia."'  "Civil  War 

IJattlefield  Parks.''  "(iolf  in  Virginia." 
and  manv  more. 

-Order  coupon  for  booklets- 

June,  19/6 

Circle  tlte  number  of  each  liooklet  you  want,  and  en- 
close check,  money  order,  or  currency  in  amount  in- 

dicated for  those  requiring  payment.  Add  50c  for 
postage  and  handling.  No  stamps.  Allow  up  to  four 
weeks  for  delivery. 

MAIL  TO:  HOUSE  &  GARDEN,  Dept.  6 
Box  3579.  Grand  Central  Station 
NewYork.N.Y..  10017 
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•"^   50c  for  postage  and  handling  of  mv  request for  booklets 

•S   for  booklets  circled  requiring  payment 

5J- 
.is  my  total  remittance 

Offer  expires  8/16/76 
Ml!. 

Name     mhs. 
\II.>S 

/\  dd  ress   
(PLEASE  PRINT) 

CitV -State- -Zip  #- 

The  Crystal  Etcetera  Box 
This  new Gorham  Original  isthe  ultimate  in  full-lead  cry 
Exquisitely  hand-blown.  Deeply  hand-cut  for  diamond  bril- 

liance. Superb  for  after  dinner  mints,  sweets  or  nuts.  Or 

for  pearls,  pins  or  etcetera.  A  sparkling  gift;  41/2"  across, 
31/2"  deep.  Only  $16.95  at  finest  jewelry-gift  stores  gind 
crystal  departments. 

T'.^T^P^ 

k;^ 

■,<^.  ̂ -^^/rf.. 

f.^^x      * 

GORHAM  EZHiM] 
Gorham  Division  of  Textron  Inc Do  you  own  a  Gorham  Original? 

RESTORATION.  Westnnlnster  chimes,  87"  high  $1 ,940. 

Ihomos 

txce  ence 
In  the  stately  world  of  grandfather  clocks  our  new  Seth  Thomas 
Restoration  rises  to  new  heights  of  luxury  Its  superbly  figured, 
crotch  nnahogany  case  is  a  classic  of  quality  craftsmanship.  Carved 
hood  Side  panels,  floral  decorated  dial,  and  moon-phase  indicator 
complete  an  ensemble  of  elegant  features.  A  warm  and  wonderful 
addition  to  your  home.  One  of  many  splendid  Seth  Thomas  clocks, 
at  fine  jewelers  and  department  stores.  For  catalog  send  $1 .00 
to  Dept.  HG-1,  Seth  Thomas,  Thomaston,  Conn.  06787.  Since  1813 

JUNE.    1976 



World  brings  you  beautiful  carpet 
for  your  total  environment. 
Stop  in  at  one  of  these  participating  dealers  throughout  the  United  States. 

NORTHEAST 

Dean  Floor  Covering 
N.J. 

Korvettes 
N.J.  &  N.Y. 

Allen  Carpets 
N.Y.  &  N.J. 

Macys 
New  York.  NY. 

Carpet  Fair 
Baltimore.  Md. 

Carpet  Warehouse 
Albany.  NY. 
Gimbels. 
New  York,  N.Y. 

Gertz 
Jamaica.  Queens.  NY. 

Carpetland 
Tonawanda.  NY. 

Max  Pies 
Rochester.  NY. 

Bambergers 
Newark.  N.J. 

Smithtown  Carpetland 
Smithtown,  L.I.,  N.Y. 
Kaufmans 

Pittsburgh.  Pa. 

Carpetowne 
Erie.  Pa. 

Marina  Carpets 
E.  Northport.  L.I.,  N.Y 
Jordan  Marsh 
Boston,  Ma. 

Carpet  Buyers  Outlet 
E.  Brunswick,  N.J. 

Sandler  &  Worth 

Springfield.  N.J. 
Essis  &  Sons 

Harrisburg.  Pa. 
D.  M.  Read  Co. 
Trumbell.  Ct. 

Lit  Brothers 

Philadelphia.  Pa. 

Rugs  &  Things 
Mt.  Kisco,  N.Y. 
Giant  Floors 

Washington.  DC. 

J.  C.  Best  (B&E) 
So.  Portland.  Me. 

SOUTHEAST 

Pierce  Floor  Covering 
Bessemer,  Al. 

Glidden  Paint  Store 

Birmingham.  Al. 

Wheat  Weave  Carpet  Sales 
Tuscaloosa,  Al. 

Springdale  Gayfers 
Mobile.  Al. 

J   B.  White 
Columbia.  S.C. 

Springfield  Rug  Co. 
Roswell,  Ga. 

Finishing  Touch 
Panama  City,  Fl. 

Edgewater  Gayfers 
Biloxi,  Ms. 

Ivy's Charlotte.  N.C. 

Color  Carpets 
Greensboro.  N.C. 

Buddy  Allen  Floor  Covering 
Donelson,  Tn. 

Kiser's  Floor  Covering 
Memphis.  Tn. 
Jackson  Linoleum 
Jackson.  Ms. 

Davisons 
Atlanta.  Ga. 

Main  Floor  Covering 
Nashville,  Tn. 

Duck's  Floor  Covering 
Jackson,  Tn. 

Piedmont  Floor  Covering 
Charlotte.  N.C. 

Belk's 

Greenville.  S.C. 

Unique  Floor  Covering 
Tucker.  Ga. 

Southern  Paint  &  Decorators 
Richmond,  Va. 

Rug  Shops 
Norfolk.  Va. 

Seberts  Carpet  Shop 
Matthews.  N.C. 

Jays  Floor  Covering 
Fayetteville.  N.C. 
Stylon  of  Charleston 
Charleston  Hts..  S  C. 

Harb's  Floor  Covering 
Knoxville,  Tn. 

Phillips,  inc. 
Savannah,  Ga. 

MIDWEST 

Carpetland,  U.S.A. 
Midwest 

New  York  Carpet  World 
Southfield,  Ml. 

Tile  Town  Carpet 

Bndgeton,  Mo. 

Shillito's 
Cincinnati,  Oh. 

Olson's 

Chicago,  II. 
Drexel 
Milwaukee,  Wi. 

Cook  Paint  &  Varnish  Co. 
N.  Kansas  City.  Mo. 
Stadium  Linoleum  &  Tile 
Ann  Arbor.  Mi. 

Building  Products 
Maryland  Hts.,  Mo. 

Harry's  Corner Cincinnati,  Oh. 
Wiebolts 

Chicago.  II. 
Flair  Floor 

Farmmgton.  Mi. 
May  Company 
Cleveland,  Oh. 

Midwest  Floor  Covering 
St.  Louis.  Mo. 
Goldbiatts 

Chicago,  II. 

Value  Rug  Mart 

Chicago.  II. 

Migala  Rug  &  Linoleum 
Kalamazoo,  Mi. 

Carpet  Bazaar 
Brookpark.  Oh. 
Parson  Floor  &  Cabinet 
Columbus.  Oh. 

Mclntyre  Floor  Covering 
Lenexa,  Ks. 

Landmark  Carpet  Co, 

Springfield,  II. 
City  Wide  Carpets 
Chicago.  II. 
Carpet  City 

Traverse  City,  Mi. 

The  Carpet  Studio 
E.  Lansing.  Mi. 

SOUTHWEST 
Leons  Tile 
Austin,  Tx. 

Carpet  Guild.  USA 
Garland,  Tx. 

Pounds  Floor  &  Tile 
Austin.  Tx. 

Ideal  Upholstery  Carpet 
Las  Cruces,  N.M. 

Dillard's 

Arkansas  &  Texas 

Heights  Floor 
Houston.  Tx. 
Justice  Floors 
Ft.  Worth.  Tx. 
Ten  Ten  Industries 

San  Antonio.  Tx. 
Jim  Owens 
New  Orleans.  La 

Don  Hankins 
Oklahoma  City.  Ok. 
Hall  &  Wynes 

Tulsa.  Ok. 

Davis  Remnants 
Enid,  Ok. 

Carpet  Mart 
Fort  Collins.  Co. Bear  Rug 

Evergreen,  Co. 
Jesse  Carpets 
Tulsa,  Ok. 
Fashion  Floors 

Waco.  Tx. 
B  &  C  Carpets 
Oklahoma  City,  Ok. 
McGinnis  Furniture 

Longview.  Tx. 
Sun  Supply 

Abilene.  Tx 
Millers  Carpet 

Porter.  Tx. 

Carpets  Unlimited 
Dallas.  Tx. 
Universal  Carpet 

New  Orleans,  La. 

Fingers  Furniture 
Houston.  Tx. 
Remnant  Carpets 

Oklahoma  City.  Ok. 

Carpet  Mart 
Fort  Smith,  Ar. 

SOUTHEAST 
Pauls  Carpet  Co. 
Miami,  Fl. 

Rug  Beaters 
Miami.  Fl. 
Nova  Carpets 

Light  House  Pt.,  Fl. 
Carolina — Georgia  Carpets 
West  Palm  Beach,  Fl. 

Carpet  Mills  Dist. 
Hollywood.  Fl. 

May  Cohen 
Jacksonville.  Fl. 
Terrace  Carpet 

Tampa.  Fl. 

Carpet  Mart Miami.  Fl. 

Steve  Opier  Carpet  Sales 
Coral  Gables.  Fl. 

Dixie  Carpet  Sales 
Miami.  Fl. 

Custom  Floors 
Sarasota.  Fl. 

J  &  J  Carpet  Service 
Orlando.  Fl. 
Reed  Carpet 

Stuart,  Fl. 
E.  H.  Lanier 

Brandon.  Fl. 

Custom  Carpet 
St   Thomas.  Vi. 

Home  Carpet  Co. 
Sarasota.  Fl. 
Carpet  City 

Jacksonville.  Fl. 
National  Discount  Carpet 
Orlando.  Fl. 

Carpet  &  Furniture  Mart 
Cocoa,  Fl. 

Busch  Carpet  Co. 
Ft    Lauderdale,  Fl. 

Mangurians 
Ft    Lauderdale.  Fl 

Hollywood  Mart 
Hallandale.  Fl 

Taylor  Carpets 

Ft    Myers,  Fl 

NORTH  CENTRAL 
Merchandise  Mart 
Lincoln.  Ne 

Carpet  Remnant  King 
Minneapolis,  Mn, 
Payless  Cashway 
Midwest 

Imperial  Tile Omaha.  Ne, 

Package  Furniture  &  Carpet 
St,  Paul.  Mn, 

Stewart  Interiors 
Minneapolis,  Mn. 

Marvin  L.  Schirmacher 
La  Crosse.  Wi. 
Pidgeons 
Des  Moines,  la 

Plywood  Minnesota.  Inc. Midwest 

Carpetland,  USA 
Midwest 

Sherwin  Williams 
Edina.  Mn. 
Don  Johnson  Carpets 
Prior  Lake.  Mn. 
A  &  B  Carpet 

Beloit,  Wi. 
Baldwin  Carpets 

Omaha.  Ne. 

Jerrys  Floor  Store 

Spring  Lake  Park,  Mn. 
Mid-Continent  Interiors 
St.  Paul,  Mn. 

Tollefsons  Furniture 
Minot.  N.D. 

Menards  Carpetland Midwest 

Carpets,  Inc 
Sioux  City,  la. 

Rich  s  Modern  Floor  Store 
Billings.  Mt. 
Conlin  Furniture  City 
North  Dakota 

Plumbs,  Inc. 

Bettendorf.  la. 

Smulekoffs 
Cedar  Rapids,  la. 
Ace  Floors 

Appleton.  Wi. 

WEST  COAST Macy  s 

California 

Millers  Interiors 

Lynnwood,  Wa. Peninsula  Floors 

San  Carlo,  Ca. 

Guanella's 

Santa  Rosa.  Ca 
Cinderella  Carpet 
Salinas.  Ca. 

California  Custom 
Dublin.  Ca. 

A  &  P  Floor 
Sacramento.  Ca. 
Floorcraft  Carpet 

Portland.  Or. 

Lerner  Tambor 
San  Francisco.  Ca 
E    C.  Miller  Company 

Des  Moines.  Wa 

Sunset  Sales 

Spokane,  Wa. 

Carpet  City 

Portland.  Or. 

Ron  Chevalier 
Edmonds.  Wa. 
Newells 
Sacramento.  Ca 

A  &  A  Key  Builder 
Sacramento.  Ca, 

Groepel  Floor Rohnert  Park,  Ca 

Dennys  Carpets 

Concord,  Ca. 
Rubensteins 

Eugene,  Or. Hanes.  Inc. 
Redding,  Ca. 

Contract  Carpet 

Stockton,  Ca 

Floor  Specialties 
Boise.  Id. 

Trends  of  Hawaii 
Honolulu.  Hi. Monterey  Cty. 

Carpet  &  Linoleum Salinas,  Ca 

Johnson  Lowell 
Modesto,  Ca, 

Conklins 

N    California 

Carpet  Barn 
Las  Vegas.  Nv. 
Western  Wholesale 
Salt  Lake  City.  Ut 

Carpeteria California 
Aladdin  Interiors 
Bakersfleld.  Ca 
Banner  Carpets 

California Artistic  Carpets 

Long  Beach,  Ca. 

Sids  Carpet  Ba^n National  City,  Ca. 

Carpet  Town Hollywood,  Ca. 
Franey  Floor Visalia,  Ca. 

Edwards  Floor  Covering 
Glendale,  Ca Mikes  Carpet 

Costa  Mesa.  Ca 

Bargains  on  Carpel 
Glendale.  Ca. 
Contract  Carpet 

Sherman  Oaks.  Ca. 
Culver  Carpet 
Culver  City.  Ca 

Westwood  Carpet 

Beverly  Hills.  Ca. 
Aetna  Floor  Covering 

Los  Angeles.  Ca. Bi-Rite  Carpet 

Culver  City.  Ca. 

Fashions  Floors 

Tucson.  Az. 
M.  D.  Pruitts  Carpet 
Phoenix,  Az. 

Jost  Floor  Covering 
Bakersfield.  Ca. 

LA. J..  Inc. 

Los  Angeles,  Ca. 
A.D.J    Floors,  Inc. 
Santa  Ana.  Ca. 
Horizon  Corp 

Tucson.  Az. 

Sherwood  Lumber 
Portersville.  Ca. 

Phillips  Floor 
Santa  Ana.  Ca. 
Holiday  Carpet 

Los  Angeles.  Ca. A  &  M  Carpet 

Fresno.  Ca. 
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